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CHICAGO-

Abdank-Abakanowicz, In honor of

26g
Accumulators, Cut-out Switch for. Illustrated
145
Accumulators in Electric Lighting, .Some Methods of
Regulating, by George B. Prescott, Jr., and Discussion. Illustrated. {American Institute of Electrical Engineers) 247, 248, 249, 250, 251, 252, 261, 262
Agir Motor, The. Illustrated
294
Albany, Thomson-Houston Electric Railway at. Il2og
lustrated
Illustrated
19
Allen Elevated Electric Railway.
Alternating Current Motors: The Evolution of a New
Illustrated
Type, by Lieut. F. Jarvis Patten.
(American Institute of Electrical Engineers), 172,
173, 186,

Alternate Current Working, by W.
Alternating Current System, Brush.

M. Mordey.

187

36

Illustrated.

16,
17,

18

Alternating Currents, The Tesia Method of obtainIllustrated
230
ing Direct from.
Illustrated
.„,,.. 243
Alsatian Dynamo.
America, Electrical Engineering in, bp G. L. Addenbrooke
337, 338
28
American Electrical Engineers Abroad
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Report of
Proceedings, 7, 8, 9, 10, 106, 107, 172, 173, i86,
187, 193. 194, 221, 222, 247, 248, 249,

250, 251,

252, 261, 262, 285, 286, 287, 283. 335, 336, 337
Anaerican Practice, In Defense of, Communication, by
F. B. Badt
259
American Street Railway Convention at Minneapolis,
222, 223, 224, 225
Illustrated.
(Mutual Electric
Ammeter, Knowles.
Manufacturing Company)
2g,
30
Ammeter, Magnetic Vane. Illustrated.
(James W.

Queen & Company)

Ammeter and

Polarity

171

Lockwood.

Indicator,

Illus-

trated

Anglo-American Storage Battery. Illustrated
Illustrated.
(Mutual ElecArc Lamp, Knowles.
Company)
tric Manufacturing
29,
Three-Carbon.
Illustrated
Arc Lamp,
Arc Lighting in Chicago, Comments on the Growth
Gregory.
(Chicago Electric
of, by Charles E.

145
47

Charging Stations on the Thames
HI
Chicago and the World's Fair
279, 280
Chicago Arc Light ^^ Power Company's Station, Fuel
Oil in the.

292

Illustrated

Chicago Arc Light & Power Company's Station. CrossBoard at the
Chicago Arc Light & Power Company's Station, Rope
Transmission at the. Illustrated
Chicago Auditorium, Electric Lights in the
Chicago City Electric Light Plant, 3, 27, 53, 73, 74,
75,76,102,141, 178,203,242,
Chicago City Electric Light Plant. Bids for the
Chicago City Electric Lighting Stations. Illustrated..
Chicago City Underground System. Illustrated
Chicago Club Plants, Two
Chicago, Comments on the Growth of Arc Lighting
in, by Charles E. Gregory (Chicago Electric Club)

320, 321

300, 314,

Chicago Isolated Plants, Damage to
Chicago, Rapid Transit for
Chicago Telephone Subway System.

69
244
143,

Chicago Electric Light System, Compliment

With Portrait
203
Engine Company, Victory for the
57
Bangor, Me., Electric Railway at. Illustrated. (ThomCompanj')
, , . ^
4
son-Houston Electric
218
Barton's, President, Dinner
27
Barton, S.'A., Complimentary Dinner in Honor of

Badt, F. B.
Ball

.

.

Barton, S. A., Resignation of, (Chicago Electric
Club)
235, 236
171
Battery, Another Primary
Illustrated.
(Electro-OpBattery and Coil, Medical.

Manufacturing Company.)

2

Battery, Edison Primary
Battery, New Primary
Batteries at the Paris Exposition,

283
137
148
23

tic

Batteries,

Primary and Secondary
Electric Railway

Secondary

Bay Ridge, Md.,

at.

Railway

& Motor Company.)

tric

(Sprague Elec-

Elected President.
Beach, F. G.
Beach, F. G., President. With Portrait
Bearing, Anti-Friction Journal. Illustrated.
.

258
275
267

,

;

(Stannard

& Dillon)

35

and Sperry Factories
36
Motor Company, New Factory of the
173
Motor Armature. Illustrated.... ^
293
226
Motor & Manufacturing Company
(Electrical SupBell, Improved Electric. Illustrated.
171
ply Company)
Bell-Cushman Litigation
53

Belding
Belding
Belding
Belding

Illustrated
Ostrander Electric.
233
Telephone Stock Increased
163
Bentley-Knight Electric Railway Generator and Mo-

Bell,

Bell

tor Car.

Illustrated

Bentley-Knight Motors on the Boston West
Illustrated
way.
Blair Oil Filter, Illustrated

End

106, 107
Rail-

45
23
206, 243, 244, 258
44,

Book Table, The
109,
10,
o.,
Boston, Overhead Wires in
317
22
Boston, West End Street Railway at
4,
Boston West End Electric Railway, Bentley-Knight
Motors on the. Illustrated
44,
45
1

258
Brake, Electro-Magnetic Railway. Illustrated
210
British Association Papers
Brooklyn, Underground Construction in, by J. C.
Reilly, (National Telephone E.'ichange Associa156

tion)

With Portrait
Brush, Charies F.
Brtish Alternating Current System.

the,

Illustrated. 142,

no. III
for

Chicago, Sun Electric Light Company's Station at

144
329

Il-

330, 331
lustrated
178
Cincinnati Electric Engines. Illustrated
Illustrated
Electric
Railway.
Plane
Inclined
Cincinnati

(Sprague Electric Railway

& Motor

167
177
137
291, 292
308
269
Clutch for Dental Engines, Electric. Illustrated
66
Clutch, New Positive Locking. Illustrated
121
Coal Mine, Electric Road in a
232, 233
Columbia College, Electrical Engineering in
Commutator, Automatic Synchronizing. Illustrated... 207
Illustrated
Pump
and.
Power
Air
232
Belt
Condenser,
Conduits, Interior Electrical. Illustrated (Electrical
285
Supply Co.)
Conduits, Underground (Communication, by David
r
288, 289
Brooks)
195
Conduits, Ventilating Electrical
268
Copper Market, The
Exchange
As(National
Telephone
Copper Question
sociation)

1

59

255
Copper Question, The
Copper Question and the National Electric Light As318
3°'

sociation

Copper Situation, The.
Copper Should the Duty be Abolished

—

?

by C. A.
io5

Brown

Copper Tariff— A Protectionist View, by Cuprum,323, 324
330
Copper, Iron Instead of
11, 12, 23, 24, 37, 38, 50, 51, 61,

62, 76, 77, 114. 115, 125. 126,138, 139, 150, 151,

174, 175, '87, i88, 1S9, 199, 200, 211, 212, 226,
227, 234, 238, 252, 253, 263, 264, 276, 277, 289,
301, 302, 303, 314,326, 327, 338, 339
Covvl-Vandenburgh Electric Light System. Illustrated,
204, 205
147
Crane, Crampton Electric. Illustrated

Cross-Board at the Chicago Arc Light

& Power Com27

pany's Station

3
Cronin Case, Telegrams in the
Current Indicator, Knowles. Illustrated. (Mutual Electric Manufacturing Co.)
29.30, 32
232
Current Weigher, New Form of. Illustrated

15
Illustrated,

18

216
Brush Company, Purchase of the
Brush Corporation, King, Brown & Company against
AngloAmerican
the
32,
33
Buffalo, Electric Railways for
324, 325
Business Mention, 13, 26, 40, 52, 64, 78, 115, 116,
,

128, 140, 152, 176, 190, 202, 214, 228, 240, 254,
266, 278, 290, 304, 315, 316, 328,

III., Electric Railway at. Illustrated, (Thomson-Houston Electric Co.)
332
Deprez, Marcel Installation at the Paris Exposition.

Decatur,

16,

17,

340

Dynamo and Engine

Illustrated

Dynamo, Arc
tric

for

Marine

Dynamo,
Dynamo,
Dynamo,
Dynamo,
Dynamo,
Dynamo,

217

Illustrated

Deptford Central Electric Light Station.

Illustrated,

68,

Des Moines, Electric Power at
Detroit, Tower Lighting in, by Tour
Detroit Exposition. Electrical Equipment

6g
267

120, 121
of the

21

324
.329

of
2"l)

2S0,

281

243

Work.

332. 331

Light.

Illustrated.

(Westinghouse Elec-

Co.)

,

Cowl-Vandenburgh. Illustrated
204,
Marcel Deprez. Illustrated
Ferranti's Ten Thousand Volt
Freeman Constant Potential. Illustrated....

307
205

217
204
229
Heisler Regulator and.
Illustrated... 215. 216
Knowles. Illustrated. (Mutual Electric Manufacturing Co.)
29
Dynamo, Multipolar Drum. Illustrated
207
Dynamo, National Electric Manufacturing Company's.
Illustrated
179, 257
Dynamo, Royal Electric Company's. Illustrated. 16O, 167

Dynamo, Slattery Alternating Current. Illustrated.
Dynamo, Tyne. Illustrated
Dynamo, Combined Engine and. Illustrated

.

.

.

317
185
271

Accessories of Intensity, Potential and
Resistance Measurements, by C. C. Haskins, (National Electric Light Association)
96, 97,

173

98

Edgewater Electric Light Station. Illustrated
Edinburgh Electrical Exhibition. Illustrated
Edison and Sprague C'ompanies Consolidated
Edison and the Paris Exposition
Edison Exhibit at the Paris Exposition Illustrated, 165,

270
301
193

166,

177

Edison Illuminating Companies' Convention

—

305

Report
Proceedings
iii, 112, 113, 114
Edison Lamp Case in Canada, Rehearing Granted in
of

.

the

54

53,

Lamp

Patent Sustained in Canada

— Decision

of the Minister of Agriculture and Report of the
Minister of Justice
297, 298, 299
Edison Underground System Illustrated
129, 130

Edison-Westinghouse
Judge Bradley)

Lamp

Patent Suit, (Decision ci

197, i q8,
/ 199
Editorial (Notes), 6, 20, 34, 46, 58, 70, 92, 108, 12
134, 146, 158, 170, 184, 196, 2o3, 220, 234, 246,
...
260, 272, 284, 296, 310, 322, 334
Electric Factories Destroyed by Fire
2,
3
Electric Industry, Value of Economic Data to the, by

Allen R. Foote and Discussion, (National Electric Light Association)
81. 82,
83
Electric Light, Beauties of
331
Electric Light, The (Notes), 12, 24, 38, 51, 62, 63,77,
I02, 115, 126, 127, 139, 151, 163, 175,
201, 213, 227, 239, 253, 264, 265, 277,

Co.)

City Plant for Private Consumers
Cleveland, Electricity at
Cleveland, Electric Wires in
Cleveland, Overhead Wires in

Correspondence, 10,

Method

Edison

76
73, 74, 75,
16
15,
Chicago, Electric "L," Roads for
203
Chicago Electric Railway, A
267
Chicago, Electric Railways in
141
Chicago, Electric Road for
Chicago's Fire and Police Telegraph System, Extending
57

168

.

283
171
119
41
193

68
67,
Chicago Edison Company. Illustrated
Chicago Edison Company's System, E.xtension of the 171
iii,
183, 185, 186,
Chicago Electric Club, 2, 41, 42,
218, 226, 235, 236, 259, 273, 274, 275,

Detroit Motor, The.
Illustrated
Dickerson, E. N., Death of
Dickerson, E. N., with Portrait
Direct from Alternating Currents, Tesla
Obtaining. Illustrated
Dispatch, Failure to Transmit a Cipher
Dynamo, Alsatian. Illustrated

Dynamo Room

28

Plant. Illustrated,
igr, 192, 193

. .

27

279
307

318,320, 321

320, 321
Illustrated
293
218
Atlanta, Thomson-Houston Road at. Illustrated
Atlantic City Electric Railway, Sprague. Illustrated..
49

Australia, Electric Lighting in, by Charles Flesch,

Illustrated
Carhart-Clark Standard Cell.
Cars, The John Stephenson Company's. Illustrated..
Illustrated
Cell, Carhart-Clark Standard.
Cell. Note on a New Gravity, by P. B. Delany (American Institute of Electrical Engineers). Illustrated 287
Census, Electricity in the
309
Central Station of the Narragansett Electric Lighting
Company, New, by John T. Henthorn, and Discussion (National Electric Light Association), 87,
88,89,94,95, 96
Central Station, The Perfect Arc, by M. D. Law and
Discussion (National Electric Light Association),
85
83,84,
Chair, White Rail, Illustrated
300

Chicago Electric Club, Reception and Banquet of

Club.) ..

& Power

137
29
145
135
145

30

Armature, The Belding Motor.

Auditorium Plant
Auditorium Electric Light

Cable, Proposed Pacific
Canadian Electrical Exhibition

Electric Light Business in

Industry,

The conduct
.'

189, 200,
289, 303,

314,315,327, 339
Connection with the Gas
of the, by W. H. Pearson,
263, 264

Electric Light Wires, Firemen and
Electric Lights for Libby Prison War

171

Museum, Chi-

cago
Electric Lights for Windsor Theater, Chicago
Electric Lights in Walker & Co.'s, Chicago
Electric Lights on the Hudson River
54,
Electric Lighting and Insurance
167,
Electric Lighting, Dangers of — Reply to Mr, Edison
by George Westinghouse, Jr
294,
Electric Lighting, Dangers of, by Thomas A. Edison,

log
117
147
1

55
68

2g5

270, 271
Electric Lighting, Use of High Tension Currents in,
by B. E. Sunny and Discussion, (Chicago Electric

Club)
273, 274, 275
Electric Lighting in England
Electrical Notes of a
Transatlantic Trip, by Thomas D. Lockwood,
(American Institute of Electrical P^ngineers), 221, 222
Electric Yacht on the Lakes
3
Electrical Congress, Paris International
149
Electrical Development of Western Towns
72,
73
Electrical Engineers, England's Prime Minister's Ad-

—

,

285

dress to
Electrical

Engineering in the University of Michigan.

Electrical Engineering, Courses in
Electrical Notes of a Transatlantic Trip, by Thomas
D. Lockwood, (American Institute of Electrical

Engineers)
Storms
Electricity, Applications

Electrical

45,
of,

33
5

221, 222
log. 149

by Louis A. Ferguson,
3ir, 312

Electricity

and Horse Racing

Electricity's Indirect Influence
Elevated Electric Railway, Allen, Illustrated
Elevated Railroads, Electrical Work on the,

42
130
19

by Leo

Daft, Illustrated, (American Institute of Electrical Engineers)
7,8,9, 10
Engines for Electric Lighting, Fitchburg. Illustrated.. 22
Executions, Electrical, 30, 31, 32, 47, 48, 49, 60, 61;
71,72, 301

Executions by Electricity, Constitutionality of, by
Ferdinand A. Wyman and Discussion, (National
Sg, 90, gi, g3,
Electric Light Association)
g4
Execution Law Constitutional, Electrical—Judge Day's
205
Decision
28
Exercising Machine, Electrical. Illustrated

Fan

Outfit, Ventilating. Illustrated.

Works)

(Knapp

Electrical

66

,

Ferranti's Deptford Station, Tests at
Ferranti's System (High Tension in London). Illustra'
2S r
ted
Ferranti's Ten Thousand \'olt Dynamo
Field c^ Co., Marshall, Electric Light Plant of. Illustrated
65,
Firemen and Electric Light Wires
Filaments, Form and Efficiency of Incandescent, by
Charles J. Reed, (American Institute of Electrical
Engineers)
287,
Fitchburg Engines for Electric Lighting. Illustrated..
Fixture Manufacturers Organize
Fixtures, Electric L'ght. Illustrated. {Central Electric

325

282
204

66

181,

Knowies Combination

A

29,

30.

31,

Lamp Arm.

43

182

(Electrical

Illustrated.

307

,

of the Electric Light Busi-

ness in Connection with the, by

W.

Pearson,

II.

262, 263

Gas Lighting Apparatus, Electric Illustrated. (Detroit
."
Electrical Works)
Gauge, Warner Electric Light. Illustrated (New Hav,

-

en Clock Co)
Globe Protector, Arc Light.
Illustrated (Electrical
Supply Co)
26S,
Gray, Prof., Award to, at the Paris Exposition
Green's (Dr. Norvin) Experience
325,
Ground Alarm, The Rudd. Illustrated
105, 255,
Grounding, Artificial (National Telephone Exchange

33

Supply Com-

pany.)
Lamp Pattnt Litigation
Lamp Patent Suit, Westinghousc- Edison Decision
of Judge Bradley
Ig7, 198,
Lamp Post, Chicago City Electric Light. Illustrated.
Lamp Patent Sustained in Canada, Edison. Decision
of the Minister of Agriculture, am! Report of the
Minister of Justice
297, 298,
Lamps, Miniature Edison. Illustrated
Lamps for Central Station Work, The Maximum Efficiency of Incandescent, by Leigh Carroll.
{Edison Illuminating Companies' Convention.). .112
Prof.

H.

35
55

269
226
326
256

299
209

113

118

iig

Leonard's, H. Ward, Appointment

Lockwood Ammeter and

Polarity Indicator.

Illus-

trated

145
for

69
282
London, High Tension in. Illustrated
Long Distance Lines on Grounded Circuits, Switch(National Teleboards and, by Flemon Drake.
phone Exchange Association.)
157
Lighting.

Illustrated

68,
2S1,

.

Machinery, Mechanical Details of Electrical, by A.

Harding, H. McL., Complimentary Dinner to
Headlights, Motor and Generator for Locomotive.

199
Il-

68

lustrated

Heating Apparatus, Electric. Illustrated
300
Heating Companies and Underground ^Vires
257
Heating of Conductors by Electric Currents, by A. E.
Kennelly, (Edison Illuminating Companies' Convention)
Heisler Automatic Regulator.
Illustrated
Heisler Dynamo, Regulator and Lamps.
Illustrated.
215,
Heisler Electric Light Company
Heisler Plant at Ottawa, III.
Illustrated
168,

Helmets, Electrically Lighted
Hertz's Experiments with Waves of Electric Force, by

C.S.Cook. Illustrated
High and Low Tension
High Tension in London. Illustrated

112
105

Illustrated

245
281, 282

5

^

Club.)

183

Magnetic Qualities of Different Kinds of Iron, byC.
Illustrated
S. Cook.
244, 245
Manhole of the Chicago City Underground System.
Illustrated

41

Illustrated
Manwaren Electric Meter.

Falls.

Incandescent Filaments, Form and Efficiency of, by
Charles J. Keed, and Discussion.
(American Institute of Electrical Engineers)
287,288
Incandescent Lamps for Central Station Work, Maximum Efficiency of, by Leigh Carroll. (Edison
Illuminating Companies Convention)
112, 113
Incandescent Lamps, Heisler. Illustrated
216
Indicator,
Pocket Current and Pole.
Illustrated.
(Electrical Supply Company.)
31S
Indiiction, A new View of Telephone, by John J. Carty.

Illustrated.

(New York

Electric Club.).

-

2S2
Induction Coil, Coin Operated
Illustrated.
Insulating Knob.

.

,

137
(Electrical

Supply

Company.)

,

Insurance Interests, Committee's Report on Harmonizing Electrical and, with Discussion.
(National
Electric Light Association.)
85, 86,
Insurance and Electric Light Plants
Insurance, Electric Lighting and
167,
Insurance of Edison Central Stations. (Edison Illum.inating Companies' Convention.)
113,
Iron Instead of Copper
Italy, Electric

283

Shaw

Railway for

121

.

.

173, 174

263

(Thomson-Hous-

ton Electric Co.)
Mining Hoist. Sprague Electric.

195

Illustrated
206
Mining Machine, Sperry Electric. Illustrated .123, 124
Minneapolis Electric Railway, Work on St. Paul and
.'
256, 257
Minneapolis Exposition, Electrical Display at the.
187
Minneapolis, Underground Question in
306
Minneapolis and St. Paul, Electric Road Between.
242
.

78,

128, 140, 152, 164, 190, 201, 202, 214, 2^7, 228,
240, 254, 265. 266, 27S, 290. 304, 315. 32S.
Moline, III., Sprague Electric Railway at
2ig
Motor, the Electric (Notes) 12, 13, 25, 38, 39, 51, 63,

102, 115, 127, 139, 140, 151, 164, 175, 189,
213. 214, 227, 239, 253, 254, 265, 277, 27S,
2S9, 290, 303, 315. 327, 339
Motor, Cowl-Vandenburgh. Illustrated
204, 205
Illustrated
Motor, Blowing an Organ by Electric.
.
242
Motor, Horse Grooming ISIachine Operated by an
Illustrated
Electric.
5
Motor in a IMachine Shop, Electric.
Illustrated.
77,

87
178
168

114
330
1 30

3

21
241

Journal Bearing, Anti-Friction.
Illustrated. (Stannard & Dillon.)
35
Anti-Friction.
Journal Box.
Illustrated
245
Julien Cars on Fourth Avenue, New York.
(Communication.)
301
Julien Electric Street Railway System.
Illustrated... no

201,

(Thomson-Houston Co.)

245

Motor, Jenney Electric. Illustrated. (Chas. D. Jenney i^ Co.)
Motor, Novel Use of an Electric
Motor on a Transfer Table
226,
Motor, Royal Electric Co.'s. Illustrated
166,
The
Agir.
Illustrated
Motor,
Motor, The Detroit. Illustrated
Motor, Van Depoele Alternate Current Induction.

3

163
291
167

294
21

2,

23

King. Brown & Company, against the Anglo-American
Brush Corporation
32,

33

Motors, Cincinnati Electric.

trated

the.

IllusI,

85. 86. 87

The New

Central Station of the Narragansett Electric Lighting ("o.. Providence, R. I., by John T.
Henthorn, and Discussion
87, S8. 8g, 94. 95,
Constitutionality of Executions by Electricity, by
Ferdinand A. Wyman, and Discussion

Illustrated
kins.
97, 98, gg
Economical Size of Line Wire for Constant Current Circuits, by Benjamin Rhodes
gg
New Constitution
99
Electric Railways, by George W. Mansfield, and
loi
Discussion
100,
gg.
Electrical Transmission of Power, by Prof. H. L.
loi
Roberts
Report of Executive Committee
loi
Exhibits
loi, 102

National Electric Light Association
Question

and the Copper
318
245

230

National Electric Light Association, President

Illustrated

1

78

Weeks

and the
National

185

Company Not

Sold

105

National Electric Company's Alternating Current Dy-

namo. Illustrated
257
National Telephone Exchange Association, Report of
Proceedings of Annual Convention:
Members and Guests
153
Secretary's Report
153
Welcome
Addres-. of
153
President's Reply
153
Treasurer's Report
153
E'ection of Officers
154
In Memory of George L. Phillips
154
A New Era in Telephony, by A. S. Hibbard,
J. J. Carly and A. F. Pickernell, and Discussion ..
154, 155, 156
Underground Construction in Brooklyn, by J. C.
-

,

.

Reilly

I5(>

and Long-Distance Lines on
Grounded Circuits, by Flemon Drake
157
Telephone Salutations, by R. M. Bailey and DisSwitch-boards

cussion
Alternating Current Interferences with
the Telephone System in New Orleans, by
E. H. McFall, and Discussion
157,
Editorial
Grounding,
and
Discussion.
Artificial
The Copper Question. .'
Resolutions of Thanks.
Remarks on the Telephone Exhibit at Paris, by

157

Dynamo

.

W. D.
Single

Sargent

159
158
159
159
159
159

Wire Multiple Board, by George

J.

David-

isg, 160, i6r
161. 162

son

TheDriveand Banquet
Trip of the Special Train
Convention Notes

162

'63

162,

National Telephone Convention- .117, 135.136, 143, M4
National Electric Manufacturing Company's Freeman
Transformer Svstem. Illustrated. .i7g, iSo. iSi. it2
Naval Warfare, Electricity in, by Lieut. W. S.
I S2
Hughes
Newport Electric Street Railway. Illustrated. (Thomson-Houston Co.)
233
New York Board of Electrical Control
10/, 167, 209, 210, 219

New York Electric Club
219, 2S2,
56.
New York, EIe::tric Lighting in. Illustrated
New York Electrical Society
275, 276,
31S,
New York, Overhead Wires in
New York Street Railway Association — Report of Annual Convention
Trouble, Prof. Barrett and the

New York

New York
Niagara

1S6, 1S7.

gf'

8g. 90.91.93, 94
Dr. Otto A. Moses' Address
..91,93
Development and Progress of the Storage Battery, by William Bracken
96, gy
Committee on Patent Legislation
97
Dynamo Room Accessories of Intensity, Potential and Resistance Measurement, by C. C. Has-

3,

Illustrated
242, 243
Motor, Zipernowski Electrostatic.
Illustrated.. 194, 195
Motor Armature, the Belding. Illustrated
293
Motor Car, Bentley-Knight Electric Generator and.
Illustrated
106, 107
Motors, Alternating Current; Evolution of a New Type
by Lieut. F. Jarvis Patten. Illustrated. (American Institute of Electrical Engineers) 172, 173,

Kansas City Edison Company, Station of

and Discussion
83, 84, 85
Report of Treasurer and Secretary.
85
Report of the Committee on Harmonizing Electrical and Insurance Interests, and Discussion.

.

Jacobs' Theater, Chicago, Electric Light in
232
Japan, Telephony in
255, 256
Jenney Electric Motor. Illustrated. (Charles D. Jen-

ney &: Company. )
Johnstown, Telegraphing at
Joule, James Prescott, with Portrait

60

Meter, Improved Chemical (Edison Illuminating Companies' Convention)
114
Illustrated. (Mutual ElecMeter, Knowies Electric.
tric Mfg. Co.)
29, 33
Illustrated
Meter, Manwaren Electric.
231
Illustrated.
Meter, Slattery Alternating Current.
iiS
Metzger, Henry, with portrait
141
Illustrated.
Electric.
(Foree
Micrometer,
Bain.)...
59
Military Telegraph Corps and Old Time Telegraph-

25, 26, 39, 51, 52. 64,

79

Wires

59,

13,

(Quests

President Weeks' Address
79, 80
Hon. W. C. Ely's Welcome
80
The World's Fair
80, 81
Report of the Executive Committee
81
Report of the < Committee on Revision of the
Constitution
81
Report of the Committee on Underground Conduits and t^'onduclors
8r
The Value of Economic Data to the Electric Industry, by Alien R. Foote, and Discussion. .81. 82,83"
The I'erfect Arc Central Staiiun, by .M. D. Law,

the

Association
309
Mayo's, George A., New Venture
ig
Measure of Illumination, by W. H. Preece
183
Mechanical Details of Electrical Machinery, by A. J.

Miscellaneous Notes.

National lOleclric Light Association
43. 53, 300
National Electric Light Association, Report of Proceedings of Semi-annual Convention

National Electric Light Association and Overhead

.

.

71

230, 231

30S, 309

Maryland State Electric Light Association Organized

ers, Convention of the
Milwaukee Telegraph Co
Mining, Electricity in. Illustrated.

2

33

National Electric Light Convention, Kansas City and

Illustrated.

.

257
27

Mfg.
71,72

Motor in a Hat Factory, Electric. Illustrated
Motor in a Press Room
Motors in Chicago, Electric
Motor in Ivalhe Work, Electric. Illustrated

333
231

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Northwestern

261, 311, 323

Horse Power, Mechanical and Electrical
Hyde Park Electric Lights

60

Magnet, Calculating the Pull of a
132, 133
Magnetic Sounds in Electric Light Appurtenances,
by F. B. Badt. Illustrated. (Chicago Electric

Maginn's Plan of Utilizing the Power of Niagara
216
61
169
329

Hoist, An Electric.
Illustrated.
(Thom- on-Houston Company)
321
Hoist, Sprague Electric Mining.
Illustrated
206
Hood, Arc Light. Illustrated.
(Electrical Supply
Company).
121
Hooley's Theater, Electric Lights in
105, 106
Horse Grooming Machine, Operated by an Electric

Motor.

J.
59,

Shaw

Factory (Eddy Electric

Illustrated

Members and

21
Leonard, H. Ward, Complimentary Dinner to
Leonard, II. Ward, with Portrait
27
Libby Prison, Electric Lighting in
16S
Wire
Current
for
Constant
Circuits,
Economical
Line
(National Electric
Size of, by Benjamin Rhodes.
Light Association.)
99
Lightning, Damage by Wind and
53
Illustrated
Lightning Arrester, A New.
133
Lightning Arrester, Glendale. Illustrated. (E. S.
'.
...
Greeley & Company.)
2

London, Deptford Central Electric Light Station

Association)
159
Grounding the Neutral Conductors in the Three-Wire
System, (Convention of
Edison Illuminating
Companies)
113
Guard Wire forOverhead Coniuctors, Safety. Illustrated
269

199
109

Car

S.

a Tobacco

312, 313

130

.

Dynamos, Magnetic, by

3'9

Electro-Mag-

Illustrated

121

—

in

in

Co.)

32,

Illustrated

Tesla Method of Operating

netic.

Motors

Illus-

(Mutual Electric Manufacturing Com-

hart

new. Illustrated

Gas Industry, The Conduct

Motors,

69

•_
Electric Light System.

pany.)

Leakage
Galvanometer,

.Motors, f'oupling Electric.

Il-

Com-

Electric

171

.

180,

pany.)
trated.

Freeman Constant Potential Dynamo. Illustrated .... 229
Freeman Transformer System.
Illustrated. (National
179,

(Thomson-Houston

lustrated.

Co)
136
Flad Method of Ventilating Subways
267
Forest City Electrical Works, Cleveland, b'ire in the.. 306
171
Fort Wayne Jenney Electric Co
Fountains at the Paris Exposition. Illustrated. .319, 320

Electric Manufacturing Co)

Kingston Electric Street Railway, I'lymouth and.

of.

Situation,

Falls,

The

2S3
57
325
319

i6g
217
329, 33°

Maginn's Plan of Utilizing the Power

Illustrated

333

2

.?

1iQ

..

Northwestern Association Massachusetts Institute of
309
Technology
(Detroit Electrical

Illustrated.

Novelties, Electrical.

135

Work?.)

Oak

Park,

111

.

2S0

Electric Light in

Obituary

13S

--.137,

-

Old Time Telegraphers, Convention of the Military
I73. ^74
Telegraph Corps and
Ohio State University, Electrical Engineering at the.
22
23
292

,.

Illustrated

Illustrated
Oil Filter, Blair.
Illustrated,
Oil in an Electric Light Station, Fuel.
Illustraied.
(ThomsonOmaha Electric Railway.
.

Houston Company)
Ore Separator, Edison Magnetic.
Organ by Electric Motor. Blowing
Ottawa, Hi,, Electric Railway
son-Iiouston Co.)
Ottawa, 111.. Heisler Plant at.

.

26?
45
242

.

.4+,

Illustrated...

an.

(Thom-

Illustrated.

at.

Illustrated

2S0
169

168,

Pan American Congress
Paris, The First Central

229
Illustrated
Station in.
320
18, ig. 103, 104, 131, 148
(Interview with E. M. Izard.) 241, 242

Paris Exposition
Paris Exposition.
Paris Exposition.

Illustrated

103,

131,

104,

16,1^,

-166, 177

166
Paris Electrical Congress .
IllusParis Exposition, Electric Lighting at the.
trated
194, 195, 293, 294
1 93
Paris Exposition, Edison and the
148
Paris Exposition, Secondary Batteries at the
Paris Exposition, Marcel

Deprez Installation

at the.

217

Illustrated

Patent

Law and

Protective

the

by

Tariff,

C. A.
218, 2 g

Brown

1

Patent Litigation
Patent Ofifice Service

93
280
i

-

United States.)

(Issued in the

Patents, Electrical.

27, 40, 52, 64, 78, 116, 128, 140, 152, 164,
214, 22S1 240, 254. 266, 278,
176, ]go, 202,

14,

290, 304, 316, 328., 340
Illustrated. (ThomCentral Railway at.
son-Houston Co.)
313. 3r4
Phillips, George L., Resolutions in Memory of. (Na154
tional Telephone Exchange Association.)
IllusPhonograph Exhibit at the Paris ExpositioD.
Peoria,

111..

177

trated

Phonographs for Congressmen
Phonograph Service, Mexican
Plug and Socket, Arc. Illustrated.
ley

&

,

(TheE.

S.

.

.

307
283

.

.

Gree-

67

Co.)

Plymouth and Kingston Electric Street Railway.

Il-

(Thomson-Houston Electric Co.) ... 69
lustrated.
IllusPolarity Indicator, Lockwood Ammeter and.
trated
M5
Power, Electrical Transmission of, by H. L. Roberts.
loi
Light
Association)
Electric
(National
Power Transmiss'on, Electric, by Prof. Robert H.
Smith
Primary and Secondary Batteries
Protective Tariff, Patent

Law and

150
23

149.
...
the,

by C. A. Brown

218,
(Electrical Supply Co.)
IllusPulleys, Sleet Proof.
trated
Illustrated.
Pulleys, The Shultz Leather Cover for.
229,
Pullman Electric Railway
Pump and Condenser, Belt Power Air. Illustrated..
Pumpslly Storage Batteries
(Detroit
Illustrated.
Push Buttons, Ornamental.
.

Electrical

Works)

(.)uincy, 111., Electric

at

219
121

325

230
232
204

268

,

Railroads, Electrical Work on the Elevated, by Leo
(American Institute of ElecIllustrated.
Daft.
trical

Engineers)

7. 8, 9,

Railway Ofiicials' Opinions of Electric Roads
...
Railway Project, Southern Electrical
229,
Railway, Pullman Electric
Convention.
Superintendents'
.225,
Railway Telegraph
Railways Electric. Illustrated
4, 49
.

6%

167, 209, 218, 233,

258,

10

204
280
230
226

262, 2S0, 30S, 309.

.••3'3> 314. 332
Railways, Sprinkling Electric
137
Railways, Conditions Necessary to the Financial Suc-

(American Street Railway Con-

cess of Electric.
vention)

•

.223. 224,

225

.

loi

Illustrated
I OS
Regulator, Heisler Automatic.
Illustrated
.215, 216
Regulator, Heisler Dynamo and.
(Mutual Electric Mfg. Co.)
Regulator, Knowles'.
Illustrated
29,
30
Illustrated.
Resistance Box and Wheatstone Bridge.
256
(Jas. W. Queen & Co.)
.

Richmond
Richmond

.

Electric Railway

... .205, 270
Electric Railway Litigation Compromised
291
21
Rochester, N. Y., Electric Railway al.
Railroad
Transfer
at.
262
Rochester, N. V., Important
.

,

.

Rope Transmission
Co.'s Station.

Rope Transmission

al the Chicago
Illustrated

of

Power.

Western Pin Co.)

New. Illustrated
Rope Transmission for Dynamos.
Rosette,

Arc Light

i<:

S

by George M. Hopkins.

Illus-

210. 211
Illustrated .308, 309

(British Association)

Short Electric Railway at St. Louis.
Signaling on Trains and Steamers
Silvey's, \V. H.. Project
I lustrated.3,
Slat ery Alternating Current Djnamo.
Illustrated
Statttry Alternating Current Meter.
Slattery's, M. M. M;, Electric Tricycle
Illustrated.
(The E. S. GreeSocket, Arc Plug and.
ley & Co.)
Sounds in Electric Light Appurtenances. Magnetic, by
F. B. Badt. Illustrated. (Chicago Electric Club)
..
Spark Arrester, Dumais' Soot and. Illustrated.
Spark Coil. Illustrated. (Central Electric Co.) .29:,
Sperry Exhibit at the Paris Exposition.
Illustrated..
Sperry Factories, Belding and
Sprague and Edison Companies Consolidated
.

35
150
1

17
18

27
67
183
120
293
131

36

301
49, 167, 258
225

Sprague Electric Railways
Sprague Motor Agents, Meeting of

Rapid Transit in
299,319
Short Electric Railway at. Illustrated. 308, 309
St. Louis City Electric Lighting
130, 144
St. Louis Electrical Exposition
54, 69, I2g, 141, 142
St. Louis, Electric Light Regulations in
163
St. Louis Electric Light Plant
317
280
St. Louis, Electric Lights in
St. Louis Linemen, Strike of the
150
St. Louis City Electric Light Work
185
Underground
Question
in
St. Paul, The
4,
5
St. Paul and Minneapolis, Electric Railway Work in.
256, 257
Steam Pipes in Chicago Streets
203
Steam Whistle, Operating a, by Electricity. Illustrated
43
Steam Plant for Electrical Service, by Wm. H.
Illustrated
Bryan.
124, 125
Stephenson Company's Cars, John. Illustrated
135
Illustrated
Storage Battery, Anglo-American.
47
Storage Battery, Development and Progress of the, by
(National
William Bracken, and Discussion.
Electric Light Association)
96,
97
Illustrated.
(Mutual
Storage Battery, Knowles'.
Electric Mfg. Co.)
29,
31
Storage Battery Factory
57
Storage Battery Litigation
43, 59, 133, 231, 232
Storage Ba!:tery Patents, Reported Purchase of the
B ush
243
Storage Batteries, Electric Traction by
163
204
Storage Batteries, Pumpelly
Submarine Work, Incandescent Lights for
3:6
Subway System, Chicago Telephone. Illustrated.
142, 143, 144
26S
Subway Ventilation, Method of. Illustrated
Subways, Flad Method of Ventilating
267
Sugar Swindle
15
Sun Electric Light Company's Station, Chicago. Illustrated
330, 331
Sunny's, B. E. Promotion
192. 193
216, 217
Sunny's, B. E., Unexpected Visitors
Surgings. Electrical An Experiment, by Prof. John
E. Davies
136
Switch, Bryant.
Illustrated
133
Illustrated
Switch for Accumulators, Cut-Out.
145
2S2
Illustrated
Switch, Whittingham Automatic.
Illustrated.
(ElecSwitches, Incandescent Snap.
trical Supply Co.)
42
(AuIllustrated.
Switch, Whittingham Automatic.
tomatic Switch Co.)
55
IllusSwitch Board at the Auditorium, Swinging.
trated
259
(Mutual ElecIllustrated.
Switchboard, Knowles'.
tric Mfg. Co.)
2g,
33
Switch-board Improvements, Telephone
144
Illustrated.
(Electrical SupSwitch-board, Safety.
ply Co.)
.53.
54
Switch-board, New Incandescent. Illustrated. (West117
ern Electric Co.)
Switch-boards and Long-Distance Lines on Grounded
Circuits, by Flemon Drake. (National Telephone
Exchange Association)
157
Illustrated., 207
Synchronizing Commutator, Automatic.
St. Louis,
St. Louis,

"

.

.

.

—

Telegraph, The.

(Notes.)

(Great
195

54
28
Illustrated
166 167
Illustrated
Royal Electric Co.'s System.
Rudd (iround Alarm. Illustrated. (Western Electric
Co.)
105. 255, 256

13, 25, 3g, 51, 63, 77,

igo. 201, 214,
227, 23g, 240, 273, 2go, 303, 304, 327, 328, 340
152,

175,

176,

Telegraph and Telephone Cornpanies
324
Telegraph, Government and the
137
Telegraph in England— Electrical Notes of a Trans(Ameratlantic Trip, by Thomas D. Lockwood.
ican Institute of Electrical Engineers)
221, 222
Telegraph Line Adjustment, by P. B. Delany. Illustrated.
(American Institute of Electrical Engineers)
285, 286, 287
241
Telegraph Kates, Government
Telegraph Scheme, Postal
147
Telephone, The. (Notes.)
13, 25, 39, 51, 64. 78,
115, 127, 151, 175, igo,

2or, 214, 227, 239, 303,
315. 339. 540

Telephone Cables, Moisture in
59
Telephone Communication between London and Paris,
210
Association!
by W. H. Prcece.
(British
Telephone Exhibit at Paris, Remarkson the, by W. D.
Sargent.
(National Telephone Exchange Asso159

ciation)

Telephone Induction,
Carty.

A New

Illustrated.

View
(New York

of,

by John

Telephone Protector. Illustrated
219
Telephone Rales ..'...-.....
229
Telephone Salutations, by R. M. iiailey. (National
Telephone Exchange Association)
157
Telephone Subway System, Chicago. lUustrated.
.

trated
42,
43
Secondary Batteries at the Paris Exposition
148
Secondary Batterie.s, Primary and.
23
Manville.
Series Electrical Ti'action, by Edward

.

Power
279

Illustrated.

Road

78, 127, 140, igr.

Railways, Electric, by George W. Mansfield, and DIe(National Electric Light Association)
cussion.
99, loo,

Electric

Secondary Battery,

,

35

Railway

San Jose

.

.

.

.

142, 143,

144

Telephone Switch-board Improvements
144
Telephone System in New Orleans, Dvuamo Alterna*^irg Current Inteiference with, by E. II. McFall.
(National Telephone Exchange Assiciation) r57.
:g
Telephone Toll Collector, Automatic. Illustrated
i

.

•

.

.

.

306, 307

Telephone versus Electric Railway
332
Telephony. A New Era in, by A. S. Hibbard J. J.
Carty and F. A. Pickernell. (National Telephone
Exchange Association)
154, 155, 156
Telephony, L'-ng Distance. Illustrated
123
Telephony in Japan
255, 25G
Telephony, Long Distance
104, 105
Telephote,
Terminals,
Intire

The

133

New Incandescent.
& Co.)

Illustratjed.

Mc-

(J.

36

Tesla Method of Obtaining Direct from Alternating
Currents.

230

Illustrated

Tesla Method of Operating Electro-Magnetic Motors.
Illustrated

Testing

Set,

Wheatstone Bridge.

E. S. Greeley & Co.)
Prof. Elihu, on
gineers ... -

Thomson.

Thomson-Houston

Thomson-Houston
Illustrated

312, 313

,

.

(The

Illustrated.

306

American

En-

Electrical

233

Electric Railways

4, 6g, 209,
218, 233, 262, 280, 313, 314
Exhibit at the Paris Exposition.
103, 104

Theaters, Electric Light in Chicago
56
55,
Thunder, Cause of, by James M. Tyler
148
Tobacco Factory, Electric Po'ver in.
Illustrated.
(Eddy Motor Co.)
,.71,
72
Tower Lighting in Detroit by Tour
120, 12X
Traction
Series E 'ectrical, by
Edward Manville.
(British Association)
210, 211
Train Lighting, Electric, by Charles Selden. (Railway Telegraph Superintendents" Convention)
,

.

.

"
236. 237
Illustrated
.
Transfer Table at Waukesha Shops.
291
Transformers. Precautions to be Adopted where a
Supply of Electricity is Furnished by Means of,
210
by Killingworth Hedges. (British Association),
Transformers by Harris J. Ryan. Illustrated. (American Institute of ]'".lectrical Engineers).. .335, 336, 337
Tricycle, M. M. M. Slattery's Electric
27
Turbines, The Victor. Illustrated. (Stilwell & Bierce
Mfg.Co.)
73
Tyne Dynamo, Illustrated
185
Telegraph Line, A New
203
.

.

.

.

Type

Setting Machine Operated by an Electric

Motor
119,

1

20

Underground Construction in Brooklyn, by J. C.
(National Telephone Exchange AssoReilly.
ciation)

Underground System, Chicgo City. Illustrated
Underground System, Edison. Illustrated
Underground System of the Chicago Edison Co.
lustrated ....

....
129,

156
41
130

Il-

67,

68
306

4,

5

Underground Question in Minneapolis
Underground Question in St, Paul. The
Underground Wires, Heating Companies and

257
University of Michigan, Electrical Engineering in the.
33

Van Depoele

Alternate Current Induction Motor.

lustrated

Il-

242, 243

Van Depoele Company'-s Business Purchased

it
Ventilating Electrical Conduits
195, 267, 268
Illustrated.
(Mutual Electric
Voltmeter, Knowles'.
Mfg. Co. )
29,
30
Voltmeter, Wirt. Illustrated. (Electrical Supply Co.). 318

Weeks and His

Critics, President

Weeks, Letter from President
Weighing Machine, Snelgrove

Illustrated

Electric.

.

133
107
132
313

Welding, Electric
West End Street Railway, Boston
4
268
Western L^nion and the Postmaster General.
Western Union Annual Meeting
206, 207
Westinghouse Consolidation
43,
44
Westinghouse Display at the Pittsburg Exposition . 270
Westinghouse-Edison Lamp Patent Suit Decision of
.

—

Judge Bradley
Westinghouse Litigation
Westinghouse Western Business
Wheatstone Bridge Testing Set.

197, 198,

igg
47
7&

Illustrated.

(The

306
E. S. Greeley & Co. )
Wheatstone Bridge, Resistance Box and. Illustrated.
256"
(James W. Queen & Co.)
Illustrated
Whistle by Electricity, Operating a.
43
300
White Rail Chair. Illustrated
Whittingham Automatic Switch. Illustrated
55, 282
Windlass, Arc Light. Illustrated. (Electrical Supply Co.)
Wires, Price of Insulated
Wirt Voltmeter. Illustrated.

31S
283, 2g3
(Electrical

Wisconsin Electric Club
World's Fair
World's Fair for Chicago

Supply Co.) 318
329
ii7.

Yacht Electron, The Electric
Yacht on the Lakes, Electric

^43
309

137
3

J.

Electric Club) .
2S2, 283

Zipernowski Electrostatic Electro Motor.

Illustrated.
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I

mSULATING COMPANY,
MAirUTACTURERS OF AIX KINDS OF

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.
Snaranteed to Give Satisfactory Services TTndergronnd and Overhead.
Adapted for Uines, Chemical Works, Etc.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

Specially

Prices and Samples on Application at

FRONT STREET, NEW YORK CITY.
W. t UlMLt llln
Cbmical
Hana^er.

Central Stations for Power Distribution.

No. 159
.

London,

Sn^inocr, General

STATIONARY MOTORS.
FOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We have

supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

Electric Light, Telegraph and

Telephone Companies,

to

United States Vessels,

STORAGE BATTERIES,

Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other services wherever a First-class Electrical Installment is Required.
Our
Miteriais and Workmanship are

and correspondence
articles.

is

solicited from

Guaranteed

tiie

Very Best,

Executive Offices:

115 BROADWAY,

companies and architects requiring our

Factory:

JERSEY CITY,

N. i

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAH.

c

TTHE

]VArrXOIV.A^t

July

6,

1889

CO

C^R^IB OlV

Cle'vela.rLd., Oliiio.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS anp BATTERY MATERIAL.
THE HAWKEYE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
CELEBRATED THONE SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT AUTOMATIC APPARATUS.
Motor

Electric Motors, Generators for lechanical

Automatic Dynamos for Li^litini Plants.

Circuits.

Oontretotors for CORRESPONDENCE
Ooixip>l©to ESlootrio I^letn-ts.
SOLICITED.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENGINEERING CO.

JARVIS

61

OLIVER STREET,

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coal and Coke

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

KC^sarosa'.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING &M'PG CO.
KOOIttS, 200 ami 202

4^

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST. IjOTJIS.
UNIFORM

^

LONG LIFE AND GOOD LIGHT

A Specialty, comprising
ECLIFSE COELISS EN&INES,
Tubular or Water Tube

IDEAL
Plain

IN QUALITY,

or

on
PATENT FURNACES
Worthington Pumps, Injectors and

MAKUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

BALL DYNAMOS tE LAMPS

Feed Water Heaters, Hill Friction Clutch
Pulleys, Dodge Patent Wood Split Pulleys,
Shafting,

Wil.

S.

Belting,

Pipe,

Fittings

TURNER.

T

and Valves.

LBSTBB WOODERIDGE.

WOODBRIDGB & TURNER,

Electrical Engineers
CO'HIPSaKTE VHl^IPJI£JKT
Steam Plants

for Electric Light

•74

and Power.

FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
This system la mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a steady
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required

and the cost of repairs.
For descriptive circulars or

testimonials, address

and Contractors. CHARLES W. RAYMOND, Western

OF ELECTRIC KAILWAl

39 Dearborn

S.

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.

DvBigns and Kstlmates Snbniittpd.
Oort;l«fcaa.ca.t; Stx-eet, 3>a"o-\?^

TTorlx.-

Street,

CKIC^O-O,

The Knapp E lectrical
ivL A.xsr-cn^.A.CFTJit.ient.s

Magneto

Bells, Annunciators,

ox*

Agt.

Tremont House,

Works
-

-

-

.

Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries, Push Buttons, Etc.

X>X3.i^XjX3Xl.S

XHT

.AG-ZIKJTS Z^OEI. T^

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A Full Line of their Celebrated Wires, Cables and Tapes

Buy your Goods

of the

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

-

-

-

CHICAGO,

CLEVELAND, OHIO,
THE STANDARD CARBON CDMPANY,
of
IVEau'u.fa'Ot'u.x-ex-a

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL,

July
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THE RECORD AT ATLANTIC
Since

tlie

Spraguc Electric

ilailwiiy

;it

NEW

CITY,

Atlantic City, N.

has hoen

.!.,

in

During

this

time

NOT A SlNdLE TRIP HAS

There have been no reserve

there have been in constant use.

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY
II.

v.

HIKXKV.

A.

II.

&

MOTOR

CO., 16 and 18 Broad St.,
Q«n«ral Machine ioD-work.

OMAHA, NEBRASKA

Antomatic,

Patltrn Making, Etc.. Etc

Simple and Dorable.

patents on Autornalio llcut Kc^lators.
licware
If your dealer canof Imitators and attempted InfrhigciiH'Ols,
not supply you with our regulator write us, and we will reduce
your coal 1)111. DJtpener with doctor's hlllfl. Thousands Id u«e,

WING'S DISC VENTILATING FANS.
in Wire. liells, Push Biiltons, Motors, Incandoccent and
Poles, Cross-arms, Electroliers and Combination
Hurglar ,'\larm Matting.

Dealers

no experiments.

Arc Light Material,

Address,

CONSOLIDATED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING CO.

ms Trniplt* Coui-t,

mend as Htub and clve length ot brash, and
we n'ill make them np.

'M
'M

'^-

C. A.

The

BrUSHGS
if ive

have

Electrical

n't

Construction Co.

HARTER,

Mgr.,

175 Randolph

St.,

them

miinrnitollM,

nino.

Cleverly Electrical works
laisChestnut

in atock,

St. Philadelphia

^l6CtrlC3l

d?
Chicago.

York.

We possess all

AJil)

v

New

ELECTRIC HEAT REGULATORS

PUMPELLT STORAGE BATTERIES

COMMUTHTOR

the cars

cars.

"Western Agency:

I'ixlurcs,

all

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, 8.\»fiS^|gtuRER.
Oflico and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.

Electrical Supplies and Constriiclion,

Street,

trips.

the Electric Cars, although

Electric Light Rapjlrlng.

XK\:«Klt.

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.,
1521 Farnam

LOST Uy

I'.EEN

have made

operation, the cars

THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED AND SIXTY FOUR, ((>m)

SIX

JERSEY.

tehlll

^Ur»

H'A-Cleverly -Manaler

M/llCDl'n

Philadelphia

Department^

BAXTER ELECTRIC MFC &H0TOR CO.

ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES TO CONTRACT.

I'

UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS.
DR. GASSNER'S DRY BATTERY
Experts acknowledge it to be the best open circuit battery in the market, most rlurable and conTelephone, Railroad and Fire and Police Signal Companies use them largely.
venient.
Bell
hangers say it kills their trade, as they cannot charge for renewals. Physicians love them. Highest testimonials.

tor Sale by

VITALIN IIinBKK, Manager.

Write

for Circulars.

THE WESTERN ELECTRIC

A. SCHOVERLINC,
Chambers St., - NEVT fORK.

CO..

CHICAGO,

And CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS, San

ILI,.

111

Francisco. Ca

Sdward

U. H. Jackson, PreBt.

S.

Ja3. p. McQCAiDE, Sec'j and Treaa.

Perot, Vice-Prest.

THE NATIONAL CONDUIT MFG. COMPANY'S

WROUGHT IRON CEMENT-LINED PIPE
For Electrical Subixrays.
&

Telegraph Company of New
In use by the Metropolitan Telephone
by the Bell Telephone Con-pany of Buffalo; by the Police and Fire
Departments of New York and Chicago, Etc.
TfflS

SYSTEM

IS

PARTIGULiRLY ADSPTED FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT TRDSK iKD DISTRIBDTIOI.

Address the Company,

THE JULIE N ELECTRIC

York;

CO.,

TELEPHONE BUILDING, NEW YORK.

^*°"lla?g

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION

y^

CO.,

°"''
;°o^^;^r!'^

^^J^S

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine

IT IS

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

&

ALUS

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.

of

i88g.

SOLE BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

Is

6,

CO.,

IILWAUREE,

WIS,

Manufactnrera of and Dealers In

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

UaEQTJALED FOR ECOWOMY OF FUEL, REQUIjAIlITT OF
MOTION, AUD DUBABILITT IN USE.

CHICAGO BRANCH,

Write for our Catalogues

41 ani 43

SOUTH JEFFERSON

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO. EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC

ST.

CO.

MOTORS
INCANDESCENT

UMPS

FOK

.

FOR

Arc

Incandescent Circuits

%

AVOTIKD

ARC-LIGHT CIRCUITS.

FOB AIIi~¥^ dJRBSHIT.

PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

SIMPLE RELIABLE. DURABLE.

SigMy

.

and Economical.

Efficient

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.
The only
socliet

safe socket for series lamps, and the only
having insulating material for the outside

parts.

Send

620

F.

for Illustrated Catalogue.

VST.

WESTERN AND SOUTHERN STATES.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,
1

COMPOUND.

HORNE, Manager

CONDENSING OR

1

EAST ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.

-

-

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
YORK,
17 Cortlandt Street,
WestinEhouse,
BOSTON,
Hathaway Huildinff,
Church. Kerr
Westinghouse Building,
PITTSBURGH,
&Co.
CHICAGO,
156, 158Lake Street,
J
PHILADELPHIA, 608 Chestnut St., M. R. MucM«, Jr. & Co.

iMi

NEW

NON-CONDENSING.

I

,

16 Sizes, B to EOO E. P.

Hot yet equaled ly any form

of

Engine

for

|

HiCH FUEL DUTY AND SINIPLIClTr.

3.000 in use in all

'l1ri5!)"H."'p.'parts of the Civilized World.

J U N lOR.
Economical.

DENVER,

&

I

6 Sizes

in

Stock,

AH AUTOMATIC EHOIHE CHEAPEE THAH A

Well Built.

302, 304 Washington Ave. )
,r„i..v,.„i,=
Fairbanks
312 Union Avenue.
[
"^ '-°1830 Seventeenth Street, )
1619 Capitol Avenue, F. C. Aver.
OMAHA,
PINE BLUFFS, Ark.
Geo. M. Dilley
Sons.
SALT LAKE CITV, 259 S. Main St.
Utah & Montana
BUTTE. MONT.
E. Granite St.
Machinery Co.
)
SAN FRANCISCO, 21 and 23 Fremont St., Parke & Lacy Co.
PORTLAND, OR. 33, S.'iN. Front St., Parke Lacy Mch. Co.
CHARLOTTE, N.C. 36 CoUege St., It,^,,^,
.
ti„„ r.„
The D. A. Tompkins
Co.
ATLANTA, GA.
45 S. Prior St.
[
DALLAS. TEX.
Keating Imp. & Mch. Co.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
C. E. James & Co.

ST. LOUIS,
KANSAS CITY,

STANDARD.
Reliable.

All the above built strictly to
Repairs Carried in Stock.

Over 300

5

to

50

H. P.

SLIDE VALVE.

&

sold the first year.

\m\\\\

Gauge with Interchangeable Parts.
Send for Illustrated Catalogues.

\\\\\\'Am

PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.A.
W.

D.

SARGENT,

JNO. A. BARRETT, V.Pres. and Cons. Elec.

Pres.

E

H.

CUTLER,

Treas. and Mgr.

FRANK

THE ELEKTRON MFQ.
Cor. Jay

and Plymouth

Sts.,

Brooklyn, N.

A.

PERRET,

Elec.

CO.,

T^

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS and DYNAMOS
Small Sizes a Specialty (1-8 to 2
The

H. P.)

Laminated Field Magnets, Low ArmaSparking under Changes of Load, Excellent Work-

Distinctive Features are:

ture Resistance,

No

manship.

InEFFICIENCY, REGULATION, SIMPLICITYand

DURABILITY
Our Fan

OUR MACHIHES SHOW GREAT SUPERIORITY.

Outfits are very

handsome and run very

still.

CAREFUL INVESTIGATION INVITED.

_.
-^.,
-11
A
i-ACatalogues Furnished on Application,

i.......„f.„„ „...., by. he™ otwhicn
higher

eftl.;Iency is ol)taiD6d

than

is

poaeibie otherwiae.

liil

IH!^^
^K'f^Ohf,

OHIO.

Yr

JJ^bnM^cctHrerS o/

Pure Sheet
SaTT|ple-5 and
flddres'^

SHE

Tfubber Etc. «£
prices

upon

rpurpaS^^

application,

Br.CoOOmCH
Co.
AKRON RUBBER WORKS

AK/tON. OHIO.

#V--

-

iPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS TO
for Gr/iLoe je. '^-

-z^^Send

ORDER

—

/f,

July

C,
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His Patents Sustained by the United
Supreme Court.

States

THE EDISON ELECTRICLIGHT CO.
patrons and the general public that the decision of the
States, filed on the 21st ult.,in the case of the
Bate Refrigerator Company, is in fact a decision

Takes pleasure in announcing to

its

Supreme Court of the United

SUSTAINING THE EDISON PATENTS
In the many suits brought by the Edison Oompany, in the lower coiirts, against infringers of the Edison patents, the
defendants have evaded the »tert<s of the controversy, thus tacitly admitting the /act of infringement, and ha've interposed a plea alleging that our patents have been voided by the expiration of patents previously granted in foreign
countries.

Hence the delay in establishing our rights. In the meantime, other electrical companies have been indiscriminately
copying our devices and methods, not even assuming that they themselves were the original inventors, but simply relying upon the construction of a statute by the lower courts invalidating our fundamental patent. In pursuance of our
expressed determination to secure a decision upon the point of law involved, we have had the Bate Refrigerator case
(covering the identical question) argued before the TJ. S. Supreme Court, with the result announced above, thus

Completely Deprivingthe Defendants of their Main Defense.
We have now only to prove the fact of infringement in order to secure prompt injunctions against, and damages from, those who have been so long using tvith impunity that
which the HIGHEST A UTHORITY now concedes to have been ours, exclusively, from
the beginning. This is simply to establish

A QUESTION OF FACT.
Was^

or

Was

Not^

lim

?

the Original Inventor \

This question has been decided in his favor a great many times, primarily by the U. 8.
Patent Office, ichich granted to him Patents bearing earliest dates; then by the various
courts of Europe, through the crucial examination of which tJie question has many times
passed.

Thus

the

QUESTION OF LAW liaving now been settled by tlie Supreme Court of the
QUESTION OF FACT by tJie highest experts of the world, this com-

United States, and the

pany now notifies tlie Public of its intention to call a halt and demand a reckoning for the
trespass and abuse of its rights in

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
44

WaU Street,

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
By EDWABD H. JOHHSON,
New York.

Frssident.

.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

6,

1889

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,

4-0 N/;.

THIRD

310 N.

ST.,

SAINT LOUIS, MO.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS AT BOTTOM FIGURES.
Man son and Okonite

Okonite Wires, Cables, and Tubing, Weatherproof Line Wires,

MABkQ

TBAQE

July

ENCINEERIIMC CO.,
707 and 709 Market

POND

427 "The

St., St.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.

Louis.

Erected Ready for Service.

Rookery." Chicago.

31 Waterworks

319 Ramge

Building,

Building,

Tapes.

Kansas

BFECIAIiTIES :-The ArmlDgton & Sims Engine, Steel Boilers, Ireson Link Belt,

Standard Rocking and Sheffield tiratee, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, BlakePump, Korting Injector, etc.

City.

Omaha.

FOB Ii&TEBT

SKIVD

^37-113.2110 SLZid.

CATAIiOGtTES.

CyliiKier Oils.

to none.
Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast mnnning
machinery.
By reflltering cun be used continually. Adopted by tlie largest
Electric Plants of the West.

Second

8.

TAUSSIG, Agent,

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

OF ELECTRIC LIGHTING
BY PHILIP ATKINSON, Ph. D.

CHICAGO.

ELEMENTS

260 Pages, Cloth Bindine,

an elaboration and revision of the popular series ol articles which ran through the
under the same title. It treats of: Principles of the Dynamo Alternate
Current Dynamos Direct Current Dynamos Electric Terms and Units Electric Measurements
The Arc Lamp; The Incandescent Lamp; The Storage Battery; Electric Distribution.
This book

THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR

Price $1.50.

Illustrated,

is

Western Electrician

;

;

;

on

Sent, postage prepaid,

;

The Perkins Electric Lamp

receipt of price.

W.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

LAW
225 Dearborn Street

5^

Barton,

P.

OFFICE,
CHICAGO,

HALM,

VICE-FBESIDENT ADTD WJBISTEBN aiAWAeEB,

6 Erakeside Bnlldlne> Chicago

George

G.

Co.,

a-rLd.

5© ^^ra-rLlslin.
CHICAGO.

Street,

ILL.

patent and trade mark cases
ALI. SIZES

MICA
For

QUAI^ITIES

"THE

ELECTRO-DYNAMIC

Electrical Piu-poses.

EUGENE MUNSELL &
218 'Water Street,

New

For Private

Ijines.

service for the past eight years

Illustrated

Catalogue

224

York.

The only Mechanical Telephone which has stood
the testB and held ont and given eatlefactory

for

ELECTRIC

CO.,

T ELEPHONE S
Send

JDST ISSUED FROM THE PRESS.

AND

and

Prices

Carter

St.,

CO.

Philadelphia.

RAILWAY."
By FRED

A new

H.

WHIPPLE.

book designed to
inform the practical business man without the use of mystifying technical terms
and

orig^inal

Dynamos, Motors,

and formulae.
There is information in it of value to
the owner, the officer and the employe of

Voltmeters

every street railway or user of power for
any purpose.

Batteries,

and Ammeters,

Switclies,

L]>a'X3-

ooT«irTJEa3M"Tei =
ElECTKlCAl COOJS OF EVERY BESCRIPTION.

El^n TekphonD and
Room

7,

Hubbaril

Electrical Supply Co.,

l)lk.,

Elgin,

111.,

D. 8.

i

Historical Development of the Modern Method
of Producing Electricity.
How Electricity IB Mechanically Produced.
Practical Thoughts upon the Linea of Force and
the Production of Motion.
Something about Primary and Secondary Bat-

Complete Electric Linht

teries.

How

Electricity la Applied to Street Katlways.
to the Car.
Early Attempte at Electric Propulsion with the
Roads now in Operation.

The Application of the Motor

I.

W.COLBURN &CO.,
I

74 Main

St.,

FITCHBURG, MASS.

Some

and Power

Street Railways.
Application of Electricity to Elevated and Underground Railways.
Cost o£ Producing, Transmitting and Applying
Electricity for Street Railway Purposes.
Some Further Comparisons of Electric Propulsion with other MetbodM.
The Electric Motor for Stationary Power Pur-

STREET CARS EQUIPPED
FOR ELECTRIC PROPULSION.

poses.

The Importance of Economical Steam Power
the Electric Current.
The Utilization of Water

to

Powers for Electric

Transmission.

The Purpose and Care of Good Belts.
Home of the Poaslbllities of Electric

Street Car

Propulalon.

PRICE:

I

I

One

Slanblnes for Are and ]n(;an4l(>>Hc.ent
Klectrio lilshtlns, Klertro-Platlne

and Bxperlmental Une.
Send for lari£e Illustrated Catalogue, qIho Handbook of tteadv Refwrence, vPBfc-pocliet edition.
WWTKBN BRANCB NEW HAVEN OI.^OK 00.,
OUIOAeo, ILL.
No. 3L6 Wahaeh Aveoae,

Plants.

of the so-called "JSysteme" of Electric

Paper Cover, $1.00.

Bound

HnQtoi

in

Flexible Russia,

The Oldest and Most Experienced Electric Motor Company in the World.

$2.00.

anl Fifty Illustrations.

FRED. H. WHIPPLE,
Detroit,

Mich.

Beodyoar name. buBlnesB and address, and be
correctly reported in Whipple's National Electrical Directory.

Chicago

Office:

502

Plienix Building.

Detroit Office:

30 Atwater

St.,

East.

July

G,
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PROF.

H.

ARON'S

FKANKLIN

S.

CHARLES M. WILKIN8.

CARTER.

E.

WARD WIUINS

TRADINQ AS

PARTRICK & CARTER,

Electric Current Counter

MAM)F'Ai;illi(KKS

'il

ANIi DKAI.II

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

PATBriTSD.
Gold Medal Awarded at Melbourne ExbibitioD, 1888-1889.

Sole ProDrielors

J

TIuMii'Ht rclhiMn Kloctrlc. Mnler
fViT irivi'iiU'il.
<<imriintru'(l

correct for«iiNill

14

llic

Paleiil

Needle

Aniiuiicialfir.

SOUTH SECOND STREET.

luiil

ESTABLISHED 1867.

Initio ciirrt'nlK.

Unlit

I

ol

PHILADELPHIA, July

1889.

6,

for illrnct Iwn-wlro, lliree-

wirit unci filtornntliiK nyHttMii, In nl/.<'H

from

1.^

ii|i

|<)

iiiiy

oT

nitnil»'i'

niiipereH,

TO THIS ELECTRICAL TRADE:
SIEMENS & HALSKE,

Our new 1889

Catalogrue

is

being printed, and will be

Berlin. Germany.

KDISON COMPANY, ready
Berlin,

for distribution in a few days.

This Catalogue and

Germany.

Price List should be in the hands of every one
Municipal Kleclric
Berlin,

In

templates purchasing Electrical

Germany.

by Europoim Ccnlrftl

iisn

who

con-

Ligliting Works,

Slii-

fJoo*l8.

The book

fully

is

and priced, and many novelties are

listed.

Will be mailed to any address upon application.

If in

illiistrated

(ione nieiieiirlDgGl) niilllon wnttfi.

Umiut'stltined Biipt'i'lorlty.

Central Stiitlon

IiiillBpeDeiLble for

work.

Amount of current consunicd nmy
he nscerliiincd at ;» j;lanco, tbe diule
being conetnicted on
llie
BannprlDciple

119

For prices and put

sols: MAJfCFAC'TUBKB AKI>

25

BEEKMAN STREET,

the "trade" and discount sheets are wanted, send busi-

the '^m Meter dinlw.
1

iciilarB,

addrees

ness card.

IMPORTER.

PARTRICK & CARTER.

NEW YORK.

SCHUYLER ARC LIGHTING SYSTEM
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Catalogues of the following lines in which we are the
leading Manufacturers and Dealers:

ANNUNCIATORS,
Batteries

BELLS AND PUSHES,

and Battery Supplies,

PATTERSON GABLES,

Elcetric Light Apparatus.
TELEGRAPH INSTRUMENTS AND LINE SUPPLIES,
TESTIIG SETS,

BUILDERS' AID REPAIRERS' TOOLS,

AND OTHER MISCELLANEOUS APPARATUS.

We

are sole Western Agents for the sale of

A. G. DAY'S
Which,

KERITE INSULATED WIRE,
we

consider the best wire
for the purposes for which it is intended.

after years of experience,

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO, JULY

Vol. V.

Kansas
Company.

Station of the
'I'lu'

new

slalion of

City

llic lulisoii

Edison

lOlcclric

\.\ji\\l

opiTation .since .April last. It is splendidly e<|nippcd,
anil the representatives of tlic company are jnslly
proud of the plant.
In the acconipanyini; cut
(XMiipaiiy of Kaiis;is City, Mo., lias liccii

ill

6,

No.

1889.

The location is in the center of a l)lo<:k, and in
the heart of the business district.
Main street,
the retail business street of the city, is oidy a
block and a half away; Delaware, a wholesale
and bankiiijj; street, half a block; Si.vth and
Seventh, half a block. The (jroiMid was secnred
for $60,000, a price that wonld h.ave made spec-

iSSH, and

the

April, iXSy.

plant
'J'iic

was

in

operation

boilers, havin({

I

diirinj;

a cap.-icity of

600 horse power, are of the Habcock & Wilcox
make, and the engines, possessing 500 horse
power, were made by the New York .Safely
Ste.itH I'ower company.
The plant has a capacity

of

6,000 lights.

Of

this

number 3,000

are

K.\NSAS CITY KniSON KI.ECTRIC LIGHT STATION.

views of the

dynamo room and

the

engine and

Before the present
rooms are given.
was built, a temporary plant was operated
m connection with the plant of the Kansas City
.\bout uoo lights
Electric Light company.
were supplied.
In the spring of iSSS the company was given a chance to secure a central site
for a plant, and it closed the bargain at once.

boiler
station

ubtion in the land profitable A brick building,
two stories in height, with a deep ba.sement, and
with walls and foundations heavy enough to
admit of the addition of five or si.x stories when-

The
ever necessary or desirable, was erected.
building and plant cost§ioo,ooo, making the total
cost of the plant §160,000.
Work was begun upon the building in .\ugust.

now taken. The rapid increase in the company's
business indicates that the full number of lamps
will be required by consumers before the year is
Edison meters were introduced at the
ended.
time the company started the new plant; 160
are now in operation.
The present officers of the company are W.
B. Grimes, president; ¥. K. Hoover, vice-prcsi-

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
dent; W. B. Grimes, Jr., secretary; J. S. Chick,
treasurer; E, R. Weelcs, general manager; G.

W. Hart, superintendent.
The rapid growth of electric
in

the city and the

light

is

AVeeks.
that
is

due

great

no

to

light enterprises
popularity of the

little

e.xtent

not

Mr.

to

about
said
can be
No
known.
already

Little

him

man

station work is
His popbetter known in the electrical world.
ularity was proven by his election to the presidency of the National Electric Light associa-

devoted

tion.

entirely

central

to

His popularity

at

home

is

made manifest

by the high standing of his companies with the
public, and by the fact that favors are always
extended to them willingly. Mr. Weeks possesses marked executive ability, and is an inde-

Glendale Lightning Arrester.
The (Uendale lightning arrester shown

July

in

accompanying cut is available for almost all
situations in which such a device is required.
One of them may be placed wherever it is
found convenient to bore an inch hole to stick
it in, and similar provision may
at any time be
made for other lines by simply boring additional
Preparations inay be

holes.

for a large

number

viding a board,
large

number

of holes,

lightning arresters

being inserted in these holes as the lines are
added thereto.
It is small, and consequently
a large number of them may be grouped on a
Such a board may be mounted on
small board.
the operating table of the telephone exchange,

Reference to the successful
fatigable worker.
operation of the new plant would be incomplete
To
omitted.
were the name of G. W.
Mr. Hart's skill, experience and care is due the
smoothness with which the new station succeeded the old, and the absolute lack of any

Han

"break" at the starting of the new plant.
The Edison light and lamps are proving exceedingly satisfactory, but the great number now
in use and the constant increase in that number,
tell the story most conclusively.

Electric

Motor

in

a Hat Factory.

The accompanying cut shows an ingenious
application of the electric motor in the hat
factory of Wm. E. Morgan, Chicago. A one horse
power Baxter arc motor is used to drive two
hat polishing machines, one on the same floor
as the motor, the other on the floor above.
The peculiar features of the installation are
those which relate to the manner in which the
motor is arranged. It can be controlled from
The
either floor by the foot of an operator.
signaling apparatus shows the operators on one
floor whether the machine on the other floor
The polishing machine on the
is in use or not.
second floor is not shown in the cut. A stiff rod,
A, attached to the p;dal, a chain, B, and the belt,
extends upward through holes in the ceiling.
To the upper end of the rod is attached a
second pedal. The rod unites the two pedals
and a pressure of the foot on the one above
produces a like movement in the one below.
Attached to the free end of the lower pedal is a
small chain which runs over guide pulleys to
the governing mechanism on the motor as
shown. To operate the polisher the signal board,
E,

hung on the

chain, B,

is first lifted

from

its

although very little time is lost in applying the
foil, a few extra blocks already mounted can be
kept on hand if desired.
But one size of the lightning arrester is
made, that is, with a plug to fit a i-inch hole
and long enough to be used in any board not
over one inch thick.
The device is handled
by E. S. Greeley & Co., New York.

in advance
by simply pro-

symmetrically with a
the

1889

made

of arresters

bored

6,

GLENDALE LIGHTNING ARRESTER.
or on a wall board in the exchange, or on the
switch-board of a telephone office, or at the
window, or on housetop fixtures, as convenience
may suggest or necessity require. This arrester consists of a cylindrical plug of baked
wood an inch long and made to fit an inch
Two binding
hole, into which it pushes easily.
posts project from the rear end and a pair of
springs at the front of the plug are connected
with these binding posts.
The springs make
contact with each other, but may be opened at
the contact points so that a slip of paper may be
put between the contacts. This slip of paper
forms the lightning arrester, the lightning current sparking through it.
Very damaging currents will perforate the paper so freely as to
establish metallic connection and thus put on a
safety ground.
After the storm new papers
can be placed and the old papers can be marked
and retained as a storm record, showing the
number of the line, the date, and the perforations showing the effect.
The thinner the paper,
the more efficient, of course, the arrester will be.
Any writing or printing paper will answer, but
tissue copying paper will give the best protection.

H.

Ward Leonard's Appointment.

H. Ward Leonard of the Leonard & Izard
company, Chicago, has been appointed general
manager of the United Edison Manufacturing
company of New York. Mr. Leonard will leave
Chicago in a few days, and make his headquarters in New York city.
The Leonard & Izard
company, which was organized about June 20th,
will retain Mr. Leonard as
its
president.
W.
S. Andrews will manage the Chicago office
for
the Leonard & Izard company.
Mr. Leonard's appointment is well merited,
as he is recognized as one of the best posted
electrical engineers and managers in the country.
A¥hen the Edison central station system
was first introduced he was chosen as one of
Edison's four assistants and representatives.
In 1885 he was made superintendent of the
Western Edison Light company, with headquarters in Chicago.
In 1887 he formed a partnership with E. M.
Izard, under the firm name of Leonard & Izard,
and a most successful business was carried on
under that name. About June 20th of this year
the Leonard & Izard company was organized,

and Mr. Leonard was appointed its president.
Mr. Leonard was tendered a complimentary
dinner by the electrical fraternity at the Chicago
Electric Club, July

2.

Medical Battery and Coil.
The accompanying cut shows a new coil and
The novel feature of
battery for medical work.
arlies in the construction and
rangement of the battery. Only one cell is used,
and this is of the Grenet type, of a circular
The upform, of hard rubber, and is air tight.

the apparatus

per portion is constructed as shown, with the
elements held in position by clamps on the outside.
The elements are so placed that simply
moving the circular cell in its space in the box
suffices to throw them into or out of the bichromate solution. The cell is convenient, as it is air
and water tight, and requires one movement to
immerse the elements and start the batttery into

When

a lightning arrester is used in this manner the line is simply connected to one binding
post, while the other binding post is put to

ground.

Two

metallic flanges on the

front

end of the

plug and wood screws through these flanges
hold the plug in the board.
There are also
As a
two holes entirely through the plug.
result of this arrangement the wire connections
may be made at the binding posts at the rear of
the board, or they may be made under the
heads of attaching screws in the flanges. The
holes in the plug permit the wires to be brought
up behind the board and connected in front of
the board, or to be brought up in front of the
board and connected behind the board, as desired.

lightning arrester may also be used as
cut-out on the foil block principle.
This is the preferable plan where it is desired
The high currents are
to guard catile wires.
simply caused to melt a weak place in the main
When the
circuit and thus leave the line open.
lightning arrester is thus used the in-line goes
to one binding post and the out-line to the other
binding post. The springs are prolonged into
clips which will grasp a wooden foil block, the
contacts of the spring thus being held apart.
A piece of gold foil mounted on gummed
paper lies along the foil block. The main circuit is thus through the foil and a damaging
current will destroy the foil, and leave the line
open.
After the storm new foil paper must be
put in, but temporarily the foil block may be
reinoved, allowing the springs to close their
The foil
contact and i-omplete the circuit.
paper can be furnished already mounted, and

The

MOTOR

IN

A HAT I'ACTORY.

thermal

position on the bed of the machine, which it occupies when the polisher .is not in operation.
This same movement lowers to the bed of the
upper machine another signal board. When a
board is down on one machine the other is supposed to be in use. After lifting the board and
inserting the hat the foot of the operator controls the power and his hands are free to conduct the polishing process. Previous to the installation of the motor each of the two polish-

ing machines was driven by hand power.

Chicago Electric Club.
The board

of

managers

Chicago
hold no meetings
of

the

Electric club has decided to
during July and August.
Notice of the
meeting will be given l)y the secretary.

first

MEIllCAL liATTERY

AND

COIL.

replaced by
an inexperienced person. The battery is manufactured by the Electro-Optic Manufacturing
company, Chicago.
action,

and the zinc can

easily be

Electric Factories Destroyed

Among

by

Fire.

occupants of the Burton block,
Chicago, which was destroyed by fire last week
were three electric manufacturing companies:
Elmer A. Sperry tV Co., the Belding Motor
company and the Standard Electric company.
The fire started early in the morning, and before the department had been summoned it had
gained considerable headway in fact, the portion of the building in which the fire originated
the

—

was

entirely

destroyed, with

all

the contents.

Mr. Sperry had just completed arrangements
for the manufacture of his electric mining

July
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machine and

liad

jiisl

|niu li.isrd a

laiyr (jrdrr

Nothing but the
of tools, machinery, etc.
and acconiits in the office were saved.
was about $7,500 and was

books
'I'iie

covered l)y
The linn has already secured new
insurance.
quarters in a coinuiodious building' near at hand
and will bc),dn operations iunncdiatcly.
loss

'I'lie

llclilinj>'

IjuI

lilllc

spin

r,

ELECTRICIAN.
is

.111(1

manufactured

by

noiseless.

(liarlc's

1

1,

:J

The motor
jenney

&

is

Co.,

Inilianapolis.

Motor company, whose faclory

was destroyed, estimates its loss at i|so,ooo. The
amoinit of insurance could not be ascertained
at the company's ollice in the absence of the

The Standard
secretary of the company.
Ulectric company, which had its faclory in the
upper lloor of the building, was burned out.
'i'he amount of the damage could not be a.scertained, as it was impossible to learn how much
property had been destroyed.
It was thought,
however, the lidding cr>mpany's factory is
entirely destroyi'il.

Jenney Electric Motor.
new jenney electric motor of 5odiorse
power is shown in tlie accompanying cut. The
general form of the machine is the same as that
of the new type of jenney inca[idescent ilynamo,
a cut of which appeared in the last number of
The magnet core
the VVksikhn iM.KrruKiAN.
Tlie

Electric

Yacht on tho Lakes.

on the Lakes was built
source of pleasure to
frank K. Kirby of Detroit, Mich.
its owner,
Mr. Kirby desigmd and innslructed the boat
reel, li.allin.
The electrical
himself, assisted by
ec|inpuieul, however, was under the persoji.-d
li.
I.ockwood, superintendiMit
supervision of
of the Urush IClectric Light comp.iny of jlelroit.
Th boat is iS ftit hug, and las 4 feel
ICight or ten persons are easily accoml)eam.
modated, an<l as there is no engine in the boat il
is much moreconvenirni Ihau others, and pleaslujrse power Detroit
A
ant for all aboard.
motor is used. Current is supplied from aocells
1'."
"11
The
type of Detroit storage batteries.
cells are discharged also volts, and from 10 to
20 am|)ercs, according to the rate of speed deThe discharge of the cells varies from d
sired.
to 8 hours, and the average rate of speed is .S
lliis

hrst electric y,-icht

year, aiul

of Electrical

Control.

There was a biti/y mccIinK of ihe llcaid i,l Klutiiuil
on Wcdiictday, and a connldcrable amouni of
Uroiind which has hecn covered l>y paM c'jmmUtiont, In
veHlicalioii and ri-|>(jrlii wan iclraicrwd.
1 he mayor din
played even more than hiii ut>ilal vigor, and wan Iriminin;;
(-onlrol

fully

The

New York Board

it

now

is

;i

I'

I'',

:

1

miles per hcnn'.
The bo.it has been Ihoicmnlily tested, ,ind
givt'U satisfaction in every paiticular.

li.as

Mr. Lock-

over wilh awkwaitl (|ne%lloni*.
lie Htron^jly objccled 10 (.'ommifitinncr

(«ihlKrn<i'

moiifin

Ml relary of ihe hoard nhoulil, l«l»irn >ke»'iloin,
power 10 (jtve permJls for the cieciion of new imjIci to
repiace old ones which havel)Cf'omc roiienor dan(fciou«. and
sail! il was his intention to ynard that power vety jealously
Ihal ihe
liavc

roiiline it alisojiitety to the mcnilH.-fs nt the Itoaid.
lie did not intrnd. he said to eniotiratjc. in any way wfiere
he could possildy avoid it. the criclit/n of new [Kjlcs. and
he tiioii^lit that if the companies knew they could not ha\c

:iiid

they would show niucli more promptitude in KeliinK
into the siiliways
lie put forward I'inginecr Kearney's
report that the |io]es would not he dangeroini for at lea«t
two years, :ind the motion was not [>tit to the lioard
t'ommirsioner (iihhens then cjffercd a rcvthitioii that
tlicin

subways he

Itroadway fr^im I'otirtecntl) ulrect to
Howcry. and in l-'orty. second and
from first avenue to liioadwav.
lie
ol^jccted to the siihway in Third avenue from the llarltm
liver to the IJowery, which had Iwcn projKjsed liy ("'.n^ineer Kearney. l>ecaUKc cleetiic )i((ht plants would ctrt.-iinly be built on the river fii>nl. and I'iisl avenue W'iuld
be tile best plrici- for the trunk line subway.
'Die mayor
stonily supported Mr. Kearney's sujj^jestion, considerin^r
th.-it
tile JMii- on Third avenue would put an end to tlic
huilt

in

Itowlinn tirtcn, in the
I'iUy.niiilh

coiislaiit

streets,

demands

for pole lines

in the

lie

cr*rts streets,

asked Mr Kearney how much of the subway work ordered
had been completed. The answer was that some of it had
not been be^un by the f'onstruction company, notably the
West Twenty-third street subway, which w;is ordered a
year a;;o
The ni.'iyor tlien put s/jinc pertinent ijueiitions
10 Mr. Hecltwith, the engineer of the Construction comwhich
pany,
elicited that they were ready to j;o on wilh Ihe
West 'I'wenly-third street work, but were waiting for the
linited Slates and Wcslinjjhouse companies to complete
llieir

station at

Twenty

fourth

street

and

North

river.

Mr

lleckwith's report showed that of the 4o.fXj*i feel of
t;raph and telephone subways authcrized previous to
litis year, tu.ooo ftel were completed or in pro(;rtss, and of
the lyi) tMjo feet of electric light ducts authorized i.|,cr.o feel
ti

JE.NNEV EI.KC rRic MoroR.

wrought iron, and is
turned back from each end the same diameter
to which the pole pieces are turned.
The armature core is built up of thin iron
disks, all of which are securely fastened to the
No wires are wound over the ends of
shaft.
the core, but special heads are provided which
complete the connections at the ends. These
heads are so constructed and insulated that
short-circuiting between their parts is almost
is

made

of the softest oC

One

feature claimed for
this armature is, that any wire can be removed
without interfering with any of the remaining
There is but one layer of wire on the
ones.
armature, and but one turn to each section; the
resistance, therefore, is low. .\ir spaces between
the wires afford thorough ventilation.
At the ends of the armature insulating disks
are provided that prevent dirt or copper dust
from getting into it, and as they are larger in
diameter than any other part, they serve as
guides to prevent injury to the bands and wire
on the armature, when it is being taken out, or

impossible.

put

in

place.

The motor
ings,

The

provided with self-oiling bearrun for weeks without attention.
journal boxes are rigidly attached to the

which

pedestal by

each

special

is

will

means

of ball-and socket joints,

and

liox is provided with an
interchangeable
I'aper pulleys are
sleeve of phosphor bronze.
used in preference to iron pulleys. The motor
is intended for constant potential work, but the
same type of machine is also built for arc circuits, and a simple regulator is provided to
maintain constant speed. The motor occupies

wood has received many compliments for the ingenious manner in which he fitted up the elecOf course he was obliged to
trical apparatus.
undertake many experiments, and in the course of
his work he found many little difficulties which he
overcame by inventing numerous little devices.
He has, however, succeeded in fitting up the boat
and establishing a thorough svstem.

Chicago Cily

and saw all in practical
was singular." he continued,
fmd two stations fitted up
alike, and every superintendent of an electric
light station believed his station was an ideal
extremely courteous
plant.
'I'hey were all
though, and gave me much valuable information."
The work of construction of the city
plant will be pushed forward immediately.
electrical

fraternity,
it

(Jf the subways ordered
were completed or in progress
in 18S9, aggregating 4.So,goo feel. lg5,ixx> feel had t>een
'I'hc total subway work performed by the
completed.
company since May was 250,000 feet
'1
lie mayor pressed Mr. Ileckwith very hard to give a
dale when the suliways ordered should be completed.
Lawyer Cohen, who also repiesented the Conslructii'.n
company at the meeting, said that the time in
which the subways could be constructed would depend
very much on the demand that might arise for places in
Ileieiipjn the mayor, with an emp'-asis that prethtm.
cluded an) further evasion, said, "\"our business is 10 build
We
the subways that this board decides shall be built
Mr. Cohen
will create a demand for places in them."
thought it would be well to call a conference of representatives of all the companies to further consider the subway
(lueslion, and to arrange some plan of pushing on the
work
Lawyer Cravath. who represented Ihe I'nited
States and Westinghouse interests, complained that the
United Slates company had Ijetn very unjustly treated.
It had been desirous to bury its wires, but the Construction
The Edison
company would not enable it to do so.
company, he said, had been i^iven special privileges; il
could build its own subways whereever and whcnvcr it
pleased.
lie asked, also, that the United States company lie allowed to use its own system of cement conduits
This started a long discussion on
instead of iron pipes
the relative merits of cement conduits and iron pipes, and
the subject will, in all probability, be reopened when Ihe
formal application of the United States company to use its
own system is presented at the next meeting of the board.
.\fter Mr iteckwilh had lixed upon December isl as Ihe
date on which the subways ordered would be hnished, the
board passed resolutions authorizing the construction of a
number of new subways. The estimated lcnj;lh of the

several pipes and conduits for these new ways was (ixed at
325 miles, tlie cost being if t. 543. 0(X). including labor and if
the ordinary iron pipe at twenty cents a foot be used.

Electric Light Plant.

City lUectrician Barrett of Chicago, returned
last week from an eastern trip.
During his absence l-'rof. IJarrett visited all the large cities of
the East and inspected the electric light plants
in all of them with a view of acquainting himself with the latest improvements in machinery,
boilers and construction.
In New York he
found the electric companies busily engaged in
burying wires, but in Boston the companies
string their w'ires on the house tops excepting
the street railway companies which utilize trol.\t
ley wires over the center of the street.
I.ynn, Mass., he visited the factories of the
Thomson- Houston company and inspected its
apparatus.
In fact during his trip he says he
believes he examined everything known to the

"Vet
operation.
"that I did not

I.

Telegrams

in

the Cronin Case.

In your account of the argument last week before luJ).;e
Shepard, about the production of telegrams before the
Cronin grand juiy. 1 notice an error, wliioh appeared .also
in one or two of the daily papers, and which may be imIt is slated that
portant enough to be worth correcting.
the attorney for the telegraph company expressed a willingness 10 let the grand jury examine the telegrams at Ihe
company's ottice; and it is thus made to appear that the
question at issue was the power of the grand jury to compel the removal of the telegrams from the telegraph otiice
This is the e.xact opposite
to the Criminal court building.
The inspection of telegrams by outsiders is
of the truth.
The position of
as obj'Ctionable in one place as another.
the company is, that its patrons are entitled to have their
messages transmitted and delivered safe from the scrutiny
of any outsider. Such also is the dutv imposed on the company by the statute of Illinois. However anxious the
otlicers of the company might be to have the telegrams
examined by the grand jury in this particular caic. the
power to demand the production of all the messages sent
or received by a particular person for two months, plainly
opens the door for great abuse at the hands of an evil. disposed or ill advised grand jury. It seemed imperative,
therefore, that any production of messages in ans%vcr to so
broad a subpcena should l>e strictly the act of the court

and not of the company.

Charles
Chic.vgo. June 29, 1SS9.

S.

Holt.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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Electric Railway at Bangor, Me.
The accompanying _ cuts illustrate the new
Thomson-Houston electric railway which has
been installed at Bangor, Me. One of the cuts
shows a car on Main Street Hill, opposite the

passengers were carried on that road.
During
the last year the West End company conducted
series of e.xperiments with electric motors for

Opera House, a grade

could be operated

of

7

per cent.

Fig.

2

propulsion.
Electric railways were
constructed, and it was demonstrated that they

street car

much more

satisfactorily at all

The Underground Question

6,

in St. Paul.

Counsel Murray says that the city

will give no
franchises for conduits, says a St. Paul
paper.
The present situation as to conduits
is indeed, rather perplexing, and
Mr. Murray
admits that there may be trouble ahead. The
Dorsett conduit, now under construction, was
supposed to furnish a solution of the overhead
wire difficulty.
So it would, if all the telephone,
telegraph and electric lighting companies would

more

into it.
The city has been asked to give
conduit rights to the Western Union and North
American Telegraph company, the latter asking
for 3 feet in width on each side of the streets,
the Northwestern Telephone company and the

go

District Telegraph company.
The
Edison company has its own conduit, adapted
to its 3-wire incandescent system, and the gas
company claim conduit rights under the act of
legislature of November 12, 18S1.
The Western Union has never been given any right of
way in the streets of the city for overhead wires
and the attempt to effect a franchise not long
ago, met with failure. It has not been generally

American

known

that the gas company has conduit rights,
but the legislative act aforementioned authorizes

the

company

to furnish electric

light

or

any suitable or proper form and
to use and
run wires in and through said
streets, etc., for the
purpose of conducting
electricity as may be necessary for such lighting,, -or to adopt and employ any other proper
means for so conducting electricity."
The act
electricity "in

I'IG. I.

shows a car

in

THOMSJN-l|i.>USrO.N I'LLIiCTRIC

West Market Square, the very

heart of the city.
The road at ISangor is three
miles in length, single track, with three turn-outs.
The road has many sharp curves and grades, the
most severe of which is a curve of 35 foot radius
on a grade of 7 per cent. There is one stretch
of the road, about three-quarters of a mile in
length, which has five curves and an average
gradient of 5 per cent.
No difficulty, however,
is experienced, and the cars climb the grades
with scarcely a perceptible diminution of speed.
The nature of the overhead work necessitated by
these conditions can readily be seen by reference
to the accompanying map on which the situation
of the road is indicated by a heavy line;
There are four 16-foot cars, made by the New-

KAILWAY AT BANGOR, ME.

seasons of the yea^ than any other form of
During the winter months the superiorpower.
ity of the electric roads was shown.
Although
many costly experiments were made on these
lines. President Whitney recently said the expense was less than that of the horse car lines.

The West End company hopes

to

have an ideal

system, and the Thomson-Houston company
gratify this desire.
The
will exert itself to
latest

and most improved

forms of

machinery

requires the consent of the council to the construction of any "structures" for conveying
electricity.
The last section gives the council
the right to impose limitations or restrictions,
but the intention of the whole act is to give the
gas company the right to furnish steam power
or electricity, and to conduct the latter by
underground conduits to customers, as is implied in the term "any other proper means for
conducting electricity." Gen. Sibley said yesterday that the gas company would defend its
rights in this direction, not recognizing under
the act of legislature any mandatory power on
the part of the council to compel them to go
into the Dorsett conduits.
It is the intention
of the city, Mr. Murray says, to have all the
wires for illuminating and communicating purposes put in conduits as soon as it can properly
be done. He thinks the Dorsett system will

buryport Car Manufacturing company, which
are handsomely finished.
Each car is equipped
with two 15 horse power Thomson-Houston
motors.
Three cars are in operation from 6 a. u.
till 11.30 p. M., the fourth
being held in reserve
for special occasions.

The power plant consists of one 80 horse
power Thomson- Houston generator, with the
necessary station fittings, which is driven by a
14x13 ,'\rmington & Sims engine running at a
speed of 250 revolutions per minute.
This is
the only tramway which has ever been constructed in Uangor.
It has from the very start
given the utmost satisfaction; but one schedule
trip having been missed since the day of starting. May 2ist.
The travel has been very heavy,
averaging i,5oo passengers per day. On one
day 3,000 persons were carried by three cars.
The success of the road has been such that e.\tensions have been asked for in many parts of
the city, and it is probable that before long the
equipment will be greatly increased.

The West End Street

Railway.

The West End

Street Railway Company of Boston, Mass., has awarded the contract forequipping
its road with electrical apjiaraHis to the Thom-

son-Houston company.

This

undoubtedly
the greatest electric railway contract awarded,
and one of the greatest changes made by a
street railway in any city in the country.
The
West End Street Railway company of lioston
operates 1,584 cars, according to the official
report of 1888, and from the same source it is
ascertained

lliat

is

din'ing ihe last year 97,o3f;,()i9

*iiio.\isiiN-nuusri;iN ei.el-ikio

will

be employed

ment
The

in

the construction and equip-

of this system.

llaywartl,

CuI.,

Klectric

Light

company

has

awarded the Westinghouse company a contract for a compound engine. At present the Ilayward company is operating twenty two 2, oou-candle power ;nc and ninety l6candle power incandescent lamps.

railway at

hanc.or,

,^^;.

prove suitable for all kinds of wires, although
he admits that improvements are making every
day, and that the production of conduits is yet
The Edison Electric
in the experimental stage.
Lighting company says that it would be a positive and large loss to them to be compelled to
go in the Dorsett conduit, but having their own
convenient system, they will use that if the man-

-

I
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Tile ^as i:oiiii)any says that if
date gois luiih.
they wcru cnnipcllctl to enter the Dorsutl coii(111 it they would
have to go out of the electric
lin-hl ing business, and they will most assuredly
Stan
hy their own conduit rights.
uis it may be seen that there is nn lilllr
I

ami motor; <lyiian)o and
ami (listrihiilioii of power;

tcli:phiinc; tlicoiy of llic dynanirj

lunlor regulation; transini'^sion
L-liTtric railway sysieins and Inconiotives; tfli-'^;raph systems;
duplex, innltipk'x, printing, atitrt^^raphie, an*) snhniariiu:;
tulepliotie systems; clei:lro-i:liemihtry, including; theory of
primary ami secondary batteries; electro iiielailur;iy, platin^;, rc-iluctiini, separation of metals; eli-etricity applied
trj

5

CtTuduates of ilic S«:hool of Mtnc^, and of other Iristi
tutions of like ;{radc and sUndiri^^, will he .fJmiUcd to iht
courftc wilhoul cxamiiiation.
Appliratjon han been rnadr
lo Ihe (rustccH for authority (o admit to thcte t:U*«c<<
HttuIcntH who arc not Kradiialco of tc< hr>ica) nchooU u|>on
Ihcir paHsin^ ihc necessary examination**.
Information
will be i;tvcn by llic rc^Utrar of the Si:htt€A
of Mine.,

Coiumbia
t

1

t'olUjic,

Upon

i
..

«

the •iUKKrttion of profcii«orii of cnfjjinecriiij;, ili'rcjjenlH of ihc t'nivcrsily of Ml<:hiifan have aul\\int/'-\ •
CHtnblishtiK^nt of a ourM: in rlcctrlial entjinccrinj;, !•
to the dejirrc of bachelor of w-icmx In oliicalioiial m.^.
•

<

>

,

itectln^.
'I'o obtain this new <lct;rcc ktiiilcnl^ will
be re
quired to (.-om|)lctc Iwenly-fivc full coursv*, imludiri^^
mathcmalicH, l-reiich and <Jcr>nau.
lln^ItHh,
|di> f

rlinmistry. Inilh

K'-"<^"' •»"'I analyliial, drawing.
mechanical and cleclrieal cnj{incerjn;;. Irom all .»!:'
criur^es ofTcfed the •tludent
muHl ch'K^M: and coruplclc
enough to make in all (wcnty-dve full courses, and (o (>r<:

pare

.1

:

j

salisfarlory tticHiH,

San Jose

Electric Road.

Keports have been cir* ulnlcrl from lime to lime that the
eleclric road at San }<r%c. Cal., bad provrd a failure.
Thr
road has been referred to a nitmitcr of time as furni>ihinK
evidence thai electric railways were not entirely surce^nful
tmdcr all conditions. These rcfK^rts were not tielicvcd by
the Wkstkhs Ki.h tkician, and Homc pains were taken to
ascertain the facts in the rase.
ICnough w:ls Irarncd to
warrant the conclusion that the company which furnished

Fir.

3.

THOMSON- HOUSTON ELECTRIC RAILWAY AT liANGOR, ME.

trouble ahead, for the Edison and gas company
franchises cannot be voided or ignored very
well, and they will use them, when the time
comes, to rip up the street. As for the Western

Union and North Americati Telegraph companies, the Northwestern 'telephone company, the
American District Telegraph company, it looks
as if they woitld have to take to the Dorsett

mining, and electric torpedoes; study and recitation on
standard electrical text books, covering principles and ap
plications of electricity; examination and explanation of
practical electrical machines and models; examinations and
reports of visits to electrical stations, factories, and plants;
workshop practice in actual construction of electrical apparatus and machines; designing and drawing of electrical
machines and apparatus for construction, designing, drawing and preparing specili cations for electrical plants:
lighting, power distribution and transmission, railway, tele-

the apparatus, the I>elroit Kluclrical Wrjrks, wan in no
wise to blame for the failure of the road to ;;ivc sati>faction to the residents of San Jose.
The franchise for ibc
construction of the road provided that cither a cable railway or an electric railway with underground conduits be
constructed on the streets of San Jose and on the Alameda
connecting San Jose and Santa Clara,
It was foimd Ihat
a cable road would cost $S?o,oo<>; the Detroil KIcctrical
Company made an estimate of $430,(XXi for an electric
railway.
The local railway company which proposed to
build the roa<l did not possess capital enough to pay for
the construction, but from the increased value of real
estate which would follow the maintenance of a road.it
expected to supply the deticienry. The company, instead
of giving the contract to the Uetroit company, undertook
itself the construction of the road bed and a large part of
the details.
The Detroit Klcctrical Works provided the
motors, dynamos and the apparatus necessary for operating them, but did not build the conduits, merely furnishing
These plans were not followed. The
the specifications.
general construction it is said, was of a decidedly inferior
character.
In spite of the protest of the Detroit Electrical
Works the road with all its manifest defects was started.
and for six months it gave satisfaction. 'I'hen the Southern
California land bubble burst.
Less than five miles of the
road had been built.
The franchise for the e(|uipment of
To save the franthe remainder of the road had expired.
chise the railroad company deemed it best to let what had
been done go by default. The Detroit company proposed
to put the road into proper shape, but the railway company, pressed by the local authorities to take immediate
action on the extension of the line or forfeit the franchise.
chose, it is alleged, to assert that the conduit was a failure in
order to gain time. Thus it was that the report was circulated that the railway company was unable to secure glass
insulators fast enough to keep the road in operation. These

conduit.

Horse Grooming Machine Operated by
an Electric Motor.
The accomiKinying

illustration

shows an

appli-

the electric motor to a horse grooming
machine in the stable of Marshall Field tS: Co.,

cation

(jf

This is probably
46 Faciftc avenue, Chicago.
the first application of the kind in Chicago.
The motor is a 3 horse power Sprague machine
The
running at 1,650 revolutions at 220 volts.

grooming machine

two reis so geared that the
volving brushes run at about 2,500 revolutions per
minute. The arrangement is as shown in the cut.
The horse stands in the space between the two
swinging shafts which carry the brushing apThe brushes, which are cylindrical in
paratus.
form, are attached at the end of short pieces of
A weight is used to balance this
tlexible shaft.
As tlie joints at both
portion of the machine.
ends of the swinging rods are universal, and as
the brushes receive motion through a piece of
flexible shaft, they can be readily applied to any
Previous to the
portion of the horse's body.
use of the electric motor the machine was driven
by horse power.

Courses

in Electrical

Engineering.

Tine following announcement has been made relative to
the course in electrical engineering in the Coiumbia ColA course in electrical engineering has been establege:
lished in the School of Mines, in charge of William V,
Trowbridge, professor of engineering; Francis 11. Crocker,
instructor in electrical engineering; and Michael Pupil,
The full course for a degree will ocassistant instructor.
cupy two years, and there is a partial course, which can
The course of instruction will comin
one
year
be completed
prise lectures on the general principles of electricity: theory,
laws, sources, measurements and nature of electricity;
principal phenomena of electricity: heat, light, magnetism,
attraction, induction, chemical action; simple applications
of electricity: dynamo, motor, electric light, telegraph.

HORSE GROOMING MACHINE OPERATED BY AN ELECTRIC MOTORgraph, telephone, and electro-metallurgical; practical work
in setting up and use of instruments for testing: efliciency
and constants of electrical machinery and apparatus; resistance of machines and land and submarine lines: insulation

machinery and lines; location of grounds and faults in
m? chines and lines, photometric tests of lights, arc
and incandescent; mathematical relations of electricity,
light, heat, magnetism and mechanical energy; mathematconstants;
ical determination ot e'.ectrical laws, units and
mathematical theory of (low and action of alternating currents; original investigation and thesis on an assigned subject, such as efliciency of motors and btcrage batteries.
of

are the facts as far as can be ascertained.
Tbey would seem
to put the blame where it belongs on the local company.
This view of the case is supported by the fact that the
president of the road expressed his satisfaction with the
system during the six months during which it was in operation.

Louisville.

Ky

,

is

becoming an important

electric light

The Bagging Manufacturing company and the
\ Madison Woolen Mills company have ordered
electric plants of the Brush company of Cleveland, O. the
latter company a 600 incandescent plant.
center

Louis\'ilIc

;

—
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"Steam and electricity have made us one
people, and for commercial purposes unified the
world," said Cliauncey Depew in his address to
the Yale law students.
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It has been proposed to abolish the guillotine
France and substitute death by the application of electricity. No action will probably be
taken until a decision is reached in the Kemmin

ler case.

[Associate Editors.

The

Easiness Manager.

representatives of telegraph companies

becoming prominent witnesses in the Cronin
In one day last week three members of
case.
the telegraph fraternity were called by the grand
are

Eastern Office 125 Temple Co urt,NewYork.
:

W. H. Temple, Manager.
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that the paper

is

has been the aim of the

No expense

better than

not ex-

management
its

predeces-

has been spared to keep the

department of
activity which has shown the most marvelous
Occupying a position of absolute
e.xpansion.
independence, it is published for the good of all,
and for the detriment of none. The Western
Ei.Ki TKiciAN is a general electrical paper; no
event whether at home or abroad, of interest
paper

to
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in

the front rank in

readers

is

overlooked.

a

Its

original

ar-

news service,
worker in the electrical field, and it is widely quoted as an acThe soundness of the
knowledged authority.
general policy of the paper is shown by its
This policy, which has gained for it a
success.
position and standing second to none, will be
maintained, and special features of interest
added from time to time. The Westekn Elec-

ticles, its illustrations, its e.Ktensive

are

full

of interest

Is the storage battery to have a rival?
A
company, it is claimed, has of late been experimenting on a scheme for storing steam. It is
said this is accomplished by injecting steam and
hot water into a reservoir, where the pressure
can be safely raised to i,ooo pounds; these

tanks are heavily jacketed to retain the heat
used upon street cars and elsewhere for locomotive or power purposes. A motor has been
designed for the purpose, in which none of the
steam escapes into the air, but is condensed, and
can be again injected into the tank. There is
no noise from escaping steam, no cinders or
smoke, and the machine or motor can be easily
It is claimed that by use of these
operated.
tanks the motor can be run nearly fifty miles,
and then the tanks can be changed in two minWhether the report be correct or not, the
utes.
general public will continue to believe in the
superiority of the electric motor over any form
of a steam engine

of
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was

extinct, and disemboweled?
This penalty
has been inflicted as late as 1865 in England.
The power to take human life should be exercised only when the safety of society demands
it.
I
submit that a punishment that is unusual, that
is
beyond the comprehension
of man, is unconstitutional.
In
a
dark
room, reached only by the warden and his
assistants, this unknown fluid is applied to a
human being. They believe the courts will
shut their ears and pronounce a sentence they
know nothing about. Now they say, give us
this man and let us e.'speriment on him.
It
may take a week to kill him, and we may have
to burn his flesh and break every bone in his
body."

There

is

never a lack of plans for the better-

ment of the condition of
never grows hackneyed.

Ireland.

The theme

not surprising,
therefore, that an English paper sees in the
utilization of electrical energy for the transmission of power, the means for the general improvement of the Irish nation. It is stated that
a million horse power is running to waste in
Ireland, more or less available all the year
It is stated that with the cheap means
round.
of power transmission which the modern geneIt

is

and motor afford, this enormous power
might be profitably utilized for manufacturing
purposes to the great advantage of the people.
The paper referred to says: "If Ireland is to
enter upon a more active history of the kind
that has marked the progress of Great Britain,
there is no doubt that it must be much on the
same lines, or must be due to similar causes,
namely, activity in manufactures of different
kinds.
In England and in Scotland manufactures owe much to cheap power. In many parts
of Ireland steam power may not be so cheaply
obtainable, but by the aid of electricity the
power which nature has placed in her possession
may be in many places made subservient to the
requirements of manufactures which might be
carried on at a profit in the Green Isle."
Is it to be reserved for the electrical engirator

St. Paul has started in for electric railways
with a rush that is characteristic of the city.
The papers are full of the subject, and the citizens are taking hold of the project with vigor.
As a St. Paul paper says: "The fact that the
number of electric railways in the United States
in actual operation has doubled within the past
year proves that electricity can economically be
used in place of horse traction, and to the advantage of the public."

2

Electric Yacht on the Lakts
Chicago Cty Electric Light Plant
New York Board of Electrical Control
Telegrams in the Cronin Case— Communication
Illustrated
Electric Railway at Bangor, Me
The West End Street Railway
Question
in St. Paul
The Underground
Horse Grooming .Machine Operated by an Electric Motor,

San

peated prophecy that all passenger transit within
cities will be effected by electrical means, seem
reasonable enough.

2

Electric Motor, Illustrated

Jose Electric

2
3

Chicago Electric Club
Glendale Lightning Arrester, Illustrated
H. Ward Leonard's Appointment
Medical Battery and Coil, Illustrated
Electric Factories Destroyed by Fire

Mr. Daft's practical paper relating to elecwork which has been done on the New
York elevated roads, appears in this issue. That
heavy work such as is described in the paper can
be successfully accomplished makes the oft-retrical

elec-

a terri-

made by

Station of the Kansas City Edison Company, Illustrated
Electric Motor in a Hat Factory, Illustrated

jury to testify concerning messages sent or received by persons suspected of complicity in
the celebrated tragedy.

July

The appeal in the case of Kemmler, the
Buffalo murderer under sentence of death by
electricity, was called last week for an argument, and it was decided to take testimony as
to the effect of an electric current upon the
human body. The case was accordingly referred to Tracy C. Becker, a Buffalo lawyer, to
take the testimony and report to the court July
30th.
In his
tricity

argument against the employment of elecas a death-dealing agent W. Bourke Coch-

upon human beings. A man suffering
from an electric shock might revive in his coffin.
While death might ensue, it is certain that
the condemned man would suffer the most extested

To use electricity to put crimdeath would be degrading a noble
This penalty, this appalling torture
science.
can not be enforced by a legislative law of the
t]uisite torture.

to

state.

of cruel

The city council and the gas companies of
Chicago bid fair to enter into a controversy
which will be of interest to the electrical fraternity
throughout the country as well as the taxpayers
The city council recently asked for
of Chicago.
bids for lighting the streets in the gas districts, and
keeping the lamps and pipes in proper order.
The controller was instructed to notify the gas
companies that the city would not pay more than
a certain price for this service, which was below
The city
the figure named in the last contracts.
council was convinced that the price named
was reasonable, that the service could be given
The
at that price, and yield a handsome profit.
gas companies did not receive the suggestion
kindly, as they had evidently determined to
It was thought
fight the council if possible.
when the city electric light plant was started
the gas companies would endeavor to compete
with their rival, but they evidently realized that
their days

'J'he

constitution prohibits the infliction

and unusual punishment.

The com-

mission held that to be unconstitutional it must
be both cruel and unusual. Would your Honor
tolerate the burning of a criminal at the stake
in the market place of this city?
Yet this is
Would you allow
not an unusual punishment.
a man to be hung, then cut down before life

had been numbered, and determined

much out of the public lighting conas they could until forced out of the field.
This, at least, is the only reasonable conclusion
that can be reached by those who have watched
One company has replied to the
their course.
notice of the controller that the gas men will not
submit to dictation from the city in the question
of cost of service, that while it is true the city owns
the pipes and lamps and fixtures, it is also true
the companies own the gas and cannot be compelled to accept a price below that which is
named.
The plea that the prices named would
be ruinous to the company is not considered
seriously in the controversy in which it appears
the only issue is whether the company will be
obliged to come to reasonable terms or be allowed to continue charging exorbitant prices.
In view of these facts there appears but one
The council will be obliged
course to pursue.
to release the city from the grasp of the gas
companies as soon as possible, and the only way
to effect this is by completing the city electric
to

rane used rather vigorous language. An extract
will show the general tenor of his remarks. "We
find the state of New York condemning a man
to death by a method that has never been

inals

neers to ameliorate the condition of the Irish
a problem which parliaments have often sought
in vain to solve?

make

as

tract

light plant at as early a

day as

possible.
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Work on

Electrical

1

the Elevated Rall-

far.

works of thai (-'miiient authority I>. K. ('lark, or
iaier
the exceljeiu treatise on the "I'xonotnii
in
Tlietry of kailro'id l.ocalion," l>y A M. Wellin^;lon.
I'luit lhe^e eoeflicicnts
are not ahsolntely Irnsiwoiihy is
evident not otdy in llie hesitancy with which llity aie

consiikii'il the iHRslioii l<u- rapid transit for llic rily of
New \'ork havi; assimicd thai it is sq dclicicnl in
facilities
that
t|iicstion
these
the
was of
vital
iniportam-c, and, wliile I do not for a moment wish to
underestimate the urjiency of the demand to meet the
rapid jirowth wliieli has already almost overtaxed the
elevated system, we slioidd not lose sij^ht of the fael that
New N'orl< has even to-day, all Ihinjis eonsidered, a heltrr
rapiii transit system lli.in any other city in the wnrlil
In
evidence of this it is oidy neiessnry to rite the facts that
one may enter a well appointed carat ihc Katlciy. aMil.

fad that varypractical men,
de
^ree.
'I'his is noticeable lo the extent of nearly 20 jkt
cent — .'/V/i- I>. K Cllnrk and A. M Wellin^lori.
will not
therefore make pretense to ^reat precision on this point,
as the matter Is one yet tinder investi(;alioii, init to (juote
trust I ni.'iy lie pardoned for K'*'"^ I'-'xlc
an extreme case
so far as the year iSfi2 to the first series of experimenls in
wliieh this increased tractive capacity was observed and
(.uiied to its apparent maximiini.
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have, so
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oltsirrved, and in supivrt f>f lii» ar^nmcnl cite* Ihc
of the lessened friction between the nielulllc |>oints
and the cylinder of chalk noted in a well-known iniitru-
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I nccil hardly, however, call the attention of ihis
amiience lo the entire absence of any pro|K-r anal<>;:y tieiMeen ihcic lwoia»cs. Thai the motr>r hIiouM net liavr
attended this (gradient I am well awurv— indeed
iii of
the commonest rcti)K.'Ct for siieh authorUici an Mehsr*).
('lark and Wetlin^lon, it oii^ht to have ttlopiK-d at ihe
bottom of Ihe ^raijienl, meekly roialini^ lis wImcI*', Imii
was confronted by the Indi^fMitable fat that it did ;;o up
and dill it every day with perfect rejfidarity for a nnrntfcr
of tiays before many jjenllemcn anions; whom were nic
ehanical en^^inecrs who could not accouni for that «ilatc of
iliint(H at all—and frankly neither couhj I, but ana cold
fact it ouIwcikIicU all the argumcnlH in the univenc.
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through the best atmosphere of the cily, be
remark'bic snmolhness to I'ifty-nlnth street
in twenty six minutts, or at the average speed of twelve
miles per hour including stops, anil in aliout this manner
the elevated system contrives to carry one half million passengers per dieni for a lower rate of fare than is done in
any other city for similar accommodation, and with a
smaller proportion of accidents than may be found on any
steam road in the world making an equal number of stops
per one hundred miles run.
>n a recent holiday, namely.
April 30th, last, 335,721 passengers were carried on this
much abused system without noticeable detention or ace
dent; but New York wants more, and, in view of the
rapidly growing traffic which lias already almost exceeded
the ability of the system, it must be adniitteii that the demand is a pressing one. as this one-half million will grow
to one million in a short time, and it is exceedingly im-
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do increase the tractive ability beyond that obtained bv the use of any coetlicients which may be found
certainly
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probable that any steam motor can be devised to permit of
this increase, at least on the present structures without
subjecting tlieui to i]uiekly destructive strains.
With
steam, therefore, the only avenue open for increasing the
passenger capacity, namely, the use of longer trains, is obviously out of the question, since it is a notorious fact that
the piesent motors are taxed to their utmost.
To the mind of the mechanical engineer, having in
view the ordinary coelVicients of tractive ability, there is
no remcily for this, but I think I shall be able lo produce
at least some little evidence that, owing to certain effects
which have not yet been satisfactorily explained, an electric motor may be made capable of solving the problem at
least so far as the ultimate strength o* the present elevated
structure will permit, inasmuch as the elTects alluded to

made

works of the Daft company at (ireenville, N. [..
in the year above i|uoted I constructed an adjustable incline upon which a small motor was caused to ascend
with a gradually increasing gradient untd the extraordi
nary angle of 2,ijOo feet per mile, or 54 <) per cent was
reached.
Up to this point the motor, weighing 4
pounds, plus one man weighing
50 pounds, total
600 pounds, was reatlily started from a position of
absolute rest at the bottom, and ascemled the gradient being occasionally stopped midway and
started
again with perfect ease.
^Vhen this final gradient was
reached, however, the ascension was less easy and certain,
though it was accomplished several times, but an attempt
to txceed It resulting in failure this was regarded as the
maximum under these circumstances.
Now let us for a moment consitler what this actuallv inat the
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my

(twn doulits on the subjecl I may meninstance that occurred at that time; I had
written to a mechanical engineer of my act|uainlancc stating the facts and received In reply such an astonishing
array of diagrams and mathematical proofs that this could
not be done that I actually went out Into the yard and
had the motor perform the feat several times Wfore I fell
strong enough to write my friend in a half apologetic way
acknowledging the soundness of his views, but fwing compelled to reiterate the statement that the thing was being
done just as I stated.
lint seriously sptaking the signilicance of this test can
scarcely be overestimated showing as it undcublcdiy did
the possibilities of woiking under conditions which have
been hitherto considered impracticable.
Now I do not for a moment pretend to assert that
either dynamic (.r static adhesion may l>e increased to this
illustration of
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A motor having a total weight of Ckx) pounds
have a rolling resistance certainly equal to 10 pounds

ton making 2.25 pounds for this item: at 54.9 ptr
ct nt. the grade resistance will i>e 3'-'0.4 making a total of
33' f'5 pounds, or 5>.27 per cent, of the total weight,
considerably more than double the ultimate working
limit of adliesion under the most favorable condition cited
by Wellington in the work already quoted, but as these
conditions, namely a perfectly dry rail wiih drivers absolutely free from any lubricant, are so rarely found in
practice as to be scarcely worth taking into account in
every day work, it may fairly be considered as equal to
three times the ultimate effort usually developed before
slipping occurs
A prominent engineer in dismissing the idea of increased
traction due to the passage of a current lietween the ad
hestve surfaces falls into the error of assuming that the
effect would be precisely the reverse of that which has
per

M
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dicated:
will

mill.
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extent by a large locomotive under the condiikms of ordinary practice, as I am fully aware from subsequent experiments that the observed effect In this insuince was
due to a very large current of low potential passing through
the very small contact areas presented by wheels only one
foot in iiiameter impinging upon a light sixteen i>>iun!
rail; the eff ct is, however, undoubtedly obtainable to the
extent of at least 30 per cent, under the ordinary conditions of railroad practice, since I hive observed it many
times with a dynamome'er by causing the current to pass
from wheel to rail in one series of measurements and
through a cable conneciei.i wi»l. the motor In another
series and in this way results as high as 35 "per cent, inIn addition to this it
crease has been many times noted.
is more than probable that the tractive elficiency of electric locomotives is higher than that of orJinarj" steam
locomotives for mechanical reasons, and in this connection
quote Prof. John E. Sweet, in
1 can not do belter than

— —
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of increasing the tractive
to propose any other plan
to plain mechanical and
pleased to observe that in a

that

a certain concrete economy based upon a series of lests made
under circumstances to the last degree pifjudicial fcr an
economical showing and without taking into acccunt the
great gains which would inevitably result from the use of a

engineering truths.
I am
later paper the truth of the effects which 1 discovered and
strenuously insisted upoh early in 1883 have been ac-

knowledged by the same authority.

large central station, with

Referring to the plan of multiple motors where it was
proposed to use one or two machines on each car, while
there can be no question that the advantages are theoretically very marked in some directions, I think the multiplication of motive parts, necessarily much smaller and
more liable to disarrangement than those on one marhine
of equivalent power, together with enormously increased
repairs,
present
first cost, and cost of attendance and
practical disadvantages from which any railroad manager
would naturally shrink, and, not withstanding the able
manner in which this plan has been presented and its

and with' the obvious advantage resulting from the operation of a number of motive units under varying loads from
a central station or dwelling upon such abstract economies
as freedom from cinders, dropping water, smoke, and noise
Before proceeding to a review of the actual accomplishment, allow me to briefly describe the motive machine in
question: The motor named "Ben Franklin," consists of
a frame having two driving wheelscoupled by disks outside
of the bearings with the cast-steel cut split gears mounted on
the back axle and an e'eclric motor pivoted on pedestals at
the rear of the cab and supported on similar pedestals with

dynamos
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refer the matter to any electrical or magnetic theory as
the mechanical conditions alone are such as to explain the
apparent inconsistency, and in this way: The power of
the electric motor is constant and the steam intermittenL I f
the steam Iccomotive has but a single cylinder, and the
power required to draw the train be 700 pounds, the U rce
e.\erted by the piston would be zero when the crank wns
at the dead center, and i,ioo pounds at the maximum;
so that, while the electric motor doing the same work
would exert only 700 pounds, toward slipping the wheels,
the steam locomotive with one cylinder would at times
exert a force of 1,100 pounds.
This assumption does not
take into account the varying steam pressure nor the
angularity of the connecting rod, which in certain positions
would make it more, Dor the weight of the reciprocating

parts and the inertia of the drivers, which would make it
less, though as slipping takes place in starting the train,
the inertia would have but little inlluence.

sumption that the
drivers

"

motor, if I
both cases

limit in

I have dwelt longer on
might seem to warrant,

am
is

correct in my asihe slipping of the

this branch of the subject than
for

the reason

that an

it

eminent

authority in a jiaper read some three or four years ago,
emphatically declined to admit this line of argument or
the existence of this clfcct, and in strongly advccating
a multiple motor system, declared that increased weight
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RAILROADS.
a screw adjustment for raising the whole machine toremoi e
the armature, and wrought steel pinions in nearly vertical
engagement with the gears.
It is evident that a considerable degree of resilience is
not permissible with such an arrangement, but a sufficient
amount to prevent excessive hardness in working is obtained by placing alternating plates of rubber and iron in
the pedestals above and below the bearings.
A similar
arrangement at the driver-bearings cushions the machine
without interfering with the mesh to an appreciable degree,
in fact what little wear has so far been observed between
pinions and gears shows remarkable uniformity of engagement.
Before the motor was placed in the cab it was deemed
advisable to ihake a few Prony break tests of its ultimate
ability, it was therefore placed in the Central Station at
i5lh street, and a series of tests made resulting in the
development of 12S horse power. A few higher readings

Headway.
"

.1
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transit.
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avenue, may be propelled at a considerably higher average
speed than at present, and when the absence of reciprocating parts is taken into account, the advantage on the side
of the electric motor, in lessening the destructive strain on
the structure, will form an important factor in the economy
That the absence of tliis destructive strain
of operation.
is no idle dream of the mechanical engineer, has been fully
the electric
realized by many competent observer of
trains, sime it has been the subject of general remark that
the noise of the electric train is merely that inseparable
from the rolling of the wheels over the track, the motor
itself making no more noise than one of the cars in tow.
I refer to these jjoints particularly because so many disappointments have been experienced by the public who
seem to expect the electrical genii to wave the magic wand
over the earth and cause all mechanical dilllculties heretofore experienced to vanish in a moment, hence it is pleasant to be able to refer to the actual accomplishment of
some of the most desirable advances in municipal rapid

But

-

—

la

obvious theoretical solution of a much vexed problem, I
do not see any reason for changing my original plan; on
the contrary exhaustive experiments recently conducted
lead me to the conclusion that the problem may be readily
solved in another way.
Lest any misunderstanding should exist as to the object
of this series of tests, permit me here to remind you that
this motor was not expected to solve the problem by towing longer trains at higher speeds than are at present
attained.
It was simply for the purpose of proving that a
machine weighing a little more than one half the present
motors would equal, or nearly equal, their performance in
that respect, and while it must be admitted that in the
matter of acceleration on the heavier gradients the steam
motors still show somewhat greater ability, the result off
the tests indisputably proves that, with motors of the same
weight as those now employed, at least six-car trains on
the Ninth avenue, and seven to eight cartrainson the Sixth

DIAiJKAM

efliciency of the electric

_
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"It is true that the steam locomolives are not single cylindercd, and at iirst sight it would seem that that makes
a vast difference, and that with two cylinders the impulse
is almost constant; but even assuming the steam pressure to
be cc'ustant throughout the strrtke, as was assumed with
the single cylinder, the rotary effect of the two cylinders is
not constant, and (unless I am badly mixed in my diagram) with a mean 1.400 pounds, or double the mean of
the single cylinder, there will be a minimum of 1,100
pounds and a maximum of 1.571 pounds. This variation, together with the varying steam pressure on the
piston, it would seem, is sullicient to account for the extra

.
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it is now possible to run and compete with steam on the
Ninth avenue railroad and of course, any of the others with

was the only possible means
ability of the motors and that
was simply to shut our eyes

recent article in the Anicncan Machinist, since it is put in
But as Prof. Sweet
a direct, clear and simple manner.
declines to admit the increase to be due to electrical
action I quote him simply in evidence of one of the
mechanical advantages of the electric motor. The quotation is as follows:
"Reference has been made to the fact that the electric
locomolive will draw a considerably heavier load than the
steam locomotive of the same weight, and the suggestion
advanced that it is due to some electric condition of the
rails and wheels, while I believe it has been clearly shown
that certain thin^^s slide one upon the other much more
freely when a current of electricity is passing from one to
in the
I do not know whether,
the other than when not.
case of the Ninth a' enue cars, electricity passes from the
wheels to the track, but if it does, the result is quite the
reverse from the action assumed in the case of the locomotive wheels, and it does not seem at all necessary to

6,

principal object

is

to

show without

fear or favor

than this were apparently taken, but as some little doubt
felt as to the accuracy of the observations, those were
and the above accepted as the ultimate reading.
The piece of track upon which the experiments have
been conducted is eminently adapted for testing the
tractive ability of a motor for this purpose, since there is
only one piece of level track, 2,200 feet in length, the rest,
embracing a distance of i 846 miles, consisting of gradients varying between 11 3 and 9S.7 feet per mile, and in
one instance, namely, at Thirtieth street, the start is made
only a few feet from the bottom of a 98.7 foot gradient,
thus testing the t'-active capacity of the motor to the utmost.
In October last experiments with this machine were begun on this piece of track, which, through the courtesy of
Col. Main, was placed at my disposal from 9 o'clock at
night until 4 o'clock the next morning and the first experiment consisted in taking a light load of one or two cars
over the road to test the conductor and switch connections.
This train was gradually increased night after night until
one of eight North avenue cars, each weighing twelve tons,

was
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was towed over ihecnlirc road, K^in^ "P
at a speed of 7|^ miles per hour, and

^^^^ ')^-7 f^^'t K^-'nle

the enlire
35" or an average speed of 14.'' miles per
liistanee hi
Although a dri//hn^ rain prevailed ami the rails
hour.
were slip[K-ry, there was an entire absence of slippin^J.
1
regret llial at the time of this es|>erimcnl we wennot using tlie dynamonieler. hut taking the ordinary coefiicient of rolling friition for a light train of this kind,
namely, .oo^, and assuming the grade resistance to he .it
the same rale per ecnl. of the total weight of the train as
the rate per cent of the grade, antl the rate per I'eiU, of the
grade being 1.86 we gel the following: r.s'i,.: 17H1 /(.do
niaKiiij;

7'

3;i.'iio

horse power, lo wlnrh should he added al least i^ per
cent, for friellon and a so-called "head resistance" of the
motor, et|ualing 14.37, "'' -i lota! of 1 10. 17 hor.sc power at
fifteenth street.
The niaxinnnii velori y obtained by thai train on the
level in passing Twcnl)' third street was 24 feet per second
or l(t. ^C) miles per hour,

gv8

These tests were contniued for several weeks at intervals
of two or lliree niglits, during which lime a great nundiei
of experiments were tried as to Ihe ability of ihe UKVor to
make the switches, start on gradients, etc. And I am able
lo state as a simple mailer ol record thai, though the tests
were of the mosi t-xacling character, absolutely the only
repairs or delay dining all this time and subsuipient tests
were two, once when a spool iiad to be removed from developing a Contact, wliicli taused a tlelay (.if one nighl. and
the other lime when a moving axle wore a hole lliroiigh
the insulation of an end spool and caused a ilelenliun of
fifteen minule'.
With these two exceptions the motor has
been ready lo run at an)- moment during the whole lime,
in spite of llie roughcsl Irealment, and being Icli on the
track cxpose<l to tlie weather tor monlhs past.
think I am entitled to say lli;it these results, w'.iicli
I
were, lA c(^urse, c.nefully ualchcil by ihe Maiihallan RailWdy.ollicials, let! lo our obtaining permission lo run in ihe
daytime between steam trains, a permission which you
may be sure woidd nol have been granted on a road which
has a worldwide reputation for its almost military discipline and precision of management, if the motor had not
earned the right to some conlidence.
C)n the 2Slh day of
January, 1S89. we began running between the hours of 11
and 12 in the daytime, which was continued with a threecar, and occasionally wiili a four car train, running express
until the I2tli day of h'ubruary, when we were rei|uesiedto
take a train of Hit cars loaded with iron to ihe weight of
an average four-car train with se\ent)'-tive to one liundred
passengers, in lien of the lii;ht train lorinerly employed.

weighing in all sevcnt}- tons,
made several trips over ihe ri->ad between the ordinary steam trains,
but Iniding the brakes hardly trustworthy enough for such
critical work, with trains only three minules from us on

With

this train,

1

either side, it was decided to discontinue this service, and
a lour-car Sixlli avenue train was substiluteti.
With this
train several trips were made, but in consecpience of ihe
absence of air brakes il was not considertti atixisable to
proceed with the ordinary "slop run." and the remainder

of the work Was dene at nigl t. but I may say that during this period, with one exception above nottd, not the
slightest detention was caused to the regular trains, as
we were always able to switch onto the track, make our
trip and get back onto the switch at Fiftieth street without interfering v\idi the steam trains in the least
A number of experiments made about this time show
that the mean speed, with a lhiee-carempt\' train, running
express, on the uptown track, was about 23 miles per
hour, though on the level the ability of the moor, with a
similar train, is nearly 28 miles per hour,
This is by no
means the limit of speed which the motor is capabe of
attaining, for, as will be seen b\' reference to diagram No.
in progress when the
1, the work of acceleralion was still
gradient at Twenty fourth street was encounteiel, hence
it seems perfectly fair to assume that, even with that fort)lon train, the maximum level speed is not shown.
With a
lighter load the speed would undoubtedly be much greater,
but for piutlential reasons it was not deemed well to push
this matter of j^peed lo its extreme limit, especially in view
of the fact that the machine was not designed for a speed
of over 25 miles per hour, and any derangement resulting
from excessive peripheral armature speed might have pievented my ability to present a clean record lo night.
To any one traveling on a structure similar to the Ninth
Avenue Elevated road a speed of twenty-eight miles per
hour, particularly at night, and at an ahilude of thirty
feet, seems to be sulVicient for all practical purposes, and
I must confess that in i.lriving the motor at
that speed
under these conditions I was conscious of a marked absence of any desire to greatly increase it, neither does it
seem to be necessary thai greater speeds than thirty miles
per hour should be attained in the city limils (by express
trains) lo meet all the proper retjuiremenls of rapid transit,
and when the great power which experiment shows to be
required for the acceleralive effort between the frequent
stations, and with the comparatively heavy trains on the
Sixth and Third avenues are taken into account, it is extremely improbable that this speed will ever be exceeded

between stations on these structures.
Referring to the methods adopted in making the
measurements which are plotted in the diagrams, it should
be noted that wherever any doubt existed as to the effect
of the personal equation in the observations, changes were
made in the observers and the experiments repeated, so as
to leave scarcely a possibility of any material error, and in
order that the always objectionable average statement
should not contribute to confuse the result, the diagrams
were taken from a number of similar ones, which, after
careful examination, were found to most fairly represent
the mean elTects.
They are. therefore, within the limits
of error in observation, the exact results of actual performance.

In order to measure the speeds with sufiicient accuracy
for all practical purposes I divided the track into nineteen
sections of 500 feet each section being provided with a

thin copper plate atlached to the guard rail al the side of
the track, and connected with a cop]M;r rod or insidaled

This plale was

side of the conduitivc system.
short as possible, to insure a

c^'impletc

contact

ma<le as
wilhoui

occnpying an appreciable interval,
A copper brush at
lached lo ihe motor In such a manner as to travel on the
lup of the guard rail w.is coniUMied with one hrndnal of a
chronograph of ihe well knrtwn type wliirli we mark* for
this purpose, consisting of a paper loverrd cylinder rotated
al a iiniforin speed by clock work. ;tml a stylus acluatcd
by an eleclro-magncl so as to peiielialr the paper at
.

every closun- of lircuit.
This inslrumenl was carefully
lesled, .ind ihe residls veriltcil by experinients before the
reading were accepted.
The indicator carils were taken at
the central station by Mr. Idell and his assistants, after a
car<'ful comparison of watcliis so ;ts lo insure symhronism
in observing the effects <jf aii clt-rations
and gradients.
The dvn.imomclcr, after careful calibration by Mr. Shaw
and Mr. Idell, w.is fotmd to be accur.itc within an tnap
picciable anK.unt.

Referring lo the diagram No. i, representing the run of
a two-car express train, having a total weight of forty tons,
il will be seen ihal ihe initial indicator card
is eMet-tlingly
high as ct)mpareil with the apparent effort rcquirrd.
e
'I
reason (or this is that our plan in taking the cards was to
make the lirsl one at the instant of closing ihe circuit, thus
giving a card due lo the simple dead resistance of the
motor, wliidi, with a ratio of peiiplier.d velocities necessary
for this wt)rk and ;i speed of tliirly miles per hour, wi uld
necessarily be low ;ind occupy at least a few vcfnuls in
developing an economical woiking res-stance, unless a
somewhat complicated arrangement was resorted to.
liut
this point will be later referred to.
I'ollowing the speed line, it will be seen, as might be expected since we see that the acceleralive effort is rapidly
diminishing toward ihe fool of ihe gradient, that the indi
calor cauls become a minimum at the maximum velocity of
the train, but quickly rise beyond Twenty-seventh slreei,
where the gr.KJient is 98.7 feet per mile
The effect, however of ac(]uired momenlinn is here very evident, since
neither the indicator cards nor the dt;tlining velocity are al
all proportional lo the resistance imposed by ihe gradient,
ant-i the speed of the train varies but little from
this point
to I'orty-sixlh street, being only sliglitly increased on ihe
down grade beiween Thirty-fourth and I'orly second
streets, due lo a change in the comblnaiion for the pur
pose of chi eking what would olherwise have been loo great
a spetd for safely.
Tlie dips in the indicator line between
Thirty sixth and Thirty-Seventh streets is occasioned by
the cards having been taken at llie instant of the change
in combination; at h'orty sixlh street the decrease of speed
is the result of eiicouniering ihe gradient, yO.i
feet
per
mite, and beiween I'oity eighth and i'orly-ninth streets the
circuit was opened for the slop at Kiltieth street, when, as
will be seen, ihe indicator line quickly drops to the friction
This run of i,84C> miles was made in four
card only.
minutes and lifiy-one and one-half seconds, as recorded by
the chronograph. This is al the mean speed of 22.84 miles
per hour, with a maximum of 2N.4 miles per hour indicated on the up grade beiween I'orly fourth and l-'orly sixlh
streets.
The speed in pas'-ing Iwenty-lhird street, the
end of the level stretch, was twenty-eight miles per hour.
The mean power exerted at the central station for propulsion during this trip was 103-horse power, which will
compare not unfavorably with steam practice.
Turning to diagram No. 2 representing a four car express train, having a total weight of seventy tons, or about
the average of a four-car loaded Ninth avenue train, we
are confronted with the curious fact that the initial indicator card is lower than that shown wilh the two car tra-n,
but a careful examination of the two diagrams will show
that the card was taken a few seconds after the start, and
not, as in the case of the two-car train, at the instant of
closing the circuit.
The etTect, therefore, of the rapid
development of working resistance is very clearly shown,
and is a most important factor in considering the high
initial cards, since they are of only an instant's duration,
and hence comparatively unimportant in their efTecl upon
the total power requiied lo run a considerable number of
In this run the characteristics of the
trains at one time.
two-car run are very nearly reproduced, though it is particularly noticeable that the indicator line does not show
so large an increase as one might, at first thought, expect
from doubling a number of cars, but this is accounted for
by the greater ratio which the friction and load of the
motor presents lo the two-car train.
1

The lotal time of the trip with this train, consisting of
four Sixth avenue cars, each weighing fifteen tons, plus
the motor, weighing ten tons, was six minules and six
seconds, wilh a mean speed of 3 15 miles per hour, and
with a maximum speed of 25.24 miles per hour between
Forty-second and Forty-thirtl streets, which is, however,
almost equal beiween Twenty-founh ami Twent\- fifth
was siill in
streets, when, as above note*l. acceleration
progress
The mean power exerted at the central station
on this run was 129.3, resulting from ninety one ordinaie
readings
This result is almosc exactly the same as the
running time of the express steam trains of e(]ual weights
over the same (.listance, and may be repealed at any time.
Comparing the two former with diagram No 3. repre
senting a four-car "sh'p-run." several of which weie made
chielly for the purpose of demonslraling the ability of so
light a motor to stop at the foot of a gradient of qS 7 ftet
per mile, as at Thirtieth street, with a train of seventy
tons, anil ascend the gradient from a position of absolute
These "slop runs" with this train were
rest wilh ease.
made many times without encountering any difiicully what
ever, and at no time during the whole tests has the rrotor
shown indications of overload. That the four car "stopruns"' were not made in schedule time will be seen by the
diagram, but a careful inspection of the same will show
the exceedingly prejudicial effect of the absence of an
etiicient break system, compelling the opening of the circuit two t>r three blocks before the station is reached in
This is
order to insure a proper stop at the platform.

graphirally shr»wn on the indicator line of the diagram
where the lircuit is seen to be o|Krn al Ninclccnth tilrccl
for the slop al Twenty third, thus considerably loweriiiK
Ihe speed, nnd, of courv, slopping Ihe rapid acrelcration
shown on Ihe »pced line at the third chfon«-»graph ulalion.
This diKailvanla^e was vf marked lhal I do nol present
the four car slop. run" ns cvidcnie of anything bul the
al>ilily of the moUir, hcivily h>adc(l, lo ascend ihc
i^radi
inls under the exacting condilh us of an exceedingly diffi
cull piece of Irai k.
Thai there Is nol a marked diffcrtnec hctwcen the loInn motor and Ihe 18 Ion
loromoiive in ihe initial
tfforl on Ihc level may 1m: seen by 1 rimparinj; a rurtoUerved
by a Manhalian railroad official, on March tjth lasl, with
a Mcam inolor and ihreeiar Irain, wi h scvenly-fivc passL-rigers, or a lotal of <;7i.^ ions
sec lliai while the
steam inolor requires one minute and ihirly nine seconds
to make the distance from
l-oiirleenlh lo' Twrnly lliiid
streets (he electric inolor in diagram No 3 aeeompttshed
the Irip, with a train weighing fonilern Ions more, in one
minute and hfly seconds, or only eleven seconds added tftf
the increased fourteen Ions— suielv nol a diseouraKintf rxhibit when the fad (hal while the absence of
powrifitl
brakes compelle<l the opening of the rircuit al Mneltenih
street. Ihe ihiollle of Ihe sliam motor was probalily open
np to Twenly^econd street, although on this point J have
no direct evidence, bul that is the usual practice.
Hefore dismissing this diagram, I will again remark that.
while the mean speed was not tqual to the ordinary
sclic<lule of the Ninth aveiuie road, il is nearly equal
In
that of the Third avenue with 22 ton motors and 8o.if.n
trains.
In con'-tdcring the ;ipp:ircnl mean rx|>endtlufe ol
power at the central station, it should be U^rnc in mind
ihat the effort exerted by these motors on such rapidly
varying gradients, and over such short distances on the
elevated raihoads, are not by any means represented by
the (»rdinary coehicients of iiain resislanre and effect of
gravity, as it has been before pointed out very clearly by
o hers that, while Ihe up grades always exert their full
effect, the advantage generally obtained from down grades
on long runs by acquired momentum is here nearly always
lost by the position of ihe gradients wilh reference lo the
stops
it has been shoHn by Messrs Sinclair and Campbell that on the Third avenue road with the Solon trains
and 23 ion motors 170 horse power is nol infrequently e\
'

We

erled, hence to consiiler this problem merely by
nary co effic'enls of rolling friction and gravity

the ordiresistance
errors in
on short

would and tioes frequently lead lo very serious
computing the amount of power actually used

railroads with frequent stops.
1 lowevcr, it is not my puriwse to enter into Ihc
niceties
of train resistance, since tlie test authorities differ widely
on these points, and theoretical economics form no part of
Ihe piesenl subject.
Bul as I think I am presenlingf lo
you for the first lime a critical examination of actual compelition with steam motors on steam roads in the work of

towing entire

trains, I trust you will not fail lo recogni/e
is at last measured and weighed against its
most formidable opponent in railway practice.
For many years the electric motor struggled hard to
prove its ability lo compete with even the most cosily competitors, namely, manual labor, and even here Ihe introduction of the dynamo machine was necessarj* lo achieve

that electricity

the victory; then quickly followed the long competitive
battle wilh horses, in which it is evident the equine has
been signally defeated, and to wrest a \iclory from the

steam locomotive in
ter, but I think you

economy

its

own domain

will

is

another matproof of a large

quite

me that

agree with

in the vital item of fuel

under decidedly adversecircumstances may be so construed without dangerous
optimism, and the result of all these tests has seemed lo
prove that the measurements might be laid bare without in
the least shaking the confidenc
of competent judges in
the ability of the electric motor to replace sleam lor service.
at least as severe as that of the elevated

railroad

sysicms;

and in amplification of the results obtained we have here
a diagram (No. 41 graphically representing the present fcrvice of the Ninth ,\venue Klevated road whereihe pv/filion
and number of trains for all hours of the day .are plotted
and the actual horse power required, as shown by ihe indicator cards

Table No
Ten

1.

three-car trains lo be run under six minute
street and South Kerry:

headway

between Fifty ninth

Horse Power
Train No.
10

Location.
Starting at 5gth street.

grade to 34th street

^P

Running on

S

level

1

Starling at Hailery Place

Rector street

Running on

Down
(_>n

level

grade to 42J

street

switch at 5Qih street

1250

Add

10 per cent, for contingencies
Total,

125

1375

II. P.

I'slimated amount of power required to equip, electrically, the Ninth avenue division ol the Manhattan- 1-^evated
railway ten four-car trains to be run under six minute
headway between Fifty- ninth street and South Kerr)-:

—

Horse Power
Train No.

9

Location.
Starting at 5<uh street
Up 5- ft. grade to 34ih street

S

Running, on level

to

Starting at Battery Place

Ueclor street

Running on

level

Required.
2«>:>

2Co
150
i>o
20U
20U
150
150

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Down

2

•'

1

A. M.,

grade (52 ft ) to 420! street
"
into switch, 59th St.

1400
140

10 per cent, for contingencies
Total,

II. P.

1540

Fifteen four-car trains to be ran under four minute headway, between 59th street and South Ferry; location of
trains when train No. 15 has been run under way
this gives larger results than when train
utes;
starting from 59th street:

two minNo. 15 is

Horse Power
Required.

Location.

Train No.

Down
Up 52

15

14

105
ft

ft. grade to 50th street
grade to 34th street

Runningon

13
12

.

200
iSO
200
150
200
200
200
200
150
150

level

Starting at Christopher street

11

Runningon

10
9

Starting at Cortlandt street

....
.<

8

level

South Ferry
Battery Place

.<

" Barclay
Running on level
"

y

street

.....

6
5

Up

4

grade from 23rd street to 30th
200

street

Down grade to 42nd street
Up 105 ft. grade to 59lh street
On switch

3
2
1

250

2250

Add

225

ro per cent, for contingencies

Total

2475

P.

I-I.

Twenty four-car trains to be run under three-minute
headway between 69th street and South Ferry; advancing
trains

r

minute from

start:

Horse Power
Train No.
20

Down
"
"

19
iS
17
lb

"

15

150
"SO

"

'?o

FrankUn

"

13
12

level

"

Starling at

14

200
200
200

street

Barclay street
Battery Place

"

11

Running on

JO
9

Starting at Rector street

level

Starting at

7

Runningon
"

200
150

200
150
150
150
220
200
250

street

level

'

"
'

5

Starting at 30th street

4

"

3

Up
On

2
I

42nd

street

grade to 59th street
switch at 59lh street

Add

Time

No

Train

10

in

H ead-

on

20
21

4

1

20

4

4

21

4
1

4

10

3

6

20

4

4

22

4
4
4

T

20
10

4
6

mm
"

5

"
"

"

"
"

Ilr.

og to 6.03

6.03
6.15
7.00
7.24
7.41

to 6 15
to 7.00
to 7.24
to 7.41

9 03
P M.

to 4.15

4.15
5.07
5.53
6 13

to 5.07
to 5-53

10

H.

Service.

A. M.

A. M.

w av.
6

4
4
4
4

20

Time.

903

to &.13
to 9 00

Min.

11

1'.

45
24

1540
3157
3157
3157

5t
12

P.

Hours.
Soo

17

.3157

b3i
2307
1315
1052

I

22

3157

4-09

7

12

1375

ggoo

52

3157
3157

2735
2420

2

4b
20
47

.•?I57

631

1540

2S80

15 hr. 51 min.

Average horse power per hour 29940

_

29040
1871

horse

16
the

power consumed
To this total must be added
power.
The
in engine and dynamo friction and loss in line.
station friction is 300 horse power, making the aggregate
lb coal.
Evaporation 7 5 water for
2171 horsepower
38 -+-3 tons
Hence coal consumption. 2171. x 16 x 2.2
$92.25 per day.
for banking, = 41 ions at '^2 25
From this table it will be seen that for hve hours out of
the sixteen of daily service 2870 horse power would be refor contingencies, 31S7
quired, or, adding 10 percent,
During these limes when twenty and twentyhorse powtr.
one four car trains would be in operation under three minutes'
headway, being reduced to 1250 horse power, or adding 10
per cent, for contingencies, 137^ horse power, for the seven
hours and twelve minutes intervening between 9 03 A m.

=

=

1

M., when ten trains of three cars are in service
and 4 15
under six minutes' headway, while during tifty four minutes
of the early morning between 5.09 a. m and 6.03 a m., and
the late evening service of two hours and forly-seven minm and 9 v. M., in which case ten 4
utes between fi.13
car trains arc in service, 1400 horse power would be required, or, again, adding 10 per cent., 1540 horse power.
It should be remarked thitt the power indicated for this
service m'ght he very adv.intageously divided up Into four
engines of 800 horse power each, as an examination of the
traffic table will show thai for only five hours per diem the
whole of them would be required, and during the long
period of seven hours and twelve minutes between 9.03
I'.

\-

diem

for fuel alone.

In this connection I should mention that the coal here
referred to is a mixture which may be obtained at the dock
in New York for about .^1.80 per ton, and which is shown
byBarrus in his work entitled "Boiler Tests" to be capable
of evaporating 7?;^ lbs of water per pound in a properly
constructed furnace.

There are several makers of compound engines in this
country who will guarantee the performance of their engines
It is thus
on 16 lbs. of steam per horse power per hour.
evident that the amount of coal above leferied to is a safe
a
scale
The
present
one for modern practice on so laige
locomotives on the Ninth avenue require an average of 40
tons of coal per day for motive power and braking, but
experience has shown that it is economical in small locomotive practice, to use coal of the best quality, hence the
cost of this 40 tons of coal is $200 per day, or more than
double the cost of that for the electric motive system.
It Is, of course, necessary to add to the electric estimate
a number of charges, such as wages of firemen and engineers at the central station, which would probably bring
this item up to about $150 per diem, considering other
items balanced by their practical equivalent in the present
service and the cost of repairs, depreciation, etc., to be
about equal, which is not far from the fact.
It Is thus evident that without considering the future ob
vious advantages which must necessarily accrue from the
use of a great central slatlon equipped with dynamos, as
before stated, and a conductive system ample for all requirements of the road, that with the comparatively wastelul central station arrangement we have here considered
involving the use of small dynamos of a very old type,
placed at the extreme end of the conductive system, and
suffering from many incidental disadvantages, that it rs
possible to run the Ninth a\enne elevated roads with electric motors at an actual and considerable saving of fuel today, and if this Is not the only example of such a practical
demonstration, as opposed to direct steam propulsion, it Is
at least the first I have been able to find on record.

but of solving, at least for the
near future the vexed problem of extended traffic for the
elevated railways, and, though no actual tests of it have
yet been made, there can be little doubt, judging from the
performance of the present machine, that it will be capable

the average for the day:

Cars

however, plotted and show that the total
horse power per diem tquals 29940, or, divided by 16, the
number of hours of service, 1S71 horse power per hour, and
adding 300 horse power for dynamo and engine friction,
the total should be 2171 horse power per hour, which at 2.2
lbs. of coal per horse power per hour equals 38 tons of fuel
consumed per d em, and adding .5 tons for banking the fires
equals 41 tons at ii;2.25 per net ton, ora total of ii|!92.25 per

of towing at least a six-car train

on the Ninth avenue

ele

vated road with a considerably increased average speed and
with a comparatively low Initial effort, due to a change in
the proportions of parts and manner of winding, to meet
the peculiar conditions shown in the diagrams.
In this arrangement ihe braking of the motor and train
has been electrically provided for; also, of course, the lighting, but as this machine is not actually finished, I will not
further refer to It other than to call your attention to a part
of the proposed plan, namely, the conductor, a section of
which has already been placed on the Ninth avenue elevated road at the curve below Fourteenth street
There are also economies of braking and in the manipulation of the train, to which I cannot at present further allude, which would, however, in all probability, considerably
reduce the working expenses. In this motor the expeilence
which we have had in handling has led to great simplification of the regulating and reversing gear, so that one man
may handle the train without the least assistance.
That the plan first suggested by the late Sir William
Siemens of braking the train by converting the motor into a
dynamo, and so returning a part of the stored up energy of
the train to the conductive system, would result In considerable economy, there can be no doubt, provided a thoroughly satisfactory method of practical application were
applied, but It is an item that does not appearvery conspicuously in any of the quantitative examin.itions which I
have yet seen of any eleclric system, and while I do not
wish to be understood as lightly estimating such an obvious
economy before accepting it as so important a factor, as its
theoretical consideration by some electricians would indicate, I should like to see at least a few carefully digested
observations of actual performance with motors of high
powers.
In conclusion, I trust that if the foregoing facts are not
accepted as conclusive proof that the problem Is already
solved, they may at least furnish sullicient amount of
tangible material to assist in early and complete accomplishment of our most sanguine hopes.

The Omaha & Council Bluffs Railway and Bridge
Company are progressing rapidly with the electrical equippurchased horse car fines in Council
Bluffs.
They have purchased ten additional motor trucks,
and two generators, from the Thomson-Houston Electric

ment

of the recently

company.

In placing this order lor additional apparatus,

management of the road state In a letter to the Tliomson-Houston company, that they cons der their present line,
equipped with the Thomson- Houston S)stem, the most
the

perfect electric railway in the wuiKi.

6,
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Electrical Executions.

M. two of the engines would be ample

at present accomplished,

3157 H. F,

Tola

Train

1'

1

2870
2S7

10 per cent, for contingencies

Resume-—To obtain

5

The experience of these extended tests and almost innumerable indicator cards, together with countless observations which have been made during the past eight months,
have naturally borne fruit in tliminating many objectionable features which only such an examination could develop,
and though, as has been said, It is no part of the object of
this paper to treat with other than actually accomplished
work, it seems but proper to add that he experience gained
in this direction has been embodied in another motor, now
nearly complete, capable of not only doing such work as is

i.SO

Running on level
Warren

8

6

Required.

Location.
grade to .Soth street
"
42nd street
"
30th street

Running on

'

for the service.
The results are

Total,

Add

and 4

July

following communication, signed by "A iVIember
of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers," appeared in the New York Trilmnc:
"I beg to be allowed to protest through your columns,
in the interest of humanity and propriety, against the manner in which the enacted method of electrical execution of
criminals is being carried out
To state the case plainly,
the arrangement of details has been placed in the hands of
a man who, as far as the writer is aware, is only known to
the profession on account of the vindictive attacks he has for
several years been making on the alternating current 55 stem,
and who signals his advent by selecting a widely-known commercial machine of the alternating current type as the one
to be used in executions, notwithstanding the manifest impropriety of introducing grounds for a suspicion that the

The

most extreme and solemn act of society
ally

made

is

to

be incident-

to subserve ulterior interests.

"Had the machines chosen been the only ones capable
of doing the deadly work, there would be no excuse for
the manner in which the selection has been heralded; but
in the presence of other and Infinitely surer and more appropriate methods, it is inexplicable how the public authorities
have allowed themselves to be misled thus in the matter.
"We are informed that the current in the system
selected is an alternating one of r.ooo volts; and further,
to assure that there shall be no failure in its action, the
criminal is to have a hemlet metal bound about his head,
his feet encased In metal shoes, etc
all which details, if
nec(s^ary, are so many Inhumanities toward the f ocr
creature already in the last throes of terror.
As all these
precautions are evidences of uncertainty in regard to the
effect of the current to be used, a rational conclusion is
that humanitarian considerations have not had the weight
they should have had in the selection.
"If an alternating current machine was considered the
proper one to be used, why was not a machine constiucted
or imported of a high voltage?
In the present state of
electrical engineering there is no reason why any one of a
number of firms in the United States could not in a short
time have produced a machine of 2,000 or 3,000 or greater
\oitage; and the experience of certain firms in Euiope
with high insulation would have rendered the production of
such a machine there a certainty.
"But what reason is there for confining the selection to
the alternating machine? I'here are hundreds of continuous current machines in the United States of 3,oco volts or
upward, and M. Deprez of Paris has constructed them of
6,000 volts; the most prejudiced friend of the continuous
current would not claim that a current from any one cf
these is not fatal, while that from those with the higher
voltages would entirely dispense with all demoralizing ac,

,

cessories.
"If, however,

an alternating or intermittent current
were a sine qua non, a well-known device could have been
attached to any high voltage continuous current rnacbine
and an intermittent or alternating current pioduced of corresponding power.
But belter yet, and simplest of all,
would have been a frictional or induction machine in conjunction with Leyden jars; this method is the one that has
been almost universally proposed for the purpose, not only
on account of its absolute certainty, but also owing to the
absence of all ghastly paraphernalia. There are still left
the secondary batteries of the kind M, Plant(/ performed
his marvelous experiments with, and by means of w'hich he
forged veritable thunderbolts, each capable of annihilating
a regiment
"Any of the above methods would be certain and instantaneous; with the criminal seated in a metallic chair,
clothed as usual, his trousers perhaps beforehand chemically treated, a wand approached to his neck would instantly extinguish the vital spark.
As it is, the time
required lo have installed the proper metfod has apparently been spent In sharp practice to obtain a certain
dynamo, and the complication of accessories invest the
execution with more cruelties for the criminal and more
horrors lor the public than were sought to be mitigated by
the change of system; and withal, there is an uncertainty
if the low voltage machine will
surely or instantaneously
do its work. In the interest of true electrical science, and
of the public in the discharge of its a'vful duty, I again
protest against the manner in which electrical execution is
being initiated."

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York
New

Yokk, June

29.

— As

Notes.

the

wires and poles which

have so long disfigured the streets of

New York

gradually disappearing, the problem of the

subway with

are
all

numerous obstacles is confronting the Board of ElecAt a meeting called Tuesday to discuss
trical Control.
this important matter, the construction company, representatives of the electrical companies and interested lawyers made the two hours' session one of the most interesting to all concerned, and the whole field of subway construe, ion. Including plans, material and other particulars
was discussed. Mayor Grant was in his most entertaining
mood and his questions as to the movements of the construction company were not of a character to increase the
Commissioner Gibbens
confidence of the witnesses.

its

seems

to

favor the erection of poles

under certain con-

and moved that the secretary of the board be empowered to give permission for erection of new poles tc^
replace roiten sticks, but the mayor would consent to no
compromise. He said that from the report of Engineer

ditions

Kearney no poles would become dangerous for at least
years to ome.
Commissioner Gibbens offered

two

another resolution for the construction of

electric

light

,

July
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rt,

subways in Hrnadway, ihc ISowcry and l'i(ly-iiinlh slrct-l
and the mayor followed lliu rccoinmuiuliition of l'',nj;inccr
Kearney for the construction of a subway in Third
avenue, which would do away wllli the erection of poles in
the cross

which the

streets

The

anxious to Inve.

mayor so as

the

avenue,

One

was called

and design

of tlie most

Kearney

that

subway in Tliird
which was not dis

for

intcreslinc parts of ihc ineelinK

"How much

has been completed?"

had not yet

by

linally aniendctl

the ([ueslion put lo Kni^inccr Kearney

forth by

by the mayor,

was

for a trunk line

call

material

llie

cussed.

to

electric H^chl comp;inies are so

resolution

was learned

It

from Mnj^ineer

work ordered over a year ago

some

of the

l)een

bejfun and

Construction company,

subway work onlered

of the

Kngineer Ueckwith of the
correctness

admitlinji;^ the

of the

statement, explained that they were ready to begin work in

Twentylhird

street

which was mentioned just as soon as

the stnsc

i-f

All vitality

|i:iiii,

destroyed within

is

On

pression,''

Mosen fays

the other h;ind, Dr. Otto A.

"would be agonizing beyond conc^eption."
ask

will

a

crucial

The oidy means

answer

can

this there

able to withstand them.

anumg

are

sations which

it
\

have been

no pos-

to have killed

is

recovered
others

Icsn

I'ranklin .and Tynrhdl

records of the dreadful sen

left

As

accompany them.

as

far

know

I

it

is

admitted generally that the pain produced by such powcrcurrents

fvd

The

most intense.

is

pain rc<|uires time for
that the speed,

wc can

if

sensation of pleasure or

Although we know

propagation.

its

so

express

of

times greater than that of

these electiic

of

it,

the United Stales and Westlnghouse companies completed
North river.
their station at Twenty-fourth street and

currents

Mr. ("ravath, counselor for the two companies, said that

DuUois Keymond's experiments, while that of electricity is
about 200,(100 miles), yet intense and unendurable pain is
producetl by them, even when not powerful enough lo kill."
W. H. T.

they were bothered

the construction

in

the station by

of

company to build the
necessary subway and hoped that the subway could be
ready in a mnnih when their building and plant will be
The mayor suggested a conference of the
completed.
of

the failure

representatives of

The

prepared.

the several electric

all

m.iyor learned that

would probably be

it

the work at present untlcrway would be

December before

completed, and he severely criticised

lack of diligence

th-;

newly proposed

of the cDnduits

Kdward

(^uinn, foreman of

Brush Klectric Light Works

was

at

the

325

the

in

No. 210 Klizabeth

street,

electricity

the circuit wires have been strung across the ceiling of the

(Juinn was off duty at g o'clock

engine room.

and was

going home .vhen one of the workmen discovered an open

would

or broken circuit, and (Juinn said he

who

fix

liis

it.

employe of the place
brought a step ladder, and »Juinn mounted it.
lie tested
the current, and was making a loop connection with a
brother 'I'homas,

ground

also an

is

when he suddenly toppled over and fell from
striking one of the dynamo belts, and was

wire,

the ladder,

thrown whirling

C

to the lloor.

Green and Paul Ilohn,

F.

employes of the place, together with t^uinn's

brother

Thomas, ran to the injured man's assistance. They found
him still breathing, and summoned a physician Quinn 'vas
still

aftei

A

alive

when

the physician arrived, but

expired

shortly

without recovering consciousness.

lineman employed by the

company was

arrested, tried

Western Union Tel graph
and fined ^100 in the General

Sessions for putting up a wire

Deaver street under

in

company without a permit. The fine was
not paid, and the prisoner was ordered to the Tombs. Mr.
Cornell, who represented the company in the case, said
that the Western Union would pay the tine, but intimated
Mayer has made

a report

to

of Electrical Control on insulation of electric

the Board
light wires,

and thinks the system used at present very imperfect. He
says that the danger is even greater than if the wires were
handled with im-

bare, for at present insulatetl wires are

would be

punity, whereas bare wires

handling

lie thinks that

least a higher

carefully tested before

interest in the fate of

of electricity for the rope,

is

the opposition would prove

"The

painless.

and electro-physics render

To

electricity.

that electricity

an

insulation

the substitution

to

renewed.

It

looks

now

as

if

and the law would

too much,

from

electric

laws both of electro physiology
it

need be associated with the

by

lire, at

Kemmler. the Buffalo mur-

Dr. Rockwell says that death

be repealed.
is

as

tin

derer, or rather the general objections

shocks

against

protection

for

grade of insulation should be insisted upon,

and suggests an alloy of lead and
against gases and heat.

The

absolutely certain that no pain
inlllction of

the

death penalty

must be understood
and neivous force are by no means identical,
appreciate this,

but are radically and

it

essentially

place, the nerve current can be

different.

In the

first

detected in a nerve after

it

has ceased to react to the eltctrical stimulus, while the
reverse of

this

law does not obtain.

velocity with which electricity travels

than the velocity of nerve force.

The

man

feet

vous force in
tricity travels

When,

is less

millions

therefore,

any

than 100

of

I'hanges

now be

will

They have

The

electrical roati at that point.

will

be

useil

twenty

They have

five cars.

ators at Adrian, Mt.

have

iust

occupy

will

Kort

to

and operating the

The Kisher-kac system

The equipment

throughout.

will

buildings

shipped

just

for eimstructing

new

made,

recently

machine shop

arrangvil so that the

lirst lloor.

present

their

consist

will

annunci-

recently installed

Clemens and

I'ort

Wayne,

secured the contract for wiring the

of

They

Ind.

hospital

at

Wayne, reii'iiring about 150 lights.
The Thomson-Houston electric light station in this city
has for some time past been using fuel oil under its boilers
with most satisfactory residts, with an average saving over
Kort

month. The plant consists of
power being supplied by one large
engine and one Ball engine
The oil is stored in a

the cost of coat of $18 per

eight dynamos, the
Corliss

large ttnk, holding eighty barrels, built beneath

walk, whence

is

it

pumped

to a smaller

and runs thence through a pipe

lloor,

The

Motor company

Detroit

for

tank on

plant, the demanil for its

motors having taxed

of

it

desired, the

compmy

a building, which

it

next sixty days

It will

company

and

commence

]iresent

its

build-

the

erection

complete, and

be furnished

employment

is

the

to at lea^t sixty men.

success

great

the

in

times

living thing

more
is

is

Then, again, the
infinitely

velocity of

greater

the ner-

a second, while elecrapidly

than

this.

subjected to an electric

current of lethal energy the brain has no time to appreciate

C. II.

enlarge

its

reports a large

trade

just

on

in

its

all

The

Electrical

about

is

buttons, electric
Iloltz

to

short time

This company

completed an unusually large

prominent physician of

company

facilities so that in a

be doubled

ures a large line of push

m tde

that the order be
tion

was

from (he

.iclunl, exlsling

company
viaduct

pcrminent.

that

facts.

fmnchiic gave the

its

manufact-

and has
machine for a
bells,

this city.

without going to the city

on

the city.

was also decided

It

as

The

is

to be limited to a certain

may

which

has opened a very

streets

lompany.

was asked

It

its

fails

it

\inton

between

street,

When

street.

this

They had

permission

city for

horse car people testified

There was no

and

occupy

it

of

north

the street

motor company could

the

that

to

the horse car

held, that

to posession

entitled

Mowevcr. the

not too burdensome.

if

(pie^tion, the court

!,cavenwf>rth.

Sixteenth south of

they had determined

that

apply for and accept a privilege

company was

commenced

not at that time applied lo Ihc

use the viaduct.

to

Six-

avenue

T'apilol

litigation

neither corporation had possession of

Leavenworth.

fin

the horse

defendant be restrained

that the

from entering on Sixteenth

Fouth of the viaduct, but neither could claim

seemed

ever, neither

How-

continuous route on that street.

this as a right to a

to

have a clear right to the street

south of the viaduct; therefore which company soever obtained possession

would be entitled

first

The

use the viaduct.

to the permit to

other, however, could not

barred the right to joint

use of

the structure, »n

l>c

de-

order to

reach any lines

it might have south thereof.
Prior right
was given the horse car people on Vinton street west from
Sixteenth street, their affidavits having conclusively shown
their intention of occupying that street as soon as possible.
The motor company may have the joint use of the track

from Sixteenth

to

Twenty-fourth

Eau

streets.

I).

Claire, Wis.
The new

—

Wis.. June 29,

K.\ti Ci.ATRi:.

company and property owners along
are having a

raibvay

street

shortly

an

improved

type, for

electric railway

the

street car lines

Whether the

regard to placing poles.

in

tilt

be allowed to string

will

Harstow and Kelsey

its

The matter

the cause of a good deal of speculation.

will

be brought to a head by the action of

who owns a

business block at

large

R

K. Wilson.

the corner of the

The company attempted

streets.

along

poles

two main thoroughfares.

streets, the

place

to

building and

Mr. Wilson protested.
The city council appointed a committee to investigate the
matter, and it decided that the company must place an
"eye" on the building at the company's expense and dis-

a pole

in front of his

pense with the pole

that

will

probably

pany

is

allows

that

it

is

poles

AnMher

for the

company who
whole

line

The com-

on any

street

This

which

in

it

complaint against the com-

placing poles nearer than

According to the

there are four poles.
for the

property.

the legality of this action, claiming

has a right to put

it

of the

front

in
test

part of the line are

promises

If

controversy,

in

This machine, which has already been illustrated in the
Wesif.rn Ei.ECTKlcl.vN. IS rapidly growing in favrr. and

it

itself of

on

company was enjoined by

the poles 125 feet apart, while

company

lllevcnth to

tim': for availing

new specialties.
The Lockwood Instrument company reportsconsiderable
demand for the Lockwood ammeter and polarity indicator.

at

several

which

company

car

advantage within that time then the horse car com-

teenth street the motor

from

street,

company, however,

mo'.or

hereafter be agrc;d

pany may occupy the

and

line

ilt

from Howard

south as Williams; also from

far

Thirteenth on Williams.

has a right of way.

the

horw

the

might have joint use of the vialuct track
street

decision

'I'hc

con<ttru:t

to the south line of

Sfju'.h

that

thr

VhW

permtsMon.

Eleventh to Vjnion

thence west lo Thirlecnth, and

of

hr^rsc rar

right to cross

for

motor comp^iny the right to

the viaduct, south

.icross

Inten-

way

the

in

proposition the court refused to entertain.

gives the

pany

& Machinery company

arranged shop

of j(o>l

lllttc

was claimed by the

It

No. 43 Rowland street
It is preparing to do all kinds of manufacturing and repairing of
electrical apparatus, and will shortly put on
the market
finely

government.

city

I/»ts

offered In cviilencc, but very

above-named
IClectrical

manufacturing

their capacity will

waiting

layinf; track, not

A temporary order was obtained t>y the tmilor line, and
Home weeks ago arguments were siibmitlcij on the request

is

Decker

commenced

lower end and

for ilic formality of a permit

looking forward to a very large trade from

dental motor, which has been rectived with great favor

The

At thr

went on the Mrret

to eronD the viaituct (heir rivah ijujctly
al the

of

moto:s on freight and passenger elevators

The company

this source.

manufacturing

its

contfovcrny lK:tw».cn the street

oc-cuptcH the public mind.

has very recenily taken a lease

has recently been meeting with

this city,

first

— The

ftlill

lime the motor people were working to secure |KrrmiH*iion

hopes lo be able to occupy within the

expec'.s lo give

installation of

for

Failing to secure exactly the

present location, and will

its

the

past has been

location

capacity to the limit.

side

to the burners.

some time

seeking a more suitable

ing

the

over the country.

would be made.

Electrical expert

large addition to

the

Works have

Electrical

30,

companies

r.nlroad

privileges,

increase their oulput at least 50 per cent.

It

in-

structions of the

that a test

buildings, which, with

Worth, Tex., apparatus

Thursday night while
repairing a broken wire.
About a week ago a fire in this
building burned out the switchboard, ami pending repairs
by a stroke of

killed

cosed a

just

OMAHA, June

to take

—The Detroit

t'ontr.act for a

from the

machine room

the

Divrmiir, June 29

will cost

for

second, according lo

feet a

Detroit, Mich.

the entire

Engineer Kearney Si;i,2oo.oo;)
subway under consideration.

100

about

construc-

estimate of
miles of

millions
is

The

on the part of the construction company.
tion

many

is

thought (which

companies

light

comprehensivj plan of subways might be

onler that a

in

construction

the

Omaha, Nob.

-

death by elec-

Is

who have

I'enjamin

who have

those

'

of appro-timalcly juclging

shocks sullicienl

eU^i'tric

'

says:

be, of conr%e,

by admitting the testimony of those
from

!lc

should

pitf-sage of the law:

To

tricity painless ?'

which

(juestion,

answered before the
itive

iIh- fra<

second rcjuired for the brain to recojjni/e an im-

lion of a

latter

is

in

it

is

charter

iis

allowed to place

one block 2?6

feet

long

explained by the attorney

says, that the poles

much further
will make the

on the residence

apart, and

poles about

permitted by the charter.

the

average

the distance
S. P.

expects a large demand.

Messrs. Kisher

company

iS:

Fitzgerald of the Commercial

are meeting with splendid

success

Pittsburg, Pa.

Electric

their

new

—

of

months,

PlTTSmRC, Pa., June -'g. The task of lighting the
wrecked and torn-up portion of the Pennsylvania railroad,

they leport good business and a very promising

outlook.

lying between Johnstown and Altoona. in

in

Although established but a couple

venture.

They have secured the agency for the C. ^: C. motors,
Okonite wire, Sawyer-Man lamps, and a number of other
specialties

Frank B Trout, the superintendent of the Woodward
Electrical conr.pany.

is

about to appear

in a

new

He

role.

has secured the patents for a "put a nickel in the slot and

you get

a

good cigar" machine, an ingenious contrivance,

which, with careful management, can certainly be
bring

in large returns.

made
D.

to

order that the

construction crews could work day and night,

was confided
was no easy work
owing to the terrible condition of the surroundings, and the
fact that the road was right along the brow of the mcunlain, alTording no opportunity for erection of poles or
other supports for the wires. It was necessary lo distribute
to the Allegheny Light

the lights evenly so as

thrown upon

all

company.

to enable

It

a working

light

to be

parts of the track.

Chief Engineer of the Allegheny Light company. R,

M.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Nasmith, was placed in charge of the work, and Head
Wireman R. J. Daily and twelve experienced linemen were
sent to the scene of operations as the working force. Three

dynamos were placed on

upward

The Council

One

who

of the linemen,

power

track,

aided in

is

we found a force of 3,000
and were told a large number of

was

at

The Consolidated Light, Heat & Power company of
Eldorado, Kan., has been incorporated. Capital stock,
$100,000; directors, S. A. Darraugh, O. F. Castein, J. M.
Bent of Anthony, J. K. Wilson, T. O. Moffett of Kansas

&

Through

and so arrange the lights as to cover as
It was dangerous work climbing
along the mountain side stringing wires to trees and points
of rock, but hard work was done, and the 50 odd lights

kept them out of danger.
almost conlinuous work."

It

weeks of the exposition, and the most elaborate exarrangements have been
From the
made.
phenomenal success of the St. Louis Exposition, held in
this building during recent years, it is estimated that at
least 700,000 people will inspect the exhibit, and it will be
the first occasion in this country where so large a field for
electrical work has been presented to the electrical people.
Application blanks and any information that maybe desired
will be cheerfully furnished."
six

cursion

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

was a big job and required

H*

will

Almost daily citizens visit Cleveland to inspect its electric
railways.
recent party from Zanesville, which visited
the city for the purpose, consisted of W. S. Bell, J. H.
Swart. E. P. Bloomer, and W. J. Perry.

A

The Thomson-Houston

Electric

company

closed a con-

Saturday to equip with electric motors the Joliet,
It is understood that the installation
to be one of the most complete in the west.

tract last

street railway.

III.,

is

The

The Thomson-Houston company has been awarded a
franchise to establish a commercial plant in Hyde Park,
Both arc and incandescent lamps will be introduced.
111.
The company has a number of lamps on exhibition every
night in the village, and the comparison between the elec
trie and gas lamps is unfavorable to the latter, to say the

road between East Cleveland, O., and
be in operation in about a month.

electric

Lakeview

carelessness of a street car driver at Rochester,

N. Y., the ladder upon which an employe of an electric
light company was standing while trimming a street lamp
The "trimmer" saved himself by
was struck by the car.
jumping from the ladder to the top of the car.

were so arranged as to go as far as possible. The engines
and boilers were moved along in the rear of the railroad
workmen, and the linemen took care of the wires and

West, and Southwest, a grand army of buyers in themunexcelled advantages.
Gilmore's famous band will furnish music during the entire

The

National Watch company, Elgin, 111., has
awarded a heavy contract for electric lighting to the Edison
company, and the power plant, consisting of two 200
horse power and one 75 horse power engines to WestingCo.
house, Church, Kerr

as possible.

1889

apart for this exhibit, and every aid will be given exhibitors
to make an attractive display.
As an educational medium,
find as a means of putting the products of electric science
in a business way before the people of the entire South and

Mo.

The Elgin

first

into three plants

much space

Electric train lighting in the Midland railway, England,
The I.,onattracting considerable attention in Europe.

City,

6,

selves, this exhibition offers

don Elecirician says "The arrangements are very complete,
and the lighting is most satisfactory."

proposed to erect poles and
run a wire for the whole distance, with lights at whatever
places were in the worst condition. But this was not found
feasible, and it was determined to separate the material
It

entirely.

respectively.

Electr'.c Light & Power company has
been incorporated at Batavia, N. Y. It has comwork
on
plant,
and the station will be started
menced
a
about August ist.

workmen were scattered along the line of the road all the
way up to Lilly's, and the magnitude of the job of repairing the road may be imagined when it is remembered that
25 miles of road and seven bridges were washed away almost

& Power company

The Consumers'

reached Woodvale

work on the

at

Light

just

force in establishing the plant:

"When we

Electric

increasing its station, and has added two more Westing
house standard engines, of 125 horse power and 60 horse

getting the plant into operation, gave the following description of the difliculties that beset the paths of the light

men

Bluffs

is

the train going to Johnstown with

10 horse

of 50 lights.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.

i

power and one engine of 60 horsepower, together with a large quantity of wire and other
The three dynamos represented a capacity of
necessaries.
two engines of

July

trial trip on the new electric railway at Cleveland,
was made Wednesday, June 26th, and proved success

,

The road will not be in full operation, however, until
when sixty motor cars will be run on the Euclid
avenue and Prospect street division. The cars will be

ful.

Augiis",

run at the rate of eleven miles

per hour, except

through

crowded thoroughfares.

least.

San Francisco,

Cal.

—

San Francisco, June 20. The Oakland Gas Light &
Heat company, operating the Thomson Houston system,
The
started running from its new station last Monday.
station is considered the most complete one on the coast.
The Western Union has completed the rebuilding of its
line at San Luis Obispo, and iscontinuing the work between
Portland, Ore., and Astoria.
The new cable of the Puget Sound Telegraph company
between Alki Point and Bean's Point.
San Pedro has organized an electric light company; capThe Oakland council has directed ihe
ital stock f 100,000.
is

being

laid

Southern Pacific railroad to erect electrical bells at all street
crossings to warn people of approaching trains.
The Northwestern Electric Supply & Construction com-

pany of Seattle has secured the contract of five miles of
Sprague system of electric railroad for the Metropolitan Street
This will make the
Railroad company of Portland, 6re.
second Sprague railroad in that

The

city.

contract for

lighting the Oregon state insane asylum was awarded the
Edison comp my for $5,5go.
The Red Bluff Electric Light & Gas company was in-

corporated; capital stock $[00,000
The Sprague company is represented in this city
the firm of Jayne

W.

& Duncan.

now by
G. C.

Louisville, Ky.
Louisville, June 29.— The Le Grami Sij;nal & EUctric
company has brought suit against Horace Scott and D M.

You mans

$17,914-20

to recover

It

is

claimed that the

defendants agieed to pay $25,000 for the transfer .of certain
patents and 2.500 shares of stock, and that only $7,085.80
of this

The

amount has been
Louisville

Tima

received.

purchased the

first

phonograph sold

by the Kenlucky company.

An attempt has been made by interested persons to develop opposition to the introduction of electric sreet railThe cry has been raised that the wires will endanger
ways.
and obstruct Ihe

life,

streets.

The new custom house

A

will

be lighted by

pliance which will solve a serious

problem

for the baseball

By connecting the bat in the hands of
gong near at hand, by means of electric

umpire.
with a

distinction between a foul tip

and a

strike

the player
wires, the

can easily be
B.

determined.

A

Birmingham, Ala.
BiuMisf.iiAM, Ala., June

Light company has built

its

its

The power

will

it is

one that

excellent arrangement

will attract at-

and complete-

be supplied by one of the largest boilers

It is of 6 feet in
type and requirements in the state.
diameter, 18 feet long, and has a capacity of 150 horse

has

'I'here

its lines all

will

be four Ball

up and

lamps rapidly. It
in about a month.

will

in

ville,

Pa., 1.500

Kankakee,
pleton, L.

111
I

,

Texarkana, Texas, 750 lights;
Mexico, Mo., 750 lights; Sta(increase), 750 lights.

The business of the Chicago office of the C. & C. Motor
company, since being placed under the energetic management of A H. Lewis, has shown a gratifying increase,
and we mention some of the more important orders of the
June transaction: 15 fan outfits complete, with motors; 25
8- horse power motors; 7 5-horse power motors;
2 lo-horse
power; 2 15-horse power; i 15-horse power, and i 5-horse
power to Chicago Printing company; a half a dozen ihorse power aud several 2 horse power wound to get their
Mr. Lewis is popular,
current from street car circuits.
and has a good motor. His business for July promises to
be nearly, if not quite, double what it was in June.

lights;

The gentlemen who have entered into an agreement
company for the construction of
electric motor lines through the midway district at St.
Paul, Minn., and Reserve Town have already mapped out
with the street railway

the course which they intend to pursue in securing the
$250,000 bonus required by the company, and notified the
property owners whose interests will be affected bj' the
construction of the lines with regard to the contract, and
have begun the appraisal of the real estate which will be
assessed to raise the bonds.
They are moving in the
matter, and so far the results of their labors have been
encouraging and satisfactory. There seems to be little
question but that they will be able to execute their plans
without delay, unless opposition shall develop in the city

The Western Light & Power company has obtained a
valuable franchise for either pole or underground electric
lighting lines in the city of Lake View, which adjoins Chicago on the north, and will commence operations at once.
It will start with 150 arc lights, and will soon install an alThe Thomson-Houston
ternating plant of 1,000 lights.
system will probably be used. The ordinance granting
the company right of way through the streets of Lake
View stipulates that the company shall not, in any event be
required to lay its wires underground for a period of five

council.

and after that time, should an ordinance be passed
directing them to place their wires in conduits, a further
term of two years is granted in which to make the change.
A plant was started in Lake View some two years ago, but
about three months, since which time the
it was closed in
There is a splendid
city has been without electric light.
field for electric lighting in Lake View, and the company
H. Talcott is president
starts with good prospects.
and manager of the company, and the general office is located for the present at No. 117 Hearborn street, Chicago.

Rochester, N. Y., wants electric railways, and committees representing the street car interests, city officials and
daily papers visiied Boston and Lynn with a view of examining the several systems in operation at these points.

They were entertained by President Whitney, of the West
End company of Boston, Hon. Aldine Speare, president
of the Pioston Chamber of Commerce, and other repreThe people of
sentative business men and city officials.

W

its

has ample financial backing, and

lines as rapidly as the

demand

Boston are well satisfied with the operation of the electric
roads and the company is proud of its plant. The repre"A
sentative of the Rochester Post Express writes:
special car was placed at the service of the party by the
courtesy of President Whitney and several ofi'iclals accompanied the visitors. For a long distance the Chestnut
which is laid out between
!
ill line runs through a park

proposes

increases

H

Whipple, general manager of the Universa
Exhibition at St. Louis has issued a circular, in
which he says: "The general management of the Universal P^lectrical Exhibition, to be held under the auspices
of the St. Louis Exposition and Music Hall association,
commencing Sept. 4, 1889, and continuing for a period of
The association
six weeks, has been placed in my hands.
is prepared to make this electrical exhibit the gieatest that
has ever been held in the United States, and for that purpose unlimited facilities are offeri d for the operation and
display of the products of the electrical and mechanical
'I'here will be no charge whatever made for space
world.
or power, and all articles will be returned on the railroads
free of cost. There are 75,000 square feet of floor space set
l''red

dynamos

The company

running order, and

have things

in

shape

is

placing

its

for business
J.

and it
power

be furnished by the erection of an extensive electric
motor plant in that city, with a branch at Cedar Falls.
Work is expected to be commenced in a few days.

will

lights;

750
N. Y.
,

This will all be run by electricity,
that place.
make the longest electric line in Iowa. The

will

The Thomson-Houston Co., through its agent, Geo.
P. Nichols, has secured the contract for a Goo light incandescent plant for the capitol building in Austin, Texas,
When the contract for building the capitol at Austin,
Texas, was given to a Chicago syndicate, the enterprise of
these gentlemen was commented upon as characteristic of
That the contract, therefore, for
Chicago business men.
furnishing the incandescent lighting apparatus for this
awarded to the Chicago departshould
have
been
building
ment of the electric company, only serves as additional
evidence of the fact that, while in population the city may
be second in the country, in matters of business it ranks at
the top.

Electric

most substantial

its

power.

ai

,

to extend

ness.

of

The city council last week granted a franchise for the
operation of the street car lines of Waterloo, 111., by electricity.
It is believed, says a dispatch, that
a syndicate
has been quietly formed, comprising parties from Davenport, Tipton, Cedar Falls and Waterloo, who will take the
new franchise and the present lines in this city and extend
them, adding a suburban line to Ceder Falls and city line

I'^lectrical

manner, and while not large,
tention, because ol

the

,

received orders for alternating current central station outNashville, Tenn.. increase. 7S0 lights;
fits,
as follows:
i 000 lights; Butte, Mont., 750 lights; DenSterling, 111
ver, Col. (increase), 1,700 lights; New York Safety Light,
Heat and Power company (increase), 6,000 lights-; Potts-

The company

29,— The Merchants'
plant in

During "C^z fete at the Paris exhibition on the evening of
June 1st an electric search light was tested by Monsieur
Commelin at Mr. Elwell's alkaline accumulator works at
Argenteuil, upon the Eiffel Tower; distant about ten miles.
The current from the ten kilog. cells, seventy in series, was
100 amperes, and the light was of sufficient power to be
A
distinctly visible upon the northwest face of the tower.
series of signals were then exchanged with the operators of
the search lights on the tower.
The Westinghouse Electric company, since June 6, have

Even the far away country of India is being sought out
as a field for the work of electricity
Col. Thomason, R.
E is, at his own expense, making a survey of the country
between Naini Tal and the plains of India, with the view
of constructing an electrical railway
Neither the super
stitions of uncivilized nations nor ihe prejudices of the
skeptical can long wihsland the subtile power which is
the wonder of the nineteenth century, and it has already
worked its way into every country and every land upon the
face of the globe.

years,

electricity.

he has invented an electrical ap-

Louisvillian says

At the recent exhibition of the Cleveland Manual Training school, the center of curiosity in the machine shop was
It
a fine electric dyi amo, built by fourteen of the pupils.
was a 35 light machine, and supplied electricity for the incandescent lamp; by which the building was illuminated
Near by was an ammeter, designed and constructed by one
of the pupils

I

the wide roadways
The track is all that is visible, and
the smooth green lawn is unbroken.
the surface of
There were several steep grades on the route and they
were surmounted without the least diminution of speed.
The car was brought to a halt on a ilown grade in twice
about 30 feet and experiments showed
its own length
tliat the motor was under better control than a team of
"
horses
At Lynn the party visiied the works of the Thomsou-Houston company and also examined the working of
"This
the electric road there, called the Highland route.

—

1

I
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piece of I'lad whii-li [);issl-s over several hitls h:ul been
'coiuicmneii' as a huisft car route by the company, as it
People preferred lo walk ralher
ilid not pay expenses.

than

ride

When

at

the

overworked

Thomson Houston company proposed

trodiice the electric

teams.
to

hi-

this route was ^rivcn a lest.
December last and llie cars sur}i;rades and one of 13 per cent, witli

system

The road was openeJ
mounted

behind

pace

snail's

M) per cent.

in

C'omin)^; down the last mentioned ^;ra<le with tlie
Rochester party, the car was stopped midway the cunenl
was reversed and the veliicle slaited back willioul even a
"
Since the
jar to show that the change had been made
return of the party to Rochester the demand for electric
roads has increased.

case.

The Rochester, N. Y., liemU, speaking of the inlroduction of electric railways in the l-'lowcr ('ity, says: "The
popular demand will become so eager that the old street
railway company in tliis city will not be able to get rid of
enough lo
its horses and substitute the electric motor fast
satisfy the public;" and the Union, speaking of the electric
road now ready for operation between kochesler and
"Tiie cars on the Ixudevard, from the
Charlotte, nt.kl«:
Ridge to Ontario beach, will be running in a few days,
anil later tiiey will come up to Driving Park avenue, the
property owners on I.ake avenue liaving readily grantctl
An extenpermission for setting up the necessary poles
sion to I.yell avenue will soon follow, antl before the year
is out it will not be surprising to see every street ear in
Rochester propelled by electricity."

On June

iSth

Marlboro'

the

KIcctric

Railway,

in-

by the Sprague Electric Railway iV Motor company
of New ^'ork. was put into operation. This road isec]uipped
with the improved Sprague electric railway motors, and has
stalled

On
already carried a very large number of passengers.
the trial trip there were a number of street railway and
I'lngland,
infrom
dllTerent
parts
of
New
men
electrical
cluding the Hon. S. C. Darling, James S. Murphy, Kdward lilake, and representatives from the selectmen from
On the tirst day of its operation,
Marlboro', and others.
the cars ».>n this line carried 1,400 people, on the second
day nearly 2,oo(), and on the third day a still greater number, making more than a quarter of the entire population
At present
of the town during the three days' operation
half the cars tow trail cars in order to increase their capacity, and the cars are so crowded that the management of
the Marlboro'company has ordered an additional number of
ordinary open cars, so that all the motor cars can draw an
ordinary car behind.
The popularity of electric railways is shown by the recent
purchase of the Des Moines Rroad Gauge railway,
equipped with the Thomson-Houston system, by a wealthy
Chicago syndicate, tlie purchasing price being !f35o.ooo,
limes the original cost of the road.
When
this road ditl not pay operating expenses, but since its equipment and operation under the
Thomson- Houston system, its net earnings will pay eight
per cent, dividend upon an investment of nearly :i;4C(J,coo.
The road has never had a repair shop for its electrical apparatus, and in a recent conversation the presiilent of the
company said that the company did not need such a shop
In some
as there had been no occasion for repairs.
respects the Des Moines road has been the most woniierful
of
any
electrically
equipped
road
in
the
country.
in results
At its power station is one So horse power generator, which
operates eight cars over grades running as high as ro per
cent without indications of overheating, and frequently
tow cars are used with those equipped with motors. On
one branch of the system the necessity of speedy equipment compelled the use of a No. 2 copper wire without
feeders, such wire being the only available material; yet
with this small conductor the cars are run at a rate of six
miles per hour up a ten per cent, grade, three miles from
the station.
fully three

equipped with horses

,

THE TELEPHONE.
Most

of the applications of the "drop-a-nxkel in-theslot"
device are comparatively worthless, but it is now proposed
to use it for street telephone stations, where, by dropping a
nickel or a dime, a telephone mouthpiece will be presented
for use.

Pulsion Telephone company of New York filed its
articles of incorporation in the secretary of state's oftice at
Albany. N. Y., last week. The company is organized to
manufacture, use and operate, and to license others to
manufacture, use and operate telephones and telephonic
services, and all appPances for conveying, repeating and
storing sound.
The capital stock is tlxed at $1,000,000,
divided into 200,000 shares of ^5 each.
The principal
office is to be in New York, but in their operation the company will include the whole state. S. W. Fullerton, Sidney DeKay, C. W. Casper, and William Wilson of New

The

York City, and H. W. I.add, Theophilus King, and \V.
H. Johnson of Massachusetts, are named as trustees and
managers for the first year.

THE TELEGRAP'H
Comparatively few people realize the extent of business
transacted by the telegraph companies of this country.
Charles L. Buckingham, in his article on "The Telegraphy
of To day" in the July number of Scriiuu-rs. says- "In the
United States alone the AYestern Union Telegraphcompiny
with its Coo.oro miles of wire transmits annually mcrethan
50,000,000 messages."
In the suit of the City of

St.

Louis against the Western

Union Telegraph company, brought to recover $22,635
pole taxes, Judge Thayer in St. Louis, recently, rendered
an important opinion. This suit was brought by the city
under amended ordinance 1 1,604. the original papers being
filed in the City Circuit court, and in September, iSSS. it

was

transferred' to the

United States Circuit court, where

has since been pending.

The

decision of

the court

is

it

im-

<3

as llnowing judicial light upon Ihe vcxcti leiand telephone pole i|utstioti. and the rights
hayer holds iliat the city
the cily Ihcrein.
Judge
h.is the
light to determine and regulate the location
and placing of the poles; but it has no authority to impose
a tax on these pole4, seition fjcjol, Revised Statutes of
The
Misstmri, denying that authority tf) numicipalitics
state may tax llie pro[Hriy of lelegraph i'omp;inics, real and
persrin.il, in sm h manner as the legisl;ilurr may prescribe
This the state has
consislenliy with the laws of tlie state.
provided for through ihe Ijoarcl of equali/.ition, thereby
withdrawing the taxing power vested in the city. Taking
judge Wallace's luliiig in the Southern District of New

portant
egr.'iph

nf

1

\ork, judge Thayer thought it pndcdde the city could require ihe telegraph company to t;irry its wires under
ground, though he avoided any deciiled expression of his
own upon Ihe point, because the section o( the ordinance
on which this suit was based, did not comprehend this
point.

Miscellaneous Notes.
Preparations for the electrical exhibition at the Summer
It
carnival at St John, N. li., are progressing rapidly.
'Phis exhibition will
be the tnrjst
will begin July 221I,
novel, and in many respects the most attractive, display
ever seen in Canada; the wonderful development of the
uses of electricity in art, science, and the requirements of
daily life, will be fully exemplified by a complete system
of the most improved apparatus, manipulated by some of
The iHsplay
the leading practical electricians of America.
will be not oidy instructive, but in many of
its
features
'Phe electric exhibition will be a
strikingly beautiful.
permanent attraction throughout the ten days, ami will be
a constant source of pleasure and instruction lo the iniblic.
it is impossible to give an idea of the extent and variety of
features.

its

If half of

for
to

comes

it

what the inventors of the phonograph

claim

true the children of the near future are going
toys, says the New \'ork 7 ;v/'»wc.

have some wonderful

now

work on a long list of nursery wonders, in all of which the new mechanism is to be the main
The phonographic doll will talk, laugh, cry and
feature.
sing like a human being.
Noah's ark will contain a drove
of neighing, braying, roaring, lowing, barking, mewing,
Inventors are

at

hissing crackling creatures that will rival a menagerie.
The song notes of line singing birds have been preserved
on the metal slips and the results combined, so that one
may have a papier mache canary which will require no
attention and will sing with many times the volume, and at
many times the length, of any bird that ever lived.
Mothers, too, have the promise of a phonographic cradle,
at the head of which the wonderful mechanism is placed
that will sing sweet lullabies by the hour to the fretful
infant, soothing it and its tired parent to sleep at the same
time.

iMunsell of

Mr

week.

Munscll

New York

city

was

in

Chicago

president of

Wm.

A. Hanuiiett, well known in engineering and elecwest from his long connection with the
Safety Steam Power company as western manager, has accepted the p'^sition of eastern manager for
Hooven, Owens & Rentschler, manufacturers of the liamilMr. Hammett's address is Room 516,
ton Corliss engine.
Telephone building, iS Cortlandt street, New York.
trical circles in the

New York

Degenhardt, western manager of the Standard
Underground Cable company of Pittsburgh, reports a very
handsome list of recent sales made by his company. A
notice of them will be found in our business mention
column. Mr Degenhardt. by the way, is one of the rising
F. E.

young men in the electrical business west. Bright, energetic and popular, he is an able representative of the interests confided to his charge, and is making a splendid
reputation in a rapidly expanding business,
tunities for men of ability and push.

full

of

oppor-

;

Captains Candee and Holden; Doctor J. A Fleming; W.
Lant Carpenter, and J. T. Moulton, t^>.C..
P.
Sir
William Thomson, Sir Frederick Abel and others made
addresses complimentary to the distinguished visitor, and
in reply Prof. Thomson expressed his appreciation of the
courtesies extended him.
Prof. Elihu Thomson was born
in Manchester, ICng., but came to America with his parents
when an infant. His education and life have been entirely
American. The London ELrfriciaft reviews these facts,
and adds: "English by birth and parentage, we feel sure
that his American confreres will not begrudge us a share in
the honor his brilliant talents have conferred on his adopted
country, nor in the privilege of welcoming him to the old
country once more as a long absent brother."

M

Business Mention.
The

Supply company of Chicago is making a
specialty at prisent of electric bell outfits, and has issued
Electrical

an illustrated circular on

this line.

may be an

item of interest to state that it was the
Partrick
Carter system of annunciator and fire alarm
combined, which so thoroughly aroused the sleeping guests
at the Yanderbilt House, Syracuse, N. Y
when that hotel
was burned a few days ago. By this means another hotel
horror was aveited.
It

&

,

circular
I rated.

(IcorKc H.
the

Naiinn.'d

Wis,

Claire.

Knginccrlntj; company's laHt circular (jivcn an
of ihc extent of its system of Aicam plants

dynamos
Ih

for electric tight

and power »tation«.
Is amply
illut-

prepared, and

carefully

Shaw haN been

elected general manat£cr of
Manufuclurinjf company, of Kau
Freeman will be the general elecand Carl Kanimeycr conitnucn at

Electric

W. K

as formerly,
superiiiiendeni.
It is undefftlood
doin^ a nourishing buHJncHH,

trician

(hat

the

company

is

The .S{M;rry KIcclric company Kccmi likely, under il«
present efTicicnl manngemeni, lo luke the place amonj; (he
electric lighting coinpaiiies to wtneh the ex'cllmcc of iln
apparatus entillcH li. (icncral-nwnagcr \i V. IVrry ri*|>oris
The S|>crry fac37<j arc lights as the sales for one week.
tory Is well equipped and extremely biwy, and (he new
Sperry lamp in attr.icting a ({(kkI deal of attention nmon|{
experts,
f ieorge Cutter of Chicago, has been appointed the wentern representative of the Her'nstein Kleclric company of
Boston.
The growth of the electric lighting industry in
the west has been almoHt phenomenal, and (he Hcrn»(ein
company has made a gooti move in securing vj well known
and popular a man as Mr. Cutter to look after ils intercuts
in this section; it already has a long list of customers in
Mr Cutter's territory, and this will be rapidly increased by
the arrangement just completed.
The company makes a
specialty of incandescent lamps and fittings for arc circuits, but will rapidly extend its line of manufacture, and
has in its well appointed factory every facility for doinj;
Its goods are all that is claimed for them, and have
so.
an enviable reputation wherever they have been Introduced;
the business has grown rapidly and is now to be pushed in
the west, and Mr. Cutter is to be congratulated upon having secured so valuable an addition to hisclcctrical special-

ties.

As is well known. Prof. J. P. Barrett, city electrician of
Chicago, has use for considerable conduit pipe in connection with the extension of the city electiic light plant;
3,000 feet of three-inch pipe is to be laid at once on Jackson street, between Michigan avenue and Fifth avenue, and
the National Conduit Manufacturing company of 18 Cortlandt street. New \'ork, has secured the contract for this
section of the work.
'Phe conduit pipe furnished by this
company has an excellent reputation; 250,000 feet of its pipe
have been in use for two and one-half years in New \'ork
for telephone purposes, and show no signs of deterioration.
'Phe company has lately received an order for IO'j,It is alsf> laying
000 feet for telephone use in Cleveland.
250,00*^ additional feet in New \'ork for telephone purposes and a quantity of four-inch electric light piix: for
distribution purposes; 5o,(jcxj feet have also been sold to the
The company has several
telephone people in Boston.
other large contracts about ready to be announced, and
altogether seems to be doing a business of considerable
Ball Engine company of
enormous trade in furnishing

The
its

Erie, Pa., in
electric

light

addition to
engines, is

having quite a tlemand for engines for operating electric
street railroads, and has furnished the following commaintaining
roads engines:
Austin Water.
panies
Light & Power compmy, .Austin, Tex.; Highland Park
Electric Railway company, Detroit, Mich.; Eckington iV
Soldiers' Home Electric Railway company, Washington,
D. C. South Side Street Railway company, Cleveland, (J,;
Central City Passenger Railway company, Louisville. Ky.;
Mt Auburn Incline Railway company. Cincinnati, O.;
;

Cincinnati Street Railway company, Cincinnati. C; .\kron
Electric Railway company, Akron, O.; Erie City Street
Railway company, Erie, Pa.; Melbourne Exposition Elec
trical Tr.imway, Melbourne, Australia; Box Hill & I>onBingcaster Electrical 'Pram way, Melbourne. Australia;
hamtoii I'Mectric Railway company, Ringhamton, N. V.;
Lynn Pilectric Railway company, Lynn, Mass.; KleelroAutomatic 'Pransil company, Baltimore, Md.; Buffalo
Street Railway company, Buffalo, X. Y.; New liirming-

ham Street Railway company. New Birmingham. Tex.;
Van Uepoele Electric .Street Railway company, Windsor,
Atlantic City Street Railway company, Atlantic
J.; W^illamette liridge Street Railway company.
Portland, Ore.; Metropolitan Passenger Railway company,
Portland. Ore.; Bay Ridge Rescr\'oir Company Electric
railway. Bay Ridge, Md.

Ont.

Prof. Elihu Thomson, on his arrival in England, was
greeted by a large party of distinguished scientists, who
tendered him a reception and banquet.
Among the gentlemen present were the following: Sir W^illiam Thomson,
F R.S. Sir Frederick Abel, C. B Profs. George P'orbcs,
John Perr>', Silvanus Thompson, Ayrton and Hughes;
;

The

last

the National Alliance
and a director of the Anglo- American Electric Light Manu
facturing company.
is

iciea

for operating

proportions in this line.

Personal Paragraphs.
PL M.

The Pond
excellent

City,

;

N.

The Standard Underground Cable company reports the
following recent sales: Chicago Telephone company l';.
miles of bunched cable No. iS B. ^: S. Ci., made according
to the recent specifications of the Bell company, this
cable is composed of 7S pairs of wires twisted together, and
the whole bunch covered with lead and the lead in turn
protected with a wrapping of tape saturated with asphaltum; (.'leveland Telephone company, 1.700 feet bunched
Central Union Telegraph comcable No 20 B. ^: S. G.
pany, a small order to complete the installation of the
company
Standard United States
's cablesat P'es Moines, la.;
Marr Construction company. Pittsburgh, 50,000 lbs.
Standard weatherproof line wire, the entire contract for
lead covered single wires treated with a saturated braid for
the public buildings of Philadelphia; 14. 003 feel of bunched
telegraph cables No. T4 B A:S. wire insulated to ^^ inch,
and braided on the outside of the lead cover for the Postal
Telegraph company; i mile No o and i mile f> w^catherproof line wire to Enplewood Electric Light company;
24.000 feet of electric light cables insulated to ^\ inch lor
the United States Illumin.atirg company, New York; ()omdes
of No 4 B. iS; S Ci. Standard weatherproof line wire to the
Willamette Falls Electric Light company; 12 miles of No.
6 and 4 miles of No. i to the Seattle Lumber \ Commercial company, both the above being second orders; /r-f'oo
feet of 15 and 20 wire bunched cable for use at Kansas
Cily.
The lead on this cable is covered with a saturated
braid wrapping.
It is to be used by the Union Switch
i!c Signal company.
;

"
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Electrical Patents

July

contact or cross between the test wire and the main
during the lime any given line may be used for

circuit

Issued June 2S, 1889,
405.733ies.

talking.

Art of Preparing Elements for Secondary BatterWilliam W. Griscom. liaverford College, Pa.

M.

John

Electrolier.

405,742.

Orford,

Bridgeport,

Conn.
405,743-

Regulator for Dynamo-electric Machines.

H. Robertson. Rutherford,

N

James

J.

Claims i and 4 are appended.
"I. In a regulator for dynamo-electric machines, the
combination, with a heli.t arranged apart from the
dynamo in the main line of a circuit of a core capable
of magnetic induction and controlled by said helix, and
a conductor placed on said core and in shunt with the
main line, whereby the resistance of the shunt is decreased in proportion to the decrease of resistance in
the main line.
"4. A dynamo regulator consisting of a vessel of
non-conducting material, provided with wire-attaching
screws at its respective ends and containing a quantity
of mercury or other suitable liquid, an insulated iron
core having screw threads cut thereupon, a wire
wrapped within said screw-threads and connected
electrically with the attaching screw in the top of said
vessel, and a hollow coil or helix adjustably suppoited

around said vessel."
Standing Contact Arm.
Lynn, Mass.

405.750

Charles J. VanDepoele,

The invention relates to electric railways; and it
comprises a device for maintaining connection between
an electrically propelled car moving along the line of
travel and an overhead supply conductor.
40b 751- Secondary Batterv.
York. N. Y.

Jean T. Van Gestel,

New

The

invention relates to that class of storage bat
teries in which the active material is held in place on
the faces of the electrodes; and consists, first, support
or sustaining plate for the active mateiial, which is
made preferably of a single piece of sheet lead pressed
into such shape as to create retaining shelvts on its
opposite faces, such shelves being supported or braced
It consists, second, in the combination
by brackets
of this novel form of support or sustaining plate with
hard compressed pencil electrodes.

405,767. Conduit for Cable or Electric Railways. William
J Brewer. New York, N. V.
The invention relates particularly to the construction
of underground conduits for cable or electric railways,
and also adapted for containing telegraph, electric light,
or other wires, said conduit having means by which such
wires may be led from the conduit for connection with
other wires or circuits.
Electrical Railway Signal.
405,815.
Sewickley, Pa.

Process of Chloridizing
405,824.
D. Bottome, Hoosic, N. Y.

James C,

Gold

Electric Signaling S)'stem.
405,831.
Syracuse, N. Y.

Ores.

White,

Turner

Mark W. Dewey,

Electro-Magnetic Motor. Nikola Tesla, New
405 S5S
York. N. Y.
The invention belongs to that class of motors enThe principle of the
ergized by alternating currents
invention is as follows; the torque instead of being
solely the result of a time difference in the magnetic
periods or phases of the poles or attractive parts to
whatever cause due, is produced by an angular displacement of the parts which, though movable with
respect to one another are magnetized simultaneously
or approximately so by the same currents.
The following claims are given:
"i. An electro magnetic motor consisting of a fieldmagnet, a rotary armature, and a single coil adapted
to be connected to a source of alternating currents and
to impirt magnetism to both the armature and the
field magnet with angular displacement of the maxi

mum points
"3. In an electro-magnetic motor, the combination
with a coil adapted to be connected with a source of
alternating currents, of held magnets with laminations
lying obliquely to the plane of said coil and a circular
or disk armature mounted to rotate between the field
magnets, both field and armature being under the
magneti/.ing influence of the coil."

Method of Electrical Power Transmission,
405 859
Nikola Tesla, New York, N Y.
The invention relates to an improvement in methods
of operating motors connected in circuit with an alternating generator, commonly termed, synchronizing
motors, and consists in an improved plan of bringing
the motor up to the proper rate of speed, that it may
be run in synchronism with the generator.
In carrying out the invention the generator is constructed with two coils or sets of coils and a motor
with corresponding energizing coils.
By means of
two line wires one terminal of each generator coil or
set of coils is connected to one terminal of its corresponding motor coil or set of coils while the opposite
terminals of the generator coils are joined together
and likewise those of the motor.
"Claim 2. The method of starting or operating synchronizing motors, which consists in electrically connecting intermediate points of the inducing circuit of
the generator and the energizing circuit of the motor
to earth until the motor has reachetl the desired speed
and then inte.rupting either or both of the ground
connections."
405, 867.

Telephone Exchange Apparatus.

Bench, Chicago,

One

Franklin

G.

111.

the essential advantages of the invention
over other multiple switch board systems is that when
the test shall have been made and the plug inserted
the test circuit is clo.scd directly to ground without
of

Claim 13 follows:
"13. In a multiple switch board system of telephone
exchange, two telephone line circuits provided with
spring-jack switches, a separate spring-jack switch being provided for each line on each board, in combination with the test circuits, a separate test circuit being
provided for each telephone line, the lest circuit of
each Hoe being connected with a special lest piece or
spring of each of the switches of its line and a direct
ground-connection near each special test-connection,
said direct ground connections being independent of
any portion of the telephone lines, and plugs at the
different switch boards, whereby on inserting a plug in
any switch the special test- connection of the switch
will be closed direcily to ground without closing or
"
connecting the test wire with the main circuit line
405.895.

Combined Track and Train Lighting. Harry W.

Leonard, Chicago,

III.

The

invention relates to devices and means for
operating electric systems for trains and local trans
lating devices along the track from a motor fi.Kcd upon
the train, and the object is to provide convenient

means

therefor.

3 is appended
of a movable generatcr, conductand translating ("evices connected thereto, energized therefrom, and moving therewith, a series of fixed
conductois and translating devices connected therewith, and a movable connection from the generator to

Claim

"The combination

6, iS

long lines or embodied in eleclric impulses of small
power may be more rapidly and accurately received.
li is especially adapted to submarine cables.
At the
receiving end of the line two relays or magnets of
peculiar construction are arranged to be both normally
main line and capable of respond
ing to the impulses transmitted, each relay be ng
arianged to operate a local circuit.
Again, these
relays are so arranged that by the operation of
ither
the other one is cut out of the line and leslored at the
end of such operation.
in the circuit of the

t

Telegraph

405,985.

Instrument.

Charles

G.

Burke,

Richmond Hill, N Y.
The object of the invention

is to neutralize the
detrimental effects of contac's required in the transmission of Morse dashes; and it consists in a means
by which any prolonga ion of contact or potential in
excess of that actually needed to produce the required
signal is cut off or diverted from the line or cable.

Telegraphic Instrument.

405,986.

Charles

G. Burke,

Richmond Hill, N. Y.
The object of the invention

is to provide a sensitive
receiving telegraphic instrument suitable for cables or
other lines where feeble electric currents are used.
The invention consists, in general terms, in placing
two coils or solenoids of insulated wire in the circuit of
the line and providing for them magnetic fields of
high intensity

ors,

the fixed conductors to complete the circuit tbeiethrough, and thus energize the fixed translating devices from the movable generator, some of such fixed
translating devices being normally always energized,
said local or fixed translating devices consisting mpart
of local systems contaning converters, such as stor-

age batteries

"

Harry W. Leonard,
Eleclric Lighting System.
405.896.
Chicago, 111.
Claims I and 6 follow:
"i.
The combination of a series of short wires, a
series of long wires, a generator of electricity, a
branched connector leading therefrom to the short
wires and either one of the long wires, as the case may
be, and series of lamps connected some with the short
wires and one of the long wires and otht.rs with the
short wires and another of the long wires.
"6. The combination of a series of fixed conductors
along a railroad track, a series of translating devices
connected therewith, a movable generator adapted to
be carried along the track, a movable connector from
one pole of the generator and normally in contact with
at least one of such conductors, and connections from
the other pole of the generator to some of such conductors, the circuit being thus ccmpleted through a
translating device, so that the translating devices are
successfully energized from the generator moving on
the rack and some of them always energized when in
operation."
System of Electric Lighting for Railway Cars.
W. Leonard and Augustus Hanson, Chicago,
Claims 23, and 27 follow:
111.
"23. In an electric lighting system for cars, the
combination of the generator wi'h a main conductor
leading from one pole thereof, a compound conductor
leading from the other pole thereof and composed of
two conductors running through the train, a resistance

405,897

Harry

such compound conductor, so as to secure a difference of potential on the two wires of the compound
conductor, and lamps coupled between the main conductor and one branch of the compound, and batteries
between the main conductor and the other branch of
the compound conductor.
"27. The combination of a generator with conductors leading therefrom, two or more sets of storagebatteries, and also lamps in multiple arc across such
conductors, each set of storage-batteries having each
of its cells at all times in series with and therefore
subjected to the same current as every other cell in
that set, and each set of storage batteries having a
variable resistance in series with it."
in

405.906 Electric Arc Lamp.
Belgium.

The

Henri Pieper,

object of the invention

is

to

Fils, Liege,

produce the regu-

lation of the length of the arc in electric arc lamps by
means of the difference of speed of two motors, ob-

through the variations of the current. For
purpose the two motors are so connected to the
carbons that the one is adapted to increase, the other
to decrease, the distance between the latter and one of
them or both are arranged to be in their operation de
pendent on the electric current.
Automatic Electric Controller for Railroad
405,964.
Frank E. Kinsman, New York, N. Y.
Trains.
tained
this

The

invention relates,

first,

to

means whereby

the

brakes of a railway train may be automatically applied
on the existence of conditions such as would require
the train to be brought to rest.
Adjustable Support for Incandescent Electric
405,970.
Lights.
John T. Pearson, St. Louis, Mo.

N

Richard
Elec'rically Propelled Vehicle.
Allen, Cleveland Ohio
The invention consists in the combination, with
frclion wheels or disks on the axle or axK s of the car
and the shaft of the driving motor or motors, of intermediate fnction disks carried by a pivoted lever or
frame adapted to beheld in engagement with both the
other friction wheels by an atijustable spring pressure.

405,978

Telegraphic Instrument.

405.987.

Charles G.

Burke,

Richmond Hill, N, V.
The invention consists generally in a solid coil
wire which forms part of the main circuit, wound

of
in

and iuspended within a field of
force formed by one or more magnets, motion of the
coil being caused by the currents passing over the.

the shape of a disk

line.

An Important feature of the invention is a method
of adjusting the magnetic field with reference to the
position of the coil.
Telegraph Instrument.

405.988.

Charles G. Burke, Rich-

mond Hill, N. Y.
The last claim follows:
"4. In a telegraphic instrument two pairs of solenoids affixed to a pivoted bar, one pair upon each side
of the point of support, two magnets each spanning
said pivot or point of support, with their pole-pieces
entering said solenoids, and means, substantially as
described, for adjusting the position of said magnets.

Telegraphic Instrument.
Hill, N. Y.

405.989.

Charles G. Burke.

Richmond
405,996.

W.

Machine for Making Battery Plates.
Griscom, Haverford College, Pa.

406,010

Electric Meter.
19, 1SS7.

William

Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

Filed Oct

The invention relates to devices and combinaof devices whereby electric currents may be
measured or indicated by the heating effect of elections

tricity.

The objtct of the invention is, particularly, to provide a simple and effective meter suitable for use with
alternating currents. Some of the devices forming the
invention are, hovvever, applicable to other purposes,
and in some forms the invention may be used lo;
measuring or indicating direct or straight currents^
The invention consists in the combination with a
liquid containing receptacle holding a vaporizable
liquid, of an electric conductor forming a portion of
an electric circuit and adapted to heat said liquid, and
a second chamber frr collecting the condensed vapor
evolved b) the heating of the liquid by the electric
conductor.

The

fourth

"4

A

and last claims aie given:
balanced or pivoted liquid containing receptacle holding a vaporizable liquid and having two
liquid holding chambers connected by a tube above
the level of the liquid, in combination with a heating
electric conductor.
12.
"The combination of an inducing and induced
conduc or movable with relation to one another under
the infiuence of alternating currents and having a
retractor adjusted as described, to permit the movable
member to assume positions where the induced current
will be proportional to the square root of the inducing

current."

406,015

D}namo

son, Brooklyn,

Electric

Machine.

Thomas

L. Will-

N. Y.

The

invention relates more especially to machines of
the Gramme type, and the improvements are embodied in the special construction of the armature, and
in the relation of the brushes therewith; also in the
speci-'l form of the field magnets and frame of the
machine, in the details of the brush holders, in the
driving connection between the armature and its shaft,

and

in seveial

minor features.

The

invention relates to that construction in which
the armature, instead of being wiie wound, as usual,
is constructed of segmental copper bars arranged in
two circles, one inside and one outside the iron core
and connected at the ends in spiral order, forming a
continuous spiral of copper segments, around the iron
core, the segments being of couise insulated by interpostd strips of insulation.

Claim 4 follows:

llill,

"The combination, with a commutating armature
consisjng of segratntal bars arrat ged spirally around
a core, and (ield magnet-; having polar ends radially
approaching the exterior circumference of said armature on opposite sides, of brushes bearing directly on

object of the invention is to provide a sensitive
receiving apparatus, whereby signals transmitted over

the external peripheral segments of said commutating armature at the exposed portions between the
radially approaching magnet poles.

405,984.

Telegraphy.

Charles G. Burke, Richmond

N. Y.

The

'
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Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

Insulation

tjUr

PHIUDELPHIA, PA.

l206Chetlnul8l.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

THE "CLARIS"

lllnntrrtti^d rlr<

H. T. PAI8TE,

1).

ADDHEIU

(,'0.,

Church

:i7

Coon.

KlriM't.

:

Company,

Kloctrlrnl Hiiitply

171

Kanrlolph HtffMt.

BEFORE YOU PURCHASE
Electric Gas

Lighting Apparatus
.HKNU

In

ti

29, isafl.

1«ttorfrom the Tnsi'kotor of
111!

Hiiyn

:

"A

Thoroughly

tlio

Hontoii FIro lIiidorwrltorH* Uninn, nndor

<lnto of

Mnrcll

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICE

KvIIiililv uiid lIcHlriihUt Wlr«» In l-Ivcry lUinynivX."

luid ciiltI«H Is Hpcclully rlH'iiili'.iUly prtipurpd, (ind l» gnarnnteed
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Tlio niblirr

iiHoil

In InBultiMiiff

our wIrOB

ContHlnInu f'VPrytlilnR nocoRsary Tor QtllnK up

Gl and

BEDUOED

nKUIlKUT H. EUSTI3.

J.

B.

YOUNG, President and

8- K-

Treas.

t^

BU.SINEHS CARD.)

NEW YORK

22 UNION SQUARE,

Eluctrlolaa

SOLAR CARBON

INCREASED DISOOaNTS.

PRICES.

(CatnloRne Forwardeil on KeMlpt ot

llainpsbiro Street, Uoston, Mass.

(i;{

Qonenil MtinnRt^r.

Ap-

THE BEST GOODS, THE GREATEST VARIETY.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
CLAUK,

I.li;hllnii

puriitQH.

Wo

A.

LIST

privatJ, or pDhllc

Thi'StorH, Cburclioii, Etc., with <Jui

ItiillillriitH,

wiiotn Bllukiid with Ultirk'B I'titont Compouiul, which In water, oil, iicld iind, toav«ry Kroat extent, lire proof.
Our Inaiilatton tctlt prove ditrnhle wlien all other» full.
nro prepared to furnlah SlnRle WIrcH of all
gnuR«8 and dlainriur uf UiHtilatlon for Tulograpti, TelcpliMDo and Klectrlu LiKhlM from rIock. Cahlcn made
10 order.

BENKT

loi;

CITY.

JAMISON. Vice-President.

COMPANY,

MFC.

69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Process Patented.
Well Selected and Good CARBONS made from Natural Gas.
BATTERY CARBONS OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTY.
Office, No.

I

P

Western

Office, 1

vLQN/^

75 Randolph

INSULATED WIRES AND GABLES,
Electric Light,
XlXa.xiL'u.Xao't-u.X'ed

-TEADE

for

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
BRANCHES:

C hicago,

Boston ,

Philadelphia,

-

Omaha,

Telephone and Telegraph,

.A.erla.1, B'U.'bxxxa.z-lzLe

axxd

SOLE MANUFAGTURERS OF
OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,

..^BKi

Special Discounts on Larf^e Onkrs.

Street, Ctlicago.

-

Minneapolis,

13 Park

-

Cincinnati,

Louisville,

TTxidersz'o'U.xi.c]. XTmo.

MANSON PROTECTING

NEW YORK.

Row,

Kansas

City,

TAPE.

San Francisco,

and

PEOKHAM'S INTrRCHANQEABLE ELASTIC
MOTOR WHEEL.
EXPRKMSI.Y
JTOB EfiECTBIC CARM.

DEI$I«iNKD

.\|iprovod by all of the L-'udirlL' Eh'rlric ('(.nip.^nii--.

Prevents Noise and Crystalization of Motors and Axles
Can

hi* ri'n>'weil at

uiiy

Car

Slahh.' nilliont reiiiOMni: Mot'.r??

LIST OF ROADS USING OIU)
West End Electric U. I! Boston. Ma-s.
Port llnrnii KIcc. IMi,. Port Huron. Midi.
,

Ciii/.ors Klcclric li. R., Ellihart, Ind.
The Fort Worth CitvCo..Fort Wortti.Te^.
r.roailnav anil VI h Ave, K R , New York.
~ccoiid ,\ve. K. I!., New York.
r.roi.klvn Cily R. R., Brooklyn. N. Y.
New Williamsliiirt; i Flalbuah R. R.,
Urocklyn. N. V.
t'hiluuihim St. Ry. Co., Chihuahua. Mexico,
Soiitli Co\iiiL.'ioii .fc Cincinnati R. R, Co.,
t'inciimati, Ohio.
Berijen R.R.,.Jersey City. N..J.
.Jersey Citv
JJracut .St. Ry. Co., Lowell, Mas:?.
Lowell

&

&

Cnion Depot Ry. Co.,

St.

Louis, Mo.

fr-jiii

.\xl.--

NTERCHtNGEABLE EUSTIC WHEEL.
.lamaica A Brooklyn Elec. R,R .Brooklyn, N.Y

EWlnc R-R- Scranton, PaLand Su Rv. Co Fort Wonh,Tei.
R Co., Akron, Ohio.
R. R., N..w York.

Scrunt'in .SnbiirhaD

N.

I't,

-Vkroii

W'ortli

,

Kleclnc R.

Third .\\e

Iloiinton, \\>8t SI. * Pavonia Ferrv R. R., N. Y.
Riiiihwick R, R.. Brooklyn, N. Y.
E»f.x Paaseniier R. R,, Newark. N .1.
North Ilndt^on Coiinly R. R,. llohoken. N..I.
Cable Tramwav R. R.'Co,. CinciDoali. Uhlo.
Troy and I.ansi'nizburgh R. R..Troy. S. Y.
I'nioii It&ilroad Co,, Providence. R*. I.
Watervliet Turnpike 4 II. It. Co,, .Mtnny, S.V.
.\lbany Ry Co., Albany. N. Y.
Cincinnati Street Railway Co,, CioclDDati, O,

Descriptive Circular and Price List Furnished upon application to

THE PECKHAM STREET CAR WHEEL AND AXLE

239 Broadway, New

CO.,

Yorli.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MANUF'G OKCOMPANY,
-IwIAlIXJKACXXJR.ERS

Automatic Electric Motors
In all Sizes

from One-half H.

P.

Upward.

Hiffh Efficiency, Perfect Regulation Superior Workmanship,
Management, RemarK-a1>le Simplicitij, Etc., Etc.
.

Ease of

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Eefining, Etc.

CHICAGO OFFICE:

Central Electric (o., 42 La Salle Street.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., WINDSOR, CONN.

—
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-
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;
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DAYTON, OHIO.
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-
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-
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FRANCIS W. PARKER,
SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COKTPLETE SET OF U. S.
ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.
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MAiroPACTUREES OF

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords
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F.

KELLY. Genera? Sales Agent, 19 Dey

The H.M. LOUD & SONS LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTUHERS OP
Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms, Cedar Poles,
Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept In stock. Orders Filled Promptly.
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THE STORY OF THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
PAMPHLET, 15 PAGES,
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General

TRADE MARK

42 LA SALLE

CD.,

Western igents:

Tbe Obnite

Co.'-Wires,

Cables.

ST.,

Tape and

Tnbing.

Traffic.

Embraces new and valuable improvements which are requisite
operation, and high efficiency. The

to

economical

ICraL STSTl US DNMHOMD COiUCK

Oil

8

MILES OF CONDUIT IN ONE ROAD AT SAN JOSE, CAL.

Overhead Conductors.
IMPROVED TROLLEY AND TROLLEY SUPPORT
Avoids

sign.

ILL.

SYSTEM

FISHER RAE ELECTRIC RAILWAY
For Street and Suburban

CHICAGO,

"flasliing" at

wheel or

line of neatest de-

line contact.

The Fisher-Bae Electric Railway System
Contains

new

features

tliat

will

Railway Managers looking for

commend

it

to the careful attention of Street

reliable, easily

operated and efficient electrical

apparatus, designed to stand the test of wort.

POINTS OF SDPERIORITY.
A SINGLE MOTOR GEARED TO BOTH AXLES WITH
IMPROVED NOISELESS GEAR.
FLEXIBILITY BETWEEN MOTOR AND CAR AXLES,
INSURING CLOSE MESH AND PREVENTING
BREAKING FROM SUDDEN STRAINS.
The use where desirable of a separate motor truck, making a six wheel car, securing greater comfort to passengers ; motor trucks easily and quickly detachable, ena-

The Fisher-Rae System

bling change of motors from closed to open cars.

Can be placed upon existing roads without alteration of
and upon cars in use, without interruption to traffic of road.

track or road-bed,

CORBESPOSDEtfCE solicited,
to important roads

now in

estimates furnished,

and references given

successful operation.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
7th and

Woodbridge

DEITROIT, MIQH.

Streets,

THE STODDARD PATENT
Combined Rosette and Cut-Out.

THE FIRST

For Flexible Pendent Electric Lights,
Paieottjcl Sept. 13 1881

REAL. IMPROVEMENT
ina

POROUS GUP BATTERIES
Since the Invention of the Leclanche.

Tbese Cut-OQtfi prosont a ueat and artlsUc appearance, and nhllo olhent may cost leHH, tbeyretjiilreiiKire
Uj IdsUII.
It IH riiuiiri lu practice ulxtutthrcu to
one. 1. e., while :l wurkraan places tweuty ordinary
Cut-*jnt8 he can pNiri; ni.^.ty of these, Uiufl maklnti a BaviDK of two-thirds trjo est of latior.
This would represent a Having of twcMl'illaru per day on uach workman
emplojnd at three dulliirn per day. TIiIk adds ten
(larh
coat
of
of
ceotslo tbe
tlio cheaper Cut-outs for
extra lab<jr alone, whllo th« advantafce of having sixty
llgtitA provided for In tho tliiiri)>ut twenty are ready
for tise, iBofltlmesof vital impurtaDCe.
Aicaln, extra Baso Bliick^ or XUiHoltea BTO eoDorally
rwjuJrod for other Cut-outs.
A contlnutriK Having In mattor of renewals, repairs
QDd replaclijrf fiistble Htripu, ull go to make up an as(rreiiaUon of advantsKcs, which has Induced some
asera to state that thHy "prefer the HtodOard Uut^uuta
at their price, as asalDBt any othitr at less price."
MANUKAOTUKKD BV THK
tltiJR

MARKLE ENGINEERING
For

Salt) by all

CO.. Detroit, Mich.
Electrical Supply Companies.

Send

for Circular of the

Axo Battery.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY
Axo Battery Complete.

149 'West 18th

St.,

Now

York.

CO.,

PorOUS Oup AlonO.

July

6,
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FRICTION CLUTCH PULLEYS
The New lUMdint/ of

%

CUT-OFF COUPLINGS.

WliSTEliN rJLJXJTKIV CO.,
"ACKNOWLEDGED THE BEST FACTORY BUILDING IN THE CITY
OF NEW YORK, IF NOT IN THE UNITED STATES,"
/« equipped with thene Sl'KCIA LTI I'JS made &// the

*^"'
OrLOlT. WIS.

ECLIPSE

the

WIND ENGINE COMPANY,

-

BELOIT.WIS,

THE MATHER ELECTRIC
Chicago Office,
N. Y. Office,

I

IVIetropolitan Block.

I

Boston, 105

35 Broadway.

CO.,

Summer

St.

Cincinnati, Carlisle BIdg.

THE MATHER INGANDESCEHT SYSTEM.
Superior to

all

others

in efficiency

and

reliability of

Lamps and Dynamos.

From one-half horse-power upward, for constant potential circuits, perfectly selfregulating without special mechanism. Motors also for constant current circuits. Motors
wound for any desired potential.

6-A

New Book.
Reatly July
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
Pocket size; cloth binding;
These tables give,
I2xj8 inches.
wire required in each case for any
Price, postpaid^
on file now.

and five tables, three of which are
a^ once and without any calculation^ the size of
percentage of loss.
timely book. Get your order
$1.00^ including tables, or the tables can be had
thirty-five

cuts

A

separately at 25 cents each.

NOTEl XHIB ai^ABKE OK QONTRMXB.
Wire Gauges.

Introductory.

Explanatory.
Table No. 1. Gauges in Circular Mils.
Table No. 2. Electric Light Conductors.

The Multiple Arc System.
The 3-Wire System.

—
—

Running Wires.
Cleat Work.
Moldiug Work.
Concealed Work.

Methods

of

a.

b.

General Electrical Data.
Coulomb.
Ampere.
Volt.

When

the Building is being Constructed.
In a Completed Building.

Ohm.
Conductors and Insulators.

Ohm's Law.
Location of Safety Devices and Switches.
The Tree System.
The Closet System.
Safety Devices.
Switches.

Splices.

Conductivity.

Divided Circuits.

Calculating Sizes of Wires.
Drop of Potential and Peicentage of Loss of
Energy.
Carrying Capacity.
Explanation of Tables Nos. 3, 4 and 5.
Table No. 3.— .^5 Volt Lamps.
75 Volt Lamps.
Table No. 4.
Table No. 5.— 110 Volt Lamps.

—

Abstracts of Safety Rules.
Insulation and Testing for Faults.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6

Xja,bLeslca.e

K-u.llca.lx1.S7

c:7l3.1oa.so>

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
E EDWAKD3.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

Electricians.
Patent Electric Bells.
Automatic Burglar Alarms.
Door Openers.
Electric Annunciators.
ThermostatsGas Lighting Apparatus, etc.

and Factory, 4th Ave. and 144tliSf.,

NEW

BHANCH, 5 &

7

COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILICTRIC

^WM

FIXTURES.

DET BT.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

Patent Electric Door Opener.
It iq

IN

ELECTROLIERS,

YORK.

1872.

respectfully call attention to our

Vv

1889

BKGGOT,

& CO., E.

Manufacturine:

EsrABLTSHKD

6,

Established in 1861.

EDWARDS

Office

July

^j^

Simple, Strong, Compact, and Poeitlve

m operatlun.

Bcand bard oeage. Heavy presBure
applied to the door does not interfere witti its
perfpct working.
It has been thoroughly tested and is giving

SHADES,

It will

satisfaction.

Estimates and prices promptly furnished.

Etc., Etc.,

Madison Street and Fifth Avenae,

CHICAGO.
-BKANCH STORfl-

675 DECREES

VALVE-OLEINE:
MASTER
MECHANICS, Purchasing

.^costly

steam plants

/extraordinary high
subjected,
fire testa

and

pass

Is
off

consumption of

will

Agents, Engineers and Practical Builders of

to know tbat a Lubricant is now produced of such
make It proof against the great heat to wbich it

be pleased

fire test

as to

2134 Michigan Avenue,
I
I

I

therefore a PERFECT lubricator where products of lower grade and
at once, leaving the parts subject to wear, or greatly increasing the

I

|

oil.

^'Vaive-Oleine^^ is a product in the highest Rtate of filtration. Is of the greatest viscosity, is enfrom all acids and ab-oluteiy non- corrosive, and without doubt the Snest and most thoroughiy r6Hal>le Cylinder Lubricant now on the market and will naturally lubricate 20O to;iOOPER cent.
more than products of lower test, ^r~Is not only the l>est but the most ecoiiomioal lubricantManufacture and sale controlled exclusively by RELIANCE OIL & GREASE CO.. Cleveland, Ohie.

Sioux City Engine Works,

tlrely free
J

I
1

Samples of one to ten barrels shipped on request. Correspondence invited.

—BLITLDEKS

OF THE—

|

I

Resident agents wanted.

SINGLE VALVE

AUTOMATIC ENGINES,
C. F.

ANNETT. Prest.

S.

F.

FENTON,

VSce-Preat. and Treaa.

CHAS. srDTJTET SMITH, Beo'y

Well hiiown East as the "Russell."
Espfcittlly adapted to

Hotel and House Annunciators.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING,

Electric Gas Lighting.

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Tiie United Eiectric Go.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,
Electric Lighting.

Steam Po^ver
Electrical

Batteries,

Outfits for Liightinff Slations and. Elevators a

Specialty,

Apparatus and Supplies,

GEN'L

Telegraph Instruments.

Wire nnd

milling:. Manuractiiring, Etc.

SALT LAKE

CITY.

UTAH.

-

WESTERN AG'T8.}liIivPLI^likp.MP.

":* vSf iftlfe'nlilJiSi^?'"^®

BERGlMiLlTIT

C.

&

1

M. GIDDINOS, Gen'l Manager, Sioux

°s^^^
City, Iowa.

CO.,

ELECTRIC LI6HT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INOAWDESCENT LIGHTINQ.

ALL APPLIANCES FOR THE EDISOI ELECTRIC LIGHT*
Hlustrated Catalogues, Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

)

B,

&

j

-iwti?T¥7- -^T-fVDTr
XUHl^
-W-t-W

CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

|

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.

.

July

6,
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II. 11.

IIAVIMON.

WAI/riOlt

rr<-Mi<l<>iU.

I<'IT<'II 4,ill.ltl',ICT, Vi<<--ri'<-Mi<l«>n<.

li. I'lti'JMI

<ii<-iii-iiil

^

A\.

Miiiiau<-r.

IC.

V-.

ICI SI'. N<-<ri-liir.v.

I',.

It.

I'l 'l'\ \ II.

TrtiiHiiKi

HITKAL ELECTRIC HFi;. M.
RAU

CLaAIRE, wis.
-§•

; ^

;

X XXXXXXXX;

»

,4

TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
Oli^

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING
^c

^

•i^

MM
on
'fjjliiliiii

CO
f
-m
Our Apparatus

ftfc

Ai/ri':K:vATi:\<ii i>%.'\a:«i4>

is

of

the

-^-

mitii i^xiiTRie.

Highest Efficiency— Mechanically and

WE GUARANTEE

GET THE BEST!

ITS OPERATION,

Electrically.

AND

GET THE CHEAPEST!

COHRESFONEENCE SOLICIT EE.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFC.

CO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

WOODWARD
GEN. R. A. ALGER.
G. H. GALE.
(S. A. PLUMMER.

G. H. GALE, President.
S. A. PLUMMER, VICE-PRESIDENT.

H. H.

HUMPHREY,

f
i

TREASURER.

July

6,

ELECTRICAL CO

BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
E. C.

BROWN.

T.WILLIAMSON.
F. B. TROUT.

WARREN.
THOMPSON.
H.H.HUMPHREY.

1889

'f

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, SECRETARY.
FRANK B. TROUT, SUPERINTENDENT.

C. A.
C. H.

!

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT STORifiE BATTERY.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

in construction,

has

now been found

to

be

PECULIARLY ADAPTED to many uses

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE

and

DURABLE,

and

is,

owing

to its design,

in wliicli otlier types of batteries iiave failed.

Steadsdng Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,
Propelling Boats,
Burglar Alarms,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station Lighting,
Street Oars,

Isolated Lighting,
Auxiliary Oentral Station

Work,

Medical Purposes,

Running of Small Motors.

BATTERY.

SECTioar

ov battery

pXiAte.

™^ Detroit Storage Battery,
MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS GRANTED TO C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
BEEN DULY ASSIGNED TO THIS COMPANY,
only
Secondary
Battery which will not Buckle, or which will
positively
the
Is
withstand uninjured the Highest Rates of Discharge.

THE ONLY

STJCCESS^TJXj STOIS-^O-E E-A-TTEI^-S"
IS

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE

The Woodward

Electrical

St.,

Ca

FACTORY:

OFPICKS:
69 Gr ^wold

BYI

Campau

Building.

F. B.

DETRDIT, MICH.

TROUT,

Corner 13th and Howard Streets.

General IKIanager.

July

6,
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The Thomson-Houston
Electric Railway System.

Twenty-six Roads in Daily Operation, and Sixteen Now in Process
of Construction Under the Thomson-Houston Patents.
AU:, MATERIAL IS WOW MANTfFACTUBED AT THE FACTORY AT LYNN, MA88^ THE LABGE8I
AND BEST EQVIPPED ELECTRIC FACTORY IN THE WORLD.
The Thomson-Houston Motors are supepiop

to all others

work.
Only one pair of brushes for each motor.
Brushes self-feeding.

for railway

The current is controlled, the car reversed, and the
brakes applied from either platform.
Motors are placed beneath the car, and do not project
above the floor.
Direct gearing is used.
The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the

Bearings self-oiling.
No change of brushes for change of load or change in Thomson-Houston patents.
Contact with overhead conductor ia had by means
direction of rotation of the armature.
trolley pressing against the wire from below.
The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

ol

MOTORS i ELECTRICAL E QDIPMESTS FDRMISHED FOR MINING H OTHER SPECIAL WORK.
For Full

Informatioii and Estimates Address the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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_/

/

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY GO.
&NSONZA, COinT.
WESTERN BRANCH:

RANDOLPH STREET, CHICAGO.

171

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN

ELECTRIC LICHT ELECTRIC LI6HT
SUPPLIES,

SUPPLIES,
n^rcLTJiDin^a1.

P.

& B. Moisture-proof Wire.

ELECTRICAL

22.

HOUSE GOODS,

Incandescent Switches,

41.

Diamond Carbon

42.

"O.

43.

"Popular" Iron Frame

Bell.
Bell.

Battery.

2.

Black Weather-proof

23.

Automatic Ground Switches.

3.

Underwriters'

24.

P. Lightning Arrester.

4.

Magnet

25.

Auto. Pole

6.

OfBce and Annunciator

26.

Electric Light Switch Boards.

44.

"Dust Proof" Iron Box

6.

Cobb Vulcanite

27.

Construction Tools,

45.

Annunciators.

7.

Kerite

28.

Standard Testing Sets.

Okonite

29.

A.

46.

Burglar Alarms.

8.
9.

47.

Burglar Alarm Springs.

48.

Electric Bell Pushes.

49.

Electric

50.

Electric Bell Outfits.

51.

Electric Floor Matting.

52.

Sure Call Electric Alarm.

53.

Medical Induction

64.

Learners' Telegraph Sets.

66.

House

all kinds.

& P. Ammeters &

Voltmeters.

Incandescent Conductor Cords.

30.

Munson's Dynamo Belting.

Copper for Commutator Brushes.

31.

Ellis Oil Filter.

11.

Electric Light Poles.

32.

Inst.

12.

Cross Arms.

33.

13.

Wood Pins and Brackets.

34.

14.

High

Insulation Brackets.

35.

15.

Glass and Porcelain Insulators.

36.

Armature Protector.
Low Temperature Fuse Wire.
Ind. Support Arc Lamp Hanger.
White Light Carbons.
McCreary Shades.

16.

Fletcher's

37.

Fowlers'

17.

Fletcher's Sleet Proof Pulleys.

18.

Gem Wire

19.

Insulating Tape.

20.

P.

21.

Arc Switches.

See

& B.

Cleats.

Electrical

Illustrated

Compounds.

Catalogue

NO. 550 B.

Dynamo

Speed

In-

dicator.
38.

Weather-proof Rope.

39.

Sawyer-Man Incandescent Lamps
Herrings' Wire Joints.

40.

See

tr."

Wood Box Bell.

Lightning Arrester.

10.

Arc Lamp Hangers.

&

Illustrated

Catalogue

NO. 550 B.

Gas Lighting Apparatus.

Coils.

Electricians' Tools.

See Illostrated

HO. 647
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BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY
•OIF-

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

BRUSH ARC
ZITCAITDESCEITCE
Electric Lighting Apparatus.

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CHRBONS FOR HRC LHmPS.
V.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
No. 225 Dearborn

St.,

ALEXANDER KEMPT. Special Agent.

ETC.

_^

"^

PACIFIC COAST AGSKITS:
THE CALIFORNIA ELECTRIC LIGHT CC,

8AN FRANCISCO, CAL.

X

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

The Thomson-Houston

July 13. 18

Bo

Electpic
WESTERN OFFICE:

EASTERN OFFICE:
620 ATLANTIC AVE.. BOSTON.
,

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL..

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM
-OF-

Electric ||rc-[igbting

•

SERIES LAMPS

^r

r

flrC'Circuits.

\

--

'

t^^^^

These Lamps have repeatedly
Shown their superiority under
test.

1

1

1

^

^^^^^^g^^^

First Medal

:

First Prize

:

Best Arc-Light, Louisville, 18S3,
Best System of Arc-Lighting,

Clncltmatl Industrial Exposition, 1683.

This

—

^^©

FOH

Company was

given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions
at London,

also MaWUFACTURERS OF

August

1

1,

1885,

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
These dynamos are automatic

in their regulation

durable.

and

will maintain

FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

LIGHTING.

No other Incandescent
a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit.
are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

Our Incandescent systems

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
•II

Power. Plans and estimates for
and Incandescent Llshtlns and Power Plants.

elzesifor the transmission of

Exhibition,

FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

all

kinds of Arc

Lamp

is

so perfect and

July

13,
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CHAS.D.JENNEY&CO.

THE MITCHELL VANCE

CO.

J

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS
Having no Special Agent
in

Chicago for our

Goods,

we

Solicit Cor-

AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.

W

Architects' and Decorators'

Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

respondence from
with Fidelity

Buyers, which

we

to the

Promptly Answer.

Combination Fixtnres,

Insulating Joints,

Electroliers, Brackets.

and

(^

Pendants, Reflectors

Kitty

II.

given Motive.

All Fittings for

Incandescent Lighting.

P. ConHtant Potential motor.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
-OI* "TIMI-

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
For both Arc and IncandeBcent Circuits, from 1-3 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have Self- Oiling Boxes.

MANUFACTORY,
24 and 25th

224

S.

ILLINOIS ST,,

-

INDIANAPOLIS, IND,

1-,

St.

and

1

SALESROOM,

0th Ave.,

836-38 Broadway and 13th

NEW YORK

St.,

CITY.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO

irrsuLATnTG compaft,
MANTTTACTTTRERS OF AU. KINDS OF

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

Suarantoed to Give Satisfactory Services Underground and Overhead,

Adapted

for Uines,

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

Specially

Ohemloal Works. Etc,

Prices and Samples on Application at

Central Stations for Power Distribution.
No. 159
W.

K

FRONT STREET, NEW YORK

HAEIESHAW,

CITY.

F.CS,, London, Chemical Engineer, General Hana^er.

STATIONARY MOTORS.
rOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We have

supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

Electric Light, Telegraph and Telephone Compiinies, to United States Vessels,

STORAGE BATTERIES,

Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other services wherever a First-class Electrical Installment is Required.
Our
Miterials and Workmanship are Guaranteed

and correspondence
articles.

is

solicited from

tlie

Very Best,

Executive Offices:

115 BROADWAY.

companies and architects requiring our

Factory:

JERSEY CITY,

N.

J.

NEW

YORK.

^

WESTERN ELECTRICIAHo

THE

July 13. iS

ivatio]V.a.i:j c:a.icbo:iv

co

CleT7-ela,rLca., OliLio.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
THE HAWKEYE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURINC CO.,
CELEBRATED THONE SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT AUTOMATIC APPARATUS.
Electric Motors, denerators for lechaiical

Motor

Circuits.

Automatic

Dynamos

for Li^iiting Plaits.

Ooxitrctotors for CORRESPONDENCE
Oon3.p>lo-to ESlootrio I^lctxitsSOLICITED.

CONTRACTINC ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENGINEERING CO.

JARVIS

OLIVER STREET,

61

IBOSa^OSO'.

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coal and Coke

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING & M'F'G CO.
KOOMS, 200 and 203

-k

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST. IjOTJIS.
LIFE- AND

UNIFORM IN QUALITY, LONG

^>'^

GOOD LIGHT

Automatic High Speed

ENGINE

IDEAL I

>x^

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

BALL DYNAmOS '^ LAMPS

THE BEST FOR

ELECTRIC LIGHTING
Send
WM.

S

for

our

New

CataIo«ue.

TURNER.

.T.

LESTER WOODBBIDGE.

WOODBRIDGK & TURNER,

Electrical Engineers
tor Electric Light

74

This system Is mechanically ani electrically perfect, and produces a steady
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required

and the cost of repairs.
For descriptive circulars or

39 Dearborn

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.

and Power.

testimonials, address

and Contractors. CHARLES W. RAYMOND, Western

C4tUlPJl£NT OF BLBCTRIC RAILWAIS.

COiflPIiUTfi
Steam Plants

FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

Street,

Agt.

Tremont House,

Designs and EMtiniates Sn1>niltte4l.

Oortla.xica.t; Stsreet, KroxJ^T- TTorlK..

Clotch Works,

CLEVELAND, O.
EASTERN OFFIi^E
18 Cortlandt Street, -

:

NEWTOEK,

CUICAGO:

MINNEAPOLIS;

2350 Canal St.

305 Ka60ta Ballding.

KANSAS
1221

JITY":

and 1223 Union Avenue.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Also Rawhide:

DeBignod, Erected and Famishfld.

Uce

sx,J>ouis.MO:—
Leath

—lAGENTS
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ALL CITI ESI-
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rranemlesion Alactiinery.
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H
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ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.
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THE RECORD AT ATLANTIC CITY. NEW JERSEY.
Since

tlie

Sprague Electric IJailway

;it

Atlantic Oity, N.

.1.,

hceii in operation, the

Ii.is

THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED AND SIXTT FOUR, (HtGi)

SIX

During

this

time

NOT A SlN(iLE TRIP HAS MEEN LOST

there have been in constant use.

There have been no reserve

&

SPRAGUE ELEG1RIS RAILWAY
II.

A. I4IKNKV.

A.

MOTOR

CO., 16 and 18 Broad St.,

KKIV.MKIt.

Supplies and Constrnctlon,

PUMPELLY STOBAGE BATTERIES

Qeneral Micnins JOD-Work,

I^OMJEI

no

Commutator
Brushgs
I=OR
SYSTe7»^S.

^

C. A.

The

Construction Co.

HARTER,

Mgr.,

175 Randolph

St.,

m

Chictago

e.xperlijients.

Temple

Simple and Dorable.

Address.

Coiiil.

loischestnut St. Philadelphia

^16CtriC3'

ntnnt-ii |.oli-.

||1i1ll

/jUrr

H'A'Cleverlv -Manager
II.

Plllarn Milling, Etc., Elo.

mrin.

GlcVerly Electrical works

T^L-L-

Electrical

A TINT,

CONSOLIDATED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING CO.
4II.%

hi>in in mioi k,

York.

paUinls on Aulomulic Heat Kcgulatoir.
iiewsre
of Imitators and attcmpled Infrliigemcnte.
If your ilculer cantiot supply you with our regulator write us, and we will rcfluce
your coal bill. Kliipensi' with doctor's blllf. Thounands In use,

Dealers in Wire, Bells, Push Buttons, Motors, Incandescent and
Arc Light Material. Poles, Cross-arms, ILleclroliers and Combination
I'i.Ktures, Burglar Alarm Matting.

•

t

&ntoiiiatic,

WING'S DISC VENTILATING FANS.

If n'o hitve u'l

New

We presesfl all

AND

nnn

the cars

ELECTRIC HEAT REGULATORS

Western. Agency:

Si-ikI oh Httili anil k'v*' Ifnirlh ot brafiti.
ire n'lil nib It p tic ni up.

all

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, 8.'A'>l&^|g<ruRER.
OfTice and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.

OMAHA, NEBRASKA

Street.

trips

Kiectric Cars, although

tlic

have made

cans.

Electric Lignt Hep,.iring,

II.

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.,
1521 Farnam

hy

cars

M9|fDl*n

Philadelphia Department

**

BAXTER ELECTRIC MFG&MOTOR CO.

ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES TO CONTRACT.

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL
WORKS
WE MANUFACTURE
THE

NEW YORK

INSULATED WIRE

CO,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Grimshaw White Core

AND

CABLES,
TAPES.

We

Carry a Full Line of these
Groods at Factory Prices
Write for Quotations.

WE CLA.IM rOR THESE MOTORS:
SIMPLICITY, REGULARITY,
HIGH EFFICIENCY, AND

UNSURPASSED WORKMANSHIP.
MANUFACTUEED FOR

EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL.

54 and 56

Franklin Street,

Arc and Incandescent

Circuits.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
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July

SOLE BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine
Is

IT IS

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

&

ALUS

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.

of

13, iS

CO.,

MILWAUKEE,

WIS.

Manufactnrers of and Dealers in

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description,

USJEaCALED FOR ECONOMY OF FTJEI,, KEQUIiABITT OF
MOTION, AMD DUBABILITT IN "USE.

CHICAGO BRANCH,

trrite for onr CatalogrneH

41 aii 43

SOnTH JEFFERSON

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO. EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC

ST.

CO.

MOTORS
INCANDESCENT LAMPS

FOR

ICOK

Arc

§

Incandescent Circuits

1V01]7VI>

ARC-LIGHT CIRCDITS.

FOB A.KV CURBEKT.

PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

SIMPLE RELIABLE. DURABLE.

Highly

.

and Economical.

Efficient

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.
The only

safe socket for series lamps,

and the only

socket having insulating material for the outside
parts.

Send

620

F. VT.

for Illustrated Catalogue.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,
1

COMPOUND.

HORNE, Manager
WESTERN AND SOUTHERN STATES.

CONDENSING OR

1

EAST ADAMS STREET,

TT

CHICAGO.

-

-

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
YORK,
17 Cortlandt Street,
ttt^...-;
\.^ ™
BOSTON,
Hathaway lluildine,
^!S™?''g?S
PITTSBURGH,
WestinghouseBuiiaing, ^ Church Kerr
"^ "^°CHICAGO,
150, ]58 Lake Street,
J
608 Chestnut St., M. R. Muckl6, Jr. & Co.
PHILADELPHIA,

NEW

NON-CONDENSING.

"1

!

16 Sizeo, 6 to BOO H. P.

Mot yet equjleS by any form

of

Eneine

for

HIGH FUEL DUTY ANO SIMPLICITY.

STANDARD.

ST. LOUIS,
KANSAS CITY,

^IISh'T"

DENVER,

OMAHA,

3,000 in use in all parts of the Civilized World.

JUNIOR.
AH

PINE BLUFFS,

W-Z, 304 Washington Ave. J
e.„-„,,„„,„
Fairbanks
.312,Umon AvenSe.
l
^ '-"
1380 Seventeenth Street, )
1619 Capitol Avenue, F. C Aver.
Ark.
Geo. M. DiUey & Sons.

SALT LAKE CITY, S69 S. Main St.
Utah & Montana
BUTTE, MONT.
E.Granite St. f
Machinery Co.
SAN FRANCISCO, 21 and23 Fremont St., Parke* Lacy Co.
PORTLAND, OR. M, :BN. Front St., Parke & Lacy Mch. Co.
CHARLOTTE, N. C. 36 College St.,
™''^^"„ , t,„„„„_„
p.
^- -""npkms Co.
ATLANTA. GA.
45 S. Prior St.
f
DALLAS, TEX.
Keating Imp. & Mch Co.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
C. E. James & Co.
I

6 Sizes

in

Stock,

5

to

50

H. P.

AUTOBATIO EHBIHE CHEAPEE THAH A SLIDE VALVE.
Economical,
Reliable.
O ver 300 sold the first year.

Well Built.

I

lAUthe above

built strictly to

Repairs Carried in Stock.

Gauge with Interchangeable Parts.
Send for Illustrated Oktalognes.

PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.A.
W.

D.

SARGENT,

JNO. A. BARRETT,

Pres.

V. Pros,

E H. CUTLER, Treas. and

and Cons. Eloc.

IWgr.

FRANK

THE ELEKTRON MFG.
Jay and Plymouth

Cor.

Sts.,

A.

PERRET,

Eleo.

CO.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS and DYNAMOS
Small Sizes a Specialty (1-8 to 2
The

Laminated Field Magnets, Low ArmaSparking under Changes of Load, Excellent Work-

Distinctive Features are

ture Resistance,

No

P.)

H.

:

manship.

InEFFICIENCY, REGULATION, SIMPLICITY and

DURABILITY
Our Fan

OUR MACHINES SHOW GREAT SUPERIORITY.

Outfits are very

handsome and run very

still.

CAREFUL INVESTIGATION INVITED.
-^
A
X
Catalogues Furnished on Application.
,

,

T-,

•

I

I

I •

^
I....K...0 P.r.n M.o».r,.y the „ae o^whicb
higher eflicleDcy ia obtained than Is
poatibie otherwie?.
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His Patents Sustained by the United
Supreme Court.

States

THE EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CD.
Takes pleasure in announcing to its patrons and the general public that the decision of the
Supreme Court of the United States, filed on the 21st ult.,in the case of the
Bate Refrigerator Company, is in fact a decision

SUSTAINING THE EDISON PATENTS
In the many suits brought by the Edison Company, in the lower courts, against infringers of the Edison patents, the
defendants have evaded the }n.erif« of the controversy, thus tacitly admitting the /acf of infringement, and ha-ve interposed a plea alleging that our patents have been voided by the expiration of patents previously granted in foreign
countries.

Hence the delay in establishing our rights. In the meantime, other electrical companies have been indiscrimioately
copying our devices and methods, not even assuming that they themselves were the original inventors, but simply relying upon the construction of a statute by the lower courts invalidating our fundamental patent. In pursuance of our
expressed determination to secure a decision upon the point of la'w involved, we have had the Bate Refrigerator case
(covering the identical question) argued before the U. S. Supreme Court, with the result announced above, thus

Completely Deprivingthe Defendants of their Main Defense.
We havenow only to prove the fact of infringement in order to secure prompt injunctions against, and damages from, those who have been so long using tvith impunity that
ivhich the HIGHEST A UTHOBITY now concedes to have been ours, exclusively, from
the beginning. This is simply to establish

A QUESTION OF FACT.
Was^

or

Was

Not^ Edison

?

tlio

Original Inventor \

This question has been decided in his favor a great ^nany times, primarily by the U. S.
Patent Office, which granted to him Patents bearing earliest dates; then by tJie various
courts of Europe, through the crucial examination of which tlie question Jias many times
passed.

Thus

the

QUESTION OF LAW having noiv been settled by the Supreme Court of the
and the QUESTION OF FACT by tliehighest expertsof the world, tJiis com-

United States,

pany now notifies the Public of its intention to call a halt and demand a reckoning for the
trespass and abuse of its rights in

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
44 Wall Street,

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
By IDWABD H. JOHNSON,
New York.

President.

.
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,
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THIRD

310 N.

SAINT LOUIS, MO.

ST.,

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS AT BOTTOM FIGURES.
Man son and Okonite
G^^ST
^BIST. TH.-S' TITS.
I».A."E'S
Okonite WiroB, Cables, and Tubing, Weatherproof Line Wires,

MARKi

ENGINEERING CO.,
707 and 709 Market

POND

427

St., St.

ENGINES, BOILERS,.ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.

Louis.

Erected Ready for Service.

'-The Rookery." Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

319 Ramge

Tapes.

Tma

TO

IT

ISPRCIAIiTIES :-The ArmlDgton & Slme KnRinp,

C'ty.

ard Rocking and Sheffield

Wrtttea,

FOB

OBSTD

Building, Omalia.

^ynaiiao
Second

to none.

machineiy.

By

gum

refiltering

Link

Belt,

Stand-

Ii4.TE«IT CATAIiOei7K«l.

a.nd.

Free from

StPe) Boilers, IreBon

Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blako Painp, Konlng Injector, tto.

Cylinder Oils.

or acids.

Especially adapted for

can be used continually.

mnnning

all fast

Adopted by the

largest

Electric Plants of the West.

8.

ELEMENTS

260 Pages, Cloth Bindine,
This book

is

an elaboration and revision of

tlie

Pb. D.

popular series

THIS SPACE RESERVEO FOR

Price SI.50.

Illustrated,

which ran through the

ol articles

same title. It treats of: Principles of the Dynamo; Alternate
Current Dynamos Direct Current Dynamos Electric Terms and Units Electric Measurements
The Arc Lamp; The Incandescent Lamp; The Storage Battery; Electric Distribution.
.jnder the

;

;

;

Sent, postage prepaid,

CHICAGO.

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING,

OF

BY PHII.IP ATKINSON,
Western Electrician

TAUSSIG, Agent,

on

The Perkins Electric Lamp

Co.,

receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

W.

6 Lakeside BnildiDS, Chieogo

G.

HALM,

TICB- PRESIDENT ANI» WEtSTEBSI aiASrACiEB,

5-^
Back Numbers
We will pay 2.5c.

theWestern

of

each for Clean Copies of (he
Vol. II.— Nos.

Vol. I.— Nos. 18. 21 and 25.

2,

Westekn Electbician:

and

7

Electrician.

5© X^rsunlislirL
CHICAGO.

Street,

IV— Nos. 8 and 9.

Vol.

13.

a^n-d.

ADDRESS

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
6 liaheside Bnildirg Cbicaeo*
AL,!.

MICA

SIZES

STORED ElECTRICITY.

JDST ISSUED FROM THE PRESS.

AND
QUALITIES

"THE

For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL
218 "Water Street,

New

York.

T ELEPHONE S
For Private Lines.
The only Mechanical Telephone which has atood
the tests and held out and given flatlsfactory
Bervice for the past eieht years

Send

Catalogue

for Illustrated

Electrical

ELECTRIC

CO.,

&,

and

Prines

KlECTRICAl GOODS OF EVEKY DESCRIPTION.

|{AILWAY."

Storage Batteries,

By FRED H. WHIPPLE.

A new

and original book designed to
inform the practical business man without the use of mystifying technical terms
and formulae.
There is information in it of value to
the owner, the officer and the employe of
every street railway or user of power for
any purpose.
HiBtorlcal Development of the
of Producing Electricity.

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO

STREET CAR PROPULSION.

Modern Method

Central

How
El^n

Telephone and Electrical Supply

Co,,

Accumulators or

Electricity 1b Mechanically Produced.
Practical Thoughts upon the Lines uf Force and
the Production of Motion.

Station

LiEliting,

Something about Primary and Secondary BatKoom

7,

HubliarJ BIL, Elgin,

111.,

D. 8. A.

teries.

Isfllatfii

How

Electricity Is Applied to Street Railways.
Ai»plicatlon of tne Motor tu the Car.
Early Attempts at Electric Propnlbion with the
Roads BOW in Operation.
Some of the so-called *' Systems'" of Electric
Street Railways.
Application of Electrlcityto Elevated and Underground Railways.
Coat of Producing, Transmitting and Applying
Electricity for Street Railway Purposes.
Some Further Comparisons of Electric Propulsion with other Methods.
The Electric Motor for Stationary Power Pur-

Liglitini,

The
I.

W.COLBURN &CO.,
174 Main

FITCHBURG, MASS.

St.

pip 1PfbiHl

^»
^MmW^

r^:,

i^

'^^^^1

J,

^
1

wKf
B^^ i

the Electric Current.
The Uiilizatlon of Water

ti''2.Jt^M

JU
hh

MiichlnnM Tor Arc unil Inranilf'Hcent
Kler.lrl*'.

I'leliiliic;.

Kle<'tro-l*latin{;

and ftxperlmental Vne.

Send for laryo IlliiBtriited CutuloKiie, sIho Ilaiitlbook of Itfladv Reforencw, vPHt-nockctfldltlon.
Wrhtkrn ItRAMTir NEW HAVEN CLOCK CO..
No. 316 Wtibauh Avornie,
CHICAGO. ILL.

Car

LiglitiBg,

LoDi Distaice

Liiliting.

poses.

The Importance of Economical Steam Power

L
\

Railroad

Powers

to

for Electric

TBE QNLV SVSTEM WH!CB COUFLETEL? BISFLACES GAS,

Transmission.

The Purpose and Care of Good

Some

Belts.
of the Poselbllities of Electric Street

Car

Propulsion.

PRICE:
ODe

Paper Cover, $1.00.

Bound
fliindrefl

in

Flexible Russia,

$2.00.

THE ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATOR COMP'Y,

and Fifty IllostratioDS.

FRED. H. WHIPPLE,
Detroit,

Mich.

Sendyoar name, business and address, and be
correctly reported in Whipple's National Electrical Directory.

44 Broadway, New
CHICAGO OFFICE,
502 Phenix Building.

York.

DETROIT OFFICE,
30 Atwater

St.,

East.
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Gold Medal Awarded at Melbourne Exhibition, 1888-1889.
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Berlin, Oerinany.

WAKO WIIKINS.

Ol'

ANU UKALKHS

IS

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
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rrnin in up l<i any iiuniln'i- of

ainperott.

FAMV.

E.

PARTRICK & CARTER,

rorrur.t fur tiinttU

ultorntitintr ByHti'iii, in

CHARLES M WILKIN8.

CAHTEH.

TNADINQ AS

ELECTRIC CURRENT COUNTER,
'IHio

S.

14

4'On-

iil

llie

Faleiil

Needle AniiuncialDr.

SOUTH SECOND STREET.

WOUHN, ESTABLISHED 1867.

PHILADELPHIA, July

1889.
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Ifl.VNUIWf'TIIKMB A>'l» nirOltTllK.

BEEKMAN STREET,

THE ELECTRICAL TBADE:

NEW YORK.
Our new 1889 Catalogue

THE HORN, BRANNEN & FORSYTHE MFG.
Dfisips in Brass

aM

Wioilit

ELECTROLIERS,
Combination

This Catalogue acd

Price List eliould be in the hands of every one

templates purchasing Jf/cc/ric«i Goods
illustrated

Gas and

being printed, and will be

ready for distribution in a few days.

DEaiQNKUS AND MAKKIiy OF

Artistic

is

CO.,

and

priced,

who

The book

fully

is

and many novelties are

con-

listed.

Fixtures.

Will be mailed to any address upon

aj plication.

If in

rAmiRYANDSALGSROOHS:

Nos. 429, 431, 433 North Broad

PHlLADELPIjlA, PA.

St,

the "trade" and discount sheets are wanted, send busi-

ness card.

PARTRICK & CftRTER.
Desips and Estimates

Fnriilsled.
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MOTOR
& C." ELECTRIC
NEW YORK.
GREENWICH

CO.,

STREET,

402 4

EFFICIENT
ELECTRIC
MOTORS.

AUTOMATICALLY
REGULATED.

Manufactured for Arc and Incandescent Circuits.

NEW ENGLAND

OFFICE: 32 Oliver Street, Boston.
OFFICE: Phenix Building, Chicago.

WESTERN

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE: 301 Arch St.
SOUTHERN OFFICE: 25 Carondelet

JOHN STEPHENSON

Street,

New

Orleans.

CO.,

i_iis^n-E:rD,

NETAT TTO

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

s^

^"

^

.^^

/>^

^\#

USTDORSEE)
BY

Thomas

Eliha Thomson,

A. Edison,

Edwin

B. S. Possons,

J.

Houston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELEES.
Send

for

Pamphlet "ARE YOD POSTED?"

to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH
177-179 Broadway, W. Y.

CO.,

July

13,

WESTERN ELEClklClAW.

1889

mmmi

eiscikic to.

PITTSBURGH, PA.
BY ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

DISTRIBUTION
187

Central Station Plants, with an aggregate Capacity of 328^000
Lamps sold to July 1, 1889.

16 Candle Power

THE UNITED STATES

ELECTRIC LIGHTING
(Lsaseii

and Operated by the Westinghouse Electric

CO.,

Co.)

SALES DEPARTMENT: 120 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK.

COMPLETE ISOLATED PLANTS, ARC OR INCANDESCENT,
Unsurpassed

for Design, Construction

and

Efficiency.

SAWYER-MAN ELECTRIC
(Leased and Operated by the Westinghouse Electric

SXO

^W".

SSd

ST.,

INTESATV

CO.,

Co.)

TTOniS..

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS AND SUPPLIES
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
CORRESPONDENCE WITH DEALERS

INVITED.
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WESTERN ELECTRIC CO
Send

for

Catalogues of the following lines in which
leading Manufacturers and Dealers:

ANNUNCIATORS,
Batteries

we

are the

BELLS AND PUSHES,

and Battery Supplies,

PATTERSON GABLES,

Elgetric Light Apparatus.
TELEGRAPH INSTRUMENTS AND LINE SUPPLIES,

f ESTIHG SETS, BUILDERS^ AID REPAIREnS^ TOOLS,
AND OTHER MISCELLANEOUS APPARATUS.

We

are sole Western Agents for the sale of

A. G. DAY'S
Which,

KERITE INSULATED WIRE,

after years of experience,
for the purposes for

we

which

consider the best wire

it is

intende(i.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO, JULY

Vol. V.

Charles Francis Brush.
C'liark'N

l''r;iiK'is

has

luTf-

;;aiiK'ii

pyinjr the greater portion of his

time.

1889.

piei c of work is to be dunr Inr the first time
Mr. lirush will prob.ahly do it with his own
hands, in his laboratory,
lie may be found
from 10 A. M. to 5
M. busily engaged in one

No. 2

The

)\\[r

lirusli, wliosi' |Mirlr;iit is

a wuiUl wide reputation by his electrical inventions, eliief of which
Mr.
is of course his system of electric lij.;htinji,
In
lirush is in every way a .self-nuule man.
1849 he was born in ICuclid Townshi]), Ohio,
and passeil his early years on a farm. While
attending school at Cleveland in 1S62 he began experiments with magnets and batteries
and later pursued scientific stuilies and e,\perinients, natural philoso|)hy and chemistry occiiwitli prfSL'iilL'il,

13,

In

iSf)4

applyini; practically his knowleilge
anil ilcviscd a plan for turning gas on the street
lamps, ligluing it, and then turning it

he liegan

I'.

of his numerous underl.-ikings or investigations.
A peculiarity of Mr. lirush's methods of work
early developed itself.
It is always his habit to
find out definitely before commencing work on
an invention whether there is practical utility in
it, and if not, he does not
spend an hour upon
it.
Ilaviug.selected the most a|)proved method,
and subjected it to a close scrutiny, Mr. P.rush's
next step is usually the preparing, not of a hasty
sketch, but of a complete working drawing with
full delailslo scale, ready for the machine shop.

by electricity.
He also constructed a number of iniluction coils ami
greatly amused himself and his .sclioolmates by experiments
with
them,
'rhroughout his school days he was thus
constantly woiking at one thing or another of a constructive character, and
some of his inventions in electric lighting were the outgrowth of his early experiments. .'\fter finishing a four years'
course at the Cleveland high school in
two and one-half years, he entered the
L'niversity of Michigan at Ann .\rbor.
He graduated in 'dg as a mining engineer, one year in advance of his class.
On his return to Cleveland he opened a
laboratory and for three years devoted
his attention to chemistry, but at the
end of that period he engaged in the
iron business.
K.xperiments in electric
lighting in Paris and London had attracted his attention and in 1S75 he devoted himself to a solution of the problem.
When he had completed his experiments and constructed a machine he
connected it up with an arc lamp and it
provetl successful. So perfect and complete was the first machine that in uS.S^
off again,

was still in use. Of course mechanical
and electrical changes in lirush machines have since been made, but the
invention was substantially completed
and embodied in this first essay, and
has not been departed from materially
since.
Mr. Brush believed that he
could make a satisfactory commercial
lamp as well as a practical machine,
and he proceeded to his second task.
This was accomplished within a few
weeks and as at present constructed the
lamp is substantially the same in form and principle as the one first produced.
.Vt this time
Mr. Brush was less than twenty-eight years of
In 1S76 the Telegraph Supply company
age.
obtained the exclusive right to manufacture and
sell under the Brush patents.
The company
was then employing about twenty-five men, and
the annual sales up to 1879 were about fifty
thousand dollars.
1S80 the name was
In
changed to that of the Brush Klectric company.
The company purchased six acres of land near
the Cleveland and Pittsburg track, north of Kuclid avenue, Cleveland, and erected its factories.
The most prominent of the inventions of Mr.
Brush, manufactured by the Brush Electric
company, are the dynamo electric machines,

Sugar Swindle.

street station, (,'hicago, July
I'eler Co,ss,
v'attorney for the victims of the I'riends, caused
Leach's arrest.
It is said the prisfiner desired to
effect a settlement by transferring his houi^c and
lot to the complainaiil, but this was refused.
It
is said Leach is imder indictment in
.New York
city
His case was continued pemling the arrival of re(|uisition papers from .New S'ork. 'Ihe
prisoner is charged with defrauding the Electric
Sugar Refining company of $5,4X7.50. Leach
figured in the conspiracy as the only
|)erson in the country who could move
and set up the machinery necessary to
convert the lowest grade sugar to the
highest.
When the conspirat<jrs were
getting up the company tliey laid great

upon this point, and also urged
that the secret of a portion of the process was known to him alone, and it was
stress

therefore necessary to .secure Leach's
He was engagetl at the salary
of §100 per week, and filled the position sixteen weeks.
During Howard's
services.

trial

it

was developed that I.each was
I'riends and Halsteads,
was therefore inferred that he

related to the

and it
was ileep in the plot.
I'tirther investigation was made, and the result is
Leach's arrest as one of the chief conspirators in the transaction.

Secretary Robertson

of the

defunct

company, who was one of the chief
sufferers, says

cute every
swindle.

Electric

it

one

is

his purpose to proseconnected with the

"L" Roads for Chicago

M. Hannahs, whose

petition for a
franchise to con.struct elevated roads in
Chicago has Ijeen so bitterly opposed
by the surface companies, says he has
completed his plans, and that his proposeti system will extenil over forty
I.

it

It will reipiire §12,000,000 to
equip this system, and in all probability it will be operated by electricity.
.Mr,
Hannahs is reported as saying:
•Tt will not be long before this system.
ei|ual to the elevated roads in New York
city, is in use. Thirty daysafter the city
council has granted us the right of way work will
be commenced on the construction.and six months
later ample accommodations for passengers will
have been completed. We intend to begin work
on Milwaukee avenue just as soon as we can get
an ordinance passed through the city council.
If the ordinance passes the council before it adjourns for the summer, the road will doubtless
be in a fair way of completion by winter. Our
Milwaukee avenue line will run from Clark
street, where the central station will be made, to
This division will be five miles
the city limits.
The
in length, and will cost §300.000 a mile.
extend over the
will
arches of the road

miles.

CU.-VKLKS

F.

liRl'sn.

The

whole subject has been so ^thoroughly
workeil out in his mind that in nine cases out of
ten the very first machine or piece of apparatus

made from
for

actual

owns over

drawing, is found to be ready
Mr. Brush has obtained and
patents and he has in patentable

his
use.

fifty

electric

shape, ready for any future demand that may
arise, a large number of inventions bearing upon
the general subject which he has been investigating.
Two-thirds of the patents which he
has procured are sources of revenue.
In 1869
the University of Michigan conferred upon Mr.
Brush the degree of M. E. In 1880 the Western
Reserve University gave him the ilegree of Ph.
IX: and in 18S1, in connection with the Electrical
Exposition held in Paris, the French government
decorated him with the ribbon of the Legion of

carbons,

Honor.

lamps, automatic current governors,
storage batteries and apparatus for
electro-plating-, etc.
Mr. Brush's foreign patents are held by the -\nglo-.\merican Brush
Electric Light corporation, limited, of London,
England. If an exceedinglv delicate or accu-

Electric

.Samuel B, Leach, an expert machinist living
in Chicago, who is alleged to be one of the conspirators ill the celebrated Electrii: Sugar company swindle, was locked up at the Harrison

The

Joliet

of Joliet, 111.,
corporators.

Moody.

streets at fourteen feet elevation, and the supIn
ports will be placed close to the pavement.

way the entire street will remain
There will be a platform

clear for
at each
street comer, placed alternately on opftosite
The cars will
sides, for cars going and coming.
pass the platform or way-station every half minthis

vehicles.

\

I-;iectric Street
Railway company
been incorporated: capital. $50.<X)o; inH. Bacon, John R. McDonald and .A. L.

I.ockport

iias

C

ute,

and on the Mdwaukee division alone we

will
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Oh the
in constant use.
other divisions there will be as many in proportion.
After the Milwaukee avenue division is
completed, work on extensions out Van Buren

keep about 120 cars

and Twenty-second

streets

other extensions will be

will

made

commence, and

in time.

We

will

have no system of transfers with the cable and
horse car lines, but one fare of 5 cents will convey a passenger over the entire elevated railway
line.
Transfers will all be made at Clark street,
where all the divisions will meet, and where the
cars will make the turn for their return trip.
When the entire line is completed it will be forty
miles long.
The cars will be run by electricity,
and will be so secured on the track that an acAn eleccident of any kind will be impossible.
tric wire running along the center of the track
will afford the motive power, and each car will
be accompanied by a conductor and a motor

man."
Electric railroads once introduced in Chicago
the immediate abolishment of the "shoestring" system against which the people are now

mean

Brush Alternating Current System,
The new

alternating current system of the
Brush Electric company is illustrated in the cuts
which are herewith presented. The system presents many features of interest. The underlying
principle of the "coreless" dynamo was applied
by Mr. Brush more than ten years ago, but new
demands have called for its extended application

on a regular

scale.

glance at the dynamo. Fig. t, shows
Its field
that it is compact, simple and strong.
magnets, which are many, are carried by the
shaft; the armature is fixed and absolutely free

The

first

from any magnetic material; its parts are easily
accessible, and an armature coil may be cutout,
removed or replaced without stopping the
machine.

The machine shown in the illustration has an
output of 60,000 watts, and supplies current for
a thousand 16 candle power lamps.
The shaft bearings, bearing standards, base
plate and armature slides are cast in one solid
piece of ample strength.

The

center line of the

July

13, li

when

the magnets are excited than when the
alternator is running without load, as the lines
of magnetic force between the faces of opposing
In
poles, tend to counteract centrifugal force.
machines of larger size, as usual, the speed is
less, that of the 150,000 watt dynamo being not
more than 700 revolutions per minute. This
larger alternator is driven by two belts and carries a pulley at each end of its shaft. The great
advantage of low shaft speed is evident.

The pulley has a fourteen inch face. As it
overhangs, the belt may be run to counter shaftThe shaft bearing at the
ing overhead or below.
pulley end has fourteen inches wearing surface,
and the bearing at the o'ther end twelve inches.
The most interesting part of the alternator is
The vertithe fixed armature, shown in Fig. 2.
cal disk is occupied by flat armature coils, made
of insulated copper ribbon wound on porcelain
The copper ribbon of each coil is reincores.
forced on either side by strong insulating materOne
ial of the same thickness as the porcelain.
of these reinforcements is grooved and the other

/^^\

FIG.

The owners

cable system
know this, and therefore they oppose the introduction of electric systems, and fight every proposed franchise tooth and nail.

protesting.

of

the

Van Depoele Company's Business Purcliased.
Electric company of
the Van Depoele company's entire business and property. The Thom-

The Thomson-Houston

Boston has purchased

son-Houston company has been for some time
the owner of the Van Depoele motor and railway
business, and now ac(|uires the lighting business
'I'his means, of
course, the entire
as well.
absorption of the Van Depoele company by the
Thomson-Houston. The announcement of the
consummation of this deal will undoubtedly
awaken considerable interest, though a movement
of some kind has been expected.
The Quincy Motor & Carryinj^ company of (,)uincy, 111.,
has been organized; capital, $[00,000; incorporators, K. M.
Osborn, J. N. Uuker and (j. T. Dickason.

I.
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ALTERNATING CURRENT SYSTEM.

inches above the surface of the
base plate, high enough for access to all parts of
the dynamo, and low enough for steadiness and
freedom from strain on foundations. The four
inch steel shaft, tapering to three and a half
inches in the bearings, carries two heavy castiron yoke pieces, twenty-seven inches in diameter.
To each of these are screwed, at equal
radial and circumferential distances, the wrought
iron cores of twelve magnets of alternating
polarity.
The two yoke pieces, with their bolts,
washers, etc., weigh about 950 pounds; the magnet cores, 380; the magnet wire 400.
Thus the
whole rotating mass of cast iron, wrought iron
and copper, acts as a fly-wheel weighing more
than 1,200 pounds.
The tendency is to neutralize any variation in the speed of the prime generator.
As the nominal speed of the machine is
less
than 1,100 revolutions per minute, the
structural strength is more than sufficient to
meet all demands made by centrifugal force.
Further than thi.s, the mechanical stress is less
shaft

is

i.6|J-

tongued. The coil, consisting thus of core,
ribbon and reinforcements, has an angular width
of sixty degrees.
The upper part of the face of
each coil is covered with an insulating plate fivesixteenths of an inch thick.
The coil thus built

up and insulated is set in German silver holders,
cut from turned rings and held together by
Each terminal of
screws, as shown in Fig. 2.
the copper ribbon connects with a binding post
as shown.
The six armature coils thus mounted, are carried in a German silver frame consisting of two
semi-circles bolted together on the line of the
vertical diameter. The cross-section of this ring
frame is girder-like. Into the slots of the frame
slip the six mounted armature coils, the tongue
on the edge of the one engaging with the groove
on the edge of the next. 'I'he coils thus thrust
into the intense magnetic field constitute a disk
nine-sixteenths of an inch in thickness, and with
an opening at the center through which passes
As there is no magnetic
the revolving shaft.

July
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waste the

liclil,

there an-
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iirruiils

Icj

eiierjjy.

The

several coils are insiilaled carefully, and
the stationary armature as a whole is insulated
from the be<l plate (jn which it rests. The coils
are joined in series, the binding; posts adjacent
to

any radial

coils
line.

between the two
constituting fixed terminals for the main
I'here is no commutator; there are no
line of division

17

alternator arc excited by current from an eleven
inch lirush dynamo.
'I'his exeitinj; lairrent is
carried to the brushes that rest upon the two uncut insulatiiiu rinj^s, and thence Ihrou^^li tlie hollow shaft to the majjnets.
A rhirostat, I'l^. 4,
worked by h.iiid, (jr automatically, is placed in
the sliiml circuit around tiie licld magiiels of the
exciter, for regulation.
The desire for a magnetic lield of rrja.\immn

transmission will soon call for currents of higher
tension.

The
load

fall of potential in the
to full load is less than

shown

in

!•

ig.

which

5,

taken from one of the first maihines. This was
effected without compound winding or artificial

any kind.

regulation

of

needed

applied
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collecting brushes to take the alternating current
from rotating parts.
The low resistance of the armature coils is
evident.
It would seem practically impossible
for one of them to burn out. But if one should,

may be removed and

a new one be substituted
three minutes, or the injured coil may be cut
out of the circuit and the dynamo kept running
with the other five until time for shutting down.
The coil section complete weighs only about
it

in

twenty pounds.
The whole armature may be removed by
loosening the coupling bolts, and sliding each
half of the frame with its three coils from between the field magnets, Fig. 3. .-Vs each half
with its coils weighs only about a hundred

IS

ZO

intensity led to the construction of dynamos
with massive magnets encircling armatures with

hundreds of pounds of iron core, upon which
was wotnid a thin layer of conducting wire.
'I'he magnetization and the demagn(fti/.ation involve molecular movement of some kind and this
movement develops heat. This heat of ferric
indignation interferes with cupric conductivity, is
destructive to insulation, and, in course of time,
is likely to destroy the armature in spite of lamination and perforation and ventilation and
power-consuming reversed suction |)lates. Further,
it
may be stated that these evils
must be paid tor in motive power. The Brush

company decided upon
iron projecting into the

a fixed armature without
magnetic field and, as the

necessary complement of
nets were adopted.

this,

The Hrush-Pfannkuche
is

Jw

)

,,0

Ct^^tfi

In the Brush company's converter. Fig. 6,
the (ore consists of a polygonal ring made of
insulated iron wire of the best fjuality, so
wound as to leave several concentric air spaces
in tlie core.
In the converters of the smaller
sizes, the core is built up of perforated thin
iron plates, Fig. 7.
In either case, the iron is
s(j divided that the efliciency of the converter is
little less with half than with full load.
Upon each side of this core or iron ring, is
wound a single layer of heavy copper wire.
The four or five single layer coils carried by
each half of the core are joined in series and
the two groups borne by the two halves of the
core, are joined in multiple, the whole constituting the secondary coil.
The terminals of

BRUSH ALTERNATING CURRENT SYSTEM.

pounds, no time need be wasted on cranes or
blocks, and in a few minutes, the armature may
be back in position. There is no necessity of
keeping extra armatures on hand. If one wishes
to feel wholly safe, a spare section or two will
prove the utmost demand of precaution.
In action, the twenty-four field magnets of the

a

alternatim; cukrkni svsm;\c

coreless

FIG. 3.

mag-

secondary coil connect with the secondary
main line running into houses and supplying

alternator

current for the lamps.
Most of the converters
are wound so as to give a secondary current of
about 100 volts but may instantly be connected
to give fifty volts and twice as many amperes as
before.
They are mad« in sizes that supply

the rotating

built at present for

an e. m. f. of 2,coo volts,
would be easy to develop a differ-

although it
ence of potential much greater. It is not improbable that the necessity of long distance

this

•WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
from

five

to

250

i6-candle power lamps or

The

converters are now made in eleven sizes.
feeding two lamps and No. 11, 250 lamps.
The Brush Electric company claims that even
its 98 per cent, of efficiency is exceeded in the
larger sizes and points out the additional important fact that as they are made of heavier
wire in both primary and secondary coils, they
are practically indestructible.
Fig. 9 represents the ammeter, which is a compensated expansion device, acting on the principle of the lamp covered by Mr. Brush's patent.
Free from any magnetic action, the simple compensating arrangement insures the normal working of the apparatus at all temperatures.
It is
equally efficient with direct and with alternating

No.

more.

Between the fine iron wire of the core and
the heavy copper wire of the superposed secondary coil, insulating pads, one-eighth of an inch
thick, are placed at the corners of the core.
Between these insulating corner pieces are inThus the copper and the
sulating air spaces.
iron are separated from each other at the corners of the core by their respective coverings
and the insulating pads; and all other points
by their respective coverings and open air

I
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of course, rather costly. On the other hand, the
adoption of thin sheet iron plates for the cores
of field magnets insures a high permeability,
since poor iron cannot easily be rolled so thin.

The magnet is held as the yoke in a cast iron
bed plate, and the external appearance of the
machine does not differ from that of an ordinary
machine with forged magnets, A machine made
for an output of no amperes at iio volts pressure, is speeded for 1,200 revolutions per minute,
and weighs about 1,100 pounds. New types of
Schuckert dynamos are also exhibited. The

currents.
The alternating current apparatus of the
Brush Electric company here described, is based
on the patents of Charles F. Brush and Gustave

Pfannkuche, the
of this branch of
business.

The

having the supervision
the Brush Electric company's

latter

Paris Exposition.

The

display of electrical apparatus at the
Paris exposition is indeed imposing and impresses all who visit this department with the
magnitude of the field which electricity is occupying in the industrial world. American visitors
naturally seek out the inventions of French and

F!G. 6
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the latter affording ample ventilation
and facility of e.xamination.
Over each of these single layer parts of the
secondary coil, are wound a few layers of smalfer
copper wire to form a corresponding part of the
These corresponding parts of
primary coil.
the secondary and primary coils are separated
from each other by insulating pads at the
corners and intervening air spaces, in the same
manner as previously described.
Nothing could be more satisfactory than the
ventilation of these converters.
The insulation
resistance is exceedingly high.
It is impossible
so to overload the wire of the primary circuit
as to force its current into the secondary circuit.
In other words, the high tension current
cannot pass the converter. The converters are
tested at the factory with double load and not
one has ever given out. Yet, to make safety
doubly sure, overloading is made impossible
by the use of safety fuses for the primary coils.
These are e.xtra long, so mounted on slate or
spaces,

Mr,

7.
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porcelain strips that they may be removed or
replaced with the fingers merely, and without
touching any metallic part of the converter.
The converter coils, with safety fuses, etc.,
are placed in wind and weather proof cast iron
boxes l'"igs. 7 and 8 and may be placed
wherever most convenient, the governing principle being to do as mnch work as possible
with the less expensive primary wire, and to
shorten the most costly secondary main,
Thus
the converter, as the local center of distribution,
is brought near the lamps it
is to feed,
aiul
placed on the nearest line pole or on the wall of
the building.

English scientists to study their machines and
acquaint themselves with the practical merit of
each in comparison with the productions of
Yankee ingenuity. It appears to be the general
impression that in electric lighting the English
standard is higher than the French, though the
display of the English companies is disappointing on account of its limited scale.
A noticeable fact in this connection is the presence of
Westinghouse engines in the English department. They are used to drive English dynamos which furnish the light for the British and
American sections. The lamps used here are of
a special pattern designed expressly for the exhibition.
The raising and lowering gear is similar to that employed at the Mansion House
lighting some few years ago, consisting of a
double pulley-block and fall arrangement counterpoised, working with flexible conductors.
In consequence of this arrangement, the
lamps present by far the best appearance
of any in this hall, as they are always hung
at
precisely the same height, and are not
made unsightly by slack wires. It is not
improbable that some other exhibitors will
adopt the same method of suspension. Much
difficulty was experienced in trimming these
lamps owing to their great height from the
floor, 15 metres, and the existence of a traveling
crane necessitates the lowering cord being 12
metres from the ground.
From the end of the
cord below the lamp is hung a ring 18 inches in
diameter.
Through this an expert shoots an
arrow to which is attached a string, thus dispensing with a high step ladder that used to take
The absence of motors
three men to move it.
is noticeable, but there will undoubtedly be many
types in operation within a short time.
Several Rechniewski dynamos are exhibited in
the French department.
The type and design
vary according to the size. For machines having an output up to about 26 kilo-watts, the field
is of the ordinary single horseshoe form, the armature a drum with Pacinotti core. For machines
(if 40 kilo-watts output, M. Rechniewski uses an
S-pole field, with Pacinotti-Gramme armature. In
the machinesof small sizes the armatur..- rore consists of soft iron disks, 24 mils in thickness, and
mounted upon a gun metal sleeve. The sleeve
does not completely fill the space between the
shaft and the inner circumference of the disks,
and openings are left and fitted with helical
blades to induce a current of air through the interior.
Varnished paper is used to insulate the
disks from each other.
To insure positive driving, the sleeve is provided with a fast feather,
the disks having a corresponding notch. On the
outer circumference the disks are provided with
Pacinotti projections, the copper conductor being
wound into the grooves thus formed. The field
magnet core is also composed of thin wrought
iron plates, insulated by paper.
This method of
con,struction has been adopted to avoid heating
of poles, and consequent waste of power, but is,

]!RUSH
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smaller machines are made with two poles, and
the larger with four poles; but the armature is
of the same type in each.
In the two-pole
machines the magnets have been placed on a
polar diameter inclined to the horizontal, as this
position makes the putting together of the
machine more convenient, and renders the
brushes and other parts more accessible. The
armature core consists of soft iron wire, wound
upon a gun metal supporting rim, slightly hollowed out, and paraffin paper is inserted between
consecutive layers, in order to avoid as far as
possible the formation of Foucault currents.
The core thus formed is insulated by tape, and
supported laterally by metal arms projecting
radially outward.
The core is wound Gramme
fashion, and in the four-pole machine equipotential coils are provided with the usual cross

EIG 9
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connecti'on, in order that the current may be collected by only two sets of brushes instead of
The pole pieces are segments of a circle
four.
of the same shape and form as in the original

Schuckert machine.

Some

of

the

machines

shown are compound wound

for incandescent
lighting, but there are also arc dynamos of the
same pattern.

The work of lighting the boulevards is occu
pying the attention of several companies. The
Popp company

will establish three central staof which will supply current for
20,000 lamps. They will be connected with each
other, and storage batteries will be used as a reThe Edison
serve in case of a break-down.

tions,

each

1
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al presuiil supplies current f(ir .1,200
The Marcel )eprez comincandescent lamps.
pany has a central station at Saint-Onen, and
two subsidiary stations in the Rnc lies I'illes
l''or the lijihtinn of
Dieu and Rue dc llondy.
the boulevards four euj^ines of 200 horse power
will be installed.

company

I

Allen Elevated Electric Railway.

The demand

for rapid transit in cities has led
number of systems of eleParticularly is there a
railways.

to the invention of a

vated electric

l-'IC.

.4.

Al

l.l'.N

KE.KC'E'UIC KLKV.V'lKh

form between them which adjusts

when

itself laterally

The

traiiverse

I'ig.
2
view in
which the cars are secured
the arrangement whereby the
on a line with the lower edge

sectional

mode

to the tracks, anil

.nid ari! (irmly riveted

in

lloor of the car is
of the tracks, thus materially lowering the center
of gravity of the load. The strong guaril wheels
which run beneath the ll;inges that support th<c.ir will hold it in an upright position in <:ase of
It would be impossible to ileunei|Ual liiailing.
rail a train without in some way breaking down
the track.
The cars
h'ig. 3 shows a section of the track.
run on two duplicate renew.ible rails bolted to

th.'it

these lower points supplied by a
along the truss. The colnmnh
will be about thirty-six feet a|art and fourteen
fei't high.
A cross l)eam six feel in length and
the colunui will prevent any
iiL'ide a part of
at

(iiiiluclor carried

I

UAU.WAV

better facilities in Chicago.
The
cable roail on the North side is a flat failure.
The South side is proviilcil with better means of
transportation; the cable cars and the suburban
railroad trains are fairly satisfactory.
The West
side at present is provided with horse cars only.
A cable system will soon be in operation in that
section.
This service is not adecpiate to the
needs of the residents of the city, and that a

AI.I.LN
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for

motion of the track superstructure
on solid mason-work below the
pavement.

lateral

when

streets

and

.

r[G. 2.
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ELEVATED KAU-WAY.

packing to prevent noise.
Fig. 4 shows the upper end of a corrugated

is

C.eorge .V. Mayo, electrician of the Van
)epoele Electric company of Chicago, will sever
his connection with that company August ist,
and establish a factory for general electrical
supplies at Rockford, 111
Mr. Mavo has secured
a factory at that point and will begin operation
The factory is
.August St with fifty employes.
advantageously located, has excellent water
power and every facility for manufacturing and
Mr. Mayo, however, will
shipping is afforded.
I

light so

The framework

.seats

George A. Mayo's New Ventura.

can easily be built over viaducts. The
cost of construction is estimated at about the
it

'i'he

Chicago.

the lateral flanges on the bottom edges of the
main girders, which are about five inches wide;
and between the two is a cushion of asbestos

utilization of alleys.

car, loca-

are placed
back to back, anil the motors and wheels of the
cars between the seats are so incased that noise
in the car and injury to machinery from dust is
obviated.
If the ideas of the inventor are realized the
cars will be heated as well as lighted by electricity which will be supplied from the same
source that furnishes the motive power. The
system was planned by Henry E. .Allen, of

inter-

fire
departments.
Trains could be run at double the speed maintained on surface roads.
Of course the nuisance
from snioke and cinders, usually the accompaniments of elevated railway traffic, would be obviated.
Mr. .\llen says the system is particularly
ada|)ted to follow a plan which contemplates the

shows the seating plan of the

Fig. 6

exists for better facilities which, it is
thought, only elevated railways can afford, can
not be gainsaid.
The accompanying cuts illustrate the Allen
elevated electric railwav.
The inventor claims that the road will meet
the following conditions: In its operation it will
be, he asserts, entirely .safe and practically noiseless.
It will require no heavy trestle-work which

would mar the appearance of
fere with the working of

pl.iced

tion of the motors, etc.

demand

that

beams

in length,

electric lights for street illuminulionHhull lie

suspended

IIG. 3.

demand

together with cross

and |)l:icc(l at Intervals
of six feet.
A truss formed of flat iron one inch
by four inches extends from the to|) of each
column to a point a few inches below the girdern,
midway between the colniiins. It is designed
eighteen inches

pa.ssing curves.

illustrates the

>9

I

have his

office at

which

Chicago,

f

1

—

a,

1

.1.1

I

Iffl
fr-r

-'fl

be his

will

:

1

1

1

\
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FIG. 5.
FlC.

same
sign
iron

I.

ALLEN ELECTRIC ELEVATEIl RAILWAY.

as that of cable surface roads.
The deto construct the road on single corrugated

is

columns.
A side view Fig. i
which e.vtends along at the line
Two cars will form a train,
of the cnrbstones.
the one in front havingtwo electric motors which
receive the current supplied through two conductors extending between the rails and connecting
with dynamos at the termini of the road.
The two cars have but one apartment, the contiguous ends being open, with a movable plator steel

shows one

rail

iron or steel column used in combination with
the cap shown in Fig. 5, which is saddled over
the top of the column, with sheet lead between,
for convenience in holding the girders securely
in place.
This cap, which is a_out four feet in
length, affords ample means for riveting the ends
of the girders in one continuous length.
It
is proposed
to use the Allen paper car
wheels, and the construction of the track renders
flanges on the wheels unnecessary.
The two girders are sixteen inches in width

headquarters.
It is his intention to make a
specialty of motors, and he will also manufacture
his electric lighting apparatus arid numerous devices which he has patented.
Mr. .Mayo assumed his position at the Van
Hepoele company's factory about eight months

For two years previous he had devoted
ago.
himself entirely to his business in New Vork.
He had been electrician for the ThomsonHouston company at Lynn, Mass., and has had
an e.xtensive experience in the electrical field.
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that the displays of goods ought hereafter to be
In fact it was
confined to the winter meetings.
the impression of many of the manufacturers

but a few volts stronger than that required to
instantly execute a certain person the consequences would be terrible. It would disfigure

that an understanding to this effect had been
The executive committee seem to be
arrived at.
If an exhibit is
calling for exhibits, however.
undertaken we certainly hope it will be successful, though we doubt the wisdom of attempting

the body beyond recognition and would disinteShould the
grate every portion of the corpse.
current be just a trifle too weak to execute a
person it would throw him into a trance so deathlike that it is probable that the body would be

a display of goods in connection with the sum-

buried alive."

So convinced is Mr. Law of the great torture
by electricity that he declares that

Telephone 1740.

of death

W
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relating to electricity, or any of its practical applications, is cordially invited, and the co-operation of all
Clear, conelectrical thinkers and workers earnestly desired.
ci8e,*well written articles are especially welcome; and communications, views, news items, local newspaper clippings, or any information likely to interest electricians, will be thankfully

patents has recently
decided a case of considerable importance to
inventors. An examiner to whom an application
had been referred raised an objection to certain
claims on the ground that they were vague, inHe required that the apdefinite and litigous.
plicant should state specifically what he
by the "means referred to in the claims."

commissioner took a more

trical journal
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only
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is a claim which can be mat>e
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claims."

The

little

"ticker" unpretentious though

it

be,

at present an object of great interest and concern to members of the Board of Trade of Chiis

The board decided to cut out the tickers.
cago.
May 31st, but the "small fry" objected strenuously and appealed to the court for protection
Actions were begun before
in their rights.
Judges Tuley, Collins, Horton, and they were

—

contents of this number.
Electric

liberal

meant

cision of the case when it was presented to him.
He held that if the applicant did not limit him-

received and cheerfully acknowledged.

ADVERTISING.— The Western Electrician— iAtf

commissioner of

-

.

26

unanimous in their decision the Board of
Trade could stop the tickers, but it must abolish its official quotations entirely in order to do
This was the decision of the judges and if
so.
it be sustained on appeal it will place the Board
The decision has
of Trade in a bad muddle.
attracted considerable attention and much interest is manifested in the outcome of the fight
against the "ticker."

sion.

Thk summer

meeting of the National ElecLight Association, to be held at Niagara
Falls, August 6, 7, 8, promises to be an interesting
meeting with a full attendance. We have been
.somewhat surprised however, to ntjtice that there
is to be an attemiit at an exhibit of goods at this
The impression has gained ground,
meeting.
ever since the Chicago convention, where the
matter was discussed among the supply men.
tric

gas project, inasmuch as

Since the great copper syndicate first began
weaken, the lot of the owners of the American copper mines has not been entirely
happy. After the collapse of the French syndicate the American representatives formed a little
pool on their own account. This organization,

to

according to the dispatches of last week, has
come to an untimely end. According to the
pool agreement copper was not to be disposed of
except to certain agents, and not below a certain
figure.
Last week it is said one of the parties
to this agreement served a notice to the effect
that one of the companies had violated the con-

and that the organization
The company which
thus declared the pool dissolved was no less important a concern than the Calumet & Hecla, if
This declaration is interpreted
report is correct.
at

an end.

mean that hereafter that company will sell its
own copper at prices to be agreed upon by the
to

If this breaking up of the
seller.
means cheaper copper the electric light fraternity will be as pleased as when the great syn-

buyer and
pool

dicate went under.

The most

wholesale condemnation of execuby the application of electricity that has
appeared lately is that presented by Myron
Law of Philadelphia.- His views are well worth
considering and an extract from his contribution
on this subject is herewith reproduced:
"Of course electricity can instantaneously kill

it

illustrates

how gas

companies of late years have modified their
titude toward the electric lighting industry:

at-

The question is, is natural gas obtainable for
Gen.
Cincinnati? Can it be brought here?
Hickenlooper says it can not, except at a loss.
We know he
But he is not a good witness.
said the streets could not be lighted by elecMathematically he demonstrated this,
and he proved it by experts and yet he is building a tremendous plant that will furnish two to
four thousand arc lamps to light the streets
He saw that the thing was bound to come and
There is another big comhe took hold of it.
Let
pany coming in to do the same thing.
The people want competition and
it come.
They want plenty of light. They
cheapness.
will not be satisfied with a condition of things
that requires a lantern after midnight to hunt
Well, we shall not have this
the gas lamps.
should have been
It
condition of things.
changed years ago. Every small town has its

tricity.

better

streets

lighted

than Cincinnati.

The

Toledo istwenty-five years ahead of us

in

lighting is
far cheaper and infinitely better than coal gas.
This is already fully demonstrated, and we are
Let
to have the cheaper and the better light.
There is
it come, and let us have competition.
this respect.

was therefore

Thirty American engineers were recently
entertained by M. Eiffel at the Paris exposiAn elaborate spread had been prepared
tion.
for the distinguished visitors, and at its close
speeches were made, M. Eil'fel acting as toast
These speeches were recorded in a
master.
graphophone unknown to the speakers and they
will be reproduced in the rooms of the Society
of Civil Engineers at New York, as the instruIt will
ment was sent back to this country.
certainly be a valuable memento of the occa-

The citizens of Cincinnati are becoming enthusiastic over the project to introduce natural
gas into the city. The gas company is natuThe following,
rally opposing the enterprise.
which is taken from a Cincinnati paper, is interesting apart from its connection witli the natural

city of

ditions of the pool,

It has been decided at Paris that insulting
persons by means of the telephone does not
No further procome within the penal code.
ceedings will, therefore, be taken against the
man who used the instrument to call President
The
Carnot's ministers a pack of cowards.
prospect opened up by this decision is an alarmNobody
ing one, says a London daily paper.
who keeps a telephone will be safe from abuse.

"hanging, throat-cutting, the guillotine, shooting,
burning to death in molten lead or furnaces,"
would be more humane than the method of execution now provided by the New York statute.

nothing

Electricity

for street

like competition.

Nothing illustrates more forcibly
vancement which has been made in the

the adelectrical

within the last few years than the multiplication of schools in which instruction has been
From time to
given in electrical engineering.
time announcements have been made in these
columns of the organization of departments devoted to instruction in electrical science by old
These schools have
established institutions.
been established to meet the requirements of a
large number of young men who propose to fit
themselves for electrical work. Schools of this
kind are not by any means confined to the East.
In a recent number of the Western Electrician appeared a description of a new electrical
laboratory, which has been established at Purdue
In the present
University at La Fayette, Ind.
issue the new electrical laboratory connected
with the Ohio State University is described.
The building is thoroughly equipped with apfield

and students will have every facility for
performing work of a practical character. Some
surprise has been expressed that no institution
of this kind can be found in Chicago, which, it
may be added parenthetically, now claims to be
John D. Rockethe second, city in the country.

tion

paratus,

a person, but in that infinitesimally small space
of time of the transition from life to death the
person will suffer inconceivable pain. Although
the speed of electricity is at the rate of 286,000
miles per second the killing cannot be so instanEvery particle
taneous as to preclude all pain.
of the nervous tissue is polarized, and polarization causes each particle of matter to revolve
on its axis, which means the stretching of the
nerves out of all proportion, and, consequently,
But the great fault of
the most intense pain.
execution by electricity is that it is almost impossible to ascertain just how strong a current
will kill a man instantaneously and yet not be a
barbarous mode of killing. If the current be

feller

has recently given to the Baptists of

Chi-

cago f6oo,ooo on the condition that the latter
raise $400,000 for the equipment of an institu-

The intention is to organize
a college of liberal arts, but already there is a rumor that an effort will be made
to found in connection with the Baptist UniverThis would naturally
sity a scientific school.
One
include a school of electrical engineering.
of the needs of the city would then be met. But
Mr.
this is looking a long way into the future.
Rockefeller's proposition was made less than two
months ago, and the Baptists of Chicago have
not had sufficient time to secure money enough
to make his conditional gift binding.
tion of

learning.

in the first place
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'I'lu'

cms

Detroit Motor.
hcrcwilli show two ililTcrDetroit motor ami also a pecu-

|)R'.'-:ciiUm1

Telographing at Johnstown,
The

tcicgr.iph operators

who were on duly

.it

enl styles of llic
liar form of starliug switch for the cimstaul poteutial machine.
The Detroit Motor company
is
Tuantifacluring machines for both arc auil
incaiulesceut service iu sizes ranfjiug from the
It
will be noticed that
)^ to 15-horsc powei'.

Johnstown immeili.itely after the terrible dis.isler
are entitled to the gratitude of the entire community for the self-sacriTK-es tlu-y were ol)liged
to m.ike to furnish the peo|)le with news of the
calamity.
Telegraphic work was never done

'8 horse power
motcu",
the
I'i;;,
2
is of a
peculiar pattern (lilTeriiiK from the larf;er sizes
in that it has but two held magnets and these
are arranged diajjonally with reference toihe
center line of the armature shaft.
The larger sizes are made as shown in I'ig. 1
with four held magnets yoked by massive pole

those which surroinHlcd the young fellows who
went out to Johnstown ,tI the lirsl news of the
c.-damity,anil stayed Iheri' working night and day,
until the rush was over .and theoflice r<--eslablisheil

pieces.

The armature used
Oranmie form, the
wide
throughout

stout

in

bands.

substantial.

is

sizes

all

being held
The design of

coils

In

l''ig.

is

in

of the
place by

tlie
j

is

motor
shown

under

miue

unfaviuiibli'

circumstances

exhausted that they could scarcely retain their
seats on llieir rude benches and stool.H.
They
were so blinded by the poor light and ihe lon^
hours of work that they could scarcely Hce the
maniisc ript.
Ihe wires were heavy, and were
grounded rre(|Ui-iitly by the wind and rain.

Electric Railway at Rochester, N. Y.
The rli-rlrir raiho.id l»ctwt<--rt Koi:hcslcf. .S. \., and

than

They worked side by
newspaper men through the misery
and discomfort of the first few d.iys, and they
deserve as much credit for the complete and accurate stories of the calamity that were furnisheil
iu i-oini'ortable (piartcrs.

side with the

Ontario llraeh. Ihe prinaipal nuinrner rcvirl <>( ihal wclion,
Ikih at last liccn romplcicd and is now in o|>cralion.
The
plant is one ot the moit inlereilin^ in the loiinlry.
The
line i-xtendn from the northern terminu<i ttl Ihe Lake averiue
route o( the Rochester City and llri)ihlon KaiUay lonpanv
to ( )nlario lleach.
The road (ollow<i the lioulcvard which
is

within sight of the famous (icncscc river, and

is

one o(

to the public in all parts of the country.

The Mood wiped

the

telegraph lines out of
miles through the

e.vistence for .seven or eight

Conemaugh

valley,

and damaged them

gre:itly

the way into Pittsburgh.
(.Communication on
the night of the disaster was restored over a few
wires as far as Sang Hollow, three miles from
Johnstown, but nothing like regular service was
possible until the next day.
Then operators
were got as far as the south end of the railroad
brid.ge, and linemen strung a few wires over
wrecked poles, trees, and houses to the same
place.
Seven wires were got into operation by
Sunday, and seven men were there to operate
them, but it was rarely that over two or three of
the wires could be got to work at the same time.
The hasty manner iu which they had been
strung, and the continuous stormy weather kept
the wires breaking down as fast as a force of
linemen could find the trouble and fix them up.
When the newspaper men from the East began
to arrive on Monday afternoon the wires were
working pretty well, but the operators, who had
been on duty for twenty-four hours, constantly
sending press matter for Pittsburgh
and private messages by the hundred, were completely exhausted.
The chief operator groaned,
and the other operators writhed as they saw the
matter begin to pile up, but they didn't beg off
nor even miss a tick at the prospect of twentyfour hours of solid work that loomed up before
them. The worst that any of them did was to
breathe a few heartfelt prayers for "those plugs
at the other end."
As darkness came on the
trials of the operators were doubled.
There
all

l-U;.

2.

DETROIT MOTOK.

starting- switch or resistance box for the
constant potential motor.
This switch is so arranged that any cessation
of the current will not only open the circuit
at that point, but at the same time cause the
rheostat arm to return to the proper position to

the

the motor again.
arrangement is evident.
start

switch

arm controls both

The advantage
One movement

of this
of the

the armature and field

circuits.

The arc motors are also provided with an
automatic cut-out which protects the machine
The company has
in case of a broken circuit.
recently made a number of successful installaIt
tions of the larger sizes for elevator work.
might also be mentioned that the i-horse power

was no

had at first, except from bits
on end; afterward one or two

light to be

of candles

set

motor used in Frank E. Kirby's electric yacht
which was described in last week's Western
Ei.ECTRiCT.\N as the first boat on the lakes propelled by electric power, was built by the Detroit Motor company.

the finest drives in the country.
line could not have been selected

A more

advantageous

to populari/c electric
already proven by the fact that the
people of Rochester and the newspapers are already clamoring for an e.'ctension of the system throughout the city. The
road is etjuipped with the Thomson- Houston overhead system, and has all the latest devices and improvements. The
power house is located at Ilopjer Hill on the line of the
road.
The plant is capable of furnishing 250 horse power.
Two dynamos are used The steam plant was furnished
by the Woodbury Kngine company of Rochester
The
engines are of the high speed automatic cut-off, self-contained type, illustrating the latest mcKJern practice in engine
work.
The opening of the new road was hailed with
delight by the people of Rochester.
The Ifcrald of that
city said in relation to the trial trips of the first trains:
The country between the Ridge and the lake is undulating.
and there are several heavy grades on the line; but the two
motors experienced no diDiculty in surmounting them with
railroads,

and

this

is

Complimentary Dinner to H. Ward
Leonard.
H. Ward Leonard of the Leonard iV Izard
company, was tendered a complimentary dinner
at the rooms of the Chicago Electric club before
his

departure for

New

\'ork, to

assume the

posi-

manager

of the United Edison
Manufacturing coinpany, to which he had reIn the early part of the
cently been appointed.
tion of general

evening Mr. I.eonard received congratulations
from his friends upon his appointment.
The dinner was served in the dining room of
B. E.
the club apartments on .\dams street.
Sunny presided, and the following-named gentlemen were present: H. Ward Leonard, A.
Vance, John. L. Martin, Geo. Cutter, F. S. Terry,
D. P. Perry, M. A. Knapp, C. H. Wilmerding,
B. E. Sunny, W. A. Kreidler, William Hood,
Chas. V,. Gregory, Ernst Hoefer, Wm. J. Buckley, F. E. Degenhardt, W. H. Fairclough, A.
H. Brown, Miunott Terrell, E. ^L Izard, Louis
Nau, Frank Miller, Fred DeLand.
Letters of regret were read from the following-named gentlemen, whose absence from town
prevented their attendance: Theodore P. Bailey,
George H. Bliss, F. W. Home, Charles A.
Brown, W. T. Andrews, Foree Bain, E. Baggott,
Charles Munson, C. K. Giles.
At the close of the dinner speeches were
made, and all present took occasion to renew
their expressions of esteem for "Mr. Leonard.
La Grange,
plant soon.

Ga

,

will

have an

Edison

incandescent

FIG.

I.

DETROIT MOTOR

miners' lamps, and finally a real lantern and a
naphtha torch were added to the illuminating
All together they gave
properties of the office.
about as much light as two ordinary gas jets.
The copy was written on all sorts of paper with
sorts of lead pencils, by all sorts of men,
all
under all .sorts of unfavorable conditions. It
was a weirdly variegated and distressingly illegiThe operators were so
ble lot of manuscript.

own loads of passengers, and in addition to that, each
drawing a crowded car. There were no cinders, sjnoke,
steam or puffing engines: nor were there any straining,
their

exhausted, perspiring horses. When a train is ready to
start a simple turn of the wrist on the part of the motor
man applies the current to ihe motor, and the cars move
forward.
For a short distance yesterday at least one of
the trains must have run at the rate of twenty miles an
hour.
The superiority of electricity as a motive power for
street railways and for short sutnirban lines over any other
agent was most conclusively demoDStrated.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Electrical

Engineering at Ohio

State

University.

The illustrations presented herewith show the
general appearance and plan of a new building
which is being erected by the Ohio State University in Columbus, Ohio, to be devoted specially to the practical training of students in
electrical engineering.
Instruction in the commercial application of
electricity has been given at the university for
some years in connection with the regular work
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engine room. The floor of this room is asphalt
covered and made very solid to prevent vibration
in the walls and upper floor.
The second floor is div.ded up into a large
lecture room, a photometer room, library and
three measurement rooms.
A great deal of
measuring work, however, is done in the physical
laboratory in the main building away from possible

disturbing

Conducting cables

influences.

connect the two buildings.
Prof. Benj. F.

Thomas,

under whose super-

steam, the clearance being as small- as is consistent with the best steam distribution, and being filled at each stroke by compression to nearly
boiler pressure, thus utilizing the otherwise
wasted momentum of the reciprocating parts,
and by this cushioning relieving the engine of
the usual jar and hammering of high speed engines when passing centers.
The valve rod is
guided in a slide lined with' anti-friction metal,
insuring an
absolutely rectilinear movement
with no tendency to such cramping strains as
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GROUND PLAN
ELECTRICAT. LABORATORY OF

The increasing
of th'i department of physics.
interest and imoortance of such work was this
year recognized by the legislature, and an appropriation was made for the erection of a building and the securing of the necessary machines
and instruments for a full and practical training.
The building will be completed and the machinery in position at the opening of the fall term,
Sept.

1

1,

iSSg.

The

course of study covers four years, and
those completing it receive the degree of
mechanical engineer, their diplomas stating that
they have completed the course in electrical
engineering.
The objects aimed at in the course
are, to afford the student a thorough training in
the theoretical principles and also to give him
skill in the use of instruments, and practice in
the handling of dynamo machinery.
In the
electrical laboratory practical training is given

vision the

Thomson-Houston, Mather, Edison, and Westinghouse companies, motors from the Brush and
Mather companies, and a 50 cell Hrush storage
battery.
There are also provided steam engine
indicators, dynamometers, and various forms of
commercial electrical measuring instruments.
In the physical laboratory, in the main building
near by, are standards, and instruments of tlie
highest i|u;ility, with which work may be done
with any desired precision.
The new Iniilding is of brick 45x75 feet.
Reference to the plan will show that almost the
whole of the first lloor is used as a dynamo and

improvement

made every

effort

to

being effected, has
have the course as

is

thoroughly practical as possible.
In addition to
the above facilities the university is fortunate
enough to enjoy the good-will of the local electric light companies, in whose stations the students will have opportunities to witness and
study the various practical applications of electrical machinery.
The advantages of thus thoroughly combining
the practical with the theoretical as illustrated
by Prof. Thomas, can hardly be over-estimated.

Fitchbu>-g Engines for Electric Lighting.
The accompanying cuts illustrate the Fitchburg automatic high-speed engine for electric
lighting. The machines are particularly adapted
to this work, it is said, as they can be closely
regulated and run at a high rate of speed.
In

FiTcniniRr.

the .setting up, adjustment and running of the
steam engine, and of dynamos and motors of all
classes. For this work, a New York Safety Power
steam engine is |Jrovided, with dynamo machiiies of commercial
size
from the Brush,
in

THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY.

come from

the arc described by a rocker arm,
which are especially injurious where the piston
valve is used.
Other special features of this
machine are the automatic governor and the oiling arrangements. The engines are made by the
Fitchburg Steam Engine company, Fitchburg,
Mass.

Boston West End Street Railroad.
The contract awarded the Thomson-Houston
Electric company to equip the West End Street
railway of Boston with its electrical system, is
said to be the largest contract ever e.xecuted for
the electrical equipment of a surface railway.
The West End company will purchase the poles,
set them, and furnish the current for propelling
the cars.
The Thomson-Houston Electric company will do the enti e electrical construction,
and supply the motor trucks. The West End

steam engines for electric light plants

constructive detail the machine is considered of
superior workmanship.
The main oed or frame
is very stiff and rigid, having ample resistance in
the line of strains, large crosshead bearing surfaces, and large and long shaft bearings.
The
connecting rod bo.xes are hard composition, and
with the hardened steel pins are practically indestructible.
All bearings are made for ready
adjustment, and all parts are made interchangeable.
The piston valve is balanced, and does
not appropriate any of the indicated power.
'I'he valve is so constructed as to be readily
adjustable diametrically to compensate for the
slight wear resulting from the action of gravity,
which otherwise would cause serious waste in
time becau.se of leakage of steam, or would require a periodical replacement of valve.
The
cylinder is designed for ample admission of

company has purchased the extensive plant
known as the Hinckley Locomotive Works,
which

it is

proposed to convert into an immense

8,000 or 10,000 horse power
capacity for supplying current to its vast system.

power

The
and

station of

plant comprises several large brick buildings,
The
is admirably suited for the purpose.

company already owns one

station, which has
been used for supplying the Brighton & Park
Square line, and has been getting current from the

Cambridge Electric Light company for the Cambridge division on which the Thomson-Houston
It is acknowledged by the
to be one of the worst pieces
of track on tl-e entire system, but since the introduction of electricity the operation of the cars
on the Cambridge division has been marked for

system was tested.

West End company

reliability

and freedom

from

all

delays.

y

July

13.
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Blair Oil Filter.
plan of ;iii nil
Hlair, chief uti^iiiccr of
'I'Ik-

company

of Octroit,

is

lillcr,

tlic

sliowii in tlu*

hy

j.

!'.

llluniiiiaLiii;^^

accompany-

The

drippings from the engines and
dynamos are run into the clianiber A llirough
the perforated pan A', which catclies all the
Here the oil and water seplarger impurities.
arate by gravity, and a sight at A" enables the attendant to sec at the glance the position of oil
and water. The oil is allowed to pass through
It
rises through
a valve at A'-' to chamber H.
filtering material and clean water, and passes in
ilere another glass
the chamber marked 1!'.
sight is in position which enables the attendant
The
to keep the water at the retpiired height.
oil runs into the llnal
iHtering chamber (', and
ing cut.

uf clccnic "uiicrj^y"
;inil usually master of (;tTcclive statement,
backL-d by "the
ilistinj^iiisluil Atm.'riian jiidi^e (.'oxc," who says, "A swontlary liitttcry is one wliiih ^^Ivcs no electricity of itself,
Imt is active only when rcnilered so by a current from an
irulcpcntlent source."
have seen an exhibition of a soI
called stota^e battery of that kind, hui it was a fraud;
the dynamo current was inertly passed to the lamps
statement is
ihroujih the secondary alfair.
'I'ht' judj^e's
then,
submit, niisleadinj^ and undmnded.
What then
is the storage battery?
Well, in the lirst j)la<:e, elcctncity
is
n<jt stored.
There is something like stora^;e in the
I.eydcn jar and condenser but when one comes to make
an exact stalenienl considerable explanation is necessary
and nioililicalion or withdrawal follows. This is particu
larly true in the iij^hl of " The Motlern View of l'',lectric
ity
and of \iews of my own published some years u^ir,
that eleclticily Is n concomitant of matter, and inseparable
(rum it
It is in the wire, in the water and in
the earth,
and is not put into tliem or taken out of them.
Mach and
every form of matter, whelhtr in the earth, in the atmi>s
\V.

lU'sij^iu-d

I'^tJisoii
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limcircH of the electrolyte in contact with the ptMc* mii«l
be equal to ihc Hpccific rcHiHtancc of the electrolyte Uivitlcd
by the ftpc-cilic rc<ii<ttance of pure copjwr.
This given an area of electrolyte In cfinUcl with theplalcH not much greater than the a'ca of the «ulphiiri<j
acid solution in contact with the platcK in an ordinal
secondary batlrry, and a pair of lamlnaif<l plaic*i of < at
bon and k-.id or older matcriak of hi(jh elccltomolivt
forte ecjiiil in dimensions to lh**i»c In a wrcondary battery,
should make a constant battery, but little Inferior to th
ordinary ho ciilleil storage battery.
iMVlii t'i.uL'itNKV.
Mkmi'iiis. Tknn.
:

Kansas City Edison

Station.

description of the Kansas Ttiy I'.dis'rn station,
which appeared in the last numl^er of the Wksikkn Ki.H.
rKHiAN, it should have been Mated that the complelc
steam plant w.'iH installed hy the fond Kngincciin;; company of St. I.ouis. The company put in IJarU-oi-k .V Wil.
cr»x Imilers. I.owe heaters and lion[>cK piiritiern TlicUjilcrK
arc set with the Jarvi.s furnace.
The conslruiiion is *uch
that almost every scclion of pipe can Iw cut off or any ad
dition may be made without interfering with the ojurralion
r>f
the steam plant,
.Since the station was started the
i'ond company has ailded to the plant a toiler ard thrcr
In

the

\ Sims engines

150 horse power Armini^ton

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York
Nkw

S (irk,

July

made havoc with

VValter

and accidents are occurring from the

who caught

Linnell

I*'.

the United States Illuminating

way, received a

terrible

Last

off.

hold of a wire cf

company which had

131 Eighth

over the door of

ground unable

season haH

of the rematnin}( overheat!

which have rotted or burned

falling of wires

off

Notes.

protracted rainy

the insulation

electric light wires

Tuesday

— The

0.

rotted

and fallen in bis
shock and was thrown lo the
street

grasp, while the llesh of the

to release his

hand was burned to the bone. His father
who was walking with him, in his efforts loextiica'c his
palm of

his

son received several severe shocks and was twice thrown
lie was unable to release the unfortunate
to the ground.
youth from his perilous position and Mr. (jibbs, proprietor
unsuccessful in his efforts to

who has

thoughtful Italian
the

severed the wire at the

another part

In

the

release

a fru't stand

by look in

ncai

and procured a hatchet and wiih one blow

uatitm

si

fallen was as
young man
A

which the wire had

of the restaurant from

same time

of the

city

receiving a heavy shotk.

workmen

three

received

knock-down shocks and a magnificent Newfoundland dog
was killed from coming in contact with a dangling electric
been cut and had fallen across an

wire that had

In this connection
ial list

it

would be well

to

turn lo the cfhc-

the causes of death by violence in

of

city last year, prepared

New

\'ork

I'resident Wilson, of the Itoard

by

of Health, for the Board of Electrical

deaths were due to

electric

company

light wire of the I'nited States Illuminating

Only

Control.

shocks out of

electric

five

1,253 deaths

reported, while eighteen persons were suffocated by illum-

inating gas.

It

is

of fatal accidents

ih.n electric light

well

to guard

against

the possibility

and no one recognizes this fact more
men, but there is more sensi in ?dvO'

eating the abolishment of illuminating gas than electrici'y.

as

is

shown by

official figures.

ished because of
lU.AIR

thence to the bottom of the tank from which it
can be pumped, when desired, by the small hand
pump 1'".
An indexed gauge indicates the
amount of filtered oil in the tank. Faucets are
placed at the bottom of compartments A and B,
so that water not needed may be drawn off. The
circular hand holes H and H' enable the attendant to clean the compartments. The tank will
contain the contents of an ordinary oil barrel.

Primary and Secondary Batteries.
Editor Western Elel-irician:
Several years before Plante, Schonbein used a galvanic
battery formed of a pair of p'ates, one of platinum and
one of hyperoxide of lead
The hypero.xide was formed
on a platinum plate by a battery current. (Smithsonian
Report, 1S55.)
It was an exceptionally good battery as
long as the hyperoxide lasted, but was expensive.
At the time of the first Atlantic Cable Whitehouse deviseti a powerful low resistance battery composed of a pair
of laminated plates of platinum and zinc in a solution of
sulphuric acid.
During the war I designed a portable telegraph apparatus for the Confederate service
In this apparatus a pair of laminiled p'ates of copper and zinc in
sand mixed with coarsely powdered sal ammoniac, was
used for a local battery and worked a sounder thirty consecutive days with only the addition of a little water.
Having in mind these facts I have for some time been
studying the so-called storage battery-, and have long
since concluded that it was within the range of probabilities to construct a primary- batter)' that could successfully
compete with a storage battery and l>e quite as econom
ical.

the boundless space surrounding it, has its
own special share. Copper and silver contain more electricity than any other form of matter, and it manifists itself only when put in motion by some special agency.
A
ci pper wire one millimeter square, about No. 20, and one
centimeter in length contains a quantity which if kept in

sphere or in

motion for one second wid give a current
without any serious loss by heat.

Now,
pair

.of

cne ampere,

then, the

so-called storage battery consists of a
of laminated plates, one of lead and the other of

peroxide of lead, in a solution of sulphuric acid; and
when these plates are joined by a wire tleclr city is pioduced "by the contact of these dissimilar materials and
current is produced by the chemical reaction ''
This describes I think the action in the secondary battery, and it
is Jenkins' description of the action in the galvanic battery.
So the storage battery is as Mr Preece says, "a
"
battery pure and simple
Whenever then a method of preparing the peroxide
plate, without the aid of a battery or other source, is in
vented, a primary follows that will give satisfaction.
This
Who will say it is impossible? I
is all that is required.
believe that a good primary battery arranged according to
the experiences and principles staled above can be made
today that will compare favorably with the secondary
battery.
In designing such a battery it is necessary to
bear in mind that electricity is not a thing that is created
or produced or transferred, but that it resides in and is a
concomitant of matter, that the quantity contained by
each kind of matter is indicated by its specitic resistance,
that the resistance of the material is a measure of the
quantity of electricity contained therein, and consequently
that a measure of the quantity is a measure of the resistance.
No-.v taking the wire mentioned, one millimeter square
as our standard or unit, the superficial area in square mil-

If

electricity

dangerous character

it

is

will

to be abol-

be

order to be consisten: to abolish gas and

neces-

and
go back to the tallow candle.
The gas commission has received the followiog bids for
public lighting, action upon which will be taken ne.^i
week: United Stales company 2S2 lamps at 25 cents a
Hrush comnight, 176 at 29 cents and 334 at 35 cents.
pany 371 iimps at 35 cents and seventy lamps in the
East River company— 3S7
subway districts at 45 cents
limps at 35 certs and 2t lamps in the subway d stricts at
Mount Morris company 373 Ump. at 20
44 cents
sary in

(_'

its

oil

—

—

—

cents, 139 at 21 cents, 72 at 22 cents, 94 at 23 cents. 32 at

Harlem company — 49 lamps
subwa)sat44 cents. 19 in Mount
50 cents and 2 on the Harltm bridge at 60

24 cents, and 22 at 25 cents.
at 35 cents. 16 in the

Mori is Park at

Noith New York company— 26 lamps at 40 cents
and 3 on the Harlem bridge at 60 cents.
Mayor Grant is hard at work on plans for securin;^ rapid
He favors the ickeme of tstablishing an tieclric
tran^-it
cents.

system and for this purpose the formation of a City Railway

company which

shall

purchase the right of »ay straight

through blocks build a road on a solid foundatioo just beneath the surface and erect a superstructure of fireproof

This s)Stem would naturally use electric motors

buildings

as tteam

engines would scarcely be tolerated and would

make good ventilation almost impossible.
The certificate of incorporation was filed at Albany bit
week for the Mohawk Valley Electric company fonned by
William

G.

Scherroertiorn.

Simeon L.

Schermerhorn,
Ge» rge

Phillips,

A.

E. Albe-t Shear,
Slieetor,

E.

Notl

James Van Vorst,

and Francis H. Lcooard,

Jr.,

for the

—

;
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purpose of manufacturing and using electricity for producand storing, conducting,
ing light, heat and power,
transmitting and

same.

selling the

Tlie

stock

capital

is

$200,000, divided into shares of $100 each.
Five laborers in the employ of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road company, were cutting down a telegraph pole at the
Newark avenue crossing of the Pennsylvania railroad in

John
Jersey City last week when
Smith and Martin Johnson, who were driving by in a
The pole swept them off the wagon into the
wagon.
Smith was
street, and then fell on them and rolled off.
terribly cut

striking

over,

it fell

about the head, and received internal injuries

from which he

probably

will

Johnson also received
W. H. T.

die.

internal injuries.

Kansas

amount

As soon

increase

of the

—

street

satisfaction-

The Bedford Electric Power & Lighting company of
Brooklyn has been formed with a capital stock of $50,000,

work of putting

as

the

the

in

Philadelphia has established a Bureau of Public Light-

electric

city limits.

At the meeting of the board of trustees of the St. Louis
Gas Trust Agreement last week the preliminary steps were
taken for abandoning the trust organization and conducting
the business under the Liclede charter
The gentlemen
interested

and

and commercial use

street

The

furnish electric

will

syndicate announced

its

lights

electric light

and Greeley street to the
Quindoro boulevard, and west along the boulevard to the
This proposed line
city Hmits north of Chelsea Park.
will be almost three miles in length and it is announced

companies.

It is

electric

P.

San Francisco,

west along Franklin avenue

the Metropolitan company's Fif^th street

that a transfer to
line at

Minnesota avenue

benefit of

points in

new

this

this

be made, giving people the

will

from the western terminus of the

ride

a

for a

city

The

cent fare.

5

line to

I

A

between

city for

The Hawkeye

a suburban resort

The

city council of

The

Mulvane and the committee.

a

7

-horse

"^^

their negotia-

result of

the withdrawal of the circular, announcing the in-

Plattsmouth, Neb., July

furnish

to

probabilities are that the majority

Of course those

cut in the cold.

left

down town

not be charged

will

not

are at their residences will

It is

on

thoroughfare that the East Side

this

electric street railway will

The

be constructed to the city

arcicles of incorporation of the

A

week.

be rtceived

company were

limits.

filed last

preliminary survey of the route has already been

be running in

six

The road

months.

operated by electricity, and

wilt

virtually be a continuation

now about completed.

of the Armourdale line,

wish of the company to see the Armourdale
ful

was the

It

line in success-

operation before going very far with the construction of

any new road, but there seems to be no possible doubt of
The new line \v'\\\ be two miles in length, and
its success.
have a double track

whole length.

its

Chief Hill of Kansas City,

changes
service

in

and

the

Kan

and

villages

&

Electric

Herman

The Westinghouse Electric company through its agent,
Chas. D. Shain of Cincinnati, reports a contract for
furnishing for Walker & Sons' new hotel at Kingsville,
Ontario, 670 incandescent lights.
A sale of 250 lights to
F. Muhlhauser & Co., of Cleveland, is also reported.

The San Jose, Cal., Light & Power company, capital
stock $t, 000,000. has been organized by Chas. Otter, H.
H. Kooser, E W. Clayton, C. A. Hagan, H. J. Edwards,
C. T Ryland, Amasa Eaton, to operate gas works, electric
light and power plants, and electric street railways.

A

Cincinnati paper says the Ohio Edison Electric Incompany has sued the Edison Electric Light company for $[2, 000 alleged to be due as royalties for the use
of the Edison patents.
An attachment was issued garnishing funds in possession of the First Cincinnati Edison
Electric Illuminating company of Cincinnati.
stallation

The Hyde Park Thomson-Houston company was chartered last week
The capital stock was $100,000, and the
incorporators were B. E. Sunny, Monroe L. Willard and
Arthur A. Bliss. The company was organized to supply
electric lights in the former village of Hyde Park, which is
now a part of Chicago.
large station will be established
and both arc and incandescent lights will be furnished.

for

treasurer,

was

the plant

The

H. Ballou.

erection

A

con-

Owing

to the location

Plattsmouth

the

the Taylor Manufacturing

also closed with

of

Street

this

industry, the directors of

Railway

with electric motors,

for

Motor company

including the

cars,

laying of an

addi-

two and one-half miles of track and the running of

tional

G.

four cars.

the electric
Ark

Portia,

An

light.

have an electric light plant this year.

will

,

electric light plant will

The Gate
an

for

plant and substituted the electric car system

its

horse

the

equipped

be established at Hope, Ark.

company

City Oil

of Atlanta, Ga.,

installing

is

electric light plant.

Work

is

progressing rapidly upon

light plant at Sedalia,

the

city's

electric

Mo.

The Ottawa, Kan., Waterworks company
the circuits of

its electric light

is

increasing

plant.

Electric Light and Power company of
Ala., will increase its capital stock to

The Merchants'
Birmingham,
$25,000

ing order within ninety days from date of contract.
The
of
6 candle power, and twenty of
32 candle power, for five years, at a cost of $1,380 per

city takes eighty lights

1

year.

A dispatch dated July 3d from Columbus, O., says: A
crowd of young men standing near the electric light pole at
the corner of Champion avenue and Main street to-night
were discussing the probable strength of the wire by which
the arm extending over the street is lowered to permit the
lamp to be fixed
Henry Forbis, in order to demonstrate
that the electric current was not strong enough to shock a
person, grasped the wire and was thrown violently to the
ground. Wm. Fraas, a butcher, whose home is on Champion avenue, went to Forbis' assistance, and coming in
contact with the wire, was thrown to the ground and instantly killedForbis' hands and feet were badly burned,
but he will recover.

and to that end closed

a contract with the Sprague Electric
putting in

company

Taylorville, III., will soon be lighted by electricity.
At
the meeting of the city council last week contracts were
made and signed with C. C. Travis of Chicago, to put in
the Thomson-Houston incandescent system, to be in work-

S J- Rosamond of Kansas City, electrician for the Doggett Dry Goods company while in Chicago last week,
stated that the new building to be occupied by the company is now well under way.
It will occupy space 5S feet
on Main

street, 260 feet on Eleventh street and 100 feet on
Baltimore avenue.
It will be six stories high on Baltimore
avenue and four stories on Main street. The power will b
furnished by one 14 x 36 Corliss engine, and boilers, four
in number, 60 x 16 feet.
There will be four elevators
three passenger and one freight, also one sidewalk elevator.
The electrical equipment: will consist of two 30 light Brush
arc machines and one 250 light Brush incandescent dynamo. All the wiring and equipment will be put in under the
direct supervision of Mr. Rosamond.

Among the recent contracts closed by the Western Eleccompany of Chicago are the following: Juige \^^
Gresham's residence, Galveston, Tex., wiring for joo intric

candescent lamps; City of Easton, Pa., 45 light arc plant;
Hearns, Rogers & Co., Denver, Colo, 250 light incandescent plant; Climax Electric company, Iowa City, la.. 35
light arc plant, high tension; Central Railroad company of
New Jersey, Port Johnson. N. J., 30 light arc plant; Illiicoo
nois Eastern Hospital for the Insane, Kankakee, III
light incandescent plant; Cincinnati Hospital, Cincinnati,
qoo light incandescent plant; Minneapolis Syndicate,
Minneapolis, Minn, 35 light arc, high tension; Marble
City Electric Light company, Rutland, Vt., 50 light arc
plant, high tension; McCormick Apartment Building, Chicago, 2,700 incandescent light plant; New Hotel, Hot
Springs, Ark 50 arc lights, high tension, and 1,500 light
incandescent plant.
,

make

intends to

improving the

department,

fire

estal^lishing a

,

site

O.

president;

Opperman,

L.

The

The

for in this city.

company for the steam machinery for the plant, including one
100 horse power and one 70 horse power engine and two
90 horse power boilers and pumps.

ist,

will

to other concerns.

Patterson,

E.

secretary.

business will be at

of

manufacture incandescent

necessary buildings has been begun.

was

tract

The Metropolitan company's franchise for a street railway between Armourdale and Argentinestipulates that the
and that it
no doubt be

— The Opperman Electric

power

donated to the company by O.
of the

made, and an agreement for the purchase of the Independence avenue mule car line from the Metropolitan S'reet
Railway company has been signed.

construction of the road should begin July

to

M

J.

Ballou, vice-president;

their line
will

is

electric

following are the oflicers:

offices

receive the benefit of resi-

dence prices on their telephones.
Proposals for grading St. John avenue
this week.

business

whose

rates for telephones at their homes, but those

6.

Most of the stock was subscribed

and W. L. Brown,

The

object

its

ment was made that the action was taken with the approval
The company agrees to establish
of the Commercial club.
a rate of $60 per year on all residence telephones in the
A, R. Meyer reviewed the course of the committee
city.

offices

G. C.

has been organized, with a capital stock

'^he company's place

Plattsmouth, and

H

have

work be started

W.

Lamp manufactory

crease in rates in residence telephones, in which the state-

of the doctors will be

the

that

for

Plattsmouth, Neb.

a 300 in

in

lamps, and

who

Petaluma has granted a franchise
provision

cities

considering the

is

within ninety days.

of $50,000.

which has passed

in the controversy.

sewerage and pave-

The Alameda Improvement company

between President

is

interest

subject of purchasing an incandescent plant for the city.

power motor.
At a meeting of the Commercial club last week the telephone committee submitted its final report, together with

tions

exciting great

lights,

in

A

company is putting
Thomson-Houston plant and

the correspondence

is

being increased.

is

E.Kcelsior Springs

candescent

$1,500,000 for electric

electric light, with the

Reed Springs,

plant at

near Liberty, Mo.,

The

and Honolulu

this city

Cal.

— The subject of laying a cable

ments

property owners along the route, and $125,000 in bonds

have been placed.

25.

among the business men, who heartily indorse the scheme.
The city fathers of Oakland contemplate bonding the

projectors of

secured large subscriptions from

enterprise have

San Francisco, June

stations

Light company has
C. Eggers and Benjamin R.
Woodworthof Fresno, J. A. Stroud and J. E. Whitson of
Selma, and M. G. Elmore of San Francisco, are stockholders and the capital stock is $50,000.

for

and thus avert any war

lights at a greatly reduced figure,

Selma, Cal., Gas

been incorporated.

intention of estab-

proposed to furnish both arc and incandescent

from the

The

light

state.

with their gas

connection

in

operate electric

to

throughout the

have acquired the Heisler

organization

this

in

electric light patents

Edgerton place, thence

to

125

ing, a department of the Board of Public Works, which
will have control of all electric wires strung within the

approved.

the

I

avenue north on Third

of

bonds have been
system will be
The system has been given a trial on about a mile
begun
of the road in the southern part of the city, and has given
were

sold

lishing ihe largest electric light plant in the country.

Kansas City, July 6. Work has been commenced
upon the construction of the West side electric railway in
Kansas City, Kan. The line will extend from Minnesota

1889

13,

Power will be supplied by two Buckeye engines
horse power each.

Both the propositions to raise the capital

People's route.

stock and to issue bonds for the

business.

Mo.

City,

July

radical

Mammoth
company,

electrical

complete telephone system.

Judge Miller has denied the application of the Consolicompany of KansasCity, Kan., for an

dated lOleclric Light

Electric Light
recently incoporaed, will establish

Springs,

Ark.,

Motor

and
its

electric

light plant immediately.

The Omaha, Ntb
electricity.

National bank will te lighted by
Current will be furnished from 220 cells of

Pumpelly storage

.

batteries.

O

,

,

order to temporarily enjoin the Metropolitan Street Railway

company from

erecting electrical appliances for the

dale electric line.

The

plaintiff

of the Merropolitan system

Armour-

claimed that the operation

would

in'erfere with its rights,

and would in a measure destroy the elficiency of the serjudge Miller held that the electric light company
vice
did not have an exclusive right to

the

had no right to interfere with public

St.
St. Loris, July 6.
People's Railway
last

street,

and that

travel.

it

!'.

— A meeting of thu stockholders of the
at the

company's

office

week, to consider the question of increasing the capital

stock of the roaJ from ^yyo.cyx) to $i,ooo,(:kjo, and issuing

bonds

for the

amount

of the increase.

electric

lighting

company's

series

The

raise sufficient capital to complete tb^ electric

object was to

system on

tht;

company has taken a contract for
at Omaha, using the Thomson-Houston
coil dynamo.
Electric

E. S. Trussell has secured a contract to light the streets
of Pomeroy, Ohio, with 25 electric arc lights for a period of
five years from October i, iBSq.

The lirush Electric company, which was recently awarded
the contract for lighting Griftin, Ga., is erecting a plant for
)
3 arc and 500 incandescent lights.

A company

Louis, Mo.

company was held

The Nebraska

has been organized at Jamaica, West Indies,
"The

with $10,000 capital to introduce electric lighting.
Thomson- 1 louston system will be introduced.

Ayer of the Jenney Electric company of IndianInd
reports the sale to the Central Electric
Light iV Power company of Sedalia, Mo., of a 175 arc light
and Tioo incandescent plant. The building for the latter
company now in process of construction will occupy a space
40x82 feet on Broadway along the M. K. & P. R, R. track.
Jas. A.

apolis,

,

The 1 homson-IIouston Electric company reports the
following recent installations; Toledo, O., 50 arc, i,oco
incandesent; Auburn, N V., 100 arc; Augusta. Ga
150 arc; Salem,
650 alternating; Providence, R. I
Mass 1.300 incandescent; Decatur. Ind., 30 arc; South
Framingham, Mass., 30 arc; Pawtuckel, R. I.. 25 arc;
Putnam, Conn., 400 incandescent; Winooski, Vt.. 50
arc; New Berlin, N. Y., 650 incandescent; and the following isolated plants; A. E. Burkhardt, Cincinnati, O.,
400 incandescent; G. H. Ross, Cincinnati, O., 100 in
candescent; G. E. Keith, Campello, Mass., 50 incandescent; Paul Cornell, Chicago, III., 350 incandescent;
Milwaukee. Wis., City waterworks, 125 incandescent;
Kansas State Sugar company, Attica. Kan., 100 incandescent; The A/issonri Kcpiihlic, St- Louis, Mo., 300 incandescent; Columbus, O., Electric Light
& Power
company, 50 arc; Fresno, Cal., Gas company, 50 arc;
,

,

,

W. A. Hunter, Electric company. Belle Plaine,
arc and 600 incandescent.

Iowa, i^

July
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Ity

L-I<;iii

ill

electric street r.iilrn.ui rninp.iny

(.llesborouyh, Ky.; capital

stmk

Met iavdck

'I'lie

A:

Tenn

at NnslivilU-,

Miij-

is nrj;.ini/iiit; at

!fe;(j,(K)f).

Tlie Stamlarti Conl compiiny of Ncwcoinli,
intrtidiicc an eleclrlc plan! soon to upLTatc
inachinery.

on

house

\\\i

street cars.

its

An

(ia., will iiitrrKliiir

'ri-iin..
ils

will

niinin^j

Mt. \'ernon Street Kailway company
lias

,

substitutci electricity for horses

all its lilies.

Tlie Multnomah Street Railway
Ore., has been ^ranteil the right
power lo electricity or cable.

rumpany
lo

of

chanjji-

I'orllanil,

from horse

The Klcctric Traction iv ManiifacUiriii}^ <ompanyof New
Orleans has been incorporatcil with a capital stock of
!|ii, 000,000
lo establish and operate street railroads, electrical machinery, etc.
The people of Napa, Cal protested against giving up
an the city trustees were forced to refer the
matter to a committee.
The electric light eompany will
without doubt secure the contract.
,

electric light

1

A
Tex., correspondent writes: .V cnnipany manufacturing electric motors and appliances in Cincinnati, <»
is negotiating, it is reported, for a site to move its entire
plant, valued at $150,000, to Dallas.
I.>allas,

,

The equipment of the Armourdalc line of the Metro
politan Street Railway system at Kansas City is nearly
completed by the Thomson biusion Klectric company, and
will be in operation there by
is probable that cars
it
I

July

istli.

In use on the Thomson-Houston Electric Kailway, at
Wichita, Kan., is a 40 horse power generator that has at
times operated si.s heavy cars, all running at a schedule
speed, which on certain parts of the road is llfteen miles an
hour.

packages at
It is stated thai a road for carrying small
the rate of two miles per minute is to be built between
New York and Philadelphia. The plan to be followed is
that of Henry K. Allen's which was illustrated in the
\Vi:sri:RN Ki.K( RU IAN June ist.
I

Motor Railway, Kansas City, will be
immediately changeil from a steam motor road to an tlectric road ei| nipped with the Thomson- Houston system.
The owners of the railway anticipate a saving in operating

The Vine

Street

expenses of fully 70 per cent, as the present cost of operating their steam motors is about ^20. per day.
Street Railway company is making aran extensive electric strict railway system.
The Thomson-Houston company has been awarded the
In anticipation of rapid
contract for equipping the ro.ad.
growth of the city the power house will be equipped with
of
operating
double
the number of cars
machines capable

The

Peoria,

rangements

III..

for

of the present system.

The Bank

Street

Railway company of Cleveland

Waklemar Otis
Hubbard Cooke treasurer and
week.

was

elected presiFrederick tlreen
dent,
A board of directors was also elected and new
secretary.
stock already subscribed.
capital was added to the
Another meeting will shortly be held when ilie policy of
Up to date nothing
the company will be fully discussed.
positive has been decided upon, and it is not delinitely
known whether the overhead, the storage battery or cable
system will be employed. Work of laying the track will
be commenced soon.

organized

last

w.is

Whipple, general manager of the Universal
which is to be held in St. Louis,
commencing in September, has just returned from the east
where he completed arrangements for a fine exhibition of
A track over 700 feet
electric street railway appliances.
long will be laid in the exhibition building, under the diThomson-Houston
company,
rection of the
and on it will
be run all kinds of cars. Including the overhead, conduit

Fred

II.

Electrical exhibition,

In addition a large number of Chiand storage systems.
cago tiLuis have already applied for space, notably the
Western Electric company and Excelsior Electric com-

pany,
It
is

who

will

make

tine exhibiiions with their

is also
understood
intending to exhibit.

tliat

the

Westinghouse

apparatus.

company

The Washington, D. C Evening-

Stiu recently had its
boilers, engines, shafting, belting, and even the engineroom hopelessly wrecked and it was feared it would be unable to procure power and therefore would of necessity be
obliged to suspend public ition pending the repairs.
As
the presses were intact, however, it was suggested that
electric motors be utilized.
This was done, and as soon as
the machines could be set up and connected to the electric
light mains the presses were ready to toss off their thousands of copies as if nothing had happened. The C. & C.
company of New York, whose motors were used, have received a suitable acknowledgment from the publishers of the
paper for the energy displayed in relieving them in their
difticulty, and also for the excellent service rendered bv
the motors.

The new electric railway at Nashville. Tenn., equipped
with the Thomson Houston system, is ()'y miles in length,
half of which is laid with Johnson rail, the other half, with
the exception of about a quarter of a mile, of 20 lb. steel T
rail.
There are thirteen curves on the line, and several
grades, the steepest of which is 5!^^per cent
In the overhead construction the cross suspension method has been
used throughout. The cars are six in number, and are
each equipped with two 10 horse power motors.
They
make on an average 475 miles per day. The power house
is a large brick building, 175x70 feet, and contains two
steel boilers built at the Phwnix Iron Works.
The power

\s

built

tri

allow

a

suHicient

addition In brin^

l)ie

cufbon button when tnore than one battery

cell wax uicd.
and talked over 7Hi(

total horse power lo 1,000.
There are two Deck and
Church UK) horse power engine*, with pumijs and station

Mc wan able lo uhc thirty-nevcn celU,
miles of wire.

liltinjjs for Hno liorsc power.
'The electrical equipment
rjf
two 80 horse power generators, switch-board
and necessary electrical appliances for operating the same.
The stables and power house are lighted from the dynamos.
'The company has decided lo equip all its lines with dec

A diHpalch from Hwton viys: |ud({c Colt of Ihc United
SlatcH Circuit Court here (gave a dcclhion lo-day adverwr to
the American Hell 'IVIephonc company relative to the character of Ihc leHlimony that could be Jntr'Njurrd in the palrnt
suits.
The government (ded a motion for theapiKjJnlmrnt
of an examiner to take tcHlimony generally covering ihc
vw>c. whi c Prof. Alexander (<ralKini Hell, one of llie
dcfcndunlii, alv) bled a molion for i he appolntmrnl of an
examiner to lake lesltniony U(Min ih'- insuc raiser] by hi% pica
liled in the case.
The couil denied Ihc dcfendaiiiH rnolioii
and granted that of ihc government, appointing Cf,rnmi«sinner lleniy I., Ilallell as examiner
In panning on the
case Ihc court sayn: "The defcndanl'N motion 'teeki in
effect to rcslrict the testimony by order of Ihc court to the
single issue of fraud which is rained by Ihc plea.
It in cer
lainly umisual upon a motion made in the ordinary way for
the appointment of an examiner lo ask the court liy an interlocutory order to admit in aflvancc the s*:oi»c of Ihc testimony to be taken. It would Hcem probable that no appeal would lie from such an order.
The fart that thi« '\s
an Important and in some respects an exceptional ca*c
should not prevent Ihc court from following ihe UMia) and
ordin.'iry course of equity prat li<i:,"

lonsisls

tiiriiy

as soon as practicable.

The riyrnfiuih i\ Kingsltin Street railw;»y. recently
equipped by the 'Thom'-on Housioa Electric company, is
.('ji miles in leiiglh, .iiul probably has more grades, in \iutporllini to its length, llian any other street railway in the
United .States.
There is one place where the grarle Is <j
per cent, for 200 (cet, increasing lo 10 per cent, the next
•jfH) feet
'There are seven grades In all, rcspcc Ively, |o,
>. ''7. ii -I. ' 2, S-S and f 2 per cent.
The turn-outs on
this ro.'id are so arranged that, while one car with low is
.'iscending ;i 10 per cent, grade, another is on a 5.M, throwing a heavy load on the gener;ilor whiili. however, has been
able to respond instantly to whatever demands have been
made upon it. 'The motor cars experience no dlfliculiy in
ascending these grades with heavy loads of passengers, and
so far the entire operation of the road has been perfectly
satisfactory.

'The Stillwater. Minn., electric railway which was opened
recently is the Tirsi street railway operated in that place.
The line is 5 '.( miles long, and at present is equipped with
six \(} feet cars of the Sprague electric railway system.
Owing to the grades it has been impossible, heretofore, to
operate a street car line as animal power was inade<|uatc.
Hn the South Hill branch of tlie line, running between
Stillwater and South .Stillwater, immediately on leaving the
.Stillwater terminus, the line suddenly ascends 250 feet
within three-fourths of a mile, one part rising 2to feet in
At the South Stillwater end the descent is more
2,400 feet.
gradual.
The steep grades are mounted without any apparent diminiuion of speed, although each molrir car lo«s
a trailer.
The people patronize the line liberally, an'l are
proud of the handsomely (inished cars with which it has
been equipped. The power plant consists of two 60 horse
power generators and a 125 horse power Meyer lixed cut off
engine.
I>r W. I.. Allen, president of the new road, is
also president of the Davenport electric road, which also
employs the Sprague system.

'The new rapid transit line from Crescent Heach to Winthrop Junction, Revere, Mass., e(iulpped withthe ThomsonHouston system, has just been put in operation. Owing to
the nature of the soil the road bed has been mainly placed
on piling, and there is one stretch of bridge-work of 2.400
The entire length of the line is about two miles of
feet.
double track.
It has been constructed in a thorough man
ner, is heavy enough to sustain ordinary st^am traffic, and
is of standard gauge, and laid with 5f)-pound steel 'T rail.
'The company has constructed a motor and car house at
Crescent Beach, not far from the station of the North
Shore Electric company, which will furnish the electiic
power to operate the road. The equipment of the road
consists of fourteen open cirs, six of which are motor
cars, the design being to run two or thret cars in a train
with motors.
The trucks are supported upon the four 32inch wheels by steel axles of 3V2 inches diameter.
There
are two motors for each car, each of which, widi gearing,
weighs 3*2 tons, or seven tons to the car. They are each
of 1 5 horse power capacity.
The cars were built by the
Newburyport Car Works, and are made in the best possible

manner.

Among the cities which are rapidly coming to the front
as leading in rapid transit facilities by the application of
electricity, ihere is none, perhaps, where the advantages
of electric power for street cars are more thoroughlv
recognized than in the city of Cleveland, < >.
Though it
about nine months since the tirst electric cars
is only
were put into operation upon the streets of that city,
Cleveland people have become enthusiastic over this
method of transit, and the number of electric cars In oper;:tion is rapiilly extending
East week a new extension to
the East Cleveland Electric RailA-ay was opened in Cleveland on Prospect street and Euclid avenue, and the first
car ran over tlie line.
It is the intention of the East
Cleveland compan\ to operate sixty motor cars on this line
with two and a half minutes headway and all horses
will
be removed from the line as soon as the motor
with the
Sprague motors which
cars are equipped
have been ordered.
It is said
that the experiment
will
be mae'e of
nmning these cars at the rate of
about eleven miles an hour through the city, and it is not
thought that the city council will object to this, since it is
a welt-known fact that electric cars operated at this speed
are much safer to the general public than horse cars run
at only six miles an hour, since the electric cars can be
stopped very mueh more quickly than cars propelled by
animal power. It is an interesting fact in connection with
this road to note the popularity of the electric cars with
the passengers and property owners along the line.
In
Cleveland at a public meeting recently, which was presided
over by some of the most prominent citizens, resolutions
were passed commenting on the successful operation of
the Sprague tlettric road, and the East i-'leveland company was requested to extend the motor line in several
directions,
in order
transit facilities.
to improve the
These resolutions were adopted unanimously by the large
number of citizens who were present. The equipment of
the East Cleveland company includes, beside a number of
the old typ>e of Sprague motors, a number of cars equipped
with the new style of motors, and the additions to the
equipment will be all of the latter type.

THE TELEPHONE.
During a discussion at a recent meeting of the Electrical
Society of San Francisco, Cal., W. W, Harum stated that
when he was chief telephone director in Peru he discovered a means for preventing the burning out of the

THE TELEGRAPH.
An

Ottawa, Can., dispatch says the minister of customs
has ordered that facilities l>e given lo land new cables in
Dover Hay, Nova Scotia, for conncclion with the New
York land lines. The cables include extensions of the
two Western Union cables in 1881. between England and
Canada, terminating a*. Canso. The new dire<
l*'rench
cable has been landed at Fox Island, five miles from Canso.
t

A

dispatch from Washington says;
Hy a special order
issue<l from army headquarters Ihe American Morse code
will hereafter be used by ihc army for all purpo^t^of
signaling, whether visual or acoustic, and Ihe use of the
English Morse or Continental code will be di^conlin^ed.
'This action was taken upon the recommendation of the
chief signal ofliccr with a
view lo Ihe simpliricalion
of signal instructions
and to the ready employment
and utilization in lime of war of skilled civilian telegraphers for military purjwses.
Fewer errors are sup
posed to result from the use of the English system, but it
is slower than the American system ard
its continuance
would Involve the employment of «^pecially trained experts,
who could not be procured in sufficient numbers in an

emergency.
It

has been reporiel that, as soon asihe contract between
Union Telegraph company and the Hell Tele-

the Western

phone company expires, the latter company will eiiiablish
a telegraph system in connection wiih ihe telephone
A
gentleman who has interests in both companies is quoted
as follows on the subject:
"If such a thing were lo happen, it would be kept quiet for it nould be a battle of
giants, and not until ihe time for ihe tight would it become public property. Both companies have their own
peculiar line of business
The H.ll Telephone company
could not use its present wires to telegraph on account of
'I'hey now have wires from Boston to
the telephones
New \'ork. from New S'ork to I*niladelphia. and a proposed line from Philadelphia to I'allimore and WashingAs it now stands the Wesiern I'nion has contracts
ton.
with every large raiIroa<l in the llnitcd .Slates, and without
this no telegraph company would be able to exist.
The
business would not be sufficient to piy expenses
Now we
a e able to have an operator at every station on a railroad
at which there Is an instrument; but we make a contract
with the railroad company to pay them or the operator, a
percentage for handling our business.
If we had to pay an
operator full salary we coulJkeep very few stations opened."

Miscellaneous Notes.
The Central
up

Joseph,
electrical apparatus.
at St.

company of Chicago last week fitted
Henton Harbor and the Hotel WhitMich with annunciators and other

Electric

I'lank's tavern at

comb

,

'The Central Electric company of Chicago, has issued a
neat pamphlet containing a brief but instructive article on
".\rc electric light," by C. C. Ilaskins.
The subject is
treated in an interesting manner, and is so concise that
the busiest of men can find time to peruse it.

'rhereisagoodprospect.it is said, of the California
Electrical Society becoming a branch of the Mechanics'
Institute
Since its organization the society appears to
have been prosperous, and many interesting papers have
been read and discussed by its members. With an excellent field like the coast, where such a lively interest is
manifested in electrical development, the society should
live and flourish.

The widespread interest in everything pertaining to
commented on by the Boston Pi/or in speaking

electricity is

of the popular articles in the Cosruof.'/itan and S.rr-nrr's.
'It is not too much lo say
In this connection it says:
that the discoveries and inventions of the past dozen years
in that field have opened a new world to humanity.
Had
periodical literature rtourished 4C0 years ago we can
imagine the wonder and delight with v^-hich their readers
would have followed the travels of Columbus and his com
rades. just as. perhaps, in some future century the world
may read the first account of the bold explorer who bring* 'f the
it into communication with
a neighboring planet.
millions who use the telegraph and the telephone, the
electric light and railroad, very few indeed umlcrsiand
the first princ'ples of their operation, and nolx>dy underare
stands the nature of the mysterious power itself.
entering upon the age of electricity without any definite
knowledge of its controlling agency. The articles in two
magazines are interesting, as showing in what way and to
what extent science has succeeded in harnessing the light-

We
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What will be the next discovery in this apparer.tly
ning.
Perhaps the future
inexhaustible field nobody can guess
philosopher will note with pity, as a milestone on the road
of discovery, that in the year of grace 1S89 men began to
kill their fellows by the new agency."

Personal Paragraphs.
Charles A.

special agent for the

Rolfe,

July

The
by the use of heavier material in their manufacture.
addition of more boxes of the same system does away with
the necessity of employing two superintendents, a result
that would inevitably follow the introduction of a rival
system in connection with the present one."
The Pond Engineering company of St Louis, lately sold
American Water Works and Guarantee company a
Hoppes feed water heater and duplex
pump for North Platte, Neb and another heater and
pump, same size, for Wahoo, Neb. They report the filling
to the

Gamewell Fire

125-horse power

13, i^

The

last claim is given:
"4.
In an electrical type writer, the combination
of a pivoted type-lever having a curved slot near its
pivot, and a similar key lever for actuating the former,
with a link pivoted to the key lever, and carrying a
pin engaging the said slot, and stops for the levers,
whereby in the normal position of the latler the pin
will be in the middle of the slot, so that the movement of the key-lever precedes that of the type-lever "

,

Alarm Telegraph company, was

in

Chicago

last

week.

F. B. Trout, general manager of the Woodward Electrical company, of Detroit, has resigned to go into another
business

C C. Warren, formerly Chicago manager of the United
States Electric Lighting company, returned from his trip to
the Pacific coast last week.
S. A. Barton, general manager of the Thomson-Houston
Electric company of Boston, Mass., has returned to Chica
go after a protracted business trip in the East.

Omaha, Neb., has been obliged to reNebraska Electric company owing to failing

H. A. Kinney
tire

from the

He

health.

is

of

now

throughout the West

and

in Colorado,

many

friends
hope that he will be speedily restored^
his

to health.

W. M.

Yenawine,

local

manager

of the Missouri

i;

Kan-

sas Telephone company at St. Joseph, has been appointed asHe will be
sistant superintendent of the parent company.

W.

C. Stewart of the People's Railway Electric Power company of St. Joseph, who is a practical electhorough
business man.
His success is
and
a
trician,
anticipated by all who have had occasion to meet him.
Mr. Yenawine has been one of the most successful telephone managers in the country, and his promotion shows
that his efforts were not unappreciated.

succeeded by

Business Mention.
The Michigan Phonograph company

pleasantly loWith rapidly increasing business and
cated at Detroit.
bright prospects, the members of the company have reason
to feel

is

happy.

The Southern Electrical company of St. Louis report a
very large demand for Okonite wire in the Southwest. They
are shipping large quantities to Texas, and the demand is
constantly increasing.

The

Belding Motor company of Chicago has
just issued a handsome catalogue containing a number of
Illinois

cuts illustrative of its factory and
Belding motor in practical work.

the application

of

the

The Porter Construction company of St. Louis have
taken the contract for wiring Whitacre & Sons' packing
house at Wichita, Kan, This is one of the largest instalOkonite wire will be used throughout.
lations in the city.

The California Electrical Works has issued a handsomely
illustrated catalogue descriptive of the numerous electrical
There is also much
devices which this company handles.
general information which will prove
and constructors.

The

valuable

to

dealers

made

for this line.

with success wherever

it

The company

introduces

is

meeting

Julien company's batteries on the Madison avenue
line in New York are working successfully, and thirty new
cars are to be put on.
The first of the thirty was put on a
week or so ago, and seven more aie just about finished.
The electric cars on this line are successful and popular.

The Jones
Longworth

Bros. Electric

E.

street

Jones

company

& Bro

to a large

,

of Cincinnati, suc-

have removed from 55

and commodious factory on

near the Market place.
They report a large
business, and with increased facilities will be in a position to

Court

street

accommodate

their rapidly increasing trade.

B. Edson has removed his office and factory to
He reports the follow87 Liberty street. New York.
ing sales of recording gauges; Six to North Chicago Rolling Mills; six to the Chicago Screw company; one to Fort
Wayne Jenney Electric company; one to the Daft Electric
Light company; one to the Superior Electric Light com
J.

pany.

The Ansoiia Brass and Copper company has issued
a neat pamphlet containing valuable information regarding Tobin bionze, of which it is sole manufacturer.
In
addition to statistics demonstrating the superior quality of
this article, the pamphlet contains testimonials from eminent authorities and practical manufacturers and contractors.

The Nebraska

Electric company reports a large sale of
I'umpelly storage batteries for which it is agent.
A. H.
Zenner writes:
are sending batteries, the Pumpelly,
of course, into Nebraska, Iowa, Missouri, Dakota, Montana, Kansas, Indiana, Illinois, Wyoming 'I'er., Colorado,
Minnesota.
are receiving in(|uiries from nianj- other
points relative to the same, and we believe these results are

"We

Wc

produced from our advertisement

Electrical Patents.
Issued Jidy
406,041.

Insulator for

i88g.

-2.,

Electric

James C.

Wires.

Gill,

Covington, Ky.

The

molding or casting a part of

invention consists in
the wire into the glass insulator.

Electric Signaling
406,057.
Cleveland, O.

James

Device.

C. O'Neil,

Manufacture of Incandescent Electric Lamps,
Thomas A Edison, Llewellyn Park, N. J.

406,130.

The

object of the invention

is

to

so construct an

incandescent electric lamp that the "electrical carrying" or transporting of carbon particles from the filament to the glass will be greatly diminished or entirely prevented.
This electrical carrying results in
the blackening of the globe, and the shortening of the
life of the filament.
This is accomplished by coating
the inner surface of the globe with a conducting masemi-liquid
terial, viz. a thin transparent, adhesive
conducting film.
If the inner surface of the globe
is a conductor, it will be of an electrical potential about
the same as that of the filament, and consequently
there will be little or no tendency for the carbon part-

from the filament to the glass.
Claims 2 and 4 follow:
"2.
The combination with an incandescent electric
lamp globe and the filament inclosed thereby, of a
transparent adhesive conducting film on the interior
icles to pass

of said globe.
"4.
The method

of producing a coating on the
an incandescent electric lamp globe, consisting in placing an adhesive semi liquid substance
within said globe, and moving a magnetic body into
and out of said substance by external magnetic at"
tract on
Electric Battery.
Charles A. Hussey, New
406,168.
Yo k. N. Y.
interior of

Electric

406,169

Battery.

Charles

A.

Hussey,

New

York N. Y.
Electric
Registering Apparatus
406,172.
John A.
Lanneit, Cleveland, Ohio.
The invention relates to improvements in electric
registering apparatus, and the object is to provide a
.

report and have
the central station the exact time at
which they visit the several sub-stations or posts upon
their beats, as well as a time detector or register for
other purposes in which a record of time and place,
or either alone, is desirable.

recorded

at

its line.

The

cessors to C.

111.

medium through which watchmen may

Carbon Manufacturing company of St,
Louis, Mo., is making a specialty of its " Black Diamond"
Long life, uniform size and superior quality are
points.
Fidelity

the claims

of several large orders for Sheffield grate bars in the southwest, one in particular being to the Brinkley Oil company
in Arkansas, and they are also resetting four boilers with
the Jarvis Furnace for the Quincy Paper company, Quincy,

in

your paper."

The

police telegraph system of Rochester, N. \'., has
been extended by the addition of 30
lamewell stations,
'i'he bid of llie (lamewcll company was higher tlian its
(

competitors, and the action of the pulice board is thus explained: "That company already has its system in opera^
tion here, and it has given general satisfaction, except in
one or two particulars.
It has been found that the booths
were made of too light material. The commissioners sug
gcstcd that a device for sending in a w:igon call from the
exterior of the booth would he most desirable. This device
has been provirled and the booths have been strengthened

Galvanic
406,223.
hojvcn, Pa.

Device

406,231.

Battery.

John

E.

Lee,

Consho-

Automatically

Manipulating

Pumps.

Edmund

the
B.

The invention lies in the combination with the
mercury reservoirs of a high-vacuum pump, a valve
and tubes for admitting variable pi"essure upon the
mercury within the reservoirs, electro magnets for
actuating the valve and electric circuits having terminals located within the mercury reservoirs, so that the
circuits will be opened and closed by the mercury in
the pump, of circuit-breakers located outside of the
pump and adapted to automatically open and close
the circuits immediately prior to their being opened or
closed by the mercury of the pump.
Insulating
Plate for
Secondary
406.267.
Batteries.
Stanley C.
Currie, Philadelphia. Pa.
The invention relates to insulators adapted more
especially to secondary or storage battery plates
possessing a large proportion of active material.
The
invention consists of a perforated, corrugated insulating plate or diaphragm constructed and arranged so
that there can be afforded a free circulation for the
current and liquid through the perforations, as well as
a free circulation of the liquid and gases in, through,
or along the several grooves or recesses of the corru
gated structure.

C

406,284.

New

Cut-Out.

Stanley C.

C

Insulated Electric Wire.

Currie, Philadelphia,

Henry W. Johns,

Jr.,

York, N. Y.

The

invention relates to an improvement in the
insulation of wires for electrical conduction; audit
consists in applying to the exterior of the wire a
practically fire-proof coating oi" covering of insulating
material, composed, essentially, of asbestos, preferably
mixed witli vulcanizable substances, compressed upon
or about the wire while in a plastic state, thus producing a seamless (ire and water proof insulating covering for the wire.
The co.ering may, however, be
made, essentially, of asbestos without vulcanizable
substances, in which event the covering may be
waterproofed in any preferred manner.
Electrical Type- Writing Machine.
McLaughlin, Philadelphia, Pa.

4o6,2cji.

lin,

The

Combined Electric Bell and Annunciator. James
406.293.
F. McLaughlin, Philadelphia, Pa.
Electric Trembler Bell.
406.294.
Philadelphia, Pa.

The

James F.

mechanism

James F. McLaughlin,

made

to respond to each of
the alternating electric current impulses, and the bell
thus becomes what is technically known as a "trembler
bell,'' in which, however, the circuit is never broken,
so that the circuit making and breaking contacts
which are used in other trembler bells are dispensed
with.
bell

is

Photographic Light
Overpeck, Hamilton, Ohio.

406,299.

Apparatus.

Electrode for Therapeutic
406,306,
P. Pratt, Chicago, 111.
Electric Coupling

406,331.

H. Baker, Chicago,

The

Lucien

Body- Wear.

and Circuit-Closer.

C.

Harry
William

111.

object of the invention

and simple

electric

is to provide a novel
coupling and circuit closer for elec-

wires of railway cars, so that it can be readily
separated when the cars are uncoupled, and so that in
case any one or more cars of a train become detached,
the engineer will be instantly notified
Claim r. "An electrical coupling and circuit- closer
for electric wires of cars, consisting of two similar
shells, each comprising the core, having the conducting pin passing transversely through it. the projecting
bar secured to one side of the core and having a notch
and the spring- bar secuied to the opposite side of the
core, and having a projection for engaging a notched
bar, said spring-bar serving to lock the coupling-sections together, and also to rest upon and make the
electrical connection with the pin when the sections
are separated."
tric

40^1 337Falls,

Magnetic Separator.
New York, N. Y.
Electrical

406,34:.

Gurdon Conkling, Glens

Fire-Extinguisher,

Thomas R.

Douse, Chatham, County of Kent, England.
406,3,^4

System for Charging and Discharging Storage
William P. Kookogey, Brooklyn, N. Y.
invention relates to means for connecting two

Batteries.

The

charging source
which they are to

sets of storage cells alternately with a

and with the working
supply

for

of
High Vacuum
Nicolaus, Cleveland, Ohio

Valves

406.268.
Pa.

Type-Writing Machine. James F. McLaughPhiladelphia, Pa.
third claim follows:
"In a typewriter having automatic letter and Hoe
spacing mechanisms, the combination of a spring-barrel
for storing power during the letter-spacing operation
and a rack-bar upon the carriage in gear with the
spring-barrel, with a gear-wheel normally engaging
the rack-bar for advancing the carriage step by step, a
sliding bar for shifting the rack- bar out of and into engagement with the gear-wheel, a fixed stop in the path
of the sliding bar for actuating the latter positively in
one direction, and a lever operated by the line-spacing
mechanism for actuating the sliding bar positively in
the other direction."

406.292.

line or circuit

and

electricity;
its object is to supply
battery may be charging while
discharging, and by which they may alternate with each other in these respective positions each
battery while charging being wholly disconnected from
the working line, and while discharging being wholly
disconnected from the charging line.

with

means by which each

the other

is

Claim I. "The combination of a charging circuit, two
storage batteries, a working circuit, two electro-depositing cells, each respectively forming a part of both
the charging and discharging circuits of one of the
storage batteries, and each of such depositing celts
having one of its plates suspended from the arm of a
balance beam so as to move up or down under the
operation of the current through the cell, and a double
alternating switch operated alternately by the movement of the balance arms by which the storage batteries, automatically and alternately with each other,
are connected in circuit alternately with the working
line and with the charging source, the one to charge
while the other is discharging."
Charles T. Mason,
Anti-Magnetic Watch.
Sumter. S. C.
Albion A. ^'^anderpool, Newaik,
406 377. Annunciator.
^06,364.

N.J.

Mark W. Dewey, SyElectrical Type Writer.
racuse, N. Y.
The objects of the invention are to print a message
at a receiving station as fast as keys at the transmitting station are depressed, using independently movable type bars, and also to print the message type
writer style on a letter sheet, and to provide means of
placing the carriage in any position, and turning the
platen with ease and greater speed than on ordinary

406.390.

type writers.

Harvey D.
System of Electric Propulsion.
406.391.
Dibble, Rochford, Dak.
provide
a system of
invention
is
to
The object of the
electrical propulsion for common roads, by means of
which traffic may be carried on without the necessity of
employing a railway track, and to so arrange the steering gear that the wagon will aulomalii'ally run parallel with the line of the conductors.
Telegraph Pole
406,406.
Green, Ky.

Charles

M.

Russell,

Bowling

.

July
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THE BEST GOODS, THE GREATEST VARIETY.
REDUCED

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
(51

BIHHV

A.

CLAUK.

aiul

(C'liliilot'i")

Ilampsbiro Street, Boston, Mass.

(>;{

ITEItHEUT

Gcnenil MiUulciT.
J. B.

YOUNG, President and

II.

on Hi'Cflpt of HI '.SINKS.S cAllli,,

NEW YORK

22 UNION SQUARE,

ElISTIS. Klciulrlclna

B.

Treas.

SOLAR CARBON

INCKKASPID DI8COUNTB

PKICKa.

I'orwiird.'d

ti

K.JAMISON, Vice-President.

.,^

I'liji

CITY.
,^f^,

COMPANY,

MFC.

69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.
:
^^
^CPatented.
Natural
Process
made
from
Gas.
CARBONS
and
Good
, Well Selected
BATTERY CARBONS OF UL SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTY.
J
\^{
Office, No.

Western

Office,

vlON/>

i

75 Randolph

"^**5<i
-^^^

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
BRANCHES:

Chicago,

Boston,

Philadelphia,

-

Omaha,

El'u.lom.n.r-lxie ckud. TTxx.cS.ergz-o'un.d XTaio.

.^L.&rr±ek,\,

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF
OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,

mark:

Telephone and Telegraph,

Electric Light,
l\XA.xiufa.ot-ure<:3L fox-

TRADE

Disruunts on Large Orders.

Sjiccial

Street, Cliicago.

-

|3 Park

-

Minneapolis,

Cincinnati,

Louisville,

MANSON PROTECTING

NEW YORK.

Row,

Kansas

City,

TAPE.

San Francisco.

and

PEOKHAM'S INTERCHANGEABLE ELASTIC MOTOR
WHEEL.
FOB
I>E!>>mKEI> FXPRKI^liil.Y
Apprn\.^rl by all of

RI>K<'TKI<' i'ARH.

l\\c l.c.'idini: Kl'>rtrir

roniiimii--.

Prevents Noise and Crystalization of Motors and Axles
Can

lie

renewfil at any Car .SlaM<-

MllloHl

I

in'_'

Motors from

.\iles.

LIST OF ROADS USING OUR NTERCHANGEABLE ELASTIC WHEEL.
.I>nialca,i; Brooklyn Klec. R R. Brooklyn, NY
West Knd Klectric R. R Ropton, Mli.<^.
Srraoton 8iihurhaD Elertnc R.R. Scraiilon. I'a
Tort Huron Eler. R.R., Tori Huron, .Mich.
Cili/en's Electric R. R., Elkhart, Intl.
N. Fl. Worth Lanil St. Rv. Co Kort Wonh.Tei.
.Vkron Electric R. R Co.. .\kron, Ohio.
Tlie I'ort WorlliCiI\ Co. Fort Worth, Te^.
I

,

,

Rro;i,hvav anil
s,.i.iucl .\vc..

rili

1{.

K.,

liroiiklvn lily R.

New

Ave.

R R

New

I!.,

WilliiiiMsl.iirL'

.

New

York.

Thiril .\ve. K. R., New York.
Hoiiifton, West St.
I'avonia Ferry R. R., N. Y.
Biiahwick R. R.. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Ense.t PaS8eni,'er II. K , Newark. N, .1.
North llinl."on Counly R. R . Ilolioken. N. .1.
Calile Traniwav R. K Co. Cincinnati, Ohio.
Troy anil l.an^i'nL'hurch R. R.. Troy, S. Y.
I'nion Railroad Co., Rrovidence. R'. I.
Walervliet Turnpike
K. R. Co.,.\lban)r,N.V.

A

York.

Brooklvii. M. Y.
Flalliu^h R. R,

.t

lln..,klvn. N. V.
Cliitiualiiia St, Ky. Co., Cliihiiiilma, Jlexico.
boiitli Co\inj;toii A; Cincinnuti U. K. Co.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.
.Jersey City
Beriren R.R., .loryey City, N.-T.
Lowell & l)racnt ^t. Ry. Co., Lowell, Maei*.
Union Depot Rv. Co.,' St Louis, Mo.

&

.

&

.Mbany Ry Co., Allianjr, N. Y.
Cincinnati Street Itailway Co., CiDCiODali. O.

Descriptive Circular and Price List Furnished

THE PECKHAM STREET CAR WHEEL AND AXLE

CO.,

upon application

239 Broadway,

to

New

York.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MANUF'G COMPANY,
-iiAUXJKJ^CXUIiER.S OF-

Automatic Electric Motors
In all Sizes

from One-half H.

P.

Upward.

UUih Ejpciency, Perfect Regulatiotu Superior WorkttKius/iiji, Ease
Manayemeni, SemarhaliJe SitupUcity, Etc., Etc.

Diriff AIYIO

»

SIxSCTRIC

^>

oj

MACHINES

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper EefiDiDg, Etc.

CHICAGO OFFICE:

Central Electric Co., 42 La Salle Street.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., WINDSOR, CQNN.

—
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
OHIO STATE DNIVERSITY.
One or iwo Sec iid Hand HLli Speed
Engines, from 55 to 75 H. P.. in tbor )Ugh
repair.
Address, giving full particulars,

HANSEN & LINEHAN,

A POCKET WRENCH
AND SCREW DRIVER COMBtNED.

TiniisNiitM.Giis Burners or Pipe w it hi lut adjustment.
Made ofBcstPnlisliefiSleel. Sent by mail for2:">cts.

Pocket Wrench

Co., P.

O

Bo.\

t>T:i.

New York

Removes
Fall course of instruction in electrical
engineering, new building and equipment.
Theoretical and practical Instruction in
arc and incandescent lightirg by direct

Entirely

WM.

H.

SCOTT,

mkim

President,

TUBES
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New

M WHISTLES,

Pneumatic, and Meclianical

OSTRANDER &

W.

R.

2

23 and 25 Ann

r,

St.

PROVIDENCE,

I.,

f^^AEJkBAY
Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity

Russell Mast Arms.

of

New York

any Cable

Office «nd Factory

2140 DeEalb

St.,

12

~l1f

Market-

ACKEI4MAN.

Affpnt,

T.WHITE,

R.
,,^^^

in the

18 Cortlaudt Street.

Office,

P. C.

PEARL STREET, Room
BOSTON, MASS.

6,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS

anft

CARBON SPECIALTIES,

OUR

Long

Improveil Patented Material for

Life,

Uniform

'BLJCKDIfiMOMD"

Street

Size,

Railway Roaiefl.

AND
Sample Chairs and Sections of Rail sent oa

POINTS

SUPERIOR QUALITY,

ODTSeiSE

Guaranteed Second

ALL.

to

Application.

Correspondence

THOillAS

Prices on Application,

Solicited.

ASHBUBMER.

Western Agent,

-

Send for Circulars.

KAJiSAS CITY. MO.

-

None.

FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,
Ammeters and Voltmeters

lEONAKD PAHET.

CHARLES

J.

CARPKIIiTII<:B,

Electrical

Experts

and

Electrical

Engineers.

w

&

HABTIHANIV

Galvanometers, Bridges and Rheostats by

and

of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.

KINTNEF,,

PAGST & KINTNER^
Cbemical

R.

Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Light.

a^BOH mmfmuniHG
.^,

THEM

York.

EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

SWITCHES,

Mannfactnrers of

CO.,

New

CHICAGO.

-

BRYANT'!^ SWITCHES,

to

Steam

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Catalogue, out August 1st.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,

2134

in

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS

f,

YxV^

SCALE

Catalogue on application.

STILWELL&BIERGEMFa.GO.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

OHIO.

COLIJItlBITiS,

City.

80 Adams Street^

IWSUI/ATIWG PATIUT,

Impurities.

all

prevents

Boilers.

alternating currents, motor work,
Also courses
storage batteries, etc., etc.
in civil, mechanical and mining engineering, agriculture and pharmacy and general
courses. Expenses low.
For catalogue
and particulars, address

Purifier.

and

CONSULTING ELECTRICIAN,

IKSUI/^TINGI STAPI.ES<

Steam-Feed Water

Stilwell's Patent Live

GEORGE CUTTER,

HII/L-S

1886

July 13

CO.,

the Prominent Makers.

all

CAl.!. AXS> EXAinlKC:.

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

«r cizxa.es

.

924 Chestnut

SCHElSrEOTA.r>Y,

]sr.

Qxieezx ct; Co.
St., Philadelphia.

Y.,

MANTTFACTUKEBS OF

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords ^njd^Gables for Telephone, Telegraph
JAMES

F.

KELLY. Cenerai Sales Agent,

&

Russell
West

to act as agent at Chicago, for
an Eastern Electrical Publication.

Westehn Klectkician.

Street,

New

Co,

H Pacifle Ave..
Electric

-

and £lectrlc
ctilca^o

Exislins
a specialty.
ihornnehly o verhauled.

UNEQUALED FOR
gas lighting,

CO.

OP"

GEO.

H.

BLISS,

IN

Electrical Securities.

PERFORATED BODY.
Thodiihi)f ii

Electrical Inventions.

225

DEARBORN STREET.
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WILL LAST A LIFE TIME.
SIMPLE, CLEAN, DURABLE.
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<-ircti nil's .t

prices.

THE NATIONAL
GALVANIC BATTERY

Court,
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A9«ut Electrical Dfir'nrlniflnt Nnn Huveu Clock Co.,
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I'oitors <»ip.

NO SOAKING REQUIRED.
ALWAYS WORKS iNSTANTLV,

EXPLOITER OF

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple

etc.

PLATINUM CARBON CONNECTION

ELECTRICAL EXPERT

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poles,
Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept In stock. Orders Filled Promptly.

III.

Work

bellsjelephones,

DEALER

Avenue, Ublraug.

-

SBLVflHIC BflnEBI

BOILERS, ETC.
Complete Power Plants Furnished
and Erected.
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-

THE NATIONAL
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STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO.,

•

DAYTON, OHIO.
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FACTORIES: WATERBURY, CONN
SIANUKACTIIItKIIN

BARZS

OF

AND INSUIaATED ITiriRE.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper MaBnet Wire, Flexible 811k, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for Incandescent LIghtlnK. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT
For

Electric

Light,

a

Electric Railways,

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON
J. L.

BARCLAY,

/^I

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

LINE WIRE

K K

ILL.

L.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

/NDir ,CARBON^,Q_
r^ A DR ON CO., MAKERS HIGH -GRADE
<^,„NSj^ecT^^^^^^
o-^

GLOBE

THE MOST DURABLE, SIMPLEST AND BEST
OVERHEAD WIRE SYSTEM.
Beiitley -Knight

Electric

25 « 27 Tenth Ave.,

Railway

NEW YORK

Co.,

CITY.

The ONLY Conduit System.
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THE STORY OF THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
PAMPHLET, 15 PAGES,
A

description without techuicaTitias for Non-ElectricLans mailed to any address free.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC
Western

General

TRADE MARK

42 LA SALLE ST„ CHICAGO,

CO.,
flgentsi

The

Okonite

Co.--fires,

Cables,

Tape

Embraces new and valuable improvements which
operation,

and high

Tra£B.c.
requisite to economical

The

IDOL mil US IBHD COIDCK

ONL!

8

MILES OF COXDUIT IN ONE ROAD AT SAN JOSE, CAL.

Overhead Conductors.
IMPROVED TROLLEY AND TROLLEY SUPPORT
sign.

a,re

efficiency.

Tnbing.

SYSTEM

FISHER RAE ELECTRIC RAILWAY
For Street and Suburban

and

ILL.

Avoids "flashing"

wheel or

at

line of neatest de-

line contact.

IMPROVED NOISELESS GEAR.

The Fisher-Mae Electric Railway System
Contains

new

features that will

Railway Managers looking for

commend

it

to the careful attention of Street

reliable, easily

operated and efficient electrical

apparatus, designed to stand the test of work.

The Msher-Mae System
Can he placed upon
and upon cars

in use,

POINTS OF SUPERIORITY,
A SINGLE MOTOR GEARED TO BOTH AXLES WITH

existing roads without alteration of track or road-bed,
without interruption to traffic of road.

FLEXIBILITY BETWEEN MOTOR AND CAR AXLES,
INSURING CLOSE MESH AND PREVENTING
BREAKING FROM SUDDEN STRAINS.
The use where desirable of a separate motor truck, making a six wheel car, securing greater comfort to passengers ; motor, trucks easily and quickly detachable, enabling change of motors from closed to open cars.
solicited, estimates furnished, and references given

COBRESPONDES'CJE

to important roads

now

in successful operation.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
7th and

Woodbridge

DEIT^R-Oia:^,

Streets,

MIQH.

THE STODDARD PATENT
Combined Rosette and Cut-Out.

The

For Flexible Pendent Electric Lights,
Patented Sept
ISET)

5.tandard

Open

Circuit Batteries of the World.

U

^

^

J

TRADE

GONDA

Tbese €!a^OTlts present a neat and artistic appearance, and while others may cost less, they recjulre more
time to Install. It I3 foundln practice aboutttiree to
one, I, e., while a workman places twenty ordinary
Cut-outs he can place sixty of these, thusmakloi^asavThis would repreluK of twu-thlrilHtue custol lahor.
sent a savlrie uf two dullars per day on each workman
emittoyed at throe dollars per day. This adds ton
cenis to the cost or each of the cheaper Cut-outs for
extra labor alone, while the advantaRo of having nlxty
ilehtH provided Tor In the time hut twenty are ready

MARK.

for uHo, iHorttlniflsof vital Importance.
AHaIn, extra ijaso lilncks or itoaottes are generally
riMjulroil for oihiir Gut-oiila.
A contlniilnn saving In matter of renowala, repairs
and roplacin,! fnHlhlohtrlpH, all Roto make up an bk^eealton of advantaKOs, which has induced some

users tfJ8tatelhnoth«y "prefer the Stoddard Ou^outs
at their price, osaealnst any othorat leas price."

MANUFACTUItEDBV THE
CO., Detroit, Mich.
For Sale by ail Electrical Supply Companies.

MARKLE ENGINEERING

''

Gonda"

Battery,

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,
149 West 18th St., New York.

'

Gonda Porous Cup " Battery

!
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'"^

FRICTION CLUTCH PULLEYS

I

«"

««!!:il?«s

The New ItuUdimj ojllw WICSTICliS KI,K<"ntl((<>..

ACKNOWLEDGED THE BEST FACTORY BUILDING IN THE
OF NEW YORK, IF NOT fN THE UNITED STATES,"
Th

cti>iff>iH'<l Willi t/K'se

l/l'l liH

made

WIND ENGINE COMPANY,

ECLIPSE

B. D.

SI' ICC I A

&// t/ie

-

BRAIDED WIRE. MATHER
THE POPULAR WIRE FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

I

Safe and Reliable.
NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE
I

W.

I

B.

DOWSE,

BELOIT.WIS.

ELECTRIC

ljaMall«'

riiiil

Kan<lolph HtM.

CO.,
*

t

THE BEST SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

CO,

649 « 61

Central St.. Boston, Mail.

CITY

1

Br.ind«iny.

GALLAHER,Secy.
J.W.GODFREY, Gen'l Mgr.
R. E.

Gen'l Supt.

The GOULD PACKING GOMPAIttY^
3«

<;niiibrlcl|tc

Utreet,

EAST CAMBRIDGE. - MASS.,
MANUPACTUHK

THIS

Gould Steam and Water Packing
Tho Original Ring Packing,

Pat. June 1,

1880.

Superior to liny Packlni;^ in the market for Steam, Watpr
orAmmonlii. yclf-LubrrriitlnE, dot-s not corrode the rod.
never Rrowe bard If directUins are followed. Sent on thirty
None tjenolne without
days' trial. SiitlBfactory or no pay.
[hie trade mark and diite of patent stamped on wrapper.

Beware of Infringements and

imitations.

ALBION CHIPMAN, Treasurer.
AH Bimllar Packings

are Imitations andcalcnlated to deceive*

Both Advertiser and Publisher by mentioning the

when

George

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

writing to advertisers.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HANDBOOK.-Bv

F. 8.

LAW

BADT.

70 Uluatratione flexible cloth bindluf:; size of type page, 6x3 Inches. Designed for
Dynamo Tenders and Linemen; Stationary and Marine Engineers. Just the book for men who wish
to learn how to operate and care tor eiectrlc light iostallations. The only book of the kind In the
EDKUeh language. Price, postage prepaid to any address In the United Stales or Canada, $100.

100 paces;

Address ELECTBIOIAIf

All

PUBLISHING

225 Dearborn Street

PATENT AND TRADE MARK CASES.

CO., 6 Lakeside Bldg^ Chicaao.

Roads Lead

P. Barton,
OFFICE,
CHICAGO, ILL,

to St. Louis This

Year

-BECAUSE THE-

UNIVERSAL ELECTRICAL EXHIBITION
WILL BE HELD THERE, SEPTEMBER 4 TO OCTOBER
This exhibition
in their

is

held under the auspices of the ST. LOTJIS

19.

EXPOSITION AND MUSIC HALL ASSOCIATION

MAGNIFICENT PERMANENT EXPOSITION BUILDING (costing

$750,000), and

it

will be

THE GREATEST ELECTRICAL EXHIBITION EVER HELD IN AMERICA.
ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND square feet ol space, and THREE THOUSAND horae-power of energy are offered
FREE to exhibitors, and every facility will be given for the proper display of goods. These goods will be RETURNED
FREE.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
An Electric Railway on which will be run cars of the Overhead, Conduit and Storaga Battery Systems.
Police and Fire Alarm Systems and all kinds of Electric Signalling Apparatus IN OPERATION.
Steam Engines, "Water Wheels, Dynamos, Motors, etc., all running. There will not be a piece of idle machinery

in

the building.

Music from Gilmore's Band (which

is

engaged for the entire six weeks) distributed phonographlcally to

the building.

all

parts of

SHOWN

FOR THE FIRST TIME.
The latest and greatest novelty in Electrical Music
Full displays of "Wires, Cables, Conduits, Belts, Supplies, Lamps, and the thousand and one products of Electric
genius and skUl.

ACRES OF BEAUTIFUL EFFECTS AND CURIOUS MECHANISMS.
The South, "West and Southwest

will turn out

EN MASSE to see this exhibit.

This

field is the greatest

ever put be-

fore the electrical world.

Those who have not already applied for space should write

FRED.

H.

WHIPPLE,

at once to

General Manaeer,

DETROIT, MICH.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Forest City Electric ^HTorlsLS,
Manufacturer,

oi

CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

July

i3> I?

Established in 1861.

E.

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES,

BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

Quick Make and Break Uncon
trolled by the Handle.

IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHC ILICTRIC

CorreBpondence

FIXTURES.

Solicited

Electric

Llgh

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

Companies,

SHADES,
W.

CLEVELAND,

B.

Proprietor,

^0

183

Etc., Etc.,

a

SENECA STREET, CLEVEUND,

Madison Street and Fiftb Avenue,

VALVE-OLEINE:
MASTER

CHICAGO.

MECHANICS, Purchasing Agents, Bngineprs and Practical Builders of
R'flSv
pleased to itnow that a Lubricant
now produced of such
)k-jco8tly steam plants will
tie

is

/V extraordinary high fire test as to make

I

I
I

BRANCH STORB

^iiiy"-f"^M-r.|

it proof against the great heat to TThich it Is
subjected, and is therefore a PERFECT lubricator Where products of iower grade and
fire tests pass oS at once, leaving the parts subject to wear, or greatiy increasing the
consumption of oli.
_
'Valve-Oieine'" is a product in the bighflst state of flitratioa, Is of the greatest viscosity, Isentirely free from ali acids and ab oiutely non-corrosive, and without doubt the finest and most thoroughly reliable Cylinder Lubricant now on the market and wlU naturally lubricate 200 to 300 per cent.
more than products of lower test ^ris not only the toeHt but the most ecoiioniical lubricant.

I

2134 Michigan Avenue,

I
I
[
|

K YEARS.

Manufacture and sale control'ed exclusively by RELIANCE OIL & GREASE CO.. Clevebnd, Ohio.
Samples of one to ten barrels shlpned on reQuest. Correspondence invited. Restnent agents wanted.

SEND FOR

NEW PAMPHLET OP
C. F.

ANNETT.

Prest.

S. F.

PEXTON,

Tlce-Prest. and Treas,

CHAS. SIDTSTET SMITH,

Se<!»f

Electric

Gas Lighting.

The United Electric Go.

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Pressure Gauges.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,
Electric Lighting.

EleGtiica!

Apparatus and Supplies,

Telegraph Instruments.
"Wire and Batteries.

RECORDING

1873-1887.

Hotel and House Annunciators.

SALT LAKE

J^iivis B. Edso//^
NOFXPE^IMENT

CITY.

-

UTAH.

146 Broadway, N. Y.

BERGISIJLITIT

&

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INOAWDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIAICES FOR THE EDISOH ELECTRIC LIGHT,
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

[

B,

JCUllJi.
J^-t-W TTT^-Dxr
tvtx'iit"

j

& CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

J

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

|

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.

July

13,
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l

^

TRANSFORMER
SYSTEM
_„_^
OIP

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING

Our Apparatus

is

of

the

Highest Efficiency— Nlechanlcaiiy and

WE GUARANTEE

GET THE BEST!

ITS OPERATION,

Eiectricaiiy.

AND

GET THE CHEAPEST!

CORRESFONEENCE SOLICITEC

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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WOODWARD
G. H.
S. A.

H. H.

GALE, President.

f

PLUMMER, VICE-PRESIDENT.
HUMPHREY, TREASURER.

\

GEN. R. A. ALGER.
G. H. GALE.

I S.

A.

PLUMMER.
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ELECTRICAL CO

BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
BROWN.
WILLIAMSON.
TROUT.

E. C.

T.

F. B.

C. A.
C. H.

IP

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, SECRETARY.
FRANK B. TROUT, SUPERINTENDENT.

WARREN.

THOMPSON

H.H.HUMPHREY.'.I

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT STORAGE RiTTERT.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

In construction,

has

now been found

to

be

PECULIARLY ADAPTED to many uses

in

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE
which other types of

batteries

and
have

DURABLE,

s:Fz:ci-^i-.i-.Tr .a.:d-^i=tee)
Steadjdng Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,
Propelling Boats,
Burglar Alarms,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station Xiighting,
Street Oars,

and

is,

owfng

to Its design,

failed.

to

Isolated Lighting,
Auxiliary Central Station

Work,

Medical Purposes,
B,unniDg of Small Motors.

SECTION OF BATTERY FIiATE.

BATTJEBY.

^™ Detroit Storage Battery,
C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
BEEN DULY ASSIGNED TO THIS COMPANY,
Is positively the only Secondary Battery which will not Buckle, or which will
withstand uninjured the Highest Bates of Discharge.

MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS GRANTED TO

THE ONLY

STJCCESS^TJXj STO^S-A-O-B S-^TTEIE^-S"
IS

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY

The Woodward

Electrical Co.
FACTORY:

OFFICES:
69 Gr'^wold

St.,

Campau

Building.

DETROIT. MICH.

Corner

13tli

and Howard Streets.

.

July

13, li

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

The Thomson-Houston
Electric Railway System.

Twenty-six Roads in Daily Operation, and Sixteen Now In Process
of Construction Under the Thomson-Houston Patents.
ALL MATERIAL IS J^OW MANUFACTURED AT ISE FACTORY AT LYNN, MA88» THE LARGESl
AND BEST EQUIPPED ELECTRIC FAC TORT IN THE WORLD.
The current is controlled, the car idversed, and the
brakes
applied from either platform
for railway work.
Motors
are placed beneath the car, and do not project
each
motor.
for
brushes
pair
of
Only one
above the floor.
Brushes self-feeding.
Direct gearing is used.
Bearings self-oiling.
The best and neatest overhead system is covered by the
No change of brushes for change of load or change in Thomson-Houston paents.
Contact with overhead conductor is had by means ot
direction of rotation of the armature.
trolley pressing against the wire from below.
The cars run in either direction with equal facility.

The ThomBon-Houston Motors are superior

to all others

MOTORS i ELECTRICAL E QD1PMEMT8 FDRNISHED FOR MINING k OTHER SPECIAL WORK.
For Full Information and Estimates

-A.ddress tlio

Thomson-Houston Electric Company,
620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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/"

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
AITSOITZJL, CONIT.
WESTERN BRANCH:

RANDOLPH STREET, CHICAGO.

171

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN

ELECTRIC LICHT ELECTRIC LICHT

ELECTRICAL

SUPPLIES,

SUPPLIES,

HOUSE GOODS,

I3iTCL-Cri3IiTap.

1.

& B. Moisture-proof "Wire.

22.

Incandescent Switches,

41.

Diamond Carbon

42.

"O.

43.

"Popular" Iron Frame

Bell.
Bell.

Black Weather-proof

23.

Automatic Ground Switches.

3.

TJnderwriters'

"

24.

P. Lightning Arrester.

4.

Magnet

"

25.

Auto. Pole

5.

Office

26.

Electric Light Switch Boards.

44.

"Dust Proof" Iron Box

6.

Cobb Vulcanite

"
"

27.

Construction Tools,

46.

Annunciators.

7.

Kerite

"

28.

Standard Testing

Okonite

"

46.

Burglar Alarms.

8.

29.

A.

9.

Incandescent Conductor Cords.

47.

Burglar Alarm Springs.

48.

Electric Bell Pushes.

49.

Electric

50.

Electric Bell Outfits.

61

Electric Floor Matting.

62.

Sure Call Electric Alarm.

53.

Medical Induction

64.

Learners' Telegraph Sets.

56.

House

2.

and Annunciator

all kinds.

& P. Ammeters &

10.

31.

Ellis Oil Filter.

11,

Electric Liight Poles.

32.

12

Cross Arms.

33.

13

Wood Pins and Brackets.

34.

High Insulation Brackets.

35.

1 5.

Glass and Porcelain Insulators.

36.

Armature Protector.
Low Temperature Fuse Wire.
Ind. Support Arc Lamp Hanger.
White Light Carbons.
McOreary Shades.

1 6.

Fletch°r'B

37

Fowlers'

1 7.

Fletcher's Sleet Proof Pulleys.

18.

Gem Wire

19.

Insulating Tape.

20.

P.

21.

Arc Switches.

See

Cleats.

& B. Electrical Compounds.

Illustrated

Catalogue

NO. 550 B.

Inst.

Dynamo

Speed

In-

dicator.
38,

Weather-proof Rope.

39

Sawyer-Man Incandescent Lamps
Herrings' Wire Joints.

40

Wood Box BeU.

Voltmeters.

Munson's Dynamo Belting.

Arc Lamp Hangers.

U."

Sets.

30.

4.

&

Lightning Arrester.

Copper for Commutator Brushes.

1

Battery.

"

See

Illustrated

Catalogue

NO. 550 B.

Gas Lighting Apparatus.

Coils.

Electricians' Tools.

See Illnstraied Catalope

NO. G47.
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BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY
-02"-

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

BRUSH ARC
ZITCAITDESCEITCE
Apparatus

Electric Lighting
_y

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CHRBONS FOR HRC
V.
/^

CHICAGO

OFFICES:

No. 225 Dearborn

St.,

ALEXANDER KEMPT. Special Agent.

LHJAPS. ETC.

^

\

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS:
THE CALIFORNIA ELECTRIC LIGHT

CO..

SAN FRANCISCO, CA

'
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FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LI6HT COMPANY,
:Fox>t
Manufacturers of

etT-xie, Zxxca.lei,xi.a.

The Most Carefully Workedout and Gomplete Alternating

SYSTEM

iNOUGTiON

SLATTERY

W

tfie

System of Electric Lighting In
Eziistence.

INCflNDESCENT LIGHTING,

AND THE

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

OF

Lamps

ARC LIGHTING.

and

Converters

1S~16 Caudle Power

to the Mechanical

Horsa

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK OFFICE:
I

15

BROADWAY,
Boreel BIdg.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS.

FORT WAYNE,

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

IND.

907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Managrer.

St., First Floor,

BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome

St.

City of Mexico Office,

F.

ADAMS, Successor.

The SPERRY ELECTRIC
CO.
OF
]ynA.l^TJF^OTUIlEIlS

THEE

D. P.

SPERRY IMPROVED SYSTEM

PERRY,

Vinp-Presiflent

and

General Manager.

OIF

ARC LIGHTING,

«

High or Low Tension.

»>

WEDELIEVE:
1.
The new Automatic Sperry
Dynamos and Lamps surpass in

_„^

efficiency those of

That there

3.

WE
1.

GUARANTEE:

omy

The new Sperry apparatus

from repairs for twelve months.
2.

'J'hat

the

in

That our automatic regulano equal; no rheostat,
no wall boxes, no solenoid or dash
3.

series

pot.

Tfith perfect tafety.
3.

4.

That any number of lamps from

one to capacity of dynamo can be cut

That if you will visit our
we can show you the best

factory
1;

arc lighting apparatus in existence.

out of circuit, singly or in
safety, and withff roups, with perfect
in

new Sperry

other.

tion has

new Sperry Improved

Dynamos can be coupled

greater econ-

in operating the

System than any

free

any other make.
is

or

out sparking at the brushes.
4

To absorb power in exact proto number of lights burning.

We

invito

correspondence with

trical engineers, intending buyers,

l,t,iti.ii,

elec-

and

interested people everyivliere.

SPERRV

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC

DYISK7UIO.

CO.,i94,ig6,i98s.ciintonst.,CHICAGO,

ILL

$8 per Annum.

EVERY SATURDAY.

Vol. V.

CHICAGO, JULY

1

O cents per Copy.
No.

20, 1889.

-;.

SCHAEFER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
IncaMesceiit

Lams

M

TlGloltzer-Calmt Electric

100 Canille-Power.

10 to

MANL'PACTUHKIUi

OOnPI.BTB INHTAIiLATION Of INCANDESCENT PIiANTM.
P. 0.

BOX 3068, BOSTON, MASS.

FACTORY AT CAMBRIDGEPORT.

Co.

A.NO DKAI.Klm IN

<JI'

ELECTRICAL.
EVERYTHING
FAUK
ENU VOB
VATA1.0(iil'R,

iCSO

1 11

Estimates Furnished on Application.

BOSTOM, MASS.

Arch Street,

BELTING AND PACKING
NEW YORK
JOHN
CHEEVER,
PARK ROW,

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

Treas., 15

H.

CO.

N. Y.

OtdoBt and LargoBt Mciniifactur(<ra Id Did I'niU'd Stat«fi of

VULCANIZED RUBBER FABRICS
Kor

General Offices,

AVE,,

•

With Smooth Metallic Iluhhnr Hiir(aco for UM on
liyoauvm and liwifl ruoiilhif maclilUMl.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

-

""^ York, 18 Cortlandt St., O. I» Wiley, M'gV.
RRAMPM
DHMnUn nPPirp<tUr r IbCO J^ OUoago, 139 E. Madlwn St.,F. E.DegeiiliaTdt,UVr.

VULCANITE EMERY WHEELS, RUBBER
MATS, MATTING AND STAIR TREADS.
BRANCHES:

.

m

for durable and high
Insulation.
Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

The acknowledged Standard

all

other

Branohflt of Signaling.

B.

VALVE
THETheASHTON
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back

All

Sizes

Subterranean Use*

LeadEncased Wwer

McCLEES, General Manager,

Submarine Use
Concealed Wiring in

16 Dey

Xaoooxxxotlfre

Slt>,Io%-y

'XT'o.l'VT'e,

I'lLe .A-m^jLtoxx Xjo olx. gl.».foty

THE ASHTON VALVES

St.,

all Locations.

NEW YORK.

ualnil boiler exploatom.
whether steamboat, Locomotlvo or 8t«loiiaiy.
f">'™ pert»ct eecnrlty

l^,lrjt^^£il^r^>s:,

QDW la tlie market.
Aatomatic In action. Perfectly Cootrolllog the Presaore of the hoee at whal*
ever speed the eng ne or pump Is working.

Simple

in constrnction,

Ashton Yalye Co. 271 Franllin

St.

Boston,

I

""^?ffJKsr!l'/A&'.y"Vt?'J.',T^i.HK

.

COMPANY,
ANSONIA BRASS & COPPERPATENTED

-T3EHS-

Sola Manufacturer* of

DIIOI

'^T'A.lTT-e,

n-«»,»^<'» '«?"'«'"'»" '>«'->!"'»'»o.tp.rt«*,<

TWPTTi
A WPTV
VP«
JU 1 X VAT
I nXiXli «
O A.r
» £k±t T XiO

THEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES

Aerial Uie,

Bactrlc Light and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,

E.

Boston, PhllaMphIa, Cleoeland, Detroit, Chicaao, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Ulnntapolli, Oinotr.
San Francisco.

Noiseless

^DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.

Railway and

m

i

HACIU.VK UKI.TINH

Standard Underground Cable Co.. Mf'rs.
708 PENN

9f«clinnlral farpoHrn.

mm mm, mim

ELECTRIC LICHT WIRES AND CABLES.

BiEIWm

COWLE8'

and Weather ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

Fire -Proof

CO.

PUSH-BUTTON

B

C

Proof

B

A

'mMiMBMi<MwM////y^
CUT SHOWING STVLtt OF INSULATIOM.

^.—Copper Wire.

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
AND
95 CHAMBERS STREET,

Daniel W. Marmon, President.
Addison H. Noruyke, Vice-President.

NEW

B.

B.— Two

Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation.

aturated with a Stack, Wkathsr-Proof Compoution.
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwritera.
iiic Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

WAREROOMS'
YORK.

Charles D. Jenney,

\

'^ *"'' ^' "^""^ ^*1

"'* '^"^

33 and 135 Wabath

Gr^^aiAmA

Samples funusned upon appBcaooo.

Fa

FACTtWIESi

Ave., Chicago,

I

ANSONIA, CONN.

FiRAiN.AKi) RORISON. Secretary".
Amms K. Hollowell. Treasurer.

Electrician.

JENNEY ELECTRIC COMPANY,
9
Sole

-"i-^ '-r'y

of all the Patents and Inventions of Charles D. Jenney (known as
the Jenney System), and Sole Owners and Manufacturers of his

Owners

IMPROVED DYNAMO,
Lamp and

Electric Motor.
JSNNSY SYSTEM L£AD^.

desirable featnres of Arc and looindepcent UffhUng the
Simple, durable, ecoDomic:il, steady, brilliant and penetratiog.
In these essentials It challenges comparison.
rn

all

Estimates Promptly Furniehed for Erecting Electric Lighting Plants for
Companies or Individuals. Prices Furnished for the Jenney Arc
or Incandiscent Systems, or for both combined.

Cities.

The Jenney IncondeBcent Pvnamoe are Self- Regulating, and permit the turning OQ and '^fl
one or all of the lamps at will- Thta Company gives special attenUoa to fanuatllng Mills,
Shops, Factories, etc., wilh IXDIVIDU.^L PL.\NTS.
Send for Pamphlet Illustrating and Describing the System.
of

OFFICE

AND WORKS:

Corner Kentucky Avenue and Morris Street,

INDIANAPOUS, IND.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

The Thomson-Houston

July 20, 1889

Electpic Bo.
WESTERN OFFICE:

EASTERN OFFICE:

620 ATLANTIC AVE. BOSTON.

148

MICHICAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM
-OF-

Electric ||rC'[ighting

SERIES LAMPS
nrc-Ci
These Lamps have repeatedly

shown

their superiority

under

test.
Fine Medal : Best Arc-Llgbt, Louisville, 1883,
Best System of Arc-Llghtlng,
Ftot Prize
:

Olnclimatl Industrial Exposition, 1883.

This

Company was

griven

the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions Exhibition,
1, 1885, FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

at London, August
ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

1

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
ThCK ^rnamos

are automatic in their regulatioa
durable.

and

will

FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

LIGHTING.

No other Incandescent
maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit.
are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

Our Incandescent systems

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
II sizes ifor the transmission of Power. Plans and estimates for
and Incandescent Llghtlns and Power Plants.

all

kinds of Arc

Lamp

is

so perfect and

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

July 20, i8

CHAS.D.JENNEY&CO. QUEEN

CITY ELECTRIC CO.
-MANi:KA(Ti'iu;iiH

or

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
TWO

FIRST PRIZE COLD MEDALS 1888.
MOST EFFICIENT.

MOST EFFICIENT.

DVNAMO
26 to 500

M OTOR
I-S to

50

LIGHTS'

CAPACITY.

Horse

Power.

KVKK
—AND—

Vitty H. P. CouHtant Potential niofor.

ECONOMICAL.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS

ISOLATED PLANTS and C ENTRAL STA TIONS FULLY ERECTED.

Motors for Running

-OI" TIXE-

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
For both Arc and Incandescent Circuits, from 1-2 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have Self- Oiling Boxes.

READY.

ELEVATORS.

We give
and

FANS, PUMPS AND

GENERAL MACHINERY.

an Absolute Guarantee regarding Materials, \\'orkmanship

Efficiency.

OFFICE,

FACTORY

A^ID

SALEMROOn,

OS»I«ICE:

224

S.

ILLINOIS ST„

-

INDIANAPOLIS, IND, 58&E01oil£IDnil$t.,CINCINHtTI,0.

DM.

T£XS
I-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO

nrSULATIITG COMPANY,
MAirUFACnjRERS OF AIX KINDS OF

INSULATED WIRES AHD CABLES

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

Qnara&teed to Give Satisfactory Services Undsrgroand and Orerhaad,

Adapted

for Uines,

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

Specially

Ohemloal Works. Eto,

Prices and Samples on Application at

Central Stations for Power Distribution.
No. 159

11

FRONT STREET, NEW YORK

BASmSHAW,

F,C,Si, London,

Mn\

CITY.

En^ineor, General Manager.

STATIONARY MOTORS.
FOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We have

supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

Electric Light, Telegraph

and Telephone Comp.inies,

STORAGE BATTERIES.

to United Stales Vessels,

Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other services

wherever a First-class Electrical Installment

is

Miteiials and Workmanship are 6uaianteed

and correspondence
articles.

is

solicited from

Required.
the Very

Our
Best,

Executive Offices:

115 BROADWAY,

companies and architects requiring our

Factory:

JERSEY CITY,

N.

J.

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICXANo

TTHTE IVATTKOIV^llj

July 20, iS

CAR^B OIV CO

Olevela-r^-d., Ol3.io.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS a«p BATTERY MATERIAL.

THE HAWKEYE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING

CO.,

CELEBRATED THONE SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT AUTOMATIC APPARATUS.
Motor

Electric Motors, (Jenerators for leclianical

Automatic

Circuits.

Dynamos

for Liglitiiig Plants.

Oontrctotors for CORRESPONDENCE
Oomp>loto Eileotrio X=*letzi.ts.
SOLICITED.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENBINEERINB CO.

JARVIS

OLIVER STREET,

61

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coal and Coke

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

tc^sa^c^so-.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING &MT'G GO.
KOOIttS, 200 .and 202

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST- liOTJIS.
UNIFORM IN QUALITY, LONG LIFE AND GOOD LIGHT

.>

A Specialty, comprising
2CLIFSE COBLISS EITQINES,
Tubular or Water Tube

IDEAL
Plain

or

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBhiTED

BALL DYNAMOS

PATENT FURNACES
Worth! n^ton Pumps, Injectors and
Fe ed Water Heaters, Hill Friction Clutch
Pulleys, Dodgre Patent Wood Split Pulleys,
Shafting,

WM.

9.

Belting,

Pipe,

Fittings

TaBNHR.

J.

WOODBRIDGES & TURNER,

Electrical Engineers
CODlPIiETE
Steam Plants

EQITIPIIIEIliT

for Electric Light

and Power.

LAMPS

FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

and Valves.

LBSTBR WOODERIDGE.

!il»

This system is mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a steady
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required

and the cost of repairs.
For descriptive circulars or

testimonials, address

and Contractors. CHARLES W. RAYMOND, Western

OF ElyECTRIC B/LIIiWAIi^.

39 Dearborn

Street,

Agt.

Tremont House,

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.

Designs and Estimates Submitted.

V-^ Cortla.zi.d.'t Street, SJefTtr

"^Tox-ls..

CKCIC-^G-O,

-

-

-

The Knapp E lectrical Works.
3M: A.INTTTX'.A.CI'TJZirEIXI.S

Magneto

Bells. Annunciators,

OX*

Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries, Push Buttons, Etc.

3=>z:,a..Xj£:z«.s xio'

ETTSRITTIXING EXmECTRIC/LX<.
.A GrZirCI'S

X'OXl n7XZB

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A

Full Line of their Celebrated Wires,

Buy your Goods

Cables and Tapes

of the

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

-

-

-

CHICAGO.

CLEVELAND, OHIO,
THE STANDARD CARBON COMPANY,
of
IVCa.xi.'u.faot'u.r-ers

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.

:

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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SPRAGUE IMPROVED ELECTRIC MOTOR
FOR STRZSST

RAIIalTITAY IVORK.

We claim the following advantages for our improved Street Railway

Equipment

Flexible Suspension, Noiseless Gearing, All Bearings Dust Proof, Gears, Pinions and all
parts independently removable; Brushes of a New Design and Perfection as regards Ease of
Running; Motors move in either direction -with Equal Facility; Single Movement Control from
Either Platform without the use of Idle Resistance; Magnet Fields Incased and Thoroughly
Protected from any Accidental Damage; Best Mechanical and Electrical Construction and

Workmanship,
FOR FULL INFORMATION, ADDRESS

& MOTOR

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY
1.

A.

A. KI>NI':V.

CO., 16 and 18 Broad St.,

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.,
OMAHA, NEBRASKA

Street,

York.

ELECTRIC HEAT RECULATOR
Saves Coal,

1521 Farnani

New

11. ;'.K>>'KIt.

Saves Doctor's

Bills,

Saves Labor;

uniform tempcTAtore
thniughout the houBC; no heater complele without It; can be
applied to any kind of healing apparatus. Try one, and be conAutiiiiifitW:,

TATestem Agency:

Simple ami

I

>ii

ruble; Insures

BUMPELLT STOBAGJE BATTERIES

vlnce<l.
If not eold In your town wrltf ug for llluntrat«d circular and pricde.

WING'S DISC VENTILATING FANS.

CONSOLIDATED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING

CO.,

Dealers in Wire, Bells, Push liuttons. Motors, Incandescent and
Arc Light Material, Poles, Cross-arms, Electroliers and Combination
I'ixlurcs, Burglar Alarm Matting.
I).

F.

ANNETT,

I'resi.

K.

FESTO.'J, Vlce-Prest. and Treas.

CHAS. SIDKET SMITH. 8eo^

Hotel and House AiiDuuclaturs.
Electric Gbb LtgliMng.

The United

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electric Co.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electiical

Electric Lighting.

GlcVeriy Electrical works
loisChestnut St. Philadelphia

Apparatus and Supplies,

^lECirlCB'

||1i1|f

^UfT

H'A'CleverJY -Manager

MStlfDV

Philadelphia Department**

BAXTER ELECTRIC MFC &H0TOR CO.

Telegraph Tnstrumonls.

SALT LAKE

"Wire and Ratlerlea.

CITY,

UTAH.

-

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
809 to 81 7 S. 7th St., St. Louis, Mo.
Maiufaclarers and Patentees of

ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES TO CONTRACT.
FRANKLIN

S.

CHARLES M. WILKINS.

CARTER.

INCANDESCENT

Sole ProDrlElors of

all

14

ttie

PateDt Needle ADiODCiator.

SOUTH SECOND STREET.

ESTABLISHED 1867.

SYSTEM.
Patented In

IN

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
I

Electric Llglii

WARD WILKINS.

PARTRICK & CARTER,
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS

The Long Distance

E.

TRADiNG AS

PHILADELPHIA, Ju/y 20, 1889.

ClviUzed

Countries,

The

INCANDES-

only

CENT SYSTEM
suited

for

especiaUy

Central

work, combining the SUCCESSFUL ILLUMINATION of
STREET3 with the universal supply of light for all COM-

the

MERCIAL

TO THE JEZECTBICAZ TRADE:

Station

Our new 1889 Catalogue

Is

being printed, and will be

DOMESTIC requirements.
ECONOMICAL SYSTEM in every respect. ready for distribution in a few days. This Catalogue and
Noted for the BRILLIANCY and BEAUTY of the light.
Having the simplest mode of wiring, the greatest production of Price List should be in the hands of every one who conand

The most

C. P. to the

H.

P.,

and a number of other important advant-

ages.

templates purchasing Electrical Goods. The book is fully
and financial success has been demonstrated by
CENTRAL STATIONS which have adopted the
HEISLER SYSTEM within the last three years.
illustrated and priced, and many novelties are listed.
Oar system Is the only PERFECT AUTOMATIC, adjusting
its load correspondingly with the number of lights.
Will be mailed to any address upon application. If in
We furoish lamps from 10 up to 100 C. P. to any desired
distance from the Central Station on a single wire. No. 8
the "trade'' and discount sheets are w^anted, send busiIts practical

numerous

American gauge.

TVe guarantee the lamps not

to blacken

and

to

maintain their

ness card.

brilliancy superior to all other systems.

Over 5,000 of our incandescent lamps of various candle
powers have been placed for illuminating the streets and Iroulevaids, connected

by more than 1,600 miles

ol line

wire circulta

PARTRICK & CARTER.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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SOLE BVJILDBRS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine

P.

ALUS

RELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
of all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.
Is

IT IB XjaraiQTJALED I-QB

MOTION,

ECONOMY OF

IN

CO.,

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

BEQULAItlTY OF

FTJEIj,

AND DUKABILITT

&

TJSE.

CHICAGO BRANCH,

Write for our CatalogneH

41

aM

43 SOUTH JEFFERSON ST.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO. EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC CO.

MOTORS
FOR

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
FOR

Arc

%

Incandescent Circuits

AVODND FOB AKY OCKBBST.

ARC-LIGHT CIRCUITS.

PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

SIMPLE RELIABLE. DTTRABLE.

Highly

.

Efficient

and Economical.

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.
The only

safe socket for aeries lamps,

and the only

socket having insulating material for the outside
parts.

Send

620

F.

for Illustrated Catalogue.

W. HORNE, Manager
WESTERN AND SOUTHERN STATES.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,
I

COMPOUND.
16 Siies, 6 to BOO H. P.

EAST ADAMS STREET,

1

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
YORK,
17 Cortlandt Street,
I
wpstinp-honiu.
BOSTON,
Hathaway BuUdiag,
[ 7>SS5
PITTSBURGH,
WestinghouseBmiaing, f Church, Kerr
" ^°CHICAGO,
156, 158 Lake Street,
J
608 Chestnut St., M. K. Mlickl6, Jr. & Co.
PHILADELPHIA,

CONDENSING OR

NEW

NON-CONDENSING.

Hot yot equaled ly any form

of

Engine

for

HIGH FUEL DUTY AND SIMPLICITY.

STANDARDT^^IfM^
6 Sizes

in

Stock,

AH AniOUATIO EHUIHE OHEAPEE THAH A

Well Built,

Economical.

Reliable.

Over 300

5

to

50

?S

ST. LOUIS,
KANSAS CITY,

302, 304 Washiui'ton Ave. i
- ,,
t;,
,
312 Union AvenSe.
i Fairbaiiks
'-"
1380 Seventeenth Street, (
OMAHA,
1619 Capitol Avenue, F. C. Aver.
PINE BLUFFS, Ark,
Geo. M. Dilley
Sons.
SALT LAKE CITY, 259 S. Main St.
Utah & Montana
BUTTE, MONT.
E. Granite St.
Machinery Co.
f
SAN FRANCISCO, 21 and 23 Fremont St., Parke & Lacy Co.
PORTLAND, OR. 33, 35 N. Front St., Parke & Lacy Mch. Co.
CHARLOTTE, N.C. 36 CoUege St., )„, „
.
Tomntin^sm
D. A. Tomptms
Co.
46

*

DENVER,

3,000 in use in all parts of the Civilized "World.

J U N lOR.

CHICAGO.

-

-

&

I

H. P.

SLIDE 7ALTE.
sold the first year.

I All the above iuilt stnclly to Gauge vith Interchangeable Parts.
Par
Repairs Gamed
Stock. Send for lUnstrated cfatalogues.
I

m

TiieWestinghouseMachineCo.
PITTSBURGH. PA.U.S.A.
W.

D.

SARG ENT,

JNO. A. BARRETT,

Pres.

V. Pres.

ATLANTA. GA.
DALLAS, TEX.

S.

Prior St.

Koe

keating Imp.

CHATTANOOGA, TEN N.

C.

E H. CUTLER, Treas. and Mgr.

and Cons. Elec.

Jay and Plymouth

Sts.,

Co.

FRANK A. PERRET,

THE ELEKTRON MFG.
Cor.

& Mch. Co.

E.James &

Elec.

CO.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

MANUFACTUREKS OF THB

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS and DYNAMOS
Small Sizes a Specialty (1-8 to 2
The

Laminated Field Magnets, Low ArmaSparking under Changes of Load, Excellent Work-

Distinctive Features are

ture Resistance,

No

H. P.)

;

manship.

In

EFFICIENCY, REGULATION, SIMPLICITYand

DURABILITY
Our Fan

our machines show greit superiority.

Outfits are very

handsome and run very

still.

CAREFUL INVESTIGATION INVITED.

^-»,i
'ij on Application.
A
i«i.»_
Furnished
Catalogues
r->

l™...o F..n

M^oK^v^y

higher efflciency

is

the

„.

otwhieb

obtained than

la

poaeiue otherwies.

TUBING ALL STZF'

Pure Sheet
SaTTiple-s and

4ddres? JHE

Tfubber
prices

Etc.

^

11

^

upon application.

B.r.C00DmCH
Co.
AH ON RUBBER WORKS
If

^/^RmRMBMMMMMS

AKRON, OHIO.

Specialties of all kinds to order
S:>

-

Send

for

Gtai-ogue. '^r

—

.

Ill
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His Patents Sustained by the United
Supreme Court.

States

THE EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
to its patrons and the general public that the decision of the
States, filed on the 21st ult.,in the case of the
Refrigerator Company, is in fact a decision

Takes pleasure in announcing

Supreme Court of the United
Bate

SUSTAINING THE EDISON PATENTS
In the many suits brought by the Edison Company, in the lower courts, against infringers of the Edison patents, the
defendants have evaded the Tne^'i^s of the controversy, thus tacitly admitting the /ac^ of infringement, and ha've interposed a plea alleging that our patents have been voided by the expiration of patents previously granted in foreign
countries.

Hence the delay in establishing our rights. In the meantime, other electrical companies have been indiscriminately
copying our devices and methods, not even assuming that they themselves were the original inventors, but simply relying upon the construction of a statute by the lower courts invalidating our fundamental patent. In pursuance of our
expressed determination to secure a decision upon the point of la'w involved, we have had the Bate Refrigerator case
(covering the identical question) argued before the XJ. 8. Supreme Court, with the result announced above, thus

Completely Deprivingthe Defendants of their Main Defense.
We havenow only to prove the fact of infringement in order to secure prompt injunctions against, and daimages from, those who have been so long using with impunity that
ivhich the HIGHEST
now concedes to have been ours, exclusively, from
the beginning. This is simply to establish

AUTHORITY

A QUESTION OF FACT.
Was^

or

Was

Not^ Edison the

Oripal

?

Inventor ?

This question has been decided in his favor a great many times, primarily by the U, S.
Patent Office, which granted to him Patents bearing earliest dates; then by tJie various
courts of Europe, through the crucial examination of which tlie question has many times
passed.

LAW

Thus the QUESTION OF
having now been settled by the Supreme Court of the
United States, and the QUESTION OF FACT by tlie highest experts of the world, this company noiv notifies the Public of its intention to call a halt and demand a reckoning for the
trespass and abuse of its rights in

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
44 Wall Street,

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
By EDWARD H. JOHNSON,
New York.

PresidQnt.

t

.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,

nLON/;.
TRADE

July 20, i8

THIRD

310 N.

SAINT LOUIS, MO.

ST.,

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS AT BOTTOM FIGURES.
Man son and Okonite

Okonite WireB, Cables, and Tubing, Weatherproof Line Wires,

MARKi

IT

I'.A.'K'S

TO

ENCINEERING CO.,
707 and 709 Market

rOND

427 -The

St., St.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.

Louis.

Erected Ready for Service.

Rojkery," Chicago.

31 Waterworks

319 Ramge

Building,

Kansas

SPRCIAIiTIES :-The Aimington & Sims Kneine, Steel Boilers,

Ireson Link Belt, Standard Booking and Sheffield (irates, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Fitter, BlakePnmp, Kortlug Injector, etc.

C'ty.

HEND FOB IiATEST CATALOeUES.

Omaha.

Building,

Tapes

GtUT T?HKI_^HIST._TItTr

Dynamo
Second

machinery.

8.

and. Cylin.d.er Oils.
gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
can be used continually.
Adopted by the largest
Electric Plants of the West.

Free from

to none.

By

reflltering

TAUSSIG, Agent,

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

CHICAGO.

UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS.

DRY BATTERY

DR. GASSNER'S

Experts acknowledge it to be the best open circuit battery in the market, most durable and convenient.
Telephone, Railroad and Fire and Police Signal Companies use them largely.
Bell
hangers say it kills their trade, as they cannot charge for renewals. Physicians love them. Highest testimonials.

For Sale by THE

Write

for Circulars.

WESTERN ELECTRIC

And CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS. San

VITALIS miHIIER, Manager.

I

CO.,

CHICAGO,

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC

II,L.

Franciscn, Ca

CO.,

111
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THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION

MICA

ALL SIZES
AND
QUALITIES

Water

218

Street,

New

For PriTate Lines.
The only Mechanical Telephone which has stood
teetrt

and held out and given eatlsfactory

service for the past eight years

Send

for Illustrated

ELECTRICAL

(JOOllS

Prioes

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

El^n Tdepke and

Mrical

Uuuiii 7, llul.krd lilk.,

I.

and

Catalogue

Kl|;in,

111..

Supply

Co.,

U. S. A.

W.COLBURN &COm
1

74 Main

St..

224

York.

T ELEPHOIME S
the

ELECTRIC

CO.,

FITCHBURG, MASS.

RAILWAY."
By FRED

A new

H.

^"^'™^-'«"^'
Storage Batteries.

ELECTRO-DYNAMIC

For Electrical Piu-poses.

EUGENE MUNSELL &

CO..

T is ;e3=

JUST ISSUED FROM THE PRESi

"THE

A. SCHOVERLINC,
Chambers St., - NE'W YORK.

CO.

Carter St., Philadelphia.

WHIPPLE.

and original book designed to

inform the practical business man -without the use of mystifying technical terms
and formula.
There is information in it of value to
the owner, the officer and the employe of
every street railway or user of power for
any purpose.

Dynamos, Motors,
Voltmeters

Batteries,

and Ammeters,

Switches,

-.A.3NrX3-

Historical Develoiiment of the Modern Method
oE I'roducing Electricity.
How liliectricity Is Mechanically Produced.
Practical Thoughts upon the Lines of Force and
the Production ol: Motion.
Something about Primary and Secondary Bat-

Complete Electric

teries,

\M

How

Electricity la Applied to Street Railways.
The Application of tne Motor to the Car.
Early Attempts at Electric Propulsion with the

Hoads now

and Power

in Operation.

Some

of the so-called "Systems'" of Electric
Street Railways.
Application of Electricity to Elevated and Under-

ground Railways.
Cost of Producing, Transmitting and Applying
Electricity for Streot itallway Purposes.
Some Further Comparisons of flJectric Propulsion wlrh other MethodH,
The Electric Motor for Stationary Power Pur-

STREET CARS EQUIPPED
FOR ELECTRIC PROPULSION.

poeee.

The Importance of Economical Steam Power

to
the Electric Current.
Utilization of Water Powers for Electric
TrunBtiilssion.
The I'urpoae and Care of Good Belts.
SoiiiHof tho PoBslhiUthjB of Electric Street Car
J*ropu!nIon.

Plants.

The

PRICE
i-nii^c

-J
.
I

''^''"'^''"°''' *'••"*•

g^j^^j

.^

Floxible Russia,

Uiie llQiiilreil anil

M fwh

I

nf>i« fi*r

\ vv. and

I

ii4*anf1 «^Hreii

VAvvtrU'. IjI^IkIiiu:. Klectro-I'lutinu;
uiid Ih xperlnieiital |Im<%
Swiifi

for

lariji) IlliiHtriiteii (_'iiljiloKiie,

book of KmuiIv
N(J. :J15

bIho Hand-

RertirHiicH, v^Ht-pockct pdilloii.

WKHTKRN llKANCH

Nl':w

Wiihaub avoquo,

HAVEN

UUJIJK V.i).,
(JUIOAUO, li^L.

$2.00.

The Oldest and Most Experienced Electric Motor Company in the World.

Filly Illustrations,

FRED. H. WHIPPLE,
Detroit,

Mich.

Chicago

Office:

502 Phenix

Building.

Hundyour nunin, hut^lnesu and address, and be
mportod In Whippie'e National Elec-

c'orrnr.rly

trical Directoiy.

Detroit Office:

30 Atwater

St.,

East.
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ELECTRIC CURRENT COUNTER,
•

ELECT RIC

ARON'S

H.

MOTORS.

(United States Patents, Feb. 22, 1887; Feb.

14, 1888.)
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BEEKMAN STREET,

NEW YORK.

-

THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR

The Perkins Electric Lamp
W.

G.

Co.,

HALM,

Jdaclilnc Complete.

Combine the simplest Construction and Highest Efficiency
yet obtained in Dynamo-Electrical Apparatus.

PERFECT ELECTRICAL

Balance

In

ARMATURE

5-4:

5S :E^rar:Ll2lir:L
CHICAGO.

a-rxd.

COILS.

Street,

NO RADIATION OF FIELD MAGNETISM.
STEAi«
any exposed surface of the maebine, all the
of force are concentrated within the machine, and pass through the armature.

There being no magnetism apparent
lines

at

PRESSURE

THE CURTIS

NO SPARKING AT THE COMMUTATOR.

REGULATOR

in general use now about seven years, and has from tH.,.
taken the lead of all others and stands unrivalled to-day for
and durability. It is u>ed wherever the pressure of
steam or any other fluid NEEDS TO BE REDUCED AND CONTROLLED on Steam Heating and Drying, Electric Light Plants.
Marine Engines, Railroad Ca? Heating Ste'am, Pumps. Natural Gas.
Air and Water, in the United Stales, and in the leading countries o'
Europe, and is sold and enaorsed by the trade universaMy.

Has been

first
its

reliability

The

Curtis Regulator Co.,

Beverly Street, Boston, Mass.

GENERAL AGENCIES.

NEW

YORK. \r\0 Liborl^ ;t
PHILADELPHIA 2U3 5 N. F.nr.t j.
MINNEAPOLIS. Qlu S. Third it.

RYn

CMiCAGO. '^ie t..!..- [I.
ST. LOUIS '07 Mirl>l

NEW ORLEANS.

AkptiI.-;.

Un^o-

.1.

675 DECREES

VALVE-OLEINE:
master
MErHAN'H'S, Piirohaslne

.

It.

?l

Ent:iii«-.'rs aiul

ITartiral l:m;'l.-n.

<

V-Jcostly su-ani plants wil! I>f pleHst'd I" l(iiM» ihat a LuNrlcant k now prnrturt-^l >( mio
/J/extraortllii:tty hlRh liro i**tt as tcnnakr> It pr'wtf acainM Uie irrpai hpat to mhleli li is

thprsfore a PEBFE(.TT luhtlcator where protlncuof lower (fail*? »ri<I
BUliJpcefl.and
flrft tests pa.ss off at i nee. leaving the parts subject to wear, or Kreally incre*slnc the
conaunipllun nf oil.
"Valve-Wleinc'' Is a prtMluct In the hiBhi»st sLitenf flltratl'm. Is ••: the ewMfet ri^Cf^Hf. "ntlrely free from all acids and ah olntely nfiii-cormsive. and without il"ubt th« f\n«sX ami mtnt IhwriiKlily rpllablp Cylinder Lubricant iin» on the market ainl will naiurallj iiilTti-ate20n msoopiR tent.
more tlian pniiliictfi ot lownr test ^"Is not nnly the l»ei»t but the ini-^t ^Tonomlrnl lubrlmnl.
Manufacture and sale controf<ed exclusively by RELIANCE OIL & GREASE CO.. Cleveland. Ohio.
Samples or one to ten barrels shipped on request. Corrpsptmdence InTiltM- Rwilrtrnt .iceniswameil

I

Is

[

I

I.'i

R.

Machine with one

and half the

side

These machines,

tn

field coils

all sizes,

and

removed, sbowlog the Inside errangement of armatoie
and coils.

of

any required capacity, arc for general

sale

on

to the Trade, to Contractins; Ene^ineers, to Electric Lisht, Power, and Storas^e Battery Companies^ and to
their merits

Compact Machines.

EDWARDS

CO.,

ELECTRIC AaNTINCIATORS.

Cffice

and Factory:

Brands, 5 ana 7

4th Ave.

Dt'ij

& I44lh

St..

.

EIC.

New

York.

6t.

r.VTfe-NTED

H.BUNNELL lb CO.,
N. Y.

SEW

.

IX C0X8TRICT10X.

The Base and Cover are stimi»*d, and having rlhb*-^!
£vt rj piece la In]i;:ht and compact.
lerchan^aMe. special roacbinery being tiaed in Ita maaaedc>s are etroog,

facture.
'Ihe Armatnre.

Hammfr and Ita Rod and Adja^tln;;
Snrlnp" are combired 9> thittheT catiaot work Inoe^.
Adjaetln;: Screw (f* h^ld firraJv ny eprinR nut, and always rttnairs asset- Thebaee an'd metal parts are Ntcki 1
Plated. The Cover is made to epriog on and ((Vjoire* no
fastenine. Tbeh&mmerrod pasefs tbrongb tbe aide of
bastf. thereby filling opening, making It Iinst and Insect

The

LIBERTY STREET,

$c

,

Manufacturing :- Electricians.
PATENT ELECTRIC BELLS,
AUTOMATIC BURGLAR ALARBIS,
DOOR OPENERS,

E9fTlB£l<^

106-108

I

THE Ln\GEN BELL.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET.

J.

I

A. Lt suen

THCRMOSJtrS. G'S LIGHTING iPPtRATUS. CTC

the public, without restrictions or royalties as to territory or patents.

Low Prices.

Edwards.

I

Proof.
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motor
& c." electhzc
NEW YORK.
GREENWICH

"C.

'20,

co.,

STREET,

402-4

EFFICIENT
ELECTRIC

AUTOMATICALLY

MOTORS.

REGULATED.

Manufactured for Arc and Incandescent Circuits.

NEW ENGLAND

OFFICE: 33

Oliver Street, Boston.

WESTERN OFFICE:

Phenix Building, Chicago.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE: 301 Arch St.
SOUTHERN OFFICE: 25 Carondelet

JOHN STEPHENSON

Street,

New

Orleans.

CO.,

i_iis^iTE:rD,

NEINT irORK.

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

.^

r

<#

^^

THE ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT

INDORSKD

For Passenger Trains,

BT—
Freight Trains,
Steamboats, and
Burglar Alarms. FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELERS.
.

Tbomas

Eliha Thomson,

A. Ellison,

N. S. Possons,

Edwin

J.

Hoaston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

No more

accidents from breaking in two of trains.
In use on the
other leading roads being

MICHIGAN CENTRAL and ROCK ISLAND, and
rapi.lly

(:i|Mi|,|)i:d.

PARRISH BROS.

&

PECK ELECTRICAL CO,

CHICAGO OFFICE, Rooms 324 & 325

Phoen'x Building.

Send

for

Pamphlet "ARE YOD POSTED?" to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH
177-179 Broadway, !I.Y.

CO.,
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PITTSBURGH, PA.
DISTRIBUTION
187

BY ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

Central Station Plants, with an aggregate Capacity of 328^000
Lannps sold to July 1, 1889.

16 Candle Power

THE UNITED STATES

ELECTRIC LIGHTING

CO.,

(Leased and Operated by the Westinghouse Electric Co.)

SALES DEPARTMENT: 120 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK.

COMPLETE ISOLATED PLANTS, ARC OR INCANDESCENT,
Unsurpassed

for Design,

Constmction and Efficiency,

SAWYER-MAN ELECTRIC

CO.,

(Leased and Operated by the Westinghouse Electric Co.)

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS AND SUPPLIES
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
CORRESPONDENCE WITH DEALERS

INVITED.
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WESTERN ELECTRIC
Send

for

Catalogues of the following lines in which
leading Manufacturers and Dealers:

ANNUNCIATORS,
Batteries

we

CO.

are the

BELLS AND PUSHES,

and Battery Supplies,

PATTERSON CABLES,

Elgetric Light Apparatus,
TELEGRAPH INSTRUMENTS AND LINE SUPPLIES,
TESTIIG SETS,

BUILDERS^ AHD REPAIRERS' TOOLS,

AND OTHER MISCELLANEOUS APPARATUS.

We

are sole Western Agents for the sale of

A. G. DAY'S
Which,

KERITE INSULATED WIRE,

after years of experience,

we

consider the best wire
for the purposes for which it is intended.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO, JULY

Vol. V.
H.
TIk-

Ward Leonard.

:i|)pi)iiitim'iU

Leonard

Izard

\:

of

II,

corn|)aiiy.

manager

position of jjcncral

the
United Kdi-

C'liicafjo,

of tlie

The pedals are le
the rear wheels.
so that the rider cannot work even if he
should so desire.
The ma hine with motor and
a.\le

l.eoiiard of the

W'lird

lo

son Mannfarturing company of New V'ork, was
noted in the Wksikun Im.kc rKiciAN of jidyfith.
The appointment is highly coiiiplimeiitary to
Mr. Leonard, especially in view of the fact that
he IS now only 27 years of age. The appointment goes to show the opportunities for young
men in the electrical workl, Mr. Leonard was
graduated from the liostoii School of Technology in iSS;, and entered at once the Kdi.son
shops.
In iS,S5 he was appointed superintendent of the Western Ivlison Light company,
he
In 1887
with headipiarters in IMiicago.
formed a copartnership with E. M. Izard, under
Recently
the firm style of Leonard iV' Izard.

No. 3

20, 1889.

of

moved

weighs ,525 pounds. The storage b.itteries
are charged for a nine hours' run.

cells,

Hyde Park

Electric Lights.

I'he trustees of the village of

Hyde

Park,

III.,

found themselves in an unpleasant position when
it
was voted to become a part of the city of
Chicago.
Up to that time little attention
had l)een given to the (|uestion of street
illumination. The village authorities had neglected to provide the people with a suitable system
They had contented themof public lighting.
and had candles been
selves with gas and oil
available it is cpiite probable they would have

—

the firm was succeeded by the Leonard &
Izard company, of which Mr. Leonard
was president. Mr. Leonard, it is understood, will retain the presidency of the

compan)-, and W.

S.

the

Mr.

busine.ss.

Andrews

will

Leonard

to

stateil

well

fill

in

the last issue of this paper.
the accom-

panying portrait was reproduced was
taken on the day on which Mr. Leonard
left for New York,

S. A.

A
S.

in

Honor

of

Barton.

complimentary dinner was tendered

A.

Barton,

president

of

the

Chi-

cago Electric club, on his return from the
The
east, on the evening of July loth.
table set in the dining

room

of

the

was handsomely decorated with

the streets of Fort

Wayne on an

The machine was

built

electric tricycle.

and is so conCurstructed that it will stand rough usage.
rent is supplied by 13 cells of storage battery
which are placed in a bo.x located under the
saddle.
A compact little motor gears on the
to order,

Plant.

Cross Board at the Chicago Arc

flowers.

M. M. M. Slattery's Electric Tricycle.
M. M M. Slattery, of the Fort Wayne Jenney
Electric Light company, now glides through

bids, as the

mates.

club

Besides the guest of the evening, the
following gentlemen were present: B. K.
Sunny, W. L Buckley, I'heo. P. Bailey,
Fred. lie Land, George .\. Mayo, E. D.
.yjtSvWt
Floyd, T. M, Smith, Cen. A. K. Stiles,
Fred. Oegenhardt, W. A. Kreidler, F. S.
Terry, wT 1, Clark, A. C. Durborow, Jr.:
Frank Butterworth and C. H. Cone of KanH. Reynolds of Council
sas
City, and C.
Bluflfs, la.
.Letters of regret were read from
John L. Martin, .\. H. Brown, C. K. Giles, E.
Baggot, M. A. Knapp and D. P. Perry, .\fter
the dinner Mr. Degenhardt was called to the
chair, and speeches appropriate to the occasion
were made by all present expressive of the regard entertained for Mr, Barton by the members
of the club, and of the appreciation of his efforts
in placing the club in the position which it occupies.
The occasion will be remembered by
those iiresent asone of the most enjoyable which
has so far occurred in the rooms of the club.

rtarlverlisc

terms of the truslecs would
expire before the appointed lime.
The need of
the village was patent.
ICIectric lights were demanded, but the ("hic.igo authorities were opposed to overhead wires and many conservative
residents of the district also opposed them.
It was finally agreed not to award the contract
and the matter was dropped. The people of
Hyde Park are naturally disappointed, as ihey
appreciate the fact that il will be some lime before they can hope to have their streets properly
lighted.
Since the agitation for improvements
began the jieople realize the fact that they have
long been in the dark, and now llicy are anxious
to have all the advantages of city life.
for

.\t ChiI'his will supply the South side.
cago avenue and Sedgwick street a station
will be fitted up, and another at Rice and
southwest
Lincoln streets, while the
division will be supplied from a power
house at the corner of Congress and
The contract for
Abereeen street.s.
poles and the balance of pipe will soon
be awarded, but the electrical apparatus
The work is well
will be chosen last.
under waj', and Prof. Barrett hopes to
be .tble to increase the number of lamps
on which he originally based his esti-

The photograph from which

Complimentary Dinner

new

iininediale-

Klectrician Barrett says at least
140 miles of cable will be laid this year
for the Chicago city electric light plant.
Work on the conduits is already progressing rapidly and they will probably be
completed before the new electric light
stations.
The cily has secured the additional lots ne;essary, and the work on
the new houses will begin immediately.
One of these will be on the lake front
just south of the Exposition building.

giving him a complimentary dinner on
the eve of his departure for New York,
as

and the contract must lie awarded
if at all.
There was not lime to

('ity

manage
is

ly

Chicago City Electric Light

the duties connected with
He is recognized as an
his new position.
able electrical engineer, and he possesses
executive ability in a marked degree.
Mr. Leonard has a host of friends in
Chicago, a number of whom joined in

adapted

111

Light

•gifCTRtCIKH''

Cm

.

H.

been

utilized.

wakh

Such

i.eonaki'.

districts as

gas lainps were granted

were provided

the privilege of
watching the flickering of the dim gas lamp until
10 o'clock, when a mounted messenger, the Paul
Revere of the village, warned the inhabitants
that it was time to retire and unceremoniously
This order of affairs did
turned off the gas.
well enough under village rule, but when it was
voted to "come in" or be annexed to Chicago, it
was decided to provide for the future. .-Vccordingly the village trustees advertised for bids for
electric lighting, but so accustomed were they to
the "village life" that they neglected to make
provision for burying the wires of the plant for
When this appeared the munipublic lighting.
cipal authorities of Chicago protested, and vigIt was argued that it would only
orously, too.
be a ([uestion of a few d.ays when the village
would pass under city rule and it would be wrong
to award a contract for public lighting permitting
overheat! wiies when the city was doing everything in its power to bury wires. These arguments evidently nunle a strong impression on the
trustees, and they deliberated long and solemnly.
Many conferences were held. The bids were all
with

& Power Company's Station

Gerald E. Fish, electrician of the Chicago .\rc Light & I'owercompany, has recently finished a "cross" board for use in
that company's station. It is an ingenious
contrivance and through it one of the
greatest obstacles which bothered the .Arc
Light & Power company has been overcome.
The complication which Mr. Fish was obliged to
meet when the company's central station was
The
established, was certainly an unusual one.
Arc Light S: Power company had absorbed the
smaller electric lighting companies of Chicago,
and undertook to bring all the underground
In doing so the
wires into its power station.
wires of course got mi.xed in almost inextricable
confusion.
It became necessar)- to straighten
these wires out and lead them 10 the switch
board in a systematir: manner. This was necessary, as each wire had a place assigned it on the
switch-board.
It was to meet this emergency that Mr. Fish
constructed the cross board. It is about 12 or 15
feet long, and extends almost from the floor to
It is a few feet back of the switch
the ceiling.
board. The conductors are led to this board
and "trailed" to the point opposite that on the
switch-board which has been assigned them, and
then connected to the switch- board.
The invention is simple in its application, but
required considerable study to bring it down to
its present practical condition.
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Electrical Exercising Machine.
Tlie accompanying illuslration shows one of
an electrical exercising
the latest novelties
machine. In a general way the apparatus may
be described as a small dynamo so arranged that
its armature is put in motion by the act of pulling on the handles H, and so connected that the
currents generated pass down the cord through
The construction of
the handles into the body.
is a permathe machine is shown in the cut.
nent magnet of the horseshoe form held in position over the armature or bobbins by a clamp C.
On the armature shaft which extends the length
of the box and rests on bearings at the ends, are
arranged spools to carry the cords running to

—

M

These cords have each conthe handles H.
cealed within them a small wire to conduct the
current to the nickel bands on the handles.
On each of the spools by the side of the cord

July 20, 1889

Our American cousins are
their visit to Paris.
far too practical to care much for the academic,
not to say abstruse, questions which the organizers of this congress seem bent upon discussing,
but the congress will be an opportunity for
meeting electricians of almost every country,
and therefore, it may safely be predicted that
the largest number of English and American
electrical engineers will visit Paris at that time.
We believe this state of affairs has already been
taken into account by the council of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, and if rumor may
be taken to be a true forecast of the council's
intention, it would appear that there will be a
Paris meeting of the institution held during the
time of the congress.
This meeting will of
course be largely attended by American electricians, and that the leading French electricians
will also take part in it, goes without saying.

and

it transpired
that no indictment had been
returned by the New York grand jury, despite
the statement of the complainants.
It was
stated, however, that the July grand jury was
considering the case, and that Gov. Hill would
forward requisition papers immediately. This
did not serve the purpose, however, and Leach

was

set at liberty.

Three-Carbon Arc Lamp,
The Chapman and Dearing arc lamp is shown
in the

tive

accompanying
which

carbons,

cut.

are

There are two

posihorizontally.

placed

Rope Transmission for Dynamos.

ELECTRICAL EXERCISING MACHINE.
is

fixed a

coiled steel spring, S, arranged as

flat

shown with the outside end fastened to the case,
and of sufficient strength not only to keep the cord
wound up on the spools, but at the same time, to
offer considerable resistance to any one pulling
on the handles for exercise.

The spool in the right hand side of the box
runs free on the shaft; connection being made
to the wire in the cord through a metal bushing
set in the spool and bearing upon the shaft. The
advantage of having the spools thus independent,
is

evident.

When

desired to exercise without the curdynamo may be cut out of action
by means of the switch W. Connection with the
revolving parts is made through the contact
springs B and B. In addition to the two handles
and
shown in the cut, there is a special
attachment by means o.f which the current may
it is

rent, the little

H

H

In a previous issue of the Western Electrician there was described, as among the interesting features of the plant of the Chicago
Arc Light & Power company, a system of rope
transmission of power.
In this system 10 oneinch manilla ropes were used instead of a 44inch belt to transmit the power of each of the
three 500 horse power engines in the station.
The accompanying cut shows another application of the rope system, designed by J. A. Dyblie,
chief engineer of the company, to transmit
power from the shafting to the dynamos. In the
cut two dynamos are represented running -'tandem," each driven by two 5-8 inch raw hide
ropes.
The tightener pulley, P, shown in the cut is
set on a carriage which is free to move along in
the slides at its base.
The weighted lever, L, is
swung on the spindle S, and a small pawl, W,
carried by this lever engages with a ratchet
wheel keyed on the spindle. The spindle also
carries on the other end a gear which works into
a rack on the base.
pawl on the carriage
catches in the teeth of the rack and prevents the
carriage from slipping back as it is moved along
by the lever. By thus varying the distance of the
weight from the fulcrum of the lever, the ropes
may be brought to and kept at any desired
tension.
At the station a 5o-light, Yz arc, ThomsonHouston dynamo is now being driven from the
main shaft by two raw hide ropes, each 5-8 inch
in diameter.
The arrangement is similar to that
shown in the cut. The driving pulley, 52 inches
in diameter, on the main shaft has in it three
grooves, this number being necessary to accommodate the extra turn of the rope to the tightener.
The pulley on the dynamo, which is 17

A

THREE-CARBON ARC LAMP.

meeting in the center, and the single negative
carbon is placed at right angles to these. The
lower part of the frame is insulated from the
horizontal guiding tubes, and the top plate and
the two portions of the positive carbons are fed
together by the action of a spring, coiled in a
drum, and are always kept in contact, says the
London Electrical Review. The negative carbon
is fed by the
pressure of a spring inside the
holding tube pressing the carbon against the
abutments near its point, or it may be fed by
any suitable clutch arrangement. It is kept in

ROPE TRANSMISSION FOE DYNAMOS,

be worked into a joint or any portion of the body.
This machine is handled in the West by George
Cutter, Chicago.

inches in diameter, makes 820 revolutions, and
has two grooves in it. Previous to the use of
ropes, a

lo-inch belt was required.

Many

ad-

vantages for this system of transmission of power

American

Electrical

Engineers Abroad.

The party of American engineers which have
recently been welcomed by their English colleagues, and have now gone to the great exhibition to see how their French professional
brethren order this kind of thing in their
country, consists nominally of civil, mechanical,
mining and electrical engineers, but in reality
the electrical portion of the profession is very
inadequately represented, says the London
Jilectrical Kni;inccr.
America can boast of a
larger number of distinctly electrical engineers
in proportion to general engineers
than any
other country, and as these did not come with
the present expedition it is safe to assume that
they will come later on, and probably they will
choose the time of the Electrical Congress for

claimed.
There is no shifting of the
machines or lacing required to give the ropes the
proper tension and, it is claimed, that the bearings are less liable to heat and require less oil.
In addition, also a most important feature lies in

are

the fact that a considerable amount of space
along the shaft, hitherto taken up wide pulleys,
is made, by the use of this system, available for
additional pulleys.
Patents on this application
of the system have been applied for by Mr.

Dyblie.

Samuel
Samuel

B.

Leach Discharged.

of Chicago, who was arfor alleged complicity in the
electric sugar refining swindle, was granted a
hearing and discharged. The attorneys for the
prosecution failed to present requisition papers.
rested

last

B. Leach,

week

contact with the positive carbons by means of a
the passage of the current,
which enters by the binding screws, through the
standards to the positive carbons, through the
negative, and round the solenoid, thus acting on
an iron core attached to the vertical tube, and so
striking the arc.
light spring, until

The advantages claimed from the manner in
which the inventors place the carbons in this
lamp are:
Firstly.
For street lighting: By placing the
lamp in a certain position, they consider that
they are enabled to light the center space
between two lamps effectively, as the light is

—

distributed horizontally, and is well diffused.
This allows of placing lamps at a less height
than the ordinary vertical carbon lamps.
Secondly.
For focusing or search light purposes an absolutely fixed position of the arc by
the most simple means.
Thirdly.
Lamps can
be constructed to take heavy currents without
danger of carbons splitting by over-heating.

—

—
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Knowles Combination

Electric

Light

System.
Tlic aljove system of electric litjluiiig which is
lieiiig introduced by the
Mutual IClectric

now

Manufacturing company of New Vork, was deby lOdward R. Knowles, with a view of
combiEiing the useful and most desirable features
of the ac<uniulalor, incandescent and arc methods of electric lighting.
In general the Knowles system might be described as one in which the accumulator is made
vi.sed

part of a converter,
.\ dynamo or
located at a central station ami supplies arc lani|)S distributed in the usual manner,
("omiected with the circuit for the arc lamps and
furnished with all the necessary appliances for
charging and discharging, are sets of storage
cells.
Kach set of cells is a center of distribution for a system of incandescent lighting.
'I'he peculiar feature of the sy.stem lies in llir
manner in which it is maile possible to supply
current either to the arc lamps or to the sets of
batteries as may be desired. This is accomplished
by the use of an automatic polari/.eil <ut-out,
to play the

generator

is

also applicable to

all e.visting arc lighting systems.
Its (le.\ibility is evident, ailrnilting, as It
does, the distribution of incandescent lights over
as large ,ircas as the arc lights are, with very
sm.ill increase in e.vpenditure for conductors,
none being needed from the generating station
to the batteries, except the regular arc light
wire.
Ily this systt'in incandescent lights can be
placed at points set at considerable distances
from the generating station.
In Kig. K is shown
the most important factor of the system, viz.,
ihe sl(jrage cell.
The peculiar feature of the
Knowles cell is .in ino\idi/able sup()ort plate.
This, with certain other improvements in the

HI.. 2.

of

regulator

wall

Kig.

11; wall regulator
Kig. 14,
Kig. 10 is
batteries.
In Mg, id j.s

and safely cut-out (dynamo)

the safely cut-out for
shown the arrangement of the staliim buttery
switch-board.
The meter, Klg, 15, is a combination of a
varying electrical device with a constant lime
device.
Il
is
inserted in the main discharge
circuit and is arranged to record in lamp-hours
or, if desired, directly in dollars and cents, so
that a single inspection will at once show the
e-vact cost of current used.
In a<lditiori to the
complete lighting system al)r>vc described the
Mutual Klectric .Manufacturing coin|)any alua

KNOWl.KS COMIll.NAllu.S KLKCTklC

manufacture of the plates, makes the
cell etlicient and durable, and one that, it is
claimed, will not buckle or warp under proper
handling.
The standard cell weighs 25 pounds;
its capacity is from
125 to 200 ampere-hours,
and internal resistance .015
ohm.
The
remaining cuts show the other important
details of the system.
Fig. i shows the arc
dynamo or generator. The armature of the
machine is the distinguishing feature. It is of
the Cramme type and so built that any coil may
be removed and replaced without rewinding or
disturbing the other coils.
Fig. 2 shows the
armature out of the machine. Figs. 4 and 9 are
cuts of two forms of regulator used in the sys-

method

dynamo

L1<;M

SVSIKM.

1

owns other valuable patents covering a system
of electrical traction, and an automatic fire
alarm system.

Canadian Electrical Exhibition.
The greatest electrical display ever seen in the
Dominion of Canada will be made at ihe expowhich

be opened at St. Johns, N. I!.,
be the principal event
of the carnival.
A. .\. KnucLson, superintendent
of the electrical exhibition, on his return from
Xew Vork, reported that it is probable that the
display will be one of the finest ever seen in
America. Mr. Knudson says that wherever he
sition

July 22d.

will

It

will in fact

t^''^'

riG. 3.
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operated by a change

in

main current.
run one set

is

LIC.HT SYSTE.M.

the direction of

the

necessary in order to
exclude the
of
devices and
others is to send the current through the
line in the proper direction. .-\ current reversing
switch is supplied at the station for this purBy this arrangement Doth sets of devices
pose.
cannot be run at the same time, but either set
may be thrown into or out of service as may be
desired, and only one conductor is needed. The
same generator of electricity is used for both
.Ml that

sets of translating devices, all being arranged to
work with the same current strength. During
the day such a station is at work charging the
storage batteries, which when fully charged are

FIG.

—

I.

KNOWLES COMBINATION

the dynamo to keep the
tem one
current in the circuit constant and the other acting independent of the dynamo and operating
at any point of the circuit to keep, when reThe e.xquired, a constant circuit resistance.
ternal appearance of the single lamp is shown
Fig. 5 gives the internal arrangein Fig. 3.

acting at

do double work, combining in
itself capacity for both arc and incandescent
lighting, and earning an income both night and

ment of the double lamp. The lamps all work
on the "derived circuit principle", there being
no differential action whatever. All of the action in the lamp is accomplished directly by
gravity and magnetism without any springs,
The
dash pots or similar retarding devices.
form of voltmeter and ammeter is shown in Fig.

day, instead of, as at present, only during a portion of the twenty-four hours.
This system is

6; the current indicators in Figs. 7 and 13; the
the
current indicator and alarm, Fig. 11;

cut off and each set then becomes a separate incandescent plant. During the night the station
is at work running the system of arc lighting.
By these means a central generating station

may be made

to

El.KC

IKH

Hull

I

5\

M LM.

went he was received most cordially by the
electric

companies.

.-Vrrangement has been made with the customs
department so that all goods shipped for exhibition will be entered in bond, thus avoiding all
duties and insuring exhibitors against any govAn immense
ernment exactions whatever.
amount of electrical apparatus is being shipped
already, and the exhibition is an assured success.

&

Power company of Fort
The Jconey Electric Light
\Va>iie. Ind.i has leased the caoal in that city. aodpropoMs
The company's
to operate its dj-namos by water power.
Natplant is now operated by a 500 horse power cogine.
ural gas has been introduced in Fort Wayne, and a pipe
will be run to the station, so that fuel can be bad if. for
any reason, the water power should fail.
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Electrical Executions.
hearing of testimony in the appeal of
murderer Kemmler, sentenced to death in New
York under the new law which substituted electricity for the rope, was begun last week before

The

unusual and cruel
The attorney-general maintained
punisliment.
at the time that a referee could not determine the
constitutionality of a law by taking testimony
about it, but the judge sent the case to the referee.
stitution of the state prohibits

July

could only be settled by testimony. It was
agreed to call the members of the state commis-

recommended electricity, and to make
their testimony the basis of the investigation.
sion which

"There is a man named Harold P. Brown, too,
has conducted experiments and that sort of
thing, and who ought to be summoned," said

who

Mr. Cochran.

Mr. Brown was present, and he was immedithe witness stand.
He was
questions as to his standing
in the electrical fraternity.
Witness said that he
was an electrical engineer, but not a member of
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
It was not an evidence of professional standing,
he said, to be a member of that body.
People
joined or not as they pleased, he added.
He
then enlarged upon his experience as an expert
and his connection with numerous electrical
ventures. His modesty compelled him to say he
was not an inventor of machines, though he
designed apparatus for others. He added to his
income by "testing new apparatus, or in original
investigation, or in giving expert testimony.
I
am also able to earn my living as a mechanic.
There are few laboratories in this country in
which I have not been."
ately

called

then plied

FIG. 7.

to

with

Finally, Mr.

FIG.

9.
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The hearing was in
Under the terms of the new

Referee Becker of Buffalo.

New York

city.

law he was sentenced in Buffalo last spring to be
taken to Auburn prison and there to be executed
by electricity upon some day in the week beginning June 24th. Before that day arrived, of

i'lG.

4.

course, Kemmler's counsel, C. S. Hatch of
Buffalo, took the case to the Court of Appeals on
the usual grounds.
At this point, W. Bourke

Cochran appeared as attorney for Kemmler, and
made a strong [ilea on the ground that the con-

FIG

6.

The hearing was opened by Attorney Cochran,
who said there was little use taking testimony on
the object was to determine what deduction could be drawn from certain established
facts.
He did not doubt that men had been
killed instantly by electricity, and he did not
facts, as

Cochran got along

dynamos

to the time of

Mr. Brown
described them and stated positively that he had
not recommended any way in which to apply the
current to the criminal.
When he referred to
the means
for
testing the "resistance" of
the
victim's
body. Attorney Cochran questioned
him closely with a view of showing that death would not be instantaneous, and
that the victim would undergo untold agony
while seated in the chair awaiting the fatal
moment, while the executioner was measuring
his resistance.
Mr. Brown explained that the
newspapers had printed a good deal about the
varying resistance of the human body, and so,
by Gen. Lathrop's suggestion, there was attached
to the dynamo the Wheatstone bridge, which
would show at once whether the resistance was
greater than anticipated.
This fact was discovered by passing through the criminal a current so
mild as to be imperceptible to him and yet by
which his resistance could be measured. The meter
the sale of the

to the state.

tell at once of some sudden accident,
such as breaking or grounding of a wire, the slipping a belt from a dynamo wheel, and so forth.

would also

KNOWl.iiS COMUINATION ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.

propose to controvert that. Deputy AttorneyGeneral Poste said that he thought the matter
was entirely one of facts. The question was
whether to kill men by electricity was a cruel
mode of death or not. This he maintained,

"What would you do in case of accident?" interrupted the attorney.
"We would follow up the wires or trace out
where the fault was, and remedy it."
"In plain English, you would get the man in
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your

electrical chair

playful

way

first,

and

anil

electrify

him

in a (jciillc,

when yon had found out

what he could stand, yon

woidd

try

him."
Mr. lirown asserted this was not a

anil

kill

fair state-

of the case, and to further i|uestions admitted that his e.Nperiments had been confined

animals.
When (|nestioned as to his knovvl
edge of the death-de.alin;; powc'r of Ihe current,
Ic)

he said:
"Well, the other day, for instance, a

fircni;ni

named James
on

(larney, in I'uelilo, Cal., while he
thick rubber hoots, stepped on
live
was killed instantly.
kiu)w lliat the
.-i

wire and

dynamo had
woultl

kill

I

liuht

1

several
to

electric

|)r(>ve

lliinns

coidd be no doubt as

scientilic.diy, so that there

to the facts."

ment

had

was
owned
by
companies
wanted

lli.il

We

a pressure of 1,000 volts.
If that
hini
instantly thron).;h the non-

conductinjr rubber boots, the i-haiues are that it
would kill him when applied to his bare feel."
"Ah, the chances are th.it it would kill him?"
cried Mr. Cochran in a lone of inten.se satisfac-

"

Mr.

Brown
inj{

t'oclir.in
di<l

that

have a

the

seemed

alteru;itin)i

Mr. lirown denie<l that

any

to

financi.il

suspect

interest

current
lie

is

had any

tiial

in

Mr.

(rontend-

daiiKerons.
interest in

company.
When Mr. Cochran had exhausted his.imnnielectric liKhl

the representatives of the slate e.vamine<l
the witness as to the e.vperinients he had conducleil, the plan adopted by the st;ite, etc., all of
which had been repeatedly reviewed. 'I'lieii
.Attorney Cochr.iu ennav;ed in another wordy
combat with the witjiess, whiih developed into a
personal controversy, and had little bearing; on
the (|uestion at issue.
Mr. Coi:hrau evidi;ntly
aimed to show that brown's standing as
,in
electruid
expert
was not such as to
nition

claims for it.
Mr. Cochran began by inquiring;
if a Wheatstone bridge could register the resistance of a living organisni.
.\lr. Fopc said he
thought it was not fully capable of doing that,
though it could measure the resiktance of metals
with almost absolute accuracy.
The expert said
he had made a lest at the Western l/'nioii oftice
with the assistance of J. W. Cardiner.a Western
'nioii electrician.
Mr. I'ope described how he
took hold of two electrodes, having previously
wet his hands with snipliale of znic.
The
urrent was turned on, and the resistance of his
body through the chest and arms was measurcil.
The measurements were talten with dilfercnl
elei tromolive forcres.
One Volt gave ^..^oo ohms
resistance; 10 volts gave 5, no ohms; 50 volts
100 volts gave .i,.50o ohms,
.^,850 ohms, and
showing that the apparent resistance as determined by the Whealstone bridge varied according
to the currents. With metal he added, the rcsiiitI

(

i;iJ"^''iir''

iii

FIC.

"I agree with you about the chances,
but we are talking about a mode of certain
death."
The first day's ordeal was closed here, but the
following day Brown was again put on the rack.
He said he could recall uiuety-one cases of death
from electric light currents, and not a single one
in which a person survived after getting a full
shock.
In explanation of his interest in the
subject, he said:
"I worked for the honor of electrical science
as much as anything else.
In court trials and
at coroner's inquests over people killed by electric light wires, experts came up and swore that
the killed men must have died by their own
carelessness, or that it was impossible to see how
they were killed, and so forth. I believed that this
alternating current was unusually dangerous, and
Then
that this was the great cause of death.
my own reputation was at stake. I had been
attacked
in
the
newspapers.
It
was said
tion.

S.

KNOWLF.S srOKAC.E E.VTTERV.

him to the confidence the state had
evidently reposed in him.
l',lt)ridge T. Cerry, chairman of the committee
which had had the plan of electrical execution
in charge, was wanted as a witness.
He was at
Newport, and refused to return to New York
owing to the warm weather.
When the attorneys had concluded their examination of Brown, Franklin I.. Pope was called.
He has been an electrical engineer for thirty
years, was the second president of the .American
Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Mr. Cochran
put a series of questions to him with the object of
showing that according to Mr. Pope and other
experts there does not now exist and probably
there will not be devised any means of measuring
accurately the resistance of the human body to
electricity, that the death of a man by electricity
depends upon several contributing causes, and
that the machine to be put in Auburn prison
will not be capable of doing what Mr. Brown
entitle

!

ance would have been the same with 100 as with
volt.
I
He attributed the failure of the Wheatstone bridge in ca.ses of this kind to the chemical
actions upon fluids of the body.
"I think." he
said, "there is no way to determine the resistance
of the human body as we can with an inorganic
sub.stance.
If a man be measured by half a
dozen electricians the results would all vary.
The man would measure differently, too, according to his physical condition."
To the question:
"Can electrical science
measure the resistance of a living organism?"
witness replied; "Well, you would get a result
each time, but you can't tell whether it would be
accurate.
Mr. Pope said he was familiar with the dynamo
that Mr. Brown had selected for the execution of
"

its maximum energy was 1.050
Mr. Cochran read from .Mr.
Brown's book a statement that a dynamo capable
of generating an electromotive force of 3,000

Kemmler, and

volts.

Then

that
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32
volts should be employed and a current used
with a potential of 1,500 volts for the execution of a criminal. The examination continued:

"Would the instrument furnished by Mr.
Brown be capable of supplying the electromotive
what I have read?"
"Understanding the machine to be a Westinghouse dynamo, I think it would not."
force equal to

"If a person received a charge of lightning in
his body, what proportion of that could be gen-

erated by artificial means?"

"There

is little

comparison between the two.

Mr. Quinby asked if the velocity of electricity was
greater than the velocity of nerve sensation in
Mr. Pope said he thought it
the human body.
was, and when Mr. Quinby asked "if the electrical
velocity is greater than the velocity of nerve
sensation, then, would not death by electricity be
painless?"
Mr. Pope said he supposed it would.

Under Attorney Cochran's guidance Mr. Pope
explained that there was no record of recognized
authority of what voltage would be required to
kill a human being.
All he knew about it was
Mr. Brown's statements. There were contributing causes in all cases. In regard to the relative
animals,
susceptibility
of
witness testified:
"Usually when lightning strikes a crowd of men
When it
only one one or two persons are killed.
strikes a flock of sheep in a a field there are more
deaths.
I don't know how it is in regard to catVery little he thought
tle and other animals."
could be told about the probability of killing
human beings from experiments made on inferior
Lightning is less fatal to man than
animals.

July 20, 1889
While the latter two had points of similarity the court did
not think they were anticipations of the Brush commutator.
The insulating segment of the commutator was
also a novelty, and its utility w-as undisputedThe court
then took up the question; Was Mr. Brush the inventor
of the series-shunt machine, or had that invention been
anticipated by Varley? For the pursuers it is maintained
that Varley disclosed and published the invention of a
series-shunt machine in his specifications and patent of
1876, and constructed a machine in conformity with that
specification, which was a series-shunt machine, and was
publicly used as such in 1877.
The defenders' patent is
dated in 1878. After reviewing the testimony somewhat
at length, Lord Trayner finds that he agrees with the

inferior animals.

Mr. Cochran wound up his examination of the
witness with the interrogatory: "Could you, as
an expert, describe a current which in every case
and with every person would absolutely cause
death?"
Mr. Pope answered: "No, I could not."

Upon

invitation of

Harold

P.

Brown, Referee

Becker, representatives of the state, Kemmler s
lawyers and newspaper men visited the Edison
laboratory at Orange, Friday, and inspected the
apparatus by which the resistance of a man's
body could be determined.
Numerous tests
FIG. 10.
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Lightning would shatter a tree, but artificial
means could not shatter a broomstick."
"You could not knock down Trinity steeple
with artificial means in electricity?"

"No,

sir."

that could not
be shattered by a stroke of lightning?"
"No. Lightning I think, could destroy any-

"Has anything been constructed

thing."

"Can you

tell

what the

currents are on a
not fatal?"

effects of electric light

human body when shocks

are

were made, and all showed varying results.
A
newspaper man who was used as a subject for
record, had his resistance tested. Three measurements were taken. The electrode applied to his
head was used with a sponge saturated with a
solution of sulphide of zinc.
He placed his left
foot, which was- bare, upon the felt covering.
The first was 7,097 ohms, the second 6,297 ohms,
and the third 6,092. Then it was suggested that
instead of using the zinc electrode for the foot,
his foot be immersed in the jar containing the
solution of the sulphide of zinc.
The electrode
and sponge used in the previous experiment upon
his head were retained.
The measurement in
this final trial showed a resistance of 5,140
ohms. The passage of the electricity could be
felt, but the most peculiar sensation was that of
a burning at the base of the head where the
sponge conducting the electricity touched the

FIG. 13.
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statement of Sir William Thomson that Varley's description "is consistent with series-shunt winding except the
partial inconsistency of the first lines which is not an absolute inconsistency."
From the evidence the court
that a workman from Varley's

was inclined to believe
description could have

skin.

King,

Brown & Co. against the AngloAmerican Brush Co.

In the Court of Session, 'Edinburgh, Lord Trayner has
given a decision in favor of the plaintiffs in the suit of King,
Brown & Co. against the Anglo-American Brush Electric
Light Corporation, Limited.
The suit was brought to
have declared void letters patent for "improvements in apparatus for the generation and application of electricity
for lighting, plating and other purposes."
The pursuers
alleged that the defenders had threatened them with legal
proceedings and liability in respect of the manufacture,
use, or sale, of the alleged invention said to be covered by
in particular of compound wound
These threats, the pursuers said, had
very seriously affected their business; and as, they alleged, the defenders' patent was anticipated by Varley,
they were entitled to manufacture dynamos wound in
series-shunt.
In point of fact, they held that Varley had
first discovered
series-shunt winding, and that the defenders' alleged patent was therefore invalid
This was
denied by the defenders, who maintained that they first discovered the series-shunt system, and that they were the
first to apply it to its present purposes.
Following is an abstract of Lord Trayner's decision:
He said: The question to be determined in this case
is whether Mr. Brush is the inventor of (l) the peculiar
form of commutator; and (2) the series shunt machine for
which the letters patent now under reduction were granted.
In regard to both, the pursuers maintain that Mr. Brush is
not the first and true inventor, and that both had been
publicly known and used prior to the date of the letters
patent.
To some extent the determination of the question
at issue depends upon the construction of Mr. Brush s
patent obtained in 1878, and the patent obtained by Mr.
Varley in 1876; to some extent also on matters of fact
which are disputed. In disposing of the case I shall deal
separately with the questions connected with the commutators and the series-shunt machine.
P'irst, as regards the commutator, Mr. Brush describes
his invention in the provisional specification in these
terms;
"In constructing commutators cylindrical with an
insulating hub or body to which are attached metallic subsegments placed in electrical connection with the general
mechanism in which the commutator is employed, and
metallic wearing sub-segments detachably attached to said
sub-segments." This is said to have been anticipated by
Varley's commutator and the Manchester commutator.

the letters patent, and

dynamo machines.

riCS
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AND
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"The persons have

generally been knocked
and their skin burned."
The wet pad of waste placed between the
electrode of the death machine and the subject's
body, Mr. I'ope said, would not prevent burning
"It would lessen the burning," he
of the llesh.
declared, "but would not prevent it wholly.
It
would reach boiling point in a few seconds and
there were times when the flesh would be burned
senseless,

to the bone."

Jn answer to Mr. Quinby's questions Mr. Pope
said he believed death by electricity very painful.

FIG. 14.

KNOWLES COMBINATION ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.

The court adds in
a compound wound machine.
respect to the inventors' appreciation of the importance of
the methods of winding;
Without expressing any opinion as to what may have
been the state of knowledge of either Varley or Brush before 1876 or 1878 as to the value or obtainability of "constant potential," it is certain that neither of them in the
respective specifications says anything to indicate his appreciation of the value of that quality or disclosed any
view whatever as to the mode in which it was to be obtained.
Even in 1878 constant potential was not felt to be
a desideratum in electrical machines; and in regard to this
matter, Varley and Brush, for all that appea-s, stand on an
equal footing.
The decision concludes as follows:
I come now to the question whether the defenders' maA machine was constructed
chine was anticipated by user.
made

,
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under Varlcy's spccilicalion, in 1H76 or 1S77, wliiirli is
tliiiik il is jiroved to be ;t scrius sluint maproduced.
cliine.
It has the two coils of wire njunil ihc nia^jncls,
one of j^ruatur resistance than the other, and was c.'ipal)lc
undoul)ledly of being worketl as a series-shunt, havinji; an
I

appropriate commutator for tliat purp<jse.
iUit some of
the defenders' witnesses say it was a merely experimental
machine, and could be connected in a variety of ways
It

doubt, of Vurlcy's accuracy and truthfulnesH,
Then, if il
was so worked, it was worked publicly.
It wan UHcd
pul)li< ly to illuHlrale certain opcralionn in a divtn(£ lank
ami for the purposr of photo^'japhiny an ice niaclilnc.
Tliese were experiments <in the machine itself.
They
were tlie application o( the ma* him: U> businesH purpr»ieH,
matle in tin- presence of the publii:, without hcerccy or
concealment.
\'cry little u^e of a machine in such cir

33
Electrlcal Enprlnooring In the University
of MichlffanIt hsH already l>ccn »tulc(l thai a course in <;lc<:trical en*
ginccrini; han been or{;ani/cd In the t'nivcr»ily of Michigan

al

Ann Arbor, Mich.
The new rhynical l.abcjratory

hajt tiix

room*

N|)ecially dc*

and muifncdc work. It i% already pro*
vidcd withapparaluH for electrical measurements by (he fje«t
Kiiropean inakcrH: alv> with clcclric motorv, a complete
electric litc^ttlne plant of lifty lumps and a nloraj^e Ifattcry
of thirty-one cclU,
Additions to ihcuc apnlianccii will hr
mnilc al onrc.
The wiur^e of »tudy will include five
<:ourHcs in malhcmclii h, four In I'Vcnch and '.erman, one In
ICnglish, three in general phyni' h, two in ch'-mlstry. four in
drawing, one in civil engineering, eight In mechanical engineering, and at Icaitt four courMm In cicclrit ul engineering.
The remainder of ihe work ncccisary to graduation
will be elective, and a Hatixfoctory thc«iH will be rc<juire<l
for a ficgrec.
The laboratory work in electricity will tw devoted mainly
to the invenligatton of primary and wi ondary batlcrie«, |o
practice in making eleclriral ineasurL-metiK of prrrihton by
all Ihe best mctluj^lH, to vrlling
up and Icnling <Iynamoo,
motors and storage batteries for efficiency, to photornctry of
both arc and glow lamp*, and to •ifxcial investigations r.ttnnected with the preparation of thesis.
•tlgnctl for electrical

Motor

In

a Press Room.

more rcrciit inslallations of the
iV C Motor company in Chicago is thai of a
15 horse power motor in the establishment of
the
Chicago Printing company, 15K Clark
AiiKHi;^

tlio

(.'.

street.

The

motor, a new style C. \' ('., wound for 220
run nn the Kdison company's circuit,
is located on the fourth
flr>or, taking the place
of what was said to he a 35 horse power steam
engine.
Hesides furnishing power for the 12
cylinder presses, 2 folders, 4 cutters and 6 job
presses of the Chicago Printing company, the
motor drives 5 cylinder presses, 4 jobbers, a
paper cutter and a stitcher for Hack & Anderson, an<l 3 jf»I) presses for Snydacker & Selz.
lioth those firms arc in the same building with
the Ciiicago I'rinting company.
The change in
speed at the motor is less than twenty revolutions from full load to no load, and this close
government, as compared to the steam engine
which, it is said, allows in the main line shaft a
change of speed, at times, fiom 1 10 revolutions to
135 revolutions per minute, and makes the mr»tor
volts, anil

w
KIG. 15.

KNOWLES COMRINATION KLECTRIC LIUKT SYSTEM.

was

certainly not worked as a series machine with separate
excitation, for the commutator used was quite inapproI low
to, and negatived the idea, of such
use.
it connected?
Varley says:
"The machine was connected exactly in the way that is represented by that diagram." Sir William Thomson says that that diagram
represented series-shunt.
He is asked, "If you were told
as a fact that this machine had been connected in accordance with the device shown in that sketch, would

priate

was

cumstances

will

constitute

prior use.

"If

it

is

proved

Lord Lyndhurst, "that a machine of the
same kind was in existence, and was in public use that
is, if use or if trials had bien made of it in the eye anil
distinctly," said

in the

presence of the

—

public,

il

is

necessary that it
when the patent was
not

come down to the time
granted.
If it was discontinued, still that is sufficient
evidence of the prior use so as to invalidate the letters
Such use of Varley's machine is, I think, dispatent."

should

KNOWLES COMUlN.VnON ELECTKIC LIGHT SYSTEM.
that convey to your mind a certainty that this machine had
been worked as a series-shunt machine?" And he answers,
"Yes." There are other signs spoken of, which, in the
opinion of some of the witnesses, indicate that the machine
was worked as a series-shunt; but there are contrary
I rely upon the evidence of X'arley that his
opinions also.
machine, which was undoubtedly capable of being connected and worked as a series-shunt, was so connected
and worked- He knew best how his machine was conOn any matter of fact, I have no
nected, as I have said.

I am of opinion that the defenders' machine was anticipated by Varley's, both by publication and
I
use. and that the defenders' patent is therefore invalid.
therefore give decree as applied for. with expenses.
will
course
be
appealed.
The suit
of

tinctly proved.

a much more satisfactory' machine than the
engine.
It is an interesting fact that the company saves $120 per month by the adoption of
electric power.

The Chicago
The Chattanooga, Tenn., Electric Street Railway company is operating four miles of track, and has six cars at
present.

Printing

company has

chased a 5 horse power C.
freight elevator and
building.

&

pump

also purC. motor to run its
water in the same
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The company had been
telegraph company.
refused all privileges at the place where the encounter was to take place, so it was decided to
put all newspaper men on a level by making
them wait until they reached New Orleans be-
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In his letter from Cairo Frank G. Carpenter,
has been malcing' a tour of the world, says:
A telephone line runs almost to the very ear of
the Sphinx and the old lady is being pulled from
the sand by modern iron cars made in Europe.

who

It is stated that a number of unusually interesting papers will be presented at the midsummer convention of the National Electric
Light association at Niagara Falis August 6,
Secretary Garratt writes that he has
7 and 8.
promi.ses of eight or nine valuable papers.
He
also states that the executive committee and
exhaustive

The
number

exchanges

electric

will

present

reiJorts.

great

The telephone afforded the only means of
communicating with Johnstown, N. Y., after the
cloud-burst which wrought such disaster on the
The telegraph wires
ill-fated town last week.
were prostrated, but the long distance telephone
line remained in working order, and was the only
reliance for news.
The storm, however, waged
so fiercely that the telephone finally went down,
and the town was completely isolated. The
electric light station was flooded and Johnstown
was in complete darkness. The residents of the
town realized then as never before, how great are
the benefits conferred by electrical science.
is

devoted

this

week

question

of people last

which interested a vast

week was the outcome of
news did not reach the

'I'he
the prize fight.
great cities as (piickly as reports of affairs of
the kind are ordinarily received in news centers, and Uii; people
were kept in suspense.
Whether intense interest of this kind in the outcome of a prize fight is legitimate or not, is not
essential here.
The delay was caused by the
fact that every wire running from New Orleans
to the scene of the fight was cut by order of the

short,

at

a

relatively

small

expense, these

their systems, so far as

the transportation of passengers was concerned,
several miles on each side of their tracks.
The
electric railroad would be simply an extension of
the regular road.
The passenger leaving the
main station at Boston would be carried first to
the suburban station, and then by an immediately
connecting electric car to within a short distance
of his home, which might be two miles or more
from the suburban station, and this in a short
space of time, and by commutation tickets at a
low price. In this way the railroad companies
would add immensely to their suburban patronage, and, by the very immensity of this traffic,
could afford to do it at what would seem to be

exceedingly low prices."
If the dispatches in the daily papers are to be
believed, Postmaster General Wanamaker has

in-

to

a report of the proceedings before the referee in
New York city who is taking testimony in order
to ascertain whether death by the application of
electricity is a cruel and unusual method of executing judgment in a capital case.
Harold P.
Brown, who has achieved no little notoriety by
his recommendations of means by which criminals may be put to death, was examined at
length.
He was given an opportunity to explain
why he has manifested such an interest in the
matter.
He denied that he had any financial
interest at stake. Other witnesses were examined
and it may be seen from their testimony that
they were far from believing in the substitution
of electricity for the rope.

39

Electrical Patents

committee on

been recently

terviewed on his experiences with alleged inventors of perpetual-motion machines.
He speaks
of a crack-brained inventor who has devised
a scheme by which he asserts his ability to send
a steamer across the Atlantic without consuming a pound of fuel of any sort.
The motor, it
is stated, is run by steam
and electricity, but
the steam creates the electricity, and the electricity generates the steam.
The only curious
thing is that the inventor did not propose to use
the electricity over and over again, and dispense
with the steam.

Considerable space

30.3'i32.

Canadian Electrical Exhibition.
Co. again

The patent commissioner has

fuel.

28

Electrical Executions

&

can be used economically for

28

Illustrated
29,

King, Brown

high glee

been formed to introduce
It is
AVestern metropolis cheap gas.
in the
almost unnecessary to add that the organizers of the movement are supposed to be
Englishmen as the origin of most of the great
syndicates within the last five months has been
credited to England.
The important fact about

it

SUBSCRIPTION,

old'^addrees

papers announce with

the gas project is that the syndicate proposes, it
its product that
is said, to fix so low a price on

W. H. Temple, Manager.

each number of the
This paper is entered
the second ciass.

Chicago

that a syndicate has

in

companies could extend

A Boston paper in commenting upon the
splendid success of electric railways in that city,
points out a new field in which motor roads may
serve an important purpose.
It calls attention
to the inevitable growth of settlements about
the suburban stations of railway lines and the
resultant enhancement of the price of land, suggesting that between stations and a mile or two
back of them there is always land to be had at
comparatively cheap rates which is not bought
for homes because of the trouble entailed in
reaching it from the stations. The Boston paper
thus points out how this land may be made
available: "It seems to us that the time is soon
coming when the companies which own the steam
railroad lines leading out of Boston will find it
for their benefit to construct one or more electric
street railways from each of their suburban
stations.
These railways can be built out into
the country at each station, for two or three
miles on each side of the track, at a relatively
small cost.
Motive power can be supplied to
them from a central station located at the point
in Boston which would be most convenient to the
company; while the cost of maintenance would
be practically confined to one, or at most two,
men for each car which was put in service, with
such few electricians as might be found necessary.
The company could then arrange to run
these cars in connection with its regular trains;

made

himself extremely unpopular with the telegraph, companies.
The government has the
statutory right, the dispatches say, to fix the rate
at which its messages are to be paid for.
Heretofore the schedule has been one cent per word,
but the Postmaster General, when blanks were
submitted for the fiscal year, fitted them out
with "one mill per word," instead of the customary one cent.
The new rate, according to the
telegraph companies, was preposterous and ruinous, and each message transmitted over the wires
represented a,n actual loss to them.
What the
companies propose to do has not yet appeared.
Their representatives have given vent to some
very angry remarks about the action of the postmaster general. They assert that, while that
official has a right to fix the rate, they do not
believe he has the power to make companies
transact business at such prices as would be
equivalent to the confiscation of property.

A

more ago the organization of a
an underground
railway in Chicago was noted in these columns.
It was proposed to employ electric motors, and
as their use would prevent smoke and cinders,
it was argued that the road would be more popular than the underground road in London.
The project was discussed with considerable interest at first, but for a year the scheme has apye-AR or

company

for the construction of

parently, been dead.
Just now interest in the
plan has been revived, and the company has
been circulating a petition asking the city counThe most intense opcil to grant a franchise.
position has been made to the project. Property

owners on Monroe street, under which it has
been proposed to build the road, have joined in
a remonstrance to the council.
In this document is set forth the danger to property and
buildings by undermining the street.
The tendency to erect high buildings and the necessity
for firm foundations for the same was an argument enough in itself, it was claimed, to kill the
underground road question. The sanitary evil
which would follow an opening under the street
was also used as argument.
In St. Louis the Board of Public Improvements has dec'ded to regulate the placing of
poles on which to string telegraph, telephone
and electric light wires. Heretofore the various
companies simply made application to the president of the board for permission to erect a cerThis system gave the
tain number of poles.
companies securing the permits permission to
Now that the
place the poles in any locality.
city has adopted electricity for lighting the
streets, it was deemed advisable to restrict the
placing of poles, as many merchants did not
want them in front of their places of business.
The board instructed the companies making applications fbr poles to have plats accompanying
their application, showing the location and
height of the proposed poles, and also showing
the location of the entrance to property adjoinAlthough there are a large number of
ing.
poles scattered along the various streets of the
city, the board has no record of their number or
location.
Under this new regulation a record
will be kept.
The civil engineer has been instructed to make a tour of investigation and
report to the board the number, locality and conThis action
dition of the poles already erected.
is looked upon as an outgrowth of the agitation
in

New

York.

'
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Electrical Novelties.
Tlic carck'SsiK'Ss cjf users of ^as lijjIitiiiH ai)paratus is a fruitful source of aiiiioyaiux- to tinelectrical fraternity.
An investigation fre(|uently
reveals the fact that the innocent user in some
careless manner has placed a ground on the
gas-ligliting circuit, making it non-operalive.
The device shown in l''ig, i is dcsignetl to immediately notify a servant or others in charge,
when a ground takes place on the gas-lighting
circuit, and it operates as follows:
An armature is suspended within the influence of the core of the coil by means of suil.-d)le
supporting uiech.inism attached to the head of
the coil.
Tension is applied to the armature hy
a spiral spring controlled by suitable adjustment,
and the local contact points are thereby coutiiuially separated.
When current is thrown
into the coil, the armature is drawn to the core,
closing the local circuit, by contact points

are held in position by steel
ste.idy pins, carried by a loose-fitting iron ring.
This ring and the pins keep the center line of
the rollers always parallel to the center line of
the shaft.
Kilting around the rollers .and of such a size
as to allow them free movement, is another cast
iron sleeve.
This sleeve is also free to revolve
steel r(illers, whii

li

3S
clictrical eoniiccliont be attached to ihv train, the

ordinary
cord can be easily connected.
Kailroad men rcali/c that on lon^; pu\^iiger Irairni llic
• nlirc Ktrenglh of
the londunor. i( lie I,.- at the rear of the
train. \% requircil to nignal the enginc.-r, .md on a vharp
curvd he ift often compelled to run forward through several
earn before he can bring the rci|ui>ilc purchavr 10 l«Mr to
enable him to turn in a Hlgnal.
If all that l« tiaiii.r.lfor
the cicctiiial circuit In tunlaincd by |>rai.the. lhi» lime
might lie MVcil. ai the signal could lir givrn in-.'rin'!v from
any pan of the train. The ncccih
,.r.al
known to the engineer al once in ik,^.,1
pfmsiblc moment un'Icr certain iit.
.*hcr
and an obvious advnfilage attending the iim; of ihc syfttem
Ik that, uh the cords are stationary within each car. llierc i«
no drawing of a long line of conl through thr train when
making it up or shifting ears
The owner* of ihc patent
claim that in the saving of glass breaking alone the electrical circuit will pay for itself wilhin Ihree years on every
piHscnger train to which il is attached.
Train robbers might ol.icct to the tystcm tor Ihc rcanon
that express cars arc litleil at the bottom and sides with
pushes by which the messenger, in such a careless way a«
not to excite suspicion, might Instantly alarm the engineer.
Ix)comollves all.iched to freight trains arc c<|uippc<l in
much the same way. though the train attachments differ.
.\n insulated wire runs over the top of the train and connects with the alarm bell in the engineer's cab. and alio
with a push-button in the conductor's catnosc.
This wire
is made in sections, generally of a car-length, and the slack
is wound upon a reel in a caboofe so that it can \x reeled
out as cars may be added.
In case the train should break
tx- 11

i

FIG.

I.

F.i,i.;cruieAi.

novelties

the body of the bearing.
The sleeves in the
larger bearings for railway work are made of
steel. The end thrust of the shaft is receivetl by
leatheroid washers.
The bo.x is made entirely
dust-tight, requiring lubrication only at longinteivals.
It is claimed that tests with the dynamometer on the West End Street Railway have
demonstrated that the use of the journals results
in a large saving of
power. The journal is
in

handled
FlC.

3.

in

Chicago by Stannard

the bell will ring continuously, and the circuit
giving the trouble can be immediately switched
out by disconnecting it from the battery.
The
coil is handsomely made, and very powerful,
and has supporting clips attached to each head,
whereby it can be secured to the wall. The device is put on the market by the Detroit Klectrical works.
Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate two ornamental push
buttons designed by the company.

Anti-Friction Journal Bearing.
cuts show the design of
the Tripp anti-friction roller bearing, which is

The accompanying

on Trains and
Steamers.

Electric Signaling

The well-worn bell cord on p.-issenger trains, and the
brakeman on the top of freight trains doing messenger
service between the conductor's caboose and the engineer's
cab, may become things of the past, provided ihc electrical
circuit is adopted.
It is already in use on the Michigan
Central and Rock Island railroads, and will soon be applied
on several other roads, notably the Chicago &: Northwestern,
arrangements being already well advanced to equip the
"cannon-ball," or fast-freight fruit train running between
Chicago and Omaha. Two or more steamboats plying on
the City of Detroit oa Lake Michigan, and the
the lakes
City of Cleveland on Lake Erie — have had it in practical,
and. it is claimeil, successful, operation for months.
For passenger trains two storage batteries are placed
upon each locomotive— one for active use and the other as
Connection is made on an alarm-bell placed in
a reserve.
the locomotive cab through a high resistance circuit.

—

.VNTI

on twenty-five of the cars of the
West End Street Railway. Boston, Mass.
A modified form of this same bearing is being
in service

applied also to a 6-inch shaft in the new extension to the station of the Chicago -\rc Light &

Power company.
as shown.
sleeve.

The

Dillon.

Kl.ECTRICAL NovKi.rn.:s.

brought together by the movement of the armature.
In case the circuit is closed permanently

now

&

The arrangement
a.xle

This sleeve

of parts is
or shaft runs in a cast iron

is

surrounded bv Bessemer

FRICTION JOCRNAl.

made through

is

KLh.. iKlCAl.

NOVELTIES.

between the sections cannot be more
than six feet iK-fore a coupling parts, causing the alarm bell
to ring continuously until the cord is recoupledlly means of the push button in the caboose, the conductor can practically talk with the engineer by a system of
pre-arranged signals.
He can regulate the speed of the
train, change orders .as to stopping at way stations, indicate
the siding on which he wishes him to run. and convey
other orders that will be sclfsuggcslcd.
To guard against
all possible misunderstanding, the engineer's whistle may
return the signal.

A bral<eman on the top of a train, and well to the rear.
should he have knowledge of danger, need not run forward
to pass the word.
It is only necessary to uncouple a section of the cord, and the electric current does the rest.
When the circuit is applied to steamboats, batteries are
placed in the tngine room, and
alarm bells are placed
there and in the pilot house, and perhaps elsewhere
to
the pilot house and at other points, as deemed necessary,
there are pulls for conveying signals. A push button at the
pilot's command enables him to return all signals as a precautionary measure.
The system is the property of the Parish Brothers and

Bt:.\Rl.NG.

the train by a low-resistance circuit, e.ich car being titled at the ends, on the
outside, with circuit breakers in the shape of pulls to
which is attached the ordinary bell-cord
With a tenpound pull on the cord, the conductor can break the lowresistance circuit and throw the current upon the highresistance circuit in the alarm l>ell. causing it to ring
violently.
Should the train break in two. the couplings
will separate, and
the break will cause a continuous
alarm to be sounded in the cab. If a car not fitted with

.Vnother connection

FIG. 2.
in two. the distance

Peck Electrical company of Detroit
Phoenix building,
in practical operation

office in the

all

At a Chicago branch

the appliances are

shown

Winterset. la., has let the contract for its electric plant to
the Hawkeyc Electric company, of I>avxnport. for$i 1.7.0.
The streets will have eight arc lights and ses-enty-two incandescent lamps. The plant is to be in operation bjr

October

i.

—
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New

Incandescent Terminals.
illustrate several

The accompanying cuts

new

types of incandescent terminals, manufactured
by C. Mclntire & Co. of Newark, N. J. The
special features of these devices are that connection can readily be made without the use of
acid or solder. They are adapted to ceiling cutout work, and are made for all sizes and makes
Two forms of conof incandescent lamps.
nectors suitable for all guages are also shown.

Belding and Sperry Factories
The Belding Electric Motor company and
E. A. Sperry of Chicago, are preparing to begin
Both companies lost
operations at an early day.

July 20. 1889

Now, I am prepared to take a precisely similar stand
with regard to alternators, and to submit for your criticism
the view that a perfect alternator for any and every purpose should have no resistance and no self-induction.
I prefer to regard the question of alternate current par
working as a q-jestion very largely depending upon
what are the best principles of construction for synchronizIt is very much better and
ing alternate current motors.
simpler to look at it from this point of view than from any
other, and I venture to assert, in spite of all that has been
allel

said to the contrary, if alternators are made, among
other things, with the least possible self-induction and the
lowest practicable resistance, they will not only be the best
alternators, but they will best run parallel, and will do so
because they will then be the best synchronizing motors.
I think that even the advocates of large self-induction
will admit that that quality does not improve an alternator
per se; they only introduce and tolerate it on account of its

block

— the
—and immediately began the work
in

the recent

fire

Burton

in

of fitting

up new factories. New machinery, of course,
had to be procured, but both companies hope to
be running in good shape at an early day.

Alternate Current Worthing.

PART

II.

By W. M. Mordey.
Turning now from alternators with, to those without ironwe are brought face to face with the
serious fact that, in spite of the many inconveniences connected with the use of very large machines, Mr. Ferranti is
laying down the Deptford station to work with engines and
alternators, each of several thousands of horse power, and
is depending upon the employment of spare engines and
machines, of corresponding size, to prevent or to minimize
It is underthe risk of wholesale extinction of the lights.
stood that one of the principal reasons for doing this is
that parallel working is not to be relied on.
The next question is, is it clear that in order to be able
to run them parallel or as synchronizing motors (for I need
not say that the two qualities are inseparable and are in
fact identical), alternators should be bad regulators, should
have large self-induction, or high resistance, or both? I
cored armatures,

Mr.

Gordon's

machines,
which certainly had the first of these qualities, but they
machines
that
I
have rewould not run parallel. Other
ferred to, and whose parallel working is not to be depended
upon, are at any rate not remarkable for absence of selfinduction
Again, is the absence of iron from the armature cores
alone sufficient to deprive a machine of self-induction, and
I think not; for I have
to give it a straight characteristic?
tested machines that had no ii on, but that had a good
deal of resistance, very considerable self-induction, that
had very crooked characteristics, and yet that would not
run parallel under any circumstances whatever.
So we see that neither a bent characteristic, nor selfinduction, nor resistance, nor the use of iron cores, nor
even the simultaneous possession of the whole of these
admirable features and qualities that none of these things
is the secret of successful parallel working.
think not.

I

have mentioned

—

Perhaps— and
exact opposite of

Now

am

this
all

is

a

dreadful

reflection

—

it

is

the

these.

unenviable position of being out of
accord with the theories, the practice, the principles, and
explanations of the very able men who have lately written,
have no doubt
I
spoken, and worked on this subject.
that all they have said is perfectly correct, so far as their
that they have experienced condifficulties are concerned
siderable trouble in working parallel, and have even in
But this is partly besome cases met with actual failure.
cause they have been unfortunate or unwise in the apparabecause
the principles that
have
used,
and
partly
tus they
have been relied on to insure success have not been in all
I

in the

—

respects suited to the case.
Although the conditions of the two problems are not in
all points similar, 1 very respectfully submit that we are in
danger of repeating the old mistake that was made regardwere taught that self-ining direct current motors.
duction in the armatures was good, and that a special
form and special proportions should be given to such
motors; and I was very unorthodox when, in 1886, I asserted that self-induction was not a virtue to be cultivated
in motors any more than in dynamos, and, generally, that
Howa good motor was a good dynamo, and vice versa.
ever, it is some satisfaction to know that the views I then
expressed have received the sanction of general practice,
although I am afraid that in the eyes of Profs. Ayrton and
Perry those views remain as unorthodox as ever.

We

went into step instantly.
While running as in 7, steam was suddenly and
(8 )
The alternators kept in step
entirely shut off one engine.
perfectly, one acting as a motor and driving the large engine and all the heavy countershafting and belts. It was impossible to tell, except by the top of the belt becoming
tight instead of the bottom, which machine was the
motor.

To find the power exerted by the alternator acting as a
motor (in 8), a direct current motor was put in its place,
and the power required to drive the engine and "shafting
was found to be 20 h. p.
It may be pointed out that these tests were made under
the most exacting and onerous conditions that could possibly be imposed, and particularly I would point out that
on account of the very great momentum of the revolving
masses, nothing but the strongest and most instantaneous
motor action could h^.ve kept the machines in phase.
There never was a single case where they got out of step,
even momentarily, or when subjected to sudden and violent

INCANDESCENT TERMINALS AND CONNECTORS.
their factories

long enough to enable it to be measured, or to do any
harm.
They were then left running parallel while one was
(6.)
disconnected from the engine, by its belt being shifted
from the fast to the loose pulley. It continued to run as a
motor synchronously. A load of lamps was at the same
time on the circuit.
(7) The two machines were then uncoupled and excited up to 2,000 volts.
They were then switched parallel
when out of phase and without any external load, and

supposed bearing on parallel working (I could quote a
number of such admissions), but it appears to me that,
properly regarded, self-induction is not even a necessary
It is an evil even for this
evil, it is an unmitigated evil.
narrow and restricted purpose.
When machines are getting out of
What does it do?
phase, it steps in and prevents that ready transfer of current which is required in order to check the leading machine
and to accelerate the lagging machine. It prevents the
latter from immediately and unhesitatingly developing
those motor properties which lie at the root of successful
synchronism.
The foundation of parallel working should
be that the prime motors are under the control of the generators.
The question turns, therefore, partly on the
qualities of the prime motor, but much more largely on
the motor qualities of the alternators.
I am prepared to admit that if the tendency of the prime
motor to lead or to lag is so great that under no circumstances can it be controlled and this may arise either from
excessive power on the part of the prime motor, or from dethen large self-infect of motor power in an alternator
duction or resistance may be of use in order to prevent one or
more of the machines being burnt up, not, however, as useful
and not as effective as a safety fuse but self-induction under
such circumstances is not an assistance to parallel workIf it were absent, probably the
ing quite' the contrary.
machines would run parallel all right. They would be
much less likely to be burnt up without self-induction than

—

—

;

—

with

it.

Self-induction

is

machine which ought not
because

it

has

useful
to

have

because
it

it

prevents the

from being burnt up

It.

Now I will briefly describe some experiments with two
of my alternators, each made for 2,000 volts and capable
of working continuously at 35,000 to 40,000 watts, or, say,
50 e. h p. output.
Arrangement. Each machine was driven by a 75 i. h. p.
Fowler engine. These engines were similar, their normal
Each
speed of working being 120 revolutions per minute.
of the engines, which were not coupled or connected in
any way, was provided with a heavy fly-wheel, and drove,
besides an alternator, a heavy and wasteful double (and in
one case treble) set of countershafts provided with a large
number of belts, fitted to an arrangement of fast and loose
pulleys for convenience of testing all sorts and conditions
I mention this as showing that the momenof dynamos.
tum in each case was very considerable.
In order to make the test as onerous as possible, the
pulleys used were such that one engine had to run at 130
revolutions, while the other ran at 90 revolutions, when the
alternators were at their normal speed of 650 revolutions

—

per minute.
(1.)

The

alternators were run

up

to

full

speed,

and

each excited to give 2,000 volts.
When in phase they
were switched parallel without any external load, and without any impedance coils or resistance between them.
They
ran parallel perfectly.
inductionless
A considerable
load was then put on,
(2.
They ran equally well under all
varied, and taken off.
circumstances.
They were uncoupled, and then, the load being
{3.)
connected to the mains, they were suddenly and simultaneously switched parallel and on to the mains with perfect
success.

One alternator was excited to give 1,000 volts, the
(4.)
They were then switched parother giving 2,000 volts.
allel, and went into step perfectly, giving a terminal p. d.
No impedance or resistance was
of about 1,500 volts.
used in this or in any other case. A load was then put
on without affecting their behavior.
With one machine at i.ooo and the other at 2,000
(5.)
volts, they were switched parallel ivhcn out of phase, and
instantly went into step.
A large current appeared to pass
between them for a fraction of a second, but not nearly

When it is considered that, in order
variations of load.
to secure this result, it was imperative that the control of
all that mass should be exerted in a fraction of ^\-^ of a
second (the periodicity being 100), it will be recognized
that there was no time to be lost, and that the use of any
self-induction or resistance, or of anything else that could
in any way choke, retard, check, or interfere with the
strength and instantaneity of the action, was above all
things to be avoided.
I should mention that the machines apparently synchronized equally well at speeds varying very considerably.
As to the self-induction of the machine itself, that is
quite negligible.
Its characteristic is nearly straight,
about half the drop in the curve being due to resistance,
and half to self-induction.
Here was a machine generally allowed to be good when
working singly, but possessing all the qualities that have
been stated as unfitting it for parallel work, tested under
all the conditions that are recognized as most trying, even
for those types of alternators which are universally, and I
believe erroneously, regarded as best suited for parallel
work, and behaving throughout in a m'xnner that simply
left nothing to be desired, and carrying, unimpaired, into
parallel work those features which it possesses when run
singly.
1 trust that I have now said enough to justify the views
have expressed.
Alternate Current Motors.
The bearing of the foregoing on the great and vital question of the construction
Much work has
of alternate current motors is obvious.
been done of late on this subject, and no doubt considerable success has been met with, but the use of alternators
as simple synchronizing motors has not appeared to attract
much attention, probably because it is not known what
excellent lesults may be obtained in this direction, and
partly because of their inability to start from rest.
The experiments just described, and others that I have
carried out, showed what perfect self -governors such
motors are. Not only do they maintain synchronism, but
they possess an inherent economy which is most valuable.
Just enough current passes through them to keep them in
They become
step, and to do the work imposed on them.
generators, and do work on the circuit, if from any
cause there is a tendency for them to run faster than the
I

—

generator.
I have devised a very simple means of starting such motors,
which at a small expense removes the only drawback to
their

employment.

The

exciter,

which

is

geared directly

some way with the alternator, is used in conjunction
with a small accumulator, as a direct-current motor to
When synchronism is attained, the
start the alternator.
It will be obvious
latter is simply switched into circuit.
that a small battery capable of a heavy discharge for a
minute or two is all that is required. This is recharged by
the exciter.
I need not go into the details of the arrangeThis is perfectly practical. I should have no
ments.
hesitation in running these alternators in regular work as
motors, and should expect to find their "commercial effiabout the same
ciency" very nearly or quite (,0 per cent
efficiency, whatever it is, that they possess as generators.
For instance, the machines alluded to will work as motors
at a useful output of 50 h.p with this efficiency.
And here is another advantage in getting alternators
By doing so it beeconomical when on open circuit.
comes possible to use the very small exciter as a directcurrent motor to get thera up to the synchronizing speed.
In many situations a synchronizing alternating current
motor will fulfill all requirements, and will do so with
fewer drawbacks than any other kind of electric motor
whatever.
It will be a better regulator, more economical,
less troublesome to look after, much safer to handle, and
what is of very great importance in connection with the
transmission of large powers to a distance the difficulty
of dealing with high pressures, which is so serious with
direct current motors, is very easily overcome, for not only
will alternators stand a higher tension in themselves, but,
if necessary, transformers may be used to reduce the pressure between mains and motor.
in

—

—

Woodbridge & Turner,
tractors of

New

York,

electrical

have

just

engineers and con-

finished the

electrical

equipment of the Chattanooga, Tenn., Electric Street railway, also the Marlborough Street railway, and are now
equipping roads at Troy, N. Y., and Wilmington, Del.
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most

may

it
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liy

itiul

tuiul to cnlij^hlen

The

liranch.

lliis

test

(lueslions put by Mr. <"cu-hran are not falculatcil

any

experl

elei'trii:al

on airountof

experts

The testimony

and the wh<ilc

l)ein^ taken,

is

of the utmost iniporlance, as

in-

will

inllucme

new

law.

it

the decision as to the constitutionality of the

The American Union Telegraph company of New Icrscy
Thomas T. Kckert, president; Thomas

has elected

president.

The Soulhern New England Telephone company
and bury most of
be edccted

course of a year and

in the

The company

buried at the outset.

ritory in Connecticut,

and

long-distance service

now

The new system
men

is

is

new

the

will

has already completed

service

its ter-

similar to the

is

among

curiosity

lie

however,

declined,

the

specify

to

Tamarack's olTcnce, and said that the whole thing would be
in a day or two.
It is supposed outside these

adjusted

Tamarack people have been

oflices that tlie

them

limit iixcd for

overselling the

conference, and thai the

in the recent

Calumet and liecla threatened to break the market price.
The public is beginning to realize the dangers from con-

now

is

street

taken.

Truck
reser\'e

Street
full

the

panic on

is

crowded

the

were slopped on both sides of

cars

hour, until there w.^s a long line on each

drivers likewise had no desire to

of police

street station to

by

from

received

street

caused a small

It

the wire for a

and a

Essex

at

fallen

almost a laugh.ible instance of the caution which

thoroughfare.

track.

respect that a wire

some way had become unfastened and had

across Cirand

crowd

The

wires.

light

electric

in

with

road

such

as

novel
for

was

policeman

Then

go

further,

lapped

the

ri

street car

The "house-boat" which

the air yet

Bell, the

well-known

who with his family and
sunmier in Nova Scotia, living in a

guests will

telephone millionaire,

spend the
ner

on board

this

magnificent

mense catamaran, on which

is

boat.

novel

really

It is

sleeping

kitchen.

estimated that this strange craft,

It is

apartments,

provided with two powerful screws,

fitted

man

and
which is

make

lifteen miles

smooth water. The whole boat is luxuriously
up, and has every convenience to be found in a modin

ern residence.
It is

reported that a novel invention

shape of an

in the

now being used at Saratoga by the inventor, Mrs. Angie Truax, who resides at the well-known
Frank Leslie place, "Intercarden." She is known to the

electrical carriage

stage as

Madam

is

Schott.

was from a love

It

of travel that

she conceived the idea of her invention, which resembles a
two-seated side bar surrey wagon,
the

same length and

witli

top,

The wheels

truck.

and of about

are like those of a

but heavier.
The steering apparatus is placed in
and connects with the front axle by a gearing seg-

bicycle,
front,

ment.

The

propelling power

is

connected with and turns

the rear axle by a system of gears.

The

electric

motor

up but

little

room.

instead of a rotary; and this

It
is

has a "vibrating" armature

where the

little

woman

in

ventor looks for the greatest results in her electric motor,

of rotary motor,

max

easily ob-

can apply

thinks she

and she

Canada

all

skim

cx|K*cts to

hear the application to revoke the

general term has reversed the decision of the lower

and granted a new

Farnsworth of the

company

trial in

the action of Kecciver

A

Hankers'

John

Merchants' Telegraph

against the Western I'nion fordamages alleged lo

have been sustained

through the

;ict

ion of the plaintiff in

The employes

of K. S. (Ireeley

game

baseball

at

Company

^S:

Kmpire City

Prospect

defeated the

company

Klcctric

in a

I'ark. lirooklyn, last .Saturday,

by

The game lasted two hours, and was
replete with biilliant plays.
The (irecley hard hitters
were out in force, and throughout the game kept up a regular slugging match.
The game was witnessed by a large

a score of 34 to 11.

The controversy over

awarding of the contracts for

the

occupied

lighting

the attention of the gas
commission, and will probably come up again Tuesday.
electric

The Brush and East River companies objected to the
United States and Mount Morris companies.
It was
claimed that the United Slates Illuminating company was
controlled indirectly by the Wcstinghouse company and
that its otVicers had misrepresented the facts when they
cl.iimed no other company was interested in the contr.ict.
This was denied under oath by the United States com-

The

pany's offtcers and so the case stands.

controversy

between the Brush and Mount Morris company
similar character.

The Brush company

Morris company has no right to use

Mount Morris company admits

streets,

etc.,

of which

All

W.

edifying and entertaining.
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be void
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contract

the line

If
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not

Archbishop Ireland rclurneil
from the East recently, where he examined the electric railways in actual and successful operation in several citie«,
i8<)0.

and he favors the overhead system

There are no heavy

grades in the region of the proiK>scd routes.
Vesterd.iy <|uite a delegation of St. Paul .ind Minneapolis

men were

Stillwater looking

over ihe working of the
and was especially pleased with what
they saw, the steepest grades offering no dift'iculty to the
locomotion of the cars.
They examined the power hounc
and every other part minutely, Ur. Allen taking every pains
to

in

explain

From

every part.

hints dropped

Allen went to

Paul and

.St.

looks as

it

negotiations are being opened which m,ay bear

fruit.

if

iJr.

.Minneapolis for further consul-

tation.

D.

Laredo, Tex.
Lakeud, Tex

13.—J. W,

July

,

(;rccr, of

Austin

the

City Street Railway company, has been appointed superin-

Laredo

Electromotor

and increased the construction force lo \<io men. The
tr-ick- Laying gang reached the new Hotel Hamilton this
evening.
Mr. Greer is a genttemin of well-known ability,
and will vigorously push the construction to an early oraF.

Cleveland, Ohio.
Cleveland, July

San Francisco, July 6. Owing to the increase in
number of .assaults, robberies and other crimes among

the
the

Chinatown the Board of Supervisors has
ordered the placing of numerous electric lights throughout
the district.
This indicates that the board thinks the
light is more efficient than the "Chinatown Scpiatl PoliceThe ChrouiiU- in commenting on the action of the
man.''
in

erection of electric lights in

13.

— The Worxilanl

Side Street Railway company

is

Avenue

probable that they

will

A;

West

a)x>ut to begin operations

with two or three storage battery cars, and

it

is

more than

meet with success.

Three more motors are expected lo day on the East
line, and some will come every day until the order

Cleveland
of fifty

is filled.

.\bout a dozen

restaurants

throughout

the

city

are

equipped with fans this summer that surpass anything in
the cooling line ever seen here.
'I'hcy are operated by
electricity and are coming into general use
The fans are

made simply

Cal.

—

of

street railway arc laid a« far

west as ('tcvcland avenue and the b.iluncc in
installments in three, six
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the Brown plant, which has the contract for

district,

the remaining

while there are parties

the
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'i/m^jiHo feci
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is full

Mr.

accordance with their conMissouri Electric Light com-
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hut been opened to rc<xivc 4ut>«cription« to
bonu«. The righl-of wjy through Macalc«ler
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of

in

pany's plant, which has the contract

of small oar shaped boards not

more than two
and four inches in width at the widest part.
and there are but two of them on a single pivot, but they
feet in length

A dozen of ihcm stir
room 150 feet long and 30 feel wide, so as to
on the warmest summer day.
R.

are run at a wonderful rate of speed

up the

make

air in a

it

cool

Birmingham, Ala.
Bikmin«;ham,

.\la..

July

13.— ihe

Telegraph Company reached

lines

of the Postal

Chinatown will do much to prevent crime at night and will
be worth more than a special detail of policemen.
The
brilliant light from a tall mast is about the only means of
dispelling darkness in the narrow alleys where so much
"
crime goes unpunished
Ever since the quarrel between the Electric Light company and the Cas company, Napa has been in darkness.
Now the citizens are warming up, and are demanding the

today from the
North.
.\ large force of men are at work putting up wires,
and the line will be extended as far as New Orleans and
Galveston as rapidly as possible
The general manager of
the company is expected to reach the city to-nighi. and an
office will be opened here next week.
M.

return of the electric lights.

Sherman, July 13.— At the Merchants" and Planters
National Bank of this city recently the city coancil and
representative business men held a meeting to hear a proposition from Messrs. Adamson and Cook, representing the

Samuel

1 1

.

Taylor, general

.agent of

the

Thomson-

company, has purchased the Pico Street
This road was formerly
Electric Railway at Los .\ngeles.
operated by electricity, but will l>e changed into a Thomson-Houston system very shortly.

Houston

Electric

The Multnomah
will

Street

change from cable to

The Sprague company

be increased without the necessity of constructing a larger

motor by simply using more battery. A constant current
can be kept up for three hours, and this, too, at a test speed

already referred lo in the Wi.Mi.hs Ki

system.

examined the different electric light
what work was being done, and if

visited

Minn.

July 15.— The Kcficrvc electric nurtor project
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Louis, Mo.

St.
St. Loris, July 13

(or three month*.

Mount

is

statement, but says
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permission can easily be obtained.

claims the

bu»y rebuilding

all

electric street car line,

representation of the electrical concerns of this city.

the

the city

stipulates that the obligation will

cutting the wires of the American Kapid company.

arc

will Iw ulllixcd.

St. Paul.
Sr.

at

court

and %Wi

electricity

the case on this groimd.

The

but ihcy

amJ Meat company have «ccurcd Ihc

(ias Light

for lighting

been purch.iscd.

wings.

li>

Oakland
contract

franchise

claiming that more power can be obtained than from any
other form

I

now

that place,

at

a|{ain

patent issued to F<lison, and the Amcriian inventor will test

is

placed in the center and on the bottom of the carriage, and
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will

inventor

fair

electric
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an hour

on

of patents in

is

Graham

altogether a wonderful

is

Mr. Fdison (picstions ihe auhorilyof ihe commissioner

recently passed through the city

the invention of Ale.xander

lights, lent, eleclric stove

clcclric

the^c principles lo aerial navig.ilion,

wire

Feeling no shock, he dared

was detached from the
horses and run over the wire, which still showed no signs
of life.
The horses were taken around. Travel was resumed, and at last the wire was cut away, and it dawned on
many people that it was "dead."
the wire.

company

many

carriage has

speed of lifteen milcH an hour

and the

increase to thirty.

lic

is
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nor do
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travel.
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liable lo Injury,

water,

no way

heating,

from the Kldridge

called out

Finally, a

electricity.

move

feat urts.

cooking ami

tained,

keep back the people from a possible death

cautiously with his night-stick.
to

interfere

representatives of the

few copper

the

the city as to what the trouble

doing business,

which

they

l)e

was between the
Tamarack and the Cal.mict and Ilecla companies At the
otVice of the I.ewisohn Uros., agents of the Tamarack company, it was denied point blank that there was any trouble.
Mr. Jacob, the New York broker for the Calumet and
Ilecla, said that there was trouble, and that every company
in the pool objected to the way in which Tamarack had been

with

are in

use throughout the country.

in

luben,

brann paddles lo

little

through the

carriage

they

(i.

3,000 wires will

giving satisfactory results.

considerable

left in

tact

the

pr<»pel

arranged that

there

site

The impnivement

wires in the city.

its

purchase a

will

It

will lo-

a metallic circuit of double wire service throughout

There

hind weeets arc ingeniously secured

I*".

Clark, secretary and treasurer, and Charles A. Tinker, vice-

cale permanently at Martfi'nl.

lo be

is

up the carriage and iln
and lo the spokct of the

load while crossing ilecp streams,

in tlu- matter, reecivcd

hands of Cochran.

at the

dry primary liaitcry

Jnderncalh (he carriage arc air light melal

I

affair,

many a iiarii blow
many electrical
is

loshow up
ami Harold I'. Itrown

best liuhl,

prominent position

his

of

vestigation

in his

M

rigar shaped, of suitable si/e to buoy
of

invcsli^,';iti(>n

ihc

crcatinjf llic

is

Notes.

A

hitccn miles an hour.

<>(

used.

New York
a(lo|)lfd
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13

and 13^0 per

The

Seattle

Railway company of Portland
electricity.
is

cent, grades
lire

calculating on surmounting

on

its

new road

at

Tacoma.

threatened to ruin the eleclric light

this

city

Sherman, Texas

Light and Power companies of Dallas. Austin,
Houston and other cities. It was proposed to build and
equip an eleclric railway between the cities of Sherman
and E>enison, absorb the present electric light plants and
add to them the most improved system of arc and incandescent lights, furnish electric power for all kinds of
nianuf.ictories and extend the present system of street railElectric

;
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way, which comprises two mile?, by building an additional
This line will traverse a newly
four miles of belt line.
purchased tract of 300 acres which will be divided by wide
It is proposed to
streets into desirable building lots.
organize a company with a capital stock of $200,000, and
put their immense plant midway between the cities of
The
Sherman and Denison which are six miles apart
proposition

is

M.

considered favorably.

C

Washington, D.
Washington, D. C, July
Wanamaker when asked to-day about

13.

— Postmaster-Genera!
the truth of the rethe rate on Gov-

made an order reducing

port that he had

ernment telegrams from one cent to one mill per word, said
that he had suggested this rate and notilied the telegraph
companies to this effect. To some of the companies that
objected to this rate

he had written a

which stated,

letter

I desire to say that the rate proother things:
posed was fixed upon information furnished to this department that your company has been making rates to va

among

'

some instances as low
as the figure now proposed for the government service
With the notice of this fact, I would not be justified in
rious large corporations that are

making

for the

in

government a new contract

at higher rates

than were charged other patrons; especially so in view of
the privileges and benefits extended to your compan)- by
congress.

acts of

own

submit to your

I

sense of right

that the government, under existing conditions,
to the

minimum

entitled

is

rate."

It is understood that the telegraph companies will soon
have a hearing before the postmaster general, and protest

to the extent of $40,000 or $50,000, and preparations to
put in a plant for furnishing incandescent light are in

progress.

Tex., Gas company has again enlarged its
time increasing the capacity of its incandescent plant 1,000 lights.

The Waco,

electric plant, this

Th3 coilract for wiring for incandescent lights in the insane asjdum at Fergus Falls, Dak., has been awarded to
the Mather Electric company of St. Paul for $800.
Stratford, Ont., has an application from "an American
incandescent electric light company of Fort Wayne, Ind.,"
and introduce a new plant.

to erect poles, string wires,

Electric Light company, recentral station at Mill
Westinghouse Electric company will

The Bramwell-Pocahontas
cently incorporated, will

Creek,

W.

The

Va.

build a

furnish the plant.

Incandescent lights for residences have caught the popuRacine, Wis., and the Badger Electric company
The plant
of that place is kept busy wiring residences.
lar taste at

was recently enlarged.

The Tuscumbia, Ala Electric Light & Water company
100 horse power
has decided to increase its plant.
engine will be introduced, and an incandescent plant with a
capacity of 600 lights will be installed
,

A

The Wilmington, N. C Gas Light company and the
North Carolina Electric Light & Power company, have
consolidated.
The electric light p'ant will be removed to
the gas works and doubled in capacity
,

The proposed incorporation of the Northwest Electric
company, and the Electric Light & Power company, of
Winnipeg, is being opposed by the Manitoba Electric Light
&: Gas Light company, and war is imminent.
The Thomson-Houston company of Chicago reports the
following recent sales:
Village of Hyde Park, 100 incan600 incandescent
descent
State capitol, Austin, Tex.
200 incandescent;
State insane asylum, Hastings, Neb
Taylorsville, III., 650
Visilia, Cal., 300 incandescent;
incandescent; Ironwood, Mich., 1,200 incandescent; West
Bay City, Mich
1,000 incandescent.
,

;

the order, which,

vigorously against

they

contend,

all

July 20, iJ

,

too low, and which,

fixes rates entirely

enforced,

if

will

compel them to handle government telegraph business at a
IIloss on each and every message.

Wichita, Kan.

—

Wichita, July 13. The electrical equipment of the
& Suburban Street Railway line has been comThe first cars reached Main and First streets at
pleted.
11:30 at night, and had on board a large number of KairWichita

mount

people,

who were

The work

event

enthusiastic

especially

the

company, putting

of the crnstruction

now the

nearly eight weeks ago, and

in

dispatch, having

the system, has been done with unusual

commenced

over

pleted three and a half miles, and poles set

line is

com-

and wire ad-

two miles more. About three months ago
was decided by the company to put in an electric system,
and in a few weeks an ordinance was granted, and
The line
everything arranged for work to commence.

justed for nearly
it

is

The

ready for use to Fairmount.

from

Fairmount

trip to

an

twenty miles

to

fifteen

ordinance does not admit of
be

will

in

hour,

but

the

is

city

However, the

speed.

full

made

possible speed

twenty minutes

It is

the intention to complete the line to the packing house

an

early date,

and make an

at

effort to give special service to

T.

that part of the city.

Tacoma, Wash. Ter.

—

Tacoma, July 5. The power house for the street railway will soon be completed, and in a short time the electric
road in this place will be in full operation. The Ninth
street cable

road

substituted for

will

be abandoned, and electricity

the "shoe

string."

It

system

that ere long the entire street railway

By October

ated by electricity.

avenue

up Ninth and

it

be

will

be oper-

expected that the

is

be running from Twenty-third street on

electric cars will

Pacific

ist

will

probable

quite

is

to

the

wharf,

from

K

Helen's avenue to

St.

Pacific
street;

avenue

down

present line to Old Town, and up Jefferson to
Yakima avenue, all cars running on Pacific avenue.
The contracts a'ready awarded call for an expenditure of
$150,000, and the system will cost much more before comthe

Experiments on storage batteries

pleted.

will

D.

THE ELECTRIC
An

electric light

company

is

LIGHT.

Some time ago the Light & Fuel company of Vandalia,
III., offered to furnish the city for lighting purposes roo 25
candle power electric lights at a cost of $r 800 per annum.
Mayor Rode, who has always advocated this system of
lighting, laid the proposition before the city council, where
it has been debated pro and con for several meetings.
Last
week a vote was taken which resulted in its adoption, six
of the nine aldermen voting yea.
The new

the Fort

Wayne Jenney

Electric
Ind., will be formally
The structures are comopened the latter part of July
modious and possess admirable facilities for electric manufacturing.
The opening ceremony will take the form of
a reception, to which the company's friends in Fort Wayne
Music and dancing will be the order of
will be invited.
Mr. McDonald will have his phonograph on
the evenijig.
exhibition, and Mr. Slattery will give the guests an opportunity to test his electric tricycle.
factories of

Light company at Fort

Wayne.

The committee on lights of the Atchison, Kan., city
council July 6 recommended that a contract be entered
into with the Electric Light company for sixty lights, and
that all gas lamps be discontinued, the contract to run five
years; and, failing to obtain the consent of said company
to such a contract, the clerk be instructed to advertise for
bids for an electric light plant, and that all lights, except those on Commercial street east of Ninth street, be
Accompanying this repoit was a
shut off indt finitely.
proposition from the Electric Light company to put in
sixty lights on a "moon schedule" at $6 per light.
motion to adopt that part of the report which instructed the
clerk to advertise for bids, was lost.
motion to reduce
the term of the contract from five to two years was also
lost, after which the report of the committee was adopted.

A

A

The policy of establishing electric light stations in connection with gas plants commends itself to the best judgment of progressive men in the gas business, but there are
still many who tenaciously cling to the old idea that it is
better to

make war on

electric

companies, evtn though at

is cheaper and more satisfactory to the consumer than
Frogressiz'e Age a gas journal, that reads the
signs of the times, takes Grandpa Gerould to task.
It
says:
"If, as Mr. Gerould asserts, 'it has been demonstrated time and again that gas is more satisfactory and
cheaper to the consumer,' why do we find electric lights
While an electric company Is new it may get
in use?
some patronage to encourage a desirable competitor of the
gas company, but any continued support it may receive
must be based upon the cheapness of the light, or the satis
faction it gives.
Whatever we may think of the cheapness or the reverse of this competitor of gas, it is idle to
deny that for some lighting purposes it is more satisfactory
to the consumer than gas light as offered to him.
admit that these pui poses are not those of ordinary in
ternal illumination but they are ntunerous, real and enduring, and the electric companies are filling them
can stand on top of our holders, or in our conventions,
and vociferate until we are hoarse and have convinced

electricity.

city plant for

electric lighting.

The Thomasville, Ga., electric
operation September rst.

light

plant

will

be

in

The

Plattsmouth, Neb., Electric Lighting company has
been incorporated, with !|;3o,ooo capital stock.
L. A. IJrown, of I>ittle Rock, has secured the franchises
for slreel railway and electric light at Guthrie, Oklahoma.

eastern man,

it is

slated,

wants

to establish

an

in-

candescent elfciric light system, together with an electric

power plant in Dubuque.
The San Jose, Cal., Light and Power company was
organized recently, consolidating the San Jose Gas company and the San Jose ICIectric Light company. The electrical

cided
report on the substitution of electricity for gas.
The
majority report favored the leasing of a pla t with a capac
ity of 456 arc lights and 3,000 incandescent lights, the
lease to expire in six months, with privilege of purchase of
the plant at the expiration of that time.
The minority report favored a contract system of lighting.

gas

forming at Tampa, Fla,

Macon, Ga., contemplates establishing a

An

Allegheny, Pa., gas committee met July yth and deto report to councils a minority and a majo.'ity

department

Gillespie.

'J"he

will

be under the direction of W. W.
will soon make improvements

new company

We

We

'^'

*'^

this in the affirmative."

A

dispatch from Springfield. III., says; The secretary of
state has let the contract to A. L. Ide & Son of this city for
the engine and dynamo to run the electric lights in the
statehouse.
The appropriation made by the legislature
for this purpose is $4,000
The electric lamps now in the
statehouse are the property of the state, and the conditions
of the contracts are so favorable that in addition to running
these lamps the appropriation will probably furnish several
more, and also one or two for the engine house and heating
department.
The contract is considered very favorable,
and embraces all repairs of the plant for two years.

A

Berlin correspondent writes: Up to the present time
the joints between the lead cables which are used in connection with the Berlin central electric light stations were
made by special clamps, it having been considered impracticable to make soldered joints between heavy cables; but
now one of the engineers of the company has invented a
method of soldering even the heaviest cables, whereby injury to the insulating material is avoided, the application of
heat being purely local.
The new method is also applicable to jointing steel wires to each other or to a ferrule,
without in the slightest degree impairing the elasticity of
the material, and it is expected that this discovery will
have a considerable field of application in various industries

THE ELECTRIC IWOTOR.

,

The

great loss, than to yield to the demand of the times and
L. P Gerould, the
give the people what they want.
self-styled
grandparent of "All American institutions,"
says the less the gas companies have to do with electric
Continuing in this strain he says,
lighting the better.

be made.

each other of the extravagance and unreliability of electricity, while our competitors are wiring the premises of
some of our best patrons, and securing the city contracts
we had come to regard as naturally ours; but the wisdom
*
of so deluding ourselves is doubtful.
We believe that in most towns where there is electric competition
the gas business is suffering from it; if not in a reduction
of business, at least in the loss of all, or a part, of the
annual increase which has heretofore been enjoyed. This
has certainly been the case in many places.
The new
light is pushing itself ahead more and more, and the
question, ceasing to be 'Can it get any of our business?'
has become, 'Can it get so much as to make it profitable
to us to control it?'
We believe experience is answering

The South

Railway company

Nashville, Tenn., Street

will substitute electricity

on

its lines

for animal po^ver

The Hamilton Street Rail vay and Electric company of
Hamilton, O., has been incorporated with $roo,ooo capital
stock.

The common council of Rochester, N. Y., has granted
franchises to two new street railway companies to construct
and operate electric railways.
It is reported that a syndicate is being formed to purchase
and extend the Lynchburg, Va., Street Railroad and oper-

ate with elec'ric power.

The Houston, Tex & Magnolia Park Railway company,
,

will

will

Electricity
begin the construction of its road soon.
be employed, but the system has not yet been

decided.

Track

is

being

Pullman,

laid at

III.,

Work was begun last fall, but
spring, and now it is expected the road
way.

in a short

The

for

an

electric rail-

discontinued until
will be in operation

time

Electric

Traclion

&

Manufacturing company,

re-

cently organized at New Orleans to operate electric roads,
will begin operations by changing the power of the Crescent
City railroad to electricity.

The Broadway Street railway of Cleveland, O., will submotor power for horses. The city council
has granted the company permission to make the change
and extended its franchise.
stitute electric

The Nashville, Tenn City Electric Railway company
has been granted a franchise and will begin work immediThe Thomson- Houston company has been awarded
ately.
the contract for the electrical equipment.
,

Within a year nearly every street railway in Cleveland
be equipped with electric or cable motors, and the extensions of existing lines will have greatly increased the
mileage of the various companies, says a Cleveland paper.
will

A

Detroit paper's correspondent in Springwells writes:
electric railroad company whose road will extend

The new

from the River Rouge to Woodmere Cemetery have begun
work, and expect to have their line running by the 1 5th of
August.

The Saginaw Union Street Railway company of Saginaw, Mich., is endeavoring to secure a franchise to put in
Detroit parties, it is said,
for a motive power electricity.
are negotiating for the line, if franchise for an electric road
is secured, on the basis of $250,000 for the plant.
A Quincy, 111., paper says: There is very little doubt
but that Quincy will have an electric or a cable street railway system in operation before the close of another year.
Such a system would prove of the greatest advantage to
There is very little vacant property
the city generally.
within reasonable distance of the business center, and peobuilding
because of the lack of adequate
hesitate
about
ple
An electric railway system
street car accommodations.
will materially increase the prosperity of Quincy, and will
prove a decidedly profitable investment.

The Circuit court at Cleveland has sustained the decision
of the lower court in refusing to grant an injunction restraining the Prospect Street Railway company fron stringThe
ing wires and erecting poles for electric railway service.
court held that the legal rights of the property owners had
motive
power
change
of
not been encroached upon by the
on the Prospect Street Railway line to such an extent as to
It was not the
warrant the granting of an injunction.
custom of the Circuit court to pass upon all the questions
that might be involved in the final trial of the case, and it
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was not proposed

to decide the merits of tlie I'lnal suit at
Tiic judge lhou^(lU the city council had consulted the interest of the Ki^neral puliiic in j^rantinjj to the
dcfcudanls the ri[rht to substiiute electricity as a motive
power for horst's
The property owners had proper
recourse for any damages sustained by them by the chan;;e

this time.

made

A St. l-ouis p per says: D. V. Alexander of Wichita,
Kan., is in Helleville, endeavoring to ninke arrangements
to chauKe the motive power of Helleville street railway, and
run cars by electricity.
An ordinance will he intmduceil at
the next meeting of the council Krantin^ the iJlti/ens'
Horse railroad the rijjht to run cars by electricity.
If it
passes Mr. Alexander says he will have cars running by
electricity in lielleville within the next <)n days.

nance

will also contain a c'ause jjtvijig the
to transfer freight cars over its line from

m

The

ordi-

company power
i-

m. to 5 a. m.

the city council of Si. I.ouis last week
the bill authorizing the Magnolia Avenue Electric Kailway
company to construct an electric railway from the intersec-

At n meeting

of

tion of Magnolia and Tower drove avenues, on Magnolia
avenue, to King's highway, was taken up and onlcred engrossed.
Mr, Metcalf introduced a bill authorizing the assignment of the electric lighting contracts and the substiaulhori/es
tution of new securities thereon
I'he bill
Charles Sutter, the Missouri Electric Light iv Power company and Charles A. ihtnvn to transfer their electric light

contracts

when they

so desire.

At present eight cars

arc

operated, and

so that the car may be propelled eilher backward or forward with e([nal ease and rapidity. The cabte lincH which
formerly it w s founil nll.eH^a^y to operate ;il tllher cml of
the road on account of the heavy grades at thene nuints,
will be things of the past, as the Sprague motors will be of
suliicient power to propel the cars up lliese grnilen, am) the
(rip froni one cud of the line to the other wilt be made
without change.
It i( interesting 10 note the Increanc of

motors

efliciency of the

j.s

indicaliMl l>y llic siatcmciil

which

the in.magement of the railway company han
completed a conir.u l f<)r power at nearly one luJf lc*s than
the amr.inU calli d for by the prcvi(>uH contract.
The cant
will each be e(]uippcd with .Sprague iniprftved inotr'tM of
is

made

15 horse power
devices in \\sk\
roads etpiipped
able to tow one

The

it

is

hoped

this

soon be increased. Two l-idison dynamos of
'I he
carfare
53 horse power tach supply the current.
equipped with .Sprague motors, and the installation is firstclass in every respect.
The construction of the road was
Turner of New York.
in charge of Woodbridge
will

i\:

each, with alt the l.ilcst improvements tnd
by the Sprague comraiiy ujioii any of the
'I'hcHe catH will each be
by their machines
ordinary car.

trial trips

of the

e'e<;lrte

motor car on the

l'',ajtt

Cleveland railroad proved satisfactory.
The comp.my
hopes to have its lines fully equipped before Augunt iflth.
An olllcer of the roml said: 'I will guarantee th.tt by July
31st all our new lines and extensions will be in full operation.
Our road to Collamer would have been compleleil
before this h:id we no' useci a few of the poles iiitetnled for
that line on Cedar avenue, during the rusli on Thursday
night.
Our Wade Park .\venue line is com))Ieted, except
the strip on Wils.m aveiuie, for which we have not received
the maps irom the engineer's oflice showing us the grades.
I went over the line
Tliere is (me strip
a car yi sterday.
of two miles along which there were but seven houses wl en
the road was planned.
one
point
Krom
of observation in
this territory yesterday I could seelilleen new houses going
The cars on this new road will run to Lake View
up.
cemetery via l.yman streit antl Euclid avenue, from the end
of the line on W.ide Park avenue.
Our Ccd:ir cars will
also reach Lake \'iew cemcter)' by an extension through
the valley at Blue Uock Springs, and thence through Co/ad
avenue.
The cars will run around a loop at this point,
making a mile or two of new track necessary."

The whole running expensesof

electric carsare one-third
than the expenses of horse cars, says the St. I.ouis
iiio/>t-/\-t>ii<,rii(.
Itcsides, the nuisance of large stables is
dispensed with, and there is no need of storage for hay and
gr:iin
Cars need less space of track and the pavement is
not broken up by the incessant tramp of horses.
I5ut the
point of perhaps most importance to the general public is
With rubber pavements, the use of
the decrease of nol^e.
electric cars, the aboliiion of the steam whistle in city
limits, the suppression of bell-ringing in church towns and
less

the restriction of hucksters' cries, a city becomes far more
inhabitable for well people, and less intolerable for the
sick.

fashionable Newport, K. I., does not want an electric
The substantial residents favor the project, and
railway.
a heated controversy is in progress, A dispatch says: "In
the meantime the railroad people ate progressing with
their work, and they have begun the erection of poles.
I'ol'ccmen were on hand to see that none of the wort men
were molested. The cottagers are in dea».l earnest, and if
the cars ever lun it will be after all legal steps have been
The townspeople aie looking on
taken topievent ihem.
with «ober faces, as they see plamly that the visitors wUI
speml no money if they can help themselves with any per
son who is a stockholder, or whj "aids and i.bets" the
enterpiise."

A

not

iii

U

KttN

Ki.K'

do not deem

CHlcd

ncccxnary to ipeak further of their

it

buHlrutiH.

THE TELEGRAPH.
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HpceiaMroin llalduA,

N'>v.i

Paul paper contains the following inilorsemenl of
electric railways sent from Washington. I). C
Archbishop
Ireland and Kather Thomas O'Oorman arrived in Washington to-<-iay
The archbishoi) has been ii vestigaling
electric motors in various cities he has visited, and when
asked how the project was progressing, said: "I am making
a prospecting trip through the country, antl find th.at St.
Paul is very much behind other citie*^ in regard t" rapid
transit.
In the city of Sault Stc. .Marie, on the "Soo" road,
they have an electric motor tunning from the depot back
into the city, and it is a success. It has been run for eleven
months and no difiiculty is encountered. In Boston electric railwa) s are such a success in the suburbs that the com
pany has asked the city for a charter to run lines on the
principal streets.
Poles are planted ami wires strung on
many streets, even on Boylston, one of the Imest avenues
in the city.
The posts and wires are in no way unsightly
In ^Vashington the electric motor I lind is a great succfss,
and the same system of oveihead wires is used
The line
runs for a half mile on New \'oik avenue, one of the principal streets.
If our people could come east once in a
while and see the rapid progress matle, they would not be
ready to object to an)thi' g like overhead w^res for rapid
transit.
BostO'i ard WashIf overhead wires will do for
ingloj, they ought not to trouble St. Paul peop'e."
St.

:

THE TELEPHONE.

Telephone connection between Sedalia, Mo and Knobtwenty miles west was made last week by way of
Lamonle.
A hne has been built between Warrensburg
and Kansss City, and a nine-mile gap between Knobnoster
and Warrensburg will be completed Aug. 1st, completing
the line between Sedalia and Kansas City
The plant is
owned bv the Missouri iV Kansas Telephone company.
Bertie Springs is already connected and Sweet Springs will
be added to the circuit within the next thirty days.

One of the first electric street railways in this country,
the Washington street, Asylum and Park Railway of Binghamton, N. V., has recently had its entire equipment
changed in order to meet the latest and most approved
The lirst equipment was
ideas of electric railway science
installed about two years ago. and the changes which are
being made illustrate the advances which have been
accomplished in electric railway science, and they show the
difference between the ideas which were prevalent two years
ago, and the leading ideas as illustrated in the motor appliances of to day. The motor cab, which occupied the front
of the car under the old style of electric radway will be
entirely dispensed with, and the motors will be placed
underneath the cars, as in all the modern electric railways.
The overhead overrunning trolley, and the method of carrying all the current over the track on a single conductor
has been abandoned for the latest .Sprague methods in this
case.
The motive power also will be under the more com
plete control of the driver, and all degrees of speed in both
directions are obtainable by movements of a single switch

The Chicago Ttihunc thus refers to the incorporation
of a long distance teleph-r-e company: "The $65,000,000
company has a long r:an.^. being known as the "United
States Vogelgrayphone ani Electric
Microphone Far
Distance Speaking Inst' ment Company.'
Its president
is E. W. \ogeI and its bccrelary and
treasurer is Adolph
Gray.
It is incorporated under the state law, with shares
of $100 each, so that it is possible for 650,000 citizens to
interest themselves to the extent of one share each in its
welfare.
It has not
placed any stock upon the market
yet, but otTers to investors a tempting plum.
This is contained in the stipulation:
'Ten per cent, interest guaranteed on each and ever)- coupon presenied through the
^ ogeigrayp-.one Bank each and every )ear until the >ear
lyoi.'
The bank is hereafter to be established. The
tangible properlv of the company consists of half a mile of
thin iron and copper wire stretched on posts across some
vacant prairie a
le or so from
May^vood station. In a
shanty at each end is a telephone arrangement which Mr.
Vogel claims will knock out all other telephones whatever.

The Chamber of Deputies according to a cablegram
from Paris has passed a bill providing for the purchase of
telephones by the government.
During a severe thunder shower at Des Mtjines last Sunday a telephone wire came in contact wiih the trolley line
of the electric railway, and was burned in two.
One end
in dropping struck a horse which was almost instantly
killed.
-V policeman was well shaken up while tr)-ing to
remove the wire from the horse.
Before Judge Colt in the United States Circuit court at
Boston, July ijh, counsel for the Bell Telephone company
that the latter be allowed to withdraw its
answer in the government suit ami hie instead a plea. The
object of the Bell company in seeking to withdraw its
answer is to evade the recent decision of Judge Colt, who
refused to restrict the taking of testimony to ihe single
question of fraud of the company in procuring its patent.

made a motion

,

noster,

m

^iitiia,

llitrm.m-

'>;i)i

ugement and operation o( the hrench cablco from Sidney
to St. I'icrrc and thence to I'rancc, ha* l>crn taken over hy
the Mackay- Bennett company.
(icorgc C. Ward, the
Mackay Bennett New \ or k manager, is ikjw in Nova
Scotia Nuperinlcndinfc the amalgamation.
Ihc French
company'}! laml tincH, from LouinburjE, where Ihc cable
landed, to Sydney, have been dlnmanilcd, and the tabic
fiteanier I'onyrr *,)iicrlicr >in>i laid a new cable from the
main stan'l at (.ouUburt; to Fox NIand, ( anvi. From
Fox Inland to llascl Mill, Canito, the cable Klallon of Ihc

Mackay Bennett

the distance i* four milcn.
The
and the tandiuK plate of ihc French
cable are connected with "a French cablc"~-lhal t», a
cable buried in a trench four feet deep, or under «alcr

Mackay-

line,

Itcnnetl oflicen

The Mackay-llennett and French companicn have
into an

amalgamation, which

IKiol.

They

cnlcreil

will te a rival to the cable
have, it in »aid, formed conneetions with the
Canadian I'acilic telegraph syntcm, and in a few wcck«
the Canadian Facitic land line will have completed connection with the cables at Canso.
In order to have another
independent connection with the United States, a new
cable iit to be immcdialcIV laid between Canto and Iknton,

Miscellaneous Notes.
The

(ialion I'^leclric

(

';irl>*jn

company

been incorporated with a capital

The use of electricity as a substitute for steam power is
becoming more general in Rochester. N \'., according to
the Hctalii of that city.
It says- "Although it is but
a short time since the lirst motors were introduced here, a
large number, of various degrees of power, have been put
The Brush company has over four hundred motors in
in.
use
more than double the number operated by that
company last year. The aggregate amount of power
furnished by the Edison company is 200 horse power, the
The Rochester
largest motor possessing 30 horse power.
company has but recently begun furnishing electric power,
I'.oth of these are of conand has put in only two motors
siderable power.
The electric motorsare being utilized for
almost every purpose where steam is generally used
Although most of the machines in this city are used
to run fans for cooling stores, yet there is a considerable number furnishing power for sewing machines
and for printing
in
clothing
and shoe
facte ries
presses,
elevators,
ruling machines,
and
for
other
similar purposes.
The motors vary in power from
The motors used by the
one-eighth to thirty horse power.
Rochester electric railway each are hfteen horse power,
two motors being attached to each car. The substitution of
electricity for steam has met with great favor among business men here, because of the riddance thus secured from
the annoyance caused by the smoke and dirtiness occasioned
by steam engines."

—

palenlcd. but a patent hax been applied for."
undoubtedly the concern referred to In ihc Wkvi iKHtAN of April I3lh. At thai lime it wa«
known as the "United SlatcH VfJijel-Ka/ophonc-aml
Electrical-Microphone - Trumpet Acoustic- E!«»:tfr>moi**rI'owcr - MuHJcal-Car l)i«>tanec - l.ou(l-Spcakint; - Triin*»fer
Instrument c<mipany, of Chicago," The ({cnllcmen inter
It

Thit

ih.at

'\\\

The electric railway at Chattanooga, Tenn., has been
completed, antl is now in operation.
The line thus far
completed is si.x miles in length, and traversts the principal
It will be exlentled immediately, ami in
part of the town.
thirty days it is hoped the extension will be in i)peralion
number

.59

of (jalion,

O

.

ha>

stcxjk of %i^,i*»i.

staled by a St l^uis pa|K:r that among the fnwel
exhibited at the Universal Klectrical F^hibttion
be an electric stove which will be (Mablished at the
exhibition, and visitors to this department will lie provided
with all manner of food which has been cooked by cltcIt is

lies to lie

will

tricily.

The Kev. M. Alley of Phillii>s, Wis,, cla'ms to have In
vented a device for burning water that will be of gieal
value in manufacturing.
'I'he :«ppar>tus is descrileil as a
tank for water, which would serve the purpose of a loiler
of a furnace, a pipe leading from the tank lo the fireplace,
into the burner, which is gas pipe, varyirig in si/c according to the intensity of the lire nstd and tilled with M.rapsof
iron or coils of wire.
This burner lies over the (ire. and,
it is claimed, steam passing through it is healed to such a
high leniperature that when it is*ues from the orifices in
the pipe it is immediately transformed into its comfoneni
gases and burned, producing a heal many times greater
man that of coal.
The most important part of the invention is said to be a valve which allous the water to enter
the burner in ((uantities only sufficient to its needs.
It is
further claimed ihat the fuel used is diminished three
fourths, .and the he;.t produced increased many fold.
The
attention of capitalists has been called to the device, but
few experienced men have shown interest in the device.

A

wild western journalist thusdeseribtsaneventof consii^erable importance on the boundless prairies, the completion
of an electiic fence thirty miles in length inclosirg a ranch:
"The engine was turned loose and the current turned on
for the entire line, and Prince then and from this on she
hum' on in wonderful shape she stands, a sj-si«
of
practical fencing neither surpassed nor equaled by any
other.
It extends from a point about two miles out to a
point way over in Carlson county beyond the Southern
Kansas road, and to say that this management which

—

m

—

grasped at once

its utility and had it built
to say that the
of the people who have inspected it are
pleased, would be a mild expression.
It is simply one • f
the wonders of science, and is a monument to its inventor.
On ^^aturday a party had a demonstration of its effectiveness
On one side of the fence stood some dozen or fifteen steeis, on the other stood one alone.
He undertook
to break through and go over to the majority.
He had no
idea he was tackling a buz/ saw when he struck that
smooth wire fence. Well sir, he jumped like he was hit at
once with forty million hornets, and with his tail coiled
over his back he wheeled and only struck the ground in
high places.
Then the fifteen made a dash to torn and
follow h'm. One by one they rubbed that electric fence,
and as fast as they did they jumped, bawled, kicked,
wheeled and sailed on as though they had urgent business
at the North Pole, and only had a few hours in which to
That electric fence is a stunner it is the
make it.
eighth and greatest wonder of the world.
Not one of
these cattle was hurt, but not one of them will go ocar
the fence again."

management

—

Personal Paragraphs.
W.

Marland. of the Fori Wayne Jcnney Electric Light
company, was in Chicago last week.
|.

\. Y. Blundell. manager of the Midland Electric oom*
in Chicago Ust week.

pcny of Omaha, was
C.

G

Reynolds, general superintendent of the CoddciI

BlufTs & Omaha Railway and Bridge company, was
Chicago Electric Club last week.

Captain Willard

at the

Candec. treasurer of the Okonilc

I..

company, of New ^'ork. relumed from his European trip
on the 4th instant. The captain gives a glowing account
of the American part of the I'aris Exposition, and says
the electrical goods manufacturers are not one whit
behind
yet. the

fancy.

t'le

other great

industries, notwithstanding that as

manufacture of

electrical

goods

is

only

in

its in-
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Electrical Patents

Business Mention.

Issued

inC. Mclntire & Co., of Newark, N. J., report
creased trade in terminals for motors, dynamos and
This firm also makes terminals and caps
switch boards.
for holding the insulation that will be found very useful as
they make a perfect and neat connection for motor and
dynamos and one that keeps the insulation in good shape.
They also make lightning arresters for telephone switchboards, and have 10,000 in the service of the Metropolitan
Telephone and Telegraph company of New York. Just
at present this firm is busily engaged in making connectors for both straight and branch west in the underground
work in New York city. The Franklin institute of Philadelphia recently awarded them the John Scott premium

and medal.

The Okonite company of New York and their celebrated
okonite wires and cables are coming in for considerable
A writer on
attention from the daily press of that city.
the JVt'ic York IVorld, in a recently published article of
some length, describing the rapidly growing manufacturing
"The
interests of Passaic. N. J., has this to say of them:
story of the growth of this concern resembles more a fairy
Started
four
blunt
business
facts.
statement
of
tale than a
years ago, it occupied a portion of the building (factory
No, 2) of the New York Belting & Packing company, but
the rapidly increasing business of both concerns necessitated
the building of large, new works for the latter, which are
now in course of rapid construction. The first year's business of the Okonite company amounted to about $9 000
while this year's business yn\\\ reach the enormous sum of
The word okonite is a name applied to a
over ^500,000.
compound and process for insulating aerial, subterranean
and submarine cables, also telegraph, telephone and elecThis procer-s is said to have surpassed all
tric light wires.
others in flexibility, indifference to heat and cold, and all
ft is absolutely impervious to
other climatic changes,
moisture.
It has stood the most severe tests, and has re
ceived the highest recommendations."

We

notice that the

York Belting

\i

enterprise

Packing company.

of

our friends, the New
York, is attracting

Electric

406.42a.

New

York,

also a large $375 reflecting galvanometer made for the
special purpose of measuring high insulation resistance,
the galvanometer itself having a resistance of 500,000
ohms; this will be the only instrument of this character in
is

For measuring induction co efficients,
the United States.
etc., there is provided one of Ayrton & Perry's secohmI'or the determination of magnetic constants
meters.
there is a large Weber earth inductor which will be used in
addition to the Kew magnetometer already possessed by
the physical department
There is also a Kohlrausch
unifilar electro-dynamometer for the measurement of very
weak currents such as those used in telephone work, etc.;
this suspension has the minimum amount of torsion as the
current is conveyed out of the instrument by means of a
platinum strip attached to the movable coil, and dipping
into a dilute solution of sulphuric acid.
pair of Wiedemann's large dead beat reflecting galvanometers, Sir
Thomson's astatic refiecting galvanometer, one of I'.lliott's
differential galvanometers, as well as his ballistic instrument; a Wheatslonc Kirchoff cylinder bridge, Kohlrausch
mirror differential galvanometer condensers, telescopes,
go to make up the remainder of as fine an outfit of
etc
electrical test apparatus as has ever been sold at any one

A

Wm.

,

time in this country.

O

Francis

Switch.

Black-

Dynamo
406,429.
Philadelphia Pa.

Armature.

tario,

John F.

Elevators.

Stanley

C.

C.

Currie,

John W. Davy, Kingston. On-

Light Tower
Canada.

406,432

Blackwell,

fosiah L.

NY.

Signaling Apparatus for
406,423
Bower, Chicago, III.

William W. Griscom,
Secondary Battery.
406,439.
Plaverford College, Pa.
The invention consists of an inclosing cell having
shoulders upon interior opposite sides, about midway
the vertical height thereof, combined with elements
having projections upon opposite edges midway the
vertical height, which rest upon and are supported by
the shoulders within, and forming part of the cell.
Shoulders or projections are provided near the upper
edge for the purpose of supporting a rigid cover of
insulating material completely inclosing the cell, and
in this cover are placed one or more perforated buttons of hard rubber or some equally rigid material,
to provide an escape for the accumulating gases and
to serve as handles by which to lift the cover

NY."

Electrical Switch.
406.468.
burg,

Connection
406.469.
burg, N. Y.

Box.

A

Joseph

Powers, Lansing-

Joseph A. Powers, Lansing-

Telegraph Key. Henry A. Waldo. Reno, Nev.
Armature Winding for Dynamos
James J.

406 489.
4o6,4g2.

Wood, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Self Regulating Dynamo.
James J. Wood,
406.493.
Brooklyn.
Y.
The invention relates to those dynamo electric machines which automatically adapt their generators of
current to variations in the "load" or resistance on
the line in order to maintain the current of uniform
volume, or in other instances, to maintain a uniform
difference of potential at the terminals of the machine
or at other points in the circuit.

N

Regulator

406.494.

James

J.

for

Dynamo-Electric

Machines,

Wood, Brooklyn, N. Y.

The

la it claim follows:
"5. In a dynamo, the combination, with the commuand main collecting brushes, the field magnet
with a series coil in the main circuit and with an inversely-connected shunt coil joined at one terminal
to one of the main collecting brushes, and an adjustable auxiliary brush to which its other terminal is
connected, and an automatic regulator responsive to
changes in the external circuit connected to said
auxiliary brush to adjust the same around the commu
tator toward or from said m in brush, to vary the
current in said shunt-coil proportionately to and in
compensation for the changes in the external circuit."

tator

4-

Incandescent Lamp.
York, N. Y.

6,4q8.

New

Telephone.

406,567.

Charles

A

Backstrom,

Thomas A. Edison, Menlo

Park,

N.J.

The invention may be described as the combina
with the diaphragm of a telephone, of an electrode composed of granules of carbonized hard coal,
and metal surfaces between which such body of carbon-granules is held, one of such metal surfaces
being controlled by the diaphragm.

tion,

Dynamo

406.599.
iLima,

New

The

William L. Silvey,

Electric Machine.

Ohio

Electric Railway Motor.
York, N. Y.

406.600.

James W. Queen & Company of Philadelphia report the
sale of a bill of goods amounting to $4,000 to Princeton
College for the equipment of laboratory in electrical engin
The list embraces several of Queen's large Wheat
eering.
stone bridge sets as devised by Prof. Wm. A. Anthony.
These sets, as well as several of the next size smaller also
ordered by Princeton College are all guaranteed by Prof.
Anthony to be accurate within 1-50 of r per cent. There

Railway
N. Y.

Electric Railway Circuit,

406.421.

erties in

—

406,709.

New York

well,

A writer of
the attention of the daily press of that city.
the AVti' York 11 'or A/, in a recently published article of
some length describing the rapidly growing manufacturing
interests of Passaic. N. J., speaks of the company's facThe greatest repre
tory No. 2 located there, as follows:
sentative of the rubber industry is the New York Belting
& Packing company, the oldest and largest establishment
The factory at Passaic is an
of the kind in the world.
annex or branch of the original works at Newtown, Conn.,
but since its establishment here in 1SS2, it has grown in
size and importance, so that it now almost rivals its parent.
The Newtown establishment is one of the finest mill propAmerica, and employs between 30'i and 400 men.
Belting &: Packing company confines itself
exclusively to the manufacture of mechanical rubber, such
packing,
hose of all kinds, rubber mats, car,
belting,
as
wagon and cylinder springs and bumpers in short, nearly
everything of a mechanical nature for which rubber is used,
and owns and controls several patents covering different
processes incidental and indispensable to the making of the
above goods, and particularly for machine belting, vulcanized between layers of a patent metallic alloy, by which the
stretch is entirely taken out, the surface made perfectly
smooth and evenly vulcanized. J. H. Cheever is the treasurer of the concern, and J. D. Cheever deputy treasurer.

iSSg.

9,

5.

dynamic motor, in which the non-sparking points
on the commutator shall always remain at the same
position in spite of any changes of load or of armature current.

New

The New York

Jid^

Dynamo. William S. Andrews, New York,
N. Y., and Thomas Spencer, Westbrook, Conn.
The object of the invention is to produce a conslruciion of dynamo electric machines or electro-

406 41

ness.

Captain Candee, trea'^urer of the Okonite company, New
York, during his recent trip abroad, in addition to a number of smaller orders, made a contract with the city of
Paris for S.ooo feet of okonite telephone and telegraph
Captain Candee examined many important locations
wire.
in England, with a view of establishing a manufactory
there, to supply the stead'ly increasing European demand
for Okonite wires and cables.

406,681.

Lightning Rod.

John H. C. Watts, Baltimore,

Invisible Burglar

Alarm
Mo.

Md.

&

McCauley, manufacturers of leather
belting, are now permanenlly established in their new
Their factory
quarters, at 62-66 S. Canal street, Chicago
is fitted up with the latest machinery, and is excellently apThey report an excellent busipointed in every respect.
Kellogg, Ducey

July 20, 1889

objects of

Frank

Sprague,

J.

the invention are to distribute the

weight of the motor more evenly upon the driving
and to prevent the motor from straining later-

axle,
ally.

The improvement consists in dividing the bearings
motor upon the axle into two parts, which are
somewhat removed from each other, on the axle.
of the

"The

combination of a wheeled
vehicle, an electro-dynamic motor mounted thereon
and propelling the same, brackets extending from the
field magnet of the motor on each side and sleeved on
an axle of the vehicle and formed or provided with
bearings in which the armature shaft of the motor is
supported, a counter shaft also supported by said
brackets, gearing between said armature shaft and
said counter shaft, and gearing between said counter

Claim

S reads:

and said axle."
Electric Horse Disconnector.
Omaha, Neb.

shaft

406,629
ter,

The

invention

is

George A. Coul-

intended for use in

engine

fire

houses.

Galvanic Battery
Matthew
Mass.
I-'riedrich
Galvanic Battery.
406,656
N. Y.
Recording
Apparatus for
406,678.
George W. Walker, New \ork, N.
The primary feature or basis of
in the procuration of a photographic
406,636.

W. Dawson,

St. Louis,

Mat.

Electric

James

Galvanic Battery.
Henry Groswith, Philadelphia, Pa.
Electric Railway.
Walter H. Knight, New
406,743.
York, N. Y.
Of the 63 claims the 32d and 6Sth are given:
"32. The combination, in an electrically propelled
vehicle, of a transverse guide, a contact device for a
supply conductor inclosed in a slotted coidu't engaging therewith, having a frame or guard to which the
contact-conductor extending through the slot is attached, and an electrical connection leading from said
contact-conductor at a point above the said frame or
guard to a fixed point of the vehicle.
"68. The combination, in an electric railway, of a
conduit and inclosed supply conductor, an intermediate contact-plow consisting of an upright part extending down into the conduit and movable laterally
relatively to the vehicle, and a contact shoe or piece
hinged to the upright part on a longitudinal axis at a
point within the conduit."
406,726.

Electrical Apparatus for Regulating Steam Boil
Francois Martenot, Paris, France.

406,751.

ers, etc.

Signal

406,769,
406,771.

New

Alarm Transmitter and Time IndiReams, El Dorado, Kan.

or

Andrew

cator.

J.

Andrew

Secondary Battery Electrode.
York. N. Y.

Laminated Core for Electrical
bert Schmid, Allegheny, Pa.

L. Riker

Appiratus.

406,776.

4ob)777- Armature for Electric Machines.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Al-

Albert Schmid,

Closed Slotted Conduit for Electric Railways.
406.797,
Charles J. Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.

Mechanism for Controlling Electric Railway
406.798.
Motors. Charles J. Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.
The invention relates to mechanism for operating
electric motors, and more particularly to means for
starting, stopping, regulating and reversing an electric
mo'^or or motors when applied to the propulsion of
vehicles, as on electric railway cars
Claim 2. "The combination of an electrically prO'
pelled vehicle, an electric motor or motors connected
to the running gear thereof, a support or standard
upon the forward part of said vehicle, a tubular shaft
within said standard, a shaft within the tubular shaft,
operating levers attached, respectively, to said shafts
for imparting rotary movement thereto independently,

sprocket wheels and chains upon each shaft, and con
nections extending from said independent set of
sprocket chains to devices for controlling, respectively,
the direction of movement and the rate thereof of the
motor or motors."

406.803.

Carrier

for

Electric

David

Railway Systems.

G. Weems, Baltimore, -Md
406.804.

Electric Railway.

David G. Weems, Baltimore,

Electric Railway.

David

Md.
406.805.

G Weems,

Baltimore,

Md.
406 806.
more,

Electric

David

Railway.

G Weems,

Balti-

Md

The invention relates to improvements in railways
which are operated by a current of electricity derived
from any suitab'e source; and the invention consists in
providing the locomotive or car with one or more main
motors and with supplemental motors in the main
motor circuit, and in connection with the main drive
whee s, whereby the power of the supplemental motor
exerted to effect a preliminary movement of the
locomotive, which is afterward driven by the main
motor, the current from the supplemental motor to the
drive wheels being cut off by a lever, and fi.xed obstructions for tripping said lever.
is

Message and Time Recorder. John C. Wilson,
406,809.
Boston, Mass.
Underground Conduit for Electrical Conductors,
406,818.

W.

George

Cook, Detroit, Mich.

Harry E. Dey,

406 822. Secondary Battery.
N, Y.
Electric
406.824.
Park. N. J.

Meter.

Thomas A.

New

Edison,

York.

Menlo

Claim 4. "The combination, with a suspended plate
a plating cell, of means for registering the accurate
ness of maximum and minimum deposition thereon,
and means for indicating the fractional depositions
in

between the maximum and minimum."
406.825.
Park,

Electric Meter.

N.

Thomas A. Edison, Menlo

J.

The

invention consists in what is termed an "elecmeter," in which a body capable of rotation is
placed between the electrodes of an electrolytic cell,
forming part of the circuit between them, and being
caused to revolve by the increase of weight caused by
deposition on the side adjacent to the anode and the
decrease of weight on the other side caused by the removal of metal therefrom. The number of such revolutions is automatically indicated or registered, and
the amount of deposition, and consequently the quantity of current passing through the cell, is thus determined.
trolytic

Range-Finder. Bradley A. Fiske, U. S. Navy.
Method of Finding Range and Position of DisBradley A. Fiske, U. S. Navy.
tant Objects.
Means for Propelling Vehicles by Secondary
406,833.
William W. Griscora, Haverford College,
Batteries.

406.829.

Dougans, Worces-

ter,

Lotz,

New

Electric

\'ork,

Meters,

406.830.

Y.

the invention rests
impression or copy
of the fluctuations or variations of the movable or indicating part of the measuring instrument.

406,858.
trical

406,859

Method

of

Apparatus,

Method

paratus

of

Forming Laminated Cores
.\lbert

for Elec-

Schmid, Allegheny, Pa.

Forming Cores

for

Electrical

Albert Schmid, Allegheny, Pa,

Ap-

.
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THE BEST GOODS, THE GREATEST VARIETY.
ItKDUCKD

to orilor.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,

OKNWV
H.

A.

(C'ntiil"k'i"!

Street, IJo.ston, Mass.

<>1 iiiKl <>;{ IlaiiipMhiro
CI.MiK. OiMieral Mjiuucit.

IIKHHKUT H.

KITSTIS,

IHCRBAHKI> IJIHCOIJNTH

PItlCEB.

Fcirwimli'd

1

IK'cHpl of Ill.'SI.SKSH

n

wrs^A N

WARD LEONARD.

CUd)

NEW YORK

22 UNION SQUARE,

ni™irl<iliui.

E.

1

CITY.

M. IZAR D

CONSULTING AND CONTRACTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
Systems of Electric Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Liglit Plaiitn, KN-otrif
Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.
Plans and Mperincatlonii for all Kinds of Electrical CoBHtractlon Work.
line of Commercial Supplies carried St all UmcB tor Plants described above.

For any or
A full

Branch

all

Ofllces:

Room 425, Telephone
THE ROOKERY,
ninnvapolix. Minn.; North wpxlern
Rooms

The Iinmber Rxcbance,

H/^

J

r.

and

CHICAGO,

694,

illatnal liife

«.

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
BRANCHES:

Chicago,

Telephone

Boston,

Philadelphia,

azxd

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF
OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,
-

Omaha,

I2S<,

Hllwaakcc. nria

CAB1.£»,

Telephone and Telegraph,

Electric Light,
CANDEE AERIAL WIRES.

MARVG

11^,

INSULATED WIRES AND
IVlA.xi'u.la.ot'u.x-ed fox- .A.er-la.1, B'u.'bzxxAX-lxxe

TRADE

ILL.

InHorancv Block. Room

I3 Park

-

-

Minneapolis,

Cincinnati,

Louisville,

TTxi.ca.eirgx-o'U.sicl

X7ao.

MANSON PROTECTING

NEW YORK.

Row,

Kansas

City,

TAPE.

and

San Francisco.

PECKHAM'S PATENT INTERCHANGEABLE

ELASTIC STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS

THE ONLY INTERCHANGEABLE STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS THE ONLY ELASTIC STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS THE ONLY NOISELESS STREET CAR WHEEL.

Can

be

Renewed

IN

at f ny

Car Stable by any Ordinary Laborer, and without Removing Motors from Axles.

USE ON THE FOLLOWING ROADS:

Bufbwlck Railroad. Brooklyn, N. T.
Broadway Kallrohd, New York,
WilllamslJurK & Fliiibiisli Kallroad. Bnwklyn. N. T.
Houston. West Street and I'avunia tern Kallroad, New York. Third Avenue Kallroad. "
Jersey City & Bercen Railroad, Jersey City. N.J
North Hudson Uouniy Hnllrond, Uotioken, N. J.
t)maba Cable Railroad Co., Uniaba. Nebraska.
rinrlnnall Street Ballwj>y i'o„ Cincinnati. Oiilo.
Scrantnii Electric Co., Scranton, Pa.
West End Electric Railroad, Boston. Mass.
Port Hiir..n Electilc Cf>.. Port Huron. Mich.
Ciilzens Knllway Co.. Elkhart. Ind.
Cblhuubua Kalircad, Cliihuabua. Mexico.
Brooklyn City Railroad. Brooklyn, N. Y.

New

Descriptive Circular and Price List Furnished upon Application to

-^

THE PECKHAM STREET CAR WHEEL & AXLE

CO.,

239 Broadway,

N. Y.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MANUF'G COMPANY,
-I.IAI^LrFJ^CTXJH.KRS OK-

Automatic Electric Motors
In all Sizes

from One-half H.

P.

Upward.

Hiffh Efficiency, Perfect Segiilatioti, Superior Workiiimisfiip. Ease o/

Managetnent, Scmnrh-ahle Shnpliciitt,

Etc., Etc.

DYNAIYEO SImSCTRIC IVIACHINES
^

^

For Electroplating, Electrotypbg, Copper EefiDing, Etc.
RRHNPH
DnHnVn ftPPirUCUrrH)CO.

ltewrORK,33CliiirtliSt.:

BOSTON. Itl Arch

KANSAS

St.:

CHICAiO, 42 LaStllt
PHILADELPHIA, o06 CcmmerctSt.:
//£W ORLSAHS. 'OS Corcnrf./rl st.

CirV. R/altoBunalrg:

St.:

.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
The H.M. LOUD

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

& SONS LUMBER CO.

rSSg

July 20

Stilwell's Patent Live

Steam-Feed Water

Purifier.

MANUFACTURERS OF
Telegraph anrt Telephone Cross Arms, Cedar Poles,
Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled Promptly.

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF TJ, S.
ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

Removes
Entirely

Om<e and Mill at Oscoda, Midi.
Hirmodnt. Western
Agent Electrical DepartmeDt New Haven Clock Co..

1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO,

315

SCALE

prevents

i°

Steam

Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

Exclusive Selling Agent: G. A.

Impurities.

all

Wabash Avenue. Chicago.

STILWELL&BIERGEMF6.C0.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

A POCKET WRENCH
MADE ONLY

*" ^^-',

"'

SPEAKIN& TUBES

AND SCREW DRIVER COMBINED.
Tifiis Nuts. a;is Burners or Pijn' uii Imui ;iil,ins(ii>riit.
."Ma.leof Be-t PnlishedSleel. S'n' bv in;iil for J m'Is.
Pocket Wrescji Co.. P. O. Bux ii;j, NVu Voik Ciiy

WHISTLES,

and

Pneumatic, and Mechanical

Oral, Electric.

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.

OEORGE CUTTER,

2
^W~ Send

CONSULTING ELECTRICIAN,

80 Adams Street,

W.

R.
,

1

OSTRANDER &

23 and 25 Ann

Factory, 1461 and 1463
for

New

Catalogue, out August

CO.,

New

St.
DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N, Y.

York.

1st.

CHICAGO.

-

PROVIDENCE,

R.

I.,
ZXCLUSITE MANUFACTURERS OP THE

FARADAY CABLl

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,
BRYASfT-S SWITCHES,
HlbL'S SVriTCHXS,
INSULlTINti STAPIiES
IBTSIIJLATIMG PAIMT,

Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Light.

Russell Mast Arms.
General Machine

Electric Light Re[..jjring,

Highest Insulation and Lowesl Inductive Capacity
of any Cable in the Market.

New York

Pattern Making, Etc.. Etc.

Joo-livorl<,

18 Cortlaudt Street.

Oflice,

P. C,

R.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, %'A^.JS~r^g¥uRER.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.
1

2

tioning the

when

T.WHITE,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

writing to advertisers.

WANTeD-SITUATIOIM.

Patented Material for

Street

A young man who has had some experience in electrical
work, and has a good general knowledge of the business
wants a situation with some Electric Light or Motor Com- THOMAS
pany. Is a good workman, an d can give best of refereEces.
Care of

Railway

Prices on Apiilicatioii.

Solicited.

AI»HBVieAi£lt,

IVestern Agent,

-

KAJKSAS

-

J.

and

ClTlf,

MO.

Ammeters and Voltmeters

Electrical

of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.

KINTNER.

CAKPEIVTIIilB, HABTMAIVIV
Gaivauomelcrs, Bridges and Rbeostats by

Experts

sent on

SfikI for Circulars.

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,

PAGST & KIIffTNBR^
Electrical

liail

Applicaiion.

CoiTeepondence

C,

CUAKLES

and

Roadlieil.

and Sections of

Siiniple Chairs

IPKSTERN KLECTRWIAX.

lEONARD PAGET.

Chemical

6,

B08T0Sr, MASS.
IiiilirovBil

Address J.

Aff^^nf.

PEARL STREET, Rooin

Both Advertiser and Publisher by men-

Ill

ACKEIiMAN,

Engineers.

CALL AV»

all

A

CO.,

the Prominent Makers.

EXjIlHUNE.

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.
VO'o.

4S

924 Chestnut

SCIIENECTA.DY,

IsT.

St.,

Philadelphia.

Y.,

MAmrFACTUEEKS OF

Insulated Wires,
JAMES
Person acquainted with electrical interests in the

Flexible
F.

In tlif matter of tho dlBSoluMoii of Tim Part/,
IJttH'Tv I'oiiipuny, Court of Common
Co.. Ma'ch Term, I8K11,
:J, l'h'llad>-I|jDia

KELLY. Cenerai

&

Russell

.Qales

A|»ent,

for Telephone,

!9 Dey Street,

New

Co.

ASSOCIATION
Hold
TENTH CONVENTION
Will

BUILDERS OF

Automatic Engines

OnTm-Bday,

.Inly

:)'),

lHH!i, «l th'*

^UCiCST

WALTER GfORGE SMITH,
M-lli'-ma-

."fcH<Mi",

nil StiHct,

i:'(i

Sonlli

GEO.

Y.,

H.

Delegates will stop at the laternatlonal

]V11N HllODiJS, Cha-rman Execa'ive Committee,
KiBf;ara Falls, N. Y.
Delepatee eaet of ChiCBSo. Peoria, and Qiilncy,

H.

BLISS,

DEALER

IN

Electrical Securities.

St.

EXPLOITER OF

Electrical Inventions.

Rooms 70, 71 and 72 Temple

DEARBORN STREET.

BnrlinHton and Keoknk, Iowa, Hannloal and
iUp, >Io.. and north of Wheeling and ParW. Va., should olitaia Trunk Line or
Central Trethc AeBoclatlon CertlflcBtep, when
tVey purdiase (heir tickets, which will entitle
th m to return at onc-lbird fare.
This ConvyQtlon v iH be the moet interestins;
and Important one ever hf'ld by the Aseoclatlon.
A Dumber of very valoahle papers have been seSfveral committees will make reporle
cured.
which will be of positive value to every electric
light man In the cotmtry. A large attendance of
III.,

I-.t

kersbtirg,

ELECTRICAL EXPERT

22S

7 A]VI>

Meetings will be held at the Casino.
For roonie or eshibUion space addreee BENJA-

ESQ., Trustee.

Aii":lon.-.Jh, No.
J'Oilad.dj.hla, Pa.

G,

Hotel.

Send por Catalogue.

Phila

Its

Niagara Falls, N.

BOILERS, ETC.
Complete Power Plants F'jroished
and Erected.

Pk-ao. No.

No.BWl

York.

National Electric Light

Bl«c,trl(.

rlelphla lOxchanKO, corner i'hlrd and W'alimt si-.
Phliiuliliihtit, at l:i o'clock, will be Bold at inlillr.
Halo, Letters Patent ot the United Sta<es a^ foltowe:
No, aW,*Sl!i, iHKiipri.Ii.n. 2i, IHS'J, (nA. V. W. Part'',,
for line rovcriii-iit in V(.1Iji1c Hiit,t*-rlfl8.
No. :J«,ti07, IwBucd U. t. '.^O, ID-.''., in A. K. W. Piirtz,
for liii[irov«m<MitlnP"|iildB for VoKalc Battpripf,
No. rnv,-!!'). If-in-rl Ant; I'.', 1H««, loA. F. W.Purl/,.
for Imiirovi-iMi'nt In Vnltalc Battr-rlnB.
No. :jr/l,vr,7. iHPU'-d Dhc. 7. itm. 'o a. F. W. Pari/,,
for liiir>rt)Vi-ni<-nt In N'oltai' HalttTlcH.
No. ;{ii'j.r,:il, Ibhii»)iI May H). I^H7. to A. F. W. Part/,,
for |int»r( \«iin'nt lii V'dtaic Halterlmi.
No :{7ii,li-0. iHHiiod Miirch '-, 1^H8, for linprovt-nKMil
In Uopolfif i/.lnn < ompi'iindB.
Alpo, at th« BaniM limn »nd place, will btn Hold fcr
/('/onler
flani<* fi' roiiiii, ccrhiiri othi-r BRmitB.

Telegraph
-TilE-

MASSILLON, OHIO,

West—

to act as agent at Chicago, for
an Eastern Electrical PubliMANAGER,
cation.
f'arc Wkhteun T'^LKr-rmriAN.

Cords jnj^ Cables

WVstern delegatee Is es))ected.
For more epeiriQc lDfuriii;itif>n address the As-

Court,

CHICAGO,

llEADCiUARTEKS,
18 Cortlandt St., New York City.
ALLAN V. GARRATT.

eociation at its

ILL.

SecVo
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
Thf

alUrnlion of l'A,l-x:iH\<:

CfiMCANIKS

in

called »o

4'l-:i.l-U

tills

itK;t'ri-:i» M',%'ri':ic u'lii:!:!. .v. t'.'irti.uiariy^Kiaj/ir.ifo n.r,, „.,-,
\v.
r4*iiiui-Kal»lv *><«*u«lv iioli«>n, hlcrli H|M'rtl

onarcoiitit uf

uikI

lOili^'lt-iK-y, ami liiru** <'a|»ii4'lly,

fci*4>itl.

lor M^,

4l(»lll»l<* thr: l*o>vt-r oi ino:,l wh(-<-l% of »;iiik- (luiritrlrr.
iminljiT oi ill.' Ir-inlinj; (flffcirli: comimnlrti wiih nrr.iX Miiinfj'iion.

Ik'IIi^;

l( ill

without
irilll|-iaill<M*4l.

nl w.iicr

u'>>-

(ill t--[|(-i:|

Hl'.\l>
(

:inil

iiir

It

'

I

li

in

iid iin i-(|Uiil,

prixlucinp;

FOtt <'AT,%l.«M;i'r.

Ion/<nit;»l "Vlr tor"

;th i>r Krlti-d <li(ri.lly

I'.

to

y%\'l>

dinmrlfr.
'•»''

til|fticfl p'-r

lti<^

-.1

>!-•

It

In

b,

p<.*"t«(;i-

urnl. ol uimt-

l*AICTI4-|'LAflM.

hl^;hlv Tfxi)iumi'mUui,ii^

no

ii»-;i.-

arc

'

itynumo.

rirnijlri'd '

auMinEMnyinK

rnf{ravin({ rrprpiWTnCn « piiir of la inch
%'l4*'l*Olt
'I'l l(ltl.'%I..H iirriinKL'd un u liorlKintal khiifi, with C;iJif>lron Kliimr, Inall
Tubrs, lOinl iWann^'i lor Shad, nti'l Ilnvintj INiilrys coniplctc, all iiiountrt) urxtn
n Htil>Hiaiitial ciiHi-imn hed platr.
TIk.* nnlinr arran^rnirni In vrry < oinplr-ir
and
Mriclly (imt-t'lafiR In evi-ry fMriiriilar.
ariT now pn-parr-d to furtiKh Vliior
I

li.-

Wc

'riirliiiir'i.cMh'T sjncli- or
afltiiil:>

ul

I1k:I[

u.m-.

wc

iti

pair-i

on hon/onial

hlialtn,

and wl.rn-

tl.<-

fiiiiialjon

rrLUtiiiiMMiil lti<-|n.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO..

•

DAYTON, OHIO.

HJLYDElSrS,
BOOTH
&
WATEKBURY,

HOLTilES,

CONN.

FACTORIES:

UIAM r.UTi

BARZ:

iti;its

«l'

AND INSUI^ATED 12VIRE.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Maenet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for Incandescent LightInK- Bound and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT
For

Electric

Light,

a

K

Electric Railways,

BARCLAY,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,
-^

r^

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

Selling Agent,

W IRE

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON
J. L.

LINE

K.

ILL.

ADDON CO.,

L.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

MAKERS

o--

HIGH -GRADE

f.E^^ANQ OHIO. <^</« S^^htS
THE MOST DURABLE, SIMPLEST AND BEST

OVERHEAD WIRE SYSTEM.
Bentley- Knight Electric Railway
25 « 27 Tenth Ave.,

The ONLY

NEW YORK

Co.,

CITY.

Goxiduxf System.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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THE STORY OF THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
PAMPHLET, 15 PAGES,
A

description without techaicalitias for Non-Electricians mailed to

CENTRAL ELECTRIC

tgenlsi

Tbe Otonite

Co.—Wires,

Cables.

Tape and

For Street and Suburban

IMPROVED TROLLEY AND TROLLEY SUPPORT
"flasliing" at

wheel or

line of neatest de-

line contact.

new

economical

features that will

Railway Managers looking for

commend

it to

reliable, easily

the careful attention of Street

operated and efficient electrical

apparatus, designed to stand the test of work.

FLEXIBILITY BETWEEN MOTOR AND CAR AXLES,
INSURING CLOSE MESH AND PREVENTING
BREAKING FROM SUDDEN STRAINS.
The use where desirable of a separate motor truck, making a six wheel car, securing greater comfort to passengers motor trucks easily and quickly detachable, ena-

The Fisher-Rae System
Can be placed upon existing roads without alteration of track or
and upon cars in use, without interruption to traffic of road.

POINTS OF SUPERIORITY.
A SINGLE MOTOR GEARED TO BOTH AXLES WITH
IMPROVED NOISELESS GEAR.

The Fisher-Rae Electric Railway System
Contains

to

MILES OF CONDUIT IN ONE ROAD AT SAN JOSE, CAL.

Overhead Conductors.
Avoids

Tiblig.

Tra£B.c.

Embraces new and valuable improvements which are requisite
operation, and high efficiency. The

sign.

ILL.

SYSTEM

FISHER RAE ELECTRIC RAILWAY

8

free.

42 LA SALLE ST, CHICAGO,

CO.,

Vestem

General

any address

;

road-bed,

bling change of motors from closed to open cars.
solicited, estimates furnished,

CORBESPONDElfCE

to important roads

now

and references given

in successful operation.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
E)En:^ROIT,

7th and Woodbridge Streets,

MIQH.

THE STODDARD PATENT
Combined Rosette and Cut-Out.

THE FIRST REAL IMPROVEMENT

For Flexible Pendent Electric Lights,
Patented Sept. 13. 1887.

ipa

POROUS CUP BATTERIES
Since the Invention of

tlie

Leclanche.

TIiCAO Cut-outB pruBOnt u neat auil artlntlc appearunce, uiKl wliHu oUiors may coat le»3, Miey retjiilreiiiDru

time
firm,

ti)
I.

liiHiall.

It 1h fuuiidlii

«„ while a

workman

pracMc«

ulinuttLirr^u to

plac(W twnuly ordinary

lIul-ooLi lioriiii plaroHlxty ofthwHo, tliiiB makluK awavliiu 'j[ two-tlilnlH till) Cost of lat'or.
TIiIh woiiKl ropru»eiit a HavliiK of two (liillurH pitr (lay oD uarh workman
employf'il iti thnte dolhint por day.
TlilH adtlH ton
ceiilH t*) tlio ciiat or imu;\\ of tiii.^ choapor Cul-oiita for
f!xtra lalior alono, wlilln llii; advantaRo of liavlDK Hlxty
llKlii« I'lovlili-d for 111 the time but twenty are ready
for iiB«. Is oftttmcHof vital ImpnrLance.
AtfBln, (utrfl liaaH lllocku or lt».soltea are tconorally
Ffqiilred f')r oilier nnt-outB.
A contlnuliiK HaviiiK In matter or renewals, repatrH
and HM'tacliirf fuHlhle HtrlpH, all ko to make up an a^tcreicatlon of advantages, wblcli tiuH Induced Home
iLsers toHlate ttiai tliiiy "prefiT the SUMjilard Out-outs
attholrprlce, jti HKaliiHlaiiy i)thorat (ena price."
MANHFACTmiKU BV 'JIIK
ENGINEERING CO., Detroit, Mich.
For Sale by all Electrical Supply Companies.

MARKLE

Send

Axo Battery Complete.

for Circular of

the Axo Battery-

THE I.ECI.ANCHE BATTERY
149 wrest 18th

St.,

New

York.

CO.,

PorOUS Oup AlonO.

!

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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MclNTIRE'S PATENT ELECTRIC WIRE
I'lll.

CONNECTORS

Alipllcil lur.

l-i.t

and

Ai.i.llt'l

TERMINALS.

t..r

A;., ,11. ;

I'n'

f.

r//^

o.
\
Wir.' rnnii.Mti.r"
I

W

nil <,(iiij:.- .,r
i-, Mii|..,rii.r
|j4'jiij.'r thiiii MiililuriNl J ilnlo.
r..i

t..

nnd

'I'nnnliinln f'lr

M iittim,

lite,

KftUKi-

'rorinlniils for

Oyntmon ami
Hulc :iny

t(i

rif

wlf".

'l«ruitnaJ« lor

<

•Ulnif

Cat On u.

Incnnd'Hcont l.umpB.

Adojitod by Kloctrlc LlKht, Telephone unil TuluKiuph *.'iMili'tt'il"H tlirminhoiit UiiUod Stiili" m.d
Kept In HtoOt and for Bale l.yflU the leadlDR electrical mippIyhouHOB.

rm

Q^

Wrllf

mlri

f'lr

prlf"

iirnl

i

lr<

Inrormnllon

iitnr" wllli (iilt

MclNTIRE & CO., 36 C fS WfOfd
S

FRICTION CLUTCH PULLEYS
The New Hulldituj of the

WICSTERN ELIiCTItIC

ACKNOWLEDGED THE BEST FACTORY BUILDING
OF NEW YORK,

IF

Is equipped with these

ECLIPSE

BELOIT.WIS.

(»»

NOT

IN

St.,

NC Wd t k, N

Hl'KClALTI KS tuade hi/

CUT-OFF COUPIINGS.

CO.,

-

IN

the

BELOIT.WIS.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC
Chicago Office,

I

CO.,

Metropolitan Block.

I

Boston, 105

Broadway.

J.

THE CITY
THE UNITED STATES,"

WIND ENGINE COMPANY,

N. Y. Office, 35

.

Summer

Cincinnati, Carlisle BIdg.

St.

THE IMATHER INCANDESCENT SYSTEM.
Superior to

all

others

in efficiency

and

reliability of

Lamps and Dynamos.

Froin one-half horse-po'wer upward, for constant potential circuits, perfectly selfregulating without special mechanism. Motors also for constant current circuits. Motors
wound for any desired potential.

All

Roads Lead

to St. Louis This
-BECAUSE THE

Year

-

UNIVERSAL ELECTRICAL EXHIBITION
WILL BE HELD THERE, SEPTEMBER 4 TO OCTOBER
This exhibition
in their

is

held under the auspices of the ST.

LOUIS EXPOSITION AND MUSIC

MAGNIFICENT PERMANENT EXPOSITION BUILDING (costing

$750,000), and

it

HAL,L,

19.

ASSOCIATION,

will be

THE GREATEST ELECTRICAL EXHIBITION EVER HELD IN AMERICA.
ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND

FREE to exhibitors,

and every

square feet of space, and THREE THOUSAND horse-power of energy are offered
be given for the proper display of goods. These goods wDl be RETURNED

facility will

FREE.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
An Electric Railway on which willba run cars

of the 0\rerhead, Conduit and Storage Battery Systems.
and Fire Alarm Systems and all kinds of Electric Signalling Apparatus IN OPERATION.
Steam Engines, "Water Wheels, Dynamos, Motors, etc., all running. There will not be a piece of idle machinery

Police

in

the building.

Music from Qilmore's Band (which

is

engaged for the entire six weeks) distributed phonographically

the building.

to all parts of

SHOWN

FOR THE FIRST TIME.
The latest and greatest novelty in Electrical Music
Full displays of Wires, Cables, Condmts, Belts, Supplies, Lamps, and the thousand and one products of Electric
genius and skill.

ACRES OF BEAUTIFUL EFFECIS AMD CUBIOUS MECHANISMS.
The South, West and Southwest

w^iU turn out

EN MASSE to see this exhibit.

This

field is the greatest

ever put be-

fore the electrical world.

Those who have not already applied for space should write

FRED.

H.

WHIPPLE,

at once to

General Manairer,

DETROIT, MICH.
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Established in 1861.

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
D.

P.

CO.,

E.

PERRY, Yice-President and General Manager,

BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

SPERRT IMPROVED STSTEM

ELECTROLIERS,

-OF-

COMBINATION

LOW

HIGH OR
1.

a.
3,

GAS AHr ELECTRIC

TENSION.

FIXTURES.

The new Sperry apparatua free from repairs for twelve months.
That the new bperry improved Dynamos can be coupled in series with perfect safety.
That any nnmber oC lamps from one to capacity or dynamo can be cut in or out of

circuit,

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

singly or in groups, with perfect eafety, and without sparking at the brushes.
4.
To absjrb power In exact proportion to number of lights burniDK.

i3^]_i^\7:

V\7^]
1.

The new Automatic Sperry Dynamos and Lamps eurpase in

2,

That there

3,

dash
4,

Tiiftt

greater

economy

SHADES,

any other

In

Etc., Etc.,

Madison Street and Fifth Avenne,

pot.

That

We

THE

efficiency those of

operating the new Sperry System than any other,
oar automatic regulation has no equal; no rheostat, no wall boxes, no solenoid or
is

if

you will

invite

visit

our factory we can show you the best arc lighting apparatus in existence.

CHICAGO.

correspondence with electrical engineers, Intending buyers, and Interested
people everywhere.

SFEm EimiC

CO,,

191,

196,

198

Clislon

Souili

St„

BRANCH STORE

CHlCilGO,

2134 Michigan Avenue,

ILL

Sioux City Engine Works,
—BUILDERS OP THE—

^11 f

Office and Factory

)f\V*^

2134

to

Mannfactnrers of

2140 DeKalb

St.,

-

SINGLE VALVE

ST. LOUIS, MO,

AUTOMATIC ENGINES,

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and CARBON SPECIALTIES,

"Well

OUR

Lons

Uniform

'BLiCKDIAMOMD"

POINTS
OBTSHME

Guaranteed Second

W^RITE

Milling, Manufacturing, Etc.

Steam Power

to None.

ALL.

FOR SAMPLES AND

as the "Russell."
Especially adapted to

ELECTRIC LIGHTING,

Size,

AKD
SUPERIOR QUALITY,

THEM

known East

Life,

PIIIOE8,

GEN'L

Outfits for Lightins Stations

and Elevators a Specialty.

WESTERN AG78JiiM%'y!.H&pcMP.

V^il^Sf f ?"tlFe'*MilSSi*?'"^*

BERGKLiLITIT

C.

<&

}

M. GIDDINOS. Gen'l Manager, Sionx

"^'^^s^^^^

City, Iowa.

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIQHTINa

ALL APPLIANCES FOR THE EDISOI ELECTRIC LIGHT,
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

\

B,

tutiit"
XUi&JV
-W-t-W -^rfxiyTr

j

& CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i
|

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.
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IIAYOKN,

II. II.

I''IT<!II

WAI,TKK

l>i«'Miil«>iit.

(JiMtKItT,

Vi««>-I»ic«i«l«"iit

tit

K. I'HKiCnAlV,

H. K. Kl MT,

nil ItlaiiiiKCr.

f..

It.

IM

Juiv.
TriiiMiri-f.

!S.-. r.

TN\n,

mtW
m.
EAU

HiTHAL

CO.

OIaAIRR, wis.

TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
OIF

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING
m

/^

•^^

!«?

MM
tyrk

CJO

-^
'^^^
Our Apparatus

ALTERA ATI.^G DYNAMO

is

of

the

^VITII

*

^

EXCITER.

Highest Efficiency— Mechanically and

WE GUARANTEE

GET THE BEST!

ITS OPERATION,

Electrically,

AND

GET THE CHEAPEST!

CORRESFONIDEITCE SOLICIXEC

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

WOODWARD
{Gen.

G. H. GALE, President.
S. A. PLUMMER. VICE-PRESIDENT.

H. H.

HUMPHREY,

G. H.

TREASURER.

S. A.

ELECTRICAL

BOAKD OF DIKECTOBS.

R. a.

E. C. BROWN.
T. WILLIAMSON.

C. A.
C. H.

PLUMMER.

F. B.

TROUT.

H. H.

ALGER.
GALE.

July 20, 1889

CO,

f

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, Secretary.
FRANK B. TROUT, SUPERINTENDENT.

WARREN,
THOMPSON,
HUMPHREY,'.1

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT STORAGE OiTTERY.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

In construction,

has

now been found
to many

PECULIARLY ADAPTED

to

be

uses in

THOROUGHLY RELIiBLE
which other types of

batteries

Steadsdng Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,
Propelling Boats,
Burglar Alarms,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station Lighting,
.Street Oars,

DURABLE,

and
have

and

is,

owing

to its design,

failed.

Isolated Lighting,
Auxiliary Central Station

Work,

Medical Purposes,

Bunnlng of Small Motors.

SECTION OV BATTJBRV PI.ATE.

BATTJBB'r.

^^ Detroit Storage Battery,
Is

MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS GRANTED TO C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
BEEN DULY ASSIGNED TO THIS COMPANY,
positively the only Secondary Battery which will not Buckle, or which will
withstand uninjured the Highest Mates of Discharge.

THE ONLY

STJCCBSSI^TJXj
IS

STOIS-^f^a-E

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY

The Woodward

Electrical Co.
FACTOKY:

OFFICES:
69 Gr Hwold

St.,

Campau

B-A-TTEIS-2"

Building.

DETROIT. MICH.

Corner 13th and Howard Streets.
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A PRACTICAL A ND COM IMERCIAL SUCCESS,

The Thonsoa-Eo Biiton Elec tric E'y System.
ECONOMICAL,

OORABLE,

NEW TYPE THOMSON-HOUSTON

RELIABLE.

ELEOTEIO RAILWAY TRUCK,

RESULT OF ONE YEAR'S WORK.
RAILWAY CONTRACTS OF THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC RAILWAY

CO.;

Alliance Street Railway Co., Alliance, O.
Nautnkeag Street. Ry., Salem, Mass.
& Edgewood Street Mailwai/ Co , Atlanta, Ga.
Newbnryport & Amesbury Horse Ry. Co., XewhuryAttleboro.JVo.Atileboro <& Wrenthani Street Mailtvay Co.,
port, Mas.i.
Attleboro, Mass.
Newport Street Ry. Co., Newport, R. I.
A'tiiericus Street Railway Co., Aniericuf, Ga.
Newton Street Ry. Co., Newton, Mass.
Nay-Aug Cross Town My. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Auburn Electric Railway Co., Auburn, N. Y.
Rangor Street Railway Co., Bangor, Me.
Omaha & C. B. Ry. and Bridge Co., Omaha, Neb.
Belt Line Rillway Co., Lynn, Mass.
Omaha Motor Ry. Co., Omaha, Neb.
Brooklyn Street Railway Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Ottawa Electric St. Ry- Co.. Ottawa, 111.
Central Passenger Railway, Louisville, Ky.
Ottumira Street Ry. Co., Ottnmwa, Iowa.
Central Railway Co., Peoria, HI.
Plymouth <£• Kingston Ry. Co., Plymouth, Mass.

Atlanta

Railway, Decatur, III.
Colerain Avenue Railway Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Danville Street Car Co., Danville, Va.
Derby Horse Railroad Co., A nsonia. Conn.
Des Moines Electric Ry. Co., Des Moines, Iowa.
Ecktngton & Soldiers Home Ry. Co., Washington, D.

Quincy

Citi:sena' Electric Street

C.

East Harrisburg Passenger Railway, Harrisburg, Pa.
Fulton Co. Street Ry. Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Hillside Coal Co., Scranton, Pa.
Hoosac Valley Street Ry., North Adams, Mass.
Joliet Street Ry. Co., Joliet, HI.
Lynn S.- Boston Railroad Co., (Myrtle Street Line Lynn,
Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Nabant Line.) Lynn, Mass.
Lynn tfc Boston Railroad Co., (Crescent Beach Line.) Lynn,
Mass.
Lynn tt Boston Railroad Co., (Highland Line.) Lynn, Mass.
McGavock & Mt. Vernon Horse Ry., Nashville, Tenn.
Metropolitan Street Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo.
)

:xi
Brooklyn Street Railway Co.
Des Moines Electric Railway Co.
Eckington & Soldiers' Home Railway Oo.
Julien Electric Traction Co.
Seattle Electric

Railway

& Power Co.

Ry. Co., Quincy, Mass,
Sedbright Ry., Redbaiik, N. .J.
Riclimond St. Ry. Co., Richmond, Ind.
Rochester Electric Ry. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Revere Street Ry. Co., Revere, Mass.
Ross Park Street Ry. Co., Spokane Falls, W. T.
Riverside and Suburban Ry. Co. Wichita, Kan.
Scranton Passenger Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Scratiton Suburban St. Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Seattle Electric Ry. «£• Power Co.. Seattle. W. T.
Southington <£ PlantsviUe Ry. Co.. South ington. Conn.
Third Ward St. Ry. Co.. Syracuse. N. Y.
Topeka Rapid Transit Co., Topeka. Kan.
Toledo Electric Ry. Co.. Toledo. Ohio.
University Park Ry. and Electric Co. Denver. Col.
Vone St. Ry., Kan.tas City, Mo.
Watervliet Turnpike .€• R. R. Co., Albany, N. Y.
Wheeling Ry. Co., Wheeling, W. Va.
West End St. Ry. Co., Boston, Mass.
St.

Redbank

<&

]^^^

Lynn & Boston Street Railway Co.
Omaha & Council Bluffs Railway & Bridge

Co.

Revere Street Railway Co.
Wlieeling Railway Co.
"West End Street Railway Co.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO
620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

148 Michigan Ave.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

WESTERN

ELECTRICIAN.
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y
/

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY GO.
CONN.

JLITSONZA,
WESTERN BRANCH:

RANDOLPH STREET, CHICAGO.

171

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN

ELECTRIC LIBHT ELECTRIC LIBHT
SUPPLIES,

SUPPLIES,
& B. Moisture-proof Wire.

1.

P.

s.

Black Weather-proof

"

3.

Underwriters'

"

4.

Magnet

"

5.

Office

6.

Cobb Vulcanite

"
"

7.

Kerite

"

8.

Okonite

"

9.

Incandescent Conductor Cords.

and Annunciator

Commutator Brushes.

HOUSE GOODS,

S3.

Incandescent Switches.

41.

Diamond Carbon

33.

Automatic Ground Switches.

42.

"O.

24.

P. Lightning Arrester.
43.

"Popular" Iron Frame

Bell.

35.

Auto. Pole

26.

Electric Light Switch Boards.

44.

"Dust Proof" Iron Box

Bell.

27.

Construction Tools,

46.

Annunciators.

28.

Standard Testing

46.

A.

Burglar Alarms.

29.
30.

Munson's Dynamo Belting.

47.

Burglar Alarm Springs.

48.

Electric Bell Pushes.

49.

Electric

50.

Electric Bell Outfits.

61.

Electric Floor Matting.

52.

Sure Call Electric Alarm.

63.

Medical Induction

64.

Learners' Telegraph Sets.

66.

House

all kinds.

& P. Ammeters &

Voltmeters.

Copper for

31.

Ellis Oil Filter.

Electric Light Poles.

32.

13.

Cross Arms.

33.

13.

Wood Pins and Brackets.

34.

14.

High Insulation Brackets.

35.

15.

Glass and Porcelain Insulators.

36.

Armature Protector.
Low Temperature Fuse Wire.
Ind. Support Arc Lamp Hanger.
White Light Carbons.
McCreary Shades.

16.

Fletcher's

37.

Fowlers'

17.

Fletcher's Sleet Proof Pulleys.

18.

Gem Wire Cleats.

38.

Weather-proof Sope.

19.

Insulating Tape.

39.

Sawyer- Man Incandescent Lamps

20.

P.

40.

Herrings'

31.

Arc Switches.

See

Electrical

Illustrated

Compounds.

Catalogue

NO. 550 B.

U."

Wood Box BeU.

Sets.

10.

& B.

&

Battery.

Lightning Arrester.

11.

Arc Lamp Hangers.

ELECTRICAL

Inst.

Dynamo

Speed

In-

dicator.

See

Wire

Joints.

Illustrated

Catalogue

NO. 550 B.

Qas Lighting Apparatus.

Coils.

Electricians' Tools.

See Illnstrated
ItfO.

647
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BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY
•o^-

CLEVELAND, OHIO
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

BRUSH ARC
ZITCAITDESCEITCE
Electric Lighting Apparatus.
_y

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CHRBONS FOR HRC LHMPS.
V.

_^

/

N

GHZCACO OFFICE:
No. 225 Dearborn

St.,

ALEXANDER KEMPT. Special Agent.

I

ETC.

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS:
THE CALIFORNIA ELECTRIC LIGHT

CO..

8AN FRANCISCO, CAL

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

The Thomson-Houston

July 27, 1889.

Eleci^ric Bo.
WESTERN OFFICE:

EASTERN OFFICE:

620 ATLANTIC AVr. BOSTON.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM
-OFr-r-.^

ffSs-

Electric ]|rc-|iighting
IlSr

XHE

"KTORI-D.

SERIES LAMPS
FOR

flrc-Circuits.
These Lamps have repeatedly

•hown

their superiority

under

test.
Medal

:

First Prize

:

Ftrflt

BeBt Arc-Light, Loulevlue, 1888,
Best System of Arc-Iitghtlng,

Olnoliinatl Industrial Exposition, 1883.

This

Company was

given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions Exhibition,
at London, August

also MANUFACTURERS OF

1

1,

1885,

FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
dynamos are automatic

ia their regulation
durable.

and

will maintain

FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

LIGHTING.

No other Incandescent
a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit.
are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

Our Incandescent systems

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
II sizes ifor the transmission of -Power. Plans and estimates for
and Incandescent LlghtlnK and Power Plants.

all

kinds of Aro

Lamp

is

so perfect and

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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CHAS.D.JENNEY&CO.

THE MITCHELL VANCE CO,
DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS
Having no Special Agent
in

Chicago for our

Goods,

we

Solicit Cor-

AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.

T

Architects' and Decorators'

Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

respondence from
with Fidelity

Buyers, which

we

to the

Promptly Answer.

Combination Fixtures,

losniating Joints,

and

Electroliers, Brackets.

All Fittings for

Incandescent Ligbting.

Pendants, Reflectors,

ril'ty II. p.

given Motive.

I

CniiHtnnt Pot<«iitlul Slotor.

ADTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
-OI'

THaB

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
For both Arc and Incandescent Oircuits, from 1-2 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have Self- Oiling Boxes.

224

S.

ILLINOIS ST„

-

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

SALESROOM,

MANUFACTORY,
24 and 25th

St.

and lOth Ave.,

836-38 Broadway and

NEW YORK

1

3th St.,

CITY.

13 iL

-II n n-m ELECTRIC LIGHT CO
lErSULATIUS COMPAFT,
MANUTACTTTRERS OF AU. KINDS OF

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.
l}TiaTanteel to Give Satisfactory SeTvices

Adapted

for Klnes,

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

Usdsrground and OTsrhead.

Specially

Ohemlcal Works, Etc,

Prices and Samples on Application at

Central Stations for Power Distribution.

No. 159
W.

t

FRONT STREET, NEW YORK

UMIW,

lUn

London,

Glioniioal

CITY.

Engineer, Genord Hana^or,

STATIONARY MOTORS.
rOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We have

supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

Electric Li^ht, Telegraph

and Telephone Companies,

STORAGE BATTERIES.

to United States Vessels,

Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other services

wherever a First-class Electrical Installment

is

Miteiials and Workmanship are Guaianteed

and correspondence
articles.

is

solicited from

Required.

Our

the Very Best,

Executive Offices:

115 BROADWAY.

companies and architects requiring oar

Factory:

JERSEY CITY,

N.

1.

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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^AmowAHi CAi^B oivryo
CleT7-ela,n.d., 0]::Lio.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS a™ BATTERY M ATERIAX.
THE HAWKEYE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
CELEBRATED THONE SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT AUTOMATIC APPARATUS.
Motor

Electric Motors, (leiierators for ffleciianlcal

Circuits.

Automatic Dynamos for LiiiitiDg Plants.

Oontirctotors for CORRESPONDENCE
Ooixip>loto E31ootrio I^lctntsSOLICITED.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENeiNEERING CO.

JARVIS

61

OLIVER STREET,

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coal and Coke

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

tOSTONT.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

THe PARKER-RUSSELL MINING &MT'G CO.
KOOMS, 200 and 302

-. I'l

)^1.

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST. XjOTJIS.
UNIFORM IN QUALITY, LONG LIFE AND GOOD LIGHT

18
Automatic High Speed
IDEAL I

ENGINE
MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

THE BEST FOR

BALL DYNAMOS

WM.

S

for

our

TURNER.

WOODBRIDGX:

Electrical Engineers,

New

d£

for Electric Light

and the cost of repairs.
For descriptive circulars or

testimonials, address

and Contractors. CHARLES W. RAYMOND, Western

and Power.

i>e»ig»M

LESTER WOODBRIDGB.

TURNBR,

C03IPI.KTE EQ17IP}IEI«T OF EI.E:CTKIC
Steam Plants

This system is mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a steady
wliite and noiseless ligiit with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required

CataloKue,
J.

RAILWAY

39 Dearborn

!S.

Street,

Agt.

Tremont House,

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.

and Estimates Snbiiiitted.

"74 c;ortXa.ia.cit Stx-eel;,

3>a"e-^7^

TTorls..

CSIC-^O-O,

THE Knapp E lectrical
3\XA.]>a"crx*.A.ci'XTXt.:E3xi.s

Magneto

LAMPS

FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

'ELECTRIC LIGHTING
Send

!iL»

Bells, Annunciators,

ox*

Works

-

-

-

ILI...

,

Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries, Push Buttons, Etc.

X3IS.A.IjHIM.ISt XIO'

STrSRYTXIING EI^ECTRICAwI^.
.^<3-ZI3Nri'£t

I'OH. TZZB

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A Full Line of their Celebrated Wires, Cables and Tapes

Buy your Goods

of the

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

-

-

-

CHICAGO.

THE STANDARD CARBON CDMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO,
of
IVI^xrxi.fo.ot'u.x-ezrai

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.

:

July 27,
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SPRAGUE IMPROVED ELECTRIC MOTOR
FOR STREST

Is

SUPERIOR to any other

RAIIa^UITiLY

Machine lahich

l^ORK

ivas ever devised /or the

same service.

We claim the following advantages for our Street Railway Equipment
Flexible Suspension, Noiseless Gearing; Gears, Pinions and all parts independently reNew Design and Perfection as regards Ease of Running; Motors move
in either direction %vith Equal Facility; Single Movement Control from Either Platform without the use of any "Wasteful Resistance; All wear reduced to a minimum; Best Mechanical
and Electrical Construction and Workmanship,

movable; Brushes of a

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO

&

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY
H. A. KIM«KV.

A.

11.

MOTOR

CO., 16 and 18 Broad St.,

New

York.

XKXNKIt.

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.,

ELECTRIC HEAT REGULATOR

Electrical SiiDPlies and Constnictloo,

Saves Coal,

1521 Fornam

OMAHA, NEBRASKA

Street,

ij

"Western JL^encyi

Saves Doctor's

Bills,

Saves Lsbor;

Automutlo, Simple and l^uniblc; InBUrea uniform tcmpKratare
throughout the house; no heater nomf^lete wliboul It; can t>c
applied to any kind of heating apparatus. Try one, and \}e convinced.

PUMPELLT STOBAGJ^ BATTEItlBS

If

not BoU! in your town

wrlti- lis for IlItiHtrated rlrrtilar

and

prlriwi.

A>M)

WING'S DISC VENTILATING FANS.

CONSOLIDATED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING
:niwNf':APOi..iH.

CO.,

.m>'if.

Dealers in Wire, Bells, Push Buttons, Motors, Incandescent and
Arc Light Material, Poles, Cross-arms, lilectroliers and Combination
Fixtures, Burglar Alarm Matting.
II.F.

ANNKTT.

Hotel

iiuil

ITohi.

,

K.

FENTON,

Cleverly Electrical works

CHAs. aiDtTKT SMITH, Seo'T

Vlcc-Prest. and Trena.

II0U8C Anuunchitors.

loi&Chestnut St. Philadelphia

Electric Gas Lighting.

The United

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

^IBCtrlOfl' /j"r'^

Eleclro-Me (Ileal Apparatus,

Electiical

Electric Lighting.

||1i1lf

Electric Go.

Apparatus and Supplies,

H'A'Cleverly 'Manager

MfllCDl'n

Philadelphia Department*^

BAXTER ELECTRIC MFC &MOTQR CO.

Telegraph Instrumentfl.

Wire and

SALT LAKE

Batteries.

CITY.

UTAH.

-

HEISLER ELECTRIC LICHT COMPANY,
809 to 817 S. 7th St., St. Louis, Mo.

ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES TO CONTRACT.
FRANKLIN

S.

CHARLES

CARTER.

M. WILKINS.

PARTRICK & CARTER,
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEAI.EKS

INCANDESCENT

Sole ProDrlelors of

14

tk

Patent Needle ADnnnciator.

SOUTH SECOND STREET.

ESTABLISHED 1867.

SYSTEM.
Patented in

IN

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
I

Electric Liglit

WARD WILKINS.

TRADING AS

Manufacturers and Patentees of

The Long Distance

E.

PHILADELPHIA, July 27, 1889.

all Civilized

Countries,

The

only

INCANDES-

CENT SYSTEM
suited

for

especially

Central

TO

THE ELECTRICAL TRADE:

Station

work, combining the SUCCESSFUL ILLUMINATION of
STREETS with the universal supply of light for all COM-

Our new 1889 Catalogue Is being printed, and will be
MERCIAL and DOMESTIC requirements.
The most ECONOMICAL SYSTEM in every respect. ready for distribution in a few days. This Catalogue and
Noted for the BRILLIANCY ajd BEiUTY of the light.
Having the simplest mode of wiring, the greatest production of Price List should be in the hands of every one who con-

the

C. P. to the

H. P., and a number of other important advant-

ages.
Its practical

numerous

and tinancial success has been demonstrated by
which have adopted the

HEISLER SYSTEJI
Our system
Its

Is

within the last three years.

the only

PERFECT AUTOMATIC,

load correspondingly with the

We

The book

is

fully

number

illustrated

and priced, and

many

novelties

are

listed.

application.

If in

adjusting

of lights.

Will be mailed

to

any address upon

furnish lamps from 10 up to 100 C. P. to any desired

from the Central Station on a single wire, No. 8
American gauge.
distance

We guarantee the lamps not to

blacken and to maintain their

brilliancy superior to all other systems.

^^

templates purchasing Elecifical Goods.

CENTRAL STATIONS

Over 5,000 of our incandescent lamps of various candle
powers have been placed for illuminating the streets and boulevards, connected by more than 1,500 miles oi line wire clrculta,

the "trade" and discount sheets are wanted, send business card.

PARTRICK & CARTER.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
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SOLE BUILDBHS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Corliss Engine

linffRovED

ALUS

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
of all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.
Is

MOTION.

AND

CO.,

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Manufactniere of and Dealers In

Pulleys, Cears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

FOK ECONOMY OF FDEL, REQTJI.AKITT OF

IT 18 TiaEaUALED

&

DUIRABILITY IN USB.

»

lie for

I

CHICAGO BRANCH,

our CatalogneH

4I

M

43 SOUTH JEFFERSON ST.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO. EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC

CO.

MOTORS
INCANDESCENT LAMPS

FOR

FOK

Arc

Incandescent Circuits

5

AVODND FOB AS'V CCRKKNT.

ARC-LIGHT CIRCDITS.

PERFECT AUTOMATIC RE6DLATI0N.

SIMPLE RELIABLE. DTTRABLE.

Highly

.

Efficient

and Economical.

CONSTAM SPEED UNDER
The only

safe socket for series lamps,

socket having insulating material for the outside
parts.

Send

620

F. VT.

for Illustrated Catalogue.

HOBNE, Manager

WESTERN AND SOUTHERN STATES.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,
1

COMPOUND.

ALL LOADS.

and the only

1

EAST ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.

-

-

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
YORK,
17 Cortlandt Street,
1 w»rfi„„),™„„
BOSTON,
Hathaway Huildins,
T?^SE''SS
PITTSBURGH,
WestinghouseBuiiaing, f Church Sen">
151), 1.58 Lake Street,
CHICAGO,
J
PHILADELPHIA, 608 Chestnut St., M. E. Muckl6, Jr. & Co.

CONDENSING OR

NEW

NON-CONDENSING.

!

le Sizes, B to 600 H. P.

Hot yet equaled by any form of Esgiie

for

HIGH FUEL DUTY AND SIMPLICITY.

STANDARD.

'''

ST. LOUIS,
KANSAS CITY,

'IISh'^^""

&

I

6 Sizes

All the above built stnctly to

Oamed

Fairbanks

& Co.
1330 SeventPenth Street,
1619 Capitol Avenue, F. C Ayer.
PINE BLUFFS, Ark.
Geo. M. Dilley
Sons.
SALT LAKE CITY, S59 S. Main St.
Utah & Montana
BUTTE, MONT.
E.Granite St. f
Macliinery Co.
OMAHA,

in

Stock, 5 to

50

H. P.

SAN FRANCISCO,
PORTLAND, OR.

„,AN AUTOUATIC EHOIHE CHEAPEE TEAIT A SLIDE VALVE.
Well Built,
Economical,
Reliable,
Over 300 sold the first year.
Keparrs

-Jia

Washington Ave.
Union Avenue.
304

DENVER,

3,000 in use in all parts of the Civilized World.

JUNIOR.

30i!,

in Stool:.

9HARL0TTE,.N.

C.

:M,

andas Fremont St., Parke i- Lacy Co.
;»N. Front St., Parke & Lacy Mch. Co.

8_6

College

21

St.,

t

The D. A. Tompkins Co.

Gauge with Interchangeable Parts.
Send for Illustrated Oatalognes.

W.

D.

SARGENT,

JNO. A. BARRETT, V Pres. and Cons. Elec.

Pres.

E

H.

CUTLER,

Trcas. and Mgr.

FRANK

THE ELEKTRON MFG.
Cor.

Jay and Plymouth

Sts.,

A.

PERRET,

Eleo.

CO.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

MAKUPAOTURERS OP THE

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS and DYNAMOS
Small Sizes a Specialty (1-8 to 2
The

H. P.)

Laminated Field Magnets, Low ArmaSparking under Changes of Load, Excellent Work-

Distinctive Features are:

ture Resistance,

No

manship.

InEFFICIENCY, REGULATION, SIMPLICITYand

DURABILITY
Our Fan

OUR machihes show greit superiority.

Outfits are very

handsome and run very

still.

CAREFUL INVESTIGATION INVITED.
_.

-11

A
ACatalogues Furnished on Application.
,

,

v-,

I «

L.«t..r.oF...o M.o».r,bytheuse otwhlcl.
higher efficiency la obtained than le
poHeibie otherwiee.

TUBING ALL^

Pure Sheet Tfubber
Sarnple-5 and
flddres^

j„,

prices

Etc.

upon

v^
application,

B.r.G00DRICH Co.
AKFtON
RUBBEft

WOffKS
AKRON. OHIO.

\

(Specialties of all kinds to order
_^:> Send for "CsT/iLOGUE.f^—
-
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His Patents Sustained by the United
Supreme Court.

States

THE EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
Takes pleasure in announcing to its patrons and the general public that the decision of the
Supreme Court of the United States, filed on the 21st ult., in the case of the
Bate Refrigerator Company, is in fact a decision

SUSTAINING THE EDISON PATENTS
In the many suits brought by the Edison Company, in the lower courts, against infringers of the Edison patents, the
defendants have evaded the »ie»'f<« of the controversy, thus tacitly admitting the /rtcA of infringement, and ha^e interposed a plea alleging that our patents have been voided by the expiration of patents previously granted in foreign
countries.

Hence the delay in establishing our rights. In the meantime, other electrical companies have been indiscriminately
copying our devices and methods, not even assuming that they themselves were the original invenrtors, but simply relying upon the construction of a statute by the lower courts invalidating our fundamental patent. In pursuance of our
expressed determination to secure a decision upon the point of law involved, we have had the Bate Kefrigerator case
(covering the identical question) argued before the U. S. Supreme Court, with the result announced above, thus

Completely Deprivingthe Defendants of their Main Defense.
We havenow only to prove the fact of infringement in order to secure prompt injunctions against, and dam^ages from,, those who have been so long using with impunity that
which the HIGHEST A UTHOBITY now concedes to have been ours, exclusively, from
the beginning. This is simply to establish

A QUESTION OF FACT.
Was^

or

Was

Not^ Edison

tlio

Oripal

Inventor

?
\

This question has been decided in his favor a great ^nany times, primarily by the U, S.
Patent Office, which granted to him Patents bearing earliest dates ; then by the various
courts of Europe, through the crucial examination of which the question has many times
passed.

Thus the

QUESTION OF LAW having noxv been settled by the Supreme Court of the
QUESTION OF FACT by the highest experts of the world, this com-

United States, and tlie
pany noiv notifies the Public
trespass and abuse of

its

of its intention to call a halt
rig Jits in

and demand a reckoning for the

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
44 Wall Street,

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
By ID WARD H. JOHHSOH,
New York,

President.

.
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,

^0 N/^
TBADE

July 27, i88g

THIRD

310 N.

ST.,

SAINT LOUIS, MO.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS AT BOTTOM FIGURES.
Man son and Okonite

Okonite "Wires, Cables, and Tubing, Weatherproof Line Wires,

MARKl

ENGINEERING CO.,
707 and 709 Market

POND

427 "The

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.

Louis.

St., St.

Erected Ready for Service.

Rojkery," Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

319 Ramge

Building,

Tapes.

SPKCIAI1TIE8 :-The ArmlDgton &, Sims Engine, Steel Boilers,

Ireeon Link Belt. Standard Rocking and Sheffield Grates, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, BlakePiimp,Korting Injector, etc.

C'ty.

Omaha.

FOB

«tB]VD

Iia.TEHT CATAIiOCirES.

SYlSrOYULL

^yxiaiYio and. Cylincier Oils.
machinery.

8.

gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
can be used continually.
Adopted by the largest
Electric Plants of the West.

Tree from

Second to none.

By

reflltering

TAUSSIG, Agent,

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

CHICAGO.

PROF. H. ARON'S
ELECTRIC CDRREKT COUNTER,

The Perkins Electric Lamp

Co.,

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

PATERITKD.
Gold Medal Awarded at Melbonrne Exhibition, i888-1889.
The most

reliable Electric Metir ever invented.

Biillt for direct

Guardnteed correct

for

two-wire, thrae-wire and alternating system, In sizes

small aod

from

15

up

lar^^e

to

currents.

any number of

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

amperes.

W.

Adopted by SIEItlBTffS & HA.Ij9KE, Berlin, Germany; EDIH03V COSIPAIVY, Berlin, Germany: MUIVICIPAL BliBCTRIC I.I«HT1NG WOBKS,
Berlin, Germany.
In use by European Central Stations measuring 60 million watts. Unquestioned superiority.
Amount of current consumed maybe ascertained at a
Indispensable for Central Station work.
Rlance, the dials being constructed on the same principle as the gae Meter dials. For prices and particulars, address

5-=^

and.

SOLE MANEFACTIIKEB AND IMPORTER.

25

BEEKMAN STREET,
ALI. SIZES

MICA

-

5© ^^ra-nlslir^.
CHICAGO.

STORED ELECTRICITY.

JDST ISSUED FROM THE PRESS.

"THE

For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL
218 'Water Street,

New

York.

T ELEPHONE S
!f or Private

I^ines.

The only Mechanical Telephone which has stood
the teste and held out and given satisfactory
eervice for the past eight years

Send

for Illustrated

Catalogue

Electrical

ELECTRIC

CO.,

&.

and

Prices

ELECTRICAL GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Telephone and Electrical Supply Co.,
Room

I.

7,

BIk., Elgin. 111., C. S. A.

Hubbard

W.COLBURV^ &COm
I

74 Main

St..

FITCHBURG, MASS.

By FRED H. WHIPPLE.
ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO

A new

and original book designed to
inform the practical business man -without the use of mystifying technical terms
and formulae.
There is information in it of value to
the owner, the officer and the employe of
every street railway or user of power for
any purpose.
Historical Development of the
oE Producing Electricity.

STREET CAR PROPULSION.

Modern Method

Central

teries.

How Electricity Is Applied to

Isolated

Street Railways.

The Application of the Motor to the Car.
Early Attempts at Electric Propulsion with the
Roads now in Operation.
Some of the so-called "Systems" of Electric

DBirp.i
1-Kn.t
.

I

One

WKHTKEN JJHANCH
,316

NKW HAVEN OLOOK CO.,

Waba3b Avenue.

OUKJAQO, ILL.

''*''" '^'"'"'

g^jy^j

flnnilreil

LiglitiDi,

Car

Lighting,

Loni Distance LigMing.

poses.

No.

Liiiiting,

Railroafl

Street Railways.
Application of Electricity to Elevated and Underground Railways.
Coat o£ Producing, Transmitting and Applying
Electricity for Street Railway Purposes,
Some Further ComparlsonB of Electric Propulsion with other Methods.
The Electric Motor for Stationary Power Purto

theElectilc Current.
The Utliii^atlon of Water Powers for Electric
TranemlSBion.
The Purpose and Care of Good Belts.
Some uf the Possibilities of Electric Street Car
Propulsion.

Senl for laruo IlIuBtruted (-'(itiilogiie, sIho Handbook of Keady Heferencw, VPst-pocket edition.

Station

Practical Thoughts upon the Lines uf Force and
the Production of Motion.
Something about Primary and Secondary Bat-

The Importance of Economical Steam Power

niaohlnew fnr An: und IncandPHcent
Klectrie lil&hUnL:. Kle<-tro-l*latin{;
and tixperlmenlal l^ne.

Accumulators or

Storage Batteries,

RAILWAY."

How Electricity 18 Mechanically Produced.

El^n

Street,

NEW YORK.

AND
QUALITIES

HALM,

VICK-PKESIDENT ASTD WESTERN HIAKAOKB,

i3:.^c2rEi?Ti:i3:.^i-.,

•TTT,

G.

SySIEM

nm

COMFLETEL? SISFLACES

Ul

^^°°-

.^ Flexible

Russia, $2.00.

THE ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATOR COMP'Y,

and Fiftf Illnslrations.

FRED. H. WHIPPLE,
Detroit,

Mich.

Sendyrtar name, huelnees and adUreee, and be
correctly reported in Whipple's National JElectrlcal Directory.

44

Broad-ivay,

CHICAGO OFFICE,
502 Phenix Building.

New

York.

DETROIT OFFICE,
30 Atwater

St.,

East.
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WM.

H.

FITZGERALD, Troas.

DETROIT,

JOS.

55-57

IVIICH.,

B.

MOORE,

CEO.

Prest.

E.

FISHER, Secy.

GRATIOT AVE

Representing the Followlnk Companies:
FT.

WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LICHT CO. Sro Adv. Pago
C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTOR CO. Sco Adv. PaKO X.

THE OKONITE CO. Seo

WHITE
Central

US

l''OH

Isolated

StalloD, or

XXIV.

Adv. Pa^o XIII.

KBTIMATIL'B.
Electric

Light

Plan's,

AKC OK INCANIjISCINT.

M\YO ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
SAWYER-MAN INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
il'iil

111.

-',

^1 I.M

STAR-IRON TOWERS AND MAST ARMS.
Underwriters, Weatherproof and Olconitc Wires

jppllcs

and Appaiatus

for

Complete Line

Arc and Incandeicont Plania and Crneral Electrical Cood*.

SPECIALTY- COMPi,i;TH STEAM AND ELECTRIC LIGHT PLAHTS.

ELECTRIC LICHT CONTRACTORS.

Forest City Electric "yWorks,

THE HORN, BRANNEN & FORSYTHE MFG.
DKHIONKItH ANII

Manuiaciurer.

01

MAKKKH

KM.

CO..

'iC

CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,
Artistic

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES.

Quick Make and Break Uncon
trolled

WBITK rOH PKIf

Desips

\i

Brass anl Wioiflit iron

^

ELDCTROLmRS.

by the Handle.

Gas

and

Combination

Fixtures.

,..,

,^

r^'\.M:^

M

Correapondencc
Solicited

Electric

with

Nos. 429, 431, 433 North Broad St„

CompaDleB.

W.

B.

CLEVELAND,

</

\ '^'

'

~"

'

LI slit

PHILADELPI^IA, PA.

Proprietor.

183

SENECA STREET. CLEVEUND,

0.

Desips

M

Estimates Firnisliel

UNIVERSAL ELECTRICAL EXHIBITION
THIS EXHIBITION

St.

IS

HELD UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE

Louis Exposition and Music Hall Association,
-IN THETR-

MAGIfflFICEIffT PERMAIffBIffT
-(COSTING

1750,000)

AND

EXPOSITION

BUILDIIffa,

IT WILr, BE-

THE GREATEST ELECTRICAL EXHIBITION EVER HELD

IN

AMERICA.

Music from Qilmore's Band (which is engaged for the
One hundred thousand square feet of space, and three
thousand horse-power of energy are offered free to ex- entire six weeks) distributed phonographic ally to all parts
The only exhibit of the Phonograph
hibitors, and every facility will be given for the proper dis- of the building.
ever given on a large scale in the world.
play of goods. These goods will be returned free.
The latest and greatest novelty in Electrical Music
SOME OF THE SPECIAL FEATURES:
Cooking by

The greatest novelty

of the age.
Thomas A. Edison's Personal Exhibit of his invertlons.
corps of drums manipulated by electricity.
An Electric Railway on which will run cars of the Overelectricity.

A

SHOWN FOR THE

FIRST TIME.

Full displays of Wires, Cables, Conduits, Belts, Supplies,
Lamps and the thousand and one products of Electric skill

and genius.
head Conduit and Storage Battery Systems.
ACRES OF BEAUTIFUL EFFECTS AND CURIOUS
Police and Fire Alarm Systems and all kinds of Electric MECHANISMS.
Signaling Apparatus IN OPERATION.
The South, West and Southwest will turn out EN
Scores of Steam Engines. Water Wheels, Dynamos,
Motors, Etc., all running. There will not be a piece of idle MASSE to see this exhibit. This field is the greatest ever
put before the electrical world.
machinery in the building.

FRED

H.

WHIPPLE,

General Mananer,

IDotroit, 3VXicla.igr£tn,
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MOTOH
& C." ELECTRIC
NEW YORK.
GREENWICH

CO.,

STREET,

402 4

EFFICIENT
ELECTRIC

AUTOMATICALLY

MOTORS.

REGULATED.

Manufactured for Arc and Incandescent Circuits.

I

NEW ENGLAND OFFICE:

32

Oliver Street, Boston.

WESTERN OFFICE:

Phenix Building, Chicago.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE: 301 Arch St.
SOUTHERN OFFICE: 25 Carondelet

JOHN STEPHENSON

Street,

New

Orleans.

CO.,

i_iis^i-r:E:iz),

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

-*

t^M^M3!M

>•

.v/^^^-

y^.^j^^W^^
IB^^^BSSS^^KaSr^^^^

60

/

~^^^^^^^^^^^=^^^^^K^|^H^^HI

j^

^HIEQI

"^j^ "J^k^H

^ ##

^^
^^^ij^l
mmjmSBH

THE ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT

INDORSEE)

For Passenger Trains,
Freight Trains,
Steamboats, and
Burglar Alarms. FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELERS.
No
Thomas

Eliha Thomson,

A. Edison,

K. S. Possons,

Edwin

J.

Hoaston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

more accidents from lireaking

in

two of

trains.

In use on the

MICHIGAN CENTRAL and ROCK ISLAND, and other leading roads being
rapidly

e{]ui])])ed.

PARRISH BROS.

&

PECK ELECTRICAL CO,

CHICAGO OFFICE, Eooms 324 & 325

Phoen'"x Building.

Send

for

Pamphlet "ARE YOD POSTED?" to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH
177-179 Broadway, M. Y.

CO.,
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VESTIXSEOISE ElECISIC CI

'II

PITTSBURGH. PA.
BY ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

DISTRIBUTION
187

Central Station Plants, with an aggregate Capacity of 328^000
Lamps sold to July 1, 1889.

16 Candle Power

THE UNITED STATES

ELECTRIC LIGHTING
(Lieased

and Operated by the Westinghouse Electric

SALES DEPARTMENT: 120 BROADWAY,

CO..

Co.)

NEW YORK.

COMPLETE ISOLATED PLANTS, ARC OR INCANDESCENT,
Unsurpassed

for Design,

Constmction and Efficiency.

SAWYER-MAN ELECTRIC

CO.,

(Leased and Operated by the Westinghouse Electric Co.)

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS AND SUPPLIES
FOR EIiEGTRIG

EZLiECTI^IC

a-ra-d

LIGHTIIffG.

COlv^ieil^T-^'TIOI^ ^I^TTTUI^ES-

CORRESPONDENCE WITH DEALERS

INVITED.
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WESTERN ELECTRIC

CD.'S

ELECTRIC LIGHTING SYSTEMS.

With all Necessary Appurtenances.
ARC, High or Low

INCANDESCENT.

Tension.

WESTERN ELECTRIC INCANDESCENT BYNAMO.

ARC LAMPS,
HIGH OR LOW TENSION.

2,000. 1,500. 1,200

Candle Power.

SINGLE OR DOUBLE.

We
We

claim for our apparatus, over all others, simplicity of construction, economy in opera"
tion, durability, and perfect automatic regulation.
solicit opportunity to bid on Electric Light Plants, either with or without power.

WESTERN ELECTRIC
CHICAGO.

NEW

YORK,

LONDON.

CO.,
ANTWERP.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO, JULY

Vol. V.

Chicago City Underground System.
ai'liiiii of
till'
New \'(irk authorities

'I'lic

placiivn'

wires uiuler;;rouiul, is
an increased aj;ilati()nas
the various conduit systems (or

the electric

lijs'ht

tuulotibteilly leailinj;

to the merits

(if

in

tti

unilerjjrouiul distribution.

Chicago, City Kleetrician iiarrett has, from
been strongly opposed to overhead
wires and has always contendeil that the underground system couUI be made successful. When
the first city plant for street lighting was put in
operation all the lines were burieil antl the success which has attended the installation has been
such as to warrant the city fathers in making,
recently, an apiiropriation of between $,;oo,ooo
and $400,000 for the extension of the system.
'I'hrough the courtesy
Ill

tlie

of

first,

Barrett

Trof.

27,
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extend unbroken
the same as the top and bottom shelf along the sides of the hole.

—

N0.4

1889.

The shelves are made of 2x6 inch hemlock
plank, anil are held in place, C> inches ap.irt,
against the eight 2.X4 inch scantling uprightsby
iron brackets.
liolts sunk into the wall hoUl the
pieces of scantling securely in place,
I'ine
boards one inch thick are bolted ag.iinst the
shelves, and thus form them into compartments
for the cables.
The aiK'aiitages of so arranging
the shelves around the walls and bolting them
against pieces of scantling is evident.
.'\ll
the
cables are snugly confined along the sides of the
hole in such a manner as atlmits of work being
done on one cable without necessarily disturbing,
or coining into contact with the others. liesides.

anil

The ouside plate or cover
street
is

4'i inches outside.

ball

only

connected, before
concrete, is filled in
by simply butting them
and plastering around
the joint enough Rosedale cement to make a
firm and solid union.
Three different makes of
cable will be used, viz.:
"Patterson," "Standard"
and "Cobb's Vulcanite."
In laying the cables
positive
and
negative
wires will be put in separate ducts as far as it
is possible to do so.

the contract
for furnishing and laying
the conduit on Jackson
time,

from Michigan
avenue to Kifth avenue.
As one of the new city
street

stations is to be located
on the city property
near the south end of the
E.xposition building, the
Jackson street conduit
starts froin this point.

The National Conduit

&

Manufacturing company of New York was

the successful bidder for
the Jackson street work,
and it is pushing the
w'ork rapidly toward
completion.
The manholes are located at the intersection
They are built of sewer brick of a
of streets.
without being
size that permits a workman
cramped to work in them. An inspection of the
cut will show their general arrangement.
Each manhole is octagonal in shape, but as
four of the eight sides are shorter than the
others the plan of the hole has the appearance
The walls
of a square with the corners cut off.
From wall to wall, inside,
are 12 inches thick.
across the upper and larger part of the hole is 5
feet 4 inches.
The height from the concrete
floor in the bottom to the rail and brick covering
From the concrete floor to
at the top is 5 feet.
the level of the street is 7 feet.
The walls are built out near the bottom so as
to form a foundation for the shelves or compartments which extend around the hole to contain
the various cables as they cross over from conduit to conduit. Wherever a conduit enters the
inside shelves are broken off as shown, but in
cases where there are, say. only two conduits,
and these on opposite sides, then those inside

and socket ends and

are
the

awarded, up to the present

outside of the pipe is
of thin sheet iron with a
riveted seam; the bulk
of the pipe is cement.
The concrete in which
the pipes are laid is of
the
following pro|Kirlions:
Knglish
part
Portland cement; 2 parts
clean lake shore sand,

and 4 parts granite
screenings.
Boards arranged at the sides keep
the concrete in place as
it "sets."
No boards are
under the pipes or above
them. The pipes have

is laid.

has

The

1

underground

city

rests,

llic

lower cover
as shown, on a tuiffc

The conduits proper are mad'.: of cementlined iron pipes laid in concrete as shown in the
cut.
The piping is of 3 inch inside diameter by

manhole in the system
and also the manner in
which the conduit proper
'I'he

and

level of

The

and water-tight for a considerable length of
time, and conse(|iiently is unaffected by any
vibration which might be caused by the pa.ssagc
of heavy vehicles, etc., over the cover.

accompanying
cut shows a

sectional

fit

at the

place.

soft

system now being constructed in Chicago.

The

a neater

its

which extends around the inside of the manhole
casting.
This inside cover is scaled by "roofers
cement," a mi.xture of coaloil anil "lanil
plaster."
.\ joint made around
the lid liy this
cement has the peculiar advantage of mnainin;;

r.KN' Im.kci'kk'ian is enabled to present some of
the more important de-

of the

loosely in

ijimima

Chief of CoEistrnction
Win. Carroll, the Wkst-

tails

fits

CHICAGO CITY UNOERGROCNn SYSTEM

— MANHOLE.

ventilation
being
thus
secured,
less
moisture
insulation's
foe
is
liable
to collect on the shelves among the cables.
It
will be noticed that the shelves do not e.xtend to
the floor.
By allowing this space at the bottom
any water that might collect may be allowed to
accumulate and be pumped out afterward. But
little water, however, can collect, and then only
from possible condensation or a leak, for the lid
of each manhole is sealed most securely when
closed and, besides a thick layer of plaster
over the entire outside of the brick work affords
an adilitional protection from moisture.
The
covering over the hole is also of brick, and is
supported by rails as shown. The rails are
placed only so far apart as will admit of the entrance of rows of bricks laid lengthwise between
By this arrangement of
the flanges and top.
rails, bricks and mortar around the
manhole
casting, a covering of great strength is secured.
The opening to the street is about jo.xjo inches
through a rectangular casting, and is covered by
two lids also of cast iron.

better

—

Chicago Electric
Club Reception.

—

The

commodious

rooms of the Chicago Electric Club in the High
building on .\dams street, will be formally
dedicated
on Thursday evening, .\ug. ist.
That the club was wise in securing new
(juarters has been amply demonstrated.
The
prosperous
organization
is
in a thoroughly
condition.
In spite of the fact that the furnishing and decoration of the new rooms involved a
considerable outlay of money, the club is
financially in much better shape than ever before.
Its obligations have been met and it has a handsome surplus in the bank. The club therefore
has abundant reason for celebrating its occupancy of new quarters.
The dedication will take the form of a reception.
Between 300 and 400 persons are expected to be present. Invitations have been extended
The
to fifty prominent residents of Chicago.
evening will mark a new era in the historj'of the
club, for ladies have been invited to be present.
mandolin orchestra has been engaged to play
during the evening, and a quartette will sing
.\n orchestra of nine pieces
several selections.

A
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In addition to
provide music for dancers.
club rooms, all of Kinsley's rooms will be
thrown open for the accommodation of the
guests of the club. The club rooms will be
decorated for the occasion by flowers and potted
During the evening the new quarters
plants.
will be formally presented to the president by the
chairman of the general committee on new quarThe reception will be of a most enjoyable
ters.
character, and every member of the club should
make it a point to be present.
will

the

Incandescent Snap Switches.
The accompanying cuts illustrate a new

ingenious arrangement, and much closer time
can be taken by this means than under the old
The electrical
system of dropping the flag.
construction was done by the Edison company
of Chicago.

Secondary

Battery."

By Geo. M. Hopkins.
Probably no secondary battery can be more
readily made or more easily managed than the
one invented by Plante. It is therefore especially adapted to the wants of the amateur who

line

of incandescent snap switches, which have been
placed on the market by the Electrical Supply
company of Chicago. They are made either
single or double pole, and each connection is
made up of a double make and break. The
movement in both directions is instantaneous
and positive, does not depend upon dead centers
of springs, or friction between moving portions,
and is so arranged as to overcome thoroughly
all friction, so that the joints may be tight and
durable.
All contacts are rubbing; all conduct-
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project about j4 inch on each side of the plate.
The perforated and imperforate plates are
arranged in alternation, with all the arms of the
perforated plates extending upward at one end
of the element and all the arms of the imperforate plates similarly arranged at the opposite end
of the elements. The plates are clamped together
by means of wooden strips previously boiled in
paraffin
and rubber bands. The strips are
placed on opposite sides of the series of plates
at the top and bottom, and the rubber bands extend lengthwise of the strips.
The arms of each series of the plates are bent
so as to bring them together about 3 or 4 inches
above the upper edges of the plates. They are
perforated to receive brgss bolts, each of which
is provided with two nuts, one for bending the
arms, the other for clamping the conductor.
The element thus formed is placed in a glass
cell, and the formation is proceeded with as follows; To hasten the process, the cell is filled
with dilute nitric acid (nit ic acid and water equal
parts by measure), which is allowed to remain for

—

—

twenty-four hours.
This preliminary treatment
modifies the surface of the lead, rendering it
somewhat porous, and, in connection with the
no.

makes

INCANDESCENT SNAP SWITCHES.

I.

own

apparatus.
It takes a longer
time to form a Plante battery than is required
for the formation of some of the batteries having plates to which the active material has been
applied in the form of a paste, and its capacity
is not quite equal to that of more recent batteries, but it has the advantage of not being so
liable
to
injury
in
unskilled
hands, and
of allowing a more rapid discharge without
his

injury.

Each

of the battery consists of 16 lead
inches and -/^ inch thick, placed
in a glass jar 6x9 inches, with a depth of 7j4
inches. Each plate is provided with an arm i}^
inches wide and of sufficient length to form the
electrical connections.
The plates are cut from
sheet lead in the manner indicated at 3 in Fig. i,
/. e., two
plates are cut from a sheet of lead
8}^xi4 inches. This method of cutting effects
a saving of material.
The plates after being cut
and flattened, are roughened. One way of doing
this is shown in Fig. 2.
The plate is laid on a
plates,

FIG

2.

INCANDESCENT SNAP SWITCHES

ing portions are hard drawn copper.
They are
made for 130 volts. As will be seen by reference to Fig. I, which represents the e.\terior of
the switch, the device is neat and ornamental.
Fig. 2 represents a single pole switch, and can
be procured for 5 to 40 amperes. Fig. 3 represents a double pole switch, and is made for 10
to 40 amperes.

Electricity

6.X7

and Horse Racing.

During the meeting at Washington Park,
Chicago, which has just closed, many of the
spectators wondered how the time was taken.
For instance in the case of a ^-mile race when
the horses were taken to the quarter mile pole
to start, the spectators could see no sign by
which the timekeeper could get the
start.
Formerly it was customary to "drop the flag"
when the racers got away, but this was not done
this year.
The American Waltham Watch com-

I'lG. 3.

cell

each

FIG. 2.

I'LATES CONNJXTJiiJ.

ROUGHENING THE PLATES

FIG

3.

INCANDESCENT SNAP SWITCHES.

roughening, reduces the time of formation from
four or five weeks down to one week. The nitric
acid is removed, the plates and cell are thoroughly washed, and the cell is filled with a
solution formed of sulphuric acid i part, water 9
parts.

The desired number of cells having been thus
prepared, are connected in series, and the poles
of each cell are marked so that they may be
always connected up in the same way. The
charging current, from whatever source, should
deliver a current of ten amperes with an electromotive force ten per cent, above that of the
accumulator.
Each cell of this battery has an
electromotive force of two volts, and the voltage
of the series of cells would be the number of
cells multiplied by 2. It is a simple matter to determine the amount of current required to charge
a given series of cells. For example, a battery is
required for supplying a series of incandescent

(UMl'i.KI EIJ

FIG.

I.

PLATES.

SECONDARY liATTERY.

pany put up an

electric clock near the timestand.
Wires led from this clock
around the track, making a circuit.
The current was supplied by batteries in the timekeeper's stand.
.'Vt different parts of the track twelve

keeper's

pushbuttons were arranged, one of which was
the
timekeeper's stand. AVhen the horses
were started the man who gave the word pushed
a button at the same time and the clock would
At the clo.se the timekeeper would push
start.
a button and the clock would stop.
A third
push would send the hand back to o, on the
in

same plan

as the stop watch.

The

clock

is

an

soft wood plank and a piece of a- double
cut file of medium fineness is driven into the
surface of the lead by means of a mallet.
To
avoid breaking the file, its temper is drawn to a
purple.
After the plate is roughened on one
side it is reversed and treated the same way upon
the ojiposite side.
If a knurl is available, the
roughening may be accomplished in less time,
and with less effort, by rolling the knurl over the
plate.
Half of the plates are provided with four
oblong perforations into which are inserted
H-shaped distance-pieces of soft rubber, which

heavy

I

Scientific A?nericati,

It has been found uneconomical to use
lamps of a lower voltage than 60. It will, therefore, require a battery having an e. m. f. of 60
volts to operate even a single lamp.
This being
the case, at least 30 cells of battery must be
provided, and on account of a slight lowering of
the e. m. f. in use, two extra cells should be
added. It will therefore require 32 cells for a
small installation, and the machine for charging
such a battery should be able to furnish a current
of ten amperes, with an e. m. f. of 75 volts.
To form the battery, it is placed in the circuit
of the dynamo and kept there for thirty hours

lamps.
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continuously,
thirty hours.

01
It

Im
is

slinrUn

then

|)rriiKls ^iKK'i'K'ilui^;

<lis(harK<;(l

tlirouj;!!

a

resistance of 20 or 30 olims, and again rcchar);u(l,
the connections with the dynamos heinji reversed, so as to .send the current tliroU(i;li the
battery in the opposite direction.
'I'he battery
is again disi'liarged
througli the resistance, and
again recharged in a reverse direction.
These
operations are repeated four or five limes, when
the formation is complete.
It will
re(|uire from
five to .seven hours to charge the battery after
is thoroughly formed.
It nuist always be connected with he dynamii as connected last in
charging.
Although amateurs may lind pleasure in ((instructing and foMning a secondary battery, there
ii

I

wli.il
iipiin
lln
-^u m, was
iiractically a hlou
found to give belter results than when llie armature was ((junecled dire<:tly to the main valve.
'I'welve large I'uller cells supply the current to
operate the whistle.
This device is used in the
engine room of the Union Steel company, ('hiI,-,

<:ago, to lak<' the place of

from

"I lie

a

gong

for

signaling

slage."

Fixture
TlieOasiV
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priccsand terms to he uniform lomemijers of the
association.
An agreement embodying tlic*e
points has been signed by the largest clealcrs in
the country, and a forfeit of $500 has been posted

by each lo insure the faithful execution of the
provisions of the compact.
'I'he following officers were cho.Hcn: I'rcKiilcnt, ('Icmciit M. Diddle;
secretary, Silas M. (>cdilingH;commiKiiioner, Benjamin llallowell, Jr.

Manufacturera Organize.

Light I'i.vlure Manufac hirhas been organized at rhiladelphialo regulate the trade and control tiie prices.
The necessity for organizing this asso(;iation, the
mem, ers say, has nn|ire.ssed itself upon them
strongly.
l''or a long lime manufaiiturers have
been barely paying expenses. The slight margin
that was made on the regular run (jf li.xlures was
offset by the close figures re(pnrcd for more elaborate work.
The expenses of these houses were
enormous, and the ruinous competition was farreaching in its effects.
"When the ipiestion of
organizing atrust was broached," said the lieail of
a big Chicago house to the \Vi-;sri-.RN
ri<it'lAN representative, "it was recognized by us all
that it was our only hope.
We have found that
such a course is demanded.
It is not the intention of the trust to raise the prices to unreasonable figures, but rather to allow us to make a fair
percentage on our investment, and if one fads in
that, the others help him out.
There is but (jiie
I'.lcciric

ers' association

l'',i,i--.i

National Electric Light Convention.
Secretary (iarratt stales that a large attendance may be expected at llle coiivenlion of the
National Kleclric Light association which will
be held at Niagara Kails, August fi, 7 and
mh. The fact that the association will meet in
such a delightful re^ort will cause many nicmbcrs who might otherwise dread a summer convention, to be present.
Uclegatcs will slop at
the International hotel.
Meetings will be held
at the Casino.
Delegates east of Chicago,
I'eoria

and

<,)uincy.

III.,

liurlinglon anil

Keo-

kuk, la., Hannibal and St. I.ouis, Mo,, and
north of Wheeling and I'arkersburg, W, Va.,
should obtain Trunk line or Central Traffic association certificates, when they purchase their
til kets,
which will entitle them to return at onethird fare.
'This convention, Mr. Carratt writes, will be
the most interesting and important one ever
held by the association.
A number of very
valuable papers have been secured.
Several

riiminittees will

make

reports.

Storage Battery Litigation.
Judge Ojxc,

the

I'nited

States

court, for the Southern

district

of

(jf

Circuit

New

V'ork,

has denied the defendant's application for a
rehearing in the suit of the Electrical Accumulator company against the Julien Electric com[lany and William Hracken,
It will be remem-

bered that Judge Coxe handed down his decision in the case in February last. The plaintiff in
this case sued on four patents relating to secondary batteries, the Faure patent, two Swan patents
and a patent of Shaw & Rogers, The last was
abandoned in the case. Judge Coxe held that
Brush was the inventor of the secondary battery in which the active coating is mechanically
applied to the electrodes, but that Faure is entitled
to a restricted
claim for a battery in
which the coating is applied in the form of a
paint, paste or cement.

Westinghouse Consolidation.
has been voted by 75,000 out of 95,175
shares to substitute the charter of the Westinghouse F'.lectric ^V' Manufacturing company for
those of the Westinghouse F^lectric company and
the Chartiers Improvement company.
.\t the
It

OI'ERATING A STEAM

no economy in securing a battery in this way.
It is less expensive and less ve.xatious to purchase
from reliable makers.
is

Operating a Steam Whistle by Electricity.

In some instances where it is desired to give
a signal in factories, the sound of even a large

gong proves insufficient and un.satisfactory on
account of other and louder noises. The accompanying cut shows a simple arrangement of
a special form of balanced valve and an electromagnet, by means of which a steam whistle is
operated by electricity.

The electrical portion of the apparatus, as described here, is in more or less of an experimental
form. An electro-magnet, J/, with an armature,
A, swung by chains, as shown, is fixed in a case
with its yoke toward the valve.
Into the center
of the armature is tapped a small rod or stem,
6', which extends back between the two
magnet
spools, through a hole in the yoke and the casing,
to within a short distance of the outer end of the
valve stem, /".
On the passage of the current
the armature is attracted, and brings its stem.
5, with a smart rap against that of the valve,
thus opening it and blowing the whistle.
This arrangement of opening the valve, by

WmSTLE

BY EIECTRICITV.

firm I know of that is out of the combination, and
that is the Ciibson works.
They wanted the best
of it and failed to get it, so they took another tack.
It was their intention to fill up on orders before
the terms became kn(_nvn, and this would give
them a big advantage over their competitors, but
they didn't get the orders and they didn't get any
more privileges than other corporation, so they
pulled out.
It is a good thing for the business, I

think, to have this combination."

Thea.ssociation was organized quietly, the preliminary meetings being held the latter part of
June in the Continental hotel, Philadelphia, and
the plan of organization agreed upon.
It is now
in actual operation.
The plan adopted may be
summarized as follows: It will admit all reputable
manufacturers; the basis of co-operation is on the
sales of iS8f; a commissioner, sworn to secrecy,
is to examine and determine upon a quota for
each member; monthly reports are to be made to
the commissioner of sales; each manufacturer is
to pay 20 per cent, to the commissioner on all
sales exceeding his quota, and to receive 20 per
cent, on all deficiencies; the association is to fix

upon

prices for which goods are sold; an t xtra allowance is to be paid semi-annually to such dealers as have bought from nobody except members
of the association, and have not undersold prices;

meeting at which this action was taken, George
Westinghouse, Jr,, presided, and A, T, Rowand
acted as secretary,
Mr, Westinghouse spoke of
the necessity of a change in charter, and said
that unless the one proposed was adopted that
the business interests of the organization would
be endangered and embarra.ssed. Mr, Mathews
of liellevue, made some remarks in opposition,
under the impression that the change contepiplated an increase in capital to §10,000,000, but
did not vote against the change, and it was thus
elfected unanimously.
In accordance with the provisions of this
change the stock of the two old companies will
be exchanged share for share for the stock of
the new concern, and the officers are directed to
make the transfers at once,
'The agreement
also authorizes the new Westinghouse concern
to enter into such arrangements as may be for
its best interests with the latter company, for the
operation by it under contracts now existing of
the Westinghouse Electric company and the
Consolidated Electric Light company and the
L'nited States Electric Lighting company (said
contracts being that between the Westinghouse
Electric company and the Consolidated Electric
Light company, date! October 10. i8Sg. and
that between the Westinghouse Electric Light
company and the United States Electric Lighting company, dated January 23, 1889); and for
the transfer to the Westinghouse Electric iS:
Manufacturing company of the stocks and bonds
now held bv the Westinghouse Electric com-
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the 'biggest toad in the puddle,' and while
cannot be a comingis the feeling there
together."

pany in the Consolidated Electric Light company, Tesla Electric Light & Manufacturing
company, Keystone Light & Power company,
Plainfield Electric Light company, Westinghouse Illuminating company, Edison Illuminating companies, in McKeesport, Pa., Scranton,
Pa., Birmingham, Ala., New Orleans, La., Cum-

Boston West End Electric Railway.
One of the most interesting electric railways in
The
the country is that in operation in Boston.

berland,

IVId., Hudson Electric Light company.
United States Electric Lighting company, Wa-

people of Boston have taken kindly to the electric
system, and have given the West End company.

terhouse Electric company of Baltimore, Md.,Newark Schuyler Electric Light company,
bonds of last-mentioned company and stock of
the Waterhouse Electric & Manufacturing company, and such other stocks and bonds as may
have been already contracted for.
It also provided that when and as soon as the

which introduced

is

this

there.
The general plans for
lighting the auditorium are now under consideration and the distribution of the lights will be
arranged shortly. At present the work will be
confined to the circle under the balcony, where
It is expected that
150 lamps will be arranged.
1,000 lights will be introduced and this will
make it one of the most brilliantly lighted public
resorts in Chicago.
The wiring is being done

who assemble

UENTLEY-KNIGHT MOTORS ON THE WEST END RAILWAY
it,

the most substantial proofs

of their belief in the substitution of electricity for

under the supervision of the Edison company,
and current will be supplied from the Edison

horses.
The accompanying cuts give views of station.
several Bentley-Knight motor cars on the West
Edison MaRnetic Ore Separator.
End road. Fig, i gives an excellent idea of the
Fig. 2 shows
The Edison plant for separating iron ore by
general appearance of the cars.
three of the cars coupled together.
An excellent ..^electricity is in operation near Reading, Pa. Iron

^:-

I.

accounts and business

of

the

VVestinghouse

company, as of the date of the final exchange of stock, shall have been settled, said
Electric

such steps as maybe
law to dissolve the VVestinghouse

officers are directed to take

necessary
Electric

in

company, and

settle

up

its affairs.

(leorge Westinghouse, Jr., said after the meetng: "I am not prepared to say when or how any
great consolidation of the electrical interests of
the country will take place.
Such a thing will
not take place soon.
Every one of us thinks he

UKNTLEV-KNIGHT MOTORS ON THE WEST END RAU.WAV

idea of the overhead work is given in Fig.
by no means objectionable.

3.

It is

stone is found here in large quantities.
The
stone and ore that hitherto were handled at heavy

now utilized at greatly reduced figures.
plant just erected to experiment wilt cost
$35,000. It is 120 feet long, 34 feet wide, and is
divided into three sections.
Immense engines,
ore crushers, and dynamos do the work.
The
iron ore is crushed into fine sand.
It is then
carried along on belts and up into the third
story, where it drops into a hopper.
The crushed
ore is then shaken out and dropped .some eight
cost

Electric Lights in Central

Music

Hall,

Chicago.

The work

of overhauling Central Music hall,
Chicago, has begun, and not the least important

improvement that is to be introduced is the
substitution of electricity for gas.
The work of
wiring the hall is now in progress and the gas
fixtures

will

no longer be an eyesore

to those

The

is
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feet, wlicru

with a |ji)Wi:iiiil
magnet, vvhicli draws all the iron ore to one side,
swerving its falling course into a trough leading
to a large bin, while the particles of matter eonIt

cijim.-s

in

i-oiitact

tainingnoore descend perpendicnlarly and drop
into a reftise bin, The magnet draws the crnshed
particles of iron completely onl of the sand and

hours.

One

furnace

is

tim of prepared

ore ready for the
from seven to nine tons of
that ore prepared by this sepa-

olitaineil

rock.
It is said
rator recpiires alioiil one-third less fuel than ihe
ordinary ore to smelt.
No.
pig metal is the
rcsidl of th(; smelting of this magnetic separated
1

ore.

'Ihi'

refuse sand

is s'lid

In be

IllK

from its height, and it is very interesting to watch the stream of fine iron being
swerveil from its course by the magnet.
The
refu.se sand is run past the magnet a second time
to secure all the iron tliat remains in it.
Where
dirt as

it

falls

worth about

\\'K^1

caused. A storm swept through Ohio and causrd
an immense amount of damage. In Gcorgevillc,
a house was struck by lightning, setting it on fire,
and half the town was burned. At .Marysvillc,
()., lightning strock the electric light station ami
ruMicd a 1.000 light dynaino, immediately putting
out the lights of the town. The switi. It-board of

END K.AU.WAS

$1 a ton, and the intention is to use it in the
manufacture of an artificial stone for monuments,
paving blocks, etc.

the "separator" is located, the dust is .so fine and
profu.se that every person who goes into that

Electrical Storms.
Severe storms were reported from all sections
of the country last week.
The damages from

portion of the building, which is 20 by 30 feet
and three stories in height, wears a patent rubber
mask over his mouth and nose, and breathes
through a wet sponge. Rock ore is being taken
out which yields 50 per cent, of ore.
At the present time 150 tonsof rock are on an
average mined and separated per day of fifteen

lightning in the aggregate were enormous.
On
the iSth inst. the most violent storm of the
Lightning struck in
season visited Chicago.
fifteen
or twenty places, and fully Sioo.ooo
worth of property was destroyed.
The electric light wires were struck in several places,
and fires, which were soon extinguished, were

ST
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the Western Union Telegraph company was also
burnt out.
A dispatch from Central City, Neb., says: The
past few days have witnessed a series of violent
thunder storms in this vicinity. At Chapman,
lightning struck the house of Oscar May, killing
his little daughter who was in bed at the time.

K.\n.W.\V.

The residence of R. R. Douglass, at Clark's was
struck and damaged, but no one was hurt.
Dispatches from Harvard and Crete, Neb.,
report heavy damages last week from electrical
storms.
.\t both places lightning struck bams,
and not only destroyed the buildings, grain and
other stores, but killed horses and other live stock.

;
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Probably such a plan as
trust.
outlined would be practically impossible,
even if the enormous amount of money necessary for such a gigantic scheme could be
Trusts are multiplying it is true, but
obtained.
the most gigantic syndicates of which so much
appears in the daily press, usually fail to materThere is no great danger in all probaialize.
bility that the railways and cables will be controlled by one trust in the near future.
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The effort to induce the New York legislature
to grant to a company the right to use the water
power of Niagara Falls, met with failure. Col.

relating to electricity, or any of its practical applicatione, is cordially invited, and the co oneration of all
Clear, conelectrical thinkers and workers earnestly desired.
i;lee, well written articles are especially welcome; and communications", views, news items, local newspaper clippings, or any inthankfully
will
be
formation likely to interest electricians,
received and cheerfully acknowledged
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only e!er.journal published iK the U'esi— thoroughly covers a terriThis is a claim wmcu can be maue by
its own.
NO other Electrical Journal in the United Statks. Electrical merchants and manufacturers desirtna '.Vfs'err, trade will
appreciate the uneqhaled value of this journal as an advertising
medium in its special field. Advertising rates are moderate and
will be promptly furnished on application.
t-ri'-al

The dispute between the board of trade men
and the proprietors of the bucket shops over the
furnishing of quotations by ticker has resulted
in a complete victory for the latter.
The board
of trade directors admit they have failed in every
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be noted irr the letter from Kansas
the business men of that city hope to
have the next convention of the National Electric Light association held there.
It

will

Git)' that

this issue of the

Western Electrician ap-

pears a detailed description of two interesting
features of the Chicago municipal electric light
system, the manhole and the conduit. The work of
construction is now in progress. Chicago was one
of the pioneers in underground electrical work,
and was one of the first cities in the world to
This fact, together with the
bury its wires.
recent decided action of the New York authorities, which will doubtless serve as a precedent
for other municipalities, will make the details of
the Chicago underground system of interest to

many

electric light

The

largest

men.

syndicate

heard of

day was said by the dispatches of

last

in

many

week

a

to be

process of formation in Boston.
'I'he capital
to be $700,000,000, and the prime object
of the organization, it was stated, was to secure
control of all the important railways in the
country. A subordinate purpose was to construct
cable lines to Europe, or to obtain control of
those already in operation. The dispatches contained interviews both denying and affirming the
in

was said

fight.

daily

newspaper prides

itself

upon

its

the

position of public instructor,
and it is but just to say that it strives earnestly
The rapid advancement of electo do this.
trical science and the numerous applications of
the electrical current to everyday life, has
created such a general interest in this subject
that the daily newspapers feel bound to give it
more attention. I^ast week the expert testimony given in the Kemmler case gave the New
ability to

York

fill

papers an

opportunity to "enlighten"
be possible to enlighten a
metropolitan constituency but
the Chicago
papers do not wait Micawber-like for something

their readers

—

if it

—

turn up.
They make the occasion, as it
were.
It has become customary
to publish
electrical news items in some of their papers
and occasionally a note creeps in which bears
evidence of originality, and proves highly interesting to the electrical fraternity.
Thus the
other day a Chicago paper in its laudable desire to dispel the darkness that envelopes the
public mind on electrical subjects, printed the
following interesting "electrical" notes:
"When electricity is used in surgical cases of
a serious nature extreme care has been found
necessary, especially when negative electricity
is used.
"Both the series and arc systems of lighting
by electricity are being tried abroad. Thus far
neither has shown a sufficient improvement over
the other to have it generally adopted."
The extracts (|uoted are bad enough, but the
appended item from the electrical columns of a
Chicago paper is worse, if po.ssible. It is on a par
with the startling headline in a New York paper:
"How many ohms will kill?" 'I'he following,
it may be stated, is given by the
paper in question, because electrical terms "have formed the
subject of numerous inquiries by readers": " .V
to

In

the

47

Electrical Executions

Electric Railway at Atlantic City

44

ment.'
tery is
zinc, copper, or prepared carbon, which are immersed in a liquid containing one of a limited
number of acids employed for the purpose of
generating electricity by contact with the metal
or carbon.
A battery consists of a number of
volts, the number varying with the strength of
the electric current to be generated."

.A

GOOD

perts

as to

practical

method known

to

modern

science of carrying into effect the sentence of

Electrical Storms

41

electromotive

mane and

45
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Chicago City Underground System, Illustrated

of

electricians call it an 'eleIt is the parts of which an electric batconstructed, and consists of plates of

the concession.

said that

Bentley-Knight Motors on the West End Railway, Illustrated. 44,
Electric Lights in Central Music Hall, Chicago
44,
Edison Magnetic Ore Separator

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.

or standard

according to Col. Hamilton's famous plan. It is
dynamos will be located in Queen Victoria Niagara Falls park.
It is also asserted that
the company proposes at once to avail itself of

Hamilton, the persistent promoter of the scheme,
did not, however, give up the idea by any means.
He went to Canada and labored for a franchise.
The dispatches announce that the Niagara Hydraulic Electric company has secured a grant
from the Canadian government to utilize the
power of the Horseshoe Falls at Niagara Falls

expedient to control or restrict the transmission
of quotations as the courts have decided against
them on every point. At first the right was claimed to send them to or withhold them from whom
they pleased. When this was judicially denied,
it was attempted to cut off the
quotations from
all persons not actually memcers of the board.
They were enjoined from doing that by several
parties who had been receiving quotations. Then
they tried to discontinue sending continuous quotations, and adopt a plan of sending them only
every fifteen minutes.
Again they were balked
by the court. The board was given by the court
the possible alternative of doing away with the
quotation department entirely, shutting off even
the members, but it could not think seriously
of such a step.
Hence the directors have
adopted a resolution restoring
the ticker
quotations under the same conditions as be-

tory exclusively

unit

European

idea of the opinions of electrical exthe propriety of experiments with
electricity as a means of capital punishment
can be gained from the synopsis presented
elsewhere of the testimony in the Kemmler case.
It will be seen that Elbridge T. Gerry, chairman of the commission which recommended the
substitution of' electricity for the rope, was
guided by the opinion of one gentleman as
against the vast majority of electrical experts
who oppose the change. It appears to have been
a sort of hobby with the commission.
Although
that body was appointed to find "the most hu-

;

CORRESPONDENCE

the

is

death in capital cases," it seems
governed by other considerations,

to

have been

for in

its re-

port to the New York legislature it calls attention to the sentimental argument of medical
men, which the commission heeded, against
the hypodermic injection of prussic acid.
This
method, it was known, would accomplish the
task with dispatch.
The commission, however,
did not show the same consideration for the
feelings of the electricians who objected to the
proposed method.
The value of the experi-

ments conducted by Harold

P.

Brown

is

dwind-

estimation of those who have followed the evidence. One witness who watched
the experiments testified that one of the canine
subjects after having been shocked, revived and
started to walk away when the witness testified,
"I got him and hit him with a brick, and that killed
him." Then again the fact that a St. Bernard
dog which recently received a shock and was
supposed to be dead, was brought back to consciousness has shaken the faith of even the advocates of electrical executions in the reliability
of this agency.
Many of the New York papers
are poking fun at the commission and the iVor/d
ling in the

says:
"It appears, therefore, that the square root of
the number of volts required multiplied by the
cube of the ohms at the disposal of a criminal
and subtracted from the number of red corpuscles in his blood might result in placing a

healthy and ambitious ampere kors du combat
in a space of time measured by the mechanical resistance of an ordinary clock."
The
Sun handles it in its usual vigorous style,
and after calling attention to the testimony of
Mr. Mc.\die that electricity might pass down
one side of a man and paralyze one half of him,
while the other half would be gradually burned
to a crisp, says the new method cannot be relied
upon.
It suggests:
"Suppose that Kemmler
should survive the barbarous trial !" The Mail
and Express adds to the general protest: "When
it is undertaken to kill a
man by legal means,
the very first requisite is that the means shall be
sufficient

method

is

therefore

The proposed
effect his death.
defective in this essential point, and

to
it

will

have to be discarded."

The New York law which

substitutes electricthe halter, contained a provision to the
effect that no newspaper should publish any account of an execution beyond a mere statement
Many New York papers have
of the fact.
claimed that this provision is unconstitutional,
and have expressed a determination to print as
full reports as they may be able to secure, of exA law with a simecutions under the new law.
ilar provision was passed in Minnesota last winter.
]5y its terms Minnesota papers are forbidden to print anything of an execution beyond the
statement that the criminal was put to death at
A criminal was executed in the
a certain time.
state last week, and the newspapers printed reports of the hanging as if no statutory provision
forbade them to do so. Whether the state authorities propose to take any action upon this
llagiant violation of the law remains to be seen.
ity for

"
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Angflo-Amerlcan Storage Battery.
Slorajjc Ikitlcry

'I'hc Illinois Anglo-Aiiieriiuiii

company, recently

t^iicago, lias
in
licadqnaitcrs
the
city,
and
established
hopes to erect a factory within sixty days.
This company is operating under the patents of
C'harles R. Sorley held by the Anglo-American
Ii^lcctric
Light coni|)any of New York. 'I'he

which

battery

orjjanizeil

tacle,

it

2

h'ig.

and

case,

will

be

in

company

this

complete

shows the
l''ig.

introducing

is

accompanying

'the
represents the cell
in

illlistrate<l

in

3

noticed

cell

in

cuts.

I''ig.

Smith has four cells ill his office in the llonore
building.
They are utilized by him in the
practice of his profession.
At the headquarters
of the company 011 Dearborn street can he s;ei)
an iiilerestiiig installation which not only shows
the capacity of Ihe li.illeries for lighting, but

is
1

a rubber recepplate,

is

of peculiar construction.

in the Kemndtr
case was conlinticd last week and a peruhal of
the evidence submitted shows the same divcrnity of opinion a.Hto thedeath-de.iliiiK ipialltici< of
the electric current. The proceedings were conducted in much hetier spirit than the preceding;
week, and were not niarkeil Ijy any remarkable
outburst or Indulgence in personaliticH,
(.'ornmissioner (ilhbciiH,
of Ihe Iloaril of
I'deilrical Control of New York city, put evcry-

of these plates in the condition shown in
thirty-nine feet of lead ribbon
I''ig. 3 contains
|i„
This ribbon is trailed in a
inch in thickness.
ziz-/.ag manner, leaving a large number of spaces

(ilfered

with active material.
The plates are
They can be
inches square by y.- inch thick.
utilized for general electric lighting for ollices,
public buililings, residences, railroads, ships,
omnibuses and cabs. They are also available
for propelling yachts and street cars, and furnishing current bu' operating electric motors for
Telegraphing and signaling,
all kinds of work.
surgical and dental work, together with electroplating, are among the numerous departments in
which they can be used.
It is claimed on behalf of this battery that
owing to its pci'uliar construction by which so
much active material is exposed, it c<jmpares
favorably with other accumulators in efficiency,
in fact, the company has no hesitation in asserting
that it yields yo to 92 per cent. It can be charged
rapidly without injury to the plates, and requires
little attention.
One set of these batteries which
was subjected to a four years' test, showed no
sign of wear; it is still in use.
The electrodes are so constructed that there is
little danger of buckling;
indeed, the inventor
claims that buckling is absolutely impossible.
It IS further claimed that the batteries are prac-

pert.

,\lr.

as he knew,
lie replied:
"The
of the companies in New York to
putting their wires iimlergroiiiicl."
far

;is

resistance

Mr. Cochran

iilleil

tically indestructible.

good humor when

.iiiswir to

Each

to be

e.xnniination of expertH

boily in

which

illustrated a

Eloctrlcal ExecutlonB,

The

lie was called, by his
Coi:hraii's first i|Uesliiin .u. to llic
greatest electrical resistance any body liail ever

without the rubber

is
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e.v.iiniiied

He wanted

knew

if

which

will

Gibbens

lo

.Mr. GilibeiiH

as an ex-

know whether Mr. Gibbens

is
possible lo generate a current
certainly kill a human being.
.Mr.
replied that he thought it difticiilt to
it

generate a current which will kill every animal.
)ne current might kill a dog, but the same current might not kill another dog; one current
might kill some particular man, but might not kill
some other man. Concerning the experiments
on dogs at Columbia college, witness said:
"Ihe dogs suffered frightful agony. They gave
vent to it in howls and piteous wail.s, and fell
exhausted at the bottom of the cage.
It was
the most horrible sight I ever looked on."
Witness was asked by Assistant Attorney
General I'oste, "Can you tell of a dog to
which the alternating current was applied where
it
indicated pain and did not die?" and he replied in the affirmative saying the example he
had first cited w;is that of a subject of alternating current.
Furthermore, as a scientist and a
practical man he doubted the feasibility of electrical exi^cutioiis.
It might serve the purpose
but nobody could tell whether it would or not
until the trial was made.
He did not deem it
advisable to make the experiment.
John H. Noble testified as to experiments
conducted at the Edison laboratory the prev(

KIG. 2.

AN(;I.O-,\MKRICAN

SIORACE

IlA'irERY.

running motors, operating ventilating
fans, etc.
Here also the curious and incredulous are shown many interesting features, such
also

for

in rapid discharge.
The
current feeds shed a brilliant,
steady light and show what can be done in the
F. H.
way of office lighting with these cells.
Hates is general Western agent for the company.
His headquarters are in Chicago.

as

its

possibilities

lamps which

this

Westlnghouse

Litigation.

Considerable interest is manifested in the following announcement from Pittsburg: "Westinghouse is about to take another turn at litigation by.
suing all the electric light companies of the
I'nited States using the alternate current system,
for taking advantage of the benefits of a patent of
which he is the sole owner by right of a patent
which was issued to-day. The patent in question covers very broadly the system of alternating current distribution, and it represents the

l-IO.

3.

.\NC.I.O-AMEKlCAN

fundamental patents of alternating currents and
converter in multiple arc systems of distribution,
and nearly all electric light companies, except the
Pklison company, have used this system foryears.
Rankin Kennedy of Glasgow, claims to have devised this system.
Mr. Westlnghouse realized at
once the great benefits of the invention, entered
into negotiations with Mr. Kennedy, which culminated in the purchase of Mr. Kennedy's patent.
This fact, however, has been kept a secret

STORACK llATTERY.

Lansing Morse, electrician of the Schermerhorn building, New York cit)-, writes that there
They
is an installation of 90 cells in use there.
are charged by a Thomson-Houston dynamo.
He adds: "For the past twenty-six days I have
taken the full rated capacity from the batteries,
and on Sundays and holidays from :^^'j to 50
per cent, in excess. After this very severe test I
took a number of them down a few days ago,
and found all the plates as perfect as when lirst
put up, showing no signs of warping or buckling.
This is remarkable, as no other battery
could be subjected to the same discharge for so
long a time without going to pieces.
I am able
to prove by this system, a clear saving of from
35 to 60 per cent, over direct lighting from
dynamo, and without the necessity of running
the dynamo more than six or seven hours per
day."

There are two

installations in Chicago.

Dr.

the Westlnghouse people.
Now that the
patent has been issued, Mr. Westlnghouse intends to prosecute his claims, and proceedings

among

will

be begun."

Kli;

George W. Stockly, president of the Brush
com|)any, is reported as saying his
hail no fear of litigation on the point
at issue, as the system under which they were
operating was patented by Mr. Brush in 1879.
At present there is a contest in the patent office,
he said, and the result of that will cut an important figure in the final disposition of the
numerous claims to this system.
Electric

company

A

dispatch from Voungstown. O., says: K. C Chapman,
E. lierrick. .'\. I^verelt. !'•. K. Mills and James I'armelee. the Cleveland jientlemen who several roonlhs ago
purchased the controlling interest in the \'oungstown
Street Railway company, are here to determine what additional facilities they will atTord the city.
It is likely that
e"i.

an

electric

road

will

be

laid.

I.

ANI'.l-il-AMKRICAN STORACF.

BATTERY.

ious Saturday, illustrating the method of measuring resistance, and the varying results obtained.
These experiments were described last

week.

The next witness was Alexander Mc.\die,
and the following dialogue between him and
Attorney Cochran will show his position:
"Have you ever obser\ed the effect of electricity on human beings?
"^es.
The first effect from current charges
would be unconsciousness, with paralysis of the
nerves and then of the muscles, followed by a
suspension of respiration and of circulation."
"What would be the effect of the instrument devised by Mr. Brown to cause death?"
"It is a question whether it would kill or
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The sensations of the subject would denot.
The effect
pend upon his ph)'sical resistance.
would depend, too, upon the route the current
from his head to his feet might choose to talce.
The man might be shocked almost to the extent
of death on one side and be alive on the other.
It would depend upon the nature of the man,
The skin would
the structure of the body.
have something to do with it. This would be
true, however powerful the current,"
it

"From anything now known to science
known that the current would pass through

is

a

vital part?"

"No,

think not."
the effect if the man was not
killed by the shock?"
"It would be to carbonize or volatilize him;
that is, to burn him up.
He would be charred
like charcoal."
"Mr. Brown said that sponges, if wet and
placed next the skin, would prevent burning.
Do you think so?"
I

"What would be

"No, I do not. The sponges might be burned."
Moreover, it was perfectly natural, witness
thought, to suppose that the shock might not cause
death, and in such case the current would continue until the victim would be burned to death.
Furthermore, the water used to keep the electrode sponges wet might drip so as to divert the
current of electricity, and so prolong the agony
of the victim.
Mr. McAdie told of a woman
struck by lightning, and apparently killed.
There were no heart sounds, no respiration, and
her face was dark.
She was taken to a piazza,
and the clothes about the neck and waist loosened.
Artificial respiration was induced.
It
was tried because the woman was apparently
dead.
At last she was given up for dead.
Then a twitching of her right leg was noticed,
and the dark color disappeared from her face.
From half to three-quarters of an hour after the
shock there began to appear signs of consciousness.
She could hear, but could not speak.
By and by she recovered completely.
Mr.
McAdie described the case of a man who was
struck by lightning, and was apparently dead
for twenty-four hours.
Finally he came to life
again.
He believed that at some future time it
.

would be demonstrated that electricity would
and the person at the machine would feel
confident that death had ensued.
He believed
it would be a slow death, a gradual burning of
kill

In reply to the question:

the flesh.

anything

"Is there

based on experiments or postmortem examinations which shows
the cause of death in these cases?" he replied:
in electrical science,

we know

or understand.
I know
of no case where the body of a man supposed to
have been killed by electricity has been cut to
get at the muscles and nerves to show how the
electricity had acted upon them.
There was a
man named Quinn who was killed at the Brush
establishment.
On his right temple there was
a scar two and one-half inches long and one-half
to three-quarters o( an inch wide'; evidently where
the wire had touched him.
His moustache was
burned, his face burned, and I could trace a
red line of varying width down his body, evidently marking the passage of the current.
He
had been in contact with the wire a very short
time.
If he had been kept there a long while
probably the burning would have continued."
During the cross examination witness refused
to answer questions of Attorney Porter unless

"Not

that

He would
His description of an experiment on Washington monument
is thus reported:
He had an insulating blanket
which he stood on, a device for collecting electricity from the air, and an indicator which would
register 3,000 volts.
By placing his hand upon
the collector he absorbed within his body that
quantity which the collector had gathered from
the air.
The indicator showed that its potential was 3,000 volts,
Mr. McAdie said that his
hair stood on end, and that there were other
manifestations that his body was charged.
He
stood it for a little while, and then leaning
couched in
answer only

scientific

specific

over presented his

work

of the

language.

questions.

knuckle to

the iron frame-

monument, and immediately a spark

leaped from his knuckle to the iron.
Mr, Cochran asked if there was any other manifestation,
Mr. McAdie replied that he thought this was
manifestation enough, and when asked for his
conclusion he said that the experiment would

that the mere fact that there is a voltage
of a certain amount in the machine will not assure death.

show

Charles Tupper brought his famous St, Bernard in as a witness that a dog can sustain an
electric shock. This was the animal about which
so much talk was made when he grabbed a
Mr. Tupper
"live" electric light wire, July 2d.
said everybody declared the dog to be dead
He lay there fifteen
afier he lay on the wire.

The electric wire foreman told him,
"There's no necessity to take the dog off the
wire.
He's dead." To all appearances he was
dead for seven or eight hours, and then he beminutes.

gan slowly to

revive.

Frederick Petersen, who assisted at the
experiments conducted by the state testified to
his belief in the death-dealing power of the electric current.
When asked his opinion as to the
relative vitality of man and animals, he said
that vivisection shows conclusively that an animal can endure a severer attack upon life than
can a man. An operation upon the brain or
the intestines of a man would probably result in
death but a similar operation upon an animal
could be made with less likelihood of fatal consequences.
He believed not only that death
could be produced by electricity, but also that
It would be instantaneous and
painless, that no
burning would ensue, and that it could be relied
on.
He said he had never applied 1,000 volts
to any person, and his opinion with reference
to results of this kind was based upon the experience of others.
On cross examination Dr.
Petersen said that some of the effects of the
alternating current upon patients are painful,
and that when it is applied to the head it causes
dizziness and nausea.
He described how he
had dissected the dogs killed by Mr. Brown.
He said he knew they were dead, because respiration had ceased, the heart had stopped its
work, and the eyes were not affected by the
touch of his finger. Lawyer Hatch wanted to
know if the stopping of breathing was a certain
sign of death, and there was a laugh when Dr.
Petersen said, "Yes, if it continues." As to the
dogs, he said that in the case of one of them
the left auricle of the heart had ceased beating,
but that the right auricle continued beating for
thirty-six hours after the dog had been cut open.
He added that on his inspection of the nerves
of the dogs he found that the capillary vessels
had been broken. This he attributed to the
action of the electricity.
He delared that the
dogs did not suffer pain when a fatal current
was applied, but clied instantly almost, and
easily.
They did show pain when lighter currents which were not depended upon to kill
were used.
Referee Becker interjected some
questions about the comparative certainty of
hanging, and of electricity.
He wanted to
know if the rope method "wasn't a dead sure
thing " and Dr. Petersen said it was.
Then
Mr. Becker spoke of the many more factors in
the electrical method, and asked if there wasn't
greater possibility of accidents, which would
make, that method less certain than hanging.
Dr. Petersen said the electrical scheme was
more complicated, but that in the hands of experts it would be all right.
In reply to the
query whether hanging was painful, the witness
said that when the neck is broken by the drop
there is no pain, because death is instantaneous,
but when death is caused by suffocation alone,
then there certainly is pain.
In death by electricity the velocity of the current is so great
that immediately after its application unconsciousness ensues.
Dr.

,

At

John H. Noble was recalled to
detail his experience with a 1,500 light machine
like the one to be used at Auburn prison.
It
was at Denver, he said, about fifteen months
ago.
While examining the dynamo he slipped
and his hand came in contact with it. Involunthis point

tarily

he leaped three or four

was

intense,

and

his

They

did not

get

well

The

pain
burned.
for three weeks.
He
feet.

fingers

were

he did not know of any current which
could be depended upon every time to kill.
He
had tested his resistance, and found it varied.
In deciding how much force is necessary to kill,
he said there must be a volt of power for every
said

ohm

of resistance.
So a man whose resistance
1,200 ohms, would require 1,200 volts to be
killed.
At the same time he said that the
is
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capacity of the Wcstinghouse dynamo is only
1,050 volts, and could not be increased more
than 200 or 300 volts without danger.
If a
man's resistance were 2,500 ohms the machine
couldn't do the work,
Francis W, Jones, electrician of the Postal
Telegraph Cable company, and general manager
of the United States Telegraph company, gave
figures showing the varying resistances of men
upon whom he had experimentetl. Using one
cell he found that his own resistance merely
through the tips of his fingers was 80,000 ohms;
with ten cells it was 37,000 ohms.
Later, with
one cell, it was 31,000, and then with ten cells
again it was 24,500.
Two minutes after, with
one cell it was 36,500 ohms, and then with ten
cells 21,500 ohms.
A final test with ten cells
showed 17,000 ohms resistance, and with one,
21,600, and then with ten again 16,000 ohms.
He did not know how many volts would be required to produce death, and he did not consider Mr. Brown's experiments conclusive as establishing the relative strength of the two currents.
In relation to the establishment of a
standard of resistance, Mr. Jones said that there
would have to be measurements of all sorts of
men; thin, fat, long, short, heavy, light, hairy
and not hairy, men with heavy heads of hair,
and men bald, and "men with their scalp tanned
by many summers." There was an explosion of
laughter at this, and Mr. Jones explained that he
meant men whose lives were those of exposure
to the elements.
He concluded that it would
be difficult to get measurements which would
answer for "the coming crops of criminals during the next 1,000 years."
As the investigation progressed interest increased.
Chairman Gerry of the commission
that framed the law for electrical executions,

had been summoned, and was expected Wednesday, but again he failed to appear.
The
gallant commodore was occupied at Newport,
and naturally preferred the pleasures afforded
him there to a long examination as to the researches of the commission and their knowledge
of electrical science. He was induced to respond
the following day, and the first thing required
was a history of the commission and its work.
Mr, Gerry said the commission consisted of himself as chairman, Dr, A, P, Southwick of Buffalo, and Matthew Hale of Albany,
They were
appointed by an act of the legislature of 1886.
First they examined into the method of execution by hanging,
Mr. Gerry saw one hanging
himself, in order to discover exactly what was

The

other commissioners studied it also
decided that the neck of the criminal
likely not to be broken, and that death was
likely to be caused by slow strangulation.
This
would often last from eighteen to twenty minutes,
and was cruel. Because of the many chances
of strangulation the commissioners decided to
They ransacked all the
select some'other plan.
histories and books on criminal law, and examined the methods of capital punishment from the
earliest to the latest. Mr. Gerry's own law library
of 17,000 volumes, which, as he said, "is especially rich in works on the criminal law," was a
Altogether, 700
source of much inforination.
authorities were consulted, and they covered the
field thoroughly.
Forty methods of inflicting
They ranged
the death penalty were examined.
from hangmg on the cross to hanging by rope.
The methods which had been strongly urged
were the guillotine, the garrote and poison, but
to each of these strong objections were raised.
They rejected the guillotine because it is asso-

done.

and
was

finally

ciated with the traditions of the French revoluand causes effusion of blood; the garrote

tion,

—

because only one civilized nation Spain and her
colonies
use it, "and that," Mr. Gerry said,

—

damn

it."
Prussic acid was at
upon with favor, but doctors
told them its use was dangerous, and some medical man would have to manipulate the syringe
or needle used in the hypodermic injection, and
no physician would care to become a public exMr. Gerry had individually considecutioner.
ered that morphine would afford perhaps the
best method, but many physicians opposed its
being made the means of inflicting capital jninishment, as that would arouse popular antagonism to it as a legitimate remedy in practice. Dr.
Southwick had long been considering the application of electricity as a means of capital

"was enough to
one time looked
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ami had studied tlu' (|iiustioM sevyears.
'The siinj^estiiui received favorable
alteiUion, and Mr. (Icrry took miieli intercsl in
|)iinisliinfnl,

eral

it as lie had read
of luimerous ca.ses of death
caused hy contact with electric li^ht wires. .Accordinj.;ly he believed, if applied scientifically, it
would cause instant and pa'niess death. The
commission, how<'ver, did not act wilhont ad-

Mr. Cicrry said many electricians, notably 'I'homas .A. lOclison, favored it. Mr. Cochr.an
had been followiuK the witness carefully, prodding him at intervals, and often the routine
cro.ss-e.xamination was relieved by llashes of wit.
The first dispute was early in the examination,
when the practice of han;;in<i on the cross was
under consideration.
Lawyer and witness difvici', aiul

and Mr. (!ochran undertook lo test Mr.
knowledge of the liible. Later Mr.
Cochran yol back to subjects more closely connected with the matter under consideration
Here is an extract from Iheilialogue that ensued
on the statement that lulison favored electrical
fered,

Cierry's

executions:
tliink

him a Rrcal

lines .in clci'trici.in

any authority as

the seasons of tin- ye.ir.
Hi- said further tliat
there was no authority for Mr. Mrown's stirtement
that the average resistance of the human body
was 2,500 ohms. An "average" resistance is miknown. "On account of this varying resistance,"
he remarked, "I tlon't think a current of 1,500
volts will kill every time."
He told how a
hrcnch physician, D'Arsondal, h.id killed ihjgs
by electricity and then resuscitated them.
Dr.
Gray g:ive a great deal of testimony contradicting the lestimony of Mr. Brown and others as to
the certainty and painlessness of electrical execution, s;iiil the sponges would cause burning
and intense suffering, and declareil that he woiiUI
not believe an animal had really died if upon
being ctit open any part of its heart was found
beating.
This was against Dr. P'rederick I'clersen's statement that often one of the auricles

continued

beating

hours

for

and days

ing pain.
but when he
durable.
It
tlie greatest

I

to sleep."
.Arthur Iv Colgate, who was present at some
of the experiments at Orange upon dogs, said
that one of the canine suhjecls, after having
been knoi ked into unconsciousness, revived and
started to walk off.
"I got him and hit him on the head with a
brick," said Mr. Colgate, "and that killed him,"
.Albert

it

due

to

molecular

nicdicil

know about

to the action

man, too?

pliysiology?
of eleclricily on the

Is he

I

)r.

clinic,

struck

his experience.

by lightning

He fully
The most

m

recov-

ered from the shock he said.
interesting witiH;ss of the day was T. (Carpenter
Smith, of Philadelphia.
Me had received iiiimerons shocks and on one occasion had taken
1,500 volls from a

after

The difference in resistance measurements among men was a Chinese puzzle to phyand he thought

who was

West,

iS«o, related

machine similar lo the one

Keminler.
It seemed
to have no
bad effect on him other than to temporarily use
him up. Dr. .\lfrcil I,. I.oomis saiil that the
talk of death by electricity beitig
atiscd jjy a
general breaking ilowii of the |i(Tyo iis system
was meaningless.
Other ',*"<^^~'-'^">«i'. had

death.

sicians,

was already suffering friglufiilly,
my leg the agony was unenwas ten thousand (imes worse than
pricking a man feels whosv leg has
lifted

gone

devised for

alter-

ation.

"Anil do you

What

49

r

Bernard Sachs, also of the New \'ork Polysaid it nnglil be possible to contrive a

human

system?"
is.
A knowleciKe of the human body is part of
'*
an electrician
"Don't you know tiiat there aren't any two electricians
aroimd here who ajjrce as to the effects of electricity upon
the liody of a man?
How do yuu account for the radic

"^'es. he

his education as

I

difference in the testimony of the electrical experts who
.have been cxaniineil in this hearing?"
"Their dilTerences of opinion to my mintl make me convinced that they may be considered learned authorities
never knew two physicians, however well educated, to
"
agree in regarti to their cases
"'then in the i!ei;ree to which electricians differ they approximate tlie exactitude of physicians. That is, in other
words, tliey attain the same height of ignorance?"
"I don't want to be disrespectful to the electricians or
the members of other profe-sions, but you and I know,
Mr. t-'ochran, that the only exact profession the only pro"
fession which is certain
is the law
I

—

—

This was followed by an uproar, and when Mr.
Cochran asked, "Do you know anything about
electricity, Mr. Cerry?" the audience was convulsed when the witness replied with a smile: "I
Mr. Cochran, that I know as much about it
as yourself, for 1 find the less you _know about
any subject the better you cross-examine." This
rather staggered even Cochran, and when Mr.
Cerry assured him he meant it as a compliment,
feel,

said: "Then you will permit me to hand
back to you with the reinark that the less you
know about anything the better able vou are to

Cochran
it

testify."

Dr. I.andon C. Cray, professor of nervous and
mental diseases in the New York Polvclinic, was
examined as an expert in the application of electricity to man.
The examination began with the

"Is there any means known
electric current may be
applied to cause death in every case instantly
and painlessly?" to which the witness replied:
"No sir, not in every case. The experiments
upon animals have lieen contradictory, and the
experiments with lightning have been contradictory."
He cited authenticated instances. One was
of a man who came in contact with wires, showed
unconsciousness for a long time, and finally recovered.
He had been suspended from the
wires by both feet for one hour.
.Another case
was that of a man in the house at Hatfield of the
Marquis of Salisbury, who caught hold of a
wire supplying 117 lights, and died withotit a
sign or word of pain.
Another instance was
that of a workman who came in contact with a
current passing through a chain crossing a Brush
light wire.
He finally recovered, and said that
for awhile after the shock he was conscious.
He then became unconscious. He could describe
his sensations up to the time when he became
unconscious.
A singular point in this case was
that two square inches of his foot and stocking
were carbonized. Dr. Gray told of men struck
by lightning. Of 54 cases cited in a work on
legal medicine, 21 resulted fatally, and $3 '-'i'l
not.
Dr. Gray argued that different men would
be affected in different ways, and that much
ignorance had been exhibited lately about the
resistance of the human body.
A (lerman physician. Jolly, he said, is the authority en this.
Jolly made tests which showed that some men
have a resistance of 550,000 ohms: that others
run down to 600 ohms. Jolly says it tliffers with

following question:

to science

by which an

.>ik.\i..ul:

current to
)-et

what

it

kill certainly,

was.

i.i.i-.LiKic

iv.vii

but he hadn't found out
the minimum of re-

He named

sistance at from 1,200 to 400 ohms.
Col. Michael Kerwin, editor of the Tabli-t, recounted how, while colonel of the Thirteenth
Pennsylvania Cavalry, he was sitting in his tent
in A'irginia near the James River on June 24,
1864, and heard what he imagined to be the
artillery of the enemy.
Instead it was lightning which had struck him. Consciousness left
him, and he suffered
intense pain when it
came back. Three horses near his tent were
He was in agony for three weeks, and
killed.
then got well, except that he was left deaf, and
his deafness has since increased.

Henry M. Stevens, assistant s'jperintendent of
the Boston Electric Lighting company, told howsix years ago he was shocked. He had consciousness at first after the contact, and remembers
that he believed then that he was going to die.
"I was dead," said Mr. Stevens, "and everybody
said so, and my death was telegraphed from
Lowell, where the accident occurred.
It was
published in the papers, and the next morning I
read of it. The unconsciousness was succeeded
by a sort of consciousness. 1 knew I still lived,
but I thought it was only my head that had life
in it.
I asked one of my attendants if I had any
body.
He said I had. I said I hadn't. I told
him my legs and arms were gone away off. He
told me that my leg was all right, and lifted it up
for me to see. limncdiatclv there was excruciat-

.

.VV

.VI

AT1.A.STIC

1

11 v.

worked in alternating stations and had received
heavy shocks testified as to their ex|jeriencc.
Frank H. Mackin, a lineman for the NIanhattan
Electric Light company got a 1,200 volt charge
a few days ago while at work in the station.
He said he thought his days were numbere*!,
but was delighted when he revived at the old
stand.
His hands were terribly burned and
bore evidence of his narrow escape.

Atlantic City Electric Railway.

The accompanying

cut gives a view of one of
the electric cars in operation upon the Atlantic
City Electric Railway.
This engraving shows
the overhead construction, and the style of double
bracket iron poles which are used. This is one
of the more recent of the Sprague installations.
Its operation
has been very successful, and
highly satisfactory to the Pennsylvania Railroad
company, which owns the system of street railways at Atlantic City.
Since its installation, this railway has carried a
large number of passengers, and the cars are
often obliged to carrj- one hundred or more
passengers each, making 200 passengers drawn
by two 15-horse power motors, which propel the
motor car. In spite of these loads, which fill the
cars, especially in the afternoon, the electric cars
in operation upon this railway have not missed a
single schedule trip, in spite of the fact that all
the motors operated by this line are in constant
use, and there are no reserve cars at .Atlantic City.

!
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CORRESPONDENCE.
New York
New

York, July

20.

testimony of

conflicting

contract which had

ized by
service,

revoked because the bid for lighting the Harlem bridge was
higher than that of last year.
The bid of the North New

Light

lights at

24 cents.

electrical experts in the

hearing of Kemmler's case in this

York company was referred

city leaves the public in

doubt as to the

gation as to the propriety of paying the prices asked for,

effect of electricity

on the human system.

There appears to be good grounds
for this diversity of opinion.
Although there are cases
where death has been caused from the electric current from
a dynamo,

still

thus far

is

toward the belief that death

certain

from one's being subjected

The

quite probable

it is

be repealed

next session of

"At

said:

without due consideration, the legislature of the grealest

Union, proceeding

state in the

method novel

morial, a
that,

pack of children, subfrom time imme-

tried

More than
experiment should be made in

to the civilized world

provided that the

it

secret,

like a

method of execution

and that the public should not be informed as to the

Harlem company was

of the

bill

W.

also

T.

li.

Mo.

City.

Kansas City, Mo., July 20.— Charles Rusling, repreThomson Houston company, has secured the

contract for a 50 light arc plant

for

Mo

the Brookfield,

the National Electric Light

of

at

Niagara next month, states

the indications are for a large attendance from

parts of the country, and a splendid

Kansas City

ried out.

session held here.

men

programme

all

well car-

anxious to have the February

is

President

Weeks

instructed by a great majority of

business

will

go

Niagara,

to

the leading citizens and

to urge to the utmost the holding of the next

a

National Electric Light association in Kansas City.
Charles H. Cone has left Kansas City.
He is now representing the Electrical Supply company in New York, and

longer period of time, as the particular electrical machine

the company's office here has been temporarily abandoned.

The law

details of its working.

expressly prohibited news-

paper reports of the horrible proceeding!

man was

to be killed like a

dog

The condemned

in secret, in a shorter or

furnished to the prison might operate, and

all

A

the public

company was recently organ zed by Messrs. Hammett
Davidson and others to construct a dummy line from the

were to be allowed to know was that the judicial killing had

&

Yet this change was made on the grounds of
humanity, and with a view of lessening the evil moral effects

eastern termination

been done

of an execution on

Hangings

imaginations of the communit}

the

tend toward public demoraliza-

fully described

The unphilosophical members

tion, said the sentimentalists

of society

make

man hanged, and minute

a hero of the

re-

ports of an execution

in the newspapers give it a fascinamorbid and dangerous. We have yet to
learn of an individual who has committed murder under

tion altogether

such inspiration, but

mugwumps,

it

was the fashionable doctrine amorg
that the mere reporting of a

instance,

for

hanging contributed

to that result.

Therefore they devised

method of execution which should be secret, forgetting
that this secrecy itself would aggravate the curiosity of the
a

public

"

The Hell Gate

electric light tower is at last pulled down,
weeks of patient labor.
The work of removing poles and wires from streets continues, though little is now said of it
That the underground problem is not fully solved as yet can be seen from

the

facts

there are occasional "pops' from the

that

An

holes.

man-

explosion of gas in the subway manhole at the

corner of Broad vvay and

Twentieth

streets

startled

the

neighborhood Friday night. The paving stones for a space
of ten fe' t around the manhole were thrown twelve feet
into the air.

Several pedestrians had narrow escapes, and

an express wagon laden with trunks was overturned.

The

Board of Electrical Control has received a letter from
Edward E. Martin, of the Health Department, recom-

mending certain plans
Mr. Martin reports that
mains in the city, and

the

for

ventilation of

there are over 1,100

miles of gas

over 10 per cent of the gas

that

leaks into the subways, and

it

often accumulates in such

quantities as to cause dangerous explosions,

that there was '..lanufactured

nine billion cubic feet of gas

manholes.

last

Ife estimates

year between eight and

— the waste at the estimate of

10

per cent, would reach the enormous amount of over eight

hundred millions of cubic feet an i this escaped into the subways for the most part He suggests that two-inch pipe be

of

the Fifteenth street line

to

the

Grand Avenue Cable Railway company to CentropoHs, a
At a meeting held last week, however, the
idea of a dummy Hne was abandoned, and it was determined to use electric power.
A meeting of the Kansas City branch of the Military
Telegraph corps was held last week in the office of Day K.
Smith, superintendent of the Kansas City Belt Line Railroad company. A letter was read from W. R Plum,
small suburb.

missed from service

many

prisoners, they were dis-

at the close of the

any of the honors accorded other

war without receiving

soldiers.

It is

now pro-

as

it

will

is

of especial interest to rail-

be a precedent for other roads which

The

meeting was directed to John C.

the

attention of

Sullivan, a veteran military telegrapher,

who

is

now

suffer-

ing from paralysis, and

is in a destitute condition at Doss,
a noted characler during the war, and was
General Fremont's first operator at St. Louis
He was

He was

Neb.

known

in

army

circles as

Yankee"

'

His present

Sullivan.

exposure and hardship which he
The society voted a donation of

disability is the result of

suffered during the war.

ingly the gas commission

is

not well founded

made

the

Accord-

following awards of

for

will

increase this

make

will

amount

to

the organiza-

and

and to request assistance

for

11

lights at 25

to lay a short piece of track

bring one of

will

its

storage

If the test proves satisfactory the

on some

battery cars here.

company

stand on

will

merits in asking street car privileges of the city.
When
President Shoffer, of the street car company, was asked

its

submitted a report.

Newman

and Seventh

the report be

Of

recommended

for, the report

thirty electric lights asked

the giving of but one, corner

Mr.

streets.

not concurred

For

light.

part, he

his

didn't

Darnell

He

in.

moved that
it was an

that

said

not

receive

electric

any more

believe

electric

would be locattd until the resolutions providing for
the lights were referred to a special committee.
A motion to simply

receive the reprrt was adopted
CouncilDarnell introduced a resolution giving the Julien
company the privilege of testing its electric motor cars on
Illinois street for

to secure

The

The resolution provides that
company nor the Citizens' company was

150 days.

any permanent privileges by reason of
was passed almost unanimously.

this grant.

resolution

An

ordinance fixing a penalty to the present ordinance

regulating electric light companies

was passed, under a
communication was received
from the city engineer stating that he had notified the
Brush E'ectric Light company, and the C. C. Perry com
pany that they were violating the electric light ordinance.

A

suspension of the rule.

treasurer,

The

all electric light

their wires

companies

safe condition,

in a

give bond

shall

and

to keep

not run incan-

shall

descent lights from arc wires.

him

George

A

W. W.

D. A.'Williams, H. Lithgrow,

J.

St.
St. Louis, July 20.

Williams.

president appointed

M.

Louis. Mo.

— At

its

Smith, H. C. Sprague,

Public Improvements instructed

D. Cruize and Day K.
meeting of the

lighting

to

make an

last

estimate

meeting the Board of

the committee on electric
of

the

number

of poles,

at Louisville, Sep-

lamps, miles of wire and general extent of the plants of
all the contracting electric light companies up to date,

Immediately after the adjournment of the military corps,
the Kansas City Old Timers' Telegraph ass:iciation held a

and continue to report weekly on the condition of the
plants and the work done.
W. S Rogers has a company in process of formation

Smith,

delegates

attend

to

meeting,

This

the

annual

which is designed lo be a social
was formed about one year ago, and

society,

has a membership of eighteen. All telegraphers who were
employed in telegraphing previous to twenty years ago, are

August

The meeting then adjourned
when bylaws will be adopted, and

members.

15th,

to

meet

officers

to introduce the writing telegraph

machines

will

elec ed

Kansas City has the

membership of any one
membership being about 450
the local branch was General Grant's
largest

total

operator until the close of the war.

The organization was foimed in the latter part of 1861
by (ieneral Stanton, then secretary of war. It was organ-

be here this week.

use the machine in

A few of the
Mr. Rogers intends to

machine.

furnishing base ball scores to public

resorts.

At the

last

meeting of the

Belleville city council

an

or-

dinance was introduced giving the Citizens' Plorse Rail-

way company

Secretary Williams of

Morris company received a contract

it

that

pany, 220 lights at 35 cents per night; East River company, 24 lights at 3^; cents; United States company, 333

The Mount

street,

condition, to send to the various branches of

him, and the individual members

branch of the corps, the

ranging from 25 to 35 cents.

company permission

more than $100. The president and secretary of the corps
were aUo instructed to prepare a letter, showing Sullivan's

to aid

contracts for electric lighting of the streets: Brush com-

lights at prices

batteries.
The company's agent here is John
Caven, president of the local Brush Electric Light com
pany.
IIesa3sthat if the council will grant the Julien

storage

Mr. Caven, he said, had informed him that his company
had abandoned all its incandescent lights; nothing had
been heard from the Perry company.
The ordinance
which the companies are alleged to be violating, requires

$15

private contiibutions, which

eligible as

complaint

to the city council of Indianapolis for street car privileges,
with the end in view of establishing car lines to be run by

neither the Julien

awarding contracts to the United States Illuminating
company on the ground that it has not the required facili
the

Indianapolis, Ind.
Indianapolis. July 20.— The Julien Electric Traction
company of New York announces its intention of applying

waukee.

electric organization,

that

West Bottoms.
P.

man

may desire to change their motive power.
The opinion of ('orporation Counsel Clark relative to the
protest made by the lirush Electric Light company against

ties, is

capacity of the company's plant in the

Major William Warner, commander of the Grand Army of
the Republic to Mr. Plum's letter, and request him to
bring the matter up at the national encampment in Mil

United States Military Telegraph corps

men

upon the proposition to issue 6 per cent, twenty year bonds
to the amount of $150,000.
The proposition was carried.
The bonds will be used in improving and increasing the

light

tember nth.

decision of the commissioners

demands, the underground conductors are ready for use.
The stockholders of the Kansas City Electric Light company held an election last week fcr the purpose of voting

and give them the privilege of pension and homestead. A
committee of three, consisting of Messrs. Williams, Woodring and Sprague, was appointed to call the attention of

sioners the Third

road

28,

outrage that people petitioning could

cable or electric with the consent of the
the rooms of the

November

1888 The underground wires are not
because the company has now enough
leased wires to convey the current, but whenever occasion

'pleted

posed to give the military telegraph operators a military
status corresponding in rank to the service they performed,

The old officers were re-elected as follows: President,
Day K. Smith; vice president, W. H. Woodring; secretary

railroad commisAvenue Line will have a public hearing at
Chamber of Commerce, July 23d. The

laid and tested under the direction of
John Wren, foreman
of the Edison Construction company. The work was com

light

wounded and taken

killed,

and telephone companies who have poles and wires along
the line of the county road improvements have been notified by the Union County Board of Freeholders of New
Jersey to remove them.

new law that provides that any
may change its system of motive power to

material for the conductors
September, 1888. and it was

ing the rebellio:! were subjected to military duty, and

tion throughout the United States,

In accordance with the

The
in

telegraph operators employed by the war department dur-

and progress being made to secure recognition
by Congress of the organization and its members. Although
the efforts

run up from the manholes along the adjoining buildings,
and a good ventilation would be insured. The telegraph

horse railroad

company, says that the company is so well
two miles of underground wires which it
has laid in the vicinity of the Edison station on Wall street,
that it proposes to lay more when the occasion demands,
and the material is now stored in the basement of the

whether he would be willing to have the test made on one
of the company's tracks, he said he would, provided he
should be allowed to do the testing.
At the council meeting last wetk the committee on public

United States Military corps, relative to

j)resident of the

were

after several

& Power

satisfied with the

in active operation

association, which meets
all

,

company

E. R. Weeks, president
that

R. Weeks, general manager of the Edison Electric

already laid was ordered

senting the

Electiic Light

E

members of the telegraph corps in the government
and to assist in carrying on the war.

station ready to be used.

Kansas

the sug-

cranky philanthropists, and

of

to the comptroller for investi-

referred.

not necessarily

most powerful
law is growing, and

at the

The New York Sun

the legislature.

is

to the

opposition to this
will

it

gestion of a commission

stituted for a

and the original

the tendency prod;-ced by the investigation

electric current.

^

A

been awarded to the Harlem company was subsequently

cents,

Notes.

— The

and iS
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The matter

the right to use electric power.

of electric railways in East

ville

and

and

Belleville

St. Clair

county

is

causing

St. Louis, Belle-

much

discussion, not
only in St Clair county, but sniong the leading financiers
of ihe West.
The business men of both East St. Louis,

are almost daily in receipt of

foreign capitalists

who

are

willing

to

letters

furnish

from

capital to
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build

roads

Ihc

they can only secure ihe necessary

if

The

franchises.

ami

liridKc

company is rcplank
laying' wuoden rails,

TiintK-l

and pavin^j the l»ig biidj^f, and is
will, upon the coinplclion of the roadway, be ie
pieced by steel rails upon which will be run tars inovi-il

injj

which

by

meeting

its

City Morse

ville

within

thai

next

the

week was asked by
company to pciinil it

the

last

Railroad

motive power

its

built

lie

six

furtherance of this object the city council of

In

lielleville at

no longer any dotdji

is

road will

electric

mouths.

There

power.

electric

another

I'.elle-

lo clian^e

K.

to electricity.
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Mo,

Ihooklielil,

The Western
descent

in

lights

have a $[

will

tiie

tx)o electric

'J.

company

l-'.neineering

is

Congregalional church

plant

li};hl

putting

incan-

Kearney.

at

Neb.

The Chicago

composing room is being wired for
lighting by the Kdison company, winch will supply

electric

'rrit'ttuc

the current.

The Nebraska

Klectric

company has secured

the con-

tract for putting in the electric light at the hospital for the

incurable insane at Hastings.

The

company

electric light

under one of

at

I'"resno, Cal.

boilers refuse from the local
a saving of nearly 50 per cent,

its

It is stated that

burning
gasworks.

is

is

poti.-nlial at no plaix- in the milieu
Tin- dillifidlics l(i be nvcTconic in making
an installation of this chararlcr arc many, anri it will re-

ground, thus insuring a

of over (po voIlH,

ipiirc a vast ainoinit of ctrffvi!

lo tuiiiplele

follow

the

iMigiiK-i:riiig

is safe to say that
it
example, and provide

the electrical

t

.\hibilion of

soci.ition at the K.\position

the National

I'ileelric

Light as-

.

Crist, are the incor-

An Knglish Inventor has adapted the ''penny in-lhe-slot"
device lo unniing an elciliic l.-imp in a passenger coach for
the putpnse nf re.idlng.
The device consists fif a tiloekwork appai.iiiis containeil in a bo.\ 5 in. by 5 in. and '\ in.,
ami bv iiitioduiing a permy into the tr>p of the ni.ichiiie.
.and sulise(|uenlly pressing a knob, the mechanism is set in
rnotitm and an ileciric light obiaincd, which, after burning
for half an hour, is .automatically extinguishetl.
The tamp
can be extinguished ;it will by pressing a second knob. The
lamps are lighted from .in accumul.itor. which, placed in
any of the coiniianmenls of a carriage, will supply with
The
electricity the whole of the lamps in the carriage.
.iccumulator can thus be changed at any st.'ition without
inter ft ring with the light.
The accumulators will be
A remarkable feature is
charged with a 40 hours' supply.
that should the supply of electricity fail, or should the lamp
returne<l t<j
fail to act, the coin deposited is atitomatically
the operaloi'

,

Work

has been commenced on the Peoria,

111

,

electric

railway.

Work on the Decatur,
progressing rapidly.

III.,

electric

street

railway

is

Sioux City. la Klectric Motor company has been
K. M. IJowler is president uf the corpora-

The

,

incorporated.

dcsiroyed.

tion.

Work on

the

new

light plant, that

electric

of the gas

company of liloomington. will be pushed forward from
now on. The company has adopted the Wcstinghouse

The Macon, Cla street railway
Work o' Philadelphia It is said

alternating system.

with electric motors.

company of Chicago is wiring the new
Hotel at the corner of North Clark stieet and
Center street for 350 incandescent lamps. Theyhavealso
the contract for an engine and an incanilescent dynamo.

The

Kilison

Wallacott

city authorities of Vana, III., last week, advertised
for sealed bids for the city lighting by 100 25 candle power
contract will probably be
incandescent electric lights

The

A

closed with the successful bidder at the ne.\t council meet
ng.

note says: The arc plant of the
Thomson-Houston Klectric Light company has received
and put in operation a new 300 horse power Corliss engine,
which works like a charm, and is a great and needed im-

A

Uirmingham, Ala

,

proveiuent.

wholesale house of James II. Walker & Co.,
Chicago, will be wired for 250 incandescent lights, by the
Kdison company of Chicago, which will also supply the
The dynamo will be an automatic selfgenerating plant.
regulating machine.

The new

The People's Klectric IJght ^: Motor Poorer company of
Chicago has offered to furnish electric lights for the town
of Lake, and to build within one year after date an electric
plant machinery, lines, conduits, poles and other machinery, etc.; to perform work and will furnish 200 arc lights,
for |l2 50 per lamp per month.
etc
,

The Tenney

Klectric Light

Works have purchased

a

lot

once proceed to erect a
building and equip it with new and lirst-class machinery,
The new plant will cost not less
says a Peoria. 111., paper
The new building will be arranged with a
than 1(40,000.
view of supplying not only incandescent lights, but motors
of eveiy sort and degree of power.

on the

river front,

and they

Md

,

Kearney

has been sold to
the road will be eriuippetl

have nine milci of electric street railway
operation by January ist. if present ex

will

completed and

George

in

pectations are realized.

Arrangements are progressing toward
of electi'icity as a motive power for the
lines at

the introduction

Union streetcar

Saginaw, Mich.

The Saratoga
Springs, N.

\'

,

Klectric Railway company of Saratoga
has been incorporated, to operate a rail-

in the well known resort.
The South Side Street Railway company of Cleveland
has now liftcen motor cars in operation and liy the end of

way

the

month expects

to

have

thirty.

for the street railway line at Tacoma,
Wash. Ter., will be completed in about sixty days, and
within thirty days t fter that the electric road will be in

The power house

operation

W. W. Voung, K S. Uriing, James Fitzsimmons, Kras
mus Iloeveler, \V. G. Hastings and John Perring are the
corporators of the Pittsburg ^: Wilkinsburg Railway company.
The idea is to build a street railway from Wilkins
charter has been applied for
burg to Pittsburg, Pa.

A

Railway company of Washing
ton wishes to employ electric motors on its lines, but ac
cording to the action of congress cannot erect overhead
the congicssmen to
It hopes to be able to induce
lines
modify the act so as lo admit of overhead construction.

The Brightwood

Street

will at

An injunction, asked by a number of ta.xpayers of Baltito restrain the execu.ion of the contract for
more,
lighting the city made with the local Brush Klectric Light
company, and also to prohibit the payment of any money
The
for such purpose, was granted on the 15th instant.
contract went into effect on the tst instant and it is stated
city
for
claim
upon
the
that the Brush company has no
furnishing lights since t'dat date, as notice was served upon
them previous to July isl that the contract would be conIt is probable the case will be appealed, and in the
tested
meantime the city purchase its electric light from the Klec
trie Light company just as it does its gas from the Gas
company from night to night, the same as does any other
.

customer.
installation about to be made by the Ironwood KlecLight company at Ironwood, Mich., will be of much
interest, not only to electric light men and electrical engineers, but to those interested in mining matters, as the
installation contemplates the introduction of electric light
It is the intention,
that of iron mines.
in a new lield
the Ashland, Aurora, Norrie, East Xorrie.
first, to light
Pabst and Iron King mines, and gradually e.xtend the installation to cover the others in that district, using about

An

tric

—

1,200 16 candle power lamps, alternating current, placing
one lamp every forty feet in the levels, two at the intersection of the shafts and levels, and at each opening to the
various drifts there will be three sockets, so that a llexible
cord encased in rubber tubing may be carried into the
The
stopes from each socket and a lamp attached thereto
mines being very damp, submarine cable will be used, the
wall wires being carried along in a 6 inch by 6 inch molding, all sockets made vapor and wateqjoof. and a separate
circuit run on each side of the levels, so that in case of accident to one circuit the mines will not be without light.
The primary wires will not e.\tend below the surface of the

two

lines of electric carH in o[M:ratiiin

McKlraih, \iho Ikih long Ucn ihc leader of ihc
movement to build an electric motor road from Maklaml lo
Berkeley, Cat a dintancc of %\x milcit. rcicnlly kaiil thai
the caphal waH necurcd lo build the roid, and thai the
work wonlfl be pushed an srxm ati the eoun' il granted thr
franchise.
"I think." *aid he, "thai f ?o,(;<j<f a mttc will
build lire road.
Il is much easier to operate and CMti
much less to run than a cable road."
J

I-:

,

The following is taken from a Chattanooga paper: F I'.
Henderson. H I' I>urand and other ciii/cns of Sherman
Heights have set on foot a movement lo biiild an clcetile
ca- line from this city lo Shetman lleighln
They have
secured the promise of ample tinamial backing if they can
secure certain righlH of way, donationti and conccttiioni
from property owners. The projector* of Ihc enlcrpriM
are very sanguine, and are working with a will and earnektntss of purpose that betokens succcs*i

The street railway of Covington Ky i» to be e<{uippcd
with electric motors.
I'or a few d.-iys past a force of civil
engineers has been employed in taking accurate mea><tire
ments of the length of the line, the grades and ihc curves.
and getting such other data as arc necessary in order lo let
the electric street railway builders submit bids for doint; the
work. Should it then appear that the cosi will not exceed
too greatly what has been calculated on. the change lo the
electric system will be made without delay.
.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

porators.

The Kllensburg. W. T Light \ Power Company were
An Kdison inburned out in the recent lire in that city.
candescent plant and a Thomson Houston arc plant were

The UTfrk of building Ihe new clecliic ^trccl iailroa<J al
Atlanta, <ia., known as the Inltori (bounty nlrcct iailf'>ad.
has begun in earnest. Two hundred liandn were at wotk
hist wtek.
Nc.\l week if nolhing prcvcnot v^j handu will
be at work, and it will not be long iMrforc Ailanta will
tiave

liiitlding in j-'cbrnary last

ciTecled.

incandescent lamp company has been organi/.ed at
John
Grand Forks, Dak with a capital of i^iso.otKJ,

Newton McKusick and Jacob

work andexpert

r in (ipL-ralifjri

will

them elves similarly.
The Thomson Houston Klectric
Ciinipany will supply (he apparatus, .-itul lie installation
will be made under (he direction of its idc<:lriral enginier,
I'"
N. Hosson. who, it will he Tcniembeied. so ably handled

An

Gieriet,

om

bill

it.

mine oMiiets

illur

retidcnis alon{{ Ihc line o( the apprtrat.h of ihc ^ax.
Thih
will avoid innch inconverdenee to ihtAc living alonjf Ihc
lire, for they need not »land on the corner wuillng for a
car. but (ail remain comfortably indwjrH until the itli;nal
gong hlrikcs."

A

A

Winona correspondent writes 10 a St. Paul paper;
number of city aldermen went to Stillwater to itivtstiga e
the merits of the Stillwater electric railway, and were highly
pleasid with its successful working.
pending before the Winona council
in an electric railway in this city.

An

ordinance

is

now

for permission to put

pediment. Three Sprague motors are already
use on the inside hoisting material.

in

The city council of Indianapolis has pissed an ordinance
granting the Citizens' Street Railroad company the right to
run an electric line from the intersection of Massachusetts
The
avenue, or fr^m College and Home, to Brightwood.
ordinance provides that any of the streets not occupied
within the sixty days shall revert back to the city- so far
as any rights given by the ordinance is concerned.
electric railroad at Rochester, N. V., are
regularly and without interruption to Ontario beach, and already the road has become very popular.
It is intended to double track the entire road, and when

Carson

the

now running

The proixjsiis done much faster time can be made
tion to run the cars up to Driving Park avenue, and thus
make better connections with the horse cars, has excited

this

much

.\ (incinnaii pajier has this to say in reference to the
proposed electric railway at I!ellevue. Ky.: The rapid
transit rumors, of which there have been a number lately.
have apparently been not far from correct. !t is understood
that Captain Williamson wenl over the route btiwten Newport ami I>ayton a few days since with a contractor looking
at it. with a view to putting an tlcctric motor system on
this route, and that after going over ihe ground and thoroughly diicussing the matter, the captain remarked as the
couple separated, "We'll push it right through."

The follow;ng
Rochester. X \*

taken from a personal letter from
"Kleclrical matters here arc booming.
electric railway from the Kidgc
The officials
road to Ontario Beach is crowtled ever)- day.
of Cioss Town and .South Paik electric railway companies
have a meeting with the Common Council this evening in
The
regard to using motors on their respective roads.
Kdison company's contract for putting in arc lights has been
The It ush company has in service
si^ined by the mayor.
Il has
1,23s arc lamps. Soj Swan lamps and 43S motors.
ordered several additional motors."

interest.

One of the officers of the Chattanooga electric street
railway speaks as follows of improvements to be made on
the line: "At regular intervals we will erect posts with signals on them, which will be operated by electricity, and
which will indicate the exact locality of any car, either
coming or going. It will indicate to persons desiring to
get on the car just where the car they want to take is. con
sequently indicating al>out the length of time they will have
In addition to this there
to wait for it to pass their way.
will be on these poles a large gong, which will strike vigorously when a car passes a given point, thus ijjfornijog the

is

:

The Thomson-Houston

THE TELEPHONE.
The

recent experiments with ticld telephones in the
Prussian army have proved so satlsfacior)' that the minister
of war has ordered these instruments to be supplied lo all

army

A

corps.

paper's

Detroit

correspondent

in

Windsor, Ont

,

still on between the Bell Telephone
Ouellette avenue residents, and the
Supt. Wadham
pr.ispects are that it will be a bitter one.
arrived in town )esteriiay and says that if they choose they
can put the poles up the avenue, as the council of 1SS6
This is denied by the members of
gave them permission.
the council at that time, but they 5ay a verbal permit was
given the company to go up as far as Wyandotte. A
special met ting of the council has been called for this aflcrMr. James Andeison, who is foiemost in agitating
not n.
against the constiuction of the poles, says that they will
light it to the end. as in the opinion of two of Windsor's
best lawyers they cannot put the poles up without ihe consent of the council, and this has not been accorded them.

writes:

In an article in a Kansas paper relative to the new
The statehouse constate house appears the following:
tractors have placed at the east front of the capitol a new
ten-horse power Kddy electric motor, to be used in setting
the porticos, columns and capitals, and the heavy statuary
in the

An ordinance has been adopted in Waterloo, la , giving
the Waterloo Street Railway company the right "lo creel
poles and wires, am! to transmit over the same electric
power and to operate its s reel railway by electric power."
\ Cedar I'atls paper says that Ihe project of .1 motor line
between this city and Waterloo, and extending 10 the*
Normal, is not ail talk. Parties have been in that city recently looking the ground over, and were greatly pleased
with the outlook.

The

fight

is

company and the

THE TELEGRAPH.
the Knglish telegraph
quarter amounted lo
l"525,ooo, an excess of f45.ooo over the corrt spending
quarter last year, and i.'5,ooo above the preceding quarlcr.

According

to the otVicial rejwrt of

department, the receipts for the

last

Five young men were arrested in Minneapolis last week
on the charge of tapping the Western Cnton telegraph
wires
They expected to obtain advance news on horse
races and to grow rich by utilizing their lips in pool
Four were lined in ihc police court on picas of
rcoms.
guilty, and the fifth was discharged.

Miscellaneous Notes.
The Boston

Aerial Kxhibilion
de Bausset

company has been organ-

lo construct a steel air
The ship is to be conship upon the vacuum principle.
plaies
of the strongest
structed entirely of thin steel
braced insidp H>
iboroughly
strength
and
tepsil^
possibly
ized to assist

Dr A.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

52
resist the pressure of the

atmosphere when a partial vacuum

It is expected to lift 200 passengers and fifty
obtained.
tons of mail or othermattfr, and also to carry all the machinery and apparatus, with electrical power suffici^-'nt to
give z speed to the ship of at least seventy miles an hour.
Dr. de Bausset has applied for permission to build the
The cost is expected
ship at the Charlestown navy-yard.
is

July 27, iS

horse power compound engines for the Edison Ele. trie
The tests made at
Illuminating company of Brooklyn.
The first two engines for
the factory were satisfactory
this large plant will be shipped in a few days, and when
placed on their foundations an exhaustive test will be

made
A. L. Ide 6c San of Springfield, III have b^en awar-lel
Two Ideal engines for drivin* incandesthese contracts:
two Ideal
cent plant in Odd Fell )ws Hall, St. Louis, Mo
engines in P. Nugent & Bros.' new dry go:>di store, St.
Louis, and an Ideal engine for the S/. Louis R-'puhlic.
Ihey have also just signed a contract with the St Louis
Bridge & Tu inel company for a 90-horse power Ideal en
gine to drive the generator for operating electric street cars
on the St Louis bridge
,

to

be ^250,000.

electrical display at the summer carnival and expowill contain one of Prof. Elihu
sition at St. John, N. B
Thomson's electric welding machines. This is the first
time the machine has been seen in the Dominion.

The

,

The Chicago Electric Battery company has been incorporated to manufacture and sell electrical secondary batteries, primary batteries, and other electrical apparatus;
capital stock $300,000; incorporators, Fred W. Stewart, H.
S Waldron and George W. Wylie.

;

Electrical Patents

J.

W. Marsh

of the Standard

Unierground Cable com-

W.

A. Sheldon, general agent of the Schuyler Electric
in Chicago this

company, of Middletown, Conn., was
week.

Frank E. Fisher, electrician of the Detroit Electrical
The rf.signation will
works, has resigned his position
take effect August ist. Mr. Fisher has been connected with
the company fourteen years.

Business Mention.
The Standard Underground
five

Cable company

is

putting in

miles of cable for the Chicago city electric light plant.

The National Conduit Manufacturing company's conduits
are being laid in the following

Boston,

cities:

New

York,

Washington, Chicago, Cleveland and Milwaukee.
F. E. Degenhardt, Chicago manager of the Standard
Underground Cable company, has sold 2.500 feet of telephone cable to the Minneapolis Telephone company.

The Lunkenheimer Brass Manufacturing company

of
has issued a neat catalogue illustrating an
improved line of goods. The catalogue contains many new
Cincinnati,

O

,

features.

W. A

Sheldon, of the Schuyler Electric company of
Middletown, Conn., says the business of the company during the last year was greater than that during the entire
previous history of the company.

Supply company of Chicago has a new
line of electric portables ready for the market which it
hopes to make quite a stir in. They are neat and attractive and at the same time serviceable.

The

Electrical

The Knapp electrical works of Chicago have just comnew fan outfit which will undoubtedly meet with
The device is compact and ornamental.
ready sale.
The motor which operates the fan is supported on a tripod
It is
and when in operation the outfit is quite attractive.

pleted a

and

can be
placed on a small bracket fastened to the wall, and serve
its purpose without being in the way.
peculiarly adapted

to restaurants

offices as

it

Mr. Cutler, treasurer of the Elektron Manufacturing
company, says that their factory at the corner of Jay and
Plymouth streets, Brooklyn, is now equipped with complete machinery and tools for the construction of the
"Perret" motor. The highest grade of workmanship is
This
obtained through the skilled labor of their artisans.
part of the business is proving its value, as no motors have
Mr. Perret, the inthus far been returned for repairs
ventor of the motor, is kept busy with experiments for the
improvements not only of the motors but also in 01 her
The business of the company is in the
electrical devices.
most prosperous condition, and the factory is taxed to its
utmost to build the motors which are now ordered in larger
numbers than ever.

The Edison Lamp company of Harrison, N. J., has
recently assimicd entire control of the business in small incandescent lamps and thoi^e of low voltage made under the
The varieties of lamps made will inc ude
I'",dison patents.
those for physicians, experimenters, etc and the company
will pay great attention to the use of their lamps for decorative purposes wherever current can be obtained from
W.
Meadowcroft has
stations or from isolated plants.
this department under his supervision and is ready to consult and advise with all persons desirous of decorating or
beautifying with such lamps halls, theaters, public places,
for special occasions or for permanent use
houses, etc
He will receive and fill plans and specifications, or will
The
furnish the same for lemporarj' work of this nature.
company also is prepared to undertake elaborate pieces such
as were shown during the centennial.
,

H

,

The Ijall Engine company of Erie, I'a., manufacturers
of the I'all high speed automatic cut off engine, -are making considerable additions to their capacity, adding both
machinery and new buiklings. Although the works have
been running night and day for the last ten months, the
company has hardly been able to keep up with the orders,
and the present increase is a necessity. It will give an
idea of the demand for this celebratid engine when it is
mentioned that the company hive orders for 7,i5s
horse power of engines to build for electric comp nies. In
addition to their slandnrd engines, they arc now bringing
out a line of compound engines, both tandem and double
The
horizontal in capacity, from 30 to 300-horse power.
company has just completed the first of the twelve 300-

Automatic Cut off for Secondary Batteries.
Arthur Amory and Robert Amory, Boston, Mass.
Automatic Telegraph
406982
Frank Anderson, Peeks
kill, N. Y.
406.981.

Frank

Electric Wiring.

406,994.

Galvanic Battery.
York, N. Y.

Electric Motor.
John Buckley, Boston, Mass.
The invention consists of a permanent or field magnet and two armatures, each composed of two spools or
bobbins and mounted upon a shaft, so as to appear

as one armature of four spools, each armature being
connected to a separate commutator, which communi
cate one with the other by brushes.
Electric

406,890

Heating Apparatus

Railway Sys-

for

Mark W. Dewey, Syracuse, N. Y.
The first claim is given:
The combination, with an electrically propelled

tems.

R

Chinnock, Brooklyn,

controlling devices connected with the vehicle conductors, of a shunt circuit of the vehicle conductor
around the said motor and its controlling devices, a
second electric motor and controlling device in said

shunt circuit, a second shunt circuit around both
motors and their controlling devices, a pulsator operated by the second motor and primary coil of an in
ductional transformer in the second shunt circui^ a
secondary circuit of low resistance in circuit with the
secondary coil of said transformer, one or moie elec
trie heating devices included in the secondary circuit,
and means for cutting one or more of said heating
406,897.
ville,

Switch.

Electric

Thomas

F. Gaynor,

Louis

Ky

406,906. Cut-Out for Elestric Circuits.
Boston, Mass.

Secondary Battery.

406,916.
Ohio.

Warren

S. Hill,

5 is

appended:

"5
In a secondary battery, in combination, a
containing box or vessel, a series of electrodes, each
consisting of a supporting plate of porous material
provided with a layer of a suitable element substance,
metallic conducting plates each at the respective ends
of the said electrodes in contact with the adjacent
ends of each alternate electrode of the said series,
and conducting wires respectively attached to each
of said conducting-plates."
406,917

New

Track-Sweeper.
Y.

Electric

York,

N

Walter H.

Knight,

George W. Mansfield, CleveO.
Regulating Device for Electric Railway Cars.
406,961.
William M. Schlesinger, Philadelphia, Pa.
Nikola Tesia,
Dynamo Electric Machine.
406.968.
New York, N. Y.
406,922

Electric Motor.

land,

The

invention relates to that class of electrical generators known as unipolar in which a disk or cylindrical conductor is mounted between magnetic poles

adapted to produce an approximately uniform

The claims

field.

are:

An electrical generator consisting of the comI
bination with two rotary conductors mounted in unipopolar fields, of a flexible conductor or belt passing
around the peripheries of said conductors.
"2
The combination, with two rotary conducting disks having peripheral flanges and mounted in
unipolar fields, of a flexible conducting belt or band
passing around the flanges of both disks.
"3.
The combination of independent sets of field
magnets adapted to maintain unipolar fields, conducting-disks mounted to rotate in said fields, independent driving mechanism for each disk, and a flexible conducting belt or band passing around the
peripheries of the disks."
'

406.969.

Secondary

Battery.

Charles

H.

Thompson,

Detroit, Mich.

Motive Apparatus and Time-Indicator for use
406,975.
with Secondary Batteries.
Jean T. Van Gestel, New
York, N. Y.

The

invention relates to improvements in apparatus
for connecting and disconnecting storage batteries to
and from motors or analagous transmitting devices,
and to time indicators for use therewith; and its objects are, to readily connect and disconnect a motor
from the battery or operating electrical circuit at the
same instant that it is mechanically connected or disconnected from the device it is operating or propel
ling; and, to indicate to the attendant at any instant,
through the agency of a clock mechanism, the exact
length of time that any portion of the battery has
been in service, thus affording him an index of the
condition of his motive power.

Underground Conduit.
York, N. Y.
Claim I reads as follows:

406,978.

Thomas

Wallace,

New

Nathan

S. Fisk,

New
Utica,

Circuits.

Wm. W.

Regulator for Electric Motors. John F. Kelly,
York. N. Y., and Paul H Brangs, Newark. N.J.
invention is an improvement in regulators for
electro-magnetic motors.
It is especially designed for
use with shunt wound electro-magnetic motors, and
more particularly with such motors when run in series

407,0

-4.

New

The

same

circuit.

Electric Cut-out. James
407,077.
C. Wirt, Boston, Mass.

L

Kimball and Herbert

Power-Transmitting Connection for
^07,086
William Main, Brooklyn, N Y.

of Vehicle Propulsion by Electric MoWilliam Main, Brooklyn, N. Y.

tors.

407,094
lyn,

Vehicles.

Method

407,093.

Wiliam Main, Brook-

Car-Propelling Apparatus.
Y.

N

Method

407,095.

of Vehicle Propulsion.

William Main,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Claim 1 reads as follows: "i. In the propulsion of
vehicles and the like by electric motors actuated by batteries, the method of changing the speed of the vehicle
while causing the least possible deterioration of the
battery, which consists in maintaining the flow of the
current from the battery and maintaining, as nearlv
as practicable, a constant rate of revolution for the
motor and varying the ratio of transmission between
the motor shaft and the driving-shaft to correspond to
the speed desired."
Signaling Apparatus.

^07,101.

Isidor Kitsee, Cincinnati,

Delany,

B.

Automitic Regulation of Electrical
Griscom," Haverford College, Pa.

407,006.

ton,

George F. MilHken, Bos-

Mass.
Electric Brush.

407.115.

Claim

Patrick

Telephonic Apparatus.
407,004.
N. Y.

in the

ve-

hicle, working conductors supplied with direct current along the path of said vehicle, conductors on the
vehicle in contact with the working conductors and
the electric motor for propelling the vehicle, and

devices out of circuit.

The properties of "Tobin Bronze," a metal manufactured
by the Ansonia Brass and Copper company of New York,
are fully described in a small pamphlet just issued by the
above firm.

in

406,997.

406,874-

pany, Pittsburg, was in Chicago last w^eek.

conduit consisting of a casitig emasphalt or other material, and arranged
alongside the curb, hollow lamp posts connected at
intervals with the conduit; hand holes provided with
perforated doors, and supports arranged at intervals
in the conduit and having insulating spools or rollers
upon which the conductors are held, whereby a free
circulation may be maintained throughout the conduit in connection with the freely supported conductors."
electric

N. Y,

Issued July 16, iSSg.

Personal Paragraphs.

"An

bedded

Plarry P. Pratt, Chicago, HI.

Henry

Electro-Therapeutic Device.
407.116.
Chicago, III.
Electric

407,154.

Bayonne,

N

Machine.

P. Pratt,

Bennett,

Jr.,

J.

Electric Railway. Stephen

407,188

H

Edwin

D

Field,

New

York,

N. Y.
The invention consists, first, in the employment of
one or more stationary dynamo electric generators
driven by steam engines or other suitable motors, in
combination with a circuit of conductors composed in
part of an insulated or detached section of the line of
rails of a railroad track, a wheeled car, carriage or
vehicle, which is movable upon or along said insulated
section of track, an electro-magnetic motor mounted
upon said vehicle for propelling the same along the
track and included in the said circuit of conductors,
together with a device for closing, breaking or otherwise controlling the said circuit placed upon said
vehicle and accessible to the driver or attendant on
board the same, whereby the movement of the electro
motor and of the vehicle may be readily controlled by
the said driver; second, in the combination of a car,
carriage or vehicle arranged with a conduit provided
on the track
Claim 2 follows:
"2
The combination of a railway carriage or
vehicle propelled by an electro-magnetic motor mounted
thereon, with a continuous hollow chamber inclosing
an insulated electric conductor and provided with a
longitudinal slot to permit the entrance of an arm
projecting from said carriage, so as to form a traveling
electric connection with said insulated conductor,"
vSystem
of
Electrical
Philadelphia, Pa,

407,204

Distribution.

Daniel

Higham,

Joseph H.

Lighting System,
407,210.
burg, Pa.

Commutator-Brush and

407,225.

Hunter, Pitts-

Holder.

Osborn P.

Loomis, Somerville, Mass
Electric Motor.

407,272.

Leonidas G. Wooley, Grand

Rapids, Mich.

Regulation of Electric Motors. Daniel Higham,
Philadelphia, Pa
The object of the invention is to provide electric
motors, more especially constant current motors, with
means whereby they may be automatically maintained
at a constant speed irrespective of the load, and this
object is attained by providing a centrifugal governor
driven by the armature shaft, in combination with
electro-magnetic devices controlled by this governor,
to automatically increase the field magnetism when
the load is increased, and vice versa.

407,293

Method of Electrical Distribution by Secondary
407,294.
Generators.
Rankin Kennedy, Glasgow, County of
Lanark, Scotland.
RE-ISSUE.
11,012

Magnetic Separator
N. Y.

Falls,

Gurdon
,.

-

-

.

Con^klln,

Glens
.

-

-

-
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Catalogue on Application.
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PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Insulation
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T

Kit., irl* Miijiply I'olnputf,
>M'foljti HtrcQt, llrl'lvntK/rt, ('<ilio.

«:ITY:

r. IIiinKir
I I.I. :

X

Co., 3V

C'hcircli

Mlr~l.

c'iii<;a<jo,

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

KlrK:trlrsl H<i|.|il)rC'>iii|.>nr, 171

Rintlolph HtraaL

BEFORE YOU PURCHASE
Electric Gas
In n liMtcr fnmi
29, IHHC, )ir Hiiyt*

:
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A
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REDUCED

^EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
(11

H.

and

(KS

IIEHBKRT

II.

KU3TI8.

S.

Kcwlpt

.(

DXJIC0UIVT8.

lll'SINKKM f.Mlf),)

NEW YORK

22 UNION SQUARE,

Eloctrlclan.

W.

INCREASED

PRICES.

(CstnloKtio I'orwiirili'd un

liainpshiro Street, Boston, Mass.

WARD LEONARD.

LIST

f.'ondilnlni; t'v<irytlilnK n"r<i(ie(iry for flulni; up prlv»l#i or f'tjtiM'
ItiilldliiL^i, 'M>-ttt«r><, Cburr:lj*-H, KU:., wlt:i (im I,l(;titlnt;
A|'
pftrutuH,

Wr

A. CI.AUK. Ocnerul MiinnRor.

Kijl:

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICE

Tltorouf;lily Ilollithlo
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CO order.
Till'

BKNRT

Apparatus

Ligliting
HKNU

ANDREWS.

E.

CITY.

M. IZARD.

CONSULTING AND CONTRACTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
Systems of Electric Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Klectrio
Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.
Plan9 and MpeclflcatlonB for all Klod« of Electrleal Conntmetlaii Work.
A fall line of OommerclalSappUeB carried at all tlmcB for Plants described above.

For any or

Branch

Offlces:

all

Room 425, Telephone 694, CHICAGO. ILL.
THE ROOKERY,
Rooms
ninneapolls, Minn.; Korthwrntern Mntnal Life InHurance Block. Koom

The Lnmber Bxehanice.

nLOW/>

5

and

li^TelepiioDe

6,

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
for .^orla.1,

THE OKOIMITE COMPANY,
BRANCHES:

Chicago,

Boston,

Philadelphia,

-

Omaha,

ckzxd TJn.ca.ez-sz'o'U.zi.d. XTibo.

S-vi.lsxxia.x-lxa.e

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF
OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,

MARKi

Telephone and Telegraph,

Electric Light,
IMCa.xxTXf^o't'U.reci.

THADE

Hlinankec. Wl>

I25«,

-

Cincinnati,

Louisville,

Kansas

City,

TAPE.

NEW YORK.

Row,

|3 Park

-

Minneapolis,

MANSON PROTECTING
San Francisco,

and

PECKHAM'S INTERCHANGEABLE ELASTIC MOTOR WHEEL
Approved hy

all

of thf I-«'adfnL' Electric t'«nip8ni<"«.

Prevents Noise and Crystal ization of Motors and Axles
\nj .Motor-

LIST OF

ROADS USING OUR NTERCH4NGEABLE EUSTIC WHEEL.
JamuIcaA Brooklyn Kle^-- R R Brooklrn, N.Y.
I

\\>et Kn.l Electric R. R , H.wton, MiL->.
Purt Unron EUt. IMC. I'orl Hiiruti, Midi.
I'iiizenV Electric R. K., Elkhart. Ind.
Tlie Fort Worth ritvCo.,Fort \Vorlli/lV^.
l!ru^(lw:iv

and

Till

.\\h

(r-.ni

Ave.

K U

,

New

.

.

StTiiDlun Suburban KU-ctnc R.IL Scnntoo. Pa
N. Ft. Worth Land St. Ky. Co Fori Worth.TrK.
Akron Elw-lnc H. R Co., Akron. OhU..
,

R., New York.
Ilniicton, Wtiai St. A I'nvonla Ferry R. R.. N. Y.
Bnelivvi. k K. R.. Brtx.klyn. N. V
E,'*?ex raas^enifer II. R , Sewark, N, .1.
North Uud^on Counly R. R.. IluliukeD, N.J,

Third A\e. R.

York.

s.-coud Av.'. I{. II.. New York,
llrooklvn City R. R., Brooklyn. N. X.
N.'\v Willinnislinri,' Jt Flatbu.sh R. K.,
BrnoklvQ. N. Y.
(^Iiihuahiia St. Ry. Co., Chihnaliiia, Mexico,
Soiitli Cdsin^loii A: <'incinnali K. R. Co.,
Cmcinniiti, Ohio.

CilvABer-ien R.R.,JorsoyCity. N..I.
A l)ranit St. Ry. Co., Lowell, Maea.
Union Depot Ry. Co., St. Lniiis, Mo.

.Tereey

Lowell

Cable Tramway R. R.'Co.. CiD'iQDaU, Uhio
Troy and Lan^'ini.'bnrch R. R., Tmy. N. Y,
I'nion Railroad Co., rrovltlence. K.

L

WaterviietTurDpiKe A IL R. Co.. Albanv, N.Y.
Albany Ry Co., Albany, N. V.
Cincinnati

Slre«'t

R-iilway Co., Ciocinn.ili.

«».

Descriptive Circular and Prtce List Furnished upon application to

THE PECKHAM STREET CAR WHEEL AND AXLE

CO,,

239 Broadway, New

York,

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MANUF'G COMPANY.
-IvIAin-rFJLCT'U'R.ER.S

OK-

Automatic Electric Motors
In all Sizes

High

from One-half H.

Efficiency, Perfect Regulation,

P.

Upward.

Superior Workmanship Ease

Management, Semarhahle

,

o/

Siniplicitg, Etc., Etc.

DYNAIVIO ^ EIImSCTRIC

^>

IVI

ACHINHS

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Eefining, Etc.
BRANCH OFFICES:

NCWrORK.SSCIturchSt.;

BOSTOM, '" />rch St.: PHILADCIPHI4, Soe Ccmmerct St.; CHICAeO,41 LaSalle
K4IISAS cm, Rlalta Building: H£W ORLEAHS. tOe Caroriltlet St.

St.:

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.. WINDSOR, CONN.

Western electrician.
OHIO STATE DNIVERSITY.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

Full course of instruction in electrical
en gineering, new building and equipment.

LOUD & SONS LUMBER CO.
MANOFACTURERa OF

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poles,
Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled Promptly.

Offloe

WM.

G. 4,. Harmodnt. Western
Agtnt Electrical Departmeit New Haven Clock Co.,
315

:

H.

SCOTT,

SPEAKIN& TUBES
President,

Oral, Electric,

80 Adams Street,

W.
2
'

Send

for

New

CHICACrO.

-

Steam

in

Catalogue on application.

an!

WHISTLES.

Pneumatic, and IVIechanical

1

R.

OSTRANDER &

23 and 25 Ann

,

Catalogue, out August

St.

GO.

New

York.

DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

1st.

KuGKKE

W. H. Sawykk,

F. Phillips,
President.

-t:e3:e-

Sec'y and Electrician,

National Electric Liglit

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,
SWITCHES,

HILL'S SWITCHES,
IMSUIiATiaiG PAIMT,

Impurities.

SCALE

UZITE -a.XiT^r.A.'SS 11^ STOO^.

Factory, 1461 and 1463

TATESTERU AQEETX,

STAPLES

Purifier.

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.
X'-O-Idl.

CONSULTING ELECTRICIAN,

ISrSll£<&TIIVH

1889

STILWELL&BIERGBMF6.C0.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

(^EOROE CUTTER,

BBYAirT'J!!

27.

OHIO.

COIiTrilBIJ!^,

Wabash Avenue. Chicago

all

prevents

Boilers.

and particulars, address

and Mill at Oscoda, JUicJi.

Exclusive Selling Agrent

Entirely

Theoretical and practical Instruction in
arc and incandescent lighting by direct
and alternating currents, mo'or work,
storage batteries, etc., etc. Also courses
in civil, mechanical and mining engineering, agriculture and pharmacy, and general
For catalogue
courses. Expenses low.

1001-8-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.
H. M.

Steam-Feed Water

Stilwell's Patent Live

Removes

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLT" COMPLETE SET OF U. 8.
EliECTHICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

The

July

Russell Mast Arms.

ASSOCIATION
Win Hold
TENTH CONVSNTION
its

Niagara Falls, N.
AUCiCiST

6,

7

AND

Y.,

8.

Delegates will stop at the International
Hotel.

Meetings will be held at the Casino.
For rooiue or exhibition apace addrees BENJAChairman Execniive Committee,
Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Delegates east of Chicago, Ptf oris, and Qaincy,
III., Barlington and Keokuk, Iowa, Hannloal and
St. Louis, Mo- and north of Wheeling and Par-

MIN IIHODKS,

LOCKWOOD AMMETER
'"°

POLARITY INDICATOR

For Arc an d Incandesce nt

Circuits.

Lockwood Instrument
Ill

Co.,

Grlswold Street,

keraburg, W. Va., should obtain Trunk Line or
Central Traffic Association Certificates, when
they pnrrhaee their tickets, which will entitle
til
to return at one-third fare.
This Convention will be the most interesting
and important one ever held by the Association.
A number of verj valuable papers have been secured.
Several committees will make reports
which will be of positive value to every electric
light man in the country. A large attendance of
Wf slern delegates Is expected.
For more specific Information address the Aseociation at its HEADQUARTERS,
St.,

ALLAN
Ammeters and Voltmeters

of all kinds.

Calvanometers, Bridges and Rheostats by

W

CALI.

Alk'D

all

CO.,

the Prominent Makers.

EXAiniNX:.

. Qxieexi. cfe Co.
a'ciZTLGS
924 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

New York
V.

City.

CARRATT.
SeoV<

ELEMENTS

i..

Insulated Electric Wires,

OF

Telephone and Incandescent Cords,
Electric Light Wire

Wire, Patent Rubber-Covered
Wire, Lead-Encased Wire, Flexible Cordage, Office and
Annunciator Wire.

Magnet

UNDERGROUND and AERIAL CABLES.
NEW VORK OFFICE: IS Cortlandt St.
P. C. ACKERMAN, Agent.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

BY PHILIP ATKINSON,

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.
CARPENTIEB, HABTSIANIir &

R.

m

18 Cortlandt

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,

PROVIDENCE,

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

260 Pages, Cloth Bindine,

Illustrated,

Ph. D.
Price $l.50.

an elaboration and revision of the popular series ot articles which ran through the
under the same title. It treats of Principles of the Dynamo; Alternate
Current Dynamos; Direct Current Dynamos; Electric Terms and Units; Electric Measurements
The Arc Lamp; The Incandescent Lamp; The Storage Battery; Electric Distribution.
Sent, postage prepaid, on receipt of price.
This book

is

Western Electrician

SCH:E]SrEOTA.DY,

:

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
C Lakeside Baildin&r, Chicaeo^

IsT.

Y.,

MAinrPACTDBEES OP

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords and Gables for Telephone, Telegraph
JAIWES

F.

KELLY, Cenerai Sales Agent, 19 Pey

Street,

New

York.

—
A N ew Book.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK,
Just Out

Pocket size; cloth binding; thirty-five cuts and five tables, three of which are
These tables give, at once and without any calculation^ the size of
12x18 inches.
in
each case for any percentage of loss.
timely book. Send your order
wire required
Price, postpaid^ $1.00, including tables, or the tables can be had
in now.

A

separately at 25 cents each.
.A.X3XI 'Wt.XJSS

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Q

Xjn.ls.eslca.e £|-u.llca.lzis;y C}1a.±osLSO.
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STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

HOLIiIES,

CO.,

•

DAYTON, OHIO.

BOOTH
<& HJLYDENS,
WATERBUBY,
CONN.

FACTORIES:

niANIIKAt^TIIKKHH
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BARK AND INSUInATED ITITIRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for Incandescent Lighting- Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT
For

Electric

Light,

a

K, K," LINE

Electric Railways,

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON
J. L.

BARCLAY,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

Selling Agent,
ILL.

WIRE

L.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

THE MOST DURABLE, SIMPLEST AND BEST
OVERHEAD WIRE SYSTEM.
Bentley -Knight Electric Railway
25 « 27 Tenth Ave.,

NEW YORK

Co.,

CITY.

The ONLY Conduit System.
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THE STORY OF THE ELEC TRIC LIGHT.
PAMPHLET, 15 PAGES,
A

description without technicalities for Non-Electricians mailed to any address free.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC
General

TRADE MARK.

42 LA SALLE ST, CHICAGO,

CO.,

Western

figentsi

The Okonite

Co.--Wires,

Cables

Tape and

FISHER RAE ELECTRIC RAILWAY
For Street and Suburban
Embraces new and valuable improvements which
operation,

8

and high

IMPROVED TROLLEY AND TROLLEY SUPPORT
Avoids "flaahing"

line of neatest de-

at wlieel or line contact.

new

SYSTEM

TrafiB.c.
requisite to economical

The

features that will

Railway Managers looking for

coomiend

it

to tlie careful attention of Street

reliable, easily

POINTS OF SUPERIORITY,
A SINGLE MOTOR GEARED TO BOTH AXLES WITH
IMPROVED NOISELESS GEAR.

The Fisher-Mae Electric Railway System
Contains

Tabing.

MILES OF CONDUIT IN ONE ROAD AT SAN JOSE, CAL.

Overhead Conductors.
sign.

a,re

efficiency.

ILL.

operated and efficient electrical

apparatus, designed to stand the teat of work.

FLEXIBILITY BETWEEN MOTOR AND CAR AXLES,
INSURING CLOSE MESH AND PREVENTING
BREAKING FROM SUDDEN STRAINS.
The use where desirable of a separate motor truck, making a six wheel car, securing greater comfort to passengers ; motor trucks easily and quickly detachable, ena-

The Fisher-Mae System
Can be placed upon existing roads without alteration of track or road-bed,
and upon cars in use, without Interruption to traffic of road.

bling change of motors from closed to open cars.
solicited, estimates furnished, and references given

COBRESPONDElfCE

to Important roads

now

in successful operation.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
7th and Woodbridge Streets,

DEl^ROIT, Mian.

THE STODDARD PATENT
Combined Rosette and Cut-Out.

The Standard Open

For Flexible Pendent Electric Lights
Patented Sept
1887

Circuit Batteries of tlie World.

U

TRADE

GONDA

These Cut-out^ present a, neat and arllstic appearand wtiUti otbera may cost lesti, they require more

ance,

to Install,
it 1b found In practice about tbrce to
one, 1. e,. while a workman placoH twenty ordinary
Cut^iUUi he can place sixty or these, thus making a navThis would repreiQK of twd-thlnlKtho C(wt of labor.
»ent a Having of two dollarH per day on nach workman
employed at three dollars pnr day. This adds ten
centHto the cost of each of ibo cheaper Cut-outs for
extra labor alone, while the oUvantaRe of having Hlxty
llShtu provided for In the time but twenty are ready
for uue, IS ofttlmeoof vital Importance.
Again, extra Base Blocks or Itosettes are generally
rc'iulred for other Out-outs.

time

MARK.

A conllnulng Having In matter of renewals, repairs
and replacing fuslhle Btrlps, all go to make up an aggregation of advantages, which has Induced aomn
UBera tosUite thai they "prefer the Stoddard Cut-outs
»t their price, asagalnnt any other at leas price.'*

MANrlPACTDKKDBV THK
CO., Detroit, Mich.
For Sale by alt Electrical Supply Companies.

MARKLE ENGINEERING

*Gonda"

Battery.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,
149 West 18th St., New York.

"Gonda Porous Cup"

Battery

.
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MclNTIRE'S

PATENT
ELECTRIC
WIRE CONNECTORS
MAItK »K
HKMT l.tHK
TlIK

rill. A|i|ill.>il liir.

Wiri<

i>riiiiiiiitB

Atlu|iti<(l

tlOI'FKIt.

OonnuctorH

(nr nil <iaii({ni> nt Wlr>', Mii|torlor to
rllrlLpiT tliitii HolrlttnMl JolnlH.

l-iil,

TERMINALS.

and

AiM.lkil

t..r

I'.i, Ai.i.ll-I for

Ti)rmlnalM
fnlnalM for Dy\
UyDamnH nniJ
.M'jtont, ntc, to suit Auy
KAiiU" of wlr«.

iiti'l

V.^
f

riitlridlH f>ir •'•lIlDt: Ciil

(fOU.

for InciindeBCunt l.umpB.

by Kinctric

lii^lit,

Ivopt in Htock

'I'oloplmnu and 'I'ulo^raph <'oin|»ant«(4 tlirotiKlxx't V'nltoU HtntrH aikI

und for hhIo

loiidInK ohictrirtil

\>y nil tlio

Hupply

Ciiniitlit.

C.

Iioiihob.

Wrltt* for iirlo-x und

<

tnfnrmadon

trriiUrn wllti fnll

MclNTIRE & CO., 36 Crawford

FRICTION CLUTCH PULLEYS
.

8t.,

J.

"" <=«^«5

'"^

i

Newark, N.

The New BuiltUny of the WKSTERN ELECTRIC CO.,
"ACKNOWLEDGED THE BEST FACTORY BUILDING IN THE CITY

OF NEW YORK,

lii

*'

NOT IN THE UNITED STATES,"
SPECIALTIES made by the

IF

Is equipped with these

WIND ENGINE COMPANY,

ECLIPSE

BELOIT.WIS.

U*

I

[j

„

BELOIT.WIS.

CO., The GOULD PACKING GOMPAItfT,

MATHER ELECTRIC
"' Metropolitan Block,
OUlOAtiO OFFICK:!"®"™
liQ Halle and Handolph Mts.

-

'jn

CanihridK*- MtriM't,

EAST CAMBRIDGE. - MASS.,

„k|^^ Maiioscr.

>

M.\M:KAi"m(i-: tiik

THE BEST SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT

LIGHTING.

—

Gould Steam and Water Packing
The Original Ring Packing, Pat. June

1880.

I,

Superior to liny Pftcklnij In Him market for 8t«ftm, WtUr
or Ammonia. Helf-Lubrrcatlnif. docs not corrode th« rod,
never grows hard If dlrectlnnB at'j followed. S^nt on thlrtj
None genoioe wllbooC
days* trial. Satlnfiictory or no pay.
^liis trade mark and dat>^ of p&t«;nt atamped on wrapper.

Beware of fnfrinyements and

/mitationa,

ALBION CHIPMAN, Treasurer.
All similar Packings are Imitations andralcalaied to deceiv**-

Machmg

Gsnerai

Electric Light Repairing,

Pattsrn Makins, Etc.. EtO-

Jtiu-*«ork.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, gt^A^fiS^^lgvuRER.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.

B. D.

BRAIDED WIRE.
THE POPULAR WIH^ FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

sx.LaiJis.Ma

Also Rawhioe Lace LeathI

AGENTS

IN

Safe and Reliable.

ALL CITIESF

NEW YORK INSDLATED WIRE
I

DYNAMO TENDERS' HANDBOOK.-Bv

W.

BADT.

F. B.

I

B.

Broadwa,.

GALLAHER, Secy.
J. W. GODFREY, Gen'l Mgr.

OnwSE,

R. E.

Gen'l Supt.

pBgee; 70 lUuetratloDB flexible cloth binding; size of type page, 6x3 loches. Designed for
Dynamo Tenders and Linemen; Stationary and MaiLne Engineere. Jnet the book for men who wish
to learn how to operate and care for electric light inetallationB. The only book of the kind in the
flnglieh language. Price, postage prepaid to any address in the United States or Canada, $1.00.

CO,,

649 i SSI

Central St., Boston. Matt.

100

PVBLI8HINQ

Addreaa ELJECTRIOIAN

CO., 6 Lakeside Bldg^ ChieaffO.

R.
1

2

PEARL STREET, Room
BOSTON, MASS.

';mi|tlo

Chairs

sent on

Appliialion.

Correspondence

Solicited.

THOMAtS A»HBVBN£R,

-

Prices

Send for

oii Appliciitioii.

Western Agent,

-

and

Experts

Electrical

and

George

P.

Engineers.

Electrical

LAW

Barton,

OFFICE,

226 Dearborn Street

CHIC/AoO,

ILL.

PATENT AND TRADE MARK CASES.

Circiilurs.

KANSAS

KINT.SEB.

6,

Roaiel

iiml Seftioni? of Rnil

I

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

Rolled any weight desired.

Street Railway

LllACl.t:-

PAGET & KIIffTNER^
Chemical

T.WHITE,

Iiiiproved Pateitel Material for

Patent Allowed.

lEONAItD PAOET.

ZZILL

CITIE, BIO.

Glutch Works,

CLE VEI.AND, O.
'EASTEB.lt OFFiXJE:
lSCortl«ndtStr«l, -

CUIC.tr.O:

3S0 Cual SL

NEW lORK.

MINNEAPOLIS:
Xa Kuou BoUding.

KANSAS CITT:
12^1

ud liU Uulon Annoe.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
'i

Iksipti. Irf:t»J

ud Finjl^i

S«od for new Ctulofnie, Power

rruumlnloD

COPTRIGHTBD BT W.

H.

HILL

JlActaiserj.
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Established in 1861.

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
D.

P.

CO.

B.

PEBRY, Vice-President and General Manager,

BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

MAHUFACTUKERS OF THE

SPERRT IMPROVED STSTEM

ELECTROLIERS,

-OF-

COMBINATION
HIGH OR

LOW

TENSION.

GAS AHD SlilCTRIC

The new Sperry apparatuB free from repairs for twelve months.
That the new Sperry improved Dynamos can De coupled in eerles with perfect safety.
That any number of lamps from one to capacity of dvnamo can be cut In or out of
singly or in groups, with perfect safety, and without sparking at the brashes.

FIXTURES.

1.

'2.

3.

number of

4.

To absorb power

1.

The new Automatic Sperry Dynamos and Lamps surpass in

In exact proportion to

circuit,

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

lights burniDK-

efficiency

SHADES,

those of any other

Etc., Etc.,

make.
That there is greater economy in operating the new Sperry System than any other.
2.
3.
That oar automatic regulation has no equal; no rheofltat, no wall bosee, no solenoid or
dash pot.
That if you will visit our factory we can show you the best arc lighting apparatus in existence.
4.

We -invite

m SfSm

Madison Street and Fifth Avenne,

CHICAGO.

correspondence with electrical engineers. Intending buyers, and Interested
people everywhere.

ElECmiC

C0„

m,

ISi,

m

CMon

South

ti„

-BRANCH STORB-

2134 Michigan Avenue,

CHICAGO, ILL

14 YEARS.

VxV^

Office and Factory

2134

to

Mannfactnrers of

2140 DeEalb

St.,

-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS

NEW PAMPHLET OF

aM CARBON PCIALTIES,

OUR

Lons Life,
Uniform

"BLSCKDIJMOND"

AND
SUPERIOR QUALITY,

OUTSHINE

Guaranteed Second

ALL.

"WRITE

RECORDING

873-1887.
Size,

POINTS
THEM

SEND FOR

^'ff
ST. LOUIS, MO.

to

Pressure Gauges.
Jj{qyis B. Eosofif

None.

FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

NOEXPEPENT

145 Broadway, N. Y.

BERGlStiLK^Isr

&

CO.,

ELECTRIC LI6IIT, GOMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OP INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIAICES FOR THE EDISOH ELECTRIC LIGHT,
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

]

B,

iitti¥7' "vrfc-Dxr

-W-t-W

JCUHJV

j

& CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

|

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.
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II. H. IIAVDKN, I'l-fisident,.
FITCH (HLUKKT, Viro-I'n^sident.

(JKO.

li.

SHAW,

WALTKi;

K.

(iciicral MiiMujr'^r.

KIHOKM A

N, Kl.Mlri.'ian.

K.

1;.

Kl

K. M. IM

S'l',

Serrnthiv.
Tr.-iiunT.

TNAM,

HITHAL EimiC HPII. CO.
RAU

CLaAIRE, wis.
-g'

i .

;

X

XXX XXXXX;

TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
OF

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING
4i

tiif

ML4

CD
CO
^
Our Apparatus

AI.TERIVATIi\Ci

is

of

the

DYNAMO WITH EXCITER.

Highest Efficiency— Mechanically and

WE GUARANTEE ITS

GET THE BEST!

^

*

Electrically.

OPERATION, AND

GET THE CHEAPEST!

COR.RESFOISIIDEITCE SOLICITED.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

WESTERN ELECTRIClANo

xs

WOODWARD
G. H. GALE, President.
S. A. PLOMMER, VICE-PRESIDENT.

H. H.

HUMPHREY,

TREASURER.

ELECTRICAL CO

BOAKD OF DIRBCTOBS.

R. A. ALGER.
G. H. GALE.
S. A. PLUMMER.

fGEN.

E. C.

i

T.

I
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BROWN.

WILLIAMSON.
TROUT.

F. B,

WARREN.
THOMPSON.
H.H.HUMPHREY.

'^

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, Sf.cretary.
FRANK B. TROUT, SUPERINTENDENT.

C. A.
C. H.

1

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT STORAGE DATTERY.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

In construction,

has

now been found
to many

PECULIARLY ADAPTED

S^>ECI.^I-.X.

to

be

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE

DURABLE,

and

and

is,

owing

to its design,

uses in wHcli otlier types of batteries have failed.

-^E>-^I=>'rEE>

Steadying Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,
Propelling Boats,
Burglar Alarms,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station Lighting,
-Street Oars,

TO

Isolated Lighting,
Auxiliary Central Station

BATTEBT.

Work,

Medical Purposes,

Running of Small Motors.

ISECTIOai

OF BATTEB¥

PIiATE.

™^ Detroit Storage Battery,
MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS GRANTED TO C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
BEEN DULY ASSIGNED TO THIS COMPANY,
Is positively the only Secondary Battery which tvill not Buckle, or which will
withstand uninjured the Highest Bates of Discharge.

THE ONLY

STJCCESSZE^TTI-,
IS

STOIS-A-a-E

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY

The Woodward

Electrical Co.
FACTORY:

«FFICEH:
69 Gf'«wold

St.,

Campau

E-A-TTEZ^-S"

Building.

DETROIT. MICH.

Corner 13th and Howard Streets.
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A PRACTICAL ANDJOMMERCIAL SUCCESS,

Tb

Thonsoii-Ho iiiiton Elec tric R'y Systen,
ECONOMICAL,

DURABLE,

NEW TYPE THOMSON-HOUSTON

RELIABLE.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY TRUCK.

RESULT OF ONE YEAR'S WORK.
RAILWAY CONTRACTS OF THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC RAILWAY

Naumkeag

Alliance Street Railway Co., Alliance, O.

Atlanta

& Edgewood Street Railwaji

Co., Atlanta,

Ga.

Attleboro, Xo. Attleboro »£• WrentJiani Street Railway Co.,
Attleboro, Mass.
Ainericus Street Railway Co., AniericuF, Ga.
Auburn Electric Railway Co., Auburn, If. Y.
Ranyor Street Railway Co., Bangor, Me.

Belt Line Riilway Co., Lutin, Mass,
Brooklyn Street Railway Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Central JPassenyer Railway, Louisville, Ky.
Central Railway Co., Peoria, III.

CO,:

Street Ry., Salem, Mass.

Newburyport & Aniesbury Horse Ry.
jjort,

Co., tfeivbury-

Mass.

Newport Street Ry. Co., Newport, R. I.
Newton Street Ry. Co., Newton, Mass.

Nay-Aug Cross Town Jty. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Omaha & C. B. Ry. and Bridge Co., Omaha, Neb.
Omaha Motor Ry. Co., Omaha, Neb.
Ottawa Electric

St.

Ry.

Co.,

Ottawa,

III.

Ottumwa Street Ry. Co., Ottianwa, Iowa.
Plymouth tO Kingston By. Co., Plymouth, Mass.

Citizens' Electric Street Railivay, Decatur, III.

Quincy St. By.

Colerain Avenue Railway Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Danville Street Car Co., Danville, Va.
Derby Horse Railroad Co., A nsonia. Conn.
Des Moines Electric By. Co., Des Moines, Iowa.
Eckington & Soldiers Home Ry. Co., Washington, D. C.
East Harrisbiirg Passenger Railway , Harrisburg, Pa.
Fulton Co. Street By. Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Hillside Coal Co., Scranton, Pa.
Hoosac Valley Street Ry., North Adams, Mass.

Redbank & Seabright Ry., Redbank, N.
Richmond St. Ry. Co., Richmond, Ind,

Ry. Co., Joliet,
Boston Railroad

Joliet Street

III.

Lynn &

Co., (Myrtle Street Line

)

Lynn,

Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Nahant Line.) Lynn, Mass,
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Crescent Beach Line.) Lynn,
Mass.
Lynn <£ Boston Railroad Co., (Highland Line.) Lynn, Mass.
McGavock «£• Mt. Vernon Horse Ry, Nashville, Tenn.
Metropolitan. Street Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo.

:x:
Brooklyn Street Eailway Co.
Des Moines Electric Railway Co.
Eckington & Soldiers' Home Railway Co.
Julien Electric Traction Co.
Seattle Electric

Railway

& Power Co.

Co.,

Quincy, Mass,

Rochester Electric Ry. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Revere Street Ry. Co., Revere. Mass.
Ross Park Street Ry. Co., Sj^okane Falls, W. T.
Riverside and Suburban Ry. Co. Wichita, Kan.
Scranton Passenger Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Scranton Suburban St. Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Seattle Electric Ry. £ Power Co.. Seattle. W. T.
Soiithington A- Plants v ill e Ry. Co.. Soiithington, Conn.
Third Ward St. Ry, Co,, Syracuse, N. Y.

Topeka Rapid Transit Co., Topeka. Kan.
Toledo Electric Ry. Co.. Toledo. Ohio.
University Park Ry. and Electric Co. Denver.
Vone St. Ry., Kansas City, Jfo.
Watervliet Turnpike iC R. R. Co., Albany, N. Y.
WJieeling Ry.

West

End

St.

Co.,

Ry.

Col.

Wheeling, W. Va.
Boston, Mass.

Co.,

r-^
Lynn & Boston Street Railway Co.
Omaha & CouncU Bluflfa Railway & Bridge

Co.

Revere Street Railway Co.
Wheeling Railway Co.
West End Street Railway Co.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

.1.

148 Michigan Ave.,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

'
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ELECTRICAL SUPPLY

CO..

ANSONZA, CONIT.
WESTERN BRANCH:

RANDOLPH STREET, CHICAGO.

171

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN

ELECTRIC LieUT ELECTRIC LIGHT

ELECTRICAL

SUPPLIES,

SUPPLIES,

HOUSE GOODS,

i:LTCL"CrOI3iT<3-

IlNrCIL.TJE)I3iTa-

HiTCL-cj-Eiiasra-

& B.

2.

Moisture-proof Wire.
"
Black Weather-proof

3.

Underwriters'

4.

6.

Magnet
Office and Annunciator
Cobb Vulcanite

7.

Kerite

"

8.

Okouite

"

9.

1.

P.

"

22.

Incandescent Switches.

S3. Automatic Ground S'witches.

41.

Diamond Carbon

42.

"O.

43.

"Popular" Iron Frame

Bell.
Bell.

&

U."

Battery.

Wood Box BeU,

24.

P. Lightning Arrester.

26.

Auto. Pole

26.

Electric Light Switch Boards.

44.

"Dust Proof" Iron Box

27.

Construction Tools,

46.

Annunciators.

28.

Standard Testing
A.

46.

29.

Burglar Alarms.

Incandescent Conductor Cords.

30.

Munson's Dynamo Belting.

47.

Burglar Alarm Springs.

10.

Copper for Commutator Brushes.

3L

Ellis Oil Filter.

48.

Electric Light Poles.

Electric Bell Pushes.

11.

32.

IS.

Cross Arms.

33.

49.

Electric

13.

Wood Pins and Brackets.

34.

50.

Electric Bell Outfits.

14.

High Insulation Brackets.

35.

15.

Qlass and Porcelain Insulators.

51.

Electric Floor Matting.

36.

Armature Protector.
Low Temperature Fuse Wire.
Ind. Support Arc Lamp Hanger.
White Light Carbons.
McCreary Shades.

16.

Fletcher's

37.

Fowlers'

62.

Sure Call Electric Alarm.

17.

Fletcher's Sleet Proof Pulleys.

Gem Wire

63.

Medical Induction

18.
19.

Insulating Tape.

64.

Learners' Telegraph Sets.

20.

P.

66.

House

21.

Arc Switches.

6.

See

<

"
"

Arc Lamp Hangers.
Cleats.

& B. Electrical Compounds.

Illustrated

Catalogue

NO. 550 B.

Lightning Arrester.

all kinds.

Sets.

& P. Ammeters &

Voltmeters.

Inst.

Dynamo

Speed

In-

dicator.
38.

Weather-proof Rope.

39.

Sawyer-Man Incandescent Lamps
Herrings' Wire Joints.

40.

See

Illustrated

Catalogue

NO. 550 B.

Gas Lighting Apparatus.

Coils.

Electricians' Tools.

See Illnstrated Catalogne
IffO.

647.
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BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY
OIF-

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

BRUSH ARC
IITCAITDESCENCE
Electric Lighting Apparatus.
^

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CARBONS FOR HRC LHmPS.
\_

/

CHICAGO OFFICE:
No. 225 Dearborn
ALEXANDER KEMPT.

St.,

Special Agent.

ETC.

^

\

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS:
THE CALIFORNIA ELECTRIC LIGHT

CO..

8AN FRAPiCISCO, CAL.
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FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LI6HT COMPANY,
£^ox>t
Manufacturers

SLATTERY

W

CL-yxi-Gm

Xxidletxia.

of the

INDUCTION

SYSTEM

out

OF

ISMDESCEHT

The Most Carefully Workedand Complete Alternating

System of Electric Lighting ia
Existence.

LIGHTIKfi,

AND THB

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

OF

Lamps

ARC LIGHTING.

and

Converter*

12-16 Candle Power

to the Mechanical

Horse

Power Quaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK
il5

OFFICE:

BROADWAY,
Boreel Bidg.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS.

FORT WAYNE,

PHIIiADHLPHIA OFFICE,

IND.

907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Managrev*

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

186 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome

St.

City OF Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.
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THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

m
X

^C3

CD

GO
CD
CO
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EVERY SATURDAY.

$8 per Annum.

CHICAGO, AUGUST

Vol. V.

3,

I

O cents per Copy.
No.

1889.

5-

SCHAEFER ELECTRIC MFC. CO.
Lamps

lucanilescent

ft'oi

10 to

MANI KACTIKKKH OK ANO
so

COnPIiETB INMTAI<LATIOai OV INGANDBSGBNT PLAMTM.
P. 0.

e«o

catai^o«^i;k,

BOSTOIV, HI ASS.
in Aroh
NEW YORK
BELTING AND PACKING CO.
CHEEVCR,
JOHN
PARK ROW,

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

H.

TB.1S VITARXIffG

Traas., f&

Oldt<flt (Ln<l lidr^cHt Mnouf(ictar<!rfl

[

mn

WIRES AND CABLES.

RRANPH
TE^
DHAnOn nPFI
UrrilfCO.
*

i
^

FAB

MM

Wltb8mrM.tfi'M.-t»lllcHurjb*?rt.lirf;ico for
\)Tllllillii<H AIKl Hwirt ruiiiiKiK iiiaclilnM,

PITTSBURGH, PA.

AVE.,

I'arpoMi'i*.

SELTl,
& HOSE
IIACHI.VK BKL,TINC)

Standard Underground Cable Co.. Mf'rs.

PENN

N. Y.

tho t'nlUxl SlaU** of

VULCANIZED RUBBER FABRICS
Por Merlianlcat

General Offices, 708

IN

street,

Estimates Furnished on Application.

ELECTRIC LIGHT

I)l.AI.KItH

EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL.
BKMU ruK
PAUK

FACTORY AT CAMBRIDGEPORT.

BOX 3068, BOSTON, MASS.

ElBclric C«.

t

100 Canille-Power.

on

I

VULCANITE EMERY WHEELS. RUBBER
KiATS, IMAniNO ANO STAIR TREADS.

''''"' ^°'^' ^^ Cortlandt St., O. I» 'Wiley, M'gV.
€}lilo»go,139E.M»dlw»iSt,r.E.D68eiiliardt,Brg'r.

BRANCHeS:

Boston, Philadelphia, Olemland, Ottnil, Chicaao, Clnclnmitl, SI. Loali, Ulnniapcll; Dinttr.
San Francisco.

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back
Noiseless

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.

n?Xxe
for durable and high
Insulation.
Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

JSL.mii.-tts'xx.

Xaoolx. Bm.IoX-y '^'.kl-ve.

The acknowledged Standard

Light >nd Powar.
Talegraph and Tetaphone,

BMlrlo

Railway and

all

Branohea

other

of Sijualing.

THE ASHTON TALVES

THEIR SAFETY VALVES '^^.^.ti'^^'S^l^Jl.^V^^TTHEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES l^l'^ft^tXtl^.^iSl^
DOW

Aerial Uie,

All

Sizes

i an/I fnt^n^aH
="ca«BO
'•°""

Subterranean Uie.
Wir^» Submarine Ute
fr/roj.
concealed Wiring

u»;«-w»«p"'-«°°"'>«'°«''.«-"o..p,rf.c..

in ail Locatlona.

Simple

in construction,

Id tbe tnukei.
Automatic In action, Perfectly ControUlng the Preware of th» hoeo
pump la working.

ever epeed the engine or

E.

B.

McCLEES, General Manager;

i6DeySt..NEW york.

-Tl

DNIOI

BRANCH
AsMonValyeCo.

271Fraii][linSt. Boston.

CXJ-

HlSDWm

PDSH-BDTTON

Send

Daniel \V. Marmon. President.
Addison H. Nordyke, Vice-President.

NEW

CAN BE FORCED HOT.
pumps. bolts .^nd drop forge conimuuru; !^rs,
rolled sheets and plates lor pump liniogs And condenser tube sheets, etc.
Ingot metal for car and engine bearint;s. Wire.

Rods

for

ANSONIA BRASS

AND
95 CHAMBERS STREET,

boMt Marhinrry Steel.
Anti-FrietionnI and >'on-l'orrOMive.

BRONZE

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
for Circnlar.

Charles D. Jenney,

&

COPPER

CO.,

SOLE MANUFACTVRCKS.

CIIICAUO.

YORK.

218

TenMile ^itrongth npwnrd of 7».000
ll>M. p<>r Mquare inch.
TorMional Strength equal to the

TOBIN

CO.,

u whi^

Lake St.. COICAOO.
OFFICK9:t92 UbertySt, NEW YORK.
(

NEW VOBK.

Brainari» Rorison.

Electrician.

Secrctan-.

Amos K. Hollowell.

Trcuurcr.

JENNEY ELECTRIC COMPANY,
9
Sole

--.*.'>"

-"—"J

o( all the Patents and InTentlons of Charles D. Jeaner (known as
the Jenney System), and Sole Owners and Manufacturers of his

Owners

IMPROVED DYNAMO,
Lamp and

Electric Motor.
JERSEY STSTEX LE.lDj.

ilMlrable reaturee o( Arc an.l Incandescent Lljhtlnsthe
Simple, duratile, economic-il, eCeady, tirilli.nt and ponetr.tlng.
In ttieae eeaenllala It challenged comparlaoa.
In

all

Estimates Promptly Furnished for Erecting Electric Lighting Plant! tor Cities.
Companies or Individuals. Prices Furnished for the Jenneg Ar:
or Incandtscent Systems, pr for both combined.
Tlie Jennev Incandescent PTnamoa are Selt-Rejjulatlng, and p«rmlt the
oneor allof tbe lamnaat will Thl:* Comnanv rlve^ apedal att«ntioQ '

-

'

f

- .ope.

OFFICE

AND WOEKS:

ISDIVIDCAL PLANTS.
Send for Pamphlet Illustrating and Describing

Factories, etc.,

:

vfllti

Comer Kentucky Avenue and Morris

Street,

the System.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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The Tho
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-Houston Electric Bo.
WESTERN OFFICE:

EASTERN OFFICE:

620 ATLANTIC AVr., BOSTON.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM
-OF-

Electric )|rc-[,ighting

SERIES LAMPS
FOB

flrc-Circuits.
These Lamps have repeatedly

shown

their superiority

under

test.
Flmt Medal : Beat Arc-Light, LoulSTllIe, 3883,
Beat System of Arc-LIgbtlnff,
Pint Prize
:

OlDClimatl Induatrlal ExpoeltloQ, 1883.

This

Company was

given

tlie

only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions Exhibition,

at London.
HtSO MANUFACTURERS OF

August

1

1.

1885,

FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
dynamos

are automatic in their regulation
durable.

and

will

FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

LIGHTING.

No other Incandescent
maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit.
are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

Our Incandescent systems

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
Jl elzeeifor the transmission of Power. Plans and estimates for
arjd Iricandetoent Lidrhtlns

and Power Plants.

all

kinds of Arc

Lamp

is

so perfect and

Aiijjiist

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

,5,

CHAS.D.JENNEY&CO. QUEEN

CITY ELECTRIC GO
MANlKACTIIiDltS DV --

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
TWO

FIRST PRIZE GOLD MEDALS 1888.
MOST EFFICIENT.

MOST EFFICIENT.

/

M OTOR

\)\ ,na;i1(»

25 to 500

1

-S to

."<(»

LIGHTS'

CAPACITY.

Horse

Power.

KVF.K
Kirty

II.

- AMU -

P. CoiiNtaiit Potfiillnl Motor.

ECONOMICAL.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
-^i"

For both Arc and Incandeacent Oircuits, from 1-2 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have Self- Oiling Boxes.

224

S,

ILLINOIS ST,,

iiu-itn

ISOLATED PLANTS and C ENTRAL STA TIONS FULLY ERECTED.

Motors for Running

T^m-

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
-

READY.

ELEVATORS,

We give
and

FANS, PUMPS AND

GENERAL MACHINERY.

an Absolute Guarantee regarding Materials, Workmanship

Efficiency.

orriCE, FAcroKV

x^n

$«Ai>i:!<ieoon,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND, 5U60Ull£WOrlllSt.,CINCINNIITI,0.

DAKT

m tii-rtiiii ELECTRIC LIGHT CO

nrSTJLATIHG COMPAITY,
MANrTACTTTRERS OF ALX KINDS OF

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.
Snaranteed

to

N..

for Uines,

1

HASIESHAW,

Specially

Ohemloal Works, Eto.

m FrnTs^rSmK

W,

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

Give Satisfactory Seivices Underground and Overhead.

Adapted

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

ciiv.

^

».8 to ta.t DWMi...

F.CS,, London, Cbmical Engineer, General Manager,

STATIONARY MOTORS.
rOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We have

supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

Electric Liglit, Telegraph

and Telephone Companies,

to

United Stales Vessels,

STORAGE BATTERIES.

Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other services wherever a First-class Electrical Installment is Required.
Our
Materials and Workmansliip are Guaranteed

and correspondence
articles.

is

solicited from

the Very Best,

Executive Offices:

115 BROADWAY.

companies and architects requiring our

Factory:

JERSEY CITY,

N.

J.

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIANo
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vhe: iVAmorcA.!:^ ca^k^boi^
CleT7-ela,n.d., OIilIo.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

M ATERIAI..

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS amp BATTERY

THE HAWKEYE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING

CO.,

-the;-

cz)F-

CELEBRATED THONE SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT AUTOMATIC APPARATUS.
Motor

Electric Motors, &eierators for Mechaiiical

Aitomatic Dynamos for Liglitini Plants.

Circuits,

Oontrctotors for CORRESPONDENCE
Ooixi.i>l©to

ESlooti-io I^lctnts-

SOLICITED.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENaiNEERING CO.

JARVIS

OLIVER STREET,

61

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coal and Coke

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

KOSTFC^ia-.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING &M'F'G GO.
KOOMS, 300 aiitl a03

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,
so?. XjOTTIS.

UNIFORM

IN QUALITY,

LONG LIFE AND GOOD LIGHT

CORLISS OR HIGH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

Etc.

For Driving Dynamos.

NGINES

Complete Steam Plants Furnished and Erected.
Completi
1221-1223 Union Ave.

MORSE &

NGLISH,

CO.

ItiNUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBKA.TED

BALL DYNAMOS tE LAMPS

KANSAS GiTY, MO.

FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
This system s mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a steady
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required
WM.

B

T0BNER.

J

LBSTBR WOODBKIDGE.

ITVOODBRIDGE & TURIffCR,

Electrical Engineers
COIIPLKTE
Steam Plants

E4lClPJUEIIiT

and the cost of repairs.
For descriptive circulars or

testimonials, address

and Contractors. CHARLES W. RAYMOND, Western

OF ELECTRIC RAILWAl !«.

39 Dearborn

Street,

and Power.
Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.
D«*sigii8 and EMtlniates Snbinttted.

Agt.

Tremont House,

lor Electric Light

7-3,

Cortl«.axclt Sti^eet,

IM'e'ctT-

TTorlt.

The Knapp E lectrical
IVC A.ia-TTZ*.A.Ca?T7XI.3ElXl.S

Magneto

Bells, Annunciators,

OX*

Works

.

Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries, Push Buttons, Etc.

I3Z3.A.XjX:x1.S

xia

ETTERITTXZING SI^ECTFtlCJkr..
j^GrXMH^'ra jpon. ^rxx]

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A

Full Line of their Celebrated Wires,

Buy your Goods

Cables and Tapes

of the

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

-

-

-

CHICAGO.

THE STANDARD CARBON CDMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO,
of
Xkrlaaa.-u.fa.otux-ex-s

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBOI^S AND BATTERY MATERIAL.

:

August
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SPRAGUE IMPROVED ELECTRIC MOTOR
FOR STRXSST

Is

RAII^ITITAY lATORK

SUPERIOR to any other Machine which ivas ever devised for the name service.

We claim the following advantages for our Street Railway Equipment

Flexible Suspension, Noiseless Gearing: Gears, Pinions and all parts independently removable; Brushes of a New Design and Perfection as regards Ease of Running; Motors move
in either direction with Equal Facility; Single Movement Contiol from Either Platform without the use of any Wasteful Resistance; All wear reduced to a minimum; Best Mechanical

and Electrical Construction and Workmanship.
ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO

&

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY
II.

A.

HIKNKV.

A.

II.

MOTOR

New

CO., 16 and 18 Broad St.,

York.

KKNNKIt.

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.,

ELECTRIC HEAT RECULATOR

General Electrical Supplies and

Saves Coal,

1521 Farnam

OMAHA, NEBRASKA

Street,

Saves Doctor's

Bills,

Saves Labor;

Automatic, Simple and Jumble; Inaurea uniform temperature
throughout the houHc; no heater complete without It; (^n \)e
applied to any kind of healing apparatus. Try one, and be conI

^U^estem Agency:

vinced.

PUMPELLY 8TOBAGE BATTERIES

If

not sold Id your town

wrlt<'

as for itlahtratad clrrular ftnd prlCM.

AND

WING'S DISC VENTILATING FANS.

CONSOLIDATED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING

CO.,

mnWKAI'OLIM. niNW.
l^ells, Push liuttons, Motors, Incandescent and
Cross-arms, Electroliers and Combination
Burglar Alarm Matting.

Dealers in Wire,

Arc
1

II.

r.

ANNKTT,

Hulcl

iiiul

PrL'si.

S.

Liglit Material. Poles,

'ixturcs.

F.

FENTON,

loischestnut St. Philadelphia

F.k'CtrK' tiaa LlelillnR.

Fire

ftinl

GleVerly Electrical works

CHAS. SIDNEY SMITH, Seo'f

Vlcc-Prest. ana Trena.

HuuHL- Aiiniiiiclulura.

niirRlftr

The United

Alarms.

L"l6CtrlC3'

Kloctro-Meillcal AppBratua,

Electrical

Klt'ctrlc Lighting.

Apparatus

pd

Supplies,

Tolcgraph Instruments.

SALT LAKE

Wire nnJ Rattertea.

i|1i||l

MStlfDl'fk

Electric Go.

CITY.

UTAH.

-

^*^F'

H"A-CleverlY -Manager

Philadelphia Department*^

BAXTER ELECTRIC MFC &M0TOR CO.

ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES TO CONTRACT.
FRANKLIN

S.

CHARLES

CARTER.

M. WILKINS.

E.

WARD WILKINS.

TRADING AS

PARTRICK & CARTER,

DANGER PREVENTED!
Your

Boiler

We
ask

110

will

is

the lifeof yourestablishment, therefore protect it!

remove

motley

aiul

you

utitil

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
Sole ProDFletors of

prevent Scale iti any Steam Boiler, ami
our remedy to work to your eutire

fitnl

I

satisfaction.

WE USE NO ACID

IN

14

tlie

Pateit NeeOie Aonoiicialor.

SOUTH SECOND STREET.

I

The Chemicals we use will neutralize Acid, Sulphur, ami Minand will not otily protect you from Boiler Scale ami

ESTABLISHED 1867.

PHILADELPHIA,

Au?.. 5. 1889.

eral Waters,

Oxidation of Iron, but from corrosion itt every form, such as
Grooving, Pittixg. aiul Wasting of Iron, which causes so many
explosions. If you will protect your Boilers from the above-named
destructive agents, then with a reliable engineer there will be 110
occasion for a boiler explosion, and the money saved by the use of
our Compound will more than pay the cost of it in everj* case.
This article has worked its way into favor entirely upon its
merits, without sending out a single man to solicit orders, and we
can refer to our customers in ever\' steam-using locality from l^Iainc

More

to the Pacific Coast.

our Compound,

many

of

and Canada alone, are now

whom, using

a

immber of

it by the ton.
Authors of the best works on Steam Engineering now recommend Lord's Compound as the only reliable article to prevent

corrosion in boilers, and as a safe

we

remedy

for incrustation

;

and as

send any of these books by mail, free
of postage, at publishers' price, or free of cost with a barrel of

A VERY USEFUL BOOS ON CARE OF SOILERS FREE,
full p:irticulars

-will

be

ready for distribution in a few days.

This Catalogue and

Price List should be in the hands of every one

templates purchasing Electrical Goods.

who

The book

is

confully

illustrated
"Will

and priced, and many novelties are

be mailed

to

any address upon

amplication.

listed.

If

in

of the Compound, on request.

Address, GEO. W. LORD,
316

being printed, and

will

Compound.

Also our circular, with

is

boilers

order

a proof of this fact,

Our new 1889 Catalogue

than thirty thousand manufacturing

establishmctits, in the Utiited States
iising

TO THE ELECTRICAL TRADE:

UNIOM STREET. PHIL^D'^,

the ."trade" and discount cheets are 'wanted,

send busi-

PA..

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

ness card.

PARTRICK & CARTER.

)
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SOLE BV/IUDBHS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Cobliss Engine
especially adapted for electric plants
of all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.
Is

&

ALUS

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.

IT IS XriJEatTAI-ED

3, iS

CO.,

MILWAUKEE,

f IS,

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Pulleys, Cears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Ccitton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

FOR ECONOMY OF FOEL, BEatTLABITT OF "rf^^tlj
-^^JS^^aji^
AMD DTTRAEILITY IN USE.
< .-^
Write for our „
Catalo^nes

CHICAGO BRANCH,

atOTIOBT.'

41 ant 43

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO. EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC

CO.

MOTORS
INCANDESCENT LAMPS

FOR

FOR

Arc

Incandescent Circuits

i

AVOTJND

ARC-LIGHT CIRCDITS.

FOB ASf

CITRKKIKT.

PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

SIMPLE. RELIABLE. DURABLE.
The only

safe socket for series lamps,

Highly

Send

F.

for Illustrated Catalogue.

W. HORNE, Manager

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

620

WESTERN AND SOUTHERN STATES.
1

1

CH CACO OTFICE. 80 Adams

COMPOllMn
*'*'"< *^VUI»l*«
16 Sizes, B to 500 H. P.

GEORGE CUTTER.

Street,

Ag

TTiTT

TT^

CONDENSING OR

EAST ADAMS STREET,

of

Enjiie

3,000 in use

BOSTON,
PITTSBURGH,
CHICAGO,
PHILADELPHIA,

for

J U N lOR.
Economical,

166, 168

Building,

3

Lake

I

Chestnut

Church, Kerr

,

Street,

&Co.

(

J

M. B. Muckl6,

St.,

m,jm Washington Ave.
ve.

Jr.

& Co.

j-airbanks
Union Avenue.
Co.
1330 Seventeenth Street,
DENVER,
;t,
i
1619 Capitol Avenue, F. C.' Aver.
OMAHA,
PINE BLUFFS, Arl<.
Geo. M. DiUey
Sons.
SALT LAKE CITY, 269 S. Main St.
Utah & Montana
Machinery Co.
BUTTE, MONT.
E. GraniteSt.
f

World.

(

.312

&

&

1

B Sizes

in

Stock.

5

to

50

H. P.

|

AN AUTOMATIC EHSIHE OEEAPEE TEAM A SLIDE VALVE.

Well Built,

Hathaway

Westinghouse Builaing,

ST. LOUIS,
KANSAS CITV,

^IISh"".'-

in a ll parts of the Ci-rilized

CHICAGO.

-

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
NEW YORK,
ir Cortlandt Street,
Westinghouse,

HIGH FUEL DUTY AND SIMPLICITY.

STANDARD.

-

-nl

NON-CONDENSING.

Hot yet cqullei by any form

and Economical.

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

and the only

socket having Insulating material for the outside
parts.

Efficient

Reliable,

Over 300 sold

tlie first

year.

114

All the above built stnctlyto Gtauge-with Interchangeable Parts. I
Repairs Gamed in Stock. Send for Illustrated Catalogues. I

<^

imlRHi

nThiIii

1

SAN FRANCISCO,
PORTLAND, OR.
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
ATLANTA, GA.
DALLAS. TEX.

PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.A.
W.

SARGENT,

D.

CHATTANOOGA,

JNO. A. BARRETT, V.Pres. and Cons. Elec.

Prcs.

E

H.

21

and28 Fremont

St.,

&

Jay and Plymouth

Sts.,

& Lacy Co.

A

&

,

CUTLER,

Trcas. and Mgr.

FRANK

THE ELEKTRON MFC.
Cor.

Parke

36 N. Front St., Parke
Lacy Mch. Co.
36 College St.,
I
^i-pD
Co
iompkms U).
Ml»e
"• ^- Tomnkins
46 S. Prior St.
Keating Imp.
Mch, Co.
TENN.
E.
James
Co.
C.
83,

A.

&

FERRET,

Elec.

CO.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

MAISIUFACTURBHS OF THE

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS and DYNAMOS
Small Sizes a Specialty (1-8 to 2 H.P.)
The

Laminated Field Magnets, Low ArmaSparking under Changes of Load, Excellent Work-

Distinctive Features are

ture Resistance,

No

:

manship.

n

EFFICIENCY, REGULATION, SIMPLICITYand

DURABILITY
Our Fan

OUR MACHIMES SHOW GREtT SUPERIORITY.

Outfits are very

handsome and run very

still.

CAREFUL INVESTIGATION INVITED.
A
i»
A'
Catalogues Furnished on Application.
__

,

_.,

•

I

1

L.M.™oF,K.n M«».r,by.heuBe otwMch
le obtained than Is
postibie otherwise.

higher efficiency

>/,i«&00DiyCHHAKD-KlfB8ER
.L
TUBING ALL.^

Pure Sheet
SaiTiple-s and

Address jHE

Purposes

Tfubber Etc.
prices

6

upon

«sfi£

apphcation;

Br.CoODRICH
Co.
AKRON RUBBEK WORKS

AKRON. OHIO.

<§PECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS TO ORDER
~=^

-^--O FOR "(ST^'-OSUE.

-==^

August

3.
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EDISON SYSTEM.
BEST IN EVERY WAY.
MOST ECONOMICAL.
CHEAPEST.

SAFEST.
SIMPLEST.

MOST RELIABLE.
MOST UNIVERSAL

IN ITS APPLICATIONS,

Models of Eagineering

Skill.

Handsome Investments.
Perfect satisfaction to consumers.

CENTRAL

STATIONS

Power sold in any amount cheaper than steam powtr.
Current for Storage Batteries, Electro-plating, Etc.
Current to replace all Chemical Batteries.
Current for operating Electric Railways.
Absolute safety to life.
Hundreds of Stations in towns from 2,000 population to largest cities.
Perfect, Simple and Cheap Meters for sale of light or current ibr any
Only perftct underground system.
Underground Systems in use since 1882 and perfectly reliable.
Fundamental Patents absolutely controlling now in courts.

—

—

ISOLATES
PLANTS.

-WIRING
^f

V

OF

BUILDINGS
AND^

—

—

12 lamps
16 candles each per horse power.
Guaranteed average life 600 hours.
With Coal at $3 per ton, light as cheap as by gas at 60 cents per thousand
Over 1,000 Isolated Plants in use.
No one having power can afford to use any other light.
Absolute safety from fire.

feet.

Perfect satisfaction guaranteed.
Large saving guaranteed over any gas or any other electric system.
Dynamos perfectly automatic.
Lamps perfectly uniform.
All devices incombustible.

Have your building wired while in process of construction.
Have it wired by a thoroughly responsible concern.
Have it wired by a concern you are likely to buy a plant from
Have it wired by company owning fundamental patents.
Have it wired by company having longest experience.
Have it wired with porcelain wiring devices.
Have it wired under rigorous specifications.

A

tESIDlCE

use.

building

is

in

future.

better not wired than wired poorly.

Poor wiring will cause you trouble and expense forever and
ous from fire.

is

extremely danger-

The Edison Company guarantees everything it makes, everything it does and everyAddress,
it says and is absolutely responsible and will be forever.

thing

UNITED EDISON MFG,
LEONARD & IZARD COMPANY,

CO.,

65 Sth

Gen'l Agents Central States,

Ave,, N. Y. City.
THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO.

.
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,

^0 N/>

THIRD

310 N.

ST.,

SAINT LOUIS, MO.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS AT BOTTOM FIGURES.
Okonite Wires, Cables, and Tubing, Weatherproof Line Wires,

WARKi

TBADE

IT

TO

I».A."yS

0:EST

THEI

ENGINEERING CO.,
707 and 709 Market
427 "The Roakery,"

POND

St., St.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.

Louis.

Erected Ready for Service.
8FRCIAI<TIES :-The Aimington & Sims Engine,

C'ty.

Steel Bollera, Ireson

Link

Belt,

Stand-

Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pump, Korting Injector, etc.

ard Rocking and Sheffield Grates,

SEND FOR I1&TE8T CATAliOeUES.

Omaha.

Building,

US.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

319 Ramge

JBBI ST. TH.'g

Manson and Okonite Tapes.

sinsro'sriJLL
Dynaino siiici Cylind^er Oils.
to none.
Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast ruunnlng
machinery.
Adopted by the largest
By refiltering can be used continually.
Electric Plants of the West.

Second

8.

TAUSSIG, Agent,

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

CHICAGO.

PROF. H. ARON'S
Lamp

The Per][ins Electric

ELECTRIC CDRRENT COUNTER,

Co.,

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

PATENTKD.
Gold Medal Awarded at Melbourne Exhibition, 1888-1889,
The most reliable

Electric.

Met3r ever invented.

Guaranteed correct tor email and large currents.
and alternaling systtm, in Bizee from 15 up to

Built for diiect two-wire, thre?-wirp, five-wiie, etc
any number of ampe:e3.

,

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

Adopted by SIEMENS & HAtSKE, Berlin, Germany; EDISOIV COIIPAlvy, Berlin, eermany: MniUlCIPALi EIiECTBIC liieHTlJSe WOBKS,
Berlin, Germany,
In use by European Central Stations measuring 60 million watts. Unquestioned superiority.
Amount ot current consumed may be ascertamed at a
Indispensable for Central Station work.
parglance, the dials being constructed on the same principle as the gas Meter dials. I'or prices and
ticulars, address

W.
5-=^

a-nci

ALI. SIZES

MICA

QUAIilTIZS

For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL
218 'Water Street,

"THE

224

York.

T ELEPHONE S
For

the tests and held out and given satisfactory
service for the past eight years

Illustrated

for

and

Catalogue

Prices

ELECTRICAL GOODS OF EVERY IIESCRIPTION.

El^n Telephone and
lloom

7,

Dubbard

Electrical Supply Co.,
Elgin,

lilk.,

III.,

D.

S.

A.

ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE,

TERRE HAUTE, IND.-4
W..|l

..,,.1..

»<(!.

uc'll

•:

SCHDOt OF ENOIHEERINO.
r"-l

'!'

Iiii..|it«

.if

.11.-

.I,.,„i. :,l„„.ll'iiilf:..,;Mi....iiiie. i:i..,l ii.il ).ri,..,„i«
i"-. I'.sKvLii-i > . M...|.h ,^ I.:.
irv. l>.;iniiiL.
l-.ii.iilfii
Mn-.^T ,M.i,ii...il,nll. I'l.'".
,i,.n,.., I,,«
I

I.

W.
I

COLBURN & CO.,

74 Main

St..

FITCHBURG, MASS.

A

new and original book designed to
inform the practical business man -without the use of mystifying technical terms
and formulcB.
There is information in it of value to
the owner, the officer and the employe of
every street railway or user of power for
any purpose.

Voltmeters

Historical Developmi'nt of the Modern Method
ot I'roducing Electricity.
How Electricity 1b Mechanically Produced.
Practical Thonghts upon the Lines uf Force and
the Prodaction ot Motion.
Something about Primary and Secondary Bat-

TIow Electricity

Switclies,

Complete Electric Llsht

Ib

Applied to Street Railways.

The Application of the JMotor to the Car.
Early Attempts at Electric PropuUion with the
Xloade now in Operation.
of the so-called "Systems" of Electric
Street Railways,
Application of Eloctricityto Elevated and Under-

and Power

Plants.

Some

ground Railways.
CoBl of ProdiiclnK^ Transmitting and Applying
Electricity for Street Railway Purposes.
Some Further Comparisons of Electric Propulsion with other Alethodhi.
The Electric Motor for Stationary Power Pur-

STREET CARS EQUIPPED
FOR ELECTRIC PROPULSION.

Powers for Electric

Traasmlssion.

The I^urpoee and Care of Good Belts.
Some of the PoBHlbilltles of Electric

Street Car

I'ropulslon,

pp,„c.j
KKi^^c.
I

Paper Cover, $1.00.

Bound

One flnndred

NKW

and Ammeters,

teries.

the Electric Current.
The Utilization of Water

Spn'I for lartio IlluetnitPd (.'iiliiloyne, (ilHolIundbook of Hfiiilv Referff new, VPBt-pocKct edition.
WlWTKftN imANTH
HAVICN CLOCK CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.
No. :il5 Wtilmsli Avetiuo.

Batteries,

L3\rX3-

poses,

ror Arc und liirand^Hrent
Klectrlo, IJehilne, Klcctro-I'latlnu:
and ttxiterlmental IIhc

Carter St., Philadelphia.

Dynamos, Motors,

The Importance of Economical Steam Power to

niat'-tiliieH

CO.

RAILWAY."
By FRED H. WHIPPLE.

^Private I^ines.

The only Mechanical Telephone which has stood

Send

ELECTRO-DYNAMIC

ELECTRIC

CO.,

&,

New

Street,

lE^ra-n-lslian.

TPISES^

JUST ISSUED FROM THE PRESS.

AND

SS

GIIIGAGO.

NEW YORK.

BEEKMAN STREET,

HALM,

VICE-PUESIDEKT ADID WEISTBUN MAWAGEB,

SOLE MAWrFACTUBER AND IMPORTER.
21

G.

in

Flexible Russia.

am

The Oldest and Most Experienced Electric Motor Company in the World.

$2.00.

FlftF lllnslrations.

FRED. H. WHIPPLE,
Detroit,

Mich.

Bendyonr name, buHlness and addreee, and be
corroclly reported In Whipple's National Klectrlcttl Directory.

Chicago

Office:

502 Phenix
Detroit Office:

Building.

30 Atwater

St.,

East.

August
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H.

JOS.

FITZGERALD, Treas.

B.

MOORE,

CEO.

ProRt.

FISHER

E.

Seo'y.

DETROIT, MICH., 55-57 CRATIOT AVE
RepreaentlnK the FoMowinK Companloa:
FT.

WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIGHT CO. Seo Adv. PaRo
C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTOR CO. Sco Adv. Pbmo X.

THE OKONITE CO. Seo

Adv.

XXVII

Pane XV.

WBITIQ UB i'OK KBTIMATKH.
Central

Stallop, or

Isolated

Electric

Liglit

Plan's.

AHC OR INCANl ISCINT.

MAYO ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
SAWYER-MAN INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
iT'iK

-IRON

M.I. -1 -

Underwriters, Wcathurproof and Okoiiilc Wires

jpplles

and Apparatus

I

I.M^

TOWER3 AND MAST ARMS.
Complete

Lirii.v

Arc and Incandoscont Plantsand General Electrical Goods.
spt;ciAi,TY-ciiMi'i,i;Ti; steam m\ electric liciit plants.
for

LIGHT CONTRACTORS.

THE JULIE N ELECTRIC

CO., ^*°"lt

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION
0±r'±-'ZOSS: 1 20 ^xoo.dL'TT^G.-y,

WItlTK FOKPKK'KM.

Jg

*
y^

^"^

;°^:;f

CO., ^'l^'eSie^

aSTeTTsr "S'orlr-

UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS.
DR. GASSNER'S

DRY RATTERY

Experts acknowledge it to be the best open circuit battery in the market, most durable and conTelephone, Railroad and Fire and Police Signal Companies use them largely.
Bell
hangers say it kills their trade, as they cannot charge for renewals. Physicians love them. Highvenient.

est testimonials.

For Sale by

VITALIS nianER, Manaeor.

Write

for Circulars.

THE WESTERN ELECTRIC

A.

CO..

CHICAGO,

And CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS, San

TT^Xy.

111

Francisco. Ca

SCHOVERLINC,

Chambers

NEW YORK.

St.,

UNIVERSAL ELECTRICAL EXHIBITION
OPENS SEPT.

CLOSES OCT.

4TH, 1889.

AT ST. InOUIS, MO.

I9TH, 1889.

THIS EXHIBITION

St.

IS

HELD UNDEB THE AUSPICES OF THE

Louis Exposition

and Mosic Hall Association
IN THEIH

St. Louis Exposition and Mr^ic

MAGNIFICENT PERMANENT EXPOSITION BUILDING.
(COSTING f 750.000) AND IT WILL BK

II.a.ll.

THE GREATEST ELECTRICAL EXHIBITION EVER HELD

IN

AMERICA.

Music from Qilmore's Band which is eng£iged for the
One hundred thousand square feet of space, and three
thousand horse-power of energy are offered free to ex- entire six weeks) distributed phonographic ally to all parts
The only exhibit of the Phonograph
hibitors, and every facility will be given for the proper dis- of the building.
ever given on a large scale in the world.
play of goods. These goods -will be returned free.
The latest and greatest novelty in Electrical Music
FfATURES:
i

SOME OF THE SPECIAL

Cooking by

The greatest novelty of the

age.
Thomas A. Edison's Personal Exhibit of his inver tions.
corps of drums manipulated by electricity.
An Electric Railway on which will, run cars of the Overelectricity.

A

SHOWN FOR THE

FIRST TIME.

Full displays of Wires, Cables, Conduits, Belts, Supplies,
Lamps and the thousand and one products of Electric skill
and genius

head Conduit and Storage Battery Systems.
ACBES OF BEa.UTIFirL EFFECTS AND CXTRIOUS
Police and Fire Alarm Systems and all kinds of Electric MECHANISMS.
Signaling Apparatus IN OPERATION.
The South, West and Southwest wil\ turn out EN
Scores of Steam Engines. Water Wheels, Dynamos,
Motors, Etc., all running. There will not be a piece of idle MASSE to see this exhibit. Ibis field is the greatest ever
put before the electrical world.
machinery in the building.

FRED

H.

WHIPPLE,

General Manager,

IDotroit, nviiotLigretn.
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August

MOTOR
& C." ELECTRIC
NEW YORK.
GREENWICH

3, iJ

CO.,

STREET,

402-4

EFFICIENT
ELECTRIC

AUTOMATICALLY

MOTORS.

REGULATED.

Manufactured for Arc and Incandescent Oircuits.

NEW ENGLAND OFFICE:

32 Oliver Street, Boston,
Phenix Building, Chicago,

WESTERN OFFICE:

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE: 301 Arch at.
SOUTHERN OFFICE: 25 Carondelet

JOHN STEPHENSON

Street,

New

Orleans.

CO.,

i-irvTi-rEMz*,

irORK.

ZTETAT

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

#.#

*

>•

<§>^

THE ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT

INDORBRD

For Passenger Trains,

Freight Trains,
Steamboats, and
Burglar Alarms. FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELERS.
Tbomas

A. Edison,

Eliba Tbomson,

Edwin

N. S. Possons,

J.

Honston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

No riiorc Hociildiits from lircakiug in two
MICHIGAN CENTRAL and ROCK ISLAND, and
rapidly

of trains.
In use on the
other leading roads being

Send for Pamphibt "ARE YOU POSTED?"

to

f;(iiii|)|i':d.

PARRISH BROS.

&

PECK ELECTRICAL CO,

CHICAGO OFflCE, Kooms 324 & 325

Phoenix Building.

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH
177-179 Broadway, N. Y.

CO.,

AuKlisL

,^,
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9
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O
d

.

Q
^

<

M
O

SOLE OWNERS

of the

ELECTRIC STORAGE

BATTERY PATENTS
1.
2.

3.

OF

J. K.

PUMIPELLY.

Lightest battery in the market.
Internal resistance loivest.
So constructed that it is impossible for active tnaterial to fall out.

4:

5
6
7.

Practically indestructible.
Plates cannot be made to buckle., even by flashing
with a copper bar.
Continued high rate of discharge tvithout injury.
After charging, is shipped dry and when refilled
and put in use, shows no loss.

The Pumpelly Company has the Exclusive Business

of

the North American Phonograph and Graphophone Co.

and
229

its

Sub-Companies, and the American Motor Co.

LA SALLE

ST.,

CHICAGO.

Correspon.d.erLce Solicited.:

PLYMOUTH, INDIANA.

Address

Ciiicag-o Office.
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SCflOYLER ARC LIGHTING
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THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC CC,

"""'HI''*"

WEIST^EIRN SALEISROOM.

ALFRED

F.

MOORE'S ELECTRICAL WIRE.

FACTORIES: PHILADELPHIA, PA.

NEW HAVEN CLOCK
Electric Messenger

CO.'S

Established i820.

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT.

and Signal Boxes, Telegrapli Instruments and Annunciators.

Warner's Electric Time System and Electrical Testing Gauges,
I.

W. Colburn & Co.'s Arc and Incandescent Electric Light Dynamos,
AND LAMPH.
FACTORIES: I^^ITOHBURa, MA.SS,

Combining a Full Supply

of Electrical Material Direct from the First and Best Manufacturers at Factory Prices and of Superior duality Only, the Result of Long
Experience, the Best Machinery, and Skilled Workmen.
Send for Pocket Price

List

and Catalogues of Every Description of Electrical Supplies.

Prompt Sliipment

G.A.HARMOIINT,

AT

Western Aeent.

Faclory Prices.

3l5to32l Wabash

CHICAGO,

Ave.,

ILL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Aiigiisl3, iS8<)

mmmi imm

oo,,

PITTSBURGH, PA.
DISTRIBUTION
187

BY ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

Central Station Plants, with an aggregate Capacity of 328^000
Lamps sold to July 1, 1889.

16 Candle Power

THE UNITED STATES

ELECTRIC LIGHTING

CO.,

(Leased and Operated by the Westinghouse Electric Co.)

SALES DEPARTMENT: 120 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK.

COMPLETE ISOLATED PLANTS, ARC OR INCANDESCENT,
Unsurpassed

for Design, Construction

and

Efficiency.

SAWYER-MAN ELECTRIC
(lieased

and Operated by the Westinghouse Electric

CO.,

Co.)

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS AND SUPPLIES
FOR ELECTRIC

LIGHTIItfG.

CORRESPONDENCE WITH DEALERS

INVITED.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

August

WESTERN ELECTRIC

3,

1889

CO.'S

ELECTRIC LIGHTING SYSTEMS.

With all Necessary Appurtenances.
ARC, High or Low

INCANDESCENT.

Tension,

WESTERN ELBDTRIC INCANDESCENT DYNAMO.

ARC LAMPS,
HIGH OR LOW TENSION.

2,000, 1,500. 1,200

Candle Power.

SINGLE OR DOUBLE.

We

claim for our apparatus, over all others, simplicity of construction, economy in operation, durability, and perfect automatic regulation.
solicit opportunity to bid on Electric Light Plants, either with or without power.

We

WESTERN ELECTRIC
NEW YOBK.
LONDON.

CHICAGO.

CO.,
ANTWERP.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO, AUGUST

Vol. V.

Safety Switch-Board.
"Sal'i'ty" switcli-lward is illuslratcd in llir

'I'lic

accompanying

cuts.

can be

made

namos

or circnils:

l)nill

cuits.

Switch-boards of tliis type
any nnmbci' of dy-

to accoininodalc

shown in the cnt was
for twenty dynamos and twenty-five cirAll permanent connections are made at
tliat

the back, no metal whatever being visible on the
fai'e of the board,
'The dynamo connections
are maile at the sides, the positive at the right,
and the negative at the left. Circnit connections
are maile at the top and bottom, the positive at
the bottom, and the negative at the top.
With
the exception of pUig holes for ammeter connections the center is entirely free from wires. The
man in charge, has therefore, room in which to
work to much better advantage than if wires
covered the whole face of the board.
Two entrances are proviiled for each connection, .so
that any change of dynamos or circuits can be

3,

1889.

W. Mansfield; "Methods of Arriving at the Cost
of the Products of a Station," Ity .\. J. I)e(.'amp;
".\n Ideal Station," in two parts. Mechanical and

Marsden

Electrical,

by

Ihuithorn;

"The iM'onomic

|.

I'erry

and John T.

Size of Line Wire,"
by henjamin 11. Rhodes; "Station Accessories
in the Shape of Measuring Instruments," by C.
C. Haskins; "The Value of ICconomic Data to
the Electric Industry," by A. K. Eoote; "The
Development and Progress of the Storage Mattery," by William Hr.icken; "The Theoretically
Perfect .Arc Eight Station," by M. D. Eaw; and
"The l'',lectrical Transmission of I'ower," by
I'rof. K. V. Roberts.

.Mien R. l-'oote, chairman of the
national
(Himmittee on state and municipal legislation of
the
National ICIectric Eight a.ssociation, has
issued a circular letter inclosing a list of names
of members of the committee.
Thus far it has
been impossible to secure representation in the

No. 5
cage.

Bids

lorty miles of electric light lable are to be laid,
to be done before the
plant is completed.

Final

Decree

of lights

plugs

porary

work, all benig of the
regular size and length so that all
risk of delay or confusion in lookiing for special cords is avoided.
.\n ammeter can be placed in
the wall at some other convenient
point and may be connected by
means of llexible conls, tlirough
the plug holes in the center nl
the l)oard with any circuit.
The boaril itself is made of oak
and ash, alternating, tongued
and grooved lumber being used.
'I'he sides of the board are tapered i-o that any shrinkage which
may occur will not be noticeable.

held

Dr.

Cushman's

early

had been with

an

acoustic telephone.
A summary
of the decision appeared in the
Wkstf.r.n Ei.kc rku i.vn of julv
28, 1888.

Damage By Wind and
Lightning.

is

(.

of

hicago was visited by a storm

marked violence on .Saturday

The unprecedented
high wind, and the incessant lightning cau.sed a loss of
property that is difficult to estimate.
.All
kinds of property suffered
goods in
cellars
and basements, streets, shade-trees,
sidewalks, lawns, shrubbery, driveways,
unfinished houses, and dwellings.
'There were
forty-four alarms of fire during the storm,
which lasted four hours. Fire, water, wind
and hail combined, caused a loss probably
in excess of §1,000,000, and possibly as much
evening

last.

rainfall, the

switch-board.
SAFETY SWITCn-UOARO.

National Electric Light Association.
the anticipations of the officers are realized
the convention of the National I'^lectric Eight
.Association at Niagara Falls, -August 6th, 7th, 8th,
will be a mo.st interesting event.
.A large attenIf

dance is expected. The fact that the association
has chosen such a delightful place for holding
the next summer convention will attract to Niagara a large number who would otherwise hesitate about attending a meeting, no matter how
interesting.

Following is the programme as far as arranged: 'The national committee on state and
municipal legislation will report through its
chairman, A. R. Foote, on the favorable and unfavorable legislation in this country, touching

and power industry.
The
committee on harmonizing electric light and insurance interests will report through its chairman, 1". H. .Alexander, giving very complete
statistics on the fire loss on electric light stations,
and recommending measures by which insurance
rates on stations may be lowered.
'There will
be several other committee reports on vital questions. Dr. Otto A. Moses will address the convention on the recent movement to introduce the use
electric

that

experiments

manufactured
by the Electrical Supply company
of Chicago.
Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate the plug and socket of the

the

Liti-

instruments to the clerk of the
by him turned over to
the complainants.
In consideration of this the complainants
waived all but nominal damages.
The decision in the case was
handed down by Judge Blodgett
about a year ago.
He decided
against the Cushman company on
all
points.
He found that Dr.
Cushman had not invented a magnetic telephone in 185 1 as the
latter had alleged.
The court

and cords are provided for tem-

The switch-board

the Bell-Cushman

court, to be

when chang-

dynamo circuit. Extra

in

gation.
Judge Blodgett in the United Slates court in
Chicago last week entered a final decree in the
suit of the American Hell Telephone company
and others against the American Cushman Telephone company and others. A perpetual injunction was granted restraining the defendants
from infringing patents owned by the former.
By an agreement between the parties the defendants consented to a clause in the order commanding them to deliver all the infringing

without breaking circuit,
thus av<iiding momentary extining a

boil-

etc.,

and plenty other work

made

guishment

be received on machinery,

will

power houses,

and as I'rof. Barrett is
anxious to get the work under way, the contracts
will bi- awarded at an early day umloiihtcdly.
ers,

following states and territories: Alabama, Arkansas, California, Delaware, District of Columbia, Florida, Ceorgia, Iowa, Mississippi,

Montana,
'Texas,

Nevada,

Nebraska, South Dakota,
Wisconsin, Wash-ngtcm.
.A
committee will be held at the

A'irginia,

meeting of the
International
at 7 r. M.,

hotel,

when

Niagara

Falls.

a report will be
to the convention.

August 6th

prepared for

Chairman
presentation
Foote, who has engaged earnestly in this work
is now preparing a sketch
of the work .already
done, and to this will be added the action of the
meeting of the committee at Niagara Falls
which will be a complete record of the committee from its appointment to the presentation of
its report to the convention.

—

electric light

little.

Distance Telephone company's loss
siderable

many

Chicago City Electric Lights.

company
The Long

will

be conwere

poles

of

its

75 foot

Rehearing Granted

in

the Edison

as

blown down.

Patent Case
The work of establishing the new plants for
the city lighting in Chicago is progressing, and
the undergrounil system is being extended in all
directiiins.
On the North Side the work of Laying the cable on Chicago avenue, from the river
to the lake, will be begun immediately, as the
contiact has been awarded.
The Dorsett company will supply 59,000 feet of its conductors
encased in three inches of concrete.
The contract for 152,000 feet of 2-inch iron pipe dipped
in asphaltum was awarded Crane Bros, of Chi-

companies suffered

'The Chicago Telephone
was bothered with a few of its lines.

but

light

of electricity as a means of legal execution. Some
of the papers to be read and discus.sed are as
follows: "Electric Street Railways." by deorge

The

again.

in

Lamp

Canada.

In Ottawa, Lint., July 34th, argument was
heard before the Minister of .Agriculture in the
Edison lamp patent case. It will be remembered
that Richard Pope, deputy commissione.- of
patents, made a decision annulling the patent in

.March

last.

The

peared

in the

Wkstkrn

of the decision apEi.k.ctrician of .March
'The Ro\al Electric company was the pe23d.
1 he
titioner for the annullment of the patent.
petitioner asked that the patent be set aside on
the ground that the Edison company had failed
to manufacture the lamp in Canada within the
full te.xt
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two years after the issue of the patent as prescribed by law, but had continued to import the
lamp into the country. The deputy commissioner coincided with this view of the case, and
decided that the lamp patent was null and void.
An application for a rehearing was made, and
on July 24th the petition was granted on the

Wm.

Pittsburg, Pa.;

Wm.

Paca,

August

Powell company, Cincinnati, Otiio;
Md. Phoenix Glass company,

Baltimore,

;

Gauge company, Cleveland,
Ohio; Robinson-Foster Electric Motor company, Boston,
Pa

Pittsburg,

;

Reliance

Mass.: Simplex Electrical company, Boston, Mass. Sperry
Ciiicago.
Ill
company,
St.
Louis BatManufacturing company, St. Louis, Mo.; Sperry
tery
ElectJic Mining Machine company, Chicago, 111
Standard
Storey Electric Mining
Paint company, New York;
;

Electric

;

;

3,
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may be performed conveniently and
from the floor.
Reference to the cuts will show the arrange-

operation

ment of the device. In Fig.
the rosette is
shown without the top piece. Fig. 2 is a section.
In both Fig. i and Fig. 2, in order to
i

secure better representation, the fuse holder or
detachable portion of the rosette is shown, re-

moved from

its proper position.
The parts may
described as follows:
and
are brass
strips carrying the binding screws for the line
wires; /S' and /S' are brass springs which, when
the fuse holder is forced up between them, bear
in against and slightly under the rounded contact pieces,
and M, of the fuse holder.
is
the fuse which passes through the hole in the
fuse holder, and connects together electrically
the two contact pieces, M- and M.
If \s a
threaded hole opening into a groove on the outer
surface of the rosette.
The operation of the device is as follows: To
insert a fuse all that is necessary is to take a
long stick of wood with a small taper end, and
guided by the groove, force it into the threaded
hole.
By giving the stick a slight twist a hold
is secured, -and the little plug or
fuse holder
may be removed from its place between the
springs.
After the fuse has been put in, it is
only necessary to push the holder back into
place and untwist the stick.
Fig. 3 shows the manner in which the plug is

B

B

be

M

FIGS. 2

AND

3.

SAFETY SWITCH-BOARD.

ground that Deputy Commissioner Pope acted

St.

The

Machine company, Denver, Col Sprague Electric Railway
Motor company. New York; Schuyler Electric company,
;

ilji

without jurisdiction.

Louis Electrical Exposition.
Exposition company will make

St. I.ouis

an elaborate electrical

e.xhibit.

Fred H. Whip-

general manager of the exhibit, has had
his force of more than half a dozen representatives traveling the country over for weeks, in
He now announces that he
search of novelties.
has nearly covered the field, and that it has
There is
yielded many interesting discoveries.
not, he says, a machine, appliance or apparatus
known or used in the electrical world which
An entire music
will not be on exhibition.
store will be operated by electricity, including a
drum corps of great volume and precision.
Cooking by electricity will be another feature.
A complete cooking establishment will be operAn electric
ated by the Burton electric heater.
The exhibit
street railway will be in operation.
will occupy 75,000 square feet of space.
The following is an official list up to date of
the companies which will make exhibits at the
ple, the

Middleton. Ct.; Charles A. Schieren & Co., New York;
Stilwell & Eierce. Dayton, Ohio; John .Stephenson company. New York; Silvey Electric company, Lima, Ohio;
Southern Electric company, St. Louis, Mo.
Stout, Mills
& Temple, Dayton, Ohio; St. Louis Electrical company,
St. Louis, Mo
J. G. Smith, St. Louis; Schultz Belting
company, St. Louis; A. Seigel, St. Louis, Mo Taylor
Manufacturing company, Chambersburg. Pa
Tatham &
;

;

;

P

removed and replaced. This rosette
factured by George Cutter, Chicago.

is

manu-

;

Bros.,

Philadelphia,

Pa.;

Union

Electric

Car company,

Boston, Mass.; Viaduct Manufacturing company. Baltimore, Md
Western Electric company, Chicago, III.;
Warren Webster & company, Philadelphia. Pa Geo. W.
Walker.
New York; R. T. White, Boston, Mass.;
Writing Telegraph company. New York; Wainwright
;

;

Electric Lights

The

on the Hudson River.

increase in the

number

of

electric light

plants in towns and cities along both shores of
the Hudson river is rapidly making the river at

Electrical exhibition:

American Electric Register company. Boston, Mass.;
American Electric Motor company. New Yorl<; American
Waltham Watch company, Boston, Mass. American Silk
Manufacturing company, St. Louis, Mo. American Watch
Tool company, Waltham, Mass. Akron Rubber company,
Akron, Ohio; American Tool and Machine company, Boston, Mass.; Automatic Switch company, Baltimore, Md.;
yEolian Organ & Music company, New York; Butler Hard
Rubber company, New York; Burton Electric company,
Richmond, Va. Bishop Gutta-percha company. New York,
N. Y.; W. L. Bundy, Auburn, N. Y.; Buckeye Engine
company, Salem, Ohio; Boston Electric company, Boston,
Mass. Ball Engine company, Erie, Pa.; Bernstein ElecCo.,
Boston, Mass.; J. H. Bunnell
tric company,
New York; Cleveland Electrical Manufacturing company,
Cleveland, Ohio; C. & C. Motor company, New Yorl;;
Cincinnati Electric Engine company, Cincinnati, Ohio;
Cole Conduit company, Detroit, Mich.; Central Electric
Thomas J. Connor, St. I.ouis,
company, Chicago, 111
Mo. Clark Bros ,Jielmont, N. Y.; Detroit Motor company,
Detroit. Mich.; Detroit Lubricator company, Detroit, Mich.;
Elektron Manufacturing company, Brooklyn, N. Y.;
Electro
Electrical Accumulator company, New York;
Dynamic company, Philadelphia, Pa.; Eastern Electric
Boston;
Easton
Electric
company.
New
Cable company,
Electric ConYork; Thomas A. Edison, Orange, N. J
struction & Supply company. New York; Eureka Electric
company, New York; Eureka Belting company. New
York; Elgin Telegraph ^; Telephone company, Elgin, Hi.;
FreeFindlay filass ^; (Jarbon company, St. Louis, Mo
man Dynamo ^: Motor company. New York; Seth W. FulBoston, Mass.; C. H Holmes, & Co., St. I^ouis,
ler,
Mo. Heisler Electric Light ^: Power company, St. Louis,
Mo.; Mill Clutch Works, Cleveland, Ohio; Illinois AngloAmerican Storage Battery company, Chicago, 111.; jeffery
& Co., Columbus Ohio; janney ^V Wickersham,
Pottstown, Pa.; Jaques Phonograph Toy company. Boston,
Mass.; Kester ICleciric company, Terre Haute, Ind.; LibA. A. Mceratti's JOIeotric Drum Corps, New N'ork;
Philadelphia,
Creary, New \'ork; Morris Tasker tS; Co
Pa Missouri Electric Light & Power company, St. Louis,
Mo. .Missouri Phonograph company, Kansas City, Mo.;
Municipal Signal company, Boston, Mo.; Monarch Alarm
Mitchell & Vance company.
company. Baltimore, Mrl
New \'ork; National Telephone company, Boston. Mass..
John T. Noye Manufacturing company, Buffalo, N. \'.;
company, (Cleveland. Ohio; Noble,
National Carbon
James, St. Louis, Mo New^'ork Insulated Wirccompany.
New York; Non-Magnetic Watch company, New York;
Oxicy. Giddings & Enos, New York; Perkins Lamp com;

;

;

;

;

^S:

;

;

;

;

;

FIGS.
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NEW
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Manufacturing company,

Boston,

Mass

;

ROSETTE.

Ziegler Bros.,

Boston, Mass
Pierce & Jones, New York; Sawyer Man Electric company. New York; Westinghouse Electric company, Pittsburg, Pa Thomson-Houston Electric company, Boston,
Fidelity Carbon company, St. Louis; Findlay Glass l\: Carbon company, Findlay, Ohio; A. C. Wolfram. St Louis
;

,

;

New

Rosette.

;

;

,

pany, llaitford,
i^orter Electric

('t.;

Parrish Bros.,

&

Peck, Detroit. Mich.;

company, St Louis, Mo.; Pond Engineer-

ing company St. Louis,

Mo

;

Pittsburg Electric comjiany,

The accompanying

illustrations

show a new

cut-out rosette and its application in incandescent work.
Usually, when a fuse is to be inserted, it is necessary to mount on a step ladder
in order to reach the rosette.
This is oftentimes
inconvenient, especially where the lamps are
hmig from high ceilings.
The idea embodied
in this new form is to have detachable fuse holder
so made that when a fuse is to be inserted the

brightly illuminated marine highway,
steamboats of the night lines are
well pleased with the situation, says a New
York paper, "When the clouds run high on a
cloudy night," said. a pilot, "you can see the reflections from the towns and cities lighted by the
electric lights, fully sixteen miles.
Yonkers is

night

and

a

pilots of

only seventeen mili^s from New York, and the
is very clear between
the two places,
l^retty soon you come into the electric light of

sight

Tarrytown and Nyack, and

it

lasts

you

till

you

get to Stony Point.
From the latter place up
through the Highlands it is very dark, but you
strike another electric light wave as you round
West Point. It is from Newburg, and the whole
of Newburg Bay is lighted by it.
That wave
lasts you till you get to New Hamburg, or after
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yiiii

iiiuikI llic

kcc'psic electric
for twelve
roiiiided

iir tliirteeii

('rum

miles, or

ICIIidw.

It

till

all

after

makes

yiiii

a

have

pilot's

work iiuieh easier than before the electric lights
were invented, and if the plants increase north
of ronKhkeepsie as rapidly as they have south
the Hudson will soon be illuminated ni>;lits ,ill
the way between New Xurk anil Albany."

WhlttinRham Automatic Switch
The

cuts illustrate the Whittin;;liam automatic motor switches.
In l''i)j.
the
switch is compo.sed of two levers anil a handle
moving on one center bearing. One of these
iloublc pole circuit-closing
levers carries
a
ilcvice, which, when operated by the spring co[inected with the handle, enters the three spring
contacts on the left of the box.
The other, or
,ic

I

Warner

Dans Kammcr, when the I'mighwave is seen, ami ymi huld that

i)iii|i,uiyiug

1

In

the

Warner

Electric Light Gauf^e.

ai-comp.inying cut

elec trie
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light

illuslralc'd

is

g.nig('.

It

,ind clear di;d .iboin six inchi's in

has a l.irge
diameter.
It

bi^at" .mil
known ,1 a z(;ro gauge.
the large pointer stands perpendii niarly
or ;il "o," he current is normal, and thi' gauge
an be scl lor a normal current of .iny sln^nglh
from i)i\f to fifty .amperes. The figures above
and below ilenote the number of amperes above
or below the normal current to whii:l) the gauge
is
set.
The gauge shown in the cut is set
for a norjn.d current of ten amperes and one
above woidd be eleven amperes or one below
woidd represent nine amperes.
The pointer
shown in the opening in the dial indicates the
direction in which the current is llowmg and
will point toward the neg.itive binding post.
The g.iuge is furnished with an alarm attachment which will ring the bell shown at any desired variation of the current above or below
the normal point.
This is of great advant.agc
to any one operating an electric light plant as
attention is immediately called when anything
is wrong.
A smaller size of this gauge is made
for alarm circuits.
When the current drops to
a certain point or the line is broken, the alarm
bell will ring imtil stopped, or the trouble is remcilied. The bell will also ring in case a ground
c:omes on the line to ilisable a part of the circuit.
The dial is of wide range and the
instrument is very .sensitive.
It
is
in no wise
affected by outside influences.
The gauge is
made by the Standard Electric Time company of
New Haven, Conn., and is handled in the West
by Ci. A. Harmount, Chicago, III.
is

vantage cxr:cpt under the dazzling brilliancy of
trie liglils.
A more gorgeous spectacle cannot be iniagin<-d than is pre.sentcd here, .ind the
managers assert lli.it its success is due largely
to till- excellent light which they have.
"No
ni.itter what we might have," said a thcalriiral
manager, "it wouldn't do iis any good ur less wc
had the light to show it off. Striking and bril-

irlei

the

"ile.iil

When

I

I

Electric Lights In

what wc desire in spectacular
and we can gel them only with electric

liant effects are

pieces,
light."

.\t MiVicker's the "Teinpesl" affords another
opportunity to display elaborate scenery and

costuming

to a good ailvantage, and for this
piece over .(oo ini andesccnl lamps are utilizeij
on the stage.
The effect is marvelous, but the
grandeur and glare of these hundreds of lights
is even surpasseil in scenes in
which electricity
is used
to produce subtle effects.
The most
prominent probably is the storm at .sea, where a

'

Chicago Theaters.

The

i-ic.

I.

wnrniNcuAM

ACi'oMAi'ic swircH.

under lever is, to a certain extent, under the
control of the circuit-closing lever, in that it cannot advance until the circuit-closer has been
thrown into its contacts. The movement of this
lower lever is one of the novel points of the
switch, as it is moved and governed by the dash
pot connected to one end; the other end terminates in roller contacts, carrying current to
the armature through the different graduations
of resistance.
As this switch is operated entirely by the
spring connected to the handle, it will be seen
that both the start and the stop of the switch
must be instantaneous, as the spring in both
cases passes the center before acting.
'I'he fu.se clamps on the right of the box are
under the counterbalance of the circuit-closing
lever when the switch is in use; and should the
fu.se burn, from an overload of the motor, the
switch must be returned to the "off" position
before the fuse can be replaced; consequently
there can be no burned fingers through forget-

use of electric ligl.ts for illuminating
theaters in Chicago has long since cea.sed to be
an experiment, and now it is accepted as the
only means to afford sufficient light.
This is
especially true when great brilliancy is required in
presenting spectacular pieces and securing striking effects, lust at present therearetwo notable
examples in Chicago, where the "Tempest" and
"Kluebeard, Jr." are witnessed each week by
thousands.
It would not be amiss to .say here
that another point of superiority of the electric
light over other forms of illumination is that it
does not produce heat. If gas were used to
light McVicker's and the Chicago Opera House,
where these pieces are given, the heat alone
from the gas would make it impossible to con-

WAKNER

El.KCTRIC LIGHT CAUCK.

ship is tossed about before the
audience, while occasional flashes of lightning
reveal the terrors of the situation.
It is thoroughly realistic, and the climax is reached when
lightning strikes the ship, shivering the mast and
disjilaymg the horror-stricken crew and passengers huildled together in the sinking vessel.
Probably nothing in the way of sceniceffects ho-S
been produced that created more interest than
this scene.
It surpassed the finest production
of the artist's genius on canvas; it was life-like
and awe-inspiring. The contrivance for producing these effects is very simple that for the
(limax especially. When the scene for the shipfidl-rigged

—

fulness.

The
on any

switch shown in Kig.
size of

motor up

somewhat tlifferent
shown in Kig. 1, as

2 is

intended for use

to 2 horse power,

and

is

construction from that
in it only one lever is used
for closing the circuit and cutting out the resistance.
This lever is actuated by quick throw
springs connected with the handle, and is controlled by a vibrating escapement governor.
The shut-down is instantaneous and without
spark when the motor is running up to speed.
It can easily be seen that it is absolutely impossible to shut down a motor without throwing
the resistance of the box in series with the armature.
Therefore, there is no danger of a short
circuit through the armature.
The advantages
of an automatic switch are apparent,
.\sarule,
the Whittingham switches are so constructed
that the governors remove the resistance from
the armature circuit in about ten seconds; but, of
course, if the motor is on very heavy work, it can
be arranged to move more slowly. These switches
are particularly useful in electric elevator and
pumping work, as they can shut down or start a
motor by means of a rope. In the construction
of the switches the iron castings are malleable
and nickel-plated. .Ml spring contacts are phosphor-bronze. The door is made with glass panel.
The switches are manufactured by the .-Vutomatie
Switch company of Baltimore.
in

WHITTINCHAM AUTOMATIC SWITCH.
tinue during the

houses, can

summer months.

.\s

it is,

the

be kept comparatively cool when

electric lights .are used.

the Chicago Opera House "Bluebeard, Jr."
put on with a wealth of scener)' and costuming that could not be displayed to such an ad.\t

is

wreck is prepared, the boat is put in position and
an iron ring is suspended around the top of the
To this is attached a flexible and thormast.
oughly insulated conductor, which is connected
up. On the mast is nailed a strip of lead. This
extends from the point on the mast where the
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ring is suspended to a point about a foot from
At the appointed moment
the deck of the boat.
the iron ring is released, and as it glides down
the mast its course is marked by a flash producing a truly realistic representation of lightning.
It might be interesting to note at this time the
growing popularity in theatrical circles of elec-

Not only does

tric lighting.

this

form

of illu-

favor with the patrons of the
theaters and the players, but also with the manThey find it economical. Nearly every
agers.
theater in Chicago is lighted by electricity. The
Academy of Music on the West Side was the
Both incandescent
first to make the change.
and arc lamps are used there. McVicker's, the
Columbia, the Grand, Chicago Opera House,
Baker's, the Haymarket, are all illuminated by

mination

find

station

is

located on the East River at Eightieth

street.

This building, Mr. Wheeler says, is the latest
largest that has been put up for electric
light purposes.
It has a capacity nearly double
that of any other station, having accommodations for engines of 5,000 horse power and

and

dynamos

for 70,000 lights.
It was built upon
the most approved plan, with the aid of the experience gained with former stations.
It is fireproof, and very substantial, and is the best arranged station in the city. The current is carried to the center of the city in comparatively
small wires over a well built line of poles. From
this line the wires are turned off at convenient

August

3,

of the largest size, which are placed
in
basement of the building, as shown in F'ig.

The

wires

come

in at

1889
the
4.

the right of the picture

through the wall of the vault from the subway.
They are carried horizontally along the wall to
the left, and after passing through a large
switch, by which they may be interrupted and
the entire current cut oft" from the theater, they
are tapped by branch wires, which supply the
primary coils of the five powerful converters
seen in the converter room.
The house wires, connected with the secondary

coils, are

carried upstairs to a large switchat one side of the proscenThe wires from the lights in all

board on the stage

ium

arch.

The Casino

will have an electric
opened in the fall under its new
management, and Hooley's is now being wired.
The Edison company will furnish its current
from the central station. The contract calls for
800 lights, but it is thought more will be added,
and possibly 1,000 be carried.
In the arrangement of the lights chandeliers will be dispensed
with and lights will dart from nooks and corners
or be bunched in clusters.
Thirty lamps will be
arranged about the balcony rail and thirty on
the gallery rail.
These will be fixed in ornaments and add greatly to the appearance of the
theater.
The clusters in the balcony and gal
lery will be fixed on the posts and 66 lights will
be distributed on the rear circle of the gallery
and balcony. The boxes will have twenty lights
The proscenium arch will have 37 lights, and
there will be two rows in the "sunlight," 25 ni
each tier. In the foot row there will be 40
lights, and each of the five borders will have 30
lamps.
There will also be two ground rows ot
24 each, and eight bunches containing 48 lamps
The remainder of the lights will be distributed
in the dressing rooms, offices, basement and the
entrance to the theater. The rheostat will be in
the basement, and the switches will be on the
stage, thus controlling the lights throughout the
house from one point. The three-wire system

electricity.

plant

will

when

it is

be employed.

Electric Lighting in

New

York.

number

of Hnipcr's Wcek/v ap
pears an extended article on electric lighting
in New York by Schuyler S. Wheeler, expert of
the New York Board of Electrical Control.
That city, he says, possesses more of the practical applications of electricity than any other
place in the world, and is the most extensively
developed center of electrical industries.
Of the many illustrations which accompany
the article, several are herewith reproduced.
Kig. I shows a network of wires before Mayor
drant's brigade of linemen and pole-choppers
commenced operations. The view is taken on
Broadway, looking north toward the corner of
John street, within two blocks of- the City Hall.
The line on the left-hand side of the street is
the telegraph, while on the right is the teleIn the

last

phone route, each carrying about Soo wires.
Under each of these is a line of electric light
poles.
There are also in the picture fire alarm,
burglar-alarm, police, stock "ticker," postal
telegraph and private wires in confusion. When
the subject was agitated with a view to clearing
the streets it was found that at least half of the
100,000 miles of wire in the city were unneces.sary, and
could be removed, leaving 50,000
miles actually in use.
The city authorities then
took the matter up, and have been engaged in
removing such poles and wires for about one
year.
About twenty-five hundred poles and
two thousand miles of wire have already been
cut down.
All the subway streets are now
entirely cleared of wires except the few in which
are the fire department circuits, which must not
be interfered with, and have not been removed.
An idea of the api)earance of the generating
room of the station of the Brush Electric Light
company, at 210 Pvlizabeth street, the largest of
its kind in the world, may be
had from Fig. 2,
'i'he electrical generators, or dynamos, are arranged in rows, with suftieient space between
for the passage of the attendants.
F'g' 3 gives a view of the dynamo room of
the Manhattan Electric Eight company which
employs the Slattcry induction system. The

I'U;.
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corners, and carried across town on other poles
to the terminals of the subways where they are
connected to the corresponding cables underground, which in turn are connected by branches
A great many
to numerous theaters and stores.
public places are lighted from these wires, the
current which can be carried by 'each one
of them, when transformed by the converters into currents of low pressure, being sufficient to light a large number of lamps.
To show the arrangement of the rest of the
system, we illustrate the appliances as used in a
'I'wenty-third
street,
well-known theater in
where fourteen hundred lights are supplied by
converters through two slender wires which run
six miles from the station.
The wires, after
passing through the subways from the pole lines
to the theater are connected to five converters

NEW YORK

CITY.

house are run separately to this
are here controlled by switches
placed within reach of the gas-man, that name
being given in theaters to the man who attends
the lights, whether they be gas or electric.
The
"gas-man," standing at the lamp-regulator board,
a view of which is given in F'ig, 5, has instantaneous control of every light in the building.
These lights are very convenient for theatrical
people, because they can be turned on instantly
without the aid of a torch. They do not produce enough heat to cause discomfort in warm
weather, and be.ng sealed in glass globes, they
cannot vitiate the air nor set fire to inflammable materials on the stage.
One of these incandescent lamps, though it be covered with
highly combustible material, will set nothing on
fire, even if the glass globe is broken oft'.
parts of
point,

the

and

Aiiijusl
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Extending Chicago's Fire and Police
TeleRraph System.
When the cily of 'liica;;() ;i<'iiniic(l Ilic irn
meiist territory it now oeeiipies uwinj; to tlie
amiexatioii of Hyde Park anil other siibnrhs, it

In

assumed the responsihility of
and lire protection for these

fnrnishin>{ police
districts.

.'\n

in-

spection of the affairs of the anne.xeil districts reveals the fact that they were sadly in need of

says the whole matter can he arbefore January ist, however.

Ilarrett

I'rof.

r.inj;ed

(
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Lake View and

Jeffer.soii, stranjje

though

may

appear, there was no system whatever,
and il will he necessary U) establish one immediately.
.\lready work is under way, and in
a short time the residents of those places will
learn what it is like, living in a cily that is more
than a citv in name.
Tlu- electrical department
it

That settled it. The professor ^avc ilicm his
word he would have a rire-alariii box on every
street corner and police ielc){raph Nvrvice in
every house if they wanted il.
In the town of
Jefferson the cItixcnK are
equally an.xious for improvements at the expcnite
of others.
It is said the town once had a fire
alarm system established, but ihoiiKht it was a
needless expense, so they discontiiiticd it, .Some
still
in the possession of the

of the poles are
authorities.

Storage Battery Factory
The

I'umpelly Storage iV Electric .Motor crjinpany has just opened its new factory at I'lymonth, Ind.
This factory, which has about
25,000 sipiare feet of Moor space, is the lari;est
factory in the country devoted solely to the purpose of manufacturing electric storage l)attcries.
It is fully equipped with
the most modern machinery, and can turn out about six hundreil
cells per day.
'I'he I'umpelly company has been
manufacturing, in a limited way in Chicago, un-

,.-jJc

FlC.

2

LLFCIRR lUMllNc;

Hyde

Park, South Chicago and the
Lake had indifferent systems. The
police, telegraph and fire-alarm systems em|iloyed in these places were on the same scale as all
Under
other departments of the public service.
the direction of City Electrician Barrett, the work
of establishing a thorough system will be accomplished before January ist, it is hoped, and all
of this territory will be connected with the
protection.
Town of

IN .\KW

YORK

WW-

CITV.

'

I

of the city of Chicago will in consequence of
these changes increase about 25 per cent.
In this connection. City Electrician Barrett
tells a number of incidents that will bear repeating.
In Lake View last year an appropriation
of $250 was made for the "electrical department"
and $43 still remains to the credit of the city.
When a number of prominent citizens called on
Prof, Barrett a few days after they "came in,"

AND

KIGS. 4
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ElECTRIC LIGHTING IN

increased business

made

NEW YORK

CITY.

imperative that
it should have its own factory.
.\ large pan of
its business comes from its contracts with the

til its

it

North .-Vmerican Phonograph A: Graphophone
company, and its partner concern, the .Vmerican
Motor company. The business from this source
alone,

is

it

estimated, will

average during the

cells per day.
The
reports orders in the last week from
the Western Electric company for use in its Chicago factory, from the Fort Wayne Jenney Electric Light company for lighting its factory at
Fort Wayne, from the St. Paul railroad company
for car lighting purposes, and for two large instal-

coming

year, three

hundred

company

KU;

3.

ELECTRIC LlfiHTING IN

NEW YORK

CITY.

lations in

headquarters in City
however, a sub-station

hall.

will

For the present,
be established

at

and Wentworth avenue, and
all messages repeated from
that st.ition to the
central office.
This will be necessary until radical changes can be made in the systems in use
in these districts.
There are two distinct systems in service in these places, and neither is
like that approved by and in use in Chicago.
Si.xty-third street

and demanded the immediate e.\tension of the
lines of the fire service, police and city telegraph
to the northern boundary of Lake View, he
asked them how much money they had. "Haven't
got none," was the reply.
"Well, how are you going to build lines without money?" persisted the city electrician.
"What did we come into Chicago for?"
chimed in one of the party.

Omaha.

Victory for the Ball Engine

Company.

In the patent suit of A. L. Ide Cv: Son again.st
the Ball Engine company of Erie, Penn., for infringement of use of dash pot in fly-wheel gov-

Judge Blodgett of Chicago, on July 22d.
handed down his opinion in favor of the Ball
Engine company.

ernor.

;
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practical, and the writers will doubtless handle
It will
the topics in an entertaining manner.
also be noticed that Dr. Moses will address the
convention on the much-discussed subject of
executing capital sentences by the. application
There should be a large attendof electricity.
ance at the convention, and there probably will
be.
Niagara Falls is a charming place to visit
in the summer time, and the members of the
association need no assurance that they will be
delightfully entertained.
Every member should
plan to be present.

)

Eastern Office: 135 Temple Court,NewYoek.
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Electric launches now form one of the
principal attractions of the Thames.
The Viscountess Bury, at the time the largest electric
boat afloat, was illustrated in the Western
Electrician several months ago.
A new
launch has just been constructed, which will
comfortably accommodate seventy persons. The
upper Thames it is stated is now studded with
charging stations. While the original cost of
an electric boat is somewhat more than a steam
launch it possesses advantages which may be
considered as an offset.
The owner of the electric boat can lay it up for any length of time
without the anxiety and constant attention that
must be required to keep an engine in good
order.
Although a 40-foot electric launch
costs more than a 40-foot steam launch, it is
not so clear that an electric boat to accommodate
forty people is any more costly than one with a
steam engine for ihe same number, the fact
being that with electric propulsion the proportion of space available for passengers is so much
greater.

Referee Becker, who
inflicting

Those who have been on shipboard during a
know what clumsy means are em-

ployed to keep dishes upon the tables in the
dining saloon. A Brazilian inventor to whom a
])atent has just been issued proposes to remedy
this annoyance attendant on sea voyages.
His
idea is to utilize an electro-magnetic device. To
the under side
of
dishes will be attached
small pieces of iron and on the tables will be
laid long strips of soft iron to which wires leading to a battery will be connected.
The use of
this electro-magnetic appliance will not mar the
appearance of tables, and certainly it should
prove effective.

As

in another column the prothe convention of the National
Electric Light Association which meets at
Niagara Falls, August 6th, 7th and Sth, has
Although additions will be
be en published.
111 ade to
it, the programme is of a most interesting character.
The subjects of the papers are

will

be seen
for

is in

search of informa-

throw light on the question of
the death penalty by the application

which

64

severe storm

electric

oil."

tion

ters.

in

plant which will light up your tunnels, run your
tramways operate elevators in your shafts, and
work your drills. Ten men with drills operated
by electricity can take out as much ore and tunnel as far as 100 men with picks, shovels and
blasting material.
The wages of ninety men
would soon pay for an electric plant. Besides,
you can light your buildings and save insurance

64

A CABLE dispatch announcing the death at
London, Eng., of George S. Ladd, of San Francisco, Cal, has been received.
Mr. Ladd was
president of the Pacific Bell Telephone company and was one of the most prominent men
in electrical circles on the slope, or in fact in
the country.
He had long been identified with
electrical interests and for a number of years
had taken a prominent part in telephone mat-

have appeared

these columns descriptive of electrical appliances
used in mining.
It seems to be conceded that
mining will constitute an important field for the
work of the electrical engineer. A mine owner
recently said: "Electricity is going to revolutionize mining, as it has already done some other
industries, and the time will come when it will
be the sole force used for bringing up gold and

will

of electricity, took

gramme

August

considerable valuable testimony last week.
Interest naturally centered
in the testimony of Mr. Edison.
His views differed materially from those which other experts
had expressed. In the first place, he was confident that the resistance of the human body
could be accurately measured by the Wheatstone
bridge.
He thought that the high resistances
referred to by witnesses were the results of poor
contacts.
He had measured the resistances of
250 men at his laboratory at Orange. The average resistance was 1000 ohms. The extremes
were 1800 and 600.
He thought that criminals
could be put to death instantly and without pain
if the alternating current were
employed. Mr,
Edison's ideas on this point were positive.
LTnquestionably his views will have great weight
with the referee. His reputation would demand
that they receive great attention; but in addition
Mr. Edison's ideas were clearly expressed, and
there could by no possibility be any misunderstanding of his exact meaning.
In his tilts with
counsel Mr, Edison rather got the best of the
legal gentlemen.
The New York press seems to be almost unanimous in its condemnation of the application of
electricity for executing capital sentences.
One
of the most severe editorials on the subject appeared in a recent number of the New York Sim,
from which the following is an extract: "It is hard
to conceive of a more horrible experiment than
that which will be made on Kemmler, if his sentence of death by electricity is carried into
effect.
In a secret place, he will be compelled

3,

1889

go through a process of mental and moral,
not also bodily torture, and nobody can foretell how long it will last.
Instead of the one
hangman of ancient and odious memory, there
will be required for Kemmler a force of electo
if

trical executioners,

*

*

*

Mj-,

Brown's ma-

chine can only be operated properly under the
immediate direction of educated men, expert
electricians.
If the experiment is to be made
on Kemmler, it must, of course, be conducted
by men so equipped, with the assistance of experienced subordinates.
In order to demonstrate the efficiency of his machine against hostile professional criticism, of course Mr, Brown
himself will be obliged to superintend the job;
but we doubt very much whether he will find
many volunteers among electricians to assist
him at his horrible work,"

A gentleman who

interested in electric
been recently interviewed concerning the proposed International exposition in 1892,
He says: "The advance in the arts and inventions between now
and 1892 will make another exposition necessar)r.
In the electrical world with which I am
connected there will be such developments that
I do not expect to see a single horse car in New
York, in 1*92.
There will be roads run by
electricity to take you to any part of the city
and up to the Exposition buildings, no matter
where the site is. There will be enough electrical inventions alone to fill a big building,
and to make it worth the while of everybody to
come, only to see them.
The things that were
novelties at the Paris Exposition will be antiquated before 1892,
The New York Exposition will show American progress to the inhabitants of the globe.
Three years is ample
time to prepare for the exposition. When the
site is selected arrangements can be made to
have elevated roads and electric and cable cars
run to the spot. The water facilities of the city
can also be used to aid the transportation by
land,"
lighting in

New York

is

city has

This statement is interesting, but it will be
noticed that the gentleman who is interviewed
assumes that the exposition must of necessity
be held in New York.
Chicago papers are
vigorously setting forth the advantages of the
AVestern metropolis as an exposition city, and
have high hopes of securing the prize.

There is more than local significance in the
controversy which opened in New York city last
week over the proposition to substitute the cable
for horses on the Third avenue line. According
to a recent amendment to the New York surface
railroad act, the railroad commissioners have the
right to grant to a railway company the privilege
of changing its motive power. The Third avenue
company presented a formal application to use a

cable system.
The corporation counsel opposed
the grant on the ground that the amendment
was unconstitutional. In this view he was supported, he said, by eminent attorneys whom he
had consulted.
He thought the grant would be
practically equivalent to the grant of a new
charter.
It is well known that Mayor Grant opposes the project and contemplates the construction
of an undeiground system of railways
which will clear the business districts of surface
roads.
This is probably the cause of the opposition of the city authorities.
There appears,
however, to be an additional reason. It is said
that the proposed cable road will be controlled
by the Philadelphia syndicate, whose cable construction, it is asserted, is of a flimsy character.
Naturally enough, residents of the metropolis do
not wish to see a system adopted which has in
many places proved unsatisfactory in the extreme.
The controversy will be watched with interest
also for the reason that similar laws have been
proposed in other states. In Illinois a law was
passed giving to street railways the right to employ electric motors or cable systems without
consulting city councils or property owners.
The measure was vetoed by the governor, not
because he deemed it unconstitutional as such a
measure is asserted to be in New York city, but
because he thought its terms made street car
companies too independent.

August
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Electric Micrometer.

the case of the IClcclric Accmnulator
against the Julien I^lectiic company
and another. Thegronndson which the a|)plication was asked, were: hirst, that the court erred
in holding that the l-'aure patent (owned by the
IClectrical .Accunnd.itor company) disclosed invention; second, on the ground of new evidence; third, because the complainant should
not have been permitted to file a disclaimer.
In his decision the court says:
ing

Mechanical Dot-iilsof Electrical
Machinery.
Hv A. J. Shaw.

iji

company

ihe need of some
means for detcrniininn' correctly the lliickness of
While the dealer buys by \veit;ht
leather taps.
he sells taps by the piece. As a conse(|uence if
leather thicker than that ordered is sent to a
customer the ilcaler may easily lose money by
Means were needed therefore
the transaction.
by which taps could be sorteil accordinj,' to their
thickness accurately, speedily aiul ccoiioinically.
'I'he problem of constructinjr a nuK'hine which
would accomplish the work, was sul)milted to
Force JSain of Chicago, as he has of late made a
specialty of utilizinjj the electric current in connection with machines usually operated mech.anically.
Mr. liain's solution of the problem is
shown in the accompanyinj; cut. The machine
is an electric micrometer which can sort pieces
of leather according to thickness and distribute
them in separate receptacles. It separates taps
which vary in thickness as little as one-thousandth of an inch.
It
has a capacity of 5,000
Desides sorting the pieces of
taps per liour.
leather the machine automatically records the
When the
number ]ilaced in each receptacle.
machine is in operation all that is reipiired of the
attendant is to put the taps in a trough like bo.v.

Dealers

ELECTRICIAN,

in leallirr lia\c- iCIl

the

petition contain Ihc opinion of SL'VLT.-il scicntiiic ^rciitlciiien to the effect tlhil the (irnl
ground for rehearinj, is well founded. No new fiicts urc
preseiUetl, except in one inst.ince, and their verity is de'['he .-uruL'tvits rtttachcti to

nied hy two .'dli;nils for tlicconiphdn.'int.
Moreover, it appears th.-it, upon this proposition, the complain.nnt's experts
a situation not wholly novel in patent cause.
If, therefore, the
application were granted, it is alto^jetiier probable that
alter the parties had been [uit to the trouble and expense of
producing another vohniie of opinions, the court would be
constrainui to reach tlie same lesidt as before.
The very
ipiestion now presented was at that time carefidly considered; it was thoUKht then, and it is thought now, Ih.-it
Faure's electrodes have certain characteristics, so plain that
no scientilic testimony is necessary to emphasize them,
which distinguish Iheni from preceding structures, and that
there is room enough in tlie an for his restricted invention,
even after giving Mr. liiush full credit for his experiments.
If it be true that Faure's batteries arc inferior to,
or no better than others, the question naturally suggests ii-

absohuely disagree with the defendant's experts

—

In the practical application of eltctricil machinery to heavy work, more failures have re-

sulted from lack of sufficient attention to mechanical iletall.s of construction than from any
other single caiisc, if not more than from

other causes combined.
Many electricians
have never learned to look upon electrical machinery as anything more than laboratory apparatus.
This m;iy be due to the fact that they arc
scientific
e.tpcrimentcrs and not mechanics.
This is not universally the case, however, for,
that some arc fine mechanical :is well as electrical engineers is shown by the character of their
work.
In designing dynamos and motors for heavy
duty, a liberal margin should always be allowed
for overloading, aouse and neglect, not only in
all

the electrical portion of the apparatus, but in all
the mechanical details as well.
lirush holders in which the brushes are held
in place by small nurled head set screws; binding posts and flim.sy connectors In or to which
still more unsubstantial screws are expected tr) secure large conductors, are things which one would
hardly e.vpect to find on dynamos and motors

reputed first-class makers; but one docs
them, nevertheless.
Screws for connections should have square or
hexagonal heads in all cases when possible, and
set and binding post screws should have heads
frotn
find

of the

ELtCCTRIC

A

M ICRO.METER.

adjusted behind the taps
which keeps them in an upright position arrd
maintains a constant pressure as they are fed
from the trough into two abutting fingers.
The taps are in return fed from the
trough into micrometer fingers which pass
follower

is

then

The fingers which
successively into position.
around by a ratchet
movement
are
fed
pause a short time over the receptacles for taps.
When a micrometer finger reaches one of these
bins in which the tap that it holds should be
dropped, the inner e.xtension of the finger
touches an electric contact, and the tap will fall
from the jaws. The operation of the finger is
made to actuate a counter which indicates the
number of taps in any receptacle. The apparatus is furnished with current by a small dynatno
specially constructed for the purpose.
The machine is simple and accurate, and is not liable to
get out of order.
Its operation is perfect.
The
whole appliance is the invention of Mr. Bain.
The patents which are now pending are assigned
to Wilder & Co., of Chicago, for whom the machine was constructed.

Storage Battery

Litigation.

of the Western Electrician it was stated that Judge Coxe in the
United States Court for the Southern District of

In the

last

New York had

number

denied the application for a rehear-

— why are not the

defendants content to use the other
injunction can do them no harm, and if
they can establish their position before the master it is not
easy to see how they can be seriously injured by an award
of damages.
The anxiety displayed to use Faure's invention is surely incompatible with the theory that other supports are as good as, or better than his.
Regarding the
Pulvermacher patents, it may well be doubted whether a
sufiicient excuse has been presented for not having before
offered them in evidence: but even were this otherwise, it
is entirely clear that they contribute no fact to the art
It
is not pretended that they relate to secondary batteries.
What they show as to primary batteries was sufficiently
demonstrated before.
The subsequent patents granted to
Fdure may be invalid because of the patent in suit. But.
even were they properly in evidence, it is not easy to see
why the patent in suit be invalidated, or a disclaimer refused, because of them.
In conclusion Judge Coxe says the defendant has had
a fair hearing and that it would be unjust to the plaintiS
to reopen the case.
The defendant's remedy is by appeal.
self

batteries?

The

Moisture in the Telephone Cables.
The very humid atmosphere of July iSth was
the cause of considerable annoyance to both the
subscribers and operators of the Chicago telephone exchange. It was found that the fle.\ible
cord connections in the switch-boards absorbed
enough moisture from the surrounding air to interfere with the service.
As the trouble is nowlocated, no annoyance of the same sort need be
apprehended on damp days in the future.

The Thomson- Houston company
contract for lighting Joliet.

III.

has been awarded the

same shape.

.Screws

requiring

too fre-

quent adjustment to make the use of a wrench
undesirable should have liberal "wing" heads or
heads with cross-pins.
Nurled heads are an
abomination and should never be used on heavy
machinery under any circumstances.
Screws to which connections are made by
twisting the wire around them, should be especially substantial, and should in all cases be
provided with liberal washers.
In many engineering establishments it is one
of the unwritten rules never to use a set screw
less than, say. three-eighths or a bolt less than
one-half or five-eighths of an inch in diameter,
except by "special dispensation."
Even when
the nominal load on the bolt is such that
it might be carried by one that is much
smaller,
it has been found the only
safe way to allow a
liberal margin for contingencies; such, for instance, as a burly laborer at the end of a monkey WTench. Similar rules, modified as to the
sizes of the bolts and screws to be u.sed, should
apply to hea\y electrical work.
The "factor of safety" has been called a "factor of ignorance."
It should sometimes
be
based on the ignorance of the user.
.\ motor designed specially for very heavy
duty in a situation where anything more than
the most ordinary care was not to be expected,
was provided with connectors having three-sixteenths inch slot-headed brass screws for securing conductors of No. 4 .-V. \\. O. wire.
It is,
perhaps, superfluous to state that some of these

screwed themselves off, instead of in. and had to
be replaced with screws of iron.
Not only are liberally proportioned screws less
likely to get broken, twisted off, or otherwise
crippled, than the imitation fastenings often furnished, but better contacts, and consequently
less trouble from heating as well as a higher
electrical efficiency, are obtainable, as the larger
screws can be set down hard enough to exert
a reasonable degree of pressure.
There is a motor in the market, the brush
holders of which are pitted with brass screws
about three sixteenths of an inch in diameter
with nurled heads about five-eighths of an inch
in diameter.
One of these screws is supposed
to be sufiicient to clamp the brush securely in
place.
It did hold for a short time, when the
brush slipped, was readjusted, and soon slipped
again.
'This time a persuader was applied, in
the shape of a pair of pliers, and the brush did
not slip again.
When it became necessary to readjust the

brush on account of wear, the set screw seemed
disinclined to let go.
On inspection it was
found that the part of the screw between the
point and the yoke, into which it was tapped,
was somewhat larger than when made. The
screw was finally gotten out, but the thread in
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It was then tapped fivethe holder was ruined.
sixteenths, and fitted with an ordinary case hardThis is not quite
ened, square head, set screw.
as handsome, from the apparatus maker's standpoint, as the original arrangement, but it is much
more satisfactory to the man who runs the motor.
especially
of
the
Set screws of brass,
rod commonly used, are
soft yellow brass
a nuisance, as the points invariably upset

as soon as

up

tight.

any attempt is made to screw them
There are situations in .which iron or

screws are inadmissible, but they can
nine places out of ten in which those
of brass are considered the only orthodox thing.
Some makers of fittings are using them quite

steel set

be used

in

extensivel}^,

and

it

is

certainly

a

start

in

the

right direction.

The brass yokes which carry the armature
bearings are sometimes very weak. This state
of things arises, no doubt, from a laudable desire
on the part of the maker to economize in the
weight of brass, although in many cases it is
due simply to bad design, as there is sufficient
metal in the yokes to make them amply rigid, if
it were properly disposed.
In motors from which the power is taken by a
belt, this weakness is not always so perceptible;
but when a pinion on the armature shaft is substituted for the belt pulley, the lack of strength
may become only too apparent.
There is scarcely any single mechanical detail in a dynamo or motor in which weakness is
more fatal than in the armature shaft, and yet
this defect is not uncommon. On account of the
high speed at which they run armature shaft
On
bearings are necessarily made very long.
this account, in order that they may not deflect
in their own length, the diameter should be considerably greater than that due to the torque
alone.
A long bearing which springs is worse
than a short one, which is rigid; and a bearing
which is amply large, as far as ultimate strength
is concerned, may deflect very appreciably when
subjected to the cross pull of the driving belt or
the reaction of a small pinion.
In one case, that of a motor, the power of
which was transmitted through a small pinion,
as in street-car work, the bearing next to the
pinion was worn very badly in a very short time,
apparently from this cause alone, the weakness
of the shaft.
The low surface velocity of the
journal due to the small diameter is very desirable, but is paid for too dearly when obtained at
a sacrifice of strength.
Any increase of velocity
of sliding due to an enlarged diameter is partially
if not entirely compensated for by the increase in
the bearing area and the reduction of pressure
per unit of surface. Switches are frequently constructed in a very unsubstantial manner, with insufficient surface and poor contacts.
In a certain
reversing switch, the insulating surface on
which the sliding block runs after, leaving the last block of the rheostat, is of wood.
This wood wears away quite rapidly, and the
process is hastened by the temporary arc formed
between the blocks on breaking contact, and
finally the wood surface has become so much
lower than the rheostat blocks as to render the
operation of the switch somewhat difficult.
In a switch designed to control a motor attached to machinery in a foundry, the rheostat
lever was connected to the hand lever by a light
bar pivoted on the points of small headless brass
screws.
No provision was made for preventing
the loosening of these screws except the tightness of their fit in the threads.
Owing to a
change in the arrangement of the machinery,
this switch was not used.
How long it would
have remained in working order under the conditions necessarily obtaining in a foundry, ought
not to be difficult to predict.
Sliding contacts can hardly be made too
large; it is very easy to make them too small.
On this account sliding contacts are preferable
to rolling contacts, wherever it is possible to use
them.
Roiling contacts conveying heavy currents are troublesome things, as everyone who
has tried them can testify. I'his does not apply
to the higher voltages and smaller (juantities
usual in street car service.

Not

machinery

is open
to the
preceding paper, as
there is
is fully up to the standard
of the best mechanical work in design and con-

all

electrical

made in
much which

criticisms

struction.

the
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Electrical Executions.
Great in'erest was manifested in the hearing
ler

case

New York

in

last

week owing

in the

Kemm-

to the fact that

He was
T. Carpenter
Smith of Philadelphia, whose claim that he had received at
different times full charges of current from alternating machines similar to that to be used in Kemmler's case, was
After explaining that he was
discredited by Mr Edison.
an inventor and had devoted twenty-six years to the study
and application of elcLtricity, he testified: "The continuous current is like the continuous flowing of water through
The intermittent current is like
a pipe in one direction
the flowing of water through a similar pipe for a given time
in one direction, then reversing and Rowing in the opposite direction for a given time, and so on.
I believe tJhat
in the Westinghouse dynamo system there are about ijjO
Thomas A. Edison was
called

by the

the principal witness.

state to offset the testimony of

alternations or reversals of the current
a second.
In
reply to the question, "What is your opinion of the accuracy of the Wheatstone bridge in
measuring the
resistance of the human body?"
witness replied: "It is
accurate, more so than the foot-rule for the measurement
of length."'
He had made numerous experiments Sunday,
July 2 [St, at his laboratory in Orange, N. J., to determine
the average resistance of the human body.
His tests had
been varied and included 250 subjects
The average resistance was 1,000 ohms, the extremes being i,Soo and
660. The tests were made by immersing the hands in Leyden jars, each containing an electrode and filled with a solution of caustic potash,
The potash was used to saponify
the natural oil upon the hands and make contact perfect.
"Is it your opinion that the high figures of resistance
which have been quoted to us here as the results of other
experiments were due to imperfect contact?"
"Yes, there are enormous variations caused by the conditions of the skin. These make a tendency to high figures.
But by overcoming the effect of the oil and dirt upon the
hands with the saponifying potash there is a normal condi"
tion obtained and a more perfect contact secured
"Where is the major part of the resistance in the hu^

man body?"
"Through the arms and breast
I should say that about
15 per cent, of the resistance is at the points of contact and
the rest through the body."
*'What

is

the law with regard to the paths of varying re-

sistance?"

"The cuiTent distributes itself according to the resist"
ance, the most going where there is the least resistance
"Can an electrical current be generated by artiiicial
means so as to cause death in every instance?" was the
form of question propounded by the attorney for the state.
At this point the interest was intense and when Mr. Edison nodded his head with a smile, in the affirmative, the attorney persisted: "Instant death?"
This query brought only another nod and the third,
"Painless?" was answered in like manner.
The examination continued:
'What method would you suggest for the execution of
criminals?"
"Put their hands in Leyden jars, filled with caustic potash, the jars, of course, having wires attached from the dynamo."

"How much
"looo

"What

current would you use?"

volts."

kind?"

"Either an alternating or one that is very much interThe interruption of the continuous current
rupted.
"
could be obtained by mechanical means
"Why use an alternating current?"
"Because it seems that you can take more of a continuous current and not feel it. You could take eight volts of
the continuous, but three would be as much of the alternating as you could stand."

3,

iS

resistance of a piece of c'ay filled with a hetrogeneous collection of metals.
Mr. Edison said that if Mr. Cochran
gave him the job of measuring a plate of zinc one inch
square in the center of a mile of iron he couldn't do it

because he couldn't

ffet

£t

it.

Mr

Cochran

insisted

upon

Mr. Edison sud that the question was nonhe couldn't ansVer it the way Mr. Cochran
wanted it answered because it was nonsense; but he could
obtain a measurement of the whole conglomerate, not of
the clay
alone, nor of any of the metals alone,
Mr.
Cochran made the point that in the measurements of the
250 men just made at Orange to determine resistances no
man had been measured twice to see if he varied.
"Are you sure,'' asked Mr, Cochran, "that the Wheatstone bridge would record the same resistance to-day and
to-morrow on the same bod}?"
"I think it will be the same,'' was Mr. Edison's answer.
"But you don't know?" persisted the lawyer
"No, but I will try to-morrow," replied Mr. Edison,
with earnestness.
Then there was a laugh, the echo of
which had hardly died when Mr Cochran asked what
would happen in case Kemmler should be kept on the chair
several minutes with the current working at him all the
his question.

sense, and

while?

"He would be

mummified," answered Mr. Edison.
"Well," said Mr. Cochran, "that is a new thing. The
others have testified that he would be carbonized. What dO'
you mean by 'mummified?'"
"That the fluids in his body would be all dried out."
Mr Cochran got Mr Edison to say that an ampere
would be sufficient to kill
''And you think a man who
would take more to be killed would be mean and rapacious?""
inquired Mr. Cochran.
"Yes," said Mr. Edison, "mean and rapacious.''
Arthur E. Kennelly was summoned to corroborate Mr.
Edison's testimony.
He had assisted in the experiments
referred to and testified to substantially the same results.
Mr. Cochran in all seriousness examined him about the
dogs on which the experiments had been conducted.
"Where did you get them?" he asked.
"Boys brought them from town," was the response.
"Did they bring them in the interest of science, or for
half a dollar apiece?"
"For 25 cents apiece "

Mr. Kennelly was excused from further examination on
this point.

Lavenda Adams told an interesting' story of his experience last April, when he was struck by lightning and temporaiily paralyzed.
His uncle and one of his daughters,
were killed, and his wife also suffered a shock, but survived

'

I

never knew what hit me," Mr.

tinued.
"Fiom its
the bolt had struck

Adams

con-

left on my body I found that
the head, and the electrical fluid
ran down each
breast, where it divided again
and a part skipped over my abdomen on the left side, and
striking my thigh ran down my left leg and passed off at
the heel tearing the shoe to pieces.
Part of the charge
went down my right side, skipping the abdomen also, and
jumped fiom right knee to the floor, do'ng no damage tO'
me below the right knee. I got a bad burn also on the
back of my neck." He added that he suffered greatly
when he regained consciousness.
Dr Cyrus Edson of the Board of Health witnessed the
experiments on dogs, and was called to describe them. In
the course of his testimony he said: "Two dogs died at
once under the heavy charge, but one did not die at once,
because we wanted to experiment on a feeble current, and
increase it gradually.
The dog was thrown into convulsions, and as the persons present seemed to be moved by
the animal's sufferings, it was at once put out of its misery
by a powerful shock." He believed death could be brought:
about artificially without pain, and that less than half an
ampere and 600 or 700 volts would be required
The fol
lowing interesting dialogue followed:
"What is the cause of death by electricity?"
"I think it is a paralysis of the nerve centers, but I don't
claim to know."
"In fact, you don't claim that you are discussing an
e.xact science?"
"No, I don't think electricity is an exact science now'*
"You would not be astonished if at some time the effect
of an earthquake could be produced at will by electricity?"^

marks

me on
arm to my

Mr. Edison described experiments he had made to discover the effect of electricity upon the muscular tissues.
He had used a frog's leg for this purpose, subjecting the
sciatic nerve, which had been bared, to i-.irii'^uTrTT ampere. A
wire running between Washington and New York was connected with this nerve, and a man at the Washington end
of the line telegraphed through the frog's leg.
The contortions were extremely violent and Mr. Edison said he
could read in them the dots and dashes.
He further stated
that the alternating current would produce the same effects
on human muscles. He said he had experimented with
these, and his conclusion was the result of his observations
He thought there would be a powerful rush through the
capillary pores, first one way, then another.
He said he
had made a telephone on this principle, but the lawyers
didn't question him about its operations.

with regard to the human body the science is
equally undeveloped?"
"Hardly so far as that. I think we know that electricitywill kill if properly applied.
know that, because animals have been killed under certain conditions."
"Ah, but could you, by seeingwhat would be fatal to an
animal, tell certainly what would happen to a man?"

The distribution of heat through the body by the application of electricity would raise the temperature of the body
but the witness did not believe that the moisture at the
electrodes would be converted into boiling water as was asIn case of instant death he did
serted by other experts.
not believe there would be any burning.
Bourke Cochran
in cross-examining the witness elicited considerable valuMr. Edison explained that he had read
able information.
so much about varying resistance of men that he determined to find out about it and accordingly conducted his
experiments on 2'0 men at Orange, in order that he might
testify from his own knowledge based on facts
He said
he knew nothing of pathology or anatomy, and did not
consider them part of an electrical education. These statements were made in answer to questions by Mr. Cochran
and were put with a view of discrediting Mr. Gerry's evidence on that point, and also to show that Edison while an
authority on electricity, knew little or nothing about medicine or anatomy.
He found, however, on further questioning the witness that his modesty prevented him from
proclaiming his OA'n accomplishments. The lawyer and
the electrician had a long talk about blood, during which
Mr. ICdison said he didn't know much about blood, but
when pressed for answers told more than has been given by
other witnesses who have said they knew a great deal about
it.
Mr. Cochran asked Mr. lulison if he could measurethe

Dr. Rudolph A. Witthaus, professor of chemistry and
physics in the University of the City of New York, testified
that he disagreed with Dr. Saches, who had declared that
death was caused by a chemical change in the blood in
electrical cases.
He proceeded to state his reasons, but
his language was so technical none of those engaged in the
case could follow the witness.
Lawyer Cochran, when
asked if he would cross-examine the witness, said he would
if he could understand a word he had
testified.
He then
asked Dr. Witthaus: "Prof Saches had his theory about
this business?" to which the witness replied in the affirmative.
"And j'ou have yours?" continued Mr. Cochran,
with a bland smile.
"Yes." replied the unsuspecting wit"Well, I congratulate you both,'' said the attorney.
ness.
Expert Wheeler of the Board of Elect" ical Control testified that 1,000 volts and one ampere would inflict instant
and painless death.
Dr. A. D. Rockwell, one of the witnesses called last
week to testify in behalf of the state, was cross-examined
in the following strain:
"We have had some testimony here about lightning.
Do you think any artificial current could be generated that
would tear a man's shoes from his feet?"
"Possibly not."
"Do you know that it cannot?"

"No."

"And

We

"No."

AiiL^UsL
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"I scu lit) luasMii why a current of sull'iciciU itnw in
shatter an inorj;anic siilisliiucc coulil nut he j^ctjcraU-tl."
"Is il purfui'tly curtain llial any currunt woultl strike he
iieixe ecnleis?"
"\Vl- liiiii lliat even a very feeble current "f what is
known as dynamic electricity will reach the brain, but we
do not lind this to In- the case with sialic electricity."
"If ihc current of electricity, according; to yonr opinion,
docs not strike the spinal cord, or brain, yon think il is

miles,

Heisler company )h eoiilemplaiing a line exhibit at the forthcomin^j St. l.ouiHcx
position and will install there two ynt light r-iailiine» with
the lahsi iiripiovtd appli.inces; f<M) lights are rented to the
xpo'.iiion (omp.iny, and the remaining khi \^ill \>l- used
in the Heisk-t
exhibits (or the purpose of illuHtrating (he
different adaptallons of the system
Tlie exhibit will be
noteworthy as becomes one of ihc leading wchtcrncom*

waH on her way from llayll to this jmrt when a heavy
gale Hiruck her, accompanied with thunder and tighlntng.
Ai N'Mjn Ihc electric dUplay wat at H% height
The nun
on the lf>okout Haw an iinmenM: ball of hre fall from the

not destructive?"
"I do not tliink il is,"
" >(jcs not your profession acknowlcil^'e the ccceiUricity

panies.

cycH had

Take il nil in all the acquirement of the HciHlcr KIcctric
Light company by the United das Improvement company,

fearful

of liyhtninj; upon human beinf^s?"
"\'es, sir."
The last ilay of the hearinj;; in New \'ork City was on
One of lulison's assistants, Theodore Leh'I'lnnsilay.

marks ,ui event in electric lighting in this eonniry which
must result in benelil to both tin- electric liglil and the gaK

man, lestilied that on Wetlnesday tests were made with
the Whcatstone brid).;e on the resistance at different times
of several persons in I'Alison's laboratory, and they differeil
very little.
The ^jreatest variation was 50 ohms; the lowIt
was found that the normal resistance
est
5 ohms.

CORRESPONDENCE.

I

I

1

varieii but little in dilTerent persons.
Ilarolil r. lirowne described the machine secured for the
execution, and saitl he had nothing to do with the attachSlae physicians
ing of the i>risoner to ihe machine
would have to lit wet sponges to the head and apply to the
of a dentist's
of
and
to
the
feet,
by
means
back
the head
rubber dam, the solution by means of which the electricity
is

distributed.
I'',

I

cluded.

The comments of the metropolitan press are interesting.
One p.iper says: The ilisadvantagc under which Assistant Attorney (Icnernl I'oste labors is that he cannot pr^,diu'c the men who have been killetl by electricity to offset
the evidence of Mr. fockran's witnesses who were not
killed when struck by liRhininK.
The New Voik /Aw//./ reporter who attended the
Kemnder invest ijjat ion evidently knew little aboiu elec-

Here is a selection from his
tricity and electrical tercns.
rambling report: "The uninitiated then discovered a new
word, 'watt.' They heard it was a combination ol ani|ieies
Next Mr. I'ockran put the expert ihrt uyh his
and volts
such as so many 'watts' make so many
table of electricity
"volts," and so many 'volts' make so many 'amperes,' ami
It was all so nice
so many 'ohms' make something else.

—

and easy and

utiicli

interesting,

especially

to the

electrical

re-

compa-

nies s iw in it only a rival which in time might become forniid
able and take away a large portion of the business of municiThe
pal lighting in which they had practically a monopoly.
advance and development of electric lighting have wrought
;i change of ideas in these companies and have shown them
that instead of a rival, electric lighting might open a I'lekl
in which their accumulations of capital could be safely invested in a way that would bring substantial returns with
out interfering to an\- great extent in tkeir special province
The L'nited tlas Improvement company has for some time
past been engaged in thoroughly inspecting and testing
dilTerent electric light systems with a view to finding one
specially adapted to nnuiicipal long distance incandescent
could
lighting,
which
be
economically operated by
using the waste products of the gas house and which
could pnniuce a light sufliciently brilliant to answer all purThat it has found what it
poses of stieet illumination.
sought is evident from the fact that a few weeks ago it
purchased outright the American patents of Chas Ileisltr
and all the rights, privileges, property and leaseholds of
the Ilcisler l''lectric Light company of St. Louis, retaining Mr. Heisler in the position of consulting electrician of
Mr. Heisler is now in Europe snperintentl'he company.
ing a large exhibit of the Heisler system at the I'aris expoHe also proposes to introduce the Heisler system
sition.
throughout Europe r'lider the unusually broad patents
to him some six months ago.
The
business of the Heisler Electric Light company at St
Louis, is now under the charge of
H. T.rjan. for
many years connected with the i'ond Engineering company
in all
of that city, a gentleman thoroughly versed
branches of engineering, of high standing in his profession,
and thoroughly capable in ever)' way of caiing for the interests of a busiaess such as the Heisler Electric Light
Associated with him as supercompany will soon attain
intendent is Walter V. Smith, whose wide experience and
early researches in the electrical lield have made his name
familiar to all electricians in the eastern part of the country.
Under this efficient management and with the financial backing of the United Cias Improvement company, the
Heisler Electric Light company will now take its place
among the leading companies of the country. Its system

which were granted

Wm

be thoroughly developed in all its details.
Increase*.!
facilities will be added for manufacturing and nothing will
be left undone to secure the introduction of the Heisler
system in all parts or the country for municipal lighting.
The L^nited Clas Improvement company has in view the enlargement of the present plant sutVicient to meet all necessities, and it is rumored that at an early date a large fac
tory will be erected in the East for the manufacture of the
Heisler apparatus in that section of the country.
The
Heisler Electric Light company has a number of stations
supplying municipal lighting throughout the country;
prominent among them are those at Wabash. Ind.. \'incennes. Ind., Mattawean, N. ^'
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich..
Ogden. Utah, Leavenworth. Kan., and Ottawa, 111.
In
the last named station power is derived from a walerwheel
situated eight miles from the city, and one of the circuits
leading; from the station covers an area of thirty-four
will

,

experience

New York

had

extends

line

and there will be
improvement* in the way of

and eepitpment.
The termini of the line are Macomb's )am li idge and Woodlawn Cemetery. Some means
of popular transportation h.as been wanted for a consideraable time .along Jerome avenue, and the new railway will
1

The

demand,

the

till

incorporators are

if

a fr.inchisc can be secured.

known men

well

all

New

in

railroad

It. Sullivan. William Chapman, John Wha'en, Thomas Vl.
Cummings, Hugh U. Camp, Richard A. C'unningham and
ex Commissioner of Public Works. 1).
Lowber Smith.
Since the electric motors on the h'ourth avenue line are do
ing such good work the scheme Is presenting itself with
much force to the promoters of this new railway and the
future success which attends the system in use on the

Eourth avenue

may

line

decide the question of

Knapp

^:

who

Co.,

claim ^10,000 damages

by the waters which Hooded the basement of 102
Street during the heavy rain storm of

FriJay night, look to the

The

for satisfaction

Subway company

Electric

city olticials as well as

concerned

all

damage, as it was
caused by defective relaying of the pavement by the contractor of the l'',!ectric Subway company.
At the next
believe the city

meeting of the
will likely

not

is

Hoard of

the

for

liable

CoiUtoI

I^lectrical

be taken up, and a settlement

will

matter

the

be

eflecteil.

Wise and Cibson type
the

will be

motors

electric

used for supplying the power

This company controls

the

all

lloboken and

street car lines in Jersey City except the

I'a-

vonia avenue lines.

The East
light the

company has decided

An

in the courts

to
in-

junc ion has been secured in the controversy over an or

Mayor directing the removal of
company from the district south

wires of the

the poles

and

of Fourteenth

and Sixth avenue, there being no conduit or subway
It is alleged t^at by the acts of the defendants Christopher Street. South Fifth avenue and West
Broadway were placed in total darkness. The c )mplainant
also claims that such order was illegal and in direct conStreet

tradiction to the privilege granted for a large

March

by the Board of Aldermen on
proved by Mayor Hewitt on

-\pril ist.

An

mayor

next

consideration

and apof the same year.

29,

1S87,

be

will

of the

legislature, au.horizing

change

their

filed

speed of ihc cam wan

The

details

of

cxpUtned

danger to

physical

He

frait

maximum

said ihc

milei an hour, bul in thort

ten

charginj;

Bracken

gcnlly the motor could

miUi an

to run thirty

baiierict,

were

etc..

plained to the commi»*»ioncrH at

hour.
ex.

fully

p<jwer hoiiM: where

the

and then the party renewed jt« journey.
Bracken had one of the Julicn niotorn placed on
the Eighty sixth street track to show how ihcy could ite
stopped instai.tly by electricity. The parly iKjardci) the
they slopped,
Pre>iidenl

motor ard rode a few hundred

feet, when the thing stop|,cd
such short order that the occupants were thrown hackward almost into one another, and then sent tumbling;

along the seat

oppo

in the

going at a

The experiment,

direction.

ile

however, was a success, for

it

showed that the motor when

could be brought to a

fair f-peed

siandstitl in

a

President Bracken then showed

how the motor
could go up grade, stop in the middle and go ahead again,
and how nicely it turned curves. The commissioners ext*inkling.

pressed themselves as favorably impressed with the system

w.

Kansas
Kansas Ci

July

V,

1

City,

— The

-'7.

railway has been

to

W.

equipment

to

the North-

for

B. Knight, chief

engineer of the road, for $250,000, and he
eltctrical

sublet the

h.is

Thomson- Houston

the

r.

Mo.

contract

let

ir,

Electric

company through its representative, Charles Kusling
During the last week Mr. Kusling has also secured the
contract for a large electric

A

delegation

Kan., was

object

to secure information

electric light plants of the

Mo.

plant in Louisiana,

The

week.

in the city last

Kansas City was

to

light

of municipal authorities from

several local

Fort Scott proposes to furnish

Fort

Scott,

of the

visit

in regard lo the

companies.

The

own

and
up

its

light

these rei^rescntativcs have been to several cities looking
the subieci,

John W. Norton, one of the principal stockholders of
Ivanhoe Park Street Railway company, returned last
week from Bcsron. Ile saw all the material for the new
the

electric lire

road

shipped

before

he

He

left.

be in oper.ition by .September

will

thinks

15th.

street electric line

that the

be a

It will

and

will ex-

tend about a mile south

from the present terminus to
the Vine street
and the Ivanhoe Park line will be consoli-

Ivanhoe Park.
motor

line

The two

—

—

On September

dated.

corjxtrations

2uth, the stockholders of the Ivan-

hoc Park Road company,

will

hold a meeting to vole upon

the question of increasing the capital stock to $125,000.

new

Six

ceived

week

mos

trucks with electiic motors attached were reby the Metropolitan Street Railway company last

for the

are

in

new
place

electric line

to Armourdalc.

and the road

will

be

The dynaby

in operation

August isl. As soon as this road is in satisfactory operation work will be begun upon an extension of the line to
Argentine.

P.

early

last

railroad

from

He

ses-

com-

horses

to

backed up
by ex Judge James C. Carter, who has also prepared a
Already the Third Avenue Railroad
lengthy opinion.

company has begun proc-edings under

the

is

new law

for the

substitution of the cable system for horse power, and
the other principal lines in the city,

waiting to see

how

the Third

it is

claimed that

it

local authorities

is

to

all

thought, are only

avenue company comes out

Under the new law

before making similar application.

it

not necessary to get the consent of the
the

change,

as

the

approval of the

commission and the assent of the owners of
value of the property along the louie arc the only

state railroad

half in

the

made

be

they could

notice

amendment

at the

street

motive power

electricity or cable, is unconstitutional.

is

how

load,

the Fourth

Joseph, Mo.
27. — A resolution was

St.

Corporation Counsel Clark contends that the

panies to

nyMem on

a car started with a jerk.

if

wce'.\.

to the general surface railroad law passed

sion

and exp'aincd

started,

women

in that district

answei on behalf of the

company, and

KIcctric

rrchident

combination of the Vine

River Electric Light

Board of Electrical Control

der of the

be

city of

Alderman CNlIII introduced an ordinance in the fersey
City Koard on Tuesday authorizing the Jersey Ciiy and
Bergen Horse Railroad company to use electric motors in
Storage batteries of the
stead of horse power on their line
to

JuUen

the

iccently

line

east Electric

West Eourteenth
last

of

Br.'iikcn

the working of the apparatUK,

motive

be used on Jerome avenue.

to

thckmaHhing of ihcniaintopmaftt.

commixhioncr*, accompanied Uy I'rcnident

in

^'ork.

and some have large property interests along the ronlc.
They include William 11. Whitney. J, Komrune Hrown,
I'Vank Voran, Henry Campbell, Moses Mehrbich, James

power

vmicthin;;

fitruek

miles

cars

undoubtedly

of IlKhl, there wai u

flaiih

The »hip[Kd rocked at H %\\c
tiolid.
The only clamaffcdonc, how-

ever, by thelightninfE wait

avenue

Notes.

five

the latest

all

from the

recovered

inspected Ihe Julicn Morage battery

—

The

The Alcnc

Hioim.

electric

Superintendent Skitt of the Fourth avenue surface

\nKK. July 27
New \ork is to have anew
street railway, and whether the motive power will be electricity or cable is undeci<led.
The road will be known as
the Jerome Avenue K.ailway and will be constructed by a
company incorporated recently at Alb.iny, with a capital of
$200,000.

an

in

clap of thunder.

The

Nkw

Sulurduy

la-^t

hiMvenH, strike thr maintop of the Alcnc, gliJc lUtwti the
rigging ami dance around the deck.
Before the \otikom'%

William

causetl

infancy, gas

eleclric

industry.

Sheppard,

Company.

one of the longest

is

The

I

porters.''

Heisler Electric Light
When electric lighting was in its

believed

in

it

light circuits in existence.

double-track with

l.innell tesitied as to the manner in which
Heniamin
Walter F. .innell. ran upon an electric li^ht wire in
front of a restaurant in Ki^hth street on July 2tl, and was
so baiily burned that his left hand was amputated in St.
Vincent's Hospital on Monday last.
The hearinji; adiourucd to ItulTalo, where it will be con-

his son,

I

6i

introduced .it
week's session of the council instructing the city en-

gineer to select sites for the erection of electric light lowers,
as

seems that the company putting

it

some

dit^culiy in placing the

The

ready selected by the city.

pany provides that

it

selected by the city.

shall erect

These

and now the complaint

is

of

the .Vilas line,

haJ an unpleasant

in the plant is

having

towers upon the places

al-

with the com-

contract
the towers

upon the

sites

were selected long ago
that they are unable to erect the
sites

towers upon the desired spots.

Engineer

McCabe

said

in regard to the matter that he could not select other sites,

and that his opinion was that the company should be
made to comply with its contract with the city*
The People's Street Railway company prcscntid an
ordinance asking the righl of way over the highway ea.st
from the

western terminus

of

Southern park, east of the city

conditions imix>sed.

The steamer Alene

St. JosEi'it, July
last

eleventh street
limits.

Tber

through
also pre-

sented at the same time a petition signed by the majority
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franchise

If the

refered.

gether with
will

way be

right of

the

that

make

granted this extension,

is

to-

months would

several

before the case woukl

be called.

longest

of

line

Pittsfield,

in this city will

Omaha, Neb.
27.—The Omaha Motor Railway com-

Tuly

new power house at North Twenty-second street,
handsome structure, with pressed brick front,
120x132 feet upon the ground floor. The first floor is

pany's

The

which,

largest of

divided into a ssries of small rooms, the

52x132 feet, the engine and
and the boiler room, 50x55
In the rear of the main building, rising to a height
feet.
Upon first entering the
of 100 feet, is the smoke stack.
used for the storage of cars
generating room, 68x76

building, one

is

with the neatness

The

and cleanly appearance presented by everything.
walls are painted white, and the lloor

is

made

of a

making a very dry as well as substantial footThe storage room is supplied with two tracks run
ing.
ning lengthwise of the building, upon which the cars are
Between the two rails of each track the ground
placed.
has been e.xcavated the

making

The

dergearing of the cars.
taining the storage

mainder

is

room

stories

Each

Each

each.

vehicle

is

finished

incandescent lights of

&tory will

car will seat

fifty

people,

and is
power

ash,

in

lO candle

and

the

foot of

wires in the

street to the

middle grounds

be

as fifty-two cars

in

case of

St.

and engine rooms.

The

room contains

boiler

six

massive

100 horse power each, furnished by the John
company of Chicago. In the engine room are two

boilers of

Mohr

immense engines

propelling street cars

of

the Corliss pattern, manufactured by

this test the

much

upon easy grades

or to suddenly

The

start the cars, a large reserve force will be available.

current

is

supplied to the cars from an overhead wire.

The

a

A

result of

for a

built

num-

can under

it

its

company

the

line

it

confident of the success of

so

is

yesterday

contracted

also

for the

the

erection

on the western end of the Washington avenue

sion,

and

Electric Light
re-elected,

the

and a

ten months'

extend

will

it

over every foot of

its

San Francisco,
San Francisco,
the

Baldwin Hotel

July 22.

now

is

— The

a

its

arc

its

Union

it

Pacific

his attention.

This case grew out of the

being enjoined by the Western Union Tele

graph company from operating a distinct and independent
system of telegraph between Omaha and Denver and Kan
sasCity and Cheyenne.

The

case was ca'led before

Judge

Brewer of the United Slates Circuit court at Leavenworth,
Kan,, and upon suggestion by the court, the litigants
This
agreed to submit the terms to the attorney general.

was done, but it was during the closing of Clevelar d's administrat'on, and Attorney Oent-ral Garland recjuested that
For a lime it was
the ma-tcr be held for his successor.
doubted thai the case would be taken up by the government, but the doubt seems to have been dispelled. Judge
Kelley assistant general allorney of the Union Pacific,
stated that, owing to the changes in official positions being

to

H.

The

Fort

Wayne Jenney

at

operating about one thousand

fifty light

alternating installa ion

Stockton Gas company's station
officeat Portland, Ore.,

The

has secured a city

H.

having selected that

Salinas

moonlight schedule, receiving ten dol-

month per lamp

of 1200 candle power.

formerly superintendent of

Hall,

Electric Light

city for his

Gas and Electric Light company
contract for seven more arc lights for

street illumination,

Geo.

company, has removed

Petaluma expects

to be lighted

to

up by

Pasadena

the

Chicago

electricity

lights

is still in

on the

the

dark, but

streets has

the agitation

electric

under the

is

putting in

light

incan-

shops at Grafton,
probably light the town.

an
and

will put

W. Va

,

Tex., Gas company has recently added to
plant a loo-horse power engine and a

electric light

electric

dynamo.

light

The Thomson Houston P'lectric Light company of
Meridian, Miss which began operation in January finds it
necessary to enlarge its plant, so rapid has been the growth
of its business.
,

The Alabama Gas, Electric Light & Power company has
applied for a franchise to erect a plant at Mobile for fur
The capital stock of the comnishing light and power.
pany is $100,000.
The Climax Electric company of Iowa City, la., has is
Power will be supplied
about leady for operation.
A 35-arc light
by an Otto gas engine of 30-horse power.
dynamo will supply the current.

plant

The city council of ()uincy. 111., has voted to enter into
a contract with the Thomson- Houston Electric Light iS:
Power company by which the city will be furnished street
lights at $100 per light per year.

of Albany,
of a company.

management

at Holly, N. Y., is rapidly ap-Already a number of commercial
lights are in operation and the only delay in the street
lighting was caused by the non-arrival of posts.
electric light plant

The new

Crilly building,

Monroe and Dearborn

streets,

Chicago, will be lighted by electricity. The Edison company is now wiring the structure for i.ooo incandescent
lamps, and currents will be supplied from the Edison sta-

The Thomson-Houston

Electric company has contracted
of Wytheville, Va., and will erect an arc
and incandescent plant. The Wytheville Electric Power
& Improvement company will furnish power to run the
to light the

broken out with renewed force.

light plant

The

proaching completion.

few

for electric

W.
The

two 500

tion.
in a

weeks; work has been commenced on the installation.

Napa

company

agent for the Westinghouse company, has opened

headquarters

lars a

at the

in active operation

is

Electric Light

The Fort Payne, Ala., Electric Light, Power & Healing
coffpany has been organized, and will erect a plant with a
capacity of about 50 arc and 1,000 incandescent lights.

Fresno Gas and Electric Light com-

the

,

The Schuyler Electric Light company at Knoxville,
Tenn., has purchased a new site on which it will erect a
new and larger plant at a cost of $25,000.

pany.

an

he can give

be

will

plant will be installed at once at
Phcenix, Ariz. T. The plant will consist of a Buckeye
engine and a Brush alternating dynamo.

Cal.

agent Samuel H. Taylor, has sold a

dynamo

Attorney (Jtneral Miller has notified the Union Pacific
and the Western Union companies that, in his opinion, the
United States is a party to the injunction proceedings
brought at the instigation of the Western Union Telegraph
case will be disposed of as soon as

to be lighted by 375

Plymouth, Ind., paper says that a factory is to be
in that place immediately for the manufacture of

An

The Thomson-Houston company,

supplied.

ar-e

111

i.oco-light incandescent

divi-

Westinghouse plant

Streator,

The Waco,

test

of

Quite a number of customers in the surrounding

lights.

W. Good,

that the

is

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad company
will

track just

expects to come to a conclusion within a few days.

business.

company, and

,

capacity of the electric light plant at Macon, Ga.,
overtaxed, and an increase will be made imme-

electric light plant in their

soon as it can obtain the privilege of so doing
from the municipal assembly. The next companies to fall
into line in the use of the overhead wire system will be
Mr. Scullin
those of which John Scullin is president

blocks

appreciated by the public.

Y

will erect a plant at once.

company's income; the electric railway at Sacramento
operating by means of storage batteries is shut down.

will he

At the annual meeting of the Norfolk
Power company, the old directors were
dividend of 8 per cent, was declared on

N.

The Westinghouse system

The Cynthiana, Ky., Electric Light & Power company
has received a contract to light the city by electricity, and

As a result
now erecting

charter.

&

change

company has been inwith $20,000 capital stock.

electric light supplies.

The

in the rear.

postoffice at Buffalo.

The

The San Luis Obispo Thomson-Houston Electric Light
company started on July ist running all n-ght. Its incandescent installation is making sharp inroads into the Gas

be placed

la.,

loo-horse power engine and
descent dynamos.

The
been commenced putting the ba'tcries in the cellar.
company will occupy the east front of the lower lloor as an
will

arrangements to

Electric

anew

through

and the instruments

making

diately.

Arrangements have been completed for the removal of
the Western Union telegraph office to the Carrigg buildWork has already
ing, adjoining the new Kiseman block.

office,

is

now

is

also the Lindell Railway company is
an experimental line of the Sprague overhead system on
the western end of its Chouteau avenue division, and

as

able to increase the speed

The

incandescent lamps
used.

extend the overhead wire system over as

of its road as

of this

In the center of the room are the eight dynamos constructed by the Thomson- Houston company of
Lynn, Mass. They are of the latest improved pattern and
In the
finish, and are provided with friction clutches
west end of the engine room stands the switch board,
Each car will
finished in hard wood, beautifully carved.

be equipped with two 15 horse power motors, placed beShould it be desirneath the vehicle between the wheels.

Neb.,

The William A Hunter

impor-

of

As
company yesterday placed an order

also decided to

that

per minute.

City Electric Light company will install an
Vicksburg, Miss.

corporated at Belle Plaine,

a motive power for

assuming a great deal

is

southern end of the Broadway line

the

Co. of Milwaukee, one of 200 horse power
The fly-wheels of each
and the other of 400 horse power
are jS feet in diameter, having a speed of sixty revolutions

&

E. P. AUis

Hill

has been

The Burlington, Wis., Edison Electric Light company
has been incorporated with $15,000 capital stock.

Louis. Mo.

— Electricity as

27.

St. Louis. July

ber of cars to be placed on the line immediately and has

boiler

voted to

The city of Gothen, Ind., has contracted for a complete
system for lighting the city, which will soon
be in operation.

pnver, capable of carrying a car from the ground floor to
Probably the most interesting features of
the one above.
the

of I'onaldsonville, La., has

council

electric light

tance in St. Louis owing to the test of the Short system on

visitor, are

introduce an electric

electric light plant.

Weeping Water,

S.

fire.

an

will

Tex.

secure the installation of an electric light plant.

them with an aerial cable. If the telephone company
would do the same thing with their wires in the heart of the
city, it would make a great improvement in appearance, and
remove a dangerous obstruction

by a company

Electric lights are to be placed at the Columbus, O.,
docks, so that vessels may be loaded at night.

re-

have been ordered, one can easily imagine the enormous
amount of traffic which can be accommodated. The building also contains an immense elevator operated by electric

the plant, however, to the ordinary

The

middle

will all

installed

electric light plant in

be laid across the river

Monrce

be

plant will be installed for public light-

The Hecksville, O., Electric Light company
organized with $10,000 capital stock.

bridge, and a cable will be placed across

street

The

will

to

is

Ark.

Gray, of Galveston,

The town

and extensive repairs made all over the city. The
most important work that will be done, however, will be the
removal of all the wires on Madison street, and replacing

be used by this company are being constructed by the Pullman company of Chicago, and are of elegant design and
lighted with five

Cherry

new cable

F.

establish

built,

be used for the general offices of the company, which are
The cars to
very conveniently and hand-^'omely appointed.

workmanship.

a gen-

the channel from

high, whi'e the re-

The second

but one story in height.

in this city

grounds.

portion of the building con-

two

is

purpose of giving the wires

A

an

the

in the

at

and the width between the tracks, thus
to the unconvenient to repair any break

all

lights.

electric light plant

the question of securing

agitating

is

electric light

H

his brother,

have been

eral overhauling.

feet,

it

has charge of

C. 11. Bristol, assistant superintendent,
city for the

length of the room, to a depth

full

who

,

light plant in Brownsville,

expects to employ about 200

Superintendent M. C. Bristol,

by electric

an

ing at St John, Mich.

building will

constTuction work of the Western Union, and

cement

or concrete,

of several

The

laid.

to establish

electric light plant

An

workmen.
The Toledo Electric company has ordered a 1,000 light
Thomson Houston alternating dynamo, and two 150 horse
power Armington & Sims engines.

feet,

particularly impressed

An

factory of the Schaefer VAec-

soon be

will

The company

cost Jgio, 000.

is

new

foundation of the

Supply company

tric

III

in Bentonville,

year.

a large,

is

to be illuminated

is

made

electric light plant.

Thomson-Houston system.
The new Thomson- Houston Electric road running from
Summit street to Glassboro, is three miles in length Another Thomson-Houston road will be built in this city this
be iighled by the

Omaha,

,

be

effort will

Camden, Ark.

at

— The new opera house

ToLEi:>o, Tuly 27

Neb

I'^ullerton,

H.

O.

Toledo, O.

M.

1889

likely elapse

An

electric

railway in the world.

3,

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.

change from a democratic to a repub-

in a

lican administration,

process of construction

in

the

the People's line

ordinance was

The

granted.

now

others

the

made, resulting

proposed route asking

property holders along the

of the

August

city

plant.

G. C.

Ore will soon be
Messrs Allen ^S;
,

Goff, the proprietors, have about completetl the organiza
lion of a joint stock company.
The company will be
known as the Albany Electric Light, Power
Telephone
The capital slock will be ^30.000, and the
company.
capacity of the plant will be doubled, one of the new dyna-

The Safety Light l\i Power company has commenced the
erection of an extensive station in New York city. The
company will operate the \Vestinghouse alternating system,
and six Westinghouse compound engines, each of 150
horse power, have been ordered.

i.\:

mos having already been
crowded to its utmost.

received.

The

present plant

is

Florence, Ala., Electric Light & Power company
contracted with the Southern District Telephone,
Telegraph & Electric company for additional machmery
and buildings to cost $26,000. A two-story brick and

The

has

August

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

i88(;

3,

stone l)iiikIinK, fioxioiJ feel, will be eiectctl, :ind ;i
horse power enjjine ami 120 horse power boiler put

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

new H5

Mo. has n;rantcil a
Tlie cily roiimil of Louisiana
frnnchisc" to the Caihoii Lif^lU coupany for pultiu^ in both
A (»i) li^-ht ThiMnsiin-llMuston
gas and eleilric lighls
plant will be inslalleil at onre.
,

has bten i)rjianI.ij^'ht \ Tower company
This
Toledo, O., with a capital slock of if umi.cmmi
company will succeed the l-'oslorin I'lleclric l.inhliomIl.t'ray;
of
company
are
\Vm.
ihc
pany. The directors
Frank K Seagravc, A. Iv Kood, S. C. Schenck and ', <'.
Smith.

to.id

i-l<-rln<

Ciiuinii.ili Will

al

he

operation next week.

in

The Ui'W
The motor

The

Kostoria

izecl in

iilcraiii a\>'niM:

(

Wichita, Kan.,

an overhead

introdiuie
It

al Tolelo was tested
worked success! ullv.

hint

electric r.>u<l

cars

(^'ily

Kntlwiiy

The Omaha

Cily (.'oiiucil has adopted ihe electric lij^hl
report recomnieudini; that tlic city contract
the Thiimson-lluuston lOlectric M^ht cunipany to
The
light the ttrrllory now covered by the gas company.
report slaleil such contract woulil give bclttr light, and
'^
oon
000
would save
to 1^6,
a year.

with

A

San Krancisco paper says:

"The new

expei inuiilal
Motor company at the

has been deterndned to build the propoHcd electric
railroatl lielween Itryscm Cily anil I'Vanklin, N C.
It

The Ch.iltanooga Mission Ki<lge iV Chickamauga Kail
will exh-ud ils electric railway about one

tower erected by the l-'lectric Light ^:
corner of I'ourlcenth and Ihoadway was completed yesterday and last nighl -^ix J, oon candle power lamps bla/ed
An area of
forth from its top, mo feet above the grouiul
four blocks stpiare was brilliantly illuminated and the test
The tower will be kept in poproved an entire success,
sition for thiity days, anil was erected to demonstrate
what the city can expect when it awards the conlr.ict to
light the city with lifty of these lowers insttad of by gas

A

Cincinnati paper says:
Juilge Moore yesterday an
nounced his decision in the case of I'hilip H. Shaw against

Shaw
.iglit
Inslallalion company.
l'"irst Ohio I-'lectriihad a contract by wliicli lie was to establish electric light
companies in >hio and was to receive one-lift h of ihc protiis
the

I

t

made by

original

counting.

The lioston HemU recently referred to
Thomson Houston l'"lectric company as

the

The

Pittsburg

Itirmingham

Ov

street railway of rittnbur((,

Ta,, has p.-tssed into the h:inds of local capitallMtH

stated, eipiip

is

who

will,

with electric motors.

il

for a franchise has been made at Paris,
where a syndicate proposes to construct an electric
railroad, and install an electric light plant.

Application

Ky

,

The

local

sability of

They say

papers of Elgin. 111., are discussing the adviconstructing an electric railway in ihe city.

the cily can support such

an improvement.

stated that II. 1>. Woodruff and Joel Hurt Intend
to install a thousand horse-powtr plant al Atlanta, Ga.,
solely for the distribution of power for manufactories.
It is

The new

Leiter building to be constructed on the corner
('(uigrcss streels, Chicago, will be 4(H>fect In
.\s sevenleen elevators will be used a large motor

and

of Stale

lenglh.
plant will be installed.

The Metropolitan Railway company ami ihe Hell Line
Railway company of Washington, D, C, are ex-

Street

willi a view to operating
cable or electric power.

perimenting

An

Erie,

lines

by cither

follows:

"In

business of the company it
may be said that four and a half years ago the secretary
and four assistants, inchuling an oH'ice boy, were suflicient
to handle everything at the Hoston olVice.
To-day there
are ninety people employed at the Atlantic avenue oOice,
and the errand boys ire more than the original force. At
the forme-" date there were sixty six shareholders
To
day there are 59(1 of record, having an average sharehold
There arc 120,000 shares in all
ing of 201.34 lih'ires

October i, 1SS3, there were twenty-two local electric light
companies operating vinder this company, and they had
January 1, iSSg, there were 40(1 local com'1653 lights.
panies, operating 5i,^>2i lights, not including twenty companies using incamlescent apparatus only.
Since January
1st, there have been many additions
There have been
quarters in recent )ears when a new company was estab
lished every three days.
The lioston office is to be enlarged, "and the works at l.ynn are being enlarged constantly.''

The Chicago office of Westinghouse. Church, Kerr iV
Co. has made a remarkable showing in the line of economy, at the Aurora, III.. Electric 1-ight A; I'ower company.
The

original plant of this company consisted of a horizontal
return tubular boiler with a good automatic engine, heater,
etc
burning the best quality of lump coal, which was
found to be necessary under the conditions, at an average
This plant was replaced
cost of from $4 to $5 per night.
,

by two Koney mechanical stokers,
and a Westinghouse compound condensing engine, the
company buying the cheapest quality of slack coal, with an
enormous reduction in the quantity burned.
The net
result, running exactly the same number of lights and for
the same time, was a reduction of from !j;4.50 per night to
lired

90 cents per night. The Aurora company add in their letter to Westinghouse, Church.
Kerr \ Co., "The pipe is
This may be regarded as unfortunate,
not yet covered "
but they further say. 'Should any of your friends or parties
'

interested in electric lighting apparatus wish to verify
these statements, we will lake pleasure in showing them
the entire working of the apparatus."

Arguments were heard and submitted in the United
States Circuit court last week at Detroit in the two suits
brought by the Detroit Electric Tower company against
Bay City and \'psilanti
The Detroit Electric Tower company allege that these two cities have infringed upon their
patent in making use of the tower erected by the lenney
Electric Light company of Eorl Wayne. Ind.
George IL
Lothrop and Wells W. Leggett appeared for the plaintitT
and Col Rodney Mason for the two defendants. Judge
Brown rendered a decision yesterday. The decree held
that the first patent claimed by the plaintiff was valid and
had been infringed by the defendants.
The bill as to the
second patent was dismissed. Judge Brown declineil, however, to grant an injunction, but referred the matter to a
master to ascertain the damages and profits and report his
findings to the court.
The court would then grant an injunction if it saw lit, but would direct that, in case of an
appeal to the Supreme court, pending such appeal, the execution of the injunction be stayed. Judge Brown said
that he did not prop-se to plunge Bay City and Vpsilanti
into darkness wliile the rights in the case remained undetermined
In any case no loss will fall upon the inhabitants of these cities, as they are secured by bonds furnished
by the Jenney Electric company.

I

C. \ C. Motor company has had marked micccwi
instading motors for operating 1 hurcit organs.
The
company han placed motors in Si, Paul's church, St.
Patrick's cathedral, Ihe CoJlegiale Reformed church and
Madison Stpiare church and conlractK have Ixen slffncd
for similar installations in Trinity. Si. Thomas', Calvary
This list represents ibe comand St. Ignatiu"' church
pany's work in New York only. 'I he first mol^jr for fn-gan

The

In

work was

electric

last week,
The common council of Saginaw, Mich
granted the Union street railway line permission to use
electricity as a motive power, and the work of putting in
electric motors at an expense of $75, (XK) is to commence at
,

once.

The Hamillon iV Lindenwald Electric ^i Transit company of 1 am 11 ton, O., has been incorporaletl with a
1

The incorporators are Ira S.
capital slock of ij^ioo.ooo.
Millikin, Peter Ilenninghofen, Dr. Dan Millikin, J. J. McMakin and C. Ilenninghofen.

At a recent meeting of the ijuincy. III., common council
a petition was presented by l'.. II. Osborn asking that a
ciimmitlec of the council meet him to discuss the matter of
running an electric street railway through certain streets in
The petition was granted
the city.

The Duquesne

Railway Construction company
been incorporated with a capital
are William J. Hammond,
John V. Patlon, William J McElroy, William 1^. Tristou
and William J. Hammond, Jr., of Pittsburg.
Electric

Pa., has

Pittsburg,

The

!i;Oo,of>o.

dirtctors

Railway company of Cleveland will
build a brick power house at the corner of Scovill avenue
and Elorence street. The building will be 97x45 feet and
if) feet high.
The machinery for generating electricity for
the Scovill avenue branch will be placed in the new struc-

The Brooklyn

Street

ture.

The Troy &
N. V.,

I

-ansingburgh Street

Railway company

rapidly'pftshing the work of pulling
Two large 125-horse
in the electric system on its road.
is

power dynamos have arrivcLl.
completed and the boiler house
boilers in a few days.

The Broadway

O

^;

Newburg

The engine room
will

has been
be ready to receive the

railroad

company

of Cleve-

has signed a contract with the Sprague company
that road with electric motors.
The new
to furnish
plant will be in running order November isl.
Sixteen
motor cars have been ordered by President Stanley from
land

,

the Britt Car

company, of Philadelphia.

The

Street Railway company of
Pittsburg Suburban
Pittsburg, Pa has been incorporated, with $f)0,c>oo capital
The line will be eight and a half miles long, and
stock.
be operated by electric power. A Pittsburg paper says:
It is probable that the Citizens' Traction company will
build an electric mad from its track at Pearl street to the
Allegheny cemetery, and tl rough Bloomlietd over to the
line of the I'ifth Avenue company at Shadyside
The
track will be one of the longest in the city.
.

The Elgin Rapid Transit company of Elgin, HI., haslieen
organized, for constructing, maintaining and operating
horse and dummy railroads, to be operated by horse, cable,
electrical, or any other practical motive power; to furnish,
lease and sell power. light and heat; to maintain ard operate omnibuses and other vehicles for hire, and to buy.
sell, lease and deal in goods, wares, merchandise and personal property: capital stock, :f 150,000; incorporators,
Howard E Perry, James McM. Smith and A/el F. Hatch.

One

the most successful railways operated by ehccountry is the East Cleveland railway of
This electric railway has now in operation
Cleveland O.
seventeen electric cars on the Sprague system, and the
company h.is recently ordered a large increase of electrical
apparatus, sufficient to operate all its lines by electric
tricity

in the

historical

Si,

PauPn

cha|K:l in

THE TELEGRAPH.

They

Zanesville, O., city council has passed a resolution
giving a franchise for the construction of an electric railway. The company is required to Ide a bond for f lu.ooo
to insure the execution of the terms of the franchise.

of Troy,

up

street

The

of

set

Trinity parish.
The cori>oralion of Trinity was doubtful
and it was only afler the m'nt thorough tests that the
motor was pronounced successful. Once this wa* esiab
lished the corporation instructed the company to make a
similar installation, but of greater magniludc. in Old Trin
ily and in the meantime churches of all denominations had
followed the example set by St. Paul's.
The advantages
of the motor over other means of pumping ihc bellows arc
so evident that il is only a fjiiestton of a sh*<ri time bcftjfc
all churches within reach of .!.-< tri.
nrrenl will !« ]>rovided with this appliance.

lOrie

she boasts.

of

I

look like a city more than any other thing
are crowiied all the time and the stock
going to be a big thing.

make

cars
is

One

.

The new

paper says:

I'a..

their

the growth of

speaking of the enormous

by a Ha/leton boiler

half nnle.

company

out of the grants 10 the
others
He did not establish any companies up to 18S4,
and in August of that year A. M. Stewart, an olVicer of the
company, renewed the contract with Shaw. Afterward
the company was dissolved, and the directors separated and
formed other corporations. The action of Shaw was to
compel an accounting to him for profits earned by these
companies as they were all working under the grants made
( >ne of the defenses was that
Stewart had
to the original.
no authority to renew the contract with Shaw. Judge
held
thai
contract
was
valid,
granted
the
Moore
the
and
petition for the appointment of a master to make an acthe

way company

it

wa«

A Toledo o, dispatch say*
I'rtsidcnt Shiplienl of
ihc Mclro(K)llian street ra'lway, ihU < iiy, and A, \..
Spll/cr have left for Chicago to complete negotiation* for
the Hale of the Toledo hortu: ulrcet car line* 10 capilaliHU
of that cily.
It Ih reported that lite price lo he |Kild U
about $2.15,^)00.
Alt the tincH now owned by the Conholidated Street Railway eonip.iny and the Mciro{K«liian will
be placed under the control of A, K, Lang, ol this cily,
and an ruion an practical cicclnclty will be intrnliiced a%
a motive power,

<

cotnniiltcc's

mu

caitt

3,516, .|/( mlte^, or an average |>cr day of 1 14 oS
cur for right oticccftnlvc duy* ni:idr m\ uvcrage
uf over 1.13 (ntlcn.
Ihc hardckl kind ol wtrk «a« required u\ thcHc c.ir<i and ix% there were no irvi vc« each
car wan required to do cnnNtant tcrvlce and be run al the
hlghcM rale of Hpecd.

protH/Xctt to

Ihal the Hannibal, Mo,, Slrcct
soon introduce elccirlc powir.

will

nrvcnlccn

car

week.

syHlem.

staled

is

company

During the

inltcn.

company

Railway

electric

{KiMcr.

0lKrr.ile(|

ih of Muy, 1H8';, (hU railway
cuvcfinjf the uggrr^aic diklancr
of .|$,fj.l') milcit; the avcraffc ear milca^jr j>cr day lirinK
The maxtmum run for ihc month of one
()3 72 milcH.

In.

Tlic

The

(>^

of

in the

Edmund Edwards

of iJetroit. .Mich., has *.ned the Western Union Telegraph company for damages, which he
claims to have sustained through a delay in iiansmltting a
telegraphic message to him from Omaha. Neb., on July
The message w:is one asking for inslructtons
26, 1888,
from .Mr. Edwards as lo the disposition of the iKMly of his
son, who was killed in Omaha.

Crossed wires beneath the lloor in the Weslein Dnion
telegraphic office in Kansas City caused a slight bla/c
last w(ek which, however, was sufficient to burn out the
switch-board and disable every Western Union wire running into Kansas ("ily.
The Associated I'ress wires were
repaired by midnight and the others were in working order
Saturday night.

The

loss

was S500.

In the United States Court at Topcka last week Judge
Foster decided the case eniiilcd E. P. f^iehl, of olathe.
against the Western Union Telegraph company, allowing
plaintiff
In this action the plaintiff
f i,Soo damages.
asked for damages on account of the incorrect transmission
of a dispatch sent by (Jeneral Powell Claylon of Arkansas, which, when received, read "Forty car loads of ice,"
whereas (leneral Clayton had tiled "Forty tons of ice."
Twenty carloads had been shipfcd when the cnor was
discovered.

An
made

Ottawa, Ont., dispatch says: Application is being
government to guaran ec bonds of ihe Cana-

to the

dian Cable

company

to the extent of half a million dollars.
required is $i,ooo.coo
Dobcll of <jucbec has already subscribed :j;350.ooo of this in England by
private subscription.
A construction company has been
organized in England to lay the cable.
It will be the
shortest ocean cable of any.
Entering the water al West
Port, Ireland, it will run to Greenly Island, in the (iulf of
St. Lawrence, a distance of only i,c)oo miles.

The

A

total capital

says:
On the 7th of August,
President Cleveland approved an act of congress
provided
that
ail
subsidized
which
railroads must grant
C()ual facilities to telegraph companies.
Under this act
the roads were restrained from entering into contracts
with any one telegraph company which would give that
company undue advantage over ils competitors.
It was
aimed directly al the Union Pacific, and the reason for
the legislation was that numerous complaints had been
made that the Union Pacific had entered into a contract
with the Western I'nion Telegraph company which prevented the other companies from using ihe wires along
the line of the Union Pacific except through the paymenl
of Ihe rales which the favored corporation choo.e to exPenalties for the violation of the terms of ihc act
act.
were pro\ided besides vesting jurisdiction in the matter in
the Interstate Commerce committee.
Shortly after the
passage of this measure through congress the Western
Union Telegraph company instituted suit against the
Union Pacific to enjoin the railroad from violating the
contract between the two corporations, the object being,
of course, to prevent the road from accepting the business
of other and rival telegraph companies on equal letms
with the Western Union.
The outcome of this >uil was
that a temporary injunction was granted, and this injuncIn order lo carry oul ihc
tion his never been %'acated.
terms of the law, so far as it applies lo his department,
the attorney general has decided to institute suit against
the Union I*acific and ihe Western Union in order to test
the validity of the contracts
existing between them.
This was made necessary by the fact that in the injunction pnxreeding instituted by the telegraph company
against the railroad, the United States was not maide a
party.
The proposed suit is therefore in the order of a
lest case to test the validity of the act of iSSS.

Washington dispatch
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THE TELEPHONE.

The fight between the Bell Telephone company of Windsor, Onl
and the local authorities is over. Mayor Twomey
received a message from Manager Baker saying that the company would remove the poles in a few days from Wyandotte
avenue.
The company will refuse to all residents on the
avenue above Wyandotte street the privilege of having a
telephone, claiming that they have no way to reach them,
,

A Boston dispatch says: 'The Erie and American Bell
Telephone companies have completed a deal which promises to remove all restriction in the future between these
The

contract gives the Erie perpetual
the fields of its sub-companies
the
Northwestern, the Cleveland and the Southwestern— in
Minnesota, Cleveland and Texas respectively.
Under this
plan the Erie company will hold 70 per cent, of the stock
of ihe Northwestern and Southwestern companies and 65
per cent, of the Cleveland company, the Bel' company
owning the remainder. The Bell will not participate in
dividends until January, i8go, in the Northwestern and
(,'leveland cases, and June, 1891, in the Southwestern
The Bell will share in special expenses for new construction, underground work and the new switch of the Cleveland company proportionate to its holdings of stock with
the present rate of increase of new business.
The Erie
stockholders are assured 4 per cent, regularly besides accumulation of surplus."
rival corporations.

to operate

—

in

Miscellaneous Notes,
The

space in the Western Electric company's factory on
Clinton street, Chicago, is to be increased by the addition of two stories on the north wing.
Additional facilities were necessary in order to accommodate the cable department.

The

work in an electrical factory are well
time in the shop of Foree Bain,
Mr. Bain is constructing a 75 horse
power dynamo, which will weigh about three tons, and an
electric motor whose weight will not be over four ounces.
variations of

illustrated at the present

of

Chicago.

The Thomson-Houston European Electric Welding
company has been organized. The following are the diOliver Ames, S. Endicott Peabody, B F. Spinrectors:
N. Smith, W. A. Boland, Charlton T. Lewis, S.
A. Van Hoffman, S. D Bibcock and Henry D. Hyde.
Oliver Ames was chosen president, and W. A. Boland
ney. J

Ths

treasurer.

capital stock is $1,500,000.

A question, which so far as we know has not before
been raised, occurred to us while watching the storm of
the 6th of June, says the London Electrician,
Of the
several bundled discharges which took place during the
two or three hours the storm lasted, and of which a large
proportion, so far as the eye could tell, were discharges
to earth, onlj' some five or six at the most were accounted
for ihe next morning by the outward and visible sign of
What became of the remainder?
damage done.
We
shall, of course, be told
that the rest went to earth
quietly.
It must, however, be remembered that a good
earth is not afforded either by a slate roof or a stone pave
ment, yet these are interposed in towns almost everywhere
in the path of a flash.
This simple fact seems, therefore,
to require further explanation.

In referring to the great exposition to be held in this
country in 1892, Joe Howard, the well known Ne*v York
correspondent, speaks of the great advancement which has
been made in all branches of scientific research and to the
prominent part Americans have taken in this development,
especially in electrical science.
He says: "Nevertheless,
it will be found that every land
beyond the seas will take
pleasure in contributing its quota to this exposition, but all
the lands beyond the seas will sink into positive incompetence and nothingness when compared with the magnificent
exposition of the progresses of America.
Has it ever occurred to you that to America's sons are due all the great
advancements along the lines of art and science? Who first
tampered with the lightning? Franklin. Who first brought
it to absolute telegraphic use?
Morse.
To whom are we
and the world indebted for the telephone and the grapho-

phonc?

!'"dis;on

enhance his reputation.
His numerous
friends in the West congratulate him upon his appointment and the United Edison company may also be congratulated upon securing his services.
undoubtedly

William E. Curtiss, writing of the rapid development of
Venezuela and the part American capital has taken, says:
"The American Telephone company, of which Senator
Sabin of Minnesota is president, not only has the privilege
of erecing telephone lines all over Venezuela, but it has
also an electric light monopoly, which is very valuable in a
country where coal is ^iS a ton and gas ^S a thousand, and
good water power for running the electric lights is available almost everywhere."

right

"

Business Mention.
Clark Electric company has just moved its office
from 159 "Chambers street to the Corbin building, 19:;
]3roadway, corner John street, New York.
The location
is right iu the neighborhood of all the electric lighting companies.

The Empire City Electric company of 15 Dey street, N.
Y., keeps in stock incandescent lamps of any voltage of all
the regular standard makes.
The company announces
that the Habershaw wire is used exclusively in the new
electric light system of 5,000 lights at Elgin, 111.

The new buildings of the Western Pennsylvania Exposition Society, Pittsburgh, are now almost finished.
The
society has awarded the contract for the power to drive
machinery in Mechanical Hall to the Westinghouse Machine company, the engine being one of the new compound type of 250 horse power.

The Westinghouse Machine company,

W.

Parker of Chicago,

on board the Aurania, bound

James jiunn

of

charge of the St.

made a

Pittsburgh,
Pa reports that business is unusually active for this season of the year.
The sales during the months of May
and June were simply phenomenal, and the outlook for a
continuance of such sales is good.
The orcfers received
for the first twenty days of July, amount to forty-eight
engines, footing up to over 3,000 horse power.
of

,

The Woodhouse & Rawson Electric Supply company, of
London, Eng., has issued another catalogue which like
those that preceded it, will be found of great value to all
engaged in electrical pursuits, Many new ideas are introduced and numerous novel devices and machines are
described.
In addition there is a great deal of valuable
information, statistics, etc.
It is a complete electrical
catalogue.

English, Morse & Co. of Kansas City, report business
They are making a specialty of complete steam
plants for all kinds of service, furnishing Corliss or high
speed engines, also boilers to suit special service
They
also carry a very full stock of supplies, including belting,
steam pumps and heaters. Dodge wood split pulleys, bra?s
goods, etc., etc.; also a full line of ventilating apparatus,
including Sturtevant fans with or without power.
Also a
full line of Lidgewood hoisting engines.

good

Geo. A. Mayo, formerly electrician of the Van Depoele
company of Chicago, has opened his factory at Rockford,
III., under favorable circumstances.
He has already received a large number of orders for e'ectric light apparatus
of the Mayo system which he is manufacturing
The
day he opened his factory he had orders for ^9.000 worth
of work, all unsolicited.
This naturally encouraged him,
and as orders continue to come in it is his intention to increase his facilities for manufacturing.
A stock company
composed of the leading men of Rockford is organizing to
supply the capital to extend the business of the concern.
The company has not yet been incorporated but in all
probability will be in a short time
It will probably be
called the Mayo Electric company, as the Mayo system
which it will manufacture has been widely advertised.
In a Philadelphia letter in the Mercantile and Financial
Times, appears the following: There is probably no reader
of this paper who is a user of steam who does not know
something about the remarkably useful preparation entitled
"Lord's boiler cleansing compound." It is now more than
tvventy years since it was first placed upon the market, and
it is now in regular use in more than 30.000 establishments
in the United States and elsewhere.
The sole manufacturer of this genuine compound is now and always has been
George W, Lord of 316 Union street, Philadelphia. Recently, however, a bogus article made its appearance in
the market under the same name, with the result that Mr.
Lord took the unauthorized manufacturers into court and
there routed them
Edvi'ards, in hU "American Steam
Engineer" (iSSg), says: "Lord's compound is probably the
only one of its kind that is unanimously indorsed by professional men throughout the length and breadth of this
continent, among whom are authors of mechanical books,
engineers in charge of works, practical chemists, professional inspectors and manufacturers having large capital
invested in steam boilers.
This unanimous indorsement
is probably due to the fact that not a single accident has
occurred to any boiler having the compound in use, though
we find the article in use in every steam-using locality from
Canada to Mexico and from Maine to the Pacific slope,"

Electrical Patents.

patriotic address

for Liverpool

Issued July 23, 18S9

on July 4th.

Louis has been selected to take
Louis city station of the accumulator
St.

company,

407,327.

Electric Generator.

Charles E, Buell, Newark,

N.J.
Bath or Solution for Separating Metals from
407,
their Ores.
Jacob C. Wiswell, Medford, Mass.
3Sf).

Knos M. Barton, president of the Western Electric
company, Chicago, who has been abroad several months,
sriiled for home on July 20lh.
Owen I'ord, general manager of the l'".dison United
Manufacturing company of (."incinnati, O was in Chicago
last week, and was entertained at the Chicago Electric
club by .Messrs. Coehsl and Ferguson of the lOdison station.
,

T, r, Conant, of Chicago, has accepted a responsible
the United l-'.dison company of New York
Mr. Conant had been connected with the New
city.
V'ork I'ilcctrical Accumulator i.ompany since its organization and during the last year has been a member of the
firm of Conant iV Hood, Chicago, Western representatives
of the Electrical Accumulator company.
The acceptance
position with

return to New
York city. Mr. Conant has acquired an excellent reputation as an electrical engineer and in his new position will

of his

new

position will

necessitate

his

407,414.

Electric Meter.

William McKinney. Schuylkill

or cable, cut-off switch,

magnet, and an armature connected to a rod
having a forked end, in combination with a roller-pin
and balance wheel of a lever-clock movement."
electro

Station and
407,416
Brooklyn, N, Y.

Want

Printtr.

Underground I'.Iectric;
407,447.
Phipps, New Haven, (-onn.
Lightning Arrester
407.454Ohio.
407,455.

Electric

York, N.

Automatic Telegraph
Frank Anderson, Peeks
N. Y.
407 461. Automatic Telegraphy. Frank Anderson, Peekskill, N. Y.
Automatic Telegraphic Recorder.
407,462
Frank An
407,460

kill,

Claim one

\'.

Cut Out.

(

Major D.

'onduit.

James W.
Adolph

T.

Porter,

Ivlward

1

1.

See. Ilamiilon,

Smith.

New

appended-

is

In an automatic telegraphic receiver of the
page type, a message blank having marginal lines, in
combination with a receiving-recorder having a series
of pens connected to contacting surfaces, insulated

"i.

from each other, and electrically connected by a twopoint contact spring to the distant transmitter, the
contacting surfaces having a fixed relation to the distance between the two marginal lines, whereby the
characters near the ends of the successive lines are
repeated."
Circuit for Electric Railways.

407,470,
ler,

Henry H. Cut-

Newton, Mass
Alonzo Dow, Wooster,

Electro-Galvanic Belt.
407.473Ohio,

Means for Securing Dishes to the Tables of
407,477.
Steamships.
Frank Ezell, Maranham, Brazil
Relay for Quadruplex Telegraphs
407,480.
Healy, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Clarence L.

Wire System of Electrical DistribuJames A. Lighthipe, Wilmington, Del

ftfultiple

407,485
tion

Apparatus for Adjusting, Pointing or Training
Hiram S. Maxim, London, England

407,487.

Cannon

Electric

407, 49^.

George Mcintosh,

Signal.

Stoning-

Conn,

ton.

Sidney H. Short Denver,

Electrical Railway.

407,496.

Colo
Claims

2

and

5 are:

"2.
In an electrical railway, the combination, with
a car, of a current-collector, a shoe supportmg the
same, a driver or rod between the car and shoe, and
extensible electrical connections between the car and
collector.

"5.
In an electrical railway, the combination, with
a car, of a current-collector supported on shoes, extensible electrical connections at each end of the car
with the collector, a detachable driver or rod connecting the carat each end with the suppo ting shces, and
"
a rod connecting the shoes

Mark W. Dewey,

Selecting-Telegraph.

407,581.

Syra-

N. Y.

cuse,

John

Electric Fixture.

407.5Q3-

C.

Hollings,

Boston,

Ma^s.

Marmaduke M. M.

Core for Converters.
Fort Wayne. Ind

407. 61S.
tery,

Electric Meier.
Ind.
I reads:

407.619.
Fort

Marmaduke M. M.

Slat-

Slattery,

Wayne.

Claim

"I.
An electric meter consisting of a fixed coil
traversed by alternating currents, a second coil the
circuit of which is closed upon itself, fixed in inductive
relation with said first coil and with its plane intersecting the plane of the first coil, a moving part consisting of a closed electrical conductor free to rotate
pi ced in inductive relation with the two fixed coils
aforesaid, a shunt-coil in a circuit derived from points
in the circuit of the first-named coil, having a dilTerence of potential between them less than that operating in the circuit of the first named coil and superadded to said first-narfled coil, and a retarding and
"
regulating device and registering mechanism

Svstem of Protection from Lightning
F. Hili; Hazleton, Pa.

407 660,

407 673.

Galvanic Shoe.

407 689.

Charging System

John

S.

for

drew L. Riker, New
407 692. Autographic Telegraph.
Rutherford, N. J.
Printing-Telegraph,

407 729.
lyn,

Chas.

Mellon, St. Louis,

Secondary Batteries.
York, N V.

Mo
An-

James H, Robertson,

Clarence L. Healy, Brook

N, Y.

407 730
lyn,

407 745.

Printing-Telegraph,

N

Clarence L- Healy, Brook-

Y.

Electrical Railway

Sidney H. Short, Denver,

Colo.

The claims are appended:
"i.
In an electrical railway, the combination of an
insulated underground wire or cable cut in sections,
with throw-switches connecting the ends of the sections, and contact-plates at the ends of the sections
with a space between them, and a current-collector
adapted to operate the switches and collect the current
through the contact plates.
"2.
An electric railway having a single conductor
composed of sections of insulated wire, the ends of
the sections being connected together by switches, a
s ,vitch shifter
for operating said switches, contactplates on the ends of the sections with a space between them, and a suitable current-collector."
407 746.

Water-closet Flushing-valve,

St. Paul,

Falls, Pa.

The second claim follows:
"2.
The conducting wire

i88g

3,

derson, Peekskill, N. V.

The

Personal Paragraphs.
Francis

August

John W. Stevens,

Minn.

Extensible Upward - Pressure Contact- Arm.
407 749,
Charles J. Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.
Claim 2 follows:
"2.
In an electric railway, the combination, with
an overhead conductor and a moving vehicle, of a
rigii-l arm hinged to the top of said
vehicle, said arm
having n telescopic enti section carrying a contactwheel, a spring for projecting said end section and
keeping the contact-wheel noimally against the under
side of the conductor wlien the arm is moved upon its
support, and springs in engagement with the lower
liart of said arm for raising the same from a horizontal
toward a vertical position, according to the height of
the conductor.''

August

3,
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BEFORE YOU PURCHASE
Electric Gas

Lighting Apparatus
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Im HfiyH

29, 1896,

:
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THE BEST COOOS, THE GREATEST VARIETY.
UEDDCED

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
01

BKNRV
H.

A.
,

iiiul (>:{

CLAHK.

(eutiiluijiii)

Haiiipsbiro Street, Ituston, Mass.
IIEKBEUT H. EUSTI8.

Gonerul MimnKiir.

W.

S.

INCRE&BKD DIHCOUNT8.

PKICK8.

I'nrwurdBd on

Ilewliit ot

Dt'SINKHH

ANDREWS.

i,

','AIII>,)

NEW YORK

22 UNION SQUARE,

Elcotrlolon.

WARD LEONARD.

LIST

Containlnt^ "'VtirytlilnK nocudpury for nttln« up private or I'ulillc
ItiilUlliiKH, Tlii.-alerH. OhurcUnn, Ktc., with <Ju Ll^htlnK AppuratuH.

E.

CITY.^

M. IZARO.

CONSULTING AND CONTRACTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
Systems of Electric Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, An; Light Plants, Hli--ctric
Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting I'lants.
Plans and Mpeclflcationa for all Kinds of Electrical GoBatmetlan Work.
AfuUllne ofCommercliiL Supplies carried at all times for PliDts described aliore.

For any or

all

Branrta Ofllces:

Room 425, Telephone 694, CHICAGO.
THE ROOKERY,
ailnncapoIlM, Hinn. Northnestern Mntnal Life InHoranre Block,

The liumber Exebanee, KoomsS

4.0 N/^

sod

13.

ILL.

lioom

;

n^ TeleptionsUSC, miwanke^. Wla

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
Telephone and Telegraph,

Electric Light,

IVXa.xiTxla.ot'u.recl. foxr JSk.&i'±a.l, S-ixloxxx nx-lxio azLdl TTxa.d.ejrsx-o'u.xxd

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,

MARIC

TBADE

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
BRANCHES:

Chicago,

Boston,

Philadelphia,

PEGKHAIVI'S

Omaha,

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF
OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

...
Minneapolis,

13 Park

Cincinnati,

Louisville.

T7ao.

MANSON PROTECTING

NEW YORK.

Row,

Kansas

City,

TAPE.

and

San Francisco.

PATENT INTERCHANGEABLE

ELASTIC STREET OAR WHEEL.
IS

THE ONLY INTERCHANGEABLE STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS THE ONLY ELASTIC STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS THE ONLY NOISELESS STREET CAR WHEEL.

Can be Renewed

IN

at

Eny Car Stable by any Ordinary Laborer, and without Removing Motors from Axles.

USE ON THE FOLLOWING ROADS:

Broolclyn City Railroad. Brooklyn, N. Y.
New Williamsburg ft Flaibiish Kallroad, Brwklyn. N. Y.
Houston, Wt'3t Street and Pavonla Ferr> Kallroad, New Yorli.
Nortb Uudaoii uouniy Ballroad. Hoboken, N. J.
Cincinnati Street Railway Co., Cincinnati. Ohio.
West End Electric Uallroad, lioslon. Mass.
Port Hurun Electilc Co.. Port Huron. Mlcb.
Chlbuahua luUlroad, Cblhuatiua. Mexico.

I>«8criptlT« Circular and Price List

Bushwlck Railroad, Brooklyn. N. Y.
Broadway Kallroad. New York,
Third Avenue Kallroad. "
Jersey City & Bercen Railroad. Jersey City. N. J
Omaha Cable Railroad Co Omaha, Nebraska.
.

Scranton Electric Co., Scrantoo. Pa.
cnizeos Railway Co.. Elkhart, Ind.

Farnlshed upon Application to

^

THE PECKHAM STREET CAR WHEEL & AXLE

CO.,

239 BroadwayT N.

Y.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MANUF'G OFCOMPANY,
-ia:AXI"FACTXJRERS

Automatic Electric Motors
In all Sizes

from One-half H.

P.

Upward.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship. Ease

oj

jSIanagement, Seinarkalile Siiiiplicitg, Etc., Etc.

DYNAIVIO ^ ElaSCTRIC

^>

IVI ACHIIffXIS

For Electroplating, Electrotypbg, Copper Befining, Etc.
RRSUPH
DniinOIl ftPRIPPdUf ritliO.

ItCWrORK.SaCliiircJiSt.;

BOSTOM. 117 Arch

KAMSAS

cm,

St.:

PHILADCLPHIA.

RIalto Sulliliiig:

CHICAeO, 41 USallt
506 CcmmtrnSt.;
lOS Caromieltt St.

NEW ORUANS,

St.;

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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General Machine
Electric Light Repairing.
Job-Work, Pattern Making, Etc., Etc.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

Electrical

-an

^ Meckical-Engk^^

Office aoi]

Works;

-

-

76

MARKET

ST.,

SCALE

Steam

in

STILWELL&BIERGEMFG.GO.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poles.
Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled Promptly.

f/lADE

and Mill at Oscoda, mich.

CUTOFF ENGINE

ONLY

SPEAKIN& TUBES

thebaueSS^o

Hikmount. Western
Agtnt Electrical Department New Haven Clock Co.,
315 Wabash Avenue. Ctjlcago.
:

Purifier.

Impurities.

CBICifiO,

MANITPACTURERB OF

Office

1889

3

Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

LOUD & SONS LUMBER CO.

Exclusive SeillDg Agent

all

prevents

Entirely

DESIGNER, MANUFACTUREK.

1001-8-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.
H. M.

Steam-Feed Water

Stilwell's Patent Live

Removes

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF TT, S.
ELECTKJCAXi PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

The

August

G. k.

Oral, Electric,

kl^.

W.
2

80 Adams Street,

1

OSTRANDER &

R.
,

23 and 2S Ann

Factory, 1461 and 1463

CONSULTING ELECTRICIAN,

Send

for

New

WHISTLES.

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.

GEORGE CUTTER,
"

ant

Pneumatic, and Mechanical

Catalogue, out August

CO.,

New

St.
DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

York.

1st.

CHICAGO.

-

National Electric Light Electric Lighting in

ASSOCIATION
Will Hold

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,

New

ita

TENTH CGNVEIITION

BRYANT'S SWITCHES,

AT

HIDE'S SWITCHXS,
ItISlIIi&TIlV& STAFIiES,
I1S8UL.ATIKG PAIKT,

Niagara Falls, N.

Russell Mast Arms.

JiTJCHJST

«,

y AMI>

Y.,

8.

>»°

trical Control,

For Arc an d Incandesce nt

Circuits.

Lockwood Instrument
91

Co.,

Griswold Stkeet,

Central Traflic Association Certificates, when
Ihey purchase their tickets, which will entitle
them to return at one-third fare.
This Convention will be the most interesting
and Important one ever held by the Aseoclatlon.
A number of very valuable papers have been seSeveral committees will mafie reports
cured.
which will be of positive value to every electric
light man in the country. A large attendance of
WPSlern delegates Is espected.
For more specific inforroatian address the AeBociation at ita HEADQUARTEKS,

Mr. Wheeler discusses and explains the
subject under the following heads:

St.,

ALLAN

New York

WEEKLY,

Published July 34th.

Geherating and Distributins.
Lamps.
Systems op Distbieution.
The Alternating Cdrrent.
gonstructioh of the lihes.
20 pages, 10 cents a copy; subscription

$4 a year postpaid.

City.

PUBLISHED BY

CARRATT.

V.

HARPER
Ammeters and Voltmeters

of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.
CARFEIiTIIilB, HABTaiAIIflV
Cahanometers, Bridges and Rheostats by

all

&

CO.,

ELEMENTS

J"

ein3.es

w

.

924 Chestnut

HI

KXAjniNE.

<^-u.ei©ix cfc
St.,

Co.

BROTHER NEW

YORK.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Ph. D.

260 Pages, Cloth Bindins,

Illustrated, Price SI. 50.
an elaboration and revision of the popular series ol articles which ran through the
Western Electrician under the same title. It treats of; Principles of the Dynamo; Alternate
Current Dynamos Direct Current Dynamos Electric Terms and Units; Electric Measurements
The Arc Lamp; The Incandescent Lamp; The Storage Battery; Electric Distribution.
Sent, postage prepaid, on receipt of price,
This book

the Prominent Makers.

OF

&

BY PHILIP ATKINSON,

is

;

CAI.X. ATHD

York, in

HAHPKH'S

18 Cortlandt

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,

New

Meetings will be lield at the Casino.
For rooms or exhibitioa Bpace address BENJAExecutive Committee,
Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Delegates east of Chicago, Paoria, and Quincy,
111., Barlington and Keoknk, Iowa, Hannlual and
at. Louis, Mo- aii'i north of Wheeling and Parkersburg, W. Va., should obtain Trunk Line or

MIN UHODBS, Cbairman

POLARITY INDICATOR

Board of Elec-

Electrical Expert of the

Delegates will stop at the International
Hotel.

LOCKWOOD AMMETER

York,

the Subject of an article of
nine pages, with twentyeight illustrations,
Br SCHUYLER S. WHEELER, Sc. D.,
Is

;

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Philadelphia.

C I^akeside Baildlne* Chicago.

SCHElSrECTA.DY, N.

Y.,

MANXTFACTUEEKS OF

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords
JAMES

P.

^n£Gables

KELLY, General Sales Agent, 19 Dey

for Telephone, Telegraph
Street,

New

York.

THE HEISLER PATENT LONG DISTANCE
HiCiNDESCeilT ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.
Specially adaptedfor Street, Oommercial. and Domestic Illumination from Central Stations. Plant may be located where Power
can be secured Cheapest, even if miles distant from the Lighting.
Safety, Reliability, and Financial Success fully demonstrated.
Plan of Wiring the Simplest. Cheapest, and most Efficient in Existence. Strictly Series. Noted for the Brilliancy and Beauty of
the Light. Lamps, 10 to 100 Candle-Power; Long Life without
Blackening.
Greatest Production of Candle Power pep Horse
Power. Dynamo perfectly Automatic,
l«K\'l> FOR CmCDIiAK.
CORBKSPOXUBSICB t^OIilCITBD.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
809-817 South 7th

Street,

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

!

and Fixtnre

-FORLong Distance
M

CANDESCENT

IiI«iHTIN6).

y\ligusl

,^,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

iSSy

VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
M.K( IRIC r(tM('AMKS la calM to lliU W.t^t-U
lll-:i':ii »»|iiirtkulnrlyarliiptr<lto tli'-ir
r<-iiiiti'liitl>l v M|<*mly
fiiirll H%*vrti
un*t uvi'ttt i:ill«-i«>ii4'y, .'in'l liirK** C'liiiiK'lty, t'>r iK
brtnj; 4ri»til»l4> 111'- l*i»\« f'r <tl niu .1 wli-i-l-. r.l -..iiii'- <li4iin-t. t.
It f. tiv«l \iy ,,
llumh'T (}i l\\'- I'-.ulinj; r-|.-. tfii; fjiiijj.iriif. Hilh K''"-'' '"iti*'l'»' tiofi. III •''•' r«.oiio(,»fciil iiM- ol 1A itir II it M iilif Jill an un rqiial, prcHiuctDK ilic hlifliritl p^r ccni. o( lue*
'Ihr iiKrntian of

U

lllf/%'l*l-:i» n'/%'l'l-:K

oniKronnr

of

uv

motion,

ii-.

dmmrlrr,

<

iruiiranlei'd.
Hl:Stt FOB i.'AT/\ro<;|-K A%U rAKTI<-|'l,AflH.
Oiir Inrlzonliil "Victor" K lil^hlv rrconwiH-ndrd, jw no jj'-a., urr rrniilrnj

ful uffcci

I

and

It

can

In- iH-ltrfl

dirrclly lo <lynari.o.

anompanyinK rnKr:ivinK rrprrwrnlji n pair of i a inch VI4*'l*OK
'I'l l(lll.'\l-.M arranged on a huriMinlal nhiifi, with CaM-lron I-Iutn''. Ijrafi
uli's, l-.rMi IV^l^ln^;^ for Shaft, and Driving I'ullry* coriiptrlr. all inountrd U(Kin
u suhsianiial ca.st<iron hcd pliiU*. The rniirtr aifiinK**rni-nl It very rornjilr-if and
•trictl^ tir»l-cla»» in every particular.
We are nnw prrpafd to fitrnifcfi Vicior
Tlic

I

m

'rurt)incs. cither single or
pairfi on tioruonial thaftn,
aflmll?! of Ihrjr iir.'-. wr rccormnrnd tht-m.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

HOLIilES,

CO.,

•

and

wfirrc

ifir

ikrfti.-ition

DAYTON, OHIO.

HJLYIDEITS,
BOOTH
&
WATERB1TBY,
CONN.

FACTORIES:

MANIIKA4:Ti:itKIIM

OF

BARE AND INSJJImJBLTETJ ITITIRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Marrnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for Incandescent LIghtlnK. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT
For

Electric

Light,

n

Electric

K

Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON
J. L.

BARCLAY,

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LICHTINC.

THOS.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

LINE WIRE

K.

ILL.

L.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

,«MMJ=L-g!IM!Hriiyj.]

?..VE^Na OHIO. <^<« Sf "r„Tfe.
THE MOST DURABLE, SIMPLEST AND BEST

OVERHEAD WIRE SYSTEM.

Bentley-KnigM Electric Railway
25

fc

27 Tenth Ave.,

NEW YORK

Co.,

CITY.

The ONLY Conduit System.

WKSTERN ELECTRICIAN.

August

3,

1889

THE STORY OF THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
PAMPHLET, 15 PAGES,
A

description without tschaicalitiss for Non-Electricians mailed to any address free.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC
General

TRADE MARK

Western

HUGH McMillan, President.

42 LA SALLE ST, CHICAGO,

CO,,
ilgentsi

'W. &.

The

Okonite

Co.--Ilres,

Cables,

Tape

and Tubing.

FR&NK E. SNO\P, Secy and Treas.

JA.0KSON, Vioe-Pretident.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC TRACTION
IDEXZSOIT,

ILL.

CO.,

IvIICI^:-

ORGANIZED TO CONSTRUCT, EQUIP AND OPERATE

Railways By ELEiaTRia Motors,

Strkeit^
Embracing

New

and Valuable Patents covering improvtments which are necessary for

ECONOMICAL OPER ATION AND HIGH EFFICIENCY.
FRANK

B.

RAE, ELECTRICAL ENGINEER.

features that will commend it to the careful attention of Street Railway Managers,
looking for reliable, easily operated and efficient apparatus for HEAVY WORK.

new

Contains

Roads
Bast Detroit

in

Operation and

& Grosse Pointe

Highland Park Railway
Detroit City Railway, Mack
Citizens Street Railway
Adrian Electric Railway

St.

Detroit, Mich. .8 miles.
" -3^ "
"

Line.

.

'*
"
.2
Elkhart, Ind. .7
Adrian, Mich. .3
.

POINXS
A Single Motor Geared

to

in

OF=

**

"
*'

Process of Construction

;

—

Decatur Electric Street Railway
Decatur, 111
3 miles.
**
Sault Ste Marie St. Railway, Sault Ste Marie, Mich. .3
"
Fort Worth City Railway Co., Fort Worth, Texas. .10
"
'*
"
Fort Worth Land & St. Ry. Co.,
.15
Saginaw Union Railway Co., Saginaw, Mich
17^ "

SURERIORITV.

Both Axles, with Improved Noiseless Flexible Gear Preventing Breaking from Sudden
Strain. MDtor Truck Easily and Quickly Detachable^ Etc.^ Etc.

C7o37i7esx><^>3.clG:>3oe

JSollolted »xid

^Smt±iaa.m>tGmt :F-txxr3a.ls]3.ecl..

THE STODDARD PATENT
Combined Rosette and Cut-Out.

THE FIRST REAL IMPROVEMENT

For Flexible Pendent Electric Lights,
Pateoted Sept. 13, lt)81.

ipa

POROUS CUP BATTERIES
StDce the Invention of the Leclanche.

Tbese CutrOats present a neat and
aricfl.

aor]

while others

may

artltitic

appear-

cost less, they retjulro

more

found In practla^ ahout three to
places twenty ordinary
one. 1.
Cut-^jiitahocan piiicealxty of theao, thus makInK asavThlH w'luld repreintt of twothlnlH tlio coHt of la'«or.
sent a KavloK of two dollars per day on uarh workman
employed at three dollars per day. TIiIb adds ton
oentatothe cost of each of tho cheaper Cut-outs for
eitralahor alone, while the advantaKO of having Klxty
llXhlH provided tor In the tlmo but twenty are ready
for use, l« nfitlmeHof vital Importance.
AlcalD, extr» Base IJIi'nks or Itosettes are KOnerally
time to

tntttall.

It Ib

workman

e„ while a

required for other

f.'ut-outs.

coiillnultiuHavlnK in matter of renewals, repairs
rot'lacln.; fusible fitrlps, all igu to make up an at.:trredatlon of advaTitai-''!'. which hiw Induced somn
users to Btate thai tlioy "profr^r the Stmldard Ou^ouL•^
at their price, an aKalnnt any olhtir at lesa price."
MANIJf ACTUItKIJ BV TUK

A

Send

and

MARKLE ENGINEERING
For Sale by

all

CO., Detroit, Mich.
Electrical Supply Companioa.

for Circular of

the Axo Battery.

THE LEOI.ANCHE BATTERY
Axo Battery

Complete.

149 "West i8th

St.,

New

York.

CO.,

Porous Cup Alone.

Aiij,nisL T„

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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MclNTIRE'S PATENT ELECTRIC WIRE
9IAI»K <>r TIIK IIKMT

Pal. Applied for.

I.

%

HK

CONNECTORS

4;«»l*rf<IC.

for iiH (iHtit;*^ »( Wlr«, nnporlor
clixnpMr tban nnldoreil JolniH.

Wiro ('iinnoctorn

I'nt.

TormtnalN

(<> finil

'IVTiiilniilB

Ad(>pU<d

Uk''*. 'I'**lopliono and ToltiKi'Qpb <'(>iiipAnl<'H ttirnuKlioiit United
Kopt in Htdck imd for fiilo liy nil tlio loadlnn ol«ctrl<:iil rtiipply Iioiihob,

l>y ICIi^ctrli:

Carada.

stalls'^ tiiid

Wrih<

f<>r

jirlrtK rind

<

IrriilorN

with

for liyntrnr

n

I'hl

nnd
rtiiltialR

fnll lnfr>rinatl<in

FRICTION CLUTCH PULLEYS

WIND ENGINE COMPANY,

J.B.YOUNG, Prcsidonl and

-

St.,

75 Randolph

R.
1

J\

2

T.WHITE,

PEARL STREET, Room
BOSTON, MASS.

6.

American

MMi.

S:unp!o Chairs mid Sections of

Kfiil

Telegrapii, Telephone and Electric Light,

sent oq

Highest Insulation and Loweit Inductive Capacitr
ot any Cable in the Market

ApplJL'Jitioi

YVestern Asent,

Send for Circulars.

HAIVSAS CITY.

-

Edwards.

New York

9IO.

A. LtNGEN.,

EDWARDS ^

CO.,

Manufacturing - :- Electricians,
PATENT ELECTRIC BELLS,
AUTOMATIC BURGLAR ALARMS,
DOOR OPENERS,
ELECTRIC ANNUNCIATORS.
THERM0STA7S, GAS UGHTINO APPARATUS, ETC., ETC.
Office

S^leci^riGal Wo^K^?
PROVIDENCE, R. I.,
— FuK —

Street Railway

Prices on Application.

R.

^

FAEADAY CABLE

IinproYed Fatentei Material for

l_-_J

-

-^'

BXCLUHIVK UA.YL'rACTCRKKS Or TDX

Patent Allowed.

THOaiAS ASHBURNEK,

^^

/

Spoci^d Discounts on I-arge Orders.

Street, Ctiicago.

Rolled any weight desired.

Correspondence SoUcil«d.

\

/

69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Process Patented.
Well Selected and Good CARBONS made from Natural Gas.
BATTERY CARBONS OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTY.
i

_

JAMISON, VlccPreildenl.

Office, No.

Office,

««JT''s.

BELOIT.WIS.
B. K.

Trcas.

J.

CITY

SOLAR CARBON ^ MFG. COMPANY,
Western

Newark, N.

""^ "^^

i

for rXllDtf (.'ulOaU

u

T/te Nev) BwUdlnf/ of the WliSTKRN ELKCTRIC CO.,
THE BEST FACTORY BUILDING IN THE
"ACKNOWLEDGED
=T^^^^
YORK,
IF NOT IN THE UNITED STATES,"
NEW
OF
i^l^^rSof^
Is equipped with these SPECIALTIES made by tlie

ECLIPSE

A|>[>tl«-I fcr.

^riy

wlf.

MclNTIRE & CO., 36 Crawford

C.

TERMINALS.

fur.

Motor*, nrc, t" NiiU
KftiiK" of

for liK'nndnHCCnt Ijimpn.

and

AppHe'l

and Factory:

4th Ave.

& t44th

St.,

New

OUice, 18 CortlaiuU .Street.
P. C. ACKEItM.yy. A(."ii«.

P'orest City Electric 'yyorl^s.
CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

Manufacturer, pi

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES.

Quick Make and Break Unconby the Handle.

trolled

York.

Branch, 5 and 7 Dey St.

THE LUNGEN BELL.
(P.VTENTED.)

ENTIBEIi^^

NEW

Corrcflpondence

IN CONSTRUCTIOAr.

The Base and Cover are stimped, and ha\dng ribbed
£vtry piece is Ined?P9 are Btrong, lif^ht and compact.
terchangeable, special machinery being used in its manu-

Electric

fncttire.

The Armatnre, Hammtr and Its Rod and Adjaating
SpringB are combined ao thnttbey cannot work loose.
The Adjusting Screw ie held tlrmlyoy spring nut, and always remains asset. The baee and metal parte are Nlckil
Plated. The Cover is made to spring on and requires no
faetenino:- Tbe hammer rod passes through the side of
base, thereby filling opening, making it Dust and Insect
Proof.

with

Solicited

Light

Companies.

W.

B.

CLEVELAND,

Proprietor,

183

SENECA STREET. CLEVEUND,

THE MATHER ELECTRIC
Chicago Office,
N. Y. Office, 35

Broadway.

I

I

a

CO..

Metropolitan Block.

Boston, 105

Summer

St.

Cincinnati, Carlisle BIdg.

THE MATHER INCANDESCENT SYSTEM
Superior to

all

others

in efficiency

and

reliability of

Lamps and Dynamos.

From one-half horse-power upward, for conetant potential circuits, perfectly selfregulating without special mechanism. Motors also for constant current circuits. Motors
wound for any desired potential.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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1889

Established in 1861.

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
D.

P.

CO.

^B.

PERRY, Yice-President and General Manager,

BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

IN

MAMUFACTUBEES OF THE

SPERRT IMPROVED SYSTEM

^ ELECTROLIERS,

-OF-

COMBIN fivTION
LOW

HIGH OR
1.
'J.

3.

TENSION.

QAS AHL ILICTHIC
FIXTURES.

The n<3w Sperry apparatuB free from repairs for twelve months.
That the new sperry improved Dynamos can lie coupled in eeilea with perfect safety.
Tbat any number of lamps from one to capafJty of dvnamo can be cut In or out of

circuit,

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

singly or in <;roup8, with perfect eafety, and without sparking at the brashes.
4.
To absorb power In exact proportion to number of ligbts burniug.

The new Automatic Sperry Dynamos and Lamps surpass

1.

make.

SHADES,

in efficiency those of any other

That there is greater economy in operating the new Sperry System than any other.
That our automatic regulation has no equal; no rheoBtat, no wall boxes, no solenoid cr

2.
3.

dash pot.
4.
That

We

if

you

invite

will visit

ISi,

ISS,

m

South

Cliston

St„

-BRANCH STORE-

CHICASO, III

PfP'^
Sioux City Engine Works,
2134 Michigan Avenue,

—BUILDEBS
Office and Factory

YXW*^
2134

to

Mannfactnrers

of

2140 DeKalb

St.,

-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS

anil

SINGLE VALVE

AUTOMATIC ENGINES,

CARBON SPECIALTIES,
Lone

Well known Kust na the "Russell."
lijspfciully adapted to

Life,

Uniform

'BL&CKDIJMOND"

ELECTRIC LIGHTING,

Size,

Milling:,

POINTS

SyPERlORtLlTY,

OUTSHINE

Guaranteed Second
to

ALL.

"WRITE

OF THE—

^'tf
ST. LOUIS, MO,

OUR

THEM

Etc.,

CHICAGO.

correspondence with electrical engineers. Intending buyers, and interested
people everywhere.

CC,

,

Madison Street and Fiftb Avenne,

our factory we can show you the best arc lighting apparatus in existence

m mVi mm

Etc

None.

FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES,

Steam Power

Outfits for Lisilitins SiatUins

Manufacturing,

GENl WESTERN AGTS.IiiMflLHSp^MP.
^^wSf SJtlFe'jfiiJiSi^?'"*^

'B^TlCrWLILNN

C.

Sc

!Etc.

and Elevators a

Specialty.

}

M. GIDDINGS. Gen'l Manager, Sioux

-^'sCity, lows.

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INOANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIANCES FOR THE EDISOI ELECTRIC LIGHT,
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

)

B,

j

-W-t-W xtt^-dxt
XUHIL
ivrx'T^r

& CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

|

Street,

55

pifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.

August

3,

iXX9

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

^H

xxi

J^

EDISON MACHINE
SCHENECTADY,

WORKS
N. Y.

MA.IVrUFAGTURERS OF

INSFUTED WIRES,
FLEXIBLE

CORDS

.AlTDi OLA.]BXaS^P
TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH AND ELECTRIC LIGHT.

J.&1,CSS. F.

ISELL?,

General Sales Agent,

19

DEY STREET,

-

NEW YORK.

1

:

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

August

3, iJ

675 DECREES

VALVE-OLEINE:
MASTER
MECHANICS, Purchasing

Agente, Engineers and Practical Builders of
.]co8tly steam plants will be pleased to know that a Lubricant is now produced ot such
/extraordinary high Are test as to malie It proof against the great heat to which It, Is
subjected, and Is therefore a PERFECT lubricator where products of lower grade aqd
fire testa pass off at once, leaving the parts subject to wear, or greatly increasing the

_

consumption of

'Valve-Olelne"

I
I

I
]

I
I

I
I
|

oil.

the greatest viscosity, is enis
tirely free from all acids and ab-oiutely non-corrosive, and without doubt the finest and most thoroughly reliable Cylinder Lubricant now on the market and will naturally lubricate 200 to 300 pkr cbnt.
more than products of lower test, 9~Is not only the "best but the most econoinlcal lubricant.
Manufacture and sale controlled exclusively by RELIANCE OIL & GREASE CO.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Samples of one to ten barrels shipped on request. Correspondence invited. Resident agents wanted.

a product in the highest state of

filtration. Is of

CHARLES

lEONARD PAGET.

J.

I

KINTNBB.

PAGET & KINTNER^
Aisn Rawhide

UcE

Leather^

^

fKJ.OUIS.MO.^
—lAGENTS ALL CITIESh

Chemical

Electrical

DYNAMO TENDERS' HANDBOOK.-By

F. B.

BADT.

70 UlnetratlonB flexible cloth binding; size of type page, 6s3 inches.

Address

Price, postage prepaid to

and

Eiectrical

Engineers,

4S

George

P. Barton,
LAW OFFICE,

Designed for

Dynamo Tenders and Linemen; Stationary and Maiine Engineers. Just the book for men who wish
to learn how to operate and care for electric light installations. The only book of the idnd in the
English language.

Experts

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

^^o.

100 pages;

and

IN

any address in the United States or Canada,

ELEOTRIOIAX PUBLISBINO

81-00.

CO., 6 Lakeside Bldg,, Chicago,

CHlUACaO, ILL.
225 Dearborn Street
PATENT AND TRADE MARK CASES.

JUST OUT!!
Incaniltsciiit

W»

By
Type page

F. B.

Hand-Book.

BADT.

X3 inches; flexible cloth binding; 66 pages; 35
These tables
cuts and 5 tables, three of which are 12x18 inches.
ONCE, and without any calculation, the size of wire regive
A timely book,
quired in each case for any percentage of loss.
containing full instruction for Incandescent Wiring, and complete
information concerning Methods of Running Wires, Location of
Safety Devices and Switches, Splices, Insulation and Testing for
Faults, Wire Gauges, General Electrical Data, Calculating Size of
Wires, Wiring of Fixtures, Elevators, Buildings, Isolated and Cen5 >^

AT

tral

Station Plants.

THE ONLY COMPLETE BOOK OF THE KIND PUBLISHED.
First Edition Twenty-F'ive

Hundred

Copies.

SENT, POSTAGE FREE, ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

ELECTEICIAN PUBLISHING
6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

CO,

—
August

II.

3,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

18S9

GKO

H. I-IAYDKN, President.
GILUlOin', Vii^B-PrcaidLMit.

B. SI

WAl.TKlf

FITCH

I

AW,

K.

(Jmifiittl

Manajfor.

KI.'KKMAN,

IOI.^rtri(^iiu,,

it.

iO.

!:.

IS.

m;ST, .Sforntary.
I'lTNAM, Tr«tt«UMr.

EAU CLAIRE, WIS.
•XXXXXXXXX;

SYSTEM
TRANSFORMER
^-—
Oin

o

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING

Our Apparatus

is

of

the

Higliest

Efficiency— Mechanically and

WE GUARANTEE

GET

TPIE BEST!

ITS OPERATION,

Electrically,

AND

GET THE CHEAPEST!

CORRESFOHIDElSrCE SOLICITED.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO

I

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

WOODWARD
f Gen. R. a. ALGER.

G. H. GALE, President.
S. A. PLUMMER, VICE-PRESIDENT.

H. H.

HUMPHREY,

i

TREASURER.

G. H.

Is. A.

GALE.

3, i8

ELECTRICAL CO.

BOARD OF DIRECTOKS.
E. C.

T.

PLUMMER.

August

BROWN.

WILLIAMSON.
TROUT.

F. B.

WARREN.
THOMPSON.
H. HUMPHREY.

H.

f

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, SECRETARY.
FRANK B. TROUT, SUPERINTENDENT.

C. A.
C. H.

}

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT STORAGE BATTERY.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

In construction,

has

now been found

to

be

PECULIARLY ADAPTED to many uses

In

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE
which other types of

batteries

Steadsdng Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,
Propelling Boats,
Burglar Alarms,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station Lighting,
Street Oars,

DURABLE,

and
have

and

is,

owing

to Its design,

failed.

Isolated Lighting,
Auxiliary Central Station

Running of Small Motors.

SECTioar

BATreBif.

Work,

Medical Purposes,

OF battekt

filate.

^^ Detroit Storage Battery,
MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS GRANTED TO C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
BEEN DULY ASSIGNED TO THIS COMPANY,
Is positively the only Secondary Battery which ivill not Buckle, or which will
withstand uninjured the Highest Mates of Discharge.

THE ONLY

STTCCXdSSZ^
IS

STOX^-A-O-E

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY

The Woodward

Electrical Co.
FACTORY:

OFFICES:
69 Gr'^wold

St.,

Campau

E-^TTE^"^

Building.

DETROIT. MICH.

Corner ISth and Howard Streets.

August

3,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

A PRACTICAL ANDJOMMERCIAL SUCCESS.

He

Thonson-Eoiiston Electric R'y System,
ECONOMIC/IL.

DURIBLE. RELIiBLE.

NEW TYPE THOMSON-HOUSTON

ELECTRIC RAILWAY TRUCK.

RESULT OF ONE YEAR'S WORK.
RAILWAY CONTRACTS OF THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC RAILWAY

CO,:

Namnkeag Street Ry., Salem, Mass.
Alliance Street Railway Co., Alliance, O.
& Edgewood Street Railwaii Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Newburyport & Atnesbury Horse Ry.
Attlehoro, ^o. Attlehoro & Wrentliam Street Railway Co.,
port, Mass.

Atlanta

Co.,

Newbury-

Attleboro, Mass.
Ainericus Street Railway Co., Aniericus, Ga.

Newport Street Ry. Co., Newport, R. I.
Newton Street Ry. Co., Newton, Mass.

Auburn Electric Railway Co., Auburn, JV.
Sanyor Street Railway Co., Bangor, Me.

Nay-Aug Cross Town By. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Onialia tC C. B. Ry. and Bridge Co., Omaha, Neb.
Omaha Mo*or Ry. Co., Omaha, Neb.

Y.

Belt Line Railway Co., Lt/nn, Mass.
Brooklyn Street Railway Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Central Passenger Railway, Louisville, Ky.
Central Railway Co., Peoria, III.
Citizens' Electric Street

Railway, Decatur,

Ottawa Electric

St.

Ry.

Co.,

Ottawa,

III.

Ottumwa Street Ry. Co., Ottumwa, Iowa.
Plymouth <C Kingston By. Co., Plymouth, Mass.
Quincy

III.

St.

Ry.

Co.,

Quincy, 3Iass.

Redbank & Seabright Ry., Redbank, N.
Richmond St. Ry. Co., Richmond, Ind.

Colerain Avenue Railway Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Danville Street Car Co., Danville, Va.

J.

Derby Horse Railroad Co., A nson ia, Conn.
Des Moines Electric By. Co., Des Moines, Iowa.

Rochester Electric Ry. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Revere Street Ry. Co., Revere, Mass.
Ecklngton & Soldiers Heme Ry. Co., Washington, D. C. Ross Park Street Ry. Co., Sj>okane Falls, M'. T.
East Harrisburg Passenger Railway, Harrisburg, Pa. Riverside and Suburban Ry- Co. Wichita, Kan.
Fulton Co. Street Ry. Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Scranton Passenger Ry- Co., Scranton Pa.
Hillside Coal Co., Scranton, Pa.
Scranton Suburban St. Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Hoosac Valley Street Ry., Worth Adams, Mass.
Seattle Electric Ry. <£ Power Co.. Seattle. W. T.
Joliet Street Ry. Co., Joliet, III.
Southington lO Plantsville Ry. Co., Southington, Conn.
Lynn »0 Boston Railroad Co., (Myitle Street Line ) Lynn, Third Ward St Ry. Co., Syracuse. N. Y.
Tojteka Rapid Transit Co., Topeka. Kan.
Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Nahant Line.) Lynn, Mass. Toledo Electric Ry. Co., Toledo. Ohio.
Lynn t& Boston Railroad Co., (Crescent Beach Line.) Lynn, University Park Ry. and Electric Co. Denver. Col.
Mass.
Vone St. Ry., Kansas City, Mo.
Lynn ct Boston Railroad Co., (Highland Line.) Lynn, Mass. Watervliet Turnpike <& R. R. Co., Albany, N. YMcGavock tC Mt. Vernon Horse Ry , Nashville, Tenn. Wlieeling Ry- Co-, Wheeling, W. Va.
Metropolitan Street Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo.
West End St. Ry. Co., Boston, Mass.
,

:x:
Brooklyn Street Bailway Co.
Des Moines Electric Railway Co.
Eckington & Soldieis' Home Railway Co.
Julien Electric Traction Co.
Seattle Electric

Railway

& Power Co.

1^^
Lynn & Boston Street Railw^ay Co.
Omaha & Council Bluffs Railway & Bridge

Co.

Revere Street Railway Co.
Wheeling Railway Co.
"West End Street Railway Co.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO
620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

148 Michigan Ave.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

August

3,

iJ

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

THE WI RT VOLT METER.
Don't buy a Voltmeter until you have investigated
the merits of the " WIRT." You will then take no othf r.

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED.

JLXJTOJSZtJLTiC

GROUND SMITCH.

LINE WIRE,

KflGliEfWIRE.
THE INSTANTANEOUS

r

Armature-

-THK-

Poles, Gross-Arms, Fins,

Glass and Porcelain

Protector.

Insulators.

Ellis Oil Filter.

Armature Protectors are cheaper
than

New

or

Re-Wound

Construction Tools.

Armatures.

171

No Electric Light Station can
afford to be without one.

RANDOLPH SRTEET,

C-H-I-C-J^-Gr-O
FACTORIES:

Ansonia, Conn.

August

3,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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BRUSH ELECTRIC COMPANY
-O^^-

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

BRUSH ARC
ZNCANDESCEITCE
Apparatus

Electric Lighting
y

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
CHRBONS FOR HRC LHmPS.
\_

ETC.

y

A

OHIGAGO OFFIGE:
No. 225 Dearborn

St.,

ALEXANDER KEMPT. Special Agent.

PAGIFIG GOAST AGENTS:
THE CALIFORNIA ELECTRIC LIGHT

CO..

8AN FRANCISCO, CAL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

August

3,.

1889

FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LI8HT COMPANY,
aF^ox*t "WciT-iae, Xxxdletxia.
ManuSaciurers of the

SLATTERY

INDUCTION

SYSTEM

out

OF

The Most Carefully Workedand Complete Alternating

System of Electric Lighting In

IEaHDESCENT ughting,

Existence.

AND THB

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Gxiaranteed.

— OF

Lamps

ARC LIGHTING.

and

Converters

12—16 Candle Fewer

to the Mechanical

Horse

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK OFFICE:
i

15

BROADWAY,
Boreel BIdg.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS,

FORT WAYNE,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

IND.

907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Managrer.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome

St.

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.

STAR IRON TOWER
FORT WAYNE,

OO.,

IND.,

MANUFAQTUREIRS OK

Towers and Mast Arms
FOR THE SUPPORT OF ELEOTIIC

UMPS.

PUBLISHZSRS OF

The American Electrical Directory.
Hundreds of our Towers and Thousands of Mast Arms now in
Use in the United States.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICES.

.

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

CHICAGO, AUGUST

Vol. V.

Self-Adjusting

Ireson's

Leather-Link

I

No. 6

lo, 1889.

Belting.

Bopoclally adapted (or
all Kli'ctrlcparnosu'iBnil
other )tif[h-Bpa(«a mtichln-

Nondfor In^RODN
tmudTrektlcii on

IllriB-

Adjiihtlntt Li'athrr

Link

tiittaiiBly.

EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL
FUK
PAWK
BKNIt

CHARLES L IRESON.

97 High

St..

Boston. Mass-

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERSI

1 11

CATAI.Of^lK,

SC.tO

BOSTON, MASS.
WATER-TUBE BOILER.^

Arch Street,

ROOT'S

EcoQooilcaJ,

Dursbl*

AN EXCELLENT

panle*!

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledged Standard

for durable

Branchea

ol Signaling.

Its

Sizes

I anit cncasaa
PnnnvnH
'°"

Subterranean Uie,
Submarine U.e
Wira*
if
ires.
concealed Wiring

B.

•

McCLEES, General Manager,

In all Locationi.

i6DeySt.,NEW ydrk.

OHIOI

,

eIeTwE

CO.,

PUSH-BUTTON

York.

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back
Noiseless
Bctfety 'ST'a.l.-vo,

Xaoooxxa.otl'VT-e

T'la.o .A.«l3.t033. Xjoolx. Bak,Tot-y 'Vo.lxro,
I*]xe .^.fiilxtosx '^(7'Ater
AT"*!-^*.

Xlenef

THE ASIITON VALVES

n«j«»-;|''»"'p-''"'»"b.in«"..mc,.p,rt,«..

Simple

in conet'-iiction,

Aatomatic

pump

DOW in cue market,
PortecUy Controlling; tbe Freeeare of ttie booe ax
working.

tn action,
is

I

AsMon Valve

Co.

271 FranJlin

St,

Boston.

BRANTH

Send for Circolar,

95 CHAMBERS STREET,

N«W YORK.

CAN BE FORCED HOT.
pumps, boiti and drop forge commutator tMUt.
rolled shcct5 and plates for pump tinmgs and condenser lube sheets, etc.
Ingot metal for car and en-

kod^

tor

Wire.

ANSONIA BRASS

&

COPPER

CO.,

SOl.K Nt.\NLKAi/n'RKK^,

«'IIIC'.4«jiO.

NEW YORK.

Charles D.

Ubertyst.,

.4iiti-Frirtioiial hikI Xon-1'orroMite.

BRONZE

AND

>§

CHICAGO

TenNile Mtrcnsth npnard of 7tf.0OO
lliM. per !«|iinr<> inrli.
Toi*Mionnl Str<'n;:ih equal to the
I.ewt Macliiiufj Xti'cl.

TOBIN

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

1218 Lake St.,

OKFlCES.fM

I

gine bearings.

DaNMEL W. Makmon. Tresident.
AUUISON H. NOKliVKE, Vice-PresidL'nt.

N*v

Oltff Btr««t,

...ER.

BRANCHES: CHICAGO, BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA & NEW ORLEANS.

ever epved the eaj^ no or

E.

CoUm^a

Llffbt Co., •t

THEIR SAFETY VAL^'ES S!.'e'.brr?.^LSr/.:'Lc"oSSf^rHU^;!^
THEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES ^SinTWeVX^l'SSa

Aerial U.e,

All

as
ROOT SECTIONAL SA,,

and high

merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.
leotric Light and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,
Railway and all other

Panl,

;

ABENDROTH & ROOT MFG. CO,

York, IS Cortlandt St., O. I,. \PUey,M'B^.
BRANCH OFFICES:]) New
Ohloago, 139 E. Madlion St.,F. E.DegonIiardt,M'gV.

Insulation.

at Phlladetpbla, lietroli. Hi.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

AVE.,

BOILER.

alMo thi: Brush Blectric
and ClDclnDatl
LonlBville, and othtro.

Standard Underground Cable Co.. Mf'rs.

PENN

-

thoRdlMOH KIrrtrlr Licrht C«h-

Adopted hy

ELECTRIC LICHT WIRES AND CABLES.

PLANT

-

ELECTRIC

General Offices, 708

Cfl.

MANI-'FACTUKKHH OK ANO
so DKALIiKB IN

Belf-

(urnlHlu-d ^Th'

Ui'Itlni;,

nry.

Manf'd by

Btetric

1

Fatd. Nov, 16. '80

O cents per Copy.

.>I-:«V

lOKk.

BrainarIi Rorison. Secrcur>.

Jen.nev, Electrician.

.\Miis K.

HOLLOWELL.

Treaiurer.

JENNEY ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Sole

ot all the Patents and Invenlions of Charles D. Jennev (known as
the Jenney System), and Sole Owners and .Manufacturers of his

Owners

IMPROVED DYNAMO,
Lamp and

Electric Motor.

In all deelreble fealnree of .\rc and Incand.-jcoot I-lehUncthe JBKNEY
Simple, darable, economical, 8t«ady, brll:iftQt and penetraunt:.
In tbese eeeentiale Ic ctaallengea co'mparidon.

SYSTEM icaf

Estimates Promptly Furnithed for Erecting Electric Lighting Plarti for
Companies or Individuals. Prices Furnished for the Jenne./ Arc
or Incandtscent Systems, or for both combined

-

Cities,

The Jenoey Ipcandeecent Drnamoe are .-^elf-rLeinilallos. and permit t;.
Tbts CompaDr ^d^ee special altentlor
>f one or all of tbe lamps ac will.
Shopo, Factories, etc., with INDIVIDL'AI, PL.ANTS.
Send for Pamphlet Illustrating and Describing Vie Sy^, tern

OFFICE

AND WOBKS:

Comer Kentucky Avenue and Morris

Street,

-

INDIANAPOIilS, IND.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

The Thomson-Houston

10, i£

Eleci^pic Go.
WESTERN OFFICE:

EASTERN OFFICE!

620 ATLANTIC AVt

August

.

BOSTON.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

Electric ||rC'[ighting
TN XHE "HTORI-ID.

SERIES LAMPS
FOB

nrc-Circuits.
These Lamps have repeatedly
their superiority under

•hown
test.

Vint Uedsl

:

Best Arc-Llgbt. LoulsTlIle, 18B8,

Ttrst Prize : Best System of Arc-LIgbtlDg,
Oinclimatl Indastrlal Exposition, 1883.

This

Company was

given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions Exhibition,
at London, August
1, 1885, FOR ARC-LIGHTING.
1

AtBO MANUFACTUR

^S^

I

NCAISd DESCENT

DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
dynamos are automatic

in their regnlation
durable.

and

will

LIGHTING.

No other Incandescent
maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of t]ie lights in circuit.
are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

Our Incandescent systems

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all

FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

Plans and estimates for
and Incandescent Ltshtlns and Power Plants.

sizes ifor the transmission of Power.

all

kinds of Arc

Lamp

is

so perfect and

—
August

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

lo,

CHAS.D.JENNEY&CO.

THE MITCHELL VANCE
(Marr«-««orM to

M IT4'II Kl.l., VAM1 K Jk

CO.,

4'«>.)

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS
Having no Special Agent
in

Chicago for our

Goods,

we

Solicit Cor-

AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.

¥

Architects' and Decorators' Designs

and

Suggestions Carried Out

respondence from
with Fidelity

Buyers, which

we

to the

Combination Fixtures,

Electroliers,

Insulating Joints,

and All Fittings for

Brackets.

Incandescent Lighting.

Pendants, Reflectors

EMKiiSi'^-

given Motive.

Promptly Answer.

i.'SiS.-S-iW"^

Vllty

P. CouHlnnt l*otentlnl Motor.

—aaia.n-u.fa.ot-ULi'ers
II.

OJE"

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
-^I"

T'JU.Jii-

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
For both Arc and Incandescent Oircuits, from 1-3 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have Self-Oiling Boxes.

224

S.

ILLINOIS ST.,

-

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

SALESROOM,

MANUFACTORY,
24 and 25th

St.

and lOth Ave.,

836-38 Broadway and 13th

NEW YORK

St.,

CITY.

IDiL
iii-iweEi

m n-Mi ELECTRIC LIGHT CO

nrsTjLATiirG compaity,
MANUFACTURERS OF

AI.I.

KINDS OF

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.
Qaaranteed to Give Satlsfaotory Services Undergroand and Overhead.

Adapted

for Mines,

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

Specially

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

Ohemloal Works. Etc.

Prices and Samples on Application at

Central Stations for Power Distribution.
No. 159
W,

t

FRONT STREET,

liMW^

r,C,S,, London,

NEW YORK

Cliomical

CITY.

En^noer, Coneril Manager,

STATIONARY MOTORS.
FOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We have

supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

Electric Light, Telegnipli

and Teleplione Companies,

to

United States Vessels,

STORAGE BATTERIES.

Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other services

wherever a First-class Electrical Installment

is

Materliis and Workmanship are Guaranteed

and correspondence
irtigle?.

is $9licited

Required.
the Very

Our

Best,

Executive Offices:

115 BROADWAY,

{rom companies and architects re<)uiring oar

Fsgtory;

JERSEY CITY,

».

|,

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

m

irmmg

August

C-A-K^BOIV

lo, iS

CO

OleTrela-r^-d., OIzlIo.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

CARBONS a™ BATTERY M ATEBIAX.
THE HAWKEYE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,

EI.ECTRIC LIGHT

-rviAJ^T_rF^A.c:-rx_nF?E:i=?^

of~ the:-

CELEBRATED THONE SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT AUTOMATIC APPARATUS.
Electric Motors, &enerators for Meclianical

Oc5H"ti"€totons

Motor

Circuits.

Aitoniatic

Dyimos

for Liglitini Plants.

for CORRESPONDENCE
Ooixip>loto ESlootrio Pl^^zxts.
SOLICITED.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENGINEERING CO.

JARVIS
I

^4ri \

61

OLIVER STREET,

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coal and Coke

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

tosrcoNt.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING &M'PG GO.
KOOMS, 200 aud 302

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST. IjOTJIS.
UNIFORM

IN QUALITY,

!rJj!lh?,Mx

LONG LIFE AND GOOD LIGHT

IS

i

CONTRACTIHG ENGINEERS POK COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOB

ELECTRIC LICHT AND POWER STATIONS
AND

MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENTS.

MSA^S?^
SPECIALTIES

:

Eclipse Corliss Eng;ines, Ide High
Speed Engines, Atlas Engines, Heine
Safety Boilers, Steel Tubular Boilers. Weitmeyer Patent Furnaces. Patent Grates, Worthin^ton Duplex Pumps, Monitor Injectors. Special
Electric Belting:. Feed Water Heaters and Purifiers,
wrought Iron Pipe, Brass Goods and Engineers' Supplies.
WSL. S.

TUBNBK.

mrOODBRIDGB

Electrical Engineers

T.

«£

LBSTBR WOOUBltlDGE.

TURNCR,

for Electric Light

and Power.

Designs and EMtiiuatee

FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
This system is mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a steady
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required

and the cost of repairs.
For descriptive clrculaTS or

testimonials, address

39 Dearborn

S.

Street,

Agt.

Tremont House,

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.
Siil>iiittt«<i.

CXSIC^O-O,

"74 Cortla.ncit IS-tireet, 'SO'g-w TTorls..

N.

BALL DYNAMOS tE LAMPS

and Contractors. CHARLES W. RAYMOND, Western

COMPJCBTi: KflCIPlIENT OP ELECTRIC R&IL.WA1
Steam Plants

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

-

-

-

ILL.

W. ELECTRIC CONSTRDCTl h SDPFLI
SOLE

N.

CO.,

W, AGENTS FOR

THE THOMSON - HOUSTON ELECTRIC
CONTRACTORS AND BUILDERS

of complete Electric Light
Electric Street Railways.

CO.,

and Steam

Plants,

and

NORTHWESTERN HEADQUARTERS FOR ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
SUPPLIES FOE ALL SYSTEMS KEPT CONSTANTLY IN STOCK.

ESTIMATES SENT UPON APPLICATION,

THE

N.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

W. ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION
403

AND 405 SIBLEY

ST.^ ST,

& SUPPLY

PAUL^ MINN.

CO.,

.

:

August

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

10, iJ

SPRAGUE IMPROVED ELECTRIC MOTOR
FOR STRSST RAIialVAY l^ORK

Is

SUPERIOR to any other Machine which was ever devised for the same service.

We claim the following advantages for our Street Railway Equipment
Flexible Suspension, Noiseless Gearing; Gears, Pinions and all parts independently removable; Brushes of a New Design and Perfection as regards Ease of Running; Motors move
in either direction with Equal Facility; Single Movement Control from Either Platform without the use of any Wasteful Resistance; All wear reduced to a minimum; Best Mechanical

and Electrical Construction and Workmanship.

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO

&

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY
1. A.

UINNKV.

A.

II.

MOTOR

CO., 16 and 18 Broad St.,

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.,
.

New

York.

y.K>NKIt.

ELECTRIC HEAT REGULATOR

Supplies and Conslrucllon.

Saves Coal,

1521 Farnam

Saves Doctor's Bllis,
Saves Labor;
and Duruljle; Insuro) iinlform tcmpcmtare
ihrnughout the bouse; no beater eomplele without It; can be
iippl'eil to any kind of bca'lDg apparatus.
Try one, and be con-

OMAHA, NEBRASKA

Street,

Aiiloniatic, .simple

"Westem Agency:

vinced,

PUMPJSZZT STOJRAGE BATTERIES

ir ridt eol*l In yniir

town wrllf ns

fnr MlriHtrated rlr< rilar

and

i,rlr»»#

AN D

WING'S DISC VENTILATING FANS.

CONSOLIDATED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING
miw>i-:ai»oi.ih.

CO.,

iii\.^.

Dealers in ^\'ire, Bells, Push Buttons, Motors, Incandescent and
Arc Light Material. Poles, Cross-arms, Electroliers and Combination
I'ixiures, Burglar Alarm Matting.
v..

F.

ANNKTT.

Hotel

1111(1

Prear.

House

S.

F.

PKXTON,

Vlce-Prest. and Treaa.

CHA3.

Sm^ET

Cleverly Electrical worRs

SMITH, Seo»f

AiiDuiu'lalors.

loi&Chestnut St. Philadelphia

RloctrlcGaa LIglillng.

The United

Flrp and BurRliir Alarms.

Electric Go.

^IwCtrlCfll

Electro-Mod teal Apparatus,

Electrical

KleclrlcLlghtlQg.

Apparatus and Supplies,

H-A-Cleverly

•

||li1|f

/jUrr

Manager^

lyTQlrnk

Philadelphia Department*^

BAKTER ELECTRIC MFC &N0TOR CO

Telecrapli Instruments.

Wire

iiTul

SALT LAKE

Brttterlea.

CITY.

UTAH.

-

ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES TO CONTRACT.
FRftNKlIN

CHARLES

CARTER.

S.

!«.

WILKINS.

E.

WARD WILKINS.

TRADING AS

PARTRICK & CARTER,

DANGER PREVENTED!
Your

Boiler

We

will

is

the

life of your establishment, therefore protect it!

I

WE USE NO ACID!

The Chemicals we use

will neutralize Acid, Sulphur, and Minnot only protect you from Boiler Scale and
Oxidation of Iron, but from corrosion in every form, such as
Grooving, Pitting, and Wasting of Iron, which causes so many
explosions. If you will protect your Boilers from the above-named
destructive agents, then with a reliable engineer there will be no
occasion for a boiler explosion, and the money saved by the use of
our Componnd will more than pay the cost of it in ever)' case.
This article has worked its way into favor entirely npon its
merits, without sending out a single man to solicit orders, and we
can refer to our customers in every steam-using locality from Maine
to the Pacific Coast.
More than thirty thousand manufacturing
establishments, in the United States and Canada alone, are nowusing our Compound, many of whom, using a number of boilers
eral \\'aters,

it

and

by the

ton.

corrosion in boilers, and as a safe remedy for incrustation and as
a proof of this fact, we will send any of these books by mail, free
;

of postage, at publishers' price, or free of cost with a barrel of

Compound.

A ?ER7

14

SOUTH SECOND STREET.

ESTABLISHED 1867.

PHILADELPHIA, Aug.,

10,

1889.

will

Authors of the best works ou Steam Engineering now recommend Lord's Compound as the only reliable article to prevent

Als:o

Sole Proorietors of tie Patent Needle AoiioDclator.

remove ami prevent Scale in any Steam Boiler, and
until you lind our remedy to work, to your entire

satisfaction.

IN

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

money

ask no

order

MANUFACiURF.RS OF ANU DEALERS

mm

our circular, with

SOOS ON CARE OF BOILERS FREE,

full

particulars of the

Compound, on

THE ELECTRICAL TRADE:
Our new 1889 Catalogue

is

being printed, and will be

ready for distribution in a few days.

This Catalogue and

Price List should be in the hands of every one w^ho con-

templates purchasing Electrical Goods
illustrated

The book

and priced, and many novelties are

Will be mailed

to

any address upon

application.

is

fully

listed.

If in

request.

Address, GEO. W. LORD,
316

TO

UNION STREET, PHIL^D'^, P^.

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

the "trade" and discount sheets are wanted, send busi-

ness card.

PARTRICK & CARTER.

WfiSfEftN ELECtRlCtAN.

VI

August

SOLE BVJILDBRS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine

P.

ALUS

RELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
of all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.
Is

TiaEQUAlED TOK EOONOMT OP

ET IS

MOTION,

&

CO.

MILfAOKEE, WIS.

Manufactarers of and Dealers in

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cetton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

nEQULABITT

FTJEL,

AMD DTJBABUjlTY IN

lo, i8

TTSB.

CHICAGO BRANCH,

» I Ite for our Catalogues

41 anl 43 SODTH JEFFERSON ST,

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO. EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC

CO.

MOTORS

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

FOR

FOR

Arc

Incandescent Circuits
WOUND FOK ANV CURBKNT.

§

ARC-LIGHT CIRCDITS.

PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGDLATION.

SIMPLE. RELIABLE. DTTBABLE.
The only

safe socket for series lamps,

Highly

Send

F. 'W.

for Illustrated Catalogue.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

620

COMPOUND.
IS Shea, 6 to BOO H. P.

HORNE, Manager

WESTERN AND SOUTHERN
1

CHICAGO OFFICE, 80 Adams

Street,

GEORGE CUTTER,

1

EAST ADAMS STREET,

^h

CONDENSING OR

Hot yet equaled by any form of Ensile

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
YORK,
17 Cortlandt Street,
1
Westinp-brmw
Hathaway BuUding,
BOSTON,
[ nfSSS S^S
PITTSBURGH,
WesttaKhouseBuiiaing,f '^''T?.'„'^®"
"^ '^
CHICAGO,
15«, 168Lake Street,
J
PHILADELPHIA, 608 Chestnut St., M. E. Muokl6, Jr. & Co.

for

ST. LOUIS,
KANSAS CITY,

DENVER,

6 Sizes

in

Stock,

5

to

50 H.

P.

Reliable,

0»er 300 sold the

first

Fairbanks

'

&

ADTOUATIO EHSIHE CHEABEE THAN A SLIDE VALVE.
Economical,

Washington Ave.
Union Avenue.

302, 804
.312

* ^o.
1830 Seventeenth Street, )
1619 Capitol Avenue, P. C Ayer.
OMAHA,
PINE BLUFFS, Ark.
Geo. M. DiUey & Sons.
SALT LAKE CITY, 2S9 S. Main St. I Utah & Montana
BUTTE, MONT.
B. Granite St.
MacbmetyCo.
f
SAN FRANCISCO, 21 and 23 Fremont St., Parke Lacy Co.
PORTLAND, OR. 33, 35N. Front St., Parke&LaoyMch. Co.
CHARLOTTE, N.C. 36 CoUege St.,

h'*"'-

3,000 in use in all parts of the Civilized World.

Well Built,

CHICAGO.

-

-

NEW

HIGH FUEL DUTY AND SIMPLICITY.

JUNIOR.
AH

STATES.

Agent

NON-CONDENSING.

STANDARD. 'IIS

and Economical.

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

and the only

socket having insulating material for the outside
parts.

Efficient

year,

All the above bnilt strictly to Gauge with Interchangeable Farts. I
Repairs Oaxried in Stock. Send for Illnstiated datalognes. I

ATLANTA, GA.
DALLAS. TEX.

PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.A.
W.

D.

SARGENT,

JNO. A. BARRETT, VPres. and Cons. Elec.

Pres.

45 S. Prior St.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

UhpD A.
A Tnmnlmi<iCo
lompKmsco.
M^eu.
Keating Imp. & Mch. Co.
C. E. James & Co.

E H. CUTLER, Treas. and Mgr.

FRANK

THE ELEKTRON MFG.

.fc^-i^S^

Cor.

Jay and Plymouth

A.

PERRET,

Elec.

CO.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

Sts.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THK

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS and DYNAMOS
Small Sizes a Specialty (1-8 to 2
The

H. P.)

Laminated Field Magnets, Low ArmaSparking under Cha.nges of Load, Excellent Work-

Distinctive Features are:

ture Resistance,

No

manship.

InEFFICIENCY, REGULATION, SIMPLICITYand

DURABILITY
Our Fan

OUR lUACHIHES SHOW GREtT SUPERIORITY.

Outfits are very

handsome and run very

still.

CAREFUL INVESTIGATION INVITED.
_,

I,™.,K0F,K.n M.o.Kr,by.he„ee
!_

«
Catalogues Furnished on Application.
_,

iil

{

IP

^

.

,

I

I

I

El

ro/f
TUBING ALl

Pure Sheet Fu56er
Sarrjple-s and

Address JHE

pricgs

Etc.

upon

&
application.

Br.CoODRICH
Co.
AKRON RUB BE
WORKS
If

AKRON, OHIO.

Specialties of all kinds to order
•END FOR

Of

higher efflcIeDcy ie obtained than Is
poaeibie otherwiae.

Which

August

10,

WM.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889
H.

JOS.

FITZGERALD, Troas.

DETROIT,

55-57

IVIICH.,

B.

MOORE,

vii

CEO.

Prost.

FISHER

E.

Seo'y.

GRATIOT AVE

RopresentInK the FoMowInK Compnnlos:
FT.

WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIGHT CO. Seo Adv. PaRO XXX.
C. A. C. ELECTRIC MOTOR CO. St>o Adv. Pbko XX.

THE OKONITE CO. See

WalTK
Central

Station,

us

li'OK

Adv. Page VIM.

KHTIMATBJB.

or Isolateii

Electric

Plan's

Ligitt

ARC OR INCANDISCENT.

MAYO ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
SAWYER-MAN IN0ANDE8CCNT LAMPS.
(('OH

\

i,r.

-\ ^1 j.M^.

,

TOWERS AND MAST ARMS.

-IRON

Underwriters, Wi-atlicrproof and Okonitc: Wire-.

C(jni|)lctc Linrr,

jnd Apparatus for Arc and Incondescont Plants and General Electrical Goods.
'IXIAI.TY-COMI'LITE STEAM
HI.ECTRIC LKIHT PLANTS.

m

^0^^^

ELECTRIC LICHIT CONTRACTORS.

JAMES W. QUEEN

lb

CO.,

WKITF. rOK PHII'RN.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

U. 8. A.,

MAKERS AND IMPORTBKS OK

Standard Electrical Test

INSTRUMBIffTS.

-cKjJJUj^ rtL i^u. «/»*u <«wa yu-f/^

Siemens BIcclrollyniunoraelcrs.

Staiulard

Kcsistaiicc

('nils,

llalvauoinctcr

Mirrors.

Telescopes

ItnadiiiK

ami

mU h4L^ tTu.

'd^

I2

tt^lynr'.

'K 3't>K^

Scales.

Tesliug Baltcrics
Electrometers.

We

are now prepared

to malte

Q/pJ:^

All
ol precision required.
b) standards tested al the Cavendish Laboratory.

degree

ohms

resistance colls, adjusted to any
resistances are adjusted to legal

Ammiters,

l^oitmeters

and ReslBtatica

Collt,

Calibrated and Con-

""^CAJi^

Tacliometers Technical UeMlstance ColI«, New ComblDatlftn
TcBtlng SelB, Speed Coonltr^, Stanilard CondPneem. W*- carry ihe
Largest Siocb of To»t InHlrnmenta In ihet'Dlle'l States.

Ammtiers and Voltmeters: Cardew I'l/tPhotometric Aoparatus. OaUanomaters of every description.

stants, furnished: Cirpentler'B
mttterf.

Xvx^

FROF. H. AROirS

OPINIONS

GOLD MEDAL

-OF-

AWARDRD

American Electric Companies:

-ATSan FKAsriso),
It is

the best Meter

we have

CALIFORNIA ELECTRIC LIGHT

Belboume Exhibition 1888-89

JLiNCHESTER,

We

-ADOPTED BY-

EDISON

\ HALSKE,

-

"

-

that

the

Aron

Berlin,

is

CO.

CiiNN., Tuly 12, 1889.

Electric Current

Counter

necessary for the purposes

which such counter would be applied.
Yours truly.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC CO.
BerliL

CO,,

New

BERLIN MONICIPAL ELECTRIC LIGHT WORKS,

And many

find

registers as accurately as
to

SIEraS

Cai... .Inly 24, 1»S9.

Eeen.

other Companies

in

I

have

in

use at

Yobk,

the School of

.luly 22, 18811.

Mines.

Columbia

one of Prof. Aron's Coulomb Couotera for
three wire system, and lind that it is very sensi Ive to
College,

other

European Countries.

small as well as large cunints, and

made with

it.

I find it

from oteerratloo

correct In every particular.
L.

H.

LANDY,

Ph. P.

One of tlie Meters will be on exhibiOther Testimonials on File at Manu-

tion at tbe Electrical Convention at
Niagara, Aug. 6, 7 and 8.

facturers' Office.

BEEKMAN
A. BARTHMAHIT, Manager.

W. HAGKENTHAL, Manufacturer and

Importer, 21

ST.,

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

THE OKOIMITE
OHAS. A. OHEEVEE,

WILLAED

I.

CO.,

13

10,

i88g

PARK ROW,

NEW YORK.

President,

OANDEE,

Treasurer.

OAZENOVE JONES,

F.

August

Geu. Supt.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

The Celebrated

OKONITE

INSULATED

WIRES AND
CABLES
Unepalei

for

Arc

mi

P

Incaniiesceiit Circnits,

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,
OKONITE Waterproof
MANSQN

TAPE.

Joint

Protecting TAPE.

^i^^^^PO^i^' Cincinnati, St. Louis,
Philadelphia, Omaha, Louisville, San Francisco.

^^^^^^' ^^^^^^^'
RDAUPUCCi
PllnlibnCOi

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS
MANUFACTOKEBS OF

Automatic Electric Motors.

NEW YORK

INSULATED WIRE

CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Grimshaw White

Gore:

UsTSTJXiJLTEID

CABLES

AND TAPES.
We

Carry a Full Line of these
Goods at Factory Prices
Write for Quotations.

WE CLAIM FOR THESE MOTORS:
SIMPLICITY, REGULARITY,
HIGH EFFICIENCY, AND

UNSURPASSED WORKMANSHIP.
MANUFACTURED FOR

EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL.

54 and 56

Franklin Street,

Arc and Incandescent

Circuits.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

EDISON SYSTEM.
BEST IN EVERY WAY.
MOST ECONOMICAL.
CHEAPEST.

SAFEST.
SIMPLEST.

MOST RELIABLE.
MOST UNIVERSAL

IN ITS APPLICATIONS

Models of Engineering

Skill.

Handsome Investments.
Perfect satisfaction to consumers.
sold in any amount cheaper than steam power.
Current for Storage Batteries, Electro-plating, Etc.
Current to replace all Chemical Batteries.
Current for operating Electric Railways.
Absolute safety to life.
Hundreds of Stations in towns from 2,000 population to largest cities.
Perfect, Simple and Cheap Meters for sale of light or current for any use.
Only perfect underground system.
Underground Systems in use since 1882 and perfectly reliable.
Fundamental Patents absolutely controlling now in courts.

Power

CENTRAL

STATIONS

—

—

ISOLATED
PLANTS.
1^

WIRING
OF

BUILDINGS
AND

—

J2 lamps
16 candles each per horse power.
Guaranteed average life 600 hours.
With Coal at §3 per ton, light as cheap as by gas at 60 cents per thousand
Over 1,000 Isolated Plants in use.
No one having power can afford to use any other light.
Absolute safety from fire.

feet.

Perfect satisfaction guaranteed.
Large saving guaranteed over any gas or any other electric system.
Dynamos perfectly automatic.
Lamps perfectly uniform.
All devices incombustible.

Have your building wired while in process of construction.
Have it wired by a thoroughly responsible concern.
Have it wired by a concern you are likely to buy a plant from
Have it wired by company owning fundamental patents.
Have it wired by company having longest experience.
Have it wired with porcelain wiring devices.
Have it wired under rigorous specifications.

A

BESIDIE.

—

building

is

in

future.

better not wired than wired poorly.

Poor wiring will cause you trouble and expense forever and
ous from fire.

is

extremely danger-

The Edison Company guarantees everything it makes, everything it does and everyAddress,
it says and is absolutely responsible and will be forever.

thing

UNITED EDISON MFG.
LEONARD & IZARD COMPANY,

CO.,

65 5th

Gen'l Agents Central States,

Ave., N, Y. City.
THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO.

.

'

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

August

1889

lo,

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,

^ON/;.

THIRD

310 N.

ST.,

SAINT LOUIS, MO.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS AT BOTTOM FIGURES.
T3ADE

Okonite Wires, Cables, and Tubing, Weatherproof Line Wires, Manson and Okonite Tapes.

MABtQ

IT

•.A.'S'S

TO

G-XST

TTS.

ENGINEERING CO.
707 and 709 Market

POND

427 "The

St., St.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.

Louis.

Erected Ready for Service.

Rookery," Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

319 Ramge

Building,

8FKCIAI1TIE8 :-The Armlngton & Sims KnKine,

Steel BoUers, Ireson Link Belt, Standaid BocklDg and Sheffield Grates, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pomp, Kortlng Injector, etc.

City.

Omaha.

FOB

HBIVD

I.A.TE8T CATAIiOQITES.

SYISrCCIAL

^ynaxxio

a^zid.

Cylinder Oils.

to none.
Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast rannning
machinery.
By refiltering can be used continually. Adopted by the largest
Electric Plants of the West.

Second

8.

THE HORN, BRANNEN & FORSYTHE MFG.
Deslps

1b Brass

aM

Im

Wioiislil

and

Gombination

CHICAGO.

Lamp

The Perkins Electric

Co.,

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

DLECTROLIGRS.
Gas

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

CO..

DESIGNEES AND MAKERS OP

Artistic

TAUSSIG, Agent,

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

Fixtures

G. HALM,
TICK-PRESIDENT AND TVEISTERN IIANAeEB,

W.

FACTOBUKDMIESEOOUS:

Nos. 429, 431, 433 North Broad

St,

5-=^

a,rLca.

PHILADELPI^IA, PA.

Mm

an^

Estifflatfis

For

SIZES

QUALITIES

EUGENE MITNSELL &
New

"THE

For Private

York.

the testB and held oat and given eatiBfactory
service for the past eight yeara

Catalogue

and

Prices

By FRED H. WHIPPLE.

and formulae.
There is information in it of value to
the owner, the officer and the employe of
every street railw^ay or user of power for
any purpose.

STREET CAR PROPULSION.

00»a-TJEl3?ir^S :
Historical Development of the
of Producine Electricity.

Modern Method

How PJlectrlcity iB Mechanically Produced.
Telephone and Electrical Supply Co.,
Kooffl 1,

Bubbard

Klk., Elgin,

III.,

D. 8. A.

Practical Thoaghts npon the Lines of
the Prodnction of Motion.

W.
1

COLBURN & CO.p

74 Main

St..

FITCHBURG, MASS.

Central

Station

Liihtini,

Force and

Something about Primary and Secondary Batteries.

How
I.

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO

and original book designed to
inform the practical business man without the use of mystifying technical terms

ELECTRICAL GOODS OF EVEKY DESCRIPTION.
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SOLE OWNERS

of the

ELECTRIC STORAGE

BATTERY PATENTS

OF

J. K.

PUMPELLY.

3.

Lightest battery in the market,
Internal resistance lowest.
So constructed that it is impossible for active

4:.

terial to fall out.
Practically indestructible.

1.
ti.

5.
6.
7.

ma-

Plates cannot be made to buckle^ even by Jiashing
ivith a copper bar.
Continued high rate of discharge without injury.
After charging, is shipped dry and when refilled

and put in

use, sJiows

no

loss.

The Pumpelly Company has the Exclusive Business

of

the North American Phonograph and Graphophone Co.

and
329

its

Sub-Companies, and the American Motor Co.

LA SALLE

ST.,

CHICAGO.

PLYMOUTH, INDIANA.

Correspon.d.erLce Solicited; JLd.d.ress Cliicag'o Offics,
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THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

CO.,

""'H"*"

WEISTEIRN SALESROOM.

ALFRED

MOORE'S ELECTRICAL WIRE.

F.

FACTORIES: PHILADELPHIA, PA.

NEW HAVEN CLOCK
Electric MesseDger

CO.'S

Established I820.

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT.

and Signal Boxes, Telegraph Instruments and Annnnciators.

Warner's Electric Time System and Electrical Testing Gauges.
I.

W. Colburn &

Co.'s

Arc and Incandescent Electric Light Dynamos,

AND LAMPS,
FACTORIES: FITOHBUHa, DM^SS,
Combining a Full Supply

of Electrical Material Direct from the First and Best Manufacturers at Factory Prices and of Superior auality Only, the Result of Long
Experience, the Best Machinery, and Skilled Workmen.
Send

tor

Pocket Price

List

and Catalogues of Every Description of Electrical Supplies.

G.A.HARMOUNT,
Western Aeent.

Prompt Shipment
-

— AT

Factory Prices.

315 to 32

r

Wabash

CHICAGO,

Ave.,

ILL.
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PITTSBURGH, PA.
DISTRIBUTION
187

BY ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

Central Station Plants, with an aggregate Capacity of 328^000
Lamps sold to July 1, 1889.

16 Candle Power

THE UNITED STATES

ELECTRIC LIGHTING

CO.,

(Leased and Operated by the Westinghouse Electric Co.)

SALES DEPARTMENT: 120 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK.

COMPLETE ISOLATED PLANTS, ARC OR INCANDESCENT,
Unsurpassed

for Design, Construction

and

Efficiency.

SAWYER-MAN ELECTRIC

CO.,

(Leased and Operated by the Westinghouse Electric Co.)

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS AND SUPPLIES
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
CORRESPONDENCE WITH DEALERS

INVITED.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

xiV
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WESTERN ELECTRIC
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING SYSTEMS.

With all Necessary Appurtenances.

INCANDESCENT.

ARC, High or Low Tension.

WBSTEBN BLEOTRIC INOANDBSCBNT^DYNAMO.

ARC LAMPS,
HIGH OR LOW TENSION.

2,000. 1,500. 1,200

Candle Power.

SINGLE OR DOUBLE.

We claim for our apparatus, over all others,

simplicity of construction, economy in operas
tion, durability, and perfect automatic regulation
We solicit opportunity to bid on Electric Light Plants, either with or without power.

WESTERN ELECTRIC
CHICAGO.

NEW

YORK.

LONDON.

CO.,
ANTWERP.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO, AUGUST

Vol. V.
Electric Light Plant of Mnishall Field

&

Co.
lliildi'ii

.iway

in

llic

and

aiv

Vighl

Ohicafjo

I'k'C'tric!

of sniiu; (if the
wlinU'salc hdiist'S in
|)laiits,

supi^i'ior

in

point of capacity and c(|uipnu'nt to many now
employed for illnniinalini; rallicr pretentions
cities,
A plant of tliis kind is that of Mai'shall
l''ieUI iv Co., Cliieago, views of which arc shown
in the accompanying engraving.
The station

constitutes the largest isolated plant
and perhaps in the West, The plant

in
is

Chicago,

employed

splendid wholesale house facing
and occupying the block
bounded by Franklin street. Fifth avenue and
The building, which is probably
(Juincy street.
the largest in Chicago, with the e.xception of the
Auditorium, was opened for business in June,
1SS7.
The electric light plant was started in
the following August. 'Ihe plant is snugly stowed
away under the rear shipping court. The accompanying diagram will show appro.ximately the
location of the steam plant in the cellar of a building just back of the wholesale house, the relative
in lighting the

.\danis

street,

No. 6

liiiiliTs,

also

l-ll.iTUir I.IC.ItT

on

1889.

ciiHnics, eh'ilrii
lighting
the tunnel under '.hiincy
street, which connects the lioiU'r room with the
engine and dynanto room. The arraiig<'ment of
the boilers, engines, ilynamos, swilchlio.ird, <'tc,,
is most complete.
The eight hollers, which are
of the relnni tubular palterti, have a total capacity of fioo horse power.
They were made by
I'eter Devineof ('hicago.
They are 5.) inches
in diameter by id feet long.
City water is supplied by three VVorthington duplex steam pumps,
each of which has T'i" ,x /i,'j" ,v 10" stroke.
III

apparatus, ami

cellars

larjj;i'r (illirc l)uil(liiii;s

pnsilions

lo,

The furnaces
smoke burner.

I'l.A.M"

11"

M.\Ksn,\I.I.

KIKI.n

.It

McC.innis

fitted

The

battery, besides furnishing
feet of piping for the two

the

pl.iccil

on " Tangye" beds,

Kar.li

engine

two independent sections, which riirnisli llie
power lo the dynamos. The plant is thus dividI'd with half the dynamos on
one engine and
h.ilf on the other.
It
would be a very serious
accident which could deprive the buiidiiigcnlirely
of light.
The arrangement of the switch-hoard
and circuits is complete. Two .systems of
lighting are used
the Western Klei.lric company's arc and the lulison company's incandcs-

—

CO

are

with

I'hcyare

bells to what al first sight sccmK to lie a single
main shaft. In fact, the .shaft is composed of

steam through 250
engines which operate the electric light plant,
also provides steam for heating the building and
for running several elevators.
It may be men-

tioned that the location of the boilers outside
the building results in a material reduction in
insurance rates.
The cut shows two 175 horse
power Buckeye engines, with 17 inch cylinders
and 30 inch stroke. They make 130 revolutions
per minute, with 70 pounds' steam pressure.

The arc dynamos are eight in number:
are of 30 light capacity, and two of 25 light
capacity.
The plant has therefore a total of
230 arc lights. The dynamos supply a current
.i\t
present 215 arc lamps are
of 18 amperes.
They run
distributed throughout the building.
The incandescontinuously 10'.; hours daily.
cent plant ccinsists of two 250 light no volt
Edison machines, worked, as a nile, in parallel,
but so arranged that it is but a moment's work
to throw one or the other off the circuit, should
it be so desired.
These machines supply 450 16
cent.
si.v

8
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fore stated, without the frictional starting deThe parts may be described as follows:
vice.
is a cup-shaped casting, fastened to the shaft
by a key and set screws; JV is a. circular wheelshaped casting with a rim C, and an "offset" hub.
Radiating curbed spokes connect the rim with
Dotted lines show the relative posithe hub.
tions of the cup-shaped casting and the circular casting A^, after the clutch has been locked.
and the
Casting A^runs loosely on the sleeve
face of its rim C is beveled next to the cup casting J} so as to fit snugly when pushed against a
corresponding surface thereon. Fastened to the
rim C, is one end of a heavy steel spring S.
This spring is the lock of the clutch and conseThe other
quently the most important part.
end of the spring is fastened to another rim
which is cast on, and forms a part of the pulThis rim projects over and incloses
ley proper.
Fitted into the pulley castthe parts as shown.
ing are two plungers, Z' and P, with roller ends.
These plungers form a part of the levers Z, the
outer ends of which, when the clutch is locked,
bear upon the collar A, as shown.

candle power and 25 32 candle power incandescent lamps, which are used chiefly to light the
counting-rooms and the first floor. The wiring
is practically all outside work; none of it is con-

^

cealed.
As a whole, the plant is most complete in its
equipment. Evidence of its efficiency is given
by C. W. Naylor, who has charge of the elecSince the start, the plant has been
trical work.
operated, he says, practically without a stop,
lo'/i hours a day, with the exception of Sunday.
In their retail store .Marshall Field & Co. have
Two Buckeye engines of 100
a second plant.
and 75 horse power respectively, furnish power
to operate a 20 light Western Electric company's

M

dynamo and two 500 light Edison machines.
The incandescent dynamos carry daily a joint

arc

load of about 950 lights.

New

cut

10,

1

convolutions of the springs lie out against the
rim on the pulley leaving casting
free to revolve. One feature of the clutch not to be overlooked, consists in the fact that all the parts
liable to need adjustment are attached to the
pulley.
As the stopping of a main shaft is usually a serious matter, the advantage in this arrangement will be evident.
'I'his clutch was designed by J. A. Dyblie, chief

£

.

Positive Locking Clutch.

The accompanymg

August

illustrates the princi-

ple of the locking portion of anew form of combination friction and positive locking clutch.

MAIN

B U

I

LD

I

N G

POSITIVE LOCKING CLUTCH.

Chicago Arc Light & Power
company, and patents are now pending.
engineer of the

Ventilating Fan Outfit.

The accompanying
tilating fan outfit

I

N C Y

-T

f=i

e:

E

new ven-

Electrical works of Chicago.
The demand for
ventilating fans increases each year and wherever there is an electric circuit a motor outfit is
naturally preferred to all others, as it occupies
little room and requires no attention whatever.
In the device which is illustrated, special attention has been given this feature.
The motor itself is specially designed for the purpose and is
neat and compact.
It is mounted on a tripod,
and can be placed on a bracket, fastened to the

REAR SHIPflN* COUI

Q U

cut illustrates a

manufactured by the Knapp

T

£ I rcriiiC' 1

ELErritlC LIGHT PLANT OF .MAHSHALI. KlELll * CO.

In the cut the parts are somewhat distorted so
that the action of the locking device may be
more clearly shown. In order, also, not to complicate the description the frictional, or what
might be called the starting portion of the
clutch, is left out of ihe
illustration.
The
starting clutch consists, however, of a simple
combination of a steel band such as is often
used for braking purposes and two small levers.
'I'he.se levers arc so arranged in relation to
each other, to the collar //, and to the pulley,
that the first movement of the beveled-faced col-

—

—

tightens the band with sufficient force to
clutch and start the pulley in motion.
The continued movement of the collar brings the locking
portion into action,
liy the use of this simple
auxiliary device the start is made more gradual
and easier than would be the case if the locking
mechanism were thrown on at the start.
The most novel and peculiar feature of the
clutch lies in the arrangement (jf the mechanism
whereby a positive lock or grip is secured. The
action of this portion may be best understood
by an inspection of the cut. In the illustration the pulley is shown in section and, as belar

,•/

|

.A clamp collar F, keeps the pulley
along the shaft.

in position

The action of the lock is as follows: The
movement of collar A, serves to start the

first

pulley in motion by the tightening of the steel
band. The continued movement alongthe shaft
brings the collar into contact with, and forces

By this action the casting
the shaft and the rim C comes
in contact with the casting B.
The casting A'
As
then commences to revolve along with />'.
one end of the spring is fastened to casting N,
and the other to the pulley, when
begins to
revolve the effect is to wind the several convolutions of the spring about casting Ji, with a
grip almost impossible to break so long as the
pressure remains on the casting N.
As this
wrapping of the wire spring around the casting
on the shaft, constitutes the lock, the only wear
is on the starting-band, and therefore amounts,
practically, to nothing.
To loo.sen the clutch,
all that is necessary is to
pull out the beveled
collar .•/.
This removes Ihe pressure from the
rim C.
The natural tendeiu;y of the spring to
unwind does the rest. When not in action the

apart, the levers L.

A^

is

moved along

N

VKNTII.ATING FAN

lliri

FIT.

moved about wherever

required.
It is
specially adapted to restaurants and offices, and
has already been introduced into many business
wall, or

houses in Chicago and
given satisfaction.

New

York, where

it

has

"The directors of
Siou.\ Falls, S. 1)., paper says:
the electric motor line arc working like beavers with their
Nothing has been left unturned since the
pet scheme.
charter has been granted by the council, and a corps of ex
perienced engineers have been at work and the prollle is
almost completed the entire distance to East Sioux Falls.
Bids wi'.l be called for as soon as it is finished, and the

A

contract, so the manager of Ihe line asserts, will
the first of the month."

be

let

by

August
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Arc Plug and Socket.
The

acc()iii|)aiiyiii;;

and

pUijT

iil

c

The

sockt'l.

slinws

llic

siiiiphcily

at will.

X'ictor

.in:

the htlh'

(if

device renders a des(:ri|)ti(in ahnusl iinneeessary.
Thcs(' phiys ;nid scirkcts are ni.ide in sinj^le .ind
(hiplex I'drin.
As will be noticed the structure
of the plug and siicket is such as Id secure a
large contact sintace.
In the duplex socket a
hole is provided lo receive another plug so that a
second conned ion can he established before the
first is

This

l)roken.

has stood
largest

the

New

test

little

device,

it

is ':laiiiied,

extended service in the
The jilug and sock-

of

\'ork stations.

All details arc sliidied out

most couveuieiit

f'l

was displayed; in fact, the cuinpany
have an ideal station.

to Mi.ike the

arrangements possible.
'I'he design ami (onslriiction of Iheelec
trical plant within the station «e:e iindir (lire< Iion of U.S. Andriws All condiiclorsfor onvey
ing the currenl lor light .ind power are laid
undergroumi throughout the cily, and have a
total length of forty-eight miles of copper with a
anil prai tical

The

sl.ition was formally Htartcd ami currenl
delivered upon the ulrcet system on .\ii|{iiNt
ihS8.
At that lime there were about six
8,
tlioiisaiid lights and u small niiinlier of iiiutorH
oiiiieeted lo tlic system.
Since then llie growth
of the business has been so rapid ami steady
llial to-day Ihe number of lights (onnecled cxced 15,000. The liiiililiiigs onnecled with the
ccnlr.d sl.itioii are wireil for.-i.ooo lights, bill
in many of them, parlii iilarly the
Iwings linilding recently finishe'l, the offii es are not yel
occupied.
There are also supplied from this
station urrent for operating 105 motors ranging
from one eighth lo twenty-five horse power,
in.ikiiig a total of two hundred and twenty horse
power III motors. These motors are doing all
kinds of work, from running little desk fans to
operating an entire printing esiablishinent. Some
very novel and interesting applii ations of electrical power are alsi> made.
In the (jolil \.Stock telegraph ollice a ten horse power Sprague
motor runs two 50 volt I'.ilisoii dyn.imos which
in turn furnish curn:nl for the operation of the
numerous "tickers" throughout the cily.
.At
M.irshall Field's stables a five horse power
motor is used lo furnish power for griMjming
first

<

capai

I

load of 50,000 l.inips.
The I'idisoii uiulergrouiul system of tubing is
used throughout, ami has given s.itisfaction both
to the coinp.iny and its patrons.
It stood the
recent terrible deluge of rain without a liii ker
ily

for

claiiDH lo

a ui;ixiiiuini

I

1

I

1

ANh

made by the
ents are pending.

et are

I'..

\

S.i; rcclc\

Co.,

and

pal

ChicaRO Edison Company.
Central station incaiulescent electric lighting
was introduced in Chicago a year ago by the

Chicago Kdison company which was composed
ami was olhcered as follows:
rresidcnt, .\.
Seebcrger (succeeded by Iv T.
Watkins Jan. 1, iSSy); vice-|iresident, J. \V.
Doane; secretary and treasurer, V. .S. Ciorton;

of local capitalists,
I''.

board of directors,
Lincoln, John

1!.

.'\.

throughout the entire system.

T.
T.
Brewster, \. A.

\V.

J.

Doane,

horses.

Nearly all the large" sky-scraping " buildings,
which Chicago is noted, are connected to the
Chicago Kdison company's sy.stcm.
.\mong
the principal (mes are the 'I'acoma Ihillding,
which has 1,700 lights; ("rilly liuilding, 1,000
lights;
Citizens' Hank
Ituilding, 500 lights;
Owings Huilding, 1,200 lights; Real Estate
I'loard liuilding, 500 lights; National
Union,
for

li.

MAitsi S

Watkins,
S. Ciorton,
Sprague, R.
Clowry. K. M. I'helps, liyron T,.
Smith.
In June, 1.S87, the fouiulatiim was begun for
1'"..

I''.

The accompany-

iug cut illustr.ites the plan of the streets in the
territory supplied by the l''.dison station.
It will
be noted that the station is in the heart of the
down-town business district, and that its mains
are extended to the principal streets.
Owing to
the increased demand for light and power the
company has deciiled to extend its underground
system, and will, within a few weeks, begin the
laying of about two miles of additional underground coniluctors.
Two new Ide engines of
the Ideal type, each of 200 horse power capacity.

.Seeberger, Robt.

!'.

Drake,

sti Kl'.r.

I

,.

UNUERGROUNO bv^TEM

C

Im.cAOO t D

1 ;>N

'OVPANV

L

J L

iiow numbered 139-141 .\danis
as the Kdison lUiilding, which
contains the generating apparatus of one of the
largest and most complete central station incandescent electric light plants in .Vmerica. The
building is iii.issive in construction, entirely
fireproof, and the lloors upon which the machinery stands are built upon independent supports,
thus preventing the transmission of vibration
Ihroughout the building.
nandsomely appointed offices occupy the
.\dams street front of the ground floor of the
building.
They are light and airy, and are admirably adapted to the needs of the business.
The engine and boiler rooms are on the ground
floor also, directly back of the offices.
They occupy the middle and rear portions of this lloor.
The station is designed with a capacity for a
maximum load of 40,000 lamps or their eipiivalent in electrical power, and will have, ultimately,
eighteen engines of 200 horse power each, and

the structure
street,

known

thirty-six So, 000 watt

TT

P:

"^'i00'_r^

i5

Kdison dynamos.

The

construction of the steam plant was superintended by l'"rederiek Sargent.
It consists
of four Heine safely boilers, each of 300 horse
power capacity, and four 200 horse power .\rniington iV Sims engines.
Directly above the
engine room on the second lloor is the dynamo
room. There are at present eight No. 32 Kdison
dynamos, each having a capacity for 1,200 lights.
The Kdison three-wire .system is used thrcmghout, and each pair of dynamos is driven by vertical belting from an independent engine, h'rom
the dynamos lo the switch-board and omnibus
bars, polished flat bars of bare copper are used
for conductors, thus .giving a neat and elegant

lir
A*MiL leeQ

appearance to the dynamo room.
the dynamo room thirty-four feeders
run to different .sections of the city. Kach feeder

Krom

own e(|ualizer aiul ampere meter, and is
numbered and lettered showing the street intersection at which it terminates.
Kvery dynamo
has its own ampere meter showing constantly
has

its

the current it is generating.
Two large ampere
meters of special design are used to show at all
times the total load upon the entire .system.
Kvery feeder has a pressure indicator showing
at any moment the condition of the electrical
pressure at its terminus.
-^ knife edge switch
of special design is also in circuit with every
feeder so that it may be cut off from the system

specially designetl for the Chicago Kdison lompany. are being placed in position preparatory
to the winter load, and four additional So.ooo
watt Kdison dynamos will also be set up soon.

The meter department, where

measurements of currents consumed are made, is on the
third floor of the building facing on .\dams
street, so that

ample

all

available for careful
readings on Ihe best of liecker's balances.
It
will be noticed that the most insignificant detail was not overlooked, and in the arrangement
of the departments as well as the design and
construction of the station, e.xcellent judgment
light

is

30(1 liglu.^:

\VL>tern

Union

liuilding.

250

lights.

The Cirand Opera House

also uses i.ioo lights,
Hooley's Theater, 800 lights, Cirand Pacific Ho-

800 lights, Chicago Club, 380 lights, Chicago
Triluim. 450 lights. Gunther's confectionery establishment, 260 lights, and the Imperial restautel,

200 lights.
Besides operating its immense central station
the Chicago Kdison company also does all its
own construction work and installs engines and
rant,

for complete isolated and central staThe
incandescent electric light plants.
engineering staff of the company is composed of

dynamos
tion
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Genthe following well known Edison men:
eral superintendent, Wm. L. Church; superintendent of construction, J. Henry Goehst; chief
electrician, Louis A. Ferguson; chief engineer,
lohn Meadon.

Motor and Generator for

Locomotive

Headlights.

The accompanying

sectional cut

shows a new

combination of dynamo and steam engine recently patented by J. F. Shawhan, of Dayton, O.

The

was, primarily to
generator and motor for
driving it, which would be adapted especially
for supplying current for electric locomotive
headlights.
In form the machine is very compact, the parts being disposed in such a manner
object of the inventor

produce an

electrical

August

creasing this eventually, as the custom is in the
United States, this corporation has decided to
put down at once a plant for 250,000 lights, arranging at the same time for future extensions
toabout 2,000,000 lights. The Deptford central
station will thus in point of magnitude, become
comparable to the Beckton gas works, on the
other side of the river; and it is interesting to
note that the amount of land covered by electricity works for the supply of a given number of
lights is very much less than that which would
be required for the erection of gas works for an
equivalent supply, to say nothing of the absence
of nuisance and the reduction in the cost of
mains.
A considerable portion of the generating plant
is practically in working order. The main building is a structure of magnificent proportions.
.

lo,

1889

arches there are longitudinal girders for the travelers, which run the whole length of the bays,
and these have been designed for a load of 50
tons carried by the travelers.
The height of
the traveler above the floor is 50 feet, and the
width of each bay, measured from the wall of
the boiler house to the central line of columns,
is 66 feet.
A permanent railway is laid along
the central avenue throughout the engine and
boiler house, to facilitate the moving of any
machinery. There are at present fi-xed and in
working order twelve 500 horse power Babcock

& Wilcox boilers arranged in two rows of six
each on the ground floor. In the east part of
the boiler house, on the other side of the central
avenue, twelve more boilers of the same size are
being installed; and later on, another set of
twenty-four boilers will be placed on an upper
floor, making the total boiler power which can
be obtained without increase of the present
building, 24,000 horse power.
This power will
be obtained with natural draught, the two chimneys being 136 feet high; but provision has been
made to employ forced draught if desirable.
Four sets of Green's economizers have been
placed in connection with each battery of six
boilers.
The steam from the boilers is collected
in steam drums fitted above the ordinary water
drums, and there are duplicate sets of steam
pipes leading to the engines.
The engines at
present erected and ready for work are two fine
compound

MOTOR AND GENERATOR.
as to leave no unnecesssary projections or waste
Provision is also made to prevent oil
space.
working down on the commutator from the
upper bearing. A novel feature of the machine
which however, is not shown in the illustration,
is a simple arrangement by which the wear on
They are fed on the
the brushes is taken up.
commutator by the pressure of oil on a piston;
the weight of the oil producing the pressure.
The engine or motor is shown at the left of
It consists, generally, of a numthe dynamo.
ber of cylinders, each provided with a piston
connected by a link to a disk which is supported
in bearings in the frame, and which furnishes
a support for one end of the armature shaft.
Connection between the disk and armature
shaft is made by a pin as shown in the cut.
This peculiar form of engine the inventor

claims

is

most

effective for high

covering a ground space of 210 feet by 1S5 feet.
The interior is divided into three parts by a wall
and a row of columns, as shown in the cut, so as
to form the boiler house in the part nearest the
river, and two engine rooms in the opposite direction.
The middle bay- only is at present
utilized for engines and dynamos, the outer bay
being reserved for the erection of the larger en-
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speeds and not

10.000

liable to get out of order.
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Deptford Central Electric L'ght Station.
One of the most interesting electric light stations in the world is that of the London Electric

A general
corporation at Deptford.
description of the plant has already appeared in
In the accompanying diagram
these columns.
plan of the station.
The
is shown the general
following description is reproduced from Iiii/iis/iics, which it will be noticed takes occasion
to refer to American work in the electrical field:
liefore the end of the present year a supply
of current will be available for lighting the city
and other parts of London, derived from a central station which is now and will probably for
many years continue to be the largest undertakUp to the present,
ing of its kind in the world.
iMiglisli electricians have merited the reproach
of having allowed Continental and American
electricians to push ahead of them in the matter
On the Continent
of applying the electric light.
of Europe almost every capital has its central
station, and sometimes more than one; while in
the United States there is hardly to be found a
town of any importance without its electric light
works.
In ICngland the towns which have such
stations are the e.xception; but if we have fallen
behind in respectof number of stations, we shall,
thanks lo the enterprising spirit of the London
Electric Supply corporation, very soon be ahead
of our American rivals in respect of the magniInstead of starting with a
tude of stations.
plant of 2,000, 5,000, or 10,000 lights, and in-

inverted engines, made by Messrs.
Hick, Hargreaves & Co., Bolton, each capable
of developing 1500 horse power at a steam
pressure of 180 pounds, and a speed of sixty-five
revolutions per minute.
The cylinders are 28
inch and 56 inch diameter by 4 feet, 6 inch
stroke, and the fly wheel, which is placed between the two cranks, is 21 feet diameter by 8
feet wide, and is grooved for forty ropes of 5
inch girth.
Each engine drives a Ferranti alternator, designed for an output of 1250 e. h. p., the terminal pressure being 10,000 volts.
The armature
is 14 feet, 6 inches in diameter over bobbins and
is mounted direct over one end
of the large
driving pulley, 7 feet 6 inches in diameter, by 8
feet wide, thus avoiding any torsional strain in
the armature shaft
The armature has forty-
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DEl'lFORD CENTRAL ELECTRIC LIGHT STATION.

and dynamos now under construction.
When the whole of the available space in the
present building has been utilized, and when
further extensions become necessary, the building will be prolonged toward the river, and also
in the
opposite direction toward the street.
The roof, which is 100 feet high to the ridges,
Below the roof
has a very pleasing appearance.

gines

eight bobbins, and weighs, with pulley and shaft,
Its speed is 160 revolutions per min25 tons.
ute.
The field magnets are of wrought iron,
joined by cast iron yoke rings; and for convenience of erection and subsequent handling, the
field is made in quarters, each weighing loj^
tons.
Space is reserved on the other side of the
central avenue for condensing engines for th^
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whole plant, iiiul till' second bay will he ih(ii
pietl by combiiied engines and alUTnalors, cac
altcniiilor bein^j capable of K'vinK' i'" output of
li

10,000

c.

h. p. at

10,000 volts terminal pressure,

and bein^ driven by two steam

one on

enjjines,

each side of the arir\alnre.

The Plymouth and KinKston

Slroot

Railway.
'I'lie

electric

railway

bum

company

Houston

lOleetric

Kin).;stiiti

Street Railway

by the 'riinniMin

I'lyincjiitli and
company, has hccn in

fortlie

Miii|i.iiiies, that
Icririi al Mipply
they will
lend tli(-ir special ellorls toward inakini{ the
exposition sneeessfnl.
The entire first floor of
the expositi(ui building which oci upies one
block, will be ulili/eil for electrical exhibits and
if this
is
not snilicient it is iniderstood that
more room can be secured. All kinds of electrical novelties will be on exhibition, the beauties of electric li>;hl in .dl its ap|)licalions will
be demonstrated, the electric motor will be
shown doiu),' all kinds of usefid work, and elec:Iric traction will be ri-presenled by sevi'ral cirm.iimI

1

69
eaeli other

at rcKular

intervals.

These

strcetH

be appropriately named, and any particular
exhibit can be readily located.
Morris, Taskcr
\' Co., of Philadelphia, make an iron tower for
siispen<liii|i an; lijjhts for streets.
Miniature
models of these, ten or twelve feet lii^h, with
an an- lijjht on each, will be placed at the street
will

corners, as in city li^htinK.
In ilifferent parts
i>i the builrlinK it has
been arran((ed lo have a
hand, the intlex ringer pr>intin(( in the direction
of the exhibition, and the words, "To llic
l''.lectrical Ihsplay," the hand and
letters to be
formed of incandescent li((lils. The Schuyler
company of Middletown, Conn., in addition to
its display, will
llluininate the outside front of
the building with the word "Klectricily", in letters twenty-five feet high, formed of are lights
and it will take a lart(e number of li;(hts to do it.
No expense or pains will be spared to make
the exposition successful and it will undoubt-

edly be worth a visit from every person interested in any way in electrical matters. I'ew companies manufacturing or dealing in Llectrical
.apparatus will fail to avail themselves of an
opportuiiRy for displaying their products to
such ;i g<jod advantage.
In addition to the published list of firms and
companies intending to make exhibits, the following have applied for space:
Charles I). Jenney
iV Co., Indianapolis; Slunson iielting company,
Chicago; Pumpelly Storage Hattery company,
Chicago; Armington iV Sims company, Pr<jvidence; Kxcelsior Electric company. New York;
Heine lioiler company, .St. Louis; I!.
Sturtevant, lioston; Westinghouse .Machine company,
Watertown Engine company.
Pittsburg, Pa
!•'.

,

Damage

operation since June Sth without interruption.
The track is four antl one-half miles in length,

T

and extends from Jabez
t'orner, about a mile and a half below the center
of riymouth, and through Samlwich, Market,
I.eyden, Main, and C(Uirt streets in I'lymouth,
and through what is known as Spirit Pasture
is

built of steel

into
of a

Lower Kingston. The road is composed
number of sharp curves and grades; the

most

The

rail,

whose accommodation a track will be
over 500 feet long extending the length of
the building on one side, with switches at one
end.
It is intended to keep the cars constantly
in motion, one after another in regular order.
Arrangements have been made with 1 large number of glass manufacturers who will make a
handsome display of electroliers and combinapanies, for
laid

to Chicago Isolated Plants.
Reference was made in the last number of the
Wf.ste-.rn P^i,kctrii;i.\n to damage caused in
Chicago by the violent storm of July 27th. 'I'he
principal electric light companies suffered but
The Chicago .\rc Light \- Power comlittle.
|)any had two machines damaged at the west
side station, and experienced .some little trouble
with wires on the house tops and loop cut-out
(,)uite a number of the smaller isolated
boxes.
Where the dynaplants were not so fortunate.
mos were located in cellars, as in the Palmer
hotel,
hou.se. Baker's theater,
the Southern
Leland hotel, Studebaker's, Wanamaker \Hrown's, and in a number of other places, the
water ran in to such an extent as nciessitated

being Spring Hill on Market street.
makes a sharp curve from Sandwich

difficult

track

and strikes at once a grade of 10 per cent,
which the cars have to ascentl, and upon reaching the top of the hill makes a double curve in
Main through Leyden street. It will be .seen
from the above that a severe strain is put upon
the motors, but a motor car with a tow car
attached, loaded with 125 passengers, will climb
this hill with apparent ease.
The accompanying
cuts
show two views on the road.
The
motor cars, three in number, are each equipped
with two 15-horse power Thomson-Houston motors, and receive power for operating from the
riymouth h'.lectric Light comjiany's station,
which operates an 80-horse power Thomsonstreet

Houston generator. The single trolley overhead construction has been used throughout.
Almost the entire route overlooks the beautiful
Plymouth harbor, which makes it avery pleasant
ritle, and the fact that the railway company has
to run two trains each way. consisting of a motor car and one tow car attached, and that over
2,000 passengers are carried daily, proves the
popularity that the railway has gained with the
citizens of both towns.

Louis Electrical Exposition.

St.

The

St.

Louis electrical ex]iosition

among

is

exciting

members of the local
electrical fraternity.
They have joined hands
and propose to work together to make tl.is ex-

great interest

hibit a

Detroit,
ager of
Louis.

the

noteworthy one. Fred H. Whipple of
who has been appointed general manthe

electrical

exhibit,

is

now

in

St.

He wdl give his personal attention to
the arrangement of the exhibits and to the development of the plans from now until the
opening, on the 4th of September.
Mr. Whipple has secured pledges from all the leading
electric

light,

electric

traction,

electric

power

every system of
Turbines or
be used.
water wheels will be used to drive a number of
the dvnamos and in short, there will be no dead
tion

lixtures.

l'r,ictically,

dvnamo and motor
machinery

in

will

the building.

north nave of the basement, which will
be used for the exhibition, will be laid out like
a citv, with streets twenty feet wide crossing

The

shutting down entirely. .\,;,.....^... ... most cases.
the danger was slight and was confined to the
belting, furnaces, etc.. rather than to the dynamos, a local electrical shop reports the receipt
of several machines to be overhauled and dried
Many plants in addition to those menout.
tioned, if liot seriously damaged by the water,
were at least temporarily inconvenienced.

;
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passed since the electric car first ran through
our city on its trial trips to the present time
without witnessing some improvement, some
change for the better. And thus we believe it
will continue until the safest method of local
traveling reaches its highest possible condition."
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the electric light fraternity the new cennow building at Deptford from which
lights for London will be supplied, presents
many points of interest. In this issue is presented an illustrated article descriptive of the
plant.
London papers predict that for years to
come it will be the largest electric light station
in the world.
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issue of the
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contain a stenographic report of the proceedings of the National Electric Light asso-

will

ciation.

The formal dedication of the new rooms of
the Chicago Electric Club took place last week
and considerable space is devoted in this issue
to a report of the exercises.
In every way this
reception was successful, and the club is to be
congratulated upon the fact that its opening
was such a

electricity

it is
is.

from the

known in Philadelphia just
The following remarkable

would
seem to indicate that fact: ''Beginning October
the electric Hght furnished by the Edison
I
extract

JSiillctin

of

that

decision as to the advisability of utilizing elecmeans for executing criminals was
continued at Buffalo last week. Several physicians were examined but it can scarcely be said
that their testimony threw any light on the
question, as will be seen by the report which appears in this issue.
tricity as a

city

company will be $1.50 per 1,000 cubic feet, the
same as gas. The company claims that 1,000
feet of electricity has as great illuminating
as 1,500 feet of gas."

power

The electric railway system of Boston has
been successful in a marked degree.
The local papers find in the satisfactory operation of
the cars a theme which is in a marked degree
suggestive.
For example, one of the local papers
has found that the cars have a mission, and speaks
in this strain: "The mission of the electric car can
scarcely be predicted, whether
we consider
the decreased expense, the comfort of the citizen, the saving of time, the enhanced value of
land away from the business center or the sanitary advantages to a great city by removing
6,000 horses from the streets.
Not a week has

the defendant that he was justified in removing
an obstruction or abating a nuisance on his own
premises.
The prosecution held that the pole
so far from being a nuisance was a positive benefit to the defendant, inasmuch as it formed an
integral part of an electric railway which would
enhance the value of his land. The jury apparently coincided in the latter view, for the defendant was found guilty by the jury. An appeal will be instituted, as the proceeding is
considered somewhat in the nature of a test case.

Those who have read the articles of Mr.
Kennan, in which he treats of the Russian exile
system and of the general policy of the Russian
will not be surprised to learn that
the police officials do not favor the extension of
the telephone system.
It is stated that every
hindrance is placed in the way of telephonic enterprise.
Thus every subscriber has, in addition
to the fee to the company, to pay a tax of $25 a
year to the government, while the promoters are

charged upward of $5,000 for each installation
a year. In fact, recently, in Reval, the organizer
of a telephone exchange was glad to leave the

and his whole plant. Every telephone company in Russia has to submit a list of its subscribers to the police, and give notice of each
new one, and the latter has the option of striking
off any one.
Moreover, the companies have to
make such arrangements that any conversation
can be overheard by the police, if desired.
These facts are taken from an English paper,
and might not be believed had not Mr. Kennan's
articles prepared American readers to accept any
city

The

opposition

extension of the
Chicago city electric light plant was presented
August 3rd when Judge Tuley granted a temporary injunction on the application of Warren
F. Leland who opposed the erection of an electric light station on the lake front south of the
Exposition buildings and east of the Leland
house.
The plaintiff claims that one of the
conditions under which the Lake front was
dedicated to the city of Chicago prohibited the
erection of buildings or other encroachments
as the property was intended for the enjoyment
of the whole city and was to be maintained as a
public park.
first

to the

evidence of Russian tyrannical policy.
F"0R a

week

more

or

sible to glance at a

it has been almost imposnewspaper without seeing an

article in criticism of

Postmaster-General Wan-

amaker's

The

phonograph story comes from New
stated that Signal Service Sergeant
Dunn has made arrangements to fit up a phonograph in the weather aerie on top of the Equitable Building that will always be loaded with the
very latest news about the weather, and which
anybody can tap at any time by fitting the repeating plug into the cylinder and turning the crank.
The phonograph is to be set up in a room in
Sergeant Dunn's office underneath the official
latest

York.

It is

weather map. The sergeant has ordered it to
save himself the delay of answering all questions
that visitors fire at him when he is too busy to
talk.
He proposes to sit down and talk the
whole story to the phonograph the first thing in
the morning and then let the machine tell all
callers all he knows.

Chicago and New York

daily papers conover the proposed world's,
fair in 1892.
Each paper asserts that the city
which it represents is the only suitable place in
the country for holding an international exposition.
There is one thing upon which the
press is agreed in its consideration of the ques-

tinue

to

wrangle

and that is that one of the most significant
features of the exposition must be the electrical

tion

exhibit.

brilliant social event.

Apparently
what

hearing before Referee Becker, who is
taking testimony in order that he may form a

68
68
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government,

The

Trade Supplied by Western News Co.
COPYHIGHT. — Not only the title, but the er-tire contents of
each number of the Western Electrician are copyrighted.

August

To impress congress with Chicago's suit, it is
now undertaken to place stock to the amount of
$5,000,000,

contingent on

the

congressional

proffer of an exclusive charter for a world's fair
at Chicago.
This is not entirely unselfish, for
the stock of the Philadelphia fair returned

action in reducing to one mill per
word the telegraph rates to be paid by the government. In reply to the statement of the postmaster-general that the Western Union transmitted messages from certain corporations at
one mill per word, Dr. Norvin Green has made
public a letter which he sent to Mr. Wanamaker. He says that the postmaster-general
has been misinformed as to this and declares
that he knows of no instance in which any corporation, large or small, has a rate for telegraph
service that averages as low as that which has
been fixed for the government service annually
since July of 1884, that is, one cent per word.
He continues in regard to the one mill a word
rate:

"It would not reimburse what this company
has to pay for the clerical service in receiving,
counting, checking, routing, numbering and
booking the message before its transmission;
that it would not reimburse what this company
has to pay for the time of any one of from seven
to eleven operators that would be engaged in
the transmission of a message from Washington
to Portland, Ore.

;

that a

message of the ordi-

nary length would not reimburse what we have
to pay for its delivery by messenger after it has
reached its destination, to say nothing of any
part of the cost of maintaining the lines, battery
supplies, stationery, superintending offices, and
other incidental expenses, and, finally, it would
not reimburse the cost to this company of gathering up business, making up the accounts, and

28i'2

making the collections."
As a whole the press has indorsed the letter
and has called upon the postmaster-general to

seem

reconsider his action.

per cent. The papers of the country
to be
about equally divided in their
opinions as to the relative merits of Chicago
and New York. Those in the west favor the
former and those in the east declare in favor of
New York.

A

PERSON may not chop poles with impunity

A jury in that city so declared
resident of a street on which an
electric railway line will run
became angry
when he found that a pole had been erected on
his premises without his consent. Immediately he
formed the resolution of removing the offending
pole, and he carried his purpose into effect by
means of an axe. He was arrested on the
charge of wilfully destroying property.
The
case came to trial in the police court, and was
bitterly contested by counsel.
It was held by
in

Cleveland.

last

week.

A

This appeal is not the
outgrowth of any affection for the company. It
is a protest against the attempt of the postmaster
general to compel it to do business at a loss.
The sentence: "The government is no pauper
and can well aft'ord to pay for its telegrams at a
fair rate," has become familiar during the last ten
days, and it summarizes very fairly most of the
editorial opinions on the subject.
The last word of the postmaster-general in
reference to the matter is as follows: "The announced rate was not final, it was merely suggestive.
I am at present in expectation of receiving some evidence within a few days as to
the exact cost of the governmental service to the
Upon the receipt of this
telegraph companies.
data, final action will be based, but there is nothing definite yet detemiined upon."

August
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Power

in

a Tobacco Factory.

acconip.iiiying cuts ilhistratc the applications of electric motors to work in the faclory of
the Cilobe Tobacco company in Detroit, Mich.
The electric plant was instalh'd in order that the
necessity of nsinj; long lines of sh.iflinj; and
connectinj; belts for the ilistribntion of power

ELECTRICIAN.
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Electric Motors In ChicaKO.
I''.lectrii-

'I'lic

motors are increasing

in

Chicago,
When it is realized thai it liasl)ten
only a little over a year and a half sinc<'thc hrst
in

power

circuit

was arr.inged

.ind

motors were

repr^-scMil arj horse power, and ranjjc in
from "^ horse power to 25 horse power.
It might be assumed by those unac(|ualnterl with
the facts that comparatively little effort was reipiired to develop the business and lo ac(|uainl

alone

popularity

in-

Irodnced, Ihe growth of the busijiess as indicated
by Ihe number of these m.i<:hines in d.iily ser-

size

power with the merits of electric motors.
Motor men, however, tell a different story.
.Small difhiullies had lo be overcome in the sale
users of

of every motor.
Supposing thai a sale can be
effected, the fact that the wires are .ill underground in (.'hicago always makes it a (picstion
whether it is possible even lo reach the motor
with the wires, 'liesidcs this, it was a long lime
bi'fore Ihe pidilic began lo be at all conridcnl
of the practit.ibilily and reliability of electric
power.
All these diftictdties are daily becoming
l(!ss formidable, .ind Ihe coming year will doubtless demonslrale by an increasing business that
the Chicago power consumer is as quick and
ready as his eastern brother lo see the advantages of an electric motor.

Electrical Executions.
The

hciring in the rcfcrcfK.c of Kcmmlcr wa* conttnuctl
Huff.ilo last week, when addilional evidence wa» tntro'lucccJ on behalf of the state
The canes of accidental
(lealh caused by elcclricily in HulTalo and placcH nearby
were ritctj and the circumstances recallc<l, 'I he ph}sician«
who attended victims of these accidents were summoned.
Honors were divided on the testimony received from lhe»«
gentlemen,
W. Hourkc Cochran of .New \'ork got ihcm to
admit that there was really no re.xson why they should say
death was caused by electricity than the fact that they were
said to have had contact with live wires or electric machines.
Here arc specimens of the cross-examination:
The first witness was I>r. j. A. Iloffmcycr
He had
made a posr-mortem examination upon the body of l.emucl W. Smith who had died of an electric shock received at
.'it

the electric light station.
The most abnormal feature discovered at the autopsy was the fact that the blood was in a
lluid condition,
"IJoctor, if you had not known that this man was killed
by electricity, would you have been able to decide the
cause of death?" asked Mr. Cochran.

*'No

sir,"

De Lancy Rochester was

the post-moiiem examiner
negro Isaac Moulton met his death by receiving the current of an electric light wire on Michigan
This was in February. lS3S, He believed that
street.
Moulton's death was ciused by electricity
He found the
This was abnormal and was.
blood in a Huid condition
in his opinion, caused by the electric current.
"Was there any apparent cause of death?''
No apparent cause."
Dr.

at the time the

Kl't'V

Kl.|-,rrRir

MOIOKS

the basement through the
seven-story building, might be avoided.
The
plant consists of an Kdison dynamo of 50,000
watts capacity, delivering current at 220 volts
A dynamo with a
pressure at normal speed,
capacity much in excess of the present needs of
the factory was selected in order to meet future
demands in this or neighboring factories.
The current is at present furnished for seven
Eddy electric motors in different parts of the
building of from i horse power to 15 horse
power capacity, each driving its own machinery
entirely independent of all the rest.
The aggregate capacity of these seven motors is 42
horse power.
They are nearly all working up to
their full capacity, but owing to the intermittent
character of the work, the total current drawn
from the dynamo never exceeds 20 horse power,
and averages very much less.
The manager of
this company estimated from former experience
that it would reipiire about 20 horse power to
drive the shafting that would be necessary to
connect the machinery, now driven directly by
the motors, with the engine in the building. As
this would have been a constant consumption of
power, whether the machines were at work or
idle, the results obtained are in comparison very

from the engine

in

IN

A TOHACC

is surprising.
Two years ago
but one or two motors were running, and these
in connection with isolated plants.
To-day, ac-

vice in the city,

'

.satisfactory.

The dynamo also furnishes current for lighting the building, the lamps being wired in pairs,
in series.
The dynamo switch-board is connected by underground mains with the station
of the Edison Illuminating company, and the
entire factory can be run with the current from
that station, or the factory dynamo can be used
to assist the central station dynamos in this district during the months when the lighting laps
the heavy motor load now carried by this station.
The motors are with one exception on platforms hung from the ceiling, thus using no floor
space.
This plant was planned ami installed by
the Edison Illuminating company of Detroit
through

its

manager, C.

1'.

Gilbert,

and

represents a successful application of
distribution of power in factory work.
Bay

City, Mich,, will have an

electric

1st, a local company having been formed
Westinghouse system in that city.

now

plant Sept.
introduce the

light

to

it

electric
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cording to a recent estimate, a number aggregating over 150 machines are in operation on
In this estimate the
regular power circuits.
large motors operated from isolated plants are
not included; the number of these latter is difOut of the
ficult to a.scertain with exactness.
150 motors on the regular power circuits 96

VCCO KACTOKV.

"Supposing you had found the body in a field or in
some place where the surroundings would furnish yoo with
no clew as to the real cause of death, would you have been
able to stale positively what the cause was?"
Dr Rochester admitted that he would not have been
able to do so.
Thus it proceeded. Dr. Geo E. Fell, who had 000ducted experiments on dogs, explained the action of elec-
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trie

currents on these animals.

He

could give very

little

positive evidence, and evidently did not care to commit
He said, by way of introduction, that he had
himself.
long been desirous of experimenting with a view to ascertainino; the effect of the electric current upon the heart.
The lirst experiment' was upon a 50-pound dog. The

in which dogs were apparently
and then restored to life?"

the French college,

by

electricity,

*'No,

I

August
killed

did not."

"I would recommend you to look that up, doctor."
Mr. Quinby questioned the witness as to the experiments
made by him and Dr. Southwick, but Mr. Cochran inter-

lo, iS

In Kearney, Neb., where there is excellent
water power, electric motors are used in nearly
all the factories of the town to drive all kinds
of machinery.
The advent of electrical power
made manufacturing in Kearney a possibility,
and with its excellent means of communication
with the outside world and facilities for shipping,
made it a promising rival of more pretentious
cities.
The power house of the Kearney Electric Light company is situated beneath the overflow, and very near the lake.
A small wooden
building that has been used for the past two
years has grown too small to accommodate the
demands and a handsome brick structure is being erected in its place.
The new building already contains three dynamos, each of 50,000
watts capacity.
One of these is used for the
motor line and two for incandescent lights and
power for manufacturing. There are also t\Vo
dynamos of .40,000 watts capacity for incandescent lights, and one arc light machine with a
thirty light capacity.
The Kearney Brick company was one of the first to take advantage of
the situation.
The kilns of the company are
situated on the canal overflow near the Union
Pacific track.
The clay pits are situated on the
hill above the lake and from this point to the
yards, a distance of almost a mile, an electric
tramway conveys the clay. Two dry presses are
employed with a capacity of 25,000 brick per
day and one stiff mud press that can turn out
50,000 brick, in the same time. The machinery
is operated by electric motors of 75 horse power
and the power is transmitted more than a mile
over the wire. The canning factory which employs over 300 persons, was next built. There is
but one factory of the kind in the state larger
than the Kearney institution.
Electric motors
operate the machinery here.
paper mill is
one of the projected enterprises of this flourishing town, and like all other establishments it
will depend on electricity for power.
Directly
west of the paper mill is situated a three story
woolen mill that is soon to be enlarged.

A

EDDY ELECTRIC MOTORS
animal was chloroformed, respiration kept up by artificial
means, and the heart exposed to view by openin g the
thorax.
The conditions were favorable, the heart was
beating rhythmically, when the cuTrent was applied. The
instant the current was turned on ihe heart ceased its pulsations and became at once merely a mass of quivering

IN

A TOP.ACCO FACTORY.

rupted him by saying: "We are willing to concede, Mr.
Quinby, that the electrical execution law originated in the

dog pound

Electrical

flesh.

At a subsequent experiment upon a dog under similar
conditions, the heart was instantly paralyzed, but the animal made one effort to breathe. Death was practically instantaneous.
Death was produced by the coagulation of the protoplasmic matter of the body
The devitalizing influence of the
current was sufficiently strong to forever preclude the possibility of restoring life.
"Have you any hesita ion in saying that the death of a

human being can be produced by

electricity?"

The

connected with the power-house
power Sprague motor is used.
In the establishment are four looms with a capacity of 200 yards per day of flannels, blankets
and cassimeres. There is also machinery with
a capacity of 150,000 yards of knitting yarn per

and a

of Buffalo."

Nowhere

Development
Towns.

in the

country

of

Western

electricity gaining

is

mill

is

15 horse

asked Mr.

("^)uinby

"I believe that with a sufficiently strong current death
can be produced without pain, and instantaneously, and

beyond the possibility of revivication ''
Mr. Cochran then took the direction of the witness, and
began by asking the strength of the current that would
produce instantaneous and painless death.
"I think that would be a difficult question to answer in
"
the absence of definite experiments upon human beings
'Is it not possible that the human body may possess the
power of insulation under certain conditions?"
Dr. P'elt did not believe this, but could not state posiwhat were the facts In the case.
"Is not the perspiration the best conductor found in the
body?"
"No I think the blood is equally as good a conductor.''
"Do you know about this?"

tively

"Not

positively."

"Is not fatty tissue an imperfect conductor?"
"Yes."

"And is it not true that the vital portions of the body
are protected by a covering of fat?"
"It is partially true, the l^rain is not so prctected."
"Are not the brains of bald-headed men protected by a
layer of fal?"
"Yes."
Mr. Quinby

— "On the inside?"
Mr Cochran— "Oh, no, not outside

of Buffalo."

Here Cochran surprised the physician by subjecting him
to a scries of questions to ascertain the depth of his medknowledge.
"Doctor, if a dog was executed by electricity, and on
cutting him open you found the heart still with the exception of the right auricle, which was pulsating, would you
say the animal was dead?"
"I don't hciie e it could happen."
Keferce Beckir— "Or. Petersen testified to finding such
"
a condition
"I wasn't going to tell him that, but no matter now,
without regard to the probabilities of the statement (I
think very likely iJr. I'eterscn was mistaken) would you
say the dog was dead?"
"I would not.
I would not say there were no hopes of
reviving him."
"Doctor, did you ever hear of the exptriments before
ical
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West.
It has done much toward developing the resources of many small
towns, which otherwise would never have earned
the dignity of a name.
The people of the West
realize the value of electric power and utilize it in every possible form.
gruiMul as

in

the

N

A

TOliAf-ro KAr-roRV.

day.

Kearney
which

will

have

an

electric

railroad

will be
equipped with the Thomson-Houston company's
system.
The Kearney Improvement company
will have the railway extended two miles to

Jan.

ist,

the cotton mills.

will

cost $100,000.

I'llectric

It

railways will be con-

AiijTiist lo,

1
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(itlicr parts of llii; tmvn imlt;|n-iiilmain line, The Woslcni lOriHiiK'ciing company, electrical engineers, have done
much to advance the interests of Kearney,
(leorge W. I'rank, the president of the com-

striictcd
L'lit

pany,

The

ill

of the

who

is

at

the hea<l of

every

enterprise
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Victor Turbines.

The accoMipaiiyinn cuts

illnslrati:

and
several ap-

plications of the Vi( tor turbines.
In I'ig. 1, tlie
two wheels are shown attached to a liorixontal
I'i;;. 2, represents
shaft.
a pair of S'iclor tur-

bines running

in

the station of

the San licrnar-

off of the 5o-ll(;ht

dynamo and

valr)r is scarcely perceptible at the

freijjlit

"motion

clcin-

dicator."

The

manufactured by the
Is
ManufacturinK company of

Victor turbine

Siilwell

it

Dayton,

().

llierce

Reception and Banquet of the ChlcaKO

When

Electric Club.
I'.lei'trlc Club Bccuftd new

the ("hicagrj

club rooms

new organiformation a tlir>riMighly successful literary society, but it was far
from being a social club. With the possesftion
of new rooms came a change.
The club i» now
z.ition.

It

it

practically bei:amc a

had been from

its

active organization, and it ailmirably sorvcn
ihe purpose for which it was formed, as it has a
social as well as a literary character.
The formal dedication of the rooms took place
Thursday evening, August ist, and the event
marked in a significant way the change in the
life of the club.
The new rooms comprise the
.second and third floors of the High lluilding on
.'\dams street, which adjoins Kinsley's.
The
lower floor contains the parlor, main reception
:in

rooms, reading room and
the second

\-Ir-rnR TURBINF.S.

tending to

benelit

control

the Cico.

of

cDniniunily, is also in
W. I'rank Inipmvenient

the

company.
Decatur, 111., claims to have more electrical
appliances than any other city of its size in
the country.
This is the way a local paper

"We have electric tower
hanging lights to illuminate
our streets; every business house of any pretensions is lighted by either arc or incandescent lights, electric motors are used to drive
our machinery and printing presses; we will
have two lines of electric street railways in
operation within sixty days; the city has an
electric light plant of its own; the Wabash
railway another; the Decatur Gas Light and
Coke company another; the two electric street
railway companies will each have
another.
There is nothing like plenty of light. And it
Electric fans are
must be an electric light."
the latest rage, and they have been introduced
public resorts.
all
The
in large numbers in
local electric company has recently been obliged
to enlarge its plant by adding United States
present the following syscompany dynamos.
tems are in use: Edison incandescent. Westinghouse alternating and Ft. Wayne Jenney arc.
.-Vniong the new institutions which the company

sounds
lights

its

and

\:
Power company at .San
These two wheels are each of
20 inches diameter and are set in a cast iron bed
with driving pulleys and governor arranged as

dino Electric Light
liernardino,

C'al.

ladie.s'

parlors.

On

are the billiard room, dining

room, card rooms and smoking rooms.
This
floor is connected with Kinsley's building.
Tbe
club, while it has its own dining room, is not
under the necessity of maintaining a cuisine.
The members are served in the club dining
rooms from the Kinsley cafe. In every way the
rooms are admirably adapted to the rei|uiremenls
of the club, and they have proved even more de-

praise:

electric

M

VICTOR TURBI.NES.

shown.

Fig. 3 illustrates the

The suit of tlie Detroit Electric Tower company, refened
to in our issue of August 3rd, page f>3, w.is aj^^ainst the
use of the Indianapolis jenney tower, antl not the l-'ort
Wayne Jenney, as wrongly stated in tlie paragraph re-

manner

in

a single Victor turbine of the horizontal

placed at the mill of J. ("i.
Rochester, \. V.
The wheel

FIG. 2

with current are the extensive railroad
offices at that point, and the new opera house.
will furnish

ferred to.

floor

Davis
is

iV

which
type

is

Co., at

furnished with

and convenient than was anticipated
dedicatory exercises took the form of a
reception.
The rooms were tastefully decorated
with flowers and potted plants.
The two upper
sirable

The

VICTOR TCRUINKS.

a grooved pulley for rope transmission and is
worked under a head of 90 feet. Il may be
stated the situation was such as to require considerable engineering ability to make this installation satisfactory.
With a "J.s gate," however,
500 barrels of llonr are made daih". and the
change in speed caused by the throwing on

Kinsley's building which, as has been
are connected directly with the club
rooms, were thrown open for the use of the
The halls and rooms were
guests of the club.
ablaze with electric lights. Just within the entrance of High Building and above the inner
"Chicago
doorway shone forth the words:
floors in

stated,
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The words were formed b"^
Electric Club."
arrangement, on a dark background, of tiny incandescent light globes. This name plate was
donated to this club by the Edison Lamp Works,
of Newark, N. J.
Guests to the number of two hundred were
Among the number were Mayor De
present.
AVitt C. Cregier, Prof. J. P. Barrett, city electrician of Chicago, and Fire Marshal Swenie.

Music-was provided by an orchestra and a mandolin quartette accompanied by guitar and harp.
In the club parlors a phonograph had been
placed, and its reproduction of songs and reciIn every
tations served to interest the guests.
way the reception was a brilliant event.
Shortly before lo o'clock the guests assembled
An elaborate supin Kinsley's banquet room.
per was served, during the course of which, music was furnished by the orchestra. One hundred
and ninety-one sat down at the tables. At the
close of the supper President Barton called upon
the first speaker of the evening, W. A. Kreidler,
He said:
of the committee on new quarters.

—

Mr. President. T feel that I have a pleasant duty to
perform this evening. Not so very long ago the Chicago
Electric club was in quarters not at all suitable for a sociThis fact was fully
ety of its importance and standing
appreciated by the rapidly growing membership, and steps
were taken to secure a better location and better
and
more favorable and
conrestaurant service,
With this end in view a general comvenient quarters.
mittee on new quarters was appointed, and it is for this
committee and in their name that I speak to-night. Their
work has extended over some months and the resuU, with
which you have been made acquainted to-night in the ad

The
join'ng building, is we trust, satisfactory to the club
new quarters are certainly a great improvement over the old
ones, they are convenient and comfortable, and the restaurant service is unsurpassed by that of any club in the city.
In the name therefore of the committee on new quarters,
for them as chairman, I take pleasure in for
mally presenting to you the new rooms of the Chicago
Electric Club, and trust you will find them in so complete and
finished a condition as to be acceptable to yourself and to
the club, which you represent as president.

and acting

President
sponse:

S.

A. Barton

made

the following re-

Mr. Secretary, Ladies and Gentlemen:— Do not be
The exercises of the evening are entirely in
formal, and my speech will be a very brief one.
I dealarmed:

your attendance in behalf of the
club, and trust that the impressions made will be lasting
and that you will attend every subsequent meeting during the
winter.
Few of us there are who have not passed through
We are gothe experience of first going to housekeeping.
ing to convince the ladies to-night that we can give them
some points on housekeeping. We have had a brief period
in which to organize our kitchen and culinary department,
but from the display in front of you and what will follow I
think there is not a lady here who will not agree that we
know how to cook and that we know how to set a table.
My admonition would be, lad es go home and do likewise" were I not afraid that if you did the club would never
sire to

thank you

for

'

members again, l^et us congratulate ourselves tonight that our quarters are so pleasant, and thank the committee heartily for having succeeded in securing us everything which seems to be desirable for our comfort and con
venience.
The secretary has reminded you of the quarters
you first occupied. I think we had better not ask you lo make
any comparisons, but congratulate yourselves that you have
prospered in this world's goods and are now reaping the
reward of patience, industry and honest toil.
You have
moved into a mansion. The same enthusiasm displayed
for the ensuing two years that has been displayed for the
last twelve months will put you into a palace.
In fact, I
have my mind on the Storey residence at the corner of
Forty-third street and the boulevard.
There are other reasons w hy we should be proud.
have
been told, after careful investigation by committees that papers emanating from this club compare favorably with those
of any electrical or scientific organization in this country.
If this is true, and I have no doubt of it, it is very gratify
should also be proud, because we occupy a poing.
sition as a club second to but one other electrical organization in this country.
I think our pacing irembership compares f..vorably with the exception I have made, but they
live in a great metropolis and take members from Kalama
zoo.
Mich., the Par West, down in New I'2ngland and
the Sunny South, while we are largely deptndent upon our
own toilers, business men and agents whose pleasure it is to
reside in this good city.
We are sorry we have not with
us more of the gentlemen resident here who have contii
buied to the great strides made by electricity in the nineliul (Chicago and iis surburbs has in its
teenth century.
population men who have contributed much, and who arc
likely to contribute nuicli more
before the century closes.
\'ou also have men with courage and capital willing to inof
industry
vest in any branch
which promises returns, and
Ihc city has within its borders offices subordinate to the
manufacturing offices only, and rcpresen ing nearly every
large electrical enterprise in this C' unlry.
We recall with very much pleasure that there is nothing
in the nineteenth century in the way of invention or manufacturing enterprises, novel, uni(|Ue and new, that has
called to its ranks so many bright men from all branches
We have men who are willing to give up
of industry.
positions; men who have tiropped large salaries in other dimen
rections;
who have left business enterprises in which
they have been engaged for years; and even the United
see its

i

We

We

August

States government is compelled to furnish its quota of its
brightest minds, both from the army and navy, who, becoming displeased with the United States service, or perfectly -fascinated with the subject of electricity, drop as
good a man as Uncle Sara as an employer, and attach

themselves to some organization manufacturing electrical
products
I wish I could give our guests present, an idea of the
millions and millions of capital that have been invested in
electrical enterprises since iSSo, but I must leave that matter to statisticians, but I think it can be said with truth that
there is nothing new or novel that has been exploited throughout the entire universe that has enlisted to itself so much capital in so short a period as electrical inventions. First, because
they are pleasing to every student of nature, and second,
because Ihey embody, and can give more of the elements
of nature when properly subjected to the almost divine intellect of man than any other product yet discovered; excepting oal or fuel. Some other fellow during the evening
will say I made a mistake when I excepted fuel.
We welcome, you ladies and guests of the club. We are
becoming convinced that this is the center of the universe,
and if it is, it is but a few years when instead of following
in the footsteps of predecessors we shall be leading.
It
was not my intention when I arose to make a very protracted speech as we are going to hear from others better
qualified to entertain you, and we do not desire to make the
meeting at all format. We are going to make it a house-warming.and, regret exceedingly that any formal exercises seem
necessary.
They are offered more as a matter of congratulation to ourselves and to honor our guests than for any
other purpose.
We shall offer a few toasts, the responses to which I think will be decidedly interesting
(

President Barton then called upon De Witt
C. Cregier, mayor of Chicago, to respond to the
first toast, assigning him this sentiment:
"The
City of Chicago, the first cit)' in area, and second in population in the grandest of countries,
famous for its growth, its business push and enterprise, and the chief executive of this beautiful
abiding place/' The mayor was warmly applauded as he rose to make a response. He
said:

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen:
to-night

upon the

invi ation of this club,

I

came here

and through the

championship, if you please, of my old friend Barrett.
Why he should have brought me to this issembly J cannot
see; except, perhaps, it is because of my profound ignorance of the magnificent science of which you are the representatives.
Mr President, you dropped a word in your
address that irspired me, old as I am
And that was that
this club consists not{ nly of the gentlemen that I see here
present, but of the ladies.
Now, I want to say to you

want to join, for I am charmed with the memberand I verily believe that I am eligible, notwithstanding my profound ignorance of the subject. Now, you may
think that is a joke some of ycu young men but I want
to say to you, jouthful as 1 am, I laid the first cable
across this magnificent trout stream, the Chicago river.
Mr. President, and gentlemen, and ladies, too, I feel it is
that I

ship,

—

—

a very great pleasure to be here to night.
I feel it is not
only a pleasure, but that I honor myself by coming here.
I know I should not have been invited if I had not held
the office of mayor of Chicago; but you are welcome to all
the honors, and they are reciprocal.
I take them to myThe president has said that we ought to be proud
self.
and I am individually very grateful for being permitted to
live in this most wondrous age of development
not of in
I hold it to be true, gentlevention that history records.
men and you may take exception if you want to, now, but
you can think it over- that this is an age of development,
and not of invention. And I congratulate theses entlemen
here upon being members of a profession that has dev.
oped one of the grandest sciences that the world has beheld
from the year one down to this day. It is the develcpment
The well- remembered Franklin
of a well-known science.
was a member of this craft. Vou are developing what he
instituted
I am delighted to know, gentlemen, that you
are developing this sc'ence into usefulness.
Wei', now, at
my age, and my friend's age [A. K. Stiles] (if I am to take
the color of his hair as an evidence of his pge) I hope you
wdl go on developing this grand science in which you are
engaged, and it will be made more and more vsefui. I trust
that you may go on with yourinventions and developments
in the nursery, so that when the little one cries all night,
you may kill it during the night and give it ife in the mornI get my cue
ing
I believe you are equal to the task.
Me has been entertaining
from my venerable friend here.
me vvith a machine he has been getting up. lie says that
just as soon as the infant's eyes roll up. when the colic
lakes place, he is going to apply his machine and kill the
child so it won't be awake all night; and then apply this
ubtle science of electricity antl bring it to life again in the
morning. Cioon. (let up your instruments. Get up your
machinery. Get up your inventions.
And I want to say on behalf of the city of Chicago ~I
wish here were some outsiders here, from Hoston, {''v in
stance,
that right here in this great metropolis of the

—

—

—

I

—

N(jrthwest, this phenomenal city, this city which

is

in fact

but twenty years old, its incorjjoration but lifty-two years
old, a city burned up and started anew, and it 'S only
twenty less than twenty years old, extending 26 miles
from north lo south, and as many miles nearly or it will
easl and west, this, I say, is the city for
in a few years
you young men of whom 1 see so many here, so many intelligent faces, and so many brtiad and developetl heads

—

—

—

1 lere is the grand
that are at work on this grand science.
center from which will radiate the results of your labors. I
congratulate you, Mr. President, upon the inauguration of
in this city of
I give you godspeed here
your new rooms.
develop
I trust you will go on and grow and
the West.
this science which, in my humble judgnunl, you know nothing about. 1 do not mean to cast anyrellcctionson the great

lo,

iS

advancements you have made. I only want to draw the line
so that when you go hence in a few years, you can take your
wings and come back in fifty or sixty years from now, and
see the developments made, and then you will smile at what
you are trying to do now, and will be amazed at what you
will see then.
Only think of Barrett making a great
splurge about ghts.
Why, the first telephone that was
introduced in this city I was permitted to talk through by
his kindness.
I did not know anything more about it than
I did about Greek, and I don't know anything about that.
I was permitted to talk to one of my associates two miles
away from me. I was charmed and amazed, and I thought
I smelted his breath
It is a fact.
The gentleman with
whom I spoke was very fond of onions, and I happened to
saj/^ to him,
"By the way, Henry, haven't you been eating
onions?" And he had.
And he said, "Good heavens! I
didn't know you could smell through this."
Now, that is
a fact. Gentlemen. I have been here a good many years
in Chicago, and where you are sitting now, or rather in
this locality, I have passed through the streets and not met
a person once in four hours.
Our friend Kinsley, who
moved here a few years ago, was warned that he was going
too far south.
Take courage, young men, and continue
I

your work at this God-given science, for it comes from
above, and your names will go down to posterity; and I
trust you will have the good luck to imprint your name on
some tablet that will live longafter you have been forgotten.
And looking around this room, and thinking of the 3 ears
I have been here, and the growth of this magnificent city,
I notice my old friend. Chief Swenie
He outranks nie in
time, many years.
And if he can explain to you young
people what he has done in this city, I am sure it would be
very interesting to you.
Mr. President, these disintegrated remarks excuse themselves
I am glad to be here and enjoy the hospitality
of this c'ub, and I shall be very happy to do it hereafter.
President Barton:
There can be no doubt that the
suggestion you have made will be shared by all the men in
the room.
There is not a man here who is not sorry that
the most of us are going to stay here only a few years.
Instead of coming down here with your golden wings,
there is not a man, except my frienJ at the right [the mayor], who expects to climb
the golden stairs during that
period
And he won't unless he is compelled to.
But
there can be no doubt that your remarks regarding our
knowledge of the subject are true; its is practically nothing.
are looking forward, making use of the development which has already been attained by the geniuses who
have seen their opportunity.
I fear that we are catching
on to the financial end of it without much regard to the
scientific part of it.
But we have a host of respect for
the scientific part of it, and we feel so when we look at the
possibilities, as you have stated.
Mayor Cregier; Let me interrupt you just a second.
I am struck with the remark that the president has made
about catching on to the financial part of it,
I think that
to be a veritable fact.
Telephones are $125 a year.

We

,

President Barton:

Now, ladies and gentlemen, will
listen to a gentleman who can tell you what
has done for the nineteenth century? After he
has told this he will give you a definition of electricity
which you can carry home in your pocket. And ever after,
when you see the word, you can refer to it
See if I do
not tell you the truth.
We will now listen to M. M. M.
Slattery of Fort Wayne, Indiana; small in size, but neveryou please
electricity

theless a large

man.

After music by a vocal quartettes Mr.
spoke as follows-

Slatter)^

Mr. Presiden't, Ladies and Gentlemen: Really

the

remarks of your versatile president, with which he
has ushered me in upon your society to-night, have been of
a disconcerting character, and I do not know whether I
can collect my mind enough to address you on the subject
assigned to me this evening. However, we will try. Electriciiy in the nineteenth century is indeed a subject well
qualified to excite the imagination and the enthusiasm of
the most phlegmatic advocate of any branch of the subject.
And then as most of us present, the ladies scarcely exeulogistic

cepted are identified with electric appliances of some
kind, and brought in daily contact with electric productions of some character, I think we should be by this time
fairly well charged.
There should be some considerable
scope for induced effects.
That being so, I trust that
through that mysterious channel called induction I may
receive such inspiration that I may suitably respond to
your eloquent toast.
While deliberating upon how to express myself upon this occasion, in imagination I was
placed standing upon the monument which modern electric
literature has erected, and gazing towards the distant horizon over the landscape, I noticed a distant star, above and
Upon that star I noticed inscribed a
toward Ihe zenith.
name that 'S associated with the dawn of electric development Michael b'araday.
all know, sir,
how this
great philosopher was associated with an
epoch in
the development of electric thought that will prove an
everlasting landmark: and the good he did in the world in
which he played so prominent a pait will forever remain.
Let us for a moment dwell on a few of the grand things
this philosopher has given us
Has he not given us his
thoughts upon the induction of electric currents, which
paved the way to such brilliant results later on? Has he
not given us his theory upon the evolution of electricity from
magnetism, the grandeur of which thought it is impossiHas he not given us his theory upon the
ble to overrate?
nature of electric currents themselves, and electro -magnetic action?
And notice how closely those thoughts coincide with the utterances of our latest and best men.
And
above and beyond all, has he not given us liis theory of
the induction of the current itself, the self-induction, the
great bugbear, and yet the saviour in disguiseof our modern

—

We

In speaking of Faraday we
less prominent discoverers in the
great field of electric exploration.
Looking again, we notice again in Ihe distant horizon a star, and upon it we see
inductorium electric system?

must not forget other not

Aujfust lo
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inscribed the iiamL- of Arn^jo as assm:i:itcil willitht- man
nclic phcnomfna, whose ihou^ht is cnihoiijfd in ihr v\cctrie apparatus now in use in every (iirt-iUion. Aj^ain we look
ant! sec this time our fricml ami l-'araday's friend
Ampere,
whose work is as familiar as a household word
A^'.iin we
look ami we see other stars, and conspicuous arnonj; them
wc notice Sir William Thomson, and also the youthful

—

Silvanus
son.

Thompson ami

It is

in our own i-ountry lOlihu Thoman association of names, a veritable eU-ctriiid

field of electric invention
While we
arc speakin[; of those ;;rcat men. we aie ([uite likely to be
led away from noticinj; other j-reat men. Ami in connection
with this enumeration we must not forj^ct our Mdison,

trinity in the ^reat
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continually accelerating rate, would have a tendency toward
tangential Inertia In conseijuencc of II* ftiiecihc inductive
capacity when elevated above the hori/onlal compsncnlnof
the plane of ihecarlh'H magnetb.m."

The

anolhcT sonji after which

(|itarifttc' saiij^

Martoii said: "An ofliccr who selects
;;{iilU'iiu-ii Id rcs|H)ii(ls to toasts soinetitiies feels
I'resitleiil

thai he is imposing tijxin tho.se he calls (ipoit.
\Vf have had two response lo-nij;hl presented
with woiulerfid effect, and ajireat deal of ability.
.\iul

now

may

l)e

am

I

^otti^ to

tell yoti

something.

Il

practical tliouj^ht and practii:al work is visible wherever civilization finds an entry.
And so on. It is easy to
enumerate lunulreds (^f names of men who have stamped
this century's work with the evidence of their transcendent
for these in
genius
It is true intleed, that were it not

emharrassiii^' to the man who is Roin^
to resi)ond, hut there is a j^ientleman here who
who is i:apal)le of resi>ondin^ to the ni-xl toast,

imitabte ami indefatigable workers, we sliould not have the
results we have, which have been practically to give us a new

I'lleclric clul).'

whose

world

We

in

which to

live

fanciful monument on which we are
standing, and come ilo\\ n to later times; and in as cursory
a manner as possible within the limits of a toast, wc will see
how we are i>rolited by the teachings of those early
will leave this

workers
brought

We

find

machines ami motors which have been

forth from ilie discoveries of these great men,
whirling in every branch of industry on the face of the
globe, and revolutionizing everything they touch.
Arc not ourliouses illuminated at night with a light rivaling
even the noonday sun? Who can say what we sball have in
the future? Look at tlie grand results whicli have followed
from so crude an apparatus as the magnetic needle. And later
on we shall see moie of ihe electric motor, lias not our tele
phone system been S'» peifccted that all we ha\c to do is to
reach out our haiui and take down the telephone and bring
be long before we
the far away friend near?
It will not
can easily transmit the likeness of our friend as we can a
sound wave ami our frieml at the otlier end will be per
ceptible to us, and vice \ersa our likeness will be percepti
It is possible that within t)ur time wc
ble to our friend
will see photograpluc transference.
The improvements in
electriciiy will soon enable us to achieve that grand object.
And is it not fair lo assume that e\ena thousand miles will
not be the limit of speaking distance, and tliat shortly we
shall talk across the great Atlantic?
And when this shall
be accomplished, I believe will then be fulfdled what has
been written that '"the lion shall lie down with the Iamb."
And tndy it would seem as if it were a step in that direction
when the eagle and the lion shall be brought into such
close telephonic association.
Notice also, sir, to what an extent we have profited since
the advent of the storage batterv. since in 1863 our friend,
IMante. reduced it to a practical basis enabling us to bottle our
electricity as wc do our wine, and with as much ease and
I
really believe that we
facility to draw from either.
have scarcely yet realized the grandeur of this invention, I
But I think the
think its great utilities are yet to come.
I
believe
least of the utilities will be aerial navigation
that electricity will solve the problems In that direction. I
believe in the use of the electric motor and the storage battery, and heat and light as applied to aerial navigation.
liut I suppose 1 will be told, speaking of aerial navigation, that we have had quite enough of electric ballooning
in the past, and that efforts in that direction are not atIt is true that it is so.
tended with brilliant results.
But
while in the past, we have used gas as a means of
acquiring the necessary buoyancy when rising to the
necessary altitude, in the future we can dispense with
that, and can tiispense with the necessity for undue comBut, oddly enough, notwithstanding this
mercial inllation.
vast field of knowledge is being brought within our reach,
according to the recent utterances of savants we are as far
from an understanding of electricity and magnetism as
The utterances of Sir William Thomson and Willever.
iam Rowland bring us scarcely nearer the solution of the
great problem, and it seems we have to stand aside and bow
our heads before an element so subtile, mysterious and po
tent, and we can but hope. And in connection witli this last

word, 1 am reminded of that beautiful sentiment given to
us by Moliere. which I think is appropriate; " Le sperance
tout puissant, il pent il sen au moins nous eraener a la fin
de la vie." There is no doubt we do hope, but we do
trust this is not going to be the " hope deferred that
makelh the heart sick." And as evitlence of that I am
further informed that some gentleman in our electric fraternity has been given a very happy inspiration, which
brings him close to the so'ution of what electricity is. And
I am informed that magnetism is approaching its solution
And it is only rational to imagine that it will be not long
before we have the rounded-out solution of the problems
And he expresses himself in this way, speakof the age.
He said: "Water being a parabolic
ing of electricity.
converted into solid manganese nitrate when
readily
fluid is
its coefficient may be received back in the rcllected image
Now what follows ? \'ou will find
of the spectrum."
that the paleozoic electrical hypothesis naturally seeks a
vacuum which, combining wiih alcoholic spinal meningitis
causes geometrical confusion in the empyrean of the demo-

Prima facie, the Iloboken theory must be
applied parenthetically and hypothetically, not forgetting
to take into consideration the micrometnc admf asurements.
the seuii-incandescence of the resulting equation, together
with its possible duration. Now that is plain, for electricThe other gentleman expressed himself on magity.
He said the solution of the problem in that direcnetism.
will
be as highly interesting as in the other. He says:
tion
" The anticlinal axis of the magnetic meridian, an demonstrated by the differential calculus, from a parallax angle,
clearly shows the difference between empyrean voltage and
the megohmic conglomerate, algebraically expressed by the
Hence the linear length of wire in
equation, CxR=V.
inductive relation to and with an increment of current in a
rapidly revolving mass, would warrant the belief that the
molecular, vibrator)-, atomic disturbance due to the abscissas and ordinates of the magnetic curve rapidly rising at a
cratic elliptic.

which

'The

meinhers of the Chicajfo
have hiit one pa.st presi(Irnl, a man of yotithful years btit venerable appearance, who is abotit to speak for the ladies of
the cltd), .\. K. Stiles, whose picture adorns our
walls

is,

the reception room belttw."
spoke as follows:

in

Mr.

latly

We

Stiles

lake the mayor it has always been my fate, thai when a
subiect has been seleited for me to speak about, il is something of which I am entirely ignorant
Now I shall not
say anything nK)re
I
am very glad to see the ladies here
to night, and 1 understand from the president that they are
members
of
the
club.
And 1 know If they are not
thiit
they cught
regularly
enrolled.
to
be
I
believed from the organization of this chdj, that il would
never succeed unless it called in the ladies to help. I know
that any enterprise which induces the ladies to take hold and
aid, will succeed,
.\nything that they go ffir i^ bound to
succeed.
They have been telling you ladies here to-night
something about cleclricily, and I think you can infer from
the
remarks
of
Mr.
Slaltery,
something of the

There

truth.

about

it.

nothing

is

They

ilo

not

in

it.

The men know nothing

know whether it is
And believe if

sulislance. a reality or not.

a science or a

thire is anything in electricity, it is going to inure to ihe benefit of the
ladies more than i<i anybody else.
These men like the
president here, are talking about making some money.
\'es, we are all going to make money and get rich, and

draw

interest

on our

I

capital.

rKEsiDENT Barto.n: In the next century?
Mr. Stii.ks: In the next century. But I

believe th.at
the ladies are going to reap the benefits of it now.
wife is not here, but I know that she gave me a very good
illustration when 1 first went into the business
I
bad a

My

my

house on Ashland avenue,

telephone

in

home one

night very

much

surprised.

She

and

said

I

I
came
was not

asked her how she knew.
She said she
had telephoned down. 1 thought she was learning the use
of it so fast that the telephone
didn't
work next
year in
house.
since
the
But
that
I
have
reW'e do things differently now.
formed.
I
did not
hear
a
lady
ring
the
servants
bell,
but
came
She put her foot on
in, and I ditln't understand it at first
something under the table; and I noticed that they lighted
the lamps all around the house in that way.
We have a
thousand and one conveniences which were not thought of
a few years ago.
I see it is almost twelve o'clock, and I
at the club,

and

I

do not think it is best to talk against time, as there are
other speakers; and I thank you for the honor conferred on
me in asking me to speak on this particular subject.

Mr. Barton then called upon C. C. Haskins,
custodian of the club, to read letters of regret.
Regrets were sent by Edwin R. Weeks, president National Electric Light association. Kansas
City; Thomas A. Edison, Orange, N. J.; Oeorge
W'estinghoiise,
Pittsburg; Brainard Rorison,
Indianapolis;
A. Brown, Chicago; William
Bowen. Oavenport, la.; Ceorge E. Eisher, Detroit; W. H. Eit/.gerald, Detroit; Charles Mun-

C

son, (Miicago; J. E. Lockwood. Detroit; Benj.
R. Western, New ^'ork City; E. I,. Powers, Chi-

cago; Capt. C.. N. Stone, Cincinnati;
Jenney, Intliaiiapolis; Wni. H. Bryan.

Chas. I).
St. Eouis;

New

York; Samuel M. Kennard,
St. Louis; W. J. Johnston. New York; H. Wartl
Leonard, New York; S. A. Duncan, I'ittsburg,
Pa,; Erank B. Trout, Detroit; Eoree Bain, Chicago; H. A. Cflasier, Boston; \Villiam J Clark,
Boston; (1. H. Thayer. Chicago; C. H. Thompson, Detroit; W. S. Andrews, Minneapolis; W.
L. Candee, New ^'ork; Samuel Insull, SchenecC.

IC.

Stump.

tady. N. Y.; \Villiam

Hubbard. Elgin.

111.;

E.

A

W'under, Chicago; E. S. (lorton, Chicago; C.
Munson, Chicago; Francis W. Parker. Chicago;
D. R. Russell. St. Louis.
President Barton called upon L P. Barrett
for a speech saying in this introduction.
"The
organization and inception of an electric club
started in New York and that club is supposed
to be the father of all electric clubs.
I
think
the next one was in Boston.
I
see some one
does not agree with me. The next was in Boston, and 1 think there are only three or four in
the whole country to-day.
The Chicago Electric Club, is in my opinion, in a better condition
financially, and in every other respect, than any
Why? Simply
other like club in this country.
because we owe no man anything, and we have

money in the bank; and we have got as ciiIhusiastic a membership of ladicH aH any club
in this country.
have with uk to-ni;;ht a

We

man

made

wlio has

electriciiy in Chicai;o and
(!ook (Nmnty <tnc of ihc remarkable features in
connection with our municipal organization.
Me knows how to run an electric light plant
and he knows Ikjw to nin the city service; and
there is nrit a place I have seen where ihcy can
turn out a hoik and ladder or a steam ("irc company or swing a !>ridge (|uicker— if you want to
drive across the river jtint then
than in Chicago.
Wc will listen to ProfesHor Harrclt.

—

Prof. Barrett ttaid:
that
I
think I

earth

make

there

If

am

i«

fully

an^ one

qitaliftcfl

to

thinif

do

on thU
It

in

to

Miccch
I
wn<t a li tic bit jralou* about the
remarks of our mawir thi% evcninj;,
I thought
he rather
exceeded hin UHUal good cfforl<i
•vupp'^MicI I wa« lo
be the gentleman of the evening
Ancl in thinkintf ihc
Htibject over, I can come to but one concluiiion. and that
is I made a miHtakc
My great npccialty in a dance 1
understand wc arc going lo have a dance.
A% I ultJ
before, if there !•( anything I can do it li to dance and t
want to do it as 4oon as possible.
a

I

Prof. Barrett's speech closed the past prandial
exercises.
;\
large number of the guests

gathered in the
enjoyed until a

mained

ball
late

room where dancing was
hour.

Other guests

re-

the clidj room and continued in an
inffjrmal way the reception.
in

I'oHowing is a list of thr>se
reception and banquet:
(I.N.Atkinson,
ton and wife; j.

I*.

present at the

W. L. Abboil and lady: S. A BarBarrett and daughter: Hobt. B(>yd and

S Bloomington, A. U.
and
lady;
K.

Bauer and lady: Frank
(;.
Beach and lady;
11
Brown. J. C.
B.
Itadi
and lady; James
Burns and lady; V. N. Bosson and wife: Theodore
P. Bailey and wife; J. C. Baker and lady: Charles fc".
Brown and lady; F. J. Baker and lady; (ieorge H. Bliss
and wife; W. J Buckley and lady; Mayor r>c Witt C.Cregier.
L. W. Collins and wife; K. L. Clark and lady; George
Cutter and wife; Charles S. Cook, George J. Carson.
Henry B, Cobb, George L. Crosman, F. S. (Teighlon,
Fred. K. Hegenhardt and wife; Fred iJeLanf*. J. W.
Dickerson and lady; W. H. I>yrcnforth, A. C. Durborow,
Ir, and
lady; CB.
Durborow and lady; C. K
Durborow and
lady;
W.
H.
Ellis.
M.
T.
Fairchild and daughter.
L A. Ferguson and lady.
Geo. O Fairbanks. Edward Floyd and lady. W. 11. Fairclough, Charles Forbrich, C. K Giles, J. H. (ioehs: and
lady, Charles K. Gregory, F. W. Goldschmidt. Ilrrbert
K. Cocdman, Ernest Hoefer, F^ S. Hcnson and wife, F.
W. Home and wife, F. D. Helmer, Charles J Hamlin and
wife, C. P. Hulbert, G. A. Harter. C C. H.askins, Elmer
E. Hartzel and wife, E. H
Hill. Edwin S. He«*on and
wife, E. M. Izard and ladv. f.
Johnson. Henry Jampolis, .Alexander Kempt and wife. W. A. Kreidler, and
mother, M. A. Knapp, W. N. Lcnharl and lady. H D.
Osborn. lohn B. n'Haraand lady. J. K. Pumpelly. F" I..
Perry, I). P. Perry and wife, K. H
Pierce,
F.
H
Purdy, Charles T. Page and lady. W. P. Pratt. W. B
Pearson, W, H. McKinlock and wife; Geo. A. McKinlock and lady; P G. Monroe and daughter; Henry S Manning and lady; John I.. Martin and wife; Frank H. Miller,
J. P. McQuaide, Geo A Mayo, Louis Nau, Otto Naa,
F. H. Root, Geo. L. kice. G. A. Rollins, B. E Sunny
and wife; J. Scribner. J. Stedman and wife; D. B. Stedman
and wife; H. H. Small and lady; J. H. Shay. A. Ki
Stiles and daughter; Fire Marshal Swenie, and wife, M.
M. M. Slattery, A. Schillinglaw. Elmer A. Sperry and
wife; S. Taussig and wife: W'm. Taylor and wife: F. S.
Terry and wife; Milton Thomas. R. C. Weimorc and lady,
C. II Wilmcrding and wife. C. H Wilson and sister; Dr.
G. W. W'hitelield, Fred. H. Whipple, W. /Immerman.
niece; J.

Bulterworth

(ieorge C.
Bailey and
Bennett
and lady; l-".

A,

wife;

W

The

officers of the club arc:

—

President
S. A. Baton.
Presidents
H. Ward
Kempt, D. P. Perry.
Secretary W. A. Kreidler.
\'icc

—

Leonard, F. B. Bidt.

.\lc^.

—

Treasurer

—

F. S. Terry.

Managers B. E Sunny. F. E. Degenhardt, M A.
Knapp, E. Baggot, H. A. Glasier, William Zimmerman.
W. M. Lenhart, George C Bailey, C. K. <;ies. E. A.
Sperry.

The committee on new
the following gentlemen:

man; William /immerman,

quarters consisted of
W. A. Kreidler, chair-

E. Sunny, E. E.
H. Shay, F'. Haggot, C. H. Witmerding, J. H. Cuiehst. Alex.
Kempt, E. B. l?adt. E. A. Wunder. W. M. Lenhart. D. P. Perry, H. Ward Leonard, W*. 15.

Degeidiardt. V. S. Terry.

B.

J.

Pearson.

The committee on dedication consistsd of K.
E. Degenhardt. chairman: \Y. A. Kreidler, V. S
Terry.
The following gentlemen composed the reception committee:
Alex. Kempt. E. B. Badt.
George O. Fairbanks. W. H. McKinlock. D. P.
Pern', B. E. Sunnv, C. H. W'ilderming, E. BagM. Barclay,
got. E. yi. Izard, \V. G. Halm. C
F. G. Beach. C. H. Wilson. G. C. Bailey.
The sub-committees were as follows:
Music: F. E. Degenhardt, chairman: W. A. Stiles,
Fred De Laod, George Cutter, W. H. Mack.

,

,
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Dancing:

Steadman, chairman; W.

J.

J.

W

C. C. Haskins, chairman; Frank WunSmith, C. J. Hamlin, E. Stockwell, William

Introduction:

M.

Taylor.

present satisfactory condition of the Chicago Electric club is largely due to President
Under his presidency
Barton's untiring efforts.
the club has moved from very unfavorable quarters to those which are satisfactory in every way.
The membership of the club has been increased
The banquet was the culat least 2c per cent.
mination of the president's desires and we conFor
gratulate him on the success of that event.
Everyit was certainly a remarkable success.
thing seemed to be propitious for the occasion.
The rooms were finished the very day of the
banquet and although Chicago does not know
what warm weather is when compared with New
York, the night of the banquet was particularly
One hundred and ninety-one people by
cool.
actual count set down at the tables and the
handsome costumes of the ladies were the subIn giving credit for the success
ject of remark.
of the Chicago Electric club those who have
given the president such hearty assistance should
No small portion of this sucnot be forgotten.
cess is due to men like F. S. Terry, E. BaggO-,
H. Ward Leonard, E. M. Izard, Alex. Kempt,
F. B. Badt; M. A. Knapp, F. E. Degenhardt, D.
P. Perry, C. K. Giles, C. H. Wilmerding. W. H.
McKinlock, F. G. Beach, Fred DeLand, C. C.
Haskins, J. Steadman, C. J. Hamlin and others.
The thanks of the club will also be formally
tendered in writing to the following who have
assisted it by contributions of money and labor.
S. A. Barton, $400; Thomson- Houston Electric com-

The

pany, $200; W. A. Kreidler, $225; B. E. Sunny, $225;
F. S Terry, $225; R. T. McDonald, $100; Chas. MunM. M. Slattery. $25; F. W. Home, S'oo; Mr.
son, $100;
Kingsland, $50; Wm. H. McKinlock, $50; D. H. Dorse tt
McKinlock, $50; M. A Knapp, $150;
A.
Geo,
$150;
W. G. Halm, $50; Electrical World, i|l5o; Geo. Cutter,
$30; E. Baggot, $150; Foree Bain, ^10; Leonard & Izard,
Gushing, $10;
$250; Alexander Kempt, $100; F. W.
E Fish, $5; Frank Wunder, ^25; Ft. Wayne
G.
Haskins
C.
$20;
company,
Sioo; C.
Jenney
F. W. Parker. $50; G. C. Bailey. !|ioo; J. B. Allan, $75;
Globe Light & Heat company, $25; F N. Armour, $10;
Belding Motor & Manufacturing company, $25; D. P.
Perry. $^0; F. E. Degenhardt. .$25; F. B. Badt, $25;
G. M. Smith, $10; W. A, Carroll, $25; G. A. Harmount,
$50; H. F Lufkin, $53 50; A. H. Lewis, $50; F. S. Gorton," $50; Edison I^amp company. .^200; \'osburg, $150;
Frank Butterworth, S125; John Martin, iS^So: T. P.Bailey,
^50; Henry S. Manning. $25; Fred De Land, ^lo; W. J.
Buckley, ."llioo; Electrical Construction company, $50;
Chicago Telephone company Free Telephone; A.
The handsome portraits of President BarStiles. $100.
ton and ex-President Stiles, which adorned the walls of the
reception room, were presented by F. W. Home.

M

K

Westinghouse Western Business.
office of the Westinghouse Electric comPittsburg reports an
unusually prosperous
In the Englewood district of Chicago where the
season.
alternating plant was recently started the demand has
been so great that the company has not only been unable
to solicit new patrons but has scarcely been able to supply
At
the demand for extensions that pour in every day.
iirst a 750 light machine was put in, but this soon proved
inadequate to the demand and the capacity was raised to
Residents of that section of Chicago look
2,250 lights.
on the enterprise of the company with much lavor and
predict another increase within a short time.
Many other interesting installations have been made by
the Chicago oflice of which the following are the more

of

recent:

—

Grand Rapids, Mich., Electric Light
company, 750 alternating; West Side I'ower com-

Central stations

& Power

pany, Minneapolis, Minn., igoo alternating: II D.Campbell, Traverse City, Mich., 500 alternating; Decatur, 111.,
Gas Light iS: Coke company, 750 alternating; G^lesburg,
Gas I.V Electric Light company, 500 alternating;
111.,
Aurora, 111., IClectrlc Light company, 750 alternating;
Sterling, 111
Gas company, 1000 alternating; Clinton, III
Electric Light, Heat & Power company, 750 alternating;
Englewood (increase) 1500 alternating; Yankton, Dak
Light &; Power company, 750 alternating; Little Falls,
.

,

,

1,200 incandescent;
Perry. Indianapolis,
III
Illinois Asylum for feeble minded chidren, Lincoln
Bearinger,
East Towas,
500 incandescent; Sibley

&

H H

New York
New
York

York, Aug.

Electric club

3

—A

August gth

called for

is

Mayor Grant

mittee with

A. Moses, so well known

The

rainy season

electrical

in

throughout

circles

rotting

the

the insula-

olT of

to prevent

A
at

wire broke loose from

live electric light

fastening

its

the corner of Murray and Church streets and

the east side track walk of the e'evated

wore

insulation

out

flashed

along the

all

setting

for

half

an

fronts of the

the

fire to

hour,

The

big sparks

Then impromptu

wire.

Murray
wooden walk. The

up the

wires lighting

across

arc

only began to leap out of the

lights lasting for a seco.-id

and

fell

structure.

few minutes, and

in a

off

street buildings

display lasted

from

linemen

until

United

the

company disconnected the wire.
The elevated
was alive with electricity, which ran along and

States

structure

surcharged the wet guard

much

He

rail.

to the astonishment of the

One

the platform.

Murray

made

shock as he stepped

of the

arm ache

for

passengers standing on

men from

fallen across their

rail,

The linemtn

an hour.

on

which

say that

States company, but

the wire didn't belong to the United

had

the fire patrol

from the same

street got a shock, too,

his

off

upon the footway and rested his
let go in a jiffy, and jumped back

the Park place station

hand on the

Church

Officer Bolz, of the

rail.

received a severe

street station,

dead wires which run close to the

and charged them with the current.
An amusing incident is related of a vender of hot corn.
On the northeast corner of Catherine and Cherry streets
stands a fiie department telegraph pole to which is atelevated,

fire

alarm box number q6.

of the pole is a receiving basin

Three

to the left

feet

the sewer and

leading to

covered by an iron plate two by four feet in

Mrs.

size.

Sullivan sells hot corn on the corner close by the telegraph

Early

pole.

began a

woman

evening she jumped from the pole and

last

series

of

were hardly becoming

antics that

of her matronly bearing.

the sidewalk, then

down a

then back aga'n,

bit,

to a

danced across

First she

the

all

time eying the pole with a suspicious eye, but uttering not

In her circles she soon stepped upon the iron

a word.

cover and she was

thrown violently to the ground.
At
the same instant smoke was seen coming from the fire
alarm box. A policeman picked up Mrs Sullivan, who
when able to speak deposed and said: "The divil's in

me back

the pole, and he stuck

full

It

trical

back.

with

electric light wire got crossed

an

of pins."

the people

difficulty the police kept

It
It is

the

fire

was with
thought

alarm

line.

has been a lively fight between the board of eleccontrol and the East River

and the matter

is

finally in

the
It

reserved decision.

previously

company, Bay City, Mich 750
Auburn, Ind., Electric Light company, 70 arc.
Isolated— Broadwater Hotel, Helena, Mont,, 375 incandescent and 20 arc; .Steamship "Progress," 75 incandescent;
Steamship "Manchester," Milwaukee, Wis
125 incandescent; Steamer "Manhattan," Milwaukee, 12s incandescent; Maid of Erin Mining company, Leadvillc, Colo.,
125 incandescent; E. W. Breeting, Marquette. Mich 70
Excelsior
Mining comincandescent:
Eureka
&

to remain, for the reason

Electric Light
alternating and 70 arc;

,

,

The

Light company

Electric

obtained

hands of Judge Durgo,
was moved that the in-

Commissioner
company's wires on

restraining

Gilroy from interference with
Sixth avenue from
tinued,

Carmine

the

Staten Island, board of trustees and complained that the

company had been enjoined

during the week.

in

Ex Judge William

of the company, argued that

the Superior Court
11.

Kelly, on behalf

wires should be allowed

the

that there

that thoroughfare forelectiic light

was no subway along
wires.

The

at the

poles

on

The board

instructed their counsel to endeavor to have the

injunction vacated.

many months now

not be

It will

by

be lighted

an

incandescent

Hardly two years have passed since
But

Already the

the

its charter.

completed.

It

great project

on

located

is

city for lighting the

they should not be interfered with.

half

side of Pearl

enterprise

is

essentially

Brooklyn brains and Brooklyn money are

a local one.

behind

more than

is

south

the

The

near Myrtle avenue.

street,

The

it.

improvements

latest

everything per-

in

taining to incandescent lighting will be employed.

The

wires will be laid underground

in the rear;

must needs be

in order to give

entire reliability

The facade

be fireproof.

It will

through

most substantial construction, as

high, of the

stories

feet

be a basement and three

will

it

will

twenty-two

name

either

feet at the

Edison

of

end

will

four parts by a

be of an
street.

base and

The

160 feet in height.

be distinguishable on these from a

fireproof

floor

be divide! into

will

The

wall.

front half will con-

twelve double automatic high speed engines of 350-

tain

The

horse power each.

contract for these engines

by the Ball Engine company of Erie, Pa
of

its

two immense chimneys

will rise

The ground

great distance.

it

in

ornamental character and an improvement to the

At the rear of

All

building will front

running 100

street seventy-five feet,

an alleyway

to

m

kind

its

of a score of build-

first

The

plant will be 50.000 incandescent

this

held

is

capacity
16-

lights of

candle power each.

The

consist of six feet of

masonry on top of three feet of solid
fir£t floor or basement will

The

concrete.

foundations for the engines will

rear half of the

contain two batteries of boilers of 3 500 horse power.
The front hall of the second story will be devoted to the
electrical plant,

and

have twenty-four dynamos with a

will

The

capacity of 1,500 lights each.

front part of the third

story will be devoted to the general offices of the

The main
up

the

to

company.

walls of the building and the interior iron
third story

are

now

all

computed.

work

Neaily

everything will probably be in readiness for a test exhibi-

by the

tion

latter pirt of

The

August.

by the Pearl street station

include

will

cent lights, requiring twenty-five miles

tubing

strung

are

district

supplied

50,000 incandesof

tubing

This

the wrought iron pipe through which the

is

under way,

Rowland

Now

underground
fully

R

Hazard, who devised the

system which the

railway

that the

work

is

wires
fairly

2,000 feet are laid every day.

New York

underground

District

Railway

company has tried to make use of under Broadway, is in
London promoting the interests of the London Central
Subway company. A letter was received from him at the
mayor's

yesterday in which he said that he had

ofiice

seen a statement by the mayor that pipe and wire gal-

underneath the streets were indispensible

leries

maintenance of good pavements.

to

the

This had moved him

to

mayor a map or sketch of four of the proposed
London underground lines, three of which were to have
two tracks and two galleries and one four tracks and two
send

to the

galleries.

An

electric car

was run on Broadway Wednesday even-

ing staiting from the stables
o'clock.

It

at

Fiftieth

street

at

10

reached the Battery at 10:50, and started at

way up town. It was fairly crowded with
who was on the car, said that
if was run merely to give the inventors a chance to show
W. H. T.
what they could do.
II r M,,

on

passengers.

its

Supt. Newell,

Omaha, Neb.
Omaha, Neb.,

July 29.

— Whatever may be the outcome

of the council's acceptance of the
to light the city

by

electricity,

ness center of the city will
that have 2,000-candle

it

is

Thomson Houston

bid

conceded that the busi-

be illuminated with arc

power each, and

will

lights

be hung over

middle of the street at each alternate intersection,

each lamp lighting a block each way.

held contracts from

obtained

it

will

electricity.

due course of time the active preparations of
company, which have been vigorously pushed, will

the

company

of

in the

Telegraph company, who have placed their wires in the
Furthermore, he contended that, as
only conduits there
streets in that vicinity,

Brooklyn

before

system

which the wires are strung are those of (he Metropolitan

his

Henry

instance of

Ockerhausen from grading the South Beach Boulevard.

to Thirteenth street be con-

and the matter came up

Beach Electric railway.

South

president of the

Captain Adolph King, appeared before the Edgewater,

services.

the occurrence of accidents

who has

County

brought in the Supreme Court.

on Pearl

electrical industry.

wires does not seem

light

electric

com-

not yet abating and the knowledge

is

of dangers which arise from
tion of the

nominate

to

act in the

suggested that Dr. Otto

It is

whole country represent the

the

New

the

in the matter of arranging to hold

the world's fair in this city.

junction

,

but that any procedings such as the present should be

ings necessary for the

a representative of the electric industry to

electrical control is a state

have matured into the most extensive plant of

Notes.

special meeting of

in

They

of the injunction

board, the Superior Court has no jurisdiction in the case,

the United Slates.

,

I.V'

the continuance

to

contended that as the board of

this

CORRESPONDENCE.

,

,

opposition

C.

Schuhfeldt, distillery,
Mich., 100 incandescent;
Chicago, 111., 126 incandescent; Bradner Smith <^ company, Chicago, 225 incandescent; Home Insurance com
pany building, Chicago, 600 incandescent; Cook County
This partial list
courthouse, Chicago, 600 incandescent.
of the recent sales of the Chicago office will give an idea
of not only the excellent business of the Westinghouse
company, but also of the importance of the field and the
excellent advantages the West affords electric lighting
companies.

i£

10,

and Assistant Corporation Counsel Wickes, appeared

,

C

cent;

Light, IIeat& Power company, 500 alternating and
35 arc; Barnes Brothers, Ma(jUokcta, la., 10 arc; Joliet,
III
Electric Light company, 35 arc; Cedar Rapids, la.,
I^lectric Light
Power company, 750 alternating; Excelsior Electric company, Port Huron, Mich
7S0 alternating;
Kankakee, 111., I*"Jeclric company, 750 alternating; Charlotte,
Mich., Electric company.
750 alternating; Bay

Minn

incandescent;

125

Kingsville, Ont., Hotel, 450 incandescent; Pinos Altos
Mining company, 100 incandescent; N. & A. Barnard
Mich
Charles
company, Saginaw,
75 incandescent;
Pope Glucose company, Venice, 111., 225 incandescent;
incandesDecatur, III Gas Light & Coke company, 500

tached

The Chicago

pany

Ore,,

City,

Omaha, Neb,, Bee Building 225 incandescent; Lexington
loo incandescent;
Mont.,
Mining company, Butte,

H. Goehst, Frank Butterworth, C. E. Gregory.
Amusement: A. H. Brown, chairman; A. H. Lewis,
B Pearson, F. W. Gushing.
M. A. Knapp,
der, G.

Baker

pany,

Buckley. J.

August

With

the use of 100

2C0 blocks can be lighted.
The Thomson-Houston company have proposed to put its

ar^^'

lights as proposed, nearly

incandescent lights on the tops of the gas lamp-posts,

,

Charles Hess, representing the board of electrical control,

which are owned by the

city,

and run the wires, which

—
-

August
are

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1S89

lo,

from

insulators,

in

she:illici.l

Leavenworth

.'iinl

ways

used as far as possible,

will he

incandescent wires.

The
The

a year.
a year.

new

its

streets

tion at Sixth

and hack

stated, for

is

il

the

contract calls fur ahoul ijlao.ooo

'I'he

company's contract yielded about

}^.is

shi-

ci;ntr.il

alleys

'I'lie

about

;;as cojujiany's receipts arc

l|;;iii,n(i()

$;i5(),c)nn

a

one for connncrcial lights and

The former averagd

ing.

power lamps, with

The

latter '10

The
mount

extension of the motor line

which

I'ark is pro^jressingas well as

cm

The

the circumstances,

from Johnstown,
arrival far

required.

to be able lo

in

switclics

but

I'a,,

leads

be expected under

and curves were ordered

great Hood has delnyeii

tlie

The Oakland

Kair-

to

beyond the time when they were expected

their
to

The work was

by property owiurs on

but they have lieen dis-

I'Mrst street,

now

With these excep'I'hree or four more tlyn.iinos
tions the line is complete,
must be provided, and the power-liousc enlarged, and ar
solved and the work can

proceed.

rangements have aheatly been m.ide looking lo

On

may

Pierce street

noticed

l)e

toward putting them

peded progress, but

hoped an

is

and

rails

been done

yet

Injunctions here have im-

in place.
it

as

h.is

end.

lliat

of ties

piles

work

lying at the roadside, but no

iinmciliatc

settlement

be secured and the line laid on Pierce street from

Oak, on Oak back

l''irst

Ihoadway. forming a loop with

lo

the main line.

important changes

Several

Omaha Motor
tendent,

lias

have

lis

The

appointed.

duties of

Todhen'er,

II

late

Tramway com

Cable

the

of

to

construction work.

electric

upon Thomas

fall

superintendent

recently appointed assistant supeiintendent

Win. S. Oit, who has had
charge of the operation of dynamos of the Thomson
Houston Klectric compiny, has been appointed chief engineer of the motor company,
l-ouis Ihnis has been appointed assistant engineer.
The Omaha Motor company
is moving.
The second engine in the power house at
Twenty second and Nicholas has been put in place ami
Six new motor cars are
connections are being made.
expected daily and twenty-two motors are in course of conEverything is being put in shape and the lirst
struction.
train will be sent out Wednesday and the first line to be
operated wilt be from the power house at Twenty second
to Hurt, east on Hurt to Seventeenth to Cass, east on Cass
the

motor company.

to

l'"ourtecnth

to

Douglas,

back over the route

first

the "loop" to Douglas and

The

described

next line to be

operation will be from T\\enty-second and Burt

in

west on

line

continuing

IJurt,

Thirty-sixth

This

thence continuing south on

Howard around

Fourteenth to

put

froai the

to

to

on

north

Thirty- sixth,

Mercer avenue, and west

to

will

Lowe

road.

run into the heart of the city over the line

described and around the

loop

'I'he

power house, north on Twenty

west on Charles to 'I'wenty

north on

lillh,

Wirt and back

Lake

third

be

will

line

sect nd, to Charles,

Twenty-fifth

Next will come the
line branching otT at Seventeenth and Burt, north on
Seventeenth to Clark, east to Sherman avenue, north to
to the carhouse

near

street.

San Francisco,

Gal.

—

Las Angeles county,

for twelve arc

and seven hundred

in-

candescent lights.
electric railroad

Oakland.

It will

company has been incorporated

in

road to Berkeley.

ex-

operate a

be twelve miles long.

pected that

it

cessful, th2

company expects

will

If

to put several

it

It is

prove suc-

more through-

out the city.

now

by eight

Chinatown
was turned on, the
is

lighted

the current

bance

am^ng

the Mongolians,

electric lights

driving

The

away the
Bell

&

and was the cause of the
for

the purpose of

devil.

Hill Electrical

company, incorporated

purpose of installing and miinlaining electric

p^wer plants

When

light creited a great distur-

burning of any amount of red paper

in California,

is

making determined

for the

light

and

efforts to

Auburn of coal oil. Its station is situated about one
and one half miles from the town near the Bear river.
Water is brought from that river by means of a ditch and
pipe to the station, giving a fall of about 75 feet and about
yoo inches of water. A ^'icto^ turbine wheel and Thomson-Houston alternating dynamo constitute the generating
outtit, to which will be added in the near future a Thomson-Houston arc dynimo. The company has two rates

rid

burning aH long

tf>
a«t

<

desired.

The corporation

nionlh, the

work

\ Heat company has now
its new station, and
has let

C,

pushed

the con-

LIGHT.

soon be lighted by

Midi

week

List

,

Electric Light company of Bay Cily,
signeil contracts for ;in idectrlc light pl.tnt

ado|)ted the Weslinghouse incai.descent
and Ifnilcd States arc lights.
!i,is

At the last meeting of the Dctioit ronunon council the
controller w.as dirctteit to advertise for 60 days for proposals for lighting the city with electric lights after July 1st,
1S90,

when

uv

the

Lanr Fox and

ol tier in

electricity.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

The Bay County
The company

to

Ivdisfin
palcni.
The Edison Swan company waive all
claim lo dtimagCH, and il will be remembered thai in regard lo the Chctsbrough pAlcnl, the decision of Mr,
JuHlice Kay wan against the corporation and no anj>cal
was CMlcred, Ixil the corporation agrrc to pay Ihc l.'UvmSwan eompany'ft laxcd okIh, The arrangement, which
applivH (tnlv lo the Hnilcd Kingdom, fully prolecti llie
corporation H cuttomcrs, who wilt not be suhjcijed lo any
inconvenience or cxpcnv!,"

eight nic

tiie

will

licence

niiinttcr of himpH niiidc. hui subject lo u niaiiiniini payment prr annum.
The lorix^ratlon, on Ihf olhrr hand,
give up the manufacture of in(.'.'ifidcM:cnt laniptt, and
agree lo buy from ihc EdisonSwan company on ihc
niOHt favored lerms lo dcalerH, until the expiring of ihe

cxpecth

bcint;

ac<:cpt a

candcKcent lanif) pulcnls held by the lorporaltoii. and
they pay the corporation a royally lijKjri ihc lanU of the

andic

per lU candle power lamp,

THE ELECTRIC
Sumter, S

the present »;onlract expiies.

.

The

hatlauooga. Teiin
ily street railfoad has (>cen
purchased by the I'Jectric Kailroail company, and wilt t>c

made

(

,

a part of Ihc

<

syMem.

The Electric Street Railway company of Akron. *K. ha«
been granted additional privifegCH, and ha^ given $2o.Cfjii
bonds as a guarantee that il will have I2 mllcH of railway in

The Brooklield l-'declric Light company has purchased
new steam plant, consisting of a 70 horse power Ide
automatic engine, boiler, etc. The contract was awarded
English, Morse&Co., enginecrsand contractors at Kansas
City, Mo.
The Chicago Edison company has been awarded the

operation in a year.

contract for furnishing Schlesinger iV Meyer, (.Chicago, .a
250 light incandescent plant complete. Tlie comp.iny wilt
wire the building, and the full capacity of the dynanu) will

Cround has been broken for the new Ptrasant Valley
and Kederal street electric railway at Allegheny, Pa,
About 150 men are employed. Work will lie pu*>hed aft
rapiflly as possible.
By next week Ihe power house will be
conunenccd. The dynamos and engines arc ncartng com-

a

be utilized.
I'aw Paw, Mich
have tenstreets of that \'iltagc by putelectric light plant, and a special election wilt

Several local capitalists of

ting in an
shortly be held to determine
favor of accepting it.

whether the cili/ens are

in

To determine a vexetl (]uestion. City Salicilor Ilorslmaii
of Cincinnati, has decided that the common council of that
can grant any company the right to supply the city and
individuals with electric light, and that the common counalso has the right to contract for lighting for ten years.

cil

Humbird, general manager of the Westingcompany of l'ittst>urg, who has been in
Europe during the last four months attentling to the organization of the new Westinghouse Electric company,

James

house

r.

l'',lectric

limited,

which has been established

in

England, has just

Two

actions have been instituted against the Bedford,
Pa., Electric Light, Heat & Power company for alleged infringement of patents controlled by the Westinghouse company on its alternating system and converters. The Bedfoid
company uses the Thomson-Houston company's apparatus,
and the actions are the outcome of the patent just issued

Kankin Kennedy.
There is a war between the old and new electric light
companies at Pueblo, Col., and each is trying to get the
best of the other.
Hearing that an injunction was to be
served upon them, forbidding the erection of poles un
Fifth street near Santa Fe avenue, the new company had
men at work before sunrise one morning last week, and by
breakfast time all the poles they wanted had been put up
and wire was being strung.
to

It is stated by a correspondent that the Thomson Hous
ton company, which has been awarded the contract for
lighting Joiiet, 111, will erect a pretentious plant.
The
company has the contract for a plant to operate the electric
street railway system which is lo be in operation next October.
The extension of the street railway was commenced on Thursday, and workmen are engaged laying the
new track north of the penitentiary toward Lockport.

contract for the

ironwork

in the

Municipal Electric

Power company's building, St Louis, wasawarded
last week to McIIose, Lyon iS: Co. of Dayton, O.
They
guaranteed to have the work completed and ready for
operation by November i.
Owing to the immense weight
of the machinery of this plant and the tensile strength required, the contract is one of the largest for beams and
v<:

girders ever given out in that cily.
The Municipal Electric Light \ I'ower company are pushing their work with
all possible vigor, and unless hampered by some unknown
cause wilt p'obably have their plant in complete operation
at the time required.

The Westinghouse Electric company of Pittsburg reports the following sales of central station outlits for July:
Johnstown. N. Y., 500; St. Joseph, Mo., 750 (increase);
Media, Pa.. 1,000; Charlotte, Mich., 750; Cooper's Si a
W. Va.. 750: Arkansas City, Kan., 750; Pt. Pleasant, W.
Va 500; Denoison, O., 500; Mauch Chunk, Pa 1.500;
New ^ork, N. Y., 12,000 (increase); Pittsburg. East End,
3,000 (increase); Wdmington, Del.. 750; Little Falls. Minn.,
500; Moscow, Idaho. 500; New London, Ct
730 (increase): Clearlield, Pa., 500; Penn \'an, N. ^^, 750; Sherman, Tex., 750; I)owningtown. Pa. .500(increase); .Aurora,
III., iQo (increase due
to exchange); Dubois, Pa., 1,000;
Sumter. S. C, 500; total, 28,600. The following orders
for arc lighting apparatus were also received last month:
Little Falls. Minn.. 35 lights; Colfax. \V. T.. 33 lights;
McKeesport. Pa 35 lights: Bay City. Mich
70 lights;
,

,

,

,

.

,

Petatuma. Cal., 35 lights; Mauch Chunk,
Sumter, S. C, 35 lights; total. J95.
In their report to the shareholders the

Pa.. 50 lights;

directors of the
Electric Light corporation
of
London make this interesting announcement- "The directors take this opportunity of announcing ihe settlement of the litigation with the Edison-Swan United Electric Light company in regard to incandescent lamp patents.
Under the arrangement come to, the Edison-Swan com-

Anglo-American

satisfied.

pletion.
.sales of the Thom*on- Houston company
Chicago are as foljrjws; P. (,'. flanford Oil company,
lu-horse power; ('hicago Waifs Mission Training school,
10 horse power; (.-hicago Eiettin}^ /nuniiti i-horse power;
Harper Bros., I horse power; Fred W. Wolf, [j-hoisc
power; (Jharlcs E. Marble, 3 horse power; Hasterlik
Bros., i-horse power; Monroe Bakery, ^-horsepower; il,
U. Kohlsaat, i-horse power.

kecent motor

in

The success of the East side electric railway, in Cleveland, i) has been so great, and its popularity with the
citizens of Cleveland has l>een so marked, that another
street railway company in that cily has decided to adopt
,

power upon its lines.
This company is Ihe
Broadway
Newburgh Street Railway company of which
Joseph Stanley is president, and the road is now operated
electric

tSc

returned home.

The

The Nebrask.'i < !ily Street Railway company of Nebraska City, Neb., is making prcparalionH for putting in
an cicclric motor.
President /.anting has l>cen 10 Omaha
to investigate the motor's workings, and returned i>crfectly

,

dered a proposal to light the

Light

to the heart of the city.

San Kkancisc^, July 29. Samuel U. Taylor, general
agent of the Thomson-Houston Electric company, has
closed a sale with the Redondo Beach Hotel company.

An

for

cit)'

who was

pany,
of

pany

residence light-

WcHtinghousc altcrnntors to the
Marr Consiruriion company.
W. O. C.

tract for wiring for

directed the con-

and power house and now resigns

successor has not yet been

assistant

the

in

general superin-

Mr.

into business for himself in

superintendent will

taken place

W. I,. Adams,
Adams has

ctmipany.

resigned.

struction of the road

I

a

f<jr

l)e

injunctions procured

througli

also ilelayed

<>as

(.lynamos running In

There are still two switches and tluce curves
to be laid, and as each one will take al)out a week, it will
be a month at least before trains can be run into the park.

go

when
start up

month

to be used otdy

put down.

to

ptivilege of

cents per

other

per month

very energetically.

year.

will

tlie

^i

77

Brush

The contract calls for sixteen complete electric
car eriuipments of the latest Spraguc t)pe, the Sprague
improved electric railway motor, dynamos, station equipment, and other electrical apparatus. The work of conCleveland may now be
struction is already begun.
regarded as one of the leading electrical cities of the West.
(I)ne of the electrical railways in that city, the East Cleveland Railway company, has now in operation twenty clwby horses

each drawing a tow car, making forty in all. and
soon have eighty more cars operated by electricity.
an interesting and noticeable fact, that nearly every
road which has been ctjuipped on the Sprague electric
Iric cars,
it

will

It is

system has ordered an additional number of electrical
Among the roads eipiipped on this system, besides
Cleveland, which have added lo their original equipments,
are Wilkesbarre, Pa., Wilmington, Del.. Taccma,
T.,
East Ilarrisburg. Pa., Akron. <>.. Reading. Pa.. Atlantic
City. N. J.
cars.

W

THE TELEGRAPH.
Three times within the pasl two years Sic. C.encvieve,
Mo., citizens have stretched out their hands and offered
any company or individual $[.000 who would construct
and operate a telegraph line connecting the town with the
To-day the line is an accomplished fact.
rest of the world.
The line is the private property of R. B. Brown, who now
declares his line open and ready for business.

The New \'ork Sun has never been accused of favoritism for powerful corporations generally, and the Western
Union Telegraph company particularly, ycl since ihc recent action of the postmaster general in lixing the rates
for government service it has warmly espoused the telegraph company's cause. In the course of an editorial on
"The Western Union Tele
this subject the Sun says;
gri ph company has never assumed to be a charitable insli
tulion.
It is conducted primarily as a
money making
concern; yet within the last few years this much abused
corf f ration has done an amonnt of charitable work wilhobt fee or reward which would make a great reputation for
any society whose labors were exclusively lievoted to philanthropy."
.\fter specifying many notable instances in
which the company has done great public service «itbout
remuneration and at a great expense, it continues: "Il is
alsii to te noted that the company has not boasted of these
gratuitous services, luit they are made known now only by
reason of the baseness with which the corporation has been
Testimony conhrming the
treated by John Wanam.iker.
value of the work done by the Western Union in the Cone
maugh valley is furnished by .Miss Clara Barton of ihc
,\merican Red Cross society in the .Xugust number of the
Xoith Aniiriciin J\r:u--i\ where she writes as follows:
"The banks had all gone down stream, the safes were 10
the bottom of the Conemaugh, half the business men dead,
onr desk, a dry goo<.ls box turned s-dewise, our combination lock the tangled strings that drew together the sides
The
of a llyless tent Happing and swaying in the wind.
Western I'nion was so overcrowded that dispatches were
But if thanks went for anyoften twenty-four hours late.
thing, if words were of any avail, what would one try to
say of the tireless courtesy of its worn down clerks? Sleep-

.
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78less, vigilant, weary and faint, they toiled on, stimo'ated,
one knows, by the great-hearted, generous example which
bids them ever, in the name of humanity, to count all loss
as gain, so the afflicted are comforted, and the needy find a
If Norvin Green and Thomas T. Eckert continue
friend.'
to manage the Western Union, the old saying that corporations have no souls may have to be revised one of these

THE TELEPHONE.
The Wisconsin Telephone company has decided

to ex-

from Burlington through Union Grove and
Western Union junction to Racine this fall.
tend

its lines

The Bell Telephone company of St. Louis applied last
week for a permit to erect a seven-story brick building on
its lot on the corner of Tenth and Olive streets, to cost

The

building will contain stores on the first
The building which the company
above.
proposes to erect has already been illustrated in the West-

$[26,000.
floor,

and

oflices

ern Electrician.

Miscellaneous Notes.
cottage in the village of Laz/.atein where Alessandrio Volta spent the summer and autumn months for so
many years, pursuing the investigations which resulted in
the discovery of the voltaic pile, has been secured as pub-

The

lic

wire, of

ready

which

it is

making

The business of the Eiffel tower turns out to be immense. M. Eif{el calculated that when everything was in
working order the gate money would be $5,000 a day.
Since the lifts have been in operation he is thought to have
It costs a franc to enter the
averaged more than this
tower, two francs to get up in the lift to the second Hoor,
and four francs to the top. On any one of the ordinary
full price days more than 20,000 people have paid admis-

is

finding a

The Sleffens Automatic Photographing company of Chicago has adopted the Anglo-American storage battery for
supplying current for operating the machine in which a
quarter is dropped in the slot and a photo is taken.
Howard Challen, of New York, is issuing a form for
engineer's daily reports in pads of thirty-one pages for
each month. These forms are ruled and arranged for six
engines.
Spaces are assigned for recording the start,
stop, hours run, revolutions, received pressure, indicated
horse power, temperature of room and water every three
hours, water per horse power, fuel burned, ashes, engine
oil used cylinder oil used, waste used, ice used, etc.
It is
a complete record of the engine room in fact, and is prepared in a simple and convenient form.
Partrick & Carter, Philadelphia, have discontinued their
former plan of issuing two catalogues, one for annunciators,
and the other for telegraph and general electrical supplies, and has this year combined both in one handsomely
illustrated catalogue which it has just issued.
This catalogue, which thoroughly covers the electrical supply business, is a pretentious ])amphlet of 200 pages.
The matter
is carefully prepared and presented
in a pleasing manner.
An index adds greatly to the convenience of the reader. The
work is far superior to the ordinary run and deserves careetc.,

Electrical Patents,
Issued July 27, iSSg.

bition closes.

407.763.

A

dispatch from Dollar Bay, Mich., says: The course
of the Tamarack-Osceola Mine management in locating copper smelting and copper manufacturing works here two
years ago was loudly criticized at the time, but the critics
have been silenced by the prosperity of the works. The
operation of the works here by the Clark-Bigelow syndicate
has shown that sheet copper, copper wire, etc., can be
made as cheaply here, but a few miles from the mines, as
The works here
in Connecticut or in other eastern states.
cover quite an area, and have four furnaces, said to be the
largest used in copper smelting by any plant in the world.
At present but four furnaces are in use, they furnishing all
The principal
the raw copper that can be manufactured.
work at present is in manufacturing copper wire for electrical purposes, and orders are booked ahead for many
months. It is not unlikely that the success of the Dollar
Bay Copper Works will cause the location of other mills of
the kind soon in Houghton county.

A

Berlin correspondent writes to IiiJuslrics as follows;
new type of storage ceil, patented by Herr Correns, is
being introduced by a company, which has lately been
The distinguishing
started with a considerable capital
feature of the Correns plates is the formation of the giid>
which consists, properly speaking, of two grids with square
holes, the two being so laid upon each other that the corners of the squares in one grid come opposite the centers of
In this manner the filling
the holes in the other grid.
paste, instead of being in the form of so many separate
plugs, forms one continuous mass over the surface of the
plate, while still preserving a sufficient surface of contact
with the bars of the grid.
To prevent falling out the grids
are rolled after casting, so as to slightly burr over the edges
The company have started works for the
of the ribs.
manufacture of these plates, from which they expect great
The question of producing accumulators of large
things.
output and light weight is generally engaging the attention
of electricians in Germany, several of whom are at the
present time experimenting in this direction.

A

the Texas state fair and Dallas exposibe held in Dallas, October 15th to 27th,
"A large space has been leserved in Machinery hall, in which we will endeavor to make the most
complete and interesting electrical exhibit ever seen in the
An expert has been engaged who will give constant
south.
and careful attention to all electrical machinery and apparatus placed with us.
In addition to this we will furnish
free to exhibitors all the steam power required for the operation of their machinery, and intelligent electricians who
will cxi>lain to visitors the merits and excellencies of goods
The proposed electrical exhibit will be
and apparatus.
made under the auspices of the Dallas Electrical society,
a committee of which will see that all exhibits will be
properly cared for, exhibiled and returned at the close of
We will also bear a reasonable part of the
the exposition.
expense for transportation and construction. In view of
Texas being a new and extensive field from an electrical
standpoint, and its proximity to the Republic of Mexico,
we feel sure you will readily see the general advantage of
making a good exhibit. Should you be inclined to send
any of your goods to be ]ilaccd in this exhibit, kindly com
municale at once with C. O. Harris, secretary of the Dallas
secretary of
will

writes as follows:

electrical society."

Business Mention.
A. C Smith has accepted the general selling agency of
the Non-Magnetic Watch company, with headquarters at
177 Broadway, New York.

The Electrical Supply company of Chicago has issued a
circular calling attention to its special low temperature fuse

Edward G. Acheson,

Generator.

Edward G. Acheson,

Calelectric Generator.
Pittsburg, Pa.

Galvanic Battery.
407 78 1
Brooklyn, N. Y.

William

P.

Kookogey,

Telephone.
John Trowbridge and Samuel
407,799.
Sheldon, Cambridge, Mass.
Claim I is given:
"In a telephonic receiver, the combination of a
small movable coil, through which the feeble telephonic currents are passed, and a fixed electromagnet, the strength of which can be increased indefinitely, said movable coil being so placed in respect
to the said fixed magnet as to embrace the fewest possible lines of force of the fixed electro magnet -that
is, it is in the magnetic field, and substantially parallel
with the direction cf the lines of force."
407,801.

Mechanical Organ.

Edwin

S.

Votey, Detroit,

Mich
407 802.

Driving and Governing Mechanism for Organs.
S. Votey, Detroit, Mich.

Edwin

Alternating Current

407,844.

Electric

Motor.

Elihu

Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

The

James

Electric Projector.

407,914

Focusing Arc Lamp.
N. Y.

407.915,
lyn,

J.

iE8

Wood, Brooklyn,

and last claims are appended:
*'i.
In an alternating current electric motor, the
combination of a field magnet having a series of poles,
four or more, and wound with coils connected to an

James

J.

Wood, Brook-

We

give the seventh claim;
"The combination, with a focusing electric lamp,
having the axis of its carbon-holders outside of the
mechanism case, of a vertical standard on which its
mechanism-case is mounted, said standard terminating
in a bottom plate, a stationary base-plate on which
said bottom plate rests, and a combined swiveled and
sliding connection between the standard and base
plate, consisting of a slot through the bottom plate
extending in a direction toward and from the axis
of the carbon-holders, and a clamping-screw passing
through said slot and engaging the base-plate, whereby the standard may be slid bodily to move the carbons forward or back, or oscillated to displace them
laterally, the local adjustment of the axis of the carbons being thus adjustable by the manipulation of a
single screw-"
Galvanic Battery. Charles J Hirlimann, Fort
407,931.

Lee,
407,938.

N.

J.

Insulating Composition Frank Marquard, New
York, N. Y
407 945. Electric Clock for Use in Exposed Places. Alfred
Speer, Passaic, N. J.
Stop Motion for Dental Engines. Augustus R.
407,950.
Cooke. Syracuse, N. \
Electric Lamp Support.
Albert T. Thompson,
407,973.
Boston, Mass.
408,002.
Secondary Battery. Victor H. Ernst, Jersey

N.
Claim

City.

Calelectric Generator.
Edward G. Acheson,
407. 761.
Pittsburg, Pa.
Claim I follows:
"The method of converting heat energy into
electric energy, which consists in causing heat energy
to traverse the elements of a thermo-couple and
subjecting the said energy to the influence of changing
lines of magnetic force."
Calelectric
407.762.
Pittsburg, Pa.

which

It

ic,

N. y.

sion, and, with the increased prices for those using the
The original
elevator, the entire receipts exceed $10000.
cost of the Eiffel tower, all included, was a little less than
The propiietor has to keep it in repair and
Si.oco.ooo.
hand over one-fourth of his gate money to the exhibition.
It is estimated that it will be half paid for when the exhi-

The

specialty.

sale.

ful perusal.

property.

tion,

a

August

J.

7 follows;

"The combination

of a series of battery- plates, each
orifice at one side and a notch at the
opposite side, the notches of the negative plates being
above the orifices of the positive plates, with a single
positive terminal adapted to be passed through and be
secured to the positive plates, and a single negative
terminal adapted to be passed through and secured to
"
the negative plates
408.016.
Electric Meter. Edward R Knowles, Brooklyn,
N. y.
The first claim is:
"In an electric meter, a periodically-moving element
provided with a series of continuous flanges or wings
of regularly graduated length, in combination with an
element moved by the strength of the current to be
measured, the movement of the last-mentioned element
always being in a substantially parallel plane to the surface of the contacts upon the first-mentioned element."
408.017.
Electric Meter. Edward R. Knowles. Brooklyn,

having a terminal

N. Y.

Edward R.

Electrical
408.018.
Indicator.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Electric Signal Box.
408,042.

wood.

Don

Knowles,

A. Palmer, Engle-

III.

The first claim is given;
"The combination, in an

electric signal-box, of a
character- wheel consisting of two portions, each portion being provided with character- teeth; and one portion being fixed and the other removable, whereby on
inserting the removable portion the number thereon
and the number upon the fixed portion will be transmitted successively on turning in the box."

Protecting Case for Armatures.
408,045.
Riker, New York N. Y.

Andrew L,

first

Means

Measuring and Regulating the
Charge and Discharge of Secondary Batteries.
William P. Kookogey, Brooklyn, N. Y.

408,112

for

The

claims are:

"i.

The combination

alternating current source in a manner to produce
poles alternately north and south at the same time,
and an armature having a corresponding number of
poles, said armature being wound with coils forming
the seat of currents induced by the field magnet, and
connected in a continuously closed uncommuttd local

charging circuit, a storage battery, a working circuit,
an electro-depositing cell forming part of both the
working circuit and of the charging circuit, and having
one plate movable, and a balance attached at one end

circuit.

to the

movable plate and actuating

circuit

connections in the charging

"12.

In an alternating current electric motor, the
combination of an energizing field magnet maintained
by a series of energizing coils supplied with a single
set of alternating currents, and an armature having a
set of poles alternately north and south at the same
time under the influence of induced currents in armature coils which

muled

on

are continually

circuit while the

armature

is

closed

uncom-

running."

Alternating Current Dynamo.
Gustave Pfannkuche. Cleveland, O.
Claim 1 is as follows;
"In a self-exciting alternating current compound
dynamo, the combination, with the armature, of field
magnets having two sets of field coils wound to act
cumulatively in energizing the field, one coil being in
series with the working circuit and the other in a delived circuit, and a separate commutator for each
set of coils.
Said commutator being constructed
straighten
to
the
alternating
current
generated by the dynamo, and tram-form it into two continuous currents for use in energizing the two sets of

407,875

field coils."

407i'^')5

The

N.

Frank E. Kinsman,

J.

claim reads as follows:
"3.
The combination, with the (primary and
secondary circuits and the converter therewith connected, having a small wire in the primary anil a large
wire in the secondary, of incandescent and arc lamps
in the secondary circuit and a helix also in the secondary circuit, and a core and mechanism acted upon by
the same for moving and regulating the carbon holder
of the arc lamp."

407,896.

New

the following elements:

manent connection between the

cell

A

its other end
and a perand the working

at

circuit,

circuit

The combination of the following elements:
charging circuit, a storage battery, a working circuit, an electro-depositing cell forming part of both
the working circuit and of the charging circuit, and
having one plate movable, a balance attached at one
"2.

A

to the movable plate and actuating at its other end
connections in the charging circuit, and a compensating shunt with a circuit breaker, such shunt
passing around the electro-depositing cell, taking such
proportion of the charging circuit as will balance the
loss by local action in the storage battery during the
discharge."

end

circuit

Non-Magnetic Alloy. Heinrich Ostermann and
408,130.
Charles Lacroix, Geneva, Switzerland.
408,138

Method

Batteries.

408,151.
lin,

of Gelatinizing Electrclytes for Galvanic
Paul Schoop, Zurich, Switzerland.

Electric Eyeglasses.

Hermann Welcker,

Ber-

Germany.

Electric Measuring Instrument.
John A. BarBrooklyn, N. Y.
claim is given:
"7, In a galvanometer having an Index or pointer,
a deflecting coil therefor and a shunt or shunts thereto,
and a rotary scale carrier adapted for manual rot^ation,
and having separate scales for the deflecting co and
each shunt, in combination with circuit closing devices connected to said coil and shunts, and controlled

408,157.

Electric Lighting System.

Plainllcld,

of

last

Insulating

York. N. Y.

Composition.

Frank

Marquard,

rett,

The seventh

1

by said rotating scale carrier."
Alloy for Secondary Battery Plates.
R. Knowles. Brooklyn, N. Y.

408,182.

408,194.

Me,

Electric Switch.

Edward

Harry T. Kiggs, Farraington,

August
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THE PECKHAM STREET CAR WHEEL AND AXLE

A
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uiihoiit rHriir.\inL' Mul'-r? fmrii

RailunyCo, CiacinDati,

upon application

O.

to

239 Broadway, New

York.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MANUF'G OKCOMPANY,
-I.IAII^-^KA.CT'U'R.KRS

Automatic Electric Motors
In all Sizes

from One-half H.

P.

Upward.

UU/h Ejpciency, Perfect Beqidatiott. Superior U'or/.»i(t)>s/iip. Ease of
Management. Bemarhahle Shuplicitj/. Err.. Eft:

DYNA3YEO
For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper RefiDing, Etc.

uc

BRANCH OFFICES:

cr\r\\/

•r^'r^tr\

//£W rORK, 33 Church

St.:

SOSTOf/.

tU

KANSAS Cnr,

PHILAOELPHIA. 506
Arch St.:
ORLEIIS,
Bldlto Bulmir^g:

HEW

CarmmtrnSt.:

"-

Co-.-*-'rt St-

CHICABO, A}

USalh St.;

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

COLUMBIA COLLEGE
SCHOOI/ OF
A

OHIO STATE ONIVERSITY.

Steam-Feed Water

Stilwell's Patent Live

to, iS

Purifier.

9II1VE8.

COURSE

IN

Electrical Engineering
Hae 1)6911 eetabliehe'^, open to graduates of the
School of Mioes, and of other inetitatlons cf like
grade and Btanding. The fall coxirBe will occupy
two years. There is a partial course that can be
completed ia one year.
For circulars apply to Registrar School of Mines,
49th St. and Madison Ave., New York City.

HE^KV

August

J>RISIiEK,

Ej.Ij.

Removes

Impurities.

all

Pull course of instruction in electrical
engineering, new building and equipment.
Theoretical and practical instruction in
arc and incandescent lighting by direct

Entirely

and alternating currents, motor work,
storage batteries, etc., etc. Also courses
in civil, mechanical and mining engineering, agriculture and pharmacy, and general
For catalogue
courses. Expenses low.

STILWELL&6IERGEMF6.G0.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

prevents

SCALE

in

Steam

Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

and particulars, address

WM.

D.,

H.

SCOTT,

SPEAm&

President,

COEiimiBUi^, OHIO.

Jtcting President.

TUBES

and

WHISTLES,

Pneumatic, and Mechanical

Oral, Electric,

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS,

OEORGIE CUTTER,
CONSULTING ELECTRICIAN,

80 Adams Street^

Send

GHIGACrO.

-

New

Factory, 1461 and 1463
Catalogue, out August 1st.

Russell Mast Arms.

ompe and 31111 at Oscoda, Midi.
&.. Hirmodnt, Western
Agent Electrical Department New Haven Clock Co.,

Exclusive Belling Agent: Q.
315

Wabash Avenue. Chicago.

General Machine Job-Work,

1

Pattern Making, Etc., Eto.

T.WHITE,

Ul

I

Griswold Street,
XJETJEIOIT, ]V[XOXXXC3-.A.lNr.

fire tests

pass

off

consumpllon of

"Valve-Olelne"

J

I
1

I

CoiTespondence

B. D.

at i.nce, leaving the parts subject to wear, or greatly increasing the

Solicited.

TBOIUA^ ASHBVKKSR,

675 DECREES

Purchasing Agents, Engineprs and Practical Builders of
.}eostly steam plants will be pleased to know tbat a Lubricant Is now piortuced of such
/extraordlnaiy high fire test as to inalio It proof agalDbt tbe great beat to which it i3
subjpced, and Is therefore a PERFECT lubricator where products of lower grade and

6,

BOSTOJT, MASS.
ImproTed Patented Material

Patent Allowed.

Co.,

MASTER MECHANICS,

PEARL STREET, Room

2

for

Rolled any weight desired.

Circuits.

fll

VALVE-OLEINE:

& SONS LUMBER CO.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, g;\»,JB^|g<ruRER.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.

POLARITY INDICATOR

Lockwood Instrument

York.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LOCKWOOD AMMETER
For Arc and Incandescent

CO.,

New

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms, Cedar Poles.
Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled Promptly.

R.

>-

St.

DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

The H.M. LOUD

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

Electric Light Requiring,

paimt,

23 and 25 Ann

1 ,

7001-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

BRTAKT'H SAVITOHE8,
HIIiL't^ SWITCHES,
IMSVI/ATIIVe 8TAPI<E8,

R.

2

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPIiETE SET OF TJ. S.
ELECTKICAlj PATENTS IN CHIOAQO.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,
iNsiiiiATiarc;

for

OSTRANDER &

W.

Pric-j^-

,

Street

Railway

Roaiel

Sample Chairs and Sections of Rail eent on
Application.

s

«_!!

Spnd for Circulars.

Application.

KAJNSAS CITY, MO.

IVestepn Agent,

BRAIDED WIRE.
THE POPULAR

I

Wii|l=

FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

Safe and Reliable.

I
i
I
I

oil.

a product in the higlmst state of liltvatlon, is of the greatest viscosity, is entt rely free from all acids and ab oiuteiy non-corrosive, and without doubt the finest and most thorouRhly reliable Cylinder Lubricant now on the market and will naturally lubricate 200 to :tOO per cent.
more than producis of lower test ^F~l3 not only the b^wt but the nmst <'coiioiiii«'al lubricant.
Manufacture and sale control'ed exclusively by RELIANCE OIL & GREASE CO.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Samples of one to ten barrels shipped on request. Correspondence invited, liesldi^nt agen Is wanted.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE

Is

1

W.

1

B.

DOWSE,

Broadway.

GALLAHER,Secy.
W. GODFREY, Gen'l Mgr.

R. E.

Gen'ISupt.

SOHENECTA.DY,

CO,,

649 & 661

Central St., Boston, Mass,

J.

I^. Y.,

MANTTFACTDEERS OF

insulated Wires, Flexible Cords and Cables for Telephone, Telegraph
JAIWES

F.

KELLY. Cenerai Sales Agent, 19 Pey

Street,

New

York.

THE HEISIER PATENT LONB DISTANCE
INCAXDESCEirr ELECTRIC UGHT SYSTEH.
UNEQUALED FOR DISTRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.
Specially adaptedfor Street, Ooiumercial. and Domestic Illumination from Central Stations. Plant may be located where Power
can be secured Cheapest, even if miles distant from the Lighting.
Safety, Reliability, and Financial Success fully demonstrated.
Plan of Wiring the Simplest, Cheapest, and most Efficient. Strictly
Series. Noted for the Brilliancy and Beauty of the Light. Lamps,
10 to 100 Candle-Power; Long Life without Blackening. Greatest
Production of Candle Power per Horse Power. Dynamo SelfC jntained and Perfectly Automatic,
MKM» KO It CI 111: HI. All. COItBKMIMtSIURiVCK M01.I<;iTK]>.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LICHT CO.,
softs 17 South 7th

Street,

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

Heisler

Long Dislaice

I,I»IIT1III«).

I

August

lo,
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
'Hi.- ;.i!.-i.ti<.n ..[
M-C'iKic r.'oMi'AMi-s
i.iir.i
to \\.r. 4'i:i,i:.
IIU.%'l'l-:i» %« .%'l'l':it \% 111:1:1. ... |...rti-iil..rly u'l..{.t"'l I', th'-tt uv-.
on ;ii i:(itiiil <jl II-. rf niiarliiiltl V oii'iKly iiif*ll4»n, liltcli H|»«*r«l
Hn*l urvtil I':illi-l4>n4*\, iii'l tttr^*'%'i%i»t»«'lty,t'ifit^^*nmrtrr^
i-*

I

liriilK

<l«>lll»l«*

iiuitiIht

<jf llir

iUr.

I*<>M 4'r

IciidtriK *'I*^«-'ru;

Ital iiM- o( w.iti-r

It

in williniit

of nir/>t

whn-lA o(

k;iin<'

roinpiinlr^ wllh «""•'•

;tri

mi

.

flljinrln.

^it'iftlui

It

t*.

UV<1

)>y

j

In

•'"• •^"'IXjiji-

pr

cent, ol yv?-

tion.

'•qual, produLiriv; the liiylirfcl

f£lllirilll(t*l*4l.
K4IU «'ATAI.4Mil'i: % l» I'AIITK'I I.AKM.
Horizontiil "Victor" ih hiKtilv rccomtiitfnded.iu no ifa..' axe rrquirfd
.in In- Ijdtrd dlr»T< ily lo >\ynan,o.

(llli-|lci(

A

Kl-:\l»

(Jiir

rind

il

(

'riir

.m

r.iiin;inyinK rri({r.iviri({

rrprciMrnlii

a

pfilr

of la )nr:h

'1*1

Tld'OR

Klll.lil-iN iirrunK'*'! on ii liotiz/>ntul ntiiifi, with CuU>lron I'lunif, iJraft
TiitM-s, ImkI Ilcurin^H (or Sliiifi, an<) iJriviiiK Viti\ry% complctr. ull niouritr-d u|Mia
u siihslniiiiiil cast-iron tx'd ptair.
The nniirr arranf;cnii>nt Ik vrty Loni|itfii> and
strictly fir»I-Lla.nn in i-vrry |),irti< iilar.
urc now f/ri-[>ar<-d to (urniiih V»(.iof
I urhKiL's, cithrr rtin(;l(; or
in ]iai[\ on tiorixonul Kliufls, and wtirre ihc KiiiiAiion

Wc

iidiiiils

of their use.

wc recommend thnm.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO., -

DAYTON, OHIO.

HAYDENS,
BOOTH
&
WATERBTTRY,

HOLISIES,

CONN.

FACTORIES:

MAIMIII'AITI'UKKM

BARZ:

OK

AND INSTJIaATZ:!) ITITIRZ:.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, hlshest conductivity. Copper Maenet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for Incandescent Llshtlnur. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT
For

Electric

Light,

U

Electric Railways,

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON
J. L.

BARCLAY,

/^l

/NDIT

r^

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

LINE WI RE

K.

ILL.

L.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

A DRON CO., MAKERS o^ HIGH -GRADE

THE MOST DURABLE, SIMPLEST AND BEST
OVERHEAD WIRE SYSTEM.
Bentley- Knight Electric Railway
25

«t

27 Tenth Ave.,

NEW YORK

Co.,

CITY.

The ONLY Conduit System.
t

M> W.

!^^^^1#^
2?:,

mXffDES^

'Sf'-

J
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS

THE GKONITE

10,

I

CO.,

CO.

TRADE MARK.

AVIRES, CABLES, TAPE, CORD, TUBING. \g/
Candee Weatherproof Line Wire.
Annunciator Wire, OfBoe Wire, Underwriters' Wire.
Magnet Wire, Bella, Annunciators, Burglar Alarms,
Push Buttons, Insulators, Fins and Brackets, Cross Arms,

Compound Soldering Salts,

Step Irons,

Etc.

ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY AND CAREFULLY.

42 ImA.S&Im1mE ST.^

Stoddard Cutout.

HnGH MoM[L,I.AN, President.

'W. A.

JACKSON,

-

-

GHIGACO.

Cleveland Switch.

FR&NK E. SNOW, Sec> and Treas.

Vioe-Preaident.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC TRACTION

CO.,

IDETISOIT', Is^ICZI.
ORGANIZED TO CONSTRUCT, EQUIP AND OPERATE

Railways By ElLKaTma Moo^ors,

Streleit

Embracing New

and Valuable Patents covering improvements which are necessary for

ECONOMICAL OPER ATION AND HIGH EFFICIENCY.
FRANK
Contains

features that will commend it to the careful attention of Street Railway Managers,
looking for reliable, easily operated and efficient apparatus for HEAVY WORK.

new

Roads
East Detroit

RAE, ELECTRICAL ENGINEER.

B.

in

Operation and

& Grosse Pointe

Highland Park Eailway
DetroitCityRailway, Mack
Citizens Street Railway
Adrian Electric RaUway

St.

.Detroit, Mich. .8 miles.
"
-3% "
"

Line..

" ..2
"
Elkhart, Ind. .7
Adrian, Mich. .3

ROINTS
A

in

*'

"
"

OF=

Process of Construction

:

—

Decatur, 111
Decatur Electric Street Railway
3 miles.
"
Sault Ste Marie St. Railway, Sault Ste Marie, Mich. .3
"
Fort Worth City Railway Co., Fort Worth, Texas. .10
"
"
"
..15
Fort Worth Land & St. Ry. Co.,
Saginaw Union Railway Co., Saginaw, Mich
17^^ "

SURORIORITV.

Single Motor Geared to Both Axles, with Improved Noiseless Flexible Gear Preventing Breaking from Sudden
Strain. Motor Truck Easily and Quickly Detachable, Etc., Etc.

Oox-resx30xi.cX.exi.oe
THi:

Sollolted aaxd

Zlaitlxxxates X^-ux-xxlrBJieca..

STODDARD PATENT

Combined Rosette and Cut-Out.

The Standard Open

For Flexible Pendent Electric Lights,
Patentedsept. 13, 18SJ.

Circuit Batteries of the World.

TRADE
|--'*HJ,i

i'

|!f

'>^'

GONDA

,|

These Cut-outs present a ueat and artlatlc appearance, and wblie others may cost less, they requlro more
time to InHtall. It Is found In practlco about three to
one, 1. e., while a worKman places twenty ordinary
Cut-fjijts ho can place sixty of these, thus making a savThis would repreInK ol two-thirds the cost of laoor.
sent a HavlnB ot two dollars per day on each workman
employed at three dollars per day. This adds ten
cents to the cost of each of the cheaper Cut-outs for
extra latjor alone, while tho advantage of having sixty
provided for In the timo hut twenty are ready
In ofttlmesof vital Importance.
AKaln, extra llase Blocks or Itosettea are generally
rwiulred for rilher Cut-out^,
A coutlnuloKsavlnK In matter of renewals, repairs
llBhl.4

for use.

and

roplacltiii

f

uslliln strips, all

Ro

to

make up an

I.

ii^N.
ii'^.

I

-"84.,

I',

MARK.

JAN^I

AlIiG.II
i

ait-

Kreaatlon of advantaKcs, which has Induced some
users to state that thoy "prefor the Stixldard Out-outs
at their price, its against any other at less price."

MANm/AfrrnKKnaY thb
CO., Detroit, Mich.
For Sale bT all Electrical Supply Companlei.

MARKLE ENGINEERING

ra.i^/VTpNT^

SiilllPiiV-'il

'

Gonda"

Battery.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,
149 West 18th St., New York.

" Gonda Porous Cup

''

Battery

August
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JUST OUT!!
Incandestent Wirint Hand-Book,
By
I^rLIOES,

F. B.
-

BADT.

OKTES

Type page 5><X3

inches; llexible cloth binding; 66 pages; 35
These tables
cuts and 5 tables, three of which are 12x18 inches.
ONCE, and without any calculation, the size of wire regive
A timely book,
quired in each case for any percentage of loss.
containing full instruction for Incandescent Wiring, and complete
information concerning Methods of Running Wires, Location of
Safety Devices and Switches, Splices, Insulation and Testing for
Faults, Wire Gauges, General Electrical Data, Calculating Size of
Wires, Wiring of Fixtures, Elevators, Buildings, Isolated and Central Station Plants.

AT

THE ONLY COMPLETE BOOK OF THE KIND PUBLISHED.
First Edition Twenty-Five

Hundred

Copies.

SENT, POSTAGE FREE, ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

BELL H&NGIRS' HAND-BOOK,
106 PAGES, 97

ILLUSTRATIONS, FLEXIBLE CLOTH BINDING, TYPE PAGE

5ix3 INCHES.

JUST THE BOOK for those engaged in Selling, Installing or Handling Electric Batteries,
Electric Bells, Elevator, House or Hotel Annunciators, Burglar or Fire Alarms, Electric
Gas Lighting Apparatus, Electric Heat Regulating Apparatus, etc., etc.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING
6 Lakeside Buildins:,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

CO.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

August

MOTOR
& C." ELECTRIC
NEW YORK.
GREENWICH

"C.

lo, i8

CO.,

STREET,

402-4:

EFFICIENT
ELECTRIC

AUTOMATICALLY

MOTORS.

REGULATED.

Manufactured for Arc and Incandescent Circuits.

NEW ENGLAND

OFFICE: 32

Oliver Street, Boston.

WESTERN OFFICE:

Phenix Building, Chicago.

PBILADELPHIA OFFICE: 301 Arch St.
SOUTHERN OFFICE: 25 Carondelet

JOHN STEPHENSON

Street,

New

Orleans.

CO.,

I-IIS^ITE:!!),

YORK.

NETAT

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

^^' ^^' /^^'

///.>^\s^
JK

._„.iiii5jiiji/L'

#>•

art

.#

'^

THE ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT

INDORBRD

For Passenger Trains,
Freight Trains,
\
Steamboats, and
Burglar Alarms. FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELERS.
BT

Tbomas

A. Edison,

Eliha Thomson,

S.

Edwin

Possons,

J.

AHD SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

No more

accii-lents

from lireaking in two of

MICHIGAN CENTRAL and ROCK ISLAND, and
rapidly

trains.
In use on the
other leading roads being

Send for Pamplilbt "ARE YOD POSTED?"

to

e(jui|i|icd.

PARRISH BROS.

&

PECK ELECTRICAL

OHICAGO OFFICE, Booms 324 & 325

Fhoenix Building.

CO.,

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH
177-179 Broadway, N. Y.

CO.,

S

August
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CONNECTORS

MclNTIRE'S PATENT ELECTRIC WIRE
Pul.

AppUed

HI

ror.

UK TIIK HKMT

AI>»:

1.

1

KK

XXI

tlOPPKU.

for nil (iau^HO of Wlr<\ niijierlor to
ch(<apiir than noUlerod Jo1dI»<.

Win* <'tinn»ctorn

nnd

'i'liniilnAln titr

MoUiro,

4itr.,

((Biiun

TonnlDulB

and

Applied

I'at.

TERMINALS.

fur.

I'at.

Applied fur.

DyDfemrfn nnil
Ut Nutt unjr

of wlro.

'I'l^rmlnala (or Cnllliiif

Cul

Oou

for liiciiudouctinL Liimpn.

Adoptudby

Writ"

Tolopliono and Tuhit-niph i:nm|ianlii» tlinniKlioiit Unllfld MtoU-H Htid Ciinddii,
K«pttnHtorkundfor«,ilnUyfillth«limdlnKoI»ctrlr„lH,ij.i)IyhoUH«i..
IClnctric

l.li^lit.

Q^

lor j>rlfi'» /.ml

<

lr( iiliir-'

will, frill Itif-if riintl'itt

ft.

MClNTIRE & CO-, 36 C TB WfO TCl

8t. ,

N C WB T k N
,

.

J.

l^^T^FFcoumNGs
FRICTION CLUTCH PULLEYS
The New BuUdind of the

WKHTKRN ELiiCTRIC CO.,

"ACKNOWLEDGED THE BEST FACTORY BUILDING IN THE CITY
OF NEW YORK, IF NOT IN THE UNITED STATES,"
Is equipped with these SPECIALTIES made by the

WIND ENGINE COMPANY,

ECLIPSE

BELOIT.WIS.

-

BELOIT.WIS.

CLEVELAND. OHIO,
THE STANDARD CARBON COMPANY,
of
IVCaxx-u.jTcLot'u.x-ers

H-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL
P'orest City Electric 'yyorl^Ls,

POWELL'S PATENT "SIGNAL"

Dynamo
THE BEST
SlRlit

Cliiuuber

IN

H

Oilers,

Manufacturer,

ol

CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

THE MARKET.

flitpd

with

sijuiiro

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES.

window

paiioa. which aroBPciired hy braaa end plates, and
can tio removed for loHiiectlon, cleanlnn or repairs
at any time, wiihiiut stoppliie the oil food, while
the machine Is ranuln^.

Quick Make and Break Uncon-

MANUFACTDBED BT

trolled

THE WM. POWELL
NOS. 50, 52 AND 54

by the Handle.

CO.,

PLUM STREET,

CINCINNATI,

O.

Please send for Prices and Discounts.

CorrespoDdence

STEAm

Solicited

PRESSURE
REGULATOR

THE CURTIS

general use now about seven years, and has from the
first tal(en the lead of all others, and stands unrivalled to-day for
its reliability and durability.
It
is
used wherever the pressure of
steam or any other fluid NEEDS TO BE REDUCED AND CONTROLLED on Steam Heating and Drying, Electric Light Plants,
Marine Engines, Railroad Car Heating Steam, Pumps, Natural Gas.
Air and Water, in the United States, and in the leading countries o'
Europe, and is sold and endorsed by the trade universally,

Has been

The

CompaoieB.

in

Curtis Regulator Co.,

W.

B.

CLEVELAND,

YORK, 109 Liberty St.
PHILADELPHIA. 2035 N. Front St.
MINNEAPOLIS, 21 S. Third St.

CHICAGO,

il8 Lako

SENECA STREET. CLEVEUNO,
J.

ST. LOUIS. 707 Market

NEW ORLEANS.

2

KINTXBB.

PAGET & KIIffTNER^
Chemical

St.
I

and

Electrical

Unior.^t.

Cloth Bindins, Illustrated, Price $1.50.

an elaboration and revision of the popular series ol articles which ran through the
under the same title. It treats of: Principles of the Dynamo; Alternate
Current Dynamos Direct Current Dynamos; Electric Terms and Units; Electric Measurements
TheArcL^mp; The Incandescent Lamp; The Storage Battery; Electric Distribution.
Sent, postage prepaid, on receipt of price.
is

Western Electrician
;

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
G Lakeside BnildlDff, Chieaso.

and

Experts

Electrical

Engineers.

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

MATHER ELECTRIC
GHICAOO OFFICE:!^"™
\}' MetropolltM. Block,
liS liialle and Kandolph tilta.
I

j
J
)

j,

CO.,

beID. Sfanacrr.

THE BEST SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK
By

F. B.

a

St.

OF ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
BY PHIXIP ATKINSON, Ph. D.
Pi*ges,

183

CUAKLES

ELEMENTS
960

Proprietor,

lEONARD FAnET.

Beverly Street, Boston, Mass.

GENERAL AGENCIES.

NEW

This book

wltli

Electric LlfEbc

BADT.

P

Price, $1.00.

Second Thousand
First Edition of Twenty-Five Hundred copies exhausted.
copies of Second Edition now ready, making FortyFive Hundred books printed
up

to date, containins; additional

loo

pages; 70

pages and Moonlight Schedule

illustrations; flexible

Dynamo

binding; size of type

cloth

for

1889.

page,

Gxt^

inches.

and Linemen, Stationary and Marine EnJust the book for men who wish to learn how to operate and care for
gineers.
The only book of the kind in the English language.
electric light installations.
SENT, POSTAGE FREE, ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.
Designed

for

Tenders

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

-

-

6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.
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Established in 1861.

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC CO
D.

P.

^E.

PEBRY, Vice-President and General Manager,

BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

MANUFACT0HERS OF THE

SPERRT IMPROVED STSTEM

IN

ELECTROLIERS,

-OF-

COMBINATION
HIGH OR

LOW

TENSION.

GAS AHL ELICTRIC

The new Sparry apparatua free from repairs for twelve months.
That the new Sperry improved Dynamos can be coupled in eerlee with perfect safety.
That any number of lamps from one to capacity or dynamo can be cut In or out of

1.
'2.

3.

FIXTURES.
circuit,

singly or in groups, with perfect safety, and without sparking; at the brnehes.
4.
To absorb power In exact proportion to number of lights bornlDg.

w^e:

]3e:]_ie:\7:e:

The new Automatic Sperry Dynamos and Lamps surpass in

1.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

efficiency those of

SHADES,

any other

Etc., Etc.,

make.
greater economy

in operating the

new Sperry System than any other.

That there is
That our automatic regulation has no equal; no rheostat, no wall hoses, no solenoid or

2.
3.

Madison Street and Fifth Avenue,

dash-pot.

That

4.

We

TEE

if

you will

invite

visit

our factory we can show you the best arcllghtlng apparatus in eslstence.
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to

Manufacturers

of

2140 DeKalb

St.,

-

-BRANCH STOBB-

2134 Michigan Avenue,

Chicago, ill.

Office and Factory

2134

FOR

^'If

NEW PAMPHLET OF

ST. LOUIS, MO.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and CARBOH SPECIALTIES.

OUR

Lone

RECORDING

Life,

Uniform

'•BLSCKDI4H0ND"

Size,

AND

POINTS

SUPEEIOEIIUAIITY.

OCTSHISE

Guaranteed Second

THEM

CHICAGO.

correspondence with electrical engineers. Intending buyers, and interested
people everywhere.

ALL.

to

Pressure Gauges.
Jj{i{vi6 B. Eosofi,

None.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

145 Broadway, N. Y.

BERG-I^IiLim

<Sc

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OP INOAIfDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIAHCES FOR THE EDISOH ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

]

B,

-W-t-W 'vrw'oxr
JCUK,Ji.
-iwrx^Tir

j

& CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

\

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAaO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.
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THE EDISON MACHINE

SCHENECTADY,

WORKS

N. Y.

MANUFACTURERS OF

INSULATED WIRES,

FLEXIBLE

CORDS AND CABLES

TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH AND ELECTRIC LIGHT.

JAMES

F.

KELLY. """Sir- 19 DEY ST..

NEW YORK,

—

:
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EICKEMEYER DYNAMOS
-AND-

ELECTRICJOTORS.
(United States Patents, Feb. 22, 1887; Feb. 14, 1888.)

Also Rawhide Uce

LEATHEff".

'-^

—lASENTS

IN

ALL CITIESi-

The 60DI.D PACKING GOMPAHY^
3C Cambridee Street,

EAST CAMBRIDGE, - MASS.,
-MAHUFAOTURE THE
\

Gould Steam and Water Packing
The Original Ring Packing,

Pat. June 1,

1880.

Superior to any Packing- in the market for Steam, Water
or Ammonia. Self-Lubricating, does not corrode the rod,
never grows hard If directions are followed. Sent on thirty
days* trial. SatlBfactory or no pay. None genuine without
{,hi6 trade mark and date of patent stamped on wrapper.

Beware of Infringements and Imitations.

ALBION CHIPMAN, Treasurer.
SKachlne Complete.

All similar Packings are Imitatlona andcalcnlated to deceive'

Combine the simplest Construction and Highest

(American ^led^rical W^i^l^Sy
PROVIDENCE,

R.

I.,
EXCLD8ITE MANUFACTURERS OF THK

E£Q.ciency

yet obtained in Dynamo-Electrical Apparatus.

PERFECT ELECTRICAL

FAMikDA¥ CABl/1

Balance

in

ARMATURE

COILS.

NO RADIATION OF FIELD MAGNETISM.

—FOB

There being no magnetism apparent

Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Light
Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity
of any Cable in the Market.

New York

at

any exposed surface of the machine,

all

the

within the machine, and pass through the armature.

lines of force are concentrated

NO SPARKING AT THE COMMUTATOR.

18 Cortlandt Street.
P, C. ACKEBMAN, Agent.

Office,

Clutch Worl(s,

CLEVELAND, O.
EASTEKH OFFI<7E
- NEW YORK.

18 Cortlandt Street,

CUICAOO:

MINNEAPOLIS:

2J50 Can»l St.

305 Kaaota Bulllitag.

KANSAS CITY:
1221

and 1223 Union Avenue.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
Designed, Braeted and Parnished.

i

Send for new Catalogne, Power

COPYKIGHTBD BY W.

rranemlaslon Machinery.

Macbine with one side And half the

fleld colls

H. HILL.

AUTOMATIC

BALL CUT-OFF ENGINE
STANDARD

RELIABIUTY,
ECONOMY,
SIMPUCITY,

_

TANDEM
COMPOUND

GOVERNING
EVE R

OBTAINED.

For

Electrical Lighting, Electrical liailways and purposes Avhore perfect governing is required, it has no eciual.

CO.,

all sizes,

and of any required capacity, are for general

sale

on

to the Trade, to Contractins; Engineers, to Electric Liaht, Power, and Storae:e Battery Companies, »nd to
their merits

the public, without restrictions or royalties as to territory or patents.

Low Prices.

DOUBLE
COMPOUND

DURABILITY.
THE MOST PERFECT

BALL ENGINE

These machines, in

removad, showing the Inside arrangement of armatare
and colls.

Compact Machines.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET.

J.

H.BUNNELL lb CO.,
SOLE

^a-E3sra?s,

ERIE, PA. 106108 LIBERTY STREET,

N. Y.
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II.

II.

IIA\'I)KN,

I'ltltSTI.ICNT.

KITCIl (ill.liia.T,

Vi(K-l'iii.;sii>i.:NT.

RAU

WALTER

K.

FREEMAN,

XXV
K. K, Hn.S'i', .^Kfici'.iAi;.

llcctrician.
!•:.

U,

i-l

I'N.WI,

IlIKAM

UKII,

CLaAIRE, wis.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

THES

WALTER K. FREEMAN
TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
We

We

Guarantee

Guarantee

our

12-16 C.P.

Transformers

and

Lamps
for

Dynamos

each

for

two years
and

Mechanical

sell

our
H. P.

Apparatus

upon

Applied

its

Satisfactory
to

Dynamo.
Performance.

OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
Our Apparatus

is of

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically.

WE GUARANTEE ITS

GET THE BEST!

OPERATION, AND

GET THE CHEAPEST!

correspondence: soi^icitec

GEO.

B.

SHAW,

-

-

GENERAL MANAGER.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

XX^l

WOODWARD
G. H.
S. A.

H. H.

f GEN. R. A. ALGER.
i G. H. GALE.

GALE, President.

PLUMMER, VICE-PRESIDENT.
HUMPHREY, TREASURER.

( S.

A.

PLUMMER.

August

to, i8

ELECTRICAL CO

BOAKD OF DIRECTORS.
BROWN.
T. WILLIAMSON.
E. C.

F. B,

TROUT.

C. A. WARREN.
C. H. THOMPSON.
H. H. HUMPHREY.

I

THOMAS WILLIAMSON, SECRETARY.
FRANK B. TROUT, SUPERINTENDENT.
}

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT STORAGE BATTERY.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

in construction,

has

now been found

to

be

PECULIARLY ADAPTED to many uses

S^^BC

1/-*4-

^^HLXd-S"

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE

in whicli otber types of batteries

DURABLE,

and
have

Steadying Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,
Propelling Boats,
Burglar Alarms,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

.Street Oars,

is,

owing

to

its

design,

TO

-A-O-^^^TEO

Central Station Lighting,

and

failed.

Isolated Lighting,
Auxiliary Oentral Station

BATTERT.

Work,

Medical Purposes,

Running of Small Motors.

(SECTION

or BATTERY

PXiATE.

^^ Detroit Storage Battery,
MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS GRANTED TO C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
BEEN DULY ASSIGNED TO THIS COMPANY,
Is positively the only Secondary Battery which will not Buckle, or which will
withstand uninjured the Highest Bates of Discharge.

THE ONLY

STJCCESSI^TJX-j
IS

STOIS-A-a-E

S-A-TTEZS"2-

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY

The Woodward

Electrical Co.
FACTORY:

OFFICES:
69 Gr

s;wold St.,

Campau

Building.

DETROIT, MICH.

Corner

13tli

and Howard Streets.

August

lo,
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A PRACTICAL A ND COMHE BCIAL SUCCESS.

The Thoniion-Eo tiston Elec tric R'y Systei
ECONOMIML, DURABLE, REIKBIE.

NEW TYPE THOMSON-HOUSTON

ELECTKIC RAILWAY TRUCK.

RESULT OF ONE YEAR'S WORK.
RAILWAY CONTRACTS OF THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC RAILWAY

CO.:

Naunikeag Street Ry., Salem, Mass.
Alliance Street Railway Co., Alliance, O.
Netvburyport & Aniesbury Horse Ry. Co., NetvhuryAtlanta & Edf/ewood Street Mailwai/ Co., Atlanta, Ga.
port, Mass.
Attleboro, 3'o. Attlehoro & Wrenthani Street Railway Co.,
Newport Street Ry. Co., Newport, R. I,
Attleboro, Mass.
Newton Street Ry. Co., Newtoti, Mass.
Ainerictis Street Railway Co., Atnericus, Ga.
Nay-Aug Cross Town By. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Auburn Electric Railway Co., Auburn, N. Y.
Otnaha & C. B. Ry. and Bridge Co., Omaha, Neh.
Banyor Street Railway Co., Bangor, Me.
Belt Line Railway Co., Lunn, Mass.
Omaha Mo*or Ry. Co., Omaha, Neh.
Brooklyn Street Railway Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Ottawa Electric St. Ry. Co., Ottawa, 111.
Central Passenyer Railway, Louisville, Ky.
Ottumwa Street Ry. Co., Ottumwa, Iowa.
Central Railway Co., Peoria, III.
Plymouth & Kingston Ry. Co., Plymouth, Mass.
Citir^ens' Electric Street Railway, Decatur, III.
Quincy St. Ry. Co., Quincy, Mass,
Redbank £• Sedbright Ry., Redbank, N. .J.
Coleraln Avenue Railway Co., Cincinnati, Ohio,
Danville Street Car Co., Danville, Va.
Richmond St. Ry. Co., Richmond, Ind.
Derby Horse Railroad Co., Jnsonla, Conn.
Rochester Electric Ry. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Des Moines Electric By. Co., Des Moines, Iowa.
Revere Street Ry. Co., Revere. Mass.
Eckington tfc Soldiers Home Ry. Co., Washington, D. C. Ross Park Street Ry. Co., Sjtokane Falls, If. T.
East Harrlsburg Passenger Railway , Harrlsburg, Pa. Riverside and Suburban Ry. Co. Wichita, Kan.
Fulton Co. Street Ry. Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Scranton Passenger Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Hillside Coal Co., Scr anion. Pa.
Scranton Suburban St. Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Hoosac Valley Street Ry., North Adams, Mass.
Seattle Electric Ry. & Power Co.. Seattle. W. T.
Joliet Street Ry. Co., Jollet, III.
Southington iK- PlantsvlVe Ry. Co.. Southington. Conn.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Myrtle Street Line ) Lynn, Third Ward St Ry. Co.. Syracuse. N. Y.
Mass.
To2>eka Rapid Transit Co., Topeko. Kan.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., {Nahant Line.) Lynn, Mass. Toledo Electric Ry. Co.. Toledo. Ohio.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Crescent Beach Line.) Lynn, University Park Ry. and Electric Co. Denver. Col.
Mass.
Vone St. Ry., Kan.'ias City, Mo.
Lynn tft Boston Railroad Co-, (Highland Line.) Lynn, Mass. Watervliet Turnpike .f- R
Co., Albany, N. Y.
McGavock & Mt. Vernon Horse Ry , Nashville, Tenn. Wheeling Ry. Co., Wheeling, W. Va.
Metropolitan Street Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo.
West End St. Ry. Co.. Boston, Mass.

R

:x:
Brooklyn Street Eailway Co.
Des Moines Electric Railway Co.
Eckington & Soldiers' Home Railway Co.
Julien Electric Traction Co.
Seattle Electric

Railway

& Power Co.

rsr
Lynn & Boston Street Railway Co.
Omaha & Council Bluffs Railway & Bridge

Co.

Revere Street Railway Co.
Wheeling Railway Co.
West End Street Railway Co.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.
620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

148 Michigan Ave.,

CHICAaO, ILL.

—

—
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ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
TheShield Brand LineWire.

P.

&B. Weat herproo f Line Wire.

TRADE

MOISTURE PROOF.
Trade No. 43
"
44
"
45

Double
Triple

Braid.
Braid.

P&B.

4:1,

THOROUGHLY WEATHERPROOF.

Quadruple Bra id.

Insulation will not Melt in
Summer or Crack in Winter.

BRAND

S'H'I'E'L'D

NO.

LINE WIRE
The different compounds
employed in this insulation
are exellent insulators, and

AN
ENTIRELY

indestructible

practically

by

NEW WIRE

FIRE,

OF

ACIDS,
ALKALIES,
CASES,

VERY
SUPERIOR

OR

CONTINUED EXPOSURE

INSULATION

In

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

Damp

liOcalitieff.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

A^JZD

A.^J^3

QUOTATIONS.

QUOTA.TION8.

—THK

THE INSTANTANEOUS

ARMATURE
PROTECTOR.
Armature
than

Protectors

New

are

ELLIS
OI3L.

FILTER.

cheaper

or Re- Wound

Armatures.

No

Electric Light Station can afford
to be without one.

171

RANDOLPH SRTEET,

C-H-I-C-^^ -0-0.
FACTORIES;

Ansonl^f Conn.

!
August

WESTERN ELECfRIClAN.

lo, if

A REVOLUTION
Send

for Full Particulars

New

Regarding the

BRUSH AL TEBNftTING CURRENT.
LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING SYSTEM.
Cona.pa<rLles

Cannot

_^£ford. to :E-cL3r ex.

TTs©

j£L.ic^-y

Otlxer-

The Brush 'toreless" Alternating Current Dynamo.
Brush Arc and Incandescent Electric Lighting Apparatus. Brush Electric Motors
and Power Generators, Brush Carbons, Storage Batteries, Etc.. Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CHICAGO OFFICE:

225

DEARBORN

ALEX KEMPT. Special

ST.
Agt.

CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Eastern Oice:

36 Dnion Sqoare, N. T.

PACIFIC COAST agents:

Tie Califonl!! Electric

Lislit Co,

8AN FRANCISCO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

August'

lo,

1889

FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
IFort "STSTet-yxxG,

Xxi.ca.letxi.ei,.

Manufacturers ot the

SLATTERY

INDUCTION

SYSTEM

out

OF

System of Electric Lighting la
Existence.

IRCflSDESCENT LIGHTING,

AND THB

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

OF

ARC

The SIoBt OarefuUyWorkedand Oomplete Alternating

Lamps

LIGHTING.
^^iS||iW£BBpa|lk.

and

Converters

12~16 Candle Fewer

to the Mechanical

Horae

Power Guaranteed.

I

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK

OFFICE:

BROADWAY,

115

Boreel BIdg.
SLATTERY DYHAHO, LAMP AW) CONERTER.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS,

FORT WAYNE,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

IND.

907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

186 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 21 7 Sansome

St.

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.

STAR IRON TOWER
FORT WAYNE,

OO.,

IND.,

MAKUFAaTUREXRS OK
Mm

Towers and Mast Arms
FOR THE SUPPORT OF ELECI1IIG LUMPS.

PUBI.ISHERS OF
Ttie

American

Electrical

Directory.

Hundreds of our Towers and Thousands of Mast Arms now in

M

Use in the United States.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICES.

-

EVERY SATURDAY.

$8 per Annum.

CHICAGO, AUGUST

Vol. V.

17,

1

O cents per Copy
No.

1889.

7-

SCHAEFER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
Lamps

Incanilesceiit

fi^oin

10 to

FACTORY AT CAMBRIDGEPORT.

BOX 3068, BOSTON, MASS.

AND
su DKAI.KKH
I)i;ai,i;hh

M,\NI IfACTL'HKllH OIT

€OIir><KTB INMTAIiliATION OV IMCAMDKSOBSIT PliANTM.
f. 0.

Electric Co.

t

100 Canille-Power.

EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL
PAUK
KNU VOH

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

CATAI^OUIJR,

«.10

1 11

Estimates Furnished on Application.

IN
in

BOSTON, MASS.

Arch Street,

NEW YORK
BELTING AND PACKING
CHEEVER,
JOHN
PARK ROW,
Treas., 15

H.

Otrlftit

and

Lari.'>'Bt

Manutu<;turor« In

CO.

N. Y.

nf

tliu I'nltPil MtAt''n

VULCANIZED RUBBER FABRICS
For Merltnnlrnl ParpoH4-H.

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES AND GABLES.

mSSK SEW PAB

Standard Underground Cable Co.. Mf'rs.

With

amfMitti M.-ulllr Rubljor .'jrfacn
IfyniitiK..

General

Offices,

708 PENN AVE.,

PITTSBURGH, PA.

"^^ 'X'ork, 18 Cortlandt St., O. Wtley, M'gT.
RRANPH npFICE^' 01il<»80,139E.MKdiianSt.,F.E.DeBeiiliardt,H'B'r.
I..

{

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledged Standard for durable and high
Insulation.
Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.
Light

•nd Power.

Rillnr and

all

BnnoheasI

othgr
Signaling.

All

Sizes

Suliterranean Uie,

Lead Encased mrei

BRANCHES:

B.

McCLEES, General Manager,

f.ir

luifl

on

1

iriBchlnev

Boston, Philadelphia, CltMland, Dflroil, Chicaao, Clndnnall, Stlaill, MInntaiKlIt, Ocnucr,
San franelMCO.

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO,
Ashton
Blow Back
Noiseless

X.oooxxxotl'VT'e Ba^Iot-y 'XT'o.l'VT-e,
1'Iie .A.«l3.tozv Xaoolx. ISat,Tot-y "V^kliT-o,
.TJtJLO .£L.mJ3LtoxM. T^T'Ater Xl.eXlof "^"ml-trm,

THE ASHTON VALVES

S""-"'"""""
Concealed Wiring In

n'-«-^''»'«p"f'"'»

«*••«

"''•no.tp«r««.,«

now

all Looationa.

Simple

E.

im-l(l niniiliii;

EMERr WHEELS, RUBBER
MATS. MATTING AND STAIR TREADS.

THEIR SAFETY VALVES ^.\^:.C'lZ[i^TLil'^ltl,^TJ^^t^
THEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES s'i'J°^^*k«,lfn".iJ^T„";a!

Aerial Uie,

Ttlcgraph and Telfiptione,

mid

^^ VULCANITE

I

Miric

& HOSE

HAC'HINK BKl.TINti

i6 Dey st,

in

construction, Antomattc In action, Perfectly ControUlog the

ever epeed the eng ne or

new york.

pump

le

BRANCH
AsMoiiyalyeCo.

OKFICES:

271Fraiil[liiiSt. Boston.

-TJECE-

PUSH-BUTTON

lltM. |)f r

at wbjih

W

Lake HC, CHICAGO.
Uberty bt, NEW YORK.

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

pumps, bolls and drop forge commutator bars,
rolled sheets and plates (or pump linings and coodenser tube sheets, ciu.
Ingot metal for car and enfor

Wire,

ANSONIA BRASS

—

Send for CircDiar.
NEW

Ni|uar<- inrli.

CAN BE FORCED HOT.
Rods

gine bearings.

95 CHAMBERS STREET,

(

2ie

TorHionnI Ntiviit;ili e(|iial to the
hcHt Mat-hinrry Ntrrl.
Anti-Frirtional and Xon-Corronive.

SHELLS. BRONZE
Daniel \V. M,\kmon. PrcsidcnI.
Addison 11. .\ordyke, Vice-President,

I

TonMile Ktrt>neth npnnrd of 7».000

TOBIN
AND

ia tcemukct.
Prewure of the bom

working.

C'lIICAQO.

YORK.

Charles D. Jenney,

&

COPPER

CO.,

SOLE MAMKACIT^REKS,

."VEW

VOKK.

Brainard RorisoN, SccrctAr\-.
.^HOS K. HOLLOWELL. 1 tcASlirer.

Electrician.

JENNEY ELECTRIC COMPANY,
9
Sole

-M.^^ .M-^mf

the Patents and InTcntlons of Charles D. Jenner (known as
the Jenney System), and Sole Owners and Manufacturers of his

Ownera

of

all

IMPROVED DYNAMO,
Lamp and

Electric Motor.
JENNST STSTEM LBADS.

de«lrable featnrea of Arc and Incandescent Ufhtlnethe
Simple, durable, economic;\t, et^adv, brlUiaot and peaetrntrng.
In theee eeaentiole It challenges co'mparieon.
(a

„

-_j

^
t
)

J

OFFICE AND WOBES:

all

Estimates Promptly Furnished for Erecting Electric Lighting Pfant$ for
Companies or Individuals. Prices Furnished foi the Jenneu Arc
or Incandtscent Systems, or for both combined.

Cities.

The Jennev Incandescent Pvnamos ore Self He^nlailne. »nd permit the min« on and "11
ThLx Companv ;:i\>ea special attention
fur&latiing XlKa,
one or all of the lamps at wUt
Shope, Factories, etc., with INDIVIDUAL FLASTS.
c'jsfem.
Pamphlet
Illustrating
Describing
the
and
Send for
'

of

Comer Kentucky Avenue and Morris

Street,

-

-

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

J

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

The Tho

August

17.

)

-Houston Electric Go.
WESTERN OFFICE:
48 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

EASTERN OFFICE!

620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON.

ILL.

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM
-OF-

Electric ]|rC'[|ighting
IIT

THE

"KTORILID.

SERIES LAMPS
FOR

nrc-Circuits.
These Lamps have repeatedly
their superiority under

•hown
test.

First Medal : BeBt Arc-Llgbt, LouISTlUe, 1883,
First Prize: Beat System of Arc-Llghtlng,
Obiclimstl Industrial Exposition, 1883.

This

Company was

given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions
at London, Augtjst
1, 1885, FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

Exhibition,

1

MSO

MANUFACTURERS OF

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
Tbeae dynamos are automatic

in their regulation
durable.

and

will

LIGHTING.

No other Incandescent
maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit.
are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

Our Incandescent systems

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all

FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

Power. Plans and estimates for
and Incandescent Llshtlng and Power Plants.

sizes ifor the transmission of

all

kinds of Arc

Lamp

is

so perfect and

1
Au;4li>''-

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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17.

CHAS.D.JENNEY&CO.

QUEEN CITY ELECTRIC CO >
MANlJIfACTnUKIlH

OF"

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
TWO

FIRST PRIZE COLD MEDALS 1888.
MOST EFFICIENT.

MOST EFFICIENT.

DVVAMd
26 to 500

MOTOR
l-S to

.'30

LIGHTS'

CAPACITY.

Horse

Power.

KVKK
Firty

II.

— AMD

V. (ToiiMtniil rotpnlliil motor.

-

ECONOMICAL.

ADTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS

ISOLATED PLANTS and C ENTRAL STA TIONS FULLY ERECTED.

Motors for Running

-^I» TTTE-

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
For both Arc and IncandeBcent Circuits, from 1-2 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have Seff- Oiling Boxes.

224

S.

ILLINOIS ST„

-

ELEVATORS,

Wc give
and

I-

FANS, PUMPS AND

GENERAL MACHINERY.

an Absolute Guarantee rogardinf^ Materials, Workmanship

Efficiency.

OFFICE, FACxoKV a:«d 8Ai.i:siCO»n,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND, St

I-

READY.

& to Lunimrlll St.,

CINCINIilTI, 0.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO

nrSULATING COMPANY,
MANtTFACTURERS OF AIX KINDS OF

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.
Guaranteed to Give Satisfactory Services Underground and Overhead.

Adapted

for Uines,

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

Specially

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

Ohemloal Works, Etc.

Prices and Samples on Application at

No. 159

1

FRONT STREET,

HABIRSHAV,

NEW YORK

Central Stations for Power Distribution.
CITY.

r,C,S„ London, Clieniicil Engineer, Genenl Manager,

STATIONARY MOTORS.
FOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We have

supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

Electric Light, TelcgnipJi

and Telephone fompiinies,

to

United Stales Vessels,

STORAGE BATTERIES.

Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other services wherever a First-class Electrical Installment is Required.
Our
Miterials and Workmanship are Guaianteed

and correspondence
uticl<!s.

is

solicited from

the Very Best,

Executive Offices:

||5 BROADWAY.

companies and architects requiring our

Factory:

JERSEY CITY.

N.

J.

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAHo
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^^^OIV*GO

TVArrroi^At.

I'lFic:

17,

Ole-^rela-rLd., Olxio.

—SK

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

BATTERY M ATEBIAX.
THE HAWKEYE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS

and

-THE;-

-]VIAJ-^t_rF^.fi.C;-rT_JFRE;F=5^ CDF^

CELEBRATED THONE SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT AUTOMATIC APPARATUS.
Electric Motors, (Jenerators for lecliaflical Motor

Circnits.

Antomatic Djnafflos for Lighting Plants.

OorrLp>loto E31ootrio I^lctntsOontrctotors for CORRESPONDENCE
SOLICITED.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENBINEERING CO.

JARVIS

61

OLIVER STREET,

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coal and Coke

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

los^roM'.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING &M'PG CO.
KOOMS, 200 and 202

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST. liOTJIS.
UNIFORM IN QUALITY, LONG LIFE AND GOOD LIGHT

IS

CORLISS OR HICH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

Etc.

For Driving Dynamos.

NGINES

Complete Steam Plants Furnished and Erected.
Completi
1221-1223 Union Ave.

MORSE & CO.

NGLISH,

KANSAS

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

BALL DYNAMOS

MO.

CITY,

!^"

LAMPS

FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
This system is mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a steady
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required
Wil.

S-

TURNER.

J.

LESTER WOODBRIDGE

WOODBRIDGB <£ TURNER,

Electrical Engineers
COHPI/ETE
Steam Plants

EillTlPlIEAIT

tor Electric Light

testimonials, address

and Contractors. CHARLES W. RAYMOND, Western

OF ELECTRIC RAII^WAIS.

and Power.

Dvslgiis

and the cost of repairs.
For descriptive circulars or

39 Dearborn

Street,

Tremont House,

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.

and E»(tliuates Sii1>mfttte<l.

74= Cortl«.axca.1: Stireet,

INTe-v^T-

ciiic^a-o,

TTorlx..

VTHEN YOXJ

A-H-E

IN VTA.NT OF

-

-

GOODS

Annunciators, Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Bronze, Nickle and Wood
Pushes, Door and Window Springs, lElectric Matting, Automatic
Ratchet and Hand hight Burners, Spark Coils, Keys,
(Wood and Nickle,) Compound Pushes, &c., &c.
Franklin 8. Carter.

Charies M. Wilkins.

E.

WaroWiuins.

M.\NUFACTURERS AND DEALERS

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
114

ESTABLISHED

South Second

1867.

street,

PMlE,m©Efi,FKia.

Door Pulls and Attachments, Automatic Drops,
Magneto Bells, Buzieers, Batteries (all kinds), Foot Pushes,
Pear Pushes, Desk Pushes, and all Supplies for Electric Bell Work.

oi aasvaMci aa
i. B.

YOUNG, President and

iilms. a/w.
B. K. JAMISON, Vice-President.

Treas.

SOLAR CARBON

^ MFC.

COMPANY,

69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Well Selected and Good CARBONS made from Natural Gas.
Process Patented.
BATTERY CARBONS OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTY.
Office, No.

Western

Office,

i

75 Randolph

Street, Chicago.

Special Discounts on Large Orders.

-

Agt.

.

*
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THE SPRAGUE IMPROVED ELECTRIC MOTOR FOR STREET RAILWAY WORK
Im !SI I'lOltlOlt
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Fiuili y,

((iiiiinll'
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iiiiioviililr,
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for Hm-
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11

lonii wlllioilt

New

llii'

jiiiil
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of uiiy WiixU^fiil
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rcKanl*

ItoiHlniiri.-;

Klccliiciil l'(iii«lriiii'l(iii unci \Viirkiiiiiii-M|ii|i

'AMItltKMM

Al.l.

(^onMINIVATlOMM T»

I6&

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY & MOTOR COMPANY.

THE JULIE N ELECTRIC

CO.,

OFZ=''IOES:

1

20 Broa.d.-^yye,3r.,

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.,
Genenl Eleclncal Supplies and

Farnnm

'Western.

New

York.

^'«'™t-'«"^'

CO.,

Storage Batteries.

TTq-^^t "S'orlr.

ELEGTmC HEAT RECULATOR

Constniclioit.

Saves Coal,
Saves Doctor's Bills,
Saves Labor;
Simple and l)iiriible: influrefl uniform t(rmp< rature
throughout the liouse; no healer romplete without It; e&o be
applli'il to any kind of lieating apparatus.
Try one, and be con-

OMAHA, NEBRASKA

Street,

18 Broad Street

^'"'^tJ^rS po^lT''"'

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION

15421

Diiilmi

line

>«-i-\ !<•<•.

•«iiiih-

AutiiMuitlc,

Agency:

vincid.

PUMPELLY STOBAGE BATTERIES

If

not

solil In yiHir

Utwn writ" ai

for [llaHtmled rlrMilar

and prlcM.

AND

WING'S DISC VENTILATING FANS.

CONSOLIDATED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING

CO.,

UlmIits in Wirt-, Hells, I'ush Buttons, Motors, Incandescent and
Arc Light Materia). I'oles, Cross-arms, Eleclroliers and Combinaiion
l-'i-xtures, Hiirglar Alarm Malting.
(I.

K.

ANSKTr.

S. F.

I'rr.-.!.

FKNTON,

GleVcrly Electrical works

CHAS. 8IDNET SMITH, flM*T

VIcc-Prest. aiiJ Treas.

lloiuliiriJ llouMo Amiuiu-lali

RItxtrIc GftB LlglitlDK.

loisChestnut St. Philadelphia

The United Electric Go.

Ftre and nur^lar Alarms.

^l6CtriC3' /j"r

Kli'ctru-Moiltcal Apparatus,

Electrical

KleclrtcLlKlirtntt.

Tcleurapli

||1i1|l

Apparatus and Supplies,

H-A-Cleverly

Manager^

»

Mi^llrDV

Philadelphia Department**

BAXTER ELECTRIC MFG&HOTOR CO

Ititttriiiiients.

SALT LAKE

Wlrii aiul lUitUTles.

CITY,

ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES TO CONTRACT.

UTAH.

-

R.

EDWAKla.

A.

EDWARDS

Boiler

We will
ask no

is

the

life of your establishment, therefore protect it!

Patent Electric Bells.
Aulomaiic Burglar Alarms.

Door Openers.

remove and prevent Scale in any Steam Boiler, ami
nntil you find our remedy to work to your entire

Electric Annunciators.

money

satisfaction.

WE USE NO

The Chemicals we use

Thermoslatt
GasLlghling Apparatus, ttc.

ACID!

Office

and Factory, 4th Ave. and 144th

NEW

and Mineral Waters, and will not only protect you from Boiler Scale and
Oxidation of Iron, but from corrosion in every form, such as
Groovixc, riTTixG. and Wasting ok Iron, which causes so many
explosions. If you will protect your Boilers from the above-named
destructive agents, then with a reliable engineer there will be no
occasion for a boiler explosion, and the money saved by the use of
our Compound will more than pay the cost of it in every case.
This article has worked its way into favor entirely upon its
meints. without sending out a single man to solicit orders, and we
can refer to our customers in every steam-using locality from Maine
to the Tacilic Coast.

will neutralize Aoiil, Sulphur,

More than

ISFABLISBID

St.,

YORK.
BaAXCH,

IB:.'.

We respectfally c&ll

bii'i

DtT

n.

attention to our

Patent Electric Door Opener.
It ii Slmpltj,

Strong, Compact, &nd Poflltive

in operation.

etand bard oe&ee. Be«V7 preeanre
applied to the door does not Interfere with Ita
perfect worblDg.
tteen
It has
Ihoronghly teeted And ia gtvlng
It will

BstiBtactlon.

Ketlmatee anJ prlc«0

PROF.

thirty thousatul manufacturing

establishments, in the United States and Canad.i alone, are

& CO.,

Manufacturing

DANGER PREVENTED!
Your

LUNGES.

prompUx famished.

ARON'S

H.

now

using our Compound, many of whom, using a number of boilers
order it by the ton.
Authors of the best works on Steam Engineering now recommend I^ord's Compound as the only reliable article to prevent
corrosion in boilers, and as a safe remedy for iucnistation and as
a proof of this fact, we will send any of these books by mail, free
of postage, at publishers' price, or free of cost with a barrel of

ELECTRIC CDRRENT CODNTER,
PATKXTKI).

;

Compound.

Gold Medal Awarded at Melbourne Exhibition, 1888-1889,
The most

316

UNION STREET.

op

'

other pr1nf*ipal Karopean eitlen-

W. LORD,
PHILA.DA..

to any numbi^r of
It^ lull c>paclty."'

15

Adopted by vilBSIKXS & HALlitKK, Berllv. (^eriupnr: EDI^iO^' roNPANV, Berlla. 4,iermany: HUNICIPAL ELECTKIC LI6ICTIM«i WORKd.
Paris, TleHua, CftBStanllBsple
Berlin. <]:ermaiiy
KAriDHiveLT nned

A VERT USEFUL EOOS ON CARE OF BOILERS FREEi
Also our circular, with fuU particulars of the Compound, on rtqufst.

Address, GEO.

Meter ever iavenled. Guar&Dteed correct for smalt and lar^ correntfl.
two wire, tliree-wire, dve-wUe, to nine-wir^. and ali«matlD7 erstem, in atzes
amperes. "Every coanter meaaure* correctly for a fraction cf ampere

reliable Electric

Built for direct

from
op to

PA

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

!

>«

Uniiaeeiioned fuperiorlty.
Indlepensable for Centr.ll Station wort. Amonnt of cnnent conaoined maybe aeceit^sed at a
glance, tbe dials being conatracted on the eame principle aa the gas Meter dial:*. For price* and parliculars, address
In nse by

Earopeao

(."entral Si at ions

meaanring ever

i50

million watt^.

SOLE MAXUFACTIBEB AXD IMPORTER.
21

BEEKIMAN STREET,

-

NEW YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine

RELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
of all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

CO.,

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Manufacturers of and DealerB in

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Entwine Supplies of Every Description.

tTUEQUALBD FOS ECONOMY OF FDEL, KEQTJLABITT OB

AND DTTRABILITY IN

&

ALUS

P.

Is

MOTION,

1889

SOUB BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

IT IS

17,

m

USB.

11

CHICAGO BRANCH,

e for onr Cataloenee

4I and 43

SOUTH JEFFERSON

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC GO. EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC

ST.

CO.

MOTORS

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

FOH

FOK

Arc

Incandescent Circuits

%

IVOnaD FOB AS'V CURBKNT.

ARC-LIGHT CIRCUITS.

PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

SIMPLE. RBLIABLB. DTTRABLE.
The only

safe socket for series lamps,

Mighty

Send

620

F. TV.

for Illustrated Catalogue.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,
OrPICE. 80 Adams

COMPOUND.

JSconomical.

HORNE, Manager

WESTERN AND SOUTHERN STATES.
1

CHXAGO

and

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

and the only

socket having insulating material for the outside
parts.

Efficient

GEORGE CUTTER,

Stieel.

CONDENSING OR

1

EAST ADAMS STREET,

-

CHICAGO.

-

Agent

iHi

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
YORK,
17 Cortlandt Street,
tv^^; ^i,„.,„„
BOSTON,
Hathaway Uuilding,
T.fSSS ^I^^'
PITTSBURGH,
WestinghouseBuuling, f '''"T?.'„ "^"^
^ "-°CHICAGO,
156, 158 Lake Street,
J
PHILADELPHIA, 608 Chestnut St., M. R. MucklS, Jr. Si Co.

NEW

NON-CONDENSING.

"1

!

16 Sises, 6 to BOO H. P.

Hot yet equaled by aiy form

of

Eneiie

for

HIGH FUEL DUTY AND SIMPLICITY.

STANDARD.

ST. LOUIS,
KANSAS CITY,

^'sISh'!""-

3,000 in use in all parts of the Civilized World.

JUNIOR.
AN

J04 Washington Ave.

in

Stock,

5

to

50

,

H. P.

AN^A.nTOMATIC
AUTOMATIC EHSIHE
EHSI
OEEAPEE THAM A SLIDE VALVE.
Economical.
Reliable,
Over 300 sold the first year.

the above boUt stnctlrto Gauge with Interctiaiigeable Parts.
Kepajrs Carried in Stock. Send for Xllastrated Oatalogues.

mvAfiW

iUhii

li

PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.A.
W.

D.

SARGENT,

„

JNO. A. BARRETT, VPres. and Cons. Elec.

Pres.

E

H.

CUTLER,

Treas. and Mgr.

Jay and Plymouth

&

&

FRANK

THE ELEKTRON MFG.
Cor.

&

&

I

6 Sizes

Wei: Built.

AU

302,

y^^anks
313 Union Avenue.
& Co.
1330 Seventeenth Street,
1619 Capitol Avenue, F. C Aver.
OMAHA,
PINE BLUFFS, Ark.
Geo. M. DiUey
Sons.
SALT LAKE CITY, 259 S. Main St.
Utah
Montana
BUTTE, MONT.
E. Granite St.
Machinery Co.
f
SAN FRANCISCO, 21 and 23 Fremont St., Parke Lacy Co.
PORTLAND, OR. 33, .35 N. Front St., Parke Lacy Mch. Co.
CHARLOTTE, N. C. 36 CoUege St., Mhei).
|„.
, m_„„y„„p.
lompkinsLO.
A.
ATLANTA, GA.
45 S. Prior St.
DALLAS, TEX.
Keating Imp. & Mch. Co.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
C. E. James & Co.
DENVER,

A.

FERRET,

Elec.

CO.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

Sts.,

MANUFACTUREKS OP THE

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS and DYNAMOS
Small Sizes a Specialty (1-8to2 H.P.)
The

Laminated Field Magnets, Low ArmaSparking under Changes of Load, Excellent Work-

Distinctive Features are

ture Eesistance,

No

:

manship.

InEFFICIENCY, REGULATION, SIMPLICITY and

DURABILITY
Our Fan

our machines show great superiority.

Outfits are very

handsome and run very

still.

CAREFUL INVESTIGATION INVITED.
-^

_,

x..m™.,kop..„ M.oK.r,„ythe„.e

A
Catalogues Furnished on Application.

Pure Sheet Tfubber
\

^.

Sarriple-s and
'^i^^^^''

JHE

prices

,

,

•

1

I

I

1

•

oe which
la obtained than Is
poaeibie otherwis?.

higher efflciency

Etc. «

upon application.

Br.CooDmcH
Co.
AH HON ffUBBER WOffKS

^

AKffON. OHIO.

(Specialties of all kinds to order
"^
Send for 'Gtalosue. ^^
•

•
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JOS. B.

FITZGERALD, Treas.

H.

MOORE,

CEO.

Prust.

e.

FISHER

Seo'y.

DETROIT, WIICHm 55-57 CRATIQT ave
ReproHentlnu the Following CompnnloB:

WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIGHT CO. See Adv. Page XXX.
C. &. C. ELECTRIC MOTOR CO. 800 Adv. PaRO XX.

FT.

THE OKONITE CO. See

WHITE
Centril

Stallon,

US

Adv.

PaKO

Vlil.

iUBTIMATEB

li'OK

or Isolated

Electric

Light Plan's.

ARCOKINCANDISCENT.

MAYO ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
SAWYER MAN INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
(I'dll

Al.l.

.HVhTli.MH

>

TOWERS AND MAST ARMS.

-IRON

Underwriters, Weatherproof and Okonite

ipplies

Wires- Complete Line
Arc and Incandescent Plantsand Csnoral Electrical Goods.
SPECIALTY- COMPLHTi; STEAM ANII tlECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS,

and Apparatus

for

ICHT CONTRACTORS.

JAMES W. QUEEN
MVKKUa AMI IMIM'HTKHS

(IF'

^

i)24

WKITK KOBPHI«

KM.

CHKSTNUT, ISTHEKT,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

U. 8. A.,

Electrical Test

Standard

INSTRUMKNTS.
Kli'clro

SiiMui'us

IKiiaiiiiiiiiclers,

Stanilard

licsistiiure

foils.

~

(liilvanomctpr

'

Tflcsfoffs

KoailiiiK

I ^. I

Mirrors.

JK^

It^ ^*/M/.«/^/vv/.-i;

»«/t

ami

Scalfs.

Testing llattorips

tcuM

Elect romctiTs

We

are now prepared

degree

ohms

of

to

make resistance coUs, adjjsted

precision required.

All

to

any

resistances are adjusted to legal

by standards tested at the Cavendish Laboratory.

VoUmetcra and Hcsista/ice Cotig, Calibrated and ConC trpentier's Anwtelcrs and Voltmeters; Cardcw VtitPhotometric Aoparattis. Galvanometers of eocrtf description.

Amnttters,

Taclinineters Technical Itfeletanre Colle, New CombloatlAo
Ti Kline f^e'e. ypcPrt Coonler-, Stanilard CondeneelB. W.,- carry iho
Largeat SSiock of Tost Instrtmfnte In thel'nilcil SlaI*-«.

stants, furnished;

mptert.

STAR IRON TOWER
FORT WAYNE,

CO.,

IND.,

MANUKAQTUREIRS OK

Towers

anti

Mast Arms

FOR THE SUPPORT OF ELECTRIC

UMFS,

PUBLISHERS OF

The American Electrical Directory.

t
Hundreds of our Towers and Thousands of Mast Arms now

^

Use in the United States.

$ENP FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICES.

in

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

THE OKONITE
OHAS. A. OHEEVEE,

WILLAED

I.

F.

August

CO.,

13

17,

i88g

PARK ROW,

NEW YORK.

President,

OANDEE,

Treasurer.

OAZENOVE JONES,

Gen. Supt,

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

The Celebrated

OKONITE

INSULATED

WIRES AND
CABLES,
Unepaleil for Arc and Incandescent Circnits,

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,
OKONITE Waterproof
MANSON

TAPE.

Joint

Protecting TAPE.

"^^^^^^^ Chicago, Minneapolis, Cincinnati,
RDAUPUCCi
DUnllullLdi
Philadelphia Omaha, Louisville,

St. Louis,

San Francisco.

,

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS
alA9I17FACTDBEB8 OF

Automatic Electric Motors.

NEW YORK

INSULATED WIRE

CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Grimshaw White Core,

CABLES

AND TAPES.
We

Carry a Full Line of these
Groods at Factory Prices
Write for Quotations.

WE CLAIM FOR THESE MOTOESi
SIMPLICITY, REGULARITY,
HIGH EFFICIENCY, AND

UNSURPASSED WORKMANSHIP.
MANUFACTURED FOR

EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL.

54 and 56

Franklin Street,

Arc and Incandescent

Circuits.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

August

17,
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EDISON SYSTEM.
BEST IN EVERY WAY.
MOST ECONOMICAL.
CHEAPEST.

SAFEST.
SIMPLEST.

MOST RELIABLE.
MOST UNIVERSAL

IN ITS APPLICATIONS.

Models of Engineering

Skill.

Handsome Investments.
Perfect satisfaction to consumers.
sold in any amount cheaper than steam power.
Current for Storage Batteries, Electro-plating, Etc.
Current to replace all Chemical Batteries.
Current for operating Electric Railways.
Absolute safety to life.
Hundreds of Stations in towns from 2,000 population to largest cities.
Perfect, Simple and Cheap Meters for sale of light or current for any

Power

CENTRAL

mTIONS

Only perfect underground system.
Underground Systems in use since 1882 and perfectly
Fundamental Patents absolutely controlling now

—

—

—

reliable.

in courts.

—

12 lamps
16 candles each per horse power.
Guaranteed average life 600 hours.
With Coal at $3 per ton, light as cheap as by gas at 60 cents per thousand
Over 1,000 Isolated Plants in use.
No one having power can afford to use any other light.
Absolute safety from fire.

I

PLANTS.

WIRING
OF

BUILDINGS
-AND-

use.

feet.

Perfect satisfaction guaranteed.
Large saving guaranteed over any gas or any other electric system.
Dynamos perfectly automatic.
Lamps perfectly uniform.
All devices incombustible.

Have your building wired while in process of construction.
Have it wired by a thoroughly responsible concern.
Have it wired by a concern you are likely to buy a plant from
Have it wired by company owning fundamental patents.
Have it wired by company having longest experience.
Have it wired with porcelain wiring devices.
Have it wired under rigorous specifications.

A

building

is

in

future.

better not wired than wired poorly.

Poor wiring will cause you trouble and expense forever and
ous from fire.

is

extremely danger-

The Edison Company guarantees everything it makes, everything it does and everyAddress,
it says and is absolutely responsible and will be forever.

thing

UNITED EDISON MFB.
LEONARD & IZARD COMPANY,

CD.,

fiS 5tli Ave., N. Y, City.

Gen'l Agents Central States,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO.

.
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,

nLON//

310 N.

THIRD

ST.,

SAINT LOUIS, MO.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS AT BOTTOM FIGURES.
TBADE

Okonite Wires, Cables, and Tubing, Weatherproof Line Wires,

^:ARK.

ENGINEERING CO.,
707 and 709 Market

POND

427 'The
3

1

St., St.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.

Louis.

Erected Ready for Service.

Rookery," Chicago.

Waterworks Building, Kansas

319 Ramge

Building,

Manson and Okonite Tapes.

SFKCIAIiTIES :-Ttae Aimlngton & Sims EnKine, Steel Bolleie, Ireson Link Belt.

City.

aid. Socking and Sheffield Gratee,

Omaha.

SEBTD

S'and-

Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Famp, Eortlng Injector, etc.
]:iA.TE8T CATAliOeUBS.

FOB

SYITOYIJLI-

]D3rxiamo and. Cyliiid.er Oils.
Second to none.
maehinety.

S.

gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
can be used continually.
Adopted by the largest
Electric Plants of the West.

Free from

By

refiltering

TAUSSIG, Agent,

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

CHICAGO.

The Perkins Electric Lamp

ji^¥'T^'^"^ij^
^j-n,^r^^^^

Co.,

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

'/ lllt\\\

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
Pate lite d

G. HALM,
VICK-PRE8IDBNT AND WEISTEBN BIANACiEK,

W.

(REFLECTORS,

8&20

^

,

,

5-^ arLd.

newYdrk.

5© ^2:a.n.lrlirL
CHICAGO.

Street,

Both Advertiser and Publisher by mentioning the

when

ALL SIZES

MICA
Water

Street,

New

CO.,

York.

T ELEPHONE S
For Private

AND

ELECTRIC REFORTS.

I..iues.

the tests and held out and given eatlsfactory
eervlce for the past eight years

Illustrated

for

Catalogue

and

THE TRADE.

HATIOKAL
ILECTRICAL
DIRECTORY
The

The only Mechanical Telephone which has etood

Send

for

WHIPPLE'S

QUALITIES

EUGENE MUNSELL &
218

The BOOK

AND

For Electrical Purposes.
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writing to advertisers.

Prices
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CO.

Carter St., Philadelphia.

Dynamos, Motors,

Datteries,

1889 Edition contains:

Full Data of
AmerJca, with
Full

ELECTRO-DYNAMIC

all

Voltmeters

the Central Stations of

and Ammeters,

Switclies,

offleers, etc.

Lists of ths Classified

-.A.3\rX3-

Electrical

Trades and Kindrf d In'erests.
Full

ELBCTRICAl GOODS

m EVEKY DESCRIPTION.

Sl^n Tebphone and
Koom

7,

llijl>b:tr(l

Electrical Supply Co.,

lllk.,

Eigio,

III.,

U.

k L

Alphabetical Lists of Electrical
Workers. Manufactureis, etc.
Full Lists of Isolated Plants.
Full Lists of Telephone Slations.

Ga3 Companies running Electric Liaht
Plants
All Electric and Horse Street Railways,
wi h complete Data.
OIH ers and Members of all Electric Associations.

Complete Liats of Electrical

Publica-

tlonc.

Etc.,

Etc.,

Etc

Etc.,

Supplementary

,

Arf! ptibllelietl

on the

Ilrst

of eatli inon

-

$1

-

li.

per Year.

tlGH-flNa, eL,ecTRO-PLATING,.ANJ)
OREXPeRIMENrALUSE. Al-50 MOTOK-S.

Plants.

STREET CARS EQUIPPED
FOR ELECTRIC PROPniiSION.
The Oldest and Most Experienced Electric Motor Company in the World.

FRED. hTwHIPPLE,
DETROIT, MICH.
"Tlic

M<;AfiP/lN(!ANJ)E5CeNT^LtQ.l'f\IC

and Power

to the Directory,

Subscription Price,

/

Liirbt

Etc.

THE "ELECTRIC REPORTS"

.[mmrr-

Complete Electric

Gas Companies and Data concerning
them.

t'lioctriv Itailnay." and
".fliiiiifipul IJi>;litin{>'," t«o books
of the times, price |1.00 and .$2.00 each,
according to binding.

Chicago

Office:

502 Phenix
Detroit Office:

Building.

30 Atwater

St.,

East.
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SOLE OWNERS

of the

ELECTRIC STORAGE

BATTERY PATENTS

1.
2.

3.

4r.

5.
6.
7.

OF

J. K.

PUMPELLY.

Lightest battery in the market.
Internal resistance loivest.
So constructed that it is impossible for active

ma-

terial to fall out.
Practically indestructible.
Plates cannot be made to buckle^ even by flashing
ivitJi a coiiper bar.
Continued high rate of discJuirge without injury,

After charging, is shipped dry and
and put in use, shows no loss.

when

refilled

The Pumpelly Company has the Exclusive Business

of

the North American Phonograph and Graphophone Co.

and
239

its

Sub-Companies, and the American Motor Co.

LA SALLE

ST.,

CHICAGO.

PLYMOUTH, INDIANA.

Correspon.ca.en.ce Solicited; .Address CtLicago Office.

•
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THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

CO.,
WRSTi^ElRN SALEISROOM.

ALFRED

F.

MOORE'S ELECTRICAL WIRE.

FACTORIES: PHILADELPHIA, PA.

NEW HAVEN CLOCK
Electric Messenger

"'""H'*"

Established

1820.

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT.

CO.'S

and Signal Boxes, Telegraph Instraments and Annunciators.

Warner's Electric Time System and Electrical Testing Gauges.

I W. Colburn &

Co.'s

Arc and Incandescent Electric Light Dynamos,

AND

I.AIVIPS.

Combining a Full Supply

of Electrical Material Direct from the First and Best Manufacturers at Factory Prices and of Superior Q,uality Only, the Result of Long
Experience, the Best Machinery, and Skilled Workmen.
Send for Pocket Price

List

and Catalogues of Every Description of Electrical Supplies.

G.A.HARMOUNT,
Western Aeent.

Prompt Shipment

—AT
Factory Prices.

315 to 32i

Wabash

CHICAGO,

Ave.,
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co.

PITTSBURGH, PA.
DISTRIBUTION
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BY ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

Central Station Plants, with an aggregate Capacity of 328^000
Lamps sold to July 1, 1889.

16 Candle Power

THE UNITED STATES

ELECTRIC LIGHTING

CO.,

(Leased and Operated by the Westinghouse Electric Co.)

SALES DEPARTMENT: 120 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK.

COMPLETE ISOLATED PLANTS, ARC OR INCANDESCENT,
Unsurpassed

for Design, Construction

and

Efficiency.

SAWYER-MAN ELECTRIC

CO.

(Leased and Operated by the Westinehouse Electric Co.)

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS AND SUPPLIES
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
CORRESPONDENCE WITH DEALERS

INVITED.
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING SYSTEMS.

With all Necessary Appurtenances.
ARC, High or Low

INCANDESCENT.

Tension.

WESTEEN ELECTRIC INCANDESCENT DYNAMO.

ARC LAMPS,
HIGH OR LOW TENSION.

2,000. 1,500. 1,200

Candle Power.

SINGLE OR DOUBLE.

We

claim for our apparatus, over all others, simplicity of construction, economy in operation, durability, and perfect automatic regulation.
solicit opportunity to bid on Electric Light Plants, either with or without power.

We
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CHICAGO.

NEW

YOBK.

LONDON.

CO.,
ANTWEMP.

EVERY SATURDAY.
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THE CONVENTION
Niagara

Falls.

National Kieclrio I.itjht association convened in
semi-annual session at the International Hotel, Niagara
The appemlcil list of members and
Kails, August 6th.
guests present, is followed hy a stenographic report of the
proceedings;
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The convention was called to order at 10:30 A.
President Weeks, who addressed the convention

M.,

by

as fol

lows:

pREsirtENT Weeks' Address.

— We

GcntUiiieu:
are met primarily to further the interests of local companies; secondarily, to aid in the general development of the business and to promote the good
of manufacturers of electrical apparatus and supplies.
Our association combines both the commercial and scientific elements and its deliberations are of a theoretical, as
well as a practical nature.
Our chief woik lies in calling
attention to the needs of the business, and to available
improvements.
In this convention are represented industries which embody the very forefront of progress, yet
many of you came from lands where electric light and
power interests have no legal status, or are straggling
under adverse enactments
I trust
that the work of the
committee on state and municipal legislation will be so
seconded that we shall soon be accorded just legal recognition.
While the arc light business is steadily increasing,
the greatest development has been, and must continue to
be in other directions. The superiority of the incandcs
cent light as a supplement to the arc, is now more generally
acknowledged; but owing to the commercial value of the
residual products in the manufacture of gas, the incandescent light cannot compete with it in the matter of price
Without a perfect subway system and storage batter)-, it
The committee on underground
cannot be so reliable.
conduits and conductors will report progress and ask for
more time. It should not be inferred from the absence of
this topic from our programme that its importance has
been overlooked, or that nothing is being done in the
direction of electrical subwa)-s.
Hundreds of thousands
of dollars are being expended in experimental work; but
many years must elapse before a complete solution can be
reacheii.
The outlook for the alternating current is encouraging.
More exact work is being done in this direction and the invention of meters and motors for this
current has added greatly to its commercial i-alue.
The
meters recently brought out should be of the greatest ad
vantage.
It is a fundamental principle that every business of any stability measures its commodity' and customers are more confident of their service when they know*
may feel gratitied that
that it is being measnred.
our electrical apparatus is in demand in foreign countries,
but this should not blind us to the fact that the criticisms
of European engineers upon our streets and station cod-

We
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It is a hopeful sign, however, that
both local and parent companies are paying more attention
good apparatus and the proper construction of lines and
planning of stations. This becomes more necessary as
business increases, and the price of coal advances, renderThe increase in
ing a reduction in fuel all important.
boiler pressure and the coi.ipounding of engines are

struction are just.
to

Schools, colleges and the larger
steps in this direction.
electrical companies are paying more attention to elecPopular articles on the applications of
trical education.
electricity are informing the general public as to the extent
With greater efficiency in
and value of our industry.
apparatus, better trained men and more intelligent management, depreciation will be reduced, the conservatism of
investors toward electrical securities will disappear, and
capital will seek us.
Probably no other topic upon our
programme will attract more general attention than the
"Unconstitutionality of Electrical Execution." Whatever
may be the opinion of scientists in regard to this mode of
taking life, the whole movement is encouraging, in that it
One of the
evinces the world's progress in sensibility.

most important questions that

will engage your attention at
report of the committee on
"Harmonizing the Electrical and Insurance Interests.''
It is a matter of deep concern, not only to the producer,
but to the consumer of electricity, that the electrical and
insurance companies co-operate.
To harmonize these interests will be to give one of the strongest impulses to
electrical industries.
Electric welding is winning its way
to a commercial basis, and is destined to occupy an important place in mechanics.
But by far the greatest
activity at present is in the direction of the transmission of
power. The electric motor is working a complete revolution.
It is impossible to forecast its future.
The field
of the stationary motor is practically infinite, and is almost
virgin soil, while the mileage of railroads now operated
by electricity, though rapidly increasing, is still so
small, compared with the total railroad mileage, as to
suggest immense possibilities.
Statistics collected by
our secretary show that the number of arc lamps in service
in the United States alone during the last six months has
increased from 219,924 to 237,017; that of the incandes
cent lamps from 2,504,49010 2,704,768; the number of
street railroads operated by electricity is now 109, comprising 575 miles of track and 936 motor cars.
The capital now invested in these industries amounts to $275,000,000
These facts bring most forcibly to our attention the
financial importance of the interests which we are here to
represent, and shoild impress deeply upon the mind of
each member his individual responsibility and the necessity for doing his utmost, both by regular attendance and
close attention to the work in hand, to accomplish the
object for which we are assembled.
At the conclusion of his address, the president introduced Hon. W. C. Ely, of Niagara Falls, who delivered
the address of welcome, as follows:
this

session

will

be

the

Address of Welcome.

—

Mr.

President and Gentlemen of the Convention: To
me has been delegated by the chairman of your executive
committee the agreeable duty of extending to this convention a welcome greeting on the part of the citizens of Niagara Falls.
It has been customary from ancient times for
commi tees to receive with honor and evidences of pleasure
persons of high rank or distinction visiting within their

The onward sweep

walls.

of civilization has demolished
walls and battlements, and the stranger enters at will the
cities and towns of enlightened countries; but a modification of ancient customs still requires that a distinguished
collection of guests visiting in a semi-public capacity shall
receive from the community suitable recognition.
So I bid
you welcome to Niagara Falls. Indeed, you are very welcome,
have looked forward eagerly to the assembling
of this convention as an occasion fraught with interest and
benefit to our locality.
You are here; we hope you will do
us good, and Niagara cannot but benefit the members of

We

this convention.

—

The

scenery of Niagara Falls the Mecca that attracts
from all over the world— is now in its splenit shall be part of my duty this
morning, at the
beginning of your visit, to endeavor to assist you somewhat
in your enjoyment of the scenes of nature that await your
inspection.
Perchance the most of you have seen the
Falls, it may be more than once, but how few of the thousands who come and go to view Niagara, get a full realizing sense of the beauty and grandeur of the cataract and
its accessories, only constant and close observers can tell.
Some knowledge of the geology and history of the cataract
and vicinity is necessary to excite in one to the fullest extent those emotions without which the fullness of appreciation of this great product of nature's forces can never be

travelers

dor,

and

realized-

You
you
by

are
experimenters
with
deal in it, you generate it,

The item

power
utilize

it

and
and

force,
profit

a stimulus to your
brains and energy.
You are the devotees of a force
the latest, most
interesting, to which all thoughtful
men an- now looking for the solution of some of the most
difficult economic questions of the hour.
To you then will
appeal in all its grandeur, this mighty waterfall, the grandest
manifestation of physical power upon the face of the globe.
it.

As such

of

profit

is

most

interesting, most wonderful.
Niagara
but other places compare with Niagara in
beauty, but as an exhibition of merciless, irresistible power
it is .stupendous, overpowering, and the
only feelings akin
to those wilh which in the gorge below one gazes upon its
madly falling waters are those inspired by the sight of the
waters of the ocean, when from the hurricane deck of a
storm-driven vessel, wherever the eye may reach it falls
upon the angry waste of waters, storm-hcalen, tempestuous
is

S

it

is

beautiful,

and threatening. As an exhibition 01 wild, untrammeled
power the cataract and rapids will most affect you.

The

accepted geological explanation of the formation of
is wonderfully interesting.
Your attention will be
it irresistibly
by the thought which occurred to
mind the lirsi time I ever descended intothe chasm be-

the falls

called to

my

August

low the falls. How could this have been hollowed out?
This is not the ordinary flowing of a river between natural
boundaries; there has been something unnatural here
giving way before ths attacks of some force against which
the mighty walls of rock deep laid by nature have rebelled
in vain
and such has undoubtedly been the case.
If there ever was a time when the mountain barrier at
Lewiston six miles below this place, stretched across unbroken from east to west, there were then no river and no
falls, but the waters of Lake Erie covered the place where
this building row stands, and for centuries its fretting
waters were restrained by the natural barrier of the ridge
just mentioned.
Then there was no union with Ontario's
waters and through the Desplaines or the Calumet river into the Illinois the waters of alt the upper lakes found their
way into the jVIississippi and the Gulf.
That this was the case is easily demonstrable. The lake

—

—

surveys show that the surface or water level of Lake Michigan is only 30 feet higher than the waters of Niagara river
at Gill Greek just east of the Rapids above the falls.
The
waterin the Desplaines and Calumet rivers is only 11 to 12
feet above the level of Lake Michigan, so that a barrier
across the Niagara 60 feet high would have sent the waters
This barrier existed in the
of the lakes into the Illinois
ridge at Lewiston 60 feet high, and more than two miles
wide,
Against that barrier for centuries must have dashed
the wind-driven waters of Lake Erie, then more forcible because of their greater volume, until at last some terrific
wind storm raised a mighty tidal wave and hurling it against
the barrier, weakened and narrowed by continuous erosions
it surmounted the obstacle, and the waters denuded the top
of the ridge of its gravelly deposits and swept over into the
lowlands beyond. Continued washings followed, and the
disintegration of the rocky barrier was assisted by the action of the frost, air, and the action of the ice, until finally
a channel was excavated lower than the waters above, and
the cataract was begun.
From that time to the present the
ceaseless action of these great forces has continued, and the
thunder of the mighty cataract has rolled down the corridors
of the centuries while it has receded southwardly through
seven miles of solid rock. Such is the past of this wonderful waterfall, with what feelings of interest we speculate
upon its future. See the falls and rapids again and again;
by sunlight and by moonlight. There is no more interesting place, none with scenery more diversified.
From the
crowd in Prospect Park in five minutes' walk to ihe center
of Goat Island, you may, in the words of Bryant, "Lose
thyself in the continuous woods where rolls the Oregon,
and hear no sound save its own dashings."
The history of the vicinity is fraught with interest to the
sight- seer.
Along the banks of the Niagara the fierce and
cruel Senecas waged unrelenting and exterminating war
against the more docile "Neutral Nation," and from the
time that the Chevalier Robert de la Salle entered the
mouth of theriverto the close of the warof the Revolution,
the shores of the Niagara were dark and bloody ground.
Five miles above this place LaSalle in 1 679 built "Le
Griffon," a vessel of 45 tons, the first sailing vessel that
ever navigated Lake Erie.
The French traders of the
latter part of the seventeenth century coming from Montreal across Lake Ontario entered the river at Fort Niagara, landed their boats at Lewiston, and with incredible
toil carried their goods over the portage from that place to
the river two miles above this place.
Along that portage
half way to Lewiston in the French and Indian war a band
of the cruel Senecas massacred two companies of English
soldiers guarding a passing supply train, and but three
persons escaped alive to relate the horrid details. Above
the village stood Fort Schlosser and the French Fort Du
Portage; across the river are the battlefields Chippewa and
Lundy's Lane, and crossing the height opposite Lewiston
the lofty monument that marks the spot where fell the
valiant Brock in the battle of Queenstown Heights.
But it is not merely as a natural wonder, not merely as a
thing of grandeur and beauty, that you will look upon
Niagara.
For years the minds of power producers have
been turned with longing toward the mighty cataract, and
with the rapid advancement lately made in the development
of electrical power there seems to have been a corresponding increase of interest in the capacity of the falls and
from all over this country and all parts of Europe, have
come within the past three and a half years the suggestions,
plans and schemes of all classes of men for the utilization
of the power of the Niagara river.
It has been suggested
to me by the list of subjects of papers to be read, that
some considerable part of the time of this body would be
given to the consideration of water power in connection
with electricity. And what more fitting topic could be
chosen? Is it not true that the successful manipulation of
electricity as a force for distribution is dependent in a
great degree upon our ability to devote water power to its
production? It seems to me it is so. The manager of
one of the great lighting companies of a large lake port
city recently estimated that it cost his company for coal
§40 per horse power per annum. This granted at Buffalo
would be true elsewhere. How greatly to be desired then
becomes a steady unfailing water power costing in tolo say
from ijiio to ^15 per horse power per annum
So firmly am I of the opinion that the successful use of
the electrical force is dependent largely upon increased
facilities of water power, that I believe
we shall ultimately see all over this country immense reservoirs constructed in the mountain ranges where our large rivers and
streams have their head waters, and by means thereof
available water power for electrical uses all over this
countiy.
Not structures like the fatal dam on the Conemaugh but safely and securely built by the best engineers,
they will prove more magical far than the lamp of Aladdin, sending forth a stream of effulgent light into all the
tlark places, and supplyingto man a helper more economical
and easily used than even steam, heretofore man's greatest
aid in his contention with the mighty obstacles of nature to
the advance of civilization.
If this be true, of how great
interest to science and the world is the solution of the
problem of the utilization of the furious, unbridled torrent
of Niagara!
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plan has been formulated which solves the problem
successfully.
rapid sketch of it would be understood
quite thoroughly if the listener has in mind the topographical features of the river immediately below the
Falls, and above them for a mile or two.
But let me
assist you in grasping the situation
To the eastward of
the village for several miles the land is nearly level with
the waters of the river which there move slowly in a
broad body ; then the rapids succeed, and then the plunge
at the Falls 100 feet ; and below the chasm 200 feet deep.
From the water level in the chasm below the Falls it is
proposed to excavate a tunnel 24 feet in diameter, extending under the village eastwardly at an ascending grade of
one foot in one hundred feet, which tunnel will approach
within 400 feet of the river just east of the present hydraulic canal, and at that point will be one hundred and
twenty-five feet below the surface of the land and the
waters of the upper river thence it will extend eastwardly
with a slightly modified grade and parallel with the river
about one and one-half miles and at its easterly termination will still be go feet below the surface, and in diameter
10 feet, the same having been gradually narrowed to that
limit in the last one and one-half mile of its length.
This
tunnel will serve as a tail race simply to discharge water.

A

:

;

Immediately over and above this tunnel will be constructed
angles with the river and the main
tunnel, and arranged to discharge into the latter.
Over
and above the lateral tunnels and like them at right angles
with the river and the main tunnel and upon the surface of
the land, will be excavated surface canals, into which
will be diverted the waters of the river.
By the side of
these canals wheel pits can then be excavated and into them
turbine wheels placed at a depth of lOO feet below the surface of the land and arranged to discharge directly into the
lateral tunnels below
and thence through the main tunnel
or tail race and into the gorge of the river below the Falls.
This system of transverse canals and tunnels would discharge 864,000 cubic feet of water per minute and furnish
119,000 horse power and this power is not situated in the
midst of inaccessible mountain ranges but midway between
New York and Chicago, on the Great Trunk lines of railroads, with unsurpassed shipping facilities.
The advantages of the situation are apparent at a glance.
As enumerated by Thomas Evershed, the originator of the
tunnel idea, and summarized by a very high engineering
authority in his indorsement of Mr. Evershed's plans, they
-are an exhaustless supply of pure water at a practically
constant head, solid and durable rock containing all the
tunnels, shafts and conduits, and furnishing solid and
imperishable foundations for all the structures, and a practically uniform surface, of the proper elevation of the
lands necessary for manufacturing structures.
At Niagara Falls then is nature's great storehouse of power
for the development of electricity and the successful answer
to the question, "What can be done in the transmission of
power by electricity to a distance?"
Sir William Thomson said that "Niagara Falls possessed
more power than all the coal mines in the world." And a
true appreciation of the idea impelled Edison to say that
"Niagara is the greatest storage battery in the world."
This latter is absolutely truthful, and with the power of the
waterfall developed by means of the hydraulic tunnel, a
system of powerful dynamos to transform the water power
lateral tunnels at right

;

into electricity, and this transmitted to Buffalo, that city
might be supplied with light and power far more cheaply
than at present, and the demonstration of the capabilities
of electrical power and transmission afforded that would
give us something more sure than the world has as yet had.
The accomplishment of this work would solve the problem
Niagara Falls would
of rapid transit in the city of Buffalo.
then become the center from which, after the perfection of
the storage battery, electricity for furnishing power all over
the eastern part of the continent would be daily shipped by
the train load.
And here at Niagara would then be in-

augurated a series of experiments in this still mysterious
force which would be productive of the greatest results.
I speak of experiments.
You will pardon me, but it
seems to me that the knowledge of this wonderful fluid, if
fluid

it

deed,

most

be, is largely experimental, and scarcely exact.
Inappears that the most scientific are not always

it

successful.

It

remained for a farmer near North

to discover the means of
simultaneously for telegraphic and
telephonic purposes.
And the bucolic inventor has evolved
a dry battery which is to cheapen materially the operating
of the telephone. This will interest you as stockholders on
account of increased dividends. Consunjers are not so
green as to expect any reduction of rates. What I mean
was well illustrated the other day at the close of the judicial
investigation had for the purpose of ascertaining whether
it was safe and humane to delegate to this subtle agent the
functions of the public executioner, when the lawyer opposed to it in that capacity, said to a witness:
"Ah, then, you know asmuchas men generally do about
Well, that's more than the experts know." I
it, do you?
hope Dr. Moses will help this convention out.
Gentlemen, you now know why this town and its people
We feel tha you are to
are particularly glad to see you.
be interested in our projects, and that from you we are to
receive assistance. Niagara Falls has for years slept beside
the greatest milldani and water power in the world, and she
is now awakening to a sense of her misused or non used
power. Your aid will be valuable to her and her power of
While you a^-e
the greatest value to the electrical world.
And again,
here we hope )'ou will enjoy every moment.
gentlemen, I assure you that you are most welcome to

East, so the daily papers say,

utilizing a single wire

Niagara

Falls.

The World's

Fair.

was called by Secretary Garratt, after which
the following communicalion was read:
Mayor's Oi-tick, New York, July 17, iSSg.

The

roll

Dear Sir: I request your presence at a conference of
representative citizens to consider the advisability of holding an international exposition at New York in 1892, and
to arrange for the preliminary work, if it is deemed advis-

Aiiji[iist
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i<S8y

hope you will be kind enough to allencj at my
1
on Thuisday. ihc 25th of July, at 3:30 o'clock
Truly yours,
llui;n J. ('.KANT, Mayor.
jjrcatly regret that 1 couUI nut alTiiK I'KKSiiiKNi':
tciul the mcclinj;, and 1 hope the association will take appropriatc action on Mr. Lynch's resolution, now in the
hands of the executive cnmmiltec. lookinR toward the coopcralion promised Mayor (irant in my answer to the invitation with which he has honored us.

(;i:(iK(iK

able.

oliicc

1

move that the (juestion
I
A. J, Hk C"ami-, Philadelphia:
of app<iintinn a comnullee to co-operale with Mayor (Irant
in tlie carrying out of the project to liold a World's I'"air in
he referred to the cxccutivL- committee.
was considerable opposition to this prop(isition.
was linally amended, so that the matter was referred
to the executive committee to formulate a resolution to be
presented later in the tlay.
Mk. kiinius: (U\ behalf of the executive committee, I
wish to announce that the members are invited to attend an
excursion, which will leave the New York Central Railroad
depot at seven o'clock this evening, goiuK down the river to
l.ewision by the excursion train in view of the Rapids,
i8{j2,

'There

and

it

taking the boat at l-ewi^ton. yo down the river for a short
To morrow eveninj; there will be a recepmonulijihl ride.
tion and prunR-nade concert at the International Hotel, to
which all the members of the convention and their friends
The convention adjourned until 2:30 v. M.
arc invited.

AI'TKRNOON SKSSION

The convention was called to order by IVcsident Weeks,
who called upon Mr. Rhodes to present the report of the
Mr. Rhodes made his report as folexecutive committee.
lows:

Kki'ort of

the Executive Commi

r rEt-:.

At the meeting held this morning a
matter was brought up which was referred to the associaThat was the invitation of
tion in convention assembled.
the mayor of the city of New York to this convention to

Mk. Rhodks:

appoint a member who should act in conference with his
honor, the mayor, in reference to the proposed exposition
I am instructed by the executive
in New York in 1S92.
committee to state that this resolution has been passed by it

" A'<-Si'/:ri/, That this executive committee recommend to
the association that the president be authorized and directed to appoint a committee of Hve members on the
pending International Expositionto be held in iSij2. whose
chairman shall represent this association, onlhe conference
coiimiitlec calleil for by his honor the mayor of New York
City, to aid in making the Exposition a success."
On behalf of the executive committee, I move that the
president appoint a committee of five members.
Mk DKCFNiiAKnr; Refore accepting the resolution as
offered by the executive committee, I would like to state
that 1 have in my hand a telegram from J. P. Rarrett, city
electrician of Chicago, in which he says he is sending a
telegram asking the mayor of Chicago to request that a
committee be appointed to co-operate in the efforts toward
I desire
holding the World's Fair in the city of Chicago.
to offer as an amendment to the resolution offered, that it
be the sense of this meeting and that the president so instruct Mayor Cregier, of Chicago, as well as Mayor Gr.int.
of New \'ork, that we accept their kind offer with thank-;,
but at this early day where the entire matter is problematical, it is utterly impracticable to declare ourselves in
favor of either city.
If we declare at all, let it be Chicago.
Why not Chicago as well as New York?
Mr. Rhodks: I wilt state how this came up in the
committee.
The question was raised whether this association should commit itself to a World's Fair in iSg2 at
New York in opposition to a World's Fair in 1S92 at Chicago, Washington or some other city, and the executive
committee decided that it could not commit itself in favor
of any city.
Rut on this question we decided that we had
before us an invitation from the mayor of the city of New
York to appoint a man, not to forward, understand, not
to vote for a World's Fair in New York City, but simply
to accept a courteous invitation from the mayor to appoint
a man from our association to meet with them as a committee of conference, that it may be treated simply as a
courteous iavttation to which we are returning a courteous
answer.
W. A. Kreidler; It seems to me that the report or
resolution is not worded so as to express exactly what the
committee means. Now it is a fact, that when the committee went into session, it only had a communication from
the mayor of New York, but it seems to me that we must
now take into consideration the message from the mayor of
Chicago. I think the wording of the resolution should be
so changevl that there will be no doubt about its meaning,
and about the willingness of the association to co-operate
with the mayor of either of the cities who have addressed
an invitation to us.
I do not think it is a question between
New York and other cities, but simply of New York and
Chicago, because those are the only invitations we have to
consider to day.
Tut: Prksident: I demur to what the gentleman says
in regard to the fair being held in Chicago.
I think that
on account of its central geographical location, and the
great number of railroads there centering, Kansas City
should be the point.
But. gentlemen, that is not the question.
The mayor of Kansas City is not on the records of
the association with an inWtation to the association to cooperale with him. neither has the mayor of Chicago sent
such an invitation.
W^e received a telegram from a gentleman connected with the mayor in an otficial capacity in
Chicago, at the eleventh hour. I think the communication
from the mayor of New York was received several weeks
ago.
It was replied to by the president of this association
on general principles, who assured him that he might have
the CO operation of the interests represented in ih-s associ
alion. looking to the holding of a World's Fair, not
especially in New York, but anpvhere
Now, it seems to
me, gentlemen, that the action proposed by our committee
does not commit the association to any locality, but is
purely general.
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not then
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will

when

Mayor

inviied simply to to operate in ntgani/.ing a World'*
Now we hear that < hieagft hat some
lair in New \'oik.
have r^ic invilii
notion of having a Worhls Fair loo,
tion before us, and are told that wc may get another. When

to

that comes we can answer ihat.
At. IX.
Kkmi'T, of Chicago. 111.: I undcrMand the
position to be this;
The gentlemen of Chicago do
not desire that this convention in any nhapc or manner, shall delegate to New York any prefer'-nce in the
That ihc
(jueslion of the location of the W(»rhl\ Fair.
New
electrical fraternity should be represented at ihc
York effort is proper and litting, but this convention
Chicago,
New
Vork.
should not indicate its preference for

Mr. Hrown'i amended reiolution uponbcinf^ put to vote,
waH lo!il,
Mk. Hk'iwn: I move vou that the rc«)lutlon offered by
.Mr. Khode% be amended by ulrlking out the la«t clauve
''In making the E]i|io«i(ion a suein that resolution:

weaie

Wc

or any other city
I
coincide
CiiAitiKS A. Brown, of Chicago, III.:
Mr. Kempt has said, and with
heartily with wh.il
what Mr. Kreidler said before, and I further agree
with Mr. Kreidler that the resolution read by Chairman Rhodes docs not thoroughly express the idea
Mayor (!rant has sent an invitation, taking
it intends.
it
for granted, just .as Mayor Cregier. of Chicago, would
take it for granteil. that the World's fair is to be held in
Chicago.
Steps have been taken, and money subscril>ed,
Now, an invitation from Mayor
just as in New York.
(irant, based upon that assumption. If responded to In the
way suggested by Mr. Rhodes, does commit the associa
cannot see any
I
lion to the World's fair in New York.
way out of it. I therefore offer in substitution for that
resolution, the following:
" fV/u^n-as, The location of the World's fair has not yet
been deltrniined pon; and
" fVAf/r,is. The National Electric Light association will
have sever.il meetings between the present time and the
time designatetl for the said World's fair,
"A'(.i('/:'i-f/.
That it is the sense of this body that a vote
i

of thanks be tendered Mayors Giant and Cregier for their
recognition of this ass elation; and that the president of
this association in formdly expressing to Mayors Grant
and Cregier our appreciation of their courtesy, should
state that a committee will be appointed at the proper
time to represent the electrical interests in the World's
f;iir wherever it is to be
held, without expressing at pres-

ent any preference as to the location."
I
think that this last resolution
Mr. Ai-k.xandkk:
The
should come up some time, but not at ] resent.
mayor of New York city advises this association that a
World's fair is to be held in New York city in 1892: not
just learned that
//w World's fair, but <i World's fair
Chicago intends to hold one in the same year. Hut we
are dealing now with an invitation of Mayor Grant of
New York city. I le has not done as the mayor of Chicago
has done, selected his committee, but he has sent around
to the different organizations representing trades and
businesses of all kinds, and asked them each to appoint one
man who sh It be the lepresentative on the committee of
one hundred that he is forming, irrespective of any other
city.
He does not seem to have any jealousy whatever.
Me merely asks all the trades to come in and help him in
the o ganization. by appointing a man of their own kind,
lie honored t'lis .issoclation by such an invitation; he
thought they were broad-minded men men of national
ideas
not In favor of New \'ork, or of Chicago, or of
Kansas City he merely asked the association to appoiiit
If this man is to be apa man upon that committee.
pointed Ijis name must be sent in before next Friday.
Consequently any other answer we may give, except the
appointment of the man, would be an evasive answer or a
discourtesy to a man who. out of one hundred men, only
asked this association to appoint one.

We

—

—

—

want to second Mr, Brown's mothat Mr. Alexander is playing upon
words.
all knovv New York is not going to hold a
If the World's fair is
\Yorld's fair, neither is Chicago.
held in New York it will not be held in Chicago, and if

Mr. KREini.ER:

tion.

It

seems

to

I

me

We

If
not be held in New York.
be more willing than
it is to be in New York, nobody will
But we do not
the Chicago members to make it a success.
it

is

held in Chicago

it

will

want to commit the association to anything just now. and
that is why this substitute of Mr. Brown's has been
offered, and I want to second it.
Mk DKtiENHARirr: There should be no expression
My judgment is that we have as
in favor of any city.
good right to demind for the city of Chicago the recogI
nition that Mr. \Yeeks has asked for Kansas City.
don't know that In speaking of the brojd gauge of the
when
we
savors
of
narrow
gauge
gentlemen here, that it
The allotment of this comstiout for our own territory.
mittee by Mayor Cregier w.is done with a view of ascer
laining what co-operation can be had throughout the
United States to bring this world's fair to Chicago. The
same thing appears to have been done by Mayor Grant of
New York. The position is identical.
Mr. OkCami-; This courteous letter from the mayor of
New York is a compliment to the association, and oce
which demands a prompt and positive reply.
I do not
see that this association commits itself in a single degree
by responding to that favorably, and reporting that committee at once.
If Mayor Grant fails to have the exposition in N<;w York, then the whole thing falls, and some
other city will take it up; but as the matter stands to day,
Now,
NcA- York is unquts ionably ahead in that matter.
three years ihead. but three years is a very short
it is
time to provide for an exposition of that kind; tt ought to
have been five.
Now it is a fact that the mayor of
Ne^v York is ahead, and if anybody comes in later, they
We have tither got
are going to suffer from want of time
to reply to that or not to reply to it. but if we reply to it
at all. I think we should make a positive reply
because
Mayor Grant means business I think we have evervthing
to gain and nothing to lose by passing this resolution.
Mk. Brown: The point made by Mr. Kreidler and
Mr. Kempt seems to be unanswered. I deem it entirely
possible to answer Ma\or (.irant and
o appoint a representative to meet him. but if we do that under the
resolution
offered
by Mr. Rhodes,
language used in the

elation.

ce*»
I made the remark that the committee
right iilca of the matter, but had not
properly, as wc interpret it. A few word« put
in that rcMlutlon or a few wordi taken away, a« Mr. Brown
Huggeits, would make It entirely Mtiifactory to cveryUxIy
and ntlll render it entirely po*»iblc lo %cnd Mayor Grant
an entirely satisfactory reply It Hccms to mc that It would
be a giKKl deal better if wc would use May/r Crcglcr'n name

Mr. Kkkiih.kK:

fccmcd to have the
wor<lc<l

in

it

Mayor Grant. A few words changed
do away with a gorxl deal of feeling.
the intention of this convention to commit this assoto the New Vork idea, of cournc it can do it by

addition to that of

in the revolution will
If

It

is

ciation

carrying the resolution as It stands.
Mk. .Mokkis: I am In favor of an open field and a fair
fight.
New York and Chicago arc making bids for this
fair.
Now, I s;»y, let us leave that d*x>r open and wc do
Thai comleave it open when we strike out these words.
plies with Mayor Grant's request to give him a commlltce
will
give
one.
asks
for
one
wc
it
man. If Chicago

The amendment proposed by Mr. Btown was

carried.
move that the
I
Elizabeth. N. J
words be added: "With the view of acting in coniunction
with them in the appointment of this representative."
Mr. AI-EXANIjKR: If it is the Intention of Mr. I'opc to
defeat this motion, he uses the right means to do so, in

W

II.

of

I'oi'K.

;

proposing that ihcy should correspond about

it.

Mr

PuI'E:
That Is not my intention; but there are a
great many interests not represented in this association
who ougiht to have a voice In the appointment of this member of the committee of the m.iyor.
Mr. MoKRisitN; There is nothing in this matter lo conThe promptings of your own instincts wi'l
sider at all.
show you the way out of this difficulty. It Is to reply to
I admit
the mayor of New York In a courteous answer,
that this resolution is In the proper language. If a message
comes to this asw^jciatlon before its adjournment from the
mayor of Chicago, I shall advocate precisely the same
treatment of it which to-day you accord to the communication from the mayor of New York.
I withdraw the amendment.
.Mk Pni'K:
Mr, Rhodes' motion was carried.

TnK

We

Brf-sidknt:

now hear

will

the report of the

committee on the revision of the constitution and by-laws,
through its chairman. Ur. Otto A Moses of New Vork.

Report ok

tiik

Commitiek on the Revision of the
CoNSTITl'TION.

Or. MosKS:

I

have the picisurc as chairman of the

committee, to report upon the revision of the constituton. to offer the following as the unanimous report
We had to arrive at the facts and the
of our committee.
propositions made in this by means of a very extensive corWc have now on file in the hands of the
rtspondence
secretary abou* 125 answers from the members of this assowhom
were referred questions which were cry sto
ciation,
From a majority— from a very large
talized in this report.
majority of the answers, it became possible for us to offer
almost unanimous opinion of ihc
call
it,
this, as I might
members of the National Electric Light association. For
the convenience of the members, this report has been
printed in such a way as to be opposite to the old constitution.

Dr. Moses then read the printed constitution.

Mr. Alexander: .\s no amendment can be voted upon on the day of its first presentation. I move you sir, that
printed copi^ of this proposed constitution be distributed
among the members, and that this business be made a
special business for Thursday morning at eleven o'clock.
The motion was carried, as amended, by Mr. .Mexander.

The

Presii>ent:

We

will

now hear

the report of

the

committee on underground conduits and conductors, of
which Mr. Lynch is chairman.

Committee on Undergrouxd Co.snuixs

and Con

KUCTORS.

Mr. Lynch: On behalf of the committee. I will report
that the committee has decided to ask the association for a
that it bedelayed until
little longer lime to make a report
It is a very
the next annual meeting of the association.
short time, only six months since we made our last report,
which was rather long, and provoked a great deal of discussion, and we respectfully request that the time be ex-

—

tended until the next annual meeting.
The report was adopted, and the committee continued.
We will now hear from A. R.
The President:
Foote. of Cincinnati, on the "Value of Economic Data to
the Electric Industrj-."

The Value

of Economic

Data to the Electric

In-

dustry.
BY ALLEN

R.

FOiHE.

have an economic basis. True progress depends upon the right use of correct data. Without such
use of such data, no problem can be solved, be it indus1.

.Ml data

trial, political, social or religious
2.

io-day every proposal for improving the condition of

mankind ts based upon data. Read:
By George Gunton Po1. Economic Aspect of Trusts.
lifual Scifiuf QtiaiUriv, September. i35S
By Edward .Vtkinson. 7'he
2. Remedies of Social Evils
Forttni. .-\pril. iSSg.
Railways.
By Henry Clews.
3. I^slative Injustice to
Xortk Anutican Hc^-i'-<\ March, iSSg.

—
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Signs of Impending Revolution. By William Barry.
April, iSSg.
Quasi-Pub5. The Relation of Modern Municipalities to
Publications of the American Economic Aslic Works.
sociation, Volume 2, No 6, January, 1S8S.
6 Looking Backward. By Edward Bellamy. Houghton,
Mifflin & Co., Boston.
George
7. Robert Elsmere. By Mrs. Humphrey Ward.
Munro, Publisher, New York.
You will find that the direction and strength of all argument is centered on the testimony of evidence obtained
from the history of experience. Experience, truthfully recorded and properly understood, is the source of all value
4.

TkeForu/n,

in knowledge.
3.

electric industry is based on the experience gained
utilization of the discoveries of science which pre

The

by the

it.
Its development depends upon a truthful record
of its own experiences, and the adaptation of the instruction derived from its own data.
4. To secure the best results for manufacturers, for those
who invest in central station plants, and for the users of
their services, the data of the industry must be reliable,
complete and accessible. It should cover all apparatus,
every operating plant, and the price paid for services ren-

ceded

If such a record can be obtained
dered in every locality.
and maintained from year to year it will be found that the
science of data and the command of those agencies by
which it may be obtained and utilized, is the most important
As is the prosfactor in the development of the industry.
perity of the users of service, so will be the prosperity of
As is the prosperity of the buythe suppliers of serviceers of apparatus, so will be the prosperity of the manufact-

erers of apparatus.
5. The electric industry has been born and carried to its
This is
present state of development within one decade.
evidence of the marvelous skill and honesty of manufactThe value of this testimony is
urers, operators and users.
enormous
It is proof of an average intelligence, a re
liability of character and workmanship far superior to the
attainments of any other generation. It furnishes a reliable
foundation on which future development can securely rest.
It is the prophecy of the accomplishment of results such as
have never before blessed any age.

The Value of

Elech-ical and Mechanical
facha'crs.

Data

to

Manic

6 A long list of electrical and mechanical apparatus, is
assembled and used as one machine, in the construction
and operation of a composite central station. Every manufacturer of each part of this appara'us is vitally interested
in knowing the exact truth regarding the performance
of his specialty, under the widely varying conditions found
in the practical operation of a large number of central
stations.
It is to his interest that he should claim for his
specialty all the advantages it is capable of developing, and
no more. The profit on a sale made on the basis of guarantees that cannot be realized, is a disastrous loss.
7. Inventors, designers and manufacturers use their best
efforts to supply a piece of apparatus that shall be the best
They take careful note of all obfor its purpose and price
tainable experience, and then attempt to take one step in
advance by making an improvement. This is the natural
law of progress. Their claims for their improvements are
honestly made. They are based on tests made in laboratory
or shop, where their apparatus is handled by experts under

favoring circumstances.
The value of improvement depends upon its advantages proven by the tests of practical
use when operated by persons representing all degrees of
skill, under the widely varying conditions found ii a large
number of central stations. If it is necessary to take careful note of past experiences, and to keep a careful record
of the data of performance during construction, is it not
much more necessary to keep a careful record of the data
of performance when in practical use? With such a record
for a guide, manufacturers and buyers can feel a comforting assurance of certainty in their transactions. This, however, is not the most valuable consideration. Those who accustom themselves to keeping properly systematized central
station records, for the purpose of testing the claims of
manufacturers of electrical and mechanical apparatus, will
become good observers. More often than otherwise, they
can suggest some simple change in the apparatus which will
enable the manufacturer to fully realize his expectations
In fact, it may often be found that the manufacturer has
claimed too little, instead of too much, for his improve
ment.
If he can secure proper data from the operators of
a large number of central stations, he can remodel his claim
as well as his apparatus in the light of recorded experience
This will make an enormous gain for him. It will enable
him to base his business on a firm foundation not otherwise obtainable. In this there is surely sufficient reason for
every manufacturer to encourage, in every way that is open
to him, the keeping of systematic records by central station
companies having for their object the collation from experience of electrical and mechanical data

Th:

Value of
tration

Opaating, Maintenance and Administo Cential Station Companies

Data

The

electrical and mechanical data is but one feature
upon which the success of the central station
companies depends. To complete the circuit, records must
8.

of the record

be kept of the data pertaining to

all

details of

operation,

maintenance and administration.
9. No miTia^er can be equally competent in all departments.
U lassistcd he cannot observe all the details of the
wonderfully complex business assembled in the operation
of a composite ccnt'al station.
Upon the keeping of systematic records by his employes depend the ease of his
position and the efficiency of his management
1 he value
of a properly devised .system of records of the daily operation of a central station can hardly he ovcrcs'.imatcd.
i<
A mnnager may regard many items in Ins accounts as
rcaso.i:iblu, representing Ihe best thai c;in bu done, which,
when compared with Ihe arcounts of some other manager,
whose genius or expcrienro has directel his attention especially to such items, will appear entirely out of the way.

August

No better guide can be found, to where improvement is
The value of compossible, than such comparisons.
parison increases in ratio to the number of accounts with
which it is made. It is, therefore, to the interest of every
central station company to do all in its power to induce
company to be represented in an crganization
through which the desired data can be made available to

every similar
each.

While managers of

11.

central station

companies can

render service of undoubted value to manufacturers by
keeping truthful records of electrical and mechanical data,
manufacturers can repay managers in kind by suggesting
improvements in their methods of operating their plants.
A manager is isolated. He can observe his own work and
methods only. The representatives of manufacturers are
everywhere. They observe the work of all managers and
are quick to detect the methods of those under whose
management their particular specialty produces the best

Having found this, it is to their interest to com
raunicate the information to every user of such apparatus.

results

Thus, by each manufacturer looking after his own interest,
each manager will receive the educational benefit of the
experience of all managers pertaining to every detail of the
apparatus under his control.
12. By means of the comparisons indicated, covering all
electrical and mechanical data and all items of expense
and income, any manager will be able to show to his di
rectory how the results of the business he is doing for them
compares with the results of all similar undertakings. It

him the

ability to indicate to them unerringly,
any, must be made in their policy or
them to realize the best obtainable results
13. In furnishing the evidence obtaired from the history
of his own experience, each manager receives in equal exchange the record of experience of all others. He must be
an expert and a wise man who can claim that he will not
be a large gainer by such a transaction. Rightly estimated,
the gain of each company, from the judicious operation of
a proper system for recording and comparing data, will be
so enormous, that none, much less the smaMer ones, who
can least afford to employ highly developed talent, can
afford to be without a membership in the organization
through which it may be secured.
14. No more pertinent illustration of the value of systematic and organized effort to improve a special feature of the
electric industry, can be required than that which is found
If the well
in the work of the New England exchange.
devised system that has been developed by the workers in
that special field can be adopted by the National Electric

give

will

what changes,

if

plant, to enable

Light association as one of
ought to be sufficient to secure

company

central station

Value of Data

to

features, that fact alone

its
it

a membership from every

in this country.

the

value of economic data to the electric industry
cannot be completely stated without considering the interests of the users of electric service.
16. From an electrical or mechanical point of view, the
value of all apparatus finds expression in light or power.
From an industrial point of view its value is expressed in
the advantages it brings to the users of its service.
These
advantages are limited by what it enables them to do and

what

it

costs to

do

it.

17. The advantages of electric service are not wholly
under the control of manufacturers of apparatus, nor of the
owners of central stations. Their development depends
largely on the public policy of the community in which the

service is rendered.
If that policy places unnecessary restrictions on the business of the central station company, imposes on its methods
of construction, having no foundation in engineering requirements, nor in true considerations for the public safety
or convenience; or, if it holds over the company an eternal
menace by being willing to grant a franchise to a raiding
enterprise, under the mistaken idea that prices can be per

manently cheaper ed by competition;
tax for

A

its

it

will

pay a righteous

mistakes, in the price of the service

it

uses,

comparison of the results of such a policy, with that

community that

intelligently permits construction in
accordance with the best engineering requirements and true
consideration for the public safety and convenience; that
sets itself as firmly against an ordinance permitting competition as it would a d claration of war, cannot fail to edu-

of a

cate

all

users of service to a correct understanding of true

18. In the competition between cities, states and nations,
the utilization of the dis'coveries of science in accord with
the requirements of natural economic law, is a more potent
factor in securing industrial supremacy than the possession
of natural advantages
The day has come when intelligence is master of physical forces. When these truths are
properly understood the users of electric service will demand and enact economic legislation that will secure the
interests of the manufacturers of apparatus, the suppliers
and the users of electric service, on terms that will enable
each to realize the highest economic advantages that can
be derived from the perfect development of the tlectric industry.
The advantages of a public opinion so educated
should not fail to cause all who can to unite in securing the
data on which it must be based

The Value of Data

to Investors

in

Electnc Stocks

and

Bonds.
ig The proper construction, equipment and operation
of a composite central station, designed to supply a community with the foundation necessities for industrial prosperity,

and domestic comfort and refinement heat, power
is an undertaking beyond the reach of ordinary

light

—

private capital.

It is

a public improvement, the capital for
sale of the slocks and bonds

which must be secured by the
of the
20.

company organized to carry on the enterprise.
A central station company must be organized under

must operate under a municipal franthrough all its existence, it must be
snbject lo the regulation and control of Ftate and municipal legislation.
This fact should secure for its stocks and
Ihe state law.
rhise.

From

It

its

A

Value of Data Collected by Government Authority.
Every ten years, under direction of the national government, a census is taken.
The history of the develop24.

ment of the national census among all peoples is the history
of tteir appreciation of the value of data.
From the mere
enumeration of the men able to bear arms, census-taking
has broadened until it includes all data having a social or
industrial interest.
25. The census of 1880 has no section for the industry
of generating and distributing from central stations electric
service fer the uses of light and power. The census of iSgo
should have such a section
If the data for it are properly
collated and arranged it will make a marvelous exhibition
of the birth and growth of an industry in the space of one
The annals of civilization may be searched in vain
decade.
for a parallel to it.
26. The data so acquired and published by authority of
the national government, will give an impetus to all electric
central station service, that will cause the lecord of the decade from iSgo to 1500, to be one of the transformations
of methods of generating and distributing the means of

supplying cities and towns with heat, power and light.
27. In I goo, the electric light will be the light of the
present, the operating of street cars by horses will be un-

known, and physical labor for man or woman in all inand domestic occupations will be reduced to a
lower minimum than has ever yet been realized.

dustrial

T?ue Basis for the Work And Influence of
National Electric Light Association.

The

None

birth,

the

the results indicated can be obtained, debe, unless they are the results of system
and organization
That
records
may be kept regarding pertinent points
2g.
only, and with the least work or cost; that the data may be
so tabulated that it can be readily understood and compared,
a uniform system of records and accounts must be devised,
To devise such a system
covering all points of interest.
and institute proper comparisons for the UFe and benefit of
all central station companies, is the direct and most importBy doing this it will furnish
ant work of this association.
a reason for all central station companies to be represented
in its membership.
Such a membership will give to its
deliberations and actions an influence that will have all the
binding force of law in some directions, and in other particulars it will so direct public opinion that laws will be
shaped in accordance with its views.
30. It will establish the electrical and mechanical value
It will develop the operations of central
of all apparatus.
stations into the best organized and most reliable service in
It will secure the highest possible degree of
the country.
economy, and the most reliable returns for invested capital
In doing this, it will
that can be found in any industry.
be a large contributor to the material prosperity of the
people.
31. The work and influence of the National Electric
Light association must begin in data, they must be sustained by data, they must have for their objective point the
securing of data
Data are recorded truths.
32.
35. "Commend to the keeping of the Truth whatever
the Truth hath given thee, and thou shalt lose nothing. "-r28.

of

sirable as they

economic conditions.

and

Donds a financial standing equal to that of the best securiworld.
That they are not so held is evidence
thatthere is a lack of data regarding them, and an unwise or
unsettled condition of public policy regarding the tenure
of their occupation of the field of their operations.
21. In my opinion, the exercise of state authority for
the regulation and control of companies organized under
state laws tooperate under municipal franchises, should be
so used as to render their securities as safe and profitable
an investment as are the securities of national banks. Both
are creations of legislative enactment. Both supply fundamental wants of industrial life
calamity that would
render users of heat, power and light incapable of paying
their bills for service rendered, would render them incapable of paying their bank obligations.
Organized to
supply necessities of civilized life, based upon the prosperity of the communities in which they are located, guaranteed by the ability of users to pay for a service that secures them an industrial advantage, there is no economic
reason why the securities of central station companies
should not be a favorite investment for all who desire /t'rmanencv, safety and piojit.
22. Large investors require the greatest certainty and
accept the smallest return for the use of their capital. All
data and all legislation that tend to secure safety and permanency of investment, will tend to make capital abundant
and cheap for central station companies, and thus enable
them to reduce the cost of their service to its users. A
community can serve i's interests in no better way than to
exercise its power of regulation and control, to secure
the necessary data lo guide intelligently, investments in
public improvements and its own legislative action.
23. The securities that to-day bring investors the smallest returns, are those of the public debt.
They represent
the destructions of war.
This fact does not prove that the
destructions of war are of greater service to humanity than
the constructions of peace.
It proves that a nation, as well
as an individual, will give all it has for the preservation of
its Hfe.
That it may always command "the sinews of
war," it cannot allow its credit to become impaired. For
this reason, the natural law of self-preservation has quickened man's intelltct to devise laws for public finance, designed to give the greatest possible security to investments
in government bonds.
Next to the duty of preserving life
Government will confer its
is to make life worth living.
greatest benefit on society when it renders investments in
those enterprises which daily supply the necessities, comforts and refinements of life, the best securities in the
market.
This done, capital, the sinews of peace as well as
of war, will flow to such enterprises in abundant supply,
and humanity w'ill realize a condition of civilization such as
the world has nevtr yet enjoyed.
ties in the

The

Users of Electric Service.

The

15.

17, iS

St.

Augustine.

may

.

;

August

r7,
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pany would feel very nnich stronger he could prcwenl hU
busmeHS to his board of direction with n good deal more

DiHCl.'SSION.

;

Rive prnctimi effect to my paper,
submit the follovvin^j for the action of the asHOciatiou:
Mii.

Fdutk:

"WllKKKAS,

To

It

is

and accurate data,

this associiititm shall

(Icsir-ible that

and

collect for the use

heneiil of

rejiardin^; all

I

members, complete

lis

important details involved

in iiistalHuy;, operating, niaiulalnin^ and administering
plants and business of central stitliun companies,

thi-'

be appointed
by the president to report at the next convention of the
aeccuinlH,
records
and
sysluni
of
forms
and
a
association,
to be kept by central station compjinies; a system for re

That a cnmniitlec of

"/>'< it l\cu>l;\-<i,

live

to the association, and for
publislnnn the data so seenred, for the use
porlin^; the

same

membersof the
Mr. Mokioson:

comparinK :i'id
and bcucht of

association."

the

Mr. l'"nnte is ennngcd in a work that
almost every one has ncj;Iected, and yet without which
work we wonld probably never ix: able to conduct the
It is the t!ue channel
electric li^ht business succe-sfully.
If you can onee
ihronjjh wliich information should come.
to the point where men will come into the Nal.i^ht association, and state in plain terms
their plans and their met hods, and the result accomplisheil,
then you will have ;;otten It) the point where the oilKiual

down

jrct

fori^e,
I

idea of the National Kleclric

Mr. Koote

is

l.i^lit

associa-tion

on that track.

I

can be

believe

car-

am

1

say that he has spent more
doinjj; him
time and more money in the service of the National Micetrie I. i;;ht association during; the past twelve months than
any other man in it, from its president down to the last man
on the board. 1 think that such work shouhl be appre lated.
The president put the resolution, and declared it carried.
scant justice

when

I

KouiiKT 1-. MoKKis of Nashville, Tcnn.: I believe
is the second meeting; of this convention that 1 have
attended, and as a member of the executive committee, 1
can s.iy that 1 am (jlaii to come ami ^ct the new kinks and
this

points froni olhers, and Ret practical benefit from them.
believe at every meeting,
\Vc have had a representative
Hut it
have attended two or three of the.ni myself.
I
I have come to
has been an unsati•^factory tiling; to me.
superintendent
these meetings, and mv manager and my
have e(»me.
We come here and go away not feeling
1

and

exactly that
wanteil was

we have got what we came for. What we
We have come
new points, practical points.
many theories upon electric light

here and heard a great

matters, and all that sort of thing, but that was not what
we wanted. \Vc had a committee here at one time to conI tried at
one time to get
sider which was the best wire.
a report out of that committee, but I could not do so. and
nothing practical was done. Now, Mr, l'"oote's paper
seems to me striking out in the right direction to get at
the practical, to get at tiling-^ that will benefit local electric
light men.
While 1 don't believe that it is hardly practicable to get this data, such as that resolution calls for. and

—

I believe that very
few companies arc going to disclose their private business', or show us exactly what they
are doing, and all that sort of thing, yet perhaps they will
If I am asked what is
be willing to tell us something.
the best lamp. I don't hesitate to say.
Tut I think that
perhaps we can safely risk this convention, composed of

while

membei's from difl.rent electric light companies to express
itself in behalf of a measure so evidently for the beneiit of
us all.
I do not mean to say that we are going to ascer
lain so many practical things, because everybody that is
operating a plant naturally is going to stand up for his
kind of machinery
if he is running one system, he is not
going to say that something else is better we cannot
hope always to get at the true inwardness of the thing,
but we can get something in that direction and if we
follow in the line of Mr. Foote's paper, I think there is a
;

;

;

belter future for this association,

Mk. Di-Camt: Like Mr.

attended the second
meeting at lialtimore for tiie very reason that he states.
At that time there was considerable money invested in the
electric light business, and more money was being invested,
and its main obj.:cts seemed to be then to find out how to
properly invest the money that was being called into this
electric light business.
The methods of the association
then were crude, and if I recollect right, did not take the
form of reading papers. Every member got up and said
what he felt like saying, and generally spoke pretty well to
the point
consequently there was a great deal more talking done than there has been in the late meetings.
The
result was that I believe that the second ^100,000 invested
in Philadelphia was invested better than the first.
The
first was invested on
a good deal of guesswork
the
second was invested on some knowledge, partly gained
from the experience of investing the first ourselves, an'd
what we later had the opportunity of observing that others
had invested. I think that one of the most beneficial
things growing out of this association is to do away with
the prejudice existing among the different systems.
At
the lirst meetings an advocate of the Brush system would
not dare open his mouth in favor of that system to a man
representing another system, and vice versa.
That is now
done away with. No one hesitates about expressing him
self now
in fact, there is so much inform.ation all around,
it is pretty risky for a man not to tell the truth.
But still,
at the same time, there is a sealed book existing among the
electric light people, and the resolution that has been
offered covers it,
I know of companies that are operated
and that are deceiving themselves both ways
Some are
deceiving themselves with the idea that they are making
more money than they really are they think they are
making money when they are really not making a dollar.
There are others that think they are making nothing,
when they are doing very handsomely. It is my misfortune to be interested in companies of both characters it is
a very unfortunate position to be in.
I have had to stand
up and make statements and rely upon my word being nccepted. upon mattei-s in which my statement was the only
evidence I had to olTer of their truth
I
mean abstruse
subjects, and matters on which they were entirely skeptical. If we had matters in this association in such shape as
contemplated by this resolution, every manager of a comMorris,

I

;

;

;

;

;

;

Hiilt,

that
at

a very

Is

It

the

same time.

din'icult
I

HUbjecl

do think

to deal
that that can

sliapr thai a ri-pori can he made without in
or form reviraling \\w private affairs of any

siirli

any manner

think that in entirely pr>SHiblc, but
Is to gel the companicH lo appreciate
because it Is going to involve the complete changing of
the systems of scnne of the companies.
It Is true that .t
have
great many do not h:ive any p.trticular Hyntcm.
known cases of thai klml, but sull they think they have
and they an- going lo be required to change them very
r.'ulically, and thai is going to be the dilficulty In carrying
Hut there Ih no doubt that
that resolution into effect.
there is a great deal of information that Ih needed anH)nK
the electric light companies.
'I'his is going a good ways.
to s.iy thai people *\k-> not understand their own buHiness,
but there are some things about my own buniness that in a
particular i.'ompany.
the greatest didiculty

I

it,

I

wc could

arrive at \\ by a Hyi.icm of pcrcentajfcn or v*mr.
thinv of thnt kind.
I think
that can t>r arrived at.
II
1
can find any other munugcr who Ih doing It better than I
am, \ want to know how he docw it. J hcarti over uimI
over again of ihcne Ihingi being done with l»ritcr rc«nltn
limn I do (hern, an'l it ntopn right tlirrc,
I am entirely
nndble to lind out from that prrHon how \\c doci It.
Mk Mokkfs: I aut in favor of the appointment of the
committee, and f l>cUcvc It can dogfxjd,
It can formulate

Home of the queittionH that may l>c of value; for inHiani'',
the gentleman here at my right ha« a^kcd inc a numl^cr ol
qnrstions about my Mation.
I know they couhl Ikt put in
the Hha|)e (if qiientiont and hcnt over the land, and their
.'inswerH woidd be H.'ittHfartory to nie, and 1 am willing lo
risk the intelligence of that committee in formulating the
questions for central Htationn to anHWcr.
Tim: PkKHiDK.NT: If there i<i no further dlncUMion. the
topic will now he pavvcd.
Wc will now hear from M, M,
I). Law. of I'hiladelphia, on the "Theoretically Perfect Arc
Light Station."

uiulrrstaml
but, at the same
way think
down at the bottom of ii. am very dtjublfnl ntyscif
hoped that the gentleman had
Mk. CdC.CKSiiAi.i.:

self-satistied

I

I

Tmk

;

lime,

tional MU'clric

ried out.

appreciate

with, but
be got in
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I

ItY >l.

1

already discovered a method by which he could **how me
how to run an electric light plant and make money out of
Of course the plant which has been operated by the old
it.
company was put up in a way that it was impossible to
make any money, and they are nowerecting a new station;
but 1 do not sec any ililficnlty at all in getting information
without detriment to any company at all;ilala. for instance,
in relation to the coal, the kind of wire used, the durability
of the current, and various other matters that would be
profitable to every member of this association
I
belong
to the gas fraternity, and I have always attended every
meeting, and when I fountl any one else doing any belter
than I was, it only set me to work to come iij) to it.
That
has been my point, and I am satisfied that there can be
money made in the electric light business. These statistics, so far as we have got any, in the state of M.issachusetts last year, from 75 or So companies, showed that oidy
five of them carried a credit to profit and loss account; so
that the whole thing ilepends upon the commercial value of
running an eUctric light plant; and it is the data that we
want to be guitled by regarding their operation.
Mk. Wiiii'i'i.i:: I may be jiardoned, perhaps, if I say
I have spent
that I know something about collecting data.
about iJ^S.ooo this ytar in collecting data. Under the present organization of the association there are certain matters
connected with the operation of the central electric light
station that no association nor no amount of private capital
could get; yet it is just that information that is of benefit
the number of dynamos that
to the man next door to him
a man has in his station, who his engineer is, and who his
superintendent is. arc of no practical value whatever The
economic principles of that station you never will be able
to get, and if we should get such statistics it would be the
height of folly, it seems to me, to publish them for the

—

benefit of this association, because the members of this association are not. by any means, a close corporation, but
are the general public.
As far as that is concerned, we are
not bound by any oath to keep to ourselves anything that

These circulars, I take it, would be a private
told us.
confidential circular of information regarding this, that and
the other station, but I don't see how you can go to work
and practically get at this information, ^'ou can't convince a man that is running a station whether he is or is
is

If he is making money, he is not gonot making money.
And, therefore. 1
ing to tell you how much he is making.
should like to see this resolution embody the proceedings
of the convention in a somewhat different form.
Before
we take the step of forming a committee to do something
that on the surface is cleaHy impracticable. I think that we
ought to give more than a cursory glance at it and find what
we can get, and then after we have got it find out how we
can disseminate it. and who will disseminate it too.
I am
not, and never have been, an operator of a central station,
but I take a good deal of priOe in gathering data, and I
don't like to see the record of the association cumbered up
with a lot of so called dead letter resolutions. R-hich never
amount to anything:, and which never will in the present
state of things.
If we are going at this thing, let us go at
it in a way that we can get
some profitable result from it.
Mk. Di; Camp; There are certain essential costs in the
operation of an electrical station.
.So many matters of
judgment enter into the question of costs, you cannot tell
what a thing costs without going into the whole details.
To illustrate, it is not necessary to say what the lights in
this plant or in that plant costs, or what they are selling
for.
That is private property, which I do nci feel like
spreading before this conveniion; but a man comes lo
me to-day ami says, "My lights actually cost me 15 cents a
Another man says, my coal only costs ine so much.
light "
Now, both of those gentlemen may be right in their conclusions.
You cannot draw any comparison between these
two men. because you lio not know how they arrive at the
figures.
Now, if you will formulate a system of keeping
those accounts uniform in all the companies, \ou will have
them arrive at those conclusions by precisely the same
method. Therefore, if a man says, my coal costs me 15
cents, r.nd another man says his coal costs him 5 cents,
you come right together on the lloor of this convention.
Any one who differs from me can go to that particular
point
are both using the same method of coming to
these conclusions, but are entirely dilTerent.
Let us see
where we differ. Now, you bring it down to some particular point.
It is a waste of time to make the comparison
unless you arrive at all results by precisely the same methcxls.
It was the same thing as was here stated about the finding
of the cost of coal.
Some coals are better worth
a ton
than others are .f 2. and yet frequently the engineer says.
'"I am getting results of so many pounds of coal to the
horsepower. It doesn't mean anything. It is a question
what kind of coal you use if screenings or clean hard coal.
etc.
There is the explanation of it. That is where the
value of this report will come in.
t gave some consideration to this subject several vears ago.
1 did think that

We

^
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It

has

I>.

LAW.

been more the rule than the exception that
central KlationH have ticen located In almost

uflually

electric light

any place that could be had; Home old whcll of .1 building
wonld be used, that would have nothln|{ to recommend It
except that it was cheap.
In fart, the first station for central lighting purposes was
started in San Francisco in a blacksmith's shop, using
an old, worn-out, portable engine and boiler. 'I he force
consisted of ore man, who was HUjKrinlendent, dynamo
man, engineer, fireman, trimmer, inspector and lineman;
but the price received for the lights would gladden the
hearts of the electric light companies of lo-dav; they were
ten <lollars per week per lamp, and burned from dusk to
midnight, except Sundays.
And when I look back to that
lime of running arc lamps on one wire, with ground return
I am ama/ed that there were so
few trouble* in the shape
of grounds and fires.
Not only was a ground return used,
but inside wiring was thought good enough when put up
withotit any insulation, but fastened with wire staples.
'I'here are a great many places even now where bare
wires are stapled fast showing the abv>lulc need of good.
competint, fearless inspectors, who will examine every inch
of wire in a building, and not be afraid to condemn it if it
docs not come up to the requirements of safety. Then,
again, all inside wiring should be inspected at least once a
month.
An electric lighting station should be located as near the
center of the territory to be lighted as possible, but if sufficient ground cannot be obtained at a reasonable cost, then
it is better to go a little to one jide rather than be crowded
for room; for when an electric lighting station is cramped
for room it cannot be handled with economy, as one of the
greatest successes of central station work is not only in the
simple running of the machinery well, but when troubles
occur in the shape of break-downs, which are liable to happen in the best regulated station, there should be sufficient

move the machinery, without taking too much
In such a case time is money, for the amount of
in rebates is only a small fraction of the loss
as the reputation of never having the lights out is worth
much more than ihtir mere money value. For electric lights
are not a success until they can be placed in business
houses and halls, having no other method of illumination,
without danger of their being suddenly left in darkness;
rather have the machinery and lines in such shape that the
This may take
lights can be depended upon at all times.
a little more money for the construction of the plant, but it
wilt be more than made up in the commercial value of the
room

to

time.

money allowed

lights.

An electric lighting station should be built of brick or
stone, in a neat, substantial manner, not more than two
stories high, and be as near lire pro: f as possible.
One of
the important factors of such a station is good ventilation,
it being necessary to keep
engines, shafting and dynamos
This not only adds to their life, but
as cool as possible.
their over-heating is a great element of danger to the success of the lights
BoiUi -rooms ami Boilers. The boiler room should be
located on the ground lloor, with plenty of ventilation,
making the fire room cool and comfortable. Kvcrything
being in full view and easy of access, can be kept clean and

—

in order.

In constructing an electric Hght station, the dynamos
and engines are generally placed first, and what room is
left the boilers are thrown into, without much regard to
It is better lo have a comforttheir economical handling.
able fire-room, as the firemen can then remain by the boiltheir
work.
justice
to
By having boilers in celers, doing
lars, cramped, orpoorly lighted and ventilated places, makes
the men careless and also detracts from the life of the boilers by corrosion and improper care.
It is found that two-thirds of the steam which is generated in a tubular boiler is made on the shell, and not in the
boiler tubes, as supposed.
In taking the heating surface of
boiler tubes we should only take one-half of the circumference, as the llame only impinges on the upper half of the
With proper setting, flame can be carried the full
tubes
length of a 30 foot boiler, with ordinar\* natural draught.
Automatic dampers should
using secondar)- combustion.
never be used; by their use it is impossible to get proper
combustion, as they are cither open or closed, besides havAn ordinary
ing the tendency to make firemen careless.
fireman, with hand dampers, can fire with not over two
pounds variation of steam in a run of twelve hours- When
the boilers are working to within three or five pounds of
their utmost capacity, the hand dampers are kept partly
open, and as 1 he steam \*arics the d.imper is changed to
suit, therefore alwav-s allowing of proper combustion.
For a one thousand Hght station there should be twelve
single tubular boilers. 4? inches in diameter and 20 feet
long, with twenty-two 5 inch tubes, the shell to be made of
three-eighths inch steel or iron, having a tensile strength of
55,000 pounds and ^5 per cent ductility in S inches.
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Double riveted longitudinal seams and

first-class

work-

manship will stand a safe working pressure of 130 pounds
With
per square inch, which will give 1,325 horse power.
the Corliss tyoe of engine, carrying no pounds per square
inch, -here would therefore be three boilers, which could
be held in reserve, that being none too many for safety, and
the other nine boilers can be worked very easily, as rapid
combustion is the most economical.
Engiucs. Electric lighting is one of the hardest kinds
of work for a steam engine, the continuous running and the
work being thrown on and off instantaneously, causing im-

—

mense

strains.

They should be twin

engines, connected at right angles,
steadier power than with single engines,
because we have the impulse of the steam at every quarter
of a revolution. They should be built specially and have a
larger amount of iron in all their parts than is used in an
ordinary commercial engine, so that in times of trouble they
can be forced for a short time beyond their ordinary load.
For a one thousand light station there should be two
23x48 inch twin engines, running at a speed of from sevenWith this number and size of an
ty to eighty revolutions.
engine there will be a reserve of one engine, as the three
engines will easily carry the load of one thousand lights

by which we have

with economy.
It is a settled fact that the Corliss type of non-condensing engines, properly constructed and handled, are the most
economical, using less than two and one-half pounds of
coal per horse power, working at no to 115 pounds of
steam per square inch. High rotative speed is not necessary for electric lighting, but it does require a steady and
uniform speed. An engine running forty revolutions per
minute, provided the speed is regular, will make as good
lights as one running three hundred revolutions.
It has been practically demonstrated in a great number
of plants, which have used the small, high rotative speed
engines, that such is the fact, the low speed using less coal,
-

oil

and attention, while the cost of repairs is very much
as well as loss of steam from radiation, clearances,

less,

than high speed engines. On a pair of Corliss engines 23x48 inches, at 75 revolutions per minute, running
day and night for nearly seven years, the actual cost for
repairs was but $25, and during that time they were shut
down but once on account of breakage, and then only ten
minutes to disconnect one engine, the other being run with
the load of both at increased steam pressure.
Shafting.
The friction of a high rotative speed engine
and a 60 light dynamo is 6 indicated horse power, while the
friction of one pair of engines, shafting. 22 empty dynamos, II idlers, and 22 Hill clutch pulleys, 5 feet in diameter and 12 inch face, is but 72 indicated horse power, both
running up to speed. The only argument against large
engines is that in case of breakage it stops the whole plant,
whereas in a series of small engines, connected direct, it
will stop but one dynamo.
In all cases shafting should be made of hammered iron,
and for a 1,000 light station the main line should be 75 feet
long and 6 inches in diameter, and about 55 feet of counter
shaft, commencing at 5 inches diameter and reducing onehalf an inch for every two machines, to be located on the
ground floor, with pedestals as low as possible, and bearings
The main bearings
of cast iron, not less than four to one.
ought to be of phosphor bronze, and the shafting run not
less than 300 revolutions per minute.
The expense of oil
on such a shaft, with proper appliances, will not be over $3
per year.
The driven pulleys from the engines should be on the
two ends of the main line of the shaft, with a clutch cut-off
between one engine and the first dynamo pulley, one between the last dynamo and counter pulley, and one between
the counter pulley and the other engine with a clutch on
This will give perfect control on the
the counter pulley.
main shaft and countershaft, and can either run one or
both engines, as the load may require.
Dynamos. The dynamo room should be directly over
the shaft lines so as to use angle belts.
The light should
be good, and the ventilation perfect.
The roof should be
supported without posts and of sufiicient height so that the
dynamos or armatures can be hoisted and carried over the
ones that are running. Insufficient room overhead is a
great drawback to the successful handling of electric light
machinery.
The dynamos should be small and mounted on cast iron
beds, left entirely open to allow perfect cleaning, as the
life of dynamos depends very much upon their cleanliness.
They should be placed in rows, with sufficient space between them to allow easy access to all of their parts, as
well as ample room, that they may be moved from one part
of the room to another without disturbing those that are
running.
H the roof cannot be made sufficiently strong to support
the combined weight of dynamo and armature on a track,
then a good substitute is a frame supported on large casters, with a track over the top, having on it a chain-geared
trolley and a chain hoist.
This will allow of the rapid
etc.,

—
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lifting of the

dynamo,

moving

to
ing the hoisting frame to that place,
mo in proper position for running.
its

some other place, rolland putting the dynaWith this arrangement

a 3 ton machine may be moved and put in running order in
30 minutes, requiring but four men; with a little longer
time two men will do the same work.
A cupola should be provided, not smaller than 10x30
feet, and 10 feet high, with winilow ventilators extending
the full length of the two sides, and so arranged as to be
under the full control of the machine man. With such a
cupola, one is enabled to put the lines in good shape, as
well as to carry off a large amount of licat, The wires should
run to the switchboard from binding posts placed through
the center of the cupola, and ajl crossing of lines should
be made at this point.
Hwitch-Jiimrd.
The switch-board should be placed in
the middle of one side of the dynamo room, and 4 feet
from the wall, and should be at least 25 feet long, which
will give room for 50 circuits.
As it is impossible to keep
all circuits built up to the full capacity of the machine, it is
well to have a number of small circuits to couple in, in or-

—

August

full machine capacity, as all dynamos
work more economically with a full load.
The line wires should come into spring jacks, which are
arranged in two rows, with one side of the circuit on top
and the other below, with 8 inches of space between them,
so that there is no possible danger of a person being liable
to touch or short circuit two of them. Before attaching tothe

der to build up to the

spring jack, one side of the circuit should pass through an
indicator for showing the direction of the current.
The
wires from the dynamos should run beneath the floor, coming up on the back of the switch-board, and enter binding
posts, to which a flexible cable should be attached, having
a wooden-handled plug for entering the spring jack; these
cables should be of sufficient length to reach either end of
the switch-board.
Tho spring jacks and binding posts of
the machine cable should be so arranged that a connection
cable can be hooked on for the purpose of moving the machine cable from one circuit to another, to cut out or cut in
circuits, without extinguishing the lights already burning.
The positive wire coming from the dynamo should pass
through an ammeter before entering its binding posts.

A

good arrangement

for

making ground

tests

and

locat-

ing grounds while lights are burning is a set of thirty 92
volt incandescent lamps in series, so arranged with a circular switch that any number may be short-circuited at will.

With one side of this lamp circuit connected to ground and
the other side connected to the line to be tested, aground on
the line will show by one or more of the lamps burning.
I find that with one lamp burning, on, say, the positive
side of the test circuit, with an electromotive force of g2
volts, the ground may be looked for between the second and
third arc lamp on that side of the circuit,; in fact, each g2
volt lamp will represent two arc lamps or their equivalent
This is a simple and handy method
in line wire resistance.
of locating grounds, especially if the positive and negative
side of the circuit are much separated, for it starts one out
the right end of the wire, which is rarely the case, without
When two grounds occur
any reliable method of testing
at night, cutting out a number of lights, it is necessary to
be able to start out with some knowledge of its locality, especially if such a circuit is from 12 to 15 miles long, and
starting out from one point of the compass, and returning
by another.
If there is an indication that the full number of arc lamps
are not Durning on a circuit, by attaching one side of this
test to the positive and the other to the negative spring
jack of the circuit in doubt, it will show within one or two
lamps of the number that are burning.
Ammeters, lightning arresters, indicators and all connections should be placed on the switch-board
Lines,
Lines in all cases should be supported on glass
or porcelain throughout their whole length, and should
never enter a building without passing through hard rubber
tubing with water drips on the outside.
In all cases, inside wires should be run on glass or porcelain insulators;
mouldings or cleats should never be used for arc light wires,
and in no case should they be put under floors or out of sight.
All arc lamps should be hung on porcelain insulators,
and in the case of outside lamps all iron should be galva'nized to prevent the rust from collecting on the insulators,
which gives a first-class ground, if the fixture connects to
tin gutters or iron work.
All lines should be tested for grounds at least three times
during the day, and once every hour while the lights are
burning; as soon as a ground occurs it should be immediately found and cleared.
The store room should be of good size and
Store Room.
provided with cupboards, drawers and shelves, that a full
line of all supplies can be kept on hand and issued only on
requisitions from foreman of construction gang.
When a
job is completed a return should be made of the material
returned and the charge entered in the proper books.

—
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A

carbon book should be kept in which each trimmer
signs a receipt for the carbons issued each day, as the
trimmer reports each day the number of carbons used on
The stumps returned must accord with the rehis route.
port at the end of the week; he must account for the number of carbons on hand or pay for them.
The trimmer will
only pay for one lot of lost or broken carbons, as he finds
it easier to take care of carbons than buy them.
Shop.
The shop should be of good size and provided
with at least one 12 inch lathe, drill press and buffingwheel,
with sufficient small tools for all kinds of repairing and the
manufacturing of switches, fixtures, insulators, and all the
thousand-and-one articles that come up for use in such a

—

station.

The test rack should be located in the shop and be large
to hold at least four lamps, each lamp to be provided with an adjustable lens for focusing the arc of a lamp
on a screen; this affords a good opportunity of closely
watching the arc without injury to the eyes, and has a capacity of from seven to ten lamps per day.
enough
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Mr. Morrison;

Is

it

possible that you ran your engine

for seven years?

Mr. Law:

Yes, sir, for seven years. They were stopped
about an hour each morning and on Sundays.
Mr. Morrison. It is a very remarkable performance.
Have you been familiar with other engines than the Corliss?
Mr. Law: Yes, with the Porter & Allen and the Buckeye, about 100 horse power,
Mr. MoRRiiiuN: If these statistics are true, they are
very remarkable; if they are not true, they are very misleading.
Gentlemen who have had experience in this matter, it strikes me, should ask questions about it to see if it
is
an error.
The performance of these engines is re
markable.
I have never heart! of such a thing.
Were they
run by one engineer all of the time?
Mr. Law: Yes, the same chief engineer had charge
during the whole seven years.
Mr. Mokkison: The description Mr. Law has given
of an it-lcal station is a description of his own station.
It
is n very fine station and it is an infinite credit to
him, but
I cannot imagine how
an engine, such as the one in the
Philadelphia station, could run for seven years without

—
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stopping the paper says continuously they never stopped
but once, and that was on account of a break-down.
Mr. Smith: I think this is one case Mr. Foote's paf "•"
would cover. Mr. Law states that the engines have on.
cost S25 for repairs.
I would like to ask if the engineers,
when the engines were shut down, have not done a good
deal of fixing up, keying up, putting in packing, etc.,
which has not been charged up. On the other hand, I understand Mr. Law has a first class mechanical engineer,
who is a sort of consulting engineer, and whose advice or
time ought to be charged to these engines, because I am
very well satisfied that engines of that type can be kept up
to such a remarkably good record
as I know those engines have without care of any kind, which, while it often
seems to be more expensive, is often the cheapest in the
long run.
The $.15 that he counts for repairs, I presume,
are outside repairs, as §!25 for a new set of brasses or
something ot that kind
We had one 24x28 that cost us
$11,000 for eleven months' run.

—

—

.

We

Mr, Morrison:

have some Corfiss engines, and
their result is nothing like
have quite a large lot of Buckeyes which give
excellent satisfaction.
We have also Ball engines, tip top"
engines, giving the very best of satisfaction, and costing
very little for repairs.
But they have stopped several times
in the last six or seven years.
The Corliss engines, as
while they are good evidence,
that.

We

now erected, are the worst of the lot.
Mr. Leonard: I would like to state in behelf of the
Corliss engines, we have been using one for nearly five
years, and one of those engines which we have have recently taken down to make room for a larger one, ran four
weeks continuously,

day and
night,
hours in
24
day,
without shutting down,
except
for
general repairs and tightening up, some little matter
nothing
the matter with the engines.
It ran continuously for four
weeks, and those engines outside of packing, which everybody knows will wear out more or less, have not cost more
the

—

than $25 for repairs.

Mr. DeCamp: I think Mr. Morrison is right in saying
we want facts. Now, facts are sometimes deceptive, unless
we understand thoroughly all the conditions which surround
these facts.
ferred to

—

It is true that the pair

of Corliss engines re-

by Mr. Law did run seven years; they ran continwe had nothing else to run for an average of 22

—

uously
hours a day the year around, with the exception of Sunday,
where they shut down about the usual time in the morning
and started up in the afternoon. They rested 8 hours on
Sunday. What Mr. Law means in his statement is this
not, that we did not incur the expense of having them well
taken care of, nor that they were not subject to a certain
amount of wear and tear. When he says ^25 he is outside
That $25 grew out of the breaking of a
of the mark.
dash pot rod, but these are extraordinary conditions. They
were put in there as 24x28; the cylinders are bored out at
Every part of the engine was made from a pattern
23.
one size larger; consequently, we are running a Corliss
The foundaengine 23x48, built on 26 inch patterns
tions of these engines cost, I think, about $2,600 or $2,700.
Now, I say this. I approved of the specifications for the
foundations against the judgment of the builder, but did it
on this basis. The chief engineer says he wants to do this

—that

For instance, the specifications
is what he expects.
were made for the foundations; one of the requirements
was that they were to be of a certain size, they should be
The lowest bid was, I
hard brick, laid in pure cement.
It was from a man who had very
think, some $2,0oo.
large experience in building engine foundations, one of
He came in and
the best men we had in Philadelphia.
made his estimate. He started in and laid two or three
courses of brick.
tions
is

call

The engineer

said, "Stop, the specifica-

"Well," he
for pure cement."
a certain portion of cement

pure cement

—

"But

want

said,

"this

and a certain

pure cement."
"Do you want absolutely pure cement ? Well,"
As
we
contractor
says,
understood
this
the
thing, this is what we generally term pure cement, but what
you mean you want is that every brick shall be dipped in
In his judgment it was necesabsolutely pure cement?"
sary, and he said, "We want those foundations that way,
and want that engine to stand and don't want any after"Then we will have to have it," I reclaps about it."
marked. That contractor told me he never built such a
foundation like that before in his life.
Another thing, we have followed the rule of using firstclass oil; I think we are paying 90 cents for cylinder oil
and 40 or 45 ct nts for machine oil for the bearings. The
time we shut down, it was due to a hot crank requiring adThat part of the expense was not charged for.
justment.
It was done by our men
by men that we were paying,
whether we had them at work or not. It is only now that
the chief engineer makes a suggestion to me if he could
get a chance to shut down he would like to have them bored
out; not that he thinks it is an absolute necessity, but he
thinks the time is coming when we will have to do it. But
the success of these engines is due to the fact that tliey
were well built in the first place well bedded, and that
they have had good care, for which we have had to pay.
Mr Smith; Then you do not consider that it is due
to the fact of their being Corliss engines at all?
Mr. DkCamt: Well, I am a Corliss engine man. I do
That you want a Corliss engine in the hands
believe this:
of a Corliss man.
To come back to the Buckeye engine; we have two
Buckeye engines, iS by 36. In the first place, the Buckeye engines that we run for five years were run on an
entirely different principle from what we were in the habit
They were run just as long as
of running those engines.
The consequence was, that when the
they would run.
When I take a given
time came, they made a bad break.
number of lines and run them on one type of engine, and
amount
of
coal,
if I shift that on to
consume
a
certain
they
another type of engine, and everything else being perfectly
identical and they use an excessive-amount of coal, the one
using the smallest amount of coal, I call the most economical engine.
We ran one season and then put in Corliss
It was ne'cssarj- to run them hard, and we put
engines.
portion

of

sand."

I

'

'

—
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Ihcir worli ailrijihl at sHc; revolutions,
8 by Id. Nnw.wcrh.'injictl tlic type of riiailiiiic loa/io HkIu

in

mo

matliiiu-.

Thai was nioiv of a load

onial

\V.- havi;

lu.

never run

lliaii

innii- iliaii

engine was

tlu:

success-

lijjhis

~.i>

fidly, and did iliiit l»y speedin;; tlie machine to 300 and
We found out tliat
carryinn the same amount of pressure.
there was economy in the Corliss engine, and further, it
was a reason for dispensin^,^ with ihc Porter iV Allen, and
suhstitutinn a Corliss, or some other larger enj;ine-

What

Mu. Moukison;

do you make

difference

your

in

load, in clianninjj that machine?
very much dislike to interrupt this
I
Till*; !'kksiiii:nt:
discussion, as it is a very imi>ortnnt one, and 1 wnidd like
like lo know how
I would
to ask someciuestions myseU
you run a year on $;( worth of oil. and otlier (picstions, but

topic will he continued in the morning under the
"An Ideal Station," from anelectrical and me-

this

lis

head of

chanical standpoint, by Marsden J I'crry, of Providence,
and John T. llenthorn. of the same city, I think we can
very well bear these points in mind and carry them over,
and let us then have a v:eneral <liscussion that will end the
matter.
I will anmnincf the followin^j committee on ihc World's
Kair:

t)tin

'r.

1

T. l.ymh,

New York, Chairman; K,
lieM. lied Cilbert, and j. V. Mor-

A. Moses, of

Jr.. C.

|.

rison.

As a committee on electrical statistics, the chair would
announce A. K. l-note, of Cincinnati, thairman; assistants,
A, j. DcCamp, of Philadelphia; S. .V. Duncan, of Pitlsburgli; K. V. Peck, of lirooklyn; S S. Leonard, Minneapolis.

The convention adjourned

Wednesday

10 o'clock

to

tnorning.

Wednesday's Proceedings.
President Weeks called the convention (o order and
asked Secretary (larratt lo present the report of the secrc
Mr. (lurralt read the following relary and treasurer.
port:
Ri-.i'oKr ot-

Trkasi'rkr ani> Skckkiaky.

KKi'i;il'TS

.

$3,003.82

.

.

.

1.52000

from cx-treasurer,

Keceiveii

W.

If.

Harding

2()(>73

Total receipts since last report
$4,825 55
Kxpenditures as per accompanying vouchers,
executive
committee
approved by the
Balance, cash on hand
.

1^3,728.62

.

.

i,og6.<)3

*4.825.55

The present indebtedness
The expenditures since

-59.f>o

is

the last report may be classilied
as follows:
Hills incurred previous to the Chicago conven-

$1,483 S2

tion

Salary of secretary and treasurer, six months
Clerk hire month of February

99996

.

40.00
127.96

Postage
Stationery and printing (not including the official proceedings)
Printing the otl'icial proceedings
Oflicial stenographic report of Chicago conven-

234.03
334.26

tion

Rent of

161.25
'57-5t'

oflicc

Advertising in electrical journals
Expenditures not specified above

55-00
131. S4

$3,728.62
be noted from the ollicial record of the New York
convention that the account of the ex-treasurer called for a
cash balance of $1,935.23; whereas the present treasurer
has received only .^^209 73.
The treasurer would here state
that he has received from the executive committee vouchers
covering the dilTerence between the above amounts.
He
has also received from the ex-treasurer Harding, ^3425.
which did not belong to the general funds of the association, but was donated by members to the committee on
patent legislation.
This sum has been turned over to the
chairman of that committee.
MKMIlKKSHIl'. INrdMK AND KXf'l-.NSKS.
The number of members in good and regular standing on February 19, iSSg. as per olticial report, accepted at the Chicago convention was
175
New members since that date
76
It will

....

Making total membership at present
The membership of the association has increased
during the last year
It has increased in the last six months
The annual income of the association

.

.

is

SixiiETARV:

months were 2,241.80
the report up to the first of

for the last six

This

is

that month.
Since that time the treasurer has taken in
several hundred dollars.
I have here the
vouchers cover-

ing the expenses.
I
have a certificate of deposit of the
balance, of $! ,050.
The Pki-siuknt:
will now hear from
P. H.
Ale.\ander. chairman of the committee on harmonizing the
electrical and insurance interests.

We

CoMMiiTi-K ON

Harmoni/ini; Ei.kctrical and Insurance Interests.
Mr. .Mexander's report was long, and was listened to
with marked attention, as it dealt with a vjuestion which
has in previous conventions aroused great interest
It suggested a practical plan for making the work of electric
light emjiloyes of a belter character.
It recommended
that the association form within its body an organization

having

for

its

purpose

the

improvement

that

examining

ditttrictH

componcd

boards
of

ttcv-

states
for
the
examination of
men Hcekinf;
positions as
dynamo tenders, wiring snpcrintcn<IenlH
or otlier responsibli- positions, and to urge that a ccrlihcate of eliicienty be issued by the organization.
All
mendiers should Inr reipiired lo pledge themselves to have
all the present employes examined as proposed, and not to
employ persons without cerlilicales.
In doing ho the comndttee believed that the cordidence of insurance men in
considering electric Mglil stulions as risk"* would Ih: greatly
cral

strengthened.
Titi',

Disi'i'ssioN.

K. Pakidn;
think it is pretty well unAcTsUxu\
what the position of tin- underwriters is as rcgurdn the
matter of electric lighting, ami 1 hardly feel that it is ncc
essary for me to lake up the time of the convention with
have with us Mr. Anderson
any extended rx-niarks.
and Mr. lloughtrm, both menibcrs ni the ele<tri(; lighting
S.

I

Wc

comndttee nf the New \'ork Insuramc .'issociatiori and Mr.
Ryan, who is a represenlative of the Middle Department.
should like very mutb to rail upon Mr. Anderson, and
when he linishes, upon Mr. Itoughtiin and Mr. Kyan.
I
know that they are all ihoionghly in symi)athy with us.
Mr. Hot'cjiTuN: The situation of the boards in New
\'ork is very peculiar and different from that of any other
organization and wdiile we may not be able to pledge
ourselves as far as snme other boards may feel themselves
1

:

is only fair lo say that
the mterest of good
of
electric plants.
want to
practice in the erection
co-operate with the electric light companies, antl will cheerfully CO operate with the electric light companies in furthering the good work and will go as far in the matter of safety
They can
as the companies themselves are willing to go.

authorized to coininil themselves, it
wc have worked for several years in

We

not be too safe for us, and we will gl.adly enforce, as far
as the rules of our board will permit us, the most stringent
I say this in our behalf
regulations lh:it can be laid down.
but our jurisdiction is over very limited territory, the cities
should be
of New York, Brooklyn and Jersey (!ity.
very glad lo meet a committee from this organization anri
upon
see if we cannot agree— I believe wc could agree
details for the proper conduct of the business of electrical
companies and ourselves, that should be satisfactory to both
in the city of New York.
find in the city of New York
Mk. Anukkson:
that our architects are entirely ignorant of what should be
done in ihe construction of an electric light plant in a
Without consulting the underwriters they have
buililing
made their specificati^ms, and mailc their contracts. Now,
we think that this convention could do a good work
committee
of
the
underwriters from
invite
a
to
the city of New York and other large cities, and have
them educated so as to draw out the proper plans for
the insulation of wires in the dilTerent buildings.
know it is the desire of all electric companies to do good
work at gooil prices, but if they can't do work at a good
price they will do it at a small price; and by acting
in concert to prevent this cheap work we will all be
to
benefited, and I think that it is the proper thing,
I
know they are
get to work in harmony with you.
Some very expensive builtivery desirous of doing it.
ings are now in contemplation, and one point that I
hope this convention will consider is to get the architects
to work in harmony in their erection.
Mr. Kyan: As a representative of the mitldle department I have been sent here to hear what you gentlemen
I
heartily reiterate
Iiave to say in regard to this matter.
the sentiments expressed by the gentlemen here, saying
that the association over which our department has control
will put forth its best endeavors to meet you half way and
try to do everything in our power to make the interest of
I
have examined a
the electric light stations our own.
great many stations in Pennsylvania and I have seen a
number of electric light men, and the best of them complain
It
bitterly of the competition of irresponsible people.
seems to me it lies within your power to help us out in this
respect,
to make such rules as you think it is proper,
and we will enforce them to the best of our ability.
I think
that by both associations working in harmony a
great deal more good can be done than is thought of at this

We

of

We

time.

Mr. Barton: Before this subject is passed, I would
am not only a member of the New York
Kire Underwriters, and delegate from that association, but
I am
also a member of the New York State association,
which association has jurisdiction over this state outside of
New York city. This circular was formulated at the July
meeting; a committee was appointed to represent the orThe delegate is not
ganization at this meeting to day.
in the
here.
I can only say that the expression of feeling
convention was a very hearty one. to co-operate with this
convention, and T presume the only reason why the gentlelike to state that I

because he has been called away by his
If
may be pernot leave his work
mitted to say a woril about one subject presented in this
it is
the question of
report, on the subject of insurance
statistics given in regard to tire loss and lire premiums on

man

is

not here

is

electric

I

—

The amount at risk and the amount of premium
so small compared with the amount of value involved in
this great work, that the statistics presented may or may
I could
not, and no man who makes
not be misleading.
underwriting statistics his study at all, could pass any
opinion as to the merits of the statistics that have been preI am
very glad that the committee have
sented.
commenced this work, and I hope by another year
In this connecthey will get it into dilTerent shape.
tioii I wish to say that one feature that is omitted is a very
And that is the
important factor to the underwriter.
You ask for the amount of insurance
value of the plant.
and the amount of premium paid; having them, you will
If a plant is
get one other factor the value of the plant.
valued at $125. oiX). and isbumed.it m.akcs a total loss to the
owner.
If he takes $10,000 of insurance he only gets 10
You take simply $10,000 loss on a $125,000 fire,
per cent.
stations.
is

and your

'iiallhticH arc not worth anythintr, Iwrauwr the nrjtl
that Kan a $25,OfX> \o%% perhaps had iriKurcd u fs^.fXX)
value, and he had full inituranre.
In one cau we pay to
percent. lottH on value, and in the othcra total lrn%on v.dn*-,
a very dlffcrcnl Ihlng.

man

Mr. Aiixankkk: I am very glad Mr. llarlon ti.o
brought this matter up. The premium received iit in fxap
proportion (u (he amount InHured. Where the \o*h \% $10.
(NMi on a fl'Mj/MMi Htallon, if thr innurcd ha«i paid prr
miumn on $i(>/i(><>, then the iiiHuraiicr company gi-t<i ii-.
full value.
In making up the Htatistiin, the grntlcnuui
probably notices that <irvcral companies have not rrplicl
A gmid many of ihcm arc doubtlr%H insured, and paying;
premiuniH. While wc have k^okcd after Ihc Io««ch as far us
pOH^iblc. wc have rmly one \o%» not recorded.
The manager of (hat ilation (old me (hat the amount collected wa«
$38,(ir)ii— n iitalion in lloKton.
There Ih no doubt that to
oifset that wc have not received the amount of premium
paiti by numerouH t;ompnnic*( innured and not rc[K>rt<:d,
'l'heref(»rc,the ntatinticH made upuhow merely the amount of
premiums received from the companies reporting, Ihr
amount of losses collected by the companies rcp**rting, and
the amount insured.
Therefore, if wc would take thofir 2-|o
odd companies out of ihe 834 companies and take
the
other
companies and
Kay.
here is an average for 2;o comparncH insured, of say $i8,fMj(j Un
each station, wc surmise thai the other cornpanien not rc{>orting would also have an average of fiH.oo<» innurnncc.
There iti this immense amount of money that the
insurance companies <:ould gather in in premiimii, and Ihc
losses prop<jrtionatcIy would not be larger.
N'on ran sec
that, because the insurance companies do insure a good
station at 75 cents.
Now, it is for you to make such rules
as to bring the stations up lo conform with your re*
<|uiremenlsand then your losses will doubtless be small and
you can afford to insure at that rate. Now in regard to a
suggestion made by Mr. Anderson, about the architectn,
some time ago.
was going to propose that all electrical
1

1

companies
have ilonc

installing plants make Iteforchand plans, and I
for a long lime, when I was in business of

it

plants, --plans showing every flotjr, the wiring,
show the wires in colored pencils. No. 2 blue, No,
and so on, and then submitted that plan to the insurance inspector for approval before the wiring was done.
This inspection business is an easy matter. The inspector
only wants to sec that the proper joints are made, fuse boxe^
properly arranged, and so on.
Kvcry company insuring
installing

etc.

I

—

4 red,

electric light station should have submitted to it a plan
of the wiring made out in due form.
I think
(hat would
simplify the matter, and might assist the parties installing
a great deal.
I see Mr. Miller here, who is secretary
of the National
Insurance Board of Underwriters comprising all the insurance companies of the United States.
Mr. Mii.i.kr: In behalf of our association, I take great
pleasure in expressing the interest wc feel in this work.
I
shall take back to our executive committee a report of the
proceedings of this meeting, and I think we shall have
their cooperation in all matters relating to our commDn

an

interests.

Mr. Ryan
I
have here a few figures giving
the
statistics
of
loss
for
three
years.
In
18S6
were
The property lost
there
29 risks burned.
was $460,259. In 1887, there were 66 risks burned, giving
a loss of $681,930
In 1888, there were 9I risks burned
giving a property loss of $1,587,213, showing an increasing loss every year; it may be in proportion to the number
of wires already strung or it may be bad work, bad plumbIn 18S8, there were 75 electric
ing or some other cause
:

The aggregate
The aggregate insurance

property lost was $937,loss, $696,422.
The
insurance loss to the aggregate property loss was about 66
per cent.
Those figures are a little difTercnt from those
given by Mr. Ale.xander, and it seems to mc that if those
companies that have not replied to him, it is perhaps because they are modest gentlemen and do not want to tell
what they sulTered, because of tires. The number from
unknown causes was 20 per cent., exposures, 28; aside
from exposures. 25.
light station fires.

608.

I want to say that Mr. Ryan takes
by the burning of electric
whole row of houses should bum up
including an electric light station, the loss of the whole
tire would be charged against the electric light station by
\Ve only ask how much the central stations
the companies.
I think that is the way jou
have collected for their losses.

Mr. Ai exander:

the

ligures of

light stations.

company and could

at

$5,020.00

running expenses

THK

2si

55 per cent.
30 per cent.

present
Its

also

different

in

We

2.00

Sale of printcil matter

general,

in

formed

be

—

ANI> niSHt'RSKMENTS.

Cash balance from last report
Hues received from 76 members

service

8S

losses incurred
If a

make it up, is it not. Mr. Ryan?
Mr. Ryan: Yes, I think so.
Mr. Alexander: Here is a

central station located

on

a block where the whole block burning down caused a loss
of $100,000 of property; that would 1^ laid at the door of
the central station.
Mr. Ryan: In writing the hazard, wc generally charge
If there is a loss, we charge the loss to
for the e.xposures.
the exposures.

Mr. UeCamf: Vo I understand that Mr. Alexander
right in the statement that this loss would be charged to
the one exposure? Does he mean that it is chatted to thai
is

making up the statistics?
do not know positively whether these 6ghave been made up in that way or not. It seems to

particular risk in

Mr. Ryan:

I

ures
me they have been.

Mr DeCamt:
Mr Ryan: It

is hardly fair.
published for the information of the
insurance companies, and I do not think that it is unfair
from their standpoint.
Mr.DeCamp: I appreciate there isjustthediffereocebetween the insurer and the insured that there is between
buyer and seller in all cases; but another reason enters inIf ihis is the case, to put it as strongly as Mr,
to it.
.Alexander put it, that the electric light station risk, as a
On
risk, is charged with all that, it is certainly unfair.
one of our stations on which wx had carried $100,000 of
insurance, when the policies came due, wc noticed the
companies going off. Wc have an agent who has charge

Th.at

is

;
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I asked him whether the
all our insurance business.
rates were going to be advanced, and he said no, all refused
the risk.
Well, for what reason? It is an electric light
station.
That was the only answer I could get. It is an
electric light station, a station equipped as fully, I think,

of

as it may be equipped, with extraordinary good surroundings, built exclusively for a station, and still that was the
I would like to know
only answer to the question raised.
whether that applies all the way through. I am aware that
if we had some extreme risk alongside of us, we would be
charged more on account of that risk. That I will accept.
I had seven or eight years' experience in the insurance
business myself, and I admit that the rate on any risk is
governed by its surroundings, to a very great extent.
Now if a mill is put up, it is considered in a certain class
If there is a dwelling house alongside of it, and
of risk.
the dwelhng house takes fire and the mill is burned down,
is that loss charged to the dwelling house?
Mr. Rvan: I would Hke to ask, did the fire occur in

the dwelling house?
Mr. DeCamp: Yes, that is what I mean.
Mr. Rvan: The general supposition would be that
where the fire occurs that is the cause of that fire, and we
If it were a powder mill
attribute the fire to that cause

and burned up the whole street, the
There was
uted to the powder mill.

would be attribthe hazard.
That is

loss

the reason that we charge a greater per cent, of premium
on a powder mill than we would on a dwelling house.
Another thing that the gentleman makes mention of is his
That
station being a first-class one in every particular.
may be one station out of one hundred. If the insurance"
companies could get every electric light station in the
country and write a line on them, they might do so, but
the impression has got abroad that the percentage of badly
constructed electric light stations is such that the companies cannot keep a good average with the good ones.
Mr. DeCamt: That I do not take exception to. I
would look at it that way if I were in the insurance business, but the fact that the loss of adjoining property
should be saddled on to the electric light station, I cannot
understand.
Mr. Barton: I think Mr. Ryan is wrong in one particular.
The company does not charge the losses on all
of the surrounding property to an electrical station.
Every company doing a large business keeps its own statistics and every insurance company is just as anxious for
They have insured
business as the electrical companies.
electrical stations until the balance is on the wrong side,
and their experience has been such that you have hard
work to get a sufficient amount for an electric light station
If you build them so that they
to make any large value.
wont burn in the next five years you will find companies
going for those risks as much as for other risks
Mr. Francisco: In regard to fires in electric light
plants, if you will investigate the subject you will find
that the trouble has been generally with the risks themElectric light stations have been placed in all
sorts of clap trap buildings of every description, and the
fire in nine cases out often has been occasioned by some
other business that has been carried on at stations besides
the electric fight business.
After the Chicago convention
I spent several weeks in
investigating the electric light
selves.

stations and traveled over 7,000 miles.
I found a large
number of stations where every species of business almost
was carried on in connection with the electric light business.
Now, if a fire has occurred or does occur in any
one of those buildings it would be charged to the electric
light stations as the cause of that fire.
Now, in these
statistics that this committee has obtained, they found 34
per cent, were caused by outside fires.
Of course those
fires are nothing against electric light stations, and
in my
interviews with insurance companies
I have been in that
business myself I find that nine-tenths of all of the insurance managers, in answer to my question why they
didn't take electric risks have answered that they did not
know where the hazard was, and therefore, in order to be
on the safe side, they let them alone.
That is the great trouble with our electric light stations
at the present day.
Combining, as they do, all these hazards which are brought in here as a sample of electric
light stations, while, if a station is properly built,
and
properly taken care of, I claim it is just as good risk as
the best mercantile risk in the United States, and if insurance men will investigate the matter they will find that
that is the case.
Take a large number of the stations and
investigate.
The risk is not on the eleclric light plant,
not on electricity, but on some other hazard that has been
incorporated in that station, either from gross carelessness
or something of that kind.
For instance, here is one case
of spontaneous combustion.
Twenty-eight per cent, of
fires in such places, the account says, are due
to spontaneous combustion.
That is gross carelessness. Of
course that occurs from all risks.
But of course we can
wipe out that hazard if we would only remove the cause of
spontaneous combustion, and that is found in every class
of risks; you meet it everywhere.
Take that out and take
all of those things out which are outside practically of the
c|eclric light part of the station, and you have as good a
risk as can be found anywhere.
ICach manager must look
to his own station and remove these hazards which are outside practically of his business
Now, then, you see when
you get a certain number of stations of that class of property, insurance men say they will have nothing to do with
them but throw them all out, because they have lost on
those btations
As Mr. DeCamp says, he has got a good
station, but it has to be classed in the same category with
others because they arc in the class of risks the insurance
companies class :ts ha/ardous. 'I'he insurance companies
class them, and if they lind they do nol pay they will not
take them; they will wipe them out; they say Ihcy are prohibited risks.

—

Mr, IUrton:

—

Right on that point he would say that
the insurance companies charge too much for the best
and too little for the jioor risks; and the poor risks makes
the record, and the record gets so had that, from ihc undcrwritcr's btandpoinl, he can not say that it is to his in-

August

there is money in it by going so much below the average for the best ones, and going so much
above for the poor ones.
Mr. Morris: It seems a large part of this trouble
grows out of the fact that the insurance companies have
not the technical knowledge enabling them to discriminate
between the good and bad risks in electric light stations;
they put them all together and say they are a bad risk,
and that they will not take any of them, I am building
now a new station, and see the defects of the old one, and
nOw feel independent. I say to the insurancecompanies,
if you don't want to insure me, all
right; I will carry the
terest or that

risk myself.

But to go one step further. I think if we can't get the
companies to make this discrimination in favor of good
stations, then our plan is to form a mutual co operative
insurance company of our own, and w^e can make the discrimination that ought to be made; and we will take
the good stations, and wipe out the bad stations.
And I

move upon

that point that this committee be continued, and
that they formulate or prepare some plans looking to the
formation of an insurance company by eleclric light
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I think to-day and within the next six
will be no difficulty lor them whatever to get
of the insurance that is wanted from any of the companies, and at reasonable rates.
I have personally examined nearly every one of them.
I found scarcely a station
that is not defective, and many of them seriously defective, according to our idea, as fire risks.
But, on the other
hand, I find that no opposition whatever exists, but the
greatest willingness on the part of the owners of the stations to make any alterations whatever that would improve
the sfation as 11 fire risk, because they say, all of tiiem,
this matter not only interests you
it is not; only for
your interest to have our station a safe risk, free from
fire, but our interest is "twice as much as yours.
If
there is any interest in the Avorld that does not want
a fire, it is the electric light station; if there is any class
of business that can't afford to liave a fire it is tbe electric light business.
There is scarcely a station in
England to-day that is not undergoing changes, and the
stations to-day are rated
I think the average rate upon
them would be something about 2 1-2 per cent, in the
present condition.
In less than six months from now I
predict that the average rate on stations in
England will be nearly 1 per cent.
have written lots
of them to-day at 75 cents, and some most elegant stations are being built, and no less than twenty of the
most modern stations are going up to-day. The work
of perfection seems to have taken the strongest hold
with us, and every electric light company that is contemplating building stations to-day, is trying to do it in
accordance with the standard that we have established,
and .sonuMif ihem are even going beyond our standard
and, as Mr. Ilcntliorn, when he conies to his paper,
will show you, there is a .station in Providence that is
almost uou-combu.stible, and one in Waterbury almost
on the same principle. It is just as ea.sy to build them
that way, and that is the tendency lo-day.
If there is a
dollar in any class of bu.siness, the insurance companies
tric light station

months there

ail

;

New

—

New

companies.

Mr. Lynch
I would like to second that proposition.
would also like to ask some of the gentlemen who have
been furnishing statistics, a question.
I agree with Mr.
DeCamp, Mr. Morrison, and several other electric light
men. I think it very hard that the electric companies
should bear all of the insurance that is lost through any
fire in the electric light works, and I would like to ask the
insurance men if the loss sustained some fifteen years ago,
by the burning of the larger portion of the business section
of Chicago by fire, which, as we all know, was caused by
a cow kicking over a lamp, in a one-horse stable, I would
like to ask them whether all the losses sustained in that fire
were laid to that cow stable
:

I

Mr. Anderson
In regard to the statement that all
insurance companies pass all electric light stations in a
body, I think the gentleman who made that statement
knows better.
Mr. Lynch knows that stations are occupied for other purposes; he knows that the insurance companies rate them a higher price than they do when they are
used for that purpose alone.
Every one cognizant of insurance matters, eittier in Boston, New York or the large
cities, knows that the insurance companies make discriminations in the way in which stations are built.
have
some stations in New York to-day that are insured I think
as low as one per cent.; I think as low as 75 cents.
have some that it is hard work to get insured at four per
cent.
They did that in all classes. The result was so disastrous to companies that for a while they let them drop
out, and some one else took the chance as extra hazardous
insurance.
I think that no company ever made an improvement in the plan. As you have heard read to day,
:

We

We

the Boston board have shown you that if you build the
stations according to their plans, you can insure them for
Now, what more can you have insurance com75 cents.
panies do than that ? They say, "
are willing to meet
you as far as you are willing to go."
For the last two years I have been
S. S. Leonard
fighting insurance companies to the best of my ability.
comTwo years ago our rate was $1 50 and $1.75.
menced to use a fuel oil and were charged i per cent, adAll right, we said, we would pay it, because we
ditional.
wanted to find out about the oil, and our method of .handling it was very crude, and we thought that after we had
found out whether it was what we wanted, that we could
did not get the lower
undoubtedly get a lower rate.
additional, and yet
rate; they still charged the i per cent
every insurance man that has been there has said that he
cannot possibly see wherein the danger lies from the use of
can get no satisfaction from the companies
that oil
I should like very much to know why the inwhatever
surance companies, after they investigate and see that it is
no more dangerous than it was before, they should
It seems to me that there ought
still maintain" such rates.
to be some way to bring that matter down where we can
get insurance at the proper rate.
I would amend by proposing that the
Mr. Barton
old committee be continued and asked to tske in view the
matter that Mr. Morrison has suggested and also that they
be asked to invite the representatives of the difTerent in-

We

:

We

We

We

:

;

surance organizations throughout the country to meet with
them, looking to the formation of electrical exchanges
throughout the country and the operation of them; and
also looking to a system of inspection for the various districts, and that they report their findings at the next meetIn support of that amendment, I wish to say that I
ing.
don't believe any real harmonious condition of things can
be brought about regarding the whole country, until a sys
tern of thorough inspection, from an insurance standpoint,
is attained; and this inspection can be done by the insurance interest, because by that interest only can an impartial inspection be had
In New England we started some six years ago with
We took the ground in the outset
our inspection.
that we
should not consent to assume the electric
lighting

17,

hazartl,

unless

we

had

the

knowledge

that

So we
was being thoroughly and properly done.
We
appointed our inspectors and set them to work.
at once took the
po-ition
that
the electric lighting
company must pay for that inspection and they are doing
it, and they have been doing it from the first, and they are
doing it most carefully to-day and I don't believe there
is
an eleclric ligiuing company doing busniess in New
England, a parent company, who would willingly withdraw its support from our inspeciion bureau to-day, because it has been dcumnslraled to them that they are reaping as much good from it as we are and the result has
been absence of fires; the increase of confidence in insurance as to that mode of lighting. Then followed a quite
general reduction of rates, and as a consequence eleclric
lighting is done to a very much greater degree in New
I'",ngland than any other part of the country.
Why, in that
llule part of the Uniteil Stales, we have got over 200 elecEvery little town has its eleclric light stations to-day.
it

;

;

;

We

want

it.

MoRmsoN: I want to call the attention of the
of the association to the fact that the proposition to establish a mutual insurance company within the
association is not new.
On the 10th day of February,
1886, at the Baltimore convention, a proposition of a
similar character was iutroduced.
I am not going to
take up any of the time of the convention, except to
suggest to the members that they refer to the back numl)ers of the report to see what action was had.
I was
opposed to it then, and am opposed to it now. When
you come to the fourth meeting of this body, held in
Detroit, Mich., you will find there that a committee appointed at a previous meeting to look into this question, through their chairman, C. H. Woodbury, an insurance expert, reported adversely on the mutual in.surance i^roject, and it died. H. IE. Cleveland was the
originator of the idea of mutual insurance within the
National Electric Light association.
There were a
J. F.

members

of gentlemen who were ready to organize and
operate an association of that kind for the benefit of the
association, I take it. The investigation which followed
determined Ihcu that it was not a wise thing for the
National Eli'ctric Light association to take any steps in
this direction.
I believe that every man .'Should mind
his own business, if he can, and to that end I think inSTuance people should attend to the insurance, and
the electric light people to the making of light.
I have very little to say on the question of insurance, for
I had my say in our companies; that is, the companies
with which lam connected in the stale of Maryland.
We
cannot insure at all
Our stations are so built and
equipped that there is Httie or no danger of fire. We
have men patrolling them all the time, day and night; the
buildings are almost fireproof.
If I had an old tumbledown shanty, like a good many of you, I should want to
be insured loo.
I find that a successful company never
has a fire; but you lake a company that is losing three or
four thousand dollars a month, and a fire is a godsend to
them.
But you take a first class station, and you have a
good business, and of course the laws of business require
you to insure.
We insure; I think our insurance is about
one per cent. ;"or one and a-half per cent. We are insured
We applied for insurance on
for a considerable amount.
The insura station, one-half of which is built of wood.
ance men came along and Icoked it over and said, "\'ou
must make radical alterations," and ihey amounted to

number

.

The

on the structure
in premiums
We made the changes they suggested; had hose put in,
made connection with pumps, and they insured us for one
and one-half per cent.
If the owners of the building comply with the requirements of the insurance companies, I will undertake to get
you insured at a much cheaper rate than at present.
Mr Francisco My experience has been that if you
make a risk proper and right in every respect, stock
insurance companies will give you --ates just as cheap as
you can get in the Mutual. If you are going to run a
mutual insurance company you have to do it on the
Members of this company
same principle as they do.
don't want to pay some poor station when ihey can get
You
their own station insured in some other company.
If
have got to have money enough to pay your expenses.
you put jour stations in proper shape you can get a stock
company to carry it.
Now, as an illustration, take my

.$640.

amounted

original insurance,

to nearly that

I

think,

much per annum

;

own

I took charge of it they could not gtt
getting it at one-and one-fourth per
cent, and I made the changes required by the insurance
companies under the basis of the New England Exchange.
that rate.
I could make additions by which I could retluce
Mk. MdUKi^dN
1 understood from some of the gennumber
interests
that
large
insurance
a
tlemen representing
of leading insurance companies in the country were deciding that they would not insure electric light stations at all,
If we
simply because they were electric light stations.
are driven to that point it is proper that this committee
should consider the advisability of the idea that is all I

station.

insurance;

Before

now

I

am

:

—

—
i
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of knciwiiiti wliirllicr wv can have a co-uiift alive (jr
am nnt asking
mutual insurance company; thai is all
wish to K" '"'" tl-f Im^Iiu-ss of Immiimiv.'.
this hecaiisi!
have read that soniewhfie in New l''.njj;hunl in the ir>itnn
mills at one time, hniUnKthe rales of insurance unstilisfac
tory. they a(lo])teil a mtiliml plan by which they insured
their own mill, anti my information has Inen that the plan
was eminently sui:cessful; ami ihcy diil their own Imsiness
cheaper than they couUl net it done by the insurance companies, and
am inlormed it is existing to day. <H course
woulil not Ko into it an<! [int my -taiion in and a^ree to piy
anything, if you are lio nji to take indiscriminately tvcry
would insist upon it bciuR con
station that is olTcred.
lined to such stations as Mr. DeCamp's, Mr. Morrison's,
and the one we arc now building; ami some others, and
make the discrimination that ilie insurance companies fiiil
only want a repoit upon the feasito make themselves
hi ityofthe iilea, and le; the men prcsenl all lie statistics
and data they can ^c't on the subject
objection lo ihc iiincml
'V\lK I'ltiCHiDiiNT;
I see no
think that mir relief nnist come
lucnl MS ollVrcd.
The instirance conumnies niiisl ael upI'rotn ourselves.
with i;eiiiTidilii's.
or) ueiienil principles; they nuisl deiil
loudemn Ihein Ikciium' I'nnn e\
iiinl we should iml
perieiire with he whole cliis-i. they say Ihal they cnnuot
iilVord to carrv that class hii'ause iliey would rml iiudie
Ihitdi Ihal Die New
exceptions wilhiii that class.
Kuiilnnd lioai'd is on Ihe riiilit line, and thai our relief
with insuninee
iiiusi eonie frtnn the hearty co opei'alion

want—

I

I

i

1

I

I

1

r

I

I

I

interi'sl

toward eshihlishini;

out the eounti-y; and. as
eoMlinuin;.C

'"

t

<'""""dlli'*' if

siniiliir

exchanges

tliroiii;"h

no objeetioii lo
'he arneiidini-nl is aeeepled

sniil.

I

see

hy Mr. Morrison. The inolinn is thai ihc ivporl of thicominitlee t>u the luiniioid/inu' Ihe cli-clrieal niid insiir
anee inlei'esls be ivceived and liled iuid the coinnilltee
continued with instruelious to take under advisi'Uieiil
Ihe fcasildlily of establi.shiny: a mutual insurance company, and Ih'at, tin- (M)uuui(lce invite represenlntives i)f
the insviranee interests to rucel them a! such time ami
place as they may iiesi'j.iiale, with a \iew to lakinir "^oMii'
lani^iblc action lookim; lo irrsp etion and the eslnblisli.
inenl of elcelrii-nl c\ehani;:es locov r the wlioli' country.
The resolutitm was adoptnl.
UnAUi.Rs A. BitiiwN of C'hica.L^o: May I olVer a ivsolulion. that a commillce of three be appointed by lire
presideni and iuslrucled to prepare ami present lo Ihe
proper eoimnitlec of <-onij;r'css a pel it ion urr behalf
of the National Klcclric Li,i,drl associalinii lor lire alutli
tioir of the eusloms duly on copper, ingot, wire plates,
sheets, bar-s and rods?
Mk. MouiiiHoN; If we eouhl get ('ongrcs.s to accept
that. 1 think thai
the W(uk of^ Ihc National Eleetric
Liilht association will have reached the point which wrjl
entitle it to the liralefid remcmbi.-inecsof ever-y citizen of
this coirrrtry wlm has ihe t;iuHl of Ibis i-ounlry al heart.
1 am delidilcd llial it earue fi'oiu ;i i;enllenran from I'lricai^o.
1 \\<nrld l>c vei-y lilad if every i^enlleiiran errLJ,;iii"ed
impinue on <Mir all'airs
in other lines of busirress that
wouUl present pi'ecisely a similar ease, and nothiniiwonUl give me gicati'i' pleasure than to welcome Mi".
Hrown and his eolleagucs into tiie ranks of fr-ee tr'aders.
Mu. PiiKi.ry; I am very glad that Mr. Morrison has
proeecdeil with srrcb a heniiy eommendaliorr of Ihe resolutiorr.
It docs rrol .seem to me al
all ecrMain Ihnt Ilie
mioption of this resolulion would secure the abolition
of the copper tarilV ne.\t winter, but it wmdd be a move
Those wlio have read attentively the
ill that direction.
iniblic journals on the subject of Ihe copper larilV rrniy
observe that even prolecliorrisl jiturnals realize Ihal this
is

a tarilT

which oueht to go.
this body should

It

seems

to

meennni'ntly

nu-moriali/.e congress on
thissubjeel, in view cd' ihi' immense proportion that
copper iicars to all elect rie plants. I have not at this
time the pivcise tig;ures on that point, but it is
iinprt'ssion that copper enters into the eost of eleetric
plants in general to the extent of at least one-tliird, perhaps mole. And the further reason that I have is this,
that whatever will reduce malcr'ially the cost of electric
plants will indiieclly. if not (lircetty. increase your
Imsiness, the business that the people of this association
are eng-aged in.
All are desinuis of bringing the production of electric light down to as low a cost as possible, and the cost of the iirilial plant is a very large proportion of the cost of production.
And theii'fore, I
liave risen to seemid this rcsoluliiui. It is a move tow;ird
tlie future prosperity of electrical interests; and we have
t»oo(l rea-sons for taking It up, and a good reason in the
condition of alTairs is because the taritV is a useless tariff, and the copper men
themselves sjiy that they can
nuike their oopjicr for six or seven cents per pounil.
While the present ilitTcrem'cs in prices in this country
and Kurope are riol greatly pressing, we know what it
has been thnargh lire lack of eompeiiii{>n that has been
existing forsevi-ral years; niiil this laritV is the most
powerful instrumcni in behalf of those who want to use
it for future specnlaticni.

proper that

my

The

Puksidknt:

am

a ]>rotectionist, but I believe
and the resolution as olYercd
by the gentleniau from Chicago, it seems to me, is right
in Hue 01 the pioleetion of tlu' electrical industr-ies of
thiscounlry.
I ihirrk that we should
luvitcel ourselves,
not only against our forH'ign cousins bul against our
home friends and relatives, at certain times, and 1 think
this is one t>f the times.
first

I

m protecting ourselves,

The res(iluIion was adopted. The chair appointed on
the committee .Messrs. Hrown. Phelps and Morrison.
The PiiEsiDKXT: We will now hear front Mr. Henthorn on "Au Ideal Electric Light Central Station,
from a Mechanical Standpoint."

New Centr.vi. Sr.vrioN ot- The

It is

Narrag.\nsett Ei.EcrRtc
LuairiNc CoMi'ANV, Providen'CE, R. I.
HV JOllNT. HENrHORN.
without doubt generally conceded by the managers

of electric lighting
practical

.

stations that the main, if not the vital,
for their consideration is how

problem ever present

87

of the rnnnlni; expenscH of Ihe slabecause the stajjc o( doubt
and uncertainly, coupled with expciimcnl, huH lon^ nlncc
passed, and tlic lursiness of produiMn^ eh-ctricity comnirrcially is one of the leading; interests of to ilay, not only In
this country, bul In the world at lar^c, and h bcinjc rapidly
to best
tiori.

reduce the

We

crtst

slate this advisedly,

extended.
The reasons why it is so desirable to Ic»Hcn the cost of
the production of electricity will readily HU(f(;''>t thcmticlvcn
\Vc would, howtvcr, venture the
to the practical mind.
opinion (h:it one, but not the least one, may bc.foiwid in
the desire to increase the carningH which is relumed to
the stockholders with more or less frequency in the form of
dividends
In view of this condition of ihinK'* pertaining to mailers
electrical al the time t<i which our aliciUion was attniclcd lo
this subject, wc at once ^;ave the matter serious consideration, and came to ihe conclusittn that for the present at
least, the must needed and radic;il Improvements should
bear directly upcii the steam plant and aKo lo the median
ism employed in ti'anHmiltin>; the power thus (fencralcd to
the

dynamos.

Al or abtait the time lo which we have

just

M.

alluded,

^encriil mana^^cr of the Narrajjanvelt Kteclric
commissioned us
Lighting company, of I'rovidence, K.
lo design and plan the arrangement of the entire motive
power and machinery, as well as the bnildii'gs ami chinuiey
necessary to the com|)letion fif a proposed Irrst class elee
trie lighting station, which might be expanded to .in nit
male capacity of some 12 000 horse power.
'Ihe site for the new station is on the west siile of the
Providence river, and just noith of the I'oint St eel
bridge.
The lot comprises some 55,oco square feet of
land, boiuided on the noith antI soiuh sitlcs by public streets
and a water front forming tlu* east sitle.
In the preliminary plan (which was afterward adopted)
the new station was representetl as having two dynamo
buildings, each 60 feet by 200 feet
one on each street
the number of dynamos to be providtd for in each building
capacity
of Tdty to sixty
being about eighty, of an average
arc lights; the dynamo houses being un led along the west
side or end by a building used for ofTices, storehouses,
I'eriy,

j

I

,

i

—

etc.

are so arranged that a much greater numNotwithber than usual is located in a given lloor space
standing that this statement might lead one to infer that
the machines are too comjiactiy placed, there is still left
ample room for ready ailjustment, inspection, etc. All
the dynamos in each building are driven direct from pulleys rigidly secured to a main line shaft located below the
arrangement
dynamo room lloor
It will be seen that this
of buildings forms a hollow square, open on the east side.
In this space, which is covered by a well lighted and ventilated roof, are located the engines.
In view of the fact that the employment of the be-t type
of compoirnd engines is being constantly extended to effect
a considerable saving of steam or fuel, it was decided to
adopt for the station triple-expansion compound engines,
provided with intlepcndent surface condensers and cirbeing 160
culating pumps, the initial steam pressure
pount's.
As the lot has a water frontage of sufiic'ent depth to al
low vessels to lie alongside, it was decided to locate the
boiler house on that side, the plan being to discharge the
coal from the vessels directly into coal pockets of large capacity built into the roof of the house, from which, by a series of suitably arranged chutes and pipes, the coal is delivered by gravity to the front of the boilers.
The water-tube type of boiler was selected as possessing
greater advantages over other styles of boilers, and also
from the fact that a working pressure of 160 pounds would
be requiredTo the rear of each battery of boilers is located, in the
main Hue, an economizer for increasing the temperature of
the feed water.
IJy means of short branch Hues provided
with dampers, the economizer may be cut out as desireil
'I"he

dynamos

It is the
directly to the chimney.
When
intention to introduce mechanical stovers soon.
thus equipped the labor required to handle the fuel will be
reduced lo a minimum.
The chimney is made suflieiently larcc to produce ample
draft for the entire series of boilers.
It is located directly
west of the boiler-house, and adjacent to it, and extends
through the engine house roof. The size of the due itself
is 14 feet in diameter, and some 235
feet high above the

and the waste gases pass

engine room

lloor.

I\v means of the machinery, etc., thus outlined, together
with others of special design, al! of which will be hereinafter described, it is confidently expected that the actual
cost of the mechanical generation of electricity will be reduced to a lower figure than any other station having substantially the same capacity.
The buildings constructed thus far, and what was
deemed of sutlicient capacity for the present with a large
margin for growth, is a dynamo house 200 feet long and 60
feet wide, facing on Elm street: a boiler house 71 feet 10
inches wide inside, and OS feet long, running lengthwise,and directly on the Providence river, which is of ample ca
pacity to develop 4000 indicated horse power by the engines
and an engine house =>"; feet wide and ito feet long.
These structures are of brick, of plain design, having gran
iie underpinning and brown stone sills for the windows,
and may be, considered practically tireproof. as the only
wood entering into their construction is that of the window
frames and lloor. The chimney, although not as yet finished, is of 14 feet internal diameter, 2S feet b inches square
at the base, and 2^S feet nigh from high water line; this
structure alone will require 1.500.000 biicks.
Ample provisions for extension have been made, and
which may be carried out without in any way interfeiJng
with the regular daily operations of the station, or undoing
what has been done on the permanent structures. The
end and side wall of the engine house and also ihe end of
the boiler house are of a temporary nature, although buill
of brick.
Dvuij/no House Fctatuiitions,
The character of the

—

we had lo deal with through fill of ihc
conMrucllon nas that HJih h or)e woidd naturally
expect in dealing wtih a public dufnpiriff ground, whuh,
while frirming a very vdid upper cru^l, wa» ovilym^
Hirata of dock mud and blue clay, which, when once en
Icred, wa« as uniitabic ait oil; undeilylnK thin wan uind,
and finally hard pun wai reached at a depth varying; from
35 frcl 10 CO feci below hii{h waler
The unrcllablliiy of thin material delcrmlned thai piltntf
foundation which

work

of

nhonld

l>c

driven for

all

of ihc [Krmar.cnl

ings;

an<l the h[H:citicalionH for tlic

tions,

which

were (he

fir»l

walUof

the build

dynamo houkc founda-

were <Uf druwri
IncrcutiinK luward the river
be dfivcn; and Ihe whole,

tilartcd uiK^n,

thai pilcH of 30 feet in lcn({(h,
to 45 feet in length, ^tliould

which were of nprucc, and each bcinif II Inchcn diameter,
were cul o(T 36 Inchcn Iwlow cMabUnhcd high waler. 'I bene
piles, 216 in number, were drivu) nitcrnalcly in (wo row«
32 inches center lo center al light angles lo the wall; und
64 inches center lo ccnier parallel with ihr wall, each row
being hurmounled by 12 Inchen by 12 irchcH hard pine lirnbcr pile caps.
Upon theM: can^ waA Rla'tcd ihc mavmry
wall. 4 feel, 3 inches wide at the ba^c, tapering lo 2\ Inches
Thit
at the lop on ihe four feet level aliovc high waler.
wall was, as were all olIierK, laid in cement moilar In the
proportion of one of cement to two of ^and.

The assumption as to the Ungih of the pilcn lo 1)C tlrivcn
proved, from ihe nalnrc of the surrounding^, to be corrcd;
when <lriven al the farthest or west iKjinl from Ihc river.
hard pan was reached at a level of from },% feet lo 3H feet
below mean high water, and from thift point toward the
shore the stratum gradually dipped lo a level raniEtnK '''^''^
50 feet to 53 feel l>clow high waler.
Dyniimo //oiiu-.
I he walls of the <lynamo houKc arc, a»
bcffjie stated. 60 feet wide in the clear, and 2M) feet lorg,
and are 20 inches thick from the foundation up to ttic tevrl
of Ihe dynamo lloor, which is aboul 7 feci *y inches above
the average grade of the siilcwalk; thence it is reduced in
thickness by a pressed brick bell cour»c to '6 inches, and
carried up to the 20 feet 3 inch level, thus leaving 17 fce(
from the dynamo lloor lo the under tide of tl e wrought
as,

—

iron trusses.

The house is covered by a wrought iron truss roof
made by the Berlin Iron Bridge company, Kasi Berlin,
Cf nn.

The trusses are placed 10 feet center to center, the raftwhich are made up to 10 inch plate iron with 2xJ
inch angles rive'ed iheiclo, and the lower con! of 3x2^
inch angles; the struts or braces arc 2x1% inch angles.
The purlins running lengthwise with the building arc cf
2x2 inch angles spactd 2?''*» inth centers, and upon
which is placid the roof co\eiing.
Upon the roof is a ventilator S feci wide and 5 feel high,
running iSo feet longiludinally of the building: loihe sides
of the ventilalor are boiled double-glazed wii dows. *o ar
There
ranged js to be opened from below for vcnii'alion
are three half panels on each side <i the monitor, which
remaining
prrtions
of
cohered
with
corrugated
iron,
the
are
the sides and alio of the ends being of glas«.
In the design of the building no attempt was made at
ornamentation, the main object being to provide ample
light and ventilation in connection with means for properly
and economically caring for machinery placed therein.
To prevent any condensation from taking place on the
under side of ihe iron roof, due to the difference in Icmpcrature within and without, which would be exliemely cb
jeclionable and dangerous in buildings used for this purpose, the following described con conducting covering was
devised
Upon the purlins of t>e rcof is fust lightly
stretched galvanized iron wire netting of 2 inch octagonal
mesh, thus forming a foundation on which lo place two
layers of asbestos board, the edges of each sheet overlapers of

ping about two inches on its neighbor, the two la) crs breakOn this is laid a cDvering of
ing joints with each other.
tarred paper mopped over with hot asphallum. ami finally
a second layer of tarred paper is applied, and also breaking
joints with the lower layer upon the hot asphaltum, thus
completing what is intended to be a dry and incombustible
sheathing; and tinally upon the whole is ihen placed the
\o. 24 galvanized corrugated iron covering, the same being secured every ti^re inches fore and aft lo the purlins
below.
Ih-nanws,
In the general layout of the dynamos, provision has been made for placing four rows on each stdc of

—

The dynamos are placed
the center line of the house.
diagonally with each other in sections or blocks of four.
Each machine is supported upon a substantial brick
foundation laid up with cement; the several 12 inch walls
forming the foundation of each scries arc bonded togclhcr
and in fact, all built at one lime, so that ihe foundation
for one machine acls as a br.ice for its neighbor.
Between these foundations and Ihe wa'ls of the building
is a wooden floor of ordinary mill construction.
Directly beneath each machine is left open a section of
floor for a thorough ventilation of the armature, through
the medium of the cool, although i»crfectly dry, basement
below

AU

of the dynamos are belled
rigidly secured to the

to pullers

being started or stopped at

will

down through
main

shaft, the

the tloor

machine

by an .ippliance hereinafter

described

The ultiiiate capacity of this first dynamo house of the
station will be about So machines of the ordinary 50 or 60
arc light size, although much more po ver may be installed
by the introduction of machines of greater capacity than
ihal represented above.
The station will be started with aboul 35 or 40 machines
and when enlargement becomes necessary, from
lime to lime, the line shaft will be extended as desired, and
the available floor space left for that purpose will then be
in service,

utilized.

The dynamo room is thoroughly lighted on the sides and
ends by large windows, all of which, excepting those on
the south side or engine room side, arc of three sashes; the
combined height bcin.: to feet and the width 4 feet S inches.
are placed 10 feet, ccnier lo center and the
23 inches above the dynamo floor, and being sufti-

The windows
sills

.

.
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ciently low

influence the proper

ventilation of

the

are within a very short distance from the face of the heads,
the waste clearances are reduced to a minimum.
The valve gear is of the liberating type, the valves themselves closing by vacuum pots located level with the engine

dy-

namos.

—

Ci-ane.
Directly underneath each truss of the dynamo
room, and bolted thereto, is built in each side wall a chair

room

or casting for supporting the tracks for the traveling crane,
which was deemed essential for moving the dynamo
machines from one location to another in an expeditious

and economical manner.
These tracks are of 9 inch
pounds per yard, and were

rolled

I

beams, weighing 70

cut in 20 feet sections, the
bottom flange being bolted to the cast iron chair and the
ends strapped together by a plate and bolted
The box girder proper was constructed by the Berlin Iron
Bridge company, and is 5S feet in length, end to end. and
made up of two plates 30 inches deep, stayed and stiffened
on the side by \ gusset pistes, riveted between two 3x3
Across the top are
inch vertical angles on the plate girder.
placed at a corresponding distance, 5 feet 5 inches, two
4x3 inch angles 6 feet long, to which also are riveted the
At the top to the vertical plate on the out
gusset plates
side, and at the bottom on the inside, are riveted 4x3^^2
inch angle irons, the lower angles forming the track for the
trolley, which runs lengthwise with the crane.
The sides of the girder are further stiffened and braced
by a system of 3 inch x 2 inch diagonal angles.
Each end of the girder rests in a cast iron chair, and is
bolted and riveted thereto.
At the extreme end of this
supporting chair are located, 72 inches apart, the friction
roller wheels, which support the whole; and by means of a
shaft operated by a chain from below, and a system of spur
gearing acting upon one friction roller wheei at each end
of the supporting chair, the whole is propelled lengthwise
of the building.
chain is also used to propel the trolley
across the building or lengthwise of the box girder.
The

large cylinder the point of

and thus a perfect means

Shifl;]
belt

Engine Room
pleted,

is

57

— The
feet

engine room as at

wide and about

no

present
feet

long,

comand

covered by an iron truss roof, also made by the Berlin
Iron Bridge company, and of practically the same design,
and non-conducting covering as for the dynamo house.
When necessity demands, the house will be lengthened by
the removal of the temporary end party-wall, and the extension of the present iron roof up to the west end of the
dynamo house.
The change above contemplated will then accommodate
sufficient engine capacity for the first dynamo building, and
upon the ultimate addition of the second dynamo house
upon South street, the engine room will become about 73
feet wide and without any posts.
To accommodate this
additional width, provision was made in this present roof
for splicing out the trusses, and thus the two sides of the
roof would then become alike.
This can be done without
at all affecting the operation of the station a condition
throughout the entire work which we have always carefully
considered.
Below the floor is locited the first leg of the 26 inch
exhaust pipe, and above and supported upon the wrought
is the IS inch wrought iron steam pipe.
These
two pipe lines will ultimately form a U-shape, that is,
passing up one side of the room and returning down the

iron trusses

other.

—

Engine.
The engice, A-hich is of the triple expansion
was especially designed for the service of the station
by K. Reynolds, general superintendent of E 1'. Allis &
Co of Milwaukee, Wis.
'I'he high pressure cylinder of the engine is 14 inches in
type,

,

diameter, the intermediate cylinder 25 inches in diameter,
and the low pressure cylinder 33 inches in diameter, each
48 inch stroke
The working l)arrels of each cylinder, together with the
heads, are thoroughly jacketed with steam at boiler pressure, also the receiver between the high and intermediate
cyiindcrs; and that between the intermediate and low
pressure cylinders are likewise jacketed by steam at boiler
pressure.
The valves of all the cyiindcrs are located in ilu; heails
and as the working faces of (he valve with this cnnstnu linn

is

afforded to adjust the ratio of

New

The jackets of the two receivers and of the three steam
cylinders are drained by a pump 3 inches in diameter and
5-inch stroke, operated from the condenser of the engine,
the water being pumped into the feed pipe
The frame of the engine is one peculiar to the builders,
and was first designed for heavy rolling mill practice, and
consists of strong wrought- iron bars or rods running from
the cylinder head to the p How block.
The rods tie these
two parts together, and at the same time form a part of the
guide rod for the horizontal cross head.
From each crosshead extend two hammered iron piston rods for the intermediate cylinder and large cylinder, and for the small
cylinder one rod passes through the back head of the inter-

'

the two sides.
To the rear of the 5o inch pulley, between it and the
intermediate of the upper and lower side of
the belt, is mounted a short shaft parallel with the main
shaft, having two chain wheels thereon, separated from
each other by a distance exceeding the width of the pulley.
Two endless chains (made up of flat links) are carried by
this shaft, and supported by the guide rolls before referred
to
A portion of the chains, or flexible apron, is provided
with 2 inch wooden rolls, the same extending across and
uniting the two chains; the under side of the rolls being*
some half inch or more above the periphery of the pulley
when the belt is shifted.
In order to shift the belt, the dynamo is first operated
by the usual screw or equivalent device to slacken the belt
somewhat, to be immediately followed by operating a lever
which carries the wooden rolls ahtad from the normal position, thereby engaging the inner face of the beic, and, as
the chain advances, lifts the belt radially away from the
pulley, the belt then being stationary and the pulley re-

To start the dynimo the operation is reversed; that is,
the flexible apron is revolved rearwardly, thereby carrying
the rolls from the proximity of the pulley, and allowing the
belt to re-engage the pulley, the dynamos at the sams time
being actuated to tighten the belt

by hand adjust-

sirable independent of the action of the steam valve
The diameter of the main driving wheel is 17 feet, and
of 4S-inch face, made in segments and carrying a 44-inch
double belt made by C A. Schieren & Co., of
York.

— The

volving

fixed

employed to operate their valve gear, and for the large cylinder one eccentric is used to operate the two steam valves,
and one for the two exhaust valves.
The object and advantage of this arrangement are to
obtain any amount of compression that may be found de-

is

dynamo and

is

expansion relatively in each cylinder, and effect the greatest possible economy of steam, and consequently fuel.
For the first and intermediate cylinders one eccentric is

us.

device adopted for shifting the
such that loose pulleys and clutches are
entirely dispensed with, the pulleys being rigidly secured to
the shaft.
The arrangement consists (for each dynamo
driving pulley, the same being 60 inches in diameter), of a
curved standard or frame secured to and extending up from
the floor somewhat above the center of the shaft.
Each
side of the frame is provided with a series of narrov guiderolls, the centers of which are arranged in a half circle,
whose diameter is somewhat less than that of the pulley,
the curved frame in cross-section being U shaped; the
pulley continuously revolving in the space lying between

Belt

dynamo

cut-off

ment, and always independent of the action of the governor,

A

whole were made fiom plans designed by

floor

The automatic cut-off mechanism of the first and intermediate cylinders is actuated by and under the control of
the governor, and at the same time the point of cut-off of
the intermediate cylinder may be set at a fixed point independent of the governor if it is so desired, while for the

mediate.
The speed of the engine is one hundred revolutions per
minute. To provide efficient lubrication for the main bearings a positive oil circuta'ion is produced by a pump operated from the valve gear rocker shaft.
Condenser, Etc.
The condensing apparatus for the
engines of the station will be arranged in series; i. e., it
will consist of several surface condensers and combined air
and circulating pumps working upon one large exhaust
main, which is common to all engines of the stationThis plan was adopted, after some deliberation, for the
reason that any particular surface condenser, or a number
of such, with its independent motive power for driving the
pump of the same, can be operated at will, with the result
of produL.ng the desired vacuum upon the exhaust main.
And as all of the engines are connected to this exhaust
main, and are shut out at pleasure, therefore it follows that
any individual engine is not restricted in its operation to
the running of any condensing apparatus in the station.

—

Electric light stations, as we all know, are subject to
wide variations in power during a period of twenty-four
hours, and to economize power in the operation of the air
and circulating pumps of the condensers, we have selected
a cut-off engine as the motive power for the condensing
apparatus; the point of cut-off of this engine being controlled by the vacuum in the surface condenser.
As the

upon the main engines is inci eased, the natural tenin the action of the surface condenser results in a
decrease in the vacuum by a constant rise in the temperature
of the overflow water, due to the introduction of a larger
volume of exhaust steam into the condenser. This decrease
in vacuum immediately acts upon the cut off mechanism of
the engine of the condensing apparatus, and, by allowing
th3 steam in the cylinder to lollow farther upon the stroke
before cutting off, the engine increases in speed, and thus
delivers a greater volume of circulating water to the condenser, and at the same time correspondingly increases the
volume of discharge from the air pumps. An opposite
action results from a diminution of the load on the main
engine, and correspondingly slows down the condensing
engine.
The first condenser put in is 9 feet long, 6 feet wide and
S feet high, and contains 2,496 square feet of cooling surface.
These tubes, which are }|!- inch, and i^ inches in
diameter, placed one inside of the other, are suspended
vertically from brass plates with their upper ends expanded
therein.
The plates for supporting the smaller tubes are
some S inches above those for the larger or cooling pipes.
These tubes are arranged in 6 sections of 208 pairs to a
section, the water of condensation passing downward
through the lijinch tubes, thence upward between the
large and smaller tubes, where it then crosses over to the
next section, passing downward through the large tube and
upward thro'Jgh the smaller tubes, where it again passes
forward, the operation being repeated until the water has
traversed the six sections, when finally it passes overboard
to the river by an iS inch cast iron pipe, whose end is submerged about 4 feet below low water,, and consequently
acting as one leg of a siphon.
The injection pipe is laid in South street 200 feet south
of the overflow, and commences at a well having three
screen chambers leading therefrom to the river.
The
screens are covered with copper wire,
inch and ,\,-inch
mesh.
The condensing apparatus engine is :2 inches diameter
and if) inches stroke, with liberating valve gear, and of
the same pattern as the large engine.
The air and salt
water circulating pumps are respectively 24 inches and 16
inches diameter, each of 16 inches stroke.
Intermediate of the air and circulating pumps is located
on the ove head crank shaft a plain lly wheel 10 feet in
diameter, the center of the shaft being 10 feet i inch
load

dency

?,

above the

floor.

—

Auloinalii- Hi'ih'r Jui'iUng Mcchautsin
Upon the oppoend of the shaft of the condensing apparatus engine is
located the feed pump.
The pump has an automatic device for coiUrotling its stroke by the height of the water in
the boiler, and thus the stroke of the feed pump is autosite
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matically lengthened or shortened, as the case may be, to
correspond with the actual quantity of water evaporated in
the several boilers.
With this device we are enabled to run the pump at its
full capacity, even though its stroke may be from o up to 16
inches, without the use of a "by-pass," and thus at times
save considerable power.
This device consists of a float
mounted in the boiler and operating a balance valve in the
feed pipe line, which, by an increase in pressure in the feed
pipe due to an excessive height of water in the boiler,
causes the closing of the balance valve.
reaction then
takes place upon a differential water cylinder, and the
movement due to this increase in pressure upon the piston
contained therein shortens the stroke of the feed pump.
decrease in water level in the boilers has the effect of opening the balance valve of the feed pump wider, which
momentarily has the effect to reduce the pressure therein,
and this reaction upon the differential piston ac;s to
lengthen the stroke of the feed pump, and consequently
discharges more water, as required by the increased evap-

A

A

oration.

—

Steam Pipe, In a station of the proposed capacity of
it becomes absolutely essential that the main line of
steam pipe should be so constructed that full boiler pressure can be maintained upon it during every moment of
the year; and to avoid any possibilities of leakage that
would prevent its use at any time, we have so arranged all
joints in the main line that if any leakages should occur it
may readily be remedied without removing the steam presour?

sure therefrom.

The main line of pipe is i8 inches inside diameter, and
was made from our designs by the Continental Iron
Works, of Brooklyn, N. Y and is of A-inch steel plate,
with the horizontal seams welded, while at the ends for
,

connecting the various lengths together, a bell flange
was turned out from the material of the pipe itself.
These flanges were then double riveted together and the
joint calked up against its neighboring flange from the outside.
Where a wrought iron pipe joins a cast outlet or
inlet tee,
or to an elbow, they were likewise riveted
the cast iron flange, and the joint made tight by
calking the bevel edge of the wrought iron flange against
the cast iron.
This also admits of recalking, should it
become necessary at any time to do so, without removing
the pressure from the pipe.
The flange joints of all of the
cast iron pipe in the main line are made with male and
female joints, and into the recess of which is placed
a gasket of vulcanized asbestos.
The flanges are then
bolted together with 7-8 inch bolts spaced about ^-^^
inches center to center.
At each outlet and inlet, and directly upon the main
line, is placed an open way Chapman valve, having brass
seats.
The flanges of these valves are likewise provided
with a male and female joint, so as to prevent any possibility of the joint blowing out.
The piping upon the main line, beyond these valves, is
of ordinary lap-welded tubes having screwed ends, fitting
standard flanges and cast iron elbows.
Should any section
of this primar}^ pipe leak at any time, it can be repaired by
shutting it out by means of the valves above refe red to,
located in the main line.
The iS-inch main steam line will run along each side of
the engine room house, and at its extreme ends the two
lines wqll join, and thus form a U for feeding all engines
proposed for the station. Steam in the meantime is taken
from the boilers into each end of the pipe.
Ample provisions are made for removing all water of
condenjation from the pipe, by collecting it into cast iron
wells having water glasses thereon, and then trapped into
the feed water tank, from whence it is pumped back into
the boilers.
Shafting.
The engines are belted to jack pulleys secured upon open hearth cast-steel hollow shafts, through
which freely passes and revolves the 6 inch hammered iron
line shaft
On one end rf the hollow shaft is cast a head 24 inches
in diameter, and to which is bolted a 54- inch Hill friction
clutch, to transmit the power of the first engine of 500
horse power.
As the hollow steel shaft is supported in bearings 9
inches in diameter, and independent of the line shaft, it
follows that the engine and its jack pulley, and of course
the hollow shaft, can be stopped at pleasure by throwing
out the friction clutch and still allow the main line to revolve
as usual, but without touching the inside surface of the
hollow shaft.
In case that the main line is in operation, and it is re
quired to start up any engine, it is merely necessary to put
the engine in operation and throw in the friction clutch,
and consequently connect the whole firmly together.
Alongside of the clutch upon the end of the hollow shaft
is slill another of 60 inches in diameter, and of Soo horse
power capacity. This clutch is provided so that the main
line may be cut out at pleasure at that point.
All of the bearings in which the shafting revolves are of
liberal length, and provided with bronze ring oi ers, some
having three rings, while others have but two. These
rings encircle the shaft and revolve by contact therewith,
thereby carrying a large quantity of oil from a chamber,
formed in the lower part of the pillow blocks, to the upper
surface of the shafts, and thus provide ample lubrication,
a feature very essential in view of the fact that the shafting
is to run 300 revolutions per minute, and that the bearings,
especially those of the hollow shafts, are of large diameter.
Sea Wat/
The most difficult portion of the foundations
which was put in was experienced when we commenced
that of the boiler house wall upon the river front
This
resulted from the fact that man had from time immemorial
driven piles indisc iminately to replace those which had
become worn out or broken under the several old wharves
which had been in existence at this site.
When the former wharf, as we found it at the acquisition of the property, was removed, preliminary excavations were niaile, and an attempt made to remove the old
[)iles
found tlureunder.
During this operation the fact
was revealed that the piles were of a miscellaneous diameter
to

—
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lt.'n^;lli,

noiic of

tliL-ni

hcinj^ siiHiik-nt

for

our purposes cif buiMinj^' upon, sonic pulling; oul »|uitc
eiisily, while lis iicij;hlK)r wouhl he l)rokc[i in llic ittu-inpt.

This

fact pronipltHl us to tliivc all ul

the oUI piles ihus

lefi

new oius which we wishetl
lo insert, and thus v;et the nUI piles heynml a pniiit *(> tliat
our
platform which we prowuuUl
nut
inletfere
with
they
posed to place upnn the heiul of the new piles. The pllinjj
upon this wall eonsisteil of four rows, spaced 30 inches
center to center and parallel with the harlnirlinecstablishcil

•tanilini; ln-lnw the ^;ra(le nf the

lily, the center of the cluster of piling' helnj; (t feet ^^
inches frotn the established liarbnr line
In addition to these four lines of piling, there was driven
iU every alternate row inlaml and at ri^hl an^;les to the
harbor line a seriet of four piles spaced .( feet d inches. i\
feet (> inches, and 17 feet } inches respectively, from the
'I'hese piles, wliicli were of spruce, and
inner row of piles.
of II inches diameter at the butt and ?.[ to ^o feet lon^j.

by the

were diiveu down with a ram of 2,200 pounds, and followed np .il lite last by a follower until hard bottom was
reached, which varied from 45 lo 53 feet below hijjh
water.

They were then
established
upon the

cut o(T uniformly 7 feet 6 inches below
water mark by a circular saw htinj;

wa>s of
by

operaleil

the

hi^jh

lluatinj;

the

the

cnftine

scow,

the

which

and

driver,

used

number

for

of

drivlni;

new

pi Its

was
upon
beiiiK

When this was accomplished, after the usual
547.
of damage to the several saws incident to the very
frequent contacts with the stone ballast found telow. the
heads of the piles were ihtn surmounted by loxio spruce
timbers and securelv fastenetl to the head of each new pile
These timbers were alter
driven by 'J-inch drift bolts.
And
nately of 22 feet and S (eel (> inches in length.
linally. upon these pile caps, were securely pinned ami
planks,
which
thus
formed
a
platclosely laid ()-inch spruce
form 26 feet wide and extending the whole length of the
amount

river wall.

Inasmuch as there were already in place a large amount
of okl piles, 2SS in nundier, which had been redriven below the line of the new, I'ortlaml cement concrete, thoroughly mixeil in the proportion of one cement, two sand,
and one broken stone and gravel, was placed in bags ami
thoroughly rammed down between the new and upon the
heatl of ihc old piles, and so left that when the b-inch
spruce planking was placed .upon the stringers of the new
piles, a bearing also would be had upon the old as well as
upon the new.
l^pon this timber platform, which runs inland from the
river 20 feet, as above staled, was built the wall proper for
the boiler house an 1 its surmounting coal pocket
The
center of this wall, as we have before stated, is d feet (>
inches from the harbor line and the stone foundations.
having a base of 8 feet, were started upon this platform
and well beddeil in cement; all bottom stones being laid
Above this the wall
as headers, and of S feet length.
gradually tapered lo 4 feet i) inches in thickness at the 4
fool S inch level, this wall being laid up, as other foundalion walls for the station, with cement mortar of one part
of cement to two parts sand, the face of the wall being
thoroughly pointed up 2^ incites deep with Tortland cement.

This same construction of wall and four rows of piling
carried around the northeast corner of the house as
far as the platform extended, to prevent any liability of
washing from the river. Krom this point for the remaining portions of the walls the piles were driven In three
rows, 16 inches center to center of caps, and spaced 42
inches lengthwise with the wall.
These were cut otT 84
inches below high water, an<.l surmounted by a 12x12 hard

was

pine stringer, as for the

BoiUr

— The

dynamo

house.

section of boiler house built is
6S feel long and 71 feel 10 inches wide, to accommodate
four sections of bo lers. and is so arranged that it may be
lengthened the full width of the lot as required, or ultimately it will be 2CO feet long.
There are two rows of columns running lengthwise with
the budding spaced 14 feet 3 inches center to center, while
across the house the center lines of the two rows are 21 feet.
Lender each column
is driven a cluster of 15 piles lo a
depth of 45 feet to 53 feet below high water, and upon
these are built the cut granite piers for supporting the coal
i/oitSi\

first

pocket

The

piling for side walls

and piers was carried about

15

beyond the actual line of the boiler house, so that
the parti-wall is removed for extension the driving
of additional piling will not disturb any of the permanent
feet

when

structures

The walls of the house are z(y feel 1 inch above the lloor,
lirst 5 feet 10 inches, being 30 inches thick, with granite
underpinning and the balance of 32 inch wall.
Lengthwise with the house is an ash tunnel 4 feet
inches wide
and 6 feet 4 inches in ihe clear, in which is a tiamway,
and by means of a turn table opposite each transverse tunnel leading directly underneath each boiler grate, the carts
for collecting the ashes are traversed back and forth as ihey
the

become

tilled.

Directly over the boilers will Le stored the fuel for the
station in a wrought iron coal pocket 25 feet in depth, and
of a capacity for this first section of 2.5C0 tons.
lieing i.tirectly upon tide water, the coal is taken from the vessel
alongside of the building, and is landed at once to any section of the pocket
The coal, after being weighed in a

movable machine,

deposited opposite to the furnace
doors by gravity, the tloor of the pocket being built on
an incline lo facilitate the discharge of the coal.
is

—

The first section of 500 horse power boilers
were made by the National Water Tube
Co of New iJriinswick. N. 1.. and are. as the
maker's name implies, of the water tube type.
They are
Boi/iis.

fo' the station

Boiler

.

two

batteries to a section, each of which are of 250
horse power, upon the commercial basis of thirtv pounds of
water evaporated into dry steam per hour; and, as the engine is guaranteed to develop an indicated horse power for
12.6 pounds of water per hour, the boilers will therefore
set in

evaporate water enough lo ritvelop
i.KJo horse power per section.

by the engine abcul

the section is made up of 144 Htccl tuhcft
4 inches in diatncter and rb feel long, the tubes tcrinlnat
ing into charcoal iron cast headers lying hortzonlally.
"Tliese several hiyers of headern are nipplcd togciher with
4i-inch steel tubes, ami are linally coiiiirctcd to llur sadUpon the top of each boiler of Ihc
dles by 5-inch nipples.
Heclion are placed three 3b inch steam and water drtimH,
made up of 7 ib inch steel plate, Ifi the lower hide of which,
nt its extreme ends, are rivi-ud the up aiut down lakc-*addies which receive the end r>f ihc 5-Inch rear thiwn take
tid)es, and at the forward end the 5. inch nipples before
d< scribed, which are expanded into the upper row, of hori/onlal headets.
Inside and outside hand holes arc provided opposite the cuds of each tube, the fornu-r for
preventing serious accident to those it) chargeof the boilers
case of the breakage of a hand hole plate bolt, and the
latter for jjioviding the necessary water tight joint.
'The length of the grates imdcr each boiler Is (t feet, and
the width of the furnace <) feet, and they were designed for
the ultimate introduction of a mechanical stoker of some
improved pallet 11 when the next series of bolters is placed
in position.
Underneath each section of grates and below the level
of the boiler house lloor is a pit or tunnel, as before stated,
in which is a tramway for coru'eying the ash and clinkers
coUecled in a car provided for tliat purpose, and by means
of a turn table the c.ir is transferred to the longitudinal pit
or tunnel located ;it the center of the boiler house, from
whence it is propelled to the street, and linally hoisted by
power into the cart for conveying it away.
lu-onomher.
.At the rear of the boilers, and common to
each section of two boilers is placed vertically a Cirecn
economizer, having 192 4-inch cast iron tubes, each to feet
long.
'The Hues leading to the economizers are soarranged
thai the gases may be diverted by dampers through the
economizer, or into the underneath direct Hue Icadirg to
I'.ach boiler of

m
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the chimney, at will.
Chiinii<-y
'The chimney, which is 14 feet interior <iiameter, and when completed will be 238 feet In height
above zero level, is localetl niidwa) between thelwo streets,
and about 125 feet from the river line, and is surrountled
by the engine room.
The foundation is composed of 405
spruce piles, driven down from 45 to 53 feet below estab
lisheil high water line, and cut off 5 feet below this line, and
upon these, encased in sheet piling, is a bed of concrete
44 feet wide by 59 feet long and U feet 9 inches deep, thus
forming a block of 16,000 cubic feet, and weighing about
2,000.000 pounds, which is composed of one pari Norton's
hydraulic cement, two parts sand and three parts broken
stone.
Upon this bed was started the brick work, 36 feet
square.
'The first 5 feet of the walls are laid up in the proportion
of one cement lo one sand, above that, and up lo the 85
foot level, the proportion being one to two. and the balance of the walls laid up with Hmc mortar composed of
four parls sand, two lime, and one cement.
All surfaces
of the core or flue that are exposed lo the heat are laid up
with lime mortar,
l-or the outside walls, as for the other
buildings, red soapstone finish mortar was used, which becomes very hard after a short exposure, or when dry.
The brick used was a quality especially burned for us by
a local company, our only re<iuirement being that all of
them should be extremely hard and lough, without regard
10 color or size, and from the large cjuantity of brick re^luired for the work, ample good colors for the outside

—

work are readily culled.
'The chimney at the base is made up of three walls, the
outer being 2S inches thick, the intermediate 12 inches,
and the core or tlue 16 inches. The intermediate wall is
octagonal in cross section and surrounding the core or lUie,
which has an internal diameter of 14 feet. The outer and
intermediate walls are joined together by eight buttresses,
both being carried up at the same lime, and thus thoroughly
bonded together. Eight inside buttresses also extend to
within one inch of the outsitle of the llue wall, and are

up to its extreme height.
As the intermediate walls are carried up plumb ami the
2.S inch outside wall has a batter of 2 S inches in ten feet,
they finally intersect at the 90- foot level, and from thai
point the walls are gradually reduced lo 20 inches in thickcarried

ness, thence to 16 inches, and finally 12 inches at the commencement of the enlargement for the cap.
At the 3S foot 2- inch level a series of granite stone is

placed in each corner of the square; the same are so cut
that the form of the chimney is changed to an octagonal
cross section at the 46 foot 2 inch level, and that form is
thereafter maintained.
From this 46 foot 2-inch level, at
each corner of the octagonal, are pilasters 24 inches wide
and projecting 4 inches from the surface of the wall.
The Hue or core of the chimney has a xb inch wall, as
above referred lo, and is reduced at the 7S foot 2-inch level
to 12 inches, and again at the 103-foot 2-inch level to S
inches, and is thus continued up to within 4 feet of the
top.

At the bottom, of the chimney means are provided, by
arched openings through the various walls, for access to
all spaces in the base for cleaning, etc.
These passage
ways in the intermediate wall, by ascending vertical lad
der built into the outer and intermediate walls for that
purpose, also afford access to the clamper bearings which
are on the 37- foot 2 inch level.
The damper is made up of two sections, each hung at an
angle of 30 degrees from a horizontal line, so that by rotating each 60 degrees the two extremes of their motion
will be reached.
Each half of leaf of the damper is composed of six sections of i|-inch cast iron plates, having flanges thereon for
bolting together, and through which passes a 2 inch by 2
inch wrought iron spindle or shaft, the ends of which are
turned down to ij inches in diameter, which rotate on antifriction pulleys 3* inches in diameter.
The levers for operating the dampers are located between the outer and
intermediate walls, and the connections therefrom pass
downward, thence through the wall and finally outside of
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the chimney,
rcgtduior.

where Ihcy arc acted upon by the damper

ThiH unuHuol cciirtc W9h provided to that all of the
conneilionn would be prolcclcd from the weather, a» the
damiH-iH thcmnelvrH are :d»(jvc the roof of the engine honir
The cap fturniounting the chimnry in «if an fn-lagonal
form for the cone an well uh the outride, and i* made up of
Rlxtccn ffCClionH Iwlicd togrthci with copfwr Im>I(»; in thr
reccNN formed between each joint are calked (wo luycm of
one eighth Inch copper wire for the pur[>«A«; of forming a
water light joint, and ihiit protect the underlying WuV
work, and al the same time forming a mciujlic cintac. br
twccn the several sections of the cap and aUo Mrrving as a
guard against lightning.
To the cap proper la wcurcd by
copper lioltH a cast iron crc<tling of plain dcnign and of
about 5 (eel In height, which alvi format part of the lightning conductor.
The ab*iohile metallic contuci between
all HCClionH of the cap and cresting prompted ihe lonncclion therewith of the i^xjl ituh cop[>cr x<a\, which tcrminjlcH at

lower end. lo a i^* inch cant iron water pi|Mriver, and consc'|Ucnlly always submerged
leads us lo believe that all po%Hibtc provision<i have l»cen
made for this erratic, tmconlrollablc, allernallng current.
Hctwccn the intermediate wall anJ th* line it built a
ladder formed of 1 inch round iron, one end of which,
is built solid into the intcrniediaic wall, while the othrr
end is left free to accommodate iuelf to the expansion of
the llue.
'This ladder is located a short distance from the
angle of the octagonal, and is carried plumb the whole
length of the line.
Directly above and below the opening for the smoke
flue, which is lu feet wide and 18 feet high, is built into
the outside wall and 8 inches from the outside thereof, two
il rods, the ends of which arc i^ inches in diameter and
secured to a heavy cast iron plate.
Above thcvr arc built in
every 2ofeet,4xi inch and 311.1 inch bar iron braces laid edgewise, which, when bolted together, form an octagonal of
suflicicnt si/e to extend to within H inches of each side of
the chimney.
The last of these bar iron braces is placed
at the 153-foot 2 inch level.
'The method of construction is of a very simple nature
At the commencement a 12x12 inch cast iron plate, having
thereon a center or bench mark, was placed in the center
of the chimney, and from that center mark the axis of
the chimney is re established every 20 feet throughout its
its

runnirg to the

1

height.
.\ll materials used In construction were conveyed to the
top by an elevator having a platform 4 feet by 4 feet, arranged to run up and down inside of the shaft, and guided
at opposite corners by 6x6 inch hard pine vertical timbcr%.
which also serve for the gripping device to act upon in
case of accident to the manila cable.
As the work progresses the upper framework, carrying the overhead 30inch sheave, is hoisted up and new framework added
directly below.
.\t the same time interior scaffolds were
built

placed

every 5 feet
in the wall.

in

There

and secured by 6x8 inch timbers

be used in its construction i.50<;.0'k> bricks
In condution, we desire to place on record the fact that
will

and phenomenal success of this company,
but live years ago with 29 lighis, and the in-

the development

which

starteil

ception of this new station, marking an advance in Ihis
lield of engineering, is due lo the broad and comprehensive
labors and achievements of Marsden J. I'crry, vicepresident and general manager, a gentleman of sound
business abilities, readily grasping engineering details, and
fully appreciating the axiom that the "best is the cheapest" in the end.
Al

rKKNOoN SKSSION.

The convention was

called to order at 2:30 o'clock by
the president, and K. A. Wyman cf Koston icad the following paper on ihe constitutionality of electrical execution:

OiNSTITl'TIoNAI.ITYOKEXECiriON MY ElE<TRICITV.
IIV FKKIUNAM" A. WVMAN.
I have
been honored by an invitation to say a few
words to you upon the subject of putting criminals to death
by electricity.
maintain that at the present time, under
the existing laws, except in a few states, legislatures cannot authorize, and courts cannot inflict such punishment.
The theory that "all men arc born free and equal, and
have certain natural, essential and inalienable rights,
among which may be reckoned the right ol enjoying and
defending their lives and liberties, that of acquiring and
protecting property, in fine, that of seeking and obtaining
their safety and happiness," lies at the very foundation
of the government of each state of our L'nion.
When a
man takes from his neighbor's rights by crime, government
takes from his rights by punishment.
Punishment is to
"reform the offender; to deter him and others from comlictr.ter s
mitting like offences, and to protect society."
Diet., rutushmcnt .\
The criminal should suffer for his
misdeeds to gain these ends of punishment, but punishment should go no furtter. The people of each state
decide what laws arc necessary for their safety and happiness, and they have committed to writing the fundamental
principles on which they desire to be governed in instruments called constitutions. With these constiutions all
acts of legislatures must harmonize or be null and void.
Constitutions are simply articles of co partnership, and we
are all partners (some active, some silent), and are working
It is frequently the case
under the partnership articles.
that an article is inserted "that no partner shall become
"
bonds.'
Now,
if
at any time it becomes
surety 'upon
desirable for one partner to go upon such bond then is the
time to change the articles of copartnership (or amend
the constitution) and not go on and violate the provisions
It is not as though the constitution was like the
thereof.
laws of the Medes and PcrsLins, unalterable, for the constitution can be changed at any time through the channels
provided by the instruments themselves. Lstc; arc made
by Nxlies of men chosen for brief periods, on account of
their ability to cope w ith a general variety of subjects, and
who are sworn to support and uphold the constitution
1

\,

—
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Constitut'wus are made and
under which they are acting^.
changed by the direct voice of the people acting upon

by Mr. Madison, took up the amendment, now numbered

punisluncnts

VIII, "excessive

particular subject and with a direct bearing upon the
We, each of us live in our respective states besubject.
cause we like the constitulion of the state
If at any time we aie dissatisfied, we can, if a sufficient number of our fellow-citizens think our views are

proposition).

shock the sense of the community. * * * "
In Done,
The People, 5 Parker, New York, 382,
Campbell J. enumerates the various jjunishmcnts in
England and New York, and adds: " I have run over
this l)rief outline histor}' of the punishment of death for
crimes anterior to the revolution, for the purpose of
showing that there was a cause for the dec,*\iations in
the Bill of Rights, and also as it tends to sued light on
the subsequent legislation in relation to capital punishment in our state. It will be seen that under that legislation the punishment of death must be inflicted by
hanging, and that burning at the stake, quartering and
disemboweling, breaking in the wheel and gibbeting
alive, would no longer be allowed, whether the power
to do so was derived from colonial acts, from the common law, or whether the condemned parties were Indians, negroes or white men.
Our Bill of Rights had
declared that neither unusual nor cruel punishments
should be inflicted. Burning at the stake, if it had not
been an unusual, was a cruel punishment; so was
breaking on the wheel, and so was gibbeting alive. AIL
these punishments had been inflicted while New York
was an English province."
In Alabama (Turnipseed v. Alabama 6 Ala., 664)

some

change the constitution. I'-ailing in that, and not
live under a rule of a majority. I do not think
we have a right to complain, especially with such good
walking to Canada and Mexico, and steerage passage to
light,

liking to

If then, some believe in the efficacy of
punish criminals, and if, as I maintain, such
mode of pun shraent is now illega', at least in nearly all
states, such believers can try to change the constitution
under which they live, and if unsuccessful and dissatisfied,
can seek green lields and pastures new.
In the "Report of the Commission to Investigate and
Report the most Humane and Practical Method of Carrying into Effect the Sentence of De. th in Capital Cases"
appointed in New York in 1S86, the following list is
given of the various modes of capital punishment: Aiixo da
beheading, decapitation, blowing
fe, beating with clubs,
from cannon, boiling, breaking on the wheel, burning,
burying alive, crucifi.xion, decimation, dichotomy, dismemberment, drowning, exposure to wild beasts, flaying
alive, flogging, knout, garrote, guillotine, hanging, hari
kail, impalement, iron maiden, peine forte vf dun-, poisoning, pounding in mortar, precipitation, pressing to death,
tabbing, stoning,
rack, running the gauntlet, shooting,

Europe only

:|;i2.

electricity to

strangling, suffocation.
The people of nearly every state have p'aced limits upon
The Eighth AmcTdment
the power to punish for crimes.
to the Constitution of the United States declares that
cruel and unusual punishments shall not be inflicted
There is a similar limitation in the constitutions of the

following states:
souri,

Nebraska,

SDQth Carolina,
Wisconsin.

Colorado, Georgia, Indiana, Iowa, Mis
New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Oregon,

Tenne5see,

Virginia,

West

Virginia,

of the following states in their constitutions
"cruel or unusual punishments shall not be
Florida,
Alabama, Arkansas, California,
inflicted":
Kansas. Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts,

Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Nevada, New Hamp"Cruel punishments" are
shire, North Carolina, Texas.
forbidden in De'aware, K-ntucky, Pennsylvania, Rhode
The constitution of Illinois says: "All penalties
Island.
shall be proportioned to the nature of the offence."
The constitution of Vermont provides that all fines shall
be proportioned to the offences. But no restriction exists
While it may be true
in ihe constitution of Connecticut.
that the legislatures, of Connecticut, Illinois and Vermont
with
death
by electrical current,
punish
crime
have power to
no such power exists in the law making bodies of all other
For
states, 35 such punishment is unusual and also cruel.
a few minutes let us look at the oiigin and history of such
a restriction in constitutions, then at the opinions of judges
as to its purpose and meaning.
The phrase cruel and unusual punishment " first occurs in the declaration of rights presented by the convention to William and Mary, before settling the throne upon
them, in 16S9
"On Feb. 13, 1689," in the words of Cmbett's Parlia" this day, about ten of
incntiDv History, Vol 5, p. 108,
the clock, Mr. Speaker, attended with the mace, and the
h ;use of commons following him in a body, went in their
coaches to Whitehall, where the right hon., the marquis of
Halifax, speaker of the house of lords, with the house of
lords, being placed on the right side of the door, within
the banqueting house, and the right hon. Henry Powle,
speaker of the house of commons, with the commons
esq
on the left side of the door of the said Banqueting House,
waited the coming of the Prince and Princess of Orange,
who. immediately after entering in at the upper end of the
banqueting house, came and stood upon the step under the
canopy ot state, where being the speakers of the houses,
'

,

with

the

(then

etc.,"

sixth

fourth

clause,

According to the annals of congress, which were the
"debates and proceedings in the congress of the United
States," compiled from authentic materials by Joseph
Gales, Senior, on page 754:
'Mr. Smith, of South Carolina, objected to the words
'nor cruel and unusual punishments,' the import of them
being too indefinite.
"Mr.- L'vermore: The clause seems to express a great
deal of humanity, on which account I have no objection to
it. but it seems to have no meaning to it; I do not think it
necessary.
What is meant b/ the terms excessive bail?
Who are to be the judges? What is understood by excessive fines?
It lies with the court to determine.
No cruel

and unusual punishment is to be inflicted; it is sometimes
necessary to hang a man, villains often deserve whipping,
and perhaps having their ears cut off; but are we, in future,
to be prevented from inflicting these punishments because
they are cruel? If a more lenient mode of correcting vice, and
deterring others from the commission of it could be invented, it would be very prudent in the Legislature to
adopt it, but until we have some security that this will be
done, we ought not to be restrained from making necessary
laws by any declaration of this kind.
"The question was put on the clause, and it was agreed
to by a considerable majority,"
On Thursday, August 21, 17S9, on the report of the
committee of the whole, this clause was adopted.
The courts have spoken as follows upon the meaning of
this

phrase cruel and,

unusual punishments.

or, cruel or

In New Mexico the court said:
"All punishment is
more or less cruel, and the kind of punishment to be indicted upon criminals to induce reformation, and repress
and deter the thief from a repetition of his larcenies has
generally been left to the sound discretion of the law-mak* *
ing power.
The word cruel, as used in the
amendatory article of the constitulion, was no doubt in''

lords

and commons that accompanied

thtm, were brought up by the gentleman usher of 1h' black
rod, making three obeisan es, one at the lower end of the
room, one in the middle, and one at the step where their
And then the Speaker of the house of
highnesses stood.
lords acquainted their highnesses that both houses had
declaration
upon
a
to be presented to their highagreed
nesses which he desired might be read, which being granted
by their highnesses, the clerk of the house of lords, by
order of that house, read the declaration as followeth
" WiiEKEAS, the late king James II, by the assistance
of divers evil counsellors, judges and ministers employed
by him, did endeavor to subvert and extirpate the I'ro estant Religion, and the Laws and Liberties of this kingdom,
'
*
And Wherkas, of late years, partial, corrupt, and unqualified persons have been returned on juries
on trials, and particularly divers juries in trials for high
treason, which were not free-holders; and excessive bail
hath been Required of pers(jns committed in criminal cases,
to elude the benefit of ihe laws made for the liberty of
the subjects: <'ind excessive lines have been imposed; and
*
*
*
illegal and cruel punishments inllicled.
Antl wHEiacAs the saiil late King James II, having
abdicated the governmsnt, and the throne being thereby
vacant * * * And thereupon the lords, spiritual and
temporal, and commons, pursuant to their several letters and
elections, being now assembled in a full and free represen:

'

tative of this nation, taking into their most serious consideration the best means for attaining the ends aforesaid, do
in th'j first place (as their ancestors in like case have usually
done) for vindicating and asserting their ancient rights and
* * ^ That excessive bail ought not
liberties declare:
to bs required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and

unusual punishments inllicted."
The proceedings in Congress on the amendment were as

many

centuries as a

17^9, the House, as a commitUnion, in considertee on the whole, on the state of the
ing in order the amendments to the Constitution proposed
17,

means

of

extorting confessions

from suspected criminals, under the sanction of the civil
It was never designed to abridge or limit the selectlaw.
ion by the law making power of such kind of punishment
as was deemed most effective in the punishment and suppression of crime " (Garcia v. Territory i, Mexico 417).
Our United States Supreme Court said: "Difficulty
would attend the effort to define with exactness the extent
of the constitutional provision, which provides that cruel
and unusual punishments shall not be inllicted, but it is
very safe to affirm that punishment of torture, such as there
mentioned by the commentator, referred to (Rlackstone)
and all others in the same line of unnecessary cruelty, are
forbidden by that amendment to the constitution. (Wilkerson V. Utah, 99 U S., 135)
A judge of the Supreme Court of New York, said:
"It is diHicult, by a ger.eral definition, so to define
that
phrase 'cruel and unusual punishments' as to
cover its entire meaning, and that which in the judgment
of one man is cruel, may not seem to be so to another, and
that which is unusual to the sight of one individual is quite
usual to that of another. ^" * * Acts are startling only
The punishments inflicted by barbarous
by comparison.
nations are neither cruel nor unusual when measured by
their standards, and they become so on'y when measured
by the more humane one of civilization, nay, in some of
the states of our Union there have been and now are statutes prescribing punishments, which the almost universal
judgment of our commonwealth would pronounce
cruel
and unusual
and yet such statutes have there been
* Evidently then the law of the state
upheld.'
of New York, prescribing punishments for crimes com
mitted within a certain locality must be judged by its own
general standard.
Its right to change such general standard is unquestioned.
And the judge maintains that the
prohibition extends to the dei^ree of punishment, as well as
'

,

'

'''

'"

to the kind.

If then,

he adds,

it

may

be asked,

is

it

just

pronounce any punishment cruel and unusual because
/.-iyid to
which we have been accustomed, and
therefore shocking to our moral sense, why is the same
rule unsound when the tuYiV// thereof is to be judged?"
(Matter of Bayard, 61, How. Pr 300.)
In this case* of Bayard, a man who has been convicted
of petit larceny in Colioes, and was sentenced to iniprisonnient for one year, which was greater than the puuishnient for a .similar offense elsewhere in the state was
disciiariicd by a single .judge of the supreme court, but
this decision was reversed by the General Term.
In
Iironoimcing the decision in the latter case (63 Howard
Pr.. Kej). 70) Ihe court says that declaniliiHi, (Bill of
Eights, l(jS!>), rccili's crimes and errors which had m.-ide
to

'

'

not of a

"These rccilals consist ul Ihe
the revolutinii necessary.
acts only of the former king and the judges apiioinlcd
by him. and one of them was Ihat illegal and cruel punishment had been intiicled."
'I'lic punishments <-iinipI;iined
of were tlic pillories,
mulihilions, which corrupt judges of King
Janics h;iil inllicled williuut warrant of law, and the
slillings anil

declaration was ;iimrd :il thi' acts of the rxccut i\"c. for
Ihe judges appoinlcd by him and reiuuvable at pleasure
were |)ractically \);\y\ u\' thee.xeeulive
It clearly did not then refer to the degree of jiiuitshmenl., for llic criminal law of ICngl.-uid was at. Ilial lime
disgraeeil by llic iMlli<-tion of the very gravcsl jiunishment for slight olVenccs, even pclit larceny being then
piuiishable willi dralJi.
But Ihe ileelaratioM was intended to forbid the imposition of iiuiiishment of a kind not known lo Ihc law. or
not warranlcd by the law.
"The courts have rarely had occasion to consliMu; the
meaning of cruel and unusual |nuiishmenl.' * *
The lexl wrilers » * * seem to understand it as
'

•*

any cruel and degrading punishnienl nol
<'iinunon law, and protiably also those
degrading pmiislunenis which in any stale had become
obsolete when its e.\istingeonstituLion was adoi)ted, and
pniliiliiling

follows:

On Monday, August

to so

known

lo

so disproporlioned

to

the offence as to

'i^

tended to prohibit a resort to the process of torture resorted

The people

declare that

together

bai',

Ihc

where a

statute prohibited the infliction of any "cruel
or unusual punishment" on a slave, and an indictment
charged a man with inflicting "cruel and unusual punishment," the Court said
"True, the statute makes
two offences, or rather does not require that the punish:

ment

inflicted upon a slave shall be both crue', and
iniusiial to subject the offender to its exactions; it is
enongli if the jiroof shows it to be either the one or the

other.
To punish cruelly is one, and unu.sually is
another l^reach of criminal law
The statute, it is apprehended, does not use the epithets as synonymous,
nor in contrasi with each other; but it was merely intended lo make (he enaetment sulliciently broad to embrace a higli ollence against got)d morals, no matter
luider what circumstances committed.
Cruel, as indicating the infliction of pain of either mind or body, is
a word of extensive application; yet every cruel punishment is not, perhaps, unusual nor, perhaps, can it be
assumed that eve-y uncommon infliction is cruel.
But
be this as it may, there may be punishment that is both
;

and uuusua

cruel

."

The following punishments have been held

to be not
within the prohibition of the constitutions. In New
York and Pennsylvania disfranchisement and forfeiture
of citizenship: (Huber v. Reilly, 3 Smith. Pa., 113.
Barker v. People, 3 Cowen 68(i); In llissouri, labor on
the public streets: (Ex parte Bedell, 5 Western Reporter
In Vermont, cumulative punishment: (SUite v.
111);
O'Neil, 1 New Eng. Rep., 775); In Tennessee and Massachusetts, tine and imprisonment: (Ligan v State, 3
Heisk, 159. Commonwealth v Hitchings, 5 Gray, 486.
Pervear v. Commonwealth, 5 Wall, 47o); Under Federal Law, death by shooting: (Wilkerson v. Utah, 99
U.S., 136.)
In the above case of Commonwealth v. Hitchings, the
Courl saj-^s: "A law^ subjecting a person making a single unlawful sale of intoxicating liquor, for a first

offense to the payment of a tine of ten dollars and cost
of prosecution and imprisonment in the House of Correction not less than twenty nor more than thirty days,
is not within the prohibition."
In Georgia, imprisonment of one convicted of assault'
with intent to kill, for ten years in the Georgia penitentiary
is not cruel and unusual punishment because he is afflicted
with epilepsy.
(Fogarty v. State, 5 South East Rep., 782)
In Kentucky a fine of one cent and imprisonment for
three years in a county jail for an assault with a cane and
a cowhide, is held not to have been cruel punishment.
(Cornelison v, Commonwealth, 84 Ky., 583.)
In Texas, imprisonment for five years in a penitentiary
for stealing a horse, the term to begin on the expiration
of an equal term for steaHng another horse is not a cruel or

unusual punishment.
14.)

A

(LiUard

v.

State,

Texas Appeals,

,

fine of fifty dollars and imprisonment at hard labor in
House of Correction for three months for keeping and
selling intoxicating liquors, is not cruel or unusual.
(Per-

the

vear V. Commonwealth of Mass., 5 Wall, 475.)
In Virginia the court said:
"The common law undoubtedly considered corporal chastisement by the inlliction of
blows on the bare back as ore of the ordinary modes of
punishment, and ^uch punishment has been held not to be
within the prohibition of our State constitution, against
cruel and unusual punishments."
(Commonwealth v. Wyatt, 6 Randolph, 694.)
In Tennessee the Court said:
"Our sturdy ancestors
not only allowed it in the case of criminals, sailors and
soldiers, but considered It a proper discipline for iheir
wives and children." (Cornell ? State, 6 Lea 629.)
So that in Virginia and Tennessee "corporal punishment
by Ihe inflict'on of blows on the bare back" is allowed.
(Aldrich ?'. Com., 2 Va., Cas., 447.)
Under Federal law Hogging was permitted in 1835. (U.
S. V. Collins, 2 Curt., 194-); L)Ut prohibited in 1S50
(U.
S. Rev. Stat
4611.)
In Maryland and New Mexico whipping was allowed.
(Footer'. State, 3g Md.., 266.
Garcia t'. Territory. 1 New
Mex., 417 )
Thus far we have enumerated only those decisions which
have decided certain punishments to be legal, or the judge
exercised his discretion permitted by statute.
The courts
hold such punishments to be unconstitutional and void only
in clear cases of conllict with the fundamental law of the
We will now examine the cases where punconstitution.
ishments have been held to be illegal because cruel and un '
,

usual.
In State

Giles Driver, 78 North Carolina, 423, a hus
band while in a passion and under the influence of drink,
whipped his wife with a switch, and with such severity as
to leave the marks for two or three weeks, and kicked her
He had whipped her before, but not with the same
once.
i'.

—
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and when brounl" i'» tiial frr the hist whippinn
The JiuIkc -.L-iiti-iKi-il him to miprisonmcnl
nleadrd fiuilty.
in the cnunty jail for the s|)acf of live yc.-irs, itnd at tlir expiration thereof to ^ive security to keep the peace for live

severity,

Ikllie sum of five hundred dollais willi sureties.
was unable from poverty to appeal, Iml afterward lirou^jhl
the case up for review l)y certiorari on the ^;round th.tt Mteli

years in

sentence violated the Slate constiunlun whirli forliids
'I'he (-'oiirl in its opin"cruel and uniisual pnnishnients."
iim referred to the case of State v. Miller, 75 Nfjrth farolina where a man was sentenced to imi)rihonment in the
county jail and where the Courl awarded a new trial on
certain j^rouiuN, slrouKly iiitiinaliu^; thai ihe sentence was
'Ilu' coin said: "In our case his Honor
unconstitutional.
imprisoned the defendant for tive yiars, not in the penitentiary where he may live so lon^. but in the county jail
where it is stroiiijty probalile thai conlinemeut and fetid air
wouh! cause a linK'erin^i death. The oldest member of this
court does not remendier an instance of live years' imprisonment in a eonniy jail for any nifenie." In the case of
State 7'. Hi iver. the court held the punishment to be not
only "unusual" but unlieard of. and a!so to be "cruel."
In Ilo Ah Kow ;-. Matthew Nnnan, f Sawyer, ^52, an
ordinance directed a^iainst the Chinese. orderin>; a person
im(irisoned for a certain misdemeanor to have llie hair of
his head "cul or clipped to a uniform length of one incli
Mr. jusfrom the scalp thereof." was held to be illegal.
"The ordinance was inttnded <mly for
tice Kield says:
Chintse in San h'rancisco. This was avowed hy t!ie Supervisors on its passage, and was so understood by every one.
I

The ordinance is known in the community as the "queue
ordinance," being so designated from its purpose to reach
the queue of the Chinese, and it is not enforced against
any other persons. The reason advanced for its .idoption
and now urged for its continuance is that only the dread of
the hjss of his queue will induce a Chinaman to pay his
tine.
That is to say. in order to enforce the payment of a
fine imposed upon him, it is necessary thai lonure should
*
*
Probably the
be superadded to imprisonment.
bastinado, or the knout, or the thumb-screw, or the rack
no
the China
and
doubt
would accomplish the same end;
''*

man would prefer either of these mcdes of torture to that
which entails upon him disgrace among his countrjmen,
and carries with it the constant dread of misfortune and
*
»
*
Tlie complaint in this
suffering after death.
case shows that the ordinance acts ^\ilh special severity
upon Chinese prisoners, intlicling upon them suffering altogether disproportionate to what would be endured by other
Cpon Chinese prisonprisoners if enforced against them.
"
ers enforcement acts as 'a cruel and unusual punishment.'
electrical current is
death
by
the
That the inlliction of
illegal in those sixteen states whose constitutions forbid
"cruel r'>- unusual punishment" can hardly be doubted; for
although under certain circumstances courts construe "or"
to mean "an<l," and "and" to mean "or," yet this is true
only where the whole language plainly requires such conNo one can honestly deny that the punishment
struction.
tif criminals by death from
electricity is not only unusual
but unprecedented.
It is idle to say that the punishment
Such arguments
is dcatn. and such punishment is usual.
would prove the uselessness of ,^ny constitutional provision,
for a sentence to death by burning, by gibbeting, by the
rack, by any horrible torture, would be authorized, as it

would merely sentence
is usual and not cruel!
ment is inllicted are

to death

The

and punishment by death
by which the punishwithin the limits of the re-

/>it;u:s

clearly

strictions.
it
cruel?
I
Such punishment is unusual, but
is
maintain that the attempt to put to death by electricity is
Think of the agony experienced by the prisoner on
cruel.
being put into the rack (for it is no more or less than a
rack) n[X)n which he is to be killed at some tnie, perhaps
ten minutes, perhaps an hour. The man does not live who
can tell how much electricity it takes to kill a human being.
I have personally, within
ten days, conversed with a man
who look a full 2,500 volt shock, and he is alive and well.
He was unconscious for some time after receiving the
shock, but during the interval between the shock and the
unconsciousness he realized that he had been struck by
some terrible force
A man may have heart disease and
be easily frightened to death by the sudden opening of a
door, still )ou would not undertake to punish criminals by
scaring them to ileath by opening doors. You may be able
to frighten a man to death bv means of the rack now proposed, without even connecting the paraphernalia with a
djnamo. We all lemember the well authenticated case of
the man who, having been sentenced to death for crime,
consented to be put to death by being blindfolded and
having an artery in his arm opened; tlien when the surgeon
scratched his skin only and did not draw a drop of blood,
but let warm water strike his arm and fall drop by drop so
the criminal could liear it. the criminal slowly lost strength,
and linally died by that treatment.
In the examinations whicli have been held before a referee
in New ^'ork. to determine whether the punishment of
death by the electrical current to which Kemmler has been
sentenced is unconstitutional, because "crutl and unusual."
many experts have testified that no means ex'slcd by which
to tell whether any amount of electricity would certainly
kdl every man, so greatly dilTered powers of resistance;
men who had been stru\:k by lightning have related their
experiences, showing that even the immense power of
nature's battery has sometimes failed to kill; men who have
received shocks from wires charged with currents of varying force, have told of their sensations, and the horrible
pain they suffered
Where the state brings forward men
who testify to their belief that deaih by the electrical cur-

rent is certain and painless, there arises a contlict of e\'idence.
When experts disagree, who shall decide? In the
testimony before the referee, and in the articles and discussions in newspapers and magazines, the preponderance of
evidence has been that such punishment is ciuel. or at
least enough evidence of its cruelty has been given to raise
a reasonable doubt in the mind of an ordinary man; enough
surely to prevent humane and enlightened legislators in
other states from adopting such means of punishment in

ihe |)reHenl age of uncertain knowledge of electricity, and
enough lo iniluce the legislators of New York to repeal
their oun law requiring such mode of puninhniert
Itut the question now before uh \% whether the courlii of
New \'ork will pronoinuL' Mich ptinitihriirnl uncnnHlhiitional becau*e "cruel and nnuriual," a d not whether the
law making body ol New Votk wculd with alt the cviilcncc
xi%ls, have refused to legalize
llicn before it wliii.h now
such a cruel and unusual puni*<lnncnl. To enable the
courls lo declare ihal astalule is unconslituliunul, iln inval d
Ah the
ily must be sIum n beyond a rtaMinable ilnubl.
Supreme Court of MaHsachuHCtlH said in Talbot v I ludMon,
"lint it is lo be borne in mind, that in delb Cray, .|2'J:
termining tlic qiK'siiun whether a statute is within Ihe legitimate sphere of legislative action, it is the duty of coiirlh
to make all reasonable presinnplioiis in favor of its validity.
It is not to be su|'pose<l
tliat
the law-making power has
transcended Its authority, or cotnmitled under form of law
When an act huH been
a violation of individual riglits.
passed with all the requisites necessary to give it the force
of a binding statute, it nuist be regart'ed as valid, utdenH It
can be clearly shown to be in conllict with the ConHlitulion
It is therefore incumbent on tliosc who deny the
validity of a statute, to show that it is a plain and palpable
violation of constitutional right.
If they fail to do so, or
leave room for a reasonable doubt upon the ipiestion whether
infringernetit of any of the guaranties secured by
it is an
the Constitution, the presumption in favor of the validity
(See also State v. I.a*atcr, ') Hax.,
of the .let must stand,"
1

5«7)In the case of Kemmler there is, as I have before said.
either a preponderance of evidence that punishment by
the electrical current is cruel and unusual, or at least a
reasonable doubt exists as to its non-cruelty; and in my

opinion

it can be said with truth
that it has betn proved
beyond a reasonable doubt ih.il it is cruel.
have tried to show that the power to punish lies in the
law-making bodies except so far as they are restrained by
constitutional provisions; that cruel punlshmenls aie forbiilden in some stales, "cruel and unusual" in others, and
"cruel or unusual" in othtrs; to the history of such a restriction has been added tlie words of judges in construing
it.
My endeavor has been to show that punishment of
(.leath by means of the electrical cuirent
is so cruel
that
legislators ought noi to adopt it, so cruel that the legis
lators of New N'ork ought lo repeal their law, and so
cruel that the courts of New \'ork ought to pronounce
1

^Ve

will

now

hear from Dr.

(

itto

A.

Moses.
Dk..

Mosks'

Ai)I>ki-:ss.

—

aiii/ Cniith-iHcn »/ ///< .Iswdnfion:
We
have a very deep interest in the subject which has been
just broached by ^lr. Wyman, of Hoston.
I did not
have

M>: rreshlcnt

all

tlie

pleasure of listening to

all

of his paper, but

I

think in

one or two sentences he laid very clearly before us what
his belief and his proof was that killing by electricity is a
cruel and an unusual punishment and, therefore, violating
the constitutions of several states of this country.
That is
a view that I think will prevail ultimate!)' and lead, as we
hope, to a repeal of this very obnoxious law that is now
agitating our press and our people.
That law it would be
well for us just now to consider in its hislor)', and then I will

a few remarks upon statistical information which I
have gathered, owing to the kindness of the various members of this asscciation and of othtrs even not connected
with it, and then we will proceed to show that the main
object of the law is violated in the act of carrying it out
That is to say, the object o» the law was a philanthropic
one.
The method by which the killing is to be conducted
is one of the most barbarcus that could possibly be de-

offer

and therefore altogether unnecessary.
Two years ago many of us, I among the number, received from Elbridge T. lerry the noted philanthropist,
of New \'ork. a communication, in which he requested
some opinions or expressions of views on a proposed law of
killing by electricity
I'.ut
I
happened to be away, and
though he once or twice wrote to me after that. I never received his Ittters, and consequently did not participate in
the deliberations which led him linally to recommend to
the legislature of the state of New York, that hanging
should be abolished, and killing by electricity should
be substituted for it.
The law was put upon the
statute books, but very soon it became apparent, however,
that it was a hasty proceeding; we, meeting at our several
conventions, were too much occupied with the useful and
the practical side of our art and science to engage in any
vised,

l

considerations of such a far fetched use of electricity as
killing.
The result was that we allowed the law to go
almost unnoticed upon the statute books, and tinally when
the time came for a criminal to be condemned, we were
ourselves placed in that awkward position of representing
an interest, the chief instrument of which was to become a
public executioner.
It seemed as if by an instant revulsion
of feeling we became conscious of the fact that some one
or some interest had been at work for the purpose of bringing opprobrium upon electricity.
That was considered
far-fetched in the beginning, but afterward when wc saw
the precise methods, the cruel calculation, the persistence
of certain individuals
I might
say one individual -constantly bringing before the public the fact that the law had
to be executed and then fmatly trying to concentrate it in
such a way as to bringa further opprobrium of deeper dye.
as it were, upon one branch of our beloved art and science
when we saw that, wc were aroused. The result was, that
by a sort of spontaniety of action, protests were sent forward.
The tirst criminal who was condemned to death
under the law was not killed, but an effort was maile to
prevent his death, and he is to-day in that most unfortunate position.
Only recently, at Buffalo, the inquiry has
been closed after a prolonged hearing before a referee in
New York, and a most enormous amount of testimony of
a very contbcting nature has been brought to bear
It is a
sad thing that we have conflicting testimony, because the
fact that certain experts gave their opinions pro and con

—

I

I

mer; another like knocking his brains out with a trip hammer; another said that he fell himself full of nccdln; anif he had fallen from an immense height and had
been dashed to pieces upon the ground; another as if he
had been mashed.
So that allf>gether >ou will <ce that

other, as

the

symptoms

are different in

all

individuals,

and

all

ac-

companied with the most dreadful sensations.

the statute unconstitutional.
Tiiti rKKSiin:NT:

taken \>y the prrii« to convey the Idea that an iinecrlalnly liuii rxiittcd in the mlndt of thone who u*e the
current In great quan'iiy, a« lo il« killing cfTcc'ii,
Now, ihU action In New York and in Huffalo ha% |r<| to
a kimullaneouM I (fori oiiour part lo bring ltii« rnaitrr l^-forc
ihc < onveiiiion (or di'lituriition.
In '»fd«rr lo havr inforrTin
lion lor the < onvmlion a IcIUr wa« addrrt»cd lo r\cfy m:iii
agrr of a ccnira station in the ( 'nitcd Sialcn, to ihc nu(id>'-r
of >(«>o, rcqucHtiiig him to give infor'nation on certain ini|Kjrlanl pr)int<i.
If clcitricily wa« to l>r utcd at a killing
Pgciil, It tihoiilil )ic a certain agcni.
not go inlolhe
I will
qucHlion of JtN men ifulncH* Ijccuum from Ihc ciilbleruU
which
will prcseni later you will «fc lhal initfiiij of iKring
a inert iful agent it i^ the moHt cruel and ilrcadfiil agent
iniaginable, anil for that rcavMi alone the law s\\it\i\t\ UIfui aMde from that lit unccrlainly in Ihr etc
repeated.
nieni that ought at once to condemn it uh llie mrjnin of
public execution
I received from thrmc ^(X>clrcubr» whii.h
wc Mrnt out. kcveral hundred an<iwcr» They have l^ren
cloncly Hcanned. and they were directed to me up here.
I
have for llic last Iwo nlghlii ai cloiely al poviihle pcriiKd
their contents and I have come to certain conclunionn, which
I
will stale lo you briefly.
Ah tiome stalistici of thef c I may nay that I have rcrcivcd
replies in which I estimate that there were 73 accidents thai
had happened in central fclalionii
Of thi« 73, 19 were di«c
to the alternating cuir.'nt. Ihe balance to the conlinuou«
current.
The queitionn ihat wc anked bring out some very
remarkable information, and I have from ihii numerous
list of answers collated v>me here, which arc open to members of the convention
I
will read some of the remark*
which show that the sensation pr'nluccd by hcavv
currents not ^uflicient lo caunc dcith, i<i m> dreadful
and
so various
that
I
think
I
can Mifely
say
that
an examination
thcfe
of
papcrit
will
not
be
able
controvert
to
il;
that
two
no
people agree as to Ihe exact symptoms, that it, ihcy had
not the same sensation.
I'or instance, il Is clear that
the action of the current ujvon one man was tike cutting
him in two with a bu// saw; sncfhcr cue 'avH It wa<» like
striking him on the back of the neck with a mlcdge ham
hiiH iHTCfi

Now. if tiiis law has been parsed it brings an obloquy
upon our profession if that law is to !« enforced, we will

—

be bringing to bear upon the prisoner a punishment greater
than any dtvised during the time of the Spanish inquisi
lion
There they had numerous punishmenis. but there
was nothing that simultaneously tortured every ncne of the
body.
They would put them upon the rack; ihcy would
draw you apa- 1, limb from limb; they would put you
on the horse; they would tie you by the thumbs; they would
pluck out your cyts, but they never tcok every nerve in

your body and put

it upon the
stretch in one instant.
I
look upon execution by electricity as one of the most
dreadful conccctiorv; of a barbarous mind.
Nosv, gentlemen, an effort has been made, and a persistent one, to
bring this about.
I have looked around in many directions
for a case of this kind, and when I see that the citi/ens of
New York and all of our large cities to day. fear to touch a
wire; that they pass hastily under an arc light wire that is
stretched across the street; th'^t tbey shun il; that they feel,
as I have been told that when they arc introducing an
electric wire into a house they are in contact with the same
instrument that is to deal death upon a criminal; when they
feel in that Aay, I say that such feelings will result di astrously to our inlere^ls.
should with all the energy
that we have, push forward and try to prevent this.
Those who are inimical to us, spread such reports and
make such efforts as to bring our electric current into disrepu'e.
Let us go before the governor of this state where
the law exists, and ask him to repeal that law,
arc the
sufferers, and must inlluence the executive committee of this
convention to take some cognizance of this thing, before
it is carried to an execution.
There is still another thing that I would say: I do not sec
in this hall the face of one man who would venture to apply
such a thing as an electric current for purposes of death.
are here for the purpose of advancing the uses of elec
tricity to make it rejuvenate the world, to carry it forward
as a civili;dng agent, not as an instrument of torture.
I
doubt whether there is in this braad countf)' one reputable
engineer eleclricil engineer who would deign to connect
his name \\ith the application of this death-dealing instrument to the purposes of public execution. When Elbridge T.
(ierry in his pamphlet said that he had consulted physicians
for the purpose of finding out whether pru sic acid or morphine or strychnia or chloroform might not be used, and he
met with the universal reply that not one physician could
be found to administer any of these death-dealing agents
shall wc be placed in the position that one electrician can
be found willing to administer our current for the deathdealing purptise? I deny that such a ihing thould be, and
yet we hear that at this moment, while we arc here in convention there is ^^'nc at the penitentiary in Auburn, who is

We

Wc

We

—

—

experimenting on animals preparator)' to theadroiDistcnng
of thar current to that criminal Kemmler.
I say let us here co.ndemn that action.

It is impossible
for any one by experiments upon an'maU. to be able to
say that what has been done with them can be done with
equal elTcx't on human beings
t.et it not be trumpeted
over this country that the dying groan of th.t criminal
cursed electricity with its last sound.
Let us not allow il
lo be said by the papers that we have been iotroductDg that
which has become a public executioner.
This thing is not a new thing this effort to introduce

—

was
It
the killing of human beings.
thought of from the very day of the discovery of the
Leyden jar
The lirs: man who discovered the Leydcn jar
did so by means of a violent shock, so violent that at the
electricity

for

{CntinutJ
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erable number of valuable suggestions may be
gained, we think, by a perusal of the careful description.

Hon. W. C. Ely's address of welcome to the
members of the association was more than a
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A considerable portion of his
address was suggested by the fact that the assocordial greeting.
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The paper of M. D. Law on "A Perfect Arc
Station," provoked an interesting discussion on
engines.
The discussion hinged on the sentence, "On a pair of Corliss engines 23x48
inches, at 75 revolutions per minute running
day and night for nearly seven years, the actual
cost for repairs was but $25, and during that
time they were shut down but once on account
of breakage."
This remarkable record could
hardly be credited by several members of the
association.

Probably

the National Electrical Light ashave within a year a statistical
which will circulate data of value to

sociation will

bureau

the electric light companies.
The convention
took action looking to this end after listening
to A. R. Foote's paper on the economic value
data.
There was some doubt expressed
whether companies would be willing to furnish
data relating to their plants, but it seemed to be
of

impression that information could
be secured of sufficient value to companies
generally to warrant a strong effort to obtain it.
the general
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of the

devoted to a report of the proceedings of the
convention of the National Electric Light asis

sociation at Niagara Falls.

esting matters

came

A number

before

the

of inter-

convention,

several of which are referred to in succeeding

The attendance was
may be accounted for by

editorial paragraphs.
large, but this fact

fact that the

meeting was held

The next meeting
Kansas

City.

in

not
the

midsummer.

of the association will be held

President

Weeks proposes

to

make this convention of marked interest to the
members of the association. An exhibition of
apparatus

will

be made, which

will at-

tract great attention.

Ki.iX'i'Kic light men who expect to erect new
stations or to increase existing plants, will be
particularly interested in a paper read by John
T. Ileiithorn, in which he describes the station
of the Narraganselt I'jiectric Lighting company.
The paper takes up in detail each department
considof the plant and presents exact data.

A

are both

in

earnest

World's Fair in
This fact was abundantly demonstrated
1892.
when the communication from the mayor of
New York asking the association to appoint a
in

l'',lectrical

electrical

en-

Foote.

ance Measurements, by C. C. Haskins, Illustrated ...97, 9?,
Economical Size of Line Wire for Constant Current Circuits, by

in

The communication was

96,

.

Dynamo Room

Electric

industry.

tent to undertake this important

91,

the Storage Battery, by William

Committee on Patent Legislation

The
The

light

tion of statistics relating to electric lighting.
It
would be difficult to find any one more compe-

by p'erdinand A.

Wyman, and

Development and Progress

It will be noticed that a number of prominent citizens of Cincinnati sent to the association a communication asking the convention to
request the superintendent of the census to
appoint Allen R. Foote, of Cincinnati, special
agent, to have charge of a section devoted to
the collection of data relating to the electric
dorsed by the executive committee.
It is certainly to be hoped that Mr. F'oote will receive
this appointment.
He has shown himself especially fitted for work of this kind, and he has
already greatly interested himself in the collec-

83,84,

The New

1889

power to street car propulsion.
Every day
brings new developments, and the electric street
car is no longer looked upon as a novelty or an
experiment, but as a sturdy factor in the problem of rapid transit which is occupying the attention especially of growing American cities.
Its economical feature will interest managers of
street railroads, but it has equally attractive
features for patrons, and especially residents
along the line, excellent service, reliability and
freedom from dust, smoke and other objectionable features
in fact, its superiority from a sanitary view cannot be over-estimated.

—

\

Business Manager.

Eastern Office: 125 Temple Court,NewYork.

formation likely to

at

length of the magnificent water fall, of its beauty
and grandeur, its history, and finally of the proposed method of utilizing its power.

VAssociate Editors.

-
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cations,

met

ciation

17,

their efforts to secure the

representative to co-operate with the New York
World's Fair committee was presented to the
convention.
Delegates from Chicago protested
against any action which would commit the
association in favor of New York.
The resolution which was passed did not express a preference directly for New York as a site for the fair,
but we think from its wording that the New
York gentlemen got a shade the best of it. The
discussion of this matter occupied considerable
time in the convention and it was natural that
the subject should have excited great interest.
In the Paris Exposition the electrical exhibit is
perhaps the most attractive feature.
In the
World's Fair of 1S92 the electrical exhibit will
occupy a still more prominent place.

An excellent

idea of the progress that has
the application of electricity to
street car propulsion is given in the paper prepared by George W. Mansfield. It is not only
interesting and instructive to those interested
in electrical development, but particularly valuable to street railway managers, as it contains
authentic information regarding the operation
of street railways under horse, cable and dummy

been made

in

systems as well as electric traction.
ison of the

economic features of the

A

compar-

electric sys-

tem with the other modes of propulsion, can not
fail to
interest managers of street car lines,
Probably in no other department of electrical
development has such wonderful progress been

made

of late as in

the application of electric

The

wonderful progress that has been made

and the commersuccess that has attended electrical development is shown in the statistics presented byPresident Weeks in the address with which he
opened the tenth convention of the National
Electric Light association.
During the last six
months, he said, the number of arc lamps in use
in the United States had increased from 219,924 to 237,017, and incandescent lights from
At present there are
2,504,490 to 2,704,768.
109 street railroads, with 575 miles of track, operated by electricity on which 936 motor cars
are used.
The financial importance of electrical
industries can be estimated when it is considered that $275,000,000 is invested in it in this
country.
Interest in electrical matters is growing among all classes, as President Weeks says,
and to realize this it is but necessary to consider
the number of colleges that are establishing
special courses in electrical engineering, and on
the other hand the popular articles on electrical
subjects, in newspapers, magazines, etc., so
widely advertised.
It is certainly flattering to
American inventors and manufacturers to know
that their products are in great demand in European countries and that their ideas and suggestions are being carefully studied and eagerly
adopted abroad, but President Weeks warns
them they should not lose sight of the fact that
much just criticism is made by the English electricians on the street and station construction
in this country.
"It is a hopeful sign, however," he says, "that both local and parent companies are paying more attention to good
apparatus and proper construction of lines and
in the application of electricity
cial

planning of stations."

The

question of utilizing electricity as a
executing capital sentences was discussed by the members of the association with
commendable vigor. This discussion will be
read with special interest.
The topic was
brought to the attention of the convention by

means

for

two gentlemen who viewed

it

from different

standpoints, but came to the same conclusion.
Ferdinand A. Wyman handled the subject as a
lawyer.
In his opinion the law by which electricity is substituted for the rope was unconstitutional.
He thought that death by the application of electricity was cruel and unusual, and
even barbarous.
Dr. Moses viewed the question as an electrical engineer.
He objected to
the use of the electric current for the purpose of
effecting death, because he believed its employment would cast discredit on the profession of
the electrical engineer.
He thought that death
by the application of the current would be accompanied by the most excruciating torture. He
made his points with telling effect. A number
of members participated in the discussion, and
their views were expressed with an energy which
denoted how strong their objections were to the
employment of the current. The protest was
practically unanimous.
One member said he had
no serious objection to the new mode of dispatching murderers, but he was certainly not an
advocate of a general change in the mode of
conducting executions. One physician who was
present expressed his preference for electrical
executions, but he could not make much headway against the objections of others who participated in the discussion.
The result of the
agitation of the question was a protest against
the law and the aiipointment of a committee to
present the matter to dovernor Hill of New
York.
This action is the most serious obstacle
that the advocates of the new mode of execution
have encountered, and it would not be surpris
ing if a repeal of the law was the result.
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time he said lie would nnl irpfal it for the mown tif i-Vaiue.
It Wfis very soon llioiij^lU aftt-r thai that eli-ctricity could he
used for killing eriuiiuals, and so pliilantlirnplc a man as
Henjamiii Kranklin (in this respect the equal of Mr. (lerry),
tried e\perinienls upon animals in urtU-r tirially to he
Itut he
ahle 10 apply il to the killing of human hi*inj;s.
hail a most un fori u naif cxperiemc.
Ili'iijaniin hranklin
killed lurkcys and fowls and (loj;s, and on one occasion he
had killed a Uu'key, and in tlicexciterneni of llic moment he
accidentally touched the conductors of the machine ami received a shock himself, which he tiescrihed as somethinj;
lurrihle, and he would not repeat the experiment,
^*ou
will see that my statement that the- pain allendinv; the administration of clt'clr icily must he somclhinj; most horrilde,
is corruhoraled hy this
Hcuiamin Kianklin was lookinjj
at his hand at (he instant that he felt, as he descrihes it,
throii^fhout his whole hody, a universal blow.
Ilewns.
in fact, knocked senseless; wIu'ti he recovered he was in
ji;reat pain llnoujihont his whole body, and he was told thai
he hati been struck by the current.
lie was told, also,
that the spot he was looking at was where the current had
entered his body.
He examined his hand anil found upon
it, as conohoralive
of the statement, a puncture and an
clevalion, as he describes il, the si/.c of half a pistol bullet,
lie did not hear the sound of the dischar^je of ihe l.eyden
jars by which he was struck, althouj,;h by some il was de
claret! that il was as loud as the sound of a pistol, and
though he hiid been struck by the spark which others had
seen ami which others h.ul heard, he w.as neither conscious
of it by sijjht nor hearinj.^. while he felt ihrouj^houl Ids
whole system a universal blow.
Now, gentlemen, I think it will be impossible for us to
determine what the amount of pain is that attends an execution by electricity.
Those who have come back to us
from the l)orderlantl that separated them from the eternal
life, have said that they have fell the tortures of the damned
And yet they recovered in a very short lime, sometimes
within hours or days.
Now, what must be the a^ony that
would cause death? There is not one j;<>inj; to come back
from that bourne from wdience no traveler returns. to tell us
of his sensations.
Let us judge by what we know.
If an
explorer should jjo into a distant land and on his way should
meet with such ol)stacles and dangers as to deter others,
would we not l)e safe in surmising that greater dangers
were beyond? Such is the case here.
We find as a general experience of all those who have sufTered from elecof
tric shocks
great intensity, that the pain is most intense.
Therefore, why should we not expect that the execution of
an imlividual would be accompanied by still greater pain?
The object of the philanthropist is to put him out of the
world without pain.
I have my doubts
as to whether this
is desirable, but if they once state their position clearly,
that their object is a philanthropic one, we can only discuss
the (Question on that platform.
I
think, in passing, I
would say that pain should to a certain extent, accompany
punishment. We pass through life, and when we approach
the tinal day, we lind ourselves racked with pain.
Nature
provides that we should come in and go out of the world
in pain, and why should these gentlemen, the philanthropists, say we must go out of it after having committed such
crime as deserves death why shall we go out of it painlessly?
I
think that is a most mistaken philanthropyThere must be a certain punishment attached to crime
which will deter others from engaging in the same crime.
Hut that is neither here nor there.
We have in this case upon our statute books a law which
is a most obnoxious ore,
Fortunately for us, a man of

—

talent in

New

N'ork

has, in a disinterested

way, engaged

him«elf earnestly as the champion for us. in order to bring
about the delay of that punishment, to stem the tide,

may think once more and then
perhaps repeal this law.
I
think, to W. Bourke Cochran,
of New York, we owe, gentlemen, a certain consideration,
and he deserves our praise for the manly way in which he
has opposed some of the most brilliant names connected
with electrical science
how he has manfully struggled to
defend our interests from this obloquv.
I would say, gen
tlemen, that now is the time for us to call to the attention
of the authorities the iniquity of this law; first, as being a
barbarous practice; second, as interfering seriously with a
rising industry that some day or other is bound to be the
first in this world.
And now. let us not nip it in the bud;
let us not check this growth which has been so fair linancially, and for that reason I would offer a resolution which
embodies the vie.vs I had thought of, and which has been
put in form by those who have been considering the legislation of the country in connection with electricity.
1 his
in ori-ler that the legislators

—

resolution

I

will read:

WnKKEAS, The law

re<(uir!n5t the execution of criminals by elecenacted by the Gcnenil Assembly of the Slate of New York,
was enacted under a misapprehension of its philanthrnpic importanceand
tricity,

WhBkkas, The Nation.-il Electric Light association regards such
a law as an unnecessary dcgnid.ition of the most useful natural agent
that science has evt;r rendentl available for the service of man; be it
li-.'»frfxt: First, that the National Electric Light Association
does hereby respcctluliy puiitlun the general assembly of the state of
New York to repeal siiid law at its next session; second, that in view
of the inexpediency of said law, and until it is repealed, the governor
of the state of New York be requested tocomn ute the sentences of all
criminals condemned 10 be executed by electricity, to imprisonment
for life; third, that a copy of this preamble and resolution l>e forwarded at once bv the secretary of the association to the governor of
the state of New N'ork; fourth, that the proper ollicers of this association and that the chairman of the committee on state and municipal
legislation, lorward a copy to each member of the general assembly
of the state ot Xtw \ ork, at its next session, tos-ether with copies
of such papers as the committee may have at its disposal, urging the
repeal of said law.

The

address and resolution were received with ever)'
token of approv.al, and the applause was loud and prolonged.
Mr Wyman. of lios on, presented Dr. Moses a
handsome bouquet. Hr. Fell, of Buffalo, was then introduced by Mr. Huntley, and accorded the privileges of the
lloor.

Dk. Fell's Adoress.
Mr.

rKKSiDKNT:

I

have

come

conventioi to listen to the address upon

here to this
the subject of
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I
am oidy a phynician. I am not inany el> ctric light company, not interesb-d in any
except probably as a si ii-ntilic man in the advancement of every I lung pertaining to the welfare of man.
I'rom the demonslr.ilions which I made, I could not help
but come lo ihe conclusion llial ihcre was xut iigcnl we li.'id
at our conunand v/hich would exectite criminals with such
rapidity, and without ijiieHlion of pnln,
I am natitlied tiat
the experiments, so far as I atn cnnecrncd, dcmonslraled
timl what coulil be tlonc upon the lower animals could be
(lone upon man.
'I"hc qticslion is, do we want to have ihc
horrors of hanging kept up?
feel that the use (»f electricity
for the execution of criminal* is not going to liave the effect
you think it will have.
m.iy not look ai it from the s.-ime
point f>f view that you y\o.
wish I could.
If 1 thought
for one instant that the use of electricity In the execution
of criminals wotdd retard electricd progress I woidd say
do not use il; but
say if il is an advance, then let us use
it. atiil do nol
Iry l'> stop us.

electrical execution,

the time

terested in

Hlalc at the

way,

intense danger

1

I

I

I

TiiK Discussion.

Mk,

I'mI'I

woultl like to ask the (gentleman one or
D Fell, in the use f>f prusslc acid, is

I

:

two queslions.
there any meibod known to science
.

qinck as prussic acid ?
Dr. \'\\
think there
I

I

:

is

that

probably

will kill

a

man

n.s

nothing but elec-

tricity

Mr.

rni'i-,

Does

:

it

.'tdiustment of apparatus

Dr.

Fki.l

require the use of a harness, the
it rc(|uireany preparations?

— lioes

not think ihat electricity rerjuircs that
IVjI'I-;:
It does; it re<|uires
a very careful preparation
Another thing did not the Medico Legal Society
resolve that the use of ;iny method in tlteir pi'acticc would
affect their interests?
Dr. 1-i;i.i,
As to that question, I would say that is
merely the opinion of a body of men,
Whether it would
or would not, I cannot say.
If il would, I should say do
not use it.
d(j

I

:

Mr

:

:

Mr Morrison

\Vho do you think would be the best
the effect it would have upon the physician's
practice, that body of men or some other body of men who
did not use, or knew nothing about it? The physicians
gathereil together and decided, as Mr. I'ope suggestec^l, that
the use of any method in their practice as a means of execution, would be detrimental to them.
I
ask you what
body of men would be best qualified to judge as to what
would be injurious to the practice of their profession as
:

jutlge of

physicians?

Dr.

FI'.m.:

The

Mr.

ropi'.

\

physicians
would like to ask the gentleman which
has killed more people, gas or electricity ? Is it not a fact
:

week or two ago a new method for the destruction
of animals was introduced in the city of New York, and
that that was publicly mentioned in the papers as a more
humane method of dispatching dogs than the method heretof. re prevailing
that is, the introduction of gas in a
seated box, whereby they receive a painless death.
that a

—

Dr. Fell
I can answer that, very readily.
Possibly
the use of gas or any means of that kinil to produce death,
is painful during the first inhalations
very painful indeed,
until a man is asphyxiated
until asphyxiation takes place,
and that gas would be more painful than electricity on account of the nerve current being so much less than the current of electricity.
:

—

—

Wvman

Mr.
I would like to say two or three words
as a man.
I had to talk as a lawyer before.
I want to say
to you gentlemen, members of the National Electric Light
association, that if you have got a particle of spunk in you,
it is lime to bring it right
out; but if you want to go down
and have your whole society and profession 1 call it a
profession
killed financially, then you want to allow this
execution to take place
I tell you, you are scaring all the
men, women and children in the United States by allowing
this to go on.
Vou are fixing it so that my wife does not
dare have it come into the house.
I got her about ten or
twelve years ago so she would allow a telephone to be put
in, but you are trxing it so that I cannot have an electric
light.
These men who come in for the purpose of striking
at one part of your trade.
you have got to stop that. I tell
every manager of an electric light station here, e\ery man
agerin the United States of America, who wanls to increase
the income of his station, that the time for him to put his
force at work is now, and to Iry and stop this man from
being killed. Vou cannot do it bypassing resolutions; you
can do it by personal appeals to your governor, which
you must make if the courts decide that law constitutional
I do not believe they will
then it is for you to go before
the governor, not with resolutions, but send him car loads
of delegates; go yourself; sav, " Here, this strikes our
pockets; it is the case of gas against electricity; it is the
case of one man with one kind of a current against another
man with another kind of a current." And I say to you
right now, be men.
Do not fool around with this any
longer, but go there by car loads and lay right down on your
governor so that he has got to commute that man's
sentence.
Alexander
The doctor from Buffalo stated that
throughout the United States so many people were killed
by the electric current.
Before a committee appointed by
the legislature of the commonwealth of Massachusetts last
winter, the question of overhead wires came up, and experts testified on behalf of storage battery companies
against experts on behalf of overhead railway companies as
to the (.langeror absence of danger in overhead power wires.
gentleman whom you all know, came up as an expert
and testified. The attorney for the storage batter)- company brought in an affidavit from this party— it was not
known that he w.is in the room. He testified lo an enormous number of deaths caused by overhead wires.
The
chairman of the committee called for the gentleman, and a
young man got up and said he was the gentleman. Upon
close examination it was shewn that this young man had
no positive knowledge of the accidents he reported, in fact,
:

—

—

—

—

—

Mr

:

A

he had relied upon newspaper statements and circulars by
Harold 1*. Brown fi>r the information, and in not a single
instance was he in the city

when

tlie

accidents happened at

Another tfcntlcman

Kcmmlcr
r>f

tcHtificd

irivcHlii^alipn Ihc

electric currents

on behalf tA the
other day, an to the

and the

iKAhibiliiy (A

That very same man, IrHV than mx mr>nih^ aj;o.
before Ihe same comnilltee, was rvlatncil by a tloratce battery t:orn|»any to tchllfy that there wa* no danger in over,
hea'l wiring, no matter what Ihc currcni. whether hitfh 'n
low potential, and even if ihe wire was bare. The genih-nmn Htates there arc niimcrouit cascn.
I
have here a ( av
myHelf,
Harold I'. Brown, in a lellcr In Ihe New \^^%\^
I'ott, dalcd July f says u number of |KrrM>nH were killed
by a certain kind of ciirrenl.
TeleKrami* were lenl and
rcplien received from these [>crM>n« showing that ihc fclalc
rrenl was nol true.
v\ man about whom I wrulc lo Mr.
Brown the same dav regarding the facts, while inlnifcatrd,
touched a wire, fell face downwani In eight inchet «»(
water, and was drowned
These things i>ll show Ihal these
statements want to he more cafefully invrsiigaled,
Mit. |)K ilww:
I
want to ask lir. Fell if these *cvcral
htrndred deaths we will not question the numlKrr were
painless, and if on these ]K^ints he rests his claimK.
I)K. I'l.i.i.:
I
ran answer thai qucolion
llelmholi/
has demonstrated that ihc declric curreni passm— or
Wheaistone has dcmonslraled il at the rale of z'l^tt.fttH,
miles per scconrl of time. It has l>cen demonslraled lo the
mind and it is now accepted by physiologists ihal the nerve
current passes at Ihc rale of in feet per second, or ihat il
is 3. ux} times less rapid than the electric current
Now,
when the nerve curreni is that of sensation when we paw
the electric curreni through the iKxIy, is it possible Urt Ihe
nerve curreni to overtake il?
Mr. DkCami-: Thai is nol the rjueslion.
Dk. Fkll: .Some i>cople can ask qucslionn thai even
doctors in Buffalo cannot answer.
Mr. Dk (ami-: I want lo say I know of one man who
was killed unquestionably; bul from all accounts he suffered
considerably.
It was not a painlcBK death thai he rekilling.

,

—

—

—

ceived.

Dk

Mosks; Dr. Fell has touched upon a \cry interand one which can be settled and has l>een

esting point

on just such fragmentary testimony as I gave
awhile ago in my remarks.
It is admitted
ihal the speed
of thought as representing the rapidity with which a current can pass along a nerve, is about the seventh of a
second in the length of the human body about 100 feel a
second.
Now there is no more accurate observer on
record than Benjamin Franklin.
He said in the experiment I refer to, that he was looking at the spot where ihc
current entered his hand.
The distance could not
have been more than a foot or two, and yet he did not sec
the spark, though light 'ravels 200 miles a second.
Nor
did he hear the sp;irk which people said was as loud as the
crack of a pistol, and yet he felt a universal blow.
Thai
was the current of thought Ihat spark. The impression
of it did not go to his brain, but yet the retlcx action when
he recovered consciousness, led to its being impressed u|Kin
the brain.
What shall we say, because a man cannot come
back from the borderland and tell us all his*utTerings. that
we know whether or not he has sufTered, when we know
that those who h.ave escaped have had ihe most intense
agony? There is one other point
\Vc have all through
the body little brains: all down the spinal column there
are little collections of nerves leading to all parts of the
body, that are, as it were, rudimentar)- brains.
It is true
that if the brain be paralyzed, nevertheless, throughout the
whole body each nerve can be a thinking brain for iiself.
and able to give its own cry. I have just been told by the
gentleman at my right that he has seen a death by electricity.
That the man's cry could be heard for blocks, and
yet there was no doubt of that man having l>ecn killed.
Was there a mere spasmodic action? It may have been so
but I doubt it.
I think it was the united action of every
ner^'e in his body calling for help at that moment.
Mr. Garratt:
If
there is anything in regard to
this
discussion which we are anxicui
to
have,
it
should be a fair statement from experts to go upon
our records.
I
understood Dr Fell to say, speaking
of
death
by
gas, that
in the preliminary
stages
bcfurc nsphyxiutiou, it wnnhl Ih' vert' jminful.
I
should now like lo Msk the dtM-tor if. ofntft-ssilv. Ihe
asphyxiation ueud take plate Iiefore the e.xwuliori. In
cases of gas, you take the simple and familiar example
of nitrous oxide I might name a tlozen others, any chemist will he familiar with llicni
wlieri' inloxiciilion lakes
place lii-st
where the dirt'cl action uimui the cereU-lIiim
is the lii'st thinjr which
hapiH'iis:
I d<ml)l
if iht-rt- an*
many jieople in this hall w ho have not U'^oMie unconscious voluntaiily more than once by the nilrou^ oxide
thai is known a.s"lauirhini: ga.s.
AIs<'> the elTwl of vapor
of ether, chloroform, wliich is somewhat paiufiil. although we subject ourselves lo il. I si-t ply s;iv that of
necessity, death by pis is a painful dralh. whic'h would
call for a cry from every nerve of a livii.^ ImmIv.
Mr. Dkciexuahdt: "I think these cries are due in
great part to sudden fright.
I
n-fer to a c:is<- whicli
came about in this way. Being in swircli of a gang of
men to work in a basement. I walkeil into a dark plaitunder Ihe sidewalk and ag:unsi a bunch (pf wires earning n curreni of 210 voifx.
luunedialely I struck the
wires, I dropp*-d lo the gnnmd and ilid nol ntiiver ronsciousness until tifleen minuies afierwanl.
I decideil
settled

—

—

—

Ihat I had In-en scaretl lod<>atli. and I Ih'lieve that Ihes**
cries are due to sudden frighl
ex|M'rienci' in the
matter was contirineij by the fact that a few days after
I weni to this ItKalily and I handlnl
this curn-iit wiiji-

My

tml anv diltieulty at all.
I*(»ssibly. a greiil
nmnv of
these (ieallis cini Ik* tnu-ed to that aciion.
In one e:"w a
man was on a laddiT and had liohi of oni* stiptMirl of a

lump.

He

renclutl out. his fool slip|Mfl. inid he^TJispe*!
lamp with the other hand. dropjK'*! lo the
ground and hrttke his neck. Then- wjis no evidemv
Ihal the currt-nt dcslnnetl his life.
His
w;isal>s»H
lutely broken. The man <Tiiii oui for help.
wereloo
rvmole lo alTonl him thai help, and ihe cimuier's jur>'
bnmghl in the venliet thai his ne<-k w:i.s broken. I
s^itislitil that fntm lii^ him; e\|M-rience and knowleilee

the side of the

nwk

We

am

—
,
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He relaxed
liis business, it was a case of fright.
his hold when there was no necessity, and dropped to

yard arm at night; instead of going on the gny rope
he endeavors to walk out on the topsail yard, and he falls
overboard and is drowned.
In the meantime at a hotel on
sail

of

the ground

Prof. Anthont: I have only a word or two to say.
Dr. Fell made the remark that it was well known that
Wheatstone demonstrated that the velocity of electricity
was 380,000 miles per second. All of us know that
such experiments were unreliable, and that it is now
perfectly well understood that it was not the velocity of
electricity at all, but simply the time required for those
wires to be charged, and for a spark to leap across the
gap between the two wires. The velocity with which
electricity passes over any given conductor is not known,
and we know that that velocity depends upon a thousand things. In the first place, it depends upon the conductivity of the conductor; in the second place, upon

Main

it

afterward.

The man was

killed.

suffocated with gas.

name and

date,

and

I

American
I

hotel, I think, a
deal with these things by

have them

all

by date.

Over

in

Old Town there was a hotel with an incandescent system
of lighting
For good reasons the current was turned off
by the electric company and they resumed the use of gas.
On that night a man and a woman took lodgings in the
hotel and when the servant went to call them they were
dead, suffocated with gas, and five witnesses to the fact
I could enumerate case after case, which would show that
gas is more dangerous than anything else that you use in
daily life
Everything that you use is dangerous; the
food you eat; the whisky you drink or whatever it is you
drink.
The water which vou use if improperly applied,
Nobody ^vould blame the bricks
is a death-dealing agent.
that the man is carrying up on the hod, if a man walking
along three or four stories below happens to receive one
buzz
upon his head, and have his brains knocked out.
saw does not make a very good seat for a man to sit down
upon but a man of sense will not sit down upon
it.
Electricity is not a good plaything but if it is
used for arc lighting or for power or for any of these commercial purposes; if it is used with judgment, with the
ordinary safeguards which experience has thrown about it,
Now then, divest yourself of all fear of
it
is harmless.
these things.
Time will cure them all; after the men who
have attempted to throw discredit upon a business which
they claim will be their own 1 fetime business; after these
men who have become volunteer witnesses; after these
men who have practiced every falsehood and every deception and have induced the highest people of this land to be
sworn and volunteer as witnesses before tribunals who
have never called for them, except upon necessity; after
the men who have stained their names in this miserable
endeavor to gain an advantage over a competitor in busi-

—

A

have passed away and their names perhaps in
have been
forgotten,
electricity
will
upon as a friend and benefactor to
Warmth, light, power, everything
man.
that
is
desirable in man's life most is furnished by this current
which men arc trying to persuade you now is so deadly
ness, shall

many

be

cases

looked

Our friends seem to lay particular stress upon the fact
that the men who are advocating this execution business
say that the current will kill a man. Of cour.se it will
kill a man.
So will a hangman's rope kill a man; so
will a big knife over in Paris.
That knife will kill
people; and I think that is about as painless a death as
anything I know of; one whack, and away goes their
All the.se things bring you right here.
heads.
are
dealing with an element which if not properly held, will
produce death. So will the ice which you buy in the
streets.
you come to a question of painless
death a question of legal punishment divested of unu.sual or cruel measures, as the lawyer puts it, I a.sk you
if this it a paiidess death, and one not surrounded by

We

When

—

unusual and cruel measures, when you have a perfect
theatrical arrangement around the place where the man
is to be executed.
The very chair that he sits in would
almost scare a man to death; electrodes looking like
liver pads put on each side of the head
everything calculated to terrify, to excite the worst fears, so that he
would be glad for the pangs of death to come and relieve him from the tortures to be inflicted upon him.
I
rose to say that of course electricity will kill; anything
that has power will kill; anything that has not power is
of no use to man. I would have pursued this course
from the beginning; I would ignore this man who fas
attemptcil to place this blot ujion the profession which
he has disgraced.
I should have gone to the men who
employed bini and say, you cannot accomplish your objects by any such means or by any such instruments.
I
voted for the resolution in this association condemning
sort
of
publication.
did
that
I
it because I did not

—

think

the

notice,

nor

man who
did

I

worthy of such
was the proper
any such stain
But

next legislature, so that this disgraceful law

wiped from the

statute

books of a

foremost in the civilizatiou of the
teenth century

state

may

be

which stands

last ijart

of the nine-

i\lR. MoBRTS:
Pardon me for making a short talk on
the subject, but I cannot permit this discussion lo close
without saying that I question the wisdom of the action
that this association has taken on this proposition. I say
that we ought to look the facts in the face just as they
are
cannot say tliat electricity will not kill.. It will
kill.
So will a steam engine, and, as Mr. Morrison says
every iiower aseful to m-n, if improperly used, will
kill.
Now, I tpicslion the truthfulness of the slalenient
that it is a degrading use of elect ricily to use it upon
the criminal.
Jf wr {-an l)ring jjainless tieath to Ibc
criminal, then we arc doing
|ihilaiitlnopie act, and
then you arc ennobling the use of elcctrieily iind not degrading it. A man wlio makes the rojie might properly
^iKV. you are degratling Ids business to hang a man with
the rope.
Now, I recognize the fact, alluded to so
forcibly by Mr. Morri.sson. that this wholi' business
grows Old. of the rivalry exist inn' bel ween two liusiiicsses
the low tension system, direel eurreiil and the high
l(Mision alternating current.
Mk. I)I'N(an: In regard to the painlessness of this
current. 1 know of a man who has Hfccived two .shocks.
In one ciisv. he let down a lamp rumung from a Hj-light
3.01)0 ('andh' power macl!iti(\
He was working on the

We

:i

—

skilled

i

wire,

,

when

il

dropped

In

llie

ground and burned

17, iS

through the in.sulation to the ground. Without thinking, he stepped back and picked up the wire, when he
broke it off close to the lamp. He was standing on the
g ound saturated with water. Of course, that passed
tlie entire current through his body, and where the wire
struck his hand it bored a hole clear to the bone, and lie
became unconscious We finally released him from the
wire and when he came to consciousness and recovered,
I asked him what the sensation was.
He said it was
beyond human language to describe the feeling of agony
he suffered in the short time he was connected with tlial
wire. There is a case where that man has received this
shock and knows what the feeling is.
Mr. Law: I liave been knocked insensible several
times.
One of these cases was one in which I opened a
circuit, or the circuit was opened through me b}'- the
carelessness of one of my men, to a 700-volt current
through ni}' hands. I lay insensible at that time ten
minutes, they say. The other most important case was
one in which I shunted the current on a 60dight machine through my hands
At that time my first realization of any sensation whatever was the watching of

my

thing that came to my notice at
o'd of shape I was watching and
wondering if my hands would ever come into position
again.
Gentlemen, I don't want to go through that expei'ience again
The pain was terrible. In the case of
that man of whom Dr. Moses spoke, of course the current passed through from hand to hand.
I have had it
from the hand to the foot. In the case of this man, who
was unfortunately killed, the current entered at the
temple, passed through to the left hand.
Now, I think
that current, a curreut from about 50 lights, undoubtedly was very close to the braio. That man called so
loud that he could be heard about three blocks; his cries
brought the men to the pole. But he was unquestion
ably dead, because in the doctor's examination of that
body iu the coroner's testimony I find that the blood
was white it was turned to water; the curreut was
taken off immediately, so that there was no lingering
current after death occurred.
Mr. Lvnch: I think it would be a great deal more
fitting and courteous and l)ear a great deal more force
if the association is to present the petition and resolution
as presented by Dr. Moses, that they should be presented
by a committee of this association, and I would move
that a committee be appointed by the chair, of which
Dr. Moses should be chairman and Mi. Wyman one of
the members, to present the preamble and resolution to
the governor.
Mr Huntley suggests making it a larger
committee, so that it would carry a great deal more force.
Dr. Moses. I would suggest that Vice president
Maher, of Albany, be added to that committee or made
the chairman of it.
This was done, and a resolution calling for this committee was unanimously passed.
Mr. Morrison: It has been suggested by the Hon.
Mr Ely that a transcript of these proceedings, so far as
they relate to this case, be furnished the chairman of that
committee. That is to say, all these experiences such as
Mr. Law and other gentlemen h.ive given here in relation
to things they have seen and heard, be furnished to the
chairman of the committee, and that they send them to the
governor and see what effect it would have.
Dr. Moses: I would like to say that I have an armful of responses that would almost fill the governor's private office, responses from the National Electric Light
association, giving all the details, and if he takes the trouble
to read them that I have taken to collect them, he will rise
from the perusal with a horror that will not allow the ink
to dry upon his pen before he signs the papers for the reall
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peal of the law.

Mr. Morrison: The point is that that testimony is
not the testimony of tlie National Electric Light associaIf you take the transcript of the records furnished
tion.
from theie members, it will have a better effect.

devised it
think
that

method of clearing our skirts of
you have it with you now, a living issue. This law is
upon the statute books of New York. It is with you
to-day, and it is incumbent upon the electric light men
of New York to get rid of it.
It is incumbent upon the
members of the National Electric Light association to do
everything in their power to get rid of it
Do everything that you can to open the eyes of the governor of
New York, so that the case may be presented to your

That was a

lineman who understood his business from begin
ning to end and knew all the ii;mg(TS of it. lie did precisely what a man would who wants to go out on the top-

street in Baltimore, the

man was

the amount of pressure or potential; and upon many
other things. The fact is that in the nerves of tlie human body the velocity of the electrical current is known
In a
to be immensely less than it is in a metallic wire.
wet string, the velocity of the current in passing over
even a space of a few feet, is readily measurable, requiring quite a large fraction of a second to pass over
a distance of a few feet. I merely speak of this matter
that it may go upon record, if these discussions are to
be reported. th;it this (|iicstion of the velocity of electricity eaunol scitlc Ihc point as to whether the death by
I want to say a
electricity would Ix' painless or not.
word in regard to another point. An execution of the
death penalty, it seems to me, ought to be by some
method that would not require experts. Now is it possible, and is it likely and will it ever be possible to have
an electrical execution without bringing in electrical
apparatus
and prepare
the
experts
to prepare
all the paraiiherualia, before the execution can be perfamiliar
with
electrical
any
one
not
formed? Would
apparatus be competent to adjust tlie apparatus and
make the necessary arrangements, even after the execution had been performed successfully once, twice or
even ten times, by means of a given apparatus; would
you then be willing to allow your sheriff at the next execution to put that apparatus in order, place the elec
trodes and touch the button which was to produce
death? Would you find a sheriff anywhere in the state
of New York that would be willing to take that responsibility upon himself? Could you find a sheriff
who would be willing to fill this position? I doubt if
after one hundred year.s have passed, electricity will be
so understood by non-experts that they would be willing
Now
to take the responsibiliry nf performing lliat act.
I say that an exei-ution ought lo be performed in such a
way that the men whose duty it is lo perform it according to law, will be able to perform it without calling in
two or three experts.
Our business requires that we
IVIr. jVIorrison:
should state our objections to the use of electricity for
executions; that these petitions should be divested of
ail flowers of rhetoric and all technicalities, and put in
good plain, straight English. I Hunk that the case iu
hand ought to be treated from aoother standpoint, tlie
standpoint of where this idea of executing criminals originated, and what was the motive of those who pressed it
upon the government of the state of New York. I did not
desire, nor do I now desire, to take a part in the discussion
I have given the matter little or no
of this question.
thought, but so far as I have learned, it was not a question
of dealing kindly with the men you are going to deprive of
life.
It was not that the criminal might die a painless
It was not that a benefit should be conferred upon
death.
It was to enable
the people of this and of other countries.
an ind vidual to advance his private interests, and gratify
his personal malice in pitting one system of electric lightThat is not a laudable aming against another system.
bition.
Even if that gentleman should be elevated to the
high rank of the executioner of Paris, I doubt if it would
pay him for the contempt he will earn for himself from the
men whose profession he soiled. I do not desire to touch
upon the question which has been raised, and settled to
their entire satisfaction by the medical and other scientific
experts employed in this case.
One point, however, the
statistics of our business deal with and it will be found in
the records of our association, that is, illustrating the
danger accompanying the use of electricity for any purpose
whatever, whether it be for power or anything else.
A
set of statistics was furnished here which read something
like this:
So many men killed by falling off a cross-pin,
and breaking tlieir necks on the pavement; so many men
by runaway horses; so many by explosions; so many by
(lies getting down their
throats and choking them to
death, and so many killed by electricity.
And among the
deaths quoted, there wjs no business, and there is no
Inisiness to-day conducted on a scale of equal magnitude
with that of electricity that presents so few fatal accidents.
In the city of Baltimore, we have had two accidental
deaths in nine years. A light went out.
I
see a gentleman in the audience who was present at the time this
trouble took place. A stable boy connected with an electric
light station, in passing from his work on a terribly
stormy night, saw that this light was out. He climbed
the pole, lie had heard the men say that by separating; ihe
carbons, the liRht would go on again.
As usual with men
in going up a lamp-post he threw his leg through the
framework supporting the wire, and he also came in contact with the guy wire connected with the ground.
It
was a very stormy night and probably some fault was on
the wire.
The boy was killed. The other instance was
where a man was connecting up a live circuit, a thing
which we are all apt to do at times when necessity arises
he ran the service wires in lh»: building, brought them
out to the main line and for some reason he handled the
end of the wire with his hand with the pliers, reached
forward and cut the main wire, I suppose expecting to secure
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Ideal Central Station.

A regular order of business interrupted the general discussion of the ideal central station;
we will now proceed with that topic. Any one who has
any question to ask Mr. Henthorn or Mr. Law wiil now
be afforded the opportunity.
Walter C. Kerr, Chicago: I was very much inter
ested in Mr. Henthorn's paper. I think Mr. Henthorn's
paper was one of the best engineering papers ever brought
I will ask only one or two
before this association.
ques
tions to bring out some points that are of interest in such
a central station, which X think were not dwelt on in the
paper.
First, what provision is made and just how is it
made, for the heating of feed water; second, what is done
with the exhaust of the engine diiving the condenser
pumps, and does it perform any functions in feed-water
heating; and thirdly, why was the plan of wheeling out
the ashes in large ash-pans on wheels used instead of
mechanical conveyors? These were the three questions
occurring to my mind that may interest some of the memThe

President:

bers.

Mr. Henthorn: In answer to the gentleman's first
question I would say that running under regular conditions the feed water will pass thiough the economizer on
it
its way to the boilers, and in the event of making
necessary lo shut out the economizer, the water will pass
through to the boilers at a temperature of that due to the
Then as to
overflow, which will be about 1 10 degrees.
the cost of the s^team from the condensing apparatus. That
we have arranged so we can put it directly into the ex'
In
haust line, or directly into the cylinder of the engine.
other words, when they are running ordinarily the exhaust
steam from the engine will pass directly into the reservoir
between the intermediate cylinder and the last cylinder,
In regard to the matter of ash pans,
the 33-inch cylinder
our only object in putting that in was that we thought we
could handle it to a lit le better advantage and cheaper
than by putting the conveyors in; that there would be less
to take care of.
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on that engine there are seven stufUng boxcH, and

tin;

plants in iIk-sc two stalimis
think there is an onpnrlunity hvrc fur us to Rcl sonn-- tlala of comparison in
cconorny
of hi^;ll >ipiM-(l en
rc;;artl to the rclalivc ami true
have hati one side laltl
^ines anil low spetd engines.
before us in Iwo papers, claiming every ailvantane that
coiilil be elaimed for llie hi^;h speed enj,'ine over the slow
we
spcetl en(*ine with single lylinders or compound, but
have not had an nppoitunity to liear from the other sitle.
happen In be enj^aRed in trying; ti> put in what I
and as
hope will be a j-imd sleam pi. ml, at an eleetric Hji'it ^'•'
lit)n,
tliink it is an uppnitnnily here to draw out some lemai k !)[ some data as In where ihe true economy eonies in.
What wc are trying In j^et in an eltelrie !ij;ht station is a
are n(»t trystation that will be the best for dividends
be spent on the
ing; lo spend the most money that can
plant, but trying; to speiul as much as will brin^j lis the
will j;rant the same boiler plant. It ct)mes
bi'st returns.
stcnin

I

We

I

1

We

We

I'own to the relative eosl uf the steam plant, and 1 would
like lo obtain some appro\iuiate dal.i as t<i the relative
(tllset
that
cost of slow speed am! hi^h ^peed enj;ines.
dilferencein cost with the saving in steam economy and
think yon will find that it will bu larj;elv In favor of the
1
think you
hiv;h speed non-condensinj^ or condensing'.
will liiul such a plant laid out in rrovidence, ami I do not
think the cost would be far from $.ni In ;|;=;ii a horse-power.
\iiu could put in. I know, a compound hij;h speed plant,
3i«) horsepower enijine, with ^ood economy for a cost of
Now, is that ditTerence in cost
about ^i? a horse power.
As far as you can lij;ure. it
to be made up by any saving;?
general theory
is in favor of the hij^li speed, and as far as
As far as wear
goes, I think it is in favor of high speed.
and tear are concerned I think ilu-re Is not much difference.
But the reserved plant to be put in, on the other hand,
wouhl be glad to hear
I
must be taken into coiisideratitni.
In^m some other gentlemen on this i|Ucslion.
Mk. lliNnioKN:
think we will have to concede to
the gentleman thai a slow speed engine costs more money
at the outset than a smaller engine, from the fact that you
have to put more material in, and the builder must charge
more moncv for that additional quantity, but at the same
lime there are other matters that we must look at outside
iff the ipiestion of lirsl cost.
There is the cost of runnirg
This engine ihat we have at the station has been guarandevelop a horse power for
teed by the builders to
dry
2.0
of
water
12 6
pounds
of
i>ounds
steam evaporated or discharged from the condensing
If you
apparatus.
That is guaranteed by the builders
have a station that takes about 1 000 horsepower, i pound
of water represents approximately :J;2,ooo a year, for every
pound of water above t2.(i represents i percent, dividend
on if 2, 000 capital.
If you increase that up to what a high
speed engine would consume, or in the neighborhood of
possibly
pounds,
above it, there is a difference of about
17
Of course, the engine
$1,000 in the running expenses
that we put in there costs about $40 a horse power.
It is a
3-cylinder engine, designed so that we could attach a
fourth cylinder back of what is known as the last cylinder
Thar, of course, would necessitate heavier frames and additional expense.
It was done th.'t way so that we couhi
carry eventually 200 pounds of steam pressure, and all our
pipes and boilers are made for tha\
As I say, the boilers
and engine cost about $40 a horse power.
Mk. Kiki.D: May I ask if it is claimed that the engines
will give that economy under a varying load, which we
I

I

—

1

—

would have

Mk.

in

any

electric light station?

Hi-:Niii<>KN:

75 horse power.
Mr. FiKi.n:

and good

down

I

The guaranty

know

of a plant

covers a variation of

now

boiler plant and economizers.
to 15 or 16 pounds.
I think

with high speed
is expected to

It

you compare the
cost of that plant with the cost of Mr. llenthorn's plant,
and give it full credit for economy under varying loads,
that you will yrant that compound high speed will carry the
get

wear and
all

tear under varying
willing to guarantee it

loads.

if
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fact, builders are

Mk. ilENrttORN:

There is no question at all that this
engine of ours will rcfiuire more than 12,6 lbs. of water
running on too horse power.
It merely comes down to the
matter of multiples
If you have an engine that you can
run regularly if you have business enough so that you

—

can run nearly the uniform load, say 4-5 or =.75 horse
power lo hours a day, we think that it is policy to put in a
tirsi-class economizer engine in such multiples as you have
business for.
That is, if your business retjuires multiples
of 200 horse power, put in 200 horse power; if 500 horse
power, then put in .soo horse power.
It is merely a multiple, that is all.

Mk. KjKi.n: .Vre you going to wait for posterity to get
the tinal economy under all conditions of your plant?

Mr. HENTitOKN: We think ii is better to put in a firstand run it under favorable conditions, ten
hours a day. rather than undertake to spend a good part of
the dividends in carrying along an invalid engine.
Mk. FlELi": I think if you will compare for the next
few years, and take your savings and otTset it by what you
acknowledge is the cost of plant, you will find the dividends
in favor of the high speed plant.
Mk. lIiiN rii<,)KN: I view it from the point of a central
station manager.
.AI! we want is a plant that will give us
the largest dividends.
I think we want, in
a commercial
view, to lose sight of the other problems as far as they conflict with that.
Mk. Kii-.li': 1 think this discussion is taking a very
useful shape for an electric light man
I
think we ought
lo look at the economical side as well as the engineering
side.
If you are using an engine that can run on I2.b
pounds of water, and a man up the street has an engine
using xS lbs., and if he can keep his lights going day and
night without breaking down, he will lick you on your 12
pound engine every time, if you have a breaking-down once
a month
I am an engineer myself, and
am very much in
favor of economy on the sleam end of the plant.
That is
class engine

where the money is made and lost. Twelve pounds of
water as against iS is undoubtedly a great factor, and will
pay a dividend if you can keep it up to that economy; but

rodH

to

or

sleam

fill

pi-^ton

after; there are in the nelt;hlN>rhoo(l of ^o
joints and jackets and pockets and everything

l(jok

of that kind to keep

tight,

and

li

valves

(o leak.

The

engine that
am using anil want to keep on usint; is a
coinpou[id engine, gua'anleed to ^ive iH poundn of wnier;
it has one
vulvc to do the whole buHineHS
It
has no
slulling hnxcH on It, except one uguinnt (he exhaust.
It is
internally lubricated, so tliat you tise nu oil except what in
taken up by waste lo oil the bearings
This engine can l>c
rvi[i
night and day,
and ihe repairs arc limited to
using certain
parts.
Mr.
lent horn
has a
mill
insU-ad
<tf
an
engine
in
the
clcclrle
Htfhl
station.
v\
manager
has
enough
lo
do
to
look after keeping his lighls going without having an enthink it will be a <{ucNtiun whether
gine 10 look after.
I
you can get 12 poun<ls<if water for six months.
I
think
that after the engine has lun four or live months, someday
the engineer will have the valve out on ihe tloor for a few
niiiuites, when his other piston will break down, and before
he can replace that valve and start upag.iin he wilt damage
his business more Ih.in he will save in water in len years.
do not agree with Mr. Law that the compound condensWe watu to btnkl an
ing engine is the most economical.
electric light stalitju for simplicity in the machinery. an<l
One point of Mr. Law's paget rid of everjlhing we can.
I

I

I

would like to criticise
That is, the feature of his
per
wires runnlrig from the dynamos to a switch boanl uiu!er
the tloor.
If he carries his wires through to the tlo«ir below
and strings ihem along the ceiling, then he has the best
I
possible arrangement.
think for all ordinary purposes,
liowever, they can be carried on glass cylinders. It is a very
bad plan in any station to have concealed high tension wires.
\ou want iheniopen where hose can be turned on in case
of lire.
If it is necessary lo run a high tension wire
through .1 building, run it on glass insulators, bul if concover
box which can be taken off at any
cealed,
it with a
time
The insurance of electric light stations is getting to
I have had on an average two
be a very serious tjuestion.
insurance agents a week, and they always w.ant to know
where the wires are. They think that an electric light
I tell
station is a very dangerous place.
them think the
packing box factory next door is more dangerous than our
place is.
The ordinary lire risks are the real dangers in
electric light stations.
I do not believe there are as
many
plants burned down by electricity as by accidents from
matches and things of that kind.
Mk. L.wv: That paper of mine was prepared in short
or(!er, and that point was overlooked in giving the description of the lloor of the dynamo room.
That floor should
be left without any ceiling beneath it, and in our case was
made of two inch plank across the joist a one and oneOur wires
quarter inch lloor laid diagonally across that.
from our dynamos are carried through this tloor in hard
rubber tubing on the largest si/e porcelain cylinders, on
the lower side of the joist.
Nol only that, but it is the
very best insulated wire we could possibly secure.
That
point in jour dyi amo room where the wire leads from the
dynamos and the wires on your switch board, is the most
dangerous points that you have in the station
Hut, as
Mr. Field says, the dangers arising from the ordinary fire
risks are very much greater in an e ectnc light station than
those from the electric light wires.
One other feature
should have been mentioned in the paper and that is a
means of extinguishing fire. \'ou should always have a
good tire pump easy of access, plenty of hose and plenty
of lire buckets distributed about the place.
I
discharged
one of my men recently who had charge of Ihe fire buckets
for no having his fire buckets in good condition.
Having
your men well drilled is another great feature in an electric
light station.
At one time in cur station I had a small
spark occur beneath the lloor.
I do not think it came
from a wire; still it may possibly h.tve been a static discharge occasioned by the belts.
\\'hen I saw ihe fire it
was as large as my list, lly the time I got to it, it covered
ten feet of space
I got out the fire hose; one man was
with me. and while he attached the hose I fastened the
nozzle.
ordered the engine shut down as soon as I
saw the lire. Hut when the engine shut down I had the
fire out.
In the meantime it had extended up from the
lloor clear to the roof through the belt ht»le
Mr. Kkrr: Speaking of the dangers of lire from elecI

I

—

We

tric light stations, Mr. Law has suggested one thing which
Rut we also have
not have, that is, fire buckets.
another thing that he does not stem to have, standpipes
to work with a reel of hose already attached, so that ajnan
simply with a turn of his wrist has the water into the hose
immediately.
We do nol have to slop to couple on the
hose or put on the nozzle. Sometimes a nozzle may nol be
in its pLace, and cannot be found.
I shall also adopt ihe

we do

bucket.
V. U, I'.Ai.i., Erie, Pa
T want to ask Mr.
Henlhorn
a question.
1 noticed that he mentioned that this engine
is guaranteed to deliver power at
12.6 pounds of water.
Are your pumps driven by the engines?
Mk. IIkntiiurn: Yes, sir.
Mk. Hai.1.: Then if that is so, a pari of the power delivered by this engine is used by driving in pumps, and
that much of the power is not available, so that this result
that he speaks of running under these conditions the 12.6
pounds is deceptive in operating that engine. Part of this
power is absorbed in driving your pumps. It is not avail
able for lighting.
.Vnother point.
I
would like to ask if
he knows anything about the friction of this engine with
its three cylintlers, twelve valves, and seven slulling boxes
and so on. and also the line shafting. Can you give me
any information on that?
;

Mr

IlKNriioRN:

No,

sir.

Mr. Haii.: It is evident that there must be considerable friction there, and in all probability the load
could not be constantly kept up to the capacity of
the engine.
Wherever they are running with a part of a
load, in addition to the fact that the economy would be
considerably less, I would imagine that this friclional resistance, being a constant matter— the friction of your
pump, counter-shaftings etc. I imagine that the ecoaomy

' 'n
of the cti([inc would very much exceed I '^.'1 pounds.
the other hand, from an cngineerlntc bland|K)inl it wouhl b*
very inlereHliiig to other inanatfcrt l(« know what the ox
sumption of coal wouhl be |>er arc light per hour.
1 he-'
figures may lie drcrpiivc in regard to actual re«ult<t,
Mh. KiKtc If ito» not HCCMi to mr thai there it .ih>
dincusfiion t>clwecn ^enttetncn rcprctrnling Ivjth >«i<tc>t o|
this problem :t% to lulrtlividcd |H>wcr.
It wcnii Ui mc lo h*slmply a question of ittr unit which lihall !<* u^cd, and Mi
llcnihorn i% decidedly In favor of subdivision >rf the (Miw-r
We arc talking on the same line, and tifti"v<- (list n*- trlv dl
the intelligent diK< ussions on 'b
arc conihictetl nominally on iImp4jwcr.
It is itiily that one has '
and this comes fr.im the diflereiac in (Im: ititttofio. l^mi
Ing at these plans of Mr. Henlhorn and what he has \a'v\
about the N'arragans^tt corn|>any's station, (here Is a question raised in my mind, which is [tar^dlel to the other thiti{£<v
in engineering; that is, whether wc arc not somctimei
tempted to consider a certain thing as an end rather tlian
as a means to an end.
An electric light station is simply
a means to an eixl. and is not an end in itself at alt. A gre.tt
many of us have been in the shafting; tuiincsH nome yrar-i
and frequently have to sacrifice i<Icas wc have of constnx
ting which would be very pretty and very licaultful to hiok
at, but would also be expensive, would not bring much re
turn.
discard ihem because of ihrir failure to brinji£ a
profitable return.
1 he only criticism I wouhl make of this
ideal station— for it is certainly a moilet of engineering
skill anri a fine station
is that it seems to be so largely an
end in itseif— a monumental piece of engineering work,
like Stewart's house in New Vork. but tt may turnout lo
be an exceedingly desirable thing lo build.
If it docs, s'j
much more t<i the credit of ihe pcopk- who rlcsigncl it and
who built the machinery for it An important (|uestion with
that station would be its extension.
always have a lot of
Wfjrk in our business for posterity bul posterity never ilid
anything for us, and when you begin to work for posterity,
you begin to work on a very indefinite thing.
should
work with an eye to an elastic station one which can be
extended. lUiild )Our station so that it can be extended in
the future
The station which Mr. Ilenthtrn has* shown is
an inelastic station, because it costs so much money that you
know that what changes
cannot afford to change it.
have been made in electric light stations in the last few
an enormous improvement
years have brought about
Stations failing to make
in electric light appara us.
money at 100 to 200 volts in certain districts were able to
Hut if they had lo put in an ap
pay on a looo vtit plant.
paratus which occupied a tliffercnl kind of door space, the
machine would go in the same way they did before. A gcod
many things have to be refurnished and in some stations it
costs a great deal of money; in others a very little money.
Now, the station which was the most elastic to begin with
could make thcic changes for putting in new electrical apparatus at a very low cost
Vet I do not believe the lime
has yet come, nor that it will come within the next tenycars,
when we can build electric light stations as they do waterworks.
The art is not far enough advanced. While I <lo
not doubt that this is an excellent station which Mr Menthorn has shown us, I would only criticise the general plan
at all in that it is too expensive for ihc present stale of the
art.
Klectrical discoveries may be made very shortly which
will seriously impair the utility of that station, and it would
cost so much money to change that it never could be
changed. That is the only objection I see to the use of it
As to the question of striving for the lowest possible
amount of steam economy, I have great doubt as to its
utility.
Steam engineering is not an exact science; so
difficult thing for us to reason exactly what
it is a very
the ratio is between this economy of steam and some
We, however. <lo know and it
other plan of operation.
has occurred to me a great many times in the transaction
business.
that,
strange
say.
the electric
of
lo
light companies that have made the most money are nol
the stations that have the most economical plants.
It is
a fact that the most economical plants have not pro<]uced
If you go into the reason for that, you
the most money.
have to go so far that the reason becomes a little intangible
for the reason that men who have put in ihe lowest economy plants have paid more attention lo some other branch
I know of casts where 6.000
lights have
of the business.
been put out in a single night in one city, where the results were extremely bad, where the loss could hardly be
There was certain important woik going on
measured
It sets them back in
which made the toss immeasurable.
I
also know of a certain
their business very seriously.
station composed of about twelve engines, two of which
were very fine, 500-horse power engines, high speed, simple
type.
The large engines in one year produced twelve
stoppages of ihe plant which ihcy drove, and the len engines never had a stoppage against them. It is a notorious
fad that any plant which slops its m.achincry gels a low
rale at which to furnish its lights, and the plant that docs
not stop, gets a high rale. Consequently the engineering
of an electric light station must be considered from ihc
standpoint of a gixnl many things besides fine engineering.
(,>ne of the best things abovit ihis station is the connections
and general arrangement, ihe steam pipe, and traveling
crane, and all those accessories, which are not materially
more expensive than the ordinary way of doing things. I
think it would be a great saving to siati<ms if they would
adopt better methods of ccnm cling apparatus, and paymore attention to how they put pipes together, and ;o on.
How many times we have had a station shut down the
whole night by an improper steam pipe. That is just as
important as selecting a good engine or getting the boilers
I do
to evaporate a large amount of water to the pound
not wish to criticise the station which is shown us, from an
engineering standpoint, because it is apparent that it is a
perfect station: but 1 criticise the expediency of building
I call attensuch stations in the present slate of the arttion also to the greater liability of stoppage where your
unit is very large, and because you expect to do somctbing
for a posterity which never did anything for you.
Mr. Smith: Fire hose ought always to be coQcd op
•
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ready for use, and we had it arranged so that the man
grabbed the nozzle and ran away with it, and as soon as
but the
the hose was unwound it turned the water on itself,
It
the hose.
fire buckets are even more needed than
that
puts it
fire
on
a
put
is the first pint of water you
The objection to buckets is that they are taken
out.
away from their places. There is one way to prevent them
put
beini? taken away, and that is to put them in a rack and
bottoms on them, so that the men cannot set them on the
floor to

wash

by william ijracken.

these comin the electric street railway business, none of
panies seem to be receiving current from the electric light
interest
between
of
unity
be
a
to
There
seems
companies.
these
these people, and I think there is danger that
street railway companies may establish a system of motor
the
electric
with
seriously
interfere
business which will
The great trouble has been that there has
light business.
been no standard of electromotive force used by the railways. One company uses 400 volts, another 415, another
It is simply a question of what the
450, and another 500.
The electric light people have
inventor would like to use.
not wanted to supply these companies because they would
It is
for every railway.
apparatus
different
have to buy
If four or five different railways
not interchangeable.
came along, I would have to have four or five different sorts
of apparatus, but if we could have a standard of electromotive force and four or five sets of large machines, we
This power is required
could supply a dozen railways.

during the daytime
certain extent idle.

when
I

the electric light station

is

to a

have prepared the following reso-

lution:
It is the belief of the members of this asthat the electric motor service upon street railways will require a service of electric current for the motor
that will be reliable and constant, and that the various electric light stations are capable of generating and distribut-

*'Whekeas.

sociation

ing such current.
"/^fWTr</,"rhat a committee of three be appointed by
the president, who .shall endeavor to make such arrangements with the manufacturing companies, that they should
adopt some standard potential to be used upon the various
The committee also to collect such data regardrailways.
ing the supply of current to railways-as may be deemed of
interest to the Association"
Mr. Smith: I have had occasion to inquire into this question and I found in nearly every case it has been purely a
The railroad people say electric light
question of cost.
too much, and the electric light company says,
do not propose to invest a lot of money in apparatus
tear our stations to pieces unless we get a good price."
1 think that Mr. Lynch has made one very good point.
There is no reason why an electric light station in the city
should not supply all the current to be used in that city.

men want

"We

and

It is undoubtedly trus that most of the street railway companies do run within 50 volts of one another.
The Prksh^ent: The progiess made in this direction
would be slow and encounter a good many obstacles. I
tendency of the times is toward standardstill think the
izing.
We can remember when railways were all sorts of
We now have them of standard gauge; all of
gauges.
us who are in the business know what a multiplicity of differences we have, how difficult it is for a man who has his
service from one system to get service from another system.

have the interests of the manufacturing
I know we will
companies to contend with, as each one is striving to give
can
only be renewed through him.
something that
Mr. Morrison: I do not think the committee will acThat is the only reason I object to it.
complish anything.
^'ou appoint committee after committee, and do you find
them surmounting all the obstacles in the way of making a
No, you find the maclear report of the work done?
jority of them, where the work is difficult, coming back
here and making no report.
Mr. Smi [H: X saw a report recently, that a street railway, as a part of the conditions on which they were permitted to change from horses to electric cars, agreed to put
They went to rent those
an arc light on every corner
lights from the electric light company, who had an exclusive
would
cost
60 cents a light. They
franchise, and found it
put in a dynamo and fountl it cost 14 cents. How long
will it be before they are running lights and renting
them to consumeis along the line? I suggest that on the
standardizing of these machines you could appeal to the
When a man is running an arc light
manufacturer also.
system, using 10 amperes of current, and another man
and
tries
to sell a dynamo that takes 20 amalong
comes
peres, the first thing is there must be a whole new set of
Hut another man has a lo ampere system, and he
lamps.
says: "Vou can put my lamps on your dynamo," or "my
dynamo on jour lamps."
Mu. Kkkk: 1 would call attention to the fact that standardizing is uncommon since by it certain machines could
Kngine builders use the .same
be duplicated by others
standards of nuts, bolts and threads.
The resolution was adopted, and the president appointed
Mr. Lynch as chairman of that committee, anil as the
other members of that committee, Mr. Smith and M. J.
I'crry.

empowered to appoint a committee
nominations to the convention for officers
of the executive committee, and to suggest a place of meeting for the next convention.
The secretary then read a letter from William IJracken,
New York city, announcing his inability lo be present,
(jf
but stating that .S Marsh \'oung would read his paper on
"Storage iJattery Traction.''
president was

of live to present

Mk. V'oKNi;: The subject of storage batteries is one of
such growing interest, not only to the electric and mechanbut to the public in general, that I ftel Mr.
this afternoon as the very best representative in this country to represent ihis subject of stor-

ical fraternity,

Uracken should be here

This is practically ihe first paper
traction.
which has been read on any subject outside of electric lighting, and therefore you may think for the niomenl that it is

.igc battery

Development and Progress of ti-ie Storage Battery.

their faces in.

I have been very much astonished to
Mr. Lynch:
know that notwithstanding the number of persons engaged

The

a little out of place for me to read a paper on the subject
of storage battery traction, but I think there is one point
you should bear in mind; that there are to-day 30,000 cars
in the United States, and every car takes from six to eight
horse power to propel it, and the question is, how is that
power to be produced? I will take pleasure in reading Mr.
Bracken's paper prepared for this occasion:

has been customary for speakers on storage batteries,
to begin their discourses by apologizing for their subject.
That day has gone by. The storage battery has no longer
any apologies to make. My purpose at first was to give a
detailed account of the progress of storage battery traction,
by going back to 1S81, when the first storage battery car
was run, and following up the history of improvements
from that time to the present. But I have found it impossible to get full and reliable data as to the work accomI wrote
plished in Paris, in England, or in this country.
to most all the companies and individuals who have been
engaged or are now engaged in storage battery traction, to
send me full accounts of their experiments and work, but I
regret to say that only one responded to my request, and
that was A. H. Bauer, who gave me a very interesting account of his experiments with his storage battery car in
The published accounts of the
Baltimore, in 1S85-S6.
operation and experimentsof storage battery cars in Europe
are so obviously inaccurate, as to be unworthy of reproduction.
There is one exception, however, to this, and that
is the account given by the jury of commissioners at the
Antwerp Exhibition of 1885, on the work of the storage
battery car exhibited there; but as you are all more or less
familiar with that report, I will make no further reference
I am, therefore, compelled to confine my remarks
to it,
I will
to my own observation of storage battery traction
I once heard
not weary you with threadbare information.
a judge tell a loquacious lawyer that he must assume the
court knew some law.
I will assume that you have a pretty
general acquaintance with the storage battery in lighting
and in traction; but there may be some features, chiefly
commercial, that have not come under your observation.
My observations cover a period of over three years, during
which time, the company with which I am associated, has
directed its talents and energy to the development of
storage battery traction
Vou all, no doubt, appreciate the
difficulty of the task
not alone difficulties inherent in the
system itself, but difficulties arising from the skepticism
and lack of sympathy, I regret to say, of a very large maIt

—

jority of the electric

community.

We

all

know how much

skepticism on the part of street railway men, has had to be
overcome in electric traction of every kind. It has taken a
great deal of hard work— of missionary work on the part
of electrical engineers and inventors to bring about present
results.
But this is not to be wondered at; for there is
nothing harder to accomplish than to supersede an old and
well-established system.
The horse car had plodded along
and gathered strength and influence just as it had gathered
fares.
That infTuence was widespread and almost all- pervading; for there is hardly a town on this great continent
The horse car system has
that has not its horse car line.
been spreading for about fifty years, and when it came to
be in full and undisputed possession of the field, can it be
wondered that those men who had the hardihood to
attempt to supersede it should be regarded with more or
should be looked upon as pretenders
less suspicion
especially when you consider that the method which they
propose to employ was electricity; that dark and mysterious
science, as many people, even now regard it?
Now, the first experiments made with electric cars were calculated to increase this suspicion and to throw disfavor on
electric traction; for it is a characteristic of inventors to be
so carried away by their enthusiasm, as to commit great
indiscretions in carrying on experiments in public, which
It was on this acreally should be conducted in private.
count that the early experiments of Daft in 18S3, and of
other well-known electrical engineers in succeeding years,
while they created wonder, did not beget confidence.
I
may say without any invidiousness, that two years ago,
there was not a single electric car run in this country that
proved anything more than possibilities.
There were probably two dozen cars being run at that
time by the overhead wire system; but so unsatisfactorily,
that people who went to see them, came away, shaking
their heads with distrust.
Now, all this distrust has disappeared, and electric traction has grown so fast, that today there are no less than one hundred street car lines in
this country that are either running their cars by electricity,
Electric
or are in the course of introducing the system.
traction has beyond all doubt, come to stay; as the Erench
But the large cities are threatened with
say, it has arrived.
the cable.
The storage battery proposes to challenge its

—

—

supremacy.

There is a very general popular misconception of the naI suppose that at least go per
ture of the storage battery.
cent of the public have an idea that storage batteries are
read in the
nothing but buckets, full of electricity.
newspapers from time to time, of storage battery cars carryThere
can
be
ing"tin tanks" filled with electricity.
no greater
misconception of the nature of the storage battery. The
clearest idea 1 can give you of the energy contained in a
The
storage battery, is to compare it with a lump of coal.
source of energy in a battery is identical with that con-

We

It is merely energy locked up in a number
tained in coal.
of substances, principally the metals which, when set free
in a certain manner, manifests itself in a certain phenomena
we call an electric current. The metal most universally
used in the storage battery, is lead in its various forms. In
this lead is contained latent energy, the same as in coal,
and if we compare the amount of work accomplishetl by
the energy from either source of foot-pounds, we will find
Now the general prinit to be exactly equal in both cases.
ciples involved in a slor.ige battery are very simple. When
we charge a battery from a dynamo or other external
source of electricity, wc are manufacturing lead, and when
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we discharge a battery through an electric motor or series
of lamps, we are simply burning lead.
But there is this
difference between the action of coal and lead, that whereas
coal apparently disappears when burnt, the lead does not,
but is converted into sulphate of lead to bs converted back
to metallic lead again by a reversal of the current; so that
the storage battery is alternately burning and reducing lead
to and from one of its salts. This is why the storage battery
lasts and does not disappear in the extraction of the energy
as coal apparently doas.
In fact, the storage battery is an
ideal illustration of the conservation of force and the indestructibility of matter.
When the storage battery first became known in a practical and commercial form, by the experiments of Plante in
1S59, scientists foresaw for it a great future, and when
corporations were formed later on to exploit and introduce
the storage battery, the people of Europe, influenced by
what might have been considered the extravagant praises
of Sir William Thomson and other well-known scientists,
put an enormous amount of capital into storage battery
enterprises
Almost all of those enterprises, however,
proved to b2 commercial failures; first, because the exploiters were ahead of their time; and secondly, because
the public were led to expect more than the storage battery,
in its then crude form, would do.
There probably have been few things more difficult to
accomplish than to bring the storage battery to its present
stage of commercial value.
Notwithstanding all that had
been written about its nature and characteristics, its treatment both in manufacture and use, has, until very recently,
been purely empirical. That stage, fortunately, has been
passed; so that, with intelligent care, the storage battery
to-day is not only a valuable adjunct in lighting, but is becoming a very prominent factor in traction.
The advantages of storage battery traction, assuming
that It is practical and economical, are too obvious for me
to occupy your time in recounting.
The obstacles in the way of the success of the system
The chief of these was
are largely if not wholly overcome.
That was the most difficult
the handling of the batteries
and the last obstacle to be overcome by us. Two improvements removed these difficulties. First, the flexible connector, which enables us to couple up or remove cells with
great rapidity; and secondly, the battery rack, occupying a
floor space of 24x7 feet on each side of the car, wherein we
can store a suflicient number of batteries to run from ten to
twenty cars, according to its location. This rack represents
stall room for 150 horses, or say 6,000 square feet.
I regard this rack as the greatest improvement hitherto made
in storage battery traction.
By lis aid we remove the batteries from a car and replace them by another set in from
two to three minutes Indeed, our cars on Madison Avenue
and I may say here, that we begin today to run ten in
daily service, have to leave the station on six minutes
headway.
In the afternoon trips, there is but six minutes
interval between their arrival and departure; and they all
receive their batteries from the same rack.
When the car
enters this rack, its panels are dropped down on either side
and thus form bridges over which the batteries are withdrawn from and replaced in the car. While this change is
being made, a competent person inspects the regulators of
the car.
The motors, gearing and connections are only
inspected once a day, and that at the end of the day's
work. You will thus perceive that the great bugbear of
how to store the batteries is no longer an element in storage
battery traction.
From my observation of our recent work on Fourth and
Madison Avenues, now that we are running a number of
cars, and under very unfavorable conditions as to station
room and the like, I am led to believe that the storage battery car is as free, if not freer, from accident, as cars that
The motors are, I think,
are run by the overhead system.
subjected to less trying conditions owing to the fact that
the e.
f. is
always uniform.
The batteries never give
out on the trip.
It is impossible for them to do so, as they
leave the station with 35 electrical horse power hours stored
in them, and do not consume quite 12, in the round trip
have never short-circuited the batof twelve miles.
tery in service.
When the current required exceeds 150
amperes, the battery is automatically cutout. When we used
rigid connectors, we frequently had dil^culty with their
breaking, and the flexible connector, has, until recently,
given us some trouble, from time to time, by jumping out
of position, while the car is In service; but with our recent
improvements, disconnection of the batteries, while the
car is in service, is now rendered almost impossible.
For
several months past, we have had absolutely no trouble
from our regulators
In any event, there are two on the
car, so that if one should fail, the car may be operated
from the other end. You will thus perceive tL at the likelihood of accident or ]preak-down, is reduced to a minimum.
Our first standard car has run in three months over 6,000
miles, and carried over So, 000 passengers, never having
missed but one-half a trip in that time; and that arose from
a bent axle.
It has never had an accident or stoppage of
any kind while in service. Do not be skeptical at the assertion, when I tell you that we have never spent a dollar
en that car in the way of repairs or alterations.
At this stage, you will naturally ask, how about the life
of a battery? I answer that from our observation we have
nothing to fear on that score.
only ask a life of six
months from the positive plates; we know that they will
last much longer than that.
The chief reasons why the
short-livcdness of a storage battery has been so much
talked about and feared, is that it has, until recently, cost
so much to manufacture the battery.
Now, the m;iterial
for your battery you have to buy, in a great measure, but
once, for the reason that the discarded battery can be made
over new.
The raw material in two sets of battery, capable
of running a car 120 miles a day, costs, exclusive of the conHave you machinery and detaining jars, about ^300.
vices recpiisite for manufacturing this raw material cheaply
If you have, you need have nothing to fear
into a battery?
on the score of economy. It will cost !f!4,ooo to purchase
enough horses to tun a 16 foot car 120 miles a day; it will
cost about .$r,5ooto purchase enough battery to do that
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Tlic lialtcries can lie uiaiiUainctl for about nnelialf
costs to maintain the horses; and by mainiuininfr 1
mean replacements as well as feed. 'I'liis I know for a
fan we then have any further (hml»l as to ihe relafact,
tive economy of storage battery traction?

work.

what

it

Our
one

some
.('^

cars on

tlie

Madiscm ami l-'ourlh Avenue linu lake
power hour per mile. The road has

electrical horse

The

lonj; ^jrailicnts.

(

v;rai!e at

'entrc street

over

is

per cent., ami (mo feet in ienjilh.

The

power for a car day of 75 miles, wc
as aj^ainst $7 50 for horses.
I'Mve dollars for 75 miles, ovi^hl to cover the cost in winter.
My
motive power we mean the cost of enerjiy al two cents per
horse powet liour. and$7ini per annum tni inaintcnam:c of
In ihnst- wlm may think llial twi»
batteries and inotnrs.
cents per Imrsc power hour is a low csilmate. we wuuhl say
power
nlTcred
that
has been
to us in New \ ink, to be ilclivered at our station at the price above named.
In towns
outside of New York, olTers have been made to supply current nl lower tigures.
The nujre level the road, the
This
cheaper obviously will be the cost of motive power.
is more parlienlarty line of the stora^;e battery, which in
The
excessively sli-ep and lonj^ ^;rades, becomes heated.
chemical energy instead of exhibiting; itself in the f(^rm of
electrical energy, exhibits itself in the form of Iteat. with
consequent injury to the battery.
Our cars will ascend
very steep grades; but wc do not deem It economical to
attempt grades of more than 6 per cent., ami they must be
short at that rale
Hut there are few roiuls olTering more
anil steeper grades llian the road we arc now operating on
in New \'ork.
l\ach car has two sets of batter)'.
A set
is easily charged in about two thirds of the time the other
No time is lost in charging, as the battery is
is in service.
automatically put in circuit with the dytiamo as soon as it
Now. that we have a complete
is withdrawn from tlie car.
group of cars in service in New \'ork. and hope to follow
those by another group of ten, we will all know more abovit
stora£e battery Ir.iclion at our next annual meeting
cost of niiitive

estimate at

$.1..to,

I)isii;ssii>N.

Mk, MiiKKisdN;

has been the .aim of this associabeing used as an advcrtisinjj meIt is a diHicull and delicate matter to suggest any
dium.
thing in regard to the p.iper that has just been re.id, but
presume that we can cover the ground something like this.
The paper is a thorough description of the Julien system,
It ROCS further antl slunvs the advantigcsof that system
over any other sjstem.
move )ou, sir, that that paper
be referred to a committee composed of Mr. \'ounj;, the
tion to prevent

It

from

it

I

not so in the dayx of Itoulton niid Wutt. but the fuel that
(hose worthy reprcHcntalives of the pawl were without Huch
modern appliances, has not kept iheKc from becoming; honored occupants of the engine room of today.
Progress is near akin to ihat mother of invenllnri of
whom wc so often hear, ami prngrcHs just now calK for
more and better aiiplianccs for the improvements of our
methods of producing, aiul the handling of that boimillcNH

and wondrrtui energy which we call electririiy.
We have advanced far enough l<> see that economy in
nroductiiin is essential, and we are now learning that having once developed that energy, the old ant] homely aila(£(:
of Franklin, "Waste not, want not,"
aH applicable to
itr

economy as to mattcrH of merchandizing, or the
cultivation of the soil?
While the invt'ulor is striving, and with reasonable success too, to lessen the fuel expense, :ind the wear ami tear
electric

is being looked after by the constructor, we may ask is the
operator keeping his end of the burthen level by a proper
attention to the means within his reach for aiding in the
general economy?
That the inventor has assiduously labored at his part of
the task is abund;inlly shown by the records.
There are
meters anil meters.
Ingenious meters, and almost jutlicious meters.
No sooner w.'ts it seen that a necessity had
arisen for something by which to measure currents, than
men of inventive .diility and men without, nearly tiintbleil
over each oilier in their haste to reach the front, and present their various claims.
A look at a few of tj-ese may
not be uninteresting,
have not endeavored to classify the following, nor do I
cl.iim 10 have gathered all ihercare in existence.
To many
of ihese there are several clainiiints, and
have rpiite generally adopted the rule of mentioning no names, a safe
method, perhaps, of keeping out of the muddle which
sometimes arises from a irilleof je.ilousy, anrl leaving the
ownership to be decided by otlurs. My object is to cite
the a|iparatus. not the inventor.
C.ravicr, in i3So. suggested that with a given carbon, the
curient consumed would bear a direct ratio to the amount
of light given.
He supported his statement by mathe
matical calculations and comparative tests by other methods
This was ampere measuring by photometry
In the same year, Marcel Deprez, Siemens and Halske
brought out nearly pa'\allel inventions.
In the former, a
long coil is pl.Tccd parallel to, and between the legs of a
horizontal horseshoe magnet, extending from the neutral
I

I

The

pointer lUnUs at one end of thr
Ait the current incrcaitc*. th'cccciilric face of the rolling urmalure jfivcii to the jtointri
a movement uion^ Ihe Hcalc. and a direct reading inav I"Thin jjradualfon jit urbiirarv— done by a virl of nt
had.
and try mciluHl. or thumb rule,
The improved voltniri<-i
of (his form has (wo colK innlcad of one. (he greater lo
extend llH sphere of UHrfulnntH.
A nwllch Jj'vc* chohc of
the cnlU.
A Krcneh Invention in dc|>endc(it for h% re«ull« upon the
ai tioti of solenoid attraction u(Min a movable
core, (he
dc( lb of thin plunge l>ein{{ compensated by a weight which
Hiidefi on a Htcclyardarm iittachcil lothe pointer
a method
of wetKbing the current
I icpre/., according to Nlaudcl. comrived the iilca of valuing current by weighing it by the aid of a Vilcnoid uA\.
I lie scale of
proportions wa« arrived at by actual e«perl<
mcnt.
A certain known current balanced a given wWffhi
A second current would balance a jcrcaicr or tcs« weight,
according to \x% i|uantity, and thun lie wai enabled 10 %.-iy,
" With a magnet of such and HUch proportions I find thai
a current which wcighfi blank grammes 1% a current of lo
a« the nrmalurc.
curved scale when

al xcro.

<

—

amperes."

A well known inventor h.is endeavored to ullli/c the heal
generated by a current to turn a horizontal wheel, aj^ainst
the diagitnal paddles of which (he rising air impinges.
In another forrtt there are two upright fiolenoids, and two
These cores are fixed to and are a part of .1 rci
langubr frame winch moves on two centers at the middle
of the top and bottom bars of the frame.
Al two iliagonallyopp4»site corners thecoreft are placed, and the winding
of the coils Is such that when one core is sucked up into
one coil the other is drawn downward into the other coil.
This sec-saw motion is communicated to the pointer from
its being fastened to the frame at the upper center of mocores.

A

tion.

when

counterweight

in a state of rest.

lends lo hold the pointer
Fig. 2.

al zero

There are forms in which the needle is loaded with small
magnets, and the poles of electro-magnets arc so placed
as to double the magnetic action of these on the balanced
neetile.

The molecular structure of glass is so affected by magnetism as to change the direction of a beam of light transmitted through it, and this property has l>ecn taken
advantage of to measure currents of electricity by the de
llettionof a ray of light.
In one of that form of voltmeter, which measures current by the expansion of a wire

I

secretary and the president, to
pointed personal features.

Mk. VoiNi;;

divest

it

of

some

of

its

This paper was intended to be a very

general paper on this subject of storage battery traction
and wc corresponded with c\'ery one in this country wlio
lias been making experiments with the storage battery,
antl we infornieil them that we would lie very much
pleasetl to quote in their own words any suggestions or
experiences they might have
do not want to say anyI

thing further in regard to the Julien system, particularly
after what Mr. Moriijon has said.
Hut the Julien system
is the only system that lias done anything practical in the
way of storage battery work that is. that can say it has
done so and .so, has carried such and such passengers, and
run so m.any miles of regular passenger seivicc.
If there
is any other conqiany in this country which has
madestorage battery traction a specialty 1 will be glad to quote

—

it.

Mr. Morrison's motion was adopted.
The president announced as a committee to nominate
for the executive committee, and to choose a place for
holding the next convention, the following:
Chairman,
Mr. Morrison of lUltimore; assistants. Mr. Lynch of New
Vork. Mr. Martin, of Parkersburg. \V. \a.,'Mr. Peck of
Brooklyn and Mr. De Camp of Philadelphia
The convention then adjourned until the following morning.

Thursday's Proceedings.
President \Vefks called the convenliun to order

at

9:30

o'clock.

Committee on Patent Legislatiun.
Secretary Garratt read a letter from Arthur Stewart,
chairman of the patent legislation committee, who explained
his enforced absence, and said:
" Please say to the convention for mc. that the plans of

committee arc all in shape to begin operations
Congress as soon as it convenes. Judge
Culbertson. who was the chairman of the judiciary committee of the last session. I am told, will be upon the same
committee during the coming winter, and out of courtesy
to him our bill will be taken up among the very lirst acted
upon, and his previous report adopted.
I hope we may be
able to induce liim and the other members of the committee
to recommend the passage of the bill as it was originally
filed, providing for live judges instead of three, as recommended by the committee report of last year. There is
every reason to suppose that we will have little trouble in
oassing the bill in the lifty-lirst Congress, and if we succeed, the National Iilectric Light association may congratulate itself upon having achieved a very great reform in
the patent system of the United States.
The work of this
committee during the next six months will have my best
elTorts, and I feel very sanguine of success."
the

legal

upon the

tifty-tirst

The president introduced C.
who read the following paper:

C.

Dynamo Room Accessories ok
ANi^

Haskins of Chicago,
Intensity. Potential

Resistance Me.vsi'rements.
IJV

C. C'

HASKINS.

investigator who expects to tind a steam plant running without a water and a steam gauge at the present day
will reckon without his host, and in very many instances he
will find also a tell-tale pressure gauge in the ofiice of the
manager, who can turn at any moment, without moving
from his desk, and see as well as if he took a run over to

room what steam

the boiler

is

This

coil is

so atljusted as to revolve

carrying.

It

was

through the heat generated by the passage of a current,

some improvement has been made.

principally from Siemens and Ilalske's invention in that
the latter was a vertical arrangement of coil and magnet.
lierquerel and Joule had also accomplished much the
same result before then.
Hopkins' voltmeter had two parallel wires, through one
of which the current was passed.
To one of these an index was attached, the other being part of a graduated arc.
The dilatation of the wires by normal heat moving both
index and scale in the same direction kept the indicator al
zero, so that when a current traversed the second wire there
was no error due to normal temperature to be corrected.
Heat in this case was the measure of pressure.
Siemens and Malske, among other inventions, exhibitetl
one of a still different form. In this there is a combination of solenoids and clock work, with a registering disk.
very radical departure was made by an Knglish inventor, who is well known in electric ligliting.
In the
system which he patented, a lever at one extremity terminated in a solenoid core, while at the other extremity of
the lever was a plunger valve.
When the current passed
through the coils of the solenoid the core was sucked in,
the valve was opened, and the water llowed out more or
less rapidly in proportion to the si/e of the opening, which
at last, of course, was governed by the suck of the solenoid,
a sort of temperance ampere-meter.
An automatic syphon
emptied the reservoir, and ihen it tilled
The quantity of
water was assumed to be directly proportioned to the tlow
of current.
Fig. i.
In Hlythe's ampere-meter, a vertical solenoid has an adjustable core suspended from a spiral spring.
Vernier
gives the direct reading of from one-tenth of one ampere
to too amperes.
The Oeprez-Carpentier ampere meter came to the front
about this time in the succession.
It contains two permanent magnets, bent half way round the inner circumference of a circular box.
When nearly at the quarter of
each side, the ends are bent inward, parallel with the
diameter, aid extended parallel with it until they nearly
touch.
we have two magnets, each not wholly unlike
the capital letter C. with the open portions facing each
other in the middle of the box.
In the space left by the
magnets, where the four poles so nearly join, is an electromagnetic coil, which carries the needle, and is actuated
by the current traversing it. This was a bold step in ad-

was exposed tochangesof atmospheric temperaiure.

A

A

Now

vance.

The

the engine

point to the poles.

like a shaft at right angles to its length, being delicately
supported at either end
An index attached to the shaft is
made to act as a scale beam, and a sliding weight restores
it to zero.
This form of galvanometric weighing differed

Kapp modilied Deprez-Carpentier's instrument by making the magnets electro-magnetic, instead of permanent.
The scale was graduated experimentally, and the instrument was formed for an ammeter or voltmeter, according
to the size of the wire used.
Here was quite a radical
departure.
L'ppenborn developed a r.ovel idea in the use
of an eccentrically shaped armature lying on a simple
electro-magnet core, and a pointer fixed to the same axis

In this a wire of platinum silver is inclosed in a brass
in tension by springs or weights. Formerly theabsolute tension of the wire did not give ex.act results if (he wire

tube held

Kven

when

not in use the zero of the instiumeni is changeable.
In the more recent instrument the brass tube surrounding
the wire is m.ade to have the same coetficient of dilatation
as the wire itself, so that by compensation the zero remains very nearly absolute. The outer air has no longer
any power to change and falsify the record of the instru-

ment.

Another form of voltmeter in which the dilatation of a
is utilized to measure current pressure, is a modification of the last.
There were unforeseen dilficulties in the
way of accurac). The increased length of the wire was
assumed to be solely due to heat expansion, but investigation showed that with that expansion (here must be considered the change in stress consequent upon the elongation, and the accompanying increased sag.
.\ remedy very
similar to the former remedy was applied, and the work is
wire

now

sutliciently corrtct for all practical pur^xiscs.

Measurement

of the gases developed by (he electrolysis
of acidulated water was one of the first, as well as simplest
of apparatus.
Secondarily, the heat so generated has been

made

to

do duty as a meter.

German inventor endeavored to utilize (he
heating effect of current by the aid of a double (hermom
two branches connected with a thermopile in a
way to increase the temperature in one branch and reduce
it in the other, through (he PeUJer effect, when current is
sent through the thermopile.
.\n ingenious

eter. the

Walker,

in 1SS5. and Wolf. 1S86. .also utilized the elecplatinum electrodes.
Russian electrician measured the time necessary for
the solution of one cubic centimeter of hydrogen by a
given number of amperes of cuneni.
Fmm this, as a
starting point, he has formed a table showing the lime
necessary lo disengage one unit of gas with one unit of
current at temperatures varying from 15 to 24 Centi-

trolysis of acidulated water

A

grade.

A (lerman was among the first (o discard springs and
permanent magnets in amperemeters and voltmeters.
His
instruments were galvanometers, with regulating pieces of
index pointer.
Knglish tirm followed about the same lime with a

soft iron for adjusting the

An

novel idea in ammeters, in which the

magnet upon magnet was

To

compound

action of

utilized.

escape the use of springs and permanent magnets, a
French inventor produced an insiniment in which a plate
of soft iron is alTected by opposing magnetic inlluenccs:
being Iwlh repelleil and attracted.
The u<e of this insiniment requiies cither a mathematical education, by means
of which to calculate the result, or some other instrument
of a simpler character to verify the work.
The use of this
form of meter is not unlike reading fiction lo learn history.
It the reader knows the history beforehand he does not
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need the

If not,

fiction.

it

may be somewhat

difficult to

separate the true from the false.
Simplicity is made simpler in another form where the inventor uses an electro-magnet with a multiplicity of armaThe
tures, each held back by its own retaining spring.
more current you use for bait, the more armatures you will
catch.
All you need to do is to count them.
In this, the pivot
novel form had its origin in Berlin.
of the index needle lies within the solenoid, and one or
more short fine wires are attached to this center, at about
The magnetic action tends to
right angles to the needle.
set these, which are, in fact, one armature, at right angles
to the current, and as a consequence, the indicator is moved

A

,

along the scale.

The weak point in this, and many other clever instruments, lies in the fact that magnetic action is not proportional to the angle of deflection, but to the tangent of that
angle.

An

Austrian inventor places the needle between two conand any deviation from normal voltage closes
the circuit through one or the other of the two coils, having differently toned bells, so that the employes are warned
not only that the pressure is changed from normal, but
whether it is above or below that point.
A European device, in quite extensive use on the Continent, has two clocks, with pendulums so adjusted as that
in their normal condition their motions are perfectly
synchronous, though independent of each other. One of
those pendulums terminates in a fork, which holds a spool
tact screws,

of fine wire, and this last is free from and swings back and
forth in a coil of coarser wire, like a core in a solenoid coil.
The main current energizes the larger, or stationary coil,
while the movable coil of fine wire is in a derived circuit
from the main line. The mutual action of the magnetism
in the two coils, of course, varies the pendulum motion,
and a set of clock face counters— similar to those on a gas
meter registers the amount of current.
The heat developed by resistance offered to the passage
of a current, has been utilized to vaporize a liquid and prohorizontal lever
duce motion in an ingenious manner,
has dependent from either extremity a closed bulb, containing a fluid.
The two bulbs are connected and in their
normal condition are balanced. Within the fluid a coil is
placed, its terminals extending down through the bottom.
When either bulb is depressed these terminals dip in merHeat is generated in
cury cups and complete the circuit.
the coil, the liquid is vaporized, and the vapor makes its
way over to the other bulb, where it is condensed. By and
by the balance is destroyed and the beam tips, breaking the
circuit on one side and making contact on the other.
The
operation is repeated alternately from either direction, and
every time it makes one complete vibration, a ratchet wheel
is pushed one notch ahead by a dog attached to the tilting
lever,
Fig. 3,
To obtain a permanent record of the meter's work, a
well known French maker of instruments of precision
added a revolving drum of paper, on which a pencil attached to the index lever traces the variations of voltage,
very clever method of getting the pressure of a high
voltage system by means of a low voltage instrument has

—
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the problem

is

much more complicated,
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but the inventors,

nothing daunted, have, since the comparatively recent introduction of these systems, done an immense amount of
attempting with some success. Many of these are of such
recent birth that patents have not jet been secured, and
inventors are somewhat reticent about having their little
ones paraded before the electrical public too early, for reasons of their own.
Siemens' electro dynamometer was one of the earliest instruments for measuring the potential of an alternate current.
In this, the inventor availed himself of the mutual
reaction between two coils, one within the other.
The
inner coil is connected to the circiut on one side through
the torsion spring which holds it in suspension, while the
other terminal rests in a mercury contact.
This arrangement permits of a rotary motion without breaking the connection.
The deflected coil is brought back to zero until
it
will no longer deflect.
The pointer gives a reading
which is proportional to the square of the current.
It will be readily seen that no matter how often or how
slowly the alternations take place, the result must be the
same, for no sooner does the direction change in one coil,
than the other is similarly affected.
Another form of induction instrument is described in a
German technical journal. In this there are no less than

^^_<o
A

Wheatstone
four coils, two main and two secondary.
bridge figures in the combination, and plays an important
part in the apparatus which is too complicated in its detail
for any but an extensively illustrated explanation.
As early as 1SS4, the current itself was made to do duty
in energizing an electro magnet, as up to that date permanent magnets were unsatisfactory; but Weston's new instrument, in which a permanent magnet is used, I have
seen tested with very rough usage without perceptible
change. The method of magnetism, I believe, is known
only to the manufacturers.
Objection has been made to the use of springs in measuring instruments, because of an assumed liability to change
in

form or

elasticity.

This assumption seems to

me fallacious

consider the reliability of delicate mechanism like
time keeping machinery, in which a spring not only furnishes the motive power, but a spring as delicate almost as
when
it is possible to make, is the regulator as well, and
we remember the permanent molecular changes which
might be expected to arise from the rapid doing and undo
ing of the delicate hair- spring, or the heavy and powerful
daily movement of the driving spring.
Many more systems might be mentioned. Indeed, one
hardly knows where to stop, for every weekly report from
Washington adds to the list of instruments for the meas
urement of either pressure, or quantity of work, or something.
Many that I have mentioned are out of place, save
in the laboratory, while as to the correctness of the results
obtained, electrical doctors disagree to an alarming extent.
As a result, the majority of ampere-meters in mdustrial
are
use,
today known as ammeters, and for simplicity of structure are little more than a stick and a string.
hollow coil, which is the arc of a circle, the center of
which is the center of motion of a radial arm terminating
in a wire core, with an index arm attached, which in a state
of rest stands at zero.
solenoid, with a direct reading
scale
that is all.
If correct, it is all that is necessary
but

when we
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and the coal pile on the subject of amperes, volts, candles
and lamps and dollars. Now and again the wire men, too,
are drawn into a wrangle on the subject of insulation, or
the armature complains in a very feeling way that it has
been abused needlessly. Thus, from every standpoint, the
necessity of keeping a safeguard over undue waste is a vital question with the electric light men.
Hand in hand with apparatus for measuring current flow
and current pressures should go instruments of precision
for the daily measurement of line insulation and copper resistance.
I use the sentence "instruments of precision"
advisedly, as the only known apparatus in many localities,
and in far too many stations, is as distant from being an
instrument of precision as a bell hanger is from being an
electric wireman.
As you are probably aware, this conviction is not a recent one with me.
If there is any one
thing in the whole business of electric lighting for which I
have the most thorough and uncompromising dislike for
testing circuits, it is the magneto bell.
I wish I could feel
that all my hearers were in full sympathy with this senti-

ment.

The

objections to the ordinary magneto are many and
In the first place, it is an alternate generator,
and will ring on a perfectly insulated line of sufficient static
capacity, as readily as with a dead ground.
There is positively no way of determining how much insulation resistance there is in the line.
It will ring or it will not, and
that is all you ever know.
There is no degree of measurement. With one person who grinds it there will be a ring,
while a less vigorous employe will fail to make any impression upon it.
It becomes in the hands of linemen who are
encouraged to use it a scapegoat for neglect, for laziness,
and a loss to the owner of the plant. It has not the range
required for proper insulation of an arc line, nor even for a
50-light incandescent plant
The range of the ordinary
magneto is less than 15,000 ohms.
positive.

With a tangent galvanometer, the measurements maybe
made by a little exercise of pencil and paper, and the aid of
a table of tangents The intensity of the current, as measured by the tangent galvanomettr, is proportioned to the
tangent of tbe angle of deflection of the needle.
We will
first obtain a constant measurement of a known resistance
say 10.000 ohms.
Any other known resistance would be
as well.
We note the deflection, and turning to a table of
tangents note the tangent of 30".
We next connect one pole of our battery to earth, and
the other terminal to the galvanometer, which latter is connected to the line. All detectors and other earth attachments having been removed, the whole is now a metallic
circuit.
Closing the key we note the deflection in degrees
of our line insulation, and find the tangent of that figure
in the table.

Now, the tangent of the first deflection, multiplied by
known resistance, 10,000, and divided by -the tangent
of the second deflection, will give us the number of ohms
the

of line insulation resistance.
Or, its tangent is to the deflection through the known resistance as the tangent of the
second deflection inversely is to the unknown resistance.

A

very convenient

little

combination has been

much used

A
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been used with fair success by the aid of high resistance
incandescent lamps
A sufficient number of these, arranged in series, are placed in a derived circuit around the
motor, dynamo or lamp. When the proper number of these
is introduced in the circuit to bring their candle power up
to proper brilliancy, the lamp resistances are measured separately, and the aggregate is comparatively the difference
of potential between the terminals a good approximate
system where no better can be obtained, Fig. 4.
Of eleclrotic meters, there have been many. One of
novel construction is an American invention.
In this apparatus, the entire line current is passed through a solution
of caustic potash.
The gas evolved, after being forced
through water to clear it of froth or other impurities, passes
into a meter similar to that used for gas measurements,
whence, after having moved the dial, it is permitted to escape into the open air.
In this class of meters there are probably none better
known than those in use by the Fdison system throughout
this country and Europe.
Their action is based on the
electro-chemical deposit of zinc, an average of 1,224 milligrammes of zinc per hour per ampere. Of these, for different purposes connected with that syst-em, several have
been brought out. A very ingenious one, with which you
are all familiar, has the lamp attachment by which a safe
temperature is insured to the meter.
The Wheatstone bridge principle is used in one form of

—

pressure indicatur for constant potential plants.
The circuit to liC measured includes a lamp through which the curtlows.
rent
The amount of current passing is determined
by its "nltage, and the resistance of the filament is measured by the heat developed.
The scale is so graduated
that at any time when the needle of the galvanometer is
brought to zero, thus balancing the bridge, the index
pointer gives a direct reading of the current pressure.
Another modification of the bridge principle is used for
constant potential current measurements.
In this form one
or two standard cells arc placed in derived circuit around a
variable resistance.
The battery is opposed to the current
under examination. When by sliding the contact along the
scale the needle is brought to zero, the pointer indicates
the voltage sought.
When the question is of meters for alternating currents

A
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who knows?
Of
as to

the
its

more complicated apparatus, much may be said
Those in which permanent
accuracy of action.

magnetism

used have not hitherto retained the magnetic
constants, and it is a mooted point between certain French
and English electricians whether there is any method by
which an accurate measurement of an alternate current can
In a discussion of this
be made by any known process.
nature, I can see perfectly well a little way back, and do not
purpose venturing an opinion.
The change in the magnetic power of a horseshoe has
sometimes been attributed to the careless method of removing and replacing the armature.
Prof. Hughes has
suggested that the only constant magnet is one which,
after thorough saturation, is hammered until all possible
magnetism is driven out of it. The small residuum is
permanent, and not likely to change.
V)r. Hopkins, with other lesser lights, has repeatedly
found that the employment of an astatic needle is imperative in the neighborhood of magnets and magnetic fields
The use of an iron casting does not thoroughly obviate
is

the difficulty.
The necessity for a constant is a serious
drawback to the ordinary user, even should the calibration
of the instrument remain unchanged.
The use of battery
by which to energize an electromagnet introduces snstandard battery is not at
other serious inconvenience.
all times readily attainable
is not inexpensive, and may
possibly be unreliable.
In galvanometer work with a portable battery of standard cells, I have noted a marked difference in deflection
through standard resistances, which I could not explain.
The importance of convenient and constant, as well as
simple apparatus for the measurement of current llow, as
well as potential, is of easy comprehension
It may be
summed up in a single sentence, which might appropriately
framed
and
hung
in
the
dynamo
room,
as
a
hint
to the
be
engineer and the dynamo tender:
"It takes money to buy
coal."
Excess of pressure in a constant potential system means,
as an electric light man once tersely remarked to me, "Coal
wasted, filaments busied, patrons disgusted." There is
always a triangular duel between the patron, the company

A
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in Chicago, which answers an excellent purpose in construction work and testing, where all that is necessary is to
In a small box, a tattery is
reach a maximum insulation.

placed with a switch for connecting with a galvanometer
through a standard resistance coil, or to line. Two binding screws receive the line connection and the earth wire.
Having placed the galvanometer needle in the mao-netic
meridian, the switch is tnrned, throwing the current through

Note the deflection. Then switch
the known resistance.
If the galvanometer needle deflects less than beto line.
fore, the insulation has more ohms resistance than the
standard coil.
A switch enables the operator to use any number of cells
from one to the full number, so that within a somewhat
limited range, considerable accuracy may be attained.
Fig.

5.

Every now and then the suggestion is made to place a
permanent ground on an arc line, in order to know when a
The use of a safety fuse comes in
second ground occurs.
once as a natural sequence. The suggestion is fraught
with great danger to both life and property, and takes no
heed of the time it requires a good healthy current to "get
there." While it is true that the first ground does no harm
/er V, it must be remembered that without a first ground
a second ground is an impossibility, and the second ground
There is a fascination about rigis the troublesome one.
ging up some sort of an arrangement for telling when
there is trouble, rather than to keep the trouble at bay on
general principles.
An acquaintance brought to me one
day, with his face alt aglow, a sketch of a piece of clockwork, ingeniously arranged to make an instantaneous contact
to
ground once an hour while the plant was
running.
This ground contact had, between the line and
ground, a safety device which held up a key to a second
circuit, that could only close when the fuse melted.
On
this second circuit he had a battery and a bell located so
that every one in the room must hear it, and continue to
hear it until it was switched out or the battery ran down.
It never worked, for I convinced him of its impracticability by asking him to form the second ground through his
body as an experimental test.
Testing sets are made by various firms, which do excellently well for all species of measuring which may be necThe combination
essary about the station, or on the line.
at

.
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includes a Whcatslonc bticlfji: witli a normal capacity up to
over a nicKolim, aiul down to fractions of an (»hut. Witli
an additional box conlaininj; extra coils, and a split plu^;
and cord attachment, this capacity may be carried to twice
or three times its ordinary cnp.icily. A battery and j;alvanometcr finishes the set, which is made up in two portable

I

cases.

No

electric

any ccMisei|nence

station or plant of

lijjht

shoidd be without some such means of cle(lri<al nieasine
ment, and no dynamo shoidd be run without a daily lest cjf
insulation and a lest of copper resistance.

A

bad

many pounds of coal, but a ground
more expensive in many ways, while both

may

joint

may

tost

be far
be prevented by the proper constant use of a set of
be kept of
.\ daily record should
testing instruments.
these tests, together with coiulition of the weather, etc.
was seen in a
I have read somewhere of a ladder which
dream, the three principal rounds of which jue faith, hope
We have
and charity, the (greatest of these being charily
They
in the eledrical ladder three principal rouuds also.
leak

may

and insulation.
Rhodes was next introduced,

are eurrenl, potential

lienjamin

WiliK

I.INK

111-

CilNSTANT

Mil!

nl'.NJAMIN

11V

RIIOllI'.S,

wilier has for some time been accustomed to use a
lor linding the economical size of line wire for constant current circuits, and has been requested to present it
With the knowledge that it is not new, and
at this time.
yet that it is needed by many practical electricians, the fol-

The

formula

submitted:

X=diameterof

line wire in mils,

" A = lengthof circuit in miles.
" B=price of copper per pound.
" C=cost of iJOwer per year per horse power.

" K = .araperes
When any plant is

of current.
;ibout to be cstublished,

arc known, C can be determined near enough
pose, and A will be found to be immaterial.

cent.

AB

\- = annual cost of wire.

=ohms

.J

54577 E>

X»

H and

V.

our pur-

for

.016 X'-'=pounils of wire per mile.
.016 B X-'=co5t per mile of wire.
.0016 B X''=intercst and depreciation

.0016

and not a mite of

subHiitution in our formula given \-=z\2o mils, equal
& S., or exactly No. II Birmingham wire

klrcct railrr>aij, nor itcarcely of Ntcini
u rule the New York and Harlem railroad, incorporatcd in 1H31, ifi h|Kikcn of ah the (irHi nircct railroad
111 the country.
The (irnl car wai run in Novemlwrr. ih^a.
from I'rtncc utrcct to Harlem bridge.
In iti^; it tcm|irfra'
rlly Huccumhed to Mcam cant, but rntumcd in 1H45.
The ccn«u» of 1H50 given our country a iKjpulallon of
33."»».>^7^*. ""J publitihcd hi<tiory hut one ntrccl railroad.
The child had l«cn born, however, and in ten year* Ihe

No. H wire B.
gauge.

road.

Nkw

Constitution.
new conslltulion as reported by
The amended constitution
the conimillcc was taken up.
A new
dilTcred from the old in a number of particulars,
article (II.) was introiluccd stating; the object of the asso*
of
those
enloster
prott-ct
the
intereHts
'to
and
cialion
According

to ortlcr the

wan in almott every cliy of any mugnimde
To what ha* (hk child ({rown? In xh^^'i
our population wan 50.155. 7*3.
K«imating on an imrcaMr
"f 33':i !«' cent- in l^tfK or hU monlhn hence, ihr im^jul.'ilitm will
be W»,H74,354.
Kor the trantportalion of this
number of |}cople in Ihe ittrceti of our cliic* an<l lown>t,
the most accurate fiifurcs it i<i |}<nsible lo obtain «how ihc
engagemtnl of alxjut .125 companies, employing 28,'xy>
cars. t25,o<xj horscH. and operating »ome 3,5<mj milei o(
in this country.

—
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track
The caniial invested i« variounly cftlimatcd from
f I75,000.(i00 to f2«>IJ fXW.MK),
The number of panscngcrs tarried i* so cnormouH thai It

—

impossible to obtain figures of any great degree of at
Asa rcjiuli of moM careful compitation* and
it is reasonably sure that at
Icajit 1,500,000,000
passengers are transported.
Still more striking is Ihe importance of
the nircct railro.id business when compared with the magnitude and ritent of the steam railroads of the United Stale*.
The
iHtt7 show a tabulation of i47,'/'^H.'^j mileii of
fi Inures of
railro.ad and 2(»,582 passenger cars, and passengers carried
but 428,225,513.
With nearly an equal n(iml*er of car*
and forty-two limes more road, only onefouiih at many
p.issengers were carried.
Behold Ihe yet mmc ama/ing
The horse-cars of the ciiy of New York carry
figures:
passengers,
almost
half as many as are carried
49'.735
"J9
by ail the steam roads in the Lntlcd Slates,
H lo ihi>
number are adder! those carried by the elevated roads, we
have the total of 37'.*J2l.524. "r almost as many pasucn
^;ers are carried in New York <-ily alone as are annually
carried by ail the steam roads in ihc whole United States.
The street railroads of the stale of Massachusetts carryover 44,o<j4J,*xxj more people than all the steam ro-ids in
One road alone, the West Knd of Boston,
th.it state.
carries nc.-ii ly lo.txxi.or o more than all the steam rrxids combined.
To show somewh.it in detail where this tremendous
irafiic is I have prepared Table I.
Most of the figures
showing passengers carried were obtained from reliable
sources, and the balance were estimated from an average
obtained from those I was sure in regard lo.
If you figure for each car six
horsepower of electric
energy it will give you a rough idea of the size of an electric central station needed to oi>eratc all the cars.
In
New York City dynamo capacity of 13,800 horse power

Associate members shall be electricians,
or mechanical engineers, manufacturers, and
individuals who are otlierwise directly or indirectly Interested in advancing the U'cs of electricity,
Ilonoraiy members of the :issnciation may be
"Si:c. .(.
elected upon the unanimous recommendation of the executive committee and approval by a twothirijs vote of the

"Sm:.

3.

is

cur.icy.

10

at

per

(1)

mile,

54577 K".
horsepower
746 X'

transmission per mile.

lost in

however, without considerable wrangling, which was continued later in the convention, when it was announced by
The
the chair that the new Cfinstitution w.as in oper.ition.
executive committee was instructed lo prepare by-laws.
(.'..
He reatl
\V. Mansfield, of Boston, was introduced.
the following paper on "Klectrical Railways:"

Electric Railways.

per mile.

=watls per

estim.'itcs,

association."
Article IV., section i, on oflicers, was amended so as to
provide that three members of the executive committee
It was
should be chosen from the associate members.
provided, also, in section 4 of the same article that the
secretary "shall have an oMice in the city of New York."
On motion of Mr. BrowTi the report was accepted, not,
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The

application of electricity to street railways has been
so rapid that we are liable to lose sight of many valuable
points in our herculean efforts to supply the demand.
Those who are engaged in it know that they let many opThe more gen
They cannot help it
portunities slip by.
erailv the points are known, however, the quicker will be

the rcwanl to some directly, and to them indirectly.
The application of electricity during the past decade
In the face of an industry a half
has been astonishing.
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It is plain that with any increase in tlie size of wire,
the value of I will increase, while 2 will diminish, and
the economical value of X will be such that the sum of i

and

2 will
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be a minimum.
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8,279

9^.34^,000

302

396

1,519
1,058

7,332

'43.133t9S9

4.3.1'

460

3.'67
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1

2 Steam.
8 Cable.

63

6,

1.724

any coverThe insulating covens a mere
ing or insulation whatever.
matter of choice, like a brick, stone, or frame station.
A few examples are added for illustration, the price of
copper assumed at twenty cents per pound for facility of

S3

=

=

X=302
X=250
X=i70

B. & S.
2 B. & S.
between 5 and 6 B. ^: S.
1

What size wire is economical in an ordinary city arc light
ten ampere circuit steam power costing fifty dollars per
year.

E-io

C=50

diving X — iSo or No. 5 B.
Suppose water power can be furnished

B=2o
^;

S.

at Niagara Falls
per horse-power per year, and a ten ampere
current generated by this power be used for street lighting
in Buffalo, the entire length of circuit being fifty miles,
what is the economical size of line wire ?

for ten dollars

31,738 /no
f

34,338,000
1

3 Loco,
39 Dum's.

i_

i

I3.I08>301
31,892.000
15,168.000

»,684
1,264

a 19

130^860,000

Mules.
Louisville

34,970,000

Cleveland ,.
Pittsburgh ..
Jersey City.,

"3
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Detroit

Milwaukee
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6 Cable,

i

Etec.

301,353,000
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1,682
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6 Cable.
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38

Loco.

Omaha
Minneapolis

3
..

I Cable.
Cable, ; Elec.
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160
18,645

I

39,oSS.uoo
10,735,000
33,t&4,COO
16,744.000
4.376,937
9.730,000

Dummies

uxtA motors.
St. Paul

size

=

Dam's,

7 Loco.

56

Newark

calculation.

wire should be used in a transmission of
power plant using a 40 ampere current, power costing one
hundred dollars per year per horse-power?
Here F.:=:4o: C=ioo. H 2o, substitutmg X=427 mils,
or nearly 0000 wire U. \: S. gauge.
If the power cost tifty dollars per year, then C
50 and
X=359 or 00 li. & S. With water powerat ten dollars per
yea», X
240. or between 2 and 3 B .S: S
Should a twenty ampere current be used in the three cases
above, the results would be respectively.

\
1

Buffalo

tor shall equal the interest on its first cost."
Price <'/'<(>//•(;- refers to the bare wire without

18

1

Washington

larger than

50,771,000
34,8)7,000

Dummies.

4

.6t
7

San Francisco.

C

This formula shows that diameter of wire depends on
price of copper, cost of power, and quantity of current, and
is entirely independent of the lengih of circuit and voltage.
The dilTcrential co-efficient shows that the formula is in
harmony with Sir William Thomson's rule thai "the additional running expense due lothe resistance of the conduc-
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Five elevated roads, 37 cable, 147 horse, 7 electric. 3 steam and horse combined— iSg, totsi; 18,615 cars, 394 locomotives, 134 dum.About 34,000 horses arc annually disabled.
mies and motors; 77,884 horses. 2,370 mules 80,154,
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century old, and of enormous wealth and power, it has
In ever)' direction that honest
won the leading position.
Commercial barefTort has been made, it has succeeded.

have been broken doA'ii and physical obstacles swept
When once the feasibility was demonstrated the end
could not be predicted
For the transportation of the people in the streets of our
towns and cilies the demonstration has been witnessed, the
application made and a wonderful luxuriant growth started.
There is no industry so far-reaching in character, so vital
to a community's interests, and yet one so little known as
Neither the scientific world,
the street railroad business.
the commercial world, nor the people themselves have realKliminate the horse car from
ized ils vast importance.
every city or town in the I'nion and forecast the results
In 182S the now great Baltimore \ Ohio railroad
This might
started and horses were used to draw the cars.
In
be called the lirst horse car line in the I'niled States.
1S30 there were 12,866,020 persons in the United States.
riers

aside

would be demanded, in Boston 9.504 horse power, and so
This is destined lo come as surely as ihe days succeed
each other.
In Boston it has come, and a station of approximately S.ooo horse power is already in the bands of
on.

the engineers.
If the consen'atism of Boston permits it, bow can the
result be but ioevitable for the other gnat cities of (he
I'nion? This enh'ghtcned age will have these facilities for
transporlation. and as soon as it is possible and wise. The
universal cry to day in almost ever)- large city the length
and breadth of the land is for cleaner, surer and more
rapid transit.
Unfortunately the tendency of the lime is to concentrate
in or around large cities.
This means congestion with all
its deplorable results.
The solution lies to a very great
extent in the street railwavs.
The*e musi be ttc aiies'
arteries and veins, extending from the heart in all directions to its exlremitics.
Improve, ihen. the street railways.
Almost cver\- method of applying energy to street
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cars has been applied, and they all have finally "bitten the
dust" in the great battle for life.
The Baldwin Locomotive Works have for years been engaged in the manufacture of steam dummies for street

railways.

Unquestionably through them the highest order of talent
and skill has been lavished upon the solving of the ve.xed

how to use steam for the haulage of street
Motors weighing from 13,000 to 27,000 lbs. when
In
in working order and ready to run, have been built.
most cases two engines have been employed, with cylinders
10"
power
The
to
I2".\
i6".
from
8"x
and strokes ranging
of these engines can be judged from their pulling capacity,
which varies from 330 tons to 63+ tons on a level, and
Ordinarily
from 16 to 43 tons on a four per cent, grade.
they were built to seat from 15 to 20 people
The wheel base was generally si.x feet and the wheels 31"
Naturally they were built to run at speeds
in diameter.
from 10 to 15 miles per hour, and to be provided with all
possible safeguards and conveniences
Powerful brakes were used, coke was burned to avoid
smoke, mufflers provided for the exhaust and safety valves,
and every other possible contrivance adopted to eliminate
Their economy in working has
all objectionable troubles.
From reliable and authennot been very freely published.
tic sources we learn that the lowest fuel consumption is
6}^ lbs. of coke per mile run. The average is from 10 to
problem, as to

cars.

The total cost
12 lbs. when ordinary grades are ascended.
of operating per mile has been in some instances reported
to be but jii cents, but in other cases it was found to be
It is needless to say that in
over 20 cents per car mile.
spite of all the skill, time and money spent upon them,
they have not proven, except in a few isolated cases, either
satisfactory or economical
the youngest of them all in application,
Electricity,
shows already the sturdy, vigorous growth that inevitably
will result in its

complete supremacy.
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Table II certainly show that the facts

They were most carefully pre
warrant the prediction.
It does not
pared and include every road of any record.
That remarkable contract which the
show it all either.
West End Street Railway company of Boston, the largest
street railway company in the world, signed recently with
the Thomson-Houston Electric company, is not included
under the heading "roads building in 18S9."
I think that this contract in responsibility and importance is one of the greatest that has ever been signed in the
In electric railroading it is the
history of electricity.
greatest and probably will be for many years to come.
company of Boston, owns
Railway
The West End Street
2t7 miles of track and r. 584 cars, all of which are to be
equipped so as to be operated with electricity. Add these
If it be within
to the list, and how does our list stand?
the bounds of the supply men, at least 75 miles will be
Will
built this summer, and 100 or more cars equipped.
not this give the electric railroad industry a standing warrailroad
world?
the
whole
the
attention
of
ranting
As an interesting comparison regarding the new industry,
if I may call it such, note the following figures;

suddenly when starting, and a variety of accidents that
may happen on the very best roads, render of the first importance that the engine have its main moving parts at
Under the exleast 20 per cent, heavier than ordinarily.
treme fluctuations of load, keys, nuts and bolts will work
loose
An engineer in a large station recently told me that
he practically took to pieces and put together nearly every
month a 100 horse power engine running an 80 horse
power dynamo, whereas prior to the time it had been connected to a railway dynamo it had given practically no
trouble, although worked well to its capacity.

Hanscom of cable railroading fame writes: "We do not
consider it good engineering to design an engine to suit the
He argues
general average of all lines in the country."
special engines for every road.
Mr. C. B. Holmes, presi
"I would
dent of the Chicago Cable company, writes:
recommend that the strength of parts and weight of flywheel be at least one-third greater than the usual run of
engine power." Our business is analogous, and I think
we should heed their counsel
A compound engine rated at loq horse power, running
an 80 horse power dynamo under test recently, gave the following:
Friction card with dynamo, but no current, 11.65 horse
power; aggregate horse power of cards, 1247 74 horse
power; average horse power of cards, 56.67 horse power;
maximum card, 120.79 horse power; minimum card, 15.56
horse power.
The cards were taken at ten minute intervals for four
hours.
There were at the time three electric cars on the
line, each towing another. As the day was a pleasant SunDuring the same time curday, every car was crowded.
rent and potential readings were taken on the line at the
station
The average gave 30 horse power, or an average
Every moefficiency of 54.6 per cent for the total time.
ment deducted that no current was flowing would raise this
efliciency.
At times the efficiency was far higher than this
The road conditions were severe, the grades ran as high
as lu per cent., and had numerous others of 5 and 7 per
The extreme current fluctuations were noted in one
cent
The potential
minute's variation from 45 amperes to 140.
was very constant.
On another small road the extremes varied from the
friction load to nearly 85 horse power on a lOo horse
power engine. These extremes would happen even during
Under
the time a three impression card was being taken.
such conditions the question of coal economy is a troublefar
better
roads,
unquestionably
a
some one. On large
showing would be possible.
Laying aside the question of coal economy, which is
cheap in comparison to food for horses, the best engine is
the one that handles the average work with the least repairs.
On some small roads the ratio of engine friction to
The great majority of
average daily load may be large.
roads, however, will have a sufficient number of cars to so
reduce the ratio of extremes to the average load that the
engine can work at its most economical point of cut-off the
major part of the time, and raise the average load to such
a point above the friction load that the per cent, lost will
be comparatively small.
Almost the first question asked by the manager of an
electric light company when an application has been made
to

him

1870.

1880.

1890.

.

7.

5.410,837

5.255,582

A

gaged

in the

lighting

electric

and power
1,000

Total horse power en-

gaged

way

in electric rail-

industry

30,000

In meeting this demand of the age for better transit,
many considerations that claim our most careful

there are

attention.

The conditions to be met are widely different from all
Essentially we have first a
other electrical applications
steam engine; second, a dynamo; third, a conductor; and
fourth, a motor mounted upon a vehicle, and subjected lo
mechanical and physical conditions more extreme and
severe than ever heretofore have been imposed upon any
In che battle for success
piece of electrical machinery.
the engine has lo stand the bulk of the fighting. Anything
wrong with it affects directly the electric system, and in
many cases it also has to stand the blows if anything is
Dr. Bell has pointedly
wrong with the electrical system.
shown in his valuable paper many well known facts and
clinched them by figures taken on one particular road
They can be taken with certain allowances as fairly representing the conditions imposed upon the steam engine by
an electric road.
The extreme liability of short circuils on the road from
falling wires, careless drivers turning the currcni on tm)

"How much

electric

power must

a portion

of the

Cambridge

division of

the

End Street Railway company's road of Boston,
Thomson Houston company's motors commenced

I

West
the
run-

Up to July ist 165 781 miles,
ning February 16, i8Bg.
and 25,505 round trips had been made with a loss of but
325 miles, or .19 of i per cent, and forty- nine round trips,
During this time nearly
same per cent, of loss
This, in view of the
1,500,000 passengers were carried.
fact that during the entire time, one and part of the time
two tow cars were drawn, is remarkable. It must also be
known that the route extends over one of Boston's most
crowded business thoroughfares, and is the main street
connecting Cambridge and Boston.
On a portion of the route there is an open bridge about
which is located one draw, which is
I 800 feet long on
opened from 20 to 30 times per day. Over this bridge
1,810 cars per day pass or on the average of one every
three-(]uarters of a minute, and at some portions of the day
The teaming on this
they run at half-minule intervals.
street is also very heavy necessitating constant stopping
You will see from these figures what the loss of curre:.t or
a motor burn out causing delay would mean
As the dynamos are run by the Cambridge Electric
Light company, and are so arranged that the same engines
furnish power and lights for their own purposes, as yet
only approximate data as to the fuel consumption, etc.,
have been possible.
A few electrical tests have been made, as well as it were
Ammeter and voltmeter readings were taken at
possible.
the station every 15 minutes, four leadings per minute, or
This was kept up from 6.30 .\ m.
at 15 second intervals.
In all, i.^So
to 12.30 A. M next morning for five days.
The average of these readings gave
readings were taken.
for 12.6 cars in continuous service, 111.6 amperes, 500
Per car this is 8.8 amperes
volts, or 74 8 horse power
The average number of
and 5 9 electrical horse power
We now
passengers carried was about 58 per round u\\).

or the

Total horse power en

is:

Condition of track.
Location of track in reference to power house.
moment's thought over any of these points, I think,
convince you of its importance.

On

2,346.142

power,

cars.

will

Estimated.

for

allow per car?"
No man can give a definite answer to this
question that will meet all conditions
If the following facts are known a fair judgment can be
made although I am much afraid that the accuracy of
the judgment would not be a William Tell:
1.
Number of cars simultaneously operated.
2.
Speed and nature of service.
Maximum grade, and number of grades.
3.
Scheduled location of cars in reference to grades.
4.
Motor cars to be used to tow other cars or not.
5.
6.
Any peculiarities in regard to the distribution of

8.

Total horse power, both
water and steam, en
gaged in the whole
man'f'g industry of
the United States.

August

17,

1

have 32 cars in operation, and observations, in so far as
they have been taken, show a marked decrease in horse
power per car. At Richmond, Va some rough tests gave
the electrical horse power required per car at the station as
from 4 to 5. On the Asbury Park road, at Lafayette, 111.,
the figures of Dr. Bell show the remarkably low figure of
2 5 electrical horse power.
There are a number of circumstances on this road that would tend to make this
figure so low.
The cars are smaller than those ordinarily
used, and I should judge that there were other circumstances entering into the calculation that would tend to reduce it. However, it well shows, possibly, one extreme in
,

railroading.

The other extreme might be cited in the case of the Lynn
road, Highland division.
Here only one car is in operation.
In the course of its route it ascends a hill graded at
the rate of 8.7 per cent, for 300 feet, and immediately
passes down on the other side.
In this case the engine
was indicated. Five cards were taken when the car was
ascending the grade, the average of which was 52.2 hor?e
power.
If we allowed a dynamo efficiency of 90 per cent.
this would indicate an electrical horse power of 47 horse
This

power.

is,

ceptional case.

unquestionably, a very extreme and ex
I might add, incidentally, that the car pays

handsomely.
At Plymouth, Mass., a road having many heavy grades,
the maximum being over 10 per cent., and operating but
three electric cars each with tow cars, the electrical horse
power at the station per car was approximately 7.72 horse
power. On the cars the extremes vary obviously according to speed, grades, load, etc.
It frequently reaches from
four to five times the average value during total time,
In
Lynn the variation is enormous. In Cambridge the current frequently rises to from 65 to 70 amperes, or about 42
horse power.
Especially is this the case on starting.
Vou can see from these figures the impossibility of giving
only the most approximate figures in this direction unless
every detail as to operation and conditions is known.
I feel, however, that on roads having no grades over 5
per cent., and operating under 10 motor cars with tow cars,
15 horse power per car would be a safe figure for dynamo ca
pacity.
On large roads this figure could be reduced to 12
and possibly 10 horse power per car, while on small 3 or 5
car roads with heavy grades, 18 or 20 horse power might
not be any too much.
At Cambridge tests show that of the total time consumed
by a car in a round trip, it was taking power only 61 8 per
cent of the time, and that 6.7 per cent, of the total time
the car was stopped.
At Washington, where the streets were freer and not so
thickly populated, the figure for time when power was
used, rose to 66 per cent.
Neither of these roads is what you might call large. It
seems, however, that from 30 to 40 per cent, of power in
excess of the absolute requirements can be planned for.
I
do not think, however, that this can be implicitly relied
upon as in other power business, since there are many factors in the general operations of a railroad system that
might at any moment tax the central station to its utmost.
In regard to total electrical and total commercial efficiencies, it is impossible for me or any one else to give accurate
figures.
There are so many fluctuating factors entering
into such a determination, that, whereas a test made today would give me certain figures, a test made to morrow,
or a week later, would give me entirely different figures.
The time factor must enter largely into such a test
From estimates based upon many figures I feel certain
that a total electrical efficiency of at least 70 per cent, can
be obtained, and a total commercial efficiency measured
from the indicated horse power of the engine to the carwheel horse power (W. 11. P.) of from 45 to 50 per cent.
If the road bed, rolling stock, and all the electrical apparatus is maintained as it should be, I hope and see no reason
why this figure cannot be exceeded.
Unquestionably, to the railroad man, one of the most
vital points is the cost of repairs.

power

We

all

know

that in so

concerned, a horse power can be produced
and delivered 10 hours per day the year round, with a
profit at about $75 per year.
The cost rf maintaining a
horse for only about four hours' work per day on a horse
car is not far from $!go.
There is one point which is of vital interest to the managetsof electric light companies, and that is how they
shall charge the railway companies for the power which
I have already shown you that
they desire.
is an exceedingly difficult thing to estimate upon the requisite
power, as the conditions are so fluctuating and so variable
After, however, the question of the amount of power has
been settled, the next point to determine is whether they
shall charge the railway company by the hour, by the day,
have a large number of roads alor by the car mile.
ready hiring power of local companies; all of the methods
Upon small roads where the
just mentioned are in use.
schedule of the railway company is such that they have
contin.iously,
meeting emergen
only a few cars running
cies by extras, and where the grades are heavy, a satisfactory basis has been to charge so much per day per car, the
price ranging all the way from $i to $5, $6, and even '^y
When the roads are of moderate size, or are subject to
many variations and sudden demands on the part of the
public for better facilities, or when the line runs to some
resort and the main bulk of business lies in picnics, etc..
charges on the hour basis is sometimes preferred.
This
price varies from 15 to 30 cents per hour.
On larger sys
schedule
is
delinite
terns, where the
and fixed, the mileage
far as

is

i

We

The prices on this basis
is the preferable by far.
range from two to six cents. Vou can readily see that if
basis

the cars ran at infrequent intervals, and if the morning and
traffic was especially heavy and required a larger
number of cars, while during the major part of the day
only a few cars were out. the mileage basis would be quite
unsatisfactory, since on the whole you would have to make
steam possible for the maximum railroad output, and
All of these estimates,
maintain it throughout the day.
however, can only be determined by knowing the local conilitions and circumstances.

evening

-

I
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In the cast where coal ranges from $( to $5 per ton,
naturally the prices could not compete with ihe railroads of
the nalural ^:is and co.il regions wlicrc fuel can be obtained for ahnost nuthinj;, as in some cases for 10 cents
per ton
would like now to enter a wedge here in favor of the
I
Your own experience has probvery licst of construction
ably dictated thai tlierc is no economy if the nrininal construction be put in with either inferior or faidly material or
in railroading than posapparatus
It is more important
sibly in iiRhtini; that the overhead construction, the track
of
the
cars
and
all other details be as
circuit, the wirmg

perfect as

make

it

is

possible

for

the

liest

skill

and brains

lo

llieni.

If the liKht companies would reijuire proper and reasonable guarantees in this direction, whenever they do supply
power, it would not only be a surety in regard to their own
protection, Inil also would be a strong inducement for the

very best of construction work.
The railroad man should see that it Is for his interests,
since there is no trouble that will consume profits more
There is no excuse now for
rapidly than breakdowns.
When such do happen it is either
electrical break downs.
carelessness or cheap construction
Railroading is an exact business. The cars must be
Delays in railroading are
ready and go precisely on time.
ruinous.
All such can be avoided by perfect honest work
to strongly urge this most
I call upon electric light men
It isan
vital of all considerations upon the railroad worlil.
Is it not
experience we have gained at a trementious cost.
to our interest to see that others becoming associated with

us do not suffer? Should not all electricians bend all their
energies toward miking this new and richly promising held
a magnificent success? Have you not millions to gain and
nothing to lose? Are you reaily for it? Are you going to

do it?
There are some

been obtained If more time had permitted (or cloicr adjustment of the motor governor, etc.
In order to inlerent you in the iiubject, allow mc to
brielly review the salient points of

yet erected of this type.

The

the largcHl Infltnllallon
paprrti gave last

electrical

spring excellent deHcriplionn of the clcctrital ]W)wcr plant
on llie Comstock lode, Virginia City, Nevada, where nix
I Jo horse
power generators cjperalesix eighty hor'te power
motors.
The working out of the electrical mechanism to
accomplish the dusireii residl, whh interesting. The large
Calumet \ Hecla mines will creel live of ihenc moiorn lo
assist in the production of copper and ihun electricity will
assist lo mine its chief servant. <opper; nn well as In many
(!,'ises, to refine It,
The generator will produce a prailically
constant current of forty amperes from full U»ad to a short
As factors u» produce this result, are used c<Hncircuit.
ThiH introduceH
pound winding and armature reaction.
as variables in the design series ampere turns, shunt ainfere turns, ilinicnsions of armature, shape of pf^Ic pieces
Changing any one of
and length of cut-out segments.
these produces a change not- only directly due lo itself but
also dependent upon the mutual interaction of these numerous factors.

The motor used in this system is a Hrush series wound
motor, controlled by a centrifugal governor, which, when
the speed changes, shifts the commutator into a position
calculated to change the magnetic axis of the arrnaturc and
If the load
assist more or less the field magnet strength.
increases, the commut.Uor must move into such a position
The weight falls
as 10 increase llie strength of ilie field.
in, the commutator moves backward, and llie resultant line
forward. If we bring the ".S" pole of the armature close to
the "S"' pole of the field, the armature would revolve either
in one way or the other, if it leceived a slight impulse.

The more we mo\e the magnetic axis forward, the more
will it develop, until the armature magnetic axis reaches
It is not necessary for the commutator to shift
a vertical.
90 as a shifting of the contact line acts, :is already shown,

work

I,

boti

central

electric

light

stations al-

ready located throughout the country, and some 425 railroad companies that sooner or later will have to have elec
Is the e any reason why you should not do it?
trie power.
I know of many a station that has to stint and save lo tide
Vou h.ive no day circuits;
over the years' dull seasons.
are held by the sun to one schedule and by the moon to
another.
The municipal authorities jump at you from
behind one post, and your commercial customers from beStygian darkness is ever your salvation,
hind the ne.xt.
and alt conditions have to be met and illuminated by your
Here
beautiful light. \ on cannot alTord to lose anything.
If
isan opportunity for still one more chance at profit.
It will pay
necessary, enlarge the scope of your charters.
Your secuiities will be worth more, and can be more
you.
Railroads have an older
easily and satisfactorily placed.
and better standing in the tlnancial world and on the money
market than electric light companies. Can you afford to
From careful research, my own
let the opportunity go by?
judgment would be that in many cases it would be the
I believe the time is rapidly coming
company's salvation
when great electric stations, from 5,000 to :o,ooo horse
There are plants of from
power, are to be established.
5,00010 lo.oco horse power already built for manufacturing
told that the Calumet and Hecla
purposes
I have been
plant has in the neighborhood of 12 (xx) horse power. The
New York Steam Heating company has about 10,000
horse power of boiler capacity in its stations at Greenwich. Conn.
There are many mills equipped with power of from 1,000
Even our ocean steamships are
to 5,000 horse power.
Why cannot
plants of from S.oixi to 12,000 horse power.
\Vhy are they not?
electric plants of such power be built?
Is there not business enough in lighting, power and railroading? Almost every station I go into the country over
New occasions teach new
its capacity.
is adding to
The horse is
duties, time makes ancient good uncouth "
uncouth.
Electricity is our life.
'

to

still

further shift

Discussion.

hours?

Mr. Mansfikld:

Ordinarily it is a day of eighteen hours; that is about the maximum number of hours
that a car runs per day.
Mr. Pheli's: Mr. Mansfield gave us some very interesting and somewhat surprising figures as to the relative
magnitude of street-car traffic, and of the railroad traffic
of Ihe country on steam roads, but I would like to ask liim
passif he has made the comparison as to the number of
engers carried per mile between the steam railways and
horse-cars tlie difference between the number of passengers carried per mile?
I attempted to make
that division,
KIk. Mansiiei.o:
but could not, because it is such a difficult thing to get at
the mileage of horse cars on the various roads in the counThe passengers get on and
try and distances carried.
It is such
a difficult
ride two blocks and then get off.
thing that 1 could not get any correct figures.
The Presu>i-:nt:
will now hear from I'rof. Rob-

—

We

erts.

Electrical Transmission ok Power
has been impossible for me to take
the time necessary to redeem my promise, made a month
ago, to Mr. Ciarratt. and therefore I have no carefully
digested paper upon the electrical transmission of power,
but merely a few notes arranged from material obtained on
Friday last, respectiog the development of an in'eresting
When I stated to
constant current dynamo and motor.
Mr. Brush that my paper for the convention was not written, and requested permission to lake some figures from
the Hrush constant current motor and dynamo then being
rushed through the shop for exhibition at this convention,
he courteously acceded it.
Upon last Friday morning the
apparatus was hastily adjusted, and I was allowed some
two hours to obtain such figures as mig;ht prove of interest.
Although I consider the figures good, better could have

Prok. RoitERTS:

Ii

The motor

tested gave 84;,

must drop at lower powers, as the loss should be about a
upon
constant one
I did not have time to obtain figures
this point.

Kei'DRT

tn-

riiK

ExixurivE Co-mmmtrr.

Mr. Rhodes presented the report of the executive committee of which the following is an extract:
"\' our committee arc glad to be able to present a good

The year 1SS8
report as to the finances of the association.
closed with a debt of $i,Soo.
This debt h.-is been entirely
wiped out, with a single exception hereinafter referred lo.
The entire expense of the current year to August 1st, has
been paid. Tliere are no outstanding bills, and a balance
remains in the treasurer's hands of ^gio. The income of
the association for the calendar year will be over |l5,2oo:
So that your committee
the expense about !?i,ooo less.
can say with some confidence and much satisfaction, that
There is
the association is in a sound financial condition.
as just mentioned, one claim against the association still
unpaid.
The amount is ^259.60. This was incurred before the appointment of this committee; therefore, the payment is considered beyond its jurisdiction. There is no
doubt whatever that it was incurred for the benefit of the
association, and your committee would recommend that
The preparation
authority be given them for its payment.
for this convention has been part of the labor of this committee.
The character of the papers presented is such that
the report cannot but add to the growing influence of the
In this connection, your committee wish to
association.
express thanks to the Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power & Manufacturing company, and the Oneida Community, Limited,
for unusual courtesies extended during the convenlion."

COMMITTRE ON XOMI NATH_)NS,
Mr. Morrison:

Mk. Martin: I would like to ask the gentleman who
made that report what he means by a "day" in running
street cars; does he mean twelve hours or twenty four

tlie field.

efficiency at 70 brake horse power; at 80 horse power (the
limitl it would have been somewhat higher. The efficiency

Your committee begs to make the folrecommend Kansas City as the nt xt

lowing report: We
place of meeting of the National Electric Light associaWe recommend further for the officers of the execution.
tive committee of the association, the following named
gentlemen: G. W. Ilart. Kansas City, chairman: L. .\.
Iteebe, Hutchison, Kan.; J. A. Cordy, St. Jo, Mo
1!.
E. Sunny. Chicago, III.; S. S Leonard, Minneapolis,
Minn; C. R. Kaben, Toledo, O.; P. H. Alexander of
New York; Frank Ridlon of Boston; J. F. Morrison of
;

iJaltimore.

Mr

Whipple, on behalf of the St Louis Exposition,
tendered the association an invitation to hold the next
convention in that city.
He offered an amendment tosubstitute St. Louis for Kansas City in the report.
Mr. Morrison compared the inducements offered by St.
Louis and Kansas City, and intimated that he thought the
proffer of the latter city was more advantageous.
Mr. Whipp e spoke again of the desirability of holding
the convention in St. Louis, and read an invitation from
the St. Louis Exposition directors.
He vigorously urged
the claims of the city.
The vote was taken

and 19 were counted in favor of St.
Louis and 11 were opposed to the amendment.
Mr. Morrison then asked whether the association was transacting
business under the new constitution or the oKI.
President
Weeks said that the new constitution was in effect, where-

upon Mr. Morrison insisted that the vole was void because
only active mtmbers were entitled to vole.
Mr. Reed said
Mr. Morrison had already stated that the constitution
could not go into effect until Februarv'.
Mr. Morrison
replied by saying that the members had barred themselves
out by voting for the constitution.
The chair decided that
Mr. Morrison's point that the association was acting under
ihe new constitution was well taken.
Mr. Whipple protested against this decision.
He ventured the assertion
that not five men in the room voted for the new constitution.
He added: "Why was not this slated beforehand,
so that we would know how we stood? Are we to have
one constitution to-day and another tomorrow?
Kan
sas cit>' had got the vote, would this question have been
raised?
I do not think it would.
I do not think it is

U

right, gentlemen, and I
confttilutlon it acfoptrd.

do cot think
I

entered

it

ihe way ibe
conlract with

i> Irgal

Into a

this ji^HOciullon la»t Fcbtiiary. by which I paid $3/i for rerluin prlvilcgcR.
What right ha» (hi* ak%C(iuiion to violate
that conlract?"

he point wa<i raited that the diwURBton

I

wm

out of or*

and the chair ktiHiaincd the point.
Mr, Lynch apfKulcd from (he decision of the chair on

ilcr.

new

the ruling that the

conHlilulton trxik effect at once.

Mr. MorriKOn v.d% called to the (hair, ami decided thut
the appeal from ihc ruling of I'rcHJdcni Werkn wa* out of
The conMitulton, he ^id, waRadopled. We callrtl
order.
for action on ihc rc|>'.rl.
A vole wan taken and ihc chair-

man

declared the ri|K(rl adopted.
he convention then adjourned.
petition waa prc«entcd to the executive
committee:
1

The following

Cincinnati, Augunt

K.

1-:.

Wrkks,

3.

18^9,

Prciiident the Natl nal KIcctric Light Aaan-

elation;

Dl'.Ak Sir - 1,
Hellcving thai it 1^ rxircrnety important
that the (fnitcd Slates cen-ms (or iH'/i ^hall contain a »pc.
cial seel if

n for the electric indusiry, and

that the data for

such section »hall Ih: collected, tabulated and published in
a thorough, well devised and systematic m:inner. and,
Hclicving that Allen K. Footc, of this ciiy. is well
2.
jualified lo do this work, both oii account of hi* known

and

as a writer,

.diilily

known

his i>crsonal character, wcti

to us.

Wc,

the undersigned, respectfully recommend that
the National Klectric Light association, at its con*
vcntion, to be held at Niagara Falls, August ft, 7, and B,
1889, take action, requesting the superintendent of the
United Slates census for iSt^o to provide a section for the
electric industry, and lo appoint Allen K. Footc special
agent to have charge of Ihe same.
A Hickenlooper. president Cincinnati fjas Light &
Coke comp3ny; Havid Sinton of the Cincinnati and Cleveland (ias companies; John Kilgour. president Cincinnati
Street Railway company; A. \). Hullock, president Cincinnati iV Suburban Telegraph association;
Robert (.'larke
book publisher; A
Matlox of Cross and Mattox,
agents New York Life Insurance company; Charles L.
Marshall, secretary Underwriters' association; Luke Lilley,
inspector electric light wiring. Cndcrwriters' association;
W, H. Jones of C, K Jones &
J. D. Rrannan, attorney;
l!ro.
George F. Card, electrician Cincinnati Gas Light
;},

H

:

A:

Coke company; Robert Hunter.
The petition was indorsed as follows:
We. the undersigned, a sub committee

committee appointed
the following, as

of the executive
forthe purpose, beg leave lo report

embodying the views of ihe executive

committee:

Wmkrras, It is extremely important that the United
Stales census for 1890 should contain a special section for
the electric industry, and that the data for such section
should be collected, tabulated and published in a thorough
and systematic manntr.
ICesolvc-d, That the National Electric Light association,
now in convention, respectfnlly request the superintendent
of the United Stales census for 1S90 to provide a section
for the electric industry, and they would suggest that .Mien
K. Foote of Cincinnati, Ohio, has proved himself to be
well qualified to do this work, and that he wculd be a
proper person to organize and direct it.
Edwin R. Weeks, Otto A Moses, T. Carpenter Smith.
Exhibits.
H. Shay represented the (1ia.s. Munson B<'lting
conipuDy of Chicago at the convenlion. and enliglilened
all ((uuers on the peculiar advunta.i;es of the products*
.L

of his house.

M

Robert
Gardiner of the Ilnniilton, On I., Electric
Light coini>any displuywl an in."*ide globe giianl designee!
enicking of arc light glolx-s from fulling
pieces of heated carbon, etc.
to prevent the

Prof. Aron's electric current counter, manufactured
Hackenthal of Kew York was on exhibition.

by

W

Solar Carbon A Manufacturing com]»any. Pitt.sburg. Pa., had a s;imple bojxrd Phowing all the producL"*
of the factory which was in charge of iL E. Webb,
Pitlslmrg.

The

The Mclntire
were disphiyed

electric
liy

wire conncriors and tcnuioab

C. Mclntire of

Newark, X.

J.

W.

AV. C"!istle fxhibiled samples of wood conduits,
niaunfactureil bv the P.
B. Conduit »& Construction
comjiany. New Vi)rk.

&

The Acsonia Bniss & Copi>er company was reprcsculed by Gilbert W. Smith, manager of the Chicago office.
with samples of waterpnH)f wire.
The Western Valve compjiny. Cliicago. exhibittti
sjimples of steam specialtifs with asln-stos di^k flltings.

The Waslilnirn ic Mot^n Manufacturing c<»miKiny.
Worcester, Ma-vs., Iiad :i fine sjunple line nf in m and
wires and cables on e.xliibition. Tlie Wepieni
Eii^'tric company has the exclusive sale of their win>
to electric companies.
copper

The E. P. (Jk":Lson Manufacturing rtimimny. New
York, exhibited in the Ca>ino and Intt-niatiuiml hotel
richly engnivitl. etched ami plain ghi^-swan.* for incsuidescent or an* circuits and samples of new gas attachments, electric holders for all systems, etc.
.lohn A. Roebling's Sons

showed samples of m-w

comivmy. Tnenton, X.

J.,

we;Uher|iro«if win.*.

C. A Schien'n. Jr., G. H Fisher and F. A Atkinson
New York represf nted Charles A Schieren & Co.. of
New York. They had a ne:it display of l>elting.

of

Tlie

Sawyer-Man

Electric

company

<

\'

'

'

'

new

double carlion lamp and new series h
imp
and socket espcciilly designed for an- i;_
The Excelsior Ehviric company of Nt-w York, represented by Mr. I). Hvman, lutve placwl a UO-lighl incandescent Excelsior Ayiumio in Ihe Casino, and arc op-

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
erating it by a ten hovsc-power Excelsior motor, tlie current for wliicli is ohtfiined from the local Brush station

Cable company,

The Standard Underground
burg, was represented by Fred
cago and

J.

W. Marsh

B

of Pittsburg, Pa.

Godfrey, New York,
Grimshaw white core wire.
J.

Pitts-

Degenhardt of Chi-

W.

displayed

August

the whole summer's work will be thrown away.
We are going to make a fight and should it be
necessary fight hard, and if we eventually win
we wont burn hard coal."

samples of

W. L. Candee and George Mansou discoursed by the
hour on the blessings attending the adoption of "Okonite," and made quite an impression on the inhabitants
by their fine display.
The American Indurated Fibre company, Mechanicsville, N. T. exhibited samples of indurated tibre pipe
for underground work, and designed to carry either

THE ELECTRIC
The Alabama

Gas, Electric Light
been gianted a franchise in Mobile.

C.

H. Rudd of Chicago had an automatic ground
by induction, and designed principally

alarm, operated
for arc circuits.

&

Company,
Jas. W. Queen
fine testing instruments.

Philadelphia, displayed

Walter T. Wilson, representing the New York Phonograph company, had a Bell-Taintor graphophone and
an Edison phonograph on exhibition.
The Phcenix Glass company of New Y'ork displayed
their beautiful globes and shades on the lamps around
the gallery front of the Casino meeting rooniThe Standard Carbon company of Cleveland had on
exhibition cases of arc light carbons and a sample board
designed for almost every
of carbon rods, plates, etc
purpose for which carbon is used.
The Brush Electric company of Cleveland erected a
building near the Casino and showed one of their new
1,000 liglit alternating machines driven by an 80 horsepower Brush motor, the current for which was supplied from a generator in the Oneida community building.
From this little station extend wires to and around
the assembly room where some 580 plain and colored
incandescent bulbs were lit. The converters are placed
at the rear of the stage, but in full view of the audience.
,

Chicago City Electric

LigVit Plant.

The action of Warren F. Leland in securing
an injunction restraining tlie city of Chicago
from erecting a power station on the lake front
opposite Jackson street, will somewhat delay
the work of extending the electric lighting
system which this city so much desires. City
Electrician Barrett was provoked at the interference which he considered uncalled for, inasmuch as Mr. Leland knew six months ago that
Instead
the city contemplated this movement.
of adjusting the matter before work was begun
he waited until the work of burying the wires
had been completed, and then started his fight.
Before selecting the site for the South side
station

Prof. Barrett inquired of the legal de-

partment of the city government whether the
city could use the land for that purpose, and he
was informed that it could that the question had
been raised before, and was decided in favor of
the city.
Acting on this advice the city electrician selected the site and framed his plans
accordingly.
In the meantime, however, the
legal department of the city has undergone a
change the old force retiring and an entirely
new corps of officers assuming the position. It
is not known what view the present corporation
counsel will take of the question, but he will
undoubtedly endeavor to secure the completion
of the station.
Many property owners in the
vicinity who are opposed to the location of the
station on the Lake front are in favor of droppmg the case, however, as they realize that the
absence of electric lights is a far greater annoyance to them than the power station could pos-

—

sibly be.

City Electrician

Barrett coolly ineither have to
wait until they once

formed them that they would

take the station now or
more were reached, for if they were passed by
they would have to wait until the rest of the

was supplied.
"Of course I don't blame

city

said, "for

wanting the

city of

iVIr.

Leland," he
to main-

Chicago

park in front of his hotel at the
pubhc's expense.
If I were in his position I
would be strongly temjjted to do the same
thing.
It is a fine thing for his hotel, anil adds
to the value of his rooins.
Now if the courts
decide the city of Chicago cannot build on the
lake front and that the land must be used for
park purposes, all the buildings on the front will
have to come down and Mr. I, eland's property
will be more valuable than ever, as the lake view
will be more extended.
But this is what I do
object to.
He should not have waited until
this lute day.
Now I have got my wires buried
and everything ready. If the city is defeated
tain a public

.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

Power company has

by a local paper that an electric railway
Grand Forks, D. T is an assured fact.
It is said

for

,

The Wausau,

Electric Light company has filed
articles of incorporation; capital stock $40,000,

Wis.,

A
tery,

,

water, gas or acids, or to hold electric light wires.
M. E. Baird represented the interests of the Eddy
Electric Manufacturing company, of Windsor, Conn.

1889

the common council grants the company a franchise.
If a
franchise is granted an engineer will at once come here to
break ground for a $500,000 system
The company puts
all its wires under ground, and only furnishes power and
incandescent lights for buildings, having no desire to furnish arc and street lights

LIGHT.
&:

17,

has been decided to illuminate Sheridan drive, the
boulevard for the north side of Chicago, by electric
It

lights.

A
lated

The

city council of

Springfield,

O.,

has decided to ad-

five-mile

railway taking in

electric

Wyuka ceme

Bethany Heights and University Place
at Lincoln, Neb.

is

a project

now under consideration

Louis paper states that a petition is being circuproperty holders on Collinsville and St. Clair

St.

among

lighting in this city

avenues in favor of building an electric street railway.
Many signatures are being obtained.

E. E. Mandeville has been appointed local manager of
the Kearney Electric company, and will be in charge of
the entire system of electric lighting.

The Sperry Motor company of Chicago has been incorporated by Elmer A. Sperry, David T. Foley and William
R Goodman, to manufacture electric and other motors,
and furnish power and heat. The capital stock of the
concern is $50,000.

vertise for bids for furnishing
for the next year.

electric

The Leonard & Izard company of Chicago, last week
installed 3400 light plant at Merrill, Wis., for central station woik.
Edison dynamos were introduced.
The Electric Light company of Nebraska City, Neb.,
has made arrangements for putting in an incandescent sys
tem, to be in operation by the 1st of September.
The new Leiter building on State street, Chicago, will be
lighted throughout by electricity.
The electric plant will
be situated in a structure entirely separated from the commercial building

The Colfax Electric Light & Power company, says a
Portland. Ore., paper, made investments last week aggregating about !^8,ooo, purchasing a 45 arc light plant and a
new steam plant.

A

was recently passed by the council of Paris,
authorizing the committee on lighting the city to
ascertain the cost of putting in an electric light plant and
the city furnishing its own lights.
resolution

Tex.,

The Indiana Eastern and Southern hospitals for the insane are to be lighted by incandescent lamps.
Proposals
for the installation of the plants will be received at the
Governor's office in Indianapolis until Sept. 4.
Elgin, after two months of 'darkness, has again started
the city lights.
The total number of arc lamps is 77. The
plant consists of one 125 horse power Buckeye engine, a
Western Electric 40 light machine, and a Vandepoele 40
lighter.

The electric light company at Baton Rouge, La., is
adding an incandescent system to its plant. The work is
progressing rapidly under the supervision of the superintendent. George F. Schminke.
It will probably be fin-

The city council at Macon, Ga., at a recent meeting,
granted to the Macon Street Railway company the right to
operate electric cars on all the lines now run in this city,
and agrees if the system is satisfactory in every particular,
to grant the company a franchise and right of way on numerous other streets petitioned for by the railway company.

The telephone company of Salt Lake city recently
brought suit against the local street railway company to
prevent it from completing its electiic railway system by
using rails for a return. It was alleged that the telephone
system would be practically ruined by induction. Witnesses were examined last week and a decision is soon expected from the court
The United States company, of New York, has a new
form of electric motor for operating ventilating fans, and
it is claimed the new design is far superior to the old machine.
It is capable of 1,950 revolutions, and runs easily,
without any trouble or attention. All the bearings are
anti-friction.
The first machine of this type was received
in Chicago two weeks ago by the Westinghouse company,
and has been operated constantly since.

A

trolley wire on the Cleveland electric railroad and a
telephone wire came in contact a few days ago, and as a
result the telephone wire became heavily charged.
One of

the wires was picked up by a girl, and she received a shock
which she described as follows: "I felt as if I were being
shivered to pieces, and I experienced a horrible pain ia my
head; my tongue seemed to cleave to the roof of my mouth.'
She was not burned, the only visible effect of the shock
being a badly swollen hand.

The Short

Electric
Railway company filed artiof incorporation at the county clerk's office in DeMich., last week
The capital stock is $[,000,000 in
40,000 shares, of which 14,860 shares are held by the
I5rush Electric company of Cleveland, O.
The other
stockholders are Sidney H. Short, of Cleveland; N. B. Abbott, of Columbus, O.; James J. Tracey, of Cleveland;
George W. Stockley, of Cleveland; C. F. Brush and J. Potter, of Cleveland; Wells W.
Leg'gett, of Detroit.
The
articles state that all the stock subscribed for is paid in full
in cash and by the transfer to the company of valuable
rights and franchises regarded as worth -$500, ceo.
The
purpose of the company is to operate an electric railway in
Cuyahoga county, O., and elsewhere, with a business office
in Detroit.
cles

ished in thirty days.

troit,

The government building at Grand Rapids, Mich is to
be lighted with the Edison incandescent light, and on
Monday next the Peninsular Electric company will begin
the work of wiring the building
There will be about 200
incandescent lamps and one arc lamp which will be placed
,

at the front entrance.

The Commercial Electric company of Detroit has petitioned the committee on street lighting and ordinances to be
authorized to place its lights in position on the streets,
agreeing to comply with the ordinance relative to placing
the wires under ground within the half-mile circuit and all
other regulations established by the council.
number of
property holders, however, objected, and the matter was
referred to the city attorney and city counselor.

A

The Columbus
O., filed

articles

state last week.
as the principal

Electric

Light company of Columbus,

of incorporation

with the secretary of

Columbus, Platte county, is designated
place of business, and the nature of the

business to be transacted is the furnishing electric light
for the city of Columbus
The authorized capital stock is
given at $50,000, which may be increased to ^roo.ooo
Charles S. Schroeder, G. A- Schroeder, A. Heintz, Gus
Falbaum and George G Bowman are the incorporators.

The council committee of Buffalo, N. Y., decided to re
port in favor of over-riding the mayor's veto on the resolution to place electric lights in the center of each street
crossing or ending at Bird avenue, between West avenue
and Soldiers' Place, at the corner of Ferry and Chester
Ferry and Masten streets, Masten and Dodge
block on Washington between Eagle and
Clinton streets, at the corner of Michigan and Cypress,
Cypress and Pine, William and Minnor, and at the corner
of Pearl and Swan streets
The committee voted to sub
stitute electricity for gas in a large number of prominent
streets.

streets, center of

thoroughfares.

A

Milwaukee paper contains the following: D. M. Benjamin, Fred N. Finney and Frank C. Bigelow are the incorporators of the Edison-Villard Illuminating company,
which applied to the common council for a franchise yesterday.
The object of the company, as stated in the articles of incorporation, is to manufacture electric light machinery and to maintain an electric light plant in this city.
The capital stock of the company is $500 000, divided into
5,000 shares.
The incorporation of these articles is the result of the visit of D Preston Hicks, of New York, to this
city,
Mr. Hicks is quoted as statieg that the intention of
the company is to furnish electric light at as low a rate
as gas
Of the capital stock of 1^500,000 Eastern parties
will furnish !f 375, 000, and the business men of Milwaukee
will be allowed to subscribe for the balance, amounting to
$125,000, if they choose.
Mr. Hicks has stated that the
enterprise is a certainly, no matter whether the people of
Milwaukee invest in it or not, providing, of course, that

An

exchange, speaking of the substitution of electricity
on street railways, says: "If this can be done £o
successfully with street cars, there can be no question but
for horses

that it is equally applicable to heavier traffic, and will be, in
time, a substitute for steam in many cases.
Like all electrical discoveries, this particular branch is yet in its infancy, and is comparatively less advanced than many
others.
would, for instance, have acknowledged a
few years ago the practicability of the electric light, the
telephone, the phonograph, and many other wonders of
like character.
Improvements can be made and are being
made constantly on the latter mentioned inventions, and
the possibilities of an electric motor adapted to handle
heavy traffic, such as is handled at the present time by the
steam railroads, is by no means far off or doubtful.
It will
surely come at no distant day, and will supersede steam,
and then every one will wonder how they ever did without
it.
It is not improbable that we will live to see our large
trunk lines operated under this system."

Who

Prof. Galileo Ferraris, of Turin,

Italy,

has constructed

an alternating cuirent motor which he describes as follows:
The armature consists of a copper cylinder measuring 7
centimeters in diameter and 15 centimeters in length, movThe inductors were formed of two groups
able on its axis.
of two bobbins.
The bobbins which branched off from the
primary circuit of a Gaulard transformer, and were connected in series, comprised rg6 spirals with a resistance of
13 ohms, the bobbins comprising the secondary circuit
were coupled in parallel, and had 504 spirals with 3.43
ohms resistance. In order to produce the difference of
phase, a resistance of 17 ohms was introduced into the
second circuit, when the dynamo produced a current of
Under these
9 amperes with So inversions per second.
conditions the available work measured on the axis of the
motor was found for different speeds; Revolutions per min4C0— 546 650 722 770. Watts measured at
ute: 262
2.55-- 2.77 - 2.55
2 40.
The
the brake:
1.32 - 2.12
maximum rendering corresponds to a speed of rotation of
650 revolutions, and Prof. Ferraris attributes the loss of
work for higher speeds to the vibrations to which the maAt present the apparatus is but a laborachine is exposed.
tory one.

—

—

— —

—

—
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A DEPARTURE IN
INCANDESCENT SWITCHES

GREELEY tc CO.,
GENERAL ELEC TRICAL SUPPLIES,

THE

E. S.

An IfiBtftnlnrMMMin innkc nnd liroak movntnrni. unroa.
trrfll'-dby thu hftfiillR, uik^li •mllrnly of alirnUfif.t 'Hitlttn
hrM«). llin Ikttar not niiUirlnu lnl» Itn rotintrurtloti ;tb«f>T
foro, tliud^ti Itiriay I»b li»«ttMl \,y |,o»if omiArt c*tj»»-'i hf
corrtMlfin or dirt. I'm nMifolnma «lll noi l>« ftfTMiUxl
tlinrrliy.
Mwnd for lllii«irilrd » In (jl»r
prU*! ll«l.

IlKV MT., Ni:W VOItK.

mill 7

It

IHu.itrutiuJ Ciictilar

ELECTRICAL i/IEASUREMENT
\ rrooUlon And CoDaiancy, Quality

ud

FlBlita,

Lamps and

of

Instrunii^nts and BattrrUa of
the Vary Highest Grade,

L

am

md
H. T. PAI8TK,

ft

NouvlUes

ths

Eooi Id tbo World.

ufion

Ciiliilo^ih' <>r sriiiHliii'il 'I'l-xl liii«lraiii
rHnilt-lK'U mtoii iii'itll' "'

laOGCheitnulSI.,

KHiivwit
NKW Niiw

MINIATURE INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

THE "CLARK" ^WIRE,
Insulation

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Application

y.xvt.vmtvy.:

Kni/laii'l Kli*<

MKtV

YORK
T.

trti:

Hupplx

'

"tri[iKn]r,

M.fotiri Htr««t, llrlilKaijort, iUina.

CITY:

i'. Ilnntrr di Co., ;>7 C'barrli mr>wl.
ll.li :
Bioctrtckl Hiippijr Corapur, HI lUndolpti HtrML

CUICAUO,

Guaranteed Where¥er Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine,

BEFORE YOU PURCHASE
Electric Gas

Lighting Apparatus
hi;NlJ

In

II

ItMirr

friHii llio

28. IMH8, lui Hiiy»

;

'

A

Tlii> riitilior iiMfil

lN»i-Ktm>ii

i>f

Uu-

n<ml»m

Tht>rt>uKlily Ki'Uiihlo

til

lii«iiliitliiK niip

wlroH aiiJ

V\rv> I'luInrwrltcrH" |liil«m, midiir ilnio of Murcli

iiiul

UvHirulilu

«uIi!.«h |h

Wire

In

Kv«ry

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICE

K«M|i«ct.*'

HimcliUly ohcnilcftUy propiirfld, imtl

*j»

gHnrnnttiKt

Our

iiiul

wilt not

piirutriH.

nro propanid to fiirnmh Blnitlo WInm of ull
in.iul'iUon wttt ftrovti dttniMn when »tlt otfiers Jiill.
HtorK. CiiblrH nmdo
tiiid itliiiiuUT of liiNiiliUlnii ri.rTfU'«n»l>h, Trlnphniui luul KU'CMlf. lAgUtH fnnn

Wo

THE BEST GOODS, THE GREATEST VARIETY.

UnuK.iK

"
*

BKNRT
H.

REDUCED

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
<U

aiKl iKi HaiiipMbiro Street, IJoston,
OnMnil

A. OI.AUK.

M.inoK.>r.

II.

KUaTia.

W.

on

INCKBABKD DMOOURTS.
Kiiolpt

..f

HI'SINEHH

ANDREWS.

S.

(-•ARD.)

NEW YORK

22 UNION SQUARE,

Klootrlolwi.

WARD LEONARD.

PHICK8.

(Cntnlok'ii'i I''>rwnr.|i'il

Muss.

lIKlUllSltT

LIST

(lonlrilnlni' "VwryllilnK nuri-nnnry for nnlni^ up private «,r I'fjlill'
llilllilhii:", Tlii'lll«r.i, C'burcljii". Ktc, wilt, <i>« l.l;'l,llni:
A|.

,Mn-iomte, oxUloe or crack, mid will roinulii llosHHo In iixtrciiiu oolil wuiuliur
and n.il iifT<ii-li-d ity hoat. Tli« liimiliitlon l» |iron»;liiil fnnn nmtdinnloal Injury by on« or nmro hriiUlH and tlio
proof.
wli'iU" nlt.kod wKliCliirlfH l'iUt<iit Compound, which Ih water, oil, nclil and, ton v«ry KTuiit oxlcnt, llro
to bf watfiniri"'r,

Ink

E.

CITY.

M. IZARD.

CONSULTING AND CONTRACTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
Systems of Electric Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Electric
Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.
Planf* and Mpecillcationn for all HlQ(t« of Electrical COBatroctl«n Work.
AfQlUtneof Commercial Supplies carried atoll timcB for Plants deBcribod above.
For any or

Branch

all

Ofllccs:

The

THE ROOKERY, Room

425, Telephone 694,

Ijnniber R-voliaiiee, KoomsS and 6, lltnnoapollH, DHon.

a ON/;.

;

CHICAGO,

ILL.

IVorthwcHtern llatnal Life InsuraBce Block, Uoom

115,

Tetdphooe

l^^M,

miwaokee. Wla

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
Telephone and Telegraph,

Electric Light,

XWXa.ntiXaottxrod fox- .A.&r±a.l, Sixloixm.x-lzLe axid. TJxx<Xor-er<3-VLXxc3. X7ae.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF
CANDEE AERIAL WIRES, OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE, MANSON PROTECTING TAPE.

...

|3 Park Row, NEW YORK.
THE OKONITE COMPANY,
BRANCHES:
PECKHAM'S PATENT INTERCHANGEABLE
Chicago.

Boston,

Philadelphia.

Omaha.

Minneapolis.

Cincinnati

Louisville.

St.

Louis,

and

San Frarcisco.

ELASTIC STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS

THE ONLY INTERCHANGEABLE STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS THE ONLY ELASTIC STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS THE ONLY NOISELESS STREET CAR WHEEL.

Can be Renewed

IN

at

cny Car Stable by any Ordinary Laborer, and without Removing Motors from Axles.

USE ON THE FOLLOWING ROADS:

Bnioltlyn City Railrcad. lirwSIyn. N. T.
New WllllanisburK & I'latbush Kitllroad. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Houston, \Vi>8t Strtpt and Pavonla ferrj Kailroad, New Yorfc.
North Hudson Uimuiy Railroad, bobolien, N. J.
Cincinnati Slreot ItallwDy Co., Clnclnuall. Ohio.
West Kml Elotftric Itallroad, Boston, Mass.
Port Hun.n Kloctrlc C".. l*t)rt Huron. Mich.
Chihuahua Kallrcad, C'hibuahua. Mexico.

De9crii>tiT«i Clrcnlor

Bushwick Railroad. Brooklyn. N. Y.
Broadway Kailroad, New York.
Third Avi'nup Ilallroad.

**

Jersoy I'lty & BerKfn Hallroad. Jersey City, N.
Omaha t'ablt- Railroad Co Omaba, Nebraska.

J

.

Scraiilon Electric Co., ScrantoD, Pa.
CUIzcns Kiillway Co.. Elkhart, Ind.

and Price List Fnrnlahed npon Application to

THE PECKHAM STREET CAR WHEEL & AXLE

CO.,

239 Broadwayi

N. Y.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MANUF'G okCOMPANY,
-:ls.a.t^i^j'fj^c-T'u-rsf^s

Automatic Electric Motors
In all Sizes

from One-half H.

P.

Upward.

Hif/h Effirievcy, Perfect Seffulaiiou, Superior Worh-mnnshfjt.

Management, Semarhahle

DYNAIVIO

^

Siiiijiliciti/, Etc.,

£IjiX:C"rRIC ^

Ease

of

Etc.

IVIACHINES

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.
RRINPH
DnanviQ nPUirPIurrit/ijij.

cnnv

ICWrORK.SlChurehSt.:

:r^TOir^ mm Ai^tuwr 1^

BOSTOM,

in

xadsas cnr,

^\-

lAirx

Arcli St.:

CmCAeO. 42
PHILADCLPHIA. Soe CamminmSt.;
sew Orleans, loe curomieM st.

u SmlU St.

RianaB^iiiiirs:

r%^%

uuiikii^erxD

r^^MURi

1
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COLUMBIA COLLEGE
SCHOOIi OF

SEALED PROPOSALS

ailSTES.

Will be received

Has bean establiehed, open to graduates of the
School of Mines, and of other institatlons of like
grade and standing. The fall course will occupy
two years. There is a partial course that can he
completed in one year.
For circulars apply to Registrar School of Mines,
49th St. and Madison Ave., New York City.

till

4 P. M. Sept.

4,

theterms and other

Entirely

of the Board.

ROGERS,

Med.

-

Snpt.

Wltf#,

CONSULTING ELECTRICIAN,

Send

GHIGACrO.

STAPI^ES,

INSUIiATING FAIKT,

OSTRANDER &

R.

2

23 and 25 Ann

1 ,

for

New

Catalogue, out August

CO.,

New

St.
DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

York.

Isl.

The H. M. LOUD

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

& SONS LUMBER CO.

MANUFACTURERS OP
Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms, Cedar Poles,
Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled Promptly.

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLT COMPLETE BET OF TJ. S.
ELECTBICAI. PATENTS IN CHIOAOO.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,

Steam

in

M WHISTLES,

W.

Factory, 1461 and 1463

Office and !UI11 at
Exclusive Selling Agent: Q.

Oscoda, ailch.
i. HiEMODNT, Western
Agent Electrical Department New Haven Clock Co.,

7001-3-5-7 Opera House Block. CHICAGO.

BRTANT'S SWITCHES,
HII.Ii'8 SWITCHES,

SCALE

Catalogue on application.

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.

G^EORGIE CUTTER,
-

Impurities.

Pneumatic, and Mechanical

Oral, Electric,

I,0«AI«SFOKT, IKD.

80 Adams Street^

Purifier.

STILWELL&BIERGEMF6.G0.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

SPEAKIN& TUBES
JOS. G.

D.,

prevents

Boilers.

details.

By order

all

17, iS

1889, at the

diana Hospitals for Insane in accordance wtth
specifications in the hands of the undersigned,
who is authorized to give full information as to

ActiDgr President.

IIirSlIIiA.TINe

Steam-Feed Water

Governors Office, Indianapolis, Ind., to provide
and put in place ready for use, Incaudesceut £lect,i*ic Xji^s-hiiiig- Plants,
respectively for the Southern and Eastern In-

Electrical Engineering

£i.Ii.

Stilwell's Patent Live

Removes

A COURSE IN

HEBIRIT DBISIiEB,

August

315

Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

Electric Light Repairing.
General Machine
Job-Work, Patiern flflaVIng, Etc., Etc.

Russell Mast Arms.
Electrical -

Office

and- Meckical- Engineer,

DESIQNBB, MANTJFACTUBBB.
Mi IVorks:
76 lliRSEI ST., CHICAGO,
-

LOGKWOOD AMMETER
RV-^

Circuits.

Lockwood Instrument

consumption of oil.
Tal-re-Oleine" Is a product In the highest state of nitration, Is of the greatest viscosity, is entirely free from all acids and ab-olutely non-corrosive, and without doubt the finest and most thoroughly reliable Cylinder Lubricant now on the market aud will naturally lubricate 200 to 300 per cent,
more than products of lower test. ^"Is not only the I»eet but the most ecoiiomloal lubricant.
Manufacture and sale controlled exclusively by RELIANCE OIL & GREASE CO.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Samples.of-onetotenbarrelsstilpped on request. Correspondence invited. Resident agents wanted.

_

Co.,

Gkiswold Street,
XSDEII'Xt.OX'F, ]VEXOZXXGk-.A.3>3'.
91

1

2

American

T.WHITE,

R.

PEARL STREET, Room
BOSTOX, HASS.

Ifflprovefl

MM

675 DEGREES

MECHANICS, Purchasing

Agents. Engineers and Practical Builders of
If Jcostly steam plants will be pleased to know that a Lubricant Is now produced of such
/.y extraordinary high fire test as to make It proof against the great heat to which It Is
subjected, and Is therefore a PERFECT lubricator where products of lower grade and
fire tests pass off at once, leaving the parts subject to wear, or greatly Increasing the

'-•POLARITY INDICATOR
For Arc an d Incandesce nt

VALVE-OLEINE:
MASTER

6,

I
I
I
I
|

i^lecl^Fical ^op1[s,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.,
EXOLTJSIVK MANUFACTUBIRS OP THE

I
Material for
Telegrapii, Teleplione and Electric Light.

Street Railway

Roaied.

Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity
of any Cable in the Market.

Sample Chairs and Sections of Rail sent on

New York

Application.

Correspondence Solicited.

THOMAS A8HBUBN£R,

-

Prices on Application.

TVeBtern Agent,

Send for Circulars.
-

KANSAS

CITY.

Office,

18 Cortlandt Street.
ACKERMAN, Agent.

P, C.

atO.

£1
^MANUTACTUBEES OP

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords
JAWIES

F.

^nd^ Cables

KELLY. General Sales Agent, 19 Dey

for Telephone, Telegraph
Street,

New

York.

THE HEISIER PATENT LONB DISTANCE
INCiNDESCEliT ELECTBIC UGET SYSTEM.
UNEQUALED FOR DISTRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.
Specially adapted for Street, Commercial, and Domesticlllumination from Central Stations. Plant may be located where Power
can be secured Cheapest, even if miles distant from the Lighting.
Safety, Reliability, and Financial Success fully demonstrated.
Plan of Wiring the Simplest, Cheapest, and most Efficient. Strictly
Series. Noted for the Brilliancy and Beauty of the Light. Liamps,
10 to 100 Candle-Power; Long Life without Blackening. Greatest
Production of Candle Power per Horse Power. Dynamo SelfContalned and Perfectly Automatic.
HR\'I>

FOK

CIKCIJ1.&IC.

COKRKtiiPWIVUKNCe I^OLiICITKD.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LICHT CO.,
sous 17 South

7th Street,

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

SMPoleaMFlxtnre

-FORHeisler

Long

Dislaiice

INCANDESCENT

IiIOHTISIU.

Augiisl

17,
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
Thr allrnilon of K[J'U"I MK! CdSU'ASlVA \t called to IhU VW.M.W^
llll.t'l*l':i» W.%'l*l-:iC n'lll':i-:i« :<•. p:trtl.-iiI:)rlyaMuntrr|lr) (tirir iiv,

miiurkiiltl V hIi'IkIv iiioClon, fiiieli Niii'rd
dlnmrirr,
un<l urt'itl M'Mlfifnvy^.iw] liirccc f 'ii|iiiclty, fot
(luinrlt-r.
Ir i' uvl \ty n
bcln^: doullli* ilin IN>M «*r ol riir>il Mlin-lrt t,i
on.i<(oiiti( of

It-,

ir^t

it.iiii<-

niinilirr of tlir Iriiilln^ rlrctrle (,oin|»;uiir% with utr.tt latiola' tion.
In 'hr ceonof:i.
leal uir o( wiiii-r )t in withrjiii :tn un (•((ual, |iro(Jur:ir)({ ilic hliflirkt [>rr cent, ol uic(iil

iriiariinfri'«l.

rllrct

Hi'-^n
()tir

and

It

I

FOB

lon/'Jiitiil

<:ATAIi04;i'K A\l» I'AKTKTI.AIIM.

"Vlrior"

c;iin hi- \»:Ui-il (lirLM.tly

\\

rrcofnriM-ndrd.an no K'-a.;

hlj;tilv

am

rrquirril,

ro ilynun.o.

VlfrOK

omii;inyinK rnKfavinR rpprrwrnW n pair of la inch
'I'l ICHI.^I'.N mtanf/ril on .1 horlz/mlul flhiifi. with Ciiti-lron l'lurn<>, iJrafI
lJfivin|{ I'lillryu complete, all mountrtl ufnin
1 iiIjiv.. Knt\ llca^in^^ (or Shaft, and
a Mih%lHntiiil cant-iron hrd (il;il<-.
I'll*: cniin: arrnnKcnirnt ti very cornplrt*and
strictly firM-clasR In tvrry p.irlicular,
aic now pr<^|>arr-d lo fnrnith Vu-tw
'Iiirliinc-i. i-itltfT Mn(;lr or 111 p'tif^ "" hori^ontiil sliafts, and vvtiTf f\if tttiiatlon
'Ihr

in

.

Wc

fldiiill*.

o(

llif If

uic.

wc

rctoiiirn'.-nd iht-rn.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO.,

-

DAYTON, OHIO.

HJLYDEK^S,
BOOTH
&
WATERBITRT,

HOI-IilES,

CONN.

FACTORIES:

DIAKirFACTI'ICKICN

BARZ:

OK

AND INSUImATZSD VTIRXS.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Llfrht Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Maernet Wire, Flexible 8IIk, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station WorK. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT
For

Electric

Light,

a

K, K," LINE

Electric Railways,

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON
J. L.

BARCLAY,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

Selling Agent,
ILL.

WI R E

L.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

PRON CO., MAKERS HIGH -GRADE
GLOBE^£AfND OHIO. <5</. a^'^^^^^
/^I

ADr'

/^

or

II

THE MOST DURABLE, SIMPLEST AND BEST
OVERHEAD WIRE SYSTEM.
Bentley-Kniglit Electric Railway
25 « 27 Tenth Ave.,

NEW YORK

Co.,

CITY.

The ONLY Conduit System.

:
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS

THE OKONITE

17, 18

CO.,

CO.

TRADE MARK

^W^IRES,

CABLES, TAPE, CORD, TUBING.
Candee Weatherproof Line Wire.
Annunciator Wire, OfBoe Wire, Underwriters' Wire.
Magnet Wire, Bells, Annunciators, Burglar Alarms,
Push. Buttons, Insulators, fins and Brackets, Cross Arms,
Step Irons,

Compound Soldering

Salts,

Etc.

ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY AND CAREFULLY.
42 L a. SALINE ST.^ - - CHICAGO.

Stoddard Cutout.

HUGH MOMCI.I.AN, Presilent.

'W.

A..

JAOKSON,

Cleveland Switch.

FR&NK E. SNOW^, Secy and Treas.

Vioe-Preiident.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC TRACTION

CO.,

DET^SOIT, liv^ICHORGANIZED TO CONSTRUCT, EQUIP AND OPERATE

Strklrt Railways

By

E\iAExaT:^Ria

Moa:^ORS,

Embracing Ne'w and Valuable Patents covering improvements which are necessary for

ECONOMICAL OPER ATION AND HIGH EFFICIENCY.
FRANK

B.

RAE, ELECTRICAL ENCINEER.

features that will commend it to the careful attention of Street Railway Managers,
looking for reliable, easily operated and efficient apparatus for HEAVY WORK.

new

Contains

Roads
East Detroit

in

Operation and

& Qrosse Points

Highland Park Railway
Detroit City Railway, Mack St
Citizens Street Railway
Adrian Electric Railway.

Detroit,
"

Mich 8
.

miles.

..3% "
" ..3
"
"
Iiine
"
Elkhart, Ind 7
"
Adrian, Mich. .3
.

"

.

.

POINTS
A

.

in

.

OF=

Process of Construction
Decatur, III
Decatur Electric Street Railway
3 miles.
"
Sault Ste Marie St. Railway, Sault Ste Marie, Mich. .8
"
Fort Worth City Railway Co., Port Worth, Texas. .10
"
"
"
Fort Worth Land & St. Ry. Co.,
..15
Saginaw Union Railway Co., Saginaw, Mich
17ii "

SURERIORITY.

Single Motor Geared to Both Axles, with Improved Noiseless Flexible Gear Preventing Breaking from Sudden
Strain. Mator Truck Easily and Quickly Detachable, Etc., Etc.

Oorreisx^oxideuoe Sollol'ted.

aaid. X:ait±zxxa.teei iFiurxilslLec]..

THE STODDARD PATENT
Combined Rosette and Cut-Out.

THE FIRST REAL IMPROVEMENT

For Flexible Pendent Electric Lights,
Patented Sept, 13, 1887.

IM

POROUS GUP BATTERIES
Since the Invention of the Leclanche.

These Co^outa ijruHont a ueat and artistic appearance, anrl wtilleothera may cnet loaa, they refjiilrn more
time to lu»tall. It Is fuuiiil In practice atjout three to
one, 1. e., while a workman place.H twenty ordinary
Cut,oiite he can place sixty or these, thus riiaKIn^ asavThis wnidd repreIna of two-thirds the cost of latior.
sent a savInK of two dollars per day on each workman
employed at three dollars per day. This adds ten
cents to the coat of oaoh of the cheaper Cut-outs for
extra lahor alone, while the advantaKO of bavlnt; sixty
IIKhts provided for In the time hut twenty are ready
for use, Isotttlniesof vital importance.
Attain, extrA Ijase Blocks or Itesettes are generally
ri'dohed for other (lut-outH.
A conllnidOK savins In matter of renewals, repairs
and replacing f uslhle strips, all Ko to make up an UKKretfatlon of Bdvanta(;os, which tias Induced some
u.-iers to slate that they "prefer the Utcsldard Uut-outs
at their price, as atfalostaiiy other at lesa price,'*
MANUKA'.-TUUKnaV THK

MARKLE ENGINEERING
For Salo bi

all

CO., Detroit, Mich.
Eltctrlcal Supply Companlei.

Send

Axo Battery Oomplete

for Circular of the

Axo Battery.

THF X.£CLANCHi: BATTERY
H9 West 18th St., New York.

CO.,

Porous Cup Alone.
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JUST OUT!!
Incanilesctiit

Wiring Hand-Book.

Bv

F. B.

BADT.

Type page 5;2X3

inches; flexible cloth binding; 66 pages; 35
These tables
cuts and 5 tables, three of which are 12x18 inches.
ONCE, and without any calculation, the size of wire regive
A timely book,
quired in each case for any percentage of loss.
containing full instruction for Incandescent Wiring, and complete
information concerning Methods of Running Wires, Location of
Safety Devices and Switches, Splices, Insulation and Testing for
Faults, Wire Gauges, General Electrical Data, Calculating Size ot
Wires, Wiring of Fixtures, Elevators, Buildings, Isolated and Central Station Plants.

AT

THE ONLY COMPLETE BOOK OF THE KIND PUBLISHED.
First Edition Twenty-Five

Hundred

Copies.

SENT, POSTAGE FREE, ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK,
By

F. B.

BADT.

Price, $1.00.

Second Thousand
of Twenty-Five Hundred copies exhausted.
Edition
now
ready,
Forty-Five
Hundred
making
bobks printed
Second
copies
up to date, containine: additional pages and Moonlight Schedule for 1889.
First Edition
of

lOO

pages; 70

illustrations;

flexible

cloth

binding"; size ot

type

page,

6x3 inches.

Dynamo

Tenders and Linemen, Stationary and Marine EnDesigned for
gineers.
Just the book for men who wish to learn how to operate and care for
The only book of the kind in the English language.
electric light installations.
SENT, POSTAGE FREE, ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING
6 Lakeside Buildine,

CHICACO

ILL.

CO.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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MOTOR
& C." ELECTRIC
NEW YORK.
GREENWICH

''C.

17,

1889

CO.,

STREET,

402 4

EFFICIENT
ELECTRIC

AUTOMATICALLY

MOTORS.

REGULATED.

Manufactured for Arc and Incandescent Circuits.

EW ENGLAND OFFICE:

If

32 Oliver Street, Boston.
Phenix Building, Chicago.

WESTERN OFFICE:

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE: 301 Arch St.
SOUTHERN OFFICE: 23 Carondelet

JOHN STEPHENSON

Street,

New

Orleans.

CO.,

L-HS^IT-E:!!),

YORK.
STREET CARS
ZrETAT

-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

THE ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT

INDOReRD

For Passenger Trains,

Freight Trains,
Steamboats, and
Burglar Alarms. FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELERS.
Thomas

Eliba Tbomson,

A. Edison,

K. S. Possons,

Edvin

J.

Hoaston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

No more

acoiilfints

MICHIGAN CENTRAL
ra|ji(lly

from

an<i

hrfiakiiig

in

two of

ROCK ISLAND, and

trains.
In use on the
other leading roads being

Send

for

Pamphlet "ARE YOO POSTED?" to

<'.c|iii|p|)(;il.

PARRISH BROS.

&

PECK ELECTRICAL

OHICAGO OFFICE, Booms 324 & 325

Phoenix Building.

CO.,

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH
177-179 Broadway, N. Y.

CO.,

.
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MclNTIRE'S PATENT ELECTRIC WIRE
I'lil.

mAI>l''.

Al>plli-.l l.ir.

OK

i.tUK

'I'lIK IIIOHT

CONNECTORS

<:ni'l'Klt.

r-,t

and

Aii|.llc:

TERMINALS.

l.,r

|-

>

,

y.:-

;

Ui

r—
(

V
Wlri' ConiitntiirM

fitr

it

rliMfijiMi-

II

(;iiiit:«iB

tlmn

uf Wlni, miporlor

TiirntlrialN fur

li> iiiitl

Adoplod

ftoil

of wlr<v

){fttii,'ii

'roriiitniilB for Inriinili'HCHiil

Oyntmo*

MoUtrm, Qtc, to Mult »ny

nrjlilitrml Jolnltt.

Ttrmtntia for

Cvflfnic

(.'ul

<>ou

LiimiiM.

Toloplione iiiid 'l'«l««Kr«i»h ('iimiiBnlnH throiiKlioul litillixl Mnli
IU,|.tlnKto.kttn.lforHa\«hyHUt!ieleft.ilnKolnctrlr,HUupplyh<»UH»H.

Iiy ICloctrli; l.lnlit,

riiid

Mp ulnr-

wllti full Infi-rmAtl-.n

Mb.V
of

'Ja,

IHSII.

"Wo

«ro

vo'lir <-liil<-lni«, liDili

li.Ml.u tly »iil|nM<'cl Willi

In Nt>\v Viirk

WBSTKilN

r

Mnv

'.ill,

IW.I.

Batlpfiii'forliv

rniil

10

"TliB IMiitch I'nllny, lUliim

Inovory pnrtlmilnr."
& l.llMDUll CO.,

VK.iLBK wool), COAl,

•Nmy
Irlriil

AiUnowl.'dKnl

HiiM.i

i

"\Vi.

Mriy'.'il. IHxil.

'

Ii-yi*, Qliii

ctiDUOt

Cliksno, Ml.

lllli

In

)

i:"itllij,

til" l>"Ht tu.

workH

W.

T.

linm

llvi.

8t.,

N 6 Wa f k N
,

.

J

.

CUT-OFF COUPIINGS.

nf ynnr Kriclliin C'lulcli I'lilor thi'lr wofk."
W.,lv,rln«, MI'li

pli'-fik to'i hli/lily
1)

s

VKNKKIi WOIIKM,

•)ilii<«V't, 18(1).
"Works to n rli«rni
llnil wu ptit It In Uit
Afirll In |i'fi o of oiiK wm ha'l, Mould dov ti^* nh^ad i!^"!, Iu«t
In tliiM* nn<l bfi>(ik»i;i'."
K
CtJTPA MI't;. Cli., HI Joiri.lj, Mo,

HUM

lory halldlni; In

111"

rllj of

ATKUIIA
N"W Vork

If

nol In

tli" tjnlti"!

Hl«lc'«."-«/^r-

n-or/.L

eclipse wind engine

^tor::r.Xw'htTr''i

DELOIT.WIS.

,

WiifklliK

111"

flilrnnii.

m.KCTIIU.'

t.,

MclNTIRE & CO., 36 C TB WfO fd

Q^

FRICTION CLUTCH PULLEYS

P^^GnALorricrAN^rACToRy.

1 <i"-l^

Wrltn fur prlron

iiml Ciinmlti,

m

co.. Beioit. wis.

CLEVELAND,
THE STANDARD CARBON CDMPANY,
of

OHIO,
-H

IVIa.si'u.fa.ot'ur-er'ai

B-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARRONS AND RATTERY MATERIAL
PAGET ^ KINTNER^
P'orest City Electric VkTorl^s,

lEOHAUD PAOKT.

Gbemical
JT<J.

KINTNER.

UllAltLGlH J.

and

Experts

Electrical

and

Electrical

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.
nm-VTcr

4B ^x-OA.<:a.-w7-A,7.

ELEMENTS

OF

Manuiaciurers

Engineers,

TTOn.^.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

ol

CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES.

Quick Make

anti Break Unconby the Handle.

trolled

BlfPHII^IP ATKIXSOir, Ph. D.
360 Pages, Cloth Bindin«,

Illustrated, Price $1 fO.
an eliiboration and revision of the popular series ol articles which ran through the
under the same title. It treats of Principles of the Dynamo; Alternate
Current Dynamos Direct Current Dynamos Electric Terms and Units; Electric Measurements
This book

is

Western Electrician

:

;

;

The Arc Lamp; The Incandescent I^mp; The Storage
Sent, postage prepaid,

on

Battery;

Electric

Distribution.

receipt of price.

CorreBpondence

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
O liBkewlde Bolldlns- I'liicago

Electric

George

LAW

226 Dearborn Street

with

Solicited
.

P. Barton,
OFFICE,
CHICAGO, ILL.

PATENT AND TRADE MARK CASES.

Llcbt

CompaDies.

W.

B.

CLEVELAND,

Proprietor,

183

SENECA STREET. CLEVELAND,

tt

UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS.
DR. GASSNER'S

DRY RATTERY

Experts acknowledge it to be the best open circuit battery in the market, most durable and convenient.
Telephone, Railroad and Fire and Police Signal Companies use them largely.
Bell
hangers say it kills their trade, as they cannot charge for renewals. Physicians love them. Highest testimonials.

For Sale by

M'rite for Circulars.

THE WESTERN

BLSCTm

CO

/^^

|

TITALIS limaBR, Manaerr.

And CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS, San

Francisco. Cal.

|

11 1

SCHOVERLINC,

Chambers

St.,

-

NEW "FORK.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC
Chicago Office,
N. Y. Office, 35

Broadway.

I

I

CO.,

iVIetropolitan Block.

Boston, 105

Summer

St.

Cincinnati, Carlisle BIdg.

THE MATHER INCANDESCENT SYSTEM
Superior to

all

others

in efficiency

and

reliability of

Lamps and Dynamos.

From one-half horse-power upward, for constant potential circuits, perfectly selfregulating without special mechanism. Motors also for constant current circuits. Motors
wound for any desired potential.

—
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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Established in 1861.

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC CO
D.

P.

BKGGOT,

^B.

PERRY, Vice-President and Gereral Manager,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

MANUFACTURERS OP THE

SPERRT IMPROVED SYSTEM

IN

ELECTROLIERS,

-OF-

COMBINATION
LOW

HIGH OR

TENSION.

GAJS

FIXTURES.

The new Sperry apparitiis free from repairs for twelve monthB.
That the new -perry ttnproved Dynamos can he coupled in eeiles with perfect safety.
ThHt flnv niimherof lanipa from one to capacity of dvnam" can b'^ cat In or out of
Binily or in srnmis. wkh perfect faf-ty, and without ep rki' g at the brneheB.
1.

y.

circuit,

3.

To absorb pt«er

4.

in exact proportion to

number

of

1

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

gnte burning.

The new Aatomatlc Sperry Dynamoa and Lamps eurpaes

1.

AHD IlilCTRID

SHADES,

in efficiency those of any other

Etc., Etc.,

make.
That there is s^reater economy in operating the new Sperry System than any other.
That our sntomatic regulation ha? no equal; no rheoetat, no ^all boxes, no solenoid or

2.

3

Madison Street and Fifth Avenne,

dash-pot.
4.

That

We

THE

If

yoQ will

invite

visit

our factory we can

ahow yon the

best arcllghting apparatus in existence.

CHICAGO.

correspondence with electrical engineers. Intending buyers, and Interest) d
people everywhere.

mm EimiC

CS„

%

ISS,

ISS

M

Clinton

IL

-BRANCH STORB-

2134 Michigan AvenuCi

CHICAGO, III

Sioux City Engine Works,
— BUILDEKS

VXV^

Office and Factory

2134

to

MaMfactnrers

of

2140 DeKalb

St.,

-

OF THE—

^'ff
SINGLE VALVE

ST. LOUIS, MO.

AUTOMATIC ENGINES,

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and CARBON SPECIALTIES,

Well known East

OUR

Lons

Uniform

'BL&CKDIiiaOND"

n.B tho "Rusaell."
Esx^eciuUy adapted to

Life,

POINTS

SUPEElOEtLlTV,

ociseisE

Guaranteed Second

—
THEM

Milling, IVIanufacturini;, Etc.

Steam Power

FOR.

SAMPLES AND PRICES

and Elevators a
ERIE ENGINE WORKS.
isHlPMAN OIL ENUINE.
MILLER DUPLEX STEAM PUMP.
AG'TSJii

Specialty.

Outfits for LishtinR Stations

to None.

ALL.

WRITE

ELECTRIC LIGHTING,

Size,

GENl WESTERN

1

\

J

)

V^^^Sf ^T'tiFe'iulSs^si^?'*'^®

BERGISIAI^IT

C.

<Sc

f

M. OIDDINOS. Gen'l Manager, Sioux

CIKCULAE3
fJifK
i'^'^-

City, Iowa.

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INOANDESCENT LIQHTINQ.

ALL APPLIANCES FOR THE EDISOH ELECTniC LIGHT,
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

\

B,

&

j

njx'T^r -vrk-Dxr
YUHJi.
-W-t-W

CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

|

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST,

ILL.
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THE EDISON MACHINE

SCHENECTADY,

WORKS

N. Y.,

MANUFAGTURBRS OF

INSIIIATED WIRES,

FLEXIBLE

CORDS AND CABLES

TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH AND ELECTRIC LIGHT.

JAMES

F.

KELLY, """.;.?."• 19 DEY ST.,

NEW YORK,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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SUTLER HARD RURRER GOHPANT
NO. 33

MERCER ST., NEW YORK,
INVITE ATTENTION TO THEIR

BATTERY CELLS
MANUFACTURED UNDER

KIEL'S

PATENTS FOR

STORAGE AND PRIMARY RATTERIES.
UNEQUALED FOR STRENGTH, DURABILITY, RESISTANCE
TO ACIDS, AND INSULATING PROPERTIES.

CHEAPER THAN ANY CELL

HARD RUBBER,

THE MARKET.

Well adapted to

SHEET, ROD

Electri-

Purposes at a considerable REDUCTION from
standard prices.
cal

-AND-

PA TENT.

HABD RDBBER ELECTRICAL GOODS OF

Correspondence Solicited from

IN

all

MM

DESCRIPTIOll MANDFACTRBED.

Mannfactnrers of Electrical Macbinery and Appliances.

PRIGB LIST AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION,

August
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K(;nr^;,'H;.h',r;;"^;-s,,.,,.,..

WALTER

K,

freeman,

Electrician.

Skciiktaky.

1;.

I').

IMIS'I',

1:.

n.

ITTNAM.

TiiBAKi RKr:.

RAUIICLaAIRR, wib.,
MANUFACTURERS OF THB

WALTER K, FREEMAN
TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
We

We

Guarantee

Guarantee

our

12-16 C.P.

Transformers
and

Lamps
for

Dynamos

each

for

two years
and

Mechanical

sell

our
H. P.

Apparatus

upon

iipplied

its

Satisfactory
to

Dynamo.
Performance.
Al.TERNAXIi\« OYi\AMO

WITH EXCITER.

OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
Our Apparatus

is of

the Highest Efficiencv, Mechanically and Electrically.

WE GUARANTEE ITS OPERATION, AND

GET THE BEST!

GET THE CHEAPEST!

CORRESFONIDEKrCE SOLICITED.

GEO.

B.

SHAW,

-

-

GENERAL MANAGER.

.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

WOODWARD
G. H.
S. A.

R. C. WEBB.
G. H. GALE.
] S. A. PLUMMER.

GALE, President.

PLUMMER,

ViCE-PRESinENT.

August

17, 18

ELECTRICAL CO I

BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
E. C.

T.

BROWN.

WILLIAMSON.

ANDREW

HAIR.

C. A.
C. H.

H. H.

WARREN.
THOMPSON.
HUMPHREY.

H. H.

)

/

HUMPHREY,

TREA.SURER.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON,

SECRETARY.

)

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT STORAGE BATTERY.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

in construction,

has

now been found
to many

PECULIARLY ADAPTED

to

be

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE

DURABLE,

and

and

is,

owing

to Its design,

uses In wliich other types of batteries have failed.

Steadying Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Oars,
Propelling Boats,
Burglar Alarms,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station Lighting,
Street Oars,

Isolated Lighting,
Auxiliary Oentral Station

Work,

Medical Purposes,

Kunnirg of Small Motors.

''

Jt''l|!rn!llir~3»

DIVIDKB,

BATTBBf

t^ECTION

OF BATTEBT

FI/ATB.

^^ Detroit Storage Battery,
C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
BEEN DULY ASSIGNED TO THIS COMPANY,
Is positively the only Secondary Battery which will not Buckle, or which will
withstand uninjured the Highest Bates of Discharge.

MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS GRANTED TO

THE ONLY

STJCCESSmJXj
IS

STOIS-A-O-E

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY

The Woodward

Electrical

OFFICES:
69 Gr'^wold

St.,

Campau

S-^TTEZ^-2"

Ca

FACTORY:
Building.

DETROIT. MICH.

Corner 13th and Howard Streets.
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A PRACTICAL ANDJOMMERCIAL SUCCESS.

The TlioBson-Ho iiiiton Eec tric R'y Systea
ECONOMIML, BURtBLE, RELIIBLE.

NEW TYPE THOMSON-HOUSTON

ELEOTEIC E4.ILWAY TRUCK,

RESULT OF ONE YEAR'S WORK.
RAILWAY CONTRACTS OF THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC RAILWAY

CO.:

Naumkeag Street Ry., Salem, Mass.
Alliance Street Railway Co., Alliance, O.
Newburyport & Ainesbury Horse Ry.
Atlanta & Edgewood Street Mailwai/ Co., Atlanta, Ga.
port, Mass.
Attleboro,No.Attleboro <& Wrenthani Street Mailway Co.,

Co., Ifewlntry-

Newport Street Ry. Co., Newport, R. I.
Newton Street Ry, Co., Newton, Mass.

Attleboro, Mass.
Aniericus Street Railway Co., Americus, Ga.
Auburn Electric Railway Co., Auburn, N. Y.
Ranyor Street Railway Co., Bangor, Me.

Nay-Aug Cross Town Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Omaha & C. B. Ry. and Bridge Co., Omaha. Neb.
Omaha Mo* or Ry. Co., Omaha, Neb.

Riilway Co., Lynn, Mass,
Brooklyn Street Railway Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Central Passenger RaiUvay, Louisville, Ky.
Central Railway Co., Peoria, HI.

Belt Line

Ottawa Electric

St.

Ry.

Co.,

Ottawa,

111.

Ottumwa Street Ry. Co., Ottnmwa, Iowa.
Plymouth & Kingston Ry. Co., Plymouth, Mass.
Mass.

Citizens' Electric Street Railtvay, Decatur, III.

Qiiincy

Colerain Avenue Railway Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Danville Street Car Co., Danville, Va.

Redbank <& Seabright Ry., Redbank, N. J.
Richmond St. Ry. Co., Richmond, Ind.

St.

Ry.

Co., Quiticy,

Rochester Electric Ry, Co., Rochester, N. T.
Revere Street Ry. Co., Revere, Mass.
Ecklngton & Soldiers Home Ry. Co., Washington, D. C. Ross Park Street Ry. Co., Spokane Falls, W. T.
East Harrisburg Passenger Railway, Harrisburg, Pa. Riverside and Suburban Ry. Co. Wichita, Kan.
Scranton Passenger Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Fulton Co. Street Ry. Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Scranton Suburban St. Ry. Co.. Scranton Pa.
Hillside Coal Co., Scr anion. Pa.
Seattle Electric Ry. A- Power Co.. Seattle. 71'. T.
Hoosac Valley Street Ry., North Adams, Mass.
Southinyton A- PlantsviUe Ry. Co.. Southington, Conn.
Joliet Street Ry. Co., Joliet, III.
Lynn tt Boston Railroad Co., (Myrtle Street Line ) Lynn, Third Ward St Ry. Co.. Syracuse. N, Y.
Tojteka Rapid Transit Co., Tojteka, Kan.
Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Nahant Line.) Lynn, Mass. Toledo Electric Ry. Co.. Toledo. Ohio.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Crescent Beach Line.) Lynn, University Park Ry. and Electric Co. Denver, Col.
Vone St. Ry., Kansas City, JIo.
Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Highland Line.) Lynn, Mass. Water diet Turnpike A R. R. Co., Albany, N. Y.
McGavock & Mt. Vernon Horse Ry , Kashville, Tenn. Wlieeling Ry. Co., Wheeling, W. Va.
West End St. Ry. Co., Boston, Mass.
Metropolitan Street Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo.

Derby Horse Railroad Co., Ansonia, Conn.
Des Moines Electric Ry. Co., Des Moines, Iowa.

,

:x:
Brooklyn Street Eailway Co.
Des Moines Electric Railway Co.
Eckington & Soldiers' Home Railway Co.
Julien Electric Traction Co.
Seattle Electric

Railway

& Power Co.

1^^
Lynn & Boston Street Railway Co.
Omaha & Council Bluffs Railway & Bridge

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

Co.

Revere Street Railway Co.
Wheeling Railway Co.
West End Street Railway Co.

148 Michigan Ave.,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

—
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ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO f
TheShield Brand Line Wire.

MOISTURE P^OOF
Trade No. 43
"
44
"
45

P.(SB.WeatherpoofLineWlre

TRADE

.

Double

Braid.
Braid.
Quadruple Braid.

Triple

41.

P&B.

THOROUGHLY WEATHERPROOF.
lusulatiou will not Melt in
Summer or Crack in Winter.

BRAND

S'H'I'E'L'D

NO.

LINE WIRE.
The (li£Eerent compounds
employed in this insulation
are exellent insulators, and

AN
ENTiRELY

indestructible

practically

NEW

by

WiRE.

FIRE,

OF

ACIDS,
ALKALIES,
GASES,

VERY
SUPERiOR

OR

CONTINUED EXPOSURE

iNSULATiON.

In

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

Damp

LocalitieF.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

JKKTD

A.^JI^

QUOTATIONS.

QUOTJLTIONS.

—THK

THE INSTANTANEODS

ARMATURE
PROTECTOR.
Armature
than

Protectors

New

or

OIXj

FILTER.

cheaper

Re-Wound

Armatures.

171

are

BLL-IS
No

Electric Light Station can afford
to be without one.

RANDOLPH SRTEET,

C-H-I-C-^^-O-O
FACTORIES:

Ansonia, Conn.

!
August
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A REVOLUTION
Send

for Full Particulars

New

Regarding the

BRUSH ALTERNATING CURRENT
LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING SYSTEM.
Oom.pa,n.l©s Ca-rxnot -^^fford to

^-0.37- ox.

TTse

-A-rj.3r

OtliLor-

he Brush 'toreless" Alternating Current Dynamo.
Brush Arc and Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Brush Electric Motors
and Power Generators. Brush Carbons, Storage Batteries, Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CHICAGO OFFICE:

225 DEARBORIir ST.
ALEX KEMPT. Special

Agt.

CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Eastern

Office-.

36 Onion Sqaare, N.

PACIFIC COAST agents:

'

Jalilorr
Y.

:

Electric

'

8AN FRANCISCO.

'

i,

,
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JENNEY ELECTRIC UGHT CO.
ROR.T WAYNE, IMDIANA,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Slattery Induction System of Incandescent Lighting.

The Most Carefully Worked-out and
Complete Alternating System of Electric Lighting in Existence.

Armatures

and

Converters Guaranteed.
12 16-Oandle
Power Liamps to the
Mechanical Horse
*Pover Guarantaed.

00]Nrx^£]Xt.a?E3XI..

Tsai'Eavjsn^,

MAIN OFFICE and WORKS,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE,

CHICAGO OFFICE,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

185 Dearborn St
W.

J.

,

SI 7 SansomeSt.

First Floor

007

BL'OKI.S'r, nanaEer.

NEW YORK
115 Broadway,

Filbert St

e. A. ^VlIiBUB, Blanacer.

CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE.

OFFICE,

F. AD'AKIS, Snooessor.

Boreel Bldg

SLATTERY AIjTKKKA TllSfi MYNAMO.

AUSO MANUPAGTURB.RS OF THB.

JENNEY SYSTEM OF ARC LIGHTING.
CORRESPONDerSCE

SOL-ICITED.

,

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

CHICAGO, AUGUST

Vol. V.

Ireson's

Self-Adjusting

Leather-Link

Paid. Nov. 10, '80.

Nf

1889.

Send for froion'.

Ilhie-

ory.
tiitlotlaly.

MANl'PACTLItKKH OK A.MJ DKAI-KKH IN

ELECTRICAL
EVERYTHING
FOK
PAUK CATALUUI
»KNI>

Manf'd by

CHARLES L IRESON,

97 High

St..

Boston. Mass-

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

111

'Mn

K,

BOSTON, MASS.
WATER-TUBE BOILER.'

Arch Street,

ROOT'S

CcoDomlcal
Durabla

TH.E TRrARING

AN EXCELLENT

Adopf)d

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES AND CABLES.
'^
%

Standard Underground Cable Co.. Mf'rs.

PENN

AVE.,

-

-

BOILER.
Msht Con-

-

panleii at Pblltdalpbl*, Detroit, Hu Fkul, Colamboa
alao tbo Broth EtKtrlc Llxbl C«., •<
and ClnclDDstl
LoalBville, and oth»rfl.
;

ABENDROTH & ROOT MFG. CO

PITTSBURGH, PA.

-

hjr

PLANT

tbeSdlMOK Klectrir

ELECTRIC

General Offices, 708

8

Belting.

tt>l«dTrcatl»a on HxlfAdjii.ttnii Leather Link
B^'ltlng, farotahed gra-

Adapted for
all Kkctrtc poruolo. aod
other Iilitli-apooao) ichlnBii;itctftl)7

24

O cents per Copy

I

38

Ollff

Ntv

StrMt,

York.

ROOT SECTIONAL SAFETY BOILER.
RRANPH UrribCO.
nPFIPF^* ""^ '^ork, 18 Cortlandt St., O. Im 'WUer. STc'r.
DnMnUn
oitto,tgo,i39E.Madl«>nBt.,F.E.PeK«nli«rdt.M'8'r. BRANCHES: CHICAGO, BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA A NEW ORLEANSi
^

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back

for durable and high
by a record of over

71ie JSL.mb.Xcyx%. Xjo ol^ Sofoty TT'^^Itt-o,
riLe .A.mla.-toxx '^J^m.tfoic Xleller "^Tmltrm,

The acknowledged Standard
Insulation.
Its merits proved
quarter of a century. Adapted to
BMlrlc

and Powar.
Talagraph and Telephone,
Railway and all other

Branchuol

E.

B.

Signaling.

all

electrical purposes.

Aerial Uie,

Light

All Sizes

Subterranean Uie.

i anri cncasea
Fn/^nvaH niret.
Wina*
""

MoCLEES, General Manager,

W>!**orn Klectric Co.. Ciiicngn.

Submarine

tJse

Concealed Wiring

in all Locationi.

i6DeySt.,NEW YORK.

Noiseless

THE ASHTON VALVES

i^i'

"""'*"'"'

"

'^'"*

""

"'°"

^"^^^

THEIR SAFETY VALVES '^^:^^':r'l^\LV^}X^ot''X::^V^iS^
THEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES For Pompa, SUnd
Plpea,
bt««ni Plr0 Bofrto*^ are the k
oow la tte market.

Simple

in conat^uction.

Automatic

ever epeed the eo^ ne or

AsMon Valve

III.. Sole Agents for the West.

,1,'jr

PertecUy ControlUog the Pr«warc o( tha boae at
worklog.

Id action,

pump Is

BRANCn
Co.

j

219

OFFICES: (K

2IlFraiil[liDSt, Boston.

TenMitoKtiH-iistli alM>t<> 7».000

OBIDS

hIeTmE

TOBIN

CO,

PUSfl-BDTTON

sx3:eili1l,s-

prr

Mtrcngili

95 CHAMBERS STREET,
DaN'IEL W. Marmon". President.
ADDiSO.N li. .NoRDVKK, Vice-President.

the

CAN BE FORCED HOT.
(or pumps, bolts and drop forged commuutor bars,
rolled sheets and plates for pump linings and conIngot nieul for
denser tube sheets, etc.
and en-

Rods

cu

Wire.

ANSONIA BRASS

&

COPPER

CO.,

SOLE MANLFAuTfREIU.

l'IIIC'.4<iO.

Charles D. Jennev,

to

.\nti-Fri<'tioiinl hikI >'oii-<'orr««ive.

for Circniar,

NEW YORK.

oquiil

l»e«t MiK-liiiKT.v >»t<'ol.

gine bearings.

Send

ll><..

H<|iiur<' iiirli.

TorMionitl

BRONZE

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

i

Lake St., CBICAOO.
Ub«rty SL, :*1W YORK.

.>EW lOKM.

Brainari* Rkrison, Sccrcur^.
HOLIXJWELL. Treiiu.-cr.

Electrician.

.\Mi>s K.

JENNEY ELECTRIC COMPANY,
9
S.le

-^-t-^ --'•f

the Patents and Inventions of Charles D. Jeoo^ (known aa
the Jenney System), and Sole Owners and Manufacturers of his

Owners of

all

IMPROVED DYNAMO,
Lamp and

Electric Motor.

iT\al'de9lra*>leroatarv>9of Arc and locand^jcent I-Isbtlnirth^ J
durable, economtral, steadr, hrlKiant and penetrating.
la theae ia^enilals it challenges comparison.

ENN'EY SYSTEM LEADS.

S'tnptf*,

Estimates Promptly Furnished for Erecting Electric Lighting Phrit for
Companies or Individuals. Prices Furnished for the Jer : j Arc
or Incandtscent Systems, or for both combinec

CitiC3,

The Jenney lacaodefceat Pynamo? are Self- Re?til*"10ff. and permit
.'(oneoralloltbelampaatw II Ttilp Company- elve^ special aoant.
etc., with INDIVIDIAL PLANTS.
Send for Pamphlet Illustrating and Describing

Shops, Factories,

OFFICE

AND WOEKS:

Comer Kentucky Avenxie and Morris

Street,

tfis

System.

INDIANAPOLIS, IKD.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

August

The Thomson-Houston

24, 1889

Bo

EleciriG
WESTERN OFFICE:

EASTERN OFFICE:

620 ATLANTIC AVf., BOSTON.

148

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO,

ILL.

SOLE OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM
-OF-

Electric )|rc-tighting

^^B^r
Wiiljl

iij

'

SERIES LAMPS

\^^

x~

r

FOB

ssili

=-^

^k

'

'

^^^

^

/

vH

f

llrc-Gircuits.

M
r=^

fe--:

These Lamps have repeatedly

shown

thefr superiority

under

^-'-HCiM50K)-H(-X^SW.vl#^

^^^^^^

test.
First

Medal

:

Beet Arc-LIgbt, Louisville, 1883,
Best System of Arc-LIghtlog,

Firet Prize
Ctnclnnatl Industrial ExposltloD, 1863.
:

This

Company was

given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions
at

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

London, August

11, 1885,

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
Tbae dynamos

are automatic in their regulation
durable.

and

will

No other Incandescent
liglit with all or any portion of the lights in circuit.
are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all

FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

LIGHTING.

maintain a uniform

Our Incandescent systems

Plans and estimates for
and Incandescent Llehtlne and Power Plants.

elzesifor the transmission of Power.

Exhibition,

FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

all

kinfis of

Arc

Lamp

is

so perfect and

August

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

24,

CHAS.D.JENNEY&CO. THE

MITCHELL VANCE
A
(Nui-rrNNor* 1«

niT4

IIKI.I.,

V A M4 K

CO.,

4;0.)

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS
Having no Special Agent
in

Chicago for our

Goods,

we

Solicit Cor-

AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.

¥

Architects' and Decorators'

Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

respondence from
with Fidelity

Buyers, which

we

to the

Promptly Answer.

Combination Fixtures,

Insolating Joints,

and

Electroliers, Brackets.

All Fittings for

Incandescent Ligbting.

Pendants, Reflectors,

nrty n.

given Motive.

p. Ooniitnnt PotentlBl notor.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
-oi* t^:e;-

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
For both Arc and Incandescent Circuits, from 1-2 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have Self-Oiling Boxes.

OFFXCXI:

224

S.

ILLINOIS ST„

-

MANUFACTORY,
24 and 25th

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

St.

and

1

SALESROOM,

0th Ave.,

836-38 Broadway and 13th

NEW YORK

St.,

CITY.

TXXS

iu-iDiei 11

Gmi-Mi ELECTRIC LIGHT CO

nrSULATIlTG COMPAITY,
MANTTFACTURERS OF

AXI.

KINDS OF

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.
Snaruteed

to Give Satlsfaotory

Adapted Tr

'.

srrices

ilines,

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

Undergronnd and OTsrhaad.

Specially

Ohemloal Works. Eto.

Prices and Samples on Application at

Central Stations for Power Distribution.
No. 159
W.

t

FRONT STREET, NEW YORK

IM\W

i,C,S<,

CITY.

London, Ckmical En^noor, Coneral Manager.

STATIONARY MOTORS.
FOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We have

supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

Electric Light, Telegraph

and Telephone Companies,

STORAGE BATTERIES.

to United States Vessels,

Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other services wherever a First-class Electrical Installment is Required.
Our
Materials and Workmansiiip are Guaranteed

and correspondence
articles.

is

solicited from

the Very Best,

Executive Offices:

115 BROADWAY.

companies and architects requiring our

Factory:

JERSEY CITY,

N.

J.

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

iv

rHE

IVATMOI^^lL,

August

24, iS

CAI^BOIV CO

OleTT-elsurLd., OIb.io-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
THE HAWKEYE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
the:-

-rviA^^LJF-A.c:^-ruF?E:i=!^ cdf^

CELEBRATED THONE SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT AUTOMATIC APPARATUS.
Electric Motors, denerators for Mechanical Motor

Ooxxtireto'tox's

Circnits.

Automatic Dynamos for

UiWw

Plants.

for CORRESPONDENCE
Ooxn.p>loto ESlootrio Pl^/xxts.
SOLICITED.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENGINEERINB CO.

JARVIS

61

OLIVER STREET,

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coal and Coke

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

tc^sTOJsr.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING &M'F'G GO.
KOOMS, 300 aucl 202

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST. XiOTTIS.
UNIFORM IN QUALITY, LONG LIFE AND GOOD LIGHT

18

CONTBAOTnfQ ENOrNBERS FOR COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS
MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENTS.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

kaTBa^S?
SPECIALTIES

:

Eclipse Corliss Engines, Ide High

Speed Engines, Atlas Engines, Heine
Safety Boilers, Steel Tubular Boilers. Weitmeyer Patent Furnaces, Patent Grates, Worthington Duplex Pumps, Monitor Injectors. Special
Electric Belting. Feed Water Heaters and Purifiers,
Wrought Iron Pipe, Brass Goods and Engineers' Supplies.
WM.

B.

TUENER.

.1.

LESTER WOODBEIDGE.

WOODBRIDGi: & TURNESR,

Electrical Engineers
for Electric Light

74

and Power.

RAILWAY

This system Is mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a steady
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required

and the cost of repairs.
For descriptlTe circulars or

39 Dearborn

Arc and Incandescent Lights installed.

CHARLES

J.

Electrical

Experts

and

Electrical

Street,

CHZIO-^O-O,

Tremont House,
-

-

-

MATHER ELECTRIC
Engineers.

"' MetropolltBii Block, j
CHICAOO OFFICE:!^"™
lia Salle and Kandolph Sts.
»

Works

THE BEST SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT

The Knapp E lectrical
3VI A.T^TTX'.A.CX'TTDFt.XSfl.S
Bells, Annunciators,

CO.,

h_ beiI>, aisnaerr.

)

(

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

Magneto

Agt.

KINTNER.

PAGET & KINTNER^
and

testimonials, address

f!$.

Stxreot, ^NTe-v^ ITov^at..

lEONAnD PAGET.

Gbemical

LAMPS

FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

DeslgnH and KHttniates Snttmltted..

C:?c>3:rtlct.xi.ca.t

!il°

and Contractors. CHARLES W. RAYMOND, Western

COSlPIiKTE EQCIPSUBNT OF JBLECTRIC
Steam Plants

BALL DYNAMOS

OX*

LIGHTING.

.

Burglar Alarms. Electric Bells, Batteries, Push Buttons, Etc.

X3X3.A.XJX3X1.S XZO"

ETTSRirTZIING FOXl
Er.ECXRICiflLI«.
.AtSrHT^'FEt

O^XXB

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A

Full Line of their Celebrated Wires,

Buy your Goods

Cables and Tapes

of the

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

.

-

-

CHICAGO,

:

August

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

24,

THE SPRAGUE IMPROVED ELECTRIC MOTOR FOR STREET RAILWAY WORK
In Nl'I'I'iltlOlt (o
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Al.l,

<:OMni Ml< A'I'IONM TO

I6&

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY & MOTOR COMPANY.
JOHN W. MASON, Manager.

York.

TELVPHONK

24IB.

ELECTRIC
COMPANY,
GATE CITY
DELAWARE
KANSAS

SI'IOOIAL. AtJKWTS.

STREET,

522

^v>

vlO

New

18 Broad Street.

-— M

!

ArrllKKlls

and Electric Light Sopplles,

Telegraph

Telephone,

\NI

AND

CITY, MO.,

liKAI.ICHH IN

Electric

Bells,

House and

Hotel Annonclatois,

Etc.

Nl'KdlAl, AdHNT.S:

THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER

CANDEE WEATHERPaOOF WIRE.
TRAOC

WIKKM AND

MARK.

AilKNTa

Niitliiiial Ciirlioil I'o., CI"H'l«iiil

Ooiiil>lnu(l

4'AIIIiVt4.

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.,
1521 Farnam

OMAHA, NEBRASKA

Street,

"Wrestern.

Agency:

PUMPELLT STORAGE BATTERIES
AND

WING'S DISC VENTILATING FANS.
l-iglit

Ki.\iurcs,

v..

v.

ANNKTT.

S. F.

Prt'si.

Iloltil iiDil IIuu8t'

K
|W

ELECTRIC HEAT RECULATOR
Saves Coal,

Saves Doctor's

CONSOLIDATED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING

CO.,

.ni^^'KAPOLiM. m>5i.

Cleverly Electrical works

CHA3. 8IDKET SMITH. 8*0^

Vlco-Pr^Bt. ana Treaa.

loisChestnut St. Philadelphia

Th: United Electric Co.
Electrical

Electric Lighting.

Apparatus and Supplies,

H'A'Cieverly -Manager

Ti'lcRrapli Instninienlo.

SALT LAKE

Mi^llCD^

Philadelphia Department**

BAXTER ELECTRIC MFC &M0TOR CO.

ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES TO CONTRACT.

UTAH.

CITY,

||1|1|l

0"»

^IBCtrlCfl'

Elect ro-Mcdlcftl Apparatus,

ntul Katterlea.

Saves Labor;

Bills,

AutoniHtlo. Simple iinil I>urui>lc; irif^urui uniform t(:nip4Tature
thniu^liout the hoiiHe, no healer lomplete without il; i;»n lie
iippl'iil to any kind of licii'ing apparHliis.
Try one, and he convincul.
If not eol<l Id yoiir Uiwn writ" ui for IllDHtrfttMl rlr' iilar and |>rlcM.

Burglar Alarm Matting.

FENTON,

Fire Bud llurglur Atarma.

CO.

Hrixjf I'all'jri, Hlodilvjs'

Hulls,

Annuticlaturs.

Bli'ctrlc GRsLltchtlng.

Wtre

and Ciil ()ul». PIcIcIi.t'.i li..iii Wlr.' llol.l.Ti. rin'1 NiMt
Cut Uiil, Micropbuii" CarliuQ ItiUiiry, Bte., Kl<-.

iiiKl

Push Buttons, Motors, Incandcscfnt and
Material, Poles, Cross-arms, Electroliers and Combination

Dciilcrs in \\'ire,

Arc

SwIIuIhih

UuHottc

PARTRICE & GARTER'S
1, 2,

DANGER PREVENTED!
Your

Boiler

We
ask no

is

the

life of your establishment, therefore protect it!

4

AND

6

CALL

Patent Indicating Bells!

will rcnioN'c ami prevent Scale in any Steam Boiler, ami
until you iiml our remedy to work to your entire

money

satisfaction.

WE USE NO ACID!

The Chemicals we use

will neutralize Acid, Sulphur, and MinWaters, and will not only protect }-ou from Boiler Scale and
Oxidation of Iron, but from corrosion in every form, such as
Oroovinc, riTi'iNC, and Wasting of Iron, which causes so many
explosions. If you will protect your Boilers from the above-named
destnictive agents, then with a reliable engineer there will he no
occasion for a boiler explosion, and the money saved by the use of
our Compound will more than pay the cost of it in every case.
This article has worked its way iuto favor entirely upon its
crrd

merits, without sending out a single

man

to solicit orders, and

we

can refer to our customers in every steam-using locality from Maine
to the Pacific Coast.
More than tliirty thousand maimfacturing
establishments, in the Vnited States and Canada alone, are now
using our Compound, many of whom, using a number of boilers
order it by the ton.
Authors of the best works on Steam Engineering now recommend Lord's Compound as the only reliable article to prevent
corrosion in boilers, and as a safe remedy for incrustation and as
a proof of this fact, we will send any of these books by mail, free
;

of postage, at publishers' price, or free of cost with a barrel of

Compound.

A

nu USEFUL EOOE ON mi

Also our circular, with

full

Compound, on

Address, CEO.
3ie

Fm.

OF SOILERS

particulars of the

UNION! SXRKKT,

request.

W. LORD,
l^HILJ^D'A.,

1-CAl.L BKLL.
For Prices and Further Particulars

PA.

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

FRANKLIN

S.

CARTKR.

CHARLES

M.

see our

I-CILL BKIX.
Catalcgue.

New

WLKIS-.

K

^^•ARD

WILKISS.

TRADLNO A3

Manufacturers of

ELEfTRICAL

SVPPI-IKS.
PATENT NEEDLE ANNUXCIATORS.

Soi.EPKOPRii^Toits

1

1-i

8ontli »»econd Street. Philadelphia. Pa.

EstobllsheJ 1S67.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

August

EDW.

Improved Corliss Engine
especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

CO.,

MILWAUKEE, IIS.

MsnnfactnTerB of and Dealers in

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Ccitton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

USEQUAIiED FOB ECONOMT OF FDEL, KEQUIjABITT
MOTION, AUD DTJBABUjITY IN USB.

IT IS

&

ALUS

P.

RQUANCE WORKS.
of

1889

SOUS BV7II.DBRS

THE REYNOLDS

Is

24,

CHICAGO BRANCH,

rite fAr our Catalo^n^^-

41

aM

43 SODTH JEFFERSON

ST.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO. EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC CO.

MOTORS

INGANDESGENT LAMPS

FOR

FOK

Arc

Incandescent Circuits

%

^VOENO FOH

ARC-LIGHT CIRCDITS.

CURBSINT.

ABi'V

PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

SIMPLE. RELIABLB. DURABLE.
The only

safe socket for series lamps,

Highly

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

and the only

socket having insulating material for the outside

Send

parts.

620

F. 'W.

for Illustrated Catalogue.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

COMPOUND.
16 Sizes, B to 600 H. P.

GEORGE CUTTER,

Street,

EAST ADAMS STREET,

1

of

Eneine

NEW

ll

!

for

HIGH FUEL DUTY AND SIMPLICITY.

STANDARD.
ill

ADTOUATIC

Well Built.

Economical.

6 Sizes

in

stock,

5

to

50

i

H. p.

Over 300

sold the first year.

All ihe above bnilt strictly to G-aneewith Interchangeable Parts.
Repairs Oamed in Stock. Send for lUnstratecl Cfatalogues.

OMAHA,

i

PINE BLUFFS, Ark.

TheWestinghouseMachineCo.
PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.A.
W.

D.

SARGENT,

*

DENVER,

CHEAPER THAH A SLIDE VALVE.
Reliable.

302, 304 Washington Ave. 1
t:.„,„»,
i™
! Fairbanks
312 Union AvenUe.
'-°1330 Seventeenth Street, )
1019 Capitol Avenue, F. C. Ayer.

ST. LOUIS.
KANSAS CITY,

^IISIT'

3.000 In use in all parts of the Civilized World.

JUNIOR.
EmiME

CHICAGO.

-

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES,
YORK,
17 Cortlandt Street,
BOSTON,
Hathaway Kuilding,
^fSiSg^'SS
PITTSBURGH,
WestinghouseBuiiaing, f Church, Ken* '-°CHICAGO,
ISO, 158Lake Street,
J
PHILADELPHIA, 608 Chestnut St., M. K. Muckl6, Jr. & Co.

TTi

CONDENSING OR

-

Agent

NON-CONDENSING.

Hot yet eqaaled by iny torn

HORNE, Manager

WESTERN AND SOUTHERN STATES.
1

CHICAGO OFFICE. 80 Adams

and Economical.

Efficient

JNO. A. BARRETT,

Pres.

V. Pres,

SALT LAKE CITY,
BUTTE, MONT.
SAN FRANCISCO,
PORTLAN D, OR.
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
ATLANTA, gX.
DALLAS. TEX.

Geo. M. DiUey
269 S.

Main

St.

I

Utah

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

and Cons. Elec.

E

H.

CUTLER,

0. E.

Treas. and Mgr.

FRANK

THE ELEKTRON MFG.
Cor. Jay

and Plymouth

Sts.,

& Sons.

& Montana

E.Granite St. f
Machinery Co.
21 and 23 Fremont St., Parlie & Lacy Co.
3:i, 3.5 N. Ftont St., Parlse & Lacy Mcli. Co.
30 CoUege St.,
)„,
a Tompkms
.r„.
irf„. Co.
r.„
^he „
D. A.
45 S. Prior St.
Keating Imp. & Mch. Co.

James

A.

&

Co.

PERRET,

Elec.

CO.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS and DYNAMOS
Small Sizes a Specialty (1-8 to 2
The

H. P.)

Laminated Field Magnets, Low ArmaSparking under Changes of Load, Excellent Work-

Distinctive Features are:

ture Resistance,

No

manship.

In

EFFICIENCY, REGULATION, SIMPLICITYand

DURABILITY
Our Fan

OUR IHACHHIES show GREiT SUPERIORITY.

Outfits are very

handsome and run very

still.

CAREFUL INVESTIGATION INVITED.
!

j.«_
A
Catalogues Furnished on Application.
_.

TUBING ALL^SfS

-^^
\

>^^

Pure Sheet Rubber
oarriple-s and
'^^^'^''°'

J"^

prices

,

r-*

I

I

l.™™of...o

M.o...,hythe,„e oe which
higberefflclency le Obtained than l8
poBsiwe otherwise.

Purposes

.L

'^

,

Etc.

upon

<32

application

Br.CooDmcH
Co.
AKftON RUBBER WORKS

AKIfON, OHIO.

\
\

Specialties OF ALL KINDS TO order
^^:> Send for Gt/jlobue. "^
-

—
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EDISON SYSTEM.
BEST IN EVERY WAY.
MOST ECONOMICAL.
CHEAPEST.

SAFEST.
SIMPLEST.

MOST RELIABLE.
MOST UNIVERSAL

IN ITS APPLICATIONS.

Models of Engineering Skill.
Handsonae Investments.
Perfect satisfaction to consumers.
Power sold in any amount cheaper than steam power.

CENTRAL

STATIS

Current for Storage Batteries, Electro-plating, Etc.
Current to replace all Chemical Batteries.
Current for operating Electric Railways.
Absolute safety to life.
Hundreds of Stations in towns from 2,000 population to largest cities.
Perfect, Simple and Cheap Meters for sale of light or current for any use.

Only perfect underground system.
Underground Systems in use since 1882 and perfectly
Fundamental Patents absolutely controlling now

—

—

ISOLATED
PLANTS.

WIRING
OF

BUILDINGS
AND-

reliable.
in

courts.

—

12 lamps
16 candles each per horse power.
Guaranteed average life 600 hours.
With Coal at $3 per ton, light as cheap as by gas at 60 cents per thousand
Over 1,000 Isolated Plants in use.
No one having power can afford to use any other light.
Absolute safety from fire.

feet.

Perfect satisfaction guaranteed.
Large saving guaranteed over any gas or any other electric system.
Dynamos perfectly automatic.
Lamps perfectly uniform.
All devices incombustible.

Have your building wired while in process of construction.
Have it wired by a thoroughly responsible concern.
Have it wired by a concern you are likely to buy a plant from
Have it wired by company owning fundamental patents.
Have it wired by company having longest experience.
Have it wired with porcelain wiring devices.
Have it wired under rigorous specifications.

A

iSlMNCE

—

building

is

in

future.

better not wired than wired poorly.

Poor wiring will cause you trouble and expense forever and
ous from fire.

is

extremely danger-

The Edison Company guarantees everything it makes, everything it does and everyit says and is absolutely responsible and will be forever. Address,

thing

UNITED EDISON MFG.
LEONARD & IZARD COMPANY,

CD.,

65 5th Ave., N.

Gen'l Agents Central States,

Y. City.

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO.

.
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,

IV/>

310 N.

THIRD

ST.,

SAINT LOUIS, MO.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS AT BOTTOM FIGURES.
Man son and Okonite

Okonite "Wires, Cables, and Tubing, Weatherproof Line Wires,

MAHKJ

ENGINEERING CO.,
707 and 709 Market
427 "The Rookery,"

rOND

Building,

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
Erected Ready for Service.

Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

319 Ramge

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

Louis.

St., St.

Tapes.

SPKCIAIiTIIiB :-The Armlngton &, Sims Engine, Steel Boilers, Ireson Link Belt,

Standard Rocking and Sheffield Orates, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pump, Korting Injector, eto.

City.

Omaha.

FOB

SEIVD

Ii/LTEST CATAIiOG-UES.

SYisro'y'iJLL
^yxiaixio and. Cylincier Oils.
Second to none.
machinery.

8.

gum

Free from

By

TAUSSIG,

or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
can be used continually.
Adopted by the largest
Electric Plants of the West.
Agent,
River St.,
refiltering

CHICAGO.

43

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

THE HORN, BRANNEN & FORSYTHE MFG.

CO..

Designs in Brass

Arlistlc

ui Wioil

and

Gombination

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

Fixtures.

W.
TICE-FRESIOKarT

FiCTORIANDSiLESROOaS:

5-^

Nos. 429, 431, 433 North Broad St„

a-ra-d.

PHILADELPI^IA, PA.

Mm

ani Estimates

MM.

AI.I.

MICA

SIZES

EUGENE MUNSELL
New

CO.,

&.

York.

T ELEPHONE S
I'^or

eervice for the paet eluht years

Send

Catalogue

and

Prices

Electrical

Telephone and Ekctricil Supply Co.,
1.

Buljbard Ulk., Elgin,

III..

D.

The

1889 Edition conta'ns;

Full Data of

all

the Central Stations of

officers, etc.

Full Lists of the Classified

STREET CAR PROPULSION

Electrical

Trades and Kindred Interests.
Alphabetical Lists

Workers, Manufacturers,

of

Electrical

etc.

ion

A.

Lialiting,

Gas Companies and Data concerning
them.

Isolated

Gas Companies running Electric Light
B.

Batteries.

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO

Full Lists of Isolated Plants.
Full Lists of Telephone Stations.

Uuom

Accumulators or

Storafi:e

AKD

Full
ELECTKICAL GOODS OF EVEKY ItKSCRIPTION.

El^n

Street,

STORED ELECTRICITY.

NATIONAL
ELECTRICAL
DIRECTORY

America, with
for Illustrated

THE TRADE.

S© lE^ran-lsliiix
CHICAGO.

ELECTRIC REPORTS.

Private Lines.

The only Mechanical Telephone which has etood
the teBtH and behl oat and given eatlafactory
,

for

G. HALM,
AKD WESTERN SIAMAeEB,

WHIPPLE'S

QUALITIES

For Electrical Piu-poses.

218 'Water Street,

The BOOK

AND

Co.,

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

DLDCTROLIERS,
Gas

Lamp

The Perkins Electric

DESIGNERS AND MAKEBS OP

Plants.
All Electric

and Horse Street Railways,

wiih complete Data.
Olli :ers

Ligliting,

and Members of

Railroafl
all

Electric As-

Car

Liglitiii,

sociations.

Complete Lists of Electrical

Publica-

Long Distance

tions.

Etc.,

Etc.,

Etc.,

Etc.,

Supplementary

to the Directory,

IBE

THE "ELECTRIC REPORTS"
Are

piiblielied

on the

Subscription Price,

first

of oaclj iiion

-

$10

-

,

.,:mc,

fop.

awRO-PLATINCx.AND

EI(peRIM6NrALUSE\AurO KI0T0R5.

"TIk" Klootric Itiiilway," and
".fliiiii<-i|>iil l>i;£litiiiK,"

mm

which COIIFLETEiy DISPLACES

Ul

Ii.

DETROIT, MICH.

Wi^nbs:Vfoi^

nU

per Year.

FRED. hT^HIPPLE,
^<5 AflWlN(lANJ)E5CENt ^Lt'^.^'HlC

Ligliting,

Eto.

two books

of the times, price ifl.OO and $2.00 each,
according to binding.

THE ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATOR COMP'Y,
44 Broadway, New York.
CHICAGO OFFICE,
S02 Phenix Building.

DETROIT OFFICE,
30 Atwater

St.,

East.

August

24,
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ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY PATENTS

OF

J.

PUMPELLY.

K.

1.

Lightest battery in the tuarket.

2.

Internal resistance

loivest,

3.

So constructed that

it is

imjjossible for active

ma-

terial to fall out.
4.

Practically indestructible.

o.

Plates cannot be made to buckle^ even by flashing
toith a copper bar.

6.

Continued high rate of discharge without injury.

7.

229 LA SALLE

ST.,

After cliarging, is shipped dry, and when refilled
and put in use, shows no loss.

CHICAGO.

Correspondence Solicited.

PLYMOUTH, INDIANA.
Address Chicago

Office,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
WM.

H.

JOS.

FITZCERALD, Treas.

DETROIT,

IVIICH,,

B.

MOORE,

August

CEO.

Prest.

E.

FISHER

24, iJ

Sec'y.

CRATIQT ave

55-57

Representing the Following; Companies:
FT.

WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.-See Adv. Pago XXVI.
C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.-See Adv. Page XX.

THE OKONITE CO.-See

WKITE
Central

Stalion,

trs

Adv. Page XIII.

FOB ESTIMATES.
Electric

or Isolated

Liglit

Plants.

AKC OK INCANCISCENT.

M\YO ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
SAWYER-MAN INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
(FOR ALL SYSTEMS.)

lEON TOWERS AND MAST ARMS.
Underwriters, Weatherproof and Okonite

\0-=^^

Wires— Complete

Line.

Arc and Incandescent Plants and General Electrical Goods.
OUR SPECIALTY- COMPLETE STEAM AND ELECTRIC LIGHT PLABTS.

Apparatus

for

ELECTRIC LIGHT CONTRACTORS.

tVRkTE FOB PBICE8.

WESTERN SALESROOM
F. MOORE'S ELECTRICAL WIRE.
ALFRED
FACTORIES: PHI LADELPHIA, PA.
.

Established 1820.

NEW HAVEN CLOCK
Electric

CO.'S

WABNEB'S EliECTBIC

l,W.Golburn&

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT.

Messenger and Signal Boxes, Telegraph Instruments and Annunciators.
TIIHB MYSTBII

AND

EliECTKICAI. TKSTIKO eAITGES.

Go.'s Arc and Incaniiescent Electric Lisht Dynamos and
O. Ml^SS,
ES:

FACTOm

FITOHBUK

Lamps.

Combinin"- a Full Supply of Electrical Material direct from the First and Best Manufacturers at Factory Price3 and of Superior Quality Only, the Result of Long Experience,
the Best Machinery, and Skilled Workmen. Send for Pocket Price List and Catalogues of Every Description of Electrical Supplies.

—

C. A.

HARMOUIMT, western

agent,

315 to 321

Wabash

Ave.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

o m
o
^ i—
30 o
c
3
&i
S3
^^
5" a
e-j
cr>

^"*

OQ

m
X
•C3
CD

CO
CD
CO

THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

CO.,

CD

oo
OS
^—

^
_J

"'""H'*"
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PITTSBURGH, PA.

DISTRIBUTION
187

BY ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

Central Station Plants, with an aggregate Capacity of 328^000
Lamps sold to July 1, 1889.

16 Candle Power

THE UNITED STATES

ELECTRIC LIGHTING

CO.,

(Leased and Operated by the Westinghouse Electric Co.)

SALES DEPARTMENT: 120 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK.

COMPLETE ISOLATED PLANTS, ARC OR INCANDESCENT,
Unsurpassed

for Desig-n, Construction

and

Efficiency.

SAWYEK-MAN ELECTRIC

CO.,

(Leased and Operated by the Westinghouse Electric Co.)

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS AND SUPPLIES
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
CORRESPONDENCE WITH DEALERS

INVITED.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

August

WESTERN ELECTRIC

24,

1889

CO.'S

ELECTRIC LIGHTING SYSTEMS
I

•
With all Necessary Appurtenances.
ARC, High or Low

INCANDESCENT.

Tension,

WESTERN ELECTRIC INCANDESCENT DYNAMO.

ARC LAMPS,
HIGH OR LOW TENSION.

2,000. 1,500. 1,200

Candle Power.

SINGLE OR DOUBLE.

We

claim for our apparatus, over all others, simplicity of construction, economy in operation, durability, and perfect automatic regulation
solicit opportunity to bid on Electric Light Plants, either with or without power.

We

WESTERN ELECTRIC
CHICAGO.

NEW

YORK,

LONDON.

CO.,
ANTWERP.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO, AUGUST
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Paris Exposition

is

in part

shown

in

l''i;;s.

i

and

2.

jjives a view of the welding exhibit as
I'ii;.
appears from the main aisle of the machinery
1

it

hall.

The

liijhtin^

llmiston company

is

transmission of
a good ilhistration of
energy.
The large welding machine is supplied
from an independently excited alternating dynamo, which is a 6 pole machine nnining at 5,000
revolutions, and developing 130 amperes at 300
(giving

folldwiny ilhistralcd article is (.untriliiiti'd
by the ('(inespoiuleiit of the Wkstkun Ki.ix ikiiiAN at the Paris exposition: Of all the interesting; <'xhil)its of electrical inacliincry displayed
at the I'aris Kxposition, none surpasses and few
e(|ual in interest that of the 'rhonison-Honston
'I'lic

company, which

No. 8

24, 1889.

exhibit of the 'I'homsonThis
in the backfjround.

volts.

is

accomplished

by

re-

current employed in the process
is produced by induction, and
supposed to be
thirty or forty thousand amperes at one volt.
The two clamps upon this machine can be seen
in
the lower lefthantl corner of I'ig. 1.
In
the operation Ihc pici cs lo be wclili'd are slii;htlv

KU;. 1.

exhibit i.s unusuallv interestmg.
Incandescent
and arc lamps are gracefully disposed on the
right and left, while the American and French
Hags are draped above and in the center. On
the left and above is the name Thomson- Housbeautifully
ton
bordered with incandescent
lamps, and below is a large plate containing
of
samples of electric welding.
a number
The large So-horse power generator and three
welding machines are distinctly seen in Fig.
I.
The 80 horse power machine furnishes current for a 45 horse power motor in the American
agricultural section about a mile distant, thus

Regidation

sistances.

'I'he

I'.VRl.s

K.\roSllloN

— lUiiMMlN

Ui:l.l>l.\u

I'ht ease with wliicli tin: work is hunillcil,
the speed with wliii h the r>peralioii is perfonnril,
the perfection of the work accomplished, and
the wide range of applicability of the machine
are strongly suggestive of great (.ommcrcial
value.
The welding company's agent, A. .S.
ro<l.

is here in charge.
view in Kig. 2 was taken from a [Kjinl
near the middle line and toward the end of the
building, and looking toward one corner, showing in the foreground the Thomson-Houston

(larfield,
'I'he

li'.;htinL'

Mi.K liincrv

The

first

machine

i>.

a

h.MUnn.

conical at their welding points, the theory being
that the welding begins at the center and spreads
out gradually, thus forcing out all extraneous
matter.
The smaller welding machine is operated from a self-excited dynamo.
The selfacting welder is one in which the dynamo and
welding machine are contained in one. These
machines carry registers which indicate the numAmong the weldber of weldings performed.
ings exhibited are some in various kinds of
metal, rings, augers, pipes, twist drills, etc. Different kinds of metal, as, for instance, iron, German silver, brass and copper are welded in one

Thomson- Houston 35

light arc generator of the
usual form, running from the main shaft at 900
revolutions.
A portion of the regulator is seen projecting
above the frame. The next two large machines
are alternating dynamos running tandem by
overlapping belts. Ten stationary coils constitute the tields in each case, while the armature is
cylindrical.
They run at 1,500 revolutions, having a periodic frequency of 125. One of these
Two wires pass
machines is self exciting.
through the .shaft from the exciting coil on the
armature to alternate sections of a ten-part com-

—

V7ESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

I04
mutator, from which the current is passed by
brushes to the field coils as a direct current.

The

other machine is separately excited, eight
being supplied with a current from
The well-known
the small dynamo in front.
Thomson-Houston measuring devices are shown.
The lights of the several kinds and sizes are
beautifully arranged and provided with variously colored globes, though some arc lamps are
run without globes to more perfectly show the
The 35
steadiness and clearness of the light.
light machine energizes arc lamps in series with
incandescent lamps of 32, 65 and 125 candles,
and in multiple series with other incandescent
lamps.
Other electric light machines and the wellknown Thomson regulator are also exhibited.
The lighting companies' exhibit, together with
that of the welding company, occupies a large
space in the heart of the American exhibit frontof

electricity

Every one

made

the

principal side

2

States

aisles.

United

In the American portion of the Hall of Libis exhibited a most interesting collection of machines devised and used by Prof.
'J'homson.
The princi])al machines exhibited
are his lightning arrester, watt-hour meter,
constant current transformer, alternate current
motor, and heavy current ammeter.

large.

eral Arts

Gkn'kkai, Ki.kcikical ExiiiniT.

Nothing

more striking in the Exposition of
1889 than the extent and variety of electrical
machines and appliances. Those who have been
accustomed to say that electricity is in its infancy would certainly conclude, after even a curis

sory examination of the electrical display, that if
this is the infancy of olectiicity then its ultimate
destiny is to be a most tremendous giant.
If the
apparatus which illustrates the applications of

is

splendid show
department. It has been

surprised at the

in the electrical

frequently said that the exhibit of the United
States was not what it should be, but electricians
will be glad to know that the remark does
not apply to the American electrical exhibit,
which surpasses in extent that of any other nation except France; is almost equal to the combined exhibits of all nations except France; and
in interesting features is quite equal to the combined electrical exhibits of all other nations.
The number of French exhibitors in the class of
electricity is officially reported at 291, though it
must be borne in mind that none of the official
reports are as yet absolutely correct.
Germany
has but two exhibitors, Belgium fifteen, Great
Britain eighteen, Switzerland ten, and the United

in;,

the main and one of

removed the Exposition
and most of its

be

lose most of its beauty,
interesting features.

its coils

ing on

should

would

I'.'Vuis

EXPOSITION

States

tiiomS' n

It should be stated
that nearly every French
company, society and electrician have made exhibits, and while some of them are insignificant,
they swell the list credited to France.
There
are no exhibits from any country which can be
compared to those of the several Thomson and
Edison displays.

The

various electrical

exhibits

are

scattered

over the buildings of the Exposition, and they
may be found here and there in all manner of
unexpected places.
Almost every class has

all

something related

to electricity

brilliant illumination

Esplanade des Invalides, is brilliantly illuminated by electric lights.
On the top of the Eiffel tower are powerful
electric lights, which are used during the evento the

ing to cast a flood of light upon the various
buildings and objects in the vicinity.
On July
14th, and other fete days, these lights flare with
changing colors in constantly varying directions
upon the monuments, bridges, open squares, and
ever moving crowds along the streets and avenues.
While the fountains are playing the light
is usually fixed upon the great statue of the republic which stands in the Champ de Mars, majestically
dominating the brilliant fountain
scene.
In the Machineiy Hall, rolling upon widely
separated and lofty rails are two great cars or
bridges, called "pontsroulants" which, propelled
by electric motors, slowly move backward and
forward on opposite sides of the hall. They are

always crowded with a multitude of people who
look down with ever increasing interest upon the
splendid exhibit below. The great hall itself is a
flood of electric light of every conceivable kind
and degree of illumination.
But it is not only
light that proclaims the presence of electricity.
Electric motors, large and small, are abundant.
There are also wonderful exhibits of supplies, particularly electric glass

In short,
ware.
here everything which an enthusiastic
American electrician could wish, and infinitely
more than the average visitor ever dreamed of.

there

is

Long Distance Telephony.

among

its exhibits
the ground, including the luminous fountains, Eiffel Tower,
many buildings, trees, shrubs, etc., is accomplished by electric light.
The quay which extends along the river from the Champs de Mars

The

of

24, iS

HOUSTON Kxiimrr

The

exhibits of certain
exhibitors
are
exceptionally

thirty-three.

August

The

Chica.go Telephone company discontinued the ordinary service to Milwaukee Tuesday, Hereafter the service will be given through
the Long Distance Telephone company's line,
which will, of course, be a decided improve-

a

August
nicnl on

tance
to
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2^,

Innucr scrviic.

llu:

'ri'li'|)luinL'

Milwaukee,

l.ouj;

Tlu'

company has completed

anil

lias

metallic

live

operation.
The poles of this
ble of carrying;' .|o wires.

company

its

•05

Dis-

company which might be considered lavorablc

line

were not for the fact that the Nalion.d
comp.aiiy does not care to go out of business.
The National lumpany was not organized for
the purpose of selling real esl.-ite, but for the
We
purpose of selling electric light m:icliinery.
came in the held to sl;iy, and will undoubtedly
continue.
No proposition will be consiilered by
the stockholders of the company which would

circuits in

are capa-

The Rudd Ground Alarm.
accompanying diagram shows the connections anil relative arrangement of parts in a
new device for indicating a ground on an
'I'lie

arc light circuit.
Referring to the diagram, /'
ri-prcsents the dynamo; ('the circuit of lamps;
A' and A' condcusers; .S' a telephone drop; />'
viliraling hell.
It will he observed
that the bell
is worked
by one cell of battery, .mil the bell
circuit is closed wlirii the shutter of the Icic

if

it

involve the discoiitinnance of oper.itions at Ivan
We consider our position in the electric
light lield
promising.
Inst.iU.itions
we have

Claire.

made have proven

and

satisfactory,

we doubt till' advis.'ibility
any company."

.dlogetlier

of consolidating with

Heisler Automatic ReRulator.

The

.system of electric lighting perfected by
the I leisler company of St. I.ouis has been described and illustrated in these columns.
The
American rights have recently been purchased
by the United (las Improvement company of
riiiladelphla, which proposes, to erect a new
manufactory in the east for building machines,
with the idea of entering into the electric light
field on ,1 large scale.
I'erhaps the luost interesting feature of the Ileisler system is the automatic regulator, which is illustrated in the ac-

/"<-

WW

companying
In spile of

cut,

its

reproduced

from

Iiultnlriis.

com|ilic.ited appearance,

it

works

with remarkable precision, and elfectively maintains the current in each circuit constant, whatever may be the number of lamps inserted.
Since this is a constant current system, it is
necessary to ^hort-circuit the terminals of any

lamp which

is

to be e.>;tinguished;

and

if

a

lamp

opened, thus
forcing the current to pa.ss through the lamp.
The total electromotive force reipiired in each
is

to

l>e

circuit

lighted, the short circuit

is

therefore proportional

to

is

the

number

lamps lighted, and if the machine had to supply only one circuit, the necessary variation in
electromotive force could easily be obtained by
of

w. tiCQTHici/mcm.

_
HtllUt

phone drop

CROUNI) Al.AKM.

The

details of the drop are
not shown, hut they are the same as those which
The
are found in ordinary telephone work.
shutter is held by a catch which is lifted when
When the catch is
the magnet is actiiateii.
lifted the shutter falls by its own weight, and
thus closes the bell circuit.
The drop is operated by current from the dynamo in the following manner. One pole of
condenser
is attached to one
pole of the dynamo and one pole of condenser J<^ is attached
to the opposite pole of the dynamo.
Thus a
free pole is left in each condenser.
These free
poles are joined together and take a common
path to ground through the drop .S'.
In using
the apparatus, the shutter may fall at the time
of connecting up, on account of the static capacity of the circuit, but this fall may be ignored
The legitianil the shutter be set back again.
mate fall of the shutter will take place upon a
sudden disturbance of the insulation of the circuit, if the disturbance is marked and confined
to a small portion of the circuit, as is the case
when a ground comes on. While the insulation
of the circuit remains as it was when the apparatus was set, the condensers do not permit any
appreciable passage of current.
I'.y
the use of
this device instant notice will be received of the
coming on of a ground and valuable time may
The
be saved in the matter of removing it.
device is the invention of C. H. Rudd of Chicago.
falls.

adjusting the excitiiigcurrent.
Now, 111 practice
the machine supplies two circuits, and that exciting current which may suit the reipiirenieuts
of one circuit may not suit those of the other,
hence it is necessary to introdnce an additional
regulating device.
It is assumed that in laying
out the installation the two circuits have been

•imonni of arliln lal rcHlHlanrc. Thin action Ik
automatically performed by the reijulator. The
whole apparatus is contained in a Hiiiall wooilcii
box placed upon a stand which contains the rcsislani.e (oils, the latter being connei ted willi
nmltiple rontacl rings K, over eai li of which a
ronlact lever slides, actnalvdby niechaniiini,
S
spindle !' pusHCH hori/.iinlally through the caKc,
and receives motion by means of a ({"' from the
shaft of the steam engine or from any other convenient source of power.
The shaft
is constantly revolving, and actuates by means of eccentrics the pawls <; (1 set on an opposite
diameter of the toothed wheel (I, the shaft D of
which larries at the back Ihertonlacl lever of the
rheostat switch Iv
The pawls are so set that
one tends to move the wheel in one direction,
that is to say, to reduce the resistance of the
rheostat, while the other tenils to move the
wheel in the opposite direction, that Is to ray,
increase the resistance of the rheostat; hut if
regulation is not required no nioveinent lakes
place, since the pawls are prevented from touching the wheel on either side by the presence of
the piece It, the position of which is lidluenced
by the current in the main circuit. This current is passed through the exciting loils of an
electro-magnet .A, having a laminated core and a
laminated armature pivoted on a horizontal axis.
In consequence of the passage of the alternating
current through the electro-magnet, the arnialiirc
has a tendency to set itself in line with the poles,
but is prevented from dying so by a spring coiled
upon its axis, .\ccording to the tension given
to this spring, the main current can be regulated
within certain limits.
The piece I! is connected
with this armature in such a way that it is lowr
ered if the current increases, and the armature
in consequence assumes a more horizontal position, while if the current decreases and allows
the spring to pull the armature further towards
its vertiial position
When
the piece 15 rises.
this has lifted, one of the pawls is allowed to
touch and impart motion to the toothed wheel in
one direction, while when the piece H drops, the
other pawl imparts motion in the opposite direction, aiul thus the automatic adjustment of the
rheostat resistance is effected.
When the current is of the normal strength, the piece B floats
in an intermediate position, and both pawls are
!•'
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National Company not Sold.
W. K. Freeman of the National Electric
Manufacturing company of Eau Claire, Wis.,
returned from an eastern trip last Monday.

When

in

Chicago he was asked by a representa-

tive of the

Wksi f.RN

Ei.F.c

I

Kici.vN

for the facts

regarding a rumor in circulation that an Eastern
company had secured control of the National
company. Mr. Freeman said:
"There is li.tle ground on which to base
such a rumor.
It is a fact, however, that the
recent trip of the president of the National
company and myself to the East had some bearing on an alliance with an Eastern company.
•Certain propositions were submitted by that

UKISi.tk .\CToM.\lU

arranged so that the number of lamps should at
all times be approximately the .same in l)oth.
.\ny small difference

in

between the two circuits

the electriuiiotive force
is

compensated by an

placed into that circuit which
at the time contains the smaller number of lamps.
There are thus two methods of regulation first,
the adjustment of the exciting current, by means
of which the electromotive force in both circuits
this means is emis simultaneously varied, and
ployed as long as the variation in the number of
lamps fed from both circuits takes place simulIf,
however, a sensible difference
taneously.
should exist in the loads on both circuits, then
the second adjustment comes into play, and into
the lightlv loaded circuit is inserted a certain
artificial resistance

—

kept off the toothed wheel. The same apparatus
Between the two
is repeated on the other side.
is the device for effecting the regulation of the
The variation of the exstrength of the field.
citing current is produced by the displacement
of the brushes of the excitini; dynamo.

Electric Lights in Hooley's Tneater.
tact that electric lights are popular was
recognized during the last few weeks l)y the
management of Hooley's theater, Chicago, which

The

kept the announcement before the public constantly that during the present season the theater would be lighted by electricity. On Monday
night the patrons of the house found it brilliant-

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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A thousand incandescent lamps
arranged throughout the house.
The gas fixtures in the interior of the house
were not used at all, the lamps being arranged
around the galleries, in clusters on the posts and
50 in a double row in the "sun-light." The threeEdison system is used, current is supwire
plied from the Edison central station, and to
prevent the lights from going out in case of an
accident to the mains, a double system of feeding
thus, should anything oc;ur beis introduced:
tween that and Clark street, current will be received through LaSalle street, and vice versa.
All the lights, excepting those in the bo.x office,
are controlled from the stage, where the switchboard is located. The success of the new .system is appreciated by the patrons of the house
ly illuminated.

were

who

artistically

are loud in their praise.

The

August

difference is not worth noticing, and that competition among mine owners having reduced the
American price so far as it has, we may depend
upon the same competition to reduce the price
still further.
But the margin on electrical apparatus has been reduced to a point where even
the difference of 2 cents a pound on copper is
onerous, and it is not to be expected that the
electrical interests will submit to a condition of
things which puts it in the power of certain men
or a combination of certain men, to advance the
price of a commodity which is so large and so
important a factor as copper in their business.
Without the duty on copper the mine owners
will have the advantages which they now have
of mines rich in metal, easily produced, and of a

24, iS

mates made by practical men is nearly 100,000,000 pounds. Figuring that the average e.xtra
cost of copper to the consumer due to the tariff
is 2 cents per pound, gives the total of $2,000,000.
This is a conservative estimate of the amount
of money which has wrongfully gone to the owners of the copper mines from the users of electrical apparatus.
No part of it remained permanently in the hands of the drawers of copper
The wire drawers are not protected on
wire.
their product by a heavier duty than is imposed
upon copper ingots, and the result of abolishing
the duty on copper wire as well as on copper
ingots, would be to put the manufacturer of wire
With
in a better position than he is at present.
the duty on his raw material removed there

wiring, etc.,

was done by the Chicago Edison company, and
the work reflects credit upon the construction
department.

Bentley-Knight Electric Railway Generator

and Motor Car.

cuts show the new roohorse power, or 75,000 watt, Bentley-Knight
railway generator and a front view of a double
motor car on the Portchester, White Plains and
Tarrytown Street railway. The dynamo is a
constant potential self-regulating machine with
The
a capacity of 150 amperes at 500 volts.
The
efficiency is claimed to be 91 per cent.
weight of the machine jncluding the bed plate

The accompanying

is

five tons.

The company is also making 25, 50 and 80horse power dynamos for power distribution
and incandescent lighting service.

Should the Duty on Copper be Abolished?

By

C.

a.

Brown.

At the recent convention

of the National
Electric Light association at Niagara Falls a
resolution was adopted providing that a committee of three be appointed to prepare and
present to the proper committee of Congress a
petition for the abolition of the customs duty on
copper, ingot, wire plates, sheets, bars and rods.
The abolition of the customs duty on copper in
its various forms is not a free-trade measure in
the ordinary sense of the word.
It is not a partisan measure, e.\cept so far as it represents the
interest of the electrical fraternity of the United
States, and other users of copper.
Free-traders
and protectionists should unite in support of this
movement, the only consistent opposition to
which must come from the copper mine owners.
Even the New York Tribune, an ultra-protectionist newspaper, says: "The demand for a removal of all duties on copper ore, pig and bars,
will

be

difficult to resist.

It

is

safe to say that

proposed no change more unpopular or objectionable than that, its public
support u'(juld havel'cen incomparably greater."
However, we will look at the tariff question as
a whole: however great the benefit we consider
it has worked for our manufactures, not one substantial argument can be advanced in favor of
retaining the duty on copper.
We have the
richest coppermines in the world, mines mo.st easily worked, and within easy reach of the market.
The duty on cupper brings in almost no rev
enue to the United States government, for our
copper mines produce more than we use, and we
do not ordinarily import copper. The sole effect
of the copper tariff, therefore, is to enable the
mine owners to advanc:e the price for their own
benefit.
That they have not been slow to take
this advantage which has been offered to them
is evidenced by the fact that the American price
has been uniformly higher than the English
price.
'I'he result is that Lake Superior copper,
which sells in Connecticut, for instance, at i»
cents, sells in London at i.| cents; and it has
happened that Lake copper has gone all the way
to London, and after being sold there, has been
retransported to New York, when, after paying
the duty, it has met in competition copper from
the same mine which has reached the market by
the shorter and less expensive route of the Lakes
and the I'.rie Canal.

had the Mills

bill

may be

said that the present piirc of copso low, li(;ing only aboul 2 cents a
pound above the price of copper in ,iiud(jn, the
It

per luTc

is

I

13ENTI.EV.

KNIGHT
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market in easy reach. They will have the added
advantage of the increased use of their product,
which may be expected when the price is reduced to an equality with foreign prices, and
when it is put on a stable basis. Without the
duty on copper, those who use it will have the
benefit of about the same prices which rule in
London, and will not be harassed by uncertainty
as to the future state of the market which now
embarrasses their calculations.
An estimate of the total amount which has
been paid in the United States for copper over
and above the price for which the same amount
of copper can be bought in London, puts the
figure at not less than .fs, 000,000 for the copper
used

in

the electrical industries alone.

This sum is arrived at by estimating the
:iinounl of copper used in electrical apparatus
and in circuits, 'I'lie average of several esti-

MOTOR CAR.

would be the same or a larger margin for him to
work on than there is now with the duty on the
raw material, and a corresponding duty on his
product.
These facts seem to warrant the conclusion that the removal of the tariff by congress
would be an eniinentiv wi.se legislative act.

American

Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers.
At the meeting

of the council of the .A.merican

In.stitute of Electrical Engineers held in New
York, .'\ug. 6th, a resolution was adopted appointing a committee of five to formulate a
plan of organization for an international electrical convention to be held in this country during the season of the World's h'air of 1S92.
At

the meeting of council Aug. 14th, the committee
was enlarged to fifteen, and its work more specifically defined.
The secretary was instructed

Al1)^MISI

.'
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In ciiiiiniiiiiii

,ili-

ill

iiiH

(t

Willi

of the flui:lri<at coiifrrciicc

I'icsiilciil

iM;is( art

at Paris, iiiformiii)^

him of thf action of llic instiliilc and sii^ij^^cstinj^^ that the work ol" tht: prt'Si-nl
rotil'frciici' In*
taken up at the proposed convention (tf i.Sg^\
In accordance with previous action of the conncil the
foMowinj^ deU'^jates were appoinlcd to
ihr i'aris conference, all of whom
in I'lamr or on their way: Thomas A.

participate

arc

now

lulison,

in

tiarl

Ilerinj^^

Iv

Wilbur

Kit c.

j r,,

[n

seph Wet/ler, Nikola Tesla.
Vice-President l''rant:is K. Upton of the insti
tute has also l>een retpiestetl to use his inlhi
ence to secure if possible the ot'ticial sane lion
of an adjournnu'iil of the conference lo meet in
Sij.'.
this comitry in
President h'.lihn Thornson will in the coiusc nt a few days aunnuitce
his appoinlmenis on the
oinnnttee of (tfleen,
and the work of orjjani/.aliim will be taken up
1

i

inmu'diately.
The various electrical itri^ani/alions of tlu- country will be in\iled In co oper
ate.

Board of

Electrical Control.

Inu^ ;iiui inlcrcslitiy; rc|»n; \v;)S siihtnillcd to the New
York llo.mlof KIcctrical Conlrol Au>;.i5th, hy Messrs. C.ilroy

A

lilt-

vciit'. icuiiiii.itr is n-licit

on

lor

the (ri-iUinri o(

;i

107
1

itir«'ni

nf ;ur; anil hy blowcis 01 :iii niinprcsHots, ljy wliirh ihe jjati
is hrsi fciKcil iiiii of the siihwdyt ninl
ihni kept out hy the
sti>i:tiiiri| air |)ie'<siiie iii:iiiil;iine(l

the hrst niethoii

suhs, anit thai

ami

effeelivc

was

tiie

therein.

It

\h

sniled that

with serious rchas hceii fotinil feasible

alleinpti-t! in ("hir-.i^jo

ihiul

within

nielliod

certain

liinils,

thonj^h

not (ittcil for
lo the fourth

jjcneral use.
The niosl seriotiH (il»jeetir»n
nielhful wU'hU is the nioHt sueresstttl yet triuil, is that ll
lout's the j;as into lioiisi- vaults, sewers :in<l other niares,
anii thus simply 1 hau^jes the location of the evil instead rtf

euring

The

it.

eoinniittee then proeeed lo ask whether the f^useoin
any ri;^ht to allow the eoniuio<liiy in which
dual,
Ifi
lier<Mne
nuis.ince
cora
to
other

pauies have
tht>'

porations haviu);
rij;hls
in (he
streets
undergronnil,
Id endau|;er Ihi,
safely of the couinuinily.
They
discuss
he (|uestion also whether it
is
possttde to
provitle a;;ainsl the escape of ^jas into the streets nndcrj^tound, so that there will he necessity for the city's incur
rinji heavy expense in vcnlilalinj; suhways. and that no
danj^er ni;iy any lonjjer exist of explosions either in the subways, house v.udts or sewers.
The responsihiiity for the
explosions and their remedy next come uniler considera" There is no douhl," is the conclusion arrived at,
tion.
"hm the escapinji of ^'as into the streets of the cily is due
lo carelessness in the i-onstruction of the gas ntains, the use
of improper material and the lack of proper care and repairs."
The permission to conduct ^;as under the
streets does not iiicUHc "the right lo teak."
I'iltslutrji,
with an inhnilcly hi^jhcr pressure of natural i;as. inana;;ts
.ind

I

iHi.iiir.lio ihe (<»nditton of al(air» in tht* ilicri*.
under.
i:round in Ihciiiy of New Vork, and tlwi Ihr .OffK/fation
counsel U- mjiicMr-l lo draft %uch a nicanurc a^* will drvrjivc upon M»mc tom(K-icnt munidpal U>.trd, ihr
»aine «i.n
Irol oyer ihcHlni-tH uiMlcrKround au'l iill nndrr«ioiii„l
.on

ntnn th.n jih is at prt-senl c*creisr.| by ihe lt#*ard 0/ Klc»in
till Conlrol Inthr i«Hcof the suhwuyH for
rlrnri.al ondu.
lorn,

uml

Willi the

iKluluie

the

lliat all

lotal

aiithofilic«

invttcl lo

Ik-

j'rtn

Hoard of Elcitrii'ttl Control in pclitif>ninK the leg
and the executive of the Vale of New York Uit Ihr

pjissH^e of surh ail ail

A immtMrr of d*KumentH iKrarinK on 'he »|ii(-«(iirti a.tonipanied the reiK>rt,
llt.rac.- l.ofMnU. cnwinrcr In* h.trj'rnf
Hcwers. staled hia opinion diat the liaksof yas .'.
ways come from
HUKKcsts that the

cm,

•lifet tive
<

tain for Iioumlas CrMiimission l»c 'niifiwcK

whether or not llie jj""* main* arc (jat IIkNi *iicii ibcy
are laid, and alno that an irnprr>vei| (urm of
tap vhalMn;
brought into umc
'I'he report wanaercriicd by Ihe Uwrd.
The Con»oli
ilated Telegraph and Kfcclrlc Subway company
wa» warned
lain

that

if it did not lake action within fivcday^
on iU lonira-i
work, or if it diil not .oinplcic Ihr same l.y the lime
^ihh
fiedby llsreprcHentalivc at a recent nice?ini;or ihc coirimissioncrs. the br>ard would lake action ai;ainst it.
The
forfeiture of the charier of ihc company would involve
Ihe
ioss of J^i,ooo.»w«). in which »um ii is under iKindn
to f«I1

iill

tiH

conlraci.

The cxiwrt's report »howcd thai during the year ending
June 15. i.4(|.t miles of wire, and 3.117 |x>lcs have iNrcn re
moved from the streets, and since that date ihc work o( rr.
moval has proceeded r.ipidly. 'I he l5ru*h Klectrie Illuminating company sent in a communicalion in which it
WB<t
stated Ihat there was a leak in its cable near Fourteenlh
street and University place, for which the Hoard wa* resiionHible, and the Subway < 'onimissioner^ would !«
held
responsible for all direct and contingent daniaj{e« suslaincd
by the lirush company through ihc interruption 10 its service.
Ihe board apiK:aretl to view the matter in a difTereni
light from the r.rush company, and ihe letter was laid
on
the table.
Permission was jjiven to eleclri* and telegraph
companies to replace rotten poles and damaged wires with
out special pel mils

Letter from President Weeks.
/'.» //-((•

h'lltftr

of

l/tt

WKkTKMv Ki.KrrkM

i.\n:

As objcclions have been raised to the rulin);<i of the
chair in inc mailer of the new constiiution. at the lercnt
convuiiion of the National Electric Light asociaiion. and
as some have even slated that legislalion was intentionallv
hs!-ty and unfair, it seems pro|»cr to analyze Ihc rulings in
<|uesiion to show that Ihe dtcisions were in all important
particulars, in strict .accord wiih parliamenlary law.

No

:^ubjea ever brought before ihe asM>ciation
i^cnerally anri jierfectly

the committee

has' been more
understood than was the report of

on amcndmcnls

to the constitution.

Every

member had. by means of circular Iciti rs. been given an
opportunity during the past six months lo express his views
as to the r.eeded changes
The replies received by the
rommittee were almost unanimously in favor of the amendments, as adopted.
The-e amendments were submitted to the convention,
article by article, on the lirst day of meeting, and wire
made a special order of business for the third. Copies of
the proposed amendments and also of the old constitution
redistributed.
I'.y
reference to ihe mi miles of Thursday's proceedings it w ill l>e seen that, after the re-reading
of the amendments, a motion was made and seconded lo
accept the repcrt of the committee
.Xccording lo parliamenlary law. A' <:<.r// is to adopt |sec Cushing. Ch. \V .
Sec I\
par 2«>5|: and the mover in this ease, an associate
member, stated to the convention that he used "accept"
undersiandingly, and that the chairman put the question
correctly; therefore, when the motion prev.-kiled, the new
constitution became the organic law of Ihe .issociation. and
the chair wgs ob.iged to decide in accordance therewith.
An objection that the voles upon which it was carrie<I
were not counted lo determine a two-lhirds majority would
have been val d.
But as the :/:./ :,v^- vole was unanimous, the point did not occur to the chair; and as no obiection was raisird until long after the result had been announced and the house had proceeded to other business, it
could not then be entertained.
The idea «.f taking up the amendments sniiitim was
good, but it was presented in the form of a suggestion,
which was not accepted by the mover of the (|ucslion under
consideration
Even in the form of a motion it would have
been out of order, as a motion was already iKrforc the
house. A motion for reconsideration was made, but as it
came from one who admitted that he had not voted on the
original motion, by parliamentary usage, it was not in
order
[See Cushing. Ih. Xl\'.. par. 257] The irmtdiate presentation anti sceon<Iingof a new motion prc\*enied
all further discussion of the previous tjuestion
The pjint is raised thai the decision of ihc chair deprived
of franchise those who had paid dues for the present calcn
daryear. This objection overlooks the fact that thcasso
ciate members were seeking to control legislation providing
for a meeting to l>e held nearly two months after the clo«^c
of the calendar year, and therefore entirely l>eyood their
juristliction, c^ren had the amendments l>cen formally accepted as taking cfTecl at the expiration of the current
year.
Had ihis phase of the iiuotion occurred! to ihe as
sociate members. I am confident, in view of the generosity
which they evinced in originating and carrying on the
whole amendatory movement, that the feeling would have
been quite different
Fro.n the foregoing it appears that the efforr?: of the rr-

w
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BENTLEY-KNIGHT GENERATOR.
and Gibbens, commissioners respectively of Public Works,
and the Subway Hoard, and who constituted the committee
appointed some time ago to make investigations and report
on the explosions in the subway at the corner of Twentjthird street and Fifth avenue.
The work of the committee
has been well done; its report lias a practical ring, and the
suggestions made therein Did fair to develop a prompt and
efficient remedy for the danger to which the people ot New
York have been daily exposed for so long a period. The

"

cause of the explosions is stated to be the rap.d accumulation of illuminating gas in the subway, from a leak in the
adjacent gas mains, the gas having been ignited, either bv
a spark resulting from the atmospheric differences of temperature or by a tlarae carried backward through the distributing duct leading from the subway into the cellar of a
These explostore in the Fifth Avenue Hotel building.
sions wee not caused by any leak from the e'ectrical conThe con
ductors, as there was no current on at the time.
elusion drawn is that "such explosions are primarily due to
escape of gas, and nny occur as well in the telephone and
telegraph subway as in the electric light subway, and mav
also occur in sewers, house vaults, or other confined spaces
This conin which illuminating gas may accumulate."
clusion is supported by a series of facts stated circumstanThe question of the ventilation of the subways, pretially
faced by a reference to the dilVicuUy of keeping the gas out
The different methof the manholes, is next considered.
ods of ventilation hitherto experimented with are divided
viz.;
Openings
into four classes,
in the manhole covers: the
excitation of a current of air by means of a gas jet kept constantly burning in the manhole, with a vent for the escape
of the air; vents from the top and bottom of the manhole
terminating at different altitudes, a system in which the difference in temperature of the respective heights at which

to keep within bounds, and why should not New York do
the same? "The responsibility for explosions in the streets
whether in subways, sewers or house vaults, ihertlore rests
upon the companies allowing the illuminating gas to es
cape, and not upon those into whose pieniises it comes
unbidden, to their damage, and the danger of the community."
The report then shows that the idea entertained and expressed by the j as companies that it is impcssible to prevent the leakage of gas from the pipes, is on a par with the
conviction by which the electrica- companies were possessed
when it was first suggested that the electrical conductors
should be placed underground: namely, that such a
The simple and emphatic
step was utterly impracticable
declaration from the stale of New York that: "If you canrelieving
streets,
we will find one for
the
not find a way for
you," swept away all ditiiculties, and the wires are going
under ground, and the poles rapidly decreasing.
"The same niotle of procedure must be pursued with
reference to the encro.achments of the gas companies, and
steam companies, and others doing business undergrounil.
If they are to conduct their business in such a manner as to
preserve the rights of others, and to subject the streets, the
electrical subways, the sewers and the house vaults to the
least possible disturbance, they should be shown how to do
so and compelled to conform to proper police regulations in
"
the enjoyment of their profitable privileges

The committee, therefore, recommends: First, That the
Consolidated Telegraph and Electrical Subway company, in
charge of the subways, be directed, under the super\'ision
of the engineer of the Hoard of Electrical Control, to make
further provision for blowers and air compressors as may
insure such safety as can he had from explosions in the sub
ways. Second, That the attention of the locil authorities

monsirants were inetTeciu 1 thr-; ^
mentar\- procedure, no: through
When the excitement of the mom.
recognized that the decisions weic n«x uoty
but just, and all will see* toat their interests
the National Electric Light association
.

Edwin

biiictiy ieg«.i,
still lie

with

R. Weeks.

;
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loS

into this free nation without putting

up

its

August
cash

for the privilege."

Sunny, president
Light & Power company;

of the Chicago Arc
E. M. Barton, president of the Western Electric company; Charles
H. Wilson, superintendent of the Chicago Telephone company, will represent the electric interests on the general committee appointed by
Mayor Cregier of Chicago, to take charge of the
arrangements for securing the World's Fair for
the metropolis of the west.
These gentlemen
are now arranging for a thorough canvass of the
electric interests of this section, and they will do
everything in their power to aid in bringing the
World's Fair to the west.
B. E.

EVERY SATURDAY.
6 Lakeside Building.
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In THE controversy between the Western
Union Telegraph company and the postmastergeneral, the latter has had the worst of it.
He
has weakened to the extent of rescinding his order fixing the rate for government telegrams for
the current fiscal year at one mill per word, and
pending further investigation has consented to
the payment of one cent a word, the rate prevailing up to this time.
Probably the best mode
of settling the matter definitely would be as Mr.
Wanamaker suggested, by the reference of the
case to a commission.
In this way a compromise could be effected which would be fair to all
parties concerned, the government, the company, and the people.

formerly a resident of Arkansas,
possesses the title of director general of
telegraphic service of the Republic of Honduras.
Mr. Cecil, who has been in Chicago for several
weeks, on official business, is an enthusiastic
admirer of his adopted country.
He believes
that Honduras is a promising field for the investment of American capital. "I went to Honduras several years ago," said Mr. Cecil to a
representative of the Western Electrician,
"without any particular object in view. Soon
after I reached there I happened to be at the
telegraph office, and found the operator in
trouble.
A high official of the government
wished to send a message. The dispatch was
a matter of life or death.
The line would not
work.
I offered my services and got the message through all right. A few days later I received my appointment and I have been there
ever since.
Honduras is a promising field for
.A.mericans.
They have splendid opportunities
there.
A large amount of American capital is
pouring into the country.
We have not yet
introduced electric light.
I am taking a small
experimental plant back with me to show the
people what it is.
Some of the mine owners
propose to introduce electric motors. We have
considerable important cable work on hand as we
will connect the adjoining islands to the mainland.
A railway will probably soon be built by
British capital which will contribute greatly to
the development of the country."
B. Cecil,

now
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The

of a series of articles descriptive of
exhibits at the Paris Exposition appears in thisissueof the Western Electrician.
The views give a better idea of the exhibit than
first

electrical

any which have appeared in American publicaThe American electrical exhibit is a
credit to the United States, and without it the
American exhibit would be utterly insignificant.
This article will be followed by others describ-

tions.

ing interesting features of the Exposition.

Is Ei.ECTKiciTV

generated

a foreign counit is proposed to install a generating plant on the Canadian side at Niagara l''alls, has given rise to the
([uestion.
A large projiortion of the current
would naturally be utilized on American soil.

try a dutiable product?

Solicitor

Hepburn

at

The

in

fact that

Washington, to

whom

the

question was referred, said last week that he
would inform the gentlemen interested in the
proposed generating station that it was contrary
to the practice of the treasury department to
answer hypothetical <)uestions of this kind. A
Chicago attorney to whom the (|ueslion was put
said that it would be necessary to enact a special
act to provide for the taxation of electricity. Inasmuch as the government imposes duly on
copper, etc., he believed that such an act might
be (Kissed.
An exchange says in discussing the subject:
"It would be interesting to see a customs house
official trying to seize upon an electric current
of say 5,000 \ cits, which was trying to sneak

The New York Board of Electrical Control
considered the question of subway explosions at
its last meeting, and the report of the session in
this issue will be read with interest.
The two
commissioners who investigated the causes of the
subway explosions found that "the explosions
were caused by the accumulation of illuminating
gas in the manholes of the electrical subway from
a leak in the gas mains adjacent, which was ignited by a spark or flame carried backward
through the distributing duct leading from the
under the Fifth Avenue hotei."
is apparent, that the gas companies in conducting their business have no right
to encroach upon the privileges of others; no
right to allow gas to escape by reason of the
faulty construction of mains.
Having found
out the cause of the explosions, the commissioncellar of a store

They

state

what

recommend that "the corporation counsel be
requested to draft such a measure as will devolve upon some competent municipal board the
same control over the streets underground, and
all underground construction
as is at present
exercisetl by the Board of Electrical Control in
the case of the subways."
The investigators
thought preposterous the claim of gas men that
gas could not be confined in mains. If measures
were taken which would compel gas companies,
ers

24, i£

perform good construction work, they thought
problem of preventing subway explosions
could be solved and the commissioners are
probably correct in their conclusion.
to

the

An

—

by C. A. Brown which appears in
be read with interest by the elec-

article

this issue will
trical

fraternity

generally.

He

presents

facts

which lead to the conclusion that the customs
duty on copper should be abolished.
This
matter was considered by the National Electric
Light association at its recent convention and a
resolution was adopted appointing a committee
of three to prepare a petition urging congress
to remove the duty.
As Mr. Brown says in his
article, even protectionist journals are willing
that copper should be placed on the free list
and there is apparently no reason why this
should not be done except perhaps because mine
owners strenuously object to such action. It is
roughly estimated that copper enters into the
cost of electric light and power plants to the
extent of a third.
The margin of profit on electrical

apparatus

is

now

so small

that the re-

moval of the tax would be a matter of no small
importance to manufacturers. According to the
figures that Mr. Brown presents owners of electrical plants have already been mulcted to the
amount of $2,000,000 by reason of the existence
of the duty.
It is also shown in the article
that the manufacturer of wire derives no protection from the duty, inasmuch as there is no
higher tax on wire than on copper before it is

The

drawn.

of this question should
eventual removal of the duty
especially in view of the facts that legislators
are not disposed to favor the copper interest.
As the operations of the syndicate which
sought to raise prices unreasonably, created a
general prejudice against the American mine
owners who lent their aid to the trust, it will
probably be easier to place copper on the free
list than any article now subject to duty.
The
National Electric Light association took a wise
step in deciding to petition Congress to remove
the duty and it is to be hoped that the committee which has the matter in charge will prosecute the work vigorously.
result

in

agitation

the

Since the National Electric Light association
expressed in no uncertain terms its disapproval
of the law which provides for execution by
the application of electricity, the opposition to
the new mode of inflicting the death penalty has
been more pronounced.
Even newspapers
which hitherto rather advocated the new mode
of execution, have changed their attitude.
They say too much haste has been exercised
thus far and it would be well to obtain further
information before carrying the New York law

The New York papers

into effect.

daily pro-

and berate those who have
become prominent by their advocacy of it.
For wholesale condemnation of the new form
commend us to the New York Sun which pronounces against the change in its most vigorous
style.
The following are two paragraphs selected from a
dozen editorials which have
treated of the subject in the last few days:
"The sentiment against capital punishment
seems to be growing, and the expressions which
the condemnation of Kemmler to death by
electricity have brought out, go to confirm that
test against the act,

opinion.

The

profession

of

electricians are

outraged that the agency which they use should
be employed for a purpose so horrible."
"Adjusting the helmet, the binding the head
with India rubber, preparing the chemical solu-

making the electrical connection, testing
the resistance, and attending to all the other
and many details of the deadly experiment
must consume much time; and meanwhile the.
It will be
subject is not likely to remain t|uiet.
We
a horrible scene.
It cannot fail to be so.
doubt if even a professional hangman would'
care to figure in it, so cold-blooded will the
whole business be in that awful and secret place.
tion,

It

would be

far

more

humane and

far

lets.

brutalizing to hit Kemmler over the head with
an axe, as an ox is slaughtered in the shambles."
If influential journals throughout the country
continue their attacks against electrical executions in this way, there can be little doubt that
the obnoxious la\y -^\\\ be repealed.
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ChicaRO City Electric Lamp Post.
'I'liL'

ac(Oiii|i;iii_\

inn

'

"^

shows the

style

iif
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were killed by lightning, and the damage ill
animals killed and riiineil crops will run up over

which will be used in Chic ayo
the extension of the city street liKliliiij; serThe post is constructeil of wmitl ami cast
vice.
iron, and is of a height that brings the arc- of the
lamp about 17'.- feet above the level of the pave'I'hc lower portion is a hollow four-siiled
inent.
The distance
casting of the form illustrateil.
from the pavement to the top of this casting is 7
The base of Ihecasting is 22 inches by 2.'
feet.
The upper part uf the post is of cedar.
inches.
This portion is rouiul, aiul tapers slightly up to
Hraces on the inside near the base
the lamp.
hold the lower end of the cedar post firmly in
The base casting is so constructed
position.
that one of its sides may be taken off by loosenThis reinoval)le panel makes
ing a few screws.
it possible for the workman to handle with greater
convenience the wires in the base of the post.
The top of the base casting is made, as shown,
to contain a switch for the lamp; it is also intended to be iiseil. when ilesired, as a fire-alarm
In the old style post the switch was at
station.
the top of the lamp. Iron step pieces are clamped
into notches along the cedar post about iS inches

electric liglit post
ill

the town.
Lightning ittruck the tele{;ra|)h wires
near the freight depot, stunning a number of
clerks and knocking a pen from the hand uf the
manager of the (lalliip Coal company in hin
oflice near l)y.
.\ driver anil leaiii were killed
on the .Mesa by (he hamc llahh of lightning. In
the vicinity of New ^'o^k there wan an exceedingly brilliant electrical display.
Along the New
Jersey coast the lightning llashcd with brilliancy, and damaged property.
The most vi<>.
lent electrical storm that ever vJHitcd the diHlritt
about .\sbiiry Park prevailed.
The electrical
display about Sandy Hook all day was of a kin<l
to strike terror to the hearts of the dwellers on
From early morning
that desert strip of land.
until
late at night lightning flashes followed
each other with startling rapiility and ram fell in

The government ordnance

torrents.

building

was struck by a boll,
and in an hour a heap of smoldering aiihcii
showed where it had stood with its valuable
contents.
The buildirg was a three-story
wooden structure, and was not in itself of great
value.
In it, however, were stored instruments
an<l apparatus, the most valuable of their kind,
at

the

testing

station

used at the testing station in the tests carried
on by the government. 'I'he three floors were
filled with
these valuable articles, the whole
making what is said to be one of the finest col-

apart.
It might also be mentioned that the general
appearance of the lamp to be used with these new
style posts will be slightly different from that
shown in the cut. In the illustration two supports branching out and up from the socket at

One of the
lections of the sort in the country.
Tide Water Oil company's large tanks was
struck by lightning at Constable Hook, N. J.
A big fire followed, whirli after much work, was
got under control

In the new
the top of the pole, support the lamp.
style there will be one support only, and this will
be of suc'h a curve and shape as to give the lamp
The
the appearance of being hung therefrom.
contract for 500 of these new style posts has been
let to
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The Book
The Electric Railway,

the Vulcan Iron Works, Chicago.

Published by

Fred

H.

Table.

by Frtd H. Whipple. 259 pp.
Whipple, Detroit, Mich. $1 in

paper, ^2 in Russia.

Electric

Lights

for

Museum,

LIbby

Prison

War

It would be difficult to find a city or town of
importance in the country in which the question
of rapid transit is not considered a matter of the
highest moment.
Those whose duty it is to
glance over the pages of papers published
throughout the country will testify to the truth
The press of the country
of this assertion.
seems to have reached the conclusion that rapid

Ciiicago,

The l.ibbv Prison War Museum now in course
of construction on Wabash avenue. Chicago, will
be illuminated by electric lights when comThe Chicago Edison company has been
awarded the contract for furnishing the appapleted.

ratus, antl alreaily a large,

force

of

men

is

en-

gaged wiring the building and installing the
power plant. The contract calls for 640 incancandescent lamps and 30 arc lamps. The latter
will be of the Sperry system. The dynamo room
It will conis just north of the main building.
& Sims engines, furtain two Armington
nishtd by the Pond Engineering company,
two Edison automatic dynamos of 20,000 watts
capacity each, and a Sperry arc light dynamo of
These will be used on the
20 lights' capacity.
top floor

of

the building.

and prosperity are substantially convert.-\
western town of 10,000 inhaoitants which could not boast of a half score of
rapid transit schemes would consider that its
days of enterprise had passed away.
While
many of these schemes in western towns are the
dreams of boomers, it cannot be gainsaid that
throughout the country there is an increasing
transit

ible terms.

demand

Th^ incandescent

lamps will be arranged in clusters of four each,
and the fi.xtures used will be of special design.
Twenty incandescent lamps will illuminate the

The enterprising Chicago capitalwho caused the removal of Libby prison

construction.

Richmond, Va., to Chicago, and reconit
on Wabash avenue, have adhered
strictly to the old plans, and when completed
the prison will be practically the same structure
Its gloomy rooms will,
as before its removal.
however, be illuminated by electric lights, and
from

structed

its

walls will be covered with

many

relics of the

late war.

So faithfully have the promoters of the project
followed the plans of the old building and
grounds, that the "prison yard," the channel
behind the prison separating the building froin
the outer wall, and many other features have
been reproduced, and they tend to increase the
realistic appearance of the structure.

violent electrical storms last

week caused

considerable damage.
Telegrams from all parts
of the country indicate the wide range of the
storm and the extent of damage done. At Piper
City. Ford county. 111., a woman and her daughThe
ter were killed by lightning while riding.
lady carried an infant in her arms, but the little
one was unharmed. The storm passed over the
Missouri valley and was the most disastrous of
the season.
Over twenty persons, it is said,

better

railway

street

facilitits.

a

who

are investigating electric street railis clearly presented, and in
such excellent style that it commends itself to
the general reader. The book is fully illustrated,
and many views are given of cars of the several

those
ways.

Electrical Storms.

The

is

of electric railways.
In view of the widespread
interest in the subject of street railways, Mr.
Wliipple's book. '-The Electric Railway," is
particularly timely.
It is a work which will be
read with profit, both by those who are interested in electric motor cars as street cars merein the development of
ly, and those interested
the electric motor.
Commencing with a brief
sketch of the historical development of the modern method of generating electricity, Mr. Whipple takes up in separate chapters such branches
of the subject as "How Electricity is .Applied to
Street Railways." ".Xpplication of the Motor to
the Car." "Early .\ltempts at Electric Propulsion," "Cost of Producing, Transmitting and
.\pplying Electricity for Street Railway Purposes," "I'tilization of Water Power," "Some of
the Possibilities of Electric Street Car Propulsion."
These headings of chapters will give
some idea of the scope of the book. Mr. Whipple has embodied in the book a vast amount of
data which will greatly facilitate the labors of

entrance to the ground.s, and it is probable that
a few arc lights may be used to light up the
prison yard and display the special features of
ists,

for

growing conviction, too. that this demand can be satisfied only by the construction

There

This matter

systems.

A B C

H

OF Electricity, bv William

Published by Frank F.
Price. 50 ccBts.

Lovell

A;

Meadowcroft.

Co New York
.

108

pp.

Albuquerque. N. M.,
million dollars.
was panic stricken during the storm, as nothing
like it had ever been known in the history of
half a

The work, as its name indicates, is designed
principally for beginners, and gives a general
outline of the progress made in the electrical
world, and describes the principal electrical in-

—
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ventions which have been introduced into comBut this is not the full extent of
mercial use.
Those who
the ground covered in this book.
have been unable to follow the progress of electrical science in the more advanced works, and
acquaint themselves with the great and radical
changes made in this science since they com-

Fourth avenue

line.

The battery-shifting
Here,

August
device

be seen, the
car is standing in the station between two elevators containing shelves, in one of which is a
charged set of cells, while on the other the discharged cells are placed when removed from the
car. As will be seen by reference to Fig. 3 repreis

illustrated in Fig,

2.

it

will

illumination.

24,

iSSg

There

tric lights will

is a general belief that elecbe adopted, not only in Melbourne

but

in all other cities of any pretensions in the
colonies for public thoroughfares and buildings.
In Melbourne, where the greatest interest is
observed, the city council is now considering the
ve.xed question of underground wires.
The action of large cities in the United States has had
much to do with this, and the people of Melbourne are watching the proceedings in America, hoping to find there a solution of the problem.
It has been deemed advisable to combine the
interests of the electric light companies in Melbourne and make a determined fight against the
gas interest. This has been done under the name
of the Union Electric company of Australia.
The Electric Light & Power company and the
Southern Electric company are already in the
deal, and the New Australia Electric company
will soon pass under the same management
thus forming a strong combination.

A

variety of systems is in use here.
The
Electric company has 3,500 incandescent
lights, alternating system, and 50 arc lamps.
It
employs the Thomson-Houston apparatus. The
Anglo-American Brush and the ZipernowskiDeri systems have been adopted by the New
Australian Electric company, which supplies 75
arc and 3,000 incandescent lights from its central station.
The A. U. Alcock company has

Union

FIG.

T.

pleted their studies, will here find these subjects
in a clear and concise manner.
The
work is indorsed by Edison, and is having a

covered
ready

500 incandescent lamps, Zipernowski-Deri alternating system and 80 arc lamps of the Wood

JULIEN ELECTRIC SREET RAILWAY SYSTE.M.

senting the charging station, but
quired, comparatively.

little

room

is

re-

Electric Lighting in Australia.

sale.

Jullen Electric Street Railway System.

The accompanying

cuts illustrate the Julien

system now in operation in
New York city. Much interest has been manifested in the experiments conducted by the Julien company on this road, as it is the first e.xtenelectric street railway

sive trial of the application of storage batteries to
The results of these tests
street car propulsion.

have been very satisfactory to the company, for
they not only proved the efficiency of the system,
but showed in what details it might be improved.
At present on the Fourth avenue line two 10
horse power motors are placed in each car.

2.

JULIE.N ELECTRIC

BY CHARLES FLESCH
is developing into an important interest, though up to the present time its progress has been greatly impeded.
The gas interests have opposed it steadily and
Electric lighting in Australia

in many of the large
rapidly approaching when
electric lighting companies will be at the top of
To-day, of
the list as desirable investments.
course, they are in their infancy, and capitalists
have not yet really awakened to the possibilities
Of all the colonies,
of electrical development.
Victoria, it is fair to say, is greatly in advance,
and Melbourne, though one of the poorest lighted

their influence
cities.

is

The day

very great
is

ilKLET RAILWAY SYSTE.M.

operated by 108 cells. From 6'/^ to 8 horse
!)ower is required for each car.
These cars are
propelled at a rate of from 9 to ro milesan hour,
and the speed may be governed by a regulator.
So easy is the operation of this car, that the
gradual increase in speed is imperceptible, and
as the trucks are noiseless, the system is especially desirable for residence districts.
Fig. i gives
a view of one of these cars on the Madi.son and

cities in the

pattern.
There are several small plants in operation in flour mills, factories and hotels.
The
theaters are lighted by electric lights from central stations, but the railway stations and train
houses, parliament buildings and postoffice, have
their

to establish a huge central
station at Melbourne with a capacity for 50,000
lights at least, with a view to increase it as rapidly as the demand warrants. This project is re-

ceiving favorable consideration on all sides.
It
is proposed to establish the meter system and furnish residences, shops and offices, at rates that
compare favorably with those now paid the gas
companies. Not only is the Thomson-Houston
electric light system extremely popular, but its
street railway system is being introduced here by
the Union Electric company.
Two more electric

;.

world at

present, will

undoubtedly

soon have a different appearance at night. -Already central stations have been adopted there
and three are at present established. They supply arc and incandescent lights for some of the
streets and many fine
commercial buildings.
The gas companies are striving to check the advance of the electric light companies and fear
the general introduction

of

the

light for street

own plants.
now proposed

It is

JULIE.N ELECTRIC

STREET RAILWAY SYSTEM.

railways are in course of construction, the ElwellParkerand Reckenzaun systems being used. The
time is not far distant, however, when there
will be plenty of capital to build electric roads
should these new lines prove successful.
A
Julien car is on trial in Adelaide. The transmission of electric power is at a standstill just now
pending the result of the negotiations for the
erection of central stations for lighting and

;
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invenlioiis

alternatiii)^'

iii.inilcstcd

iiitcirst
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of 'I'csla

ami

(Ian/ \

current motor.

Ill

Convention of the Eclieon Illuminating
Companies.
The

lL-iit)i
vftni ;innti:tl invention uf I he Aftsociiillon
luljson niunun£itin(; Cr>tinmnlcH was held v\ii^. 1310
the inlcrnatiuiiul hutcl, Nluj^ara I'atU,
The convciulon was called 10 order by John I. Hcggn. prcnidcnt cf
the asHOci:itiun,
The followinv; mcnilpcrH preHcnted their cTcdent!aIii, and
were .idruiltcil t"> the llnor .'it the opt-ning wision:

of

Chicago Electric Club.
The
over

accoiiipanyiiij;^

the

door of the

15

cut rcjiresents the

Adams

sij.;n

street entrance

It was
the t'liica^o l''.!eftric club rooms.
matle by the lubson i.anip company and preOn the evening of the
sentctl to the club.
opening of the new quarters it attracted much

to

attention,

ami

elicited

many complimentary

fit

into recepta-

which are screwed ujion the face of the
front is covered
velvet covered board.
'I"he
with plate glass, ami tiie electrical connections
The sign is 5 feet by
are made at the back.
2 feet, and is certainly a credit to the manufactThe lamps are arranged in groups of
urers.
thirteen in multiple arc, there being id of these
groups in series.
cles

Charging Stations on the Thames.
Immisch's charging
stations
for electric
launches on the Thames, says the London /S/trtrical Iin^itu't't\ Aug. 2, are looking (piite resplen-

dent now, and are a prominent object in some of
the reaches. The other day we had a look over the
one at Richmond, which has been there now
about three weeks.
It is a floating station,
moored at Glover's Island, on the river, just
below the Star and Garter, and is No. i of the
series.
It is a long, low craft, rather like an

immense house-boat,

consisting, in reality, of a
large river barge, boarded round, and with windows and doors all nicely painted and finished
up, and transformed, one sees, on looking inside,
into an engine and dynamo house, with just the
top of a black funnel showing above.
A large
legend, telling all and sundry what the craft is,
is carried in front in full view.
The engine is a
semi-portable 25 horse power Fowler engine,
running an Immisch dynamo of 125 volts and
120 amperes.
Switches and fittings, of course,
are arranged inside, and the long wiies from the
dynamo are curled up, ready to charge up any
electric craft that may be stopping in Richmond.
Berths are arranged for the electrician and the

engineman. who, when we called, had nothing
on hand m the way of supplying stored energy
for pleasure trippers, and. in a neat peaked cap
and sou'wester, were leisurely contemplating the
running stream below, in regular Joh-e far nit-nte
style.
There are five or six of these charging
stations altogether, covering the course right up
to Henley, and there are some ten or a dozen
electric launches of sundry sizes which, on the
higher reaches especially, are. we believe, very
well patronized, their quietness and cleanliness
being much appreciated. One of these charging
stations
that at Hampton, where Mr. ^'olk, the
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engineer- in-chief, has his headquarters
is
a
pretty little artistically-built villa or river-house
and is a distinct gain in appearance to the waterside.

Kdison

( leiicral
IClc* trii"
company, J II. Merrick,
president; Kdisori Klcrtric l.iKht comp.iny, K. K.
Johnson, president; J. II. .MeC'Icmcnt, compirollcr; W, J.
United
Jenks .irnl (.'luirles Wit', tcchnii al department
IaH^oh Maniifiu tiirinj^ rompaiiy, II. W.ird Leonard, j(en
oral niananer; luliHon Marhine Works. Sanuiel Insutl.^en
cral manager; Mont^iomery Wacldell, I'hilip Seubel, .lamcH
I'".
Kelly, New \'ork .\xency; Kdison Lamp company.
John W. Ilfjwell, !•'. L. Jai^kson. Charles .\ (iundakcr;
lulison Laboratory, A K. Kcnnellv; Wilson S. Howell,
inspector of central stations; John I. I*c(;gs, vice president
and general manajjer I'!<lison l%lectric Illnminating company of New Nork; A. I,. Smilli, president Kdison Klcctric Li^ht company of Appleton,
Wis.; A. I-'. Walker,
suptrinicndent lulison ICIectric I.ivjht company, (Irand
Kapids, Mich.
Maui ice Hooper, superinlcndcnl !%dison
Kleitric l.ijjht company of West Chester, I'a. W. M.
lirook, neneral manager I'Mison I-'.lectrlc Illuniinating company of Patterson. N. J,; S. K. Mumford. director and
treasurer Kdison Klectric I.i(iht company, i)etrnit. Mich.;
Ilttyt I'ost. director and attorney, and
V. (lilbert, secretary and manager also of the I)ctroit company; W. T.
Mottram. state agent. Dallas, Tex.; A. K. I)ow, treasurer Kdison Klectric Illuminating company. Kail Kiver,
Mass. ;Thos P. Merriit, president Kdison' Klcclric Illuminating company, Reading, Pa.; C. L. Kdgar, general

vice

;

ru-

marks.
Tlie name plate consists of a large
board covered witli black velvet, mounted ujion
which arc 20S small ^v^-^"^!'^' P'>wcr lamps.

These lamps are socketetl and

at

;

;

O
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superintendent Edison Electric Illuminating company,
Boston, Mass.; Leigh Carroll, president and general manager Edison Klectric Illuminating company, Birmingham.
Ala.; Geo. H. Finn, secretary and treasurer Edison Electric Light and Fo'ver company, St. Paul, Mich.;E L.
Bemiss, general manager Edison Electric Illuminating
company. New Orleans, La.; E R. Weeks, general manager Edison Electric Light and Power company, Kansas
City, Mo.; Lewis Lusk, president and treasurer Edison
Electric Light company. Antigo. \Vis John R. Markle,
president Markle Engineering company. Detroit, Mich.
Ceo. W. Palmer, Jr., manager McKeesport light company, McKeesport. Pa J. Edwin Giles, superintendent
Kdison Electric Illuminating company. HazUton, Pa \V.
K. Wollin, superintendent Kdison Klectric Illuminating
company, York, Pa.; G. J, Field, general manager Kdison
Klectiic Illuminating company. iJiooklyn, N. V.; Chas.
Wustenftld, manager Kdison Klectric Illuminating company. Klgin, HI J. B. Skehan, treasurer Kdison Electric
Illuminating company. New York City; H. L. Brewster,
treasurer Kdison Electric Illuminating company, Rochester, N. Y.; J. L. Jamieson. secretary and treasurer Edison
Illuminating and Power company. Mt. Holly, N. J.; L.
Stieringer. I'.dison General Electric company. New York;
\Y D. Mc(,^uesten, contractor. New York.
After the roll-catl the president read a letter from J.
H. \z\\, tendering his resignation as secretary of the asso:

;

;

;

t

Iric Light I'onipany huvc had to create the
rcprcMTnt, without money of their own. an!
gone into the held »impty on the mtrit of wlu'
prctcnl.
Ihcy huvr created (hU industry in a very
<

K

R. Weeks, the chair appointed a committee consisting of Messrs
Jenks. McCIement and
Weeks, to draft suitable resolutions e.xpressing the sense

motion of

of the association for the faithful and efficient work of Mr.
\'ail.
The report, which stated that "this association has
the fullest appreciation of its indebtedness to him for his
able and conscientious sen-ices, and deeply regrets the loss
which it suffers in accepting his resignation," was adopted.
The following were elected as officers for the enduing
year: President. John I. Beggs of New York; vice president, C. P. Gilbert of Detroit; secretary. W. J. Jenks of
New York; treasurer, Wilson S. Howell of New Brunswick. N. J : executive committee:
A. L Smith. App'eton. Wis.; C. L Edgar, Boston. Mass.; Thos. P Merritt,
Reading. Pa.. K. R. Weeks. Kansas City.
C. J.
.

Mo

Field, Brooklyn.

N. Y.

John

1.

Beggs.

New

;

York,

e.\-

officio.

The Reorganized Parent Comtanv.
Edwarh H. Johnson:
I think it is perhaps
'

wise

wicj;

a* the geographical distribution of your klatiotft
indicaieH- In fad, have e%tablUhed the l.diwn
(tininc^^i on a ptrmancnt baMti,
Hut it ha« been rno;;
ni/cd during :ill th4t time that had the Kdl»on l-.Ie>tiiLIghl company been rtrgani/ol on a different plan, iri \.%been organize)) with apiial of iti own to t>c ttM-d ('.r •(,•
purpone of ciilabli«hing theie industries, much -.y >'•
progrc%!i would have t>cen made, and we should to d.>
live or six hundred rcprcMrntattves here tnntrad
number. That fact.i'igrthcr with ihc other*lant one that the company had made all the m
did Meciire from the sale of machines and pate
dcciiled (he management to convjlidatc (he m
thereby enabling them to \\\ow that a divi<!'
earned, and al'w> to enible them to conduct th
construction and operation wiih capital ol their own.
About a year ago we started in for the purpose of t/ringing
about that revolution in the Kdison business which is now
fully accomplished
The Kdis^jn company is to day in iKe
position that some of its competitors have been for some
namely, standing ready to go into the field to
time past
compete for business upon a commercial basis with lie
sinews of war behinfl itIn the reorganization of the
Kdison business most of the competent executive offjcett
engineers and technical men of all descriptions have been
retained.
Other men have come in who represent new
capital, instilling new blood into the enterprise and alto
geiher the company is now in a position to deal with the
ijuestions of competition created by parlies who have
appropriated and are using (pending the decisions <f (he
courts) methods of which the genius of Mr. Edison has
made us proprietors,"
J. n. Ilcrrick. vice president of the Ediion General
Electric company and president of the United Kdison
Manufacturing company, was then introduced,
lie >aid:
"It is a source of great satisfaction, and also a sf»urce of
great embarrassment, to meet these gentlemen who arc so
intelligent and so well informed in ih's business.
To me
this is a new platform.
I (omc upon it
anxious to leatn
principles
the
of electricity, and to profit by the work of
this convention.
I presume some idea of the future policy
of the company from a purely busiress point of v'ew is
In giving )ou a sketch of what is proposer*, of
expected
'course such a sketch will be subject to such modifications
as the future may render either just or desirable.
The
growing commercial value of the Edison S)-stem of electric
lighting attracted the attention and careful consideration of
capitalists.
An investigation of the validity of the patents.
the probability of sustaining them, and thereby insuring a
practical monopoly of incandescent lighting, together with
the impression that a consolidation of the Edifon interests
would thereby produce economy in its management, its
general expenses, etc., led certain gentlemen to endeavor
to bring about a consolidation of the various companies,
which, after several mcnths of negotiation, was linally
accomplished.
The Edison General Electric company is
now practically the owner of all the companies covering
the Edison system of incandescent lighting..
The relation
which this company will now hold toward the illuminating
companies, will, as 1 understand it. be divested to a very
great extent of the parental feature which has been admirably sustained in the past.
It is better, it seems to me.
that the parental position should be succeeded by a purel/
commercial one.
It is hoped that the relation of the
illuminating companies and the patrons and belies'eTS in the
Edison system throughout the countr>* will be wholly and
Believing that to
purely on a friendly commercial basis.
be for your best interest, and the best interest of the general company, we have decided to maintain it for the
mutual advantage of all of us. The organization of the
company has been made in this way; the general company
may be said to take the placeof the Edtson Light company.
with the additional advantage of controlling all existing
To take charge of the executive mariagement of
interests
all the departments of the business, another company has
organized,
the United Edist-n Manufacturing company,
been
under the control of the Edison General Electric company.
"Its revenues will ultimately go into the treasniy of the
It will be conducted by gentlemen
General company.
who are familiar with the exigencies of the business and its
The patent litigation. I believe it is intended, shall
wants.
be prosecuted with more vigor than heretofore, and it is
hoped that instead of being partly on ihc defensive, we
may become wholly aggressive litigants, and that we may
not only sustain the fundamental patents but also the brge
Dumbe'' of subsidiary- patents which shall put us in a position to assert the right we believe to be ours, and which
right, we believe, will in time be sustained by the courts of
vcr^- large saving
justice.
As to the commercial aspect
will be made in the expense of the company's management.
That will enable the company to sell its goods at a more
It is the intention in so far as the comreasonable rate.
mercial necessity of the case requires, to reduce prices on
Oce of the very earliest efforts of
all electrical apparatus.
the company was to get what was earnestly requested and
freely debated at the Kansas City meeting, a reduction of
It is also expected that while this
the price of lamps.
reduction, as applied to isolated work, has been large, a
certain proper reduct'on shall be made to the illuminatiDg
companies, as it is the effort and intention of the general
company to pbce our central stations in a position to coreI am credibly inforreed
pete with any lamp in the market
and bel'eve that a further advance in the efficiency of tl e
lamp will be made, and that thus the Ediion lamp will be
"In regard
the cheapest as well as the best in the market,
to ts isolated business, it is believed that the genera'
system for the construction and installation of isolated
olaots can be more effectually and economically accom
pHshed under one general organization. The ccmpacy
liclU.

fitalnly

•
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ciation.

On

thU moment to make a statement why Mr.
At
Ilrrrick i« heroYou arc all aware, of cour«c, of ihi- fai
that up to the prcocnt lime the ofticcrt of thr I- -ft^on I !r.
ju«t
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seek to take charge of that business throughWe
out the country, and do its own work of installation.
have been led to take this step by the fact that, frequently,
which
defective
and
which
were
installations were made
injured the station in that locality as well as the system
will, therefore,

By this arrangemeat we believe that the illuminating companies will be the gainer as arrangements will
be made that will be entirely satisfactory as an equivalent
for the limited profit which has heretofore been secured by
the local companies who have installed these plants themgeneraliy.

selves.

The "Relations of
and Agencies" was

the Parent Organization, Its Licensees
discussed in many of its practical

by John I. Beggs, of New York, who inintroduced several important questions as to the future
policy of the newlv organized general companies, and
pointed numerous examples of the practical outcome of past
methods of dealing with local organization, which in his
The
view should serve to shape future negotiations.
matter was taken up by IVlessrs. Johnson, McClement,
Leonard, Edgar. Henick, Post, Mottram, Smith, Carroll.
Markle and others. The discussion was animated, and was
finally settled by the assurance of Mr. Herrick that, in the
arrangement of the general policy, all available information
would be considered, and all practical ideas given proper
consideration, to the end that the greatest mutual ad
vantage would be secured.
E. H. Johnson made a statement of the condition of
the litigation to establish the validity of the Edison funda
mental patents. The exact present status of the filament,
fibrous carbon, feeder, three-wire and other important
It was specially brought
patents was taken up in detail.
out that in three of the most important suits the records and
arguments are in the hands of the judges, and decisions are
These include the suit entered
expected at any moment.
by the Sawyer-Man company against the McKeesport
the burden of the defence is
company,
in
which
Light
assumed by the Edison parent organization.
It should be noted Mr. Johnson said, that in the examination into the validity of the Edison patents, comprehensive claims in the courts, made in the must careful manner
by the shrewd business agents of the powerful German
syndicate {including the world-renowned electrical firm of
Siemens & Halske) whose capital has now been allied with
that of the original American investors, the most complete
confidence was seen to be justified, and that this proved a
powerful factor in effecting the consolidation of interests
Mr. Johnson especially emwhich now consummated.
phasized the determination of the company to immediately
take up and press with all possible urgency suits upon the
numerous subsidiary patents which he said have been infringed by competitors.
The number of papers submitted to the convention was
unusually large and valuable. Their general character will
be indicated by the following outlines:
features

Heating of Conductors by Electric Currents.
by

a. e.

kennelly.

Mr. Kennelly stated in presenting his paper to the asso"Not very long ago the Edison parent company
ciation:
desired to know more fully than it had the means of knowing at that time, the exact conditions of safety as regards
the carrying capacity of conductors used in electric light
work and the transmission of electrical energy for power
The subject was first suggested specifically to
purposes.
the Standardizing Bureau by Captain William Erophy of
Insurance Exchange, who pointed out
England
New
the
certain inaccuracies and omissions in the existing tables
used by the various electric companies in wiring buildings
and forming the foundation of the rules of the exchange
under which these companies are operating. It is of course
a very important subject, and when the insurance people
applied to the Edison Electric Light company for information it was unable to give full and complete details of what
sizes of wire should be considered perfectly safe for any
given current under any given conditions in household work.
Thereupon the Edison Electric Light company had carried
out at Mr. Edison's laboratory in Orange a series of experiments which have resulted in putting the company in
possession of more full information upon this and kindred
points than is to be found anywhere else in the electrical
world at this moment- In these experiments we adopted
the course of putting twenty-four wires of different sizes in
Various currents were then sent through
actual panelingthese wires, the highest being 300 amperes which was conObservasidered a maximum for general interior work.
tions were made as to the temperature resulting from these
The highest temperature reached was
various currents.
100' C, or about 180 F. above that of the surrounding
air of the room. This was reached by No. 26 E. W. G with
As the wires grew bigger and bigger the
nine amperes
temperature lowered correspondingly with the same current
the
largest
wire only 40" C. was reached with 300
until with
amperes. Ey taking these results we can find what temperature will be reached by any current on a given size of
The important question
wire under ordinary conditions
Vou
arises as to what is considered a safe temperature.
might allow a wire in your cellar to rise 150 F. above that
that would be
of the surrounding air which might be 40
You could not allow at the ceiling of your
in all uyy.
parlor where there might be an existing temperature of
150° more on top of that without a source of
100",
danger."
,

;

The following are a few extracts from the introduction
of the paper
"The subject of the dimensions which a conductor
should possess for the economical transfer of a certain
quantity of electrical energy to any given distance is of
paramount importance to the electrical engineer. Among
the leading pecuniary considerations involved, namely, the
price of power, cost of the conductor, together with its
maintenance, and the rate of interest and depreciation on
factors which under certain known reservations
i:s value,
the
are economically connected by Sir Wm. Thomson,
amount of a current which a conductor can safely carry
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not taken into account for the reason that under existing
and with ordinary current strengths the strictly economical conductor is of such a cross sectional area that its
overheating can only be due to unforeseen and accidental
There are however, in practice very many cases
causes.
where economy is not the first consideration, or where the
limits of economy have been necessarily exceeded, as for
example the ordinary case of maintaining a constant difference of potential over a system of electric light mains under
all conditions of variation in load, conditions which may
and often do test the carrying capacity of parts of the
system to their limits, and thus the necessity of knowing
the safe limit of load upon any conductor has become full}'
recognized.
" Notwithstanding the importance of the subject our
generally available knowledge of the safe limits of conducThis has been partly
tion has hitherto been but scanty.
due no doubt to the exceedingly rapid development of the
science and art of transference of energy, and the more
pressing need for all the activity of its votaries in the other
and more advanced directions, also the complication and
difficulty which beset all problems connected with the
movement of heat has no doubt had its share but the facts
are, that up to the present time we have n ,t known with
any pretension to accuracy what degree of elevation in
temperature would be produced in a conductor by the continued passage through it of a given current strength and as
to how that temperature will vary with the insulating
covering of the conductor or its environments.
" The only important contributions to the subject seem
to have been embodied in two very excellent papers, one
read by W. H. Preece before the Royal Society of Great
Britain, in which the current strength required to fuse
wires of different metals and diameters is ably determined
and discussed, and the other read by Prof. George Forbes
before the Institute of Electrical Engineers, London, in
March, 18S4. in which the subject is fully considered from
Prof. Forbes seems, however,
a theoretical point of view.
to have had little experimental data at his command at that
and
time, only fifteen actual observations being given
although the formula and calculations are mathematically
mark,
owing
to
unimpeachable the results are wide of the
the fact that the co-efficients of cooling taken by him in the
absence of direct observations were determined under other
This Prof.
conditions, and were not fairly applicable.
Forbes himse'f suspected but was unable to remedy.
" The general state of our knowledge up to this time can
best be reviewed by an examination of the current rule and
statements in the latest books of electrical engineering. In
Jamieson's pocket book, the
this year's edit'on of Munro
only rule given for electric lighting leads is for ship use.
section
for every ampere and
viz.
One square millimeter of
This is equivalent to about gyo amperes
a half of current.
to the square inch or 1,315 circular mils to the ampere.
Tha' is certainly a safe conductor up to a diameter of half
an inch under practical conditions, but it is not by any
means an economical rule for wires less than half an inch
in diameter. The British Board of trade rule requires 2,000
amperes per square inch for currents up to ten amperes,
and 1,000 amperes per square inch for currents above ten
amperts.
To this rule similar remarks apply.
" To determine the safety limits of conductors under
practical conditions bv actual trial a stries of experiments
is

prices

;

;

i!:t

:

has been" made for the. Edison Electric Light company at
Mr. Edison's laboratory, Orange, N.[.-, and- the results
obtained not only enable us only to predict wi h very
fair accuracy the carrying capacity of any ordinary conductor for house-wiring or overhead purposes, but has also
elicited several matters of interest and value.
"The experimems were naturally divided into three
i. The heating of copparts, to be described separately;
per wiies both bare and insulated, encased in wooden
2.
The heating of
moulding to represent house wires.
copper wires, both bare and insulated, suspended on poles
in the open air to represent overhead wires
3. The heating of copper wires and strips suspended acrois a room to
represent the conductors in an electric light station, and
also to form a connecting link between the two previous
conditions.
"The rule recommended by the committee of the London
Institute of Electrical Engineers for the prevention of fire
'That
risks in electric lighting as published last year was:
the conductivity and sectional area of any conductor should
be so pioportioned to the work it has to do that if double
the current proposed is sent through it the temperaiure of
Assuming, in
such conductor shall not exceed 150" F.'
the absence of reasons to the contrary, that this rule is the
best to adopt, and taking the mean temperature of the air
in a house surrounding a panel as 75" F., the rule demands
that the temperature elevation shall not exceed 7 V' F. or
It is thus the proposal of this paper to fix the
47.7 C
safe current as that whose double will bring the temperature elevaiion to 40 C.
"The table appended shows that whatever temperature
be adopted as the safety limit, the principle of fixing the
diameters of conductors by allowing a certain number of
amperes to the square inch, or a certain number of mils
to the ampere can only be very imperfect, unless a sliding
scale be arranged.
Thus the diameter of wire which just
falls upon the Board of Trade rule is
505 inch for 200
amperes.
According to the plan here adopted this rule
would not be a safe one beyond that diameter and current,
while for smaller wires it would, so 'ar as safety is con
wire in wooden paneling
cerned, be very uneconomical.
when heated by a current is cooled by conductors under
complex numeiical conditions. As the temperature of the
wire and panel rise, radiation and convection gradually
come into play.
"A bare wire in the still air cools by radiation and convection.
The radiation follows along the law of Dulong
and Petit. It varies also with the suiface natures of the
wire and also, strictly speaking, with the surface natures
bodies by which the wire is surrounded.
bare wire in
air out of doors is subject to a very great Increase of convective cooling, even in calm weather."
'

'
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The paper was

not read by

Mr

Kennelly but was

filed

24, I?

for action by the company.
It was exhaustive and contained valuable diagrams, curves and tables and was considered a very valuable addition to the company's technical
literature.
Discussion on the points brought out was participated in by Messrs. Johnson, Wirt, Field. InsuU, Mot»
tram, Merritt and Carroll.

The Maximum Efficiency of Incandescent Lamps
FOR Central Station Work.
BY I-EIGH CARROLL.

The scope of this paper may be inferred from the following extract:
"This question, so far as it has to do with the Edison
lamp, is one which has already received such exhaustive
treatment by John W. Howell in his paper before the Institute of Electrical Engineers, April 14. 1888, and later
by the Edison Lamp company in a paper over Mr. Edison's
signature, read at the last meeting of this association, that
there would seem to be little left 10 discuss.
An interested
listener to Mr. Edison's paper at the last convention and
to the discussion that followed it, my attention was particularly called lo the apparent unwillingness of the convention to' accept the results reached by Mr. Howell and
Mr. Edi-.on, though the experimental and theoretical determinations of Mr. Howell were substanti..-iled by the
mathematical determinations of F. E. Jackson, and these
same results were found by Mr Edison's investigation to
be reached in practice. Those who are familiar with Mr.
Howell's paper will recollect the law as staled by him to be
as follows: 'The point of maximum efficiency is reached
when the lamp bills aie about 15 per cent, of the total
operating expenses of the station.'
It is the correctness of
this law as applied to central stations that we propose now
to consider.
Following out Mr. Howell's line of thought
we find the total cost of operating lamps to be made up of
two parts: i The cost of current; 2. The cost of the
lamps. This current cost is made up of every expense Incurred in producing the current, and properly includes maand

terial

consumed,

supplies

salaries, rent, interest

and

all

labor, taxes,
insurance,
fixed charges of every de-

If, however, we examine these items we shall
find that they consist of two distinct classes:
i. Those
that vary with the amount of current produced;, 2. Those
that do not, but are practically constant without regard to
the current output.
Thus among those expenses that are
practically constant we will find all fixed charges, such as
interest,
rent,
insurance, taxes;
also nearly, if
not
quite,
all
the labor and
salaries,
since a
station
must
always
be
ready
to
handle
business
The variable items are supplies such as coal, water, oils,

scription.

and minor expenses

etc.,

This

latter class varies in pract-

a direct proportion to the current output.
varies in conformity with the law obtained by Mr. Howell, that the life of the lamp in hours is
equal to the sixth power or its efficiency expressed in watts
Using Mr Howell's notation, and modifying
per candle.
it to conform to the divisions
of cost as given above we
would have: T
total cost :— C -H L where C
current
tically

"The breakage

cost and

L

=

=

lamp

=

=

cost

and where C

=: C*^

-j-

C^'

=

when

constant current expenses and C'
variable current expenses
Or T
C'' -I- C' 4- L.
Also, T''
C^
L, or total variable cost
variable current cost
C*^

=

+

lamp

=

^

+

cost.

"To

how

the ratio between the constant and
variable parts of the current cost will affect the total current cost under varying current output, we will take two
i.
cases of opposite character:
A. Constant expenses
Variable expenses small.
large; B
2.
A. Constant
Variable expenses large.
expenses small; B
central
station belonging to the first class will be one where power
is very cheap, or cost nothing at all, owns its water power
for instance, whose plant is well managed, which uses but
little oil, etc., and has but few repairs.
IJnder these conditions the total cost will vary but slightly whether there is
But while the total
one lamp in a circuit or a thousand.
current cost varied but little the cost per lamp, or per
horse power per hour, will vary largely with the current
output.
Thus, suppose 2,000 horse power hours per
month, cost iJUoo. of which !|!36o are for constant expenses
and $40 are for variable expenses. Here the current cost
per horse power hour is 20 cents. If, however, we increase
the output to 4,000 horse power hours the expense becomes $440, of which $360 are for constant expenses and
$80 for variable. Our current now costs only it cents
per horse power hour.
"A station in the second of the above classes will be one
where the fixed charges are small, salaries low, and labor
cheap.
But fuel and water are high, or perhaps power is
rented at a fixed price per horse power hour so that the
Thus reversing
cost increases directly with the output.
our figures about, suppose 2, coo-horse power hours per
month to cost $400 of which !f;40 are for labor, salaries,
taxes, etc., while $360 go to pay for fuel, water, etc.
The cost would be as before, 20 cents per horse power
illustrate

A

hour
"Increasing the output now to 4,000 horse power hours
we would have total cost 1^760, of which $40 would be
for constant expenses, while $720 would go to variable
expenses.
In this case the cost per horse power hour
would be 19 cents, as against ri cents above, a widely
different result.
Hence care must be taken in dealing
with the question of cost per horse power hour under varying output of current, to examine and to divide it into its
component constant and variable elements and base our
determinations upon the relative value of each."
A spirited discussion, participated in by Messrs. Howell,
Jackson, McClement, Wirt, Beggs and Smith followed
the reading, illustrating the difficulties found in the ar-

rangement of an equitable basis for the calculation of
conditions which should govern in central station practice.
It was desired that John W. Howell should take time to
consider the subject carefully and if necessary formulate a
modification of his original paper which would reduce it to
a practical rule for the use of managers of central stations.
A paper entitled "Prominent Perplexities with Station
Management," was presented by Wilson S. Howell, who
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truvcHii^ fmni
lias fur tlic
oncslalion to .timllu'r in rcspunst* in lalls foi sysU'itmlic
inspciiion ami atlvift' as lo tlK- i-iiiiali/alioii of prcssnics,
rcinforccnuiil nf t<Hnlintnis and
I'lilat^jL-mciil of business,
kindrt'il subjcels ii:c|iiirin^ tlimoti^;!) and prailiial knnwl
ud^c ni ilic details of the Imsine'-s.
Aninn^; llie ruinicroMs points Inuclit'd upon was thai of
in vnli niniots ()n 3-win' systems as a (luilful
the use of
source of Iruidiie, hail halanee, ami e.veessive losses in lerlain aii-as; i|iusiioiial)le prai'liies In llie interior wiring of
l)uildiiij;s; iMipio[ur pl.nin^; and uses of e(|Uidi-'ers; Uie proper detertioii and loneelness of weaknesses.
The statement was miidc l>y Mr. Ilerviek that a depart
tuenl of inspei'lions which would follow up (he detail of all
points of this character was now in process o( orj^ani/ulion
and will lie made one ol the features of the nielhoils pursued hy iIh- new man;ij;enienl
On the suhiect of sonic ipf ihe advanla^;cs ohtainable hy
l.is," Jnlni U. Mai k!e.
n system of "Klcclric l.i^hl and I'lu-l
president of the Maikle iMij^ineeiiii;; company cjf Hetroit,
suy^jcstive
papirr.
careful
An anijimted
very
and
read a
discussion immcilialely resulted, ami called out Messrs. I'MKar, Ik'ni^s, (iilhcrl, Mottram, Leonard and Insiill. culinin
alinn ill llie appointment of a coinmiltee for the furllur inThis cominitlce was comvcstij^ation of the proposition.
past llnuu years

Iiclmi uinplnyi-tl in

I

t

(josed of Messrs. M.ukle,

l'"ield

and

lul;;ar.

with

tlie |iresi-

tlent t-v officii*.

Ilicii rmi-.NiiAi.s AS

AN AiijiNrr.

Mr. iilhcrt of Detroit ofTcrcd the following resoluti<in:
A'(s-'hYi/, That the association resptetfully call to the
attention of the luiison General Klectric company the dillieullies under which the local companies arc now laboring;
lack of: l, An eltlcienl and inexin conse(|uence of the
pensive arc lijiht system; 2. An arc lamp which can be
economically operated on the three wire system; 3, A
llexible method of enlar^in^ the territory whielhcan be prnii
tably covered from their stations for domestic iiyhtiny by
higher pressures and consciiuently less outlay of copper
than involved by the lliree-wire system.
In the discussion whicli followed it was brought out that
this question had been carefully considercil by the parent
company, who had instructed Mr. Jcnksto prepare a statement as to the various methods by which the KdiEon StaA number of extracts from
tions may lie thus enlarged.
this paper are given below:
" The adihess of Sir William Thomson as president of
the physical section of the Urilish .Association in 1SS2, con'Nothing above 200 volts
tain this memorable pas^^age:
on any account ever should be admitted into a ship or
where
safeguards
cannot be made
or
other
place
house
absolutely and forever trustworthy against all possibility of
This opinion accords with what Mr, Mdison
acciilent."
has always maintained that in the long run every system
low
will fail which docs not (for domestic ser\ice) use a
Hearing in mind therefore this underlyliressure current.
ing idea as a text, the purpose of the few methods to be
They are merely
descrtb'"d will readily be undtrstood.
attachments or excrescences on the comprehensive plan
represented by the three-wire system makeshifts having
special uses or lields.
"
'/Virt-c-U't'ir.
'/7i,/)oti/'/,This system possesses
the paramount advantage of using only one-fourth of the
system
With
copper of the regular
this arrangement fouror
and with a
six lamps can be put on a two-wire set vice,
reasonable outlay of copper in mains the drop falls to
(

—

—

—

almost nothing.

'I'hc

same meters can be used with simply

The extreme pressure brought
a change in the constant.
into a building is ^40 volts, which, with a direct current is
within the limits of entire safety to human life.
" /7/^ 500 I'l'// Tlirci-- Win-. The Capital Electric
Light, Motor & Gas company of l^oise City, Idaho, report under date of July 31, that the long distance, three wire,
high pressure system, started July 3, 1SS7, while it has
worked satisfactorily so far as its electrical action is concerned, is not a feasible mcthoil for domestic lighting. The
people have been enthusiastic as to the operation of their
plant from the Itrst, and we are now proposing to install
two No. 12 dynamos, specially wound for 275 volts each,
to replace the present machines, and changing the system
volt lamps in series.
In this way
st> as to have two
they expect to do residence lighting with 20C drop in the
line,
'i'his three-wire plan using 500 volts on each side is
entirely practicable for store lighting at long distances.
" 'I he J^inrt Ciirtvnf 'frans/ortitcr. In all previous
cases we have simply used a specially wound dynamo to
There are two varieties of
get the pott-ntial required.
In the one now operated we have a
these in prospect.
motor ami dynamo combined in one, the armature being
provided with two independent sets of coils, a commutator
The high pressure current
at each end, ard no pulley.
of 1, 000 to 1,200 volts from a municipal dynamo is received on one commutator, and the low pressure current of
The sizes pro100 to 125 volts sent out from the other.

—

no

"1

cent victims, and the si-lccliiin by the nlale of (his ciirrrni
(of the standard i.im'o voIIs poti-nliat) as an emboditnent rif
the most deadly ftnte knov\n lo •ciiiu-i-, for the i-jo-culion
of iiiminals, all point lo a very limited ap|dtcali'*n ol thin
lotin of .'ippiiratus.
is e^prcially iioirworlhy thai the
It
d:tngeis aitcndlng its u^e will shortly Inllucnce legi^hlti<l(|,
a'^ a m:itlct of prnti-clirfu ttr lifr an<t prrperly.
Kut the de

mand

system bi-ing ret o^ni/ed. it \% now
pmpo'ecl to oiler one of the most cllnient type at Its actual
value as bt-ing dangfiDUs a d imlJH ici.i ,it liisi, but procur
able on drinaiid.
We aic only inteicsti d in noliiig the on*
liasl belwicn lids and the previous system in tlexibillty.
Ah the alternating converter han no moving purls, it
leqiiires 110 alteiilioii, am! can he operated where power In
cheap with an approach to economy in Hrtmll nnltH, under
such ushiciioii'. .IS have already been, and may in future be
imposed.
lor

an

Mtitii,if',i!

h'l-

halls, stoles luid stieels

this

StiY.ts,

/h/>i>h,

.7.

-

'runnels,

have

system for some time.

been successfully li^jhtcd by
The advantages of ihis system

in railroad lighting :ue its simplicity

and

•'mall eONt,

Muild-

ings of this kind are generally very high
Lamps are best
supported by long iron pcnilents; the municipal wircH be
ing small, may also be installed at a very small (r»*t.
' 7'hi.i'ith
tiiiiiif'iil
/ii.f,;-i,/nal (oiitiol.
Appar;itus

M

—

has reicntly been devised aiid is now olfered to the public
by which simple switches, out u\ the leacli of the coiisumer, may be operated by cords to cut in or out indiviilual
lamps on municipal interior circuits, :i compen>ating resistance being introduced either at the lamp or the central station, as ordered, small constant load motors, as for c\am<
pie ventilating fans, may thus be run very economically,
"-//> l.ainps on luiisou (.'irml/i.
Weeks and months of
the time of many inventors have been spent in endeavoring
to .ulapt Ihe arc lamp to a circuit of constant presjure. The
light omitted by any lamp using ordinary cirbons tiepends

—

primarily upon the detail <.f construction as affecting
proper radiation of the light produced.
All the arc
lamps in general use on hdison's stations in the I'nifed
States lo day are connected with a resistance coil or with
incandescent lamps so that about ()5 volts out of no is
wasteil.
Only clock feed l.imps can be u?-ed successfully
even in this way.
In Hostoii several "Simplex" and other
styles are so operated.
Aside from the waste of energy,
there is in all theie cases the item of a large rheostat and
its attendant heal, and to a ce'lain extent danger from lire.
Ilarrisburg has some 40 or 50 such lamps, and it is probably that 500 Viiight be counted throughout ihe country.
The advantages to be gained by such a lamp, coulfl one be
so made as to be economical in power consmnud and at
teniiarce
i.
necessary,
are
several:
Saving
of
special
station
room, engines, dynamos and circuits;
2
.Substitution of low preisure conductors (which can be
run in mouldings or connected within the walls of build
ings,) fcr the dangeious [iressures anil necessarily expostd
wiring of series lines.
Safety and convenience in
3.
handling of lamps and trimming l>y the custonur. where,
with a series circuit the experienced trimmer is a necessity,
Avoidance of the dislike of h^elison customers for dupli4.
cation of inside wiring where a few arc lamps are de
mantled
Ability of the company to meter the current
5
of arc lamps, as well as incandcscents thus avoiding the
presentation of both a meter and a contract bill.
It is not surprising that in view of these impoitant considerations, persistent efforts have been made to operate
two lamps in series
Kour foreign lamps which have come
here with some promise of success, have been carefully
tested.
The advent of a successful parallel lamp would of
course go far towanis solving the question which has
always confronted the Edison siation manager: "How
shall I meet the demand for larger lights, prevent the rise
of rival interests, which, if suffered to begin operatiors
with an arc sj stern are absolutely certain to compete with
me sooner or later in the incandescent tield and seciire to
my own company such profits as I see others making in
supplying arc lamps?'
"It is to be hoped that somebody will sptedily present
this successful parallel lamp, and whoever does this at a
reasonable price will I'lnd a market for hundreds and probably thousands.

"Arc

the Central .Station

The (lekl cannot be entirely
mentioned method
It costs too much
for copper to distribute energy for a general street lighting
system at low pressure.
There arc also many stores ontsit,le
the economical limit of a ihree-wiie system which
demanil arc service. What should the station manager
care what his customer does with the current furnished,
whether he heats an Edison filament, or runs a sewiog
machine motor, or burns a lirush. or a Speirj-. or a Hall
arc lamp, so long as he pays a prolitable price lor it?
"Many of us believe that the Edison municipal system
gives the best dilTusion of light, and really the most valuable street service.
I5ut if the station manager cannot convince his city council of this, it is tvidenily only an unprotitable senlimentalism which will refuse lo furnish what
is demanded.
Whether or not in the perfect, social and
commercial science of the coming milleniuni the arc lamp
will have a place, is less important for us to speculate than
whether we can make some money out of it while it is in
fashion.
Itsailoption by an Edison company often prevents or removes the vex.uious friction, annoyance and loss

probably require such a system after considering the
advantages and economy of the 440 volt three wire and the
The admissions of
direct current transformer method.
friends of
the alternating systems at
the warmest
recent
National
Convention
of
the
terrible
the
danger attending their use as exemplitied by the
horrible tortures which have been undergone by inno

a division of the local busine's
At all events while
of the local companies have iieen proclaiming that
the arc light has no tield. others have been selling it and
making money
It is a pleasure to l>e able to say that
under the new plnn the Edison Ccneral Electric company
will soon be prepared, in cases where a comprehensive
series system is needed, either to furnish or to definitely
recommend and endorse some cflicient ane! economical arc
system, and if desirable superintend its installation.
In
the purchase of real estate and the erection of stations the
possibilities of this kind of business should never be overlooked.
Arc street circuits up to several miles in length
can be attached to an Edison municipal dynamo."
Discussion on this subject culminated in the assurance by
Mr. Herrick that an active interest had already bcensbowD

—

posed are:
No, 3. 60 amperes; No. 6, 120 amperes; No.
lo, 200 amperes; No 16, 320 amperes; No. 32. 640 amperes.
This machine is regulated from the primary generator- The system is now ready for adoption by any company
needing its advantages.

"The

.\/fi-niniin-^

7'rittis/'orf/ii-f

—

It is

well

known

to

managers that the parent company secured some time ago the rights for a desirable alternating
The fact that it has not yet been put
converter system.
out bears witness to the steadfastness with which they have
refusirg to place on the
adhered to the policy of
market anything that they could not fully commend
to the public as in every way desirable and safe to
handle.
It is only where peculiar conditions, such as
extraordinarily cheap power, can he found, that customers
will

S,fiis

covered by the

of

some

parent
tornpuny
In
the
ifrncral
<|(i4^llon,
Imrnrdiatr
•<Ic[m
tniilln^f
lo
the
proof
all
ihrM;
hylll^^l«
and
rnalding
the Edition nlalion inunagcr or aiecnl lo tiuppljron li*mrrll«
anynyHtem domandcd hy the puMIr, will lujon Ijc ton«um

Sys/r///s.

I'lrst

(he

.'iiid

thai

dndion

malcd.
<;MOttNIIIN(t -fllK

alter naliiig

<

'/'//,

by

NlorUAI.

CoHhWruu

IM

TtlkM

WlKK SVMKMM,
a

which

ihe p
Hiilcrcd ol unusuiil iin|*oil;im-r, unti ha
ful allciilion o( ihc SiaiMbnti/in[j
Ihitt
(iencral company,
( .cnrral c«|>cri('nrc
with lUritfi* iij^tii
H^sleniH Hlimidalet a icrtaiit amount of ouftpicion on ihe
lirsi prcneniaiion of ihin idcii lo practirul mm, Imi ha* tn
almoHl nil cu^eH rvniihcd in nalUfyin^ all inlcllitfrni irMpii.
retH aH lo Ihe rratibility and valur of ihe mctlKKl.
Some
two inonlhs ago, at a rneelintf of bureau, art rnlirc aftrrnoon wai given to the di*cuHMnn ol ihc tiih)r«i, Mr.
Ktuchirif the Edison Machine woik<«, iKing prtM-nl. Afi<T
the reading of several lellcrH (rom Malion manain:t%. dchn
ile action was poslponcij until >>uch lime nt writicn rxprrv
»ionN i:rjiild in: received from all conslrui tor« ami ni.iiiaKcr«
who had given Ihe subjrel any careful roniiderairon. *itti
the idea of Kubinilling ihe matter lo Mr, l.iUmm u> the hnal
authority.
This definile action haN liccn po<ii|mnid up to
tl.e present in consequence nf
Mr, Kdi«on'>% alwcrcc in
'I'hln Ih

«iili)e(-t

ha*i

for

>

Euro|>e.
The advantages of the proposed mclhnd, which has re
leived the endorsement of vjmc of the Icaiiing insurance
pi-optc, were clearly slated in a paper prepared and rrailhy
I'hilip
Seubel of
the Edi*on
Machine worLo.
Thin
presentation called ftut an animalid discussion, in ihc
course of which the lh;orwas fK-cupied by Messm, I.ronan*,
Edgar IIf>weII. Johnson and Win. .\ ccmmitiee ua» appoinle<l 10 give this impoiiant 'ubject further immedialc
and careful invcstigaiion, with inKtiuclion^ to rr|K/rl to ihc
chairman of the executive committee, leaving htm to notify
the members of the a&soeialion of the rc!:uhs reached.

MuTtrAi. Insukancb

of Kihson

Cemkai.

.Siation*.,

At the session hchi at Nanlasket. a year ago. a committee was appointed lo investigate and report upon the fea».ibility of a plan for the combination of KOivjn central
station corrpanies for mutual insurance proltclion
Thi*
action was desirable l>ecau*c of the unwananiah'e di*crm
ination against electric light station ri*ks gcrcrally. rt*ulling from the lack ol infotmalion by the active oITk iaK of
inyurance eomp.inics.
At the Kansas City meeting in

Eebruary last the committee reporied that ihe KJi<on
from which it had rtteivcel replies to a rnpir*! for
co-operation in this lespett. did not repiestni a stiticient
capitalization or a sufficient total risk to warrant the formalion of a company exclusively for this puijx-M:.
It was
given further time with instiuelions 'o learn what arrange
ments could be made with existing mutual or sirck com
panics
The report presented at this session is outlined in
the following abstracts:
"Wc have conferred with representatives of ihc Prudential hire association, the Manhattan Mutual Fire In
surance company, both of New N'ork, and the Menanlilc
Mutual I' ire Insurance company, of I'rovidence. K
\.
It is worthy of note that the president
of ihe 'ast named
company is the gentleman who since the lall River lire
had until within two months strenuously refused to negoiiate with the Edison companies of New England.
He
has, however, lately found that the stoek compmies mak
ing up the New England Insurance exchange have afltr
careful investigation been satislled to solicit lusiness of
this kind on the basis of 75 cents per $100. for what is
called a "Standard" risk, carefully outlined in Iheir
schedule issued after consultation with your committee in
April last."
stations

The committee recommends: **i— That during this session as many central station oflicials as possible agree in
writing to transfer certain ponions of their insurance to
mutual companies at i per cent, provided an inspector sent
by the parent ccmpany 10 all stations can report that cur
stations are so far safe in their construction and operaiion
that the combined risks thus placed shall not be imperiled
by the extra hazard of any of the risks included.
"2. That the association earnestly reijuests the cooperation of the parent company in carrying out this plan, as
being the only authority really capable at present of thus
in a sense standing sponsor for the companies thus to be
benefited and as being jointly interested with the association in bringing
all, this

about this increase*] economy, and above

increased safely to our staiion

and thus

reliability

to our income-

rs. That this subject thus shown to be only p.vtially exhausted, be platx-d in the proper hands of a committee of
three members in or near New York.
That this commtltee be intrusted with the responsibilily of keeping the meml>ers of Ihe association frequently and carefully informed of
the progress of their investigation and of any change in
insurance rates or opportunity to secure favorable arrangements with any companies, and that the expenses of the
committee in these or any other direelicns which they mav
consider it wise to inycstigate be paid, as bcrttoforc, by
the association."
The original coii.mitlec was discharigcd. and the following meml»crs of the old committee were appointed in accordance with the recommcndajioR of the report: C L.
Edgar. Hcston; The mas I'. Merrill, Reading. Ta and W.
J. Jenks. New Vork.
.

The Motor

Question.

The motor department of central station
taken up by Mr. Beggs with a recitation of

New

He

le'errcd pointedly 10
illuminating companies by the action of
ply aim to make a ccmmissicn on sales ^
in

\'ork.

1:

business was
his experience
c

in

;r.

done
-iminto

.," Ahich
account atall ihe disadvantagessaddled uj-.u >
are obliged in furnishing current to meet many perplexities
and even severe losses caused by the operation of motors
thus dispcscd of.
He gave a general idea of the prices
>
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adopted by the New York and Harrisburg; companies under
varying conditions emphasizing the impossibility or fixing
any well-delined-schedule of rates for particular classes of
AVoVk. He was very careful to have it understood that while
he made contracts for the supply of electricity to motors
he also made
circumstances,
all
operating under
curcheck
the
to
rule
invariable
an
it
an
Edison chemical
motor
by
each
rent of
The aggregate motor business in the three New
meter.
York central stations was shown to be upwards of 500
horse power.

Mr. Edgar of Boston summarized the experience of the
Edison stations in that city by showing that at present 700
horse pow-er is being supplied to motors, an addition of
150 horse power having been made since the ilrst of June.
"On Tuesday evening a large number of invited guests,
with the delegates and their ladies assembled in the parlors
of the hotel and were entertained by a stereopticon talk
given by W. J. Jenks, embracing several features of interest to practical electricians and oflicers of the Illuminating
companies. Among them was a minute synopsis of the
specifications and claims of the Edison fundamental patents, having particular reference to those now in litigation,
and to the Sawyer-Man fibrous carbon patent. The matter
of lightning protection to station buildings and overhead
lines was carefully reviewed and illustrated, specific direc-

company has

just

been awarded the contract to light this

resort with incandescent

cost !|;40,ooo,

and

is to

a great boon to the

The

lights.

Statements made at the convention by Messrs. Jenks
and Wirt of the parent company show that since the date of
the last session the improvements which have been, for more
than a year, in progress, are now practically accomplished,
and that drawings for the new pattern of the chemical
meter are now in the hands of manufacturers.

The construction, as well as the methods of operation of
the meter have been greatly simplified, so that now it will
register accurately for tjie current supplied to one lamp or
to a thousand, according to the size installed, and the posThis
sible error is reduced to one fourth its former value.
is combined with a very decided saving in the running
expense of a meter department, and in the simplicity of the
The cost of changing from the old to the
entire system.

by Royal B. Br-jdford, Naval Inspector of Electric Lighting.
It is estimated that only three fifthsof what is needed

was appropriated, and it is proposed to make this amount
go as far as it may by utilizing everything in the way of
buildings and boilers that is possible, as was done in the
caseof the Washington navy yard. Two years have already
been spent by Commander Bradford in installing the naval
that in the case of an emer-

Another idea is
to utilize it for the transmission of power, which can be
done by means of small and portable motors, and thus it
will be valuable for working drilling and other machines
requiring but

at night

power, that are used in ship construction

little

for outside lighting

ly for inside

and

at

M.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York

Notes.

— East

Sunday was a busy movningin lower BrOidway, when a gang of men commenced
When
to remove the wires from the pol'-s at four o'clock.

York, Aug.

17

Trinity

they got along as far as old
arily, as there

below

line

was

Cortlandt

about

district

service

the church, but

in

along the

all

with the exception of the

street,

church,

the

they desisted tempor-

the

wires

were

pulled

on the sidewalk, and afterward removed to the
The men were accompanied by a squad
corporation yard.
of policemen from the City Hall station, who kept passersby away from the fatllng wires. The wi'es removed were
the property of the Western Union company, which had
It is
already made use of the conduits in lower Broadway.
estimated that there are seven miles of wire between every
two poles on the west side of Broadway, and even more on
The poles will not be removed until to day,
the east side.
down,

coiled

owing

to the terrible storms.

In this connection

down

of wires

from

the

fer

i-i

it

may

going on

y to

placed in conduits

be noted that a similar pulling

in

Brooklyn along Fulton

The

DeKalb avenue.
accordance with

in

The work

subway commissioneis.

wires

will

be

orders of the

the

will

street,

be pushed as

fast

as possible and will be extended to other streets in a short

day, near Trinity church, slipped

network of wires, which

and

fell,

Sun-

wires

('harics ISorst, a lineman, while cutting

time,

striking

unuoub:edly saved his

on the

life.

He

The

original charter of the

BroDklyn City railroad per-

mitted the use of cable or electric power, but the aldermen
under the act of 1873 authorized the substitution of steam.
1'. A. O'Brien, a property owner in Thirty-ninth
street, secured an injunction, basing his claim on the action that the

(lencral Surface Railroad act

1873,

of

JSS4 repealed the act of

and took from the aldermen the right

power.

to

change the

Action has also been commenced to recover dam-

ages.

The magnificent
itan

Museum

of

collection of paintings at

An

nings of the coming

will

be viewed by

winter, as

the Metropol-

many during

in large sheds

The scheme

work.

will

probably be used

and shops, while inhouses and general-

offices,

for the entire plant will be

was held

at the office of

the eve-

the Edison Electric Light

mayor

the

this

The

morning.

lengthy session transacted a good deal of business, and
special attention was called to the recent explosion at

Broadway and Twenty-third
foot for the organization of

street.

A movement

is

company has been

eleventh annual clam bake of the electrical frater-

East was he'd at Providence, R.

I., last

Satur-

day, when ever)bcdy enjoyed the hospitality of the American
Electrical

The

works.

nificant feature.

It

assemblage voted

afTair

itself

was

in

an elaborate

fact

being comparatively an insig-

was thoroughly enjoyable, and
it

a success.

the large

Speeches were made by

President Phillips of the American Electrical works. Post-

master Williams of Providence, and the following

visitors:

Professor Anthony, H. E.

Duncan, Frank Ridlon, Gen.
C. H Barney, C. E. Stump, Gen. E. S. Greeley, Henry
B Cram and Col. Henry C Davis.
Edison's arrival in Paris was the occasion for a great demThe noted American inventor is
onstration in his honor.
the lion of the hour, and scientists from every country in

Europe are endeavoring to outdo each other in honoring
King Humbert has appointed him a grand officer of
him.
the Order of the Crown of Italy, whde Queen Victoria stnt
him a message in one of his own phonographs. Tuesday
last

he dined with Russell Harrison in the Eiffel tower. A
artists from the opera were present, and

The electric street
Some weeks ago
settled.
Julien company the right

shops and

the

granted the

council

city

run an

to

remains un-

still

experimental

car,

company say they have no objecrunning of a Julien car on their tracks provided

Ofiicers of the Citizens'
tions to the

The

the Julien people agree to certain conditions.

city

meeting granted the Citizens' company a
franchise to establish an electric railway line to Brightwood.

council at

its last

Articles

have been

of association

company,

Electric

by

filed

capital- stock,

Fort

the

$3,000,000.

It

proposes to manufacture electrical machines, moto's, bat-

lamps«nd e'.ectric appliances and apparatus genThe incorporators and directors are J H. Bass,
H. G. Olds, P. A. Randall, M. W. Simons, and R. T.
McDonald.
M.

erally.

Kansas
Mo

Kansas City,

plant

light

Irom the

glittered

A

ing.

the

at

turned on one night

IVIo.

— The

full

power

New York

life

building was

17.

and

recently,

electric

lights

build-

engine has been placed

Corliss

basement of the building and

in the

for six

2, Goo

of the

cellar to the tenth story of the big

horse power

3;30

City.

Aug.

,

dynamos.

the

power

These machines supply the 2,600

lights,

it

furnishes

and Mr. C. C. Gastland, who represents the Brush company of Cleveland, O., superintended the arrangement
and operation of the machines. The sftitch-board is a

handsome
There are

as well
six

as

a

mechanical arrangement.

perfect

interchangeable switch-boards, so that

machine which

lights a certain part of

the

if

the building should

meet with any accident another could be made

to take its

There are eighty miles of wire in the building and
with all the lights turned on it made an illumination of no
mean magnitude. The cost of the plant was $60,000
E. 1j. Condon of Maiden, Mass., has been ;n the city with a
patent switching arrangement which he is dispUying to tl e

place.

It is an interlocking sysLarge storage batteries are

various railroad superintendents.

tem operated by

electricity

placed in a tower at each end of the switching yard and
switches are operated

T.

question

car

company.
So far no arrangement has been made between the two companies.

small magnetic

W. H.

of motors, in

of the Citizens' Street Railway

phonograph, which afterward reproduced the
airs, all of which goes to show that American genius or
Yankee ingenuity, whichever it may be called, will find
recognition even from the Old World scientists.
in the

number

large

equipped with storage batteries and motor, on the tracks

number of noted
sang

Brush Electric Light

in restaurants, barber

offices.

electric

belter basis.

The

installing a

on

underground work upon a

— The

17

running fans

this city, for

a responsible body to prevent

further explosions and place the

be oper-

M.

Indianapolis, Aug.

teries,

important meeting of the Board of Electrical Control

business

to

as passed.

ple conducting area.

An

railway, their

which the road was

in

would be considerably damaged, and that the fire depart:7ient and police wires would be rendered useless if
the company were allowed to operate under the ordinance,

Wayne

The

tower.

are

coils

pressing

placed at every

down on

pUce when

the pressure

system one

man

rails,
is

the key produces an instan-

switch returning to

the

removed from the

By

key.

can operate a dozen switches
is

The

switch.

by means of a key board in the

taneous switching of the

automatic record

An

at once.

kept of each train switched.

its

this

P.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Ini.manai'OI.is,

August 15,
east, have

suburb three miles
ing about

for

some means

— The people of
for

some time

Irvington, a

Detroit, Mich.

past been look-

of rapid transit to

and from

the

Detroit, August

17.

company

— The application of the

for a franchise permitting

end they have purchased the controlling interest in the national nad, formerly a toll road, and opened
negotiations with the Citizens' Street Railway company

cial Electric

The
with a view to having an electric road constructed.
street car company have made a proposition to build an

the practicability of placing

city.

To

this

electric road,

if

the people interested will contribute $6,500.

At Monday night's session of the board of aldermen, the
council's amended Brightwood street railway ordinance

came up

Numerous

additional

amendments were

offered,

its

Commerit

to place

wires underground and asking the necessary privileges

attending such work, has brought up a fresh
all

judiciary committee to which

question of

The

wires underground.

was referred

important

this

matter has had several conferences with representatives of
the various companies looking to the settlement

of the

question, and has asked the companies to submit plans for

Only the Brush company

the removal of overhead wires.

Ediion company

to be particularly interested, as the

but were defeated after some sharp debate. The ordinance
was finally passed, giving the Cit'zens' Street Railway

seems

and operate an electrical railway,
overhead system, to Bright svood, a suburb northeast of the
The telephone company sent a communication to
city.

The telephone comwants the privi ege of burying theirs
pany is doing underground work every year, and has just

company

escaped serious injury.

not wish to antagonize the electric

and completely laid down before beginning, in
order that the work of installation may be strictly progressThe wires will be laid under ground, and have amive.

spread the clam bake

New

Arc lamps

for other purposes.

m-^teTS lo the factory.

adjournment being made on Thursday

it

ated

will not be large, and station managers
informed of the exact plans of the new parts which may be
applied by them without the necessity of sending their

The executive committee recommended that the session
of iSgo be held at Sault Sle. Marie, in Northern Michigan.
After some debate it was decided that the vicinity of Minneapolis or St. Paul was preferable, and the exact location
was left to the executive committee who will notify the
Including the evening
members of the association.
stereopticon entertainment, the conveption held six ses-

the use and operation of other
was not adopted.
The Telephone company claimed that while they did

otherwise with

but

lines,

and theyare now being completed

nity of the

will shortly be

5-30 P.

year for a

carefully

iMi'ROvED Chemical Meter.

sions, the final

trically or

called forth specifications,

candescent lamps will be used in

new

is

many

in that part of the city

for three-wire^nd municipal circuits being shown.
Philip Seubel of the Machine works presented an interesting paper descriptive of a method devised by him for

underground tube systems.

This

the navy yard by electricity has

gency work may be carried on

provid-

ing that the operation of the line should not interfere elec-

plant for the lighting of

stations with electric light, so

amendment

telephone company offered an

to

there are

who cannot visit this place except in the evening.
The appropriation which Congress made last

and

in

for

The

24, I?

is

plant

isolated

be completed in 100 days.

art-loving public

tions being outlined for the proieclion of the station itself,
the numerous experiments upon several forms of arresters

the location of grounds

August

right to build

has

its

wires underground; and the Commercial

finished laying

some

only one proposition received, and

obiecting particularly to the following:
All poles are to be erected and wires and
Si'X'i'ioN 4.
iixtures maintained and operated so as not to injure any
present poles, wires or fixtures belonging to any other person, company or corporation, and such poles shall be
erected outside of the roadway of said streets; provided,

company

however, that said street railroad company, at its own expense, shall have a right to raise or change any present
pole, wire or fixture belonging to any other person, company or corporation along the line of said proposed street

that the wires are placed in

railroad.

That

it

was
was from the Brush

:!o.ooo feet of cable, so that there

the board, protesting against the passage of the ordinance,

—

company

it

as follows;

cannot

successfully

operate

its

circuit

when

placed underground, and that no other city has yet done
so;

that the

New York

system

i^

practically a failure,

the partial success of the Chicago plant

is

due

to the

and
fact

open areas under the sidewalks,

where they can be carried around business blocks. As the
object sought by placing the wires underground is chiefly
that they shall be out of the

way

of firemen incase of

fires.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Aufjiist 24, 1889
the linish compiiny submits the

snmc

ot)(niitotlic

in the alleys within the

its

wires on these towers, the present poles arxl towers

In-

removetl, anil

tlic

after purrnissicin

is

work

In

he

ihiiu- williin

ihrfi*

t'»

months

jmles ontsitle

ami string

iStjo,

its

llu-

wires

li.ilf

low

<>n

ers to be erectetl in the allfys.

Third,

llu-

towers thus ercdcil shall be open lo any oiher

for a coiupensilion, the prcsiitfiil of the iSoir'l of

comp:iny

Works

Public

to act as chainii.iii

>>i

;in ai bili.ilinn

.oinniii

lee of three to settle tlisputes.

that ihis shall be accepted as

I''ourtli,

permanent

a

sys-

tem, the Urtish company to be given permission to erect
the towers

needs, and the council to have

it

tlic

right

to

cuil>rnce the mile riicle.

commitlcc has taken Ihc mailer under advlsemcnl.

with a view, as one of the members expressed
ing an ordinance that shall be,
city

and second,

fram-

for the interest of the

I''lei'tric

Traction company

necting with the Kast Detroit

iV

now building

is

along Mack avenue with a

electric road

of

companies' welfare.

for the

The National
an

first,

it.

view

Irosse I'ointe road, thereby

(

redncing the running time lo the Toinie some

Mack

Property owners along the

con-

to

.|o

minutes.

opposed the

have

roail

and conlintially kepi their little a\ at
The conifianv proposes lo
work chopping ihem down.
erection of poles

matter

test the

in the courts.

Tlic contract for buildini; an tleciric railway from

Uay-

he PenluMita Electric Liuhl .V Power compatiy't plant
Lake Linden, Minn., will consist ^if two Ihoms^iii
Houston :trc dynamos of 50 lights' capacily each, Jtnd (wo
homstin-HouNlon alternating dynnnioH <if fifo tights each.
The IncandeM-enl ircuils will extend live milcH from the
Lights will he furnished for Calumet ami
central station.

o|M:ratCf|

On

I

I

Ked Jacket

as well as L.'ikc Linden.

A novel use is made of the electric light on the St, LawOne of the MghlH
rence river at the Thousand IslandH.
has licen placed at the end of a yard ami on the Hteamer
The lii;ht
St. Lawrence, which has a ilynamo aboaril.
stantls in froiil of a powerlut n-llector, and, as the boat
steams about al night anion^ the islands the searchlight
is cast upon them, revealing with startling distinctness their
beauty and the beauty of the landscape
;\mong

recent

the

of the Western

-..dcs

I'.teclric

'-'=,

.

1

tension outlit; /anesvllle ICIectric company, Zanesville,
(), 15 light dynamo (Increase); City of loshen, (loshen,
Ind.. 35 li^hl hii^h tension outlit; Indiana Mineral Sprinjjs
company, Mineral Springs, ind.. ^ou li^ht incandcsecnt
(

complete; Hucyrus

outlit

h'.lectric

home.

given to

I.

.|

miles tlisiant. has been

k. Mil, atighlin, this city.

C.

Light company. Hucyrus,

The company
25 li^ht low tension oullU (increase).
recently sold a dynamo to IL H. Holton *V Co.. of BufTalo.
N. \' for plating carbons. Tlie company has sold 150
and 7-; light incandescent plants in Cuba and a 150 li;jht
Conincandescent plant in IJucnos .\yres, South .Vmerica
,

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Kankakee, 111., has decidetl
the town wilh forty arc lights.

to illuminate

the

at

The

Milwaukee, and Judge
have been awarded to the

resiclence,

"hicago.

company

Memphis, Tenn., by 1,300

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

has appointc<l a special

A company

urgani/.iny .U Wauh.itciiiu.
an electric street railway.

to investigate eltctric lijj;hting.

The Thomson- Houston
plant

*

company.

city council of Villtsca, la.,

committee

residence.

larnett's

(

Kranklin, Tenn., city council is considering the advisability of creeling an electric light plant.

The

Anson's

tracts for wiring

slrcels of

has

increased

is

lenii.. to liuild

its

Work

lights.

has been begun on the Winston, Miss., electrical
companies' lines.

street railway
city I'ouncil of

(ishkosh.

an

advisability of jiurchasing

Stephen

l>.

ICIkins.

plant in a small

town

The West inghouse
awarded the contract

is

it

Wis.,

considering the

is

The Shockoe

electric light plant.

said, contemplates installing a
N'irginia bearing his name.

West

in

I''.Iectric

company has been

Light

to light Palavia,

111.,

for $t>.Soo per

Hill

\

Union Depot Passenger Railway

company, Richmond, \'a.,
an electric street railroad.

The

motor

electric

Ore

line

has secured privileges to build

between Waverly and Wooit

undonl}tcdl)' be built as nearly .*f5o,(Xjo
The contract has not yet been let.
has been subscribed.

stock.

,

will

year.

The
750

was

ro-ind opera house. Minneapolis,

electricity last

Monday

Current

ni;;ht.

light W'estern electric incanilescent

The Speny

is

liyhled by
obtained from a

dynamo.

company,

(.'hicago, is
receiving
arc liiihting apparatus.
Last
In each instance
week's orders aggregated 184 arc lamps.
the entire outfit was supplied by the Sperry company.
lOlectric

numerous orders

for its

new

The twenty light candelabium in front of the SynJicate
buikling in Minneapolis, presented a brilliant appearance
last Moniiay evening when current was turned on (or the
first time.
The curicni is supplied by a Western electric
high tension dynamo.
Manufacturing company of Eau
installed a i.ooo light alternatWis.,
for the Sheboygan Klectric
ing plant at Sheboygan,
The company will probably purchase an
Light company.

The National

Klectric

Claire, Wis., has recently

additional 5»>o light

dynamo

for street lighting.

The IJloomington, III., Street Kailway company has
adopted the Haft overhead system with a return wire
It
line will be in operais expected the Normal and I'nion
tion by the first of October.
It is expected that the new electric road betwet n Woodmere, Mich and Rouge river will be ready for operation
Real estate in that vicinity has ap
about August 15th.
preciated in value about 15 per cent.
.

Manufacturing company of Eau

l-'lectric

1,000 lij^ht transformer plant
The
at Elkhart, Ind., for the KIkhait I'^lectric company.
company has ordered a second machine of the same capacity.

The

plant

Announcement

was

started successfully,

August

17th.

made

of the incorporation of the ]iuat Edwardsville, III,, to
electric engines and appliances; capital stock. ^1.000,000; incorporators, lay Noble.
E. A Uiergin. J. A. C.umersella. A. P. Wolf.
J. li.
French and W. Ualleck Jones.

ple.K Electric r>as

is

Motor company,

manulaciure steam, gas, and

The

Bijou theatre, Milwaukee, was lighted by electric
light for the first time last Monday night.
Current is
supplied by a Western electric incandescent dynamo
located in tlie central station of the Milwaukee Electric
Light company, about i,2cx> feet from the theater. About
700 li*;lus are used in the theater.

The Thomson-Houston company, Chicago, reports the
following recent sales: Charleston, III., Electric Light company. 50 arc and (150 alternating; ELair, Neb.. Klectric
Light company, (150 alternating; Cleburn, Tex., Electric
Light X; Power company, 300 alternating; Capital City (las
company, Des Moines, la
50 :irc and 650 alternating;
Clinton, Mich., woolen mills, ^o incandescent: P-rookfiekl,
Mo.. Electric Li;*ht company, 50 arc; Thomson- Houston
Electric company. Meridian. Miss.. 75 arc; i.*arbon Light
company. Louisiana. Mo., 30 arc: Palmer vV (.'0., Chicago,
<)50 alternating; FLimniond, Ind.. Electric Li^ht company.
35 arc; Baungartl iV Sheridan, Chicago, too incandescent;
Badger Electric comixiny. Milwaukee. Wis.. 350 arc;
Electric Light company. 650 alternating
Springfield. HI
,

,

and

icxi

arc;

Billings.

Mo.,

Water Power company, 30

I

on

.H

The Esse.\ Passenger Kailway company of Newark, N.
has petitioned the city authorities lo be allowed to
,
introduce electricity by overhead wires on its si.\ty-five
The matter is now
miles of road in the city and suburbs.
uniier consideration.

An

was run over Main

street to the I'nion
W'orth, Te.x., paper, and the experi
mental trip was a success.
Long expected, the ailvent of
the car on the street was greeted wilh many and loud
cheers
The car was under perlect control in topping,
starting and regulating the speed.
The system used is the
electric car

depot, says

a

I'"ort

Eisher-Rae.

steam al an early day. There is no
danger that such a change will be made. One electric
road is aire, ily in operation there; two more have been
granted franchises .as well as the riijht of way: the people
are satistied with the new system and clamoring for extcns on of the lines to all parts of the city.
If for no other
reason than to preserve the beauty of its streets for
which the city is noted, the common council woidd nor per.
But there is another evidence, the people
mil the change.
of Rochester do not like locomotives for surlace roads.

They \\i not allow the railroads to cross their streets at
grade, and compelled the New Vork Central to elevate its
tracks, though in so doing they drove the car shops to
I

IJuffalo.

The agreement

deciiled upon by the common council
Rochester, N. V., and the representatives
railway companies of that city
provuies that the overhead trolley system shall be used;
that all wins shall be suspended at least twenty feet above
the surface of the street, uidess special permission is
granted; that all wires shall I'C of copper, and the overhead
construction strong ami free from dani^er; that no poles
shall be over -5 feet high and that the distance t»ctween
poles shall be at least ivm feet, except on cur\ts: that the
electric current shall not exceed 500 volts; that the city
shall haM- general suix*rvision and control of the poles and
construction of the conductois; that the wires or )x>les may.
in case of lire, be removed a any time, and that the com
panics shall fully indemnify the city for any suits brought

new

electric street

V

f

C'liltrc rijiii..

I

Each c;ir lM:<idv<« •.iif^iiii; ttn nwu
drew one trull car also loaded, anil in *'
cjuH were ihawn.
In ftpiic of ihl« tltmuwi •j'-m. u^ m
trie moiorN the uint made their utuuil *\tcct\ of from t^ in
ao mllcH an hour, and ran withnti' intr-rnipTl'.r*
ft,,
reguhti schedule of one r>f tl,
.

.

inclihlcs eighteen lri|« (nrr :

been put In "[
the earn hiive made over imvoc* nulc'*.
i>uring thi< iimc
there haM not been a nintflc Hchrdule trip Imt hy the Ht-drir
Ihis line has

THE TELEPHONE.
The Chicago Telrphone company ban placed an in%lrii
menl in the WorhpH Eair hcadi|uarlcr<i, in the Adnm« ex
press building, Dearborn street, i^'hlcago, frer of ex|ic>n«<.

Manager Waller Schroff of Ihc llailcy. Idaho, lelqdvific
exchange writcn that he was only able to i^avc Ihc switch
board, and one telephone from the lire of July zd, which
swept away the business |Wirlion of the tnwit.
H. L. Lawrence has iKcnapiHtlnlcd man:i;;cr of the Eric,
Pa telephone district. W, Itarry Smith haftUcn apiiointed
A letter from Eric <uiys: ".Mmh annoyance to
telephone exchange is cau«<(| by the new electric vtrect
railway wires, from the careless handling; of trollcyn and
heavy induction. The latter rcnderi wimc of iht- wire*
practically useless.
The telephone people arc laklnn %\c\*s
to overcome the difficulty,
'f he la<it
monthly rqiort »how4
"
.)4S sets of instruments in use in this ilistrlct
.

eaxhler,

(ieorge S. Ladd, whose death in Lon<lon was noted in a
recent numlicr of the Wkstkkn Ei.i;' vkk an, w.is U»rn in
M.'irshall. Mich., and went to California in tUcc..
The
l\uiiH l:l,ilricum of San Francisco gives these facts con
cerning his life on the coast:
"He was employed first at
Iowa Hill, an important mining camp, but in 1956 went
to S.acramento, lo enter the service of the California Stale
Telegraph company.
Krom thence he went to Slot klon,
and still later was promoted to the charge of his company's oHice in this city.
Afterward he l)ccatnc secretary
of the corporation, and in 1S65 suix.'rintendent. and when
the company consolidated with the I'niled .Slates comi

pany Mr. Ladd became assistant superintendent of the
combined concern.
Of late ye rs he has c^ntrollcil ami
successfully managed the Bell Telephone comi>anv*s patents.
He was forty-seven years of age.'
After a nine days' rain at Norwich, Conn., a wonderful
storm terrified the inhabitants. .Aug. 3d. Out ol

electrical

100 telephone wires, sixty were rer.dcred useless, the instruments being totally ruined; and eighteen annunciators
were l)urned out In the central oftice. The fire alarm kept
continually sounding, spreading consternatlcn throughout
the city.
The wires of the Western Lnion and Postal Tel
egraph companies were deitroyed. and the olficcs rendered
helpless, while heavy electric light wires were stripped

from their poles
althoujjh

like

insulated

threads.

The

throughout

the

electric clock circuit.
city

was likcwUc

af

fected, and hands on the several hundred clocks chased each
other around the <lials like mad.
A fine residence was
struck, and the damage to the furniture is estimated at
:^i,coo. No one was at home at the time
Several employes
of the Norwich Lock Manufacturing company of (•ricn
ville were badly shaken up by the electric dischaTjjcs. and
one man, remained unconscious for several hours.

Personal Paragraphs
T. P. Conant. formerly of Chicago, has assumed his position as general superintendent of constiuction of the
Edison United Manufacturing company of New Vork.

A cable dispatch of Aug. I9. says: Sig. Capello. a spemessenger of the King of Italy, to-day watted upon Mr.
Edison, and presented lo him (rom the king the insignia of
a grand oflicer of the crown of Italy and the honorary distinction of count of the kingdom.
cial

Business Mention.
George Cutter of Chicago reports an increasing demand
for Bryant switches.

The Fletcher's high insulation brackets put <^»n the market by the Kleclrical Supply company of Chicago, arc proving satisfactory, and lai^ numbers arc being disposal of.
Woodbridgc A: Turner, of New Vork. report w>rl: a*»^rT
completed on the Troy iV I.ansingburg dec!-'
also the completion of the contract for the
City electric railroad. Eighth street line, i'
road and four cars.
They have just secured the v.»iiifai,:
for building the Jamaica *: P»rookl>-n electric railroad.
'

*

The

P^clipse

Wind Engine company

-f

h,is

.

shipped to the Excelsior Electric
St. Joseph, Mo., a full C(]uipmenl ofsh.i:

v of

just

commiilee, oi
of the

Atlantfr

at

ice.

,

to

ra(lw.iv

"I

The annnouncement is made by an exchange that the
V Street Railway company will change its

Rochester, N
motive power

th** rlrrtrfr

th-

iti

J

•

The National

Claire, Wis., has installed a

Ihc

the exUteiicc of the electric tyftrm in the

itt

Atigimt tith.

I'.vtry

com

Iron CliUs mtnpany,
pany, Chicago, are the fMllf)win^;:
N'egaunec. Mich., .^n light low tension outfit; Kankakee
III,,
I'.lectric company, Kankakee,
S" I'Rl>t '''gh tension
tiutlit (increase) 18 low tension lamps; Coldwater Klectric
Light company. <.!oldwater, Mich., forty-five light low
tension dynamo, (increasi-i; H. H. Kin^;sbury, Sydney,
tight low tension onttil; St. Louis cxjwsl.\ustralia,
tion 70 light low tension outlils; A/otine Manufacturing
t;o
light incandescent plant;
company, St Paul, iNHnn
Economy Steam Heat ctunpany, St. Paul, Minn.. 100
outfit
(increase):
Lon Ereeman. Chilijrlit
teiiMon
high
cago, 7S 11^1'* incandescent outfit complete, Hav.'ina, Cuba,
incandescent
outfit, Superior and
Huluth
light
a 7=;
West Superior, Wis,; 3=, li^ht high
Electric company.

*!.,

lon, Ohio, to the soldier's

by reavm
iitrcctf.

all

extend the restrictions placed over the half mile circle to

'i'he

Light \ Power company, IS"
comp.my, Moujfh-

Electric

1

all ils prt'sciil

mile circle licfore June.

.

al

^ivcii.

SccomI, to remove

Columbus.

arc; Pennlsulnr Electric Light .inil Power
ton, Mich
kkj Arc, i,3o(j incandc^ccnl.
fcut

mile circle, ami string;

half

arc;

"5

,

7H

to erect steel or iroti towers, not less than

l'"irst,

bijili,

proposition, to

fotlowiii^j

ciul:

(»

..nd-.

pulleys, couplings, etc
The ^omi^,!,;. ;s .iI*o
lining a large order of its specialties from the Elccinr Kaii
way A: I'owcr company of Tacoma Washington.
The
company h.is just issued a new catalogue which conlains a
large amount of interesting matter.
friction

Naiional Electric M
although est..:
_
a year. h,-is forgeil rapidly
of the leading electric liijht companies ::
der the able and energetic manafjcmen:
the mayor of the city of Kau t'laiIt haness all over the country.
lowing plants: 1,000 light plant

The

I'laire. Wi<...

:

.

.

.

i

n

>ri.iw

.-•

500

light plant, at

Cambridge,

Ma^

,

one

^u-.'

Ii^ht

pUnl

.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

ii6
At present the company is employat Washington, Wis.
ing 125 men. and with the large addition to the factory now
will more than double its capacity
erection,
it
in process of
and

also the

The

C.

number

of

men employed.

& C Motor company

New York

of

up the two upper stories in their new factory with an
equipment of machinery in order to be able to keep up

Now the entire large
with their increasing businessbuilding is devoted to the manufacturing of their well
known motor.
John W. Mason, manager of the telephone exchange of
Adrian, Mich., has resigned his position and has accepted
the managership of the Gate City Electric company of
Kansas City. Mr. Mason is an energetic business man
and well fitted in every way to take charge of the affairs of
The concern will carry a full line of
the new company.
The
electrical supplies and will handle the okonite wire.
company's headquarters are at 522 Delaware street.

Among the exhibits at the National Electric flight assowhich attracted more than
ciation at Niagara Falls,
ordinary interest was that of the Bernstein Eh ctric company

N Y

,

of Boston, which displayed its series incandescent lamps
The current was furin actual use on an arc light circuit
nished by a local arc light company and the exhibition
rooms and International hotel were brilliantly illuminated
day and night from this system. George A. Cutter of Chicago is the western representative of this company.

The Electrical Supply company of Chicago has lately
commenced the manufacture of a new line wire, which is
It is manufactured under a new nd
called shield brand.
;

special process, employing inlhe different processes several kinds of compounds, by which it is rendered moistureproof as well as tough, and able to resist gases and atIt is especially intended for use in
mospheric influences
arc lighting, where a superior grade of insulation is desired, and also for all high tensi n work, and where the

wire

pass through foliage,

is likely to

Means

408 .231.

etc.

Pa.

of St. Louis, through
their Omaha oflice, will furnish and erect a 250 horse power
Armington is; Sims engine for the Sioux City, Iowa, electric
lighting station
They have also contracted with the La
redo Improvement company of Laredo, Texas, for an 80

horse power, Armington
Sims engine. «. 120 horse power
boiler, with the necessary feed pump, heater. Injector, etc.,
for a complete steam plant to be used in running the elecThe company will furnish
tric railway line in that city.
the capitol building at Austin. Tex., a 70 horse power.
Armington & Sims engine, and a 70 horse power boiler, to
They are
be used in running the electric lighting station.
furnishing the Western Engineering company of Omaha,
Neb., with Ireson leather link belting and the Pine Bluff,
Ark
Water, Light & Power company, with a verlical
boiler and a Tracy patent oil filter.
Their sales of books
on engineering topics for the past week has been very
\"

Propelling Vehicles by Secondary
W. Griscom, Haverford College,

for

William

Pa,

Vehicle Motor,
ford College, Pa.

W.

William

Griscom, Plaver-

40S, 269.
rado.

Sidney IL

40S, 279.
Zinc Electrode for Galvanic Batteries
B. Williams, Oakland, Cal,

James

Manufacture of Incandescent Lamp Filaments.
Turner D. Bottome, New York, N. Y.
Secondary Battery. Turner D. Bottome New
408, 2S7.
York, N. Y.
The invention consists of a vessel in which are
placed alternate layers of a thick spongy paste of lead
crystals, a paste of spongy glue, and a metallic plate
coated with palladium on its negative size, and coated
with platinum or carbon on its positive side.
40S, 286.

Meter
Sebastian Z. de Ferranti,
Hampstead, County of Middlesex, England.
Claim I reads: "In an electric meter, the combination, with the stationary coils, of an unwound rotating
armature magnetized thereby, said armature being built
up of insulated lamina^' of iron or magnetic metal, and
the mass of metal being so related to the resistance of
the coil, that the current in the coil cannot magnetiElectric

408,295.

cally saturate the armature.''

Telephone System.

40S 327.

Engine company of

Ball

Pa., have

Erie,

made

their late shipments the following: Ionia Electric
Light company, Ionia, Mich
k o horse power engine;
Buffalo -Street Railway company, Buffalo, N. Y., 50 horse
power engine; Electric Construction company, Binghamton, N v., three 100 horse power engines; Schuyler Electric company, \'onkers, N Y
125 horse power engine; H.
M. Sciple iN; Co Weatherly, Pa., 100 horse power engine;
l!ay Kidte Besort Electric Railroad company, liay Rif'ge,
Md., 6u horse power engine; Chandler Iron company, Ely,
Minn., 25 horse, power engine; Williamelte Bridge Street
Railway company, Portland, Oregon, 80 horse power
engine; Marion Electric Light company, Marion, O
So horse power engine; Ed. Stephenson, Waco, Texas, 35
horse power engine; Denver Electric Illuminating company,
Denver, Colo., 125 horse power engine; Pueblo Light,
Heat & Power company, Pueblo, Colo., 100 horse
power engine; Urainard Milling Machine company, Plyde
Park, Mass-, 35 horse power engine; American Paper &
Pulpcompany, Tiliin, O., 35 horse power engine; Metropolitan Street Railway company. Portland. Ore., S5 horse
power engine; Brooklyn .Street Railway company, Cleve,

1

Mo.

,

land, O.. three 125 horse power engines; Juan Bannister,
City of Mexico, fio horse power engine; Johnson company,
Johnstown. Pa,, 50 horse power engine; Seattle Gas &
J'Mectric Light company, Seattle, Wash., 125 horse power
engine; Ilygeia Motel company. Old Point Comfort, Va.,
("jo horse power
engine; Electric Supply & Construction

George H. Whit-

company,

Wash., 80 horse power engine; Edison
lOlectric Illuminating company, Paterson, N. J.
50 horse
power engine; Pierce City Water company. Pierce City,
Mo,, 60 horse power engine; Tatum & Bowen, San Francisco, Cal., 50 horse power engine; Pendleton Electric Light
company, Pendleton, Ore., 100 horse power engine; S D.
Elliot, Milford Centre, O., 50 horse power engine; Cincinnati Street Railway company, Cincinnati, O., two 150
horse power engines; Central Passenger Railway company,
Louisville, Ky,, two 150 horse power engines.
Seattle,

E. Adams, Cleveland, Ohio.

Carbon for Electric Lighting.
Schroeder,' London, England

40S 358.

Secondary Battery.
408, 3(17.
River, Mass

Carl A.

H.

J.

Nathaniel B. Aldrich, Fall

Line wire Insulator
Iowa.

Carroll G.

Graham, Mar-

Dynamo-Electric Machine.
Sebastian Z de
Ferranti, Hampstead, County of Middlesex, England.

408.403.

Dynamo-Electric Machine. Sebastian Z. de
Hampstead, County of Middlesex, England.

408.404.

Ferranti,

Automatic Bell Ringer.
Oakland, Cal.

W.

William

408,440.

Slater,

Friction.

Magneto-Electric Individual Switching ApparaJohn W. Dunlap, Sr Pittsburg, Pa.
Shield and Reflector for Incandescent Electric
408,478.
Lamps. George Gibbs, Milwaukee, Wis.
Electric Lock
Louis Huebner and Rudolph
403,484.
Busse, .Schweidnitz, Germany.
tus

,

Trolley-Track.

408,503.

James

claim

fifth

given:

is

Issitcii Aiii^.

Regulator

.108,205.

a

single main line circuit having various devices for electrical translation connected up therewith and a station

switch Iq connection with any such device or a group
thereof to automatically control the electrical supply
thereto by reversal of the line current the same comprising an electro-magnet included in the main circuit
and having terminals of like polarity, a polarized armature in the field thereof, and a bridge piece controlled
by said armature to make and break the line connection of the translating device or group."
Electric

408,^44.

Railway System.

Frank

Sprague.

J.

York, N. Y.

Claim 14 Is: "In an electric railway an overhead
conductor for receiving an underneath traveling contact, consisHng of a flat web having downwardly extending side ribs or flanges for guiding the contact."

Method of Introducing Molten Insulating MaUnderground Conduits
David Brooks, Jr.,

408,571-

terial into

Philadelphia Pa.

mann
The

(i

,fn,l 13,

more resistance.
Dynamo- Electric Machine
N'ork, N. V.

Insulating Coupling
408,600.
Erickson, Boston, Mass.

iSSf).

cally puts in

Electric Drinking Vessel.
Mount Airy, Ga.

Hermann

Signaling Apparatus.

(.'unn.

J.

Arm

Of

the eleven

claims

S. Sal-

fourth follows:
In a
and a frame journaled
thereon, in combination with an electric motor supported in said frame, the armature of which extends
parallel with and in the same plane as the axle, and
the field magnet cores of which straddle the axle, and
a gear connection between said motor and axle."

motor

the

'

for street cars, the axle

Motor

Chicago,

for Street

Wilber

Cars.

Salisbury,

S.

III

Fire

Alarm Box.

John Speicher, Jersey

City,

N.J.

Dynamo

Electric Machine.
Jean T. Van
New York, N. Y.
Commutators are provided on opposite ends of the
armature shaft and the brushes are made capable of
Gestel,

simultaneous adjustment.
Electro Magnetic Mooring.
Harlan
man, Catlettsburg, Ky.
Electric Gas Lighter.
Theodore J.
408,785.

408,778.

Louisville,

P.

Weil-

Zoeller,

Ky,

Abraham

Electrode for Secondary Batteries.
408,809.
V. Meserole, New York, N- Y.

Electric Stop Motion for Drawing Frames, etc.
408,829.
Victor I. Cumnock, Lowell, Mass.

Automatic Signaling Device
408,846.
Chester II. Pond, Chicago, III.

Method

of Electric Metal
Syracuse, N. Y,

408,875.

Dewey,
Arc Lamp.

James

408,887.
Pa.

for

A

Time

M.

William

Electric Railway.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Mark W.

Working

Lighthipe,

Electro- Dynamic

Service.

Schlesinger,

Philadelphia,

Insulation for Electric Conductors.
408,901.
Suedekor, St Louis, Mo.

Electric

408,948

Charles T.

Machine. George

F.

Card,

Wil

Railways.

are designed

cut themselves out of
being in circuit a fixed period of time,
according to different requirements

circuit after

which
4oS,96S

William H. Barker, Law-

Arc Lamp.

Kan.

The lamps

to

will vary

Electro-Mechanical

Thomas F Gaynor,

Bell
Louisville,

Riilways.

John

Secondary Battery Plates.
Henry G. Morris and Pedro G Salom, Philadelphia,

408,986

Apparatus

Machine.

Striking

Ky.

Contact-Carrier for Electric
408,984.
C. Love, Philadelphia, Pa
for Filling

Pa.

John M. Schmidt, Saginaw, Mich.

408,990.

Alarm.

1109.015.

Electric Welding.

Charles L.

Detroit,

<"olfin,

Mich.

The

invention consists in placing the metals in an
air. tight chamber, exhausting 1 he air therefrom, and
then fusing the metals by electricity.

Engraving Machine.
Harbor, N. Y.

409,026.

Alarm.

William S

Eaton, Sag

Gwilym M. Williams, Wilkes

Barre,

Pa

Insulated Nippers and Cutting Instrument.
409,097
Firmin M. Casey, Mount Vernon, N. \'.

Byion Jennings,
Conduit Electric Railway.
San Jose, Cal
for
Secondary
Batteries.
Electrode
William P.
409,106.
Kookogey, Brooklyn.
Motor for Street Cars.
William II. Patton^
409.116,
Englewood, 111.
409. T04

409,13=;.

New

Charles

Wilber

409,136.

Electrical

Resistance,

M

Edward

Bentley,

York, N. Y.

Means

for

Preventing

Incrustation

in

Steami

Samuel G. Cabell, Washington, D. C.
Electric Railroad Signal.
William F. Grassier,.

Boilers.

Charles

J.

J.

Van De-

Lynn, Mass.

409,146,
Williamsport, Pa.

Double Suspended Conductor System for ElecRailways.
Charles J. Van Depoele, Lynn,
Mass.
The invention comprises a double suspended sjstem'

409.156.
tric

New

Willard Kddy.

Flint,

Van Depoele. Lynn, Mass.

Multiple Motor Electric Locomotive

poele,

E.

Railway Motor Cars.

for Electric

Inductional ICIectric
408,642
Depoele, Lynn, Mass

408,666,

i'Jcclrii-

W.

of Producing Battery Solutions.
Kookogey, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Contact

Van Depoele Lynn, Mass.
Alternating Current Mclor
408641

408,647.

lladdam,

P.

408.640.

K. Bois-

New

The

408,224.

Frederick

Erick

Method

408,629.

invention relates more particularly to the winding of the armature and the connection with the commutator and the brushes.

sier,

Currie, Philadel-

Pipes.

for

408 607.

Charles

low tension current machine is varied automatically.
When all the lights arc in circuit the lesistance is out
of circuit, if lamps are cut out the regulate r aulomali^oS,:!o6.

C

Stanley C.

phia Pa.

Underground Conduit for Electric
408.639.
Charles J Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.

Jlynamo-KJeclric Machines. HerK. Boissier, New York, N. Y.
resistance in the shunt or field coil circuit of a

Electric Motor for Street Cars.
isbury, Chicago, 111.

^08,753.

409,088.

Electric Motor.

408,590

408,638

for

pressure so as to crush the fiber before it is carbonized
so as to avoid the distortion of the filament, heretofore
resulting from the tendency of the fiber to untwist.
The carbonized filament is subiected to an alternating
current while the filament is surrounded by hydrocarbon gas so as to make the coating or deposit thickest at the curve of the filament.

rence,

of

1

Electrical Patents.

Coin-Controlled Apparatus for
Telephones.
William Gray, Elartford, Conn.
Filament for Incandescent Electric Lamps.
408,7.^0.
Adolf F. Oppermann, Chicago, III.
The cotton thread is subjected to a high degree of

Covington, Ky.

Frank L,

"The combination

Frank W. Nevens, Min-

408,709.

408,910.

Morley, Florence.

11.

System of Electricil Distribution
408,513.
Perry. Chicago 111.

The

Orange,

Minn.

40S.855

Method of Magnetically Reducing
Mark W. Dewey, Syracuse N. Y.

408,465.

Ham

Riggs, St. Paul,

J. Smith, Brooklyn,

Walter Thompson,

Cloth Cutting Machine

408,768.

Device for Suspending Electric Conductors.

Thomas

New

ii,oig.

408,762.

Governor for Electric Motors.
408,333.
tingham, Baltimore, Md.

,

,

W

Thomas

Electric Switch

408,678.

408,754.

John R. Smith, Neosho,

408,468

The
among

Joseph

Electric Call Bell.

neapolis,

Imie E. Storey, Boulder, Colo-

Electric Drill.

,

large.

Railway Signal.

Minn.
408,676.

N.J.

Commutator for Electric Machines,
408, 265.
Short, Columbus, Ohio.

ioD,

extending between and through the plates, and a core
baked active material within each tube."

N. Y.

40S 233.

4oS,,'^83.

24, i^

of

408,671.

Means

Batteries.

408,334

The Pond Engineering company

for Propelling Vehicles by Seconda y
William W^. Griscom, Haverford College,

Batteries.

408 232.
are fitting

August

Electrical

Motor.

Resistance.

Charles J

i'".;incis

O.

Van

Blackweii,

York, N. V.

Secondary Battery. James

h".

McLaughlin, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

Claim 4 is appended:
"In a vccondary storage batan electrode composed of plates of lead or other

tery,

material held a suitable distance apart, with lead

tubes

of conductors, together with switches
devices therefor, and means for making

and crossing
upward press-

ure contact between said suspended conductors and'
the vehicles carrying the motors.
The patent contains twenty-one claims.

Ilarmonic Telegraphy.
409.157.
berghe, Brussels, Belgiilm

Francois

Van

Ryssel-

August

WKSTKKN KLECTRICIAN.

1SH9

24,
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Catalogue on Application.
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11,
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Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial,
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H. T. PAI8TE,
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CO.,
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THE BEST GOODS, THE GREATEST VARIETY.
KKDUCKD

10 ordiT.

^

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
uiul

(>1

HKNtv
H.

A.

CLAKK.

Ilitinpsliiro Street,

<>.'{

HoNton,

IVIunm.
II. KUHTIS.

UKUllKUT

OiMienil MuiiiiKor.

INCHKA«KI>

PHICKH.

(Ciiliiliifuo l'V,rMiiM-d

11

.

l:..i:li.t ..t

lJrHt;OU.»/TM

IIISINKSM i.Mlli

NEW YORK

22 UNION SQUARE,

Kl.Ttrlclftix

^wrsTAMDREWST

WARD LEONARD.

LIST

Uoiiluliiin^ iivi)r>'tlilrii{ miotiifary fur lUtlnv dp prUkUi or I'uMlr
UulldniKi*, Tlii}kt«rr>, Cburclitw, Ktc., Willi iitm LlifbtlDiC Al»paralofl.

CITY.

eTiW. IZARD.

CONSULTING AND CONTRACTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
Systems of Electric Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Elec'ric
Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.
PlanN and MpeciflcationM for all Hiads of Klectrle&l ConMtrnctlon Work.
A fallllneof Commercial S[i[)iilieBcarrled at all timos for PlantB deecrlbed above.

For any or

Branch

Ofilces:

all

Room 425, Telephone 694, CHICAGO,
THE ROOKERY,
Kooms5acd6, Minneapolis, Minn.; Northnestern Slntoal
InHaranro Block.

The Iinmber KxebanKe,

l.lfe

Telephone and Telegraph,

Electric Light,
IWIa.xa.iiXao't'U.T'ecS.

for

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
Chcaav

Boston.

PhihdelDhia.

-

Omaha.

-A-erla.!, Su'bxia.air'lxxe Ekxxd TTzxd.ersz'O'U.ncS. XJao.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF
OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,

mark;

BRANCHES:

Hllnankee. Wis

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

nLON/>
TRADE

ILL.

J:o>im ir,, Toleiiiiooe I2<,

-

Minneapolis,

Cincinnati

Lnuisville.

MANSON PROTECTING

Row,

13 Park

-

St.

Louis,

TAPE,

NEW YORK.

and

San Frarcisco.

PECKHAM'S INTERCHANQEABLE ELASTIC MOTOR
WHEEL.
FOB ELKCTBK'
I>ESI«IVEU KXPRRIiSI^Y
Approved

t>y all

of

ttip Lt*adinir

CARBI.

Eb'clrir (.'onijianli--.

Pievents Noise and Crystalization of Motors and Axles
fan

hi' r.-ii.'\M'd

:ii

iiiiv

Cjir Slabl.- \wthoiit nMiii)\

iiil-

Mi>Ior- from Axl--

LIST OF ROADS USING OUR NTERCHANGEABLE ELASTIC WHEEL.
.IfliiKti.aA Itrooklvn El.v. K.R
West End Eleclri.- K. U Uo^toii. Mii—.
Brookirn, N.V.
Scranlon Snhiirhan Kl-^tnc R.R. Srrmn'ton. P»
I'ort Huron Ek-r. 1{,K., I'ort Huron. Mich.
rilizHnV Klp.trir K. K,. Elkhnrt, Ind.
N. Ft. Worth Land Su Rv. Co , Fort Worth.Trt.
Akron EUH^irir R. R I'o.. ,\kron. Ohio.
The Fort Worth lilv Co., Fort Worth, Tet.
I

,

Broadvvav and

Tlli

A\e.

s,.,;ond Av.-, K. U..

ISrooklvD lily R.

Nfw

.

K U

.

New

York.

York.

Itrooklvn.

It..

A

N. Y.

New Williamshnri:
Flathuch R. R,
Brooklyn. N. Y.
Cliihnahiia St- Kv. f o., Chihnahna, Mexico
South Covin>:ton A; ClncinnHll U. K. Co.,
Cincinnnti, llliio.
.lereey L'itv
Ber;;en R.K ,.Ier!»eyCity, N.J.
Lowell & l>raciit St. Rv lo., Lowell, Maa!>.
Tnion Depot Ry. To. .St Louis, Mo.

A

Third A%e. R. R.. N^w York.
Houston. Wet^t St. A Pnvonla Frrry It, R., N. Y.
Bushwick R R.. Bro.»klyn, N. Y.
Essex I'asF^n r R. R , Newark. N J.
vR R Ilobok-n. N .1
North Iliid.-on Co
('aide Tniinwav R. R Co
CinciDnall, Ohio
Troy and Lan^ink-hurirh R. R Troy. N Y.
;.'•:•

.

.

.

.

I'oion Railroad I'o., I'rovidence, \i. \.
WalervlieiTurnpilte A R. R Co., Albanv, N.Y.
.Mtmiiy Ry Co.. Albany. N. Y.
Cincinnati Str»v f.iilrt'iiy Co., Cinrinn.it,,

Descriptive Circular and Pr>ce List Furrtished upon applicitlon lo

THE PECKHAM STREET CAR WHEEL AND AXLE

CO.,

239 Broadway,

New

York,

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MANUF'G COMPANY,
-I»IAXi:UFA.CT'U"RERS OK-

Automatic Electric Motors
In all Sizes

from One-half H.

P.

Upward.

Hiffh Effiiieucy, Perfect Begiilation, Superior H'or/:iuinm/ilji. Ease of

Management. Bemarhahle

Siiiijilieiti/, Etc.,

DYNAIVIO » SIiECTRIC

^

IVI

Etc.

ACHIjy ES

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper RefiDing, Etc.
newrORK.aSCImnliSt! BOSTON. Ill Aich St.: PHIIAOEIPHIA, 6l'S CcmmtrttSt.; CHICAe0,43
RDSNm
DUflntn nPCirCQ'
UrriUllO.
KAHSAS cur, malta Bunmng: new OUtl/zlS. ine Caronilfitt St,

Tuc cnnv

fi

Pr.TQin

MANUFACTURING

CO.. WINDSOR.

iMimllt SI.;

CONN.

—

WESTERN

XIV

FOR SALE.

COLUMBIA COLLEGE
SCHOOE. OF MINES.

Stilwell's Patent Live

open to graduates of the

Acting: President.

Ligiit

76 Market

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,
Ammeters and Voltmeters

Chicago.

CARPED TIUB,

w

CAI.I. AITD

ifa,jja.Gisi

^WESTEIill AQEISTT,

The

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

EXAMINE.

St.,

Philadelphia.

LOUD & SONS LUMBtR CO.

H. M.

:

Pattern MaKing, £tc.. Etc.

General Machine Joo-vworK,

Electric Light Rep.ilring,

CO.,

MANUTACTOBEB8 OV

100J-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

Russell Mast Arms.

&

the Prominent Makers,

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms, Cedar Poles.
Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stocl(. Orders Filled Promptly.
Office and Mill at Oscoda, Mlcli.
Eicliisive Selling Agent
G. A. HiBMOUNT. Western
Agent Electrical Department New Haven Cloclc Co..
315 Wabash Avenue, Cblr.ago

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONI.T COMPLETE BET OE TJ. S.
EliECTBlCAl, PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

BRYAKT'iS S^VITCHES,
Hllili'lS I8WITCHES,

all

Qiieeja c&; Go.

.

924 Chestnut

CHICAGO.

BERNSTErN ELECTRIC CO.,

HABTnAlVIir

Galvanometers, Bridges and Rheostats by

CONSULTING ELECTRICIAN,

INSUI^ATING FAINT,

of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.

GEORGE CUTTER,
80 Adams Street,

SCALE

STILWELL&BIERGEMF6.G0.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

and Power Company,
St.,

Purifier.

in Steam
Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

APPLY TO
Chicago Arc

if

Impurities.

all

Entiely prevcDts

been in service since their return from ihe factory. "Will
sell very low.

School of Mines, and of other institatlone of like
grade and standing. The fall conree will occupy
years. There is a partial course that can be
completed in one year.
For circnlare apply to Registrar School of Mines,
49th St. and Madison Ave., New York City.

two

IMSi;i<&TINe STAPIiES,

Steam-Feed Water
Removes

Electrical Engineering
eBtablished,

August 24

Four reconstructed Sperry
Dynamos, 20 lamp capacity
each, and Lamps.
Have not

A COURSE IN

Has been

EI.ECTRICIAN.

electrical and mechanical engineer, gi'A^.JS^|gvuRER.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.

LOCKWOOD AMMETER

675 DECREES

VALVE-OLEINE:
MASTER

Agents, Engineers and Practical Builders of
.Wstly steam plants will be plensed to know that a Lubricant is now produced of such
/extraordinary high fire te!=t as to i^ake it proof against the great heat to T?hich it la
subjected, and is therefore a PERFECT lubricator where products of lower grade and
fire tests pass off at i nee, leaving the parts subject to wear, or greatly increaslDg the

MECHANICS, Purcbaslng

>"»

POLARITY INDICATOR

For Arc an d lo can desce nt

Lockwood Instrument
91

_

Circuits.

Co.,

oil.

economical

Manufacture and sale controlled exclusively by RELIANCE OIL & GREASE CO.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Write for

New Catalogue.

SAMPLES ABE FREE.

et«

T.WHITE,

R.
2

1

consumption of

'Talve-Olelne" Is a product in the high»8t state of filtration, is of the greatest viscosity, is entlrely free from all acids and ab oiutely non-corrosive, and without doubt the finest and most thorouehly reliable Cylinder Lubricant now on the market and will naturally lubricate 200 to 300 per cent.
lubricant.
more than products of lower test, ^r"Is not only the l>e8t but the most

AGENTS WANTED.

Gkiswold Street,

1

I
I

PEARL STREET, Room
BOSTON, MASS.

6,

PROVIDENCE,

r
-

'

Railway

Roaiel

—FOB

Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Light
Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity
of any Cable in the Market.

Sample Chairs and Sections of Rail sent on

New York

Applicalion.

Correepondence

Solicited.

THODIAS A»HB1JRAI£K,

on Application.
IT^estern Aeent,
Prices

Send for Circulars.

I.,

FAM4B AY CABLE

Improveil Patented Material for

Street

R.

HSOLUSIVB MANL'FACTlJlJJERS OP THE

.

Office,

18 Cortlandt Street.

P. C.

KAAiSAfS CITIT, 9IO.

ACKERMAN,

Agent.

THE EIDISOKT KtJLCHIITE: -HTORK^S,
SCHENEOTA.DY, N.
Y.,

-MAatTFACTUBERS OF-

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords
JAMES

F.

^nd^ Cables

KELLY. Cenerai Sales Agent, 19 Dey

for Telephone,
Street,

New

Telegraph

York.

THE HEISLER PATENT L0N6 DISTANCE
mCANDESCEIIT ELECTRIC UGBT SYSTEM.
UNEQUALED FOR DISTRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.
Specially adaptedfor Street, Oommercial. and Domestic Illumination from Central Stations. Plant may be located where Power
can be secured Cheapest, even if miles distant from the Lighting.
Safety, Reliability, and Financial Success fully demonstrated.
Plan of "Wiring the Simplest, Cheapest, and most EfBcient. Strictly
Series. Noted for the Brilliancy and Beauty of the Light. Lamps,
10 to 100 Can lie-Power; Long Life without Blackening. Greatest
Production of Candle Power per Horse Power. Dynamo SelfContained and Perfectly Automatic.
HKIVI> FOIC CIHCDIiAK.
COKBKSFOSIURIVCE l«OI<ICITEI>.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
809-H17 South 7th

Street,

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

street Pole

aMFlxtnre

-FOliHelsler

Long

DlslaBce

INCANDESCENT

lilMIITISIU.

Anjjiisl

2, 1,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
'Ml.'

:.ir.-ntion

.,)

lH\r. r:oM|'ANri'.S

\:\.\-.i

U

IIIC A'l'i:i» \% A'l'i:iK
oii a<

<

omit

Is ciillrd lo Ihls i'W.MstU
lll-:i-:i. iU|j.irM(.ulurly»<l;u>i<'flifi ilirir uv-

vfittnrUitUiY

It.

r,r

m|«*ii<Iv

inolion, nicrli

f4|>i*«-«l

I0lll4'l4*ti4'y, uii'I liiriei* 4'ii|>ii«'l|y, for "% «i*Bairirr,
III'- l*«»^« <T of riio-.l wlifcK of -,a((i'- 'li.iliirrrr.
II »» iiv-«I l/y „
iluniber <il ilic ti-.Kliii^ i-Ii'cinc cornpiinln wlili utrM (.aiufjiciion.
In l>it c*:otU}in'
iiir
w.Ur-r
II
Icitt
of
in m iihoiii an uii eqiiiil, proiliiLintf llic hlffltcKl pi-r C4;ni, ol tuo-

itn<l

ie;i*4*i*1

lH*iiiK

(loiiblr

iria]iriiii(e«*«l.

ful uriccl

h1-:\'i»
{Jiir
;iimI

iI

I

>*<»& i'.ATAt,itii%y. a%'i» i'AicTi«'i'i,AitM.

lorizontiil

f.Ki

Ii4-

"Victor"

litj;hlv

ih

r''i;otniii"'ti(l'"f|,;n

no

ar*: i»-qijir.-i|

k**-''

Ijcltcd (Iirr» lly lo (lyniiii.o.

TKT^IK

lunnMnyinK "•nRravinK n-iirpwnls a pair of iain*li
'I'l ICIII^I-,M iirranRcil on a hnrixonlal fkhafi, wild 'JaM-lron l-liirru-, |Jr.iti
luh.-., IjiiI h'-armns for Sfiafl, ami l>rivirif{ I'nllfyfi compkic, all nioiint<-ri u[H»n
a Mitf^laiitlal caxt-jron ImmI plalf. The rnllff afran((rm<*nl m vrry cornplrfr and
riif

.1.

striiMl^ fir»I-class in irvi-ry parllLiilar.
'I'lirldiifs, l-IiImt siiif^li:

admit:, of

llirir

ii-.'-.

or in

piiir-t

on

w- ncoiiinirnd

Wr

ai»:

lio(i/.ontal

now

pn-pan-il to

sli.ifh,

ad'l

Viilor
ihr i^ihi.iiion

fiirrii\li

vsli«-n:

lln-tii.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO.,

•

DAYTON, OHIO.

HJLYDENS,
BOOTH
&
WATERBURY,
CONN.

FACTORIES:

BARE AND INSXTI^ATED IVIRZ:.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, hlshest conductivity. Copper Matrnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT
For

Electric

Light,

Electric Railways,

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON
J. L.

BARCLAY,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

Selling Agent,

W IRE

LINE

K K

L.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
26 PARK PLACE,

ILL.

QLQBEWJRBOH^g;

MAKERS

Of

NEW

YORK.

HIGH -GRADE

•rTE:CTRIC>^
fo^

h^

iLGHTING

THE MOST DURABLE, SIMPLEST AND BEST
OVERHEAD WIRE SYSTEM.
Bentley -Knight Electric Railway
25

«i

27 Tenth Ave.,

The ONLY

NEW YORK

Co.,

CITY.

Goxiduif System.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC

^^

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS

THE OKONITE

24,

1889

CO.,

CO.

WIRES, CABLES, TAPE, CORD, TUBING.

V]/

Candee Weatherproof Line Wire.
Annunciator Wire, Office "Wire, Underwriters' Wire,
Mag aet Wire, Bells, Annunciators, Burglar Alarms,
Push Buttons, Insulators, I ins and Brackets, Cross Arms,

Compound Soldering

Step Irons,

Salts,

Etc.

ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY AND CAREFULLY.

42 La. SALINE ST^

Stoddard Cutout.

HDGH M0MCI.I.AN, President.

'W. A.

JAO&SON,

-

-

CHICAGO.

Cleveland Switch.

FRANK E. SNOW, Secy and Treas.

Vioe-Prendent.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC TRACTION

CO.,

IDETISOI'T, HivCICH.
ORGANIZED TO CONSTRUCT, EQUIP AND OPERATE

Railways By ELKaTRia

Streieit
Embracing

New

Mot:^ors,

and Valuable Patents covering improvements wbicli are necessary for

ECONOMICAL OPER ATION AND HIGH EFFICIENCY.
FRANK

B.

RAE, ELECTRICAL ENGINEER.

features that will commend it to tine careful attention of Street Railway Managers,
looking for reliable, easily operated and efficient apparatus for HEAVY WORK.

new

Contains

Roads

in

Operation and

in

Detroit, Mich. .8 miles.
& Qrosse Pointe
"
"
.3% "
Highland Park Railway
"
"
"
..2
DetroitCityRailway, Mack St Line..
"
Elkhart, Ind 7
Citizens Street Railway
Adrian, Mich. .3
"
Adrian Electric Railway

East Detroit

.

ROINTS
A

.

OF=

Process of Construction

:

Decatur Electric Street Railway
Decatur, 111
3 miles.
"
Sault Ste Marie St. Railway, Sault Ste Marie, Mich. .3
"
Fort Worth City Railway Co., Fort Worth, Texas. .10
"
"
"
Fort Worth Land & St. Ry. Co.,
.15
Saginaw Union Railway Co., Saginaw, Mich
17^ "

SURERIORITV.

Single Motor Geared to Both Axles, with improved Noiseless Flexible Gear Preventing Breaking from Sudden
Strain. Motor Truck Easily and Quickly Detachable, Etc., Etc.

C7oxrxresx>c>xidlexioe Sc7lloLtec9. azid. Zlstlxaiates Fxi.mlsli.ec]..

THE STODDARD PATENT
Combined Rosette and Cut-Out.

The 5.tandard Open

For Flexible Pendent Electric Lights,
Patented Sopt, i:), 1887

Circuit Batteries of the World

TRADE

GONDA

These Cu^outfl present a neat and aniHtlo, appearand while others may cost less. Ilioyreiiiilnnnnro
InRtall.
It la found In practlco alMniL thiceto

aric«.

time to

wbllo u. workman places twenty urdlnar;
he can place Hlxty r)f thWHO, thnn making a savTlils \viiidd reiireInn of twe-thlrdH the CHtor la'>nr.
Bent a Having of twodoHnrH per (lar on itadi workman
employed at three dnlhirH p«r day. TIiIh adds ten
CftntH U) the COHt or each of tlie clieapor Ciil-nnta for
extra latKir alone, wtdle the advantatce of havlm.; sixtp
llKlit" provldPd for In the time hut twouty jire ready
(or iiHe, mofttlmes or vital Importance.
AKaln,exlr» ]laHe ItlockH or K(.KettOB are Keuerally
one,

I.

e.,

MARK.

C"t-<iiit«

rfrjtilreil

for oilier (lut-outH.

A conliniihiK HavhiR In matter of renewals, reps'rH
and replachitf fiiHllilo KtrlpH, atl uu to make up an ;>i;ureifatloD ot advantnueti, vhlcli ban Induced snmn

mate that t)iey "preftir the Sttxldurd CJut-oul3
at their price, an nKalrmt any olhur at lew* price."
(iKerH U>

MANI'CArTrJllKh

MARKLE ENGINEERING
For Sale bi

all

IIV

TDK

CO., Detroit, Mich.
Electrical Supply Companlea.

'

Gonda "

Battery.

The LECLANCHE BRTTERY CO.
149 West iSth St., New York.

'Gonda Porous Cup" Battery

August

24,
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MclNTIRE'S PATENT ELECTRIC WIRE
I'lil.

Appllfil

IIIAI^K

lu:

UK

I'lIK Ht'-.H'V

li4UK

CONNECTORS

A)iit'VKH.

I'-a.

for.

I'f.'

A;,

1,11.-1 f',/

'I'tirnilnnU fur Dynamon sod
.MittorN, ntc, lo iiriH any

imiiiictnrH for iiU tiiiM\'."t< of \\'ln', niip»rl<ir In iind
iiiui)jnr tlian iiolitorcd JuIdIh.

Wir.-

TERMINALS.

and

Ai-i-IU:'!

>

I'tfrmloaJii tor

lucHndoHcoiil l.iiinpn.
Adoiitotlby Uloctric Ll^Ut, Tolephono andTuloKfupL Comituuli'tt tliroUKlioiit Uuitod yUttM dikI ranmln,
Kopt In Htock and for Hiite by all the letultntf electrical supply liouBoa.

OaU

CfUlDK ^nl

'rnriiilnfila for

Wrlto

I'n i.fln-*. hfkI

<

lr<

ulnr" wllh full Infnrmnth.n t

MclNTIRE & CO., 36 Crawford

C.

Mnv

••«.

vti'iir

"VV" nru

IHSll.

rliitclmn, lnuli In

|i.ur.«tly nnllhlli'd with Mm worklnu
•Ncvv York iirxl cliltiinti,"
KI.I'Un'HIC 10 <-|il(»i;o, III.

WENTKnN

M»v

'Jll,

"The Chitch I'lilUiy, (Dllim. Kill In.) workii
ovory parllcnilir."
<fe I.UMBHIt CO., Sontllo, W. T.

IBSII.

Hiitlcfai'.rorlly In

May
ii'vc,

IWi.

^'11.

and

t;tinnot

,

VKal.BU WOOD, UOAL

Jannli'l,

IBFI).

"Wo hum

llvi,

•Ni:w

ArknowlodRi'il

Hull,

tli"

l>i.'»t

"Worku

April In p'n'o of onf wi'
IntloH'iind ljr*'(ik.U(i."

(nrtory hDlldlnt' In the

to a rhnriii

hint,

^^^^

I'rlcllon Olutoll I'ul-

llnd

winiM now

HICK .fcTKIlKA COT PA
rlly of N"w York If not In

h*<

w« put
nli"tt'l

It

In laiit

jryKj,

lom

Ml'li to., HI JoM-pIr, Mo.
th" l?nli"d Htiil.'M " /'.,

Wuliil.

^roo'l^^Xw^htrrn eclipse wind engine

QELOIT. WIS.

ymr

i

J.

Hpcnk fon highly of tln'lr woik,"
11. s. VKNEKli WliIIKH, WiilvDrlnn. HI'li

11

III

of

Newark, N.

""

<="^

FRICTION CLUTCH PULLEYS
of

St.,

CO.. Beloit. wis.

CLEVELAND, OHIO,
THE STANDARD CARBON COMPANY,
of
ItXaxx'ufn.ot'ux-ex'a

a-

-iB

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.

HILL
Clutch Works,

CLEVELAND, O.

PROF.

ARON'S

H.

ELECTRIC CDRRENT COUNTER,
PATK!VTF.I».

Gold Medal Awarded at Melbonrne Exhibition, 1888-1889.

£ABT£CH OFFi-CE:
18

Cortlandt street, -

NEW YORK.

CUICAOO:

MINNEAPOLIS:

2i50 Caail St.

305 Kaeota Building.

KANSAS OITT:
1221

and 1223 Union Avenue.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
k^^r^^g^^/:^

The most

W.

H

16

CXJT-OFF ENGINE
STANDARD

REUABILITY,
ECONOMY,

lari^e

currflnU.

SOLE MAKUFACTUBEB AN» IMPORTKR.
21

BEEKMAN STREET,

SIMPLICITY,

GOVERNING
EVER
OBTAIN

EU'ttrital Kailwajs

poses Avhere i>erfeet s?ovcrning is retiuired,

CO.,

it

30 Cambrltlec Street,

MASS.,

MASUFACTURE TUE

Gould Steam and Water Packing
The Original Ring Packing,

Pat.

June

1,

1880.

Superior to any Packing in the market for Steam. Wat^r
or Ammonia. Seif-Lubrfcating, does not corrode (he rod.
never grows hard It dlrectlona are followed. Sent on thiriy
None ^nalne without
days* trial. Satlefactory or no pay.
{^hia trade mark and date of patent stamped on wrapper.

and pur-

has no

NEW YORK.

EAST CAMBRIDGE. -

TANDEM
COMPOUND

THE MOST PERFECT

-

The GODLD PACKING COMPANY^

DURpiLITY.

THE

email and

*

DOUBLE
COMPOUND

BALL ENGINE

for

Id use by European Central Stations meaeiirlng over iXl million watta
Vnriaeetluned BUp-.-riMfliy.
IndlepenBable for Central Station work. Amoont of current conBumed iray be aecrtaloi:^ ata
(rlanre, tbe dials being constructed on the eame principle as tte gas Heter dials.
For prices and particalars, addreee

lULt,.

Ligrlitinsr,

Guaranteed correct

Designed, Erected and Farnished.

r-^d'

AUTOMATIC

For Electrical

Meter over InveDled

up

Adopted by HIE9IRNH A. UAL»!lKR, Berllv, iierm^ny; F.DIHO\* «'ON.
PAWV, Berlin, l^ermany: MUNICIPAL. KLKCTKIC i:<IC:HTIW4>i WORKM.
Berlin. 4iierniaDyKxrlDNlvely UHed in Paris, Tienna, Cooftlanliaople aaa
Other principal Kuropean citfeH."

Send for new Catalogae, Power
rransmlesion Machinery,

COPYRI«"TEn BY

reliable Electric

two wire, thrt'e-wlre, five-wire, to nine-wlr*, and alteroBtlor aratem. in al/<?B
to any number of amj)eree.
"Every counter meaeuree correctly for a fraction of anipeis
ItB tull c paclty,"

Built for direct

from
up to

Beware of Infringements and

iniiial.

fmi'tattona,

ALBION CHIPMAN, Treasurer.

ERIE, PA.

All simitar Packings are imltatlone andcalcnlated to deceivt*-

BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO
33 Mercer Street,

NEW^ YORK,

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD RUBBER BATTERY

CELLS,

manufactured under
Also
best Cells in the market.
Rod,
Sheet,
quality
Standard
Tubing, Insulator Hooks, Ke\' Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand.

Of every description, including the celebrated
Kiel's Patents for Primary and Storage Batteries. The cheapest and
Sheet, Rod and Tubing (Kiel's Patent) for electrical purposes, at reduced prices.

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, 111.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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ESTABLISHBD IN 1861.

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
D.

P.

CO.,

E.

PEBRY, Vice-President and General Manager,

MANUPACTDHEES OF THE

—

BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

SPERRT IMPROVED STSTEM

IN

ELECTROLIERS,

-OF-

COMBINATION
HIGH OR

LOW

TENSION.

GAS AHD ILICTHIC
FIXTURES.

Tbe new Sperry apparatus free from repairs for twelve months.
That the new >perry improved Dynamos can he coupled in series with perfect safety.
Thst any numher of lamps from one to capacity of dvnamo can be cut In or out of

1.
2.
3.

circuit,

singly or in tiroupe, with perfect eafety, and without sparkirg at the hroshes.
4.
To absorb power In exact proportion to number of liynts burning.

The new Automatic Sperry Dynamos and Lamps surpass

1.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,

any other

in efliciency those of

make.
That there is greater economy In operating tbe new Sperry System than any other.
That our automatic regulation has no equal; no rheoEtat, no wall boxes, no solenoid or

2.
3.

MadisoQ Street and Fifth AveQue,

dash-pot.

That

4.

We

if

yoa

invite

will visit

our factory we can show you the best arc lighting apparatus in existence.

CHICAGO.

correspondence with electrical engineers. Intending buyers, and Interested
people everywhere.

m miu imm

co„

iss,

isi,

m

u

CMon

:i„

Etc., Etc.,

-BRANCH STona-

mm,

iii

2134 Michigan Avenue,

K YEARS.
Vv*

^

Office and Factory

2134

to

Maiinfactnrers of

2140 DeKalb

St.,

-

OUR

Lons

^—AND

SUPEEIOB

RECORDING

873-1887.

Life,

Uniform

POINTS

Size,

Pressure Gauges.

QUALM,

Guaranteed Second

ODTSEISE

THEM

NEW PAMPHLET OF

ELECTRIC LI&HT CARBONS and CARBON SPECIALTIES,

'BL&CKDI4M0SD"

^

SEND FOR

ST. LOUIS, MO.

to None.

ALL.

W^RITE

FOR SAMPLES AND PRIOES

Jj{f{vis

B. Eosofi,

NQEXPE[\IMENT
146 Broadway, W. Y.

BERaiMJLITIT

<&

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIAICES FOR THE EDISOI ELECTRIC LIGHT,
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

\

B,

tuttit"
ICUHJV
-W-t-W "vr\"i>xr

j

& CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

|

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL,

August

24,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1SS9

XK

THE EDISON MACHINE

SCHENECTADY,

WORKS

N. Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

INSULATED WIRES,

FLEXIBLE

CORDS AND CABLES

TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH AND ELECTRIC LIGHT.

JAMES

F.

KELLY, """".i;r- 19 DEY ST..

NEW YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

August

MOTOR
& C." ELECTKZC
NEW YORK.
GREENWICH

"C.

24, 18

CO.,

STREET,

402-4

EFFICIENT
ELECTRIC

AUTOIVIATICALLY

MOTORS.

REGULATED.

Manufactured for Arc and Incandescent Circuits.

NEW ENGLAND OFFICE:

32

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE:

Oliver Street, Boston.

WESTERN OFFICE:

Phenix Building,

Chicvigo.

SOI Arch St.
SO VTHERN OFFICE: 25 Carondelet

JOHN STEPHENSON
NEW YOR

Street,

New

Orleans,

CO.,

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

^

<W

-^

THE ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT

IMDOR.SRE)

For Passenger Trains,

Freight Trains,
Steamboats, and
Burglar Alarms. FOR SALE BY ALL JEWELERS.
BY

Tbomas

Eliho Thomson,

A. Edison,

li.

Edwin

S. Possons,

J.

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELECTRICIANS.

No more

accidents from breaking in two of trains.

In use on the

MICHIGAN CENTRAL and ROCK ISLAND, and other leading roads being
ra])idly eqin]i|)(:d.

PARRISH BROS.

&

PECK ELECTRICAL

CHIOAGO OFFICE, Eooms 324 & 325

Phoenix Building.

CO.,

Send

for

Pamphlet "ARE

YOU POSTED?"

to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH
177-179 Broadway. N. Y.

CO..

August

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

24, 1889

THE BEST or ALL
THE WALTER

K.

FREEMHN

TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
We

We

Guarantee
Guarantee

our

12 I6C.P.

Transformers
and

lamps
for

Dynamos

each

for

two years,
and

Mechanical

sell

our
H. P.

Apparatus

upon

Applied

its

Satisfactory
to

Dynamo.
Performance.
AL,TERI«ATINO

»YWAMO WITH EXCITER.

OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
Our Apparatus

is of

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically.

WE GUARANTEE ITS

GET THE BEST!

OPERATION. AND

GET THE CHEAPEST!

CORRESPONEEITCE SOLICITED.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG.

CO.,

ElAU QLaAIRE, wis.
GEO. B. SHAW, - General Manag^er.
H. H.

IIAYDEX,

Presipext,
vrcK.PHHs.oE.x.

FiTCH GILBERT,

WALTERS. FREEMAN,

K. E.

Electrician.

lUST, Secretart.

I ^. ^Irr^^^"^:,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

WOODWARD
G. H.
S. A.

C. WEBB.
G. H. GALE.
S. A. PLUMMER.

"R.

GALE, President.

PLUMMER,

VICE-PRESIDENT.

August

44,

1889

ELECTRICAL CO I

BOAKD OF DIRBCTOBS.
E. C.

T.

BROWN.

WILLIAMSON.

ANDREW

HAIR.

C. A.
C. H.

H. H.

WARREN.
THOMPSON.
HUMPHREY.

HUMPHREY,

H. H.

TREASURER.
SECRETARY.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON,
}

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT STORAGE DiTTERY.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

In construction,

has

now been found

PECULIARLY ADAPTED to many

to be
uses In

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE
which other types of

batteries

and
have

DURABLE,

S2=BCI-^IuI-.-2r -A-ID-^^^TEID
Steadjdng Liights,
Operating Signal Bells on Oars,
Propelling Boats,
Burglar Alarms,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station Lighting,
Street Oars,

and

Is,

owing

to

Its

design,

failed.

TO

Isolated Liighting,
Auxiliary Oentral Station

BATTEBY.

Work,

Medical Purposes,

Running of Small Motors.

IJECTIOai

OC BAOrTERT

FIiATB.

^^ Detroit Storage Battery,
C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
BEEN DULY ASSIGNED TO THIS COMPANY,
Is positively the only Secondary Battery which will not Buckle, or which will
withstand uninjured the Highest Bates of Discharge.

MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS GRANTED TO

THE ONLY

STITCCE

TJI-.
IS

STOI^-A-O-B

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY

The Woodward

Electrical Co.
FACTORY:

OFFICES:
69 Gf iwold

St.,

Campau

S-^TTEI^-S-

Building.

DETROIT. MICH.

Corner 13th and Howard Streets.

August

24,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

XXIII

A PRACTICAL A ND COMME RCIAL SUCCESS.

The thonson-Eo nston Elec tric
ECONOMICAL,

DURABLE,

NEW TYPE THOMSON-HOUSTON

II

y System.

RELIABLE.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY TRUCK,

RESULT OF ONE YEAR'S WORK.
RAILWAY CONTRACTS OF THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC RAILWAY

CO.:

Naumkeag Street Ry., Salem, Mass.
Alliance Street Jtailway Co., Alliance, O.
Newburyport & Aniesbury Horse Ry.
& Edfiewood Street Railwaii Co., Atlanta, Ga.
port, Mass.
Attleboro, Ko. Attleboro & Wrenthani Street Railway Co.,

Atlanta

Attleboro, Mass.
Street Railway Co.,

Americus

Auburn JSlectric Railway

Co.,

Newbury-

Newport Street Ry. Co., Newport, R. I.
Newton Street Ry. Co., Newton, Mass.

Americuf, Ga.

Auburn, If.

Co.,

Nay-Aug Cross Toivn Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Omaha & C. B. Ry. and Bridge Co., Omaha, Neb.
Omaha Motor Ry. Co., Omaha, Neb.

Y.

Jtanyor Street Railway Co., Bangor, Me.
Belt Line Railway Co., Lunn, Mass.

Brooklyn Street Railway Co., Clevelanrl, Ohio.
Central Passenger Railway, Louisville, Ky.
Central Railway Co., Peoria, HI.
Citizens' Electric Street Railway, Decatur, III.
Colerain Avenue Railway Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Danville Street Car Co., Danville, Va.
Derby Horse Railroad Co., Ansonia, Conn.
Des Moines Electric By. Co., Des Moines, Iowa.
Eekington & Soldiers Home Ry. Co., Washington, D. C.
East Harrishury Passenger Railway Harrisburg, Pa.

Ottawa Electric

St.

Ry-

Co.,

Ottawa,

111.

Ottumwa Street Ry. Co., Ottumwa, Iowa.
Plymouth & Kingston Ry. Co., Plymouth, Mass.
Quincy

St.

Ry.

Co.,

Quincy, Mass.

Redbank Seabright Ry., Redbank, N.
Richmond St. Ry. Co., Richmond, Ind,
<fr

J.

Rochester Electric Ry. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Revere Street Ry. Co., Revere, Mass.
Ross Park Street Ry. Co., Spokane Falls, W. T.
Riverside and Suburban Ry- Co. Wichita, Kan.
,
Scranton Passenger Ry- Co., Scranton, Pa.
Fulton Co, Street Ry- Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Scranton Suburban St. Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Hillside Coal Co., Scranton, Pa.
Seattle Electric Ry. * Power Co.. Seattle. W, T.
Hoosac Valley Street Ry., Worth Adams, Mass.
Southington S: PlantsviUe Ry. Co.. Southington. Conn.
Joliet Street Ry. Co., Joliet, III.
Lynn cC Boston Railroad Co., (Myitle Street Line) Lynn, Third Ward f<t Ry. Co,. Syracuse. N. Y.
Topfka Rapid Transit Co-. lopeka. Kan.
Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Nabant Line.) Lynn, Mass, Toledo Electric Ry. Co, Toledo. Ohio.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Crescent Beach Line.) Lynn, University Park Ry. and Electric Co. Denrer. Col.
Vone St. Ry., Kansas City, Mo.
Mass.
Zytin & Boston Railroad Co-, (Highland Line.) Lynn, Mass. Watervllet Turnpike S: R. R. Co., Albany, N. YMcGavock & Mt. Vernon Horse Ry , Ifashville, Tenn. Wheeling Ry- Co-, Wheeling, W. Va.
West End St. Ry. Co., Boston, Mass.
Metropolitan Street Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo.

:x:'T
Brookl3m Street Eailway Co.
Des Moines Electric Eailway Co.
Eekington & Soldiers' Home Railway Co.
Julien Electric Traction Co.
Seattle Electric

Railway

& Power Co.

T<I
Lynn & Boston Street Railway Co.
Omaha & Council Bluffs Rail'way & Bridge

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Q20 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

Co.

Revere Street Railway Co.
Wheeling Railway Co.
West End Street Railway Co.

148 Michigan Ave.,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

—
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

August

24,

18

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
TheShield Brand Line Wire.

P.&B.WatherproofLineHflre.

TRADE

MOISTURE PROOF.
Trade No. 43
"
44
"
45

Double

Braid.
Braid.
Quadruple Braid.

P&B.

4:1,

THOROUGHLY WEATHERPROOF.

Triple

Insulation ^rill not Melt in
Summer or Orack in Winter.

BRAND

S'HI'E'L'D

NO.

LINE WIRE.
The diJOferent compounds
employed in this insulation
are exellent insulators, and

AN
ENTIRELY

indestructible

practically

NEW

by

WIRE.

FIRE,

OF

ACIDS,
ALKALIES,
GASES,

VERY
SUPERIOR

-OR-

CONTINUED EXPOSURE

INSULATION.

In

Damp

Localities.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

QUOTATIONS.

QTJOTJ^TIONS.

—THK

THE INSTANTANEODS

ARMATURE
PROTECTOR.
Armature
than

Protectors

New

or

FILTER.

cheaper

Re-Wound

Armatures.

171

are

ELLIS
No

Electric Light Station can afford
to be without one.

RANDOLPH SRTEET,

C-H-I-C-^^-G-O
FACTORIES:

Ansonia, Conn.

!
August

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

24, i£

A REVOLUTION
Send

for Full Particulars

Regarding the

New

BRUSH ALTERNATING CURRENT
LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING SYSTEM.
Corc:Lpa-rj.ies

CanrLOt

-^fiford. to Etju^t-

ex.,

TJse

-A.rL37-

Otl2.ex.

I

The Brush 'toreless" Alternating Current Dynamo.
Brush Arc and Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus. Brush Electric Motors
and Power Generators, Brush Carbons, Storage Batteries, Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CHICAGO OFFICE:

225

DEARBORN

ALEX KEMPT. Special

ST.
Agt.

CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Eastern Office:

36 Onion Sqaare,

PACIFIC COAST agents;

Tie CelitLi Eteiric
N.

Y.

um

8AN FRANCISCO.

Cu,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

August

24,

1889

FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LI6HT COMPANY,
:p*c3ict
Manufacturers of

SUTTERY

INDUCTION
OF

w

et:^xie, Xx3.ca.lAxxci.

t)ie

SYSTEM

out

—

IHMDESCEHT

The Most Carefully Workedand Complete Alternating

System of Electric Lighting in
Existence.

LIGHTING,

AND THB

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

,Ps

OP

*_

ARC LIGHTING.

Lamps

and

Converters

12—16 Candle Power

to the mechanical

Honse

Power Quaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK OFFICE:
I

15

BROADWAY,
Boreel BIdg.

SLAHERT DYNAMO, LAMP AND CONYERTER.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS,

FORT WAYNE,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

IND.

907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Managrer.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.
OFFICE, 217 Sansome St.

SAN FRANCISCO

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.

STAR IRON TOWER
FORT WAYNE,

OO.,

IND.,

MAKUFACTURERS OK

Towers and Mast Arms
FDR THE SUPPORT OF ELEGTMC LIMFS.

PUBLISHERS OF

The American Electrical Directory.

5-

tl

Hundreds of our Towers and Thousands of Mast Arms now in
Use in the United States.

SEIVD

FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICES.

.

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

CHICAGO, AUGUST

Vol. V.

I

O cents per Copy.
No.

31, 1889.

9.

SCHAEFER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
Incanteent LamBS from 10

TleMzer-CaliitElBctncCo.

100 Canille-Power.

to

AND DKALKIIM

MANIIFAC'TUIIEIU) 01*

COSIPIiETfe IMDTAIiLATION
P. 0.

Of INCANUKHCKNT

BOX 3068, BOSTON, MASS,

PliAWTH.

FACTORY AT CAMBRIDGEPORT.

EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL
PAUK CAT
FOK
MKNI>

A 1.04<i I' R,

!iltn

BOSTO W, MASS.

111 Arch Street,

Estimates Fur nished on Application.

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!
THE 'WARING

IN

BELTING AND PACKING
NEW YORK
CHEEVER,
JOHN
PARK ROW,
Treas., 15

H.

0Me8t and Lar^QBt MamifacturDrB

CO.

N. Y.

In Urn t'riiUMl .Suu*n of

VULCANIZED RUBBER FABRICS
Vor 3ferhanlral

ELECTRIC LICHT WIRES AND CABLES.

PnrpON4*fi.

mm mm, mim

i

mi

Standard Underground Cable Co., Mf'rs.
General

Offices,

708 PENN AVE.,

RRANPH
DHMI^On nFFITF^*
UrribCO.

J
^

-

WithSmoDUi Mfttalllc Kublior fitirfftco for iiM on
UyDnmiM and nwlft runriliiif machlnea.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

-

18 Cortlandt St., G. I. Wlley.M'g'r.
01il<»80,139E.MBdItonSt.,F.E.DeBenliardt,M'g'p.
""'"' '^orb,

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledged Standard

for durable

BRANCHES:

Noiseless

and high

W

1*1X0 .A.Mli.'toxx Imo oIs. eij>.fety '\7'tk.X-vo,
X^lie .^slxtozx
«t.tex- XleUef TT'ml-tr*.

Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Brancheiol Signaling.

E.

B.

THE ASHTON VALVES

Aerial Ute,

All

Sizes

Subterranean Use,

Lead Encased Wiret.

McCLEES, General Manager,

Boston, Philadelphia, Cleutland, Detroit, Chicaao, CIndnnatI, SLLouIm, kllnneapoUi, Otnotr,
San Franelsco.

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back

Insulation.
llMtrlo Light and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,
Railway and all other

S""™""" ""
Concealed Wiring

I6 Dey

St.,

in all Locations.

new YORK.

Wi'stt'rii KU'ctrio Vo.. t'liiongo. III.. Sole Agents for the West.

mn hIiTme

Simple

in const^nction,

211 Franklin

Co.

St,

p«rtoci«

for

''"o\^F7<!Es::S'iS«r».';'iHw%RK.

CAN BE FORCED HOT.
Rods for pumps, bolts and drop forged commuutor bars,
rolled sheets and plates for pump linmga and condenser tube sheets, etc. Ingot metal for car and enWire.

gine bearings.

Q

send

I

hvHt niK'liiiirrv Steel.
Anti-Frit'tional and \on-('orroHive.

BRONZE

AND

Boston.

TrnHilr NtiH-iigth above 7S>.000 Ibn.
per M<|iiare incli.
Torsional Strongtli <><|unl to the

TOBIN

co.,

NEW

met

now lo the market.
Aotomatic In action. Perfectly CoDtrolUng the Preeaore of tbe ho«« at whij
pump 1b working.

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
95 CHAMBERS STREET,

«?"<•"<"'"'»'"<! ii-

ever speed ihe enfime or

PUSH-BUTTON

Daniel ^\'. M.vrmon. President.
Addison H. Nordvke, Vice-President.

n»;««^w»

THEIR SAFETY VALVES SS-r/Jt^i^r.fL.^Sirv.l'^J's^.t.^^'sr'
THEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES ^S:„rv?^'k„^f„":l.^L'^';fii
AsMon Valve

XjS.

]

VULCANITE EMERY WHEELS. RUBBER
MATS. MAHING AND STAIR TREADS.

Ctalar,

«"
THE^"^
CHICAGO.
VOKK.

*«S««I«

.'VKW

YORK.

Charles D. Jenney,

BRA!Nari> RORISON.

Electrician.

AMOS

K.

Secretary.
rcasurCT.

HOLLOWELL. 1

JENNEY ELECTRIC COMPANY,
ney
the Jenney System), and Sole

Owners ami Manufaclurera of his

IMPROVED DYNAMO,
Lamp and

Electric Motor.
JBNNBY SYSTEM LEADS.

tn all desirable featares of Arc and Incandescent I.lchllnj the
SImitle, darable. economical, steady, brllMaat and penetrating.

In these essentials

It

challenges comparison.

Estimates Promptly Furnished for Erecting Electric Lighting Planti for
Companies or Individuals. Prices Furnished for the Jenney Aro
or Incandtscent Systems, or for both combintd.
'f

-

Cities,

The Jenney lncandeec«nC Pynamos are Self-Regiilating, and permit the tnmlni: on and otf
Thia Company Rives special aOenUon to iamiahin; Mills,
one or all ol the lamps at will
ops, Factories, etc., with INDIVIDUAL PLANTS.

Send for Pamphlet Illustrating and Describing the System.

OFFICE

AND WOEKS:

Corner Kentucky Avenue and Iforris Street,

INDLi^NAPOLIS, IND.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

The Tho

August

31, 18

-Houston Electpic Go
WESTERN OFFICE:
48 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

EASTERN OFFICE:

620 ATLANTIC AVF., BOSTON.

SOLE OWNFIS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

ONLY PERFECT AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

Electric )|rC'[ightlng

SERIES LAMPS
FOE

nrc-Circuits.
These Lamps have repeatedly
their superiority under

shown
test.

Flrat Medal t Beat Arc-Light, LoulBvllle, I88S1
Flnt Prize : Beet System of Arc-LIghtlng,
Otnctimati Industrial Exposition, 1883.

This

Company was

given the only Gold Medal awarded at the International Inventions
at

MBO

MANUFACTURERS OF

London, August

1

1,

1885,

INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT LONG DISTANCE INCANDESCENT
dynamos

are automatic in their regulation
durable.

and

will

FOR DIRECT LOW TENSION

LIGHTING.

No other Incandescent
maintain a uniform light with all or any portion of the lights in circuit.
are complete and include every appliance needed by the customer.

Our Incandescent systems

SELF GOVERNING ELECTRIC MOTORS
all

elzesifor the transmission of Power.

and Incandescent

Plans and estimates for

LlEhtlngr

Exhibition,

FOR ARC-LIGHTING.

and Power Plants.

all

kinds of Arc

Lamp

is

so perfect and

Aii^fiisl

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

,v, '889

CHAS.D.JENNEY&CO., QUEEN

CITY ELECTRIC CO •9
MANIKACTIItlJlS

(j|--_-.

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
TWO

FIRST PRIZE COLD MEDALS 1888.
MOST EFFICIENT.

MOST EFFICIENT.

K

M OTOR
26 to 500

1-S to

.-,u

LIGHTS'

CAPACITY.

Horse

Power.

KVKK
Fltty

n, P. Constant Potential

— ANt,

Slotor.

-

ECONOMICAL.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
-OI*

ISOLATED PLANTS and C ENTRAL STA TIONS FULL! ERECTED.

Motors for Running

THE-

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY

ELEVATORS,

We give an

For both Arc and Incandescent Oircuits, from 1-2 to 100 and
H. P. All of our Motors have Self-Oilinfj Boxes.

OaPI'ICH:

224

S.

ILLINOIS ST„

-

INDIANAPOLIS, IND,

READY.

FANS, PUMPS AND

GENERAL MACHINERY.

Absolute Guarantee regarding Materials, Workmanship

Efficiency.

OFFICE,

FACTORV

AiHD 8AI.i:<«ROO:tI,

58&60 LonntmiSt,,

CINCINNATI, 0.

DAF"

X£XS
l-P

I-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO

UrSULATnTS COMPAITY,
MANrrACrURERS OF AU. KINDS OF

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

FOR ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.
Onaranteed to Give Satisfactory Services Undergroand and Overhead.

Adapted

for Uines,

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

Specially

Ohemloal Works, Etc.

Prices and Samples on Application at

No. 159
W.

E

FRONT STREET, NEW YORK

HAEIRSHAW

r,C,S„ London,

Mn\ Enpeor,

Central Stations for Power Distribution.
CITY.

Ceneral Managor,

STATIONARY MOTORS.
rOR FIRST-CLASS PLANTS
We have
Electric

supplied and are supplying Cores under the direction of the principal

Light, Telegraph and Telephone Companies, to United States Vessels,

STORAGE BATTERIES.

Passenger Steamers, Steam Yachts, Theaters, Public Buildings; and other services vyherever a First-class Electrical Installment is Required.
Our
Mite[lals and Workmanship are Guaianteed

and correspondence
(Utides.

is

solicited ir9m (lompanies

the Very Best,

Executive Offices:

1

15

BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

and architects requiring onr

Factory:

JERSEY CITY,

N.

J.

WESTERN ELECTRICXAN,

E

c:

August

31, iS

TN^kmo]:^!^!:^ €::a:r^boiv^«30CleTrela-rLd., OliLio.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATEBIAI..

THE HAWKEYE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURINC

CO.,

CELEBRATED THONE SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT AUTOMATIC APPARATUS.
Motor

Electric Motors, denerators for lechanical

Aitomatic

Circuits.

Dpamos

for Liilitiii Plaits.

Oontrctotors for CORRESPONDENCE
Ooixii>loto ESleotrio f=*letxi.ts.
SOLICITED.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENBINEERING CO.

JARVIS
^\\^)^^
i!

-5^^

-

^'j^

i

ELECTRIC LIGHT

OLIVER STREET,

61

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coal and Coke

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

330870X10'.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING & MT'G CO.
ROOMS, 300 and 303

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

> r^-v

so?. liOTJIS.

UNIFORM

IN QUALITY,

Mid

LONG LIFE AND GOOD LIGHT

OlfedliMl

<f^^-f4

/-•^^ <»-/-»->'

AS

CORLISS OR HIGH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

NGINES

Etc.

For Driving Dynamos.

Complete Steam Plants Furnished and Erected,
Complet(
1221-1223 Union Ave.

E NGLISH, MORSE & CO.

KANSAS

MO.

CITY,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

BALL DYNAMOS '^ LAMPS
FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
This system Is mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a steady
whit« and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required

WM.

S.

TDBNER.

J.

LESTEn WOODERIDGE.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER,

Electrical Engineers

and the cost of repairs.
For descriptive circulars or

and Contractors. CHARLES W. RAYMOND, Western

romPLETC: EQITlPSieniT of EliSCTRIC BAIIiWATS.
steam Plants

for Electric Light

39 Dearborn

Arc and Incandescent Lights installed.

and Power.

testimonials, address

Agt.

Street, Tretnont House,

Designs and Bstimates Snlnnitted.
7-4: OoartXA-zxc^t j91;x-oet, J^O'e-^?^ ITox^lx..

lEONABD PAGET.

CUARLES

J.

KINTNER.

PAGET & KIIffTNER^
Chemical

and

Electrical

Experts

and

Electrical

George

LAW

Engineers.

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

P. Barton,
OFFICE,
CHICAGO, ILL.

225 Dearborn Street
PATENT AND TRADE MARK GASES.

THE Knapp E lectrical
3VEaLiax7x*.A.c;i'TJXi.:E:xi!S>

Mapeto

Bells. Annunciators,

ox<

Works

,

Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries, Push Buttons, Etc.

33Z:.A.XjX3Xt.S XXO'

.^Grm^'Ts

x*oxi. a?xx]

NEW YORK insulated WIRE COMPANY,
A

Full Line of their Celebrated Wires,

Buy your Goods

Cables and Tapes

of the

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

...

CHICAGO.

1

August
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THE SPRAGUE IMPROVEO ELECTRIC MOTOR FOR STREET RAILWAY WORK
'
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SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RftlLWAY & MOTOR COMPANY.

THE JULIE N ELECTRIC

CO.,

18 Broad Street.

New

York.

'^''''^J^Si'^L^''"'

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION
NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.,

CO., ^'l?r;B^S

ELECTRIC HEAT RECULATOR

Eleclrical Supplies and Constnictioo.

Saves Doctor's

Saves Coal,

OMAHA, NEBRASKA

Street^

ii-i'.

kiuiiir.lii|i

AlllMtlCHH

1521 Fornam

h<t\

«a

llii-

I'oi'

:

Mini-

VViu

uiis <'%<' ilrt

ttliii'li

AutomulU;,
•j

PUMPELLT STOBAGJb: BATTERIBS

und

Bills,

tncures

Saves Labor;

Xt:m\HTiUire
lln! lioiiHo; no heater w)mplele wllliniit
ii; cAn \)c
uppllcd tu uDy kind r>f heating apparatus. Try one, ancl \>« tronvlnced.
If not Bold In your town write us for Illustrated clrruUr and prices.
SItiiph;

DiiruhlL*

;

iintforin

lhr(nij,,'liinit,

CONSOLIDATED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING

WING'S DISC VENTILATING FANS.

CO.,

Dealers in Wire, Bells, Push Buttons, Motors, Incandescent and
Arc IJght Material, Poles, Cross-arms, Electroliers and Combination
I'ixturcs, Hurglar Alarm Malting.
v..

K.

ANNKTT.

Ilolvliuul

Prcst.

IluiiiK.'

S.

F.

FKNTON,

Electric Gb8 Ltt;ht1n(;.

Plrc ami nurglnr AlarniB,

GleVerly Electrical works

CHAS. SIDWKT SMITH. Seo^

VIcc-PrcBt. and Treas.

AiniuiK^lHlurs.

The United

Electric Go.

Klectro-Medlcal Api>«ri\tuB,

SllPJ'UffilS

Electrical

H-A-Cleveriy Manager

BAXTER ELECTRIC MFC &H0TOR CO.

•

Apparatus and Supplies,

Electiical

Electric LitElitlDg.

TeleRraph Tnstrumonta.

WIro

niul

SALT LAKE

nmtorlea.

wftfil LfQlrni.

loisChestnut St. Philadelphia

K.

CITY.

UTAH.

-

ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES TO CONTRACT.

Edwauds.

EDWARDS

$c

HOUSE ANNUNCIATORS,

CO.,

^

ELECTRIC AUNUNCIATORS.

THERMOSTATS, QAS LIGHTIf/e APPARATUS, ETC., ETC.

and Factory: 4th Ave. &

1

44th

St.,

New

2,

O >

Manufacturing • ;- Electricians,
PATENT EIXCTRIC BELLS,
AUTOMATIC BURGLAR ALARMS,
DOOR OPENERS,
Office

Stv'e

2

H

-I

K

S
g

5-

i

[»

re

fi.

Q

York.

Branch, 5 and 7 Dey St.

THE LUNGEN BELL.
(PATENTED.)

EIVTIRJEJiT

NEW

I\ COIVSTRCCTIOX.

B

=•

a.

i

The Base and Cover are stamped, and ba\MnE ribbed
Ev« ry piece is Inedsps are Btrong, liiibt and compact.
terchangeable, special machinery being need ]n Us manufacture.

The Armature, Hammer and Its Rod and Adjusting
Spring" are combined eo that they cannot work iooee.
The Adjasting Screw 1r hold firmly n»' ojiring nut, and al-

'4-

wavB romains as act.
The Cover is iHaae to aprlng ou and requires no
faaienmg. The hammer rod paaees through the elde of
base, thereby fillins opening, making it iJuet and Im^ect
Proof.

F'orest Citjr Electric 'IRZ'ork.s,
M.nui.cturer3

oi

CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

W "n
S'

S
^

3

I

^

^
00
*

o 3
o
C

!?

^

2
>^

O

CU.\S. M. WILKINS.

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES,

Quick

IVIalte

trolled

and Breal< Uncon-

Patrick

by the Handle.

SOLE PKOl'RIETORS OF TUB

Llpht

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNtlATORS AND BURGLAR ALiRMS,

114
B.

CLEVELAND,

EVER> DESCRIPTION Of

with

Companies.

W.

1,1

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Correspondence

Electric

WABD WILKI>S

Carter,

&.

MA/iU'ACTURCHS OF AHO DEALERS

Solicited

E.

-TRAEINO AS-

Proprietor,

183

SENECA STREET. CLEVEUND,

0.

S.

Second St,

-

Philadelphia, Pa,

Bt»T.lBI.It>IBEI> \f<M
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EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine

IT IS

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

&

ALUS

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.

of

1889

SOUB BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

Is

31,

CO.,

MILWAUKEE, IIS,

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

Pulleys, Oears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cetton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

UaEQUAI.ED FOR EOONOMT OF FUEL. SJEQTJIjASJTY OP
MOTION, AND DUKABILITT IN "USB.

*»

rite for

CHICAGO BRANCH,

onr Catalosnen

SOUTH JEFFERSON

41 ana 43

ST,

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO, EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC CO.

MOTORS

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

FOE

FOK

Arc

Incandescent Circuits
WOUND *"OK ASY CURKKNT.

%

ARC-LIGHT CIRCUITS.

PERFECT AUTOMATIC RE6DLATI0N.

SIMPLE. RELIABLE. DURABLE.
The only

safe socket for series lamps,

^f

F. VT.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

COMPOUND.
16 Sizet, 5 to 600 B. P.

GEORGE CUTTER,

Street.

HORNE, Manager

CONDENSING OR

EAST ADAMS STREET,

1

of

Engine

3,000

BOSTON.
PITTSBURGH,
CHICAGO,
PHILADELPHIA,

for

JUNIOR.
AH

6 Sizes

in

stock.

5

50

Built,

Economical,

Reliable.

Over 300

ISC, LSS

Lake

PINE BLUFFS, Ark.

SALT LAKE CITY,
BUTTE, MONT.
SAN FRANCISCO,
PORTLAND, OR.
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
ATLANTA, GA.

H. p.

sold the first year,

All the above built stnctly to Gauge with Interchangeable Pari;
Repairs Gamed in Stock. Send for Illustrated cfataloeues.

W.

D.

SARGENT,

& Sons.
& Montana

Geo. M. DlUey

46 S. Prior St.

f

" * lompkins Lo.

^"'^

Keating Imp.
C. E.

FRANK

E H. CUTLER, Treas. and Mgr.

THE ELEKTRON MFC.
and Plymouth

Cor. Jay

'^''

E.Granite St. f
Macliinery Co.
21 and SI Fremont St., Parke & Lacy Co.
33, 35N. Front St., Parke&LacyMch. Co.
36 CoUege St.,
I„. ^^ . m„„„tjn^po

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

JNO. A. BARRETT, V.Pres. and Cons. Elec.

Pres.

rfSSE
Church, i^SS
Ken-

J

Utah

S69S. MainSt.

DALLAS. TEX.

PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.A.

[
^

°'-

Street,

608 Chestnut .St., M. E. MucklS, Jr. .& Co.
.302, 301 Washington Ave. 1
™„.,,,„„uo
312 Union AvenSe.
V Fiurbanka
'^ ^°1380 Seventeenth Street, (
1619 Capitol Avenue, F. C. Aver.

DENVER,

AUTOUATIO EHQIHE CHEAPES THAH A SLIDE VALVE.

Well

Huilding,

WestinehouseBuilSing,

OMAHA,

World.

to

Hathaway

ST. LOUIS.
KANSAS CITV,

'IISh'"'^:'-

in use in all parts of the Civilized

CHICAGO.

-

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
NEW YORK,
17 C'ortlandt Street,
l w„rti„p.v,„,,™

TTi

HIGH FUEL DUTY AND SIMPLICITY.

STANDARD.

-

Ag<!nt

NON-CONDENSING.

Hot yel equaled by any form

and Economical.

WESTERN AND SOUTHERN STATES.
1

CHICAGO OFFICE. 80 Adams

Efficient

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

and the only

socket having insulating material for the outside
parts.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

620

Highly

&

Mch. Co.

James &

A.

Co.

PERRET,

Elec.

CO.,

Brooklyn, N. T.,

Sts.,

MANUFACTUEBES OF THB

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS and DYNAMOS
Small Sizes a Specialty (1-8 to 2
The

Laminated Field Magnets, Low ArmaSparking under Changes of Load, Excellent Work-

Distinctive Features are

ture Resistance,

No

H. P.)

:

manship.

InEFFICIENCY, REGULATION, SIMPLICITY and

DURABILITY
Our Fan

OUR i/iaohimes show gremt superiority.

Outfits are very

handsome and run very

still.

CAREFUL INVESTIGATION INVITED.

•II
*
Catalogues Furnished on Application.
--

L
TUBING ALL"^

Pure Sheet
Saniple-s and
^ddres^ JHE

,

_,

I

upon

.

l.™..„f..o

M.o»..bytheu=e otwh.ch

higher efficiency

Is obtained than Is
possible otherwise.

•

't^^^^i^^;-

PURPOSCS

Tfubber Etc.
prices

,

^i^-

\^^^^^ OHIO.

^
applicatioi

Br.CoODmCH
Co.
AKRON RUBBER WORKS

AKRON, OHIO.

Specialties of all kinds to order

\
\

'

,.^>

-

Send

for '(^T/tLOGUE.

—

^~

._
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EDISON SYSTEM.
BEST IN EVERY WAY.
MOST ECONOMICAL.
CHEAPEST.

SAFEST.
SIMPLEST.

MOST RELIABLE.
MOST UNIVERSAL

IN ITS APPLICATIONS.

Models of Engineering

Skill.

Handsome Investments.
Perfect satisfaction to consumers.
sold in any amount cheaper than steam power.
Current for Storage Batteries, Electro-plating, Etc.
Current to replace all Chemical Batteries.
Current for operating Electric Railways.
Absolute safety to life.
Hundreds of Stations in towns from 2,000 population to largest cities.
Perfect, Simple and Cheap Meters for sale of light or current for any use.
Only perfect underground system.

Power

CENTRAL

STATIS

Underground Systems in use since 1882, and perfectly
Fundamental Patents absolutely controlling now

—

—

ISOLATED
PLANTS.

WIRING
OF

BUILDINGS
AND

reliable.
in courts.

—

J 2
lamps 16 candles each per horse power.
Guaranteed average life 600 hours.
With Coal at $3 per ton, light as cheap as by gas at GO cents per thousand
Over 1,000 Isolated Plants in use.
No one having power can afford to use any other light.
Absolute safety from fire.

feet.

Perfect satisfaction guaranteed.
Large saving guaranteed over any gas or any other electric system.
Dynamos perfectly automatic.
Lamps perfectly uniform.
All devices incombustible.

Have your building wired while in process of construction.
Have it wired by a thoroughly responsible concern.
Have it wired by a concern you are likely to buy a plant from
Have it wired by company owning fundamental patents.
Have it wired by company having longest experience.
Have it wired with porcelain wiring devices.
Have it wired under rigorous specifications.

A

BESlMiCE

—

building

is

in

future.

better not wired than wired poorly.

Poor wiring will cause you trouble and expense forever, and
ous from fire.

is

extremely danger-

The Edison Company guarantees everything it makes, everything it does and everyAddress,
it says, and is absolutely responsible, and will be forever.

thing

UNITED EDISON MF6.
LEONARD & IZARD COMPANY,

CD.,

65 Sth

Cen'l Agents Central States,

Ave,, N. Y, City,
THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO.

-
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MOTOR
& C." ELECTRIC
NEW
GREENWICH

"C.

STREET,

402-4

EFFICIENT
ELECTRIC

31,

1889

CO.,

YORK.

AUTOMATICALLY

MOTORS.

REGULATED.

Manufactured for Arc and Incandescent Circuits.

NEW ENGLAND OFFICE:

32 Oliver Street, Boston.
Phenix Building, Chicago.

WESTERN OFFICE:

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE: 301 Arch St.
SOVTHERN OFFICE: 25 Carondelet

JOHN STEPHENSON

Street,

New

Orleans.

CO.,

]_iis^iT:ErD,

NETAT irORK.

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

^# <.^>

##/-^^

THE ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT

INDOR.BED

For Passenger Trains,

— —
Freight Trains,
Steamboats, and
Burglar Alarms. FOE SALE BY ALL JEWELERS.
BY

Tbomas

A. Edison,

Eliho Thomson,

N. S. Possons,

Edwin

J.

Bonston,

AND SCORES OF LEADING ELEGTRIGIANS.

No more

accidents from breaking in two ot trains.

In use on the

MICHIGAN CENTRAL and ROCK ISLAND, and other leading roads being
rapidly equipped.

PARRISH BROS.

&

PECK ELECTRICAL

CHICAGO OFFICE, Booms 324 & 325

Phoenix Building.

CO.,

Send for Pampliiet "ARE YOD POSTED?" to

NON- MAGNETIC WATCH
177-179 BroadwaiY, H, Y.

CO.,

August

^•^i,
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^^3»
]\

i
i Lift
i

This Okonite Boy

is

and smiling

TRADE NIARH

m

laughing

WITH

.

AT

his competitors

his customers.

x<^«

42 La

^

^
^

Salle Street

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

SEND FOR ESTIMATES.

(

{
(

August

.TOS. B. HOORE, President.
CiKO. E. FI8HEK, Secretary.

31, iS

Correspondence Solicited.

wm. H. FITXKERALD, Trrasnrer.

FlECTRIC Q OMPANY.
C OMMEBGIAL
COMPLETE ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS.
-0

ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING,

o-

We

are prepared to build and completely eqiip Cties, Towns, Buildings,
experience in engineering, building and operating Electric Light Plants,
Electric Light Plants, furnishing "High or Low Tension" Arc System, Alternating or Direst Current Incandescent Systemi, adapted to service required.
ISTine years'

^\XTf
T^ ^y^tki\ i\i\i\
\J V JdMXf ^« Ul/^UvrV

Capital has been Invested in Electric L'ght Plants, constructed under the supervision of the management of this Company (Messrs. Fisher and Fitzgerald),

"We are authorized KepresentatiTes and Contraetors for the folloTring:
manufacturers and Apparatus:
"SLATTERT" INDUCTION 8T3TEM INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
THE NEW IMPROVED "WOOD ARC LIGHT STSTEM (Formerly "American" Arc)
(Above owned and manufactured by Ft. Wayne Electric Co.)
STAR IRON TOWERS AND MAST ARMS.
C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTORS.
SAWTER MAH" INCANDESCENT LAMPS. OKONITE WIRES AND CABLES.

}

etc.,

wiih

GIVE US AlHf OPPORTUXITY OF
FIGrrRIXG

f

MANITPACTTJRERS

WITH YOU.

AND DEALERS IN

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES AND SUPPLIES.
SS-5URATI0T

l^ExSOi^RRN

AYE.,

DETROIT, MICH.

SALESROOM.

ALFRED
F. MOORE'S ELECTRICAL WIRE.
LADELPHIA, PA.
FACTORIES:
PHI

NEW HAVEN CLOCK
Electric

Established 1820.

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT.

CO.'S

Messenger and Signal Boxes, Telegraph Instruments and Annunciators.

YVARDTEB'S EliECTBIC TIHI: SYSTGIH

AND

EIiECTUICAI^ TGSTIIte OAITGES.

I.W.Golliurn& Co.'s Arc and Incandescent Electric
FACTORI ES: FITCHBUK O,

Lifriit

Dynamos and Lamps.

ISdCA^SS,

Electrical Material direct from the First and Best Manufacturers at Factory Price) and of Superior Quality Only, the Result of
the Best Machinery, and Skilled Workmen. Seid for Pocket Price List and Catalogues of E7ery Description of Electrical Supplies.

Combining a Full Supply of

C. A.

—

HARMOUNT, western

Wabash

agent, 315 to 321
I*remixx>t Sli.li3xx3.exi.t a.t X*aotor:y

J. B.

YOUNG,

Ave.,

Long Experience,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

*r±<3eis.
B. K. JAMISON, Vice-President.

President and Treas.

SOLAR CARBON

tt

MFC. COMPANY,

69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Process Patented.
Well Selected and Good CARBONS made from Natural Gas.
BATTERY CARBONS OF AIL SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTY.
Office, No.

Western

Office, 1

75 Randolph

£

Special Discounts on Large Orders.

Street, Chicago.

UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS.
DR. GASSNER'S

DRY RATTERY

Experts acknowledge it to be the best open circuit battery in the market, most durable and convenient.
Telephone, Railroad and Fire and Police Signal Companies use them largely. Bell
hangers say it kills their trade, as they cannot charge for renewals. Physicians love them. Highest testimonials.

For Sale by

Write

for Circulars.

THE WESTERN ELECTRIC CO
j

VITAIiIS

HinnBR,

Manaeer.

And CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS, San

Francisco, Cal.

|

A.SCHOVERLINC,
111 CliaillberS

St.,

-

NEW YORK.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC
Chicago Office,
N. Y. Office, 35

Broadway.

I

I

CO.,

Metropolitan Block.

Boston, 105

Summer

St.

Cincinnati, Carlisle BIdg.

THE MATHER INCANDESCENT SYSTEM.
Superior to
*l"lM,(

ail otiiers in efficiency

and

reliability of

Lamps and Dynamos.

I>tl>>l'1l«<ll
iiitiui'ti'WMr

From one-half horse-power upward, for constant potential circuits, perfectly selfregulating without special mechanism. Motors also for constant current circuits. Motors
wound for any desired potential.

August

31,

WESTERN ELECT klLlAW.

i88y

mmmi imm

to,,

PITTSBURGH, PA.
DISTRIBUTION
187

BY ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

Central Station Plants, with an aggregate Capacity of 328^000
Lamps sold to July 1, 1889.

1

6 Candle Power

THE UNITED STATES

ELECTRIC LIGHTING

CO.,

(Leased and Operated by the Westinghouse Electric Co.)

SALES DEPARTMENT: 120 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK.

COMPLETE ISOLATED PLANTS, ARC OR INCANDESCENT,
Unsurpassed

for Desig-n, Construction

and

Efficiency.

SAWYEE-MAN ELECTRIC

CO.,

(Leased and Operated by the Westinghouse Electric Co.)

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS AND SUPPLIES
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
CORRESPONDENCE WITH DEALERS

INVITED.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

August

31,

TELEPHONE SUPPLIES

1889

I

SWITCH BOARDS AND MAGNETOS,
Patterson Cable, Aerial and Undersround,

<

DISQUE IE CLANCHE BATTERY.
Recent Tests show that our Disque Le Clanche Battery
in

is

the best

the market.

INSULATORS, BRACKETS, PINS,

Hard Drawn Copper and Galvanized Iron Wires, and
OflB.ce

NEW

other

and Line Supplies.

WESTERN ELECTRIC
CHICAGO.

all

YORK.

LONDON.

CO.,

ANTWERP.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO, AUGUST

Vol. V.

New Incandescent

Switch Board.

has recently been
Klectrie eon\pany in the station of the Holley
The plant
Klectrie company of llolley, N. V.
consists of two 350 light incaiulescent dynamos
which are run in series. The total electromotive
The lamps on the circnit are
force is 220 volts.
It will be .seen that
connected in series of two.
the electromotive force is the same as that geniiijj

erally nsed in the three-wire .system,

liib rooms, 10,5
lunch at the Chicago hJcrtrii
2
to
o'clock, and to
.\dams street, from
spend the remaining hours before train time in
The carriages will dedriving about the city.

al

for coiuniurcial li),'htinstalled by the Western

All iiu-aiulcscciil plant

and can be

safely inlrotlnced into stores and residences.
The difference between the three-wire system and
this sy.stem is that the third or nentral wire is
omitted.
This has the advantage of saving con-

siderable copper in mains and branches, and
The only dismakes the system more flexible.

(

1

i

posit the delegates at the railroail depot, corner
of llarri.son street and Fifth avenue prom|)tly at
5 1'. .\i., so that the ilelegates will be in |)lenty
time for their train al 5;, 50.

tak-

ing

The

lighting,
or
residence
consideration.
everything
into

accompanying

illustration

represents

Fair.

The meeting of represtntatives of the elecC!hicago to take action on the
project of holding the world's fair in the metropolis

of

the west, was held
rooms .\ug. 23d.

Electric club

at the Chicago
Chairman Sunny

It will probably conThursday, when guests
will be entertained by the Northwestern Telephone Exchange company. The usual number
of papers will be read and discussed.
The secretary announces that the special vestibule train
for Minneapolis is now an assured fact, and will
leave Jersey City at 9:15 a. m., Sunday, Sept. 8.
The train will be composed entirely of new
cars, illuminated by electric lights throughout.
The dining car will be manned by a picked
corps of waiters, and the "composite" car will
contain a libra- y, bath-room and barber shop.
The whole train will run through to Minneapolis without change, and will be accompanied by
an agent of the Pennsylvania Railroad company,
who promises to leave nothins undone to promote
the comfort and pleasure of the party. The train
will take on passengers at Philadelphia, Harrisburg, Altoona and Pittsburgh, and arrive at Chicago about
A.
M.,
Monday, Sept. 9.
9
That day will be spent in Chicago, and at 5:30
r. M., the
start will be made for Minneapolis,
which will be reached at 8 a. m., on Tuesdav,
Sept. 10. the opening day of the convention.
It will be noticed that the eastern delegates
who go by this train will spend eight hours in
Chicago on Sept. 9.
The Chicago
and
Central Union Telephone companies have taken
advantage of this opportunity to extend an invitation to the delegates to partake of an inform-
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The committees were instructed to report for
work immediately. Subscription books have already been furnished, and the members of the
several committees are hard at work canvassing
their several departments and booming the enterprise.

WKSrKR.S KI.ECTKIC K.MPI.OVKS ORGAMZK.
of the Western Electric company,
Chicago, to the number of 600, assembled at the
factory last week, and organized to take an acThe movetive part in the world's fair project.
ment was wholly the work of the men, and all
were thoroughly enthusiastic. D. H. lumperson and Solomon Thatcher, jr., of the general
committee were present »nd addressed the men.
They were enthusiastically received. Represenepartment were entrusted with
tatives of each

Employes

eleventh meeting of the National Telephone Exchange association will convene at the
West Hotel, Minneapolis, Minn., Tuesday,
A.

Wire

(leorge Cutter, (I. 15. Bailey.
Mniiii/itdiirers
Incandaceiit A/i/iaraliis
K.
Izard, (1. O. Fairbanks, C. C. Warren.
Alt Apfiiiraliis Miiiiii/iitluriTs .Mex. Kempt,
Martin.
I'. W. Home, John I,.

—

National Telephone Convention.

1 1

—

l.ij^htiii);
Companies (J. H.
Oorton, O. I'. I'crry, C. C.

ask ins.

.Miscillaiii'ous

The

at

1 1

K. S.

A. Knapp, E. A. Sperry, Eoree liain.
Moliir .\faiiii/afliircrs T. V. Bailey, C.
Barclay, A. H. Lewis.

attached.
The front of the rheostat, too,
is covered
with glass, preventing dirt and dust
from entering the bo.x, and at the same time
allowing ready inspection.
The instruments
shown to the right and left are voltmeters connecting to the general distributing points respectively to the commercial circuit and the street
lamp circuit. The switches near the lower eilge
of the switch board are the circuit switches. The
whole system is complete in every detail and the
work is put up in excellent shape.

10,

Stalion

'J'i-/ffi/itiii,Companies
Payne, Elemon Drake.

are

in

Ci'iilml

Wilmerding,

trical interests of

The cut
switchboard for this central station.
shows the governing rheostat above the latest
\Ve.slern Klectrie company's ammeter.
This rheostat is non-combustible. It consists
of a cast iron frame provided with porcelain insulators, to which the Cerman silver wire coils

Sept.
tinue

sidered followed, in which .Messrs. I.. .\1. liarton, C. II. Wilson, Alex. Kempt, !•'. K. I)e({eiihardt, and ('hairnian Sunny participated. It was
agreed that the electrical interests of Chicago
should become thoroughly interested in the
movement, as its success meant much to the
prosperity of the western enterprises. The committee reported the following nominations for

committees:

The World's

advantage in operating under this system is
one lamp should be switched out
that if
or burned out, the other lamp of the series will
This, however, appears
also be extinguished.
store
to be a very small disadvantage for
lighting

No. 9

31, 1889.

the organization of their associates.

M.

session until

Electric

Lights for

Windsor Theater,

ChicaRO.

NEW INCANDESCENT SWITCH

ItuARI*.

the committee appointed by Mayor Cregier,
to
order and outlined
called the meeting
the plan of raising funds and securing the exposition.
The following resolution was unaniof

mously adopted:
That we, as representatives of elecindorse the project of
holding the world's exposition of 1S92 in the
city of Chicago, and that we will render our
proportionate aid in the undertaking, financially
"A'lwA-tv/,

The Windsor theater. Chicago, which has just
been rebuilt, will be illuminated by electric lights
throughout. The Chicago Edison company has
been awarded the contract to furnish the entire
plant, including boiler, engine and all other apThe contract
paratus as well as the dynamos.
calls for Soo lights, the distribution of which
Portico, 75; main entrance,
will be as follows:
50: footlights, 50: borders. 120; bunch lights,
48; clusters, 6: sounding board, 120; sun light,
50: boxes, 36; orchestra, 10: basement dressing
rooms, 50: rigging, ground rows, painter's bridge,
The rear of the house under the 'oaletc., 71.
will have 63 lamps, while in the balcony
there will be 45.
.\n So horse power Russell engine will be installed to drive two 25,000 watt Edison dynamos. This power plant will be placed under the
Westminster hotel approaching the theater. Resistance boxes will be placed under the stage
and will be controlled from the stage switchboard, at which place also there will be switches
to control the lights in every part of the house.
The house is now being wired by the Edison
company, and the plant will be in operation

trical industries, heartily

cony

and otherwise."
Dr. George W. Whitefield wrote the committee; "Please count me with you. although unI wish to
avoidably absent from the meeting.
express myself heartily in favor of any move to
secure tiie world's fair for Chicago in iSgz, and
shall be glad to do everything I can to ad the
good work."
An informal discussion of details to be con-

about Sept.

ist.
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Magnetic Leakage

Slattery Alternating Current Meter.
The accompanying cuts illustrate a new alterternate current meter invented by M. M. M.
The device conSlattery of Fort Wayne, Ind.
sists of the combination of a fixed primary coil,
a closed secondary coil of low resistance, a revolving cylinder of electrical conducting material,
carrying disks of magnetic material, a retarding
device,

and mechanism

for counting

and

indi-

Fig. i
cating the revolutions of the cylinder.
shows the relative arrangement of the parts. In
the cut the coil on the outside is the primary.

BY PROF. H.

S.

in

Dynamos.

CARHART.

known

that certain forms of field
attachments favor leakage of
The exact
lines of force more than others.
amount of such leakage I have determined in
two cases, due in one to projecting steel and iron
It is

well

magnets or

their

studs and in the other to the iron bedplate. The
two machines experimented on are of the Mather
and Edison type respectively. The former is
a small dynamo of from 400 to 500 watts capac-

August

i?89

31,

sistance being connected across the terminals to
measure potential difference. Two determinations were made; first, with the machine as a
self-e.xciting shunt dynamo; and, second, when
separately excited by a storage battery of 31
cells, giving 62}^ volts at the time.
The following table exhibits the results:

Speed
I

steel

1

Brass

1

Separately excl'ed.

-elf exciting.

1

Volti

|

1

3610
35iO

1

1

81 6!)
114.74

Gain

^

Speed

1

39.4

1

Volte
1

1

1

1

3-5)
3700

1

|

79.01
87.10

f

Qtia

1

10 3

1

In both cases the speed with the brass studs
was somewhat lower than when the iron ones
were used. The gain will be perhaps better exhibited by estimating the total number of lines
of force passing through the armature in the
several cases.
The voltage in the table has been
corrected in the case of self-excitation, for the
loss in the armature itself, due to the current required to excite the field. The voltage given is
therefore the total e. m. f. generated in the armature; the loss in the voltmeter being so small
as to be negligible.
Using the formula found in

Thomson's
p.

350,

"Dynamo-Electric

third

which

edition,

Machinery,"
is,

N=

EXio«

p—

which N is the total number of lines cut, E the
e. m. f. generated, n the speed per second, and
C the total number of wires on the armature,
counting entirely round the periphery [in this
case 76S], we have for the two cases of self-excitation 190,000 and 252,000 lines respectively.
in

The apparent gain

SLATTERY ALTERNATING CURRENT iMETER.

and carries the current to be measured. Only
one edge of the secondary conductor appears in
It might be well to state that
the illustration.
this inner and closed conductor, although referred to as a

coil, is, in reality,

a copper casting

moulded in the form of a continuous shell,
conforming somewhat with the general shape of
the cylinder, and then sawed so as to present
first

combination of parallel rectangles held in
form by an uncut mid-rib. The position of this
inner closed coil relative to the outer coil is such
a

that its central plane cuts the central plane of
the primary coil at an angle of about 45 degrees.
Within the closed coil the cylinder revolves on a
light vertical shaft in a manner similar to an

and was built by a student in the physical
laboratory; the latter is a No. 2 Edison machine
of 5,000 watts capacity.
The field magnet of the small machine was
cast in one piece and the opening between the
poles was bored out to a diameter of about 3}^
inches.
The leakage was due to four steel
studs, at first used to support the brass yokes,
forming bearings for the armature shaft, and to
four small iron bolts by which the field magnet
was attached to the wood base.
The steel studs were screwed into holes tapped
out on the side of the pole pieces. Those on

ity,

is therefore
62,000 or 32.6
per cent. In other words, this small machine has
its capacity increased 32.6 per cent, by substituting the brass studs for steel and iron.
It
would be an error, however, to suppose the leakage was actually 62,000 lines; for as the machine
is self-exciting and the field magnet was magnetized much below the saturation point, any increase in the magnetic lines passing through
the armature increased the e. m. f. generated,
which in turn increased the ampere-turns round
Thus a part of the 62,000
the field magnet.
lines was due to this cumulative effect on the

field.

This will be exhibited more clearly if we estimate the number of lines with the field sepaApplying the foregoing formula
rately excited.
we have, for the iron and brass studs respectiveThe gain in this
ly, 164,600 and 184,100 lines.
case

is

19,000

lines,

or

11.2

per cent.

This,

an ordinary electric motor. The
of extremely thin sheet copper,
capped at its ends with thin plates of

armature
cylinder

in

is

made

and is
aluminum

for lightness and strength.
The iron
disks of magnetic material, the edges of which
show in the cut on the outer surface of the copper
cylinder, are so placed as to revolve in their
own planes. On the upper end of the cylinder
shaft is a small worm, which engages and actuates a train of gear wheels operating the hands
upon the dials and indicating the number of
revolutions made by the cylinder.
A fan on
the lower end of the shaft constitutes the retarding device.
The passage of the alternating current through
the primary coil creates by induction a secondary current of like nature, but contrary movement in the secondary coil. The cylinder occupies the relation of a secondary coil and receives
currents by induction from each of the coils.
'I'hcrefore, being free to turn, it obeys that force
which is the resultant of all the attractions and
repulsions operating between the electrical currents induced in it and those (lowing in the two
The effect of this force is to revolve the
coils.
cylinder in the direction of movement from the
secondary coil toward the primary coil across the
least angle between their planes.
In an analogous manner the soft-iron disks are subjected
at once to the magnetic attractions and repulsions of the two fields of force surrounding the
The resultant force tends to turn the
coils.
disks in the direction in which the cylinder is
impelled by the electrical attractions and repulsiohs to which its currents are subjected.
The
number of revolutions of the cylinder, as shown
by the dial-hands, therefore indicates the measure
of the current which has passed through the
outer coil within a given time.

FIG

2.

SLATTERY ALTERNATING CURRENT METER.

3H

the pulley side were
inches long, and those
on the commutator side
inches.
Each pair
was 4'/i inches apart. Their smallest diameter
was J^ inches, except the outer threaded end,
which was slightly smaller. The bolts in the
base were a little over 3 inches apart, 2J';j
inches long, and were made of )-2 inch wrought

5^

iron,

These studs were all replaced with brass and
the gain was determined by running the machine
without a load, the voltmeter of 7,000 ohms re-

therefore, represents the actual leakage through
the steel and iron studs.
Two series of measurements of currents and
e. m. f. were taken, first with iron studs and then
with brass.
The resulting characteristic curves
exhibit throughout a difference similar to that

estimated above.
In the Edison machine the iron bedplate is
always appreciably magnetized when the field

magnet

is

excited.

age through the

This indicates some leakspace between the pole

25 ^ inch

J

•

August

31,

pieces and
zinc,

on a

riic
l>;;ise

str<inn ly

have
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nient.
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tlie

l)e<l|)late

wliirli

is lille<l

in witli

dynamo was dismounted, and was set
made of 2 incli pine plank, donbled and

screwed

('are

tcijjetlier.

was taken

to

plane surface and lo secure a proper align
'j'lu' niai'liine ran
well on its exlenipolase. No lo.ul was pul on, llie only ciirrcnl
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KmU station will have a brick
stack 100 feet liigli.
Reference to the
plans will enable the reader to obtain some idea
of the arrangement of the machinery within the
buildings.
The dyu.nno room in boili stations is in the
second slury, dirivlly over llie engine room,
iron trusses.

(lependently, or

smoke

eoMunon.

U

The

any numhcr may
bollcri. will lie iH

l)c

feel

UKcd
luni{

in

by

62 inches diameter, and e.ich one will have 55
.(inch tubes.
The settincK will be of brick. All
the boilers will be built to carry a re){ulur prensure of 100 lbs., anil be tested to 150 Ibn.
Two
imli-prndent feed pumps in each station willsupply the boilers.
The engines will be of the iiorizonl.il automatic type, each one of 150 hor»e
power. They will run at 230 revolutions |K;r
tninnle, with a steam pressure of 100 lbn.
Kai.li
engine will have twrj di;uble belt <lrivint( pullcyK
of (iH inches diameier and 22 inches face.
I!y

arrangement of double bell pidleys cai:h
cugnie drives, if desired, four dynamos. All the
engines in a station exhaust into a heater ami
purifier.
The electrical e(|uipmcnt for these
stations has not yet been deci<led upon.
'I'hc
contracts for the construction of the North Side
and the two West Side station buildings have
been let lo I'eter Welter of (,'hicago.
Idc &
Son of SpringfieUl, III., were the successful bidders for the entire steam plants of the three
.stati(jns named.
They have also the privilege
this

I'.

of eijuipping the fourth station.

1'?

r

may be

stated, in regard to the steam equipof the ('hicago city stations, that it is not
the intention of City Electrician Harrett to make
It

ment

a permanent installation of a number of comparatively small high-speed engines.
While the
plants will all be equipped at the start as described, just as soon as possible it is intended
to replace the small engines in each plant by two
largL compound engines, one of which will alone
be sufficient to carry the whole of the station's
load.
The second engine will be used as a reserve.
The small engines which will be displaced are to be used in such outlying stations
as may be erected in the future.

o

E

CUICAC.I

W

G

C

I

rrrv electric light stati"

that necessary to produce its
At a speed of 1760 revolutions per
niiiuite, the total e. m. f. generated with iron
and wood base was 154 and 163.62 volts respectively.
The total number of conductors
round the armature is in this case 348. Thereforeapplying the formula there were 1,510,000
and 1,605,000 lines of force cut by tlie armature,
or a gain of 95,000 lines by the removal of the
cause of leakage, an increase of 6.25 per cent.
It is not of course to be imagined that the efficiency of these machines is increased by any
such per cent, as indicated by the gains due to
removal of magnetic leakage. The capacity of
the machines is increased by this amount, and a
saving is certainly effected in two ways. One

furnished

own

Type-Setting Machine Operated by
an Electric Motor

Iieing

field.

which

is

on the ground

down

engine room is shown; in
dynamo room. The steam plant is

plan, therefore, the

the other the

construction for a
the other is
the saving in
produce the
reipiisite field. IJoth of these items are of enough
importance to be taken into account in designing a first class dynamo.
is

the .saving in

machine of any

I

material

The dynamos

fioor.

directly to the engines.
The general
and relative arrangement of these two rooms is
practically the same in each station.
In one

belt

The publishers of the Chicago Eviiiiii^ Journal have recently installed a Thomson-Houston
motor for running a "Thorne type-setting machine."
It consists principally of two iron cylinders about i» inches in diameter and 30 inches
in length, mounteil vertically one above the other
on the same a.\is. There is a series of vertical
grooves running the entire length of cylinders,

of

COAL

reiiuired capacity;
energy recpiired to

Chicago City Electric Light Stations.
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The accompanying plans show the general arrangement of two of the four electric light stations which are to be erected in Chicago as
additions to the present city street lighting sys.All the stations will be of the same general
tem.
design, the aim of the city electrician being to
have them as much alike as possible.
The
North Side station on the corner of Chicago
avenue and Sedgwick street is now in process of
erection.
The station on the Lake Front from
which it was intended the South Side should be
supplied with lights would have been under way
had not an injunction been i.ssued restraining
the city from erecting it on the s]H)t which had
been ileciiled upon. The two West Sitle stations
will be located, one on the corner of Rice and
Lincoln streets, the other on Throop street near

\an Huren
The plans presented herewith

are of the

'

o\

.J

L
ttes.-f/i.t

etccf.ai^

CHICAGO CITV EI.KCTRIC LIGin- STATIONS.

Lake

Front station and the one on the North Side.
The buildings will be of brick. .\ slate roof supported by iron trusses will cover that portion of
each building in which dynamos and engines are
located.
The roofs of the boiler rooms will be of
corrugated iron, and will also be supported by

—

on the ground
station will have

floor

in

both stations.
Each
and four high-speed

five boilers

automatic engines.

The boilers will be of "s inch steel, and of
the horizontal tubular type
Pipe connections
will be made so that one boiler mav be used in-

and the upper cylinder revolving with an intermittent motion, the grooves in it are brought
directly over those in the lower cylinder. .\ line
of type, as it comes from the form, is slipped
into any groove in the upper cylinder, which, as
it

revolves, drops each piece of type into

its re-

J
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spective groove in the lower cylinder, the operation being effected by a system of notches cut
in the side of each type, and which notches correspond to a ward placed at the upper end of
The operthe grooves on the lower cylinder.
ator sits in front of a large keyboard somewhat
resembling a typewriter, and by depressing a key
causes the lowest type in the corresponding
groove of the lower or "setting" cylinder to drop
outward on a rapidly revolving disk which carries it to an opening in a sort of guard rail surrounding the disk, and delivers it upon a moving
belt, on which it is carried to a lifter which raises
it into a long setting stick directly in front of the
This setting stick terminates in a jusoperator.
tifying stick at the operator's left, and a second
A section
operator does the work of justifying.
of the composed type is drawn to the mouth of
the justifying stick, and is justified with spaces
taken from a case containing channels for the

Tower Lighting

in Detroit.

floor of solid

EV TOUR.

The

beautiful city of Detroit, between Lakes
Clair and Erie, is situated on the Detroit
river, and has a frontage of a little over seven
miles and an area of twenty-one and one-half
square miles, yet from one end to the other, for
streets, boulevards, parks, and even alleys, not
one gas jet is used, the arc electric light having
entirely supplanted all other means of artificial
illumination, and in such a thoroughly successful way as to leave nothing to be desired.
St.

As may be surmised

was not accom-

this

all

plished in a day; years were required to bring
the system to its present state of perfection.
Seven years ago the first electric light was introduced for street illumination in Detroit.
It was, however, the first city in the world to
adopt electric lighting extensively, and conseit
has had more experience than any
and to-day, as a result of that experience,
coupled with the great push and enterprise of
the company which has furnished the service
from the first, it stands without an equal as a
thoroughly lighted city.
The Brush Electric Light company of Detroit
has achieved this great success, and to Wells W.
Leggett, president of the company, a great part
of the credit is due.
Mr. Leggett was formerly
of the firm of Leggett & Leggett of Cleveland,
Ohio, who took out the original Chas. F. Brush
patents.
The tower system of lighting is used,
and although some pole lights are used at special points through the city, there are now in
use 141 towers, upon which are 573 arc lights;

quently
other,

FIG

I.

— DUMAIS

SOOT AND SPARK ARRESTER.

different spaces and the hyphen, the lowest of
which are partially pushed out by ejectors worked

with

a treadle.

It is

and
ems per hour, two
work of six men.
will distribute

claimed that the machine

set type at the rate of 6,000
girls

and a boy doing the

The Dumais Soot and Spark

Arrester.

The accompanying

cuts illustrate the Dumais
soot and spark arrester.
It is well known that
a moving body in a smoke flue is most effective
in destroying sparks and soot ascending the
flue.
The main difficulty with a stationary

device

is

that

it

soon becomes

clogged

and

therefore seriously interferes with the draft.
The Dumais arrester which is shown in Figs.
I and 2, acts on a new
Its action is
principle.
readily seen by reference to the cuts.
The arrester consists of a hollow cone into which the
gases pass.
By the centrifugal force of the

the number of pole lights in use is 146, making
The towers are mainly 150 feet
a total of 719.
high, and average four lights each, but a few at
central points are 175 feet high, and have six
lights each.
The effect of this myriad of lights suspended
over the city can never be realized until seen.
To one approaching the city at night, the appearance is that of an immense number of clusters
of stars suspended over the city, while to one
within the city the appearance is that of a beautiful moonlight night, with the added feature of
its

in

continuing from dusk until

dawn every night

the year.
It is true

that some people strongly oppose
tower lighting, but to those who have had the
opportunity of seeing this revelation in city
lighting it has been better than a thousand sermons, and they have gone away with the knowledge that there is in this system more than they

had dreamed

A

wood

SJ-i

I

31,

inches thick, this

latter

being composed of planks 8x2, laid on edge and
spiked solidly together, with a ys inch diagonal
floor on top.
The ground floor is used entirely for the engine and boiler rooms, the latter being in the
rear.
A side track from the railroad passes
through the boiler room.
The second floor which does not extend over
the boiler room, is used entirely for the dynamo
room. The boilers used are of the regular tubular style, there being eight now in use; Mur-

& Butnam settings are used, and the fuel is
exclusively soft slack.
The engines used are of several makes and
sizes; one Cummer of 300 horse power; two
Wright, of 250 horse power each; five Ball, three
of which are 100 horse power each, and two of
80 horse power each, and one Payne of 80 horse
Kensington feed water heaters, Worthpower.
phy

ington duplex pumps, and an Edson recording
steam gauge are used.
The three larger engines drive each a line shaft

FIG. 2.

— DUMAIS

SOOT AND SPARK ARRESTER.

which runs in a pit in the floor, the centers of
these being a little below the floor line, all three
being lined to one common center so as to allow
theuseofend clutch couplings if desired; on
these line shafts are Eclipse clutch pulleys, from
which belts run directly to the dynamos on the
second floor, the clutches being operated from
the dynamo room, thus giving the attendants
complete control of the dynamos.
The engines of 80 and 100 horse power, each
drive two dynamos direct.
The dynamos are
raised about 18 inches from the floor for ease of
handling, and to allow of flooding the whole floor
with water in case of fire, water-pipes with quick
opening valves being provided for this purpose

and raised flanges inclosing

belt

openings

to

prevent the escape of the water.

of.

slight idea of the results obtained

this plant

August

can be had when

through

known

that in the
city of Detroit there are upwards of 4,000 street
intersections, which would require by the intersection plan at least 2,000 lights, while there are

now

in use only

is

it

719 lights.

It is

a demonstrated

that the most successful lighting is that
which is the most uniform, though it may be of

fact

a lower average than some
use of over 2,000 lights, if

DUMAIS SOOT AND SPARK ARRESTEK.

revolving cone the gases are driven into contact
with the edges of the rings of the cone.
The motion of the arrester constantly frees
the passage from any deposits of soot.
The

other plan; still the
on the intersection
plan, would fail to produce such a uniform and
satisfactory light as the tower system with 719
lights.
Those who are in the habit of driving
at night have realized the blinding effect of arc
lights at a street intersection and the blind driving that has followed for half a block when the
arc light has been passed.
The tower system
would commend itself to them should they enjoy a drive through the beautiful residence
streets of Detroit.

carefully
worked out. It will be seen that the ball bearing l''ig5. 3 and 4 which sujiports the weight of
the entire arrester relieves the joints almost
entirely from friction, and requires no lubrication.
The arrester therefore will be rotated by a very

One of the noticeable features of the light
furnished uy these towers, is that it reflects and
is diffused exactly as daylight or moonlight, so
that while many places are shut off entirely from
direct light by buildings or trees, yet the reflected and diffused light penetrates to such an
extent as to make all objects clear and dis-

slight draft.

tinct.

details

The

of

this

machine have

been

whole is supported in a
rectangular frame and can be securely adjusted
in place in a few minutes.
Circular frames for
iron smoke stacks are also made.
The regulating action of this arrester is marked, and makes
the draft uniform.
It is claimed that one of
these arresters in the l^hienix building, Chicago,
effects a saving of nearly a ton of coal per diem.
Lyman & Warren of Chicago are the manufacturers.

arrester as a

Until a year ago the station that operated this
plant was located near the heart of the city, but
as the company needed more room to accommodate its growing business, a new station was
built about two miles from the center of the city,
and near one of the railroads.

The new station, which now has over 1,300
arc light capacity, is one of the finest in the
country, the building being of brick, with a
ground Hoor of brick and cement, and a second

FIG. 4

— DUMAIS

The dynamos

SUUT AND SPARK ARRESTER.

are all Brush "sixty lighters,"
with the exception of those which are of a smaller size.
The circuits for city lighting average
over ten miles in length, as many are over fifteen miles, while some are even twenty and
twenty-two miles long.
The towers used are of the style manufactured by the Detroit Tower company; they are
built of 2 inch pipe in 8 foot trussed sections of
triangular form, a sufficient number of these
sections being used to reach the total height desired, the whole being supported 14 feet above
the ground on one standard of 8 inch pipe, and
stayed with wire cables in four directions to guy
There are elevators in these towers
posts.
which have weights attached to the down cable
to balance the trimmers who can consequently
ascend or descend by standing in the elevator
and giving a slight push down or up on the main
structure or brace rods.
As the towers stand on
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leg, Ihcy arc scarcely noticeahle among the
trees in the resulciice portion, while in the busi-

one

is no truiilile in locating them
wherever needed.
Joseph IC. I, ocUwood, who was formerly with
the United States lOlectric Lighting company of
New Vork, and recently general manager of the

ness portion there

'I'homson-llotiston ICIectric Light company of
Detroit, is now the general manager and electrician of the Hrnsh ICIectrie Light company, and

ELECTRICIAN.

lights, when snow, hail or sleet storms
although they are desir.ible under all
circumstances, on account of the protection
which they offer wire or cable. The "Jumbo"
pulley is used for pidlingup large arc lights into
position after trimming, etc.
The "Medium"
pulley is designed for ordinary arc lights, while

out-door
prevail,

"Midget" pulley is ada|)le<l to iniandes( ent
lamps that are used out of doors.
Heretofore nnich trouble has been experienced
in operating out of door lights which have been
linl
imperfectly protected from r.iin, sleet or

the

moisture.
The new arc light hood, I'ig. 5, is ilesigned to obviate this trouble, as it thoroughly
It is so
covers anil |)rotects the top of a lamp.

(%

curved so as to eiiiiforni to the Hhapc:
of the body, anil provided with a KJiouldcr Htrap.
Tliey will hold enough carbons to last the trimmer a lomplete round on an ordinary trip.
of leather

ton,

Hillside Coal

I'a.,

lAI !

IS

it is eviilcnt thai under his management this excellent |)lant will lose none of the enviable distinction it has so well earneil.

New

Electrical Specialties.

The accompanying cuts illustrate a number
of new electrical devices which have been introduced by the l*",lectrical Supply company of ChiThe general progress in electric lighting.
cago.

I

h:S. 2

The
mincH.
present constructing un electric railroad to take the place
of the mule trains that are now used for carrying
its

at
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constructed that the water runs off evenly and
does not interfere with the operation of the lamp.
Through the center of the hood is a stem which
rests in the lamp and prevents the hood it.self
from being shaken or coming in contact with the
wires and causing a short circuit.
The stem also
projects about three inches above the top of the
liood, thus precluding the po.ssibility (jf water
leaking down into the lamp.
There is a strong
protection in the inside of the hood, which,

should

In

contemplates lnlro(lui:ing electricity on

<a\

ANIl 3

iV

a l.irge scale in the operation of

sitiTPfioorpuiiti',

II.'

Road

Electric

The

and thrown to the ground, will
from being dented or broken.
The new Commercial lamp arm, F'ig. 6, is
designed for hanging arc lights from the sides of
buililings at a convenient distance from the wall.
The device is strong and ornamental, and designed to be adjusted to a brick wall by means

4.

NEW

EI.ECTKICAI. SIKCIAI.TIES.

is

will

El,F.(;'rRl<:AI.

from the lamp
prevent any part

any time be jostled

1'..

The road

165 feet underground, and
be 1,500 feet long.
At present twelve mules
and as many drivers and runners are emplrjycd
to take the cars from the head rif the slope to
the bottom of the shaft. When the electric road
is completed these will be done away with, and
one motor car will draw twenty loaded cars o%'er
the distance at the rate of eight miles per hour.
It is estimated that it will save the company an
expense of $20 per day. The trolley wire is not
coal.

SI'ECIAI.TIES.

overhead but at one side of the car, and at an
average height of three feet above it.
Fifty incandescent lights will illuminate the line of the
road and the other busy avenues of work in the
Three lights will be placed on the motor
mine.
car.
If the use of electricity proves as successthought, it will be adopted by
ful as it is
the company in all its mines. This is the second

both arc and incandescent, has createil a demand
for new devices to fill new reiinirements, as well
as reduce to a minimum the labor and inconvenience attendant upon the installation and maintenance of an electric light plant. The Glass
Insulating Knob, Fig. i, possesses atlvantages
which linemen will readily appreciate. Insulators which absorb moisture become worthless.
This objection is overcome in the new device,
which it is claimed loses none of its qualities.

KIC. 7.

NEW

ELECTRICAl, Si'EClALllES.

not even when considerably chipped or broken.
The general use of arc lights for outside purposes has created a demand for a sleet proof
pulleys which will effectually prevent rain, snow
or sleet from touching the pulley wheel or cable,
and freezing sufficiently to make the wire stick
and operate with difficulty at inopportune times.
Fig. 2, 3 and 4 represent the Fletcher sleet
proof pulley, which are especially adapted for

NEW

ELECIRICAI. SPKCIALTIES.

of long screws and an expansion bolt.
The wall
is first drilled
and plugged, and the bolt expanded in the plug. This holds the lamp arm
firmly, and becomes practically a part of the
building.
Fig. 7 shows an arc lamp supported
by the Commercial lamp arm, protected by the
arc lamp hood, and hung by Fletcher's insulating lamp hanger.
A neat design in linemen's carbon cases is
shown in Fig. S. These cases are made entirely

mine in Pennsylvania in which electricity has
been adopted for railroad and lighting purposes.
Complaints arc t>eing made respecting the lighting of
the underground railway nations at London.
.\ correspondent sa>"S that the Royal r)ak Station, being connected
Railway,
electrically
lighted,
Great
Western
is
with the
and therefore 5atisfactor%*,wtereas at Victoria and the three
K»'nsington s'ations the gas Umps arc mockeries which
grow dimmer 3S midnight approaches. This economical
darkness, however, is not peculiar to the stations named

;

.
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Mr. Brown is tempted to end the
horrible busj^ess by plunging a knife into Kemmler's heart, or by killing him as an ox is slaughAs
tered, he will not be so greatly to blame.
the whole proceeding is to be kept from the public, of course he need not fear criticism.
meanwhile,
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A RESIDENT of Eau Claire, Wis., has begun an
action against the Wisconsin Telephone company for $10,000 damages. It appears that during a thunder storm the residence of the plaintiff
was struck by lightning, and this action of the
elements is attributed to the presence of a telephone wire which passed over the roof. Plaintiff asserts the company maintained the wire in
that position without his permission.
The case
will undoubtedly prove highly interesting if ever
brought to trial. It is suggested that the plaintiff must prove that the
lightning entered his
building by reason of the presence of the wire,
and that the wire alone attracted it, and thereby
caused the damage. This would open a field of
inquiry as interesting as that of electrical executions.
The question will undoubtedly be raised
whether telephone companies stringing wires
over buildings can be held responsible for injury to the structure arising from the action of
the elements upon these wires.

31, iS

expose himself to this consequence of the
of travel might be allowed to do so
undisturbed by the state.
Other persons, however, should be protected from the perils attend-

to

new mode

ant upon the rapid locomotion.
Spectators by
the wayside were liable to brain trouble after
merely watching the passing steam cars. Therefore the railway and cars should be concealed
from view by close board fences at least five
yards high. All things considered, a still better
way of protecting the subjects of the Bavarian
crown would be to forbid altogether the construction of the railway."
What would these
learned gentlemen think had an attempt been
made in their time to introduce an electric railway with a 30 second gait?

Western

enterprise

vigorous manner in

is

well illustrated

which the Chicago

by the

city au-

pushing the project for a more complete electric street lighting system. Only a year
ago the city undertook the establishment of its
thorities are

own electric light system. The fact that it was one
of the firstextensive underground arc systems lent
additional interest to the enterprise.
The recent
appropriation of over $300,000 to still further
ex .end the system, and the energy displayed in
the establishment of the new city arc light stations is evidence of the satisfaction of the people
and their desire for an extension of the system.
In this issue plans and a general description of
two of the new city stations are presented.
These four stations will constitute a nucleus for
a system that will be gradually extended until
the entire city is provided with electric lights.
The stations are all designed after the same genthough they may differ slightly. The
power plant in each station will consist of a

eral plan

number

comparatively small high speed enThis equipment, however, is not intended to be permanent.
As soon as possible
the small engines will be replaced by large compound engines. The smaller engines will then
be used in smaller stations as the plans for furof

gines.

ther extension are executed.

121

122

Editorial

Long Distance Telephone, Illustrated
The Sperry Electric Mining Machine,
Stean Plants

1T9

iig
119,

Electrical Specialties, Illustrated

Electric

country, which he estimates as
representing f6oo,ooo,ooo invested capital, and
adds: "Is not this industry worthy of most able
and comprehensive representation in the world's
fair?
When we consider that every light, and,
I hope, every
particle of power
and it can be
so if opportunity is given at this great exposition will be produced by electricity, and when
we consider the boundless opportunities for interesting and attractive display which electricity
in the hands of artistic decorators so readily furnishes, I think we have reason to insist that this
industry be represented fully and properly."
interest in this

J

--..-----

-

A CORRESPONDENT in the New York Sun,
commenting on the omission of any representation on the world's fair committees of New York
calls attention to the magnitude of the electric
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Chicagii electricians do not propose standingby while the agitation for the world's fair
is in progress.
At a meeting in the rooms of
the Chicago Electric club, reported elsewhere,
a re.solution was unanimously adopted pledging
the support of the electrical interests of the
west to the movement to secure the e.xposition
The commitfor the metropolis of the west.
tees appointed are now soliciting subscriptions
and doing everything in their power to advance

idly

the interest of the enterprise.
Ik the law providing for electrical executions
New York is not repealed by the next Legislature it will be through no fault of the metropolitan press, which has done its duty in keeping the repulsive features before the people of
the state.
The New York Sun recently paid its
respects to Harold ?. Brown in the following
style: "He has undertaken the task of killing
in

Kemmler, but whether he will succeed in doing
painlessly and instantaneously, or after long
and distressing trial, is by no means settled.
Under his contract with the state he is bound
to kill the man by electricity; but there is no limit

itation in the law

as to the time to be spent in
the operation or the dreadful torture to be inflicted.
The law, too, makes it a misdemeanor
for any newspaper to report the horrible proceeding; and therefore in secret and gloom Exe-

cutioner Brown will perform his awful experiment. 'I'here will be no opportunity for criticism of his methods.
Kemmler will be brought
into the secluded place and seated in the death
chair of Brown's devising.
It will probably be
a long and very distressing proceeding.
If,

Edison and Chauncey Depew are the two
most prominent men in Paris, according to the
cable dispatches.
The praises of the "count"
are sung by his eloquent countryman on every
occasion.
In one of his speeches Mr. Depew
American show at the exhibition was unworthy of our great nation, yet we
had an exhibit in Edison and the American
workingmen which compensated for our meager
visible material and inartistic results.
Edison,
he said, had conferred one of the greatest
blessing on mankind in developing the practical
uses of electricity and invented the greatest
peril to its peace and comfort in perpetuating
through the phonograph endless repetition of
says that while the

A Paris correspondent adds: "When
Edison appeared at the opera 'Yankee Doodle'
was played in the entr'acte, and he was enthusiastically applauded.
It is rare that an American
is asked to a meeting of the Academy of Sciences, but Edison went, and signalized the
event by presenting the academy a phonograph for use in the meetings, with a sufficient

speeches.

number

of cylinders to record everything said
the meetings- for the the benefit of future
generations.
The present was gratefully accepted."
at

Much

interest

is

manifested

in

the develop-

of the Weem's electric expressage system, especially by those who have large quanti-

ment

mail matter to transport like publishing
During a recent experiment it is reported a speed of two miles a minute was developed. This indeed is a wonderful performance,
and recalls the finding of a curious paper in the
archives of the Nurnberg- Further railway, the
first railway constructed in Germany.
It is the
official opinion of the Bavarian High Medical
Collegium concerning the probable effect of the
general introduction of railway travel upon the
health of Bavarian subjects, and was given in
183s in response to a government inquiry. The
rapidity of the new transit would, according to
the learned doctors, "certainly cause a brain disease which would eventually develop into delirium furiosum. Of course every one who wished
ties of

houses.

The phonograph

has already kicked up a
by indulging in its
propensity to tell tales out of school.
According to a correspondent the day President Carnot
fuss at the

Paris exhibition

went through the American department he
curiously examined the phonograph and was
astonished at hearing a statement reproduced
in the voice of Mr. Edsion's representative, W.
J. Hammer, to the effect that a few hours before
the representative of a Paris newspaper which
was named offered for a money consideration to
give a good notice of the president's examination of the phonograph.
If he were not paid
his newspaper, he said, should ignore the matter.
President Carnot let the matter pass in silence,
but not so the newspaper men, and particularly
the newspaper whose representative had been
impugned. Mr. Hammer replied to the attacks
that appeared by inserting a card in an English
paper in which he not only reiterated his specific
charge, but declared the entire French press
came under the same classification. This, of
course, caused a great pow-wow and in their
excitement the Parisian journalists, so the story
goes, threatened to begin legal proceedings for
This failed to
slander against the American.
move the latter and the indignant scribes resolved, so they declared, to call upon Mr. Edison in a body on his arrival in Paris and present their grievances, kindly informing him that
unless their wrath was appeased they would be
obliged to vindicate their reputations by assailing him.
It was asserted unless the matter was
patched up it would interfere with the arrangements maiJe to lionize the great ."Vmerican inIt appears there
ventor on his arrival in Paris.
have been no overtures, yet Edison was hailed
To an American
with delight by the Parisians.
it would seem strange that Parisian newspapers
and reporters should find it so difiicult to vindicate themselves if they had borne a spotless
reputation; moreover, it appears strange that
they should desire to force a retraction from
Mr. Hammer, through Mr. Edison, when the
former had repeatedly reiterated his charges.
If the story is true it reflects no credit upon
Parisian journalists.
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LonK Distance Telephony.
(liNlaiKC li-li|iliiiny

I.diij;
ill

west,

llir

inoiiil,

I

(!liii:an(),

li:is

liccn

Milwaiiki'c

ml,, bciiijj (uiiiiifclfil

hy

tlic

iiilioiliic

ami

Ham-

wires

(if llic

AiinTican 'I'clcpliDiic aiul 'rt'lej;ra|)li
As was noted in llic last issue of llic
l'",l,K(

I'KiciAN,

the

company

lias

cd

((iiiiiiaTiy,

Wkmkkn

estalilislieil

and is now opi'ialin^'
between the points named and all intermediate
lHM(l(|narters in ('liieaj;o,

An entire metallie
can lie reaelied.
used, and the superiority of this system
can only be appreciated after attemptinjj to coinnuniicale with any distant p<iinl over the old
line.
The Chicafjo ollices of this company are
in the 'telephone exchange bnildinji and snbscribers to llie Chicaijo Telephone i-ompaiiy will
[loinls that

eireiiit is

"».?

battery,
Hut as the system ilepeniK for lis sin:
cess upon the.ibsolnle perfection of the lines and
instruments, there is usually more i:are displayed
in the m.'inufacliire and assembling of these .'ippliances than is usually manifested in an oriliiiary oiitlit.
These appliances, inste. id of being all
mounted on a single board and screwed up to the
wall, are supported upon an attractive ;ind roiivenient desk.
The tr.insnilter battery in this
apparatus is lodged in an alcove on one side of
(he desk, and consists of several cells. The desk
which is used in Mr, Meaiiy'soflice is the same
as the subscriber's outfit represented in the accompanying cut.
In this illustration the magneto generalor .ind bell may be seen at- the rear
of the table, where together with the transmitter
induction coil, they are encased behind a glass
front, which adds to the attractive appearance of
the outfit.
The telephone receiver, as shown,
hangs, while not in use, upon the switch su|)port
al
one side; while the transin'tter proper is

each
warned.

that

blow

i;an

2

— SI'EKKV

not attached rigidly to the power shaft, but is so
arranged as to be aiiloinatically cnKagciI with
the power shaft only when the strain upon the

cank
tion.

is in

opposition

When

tiiis

strain

ont of town service on the lonj;ilistance
lines hy paying the toll.
Of course this service
will not be as satisfactory us if the persons using
the line were subscribers of the long distance
company, as there is not in this case an entire

be

,i;iven

metallic circuit, and the difference is at once
perceptible.
The plant is of course expensive,
but the lines are put up to stay, and the service
is

first-cla.ss

in

every respect.

The company

heretofore confined itself to the Kast, where it established lines between lUilTalo and I'.oston by
way of New Vcnk. Philadelphia and Washington are also connected with this line, and nearlv
every city in New N'ork, C"onnecticut and Massachusetts is in the service.
Supt. Edward P. Meaney of the Chicago of

coil circuit to the other.

The long

distance company will establish stapoints practicable along the line,
enlarging its territory as fast as the patronage
It
will not, however, be a rival
will warrant.
It is a system for perto telegraph companies.
sonal interviews and not comniunicalion thriuigh
third parties.
Thus if a non-subscriber of Chicago desires to speak with a non-subscriber in
Milwaukee by calling at a Chicago station and
appointing a time for an interview, the person
he desires to speak with will be summoned to
tions

at

all

I.

offered representatives of the Wksticrn
Ei.F.crRiciAN an opportunity to converse with
Milwaukee last week. The service was indeed
excellent, though a fierce storm was raging at
the time between those points.
It did not interfere with the operation of the line, but when an
attempt was made to utilize the old line at one
end, the sputtering and cracking occasioned by
the atmospheric disturbances were so great as to
make it almost impossible to hold a conversation.
The accompanying cut illustrates a
subscriber's outfit.
It is siinply a call-bell to
receive calls; a magneto generator to send them;
a telephone transmitter and receiver; a switch
forming also a support for the receiving telephone when not in actual use; and a transmitter
fice

— SI'EKRV

is

the liirtction of rota
reversed at the back

dead center, and when

it is
such ;is to be coincident with the direcliiin of rotation, then the
crank is freed perfectly from the shaft and allows the projectil- to be forced iinimpedeil forward.
The pitman has a slot in It, so that if the
projectile Is arrested in its work before the end

•*'WW*»B^

of the stroke, the crank, owing to its momentum,
will fly past the other dead center and go as far

up on its withdrawing stroke as the length of the
pitman will admit, at which point it is instantly
engaged with the rotating power shaft and compelled to make the remainder of its compression
stroke without waiting or standing at that point
an instant.
When this compression stroke is
completed at the back dead center, it is again
automatically released and another powerful blow
delivered.
The blow of the pick is very great,
and is well adapted forundercutting in hard clay
or coal.
ISoth of the machines shown are in operation
in mines of the Chicago, Wilmington and Vermillion Coal company at Streator, III., one of
the oldest in the state.
The vein is 5 feet thick
and the mining exceedingly difficult; in fact, so
much so that the superintendent deemed machine
mining in this shaft out of the question. The Sperry coal cutter represented in Kig, i, is working

IMl'RO\Kl> MIMNC. MACHINK.

the Milwaukee exchange by messenger and the
This
message may be delivered personally.
system is now in practice in the East, especially
in New Vork city, where stations are found in
every block in the business portion of the city.

The Sperry

to

IMl'K'i\Kh MI.MMi MACIIINF,

upon the llat surface of the desk, and
supported upon an adjustable stand. It has
been found that while any one is receiving it is
advantageous to short-circuit the secondary circuit of the transmitter coil, and this is done by
means of a Morse key or any convenient circuit
closer, also mounted on the desk, anil connected
in an ordinarily open shunt ciicuit, extending
from one terminal of the secondary induction
iiKiunteil

nisrANlK TEI.Kl'nONV.

placed

ailvaiil.ige

Ul^^lBiJ

l-li;.

be

cxuclly where
In that no matter al
what point in the stroke the pick is arrested by
the work or face, it is returned from that point
insl.intly for the next blow anil does not stand
.mil push the miner back,
Itoth the tune and
the power which would go into the remainder nl
the stroke arc saved.
This is accomplished by
the operation of a crank, which draws hack or
compresses a powerful spring. The crank is

One

Electric Mining Machine.

The accompanying

cuts illustrate the improved
forms of the coal cutters manufactured by the
Sperry Electric Mining Machine company of
Chicago, 111. The machine has been practically
tested by many experienced miners, and has
been approved in every instance. Operators say
it is
the easiest machine to run they ever directed, that it is almost free from recoil, and

daily and is cutting 5 to S feet an hour under
On acthese unfavorable circumstances cited.
count of the coal having been taken out near the
shaft the machine is compelled to work 4,000
feet from the dynamo stationed in the machine
shop, affording an excellent illustration of the
transmission of power by electricity in mines. .\
ten-light dynamo of the improved Sperry pattern
is used. The wires are run from the machine shop
down the shaft and through the entrance and e.\tended to the rooms in which the machine is operating.
Switches are placed at the entrance to
the room, and flexible wire used to facilitate
moving the machine from one room to another
as is necessarj- every day.
Fig. 2 represents a small machine also oper-
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at Streator, adapted to thin veins where
and the dislong wall work is the rule,
tance between the props and the face of the coal
is such as not to admit a longer or larger ma-

ated

In construction it
chine.
as the standard machine.

is

practically the

The Sperry mining system

same

includes hauling,

ventilating and lighting as well as drilling, but
the attention of the inventor, Elmer A. Sperry,
has been occupied almost entirely in perfecting
the mechanical details of the coal cutter as the demand is great and the work it does is the basis

Although the machine
the entire system.
was only recently placed on the market, owing

of

to the elaborate tests made before offering it to
the public, numerous orders were received from
Twelve machines are now
several mine owners.
They will be shipped to
nearly completed.
A 30 horse power dynaStreator immediately.
mo will also be installed to operate these machines.
The company will make installations as
rapidly as possible at Kewanee, 111., Brazil, Ind.,
aud Victoria, B. C, from which points orders
have been received.

Steam Plants for

Electrical Service.^

By Wm. H. Bryan.
industries of modern years have shown the wondergrowth that has characterized the manufacture and use
Less
of the various forms of dynamo-electric machinery.
than ten years ago the arc electric light was just becoming
known and the incandescent lamp was scarcely more than
a curiosity, while the electrical transmission of power was
To day there are few towns of 3,000
hardiv thought of.

Few

ful

but boast their arc or incandescent electric
ligliing pla t-, and many smaller places are fully as pro
gressive.
In the large towns and cities the great business
houses have their own plants, and central statio::s whose
capacities are measured by the thousands of horse power
Add to these the electric
are not ur common.
railway, which has now demonstrated its success,
and we get an idea of the vast possibilities of
this field of energy which is still in its infancy.
While many of the earlier stations did not prove
as successful financially as was anticipated, the
test of continuous and regular service has pointed
inhabitarits

the best at^ain^ble under ordinary working conditions.
of combustion necessitate a good draft. This
is proportioial to ths difference in temperature between the
chimney gases and the outside air. It is. therefore, necessary to discharge the gases at a temperature considerably
above that of the steam in the boiler.
Nor is the case of the engine as bid as aopears at first
sight
Its efficiency alao is limited by the range of work
ing temperatures
The higher the initial temperature of
the s earn, and the colder it is when finally dischargeJ, the
higher will be the efficiency.
This is best shown by the
is

The purposes

known formula

E-

where T^ is the initial
T.
and T-^ the fiial temperature of the steam, both measured
from the abso'ute zero.
Practical conditions, hovever, confine us to narrow limHigh initial temperatures mean greater pressures,
its.
well

more costly plant, increased Hab lity to accident, and difficulty of maintenance and repairs. The lowest temper itures
which can be reached in practice are far above the absolute
z>ro
These bsses are inherent ii rhs theory of the steam
engine, and bat little increase of ePfi ien^^y is pissible
As
fact, that engine which can furnish one horse
13 pounds of water evaporated per hour, is very
close to the highest that is possible under the best conditions of modern practice
Economy of fuel, however, is not al^rays the most im-

a matter of

power with

portant consideration.
Conditions frequently arise which
render a sacrifice of fuel necessary to secure other and more
desirable ends
The work required of an electrical station
differs in important respects from other plants in public
service.
Gas and A^aterworks have their storage reservoirs,
enabling their work to be done under conditions favorable
Electrical plants, however, must supply
to high economy.
Every increase or decrease
the current directly as needed.
in the number or candle power of the lamps burning must
be instantaneously m-^t by a corresponding change at the
dynamos and steam plant. This state of affairs must continue until some of the many storage batteries now being
exploited are shown to be sufficiently efficient, durable and
cheap to justify their general ad iptioa
Until thea those
plants which d) commercial lighting must necessarily, at
times of greatest output, be forced to their utmost capacity,
Under such conand at other times do little or nothing
ditions economy of steam is out of the question.
The real
efficiency must be measured from the plant as a whole, and

out the weak places, and they have been reme
When careful business sagacity and cau
died.
tion are exercised- as they must be in any
the electrical industries to day
successful venture

—

Perhaps
offer excellent returns to the capitalist.
the best evidence of this lies in the gross capacity

CJ

now in operation, estimated at 750,00c
horse power, and fast nearing 1,000,000.
The world waits impatiently for that immortal
inventor whose genius shall show us how to proWe must take
duce electricity direct from coal
Our boilers
things as we find them, however.
and furnaces give back in steam less than So J^OOTz
per cent, of the energy of the coal burned. This
steamdoes work in a woefully imperfect engine,
TK's
utilizing less .h
15 per cent of the heat units,
gine, in turn, drives the dynamos by which the electric
After distribution, the current recurrent is generated.
appears in the form of the electiic light there being a
further loss of say 10 per cent, in each of the last steps
It is evident, therefore, that in the best plants less than 10
percent, of the energy in the coal consumed is reproduced
The poor plants, which are far more
in the form of Hght
common, do not reach 5 per cent.
And yet within these appallingly low figures there is
The conversion ot fuel into elec
abundant room for study
trie energy has caused the development of steam plants
adapted specially for this service. The business of these
stations is, in fact, the selling of power, and the steam pla t
It is not too much to
is therefore of prime importance.
say that permanent commercial success is conditional, first
properly
designed
plant.
all,
upon
a
steam
Many com
of
panies have founci, to their sorrow, that a cheap outfit has
proved wonderfully costly to operate and maintain. Others
have shown that a somewhat higher first cost has been fully
justified by reduced expense of operation and greater reliaThe furnishing of electric light and power may now
bility.
be regarded as a permanent industry, and the installation
of plants presents a broad field of usefulness to the engineer
Too often the selection of the motive power is left to
someone wholly inexperienced, who bases his conclusions
upon considerations which are far from being the ones of
The results are as might be expected.
first importance.
sec on every hand instances of mistakes which are costthousands
dollars
unnecessarily in fuel bills, repiirs.
of
ing
power wasted, etc. Machinery is now built capable of
maintaining one horse power one hour on one and one-half
of plants

m

—

We

When we remember that in most
of good coal.
plants five to six pounds are required, and instances are not
uncommon where it reaches ten and even fifteen, we see
The wonder is, not
that great improvements are possible.
that electric lighting has sometimes proved unremunerative,
The inbut that it has ever paid under such conditions.
evitable conclusion is that the fierce competition which now
exists, and which bids fair to continue, will result in the
"survival of the littcsl" only. That electrical station which
builds its steam plant in strict accordance with the best
principles of modern engineering, has already won more
than half the battle, and will surely distance the one in
which those principles are considered of minor importance.
Some further explanation of the percentages given above
may not be out of place. A boiler efficiency of 80 per cent.
pounds

Kciid before

llic EiiKinci^rs'

Club,

St. Louis.

August

31, I?

cheap, costly and complicated machinery to economize it is
If high, it should be adopted as far as other
not justified
conditions will permit.
The cost and quality of the water supply are important
in selecting the type of boiler, heater, etc., and deciding
the question of condensers.
Tne distribution of the load through the hours of the
night is worthy of careful consideration.
High fuel economy is attainable only under certain fixed and favorable
conditions.
Among these the most important is the point
of cut off in the engine at which its efficiency is a maxi-

mum

The best authorities place this at between \ and \
for single cylinder engines, working with initial pressures
of from 80 to 100 pounds above the atmosphere
Both
earlier and later cut-offs mean more fuel per horse power.
In the latter case we exhaust the steam at too high a pressure, and in the former t e cylinder condensation increases
so rapidly as to nullify gains from higher expansion.
It
does not pay, therefore, to use large engines when the load
is at times small.
The units of power should be so selected
as to enable the engines to be run close to the poin of cutoff of mixim im efficiency.
As the load changes, engines
may be start=;d or shut dovn, so that at most only one
small engine is worked at a disadvantage. Having selected
the size of engine best adapted for the work, there are ad
vantages in the way of simplifying the attendance, care,
repurs and general arrangement, by reduplication of parts
throughout the plant.
Other conditions, which, while of minor importance,
must not be lost sight of, are: The nature of the plant,
whether permanent or temporary; the amount of capital
available, which, however promising the returns, cannot
always be secured to carry out plans in the best manner;
and provision for growth
This latter is too frequently
overlooked.
No indus.ry is capable of greater expansion
by means of good service and reasonable charges It often
happens that a''ter only short service the demand becomes
such as to require extensive enlargements. If this necessitates the remadeling of the entire station it can only be
done at greatly increased expense, and sometimes with
serious interruption to the service.
All the large steam plants in this country are arranged
on one of two general plans, which differ in essential char-

One school advocates the use of large slowspeed engines, belted to counter shafts, which run at increased speeds, and on which are placed friction-clutch
pulleys and clutches, enabling any dynamo or
engine to be thrown in or out of service at any
time.
To get the full benefit of this system the
engines must be large and few in number. In
practice two engines are generally used, belted
to opposite ends of the countershaft. The other
school prefers smaller, independent engines, of
the high-speed type, belted direct to the dynamos
Each plan has its warm advocates, and arguments
are not lacking on either sile.
Which of these
plans to adopt is the question which confronts us
The answer in any given case
at the outset
involves a careful study of the points I have discussed, and presents a problem of no small mag-

acteristics.

nitude.

STEAM J'LANTS FOR ELECTRICAL SERVICE

To ascertain
a problem of conii -erable complication.
the actual cost per lamp hour, the items of fuel, salaries,
oil, and other supplies,
lamps or carbons, interest, depreciation, repairs, losses due to poor service, interruptions,
etc., must be given due weight
In the designing of a new
station, it is of even greater importance to give each eleconsideration.
No general rules
ment of cost its proper
can be laid down for guidance in studying a problem as
complicated as this one. Some of the more important factors may, however, be mentioned.
Whatever the general design of the plant, whether arc or
incandescent lighting or power, whether high or low ten
sion, large or small, whether luel is high or cheip, space
costly or not, the one condition to which all others are secondary, is complete reliability under severe and continuous
service.
The public has a right to demand, and does demand, that the lights be always ready, and maintained to
their full candle power.
An interruption means, not only
a loss which cannot be regained, but an injury to the standing and record of the enterprise which months of steady
Reliability can be secured by
running cannot counteract.
using only the best of machinery, as simple in construction as possible, cared for by good men. The plant should
be divided into such units that in case of accident to any
part of it that part may be thrown out of service, and the
work assumed by the remaining apparatus, without straining the machinery or interrupting the output.
This means
is

a reserve sufliciently large to carry the work of any unit of
the plant.
The particular electric system in use is the consideration
of next importance.
The cost of conductors, space required, closeness of regulation necessary, capacity and
number of dynamos, all affect the steam plant. Low tension systems require costly conductors, and must be lo
cated close to the cer.ter of maximum lighting.
Ground is
here very valuable, and the most important requiremtnt is
Highto get the plant into the least number of cubic feet
duty engines occupy too much space, and water for condensing is usually not available. On the other hand, hightension systems are less affected by distance and should be
located where land is cheap, and, if possible, where cars
loaded with fuel can be switched alongside the boilers, and
where an abundance of water may be had for condensers,
or best of all, where water power is available.
The cost of the ground occupied, therefore, affects the
arrangement of the plant and type of machinery.
The cost of fuel, as compared witii its heat value, is of
scarcely less importance than the system itself.
If fuel is

Two important advantages are claimed for
the system using large slow-speed engines. First,
the long stroke engine, with four independent
valves, represents the highest known steam efficiency and requires smaller boilerplant and less
outlay for fuel.
Second, the use of shafting and
clutch pulleys admits of the greatest interchangeability. Any dynamo can be run from any engine, and a dynamo or engine can be thrown in or out of service without
affecting the rest of the plant.
On the other hand, the advocates of direct connected
engines claim, ist, that no power is lost in driving shafting,
2d, that as stations are actually run under widely varying
loads, the small engines can be operated at or near their
best point of cut off. and will, therefore, do the work at
less fuel cost per lamp hour; 3d, that one or two dynamos
to an engine offer all necessary interchangeability; 4th, that
one small engine affords ample reserve; 5th, that electrical
conditions demand close regulation of speed, from stroke
to stroke, and under changing load and steam pressure,
and that experience has shown that this is best secured by
high speed engines; 6th, that a short circuit in a dynamo
would slow down a small engine, thus giving warning of
danger, while a larger engine would pull it through, regardless of results; 7th, that the plant occupies the least space;
and la-t, but by no means least, the first cost, including
erection and foundations, is less than for low-speed engines
with shafting, etc.
That there is wide difference of opinion among prominent engineers on this question is shown by the fact that
there are now baing erected stations costing hundreds of
Let us examine
thousands of dollars on both principles.
the claims made in the light of the requirements already
laid

down.

Both plans claim simplicity of
First, as to reliability:
Two
construction, but in my opinion "honors are easy."
engines are, of course, easier cared for than a dozen, but
as each of the large engines i'i not only much heavier than
one of the smaller ones, but is more complicated in its valve
gear, and the plant is further encumbered by the shafting,
with its necessary bearings, couplings and clutch pulleys,
we see no difference in the two The large countershaft is
a source of weakness, however; an accident to it means a
The service rt quired of it
suspension of the whole plant
is severe, and it is not always easy to preserve the alignment. When out of line it consumes great power, and is a
source of constant worry and danger.
An accident to one
of the large engines means a serious loss of capacity,
In the
while it is insignificant if the engines are small.
latter case a reserve engine means a mucli smaller investment of idle capital and space. It appears, therefo-'e, that
independent engines are preferable on the scorce of reliability.

Second, as to the electrical system.
located where there is abundant space,

If the plant
it

can be

may be planned

August
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If olhtT r(>iitliti<»(is
with :i view to the hij;hcsl clluicni:)'.
permit, all the !idvant:i;^es of bif|h uxpiinsion .iml corulcnsOn the nilicr hand, if li" >">'l
i"ti fiijiiiics may be utili/.ei!.
belted lii^;li speed ent^iiits is
is valuable ihu use of tliiei'l
necessary.
In those syslems rei|uirinji close regulation of
i-peed, they arc also pix-ferabU-. ahhonj^h slow-speed enjiines
are being j^reatlv improved In this respect by new desij^ns,
better workmanship, and the use of heavier lly wheels.
It is here that tlu* ad'I'hird, as lo their fuel economy.

vocates of lonji-stroke machinery make their stron^jesi
secure exact ami reliable
I have been unable to
claims.
data as to the water cunsumpti<»n of the two types of en
l'"rom the best informagines per horse power per hour.
can ^et, however,
am inclined to place the water
tion
20 per cent, less
of
the
low
speed
at
about
eonsninpliou
than the hij;h speed under similar averaK^' workinj^ conditions.
Where fuel is expensive, and where the other limiting conilitions mentioned above do not prevent, the
low spceti en^im? should therefore be adopted,
There are, however, two impoitant points which must be
The useful power delivered
considered in this connection.
to the dynamos is always less than tliat exerted by the
engine, by the .unount of the friction of the enjiine and
I

I

power-transmitting devices.
In direct connected engines
this loss is from 7 to 10 per cent of the total, while with
the shafting system it is usually from 20 to 25 per cent.,
It thus
and if the shaft is out of line, may be much more.
appears, therefore, that a large part of the superior econ
omy of the low-speed engine is ofTset by the increased

Uocking grates and luechaincal

interest in the subjtcl at a recent meeting r»( the
ComNational I'dectric Eight asHOciallon at * hicaftr).
paring IllinoiHi-oal.a pound of which cva|)ora(cH nix poumK
of water, ami which costs H cents \vzx bushel in Si. I.otii»,
with petroleum havuig an evaporative elliciency of 16 to i,
the oil must be furnif-hed at less than 2 cents prr gallon to
make the fuel cost of evaporating 1,000 pounds of water
tlie same in
both cases.
When we consider the greatly
reiluced cost of handling petroleum, an<l the exactness
witli which it can be regidaied and conlrolled, and the
fad that it issmokeless, it seems ileslined lr> wide adoption.
A liandsome brick stack seems to me a desirable feature
ItssoMdily, strength, beauty, elliciency and
of .my plant
absence of repair bills .-ire worthy of consideration.
have found the following formula usefid in Htnckcalcu

the

subject lo wide lUictuations, as it is with commercial lightthe case may be difing especially incandcsctnt plants
The /v.// elliciency cannot be measured under the
ferent.
The accombest conditions, but for a whole day's run.
panying sketch may be taken as typical of the work of all
incandescent plants doing commercial lighting. The lower
represents
the net
output
of
the dynamos
curve
measured in lamps burning; the next line shows the addi-

—

—

tional

work

done

friction,

in

which

is

constant

noticed
that
a single
must,
for
threefourths of the time cut otT at times deci<.ledly unfavorable
to its economy.
That is to say. that the steam required
to operate the engine umler thtse conditions, would, if
used in an engine cutting otT nearer its point of maximum
The upper line
efficiency, do a great deal more work.
represents the work which the steam consumed is capable
\'ou will, no doubt, be struck
of doing, if properly used.
by tlie amount of steam used wastcfully as shown by the
irregular space between the upper and lower curves.
liy ilividing the work among several smaller engines,
which can be shut down and started up as required, bui
one engine, at most, works at a disadvantage. The friction loss is also less, and when each engine shuts down its
It is evident,
proportional amount of friction ceases.
therefore, that independent engines have a decided advantage in net economy under variable loads.
say 1,000
I had intended to submit sketches of plant of
horse power arranged in both ways, making a calculation
On inerticiency
of
each,
under
\ariable
loads.
of the
vestigation, however. I found that the ground had already
been covered in an able paper by W. I, Church, read
before the National Electric Light association, at its meetMr. Church presents
ing at Pittsburgh in February, iSSS.
data from two actual stations in which the ratio of fuel per
lamp hour is as 70 to 126. in favor of independent engines.
Summing up it appears that long-itroke engines are to
be preferred where the load is approximately constant,
provided sulVicient spree can be had, and provision is made
for reserve.
But for variable loads, and where space is
valuable, as well as for greater reliability and closer regulation the use of high speed engines appears to offer most
advantages. The most prominent promoters of ii candescent lighting in this countn.- have adopted direct connected engines for their central stations.
brief discussion of the in'egral parts of a steam plant
for electrical ser\Mce may be of interest.
The engine we have already considered at some length.
The advantages of compound, triple expansion and condensing engines, are well known, and these principles may
be applied with benelit to both low and high speed types.
It must not
be forgotten, however, that their recognized
fuel economy is secureii by greater complication of parts.
A higher degree of skill is. therefore, required to operate
them, and the liability to accident and derangement is increased.
The full benefit of these principles can only be
obtained where the load is large and approximately constant
It is evident, therefore, that these high types of
engines cannot always be uset-l with benelit. The success
of stations now being equipped with high pressure boilers,
and triple expansion condensing engines, will be watched
with interest.
All sorts of boilers have been used, from the long
cylinder, where fuel is cheap, or the water bad, to the
water tubular.
The horizontal
Each has its advantages
tubular boiler is a quick steamer, occupies little room, is
not high priced, and is fairly efficient
Among these, ray
own preference is for the boiler with four inch tubes, as it
seems a happy mean between the lUie boiler and the multitubular.
The water-tube boiler is being widely adopted
for

toads

all

large

engine

will

It

doing

this

be

work

A

in electrical plants.

Its

advantages

are:

High

elficiency;

small space occupied; capacity for overwork; quick steam
ing, and safety.
The type of boiler to be selected is
usually determined by the quality and price of fuel, the
space available, and the scale
king properties of the
feed water
although it is claimed the latter has now been
eliminated by the invention of purifiers guaranteed to

—

m

keep boilers free from scale.
The design of furnace and grate is also determined by
The furnace is modified by the question of
whether ca/uti/r or Jut-/ t-conomy is of mce importance.
the fu-l.

Itclween ihc advocHlcH of ihc

ovcilicad njntcm of

clcctrii.-

and the htorutfc bailery vytlcm. The Jull«n fty«
tcm which is provin(( *fi liuccrssful on the Fourth and
Macllium avenue lineit has received ihc approbation of the
railwayft

many

wideawake town, and lis adoption \%
though the frlcndu of the overhead «>«lcm are
equally confident.
The John Slcvemion company hat juit
clti/cns in the

prcdicic<l,

completed the seventeenth car
it

Indeed a mode) with

is

The

i'ullman

building two

for

nolMrtess, wfKM) iruck

llichl.

com^Kiny are alvt entfa^rd

f'ar

I'alace

cam

company, amj

for the julien
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used ul

In

I'ull.nati,

III.
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is the detcmining
in selecting
f ictor
There should be ample settling capacity, and

a heater.

the latter

ihe water
should bt oulsiile of the tubes, which should be of brass or
copper.
There should .-ilw.iys be a relief valve im the feed
pipe near the heater, so that over pressure can not injure
the tubes.
If the water is very bad, it should be further
purilied by live steam.
Iltateis and purifiers should be
so arranged that they can be frequent y blown off, and

my
I

neck broken than

came

connecting boilers, engines, heaters,
worthy of careful study. The points to be

pipe system

mind

Abundance

of area, as direct lines
and as few ben<is as possible; suitable provision for expanliy means of return
sion and contraction, and drains.
traps all condensation in the live steam pipes can be returned to the boiler.
These pipes should be well pro
tected by non-conducting material.
Its slip must be a
Uelting is also of great importance.
minimum. It must be well made and of good material, to
be durable and reliable at speeds of a mile a minute or
more.
I have here a sample of a leather link belt which is
proving popular.
It is so heavy and pliable that its arc of
contact on the pulley is much greater than with ordinar}'
belting.
It can, therefore, be run very slack, thus avoid
ing the great strain on engine and dynamo journals which
It also prevents
is usually required to prevent belt slip.
The driving and driven pulleys can be
air cushion
Transmission of power by
brought very close together.
ropes instead of belts is now being tried, and has some advantages.
They are very cheap and easily replaced. The
ropes run in \'- shaped grooves, which render slip impossible.
Sometimes a single rope is used, which encircles the
pulleys a number of times, and is kept tight by passing
over an idler, in the same manner as street railway cables.
This arrangement is open to the serious objection that an
'I'his could be
accident to the rope means a shut down
obviated by diviiling the rope into a number of parts,
each independent of the other.
The number should be
sufficiently large that in case of accident to one. the other
ropes could carry the load uatil the engine could be shut
down. As there is some elasticity in the rope, it is not
certain that tightening devices would be required, but if
they were they ilo not seem to be impracticable.
It will be seen that this discussion applies to the driving
of dynamos of all kinds, without reference to the work
leing done.
In arc lighting, the load is fre(|uentlv nearly
constant, but in incandescent plants, and for street railway work, the power required at different hours of the day
and night varies greatly. The amount, and hours of loading seem, therefore, to be the factors upon which the selection and arrangement of the steam plant are most largely
are:

dependent.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New

York, Aug.

which Edison
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24.
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fittingly eulogi/es his

is

and royal honors

Europe show

held the world over.

The Sun

greatness in the few words:

And when it is great it brings a King
(reat is intellect.
knees with all mankind.
Edison's countrymen feel grateful lo King Humbert for
his formal acknowledgment of the inventor and discover's
conquests, but if they could reach Humbert's ear ihey
would say that no title born of King's prerogative can equal
He will be
that which Edison has made for himself.
called through all the ages Edison.
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some one would get there ahead of me and say 1 was dead
Lower ISroadway is finally being cleared of the huge
and begins to present a very different aspect. One
would scarcely believe that so great a change were possible
in appearance and the seeming broadening of the street
is

the most noticable feature.
In the inquest held in the case of

Edward Quinn, an eni'
who was killed by an

ploye of the Ilrush Klectric company,
electric

shock received at the

imperfect wires June 28th.

electric

while adjusting
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company is ifs.ooo.ooo. The objects for which the
company is formed are to manufacture, sell and use all intary of State's office at

the

ventions appertaining to the recording and reproduction of

speech and musical or other sounds, and to license others
to

do the same, ahd

inventions.

the United States

and

The

all

American and foreign

acquire

to

patents for such

The company

foreign countries in

principal office will be in this city.

include

will

its

K.

operatioos.
Phillips,

IJ,

H. Richler. K. Kavanagh. J. A. Snyder, Y. W.
Schramm, Albert Stern, and Henry K. Kavanagh arc
named, together with the incorporators, as trustees.
\V.

The Edison

Electric Light

company being

dissatisfied

with the tax of 4^ 950 placed upon its capital stock of
$1,600,000 by Stale Comptroller Wcmplc, has procured

from Judge
rari,

made

I'arrett of

the

Supreme Court a

writ of certio-

returnable Nov. 4 next at the Cieneral

Term

of

when the assessment will be reviewed and an attempt made to procure a reduction. The
Edison company owns stock in 62 counties outside of this
the Third Uepartment.

fact, 75 per cent, of its capital stock is invested
outside of the state, and therefore it takes exception to the

state: in

assessment upon

its

entire capital stock.

At the second quarterly meeting of the New York Telegraph club. Thos A. Edison. J. W. Mackay. C\tus W.
Field.

George

Phillips,

1.

(lould.

Alonzo

Green. William

II

Cornell.

Andrew Car-

Henr\- Smith,

Walter P.

James D. Keid. Erastus Wiman. Henry

A. B. Chandler. C.

.V-

Tinker.

Thomas

T.

F:ckert.

Ilently.

Walter

H

to his

is

witltout
I

Cshcr. and others
C. Humstone. W. J. Dealy. George
prominent in connection with electricity and the telegraph,

Notes.

receiving since his arrival in

the esteem in which he

There

I

negie. Norvin

New York

bit'

I

dicts
etc., is

right

all

well,

was Mcady enough lo
mc down.
Then the firemen came with a larldcr, and in pulling it up
came so near knocking me into the wires again, or ihcm on
called to them to stop; but they wouldn't,
to me. that
and when the ladder was close enough slcp|»ed on it and
was not taken to my home,
went down by myself

or both.

in

to

burned, and that was

poles,

The

meant

evcr>))0<ly

greater danger of being shaken out of the (rec aod having

also examined and ch aned with*.ut interrupting the service
of any part of the plant.
For boiler feeding I prefer a direct acting, single pump,
It
should pump cold water through the
brass fittei.
closed heater, and if the water is gritty, should have outside packed plungers.
The boiler feeding apparatns is perhaps the most sensitive part of the plant. Instead, however
of providing two pumps and heaters, a first class injector
It Is not only perfectly reliable, but ties up
can be used.
very little capital, occupies little s|)ace, and can, when
called upon, take the place of either the pump or heater,

borne

re*ult

an Inteiview: "If they had

in

would have come down

I

Of course

was Ihe

unplcanant adventure

He uid

climb down, some i>eople were trying lo shake

rt"

In non condensing plants the exhaust steam should
always be useil for heating the feed water. The (|uality of

pumps,

exception of a lodly burned

the

safe from the wires, wailing

=

|Y/

atone

help.

.

Z.

mc

let

f/=arca of stack in square fetl. 7f'=
pounds fuel lo be burned per second, l> weight of one
</- weight of one cubic f<(ot of chimcubic fool of air.
If
ney gases. .1.'— 32.2 the acceleration due to gravity
the outside temperature be I(m> degrees V and the inside
450 degrees I'"., the fornuda becomes

/7=

Ills

focjt.

of carelessness.

of stack in feet.

friction loss.

The economy is further affected by the airountond hours
of loading.
If the work done is large and constant, as is
the case with plants operating contracts for city lighting,
the low-speed engine has still a good balance in its favor
load is
If, however, the
on the score of fuel economy.

have poinln of

stckeis

'i'hc
value, but caimi.t be used nuccessfully with ail fucU.
u e of petroleum an u fuel is Increasing, an wiin shown by

125

the Hllle city of Uiica

were elected to honorary raembcrshtp. The dub has a
membership of 250. A banquet will be given in honor of
the club on his return from Europe.
There was an explosion of gas at Broadirayand F'ourTwo employes of the Edison
tecnth street yesterday.

Thomas A. Edison by

jght company had dug a hole at the west comer
an additional wire to the underground connecting
station at that point from which the neighborhood is supWhile digging this bole
plied with Edison electric lights.
they evidently loosened the bricks over the adjoining sewer
Electric

I

to attach

which crosses Broadway

at its inlcrsectioo

with Foartecnlh

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1^6
so that illuminating; gas escaped into the hole. They
this, and as they had to use a blow lamp in the

street,

suspected

to the connecting station, they

new wire

hole in adding the

is

of the danger to which they are constantly exposed through

the presence of gas in

ductors of

There

kinds.

all

sewers and underground con-

the

no reason why the gas com-

is

many

this city in

is

San Francisco,

—

San Francisco, Aug. ig. A committee of
commerce to investigate the feasibility of
It estimates

the project.

New

Francisco to

lula at $10,000,000.

panorama

of the "Battle of Gettysburg"

The cylinder

"To my

is

a brief ad"

America
come by mail

friends in

bearing the record has just

W. H.

from London

present northern

streets, its

Feb.

delet,

A

ist.

W.

President

from the board of

Tohnson, under instructions

Caron-

terminus, to

few months ago,

San Francisco, Cal, Aug,

both coun-

general agent of the

has sold a five light

and operate

to maintain

that portion

all

of

its

which the railroad

now

is

Sixth and

operated, provided that such

by the Board of
changes are not found
Public Improvements, and that the company pays all damAt least thirty days before
ages to abutting property.
objectionable

beginning reconstruction the company
with the city register

required

is

to

file

with the Board of Public Im-

file

agent

C. Clark,

H. Taylor,
Thomson-Houston Electric company,
arc machine to a saw mill company at

progressing very rapidly.

is

The Oakland & Berkley

applied for a franchise for electric

company have
to be

lights,

run

in

The

residents of

Chinatown have been having a private

telephone exchange of their own, invented and run by a

Chinaman. From the report of the Examtnci- it appears
to work very satisfactorily.
There is considerable talk o7 using the power of the
American river at Folsom by means of the electric motor
for running the manufactories at the state

prison

at

that

Natural gas has pushed

forward as a competitor

itself

W.

It is further required that cars shall

at a greater

speed than eight miles an hour from Market

Russel avenue and Catalon street, the southern terminus,
and that the change shiU be completed within twelve
months after the approval of the ordinance. The passage
and approval of this bill was a great victory for the
Southern Railway company.
The Broadway franchise

Elm
The Southern company

authorizes the operation of cars by electricity north to
street

and south to Cass avenue.

can however, run

its cars by electricity to
Market street
two blocks further north. W. L Johnson, president of
the Southern Railway company, is now in New York clos-

ing contracts for a portion of the construction

and equipment of the new line. The company will use the Thomson-Houston overhead system.
A line in Cleveland, four and a half miles long, is now
being operated on that system, and the run from
of the line to the other

This

which

street,

it

The run from

cover.

is

made

distance from

the

is

conade

ern terminus

Washington, Aug.

avenue and ten miles an hour between

street to Russell

now

the

in

Sixth and
takes

one end

twenty-three minutes.

Market to Gas-

nearly

fifty

minutes to

northern terminus to the south-

Carondelet by horse power requires an

in

hour and twenty minutes, but
minutes by using

electric

it

power.

can be made in forty

The

The overhead

— The Westinghouse system has

Dec.

I will

Washington,

and

by

have a 25-candle power incandescent light on

known

the Northwest section, the residence of
senators, foreign ministers

the millionaires,

The

and swell clubmen.

recommended

gineer commissioner of the district has

as

en-

terms proposed by the

K

tween

latter, to light all

and Boundary

that

that

section

which the St. Louis Railroad
company, or Broadway line, has been experimenting for
several months, are being taken down, to be replaced by

The company proposes

also to introduce lights

private

in

a quarter.

Christian Pcper, president of

company is pleased with the success of the plant
and that they will spend probably $75,000 in
equiping the same portion of the line with permanent

says the
thus

far,

fixtures.

This improvement

sixty days,

when some

ducted, and

if

successful

northward to Kim
']"he

pany

motive

from

li.

expected to be complete in

the electric line will be extended

street at once.

power

'fwelfth

of

the

street

southwestern part of the city
j.

Is

further experiments are to be con

will

be changed to electricity.

O'Mcara has secured the contract

to build

the

"We

said:

if

will build

we had about

we could handle. We
Upper Broadway and Fairmount

laid out for this season as

park lines completed before now, but the Johnstown

We

aster delayed U5 greatly.

word from

received

ten days after the flood, that our material
in ten days

We

more.

had intended

would be shipped

to build a line

Main

Sixth avenue this year, from

dis-

there,

to Sixteenth

down
stne:,

thence up the transfer street car line to the motor track On

Avenue A.
and Main

This
street

calls

for the

line

with

be done

The

this season.

street,

a proposed line up
Broadway, is without
too narrow and teams loading
report

from the junction

unloading

The

is

will

line

of

to

would cause a

business houses

the

at

equipment of the Pearl
cars, which will

electric

be double tracked down Pearl

and Main streets with a loop line around Sixth avenue
and Sixteenth street. No, we can't build to Manawa this
After

year.
will

we

get our line extended around the city

we

probably take a shoot down to the lake, but not at

present

We

have as much on hand as we can attend to
and it will keep us busy to get our pro-

for the season,

posed

lines all in

R.

shape."

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Neb

Stromsburg,

,

will

be illuminated by electric

Electric lights will be put in

the

light.

HoUey, N. Y., M. E.

Waukegan,
electric lights

of the company are citizens
H. Jackson is the president, and among
the directors are James M. GufTey, George W. Wilson,
James S. Humbert, P. Foley and James Atwell.
D, C.

W. L Silvey, according to a Lima. O paper, will experiment with his new light on the Pan Handle railroad.

at

company

is

due

to

the

The members

once.

C.

of Pittsburg.

Louisville, Aug.

24.

—The

& Power company and

Light

was placed

company

will

proceed to

Electric

install electric

Ky. The capital stock
The Thomson-Houston Electric

Middlesborough,

light plants at

at lfl250,OGo.

An

electric

street

railway will

probably

be

built

at

Frankfort by a company holding a franchise to operate a
road by horse power.

The

National Automatic Fire Alarm company has been

incorporated
Jos.

W.

Frost.

O'Connor,
Smith.
is

Louisville,

at

A.

J.

The amount of capital stock authorized to be isThe general nature of the business is
and operate a system of

and extinguishers, and

A

James A. Stapleton, James
Meisinger and Charles

Irwin Dugan, Rosel

$100,000.

to establish

last

by the following gentlemen:

Porter,

party of

week

for

all

electric

fire

alarms

kinds of electric signals.

Louisville municipal olFicials visited Chicago

the purpose

of

expects to be able

soon to

boast

of

electric railway.

The Union, S. C, Oil & Manufacturing company has decided to put in a 50-light incandescent plant.
,

Both
III.,
will have an electric railroad soon.
companies are asking permission to operate by elec-

Elgin,
local

_

tricity.

dynamos.
Electric

Middlesbovough

has organized the

Boston,

Orient

III.,

and an

The People's Light & Fuel company of Moline, 111., has
recently installed two 750 light Westinghouse alternating

Louisville, Ky.

sued

Union Depot Railroad comand Chateau avenue to the

'He

begins to look as

it

work of James Atwell, of Pittsburgh, who has presented
the matter to the commissioners and leading citizens of the
Work on the underground system will be begun
district.

success of the

Meaden.

to

and
the company,

much

can, but

energetic

The

the company's stables at Broadway and

streets

as

we

la.

T. Stewart, president of

church.

residences at the present cost of gas.

company has the contract for furnishing the machines.
M. J. Eastman has the contract for erecting a building
The plant will be managed by J. II.
forth by ninety feet.

Utah

as fast as

streets,

permanent and more substantial fixtures. The portion of
the road equipped with this electrical device extends from
the southern terminus of the line, a distance of a mile

—J.

company, was recently interviewed as

the Electric motor

be-

and First street and
The price agreed upon is the same as gas.

Georgetown.

of

wires and poles comprising a part of the

24.

a contract be entered with the company, according to th

plant will be con

apparatus with

Council Bluffs,
Council Bluffs, Aug.

blockade.

every lamp post in the great fashionable quarter

Broadway and Gasconade streets. There will
be two engines of 500 horse power each, and two other

electrical

24.

secured admission into the city of

structed at

engines of equal capacity to use as a reserve force.

in laying track.

and

Washington, D. C,

company enjoined

Nashville Street Railroad

foundation, as the street

not be operated

and poles when

the interest of the

that

Railway from laying tracks on a
street over which both were granted the right of way, and
enjoining the city from interfering with the plaintiff's men

Main

G. C.

provements the plans and specifications of the reconstructed
road.

The South

place.

for illum'natiug business at Stockton, Cal.

telephone com-

the Capital City Ele:tric

expected to have the

connection with their railway.

The

telephone company.

Sam.uel

Electric railroad

company

wires by the position

demanded it. When the board notified the telephone
company to remove the poles the company secured an injunction to restrain the city from cutting them down.
An
attempt will be made to repeal the franchise granted the

to the extensions of the road.

acceptance of the provisions of

its

the ordinance, and also to

—W.

Works decided

Guerneville-

road

Market streets,
with electricity, supplied by wires suspended on iron
poles placed on the curb lines twenty feet above the
surface of the street, and also to make all needful changes
in the construction of curves in any of the streets on
present terminus at

its

Hotel

11.

Waterhouse company, is installing a plant at PetaThe work of the Slattery company at the Palace

for the

The
and house, and was approved by the mayor.
franchise gives to the Southern Railway company, authorsouth of

the extent

to

incorporated under the laws of the United States.

franchise passed through the regular ccurse

ity

for the purpose

electric light

its

city

i

suggested that the United States

new

of way, but the city claimed the

right

the Board of Public

of cabling

cost

— The

privilege to change the position of the wires

Zealand,

of guaranteeing 3 per cent, per annum on an investment of
$ro,ono,ooo worth of bonds to be issued by a company

luma.

in

The

24.

from running

telephone company's wires.

of the

pany secured the

estimated, would be reduced

it is

It is

went quietly to work to secure the necessary franchise to
A bill granting the
operate the road by electricity.
cil

New

and

has resigned

inspector,

light

B. A.

has been prevented

line

the United States

alt

electric

Nashville, Tenn,

the Pacific islands,

colonies

Kingdom and Europe.

from Sidney to London,

L.

directors,

Johnson,

Nashville, Aug.

together with a large percentage of colonial business with
the United

government grant a subsidy

— The Southern Railway company

expects to operate street cars by electricity from Sixth and

Market

Samoan group, and

business with the Australian

to 87 cents a word.

Louis, WIo.

St.
St. Louis, Aug. 24.

T,

all

equip another line

will

his position.

would be a
would secure the whole of the
urged that the

It is

centering at the

the

W. H.

cham-

laying an

the cost of a cable line from San

as to prevent the escape of gas.

dress by General Boulanger,

the

Zealand by way of Honolulu and Tut-

the business of

at

the Consolidated Street

B. Speed, of the

ocean telegraph cable to Australia has reported in favor of

it

phonographic exhibition

Louisville will probably be

with electrical machinery shortly.

ber of

Hawaiian business,

of the

Gamewell alarm system.

President J.

Gal.

paying investment, as

of the features

the

31, I?

supplied by a similar system.

P.

years.

panies should not be compelled to so construct their mains

One

contract

one of the largest awards in

railway companies, says that he

thought they would see whether any explosive atmosphere
was present before doing so. They accordingly threw into
This touched off all the
the hole a scrap of lighted paper.

hidden stores of gas in the hole and in the sewer. The
bang was tremendous, and off came the covers of the manholes at each corner. This explosion reminds New Yorkers

about $125,000, and

for

The

National Subway company.

conduit for the

August

inspecting the operation of

The Mather
the Soldiers'
cent lights.

Electric

Home

at

company has begun the wiring of
Grand Rapids, Mich., for incandes

Permission has been given a representative of the Westinghouse company at Talladega, Ala., to install an alternating plant.

The Thomson-Houston
the construction of an
plant at Joliet.

Electric

company

electric light

and

is

engaged

in

electric railway

Buffalo, N. Y, has again got the "city electric light
plant" fever and the newspapers of that town are discussing the subject.

A plant of 1,000 incandescent lights will be installed at
The
Brownsville, Tex,, by IL F. Gray, of Galveston.
system has not yet been adopted.
The city council of Oakland, Cal., recently decided to
advertise for bids for street lighting by electricity, under
plans and specifications prepared by the city electrician.
Bids will be received until September 17th,
Electric company reports sales for
week ending Aug. 24th, as follows: Chicago Arc Light &
I'otver company, increase in dynamo capacity 100 arc lights;
Co. Menominee, Wis., 650 light alternating
Knapp, Strat
dynamo; Redondo Hotel company, Los Angeles, Cal., Soo

The Thomson-Houston

the

i\i

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Aii^^MisI

incandescent dynamo; Kivursidc Shoe company'
Dixon, III, 2i)(} ll^hl incanilesccnt dynamo; Cornisl), Cnr-

light
tiss

\

li'cen,

(

dynamo;

Wis,

Kort Alkiiison,

I'criy l-'lcdric

I

.i^hl

I(h)

incandi-sccnt
Itulianapolis, Ind.,
lijrht

company,

130U nlternatin^ plant.

Marylaml, is considering a
for the erection of un electric lifiht station.

The Mount Helena,
pany which

of the four carH has traveled 9,380 mitcH, and carried 380.Twelve 0|)en cars arc now almoHt ready for
773 pcrsouH.
operation, iiiul later the number of cUncd car^ will Ix:

numl>tr of other ImprovcmcnlH, mjch a« dl*|K:n«inij willi
large and cmtly mali'cw on direct roaiU, and round lwfuu«,
coal nheds, clc. on other roadti, which con be accomplUbcl

greatly increaned

In

A

pinposilion

Chcsterlown.

Cal., ICIeclric

lost its [ilanl

by

lire

l.ij;lit

I'ower com-

iS:

recently, will replace

it

cerlilii.'ile

company, Augunt

The W.
per, has

soon have a

Kerrell, Tex., will

and 750 Incan-

2:>-aic

plant which will he installed
Klectric l-i^ht ^S: I'ower company.

descent

The Centra

Telephone

Kentucky

I

Lyons.

capital

has been chartered by
luUly, Samuel
rmclor and others at Danville.

J. \V

Klecliic

the l-crrcll

i-oinpany.

^lo.iKM),

stock

by

lijjhl

lij;hl

I

and snpply companies

at

•

San Diei^o have

suffered from the visitation of Chinamen who have abof the
stracted lar^e ipiantities of copper wire.
celestials were recently caught in the act. and "railroaded."

Two

company has placed
an order with the Western Llectric company to equip .jo
circuits
with
the
new
Kudd ground alarm.
light
its
arc
of
This novel little piece of apparatus was described in the
List issue of the WKsri-:KN Ki kcikkian.

The Chicago Arc

Anglo-American Storage

Illinois

Thomson-Houston dynamo

l^kc Forest. A nxt light
furnish the current.

The Covington.

will

will be prepared,

slated, to furnish

is

it

power

operat-

for

ing street railroads.

I2lh.
ftays a I'lttHburf;

pa'

worth of Htock in the McKceH
line will be made an electric
;unl extended across the river to Dravosburg.
purchaHed

i)Iii>,in)o

company.

The

The Jamaiia \ Brooklyn Street Electric railway will be
thoroughly re-etpiipiicd ac:cording to the Sjjrague HyNtcm
will operate 10 cars.
The latest improvements and
devices used bv the .Sprague company will lie ado[>led.

and

The St. Joseph, Mo., People's Street Railway company
has Hied notice of its acceptance of the ordinance recently
passed by the council granting the franchise for an electric
railway on Messaine street, from Twentieth to Twentysecond streets.

proposed to

It is

utilize

the (ireat

Kails

of

the

upper

Potomac for generating electricity, and shouUl this be
Washington would have a big boom, as electric
motors would enable the establishment of numerous manu-

(.lone

facturing interests in that city.

The proposed

operating of the Belt line street cars by elcc
continues to interest Utica. N. \
Itts not only intended 10 use electricity as the motor power, but to also
light and heat the cars by electricity generated at the CenThe cars will be operating December ist it
tral station.
.

hopeil.

correspondent at Ottawa, 111., writes:
A trial trip
-S by one of the motor
cars on the new
electric street railway over a portion of the road
with
marked success. The railway is the lirst in the slate to be
run by electricity.
It is being put in by T. J. Kvansof the
)inaha and Council Bluffs company, and when completed
The road will probably be forwill cost about !|i50,<hio.
mally opened ne.\t week.

A

was made Aug.

'

The Koval

company

of I'eoria report the followMarseilles. 111. Joo incandescent
plant; I'eoria, III., yV.///>«//// building, 300 incandescent;
The company is
Lincoln, 111., Rolling Mills, 35 lights.
also equipping a power station at Springfield, 111., and has
disposed of a number of motors there.

ing sales for

Klectric
last

week:

The employees of the Allegheny County Electric company and the East End Electric Light company of I'iitsburg, I'a quit work Aug. 20, owing to a ilisagreemcnt with
It was thought
the smoky city would be
their employers.
,

left in

darkness, but through the strenuous efforts of the

company men were secured to
little trouble was experienced.
.\

has

the

lill

strikers' places,

and

and Moscow has ordered a 500 incandescent plant,
that the system of long distance telephones in
Teleuse in th^t section rivals the system at Portland.
phone lines from Colfax reach out as far as Spokane Kails
and Walla Walla, via Lewiston a distance of about 100
lights,

also

miles.

The new electric light service, in all 107 lights, by the
Western Electric company was recenty turned on giving a
very beautiful illumination, says the Galveston, Tex., .W:,-,'.
Several of the aldermen, board of water commissioners
and a number of other citizens were present at the waterworks station to witness the turning on of the lights and
the beautiful action of the two massive liuckeye engines
The lights being
driving the six dynamos at full speed.
suspended from the center of street intersections at a
distance of from two or three blocks apart gives a continuous light on nearly all the thoroughfares in the city.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
is

the electric

agitating

street railway ques-

tion.

UufTalo,

N.

Y

,

Ne-iVs says:

"The

people can have

cars if they want them.
That is a settled
ButTalo Street Railway company is now prepared
to go ahead and introduce the electric system to its lines as
fast as the work can be done— if the people say they want
The new electric line, between the Cold Springs
it done.
barn and the park, has been found to work very satisfac
torily. and the street railway authorities say they are willing
to extend the sjstem wherever the people want it.
electric

syndicate, of Chicago, will
electric street railway in Dubuque, la.

Brunswick. Me.,

will

have an

electric

build

another

street

railway.

storage battery system will be used.

The liloominglon.
commenced the work

111.,
and Normal Street railway has
of changing to an electric system.

Another electric company has been incorporated in NewOrleans under the name of the Electric Traction & Manufacturing

The

company.

Akron t>., street railway
permits the use of electricity

franchise just granted the

company

to extend

its lines,

as a motive power.

The street railway company of Rochester, Pa., has inIt is proposed to excreased its capital stock to $30,000.
tend the road three and seven-tenths miles, running through
The
Rochester. West liridgeport. lieaver and Vanport.
road will be operated by electricity.
According to a Milwaukee paper that city is destined to
have at least two overhead electric street railways unless

common council refuses to grant the required charters.
The Milwaukee ^^ Whittlish Bay Railway company has dethe

cided to adopt the overhead system on North avenue, and
the committee on railroads has been formally requei-ted to
authorize the change in the pending ordinance
There is
some prospect also that the company will double its tracks
between the city and Whitetish Bay. and use the overhead
electric system on the entire road.
It is

claimed that the Seattle.

& Power company

carries

W.

T,, Electric Railway

more passengers on

railway cars, in proportion to
other line in the I'niied States.

ils

equipment,

Since April

y,

its

than

street

any

1SS9. each

electric railroad will

Ik:
ImiIU at Reading, I'a,
The
extend over .Mriunt I'cnn, a iliMancc of 12 mllc«,
view o( the Sthiiylkill and thr Hjur
Mountainn beyond. Thin mountain railroad will have open
car^, and il Ik likely will only run during the Mimmer
monlhi. The Ncvertink Mountain rallroai* will alvj Iw
run by electricity, the iiOAcr being drrived from water

line

wilt

affordinK a »plcndnl

whccN

at (he 'blj; dam on the Schuylkill river at ihe entrance to ihc mountain park
llic mounluln will alto be
illuminated by elcclriiity. furnished from (he lume Mnjrce,
'

The DcH Moinet, la., city council ha* (granted a
franchise (o (he De* Moinet Electric Railway company
to construct, c(|uip and operate a street railway on We»t
Walnut street between Sixth and Seventh, alv» )»etween
Twelfth ami Fifteenth directs, and on Eiftecnih »lrect
from Walnut to I^Mjust. and from Linden to High Mrectk,
and on High street from Kiftccnih to Twcnt>-rirftt iitrecl
with the provision that a single track shall fic laid on Walnut between Sixth and Tenth HireclH. or t>etwccn Twelfth
and 1-ifiecnth streets, or between Fifteenth and Nineteenth

on High

street.

Electric railro.ids arc finding

cnthu>iasiic champion% in
throughout the country. An cxchanee
the resolution of the city council the
neapolis Street Railway company is directed to experiment
with electric power on one of the street ralway lines in
As soon as this line is designated the company
the city.
must make the test, and if it proves successful, pr'Kreed to
operate by the same power other lines when so ordered.
There arc now ninety electric street railways in opcratioo,
covering 4fX7 miles of track and using Ooo motor cars, and
sixty-two more railways arc under contract
In the aifoption of the electric system for the entire extent of the
street railways of Boston, with 210 miles of track, there is
conclusive evidence of ihe superiority of this sys'em over
every other for ordinary service
Eor the conclusion was
reached in Boston only after the most thorough and varied
tests, and practical determination of comparative effectiveness and cost.
With all the disadvantages of operation on
a small scale, the cost of running cars with electric motor
has been only 3 cents per mile as against an average of 10
and one-sixth cents per mile for horse cars. The saving
in time has been 30 per cent, and a very large increase in
"
the
of
resulted

newspapers

street

The

A dispatch from Sioux Falls. S D.. states that the or
ganization of the South Dakota Electric Railway company
was consummated on the 19th inst. W. R, Kinsburay was
S. WiUiver. secretary, and C K.
elected president;
The company will construct the first
Johnson, treasurer
electric railroad in Dakota, and will operate between this
city and lOast Sioux Kails, a distance of seven miles.
Its
capital stock is placed at $100,000. principally owned
The road will be built immeby New York capitalists

Mm

"Hy

says:

volume

has

travel has

THE TELEPHONE.
Those who are

familiar with the operation of the police
departments in this country will be sui prised to Icam the
methods employed on the other side do not include the
telegraph and telephone service.
The London liUttrital
A't-ric-7.' ^-s:
"Although Scotland Yard and the police
authorities in this country in general do not appear to
have much belief in scieniihc assistance, things arc different on the Continent.
Steps have been taken in
Magdeburg to connect the head police office ichphonically
with some of the sub-ofties '* Even city and town in this
country that boast of a police department of any prerentions has its electrical system and "hurry-up wagons."

W

diately.

The

following press dispatch was sent out from Philadelphia last week: "It is reported that the Electric Car
company of North America, a Philadelphia corporation
owning a large number of valuable pa;ents relating to
street railway propulsion, is negotiating a sale of all its
patents applicable to overhead and underground construe
tion to the Thomson-Houston Electric company of Boston.
William Wharton. Jr iS; Co. and the Wharton Railroad and
Switch company, who have close relations with nearly all
the street railway companies in the L'nited States, are supInquiry at
posed to control the Klectric Car company."
the oflices of the Thomson- Houston company, Chicago,
failed to confirm the report.
,

The Holmes

The

A similar ordinance
with similar lines in St. I'aul.
been introduced in St. I'aul for connecting lines.

fact.

rortland. Ore., paper states that the town of Colfax
arc
just ordered a plant for rhirty-iive additional

Elgin, HI.,

The Thomson-Houston 1-llectric company, says a Mhineapolis paper, introduced an ordinance in the city council
(m the i6th Inst, for a system of inlerurban electric street
railways, which may precipitate another contest.
The
routes laid out by the electric company propose to cross the
Washington. Kranklin and Lake street bridges to connect

The

no other way."

An

the

tricity

is

Light ^: I'ower
been chartered by A.
M. Woithington, W. V. Hays. John K. Coppin and A
They will soon start work on their plant, and
Stewart.
Ky.. Citizens' ICleclric

capital stock Sf>o. <->(«. has

company,

railwiiy

hlctl

Dcwces Wood company,

,V

port Railroad

Light and I'ower

Battery company
of Chicago reports an installation of 4 cells at Dr. Murphy's
The company has also
olVice, Ilonore building. Chicago.
Ihdl McCnrmick's residence at
installed 40 cells in K.

The

wan

with the secretary <jf hlalc for the
cotisolidiuion of the (Mti/eni' .Street KailAray company of
Decatur, III., with (he (.'itl/enV Electric Street Kullwuy

at

once.

n

Edgewater. Sloan's Lake, and all the properly in the
suburban resoit and sightly locaconnected with Denver, Colo, ,, in
will become
tion,
The county commisa short time by two electric roads
sioners have been petitioned to grant three franchises: to
the Highland company, the Electric Motor company and
Each
the Highland Street Railway company respectively.
proposes to make connection with the Tramway Cable
company's system and the Berkeley motor line and Hight^ne line is proposed to be conland street railway line,
structed around Cottage Hill and S oan's Lake heights.
Another is to run direct to the lake on the north side and
around the lake.
vicinity of that beautiful

Ctreat interest is manifested

in the

South

THE TELEGRAPH.
A

r>altimore

Code system

company

Ls

forming to introduce the Itayless

of train telegraphy.

The Krcnch government is taking steps for the introduction of a telegraphic department among the cavalry.
The

Postal Telegraph Cable company's lines will soon b
work throughout the South, siys a Richmond. \'a cor
respondent.
The new poles and the hea\'y copper wires of
the Postal are attractive features, and the Postal company
at

,

has leased a fine building in the business heart of the city
for its local and general offices in the South, which are furnished with every appliance for the prompt transmission of
business and for the convenience of the public.
The receiving, delivery and money order departments for home
and foreign business arc distinct and complete in their perfect ollice arrangement
The operating roomsare supplied
with handsome new tables and the best and most improved
telegraphic instruments.
A neat, cozy little room is assigned for newspaper correspondents to write their special
dispatches
General Superintendent Kates says: "(laU'eston. New Or'eans ai d other leading cities in the far South
will be the terminal points.
Offices have been opened in
I*elersbuag, Norfolk, Raleigh, Columbia. Augusta. AtlanOur aim will be togi^'etbe
ta Rome and Birmingham.
public a quick, correct and reliable seT\-ice. even to that
given by the late Southern Telegraph company, which gave
great satisfaction throughout the South."

Personal Paragraphs.
W.
Ill

,

in electric rail-

Phelps of the Royal Electric company of
was in Chicago last week.
I.

I'eoria.

speaks as follows: "The thorough pracis being demonstrated every
measure of success has been attained by the
electric street cars, which have proven more economical to
Larger and heavier cars can be
operate than horse power
handled, owing to the fact that the motive power is at hand
without additional cost, and the result is we have a smooth
running, better ventilated and healthier conveyance in
every way, and street car travel is transformed from a nui-

A. Thuflby, representing the Brush Electric company at
Omaha. Neb was in town last week

The points in favor of electric street
sance into a luxur}-.
railways over dumr..y lines are that they do away with dust
smoke and gas from the locomotives and the danger of col
lision, as well as dispense with other annoyances suffered
by the residents along the line. Increased speed and the
more rapid handling of tral^c will result on all roads, and a

Recent callers at the Chicago Electric club include: E.
Smith.
R. Weeks, Kansas City: James Montgomery. J
A. H Goode, Wansau. Wis.; E. Sonl^, Evansville. Ind.;
H. W. Frund, Vincenncs, Ind.; L. L. Goulding. Washington. D C; E Davidson. St Paul. Minn.; Tobo K.
Sixien, S. H. Manson. A. V. Young. Chicago.

ways, and

Z)/.v/V

ticability of

day

A

electric railwavs

fair

,

D. A. Andrews, jr.. representing Pcttingill. Andrews
company, of Boston, was in Chicago last week.

\

Thomas

.\- Edison contemplates a long trip 10 the cast.
has worked ven* hard for a good many years, and he
He is anxious to ^isil Egypt
feels entitled to a vacation
and Greece, and may go there from Paris.

He

M
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Miscellaneous Notes.
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20,

Paris was

visited

by a violent storm

derbolt struck the Eiffel tower, but did not

damage

thun-

it.

assistant attorney-general for the postoffice departthat phonograms being "personal comThis
munications" are subject to postage at letter rates.
decision concerning the proper classification of such mail

The

ment has decided

matter and the inventions of the phonograph and graphophone will bring a large increase to the treasury department undoubtedly.

The University of Wisconsin, in compliance with the
the
statute adopted by the last legislature, has constituted
department of engineering and mechanics a separate college.
importance
This was found necessary through the growing
Special provision has been made for
of this department.
During the last two
the course in electrical engineering.
years the electrical laboratory has been fitted with the latest
for experimental
manufacture
devices of the most approved
and testing work. Among the special electric and magnetset of Sir Willic apparatus may be mentioned a complete

iam Thomson's instruments for electrical measurements,
including a new form of magnetometer by Dr. Gray, elec
tro-dynamo meters, voltmeters, ampere-meters, resistance
boxes, galvanometers, condensers, and other test instruments for electrical engineering. There are also electrometers by Thomson and Edelmann, electric motors, storage batteries, a large Ruhrakoff coil, a Brackett cradle for
measuring electrical power, a very full set of Crooke tubes,
There is
switches, standards of electromotive force, etc.
a constant potential dynamo in the laboratory and a fifteen
connecsuitable
with
arc light dynamo in the machine shop
tion with the laboratory

the Southern Electrical

W. C. McXinlock, secretary of
Supply company, St. Louis, was in Chicago last week. He
reports large sales of okonite wire, and good demand for
kinds of electrical supplies.

of Chicago are constation and power plant of the new
water works, and electric light station at Argentine, Kan.
The machinery will consist of two 1,250,000 compound con-

The Pond Engineering company
pumping

densing pumping engines, two 100 horse power tubular
one 90 horse power Armington& Sims engine, feed

boilers,

heater, furnaces,

and

all

pipe work complete, erected

in successful operation.

The Fond Engineering company are furnishing the Con
& Power company of Kansas City,
Kan., with an Armington & Sims engine of 100 horse
They are also supplypower, and a Thomson indicator.
solidated Electric Light

ing the Exchange building, Kansas City, with a Hyatt
power boiler
filter, and Galena, Kan., with a. 50 horse
They have just shipped a small pumping outfit, including
boiler and necessary attachments, to Denison, Tex,

A gentleman interested in street railroads recently telegraphed half a dozen managers of roads operated by elecwere
tricity and in each case was informed that the roads
in successful operation were giving satisfaction to both the
companv and patrons and were financially successful as well.
The roads chosen were the Cincinnati Inclined Plane

Bay
the
Railway,
People's
Scranton
the
Ridge, Maryland, Electric Railway, the East Cleveland
Street Railway, the Asheville Electric Street Railway,
the St. Joseph Union Passenger Railway, the Erie Passenger Street Railway, the Davenport Central Railway
These roads are operated under the Sprague system.

railway,

Chicago, have just

The Electrical Supply company,
sued an exceedingly neat sixteen page price

is-

list of their
insulated line wires, for the benefit of those who are espeThis little
cially interested in electric light installation.
book will be found of great convenience as the company
introduce and explain their new "Shield" Brand insulated
The company claim for the "Shield" Brand
line wire
wires, that their superior insulation is suitable for all requirements encountered in line construction. The work
contains a table of dimensions and resistance of pu-'e cop-

Tne book is handsomely
per wire, from 0000 to 40 gau^e
printed on heave glazed paper and bound in a handsome
cover of leatherette.
Prof. Benjamin V. Thomas, of the Physical Laboratory
of the ( ihio State University, has written a letter highly
commending the standard resistance box, and bridge of
^S:
company. The special features are
the arrangement of the proportional coils, so that they
can be reversed by chanj^ing two pegs, and the arrangement of the connections for the resistances so that each
one of the latter can be used separately, or the several
resistances of one denomination put in multiple arc in any
way. This is an important feature with a resistance box
constructed for standard purposes, as it permits several

James W. (Jueen

be compared with the standard easily
and permits also of the comparison of the
themselves with facility.
ThcS'andard Undcrj^round Cable company
has found it necessary to enlarge its factory by

coils to

Electrical Patents.
Issued Aux- 20, iSSq
409.170.

M.

Milton C.
Electric Valve.
Clark, Marshalltown, Iowa.

Secondary Battery.
York, N. y.

409,17s.

Wheeler and Albert
A-

Faure,

New

consis's in the combination of a negative element, a positive element and a diaphram or
septum composed of asbestos, a soluble sal', and a sil-

and
coils

readily,

among

of Pittsburg
the addition
will
addition
This
of a two story structure, 45x145 feci
It
line
wire.
manufacture
of
the
exclusively
to
devoted
be
introduced this speis only 18 months since the company
trade
in
cialty, and in that lime it has built up an excellent
Two mctnlhs after the first manufacture
this deparlmenl
its
of ihis line wire the company was obliged to enlarge
force, then build an addition to its faclory; but even with
with
its
up
keep
was
unable
to
it
these inc:rcascd facilities
At
orders, though its factories were run night and day.
present it is compelled to take orders only on 4 to 6 weeks"

England.
Sebastian Z
Distribution of Electrical Energy.
de Ferranti, Hampstead, County of Middlesex, Eng-

409.182.

land.

The invention consists in the combination ot an
alternating-current dynamo generating high tension
alternating currents, leads or main distributing- conductors connected with the poles of the dynamo, one
or both of said conductors being tubular, said conductors being arranged in proximity, and translating devices connected in multiple between said conductors.
Sebastian Z. de FerJoint for Electric Mains.
Hampstead. County of Middlesex, England.
object of che invention is to provide a flexible
expansion joint for coupling together electrical con-.
ductors composed of two concentric insulated tubes.
Claim 2 is given:

409.183.

ranti,

The

"The combination, with two electric conductors
connected end to end, of the surrounding telescoping
insulators and the corrugated metal tube surroQuding
the insulators."

High and Low Water Alarm

Adam W.

Gilfillan,

for Steam-Boilers.

Mendocino, Cal.

Edward

indicator.
Electrical
409,207.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

R

Knowles,

Elias E. Ries, BalElectrical Railway System
timore, Md.
The object of the invention is to provide for storing
electrical power during the running of the cars in such
manner that the power thus accumulated may be used
for propelling the cars when, from any cause, the motor is prevented from obtaining its power in the ordi-

409,237.

nary way.

Claim 5 follows:
"In an electric railway, the combination of the main
the conductiug-rail forming a part thereof, the
car, the secondary batteries and motor mounted thereon, a Sivitch and a double solenoid for operating the
same to cut the batteries and motor out of the main
circuit, upon a failure of current, one coil of said solenoid being in the main circuit and the other in a de
rived circuit with the secondary batteries.''
circuit,

409 259

Galvanic

Battery.

George C. Ward, Boston,

Mass.
Pipe Casing or Conduit. Arcalous Wyckoff and
Ernest L. Wyckoff. Elmira, N. Y.

409,26=;.

Process of
400,291.
vanic Batteries
N. Y.
409,316.

Making Solution Compounds
William

Thermostat.

Albert

P.

M.

Kookegy,
But/.,

for GalBrooklyn,

Minneapolis,

Minn.
409,349.

Dynamo

Ferranti,

Sebastian Z. de
Electric Machine.
Hampstead, County of Middlesex, England.

The invention consists in the combination of the
sliding frame-sections moving at right angles to the
armature axis and carrying the field magnets, and the
extended foundation plate or bed upon which the
frame sections slide, and, further, in a collector composed of a revolving ring from which current is to be
led away, and a pair of rubbers, one pressed by a
spring against the ring and both attached together by
springs which draw them one toward the other and
make them bear against opposite sides of the
ring.

Automatic Electrical Fluid Releaser.
Barton
Molyneux, Minneapolis, Minn.
409.3*J5'
Ludwig Mond, Norwich, County
*^'a^ Battery.
of Chester, anti Carl Langer, London, County of Mid

409.' 04.
S.

dlcsex, I''ngl:ind.
Claim 5 is given;

combination of a porous non"In a gas
conducting substance, a li(|ui(l electrolyte impregnating
the same, a gas absorbing coating on each side of
said porous substance, with a good conductor of elec
lialtery. the

is

increased.

Process of Obtaining Electricity from Gas BatLudwig Mond. Norwich, County of Chester,
and Carl Langer, London, County of Middlesex, Eng-

409.366.

teries

land.

The

the process of

invention relates to

—

obtaining

by means of two gases such as oxygen
and hydrogen and consists in causing said gases to

electricity

—

each come in contact at or near ordinary temperatures
with a layer of gas-absorbing material itself in contact
with the electrolyte, the two layers of gas-absorbing
materials being each insulated from the other and
each of them connected with one of the poles of the
battery, the two gases being interchanged periodically.

Arc Lamp,

409,390.
Pa.

Robert D.

Carson.

Philadelphia,

invention consists in the combination of a pair
of curved carbon rods and mechanism for supporting
the same at an angle in relation to each other and,
further, in carbon supporting and feeding devices.
Electric

Fred Vemette,

Dental Instrument.

Hannibal, Mo.

Secondary Battery.

409.448.

The invention

409,189.

tricity on each side in the form of thin metallic fo'I,
gauze or perforated plates permeable to the gases employed and in frequent contact with the absorbent
coating over its whole surface, whereby the electricity
is taken and conducted away from numerous points at
small distance from each other, and thus the internal
resistance is reduc d and the work done by the battery

409,437.

Camille

31, 1SS9

The

icate.

A neat price list of electric wires has just been issued by
fohn A. Roebling's Sons company. A convenient telegraphic code is appended.

pump,

A novel sshade for incandescent electric lamps has been
It is
patented recently by A. A. McCreary of New York.
The
highly commended and possesses many advantages.
shade is adjustable for use in connection with all classes of
electric lamps by means of a screen made of any variety of
opaque or translucent material, and of such shape that it
will fit closely over the globe or glass used upon the lamp, to
produce any desired effect with the light, such as a peculiar
color, a given direction, and an increased illuminating
power, according to the particular purpose for which the
lamp is employed, by merely changing or revolving
It may be made of any desirable
the shade or reflector.
material, according to the purpose for which it is used, and
owing to the fact that it conforms so closely to the shape
of the globe as to become practically an outer covering for
The shades may be fitted to any of the ordinthe same.
The incandescent
ary forms of incandescent or arc lamps.
lamp shades are now ready, and the arc light shades will be
weeks.
of
a
few
on the market in the course

Sebastian
409.181. Conductor for Conveying Electricity.
Z. de Ferranti, Hampstead, County of Middlesex,

Business Mention.

tractors for the

Its cable department is also crowded, and during
the last six months the entire force has been kept busy
night and day. The company proposes to introduce another
line of wire soon of high grade.

time

A

Additional damage to barns and stock is reported from
Minnesota where an electrial storm prevailed last week.

all

August

Charles

S.

Bradley,

Yonk-

ers.

System of Electrical Distribution.
Charles S.
409.449.
Bradley, Yonkers, N. Y.
The invention consists in a system comprising an
alternate current generator, a pair of mains extending
therefrom, one or more quarter-phase ele* trie motors,
each having two supply circuits, whether open or
closed, one circuit being direct from the mains and the
other circuit passing through an electro-motive device
adapted to receive the line current and change its phase
so that the currents eventually reaching the motor will
be a quarter phase apart, though but a single generator
is used and a single pair of mains.
Claim 3 follows:

"The

combination, with a quarter-phase, doubletwo transformers, each composed of a primary coil connected to the supply circuit
and two or more graduated secondary coils connected
to the motor circuit, and means for switching said secondaries to matched pairs into the motor circuits.
circuit electric motor, of

System of Electrical Distribution. Charles S.
409.450.
Bradley. Yonkers, N. Y,
The first claim reads:
"The combination, with an alternating-current dynamo e!ectric machine adapted to generate and deliver
three sepatate series of alternations differing in their
time periods by one-third of a phase, of three external
circuits composed in all of three conductors permutated
into said three circuits, and consumption devices
located in said external circuits."
Electrical Circuit Closer for Water Indicators.
Franklin M. Dunn, Alphonza Petticord and Joseph II.
King, Baltimore. Md*

409,460.

Armature-Core for Dynamos. Daniel Highara,
409,463.
Philadelphia Pa
The last claim is appended:
"A core for the armature of a dynamo electric
machine or electric motor, comprising a shaft and
corrugated thin iron disks mounted thereon and acute
corrugations at the center, whereby the main portions
of the disks are spaced from each other when stiung

upon

the shaft"

Apparatus for Treating Animals by Electricity.
409,470
Georgina M. Lawrence, London, England.
409,498.

Combined Gas and

Thomas
409,508.
halt,

J. Pierce,

Electric
Philadelphia, Pa.

Electrical Lock.

Paul

Light

Fixture.

Schwenke, Zerbst, An-

Germany.

Distribution of Electrical Energy.
SebastisnZ.
409.565.
de Ferranti, Hampstead, County of Middlesex, England.
The invention consists in a combination of a dynamo electric machine producing current of high tension,
three concentric conductors, the inner one coupled to
one pole of the dynamo, the outer one to the other
pole and to earth, a converter with its primary coupled
to the innermost and outer conductors and its secondary to the outer and intermediate conductors, a
branch conductor led off from the intermediate conductor and passing away through two other conductors
concentric with, but insulated from it, a second converter with its primary coupled to the innermost and
outer conductors of this branch and its secondary to
the outer and intermediate conductors, and branch circuits from the intermediate to th eouter conductor.
409. 566.

Distribution

of

Electricity.

Sebastian Z.

de

Hampstead, County of Middlesex, England.
Telephone Switch System. Claude C. Ciould,

Ferranti,

409,574.
Y.
Batavia,
The object of the invention is to expedite the opera
tion of connecting different subscribers.

N

409,603.

Trolley for Electric

son, Robert
Pa.

Dickson

and

Railways.
John G. Dick
Peter Snyder, Pittsburg,

Safety Fuse for Electric Conductors.
409,628.
Bishop, New Haven, Conn.

Brush Holder for Dynamos.
409,646.
Clellan, St. Paul, Minn.

The

invention relates to a device
which nearly all of the brush is used.

Walters.

James M.

Mo

by the use of

-

August
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A DEPARTURE IN
INCANDESCENT SWITCHES

GREELEY ^ CO.,

E. S.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
I>

IIKV NT..

mill 7

T>il'.W

V4IIII4.

ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT

of

Instiumtints and Butttirlos of
the Vv^y Hightst iliadv,

Uo

Lamps and
L

forn,

amp

Novelties

World.

upon

l206Ch«ilnut8t.,

Application.

MINIATURE INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

THE "CL ARK "
Insulation Guaranteed

PAI8TE,

H. T.

upon

hifuruiiii'nlft
ikp|ilint(l<>n.

l'iit(ilni;ui' <>r Siiiiiiliirtl 'I'l'Hf

ftinitiOKMl

may Im linau«t )>y \nmT rjinlvX cauAfJ Uf
or OIrt, I'n (jMifnlrini* will oot hn kffnct«4
K«ni] fur liluitrriifd t\i. iiUr ftO'l \$t\in \\ni.

tli<iii;;ti It

rorroNlitn
ttiitr«l>y,

rrocltloD isd CoDBtancy. Quality and FlD'ib, the

Boot Id

All lniitftnl«i)«'>t)n innkft artd tirt>kk m'tvnffjnnt. iiDtoo*
Irotli'dtjy ttio tiftlidln, iiift'li <-rillr«ly of •(ir«tl(i>».l tsprtllii
hriwtiK III" lAUfff noinntnrlriKlriUj llRrouotrurtlon ;tb«ro

llluatrutcti Circuhir

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

NF.W KM»lyA.%l> KX<'I,I'MI«
Nijw

-^XTIRE.

HKW

Kni^lnti'l Kl<i'

OIII<:auo, iMy

Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

trii:

Htj[iplx

)

K:
<,tu\>ktij,

M .folm HtrcQt, Brl(]K*fl>ort, i'.'inn.
YORK <;ITY:
T. K. Ilunlnr 4 Co., W Cbonh Hlrtot.
:

KInctrlol Hu|>|ilf CompuiT, 171 BuKlolph MtrMt.

BEFORE YOU PURCHASE
Electric Gas
-

In n letter from
39, 1880,

HiiyH

111!

:

iNfti'KOTOH of Mm HoHtoii FIro |In<Ipr%vrlterH' Union, unitor dftto of March
TliuruuKlily ICvUublo anil l>uHlriiblo Wlro In Every ICeHpuct."

tin*

"A

H.

A,

and

(>1
CLAIIK.

OiS

HElUlEliT

IE.

REDUCED

PaiCBS.
on

(C'BliiloKtie I'i>rw(irilMl

W.

S.

—
LIST

INCRRABED DIBCOUHTS.
l(»c.liil of

HI'SINK.SM <'AHn.)

NEW YORK

22 UNION SQUARE,

KHSTIS. Elcotrlolau

WARD LEONARD.

-

THE BEST GOODS, THE GREATEST VARIETY.

Haiiipshiro Street, Boston, Mass.

Ot'nerat MminK<^r.

i>i;

C'ontiilnlni; "vnrytliltiK ner<'»i*iiry for flltlnif iip [irlv^u or I'lihll'
Hiillclliii:-, Tlj.'(it«r-<, Uburclit-n, Ktc, with '•»« I.l.'JjtlriiAp
[tarutuH,

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,

HBNHV

I

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICE

riihbiT lined In InnulatlnR our wires and cablfn In Bpi'clally chemically propared, and in onarnnteeii
to he irntfrpninf, juui wiU not it^tfrinrtitej oxiiltee or crnvk, luid will rt'inatii lloxMilv In extremo cold wtuittior
and not iitTi'i'U'd I'y tn'iit- Ttir Inmiliiilon Im iimiLMMod fmni iiM-i-lianlc-nl Injury by <»ini or iimri' tinihlM and ilio
nrliuli' .i|liki-i| with flarkH I'm nit l.:iiiiii>niiinl. wlilfli In watrr.oll. lui.l iiml, li.ii vi-ry k'rnil i-xtrnt, II n- i.r.'i.r.
Wi- iiro i>n'iiarril [u fiiriiinli Slnt;tr Wlrrw I'f all
Our insitl<iti,>n will i>r'>ri^ ilitfthlfi trhcn nil iXhris fnit.
CliMih iiiado
Kftiitlt'i* and (llaiiiLUT of luHiilallim for Tek-Kntl'li, Ti'lci'limu' iiiul Klccirlc Lin'it" U\nn hIoik.
[g order.

Tim

,

Lighting Apparatus
m:ni)

-

ANDREWS.

E.

CITY.
M. IZARD.

CONSULTING AND CONTRACTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
Systems of Electric Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Electric
Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.
PlanH and Hpeciflcationii for all Kindi, of Electrical GoBAtmctlon M'ork.
AfiiHUneofCommercIiil Supplies carried al all Umcs Tor Plants described above.

For any or

Branch

Offices:

all

Room
THE ROOKERY,
ninneapolis,
Rooms

The Lninber Exchanee,

5

and

6,

for

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,

MARK.

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
BRANCHES:
caq

CHICAGO,

ILL.

N^orthwotttern Mataul Life Insorance Block, Koom

Electric Light,
AiXa.s3.u±aoti;i.red

r.h

;

11^,

Telephone

l-.^,

nilwaokee. Win

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

4-0 N/>
TBAoe

425, Telephone 694,
Sllnii.

'.

Bnsion.

hiladelphia.

Telephone and Telegraph,

.^Lerla.!, S'u'bxxm.x-lzi.e

...

Omaha.

and

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF
OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

Minneapolis.

'

|3 Park
incinrati

Louisville.

XTncS.ergrcs'U.xic]. XJimo.

MANSON PROTECTING

Row,
St.

Louis,

TAPE.

NEW YORK.

and

San Frarcisco.

PECKHAM'S PATENT INTERCHANGEABLE

ELASTIC STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS

THE ONLY INTERCHANGEABLE STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS THE ONLY ELASTIC STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS THE ONLY NOISELESS STREET CAR WHEEL.

Can be Renewed

IN

at

tny Car Stable by any Ordinary Laborer, and without Removing Motors from Axles.

USE ON THE FOLLOWING ROADS:

Brooklri City Rallrnad. Brooklyn, N. T.
Rushwlck Railroad, Brooklyn. N. Y.
New Wllllamsbur« & FliiUmsli Kallroad. Brixiklyn. N. T.
Broadway Kallroad. New York.
Houston. \V09t Street and Pavoula Ferry Railroad, New York. Third Avenue Kallroad. •
Ncrth Hudson connly Kallnxid, ht^boken. N. J.
Jersey City & Bertreo Railroad, Jersey City. N. J
Clnclnnall Street Ballwsy Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Omaha Cable Railroad Co Oniaba, Nebraska,
West End Electric Railroad, Boston, Masa.
Soranlon Electric C<'., Scranton, Pa.
Port Hur^n Electric Co.. Port Him>n. Mich.
Citizens Railway Co.. Elkhart. Ind,
Chlbuabua Railroad, Cbltiuahua. Mexico.
.

Descriptive Clrcnlar and Price List Furnished npon Application to

THE PECKHAM STREET CAR WHEEL & AXLE

THE!

E:3Z)ID"2"

CO.,

239 Broadway,

IwIAMVKACT'UREFLS OK

+

N. T.

+

Automatic Electric Motors
In all Sizes

from One-half H.

P.

Upward.

Hiffh Efficiency, Perfect Segulatioti. Superior Workmanship,
Management, Semarl;a1tle Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Ease of

UlTNATaO » ZSI^ECTRIC « IVIACHINES
For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper RefiniDg, Etc.
RRiNPn UrriV/EiO.
ftPRIPCQ'
DBiUlV^n

K^W

t0flK,33CliuicliSt.:

BOSTON. Ill Arch

KANSAS

cm,

St.:

PHUADCLPHIA.

Rlalto Bunting:

CHICASO, 42 LcSaJIt
BCe Ccmintrct St.:
lOe CamHelet St.

HEW OSUfUS,

St.;

,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

COLUMBIA COLLEGE

Ausfust

Steam-Feed Water

Stilwell's Patent Live

OHIO STATE DNIVERSITY.

SCHOOI^ OF allNES.
A

COURSE

Removes
Full course of instruction in electrical
engineering, new building and equipment.
Theoretical and practical instruction in
arc and incandescent lighting by direct

IN

Electrical Engineering
eetabliehe'^, open to graduates of the
School of Mines, and of other institatlons of like
grade and standing. The full couree will occupy
two yeare. There is a partial course that can be

Has been

Entirely

completed in one yr ar.
For circulars apply to Registrar School of Mines,
49th St. and Madiaon Ave,, New York City.

WM.

H.

SPEAK1N& TUBES

SCOTT,

President,

L%M.

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.

GEORGE CUTTER,

W.
2

CONSULTING ELECTRICIAN,

CHICAGO.

-

1

OSTRANDER &

R.
,

23 and 25 Ann

Factory, 1461 and 1463

Send

for

New

Catalogue, out August

York.
____^

1st.

The H.M. LOUD

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

& SONS LUMBER

CO.

MANUPACTORERS OF
Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms, Cedar Poles,
Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept In stock. Orders Filled Promptly.

Office and Mill at Oscoda, Bllch.
Habmount, Western
Agent Electrical Department New Haven Clock Co.,

Exclusive Selling Agent: Q. i.

1001-3-5-7 Opera House Bloch, CHICAGO.

BRYANT'i^ SWITCHES,
MIIiL'S

CO.,

New

St.
DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N, Y,

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COBTPLETE SET OF TJ. S.
ELECTBICAIi PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,

M WHISTLES,

Pneumatic, and Meclianical

Oral, Electric,

COIiVUBUt^, OHIO.

80 Adams Street,

Steam

in

STILWELL&6IERGBMF6.C0.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

and particulars, address

HESfiRX DBII^I^EB, I/.Ii. D.,
Acting PreBldent.

SCALE

Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

and alternating currents, mo'or work,
storage batteries, etc., etc. Also courses
in civil, mechanical and mining engineering, agriculture and pharmacy, and general
For catalogue
courses. Expenses low.

Purifier.

Impurities.

all

prevents

.

Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

315

General Machine
Electric Light Repairing.
Job- Work, Pattern Making, Etc., Etc.

SWITCHES,

Russell Mast Arms.

IHSIIIi4TINe 8TAPI.E8,
ISfStriiATIMG PAIMT,

Electrical -

an d - Meclianical - Engineer,
DESIQNBB, HANUFACTTJBEK.

Office

7G

and fforks:

lARKET

ST..

CHICAGO,

LOCKWOOD AMMETER
AND

POLARITY INDICATOR

For Arc an d Incandescent

VALVE-OLEINE:
MASTER

Agents. Engineers and Practical Builders of
))f)COStly steam plants will be pleased to know that a Lubricant Is now produced of such
y/y extraordinary high Are test as to mabe It proof against the great heat to which it is
subjected, and l3 therefore a PERFECT lubricator where products of lower grade and
fire tests pass off at once, leaving the parts subject to wear, or greatly Increasing the

R'^

Circuits.

^

consumption of

Valve-oielne"

Lockwood Instrument
91

Co.,

1

2

Improvei Patentei Material

is

I

a product In the highest state of

filtration, Is of

the greatest viscosity.

Is

|

en-

I

PROVIDENCE,

R.

I.,
EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

6,

FAEADA¥ CABtl
—FOE—

for

Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Light.
Street

Patent Allowed.

Railway Roaieil.

Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity
of any Cable in the Market.

Siimple Chairs and Sections of Rail sent on
Application.

Correeiiondcace Solicited.

I

all acids

Rolled any weight desired.

THOMAS A»UBrKIV£K,

I

(American ^leefrical ^or^s,

T.WHITE,

PEARL STREET, Room
BOSTOX, MASS.

from

I

oil.

and abolutely non-corrosive, and without doubt the finest and most thoroughly reliable Cylinder Lubricant now on the market and will naturally Juhrlcate 200 to 300 pee cent,
more than products of lower test. ^"Is not only the best but the most economical lubricant.
Manufacture and sale controlled exclusively by RELIANCE OIL & GREASE CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
SAMPLES ARE FREE.
AGENTS WANTED.
Write for New Catalogue, etc
tirely free

Griswold Street,

R.

675 DEGREES

>

MECHANICS, Purchasing

Prices on Application.

Weatern

Afient,

New York

Sfiid for Circulars.
•

Office,

18 Cortlandt Street.

P. C.

KAJNSAtS CITX, 9IO.

SCHElSrECTADY,

ACKEKMAN,

Agr**nt.

i^. Y.,

MASTTFAOTUBEKS OF

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords
JAMES

F.

^nd^ Gables

KELLY, Ceneral Sales Agent, 19 Dey

for Telephone, Telegraph
Street,

New

York.

THE HEISIER PATENT LONB DISTANCE
INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHT STSTEH.
UNEOUALED FOR DISTRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.
Specially adapted for Street, Oommercial, and Domestic Illumination from Central Stations. Plant may be located where Power
can be secured Cheapest, even if miles distant from the Lighting.
Safety, Reliability, and Financial Success fully demonstrated.
Plan of Wiring the Simplest, Cheapest, and most Eflacient. Strictly
Series. Noted for the Brilliancy and Beauty of the Light. Lamps,
10 to 100 Candle-Power; Long Life without Blackening. G-reatest
Production of Candle Power per Horse Power. Dynamo SelfContained and Perfectly Automatic,
MKNM FOK CIKOIII.AK. OOKBKMI'OIWUENCK t^OLiIGITBU.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
S00-S17 South 7th

Street,

-

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

Street Pole and Fixture

-FOItHeisler

Long

DlslancE

August
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
'111.' ;iii«-nri.>n o(
*.( iMl'ANIl'.S In calk.l i« il.la i'W:§.§-U
l-.( J.'
1 1< K:
lilt :%'l'l':i» %V;%'l'i-:iC Wlli:i:i« ;i»i7urikubirlya(UMT<ltrj ih<-ir uvr
oiiar.oiini of im r4>iiiitrkHl>lv M|4*a<lv inutlun, liitfh N|>«-c«|
un«l u;r4*iit IOIII«-i4-n<*y, :in(l liiric** 4'it|»ii<'l(y. f"t ita dlaairlrr*
h'-iru: <r"tll>l4* tli<- |*l»\t 4T of triciit wh'-'-K (*( k-illM' 'lutli'Mrf,
II 1'. UV) l*y a
riiiiiiluT of ilif ti-.nliiif: '-Ir-i tni: <.ofii(,.ifH''i wiih ({''**••' *•*"•*'•» 'ion.
In tti"^ "^MJ'Ujnii< al iiM- o( w.irif ir I-. wpihout an an rtjual,
|>fodut.int{ !ltc hliflirti pri t<nl. ol uie*

tut clli-ct

iriajtriiiaM-i*!!.

Mf::vi»

roB

(^%tai.04;i'k

Our Morironliir'Vlclor"
and

in

A!\-i»

paktk'ii.arm.

hiKliIv rr<-'oinnirntIr(J,tt»

no

(fcu.. arc rrqiilrr<] '

be ln:llr(l ilircctly to dynumo.
'lli»*!u«omimnylnK cnKravlnn rt'iir'-ftrnis n pair of latn'h
'I'l'KIII.^I'^N arranged on a horizonial Ahufi. wiih CaAi'lron riurn*-, iJraf!
ThIh-s, l-jid lUMrinj;^ for Sliafi, and liiivin^ I'ullryu complrtr, all mounird u|>on
ii huli'-laiidal c;LM-iron hcd plafi*.
The <rnlir»! arranffcnirnt l« very rompkir and
11

Clin

VII^TOK

We

cvry parikiilar.
arc now prrpcirrd to furni«li Vtclor
Ttirhincs, citlirr siriKtt-' or in pnjr% on horizontal iliafu, and wlicrc the tltuallon
admits of Ihnir n.ii-. wn n'Cfjnitnrnfl ihrm.
stricllv hrsi-tlfin* In

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO.,

•

DAYTON, OHIO.

HJLYIDENS,
BOOTH
&
WATERBITRY,

HOLIilES,

CONN.

FACTORIES:

MANUFACTIJItKItN OF

BARZ:

AND INSlTIaATZSD IVIRK.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible 811k, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT
For

Electric

Light,

ii

K

Electric Railways,

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON
J. L.

BARCLAY,

/^I

/\Dir

r^

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

UNEWiRE

K.

ILL.

ADR ON

L.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
26 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

CO., MAKERS

or

HIGH -GRADE

THE MOST DURABLE, SIMPLEST AND BEST
OVERHEAD WIRE SYSTEM.
Bentley- Knight Electric Railway
25 « 27 Tenth Ave.,

NEW YORK

Co.,

CITY.

The ONLY Conduit System.

:
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31,

1

BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO
NEW YORK,

33 Mercer Street,

MANUFACTURERS OF

HABD

BATTEBY

BZfBBEB,
CELLS, manufactured under
Of every description, including the celebrated
and
Also
The
cheapest
best
Cells in the market.
for
Batteries.
Storage
Primary
and
Kiel's Patents
Sheet

Bod and Tubing

(Kiel's Patent) for electrical purposes, at reduced prices.

Key Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone

Tubing, Insulator Hooks,

Standard quality Sheet, Rod,

Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand,

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, lU.

KCGH Moai(l.I.AW, President.

'W. A.

JACKSON,

FR&NK E. SNOTV, Sec> and Treas.

Vioe-Preaident.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC TRACTION

CO.,

IDETISOZ'T, Ji^XOTS:.
ORGANIZED TO CONSTRUCT, EQUIP AND OPERATE

3TRE1KT Railway©

By Elrotriq

MoOl^ors,

Embracing New and Valuable Patents covering improvements which are necessary for

ECONOMICAL OPER ATION AND HIGH EFFICIENCY.
FRANK
new

Contains

features that

B.

will

RAE, ELECTRICAL ENGINEER.

commend

it

looking" for reliable, easily operated

Roads
East Detroit

in

Operation and

in

& Grosse Fointe

Highland Park Railway
Detroit City Railway, Mack
Citizens Street Railway
Adrian Electric Railway

Detroit, Mich. .8 miles.
" ..S% "
"
"
'*
*'
St. Line
2
.

.

.

.

Elkhart, Ind 7
Adrian, Mich. .3
.

ROINTS
A

to the careful attention of Street Railway Managers,
efficient apparatus for HEAVY WORK.

and

.

OF=

"
"

Process of Construction
Decatur Electric Street Railway
Decatur, 111
3 miles.
''
Sault Ste Marie St. Railway, Sault Ste Marie, Mich 3
"
Fort Worth City Railway Co., Fort Worth, Texas. .10
"
'*
"
Fort Worth Land & St. Ry. Co.,
15
Saginaw Union Railway Co., Saginaw, Mich
175^ "
.

.

.

.

SURERIORITY.

Single Motor Geared to Botli Axles, with Improved Noiseless Flexible Gear Preventing Breaking from Sudden
Strain. Motor Truck Easily and Quickly Detachable^ Etc., Etc.
0<:>XTiresx3c>xi.c3.ea:i.oe

S^liolted.

^.xxd. 3E3flit±i:xi.ateiBi :E*-u.]7xils]aec3..

THE STODDARD PATENT

THE FIRST REAL IMPROVEMENT

Combined Rosette and Cut-Out.
For Flexible Pendent Electric Lights,
Patented Sept. 13, 1887.

ira

POROUS CUP BATTERIES
Since the Invention of the Leclanche.

These Cut-outa prosent a iioat ana artistic appearand whlJo otbera may coat Iwhs, they reijulro more
It 1h found In practlcts ai>')ut throe to
1. e.,
while a workman pIaco.i twenty ordinary

aiice,

tlino to iDHtall.

one,

he can place Hlxty of tlieHe, thim making: a tiavTlilH wuiHil reprcUiK of two-thirilH tho cost ut lahnr.
a Havlntc or two dollars per day on oach workman
eni[iloT(;d at thr^e dollars per day.
This addn ten
c/tnlH U) the Cfwt or tiach of lln» cheaper Cut-out.'* for
nxtra labor alonr\ whllo tho advantauii of having sixty
[irovldud
for
ll(Clit/(
In the tliiio but twenty ore ready
for uM«i, iHofttlmeHof vital Importancn.
Aifftlo, r^xlra H:iHn Ill'inks or Itoitettos are fienerally
C'lit-oiitH

ftenl

for 'illmr (;ul-out8.
conllniiliiK HavlriRln matter of renewals, repairs
replacltirf fusthle strips, alt Koto make up an ai;KresatliiD of advantages, which has Induced 80mr<
r(,'(|ulriiil

Send

A

and

liwra toHtato thai thny "prernr the HtiHldard Out-nuts
at their prlco, ai atcalrjritaiiy othiir at loss price."

MARKLE ENGINEERING
For Sale by

all

CO., Detroit, Mich.
Companies.

Electrical Supply

Axo Battery Oomplete.

for Circular of

the Axo Battery.

THE X.ECI.ANCHI: BATTERY
149 'Woat

18tli St.,

New

York.

CO.,

ForOUS Oup Alone.

August
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MclNTIRE'S

PATENT ELECTRIC
WIRE CONNECTORS
OF
TIIK IKKHT liAliK (^OFFKIC.

jnAI»K

Tilt. Apl.lioil for.

XVII

Wiro

UuniiiM-.torii fur all tiiiiii;((H itf Win', iiii|ii)rlur lo
clioupor tban tiuUlorotI Jutatn.

i'nl.

wnd

'roniilfialtt

for

f..r

A;-;

I'd'

II..;

!•:

.

Dyntmon and
NllK

M(jtrirf), »(c., t<i

^allien (if

Incaml«ecent I.ampw,
Adopted by Electric MRht, Tolepliono und Tol.'uniph rninixinl.'H ilimtiKtioiit Hnltod SlntoM and
Kopt Id stock and for HaI«I)yHlltlmI.m.llnt<oI..ctrlnil«n|.i.lyli.MmoH.

TERMINALS.

and

\\>i>\W..\

laliy

Tormloala (or

wIro.

c;«Uloi{

CalOiU

Tonuliiiilfl for

Cniifiiln.

Wrltn fur

jirlfni. unci

dn iilnr-

with

full

iiiformdttrm to

MclNTIRE & CO., 36 CraWfOtd

Q^

FRICTION CLUTCH PULLEYS
May23.

IRSi).

"Woiiro

Of yourclutctlOfl, both In

iwirr.ictly Hiitl»nnil

•Nnw York

WKSTKKN

riii<t

with

Uici

IryH,
111.

Mbt M, IKS!). "The Clutch I'lilhiy, (DIum, lOG In.) workH
eatlafuctorlly In cvnry partlciillir."
irK.-.l,BK wool), COAl. 4. l.UMBISU CO., Sojittle, W. T.

NeWdrk, N

.

J.

""^ "ff couplings.

IHHlt.
"Wo hav« nvn of your Krictinn Clutch I'uland cimiict Mii«ak too hlutily of tht'lr work."
0. S. VKNKKU WOUKH, Wolverine, Mich.

Mnyjii.

wurkliiK

(Mllrilj^n,"

Hr.KOTilH^ CO., Chicago,

I

8t.,

.Iiinn'il. 18811.

"Works

April In phiKMifonn
Id tlnin

lililcK

*Ni;w IluiUJlNU, "AcknowledKod the bust factory bnlldinu'

to n

rharm

Mail

wo had, would now ho

wo

|>nt II In laal

ahiiad $VK>, loet

and hroukai;)*."

In the city of

.tTKUUA COTTA .MFC. CO., HI. Joieph, Mo.
Now York If not In the United Hlatve."— A*/<c-

trkal Worlil.

Send

for July,

1889, Catalogue and

SCO whoro and by

whom

usod.

\

ECLIPSE WIND ENGINE CO.,

Beloit,

Wis.

CLEVELAND,
THE STANDARD CARBON COMPANY,
of

OHIO,

3VE^n.'ufa.o't'i;i.x-erai

B-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL

GATE CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY

JOHN W. MASON, Manager.
NI'F.CIAL.

AUEKTi^

Hiiv<-

>lO

N/^

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES!
Aiul will

TRADE Ma\RI<,
ASTD CABLF.H.

iiiak»>

IA>W' rii«CN and I'KOII I'T

522 DELAWARE STREET,

TTIRF.!!)

B. D.

a vriAj STOVU. of

KANSAS

-

-

Slii|Hii<-ntN.

CITY,

MO.

BRAIDED WIRE.
THE POPULAR

Wlfl= FOR

INCANDESCENT WORK,

Safe and Reliable.
NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE

649 & 651 Broadway.

Central St., Boston, Mass.

1 1

W.

B.

Sa^iTf^^^LTffl^m

CO,'I

onwsE,

R.

Gen'l Supt.

J.

E.GALLAHER.Secy.
W. GODFREY, Gen'l Mgr.

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,
Ammeters and Voltmeters

of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.
CARPESTIKB, HABTHASTN &

CO,,

^LOIJISJ
—lAGtNTS

Also Rawhide Lace LcATHEflfi^'

IN ALL CITIESI-

Galiaiiometers, Bridges and Rheostats by all the Promiient Makers,

CALX.

AXD EXAJIINE.

924 Chestnut

St.,

Philadelphia.

—
A N ew Book.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
Just Out

Pocket

size;

cloth

binding;

thirty-five

cuts

and

five

tables, three of

which are

These tables give, at once and ivifhout any calculation^ the size of
2X1 8 inches.
timely book. Send your order
wire required in each case for any percentage of loss.
including
Price,
postpaid^
tables,
now.
or the tables can be had
in
$1.00,
separately at 25 cents each.
1

A

,A.X3o:E«.x:sis

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6

XjAls-oslde

33-u.llca.lrt.s>

Gixlcstso,
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Established in 1861.

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
D.

P.

CO.,

B.

PERRY, Vice-President and General Manager,

BKGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

IN

-MANUFACTUREKS OF THE-

SPERRT IMPROVED STSTEM

/

-OF-

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

HIGH OR

LOW

TENSION.

GAS AHD ELECTRIC
FIXTURES.

The new Sperry apparatus free from repairs for twelve months.
That the new hperry improved Dynamos can be coupled in series with perfect safety.
That any number of lamps from one to capacity or dynamo can be cut In or out of

1.
2.
3.

circuit,

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

singly or in groups, with perfect safety, and without sparking at the brushes.
4.
To absorb power In exact proportion to number of lights burning.

^sate: :^e:l_ie:\ze::
The new Automatic Sperry Dynamos and Lamps surpass

1.

SHADES,

in efficiency those of any other

Etc., Etc.,

make.
That there is greater economy in operating the new Sperry System than any other.
That our automatic regulation has no equal; no rheostat, no wall boxes, no solenoid or

2.

3.

Madison Street and Fifth Avenne,

dash-pot.
4.

That

We

THE

if

you

invite

mm

will visit

onr factory we can show you the best arc lighting apparatus in existence.

ELECTHIC

CO,,

131 19S, 198

South

Clinton

St„

MaMfactnrers

to
of

2140 DeKalb

St.,

-

ELECTRIC LI&HT CARBONS

BRANCH STORE

CHICM

2134 Michigan Avenue,

ILL

Sioux City Corliss Engine.

30 to SOO
H. I*.
BUILT BY THE

%
"

f\m^-r and
nun Factory
Cm^^^\bw
Office

J "^
^\t^^

2134

CHICAGO.

correspondence with electrical engineers. Intending buyers, and interested
people everywhere.

aM CARBON

OUR

BOILERS
—
—AND

Life,

Uniform

'BL4CKDI4M0HD"

Sioux City, Iowa.

SPECIALTIES,

Lons

WORKS

ENGINE

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Size,

Power Outfits
for Liglitiiig: Stations
Stenni

AND

POINTS

SUPERIOR dUALITY,

and levators

ODTSBISE

Guaranteed Second

A SPECIALTY.

THEM

to None.

ALL.

"WRITE

FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES,

SendiV.r Circular P.

ENGINE WORKS
LARGEST
We^t of ttie Mississippi.
1

GENl WESTERN AGT8

BERaiMJLiq^IT

JfJCsTState

Business.

ERIK ENfHNE WORKS.
VrilTlCAI. Si UOISKNG ENGINES,
MILLER UCPLEX STEAM I'tlMP.

<Sc

1

f

dHrtlLAES
"tI™-™
PBEE.

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INOANDESGENT

lilGHTING.

ALL APPLIAICES FOR THE EDISOH ELECTRIC LIGHT,
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

]

B,

j

XUK.JV
-W-t-W "vrk-Dxr
titx'tit-

& CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR QUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

|

Street,

^5

pjfth

Avenue.

CHICAaO,

THE NORTHWEST,

ILL.

Aiifjust

,;i,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1.S89

9

CDW^r^E:F=?«

ELECTRIC STORAGE RATTERY PATENTS

OF

J.

K.

PUMPELLY.

1.

Lightest battery in the market.

2.

Internal resistance

loivest.

3.

So constructed that

it is

imjwssible for active

ma-

terial to fall out.
4:.

Practically indestructible.

5.

Plates cannot be made to buckle., even by flashing
ivith a copper bar.

6.

Continued high rate of discharge without injury,

7.

After charging, is shipped dry,

and put in

use,

shows no

and when

refilled

loss.

OIE^^ICES,

229 LA SALLE

ST.,

CHICAGO.

Correspondence Solicited.

PLYMOUTH, INDIANA
Address Chicago

Office.

.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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August

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
Of Every

]>esci-ii>tion

at

Bottom

Prices.

Prompt Sliiiiments

anil Intellig;eiit

310 North Third

Execntion of

31, iS

CO,

Orilers, Oni- Specialties.

Street,

TRADE MARK.

AGENTS,

ENGINEERING CO »

POND

707 and 709 Market
427 "The Rookery,"
Building,

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.

Louis.

St., St.

Erected Ready for Service.

Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

319 Ramge

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

SFKCIAIiTIES :-The Armlngfon & Sims Engine, Steel Boilere,

Ireson Link Belt, Standard Rocking and Sheffield Grates, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Fitter, Blake Pump, Korting Injector, etc.

City.

SEND FOB Ir&TEST

Omaha.

CATAIiOCirKS.

SYITOVIiLICylinder Oils.
^yxiSLma and.
gum
machlneiy.

8.

or acid3. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
Adopted by the largest
can be used continually.
Electric Plants of the West.

Free from

Second to none.

By

reflltering

CHICAGO.

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

TAUSSIG, Agent,

The Perkins Electric

Lamp

PROF.

Co.,

ELECTRIC CDRRENT COUNTER,

MANUFACTUKBKS OP THE BEST

PATENTED.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
IN THE MARKET.

W.

Life

G.

54

ST.,

CHICAGO,

Its full

c paclty,"

In use by Earopean t.'ontral SiationB measuring over 60 million watts. UnquPStloued superiority.
Indlspensahle for Lentrnl Station work. Amount of current consnmed maybe ascPrtBlned at a
plance, tne dials being conetructed on the eame priuciple as tbe gas Meter dials. For prices and par-

fflgr.,

SOLE HANrFACTCBSR AKD IHIPORTER.

BEEKMAN STREET,

The BOOK

CO.

Carter St.. Philadelphia.

Dynamos, Motors,

for

THE TRADE.

WHIPPLE'S

HATIOHAL
ELECTRICAL
DIRECTORY

Batteries,

ADD

and Ammeters,

The 1889 Edition

Switches,

ALL

MICA

SIZES

AND
QUALITIES

For Electrical Purposes.

EUaENE MUNSELL &
218 Water Street,

New

CO.,

York.

T ELEPHONE S
For Private

l^ines.

The only Mechanical Telephone which has stood

contains:

Pull Data of all the Central Stations of
America, with officers, etc.
Pull Lists of the Classified Electrical
Trades and Kindred Interests.

b-UD-

NEW YORK.

-

ELECTRIC REPORTS.
Voltmeters

small and large currents.

Adopted by SIESIBIVa & HAL.SKE, Bprllv>, tiermsny; EDISOV C09IBerlin, «^ermaiiy; illUNlCIPAIi EbBOTHlC IjIGHTINd; WORKS,
Berlin, Uermany. ''KxelnNively UBed in Paris, Tienna, ConMantinopIe ana
other principal Karopean cities.''

21

224

for

PAWy,

ILL.

ELECTRO-DYNAMIC

Guaranteed correct

ticulars, address

yice-Pres. and Western

rHANKLIN

Electric Meter ever invented.

jsuilt tor direct two^wire, tliree-wlre, five-wire, to nine-vpire, and alternating s^Btem, in sizes
"Every counter measures correctly for a fraction of amptie
15 up to any number of amperes.

from
up to

and Absolutely No Discoloration.

HALM,

Gold Medal Awarded at lUelbonrne Exhibition, 1888-1889.
The most reliable

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
Long

ARON'S

H.

Alphabetical Lists of Electrical
Workers, Manufacturers, etc.
Pull Lists of Isolated Plants.
Full Lists of Telephone Stations.
Gas Companies and Data concerning
them.
Gas Companies running Electric Light

the tests and held ont and given satisfactory
service for the past eight years

Send

for Illustrated

Catalogue

and

Prices

Full

Complete Electric Lisht
and Power

Plants.

Plants.
All Electric

BlECTRICAl GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

£l^n

Mpke and Uical Supply
Rnom

7,

Hubbard

BIk., Klgio,

111.,

D.

S.

Co,'I

A.

and Horse Street Railways,

with complete Data.

STREET CARS EQUIPPED

Officers and Members of all Electric Associations.
Complete Lists of Electrical Publications.

Etc.,

FOR ELECTRIC PROPULSION.

Etc.,

Etc.,

Etc.,

Supplementary

Etc.

^^m

i/HBURp

to the Directory,

"ELECTRIC REPORTS"
The Oldest and Most Experienced Electric Mo- THEAre published
each month.
on
Subscription Price,
$10 per Year.
tor Company in the World.
the

flrat

-

of

-

FRED. hT¥hIPPLE,
DETROIT, MICH.

Chicago

Office:

502 Phenix

Building.

"The Electric Kailway,"

and

"niniiicipal L.iKlitiuK," two books

Detroit Office:

30 Atwater

St.,

East.

of the times, price $1.00 and |2.00 each,
according to binding.

tlGH/lWa, 5l/ecrRO-5Pl.ATINC3>,ANJ)
fOREXpffiiMENrALUsENAUJO MOTORS.

August
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THE BEST or ALL
THE WHLTER

K.

FREEMHN

TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
We

We

Guarantee

Guarantee

our

12 16-C.P.

Transformers

and

Lamps
for

Dynamos

each

for

two years,
and

Mechanical

sell

our
H. P.

Apparatus

upon

Applied

its

Satisfactory
to

Dynamo.
Performance.
AL.TER.'VATI.AX: DTIVAIflO IVITII

E.VCIXER

OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
Our Apparatus

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically.

is of

W£ GUARANTEE ITS OPERATIOK. AND

GET THE BEST!

GET THE CHEAPEST!

CORR-ESFOHDEITCE SOIvIClTEE.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
ElAU CLaAIRK, wis.
GEO. B. SHAW, - General Manag^er.
FITCH GILBERT,

Vice-President.

WALTER

K.

FREEMAN,

EleCtriciail,

£ b. PUTNAM,

Tbbasubeb.

WESTERN ELECTRICIANo

WOODWARD
G. H.
S. A.

R. C.
G. H.
S. A.

GALE, President.

PLUMMER,

VICE-PRESIDENT.

31,

1889

ELECTRICAL CO.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS.

WEBB.

E. C.

GALE.

T.

PLUMMER.

August

BROWN,

WILLIAMSON,

ANDREW

HAIR.

WARREN.
THOMPSON.
H. HUMPHREY,

C. A.
C. H.

H.

H, H.

HUMPHREY,

f

TREASURER,
SECRETARY.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON,

i

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT STORME BATTERY.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

in

construction,

has

now been found
to many

PECULIARLY ADAPTED

to

be

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE

DURABLE,

and

and

is,

owing

to Its design,

uses in wliicli otlier types of batteries liave failed.

Steadying Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,
Burglar Alarms,
Propelling Boats,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station Lighting,
Street Oars,

Isolated Lighting,
Auxiliary Central Station

BATTERY.

Work,

Medical Purposes,

Bunnirg of Small Motors.

ISECTIOK

OF BATTERY

PliATE.

^^ Detroit Storage Battery,
C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
BEEN DULY ASSIGNED TO THIS COMPANY,
Is positively the only Secondary Battery which will not Buckle, or which will
withstand uninjured the Highest Bates of Discharge.

MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS GRANTED TO

THE ONLY

di^Ka
STJCC^'=''='"=^'
IS

SOTOIS-A-a-E

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY

The Woodward

Electrical Co.
FACTOKY:

OFFICES:
69 Gr twold

St.,

Campau

E-A-TTEI^-S"

Building.

DETROIT. MICH.

Corner 13th and Howard Streets.

August

31,
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A PRACTICAL A ND COM MERCIAL SUCCESS.

The ThoBSOA-HomioiiJectric R'y Systen.
ECONOMICAL, DURABLE, RELIABLE.

NEW TYPE THOMSON-HOUSTON

ELECTRIC RAILWAY TRUCK.

RESULT OF ONE YEAR'S WORK.
RAILWAY CONTRACTS OF THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC RAILWAY

Naumkeag

Alliance Street Railway Co., Alliance, O,

CO.:

Street Ry,, Salem, Mass.

Newburyport & Amesbury Horse Ry. Co., Neivbury& Edgewood Street Railway Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Attleboro, JVo. Attleboro & Wrenthatn Street Railway Co.,
port, Mass.
Atlanta

Newport Street Ry. Co., Newport, R. I,
Newton Street Ry, Co., Newton, Mass.
Nay-Aug Cross Town Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Omaha & C. B. Ry. and Bridge Co., Omaha, Neb.
Omaha Motor Ry. Co., Omaha, Neb.

Attleboro, Mass.
Ainericus Street Railway Co., Americus, Ga,
Auburn Electric Railway Co., Aiiburn, If. Y.

Railway Co., Bangor, Me.
Railway Co., Lynn, Mass.
Brooklyn Street Railway Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Central Passenger Railway, Louisville, Ky.
Central Railway Co., Peoria, III.

Sariffor Street

Belt Line

Citizens' Electric Street

Railway, Decatur,

Ottawa Electric

Colerain Avenue Railway Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Danville Street Car Co., Danville, Va.

Derby Sorse Railroad Co., Ansonia, Conn.
Des Moines Electric Ry. Co., Des Moines, loiva.
Eckington & Soldiers Home Ry. Co., Washington, D. C.
East Harrisburg Passenger Railway, Harrisburg, Pa.
Fulton Co. Street Ry. Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Hillside Coal Co., Scranton, Pa.
Hoosac Valley Street Ry., North Adams, Mass.
Joliet Street Ry. Co., Joliet, Dl.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Myrtle Street Line) Lynn,
Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Nahant Line) Lymt, Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Crescent Beach Line) Lynn,
Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Highland Line) Lynn, Mass.
McGavock & Mt. Vernon Horse Ry., Nashville, Xenn.
Metropolitan Street Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo.

Brooklyn Street Railway Co.
Des Moines Electric Railway Co.
Eckington & Soldiers' Home Railway Co.
Julien Electric Traction Co.
Seattle Electric

Railway

& Power Co.

Ry.

Co.,

Ottawa,

III.

,

Quincy

III.

IXIT^

St.

Ottumwa Street Ry. Co., Otttimwa, Iowa.
Plymouth & Kingston Ry. Co., Plymouth Mass.

ISI

Ry. Co., Quincy, Mass,
Redbank & Seabright Ry-, Redbank, N. J.
Richmond St. Ry. Co., Richmond, Ind.
Rochester Electric Ry. Co., Rochester, N. T.
Revere Street Ry. Co., Revere, Mass.
Ross Park Street Ry. Co., Spokane Falls, W. T.
Riverside and Suburban Ry. Co. Wichita, Kan.
Scranton Passenger Ry. Co., Scranton Pa.
Scranton Suburban St. Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Seattle Electric Ry. & Power Co., Seattle, W, T.
South! ngton A- Plantsville Ry. Co.. Southingion, Conn.
Third Ward St Ry, Co,, Syracuse, N. Y.
Tojieka Rapid Transit Co., Topeka, Kan.
Toledo Electric Ry. Co., Toledo, Ohio.
University Park Ry. and Electric Co. Denver. Col.
Tine St, Ry., Kansas City, Mo.
Watervliet Turnpike <& R. R. Co., Albany, N. Y.
Wheeling Ry. Co., Wheeling, W. Va.
West End St. Ry. Co., Boston, Mass.
St.

,

^ICDISI^:
Lynn & Boston Street Railway Co.
Omaha & Council Bluffa Railway & Bridge

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

Co.

Revere S;reet Railway Co.
"Wheeling Railway Co.
"West End Street Railway Co.

148 Michigan Ave.,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

VVESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
TheShield Brand LineWire.

P.&B.Weathcrp

TRADE

MOISTURE PROOF,
Double

Trade No. 43
"
44
"
45

Braid.
Braid.
Quadruple Braid.

Triple

NO.

41.

P&B.

THOROUGHLY WEATHERPROOF.
Insulation will not Melt in
Summer or Orack in Winter.

BRAND

S'H'I'E'L-D

oof Line Wire.

LINE

WIRE

The different compounds
employed in this insulation
are exellent insulators, and

AN
ENTIRELY

practically

NEW

indestructible

by

WIRE.

FIRE,

OF

ACIDS,
ALKALIES,
GASES,

VERY
SUPERIOR

OR

CONTINUED EXPOSURE

INSULATION.

In

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

Damp

liOcalitier.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS
AJvrrD

QXJOTA.TION S.

QUOTATIONS.

—THK-

THE INSTANTANEODS
•.?«?r
^r.-i-''^"-

\

fim
'f

1,

.-

..

^^

k

ARMATURE
PROTECTOR.
Armature
than

Protectors

New

FILTER.

cheaper

or Re- Wound

Armatures.

171

are

ELLIS
No

Electric Light Station can afford
to be without one.

RANDOLPH SRTEET,

C-H-1-C-^S.-G-O
FACTORIES:

Ansonia, Conn.

!
August

31,
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A REVOLUTION
Send

for Full Particulars

New

Regarding the

BRUSH ALTERNATING CURRENT
LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING SYSTEM.
Corsapa-rLies Ca,n.n.ot .^^fford. to B-a.3r ox TJs©

-A-rL37-

Otlier.

The Brush ^'Coreless" Alternating Current Dynamo.
Brush Arc and Incandescence Electric Lighting: Apparatus, Brush Electric Motors
and Power Generators, Brush Carbons, Storage Batteries, Etc., Etc.
CHICAGO OFFICE:

225

DEARBORN

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

ST.

ALEX. KEMPT. Special Agt.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Eastern Office:

PACIFIC COAST agents;

CO.,

36 Onion Sqnar«, N. Y.

Tie

Callforflia

Electric

LiM

8AN FRANCISCO.

Co.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIBHT COMPANY,
^Port "V^ayxi©,
Manufacturers of

SLATTERY

Xzidletxa-Ci.

tlie

INDUCTION

SYSTEM

out

OP

The Most Carefully Workedand Gomplete Alternating

System of Electric Lighting ia
Existence.

INCaKDESCEHT LI6HTI1IG,

AND THE

Armattires

JENNEY SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

OF

Lamps

ARC LIGHTING.

and

Converten

18—16 Candle Fewsr

to the Mechanical

Horse

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK
115

OFFICE:

BROADWAY,
Boreel BIdg.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS,

FORT WAYNE,

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn

PHILADELPHIA

IND.

OFFICi:,
907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Managrer.

St., First Floor,

BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome

St.

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.

I

THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

CO.,

""•"H'*"

«

EVERY SATURDAY.

$8 per Annum.

SEPTEMBER

CHICAGO,

Vol. V.

Ireson's

Self-Adjusting

Leather-Link

Fatd. Hot. 16, '80.
SRtieci«Uy adsptoU for

«U KiQCtrtcpurpotuMAOd

7,

lO cents per Codv.

1889.

Belting.
Mttnd (or Iri'Bon'.

llliiii>

trattd TreXli'n on

Hoir-

MANiKACTiiii-im OF amj

othi*r hlgh-epOB'i mucliln-

B(>lttng,

ery.

furntiilii^d

ffra-

tiiUoualy.

EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL.
•BNU rOK
PAUB
CATAMXJL'B,

«il«

Manf'd by

I)i;ai.kiim in

AdjiiRtlDK Leatbt*r LiQlc

CHARLES L IRESON,

97 High

St.,

Boston. Mass-

Standard Underground Gable Co.,

111

BOSTON, MASSa
WATER-TUBE BOILER/

Arch Street,

ROOT'S

Econorolcml.

Durnbla'

AN EXCELLENT

Manafaoturers of

-

ELECTRIC
Ailopteri hy the

TELEGRAPH.

TELEPHONE

ITITIRISS
XK>V VOKK.

L'GHT

ELECfRIC

AND CABLBS.
PITTSItlKGH, PA.

e.

Sizes

Subterranean Use,
Submarine Use
Concealed Wiring

McGLEES, General Manager,

Wt'xterii Kloftrif Co., Chirago.

ROOT SECTIONAL SAFETY BOILER.

BRANCHES: CHICAGO, BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA

Localioni.

leoeyStJEW

YORK.

in

Sl

Tork.

NEW ORLEANS.

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back
Noiseless

Xiooozxiotl'VT'e Kta^IoX-y 'XT'o.lTre,
I'lxo .^.alitoxx XjocIs. SaLfet^r

Tlxe

.^.slxtoxa. \^7"«i,tor-

THE ASHTON VALVES

'\7'«»l-V7-e,

Xlellef

'XT'jklxr*.

B'j«-i-"«p'>-«""b.i»«.h. mo.. >«*«.-

THEIR SAFETY VALVES GWe
THEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES
In

AsbtonValyeCo. 271 Franilin

St,

-t^e:-

umm

CO.

TOBIN

NEW

tor

CAN BE FORCED HOT.

CO.,

iuLC UA.NUFACIX'REiLS.

CIIICACiO.

YORK.

Charles D. Jenney,

Wire.

'"SOIU BRASS iCOPPEB

Ciwlar.

e.

Rods for pumps, bolts and drop forged comroutalor ban,
rolled sheets and plates (or pamp limi^ iuid con*
denser tube sheets, etc.
Ingot metal for car ocJ engine beanng*.

send

NBW

hoNt .llacliiiier) St«>«'l.
Anti-FriftioiDil and \on-Corro»M

SHELLS. BRONZE
TORRINGTON, CONN.,

318 Lake St. CUICAGO
(92 Ubertyftt,
YORK.
t

OFFICES:

Boston.

TenMileNtronffth nhovc 7U.UWO Him.
per MC|iiarc> inch.
Tor^ioiiHl Str<-ni;'li eqaal to the

PUSH-BDTTON

95 CHAMBERS STREET,

^^JTVT^'hliSiJr.'a*

uuw Id tee market.
constrnctlon, Aatomatic In acttnn, Perfectly ControlliDg the Preaeare of the bo«e at
ever speed the ^ix)^ ne or purap la working.

Simple

BRANCH

111., Sole Agents for the Vt'eat.

Daniel W. Marmon. Prfsident.
Addison H. .Noedvke, Vice-President.

N«v

perfect p^cnrltr aralDflt I^oIIt «rpIoito««
vvhetber .Steamboat, I.x>cuni(Hive or btationaiy.

all

DHioH

panleif at Milladelphl&, Ueirolt, 8i. Pant, (.'olnmbu
bIru iho Brash Eloctrlc Lltcbl Co., of
and CtnclDDQil
Loolevllle, and otbTn.

28 OUff Btrtet,

fllKMCiO.

Aerial Use,

All

BOILER.

ABENDROTH & ROOT MFG. CO,

The acknowledged Standard for durable and high
nsulatlon. its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.
Bectric Light snd Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,

-

;

=

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.

E.

-7--

PLANT

KdlNoa Klertrlr UsbC €*HI-

.<«EW

YORK.

BRAINAKP RorISON, SccTctAnr.
.\Myys K. Hollowell. 1 r.,.aiuier.

Elccirician.

JENNEY ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Sole

of all the Patents and Inventions of Charles D. Jenney (known as
the Jenney System), and Sole Owners and Manufacturers of his

Owners

IMPROVED DYNAMO,

;:::^i

Lamp and
Id

all

Electric Motor.

desirable featarea ol .vrc and Iacand<ic«iit LJiihlln;t!i<

JBMNKT ^^^TK)1 LBJkDi.

Simple, durable, economical, steady, brilUaot and iienetrauog.
In tbeM esseatiala It challenges cumparison.

^'1

.intg for
Estimates Promptly Furnished for Erecting Electric Lighting
Companies or Individuals. Prices Furnished for the - - ie^ Am
or Incandtscent Systems, or for both combirjd.

The Jennev Incandeecont PVnamos are Selt-Uegtilallnc. and perThl? Company aires special at
one or all of toe lamps at w If
Shops, Factories, etc., with INOIVIDL'AL ILAXTS.
Send for Pamphlet Illustrating and Describing
i^f

OFFICE Airo WOHKS:

Corner Kentucky Avenue and Morris Street,

-

:be turfiiiui
.!-.

Cilres,

oa aad of

Ca(anilahiB(lUll>,

System.

INDIANAPOLIS, me.

^ir

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

September

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
Electric
Ligliting Apparatus.

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
148 Michigan Ave , Chicago, III.
115 Broadway, New Yoek, N. Y.
315 W. -Ith St., CiistomNATi, Ohio.
116 Gravier St., New Oklbans, La.
503 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.
319 N. 3d St., St. Loms, Mo.
234 Montgomery St., San Fbanoisco, Cal.

No

Electric

7, iS

CO.,

Railway

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus

can be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps
operated by Gas Companies in this country, over 11,000, or
52 per cent., are Thomson-Houston. The dynamo is entirely
automatic in its regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in operation.
The lamps burn steadily
and uniformly, and hold their adjustment better than any
other lamps on the market.
Art' Myiiaiiio.

Our direct current incandescent dynamo

is

rapidly gain-

ing favor with practical electric lighting men, as
features of excellence are recognized.
its

to

regulation

is

Like the arc

automatic, permitting any number of lamps

be thrown on or

others

many
dynamo

its

in service.

off"

without in the least aifecting the

Our incandescent lamps have an un-

equaled record for long

life.

Direct Cnrreiit liicanUescent Uyiiaino.

The problem of long distance incandescent lighting is
practically solved by the alternating current dynamo, and to
meet the demand for a machine of this character we have
constructed what

is

unquestionably the most perfect alterna-

tor offered the public to-day, embracing as

features that combine to

it

make a perfect dynamo

does, all the

—automatic

regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

ency, and

economy of

effici-

operation.

Alternating; Current Synnnin.

The employment of electric motors for driving small mais becoming so common, and its advantages so well
known, that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction.
chinery

In the construction of our motors we feel that we have reached
a point where their superiority cannot but be admitted.

LIGHTNING ABBE8TEB.

—All of our installations are
protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which
we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every instance.
Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus injured by
tlotol

ning where these arresters

fail

to operate.

The
light-

September

j~,
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CHAS.

& CO., THE

JENNEY

D.

MITCHELL VANCE
(Ha€'rr«HorH to MIT«'fl Kl.l,,

CO.,

VAN< KAt'O.)

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS
Having no Special Agent
in

Chicago for our

Goods,

we

'

AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.

y^y
S#

Solicit Cor-

|

respondence from

„

,,

Architects' and Decorators'

n
"

,

_.^

.,.

,.^

with Fidelity

I

Promptly Answer.

Designs and

suggestions Carried Out

I

Buyers, which

we

'^

to the

Combination Fixtnres,

given Motive.

InsDlatiDg Joints,

Electroliers, Brackets.

^

and

All Fittings for

Incandescent Lighting.

Pendants, Reflectors,

Fllty or. p. Constant Potentlnl motor.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
-oi" T^i:-

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
For both Arc and Incandescent Circuits, from 1-2 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have Self-Oiling Boxes.

MANUFACTORY,
24 and 25th

224

S.

ILLINOIS ST.,

-

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

St.

SALESROOM,

and lOth Ave.,

836-38 Broadway and 13th

NEW YORK

St.,

CITY.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO

INSULATING COMPAN7,
-MANUFACrURERS Of

Vulcanized India-Rubber Cables

ELECTRIC

to

any Specification up to 8,000 Megohms per
mile.

Absolutely Pure Rubber Cables.
Concentric Cables, any Millage.

LIGHT,
HIGH OR

Flexible Cords, Silk, Hemp or Cotton.
Dynamo "Wires and Cables; very pliable
Every ^'a^iety of Incandescent Cores.

LOW VOLTAGE,

Millage or Bpcciflcation, up to 9,000
knot.

XAVY I'OUTABLES.
BEIX

Silk,

"^^'IKE. Rubber Cov'd

Megohms

PI-IA«1.E C.\Bl,ES
L14.HTS.

per

&Hemp.

Cotton

for

MABINE

CABLES

of any Millage, both circuits, 11,000
knot.

ELECTRIC LIGHT
Central Stations for Power Distribution.

Marine Work.

INSTALLATIONS.

FOR SEARCH
Tfirep

UNDER WATER
—AND-

UNDERGROUND.

and Two-Wire

cation,

up

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.
ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

to any
STRAXDKB MAKIXE COKES,
Jlegohms per

2-<IRCIlT C<»Xt'EXTRlt"

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

to 8,000

Cables,

Megohms

to

any

Specifi-

STATIONARY MOTORS.

per knot.

Cables of Oenuine Hooper Core, of High
Insulation and Long Life, all Millages,
made Concentric after a New Method, if required.

\\\ the above Cables anil C.»lfsb!lve been ext.MI-iively ....ed in Theaters. I'nbljc
Hotels. Hreweries. >lines. (b.-nii.-al Wt.rks. steamers and Vaebls.

STORAGE BATTERIES.

Itllihii liffs

"vvoi?:K:isd:A.isrsi3:i:p GTTA.ia.A.nsrT'EaEiD.

Executive Offices:
OFFICES:

159

FRONT

ST.,

W. M. HABIRSHAW,

NEW YORK
F. C. 6.

||5 BROADWAY,

CITY, U. S. A.

Cen. Manager.

Factory:

JERSEY CITY,

N.

J.

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN
TTBriE

ELECTRICIAIlo

September

7,

18S9

c^k^boi^ go.

TNAmoi^^i:.

CleTrelarLd., Ol3.io.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS a™ BATTERY M ATERIAX.
THE HAWKEYE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
CELEBRATED THONE SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT AUTOMATIC APPARATUS.
Motor

Electric Motors, donerators for lechanical

Circuits.

Antomatic

Dynamos

for Lighting Plants.

CJomi^loto ESleotrio Pl^^xxts.
Oontrctotors for CORRESPONDENCE
SOLICITED.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

EN6INEERING

JARVIS

61

CO.,
OLIVER STREET,
tosvoza'.

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coal and Coke

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELI GRATE BARS

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING &M'PG CO,
ROOMS, 200 and 303

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST. liOTJIS.
UNIFORM

IN QUALITY,

LONG LIFE AND GOOD LIGHT

IS

CONTRACTING ENGnnBEKS FOK COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS TOB

^^

„

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS
AND

MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENTS.

on

no
SPECIALTIES

:

^
Eclipse Corliss Engines, Ide High
Speed Engines, Atlas Engines, Heine
Safety Boilers, Steel Tubular Boilers. Weitmeyer Patent Furnaces, Patent Grates, Worthing^ton Duplex Pumps, Monitor Injectors, Special
Electric Belting, Feed Water Heaters and Purifiers,
Wrought Iron Pipe, Brass Goods and Engineers' Supplies.
WM.

9.

TDBNER.

J.

LBSTEE WOODBRIDGE.

WOODBRIDGi: & TURNER,

Electrical Engineers

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

BALL DYNAMOS

FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

and the cost of repairs.
For descriptive circulars or

testimonials, address

and Contractors. CHARLES W. RAYMOND, Western

and Power.
Arc and Incandescent Lights
Desigrns antt Estimates Submitted.

for Electric Light

39 Dearborn

Installed.

Street,

CHzic-i^a-o,
iEONARD

TAfiET.

CHARLES

J.

and

Electrical

Experts

and

Electrical

Agt.

Tremont House,
-

-

-

KINTNBR.

PAGET iR KINTIffER^
Chemical

LAMPS

This system Is mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a steady
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required

COmPIiETE EqUIPaiENT OF ELFCTRIC BAIIiWAYS.
Steam Plants

!^»

MATHER ELECTRIC
Engineers.

**' Metropolitan Block, j
CHICAOO OFFICE:! "»»"
Jia Salle and Kandolpli Sts.
)
I

\

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

j,

CO.,

beID, manaerr.

WORKS

THE BEST SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

THE KNAPP E LECTRICAL
3vr A.3>a"cn*.a.CTXTH.:Ein.s8

Magneto

Bells, Annunciators,

oe«

.

Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries, Push Buttons, Etc.

X9Z3.a.Xj£:xi.s

xra

ETTSRirXZXING SX«SCXRIC.A.I«.
.A CrZllNrrX'tS Z<OXl. O^ZZ]

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A

Full Line of their Celebrated Wires.

Buy your Goods

Cables and Tapes

of the

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

-

-

-

CHICAGO.

September

7,
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For Mining[

Railway Work,

or

For Stationary or

Ensineerinii Operations,

THE SPRAGUE MOTORS ARE UNEXCELLED.
Mora

Many
In

iif

K'vInK

lire

aevon hundred of thaav inachinus sold durinij thu /iiiat s/i months.
tlii'su ba\c liwii In ciintiiiuoiw .survlcii sliicu llii'y Imvn Ihjcii In uw, un<l

HieiniH of the S/>riif/utt Si/Hlrm o/' KIrrtrtr TriiimiiitHriloii 0/
hithrrlo iiiiuirMHihlr mill iiiijiroiliiitlre HourrfH of ntitiiriu
iirr. rtiiilf.rfd viihUh, t'lonomlriillii, atiit prolHtihly, nciil/iihle
Mining InHtHlIutliinH iit Aipun. (Jol., Tlnnip, Col., Illi? Il.'nd, ('al,, <J«:<«ilii, l'«,

tliai

Itll
nil

I'oii'fr,

riuriitf

|icrfi'C.l siitlsfiictlon.

More tliun eighty illlTcrunt electric slroot railways anil nilnlnj; plants In operation or
course of con.slnicli m in tills country 11ml aliroiid, upon the Spra(,'U(r ByHleni.

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND MOTOR CO

..».i
I.......
und
elHcwhoro.
..I

16

,

SCHENECTADY,

AND 18 BROAD STREET. NEW YORK.

N.

Y..

MANUKACTDRKR9 OK

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords
JAMES

^nd

Cables for Telephone, Telegraph

KELLY, Genera) Sales Agent,

F.

19 Dey Street,

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.,

New

ELECTRIC HEAT REGULATOR
Saves Coal,

1521 Fornam

OMAHA, NEBRASKA

Street,

'SAZ'est.ern.

York.

Saves Doctor's

Bills,

Saves Labor;

Automatic, simple and Duruljlt Insures uniform temperature
throughout the house; no heater complete without It: can be
applied to any kind of heating apparatus. Try one, and be con;

Agency:

vinced.

PUMPELLY STOBAGE BATTEBIE8

If

not Bold In your town wrlto

afl

for llla«trat«d clrrular

and

price*.

A^E:rvi-r^ WArvi-rEZHs.
CONSOLIDATED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING

WING'S DISC VENTILATING FANS.

CO.,

MI?r>KAP01.IH. Ml>5r.

Dealers in Wire, Bells, Push Buttons, Motors, Incandescent and
Arc Light Material, Poles, Cross-arms, Electroliers and Combination
V'ixlures, Burglar Alarm Matting.
U.K.

ANNETT.

rro.4t.

S.

F.

FEXTON,

VlcL'-Preat.

CHA8. SIDNEY SinTH. Seo^

and Treas.

llolfl imil lIouHo AiiDuiicUiturs.

klilll lUTSllrni*

loisChestnutSt.Phiiadelpliia

Electric Gas Lighting.

The United

Fire and Burglar Alarmi.

Eiectric Co.

Kk'clro-Moiltcftl Apimratus,

and Supplies,

Electrical Apparatus

Electric LlBliMiig.
Ti'U'uraph InRtrutmmta.

Wire nnd

eleVerly Electrical works

SALT LAKE

Hiitterle.i.

CITY,

UTAH.

-

HILL

^Uf'

^IBCtrlCBl

H'A-Cleverly -Manager

Philadelphia Department**

BAXTER ELECTRIC MFC &M0TOR CO.

ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES TO CONTRACT.

KING BELL

isi

PATENT APPLIKD

Clutch Works,

FOR.

CLEVELAND, O.

SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW

EASTEKN OFF/'^E:

EASY OF ADJUSTMENT,

ISCortlandtStreel, -

NEW YORK.

CUICAOO:

MINNBAPOLIS:

2350 Canal St.

305 KaBOta Bollding.

SOLID IRON BASE,

KANSAS OITY:
1201

and 122a Union Avenne.

NICKEL-PLATED GON&.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
CUT TWO TUIHDS ACTT.VL SIZE.
DesigQeiJ, Erected

tod Paroished.

Send for new Catalogne, Power
rranemlsslon Machinery.

COPYKIGIITED BY W. H. HILL.

THE HORN, BRANNEN & FORSYTHE MFG.

ifl

Brass ail

CO.

and

Combination

or

'H'oi-kins Parts
t'onipletelj- Pi-otecteil.

Wioail

ELECTROLIERS,
Gas

Itefiti-e

after placiiij; in
position.

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OP

Desips

Cau br adjnNted

Fixtures.

Xeat. Reliable,
aii«l KiibNtantial.
For Prices, See Our Catalogne.

SECTIONAL VUtW SUOWlXa WQRKlN.i

FRANKLIN

S.

CARTER.

CHARLES M. WILKINS.

E.

PAnTT^.

WARD WILKINS.

TRAllINi. AS

FArrORTAMlSUESROOHS:

Nos. 429, 431, 433 North Broad St„

PHILADELPI^IA, PA.

/l^i^^^ySvJ!

PARTRICK & CARTER,
EL-ECTRICHI- SUPPLIES.
M:i:inf:v-fiir»T-> nf ao'l P<>al«r3 in

?>,•: I>*3crlpti'in ^f

Sole Proprietors of the Patent 2«eedle AnnoncUtorf.

Desips

It

114 i^outh Second Street.
Estimates

Fmisliel

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

E)?TABLI!SBED

1S(~.
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EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine

i-T

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
tliis field which cannot be excelled.

CO.,

HLf AUKEE,

WIS,

ManufactnrerB of and Dealers In

Pulleys, Cears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cetton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

UaEQTJAIiED FOB ECONOMY OP FUEL, REatTLAItlTT OS
UOTION, AKD TtTTW A-RTT.TTV XN USE.

IS

&

ALUS

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.
Is

1889

SOLE BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

of

7,

CHICAGO BRANCH,

iVrite for our CatalogneH

41 anl 43 SOUTH JEFFERSON

ST,

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO. EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC CO.

MOTORS

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

FOE

FOR

Arc

1

Incandescent Circuits

ARC-LIGHT CIRCUITS.
PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

SIMPLE. RELIABLE. DURABLE.
The only

safe socket for series lamps,

Highly

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

and the only

socket having insulating material for the outside

Send

parts.

F.

for Illustrated Catalogue.

W. HORNE, Manager

ATLANTIC AVENTJE,

620

WESTERN AND SOUTHERN STATES.
1

CHICAGO OFFICE. SO Adams

COMPnilMn
\*\MVnf\J\3nU,
le Siiet, 6 to BOO H. P.

GEORGE CUTTER,

Street.

1

EAST ADAMS STREET,

rrr

CONDENSING OR
of

Eneme

'Ilrisj?

BOSTON,
PITTSBURGH,
CHICAGO,
PHILADELPHIA,

for

IaII
I

EconGmlca l,

Building,

,

Church, Kerr

A

f
Co.
Street,
J
608 Chestnut St., M. R. Muckl«, Jr. & Co.
304 Washington Ave.
Fairbanlis
312 Union Avenue.
Co.
1330 Seventeenth Street,
1619 Capitol Avenue, F. C. Ayer.

156, 168

Lake

&

DENVER,

OMAHA,
PINE BLUFFS, Ark.

Geo. M. DiUev

,5:

Sons.

SALT LAKE CITY, S59 S. Main St.
Utah & Montana
BUTTE, MONT.
E. Granite St
Machinery Co.
f
SAN FRANCISCO, 21 and 33 Fremont St, Parke & Lacy Co.
PORTLAND, OR. 33, 35 N. Front St, Parke & Lacy Mch. Co.
CHARLOTTE, N.C. 86 CoUege St, I^Iipt,
.
TnTr.r,IriTi=i Po
h Tie D. A. Tompkms Co.
ATLANTA, GA.
4a S. Prior St.
I

6 Sizes

in

ACTOLiATIO ENBIHE CHEAPEB

Well Built.

Hathaway

Westinghouse Builaing,

ST. LOUIS,
KANSAS CITY,

1.*"^.'-

3,000 in use in all parts of the Civilized World.

JUNIOR.
M

CHICAGO.

-

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
NEW YORK,
17 Cortlandt Street,
Westinghouse,

MICH FUEL DUTY AND SIMPLICiTY.

STANDARD.

-

Agent

NON-CONDENSING.

Hot yet equaled iy any torn

Economical.

Efficient and,

5

to

50

H. P.

THAH A SLIDE 7ALVE.
Over 300

Reliable.

aliove buiit strictly to
Repairs Gamed in Stock.
tlie

Stook,

sold the first year,

Gauge -nitb InterdiangeablePaTts-l
Send for Illustrated CJatalognes. I

PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.A.
W.

D.

SARGENT,

DALLAS. TEX.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

JNO. A. BARRETT, V.Pres. and Cons. Elec.

Pres.

Keating Imp.
C. E,

E H. CUTLER, Trcas. and Mgr.

FRANK

THE ELEKTRON MFG.
Cor.

Jay and Plymouth

Sts.,

& Mch
i

Co.
Co.

James

A.

FERRET,

Elec.

CO.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

MAKTJFAOTURBRS OF THE

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS and DYNAMOS
Small Sizes a Specialty (1-8 to 2
The

H. P.)

Laminated Field Magnets, Low ArmaSparking under Changes of Load, Excellent Work-

Distinctive Features are:

ture Resistance,

No

manship.

In

EFFICIENCY, REGULATION, SIMPUCITYand

DURABILITY
Our Fan

OUR MACHIMES show GREAT SUPERIORITY.

Outfits are very

handsome and run very

still.

CAREFUL INVESTIGATION INVITED.
Catalogues Furnished on Application.

TUBING ALL

ff\

L"U

.^

Purposes
'S\isr%

Pure Sheet Tfubber
Sarriples and
'^i^^^^''

JHi

prices

Etc. =r5

upon application;

Br.CoODRICH
Co.
AH RON RUBBER

WORKS

AKRON, OHIO.

Laminated Field Magnet, by the use
higher efficiency

is

obtained than

p0B8ible otherwlee.

of which
Is

Scptuiiibci'

7,
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EDISON SYSTEM.
BEST IN EVERY WAY.
MOST ECONOMICAL.
CHEAPEST.

SAFEST.
SIMPLEST.

MOST RELIABLE.
MOST UNIVERSAL
IN ITS APPLICATIONS.

Models of Engineering

Skill.

Handsome Investments.
Perfect satisfaction to consumers.

CENTRAL

STATIS

sold in any amount cheaper than steam power.
Current for Storage Batteries, Eleclro-platicg, Etc.
Current to replace all Chemical Batteries.
Current for operating Electric Railways.
Absolute safety to life.
Hundreds of Stations in towns from 2,000 population to largest cities.
Perfect, Simple and Cheap Meters for sale of light or current for any use.
Only perfect underground system.
Underground Systems in use since 1882, and perfectly reliable.
Fundamental Patents absolutely controlling— now in courts.

Power

—

—

ISOLATED
PLANTS.

WIRING
OF

BUILDINGS
AND

mWEK

—

per horse power.
12 lamps
IG caudles each
Guaranteed average life COO hours.
With Coal at $3 per ton, light as cheap as by gas at GO cents per thousand
Over 1,000 Isolated Plants in use.
No one having power can afford to use any other light.
Absolute safety from fire.

feet.

Perfect satisfaction guaranteed.
Large saving guaranteed over any gas or any other electric system.
Dynamos perfectly automatic.
Lamps perfectly uniform.
All devices incombustible.

Have your building wired while in process of construction.
Have it wired by a thoroughly responsible concern.
Have it wired by a concern you are likely to buy a plant from
Have it wired by company owning fundamental patents.
Have it wired by company having longest experience.
Have it wired with porcelain wiring devices.
Have it wired under rigorous specifications.

in

future.

A

building is better not wired than wired poorly.
Poor wiring will cause you trouble and expense forever, and
ous from fire.

is

extremely danger-

The Edison Company guarantees everything it makes, everything it does and everyAddress,
it says, and is absolutely responsible, and will be forever.

thing

UNITED EDISON MFG,
LEONARD & IZARD COMPANY.

CO,,

85

5t!i Ave., N.

Gen'l Agents Central States,

Y. City.

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
i<

C. <& C."

September

ELECTRIC MOTOR
NEW YORK.
GREENWICH

7,

i88g

CO.,

STREET,

402-4

EFFICIENT
ELECTRIC

AUTOMATICALLY

MOTORS.

REGULATED,

Manufactured for Arc and Incandescent Circuits.

NEW ENGLAND OFFICE:

32

Oliver Street, Boston.
Phenix Building, Chicago.

WESTERN OFFICE:

PHILADELFHIA OFFICE:

301 Arch at.
SO VTBEBN OFFICE: 25 Carondelet

JOHN STEPHENSON

Street,

New

Orleans.

CO.,

L^it^rr^LD,

NEiy iroRK.
STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

##
.#

^^' THE ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT
^
.^.V For Passenger Trains,

,#-//*^

#>

Freight Trains,
Steamboats, and
Burglar Alarms.
No more accidents from breaking in two of trains. In use on the
MICHIGAN CENTRAL and ROCK ISLAND, and other leading roads being
rapidly equipped.

PARRISH BROS.

&

PECK ELECTRICAL CO,

CHICAGO OFFICE, Rooms 324 & 325

Phoenix Building.

THE HEISLER PATENT LONR DISTANCE
INCANDESGEIIT ELECTRIC UGHT SYSTEM.
UNEOUALED FOR DISTRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.
Specially adapted for Street, Oommercial, and Domestic Illumination from Central Stations. Plant may be located where Power
can be secured Cheapest, even if miles distant from the Lighting.
Safety, Reliability, and Financial Success fully demonstrated.
Plan of Wiring the Simplest, Cheapest, and most Efficient. Strictly
Series. Noted for the Brilliancy and Beauty of the Light. Lamps,
10 to 100 Candle-Power; Long Life without Blackening. Greatest
Production of Candle Power per Horse Power. Dynamo SelfContained and Perfectly Automatic.

MBNU FOU

VIKVVIiAU.

StreetPoleanl Fixture

-FOliHelsler
i

Long Ulslance

INCANDESCENT

CORKKHPONUENCE lilOIilCITKD.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
800-817 South 7th

Street,

ST. LOUIS,

MO,
I

September

7,
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This Okonite Boy is laughing AT his competitors
and smiling WITH his customers.
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42 La
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[
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E.

September

President.
Secretary.
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Correspondence Solicited.

FISHER,

FLECTBIC C OMPANY.
C OMMEBCIAL
COMPLETE ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS.
ARC AND INCANDESCENT LICHTINC.
We

are prepared to build and compl ^tely eqaip Cities, Towns, Balldings, etc.,
years' experience in engineering, building and operating Electric Light Planti.
Electric Light Plants, furnishing "High or Low Tension" Arc System, Alternating or Direct Carrent Incaade cent Systemi, aiapted to service required.

Nine

d^'WrW!%^^ ^mi\i\ t\i\i\
V JCtJtSt ^€\j\jf%J%j\f

Capital has been invested in Electric L'ght Plants, constructed under the supervision of the managtmenl of this Company (Messrs. Fishir anl Fitzgerald),

\J

IVe are authorized ItepresentatiTes and Contractors for tUe foilo^rinsr
Slanufactorers and Apparatus:
"SliATTEaY" INDUCTION STSTEM: INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
THE NEW IMPROVED WOOD ARC LIGHT SYSTEM (Formerly ''American" Arc)
(Above o^ffned and manufactured by Ft. Wayne Electric Co.)
0. & C. ELECTRIC MOTORS.
STAR IRON TOW^ERB AND MAST ARMS.
SAWTEK MAN INCANDESCENT LAMPS. OKONITE W^IRES AND CABLES.

)

wi h

GIVE US Alf OPPOKTIINITY OF

f

FIGlfRUSti 'WITH A'OU.

HANTJFACTUBEKS AND SEAIiEKS IN

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES AND SUPPLIES.
65-57 GRATIOT AVE.,

DETROIT, MICH.

WEST^BRN SALESROOM.

ALFRED
F. MOORE'S ELECTRICAL WIRE.
LADELPHIA, PA.
FACTORIES:
PHI

NEW HAVEN CLOCK
Electric

Established 1820.

CO.'S

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT.

Messenger and Signal Boxes, Telegraph Instruments and Annunciators.

WARNER'S E1.ECTRIC TIUE STSTEII AND ELECTKICAI, TESTING GAUGES.

I.W.Golburn&

Go.'s Arc and Incandescent Electric LlEht Dynamos and Lamps,
a, M:A.S8,
ES:

FITOHBUK

FAOTOBI

Combining a Full Supply of Electrical Material direct from the First and Best Manufacturers at Factory Prices and of Superior Quality Only, the Result of
the Best Machinery, and Skilled Workmen.— Se ad for Pocket Price List and Catalogues of Every Description of Electrical Supplies.

C. A.

HARMOUNT, western

agent,

315 to 321

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,
Ammeters and Voltmeters

of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.
CARPENTIKR, HARTMANN &
Galvanometers, Bridges aud Rheostats by

CALI.

all

He

CO.,

Prominent Makers.

ASD KXASIINE.

924 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

Wabash

Ave.,

Long Experience,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

George

P. Barton,
LAW OFFICE,
CHICAGO, ILL.
225 Dearborn Street
patent and trade mark cases.

WHEN YOU BUY

MOTOR

A

From .\NY Manufacturer or
State that

POWELL'S PATENT "SIGNAL"

Dynamo
THE BEST

IN

WANT

WITH

IT

Dealer,

SUPPLIED

the

Oilers,

Whittingham

THE MARKET.

sight Chamber Is fitted with square window
panes, which are secured by brass end plates, aod
can he removed for Inspection, cleaning or repairs
at any time, without stopping the on reed, while
the machine Is ruoulng.

Automatic

aiANUPACT0RED BY

THE WM. POWELL
NOS. 50, 52 AND 54

you

CO.,

Switch.

PLUM STREET,

CINCINNATI, O.

Send for Catalogue.

Please send tor Prices and Discounts-

Automatic Switch Co..

AUTOMATIC

No.

CXJT-OFF ENGINE
ECONOMY,

DOUBLE
COMPOUND

SIMPLICITY,

BALTIMORE, MP.

THE CURTIS
PATENT RETURN STEAM TRAP.

DURABILITY.
THE MOST PERFECT

TANDEM
COMPOUND

GOVERNING
EVER

OBTAINED.
Electrical

Keyser Building,

STANDARD

RELIABILITY,

For

8

Li^jIiHiifr,

poscH Avliore perf<>(t

IT

noisoioss. positive, rapiid, will return alt condensation back into ths
boiler, and works equally well in connection with reduced pressure or
exhaust steam, also when the return is below the watqr lino of the boiler.
is

the CURTIS REGULATOR COMPANY,
Beverly

Electru:il Kailways

trovcrniiijj is r«^(iuirc»l,

BALL ENGINE

CO.,

and purit lias no equal.

ERIE, PA.

St.,

boston,

tviAss.

GENERAL AGENCIES.
NEW

YORK, 109 Libocty
PHILADELPHIA, 2035 N.

^ MINNEAPOLIS,

210

CHICAGO, 218

st.

Front

S. Third

tt.

St.

Lake st.
ST. LOUIS, 707 Market

NEW ORLEANS,

21

Bt,

Union

it.

Scptenibur

7,
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BY ALTERNATING CURRENTS,

Central Station Plants, with an aggregate Capacity of 328^000
Lamps sold to July 1, 1889.

16 Candle Power

THE UNITED STATES

ELECTRIC LIGHTING

CO.,

(Leased and Operated by the Westinghouse Electric Co.)

SALES DEPARTMENT: 120 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK.

COMPLETE ISOLATED PLANTS, ARC OR INCANDESCENT,
Unsurpassed

for Design, Construction

and

Efficiency.

SAWYER-MAN ELECTRIC
(Ijeased

and Operated by the Westinghouse Electric

CO.,

Co.)

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS AND SUPPLIES
FOR ELECTRIC

LIGHTIIffC

CORRESPONDENCE WITH DEALERS

INVITED,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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TELEPHONE SUPPLIES )
SWITCH BOARDS AND MAGNETOS,
Patterson Cable, Aerial and Underground,

<

DISQUE IE CLANCHE BATTERY.
Recent Tests show that our Disque Le Clanche Battery
in

is

the best

the market.

INSULATORS, BRACKETS, PINS

Hard Drawn Copper and Galvanized Iron Wires, and
Office

NEW

other

and Line Supplies.

WESTERN ELECTRIC
CHICAGO.

all

?

YORK,

LONDON.

CO.,

ANTWERP.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO,

Vol. V.

Edison Underground System.
'I'lic

rangcmeiU of a
box or jiiiK'tioii
groiiiiil

slmw the
furm i)f six way

acc(iin|)anyiiiK inils

system.

lU'W

ilistribiitinj;

the Kilisoii three wire iiiulcr'This style of jiim-tion will be

in

indicated, contain
remaining four smaller
tubes, three of which appear in the cut, carry
the distributing
mains.
With the exception of the
two sets of small pressure
size not

feeders.

The

wires which terminate on
the hard rubber plate T,
all the conductors after
entering the
box are
brought to the top and
connect each with a brass
terminal casting C, fastened on an insulating block
^. These blocks are .supported by a ring /i, which
forms part of the U])right
center casting S.
Concentric with
the outer
circle of terminals are arranged three brass rings,
one above the other, with
insulation under and between them.
On the
outer edges of each of
these three rings lugs are
When the rings
cast.
are in position the lugs,
which are of peculiar
shape, project out and
around each of the other
rings and lugs.
The upper surfaces of all the
lugs and the brass terminals C, lie in the same
horizontal plane, and are
fitted with binding bolts
as shown.
In order that
the arrangement of these
three inner
rings
and
their relation to the conductors proper may be
more plainly indicated, each ling and lug
projecting therefrom and each cable connection is marked in the cut with its proper sign.
In this way by referring to Fig. i, it may be seen
that when it is desired any or all of the negative conductors can be readily connected by
means of a fusible strip with slotted ends to the
"
" ring; any or all the positive conductors, to
the "+" ring and any or all the "neutrals" to the
"±" ring. When, therefore, a given set
of mains is to be connected it is only necessary to
bridge across by the proper sized fusible strips.
Two sets of pressure wires, one set from each
feeder tube, run to the small binding screws arranged around the opening in the hard rubber
plate T.
The binding posts on the outer edges
of the plate connect, two and two respectively,
with the positive, negative and neutral rings.
Small fusible strips from the inside to the outside posts establish connection with the rings.
By this arrangement should an accident occur

—

7,

No.

1889.

one of the feeder lubes, wh<Teby the pressnr(wires woidd be cut off, the seccjnd sot would still
do duty. The lids are built as shown. ,'\ soft
rubber gasket, //', underneath the inside lid
makes a good joint when the brass nuts are
In addition, melted wax is
screwed down.
poured around the edge of the lid which makes
the joint doubly secure.
The outside lid is kept
in place by its own weight.
to

iiUfnial ar-

used by the (,'liicaj;o Kilisoii company in tlie
extension of its present system.
'I'lie tnbes running
|'he box is of east iron.
to it which carry the concUictors are the same as
those generally iiseil throughout the country in
Kig. i is a jjlan
Kilison underground work.
which shows the box as it appears with its two
covers removed.
Fig. 2 is a sectional view.
The large tube on the right and another of the

same

SEPTEMBER

Universal

Electrical
Exposition at St.
Louis.
A visit to the lower floor of the mammoth
building of the Exposition and Music hall association at St. Louis, Mo., where the Universal

to furnish

10.

lighting, equivalent

to about 950-16
by the exposition
association in its art and photograph (galleries.
The Heisler plant was one of the first to get

candle power lamps for

into operation,

use

making a preliminary run Satur-

day afternoon, .31st ult., and a regular run
Saturday evening when a private exhibition of
the Verestchagen paintings was given to reporters and art critics.
.\mong other interesting
exhibits was noticed that of the Thomson Klec
trie Welding company, which is certainly an extended display, and one which will attract widespread interest. The IJurton Electrical Cook-

company makes an extensive display. The
phonograph people are making the greatest dising

play

of

their

apparatus

has yet been shown
anywhere. Parrish Hros.
that

&

Peck

make an

ex-

tensive

display of their
electrical
signaling apparatus.
The Westing-

house
quite a
paratus,

company
variety

shows
of

apincluding their
standard alternating machines, continuous current machires. Westing-

house arc machines and
alternating current motors.
There are four interesting exhibits of elec-

mining machinery,
and a coal mine has
been prepared for their
trical

The .\meriWaltham Watch
company and the Non.Magnetic
Watch company make interesting
special use.

can

The Western
displays.
Electric company of Chicago, .show their standard arc apparatus, also
their standard incandescent machinery and high
tension incandescent ap-

FU;.

I.

The Sprague
paratus.
overhead system of railis
road
motors
also
shown, as are also the
Edison, Thomson- HousI.oomis, Ball and
ton,
Seaferth dynamos. There
will also be exhibits of
the following well-known
dynamos and motors.

KliISON r.MiKKr.KOCM' SVSllCM.

Electrical Exposition is now being held, reveals
All last week
a scene of wonderful activity.
hundreds of men were engaged in preparing
for the great event and electricians from all
over the country were pushing matters energetically with a view of perfecting their displays in
time for the opening night, September 4th.

Superintendent AVhipple was engaged in superintending and harmonizing the general arrangement. When it is remembered that Mr. Whipple had but two months in which to perfect his
arrangements for this exhibition, the results he
The
has achieved appear almost incredible.
displ.\v will unquestionably be a great success.
The Heisler Electric Light company exhibits
a complete central station plant, having a capacity of 700-30 candle power lights.
They show
their latest improvements in regulating apparaatus, automatic cut outs, also inside, outside
and other fancy fixtures. In addition to their
display, the Heisler people are under contract

& Foster, C. & C, Freeman of
York, and the Eltktron company. The
Phccnix Glass company make an extensive disThere will also be
play of their fine specialties.
an interesting displ.iy of the wiiting telegraph.
The electrical fountain and lake will add
Exgreatly to the beauty of the exhibition.
tensive displays of power apparatus for electrical service, including the following engines
.•Xrmington & Sims. Buckeye, Rusare seen:
Robinson

New

sell,

Westinghouse, Rice. Phoenix and Corliss.

An

unusu-llly large order for isolated electric lighting
S. Conner, special agent lor the
t.iken by
The order was
Itrush Electric company of Cleveland.
placed by the Wesson. Miss.. Mills, and consists of seven
45 light Urosh arc light d>-nainos. 250 arc lamps, and plant
The
for 200 incandescent lamps of the Brush S}-stem.
competition for i his large order was spirited, and the Brush

was recently

H

.

Since the award of
feels eUted over its success.
original conlract. additions have t>een made so that the
of arc lights will be increased to over three hnodred, constituting one of the largest mill plants in the worid.

company
th.

number
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Louis City Electric Lighting

St.

made

the
erection of poles and stringing of wires for the
electric light system which will illuminate St.
The Municipal ElecLouis after January ist.
tric Light & Power company, which has the contract for furnishing the arc lights for the city, is
It has
erecting poles at the rate of 400 a week.
1,800 poles already up, and the remainder will
be in position by November ist. Only the wire
poles are being erected at present, as the city
authorities have not decided on the exact height
The poling of
at which the lamps shall hang.
the West End, and nearly all the North End,
of the city, is completed, and work is progressing

Considerable progress has been

in

The company has
rapidly in the South End.
200 miles of line wire in its warehouse, and is
It will begin
receiving forty miles a week.
The foundation
stringing the wire next week.
of the central station, at

September

The building
a one-story brick, 84x166 feet. It will use
four 300 horse power engines, and four dynamos
of Locust and Twentieth streets.
is

of 3,000 lights each.

The Laclede Gas company
work

incandescent

is

pushing the

lighting of
All three contractors
the north end of the city.
state that their work will be completed by lanuary ist, and when finished St. Louis will be
lighted by 2,000 arc lamps and about 1,600 infor the

candescent

electric

lights.

Electricity's Indirect Influence.

"How

real-

to

indi-

ize

little do we practical business men
what an extent the world is being

well as directly, influenced by that
subtle something we call electricity," said an old
engineer.
"Look about you," said he, "and evidences of its direct influence for good are found
rectly, as

but as little as it may be, is it not a fact?
"Besides this, do we not feel, as we witness
some of the many strange phenomena attending
the use of electricity, that even after all our
great progress up to the present time, we are but
standing on the threshold of an era of wonderful discovery, during which most of what we now
deem almost incredible, may be brought to the
level of the commonplace?
Does not this feeling of probable possibilities, in even this one
particular line, serve to make men, in their attempts to harness nature's mysterious forces,
bolder and more daring?
"The motto of the civilized world seems now
to be 'nothing impossible.'
Question yourself
and see how much of the feeling of enthusiasm
you find to be due to electricity's influence."

Lamp

Patent Litigation.
In the United States
Circuit court at St. Louis,
Aug. 28, the United
States Electric Lighting

company

pany, and petitioned for
an injunction restraining
the latter company from
using a carbon conductor
for incandescent electric
lamps, which the United
States company claims as

A

its
patent.
epresentative of the Heisler
company is reported as
saying: "I fail to see
how they can claim that
we are infringing upon
a patent of theirs.
manufacture a low-resistance lamp and a carbon
for the same, while they

building,
when completed, will be looxiio

and
proof.

and
It

four
is

stories

entirely

and
thoroughly
brick

The

first

of

fire-

floor

contain the engines,
the second the
transmission machinery, the
third the dynamos, and
the fourth will be used
as a repair shop, test and
storage rooms.
There
will be 120 dynamos of
35 lights each, and these
will be run by eight 600
horse-power Corliss engines.
In addition to
this there will
be two
.150 horse power highspeed engines to operate
tie incandescent machines
during the day.
The foundations for
four of the engines are
now completed, and the
building will be finished

manufacture a high-resistance lamp.
Aside
from that we have been
manufacturing our goods
for about
four years,
nearly

as long as the
United States company
has been manufacturing
tl~eirs,
and
if
they
thought that we were infringing on their patents
they should have brought
the suit at an earlier
date. The Westinghouse
people have been fighting the Edison Electric
Light company for some
time, and I suppose they
now wish to turn their
attention to us also, but

by November ist. The
machinery will be put
up as soon as the build-

I

will

The Missouri Electric Light & Power company, which has the contract for the incandescent lighting of the alleys and public buildings
in the south part of the city, has erected
1,700
poles for alleys, and has strung about seventy
miles of wire.
This is about half of the work
called for in the contract.
The lamp poles are
not up, as the points of location have not yet
been designated. The City hospital. City hall,
Cfjurthouse and I'our Courts' building have been
supplied with lamps, and are all ready for lighting.
The company will put up 800 street and
4,000 building lamps.
Its plant is at the corner

be able to establish

their claim.''

Electric Railway for
Italy.

The Sprague

Electric

Railway & Motor company has closed a con-

also

run.

hardly think that they

will

ing will permit.
Workmen are putting in the
foundation of the boiler
house, and this building will be completed
about the same time.

complete in about ten
days a temporary' building at the corner of
Gratiot and Eighteenth streets, for commercial
purposes.
This will be used until the main
building is completed.
Two 150 horse power
engines will be used and six dynamos will be

1

We

iron,

will

The company

com-

a

filed

plaint against the Heisler Electric Light com-

driven to give a firm
foundation. On these is
placed 2 feet of pine,
and on the top of this
18 inches of concrete.
The foundation walls are
of cut stone, and are
now level with the railroad tracks. The main

high.
stone,

1889

little,

Nineteenth street and
Pacific
Missouri
the
Railroad tracks, is one
strongest ever
of the
made in the city. Eight
were
hundred
poles

feet,

7,

FIG. 2.

EDISON UNDERGROUND SYSTEM.

side.
It is not necessary for me to
point out the telegraph, the telephone, the electric light.
But, did you ever think," he added,
"of this one point
how the very mystery that
surrounds this agent, so subtle, so intangible, and
yet withal so powerful, seems in itself to have a

on every

—

beneficial effect?

"Did it ever occur to you that the rapidly increasing familiarity of the people with the wonderful effects which they see can be produced so
mysteriously, and yet by human hands, will serve
to help make them as a race less superstitious and
less willing to credit the spirit world with all that is
inexplicable? Are not many people, not specially
educated, willing now to believe that almost
anything can be accomplished, if it is only done
by electricity? The witch or wizard of olden
times would have a hard time in this electrical
age.
You may say that all this amounts to very

tract

for electric street

railway apparatus with
company of
railway
principal
street
the
Florence, Italy, for the equipment of their
line.
This apparatus includes an overhead
system of the regular Sprague type, ten
complete car equipments using two 15 horse
power motors on each car and station equipment
complete.
This will be the first installation of
American street railway apparatus abroad, it is
said, where the progress in railways has been
very slow.
The present method of running
street cars in Florence is partly by animal power,
and partly by small steel dummies, and it is
thought that the electric cars will be in great
demand. It is said that this order is only a
small portion of a very large equipment which
will be ordered by this company, and if the
result proves successful, it is thought that very
many other Italian cities will adopt electricity
for their street cars.
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Paris Exposition.

company had

Tlu' ac(:(Mn|)anyiiin ilhistralcd .iiliiic is nmtrilnUcd l)y tlu' (oiTcspnndciU of tin- Wr.sii i<N
'I'lu; ach'.i.Kf iKHiw
at tlu' Paris cxposilion:
a(!i:ompaiiyiii jj ciiL sliuws in llic fori'uriiiiiul the
cxliibils

111'

milling;' in
hi'iiif,'

tlu'

i

lilt!

;Ih

only

11;

SpiMTy ((impanii'S.
has altraiUcd j^ri^at
olc clrically

The Sperry

ac'liiali'd

aHi-iUii)ii,

il

coal ciillcr

<lrill is dirci:lod
'I'liior di;;i;cr on oxiiil) itioM,
toward the olxer ver, and protrndcs from the cylThis
inder wiiic'i conlaiiis the drivinj^ sprini;.

spring is compressed by means of the pittman,
driven by gears from the motor seen horizontally supported in the rear. This motor is operated
by a 10 ampere current, derived from a Sperry
dynamo driven from the main shaft of the American section.
The drill is capable of delivering
240 blows a minute. The current is delivered
to the Sperry motor on the machine by means
of carbon brushes.
The Sperry Light company exhibit a 15-arc
light ilynamo.
The lights are of the new Sperry pattern.
The lamps, e.xcept the double carbon in the center, are run without globes, the
better to show their working.
The dynamo is
controlled by the Sperry regulator.
That the

conlidi-nce in the rcKi'lator is
indicated by the fact that it placed its exhibit in
the charge ol |.
Kin^swill of ('hii:ano, who,
thon^jh familiar with other classes of machinery,
never workc:d in electricily a day nntil employed
by the Sperry i:ompany abont on<' week before
I'',

his deparUire lo
this exliiliil

charge of its exhibit. At
the walls are decorated with a pictnre
l.iki-

of the inventor, lOlmer A. Sperry, and copies of
the Wi'.siKUN ICi.ia I'KU'iyXN, as can be seen in

the view.

Files of the

Whsikkn Ki.Kcrun

ian

are liere kept, and copies distributed, as it is in
part the headipiarters of your correspondent.
The popularity of the paper on this side of the
water, and the number of readers which it has
gained has, it may be said incidentally, even asThe Sperry
tonished
your correspondent.
companies are represented by Mr. Kingswill
and K.rnst Crepin, treasurer of the Sperr>' Light
company. F. \V. I'arker has also been here
conducting some negotiations for them.
At the corner of two of the side aisles, and
near the Thomson-Houston company's e.vhibit,
is the very interesting machinery and artistic e.vIt
hibit of the Heisler company of St. Louis.
maybe seen in the background on the left in

the

I

lit,

A

<,onsiilcral)le iiuinber of

beautifully

grouped incandescent lam|)s uracefully rbspostd
on hiifhly ornanicntal fixtures, proviiled with artistic ulobes, ami relieved liy Ainericin fla^s as
<lrapery, constitute the outwardly visible objects
of interest, but the yreal attraction lo electrical
einjineers is the lleisler new system of rej;ulaTlu' dynamo exhibited is of the usual
form, with a double winiliiiK, allernalint; portion
lioii.

having two circuits and an excitinj; portion, all
on the same shaft. This shaft makes about Ooo

revolutions.

The lamps vary

in

power, being

By meansof con45, 60, anil 100 candles each.
stantly rotating eccentric cones on a shaft, driven from any constant source, power is provided
to work the operating portion of the current
regulators, there being really one regulator for
each circuit. The regulator is ver)- sensitive,
so to speak, but it cannot accelerate its >i>eed
in the case of an unusually great change in the
The exhibit is in charge
condition of the circuit.
The European
of William Schrader, electrician.
agent is .\dolph Trauer.
The irasttes of Oakland, Cal.. will not receive h.ls
an electric light plant for street illumination.

for
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Snelgrove Electric Weighing Machine.
The most interesting novelty displayed at the
Birmingham exhibition was the electric weighing
machine which was exhibited for the first time
in

England.

of this device.

the inventor
cuts which
reproduced from the

William Snelgro\e

machine are
Electrical Revicio.
I represents a front view, the bearings,

illustrate the

London
Fig.

i.s

The accompanying

FIG. 2.

September

of steelyard, which is free to move between the
jaws. One pole of a battery is connected to both
jaws of the carrier, the other pole, by means of
a flexible conductor, to a terminal near the cenThe electro-motor and
ters of the steelyard.
the clutch withdrawing magnets are included in
the circuit of a second battery, connected by
terminals, and a flexible cord near the centers.
The carrier is provided with an electro-mag-

SNELGROVE ELECTRIC WEIGHING MACHINE.

centers and dials being removed.
In Fig. 2, a
back view is given. In this the dial is shown
but the bearings and centers are removed. Fig.
3 is another front view in which the dial, knife
edged centers and bearings are shown.
Aside from this special mechanism the machine in all other details is of the ordinary
weighbridge type. It indicates by means of revolving dials, up to 10 cwt., by graduations of
X lb., the weights being shown through the three
windows showing cwts., qrs., lbs., respectively.
The machine under notice has two movable
slides or poises, the small poise being equivalent
to 27 lbs. and giving 27 indications of i lb. each,
and the large poise being equivalent to 9 cwt. 3
qrs. and giving 39 indications of i quarter cwt.
each, one step or indication of the heavy poise
being equal to the entire travel of the small poise.
Each is provided with wheels or rollers at both
ends, the large poise traveling on the steelyard
and the small poise traveling on rails attached
to the steelyard.
They are cut with ratchet
teeth on the upper and ordinary spur teeth on
the lower sides.
The ratchet teeth, whose vertical sides face the zero end of the steelyard, engage with pawls pivoted on the frame work of
the machine, the lower racks gearing into independent loose pinions fitted with clutch boxes
sliding on a main spindle.
The spindle is revolved by a small electro-motor, and is provided
with one fixed clutch box with two clutch faces
in close proximity to
the loose pinions and
clutches.
Electro-magnets are arranged to lift
the pawls, and others are provided to pull the
loose clutch boxes in and out of gear with those

netic brake in circuit with the carrier contacts to

check undue vibration of the steelyard, and
without affecting or impairing the sensitiveness
of the balance to stop the vibrations, after equilibrium has been attained.
The second battery
circuit including the electro-motor, is normally
open, but is closed by means of an electro-magnet switch included in a circuit from the upper
steelyard contact only.
When the steelyard is resting on the lower i\\
]

FIG.

I

7,

1889

less it previously balances the load, it strikes its
switch lever, thereby cutting its clutch magnet
out of the circuit.
Thus, should the load on the
platform exceed the capacity of the machine, a'i
the circuits are broken and the whole of the
mechanism comes to rest. If, however, the platform load is balanced on the large poise reaching a certain point in its travel, the steelyard wil
fall away from the upper contact, thereby breaking the circuit completely at that point.
The
clutch magnets of the large poise and the motor
relay will be demagnetized, the motor relay armature springing back into normal position, cuts
the motor out of circuit and for a short period
passes the current of the motor battery through
the clutch-withdrawing magnet of the large
poise.
The large poise is now released from the
motor and is in.stantly stopped, and held by its
pawl against its return spring. The figured dials
will indicate at a glance the exact weight on the
platform.
The poises cannot come to rest until
they have obtained such a position on the steelyard that the latter remains in perfect equilibrium between the two jaws of the end carrier.
This is obtained in from 6 to 12 seconds after
loading the platform while 2 or 3 seconds suffice
for the return of the poises to zero on removing
the load.
The entire action of the machine is
perfectly automatic.
The electric current required to operate the
machine is supplied by a small constant battery
concealed in the base, for the usual intermittent
work on an ordinary weighbridge.
Leclanche
cells have been found very satisfactory.
The
electrical current switches require no attention or
manipulation whatever, as they are automatically
controlled by the machine which closes the elec
tiR
ircuit, when the goods are placed on the
(

SNELGROVE ELECTRIC WEIGHING MACHINE.

of carrier, the first battery is in circuit with the
pawl-lifting magnets, and the motor battery ciris open.
With the steelyard against the upper jaw, the first battery is in circuit with the
clutch-operating magnets and the motor battery
circuit is closed.
With the steelyard in equilibrium or all the poises at zero, or at the further
extreme limit of their travel, both battery circuits
are open and the machine comes to rest.
When the load is placed on the platform the
steelyard rises and presses against the upper

cuit

platform, and thus obtains the current necessary to operate its mechanism.
The entire cycle of operations, switching on the current, balancing the machine, indicating the discovered
weight in a single group of figures, returning the
mechanism to zero when the goods are removed,
and finally switching off the current when the
weighing is finished to prevent waste, is performe by the machine itself.
I

Calculating the Pull of a IWagnet.

A

San Francisco reader of

the

Western

Electrician submits the following query:

SNELGROVE ELECTRIC WEIGHING MACHINE.
fixed on the S])indle.
pull the clutches out

Springs are also

when

the

fitted to

magnets are de-

magnetized,
At both extremities of the travel of each poise
current switches are arranged to be operated by
the poise itself.
'I'he outward movement is effected by the electro-motor, the inward movement or return to zero by means of helical
springs which are coiled up dnrin;^ the outward
travel of the poises.
Electrical contacts are fixed on tin- upper and
lower jaw of the carrier, and on the free end

end

of steelyard carrier and thus closes a
of
one battery, the motor starts,
and the small poise being drawn into gear with
the main revolving spindle, travels out on the
steelyard until, unless it previously balances the
load, it strikes the switch lever; the small poise
clutch magnet is thereby cut out of circuit, and
the large poise clutch magnet is included insleacl.
'I'he small poise released from the I'lnlch travels
back to zero, propelled l>y its helical spring, but
held in its outwaril position by its pawl.
The
large poise moves out on the steelyard until, uncircuit

Can you give me a rule for calculating the force (in
pcutrds or in dyiu-s) that can be developed with a soft iron
core, cylindrical in form, working inside a Si'L-iwid constructed with comparatively few turns of thick wire?
To
make my question more easily understood, suppose we have
a solenoid of known dimensions and a soft iron core of given diameter and length; then with the core inserted a given
distance inside the coil suppose a current of known strength
to be sent through it, what //f// will be exerted by the core
as it is drawn in the solenoid? The value of the force to
be expressed in terms of the dimensions of core, solenoid
and current strength.
Again, suppose T have two powerful electro-magnets arranged as in an ordinary telegraph sounder and an iron
armature of considerable cross section and weight similiarly arranged.
What will be the pull of the magnets on the
armature when it is one inch distant from the magnet poles,
the current strength and dimensions of armature and magnets being given?
I have searched every book available for a rule or for
experiments bearing on these questions, but have not been
able to find anything satisfactory.
I hardly expect to find
a rule that will hold beyond a very limited variation in dimensions, data,

etc.

Foi-ee Bain of Chica.go has prepared the following answer to the cpiestions propounded in

the foregoing letter:

The

dctcr;nination of the elementary law of magnetic ac-

is a very complex problem.
The action between two
magnets depends not only on their distance apart, but also
on their relative angular position: then must be considered
the force of translation which varies inversely as the fourth
power of the distance, and the directive couple which varies
nversely as the third power.
It must also be remembered

tion

ScptcmbiT

7.
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that the elementary law results in part from an hy|>olliesi^
as to the nature and ilistribulion of llic cause of magnetic
action in prailice. consitleiini; elei tro majinels, the si/c of
a nuiKneti/injj toil, its turns, lur.ition, characler of current,
for until sucli hypollicsis is niailc, no clear conception
etc
,

what is to he umlerstooil l>y elementary ac
tion.
Wc also have ilisturhanccs which arise from ma^;uetic induction, the consci|u«'nce of which is that, m.iKuel
ically speakinjj, two mn>:ncls ;ire not the same al ilifferent
is

possililc of

In considcriiiK eleclr<i inaKuets, the magnetic pernicaliility of the core is ;i matter of the most serious importance, and it is so variable lliat expeiimcnt.d ilata
must be obtaiiifd in every case whenever the nature of the

distarces apart.

tlic cones or armatures are made or their
forms and proportions arc chan}>;cd. The relative value of
cast and wrought iron magnets may he ileduced from the
Cast iron
following; li^uics fiom Silvanus 'Thompson:
man'"'*^ K>\'^' -''l^'i" *"' !"-'' **'»' "^ the etfecl of wrought
iron of ei|ual si/e; for instance, if a wrought iron magnet
can have hh),(h.)0 lines of force passing throuj^h every
square inch of its cross section of coie al saturation, a cast
iron one will have bo, 000 at saturation; to be equal to a
wrought iion magnet it would have to he more than two-

iron from whicli

thirds ajjaiu as lar^e in cross section of core.
The only manner of ohtaininj; the information desired
for practical purposes is to secure tlata by actual cxpcriThe calculainients and apply the information relatively.

tions for the litUl

ma^nels

of all

dynamos and motors

are

based upon information and d.ita secured in this manner.
tScc Thompson I >ynamo-I'".lcctric Machinery, pa;;e 3fs)
Tlie tn.Tjiuclism in the core of an elcctro-mayncl increases rapidly, or ahv.osl directly in proportion to the ampere turns of ihc coil, until saturation is reached, then the
increase will be very slij-lu with the increase of ampereThis will be found to be close enouj;h for the con
turns.
struction of most practical apparatus.

A New
The

Lightning Arrester.

cut illustrates a novel
The device is tlcsigned to
lightning arrester.
be used in coittbination with an ordinary comb
acconipaiiyinjjj

33

dynamo

currrnt folhiws then the u|»prr vin\ of the
armature, ./ will br attracted, tin- extended por-

tion /- of the winch rch-ascd, and by the action
of the weight, the arm /. will make one complete
revolution, breakmg the connei tion and eonseijurntly the arc and reluming to its ftirmer po-

ready for the next discharge.
It will be
readily seen that as the first impulse of current
actu.ites the armature there is pracUically no
Koree Hain of Chicago
time for an arc to form.
Patents arc
is the
inventor of this device.
sition

|)ending.

Bryant Switch.
The accompanying cut shows the
of a 10

lonstriK tion

ampere Mryanl switch. This

was designed for
drawing of an arc

little

device

action to |)reveiit the
al ihe contact pieces.
The
simplicity of the switch is evident.
.Assuming the switch lo be close<l, it may be
openeil by pushing in the knob which forms the
end of a short |ilunger al the olher end of wliiih
but small spring. This little spring
is a stout
lies in a space cast in, anti has one end attached
to, the small pivijted switch bar carrying the ciniThe other end is fastened to the
tact piece.
plunger.
The arrangement is such that when
the plunger is pulled out the spring for<:es ihe
bar down and when it is pushed in it raises the
The switch must be, therefore, either wide
bar.
open or closetl. The small semi-circular contact
piece on the end of the switch bar is made of
copper backed by Cierman silver. The base of
;V
neat nickel plated
the switch is porcelain.
cover fitted over the parts, allowing only the
knob to protrutle, keeps out the dust and dirt.
The Bryant switches are made with either
and
are
either
wooil or "porcelain faces,
single or double poled.
They arc handleil by
(ieo. Cutter, of Chicago.
(jtiick

President Weeks and His Critics.
The accompanying document will be read
with interest by the members of the National
I'^lectric Light association, especially those who
attended the

last

convention at Niagara

To the Mtmbers of
liat'u'tr.

—

I

am

not

(he N^at'umat

surprised that

Falls:

FJcttric l.i^ht Assothe electrical
journal

Mr (iilberl, Mr. iM.'snip. Mr. Morfi»on or any of thr
purely central vialion men who have entertained ihcaMociution will rloubtlc^H tc<itify that the balance isltravlly ai;atnftt
profit

My

and

Iohh.

a< litfM in

dccinion SKK\\\%

mv

rclinquikhinie ih'- chair on af»|)cal from
(o have
been t^crirrallv miaundcrMo'Mi,

While I mi^ht have rctalncf) it by pailianirnlary rule, 1
diouc to follow cuHtoin and at Ihc same time avoid dr< Idin^
against a (KrHoiial friend.
Ktuiwin;; that Ihc wotk of ih«*
convention was not romptclc, I rA|»c< led to rmunic the
chair .ifler thtr decision \\\\im (he ap|)ral.
Ah f crHtld not
hear the convcrH.ilion iHrtwccn the chairman and the «ccrc'
tary a» to the next ontcr of bitKincN>, nor the motion lo ad*
journ, no one could have Ikch more v_Tprtvd than 1 at (he
abrupt adjournment.
I'ar from l>cin|i; indifferent I refuted
lo reoKO'-'c il a* utu- .iir. iinlil forced I'j do vi by the rccord of the necrelary. and by piirli;imcntary law.
In coiit'lusion I would su^^^evt that the inlercHU of the
aHv>ciali')n cannot l>c lurthcrrd by pcrvmal altack)i or by
general t hargcs tinsiittained by proof of rc<Ofd.
Mjronly
desire is that the faclH an *thown by tfic sccrclary\ minute*,
shall \tc the basis of iudfcmcnl upon Ihc work of the Ntagarr. convention.
Ki»win K, Wf-rK-*,
h'litiuii City, Mo
.lit;;
2^. i8h»;.
I'rnidcnt.
,

Storage Battery Litigation
The Mutual Klectric Manufacturing company
lirooklyn, N. V., has been maiuifaf luring
storage batteries for some time, and the Hrooklyn Incandescent Klectric Light company has
used these batteries lo illuminate the lirooklyn
(if

library and several
trical .Xccnintllator

other buildings.

The

Klec-

c(impany of New Vork, claiming that this manufacture and use of storage
batteries was an infringement of two or more of

begun suit in the I'niled
and Judge Lacombc, on Augu.si

their patents, recently

States court,

38th, granted the preliminary

injunction asked

for.

The Telephote.
stirreit the scientific world of Paris,
says an exchange.
This astonishing uiviutt, whose brain.
disdaining the twelve ]at>ors of Hercules, has intro^Iuced
610 inventions, comes lo France bearing in the folds of
his mantle an innovation which has already l>ccn much
spoken of I refer lo the lelephotc.
I must add thai the
telephote is already claimed by a young French uizaiit,
M. Courtonne. who. moreover, has drawn up a report carefully inclosed in a sealed wrapper and confided to the care
of the Academy of Sciences.
M. Courtonne has worked
at his discovery for about hve years, and he does not dieam

l-^dison's arrival

has

—

which has, for some time past, been conspicuous for its lagging pace, should have b>und my communication of the
idth inst., "so shallow" as tu rtijulre fuilhcr consiileration
before publication; but no one who prides himself upon his
"journalistic manhoocl" should intentionally misquote.
It may not now be out of place to set before those who
wish to lorm a correct judgment of the conduct of the association, a fact which wdl perhaps e.xplain the animus of the
recent personal attacks, and show that the attempt to use
the association for personal ends did not come from your

piesidcnt
Prior to the reception of the repoit of ihe

A
arrester.

NEW

l.ir.nilNr.

Where comb

ARRESTER.

arresters are used, under

certain conditions, the dynamo current will follow the lightning discluirge across the airspace
When, therefore, the two
between the combs.
sides of a circuit are fitted with arresters and a

discharge occurs simultaneously through both
thetivnamo is liable to be short circuited through
Fusible strips serve to obviate this
the ground.
In
difficulty where tltere is only one discharge.
cases, however, where a succession of discharges
take place it would be dangerous, to say the
least, to undertake to replace a burnt out fuse.
The apparatus herein descril>ed was designed to break the arc as soon as it forms and
It consists essentialthus prevent any damage.
ly of a single pole electro-magnet. .1/. an armature, .-/, retained by a spring and pivoted at T',
and a winch with a latch piece, /, which when
free, is revolved, in the direction indicated, by
The magnet, armthe action of the weight, //'.
ature, latch piece, and its bearing are al! connected electrically in series; the relative arrangement of the parts being shown in the cut.
When in place ready for action, one binding post
with the ground comb of the aris connected
rester proper, and the other connects directly
with the ground.
The action of the device is as follows: When
the lightning comes in on the line it jumps to
This acthe comb and thence to the ground.
tion does not disturb the device. If, however, the

committee on

nominations and place of meeting, and after the names suggested for the ne.xt executive committee had become known
a member of the association having a grievance against one
of the nominees, protested against his preferment, and advised me that unless his name was stricken from the list the
next convention would be held in St l.ouis.
I declined lo
interfere; answering that I saw no connection between the
nomination of the gentleman in question and the place of
meeting, and informing him that the whole matter was in
the hands of the nominating committee, and must be
passed upon by the association in convention. Confident
that the iarge majority of our members do not favor moving the association through political wire workers, or prostituting it to personal gain or the punishment of personal
enemies. I feel sure that had 1 chosen to take the lloor and
by descending lo personalities sacrificed the feelings <»f a
few, the first vote on ihe meeting place would have been
different.
I am charged with inconsistency
in that upon one day I
certainly could not legislate members out of the
said
association," and upon ihe ne.xl but one decided that the
new constitution was adopted. I still maintain that central
station men could not vole associate members out of the asBui when such movement originated with the
sociation.
associate memt>ers, when the motion lo accept came from
an assiKiate member, when the motion was carried unanimously by a house at least two thirds associate, and was
immediately followed by a molion made and seconded by
associate members, to appoint a committee on by laws, all
charge of inconsistency must fall.
Had the proportion of
active and associate members been reversed and had the
motions atx)ve referred to come from active members and
been carried by them notwithstanding the protests of associate members, the charge of inconsistency would be just.
I will pass the statement that I have used the association
for my personal advantage with the obser\ation that the de
cision upon the adoption of the new constitution was first
made upon a question foreign to the place of meeting, and
that the movement to convene in Kansas City did not originate with me, nor can a convention there held, in any way
assist my private fortune or those of the companies which
have no advertising or subscription lisis
1 represent.
to maintain, or chattels of any kind to sell.
Mr. Khodes,

"We

We

BRYANT

sWrrCII.

by Mr Edison, who has
olher glorious titles to his name.
is what, according lo M. Courtonne's own explaIt is
nations, the telephote consists of:
an apparatus
which consists in transporting sight to a distance: it is not
naturally the question of a telescope, as that would not ofThe visual ray
fer anything very original as a discovery.
will be simply transported to the place il is desired lo conteniplate by electric wires which will be attached iherelo;
thus Marseilles being united to Paris by these wires, one
could, so to speak, transport his eyes lo the Cannebi<*re
and follow without effort ever)'thing passing at that point.
M. Courtonne avows, however, that he has not yet
made experiments up to so great a distance as that which
separates Marseilles from Paris, but that he has already
extended his radius of action up to about 200 kilometres,
and that before three months he engages to solve the prob
Edison, who does not iglem for even greater distances
nore M. Courtonne's works, has written to his young confrere to announce his arrival and asking for an interview.
think, a moment of ine,\prcsstblc emotion
It will be,
I
when these two sijrnnts mutually communicate their re
searches and examine together if they have arrived at the
same result by different means, or even if there is between
In a fortnight
their labors a (juite fortuitous coincidence.
the learned world will be tixed on this question.
It may be said that the day when this invention shall
have received the official applicjtion land we have c\-ery
reason to think that the inier\iew between MM. Edison
and Courtonne will accelerate this result), there will be
produced to a certainty a profound commotion in human
life, from which industrj'. strategy, the press, and everything playing apart in human mechanism will draw an inestimable prolit.
One believes in dreams when he thinks
that one day the eyes w 1! go lra\e ing iocogoito in different
places they are ordered to explore
of being

many

This

wronged

in his rights

;
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seen that this same article on "ohms" and
"volts" was quoted as a specimen of the blunders made by the daily newspapers when they
attempt to discuss electrical matters.
The

success.
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they desire to engage in electric lighting.
There is a special act in that state providing that
gas companies may secure a charter to engage
The ruling is opposed by
in electric lighting.
the gas men, many companies having already
engaged in electric lighting without securing a
special charter.

News
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each number of the
Thie paper ia entered
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attorney-general of Ohio says the gas
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The question

as to the best method of heating
street cars is becoming of more interest to street
Not long ago patrons of
railway companies.
street railway lines were obliged to take whatever
service companies chose to offer. There was no

Now, however, competition has

Tclcphote

It
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San Franciscii business men want a cable
built between that point and Australia, and suggest that the United States guarantee 3 per cent,
on an investment of $10,000,000, the capital required to build the

line.

Electric

lighting in theaters has advanced
rapidly in Chicago than in New
York, according to the statements of the metropolitan newspapers.
Every theater in Chicago
is lighted by electricity, and most of them have
been for a number of years. The fact that the
electric light can be regulated for stage work
seems to be a revelation to New Yorkers,

much more

The rage for "towers" seems to have struck all
the big cities. Chicago and New York have been
discussing the height of the proposed towers for
the world's fair in 1X92; and now London comes
forward with a company which proposes toerect a
tower twice as high as the Eiffel. The capital
slock of the company is $100,000,000, and as may
be readily understood, is not "all taken."
The

convention of the telephone representaMinneapolis ne.\t week promises to be
unusually interesting. Great advancements have
been made in telephony, yet the pulilic has given
little thought to it, as the electric light and motor
have occupied the public mind. The improvements, however, in the system have gone on
steadily, and are still progressing.
It is thought
that considerable attention will be given the
question of entire metallic circuits.
'I'he rapid
advances in electric railways have introduced
tives at

will find

an

that

80,000 persons visited

summer and

that $100,000,000 were
transferred from the United States by these
Americans.
This fact is cited by American
If
journals in connection with the world's fair.

Americans
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The Electric Motor
The Telegraph

estimated
this
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Proposed Pacific Cable
Electric Yacht "Electron"
Coin Operated Induction Coil
Electrici y at Cleveland
New Primary Battery
Sprinkling Electric Railways
Obituary

are working in this direction
excellent field in street cars alone.

Europe

33

Surgings— An Experiment, hy Prof. John
The Government and the Telegraph

active.

who

133
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ElcLtrical

be-

In view of the introduction
of electricity as a motive power, it would seem
as though the time had come for developing
and utilizing an efficient electric heater. Those

133
133

Storage Battery Litigation

The John Stephenson Company
The Telephone Convention

is
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New

The

a million

manner in England, 81 per cent, are males, and
only 19 per cent, females.

come more
[AGE

in

of

land, while in France nearly two, in Prussia
nearly four, and in Russia and Switzerland more
than five out of every million perish. The returns also show that of those who die in this

alternative.

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.
Electric Lights in

article

in

sessing sufficient intelligence to know that it
It would require an examinawas a botch?
tion of the files of these papers to settle this
question, and the subject is not worth the
trouble.

Co.

et-/.ir€ contents of
are copyrighted.
at the Chicago Postoffice as mail matter of

Edison Underground System, lllustraled

the

Chicago Tribune. Now the English electrical papers come along with the same article
Did the
as taken from the Kansas City sheet.
Chicago Tribune take the article from the
Electro- Alechanic or did the Ekctro-Mechanie
steal it from the Chicago Tribune without posthe

£=u"BLiC-5.Tioii of:fices:
-

18S9

another feature in telephony, which will undoubtedly receive attention. It is anticipated
The
that many able papers will be presented.
social feature of the assemblage is an assured

EVERY SATURDAY.'"!^
6 Lakeside Building.

7,

e.xpect 80,000

Europeans

to visit this

they will be greatly disappointed.
No doubt a large number of Europeans will be here, but comparatively few when
we think of the number of Americans in Europe
The electrical fraternity, however,
this year.
may be prepared to receive a large number of
1892,

Europeans have had their curiosity
aroused by the display made in the Ameiican
department. In 1892 they will find still greater
In speaking of the benefit to France
advances.

visitors as

from the present exposition Chauncey Depew
says: "It has brought here such an immense
amount of money, and so stimulated business
and given employment and made everybody
prosperous, from farmer to manufacturer, from
manufacturer to laborer, that it has virtually
ended the chance for an overthrow of the republic by any combination whatever."

The

Electro-Mechanic, of Kansas City, once
forces itself upon the attention of the
electrical fraternity, only, however, to be ridi-

more

more than usual.
The English papers
quote from it an article headed "Electrical Information, Collected by Amber," in which that
alleged sage undertakes to define the terms
culed

"ohm" and "volt." It is a ridiculous article for
any paper to print, especially one claiming to be
an electiical journal.
But the fact of the matter is the Kansas City paper is not an electrical
journal.
It has no standing in the electrical
fraternity, and is little more than an advertising
poster.
For the benefit of the London Electrician it might be added that it does not appear
"weekly" nor at any other interval with regularity.
It is a worthless sheet and is best described in its own language:
"The only paper
of the character published west of the Mississippi river."
It might have added that it is the
only paper of the "character" published anywhere.
The English electrical journals honor
the Electro-Mechanic too much by paying it
enough attention to even ridicule its mistakes.
It is expecting too much to look to a paper of this
kind for correct information on electrical subjects when it does not show an actjuaintance
with the first principles of the English language.
'J'here is another curious circumstance in connection with this matter.
By reference to the
Western Electrician of July 27th it will be

Some months ago we made the prediction
that journals of the class of the Louisville Electric
Current and the Kansas City Electro-Mechanic would not receive the support of the
electrical fraternity.
Since then the Louisville
paper has ceased publication, and the ElectroMechanic has lost much of the support it then
had.

Electricians throughout the country have
course pursued by Harold P. Brown

criticised the

in connection with the proposed execution of
It will be
criminals by electricity in New York.
remembered that since the passage of this law
substituting electricity for hanging Brown has
figured extensively as an expert in relation to
the application of the law.
It will also be remembered that he supplied the apparatus to be
used in inflicting this death penalty. The National Electric Light Association at its last convention condemned the course he pursued and
called upon the legislature of the state to repeal
Additional reasons for this proposed
the law.
repeal of the law are furnished in a recent issue
of the New York Sun which published six col-

umns of correspondence between Brown and
manufacturers of electric lighting apparatus. It
was believed by many that Brown's actions were
governed by a desire for personal advancement
and pecuniary gain, but no one suspected, or at
least gave expression to the suspicion, that the
proceeding on his part was such as a perusal of
the letters published by the Sun would seem to
indicate.
In view of the revelations made in
these letters W. Bourke Cochran, who has acted
counsel
for
Kemmler, the condemned
Buffalo murderer in his hearing before the referee on the constitutionality of the new law, has
appealed for a reopening of the case. His
ground for this appeal is his desire to introduce
It is claimed
the newly discovered testimony.
the existence of a
that these letters show
conspiracy under which Brown was acting to secure the adoption of the alternating current for
executions and that he was working directly in
the interest of the continuous current people.
It will be remembered that during the hearing
before the referee in New York both Edison and
Brown testified that they had no connection
whatever and that they were in no way associMoreover, they claimed that they advoated.
cated the use of the alternating system from
purely disinterested and philanthropic motives.
The letters recently published discredit these
In reference to these letters the
statements.
Sun says editorially that from a careful reading
of these letters it makes these deductions:
"That the state law respecting execution by
electricity has been availed of as an expedient
whereljy certain electrical interests should derive advantages at the expense of a competitor.
That there is a conspiracy against the concern
known as the Westinghouse company. That
Harold P. Brown is the appointed agent of this
That a great deal of the testimony
conspiracy.
elicited respecting the alternating current and
the voltage required to insure immediate death
was perjury or the eipiivalent of perjury. That
we do not think Mr. Harold P. Brown worthy of
That he is
belief under oath, or otherwise.
wholly unfit to be intrusted with the duty of
supplying or applying the electrical apparatus
which it is proposed to use in executions; and
that the sooner he is eliminated from the situation, however rudely and abruptly, the better."
Can further evidence be desired for the repeal
The legislature should
of this obnoxious law?
lose no time in removing it from the statute
books.
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Tho John Stephenson Company
Siiux: tliu iiilroiliiclidii
allciitioii of

been

the

tiinieil to

iif

electric

c.ir Nuilileis

of

iiii|)rovenuMils

Cars.

i';iilw;iys, llic

tlie ediiiiliy lias

in

tlie

(diistnic-

railway (rars.
hi
the a('i'oni|ianyini; cut is represented a handsonu'ly Inrnislied car tnrned ont by the John
Stephenson i:oiupany, which is niakinj; a spc
It is operated on the Madicialty iif this line.
son and Konrth aveiuie line, New \'ork city, by
'I'liese
the Jnlien I'^lectric Traction company.
'i'lie
cars present an attractive appearance,
main part of the roof is wider than iisnal, and
The ceilinjj is
the side ventilators are hi;;her.
formed of two thicknesses of wood separated
about an inch, the inner one perforated to allow
the air to pass into the space thus provided;
o|)eninj4S at the side permit its escape.
As oil
lamps are dispensed with and incandescent electric lijihts are used, the lamp house is modified
into a pretty little mirror space, litteil with one of
the lights so placed as to illnniinate the iisnal ball's
There are also two lights in the center of
eye.
the eeiliny, and one on eaih bonnet to li.nlit up
the track.
The inlerit)r decorations and fnrnishinj^s are
I'laborate.
'I'he cabinet work is of niaho.i;any,
and the seats which are furnished with a rich
lion

and

Ini'MisliinH' "I sinl'ace

pcnpliiTv of ihe wheels about one-eighth of an
inch.
'Ihe weight of the car, including its
trin k, motors and Kcarinj,', and with battery in
The
position, is between si.v and seven Ions.
ino'.ors are ne.ired direct, one to each a.\le, and
are readily aci cssiblc from the c,ir lloor throu^;h

The Tolophono Convontion.
.\rranj;emenls for the telcphuni' onvcnl ion
at Nhnneapolis next week are about complet(-d.
from (Miica;;o
l''or the convenience of dele;(ates
and vicinity who may wish to join the party
from that point on, an adibtional sleeper will be
attached; fare from ('liicaj;o to Minneapolis,
The invitation of the
f 1,5.50, including; berth.
Chicago anil Central Union telephone e.\ch.injjes has been accepted.
The Northwestern
Telephone lv\clianj;e com|)aiiy, which operates
the e.\clianj.;es at Minneapolis and St. Paul, proposes to devote Thursday, September i2lli, to
the entertainment of tlie members of the association, and through its president, Levi SpraKuc,
has e.\tendcd an
invitation lo
that
effect.
The proposed proj^ramme for the day is substantially as follows:
.At y
A. M. the party will
leave the West Motel in carriajjes for an hour's
'I'hen a train will be
drive around Minneapolis.
1

Paul.

Secretary liarney requests all delegates to
register promptly on their arrival at Minneapolis.
The following is a list to date of the gentle-

men who

represent

will

the western electrical

interests:

Col.

ca^o; J. IC. Ilockclt, Kii|ierintenilent,ln(Iiaiia|)oliH.
W. A. KreidlcT, Kccrclary Cliicatji) Klechid
trie i:lub; Win. II. Mc:Kinlo<:k, (x-iilral Kleclrir
;

company,
Dliio

(|iicai{o; Col. J. II. Spt'i-d, iirt-Hidcnl
Tele|ihiiiic coniiiuny, Luiiisvillc,

Valley

Ky.; (!apl. Ceo. N, Stone, VKjc-prcsiileiit anil
general inana){er,
iV S. T. company, Cintlniiali; II. Iv Sunny, presldciil Arc l.lj{lil\' I'ower
oiiip.iny, Cliicajjo; K. S. Terry, KIti trii.al Supply comp.'iny, Cliii:a((o; (i. A, llarinoiinl, New
I

Haven Clock company,

("liicaKo; K.

I'.

.Vteaiiy,

T. company, ('liii;!;;!!;
Ceo. Albree, American Itell Tcluplione company, Chicago;
A. I'lirbes, general hiiperintendeiit, Miclii);aii Teleplionc company, llelroil,
.Mich.;
Crandall, assistant treasurer.
C. I).
Western ICIeclric company, CliicaKo; A. I). Itiillock, president City .V Suburban Telephone
siiperiiilendent A. T,

<V

I''.

company,
W.

O.;

(jiicinnali,

special ajient, A.

II.

Arthur

company,

'I',

St.

I'uller,

(J.

I.<)uiii,

Mo.;

KIlis, c:hi(:ago.

II.

The

following

is

a

list

of tho.se

who

will <:om-

prise the eastern party:
Ackcrm.in. Anicrii;an pjluctrical Work*, New
Abncr S. .AM.inis, F>ic 'rdcptionc company, Ixrwcll,
Mass and Mrs. Aimer S. Attain^: ("harlrs i'.. .\(lani«,
Mass.. anil Mm.
l.owcll.
I*;ric
'rclcptioHL- company,
I'hallcsl-- Atkinis: K .M. ICailcy, general manager Central rcniisytvani;i 'rdcphonc i\ Supply company, Williams
C.

I'.

\'ork;

,

JOHN SrKPHENSON COMPANY CAKS.

taken for Minnehaha, where lunch will be
served; another train to I'ort Snelling, which is
near St. Paul, anil an hour and a half drive
around the latter city, will bring the party to
the Kyan Hotel, where a banquet will be served
about 3 r. m. At the conclusion of this repast,
the members may return to Minneapolis, or, if
thev prefer, can take the trains for the East at
St.

'55

C

dn(,ls

lllc h-.ip

rur.

carpet of new and handsome pattern, are hinged
at the back and lift up in one length to allow of
an inspection of the batteries beneath them,
while the lloor is a series of trap doors also
hinged, through which the motors may be examined.
The controlling mechanism is contained in a handsome semi-circular pedestal of
mahogany on each platform, and there are gates
provided to close the front platform, so that passengers may not impede the driver by entering
or leaving the car at that point. The car is very
strongly built, and is braced against all strains.
The running gear is of the "super-spring"
pattern, and is easy riding, as the car body is
so mounted that it has free motion, and is insulated against the usual jars and shocks from the
tracks.
All the mechanism is below the "supersprings," and a heavy truck frame, which also
serves as a fender or lifeguard, is supported
from the axles, and carries the various parts.
The brakes, which are also mounted on this
frame or truck, instead of being attached as
usual to the car body, are exceedingly powerful
and efficient, the shoes being always in the same
elevation, and they can be applied instantly, as
when not in use they are only removed from the
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R.

C.

company; W.

Clowry, vice-president C. U. T.

Chapman, secretary and treasurer, C. V T. company; C. H. Wilson, superintendent Chicago Telephone company; J. C.
Kenny, superintendent .Supplies C. I'. T. comS.

.

pany;

I'. Ci. Beach, general superintendent, C. U.
T. company; S. .\. Barton, president Chicago
Electric club; E. M. Barton, president Western
Electric company; Prof. John P. Barrett, city electrician: F. E. Degenhardt,general agent, Standard

Underground Cable company; Fred De Land,
Chicago; C. X. Fay, Chicago; C. C. Haskins, Chi-

Cyrus ii Hakcr. Jr.. Newark. N J.: Hen C.
H. Rirnev. secretary National Telephone K.\chanj:e assoand Mr^. C. H, Barney; James M.
Urown. Special agent American Bell Telephone c.mpany.
Washin;^ion, 1> C: John J. Cany. Western Klectric
company. New A'ork: Joel C Clarke, secretary and treasurer New York and New Jersey and New ^'ork and Pennsylvania Telephone companies. New \'ork, and Mrs. Joel
C. Clarke; Joseph K Davis, general manager I*ennsyl
vaoia Telephone company. liarrisburgh. I'a Thomas 15.
I^oolittle. general manager .American Ilell Telephone company. Boston. Mass.; William N. Kastabrook. general
manager New -York \ Pennsylvania Telephone company.
i'l
Elroira. N.
A'.; William
Kckert. general manager
Metropolitan Telephone A: Telegraph company. New
^"ork; Melvin Kgglcston. .-\merican and Iiomcstic companies. New York; I
11. Farnum. Northeastern Telephone .V Telegraph company, Boston. Mass. Charles J.
I.owell.
<;iidden, treasurer Erie Telephone company.
port. I'a

;

ciation. Ne'.v York,

;

;

Mass

Edward

Hall. Jr..
general manager American Telephone \ Telegraph company, New A'ork. and Mrs. Edward J. Hall. Jr George
G. Hall, special agent .\merican Bell 'i'eiephone company.
,

.ind

Mrs. Charles

J.

1

;liddcn:

j'.

;

Mass Samuel Ivcrs. treasurer Sonth
Telephone company. New Bedford, Mass., and

B<.ston,
setts

:

A!.TSsachu-

M

i-ss

Ella Ivcrs; Charles K. Johnson, othcial stenographer. New
York: Jasper X. Keiler. general manager Northeastern

Telephone company. Boston, Mass,: Tnomas I>. I-ockwood. .American Bell Telephone company, Boston. Mass.;
C.eorge T. Manson. Okonite company. New York; J. P.
McMuaidc. secretary National Con-luit Manufacturing com
pany, NewA'ork, and Miss F. Quindaro McQuaide; Henr^*

a
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Metzger, general manager Central District & Printing Telegraph company, and president National Telephone Exchange Association, Piltsbiirgh, Pa.; A. D. Morgan,
American Bell Telephone company, Boston, Mass., and
Mrs. A. D. Morgan, Boston, Mass J, W. C. Pickering,
Director Erie Telephone company, Lovvell, Mass., and
;

H. H. Pitcher,
Lowell, Mass
JLaw Telegraph company, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Dr. S. M.
PhilaTelephone
company,
Plush, general manager Bell
delphia, Pa.; Charles W. Price, Electrical Review, New
York; William D Sargent, General manager New York
and New Jersey Telephone company and V. P. National
Telephone Exchange Association, Brooklyn, N. Y. Levi
Telephone company, Lowell,
.Spragne, Director Erie
Mass., and Mis. Levi Sprague; Clarence E Stump.
Elccliical WorU, New York, and Mrs. Clarence E. Stump;
Henry D. Stanley, agent Bridgeport Brass company,
Bridgeport, Conn.; J. B. Taltavall, Ekcliic Age, New
York; Henry B. Thayer, manager Western Electric
company. New York; Morris E. Tyler, president So.
Mrs.

W.

C.

Pickering,

;

;

N. E. Telephone company. New Haven, Conn.;W. T.
Westbrook, general manager Delaware & Atlantic Telephone & Telegraph company, Philadelphia, Pa.; Gov. J.
A. Weston, Erie Telephone company, Manchester, N H.,
and Miss Grace PL Weston.

Electric Light Fixtures.

The general introduction of both the arc and
incandescent systems of electric lighting has
created a demand for a variety of small fixtures.
Two late devices which have attracted considerthe accompanying
Fig. I is a small windlass, designed to
cuts.
facilitate the hoisting of arc lamps where they
The
are suspended by wire or other cables.
space required for this windlass is only S inches
by 8 inches. Fig. 2 represents a neat device for
holding a shade on an incandescent lamp.
The upper portion is clamped around the
able attention are

shown

in

ELECIKIC LIGHT

lamp socket, and the

I'"L\TUKES.

lower ring carries set

These fixtures
screws for retaining the shade.
are introduced by the Central Electric company,
Chicago.

Electrical

Surgings— An Experiment.

UV PROK. JOHN

E.

DAVIES.

In the discussion of John B. Varity's paper
on "Underground Conduits" read before the
Institution of Electrical Engineers on the iith
April
the
following
remarks of the
of
Prof.
my atAyrton, attracted
tention
in
consequence
of a peculiar experience of mine some time ago while testing the potential of a 50 arc light dynamo carrying its full load.
Among other things, Prof.
Ayrton said: "The queston of the puncturing
of insulated cables used for electric lighting is
an extremely important one, and one which I
think has not had sufficient attention given to it.
that the electromotive
It has been assumed
force that the electric light cable will work at,
electromotive force produced by the
is the
dynamo, and no more; but, as Mr. Varity points
out quite rightly in his paper, there is the probability of a very much higher electromotive force
being brought to bear on cables used for electric
lighting, in con.sequence of self-induction
subject which will come before us in another
way at our next meeting, when Prof. Oliver
Lodge is to give us a paper on lightning conductors.
The surging backward and forward that he has so ably drawn attention to,
that you have in certain cases in electrical conductors, produces an electromotive force inhnitely greater than you would expect.
A case
was brought to my notice the other day of a
somewhat extraordinary character. Two ])eople were walking together in the Inventions exhibition, along a court where there were a good
many electric wires. They were several feet away
from the wires, which were overhead. They were
walking on wood, and they both say that they

chairman,

—

Of course,
simultaneously got a sharp shock.
from our old point of view, we should have said
that it was quite impossible; they could not have
received a spark of several feet with a potential
At the
difference of even a few thousand volts.
same time, you have their evidence that they
independently felt a shock at a certain moment,
and said immediately to one another, 'I felt a
shock.' They applied to the people in authority,
but of course could get no information. Now,
with the illustrations that we have had recently
shown us by Dr. Lodge at the Royal Institution,
it does not seem improbable that you may have
potential differences set up in wires far greater
than the potential difference that the dynamo
can produce, due to the sudden stopping of the
current; for example, whether you may be
working at 100 or 1,000 volts, you may have
I think
10,000 volts, or even more, produced.
that may explain the breakdown of some of these
cables."

Forcertam reasons, though with some misgivings, I detertnined some time ago to apply
one of Sir William Thomson's graded voltmeters
to the measurement of the potential difference
of a 50 arc light dynamo under full load.
Being apprehensive, I examined the instrument
with great care, even going so far as to take off
the rounded end block and examine minutely
the small block of hard rubber to which the copEverything was
per spring clips are screwed.
apparently all right; but for piecaution I discarded the twisted leads sent with the instrument, which showed some signs of wear at one
point, and used instead gutta percha coated
On closing the key
wires widely separated.
there was a loud snap, a tremendous flash, and
The last mark on the
the experiment was over.
graduated scale of the voltmeter indicated 1-16
of a division per volt, in a dyne field; and I had
on an accessory magnet which brought the field
up to inore than 10 dynes, thus making each division of the divided arc of the voltmeter equal
to about 160 volts; and as the instrument could
be read to 40 and 50 divisions, and the scale
was even longer than the t-i6 mark, I ought to
have been able to measure to at least 6,400 volts,
and much more unless the graduations of the
Moreover the
instrument were meaningless.
instrument had in the lower parts of its scale been
calibrated by one and found correct as marked,
and the field of the controlling magnet was essenThis I had prevtially what it was marked.
viously determed with soine care.
On examining the instrument carefully after
the experiment, I could see nothing wrong; the
minute terminals of the coil, where visible, were
intact (the whole coil has a resistance of nearly
9,000 ohms); even the delicate solderings of the
ends of these wires to the copper clips were
apparently the saine as ever. An ordinary current went freely through the coil along the very
circuit where the current of large potential had
A slight discoloration of
just refused to go.
the wood near the end of the hard rubber block
led me to very carefully take out all the little
screws running into it. And here I found the
The ends of these screws came to
trouble.
within about i-i6th of an inch of each other in
the solid hard rubber; but in the case of one
pair, either the hole bored for the reception of
one of the screws had been carried clear through
the hard rubber block, thus leaving an air space
of i-i6th of an inch between the screw ends, or
else some other defect of the material, or e.vcess
of length of the screws, had enabled the elec-

work its way through this way and
form a temporary arc. Luckily I had used for
one of the gutta percha coated leads a quite
small wire, which fused at the dynamo, or the
consequences might have been more serious.
The rubber had either been perforated at this
place, or what is more likely, a spark had leaped
tricity to

Now, taking

the voltage of the
dynamo at 2,800, or even 3,000, it is not hkely
that this would have occurred, save for the
sudden diversion of the electricity from its
the "elecregular channel into this side path
trical surging" as Dr. Oliver Lodge so happily
terms it. y\nother noteworthy point is the evident "throtling" effects of the self-induction of
the voltmeter coil.
Rather than overcome this
self-induction, the sudden rush of the current,

across

air.

—

like a

huge volume of water under tremendous
approaching a long, tortuous, and

pressure

September
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narrow channel, preferred a side leap rather than
enter the confined spaces of the wire coil.
I have for years felt that a sudden
charging
or discharging of a piece of apparatus, or circuit,
was a very different thing from the gradual
doing of the same; just as one can bear without
injury a very heavy load placed gradually upon
him, while a far lighter one suddenly applied
may be destructive. The beautiful experiments
of Dr. Lodge upon the differences between the
striking effects of charges suddenly or gradually
applied are a demonstration of the reality of
this difference in so subtle a medium as the
other, and his calculations show us what differences to expect. As to the practical bearings
of the above experiment, it is pretty evident
that no matter what the graduations of the instruments might lead one to anticipate, it is not
safe to apply them to dynamos carrying heavy
currents under these high voltages.
A previous
test upon the same dynamo with Sir W. Thomson's
electrostatic voltmeter had given good results.
The only drawbacks to this beautiful instrument
are the long time required for the needle to
settle to its final reading, the uncertainty of its
d vision values especially in the lower part of
the scale, and the difficulty of accurately calibrating it.
If one reads the description of it in
Gray's "Absolute Electrical Measurements," or

FIC.

I.

ELECTRIC LIGHT FIXTUKES

Rankine Kennedy's "Alternating Current Transor Swinburne's "Practical Electric
Measurements," and then compare the figures

formers,"

given for the values of the weights required for 50,
100 and 200 volts per division as given in Sir \V.
Thomson's latest circulars, he will be puzzled by
strange discrepancies, as the figures are entirely
different.
My own weights are different from
the instrument being one
either or all of these
of the earlier ones sent out from the Glasgow
laboratory
being in fact kindly selected and
The
calibrated for use by Sir William himself.
only way to make reliable measurements with
one of these instruments which one may purchase at random is to calibrate it for one's self;
and this I have found it no ea.sy matter to do
for want of other standards of high potential
whose value is absolutely and independently
known, which one can compare it with.
It is a great pity also that, even though the
cost would have been slightly enhanced thereby,
the bearings on which the steel knife edge rests
It seems ridiculous
are not agate mounted.
almost to make the axle a knife edge of apparently hardened steel while the surface on which
rides is merely of soft brass.
yVn agate
it

—

—

mounting would surely increase the
ness of the instrument as well as
cations more reliable.

make

sensitiveits

indi-

The Newark, N. J., Schuyler Electric Light company
has been sold to the Newark Electric Light & Power conipany.
The competilion between the companies had been
so brisk that the prohls were greatly reduced. Whether the
Thumson-Uoiiston company will enter the combine is not
known. The Newark Electric Light & Power company was
incorporated Feb. 21, 1882, capital stock!^2CO,ooo. The company has a bonded indebtedness of $100,000. The Newark-Schuyler Electric Light company was incorporated
Aug. 31, 1886, with a capital stock oi $100,000,

c
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The Government and the TeleRraph.
Il

wliii

li

proliabic

(|iiitc

is

that

l'(isl.niastor-<!i;iKMal

Union

Wfstiini

with the

tlu'

ccmlrdVLTsy

Waiiaiiiakci'
^(•l(^;ra|)h

()|)C'1h:(I

coiniiaiiy,

was the
hrain of tlic
lion. John anil was unilonlilcilly intnuli-d as
may l)c siijjIt
a hriglit political niovcnu-nl.
fjc'stod that the postinastcr-j;i-niTal cnik-avoiccl

over thf

ralL'

otilconu'

of

for

a

j^dviTiiiiiiMilal

plan cvolvfil

to aronsi' pnl)li<: projiiilice

Union

that

he

niij;ht

scrvic^c,

in llic

ajjainst

the Western

prepare the way for pre-

senliny a scheme for j,'ovennnental control of
Il is fair
the tek'Hraph business of the cDiintry.
to assiniie that he appealed to pnhlii: prejmlii
otherwise why shoidd he have resorted to a pnli
press— an iin
lie controversy thr(ni;;h the daily
<lignilieil proceeding heretofore nnprecedenled.
The only object he cotdd have in stirring np
popidar prejndice was to begin a war on the
lint the lion. John made
telegraph companies,
Mis an.viety to disa mistake in the beginning.
pose of the Western Union in one engagement
led him to make .statements which he coidd not
sidistantiate and which the Western Union lost
no time in denying.
The I'hiladelphia e.xpojient of practical politics llomidered about hurting his case every time he ventured a remark,
nntil linally the press of the luinntry without regaril to politics became thoroughly disgusted
with his proceetlings. The repnblican press was
particniarly bitter, as it conki appreciate better
than others the position the government was
placed in by Wanamaker's edict. Here is an extract from the Rochester, N. \'., IhrolJ: An understanding has l)een arrived at between the
Western Union Telegraph company and the
postmaster-general as to the rate for government
messages.
Norvin dreen.John Wanamakerand
John .S. Clarkson have all been interviewed and
they all declined to say what the rate is.
Dr.
('reen may be excused only on the ground of
the deference he is paying to the postma.stergeneral.
The former has been in print, with
long letters discussing the old rates and the proposed new one, and he might as well tell the
On
public the conclusion of tlie controversy.
the other side Mr. Wanamaker represents the
public and there is no excuse for his keeping
the agreed rates secret exi'ept so far as the result humiliates him by proving that he acted
l''or it is evident that
hastily and in ignorani-e.
the new rate is satisfactory to the Western Union
and it follows that it is very much in excess of
the one mill a word which Mr Wanamaker fixed
with a flourish of trumpets in his June order. In
fact il need occasion no surprise if when the information is made public it will be found to be
one cent a word, the same old rate that it was
such an outrage for a democratic postmastergeneral to pay.

with the lines wlii<:h now monopoli/e the Inisiiiess of the colonies, and which have l)ten doing
a profitable business for years.
The cost of cabling from San I'lam isco to
New Zealand by the present roiiti! varii's from
!ji-M;.( to ,'ii;,i.,(o .1 word.
It is estiinati-i! that the
proposed cabh' would make the cost from SydI!y this
ney lo London about H7 cents a word.
appari-nl
reduction, business woiilil lie promoU'd, as there are many products of ihis country wliii'h might be traded in at the antipodes if
the facilities lin' cpiolations were cheaper and
more expeditious. Il reipiires sixty-three days

correspondence from San I'nincisco
Auckland and Sydney, which seriously inliT-

for replies to
to

tcres with business.
he I'ac ili.
"It will be seen thai :i r.ililc h
co.ist of the United St.ites to Ihe Anslrali.iii (ol-

absolutely necessary for the promotion
of die business interests of our I'oiintry, putting
aside the (piestion ,is lo its uses by the niililary
.111(1 naval
departments of our ('.overnmeiil.
It
would put the people of Ihis vast country in instant communication with an l'',nglish-speaking
population of 1,000,000, attaching them by bonds
of interest to the (15,000,000 of American people,
it is
only aipie.stion of time when Ihe islands
of the Pacific, known as Oceanica, will be populated by iMiglish-speaking people, with ultimate
business connections with both the Pacific coast
of the United States anil the ports of .Australia

onies

of the

committee investigating the

possibility of laying a Tacific cable writes:

By the courtesy of the managers of the Pacific
Postal Telegraph Cable company, the committee
was enabled to obtain samples of various submarine cables used the world over, as manufactured by the Silverton Submarine cable comThe most recent of
pany of London, Kng.
these have been laid down along the coast of
South .'\merica. The deep sea sections have a
diameter of eleven-sixteenths of an inch, the intermediate one and one-eighth inches, and the
short ends two and one-fourth inches. The cable'
across the bay of San f'rancisco has a diameter of one and one-half inches, and cost 56
A rough estimate of the cost of
cents a foot.
the line from San Francisco to New Zealand by
the way of Honolulu and Tutuila, a distance of

The average cost of
6,370 miles, is §S, 595, 000.
depositing on the bottom, landings, franchises,
concessions and contingent expenses, make a
grand total of §10,000,000.
cable covering the routes referred to, the
committee declares, would secure the whole of
the Hawaiian business, all the business of the
Pacilic islands centering at the Samoau group,
and all the Ifnited States business of the Australian colonies and New Zealand, and with it a
large share of the colonial business with the

A

United Kingdom ami Europe.
It is urged that the line will be a paying investment, as it would be in active competition

is

.

New

ami

Zealand.

'I'hey

draw

will

their

all

supplies from either end of the line."

The

Yacht "Electron.''

Electric

days ago the new

Several

"l'".lectron,"

made

her

trial

I'lectrical

trip

in

va<*lil

New

Vork

boat was built by J. M.
Higler, a boat builder of Newburg, N. V., who
is very much interested in electrical matters.
The "Klectron" is 36 feet in length by },)'•
feet draught.
Her motive power is furnished
by 200 storage batteries stowed away in the
cabin lockers.
The cells proper are sealed, and
are made of hard rubber.
motor
.\ 10 horse
made by the l'',lectro-I)ynamic company of Philharbor.

This tidy

ailelphia drives

little

the

boat.

The

cells

are fur-

by the Klectrical .Accumulator company
of New York city.
The port and starboard lights consist of incandescent electric lamps behind colored glass
screens.
These lamps are lighted by the touch
nishetl

of a button in the wheel house.
The trial trip
was a most successful one, and lasted just three
hours and fifteen minutes.
Twenty-eight miles
was the total distance traveled. With the outfit
described and the cells fully charged, it is
claimed the boat can make about So miles at an
average speed of eight miles an hour.

A

Proposed Pacific Cable.

A member

til

Coin-Operated Induction

Coil.

A

Chicago man has just taken out a patent on
a "nickel in the slot" machine for administering
electric shocks.
The mechanism of the device
is

somewhat complicated.

The mode

of oper-

however, is as follows: When the coin is
introduced into the slot, it ilrops through a tube

ation,

into a

cup on the end of a lever, 'ihe addion one end of the lever

tional weight thus put

deposits the coin in a small bo.x beneath,
same time closes an electrical circuit
supplied from a small primary battery.
The
current thus started passes through and energizes an electro magnet which withdraws certain pins that serve to lock and hold in place
two handles extending through to the outside
of the box.
These handles when grasped and
lifted actuate the "shocking" mechanism which
consists of an arrangement of an induction coil
and core sheath weights, gears, etc.
tilts it,

and

at the

met with a ijrrat deal of op[>fnition in ''levflund. Thf
wa» to aivcr Home of the mwtt ini[Kjrt.«ni and
principal hutiiiicHK and rc%idrntlal litrcetil in tlcvclutid, hut
Ihc e'|iiiptncnt wQH finally mudr, and after it had l«cii put
id 0|>eralion. the eiti/rn«» of l^trvf land dlwovrr'-d lh;i' rlir
neat iron |kiIch and ovrrhr;nl rre<lion were \\
bir, white the rapid tfan*iit alhirdrd by thr
something vantly Mi|K!rl(ir lr» the foiincr nIow
when the I afw were drawn by animal ptiwer.
I licrr liavc
altijgelher \tvvn (ivf separate orders ijlvcn by the Kant
(
Irvclanil cotntiany for electric car app.iralu<i.
'i"hc «c(ond
order wan for Ictir atlditional cars: (hi: third for ci^hl additional earn; the lotirth for eighteen additional cant, and a
recent order for thirty aililitioiial motors, making ',t> mrttor
earn Irt Ik.- o|>eraterl on this one line
line

clei trie lltic

>

'

lte<iide<i this roa<l. there are two other*;
Ihc I'roadway
Ncwburgh. and the hrofjklyii avenue road, whii h are
also npeiatcfl by etcctririty in C'cvelond.
There \% nrjihing
whiclmpt-akft more highly for any kind lA apparatus than
ihc indorsement by lis ii»ers. an*i Ihi-n- Is no indor*«-ment
more convincing than the lontinuerl addition lo an original

anil

The ex(KTicnce at ' leveland proves foncluthe satisfaction given by electric apjiaratii% when
ap|>lied to street railways, and is highly commendatory
of the style of motors used.
e*|itipnK-nt.

sively

Now Primary

Battery.

Ihe prim.iry battery. ;is well as the storage fell, has
its advocates who believe in a great future for it, is manifested in the following cstrai't from a recent letter from
W. I,. Silvey of Lima. O. Writing of a new primary lattery in which he has just secured a contrrdling interest.
Mr. Silvey says;
"I have made hundre<ls of chemical experiments with a view of simplifying my battery,
and,
possible,
10
more
thoroughly
if
unc'er
stand it than
f
ronld from following the formulas
of
have
the inventor.
I
reduced
the numl>er of
ingredients from nine to five, and the first cost in manufacture fully 25'.'.
In <loing Ihis I feel amply repaid for
all
my trouble and expense. I will give )oii an idea of
wiiat I have .'icltlally done with this battery.
I took a rell
in which the zinc plate wps i*> inches long. 7 inches deep,
carbons of the same si/e. ]'z inch thick, anl with one
charge of the battery I drew out 45 amperes lor 14
sncce.ssivc hours without rest,
'i'he voltage at the start
was 1.(^4 volts, and at the end of the run was i.rjn volts.
Without recharging this cell 1 ilischarged it at the rate '»f
15 amperes per hour for 40 hours, during which time
there was a drop of only .02 volt.
I luring
Ihis run l-S
ounces of /.inc were consumed. In tSis tafery ve use two
solutions and a
porous cup.
1 he
solut'on in
the
porous cup is the new discovery, but as w-e are not fully
[irotcclcd by U. S. patents we withhold a description for a
kiture time.
In the outer cell containing the zinc is water slightly acidulated with sulphuric acid, 1 part of acitl
to 20 p.-trts of water by weight.
The zinc rests in a cup in
which a small <iuantity of mercury is placed. This keeps
it
thoroughly amalgamated, and prevents all local action
To renew this outer solution part of the water is drawn off
have
and replaced by fresh water without any acid.
I
found experimentally that the sulphate of zinc docs not do
any harm until the solution Ijccomes saturated, at which
time a very w;isleful local aition takes place.
The solution in the porous cell when fresh is almost as thick as
molasses and of an amber hue.
The internal resistance
"
of the cell is practically nothing
Th.'it

Sprinkling Electric Railways.
An

interesting device has been brought out by E. I>.
Priest of Lynn, Mass., that will be appreciated by electric
railway men.
In all systems in which the rails arc used as
a part of the circuit, a perfect contact is desired between
the wheel and the rail, but this cannot l>c ha<l where dust
and dirt accumulate on the tracks, as is frequently the case
in summer.
This obstruction offers resistance to the current and causes tiashing at the wheels, and seriously affects the even running of the car. Moreover, with the present
speed and yet higher speeds proposed for electric roaos.
the dust set in motion by the rapidly moving cars is not
unlikely to prove annoying to the public, both as passenTo obviate
gers on the cars and passers by on the street.
these difficulties Mr. I'riest has invented a track moistening or sprinkling machine.
It is designed that on an ordinary car. or on a car built especially for the purpose, a tank
or tanks mav be carried tilled with water, and connected
by pipes to suitable nozzles to throw water on the track
and street. By means of proper mechanism Ihe flow of
water is controlled by the driver or motor man, being
In cases where it is desirable to
turned on or off at w-ill.
use the ordinary cars, Ihc tanks for carrying the w-ater are
located under the seats, and if this be on the motor car
itself the added w-eight furnishes needed traction where
one motor car is used to tow two or three other cars
Where desirable an independent sprinkling car can be used
to run over different parts of the road, and keep the road-

bed

w-eli

watered.

Obituary.
Electricity at Cleveland.
Clevcl.inil O.. cLiims the lide of the electric city of the
In a short time there will be over 100 electric street
west.
cirs running over the pi incip.!! streets of Cleveland, besides a large number of stationary electric motors in use
throu-jhoul the city.
The history of the Kast Cleveland
Street Railway company, which was the lirsl in Cleveland,
to adopt electricity on its line, is an instance of the success
and satisfaction which electric street railway cars aregiv-

eveiy city where they have Iwen installed.
The
I-'ast I'leveland Street Railway comwas
pany
installed by the Sprague company about nine
months :igo. and included overhead line, station equipment
and 16 electric motor cars. The proposition to inslal Ihis
inij in

hr>l et|u>pinent of the

The announcement of the death of the wife of Prof.
John E Daviesof the I'niversity of Wisconsin, at MadiMrs. Danes belonged
son, w-ill be receiveil with regret.
to a distinguished family, and was a granddaughter of the
distingnished .\merican chemist. Dr. Samuel Outhrie of
Sacketts harbor. New York. From her childhood she was
greatly interested in scientihc subjects, and in late years
gave particular attention to electricity and chemistry. She
proved a valuable assistant to Prof. Davies in all his
In lSS5-'t>. in company with
researches and experiments.
her hustiand, she visited Europe and met many dislinlinguished scientists, among them Sir ^Villian^ Thcmson and l-ady Thomson. On her return from Europe her
health failed, and she grew gradually worse until last
spring, when she underwent a surgical operation at St.
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t38
Luke's

hospital,

She never

Chicago.

but sank

rallied,

Mrs Davies had been a lady of great personal beauty
She bore her suffering
as well as rare accomplishments.
with great fortitude, and died, as she had lived, a devout
Prof Davies has the sympathy of his friends
Christian.
in his great affliction.
rapidly.

New York
New

York, August

short distance from

31.

New

Long

York, on

Garden

City, a

miles a minute

five

expected to be

is

Mr.Weems
passengers may be

placed in position in the old armory building on Broadway,

The motor used

and the track

on ordinary meadow land.
The
be of 55-pound ra Is, and will be

rails laid

Garden City track

will

thoroughly built in every way, as

if

for regular service.

It

is

within the other; the

first

be used for

will

Passengers will be carried on the

the automatic system.

The

one completed

be run around and around the track
as often as desired, so that a person can take a loo mile or
time, and no inr. 000-mile trip with little expenditure of
other.

cars can

convenience.

A

of disposing of

One

his property.

increase

make

prospective buyer comes into

When

and asks,

the office

a

"How

about the water supply?" or How often do the trains run?"
the operator, without saying a word, slips a certain cylin'

der into the machine and rattles

information asked

off the

collection of cylinders at the office includes sev

sounds of musical instruments.

eral reproductions of the

would-be purchaser of land has asked all the
of, one of Levy's $25 cornet solos is

questions he can think

slipped into the machine to entertain the listener.

The United Kdison Manufacturing company has
creased

its

There
tem of

is

from $100,00 J

capital stock

a general

demand

street railways

Newark

in

rapid

for

in-

to !j>50o,ooo.
for a

better sys-

New

transit.

and quicker and better service. A number
capitalists formed the Rapid Transit company, apand run cars by
along Uelmont avenue,

plied for a franchise to construct a track
electricity

Avon

from

West Kinney

avenue,

Washington

Broad

and
common council, and are supported by the property owners of
the favored di Iricts, but of course they are opposed by the
Essex Passenger Railway company, which has held the
franchises for these districts for jears, and failed to furnish
street,

They

Central avenue.

street,

e'ectric system, but these people

have

with the concern, and will probably give the
a franchise, as

it

street

are urging their claims on the

This company now promises

the desired service.

duce an

the phono;^raph

binds

never ceases at

Edison's

Every day some new music

electric sys-

laboratory in

played into the

is

floor every d ly in

especially a large

number

At

the week.

time

this

of cylinders are being turned out

One hundred

shipment to the Paris Exposition.

will

go by steamer at once. Nearly all arc reproductions of
In preparing
music performed on clarinets and the piano
these a peculiar formula

nounces what he
is

will

is

The performer

followed.

play or sing, so that

turned on afterward

when

the listener will

the date on which

an-

phono
know what

the

was turned into the phonograph, the place, and the performer.
These
formal announcements are made in Ercnch, German, ItalThe music of Voss' band which played
ian, and English.
title

at the

of the piece

is,

laboratory last week,

within a week probably.
ted later

and

will

be sold

will be

it

reproduced

Paris

in

These cylinders will be duplica'
to owners of tlie phonograph all

The pole chopping process continues
Workmen last week removed the last of
company's poles

anil wires

in

New York

the Western

on P.roadway.

It

city.

U nion

was stationed

Trinity church.
Last week the poles had been
removed from the liattcry to Wall street, and some time
ago the poles were taken down on I'.roadway as far south
in front of

as

1'

ulton street.

Thomson-

In IJroadway, between l-iillun and W.ill

contact with the lines of the poMce and

On

New

Telegraph,

of

long since, and immediately after a rainstorm, one of their
wires became so heavy as to sag 12 inches, until

one of our

has ceased.

The Bentley-K night system is finding favor in the eyes
many Eastern street railway companies. Lowill. Mass.,
has just introduced this system.
W. H. T.

reached

it

connected with seven or eight engine

circuits,

houses; two of our costly instruments in the central office

aged or destroyed.

engine houses were dam-

in the

There

electric light wires

where the

objection

less

is

buf even

strung under our wires,

are

when

the possibilities of that condition are not warranted

the opposite side of the street

There

in the business districts

fire

"Not

point the superintendent said.

this

were burned, and those

Superintendent

the electric

If

it.

are permitted to erect poles

in

men and

no

is

between the board, the

confiict

myself.

promoting the

from poles.

entirely free

is

electric light

only a matter of protecting and

It is

alarm system."

efficiency of the fire

D.

of

Rockford,
ROCKFORD, Aug.

— The

Indianapolis, Ind., August 31
pers in this city have published

newspa-

several

accounts of the alleged

Chas C. Perry's incandescent plant to the Thomwhich it was reported woild inMr. Perry, it was added, would be
crease its capacity.
manager of the concern. Mr. Perry authorizes me to say
He is fitting up a central
there is no truth in the report.
Sale of

son-Houston company,

station, in the center of the city, with

He

increased

facilities.

present furnishing 1,500 lights in public buildings

is at

and business houses.
The town of West Indianapolis has for some lime been
complaining of poor street car service.
Last week the
trustees granted a franchise for

an

through that town and into the

city.

electrical st'eet railroad

pany, which

about to establish an agency here, has been

is

giving exhibitions of the phonogrjph

here during past

week.
with

complete negotiations

the

Citizens' Street

company, to insure the construction of an
that company, from this city to Irvington.

The
pany

by

Power com-

association with the secretary of state

filed articles of

M.

capital, fl20o, 000.

Aug.

St. Louis

— The

Washington avenue street
from Vandeventer avenue west on
Taylor avenue, thence north to Finney
31.

system's extension

Fairfax avenue to

avenue and

ea.?t

on Finney avenue

to

backed

road have

all

owners

make

to

by

is

concerned.

electricity,

week.

this

It is

Vandeventer, making

proposed to operate

A

sufficient

number

of cars to

traffic on th's extension have been sent
shops for the purpose of adapting them to the

meet the expected
to

the

would be much more

tation

adding very materially

and aiding

city,

round figures the

anything

If

cars.

only to tear

mide

it

the experiment

if

adopt electricity

will

as a motive power throughout the entire system.

The new

electric

system on the Broadway line

will

be

The running time has been reduced to two minutes between cars.
The St. Louis and
East St. Louis I-'lectric Railway which maybe considered a
sort of legal successor to the company now operating the
given a thorough

stage line over the

test.

Eads bridge, has already been

a franchise to extend
is

its

lines to the e.ast

progressing on this dec

ric

granteil

end of the bridge.

road

now at the foot
The system

of the cast driveway approach to the bridge.

used

is

the

Mr. Wuerpcl

Thomson-Houston, with an overhead
will

have

this

the time the present repairs to the upper
pleted.

extend

This company
its line to

also seeking the

the

same

is

stock

also

roadway are com-

seeking

yards.

privilege.

wire.

ready for operation by

line

As

a

franchise

A home company
yc[

no franchise

is

and

He

pushed forward.

and

put

Price

says application will

The

money

improvement can

for the

it is

estimated that

Down

it

can be

Ottawa the
new electric road and
in

gave a big banquet to celebrate the occasion. The cars
were run at 15 miles an hour on a test, and stopped as
quickly as if they were being hauled by mules.
W. W.

who was

Bennett,
it is

present the opening

and

a complete success,

day, reports that

Rockford would be greatly

benefited with such a road

M.

Omaha, Neb.
Omaha, Aug
operation

of

31

the

— The introduction of

local street car

changes here, especially
Consolidated

Street car

in

lines

electricity in the

will

the cross town

The

compai y

many

effect

lines

of the

electric road will

operate from the Belt Line on North Twenty-fourth street,

on Twenty-fourth to Cuming, east to Sixteenth,
to Leavenworth, west to Park avenue

south on Sixteenth

p.ark.
The St Mary's avenue line
end in a turn table at Twenty-seventh. This line will
return to the city, and running north on Fifteenth to

will

wind west on Webster to Twentieth and
now used by the Twentieth and Saun-

AVebster, will

return on the tracks

ders street

line,

which

will

be operated by

electricity.

A

general system of transfer tickets will be arranged.

Extensive improvements are in progress at the

One

company's power house here.
in

of

the

motor

engines

now

use will be taken out and three of 20o.horsc power each,

will

be put

in,

making the

total

eqi'al

to 7;jO-horse

power.

Four dynamos of 374 horse power each will be put in.
This with the four dynamos now in use will raise the
Twelve new
capacity of the station to 2,176 hor.^e power.

motos and

iifleen

When

coaches will be added to the rolling

these are

in

use

the

company can run

to

stock.

is

twenty-eight trains comprising sixty-one cars.

h.is

al-

be immediately

1

road has never paid running expenses,

paying investment.

a good

making the

of

has looked over the ground thorough-

assured that the

is

but under the electric method

made

commenced on East
down the paving

is

to

granted the work wi

it is

if

our

of

states that in

over the electric

it

to the council for the privilege

teration,

ly,

Mr. Price

paving

Mr

up again.

it

would simply be

it

changing

would not do

and south to Hanstom

e.Npected

W.

convinced

That would include eight fine
to be done, it must be done im-

mediately, and before the
State street, for

and

rapid,

total cost of

possibly within ten days.

company

is

to the metropolitan features

plant would be iS;93.ooo

south

It is

H.

all.

it

prosperity.

its

These cars will be in readiness
by the time the poles are erected and the wires strung,
change of motive power.

proves successful, that the

if

that it would be a paying thing to the stockholders as well
Street car transporas of material advantage to the city.

this loop

and the erection of poles was commenced
The work will be pushed as vigorously as

circumstances will admit.

remains for the present

it

is done at
up the matter, and

Price has been looking

a loop, has been completed in so far as the construction of
the track

and

out,

the change,

people are enthusiastic over their

Mo.

St. Louis,

car

The parties who were talking of buying the
Rockford Street railroad and converting it into an electric

be'obtained.

Crawfordville, Ind., Electric I-ight and

week;

this

Railway

electric line

project, the people cling to the

would insure.

be

Subscription books are open for the $6,500 necessary to

for an electric road

and although the original

city,

idea and are clamoting for the improved service such a road

new

F. H. Fox, of the Indiana and Illinois Phonograph com-

up the

agitators have given

III.

— The agitation
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has caught the people of this

Indianapolis, Ind.

Work

over the world.

come

to

however, since the elegfric wires have been placed under-

patience

Musicians arc busy in the music room

out for future use.

graph

to

all its lines.

Smith,

Elliot

it

a considerable

cost

it

that the electric light wires after every rain storm sag so as

ground, the trouble

new company

whatever

use

itself to

lost

machine, and frequently speeches and veises are ground

on the second

000 000, to enable

to intro-

tem the aldermen may deem the most efficient.
The work of getting out new and interesting features for
>range.

^|,.

York Fire department, reports that his department has
been greatly annoyed by interference with the operation of
their lines by the arc circuits through the city.
He Fays,

lines are

greatly needed,

of local

to

the desired improvement;, introducing the

J.

and the

advantages to be derived from a residence there.

the

Railway conipiny, of Boston, has

stock

Houston system on

batch of 600 desirable

into which he confided the beauties of the locality,

When

Street

capital

its

and he secured a phonograph

lots required special attention,

The

not yet been

men

and

maintain

efficiently

In
the

and string wires on
the same side of the street that our plant is on they will
simply increase our operating expenses and subject us to
all possible dangers and losses "
It is further claimed
light

broker in this city has hit ujjon a novel plan

real estate

for.

meadows has

the

been granted permission by the Railroad Commissioners, to

said that the track will cost about .'^vCuo a mile, and that for

^12.000 000 a line could be built and equipped from this city,
There will be two tracks at Garden City, one
to Chicago.

in Philadelphia.

also to

system.

The West End

the preliminary experi-

in

comparai:ively small,

One
The

storage ba tery system will be used.

en route from the works

is

completed

was of i(j-pound

the

The

Flushing.
of the cars

a great deal of money,

city

side of the

now established"Our plant has cost

are

lines

amount

carried at this

Laurel was

city

the foundation of the building for the electric plant

his system, so that

at

on which the

street

support of this position he says:

A

same

lighting companies to string wires on the

in progress in other districts.

and the receiving ship Vermont with electric lights was
taken this week when work was begim at the Cobb Dock on

track over the causeway on

lerrific rate.

alarm telegraph system has

fire

lyn

expects to de-

ments

for

now

line is

step toward supplying the navy yard in Brook-

first

construction at an early day.

velop

(

same

in the

superintendent of

will

written a communication to the Board of Public Improvements protesting against granting permission to the electric

a giant in front of the Western Union building.

the last

as-

David G \Yeems, the inventor, and the ElectroAutomatic Transit company, of Baltimore, Md., will begin

The

issuing directly from

wires

real-

ized.

its

a network of

7, i?

been granted for a stock yards road, but such a road
be an assured fact in the immediate future.

Altogether twenty-one poles were removed,

60 horse power engine to run the dynamo for the
Flushing and College Point Street Railroad has been

Island, will with-

months have an experimental railway where the

in six

tonishing rate of

these had been

the building.

The

Notes.

— The beautiful

poles on Broadway, especWestern Union building.
On

tallest

cially those in front of the

Work

CORRESPONDENCE.

were some of the

streets,

September

extensions nearing

completion

ami

inci

eased

Several

business

I

September
ncccHsitatcd

soon

will

tlie

be complete.

company

The

improvements.

extensive

these

Kairniount I'ark

Reynolds siys

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

iS8y

7,

This corni)any has also recrivcd thu'contract for a .iSo light
for the Western Mclhodtst H(K>k concern, Chicago
At prfscnl, hf>wever, ordy nn> lights will be tnlroiluccd.

line to

I'icrcc street

station for ar<' lighting in ihi* 1 ilv of Mexico
is grfiwing to large cliinenslonH,
The Brush Electric company has just sent nut complete machinery for an incrcaHc
of .'<Ki arc lights there.

The central

San Francisco,
San KkANttsrc),

committee, appoinle<l for
cost

nnJ

this port

by the way of

way

the

islands of the

tlie

lind

the route would be about 4,428

dislanic by

point on

deepest

fathoms and calculate the

The

complete would cost ifio.otw.ooo.

entire line

New

North Cape,

The

'1,371 miles.

have

I'acitie.

that the

llonolula, Tutuila, and

of

Zealand, to be about

between Australia

a cable

They

submiltcil their report.

Commerce

purpose of investiRatiuj^ the

tlic

of layin;;

feasiliilily

aiitl

Cal.

Auj;. 2.(.— The I'luinbL-r of

only

samples of cables inspecteil were those furnished by the

Submarine company

Silvertown

of Kn^^laml.

'I'hcy pro-

United States to grant a subsidy

extent of ^juaranteeing

cent, per

3 per

to the

annum on an

In-

vestment of ten millions, the company to be formed under
the laws of the United States.

Sanmel II. Taylor, general agent of the ThomsonHouston Klectric company, has closed a contract with the
Verdi, Nev.,

Milling

company

an 18 arc

for

light installa

tion.

The

by the Westinghouse company

plant installed

Vetaluma

A Tacoma. W. T pnpcr siys: The ChehaliH Light iV
Telephone company is now an assured fact, and before
long the new comer will see the glare of our electric li}(hlH
at night on the difTcrent .avenues of the citjr.
,

The mu'hinery for the Bay County Electric Light company's new plant has arrived at Hay ('ity, Mich and is
iif)w being put
in pl.ice.
It
consists of a dynamo of the
Westinghouse make, am! a Westinghouse compfnind con
ilensing engine.
,

w:is started this

at

has received an order for,
nearly completej, another of the "Colossus"
500 horse pr>w«r dynamos for the Cowles l'"lectrlc Smelting
This is the third "Colossus'
and .\Uiminum company.
dynamo liuilt. The other two have been in regular service
continuously since their completion.

The

committee from the San Jose Electric Railway company are inspecting the Spraguc and Thomson-Houston

railway yards of lOast St. Louis

are

illuminated at

night by arc lights of the Thomson* Houston pattern. Two
weeks ago the city granted a franchise to the IClectric Light
Power company to supply light for p Ivate purposes
This would be a valuable adjunct
within six months.
and give E.ast St. Louis all the light she wants.
t*i:

systems

in

W.

Oregon.

G. C.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Oswego, N.
by electricity.

v.. has

The Roanoke,
enlarge

its

asked

Electric

\'a..

company

,

soon

is

installing a plant at

compmy

has So miles of wire

incandescent system.

its

City

Hill

company

Light

Electric

of Vicksburg,

The

and naphtha lamps used for street lighting in
Sing Sing, N. V., will be replaced by incandescent lights.
oil

A

franchise has been granted the Alabama Gas, Electric
\ Power company of Mobile and it will establish a
plant immeilialely.

Light

Eranklin, Tenn., will be illuminated by electricity.
The
council has appointed a committee to make contracts to
have the work done.

The

Siivey Electric Light
gotiating with Van Wert to
for street Illumination.

New
the
da,

lirush central

company

nesupply an electric light plant

m<chinery.

Is

is

I'enn.,

been o ganlzed during
IJarrie, Ontario, Cana-

company Is putting
The Thomson- Houston Electric

Ga.. Electric Light

company has the contract.
The MIddleborough, Mass.,
company's plant

of Lima. O.,

stations have

week at Waynesburgh.
and New Ulm, Minn.

The Columbus.
in additional

Electric

Light

completed, and the town

is

& Power

pleased with

the operation of the system.
lirush Electric company announces the sale in the
few weeks of eleven alternating current central station
plants, aggregating S, 600 lights.

The trouble between the electric light companies of l*ittsburg, Pa and their employes has been amicably settled,
and the men have returned to work.
,

Binghamton, N. V., will illuminate its parks by electriand electric cars will run from the business portion of

city,

the "parlor city" to the parks in the suburbs.

The Kennebec Light and Heat company, of Augusta,
Maine, has arranged to Increase its capacity, by ordering
another 45-arc light plant of the Brubh system.
The Bnish

Electric Light corapiny of Detroit, Mich
has increased its already extensive facilities by the addition
of two 60 light Bnish machines and 120 arc lamps.
,

The Brush company has just received orders for six number S-sixty light dynamos with arc lamp?, etc., for use in
extensions a* San Francisco, San lose, Cal., and Portland,
Ore.
Elkhart, Ind has established an incandescent plant, and
600 lamps are now used in its business houses. The National Electrical Manufacturing
company installed the
,

plant.

The Denver,

Colo., Consolidated Electric company is
arc lighting plant and has just ordered Brush
etc., for an additional capacity of 195-

increasing

its

dynamos,

lamps,

c. p. lights.

The Oakland.

Cal..

added a new engine

stockholders are Sycamore people.

Gas Light & Coke company has
power station. This will

to its electric

company a total motor force of Soo horse power.
The dynamo equipment is also being greatly Increased.
The Port Chester, N. V.. Gas company recently con-

give the

tracted with the Brush Electric company, for a central station plant of 75 arc lights
The installation is about completed and the lights will be turned on in a fev days

The Chicago Edison company has been awarded the
contract for lighting Sprague. Warner vS; Co. 's wholesale
grocery house, Chicago. The wiring is now in progress
and 350 incandescent lamps are being put in. Current
will be furnished from the central station on Adams street.

citizens of Bangor, Maine, congratulate

on the excellence of

their lights.

The

city of

themselves

Bangor

In-

Brush system of arc lightingsome time ago, and
the plant was described in these columns
Since that time,
the city has ordered an additional plant from the Brush
co*mpany and the lights are giving the utmost satisfaction.
stalled the

Kalamazoo, Mich., will soon be favored with a complete
incandescent electric lighting system
It already has an
excellent arc svstem, and can point with pride to the 125
lamps which illuminate the streets of the celery city. Contracts for 500 incandescent lights have already been se
cured, and the light will soon be in a number of residences
and business places.

will

and put

In

an

electric plant

(o rcteatc

Jurin(( the neit

The

(
hicago agency of the C, \' C. Motor company re
the sale of n 10 hornc p<jwer motor to the American
Press AsiKKJalion.

(jortH

The I^rington,

Ky.. City Kailwav

companv

tion the legislature lo grant pcrmitiion
iricity an a motive [Kjwcr.
Ill

wants an

,

electric

to

will

peti-

subitliulc dec-

rood and Mr. Kvans
with buiincM

the Ottawa road in ncgotiallng
of Slreator to lake that contract.
built

The Toledo,

(>., council cummlttcc on telegraph and
ha- an application for 'in electric rr«id.
[| if
probable two roads will Ijc constructed.

railroads

Utica, N. \
promises to have an electric railroad
shortly,
The city officials arc now {nupcciing the operation of the electric lines in Scranton, I'a., and other citicn.
,

Tile Owensborough. Ky., street railway h.xs applied to
the council for fK-rmisston to change their power, substituting electricity for horses
The road will \te equipped at
once.

The be.ich line of the Electric Street railway at Newport
has been in operation fifteen days, and in that lime about
5o,oo<j passengers have been carried, an average of over
3,000 passengers a day.
The Main
company and

Street \' Lischey Avenue Street Railway
the Nashville \ Edgefield Street railway of
Nashville, Tenn,, will hereafter be under one management

and

be operated by electricity.

will

The officers of the Sherman Heights electric railroad
company have received a telegram from New Vork stating
that their agent has Iso.ooo in bank subject to their draft,
s.ays a Chattanooga, Tenn,. paper.

A Warrcnsburg, Mo dispatch says: The city council
has granted an exclusive franchise to the F^lectric Springs
lo construct and operate a street railway for thirty years.
The line is lo be in operation within ninety
,

company

Knoxville, Tenn., will have two additional electric railways.
The Fountain Head Railroad company has been
granted the right of way and the Knoxville .Street Railway
company has been given permission lo erect poles and
string wires for its overhead system.
Buffalo,

agree that

A

press dispatch from Salt Lake City says
The elecrailway has been formally opened and is a great
The federal territorial, county and municipal
;

tric street

assume $250,000. The ordinance will be modeled on
the Badger charter.
This is the Ray-IIsley company.

The

project

of

Introducing electric light in Naperville,

being agitated by the enterprising citizens of that
A committee has visited a number of cities in the
state to ascertain the probable cost of a plant, and a partial
canvass of the business portion of the town has been made.
Nearly 200 lamps have been subscribed for. and should the
city give the amount asked for, f i.ckkj, steps will be taken
at once to establish a plant.
111,, is

place.

The

municipal plant of the Brush system operated by
the city of r)anvers, Mass., continues to give the best satisfaction, 1,200 candle power arc lamps being used.
Recently the city had engineering experts measure the power
required for the lights, and It appears that they are operated with the expenditure of a little less than 6-10 horse
power per lamp
The lighting committee in its report, expresses the greatest satisfaction at this showing of economy and the generally satisfactory working of the apparatus.

Two electrical

engineers of Paris have been

concession

granted a

to introduce electric lighting in Orleansville,
Algeria, for both public and private illumination.
.\
central station will be established, and this will be divided
into two parts.
The first will consist of hydraulic works,
located about
miles from Orleaosville. where there is a
plentiful supply of water power.
The plant will comprise
a 70-horse power turbine, with horizontal axis, and two
dynamos of 500 volts' pressure and 35 amperes. In the
second part, or the central station proper, there will be
placed a Babcock and Wilcox tubular boiler, and a steam
engine of the Weyher and Richemond type.
There will
also be erected a Desroziers-Bn'guet dynamo of 250 amperes at
volts, pressure, and 350 pairs of Plant<!^ accumulators.
During the day time the accumulators will be
connected in series, and charged by a current of 35 amperes from the hydraulic works
At night the accumulators will be placed in series for ser\-ing the district.
The steam engine and dynamo in the station are kept as
Iese^^'e, in case the supply cf water should fail.
The distribution of current will be effected by naked copper wires,
and the town will be lighted by 250 lamps of l6 candle
power suspended from lamp posts in the streets. Pro\'ision has been made for a future extension of the capacity of the station to 600 lights.

3%

no

,

The Buffalo
papers are giving valuable assistance lo the projectors of
the enterprise in the agitation for electric lines.

The city council, says a Milwaukee paper, has sent to
the judiciary committee the ordinance granting a franchise
to the Edison Electric Light company.
The company
proposes to invest about $400,000 for an electric plant, of
which amount the Edison Lieneral Electric Light company
will

N. V
business men want rapid transit, and
can only be obtained by the application of

it

electricity to the propulsion of its street cars.

success.

The

The

last

2,000

The

Alexander Kempt, Chicago agent of the Brush Electric
companv, has just closed a contract with the city of Duluth, Minn., for a municipal arc lighting plant consisting
of two sixty light I'rush dynamos, 120 double carbon Brush
lamps, their appurtenances, and the construction work
complete.
The plant will be operation in sixty days.

<iu,,

days.

an incandescent plant immediately.

will install

The

will

city.

Seattle Electric Light

The
Miss

company

ing one.
Electric

Alexandria, Va., to light the

The

for lighting the city

Light

exchange says: The Sycamore HI., Electric Light
company turned on the current on Tuesday of last week
and now our neighbor city Is brilliantly lighted by 23 arc,
and numerous incandescent lights. The capital stock is
$10,000 and the company expects to mike the plant a pay
.'\n

plant.

The Schuyler

strung for

bids

for

The MuHkcgontitrccl railway company ivgotnx
ilH horicH,
sixty dayn.

({uite

compmy

Atlanta,

.

f 1,000

Electric

railway lines ol
an early dny,

Drnvcr, Colo 1« »on»idering o [jctiilon from the Mlghland railway for » franchl<ie lo diiablith an electric roail.

who
men

The Brush
and h iR now

strrri

intrcxhicc electric carit n(

Electric Light company, organized
purpose of est.ibllshing gas antl electric works In
Grafton, Taylor county, W. Va., has been chartered, capiital Sso.otjo,
The company is to have a life of fifty years
(irafton is a nourishing place, and has a population of

week,

A

The Union

Strrator.

The Grafton Gas ^

for the

pose asking; the

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

machine

Superinteiulenl

not build on

will

U9

officers, ladies

and prominent

citizens

were invited to

ride.

The cars ran in
They are safely
body

Is

places twenly-fivc to thirty miles an hour.
lighted with incandescent lamps.
Everydelighted.

following statement was sent out by the press associationsof New Vork. Saturday: The Beniley-Knighi Electric Railway company of this city is reported as offering to
compromise with Its creditors at the rate of f>6 2 3 cents on
the dollar, which has been accepted by some of the creditors.
The annual statement of January slated that the
debts did not exceed $175,000

The Belt line railway has the question of electric motors
under consideration, says the .^vannah, Ga., A'rrrs: "The
directors are a unit in regard lo the benefits lo be derived

by the company and the public by the substitution of
motors for horses and mules, and it is within the
probabilities that before the year is out something definite
will be done In that direction."

electric

Charles B Steele, agent for the Daft Motor company.
has made anangements to construct an electric road at the
Piedmont exposition, .\tlanl3. Ga., to be operated under
the Daft system.
The road will be half a mile long, and
the rail line and car equipments will be of the best material.
Ground will be broken next week, and a force will be put
on sufficient to build the road as rapidly as is consistent
with good work.
When the exhibition is over the road
will be sold

An
Aug

important street car deal was closed at

by which

I)cs

Moines

of the city pass
into one control.
The electric street railway is sold for
narrow
The
gauge horse car line reverts lo its
$350,000.
original owner. Dr. Turner, by foreclosure of mortgage.
and the East steam motor also goes into the trust. The
value of the consolidated property is estimated at $750000.
and the chief members of the syndicate are T. J. Polk, Dr.
Turner, T. E. Brown, and C. II Gatch, all of this city.
It is expected thai electridiy will be introduced on ncariy
all of the system.

A

31,

all

the street car

lines

Portland, Ore., exchange says:
"Work is progressing favorably on the electric motor line across the steel
bridge
The wires are strung across the bridge and the
connection between the rails made, and the draw connecThe wires are
tion made, but the cable is not down yet
strung to Albina and up Williams avenue, and aboni a
third of the rails laid and connected.
The power bouse
is to be located on the Nonhem Pacific Terminal company's property and work will be completed on the foundaThe grading for the Metropolitan Election this week.

.

:
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Motor line is completed, except the last trestle, and
The power house
the machinery will arrive in ten days.
It will be 100x36 feet.
will be located in Fulton Park.
The cars will run into the upper part on grade, and the
machinery will be in the lower story at the room for a
Work will be begun on the electrical
duplicate plant.
construction this week, and it will be pushed with all pos
trie

sible speed."

September

Guthrie, Chase &: Company, Milford, Iowa, a 50 horse
power, Schutte Exhaust Steam Condenser complete with
pipes, valves,

all

etc.

Western Electrician,

is

recently illus.
finding a ready

and patrons report satisfactory results. It is manufactured by the Automatic Switch company of Baltimore,

sale,

the river.

The TuHen electric cars have now been in regular passenger service for a little over two years in Brussels; and
a report has just been prepared of the cost of motive power
The motive poorer includes the renewal
during that time.
of batteries, the wear and tear on motors and machinery,
the generating and storing of the energy and repairs and
replacements generally in fact, every element that can be
It has
understood by an engineer to be motive power.
been found that the cost of motive power has been a trifle
less than 3 cents per kilometer, or about 5 cents per car
mile; in this, the cost of maintaining the batteries has
It may be of interamounted to i 3-5 cents per car mile.
est to know that the estimate of the cost of motive power,
as based on the experiences of the Juiien Electric Traction
company on the Fourth and Madison avenues, and prepared prior to the report at Brussels, and without any
k' owledge of the cost there, is within a fraction of being
The Juiien company finds the cost of motive
the same.
power on Madison avenue to be 5.3 cents per car mile.
In the cost of motive power as estimated in New York,
however, was included interest on investment amounting to
1.8 cents or 3.5 cents per car mile net, including depreciation on battery, cost of generating current, and handling of

—

batteries

The Abendroth & Root Manufacturing company,

of

New York, whose sectional safety boiler has become sc
popular for electric lighting stations, have just concluded a
contract for twelve miles of spiral riveted pipe to be used
in the construction of the Nicaragua Canal.
This is the
largest order of the kind ever given Jn this country.
The

company, Chicago, continues to
commutator conservers, whicH
This company is also putting on the mar-j^

Electrical

Supply

numerous orders

fill

for its

gain in favor.
ket gas light combination attachments for fitting electrid
light sockets upon gas fixtures
The attachment holds the
incandescent lamp under the gas jet horizontally or at anj^
angle, and when it is attached to gas fixtures forms a new
joint, and conducts gas to the burner, which is screweq
upon the male portion, forming a part of the attachment
itself.
Joints thus formed are gas tight, removing the obi
jection of leaky joints and loose connections
j

The

Supply company, Chicago, III., have rej
cently made numerous improvements in their entire line of
electric bells.
Realizing the importance of continued imi.
provements, they have altered the construction of the bells
they manufacture, and studied the latest requirements of
Electrical

the electrical trade with the view to furnish them just such
goods as they need at satisfactory prices
Their wood box
bells are at present not only handsome but excellently made;
suitable for a high grade of work; besides which, they
have bells of all styles and kinds to fill any demand whicK
may be made upon them. They will be pleased to receiv^
correspondence from all house electricians, and assure therti
of courteous treatment and satisfaction with ttieir goods
',

Among

the recent sales of the Sioux City Engine work^
are the following: One iixiS engine and boiler for Sydneyj
Neb.; one 13x20 horse power engine for Winterset, la.i
one 10x16 horse power engine and boiler, to go to Blairl
Neb one 14x36 Corliss engine for Missouri Valley, la :
one 12x24 Corliss epgine and boiler for the Milford, la. [
two
Water Power & Improvement company, Milford, la
large Corliss engines, to go to Minneapolis, Minn.; one id
horse power steam-heating boiler for Hot Springs, Dak.j
two steam-heating boilers for Sioux City; one i horse'
power Shipman oil engine for Sioux City. Owing to th^
large run on engines during the last month, the Sioux City
Engine works find that this, together with the erection of
their large new works, will unavoidably interfere with the
regular line of business for a short time.
;

THE TELEGRAPH.

;

of New York has filed
a certificate, showing that its capital stock has been inIt is signed by
creased from $6,000,000 to $10,0.10, coo.

The Commercial Cable company

John W. Mackav, George S Coe, Hector De Castro, A.
B. Chandler. J. De Cas'ro, Gardner G. Rowland, and E.
C. Piatt, a majority of the trustees.

•

Personal Paragraphs.
Col.

was

in

H. A. Glasierof the
town last week.

Jarvis

Engineering company,

VV. H. Goodering of the Kansas City Electrical works,
was in Chicago last week.

The Ball Engine company pf Erie, Pa., manufacturer^
Edi[
of the Ball Engine, report the following recent sales:
son Electric Lighting company, Brooklyn, N. Y., two
300 horse power eaqh; Meen City Electric company, Cim
one 150 hofse power; Helvetia Silk Mills, PaterJBrooklyn Street Railway
company, Cleveland, O one 25 horse power; St. Clair
Cincinnati,
one
horse
power; Cincinnatif
Hotel,
O.,
25
O Hospital, two 35 horse power each; Plattsburg, N. Y
Electric Light company, two 100 horse power each; Marl
rietta, Ga., Electric Light company, one 25 horse power^
A. M. Young, Catskill, N. Y., two loo horse power each;
Central Passenger Railway company, Louisville, Ky., one
150 horsepower; Pioneer Iron Works, Cienfuegos, Cubal
one 60 horsepower; Metropolitan Street Railway company, Portland, Ore., one 100 horse power.
cinnati,

son, N. J., one 50 horse power;
,

Miscellaneous Notes.
Richter Electric Construction company has been
incorporated at Alexandria, Va., with a capital stock of
The officers are; President Charles Richter,
$1,000,000.
Camden, N.J.; treasurer, H. L White, Somerville,
Mass.; secretary, A G- Gray, BrookJyn, N. Y.

The

The Brush Electrical Engineerfng company. Limited, of
London, has been incorporated, and will assume the business heretofore conducted by the Anglo-American Brush
Electric Light corporation, Limited, and the Falcon Engine
& Car works, Limited, of Loughborough, Leicester. The
new company secures possession of the valuable patents
and franchises of both corporations. Its capital stock is

,

\

The meeting between Krupp and Edison may

revolutionize modern methods of warfare, suggests the Berlin
Jounnil.
It quotes a prominent electrician as saying
should not electricity, which may be stored so much
more safely than dynamite or gunpowder be utilized as the
projectile force of the future?' and adds:
not,

"Why

"Why

indeed? Why should anything be impossible for this
wonderful mysterious force, which is now becoming one of
the most powerful of human servants in obedience to the
genius of Edison ? Why should it not supplant gimpowder, as it seems likely to supplant steam?
Why should
there not be smokeless battlefields in the future, with an
utter doing away with all the old confusion, uncertainty,
and blind fighting which has made all great contests since

gunpowder came

into use, so appalling and fascinating?
a change in the conduct of battles there would be if
every movement of the contending masses could be disWhat a difference it would make in the great
tinctly seen!
sea fights soon to come between the monster new navies!
The world will listen with eagerness for a report of the
Perhaps a revolution in methods of
proceedings at Essen.
warfare, just at this critical juncture in European affairs,
might result in a considerable prolongation of the armed
truce, and thus prevent the slaughter of innocent thou-

Business Mention.
A. L Bogart, of New York, has issued a handsome catalogue and price list of his electric gas lighting apparatus.
He reports a lively demand for his Bartholdi automatic
burner.

The Pond I'^nginecring company sold the Fort Scott,
Kan., ICIectric Light and Power company, a 125 horse
This is
power, Armington and Sims engine, last week.
the third engine that they have sold the Fort Scott comThey arc also furnishing
pany within a very short,tinic-.

Robert D'-

409,736.

Coin Operated Induction Coil.
Chicago, 111.

409.738.
ing,

JohnH.

409.7t;2.

System of Electrical Distribution
William J. McElroy, Pittsburg, Pa.

Elfer-

Railways.

for

The invention consists in a prime electrical conductor of insulated wire, preferably buried in the earth,
with lateral branches at proper intervals connecting
conductor with insulated surface plates or
exposed terminals of convenient size and material,
with means interposed in the lateral branches for mechanically making and breaking the electrical connection between the insulated conductor and the surface
plates or terminals, and so arranged that the latter are
charged with electricity only at such times as may be
necessary to allow the passing motor cars to receive
the current, and that at all other times they shall be
disconnected from the prime conductor, and therefore
harmless.
said prime

Box for Watchmen's Electric Time DeJames E. Richards, Cedar Keys, Fla.
The invention consists in the employment of a clock
movement which automatically presents at an opening
Station

409,755

tecto'-s.

in the external case of the station

box different parts of

web of paper upon which the watchman
name and the time when he wrote it.
a

409.756.
Baltimore,

Railway

Electric

Crossing

writes his

E. Ries,

Elias

Md.

A

"11
The last claim reads
crossing for an electric railway, comprising two or more intersecting conduit-sections formed of insulating or non conducting
material and containing interrupted conducting-rails
or contact-surfaces partially embedded in the material
of which the condu't is formed, substantially as set
"
forth
:

.

Underground Conduit
EhasE. Ries, Baltimore, Md.

40Q-7^7-

for

Railways.

Electric

Electric Railway.
Sebastian Z de Ferranti.
Hampstead, County of Middlesex, England.
Electrically-Propelled Vehi :le.
Richard N. Al409,815.

409,775

Cleveland, Ohio.

len,

Bracket for Electric

409,852.

Lamps

John

Merrill,

S.

Columbus, Ohio
Electric

409, 91
'ille,

Recording Gage,

Joseph Wills, Nash

Tenn

M

Cable or Electric Street-Railway.
I.ewis
409,926.
Clement, Oakland, and George C. Watriss, San Francisco, Cal.

Shade or Globe
Waterbury, Conn.

409.928.

Holder.

Incandescent Electric
New York, N Y.

409.929.

Lamp

Benjamin L. Coe,

James W.

Socket

Collier.

Automatic Pool Register.
409,937.
Pueblo, Colo.
E'ectric Pen Holder.
409,968.
t. rbury. Conn.

Thomas

Devlin,

C.

William C. Holmes. Wa-

Process ot Attaching Composition of
409,986.
C'larlesT. Lee, Boston, Mass.
Metal.

The Royal electric company of Peoria, 111., reports the
following sales:
Springfield, 111., Electric Light & PoweJ:
company, 50 horse power generator, 5 horse power raotorj;
horse power motors'.
two I horse power motors, and two
Beyer Bros. &; Co Morton, 111., one 300 light plant for
central station; also 5 horse power motor to the A., T & Si
F. Elevator, and Roberts & Moschel; A. Raben & Son!,
Mount Vernon, Ind
75 light incandescent plant; Le^
Wolf, Mount Vernon, Ind,, 20 light incandescent plant;

Thermometric Indicator.
409,995.
York, N. Y.

Wabash

410 013

^

,

Distilling

company, Terre Haute, Ind., 200

light

plant; Lincoln Roller Mills, Lincoln, 111, 50 light plant;
Marseilles Manufacturing company, Marseilles, III., 200
Schradzki, Peoria, 111, 75 light plant';
light plant;
Transcript Publishing company, Peoria, 111., 300 light
plant; Kingston & Claire Coal company, Peoria, 111., 15

A

horse power generator and two 2-horse power motors;
SandmeyeriS: Co Peoria, III., 7 horse power motor; Peorip.
Pottery company, Peoria, 111., 5 horse power generatoii;
Peoria Malting company, Peoria, III., 75 light plant;
Elkhart Electric Light & Power company, Elkhart, Ind^,
10 horse power motor.
,

Matter to

Electric

New York.

Meyer,

New

Pendulum Clock.

Albert

L

Parcelle,

N. Y.

Electrode for Secondary Batteries.

410,037.

Frederick

H. Smith, Baltimore, Md.

The claim is: "A plate or electrode for secondary
oxide or
other active material, or lead sponge or other material
conditioned to become active, held in a matrix of lead
or other conducting material which is cast around and
between said pieces."
batteries, consisting of tubular pieces of lead

Dummy or Motor
New York, N. Y.

410,049
tel.

Engine.

Influence Machine.

410,053

Electrical Patents.

Max

Secondary Battery Electrode.
James F. Mc410,007.
Laughlin, Philadelphia, Pa
"3. In a secondThe last claim reads as follows:
ary battery electrode, the combination of two lead
plates held a distance apart by lead tubes having perforated walls and a baked plate of active material filling the space between the lead plates and tubes."

\

What

sands."

Telephone Receiving Instrument.
Unger, Chicago, 111

up such

j

,

;^750,ooo.

The second claim follows:
"The combination,
with an electric coil, of an enveloping iron mass consisting of a bundle of iron plates passing through the

butt-joint with the edges of the plates making
mass, as and for the purpose described."

Md.

Prince of Wales entertained a party of friends
recently by giving them a ride in an electric launch
Starting from Kew Bridge for Sunbury, a visit was paid to
An
Piatt's Eyot, where a charging station is located
electric torpedo boat in course of completion attracted
some attention, and after a trip in several of the smaller
launches the pirty proceeded down the river, landing at
Chelsea
The electric launch scheme, which at Henley
Regatta last year was but in embryo, has made great
progress according to the London Ehctrkal Review, and
a considerable number of the graceful craft now enliven

The

1889

axis of the coil and around the outside thereof, together with a bundle of sheet-iron plates insulated from
one another and fitting into the space between the extensions of the first named iron mass and forming a

The Whittingham automatic motor switch,
trated in the

7,

Jean T. Van Ges

Robert Voss, Berlin, Ger

many.

The

Issued
Electric Belt.

409,673.

409,675.

D

Aii^^, 27,

i8Sq.

Charles Everett, Denton, Tex.

Electric Signal-Receiving Instrument.
Field, Stockbridge, Mass.
is provided with a closed

Stephen

magnetic
circuit in combination with an open magnetic circuit,
which has a movable magnetic body interposed in the
opening, and a helix in inductive relation to the open
magnetic circuit.

The instrument

409,689.

Lightning Arrester.

Hermann Lemp, Lynn,

Mass.

Containing Cell for Secondary Batteries. Charles
410,054.
F. Waldron, Boston, Mass.
Adjustable Elbow Rest for Telephones.
Wolf, Kansas City, Mo.

410,059.
J.

arc rupturing magnet is placed on the main ciran alternating current source, an opposing
coil being provided on the same circuit, while a safety
branch or ground is taken from a point in the line

between said

coils.

Induction Coil.

Klihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

Julius

Apparatus for Charging Secondary Batteries.
William P. Kookogey, Brooklyn.

410,111.

410,136

An

cuit with

409,714.

invention consists in an arrangement of three
circular glass disks, two of which are rotary and on
the same axis, one of these being adapted to receive
electricity that may escape from the fixed or third disk
and also generating electricity by friction with the air.

Electrode for Secondary Batteries.

Charles

H.

Carter, Brooklyn, N. Y.
The invention consists in a plate made of metal or
alloy that is not attacked injuriously by the liquid of
the battery, this plate being provided with apertures
into which plugs of pure metallic lead are riveted or
cast.

Scptcinher

7,

WKSTKKN KLKUTRICIAN.
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A DEPARTURE IN
INCANDESCENT SWITCHES

EDISON LAMPS.
Fiom 1-2

to

36

An

InnlantAijtMnin nuikf* ad'I lifi-nk irjovntiiiini. un^'ifi.

tfoU'Mlby Uin h»ndl»>, uift^lo entirely of pUrnKutil fiittltnf
ttr*-*( ifin lailnr not nnurlriplnt/) IIh ronntrnrtton ;th*"fti
torn, t|j.>iii;li It may Iwi Ii<<iit4^1 l.y jioor rimtnrl cftntwd hy
Mrr'nildii or dirt, I'm unnriilnnan will O'jI Un ulti^r.tMi

For Battery or DyRamo.

c. p.

r

2 1-2 to

40

Catalogue on Application.

volts.

tlKT.'l.),

Mftn<l f'.f

liliiptfrttivi r|r. 'ilr»f »n<J

EDISON LAMP

CO.,

THE "CLARK!"
Insulation Guaranteed

l206Chettnul8t.,

J. J.
^OT^IRE.

Harrison

-

prWt

lUt.

PAI8TC,

H. T.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

NKW Ntiw
KS<;i>A^I>

l-:X4-M'HIVI^.:

Entflnti'i KIr'<.trI(; Htijiply 'oinituny,
John Htr««t, Url'lufinrirL f.'onn.

VOKK

NI-:\%'

T. V.

VnH'.AiiO,

Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

K

^

I'lTV:

lltint<ir

ll^l^

i

Co.,

Church

:ff

Ktrc«*t,

:

(»ctrlrtl Hti|»iily

Comiiany,

171

Hkndotph

Hlthtil.

The QOULD PAGKIIffG COMPANY,
an

Hlriit,

«'nnilirlilK<'

EAST CAMBRIDO£. M
In

ft

Iiitlcr

from

30, 1886, hit siiyti

:

iNnrKOTOR of tin* HuHtoii V\rv lTii<h*rwrllprH* Unlnn, imrtor (Into of March
TliuruuKliIy ICvlliiblo uixl DvHlriiblu Wire hi I'Jvvry U«Hpuct."

Ttio riit)bt<r iihtcI In InxulitllnR mir wtrOH nnil valiirH In Hpoctiilly chrmlcnily [)rc])nrc(l, nntl la guaranteed
to be iPaUrproiif, iiiul wHl not tlftrrturate, oxUi'.ne or crack, mid will reiniitn llexllil« In uxtrt'ino cold wcfttlicr
And not HtTt^utod by \\v&i. The tnHiitrtllon U )irotootoil from niucliiiiilcnl Injury liy onu or moro linildit and iho
vliolo Hllukt^d with Clivrk'H I'lttout Cuui|iound. which 1h wiiior.oll.nclU nnd, tonvury KjuHt uxtrnt, lire imiof.
Our tunuintton ipitt f>ritve itiirtihls when all others Jiill. Wu nro pruparod to fiirnidh KIiikIu Wlrut«of ull
gniiROM and dlnmcUT of liiHiilitllon for Toh'Rrnph, T<.'Iu|i)h)uq njiil KIcctrIc I.iKhls fruin HtorK. CuhU'8 nmdo
'A3 ordor.

HKNKY
H.

\.

and

IIEUBKKT

II.

•!

MASS.,

HI.

The Original Ring Packing, Pat. June

Beware of /nfn'ntjementB and

1,

1660.

Imitations.

ALBION CHIPMAN, Treasurer.

(WS Ilaiiipshiro Street, ISoston, Mn.s.s.

Oonoriil Monnitar.

1(1.

Huporior Ui ttny ['iwiklnL' In tim market for HUmin, WhU-r
.Sfif-Liihrlrullnir. 'looB not rjtTT'ttii lh*» rofl.
t)r Ainmonl!!.
ndvnr Krows hard if (llrnetloDH &r<7 followtwl. H«<ot on thirty
Satlnfoclory or no pay.
Nnn'* [((tnaino without
(laya' trial.
thla trade iriark and diit'i of pfilont ittarnpcd on wrappor.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
(>1
CLAIiK.

'11

Gould Steam and Water Packing

Itio

"A

AMKAI

EUSTIS, Elcctrlolaa

WARD LEONARD.

W.

S.

All similar Packtnfja are Imltatiooa andcatcalalM to decoivf

ANDREWS.

E.

M. IZARD.

CONSULTING AND CONTRACTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
Systems of Eleotrio Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Kluctric
Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.
A full Une of Commercial Sappllea carried at all tlmee for FUDtBdeBcrlbfld above.
Plans and Hpeciflcatlons for all Kind* of Electrical Conmtrnctlen Work.

For any or

Branch

Ofllces:

all

Room 425, Telephone 694, CHICAGO, ILL.
THE ROOKERY,
Ulnneapolls, Klnn.; Northwestern Mntnal Life Insnrance Block, Koom

The Iinmber Exchanee,

sLON/>

Koomsriaode,

115,

Teleplione

12.'>«,

ntlnankee, Wla

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
Telephone and Telegraph,

Electric Light,
lor

Vk/Ta.3:L-a.taot-a.rocL

.^\.er-la.l,

Svilaxri n.x-lxie

and

Trxxdex-sx-oixxxd. XTso.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

MANSON PROTECTING

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES, OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,
'

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
—
"^ BRANCHES:
Chicagi.

Boston.

Philadelphia.

-

-

Omaha,

-

Row,

13 Park

Mnclnrati

Minneapolis,

Lnilsvllie.

St.

Louis,

TAPE.

NEW YORK.

and

San Frarciac.

PECKHAM'S INTERCHANGEABLE ELASTIC
MOTOR WHEEL.
OESIGNED FXPBK8HI.V FOR ELECTRIC
^^'SGEAfl?"^"^
'"fWPjgip^^^^ iJv
'^
"

CAR»!l.

>*H®fetv
^ua
BlwN^w
j

Approved hy

all

^

of the

Li-ailiriL'

EtfClric (_'<impani*'-.

Prevents Noise and Crystalization of Motors and Ax!e8

'

Can be renewed

at

any Car

Stab].'

without reniovim: Motor:* from Axlee.

LIST OF ROADS USING OUR IN TERCH4NGEABLE ELASTIC WHEEL
Jfinia'c-i A- Brooklyn Ele*-. ICU
Brooklyn, If. V.
West End Electric R. R Boi-lon, Mii->.
Scranton Suburban Eler'tnc R.R. Scrarilon. I*»
Port Huron Eloc- R.K.. Port Huron, Mich.
Citizen? Electric R. R.. Elkhart, Ind.
N. Ft. Worth Land St. Hy. Co Fort Worth,T*?x.
Akron Electric R. R Co.. Akron Ohio.
The Fort Worth City Co Fort Worth, Tet.
Broadwav and Tlh Ave. R R New York.
Third Ave. R. R., New York.
Houston. West St. A Pavonia Ferry R. R.. N. V.
Second Ave. ]i. R., New York.
Bushwick R. K.. BrcMtklyn, N. Y.
BrooklvD i-ity R. R.. Brooklyn. N. Y.
Essex Passenijer R. R Newark. N. J.
New Willianisbnri: & Flathush R. R,
North
Hudson Counlv R R.. Hobokeo, N. J.
Brooklyn. N. Y.
.

,

,

,

,

Chilinahua St. Ry. Co., Chihniihiia, Mexico.
South Covlni;ton & Cincinnati R. R. Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Jersey Citv & Bersren R.R. .Jersey City. N.J.
o., Lowell, Mass.
Lowell A: l>racut St. Ry
Union Dejiot Ry. Co.,' St Louis, Mo.
».

Cable TnimwHV R. It'Co.. Cinnnnali. Ohio.
Troy and Lansln;:burch R. R.. Troy, N. Y.
Tnion Rallrojid Co., Providence, R*. I.
Watervliet Turnpite vt R. K Co., Albanv^N.Y.
Albany Hy Co.. Albany. N. Y.
Cincinnati Stre*-' Viil«ayCo,, Cincinnati,

Descriptive Circular and Price Lift Furnished

THE PECKHAM STREET CAR WHEEL AND AXLE

CO.,

-

239

upon appliciUon

to

BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

-I,a:AIITJKA.CTXJR.ERS OK-

Automatic Electric Motors
In all Sizes

from One-half H.

P.

Upward,

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease
Management, Bemarkahle ShtipUcitij, Etc., Etc.

DYItfAIVIO ZSI^ZZCTRIC
^>

^>

oj

IVIACHINSS

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.
BDSUrU nPBTrPC-

NBWyORK,33ClianhSt.:

BOSrOM, 111 Arch

St.;

PHIIADCIPHIA.

BC6

Cminerrt

KADSAS cur, BlaKo BuMlnf: MCW OBLB/HS, 106

St.;

CHICASO, 42 laS^Ilt

SI-;

Curcndtlit St.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., WIND$OR, CONN.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Stilwell's Patent Live

Steam-Feed Water
Removes
Entirely

prevents

all

September

Established in 1861.

Purifier.

Steam

in

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

STILWELL&BIERGEMF&.CO.,
DAYTON, OHIO.
General Machine Jao-Work,

ReMring.

Electric Light

IN

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

Pattern Making, Etc.. Ete

GAS AHD ILSDTHIC

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, »\^.JS«|gtuRER.
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.

FIXTURES.

GEORGE CUTTER,

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

CONSULTING ELECTRICIAN,

80 Adams Street^

B75GGOT,

B.

Impurities.

SCALE

1889

7,

SHADES,

Etc., Etc.,

GHIGAGrO.

-

Madison Street and

Fiftli

Avenue,

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH BTORB-

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,

2134 Michigan Avenue,

BB'r ANT'S StVlTCHES,
HILIi'S

SWITCHES,

Arms

Rassell last

INSIIL.&TINe STAPIiES^
INSUIiATIStC PAINT,

COLUMBIA COLLEGE

CliERK'S OFFICE.

A COURSE IN

Electrical Engineering

LOCKWOOD AMMETER
*"°

HaB been

POLARITY INDICATOR

For Arc an d Incandescent

Circuits.

Lockwood Instrument
91

eBtabllshed, open to gradnatee of the
School of Mines, and of other institatlons of like
grade and standing. The full course will occupy
two years. There is a partial course that can be
completed in one year.
For circulars apply to Registrar School of Mines,
49th St. and Madison Ave., New York City.

HEWRIT DBISIjEB,

ly.I/.

Co.,

1

2

Lighting the City by Electricity,

Contract to be for three years.
Bids will be received up to
October 1st, 1889. Specifica-

SPEAKIN& TUBES
Oral, Electric,

R.

Sealed proposals will be received by the City Clerk of
Ann Arbor, Michigan, for

tions sent on application.
.TAS. R. BACH, City Clerk.

D.,

Actins President.

Griswold Street,

ANN ARBOR,

CITY OF

SCHOOI. OF ailNES.

WHISTLES.

ani

Pneumatic, and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS,

T.WHITE,

PEARL STREET, Room

6,

BOISTOH, MASS.
Send

for

New

OSTRANDER &

W.

R.

2

23 and 25 Ann

1 ,

St.

CO.,

New

York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Catalogue, out August 1st.

Ifflproved Patented Material for
Rolled any weight desired.

Street

Patent Allowed.
Vi/Mi.

Correepondence

Solicited.
-

R'ftS.

Application.

Send for Circulars.

Prices on Application.

Western Agent,

-

MECHANICS, Purchasing

consamption of

KAJKSAS CITY,

aiO.

oil.

'*TaIvo-Oleine" Is a product In the highest state of filtration, Is of the greatest viscosity, is entirely free from all acids and ab'-olutely non-corrosive, and without doubt the finest and most thoroughly reliable Cylinder Lubricant now on the market and will naturally lubricate 200 to:iOOpER cent.
more than products of lower test. 9~Is not only the best but the most
lubricant.
Manufacture and sale controlled exclusively by RELIANCE OIL

AGENTS WANTED.

YXV

Office and Factory

2134

to

Maunfactnrers

of

2140 DeKalb

Lons

D.

P.

PEBRT,

etc

economical
& GREASE CO.. Cleveland, Ohio.
SAMPLES ARE FREE.

'Vice-President

CO.,

and General Manager,

-MANUFACTURERS OP THE-

Life,

Uniform

BLiCKDIiMOHD"

Size,

POINTS

SUPEEloi'iAllTY,

(IUTSBI\E

Guaranteed Second

SPERRT IMPROVED STSTEM
-OF-

ALL.

W^RITE

New Catalogue,

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS an! CARBON SPECIALTIES,

OUR

THEM

Write for

**I'IJ

Sr. LOUIS, MO,

-

St.,

675 DECREES

VALVE-OLEINE:
MASTER

Agents, Engineers and Practical Builders of
jU-jcostly steam plants will be pleased to knon that a Lubricant Is now produced of such
/yextraordinaryhigb fire test as to make It proof against the great heat to which it is
subjected, and l3 therefore a PERFECT lubricator where products of lower grade and
fire tests pass off at once, leaving the parts subject to wear, or greatly Increasing the

Sample Chairs and Sections of Bail sent on

iMl

THOniAS ASHBURN£K,

Railway Roaiefl.

to None.

FOR SAMPLES AND PRIOES,

(American S^ledtpical

Wop^s,

PROVIDENCE,

R.

HIGH OR
1.
t!.

3.

I.,

BX0L081VB MANUFAOTUKKKB OF TUB

^

fAEJLDAY CAM,!
— FOK—

Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity
ol any Cable in tlie Market.

New York

TENSION.

The new Sperry apparatus free from repairs for twelve months.
That the new t^perry improved Dynamos can be coupled in series with perfect safety.
That any number of lamps from one to capacity of dvnamo can be cut In or out of

circuit,

singly or in groups, with i)erfect eafety, and without sparking at the brashes.
4.
To absorb power in exact proportion to number of lights burning.

^w^e: ]3e:i_ie:\ze::
1.

The new Automatic Sperry Dynamos and Lamps surpaes

in elliciency those of any other

make.
a.

Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Light

LOW

3.

That there Is greater economy in operating the new Sperry System than any other.
That our automatic regulation has no equal; no rheostat, no wall boxes, no eolenold or

dash-pot.
\.

18 CortlaiuU Street.
P. O. ACKBUMAN, Agent. THE

That

We

If

you

invito

will visit

our factory we can ehowyon the beat arc lighting apparatus

in esletence.

correspondence with electrical engineers. Intending buyers, and Interested
people evorywliere.

Ollice,

\\\m

ELECTKIC

CO,,

\%

196,

198

South

Clinton

SI,

CHIP,

lU,

Septombel'
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
Thr aii.ntiun of IJ.KcnRK: fTiMr'ANIKS h tillr-I to this 4'i;i.i:.
iiKA'i-i:i»
KA'i-i-:i» %t
%VA'i-i-:ic
A'i-i:ic %« 111:1:1.
III:!:!. ..%(.ari<. .ii-.r.vu'Ui.f-'it.. o.r,, „•>-,
.III
.!>
juiiiii "I
II-.
r4*iiiiirl«ii l»l V *>t4-ii4l V iiKillttn, III if It M|»<*r<l
I':ill4-i4>ni-,v. "xi liiru*- <'ia|>iiriiy . r >( H-. dlnmrlfr.
bcint; (jlitubl** thr l*4>\f 4*r of nio!.t w>>>
It H IJW«1 \iy n
inin)li<:r of iIip I'-adinfj fircinu comiwfil»-* »i'
leal iiM- o( wal'T II K without an tin rf|u.il, |Jt"
[^f CCril, or UM5-

(in

unil
111 fi^n-itt

ieiajti-iiiiln*4l.

(ill i'll>-<:t

Hi-:\i» rittt

and

c;AT/\K04;rK a\'I» i'AiiTi«-i'rAKM.

Oiir Hori/.onr,il "Vi« tor" U hlf{ti)v rccomrnrndcd, aA
It can b*- Ix.-lt*-*! dirrctly to dynarr.o.

no urm, o/r

rrqulrrrl '

jiKomnanyinK •'HKravinK rrprrvrnln a pair of la in'h Vl^tTOK
'1*1 IKIII.'\I-jN arranjtrd on a horizontal xhafi. wiih Cati-lron
I-lum**, I>raft
'lull'!,, I'jid lk:arinf{^ f"r Shaft, an<I Orivmff I'lillryu cornplrtr, all mounted ujxjn
it Mitciaiiiial L-axl-iron Iwrd platr.
(he cniinr arrant{''nirni in very cornplrtr and
'I

In-

strlcily

Wc

hrst-claM In cvrry particular.
arc now pri-pafd to furnith Vlf.tor
cillitrr ^inKlr or in pair% on horizontal itlia(l\ an<l where the kittialion

'Itirhinc^.

admits of

their use.

wc recommend thrm.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO.,

•

DAYTON, OHIO.

HJLYDENS,
&
BOOTH
WATERB1TRT,

HOLKTES,

CONN.

FACTORIES:

MANl!KA<:TIIItKKM

OF

BARS AND INSUImATED ITVTIRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible
Worsted Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT
For

Electric

Light,

a

Electric Railways,

BARCLAY,

CO.,

W IRE

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

Cotton and

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON
J. L.

LINE

K. K.

Silk,

ILL.

L.

SCOVILL, New York Agent.
26 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

CARBON co.,^akers^«:h^^^^^^^^^^

GLOBE
VaMyj^LEVELAND, OHIO. ^^ r-n tL^

LghtiI^

THE MOST DURABLE, SIMPLEST AND BEST
OVERHEAD WIRE SYSTEM.
Bentley -Knight Electric Railway
25

li

27 Tenth Ave.,

NEW YORK

Co.,

CITY.

The ONLY Conduit System.
ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE,

TERRE HAUTE. IND.-A

The Standard Open

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERIKO.

Circuit Batteries of the World.

WtU

.ir.l<avo.l. nvll iw, ii u.ihiI .li'lii.rtiii.'Tils uf Miili.-inJH
elmnf.-iiliiiiilrivil Kii-it
liii^'. Kl.Ttri.in
try. Diiiwiii!,', K\t'>iiM\-> Sli..|>- .V Lal-.^iatnrii^. Kxlvii«,>l,.M K,.i.iil'i;ii.'a.l.lr.-,T r Men. Inilcull, Tits.
.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

TRADE

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE OWrLT COMPLETE SET OF U S.
Et-ECTKICAIi PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

GONDA

1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

FOR THE
Western

MARK.

Electrician

SI. 00.
The

H. M.

LOUD & SONS LUMBER CO.
masvtactl'rzrs of

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poles,
Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in slock. Orders Filled Promptly.
Office and 9IIU at Oscoda. 3f Ich.
Exclusive Seiitntr Agent G. A. Habmount. Westeni
Agent Electrical Departmeot NewHaven Clock Co..
3lb Wabash Aveoue, Cblcaso.
:

'Genda"

Btlterir.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,
149 West 18th St., New York.

" Gondi Poroiit Cap " B*t1to.

:
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BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO
NE^W^

33 Mercer Street,

YORK,

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD BUBBEB BATTEBY CELLS,

manufactured under
Also
purposes,
reduced
prices.
Standard
quality
Sheet,
Rod,
Patent)
for
electrical
at
(Kiel's
Tubing
Sheet
Tubino-, Insulator Hooks, Key Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand.

Of every description, including the celebrated
Kiel's Patents for Primary and Storage Batteries.

The

cheapest and best Cells in the market.

Bod and

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, 111.

For Sale by

HCGH MaMII.I.AN, President.

"W. A.

JACKSON,

PRANK E, SNO'W, Secy and Treas.

Vioe-President.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC TRACTION

CO.,

IDETX^OIT, l^XOTX.
ORGANIZED TO CONSTRUCT, EQUIP AND OPERATE

©TRELRT Railway©

By

ElLEiaa^RiQ Mooi^oR©,

Embracing New and Valuable Patents covering improvements which are necessary for

ECONOMICAL OPER ATION AND HIGH EFFICIENCY.
FRANK
Contains

RAE, ELECTRICAL ENCINEER.

features that will commend it to the careful attention of Street Railway Managers,
looking for reliable, easily operated and efficient apparatus for HEAVY WORK.

new

Roads
Bast Detroit

B.

in

Operation and

& Qrosse Pointe

Highland Park Railway
Detroit City Railway, Mack
Citizens Street Railway
Adrian Electric Railway

Detroit, Mich. .8 miles.
" ..3% "
"
"
"
"
St. Line.
.3
.

.

Elkhart, Ind 7
Adrian, Mich. .3
.

ROINTS
A

in

.

OF=

"
"

Process of Construction
Decatur Electric Street Railway
Decatur, 111
3 miles.
"
Sault Ste Marie St. Railway, Sault Ste Marie, Mich. .3
"
Fort Worth City Railway Co., Fort Worth, Texas. .10
"
"
"
Fort Worth Land & St. Ry. Co.,
..15
Saginaw Union Railway Co., Saginaw, Mich
1754 "

SURERIORIXV.

Single Motor Geared to Both Axles, with Improved Noiseless Flexible Gear Preventing Breaking from Sudden
Strain. Motor Truck Easily and Quickly Detachable, Etc., Etc.

CozrresxxsxLdeaioe S^llolted.

and

z:atlzna,tea

X*i;i.x-3i.lB]a.ed.

Sf[)Lciiiln'r 7,
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MclNTIRE'S

PATENT
ELECTRIC WIRE CONNECTORS
MAI>K OK
I.AKK
Til

Put. ApitUoil for.

K IIKHT

(^OPPKIC.

I'nt

TERMINALS.

and

Afi-llr^l

f.,r

j-tt'

Ai.i.ll.-.: f-,.

e
Wiru (JoDUuctorn

for all

t.iiiUi:oii

of

\\ ln>,

'i'tinnln
nalit for
Motor*, Htc.,

l(i tint]

(iii|ierlur

cliojijiKT tlinii Niilttiintit JolulH.

il^\i\l,n

DynkrnfjN

t<> RUtt
of wlr<>.

V,'

nti<]

any
1'<triiiliiftU

lorr>UlDi[

CulOau

ToniilniilB (ur InciirnlnHCiml I.iimpii.
Ado|»totl by Kloctrlc

h\i:.)il,

Tolyphonii iind

'I'yl.'Krupli

CompanlnH

tliniiinliniit I'nlteU

HUU-h

KoptlQBtockonafor>.,.I..h.vail.hoiomllnKeloctrlc»l«upplybouM«.

niiil ('iitm<lft.

Q^

Wrlto for

|irlcoit iitid

rlrnilnrH wflti

riill

Inforrontlon to

MclNTIRE & CO., 36 C fd WfO fCJ

FRICTION CLUTCH PULLEYS
May22

1SS9.

•'Wo(iroi.nrr..(tlyMRtlHno<l with rh.» worklriK
•Nnw York itnil rhl(iit;o,'
WKSTICHN KI.KCTHK? TO., fhlcdijo, III.

ofyourclutclion, both In

Mov

2fi,

"Tlio Clutch

IKSiK

I'lilUiy,

" rnclorUy linwnry purtlciildr.'
eatlBiftClorUv

(DUm. UW

III.)

workd

'

YKriLBK WOOD', L'OAl.A

•Nkw

IJuii.niNfi,

trlcal

World.

Sond

for July,

1

"AcknowlodnoU the bust

889, Catalogiio and

soo where and by

BELOIT. WIS.

LUMBER CO.. Suatllo,

whom

used.

\

W. T

MnyM,
luyn,

)mi.

and cannot

"W.!

Iifivo

St.,

N 6 Wd f k N

''"°"

i

,

.

J

,

<=™s.

nvM of your Friction Clutch Pul-

t^pniik
rtpniik to(
too hitfhiy

U. S. Vl<
VKNKKIt

nf thf^r work."

WOItKS, Wolverine. MlMi

Jiino'M. 1880. "Workn Uj a rhnrtn.
Had wo put It In luit
April In [ilii'-n rif oni< wo hail, would now Ix* ahoail {^"'t loot
In thiin anil hrfrikaL;"."

tKICK ATKUitA COTrA MFC, CO.,
Now York If not In thu United

factory balldlny In thorlty of

ECLIPSE WIND ENGINE CO.,

Ht.

JoFpph, Mo.

Htalca." — ^/<rc-

Beloit.

}^

Wis.

TH EH STANDARD CARB ON COMPANY,
CLEVELAND,
of

OHIO,

3VIeMi'vi.l'«.otia.r"er-«»

Ifl

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL
JOHN W. MASON, Manager.

GATE CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY
llav«-

vlO

N/^

TRADE

MARIC
4'ABI.B8.

Kl

l-l.

STOCK

of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES!
And

WIRES AND

11

Mill iiuiko

I^OW

522 DELAWARE STREET,

-

I*ri<C!< aiul

-

BERGIKLJLITIT

l»l{<»MI*T Siiipnu-iitM.

KANSAS
<Sc

MO.

CITY,

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTINQ.

ALL APPLIANCES FOR THE EDISOK ELECTRIC LIGHT,
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

\

B,

j

-W-t-W "vrkT^xr
JCUHJl.
•hj-e^tit'

& CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

J

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

|

Street,

55

pjfth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.

.
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO
Of Every Deseriptioii

at

Bottom

Prompt Shipments and Intelligent Execntion of Orders, Onr Speoialties.

Prices.

310 North Third

ENGINEERING CO
707 and 709 Market

427 "The

St., St.

Street,

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

,,

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.

Louis.

Erected Ready for Service.

Rookery," Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

319 Ramge

Building,

8PRCIA.IiTH;B :-The ArmlDgton & Sims BDRine,

Steel Bollere, Ireson Link Belt, Standard Hocking and Sheffield Grates, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pomp, Korting Injector, etc.

C'ty.

HKKD FOB

Omaha.

Ii«.TE8T CATAliOeUES.

SYlSrOVIJLL

IDyxiaxno and. CyliiKier Oils.
Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
to none.
machinery.
By refiltering can be used continually. Adopted by the largest
Electric Plants of the West.
River St.,
Agent,

Second

S.

TAUSSIG,

CHICAGO.

43

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

Lamp

The Perkins Electric
MA>iUFACTURERS OF

PATENTED.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
IN THE MARKET.

Life

Gold Medal Awarded at Melbonme Exbibition, 1888-1889,
The most reliable

Electric Meter ever invented. Guaranteed correct for small and large currents.
Built for direct two-wire, three-wire, five-wire, to nine-wire, and alternatlne ayetem, in sizes
15 up to any number of amperes.
"Every counter measures correctly for a fraction of ampere

from
up to

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
Long

ARON'S

H.

ELECTRIC CDRRENT COUNTER,

BEST

TUP:

PROF.

Co.,

Its full c

pacity,"

and Absolutely No Discoloration.

&

HALSKE, Berlin, tiermsny; BDISON* C09IBerlin, fiiermany; ltIUNlClPAl< £L£CTK1C Iil«B;TIN4>} WORKS,
Berlin, tjiermany. **Kxeln8iTely used in Paris, TIenna> Constantinople ana
other principal European cities.''
Adopred by B^IESIBmei

PANY,

In use by European Central Stations measuring over 60 million watts. Unquestioned superiority.
IndlBpeneable for Central Station worb. Amount of current consumed may be ascertained at a
glance, the dials being conetrocted on the same principle as the gas Meter dials. For prices and par-

W.

G.

54

HALM,

Yice-Pres. and Western Mgr.,

FAANKLIN

ST.,

ticulars, address

'

CHICAGO, ILL.
SOLE MAKVFACTIJBEB AKD IMFORTER.

STORED ELECTRICITY.

BEEKMAN STREET,

21

The BOOK

for

THE TRADE.

WHIPPLE'S
Electrical

Accumulators or

ALL

MICA

ELECTHIDAL
DIRECTORY

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO

AMD

STREET CAR PROPULSION.

Isolated

Liglitiflg,

The

218

Full Data of all the Central Stations of
America, with officers, etc.
Full Lists of the Classified Electrical
Trades and Kindred Interests.
Full Alphabetical Lists of Electrical
Workers, Manufacturers, etc.

G.is

Companies running Electric Light

Plants.

Car

Liglitini,

Water

Street,

New

CO.,

York.

T ELEPHOIME S
For Private Lines.
The only Mechanical Telephone which has stood
the teste and held out and given satisfactory

1889 Edition contains:

Pull Lists of Isolated Plants.
Pull Lists of Telephone Stations.
Gas Companies and Data concerning
them.

Lighting,

Railroad

QUALITIES

EUGENE MUNSELL &

ELECTRIC REPORTS.

Station

SIZES

AND

For Electrical Purposes.

Storage Batteries,

Central

NEW YORK.

-

service for the past eight years

Send

for Illustrated

Catalogue

and

Prines

BlECTRICAl GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

El^nldepke
licom

J,

and Ekctrbl Supply

Hubbard

lilk.,

Elgio,

111.,

C.

8.

Co.,

A.

All Electric and Horse Street Railways,
wiih complete Data.
Ollicers and Members of all Electric Associations.

Complete Lists of Electrical

Loni Distance

Liglitini.

Etc,

m nu mm nm mnmu

Etc.,

Etc.,

Supplementary

sisflaces

gas,

CHICAGO OFFICE,
502 Phenix Building.

iM^

;m^ps.

THE "ELECTRIC REPORTS"
Are published on the

44 Broadway, New

Etc.

Etc.,

to the Directory,

Subscription Price,

THE ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATOR COMP'Y,

Publica-

tions.

flrat

-

-

ol each

$10

month.

per Year.

FRED. hTwHIPPLE,

jmmm

DETROIT, RAICH.

York.

"The Kloctric Railway,"

DETROIT OFFICE,
30 Atwater

St.,

East.

"Municipal

and

liiKliting;," two books
of the times, price $1.00 and $2.00 each,
according to binding.

MNqANj)tSceNT^U<;rf^ic
"tlGH/lNG., et,'ecrRO-^Pl,ATING>,ANJ)

For EXpeRIMENrALUSEXAUSO M0T0R5.

SeptenilxT

7,
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THE BEST or ALL
THE WALTER

K.

FREEMHN

TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
We

We

Guarantee

Guarantee

our

12 16-C.P.

Transformers

and

Lamps
for

Dynamos

each

for

two years,
and

Mechanical

sell

our
H. P.

Apparatus

upon

Applied

its

Satisfactory
to

Dynamo.
Performance.

OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
Our Apparatus

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically.

is of

WE GUARANTEE ITS

GET THE BEST!

OPERATION, AND

GET THE CHEAPEST!

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG.
GEO. B.
FITCH GILBERT,

CO.,

EAU QLaAIRB., wis.
SHAW, - General Manager.

Vr-e-p'resident.

WALTER

K.

FREEMAN",

EleCtlician.

e.'

a

PUTn'aM, treasurer.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

WOODWARD
G. H.
S. A.

R. C.
G. H.

GALE. President.

PLUMMER,

VICE-PRESIDENT.

] S.

A.

7,
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ELECTRICAL CO

BOARD OF OIRECTOK8.

WEBB.

E. C.

GALE.

T.

PLUMMER.

September

BROWN.

WILLIAMSON.

ANDREW

HAIR.

WARREN.
THOMPSON.
H. HUMPHREY.

C. A.
C. H.

H.

1

H. H.

HUMPHREY.

f

TREASURER.
Secretary.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON,

,'-

)

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT STORiGE DATTERT.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

in

construction,

has

now been found
to many

PECULIARLY ADAPTED

to

be

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE

Steadsring Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Oars,
Propelling Boats,

Central Station liighting,
Street Oars,

Burglar Alarms,
Briving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines,

DURABLE,

and

and

Is,

owing

to Its design,

uses in which other types of batteries have failed.

Isolated Lighting,
Auxiliary Central Station

Work,

Medical Purposes,

Running of Small Motors.

Etc.,

BATTEBY.

SECTION OF BATTEBi;^ PIiATB.

^^ Detroit Storage Battery,
MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS GRANTED TO C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
BEEN DULY ASSIGNED TO THIS COMPANY,
Is positively the only Secondary Battery which will not Buckle, or which will
withstand uninjured the Highest Bates of Discharge.

THE ONLY

STTCCESSI^TJI-.
IS

STOI^-A-O-E

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY

The Woodward

Electrical

St.,

Campau

Ca

FACTORY:

OFFICES:
69 Gr <iwold

IB-A-TTEI^-S-

Building.

DETROIT. MICH.

Corner 13th and Howard Streets.

Si;i)k'nibfr
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A PRACTICAL A ND COMME BCIAL SUCCESS.

The Thonson'Iousto&lectrie R'y Systei
ECONOMICAL, DURABLE, RELIABLE.

NEW TYPE THOMSON-HOUSTON

ELEOTKIC RAILWAY TRUCK,

RESULT OF ONE YEAR'S WORK.
RAILWAY CONTRACTS OF THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC RAILWAY

Naumkeag

Alliance Street Railway Co., Alliance, O.

CO.:

Street Ry,, Salem, Mass.

& Edijewood Street Railway Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Newburyport & Amesbury Horse Ry. Co., NewburyAttleboro, No. Attlehoro & Wrenthani Street Railway Co.,
port, Mass.
Atlanta

Attleboro, Mass.
Anierictis Street Railway Co., Americus, Ga,
Auburn Electric Railway Co., Auburn, N. Y.
Banffor Street Railway Co., Bangor, Me.

Newport Street Ry. Co., Newport, R. I.
Newton Street Ry, Co., Newton, Mass.
Nay- Aug Cross Totvn Ry. Co., Scranton Pa.
Omaha & C. B. Ry. and Bridge Co., Omaha, Neft.
Omaha Motor Ry. Co., Omaha, Neb.
,

Railway Co., Lynn, Mass.
Brooklyn Street Railway Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Central Passenger Railway, Louisville, Ky.
Central Railway Co., Peoria, HI.
Citizens' Electric Street Railway, Decatur, III.
Colerain Avenue Railway Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Danville Street Car Co., Danville, Va.
Derby Horse Railroad Co., Ansonia, Conn.
Des Moines Electric Ry. Co., Des Moines, loiva.
Eckington & Soldiers Hotne Ry. Co., Washington, D. C.
East Harrisburg Passenger Railway, Harrisburg, Pa.

Belt Line

Fulton Co, Street Ry. Co., Atlanta, Ga.
MiXlside Coal Co., Scranton, Pa.

Ottatva Electric St. Ry. Co., Ottawa, III.
Ottumwa Street Ry. Co., Ottumwa, Iowa.

Plymouth & Kingston Ry. Co., Plymouth, Mass.
Quincy St. Ry. Co., Quincy, Mass,
Redbank & Seabright Ry., Redbank, N. J.
Richmond St. Ry. Co., Richmond, Ind.
Rochester Electric Ry. Co., Rochester, N.
Revere Street Ry. Co., Revere, Mass.

Y.

Ross Park Street Ry.

Co., Spokane Falls, W. T.
Riverside and Suburban Ry- Co. Wichita, Kan.
Scranton Passenger Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Scranton Suburban St. Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.

Seattle Electric Ry. & Power Co., Seattle. W. T.
Southington A- Plantsville Ry. Co.. Southinf/ton, Conn.
(Myrtle Street Line) Lynn, Third Ward St Ry. Co., Syracuse. N. Y.
Lynn &
Topeka Rapid Transit Co., Topeka, Kan.
Mass.
Toledo Electric Ry. Co., Toledo. Ohio.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Nahant Line) Lynn, Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Crescent Beach Line) Lynn, University Park Ry. and Electric Co. Denrtr. Col.
Mass.
Vine St. Ry., Kansas City, Mo.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Highland Line) Lynn, Mass Watervliet Turnpike & it. R. Co., Albany, N. Y.
McGavock & Mt. Vernon Horse Ry., Nashville, Xetm. Wheeling Ry. Co., Wheeling, W. Va.
West End St. Ry. Co., Boston, Mass.
Metropolitan Street Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo.

Soosac Valley

Street By.,

North Adams, Mass.

Ry. Co., Joliet, HI.
Boston Railroad Co.,

Joliet Street

:>^nr
Brooklyn Street Railway Oo.
Des Moines Electric Railway Co.
Eckington & Soldiers' Home Railway Oo.
Julien Electric Traction Co.
Seattle Electric

Railway

& Power Co.

isi

r->i

Lynn & Boston Street Railway Co.
Omaha & Council Bluflfs Railway & Bridge

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

Co.

Revere S :reet Railway Co.
Wheeling Railway Co.
West End Street Railway Co.

148 Michigan Ave.,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
P. &B.

TheShield Brand Line Wire.

TRADE

MOISTURE PROOF.
Trade No. 43
"
44
"

v^

Double

Braid.
Braid.
Quadruple Braid.

P&B.

4:1,

Insulation will not Melt in
Summer or Crack in "Winter.

BRAND

S-H'I'E'L'D

NO.

THOROUGHLY WEATHERPROOF.

Triple

45

Weat herproo f Line Wire.

WIRE

LINE

The different compounds
employed in this insulation
are exellent insulators, and

AN
ENTIRELY

practically

NEW

indestructible

by

WIRE,

FIRE,

OF

ACIDS,
ALKALIES,
CASES,

VERY
SUPERIOR

OR

CONTINUED EXPOSURE

INSULATION.

In

Damp

Localities.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

QUOTATIONS.

QTJOTATIOlSrS.

-THK-

THE INSTANTANEODS

ARMATURE
PROTECTOR.
Armature
than

Protectors

New

or

FILTER.

cheaper

Re-Wound

Armatures.

171

are

BLLIS
No

Electric Light Station can afford
to be without one.

RANDOLPH STREET,

C-H-I-C-^V-O-O
FACTORIES:

Ansonia, Conn.

1

!
September

7,
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A REVOLUTION
Send

for Full Particulars

New

Regarding the

BRUSH ALTERNATING CURRENT
LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING SYSTEM.
Com.pa,n.ies Ca.rLrLot

-^i^fford.

to B-ul^?" or

TJse

-^rL"37-

Otlier.

The Brush ^'Coreless" Alternating Current Dynamo.
Brush Arc and Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Brush Electric Motors
and Power Generators, Brush Carbons, Storage Batteries, Etc., Etc.
CHICAGO OFFICE:

225

DEARBORN

ALEX. KEMPT. Special

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

ST.
Agt.

CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Eastern Office:

36 Ddiod Sqnare, N.

PACIFIC COAST agents:

Tie Caliiiia Electric
Y.

M\

BAN FRANCISCO.

Co.,
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FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIBHT COMPANY,
I'ort "STST'a.-yxi.Gm

Xxxdletzxet.

Manufacturers of the

SLATTERY

SYSTEM

INDUCTION

out

OF

The Most Carefully Workedand Oomplete Alternating

System of Electric Lighting in
Existence.

IHMDESCEHT LI&HTM,
AND THB

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

OF

Lamps

ARC LIGHTING.

/ V-

and

Convertem

12—16 Candle Power

to the Mechanical

Horse

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

%-4

NEW YORK
115

OFFICE:

BROADWAY,
Boreel BIdg.

SLATTERY DYNAMO,

LAP

AND COMYERTER.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS.

FORT WAYNE,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

IND.

907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Managfer.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome

St.

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.

SCHDYLER ARC LIGHTING SYSTEM
CD
q3'

cu
£3.

=3

•^

•

i'^

.1

1
as ^
£ o

•s

-^

CD

£?

cd"

o
Si
"t3

.tS

E M
OS
CO
CO

THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

5'

^^

m
X
S

OQ

CO

=

C3

I

CD
ez

ST

su

CO., "'""H"*"1

EVERY SATURDAY.

$8!per Annum.

CHICAGO, SEPTEMBER

Vol. V.

10 cents per Copy.
No.

14, 1889.

11.

SCHAEFER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
Incandescent LaniDS

M

10

to

BOX 3068, BOSTON, MASS.

Cfl.

MANIIPACTUKKI18 OK AND
SI) DKALF.ItH
IIKALF.IIH IN

GOHPLBTK INMTAIibATION OF INCANUBMGKiDT
P. 0.

ElBClric

t

100 Canille-Powep.

PliAMTa.

FACTORY AT CAMBRIDGEPORT.

EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL.
KMU roK
pauk datalouuk,
leso

1 11

Estimates Furnished on Application.

Standard Undergroand Gable

Co.,

Arch Street,

BOSTOlff,

MASS.

NEW YORK BELTING &PACKINC CO
JOHN

ManuftuitaTer* of

H.

PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

CHEfcVER, Treas., 10

<)l(1r>8t

iind l.ftTKi^Ht

MannfartaoTK*

In rha r.'nltnd bt«ifM of

VULCANIZED RUBBER FABRICS

TELEPHONE

TELEGRAPH.

For norhanloal rurpourM
LIGHT

ELECTRIC

WIttiSrooo'h Meln'l

on D>'nBmoB

NEW YOKK.

PITTSBlIReil, PA.

BRANCHES:

for durahia and high
Insulation.
Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

The acknowledged Standard

Dttotrlc Light

and Power.

Telegraph and Telephone,

Sizes

Subterranean Uie.

Submuine Uie
Concealed WUlng In

E.

B.

McGLEES, General Manager,

\Venterii EU-ftric Co.. diicngo.

all Locationa.

iBDeyStjEW

III., Sole

york.

Agents for the^West.

Boato'; t'hiiadelphla. Claualand, Detroit. Chictgo.

C

ncinnatl, St touh, Hfnneapolit. Dtni'^r

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back
Noiseless

Xjoooxsa.otl-<7-e tM»,to%-y

THE

Aerial Ute.

All

ItubVr nurfacc for q#w
running niKcbloea.

VULCANITE EMERY WHEELS. flUBBER MATS,
MATTING AND STAIR TREADS.

CJIICACO.

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.

r

arid swift

AT'o.l-fT'e,

Xrixe .A-alxtozL Xjo oI^ Sljtfcty '^'Al-vre,
riie .^.ailxtozi. '1^7'M.tex- Zt.ell*f '^'aI-v*.
ASHTON VALVES «•- -^w* "i>»-ao» "!«<»«!"« ncp.rf^*

THEIR SAFETY VALVES 'i^:..^r:i\l'^SX^otT.^V^^Sr
THEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES ?^."°^^SSi^'Sial
DOW in Ibe market.
in constnictlon, Aatoraatlc in action, Perfectly CODtrolUog the Freesore of the boee at what
ever speed the eog-ne or pomp Is working.

Simple

AsMonYalYBCo. 271 FrMlin

BRANCH
St.

t

OKFJCES:

Boslop.

J

Uke

31S
St.. CBICA60.
92 Ub#rtTbL,
YORK.

NRW

C3E:-

TonxilcMtrt-nKtli nbux- 7U.OOO Ibn.
per Mqiiarc inch.

TOBIN

Torsional KtmiK>h pqoal to the
best

narhinory Steel.
and ><>ii-('orroMire.

Antl-Fri<'ti»iinl

PUSH-BDTTON

SHELLS. BRONZE

CAN BE FORCED HOT.
pumps, bolls and drop forged conimutaior bars,
rolled sheets and plaics for pump limngs and coadenser tube sheets, etc Ingot metal for car aod £&•

Rods

for

ginc bearings.

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
AND

I

*"S0«1» BRASS

SeDd for Ciwlar,

95 CHAHBERS STREET,

Daniel W. Marmon, President.
ADDISON II. NORDYKE, Vice-President.

NEW

Wire.

&

.-NKW

CllI('.4<iiO.

YORK.

Charles O. Jenney,

COPPER

CO.,

SO IX MANUFACri'kEKi.

BRAINARI) RorISON,

Electrician.

VORK.

Secrctarv.

Amc-s K. Hollowell. Trcoiuxer.

JENNEY ELECTRIC COMPANY,
9
Sole

-M-.*.^

-"-"J

and Invendons of Ch-irles D. Jenney (known as
the Jenney System), and Sjle Owners .tnd Manufacturers of his

Owners

of all Hi- Patents

IMPROVED DYNAMO,
Lamp and

Electric Motor.
JENNET

tn aP desirable featnre* of .\rc an'! Incandepcent I-lshtlneth-'
Slinpl", durable, t'ConoTi c.tl. et<:>adr. rlliiaot aoil peoetrn'iDg.
la tbese tesentiale it cballeo^fe cumpanson.

^Yci

=..m i-r-.-vL-r-.

t

Estimates Promptly Furniahed for Erecting Electric Lighting Plant* for Cities,
Companies or Individuals. Prices Furnished for the Jenney Arc
or /ncandt scent Systems, or for both comi^.t -d.
'.!;a turninc on aorl
The JeoDCv locandepcent Pvnamos rn^ SeK-Ilpmilitln:;. and p*-3n to turnUhlBr Mil
oneor aIIo<tb>»lamp3 at w ll Ttra I'ompanv elves aptcial ai^
Shope» Factories, etc., wiih IN'DIVIDL'AL PLANTS.
Send for Pamphlet Illustrating and Describing the System

-'

'

.>i

OFFICE

AND WOHKS:

Corner Kentucky Avenue and Morris Street,

-

-

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent

,

Electric
Itigliting

630 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
148 Miebigan Ave Chicago, III.
115 Broadway, Nbvt Yobk, N. Y.
315 W. 4:th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
116 Gravier St., New Orleans, La.
503 Delaware Sf., Kansas City, Mo.
319 N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.
334 Montgomery St., San Fbancisco, Oal.

Apparatus.
,

No

74.

1889

CO.,

Electric Rail-way

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus

can be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps
operated by Gas Companies in this country, over 11,000, or
52 per cent., are Thomson-Houston. The dynamo is entirely
automatic in its regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in operation.
The lamps burn steadily
and uniformly, and hold their adjustment better than any
other lamps on the market.
Arc Wynamo.

Our

direct current incandescent

dynamo

is

rapidly gain-

ing favor with practical electric lighting men, as
features of excellence are recognized.
its

regulation

to be thrown

is

on or

off

without in the least affecting the

Our incandescent lamps have an

equaled record for long

Iiicaii<le!iiceiit

Like the arc

automatic, permitting any number of lamps

others in service.

Direct Cnri-ent

many
dynamo

its

iin-

life.

Dynamo.

The problem of long distance incandescent lighting is
practically solved by the alternating current dynamo, and to
meet the demand for a machine of this character we have
constructed what is unquestionably the most perfect alternator offered the public to-day, embracing as

features that combine to

it

make a perfect dynamo

does, all the

—automatic

regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

ency, and

Alt<M*natiiij;

economy

effici-

of operation.

Cnrrent Dynamo.

The employment of electric motors for driving small mais becoming so common, and its advantages so weU
known, that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction.
In the construction of our motors we feel that we have reached
a point where their superiority cannot but be admitted.
chinery

LIGHTSING

ABRERTEJt{.—^^\

of our installations are

protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which

we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every instance.
Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus injured by
.Ifotor.

ning where these arresters

fail

to operate.

The
light-

—

.September

14,
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CHAS.

&

JENNEY

D.

CO., QUEEN CITY ELECTRIC CO..
-mani;ka(;ti:uki(.s

or

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
TWO

FIRST PRIZE COLD MEDALS 1888.
MOST EFFICIENT.

MOST EFFICIENT.

MOTOR

DYNAMO
25 to 500

1-8 to

50

LIGHTS'

Horse

CAPACITY.
Fifty

n.

— AND

P. Constant Potential motor.

READY.

ECONOMICAL.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
-OI'

ISOLATED PLANTS and C ENTRAL STA TIONS FOLLY ERECTED.

Motors for Running

THE-

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY

Power.

ELEVATORS.

We give an

For both Arc and Incandescent Circuits, from 1-2 to 100 and
H. P. All of our Motors have Self-Oiling Boxes.

FANS, PUMPS AND

GENERAL MACHINERY.

Absolute Guarantee regarding Materials, M'orkmanship

Efficiency.

OrFICE,

FACTORY

A.^»

SALEKROOn,

OI'E'ICJE:

224

S.

ILLINOIS ST.,

& 60 Loogworth

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 58

-

CINCINNATI, 0.

St.,

CONTINENTAL DYNAMO COMPANY,

lili-illB I GOm-PiCM

OFFICE: 42

EXCHANGE PLACE, NEW YORK.

INSULATING COMPANY',
The Best Dynamo

-MANOl'ACTnBEKS OF-

Vulcanized India-Rubber Cables

ELECTRIC

Manulaclures Dynamos from the smallest sizes up

Absolutely Pure Rubber Cables.
Concentric Cables, any Millage.

LIGHT,

Flexible Cords,

Silk,

Hemp

and

of

I.

2-OIROl IT

up

to 9,000

COXCKXTRIC CABL,ES

of any Millage, both circuits, 9,000
knot.

Megohms

2.

MARINE

—AND-

UNDERGROUND.

up

to 8,000

16

c.

p.

to

any

therefore

Construction,

together with good workmanship; there-

smooth running and durabllUy.

4.

Megohms

lights of

Covered Structure,

theret< re safety against Interruption

from eztenul

injury, and no risk In transportation.

INSTALLATIONS.

Three and Two- Wire Cables,

.\ll

fore

5. Accessibility of

cation,

1.500- 1.600

High Efficiency, therefore economy of power.
Current Generated with the least Sparking,

3. Solidity of

ELECTRIC LIGHT

1.1WHTS.

UNDER WATER

to

metals and for other metallurgical purposes.

steady light and small wear of brushes and commutator.

per

K A"*^' PORTABIiES. SUk, Cotton & Hemp.
BEIX AVI RE. Rubber Cov'd for Marine Work.
PI.1ABI-E CABliES FOR SEARCH

size, for the separation of

ADVANTAGES CLAIMED,

very pliable

Every Variety of Incandescent Cores.

STR4X1>KI> MARIXE CORES, to any
Megohms per

any desired

or Cotton.

Dynamo Wires and Cables;

OR LOW VOLTAGE,

Mlllagc or Hpeclflcatlon,
knot.

the World.

any Specification up to 8,000 Megohms per
mile.

fflGH

in

to

Specifi-

6.

per knot.

Cables of Genuine Hooper Core, of High
Insulation and Long Life, all MlUages,
made Concentric after a New Method, If required.

tUcaliove Cables nii.l Core.* linvo li.-.Mi .xl.nsivf ly «s,-<l in Tln-ntors, Public Bulblini:!
Hotels. Hrewerles. Jliiies. Hiemi.nl ^^ oiks. Meiiinors ami \iicbts.

the different parts, and Simplicity of

Design.

No Scattering

of pieces of iron,

•SKM>

of the Lines of Force,

therefore

no sUiacUon

and no magnetizing of watches and compasses.

FOB ILLISTK.VTED DKSCRIPTnE CAT.VLOOIE AND PRICE

t3ff-Agant3 cf respectabllltii and ttandlng

mmtKl In

tmril

citf.

Btlt

lASI.

nftrtMC— nqulnd.

PHIf-KDELPHIK KGENTS.
OFFICES:

159

FRONT

ST.,

W. M. HABIRSHAW,

-

NEW YORK

F. C. S.

CITY, U.

Cen. Manager.

S.

A.

THE PINKHAM ELECTRIC

CO,,

27

SoQtli Eleyenlli

St.,

PliiladfilpMa,

Pa.
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co

Cle-vela<n.d., Oltiio.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS a™ BATTERY M ATERIAI..
THE HAWKEYE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
-the:-

-^^A:^^T_rF"A.c:z:T^_^I=^E:I=^^ csK*

CELEBRATED THONE SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT AUTOMATIC APPARATUS.

MM
Oc^ntrctotors for Oomx^loto ESlootrio I^lctnts.
lecWcal

Electric Motors, (Jenerators for

Motor

Circnits.

Aitomatic Dynamos for

Plants.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

EN6INEERING

JARVIS

61

CO.,
OLIVER STREET,

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coal and Coke

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

tC^STFOIO-.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING &M'F'G CO.
ROOMS, 200 and 202

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST. XiOTTIS.
UNIFORM IN QnALITY, LONG LIFE AND GOOD LIGHT

CORLISS OR HIGH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

Etc.

For Driving Dynamos.

NGINES
Completi

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

Complete Steam Plants Furnished and Erected.
1221-1223 Union Ave.

E NGLISH, MORSE & CO.

KANSAS

BALL DYNAMOS

MO.

CITY,

!iL»

LAMPS

FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
This system Is mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a steady
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required
WM.

8.

TURNER.

,T.

LESTER WOODERIDGB.

WOODBRIDaE & TURNER,

Electrical Engineers
for Electric Liglit

"74

39 Dearborn

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.

and Power.

Designs and Estimates Submitted.

C3ox-1:Xa.xica.1:
J.

B.

Stx-eet, KTo-c^ "STorls..

YOUNG,

testimonials, address

and Contractors. CHARLES W. RAYMOND, Western

EQUIPUEmT OF EJbECTRIC RAIIiWAIS.

COMFIiETi:
Steam Plants

and the cost of repairs.
For descriptive circulars or

Street,

Agt.

Tremont House,

cmc-^o-o,
MFC. COMPANY,
-

-

B. K. JAMISON, Vice-President.

President and Treas.

SOLAR CARBON

t^

69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Process Patented.
Well Selected and Good CARBONS made from Natural Gas.
BATTERY CARBONS OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTY.
Office, No.

p
'"'

Western

Office, \

75 Randolph

Special Discounts on Large Orders.

Street, Chicago.

The Knapp E lectrical Works.
IVE A.nO'TTZ'.A.CI'TTXlXSXl.S

Magneto

Bells, Annunciators,

OI*

Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries, Push Buttons, Etc.

x3x:.A.Xix:x«.i9 xnsr

SV^ERITTXZING SI^ECTRICJkl^.
.AGrZllNri'S 3F*OZl.

VXZ]

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A Full Line of their Celebrated Wires. Cables and Tapes

Buy your Coeds

of the

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

-

-

-

CHICAGO.

September
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For Minjnir

Railway Work,

or

For Stationary or

EnGdneeiine Operations,

THE SPRAGUE MOTORS ARE UNEXCELLED.
meinm of

the Siiriif/ui- Si/hIiiii of Klfrlrlr. TriiHHiiilHHloii

tlioau machiiws sold durintj the /niBt s/< nionlha.
! Ii(!cii In ('iinlinu{iU8 Horvlcu dlrico Ihoy Iiiivb Imx'm In uHo, and ull
HnIlHfnclUin.
are giving inM-fcct
More than eighty dllTerent ele(-trle Mtreet rallwny« anil mining |ihintn In iiperatlon (ir
Id course (if constnicli'in in this cuinntry and alirciad, npcin the Spragnu Hyxlem.

etiirtil/ tire rtiitlertil ruHlli/,

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND MOTOR CO

-

More limn eeuen hundrod of

Muny

(if l.lifso

lm\

ISl/

of

iitnrrrMHtOtr and itn/trot/ur.flre nonrri-H of nnturat
eronomir.iilly, tititl pro/llithly, aviillithlr.
Mining InHtnllutlonH ul AxpuD, Cul., 'I'lncup, Col., Big ISjod, C'sl., ()ic«<>lii, I's.,

i'oirert hithvrto

and elHewhere.

AND 18 BROAD STREET. NEW YORK.

16

-

,

MANnFACTURKRfl OF

insulated Wires, Fiexibie Cords and Gabies for Telephone, Telegrap'
JAMES

KELLY, General Sales Agent, 19 Dey

F.

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.,

Street,

New

ELEGTRiC HEAT REGULATOR
Saves Coal,

1521 Fornam

OMAHA, NEBRASKA

Street,

J
]

Agency:

'y^Testern

York.

Saves Doctor's

Saves Labor;

Bills,

Automatic, simple and Uurablc; Iniurta UDlform temperature
throughout the house; no heater complete without It; can be
iippllcd to any kind of heating apparatus.
Try one, and be convinced.

PUMBELLY STORAGE BATTERIES

If

nut Bold lo your t^>wn writo as for

lllaHtrBt«<l

rlrruUr and prk«0.

CONSOLIDATED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING

WING'S DISC VENTILATING FANS.

CO.,

Dealers in Wire, Bells, Push Bultons, Motors, Incandescent and

Arc Light Material, Holes, Cross-arms,
l-'ixlures, Burglar Alarm Matting.
U.K.

ANNKTT.

Hotel

iind

Prest.

S.

FENTON,

and Combination

Cleverly Electrical works

CHAS. SIDNET fiUTTB, Boo^

Vlce-Prest. and Trean.

Houbo Aimuoclators.

Gas Lighting.

Elvctrlc

F.

iilectroliers

Fire aod Burglar Alarms.

loischestnut St. Philadelphia

The

linited Eiectric Go.

^16CtrlC3» /^Ur'

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electtical

Electric LIghllug.

H'A'Cleverly Manager

SALT LAKE
K,

CITY.

UTAH.

-

EDWAKD9.

& CO.,

EDWARDS

MSllfDV

Philadelphia Department'*

BAXTER ELECTRIC MFC &H0TOR CO.

•

Apparatus and Supplies,

ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES TO CONTRACT.

Tolcgrapli Infltrumcnts.

Wire nml Buttorlea.

hlilll

BURGLAR ALAR
ANNUNCIATORS.

Manufacturing
Eiectricians.
Patent Electric Bells.
Automatic Burglar Alarms.

Door Openers.
Electric Annunciators.

Thermostats-

Gas Lighting Apparatus, etc.
Office

and Factory, 4th Ave. and 144ttiSt.,

NEW YORK.
ESTABLISHED

18TJ,

We reBpectfiilly call

BBANCH,

5

5l 7

I>KT ST.

attention to our

Patent Electric Door Opener.
It Ig simple, ritrong, Compact, and Poeltlve
in operation.
Heavy preaeure
It will etand hard uaage.
applied to the door doee not interfere with Its

perfect working.
It has been thoroughly tested and

ie

giving

eatief action.

iCBtlmatee and prices promptly furniehed.

Forest City Electric 'WTorls^s,
Manufacturers

oi

CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,
"Vjyjf*^

Iji

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES.

Quick Make and Break Uncontrolled

by the Handle.

FOK
FRANKLIN

S.

PRIl'EM ETC.. i^EE

CARTER.

TRADING

Fjlrtrick:

Correapondence
Solicited

Electric

OTK

&

Proprietor,

Cj^pltkr,

SDle Proprietors of the Patent Needle

14

SOUTH SECOND STREET,
bstahhsqed

CLEVELAND,

WARD WILKINS.

IN

ElaEGTRIGAL SUPPLIES,

Llebt

I

B.

E.

.^3

MANlFiCTCRBRi AM) DEALKRS

with

Compaolea.

W.

l'.4TAL06rE.

CHARLES M. WILKINS.

183

SENECA STREET. CLEVELAND,

tt

Annuci

ia^cr3.

PHILADELPHIA. PA.
iv.t.
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EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine
especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record In
this field which cannot be excelled.
FOB ECOWOMY OF

IT IS TraTEGTJAiED

MOTIOK,

CO.,

IILfAOKEE, WIS,

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

BEQUliABTTT

PDEIj,

AMD DUU A UTTiTT Y IW

&

ALUS

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.
Is

1889

SOLE BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

of

14,

USB.

CHICAGO BRANCH,

Write for onr Catalogues

41 ani 43 SOUTH JEFFERSON

ST,

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO. EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC CO.
INGANDESGENT

MOTORS
—

UHPS

^FOR

FOR

Arc

Incandescent Circuits
WODND fOB AKY CCRRJENT.

§

ARC-LIGHT GIRGUITS.

PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGDLATM.

SIMPLE. KEIilABIiE. DXTRABLE.
The only

safe socket for series lamps,

Highly

Send for

620

F.

Illustrated Catalogue.

W. HOBNE, Manager

ATLANTIC AVBIfUB,

WESTERN AND SOUTHERN STATES.

EAST ADAMS STREET,

11
CHICAGO OFFICE. 80 Adams

COMPOUND.
IS Blies, 6 to BOO H. P.

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
YORK,
17 Cortlandt Street,
1 w==t;„~i,™.„.
Westmghouse,
Hathaway BuUdine,
BOSTON,
PITTSBURGH,
Westinghouse Building, f Church, Kerr
&Co.
CHICAGO,
J56, ISSLake Street,
J
PHILADELPHIA,
608 Chestnut St., M. E. MucklS, Jr. & C!o.

COIVDENSiNG OR
NON-CONDENSING.
of

Engine

NEW

I

for

HIGH FUEL DUTY AND SIMPLICITY.

ST. LOUIS,
KANSAS CITY,

STANDARD.
All the above built strictly to

Oamed

j

]-

in

Stock,

5

to

50

H. P.

m Stock.

Gauge with Interchangeable Parts.
Send for Illnstiated Qatalognes.

„.,„,,.„t„
Fmrbanka

*

•-*•
1330 Seventeenth Street, )
OMAHA,
1619 Capitol Avenue, F. C. Aver.
PINE BLUFFS, Ark.
Cfeo. M. Dilley
Sons.
SALT LAKE CITY, 259 S. Main St.
Utah
Montana
"ITTE. MONT.
E.Granite St. f
Macbmery Co.
N FRANCISCO, 21 and 23 Fremont St., Parke & Lacy Co.
RTLAND, OR. 33, 35 N. Front St., Parke Lacy Mch. Co.
lARLOTTE, N.C. SOCoUegeSt., lm^„T, a n^„„„irf„= r,„
D. A. Tompkms Co.
LANTA,GA.
46 S. Prior St.
LLAS. TEX.
Keating Imp.
Mch. Co.
ATTANOOGA, TEN N.
Co.
C. E. James

&

TheWestingJiouseMachineCol
PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.A.
W.

D.

SARGENT,

Pres.

pie

&

M

JNO. A. BARRETT, V.Pres. and Cons. Elec.

E

H.

CUTLER,

Treas. and Mgr.

FRANK

THE ELEKTRON MFC.
Cor.

&

&

I

6 Sizes

,„AM ACTOHATIO ENSIHB CHEAPEE THAH A SLIDE VALVE.
Well Built.
Economical.
Reliable.
Over 300 sold the first year.
Bepairs

Washington Ave,
Union AvenSe.

303, 304
.312

DENVER,

"g1ifl5!)''l.*''p.''-

3,000 in use in all parts of the Civilized 'World.

JUNIOR.

CHICAGO.

-

GEORGE CUTTER, Agent

Street,

Hot yst equaled ly any form

and Economical,

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

and the only

socket having insulating material for the outside
parts.

Efficient

Jay and Plymouth

Sts.,

Brooklyn,

A.

&

PERRET,

Elec.

CO.,

KT. T.,

MAUUPACTUREHS OF THB

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS an d DYN AM OS
Automatically Regalated, Unexcelled in Simplicity
THE ONLY MACHINES HAVING

Laminated

Maenets

Fia d

SSS^^f^^ \^iti\

j^^MflPifeJi>tf<
^
~

and Durability.

of

Softest Gliarcoal

Iron'^il^i

BY MEANS OF WHICH

^l^^^^l

Higher Efficiency, Closer Regnlation and Slower Speed

'^^^^^z

ARE OBTAINED THAN

IS

POSSIBLE OTHERWISE.

Careful Investigation Invited.

^^0^r^r^^^^^r:m
For

Elej^

Pure Sheet Tfubber

Etc.

upon
„-^,

'^i^''^^''

JHE

JG00D^XAHt>Rl{8Bf R, G.

Purposes

^L

TUBINC ALL.Sr

'^*-t

,,^

'

imsMitaaaMa

application;

Br.GooDmcH
Co.
AKRON RUBBER WORKS

AKRON. OHIO.

\

Specialties of all kinds to order
—^^- Send for Gt/ilobue. ^^

—

Scptciiiljcr
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EDISON SYSTEM.
BEST IN EVERY WAY.
MOST ECONOMICAL.
CHEAPEST.

SAFEST.
SIMPLEST.

MOST RELIABLE.
MOST UNIVERSAL
IN ITS APPLICATIONS.

Models of Engineering

Skill.

Handsome Investments.
Perfect satisfaction to consumers.

CENTRAL

sold in any amount cheaper than steam power.
Current for Storage Batteries, Electro-plating, Etc.
Current to replace all Chemical Batteries.
Current for operating Electric Railways.
Absolute safety to life.
Hundreds of Stations in towns from 2,000 population to largest cities.
Perfect, Simple and Cheap Meters for sale of light or current for any use.
Only perfect underground system.
Underground Systems in use since 1882, and perfectly reliable.
Fundamental Patents absolutely controlling— now in courts.

Power

—

—

—

J2 lamps
16 candles each per horse power.
Guaranteed average life 600 hours.
With Coal at $3 per ton, light as cheap as by gas at 60 cents per thousand
Over 1,000 Isolated Plants in use.
No one having power can afford to use any other light.
Absolute safety from fire.

PLANTS.

WIRING
OF

BUILDINGS
-AND-

Perfect satisfaction guaranteed.
Large saving guaranteed over any gas or any other electric system.
Dynamos perfectly automatic.
Lamps perfectly uniform.
All devices incombustible.

Have your building wired while in process of construction.
Have it wired by a thoroughly responsible concern.
Have it wired by a concern you are likely to buy a plant from
Have it wired by company owning fundamental patents.
Have it wired by company having longest experience.
Have it wired with porcelain wiring devices.
Have it wired under rigorous specifications.

A
I

feet.

building

is

in

future.

better not wired than wired poorly.

Poor wiring will cause you trouble and expense forever, and
ous from fire.

is

extremely danger-

The Edison Company guarantees everything it makes, everything it does and everyAddress,
it says, and is absolutely responsible, and will be forever.

thing

UNITED EDISON MFG.
LEONARD & IZARD COMPANY.

CO.,

65 Sth

Gen'l Agents Central States,

Ave., N. Y, City.
THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
ii

C.

September

MOTOR
& C" ELECTHZC
NEW YORK.
GREENWICH

14,

1889

CO.,

STREET,

402 4

EFFICIENT
ELECTRIC

AUTOMATICALLY

MOTORS.

REGULATED.

Manufactured for Arc and Incandescent Circuits.

NEW ENGLAND OFFICE:

32

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE: 301 Arch St.
SOUTHERN OFFICE: 25 Carondelet

Oliver Street, Boston.
Fhenix Building, Chicago,

WESTERN OFFICE:

JOHN STEPHENSON

Street,

New

Orleans.

CO.,

3_iis^i'T'e;j3,

ZTETAT

irORK,

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

#-v#
.^^

/

4-

THE ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT

s>

For Passeng;er Trains,
Freight Trains,
Steamboats, and
Burglar Alarms.
No more

accidents from breaking in two of trains.

In use on the

MICHIGAN CENTRAL and ROCK ISLAND, and other leading roads being
rapidly equipped.

##

PARRISH BROS.

&

PECK ELECTRICAL

CHICAGO OFFICE, Eooms 324 & 325

CO.,

Phoenix Building.

THE HEISLER PATENT LONE DISTANCE
INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC UGHI SYSTEM.
UNEOUALED FOR DISTRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.
Specially adapted for Street, Commercial, and Domestic Illumination from Central Stations. Plant may be located where Power
can be secured Cheapest, even if miles distant from the Lighting.
Safety, Reliability, and Financial Success fully demonstrated.
Plan of Wiring the Simplest, Cheapest, and most Efficient. Strictly
Series. Noted for the Brilliancy and Beauty of the Light. Lamps,
10 to 100 Candle-Power; Long Life without Blackening. Greatest
Production of Candle Power per Horse Power. Dynamo SelfContained and Perfectly Automatic,

HEWn von CIKCIIL.AIC.

COIlBKSPOmUENCK SOIilCITED.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
809-817 South 7th

Street,

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

sti'eetPoleamrimre

-FORHelsler Loiis

Dlslance

INCANDESCENT

lilGHTINO

Septcmlier

r.|,
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C-H-l-C-A-G-0

This Okonite Boy is laughing AT his competitors
and smiling WITH his customers.

-

%

v^^

#
J>'.^

J§v^

.# ^

v<jOf
^"^
^A.

42 La

V

Salle Street.

:
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SEND FOR ESTIMATES.
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JO!^. B. SIOORK. PresldeDt.
CiEO. H. Flt^HEU, Mecretary.

WM. H. FlTZGEBAIiM,

14, 18

Correspondence Solicited.

Treasurer.

Electbig Company.
C ommercial
COMPLETE ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS.
ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
We

are prepared to build and completely equip Cities, Towns, Buildings, etc.,
years' experience in engineering, building and operating Electric Light Plants.
Electric Light Plants, furnishing "High or Low Tension" Arc System, Alternating or Direct Current Incandescent Systems, adapted to service required.

Nine

^X^T^t^^
XJ

i\t\t\
V JElXb CiiVi\/\
9« UUaUUU

Capital has been invested in Electric Light Plants, constructed under the supervision of the management of this Company (Messrs. Fisher and Fitzgerald),

)

with

GIVE US AN OPPORTIIIVITY OF
FIGURIlVGr

f

WITH YOU.

MANUEAOTURERS AND DEALERS IN

ire are antborized Representatives and Contractors for the following
Slannfactnrers anil Apparatus
"SLATTEBY" IITDTJCTIGN SYSTEM rNCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
THE NEW IMPKOVED WOOD ARC LIGHT SYSTEM {formerly "American" Arc)
(Above owned and manufactured by Ft. Wayne Electric Co.)
STAR IRON TOWERS AND MAST ARMS.
C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTORS.
SAWYER-MAN INCANDESCENT LAMPS. OKONITE WIRES AND CABLES.

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES AND SUPPLIES.

DETROIT, MICH.

S5-S7 GRATIOT AYE,

F. MOORE'S ELECTRICAL WIRE.
ALFRED
LADELPHIA, PA.
FACTORIES:
PHI

NEW HAVEN CLOCK
Electric

Established 1820.

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT.

CO.'S

Messenger and Signal Boxes, Telegraph Instruments and Annunciators.

WABSrER'S ELECTRIC TIUE »¥STEIiI

AND

EliECTBICAI. TESTINe GAVeES.

I.W.Golburn&Co.'s Arc and Incandescent

Electric LlEht

FAOTORI ES: FITOHBUK a,

Dynamos and Lamps.

M:A.SS,

Electrical Material direct from the First and Best Manufacturers at Factory Prices and of Superior Quality Only, the Result of
the Best Machinery, and Skilled Workmen. Send for Pocket Price List and Catalogues of Every Description of Electrical Supplies.

Combining a Full Supply of

C. A.

—

HARMOUNT, western

agent,

315 to 321

Wabash

Ave.,

Long Experience,

CHICAGO,

FINDLAY BLASS AND CARBON
P. 0.

403

IM.

BURNS,

ST. LOUIS,

Batteries

of

CO.,

Treasurer.

8TH STREET,

Largest Manufacturers

ILL.

in

MO.
World,

tlie

ALSO MiTSUPACTUHBRS OF

INSULATORS, BATTERY JARS AND PORCELAIN.
The Celebrated Laclede Oval Battery, Laclede Single Cylinder Bound Battery,
Laclede Double Cylinder Battery, with large square jar,

REGULAR POROUS CUP BATTERY,
With Closed Top, and a
All

goods quoted

F. 0. B.,

variety of other kinds.

our factory at FINDLAY. 0.. on the C. S.

ADDRESS COMMtTNICATIONB TO OUR GBNEBAL OPFICB AT

&

C. R. R.,

NATURAL GAS DISTRICT.

(ST. XjOXTXS, TV£0„

THE MATHER ELECTRIC
Chicago Office,
N. Y. Office,

35 Broadway.

I

I

XJ.

CO.,

Metropolitan Block.

Boston, 105

Summer

St.

Cincinnati, Carlisle BIdg.

THE MATHER INCANDESCENT SYSTEM.
Superior to

all

others

in efficiency

and

reliability of

Lamps and Dynamos.

^'t<ii>itiii>r<)f>i<>iiit,>i,r<iMi<>t(>t('t.

Prom one-half horse-power upward, for constant potential circuits, perfectly selfregulating without special mechanism. Motors also for constant current circuits. Motors
wound for any desired potential.

Scptcinbcr
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PITTSBURGH, PA.
DISTRIBUTION
187

BY ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

Central Station Plants, with an aggregate Capacity of 328^000
Lamps sold to July 1, 1889.

16 Candle Power

THE UNITED STATES

ELECTRIC LIGHTING

CO.,

(Leased and Operated by the Westinghouse Electric Co.)

SALES DEPARTMENT: 120 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK.

COMPLETE ISOLATED PLANTS, ARC OR INCANDESCENT,
Unsurpassed

for Design, Construction

and

Efficiency.

SAWYER-MAN ELECTRIC

CO.,

(Leased and Operated by the Westinghouse Electric Co.)

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS AND SUPPLIES
FOR ELECTRIC

LIGHTIIffC.

CORRESPONDENCE WITH DEALERS

INVITED.

—
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14,
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FOUR COOD BOOKS!
By

PRICE

Dynamo -Tenders' Hand-Book. Incandescent Wiring Hand-Book.

Hanger's Hand-Book.

Bell

BADT.

F. B.

11.00.

106 pages,

By
97 illustra-

PRICE

$1.00.

B BADT.

F.

By

First edition, 3,500 cop-

page

exhausted; second 1,000 copies of second edition now rfady, making 4,500

Just the book for people

books printed to date, containing additional pages and moonlight schedule for 1889.

ies,

tions, flexible cloth

53^x3 Inches.

engaged in

binding,

ty^-e

selling, installing or

handling

electric batteries, electric bells, elevators,

house or hotel annuciators, burglar or

fire

100 pages, 70 iiluBtrations,

binding, size of type page 5+x3 inches. De-

electric

gas

lighting apparatus,

electric heat apparatus, etc., etc.

Contact Series.
Voltaic or Galvanic Cell.
Generation of Current.
Local Action.
Polarization.

The

DESCKIPnON OF BA.TTBBIBS.
The Grenet Battery.
The Smee Battery.
The Daniell Battery.
The Grove Battery.
The Bunsen Battery.
The Carbon Battery.
Nickel Plating Battery.
Fuller's Mercury Bichromate Battery.
The Leclanche Battery.

The Diamond Carbon
The Law Battery.

Battery.

men who wish

Just the

to learn

how to

operate and care for electric light installations.
The only book of the kind in the
English language.

BLEMENTART DATA.
Electric Current.

Ohm's Law.
Conductors and Insulators.
Direction of the Current.

Connecting Batteries.
Cells Connected in Series.
Cells Connected In Multiple Arc.
Recapitulation.

Work.
External Resistance.
Rules for Co meeting Batteries.

Data Begirding Batteries.
Divided Circuits.
Induction Coils.
Electro-magnets.
Electric Bells.
Single S'.roke Bells.
Long Distance Call Bell System.
Push Buttons.
Buzzer.
Indicating Box Bell.
Electric Alarms.
Annunciators.
Hotel Fire Alarm and Room Cal'.

The Hess System.
The Western Electrio Company's System.
The Double Wire System,
Partrick & Carter System.
The Electro-mercurial Alarm.
The Metallic Thermostat.

Desk and Safe Alarms.
Burglar Alarms.
Electric Gis Lighting Apparatus.
Portable Gas Lighters.

Apparatus for Public Buildings.
Apparatus for Residences.
A Novel Automatic Burner.
ConnecSions of Gas Lighting System'.
Electric Heat Regulators.

RUNNING ELECTRIC WIRES.
Proper Installation.
How to Fish Wires.
Wiring Fixtures for Gas Lighting.
Wiring Elevator Annunciators.
Best Time for Wiring.
Extra Insulation.

TK8TIN0 INSTRUMENTS.
Detector Galvanometer and tha Magneto

260 pages, 12

This book

These tables giveat once and
without any calculations, the size of wire
required in each case for any percentage of
lots.
timely book, containing full Illustrations for incandescent wiring and comthods of
plete information concerning
running wires, location of saf ty devices,
splices, insulation, testing for faults, wire

A

m

gauges, general electrical data, calculating
sizes of wire, wiring of fixtures, elevators,
buildings. Isolated and central
station
plants.
'The only book of the kind pub-

The Multiple Arc System.

Direction of the Current.
Detector Galvanometer and Magneto Bell.

The Thre3-wire System.

ARRANGEMENT OF POWER.
The Dynamo Room.

New Dynamo

Starting a
Keeping a
Brushes.

Dynamo

in

Moulding Work.

Work
When the

Concealed
a.

Building

Being Con-

is

sLructed.

la a Completed Building.

b.

LOCATION

The Tree System.
The Closet System.
Safety Devices.
Switches.
Splices.

dynamo, the storage battery and the

Reynier's Lamp. Early Experiments. Incandescent Light Carbons. The Edison CarThe Lane Fox Carbons. The Cruto
bons.
Carbons. Swan Carbons. The Weston Carbons. The Bernstein Carbons. General DeConstruction
tails oE Filament Construction.
Position of
of the Incandescent Lamp.

Electric Storage.

Divided Circuits.
Work, Energy.

Electrical Control.

Plante's Secondary Cell.

the Plante Cell. The
Faure's Secondary Cell.
Plante
Chemical Reaction in the Faure Cell. Fault*
The Improved Faure
of the Faure Cell.

Chemical Reaction

in

Battery.

Secondary

CALCULATINO SIZES OF WIRES.

Drop of

Renewal of Lamps.
The Storage Battery.

Lamps.

Conductivity.

Cell.

The

Fluid.

Electric

Form-

Plates.
Electromotive Force.
Resistance and Current of Cell. Weight of

ation of the

Plans and Symbols.

ATION OF ACCUMULATORS.
SAFETY REOULATIONS.

Electromotive Force.
Electric Induction.

The Incandescent Lamp.

Coulomb.
Ampere.

stallations.

Rules of thi Boston Underwriters' Union.
English Regulations.
Abstract of the Chicago Electric Light
Laws.
Rules and Regulations of the New York

Shunt and Series Dynamos Com-

Alternate Current Dynamos.
Principles of the Alternate Current Dynamo.
The Siemens-Halske Dynamo. TheLontin Dynamo. The Gordon Di-namo. The Weetingbouse Dynamo. The Converter.
Direct Current Dynamos
The Edison Dynamo. The Weston Dynamo.
The Sperry Dynamo. The Brush Djnamo.
The Thomson-Houston D.ynamo. The WestThe Ball Dynamo.
ern Electric Dynamo.
The Mather Dynamo. The Van Depoele Dynamo.
The Hcchhausen Dynamo. The
Wood Dynamo.
Electric Terms and Units.

Automatic Adjustment of Arc Light Carbons.
The Foucault-Duboscq Lamp. The Serrin
Lontin Lamp. The Brush Arc Light Lamp.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL DATA.

Ohm's Law.

ACCUMULATORS.— DESCRU'TION AND OPER-

current

The Arc Lamp

Conductors and Insulators.

Testing.

alternate

lighting.

Lamp. Arc Light
The Jabloehkoff Electric Candle.
The Jamin Electric Candle. The Sun Lamp.

Ohm.

Switch-Board.
CIRCUITS OR l6ADS
Outdoor Leads for Arc Lighting.
Outdoor L^ads for Incandescent LIgiiting.
Arc Circuits Inside of Houses.
Incandescent Circuits Inside of Houses.
Size of Wires for Incandescent Lamp In-

and

principles of direct

Principles of the Arc

Volt.

—

of the

Carbons.

Wire Gauges.

INSTRUMENTS.

tem.
Construction Tools.

mathematical formulae; with full treatment

meter, Ayrton and Perry's Voltmeter. Ayrton
and Perry's Spring Voltmeters and Ammeters.
The United States Electric Lighting Co. 's Ammeter. The Western Elecric Co.'s Ammeter.
The Curdew Voltmeter. Ayrton and Ptrry's
Meter. The Forbes Coulomb Meter.
The
Edison Current Meter. The Standard Light
Unit. The Bunson Photometer.

Safety Rules.
Insulation and Testing for Faults.

Alternating System.

meter.
Current Regulator.
Switches.
Safety Devices.
Lightning Arresters.
Ground Detector.

giving the latest practical facts

with the least amount of technicality and

The Volt. The Ohm. The Ampere.
The Ampere Hour. The Coulomb. The Farad.
The Microfarad. The Watt. The Electric
Horse-Power. The Joule.
Electric Measurement.
The Potential Indicator. The Deprez Carpentler Ammeter. Ayrton and Perry's Am-

Circuit.

Board of

trie lighting

Units.

Wiring of Fixtures.
Wiring of Elevators.

Current Indicator or Ampere Meter.
Pressure or Potential Indicator, or Volt-

A

Magnetic Induction. Conductivity and InsuQuantity and Intensity.
lation.
Elec.ric

FIXTURES AND ELEVATORS

Same

same

complete and comprehensive treatise on elfc

Electric Potential.
Current.
Resistance.

SWITCHES.

Suspension of Arc Lamps.

Trimming and Cleaning Arc Lamps.
Incandescent or Glow Lamps.
Multiple Arc System.

Table of Electric Light Conductors.
Lamp Lighting Schedule Moonlight Sysa Hotel.

OP SAFETY DEVICES AND

Arc Lamps.

The

title.

of Action.
pared.

Work.

Cleat

Good Order.
The Commutator.

Multiple Series System.
Series Mutlple System.
Arc and Incandescent Lamps on the

Westeen

Electrician under the

tion. Difference of Potential. Reversed CurCommutation. The Amature's Mode
rents.

for Opera-

Repairs to the Armature.
Repairs to the Field Magnets.
Testing the Wire Colls of a Dynamo for
Contact against Iron.
DISEASES OP DYNAMOS.
Non-General Ion of Current by the Dynamo.
Excessive Sparking of Commutator and
Brushes.
LAMPS.

P*ice$1.50

a revision of the popular series

TABLE OF CONTENTS.

METHODS OF RUNNING WIRES.

New Dynamo.

,

Electricity a Mode of Molecular Mo
TioN. Principles of the Dynamo.
The Armature. The Commutator, Closed
Circuit and Open Circuit. The Brushes. The
Field Magnets, The Dynamo's Mode of Ac-

INTHODDCTi RY.

Ohm's Law.

Description of the Dynamo.
The Continuous Current Dynamo.
The Series Dynamo.
The Shunt or Derived Circuit Dynamo.
The Compound Dynamo.
The Alternating Current Dynamo.

104 IlluetrationB

PH D

lished.

Conductors and Insulators.

Motive Power.
Shafting and Pulleys.
Foundations for Dynamos.
Belts.
DYNAMO ELECTRIC MACHINES.

mo.
is

M..

of articles which ran through the

TABLE OP CONTENTS.

Bell.

Tests for Faults.
Bell Hangers' Tools.
Wire Tables.

Wiring

inches,

66 pages, 35 cuts,
which are 12x18

tion.

Batteries.
Classification of Batteries.

Specifications for

Type page 5ix3

inches.

ELEMENTARY DATA.
The Electric Current.
Work.

$1.00.

flexible cloth binding,
and 5 tables, three of

TABLE OF CONTENTS.

Dry

The

for

Preparation of a

Gravity Batteries.

tenders and linemen,

stationary and marine engineers.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.
VOLTAIC ELECTBICITY.

dynamo

signed for

book
alarms,

flexible cloth

PRICE

BY PHILIP ATKINSON, A

B BADT.

F.

Elements of Electric ligbtlDg.

and Thickness of Plates. Cause of
Variable Resistance of Electrolyte.
Inspection. Formation of the Faure Battery.
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Henry MetzKer.

Chicago City Electric Light

arcompiuiying init is an excellent portrait (if
Henry Metzger, presitlent of tlie National 'I'elcplione
Kxcliange association anil
'I'lu'

general manager of the (.Central District \:
Printing Telegrapli company of I'ittsbnrg.
He
is widely known not only
to the telephone fraternity, but in commercial circles generally, as
an energetic and highly successfnl luisinoss

man.
Horn

in 1840, he received a common school
education, anil at the age of seventeen years

began life as a clerk in
became interested in the

a

lumber

SEPTEMBER

office.

business and
among the hrsl to take advantage of the
oil excitement in
I'enn.sylvania, both as
a producer and refnier.
In 1880 he was
appointed general manager of the Central
District & Printing Telegraph company, and has since conducted the business of that company.
Under his judicious management the company has
prospered and has extended its business.
oil

He
was

14,

1889.

No.

Plant.

Work on

the conduit for the (.'hicago city
electric light plant is progressing rapidly, and
the power houses are approaching completion.
The north side conduit is about finished, and is
pronounced one of the best pieces of underground work in the country.
Professor Harrett,
the city electrician, is drawing up specifications
for electric lighting apparatus.
Bids will be received at the office of the lire marshal up to September iSth. Accompanying each bid will be
reipiired a check for igsoo, guaranteeing the
faithful performance of the work.
Kach bidder
will be required to state the number of lights

citizens of St. Louis have good reason to
be proud of their magnificent exposition hiiikl-

ing as well as the wonderful exhibits of arts anil
manufactures which is held there in the fall of
every year.
Since the erection of the present
permanent building the exposition of each year
lias surpassed that of the previous year.
It remained for the management to decide that the
exposition of i88y should be made memorable
by paying special attention to the display of
electrical apparatus.
Kor this purpose they set
apart the larger portion of the basement floor of
the building, intrusting the management of this

department to I-'red. H. Whipple of Detroit, to whose untiring efforts is due the
success which has been achieved.
Although hampered in every way the
exhibit on the opening day, Sept. 4th,
was far in advance of all former exhibits.
At the last moment, however, .\Ir. Whipple was very badly handicapped by the
strike among the linemen of the .\li.ssouri
Electric Light company, which prevented
connections being made and conse(|uent-

Handsome branch exchanges have been

ly made it impossible to operate a large
portion of the machinery, which otherwise might have been ready for the

opening.
electrical

matters.
The permanent
plant in
the exposition
building consists of six 400 light Edison
incandescent machines and four 25 light
Western Electric arc machines.
I'hesc
lights supply the audience hall where
concerts are given throughout the day,
and also light most of the exhibits in the
in

upper

Road for Chicago

a probability that an electric
road will be established in Chicago, provided a franchise can be obtained from
The projectors of this
the city council.
enterprise
Benton Halley, A. J.
are
is

They have organ
H. Ludden.
ized a company and have been incorporated
under the laws of the state of Illinois.
Mr. Toolen when questioned by a representaJ.

"We
the Western Ei.r.cTRici.vN said:
have not yet decided 'on the system which
We have seen many electric
we will adopt.
railways in operation but the members of the
company do not understand the details of
tive of

We
course.
tent electrical
in
operation,

have, however, engaged compeexperts to inspect the systems
and they are now engaged in
Upon their report will largely dethis work.
pend the course of the company."
"Vou have no intention of establishing a cable
road?"
"No. I guess the people of Chicago have had
If our experts reenough of the cable system.
port that electric railways are practicable in large
cities,

An

we

will

undoubtedly adopt electricity."
be hailed by the people

electric road will

of Chicago with delight.

electrical

electric

of Pittsburg.

Toolen, and

It was also noted
that the
people did not display the en-

thusiasm for making an exhibit it was
expected they would.
However, the display is creditable to all concerned, and
well worth a visit from any one interested

honored on more than one occasion by
public preferment.
Prior to engaging in
the telephone business he was mayor's
clerk and later assistant city controller

Electric

Louis Exposition.

St.

The

established at .Mlegheny City and in the
east end and plans arc now under consideration for an elegant new central
office building.
During his management
of the business of the company it has
been his policy to carefully select his
subordinates and retain them, thus securing more efficient service than when constant changes are made.
His policy has
proved successful.
Probably the most
noteworthy feature of his management
was the adoption of underground cables.
Mr. Metzger claims to be the first successful operator of an extensive system
of underground telephone cables in tlii-i
country.
I'he original cables are still in
use and the system is giving good service.
Mr. Metzger is highly esteemed by his
fellow citizens at Pittsburg, and has been

There

zx.
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dynamo and

price of each double carbon
lamp; this price to include delivery at the station
of the city of Chicago as may be reiiuired. Didders must state specifically the attachments furnished with each dynamo and the length of time
which would be required to complete and deliver the apparatus for 500 lights.
They must

per

also state the current in amperes and number of
volts per lamp and energy in watts absorbed in

the dynamo.
They must also state whether or
not automatic regulators are included, and if .so,
the maximum variation of current under constant load and varying loail.
Each bid must be
accompanied by a drawing or cut of the dynamo
and lamp, and each bidder must also state the
special features or merits claimed for the apparatus.
Companies, if required, must furnish
before the contract is awarded a dynamo with
its complement of lamps to be run experimentally
and tested by the city, with permission to any
bidder to be present or to be represented at the
tests of Ills own apparatus.

light

floors.

The Heislcr company has a special exhibit of two 300 light incandescent machines equipped with its automatic regulator which supply light for the art rooms
and the photograph gallery. The Heisler
company also shows its latest improved
cutout and fancy fixture.*, and gives
practical demonstrations of the use of
its
.system for street lighting.
This
company has recently passed under the
control of the United (las Improvement
company which will give abundant opportunity for developing the system in all its
details, especially in the matter of municipal
lighting.

The Eureka

Electric

company

of

New York

has an exhibition in charge of Mr. Huntington
Lee, a 300 light incandescent machine.
It is
run by a Rice engine.
Back of the dynamo
their lights are arranged on a switch-board s<.«
that almost the entire number can be throw^n on
or olT and without in any way affecting the machine or the character of the lights still burning.

A

notable exhibit is that of the Central ElecConstruction company, a new corporation
which has recently succeeded to the business of
the Porter Electric
Construction company.
This exhibit is located between the double
stairs at the center of the west side of the buildThe wall
ing, and is very tastefully arranged.
at the back is covered with black velvet on
which are arranged in incandescent lamps the
company and just below is the
initials of the
tric
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word "Okonite" formed of smaller incandescent
Arranged along these signs are the
lamps.
various devices, cut-outs, switches, etc., made
and used by the company in its installations.
In the front of the booth is a large showcase
tastefully arranged filled with electrical instruments and general electrical specialties. To the
right within the box are two cones built of
covered with
and
okonite wire
reels of
atand
display is neat
The
bunting.
Near the display of the Central
tractive.
Electric Construction company is the booth occupied by the Writing Telegraph company which
S. Rodgers, who is now
is in charge of Col. W.
the general western agent for the company and
is establishing sub-agencies throughout the West.

There are six machines on exhibition, one of
which is a writing machine and the others being
reflectors.
This has proved to be one of the

September

number of the heaters are on exhibition, current
being furnished from the power circuit of the
St. Louis Illuminating company.
These heaters
were in operation during the past winter on the
Sprague road, current being furnished by shunt
from the trolley wire. From tests made of these
heaters, it has been found that the increased cost
in the

at the central station
to only 10 cents per car. The exhibit
is in charge of Dr. W. Leigh Burton, who takes
great pride and pleasure in explaining his invention and the special features.

Cincinnati, has
cups, a large
being arranged in the form of a

attractive

number

of

them

display

of

of

oil

pyramid. The Shultz Belting company have
taken great interest in the exposition, which they
evince by a very complete show of their line
of goods. They have a number of belts ranging
in width from 48 inches down to the smallest
size manufactured by them, while on the other
side is a workman with a belt press manufacturing belts the

same as

in the factory.
Bierce Manufacturing Company
of Dayton, Ohio, are exhibiting one of their
large size turbine wheels as well as a couple of
new water purifiers.
The Automatic Switch company of Baltimore,
is represented
by Messrs. Whittingham and
Norris. They have arranged in a very attractive
manner a number of their switches of different
Stillwell

sizes

2.

CHICAGO TELEPHONE SUBWAY SYSTEM
BUTION BOX.

—DISTRI-

most attractive exhibits on the floor, and is continually surrounded by a large crowd.
Not far from this display is the exhibit of the
Jeffrey Manufacturing company of Columbus,
which has a complete coal mine in operation for
the purpose of showing its new coal digger, operated by an electric motor which was described
in the Western Electrician some weeks ago.
The carbon business is represented by the
Parker-Russell Mining & Manufacturing company and the Fidelity Carbon company, both of
St. Louis; and the Solar Carbon & Manufacturing company of Pittsburgh.
The Parker-Russell company combines with the exhibit of carbons a fine display of fire brick, tiling, retorts
and other articles of that class of manufactures.
While on a black background is the trade mark
of the company represented by a large sun surrounded by the words "Sun Light Carbons" in
large brass letters.
On a table in front are samples of all the carbons made by this company.
The Fidelity Carbon company has also arranged
for quite an elaborate show which is in charge
of Messrs. Booker and Phinney.
The entire
space is surrounded by a carbon fence. On each
side of the entrance are two pyramids, one of
battery cups and the other of carbon points.
The back of the exhibit is draped in the national colors with a terrace of carbon points in boxes
neatly arranged.
The display of the Solar Carbon company while not so pretentious is very
complete ,in that it displays a sample of every
kind of carbon manufactured by them. The
Microphone Carbon Battery company of New
York has a uniqueexhibit artistically arranged
on several tables including bells, batteries, and
other apparatus, while in the center is a pyramid
of electric batteries whose bright colored labels
add much to the brilliancy of the display.
The Parrish P.ros. & Peck Electrical company of Detroit, has arranged a complete exhibit of railroad electric signals which is a special object of interest to railroad men, large numbers of whom are constantly investigating the
system.
'I'he Phoenix Glass company of Pittsburgh,
have been delayed in completing its exhibit, yet
it is even now one of
the most attractive on the
floor.
On a large board about twenty feet
square with a dark background, are nearly 200
electric globes, beautiful in design, and grouped
artistically. Some of the globes are hand painted
and when the entire number are lighted an effect is produced which must be seen to be ap|)reciatcd.

The Burton

Electric comjiany, of Richmond,
one of the lighting novelties in the
shape of an electric heater for street cars. A
Va., has

&

showing

their application.

FIG. 3.

of simple construction.

Ventilating pipes are
placed at intervals to allow gas and foul air to
escape, and excellent drainage is also secured.
The distribution box is quite simple and is
shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The outside is of cast
iron of a flat cylindrical form. A stout partition of
non-combustible insulating material devides it
into two compartments.
This partition carries
a number of brass pins, which pass through it
and extend as shown. The ends of these pins

New

and
pany

waterfall.

The Thomson Welding com-

will have its machinery in operation; the
Kester Electric company of Terra Haute, Ind.,
and the Denniston Motor company of New
Haven, have displays.

Chicago Telephone Subway System.
Of the many extensive telephone systems in
throughout the country, few present
of greater interest than the system of
underground distribution employed by the Chioperation
features

The main cables
are fitted to receive wires.
enter the box on one side, and all the distributAs all
ing wires and cables enter on the other.
the main cable wires connect permanently each
with a pin, it will be readily seen that it will be
an easy matter to connect any of the service
wires with any of the main wires; in fact, any
It
desired connection can be made at the box.
may be stated that the entire inside of the box,
the connecting wires, etc., are made non-combustible so as to admit of the use of a blow lamp
The conto expel all moisture before sealing.

WtSTEHN fLfCTlKClAN
FIG.

I.

CHICAGO TELEPHONE SUBWAY

SYS'TEM

cago Telephone company, which, through the
courtesy of Superintendent Charles H. Wilson,
is

herewith illustrated.

When
new
will

the change from the old system

to the

Chicago telephone service
be entirely underground in the central part
is

completed,

the intention of the
company to do away with all house top wires
and, in every case where it possible, run the
service wires directly from the street into the
houses.
The accompanying cuts show the general construction of the system.
The operating room of the Chicago Telephone
of

the city; that

is,

it

is

— DISTRI-

The
set in a niche as shown.
manholes of the vaults are square, and are covered with but one lid, which is of cast iron and

Excelsior

York, which has placed an incandescent
dynamo in position to light the electric fountain

CHICAGO TELEPHONE SUBWAY SYSTEM
BUTION BOX.

wooden horse

Electric Company of New
York, are making a very attractive display, their
booth being beautifully draped with bunting.
They have on exhibition a 35 arc light dynamo
which drives an arc motor. This motor runs an
incandescent dynamo, which in turn furnishes
current for an incandescent motor.
They also
show several other light and power machines.
Among the late arrivals were the following:
The Loomis Electric Manufacturing company,

The

FIG.

the upper floors of the
the corner of Franklin
and Washington streets. The cables from this
room pass down into the cellar of the building
and thence, in the new system, out through a
tunnel to the first street vault.
This tunnel is
clean and dry, and large enough to admit of the
workmen handling the heavy cables with comparative ease.
Incandescent lamps furnish light
to work by.
The new vaults which are to be
located at street intersections, will be made of
either brick or concrete.
By the peculiar construction of the vaults and the arrangement of
the cables in relation to a new form of distribution box, it will be a comparatively easy matter
to manipulate the cables.
Fig. i shows the construction of the vault and location of the distributing box.
It is proposed to make the vaults,
as far as possible, of the shape indicated in Fig.
i; that is, with four chambers or niches.
The
distribution box, when in position, rests on a

consumption of coal

The Wm. Powell company

iB

company is on one of
handsome building on

amounted

a very

14,

— STREET VAULT AND

CM'.

DISTRIBUTION BOX.

necting wires are insulated with asbestos.

The

box is hermetically sealed by two lids packed
and bolted on as shown.
The subway proper consists of vitrified terra
cotta conduits, laid in tiers one above the other,

A

section of a conduit

From

is

represented

in

Fig.

4.

be seen that each pipe is divided by a partition into two compartments,
one upper and one lower. The space for caThe
bles measures 3,';; inches by 8 inches.
this

it

will

conduits are made in sections 3 feet in length.
These are joined up into lengths of 12 feet before
being placed underground. In the making of

I
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i|iiitu llcxililf, lint

rlainicil that jiiints

and

l)Ui'la|> soaki'il

iiiailt^

very

in this

way have

ddiio kikhI service in water ami ;;as
pipes fur as many as fifteen years.
'I'he emi of
eaeli eomlnit where it enters a vanll is set in a
cast iron collar.
This streiinlhens the ends of

the terra colta pipes and prevents the fraclnrintj
of the ends liy the drawing; in and ont of heavy
cables.
In laying the eomlnils mu- pipe in llir upper
most tii-r is |)rovided with a nnniberor closed
"T" niiions. This is the main service pipe for
the snbway.
Thesi' niiioiis constitnte part of the
pipe and are inserled, when the eomlnit is first
laiil, in a suHicient
luimber to provide for any

'4.5

forced out of its sheath .'ind expands insiile of
shows the spring; e.xpamled.
the I'ondnil.
I''i;;.
As soon as the spriii;; loop is in position a rod
made up of short sections is forced from the
street vault al<in;{ lhroii|;li the eomlnit nnii: it
passes Ihron^li the loopand on iiitolhe iie.vt vault.
.A
wire on the end of this rod can now be
pulled thron;;h the loop.
When this is accomplished the piillin;: in of the loop and withdrawal of the tool brinjjs the wire with it.
The rod that is passed from vault to vault has
an em! fonie.-d of a paper lube.
In the end of
this tube is set a wooden plnj^ with its oilier end
roniided.
The li^jlit rod rides easily over all the
jjaps at the " l"s" and other possible obstructions.
beiii^ pulled into
I'lK- 5 shows a flexible cable
the .service |iipe.
'I'he reason for liaviiij; all the
heavy cables in the lower eoinpartinent and all
.|

the

eleiirical

some and
"World'i

indunlrloi will Ik ready lo vilimil a hand
indr)fM.'mriil
of the work of ihr
by Ihc i^lhof Seplcnilict.

hiilitlantiul

I'air .'iHHrx:ialion,"

The Telephone Convention.
The
tlie

l')astern

dele>;ateN

Teliphoiic

N;itional

at .\linne;ipolis, left

New

to the convcntiun of
KxcliaM){e associntion

on a special train

S'ork

Siimhiy morning, Sept. 8lli.
The trip from New
N ork to ('liii;ago was
highly eiijoyalile, .iihI the
members of the parly had all the coiivenieiiceh
at tlieir disposal lliat
oiild be seciireil.
The
special train which was chartered liy the leleplione representatives wa.s one o( llic best appointed th;it ever left the metropolis.
It woh
lirilli:iiitly lighted by electricity and
every coni

The

vi;nience .ilforded.

folliiwiiig

named

per-

sons form the eastern party:
.\ckermaii, Americnii Kloi:tric;al Works,
Abner S. .\dams, Krie Toleplioiie
company, Lowell, Mass.; and Mrs. Abner .S.
.Adams; (Iharles
.Adams,
Krie Telephone
onip;iny, Lowell, Ma.ss., and Mrs. (Miarjes K.
I'.

New

('.

York;

I'',.

I

W£Sr£l7N f trf rf/a-'Aw

lIKI'llnNF,

SUIIWAV SYSTEM

possible demand for service that might arise in
The protrmling cinl of
that particular block.
each "I" is sealed when first buried, and only
opened when it is wished to bring wires into a
point.
The service
at that particular
pipes from the "T's" into the cellars are of clay
The joint
with an inside diameter of 3 inches.
at "T" is made in a similar manner to the joints
Where the service pipe
of the main conduits.
enters the hon.se a short piece of iron pipe is cemented to the clay pipe. This prevents accidents from possible careless handling on the inside.
Figs.-i and 5 show a service pipe entering

— SKRVICE

.Adams; R. M. liailey, general manager (Icntral
rennsylvania Telephone iV Supply company,
Williamsport, I'a.; Cyrus (). liakcr, Jr., Newark,
N. L;(;en. C. II. ISariicy, secretary National
Telephone K.ichange association, New York,
and Mrs, (!. II. Harney; James M. Urown, special agent .American
Hell Telephone company,

I

AMI liUAWINIMN

I'll'K

TiiOl..

the light wires above is now evident, for the
spring loop will lift the lighter conductors, but
would not raise heavy cables. Moreover, additional room is thus secured.

house

a buililing.

A tra]) is attached to the end of the short
This is to be filled with
length of iron pipe.
an insulating lluid, such as oil, so as to prevent
The wires pass
gases from entering the building.
through the inside of this trap and conseiinently
through the lluid.
The lower tiers of pi|ie constitute the main
subway and carry the main cables. All connections between main and service cables are made
at the distribution bo.\ in the street vaults.

Washington,

C.; John J, Carty, Western Kleccompany. New York; Joel
Clarke, secretary and treasurer New York and New Jersey
and New York and Pennsylvania Telephone
companies, New ^'ork, and Mrs. Joel <". Clarke;
Joseph R. )avi.s, general manager Pennsylvania
Telephone company, Ilarrisburgh, I'a.; Thomas
1!.
Doolittle, general manager .American Hell
Telephone company, lioston, Mass.; William N.
F^astabrook, general manager New S'ork iV I'ennsylvania Telephone company, Ivlmira, N. Y,,
William II. ICckert, general manager Metropolitan Telephone S: Telegraph company. New
York; Melvin F>ggleston, .American and Domestic companies, New York, and Mrs. Ivggleston;
I. II. Farnum, Northeastern Telephrjne iV- Telegraph company, Boston, Mass.; Charles J. (Hidden, treasurer Krie Telephone company, Lowell,
Mass., and Mrs. Charles J. Cilidden. F-dward J.
Hall, Jr., general manager .American Telephone
iV Telegraph company. New \ork, and Mrs. F^dward J. Hall, Jr.; Ceorgc C. Mall, special agent
1

).

tric

(,'.

I

The World's

Fair.

The committee representing the electrical
m the movement to secure the World's

interests

fair for t'hicago

has pre[)ared

a

circular

letter

which each member of the sub-committee
informed of his duties. The letter atlds:

in

is

Tlic shares arc ijliu each; payments to lie as follows; 2
per cent, casli for the purpose of defraying the ordinary expenses of the general committee in nialving the effort to
secure Ihe World's fair for Chicago, the balance in installments as may tic called for after the question has been determined upon in favor of Chicago.
Where a less number
of shares than
is subscribed for, the
person receiving
the subscription is requested to collect the 2 per cent, in
cash for the obvious reason that the amount is too small to
1

1

trouble the linance committee to collect.
I'he subscribers to the stock for the Centennial e.\position received back about !t3 of each ijtlo paid in. but the

The

section of pipe in which

the "T's" are inserted
is intended to contain only the service wires and
service cables. The wires are all placed in the upper compartment of this pipe and the cables in
Reference to the cuts will show that
the lower.
the partition which divides the pipes is not continued in the "T."
in manipulating the various wires and cables
of its system the Chicago Telephone company
uses a few simple but ingenious devices that
serve to lighten very materially the labor of the

men.
Kig. 6 represents a convenient apparatus with
which the cables are pulled into the ducts. One
important feature is the ease with which the lower
guiding pulley can be raised or lowered to a position opposite any duct.

device for straightening cables and laying
in their proper positions in the ducts, is illustrated in Fig. 7.
It consists simply of one
wedge block, or a number of blocks linked together and shaped as shown. When it is desired
to manipulate a cable in the duct the proper
through.
shaped blocks are
merely pulled
Cables can thus be easily laid in regular order.
Mrs. 4, and 5 show an ingenious tool invented
for drawing a wire or service cable from the conFig. 9
duit through a service pipe into a cellar.
is an end view of the tool gripping a cable.
The
device consists of a hollow rod with an enlarged
end and a plunger or rod inside, at the end of
which is a steel spring. The tool is made in sections so as to admit of its being pieced out as
To
desired and thus worked in close quarters.
operate the device the inside p.unger rod is
drawn in and the steel spring sheathed, as it were,
in the body of the tool which is then passed out
into the service pipe until it enters the service
conduit through the "T." The spring is then

AND

.\

them

finance committee think
amount will he returned.

The

name

that in this

instance

the

full

each committee is that of the chairman. To him will he sent a subscription book, and a
book of blank receipts for each member of his committee.
It is suggesteil that each conimillee have a meeting at
once, and apportion the work among the several members
so that the subscriptions can be speedily secured, and the
tirst

labors of the

in

representatives of the electrical industries

promptly concluded.
The representatives of the committee appointed by the
mayor, will tie ready at all times to direct and assist in the
work, and ask that they be called upon whenever they can

in this respect,

actively assist.
While the large corporations can

be depended upon to

contribute generously to this great undertaking, we must
be sure not to overlook the employes, who, no doubt in
every instance desire to be identilied, if only to the extent
of one share, with this magnificent enterprise.
The spontaneous organization of the employes of the
Western Electric company in behalf of the work of securing the fair for Chicago, indicates clearly the great assistance we may look for confidently in this direction
While no data are given for the return of the subscription
books, time is an important factor, and it is hoped that

.\inerican

Hell

l»RA\VINi:.IN

Telephone

TOOL.

company,

lioston.

Mass.; Samuel I vers, treasurer South Massachusetts Telephone company. New Bedford.
Mas.s., and .Miss F^lla Ivers, Chailes V. Johnson,
official stenographer New ^'ork; Jasper N.KelNortheastern Telephone
ler, general manager
company, Hoston, Mas.s.; Thomas D. Lock wood,
-American Hell Telephone company, Boston,
Ma.ss.; Ceorge T. >lanson, Okonite company.
New York; J. P. McQuaide, secretary National
Conduit .Manufacturing company. New York,
F". (,)uindaro Mcljuaide: Henry Metzger general manager Central District & Printing
Telegraph company and president National Telephone F^xchange association, Pittsburgh, Pa.:
Bell Telephone com.A. D. Morgan, .American
pany, Boston, Mass., and Mrs. .\. D. Morgan,
Boston, Mass.: J. W. C. Pickering, director Erie
Telephone company, Lowell, Mass., and Mrs. J.
\Y. C. Pickering, Lowell, Mass.; H. H. Pitcher,

and Miss
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Brooklyn, N. Y.; Dr.
Plush, general manager Bell Telephone
company, Philadelphia, Pa.; Charles W. Price,
Electrical Review, New York; William D. Sar-

Law Telegraph company,
S.

M.

gent, general manager New York and New Jersey Telephone company and V. P. National Tel-

ephone Exchange association, Brooklyn, N. Y.;
Levi Sprague, director Erie Telephone company,
Lowell, Mass., and Mrs. Levi Sprague; Clarence
E. Stump, Electrical World, New York, and Mrs.
Clarence E. Stump; Henry D. Stanley, agent
Bridgeport Brass company, Bridgeport, Conn.;
York; Henry
[. B. Taltavall, Electric Age, New
B.

Thayer, manager Western

New York;

Electric

company,

Morris E. Tyler, president So. N. E.

September

Milwaukee; Arthur G.
agent American Bell Telephone
company, St. Louis; J. T. Nats, superintendent
Supply Department Chicago Telephone company; R. C. Wetmore, secretary and treasurer
Chicago Telephone company; W. W. Smith,
secretary and treasurer Missouri & Kansas Telephone company, Kansas City; Chas. E. Mosley,
manager American Telephone & Telegraph

Telephone company,
Fuller, special

company, Kansas

City.

Telephone Switch-board Improvements.
The Central Union Telephone company, which
operates most of the exchanges in Ohio, Indiana,

1889

In these boards an important feature is the
transfer system, the invention of Messrs. Beach
and Cook of the Central Union company. It is
a marked improvement over the old system. By

arrangement calls received for connection
with subscribers whose springjacks are beyond
the reach of the answering operator, are instantly thrown to the second operator, who is
automatically signaled, the connection being
completed without delay, extra motions or the
necessity for conversation between operators,
thus avoiding much confusion. Switch-boards of
this pattern are in operation in many of the exchanges of the Central Union company where
the number of subscribers range from 500 to
this

800.
The Toledo, C, exchange is to be
equipped with one of these boards. There are
over 1,000 subscribers in this exchange.
The successful operation of these boards has
aroused considerable interest among managers
of small exchanges, and many inquiries were received by the inventors.
In view of these facts it
was decided to exhibit the Youngstown board
at the telephone convention.
Patents are pending on a number of improvements on this board.

Kn^^

A
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Telephone company, New Haven, Conn:; W. T.
Westbrook, general manager Delaware & Atlantic Telephone & Telegraph company, Philadelphia, Pa.; Gov. J. A. Weston, Erie Telephone
company, Manchester, N. H., and Miss Grace
H. Weston; G. Watner, superintendent Government Telegraph and Telephone system,
Berlin, Germany; Fred C. Mason, city electrician, Bsooklyn, N. Y.; H. S. Stork, treasurer
Hudson River Telephone company. Auburn,
N. Y.; A. B. Uline, manager, Hudson River
Telephone company, Albany, N. Y. B. A.
Smith, vice-president Empire State Telephone
company, Auburn.
On the arrival of the party in Chicago the
visitors were met by representatives of the telephone interests in the West, and escorted to the
headquarters of the Chicago Electric club,
where they partook of the hospitality of the
Chicago and Central Union Telephone comThe visitors were entertained until 2
panies.
'o'clock, when carriages were announced and
In the
the parly took a drive about the city.
meantime, however, an elaborate lunch was
;

and Iowa, has' recently adopted an improved form of switch-board for its mediumsized exchanges.
In all these
offices the
standard Western Electric switch-board, grouped

St. Louis City Light Plant.
As the work of installing the electric

Illinois

in

sections of

fifty

wires each, is used.
The
the plan of forwarding

company has abandoned

FIG.

8.

—END

CHICAGO TELEPHONE SUBWAY SYSTEM
DRAWING-IN TOOL.

OF

these boards in sections, to be put together at
their destination, as it was found an expensive
method. This course necessitated the sending
out of expert wiremen, as it was impossible to
secure satisfactory work at small points.
The company has adopted a new system of
wiring, which greatly increases the efficiency of

St.

Louis progresses,

plant at
the project inthat city says: "In

interest in

The Republic of
four months gas will be superseded by electricity
for lighting the streets, alleys, parks and public
buildings of the city. The lighting of the streets
will be by arc lights, and to cover the area now
lighted by gas there will be required a total of
1,555 lamps of 2,000 candle power each, according to the present intentions of the Board of
Public Improvements who have the matter in
charge.
This number will undoubtedly be increased very materially, however, as soon as the
lights are turned on and the needs of the city
The alleys, parks and public
are ascertained.
buildings are to be lighted by incandescent
lights of 30-candle power, and placed in sufficient numbers to give an ample amount of light.
creases.

The advantages

of

electricity

for

municipal

The visitors expressed themselves as
served.
greatly pleased with the boulevards and parks
They voted their brief visit in the
of Chicago.
metropolis of the west a thoroughly enjoyable
affair.

The Chicago party had completed arrangements for a special car to be attached to the
train of the Eastern party.
The party was composed of the following named gentlemen:
Col. R. C. Clowry, vice-president C. U. T.
company; W. S. Chapman, secretary and treasurer, C. U. T. company; C. H. Wilson, superintendent Chicago Telephone company; J. C.
Kenny, superintendent supplies C. tf. T, company; F. G. Beach, general superintendent, C. U.
T. company; S. A. Barton, president Chicago
Electric club; E, M. Barton, president Western
Electric company; Prof. John P. Barrett, city electrician; F. Vj. Degenhardt,general agent Standard
Underground Cable company; Fred De Land,
Chicago; C. N. Fay, Chicago; C. C. Haskins, Chicago; J.E.Hockett, superintendent, Indianapolis,
Ind.; W. A. Kreidler, secretary Chicago Electric club; Wm. H. McKinlock, Central Electric
company, Chicago; Col. J. B. Speed, president
Ohio Valley Telephone company, Louisville,
Ky. Capt. Geo. N. Stone, vice-president and
general manager, C. iV S. T. company, Cincinnati; H. E. Sunny, president Arc Light it Power
company, Chicago; F. S. Terry, Electrical Supply company, Chicago; G. A. Harmount, New
Haven Clock company, Chicago; E. P. Meany,
superintendent A. T. & 'J', company, Chicago;
Geo. Albrce, American Bell Telephone company, Chicago;
A. Forbes, general superin;

W£srfr?'V

ELCCr^i;

i/\ri

<.hi

.

]•'.

tendent, Michigan Telephone company, Detroit,
Mich.; C. D. Crandall, a.ssistant
treasurer,
Western Electric company, Chicago; A. D. Bullock, president City & Suburban Telephone
com|)any, Cincinnati, O.;
Arthur (i. Fuller,
special agent A. B. T. company, St. Louis, Mo.;

W. H.
dent
kee;

Ellis, Chicago; Henry C. Payne, presiWisconsin 'J"elephone company, MilwauF. E, I'arker, superintendent Wisconsin

1''1G.

G.

CHICAGO TELETHONE SUHWAY SYSTEM —Al'TARATUS FOR DRAWING

the service.
This work is all done at the repair
shop of the company at Chicago, where the several sections are put together, equipped with
cross-connecting boards and wired complete
before being shipped.
This plan has many advantages aside from its economical feature.
Principal

among

these

form system of wiring.

is

the securing of a uni-

IN CABLES

lighting are manifest.
The light will be much
better and stronger than gas, and under the contract the lights are to burn every night during
the year, from half an hour after sunset until
half an hour before sunrise.
Under the present
system the gas-lamps are not lighted at all on
nights scheduled in patent iriedicine almanacs

as moonlight nights,

Septfiubcr

i.|,
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The Carhart-Clark Standard
Prof. H. S. Carliartof

Cell.

tin: IFnivcrrsity

of Midi-

American

igan recently read a

|)a|)er

.'\ssocialioM

.Atlvanceiiieiit of .Sck-iice al

'I'oronto

oil

lierewilli

abstract

an

iiiipnivcd

illiislrali-d,
is

"Lord

for (he

fiiiiii

before

llie

Clark cell
llu- following

slaiul.ird
wliicli

taken:
Rayleinh's

form of Clark cell, desuribed in the I'liilosopliicarrraiisactions for 1H.S5
Tlie objections
is the best one liitlierto made.
to it are: I'irst, liiuli and variable temperature
coctlicieiU; second, it is not constructed in siicli a
way as to keep the mercnry away from the zinc
when shaken in tiansporlation; third, an important chemical defect is the local action taking
placi' by which /inc replaiHS mercury in llw
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than the usual a( cident.il differences between
different cells, in five minutes or less.
The errors arisinjj from ignonince of the exait temperature of the cell arc greater than any liable
lo occur from polari/alion.
To guard against
.iccidenlal shorlcircuiling, (,)ueeii iV Co. are
mounting a gr.ipliile resist;ince of about 20,000
ohms in circuit with the cell, and inside llie ease
which incloses it. These cells are mounted in
li;iiid.somely finished brass cases .v'<t inches high
and ;\'h inches in diameter with an engraved
h.ird rubber lop, giving the number of the cell
correspoiuling with the cerlilic.itc, indicating
the positive .ind neg.itive poles, and h.iviiig a
hole for the insertion of ,1 thermometer lo ascertain the lcmpcr;iturc in the inside of the cell.

Lockwood Ammeter and

Polarity

Indlcalrjr.

he acioiiipanying cut

reiireseiilK ihe Lockamiiieler ami polarity Ifiiiiralor adopted
the Universal I'Jerlricul Kxposiiion of St.

I

wood

by
Louis for use on all its electric lii{lit and jwiwer
circuits.
This device is designed to meet the
reipiircments of central station constant tiirrtnl
work; it in simple In conslriii:tioi), and its uw
makes "signal lighu" unnecessary.
The iimlni
inenl is connected into circuit by means of itir
lugs on the f.-ice of the cut-out, an shown aJKivithe case, the ciit-r)ut being so designed lh;it by

simply screwing

in

llie

plug and throwing

oiil

the links the ammeter can be removed wilhoiil
opening the circuit. In operation ilu- pointer of
the inslrument hangs perpendir ularly when no

Cut-Out Switch for Accumulators.
The ;iccoiiipanyiiig illiislr;ilioii represents
simple and efficient cnt-oiil switch, to be used
in conneclion with storage cells.
It is designed
to prevent a back How of current should the
electromotive force of the charging dynamo be-

,1

come too

low. The action of the switch is entirely
automatic.
The device consists of the combination of :ui
electro-magnet; two pivoted brass switch bars
coupled, as shown, by ;i rod of insulating male-

a soft iron armature piece, .-/, forming part
the upper bar; a small spring, //', attached
to the lower bar, and four brass contact pieces,
rial;

of

/',

/", A'

and

A''.

The binding

posts,

/,

and

/,,

wires from the charging dynamo.
The accumulator wires connect with the switch
at the posts, C and C. Dotted lines indicate the
electrical connections between the several parts.
The operation of the device is as follows: While
the dynamo is charging tlie cells, the pcjsilion of
the coupled switch bars is as shown in the cut;
that is, they are held by the magnet against the
action of the spring, //', in firm contact with the
brass-pieces /' and /".
As long, therefore, as
the charging current flows uninterrupted through
the electro-magnet, the switch bars remain in
this upper position.
If, however, there should
be a momentary cessation in the fiow of current,
as would nece.ssaiily be the case if a reversal
took place, the bars would be released and the
siiring, //', would bring them down into contact

are for the

THE CAKIIAKT-CI.AKK SIANOAKU

CELL.

and the zinc becomes amalgamated.
'The amalgam often creeps up so as to reach the
solder at the copper wire.
have, I think, perfectly
"These dillicnlties
overcome. I have made cells which have been
tested for several months with the low coeffi-

mercury

salt

I

of .000,586
per degree C.
at 150 C.
higher temperatures a peculiarity is that this
CDerticienl decreases slightly, while that of Lord
The cell
Rayleigh's increases very appreciably.
is so made that
the mercury is confined to the
bottom of the cell, or at least, if it does move
at all it cannot reach the zinc. These cells have
been foiinil to stand transportation exceedingly
well.
The same arrangement or device removes
the zinc from the mercury salt and prevents per-

cient
.'\t

fectly local actiim.
The sealing of the cell is
also effected with a more perfect compound,
further, in the preparation of the mercury salt I

have succeeded in making mercurous sulphate
so free from the mercuric form that it shows no
yellowing when washed free from acid. It al.so
remains white upon adnii.\ture with zinc sulphate
and indefinitely after the cell is set up, provided
it be kept out of
the light.
The light darkens
it."

In reference to the safety of the cells in transportation, James W. (,)ueen & Co., of Philadelphia, who have the exclusive handling and .sale
of the device, refer to the shipment of si.x cells
which though not made in the latest .secure
form for transportation were sent by express
from Ann Arbor, Mich., to (Jueen & Co's laboratory in Philadelphia and returned to Ann
Arbor, a journey of over 1,400 miles. Prof. Carhart wrote on this occasion; ".Vfter letting the
cells rest thirty-si.x hours I am much gratified
to find that their extreme difference from one
another is only .oS percent, and the average of
the six cells is only .08 per cent, lower than my
standards kept here."
These cells are all set up by Prof. Carhart in
the Physical Laboratory of the University of
Michigan, and are furnished with his personal
certificate, giving the electromotive
force of
the cell, its temperature coefficient, and guaranteeing each cell, "provided no current greater
than .00002 ampere be passed through it and
provided it be subjected to no violent mechaniWith even a larger current
cal strain or jar."
than the above these cells show no polarization
whatever in five minutes; and with io,ooo ohms
external resistance a jiolarization of only .01
per cent, is observed in this time.
The cell recovers from this small polarization which is less

lOCKWOriD AMMKTKR AM»

I'OI.AKITV INItlCATfiR.

on, standing directly over the zero
mark on the scale; as current is passed through
the instrument, the pointer indicates <m the
scale the number of amperes passing and also
the direction, or polarity of ihe current, the latter being indicated by the direction in which the
pointer is deflected.
A deflection lo the right
or "white" side of scale, indicates a right direction of the current, and a deflection to the left,
or "red" side of .scale, indicates a wrong direction of the current.
In using the instruments
on constant current circuits a fixed index is attached to the scale, one on each side, at the
point of normal current, thus enabling the operator to see, even from a distance of twenty or
thirty feet, a very slight deviation from the normal current. The pointer also shows the slightest unsteadiness of the current, so that a single
glance at the instrument shows the direction of
the current, its strength, and whether steady or
On the face of the case of the inslrument
not.
the name plate has an opening in which to put
the number or name of the circuit.
In a station fitted out with one of the instruments on each circuit, the whole number arranged in a row over the switch-board, and the
number or name of each circuit on the front of
each case, a dynamo tender can see everything
at a glance and tell whether the circn Is are affected or not in making changes, and if so, in

current

is

what manner, thus enabling him to locate
the trouble and remedy the same in the shortest
possible time.
lie can also tell, when running
a number of circuits in series, whether any are
wholly or partially cut out by grounds. These
instruments are used in the following named stations, where they are giving satisfa'tion:
Dover, N. II. Klectric company. Ball Electric
Light company, Toronto, Onl.; Toledo, ()., Electric Light company; Thomson- Houston Klectric
Light company, Detroit, Mich.; Peninsular
Electric Light \- Power company. Houghton.
Mich.; Edison Light company, Cirand Rapids,
Mich.; Seattle, Wash., tlas \- Electric Light
company. The device is manufactured by the
Lockwood Instrument company of Detroit.
Mich. The Central Klectric company of Chicago has the western agency.
just

'11 «U

1

SVMUIl

l-<iK

ACCC.MUI.ATOKS.

with the pieces, A" and A".
This action disconnects the dynamo entirely from the cells, closes
the dynamo circuit, and opens the battery circuit.
If, at

any time,

it

is

desired

to

release the

armature, ./, without cutting off the current, it
is only necessary to close the
switch,
which
will shunt the current from the magnet.
This switch is the invention of Koree liain,
Patents on the device are pending.
Chicago.
.*•',

The Multnomah Street Railway company of I'ortlanil,
Ore., will etiuip its line with electric motors.
The work is
to be completed by Pecember 25th.
Ten large motor cars
have been ordered.
The power house will contain two
engines of eighty horse power each.

The West End

Street Railroad

t>cen granted the capital increase

Comp-inv of Boston, has
it

askeil.

Now

it

will

The twginning will l)c made
begin laying track at once.
by laying from Itoylston street to Kranlclin I'ark. TI'C
tracks will go thmiigh I'remont street. .Shawmul avenue.
Roxbur)- street. Guild row. Oudlcy and Warren streets;
also from Dudley street to School street through WashingThe company will lay the tracks as far as Koxburv
ton.
and the rest will be' laid by the Johnson t'ompany. of
The contract calls for completion by
lohnstown. I'enn.
Nov.

4.

—

;
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the exhibition promises to be a success.
In another column will be found an article descriptive
of the numerous displays.
Much credit is due
the energetic manager, Fred A. Whipple, for the
success of the enterprise.
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The progress made in the establishment of
the Chicago city electric light stations is commendable.
The underground work on the
north side is completed and the power stations
will be finished in a short time.
The city is
now prepared to receive bids for apparatus and
before January jst, the additions to the present
plants will be in running order.
The work thus
far is the best that money can procure.
The
policy adopted by the city electrician is that it
is better to put money in the original plant than
to be constantly paying repair bills.

CORRESPONDENCE

relating to electricity, or any of its practical applications, is cordially invited, and the co-operation of all

thinkers and worters earnestly desired.
Clear, concise, well written articles are especially welcome; and communications, views, news items, local newspaper clippings, or any information likely to interest electricians, will be thankfully
received and cheerfully acknowledged.

ADVERTISING.— The Westekn Electrician—

f/i-*"

only

elec-

trical journal puhli.shedin.the irej«(— thoroughly covers a
exclusimly its num. This is a clajm which can be made
BY NO OTHER Electrical Journal in the United States. Electrical merchants and manufacturers desirlnn Wfs'err, trnflp. will
appreciate the unecjualed value of this journal as an advertising
medium in its special field. Advertising rates are moderate, and
will be promptly furnished on application.
territo-jy
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Editorial
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Chicago has always been opposed

to over-

head wires, and electric companies operating
within the corporate limits have been obliged
to accept the situation. The Chicago Telephone
company, of necessity, became one of the pioneers in underground work.
That the experience gained is proving now to be of the greatest
value needs no better illustration than that
found in the completeness of the subway system
in process of construction in Chicago. A full and
detailed description of the construction of the
vaults, subways, etc., together with descriptions
and illustrations of the appliances used in laying and manipulating the cables will be found
in this issue of the Western Electrician.
It is the aim of the company to establish a
system entirely underground through the central portion of the city.
All housetop wires in this section of the city
will therefore be done away with and, in every
case where it is possible,the wires will be brought
into the buildings directly from the street.
-

The change

Postal Telegraph Scheme

147

Storage Batteries at the Paris Exposition

14S

to this new subway system will
be gradual, but when completed
Chicago will without doubt be able to boast of
a telephone syslem as elificient as can be found

Cause of Thunder, by James M, Tyler

14S

in

Electric Light Regulations in St. Louis

148

Crompton

Electric Crane, Illustrated

147

Electrical Storms
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convention

of

tlie

change association

number

152

of the

report of the Minneapolis

National Teleplione E.xbe published in the ne.vt

will
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'"he creation of the office of electric light
inspector of Liverpool, Eng., at a salary of ^"150
per year, brought out forty-five candidates for
the position, which was evidently looked upon
as a prize.

The people of Chicago are opposed to the
gas trust and it is probable the council will be
asked to pass an ordinance establishing city gas
works.
Prof. Barrett's suggestion that the city
furnish electric light to ta.x payers is also receiving consideration.

The

discussion

amaker's project

and combining

of Postmaster-General Wanfor extending the telegraph
it
with
the
postal service,

brings out the statement

that

this

scheme has

been under consideration for several years. It
has not been deemed practicable, however.
There are many objections to the scheme, and
it

is

hardly probable that

Till.

.St.

opened

last

I, (Jills

it

will

L-lcctrii:al

week promises

he adopted.

exposition

which

to be an unusually in-

teresting display,although .some of the exhibitors
were slow in ])utting their ap|)aratus on exhibition.
'I'he strike of the St. I.ouis linemen was
another drawback, but despite these obstacles

Among the papers presented at the recent
convention of the American Social Science association at Saratoga was one on electrical executions by Dr. Fred Peterson who has given considerable attention to this topic.
In the course
of his address he said: "The most cogent argument probably that I can urge against electricity
as a death penalty is the complexity of apparatus required in comparison to the simple instruments for hanging or beheading." After describing the preliminary arrangements and showing the care that would be necessary in conducting an execution under the new law. Dr.
Peterson adds: "Then, after all has been superintended with extraordinary care by one or two
expert electricians, how easily could some part
become disarranged and the prisoner made to
endure an eternity of delay upon the brink of
death, or caused to suffer some physical torture
a

;

electrical

14, i?

necessarily

the country.

The

action of the National Electric Light
association on the question of securing the repeal of the tariff on copper has attracted wide-

spread attention. The New York Evening Post
says:
"There never was any reason for putting
a duty on copper or copper ore, except to promote a speculation in mining stocks and to
enable the owners of mines to hold the price of
American copper at a higher figure than the price
of their own copper in foreign markets. Henry
Clay and all the fathers of the protective policy
in this country would have stood aghast at the
idea of putting a duty on an article which we
habitually export.
'j'he only effect of such a
duty is to enable the producers to form a combination against the consumers, and this has
been done repeatedly. I'he last reported combination was formed in Boston last week, and it

had the effect to advance the prices of mining
stocks very materially, both here and abroad.
If protection is an object to be sought for, then
certainly the greatest good to the greatest number should govern in apportioning its gifts.
The number of persons employed in the electrical industries exceeds the number employed
in copper mining by ten to one, at a low calculation.
Electric power is second only to steam
power as a factor in the national wealth and
industry, while electric lighting has probably
overpassed gas lighting already in the number
of lights, and the number of hands employed.
Copper is the prime raw material of this great
and expanding industry.
If the electricians
go to work systematically, and circulate
their petition thoroughly among their producers,

will

employes and customers, they can secure the
repeal of the copper tariff this winter.
Public
opinion, even in protectionist circles, was never
much in favor of a duty on copper. Whatever
toleration was accorded to it has been mainly
demiilished by the impudent attempt at I'aris to
monopolize the workl's supply of this article, to
which the .American producers lent themselves,
and from which they have reaped enormous
[irofits,

grief."

although the Paris syndicate

came

to

trifle less
exquisite.
Suppose that all is in
complete readiness, the contact is made, the victim instantly becomes unconscious and rigid; he
has ceased to breathe; his ventricles beat no
longer.
But if a break should occur after the
first two or three seconds, would life always be
so soon extinguished?
Probably not. Hence
for from fifteen to twenty seconds the current
must be made to flow, until reawakening is

placed beyond all further possibilities.
Now
this is not the ideal method that arose in the imaginations of the founders and projectors of
this law.
This is not the thunderbolt falling
unexpectedly and suddenly, with a speed swifter
than light, severing in a fraction of a second
the vital force that holds conscious spirit and
unconscious clay together." Another point for
consideration would be the fact that it would
be impossible to secure an "expert electrician"
of good standing who would undertake the,repulsive task. Dabblers in electrical science may
themselves that the substitution of
electricity for the rope is an advancement, but
in this they are opposed by electrical engineers
of reputation the world over.

convince

In the September number of the N'ortli
American Review appears an article on "Capital
Punishment by Electricity" by the famous ad-

vocate of electrical executions, Elbridge T.
Gerry.
After referring to barbarous methods
of inflicting the death penalty and of the tendency at the present day to show some mercy
to even the "vilest convict in depriving him of
life," Mr. Gerry speaks of the horrible sufferings which sometimes accompany death by
hanging. Coining to electrical executions he
says:
"P.;iectricity, on the other hand, while
not yet usual, has yet to be proven to be cruel;
and as death whenever produced by it has been
instantaneous, it is difiicult to see how it can be
shown to be cruel. That burns and injuries do
result from contact with the electric current
does not disprove its instantaneous lethal power.
It might as well be argued that a deadly drug
like strychnia is harmless because a slight dose
is productive of only unpleasant results.
Even
electricity in a mild form is a valuable medical
*
*
agent.
*
The selection of the appara-,
tus for the purpose is wisely entrusted by
law to the superintendent of state prisons.
What particular kind of current or electroletlie
to coin a word expressive of the apparatus
is the
most efficacious is a question properly
within his province to determine, and comes
within the sphere of the skilful practical electricians selected by him to provide the same.
But that a current of electricity of sufficient intensity, purposely and directly applied to the
human body, will certainly and instantaneously
destroy life, is demonstrated by the ninety cases
of accidental death by electricity where no
such application was intended; where, on the
contrary, the current was generated and guarded
as far as practicable for a different purpose, but
where the death could not be ascribed to any
other cause.
That a number of other persons
may have escaped with severe injuries at other
times and under other circumstances simply
argues an imperfect contact with the current.
But to contend that a proper eleelroletlie cannot
be constructed, certain in its effects, when such
fatal accidental results from an ordinary arc-

—

dynamo, intended only for illuminatingpurposes, are proven beyond dispute, is simply
to argue an absurdity."
light
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The

Electric Crane.

nci'iini|)aiiyiii^; riil n-pri'sciits llir ('t(iiii|i-

crane, iiKimif.u-tiucil hv ('n)iii|)iciii
A niimlicr uf
Lomloii, h'.njr.
tlicsc iiiacliiiics arc now in use and, il is reporled,
They are specially ileare K'^''"H salisfaclion.
toii electric
iv

I.iniitcil,

t'o.,

sirahle in facturies wlii're

(lie

presence

iif

cpian-

shavings and wood makes il dangerous
Moreover, tlie electric
steam cranes.
crane can l)e handled mneh more easily and
does not reipiire the constant attention whii h
an ordinary crane nuist receive. The machine
represented in the accompanying cnt will travel,
hoist anil slue at the same time, or will pcrfonn
litics of

to operate

any one

The

of these rci|niremenls,

Postal TelOKraph

cviilenl

is

Il

maker

h.is

not yet

"The matter

j,;raph

eleclric plant.

idea of

estah-

telegraph

of

telejjraph

rates

for

jjovern-

had

is nolliin); less tli.in a postal telewhi<li the postmaster-jjenerai has
The main feathis head for a lonj( time.

scheme

ill

nil

The Ilamillon, Ont.. lias company has been awarded the
contract to supply the city with 23 ) arc and a number of
incandescent liglns.
I'he comp.iny will put in a complete

tlie

Wana

hnsiness was only one of the topics discussed in the conference," says the dispatch, "The
real business which Jay (lould ,'uul John W'anamaker canvassed so lonj; at .Saratoga and which
drew Dr. (Ireen to the capital for its further

ures of

these rods.

np

Iciieral

menl

bowl working against an ordinary cast-iron pulley attached to the first gear
The amount of friction between the
spindle.
two surfaces can be regulated by means of a
screw handle.
From the shaft which carries the
pulley, power is transmitted by means of spur
wheels to tl-.e second motion shaft; and from
this are worked the various movements causing
the crane to hoist, slue or travel, as the case may
be, either one at a time or all together.
The hoisting gear is set in motion by means
of a clutch gear and spur wheel while friction
cones, clutches, and bevel gear are used to effect the slueing and traveling movements.
The
crane is mounted on a four-wheeled truck and
it
to give
sufficient adhesion for propelling
under all conditions of load, each wheel is
made a driver. The current is supplied to the
motor from two copper rods fastened to the
sleepers, two brushes or rubliers sliding along
friction

(.jiven

Scheme.
(

,1

('onsideration,

movable

roslm.ister

scheme, tlionuh his
orijjinal plans were frustrated,
l)ispat( lies from
consultaW'asliinnlon annonnce that he held
tion recently with Dr. Norvin Oreen, president
of the Western Union 'I'elenraph company, at
which the subject was broached.
lishiiiK his postal

motor employed is a shnnt-wonnd
I'ower is
making 850 revolntions.
transniilti'd In the i;iMr liy means of a sliyhlly
electric

machine,

111, it

'47

ii;o\ll-l<iN

are

1

I

the

(

1

000 receiviiiK oflices wliii h the company now
about two-thirds were prolitless.
Were
there anythiiiK to be jjaiiied by extending; the
lines the conip;iiiy would have undertaken il,
III
('.Kin was very much ini lined to iloiibt the
11;,

has,

Kl.KtlKlf CRANK,

transmission of telegraphic
messages at reduced rates by the Western Union
company and the collection and delivery of the
messages, in consideration of that privilege, by
the post-office ile|)artnienl."
The postmastergeneral refused to confirm or deny the story.
It is reported, however, that JayCiould favors
the scheme.
In a published interview, he is reported as saying:
"I have not been paying much attention to
telegraph matters for the last three or four
years.
can tell you, however, that this matter
of the postal delivery of telegrams is not a new
one by any means. It has been under consideration for two or three years, has been carefully
discussed, and is believed to be practicable and
advisable.
think I can say also that the postmaster-general favors such a scheme."
From this it would appear that the scheme is
not devised by Mr, Wanamaker. .Vnother report
indicates that Dr. (Ireen does not look on the
Here are a few of the
proposition with favor.
objections raised to the proposition:
"It would be a ilistincti)- second-class delivery
service.
There would not be an immediate deit

livery by the poslollices, but a .'.taled time of
delivery, as is the case with letlcrK now.
Uusiness and iioinnicrcial men, he hullcvcd, would
not avail themselves of such a service when llicy
c.m ha VI' a firstchiss service iiiessajjes clelivereil
by the ompaiiy the nioriieiit reieiveil. Il would,
therefore, be of little use to those who employ
the teleifraph service most.
Il is, however, llie
e.vleiision of the telegraph service thai forms the
chief feature of .\Ir. Wanamaker's s<.lieinc. Dr.
(Ireen said.
There are at present about 59,000
postollices in the ountry,
.About 11^,000 have
a telej^raph service.
Dr. (ireen s.-iid that of the

linancial success of e,\len4ling the lines to 40,000
little

places in which

it

would be of no commer-

cial value."

'This project has of course received considera.An exble attention throughout the country.
change, laboring under the impression that the

I'ostmaster-Heneral
scheme originated with
Wanamaker, remarks that he "is not after all such
a simpleton as some of his critics have supposed."

Electric Lights in
The incandescent

Walker & Co's.ChlcaRO.

electric lighting apparatus
of the plant in the handsome new building recently erected for Jas. H. Walker A: Co.. ChicaThe installation
go, was started up last week.
was recently completed by the Chicago Ellison

The plant consists of two Buckeye
engines, 35 and 60 horse power respectively, and
three dynamos, one self-regulating Edison 2$o
light machine and two Thomson- Houston arc
machines. 35 lights each. There are 150 incandescent lamps arranged on the top floor, and the
remainder are distributed throughout the lower
floors.
The plant rs located in the cellar of the

company.

building.
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Secondary Batteries

at the Paris Exposi-

tion.

The following article is
Paris correspondent of the

contributed by the

Western Electri-

cian:

Everyone knows how much easier it is criticthan to perform or reform, but there does
seem to be some ground for complaint in respect to the facilities for linding any particular
object at the exposition.
This is illustrated in
ize

the matter of accumulators.
Thus there are
twenty-three exhibits of accumulators, and they
are scattered about among the exhibits of three
nations in the gallery of the machinery hall, on
the floor of the machinery hall, and in one of
the industrial buildings.
At least one day of
hard work will be required to find and give a
cursory glance at these exhibits.
Most of them
are in the French section on the floor.
The father of the accumulator, Gaston Plante,
is dead, and a bit
of dusty mourning twisted
over his exhibit, is one of the touching things of
the exposition.
He seems to have been universally admired by all who knew him, and many
are the words of regret which one hears from
the passers-by, as they speak of him. In his exhibit are shown several objects of historic interest.
Plates orginally made and used by him
as early as iSuo are shown.
Also his first battery in the form of a cylinder about 10 inches

by s. There is also shown an apparatus made
by him in 1863, consisting of 20 small jars or
tubes, 1x4 inches, containing each two little
plates.
The positive plates are connected with
a longitudinal strip on one side of a rotating
bar above, and all the negatives, with a similar
.strip on the opposite side of the bar by mean.s
of spring metal connectors. Transversely through
this rod are pins which engage each a positive
and a negative connector when the rod is rotated through 90 degrees.
Of course this form
is now well known, but the original work of
the
inventor is none the less interesting.
Plante's
celebrated work on the subject of accumulators
is also exhibited.

The Siemens accumulator

is

composed of lead

frames or plates in combination with a kind of
metallic fibre which contains the active material.
This fibre is prepared as a sort of moss,
and is then forced under considerable pressure
into the apertures in the frame or plate. When
the process is completed the side of the plate is in

appearance covered with

The

irregular striations.
internal resistance of such a plate would

seem

to be at least equal to the average.
In the Garassino accumulator the plates are not
perforated but cast with large .square indentations,
having irregular or ridged bottoms to retain the
active material.
The general appearance of the
battery when completed is similar to others.
'I'he chief feature claimed by the inventor
is
that he prepares the spongy lead material before
the same is applied to the plate, and that when
it is so prepared and applied, the
time required
for "forming" is much less and the delivery far

more

effective.
The inventor is an Italian from
Turin.
'Ihe Julien
accumulator is exhibited by
L'Electrique, a Belgian company, and their
display is perhaps the finest exhibit devoted to
accumulator.s.
They have a large number of
elements, many of them in use being charged
by small dynamos running from the main shaft.

They

also show a very large number of plates in
conditions, formed and unformed; al.so with
and without the active material. Of course much
stress is laid on the allegation that the frame
or
support is n(m-oxidizable. It is claimed that the
all

accumulator renders So per cent, of the charge.

One

interesting object in this exhibit is a small
I'aure j)late, said to have been used three

months.
'I'he fragments are .secured against
a velvet background in a glass-case, and the
spectacle is not calculated to afford any special
satisfaction to the rivals of the Julien company.
'I'hese

l-'aurc-Selloii-Volckniar

accumulators

are cxhiljitcd by I'liilippart Kreres.
'I'his ty|)e
is used on the electric tramwav,
which runs from
Porte Maillot to the I'lace 'de I' Ktoilc,
Two
classes of |)lates are shown,
In one class the
plates are single and are placed in the lluid so
that each alternate one is positive,
.Ml the positives arc then connected along one side ol
the
jar, and all the negatives along the other, the

September

connections being soldered. This is the old style
of mounting.
The new and much-vaunted form
of plate, is one wherein two plates
one positive, the other negative
are permanently connected by a brid,ge.
The plate so formed is
called a "plaque jumelle,"
A series of positive
single plates, each with a projecting arm, is
placed in the first jar.
Alternating with them
is
placed a series of double negative plates,
the
ends of
such plates naturally coming into the next jar.
The first jar contains a
series of single negative plates.
The connection

—

—

made

at each end.
The plates are insulated
glass yokes.
They may be connected
when desired at the bridges by cro.ss-bars, A
large set of these batteries is displayed.
They
are charged by an Edi.son dynamo, and used to
energize a beautiful group of incandescent
is

by

lamps and

some small motors.

A curiosity in
a series of double plates, riveted
together, each with undercut apertures which
coincide so as when the two are riveted together
to make a series of internally enlarged apertures to contain the active material.
These
plates^ are marked, "tried and abandoned in
1883."
This, however, is the exact form of
plate patented, and now somewhat extensively
used and exhibited under the name of the
Gadct accumulator, the invention of Paul Yadot, of Paris,
The pieces of active material are
about twice as long as they are wide. When
the plates is forined they are quite likely to be
loo.se and capable of a little motion in their respective apertures.
this exhibit is

The Peyrusson accumulator

consists of a cenconical shaped piece with a bottom and vertical ribs, between which the active material is
deposited.
The whole is then surrounded by a
fibrous cloth, and about it is placed in the form
of corrugated metal the other portion of the
element.
This accumulator is made sometimes
in part of tin and sometimes in part of
admiuin.
tral

Le Jeune's plate has two layers of narrowly
.separated horizontal strips. The active material
lies between these strijjs and also between
the
two rows of strips. The two sides of this plate
are connected together by yokes.
The plates
are then interla-red, the yoke of one plate being
above, and that of the net below, and one side
of each plate standing between the two sides of
the next plate.
This appears to be an effort to
combine the good features of vertical and horizontal plates, but what the result will be cannot
yet be seen.

The Reynier plate, made by Jacquinot of
Pans, consists of a central area of corrugated or
folded material, presenting the appearance on
each side of a large number of heavy vertical
grooves with a central break or aperture.
Chloride accumulators are manufactured by
the Society for the Transmis-.sion of Electrical
Power, of which Baron Alphonse Rothschild is
to be one os the chief promoters.
tinctive feature of this accumulator
.said

The

dis-

is that the
active material is composed of chloride of lead.
This material is pressed in moukis into little
.squares with rounded edges, having each

a
surface measurement of ili "
The plates are
formed with pockets to receive these squares.
'I'he prepared material is gray and easily
breaks
in the hand.
There is in the Julien exhibit a number of
elements consisting of inverted conical hollow
dishes, having internal and external ribs and insulated by bands. These dishes carry the active
material on their two surfaces.
The most remarkable thing about all these accumulator exhibits

is that each exhibitor endeavors
to estabthe absolute failure of all the others.
It is
also remarkable that all of them have either
just
adopted or are about to adopt some new form
of plate or radically new improvement
which
has or will distance all competitors.
The inevitable conclusion is that we are still a long
distance from the "milk can" period of electricity which is the dream of so many
inventors
and the nightmare of not a few investors.

lish

Eastern

fapitalisls liave interested Oakland, Cat., in
a
plan for building an electric street railroad from
Oakland
l.candro to Haywards, a diM.n>ce of si.\teen

tlirougli ,San

miles.

Outside

ttie

citv limits

e.Mpeded to lun twentylive mile.sper liour. A company-willshorlly
be incorporated,
after which applications will l)e made to
the supervisors
anil city council for

road

is

it is

franchises.

The

estimated at about $lfio,ooo.

cost

of the

entire

Cause

14, i88cj

of Thunder.

BY JAMES M. TYLER.

Much has been written concerning the cause
of thunder, but for the most part the explanations merely cause us to wonder how such sonorous results can come from such infinitesimal
Thus, a line of nothing emanates from
nowhere; goes nowhere, acts for the least conceivable period of time.
During this time the
surrounding air becomes incandescent, and remains so for an instant only, just long enough
causes.

to mark a path, the flash leaving by contrast
blacker darkness than before.
The air thus expanded by heat from resistance contracts to its

original place.

Let us pass the first imponderable cau.se and
see if we cannot find results in ponderable substances, adequate to the production of this
deafening and reverberating effect which we
thunder.
a bulb having a neck curved so that the
end may be immersed in a vessel of water at a
slightly higher level
Solder in the bulb a piece
of platinum wire; fill the bulb and a pipe with
water, the upper end being submerged as stated.
Connect the wire in circuit with a battery of say
two or three Grove cells. The wire becomes
heated by the current, the water boils, and we
have the wire surrounded by an atmosphere of
aqueous vapor. Suppose the vapor represents
the cloud formation,' and the wire, the line
of the electrical effect, the lightning's path.
We have here our current in full contact with
aqueous vapor which it rapidly decomposes.
The oxyhydrogen gas pa.ssing off in bubblescan
readily be collected in a receiver.
The law of diffusion of gases, of course at
all times operative, is not so nearly
instantaneous
in its action as is often supposed.
If the water
is blown out of a boiler while the
furnace walls
are yet hot, and if the inanhead is knocked in,
after a time .steam will cease to escape.
To all
appearances the boiler is full of air. Insert a
call

Take

lighted torch for better inspection; the light is
as
instaneously and efl'ectually extinguished as if

dipped into water. It is simply an atmosphere
of steam, though considerable time has been al-

lowed for diffusion.

The ri.se of the gases in the bulb show that
they occupy a very much greater space than the
vapor from which they were derived. There i.s,
however, this dilTerence between the vapor in
experiment and that of the cloud. The latter
is composed of water finely divided,
but nevertheless water in fact, while in the bulb the
vapor is not water but steam the gaseous condition, which at atmospheric pressure as
in this
case, occupies a space 1,700 times greater tha'i
the water from which it was derived"
The still

—

farther division, resulting in the disintegration
of the .steam in the bulb into its constituent elements, oxygen
and hydrogen respectively,
though mixed oxhydrogen gas results as already stated in greatly augmented volume.
Thus we see an immense displacement of air,
how great, is left to our imagination to conjecture as the best constructed tables of volumes

—

—

give no exact and reliable information, as the
conditions are wanting.
While the electrical
effect is at its height the gases which are
forming are highly rarefied and thus occupy a relatively large space.
\Vitli the decrease of electrical effect and
consequent heat, the repulsive effect is decreased,
and when the decline has reached the jiroper
point, a recombination is instantly effected; the
whole volume of gas is instantly withdrawn,
leaving an insignificantly small amount of water
in its place.
The retaining walls moisture-laden
rush in from all sides to liU the void, producing
a terrific concu.ssion.
It is scarcely neces.sary
to adverttothe rolling reverberations,for with the
prime cause ascertained, the secondary effects
naturally follow.
Intense chemical action, will
induce chemical action otherwise im])robable;
thus, hydrogen, by dilTnsion will come in contact and combine with a lai-ge per cent, of
oxygen, resulting in ozone; and as a trace of

ammonia

is found after thunderstorms it seems
probable that through catalysis, a small amount

of the liberated hydrogen
small amount of nitrogen.

formation of these two
strengthen the hypothesis.
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Electrical Storm.
Rock, Ark., Iiatl an electrical storm last
week wliicli shook up residents, thDUj^l} eoniparatively little Jaiuaj^a- was done.
It is thus describetl hy a s[)ectali>r: The rleelrie (hsjilay, with
I,iulc

vivid

lij,r|itninj^

llashes

aiul

deafenih]^

peals ol

thunder, made a majj^nirireut si^ht t(i behold.
Al)out 3 o'clock the lij^hlnin^ took hold of
the wires leading into the ciipohi of the tele[ihone exchange.
There are 430 wires running
into the oilice, all the entis of wiiich connecting
with the switch-Ixiard, were more or le.ss nielled
Inordinary cases an accident of
and l)nrned.
this kind would have done no injury, as the current woniti have heen tlivertctl by a lightning
arrester.

This device, however,

pro veil useless.
Tinlightning entered the cables, each of which contained twenty-five wires, and every telephone
The llames st)on spread
bell in the city jingled.
from the cupola and the entire building was
threatenetl, but fortunately this was prevented
by the firemen who soon had the llames under
control. Two operators were at the switch-iH)ard
when the lightning struck the wire. They realized the nature of this accident and hurried out
Neither was injured. The
of the building.
tele|)hone coiuiiany's loss will be heavy, but already the work of refitting the exchange has
been begun and the service will be renewed
Businessmen throughout the city are
shortly.
of course greatly inconvenienced by the accident, and will appreciate the advantage of the
telephone more tlian ever when the exchange is
refitted.

Kleclrical

Congress was one on telephony by

M.

He

TAKr

The

I.
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.ibovc approximate valun, alluwiiiK (or leakage, arc

obtained

— In the

following articles

is

it

I'irst, consider problems regarding the best ratios between the various electrical rpiantitics in the transmission
of power by electric current.
One class of problems deals
with the utilized work obtained by means of overcoming 11
counter electromotive force in a "motor" or In an "accu-

-l<„-(K

putlinK K^

liy

most useful problem

'I'lic

l)ool<s,

It

The

itlatcd In

the icil

the followin};

iH

(liriii Ihi riniKliiiuf

/.

fli ni/i'ff.

in the«c formul.''.

one not

i«

H.tit/ur IIP will" ,, mil thr

r; OirnlrtiUitr. thr nr-ftuutrn r

rfflriritfl/

tremely simple.

anil f

netflccting the effect of lcaka)(c.

calt.'iilation

i»

ex-

Since

',('!,- e,„,-c,'

a -')

and e„ (,,_«.)=

mulator."
therefore

I,ctK=total resistance of circuit, including those of generator and receiver

71(1

;

/74HKUI'.

111'.

l:

'

1'^

«,^

-electromotive force developed

— counter electromotive

in

the generator

developed

force

in

I

;

the re-

and

/'

A = -—--— current

employed

=

Af

'/111
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)
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=
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_

1',

1 1
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,
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The current

-

/'.(«—''

electrical

horse

power

A

then Incomes

/(l-r)74n HP,

^

«R

^

K

spent in generator.

leakage be taken into account in solving this problem,
the calculation is by no means so simple
but it requires no
very difficult mathematics to deduce the following result,
If the

III'

--.i„A<'

''...)

=

-"'

=electrical

-

horse

power

ob-

;

tained in receiver;

'^

_Iir„^ 'm
'-= =the "efliciency" of transmission of
-,

—

K

746

'

HP

HP„

>+4rJ

fc'

power.

1+c

These formuUe assume an absence of all current leakage.
If there be leakage between the mains, and if A represent
the whole current through Ihe generator, ,1 the leakage
current, (A—*?) the current through the receiver, and if r
be the insulation resistance between the mains, then a
closely approximate calculation gives

K

+ v 1-i

1

^+11
MP,

In this

Vl'^n

2rJ

I

2r'

i+'

j

may be sub-.tituted

f-

for ni\^_

if il

be desired

directly from IM*^; and <", may be found
by multiplying by the ratio previously given.

calculate

to

from

t\^

If the effect of leakage be neglected, the fundamental
formul.c give directly the resistance K that is needed lo
obtain given horse powers with given elcctromolive forces
and f,„. Taking, however, leakage into account, the
.,t
formula for the efficiency with leakage may be utilLccd.

R4;-

Given the

//.
nifftire

The

iintiilation

furctK e tindr

quired to

R

(fire

a

solution

:

(U'simt rffi/cun^y

is

r and the fltftftthe rmintitnfr k rr-

trtfUtttttn'

to ratrnUttc
t.

quite simply obtained.

It is

'2c

A— a=

S'-Cr-x

R+

-"-e)

4)-

necessary to nole that the required
With this value of
Icfs. than <.,.'.;.
K, the horse power obtained in the receiver is. in terms of
efficiency,
forces,
the
and the insulation
the electromotive
In this problem

efficiency'^

the efliciency

t

=-1;

:_.

Mow

many wires is it convenwe stop short in practice?
What modifications is it deient to put in a single cable?
sirable to make in constructing a cable, accortling
to
whetlier it is to be used for single or metallic
circuits?
Upon this point of metallic circuits, how are the overhead
Is it not possible to use a common relines best arranged?
turn wire for such circuits? In that case how should the
wires be run upon the poles? These are si.tnie of the quesTelephonic apparatus
tions which may be discussed.
The muldoes not afford us a very wide tield for remark.
models
for
microphones,
telephones and sigtiplicity of
naling apparatus, due to the fertile imagination of the
inventor, renders it ditlicult to classify them.
Often the
* * *
differences arc of no commercial iiuportance.
The great majority of tlie auxiliary apparatus used in telephony are merely adaplalionsor modifications, more or less
happy, of well-known ilevices used long ago in telegraphy.
* * As regards the central stations or exchanges there
are many points which merit special attention.
As to
switch-boards, what facilities ought they above all to pre
What is the smallest number of subscribers which
sent?
renders the multiple system indispensable? I'.verything
should be sacrificed to secure the rapid and correct work* * *
ing of the system.
"Kut the most perfect appliances will be thrown away
unless we have a thoroughly good system of regulation
and supervision over the employes. It will then be interesting to compare the various regulations in vogue in difAnother class of questions to be considered
ferent places.
a conis such as this: Whether a subscriber who asks for
nection which can not at once be made, should be left to
made for him
call again or should have the connection
when the wire is free?
"Another matter intimately affecting the prosperity of the
It is ver\- difticuU to lay down
business is that of tariffs.

become

'

A

I-,

not proposed to state facts or theories alrcatly well known
to electric engineers, unless it be necessary to do so in
order to explain the context.
A knowlt-dgc of these fun
damcnlats on the part of the reader will be assumc<l. and
the ol)jects aimed at will be lo explain certain results and
methods which the author believes not to have been heretofore published.

I.a

No sooner is one arrangement adopted than andanger
other more ingenious and more practical follows, and we
have seen a company solicitous for its good name positively
sweep away a system which it had only just brovight into
use, antl proceed to reconstruct the whole from the com
menccment. Now, although we can never hope to get
wholly beyond the necessity for improvement, yet such
wholesale changes might often be avoided if there were
more frcijuent opportunities for the interchange of exper'Questions concerning lines,
ience .amongst practical men.
apparatus, exchanges, and tariffs present themselves under
a hundred different aspects, and their consideration will
have great interest among those who are competent to
discuss them in the light of experience."'
In relation to some of the most important points that
may be discussed he says; "Kor the lines, universal opinI'.ut
ion seems to point to the use of copper and its alloys.
we have yet much to learn as to the conditions under
which it is advantageous to use either of the bron/es, or
hard or soft copper. The latter, by reason of its low tenfor cables,
but the former
sile strength, seems reservetl
varieties have probably sea cely )ct arrived at their defini
Many types liave been projKised; what are
tive form.
their precise specifications, and what their advantages and
disadvantages? At what resistances, at what capacity do

"

and the "cftrclency

RollKUT M. SMIIM.

I'Kni.

Juonoiniat/ /'lopoifioni.

who

evidently appreciates the value of conventions, where an interciiange of opinion may be had.
He
says: "Telephony, by rare gooil fortune, h.is in less than
ten years extended over the whole world, and an instrument rcganled at first as a scientilic toy has become the
foundation of an industry which extends its domain from
Hut the very rapidity of
the village to the largest cities.
its development has brought with it a certain element
of

Torrane,

HV

Jt.

Power Transmission.'

Electric

'"'i:

Paris International Electrical Congress.
Amonp ihe reports prepared for die Paris bilernational

14V

any dcliriile principle or in finil a common ^laiidaid by
which the tariffs of different localities may be comparol.
We want more stiitisiics. Wc canrnM learn much from thr
mere ratio of the number of subscribers to the number of
inliatiitanls unless we have full information as to the coni
iiK-rcial and soiiial condltionsnf the Inwn,
' Tlusc aie (inly a few of the
many (|ncHtions whirli
mighl be raised, btil it is lielievu<l that they will well re
pay examination."

il

is

must be

resistance.

and

('

=

-»

"V«»("'«-

HP«-n746/-(*r«-f«t)(c«^-|-€«)
1

+c
^

r

1.

MVi)'*

"*j

'-K]

It may be noted thai the nearer the efficiency is required
to approach the unalt.iinable limit <-«<-(. the smaller must
R be made, and as a consequence the larger docs P,, be-

j

H

J

If there

be a shunt of resistance r between the mains,

if K. be the resistance of that part of the main circuit
on the generator side of the shunt, and K_^^ be that of the
and if K^ + R^^ =R.
part on the motor side of the shunt
then the whole current through the generator part of the

and

;

main

circuit is

come, because of the increase

—

///.

giriitg

/•

and the current through the shunt
'•.K„,

-•,

the current.

This

is

1.

Without leakage the efficiency rises continuously, as is
well known, toward the impossible limit i, with increase
of im as CDm(iared with ic the horse powers both at generator and receiver decreasing continuously at the same
When leakage is taken into
time toward zero as limit.
account, the corresponding problem is:

Oimt

mtiJ-imunt e:

R + ^5"

in

shown algebraically in 'he last formula by the csprcssioa
r c;
which becomes
for II Pm having .is a divisor {/^
zero when '=<„, .^t.

To

K. r
i>r

nud

i/irtn

maximum

e

.

Jiitd thr ealu^ '*f fm, firing
riihi< f*/ t^

R. r iind r^.jind the

t.

two problems, take the two differential
Jc^ and ./'
co-etficients ./V
.V; and ct]uate them to rcro.
The result is found in two quadratic equations, seemingly

is

R.

solve these

tdenlical. but opposite i^igns of the s«iuanc root being apThe required values arc
propriate in the two cases.

and the current
circuit

through

is

^Ind'ietriff,

Loadoo, Eng.

Ihe motor part of the

main

and

1
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Again, it is well known that, neglecting leakage, for a
given t\. and R, the value of c,n that gives the greatest
J^i'g, the eRkiency then becoming ^==-% and
HPiQ is L-.a

=

September

when the company began, filling the places of
the strikers.
It required only a short time to
fill the vacancies
and work continued Friday
morning with a full force.

14,

1SS9

formation sufficient to discover and convict "the thief

my

broke open

my

desk at

and

office,

pers and documents, alleged copies of

New York

published in tbe

who

stole

therefrom pa-

some

of which were

Sun, Aug.

25, i88g,"

and

for

Mr. Brown furthera reporter the manner in which the pa-

the recovery of the stolen property.

Taking the
leakage,

made

with allowance

problem,

similar

JV. Given R,

W. H.

and

r

r^

to jiiid ihe ruliie

:

"f Cm, tohkh

will mah: HP,,, a niu.vinnnii.

The

required value found by differentiation

'""3

r

"

L

.

R
,

1+3,-J

becomes

HP„,=

746X4r[i+|] [1+^^]
or nearly

For a given

horsepower HP;; supplied at the
horse power IH^,,, delivered at the receiving
electrical

generator, the
Similarly, for a
station increases with the efficiency £.
given electrical horse power HP,» required to be delivered
necessary to
horse
power
HP^
the
at the receiving station,
be spent in driving the generator dynamo decreases as f
These statements are strictly true whether
increases.
there be leakage or not; in fact, they amount to no more
than a definition or explanation of the meaning of the
term ''efficiency" in this connection. But the efficiency is
dependent on several different things; and the exact meaning of the above statements in relation to those things
that affect the efficiency has been so very much obscured
by ambiguous modes of expressing the problems, that it
may be well to write down here the relation between the
horse powers as dependent on the various electric quantiThe confusion has arisen
ties that may determine it
wholly from stating the relation in terms of the derived
factor f instead of in terras of the quantities R, ^g, and
/".n, from which k is obtained.
,

V. Thus HP,,, may be expressed in terms of HPg, e^ and
or in terms of HP^, R
or in terms of HPp. R and (.;
and c,n. Similarly, as regards HP;, expressed in terms of
The following are the relations referred to:
HP,,,.
6m',

;

HP,„=.HP,'-™=HpJl-^i«li^PEl

R HFg
V'e„2+4X746 R HP„ )=
4X746

^_

,

"P|=

(«i»+

\

=

j

f

and

HP,

H

HP,,,
J

4x746 R HP,„
(c„ _i_

^^_

2_4x746 R

HP„,)»

much

horse powers, R rnust be
tz'/M^^ or ^v in constant

for small

constant proportion to

;

proportion to I'RHPj. This latter law is also clear from
Although
the solution of the first problem of this paper.
these relations cannot be stated by simple equations, making allowance for leakage, it is easily seen that the variations
are still in the

same

directions.

Strike of the

Work on

St.

Louis Linemen.

St. Louis was brought to a standstill
September 20, when the linemen and pole-hole
diggers employed by the Missouri Electric Light
and Power company, struck for an increase in
their wages.
The men have been working for
the company since last l<'ebruary, and they appeared to be satisfied with the wages they were
receiving, as no complaint was heard during
Recently a lineman named Harry
that time.
(loodyear was accidentally killed while at work
stringing wires on a pole on Vaudeventer avenue,
and since then the men appeared to have been
imbued with the idea that they all run a risk of
meeting a similar fate. Those who witnessed
the accident spoke of it to others, and, finally,
company for increase.
it was decided to ask the

men made known

foreman,

their gfievances to the

Frank Herber:, and he

in

turn

in-

formed <;. Pantaleoni, a member of the company,
and the latter emphatically refused to give the
His answer was made known to the
advance.
workmen, and last Monday morning they threw
aside their tools and said they wanted the advance.

The

Central Electric

Company.

is

A little over two years ago William H. McKinlock
his brother, George A. McKinlock, came to Chicago
from Detroit and formed the company now known as the

was brought

to

a close

Thursday

return to the city last

but those which were stolen were carefully

in confusion,

One week ago last
Tuesday, while at Jaffrey, New Hampshire, I received
from a friend a newspaper clipping containing the letters
as published.
I immediately came to this city.
Then I
selected to convey a false impression.

went

Newport

to

to see Elbridge T. Gerry,

to Attorney-General Tabor,

gave me a

whom

shall resort

I

which

New York
York,

Sept.

7.

Notes.

— Carelessness

is

distressing accidents with the electric

the cause of

still

An

current.

expert

tion for

Darwin A. Henry, superintendent of constructhe East River Electric Light company, was in-

stantly

killed at

electrician,

Twenty-fourth

the

street,

one step

that

in

of $r,ooo,

lawyers,

The admission

direction."

is

only

that

the

were genuine, or that any correspondence of this
kind was in his possession is a surprise to Mr. Brown's
letters

Of course he claims

on the

that the letters put a false

and gives the following explanation of
certain transactions: Those of the letters signed "H. P
Brown" had not his signature, Mr. Brown said, when
taken from his desk, but were mere memoranda.
Mr.
light

Brown

case,

doubted the authenticity of the signature of
electrician, Edison Co.," to another of

also

"A. E. Kennelly,

To

them Mr. Brown took exception,
$200 which Mr.
Seubel was said to have left with W. J- Jenks was in part
payment of an arc light which Mr. Brown was supplying
Mr. Seubel, and the money was left with Mr. Jenks because he, Mr. Brown, was not then in his office.
The
$1,000 received from the Thomson-Houston Electric company was on account of a test he was making at tbe Johns
Hopkins University of their system of lighting with that of
another company, and a large part of the money had been
the next of
it

understood that the

used for expenses.

The Sun,

explanation, says the letters
it

in addition to

Mr. Brown's

question were those which

in

"They have brought out the
Mr. Brown was encouraging elec-

published, and continues:

fact that philanthropic
tric

executions by means of alternating currents as the paid

agent of one electric company in order to injure the prop-

and good name of another."

erty

company, 421 East

pressure of the electric button by C.

He

intended to pass a

of the Fair association,

Monday.

down the back of the switch-board, and to do this
was obliged to get on a step ladder and lean over other
While adjusting the wire the ladder slipped, and to
wires.
save himself from falling, he shoved out his left hand, in
the brass feeder bar

Ferry, a lineman of the Brush Electric Light
company, Buffalo, was killed -Sept. 5. Ferry had only
been in the employ of of the company a short time, and
was considered a careful man. At noon he was sent up a
pole, and a few minutes later he was seen writhing in
agony on the network of wires. It was fully fifteen minutes before help was summoned, and in forty minutes the
unfortunate man was dead.
Buffalo's great fair was opened Monday morning by the

factory of the

line wire

on the switchboard.

The

it

struck

unfortu-

A
fell from the ladder without uttering a word.
enough to admit the end of a man's little finger
was burned in the palm of each of his hands. The workmen on the floor where the accident occurred tried to revive
He was apparently dead. A superhim, without success.
ficial examination of the body was made by Deputy CorHe found a burn three-quarters of an inch
oner Devlin.
in diameter on the back of the left hand between the
man

hole big

W. PL

expected to perform the task.

Indianapolis, Ind.

tric

wires for furnishing power underground, will be begun

The ordinance

soon.

lighting,

from central

says;

station,

"AH
and

of the city

bounded by North, East,

This section

streets."
limit wires

may

is

quarters of an inch in

hand had a bu'n

three-

diameter extending into the bone,

which led the coroner to infer that the current passed
through the palm of the hand between the middle and

The

index fingers.
burnt, and the

right

hand was somewhat similarly
wrist was scorched on the inside.

right

inner sides of both the forearms were

The

blood remained

the case of other deaths

by

(luid,

as

slightly discol-

has been noticed

in

be strung on poles.

cent

company

is

rapidly

almost the center of the
district.

Perry

city,

for

incandescent

portion of the building, current
central station half a square

The

trustees of the

bids from the

following

if

1,000 for

in-

tric

company

central station in
It is located in

has contracted with the
lighting of

to

electric

land; United Edison

reward of

it.

the theater

be furnished from the

away.

ent hospital buildings: Brush

a

C. C. Perry Incandes-

new

State Insane I-Iospital have received

advertisement in the Ifenild, in
offers

this

also

rather the underground

or

The Grand Opera House

company

the "electrical execution expose"

which Harold V. Brown

its

shape to begin furnishing light from

in

feature

The

getting

the publication of an

latest

Outside

The ordinance

must be done from independent dynamos; in no case shall incandescent lights be

lighting companies:

furaishing the necessary machinery

electricity.

must

South and West

ten blocks square.

furnished from arc machines."

of the

wires for incindescent

for carrying power,

be buried at least two feet under ground, inside that portion

middle finger was burned almost entirely around. The
front of the thumb and second joint had a burnt spot one

The palm

T.

Indianapolis, Sept. 7.~C. C, Perry, for his own company and John Caven, for the Brush Electric company,
having accepted the city ordinance and filed the necessary
bonds, the work of putting incandescent lighting and elec-

says: "All incandescent lighting

inch in diameter.

Hamlin, president

J.

although President Harrison was

knuckle of the index finger and the bones of the hand. The
back and knuckle of the index finger were burned, and the

The

my

Hugh

CORRESPONDENCE.

ored.

The reward

have offered on the advice of

I

but he wanted

The

vigorous measures to

to

probe this matter to the bottom.

He

saw Colonel Feland I shall see him
I

low's assistant, Mr. Jerome, yesterday,

again to-morrow.

and he sent me

found at Buffalo.

I

Colonel Fellows.

letter to

them.

nate

keepmy correspondence in the drawNow when I opened it on my
Wednesday I found underneath the

end of the lower left-hand drawer a large wad of paper
which had been used to push up the stick or post which
drops down and locks it.
My letters and papers were all

and

New

"I

ers of this rolling-top desk.

pany.

The business was the manuCentral Electric company.
facture and sale of electrical instruments and appliances.
At first the business was conducted on a limited scale at
Nos. 3S and 40 La Salle street, but soon these quarters
were found too small and the company found it necessary
To quote
to move into the larger store it now occupies.
the words of a member of the company they "seemed from
the start to have struck the correct thing at exactly the
Their trade has grown and flourished beright time."
yond their most sanguine expectations. Besides the Chicago department branches have been established in half a
dozen leading cities in the country.
Both the McKinlocks are young men, and they have
grown up so to speak, in the electrical business. W. H.
McKinlock was formerly secretary of the Detroit Electrical
Works and his brother, George A. McKinlock was auditor
The Central Elecof the Michigan Telephone company.
trical company is to be congratulated on its efficient man-

to

pers were stolen;

friends.

the place for energetic young business
men is forcibly illustrated by the number of electrical firms
and companies that have, of late years, begun their operations with Chicago as headquarters.
Among the electrical supply companies which made a
start in the western metropolis none have been more enterprising and prosperous than the Central Electric com-

That the west

is

strike

made

has also invented an improved incandescent
lamp.
It is smaller than the regular sized lamp,
Mr. Sdvey has ordered
but gives a strong light.
a number of these lamps and as soon as they
arrive he will introduce his system on the Pan
Handle Railroad.
He will use six candle
power lamps locating one at every seat and
fastening them on the sides of the car.
This insures an abundance of light for every
one and passengers will be able to read after
night as well as in broad daylight.
Mr. Silvey
says Cincinnati parties stand ready to furnish
him all the money he wants. The system has
been in use in Canada for eighteen months and
a contract has just been made with the Canadian
Pacific railroad to light their entire system."

tending to brace himself against the board, but

the construction of the electric light

plant in

'I'he

is

agement.

f

becomes now easy to recognize that with a given HP;.,
the horse power HP,„ increases continuously toward the
limit HPj.with decrease of R, and with increase of either
c. or c,„.
With a given HP,,,, the horse power HPg decreases toward the limit HP,,., as R is decreased, or as
Note also that for given R
either e,^ or Cn is increased
and «e or c,,,, the efficiency HP,,,/ HPg is greater for smaller
To obtain the same
than for larger horse powers.
in

primary battery has attracted

and the announcement

attention,

It

efficiency for large as

more explained

H. Silvey's Project.

Silvey's

that he will give a number of public tests of its
operation.
An exchange says: "Mr. Silvey

is

horse power then delivered at the receiving station

The

W.

for

we have

company

of Chicago; Fort

for lighting

Electric
of

New

company

for

the differ'
of Cleve-

York; Western Elec-

Wayne Jenney company

of

,

ScptcnibcT
Kort

The

bids will not he

luusloii i;i>nip;in>'

1

The

arc

bids

suid

considerably lower than those received two yenrs

m

be

7.— Duluth

nui.UTll, Sept.

The Duluth

Street

annonnienient of

.'ij;o,

have

running

it

to have

is

(Ialkna,

Sept.

III,

over the

relinn

— The
tlie

intention

darknesK after

in

city is

aldermen have been

<iuar-

shall

lie

deliberations

or gas, and durinR the

been lighted with anything, though

the streets have not

people are irlamoring for cither one method or the

the

Highwaymen and

other.

taken advantage

burglars have

the situation, and ply their trades without

plane in the country, and
i,2no acres, has been
000, (H)o, and

will

electric roadn.

It

wiU be the longest incline

will

be built entirely of

with a

capil.al of

$2,

making parks,
railway company will also

whole

tract,

The street
summer an electric road from Twenty fifth
til', tame nf three mites.
avenue west to WesI Diiliilh,
boulevards, etc.
build

next

.1

fear of the

"Jack the drabber" hns appeared, and his
practices have kept the women at home after the sun goes
down. It is expected that the bo.ird will decide soon upon

A

steel.

Land company, which has

D.

police.

lighting by electricity.

I'"-

The

Mauison,

Wis., Sept.

7.

— (.leorgc

was the
While
the sidewalk, and
Taylor

victim of a strange accident a couple of days

passing along a street he suddenly
tliosc wlio

I

was knocked

my

next

cold, stingy

sidewalk, while

to the

from the roots of

sensations ran

The

buz/ing noise.

"I heard a loud,

through every

hair

I
my body, and finally wound up in my boots.
was paralyzed for a time and could neither move nor
At first I thought 1 had received a stroke of
speak.
paralysis, then as my power of locomotion returned and I
regained speech, I found that I had received a shock of

portion of

As

electricity.

electricity

passed under the incandescent wires the

I

my

must have run down

umbrella and been

my body." Walter Ilyland ran out to see
what the trouble was, and when he touched the iron pillar
at the doorway he received a shock that knocked him
D.
down. Hoth men will recover.
transmitted to

Cal.

—

Cal.,

city of

—

apparently, o.ving to the

impossibility of

getting an ap

propriation through the council.

The

Fresno has decided

city of

system

Thos. K. Hughes

install a lire

to

alarm

^:

Hughes

Son, proprietors of the

have decided on increasing their dynamo
capacity by the purchasing of another 300 light direct inThey now have
candescent Thomson-Houston dynamo.
about 1,000 lights installed throughout the hotel.
One of the city street railroads in Portland is going to be

W.

electric system.

changed into an

CI

C.

Louisville. Ky.
Louisville, Sept.

be

asylum, Rochester.
run experimentally

Minn

,

The

St.

is

Thomas, Canada,

(las

Cv:

l-'dectric

company has

onlcred a new 200 incandescent light dynamo, and
tablish a

new

will es-

circuit,

At a recent election in Red Oak, la., it was voted
to bond the city for $10,000 for the purpose of purchasing
an electric Hghl plant.

The

city of

Kingston, Ont.,

proposes to purchase the
it by

plant of the Electric Light company and operate
means of power supplied from the Kingston mills.

A prrtion of Calcutta will be lighted by electricity, 51 arc
lamps being used. It is also expected that business houses
and private dwellings will utilize the alternating system.
The Ldison shops at Schenectady are to be greatly enlarged and plans are prepared for thtee buildings to cost
The shops now give employment to 1.300
^loi.ooo.
men.
incorporation is reported of the Metropolitan ElecLight and Motor company, at Chicago, to manufacture
capital stock, ^5(X),ooo; insell electrical apparatus;
corporators, Samuel W. Adams, Charles S. Raddin, and

and

W, Whitman.
The

contract

for

7.

— The Jeffersonville Car Works are

The Lexington

City Railway

lighting the penitentiary at

next legislature to

amend

petition the

will

charter, providing for the

its

use of electricity as a motive power.
stockholders of the Louisville

Light com-

Electric

pany are considering proposed amendments to the articles
of incorporation of the company, providing for an increase
of capital stock and other changes.
Horatio S. Conner, Brush electric light expert of Cleveland, O., was in Louisville last week looking after the interests of his company in this territory.
An electric light company is contesting with a gas company for the lighting of Lebanon. Ky. The former comoffers to

do the lighting the cheaper.

Ky

Pineville,

,

is

making arrangements

to install

an

elec-

tric light plant.

With one

exception,

An

ordinance has been adopted by the San Jose, Cal.,
granting to the I-!lectric Improvement company
the right to construct, operate and maintain an electric
The company agrees to have
light system for thirty years.
arc lights in operation within thirty days, and incandescent
tights within sixty days.
trustees,

An electric light plant has been installed in the City of
Wellington. New Zealand, which is illuminated with 500
incandescent lamps The dynamos are operated by turbines.
About eighty-six miles of wire have been used for
conveying the current through the streets. The inaugural
lighting is stated to have been a great success.

gas and

the

dealers in electric

Louisville

electric light fixture

The

manufacturers-

per cent.

One

large

company which refused

to

it

was

enter the

who endeav-

olVicers of the association

ored to persuade him that

to 50

This dealer

endeavoring to frustrate the project.

has been visited by

prices of

from 35

these articles have accordingly been raised

trust, is

secured a foothold in the island

Formosa according to the acting British consul at
Tamsui who in a recent report on the trade of Tamsui
and Kelung, mentions that "the new city of Tai-pei Fu,

of

the capital of the island, is lighted by electricity, the apparatus being solely in charge of native officials."

A

Pittsburg paper of last week says: H. AL Byllesby,
vice-president and general manager of the Westinghouse
Electric company, with a large force of assistants, will sail
for London to-day, where branch works are to be erected.
The company will build a plant fully as large as the one in
Pittsburg.
The capitalization will be |;j,ooo,ooo.
Batavia, N V., is now lighted by elect'-icity, the aldermen
having awarded the contract to the Consumers' Electric
Light ^1 Power company.
The Westinghouse apparatus is
used, and a plant valued at ^25,000 has been installed.
Sixty arc and 600 incandescent lamps have already been
secured by the company.
A movement is now on foot to
extend the lines to other villages and furnish the alternat-

ing system.

have joined the trust recently formed by the

light lixtures,

for his interest to join his

Louisville. Sept.
sociation

9.

B. A.

— The Old Time

and the United

States Militar)*

hold a national convention in this
ber II.

One

Telegraphers' as-

city,

of the features will be a

association will

beginning Septem-

banquet

at

the Gait

House, where the tables will be arranged with telegraph instruments, and all toasts, etc., will be announced by the
dots and dashes of the Morse
that at least

300 delegates

will

alphabet.

be present.

It

is

estimated

A. P.

la, Klcitric

The

Motor Company ha«

capital nlfjck

i**

s'X,

K M

Howler, (rank lliini.
Moan. William Liithrrr, Atlec Hari and K. ' PalJ. M,
mer.
Anamcn'hncnt to ihe-w: article* was filed with the
original document.
The company i% aii^hori/cd to rmr*
chase from the Covington, S*juih Sioux Clly ami Dalcola
CityStrcct Riilway its citirecq'jipm;nt, tracks and franThcincorjxjralorn arc:

.

chines

A dispatch from Pcabody, Mas*(..ftayB: The Kolilnv>nFoster Electric Motor Company hasnild off it* help and
The works ;it South I'calKwly
shut down for two weeks.
are now in possession of a keeper, pUccd there by F. W,
Crcscott of ItfMton, who holds a chittcl mirtg.i^e of $l,
(fxt against the company.
The properly wjs to lie %o\*\
yesterday, but the aut:lionccr was stopped l»y an injunction
Ii is CKpcctcd
secured by the company at the la*l minute
Wr>rk was started in April
that settlement will be m.idc.
and seventy-tivc ha ml h were employed, turning out 150
motors.
Paris has awarded contracts
lion with the central electric
Some ol the tablc^ arc
concentric, and others are single, but all are intended for
The cables
use in high tension transformer distribution.
for cables to be used in
light station, valued at

of

ronnc

C''»,5fxj

supports in undergrouml cemented
Complaints have reached the council legarding
the alleged non observance ui the clause according to which
the whole of the matcri.al required for the electric lighting
That
station tn Paris must be manufactured In France,
part of Paris which lies on the right bank of the Seine is
beyond (|ucstion a more remunerative field for the electric
light contractor than the left bank, and accordingly the
will

be laid on wood

culverts.

number

of applications for concessions in these part* of
There arc. in fact,
Paris is greater than on the left bank.
several streets where two companies are de irous of laying
their mains, whilst on the left bank whole (juarters are ncg
This jjoint was also discussed and it was suggested
lecled.
that should no contractor be found to serve the left bank of
the Seine, one or the other of the central stations now-

working in the exhibition grounds might eventually be retained, in order to light the districts which are now negIt will in any case
be necessary to retain one or
lected.
more of these central stations, in order to light the Machinery Ilall, the Central Dome, and the Palaces of Liberal and Fine Arts, which will be left standing after the
other exhibition buildings arc removed; and thus these stations may also be utdized for lighting some districts on the
left bank of the Seine.

The Westinghouse Electric company received the following orders for central station alternating current appaOenison, Tex.. 1.500
ratus during the month of August:
lights; Newark. N. L, 750 lights, tincrease); Freeport.
III., 750 lights: Albion, N. V
500 lights: Amherst. Mass.,
500 lights; Rutherford. N J.. 750 lights; Marquette, Mich.,
750 lights; Schenectady, N. Y., 1,500 lights, (increase);
Elmira, N. \'
750 lights; Sprague. Wash., 500 lights;
Sewickley, Pa., 750 lights; New York, X. Y.. 6.000 lights;
Hartford. Conn., 1,500 lights, (^increase); North Y.akima,
Wash.. 500 lights; Providence. R. I., 2,000 lights, (increase).
These orders aggregate iq.ooo lO-can die- power
lights
The following arc machines, for central station
Albion, III., 50
puqjoses. were sold during the month:
lights; Auburn, Ind., 35 lights; Sc^-ickley, Pa., 30 lights;
North Yakima, Wash., 35 lights. The arc lights aggregates 140 lights.
Up to the tirst of September of this
year, the orders received for the Shallenberger meter aggregate 175,000 16 candie-pow^er lights capacity.

THE TELEPHONE.
The Sunset Telephone & Telegraph company
ington

is

of Washputting in a telephone plant at North N'akima.

An arrangement has been made by the government
which regulates the introduction of inter-urban telephonic
connections between towns the in extremes of the AustroHungarian monarchy, and in particular contains conditions for the installation of a telephone line and its use
In consequence of this
between Yienna and P.uda Pest
arrangement the government undertook the construction
of the line .Vugust icth. and will complete it by the end
Yienna and IJurla-Pesl will be brought into
of October.
direct connection.

The telephone department of the electrical e.xhibit at
Birmingham. Eng .was one of the most interesting in the exposition. The space allotted the National Telephone company was divided into three compartments, the front one
being devoted to the display of various formsof telephonic
apparatus at present in use. whilst the two back ones are
set apart to illustrate a telephonic exchange in operation.
and for the purpose of enabling visitors to lest the long
trunk lines made from the great midland metropolis to
These two latter rooms have been
towns, north and south.
more interesting by the aid of tasteful decorations, even to
The entire outfit forms a pleasthe dress of the operator.
ant sight.

The press dispatches of last week from W.\shingtoo con"A sort of anti-HcII telephone pool
tained the following:
This has been done by combining the
has been formed.
A paper
diversilied interests of the Orawbaugh claims
has been tiled in the p.itenl otVice by which the People's
its
rights
and
title to
company
has
assigned
all
Telephone
the various sixty patents and applications forp.atents which
trustees
Frank Jones, the
it controlled to three mutual
millionaire brewer of Portsmouth. N. H.; John R, BartThese men
lett, and Henry C. Andrews, of New ^'ork.
They
originally presented only the Orawbaugh interests.
were the generals in the big six year tight which was lost,
The result of
and they are in for another to the death
this assignment is to concentrate all the elements into a
It is this force upon which the govstrong working force.

—

ernment case mainly rests

for sticccs«.""

.

THE TELEGRAPH.
The Commercial Cable company has

.

associates in the combination.

-^

)>c

Kingston

has been awarded to the Brush Electric company of CleveThe plant will consist of two 550 light dynamos
land.
and two high speed engines, and will be one of the finest
incandescent installations in Canada.

Electric lighting has

company

City

arlielcH of incorporation

The Municipal Council

The Nato have electric lights.
tion.d lOlectric Manufacturing company of lOau Claire, will
install the plant
River Falls,

enlarging their electric light plant.

pany

will

at once.

hotel, Fresno,

The

electric light plant at the insane

N. v., has been installed, and
month.

for a

tric

Aug. 31. The proposition to
Oakland by electricity — the city
furnishing the wires and poles has about fallen through

San Francisco,

in

The

San Francisco,
light the entire

Wash., arc again

Mr,

saw him thought he had been struck dead.

Taylor says:
instant

to

felt

.igo.

LIGHT.

electric street lights In Se.iltlc,

operation.

The

Madison, Wis.

THE ELECTRIC

been bciMin on iIk- lloiiitori, Tex,, Iklt
Railway company 'n read which will

I'urk

The South Sioux
lilcfl

it

h;iH

Magnolia

operated by electricity.

o')f».

will

the

Work

connect

where

hilt,

incorporated

plan

official

once, ko aa to

at

Superior street up to

frf»m

Highland

land syndicate, the

build

to

spring,

in the

with the street railways.

whether the streets

<tucstion

lighted by electricity

of

7.

two monllis

I'or

niffhtfall.

IM.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
new

Railway company to-day made

its

Ninth avenue on the top of the

Galena,

»5'

Duluth, Minn.

i>l

llicncxl niLrl-

:ictcil 011 iinlil

October.

of the trustcoH in

inj,^

Tliumsuii-

liid.; iiml llic

VV:iyiic,

Itoston.
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1.SH9

1,

1

of increase
0.000, 000.

certificate
if

1

of

capital

from

filed

at

Albany a

^>.ooo.oo-3

to

Speaking of the recent exchange of courtesies between
his employes the London E/fc/ruaJ
/^rt'i'tTTr says:
"It is very pleasant to record such kindly
feelings as must certainly exist, if we may judge from an
article in our pages, between Mr. John W. Mack-iy and
It is an example which might
the members of his staiT.
well be followed on this side of the Atlantic, and we feel
sure that our readers will as much appreciate the spontask-

John W. Mackav and

-

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN-

15^
eous sentiments which prompted the employes to offer their
hearty and kind words in which Mr. Mackay
returned his thanks."

gift as the

Preparations are nearly completed for the construction
of a telegraph line from Pau Ting Foo, near Pekin. China,
to connect with the Russian telegraph system at Kiakhta.

The paper
which purpose it will generally be used.
tubes do not affect the appearance of walls or ceilings.
tubes are very smooth inside, and after being set in the
structure the wire can be easily pulled through by a cord.
The cord can be attached to a small ball which is easily
blown through from one end of the tube to the other.
The

A

"The Western

dispatch from Nev York says:
Union te'egraph company has informed

commencing Monday

the rates

its

between

customers that
York, Bos

New

ton and Philadelphia will be 20 cents and r cent extra for
This is an advance of from 15 to 33 per
over ten words.
The Westcent."
St Louis correspondent w ites:
company has for some time past
Union
Telegriph
ern
been considering the advisability of revising the schedule
of prices for stock exchange business, and on Monday

A

The exchange busilast the new prices went into effect.
ness between St. Louis and Chicago was formerly done
for 15c a message of ten words or less, and ic extra for
Now the price has been mcreased to
each wo'd over ten.
20c for ten words or less, and re extra for each word over
From St. Louis to New York the messages of ten
ten.
words or less in exchange business have been advanced
The messages
from 25c an 1 2: extra to 30: and 2c.
from St Louis to BDSton have been decreased in price,
from 50c for ten words and less and 3c extra to 40c
and 3c. Messages of ten words or less to Baltimore and
Philadelphia have been lowered from 40c and 3c to 30c
and 2C, The price to To'edo remains the same 25c and
2c
The company claims to have been doing a losing
business on part of the schedule, and that they were
necessarily compelled to advance prices.
On the other
hand, the prices were reduced to Boston. Philadelphia and
Baltimore in the exchange work for the reason that it was
desired to increase the special line of patronage in those
cities.
Heretofore there have been no special prices in
exchange business with Baltimore.

—

Two remarkable

statements by Dr.

J.

Emmet

O'Brien

"In
the Ccntuiy for September will bear repetition:
Butler's advance on the Peter burg and Richmond railroad,
7th of May, a line was carried along with the column to
within sight of that road, and worked until Beauregard
struck us at Drewry's Bluff on the i6th, whtn Gen
Butler ordered his chief operator to 'bring the line within
In these trenches, one night, Maythe entreichments.'
nard Huyck was awakened from sleep, not by the familiar
voice of his instrument, but by the shriek of a Whitworth
bolt, six p:)und steel shell, which passed through the few
clothes he had doffed, then ricochetted and exploded beCongratulating himself that he was not in his
yond.
'duds' at the moment, the boy turned over and slept
through the infernal turmoil of an awakening cannonade
until aroused by the gentle tick of the telegraph relay
used no 'sounders' in those days at the front.
In
illustration of the sensibility of hearing acquired by the
military operators for th s one sound, the writer may be
pardoned another personal incident
At Norfolk, in
April, 1S63, he happened to be alone in charge of the
telegraph when Longstreet with a large force of men laid
In the emergency, he remained on duty,
siege to Suffolk.
without sleep, for three days and nights, repeating ordeis
Fort
Monroe
and the front. Toward morning
between
on the third night he fell asleep, but was aroused by the
strenuous calls of the fort and asked why he had not given
'O K.' for the messages just sent. He replied that none
had been received. 'We called you.' said the operator at
the fort; 'you answered and we sent you two messages,
The dispatches
but you failed to acknowledge them.'
were repeated and forwarded, when on taking up a volume
of Scott's novels, with which he had previously endeavored
to keep awake, the writer was astonished to find the missing telegrams scrawled across the printed page in his ovn
writing, some sentences omitted, and some repeated.
It
was a curious instance of somnambul sm."
in

We

Miscellaneous Notes.
The Ohio & Michigan Anglo American Storage Battery
company, of East Saginaw, Mich capital stock $1,500,
000 has been incorporated,

between Mr. Edison and the
French savants have been adjusted completely and satisfactorily by the visit of the American electrician to the
Academy of Sciences, says a London paper
The phonograph and its inventor once drew fori h the terrible word
"Humbug!" from a French man of science, but there was
not a spice of sarcasm or cynicism in the welcome accorded
by the assembled academicians to Mr. Edison, who was
presented to them by M. Janssen.
little

differences

A

Texan farmer thus describes an electrical disturbance
near Denison, Tex., last week: "There are three cedar
trees

growing

in

the

front

yard, near the

house.

The

was struck by lightning when a ball of
fire seemed to dance before the window.
The lightning
went from the tree to the top of the roof, and ripped up
the shingles.
It then descended to the ceiling in the front
room and tore the clock into pieces
Standing near the
clock was a sewing machine
The lightning melted the
large wheel, and after this performance it melted the metallic rim which encircled a lady's hat.
The fluid then went
largest of the trees

floor, burning a large hole
A woman who
was sitting in another room was prostrated by the shock
It was all done in a second, and it was the most thrilling

through the

experience of

my

life."

The August output among
shows a good working month.

the Western

copper mines

The Boston and Montana

figu es were 1,790 tons of matter and ore, yielding 2,050,000 pounds of fine copper and 25.625 ounces of silver.
The last previous product reported by the company was
for May, 2,291 tons of matter and ore, yielding 2,520, 100
pounds of refined copper and 33,000 ounces of silver. The
last week of August product of the Calumet and Hecla
mine was 622 tons of mineral, against 61 5 tons the previous
week. For August the product was 2,7515 tons, against
2,657 tons for July, and 3,204 tons for August, 1SS8. The
Quincy mine produced 300 tons in August, against 275
tons in July and 350 tons in August last year.
The Atlantic mine prod^jced 206 tons in August, against 211 tons
in July and 232 tons a year ago
The Allouez mine's
product for August was 147 tons, against 136 tons for
July, making 992 tons since January i.

Personal Paragraphs.
Louis A. Ferguson, chief electrician of the Chicago
Edison company, is enjoying a brief holiday at Boston.

Frank E. Fisher of Detroit and Miss Lu Bethtll were
married at the residence of the bride at San -lose, Cal.,
Aug. 14-th. Mr. Fisher is one of the best known electrical
engineers in the west.
The bride
late Mayor Beihell of San Jose.

is

the daughter of the

The announcement is made of the engagement of Chas.
H. Wilson and Miss Phcebe HoUister. The weddi-g will
at' St. Louis, Sept. i8th, at the residence of
Mr. Wilson, who is superinMiss Hollister's parents.
tendent of the Chicago Telephone company is widely
known in telephone circles

take place

The New York ^YorId says: Edison, indeed, seems to
have fallen head over heels into a big pot of luck
For the
past few days the cables have been busy tel ing about the
decoration he received from the king of Italy.
It is a matter of fact that King Humbert heard of Edison long before
he saw him. A rich Italian gentleman Sig. Ennco Copelthis country, heard through
lo, who formerly resided in
friends of Edison's phonogaph. and purchased the right
As a preliminary step to this enterprise
to sell it in Italy.
Sig. Copello visited Rome, taking with him the first phonoin the kingdom
It was exhibited before
representatives of the Senate and Chamber of Deputies,
The king dictated
leading scientists and King Humbert.
a congratulatory message to the inventor and requested
Sig Copello to carry to Queen Margaret at Venice a pho
nograph message. The king was so pleased that he requested Sig. Copello to invite Mr. Edison to Rome, which invitation the latter accepted.

graph ever seen

,

Business Mention.

A

Chattanooga, Tenn., paper offers the information that
there is a rumor that a company is now being formed for
the purpose of building an electric road to Wauhatchie.
Little Rock, Ark,, is without a fire alarm telegraph or
telephone service at present, and a local paper says. "The
only way to communicate with the engine houses now in
ca«e of a (irc is to use your legs and get there, if you can,
before your house burns down."

The Carpenter

Electric

tS:

Storage company,

R. T. White,

Boston, Mass., writes that he has just
closed a contract with the Thomson- Houston company for
10,000 rail chairs of his peculiar pattern, for the Attleboro
street railway, and he is also preparing to furnish chairs for
He is confident that his
several other street railways
"chair" will be generally adopted by street railway comHe is prepared to furnish these chairs on short
panies.
notice for street railways or elevated roads.

which was

recently incorporated in Denver with a capital of $2,500,000, has as directors II II. Carpenter of New York; Ed-

The demand for the Ayrton ^'t Perry direct reading
spring ammeters and voltmeters continues and their popu-

ward Eddy, William

larity

(jrant,

The

II. James, Dennis Sullivan, James B.
William A. Johnston and Lewis A. Kent, Denver.

articles of incorporation of the International

ophonc company has been

filed.

The company

Graphsets

its

stock at $5 000,000, to be divided into 50 000
shares of $io*j each.
Among the trustees are Charles C.
Howard, George Hyatt, P. K. Vaughan, E. D. Phillips
capital

and W. H. Richter.

A

novel system of insulating electric wires as reported by
an exchange is to be adopted in a new opera house in
Philadelphia
The insulating material will be a sort of
paper, a new article which is controlled by a New York

The paper is hardened and made fire and
waterproof by some chemical combination and is said to be
most efficient. The paper compound is made in lubes
which can be easily laid in the plaster of new buildings.
company.

increases for practical, reliable and easily handled
instruments for electrical testing. James
('^)ueen &
Co Philadelphia, who are sole agents in this country for
the Ayrton <k Perry instruments, report that there has
been such an unusually brisk sale during the past few
months, that they have been utterly unable to meet the
demand. They have just recc ved. however, large con-

W

,

signments of these ammeters and voltmeters. A large invoice of Carpenlier ammeters and voltmeters has also just
arrived.
The sale of standard resistance boxes and
Wheatslone bridges is still lively; six of their "No. i Resistance Box and Wheatstone's bridge" as designed by
Prof. Anthony, are now being made in Queen t^ Co.'s
shops as well as a number of smaller sets. A new much
improved one hundred thousand ohm box designed and
built by this enterprising fjrm will shortly be placed upon
the market.

iSSg

14,

Electrical Patents.

for

The

The Nova Scotia Electric Telegraph company is importing ten miles of shore end of a telegraph cable, to be
S., to the
laid from the landing point at Dover Biy, N
village 01 Canso. where the cable office now is.

September

Issued Sept.

410 150,

Electric

3,

i8Sq

Henry A. Chase, Boston,

Conduit,

Apparatus for Automatically Charging Secondary Batteries.
Stanley C. C, Currie, Philadelphia,

410,153.
Pa.

410,168.

Joint for Carbon Filaments.

Herman Lemp,

Lynn, Mass.
Regulation of Coupled Dynamos. Osborn P.
Loomis, New York, N. Y.
One or more reactive coils are placed in the circuit
between the dynamos for regulating the action of one

410,170.

dynamo upon
4io,iSo.

the other.

Electrically-Controlled

Ongley,

New

The main

Elevator.

Charles

E.

York, N. Y.

valve which controls the elevator

is

oper-

ated electrically.
410,, 182.

Electrically-Controlled Elevator.
Charles E.
Ongley, New York, N. Y.
Electrical connections are provided by which the
car is automatically arrested on arriving in proper
position at any landing.

Electrically-Controlled
Elevator.
Charles E.
Ongley, New York, N. Y.
A system of electrical connections is so disposed
that the circuit through which the valve is operated is
automatically broken at the proper time to prevent
sudden or violent action.

410.183.

410.184.

Electrically-Controlled

Elevator.

Charles

E.

Ongley, Yonkers, N. Y.

An

electro

magnet

is

provided for actuating the

main valve which controls the movement of the car,
and circuit closers are located at the landings which
are in circuit with said magnet.

Gong

James Phalan, Ansonia, Conn.
Rudolph C, Smith, Yonkers, N. Y.
relates to stopping and starting deelevators, which are controlled by means of

40,189.

Electric

410,212

Elevator.
invention

The

vices for

electro-magnets.
The last claim reads:
6.
The circuit breaker combined with the cage and
stopping and starting device of an elevator, and coasisling of two parts, one provided with an operalii ghandle, the other provided with a pointer and connected
with the stopping and st rting device to move there"
with
Solution for Use in Separa ing Metals from their
410. 22S.
Ores.
Jacob C. Wiswell. Medford, Mass.
4'0,264.
E ectric Railway Plow. Francis O. Blackwell,
New York,
Y.
The invention relates to ele trie railways and particularly to features of novelty in the construction of
the contact device, together with the means for supporting the same and for maintaining the electrical
connection between the moving contact device and that
part of the motor circuit which is fixed upon the car.
Of the forty-one claims we give the eighteenth:
The combinati n of the plow-shank, and a contactshoe pivoted thereto, with a spring plate between the
shoe and shank normally holding the shoe in engagement with the line-conductor."
Commutator Brush. Francis O. Blackwell, New
410,265.
York, N. Y,
The last claim reads:
commutator- brush made up of a number of
5.
layers of wire gauze, having their forward ends placed
in contact with the commutator and their rear ends
secured together.
Signal.
Will H. Donner, Coiumbus, Ind.
410,270.
Method of Neutralizing the Residual Magnetism
410,276.
in Elect o-Magnels.
Friedrich llaenichen and Otto
Haenichen, Philadelphia, Pa.
Pipe-Coupling.
Frederick C. Rockwell. Hart410,293.

N

A

ford,

410,305.
ville,

Conn.
Telegraphophone.
Tenn.

Malone Wheeless,

Nash-

The invention consists in placing two graphophones
circuit, so that the vibrations produced at one
graphophone by the recording stylus moving over the
cylinder shall be taken up by the reproducing stylus,
and be reproduced at the other graphophone, and
making identical indentations there at the same time
being transferred into sound waves
Fire Alarm System.
William I Denio, Roches410,318
ter, N. Y.
Apparatus for Applying Sheaths to Electrical
410,410
Conductors. Charles Q, Goodwin, Maiden, Mass.
in

The first claim reads:
"The combination of

the movable reservoir, fixed
guides therefor, a mc'or whereby the reservoir may be
moved upon said guides, a fixed head having a mold
communicating with the interior of the reservoir, a
guide for an electrical conductor below said mold, and
rigid lateral supports connecting the upper end of
said guide with the fixed head, whereby the upper end
of the guide and an electrical conductor therein are
kept at the center of said mold."
Reactive and Induction Coil.
Elihu Thomson
410,468.
and Edwin Rice, Jr., Lynn, Mass.
The last claim follows:
6.
The combination, with an electric coil, of an
iron sheath wound densely at center and divided externally, so as to partly expose the coil to air.
Electric Arc Lamp.
Robert L. Cohen, Cam
410,493.
den, N. J.
Tubular Conductor for Electric Railways.
410,498.
Leo Daft, Plainfield, N. J. The conductor is composed of two sections having projections on one side
clamped together and separated at the opposite edges
to form a longtitudinal slot.
4i<^.545Cut-Out.
Lawrence F. I-'urlong, Hartford,

Conn.

*
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37 Cbarctj Hlr<M-l.

CompAnr,

FARADAY CABIvK

undur dato of Marcb

ctK'mtc:ally prwpftrod, ftiiil (« guaranteed
to be waterprtx^, iinU will not dfterlornte, oxiiUtu or cnirk, ami will ruiiiftln lloxlblu hi «xlr«ino colil weatliur
Tlie Inmilfttloii la prutertod from iiu'Limuluftl injury by onu or nioro bntldn anil ilio
ftikd not lilTuutud hy hunt.
wliiilo Hllck«>d with Clftrk's I'utcnt Cuinptumd. wlilrli la wiitcr,oll, ncid nnd, toiivory trrriit cxti-nt, Hro pmuf.
nro propurt!!! to fiiniiHli SMikIo Wires ft nil
Our innntiitlon tctlt t>rore durable when all othfrn fail.
CftbU-H inudu
KftUKoti niid dtumcturof luaulnliun for Tuk'Krupli, Tulopliuiio and Electric LiKbtH from Htoi:K.

Tim

<

:

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

from

Klf. uu- htii-jdy
ompauf
-loll n ntre«t, llrl(lK**i><'rt, <."onn.

"-I

riTV:
V. ltrinl>T &. Co.,
CIIK^AUO, IMi

KX'M
ft

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Llni^laii'l

MKW VOKK
T,

American
In

PAI8TC,

H. T.
I206Choitnut8t.,

[niilrumonla

>i|ii>n »|i|illrjilli>ii.

(h{ Hiiiiipshiro Street, liostun,

New York

Masx,

IIEUIIKUT M. KliaTlR.

Omieriil MunnKCr.

I».

S.

in Ine

\H

OOict',

Elucl.rlolan.

W.

WARD LEONARD.

any Cabli;

C.

•<

(

Electric Light

InducUvi)

Capidlj

Market.

ortluiiill Strc-et.

ACKEUMAN.

ANDREWS.

Air<

iii.

eTmTizaro.

CONSULTING AND CONTRACTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
Systems of Electric Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Aru LikIiI Plants, KN-ctric
Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.
Plans and ttpeclflcations for all Kinds of Blectrleol Coastmctlan Work.
A full line of Commercial Supplies cairKjd at all times for Plants described above.

For any or

Brunch

Olllces

all

:

Room 425, Telephone 694, CHICAGO, ILL.
THE ROOKERY,
Ullnneapolls, Kinn. NorthTvcstorn Ilntnal
Rooms
Insurance Block. Koom

The Iiumber Exobanae,

vLON/>

5

and

6,

L.lfe

;

115,

Telephone 12M,

Hllnankec, 1VI>

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
Telephone and Telegraph,

Electric Light,

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF
TRADE

MANSON PROTECTING

...

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES. OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

MARK,

TAPE.

|3 Park Row, NEW YORK.
THE OKONITE COMPANY,
Omaha.
BRANCHES:
PECKHAM'S PATENT INTERCHANGEABLE
Chicaqo.

Boston.

Philadelphia.

Minneapolis.

Cincinnati

Louisville.

St.

Louis,

and

San Frarcisc*.

ELASTIC STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS

THE ONLY INTERCHANGEABLE STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS THE ONLY ELASTIC STREET CAR WHEEL.
IS THE ONLY NOISELESS STREET CAR WHEEL.

Can be Renewed

IN

at zsiy

Car Stable by any Ordinary Laborer, and without Removing Motors from Axles.

USE ON THE FOLLOWING ROADS:

Brooklyn City Railroad. Brooklyn, N. T.
Bushwlck Railroad. Brooklyn. N. Y.
New WltllnnisburK & FlatUush lUillroad, Bro«iklyn N, Y.
Broadway Hallroad. Now York.
Houston. Wost Street and Pavonia Ferr> Kallroad, New York. Third Avcnuo Itallroad.
Nortb HudHon iioumy Kailroad. Hoboken, N, J.
Jers*'y City Jt Berpen Railroad, Jersey City. N. J
ClDClnnatl Street Railway Co., Clnclunatl, Obio.
Omaha Cable Railroad Co.. Umaha. Nebraska.
West End Electric Railroad. Boston. Mass.
Scranton Electric Co., Scranton. Pa.
Port Hnr,.n Electric Co., Port Huron. Mlch.
Citizens Railway Co.. Elkhart. IncL
Chihuahua Railroad, Chihuahua, Mexico.

DosoriptiTe Circular and Price List Furnished upon Applieatlon to

THE PECKHAM STREET CAS WHEEL

«fc

AXLE

CO.,

239 Broadway

N. Y.

Automatic Electric Motors
In all Sizes

from One-half H.

P.

Upward.

Hiffh E]iiciency, Perfect Regulation. Superior Work»tun.i/iip,
Management, SemarJ{a1>le Sinipliciti/, Etc., Etc.

Ease of

DYNAIVIO » TUmECTRIC « MACHINES
For Electroplatbg, Electrotypiug, Copper Befining, Etc.

WWrOW,
RBiUrn
Dnantn nUPirPQUrritCiO.

THP Fnnv

SJCAorcdSt.,-

BOSTOM.

KASSAS

m

cm,

CHICAeO,42 laiollt St.;
PHIlADClPHIt, 6C6 CimmimSl.i
*rcli si.:
OflU--SS. 106 Caroitdttet SI.
Riano BulMr.g:

PI prtTPii^ MAiuiic-Ar^TiiDiiyo n.rk

mw

wiiun.QOP

r'.muiu

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Steam-Feed Water

Stilwell's Patent Live

Removes

all

Steam

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

Catalogue on application,

Boilers.

STILWELL&BIERGEMFG.GO.,
DAYTON, OHIO.
General Machine Job-Work,

Electric Light Requiring.

COMBINATION

Pattern Making. Etc., Eto

QA5 AHC ELECTRIC
FIXTURES.

GEORGE CUTTER,

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,

CONSULTING ELECTRICIAN,

GHIGACrO.

-

IN

ELECTROLIERS,

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER, g^^A^iJS^IgvuREii
Office and Works: 76 MARKET ST., CHICAGO.

80 Adams Street,

BKGGOT,

B.

Impurities.
'Q

iS

Established in 1861.

Purifier.

SCALE

prevents

Entirely

September 14

Etc., Etc.,

Madison Street and Fiftb Avenue,

CHICAGO.
BRANCH STORE

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,
BRYAKT'S SWITCHES,
HILVS SWITCHES,

COLUMBIA COLLEGE

Arms

Russell Mast

INSUIi&TINe} STAPIiES,
IIHSTTI/ATIIire

2134 Michigan Avenue,

PAINT,

COURSE

A

CliEBK'S OrFICE.

IN

Sealed proposals will be received by the City Clerk of
Ann Arbor, Michigan, for

Electrical Engineering

LOGKWOOD AMMETER
"•

POLARITY INDICATOR

For Arc an d Incandesce nt

Lockwood Instrument
91

Has been eatabliehed, open to graduates of the
School of Mines, and of other institutions of like
grade and standing. The full course will occupy
two years. There is a partial course that can be
completed in one yf ar.
For circulars apply to Registrar School of Mines,
49th St. andMadison Ave., New York City.

HESTRX

Oircnits.

ANN ARBOR,

CITY OF

SCHOOI. OF ailNES.

tlie City by Electricity,
Contract to be for three years.
Bids will be received up to
October 1st, 1889. Specifications sent on application.
.IAS. B. BACH, City Clerk.

Lighting

£>BISIjER, Mj.Ij. I>.,
Acting FreBldent.

Co.,

mum

Griswold Stebbt,

TUBES

Oral, Electric,

ani

WHISTLES,

Pneumatic, and Meclianical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.
1

2 Pearl

Street.

Room

BOSTOX, MASS.

6,
Patented

IiiiBroved

Material

Street

for

"

Railway

Send

for

New

OHIO STATE DNIVERSITY.
Full course of inatruotion in electrical
engineering, new building and equipment.
Theoretical and practical instruction in
arc and Incandescent lighting by direct

The

H. M.

SCOTT,

Western Agent,

President,

675 DECREES

Kansas

City,

Agents, Engineers and Practical Builders of
costly steam plants will be pleased to know that a Lubricant is now produced of such
extraordinary high fire test as to raalie it proof against the great heat to which it is
subjecred. and is therefore a PERFECT lubricator where products of lower grade and
Are testa pass off at once, leaving the parts subject to wear, or greatly Increasing the

Mo.

LOUD & SONS LUMBER CO.

consumption of

_

oil.

Valve-OIeine"

is a product in the highest state of filtration, is of the greatest viscosity. Is entirely free from all acids and ab-oiutely non-corrosive, and without doubt the finest and most thorouRhly reliable Cylinder Lubricant now on the market and will naturally lubricate 200 to.300PER cent.
lubricant.
more than products of lower test. 9~Is not only the best but the most

economical

Manufacture and sale controlled exclusively by RELIANCE OIL & GREASE CO.. Cleveland, Ohio.
SAMPLES ARE I'REE.
AGENTS ^'ANTED.
Write for New Catalogue, etc

MANUFACTUItERB OP

onice and

aim at Oscoda, JUlcli.

G. &. Hirmodnt. Western
Agent Electrical Department New Haven Clock Uo.,

Exclusive Setllnff Agen*

alternating currents, motor work,
storage batteries, etc., etc. Also courses
In civil, mechanical and mining engineering, agriculture and pharmacy, and general
courses. Expenses low.
For catalogue
and particulars, address

H.

York.

1st.

Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poles,
Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled Promptly.

and

WM.

Catalogue, out August

GO.,

New

St.
DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

MECHANICS, Purchasing

Rolled any weight deeired. Patent allowed. SampI*
Clniir and Section of Rail Sent, Espreee Prepaid, to
Prospective ParchaBere.

EUREKA CONSTRUCTION.

23 and 25 Ann

1 ,

VALVE-OLEINE.
MASTER

CORRES-

PONDENCE SOLICITED.
THOMAS ASllBURNElt,

R.

2
Roaieils.

LOWEST PRICES.

BEST MATERIAL.

OSTRANDER &

W.

Factory, 1461 and 1463

315

:

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC

CO.,

Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

D.

P.

PERRY, Yice-President and General Manager,

MANDFACTLTRERS OP THE

FOB THB
Western

SPERRT IMPROVED SYSTEM

ElectriciaD

$1.00.

il

-OF-

COIiIJlHBIW, OHIO.

t^^BOH
^\V

mmmuHiKG

HIGH OR

2134

to

OUR
"BLACK DI4M0HD"

2140 DeKalb

St.,

-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS

^'ff
ST. LOUIS, MO.

aM CARBON

Size,

AND

(lUTSIIISI'

Guaranteed Second

ALL.

to

w^:e: ]3e:l_i:^\/:e:
1.

SUPERIOR (lUAllTV,

W^RITE

1.
The new Sperry apparatus free from repairs for twelve months.
a.
That the new ftperry Improved Dynamos can be coupled in series with perfect safety.
3.
That any number of lamps from one to capacity or dynamo can be cat In or out of circuit,
singly or in groups, with perfect safety, and without sparking- at the brushes,
4.
To absorb power In exact proportion to number of llglits burning.

SPECIALTIES,

Lone Life,
Uniform

POINTS
THEM

TENSION.

cot,,

OrpicE AND Factory

Mainifactiirers of

LOW

The new Automatic Sperry Dynamos and Lamps surpass

2.

any other

3.

That there is greater economy In operating the new Sperry System than any other,
That OUT automatic regulation has no equal; no rheostat, no wall hoses, no solenoid or

dash-pot.
4.

That

We

If

you

invito

None.

FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES

in elliciency those of

make.

THE

SFEm

will visit

our factory we can show yon the best arcllghting appsratns In existence.

correspondence with electrical engineers. Intending buyers, and interested
people everywhere.

imm

co„

isi,

iss,

m

m

CMon

st„

chogo,

ill,

September
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
aiii-niion

'IIh

of

\1\<\U\<'

(

'^

iMI'AMKS K

iiiC'i'i*i-:i> %%' A'i'i-:ic ^%iii':i':i<

on

iircuiiiit

iinil

rj|

-'I

I',

i).i-.

.i^piirn-ni.tri/u't.ii'fr-'ito

4-1:1.1:.
rtit-jt

uv-

rrniitrkal*! V Mifitilv Hiotlon, hlceli M|>4*fu
MliUvlvnvy^nnti l»r((4- 4*»|iii«'lly, foi
dtaairlrr,

II-.

urvut

ii>.

4ri>tll>l4* tilt; l*<>M fl*r of must whrrift of kirtir dlatii'-tr-r.
Il 1^ <iv-(l l/y ^
niiriiluT nf ihr !^.M^Iln^; clrt.lric c'»m[>iinn-n wllh ({''•''' wl'if^t' iioii.
In 'J"" ''' ""ora.
Ii-iil iiM- itl w;it>T It It withorit sin iin '»|ii.il, produLintf ihr hl>;K''^( iff *-^"'. of uto>

\tr\ny,

(lil

i-tlrct

£ruiiril»lr4*<l.

<)ur Ilorizoni.il "Victor" in highly rccomnicndird, UA no g'a._ arc rrqriirird,
and il can \>i'- hi.-ltcd dirifctly to tiytniUiO.
'Ihf iic'ciDo.inylnK •OKravinK rrprcw;nl» n pair of 12 inch
'I'l'Kltir^l'^H arrantf'Ml on a horiz/intal iiliafi, with Catt-fron I'lutti'', Oraft
'Iiil>r>v, I'',n(l Ilciirinf;^ for Shaft, and Orivini; I'ullry-i cornptrtf, all nK.tjntfd
u|Kin
n Aiitintatili.'d cant'iron Iwd pliitr.
The rnllrr ;irrunf;rini*nf It vtrry c'irn|.!rt<- und
Rlricil)' nril-cliins In rvrry partKiilar.
VVf arc now (irctmrcd lo furtiikti Vtclor
'riirhmi-s, either alngk- or in piiirs on horiMnlol iliiifu, and where Ihc tltuollon
admits of their use. wc recommend ihnm.

VKTOK

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO.,

-

DAYTON, OHIO.

<& HJLYDElSrS,
BOOTH
WATERBTTRY,

HOLIklES,

CONN.

FACTORIES:

MANI'KAi'TriCKKN UK

bars:

and INSUIaATEX) ITITIRX:.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Maitnet Wire, Flexible 8IIK. Cotton and
Worsted Cords for, Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT
For

Electric

Light,

a

Electric Railways,

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON

BARCLAY,

J. L.

/\DC^

/^I

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

LINE WIRE

K. K.

L.

ILL.

^ ADDON CO.,

SCOVILL, New York Agent.
25 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

MAKERS

or

HIGH -GRADE

THE MOST DURABLE, SIMPLEST AND BEST
OVERHEAD WIRE SYSTEM.
-Knight Electric Railway
25

tt

27 Tenth Ave.,

NEW YORK

Co.,

CITY.

The ONLY Conduit System.
THE FIRST REAL IMPROVEMENT

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

IKI

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
TIEE ONLT COMPLETE BUT OF V. S.
E1.ECTIU0AI, PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

POROUS CUP BATTERIES

1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

since the Invention of the Leclanche.

$1000 REWARD.
1 will pflv $JO0 for information eafflci^nt to <'£fecE the discovery and conviction of the thief who
desk at
office, and etole ihercbroke open

my

my

from papers iind liocumeats, aUt'^ed copies of
some of which were publiehed in the New York
San of ADi^ust 25, ISSH. I will alao pay S-iOO additional for the return of the stolen ir«perty.

1IA.ROLDP

BROWN.
45

and 47 Wall

St.,

New

York.

Send

for Circular of

the Axo Battery.

THE JLECLANCHE BATTERY
Axo Battery

Complete.

149 West

IStli St.,

New

York.

CO..

Porous Cup Alone.

:
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BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO
33 Mercer Street,

NEAV YORK,

MANUFACTURERS OF

MARD RUBBER BATTERY

CELLS, manufactured under
Of every description, including the celebrated
Kiel's Patents for Primary and Storage Batteries. The cheapest and best Cells in the market. Also
Sheet, Rod and Tubing (Kiel's Patent) for electrical purposes, at reduced prices. Standard quality Sheet, Rod,
Tubino", Insulator Hooks, Key Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand.
HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, lU.
KDGH Moatxi^liAN, President.

TV. A.

JAOKSON,

Vioe-Preaident.

1:K&NK

E.

SNOW^, Secy and

NATIONAL ELECTRIC TRACTION

Treas.

CO.,

IDETISOIT, 3^^ICIZORGANIZED TO CONSTRUCT, EQUIP AND OPERATE

Railways By EIlrotriq Moo^ors,

©TR.RE1T

Embracing New and Valuable Patents covering improvements which are necessary for

ECONOMICAL OPER ATION AND HIGH EFFICIENCY.
FRANK
Contains

new

B.

features that will

RAE, ELECTRICAL ENGINEER.

commend

it

lool<ing for reliable, easily operated

Roads
East Detroit

in

Operation and

in

& Qrosse Fointe

Highland Park Kailway
Detroit City Railway, Mack
Citizens Street Railway
Adrian Electric Railway

Detroit, Mich. .8 miles.
" .3^ "
"
" ..2
"
"
St. Line
.

.

Elkhart, Ind 7
Adrian, Mich. .3
.

POINTS
A

to tlie careful attention of Street Railway IWanagers,
efficient apparatus for HEAVY WORK.

and

.

01=

"
"

Process of Construction
Decatur Electric Street Railway
Decatur, 111
3 miles.
"
Sault Ste Marie St. Railway, Sault Ste Marie, Mich. .3
"
Fort Worth City Railway Co., Fort Worth, Texas. .10
"
"
"
Fort Worth Land & St. Ry. Co.,
..15
Saginaw Union Railway Co., Saginaw, Mich
V7^A "

SUReRIORITY.

Single Motor Geared to Both Axles, with improved Noiseless Flexible Gear Preventing Breaitlng from Sudden
Strain. Motor Trucit Easily and Quickly Detachable, Etc., Etc.

"
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MclNTIRE'S

PATENT
ELECTRIC WIRE CONNECTORS
IMAUK
AUK
OI<'

Put. Apiilled for.

TlIK IIKMT

tJWI'PKIC.

I,

TERMINALS.

and

I'«l. A|.iill«.l

|-.l.

t.,r

Api-llwl for

/fi

Wiro CoDQectorB

for nil Oatj(,;oB of Win', rtuporlor
ttinn nolilttroil JiilnlH.

Mulom,

l.'oniuln.

Wrlto fur

i>rleoH nrnl »lrriilnr»i witli full

&

Q^ IMClNTIRE

of wlni.

"Wo

are prirr.iclly natlHlliMl Willi Hi" working
of your rlutclied, holh In •N<nv York (ind cliliii^'o,"
WB.STKKN iil.KCTHK; CO., (Jhlcnuo, 111.
22. ISStl.

Mnr 20, 1H89. "Tlio CInlcli I'lilloy, (Dliim.
eatUiilclorl ly in iwyry partlciilar."
VK.^LBU WOOD, COAL

Jt

Km

In.)

Miiy2Jl,

CO.f 36CraWf0rd

If'yH,

«"^

.Inn" 24.

18811.

In

thno and

tho boat factory balldlni.' In

scnd,oHu,M889,ca.a.o,uoa„d|
soo where and by whom used.

.S.

I

tlio

8t.,

for

C'ul

OuU

hlirlily

VKNKKlt WOUKH,

"Works to a "harm. Mail wo |>ut It In
wo harl, would now b" alioad (.V),

laat
lost

J.

'=°E^'^s,

(i^s

lireiikaj,'",

rity of

.t

TKUKA CDTTA

Now Vork

If

nol In

MP<;. CO.,
tli" (Jnlt^)d

£QLIPSE WIND ENGINE CO..

Ht.

Jowpli, Mo.

Htat'-a." -FA^r,-

Belojt.

WJs.

THE STANDARD CARBON COMPANY, CLEVELAND,
ol
B-

''ftltfnif

NCWafk, N.

""

of your Friction Clotch f'nlof lh«lr work."
Woly«rlnii, Mir h.

llvii

April In plain of on"

lUtlcK

BELOIT.WIS.

tiavn

and (cannot Moaak loo
0.

work»

l.UMBISIt CO., Sontllo, W. T.

*Nkw Hun.niNn, "AcknowIoUcoU
Meal Worhl.

"Wo

lHH!t.

:[inl«i

r.

1

Information lo

FRICTION CLUTCH PULLEYS
May

j

ittc, to MUtt liny

KBiii£ii

Tonuliuilfl for IncnnilcBCoiit riimpn,
Adoptntl l)y Kloctrlc M^lil, 'I'nlnpliono unil TohtKrrtph Compaiilnfl throiiKlumt Unltod StntuH aikI
Kept In BtockuQd for Bulo by ftlUho leading oloctrlcttlBuppIyhouBUB.

V

TorinlnAin for Dynarno* «n<l

li> iiiiii

i:lictii|)«ir

OHIO,

IVEct.xi'UjrA.otuirex-ai

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.
JOHN W. MASON, Manager.
t!iI>F.CIAI.

ACiESI

.'!<)

GATE CITY ELECTRIC
COMPANY
STOCK
Have a

vlO/V/^

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES!
And

TRADE

MARK.

WIKKS AND

t'AKI.Etil.

of

FIIi;r-

nill

make \AYW

522 DELAWARE STREET,

-

I'tircM

-

BERGlSIiLim

aii<l

I'ltOMI'T

!>>lii|inM-iit><.

KANSAS

MO.

CITY,

CO.,

<&

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INOANDESCENT LIGHTINa.

ALL APPLIMCES FOR THE EDISOH ELECTRIC
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

\

T.

W. WILMARTH

]

B,j

&

^^W

tittt^t'

CO.,

"vrk-Dxr
XUICIV

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

LIGHT.

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

|

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.

.
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
Of Every Description

at

Bottom

14, iS

CO,

Prompt Sliipiiieiits and Intelligent Execntion of Orders, Onr Specialties.

Prices.

310 North Third

Street,

TRADE MARK,

AGENTS.

ENCIIMEERINC CO.
707
427

POND

709

and

Market

St., St.

Louis.

SYITO'SriiLL
CylincLer Oils.

Dynaino and

to none.
Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
machinery.
By reflltering can be used continually. Adopted by the largest
Electric Plants of the West.
Agent,
River St.,

Second

'-The Roukery," Ch.cago.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

319 Ramge

Building,

City.

TAUSSIG,

S.

CHICAGO.

43

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

Omaha.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
Erected Ready for Service.
8FKCIAIiTIES :-Th6 ArmlDgton & SlmB EnRine, Steel Boilers,

Ireaon Link Belt, Standard Rocking and Sheffield Grates, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, BlakePamp, Kortlnglnjector, etc.

HEKD FOB

Iia.TE:8T

CATAI/0«VE8.

The Perkins Electric

Lamp

PROF.

Co.,

ELECTRIC CDRRENT COUNTER,

MANUFAOTUREKS OP THE BEST

PATENTED.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
IN THE MARKET.

Life

Gold Medal Awarded at Melbonrne Eibibition, 1888-1889,
The most reliable

Electric Meter ever invented. Guaranteed correct for small and large currents.
Bnilt for direct two-wire, three-wire, five-wire, to nine-wire, and alternatlnj; Bystem, in sizes
15 up to any number of amperes.
"Every counter measures correctly for a fraction of ampeie

from
up to

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
Long

ARON'S

H.

its full cspacity,'"

Adopted hy S^IESIBXS

and Absolutely No Discoloration.

&

HAIjSH.£, Berlio, ttermany; EDIISOUT C09I.
Berlin, Germany; MUNlCIPAIi ELKCTKIC lilCiHTINtA WORKS,
Berlin, <i>ermany. "KxrinsiTely used in Paris, Tienna, Constantinople ana
other principal European cities."'

PANY,

lu UB6 by European Central Siatione measuring over 60 million watts
Unquestioned superiority.
Indiepensable for Central Station work. Amount of current consumed maybe ascertained at a
glance, tbe dials being conetructed on the same principle as the gas Meter dials. For prices and par.

W.

G.

54

HALM,

Yice-Pres. and Western Mgr.,

FRANKLIN

ST.,

CHICAGO,

ticulars, address

ILL.

SOLE IttAHrrFACTUBEB AND IMPORTER

BEEKMAN STREET,

21

The BOOK

ELECTRO-DYNAMIC
224

Carter

CO.

THE TRADE.

whipple's

HATIOHALl

Batteries,

AND

ALL

MICA

Voltmeters

and Ammeters,

Switclies,

218 'Water Street,

QUALITIES

contains:

Full Lists of the Classified

Electrical

Trades and Kindred Interests.
Alphabetical Lists of Electrical
Workers, Manufacturers, etc.
Full Lists of Isolated Plants.
Full Lists of Telephone Stations.
Gas Companies and Data concerning
them.
Gas Companies running Electric Light

New

CO.,

Tork.

T ELEPHONE S
For Private

liines.

The only Mechanical Telephone which hae etood
the teetB and held out &nd given eatlefactory

Full Data of all the Central Stations of
America, with ofiicers, etc.

uUI3-

SIZES

AND

EUGENE MUNSELL &

ELECTRIC REPORTS.
The 1889 Edition

NEW YORK.

-

For Electrical Purposes.

ELECTHIDAL
DIRECTORY

St., Philadelphia.

Dynamos, Motors,

for

•

service for the past eight years

Send

for Illustrated

Catalogue

and

Prices

Full

Complete Electric

LiElit

and Power Plants.

Plants.
All Electric

BLECmCAL

El^n

GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Telephone and Electrical Supply Co.,
Kcom

I

Hubbird

Blk., Elgin, 111., C. 8. A.

and Horse Street Railways,

with complete Data.

STREET CARS EQUIPPED

Officers and Members of all Electric Associations.
Complete Lists of Electrical Publications.

Etc.,

FOR ELECTRIC PROPULSION.

Etc.,

Etc.,

Supplementary

The Oldest and Most Experienced Electric Motor Company in the World.

Etc.

Etc.,

to the Directory,

THE "ELECTRIC REPORTS"
Are publiebed on the

Subscription Price,

llrat

ol each

-

$10

-

month.

per Year.

FRED. hTwHIPPLE,
DETROIT, MICH.

Cliicago Office:

502 Phenix

Building.

"Tho Elfctric Railway,"
"Municipal

Detroit Office:

30 Atwater

St.,

East.

Iji}>litiiig;,"

of the times, price |1.00
according to binding.

and
two books

and $2.00 each,

^

M(;AHp/fNqANpE.icE>NT(UQrf^ic
tlGHtlNC, ^l,ecTROT;PLATING,,ANJ)
fOR EXPeRIMeNrALUSE\A1.50 MOTORS.

September

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

14, 18S9.

Sioux City €oHiss00Eji£ino._
to OOO II.
I».

luii.i' ll^

'liii;

Eici^EjIEYER DYNAMOS
-AND-

ENGINE WORKS
Btuiix City, lowii-

BOI LERS
HICIIIII

lor

INllVIT

l.lKhliii);;

OllintH
HIuHmiim

mill Kli'ViilorH

A

(United States Patents, Feb. 22, 1887; Feb.

14, 1888.)

SPECIALTY.

S'^imI I'm' <'li-cii)iir

LARCEST ENGINE WORKS

ELECT RIC MO TORS.

I**,

UuhIiu'HH.

Jtcr 'Ktiiiii

UUHClT.Aim

GENl WESTERN AG'T8!!;"?'l^^^^:^vlH^M.^^'^;^-

WHEN YOU BUY

MOTOR

A
AIVY

Kroiu

State that

VHKK.

)

WANT

you

DyuliT,

Maiiiifiictiiror or

WITH

IT

SUPPLIED

the

Whittingham
Automatic
Switch.
Machine Complete.

Send for Catalogue.

Automatic Switch
No. 8 Kejser Building,

simplest Construction smd Highest Efaciency
Co., Combine the
in Dynamo-Electrical Apparatus.
obtained
yet

BALTIMORE, MP.
iUONARD PAdGT.

CUAltLES

,r.

KINTNEK.

PERFECT ELECTRICAL

PAGET & KlNTNERf
Gbemical

and

Electrical

Experts

and

Electrical

Balance

In

ARMATURE

COILS.

NO RADIATION OF FIELD MAGNETISM.
Engineers,

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

DAFT

There being no magnetism apparent at any expo8C<l surface of the machine all the
Unes of force are concentrated within the machine, and pass through the armature.
,

NO SPARKING AT THE COMMUTATOR

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO
ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
STREET OR TRUNK LINES.
ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.
Uachlne with one aldo and h&l£

Central Stations for

Power

Distribution.

These machines,

In

all

tlie field

sizes,

coile

removed, showing the Inalde
and coila.

emsg«ment of

and of any required capacity, are for general

armAUire

sale

on

to the Trade, to Contractine; Ene^ineera, to Elec*
trie LIsht, Power, and Storaeie Battery Companies, and to
their merits

the public, without restrictions or royalties as to territory or patents.

Low Prices.

STATIONARY MOTORS.

Compact Machines.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET.

STORAGE BATTERIES.
Executive Offices:
Factory:

115 BROADWAY,
JERSEY CITY,

N.

J.

NEW

YORK.

J. H.

BUNNELL^ CO.,
SOLE

^C3-E1TTS.

106108 LIBERTY STREET,

N. Y.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

of all kinds.

THE POPULAR

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.
CARFENTIKB, HABTSIAKK &
GahiDometers, Bridges and Rheostats ly

all

FOR INCANDESCENT WORK,

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE
W.

924 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

DOWSE,

B.

CO,

649 & 661

Central St., Boston, Mats.

1 1

J.

Broadway.

E.GALLAHER,Secy.

R.

Gen'l Supt.

W.GODFREY,

Gen'l Mgr.

Storage Battery for Light and
Stationary Power.

THE JUUEN ELECTRIC CO.

«'«''»

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION
SO ^2:oa,ca.T7sra.3r,

1

WIRI-

Safe and Reliable.

CO.,

tte Promiiieiit Makers.

CAUL AHO KXAHUWE.

OE^iFIOBS;

14, iS

BRAIDED WIRE.

D.

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,
Ammeters and Voltmeters

September

^-«»" •"
Storage Batteries,

CO.,

ITeTTT- "STorlr.

UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS.
DR. GASSNER'S

DRY BATTERY

Experts acknowledge it to be the best open circuit battery in the market, most durable and convenient.
Telephone, Railroad and Fire and Police Signal Companies use them largely.
Belhangers say it kills their trade, as they cannot charge for renewals. Physicians love them. Highest testimonials.

For Sale by THE

Write

for Circulars.

WESTERN ELECTRIC

VITAI.IS BimnBIt, Manaeer.
J. F.

PORTER,

Pres.

&

A.

CO.,

CHICJLQ-O,
And CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS, San

XJJl^.

Francisco, Cal.

i

|

111

SCHOVERLIIMC,
St.,
NEW YORK.

Chambers

Gent. Manager.

E.

RUEBEL,

Superintendent.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,
919

LOCUST STREET,
BRANCH:

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

NASHVILLE. TENN.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS.
For any system of Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Street Railway Plants, Electric Power

A

Plants, Electric Light Wiring, Storage BatteryPlants, Train Lighting Plants, Pole Line Construction.
lull line of supplies
carried at all times for plants described above. Plans and specifications for all kinds of Electrical Construction.

Switch Boards and Magnetos, Patterson Cable, Aerial and Underground,

ords,
C
BKXTERV.

Telephone "^ Switchboard
OISQUB LB CLKNCHe

Becent Tests show that our Bisque Le Clanche Battery is the Best in the Market. Insulators, Brackets,
Pias, Cross-Arms, Hard Drawn Copper and Galvanized Iron Wires, and
all other Office and Line Supplies.

"""lyEwvoRK.

N.

WESTERN ELECTRIC

CO.

^°'"°'';,.tw»p.

W. ELECTRIC CONSTRDCTIOH I SUFFLT
SOLE

N.

CO.,

W. AGENTS FOR

THE THOMSON - HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
CONTRACTORS AND BUILDERS

of complete Electric Light
Electric Street Railways.

and Steam Plants, and

NORTHWESTERN HEADQUARTERS FOR ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
SUPPLIES FOR ALL SYSTEMS KEPT CONSTANTLY IN STOCK.

ESTIMATES SENT UPON APPLICATION.

THE

N.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

W. ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION
403 AND 405 SIBLEY

ST., ST.

& SUPPLY

PAUL, MINN.

CO.,

September

14,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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THE BEST or ALL
THE WHLTER

K.

FREEMHN

TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
We

We

Guarantee

Guarantee

our

12 16-C.P.

Transformers
and

Lamps
for

Dynamos

each

for

two years,
and

Mechanical

sell

our
H. P.

Apparatus

upon

Applied

its

Satisfactory
to

Dynamo.
Performance.

OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING,
Our Apparatus

is of

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically.

WE GUARANTEE ITS

GET THE BEST

!

OPERATION, AND

GET THE CHEAPEST

I

CORHESFOmDEUCE SOLICITED.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG.
GEO. B.
H. H.

HAYDEX,

CO.,

EAU QLaAIRB., wis.
SHAW, - General Manager.

Prksidkst.

FITCH GILBERT, vwe-presidbnt.

WALTER

K.

FREEMAN,

Electrician,

R. E.
e." b!

RUST, Secretary.
putx'am, trbasurkr.

WESTERN ELECTRICIANo

WOODWARD
R. C. WEBB.
G. H. GALE.
S. A. PLUMMER.

G. H. GALE, President.
S. A. PLUMMER, VICE-PRESIDENT.

September 14 1889

ELECTRICAL CO

BOARD OF DIBECTOBS.
E.

T.

CIBROWN.
WILLIAMSON.

ANDREW

HAIR.

C. A.
C. H.

H. H.

WARREN

THOMPSON

HUMPHREY.
LY.

'F

HUMPHREY, TREASURER.
THOMAS WILLIAMSON, SECRETARY.
H. H.

I

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT STORAGE DATTERT.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

in construction,

has

now been found

to

be

PECULIARLY ADAPTED to many uses

s:E=ECi-^i-ii-.-sr

In

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE
which other types of

batteries

DURABLE,

and
have

.^^o-A-r^TEO

Steadying Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Oars,
Propelling Boats,
Burglar Alarms,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station Ligliting,
Street Oars,

and

Is,

owing

to Its design,

failed.

.

to

Isolated Lighting,
Auxiliary Central Station

BATTBBT.

Work,

Medical Purposes,

Bunning of Small Motors.

(SECTION

OF BATTEBT

FIiATIi.

^^ Detroit Storage Battery,
MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS GRANTED TO C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
BEEN DULY ASSIGNED TO THIS COMPANY,
Secondary
Is positively the only
Battery which will not Buckle, or which will
withstand uninjured the Highest Mates of Discharge.

THE ONLY

STUCCESSr^TTI-,
IS

STOXS-A-O-E

E-A-TTEX^-S"

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY

The Woodward

Electrical Co.

OFFICES:
69 GF'«wold

St.,

Campau

FACTORY:
Building.

DETROIT. MICH.

Corner

13tli

and Howard Streets.

!

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Septciiibor 14, 18

XXIII

A PRACTICAL A HB COMME RCIAL SUCCESS.

ThoisoU'lousioiiJectric R'y Systea

Tlie

ECONOMICAL, DURABLE, RELIABLE,

NEW TYPE THOMSON-HOUSTON

ELEOTRIO RAILWAY TRUCK.

RESULT OF ONE YEAR'S WORK.
RAILWAY CONTRACTS OF THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC RAILWAY
Alliance Street Itailtvay Co., Alliance, O.

Atlanta

Jt

Edgewood Street Railway

Co., Atlanta,

Ga.

Attleboro, ^o. Attleboro & WrentJiani Street Mailway Co.,
Attleboro, Mass.
Americus Street Railway Co., Americus, Ga.
Auburn Electric Railway Co., Auburn, N. Y.
Sanffor Street Railway Co., Bangor, Me.

Railway Co., Lynn, Mass.
Brooklyn Street Railway Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Central Passenger Railway, Louisville, Ky.
Central Railway Co., Peoria, HI.
Citizens' Electric Street Railway, Decatur, III.
Colerain Avenue Railway Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
DanviUe Street Car Co., Danville, Va.
Derby Morse Railroad Co., Ansonia, Conn.
Des Moines Electric Ry. Co., Des Moines, Iowa.
Eckington & Soldiers Some Ry. Co., Washington, D. C.
East Barrisburg Passenger Railway, Harrisburg, Pa.
Fulton Co, Street Ry. Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Hillside Coal Co., Scranton, Pa.
Hoosac Valley Street Ry., North Adams, Mass.
Belt Line

Joliet Street

Ry.

Co., Joliet, III.

Lynn & Boston Railroad

Co., (Myrtle Street Line)

Lynn,

Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Nahant Line) Lynn, Mass.
Lynn <& Boston Railroad Co., (Crescent Beach Line) Lynn,
Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Highland Line) Lynn, Mass.
McGavock & Mt. Vernon Horse Ry., Nashville, Xenn.
Metropolitan Street Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo.

:x:nr
Brooklyn Street Railway Oo.
Des Moines Electric Railway Co.
Eckington & Soldiers' Home Railway Oo.
Julien Electric Traction Co.
Seattle Electric

Railway

& Power Co.

CO.:

Natimkeag Street Ry., Salem, Mass.
Newbwryport & Amesbury Horse Ry.

Newbury-

Newton Street Ry. Co., Newton, Mass.
Nay- Aug Cross Town Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Omaha & C. B. Ry. and Bridge Co., Omaha, Neb.
Omaha Motor Ry. Co., Omaha, Neb.
Ottatva Electric St. Ry. Co., Ottawa, III.
Ottumwa Street Ry. Co., Ottumwa, Iowa.

Plymouth & Kingston Ry. Co., Plymouth, Mass.
Quincy St. Ry. Co., Quincy, Mass.
Redbank t€- Seabright Ry-, Redbaiik, N. J.
Richmond St. Ry. Co., Richmond, Ind.
Rochester Electric Ry. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Revere Street Ry. Co., Revere, Mass.
Ross Park Street Ry. Co., Si>okane Falls, W. T.
Riverside and Suburban Ry. Co. Wichita, Kan.
Scranton Passenger Ry. Co., Scranton Pa.
Scranton Suburban St. Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
SeatUe Electric Ry. & Power Co., Seattle, W. T.
Soiithington <£" PlantsviVe Ry. Co., Southinyton, Conn.
Third Ward St Ry. Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
Topeka Rapid Transit Co., Topeka, Kan.
Toledo Electric Ry. Co., Toledo, Ohio.
University Park Ry. and Electric Co. Denver, Col.
Vine St. Ry., Kansas City, Mo.
Watervliet Turnpike & R.
Co., Albany, N. Y.
Wheeling Ry. Co., Wheeling, W. Va.
West End St. Ry. Co., Boston, Mass.
,

R

i^
Lynn & Boston Street Railway Co.
Omaha & Council Bluffs Railway & Bridge

Co.

Revere Street Railway Co.
Wheeling Railway Co.
West End Street Railway Co.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

Co.,

port, Mass.
Newport Street Ry. Co., Newport, R. I.

148 Michigan Ave.,

CO.,

CHICAGO,

IliL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

September

14,
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ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
TheShield Brand Line Wire.

P. &B. Weatherproof Line ISlre.

TRADE

MOISTURE PROOF.
Trade No. 43
"
44
"

Double

Braid.
Braid.
Quadruple Braid.

Triple

45

P&B.

41.

THOROUGHLY WEATHERPROOF.
Insulation will not Melt in
Summer or Crack in Winter.

BRAND

S'H'I'E'L'D

NO.

LrNE WIRE.
The different compounds
employed in this insulation
are exellent insulators, and

AN
ENTIRELY

indestructible

practically

by

NEW WIRE

FIRE,
OF

ACIDS,
ALKALIES,
CASES,

VERY
SUPERIOR

OR

CONTINUED EXPOSURE

INSULATION

In

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

Damp

Localitiep.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS
AJ>I3Z)

QUOTj^TIONS.

QU0TJSJT10N&.

-THK-

THE INSTANTANEODS

ARMATURE
PROTECTOR.
Armature
than

Protectors

New

or

FILTER.

cheaper

Re-Wound

Armatures.

171

are

ELLIS
No

Electric Light Station can afford
to be without one.

RANDOLPH STREET,

C-H-I-C-^^-O-O
FACTORIES:

Ansonia, Conn.

!
September

14,

WESTERN ULECrKlClAM.

1889

XXY

A REVOLUTION
Send

for Full Particulars

Regarding the

New

BRUSH ALTERNATING CURRENT
LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING SYSTEM.
Con::5.pa,rj.i©s

CanrLOt

.Zi^frord.

to

or TJse j^iTL-y Otliex.

B-ijl^t-

The Brush ''Goreless" Alternating Current Dynamo.
Brush Arc and Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Brush Electric Motors
and Power Generators, Brush Carbons, Storage Batteries, Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CHICAGO OFFICE:

225

DEARBORN

ALEX. KEMPT. Special

ST.
Agt.

CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Eastern Office:

36 Onion Square, N.

PACIFIC COAST agents;

Tie CalFEia Electric
Y.

UiM

8AN FRANCISCO.

Co.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

September

14,

1889

FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LI6HT COMPANY,
IF'ort "X/^a.-yxx&m Xzi.c3LletzxA.
Manufacturers

SLATTEBY

of the

INDUCTION
,

OP

SYSTEM

out

—

System of Electric Lighting In
Existence.

IKCflNDESCEST LIGHTING,

AND THE

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

OP

ARC

The Most Ooreftilly Workedand Oomplete Alternating

l^-^^f^

LIGHTING.

Lamps

and

Converter*

12—16 Candle Power

to the Mechanical

Horse

Power Ouaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK OFFICE:
115

,

BROADWAY,
Boreel BIdg.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS,

FORT WAYNE,

CHICAGO OFFICE,

PHILADELPHIA

OFFICi:,
907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBITR, Manager.

St., First Floor,

BUCKLEY, Manager.
FRANCISCO OFFICE, 21 7 Sansome St.
W.

SAN

185 Dearborn

IND.

J.

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.
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EVERY SATURDAY.

$8 per Annum.

CHICAGO,

Vol. V.

Self-Adjusting

ireson's

Leather-Link

Fatd. N07. le. 8U,

Send (or

Ir<*Bon'i> Illtiii'

nn

Snlf-

AilJiistlriK I.(<tttbi'r

Link

furnlilii'd gra-

Utiltlni;,

ery.

tiiLtouRly.

2r, 1889.

No.

Tk

CHARLES

L.

IWESON. 97 High

Boston. Mass-

St..

12.

Holtzer-Caliit Electric Cd.
MANrPACTI/HKIUJ OK AND IJKALKHS

Standard Underground Gable

Co.,

I.N

EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL
KNU FOK
v\tiK (;atai,o<; IK,

^.^o

Manf'd by

O cents per Copy.

Belting.

trfttad Treutlt'R

BnpKctally ndiipieil for
nil Kluctrlcporpnans ftDil
othur UlKh-apetxl macttin-

SEPTEMBER

I

1 11

BOSTON, MASS.
WATER-TUBE BOILER.'

Arch street,

ROOT'S

Economical
Durable

AN EXCELLENT

Manufacturers of
Adopted by tbe

panleM

TELEPHONE

TELEGRAPH.

VKTIRES
NEW A'OKK.

L'GHT

ELECTRIC

all

E.

B.

ABENDROTH & ROOT MFG. CO.
Tork.

ROOT SECTI0I4AL SAFETY BOILER.

BRANCHES: CHICACO, BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA

Sl

NEW ORLEANS.

I'lie .A.mlcx-tti'xx. Xjo oIi. S«».rety '\7'a1-co,
frixe .A-ml^Xoxt. "^^ja.tor- Zlellef "KTml-^rm,

Noiseless

other

THE ASHTON VALVES

Aerial Uie.

All

Sizes

Subterranean Ute,

Lead Encased Wirei.

McGLEES, General Manager,

Su""-"'!"

""

Concealed Wiring

I6 Dey

St.,

in all Locatlona.

new YORK.

DOW In the muket.
in conetractton, Antomatic la action, Perfectly ControlUog tbe Presaare of tlie bo»«
ever speed tbe eogine or pump le worklog.

Simple

BRANCH

III., Sole Agents for the West.

mos

Ji»-»-w«-p"-"o""'>.i"«.b.mo...p«f«*.«

THEIR SAFETY VALVES SShr/JtSSi^l'Lc'S^S.'^^I'l^.SS.'S*-THEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES ra.I-^r'i'k^X^T&fi:

niEDWiEE

pCEHqaarc

TOBIN

CO.,

NEW

Xaii-Corro<>ive.

CAN BE FORCED HOT.
Rods for pumps, bolts and drop forged commutator ban.
rolled sheets and plates for pump Imings and ooodenser tube sheets, etc. Ingot mtxx. for cat and enWire.

&,

COPPER

CO.,

SOLE MAMFACTVRFJLi,

CIIICACiO.

YORK.

Char1.es D. JENNEV,

ami

ANSONIA BRASS

Send for Circnlar.

AND

inrli.

Anti-l'rictioiial

gine bearings.

95 CHAMBERS STREET,

M

M wk^

Like St.. CUICAGO.
Ub«rty SL, >BW TORi-

Toi^iional Ntrcn|;lli ptinnl to the
best )Iacliiiier> Stfcl.

BRONZE

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

rresident.
.\ORDYKE, Vice-President.

'.

219

Ten<.ileStr<>ii«;th nl>ov«> Ttf.OOO Ibn.

PUSH-BDTTON

W. Marmon.

\

OKFICE8:

AstitonValyeCo. 271Franl[liiiSt, Boston.

-the:-

Dan'IEI.

New

38 OllS Street,

('II(t'A<]i<».

for durable and high
Insulation.
Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

ot Signaling.

ADDISON H.

C'«b<

Colnraboa

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back

We.Htorn Elooti-ic Co.. Chicago.

I

I'aul,

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.

Bectrlo Light and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,

Branchea

at Pbiladetpbla, Df-trolt, St.

l^lxlit

;

The aoknowledgred Standard

Railway and

BOILER.

Kdlnoa Klectrir

and ClDclonaii
alio the Broab Bloclrlc Llgbt Co., of
LonlSTiUe, and others.

AND CABX^BS.
PITTSBIRGH. PA.

PLANT

-

ELECTRIC

^EW lORK.

BbainaRD Rorison. Sccrc'an.
.AM05 K. HOLLOWELL. TrtroiuTCr.

Elcclrician.

JENNEY ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Sole

of all the Patents and Inventions of Charles D. Jennty (known as
h
the Jenney System), and Sole Owners and Manufacturers ofrhis

Owners

IMPROVED DYNAMO,
Lamp and

Electric Motor.
JENNBY

desirable featuree of Arc and Incjindwc«nt UiihUni; tie
Stmvle, durable, economical, etesdy, brilliant and peneuituig.
In loeeeeasenliale It challeogea comparieon.
In

all

STSTSII LEADS.

estimates Promptly Furnished for Erecting Electric Ligtiting Plants for
Companies or Indiuiduals. Prices Furnished for th€ Jenney Arc
ot Incandescent Systems, or for botJi combined.

Cities.

The Jennev Incaodeecent UTnamog er« SflK-Regulallng.aad r.»r'r,ii the taminc oa aad off
This Companr jItcs special att.!ntlcn to lurmshlag MUls,
ot one or all of tbe lamps at will
Shopa.IVtorics, etc., wllb INDIVIDCAL PLANTS.
Send for Pamphlet Illustrating and Describing the System.

OFFICE

AND WOEKS:

Corner Kentucky Avenue and MorriF Street,

-

-

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
Electric
i

I<ig1iting

Apparatus.

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
115 Broadway, New Yobk, N. Y.
315 W. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
116 Gravier St., New Okleans, La.
503 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.
319 N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.
334 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

21, i J

CO.,

Electric Railxray

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

No better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus
can be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps
operated by Gas Companies in this country, over 11,000, or
52 per cent., are Thomson-Houston. The dynamo is entirely
automatic in its regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in operation.
The lamps burn steadily
and uniformly, and hold their adjustment better than any
other lamps on the market.
Arc Dynamo.

Our direct current incandescent dynamo

is

rapidly gain-

ing favor vrith practical electric lighting men, as
features of excellence are recognized.
its

regulation

to be thrown

is

Like the arc

automatic, permitting any number of lamps

on or

others in service.

off

without in the least effecting the

Our incandescent lamps have an

equaled record for long

Direct Current Incandeiiieent

many
dynamo

its

iia

life.

Dynamo.

The problem of long distance incandescent lighting is
practically solved by the alternating current dynamo, and to
meet the demand for a machine of this character we have
constructed what

is

unquestionably the most perfect alterna-

tor offered the public to-day, embracing as

features that combine to

make

a perfect

it

dynamo

does,

aU the

—automatic

regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

ency, and

economy of

effici-

operation.

Alteriiatiii;;' t'lii-iciit l>>iiaiiio.

The employment of electric motors for driving small mais becoming so common, and its advantages so well
known, that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction.
In the construction of our motors we feel that we have reached
a point where their superiority cannot but be admitted.
chinery

LIGHTNING ABBE8TER. —All

of our installations are

protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which

we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every instance.
Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus injured by
ning where these arresters

fail

to operate.

The
light-

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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CHAS.D.JENNEY&CO.

THE MITCHELL VANCE
KA
(HacrrHMorN to niT(

IfKI.I.,

VA.NI

4

CO.,

U.)

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS
Having no Special Agent
in

Chicago for our

Goods,

we

Solicit Cor-

AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.

¥

Architects' and Decorators' Designs

and

Suggestions Carried Out

respondence from
with Fidelity

Buyers, which

we

to the

Promptly Answer.

Combination Fixtures,

given Motive.

Insulating Joints,

and

Electroliers, Brackets.

Ail Fittings for

Incandescent Ligtiting,

Pendants, Reflectors

Fifty n. P. CoiiHtaiit Potential Motor.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
-oi* Ta

ex:-

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
For both Arc and Incandescent Oircnits, from 1-2 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have Self-OUing Boxes.

OI'I'ICi;:

224

ILLINOIS ST,

S.

-

MANUFACTORY,
24and25thSt. and

SALESROOM,

lOth Ave.,

836-38 Broadway and 13th

NEW YORK

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

St.,

CITY.

thle:1

aOMPANY,

INSULATING COMPAN7,
MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRIC

Vulcanized India-Bubber Cables to
any Specification up to 8,000 Megohms per

NEW YORK.
C.

SCHUMACHER.

Prest.

VICTOR SCHALLER.

Treas.

P.

CUUS.

Sup).

mile.

LICHT,
HIGH OR

LOW

YOLTAGE.

Absolutely Pure Rubber Cables.
Concentric Cables, any Millage.

Office:

12 Exchange Place.

Factory:

162 and 164 W.

27tli St.

Flexible Cords, Silk, Hemp or Cotton.
Dynamo "Wires and Cables very pliable
Every Variety of Incandescent Cores.
;

any
STRAXDED HIARIXE CORES,
Jlegohms per
to

Millage or Bpeclflcatlon, up to 9,000
knot.

2-CIRCIIIT

MARINE

COKCEXTRIC CABI.ES

of any Slillage, both
knot.

circuits, 9,000

Megohms

per

W A'I'V PORT.iBLiES, Silk, Cotton & Hemp.
BEIX AVIRE. Rubber Cov'd for Marine Work.
PIAABLE C.\BL,ES FOR SEARCH

ELECTRIC LIGHT
INSTALLATIONS.

1.ICHTS.
Tliree

UNDER WATER
—AND-

UNDERGROUND.
.\ll

and Two- Wire

cation,

op

to 8,000

Cables,

Megohms

to

any

Specifi-

per knot.

Cables of Oenuine Hooper Core, of High
Insulation and Long Life, all Millages,
made Concentric after a New Method, if required.

the above Cables and Cores have been extensively used in Tlieaters. Public Ituildin;^
Hotels, Breweries, Mines. Chemical Works. Steamers and Yachts.

OFFICES:

159

FRONT

ST.,

W. M. HABIRSHAW,

Our Dynamo is cast in one piece, and combines indestructible solidity -with the greatest simplicity of design and
compactness; the highest efficiency with a total absence of
NEW YORK CITY, U. S. A. the many objectionable features of the machines heretofore
in u^e. No outside magnetism, and no sparks.
F. C. S. Cen. Manas;er.
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CO

F-HE PTAmOIVA.!:^ CA^ICBOIV
OleTT-elarLd., 01i.io.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC I.IGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAI..

THE HAWKEYE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING

CO.,

OF- the:-

CELEBRATED THONE SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT AUTOMATIC APPARATUS.
Motor

Electric Motors, denerators for lechanical

Circuits.

Aitoinatic

Dpainos

for Ligliting Plants.

Oontrctotors for CORRESPONDENCE
Oon3.;j>loto ESlootrio I*la;3a.tsSOLICITED.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENeiNEERINB

JARVIS

CO.,
OLIVER STREET,

61

tOSTFC^XO".

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coal and Coke

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING &MT'G CO.
KOOMS, 200 and 202

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST. liOTJIS.
UNIFORM

IN QUALITY,

LONG LIFE AND. GOOD LIGHT.

1 ^'»1
CORLISS OR HIGH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

^P^^

Etc.

For Driving Dynamos.

NGINES

Completi
Complete Steam Plants Furnished and Erected.
1221-1223 Union Ave.

MORSE & CO.

NGLISH,

KANSAS

MO.

CITY,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

BALL DYNAMOS

!il»

LAMPS

FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
This system Is mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a steady
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required
WM.

8.

TURNER.

J.

LESTBR WOODBRIDGE,

WOODBRIDGB & TURNER,

Electrical Engineers
tor Electric Light

V^
iEONAUD FAGET.

Giiemical

39 Dearborn

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.

and Power.

testimonials, address

and Contractors. CHARLES W. RAYMOND, Western

EQriPMENT OF EtECTRIC BAIIiWAYS.

COIUPI<£TE
Steam Plants

and the cost of repairs.
For descriptive circulars or

Designs and EHtiiiiates So'bnilttefl.

Street,

Agt.

Tremont House,

Oortl«,MLcit jStx-eety 3Xro-c^ TTorlx..
CHARLES

PAGET ^ KIIffTNER^
and

Electrical

Experts

and

Electrical

J.

KINTNBR.

MATHER ELECTRIC
Engineers.

11, Metropolitan Block, )j
CHICACiO OFFICE:! *»""
lia Salle and Kandolph Sts.
)

I

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

Works

THE BEST SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT

THE Knapp E lectrical
3VE A.I^TTX'.A.CI'XTfl.XSXl.S

Magneto

Bells, Annunciators,

CO.3

h. BEID, Manaeer.

OE»

LIGHTING,

.

Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries, Push Buttons, Etc.

T-i-ci

AT.in-r»»a XSJ

STTSRirXXZING- SI^ECTRICA.I«.
.A.CSrHT^T'FS X>OX«. a7XX]

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A

Full Line of their Celebrated Wires.

Buy your Goods

Cables and Tapes

of the

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

-

-

-

CHICAGO.
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SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND MOTOR COMPANY,
Electric

Mining and Railway Apparatus.

Motors and Dynamos of Special Typos and Designs for tho OporatinK of Street Cars, and all Kinds
of Mining IMachinery, such as CRUSHERS, CONCENTRATORS, HOISTS, TRAMS, PUMPS, Etc.

16 and 18 Broad

Address

Fuirinformation on Application.

THE EDISON KLJLCHINE
SCHENECTA-DY, N.

NEW

St.,

YORK.

'HZ'ORI^S,

Y,

-MANUKACTUHKHS OF-

insulated Wires, Fiexible Cords
JAMES

F.

KELLY, Genera) Sales Agent,

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC
A. H.

^nd^ Gabies

Saves Doctor's Bills,
Saves Coal,
Saves Labor;
Automatic, Simple tin'l IJurable; Insurer uniform t/;mpcTalurc
throughout the house; no beater complete without It; cao be
upplli'il to any kiuil of heating apparatus.
Try one, anJ be con-

GENERAL ELECTRICAL CONSTRDCTION AND SUPPLIES.
1521 FARNAM ST., OMAHA, NEB.

vinced.
It not Bold In your town wrU'<

Piimpelly Storape Batteries, Standard Underground Cable Co.'s Wires, Celebniled
Waring Cables and Condulls, Paiste Switches, Stoddard Cut-Ouls, Thomson-Houston
Motors and Dyniimoa. Sawyer-Man Lamps and Specialties, Combination Fixtures
and Kiectroliers. (_;ie!ison& Bailey Mfg. Co.'s Supplies. Wing's Disc Fans and Exhausts. Electric Lighting and yupplles, Electric House Furnishings, Bell Hangers,
PreHt.

S.

F.

FENTON,

'Vlce-Preet.

and Treas.

loisChestnutSt.Pliiladeiptiia

Electric Gas Lighting.

The United

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electric Go.

Eltfctro-Medlcal Apparatus,

Electiical

Electric Lighting.

Ipparatas and Supplies,

Telegraph Instruments.

SALT LAKE

Wire and Batteries.

UTAH.

CITY,

for llluiitrAUtd rlrrnUr

sod

|,ric«<..

CO.,

GleVerly Electrical works

CHAS. aiDtTET SinTH, 86o»y

and Mouse Annunciatore.

tiR

CONSOLIDATED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING
m:<(> KAfOLi.H. m>».

Sundries. Complete Steam Plants.

Ilutcl

York.

ELECTRIC HEAT REGULATOR

ZENNER, Manager.

CONTRACTORS AND JOBBERS.

V.r. ANNETT.

New

19 Dey Street,

CO.

Telegraph

for Teiepiione,

||1i1|l

^U r

^IBCtrlOfl'

H"A"Cleverly -Manager

»^

MfllfDV

Philadelphia pepartmetit*^

BAXTER ELECTRIC MFC &M0TOR CO.

ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES TO CONTRACT.

HOTEL
ANNUNCIATOR,
WITH
K\ AM,
FIKK
r

ItKTl

A\l>

.VL.llt.ll.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO
ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
al loT ul

84

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.
ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

isrl

lit

H»

15I

lol

17I

isi

i9t zol

:il

sil

sil

:+l

2sJ

S6t 27*

;»

3:* 33* il*

35»

"dI

30* 31

oooooooo
oooooooo
OOOOOOOO
W W
OOOOOOO O

Central Stations for Power Distribution.

I

X

3

*

S

6

7

a

9

10

II

12

1.1

14

IS

IG

17

IS

;3

st

33

19

10

ai

j;

CT

la

29

30

.nj

3S

FIR£.

3*

o o =«

STATIONARY MOTORS.
STORAGE BATTERIESi
ETC^ SBE Ol'B CATAXOOCT.

r 'R PFtCIS,

FRANKLIN

Executive Offices:

115 BROADWAY,

NEW

YORK.

i»

S.

.A.

CHARLES M WILKINS

CART

n T HI c EC

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS

cts
IN

i:

WARD

WlLKIJiS.

a.A.n.TE:ii,

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Sole Proprietors of the P.^ten: Needle Aanat.f lator.

Factory:

JERSEY CITY,

N.

J.

EsTABjjsHHj

1S67.

-

1

I

+ South Second Street. PHILADELPHIA
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THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine

P.

especially adapted for electric plants
of all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.
ir IS UJffiQUAI.ED

ALUS

AND DTJKABILITT IN

&

CO.,

IILWAUKEE,

WIS,

Manufactnrers of and Dealers In

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cetton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

rOK ECONOMY OF FDEL, BEaULAKITT OF

MOTION,

1889

BVIUDBRS

RELIANCE WORKS.
Is

21,

USE.

CHICAGO BRANCH,

Write for our Cataloeuen

41

M

43 SOUTH JEPFEESON

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO. EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC

ST.

CO.

MOTORS

INGANDBSGENT LAMPS

FOB

FOB

Arc

ARC-LIGHT GIRGDITS.

% Incandescent Circuits
tVOHIKD FOB AJI-y OIIKKEIHT.

PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

SIMPLE. RELIABLE. DURABLE.
The only

safe socket for series lamps,

Highly

Send for

620

ATLANTIC AVENXTE,
-

16 Sizes, 6 to 600 H. P.

WESTERN AND SOUTHERN

]vi:.A.ss.

CHICAGO OFFICE. 80 Adams

COMPOUND.

1

CONDENSING OR
NON-OONDENSING.
of

1

EAST ADAMS STREET,

Engine

fop

WESTINGHOUSE

SIIVIPLICITy.

STANDARD. ^IIS
6 Sizes

Well Built.

Reliable.

in

Stock,

5

h"".'"

to

50 H.

Economical,

Over 300

CHICAGO.

-

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED
NEW YORK,
17 Cortlandt Street,
BOSTON,
PITTSBURGH,
CHICAGO,
PHILADELPHIA,

Hathaway BuUding,

STATES.

lT.?SiS?''S:

WestinghouseBmlSing.f
156, 158Lake Street,
J

^'"Tnn^"^
"''''•

&

&

P.

AOTOMATIO EHQIHE
EHQ:
OSEAPEE THAH A SLIDE VALYE.

I All the above built strictly to
Repairs Carried in Stock.
I

-

608 Chestnut St., M. E. Muckl§, Jr.
Co.
803, 304 tVashington Ato. )
ST. LOUIS,
t,„-„v,„„.„
313 Union Avenue.
KANSAS CITV,
i Fan-banks
"' ''°1880 Seventeenth Street, (
DENVER
1619 Capitol Avenue, F. C. Ayer.
OMAHA,
PINE BLUFFS, Ark.
Geo. M. Dilley
Sons.
SALT LAKE CITY, 259 S. Main St.
Utah & Montana
BUTTE, MONT.
E. Granite St.
Machinery Co.
f
SAN FRANCISCO, 21 and 23 Fremont St., Parke & Lacy Co.
PORTLAND, OR. 83, 85 N. Front St., Parke & laoy Mch. Co.
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
}TheD.A. Tompkins CO.
ATLANTA,

3,000 in use in all p arts of the Civilized World.

JUNIOR.
AH

STATES.

GEORGE CUTTER, Agent

Street,

Hot yet equaled iy any foim

HIGH FUEL DUTY AND

HORNE, Manager

F. VT.

Illustrated Catalogue.

^osa^oM-y

and Economical,

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

and the only

socket having insulating material for the outside
parts.

Efficient

sold the first year.

GA.

Gauge with Interchangeable Parts.
Send for Illustrated Catalogues.

W.

0.

SARGENT,

JNO. A. BARRETT,

Pres.

V. Pres. a[\d

ls.°Slt.'

DALLAS. TEX.

PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.A.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

Cons. Elec.

&

.eating Imp.
Mch. Co.
Co.
C. E. James

E H. CUTLER, Treas. and Mgr.

FRANK

THE ELEKTRON MFC.
Cor.

Jay and Plymouth

Sts.,

A.

&

PERRET,

Elec.

CO.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS and DYNAMOS
Automatically Regulated, Unexcelled in Simplicity

and Durability.
THE ONLY MACHINES HAVING

Laminated Fie d Masnets

So

test

of

Gliarcoal

Iron

BY MEANS OF WHICH
Higlier Efficiency,

Closer Regnlation and

ARE OBTAINED THAN

IS

Slower Speed

POSSIBLE OTHERWISE.

Careful Investigation Invited.

El

rofi
Ex
TUBING all'!

Pure Sheet
SaiTiple-s and

^dd;es^ jHE

ffubber
prices

Etc. «

upon application.

Br.CooDmcH
Co.
AH RON BUBBER WORKS

AKRON, OHIO.

Specialties OF all kinds to order
-—^^ Send for Gr/iLoeuE. ^-—

September

21,
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EDISON SYSTEM.
BEST IN EVERY WAY.
MOST ECONOMICAL.
CHEAPEST.

SAFEST.
SIMPLEST.

MOST RELIABLE.
MOST UNIVERSAL
IN ITS APPLICATIONS.

Models of Engineering

Skill.

Handsome Investments.
Perfect satisfaction to consumers.

CENTRAL

STATIS

Power sold in any amount cheaper than steam power.
Current for Storage Batteries, Electro-plating, Etc.
Current to replace all Chemical Batteries.
Current for operating Electric Railways.
Absolute safety to life.
Hundreds of Stations in towns from 2,000 population to largest cities.
Perfect, Simple and Cheap Meters for sale of light or current for any use.
Only perfect underground system.
Underground Systems in use since 1882, and perfectly reliable.
Fundamental Patents absolutely controlling— now in courts.

—

—

ISOLATED
PLANTS.

WIRING
OF

BUILDINGS
AND

feet.

Perfect satisfaction guaranteed.
Large saving guaranteed over any gas or any other electric system.
Dynamos perfectly automatic.
Lamps perfectly uniform.
All devices incombustible.

Have your building wired while in process of construction.
Have it wired by a thoroughly responsible concern.
Have it wired by a concern you are likely to buy a plant from
Have it wired by company owning fundamental patents.
Have it wired by company having longest experience.
Have it wired with porcelain wiring devices.
Have it wired under rigorous specifications.

A

iSIDMCE

—

16 candles each per horse power.
J2 lamps
Guaranteed average life 600 hours.
With Coal at S3 per ton, light as cheap as by gas at 60 cents per thousand
Over 1,000 Isolated Plants iu use.
No one having power can afford to use any other light.
Absolute safety from fire.

building

is

in

future.

better not wired than wired poorly.

Poor wiring will cause you trouble and expense forever, and
oiis from fire.

is

extremely danger-

The Edison Company guarantees everything it makes everything it does and everything it says, and is absolutely responsible, and will be forever. Address,

UNITED EDISON MFB.
LEONARD & IZARD COMPANY,

CO,,

85

5t!i Ave.,

Gen'l Agents Central States,

N. Y. City.

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO.
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MOTOR
& C." ELECTRIC
NEW YORK.
GREENWICH

21,

1889

CO.,

STREET,

402 4

EFFICIENT
ELECTRIC

AUTOMATICALLY

MOTORS.

REGULATED.

Manufactured for Arc and Incandescent Circuits.

NEW Ey GLAND OFFICE:

32

Oliver Street, Boston.

WESTERN OFFICE:

Phenix Building, Chicago,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE: SOI Arch St.
SOUTHERN OFFICE: 35 Carondelet

JOHN STEPHENSON

Street,

New

Orleans.

CO.,

i_i&^i-r:Eiz),

YORK.
STREET CARS
NEIAT

-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

#-#

THE ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT
For Passenger Trains,
Freight Trains,
Steamboats, and
Burglar Alarms.
No more

accidents from breaking in two of trains.

In use on the

MICHIGAN CENTRAL and ROCK ISLAND, and other leading roads being
rapidly equipped.

^

^r ^

PARRISH BROS.

&

PECK ELECTRICAL CO,

CHICAGO OFFICE, Booms 324 & 325

Piioenk Building.

THE HEISLER PATENT LONC DISTANCE
INCUDESCENT ELECTBIC UGHT SYSTEM,
UNEOUAL.ED FOR DISTRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.
Specially adapted for Street, Oommercial, and Somestic Illumination from Central Stations. Plant may be located where Power
can be secured Cheapest, even if miles distant from the Lighting.
Safety, Reliability, and Financial Success fully demonstrated.
Plan of Wiring the Simplest, Cheapest, and most Efficient. Strictly
Series. Noted for the Brilliancy and Beauty of the Light. Lamps,
10 to 100 Candle-Power; Long Life without Blackening. Greatest
Production of Candle Power per Horse Power. Byname SelfContalned and Perfectly Automatic,
»iK.\l>
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COKBI':i>iI>OIVUESICK t^OI^IGITED.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
809-817 South 7th

Street,

ST. LOUIS,

MO.
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-FOl!Helsler
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This Okonite Boy is laugiiing AT his competitors
and smiling WITH his customers.
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FLECTBIC Q OMPANY.
C OMMEBCIAL
COMPLETE ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS.
o

ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING,

o

"We are prepared to build and compl ;tely eq lip C'ties, Towns, Buildings, etc., willi
years' experience ia engineering, build 'ng and operating Electric Light Plants.
Electric Light Plants, furnishing "High or Low Tension" Are System, Al ernating or Direct Current IncandeBceut Systenn, adapted to service required.

Nine

^>Ty U

%J
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l

Capital has been invested in Electric L'ght Plants, constructed under tbe supervision of Ihe manag m-nt of this Company (Messrs, Fisher anl Fitzgerald).

\^e are authorized Kepresentatives and Contractors for the following
Slanafactnrers and Apparatus:
"SLATTERY" INDUCTION SYSTEM INCAJ^DBSCENT LIGHTING.
THE NEW IMPROVED WOOD ARC LIGHT SYSTEM (Formerly "American" Arc)
(Above owned and manufactured by Ft. Wayne Electric Co.)
C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTORS.
STAR IRON TOWERS AND MAST ARMS.
SAWYER MAN INCANDESCENT LAMPS. OKONITE WIRES AND CABLES.

)

tUVE US AJi OPPORTUNITY OP

S

FIGURISrG

WITH

YOU.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES AND SUPPLIES.
88-57 GRATIOT AYE,

DETROIT, MICH.

ALFRED
F. MOORE'S ELECTRICAL WIRE.
LADELPHIA, PA.
FACTORIES:
PHI

NEW HAVEN CLOCK
Electric

Established 1820.

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT.

CO.'S

Messenger and Signal Boxes, Telegraph Instruments and Annunciators.

WARNEB'S KI.ECTBIC TIUE BYSTKIK AND EliECTBICAIj TESTINe

I.W.Golburn&

CIAITe£S.

Co.'s Arc and Incandescent Electric Llsht Dynamos and Lamps.
ES: FITCHEBUK O, M:A.8S,

FACTORI

Electrical Material direct from the First and Best Manufacturers at Factory Prices and of Superior Quality Only, the Result of
the Best Machinery, and Skilled Workmen. Sead for Pocket Price List and Catalogues of Every Description of Electrical Supplies.

Combining a Full Supply of

C. A.

—

HARMOUNT, western

J. F.

PORTER.

Pres.

&

agent,

315 to 321

Wabash

Ave.,

Long Experience,

CHICAGO,

Genl. Manager.

E.

ILL.

RUEBEL, Superintendent.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,
LOCUST STREET,
MO.
gt9

ST. LOUIS,

BRANCH:

NASHVILLE. TENN.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS.
For any system of Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Street Railway Plants,

Electric Power
Plants, Electric Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Train Lighting Plants, Pole Line Construction.
JuU line of supplies
carried at all times for plants described above. Plans and specifications for all kinds of Electrical Construction.
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WHEN YOU BUY
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From

THE HORN, BRANNEN & FORSYTHE MFG.

ANY Manufiicturer or Dealer,

State that

you

WANT

WITH

IT

SUPPLIED
in

the

ELECTROLIERS,

Whittingham
I

CO..

AND MAKERS OP
DESIGNERS
3IGNE

Gas

Automatic

and

Combination

Fixtures.

MCWIRHANBMlESROOaS:

Switcti.
Send

Nos. 429, 431, 433 North Broad St„

for C'atalogue.

PHILADELPljlA, PA.

Automatic

%|

Switch Co.,

No. 8 Kejser Building,

BALTIMORE, MD.

DBsips aii Estates Fnrnislei

ROYAL ELECTRIC

CO.,

PEORIA,
ILLINOIS,

MAKUFAr-TUKKltS OK

ELECTRIC LIGHTING

'

POWER MACHINERY
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PITTSBURGH. PA.
DISTRIBUTION
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BY ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

Central Station Plants, with an aggregate capacity of

lamps sold

to

August

360,G00

sixteen candle

power

IB, 1889.

THE UNITED STATES

ELECTRIC LIGHTING

CO.,

(Leased and Operated by the Westinghouse Electric Co.)

SALES DEPARTMENT: 120 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK.

COMPLETE ISOLATED PLANTS, ARC OR INCANDESCENT,
Unsurpassed

for Design, Construction

and

Efficiency.

SAWYER-MAN ELECTRIC

CO.,

(Leased and Operated by the Westinghouse Electric Co.)

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS AND SUPPLIES
FOR ELEIGTRIG LIGHTING.
CORRESPONDENCE WITH DEALERS

INVITEp,

!

—

.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

September

21,

1889

WANTED.

THRS GOOD BOOKS

ELECTRICIANjnd SALESMAN.
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care
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Western Electrician.
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binding, ty^e

page

Just the book for people
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handling
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electric
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books printed to date, containing additional pages and moonlight schedule for 1889.
100 pages, 70 illustrations,

flexible cloth

binding, size of type page 5ix3 inches. De-

house or hotel annuciators, burglar or

fire

electric

lighting apparatus,
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men who wish
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The only book of the kind In the
English language.
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THE CONVENTION

W
W

Smith, W.
Smith, G.
Sise, C. F

Of the National Telephone Exchange
Association at Minneapolis.

Tallavall.

Thayer,

I

Kansas

Tuttle, H. A
Tyler, Morris

'Hie cIcvciUh meeting' of the Nntion.il Telephone Exchange association was hciti in Minneapolis, Minn., Sept.
10 ami II.
The special train which conveyed the delegates from New Vorlc and Chicago reached its destination
The members of the parly were
shortly l>efore lo o'clock.
driven to the West Hotel, which was ihe head(|uarters of
The members met in one of tlie assembly
the association.
rooms of the hotel. Kollowiny is a list of the members
and gncsts
Mi'MitF.Ks AND Guests.

;

New

!'

mine, A. n
Weslbrooke, W. T
Weston, J. A
Whidden, Arthur
Wilson,

Haven,

Manchester. N. H.
Minneapolis

Y

cxpcnM*

is

as follows:

155 Bo

For chice expenses, stationery, postage, telegrams, express and newspaper subscrip-

Berlin.

Wallace, George
Wainman, E. P
Yost, C. E

of the

blanks

(.Chicago.

G

Wabner,

t )maha.
Minneapolis.

tions

138 21

For stenographer at New York meeting
For other expenses at New York meetinf;

Omaha.

95
58 80

:

Adams. Abner S
Adams, Charles E
Albree. Ceorgc
llailey, R.
Baker, Cyrus O
Harney. C. 1

Lowell, Mass.
Lowell. Mass.
lioslon,

M

Ileach,

I). C.
Chicago.
Lowell

.

—

.

New
C
.

.

Minneapolis

C

Clark, Joel

.

Carson, D. I
Cherry, E. V
Crandall, A.

Degenhardt,

K

E

1*'.

Dec, James R
Drake, F
Dickey, J J
Eastabio:)ke. William
Kckert, William II
Eggleston, Melville

Karnham.

I.

D

John

Omaha.
Omaha.

N

Elmira, N. Y.

New York
New York.

Stillwater,

H.N
H V

Hail,
Hall.
Hall.

Minn.

St. Louis,

W

Haves,

\'ork.

York.

Charleston, S. C,
Boston.
Detroit

H

Forbes, F. A
Kreedy, B. F.
Fuller', A. G
Foster, G.
Glidden, Charles
GifTord,

New
New

Chicago.
Boston.
Houghton, Mich.

Thomas B

Easterlin.

.

Cincinnati.
New Orleans, La.
Atlanta, Ga.
U an isburg. Pa.

W

Cole, W. J
Davis, J oseph
Doolittle.

\'ork

N. Y.
Chicago

Buffalo,

Mo.

tlalveston, Tex.

Lowell. Mass.

J

Louisville.

Boston.

Edward
Edward

Buffalo.

(

New
New

York.
York.
St. Paul
New York.

Jr

j..

George G
Hope, Henrv C
Ilibbard. A.'S
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S

Philadelphia.

Hovey, William

A

Boston, Mass.

Huidekoper,

M M

Ilayden,
Ivers,

Samuel

New
New

•

M

Jackson, J
lohnson. Charles
Joyce, W. B
Keller. Jasper

F

N

Kreidler,

Korty,

A

W'.

Chicago

H

L

Omaha,

A

Knapp, M.

Chicago.

Knight, F. B
Lock wood, Thomas
Leonard, S S

Manson, tleorge
Marsh, J
McGuire,
.

W
—

McClees, E.

McM ichael
Metzger,

D

T

Minneapolis

New York

B

M inneapolis
Pittsburg.

O

Boston.

New

Mc(^>uaide, J. P
McCluer, C. E

Meaney, E. P
McDaniel, Charles
McKinsliy, I V
Palmer, 11. C
Patterson. W.
Plush. S.
Price, C.
Sargent,

R

M

W
L

Stump. C. E
Stanley, Henry
Stone, George

Cleveland.

The convention was called to order at 1 o'clock by
President Mel/ger.
.\fter the call of the roll and the
presentation of applicat ons for membership, C 11. Barney,
the secretary, presented his report as follows:
1

D
N

—

I

have the honor respectfully to submit

report as secretary of this association, for the year terminating Aug. 31, 1889. The changes in membership since my
last report have been as follows:
At the beginning of the
association year, the roll of the association showed 36 active, 5 associate and 1^) honorary members.
At the meeting in New York in .September, 1SS8, the Cumberland

AlilJRESS riK WF.I.COMK

While the fame of your meeting here has gone before
you, because it has been announced in cur papers, I had
hoped that our worthy mayor, even our governor, perhaps,
would have been here lo represent our city on this occasion.
I
learned since that some accident had detained our
mayor.
For one, I belitve that it is only simple courtesy,
and I know it is the heartfelt feeling of all our citizens, to
give you a most cordial and hearty greeting to our city.
Perhaps, gentlemen. I am hardly worthy to do it, and )et
not entirely unworthy, I flatter myself, for forty years ago
in October coming, I landed on this bank of the .Missis*

Telophone ^: Telegraph company, and tlie East TennesTelephone company were dropped from the roll of active membership, by a vote of the executive committee, to
whom their resignations had been referred, by vote of the
association.
The Clark Insulated Wire company having
ceased to exist, was also dropped from the list of the
honorary members
At the same meeting one new associate member was elected, viz
the National Conduit
Manufacturing company, of New \'ork.
One of our most esteemed honorary members has died since
the last meeting, George L. Phillips, who was the first
see

—

sippi River
shculd say the eastern bank, because at
I
that time there was net a building on this side of the
river.
But I have been hcte all that time, more or less
feel honored that an association such as yours, that is

:

We

known

president of the association, and has always been one of
its most active and interested members
It is most fitting
that this meeting, as it undoubtedly will do, should take
appropriate notice of the loss which it has sustained by his
decease.
These changes leave us at the close of the year, a membership as follows: Thirty-four active, 6 associate and 28
honorary members. There is now in the hands of the
secretary' the
resignation of the Sunset Telephone tS;
Telegraph company, of San Francisco, from the list of active members.
The company takes this step because it
has virtually consolidated with the Pacific Bell Telephone
company, which isalready a member. Clark B. Hotchkiss.
on account of ill-health and virtual retirement from business, tenders his resignation as an associate member.
I respectfully recommend that both these resignations be
accepted, and also that the name of the Callender Insulat
ing wS: Waterproofing company which has failed, and gone
out of business, be dropped from the roll of honorary mem-

it is

was

removed

now

to

located.

without any pecuniary interest in view
You are spcndiyg
your time, your money and ability to perfect that which me
all depend upon in doing our business.
We ought to be
honored when gentlemen of your intense application. y«ur
little leisure for enjoyment, come here lo make the results
of your labore more erticacious for the whole public.
On behalf of the Itoard of Trade of this city, on behalf
of the mayor
nay, I know I speak the sentiments of this
city when I say, in behalf of all the citizens of this city, we
bid you thrice welcome.
The Prksiuent: It gives me great pleasure, on behalf of the members of the association, to rttum thanks
for the very kind and cordial welcome that you ha%-e exBeing here in the pursuit of a useful
tended to them.
business, we have come to discuss matters pertaining
thereto, and when we have discharged our duty we no
doubt shall leave your great, enterprising and beautiful
city with pleasant lecollections of oar brief sojcmrn among
you, having seen here your ciiy standing on the banks of

—

510 West Twenty-third street,
There has been little change in

business of the oftlce during the year.
The
JVc-U's /.(-//tv- has been issued twice each month and the
usual number of in^iuiriesfor information have been replied
information furnished, whenever practito,
and the
the routine

mighty
men, '*thal
that

cable.
it

The secreiar)' takes this occasion to emphasize his repeated requests that the members of the association will
keep him promptly advised of any and all matters of telephonic interest occurring in their respective localities.
The furnishing of such information will greatly enhance
the usefulness of the permanent headquarters of the asso-

The
nor does anyt>ody owe

anything,

all bills

paid.

association neither
it

owes

anything,

The income of the year was derived from the following
sources:

it

rises

which it is said by one of the greatest
where it never thaws, and flows where

never freezes."
President Metzger called

upon H. L. Slorkc,

treasurer,

TREASITRER's RKrORT.

Mk. Storke : I beg to present to the convention a detailed statement of the receipts and disbursements of the
year, which agrees with the summar}* just presented
All the members of the association
by the secreiar)-.
from whom I should have collected dues have paid, and I
have vouchers for all disbursements, which I prcscot with
this report, and which in the regubr order of business, as I
The
understand it, will go to the executive committee

had the pleasure of visiting the following e.xchanges during the year, viz: Boston. New York.
Brooklyn. Philadelphia. Pittsburgh. Washington and Prov-

and

river of

for his report.

ciation.
The secretary has

to date,

I'nited States, should have selected
for your deliberations on this occa

You do us honor, gentlemen, and we cannot give
V arm or too cordial an invitation here.
The great
invention which you represent now practically controls the
world.
No man doing business can live without the aid
of that great invention, and I know you worthily represent
it.
I take it for granted
that ycu are here to-day lo consult on measures that will facilhate the business of every
man in the l"nited Stales. I presume that you arc here

application for associate membership, is in the
will be presented in the proper
The olVice of the secretar)- remained at
order of business.
iS Cortlandt street, until March i. of the present year,
it

the

you too

One new

when

over

sion.

bers.

where

all

this city as the place

hands of the secretary and

As will be seen by the report of the treasurer, the expenses of the association have been kept within its income,
and the balance of the cash on hand at the beginning of the
year has been slightly increased, there being now in the
ireasur)- the sum of |;66,4i.
All dues have been collected

Cincinnati, O.

purpose of welcoming you to the city.
Judge Atwater spoke as follows:

my

idence.

Brooklyn.
Lowell. Mass.
New York.
New York.
Bridgeport. Conn.

:

SIXRKTARV'S REPORT.
Gc-ntletnen:

Buffalo.

^'ork.

$i,f>8o 81

reasonable to estimate, thai the income for the ensuing year will, as has been the case for several years past.
be just about sufficient to meet the current cx()cnM;s.
TiiK pRK-sioKNT
I
have the honor of introducing to
you Judge Atwater, of Minneapolis, who represents the
city and also the Hoard of Trade, and who is here for the
It is

Chicago

New

W. D

H.

W

York
Richmond. \'a.
Chicago
Kansas City. Mo.

Philadelphia.

Sprague, Levi
Storke.

York.

Pittsburg

enry

1 1

Austin, Tex.
Boston.
Minneapolis.

New

I

Morgan, A.

\'ork.

Bedford, Mass.
Chicago.
New York.
St. Paul
Boston.

Total

Tuesday's Proceedings.

Washington,

W

Carty, [ohn J
Culbertson. J.
Cone, C. II

J.
V'ork.

New

C

l-'.

Itennett, J.

Christie.

Newark, N.

Jr

.

M

Hrown. James

Mass.

Williamsport, Pa.

37

For salary of secretary
, .f 1.200
For rent of office
75
For printing proceedings New York mctX'tti^...
25ft
lor other printing, Newt Letter, circulars and

Philadelphia.

.

in
(5

|3.o3$ 37

The difitribution

(.'onn.

12.

$3,anii

coplcn of procccdlnjEt

Total

Albany. N. Y.

C

H

('

Krom annual duc^
From initbtion fcc»
From salcn of extra

Mo,
Chicago

Cily,

Montreal, Can.
New York,
New York,
.... Minneapolis

H

J.

lenry H

No.

21, 1889.

balance
I

The
The

is $66.41.
report was accepted, and placed on
secretary read the following letter:

tile.

August 15. 1889.
Tftef'hone Exck^in^e AfS^s'ititiom. d-n. C.
Secretary
:
If. Barney.

To the Xaticnal

—

Dear Sit
The Northwestern Telephone Exchange
company takes pleasare in extending to the members of

—
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Telephone Exchange association and their
an invitation to a carriage ride at iVTinneapolis, a
visit to Minnehaha Falls, carriage ride at St. Paul and
dinner at the Hotel Ryan, St. Paul, on Thursday, Sept.
12, 1889. Carriages will leave the West Hotel at 9:30 a. m.
the National
ladies

Levi SrRAGUE, President

The

An

invitation

was accepted with thanks-

Leonard, general manager of
Electric company, requesting the
members to visit its station in Minneapolis, was accepted
with thanks.
invitation

from

S, S.

the Minnesota Brush

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

W. D. Sarelection of officers was next taken up.
gent was elected president by the cast of the secretary's
immediately took the presiding officer's chair.
ballot.
Other officers and members of committees were elected as
The

He

follows:

Vice-President, F. G. Beach.
Treasurer, Henry L. Storke.
To fill vacancies on Executive Committee, C. F. Cutler,
Charles H. Wilson. H. N. Gifford, Levi Sprague.
Stone.
To fill vacancy on Advisory Committee, George

N

MEMORY OF GEORGE L.
Tyler Before we proceed to
IN

Mr
which

:

really is the cause of our

PHILLIPS.

our regular business
here, I wish to

coming

September

And I
to whom personally we were devotedly attached.
recollect well how last January, when I lay very sick my*
illness
came
of
his
severe
to
me,
how
and
the
news
self,
I recollect the keen pain that
like a great burden it was.

the .subscriber.
Thus there has been supplied what
would seem to constitute all the necessary provisions for
the new service.
Those component parts, however, although essential to it, will not, in themselves, accomplish

I want to
to me when I heard he had passed away.
say that Mr. Phillips was not only a man who understood
his duties to the stockholders and' had the ability to perform them and who understood his duties to the public
and had the ability to perform them also, but that he was
a man who understood his duties to the employes under
It was only last
him, and knew how to perform them
Sunday evening that I was speaking to a lady in Chicago,
She told me
prominent socially and in every good work
that Mr. Phillips came to her at the time of the fitting up
of the new building of the Chicago Telephone company
and requested that she and one or two other ladies would
help him with their advice, so that the quarters there
might be made most comfortable for the young lady emplojes. and spoke of his plans for their comfort and wel-

the desired result.
It has been the experience of the American Telephone
& Telegraph company that grounded circuit methods, as
they have been generally practised in telephony, are not
satisfactory when applied to metallic circuits.
Many radical changes have been made.
The great underlying principle has been found to be that a perfect balance of the
two sides of the circuit throughout its entire length is necessary to the bett results, and to maintain and preserve
this balance requires the closest aftention to every detail.
In other words, the new service requires, first, proper engineering; second, a force educated and trained to carry
out the plans provided.
As representative of the practices in vogue at the present
date, we give in detail the specifications of a local metallic
circuit and its usual extensions.
At the subscriber's station should be placed a long distance cabinet set. This is in the form of a small desk,
and is supplied with the usual working parts of a magneto
bell, wired with waterproof insulated wire on a grooved
base board, so laid out that no two wires cross each other
at any point.
The telephone hook is provided with platinum contact points. The binding posts are of the double
lock nut style, and provide a large bearing surface for the
attached wires.
The line wires are led to fusible coil arresters, which burn out with a circuit of one half an ampere, combined with two plate arresters, having an area of
about one half a square inch and insulated from the ground
plate by a strip of mica.
Underneath the desk a battery
box is provided which is capable of holding three 6x8 jars.
push button is placed conveniently, by means of which
the subscriber is enabled to cut out the secondary coil of
the transmitter, thus lessening the retardation in the circuit, and at the same time removing the microphonic dis-

came

and advancement.
I wish to say one word in behalf of the
association, and also as one of the pioneer members; a
left
among
us here who elected him as the
few there are
I as well as Mr. Tyler, feel the loss perfirst president.
sonally, as I know we all feel it, and I simply want to add
fare

Mr Cherry:

word

this

to his

memory.

refer to a passage in the secretary's report, and to suggest
It
I refer to the death of Mr. Phillips.
action thereon.
has been our misfortune in the history of the association to
But I
lose two of our presidents— the two earliest ones.

W. W. Smith: I too am unwilling to let this hour pass
I have known
without a word as to Mr. Phillips' memory.
him long and well. I knew him before the day of the
When
we
heard
of
his
death we felt
business.
telephone

think that nothing could have occurred in the history of the
telephone business that could come more closely home to
each individual who has been associated in our association
work than the death of Mr. Phillips. I cannot stand here,
He was my
sir, and talk about it for any length of time.
personal friend as I believe he was the personal friend of
And to think
every man in the business who knew him.
with that splendid physique, with that splendid energy,
with his heart in the business, and with the brain he had
to give to it, with the opportunities he had for its improvement and development, that this should all have been cut
off thus suddenly, and it seems to us mortals so needlessly
it is something I cannot talk about.
But I think, sir, it is
more than fitting that the association should put upon record their expression of what he was to the business, and
also express their regret.
I beg to offer these resolutions,
which I have been asked to draw up.
"Whereas, Since the last meeting of this association we
have lost by death our ex-president, Geo. L. Phillips,
^^ Resolved,
That this association regards the death of
Mr Phillips as at once a most serious loss to the business
in which we are all engaged, and a great bereavement to
Prominent as he was in its organization, effi
this body.
cient and capable as its first president, active and sagacious
in its subsequent deliberations, he more than any other
man stood for and represented this association In its connection with the general business only those directly asso
ciated with him can fully appreciate his unflagging energy,
tact, foresight, and devotion to its advancement.
His

that a great light

heart as well as his brain were in it.
*' Resolved, That this association further takes this oppor
tunity of recording its esteem and affection for Mr. Phillips
He will be missed as a personal friend by all
as a man.
its members, and his death has been felt by each to be a
private grief.
The association feels that it can not better
express its feelings at his death than by the simple words
"We loved him."
'^Resolced, That the secretary convey to Mr. Phillips'
family the expression of our deep sympathy with them in
their loss, together with a copy of these resolutions."
Mk. Metzgkk: I think that Mr. Tyler has, in fitting
terms, expressed the feelings of regret which we all experienced at the death of this member of our association,
who stood so close to us, Geo. L. Phillips, the first president of this association.
And I, therefore, move that these
resolutions be engrossed upon the minutes of the association, and that they be adopted as the sense of the convention.

Mr. Lockwood:

I will take upon myself to say one
the part of the honorary members of this associaPhillips as a telephone man perhaps as
long as any one here, and in common with the rest of you
it did not take me long to appreciate the sterling virtues of
the man as well as the sterling ability he displayed in the
telephone business. I feel that I for one experienced a
personal as well as an associate loss. Although, as I have
said, I knew Mr. Phillips early and loved him, it was not
until the last few years that I became intimately associated
with him— not until he took active charge of the Chicago
Telephone company. I recollect with pain the impression
that prevailed in the office of the American Bell Telphone
company all around when we heard of the sickness, and of
the little chance that he had for recovery, and while we
hoped against hope, still there was a kind of foreboding
feeling from the first thai it was against hope
I join most
heartily in the sentiments expressed in those resolutions,
and I second the motion.
Mr. Cakson: As one of the members of our first con-

word on
tion.

I

had gone out, and even now feel that the
upon us.
The President: I wish to state that I too made Mr,
Phillips' acquaintance at the first meeting of this association, and became, as we all did, a warm personal friend of
I think on occasions like this that the words spoken
his.

gloom

is still

cannot convey our appreciation as fully as they should, but
we can at least express our thoughts as best we may.
The resolutions were adopted by a rising vote.
Invitations from Charles A. Pillsbury &; Co., to visit the
flouring mills, and from the State Agricultural society to
visit the State Fair, were accepted with thanks.

AFTERNOON SESSION.
The convention was called to order by
3:30

P.

the president at

M.

Mr Lockwood: I would present to the association
Gustave Wabner, the gentleman in charge of the telegraphic and telephonic department in the city of Berlin.
This gentleman has heretofore been in various countries,
and has experienced courtesies from telephonic and telegraphic officials of the various companies and governmental
organizations, and we all know hov/ pleasant it is to be
I have been requested by
cordially met in foreign lands.
several gentlemen connected with the association, to ask,
on behalf of Mr. Wabner, that he be allowed to participate
in the privileges of the convention during the meetings of
this association.

All the privileges of

membership were extended

to

Mr.

Wabner,

The secretary read a communication from H. B. Tuttle,
the general superintendent of the North American Telegraph company, extending the use of the Postal and its
lines to the

members

of

the

convention for

all

personal

messages.

The company's courtesy was accepted with thanks.
The convention went into executive session.
EXECUTIVE SESSION.

The

of papers to be presented to the convention was
President Sargent said that the main reason for
read.
holding an executive session was that the executive committee thought the papers by Messrs. Hibbard, Carty and
list

Pickeriiell

on

"A New

Era

in

Telephony" should not be

public.
The executive committee had come to the
conclusion that there were several things in the paper
desirable
it
to keep it in the possession of the
which made
As far as he was personally concerned he was persociety.
The pafectly willing that the paper should be published.
per was then presented.

made

A New Era

knew Mr.

vention at Niagara Kails, whc e I first met Mr. Phillips,
and where he made an impression upon me which J never
can forget, I desire to add just a word of concurrence with
the expressions in the resolutions presented by Mr. Tyler.
I did not know
Mr Phillips, intimately and personally,
and therefore it .seems to me that the impression that I can
express more fully demonstrates the personality and power
of the man, making himself felt upon all his associates.
He was so cordial; he had such a biji heart that one could
not have any association with him without feeling impressed
by more than ordinary impressions.
Mr. Jackson: 1 have an impression that associate
members are not entitled lo the floor, and yet I trust that
1 may be pardoned by this association if I ask that privilege for just one moment, because Mr. I'hillips was one of
the most valued and one of the oldest directors of our company [Western Klcctric company), and a man whom we
not only respected for his cminen
busint'os ability, but

21, iS

dy

a,

s

hibbard,

j.

j.

in

Telephony.

carty and

f.

a.

pickernell.

During the past three or four years much has been
written and said about long distance telephoning and the
work of the American Telephone & Telegraph company of
New York. It has been announced that in the experiments carried on by this company, a perfect teleptr-ne
service has been accomplished either for long or short distances.
As the extension of the so-called "long distance"
lines has progressed it has been shown in many of the
eastern cities that these results are accomplished, not only
experimentally but practically, and so reliable and perfect

telephone service, even at very long distances, that
has become an integral factor in the most important departments of trade and commerce, and as much to be depended upon as mail or railway service.
The steady and gratifying increase in business over the
"Long iJistance" lines has shown that the public will appreciate good and satisfactory telephone service when it is
provided, and the demand for this perfected service may
be said to have created a new era in telephony.
While some improvements in apparatus have been incident to the new service, the principal factor has been the
proper use of metallic circuits in telephone work.
By
means of metallic circuits properly arranged, all inductive
interference from adjacent lines of telephone, telegraph,
electric light or power wires, as well as disturbances from
atmospheric or earth currents, have been overcome.
Circuits have been successfully operated through longer lengths
of submarine or umlergroimd eddies than has heretofore
been practicable, and late conferences have provided a
standanl specifit:atif)n for cable manufacture.
Metallic
circuit switch boards have been provided, even in large exchanges with the multiple system, and the long distance
cabinet instrument has been ajjplied for the convenience
is this
it

of

A

turbances caused by his own transmitter.
There should be used on this cabinet set generally three

open circuit battery. The internal resistance of
cell of battery should not exceed one half an ohm, and
the electromotive force should not decrease over 15 per
cent, after the three cells of battery connected in series are
short-circuited through a resistance of seven ohms for
twenty minutes. In cases where the transmitter is to be
used for longer periods, it is necessary to use a constant
current battery.
find the Fuller battery to give the
best results under such conditions.
For the interior office wire nothing less than copper wire
.0403 inch in diameter, insulated to 4-32 of an inch, with
the best quality of waterproof insulation, is to be used,
clamped to the wall by wooden cleats, if possible.
The wires should enter the building through hard rubber
tubes, which are so inclined that no water can leak in.
From this point to the roof rubber covered wire should be
used extending to the overhead conductors, all connections
being made with Mclntire sleeves or soldered.
The line
wires should be hard-drawn copper, having a diameter of
at least .08 inch, and supported every 125 feet
Copper
wire is recommended on account of its low resistance, its
low electro-static capacity, as compared with iron or steel
wire of the same conductivity; i's low co-efficient of selfinduction, and especially its durability.
There is little
depreciation in copper wire after it has been strung, the
gases common to large cities having very little action upon
it, and its life is very many times greater than that of iron
or steel wire, thus rendering it in the end the most economical.
In making joints in hard-drawn copper wire the McIn building the loop, both
lntire sleeve should be used.
sides of the circuit should occupy adjacent pins on either
house-top fixtures or on pole lines, thus causing the relative distance of the two sides of the circuit toward
foreign wires, to be the same ihroiighout their course.
This is of great importance if the loop is of sufficient
length to render transposition necessary.
On exposed
house-top fixtures nothing but waterproof insulated wire is
to be used.
From the cable fixture bridle wires, not less
than .0403 inch in diameter, insulated 10 5-3:; of an inch
with the best quality of waterproof insulation, extended
through cleats on the under side of the cross arm to wooden
ducts fastened to the back of the cross arms, or through
properly constructed cables, should lead to the cable box
or tower.
The bridle wires should be joined to the line
wires either by Mclntire sleeves or by soldering.
Care
must be taken not to solder to the line wire between supports, as heating the hard-drawn copper anneals it and reduces its tensile strength
Inclosing the cable terminal we have used a dust and
moisture proof iron cable tower, cylindrical in shape, built
completely round the pole, and supplied with a suitable
complete description of this tower
platform and railing.
may be found in the report of the last cable conference.
If a wooden box is used it should be made of ij^ inch pine,
tongued and grooved, having double doors hinged at the
Its interior dimensions should
top and opening together
be sufficient to give a space ample for placing the cable
head, lightning arresters and bridle wires The box should
be well oiled on its interior and painted thoroughly on the
outside before placing in position, the joints being white
The terminal tower
leaded before the box is put together.
or box is to be locked, and it is recommended that a standard padlock be adopted and :ised for this purpose.
In
this tower or box the bridle wires are connected to the
To protect the cable against
plate and fusible arresters.
heavy electrical discharges, we provide at the exterior terminal fusible coils and properly constructed plate or pointed
lightning arresters
The fusible coil at this point is so designed that it burns out with a current of one ampere, thus
having twice the carrying capacity of the central oflice arrester; this protects tlie cables and prevenis a large number
of burn outs at points remote from the oflice, locating most
of them at the office terminal, where they may be quickly
repaired.
The outside wires extend first to the plate arrester, which discharges the lightning to ground at the
cells of

each

We
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phtlcs

coiiiifclcil In uioist earth
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iirrcslcTs

fusibk-

slunikl be

by inc>ns of coiuluclors tun

in-

rabk- shtah.aml liavinj; ibrt-c linic-s
I'ur tliis piirptJSL- llui-c
Ihc line wire.
No I J li nil <liau li luppcr will's Iwistfd to^t-Uur uiay be
u>t.'(l
Tlu* aiTi-stns shou'tl l)c councctL-tl lo I he cable
hC'ids by walti |)ti)ol insiilaUil uiic.
The biu(lii)}; posts on (lie <;abk' tirminiils should be nrpair will be
ra[i;;ctl in pairs, so that the two wires of a
'I'lii?'
form is
exactly opi osite each ollter horizontally.
its
lle^cribell in the iepi>rt of the la-l ('ntile Conlertmc;
is
furni
of
cable
If a
advantajics are appart nt at onic
uscil iu»t rtquirin^; a [leruiancnt head, it may be connected
directly to llic li);tiininji arrester bimlinn posts in the oidrr
ie<oinmeiHkd abnve
leconmicnd. especially at the
cable h ad, thai nothing but lock nut bindiii); posts sliould

ilcpcuilcully of

llu-

llij cuiiiliiitivilv (if

We

be used
cable should extend from the subway
is [>Iaced tluou^h a
llie terminal
;Vinch iron pipe. Tlicse cables are usually led to and enter
At the
the ollice Imiliiin^ in a jireal mass oi ducts.
point where lliey enter iheoltice it is of especial impoitance
that laclt cable should be availal>le for handling at any
ffiund that a symmetrical method of
lime
It has Iteen
leail'njj cabks, from any inasicd run, into iwo virlical
lines, lian^inR them on cable honks attached lo posts or to
the walls of the buildin;;. proviiks a plan whereby any one
At each an^k', or, incable may be readied as desired.
ik-ed at tach point at which it is ever expecleil to teach
Mul handle ihe cables, some such arrangement should be
In many of the jiresent large underground syst* ms
made.
no provision has lieen m.idc for this purpos-e. 'I lie cat)ks
have been pulled in iiuli-criiniiialely aid no regular method
.\s a result, in what arc
of altachmeiil has bet n provided.
purported to be dtawing in and drawing out underground
systems, it is even now Iteccming very dillicull to do the
work of drawing in. and wholly impjssible to do the work
of dtawing out specilic cables without inlerruplitij; the
whole systetn. This is apparently causeil. hrst, by the very
limited area of ihe undciground manholes, anti second, by
the failure to provii.le a comprehensive sjstcm, by means
of which every one ol the umlerj^round ducts may be utilized as desired. In making a recommendation for a central
ollice we are biought into cons deration of the larger sub
This should be de
jcct for the telephone buildmg itstlf.
signed especially for the occupation of the operating
switch-toaid, anit its necessary adjuncts.
To that end the
The operating
building shouKI hrst of all, be liieproof
Provision should be
cOice should be on the top lloor.
made for leading the ui dergroun<l cables to a shaft of
suitable dimensions, exiending to a room which shou d be
set apart for the terminals, distributing .ind testing purposes.
Neai to this shou d be a battery and power room
of ample dimensions, providing for the generators, motors,
main and testmg batterits, with the necess&ry water connections anil other appurtenances
The form of the operating room itself would, of course, depend largely upon
local conditions
One of the chief rei|uisites should be the
anticipateil ultimate cap;icity of the exchange
In general,
board from a straight line,
if it \i necessary to ilelltci itic
it is better to have the operators work from the inside of a
circle than around the outside, the arrangement being such
that all operators are at once within view of the chief
operator.
'I'he othce should be free from elevator shafts or
other obstructions, and should not be made a passage way
for employes in reaching the roof or any other part of the
buikiing.
In view of the speeific purposes of the telephone building
we think that, belt le plans are made lor it. the telephone
engineer, together with the archittc, shouki tleliniiely lay
out the space to be occupin.1 by the ditTe ent ilepartments
wh en are to be devoted to the business, and especially
their leiation to the operating room, as it is almost Impossible in a building already completed, or having plans laitl
out intlependent of this purpose, to arrange a telephone
plant to the test ailvantage.
The underground cables exiending to the operating
ofti:e-s ould be of the well-knot\n Conference Siandard
No. iS 1>. \ S. gauge wires, twisted In pairs. At the central otiice enti these cables shculil exterd to a room just as
ne ir the operating olHce as possible, where they should be

The undirj»round

to the

lieadtt.1

lixiuie at

which

and connected

to

tuslble arresters which will

burn

out with a current of half an ampere.
From these arrest
ers the circuit should be led by ollice cables twisted in pairs
to the terminals of the distributing board, the opposite terminals of this board leading to the operating swiichboaid.
This distributing board should be made in such lorm that
wiies may be led at any time from any point on the line
terminals lo any desited number on the switchboard terminals, it being so arranged that even when fully occupied
all distributing wires are available for handling as desired
The distributing wires shou d be rubber covered, iwisleii
in pairs, and soldered at the connections.
U is especially recommtndeii that the cable heads be

niiuntedona lireproof tixiure, ani,l that the distributing
bjatd be nude fireproof.
When arranged in this manner the circuits are available
at the fusible arresters, where they
be tested out through the undtrground cables or in
through the distributing and operating switchboards.
When an oOice Is so arranged, it is of advantage, therefore, that the testing should be done in this terminal and
distributing room, and that this room should be accessible
without passing through the operating loom. The terminal and testing room should be in cha'ge of the chief
inspector by whom all circuits wculd be tested, and who
would have charge of the general trouble work of the exchange.
There should be supplied for his use a telephone
outlit, with connections to the otVice manager or chief
operator; circuits through the operating baird; a circuit to
the generator and power tables, and also to p ugs available
at the cable heat.is, by means of which, line or olVice tests
may be mai.ie. He should have, also, a Morse outtic with
relay and key, with a batter)' circuit included, and be supplied with a galvjnometer ouitit aLd a Wheaistone bridge.
for testing purposes

may

While

it

is

not

re«

(immendecl that

ut

every exchange

theie should be ki pi additioniil and more <lcltc. Ic
Inst'iunentH lor making Insidalion rchintonec or capacity
tts s. it is expecled that In eai h
oinpany these upphanccK
;ire a\ail,ible, and they tnay be rnnni* ted
ff>r such
tchl**
through ihischiel iiispn tot's appai.ilus.
In the opeiaiing room of ilu- laign rxchaiigis wc rrioinmind thill llu-u- be plated .1 iiiultipU- swltchlioard adapted
for melallic ciicuils
This will exletnl. preferably, in one
line at about four lect hom the wall,
'I he
nundier of circuits terininalinf; at each set (ion of the boanl witi largely
depeiitl upon the average tlaily use of the lelephoiiis in the
exchange
Itruadly, however, it may be stated that (Uie
operator will handle loii linc*<, if not buidined with the
making ol liiketsor the handling of iiictttiiing local trunk
wires.
If branch otlins exist 111 the exchatigf, the im run
ing tiunk wiies are preferably to be hamlkd on the lirst
one or twc) set lions tif the board, ami the toll line buslne-^s
preferabl>"haiidletl at the lirst section.
v\l
this m ction
connections may be matle riipiiiing tickets or t)tlicr record,
If 11
such as checks on toll or long distance busincs.
coming trunks from a branch (jilice are handled, they
should be operated piLieiably by ()peralors having in connection Willi their leleplmnes a "talking circuit." lis two
branches extending "oihtii" to the br.anch exchanges, so
Ihat calls received by these operators would be through his
telephone.
The trunk lines should be so arranged, however, that they n^ay be opcrateil by ringing calls in the
usii.'d m.inner, if dcsheil,
without regard lo the talking

olti<:e

»

cor.dition tu be ciikily chiinffctj to a
melBllle hyHlrni.

Of

iti

ill

i(jur»c

it

it(

rcco({nlMri| Ihdl

very

many

lomplHc

nf our larKc

exchanges

ri|uip|K;tl willt mulllplr iMiiin'k, uir now wiirtl
oidy lor grouixli-tl
ii< iiil«t. un'l
arc. ihciffon-, not lo Ikfipcrat<d f«n ihc plan intlitalctl
'I hrrc
me, hfiwc»rr ;ti
thew exthang'-H dernuntU (or mclallie cifiuil^ aiiU iiikiru
nicnts to be iiMtl for \tnu\ ami long di«lanrc W'lfb
lly
ihclr um: udvaiiuxio arc itbiainrd in lar|{e)v ovtftrrmlnK
Itaal tmliR'tlvc intcrfcrrntctt.
Nuch ijrtuiu may lie ar*
ranitL'd advanlagcoUHly on ihc plun t>( what i% known an a
tondtinalion IfMip.
Thin U u jiNaJ niclalli> circuit viar
langcti a-i tocxtend as :i mclallie tiituil ihrtaiKJi ihc Ung
tlirtlancc or nictallic (iniii: switchUafil, where "ne branch
i» grounded, Ihc other brant h cxiirdirt; in the ortlinaiy
manner as a single wire through Ihc ItNal exchange
I.0
eallythewirr ih hantllcd in ihc Ukual manner. At Ihe
eoinbinalion boarti, however, the
in nil extends tcj iho
jat ks anti is handled by meanh of a twin plug.
If, in com
binalitm with a mulliplr U)aid, the jut Its arc so arranged
as lo proviilc ihc usual "bufcy" lest when a plug is inM-ricd.
the eiit nil led by the twin plug antl tic ubic eortj al ihls
tombinalifui board should have alt the advantages rc'|iiiie<l
for long distarue work.
)l i«i als<j U>mu\ ihal in cir/undctl
circuit multiple boarils very much of ihe indutlion which is
occasioned by ihc old melhtHl of wiiirg msy he overicmc
by usirig double plugs and ccnls, the oiiler shell of ihc
plug being tcmnected direclly to lie grouml. by mran% of
which Ihc lest ring Is grounded indr|icr>flenily of the line
Ituring the transition |>eiitnl In
wire.
gioundrti (o metallic vircuil apfaralus. therefore, we wc ultl tecommcml
the use of the combination board, and c>f the double plug
and rord in connection wllh a mn'tiple fwiichUratd.
It
might appear at first that by using double plugs and corcK
on a mulliple board wired on the old p'an. the apparaluH
throughout couM be opcralcd for metallic in ujis
*I bis,
however, Is not the tase. as owing lo the fact that ihc
wires are not twisted in pairs there is at lually more induction between wires in the board when (p4raled a<i
metallic circuits than on ihe plan indicated for operating
grouniied circuits.
At many of the eastern cities through which Ihc main
lines of ihc long distance company pass, sfx'cial metallic
circuit switchboards have been placed for Ihc purprwc of
handling thc-e circuits and ^uch local metallic circuits as
were to be cennectcd to ihem.
In order lo avoid all pes
sible le-rkagcs or troubles in these boards it has been
thought advisable lo connect each wire of the mtlallic
circuit to a separate Jprirg jack
Thc*c jacks arc arranged in pairs and handled by means of a twin p'ug.
This tonsists of two oidinaiy round plugs in one hantlle.
Adjacent to this board is placcti a testing l>oard through
which the wires pass, and at which ihey may Ik: handlot for
testing purposes in either direction.
In connection with one
o more of the local circuits on the board arcplaced repeating coils which terminate in single lircs in ihe local exThe form of the repealing coils antl the method
changes
of connection are n()W well known.
In cc.»nncction with
these switchboards are the long distance metallic circuits.
building
cjf
In the
ihese lints probably more atlenlicn
has been paid to the rec|uirements of a high class service,
than in any other existing plant.
Their record in maintenance and in service peiformed during ihe last three
years is too well known to need comment.
It is of inter
est, however, to stale that on the oldest of these extensions, ihe line of twenty-five wires belwren New \'oik ami
riiiladelph'a. there are probably to d;*y fewer interruptions
than at any previous time, the line having shown atKO>

t

m

circuit

At the subscriber's si cl ions three operators' ouUits
should be provided in the usual manner, excepting that
ilouble plugs, cords and linging keys :ire usttl, and the
The line circuits
talking circuit is bridged not looped.
would extend ihiough this boar<l in the usual manner, the
line and test wires being t*lsted together in pairs through
out the caliles and operated as the two siiles
the metal
After passing through the last multiple board
lie circuits.
the circuits would extend tluougli an inlermeiliale distrib
uting board, placed preferably innnediately back of the
multiple sections
At this board ihe ciicuits may 'be distributed to such answerirg jacks and drops as may be desired.
These answering jacks and tirops are arranged in
front of each cpcrator, the drop being of high resistance

d

and retardation, preferably of what is now known as the
tubular pattern and bridgtd across the circuit which extends ftom it to the answeiing jack, where it is to open
until a plug is inserted.
Ky this arrangtmenl the line drop
used for the disconnection signal
The advantages of having the line and cUarIng out drops identical
have been appreciateil within the last two or three years,
especially In the use of single cord boards, in which t)pe
of board the work of clearing out and watching connections
is probably better done than in any other.
In a board so
arranged it will be seen that when two metallic circuits : re
connected together all the advantages of a metallic circuit
In all cases grounded circuits, extended lo
are preserved.
the exchange through metallic circuit cables, should he
connected to ground at the outer end of the cable, the unused wile of the pair being grounded at that point. Therefore, when a giounded circuit is connected to a metallic
circuit by means of this rtturn wire, the advantages of the
metallic circuit are exlendtd to the outer or grounded end
of the cable, from which point, of course, the single wire
will be subject to such interferences as its exposure may
bring into play.
The return wire is by no means thrown
away, but is thus utilized throughout the cable. When two
grounded wires are connected together they arc practically
preserved from interferences from adjacent wires throughout the cables and the operating apparatus by the shield of
the twisted mate, which is grounded at its extreme ends.
.Vs all of thtse wires enter the otiice in pairs, it is essential
that the use of each wire of a pair should be distinguished
throughout its entire length and it should be provided that
in the cables, as well as throughout the switchboard, the
white wire be used for the line and the colored wire for the
itself is

test.

With the exttnston of metallic circuits it is often asked
how they may be utili/.td for the service of two or more
I'robably the best results
subscribers on the same circuit.
are aciompllshed by bridging the different instruments on
to the two sides of the metallic circuit, using a ringer magnet at each instrument of high resistance and retardation.
By this arrangement the electrical balance is preserved, and
no alteration in the ordinary form of operating apparatus
is made necessary.
It has been the practice heretofore to loop intermediate
sets of instruments into a circuit.
At first this practice
was persisted in when metallic circuits were introducetl.
additional inslraments beirg looped into one side of the
circuit.
Such an arrangtment. however, destioys the
balance, and the instrument so connettcd will be subject
disturbances
as loud as the line is capable of producing,
to
and it will also be a source of disturbance to the other instruments in the circuits.
l!y connecting all instruments,
however, in multiple arc. bridging across the circuit, nothing is lost in transmission, if the coils have suliicieni retardation, and the electrical balance necessary to the proper
working of the metallic circuit is preserved. Systems have
also been devised whereby a third ringing wire is legged
on to the metallic circuit extending through the ringer
magnets of all the instruments. This wire is oj>en when
the telephone is removed from tfce hook.
It seems that at
the time this latter plan was thought of, the successful results of the britlging in system had not been appreciated.
In a number of instances attempts have been made lo
eliminate disturbances on grounded wires from electric
railways and electric lights by the use of a common return
wire.
While this has been of advantage in some cases in
connection with single wires, the common return has no
advantage as forming a part of a metallic circuit, and its
use Id direct connection with a meta'llc circuit is not to
be thought

With

'5S
change

of.

circuits

arranged as detailed above,

the entire

central oflice and cable plant is provided against inductive
interfeiences origioating witbia thtir limits, and the ex-

1

no dcttiloration.
On these long distance lines Ihe prob'em of overcoming
inductive interference Irom one circuit to another, provcel
A system for so transposing Ihe wires
a very serious one.
that no inductive intcnerencc exists between ihe pairs,
was, however, devised, and has been reduced lo practice.
In ordinary [>oIe lines where the wires arc placed on
cross arms twelve inches apart, it is found that the inductive interference between adjacent metallic circaits ixperienctxl in an exposure of one mile is not scriou«, using
the present long distance iransmiiler and hand telephone.
Adopting this as a basis, the systemalrc plan of transpositions provides, that at distances of one mile, the two
branches of the metallic circuit, on which the disturbing
effect is experienced, are so transposed that when ihc
distant end of the line is reacheit. each branch of ihe
circuit has had a like amount of exposure to the adjacent
When metallic circuits are arranged in this manner
wires.
Where
inductive disturbances are entirely overcome.
disturbances are caused by electric light or electric railway
circuits, of course, transpositions must be mae'e more
frequently, as the amount of exposure which may be tolerated depends upon the intensity of the disturbing currents.
Transix>sitions have been best handled mechanically by the
use of a special double transposition insulator, recently
This arrangement ccnsisis of
devised for ihis purpose
two insulators, one being placed nnmedialcly above the
other.
The lower one has a hole through the top and the
pin extends up through it: the upper one is then threaded
on the top of the pin. In order that ordinary- pins may be
used, a threading tool has been devised by means of
which any pin may be turned down to the desired dimensions.
Puring construction in transposing, the left hand
wire of a pair is brought around the upper insulator and
then extended parallel with the cross arm. back of and
around the uppver right hand insulator. The right hand
wire of the pair extends around the right hand lower insulator along the arm. and liack of and around the left hand
lower insulator.
The wires are tied at each insulator in
Where existing circuits are lo be
the usual manner.
transposed, of ccursc. the wires in either direction must be
"dead ended" at ihc respective insulators, and it is then
usual lo make the iransix>silion by means of a short piece
of insulated wire drawn tightly across the two vires.
Where a large number of wires are to be transposed, the
plan of arranging them properly becomes more involved,
and should be laid out by a competent te^epbone eogircer.
lutely

If

a melallic circuitloi ttlephune purposes

is co*J:t:

acted
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upon plans properly laid out, every particle of outside disturbance may be overcome and the service may be made
Any falling away from the high standard of
perfect.
these plans, h wever, at once detracts from the results,
and should not be tolerated.
It must not be thought that what \ve have called "The
New Era in Telephony," the various details of which we
have attempted to describe, is something entirely new.
This is not the case. To-day it is a commercial factor for
Many of our
which the public is making loud demands.
largest exchanges have been reconstructed to meet the new
New York, with a present office equipment
requirements.
for nearly ten thousand lines and nearly fifty miles of
In Buffalo and
Conference cable in circuit, is in the lead.
New Haven, the entire exchange plants are being reareleven
New England
and
in
Baltimore
ranged, while in
cities, metallic circuit opr.rating apparatus is shortly to be

placed
Although individual discoveries and inventions will undoubtedly lead to improvements in the detail of the appliances involved, yet we think that it will be by adhering
to uniform practices, by a concerted action on the part of
the companies taking up the new service, and a careful
consideration of their experiences, that the greatest improvements may be looked for.
During the past very much has been lost by a lack of
uniformity and by the failure to find out and use what
was really the best in appliances and general plans for the
The methods of the east and the west have difservice
fered widely and in some localities the business seems
lo have been run on the assumption that it was not
there subject to the same electrical and natural laws,
As a result there has been no fixed standard
as elsewhere.
of telephone exchange service.
have never heard of any exchange, that its service
was too good. This is, perhaps owing to the nature of
the business itself, and yet, it is in spite of the very best
efforts of telephone men and the liberal expenditure of
money in providing what was thought to be best. There
is p-obably no exchange to-day that does not represent
what was thought to be the very best engineering at the
due of its construction. In the light of modern development, however, we see in these existing plants too many
wires in single cables, too small wire, rusted out plants of
iron or steel wire, deterioration of insulation in outside or
inside wiring, twenty different styles of battery in service,
as testimonials of the dearly bought experiences of the
see also some exchanges overcrowded with
past.
operators, working as if the service was to be performed
by the force of numbers. In some the benefits of modern
appliances are lost because of the lack of proper utilization.
One exchange, for example, shows you three hundred subscribers' lines terminating on one section of multiple

bushwhacker telephone companies came to the fiont th
would find then a system which worked perfectly although
it had involved an enormous outlay.
Mr. Gifford wanted to know who would pay for all these
Then he drifted into a discussion of a
improvements.
new subject. He wanted to know why the writers of the
paper had not taken up the question, why the electric light
and electric railway companies did not have good construction.

another you will find less than one
hundred. It will not much overstate the case to say, that
telephone exchanges, either the plans
plans
for
in making
of similar establishments elsewhere have not been studied
have been
studied
the judg
all,
or if they
at
ment of them has been so influenced by local con
In this
ditions as to preclude their possible benefits.
"new era" in which a perfected service is to be given,
Our
such engineering cannot possibly be successful.
companies are now unanimous in telling us that nothing is
Unfortunately, to those in
too good for the service.
direct charge of the service, this statement means very
What is needed is some source of information
Uttle.
In

switchboard.

from which we may learn

May

the service.

not

just

is good for
whose membership

exactly what

this association

known experts ai^d telephone engineers,
telephone matters in various localities and
determine, for mutual benefit, the best practical plans for
telephone work? Thus, there might be furnished to the
companies included in this association detailed plans
covering every branch of the telephone service, by means
of which we may raise the standard of workmanship in
our employes, remedy as far as possible, the effects of the
loo e methods of past years, and properly provide for the
requirements of ihe future.
The new era in our business has dawned brightly; our
patrons see and appreciate it; skillful engineering will
provide for its needs and eternal vigilance will preserve it.
Mr. Metzger presented a resolution providing that the
paper should be read but not published. He moved to
thank the authors for the careful preparation of the paper,
which had greatly interested the association. He wished
comprises

all

keep posted

well

in

remain in the secretary's possession,
Mr. Tyler, of New Haven, made quite a ringing speech
of which he said he thought it exceedingly
inadvisable to suppress a paper of this kind.
It compiled
engineering data of the highest importance lo telephone
men generally. Some members of the association might
not agree with everything which had been stated by the
authors, but it was nevertheless true that the information
contained in the paper was both valuable and interesting,
and he could not see that any evil consequences would follow its publication.
Mr. Tyler spoke of his experience
with metallic circuits. When subscribers in his exchange had
tested the long distance telephone system they became dissatisfied with the operation of the old system, and wanted
a decided improvement.
Me had told them frankly that
they could have the improved service if they desired it.
The only thing necessary was money. If they wished to
pay for the improvement they could have it. He was introducing the system of metallic circuits.
He charged
from 40 to 60 per cent, more than the price which had
prevailed before.
He hoped that the paper would be published in order that the public might find out what could
be done if the people were prepared to pay the increased
cost necessitated by the employment of metallic circuits
Railroad companies were willing to forego dividends
it

to

in the course

for years in order to equip in a better

manner

their several

They were substituting steel for iron rails, and
were adopting all kinds of modern contrivances which
greatly improved their systems.
As far as he was concerned he was willing to wait until 1893 for dividends,
Then he could have a perfected systemWhen the
roads.

Lockwood

said he was glad Mr. Metzger had
extend thanks to the authors of the valuable
paper, but he was extremely sorry that the latter had suggested that it be not published.
Mr. Gifford said he did not think such a station as that
described in the paper coultl exist any^vhere except in
heaven.
He did not doubt it could be found there and
he hoped to investigate its operation some day.
Mr. Hibbard said if Mr. Gifford would come east he
would show him several such stations, and thus give him
a foretaste of the blissful place referied to by the latter.
By a vote of ii to 13 it was resolved that the paper
should remain in the secretary's possession and should not
Among others who participated in the dis
be published.
cussion were Messrs. Keller, Drake, Carty, E. J. Hall,
and W. W. Smith,
The convention adjourned to
Jr.,
Wednesday at 10 A. m.

Mr.

moved

to

Wednesday's Proceedings.
The

association met in executive session Wednesday
morning
President Sargent called the members to order
President Sargent read the paper prepared
at 10 o'clock.
by J. C. Reilly on "Underground Construction in Brooklyn." It was as follows:

We

We

September

Underground Construction

in

Brooklyn,

by j. c. reilly.
This statement of underground construction in Brooklyn
is submitted in continuation of the papers upon the same
subject by Mr. Sargent, read at the conventions held in
Our actual underground extensions
1886, 1887 and 1S88.
during the past year have been limited to about half a
conduit,
the
duct
length of which is i S-io miles,
mile of
and to placing i 7-10 miles of cable. In connection with
the underground system, however, we have placed upon
the elevated railroad structures 3 7-10 miles of cable, wiih
5 3-10 miles of distributing duct, and connected through
this duct 553 subscribers.
The completion of seventeen miles of elevated railways
throughout Brooklyn, upon which we have the right to
place cables and wires, made any immediate extension of

our underground conduits unnecessary.
Our present mileage of conduit, cables,

etc,,

is

as

follows;

'

Miles of conduit
Milesof duct

M lies o(

bt)

1.^.8
S 3
00.
5-3 5:05 4
2413 7
38
^339 9 1294.7 3''34.6
1327.
679 1 2006.5
200J
2557
553
4+
59

,

,

cable

Miles of conductor
Miles of conductor working
Number of subscribers connected.
Number of cables connected

Our method of distribution from underground cables by
means of terminal poles or house-top fixtures has been
modified to a great extent by the

facilities offered by the
The method of distribution from the
elevated railway.
elevated railway structures is as follows
Terminating, either an underground cable or a cable
placed upon the structure itself, at some convenient point
on the road, we run from that point, in a distributing box,
six inches square, along the footway between the tracks,
rubber and wire to the points opposite where it is desired
The wires are dropped through holes
to branch them off.
in the bottom of the box, run along the cross-girder of the
road to the curb line, and jumped directly into the subscribers' offices or to a branch pole line or house-top
Where there is a group of subscribers in a block,
fixture.
it
is the practice to branch a cable containing ten to
twenty-five conductors, from the main cable on the road to
a convenient point in the block, and distribute over housetops from there.
We had decided to place some thirty miles of Conference
Standard cable in our underground conduits and upon the elevated railroad structures during the year, but we were fortunate in perfecting and applying a very simple and effective
method of transpositions, which enabled us to reduce our
This was foreshadowed by Mr,
cable purchases one-half.
Sargent in the following paragraph, read at the convention
held at New York in September, 188S:
:

" The transition period between grounded and metallic circuit syswill be very troublesome and annoying, and may hist for several
years.
It is our inlcntian in orderin»i the type of cable just described,
to make provision in the manholes for joining the sections together
by devices, which will enable the joints to be opened readily without
cutting the cable, and the pairs broken up in order to prevent crosstalk on grounded circuits, and at the same time allow of access to them
f<)r straightening them through when twisted metallic circuits are required. The necessity of petting at the joints in this way from lime
lo tmie, and the space required to accommodate connecting boxes, is
another argument in favor of largo and commodious manholes,"

tems

As the results obtained may interest the members, it
might be well to state that four cables of the Conference
Standard type — Number I, 3, coo'; Number 2, 5,310'; Numwere connected, up
ber 3, 6,655', ^nd Number 4, 7 .S""
and in use by subscribers, the twin wire in each case being
grounded.
Requiring additional conductors to the points
reached by cables i and 2, we attempted to use a number
After one week's trial
of the twin wires for subscribers.
we were compelled to reach these points by other routes,
and cut out of the cables on account of complaint from
We then, during sevsubscribers of constant cross-talk.
eral succeeding Sundays, introduced transposition plates at
places from 500 to 700 feet apart, and connected the subscribers through, using the wires indiscriminately.
Cables
3 and 4 were transposed in like manner, and we are using

—
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from sixty to ninety-two conductors in these cables for subscribers, and there is even on the longest length, 7,500 feet
{with ninety-two wires working), but very little cross talk
noticeable at any time.
Other cables connected in the
same way since February last give like results. In each
cable a number of circuits are connected straight metallic,
to provide for trunks and metallic circuit subscribers.
The transpositions are made upon hard rubber plates,
three and a half inches wide by seventeen long, fitted with
spring contacts.
When attached by screws to a similar
plate, to which the conductors of the cable sections are
connected, both plates are inclosed in a copper junction
box.
The lid of the box can be easily removed when it is
desired to restore the piirs of the cable, which is done by
substituting for the transposition plate another plate, connected regularly in pairs.
Close observation of the creosoted conduit and the leadcovered cables laid at various times since 1SS4, seems to
prove that the destructive agent usually present in freshly
creosoted wood disappears almost entirely after a few
years
As supporting this statement the result of several
investigations is submitted,
Western Electric cable purchased in 1S86 and placed
in the 1884 conduit during i8S7,over two years ago, shows
but very slight trace of action on its surface at this date,
while part of the same cable laid in the iSSS conduit,
when completed, shows quite a scale of carbonate of lead
after one year's exposure.
Parts of the same cable placed
in other conduits above a year after their construction show
but little damage on the surface.
Western Electric cable placed by the Metropolitan
company late in 1885 in a creosoted conduit between the
Brooklyn Central office and the Brooklyn bridge, when
examined a few days since after three and a half years' exposure shows a slight crust of carbonate, principally on the
upper part. A New York & New Jersey cable laid in the
same conduit in 1S86 is in the same condition
W^e do not
anticipate the loss of either of these cables from the action
of gases. To further test the effect of time and ventilation
on creosoted wood, we placed samples of the Western
Electric and New York & New Jersey cables, covered
with the alloy of lead and tin, in a box made of creosoted
wood, which had been in the yard for two years or more,
and samples of same cables in a box made of creosoted
wood, which had been on hand about eight months. After
being sealed up for three months the boxes were opened,
and the samples in the old wood box were found to have
but infrequent patches of what is known chemically as
phenolate, while the samples in the box made of the later
lot of wood were thickly covered on the sides and top by
pheno'ate
Either phenol, a volatile gas, or acetic acid in
combination with carbonic acid gas, will reduce lead to
carbonate of lead. There beingno acetic acid in the wood
properly treated with dead oil of coal tar, and the phenol escaping by evaporation and ventilation, ihe carbonic acid gas
present will in all probability have no more effect on the lead
covering than if the cables placed were in ducts of iron or
other material. ' It would seem desirable, therefore, before
placing creosoted c-bles underground, to expose them to
the air or to artificial means for evaporating the phenol
from the creosote, if "the latter cannot be obtained free
from it. There seems no doubt as to the durabilily of
creosoted wood.
Frequent examinations during the past
five years show there is no decay of the wood or change of
any kind to cause injury in placing or removing cables.
Its economy, fiexibility and safety strongly recommend its
use for conduits
Our examination of the cables in use stems to show that
there is a difference in the metal alloy.
The Western
Electric cable, covered with the alloy of lead and tin,
placed January, 1885, in a conduit completed ihe previous
month, is to all appearances in as good a condition as
when first laid, nearly five years ago
It will be remembered the cables covered with pure lead and placed same
time, were destroyed and removed from this conduit
within two years,
Western Electric cable supposed to be covered with the
same alloy, purchased in 1S86 and placed in the conduit in
18S7 with cable referred to above, shows a slight trace of
carbonate, while part of the same cable placed in a newly
laid conduit is severely attacked, as stated in remarks on
conduits.
The cable first referred to above is, in fact, the
only one we have which can be said to show no action on
are now having chemical tests made on
its surface
specimens of several cables, to determine, if possible, the
difference in their composition.
The practice of ventilating the conduits and manholes as they are constructed by lateral branches to
poles and housetops, and to which we ascribe our
from explosions,
has been extended
freedom
considerably during ttie past year by placing
three-inch
iron pipes from manholes to the columns of the ele
vated railroad, which serve the double purpose of duels
and ventilators. The quantity of gas in conduits and man
holes has been sensibly reduced, and in two instances where
conduits entered central office basements, the odor of gas,
which it seemed impossible to entirely exclude, disappeared
entirely after the manholes outside were connected to the Erie
railroad structure by a number of three-inch iron pipe.
large tube leading to a dead chimney at thisofiice, in connection with pipes leading to elevated railroad near by,
usually keeps the large tunnel through which the conduits
enter the building tolerably free from gas.
believe
ventilation of this kind is the easiest and best method of
preventing the explosions in manholes occasionally reported from other cities.

A

A

A

We

A

We

Experience confirms our belief that manholes should be
large and roomy, with hooks or guides on the sides
where cables and lunction boxes may be arranged, out of
the way of workmen engaged in drawing cables in and out
Except the cables removed on account of destruction of
the lead covering, we have had no special trouble with

made

cables or terminals, and the electrical condition
of our cables remains practically as reported last year. All
cables connected during this year give satisfactory results
in insulaton and capacity.
either

)
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Klcmon Drake read a paper on "SwilciihoanK .(ii-l
Distance Lines on (Iroinuled Circuils," as follows;

SWITI'UHOAKDS

ANI)

J-ONCI

DiSTANCK

LiNKS

I

"ii^

ON

l-I.KMDN IlKAKR.

Tlie sct-rclary of this association has askctj nie In suhinit some nbscrvations covering the cx|)criem"i' <»f our rum
pany with swilchhouiiis, and also with loan distance tekSuch a thini; as writinjj
phnne lines on>;roiuidcd circuits
will
a forinai paper lo l)c read l)efore the associatitm llnl
I
should
interest its mcmhcrs, is heyond n»y capacity.
dread ilisappoiutin>; llu- expectations ul those who suj;Ecsted it, l)Ul such information upon Ihe subjects of
switchboards and lonj; distance grounded circuits as my
exjierience affords, will he gladly placed at yoin- command.
I
think it is settled beyond all contioversy that a cord
and pluj.; board of convenient si/.e antl consliuction is the
'I'he more simple such are in construcbest, by all odds.
have in use in our
tion and mechanism the better.
smaller exchan^jcs a very compact, simple alTair: a sttip of
wood upi>n which are arranged ten metal plnj^s or points a
little less than one fourth of an inch in diameter and about
These have a shoulder rest
an inch and one-fonrlh \on^
in^ on the front siilc of the strip wllh screw anil washer
just
above t'lis. passing
holding; iheiu at Ihe back,
Ihrouj-h the wood, is also placed a sprinj* similar to those
This is fastened to
in the Western l'"lectric sprinj; jacks.
the back of the strip, bends down in contact with the plu^
or pins at, about three i|narters of an inch from the face of
A hollow plug with rubber shield attached to
the strip.
These
cord makes the connection in the usual manner.
strips are fastened onto the switchboard frame, the same
in
rowi
strip
for
spring
jacks
would
be,
of
any
other
as
ten. thereby constructing a 50 or loo wire switchboard, as
desired
A false face of wood, fiber or rubber with holes
at proper places to give access to the holU>w plug in connecting with the spring jack is placed over the whole, and
the sul)scriber's number stamped in the proper place. Any
This
arrangement
suitable annunciator can be used.
gives us a board very compact and convenient for access
This company has only one nndtiple
10 all its parts.
I'his is the Western
switchbcard in use that at Omaha.
Klectric board, constructed in all respects the same as
Owing
others, except in the matter of clearing out drops.
to the system prevailing there, of each subscriber himself
ringing the parly he desires to talk with, it was desirable
10 have a drop which could be made to signal the fentral
In the pl.ace of
oHice or not, at the will of the subscriber.
the ordinary clearing out drop we therefore substUuted a
permanent magnet suspended
galvanometer drop, a
inside of a coil which vibrates only slightly under the
On the generator is a
inlluence of the generator current.
special commutator which is put into circuit by ihe subscriber pressing a button at the same time he turns the
This operation thr<iws the current upon
crank of his bell.
the line, alTecting the galvanometer drop to such a degree
as to ti|> the catch of the shuHt^r. at the same time giving
nothing more than one click on the bell of the subscriber
This arrangement and
with whom he may be connected.
system have workeil very satisfactorily indeed. It gives the
operator less work, enabling her to handle subscribers
more rapidly than if she is delayed by ringing up those
who are called for. I know that it is claimed by many
that it is the duty of the telephone company to do all that
is necessary to get the two subscribers to talking, but our
e.Kperience seems to indicate to us clearly that subscribers
are bet.er satisfied if they get the connection promptly anti
It occuare given the opportunity of doing the calling,
pies their mind; the time of waiting is thereby shortened
answer
they
seem
party
does
not
—
and
when
the
to them
These observations are conl'irnied by the
better satisfied.
reports of those who have used other systems in other
So far as I know, ihcse reports are invariably
cities
It is also claimed that the lingfavorable to our system.
ing done by the subscriber wears out the machinery more
Ours has been in use a little over two years and
rapidly.
we have had no more than the ordinary troubles so far.
as easy to construct a bell that
I do not see why it is not
will last -indelinitely, as far as the wear is concerned, as it
dynamo
that
w ill run for years.
construct
a
is to
Regarding the subject mentioned in the secretary's letter
I will say that
long tiistance lines on grounded circuits
while our success has. perhaps, in some respects, been
above the average. I am decidedly of the opin.on, nevertheless, that we will find it desirable to adopt metallic cirFrom
cuits for all routes extending 100 miles or more.
Omaha we have circuits reaching to the following points;
rolumbns. 00 miles; \'ork. i2i} miles; Sutton, 145 and

illuslratlun,

1

may mention

hhould be prohibited from callintf murr than three time*,
npacin^ the enlU nulhucnlly lu allow the iiiUcribcr (o urltc
from hit chair and rtoeh hU tdcplicnc; while MjU.ntjcrti
shoidd have It lmprc«tcd u|Mm (hem uricrttkinttly. when "»
addicted, that rapitlly repealed calk are a nlmJranrc 10

well ordinarily from CulumbuH to Vnrit by
an wc <. in from ehher Vork or Columbilii
to ( )niaha alone.
That you may <omprrhcnd the pcciiliarily that
I
nu-nlion I will stale thai both lownn are
nearly wesi of < hnalia. Columbus i)0 miles and N'ork la^
mdes by wire, and ihe hitter alionl ^ti milcH Mitith of

Columbus.

—

—

—

The circuit to Sutton is wholly
l-aiibnry. 135 miles.
hard drawn copper wire, weighing 213 pounds to the mile.
The others are mixed circuits, iron and copper. We vlaily
do business between subscribers over these circuits. Of
course, in summer we experience more or less dilticulty
from almospheiic disturbances, and in the evening there is
sometimes disturbances im account of electric light plants
I'pon an
in the dilTerent towns through which we pass.
average, one half of the communications between these
points are made ilirect between the subscribers, without
the assistance of the operators.

Notwithstanding this showing. 1 am satistied that it
would be better for ourselves and our customers that we
make each of these a metal circuit and work it as such.
could easily be increased 50 per cent,
(.»ur business
In considering the economic phase of long
thereby.
grounded circuits I am fully satisfied that no telephone
company is justified in making a low rale for long tiistances; that there is much more protit in working a short
circuit at a low rate anil charging a good stilT rate when
ever the circuit of sixt\' miles and over is usetl.
If it should appear from this statement that we have a
greater degree of success in working our circuits than is
obtained in the east, I wouKl attribute it, I think, to our
comparative freedom from the disturbing intluences of
other lines— of the telegraph, motor, power and electric
light.
Without a doubt, the proximity of earth circuits

prompt

lo

tions,

"Teh phone

Salutations''

was

the

title

R. M.

IIV.

1

(-'.

AiinNs.

'

A. W. Crandcll rcid a pap<.r which had t>i-rn picparrd
by Ihe clccirieian of Ihc (ircal Soulhtrn Tefcpbonc rompany, as follows:

I

I

are satished of the identity of the other.
.-MI this leads to
ciuestioning on both sides, and much valuable time is thus
consumed. Would it not l^ a good plan for each of the
correspondents to announce his name or the name of his
lirm as the only preliminary, thus abandoning both "hello"
and "Who is talking?
Would not self introeluclions ob
*

viate this?
The rapidly repealed ringing of call bells, although not
properly coming under the head of telephone saluiations.
may as well be considered in this connection, and is cer-

an evil of the ser\ice which should be abated, it
being worse than useless, in that it. like steam whistles,
when nmch indulged in breeds contempt and carelessness
as lo prompt leplies or observance- Switchboard operators
tainly

Ihe Chi<;i{£0 'Iclrplifjnc
llitdiard hail rewa* found lo (k:
lie gave a scmc\«hal delaiird devriipticn of
tit

line.

I

It has been customary in all ages of the world, when persons meet, that salutations more or less elaborate and
conrleous be excli;inged, and the [leculiarities of different
peoples in this respect have been a fruitful source from
which many writers and lecturers have lirawn.
On the advent of the telephone he want was immediately felt for some form of salulalion which shoidd
have the effect of attracting the attention of the party at
the distant station, so that conversation might readily pass
between the telephone corresponilents attempting it. Some
bright genius inventetl the word "hello,"' which, by the
way, is not usually approved ts a proper salutation in po
lite society, but which, for telephone purposes was at once
generally adopted, the woril having tlie apparent faculty of
being spoken over a circuit utterly incapable of transmit
ting any other word in the English language; and while the
word may be the one of all others most suitable for tclel>hone purposes, its use has developed into most annojing
abuse.
With intelligent people, as well as with others not
so intelligeni, and with telephone experts in a great measure, it is customary to sland at one enil of a telephone line
ami by reiterating the word a great number of times in
(|uick succession, entirely drown out the fellow's voice from
the other end of the line and who, by going through a similar formida with energy and patiimce frequently mi.xed
with anathemas against the telephone, succeeds in slowly
getting into actual conversation, while the fault lits entirely
with the inilividuals. and not with tfe innoc nt machine.
What would be thought of a person entering an office or
premises of any kind, knowing and steing the proprietor
present, should he begin and persist in calling attention by
repeating ovei and over again the \\ord, 'hello?"
In some mysterious manner the human intelligence is ca
palile, if the person choose to exercise the faculty, of recog.
ni/ing the presence or absence of his correspondent at the
distant end of the line.
Telegraph operators are familiar
with this consciousness; and by the use of a little good
judgment people may save themselves the wear and annoyance of "helloing"' into the earth for some time befoie the
other fellow is ready to respond.
"(lood morning," or some other familiar salutation should
be more agreeable and it being more deliberate has the ailvantage of giving the opportunity for a reply to llow over
the wire witliout interruption, and if the conditions referred
to are observed, should be ample lo start tw<i reasonable
persons into conversation, taking into consideration the
general high state of elViciency in which telephone lines and
apparatus are at this time maintained.
It is really wonderful how easy and pleasant an undertaking it is to converse over a properiy conducted telephone
line, and it is wonderful the amount of vexation one can
cause for one'self by persisting in the manner first des
cribed.
Some people are strongly adverse to the use of a
telephone for no other reason than want of judgment
and training in its manipulation.
It may be said such
difficulty is the result of habit superinduced by inferior telpast,
andjwant
phone service in the
of familiarity with its
operation, so that all such subscribers are compelled to first
test out their lines before proceeding with the business in
I think
hand.
such causes, at this time, rarely exist, and
may not the habit be broken by some improvement in the
system and by courteous and careful schooling to the end
that more rapid, pleasant and agreeable service be secured,
to the happiness of the customer and employe as well? Cer
tainly much more time is used in worthless preliminaries
than in the actual service. Some introductory rule is bailly
needed in the operation of the lelt phone. Sometimes subscribers call up a central ollice and inquire who cnlleil
them Of who it was who was talking to them a Hllle while
since, and then think it singular that the operator, in the
multiplicity of her calls, should be unable to give the desired information.
Again, a person catling for another is
naturally desirous of being assured that he is speaking to
the person he has asked for. and a [wrson callet.1 up is naturally reluctant in answering an inquirj' until one or both

in a*'

the Kysletn as worked oui by ihe comiMny,
Mr. Cany thoMKht considerable iliffKully miifhl tte experienced in the working of ihc nyslcm in the lonjj diilarre

HAII.KV.

of defect noted:

II, Wilsfjii, su]M-iinler,<tf nl

advanlagcoUH.

of a paper reail hy

With the idea th:it successful telephone service depends
on Ihe aggregate of many small details,
have wrillcn the
following with the hope thai some one of llu* many practical persons among you may present a remedy for the points

t\t'\r%

company, said Ihc H>>.tcm lo whl'h Mr
ferred, was fr*llowed in Chitagn, and it

Itailey.

Tki.ki'IIonk SAr.n

lie talrl ihc •tyntrrn in voftue In Mrvcral

eordancc wllh whhh Ihc o^Krrfitor ri^llcd by numUr Inslead
of by name, was thf ImtsI width <oijld he rmployrd.

together.
We are exiemling our system and probably by the lime
of Ihe assembling of another convention, we shall Ik: attempting to work a copper grounded circuit, Omaha lo
Keainey, 'Jio miles.

Mr.

hei vicci

Mr. Ilibbard \u\t\ he hoped i>-e qiitMlon would hr iltor
oughly dJHctiKMd. The |r»rig ciKlunte toinpany had suffered coniidirably, on aeiuiinl of lime wu«icd on saluia-

\nrk makes a delour to llic
soulh Ihrntigh l.imriln, which adds |o its length.
I'tiic
tically \ Ork and CohimhuH arc Ihe two cndn of an ox how
with Omaha In the nnddle when the linen are connected
Ihe win-

We

—

As an

clfect.

wc talk as
way of Omaha,
that

Groundkh CiucuriH
IIV

has a nutrked
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The

following paper wan read by Mr. Crandcll:

DVNAMii Al.TKRNATINr; ClfKHKNT InTKKF'KK KNCR WIMI
TkI.KI'IIONK SVSTKM IN \KW OrI.KASs.
ItV K.

This paper

M. StCVAt.l.,

intended lo •lUffecitl lo ihc practical {dca<i
in this convention, some of Ihc mlerfcrenccn setup by alternating currents.
I will give first
Ihc relative positions
<»f the respective routes in cpie^lion.
The telephone route
in illustration is one with which wc are having ihc maxiis

mum

amount of trouble, and that is paralleled by the deccompany's main route (alternating) on oppfrsitc sides of
the same street, and carrying six circuits to a considerable
distance of parallelism and at ihe imrncdialc hrarl. eight
circuits of I, owj volts each.
The extreme distance c( partri

is (}.(A)t) feet, with a separation of furly-lhrec feel or
width of street intervening from pole lo pfjic of systems,
the telephone (kjIcs being Ihe highest, having an elevation
at the lowest wire of about seven lo ten feet above the elecliic light wires:
When the first alternating current was put in operation
along this route, a decided hum and a musical note were
heani tn all of the telephone lines in this parallel distribution.
This hum was of sulllcienl volume to make an attempt lo carr)* on a telephonic conversation on any of ihcse
lines extremely difficult and doubtful.
I'>y
the time the
subscribers became accustomed lo this disturbance, the second circuit was put in operation, and another, and so on
until six were in full blast.
The humming sounil Ihcn
ceased to be musical and assumed proportions of an undu*
latory wail, impcnelrabie to the delleclions of the iransmitter, and at times would swell in volume and graduate to
a uniformity of disturbance about cijual lo ihat * el up by
the first circuit.
This does not occur. hoHcvcr, at regular intervals, and becomes noticeable visually, in ihc
increase and decrease of the incandescent light service
through this system, thowing that the currents were interfering with each other.
To the electric light companies this inlcrreicncc t>ecamc
a serious (picstion. and to a great extent was rcmcdie«l by
placing the wires of each respective circuit nearer each
other and farther from other circuits.
To ihc telephone
subscribers and exchange the hum is still there, strong and
as
vigorous
ever.
On this route we, the telephone company, tried the return bround covering the field of inicrfercnce, but rot entirely back to the exchange.
I'he ground was located at a
neutral point and gave some considerable relief, bul not
entirely, to the subscribers connected.
are also subjecled to another cause of interference set
up by the same electrical dynastic imperialist. I refer lo the
leakage, causing a frying, variable, hissing sound, alarming in its objectionable affect upon ihc sensitive car, and
that is conlributive to a larger extent within the tcrriiory of
distribution of all altemaling systems, where ihc conseiiuences of grounded circuits are increased by ttc usrs of
converters in their frequently exposed liability lo precipitate mois'.ure, or as carelessly located in inlluenccrs conlrib-

allelism

Wc

utive.
It is doubtful if another licensee has been subject to the
interference, and the physical facts afflicting
as above, are presented to your attention forsuch discuisif<n
and opinions 1 trust, as will direct to a remedy other than

same extent of

compromise
In discussing the paper, Mr. Crandcll said the effect of
the alternating current on the wires continued to be so pronounced, that the telephone company was compelled lo ask
the courls to issue an injunction.
The telephone company
had reached a point where it found it was necessary to ocThis
lermine what rights, if any, it had in the premises.
case will be tried in t>ctober next.
This action was taken.
Mr. Crandcll said, so that it might be determined whether
when we had been property owners on ihe street hrsl. some
other company could come alongside of us with some arrangement or device and make our property prrcticaltr
useless.
Mr. Crandcll said that the telephone company
claimed that when it first had a pole line in use on a given
street, a company utilising current for lighting or itrcci

railway purposes which came on the street subsequently,
and crossed the existing lines or ran par-illcl with them,
should l>c compelled to protect the telephone company
If. on the other band, the
from all inductive inlluenccs.
telephone company shuuki string iis wires on a street on
which lighting or electric railway wires were already in powould have 10 get alcng
sition, it was admitted that it
He thought the court wculd
as best it could.
ca.se.
would
protect the company
this
view
of
ihc
and
take
in its vested interests.
Mr. Bailey said he believed the position which Mr. Cran dell had taken in respect to the l^al rights of the icle -
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In explanation itshould be .stated that

the Minneapolis convention, wisely or unwisely,

suppressed the main portion of

its

proceedings

and one paper.
Under these circumstances we have had to do
the best we could, and as a result of our efforts
we present a very full and complete report of
including the entire discussion

the meeting.

All of

the papers

are published

verbatim, and the gist of the discussion

.Some of the delegates

we were able

we should publish
association.
it

by which the majority
even to the re-

to proceed on a principle

deferred to the

minority, and

if he rose in his seat
and made the statement that action in a given
matter would, in his opinion, be prejudicial,

quest of a single delegate,

even

in

degree,

the slightest

The copper

interests.

to

his

individual

is

referred to

discussion

this sort.

The

resolution fain

memorial to Congress
petitioning for the removal of the duty was
dropped out of respect to the timidity of one or
two members who feared that action on the
matter might have some slight injurious effect
on their business. Action in another instance
was largely influenced by the request of a single
southern member who had applied for an injunction against an electric light company.
In
the first case we have an instance in which
the whole association lost sight of the general
good and the saving of actual dollars and cents
to the whole telephone interests of the country
for the sake of securing to one member revenue
from a few scattered telephones; and this, too, in
the face of the fact that no positive evidence

work

of presenting a

was produced to show that the action contemplated would depri\e him of such revenue.
We
of

the

Minneapolis.

at

province

of criticising the

Telephone Exchange

National

we

and

It

have

is

no

not
desire

to

is

may be

presur-

get a report of a

and it would not knowingly do anything
which would be, in the slightest degree preju-

terests,

dicial to those interests.

is

it

in

view of the action taken

It

may be

of an organizalion like the

of

believe,

however,

in closing its

doors

is

likely

to excite the sus-

picion of the general public and the daily press

and that the publication by the Western Electrician of the proceedings, which had not
from beginning to end one single line which
can be used as a weapon against the telephone
companies,

will

serve

to allay

such

suspicion

what is an undoubted fact, that there
nothing to be
is nothing in them to suppress,
ashamed of, and nothing which it is necessary
Our report is full;
in any degree to cover up.
nothing important is omitted, and we think all
broad minded telephone men will come to our
and

to prove

conclusion after reading

it.

be noticed that the Telephone asFOupon Detroit as a place for holding
next convcnlion.

It will

elation fixed
its

stated in explan-

a comparatively easy task to get

a very satisfactory repoil

We

that the action of the association at Minneapolis

meeting held with closed doors, and others may
be surprised that, having obtained such a report,

ation that

say that the convention seemed

these proceedings.
The Westcriticise
ern Electrician has always been and always
will be a strong champion of the telephone in-

phone Exchange association would be published
As we always endeavor to
in this weelc's issue.
keep our pledges our readers will be surprised
that we are obliged to go to press without such

by the

we would

distance

lines.

most desirable.
He further
that the adoption of metallic circuits
result in a 50 per cent, increase of busi-

be found

ness.
It is intended, however, in the extension
of his system to make the attempt to work a

copper grounded circuit between
Kearney, zio miles.

Omaha and

An interesting paper on "Underground Construction in Brooklyn" by J. C. Reilly, was read
at the telephone convention. It was practically a
continuation of the discussion of the same topic
which formed the subject of Mr. .Sargent's
papers at former meetings.
This last contribuwas eminently practical, and contained
much information that will be of benefit to men
engaged in the construction of underground systems.
"Close observation of the creosoted conduit," says Mr. Reilly, " and the lead covered
cable laid at various times since 1SS4 seems to
prove that the destructive agent usually present
in freshly creosoted wood disappears almost entirely after a few years." Several investigations,
the results of which were recorded, were cited in
support of this statement. The matter of ventilating subways was also considered.
In Brooklyn lateral branches from the manholes to the
housetops or poles are generally used, and this
system has given satisfaction. The paper is
presented elsewhere in full.
tion

The

convention of the National Telephone
association, which was held at Min-

Exchange

neapolis September 11, 12 and 13th was a
thoroughly successful meeting.
The papers
read treated many points of interest to the
telephone fraternity generally.
The attenddance was not large, but the number of
actual "telephone workers," as one of the members expressed it, was greater than usual.
The
party thoroughly enjoyed its stay in Minneap-

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange
company of Minneapolis entertained the visitors in a most hospitable way.
By the courtesy
of the company the party enjoyed a drive

olis.

through Minneapolis and St. Paul, a trip to
Minnehaha Falls and. a banquet in St. I^aul.
The trip on the special train was highly enjoyable, in fact, the convention will be remembered
as one of the most successful in the history of
References to several matthe organization.
ters which were presented to the meeting are
made in other paragraphs on this page.

to

In the last number of the Western Electrician we stated that a stenographic report of
the Minneapolis meeting of the National Tele-

prised that

In reply

our

Electrical Patents

sented.

to pass a vote suppressing them.

association

Motor

a report.

how they

action

Electric Light
Electric

the delegates were in

the majority of

if

write this not for the purpose

DBPAKTill BN ret.
The
The

much

favor of publishing the proceeding.s,

the

Members and Guests

Memory

a

more favorable light before the public had they
abandoned their opposition to publicity, and reIt may be
frained from star chamber sessions.
asked,

long

interests

in

voring the appointment of a committee to aid

NATIONAL TELEPHONE EXCHANGE ASSOCIATION.

In

themselves

placed

will

would

better and

operating

Drake while operating a number of
grounded circuits with considerable success
seems decidedly of the opinion that for routes
extending loo miles or more the metallic circuit

week, we are

opinion of a majority of the dele-

as an instance of

CONTENTS OF THIS NUIWBER.

this

much

to this

cations, views, news items, local newspaper clippings, or any information likfly to interest electricians, will be thankfully
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paper, read at the convenon "Switchboards and Long nistance Lines
Ironiidcil Cinuils" will he ol interest to tele-

One

of

the most

important matters which

came before the Telephone convention was a
resolution which in elTect advocated the removal
In form the resolution
contemplated the appointment of a committee to
co-operate with a similar committee of the National Electric Light association in petitioning
Congress to abolish the coppertariff. The association saw fit to pass the matter by without acOut of courtesy alone the matter was not
tion.
tabled. This failure to act is to be regretted. The
abolition of the tax would result in a considerable saving to every buyer of copper wire.
This
fact was so well understood in the Electric
Light association that its action in appointing a
committee to prepare a memorial to Congress
was taken almost without opposition. As a matter of fact the great majority of delegates to the
Telephone convention favored the resolution.
canvass of the delegates indicated that if the
resolution had been forced to a vote and disposed of on its merits, it would have been carThe association failed
ried by a vote of 4 to i.
to act simply because there was a disposition on
the part of the majority to defer to the wishes
of a minority, as we have already stated in the
introiliictory editorial.
Two or three delegates
feared that action might have some slight influence with a few of their subscribers and so at
their request the m.atter was not pushed through.
It is to be regretted that the association did not
put itself stjuarely on record in accordance with
the view of the great majority of the delegates.
of the duty on copper.
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phone company was cnliit-ly coircci, and lie llioiijiht that
The
llic couils wmiUl ck-i-iilc with the- tflcphoni' aimpany
policy of li^htin^ am! railway cninpanirs in niaU(.Ts of lliis
kiiul, hnweviT,
was to ililly-ilaUy or to tlTccl a compromise
lie Ihrrcfo e (hil not think that Mr. ('ranilrll
WfKild be able to obtain a ticcision from the conn on llumatter.
'I'hcrc was a mailer wliicli the telephone compa
nies h.ul to face which was more serions than the trouble
to which Mr. ('lantli'll hail rcferrcil.
l.ife ami limb were
pul in peril bv the rossin;; of wires as .i result of bad nm
siriiction i>n the p.nt of the r.iilway or Ii).;hlin^; (ompanics.
lie h.id not expcTienceiJ the trotiblr which Mr Cranilell
had spoken of, b. cause in his city the linhlinj; company
was compelled to place converters in multiple.
AK ii'KiAi. (:koi'niiin<;
i

I

It
was evpccud that C. K. McCliicr of Kichmond,
would present a paper on artilicial j.;ruiiiulinj.;
Owin^ to
busim ss ei ifa|;emenls, however, he was nn.iltle to prt pare
it.
Mr. Wilson moved that Mr. ^b•('hur make an oral
st.'ilenunt,
le complied with this u<|iiesi.
The .;iw
system, he said, was followed in Kiclnnond.
The company had >ulTered j^really from the efficts of induction since
His coinpan\'
the eleciric railway had been in operation.
had ^ivcn him the piivik^j;e of usiii^f arlilicial ground on
one li.df the system which Is operated in the city.
The ar
tilicial ^jround consislcd of a l:iii.;c copper wire runnin>j out
from the exchanv;e. To this was connected the ordinary
j^round wire of the telephone.
This liir^e c<ipper wire
foinied a complete circuit, and was grouniled at its return
lo the I'trico.
Three wiies of this kind were in use in
Kichmond. Ily utilizing; this system most of the extraneous sonndswere silenced, and the results fif induction were
1

1

reduceil 50 per cent
Mr. Keller said he

had tried this system in a town in
and while some lienthc had resulted from its
adoption, no such ctTect as that described by Mr. McClner
had folli>wed.
Captain Stt>ne asked whether the wire was extended outside the limits in which the eleciric railway was operated.
He hail made a trial of the system in Cincinnati, but ha 1
experienced no (larticular relief as a result of its adoption.
It was subsei|uenlly
learned that in the case lo which
Captain Stone made reference ihe wire was groundetl not
otVice,
at the
but at a point supposed to be free from imluchis district

tivc inlluences.

The i|ueslion of deciding upon a place for holding the
next convention was poslpoied until the evening; session.
Invitations had been received from netrolt. HufTilo, New
Orleans and Point Comfort.
The convention adjourned until 7:30 v. m in order that
the members might have an opportunity to accept the invitation of the State Agricultural Society to visit the state
fair.

KVKNINO SESSION,
evening session a letter was read

from C. A.
.\t the
lirown of Chicago, slating that the National Electric
Light association had appointed a committee to present to
congress, a petition asking that the customs duty on cup
Mr Ilrown requested the telephone assoper be removed.
ciation to appoint a committee ot three to co-operate with
the committee of the Electric Light association.
C. II.
Wilson of Chicago, moved that the action suggested by
Mr. lirown. be taken by the association. This motion was
not put to a vole.
Mr Wallace of the Rocky Mountain Hell Telephone
company, strongly disapproved of the appointment of a
committee for the purpose. The copper interests of Montana were, he said, new, and so was the telephone interest
in that Territory.
If the action suggested were taken, he
feared that the telephone company would lose its sub
scribers in the

territory.

Mr. Mel/ger, of Pittsburgh, made a long speech in the
course of which he said he would be untrue to the community and the state which he represented, if he voted for
any such action
lie thought the c pper taritT was on a
par with the duly on wool and other articles, and he couUI
lie made a speech in which he
not favor its abolishment,

argued for protection and earnestly urged the members
against supporting the motion.
An Omaha gentleman moved to table the letter, but at
Mr. Wilson's suggestion, the letter was ordered received.
It is stated, that as a matter of fact, the resolution if put to
The
a vote, would have been carried by a vote of 20 to 4.
matter was not forced out of courtesy to several gentlemen
who feared its effect on their business.
The question of deciding on a city for holding the next
In a humor
convention was called up as a special order.
ous plea Mr. Crandell presented the claims of New Or
leans; Mr. Carson extended an invitation from Old Point
Comfort; K. J. Ilall dwelt on the advan'ages of liuffalo;
Mr Forbes made a telling speech favoring Detroit as a
convention city.
As a matter of courtesy, the names of
lUitTalo. New Orleans, and Old Point Comfort were with-

drawn in favor of Uetroit. and the selection of that
was made unanimous.
Mr. McCluer followed with a second description of

city

his

overcoming the efTects of induction, which is in
Richmond. lie made use of diagrams on the black-

system of

use in
board in explanaiion of his remarks.
Mr. McIXaniel sai<.i a similar plan had been tried in Kansas City without any substantial benefit following.
The discussion was of an exhaustive character, and was
Messrs Farnparticipated in by the following gentlemen:
ham. Stone. Drake. Keller. I.ockwood. McKinstry, lieach,
E. J. Hall. Jr., and Dr. Hayes.
The discussion developed
the fact that Mr. Carson's company had not yet brought
m.-»tter was held in abeysuit, but at the present time the
ance, and it was expected that a compromise would be effected.
It wasstatedthit the Erie Telephone company had effected
a settlement at Cleveland. It was said to be practically on the
basis of paying for the cost of protecting each instrumentThis anal an expense not to exceed ^fso per telephone.
nouncement provoked a smile as the sum mentioned
seemed quite adequate to cover the cost of relieving the

"SO

wires from the effect*i of induction.
The mc hod employed (or the relief of the Knnble at CIcvclund where
expciimeiils had been carried on lo *tcnre informution on
the (]Uc%tion. was practically on the basis of Mr,
Clure H system which has heritoforc been t'escribcd.
On motion ofK. J. Halt, Jr.. the secretary wan inslructc<l to send the corcllal thanks of the a^^soelatlon to
the following fur courtcnics extended to Ihc mcniberHi
No thwcstcrn 'Telephone Exchange crnipany, Slate Agricultuial Society of Minnesota; lUush Fleciric I-ighl compiny. Minmsoia; C. A. Pillsbiiry »V
(»
North American
Ic-legraph and
Postal 'Telegraph companies, Western
Union 'Telegraph company, ( 'hicago Klectric club, Chhago
'Telephone company. Central Union Telephone company.
Presiijent Sargcnl folloA'cd with his paper on "Kcmarkn
on the Pari* I'^xposition."
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and rcmatkh ;itid contlu^ionH by Urorge
J. iJaviwjti,
gcr of our hr^jklyn oflier, wlw ha* made ihc luL^,
Hludy,
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StNOI.K
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MUI.III'I.K HoAKlf.

nv ':Kf>K(iR J, iMviv>N,
W, I). SAKtiKNT, E*r|., Central Manager
In making a re|>ort lo you of Ihc «korklni£»

Hear

Sir

il

mi(>hl. |K-rhaps,

l»c

being Ihrn npcrntcd by ihc < hinnrnk «y%lcm, which was
changed in 1H83 lolhe v> called \V<-s|ern Eleciric M.o,'
section alter sceiion of which Mas added as necdnl
increase in Hut>S4 ril>crs until ai the lime r>( Ihr pnr< )..•
1.,
this company of Ihc projM-riy al \i^ Smilh sircci, llicrc weie
in use sixteen loo wire sections of mixed Nulitrribcrs and
trunk lines, and five sections of purely irunk ltnc«.
The switch ballered and worn after »ix yrar«' strviccwah
not adapted for Ihe proper care of iv> large a numtwr of
subscribers as had evenlually been connected, nor in keep
ing wiih Ihe company's new building which was lo tie tilled
up with Ihe Im:sI appliances in all rc*|iccls.
The single
cord Western ICIectric miiliipte Ufard was scleded in Ihr
belief that il was the I>cst then devised, the m'>st ra|»id and
Ihe one with which Ihc operators could handle the maxi-

I

tn.iny.

P.ell

company

consisleil:

Of an

historical

and models of the
Hell,

down

first

comprising originals
instruments conceived by Prof.
exhibit,

mum

to the present forms.

'The most improveil form of long distance de^k
transmitters antl metallic circuit switch-bor rds, together
with samples of cables, call-bells and other apparatus; also
a large pole, complete with cross arms, br.ices, etc
typical
of the best form of line construction in this country of the
present day.
Wires were run from our space in the industrial section of the Uniteil Slates to connect the various oflices and ihpartments of
the United .Slates commission.
All these wires were run overhead on the buildings and
centered in a switch board where an operator was stationed
to make the necessary connections.
'This system proved
of great service to the commissioners, and was the only active part of our exhibit.
Outside of the telephone exhibit the only electrical exhibits in the United States section were those of the Western Electric company, embracing general electrical goods;
Prof. Elihu 'Thomson; the Eleklron Manufacturing company; the C. \- C.
Motor company; the Okonite
Manufacturing company; the Consolidated Electrical Subway company of New York, and the Cobb Wireccm
.V.i <'//(/,'

,

pany.
Prof. Abdank-Abakanowicz was in charge of the United
Stales exhibit and was particularly efficient in arranging
the space and looking after the inlerestsof exhibitors The
rest of the electrical exhibit was in machinery hall; being
principally in the line of light and power, although there
were many forms of burglar alarms, electric bell installations, speaking tubes, telephones, etc.
Mr. Edison, who occupied the largest space of any single exhibitor, showed all his various inventions with which
we are familiar in this country.
The telephone business in Paris, so far as the central
oflice is concerned, is conducted practically the same as in
this country, but all the wires, as is well known, arc underground in the extensive sewer system for which the city is
noted.
'This sewer system affords an easy solution of the
underground problem, but as it has been described to this
association before, it needs no further description at my

hands.
In all the cities where I slopped long enough to make
any observations, I found the telephone wires universally
overhead, the house top construction being very much superior to anything we have in this countrv.
The roof lixtures are made of light iron carrying a very small phosphor
bronze wire, so that large masses of wire aie scarcely vi^ible and the llxlures themselves are so light and airy that to
the eyes of a telephone man they are ornamental rather than
otherwise
I did not notice the use of overhead cibles
to any great
extent, except in London, where the telephone system is
entirely oveihead and the construction is of much the same
character as in the other European cities, except Ihat ihey
use overhead cables.
In 'Trafalgar Square a large lead cable is stretched across one side of the square, in full view
from all points, and wherever you may look up in the heart
of London you ivill see wires and cables extending in all
directions.
The Prilish Postal

I

<

.

:

.

It was my g«K)d fortune lo be *ele» led by
the American
I'.ell
Telephone comp.uiy, to take charge of their exhibit at
the Exposition Iniverselle. Paris.
My ilutics in that connection rec|uired me to rcmnin i<i Paris about two months,
iluring whiih I spent most n{ the time at the expi»sition,
afterward making a living trip through Switzerland, (Jcr-

/•'irsf:

~-^

"f "tir new
well logo back virnc yram ami
recall the < ircumslanr«-s which Ird l»» Jl* adoptirm.
Thr
exchange wan o|M:ncd in iH7(>al .| <'»rtjrt slrrtl, rrrruivcd in
l8K()io3(>7 Fiilion sirccl. with 53 hu1><m fitH:r*i ronncctnl,

switch

r

PAiir-

sar(;knt.

Pelgium ;ind England.
Ihe exhibit on the p.irt <»f the American

..

presented thj followInK i»Ulcm*«l which
was Idcd with the SccicUry:

)

iiv
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Mr, Sargent

Telegraph Department put all their
wires underground and as they do a limited amount of telephone business their telephone wires are underground.
Their method has been described before and consists in
drawing gutia percha wires into three and four inch iron
pipes laid directly under the pavement, just inside the
curb, or between the curb and house line, with manholes
or handholes at convenient intervals.
I could not learn from any of the electrical people th.it I
met abroatl that any plans had been made for a general system for placing a telephone exchange system underground.
Several other members of the association have been
abroad this year and will doubtless be prepared to give you
the benelil of their observations.
My own impression is
that we have little or nothing to learn abro-id, .ind that it
wil not be very long before the requirements of the business in London and ether large cities will necessitate their
placing their wires underground, and that we will be able
to teach them many things when that time comes.
For seviral years I have been reporting to this association the progress of the underground work in Prooklyn:
these papers will be continued this year by J. C. Kcilly,
the general superintendent of the New York and New
Jer^ey Telephone company, to whom the crxxiii of the very
succ. >sful work in P.rooklyn is in a very large measure due.
A little over a year ago our largest central office in Itrooktyn was e((uipp>ed with the single wire multiple board and
I ha\c brought here the resalts of thirteen months' experi-

number

of calls

The switch was ordercil in nine sections, of which five
were for subscrilx-rs* lines only *tne sul>*cril>er on each line,
'The tiunk lines were in sections by themselves while the
pay station tines and the circuit lines (that is iho«e on
which were two or more snlmcrilKrrsf, with any others
which required special rails, or care in any way outside of
the regular order, were also put by themselves.
'I'his arrangement of the switch was in accordance with your belief
was the prrjper disposition lo make of the various
single wire subscril»cr operators should be entirelv free from having lo make any con
nections, <jiher than those which were h>cal and thus be
that this

circuits so that the direct or

enabled lo give more rapid and belier service, and also lo
determine the maximum rapidity of this form of switch
board.
'The experience gained in the use of this switch
has demonstrated the advantages of classifying the business
One of the direct subscribers' sections wasequipped with
double conls, but with ite <-ame looping-in and ringing
lievice as on the single cord sections.
This modilicalion of
the gener.d plan was made because the section so modified
was in an angle of the operating room and it was impracticable to put the full complement of single cord equipment
in the reduced key-board ^pace, and it was aiso felt that il
would be desirable lo have one section of dcuble cords, not
only as a relief or emergency section, but also for the purpose of comparison as lo the respective merits of the iwo
sj stems.
During April, May and June. iS38. the switch was put
into position, all subscril>eis and trunk lines were connected into it and everything being in readiness al midnight,
Saturday. June 30, iSSS. wc cut away from our old switchboard and removed inlo the new quarters.
here were i.47''> wires connected with our switch at the
time of removal, besides about one hundred private lines
I

(switch lines, etc.). which come inlo ihe dislribuiion room
for test ot other purposes, making nearly 1.600 wires lo be
On Sunday we handled almost the usual
iransfencd.
volume of Sunday business without serious friction.
Al
morii.ng test on Slonday there were but seventy six wires
which were not in working order and these were so nearly
cleared up during the day that by Tuesday morning our
test showed very little over the general average of wires not

workHng.
In accordance with your instructions, a record was made
up of all troubles arising in the working of the switch at
the time of their occurrence, and from these records I have
compiled and hand you herewith, a tabulated siatemcni
showing the numL>er of diflicultics arising each mi-»nth ai d
the particular part of the equipment in which such troubles
were developed, and will endeavor lo point out the cause
and possible remedy for some of ihem.
.\s shown by this lable. during ihe thirteen months* use
from July i. iSSS. to August i. iSS<». the switch ami its
Of
equipment have rcqu-red attention on 1.115 occasions
this number, 275 were confined 10 the cords, thelulanccof
S40 being entirely in connection with what may be termed
the fixed mechanical parts of the switch.
These S40 ditVicuUics occurred in the various parts of the
Spring jacks, ii; drops. 2i>4^
equipment as follows:
combination kejs 459; grounding-jacks 76.
The trouble in each of these parts has been classified in
the accompanying lable, so as to show as nearly as possible just where each occurred, and consequently where the

weakness lies.
The spring jacks arc what is known as
"Hoslon
type" and there are i=;.(>6o in use, all of
the
which are set horizontally in the switch.
The troubles
with this part of the switch have been only eleven, ten of
which were failures to close ihc line on withdrawal of the
plug, and one, a loosened wire where soldered into the
jack.
The first were readily located and easily remedied,
principal

.S///«^' J.icks.

—

the difficulties being particles of dust, or other mailer at
point of contact, which the inscnion of a '"jack chaner'*
loosened wire was rcsoIdcrcU with lilllc
removed.
'I"hc
difiicutty.
The use of platinum coniacts instead of the
present ones of German silver and brass, is the only suggestion of improvement which I can make for the spring
It should not be forgotten that this is the first thirjacks.
teen months' use of the switch and that the trouble al this
point must be a growing one and therefore, all sboald be
done that is possible lo do to guard against it.
/>/.>/i
The drops used, both for subs* ribcrs an*! trunk
lines, are of the Warner paltcm, and 1.660 are in use, 394
Over So*; of all trouble with
having required attention.

—
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l66
developed in the first two
The troubles are classified
in use.
Catch, 26; shutter, 36; armature trunnion,
as follows:
burned out, i;
coil, 2;
open
in
with
core,
6;
crossed
203;
this part of the

September

bad feature of this trouble is that it is not necessarily apparent to the operator, who, when she cuts in hears the
subscriber
through
another connection,
and while
she remains in on the connection (in all probability
with her hand on the key adding additional pressure and
firmly making the contact), the subscribers may talk without any trouble
She no sooner cuts out, however, than
the trouble begins
The voices die away, the subscriber
rings, the generator current passes the obstructed point and

apparatus was

months the switch was

broken wires 20
The "catch troubles" were trivial in their nature, and
easily remedied, requiring no more than a slight bending
The shutter troubles
of the catch, in the proper direction.
were caused by the shutter being too. flat, so that it rested

TABLE

21,

being hastened, however, in a good many cases, particularly in the "helper" cords, by the rusting of the iron wire,
caused presumably by the moisture of the operator's hands
penetrating the cotton covering.
The failure in the telephone cords was always at the
point of connection with the tip.
The failure of the transmitter cords was due, I think, almost entirely to their
passage through the pulleys of their supports.
The transmitters in use are the "skeleton" with counter-

I.

Record of Switch Trouble at Brooklyn, N. Y. — Single Cord Western Electric Multiple from July

i.

TO August

i,

18

Spring Jacks.

Drops.

15660 in
use.

July,

Combination Keys

1C60 in use.

Grounding Tacks.
1440 in Use,

1,560

in Use.

«

'f

August,
September,
October,

s

November,
December,
January,

>7

-3

m

2'i
.i

iJ

L'2

J^

47

22

(0

3"

!<;

'i

45

27r,

itT5

l'"ebruary,

2

:(s

2

21

April,

4t

1'

March,
'

ss

May,

l.'H

June,

4

July,

1

Total

20 294

36

.

'o

25

118

44

'97

for a

moment

bending the shutter outward from the face. A slight modification of the form of the shutter in this respect would be
advisable
The ''armature trunnion" troubles were caused by a
slight rusting of the iron bearings,
caused by dampness,
and were principally developed in August. 1S8S, when 190
required attention.
The substitution of some metal other
than iron at the point of bearing would very greatly reduce
this difficulty.

The "crossed

with core" caused by abrasion of the in
"open in coil" and "burned out" troubles do
any special mention, nor do the "broken
wires," which were generally the result of lowering the
drop shelves for other repairs.
suiation; the
not require

—

CombiHat'wn Ki-ys. Of the combination keys 1,560 are
and 45c) have required attention. Troubles are clasas follows:
Operators' spring on line, 25; angle

in use,

—

sified

piece loose, 10; cutting out and failing to close in line circuit, 197; operators' circuit not closing, 44; rubber plunger
broken, 8; operator "cannot cut out," 118; broken wires,
57-

"Operators' spring on line" is caused by a loosening of
the nut which holds the parts in position and which could be
avoided by slight changes in construction.
This is an especially annoying trouble when it occurs at a busy hour,
inasmuch as it short-circuits the operator's instrument and
all connections for at least lOo subscribers must be made
by adjacent operators, by the use of "helpers," and at a
serious disadvantage.
"Angle piece loose," refers to the angle piece on the under part of the key, and which is a part of the main line
circuit.
Trouble arises from the loosening of the screw

holding it in position.
"Cutting out or failing to close main

line contact," has
reference to trouble at point of contact between the angle
piece just mentioned and the main part of the key.
This
is
the most serious of any of the troubles which have

TABLE
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Record of Test Calls Made from SuuscRiitERs' Telei'Hones Connected with Brooklyn, N. Y., Exchange
ANn Some of its Suh-Stations. Calls made at all Hours of the Day and Night.
No.
Conversation Disconnection. Forms of re- repeatCentral.
No. of seconda. plies by oper- ed or
began.
No. of seconds. No. of seconds.
ators
not.

Answers from

Failed

connections.
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arisen in any part of the switch.
None of it appeared for
the first nine months, while in the last four monlhs 197
keys had to be attended to an average of fifty per month.
The trouble so far, has betn almost entirely confined to the
trunk line and double cord section keys, these being used
more frequently than a subscriber's key, bul there can be
no flotibt that it is only a matter of time when il will spread
throughout the entire keyboard
The contact where

—

occurs is only a pressure contact and between (lersilver and brass.
The brass is in the form of a small
rounded knob which becomes covered with a black deposit,
cither from corrosion, dust or other cause.
This does not
entirely open the line (the generator current never failing
to pass through it), but it forms almost a complete barrier
lr<')ulile
niiiti

passage of

?

'«

s.3a7
S.oy3

'532
1084

the telephonic current.
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The "broken wire" is due to the cause heretofore noted.
('lui/s.
There are 1,480 cords in use, of which 280 are
on Irunk and double cord sections.
Of the subscriber's
cords hut eight have failed, while of the trunk and double
cord sections, 170 had to be repaired.
The explanation of

—

this great dilTerence in favor

of

the subscribers'

cords,

is

used only to complete those connections for which he may call, while on a tiunk or double
cord section each cord may be used any number of times
One of Ihc "operators helpers cords" is furnished each
operator for the purpose of answering a subscriber instead
of doing so in the regular way; like the tiunk antl double
section cords, they show the elTecl of fre(i'U*nl use.
The failure in all of these cases was ju'^t at the base of
the ping and was due almost cuImlI)' to wear and tear, it
that a subscriber's cord

is

M
9S

76

57

or so conversation goes on, only to be again
interrupted as the operator jars the key-board by manipulation of adjacent keys
The trouble can be reached only by
raising the strip of keys out of the key-board, taking the
one in trouble entirely apart and polishing the points, or
more correctly, the parts where the trouble is.
Of the
difficulty in doing this I shall speak more hereafter.
The
trouble would, 1 think, be greatly lessened by the use of
platinum contacts, but the conformation at this point is especially bad and I do not believe that any substitution of
metals, while retaining the present shape, would entirely
remedy the evil. The contact is not a sufficiently positive
one; it is at best dependent entirely on the tension of the
spring of the key proper, and is liable to be interfered with
at all times, by the operator's hands and arms as they work.
"Operator's circuit not closing" is a trouble which arises
from dust accumulation and is easily remedied, except so
far as the raising of the key strips is concerned
In cases
where "operators cannot cut out," the iron rod of the
plunger becomes completely or partially stuck, so that the
operator cannot manipulate it
remedy, a touch of oil, or
liliog.
The broken wires in the case of the combination
key, as in all the others, are due almost entirely to breakage while making repairs.
There are 1,4^0 "grounding jacks" in use, 76 of which
required attention.
The troubles a ising were: Teat
crossed with line, S; operators' connection crossed, 5; line
spring weak, 17; operators' connection not closing, dirt accumulation, 3: broken wires, 4v
The first three classes were all due to one cause, namely:
The loosening of the screw at the base of the line spring,
which allowed one or other of the parts to get out of position, thus causing the trouble.
These screws are short and
screw into hard rubber, and an elTort to set them firmly is
likely to result in the stripping of the thread, leaving matters worse than before.
The line and test springs, too, do
not fit into the rubber as closely as they should, which
would otherwise prevent their getting out of position, even
though the screw was loosened.
"Operator's connection not closing on account of dust"
was easily cleared.

closely against the face of the drop and hence failed to fall
when released by the catch.
This failure was due to two
causes, that is, air pressure and the center of gravity falling
directly over, or inside of the hinge.
The remedy was

to the

liS
i6
AO

s

10

4S

poise weights in the rear of the switch
While these transmitters are more liable to get out of order than when inclosed, they are also more easily adjusted, and, being
smaller, the view of the switch is less obstructed, and they
can be put out of the way when not in use, and on the whole
are preferable.
The sections of our switch are 6' 3" in width, with an
actual key-board space oF 70x9 inches.
Within this space,
on subscribers' sections, are placed 300 combination keys
and 300 grounding jacks, through each of which a weighted
cord is passed.
On each combination key and groundincr
jack are soldered three wires, making in all 1.800 wires un^
der the key-board of each section
To make repairs to the
grounding jacks is not an easy task, but when it becomes
necessary to take a combination key apart to clean it, it is
a serious matter.
To do this, the strip of twenty keys, of which the troubled one is a part, must be lifted completely out of the
key-board, which is particularly difficult on account of the
necessarily short forming of the wire cables.
After repairing and replacing the keys it will not infrequently be found
that one or more of the wires have been broken, and which
\i may require half an hour's struggle
to replace.
In the
resoldering of such broken wires it is almost an impossibility to so dispose of the wires and cords as to permit the
insertion of the hot iron, without at least scorching some
of the cotton insulation.
That such breakages, scorchings,
etc., etc., will eventually produce a bad state of affairs, is
readily apparent.
Among the advantages of the single cord system are the
fewer motions necessary, and the consequent speed with
which a call may be secured and completed; the 50;;^ reduction in the number of cords necessary to complete a given
number of connections and the calling subscribers' drop
being left in circuit makes the "ringing ofi^" as prominent
as a "call," and the operator's attention is not divided between two sets of drops.
I think each operator on the single cord system should
be furnished with a few pairs of double cords.
With these
she could complete connections for operators on either side
of her in case of a sudden rush or failure of instruments.
She could make connections for those of her own subscrib
ers whose cords were found to be out of order, and in addition, use these extras at night, instead of going to the
switch where a call is received.
Among the disadvantages of the single cord system are,
the multiplicity of soldered wire connections; the defects
pointed out in the key-board, especially in the combination
key; the delays and annoyances to operators and subscribers in making repairs to key-board; the necessity of the
calling subscriber remaining with the receiver to his ear
until the desired connection is had, or the operators' report
received; there being no facilities provided for ringing
back to the calling subscriber and because all calls must be
answered and the connections completed at the section of
theswitch where they originate
This objection becomes
serious when there is trouble on any operator's instrument
connections in the key board.
The smallest number of subscribers that it is possible for
us to put on any operator's instrument is one hundred.
Trouble arising with an instrument, the operators on
either side must attend to this operator's work,
which can
only be done by answering with their "hel|>ers," and after
testing in the same way completing the connection with the
calling subscribers' cord, a slow, inconvenient and embarrassing method.
The advantages of a double over a single cord system are
appircnt at sucti times and are equally so on Sundays, holidays, evenings and slack times generally, because an operator with the double cord may answer any call and complete
the connection from any point at which she may happen to
be, and also for the reason thai: the operator is not dependent on anyone cord with which to make a connection, hut

—

may substitute another at any moment.
The last objection I sliall name, but

which, perhaps, is
one of the most serious, is that the single cord system is
not conformable to a purely metallic, nor to a mixed metallic and grounded circuit sj'stem, because of the imprac-
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of ilfisinK holh sides of the mulullic rircuit when
ihe phijf is al rust on ihu kcy-l'oard.
\Vith nur oM switih-lmani, WcsltTii Kltrctric slandnrd.
an opc'iator was assi^;ncil l<i L'ai;h hm> subsrrlbcrs; with the
nuw yysiL'iii t-acli operator takes i;arc nf 150 substiribfrs ami
does the work more easily than before.
'I'liis
is
nn Itn
pi-r fciU tii operalois.
In eonsc
portanl saving; nf 31
i
(HU*nic of Ihi- ihanj;t's whiili \\'ci'c made in operaliti}* the
trunk linrs, ilu: icdin tiuii was not so j;re,il as this.
In order lo ti*sl the mialitynf the serviee remlered with
the presunt system and lu ronipare il with the service rendered al the sub stations of this e\fhan(;e. a speelat insfieemake test ealls from
tor was sent out with instrnments in
all parts nf (he eity. at all hours nf the day and ni^hl. and
division.
The results obtained in
for all points witliin the
.foo calls are sliowii in an anunipanyinj;
soniflhini,' i>vfr
'The ealls u-eie made b\ the subseiibeis ihenisclvfs.
table.
j^uard ajjainsi recoj^nition o( the inspcelor's
in ordei* to
voice l>y the operator, and the result obtained is as fair a
In e\planalir)n
lest of tlie rcrvii'c as It is possible to ^et
(if ihe ku,ie percent. ij^e of "don't answer" in
the "failed"
would
say
that
llie
inspector
freipienlly
when
c-miieclions,

tic.ibilily

and grandeur Icujay

in our very pleasant drive, we feel. I
think, as did the <.ineen of Shcba on an ocea^^ion not very
many years ago, that "the half han not liecn told." 1
ihink it wan St I'aul who Hny>i, "Trove all ihiii^n: hohl
fast to that which is good."
Certainly wc have tried and
proved the hoHpllalily of (he Ntirlhwetterii Telephone and

hiispit.dily of the

asked fur numbers

llial

were

to he
stdiscribers, tlie

sure

to a\nid annoyance to
object of the calls beiii^ to test the protnptncss with which
operators responded at such times.
This compilation does not show results very ;jreatly in
favor of the mnllipie system, except in the greater number
of subscribers assiijned to each operator.
Our operators are instructctl when answerini; a call tonse
"What number?" and to repeal tlie nundier so
the words.
that the stil)scribcr may know that the call has l)een eorreetly received, and when ringing direct wire suliscribers to
The latter rule was made to
give three distinct rinys.
guard as tmich as possible ayainsl subscribers bein;^ needteleptiones
by ringinj; olT, crosses, or
their
ealleil
to
lessly
Other irregular ringing of their bells.
The conventi».>n adiourned s/nr di,\
closeil, in oriler

—

Ti

Hrive and Uanoukt.

The delegates to the convention were the special guests
of the Northwestern Telephone l*'\changc association and
the oflicers of that organization exerted themselves early
and

make

laic to

the Minneapolis meeting

memorable

in

They succeeded admirably.
the history of the association.
The visitors were splendidly entertained. The members
arc under special obligation lo Messrs McKinstry and
(Hidden, who took il upon themselves lo see personally
that evervthini; which could contribute to the pleasure
and comfort of the delegates was prov iled.
Aside from the business of the convention, the most
significant events of the meeting were the drive and banquet on Tluusd.iy, to whicli they were invited by the
Northwestern Telephone

l^xchangc company

At

ij:30

carriages were at the door of the West Hotel, and for an
hour or more the delegates were driven through the most
It is a city of splendid
beautiful portion of Minneapolis.
In every way the drive
buildings and beautiful homes.

was eninyabic

The delegates were driven to the motor station, where
A half hour was passed
ears were taken for Minnehaha.
in viewing the falls and in dispatching luni-h, which the
provided.
After
the parly had been
had
the
day
hosts of
photographed a train was taken for St. Taul, which was
reached at one o'clock. Carriages were in waiting at the
depot, and ihe party enjoyed its second drive, this time up
and down the hills of St. I'aul. When the drive had been
finished the delegates were at loss to determine which city
contained llie more beautiful homes and the more imposing
It is still a mooted
Minneapolis or St. Paul.
buildings
question.

—

TIIK n,\NoUKI".
drive ended at the Kyan Hotel, where a banquet
arranged by the Norihwestern Telephone Exchange company was in readiness. Tlic banquet was all that could
be desirtd. Tlie dinner was prepared in the style for

The

which the Kyan

is

famous.

Levi Sprague, president of the Northwestern 'I'elephone
In calling the jyiests tol-'xchangc company, presided.
gether after the dinner, he said: "I am very glad to see
I
I
give
you
a hearty welcotne.
now
of
you,
and
many
so
have the pleasure of introducing Charles K. Adams of the
Mr.
Northwestern Telephone Exchange of St. l*aul."
Adams acteii as loastmasler.
Mu. AtiAMS: The committee of arrangements, on behalf of the Northwestern Telephone company, congratulate
you all upon the beautiful weather you have been permitted
to enjoy during your brief stay within our domain.
also congratulate ourselves heartily that you have taken the
opportunity of introducing to those two beautiful cities,
Minneapolis and St. Paul, a class of men who have so
largely contributed toward the success cif electricity, and
added m.^t rial'y to the wealth of this country by perfect
ing methods of transacting business with rapidity and
An association which is composed of men of
economy
such ability as we see here cannot go astray in the selection of its olticers, and the unanimity with which you
chose your olhcers at'this late convention showed that
It is now my priviihere is ptrfect harmony among you.
lege lo introduce to you \V. Il, Sargent of IJ-ooklyn, the
president for the coming year of the National Telephone

We

Exchange

association.

Mr. Saki:knt: I am very proud, indeed, to respond for
the association I am very proud to have been a member during its entire existence of an association that has done more,
perhaps, than any other association in this country for the
development of telephone interests, and for the benetit of
I wish 1 were able to give
the world and general business
expression to the kintlly feelings that I entertain for the
association, aril also to the high appreciation that the association has of the hospitality which we have enjoyed here
Tfe association has now been
during the past few days.
This, I believe, is the
in existence about ten ye.irs
W'e have heard a great deal of these
eleventh meeting.
twin cities of the west, but as we viewed their splendor

t

iti/ens o(

the slate of Minnesota—
it was veiy, very gooil,

I

Mit Adams:
We have with uh to-duy one who Is recognized, certaiidy, :is an authority upon all rnntt(r>tpcr
taining not oidy lo telephony but to other elccitical afluifH,
anil he represents a company whose le'rilory not only
covers this country, but crid^races the whole earth.
I
now
have the honor of introducing, with this Hcntimcnl:

"Keason, remendjrantc,

No
T.

I>.

ph<jne

Mk,

1

calliiii at nijjht.

uimiohI
Wc have lenicd ihc
Minneapolis—
nil^hl say of
ami we have cciluinly found that

lelegr-ndi companies to the

r

i
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lo the
will

company

remember

the

Arnctican

liell

ihat a

day was a beautiful

1

f.ivorite

declamation on exhibition

gem

called "Casablanca."
The two
lirsl lines of that inunortal poem, in some degree, represent
my feelings at the present moment. Hut permit nic to exit is because
can for the American

plain that

I

am

expected to respond as well as

Telephone company.

I regret
very profoundly, and
am sure our fellow members in the
association also regret, that the executive oHicers of our
company have not been ablelo be present with you. Some
of you know why: ( Uir president and general manager has
but just returned from several weeks in I'"urope.
Our as
sislanl general manager necessarily remains in Itoston lo
confer with him upon his return; and our treasurer, Mr,
Driver, was never known to let go of the reins for one
moment; consetpiently he could nol come. And so, then,
il
devolves upon
me lo respond for the company.
In
some
measure,
choice
the
is
hi
ting,
as
with
the
exception of
one gentleman,
I
am the oldest person in the service of the company present here.
The gentleman who forms the exception is not here now, so I may mention his name, Major
IJrown.
It would have been his duty I
think, to respond
to the American t'.ell Telephone company.
\'ou wiil recol
lect thai before the battle of Traf:ilgar, Nelson sent out the
famous signal, "l'"ngland expectsevery man to do his duty."
Upon such occasions as this Major lirown expects every man
I have not for the
to do /lis duty.
last few hours enjoyed
the very best of health, but I have at last screwed up my
courage to stanti up here before you and offer, as the deat-on said in meeting, these few remarks.
The modus operandi by which I got my courage up to the sticking point
was by remembering something wliicli took place in a little
Scotch church, where the pastor was not at home one Sunday, and another minister was invited to preach.
The minister was just hve feet, six inches tall, and the pulpit four
feet nine, so that when the minister got into position, we
couUi scarcely see the bridge of his nose over the pulpit. .\
great many of the congregation were dclightetl to see even
that nmch of the minister.
Nothing abashed, he took for
his text, ami there is nothing like a good text to give one
courage in an embarrassing position, "Lo, it is I, be not
afraid."
The telephone, as most of you know, was born in 1S76.
The number of the United States patent for the Bell telephone has become so historical in the minds of telephone
men, that I think probably every man here who has paid
any attention to the telephone litigation will remember that
It is 174.4(15.
Ihe oldest daughter of King Henry, the
I*".ightti. used to say when they lost Calais, that
when she
(.lied the name Calais would be engraved upon
her heart
While 1 have not taken such a deep interest as that in tele
phone investigations, I am quite sure if ever I should die
that number would be found engraved upon some portion
of my brain.
I
do not think anybody now really doubts
that Professor Alexander Graham Hell invented ihe telephone. .\ great many people have said, and I think myself it is true, that he never heard a telephone talk until after this patent was issued. I call t(j my mind another epoch
in science.
Some time in the earlier part of this century, or
the latter part of the last, certain astronomers decided that
by reason of certain indications in the orbit of the planet
last iliscovered, L'ranus, that there was another planet beyond.
Nobody had ever seen this other planet, and nobody had ever heard of it. but there was a Erench astronowho,
mer
by suitable calculations which he worke*,! out, and
without any observation whatsoever, decided that the jjlanct would be fonnd in a certain place in the sky at a certain
time.
Not having tlie proper instruments for research himself, he wrote to a professor in Berlin, who pointed his tcl
escope to the place and found the planet. It was Neptune.
By analogy it would seem that the man who showed how
I

liell

1

to speak,

through his knowledge of

and not the man who

electricity,

over an elec-

was the man
who invented the telephone. Nobody doubts that any more
than we doubt it was l-e Verrier who discovered the planet
tric wire,

first

did

it,

Neptune.

The

time this association met there were five ihouhundred
thousand in use in the I'nited Stales aloce. All
of these have been manufactured by the parent company
and all the companies forming this association, the American IJeli Telephone company and its predecessors.
Some
of you may be aware of the fact that the .\merican Bell
Telephone company, the parent company, is actually
younger than some of its children. The American Bell
Telephone company was organized in iSSo
Some of the
sub-companies were organized before that, notably, the
Telephone Construction and Maintenance company of i>etroit
The way it came about was this: When the telephone was tirst invented it was used for private lines for a
The Lowell men were some of the first ones
liltle while.
first

sonil telephones in use; to-day there are over three

and

thill

II

land.

fifty

importance,

to appreciate

its

rectors of the

American Bell

tiiorr |>cift:<
I

he

New

t

few

organl/jtion
I'.rigljind

c
-

Teh pijom

•-

vhj;

gani/ed-nol the prc%ciil Nrw England TcUp
graph company but the New Eniflund Icl-j
.

pany. lo operate ihc Mutes of New Eni{lflnil, all ihc rc«t ui
(he Ijiillcij SialcH licintf operated by Ihr l^cll Telephone
company. Thc-n- two Liter merged into ihc New EnjiUn'!
Belt Tricphontr «onipaiiy, whi< h later iiirned o-.rr iii i\AU
chise lo Ihe parent comcrn, the Amerkan Bell Tel-

ephone (ompnny.
I
might utc lineN ori^onKfcllow to cipfCft*. not only Ihe
troubles of linemen, bill al«o the irnubleit of ihfivr who

lincrncn, and who |ny them.
"Borne down by iheir Iosm;*,
Wcarlngof dragging their f:ro«^e*i.

Tide

Those of ycju who have ever been
and
imagine a few of you have.

schooLs,

•">\

1-<>m<-ii

"

A

gentlemen inlcrctlrd.

of Amciica.

l,iMK\vi»iM>:

common

of

electrician

lirHi iclcphonet Lonkiriictcd were Mrni
(«•
Lowell, New Mavcn ami San FranciKohsd 11
mcrclul cxchanif''^,
1 here wa«
nol al lirsi .<
exploit the InntriiMtcnt, Imi (hcrr

employ Ihe

nature but immort.d can itupatl."

ockwood,

I

wit. invention, ail,

The

and ih^y are among the diTelephone coropaoy to-day.

Too heavy for

W

ntorlalf* to bear.

Hall. Hirrrtiiry of Ihi.Miiiiii-npolio W)|H nilli-d upon:
l>

'

llimnl

of Tni.l.-

iif

.Mu. ii\i.i.:
I fi-i'l viini'wiiiil i-nilMirnutM-fl
iiiiil 1 liuvi*
tliri'i- valid n-iiwiiiH why I iiin iml ulili' Ui niiiki* a M|N-4-rli
loihiy.
Till- llrHt JH thill Hit* iiMinlH-nt nf lliU i-oiivi-M
lion with Ihi'ir wtvis and Ihiir dfiii;;lil«rn and lliiir
Kwrcllii-artK -roiiHiii«v— Inivr Ihiii uilli uh forllini- t\u\H
They have Kt'i-ii the rily iind a irrnil iininy i»f IN H»'tn
ili'rfnl sighls.
'I'liry Imvi- Iktohh* hi i|iiiiinlid
^ilh a

gniil inuiiy of tin* rili/i>n>t, jmd
of
riding over both cilieH
tiioroiighly looking at
tnadi-

ii(>

llii-in

my mind— IIiIk

ih

and

I

linvf
willi

had

tlic

phiimin-

and

tln-in.

i-xaiiiining Ihtin,

Iioim-hI

—

llii-lr

|

afur
haM-

an*

ladii-^

tin-

aiirl Ihi- ini-ii llio nitml Niibslanlial and Ih-hI
looking— yon know what I want to sji> - ini<lliginl, of
any si'l of iiini that
have ever had tin- pli-.-Lsnrf lo
nii-(-l. and th-m-forr
Ihiiik Ihi-y an- ('niii|M'if-ni lo jiidg<'
of .Mitiiiiapolis for tlninsilvi-s. Thai is my first niivtu.

handsoiiii-st

I

I

My

seifPiid na.soii is Ihat I ni-vrr ran talk without ning
.Minneapolis' pniiscs. and aieordin;; to n-HporisihhKasti-rn papers, it i.s daii;;i-roiiH for a MiitiM':i|Hdis man
lo di> so in St. I'aul.
My third n.':i.mtn is that I liavr had
plcasuii- for lln- (irsj tinir in rU-vcn v«ir^ of riding
1I11
ov<-r Ihr city of Si. ]*aul today.
Mic. .Vd.v.ms:
\V(; have ofltii thoii^rhl lliat Ihr ;:ifls of
prophecy and iiiindrL'adin;; iniist Ih- ]i|i-a.sant propi-rty
for those who po.s.sc.ss thi-ni.
The ini-ndM-rs of i|ii> |iri-Ks
seem tip be the only ria.ss of na-n who havr a inoiiM|toly
of those favca-s.
Knan a positive declination to U- iti
lervii'wrd thi-y will proilui-e a coIuiimi artlrh- which will
•:ive yiair present, pasi and future.
have iht- follow
I
in^ loiisl whii'h I will propose* to tin- pn-.ss:
in;r

"Gcntli" or sharp, armnlin;; to tby rlioicc.
To lau.gh al follii'S or to lash at vicf."
I

now have plcasurr of

iiitnMliiciii;;

CliarUrs

W. IMn-

to respiaid to the cliTlrical papers.
.Mi{. PiciiK:
Vntil la.sl evi-nin;; Ihc opinion [trevailMl
among the nu-mbi-rs of Ihr eli-ctrlcal pn-rvs that our
frirniis of Ihe convention dcstn-d to supprtrss us ahnost
However. I am glad to have that opinion di*^
entirely.
sipatcd by your more lilM-ral actifiii later and this kind
invitation
It is always cinbarnissiiig for me to n*siHini|
to a toast before gcntlcincti; how much inon*. y hi mii
easily iniairiiic, when laiHcs ;rnicc tin- festive ImvihI.
I
think I in-iy sjiy on behalf of my a-s-sociali^ of the pn-ss that
\\r shall eiidcaxor to pn-s<'nl ji faithful and aci unite n-*<a-(I of your actions, and abide by your wishes «^i far ;u*
wc find it consistcnl. and to pn-si-nt a reimrt thai we
trusi will s;i(lsfy you all.
will s;iy in conclusion ihai
I
1 desire to express n»y a])pn-ciation for the hi>spltaliiy of
rair host for this artVnKMin. and to tlip {Mf'ph- of thc
bcauliful cily of Minne;ipnlis, and l<> rxpn-ss tin* hii|N'
Ihat future convcnli«»ns may Im- as ph-ji.sjinl sixially and
as profitable pniclically as Ihis h:is Nt-n.
^Itt. .\i>AMs:
I have :i sentiment hen- whicli |M'rlia|>s
s inc of you will n-cognizc:
should
press
forwanl in furious, ghtriotmcliiutc:
"Men
"Nobles hM»k hackwanl. and .si» hisc the nM-c*.
have with us one hen- to-day who never hMikcfl
hackwanl. hut steadily pn-.s.M's fonvanl until he allains
Ihe desired n-siilt.
It is my ph-asiin* to pn-st>nl. not in
trodu<-e. (icnend C. JI B;irney. setn-tari' of the National TelcphoiiL' :usS<»ciatioii.
'

We

Gknkii.m. IS.xunkv: At the risk of inrurnni; the
charjre of divultrini; some of the sii-rels <if our exe*'Utive
sessions. I may s;iy that the pa|MTN jin-sente*! N'fon- the
nicelinirsof the National Telephone a-v«icialion. jis a
rule, soumi \vT\ well.
They contain, most of them, a
di-al of truth, sometimes partially mivnl wild
1^1 hmI
what some of us consiihT lo U- error. 1 think, sir. thai
this couplet of I>rvilei)'s which vou have just n-:id. limy Im\Vhile it s^mmiiIs very well,
opetieit lo the s:imi" charge.
fnileniily. |HTha|>s
it iscerlainly true that the eh-«'tric:d
more than any other chiss of husinessmen. shotihl pn->s
forwanl fast and furiously in Ihe irn-:it strife of Ihe
hu.siness world, yet I for one sluadd Ik- verj- s»trn» to In*
ficpriveil c f the ph^Lsun> of liNiking Uickwanl in a eiT
ISecaiis^*. sir. I lliink human naliin- Is so
t.'iin sens4'.
4-onstituleil that in liN)kini; luck u|Hin our e.\|ii-riencfs.
U|Min our tniiihh-s ]H'rha|ts. we foriret the unphiisant
fnilun'S of any particular e\|H-n-in4v and our nieincr>S'in» of
n-tains longest only thi»s<- which an- ple:i.s.-int.
the happiest moments that I have i-njoy<-<| w.n- in
thinking of tlie i>j»st, and though some of ihe i\(h rieniT>
wen- ipiile unpl«is;int at Ihe time, they have U->n s«>fteiietl and meUowttl by they<-jirs timt have elap>«tl .siD*-e.
-nd
They an." a grcsit .s<iun-e of pleasun- to um- "
while 1 am surv that the members of thiwill liMik forwanl with the ffTi-ali-st plnisun
tion to the meet in ir in IVlndt next yi.-ar. or
^''

KM

ing years iK-rhaps in New <»rleans. and
fort! I am sun- they wouhl l»e ver>" loath |o
of tlif plwisun; of lookipi; batk up*tn Uircv i|i*va ilwl \sk
!

'
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have deliglitfuUj spout as the guest of the Northwestern
Telephone company of Minneapolis and St. >'aul.
are gratified to notice a much
Mil. Adams:
larger attendance of ladies at this convention than at
trust
any otlier previous meeting of the association.
that the time is not far distant when tliey may be included in its niind)ersliip. I have the following toast:
•Wiinn-n arc made as tlicy, themselves would choose,
"Ton promt to ask, too iiumble to refuse.
W. IT. Eustis will respond to "The Ladies."

We

We

Mk. Eustis: I have been studying for a few nunnents
upon llu' stMitlinrnt jiroposcd by our elo(|Ucnt. toast master, and 1 am salislird that he lias got lliings mixeil. lie
was thiiikiog i>f "iMan is proud, he kiR'W so mucli, and
The seiitimeiit
is luimble, she liuows so little."
whicli he propounds I am sure should read like this:
"Man is made as woman choses,
"We must aslt, and siie may refuse us."
I wondered why the person having in charge these exercises souglit to gcMuitsiile of your telephonic circle.
Kud iiivilid one of anollii-r fraternily to resi)ond; but
somehow or other, lie has got int(^ the class tliat friend
McMiehael and I belong to, telegraphers, and I fancy
the reason why he lias asliedme to respond on tliis occasion is perhaps that Mr. McMiehael and I are more accustomed to touch the keys that touch the heart of the
Now, ladies never think of sending a delicate
fair.
message tlirough a. teleplione, but they will send it over
our wire. 1 lake e\ec])tioii lo what llie represenlativc
lie thought lie was called
of the parent e(.m[)any said,
upon to speak for the' American Bell. "I assure him that
it is my province to speak for the "American Belle."'
It is a very proper thing that woman should be toasted
on this occasion. It seems to me that in thespiritual, in
the ethical world, woman is a telegram. There is a
marked similarity between her in tins respect and the
telephone. In the first place woman is an invention.
She came after man, and just at that moment when
Adam was about to suicide from melancholia the Lord
sent woman down to please him and anuise him, and by
and by he found out instead of being a mere matter of
amusement that she was much more useful than he was
himself.
And so the telephone came, and we looked
upon it as a toy, and by and by it beeame a necessity.
Commerce to-day would stand still without it.
I was interested in a discussion on the subject of the
long distance telephone which enabled directors to meet
in Boston while the chairman was in New York, the
Tlie importsecretary recording the chairman present.
ant thing was the voice; that being present, they could
hold a meeting. If the scientists keep on I do not know
how soon they will remove all of the older customs of
men, I asked, how far are you going with this; how
about courtship; is it going to doaway with the old sofa?
and they assured me one and all that it would not. So
I made up my mind that tliey were human like the rest
of us, and that perhajis they would leave some of these
old jiastinies.
There is no doul)t that they will let us
alone in that respe<t.
I do not see how it could be done,
of
the
if tlie end
wires are very far apart.
1 know, gentlemen, I ought feel honored to stand in the
preseiwcof sonmch seientifie lore, but 1 feel a good deal
more honoi-ed In meet with these ladies, liecause I remember I do not remember, but I recall llie fact that when
women were maiie Nature was a very rough apiirentice,
but whi'ii she made woman she had beeonie be skilful
artisan, and in lirr we lind so uiucli of culture and rofineruent that it makes even science move.
Now, there is another marked similarity between the
telephone and women, and that is this; Your speak into a lehqihone loud and harsh, and you get a jarring
sound; you misiindersland yourself. And so with
woman; but speak low and tender, and you get a perfect eominniiii-alion of soul.
So, genlleineu. on this auspicious occasion I propose
you "Woman: woman, the perfect telephone, the gift
of the gods to man. (m earth our best and truest friend.
eannot help hut love and adore her, and we would
not if we eonld.

woman

—

I

Wo

We

are honored to-day by the presence
Mk. Adams:
extend a hearty
of a gentleman from a distant land.
to him, and trust that his visit to our country
may be a great pleasure to himself and profit to tlio.se
whom he may represent. I have the honor to introduce
Gustav Wabner, of Berlin, the representative of the
teh'|tlione inb-n-st in Hint city.

We

welcome

Mi{. W.MJNKK:
Win II I received the order from my
deparliniTit to go lo America. I hesitated to aoeeitt this
honorablecommissioM, considering the great dilticiillies
a forc'igner mecls when traveling in a country without
masterini; he lanii:uau:e of li;it eountrv.
Bui in reality
was kindly
.all.
I
I did iM.l niee! Willi any dilbeully at
and willi Ibe ntrnosl kindness ireei\i'd by every authority of every company, and by all persons upon wliom 1
called.
It is a very happy chance forme to have arrived in Ihc month of Se|ileiiil>er, and I am especially
happy IfMiaveharl he honor of tieiiig allowed lo alleiili
the procoedin^r.s of the aiiniiid iiieeliii<r (,i" ihc Telephdiie
Kxcliange aHsoeialion of Ihiseoiinhy.
1
did not only
I

I

I

exaet iid'ornialion about many l.echnieal
details interesling lo my dejiarlmeiil, bul
Ihat I have had the best oppdrliiiilty
I appreeiate most
possible lo get a pcr.sonal aoi|Uaiiilance with all lliipiiHU'crs id' Ilie lele|»hone. willi llie leading men ropresenling lolephony. as well in the leehnieal as in the
Imsiiiess branrh.
I
Ihink thai Ihi.s inl'ormation will be
lasting, anil even \^ ben I shall have lifl lliiseonnlry
there will be a possiliilily for iiie lo gel answers about
the (pieslions inlercsliiig lo my de|iartmeiit. even when
you
1 am glad'to bo allowed to tell
I shall be at homo.
of niy hearty llianks for the great allontions I luive r<'ceived while- in this eounlry. and wliieh shall always be
kindly remr-mberod.
iron use you thai
will tell
[

get

full

juid

and business

|

I

pvorylMnly in I'jirope 1 mk^'I that Aiiiori<;a is not only
the country of liipid progi-fNs; Ind that it is also thohonie

September

of hospitality, and I promise you to keep this country
all the pei-sons I have t!ie honor to know^ here in my
very best and everlasting remeud>ranco.
Mk. Adams: Those who have read that remarkable
book of Kdward Bellamy's, "Lookiim- Backward," in
the year 2.0(1(1, may think" some of the ideas in regard lo
electricity extravagant, but the rapid [irogress made in
telephoning would indieate that the writer's statements

21, iS' g

made them exceedingly popular with

and period have been
now of introducing Mr.
readied.
I .have tJie pleasure
E. J. llall. jr., general manager of the Long Distance

nie. liowever I
stand with them.
has been saiil that corporations have no souls. That
is a very large (|uostion, on
which wo have not time lo
enter now, but 1 am sure that soin(Mi>r|i(H'a1 ions lia\a'
hearts.
recall Ibe hos|iitalily which
I think, when wo
has been extended lo us during these three dirys with an
unsparing hand, by the Norlhweslern Telephone Exchange company, and the gonial men whom they have
selected to dispense it, 1 think wo shall all agree that
the Northwestern 'i'elophone Exchange company is a

Telephone company.

corjioralion thai has a heart.

jMu. Ham,:
\Ve" all appreciate the advantage of
speaking face to face above all otlier methods of comniuuieating thought because ideas are then conveyed in
three ways, by tlie words, by the tone, and by the cxIt is perhaps
pre.ssion and the manner of the sjicaker.
fair to sj.y that wi" obtain our impressions from all three

member how

and

will all bo fulfilled bcba-etlmt time

wmdd mtt set
oT these things in {qual iiro]Kirlioiis.
Some
l)ouiids 111 Hie possibilities oC inventive genius.
day we may see as well as hear our distant friends when
But
we communicate with tlieui l)y the tole[)lione.
Boll, in addition to alisolutvly annihilating space aod
time in the transmission of words, also enables us to
hear the lone in which the words are spoken, or rather
we gel thai indefinable siniiething, which ftu" lack of a
better name is called ipialily. enabling us to recognize
friends and to know
at once the voice of our aliseiit
That inventicai marked
them with absolute certainty.
the beginning of a new era in the business motint(ls and
even iii tiie social habits and customs of the world. As
soon as the effect of this was understood measures were
everywhere taken to bring this wonderful instrument
into practical service.
I need waste no time in describing what progress in
all know the story but I do
this has been made
want to call attention to a part of it -which is often overlooked by the public, and perhaps not wholly appro
1 would not say anything to
ciated even by ourselves.
detract one it'ita from the glory of Prof, l^ell's 'invention
but when wc speak of the telephone business, I say, in
a sense whicli I am sure will not be misunderstood, tiiat
the original telephone invention represents but a very
small part in that magnificent creation of brains and
capital which has developed his brilliant cone ptiori and
to-day places it at the service of the people of the
United States. In humble workshops, in the laboratories of scientific institutions, in offices, in our operating
rooms, along our lines and in oui' telephone conventions
busy brains have boon ceaselessly at work to discover,
develop and construct the comp icated mechanism of.
the central office, the gigantic system of lines and cables, and to organize the forces by means of which all
this may be set in operation when a subscriber rings his
bell.
For nearly ton years we have met each other as
we have met in llic convention now so pleasantly closing.
In all these meetings the single purpose has been
to confer with each other for the improvement of (uuservice.
During these years we have constructed and
I

We

the apparatus and

over and over again reconstructed

lines of our exchanges to keep pace with the progress
of inv(aition.
To-day 1 believe the long distance service embodies every discoveiy in the art of telephony in
That the service is
the direction of perfect service.
]ierfect I

do not claim.

I shall

never

consider

it

so

we transmit both words and quality as well as
Is that
when speaker and listener stand face to face.
impossible? Who knows?
We can and will strive to

until

reach it. It may be that none of us living will see the
day when the tones of the human voice will be transmitted by the toleiilione no, not by the telephone, but
by the telephone system fnan one end of this country

—

—

the other Questions, scientific, praclieal, financial,
I am often asked how
are involved in the problem.
far it is possible to talk.
I don't know
I do know
that we can talk, and talk well over the longest line
that we have ever built, and that covers nearly one
thousand miles. The only dilficulty that I see to-day
in the way of the speedy introduction of ong-distance
lines and the intruduetion of tlic long ilislance metalHc
circuits and switclies into all oiu' local exchanges is the
It practically means to
great co.st of construction.
double the existing plants, and, in many cases, to throw
away nearly all that is now in use. Now, gentlemen, I
believe Ihat the business men of this country want tlie
best of everything, and are willing to pay a fair price
for it.
This is the best method of communicating intelligence, and it will find its place as a new and important factor in tlie conmiercial world.
should find it difficult, with the
Mr. Adams:
many articles necessary to successfully operate a telephone exchange, if maiiufaiturors wen' not ready to
iiitct the demand.
We have one with us here who represents a eomi)aiiy thai is widely known. .1. M. -lackson. treasurer (tf the Western Kleelric cDUipany.
Mil .Jackson: My friend from Hoslon said Ihat yon
might l)olter have reserved your applause until lu^ sat
down.
I am very glad Iha'l you did not do that in my
case. I)ooause I kiiow that then 1 would not have got it
at all.
am like a poor music teacher who profers to
Mr. M(d'viiislry spoileil
have his bill paid in advance.
my night's rest by telling me. just as was going up lo
to

all

—

We

I

1

my

I
room, thai I was to jie called cai lliis arieinooii.
nol an oralor. and I sulfor also he disadvaiilage of
not having had llio chance lo acquire (lopularily here to
take the place of <a-alorieal ability.
1 have boon a sort
of human gra|dio|dione. which does not have anything
on Ihc cylinders exce)>l these nionolonous words.
"Pleas reiiiil, please romil." varied with the very iiiiin
have large bills to
toresling inbtrmalion. that
nmet, or a big note to meet on the 151h,"but 1 <'antruly
say tiiis. that however lacking in poimlarity 1 may be.
Iho very prompt and the very cordial responses which
Ibe geiillomeii (d' this ass cialion liave made t-o my nji)ieals,and Ihc generosily with which they have relieved
me, has maile me everiaslingly gratel'ul to them, and

an'i

may
It

1 think also, when wc rethe American Beb Telephone company
has kept open house foi- us at tlie West Hotel, and sent
a band of royal good fellows to keep that house" open
and see to it that no man went away empty, I think we
shall agree that the American Bell Telephone company
has a Iieart. Now. genllemen, laslly, since I am asked
b) respond to the toast. "The Western lOlectric c<im

jiaiiy," I

beg

to assure

you that

that

cor|ioration

also

and iamning over with gratitude to the
gentlemen of Ibis association for the confidence which
tliey have exicndcd to it in the jtast, and a heart stout
with determinatiim to do its utmost to retain, and dehas a heart

full

.scrvedly retain, thai confidence in the future.
As has
been well said, whenexcr these discoveries are made
there must be a manul'ael iiror to make tlie apjiaratus.
consider it a pri\ilegi-, gentlemen, to be of service
in iJiat mat;ter, and wo iilodge you that we will exert
ourselves to the utmost to meet your needs.
I thank
you for your kind attention.
Mr. Adams: AVe have a wealth of talent herewdiich
is not only willing but able t(j keep this intellectual
feast going from no'v until tomorrow morning, but the

We

hour
admonishes
me that all these
passing
brought
close.
things
must be
to
a
The
next speaker will. tlK^refore, clo.se these exercises.
Mh. G1-.1DDKN: I want to lake this opportunity in
behalf of our party, and I think I express the sentiments
of the entire Eastern delegation in thanking our A\'oi-tliy
secretary. General
H. Barney, and his assistants in
arranging for us the lelephono Irain which brought us
quietly
fi-om New York to Minneapolis.
so quickly and
I will simply thank you for your hearty Response to our
invitation, in liolding tlie convention at Minneapolis,
and also in bringing so many ladies. I wish you speed
and hope you may return safely to your homes, and
that we may meet again at Detroit.
This concluded the banquet, and thceleventh meeting
of the association was at an end.

C

TRIP OF

THE

SI'FCIAL TEKEl'HONE TRAIN.

the Western Electrician
reftrence
brief stay in Chicago of the
While in Chidelegates to the Minneapolis convention.
cago the members of the pariy were the guests of the
Chicago Telt phone company and the Central Union
Telephone company. The party took lunch at the rooms
of the Chicago Electric club, after which the visiting delegates were driven about the city in carriages provided by
The drive ended at the
the local telephone companies.
depot where the special train which had conve)ed the
About twenty-five
party from New York was in waiting
gentlemen joined the delegation at Chicago. About 5:45
The Pullman
r. !\i the train pulled out of the station.
coaches were lighted by electricity and everything had
been provided for the comfort and convenience of the
During the supper in the dining car it was
travelers.
announced that an entertainment would be given in the
smoking room of the composite car at S o'clock by the
"Telephone Minslrels." IJefore the hour had arrived an
expectant throng of smokers occupied every inch of
A varied proavailable space in the place of amusement.
gramme was presented, including songs, ovations, stump
speaking, mesmeric experiments, juggling and heavy club
The performers were received with uproarious
swinging.
Several of llie participants manifested marked
applause.
It was a jolly party, and many of the
minstrel talent.
temporarily laid aside their dignity and
delegates
solemn
guyed tjpe perfoimers with great enthusiasm. The special
m.
The
train pulled into Minneapolis ;ibout 9:30 A.
party immediately set out for the West Hotel which was
the headquarters of the association during the con\ention.

In the

number of
was made to the
last

Convention Notes.
to theater going by most
of the telephone party.

Tuesday evening was devoted
of the

members

Many of the delegates accepted the invitation of C. A.
They were highly
Pillsbury & Co to visit their mill A.
interested in examining the many inti resting features of the
mill.

of CinP. H. Alexanc'er of I'.oston, and A. R. Foote
York with the telephone party.
cinnati, started from
latter
at
train
Pittsburg
and
the
left
the
at
The former

New

Philadelphia
the
St. Paul is magniticcntly illuminated in honor of
Electric lights and gas burners with variously
State fair.
colored globes suspended on arches over the streets, make a
beautiful sight.

The weather at Minneapolis was pleasant upon the
On Wednesday the temperature was rather high
for an autumn day, but toward evening a north wind made

whole.

ovcicoals extremely comfortable.

I

"We

A number of delegates improved their opportunity to
inspect the highly interesting station of the Pru'-h Electric
Light company in Minneapolis, of which S. S. Leonard is
The station is being considerably
the general manager.
A
enlarged to accommodate the demands made upon it.
new boiler house is building; work has been begun in putting in a 1,000 horse power triple expansion ReynoldsCorli^iS engine, which was made by E. P. Allis <S: Co. of
Milwaukee. Three new boilers are to be added. The
capacity of the station is i,2CO arc lights and 5,000 incan"How about the fuel o-l experiments?"
descent lights.
Mr. Leonard was asked- "We are still using oil with ex-

September

cellcnt success,"

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889.

21,

was the

reply, ";iik1 ni:iiiy o(

thought our system quite an
about the insurance men?"

inturestni^'

"(»h.

we

tlie

visitms

"Ilow
feature."
are still fiKhtinR

those fellows."

lu-w

fur

(*vi-ry

inoiK-y thus

pany

impression which cvciy person who attcmled the
convention took away with him was that Minneapolis was
The sessions were disturbed a
well supplied with bands.
do/en or more times by l)ands passing by the hotel.

four

to

for Itic extension of its

One
little

the delegates
affair,

the convention was a
to a large number of
It was an informal
evening.

of the interesting features of

supper given

l»y

Mr. llibbard

on Wednesday

but was highly enjoyable.

Music was provided by

a string orchestra.

The use of the lines of the North American Telegraph
company, tlie I'ostal Telegraph company and the Western
Union Telegraph company was extended to the delegates
during their stay in Minneapolis, by
ofiiccrs of the companies.

The

tlie

courtesy of the

Minnesota .State .\gricultur;d sociewas accepted by a large nnml)er
of delegates, wlio went in a body to the grounds on Wednesday afternoon. Most of the afternoon was passed on
the grounds in viewing the sights.
invitation of the

ty to visit the Stale fair,

No exhibits were made at the convention. The nearest
approach to an exlubil was a section of Western l-'lectric
switchboard shown by the reader of one of the papers.
The supply houses were represented by a number of gentlemen who doubtless improved theiropportunity to say a few
wonls in praise of their specialties.
One of the interested attendants at the convention was
lie has charge of the telephone
Gustav Walmerof Kcrlin
lie came to this country to investiservice in that city,
lie deconstruction
in
the United States.
gate telephone
switching
switchboards,
especially to examine
sired
Mr. Wabner has been in
apparatus and inulliplc cables.
lie has visited New York,
the country but a short time.
Washington and Chicago. lie received an invitation to go
to Minneapolis and joined the party which took the special
train.
In conversation with a representative of the Wi:srKKN Elkctrician, he said, "I have never been so cour
teously treated as I have since my arrival in this country.
I feel under the greatest obligation to the gentlemen of
the association for the kindness which they have shown to
me, I have been enabled to obtain information of the
highest possible value to me."

Light Regulations

in

St. Louis.

E. W. Matlack, superintendent of city electric
lighting of St. Lonis, announces with evident
satisfaction that the electric light companies
of that city take kindly to the city's insistence
on their use of a better quality of insulation
than they now employ.
In proof of this statement he exhibited a section of insulated copper
wire used for transmission of an arc light current.
It was taken by himself from a roll of
wire that was being strung by one of the leading
companies.
Mr. Matlack said the insulation
was of the best qtiality.

Novel Use of an Electric Motor.
The Illinois Central Railroad company is utilizing in Chicago a two horse power motor to drive
an engine which pumps gas into tanks,which sen'e
T'he arrangement is
as reservoirs on its trains.
an experiment in train Hghting. Each car thus
illuminated has 1 lamps each with four burners.
It is claimed that 600 cubic feet of gas will
1

The projectors
serve to light a car three days.
of this arrangement claim the system is a great
improvement over oil lamps, but it appears at
its best a half-way measure in view of the great
advancement that has been made in the application of electricitv to train lighting.

Bell

The
ton,

Telephone Stock Increased.

Telephone stockholders met at BosSeptember 1 2th to take advantage of the

recent
capital.

vided

Bell

legislation

allowing

They voted

it

to

increase

its

issue S->5oo.ooo diThis makes the
shares.
to

25,000
stock now §12.100,000 and the number
The new shares are disof shares 125,000.
tributed to old stockholders on the basis of one
capital

into

Eloclrlc
Plants.

The National Carbon cmnpany.

I

Arc

llu;

com-

LlKhtinK

(HevcJand,

(>,,

has

jnnt

issued a directory of electric arc linhtlnv; plantn in North
America, which bears evidence of careful work in compil

in^ and presenting dat:i on this most important indii-itry.
The work affords atldltional evidence of tlie fact that the
arc lij^htin^; industry is nf)t ata sl;tndstill, and that at no time
in the history of electric liRhtin^j was there such universal
prosperity.
The National ('arbon company says it has

enileavored to make the work complete and reliable, and it
It has shown commendable en
has certainly succeeded.
terprise in undertaking antl conlinuing tlie publication oi
this work and all who are eng.aged in electric iightiuK are
under oblij;alion to this comp;my for presenting so much Informtion in such a cimvenient form.

Electric Traction by StoraRe Batteries.

machine wai exceeded \% taken into ac<rount. \\\\%
wu« trutv remarkable.
The car ran at a «pcetl of
about nine nillcN an hour. The amount of hor*cp'/wer rr*
the

|>oini

riulrcd to ral-vc the toud aifuintt gravity atone f'lr the diklunec attained, Jh iilxiut 13 horse pfjwcr, and aitdtntc the
friction in the journaU, on the track, anil cl»cwhcrc, the

am[)crc readings showed thai ihc mMor, alihontfh wurklrij;
over so per cent, atnivc i(n ncrfnal i apaclty, dlil the work
ellicicntly. At the end of Ihc three trJfMlhr nujlor. allhouKh
hotter than one would like in everyday wjrk, wa« by no
means excessively healed, and Hbowcd ni> harmful re%ult*
from the result of ihc Irlp.

THE ELECTRIC
Weston, W. Va

,

Thomasvlllc, Ga..

wjinis

;in eleclrii

U now

lighleil

by

LIGHT.
plant.

liijht

clccrlc llfehts.

Hope, Ark., ban decided to illuminate

tlrtett

its

by

electricity.

The New Orleans, La,, Kdlfion electric
being enlarged.

The Mountain

I.akc Park,

station

llffht

Md., company

will erect

Is

an

electric light plant.

Recken/ann contributes an interest inj^ article on
by means nf storage batteries (o the
electric traction
London Kl,ilni<il /\\-i'i<w, in which he refers to the recent
He s:iys:
report of the director of the Itrussels company.
"According to the report of the director of the Ilrussels
Tramway company, M. julien has demonstrated th.at traction by means of accumulators is more costly than l)y
A.

meat s of horses. The results with three electric cars have
been compared with an extensive and economically worked
system of horse cars. One might as well comjiare the cost
of running a 30 horse power steam engine against anotiier
In the one case the horse power
of 3.000 horse power.
per annum would probably t^ost £-0, and in the other less
M. Michelet stated that the cost
than half tliat amount.
of traction in each case was precisely the same, but that in
the electric car estimate no account was taken of the deWhen workpreciation of plant at the charging station.
ing on a reasonably large scale this item could be covered
kilometer.
'.4d.
per
car
This can
by something like
easily be calculated by any one having experience with
it should
be a wellsteam engines, boilers and dynamos
known quantity. The doubtful (juantities on the I'.russcls
cars were the depreciation of batteries, car motors, and
the m chanical transmission between the motors and the
These have been carefully ascertained, and it
car axles.
was shown in the report that the battery renewal costs 9
centimes per car kilometer, and that the repairs to motors
and gearing came to 5.74 centimes, which in Knglish
equivalents make i.44d. and .94d. per car mile respectThese items are undoubtedly high, and with all
ively.
that the entire expenses of electric traction were little
\'et you say that
higher than those of horse traction.
there is much to concern one in this report from IJrussels,
for it must be remembered that all data relating to electric
traction by means of secondary batteries is more or less
hypothetical.'
I am prepared to prove that the renewal of
accumulators does not cost more than one penny per car
Again,
mile, or 30 per cent. less than the above amounttlie depreciation of motors and gearing should not reach
half the figure given, because even this half would allow
25 per cent per annum on the gross value of the apparatus, and I feel convinced that many tirms would guarantee
At New York,
their work on this basis.
;

Minneapolis is a well lighted city at all times, but at the
The
present time the illumination is especially briliant.
electric display of the Minneapolis Exposition is striking.
About half this number is
About 300 arc lights are used.
used outside the exposition building. The bridge over the
river leading to the building, is brilliantly lighted by arc
The lights are arlamps with globes of various colo's.
ranged on each side of the drive way for several hundred
Across
feet, and are located from eight to ten feet apart.
the arch, at the approach to the bridge, are a number of arc
The front of the exlights with globes of various colors.
The
position building is illuminated in a similar way.
lamps are of the Thomson- Houston type, and the construction was done by the Northwestern Electric Construe
This company has an intion company of Minneapolis.
A pretty
teresting electrical exhibit in the exposition.
feature of the exhibit, is the arrangement of incandescent
\'iSitors were asked
lamps on the ily wheel of an engine.
to solve the problem, "How are the lamps supplied with
current?"
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rhiladelphia and other American cities tramway traction
with storage batteries is making certain and steady progress, and we only require the necessary opportunities in
this country to fully demonstrate its ultimate commercial
value."

Interesting Motor Test.

The

C.

erection of

an

electric light plant at Orangeburf^, S,

conlemplated.

is

The Macon, (>a., Hrcwing company
and incandescent plant.

is

erecting an arc

Negotiations are being made for the erection of an electhe (iailatin, Tcnn., cotton mills.

tric light plant at

An
fact,

electric light plant

and the

city will

be

Waycross, Oa.,

at
i

an aMured

is

new

luminatc<l from the

plant.

Two

additional dynamos have been added 10 the power
plant of the Houston, Tex
KIcctric Light & Power com
,

pany's plant.

The Hay County

Electric

Mich., has completed
giving satisfaction.

its

l.ight

company

installation

of

and the

Hay City,
lights arc

Ttie new Decatur, III., opera house is lighted by eleC'
and the effect of the lamps made an cxceKent impression at the opening of the ihcaler.
tricity,

A stock company to establish an electric light plant at
It will have a capacity of
Franklin, Tenn., is organizing.
20 arc and 200 incandescent lamps to begin with.
Lynchburg, Va.,

receive bids for public lighting by
J. D. Sullivan, chairman of the
committee on lights, says 140 1500^ candle power arc lamps
will

electricity until Oct. ist.
will

be re(iuired.

to be placed in a most unfortunate poElectric light is wanted, and the French < ias company, which supplies the place, endeavors to keep it out.
Two electric light companies, one Knglish and ihe other
Herman, decided to introtluce plants. The German company
was paid $40,000 by the gas company not to enter the held,
and the Knglish company is now considering a like offer, it
appears.

Madrid appears

sition.

A charter has been granted to the Brilliant Electric Light
Its capital is $150,000
of Pittsburg. Pa.
The
directors are A. IL Ileisey, Eugene Ingold, James I'. Miller,
C. Townsend and \V. F. Ntct'ook. This company
company

A

The 'I'homsonproposes to furnish either light or power.
it is proposed lo erect
Ilouston system will be used
large central stations in both Pittsburg and Allegheny Eugene Ingold is the general manager of the new corporation.
The company is negotiating for contracts to furnish power
to the Squirrel Hill and Highland Park electric railway
lines.

Quite an interesting test was made on one of the Sprague
improved electric motors at Ashevillc, N. C, recently,
which speaks well for their high elliciency. The Asheville
Street Railway company which is now operating four cars
on the Sprague electric system, recently purchased two of
the Sprague improved electric motors for the equipment of
the new street car which they had decided to aild to their
outllt.
Although it was intended to equip the car with two
motors, as the grades are quite steep, the (juestion was
raised as to what the results wouU be if only one motor
was placed upon the car and obliged to do the whole work.
In order to test this question, the car, equip|x;d with only
one motor, was s'arted over the line, and frequent readings
of an ampere meter were taken in order to determine the
At the same
power used on different portions of the line.
time that the ampere meter readings were taken, voltmeter
readings were taken in order to make certain that the
potential was maintained.
In all, three trips over four thousand feet of the worst
part of the line were made; twice with nine passengers on
the car in order to test the apparatus and once with fortythree passengers
On the last trip the jiassengers were
chosen from among the bystanders, and the heaviest men
were selected, so that the total weight of the car and load
The differwas certainly over fourteen thousand pounds
ence in elevation in the distance of four thousand feet was
I'pon the distance
one hundred and eighty-five feet.
traversed were two reverse cur^•es and three other cur\*es.
all of which were on grades, both reverse cur\-es being on
heavy grades with one radius of tUty feet. The cur\'es
were all dry and dusty.
The length of wheel base was
nine feet, so that a large amount of power was required in
Besides these and other dit1igoing "round the curves
culties the journals of the car had not worn smooth, the
car being entirely new. and seemed ver)* stiff, as it would
not roll without being started on grades very much heav
started by
ier than those on which the old cars habitually
gravity.

During the entire run the freedom from si^arking was
and when the amount by which the capacity of

perfect,

The decision of the Norrie, Pabst and other mines of
Ironwood, Mich., to intro<iuce electricity for lighting, is
viewed with interest by mining men. On the Marquette
and Menominee ranges the surface workings of many of
the principal mines are lighted by electricity but the under
ground slopes are still lighted by the kerosene lamps and
candlesof the miners. The illumination isof course vcr>-impcrfect and there can be no question that with a better light
the men whose duty it is to lest the walls ami roofs to sc<
that they are solid, and protect the miners from the dreaded
falling of rock, could work to much better advantage than
now. The old fashioned miners think that the introduction of electric light which will illumin.ite all pans of the
mine will scare the men. as it will show them the great
masses of rock that they otherwise would not sec. The
Its proNorrie mine maintains the lead on ore shipments.
duction will exceed 500.000 tons this year.
The National Electric Manufacturing company reports
Peter A Price, Allnrrta. N. \V.
the following recent sales:
T Electric Light
T.. 1,000 light plant: Calgar>-. N.
and Power company. 750 light plant: Portage. Wis. Eleclight
plant:
Parg
Bros. \ Johntric Light company. 500
son. River Kails. Wis.. 500 light p'anl: J O. Briscoe.
The fad that this comHelena, Mont.. 500 light plant.
pany has made sales for this amount cf apparatus wHthin
two weeks, shows how rapidly the Walter K Krctman
transformer system is gaining favor with electric light operators.
It has been decided by the directors of the National company to triple its capital stock, ar d again double
When it is considered
the capacity of its manufactor>-.
that the company was organized less than a year ago. and
what
appeared
to l»e in ihe bedoubled
within sir. months
ginning ample capacity, and is now contracting for additional buildings, which will again double the capacity of
the works, there is certainly reason to congratubte the corr
I'nder the energetic management of
pany on its success
Messrs. Shaw and Freeman, the company is making rapid
strides, and the outlook is certainly promising.
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THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
The
tend

Charleston, S. C,
and operate by electricity.
city railway

made

ex-

will

its lines

Belt Line railway
of the Savannah, Ga
probably purchase an electrical equipment.

The owners
will

company

It is

,

reported that the Julien Storage battery
at the Paris exposition.

has been

awarded a gold medal

Street Railway company has preto the council to change its power to

The Rockford,

III.,

sented a petition
electricity.

A

La Porte, Ind., says that an electric
be built to the Baptist State Assembly

dispatch from

street railway will

grounds and the lake

resorts.

The East Cleveland

making seventy-six

with the new dynamos, and they all proved successful
beyond all expectations. Peral's vessal sank and rose at
will at any desired depth, keeping perfectly horizontal in the
water, advancing and backing with ease and good speed,
and allowing the discharge of torpedoes with great accuracy
and safety. The last trials were made in the Bay of Cadiz
about a week ago, according to cablegrams, before a few
foreign men-of-war and a great number of spectators, who
enthusiastically cheered Peral and the four naval officers
who assisted him in the management of the vessel
The
cable has announced that the Spanish government has
officially adopted Peral's type of submarine vessel for the
navy, and a number of such vessels will be built forthwith under his supervision. Isaac Peral is the hero of
the hour in Spain, and well may that country be proud of
It is known that an English
iirm of shipbuilders made him a handsome offer for the
his patents and secrets, but Peral patriotically reThe city council of Cadiz propose to purchase and
present him the house in which he lives.

his scientific achievement.

Railway company has just

Street

given an order to the Sprague company for thirty more
tor cars,

mo

in all.

sale of
fused.

The Augusta, Ga., street railway company announces its
readiness to change to electric power as soon as it can
arrange preliminaries with the city government
College Park Belt Line Railway company, of Sherman, Tex., has been granted a franchise to build an electric railway.
Work will begin within thirty days.

company has
Nashville
Street Railway
awarded to the Short Electric Railway company the consystem.
its
line
with
aa
electric
tract for equipping

The South

The

discussion of electric

railroads

arousing considerable interest, and

company

it

in
is

Atlanta, Ga.,

is

probable the Met-

on

will substitute electricity

its lines.

George F Work has contracted with the ThomsonHouston Electric company for building the electric railway
Macon, Ga., conditional on the city council granting
him certain privileges. He will equip ten miles within a
at

year at a cost of !J;i25,ooo.

electricity.

Electrical Patents.
Isszted Sept. lo, i88q.

410586.

Electric Lighting of

M. Foote, Boston, Mass.
The invention consists

Railway Cars.

manner
truck and

in the

Theodore

obtaining
power from the axle of the car
in the use of
a novel speed regulator in the belt line between the car
axle and

of

dynamo.

Armature.

Josef R. Johnson, Yonkers, N. Y.
invention consists in an armature composed of
annular core of soft iron enclosed in a continuous endless covering of metal, the turns or sections of which
are insulated from each ether, each turn being connected with the commutator segment.

410,592.

The

Structure for Supporting Lamps
John S. Adams, Indianapolis, Ind.

Above

council of Rochester, N. Y., recently considered the applications of the Crosstown and South Park
street railway companies for a franchise and for permission
The report of the
to operate their cars by electricity.
special committee appointed to determine the manner of
construction and the quality of material used by the two
companies was adopted unanimously. " The action taken
by the aldermen yesterday is of great importance," says a
local paper, " inasmuch as it permits the new companies to
begin the preliminary work of construction this fall, which
could not have been done had the council delayed action

beyond this week
once, and will push

The companies
it

will

begin work at

A

Newport and Covington
it

in order to

will fall into line.

They must do

keep pace with the demand for rapid

Insulator.

410,652.

Magnetic Bodywear.

M.

Davis, Plymouth, Mass.

George A.

Scott,

New

York, N. Y.

"The combination, in a magnetic separator, of a
frame hinged at one end and movable into different
positions to vary its angle of inclination, as endless
belt supported and retained by said frame, a magnet
located within said belt and secured to and movable
with the frame, whereby the magnet preserves its position relative to the belt when the inclination of the
frame is changed, means for adjusting and holding the
belt and magnet carrying frame, and a trough arranged
over said frame to deposit the mass to be separated on
the belt over the magnet."'

Apparatus for Weighir.g and Putting up Packetc.
Owen A. Gill, Baltimore, Md

410,886.

age Tea,

Commutator-Brush for Dynamo Electric MaRudolf Hoffman, Zurich, Switzer

410S96.
land.

The object is to produce a commutator brush which
may be readily shifted and which shall admit of the
commutator being revolved
changing the brushes.

in either direction without

eral positions, and joining by a line the points where
these ordinates cut their respective curves.

410. q64.

Regulator for

410,663.

Dynamo

Electric Machines.

Ju-

M. Bradford, Portland, Me.
The invention relates to a circuit-regulator arranged

lien

to variably increase or decrease the action of a dynamo-electric machine, and in which a strong increase or
decrease of the line-current is not necessary to produce

variable action, and consists in the combination of a
line current indicator, two or more regulating devices,
and electric circuits for controlling said regulating devices, eccentrics for operating the regulating devices,
and regulating-wheels for controlling the dynamo in
such a manner that its generative power may remain
stationary or be diminished or increased.

Brush-Holder for Dynamo Electric Machines.
410,670.
Charles D. Jenney, Indianapolis, Ind.
The object of the invention is to produce a holder
for the brushes of a dynamo by which the pressure of
the brushes upon the commutator may be easily regulated and also by which the brushes maybe thrown
into or out of contact with the commutator at will
without changing the adjustment.
Claim
electric

Miscellaneous Note.

Gurdon Conkling, Glens

Magnetic Separator.

Air Tight Coveringfor Electric Cables.
410,953.
David
Brooks, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.
The invention is described as an electric cable consisting of wires having a fibrous covering with a saturation of insulating material, the latter being provided
with a dry powder coating, one or more layers of tin-

''The

following abstract of an article prepared by Arturo
Cuyas, of New \'ork, will prove interesting:
Isaac Peral,
a lieutenant in the Spanish navy, surprised his superior
officers one day during the excitement anent the Caroline
Islands, with the announcement that he had succeeded in
solving the problem of navigating under water.
The
reputation that young Peral bore of being a studious and
conscientious officer devoted to scientific researches, prevented his superiors from receiving the announcement as
a perfect delusion.
Still they were incredulous, but the
doubters were eoon convinced that the invention had ele
nients of success, and they decided to recommend his
plans to the government.
The < Jueen Regent took an
interest in the matter, and at her solicitation congress
finally passed an appropriation which would enable Peral
to build a vessel after his design.
Peral built his vessel
with the electrical devices of his own invention, which
were to submerge it at any desired depth; propel it forward or backward under the water, raise it to the surface
again, supply breathing air and light for a few days'
cruise, discharge torpedoes against a vessel or obstruction,
and perform other equally astonishing and almost incredible operations.
The lirst partial trials made publicly at
Cadiz a few months ago were exceedingly satisfactory,
and only marred by a slight accident to one of the dynamo
coils, which made it necessary for Peral to order a new
set from
England.
^'et the experiments proved
that
Peral had actually solved the problem.
In view of thestsuccessful tests Senor Casado, a rich and enthusiastic
Spaniard, doing business in Huenos Ayres, sent !i?ifX),ooo
to Peral to purchase new electrical appliances and continue
his experiments.
Senor Casado visited Spain last August,
and had the satisfaction of accompanying Peral and his
fellow oHicers on a trial of the vessel underwater.
During the latter part of August several additional tests were

netic Particles.

Method of Determining the Shape of Pole pieces
Dynamos John G. Statter, London, County of
Middlesex, England.
The invention consists in the method of determining
the shape of the pole-pieces of a dynamo electric machine or motor to prevent sparking when the brushes
are shifted, which consists in plotting out exploration
curves setting up ordinates corresponding to the various positions of the commutator brushes in their sev-

410,656.

transit.

The street railroads atross the river are incorporoted under
the laws of both Kentucky and Ohio, and are subject to
the municipal laws and regulations of this city.
They do
not track many or much of the Cincinnati streets, but they
pay Cincinnati licenses all the same, and hence the reason
why a general electric street railroad ordinance should be
passed, so as to give them a chance to keep abreast with
the times and bring them still further under the system of
regulation existing here."

The

W^illiam

410,637.

as rapidly as possible."

Work in the extension of the electric lines of Cincinnati,
Attention has
O., in Covington, Ky., will begin soon.
been called to the fact that there is no general ordinance
Cincinnati corresponin these cities for electric roads.
dent writes:
"The necessity for a general electric street
railroad ordinance is apparent.
Nearly all the old lines
are being extended and combined with electric privileges to
change, and pretty soon the several Kentucky lines of

Process of Separating Magnetic from Ncn magGurdon Conkling, Glens Falls, N. Y.
The invention relates to a process of exposing a
running stream of liquid containing the substances to
be separated to the action of a magnet, lifting the
magnetic particles carried by said stream up from and
out of contact with the stream, and finally conducting
the particles which have followed the attraction of the
magnet into a suitable receptacle.

410,876

chines or Motors.
Streets.

for

The common

Electric and Cable Railway Cars.
410,871.
Sumner A.
Bemis, Springfield and Louis Pfingst, Boston, Mass.

Claim 2 follows:

,

branch by

1889

Falls.

410,626.

The South Covington. Ky & Cincinnati, O.. street
railway company, previously reported as investigating the
cost of operating its railway by electricity, has been granted
a franchise by the city council to operate an electric railThis company will also operate the Newport, Ky.,
way.

21,

The invention consists in a motor adapted to revolve
a retarding device consisting of a folding fan, one
part of which is rigidly fixed to the motor shaft while
the other portion is adapted to slide over the fixed portion by the action of a centrifugal force at high velocity and so reduce the surface exposed to atmospheric
pressure.
The device is connected with suitable registering apparatus.

410,877.

The

ropolitan

September

I

shaft, a rod

its

shaft,

an arm fixedly mounted on said

connecting said brush-holder frame and

said arm,, an adjustable spring whereby said brushholder frame is forced forward, and a cam whereby the
brush-holder frame may be retracted."

Secondary Battery.
York. N. Y.

410,680.

The

Jean T. Van Gestel,

New

invention relates to that class of storage batter-

which the active material is held in place by retaining plates or supports, and consists in a retaining
plate or support, having a series of angular grooves or
corrugations on its opposite faces, with retaining
ies in

lips or shelves attached to the backs of said angular
grooves and on the opposite side therefrom, said lips
or shelves being adapted to hold the active material
more securely in place.
And further in an active
material for use in storage batteries in the shape of a
bar, rod, or pencil, and composed of silicate of soda
and oxide of lead.

Burglar Alarm. Edwin

410,683.

R.

M.

Carhart, Providence,

I.

410,689.

Electric Light Fixture.

John C, Hollings, Bos-

ton, Mass,

Electric Registering Deep Sea Sounder.
Alfred
Cooper and Eustace E. Wigzell, London, England.
Claim 7 follows: In a registering deep sea sounder,
the combination of the spring-pressed piston in communication with the sea and moved by hydrostatic
pressure, serrations carried by said piston, and an electrical make and break
device contained in a closed
chamber anil having one of its contacts operated by
said serrations as the piston moves under the pressure

410,786.
J.

of the sea.

410,860.
Fori

Electric Meter.
Ind.

Wayne,

New

Marmaduke

M. M.

Slattcry,

Magneto

Electric Machine.

Arden

S.

Fitch,

York, N. Y.

The

invention relates to magneto electric machines
which are specially adapted for developing a current of
electricity for firing fuses in blasting operations and
kindred uses.

Magneto Electric Machine. Arden S Fitch.
York, N Y.
Claim I is given: " In a magneto-electric machine
having one circuit comprising the magnet, rotary armature and connections, and another and
separate circuit comprising the working circuit, the
combination, with a reciprocatory rack-bar, which
operates by a single movement in one direction to rotate said armature, of a circuit controller carried by
and adapted to move concurrently with said rack- bar
and fixed contacts connected with said circuits and in

410.965,

New

electrical relations with said circuit-controller to maintain said circuits, respectively, closed and open during
the reciprocation of said bar. and to establish connection between said circuits at the conclusion of the

movement of said bar in the direction to effect the rotation of the armature,"
410.966.

reads:

combination, in a brush-holder for dynamo
machines, of a brush-holder frame loosely

mounted upon

foil surrounding said wires, one or more layers of rubber surrounding said tin-foil, and an exterior wrapper
of fibrous material having a rubber coating.

New

Magneto

Electric

Machine.

Arden

S.

Fitch,

York, N. Y.

4io,9~6
Diaphragm for Electrolytic Apparatus. Geo.
Kerner, Frankfort on-the-Main, Prussia, and Julius
Marx, Ulm-on-the-Danube, Wurtemberg, Germany.
410,987.

Dynamo

J. Patten,

New

Electric

York,

N

Machine or Motor.

Francis

Y.

The

object of the invention is to produce a selfstarting alternating current machine, and further, to
provide a machine which has but one direction of rotation.

Claim

5

isappended: "In a dynamo-electric machine

or motor, an armature provided with two sets of collectors or commutators and two pairs of brushes, one
collector having successive bars or segments connected
in rotation to successive points of the armature-winding and the brushes bearing thereon connected to the
field circuit, the adjacent bars of the other collector
being connected in succession to bars of the first collector that lie, respectively, contiguous to and diametrically opposite to the said adjacent segments in rotation around the ring, and the brushes bearing on this
collector connected to a source of alternating current."

Method of Operating Electric Motors. Francis
410,983.
J. Patton, New York, N. Y.
The claims read as foUowt: "i. The metliod of operating an electric motor connecting in an alternating
current circuit, which consists in giving a constant
polarity to a continuously-wound armature by delivering the alternating impulses successively to opposite
sides of the armature winding.
"2. The method of operating an electric motor connected in an alternating current circuit, which consists
in giving a constant polarity to a continuously-wound
armature-circuit by sending the opposite impulses of
current successively to opposite sides of the armaturewinding, and in giving a constant polarity to the
field-magnet by a similar and simultaneous delivery of
the same impulses to the field-circuit."
...
,
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All similar Packings are Imitations andcalculated to deceivn-

FT.

KISTIS

FJrr>r1i;l«n

SPEAKIN& TUBES it WHISTLES,

1880.

Beware of Infringements and Imitat/ona.

Street, ItoNton, Mas.s.

Qoneral Maoiicrr.

Gould Steam and Water Packing

:V»«V.

W.

New

Mechanical

OSTRANDER &

R.

21, 23
Factory,

for

Pneumatic, and

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS

V '^^
Send

Electric.

141S1

and

CATAL-OcrE. out Autrnst

1463

and 25 Ann

St.

""B^

CO.,

New Yck.

DcKalb Ave-, Brooklyn, N,

Y.

Is:.

CLEVELAND,
THE STANDARD CARBON COMPANY,
of

OHIO,

nVIaxi'u.fa.ot'U.x-er-s

B-

H.

Church

U

IN ALL CITIESt-

The Original Ring Packing, Pat. June

i

:

Hiipply

CLARK"

—lAGENTS

AtroDt, iJrliJirnport,

<:ITY:

Itiint^-r

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine,

Insulaiion

i9,

kfTnctad

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

81..

VORK

«;iii<:a<wo.

sr.|.oiJis.M«.

i>n

prl««> Hal.

KtHii^AStt F.XriJ HIVK:
Nuw Ent'lftti'I KI." irl(. hiij-plj' ''ompan^,
T

Also Rawhide Lace LcAniut.

ami

PAI8TE,

H. T.

EDISON LAMP CO,

t\t* ijIbf

AND BATTERY MATERIAL.
ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS
W.
ANDREWS.

WARD LEONARD.

S.

E.

M. IZARD.

CONSULTING AND CONTRACTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
Systems of Electric Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Eii'ctric
Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.
A futl line of Commercial SapplieBcaTrk.id at all times for PlftDts described above.
Plan8 and Mpeclflcations for all Kinds of filectrical Constractl^n H'ork.

For any or

Branch

Offlces:

all

Room 425, Telephone 694, CHICAGO, ILL.
THE ROOKERY,
IHlnneBpoIU, Minn. Northwestern Ilntaal Life Insnrance Block. Room

The Iinmber Kxchanee,

>lON/>

Koonis o and

6,

115,

;

Electric Light,
CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,

MARKi

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
BRANCHES:

THE]

Chicagn.

Hllwaakee, Wla

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
Telephone and Telegraph,

IVEO'XiTxfaot'U.X'ed fC3r .^L.&r±a,\, Sti'k>xx3.»x-lsa.e
TBADE

Teleplioae 12SC,

Boston.

Philadelphia.

cftxi.d

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF
OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

...

Omaha,

Minneapolis.

C

|3 Park
incinrati

Louisville.

XTzs.ci.ersz'O'u.xid X7«o.

MANSON PROTECTING

Row,
St.

NEW YORK.

and

Louis,

TAPE.

San Frarcisco.

IBID^-ST E3ni^:E:OTieiC 3iviC-A.3SrXJ-^^^C'(3- CO^vC^-^iT-2-,

Automatic Electric Motors
In all Sizes

High

from One-half H.

Upward.

P.

Superior WorktiKinship, Ease
^Management, Hetnarkahle Siiujfliciti/, Etr., Etc.

Ejiiciency, Perfect Begulation.

of

DYN AIYEO
For Electroplating, ElectrotypiDg, Copper EefiuiBg, Etc.

RRSNm
Dniini/n

flRPlrpQ'
UrriV/tiO.

ntW

yO/IK,33ClitircJiSt.:

BOSTOM,

in

KANSAS cm,

Arcli

St.:

PHIIADCIPHIA,

Rlalto SalHlrg:

see

NEW ORUISS,

dmmtraSt.:

roe Caronidtt

CHICA60,*1 LaStlltSI.

St.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., WINDSOR, CONN.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Stilwell's Patent Live

Steam-Feed Water
Removes
Entirely

prevents

all

September

Established in 1861.

Purifier.

SCALE

Steam

in

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

STILWELL&BIERGEMFG.GO.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

COMBINATION

GAS AHL SlilDTHIC

CONSULTING ELECTRICIAN,

FIXTURES.

GHICACrO.

-

IN

ELECTROLIERS,

OEOROE CUTTER,
80 Adams Street,

BKGGOT,

E.

Impurities.

Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

21, iS

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,
BKXAKT'S SWITCHES,
SWITCHES,

Etc., Etc.,

Madison Street and Fifth Avenue,

HII.l.'S

CHICAGO.

Arms

Russell Mast

IWSUI/ »TINe STAPIiBS
INHUI>ATI1VG PAlSiX.

-BRANCH STORE-

2134 Michigan Avenue,

LOGKWOOD AMMETER
*>°

POLARITY INDICATOR

For Arc an d Incandesce nt

D.

Circuits.

P.

CO.,

FERRY, Yice-President and General Manager,
MANtTFACTURBRS OP THE

Lockwood Instrument
91

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC

Co.,

SPERRT IMPROVED STSTEM

Gkiswold Stebbt,

-OF-

HIGH OR

LOW

TENSION.

BOSTOir, MASS.
Inmroveil

Patented

Material

Street

for

1.
2.

Railffay

3.

Roaieiis.

circuit,

singly or in groups, with perfect safety, and without sparking at the brushes.
4.
To absorb power in exact proportion to number of lights burning.

LOWEST PRICES.
PONDENCE SOLICITED.

BEST MATERIAL.

The new Sperry apparatus free from repairs for twelve months.
That the new t*perry improved Dynamos can he coupled in aeries with perfect safety.
That any number of lamps from one to capacity or dynamo can be cut In or out of

CORRES-

w^e:
1.

]3e:i_ie:\ze::

The new Automatic Sperry Dynamos and Lamps surpass

in efliciency those of any other

make.

THOMAS ASHBURNER,

EUREKA CONSTRUCTIOM

Western Agent,

Kansas

Citj,

Mo.

Rolled any weight desired. PateDt allowed. Sample
Chair and Section of Rail Seot, Espresa Prepaid, to
Prospective Pnrchesers.

2.
3.

That there is greater economy in operating the new Sperry System than any other.
That our automatic regulation has no equal; no rheostat, no wall hoses, no solenoid or

dash-pot.
4.

That

We

THE

if

you

invite

will visit

our factory we can show you the best arcllghtlng apparatus in existence.

correspondence with electrical engineers. Intending buyers, and interested
people everywhere.

mm MRIC

CO,,

19i,

156,

158

South

Clinton 5t„

CHICAGO, ILL.

Clutch Works,

CLEVELAND, O.
EASTEBN OFFICE:
18 Cortlandt Street, -

NEW YORK.

CUICAOO:

MINNKAPOLIS:

2350 Canal St.

305 Kaaota Building.

KANSAS OITY:
11321

Office and Factory

2134

to

lainfacturers of

2140 DeKalb

St.,

-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS

OUR

''Iff

Sr. LOUIS, MO.
anft

CARBON SPECIALTIES,
Lons Life,
Uniform

'•BL&CKDI4M011D"

Size,

and 1S23 Union Avenue.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
Designod, Erected and Famished.

Send for new Catalogae, Power
rranemleelon Machinery.

COPYRIGHTED BY W.

^\V*^

POINTS

SUPIElORlliLlTY.

OUTSHINE

Guaranteed Second

THEM

ALL.

W^RITE

to

None.

FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

H. HILL.

Switch Boards and Magnetos, Patterson Cable, Aerial and Underground,

Telephone ^Switchboard Cords,
DISQUE LE CL-HNCHE
BKTTERV.

Recent Tests show that our Bisque Le Olanche Battery is the Best in the Market. Insulators, Brackets,
Pins, Cross- Arms, Hard Drawn Copper and Galvanized Iron Wires, and
all other Office and Line Supplies.

CHICAGO.

NEW

YORK,

WESTERN ELECTRIC

00.

""'"'%Ty»«P

!

September

21,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
11,

. ..Il.-nti..n

I-I

'.(

I

'

I'lr

<

(

'MI'AMl

-,

UA'ii:ii
A 1:11 U
U
u 111:1:1.
111:1:1.,4MMrl|.iil.iflyu'UM<-<lfo

iiic.%'i-i:i»
Il.%'|-|-:i»

'I

I

-

rl.ri, ..v-,

miiurKultlv

wlrit4ly inwllun, nitfh Hprrcl
un«i
«l K'**'"K
ICIIl4l4*gi<'y,iin'l liirtfr 4'ii|iufl|y,
K'**'"t -;iii4i4*gi<'y,iin'l
4*ii|iufi|y, for ti«4in«»«lrr.
Ktuiini

brltiji

fit

iti

4l(>iil»l4* Ihr

|*ow«-r

niiniltff of (In- liMiiitij; c|ri irn:

n

.il

(ill

II. r rtl w.ir.-[ ir

•Mci

t

i-,

t

of itiml whrrlu of

ft.irit'-

<lijfiirt<-r.

<iiiii>.»ntr» wiiti t;rc.ii va(iil.i<

Aiihont .m .m

>-<|i(.il,

It

Hon,

|M04tucint£ ihr hlKhfsi

ii

ii*rd

In

'I"*" '"'

|>«-f

*.rtit.

hy ^

"ntjtn*
of ua^*

iciilli*lllll«*<*«l,

k1:\I»

fob

Our

(ATAI.OI.I'K a%i» i*artm-i tahm.

Horl/otu.il "Vi<;lo(" U Injjhlv rrLomnirmlcd, oa no ^ra.. art; rrqulrfj
'
nnil II i:i\t\ h<* Iwtlr-d chrrt tly lo tlyriari.o,
'I hr unjoiiiimnyiiii; f-nKfiivtRK
rrprrvnw a pair of la Inch
XIIKIII.KI'iM iirran({ri| on » horizonriil ahafi, with < •
!>,.,((
'IiiIjcs, Knd llcarinK^ for Shiift. and |Jriviii{{ I'lillrys cornj.:
-i ijM,n
a lllt)^talllilll cfut-lron Iw-d pliiif.
f-niirr nrrantcin'-n'
"I hr
and
alricil^ fir»l-claM in *:vi!ry [>.irti(:uliir.
\Vr .itn now prfjMfM
i<i.i.i-.ti Victor
Turbmcii, ciltirr ain({lc or in pairi on horizontal ihafu, and where Ihc tttiukilon
admlti of their use. wc recommend thrm.
'

VK^t'OK
,

»

STILWELL A BIERCE MFG.

HOLIMES,

CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

HJLYDElSrS,
BOOTH
&
WATERBUBY,
CONN.

FACTORIES:

MAlMIIKAfTIIItKIIH

OK

BARE AND INSUIjiATZSX) ITITIRZ:.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Maitnet Wire, Flexible
Worsted Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station WorK, Insulated Iron Pressure Wire-

U K"

PATENT
For

Electric

Light,

Electric Railways,

BARCLAY,

/^I

LINE WI RE

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

ILL.

ADr' ^JIDRON

Cotton and

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON
J. L.

Silk,

L.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
26 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

CO., MAKERS

or

HIGH -GRADE

THE MOST DURABLE, SIMPLEST AND BEST
OVERHEAD WIRE SYSTEM,
Bentley -Knight Electric Railway
25 * 27 Tenth Ave.,

NEW YORK

Co.,

CITY.

The ONLY Conduit System.
THE FIRST REAL IMPROVEMENT

Proposals Wanted
For

L.is,-htiii»:

Huron,

1^

the City of Port
^licliigan.

Sealed propoBale will be received nn to

POROUS GUP BATTERIES
4 p.

a.,

of Monday, September 30tb, 1SS9, for ligbtlne the
city of Port Huron, Mich., for inree years from
January let, lSO(i, by eleclricity, under the following condltlona:
Oontractore most ai;re6 to furnish not lees than
sixty t,6U) lights of '^000 standard candle power
eacri.
Said llglns are to be located iit each points
within ihe cTty limits, as the common council
shall select, and either eaepended acrops the
street, or hun^ on pol^s. not to exceed 50 feet In
height 88 the couDiil may dlrecl.
They are to be
run on the Philadelphia moou echedale, and paymeats for the work will he made monthly.
Bide are to be made at so mnch per light and
bidders muet apree ti furnish additional lights, if
rei|aired, at a /to rafa charj^e.
tJaeh bkl must be accompanied with a Fiitisfactory bond in the sum of $l.fOO. thai the bidder, if succeEsfnl, will carry out the contract, and
tbe bidder to whom ihe contract sball be awarded,
will be reqaired to furnish a sat'cfactorv bond in
cheeiim of SlO.OOi), that he will well and faithfully
perform the work.
Theriebt to reject noT and all bids is reserved.
Bids must be mirked. "Hids for Lighting the
city of Port llaron," and sddre^sed to

ALVAH L WITHEREL,

City Clerk, Port Hnron, Mich.

Since the Invention of Ihe Leclanche.

Send

for Circular of the

Axo Battery.

THE JiECLANCHE BATTERY
Axo Battery Complete.

149 Wo«t isth st,

Nsw

York.

CO.,

Porous Cup Alone.

:

n^ESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

THE

September

21, iS

BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO
NE^W YORK,

33 Mercer Street,

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD RUBBER BATTERY CELLS,

manufactured under
Also
Tubing (Kiel's Patent) for electrical purposes, at reduced prices. Standard quality Sheet, Rod,
Sheet,
Tubincr, Insulator Hooks, Key Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand.

Of every description, including the celebrated
Kiel's Patents for Primary and Storage Batteries.

The

cheapest and best Cells in the market.

Rod and

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, 111.

For Sale by

HUGH MoM[I.I.AN, President.

W.

A.

JAOKSON,

FRANK E. SNCW, Secy and Treas.

Vioe-Preaident.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC TRACTION

CO.,

DETISOI'T, IvIICH.
ORGANIZED TO CONSTRUCT, EQUIP AND OPERATE

Railways By Elexotriq Moo^ors,

Str-Keit

Embracing New and Valuable Patents covering improvements which are necessary for

ECONOMICAL OPER ATION AND HIGH EFFICIENCY.
FRANK
Contains

RAE, ELECTRICAL ENGINEER.

features that will commend it to the careful attention of Street Railway Managers,
looking for reliable, easily operated and efficient apparatus for HEAVY WORK.

new

Roads
East Detroit

B.

in

Operation and

& Orosse Pointe

Highland Park Railway
Detroit City Railway, Mack
Citizens Street Railway
Adrian Electric Railway

St.

Detroit,
"

Line.

.

Mich 8
.

"

to

miles.

"

.

.ZYz
.2

"

.

.

"

.

"
"
Elkhart, Ind 7
Adrian, Mich. .3

ROINTS
A Single Motor Geared

.

in

OF=

"

Process of Construction
Decatur Electric Street Railway
Decatur, 111
3 miles.
"
Sault Ste Marie St. Railway, Sault Ste Marie, Mich. .3
"
Fort Worth City Railway Co., Fort Worth, Texas. .10
"
"
"
Fort Worth Land & St. Ry. Co.,
.15
Saginaw Union Railway Co., Saginaw, Mich
17^ "

SURERIORITY.

Both Axles, with Improved Noiseless Flexible Gear Preventing Breaking from Sudden
Strain. Motor Truck Easily and Quickly Detachable, Etc., Etc.

O^n:esx3oxi.cleaxoe S^liol'ted aaid

XSai'tlixi.ates

X'timlslied.

k
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ELECTRIC WIRE
MclNTIRE'S PATENT
MAItK
OK

Put. AliplluU (or.

TIIK IIKHT

CONNECTORS

l,%UI'. t:UI'PKIt.

I'm

fur nil (iaiii'.itn of \S ii<-, nii|ii>rlur to iind
tlii'apur tliin mililurwl Jiilnl«.

Wiru CuDUoctorn

for

'I'liniiliinln

Molom,

TERMINALS.

and

A|>|.ii<»i

r<.r

Uynamon

Ai.i.ll-'l r..r.

nn<l

aull uriy
of wlrtv

iilr., lii

^Bii|£ii

'lormlDtla fur OlllllK Cul

0»U

TonnliiiilB for Inciind.'sci'iit l,iimii«.

Adoiitollby Eluctrlc Llsbt, 'I'oloiihono nnd Tolufnipli

UnlMd

roiiiimiil"» tliroiiKlioiit

Stattmiliil CuniMlii.

Q^

K(.ptiD.tock»n(i«or.aiohy,>iin,„i,.,..ii„«,.i„cirin.u„ppiyhouiei.

Wrilci

t..r

|rrkn« nnil tin iilnn. with lull Inforniiitlim lo

MclNTIRE & CO

36 C TB wford

.,

N 6 wa f

St.,

N

,

.

J.

FRICTION CLUTCH PULLEYS i<="T''"<="^«s

pEHCR*'-,°''''"='^*ll^':TORy.

"Wu

M«y *!. IKS9. "Wci uro pMrfinlly natlgnKil with III.'
worlilriK
"'
of your clutclion, lioth In *N<«\v York and rhlrniin
KI.KO'THK.' I () Chlcai-o, 111.

WBSrKKN

Msv

20, IS89.
latlHlactorlly In

yiS.lI.EU

*Nkw

"Tlio (Match

twory

May'.al. IHH'i
hav.. Ilv.. of your Krhitlon (.'lutch l-iilluyo. Bud caouLt MOf'ak loo hlifhiy of ttii'lr work."
WIJHKH, Wolverlno, Mlih
U S.

VKNKKIl

,

I'ulliiy,

(DIam. IIW

In.)

Jann

works

April \a

i>artlciilar."

WOOD, CUAl. Jt I.UMBKHCO., BeiiUIe, W.
AcknowlodRPd tho heat factory

Htlll.lilNd,

04, 1890.

T.

la

tliiifl

bQlIdlntr In

|ilu''0 i>r

nnd

"Wcrku
on<4 vru

Ui a

)i(uJ,

<

IIaiI

iinrtii

Nvntilil

now

Ix'

wv put
ittinii<l

It

In

$*)<)'),

Imi
lout

lircukiiL;t<."

IIHICK ttTKUKA
tlm niy nf Nnw York

COTFA MVC.
If

CO..

nor in tlm UnlUiiI

Mo.

HI. .Io...|.h,

HlnVn "

h'trr-

tiiatl Woiiil.

^"I'^rraryrrr"! eclipse wind engine

QCLOIT.WIS.

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,
Ammeters and Voltmeters

of all kinds.

RY^

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.
OARPKNTIKK. HABTHANN A

VALVE-OLEINE:
MASTER

MW:T(ANIf^9. rurphJUtliiB

all

CO.,

Hti'ittii

(if (ill.

Is a prwiiict In l\w hlKhoBtnUito c.f nitrtttlim. Ih »r thn gmatnit vUcnltf . Ufafree from all aclclH anil ali-olnl«ly nun-cnrroHtvo, and without ilnuht lli<^ fln«^l anO wmi thrrrouKhly rnllahlo ('yllndur Liilirlcaot now on tli» market and will naturally iul>rlratn '2t^t in'.'J^trKH 'UN r.
mure than prndiictn of lower tVHt. IVIh not only tho l>«-iit brit tlio ini>st rrononilral lutirlcant.
Manufacture and sale controlled exclusively by RELIANCE OIL & GREASE CO.. Clevctind, Ohio.
SAMrl.l^ \l:i t i:M
AdF.NTS WANTED.
Wrlt<j for Nfiw Catalotnie. ftr

"Valve-fllrini*"

tb« Prominent Makers.

tin'ljr

I

CALL AND KXAmiNE.

675 DEGREES

KugUirrm

itid I'rartlral lltilNlT* nf
iiluiiM will l>" plKtuu-d to know tlint a Liilirlcant in ri<»w [inidu'^l of micli
Uinl an ti> mnkti It pr<i<ir iiuMUHl Ihtt Brnat hrat In ahlcti It ti
Kul)Ji-ctr>(l.aiiil Ih ttinntriiruu I'KUFKCT lubrlrut'ir wtinro productMur Itnvrr gruls And
nn> iMHtM pant iiir at onc«, loaviiiu tlm [lart^HuhJoct to woftr, or gnntlf incr«Mliistlw

K.)C(iHtly

Ak«iiDi.

/Vextrnordtniiry tiluh Urn

confliiinptliJii

Galvanomclors, Bridges and Klieoslats by

CO.. Beloit. Wis.

I
1

'

.

924 Chestnut
JOHN W. MASON, Manager.
SPECIAL A<.iB\Tm

St.,

Philadelphia.

GATE CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY
llavo a FII>I>

>i:o'v/>

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES!
Anil will

TRADE
AVI RES

tvlARK.

AND

CABIiES.

STOt'K of

make

liO^V Pi-iocs

522 DELAWARE STREET,

-

-

BERG]MiLmT

niiil

l>KOJII>T

Kliipiiit'iitH.

KANSAS CITY, MO.
<& CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INOANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIAHCES FOR THE EDISOH ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

~
B,

&

[
[

NEW YORK

CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

Correspondence

I

Street,

65

pifth

Solicited.

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.

"

.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

September

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
Of Every I>esfriptioii

at

Bottom

Prompt Shipments and

Prices.

Execution of

Intellig'ent

310 North Third

Oi-ders,

21, 18

CO,

Onr Specialties.

Street,
TRADF' MARK".

AGENTS.

ENGINEERING CO.
707 and 709 Market

POND

427 "The

St., St.

Louis.

^yxiaxxio
Second to none.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

319 Ramge

Building,

By

machinery.

Rookery," Chicago.
C'ty.

and
gum

Free from

C3rlirLd.er Oils.

or acids.

Especially adapted for

can be used continually.
Electric Plants of the West.

refiltering

TAUSSIG, Agent,

all fast

Adopted by the

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

S.

Omaha.

-

runnning
largest

CHICAGO.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
Erected Ready for Service.
BPKCIAIiTIES :-The ArmlDgton & Sims EnKine,

Steel Bollera, IreBon Link Belt, Standard Rocking and Sheffield Gratee, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pump, Korting Injector, etc.

SEKD FOR

I1A.TBSIT

CATAI^OeVEB.

Lamp

The Perkins Electric

PROF.

Co.,

ELECTRIC CURRENT COUNTER,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE BEST

PATENTBD.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
IN THE MARKET.

Life

Gold Medal Awarded at Melbonrne Exbibition, 1888-1889,
The most reliable

Electric Meter ever Invented. Guaranteed correct for small and large currente.
Bnilt for direct two-wire, three-wire, five-wire, to nine-wire, and alternating eystem, in elzes
15 np to any number of amperes.
"Every counter measures correctly for a fraction of ampeie

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
Long

ARON'S

H.

from
up to

and Absolutely No Discoloration.

Ite full

Capacity,

Adopted by StIEItlBNS Jk HAL8KE, Berlin, tiermany; EDISOX C09IPAM^', BerliD, d^ermany: DltlNlClPAl. £L£CTR1C fjIGIlTIRKM WORKIS,
Berlin, (iiermaDy. *'A:x<>lD8iTely need in Paris, Tienna, Constantinople ana
other principal European cities/'
In use by European Central Stations measuring over 60 million watts. Unquestioned superiority.
Indispensable for Central Statiun work. Amount of current consumed may be ascertained at a
glance, tbe dials being conetructed on tbe same principle as the gas Meter dials. For prices and par-

W.

G.

64

HALM,

Yice-Pres. and Western Mgr.,

FRANKLIN

ST.,

CHICAOO,

ticulars, address

ILL.

SOLE MANrFACTCKEB AJfD IMPORTER.

STORED ELECTRICITY.

BEEKMAN STREET,

21

The BOOK

for

THE TRADE.

WHIPPLE'S
Electrical

HATIOHAL

Accumulators or

DIRECTORY
ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO

ALL

MICA

AMD

STREET CAR PROPULSION.

America, with

CO.,

York.

T ELEPHONE S
For Private
the

all

New

218 'Water Street,

Ijines.

The only Mechanical Telephone which has stood

1889 Edition contains:

Full Data of

QUALITIES

EUGENE MUNSELL &

ELECTRIC HEFORTS.
The

SIZES

AND

For Electrical Parposes.

ELSCTHICAIi

Storage Batteries.

NEW YORK.

-

the Central Stations of

and held out and given eatlsfactory
service for the past eight years

teste}

officers, etc.

Full Lists of the Classified

Electrical

Trades and Kindred Interests.
Alphabetical Lists of Electrical
Workers, Manufacturers, etc.
Fall Lists of Isolated Plants.
Full Lists of Telephone Stations.
Gas Companies and Data concerning

Send

for Illustrated

Catalogue

and

Prices

Full

Central

Station

Isolated

LiEliting,

them.

LiilitiDL

Gas Companies running Electric Light
Plants.
All Electric and

Railroail

Car

Liiltini,

Long Distance

m nu nsiEM nm mnmu

Liilitini.

ui

CHICAGO OFFICE,
£02 Phenix Building.

7,

Electrical Supply Co.,

Rill.,

Elgin,

III.,

U.

8.

A.

Officers and Members of all Electric Associations.
Complete Lists of Electrical Publications.
Etc.,
Etc.,
Etc.
Etc., Etc.,
to

the Directory,

THE "ELECTRIC REPORTS"
Are published on the

44 Broadway, New

Room

Hubbard

with complete Data.

Subscription Price,

THE ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATOR COMP'Y,

£l^n Telepko and

Horse Street Kailways,

Supplementary

bisflaces

ELECTRICAL GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

ilret

of eacii month.

-

$10

-

per Year.

FRED. hT^HIPPLE,
DETROIT, MICH.

York.

"Tlic Eloftric Railwiiy," and

DETROIT OFFICE,
30 Atwater

St.,

East.

"ITIuiiieipnl

liiii'litiiij!;,"

of the times, price $1.00

according to liinding.

two

boolis

and $3.00 each,

/ ' Af^Q AHJ)/lX(lANJ)t^C

W

(U(Jf\lC

tiGK/flNa, £CecrRO--PLATING,,ANJ)

FOR EXPCRlMeNrALUsE,\AU50 MOTORS.

September

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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THE BEST or ALL
THE WHLTER

K.

FREEMHN

TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
We

We

Guarantee

Guarantee

our

12 16-C.P.

Transformers

and

Lamps
for

Dynamos

each

for

two years,
and

Mechanical

sell

our
H. P.

Apparatus

upon

Applied

its

Satisfactory
to

Dynamo.
Performance.

OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
Our Apparatus

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically.

is of

WE GUARANTEE ITS OPERATION, AND

GET THE BEST!

GET THE CHEAPEST!

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG.
GEO.
H. H.

B.

HAVDEN,

CO.,

RAU CLaAIRE, wis.
SHAW, - General Manager.

Prksident.

FITCH GILBERT, Yke-President.

TTrATrnvn

WALTER

rr

K.

wowpt/tam
FREEMAN,

wi-.i^:-:-Electrician.

R. E.
e. B.

RUST. Secretary.

PUTXAM,

Treasirer.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

WOODWARD
G. H. GALE, President.
A. PLUMMER, VICE-PRESIDENT.

S.

]

R. C.
G. H.

WEBB.

S. A.

PLUMMER.

GALE,

September

21,

1889

ELECTRICAL CO

BOAKD OF DIRECTORS.
E.

C.IBROWN.

T.

WILLIAMSON.

ANDREW

HAIR.

C. A.
C. H.

H. H.

WARREN.
THOMPSON.
HUMPHREY.

H. H.

HUMPHREY,

IP

TREASURER.
SECRETARY.

THOMAS WILLIAMSON,

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT STORAGE OiTTERY.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

In construction,

has

now been found
to many

PECULIARLY ADAPTED

to

be

uses In

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE
which other types of

batteries

and
have

DURABLE,

.A-ID^^Z=»TEE)
Central Station Lighting,
Street Oars,

Steadjring Liights,
Operating Signal Bells
Propelling Boats,

Burglar Alarms,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines,

on Oars,

and

Is,

owing

to Its design,

failed.

TO

Isolated Ldghting,
Auxiliary Oentral Station

Work,

Medical Purposes,

Running of Small Motors.

Etc.,

BATTEBT.

ISBCTION

OF BATTERX

PIiATE.

^^ Detroit Storage Battery,
C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
BEEN DULY ASSIGNED TO THIS COMPANY,
Is positively the only Secondary Battery which will not Buckle, or which will
withstand uninjured the Highest Mates of Discharge.

MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS GRANTED TO

\

THE ONLY

STJCCESSr^TJXj
IS

STOI^-A-a-B

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY

The Woodward

Electrical

St.,

Campau

Ca

FACTORY:

OFFICES:
69 Gr wold

E-A-TTEH^-S"

Building.

DETROIT. MICH.

Corner 13th and Howard Streets.

SeplcmhiT

:^

r,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1.SS9

A PRACTICAL ANDJOMMERCIAl SUCCESS.

The Thonson-Ho Biitflii Sec tric R'y Syslen,
ECONOMICAL, DURABLE, RELIABLE.
^

v^k^Hk

1

./^^Hi-:
'

'**'

^

---::^Ill__

i ^^mM
I,

-^

^^
M
^pip

.^/pieS

IHA^KHHn^^BaB^

y-

•--'

1
--

i

---

rf-

:

NEW TYPE THOMSON-HOUSTON

ELEOTKIC R4.ILWAY TRUCK.

RESULT OF ONE YEAR'S WORK.
RAILWAY CONTRACTS OF THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC RAILWAY

CO.;

Alliance Street Railivay Co., Alliance, O.
Naumkeag Street Ry,, Salem, Mass.
Atlanta & Edgewood Street Railway Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Newburyport & Amesbury Horse Ry. Co., NewburyAttleboro, JS'o. Attleboro & Wrentliani Street Railway Co.,
port, Mass.
Attlfiboro, Mass.
Newport Street Ry. Co., Newport, R. I,
Americtis Street RaiUvay Co., Americus, Ga.
Newton Street Ry, Co., Newton, Mass.
Auburn Electric Railway Co., Auburn, N. Y.
Nay-Aug Cross Town Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Banyor Street Railway Co., Bangor, Me.
Omaha & C. B. Ry. and Bridge Co., Omaha, Neb.
Belt Line Railway Co., Lynn, Mass.
Omaha Motor Ry. Co., Omaha, Neb.
Brooklyn Street Railway Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Ottawa Electric St. Ry. Co., Ottawa, IIICentral Passenger Railway, Louisville, K.y.
Ottumwa Street Ry. Co., Ottutuwa, Iowa.
Central Railway Co., Peoria, HI.
Plymouth & Kingston Ry. Co., Plymouth, Mass.
Citizens' Electric Street Railivay, Decatur, III.
Quincy St. Ry. Co., Quincy, Mass,
Colerain Avenue Railway Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Redbank <& Seabright Ry., Redbank, N. J.
Danville Street Car Co., Danville, Va.
Richmond St. Ry. Co., Richmond, Ind.
Derby Horse Railroad Co., Ansonia, Conn.
Rochester Electric Ry. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Des Moines Electric Ry. Co., Des Moines, Iowa.
Revere Street Ry. Co., Revere, Mass.
Eckington & Soldiers Home Ry. Co., Washington, D. C. Ross Park Street Ry. Co., Spokane Falls, W. T.
East Harrisburg Passenger Railway , Sarrisburg, Pa. Riverside and Suburban Ry. Co. Wichita, Kan.
Fulton Co. Street Ry. Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Scranton Passenger Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Hillside Coal Co., Scranton, Pa.
Scranton Suburban St. Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Hoosac Valley Street Ry., North Adams, Mass.
Seattle Electric Ry. & Power Co., Seattle, W. T.
Joliet Street Ry. Co., Joliet, HI.
Southington Sr PlantsviUe Ry. Co.. Southington, Conn.

Lynn & Boston Railroad

Co., (Myrtle Street Line)

Lynn, Third Ward St Ry. Co., Syracu.ie, N. Y.
Topeka Rajtid Transit Co., Topeka, Kan.

Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Nahant Line) Lynn, Mass.
Lynn <& Boston Railroad Co., (Crescent Beach Line) Lynn,
Mass.
Lynn tO Boston Railroad Co-, (Highland Line) Lynn, Mass.
McGavock & Mt. Vernon Horse Ry., Nashville, Tetin.
Metropolitan Street Ry. Co., £ansas City, Mo.

:x:'T^
Brooklyn Street Railway Co.
Des Moines Electric Railway Co.
Eckington & Soldiers' Home Railway Oo.
Julien Electric Traction Co.
Seattle Electric

Railway

& Power Co.

Toledo Electric Ry. Co., Toledo, Ohio.
University Park Ry. and Electric Co. Denrer.
Vine St. Ry., Kan.tas City, Mo.
Watervliet Turnpike & R. R. Co., Albany, N. Y.
Wheeling Ry. Co., Wheeling, W. Va.
West End St. Ry. Co., Boston, Mass.

isr
Lynn & Boston Street Railway Co.
Omaha & Council Blufifa Railway & Bridge

Co.

Revere Street Rail 'way Co.
Wheeling Railway Co.
West End Street Railway Co.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

Col.

148 Michigan Ave.,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

September

2i,

1889

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
.^,
TheShield Brand Line Wire.

P. &B. Weatherproof Line Wire.

TRADE NO

MOIS TURE P ROOF.
Trade No. 43
"
44
"
45

Double

Braid.
Braid.
Quadruple Braid.

Triple

THOROUGHLY WEATHERPROOF.
Insulation 'will not Melt in
Summer or Crack in Winter.

BRAND

S'H'I'E'L'D

P&B.

4:1.

WIRE

LINE

The different compounds
employed in this Insulation
are exellent insulators, and

AN
ENTIRELY

practically

NEW

indestructible

by

WIRE.

FIRE,

OF

ACIDS,
ALKALIES,
CASES,

VERY
SUPERIOR

OR

CONTINUED EXPOSURE

INSULATION.

In

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

Damp

LocalitieB.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS
A^^ID

QUOTATION S.

QTJOT^TIONS.
THE INSTANTANEODS

ARMATURE
PROTECTOR.
Armature
than

Protectors

New

or

OIL

FILTER.

cheaper

Re-Wound

Armatures.

171

are

ELLIS
No

Electric Light Station can afford
to be without one.

RANDOLPH STREET,

C-H-I-C-J^-O-O
FACTORIES:

Ansonia, Conn.

!
September

21,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

A REVOLUTION
Send

for Full Particulars

New

Regarding the

BRUSH ALTERNATING CURRENT
LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING SYSTEM.
Corr:ipan.ies Ca,r3.n.ot -Afford, to Bij.37" or TJs©

-A.rL37-

Otiiex,

The Brush 'toreless" Alternating Current Dynamo.
Brush Arc and Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Brush Electric Motors
and Fewer Generators, Brush Carbons, Storage Batteries, Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CHICAGO OFFICE:

225

DEARBORN

ST.

ALEX. KEMPT. Special Agt.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Eastern Oice:

PACIFIC COAST agents;

CO.,

36 Union Sqnan, N. Y.

He

Calriiia

Electric

UiW

8AN FRANCISCO.

Co.

;

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

September

21,

1889

FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIBHT COMPANY,
:F*o3:rt
Manufacturers

SLATTERY

w

sk-yuxe, Ixx<3.±a.xxa.

ol the

INDUCTION

SYSTEM

out

OP

The Most Carefully Workedand Gomplete Alternating

System of Electric Lighting ia
Existence.

IHCaKDESCEHT lightimg,

AND THE

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Ouaranteed.

OP^—

Lamps

ARC LIGHTING.

and

Converter*.

12—16 Candle Fewer

to the Mechanical

Horse

Power Ouaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK
il5

OFFICE:

BROADWAY,
Boreel BIdg.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS,

FORT WAYNE,

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

IND.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.
OFFICE, 217 Sansome St.

SAN FRANCISCO

907 Filbert Street*
G. A. WILBUR, Managrer.

'

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.
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CO
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the SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

CO.,

m
X
=

OD

CO

3

CD

ST

"''H"*"-

1

EVERY SATURDAY.

$8 per Annum.

CHICAGO, SEPTEMBER

Vol. V.

SCHAEFER ELECTRIC
Lamps from 10

iDcanilesceDt

to

I

No. 13

28, 1889.

CO.

IVIFG.

MANI'PACTfHKKH OC ASt>

BOX 3068, BOSTON, MASS.

P. 0.

Electric Co.

1

100 Candlc-Power.

COMPI.KTB INHTAIiIiATION OF INCANDP.WCRNT

O cents per Copy

PliAITni.

FACTORY AT CAMBRIDGEPORT.

EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL
roK
FAUK

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

*^n

K!«l>

111

Estimates Furnished on Application.

I)KA1,KI(H IN

<;atai.o«vi K,

BOSTON, MASS.

Arch Street,

NEW YORK
BELTING AND PACKING
CHEEVER,
JOHN
PARK ROW,
H.

Treas., 15

CO.

N. Y.

01d<>et nn'l I.arccnt .Mrtnuf&ctarers In the L'nllKtl HtaU-fi of

VULCANIZED RUBBER FABRICS
For Sferhantral Fnrponi'N.

ELECTRIC LICHT WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER BELTINU,

UM

i HD2E

Standard Underground Cable Co.. Mf'rs,
Wllti

General

Offices,

708 PENN AVE.,

RRANfH
DnHNUn nFPirF(\UrriUCO.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

^o*^' ^^ Cortlandt St., O. I« 'Wiley.MVr.
Ohloago,139E.M«dlK>nSt.,F.E.Deeonh»rdt,M'g>.
""'"'

J
^

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledged Standard
Insulation.
It3 merits proved
quarter of a century. Adapted to
Ovctrle Light ind Power.
Telegraph and Telephone.

and all other
Brancheiol Signaling.

Rallwair

E.

B.

electrical purposes,

Subterranean Ute,
Fn^n^aii Ufifoi Submarine Uie
'^ "'"'*<"' "ire*.
concealed Wiring In

I ami
"'"'

McGLEES, General Manager,

I6 Dey St,

We.'stepii KIc'ftrlo Co.. Cliioaeo. 111., Sole Agents

all Locallont.

NEW YORK.

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back
Noiseless

1*33.e .A-mlcx-t^ia.

Ijo olg. Sofety

THE ASHTON VALVES

TT'Jtl-P'o ,

,'i«-»,»^"««p"-"o-'"'«i=«,h,mo.cp*rt.rtp«rtMt e^cnrltT ualoat holl»r eiploitea.
wheUier Slcambou, Locomolive or AUUonuj.
<31to

THEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES

l^^'^S^v^tlL'^SX
DOW

Simple in construction, Antomatlc
everepeed the engine or pump

AsMonYalTeCo.

for the West.

van on

MATS. MAniHC AND STAIR TREADS.

FFTV

Sizes

Vt

'*urr»co

Bo&ton. Philadelphia, Cleveland, Detroit. Chicaoo. Cincinnati, it. Louie. MlnneapoUe,
San Francisco.

TlTlfTTl
A
"V
A T.A'Pft
XnrjXIV ft
i5ArXiJLX
r AJUI IjJS

Aerial Use,

All

'^^^^^^^?Si*r^'- -^
BRANCHES:

for durable and high
by a record of over
all

Smooth MpUIIIc Rabb«*r

Dl-immud ami nwlft runiilfig iiiaclilnea.
^^^^^^^^
hJjj^^^^^l^^En^^^^^ VULCANITE EMERY WHEELS. RUBBER

la action. Perfectly ControtllDK the
is

la tee market.
Preseare of the bo»e at wkfll*

working,

271Fraii](liDSt, Boston.

'

''"/)?.^1'ks ::?l.','^*r,fv,^'i'KSt'\%«.

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER G0MPAir7,
Sola Manufacturers of

mn luTwE

CO.,

COWLES' PATCNTCO

and Weather ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE.

Proof

Fire -Proof

PUSH-BDTTON

B

B

C

A

mmb>m"«'«-'

}^M^i^iMo^^^i^i^/^-

CUT SHOWING STVLE or IKSVLATtOH.
.1.— Copper Wire
B. .?.— Two Braids, uturaled with Fire-Proof luulatlon.
•aturated wiih a S/ac*. WRATHBR-pKooFCompoiiiion.
Approved by New York Board of Fire Unocrwriien. Sanities foraUtied opoa appKcabcn.
trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every descHptioa.

C—

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

^

AN"D

WAREROOMS95 CHAMBERS STREET,

I

Daniel \V. Makmon, Presidcni.
ADDISON H. iN'ORDVKE, Vice-President.

NEW

YORK.

^
Pqm

FACTORIES:
'^ ""'' ^' ^'"^ ^*" "'* ''"^
ANSOmiA.CONN.
'133 and 135 Wabath Ave.. Chicago,

\

I

Charles D. Jenney,

BRAISARP RORISOS. Sc-rvLirv.
HOLLOWFXL, 1 rraiurW.

Electrician.

.AMI'S K.

JENNEY ELECTRIC COMPANY,
9
Sole

-M.j.'w -a-^-y

and Inventions of Charles D. Jenney (known as
the Jenney System), and Sole Owners and Manufacturers of his

Owners

of all the Patents

IMPROVED DYNAMO,!
Lamp
imp and

Electric Motor.

>

JBNSEV srSTEM LEAD:^.

deslrsblo restarts of Arc sn.i IncandMcent Uuhtloc the
Simple, dorable. economical, et^adr, hnl:ieDt aod peDetr^Uni;.
In theee essentlale It cb&llengt's coinpftrl»>u.
In

all

Estimates Promptly Furnithed for Erecting Electric Lighting Plantt for
Companies or Individuals. Prices Furnished for the Jenney Arc
or Incandescent Systems, or for tmth comtiined.

Cities,

Tbe Jenney Incandescent Dynkmoe »r* S«U-R«^attng. and permit the tarnJnc oo and f>ff
tone or all oftlie lamps •twill Tills Company clTee special utentloa to Inralsliini Bllla,
Shops, Factortcs, etc., with INDIS'IDl"ALPL.\>TS.
Send for Pamphlet Illustrating and Describing the System

OFFICE

AND WORKS:

Comer Kentucky Avenue and Morris

Street,

-

-

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

September

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
Electric
liigliting

Apparatus.

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
115 Broadvray, New York, N. Y.
315 W. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
116 Gravier St., New Oelbans, La.
503 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.
319 N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.
234 Montgomery St., San Feancisco, Cal.

28,

1889

CO.,

Electric Railiiray

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

No better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus
can be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps
operated by Gas Companies in this country, over 11,000, or
52 per cent., are Thomson-Houston. The dynamo is entirely
automatic in its regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in operation.
The lamps burn steadily
and uniformly, and hold their adjustment better than any
other lamps on the market.
Arc Dynamo.

Our direct current incandescent dynamo

is

rapidly gain-

ing favor with practical electric lighting men, as
features of excellence are recognized.
its

regulation

to be thrown

is

Like the arc

automatic, permitting any number of lamps

on or

off without in the least affecting the

Our incandescent lamps have an un-

others in service.

equaled record for long

Direct Carrent Iiic-andescent

many
dynamo

its

life.

Dynamo.

The problem of long distance incandescent lighting

is

by the alternating current dynamo, and to
meet the demand for a machine of this character we have
practically solved

constructed what

is

unquestionably the most perfect alterna-

tor offered the public to-day, embracing as

features that combine to

it

make a perfect dynamo

does, all the

—automatic

regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

ency, and

Alternating; Cnrreiit

economy of

effici-

operation.

Dynamo,

The employment of electric motors for driving small mais becoming so common, and its advantages so well
known, that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction.
chinery

In the construction of our motors

we feel that we have reached

a point where their superiority cannot but be admitted.

LIGHTNING ABBESTER. —All

of our installations are

protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which

we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every instance.
Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus injured by
13o(oi*.

ning where these arresters

fail

to operate.

The
light-

September

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

2S, iJ

CHAS.D.JENNEY&CO., QUEEN

CITY ELECTRIC

CO.,

-manuka(;ti;i<kuh ok-

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
TWO

FIRST PRIZE GOLD MEDALS 1888.
MOST EFFICIENT.

DVNAMO
26 to 500

MOST EFFICIENT.

M OTOR
1-8 to

50

LIGHTS'

CAPACITY.

Horse

Power.

EVKB
-Axr>—

Fllty H. P. conHtnnt Potential notor.

ECONOMICAL.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
-^i* mE-

ISOLATED PLANTS and CENTRAL STATIONS FULLY ERECTED.

Motors for Running
ELEVATORS,

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY

READY.

We give

For both Arc and IncandeBcent Circuits, from 1-2 to 100 and
H. P. All of our Motors have 8elf-0Uing Boxes.

FANS, PUMPS AND

GENERAL MACHINERY.

an Absolute Guarantee regarding Materials, Workmanship

Efficiency.

OFFICE,

FACTORY

AJ«D

SALKSKOOM.

C>F£*XC7X::

224

S.

ILLINOIS ST.,

-

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 58&60Longwortli St., CINCINNATI, 0.

TF^]

lilA-iBBiCDm-PEBCllA

OOMPANY.
YORK.

INSULATING COMPANT,

NEW

MANUFACTOREKS OF

Vulcanized India-Rubber Cables

ELECTRIC

to

any Specification up to 8,000 Megohms per
mile.

Office:

VICTOR SCHALLER. Trcas.

42 Eichaoge Place.

Factory:

P.

CLAUS.

162 and 164 W.

Supl.

27tli St.

;

MAKIXE CORKS,

any

to

Millage or Specification, up to 9,000 Jlegohms per
knot.

MARINE

CONCENTRIC CABLES

of any Millage, both circuits, 9,000
knot.

I«A"\'Y

Presl.

Flexible Cords, Silk, Hemp or Cotton.
Dynamo "Wires and Cables very pliable
Every Variety o£ Incandescent Cores.

HIGH OR LOW VOLTAGE.

2-CIRCliIT

SCHUMACHER.

Absolutely Pure Rubber Cables.
Concentric Cables, any Millage.

LICHT,

!>iTRAIVDKD

C.

Megohms

per

ELECTRIC LIGHT

l*ORTABLES, Silk, Cotton & Hemp.

BELiLi 'WIRE, Rubber Cov'd

tor

DYNAMO ELECTRIC

Marine Work.

INSTALLATIONS.

PHABI-E CABLES FOR SEARCH

MACHINE.

•

-

LIOHTS.
Three and Two-Wire Cables,

UNDER WATER

cation,

up

to 8,000

Megohms

to

any

Specifi-

per knot.

Cables of Gentiine Hooper Core, of High
Insulation and Long Life, all Mlllages,

—AND-

UNDERGROUND.

made Concentric

after a

New Method,

if

required.

Our Dynamo is cast in one piece, and combines indestructible solidity with the greatest simplicity of design and
compactness; the highest efficiency with a total absence of
the many objectionable features of the machines heretofore
in use. No outside magnetism. Current generated without
CITY, U. S. A.
sparking, therefore steady light and small wear of biusbes

All thoaUove Cables and Cores liave been extensively used in Tbeaters.l'nblic Uulldlnss.
Hotels, Breweries. MJues, Cbemical Works, Steamers and \acbts.

OFFICES:

!59

FRONT

ST.,

W. M. HABIRSHAW,

NEW YORK
F. C. 8.

Cen. Manager.

and commutator.
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TTHE IVATIOI^AIj c^^^r^bo:^
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1889

CO

CleTT-elanca., OJcilo.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS ahd BATTERY MATERIAL.

THE HAWKEYE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING

CO.,

CELEBRATED THONE SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT AUTOMATIC APPARATUS.
Electric Motors, Generators for Meclanical Motor

Automatic

Circuits.

Dynamos

for Lightini Plants.

Oontrctotors for CORRESPONDENCE
Ooixi.p>loto ESlootrio X=*l^,zi.ts.
SOLICITED.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENeiNEERINB

JARVIS

61

CO.,
OLIVER STREET,

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coal and Coke

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING &M'PG CO.
KOOMS, 200 and 202

;

-.-j^f-^-^

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST. IjOTJIS.
UNIFORM IN QUALITY, LONG LIFE AND GOOD LIGHT

Dynamo

Belts Carried

MOiMrO

<^°'*l-l^^

Nullitu

Stock.

in

°" ""^" SPEED WITH BOILER!

For Driving Dynamos.
MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

Complete Steam Plants Furnished and Erected,

INGLISH, MORSE &

221-1223 Union Ave.

CO.

KANSAS

BALL DYNAMOS

MO.

CITY,

S.

TDRNER.

J.

This system is mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a steady
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required

LESTER WOODBRIDGE.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER,

Electrical Engineers

and the cost of repairs.
For descriptive circulars or

lor Electric Light

74

J.

B.

119-121

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.

and Power.

Designs and Bstimates Submitted.
Oortla.x3.c3.t iS'tx'ee't, INTe-^^
YOUNG,

testimonials, address

STOCKWELL, Western Agent,

and Contractors. ED.

C09IFCETE EQVIPaiENT OF EI^ECTRIC RAIIiWATS.
Steam Plants

LAMPS

FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

SEND FOR SPECIAL CIRCULARS.
WM.

!iL»

La

Salle Street,

"Voirls..
8. K. JAMISON, Vice-President.

President and Treas.

SOLAR CARBON ^ MFC. COMPANY,
69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Process Patented.
CARBONS made from Natural Gas.
BATTERY CARBONS OF All SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTY.

Office, No.

Well Selected and Good

fj
Western

Office, 1

75 Randolph

Special Discounts on Large Orders.

Street, Chicago.

THE Knapp E lectrical
3VC A.r(rTTX>.A.ca?TTXi.x:xiis

Magneto

Bells, Annunciators,

V\/ orks .

ox*

Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries, Push Buttons, Etc.

X3XI.A.XjX:X1.S

xsj

STTSRirTXXING- EI^ECTRICjflLZ..
.A O-ZHXr^FlS

X^C^IEI.

^TD^K

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A Full Line of their Celebrated Wires, Cables and Tapes

Buy your Goods

of the

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

-

-

-

CHICAGO.

.

I

September
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SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND MOTOR COMPANY,
Electric

Mining and Railway Apparatus.

Motors and Dynamos of Spocial Typos and Designs for tho Oporatinf; of Stroot Cars, and all Kinds
of Mining Machinery, :such as CRUSHERS, CONCENTRATORS, HOISTS, TRAMS, PUMPS, Etc.
Full Information onllApplication.

Address

16 and 18 Broaci

SCHENECTADY,

N.

St.,

NEW

YORK.

Y..

MANnFACTUBKRS OF

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords
JAMES

F.

for Telephone, Telegraph

KELLY, General Sales Agent, 19 Dey

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC
A. H.

^nd^ Gables

CO.

New

Street,

York.

ELECTRIC HEAT RECULATOR

ZENNER, Manager.

Saves Coal,

CONTRACTORS AND JOBBERS.

Saves Doctor's

Bills,

Saves Labor;

Automatic, Simple and Diirubic; iiuurca uniform tcmperalore
throughout the house; no heater complete without It; lan lie
applied to any kind of heating apparatus. Try one, and be con-

GENERAL ELECTRICAL CONSTRDCTION AND SDPPLIES.
1521 FARNAM ST., OMAHA, NEB.

vinced.
If

Storage Ilalteries, Standard Underground Cable Co.'s Wires, Celebrated
Waring Cables and ConduU?. Paiste Switches. Stoddard ('ut-Outs, Thomson- Houston
Motors ami Dyniimos. Sawyer-Man Lamps and Specialties. Combination Fixtures
and Electroliers, (ilenson & IJilley Mfg. Co.'a Supplies. Wing's Disc i''ans nod Exhausts. Electric Lighting and Supplies, Electric Uouse Furnishings, li^ll Hangers,
Sundrlef Complete Steam Plants.

Dot iold In your U)Vtn

writ/'

qb for \i\ii-triUn\ rlrriilnr snd [irlcM.

PiiniiK'lly

CONSOLIDATED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING

CO.,

,

V.f. ANNKTT.

Electric

S. F.

I'reftt.

HutuI rmd IIuuhi-

FKXTON,

Vlcc-Prest. and TreftB.

CHAS. 8IDWET SinTH. Seo^

AiinuiiL-laiurti.

Cleverly Eleclrical works
loi&Chestnut
flhlll MSlfD^
St. Philadelphia

Gas Lighting.

The United

Firo tud Burglar Alarms.

Electric Go.

^l6CtrlCa» OH'A'Cleverly Manager

Klectro-Mcdical Apparatus,

Electrical Apparatus and Supplies,

KleclrlcLtghtliig.

Telopraph Inslrumcnls.

WlPO

SftLT LAKE CITY,

niid n»tU'rica.

•

UTAH.

^

Philadelphia Department*^

BAXTER ELECTRIC HFC &M0TOR CO.

ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES TO CONTRACT.

PARTRICK L CARTER'S

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO

WOOD BOX

BELLS,

ASH AND WALNUT BOXES.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
STREET OR TRUNK LINES.
ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

Central Stations for

Power

Distribution.
SB.VZ)

And

STATIONARY MOTORS.

if in

FRiNKLIN

FOR

1889

CATALOgVE.

theTrade. inrlose BnNioesM <'ard for
S.

CHAS. M. WILEISS

C.VRTKR.

— TRIDINO

STORAGE RATTERIES, FjvnmicK:
M:iiiiir;tct(iror>

or

ttnil

B.

IH«.<-«nnf».

WARD

WILKINS.

AS

&:

Carter,

Ilenlfr^ in K^.-ry

Ilc-rri|>linn of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
Executive Offices:

115 BROADWAY.

NEW

YORK.

^>l,. Pr..|>ri.-tor^ ,.f

114

Factory:

JERSEY CITY,

N. J.

I

Ik- I'.u,-iii

SOUrH SECOND STREET,

N

-

II.-

\

Timi

ii.

i..i..r.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine

P.

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

FT IS U JE QUAJ.ED

FOB ECONOMY OF

MOTION,

CO.,

MILWAOKEE,

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cetton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

USE.

rite tor

CHICAGO BRANCH,

our Catalogrnes

41

el

43 SOUTH JEFFERSON

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO. EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC
INCANDESCENT

WIS,

ManafactQrers of and Dealere In

BEaTJLABITY OP

STJEI.,

AND DTJSABIXrrY IN

&

ALUS

RELIANCE WORKS.
Is

18S9

SOLE BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

of

2S,

ST,

CO.

MOTORS

UMPS

FOE

FOB

Arc

%

Incandescent Circuits

IVOUND FOB AS~r CURKENT.

ARC-LIGHT CIRCUITS.

PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

SIMPLE. RELIABLE. DURABLE.
The only

safe socket for series lamps,

Highly

Send

620

F. VT.

for Illustrated Catalogue.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

COMPOIIlUn
VfVfvnrKMMniJ,
16 Siiea, 5 to BOO H. P.

HORNE, Manager

WESTERN AND SOUTHERN STATES.
1

CHICAGO OFFICE. 80 Adams

Street,

GEORGE CUTTER,

EAST ADAMS STREET,

1

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES,
YORK,
17 Cortlandt Street,
1 wa=w„~>,„„™
BOSTON,
Hathaway Building,
!^Sf™5'S^^'
Church, Kerr
PITTSBURGH,
WestinghouseBuilffing, f
* ^°CHICAGO,
156, 158Lake Street,
J
PHILADELPHIA, 608 Chestnut St., M. R. Muckl6, Jr. & Co.

ifTi

CONDENSING OR

NEW

NON-CONDENSING.

Hot yet equaled ly any form of Engine

for

AH

OR

DENVER,

I

6 Sizes

AUTOIIATIO EHGIHE CHEAPEE

Well Built,

Economical,

302, 304 Washington Ave.
Fairbanks
812 Union Avenue.
&Co.
1330 Seventeenth Street, (
1619 Capitol Avenue, F. C. Aver.
OMAHA,
PINE BLUFFS, Ark.
Geo.M. DiUey & Sons.
SALT LAKE CITY, 259 S. Main St.
Utah & Montana
BUTTE. MONT.
E. Granite St.
Machinery Co.
f
SAN FRANCISCO, 21 and 23 Fremont St., Parke & Lacy Co.
PORTLAND, OR. 33, 35N. Front St., Parke Lacy Mch. Co.
CHARLOTTE, N.C. 36 CoUege St., [1™..,,
.
m.,„_nmno
Co.
The D. A.
Tompkins
ATLANTA, gA.
45 S. Prior St.
DALLAS, TEX.
Keating Imp.
Mch. Co.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
James
C. E.
& Co.

ST. LOUIS,
KANSAS CITY,

13 Sizes in Stock.
5 to 250 H. P.

3,000 in use in all parts of the Civilized World.

JUNI

CHICAGO.

-

-

Agsnl

HIGH FUEL DUTY AND SIMPLICITY.

STANDARD.

and Economical.

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

and the only

socket having insulating material for the outside
parts.

Efficient

Reliable.

Stock, 5 to 50 H.
TEAH A SLIDE 7ALVB.

in

Over 300

P.

&

sold the first year,

All the above bnilt strictly to G-angowith Interchangeable Parts.
Repairs Gamed in Stock. Send for Illastrated Oatalognes.

PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.A.
W.

D.

SARGENT,

&

JNO. A. BARRETT, V.PreS. and Cons. Elec.

Pres.

E H. CUTLER, Treas. and Mgr.

FRANK

THE ELEKTRON MFG.
Cor, Jay

and Plymoutli

Sts.,

A.

PERRET,

Elec.

CO.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

MABUFACTURERS OF THB

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS and DYNAMOS
Automatically Regulated, Unexcelled in Simplicity

and Durability.
THE ONLY MACHINES HAVING

Laminated

Fie d iMasnets of

So

lest

Ciiarcoai

Iron^^MiM

BY MEANS OF WHICH
Higtier Efficiency,

Closer Regulation and

ARE OBTAINED THAN

IS

Slower Speed

POSSIBLE OTHERWISE.

Careful Investigation Invited.

Ele

L Pu/fposes

Fo/r
TUBING ALL A

Pure Sheet Tfubber
.

Sarriples and
flddi-e^^

JHE

prices

Etc.

&

upon application,

B.r.G00DRICH Co.
AKRON rubbeh

works

AKRON, OHIO.

n
\

^^PECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS TO ORDER

—:^&- Sf/VD

FOR

Qr/t L O G U E.

^
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EDISON SYSTEM.
BEST IN EVERY WAY.
MOST ECONOMICAL.
CHEAPEST.

SAFEST.
SIMPLEST.

MOST RELIABLE.
MOST UNIVERSAL
IN ITS APPLICATIONS.

Models of Eagineering

Skill.

Handsome Investments.
Perfect satisfaction to consumers.

CENTRAL

STATIONS

Power sold in any amount cheaper than steam power.
Current for Storage Batteries, Electro-plating, Etc.
Current to replace all Chemical Batteries.
Current for operating Electric Railways.
Absolute safety to life.
Hundreds of Stations in towns from 2,000 population to largest cities.
Perfect, Simple and Cheap Meters for sale of light or current for any use.
Only perfect underground system.
Underground Systems in use since 1882, and perfectly reliable.
Fundamental Patents absolutely controlling— now in courts.

—

J

ISOLATES
PLANTS.

WIRING
OF

BUILDINGS
AND

—

feet.

Perfect satisfaction guaranteed.
Large saving guaranteed over any gas or any other electric system.
Dynamos perfectly automatic.
Lamps perfectly uniform.
All devices incombustible.

Have your building wired while in process of construction.
Have it wired by a thoroughly responsible concern.
Have it wired by a concern you are likely to buy a plant from
Have it wired by company owning fundamental patents.
Have it wired by company having longest experience.
Have it wired with porcelain wiring devices.
Have it wired under rigorous specifications.

A

BESIMNE

—

16 candles each per horse power.
2 lamps
Guaranteed average life 600 hours.
With Coal at $3 per ton, light as cheap as by gas at 60 cents per tliousand
Over 1,000 Isolated Plants in use.
No one having power can afford to use any other light.
Absolute safety from fire.

building

is

in

future.

better not wired than wired poorly.

Poor wiring will cause you trouble and expense
ous from fire.

forever,

and

is

extremely danger-

The Edison Company guarantees everything it makes, everything it does and everything
Address
it says, and is absolutely responsible.

UNITED EDISON MFG.
LEONARD & IZARD COMPANY.

CO,,

65

5t!i Ave., N,

Gen'l Agents Central States,

Y. City.

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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MOTOR
& C." ELECTHZC
NEW YORK.
GREENWICH

28,

1889

CO.,

STREET,

402-4

EFFICIENT
ELECTRIC

MOTORS.
Manufactured for Arc and Incandescent Circuits.

kitk^

^

AUTOMATICALLY
REGULATED.

i^d ^s^ffi_,-jjr==^^—

1

^^'^'^"i^BB^BigM^e^^-^

NEW ENGLAND OFFICE:

32

Oliver Street, Boston.

WESTERN OFFICE:

Phenix Building, Chicago.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE: 301 Arch St.
SOUTHERN OFFICE: 25 Carondelet

JOHN STEPHENSON

Street,

New

Orleans.

CO.,

]_iis^ite:id.

ZTE-w iroxtK.

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

#..-^

THE ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT
For Passenger Trains,
Freiglit Trains,

Steamboats, and
Burglar Alarms.
No more accidents from breaking in two of trains. In use on the
MICHIGAN CENTRAL and ROCK ISLAND, and other leading roads being
rapidly equipped.

S^

<?

PARRISH BROS.

#

&

PECK ELECTRICAL

CHICAGO OFFICE, Booms 324 & 325

CO.,

Phoenix Building.

THE HEISLER PATENT LONC DISTANCE
INCANDESCEIIT ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.
UNEOUALED FOR DISTRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.
Specially adapted for Street, Commercial, and Domestic Illumination from Central Stations. Plant may be located where Power
can be secured Cheapest, even if miles distant from the Lighting.
Safety, Reliability, and Financial Success fully demonstrated.
Plan of Wiring the Simplest, Cheapest, and most Bflacient. Strictly
Series. Noted for the Brilliancy and Beauty of the Liight. Lamps,
10 to 100 Candle-Power; Long Life without Blackening. Greatest
Production of Candle Power per Horse Power. Dynamo SelfContained and Perfectly Automatic.
HF.IVI>

FOIt CIKCCL.AII.

COBBKtilPONUBNCJe: SOIiICITJBD.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
809-817 South 7th

Street,

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

Helsler

Long Distance

INCANDESCENT

iiiGUTime).

Scptrmhcr

2S,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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C-E-N-T:R-AL
We

are Headquarters for

ARC LIGHT SUPPLIES:
Candee Weatherproof Wire.
Underwriters' Wire.
Bare Copper Wire.
Galvanized Iron Wire.

\

Cross Arms.
Pins and Brackets.
Insulators, Lag Screws.
Corner Pins, Break Arms.

^^^—

^-^—

/

^

Cv"

E-L-E-C-TRl-C
Cleveland Arc Switches.
Chatterton s Compound.

Hard and

Soft

Rubber Tubing.

Okonite and Manson Tape.

INCANDESCENT LIGHT SUPPLIES
Okonite Wire.

Silk

Cleveland Incandescent Switches.

Wood

Cleats.

and Cotton Lamp Cord.
Shade Holders.
Stoddard Cut Outs.

c-o-m-Fa-mt.
SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

42 LA SALLE

ST.,

CHICAGO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

SEND FOR ESTIMATES.

[

JOS. B. noORB, PreRldent.
W9I. H.

28,

1889

Correspondence Solicited.

FISHEK, Secretary.
WrXiiHUASM, Trrasnrer.

e}RO. E.
1

September

ROMMEBCIAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.
COMPLETE ELECTRIC
LIGHT PLANTS.
ARC AND INCANDESCENT
LIGHTING.

o

We

are prepared to build and compUtely eq'iip Cties, Towns, Buildings, etc., with
years' experience io engineering, building and operating Electric Light Plant?,
Electric Light Plants, furnishing "High or Low Tension" Arc System, Al ernating or Direct Current Incaode cent Systems, adapted to service required.

Nine

fWY G*1>
We

^*yAft

#)rifl

Capital has been invested ia Electric L'ght Plants.^constrjaded unde^tbe supervision of ihe manag m?nt of this Company (Messrs Fisher anl Fitzgerald).

)

OIVEjrSA,^_OPPORTlTK;iTY OF
FIGURIlllfG IVITH YOr.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

are autliorizecl ReprencntatiTee and Contractora for the follo'wing

Uaonfactnrers and Apparatus:
"SLATTERY" INDUCTION' STSTEM INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
THE NEW IMPROVED "WOOD ARC LIGHT BYSTEM (Eormerly "American" Arc)
(Above owned and manufactured by Ft. Wayne Electric Co.)
C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTORS.
STAR IRON TOWERS AND MA^T ARMS.
SAWYER MAN INCANDESCENT LAMPS. OKONTTE WIRES AND CABLES.

1

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES AND SUPPLIES.
58-57 GRATIOT AYE,

DETROIT, MICH.

ALFRED
F. MOORE'S ELECTRICAL WIRE.
LADELPHIA, PA.
FACTORIES:
PHI

NEW HAVEN CLOCK
Electric

Established 1820.

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT.

CO.'S

Messenger and Signal Boxes, Telegraph Instruments and Annunciators.

WARNEB'S BliSCTBIC

TIBIB SYSTBIH

AND

EErECTBICAIi TBSTIKe OAUeBS.

I.W.Goll)urn& Go.'s Arc and Incandescent Electric Linht Dynamos and Lamps.
FAOTORI ES: I^ITOIIBTJK a, IVC^SS,
Electrical Material direct from the First and Beat Manufacturers at Factory Pricei and of Superior Quality Only, the Result of
the Be3t Machinery, and Slsilled Workmen. Send for Pocket Price List and Catalogues of Erery Description of Electrical Supplies.

Combining a Pull Supply of

C. A.

—

HARMOUNT, western

agent,

315 to 321

Wabash

X'z'oxtixztt )p]3.1x>z>a.exi.t a^t JS'a.oto'r-y
J. F.

PORTER,

Pres.

&

Ave.,

Long Experience,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

X'rloes.

Genl. Manager.

RUEBEL,

E.

Superintendent.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,
LOCUST STREET,
919

ST. LOUIS,

BRANCH:

MO.

NASHVILLE, TENN.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS.
For any system of Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc

Ijight Plants, Street Railway Plants, Electric Power
Plants, Electric Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Train Lighting Plants, Pole Line Construction.
JuU line of supplies
carried at all times for plants described aboye. Plans and speciflcations for all kinds of Electrical Construction.

A

WHEN YOU BUY
m

Prom

^^Bl

.

EDWARDS.

E.

MOTOR

A

EDWARDS

AK Y Manufacturer or Dealer,

State that

you

WANT

WITH

IT

SUPPLIED

LDNGEN.

A.

& CD.,

Manufacturlnir

the

-y^'

Whittingham

V
!>

Patent Electric Bells.
Automatic Burglar Alarms.

Door Openers.
Electric Annunciators.

Automatic

Thermostats-

Gas Lighting Apparatus, etc.

and Factory, 4th Ave. and 144th

Office

NEW

Switch.
"'ij.

m

Send

Switch Co.,

ROYAL ELECTRIC
manufactubehb ov

&7

1>ET BT.

H

Simple, Strong, Compact, and Poeltive

iratiun.

stand hard usage. Heavy pressure
to the door does not interfere with, its
working.
IN as been thorouglily tested and is giving
ill

I

1

BALTIMORE, MD.

I

II

u

No. 8 Kejser Building,

BRANCH, 5

Patent Electric Door Opener.
1'

Automatic

1872.

reBpectfully call attention to our

\

'

for Catalogue.

LISHKD

rVI

I

[^

St.,

YORK.

1

i6.

;t

it

iction.

i-wtlmatee and prices promptly furnished.

CO.,

PEORIA,
ILLINOIS,

ELECTRIC LIGHTING^ POWER MACHINERY

September

2S,
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VESilNimiSI ElEITtlC

CO,

PITTSBURGH, PA.
BY ALTERNATING CURRENTS,

DISTRIBUTION
210

Central Station Plants, with an aggregate capacity ot

lamps sold

to

August

360,600

sixteen candle

power

15, 1889.

THE UNITED STATES

ELECTRIC LIGHTING
(lieased

and Operated by the Westinghouse Electric

CO.,

Co.)

SALES DEPARTMENT: 120 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK.

COMPLETE ISOLATED PLANTS, ARC OR INCANDESCENT,
Unsurpassed

for Desig-n, Construction

and

Efficiency.

SAWYER-MAN ELECTRIC
(Leased and Operated by the Westinghouse Electric

CO.,

Co.)

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS AND SUPPLIES
FOR BLEGTRIG LIGHTING.
CORRESPONDENCE WITH DEALERS

INVITED.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Proposals^Wanted!
Forlliigiitiiig tlie

Huron,

WIRI-

iflichigaii.

NEW YORK ISOLATED WIRE
Sealed proposals will be received up to 4

•

r. m.,
1

of Monday, September SOfh, 1SS9, for lighting the
city of Port Huron, Mich., for ihree years from
January Ist, 1890, by eleOricity, under the follow-

W.

1

B.

DOWSE,

aL,^ree tn f iirniBh not less than
llsbta of 'S,00n standard candle power
Said lf;:ht6 are to be located at such points
within the city liuiits, as the common council
shall select, and either enspended aerobe the
street, or hung on pol^s, not to exceed 50 feet in
They are to be
height fiB the cnunril may direct.

sixty
each.

Gen'l Supt.

ALVAH L WITHEREL,
City Clerk, Port Huron, Mich.

INDICATOR.

Broadwat.

E.GALLAHER,Secy.
W. GODFREY, Gen'l Mgr.

J.

COLUMBIA COLLEGE
SEALED PROPOSALS
For famishing and putting

and POLARITY

R.

(fill)

run on the Philadelphia moon schedule, and payments for the work will he made monthly.
Bids are to be made at go much per light end
bidders must agree tn furnish additional lights, if
required, at & pro nita charge.
Each bid must be accompanied with a Fatiafactory bond in the sum of %\.t.m, that the bidder, if succef sful, will carry out the contract, and
the bidder %zt whom the contract shall be awarded,
will he required to famish a sattpfactorv bood in
the sum of SIO.OOO, that he will well and faithfully
perform the work.
The riebt to reject any and all bids is reserved.
Bids must be marked, "Bids for lighting the
city of Port Haron," and addressed to

AMMETER

CO,

649 & 651

Central St., Boston, Mass.

ing coDdHions:
OontrEctore must

BCHOOIi OF MINES.

in

A COURSE

The Toledo Electric Company,
Arc and Incandescent Lights and Motors
43!

and

484 St. Clslr St.,

IN

Toledo, O., Sept.

An

Haa been

CITY OF BUTTE, MONTANA,
Will be receired by the clerk of said city
The
until 8 o'clock p. m., Oct. 2d, 1889.
City Council reserves the right to reject

any and

all

proposals.

S.

establisheiJ, open to graduates of ttie
School of Mines, and of other institatlODS of like
grade and standing. The full course ffill occupy
two years. There is a partial course that can be
completed in one yf ar.
For circulars apply to Registrar School of Mines,
49th St. and Madison Ave., New Yorii City.

HEWRX

W. GKAVES,

DBISI^EB,

JL.L. D.,

Acting: President.

Clerk of the City of Butte, Montana.

Sioux City CorlisssoEngine.
to soo xz.

17, 1S89.

Electrical Engineering

System

Electric Fire Alarm
FOK THE

1889

FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

and Reliable.

City of Port

28,

LOCKWOOD

BRAIDED WIRE.

B. D.

THE POPULAR
.

September

WANTED.

Lockwood Instrument

Co.,

Detroit, Mich.;
Gentlemen: — Tour favor of the 9th ie at band
and contents noted, andlehoild have answered
had I not been overrun with work. In
regard to the Ammeter and Polarity Indicator I
can only say that I wish I had it on every machine
in the station, as it eatirely does away with all
before

down," and the
consequent poor llghl and burned carbon holdera.
possibility of circuits "upside

Sincerely joure,

SecoM-IanJ Etetric

LiM

N.C.STEVENS.

.

Sec. and Gen. Manager.

BUILT BY THE

SIOUX

CIT^V

ENGINE

WORKS

Of

ANY KIND.

Will

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OP TJ. S.
ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

Sioux City, Iowa-

BOI LERS

56

— AND—
Steam Power

Outlits
for Lifflitiiig Statiuns

LoDgworth

GEN'L

WESTERN

CIIAKLES

Cbemical

i

FREE.

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC

KINTNER,

and

Electrical

and

Experts

Electrical

Engineers,

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

CIECtlLAKS

1

J.

PAGET <£ KINTNER^

.^^Stttte BusinesH.

AGTSliilSiliM^i

1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

lEONARD PAGET.

A SPECIALTY.
ENGINE WORKS
LARGEST
West of the MibJiiSSippi

St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

aiKl Klevators

Sonil for Circular T.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

BUY or TRADE.

ADDRESS

INTO,

45 I^Z'oa.d.TTtT'a.T'.

••

IM'X:

W

CO., '*°^^l?aS??*^iw';f*^"''

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION

CO..

^"»'™^-«»">'
Storage Batteries.

UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS.
DR. GASSNER'S DRY RATTERY
Experts acknowledge it to be the best open circuit battery in the market, most durable and convenient.
Telephone, Railroad and Fire and Police Signal Companies use them largely.
Beihangers say it kills their trade, as they cannot charge for renewals. Physicians love them. High
est testimonials.

For Sale by

TITAI.IS

HinmEK,

Manager.

Write

for Circulars.

THE WEiTERN ELECTRIC

CO..

CHICAGO,

And CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS, San

ILI..

111

Francisco. Cal.

A. SCHOVERLINC,
Chambers St., - ITEW YORK.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC
Chicago Office,
N. Y. Office,

35 Broadway.

I

I

CO.,

Metropolitan Block.

Boston, 105

Summer

St.

Cincinnati, Carlisle Bldg.

THE MATHER INCANDESCENT SYSTEM.
Superior to

r

all

others

in efficiency

and

reliability of

Lamps and Dynamos.

'••'

From one-half horse-power upward, for oonetant potential circuits, perfectly seltregulating without special mechanism. Motors also for constant current circuits. Motors
wound for any desired potential.

EVERY SATURDAY.
Paris Exposition.
'I'Ik'

followiiiy-

:iitk'lc

is

((inliihuUHl

corrcspdiuleiU of thf VVkstkun

I'j.k.i

1

|}y liu-

kuian

at

ICxposition; ami tlio accompanying cut
show.s a largo portion of tlic lulison exhibit:
tlic I'aris

'I'lif space occupied by llie ICilison ili.splay includes nearly one-tliird of the .Vmericau section in

Machinery

SEPTEMBER

CHICAGO,

Vol. V.

hall.

frontage on

tlie

It

originally occnpietl the entire
aisle, hut a pi>rtion of this

main

tile ICdison .system of unniicipal lighting.
Here
also are shown cases containing a vast number
of Kdison electrical supplies and appliances.
The electric light plant comprises a complete
three-wire system run from 500-light machines,
a No. 5^1 dynamo with a capacity of 2,500 lamps
running the two-wire isolated plant department,

and a 1,200 volt dynamo running the 100 lamps
which surround the exhibit. The arrangement

I

space was afterward transferred to the ThomsonHouston company and other .\merican exhibitors, Edison extending his display further back.
Now the Edison exhibit has lo feet fronting on
the main aisle and so arranged that it fronts on
five less important passages, occupying in all
It is the largest exhibit in
9,000 square feet.
the

exposition,

his associates.

and
It is

is

worthy of Edison and

estimated that §So.ooo have

been expended on this display, and this can easily
be realized when it is considered that forty men
are required to attend it at present.
In the accompanying cut are shown machinery, lamps, etc., exhibiting all the branches of

28, 1889.

in

detail

of

13.

I he
experimenter also sliowii contains a |iulla<linm-tippe<l spring which passes over a metallic
surface consisting of blocks of various metals,
through which the current is pa.sse(l. The friction varies with the metals over which the spring
passes.
A most inlcresling series of charts iiscil
by Mr. Ilanmier, who is in charge of the exhibit,
to illustrate the Ivlison inventions before the
I'ranklin Institute, is also displayed.
It is ex-

ARis Exrusiriox.

the

wires,

connections,

meters,

used in the Edison central stations
is also admirably displayed.
In the rear of this
section is illustrated very fully the Edison underswitches,

No.

etc.,

ground system, including mains, feeders, junctions, taps and boxes. On the board constituting
the background of this section is a chart of New
York City showing the arrangement of Edison
stations and conductors.
Edison meters, and
designs and models of them, are exhibited on
the partition at the left.
The long cone-shaped
instruments at the right are megaphones, the
receivers of which are seven feet long.
They
taper from one inch to two and one-half feet.

pected that this presentation of the Edison
inventions will be rewarded by high honors,
which Mr. Hammer certainly deserves. .-V typesetting and distributing machine is shown in this
section.
Many arc lights are also displayed.
To the right is seen the great lamp which occupies the most conspicuous corner in tiie section.
This monster lamp is the most prominent object
On the
It is 40 feet high.
in Machinery hall.
base, which is 20 feet square, are a number of

devices in colored incandescent lamps, including
the .\mencan shield, the French escutcheon, the
words and figures "Edison, 18S9, L". S. A: R. F."
A vast number of lamps is distributed about

1
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the base, not including the 20,000 dead lamps
which constitute the lamp itself, and which are
illuminated from a large carbon lamp within.
The interior of the base is a mass of wires and
switches, and the arrangement is such that the
most astonishing and startling effects can be
produced. On one side of the base is an American eagle supported by a shield, and about it
are the stars and stripes, the whole most beauA bust of Edison is also
tifully illuminated.

September

was tendered IVIr. Edison in the British Paon the Exposition grounds; a large company assembled to greet Mr. and Mrs. Edison,
tion

villion,

including nearly all the best known electricians
in Paris, together with many ladies.
The British Pavilion is a beautiful villa with ample hallway and large drawing or reception room on
either side,

and

in the rear.

The room

in

which

refreshments were served is beautifully furnished with antique oak carvings, rich hangings

28,

1889

Eugene Meylan, A. Montpellier, A.
W. Parker, Thomas Parker, V. Popp,
W. H. Preecc, Silvanus P. Thompson, Sir William Thomson, F. R. Upton.
Mascart,

Paillard, F.

Royal Electric Company's System.
The number of electrical manufacturing companies with factories in the West is small compared with those that may be found in the East.
While the West has been somewhat backward
in this respect the constantly increasing

for electric machinery has
ists to
form companies

led

Western

demand
capital-

and enter the field.
Prominent among the corporations that have re-

cently

come

to the front

in

this territory

Royal Electric company of Peoria,

111.

is

the

The

cuts presented herewith show the general design of the machines now built by this com-

pany.
Fig.

represents the constant

I

namo.

Fig.

ROY.-VL

placed

here in

a

niche.

EL

The incandescent

lamps and Edison's name and monogram also
abound in this portion of the exhibit. In another
part of this section is gathered a most interesting
collection of Edison telegraphic and physical
instruments, among which are the quadruplex,
phonoplex, new stock telegraph, printing telegraph, automatic telegraph and perforator,
duplex and harmonic telegraphs, voltmeters and
indicators, galvanometers, webermeters, pyromagnetic motor and generator, vote recorder,
water bridge, etheroscope, odoroscope, electric
The pyro-magnetic
pen, tesiraeter and others.
motor seems to have made no progress whatever.

l'.\NY S

SYSTEM.

and a frieze of English medieval armor, shields,
and instruments of war.
The phonograph was
in successful operation, and was in constant use
in one of the rooms, but the chief center of attraction was the room in which a telephone with
a series of ear pieces was repeating music at
the moment being played at the Grand Opera
House.
The telephone table was constantly
crowded
with
interested
listeners.
Many
Americans were present including E. W. Ham-

potential dy-

shows an armature removed from

The

a machine.
potential

2

motor

is

construction

shown

of

the constant

in Fig. 3.

The dynamos are all compound wound, and
hence perfectly automatic. No rheostat is used.
It is claimed, from tests made with a 300 light
incandescent machine, that the change in pressure when the entire load is cut off the machine,
is only about
The advantage of this
volt.
J-2
close regulation obtained by
the compound
winding, is made evident in the prolonged life
of the lamps.

A most important feature of the machine is
one that relates to the construction of the fields.
An

inspection of Fig.

i

will reveal

the fact that

PARIS ELECTRICAL CONGRESS.

The

features
connected with the
Electrical Congress seem to have been
almost exclusively connected with the name of
social

Paris

Edison, and he seems to have shared with M.
Eiffel the scientific honors of this occasion.
Many receptions and entertainments have been
given him, and wherever he has gone a multitude
•of electric shining
lights are found with him.

The Figaro banquet was one of the remarkable
occasions of this character, also his reception on
the Eiffel Tower.
His photograph is sold in all
the shops, and his name is found in all papers.
On Monday evening, Aug. 24, a meeting of
members of the Congress was held in the rooms
of the Socifite Internationale des Electriciens,
Sir William Thomson
42 Rue de Reine, Paris.
was elected president, and many distinguished
electricians were present, and on the stage; the
assembly hall was beautifully decorated with the
flags of many nations, including the American
and excepting the German. The building is an
exceedingly interesting
place for scientists,
containing as it does the names, pictures and
busts of so many great men.
E. E. Mascart
was secretary for the occasion.
Sir William
Thomson delivered a well-received address on
the subject of the history of the development
of electricity, in which he gave much praise to
His speech was in French partly,
the French.
and partly in English. Mr. Mascart read a short
address and the Compte de Chardonnet presented with brief remarks to the audience a
number of surprisingly beautiful specimens of
artificial silk which Sir William Thomson declared to be a product superior to that of nature.
Prof. Charpontier gave a musical recital by
means of his electric piano playing device. Everybody remarked the singularly perfect reproduction of the music.
It appears that with this
machine the music is not, as with devices hitherto employed, strictly mechanical, but it appears to retain the individual characteristics of
the original artist.
The first piece presented
was "My Country, 'tis of Thee." In the midst
of the playing Mr. Edison unexpectedly appeared and walked amidst enthusiastic applause
to his position on the stage.
The phonograph
was then exhibited to the audience, and some
beautiful music was presented by that means.
This ended the informal or preliminary opening
of the Congress.
On Wednesday evening, August 26th, a recep-

FIG

I.

ROYAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

mer, Cortland Parker^of New Jersey; Mr. and
Mrs. Upton of New York; Mr. and Mrs. W. H,
Doane of Cincinnati; Miss Burnham, Miss Newberry and F. W. Parker of Chicago,
The social
features of the Congress were concluded on August 31 by a ban(|uet, given by the French members to the foreigners at the Hotel Continental.
Among those who have been in attendance upon
the meetings of the Congress are A. Abakanowicz, Graham Bell, Prince Bonaparte, J. Charpontier, Compte de Chardoiinel, R. Crompton, T. A.
Kdison, G. A. Faure, (i. Forbes, E. VV. Hammer,
Carl Hering, E. Hospitaller, E. Julien, E. E.

S

SYSTEM

there is only one joint in the magnetic circuit of
the fields.
By this arrangement together with
the very large area of the surfaces bolted together a joint of very low resistance is obtained
and an increased efficiency is the result. It is
claimed that the larger machines have an
efficiency of 90 per cent.
The armature. Fig.
2 is of the Gramme type and is built on a stout
shaft.
Spiders of five arms each unite the
armature proper to the shaft. Leatheroid insulation is used between the spiders and the core.
The armature is wound with a single layer of
wire, hence its resistance is very low.
The core

I

SL-ptciiil)(.-r -'M,

is

m.'Klc u|>

niiitatdi- is

(if

WESTERN

i.SKy

hiiiiiiKiti.'il

iron disks,

'I'lif

011 tlic
'I'lit' l)nislics
sidalcd l)y mica.
arc adjustable In any direction.
I'lR- 3 sln)ws the type of ccmstaiU

motor now
It will

cum

formed of hard coiipcr scunicnts

l)eiiiK

introduced

by

be seen that the ijeneral

tlie

in-

iiiacliiiic

pijtciilial

company.

design

of the

cK:( trie

ELECTRICIAN.

railway motor, and

ments ailoplcril by the
its most recent roads.

all

the latest improve-

Sprajfiie

company upon

The track is laid entirely of steel rails, and
iron poles are used throiighoul the entire electric
The employes of the road are all dressed
line.
in uniform, the men in charge of the motor hav-

167
said he had no olijcctiun to KfantioK (lie permits, litit he wislied to remind (he company •<(
its promise to liavc IIh contract worlc finiHheil liy
llccerriber ist.
'I'he company had com|ilained

that it was retarded in its work Ijy its inaljillty
to procure material, and he coulil not reconcile
this fad witli its petition to undertake more
work.
If its work was not finished by
Dccem-

must be prepared

to take

the conseElectric l,i((htini;
company applied for permission to oniici.t its
power station with its wires in the subway in
One Hundred ami Iwenty-fiflli street.
After
some discussion the matter was referred to the
expert of the lioard for report.
A number of permits were granted for rcplacjjcr 1st,

it

quences.

The Mount

.Morris

1

inj;

the

lamps and renewing lamp connections, and
I'xlison

subways

in

company

permission for
Forty-eighth and

oljtained

Forty-seventh,

I'iftyfourth streets.

Electric Lighting

and Insurance.

Among

FIG. 3.

ROYAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

generator and motor is the same, and that an
effort has been made to produce a most substantial machine.

number of motors which have been
this company might be mentioned
30 luirse power now running in Peoria at

.\mong
installed

one of

a

by

The motor
the mills of Horace Clark & Sons.
The change
is said to give perfect satisfaction.
in .speed from full load to no load is claimed to
be from i,'j to 2 per cent, with no sparking at
the commutator.
The dynamos are made in twenty different
The
sizes from 4 lights to 600 liglits' capacity.
sixes of the motors range from '4 to 50 horse
The Royal Electric company's system
power.
is covered by the patents of G. A. Sheeffer, the
present electrician of the company. Charles W.
Robinson is general manager of the company.

S

SYSTEM.

ing a band

around their hats with the word

"motorneer' inscribed.

New York Board

of Electrical Control.

the New York lioard of
Electrical Control September 19th, Mayor Grant
was an.\ious to know why the Messenger Call

At the meeting

of

the papers read before the convention
of the Fire Underwriters of the Northwest at
(;hicago, September i8lh, was one by (.'. C.
Ilaskins on "Electric Lighting, its Hazards, and
How to (iuard against Them," which contained
many points of interest to electric light men as
well as to underwriters.
The following is an
abstract:
"To render a line using a current of
constant pressure safe, it is necessary to see that
insulation is |)erfect and that the carrying capacity of the wires bears a proper proportion to the
ma.\imum flow of current.
With the constant
current systems the only means of protection is
in insulation, in securing which the electrician
is compelled
to be constantly on the alert to
meet obstacles. From the gnawing of rats to
the heat of the sun the dangers to perfect insulation are legion.
The steps taken to insure this
protection are different in different localities. In
New England the insurance exchange takes the
matter in its own hands.
In Chicago, however,
the question of restriction has been taken up by
the municipal authorities, and an inspector appointed by the city. Such an inspector is a neWhen the city cannot
cessity in all districts.
aff(jrd it the company should be required to

Cincinnati Inclined Plane Electric Rail-

way.
In the accompanying engraving is shown a
view of one of the Sprague electric cars on the
This
Cincinnati inclined plane street railway.
railway runs from the center of Cincinnati to the
foot of an incline where the cars are hoisted on
elevators to the top of the bluff which surrounds
Cincinnati, and there run by means of electricity
through the suburbs to the Zoological gardens.
This is the first electric line installed in CincinThe view given shows the car rounding
nati.
the corner of Fifth and Walnut streets, the postoffice being on the right, and Fountain square

on the

The

left.

style of poles used

throughout the

line is

shown by the single iron pole on the corner.
These iron poles are 4 inches at the top, and
In the resiare very light and neat looking.
dence district the streets are bordered w'ith trees
so that the poles are almost entirely concealed.
On Fifth street, just to the right of the poles
shown in the engraving, there is a stretch of 550
feet where only three span wires are used,
although the street is 200 feet wide. This is
made possible by using the light silicon bronze
troUev wire of the Sprague system, by means of
which only a small portion of current is required
to be carried from the center of the street, while
the greater portion is carried on main conducting wires on the side of the street.
The equipment of the road includes twenty
cars, all provided with the Sprague improved

INCLINEP PLANE ELECTRIC R.ULWAV AT CINCINNATI.

companies were allowed to string wires and put
in call boxes without permits from the board.
Commissioner Gibbens blamed the police department for it, and on motion of the mayor the
police were called on for information respecting
the matter, and were apprised of sundry violations of the law by electric lighting companies.
The Subway Construction company asked for
The Mayor
permits for work in new localities.

furnish an inspector who should periodically reThis
port the amount of insulation resistance.
report could be verified by a traveling inspector
employed by the insurance companies as in the

case of the New England exchange. No alterations should be allowed in a plant without notification.
This is recommended as absolutely
necessary as a measure of safety. Another point
of danger largely overlooked is the practice, es-

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

i6S
pecially in smaller towns, of using improper
places for the headquarters of an electric light
plant. This oversight means a perpetual danger
As a practical inducement
to life and property.
to the electric light people to do their work prop-

urged that insurance companies address
themselves to the electric companies by offering
inducements in the event of a proof of lower
risk, while on the other hand a carelessly erected
plant should be held as entailing a higher rate
against buildings wired by the careless company.
Such a method would insure proper work."
In conclusion Inspector Haskins gave the unerly

it is

"The
derwriters the following word of advice;
underwriter may help materially by refusing to
write up a risk without some surety that the wires
are in proper condition; by notifying the inspector when alterations are made in buildings,
whether by carpenters, plumbers, or otherwise.
The most perfect plant may be ruined by a common helper without half trying or even knowing
what he has done. These innocents have their
places in the economy of the world, but, as a
rule,

they

make

Roebling wire is
alongside the rafters above.
used throughout the building. The lamps are
distributed in clusters, some of three lamps each
and others in clusters of four. To electrical engineers it will be of interest to know something
of the little plant which supplies the current for
the lamps.
The power house is located at one
side of the building.
It contains two 60 horse
boilers, built by Porter, Jackson & Co.,
Chicago; two Armington & Sims high-speed
engines 90 and 25 horse power respectively;
two Edison 20,000 watts compound wound incandescent dynamos; and one 20 light Sperry
arc dynamo.
The engines are belted directly
to the dynamos, which are run in multiple. The
switch-board for the incandescent machines is
arranged in a workmanlike manner. The conductors are of bare polished copper, and present
a neat appearance. The incandescent plant was
installed under the supervision of Messrs. L. A.
Ferguson and J. H. Goehst of the Chicago Edison company. The Sperry arc apparatus was
put
under direction of C. E, Gregory.

power

—

m

inferior electricians."

Heisler Plant at Ottawa,
Electric Lighting in Libby Prison.

The Heisler Electric Light company of St.
Louis, Mo., recently installed a plant for the
Illinois Val!ey Electric Light & Power company

opened

of Ottawa,

FIG.

The

to the public for the first time last week.
structure, whatever its historical value, now

stands as a monument of western enterprise and
The making of the old Libby prison
energy.
into a mu.seum to contain war relics was, indeed,
a bold idea, but the completeness with which the
projectors have carried out their plans in arranging the building with a view to the comfort of visitors ought in it.self to be sufficient to warrant the
support of the public.
The entire building is lighted in the evening by

As one wanders from room to room,
hard to realize what an atmosphere of gloom
and sadness mu.st once have pervaded the place.
Every nook and corner in and about the old pile
is illuminated.
On the outside and in a few
dark corners on the inside Sperry arc lamps
are hung.
The arc lights on the outside are
suspended from ornamental brackets. The effect
of the brilliant lights upon the gray and white
prison walls and grass plots beneath is most
pleasing,
On the inside a large number of little
Edison globes shed about a bright and pleasing
glow. Incandescent lamps to the number of 635
are distributed throughout the building.
The
conductors are all "outside," but are nevertheless to a great extent out of sight as they are laid
electricity.
it is

3.

HKISl.ER I'LANT AT

OTTAWA,

1889

and private dwellings.
a short time to secure the
our own city with street

lights are in use in stores

We

hope to be able

in

contract to furnish
lights."

This company was organized last April, and
had its plant in operation within a few months.
Since the lights were first turned on, the plant
has been commercially successful, and is constantly growing in favor.
Fig.
represents the company's buildings at
1

Marseilles.
The large building with the cupola
contains the water wheels, and the small building
to the left is the dynamo room.
It also shows
the flume as it enters the building and the circuits leaving the station.
In Fig. 2 is shown a
rear view of the station as it appears from the
opposite bank of the Illinois river.
On the right
will be seen the dam from which the water power
is secured.
The dam is 930 feet between the
bulkheads, placing the entire Illinois river under
a head of from 7 to 14 feet, setting the water
back about 20 miles.

The

interior of the

dynamo room

is

illustrated

showing the dynamo in position and
the arrangement of the shafting, etc., as well as
the switchboard and other appliances.
A view
of the pole line along the Illinois river is presented in Fig. 4.
The line is admirably con-

UJ..

which is pronounced one of the
most unique incandescent systems in operation
111.,

country.
The accompanying cuts illustrate some features of this installation.
The
history of the operating company is interesting,
indicating, as it does, the enterprise displayed
in electric lighting business.
Finding it impossible to secure water power at Ottawa, the company established its power plant at Marseilles, 8
miles from Ottawa.
Its circuit extends 45 miles,
and the distribution of light in Marseilles, Ottawa and Seneca as well as along the Illinois river,
gives excellent satisfaction".
Secretary Degan
recently v/rote concerning the business already
secured by the company: "We run our 700 30
candle power dynamo with two new American
turbine water wheels, and in the short time in
which we have been in operation have already
burning 300 30 candle power lights; 150 20 candle power, and 100 15 candle power, also 20 of
the largest si/.es, ranging from 45 to 100 candle
power, in Ottawa.
In Marseilles we have 15 30
candle power; 50 20 candle power, and 20 15
candle power. We are also making preparations
to furnish Marseilles with 50 street lights.
We
expect to furnish Seneca, III., five miles east of
Marseilles, with lights in a short time.
Our
in the

28,

in Fig. 3,

IIL

old Libby prison which was torn down to
be brought to Chicago and re-erected, was

The

September

and like the rest of the plant bears
evidence of excellent workmanship the best
that could be secured.
structed,

—

The Auditorium
The

work

Plant.

Chicago Audiapproaching completion. In addition
to the S,6oo lights first ca'.led for by the contract 1,900 more will be put in.
This increase
brings the total up to 10,500 lamps.
The wiring
in that portion of the building to be used as a
torium

electrical

in

the

is

the exception of the first
expected that everything will be in
such a condition as to admit of the current
being turned on in the hotel within thirty days.
Work in the Auditorium proper and the office
building is completed with the exception of the
stage wiring.
This will be finished shortly.
hotel

floor.

is

finished with

It is

The

engines, dynamos, etc., constituting the
plant which is to supply current to the Auditorium and office building, is ready to start. All
the motors are on the ground.
Two 15 horse
power and one ]}{ horse power Thomson-

Houston machines have already been
The

village of

electricity.

West Troy, N.

Y.,

is

started.

to be lighted

by

SeptemlKT

New
The

2S,

1889

York Street Railway Association.

tlu- StrLct Kailw.iy as^uhuid at the I'iflh .\venuc Hotel
in New \'ork fity, Scptcmlicr 17111.
I'resiileiit Woodworth, in liis opening; mltlrcss, touchinn
upon tl»e siibiect of electricity, saiJ: "(Ircat proj;resH has
been mule in utili/inji^ electric pDwer. ami it may be said
now th.1t electricians have sucjceded in K'^'i"Vr "** ^ pfactical methoil, so far at least as the overheiil system is conWe nnie the f.icl thai the West l-'.nd Railway
i-ernuil.

scvcntli aniuiai im.-ctiiin of

ciiition of

New \nrk was
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Mm n\n
i"r the rea«on
Lii.a iwi iiiufv th.ih tliccc yc.ti-> tlie M>iii|>.tiiy uiili which he
was connected had been connidcrinj; the proifosiilon of
usin^ some kind of nn electric motor, anri he had been
Imsily entailed for the last two years in trying to hnd out
could be readily •iren, therefore, lliat
which was best.
It
It would be (|iiite imixjHsible fur hlin to submit u report upon
,-\.

.

the subject, there bcmvj
cerninii;

such motors.

ern part of

such a diversity of opinion con

One

of

a

the state, after

the companies in the west
thorough investigation, and

'i^n^j

to K^lti'iK into the machine «hop, that wa» next to Impo^
*iblc.
Mr. Mart of the Second Avcnur Railroad company.
{n(|uircd whether ihc sy»tem« referred lo were not all over

Mr. McNamara annwrrc^l that thry w<-fr,
Mr.
Wo-«Jworth of the Kochckier i'My \ Hri;
,j.(,
said that liin company ha«t built a road
•^,
usin;; the
I homvjn-l loustrx)
%y<iicm
/.^^^
|)crfect Hxttisfactliiri
Aftrr the tirtt werb ilicir hiid n*A
been a hil<:h, The road hud liCcn in operation »in<r fuly. l8ft(f.
.Mr. McWhitiiiir nii-! !h;if llir- lyitcni iti ur^ nn thr Trov
head.

i

>

.

'

I

V"

"•^

IIEISLKR I'l.ANT

company, operating all the lines but one in Boston, and
running about 1,000 cars, has secured permission lo use the
overhead wire, and that it is making preparations to extend
The success of this scheme
this system over all its lines.
usefulness in large cities."
The report of the executive committee, after touching
upon the question of "strikes,"' contained the following:
"In the matter of legislation, the companies are especially
to be congratulated on the fact that the determination of
the question of the substitution of improved motive power
will practically

decide

its

FKi.

has been transferred from the local authorities to the State
Board of Railroad Commissioners. This board having
specially to do with the affairs of railroads, is the proper
authority to have cognizance of this important subject.
The question of motive power for street railways is. doubtless, receiving greater attention ihananyothersingle subject

John W. McNamara. piesident

of the Albany railwav,
had been appointed to prepare a report upon the subject of
"An Electric Street Railway Motor." Mr. McNamara
was present and apologized for not having prepared the
report.
He said it would embarrass him to attempt to

AT OTTvWVA,

ILL.

had traveled from Boston to San I'Vancisco
and from New Orleans to Montreal, had decided that the
Spra^ue motor was the best in the market, and had
equipped their road with it. Another member of the association, after like investigation, and perhaps traveling even
a greater number of miles, had come to the conclusion that
the Thomson-Houston motor was the best.
The oflieers
of another company had undertaken an equal amount of
investigation and travel, and had determined that still a
third system was the best; and so it went on, until one was
after its oiTicers

HF.ISLER

I^nsingburgh road was successful beyond

tion; that the

steady.

movement

of

the cars

The Sprague system was

all c]([)cc a-

was even, strong and

in use.

Mr. McNamara stated (hat his road was rcndy to adopt
a system without delay; that since leaving home he had received a telegram that the common council of Albany,
which had hitherto refused to grant a franchise to the company to erect the necessar)' poles and other equipment, bad
at last, by a \'ote of fifteen to four, granted the desired
privilege; and this meant that in the near future the road

PLANT

know which system

it was best to adopt.
He complained that in his investigation he had not been
able to learn much about electric motors from the men who
were using them; that there seemed an indisposition to show
them up
It was all right when they were on parade: you
could get on the cars and ride, but when they came to the
power house or storing station, they would rather not have
you look at them. On the other hand, companies operating by horses would let you ride on the cars, take you to
the stables and car houses, and show you everything; but
not so with the happy possessor of an electric motor.
As

utterly at a loss to

&

would be operated by elecuicityMr. Thompson of the Brooklyn City Raitroad. said that
his company was prosecnting thorough in vestigatioos in the
electrical field, but had not yet arrived at a conclusion as
to which system they should adopt.
Mr. Hodge of the Locfcport Street Railroad company,
announced that they also were looking into the subject,
and had determined to equip their road with clcclridiy;
but were at present unable to decide upon a system.
The ne.xt meeting of the association wid be held in

Rochester, in September. 1S9U.

—
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panies much trouble, however, and where buildings are wired by such persons there is much
danger, or at least the chances taken are greater
than as if the work was done by a first-class concern.
The observance of precautions to secure
If this is
first-class work cannot be too careful.
done there is little danger. Electric light companies are as deeply interested in this subject
as the insurance companies and the consumers.
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The gas trust of Chicago is not looked upon
with favor by the people who have been obliged
to pay large gas bills for poor service and the
corporation counsel has been instructed to prepare an ordinance for the consideration of the
city council, providing for the establishment of
The corporation counsel is now
city gas works.
examining the charter with a view of embracing
if possible in the ordinance, authority
not only
for city lights, but also to supply light to
residents.
The charter may have to be amended to allow the establishment of the city gas
works, but even this will not deter the people
so pronounced is the opposition to the Chicago
gas trust.
This project, if successfully conducted, will seriously cripple the gas interests in
Chicago.
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in the United
Electrical Review says: "It is
very difficult to get at correct figures respecting
the mileage of American electric tramways.
Scribner's Monthly states that there are 400 miles
in operation, and much more under construction;
but other authorities in the States give different
results.
It is a fact that it is almost impossible
to secure reliable data, but it is only because
such rapid strides have been made in this department what may be true to-day will not

In speaking of electric railroads

States the

London

—

fairly

represent the case to-morrow.

The

con-

merely denote
the progress that is being made from day to day.
There were in operation in the United States
flicting figures in electric traction

Sept. I, 488^ miles of electric railway, and
nearly 600 miles are in course of construction.
The popularity of the electric system is
increasing, and in another year it is predicted
there will be little opposition to electricity for
street-car propulsion.
This is an age of rapid
transit, and electricity alone can solve the problem.

New
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173
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173, 174
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174, r75

175
175
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Considerable space

devoted in tliis issue
to a report of tlie last meeting of the New York
Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Lieutenant
F. Jarvis Patten read a paper entitled "Alternating Current motors The Evolution of a
New Type." As the author stated in his introis

—

title is somewhat misleading, inasas the several steps which led to the design of the new alternating motor are scarcely

duction the.

much

referred to but the paper is limited to a description of the completed machine.
The detailed
description of the motor was carefully prepared

and brought out many novel points which
be read with interest.

will

only complete report of the Minneapolis
convention of the National Telephone Ex-

Thk

relations of the

electric lighting

and

in-

day business transactions. The latest contribution to the literature on this snbject is presented
in the paper read by C. C. Ilaskins before the
Fire Underwriters' a.ssociation at Chicago.
An
abstract from this paper is presented elsewhere.

Mr. Haskins
tric lights

in

capacity as inspector of elecChicago, is in a position to give

in his

valuable assistance to the fire underwriters, and
same time by securing a high standard of
work, protect the public. I'^lectric lighting companies of good standing recognize the necessity
of maintaining a first-class service.
Incompetent .ind irresponsible linemen can give the comat the

frained from publishing a report of the discusinasmuch as it had no such report at its
disposal.
The only report was that prepared by
the Western Electrician, and published in
sions,

last

week's

issue.

The criticism of President Weeks of the
National Electric Light association has gone
too far.
Many members of the organization are
doubtless thoroughly convinced that his ruling
at Niagara Falls was entirely unjust; but few,
we think, believe that the recent attacks upon
him are warranted.
Even admitting that he
made a serious mistake at the convention the
error was not of such gigantic magnitude as to
justify persistent personal attack, not to say vulgar abuse.
The ruling which the presiding
officer made was a subject for legitimate criticism, but its importance should not be overestimated; it should not be treated as a national
incident.
The vilification of Mr. Weeks has
become so surprisingly abusive that one can
scarcely believe those responsible for it are inspired solely by a desire to advance the interests
of the National Electric Light association.
An
underlying motive is irresistibly sought to
which to attribute the malignancy.
Such onslaughts calling in question the personal inMr. Weeks are utterly unwarranted in
any proper consideration of the matter; they
tend to injure the association and lessen its
power to advance the interests of the electric
tegrity of

light

fraternity.

However

great

President

Weeks' error may have been, it should not be
followed by dissensions which may jeopardize
the existence of the association.
The prosperity
of the organization is a matter of far higher importance than the criticism, yes persecution of
its executive head because of a mistake whose
consequences cannot be enduring.
In a limited way these remarks apply to the
attacks made on Messrs. Alexander and Morrison for the part they took in the convention.
Their action has been as severely criticised as
if they had committed
treason.
Criticism has
run wild and degenerated into the most absurd
extravagance.

According to the cable the British association has been discussing executions by the application of electricity.
It is not surprising that

New York law was not approved. W. H.
Preece participated in the discussion, and pre-

dicted

the repeal

of

the

New York

law.

He

Western

thought current could not be used effectively

Electrician of last week.
That issue contained all the papers which were presented, together with a synopsis of the discussion, and a
stenographic report of the banquet.
More than
ten pages were devoted to an account of the
proceedings.
The reports in other electrical
journals were incomplete and deficient in severOne journal, for exal important particulars.
ample, omitted the most interesting paper which
was presented, and another passed by with barely a reference the unusually interesting discussions and the banquet. A word should perhaps be
added here in explanation of the publication of
a paper which several members of the association desired to suppress.
The members generally may have thought that the electrical press
had been furnished with copies of the several
papers subject to instructions from the secretary.
Such was not the case.
Advance copies of the
papers were sent to the Western Electrician,
at least, subject to these restrictions
It was
agreed that they should not appear before their
presentation at the convention, and in the event
that any paper was not read before the association, it was not to be printed without the consent
either of the secretary or the author.
This
agreement was perfectly understood, and we
cheerfully complied with its restrictions.
All
the papers of which advance copies were received, were read at the convention and we conformed to the contlitions in publishing them. It
is amusing to read a
Pharisaical paragraph in
an eastern electrical paper to the effect that it
refrained from giving the discussions in deference to the wishes of the members of the association, while at the same time it disregarded
their expressed desire by the publication of a
paper which they hoped to suppress. The simple fact is that the eastern journal perforce re-

for the purpose.
He asserted, the cable says,
that it was impossible to get a current of sufficient intensity to kill a man with certainty. He

in

the

:

surance companies have formed the topic of many
discussions in the conventions of representatives
of both interests as well as in the course of every

iSSg

the

The

change association appeared
The Electric Light
The Electric Motor
The Telephone
The Telegraph

28,

had experimented with an enormous induction
coil, and had tried with a spark twenty inches
long to kill a pig, but could not.
He knew of
several instances of persons receiving shocks,
who at the time were supposed to have been
killed, but who recovered afterward.
He said
that many of the sensational reports published
in the newspapers about people being killed by
shocks from electric wires had been found to be
nonsense.

The Kemmler case was taken up by Judge
Day at Auburn, N. Y., September 17th. Arguments were heard on the evidence taken by Referee Becker.
Bourke Cochran of New York
and Charles Hatch of Buffalo appeared for
Kemmler, and Attorney-General Tabor and Assistant Kennepick of Buffalo for the people.
Referee Becker and Dr. Southwick of Buffalo
were also present.
Mr. Cochran's argument
was much in the same line as upon the previous
hearing.

He

said that

in

all

the expert testi-

mony taken not a witness could tell precisely
how electricity caused death. Although Harold
P.

Brown

affirmed

that

it

destroyed the nerve

and brain,physic'ans who had made post-mortem
examinations in cases of death by electricity
contradicted this assertion, and the whole subject was enshrouded in doubt and uncertainty.
He repeated his previous assertion that no
mortal but "the poor wretch in the basement of
Auburn prison" had promised him any reward
for his efforts in behalf of the accused.
In the
afternoon Attorney-t'.eneral Tabor spoke for an
hour in defence of the electrical execution law.
He also filed a brief. Judge Day reserved his
decision.
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St'ptcnilicT jS, iKSi;

MaRnotlc Vane Ammotor.
a mag'I'he instrument consists
net ic vane ainiucter.
primarily of a coil of wire surrouiulinj; two strips
of very tliin and very soft iron; lliese strips are

the accomp.iiiyint; cut

In

is

through the instrument these vanes are magnetized in the same sense, and repulsion takes
place which is greater or less according to the
strength of the current.
This repulsive action
is comileracted by the te[ision of a
very light
liy the
coiled spring of non-magnetic metal,
use of a supplementary piece of soft iron, cut in
a pecidiar shape and wrapped about the interior
circumference of the coil, a nearly iirojiortional
scale is secured.
The iron which is useil being
of the very softest kind and cut exceetlingly
thin, has very little residual magnetism and no
appreciable errors due to this cause are apparent.
The pointer and movable vane are very
delicately pivoted in caps of polished agate, so
that there is practically no friction.
The instruments are exceedingly well adapted to station or
marine plants, as they may be placed eiiually
well in either a horizontal or vertical position, or
at any intermediate angle.
They are dead beat
and give their reading directly. Being without
permanent magnets, they are but little affected
by pro.xiniity to dynamo machines. They are
compact and are mounted in brass cases four or
five inches in diameter and about two inches
deep, the dimensions varying slightly with the
capacity of the instrument.
\'oltmeters made on this plan can be w'ound
to a much higher resistance than is ordinarily
met wMth.
The ammeters and voltmeters are
manufactured to cover a great variety of ranges

MAGNETIC \'AXK AMMETER.

according to the use to be
voltmeters ranging from o to
lo volts will be found especially valuable for
storage battery work.
Above two volts they are
graduated in divisions of i-io of a volt each.
Several large wall sizes are also made for station
Fifty ammeters of this type are now in
use.
process of construction for the Brush Electric
Illuminating company of New York city. They
are made by James \V. Queen & Co. of Philadel-

and

in different sizes

made

of them.

The

phia,

Firemen and Electric Light Wires.
electrician of Chicago, reCity, where he attended the convention of the National -Association of Chiefs of Fire Departments.
He said
Prof. Barrett,

turned

much

last

Bids for the Chicago City Electric Light Plants.

shown

as UiMj; as the coil is deep, and of a width e(|ual
One of
to the radius of the space inclosed.
these vanes is lixed while the other, to which is
attached a long thin copper needle, is pivoted in
When a current passes
the axis of the itoil.

city

week from Kansas

interest was manifested by the members in
the paper read by ^[r. Brophy who represented
the insurance interests of New England.
The
subject of this paper was the danger to firemen
from overhead electric light wires.
In the
discussion on this topic many amusing incidents
were related. Chief Hughes of Louisville, a
noted character, related his experience. He had
been opposed to overhead wires when electric
lights were introduced, but his protests were ignored.
Shortly afterward the department was
called upon to extinguish a lire in a building in
front of which many electric wires were strung,
and when the chief arrived he stood on the sidewalk watching the burning building.
"Why don't you put out the fire?" asked the
mayor, who had been notified of the action of
the chief.
"You put out those lights and I'll take care of
the fire," replied the chief, and when the lights

>V

I'he

following

is

a tabulated

list

of the bids for liKhting apparatus for the

Chicago City

electric

light plants:
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"Spurs" from the distributing box

at this corner
supply curient lo the Real Estate lioanl

earnest.

will

ing.

building, the (,)uinlan l)uilding and the Itorden
building.
In addition to the outsiile work the
capacity of the station is to be increased by four

It w.is suggested that in all cities where overhead wires are strung the electric light companies be reipiired to have a man on hand to cut
the wires wherever they might interfere with the
working of the firemen, A resolution was
adopteil urging the necessity of placing electric
light wires underground.

Prof, Barrett was called upon to explain the
operation of the fire alarm telegraph system
which he has introduced in Chicago, and he illustrated the numerous devices employed by blackboard drawings.

new No.

32, 1250 light Edison ni.n:hincs.
A
200 horse power Ideal engine has been added
to the steam plant, and will be started shortly.

Improved

Electric Bell.

.Attention has already been called to the numerous improvements that have recently been
made in electric bells by the Electrical Supply

company

of Chicago, and in

the

accompanying

Another Primary Battery.
Dr. E. D. Cross of Chicago is a firm believer
in the primary battery, and has spent much time
and money experimenting on a new form which,
he believes, will play an important part in the
development of electrical science. He has completed his experiments, secured his patents, and
the battery is now ready to be placed on the
market.
Dr. Cross, however, will not manufacture the battery, but will probably sell his rights
to a stock company, which will be organized to
put the battery on the market.
The tests which
the doctor has made convince him that the battery is highly efficient and capable of generating
current enough to illuminate a house or operate
light machinery at a comparatively small cost.
Dr. Cross claims the batteries can be furnished
at an insignificant expense as compared with the
present methods qf illumination and generating

power.

Extension of the Chicago Edison Company's System.
The incandescent electric light continues to
grow

in favor with the people of Chicago.
It
has been but a little more than a year since the
Chicago Edison company first turned the current into its wires.
Ever since that time there
has been a steady growth of business, and of
late the demand has been sufficient to warrant
an extension of the system.
Although the system covered the greater part

of the central portion of the city, certain large
contracts on the outside of the district in which
there are conductors have been secured, and the
system is being extended to meet these demands.
Conductors have been laid along the east and
west side of State street from the corner of
Washington down as far as Randolph street.
These are to supply 250 lamps in Central .Music
Hall, 50 lamps in Burley & Co.'s: 65 lamps in
E. Burnham & Co'.s, and a number of smaller
consumers. .Another branch has been laid along
the north side of Randolph street to Michigan
avenue.
Sprague. Warner & Co. are to take 300
lights from this main, and J. W. Doane & Co. 40
lights.

C)n Madison street extensions have been made
along the south side of the street from State
It is intended to constreet to Wabash avenue.
tinue this branch down Wabash avenue to connect with the conductors on Randolph street.
On Dearborn street lines are to be extended
along the east side of the street from Washington to the southeast corner of Randolph street.

IMPROVED ELECTRIC BELL.

new form of an electric bell of
special design, to meet special requirements.
The principal feature of this bell is the position
of the magnets which, as will be seen, are placed
at right angles to the frame.
This insures an
cut

illustrated a

is

equal purchase of both magnets on the armature,
direct attraction than in the
old form.
The hammer is nicely balanced between two coiled springs so that they exert no
pressure upon it in either direction, although
the length of the blow is under such perfect control that the bell is adapted to one or more cells
of battery, or for ordinary house or fire alarm
purposes. By a simple adjustment of the contact screw the bell may be changed from vibrating to single stroke.
Although the parts are exposed they are practically as carefully protected
from dust as a wood or iron box bell. The de-

and a much more

vice

is

It

manufactured

is

company

and handsomely made.
by the Electrical Supply

substantially

of Chicago.

Fort

Wayne Jenney

The

Electric Co.

Indianapolis Jenney Electric company will
soon begin the work of removing its machinery
and other propeny to Fort Wayne, Ind., where it
will be consolidated with the new Fort Wayne
Electric company, the successor to the old
Fort Wayne Jenney Electric Light company.
Brainard Rorison, secretary and general manager of the Indianapolis Jenney company, goes to
Fort Wayne as the secretary of the Fort Wayne
Electric

company.

—
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American

Institute of Electrical Engineers.

The thirty-seventh meeting of the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers was held at the rooms of the
American Society of Civil Engineers, 127 East TwentyThird street, New York, September loth. The session
was called to order at S p. m. by Vice-president Martin,
who called upon Lieutenant F. Jarvis Patten to present a
paper on "Alternating Motors; the evolution of a new
type."
The paper was as follows:
Alternating Current Motors: The Evolution of a

New
by lieut.

f.

Type.
jarvis patten.

On giving our secretary the title of this paper it was my
purpose to treat the subject in a broader light, and to

September

Referring now to the figures which are simply diagrams
circuits and operative parts we have in Fig. i an
ordinary closed circuit armature shown as a Gramme ring
merely for convenience of illustration, the points of the
winding intermediate between the eight coils being connected in the usual way to the eight segments or bars of
an ordinary Gramme collector and it may be well in passing to note here the functions of this collector.
It is not
a commutator in the strict sense of that term as it does not
rectify or redirect reverse or opposed currents
If the
brushes b'^ and ^'' were held upon the outside wire of the ring,
the same results would follow, and the Gramme collector
properly so called singly transfers the brush contact from
point to point of the continuous ring winding.
If a
source of direct current be interposed between the terminals
/'•
A^ and A^ current will flow continuously from brush
to
li^ downward through the right and left hand halves of the
ring in the direction of the arrows k^ and k", making say

28,

1889

I with a single exception.
There are eight coils as before
and eight bars in the collector; the odd numbered bars i,
and
are
connected to the same points of the ring as
7
3, 5

of the

before c, f, h andy, but the even numbered bars 2, 4, 6,
8 are connected respectively to points of the ring diametrically opposite them, bar 2 to the point d, bar 4 to
the point g, and so on each even numbered bar to a correspondingly opposite point of the winding.
If now a
source of alternating current be interposed between the
terminals A^ and ,-/^ and we make the single supposition
that the ring shall turn through an arc of the circumference
equal to that covered by one bar of the collector during
each alternation of current, we shall still maintain a constant polarity at the upper and lower points of the ring
without causing the brushes to change position mechanically.

Thus a positive impulse starting from -i' to the left and
indicated by single arrows enters the ring at b'^ flows down
both sides to n producing the ring polarities s and w, out
brush b"^ and back to source at A~. The reverse impulse
being in the opposite direction will start from A"^ to the
go to brush /'- which we will now suppose bearing on
segment 4 of the collector whence it will go by the inverse
connection to the opposite point B^ of the ring, then down
both sides in the same direction as before to the point 11^
thence back to the opposite segment 8 out brush b^ now
bearing on this segment, and back to source at A>.
The reverse currents therefore under the assumed conright,

caused to maintain a constant polarity in the
a constant field its tendency to motion
in the same direction with an alternating
current in the armature.
It will be further noted that the
alternating current is not redirected or commuted in the
strict sense of the word, and we may enunciate the fundamental principle which underlies the construction of this
ditions are

ring so that in

would always be

type of machine as follows:
The poles of any closed circuit may be maintained constant with an alternating current by causing opposite impulses to traverse the circuit in opposite directions.
The
direct and inverse connections shown in Fig. 2, have precisely this effect, when, as supposed, a single bar of the
collector passes under the brushes at each reversal of current.
The connections c c, d el, f, etc. in Fig. 2 may
have any form, and other bars may be interposed between
their extremities without affecting in any way their functions as connectors.
This step is shown in Fig. 3 where
another collector bar ic 2d, 3/", etc., is inserted in each of
the connections c c, d d, etc., of Fig. 3, thus making
another collector shown outside the first to avoid confusion
of the drawing, while for the same reason the source of
alternating current A^ a"^ is placed inside the inner ring.
As the polarities s and n of the ring are maintained constant as previously described with an alternating current;
and current is constant in direction from s downward
through the right and left halves of the ring to w, so must
necessarily any current be constant in direction which is
led from brushes through any shunt circuit connected to
the segments it", and sb- of the outer collector; a field circuit of constant direction may therefore be shunted from
this outside collector.
This is shown in Fig. 4, in which
twelve coils are shown in the ring and twelve bars in each
collector connected alternately direct and inverse as before.
Tracing now two opposite impulses of current we
have the first indicated by the single arrows from source
A^ to segment i of the inner collector, thence to segment

f

FIG. 4,

show the progressive steps in a series of experiments
which led eventually to the type of machine that I shall
The recent and urgent
bring to your notice this evening.
claims of other work have rendered such a treatment impossible at the present, and I shall limit the paper to a description of a new alternating current motor, one form of
which is shown in the accompanying drawings.
The place that the alternating current electric motor is
destined to fill in the industrial arts is familiar to you all
and the various ways known to the scientific world by
which such machines may be rendered operative have been
ably considered and elaborately discussed in the institute
papers of the past two years by Prof. Thomson, Dr. DunWe are thus all more or less
can and Mr. Tesla.
acquainted with the prominent difficulties of the problem.

My experience in common with that of my predecessors
teaches that the alternating current motor has a strong and
persistent disposition to stand still, and when persuaded
to motion it is apt to be a sort of "go as you please" machine and asserts its inherent right to turn in either direc-

a south pole in the ring at the upper point S, and a north
pole at the lower point n
With a continuous current
these poles would be continuously maintained and placed
in the magnetic field indicated by iV^and 6"" the armature
would continuously revolve in the direction Indicated by
the arrows E, E.
If now a source of alternating current
be inserted between the terminals A^ and A'^ the polarities
of the ring would be reversed at each successive alternation
of current, and if a direct impulse indicated by the single
arrows in the external circuit produced the poles n and s in
the ring, the reverse impulse indicated by the double
arrows would produce the opposite polarities n^ and s^ at
the same points, and the tendency to motion would be
reversed if the fields remained the same, but it will be
noted the motion would be in the same direction still if
the fields were also reversed by the same reversal of current.
If, however, the fields were maintained constant as
indicated by the large letters
and S' and some device
could be contrived by which at each reversal of the alternating current, the brushes /'' and b"^ could be made to

N

Rjmiwwvi

'^i^;

^
—
NtT^

"4

c:^ w*^^'^

p^

m^

1

'

^

7^

—

^
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FIG
direction of rotation in some cases
being purely a matter of chance.
I shall not have much
to say about efficiency as my experiments with large machines are not sufficiently advanced to furnish any reliable
data, but I will endeavor to give a general solution of the
prolilem designed to meet the following conditions of
practice:
1st.
machine that will start itself independently of
the speed of the jjenerator or number of alternations of
current per unit of time
machine that has but one direction of rotation
2d.
and cannot reverse under any conditions of current alternation.
A machine that is not necessarily synchronous
3d.
with the generator, revolution for revolution.
4th.
A machine in which reversals of current direction
do not produce, corresponding reversals of magnetism in
any iron part, when the machine is in motion at its normal
speed and maximum efficiency
5th.
machine of simple form having an ordinary
continuous wound armature revolving in a single or two
tion

indiffertntly,

A

A

A

])ole field.

change position, either mechanically or otherwise, then
with an alternating current a constant polarity s and n
would be maintained at the upper and lower points of the
ring for then a direct impulse starting from A^ to the
right would enter the ring through the brush b^ flowing
down both sides in the direction of the arrows -(' and kThe
out through brush /<- and back to the source at ./^
reverse impulse indicated by the double arrows would
start from A^ to the left, going to brush //- and if we now
suppose this to have changed places with the brush (^' the
reverse current would then enter the ring at s and flowing
down both sides in the direction of the arrows /•' and /•would leave through // and the brush b^ and so back to the
source d^ maintaining the polarity of the ring the same as
before.
If the brushes could be thus changed at each
alternation, the polarity of the ring would be maintained
While, however, it
constant with an alternating current
is quite impracticable to thus cause the brushes to change

—

position mechanically at eacli reversal of current,

it

is

per-

feasible to produce the same effect without the
mechanical change.
The means of accomplishing Ihis
result are indicated in Fig. 2 which is identical with Fig.
fectly

3.

of outer collector, where the current divides, part going
down the right and left hand halves of the ring to n
I,

//• through the field
circuit making the
back to brush A' segment 7 of outer and

and part out brush
poles

A^and

segment

7 of

A"

inner collector to the

terminal

A'-

of source.

armature be supposed now to turn through the
space covered by one collector bar the reverse impulse can
be traced as follows: Starting at A- in the opposite direction to brush b" now bearing on segment 8 of the inner
collector thence through the reverse connection to segment
where the cur2 of the outer collector, now under brush
rent divides, going part as before down the right and left
If the

/'''

halves of the ring, making a south pole at j' and a north pole
//' as before and the other part out
of brush A' through
the field circuit in the same direction as before back to
brush b^ now on segment S of the outer ring thence through
the reverse connection back to segment 2 of the inner
ring, now in bearing with brush /'' and so returning to the
source at ^'I'.
Thus tlie two impulses of opposite direction
have been made to traverse botli armature and field cirWe have therefore with an
cuits in the same direction.
alternating current constant armature polarity and constant
at

SupU'inbcr

2.S

,
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Held polarity, and ihercforc a conslanl tendency to motion
Not only tliis Imt ihc fiutluT cnntlilion is fullilled thai there arc no reversals of inajintMisni
in any iron pari so lon;^ as one bar in tin- niacliinr as
shown in \'"\k. .\ passes under ihi- bnislits at cacli altcrna
is hrou^dit
It remains lo show how tins
lion of current.
ahoul.
Kefcrrin;; a^ain lo l-'i^. 4. Id il be- supposed lliat
the lirsl impulse of currcnl did not cause the arnialurc to
turn through the arc of the cinumference sid)lcnded by
one seKment, but all the branches still bore on the same
segments as shown in the ligure and the reversals of cur
rent continued.
Hy tracing the circuits it will be seen
that each reversal of current reverses the polarity of both
in the siimc direction.

ring are nundiercd to correspond with IhoHe of (he outer
ring around to the right frrim f»ne lo twcnty^foiir; — the insulating bars drawn shnded, separate the othcrn Into
giciups of three.
In this machine three seginenlH 1, 2 3 in
the onttT ring are <:onnrctrd dtrec:t to the corrcsiK)nding
?rgnienls 1, 2, 3 of the inner ring, Hkewihe the opj)osile
three 13, i.i, i;; i>{ one ring are connected direct t«i 13, !.(,
The next group of three Ih connected
IS of the other
inversely .(. 5. b, of the outer ring to the diainctrically
opposite bars id, 17 and iK of the inner ring, and the correspomling opposite group lb, 17, iH, of tne outer ring
is
likewise connected InverHcly to the tliainetrieally opposite group <f, 5 and 6, of the inner ring.
The remaining

n\
company of Delroil, Over three tons of wire
are used In the liuildint; and Kroiindx. The main
bnildiiiK, 500x300 feet, is lighted hy 150 arc
iiicnl

lamps. slriiiiK in each aihlir, 32 feel apart, and
Kivinx Mich an intenHity of litjlit that 110 exhibit
loses

ill

effect at

iii((ht.

an aggreKate of lo horse power in
electric motors furnished exhibitors from the incandescent light dynamos.
'rhc Kmunds, of
which there are over fio acres, are li((lited in a
novel fashion.
At each corner r>f the liiiilding
is a tower, 150
feet high, and 'n the center of
the front, a main tower 200 feet high.
Each
tower is equipped with eight 2,000 canille power
arc lights, so arranged as to throw the light most
economically in every direction.
Every portion
of the entire grounds is splendiilly illuminated.
The Art (lallery, a separate building, is lighted
by 250 sixteen canille power 110 volt Swan incandescent lamps, arranged in the most approved
'I'liere is

method

for gallery display.

f)n the lake in the
the Detroit Hoat Works
have the electric launch, "Electric " The boat is
2S feet long, is openited by a one horse power
motor made by the Detroit Motor company, the
rurrcnt for which is furnished by 25 eleven "p."
I'.xposition

grounds,

Woodward Sloragi! Battery company's
They are charged from the incandescent
dynamo during the day. The boat is a trim little craft and skims over the water at a rate of
cells of the

make.

some eight

to nine miles per hour.
One of the
interesting
exhibits
is
that
of
the
United States Eish (.'ommission, which has

most

and armature ami with either ilirection of current or
rapid reversals, there will be a constant tendency lo motion
always exerted in the same direction.
The machine under
these conditions beconies therefore simply a direct current
machine on an alternating current circuit with a constant
tendency to start in one direction. Assuming* the machine
therefore self-starting, it will continually gain in speed
until the condition is fullilled of one segment passing the
brushes at each alternation, for it then becomes \n the
broad sense a synchronous alternating motor, the current
then produces no reversals of magnetism, and there is a
true alternating current in the armature circuit, proilucing.
tield

n

r\

-

V

vj

N

\\
1

scj^ments are connected in the same maimer, but the connections are omitted lo avoitl confusion in the drawing.
The operation of the machine is evidently the same as that
shown in l'"ig. 4, e.xctpt that the rerjuired conditions are
fulfilled in this instance when three bars of the collector
pass under the ring at each alternation of current and .as
there are twenty-four segments arrange d in groups of three.

would make one revolualternations of current and cona circuit supplied with 16,000 reversals per
normal speed would be t'lgim 2000, per

machine

the
tion

at
for every

nected

minute

in
its

its

normal speeil

eight

—

minute, and with -}S segments
arranged in
groups
The blank
of three its speed would be 1000 per minute.
segments insulating the groups of the inner ring are con
nected to the extremities of a rheostat A'/i. A'//, which is
inclosed inside the commutator and is designed to offer a
path for the alternating current such as there may be and
prevent its absolute rupture at the period of change from
one group of segments to the next; they also serve an important purpose in preventing a dangerous short circuit
which would be occasionei.1 by the inner brush bridging
two groups of segments oppositely connected.
It follows as a matter of course that as the machine
starts as a direct current motor connected in an alternating
circuit, rapid reversals of magnetism will at hrst be produced in all the iron cores and these should be made of
laminated iron to prevent undue loss by healing at the
period of starting.
The machine in fact starts as a direct
current motor and automatically changes to a sort of
synchronously alternating motor. When it gains its normal
speed at this point it is self-regulating, and its capacity of
doing work is a maximum.
Fig. 6 shows a plan of the machine as constructed: it
consists simply of an ordinary closed circuit armature in a
single field; i' r is the ordinary collector really a part of the
armature circuit from which the brushes /'' I'* take a current of constant direction to the field shunt: a t, a r is the
reversely connected commutator and the brushes ^' l'^
bearing upon this commutator are connected to the terrai
nals of the alternating current circuit.

Electrical

Equipment

of the Detroit

Exposition.

.Vmong the interesting features of the Internaand Exposition which opened at Detroit Sept. iSth, are the electric light and power
plant and its equipment.
The plant, this year,
is under the management of the lirush company
of Detroit, but hereafter it will be owned and
operated by the Exposition company.
The power equipment for the electric plant is
separate and distinct from that operating the
machinery, etc., and consists of one Ball engine
tional Fair

lie. 6.

however, no reversal of armature polarity: and a current
of constant direction in the field.
Under these conditions
the motor is self-regulating, moving at a constant speed
and with a ma.ximura rotary effort.
It is not, however, essential that one bar should pass
the brush at each alternation as any number may be caused
to do this depending upon the speed required, and the
number of coils upon the armature
This is illustrated in
f' is"- 5 where the complete
machine is shown
There are
twenty-four coils in the armature, twenty-four bars in the
outside collector, and thirty-two bars in the inside one,
this latter being composed of twenty-four connecting and
The connecting bars of the inner

eight insulating bars.

13 inches x 12 inches, one Russell engine 13
inches x 20 inches, and one Rice engine 12
inches x 20 inches. The engines operate four 65
arc light Brush dynamos and one 300 and one 450
incandescent light compound wound Brush dynamos. Schieren's perforated electric belts are
used.
The entire plant is operated from one switchboard, which is equipped with the I.ockwood ammeter and polarity indicators, and the gang
switches for the incandescent work are of a pattern recently designed bv the Lockwood Instru-

spared no pains to enlighten the public on its
great work.
About twenty separate aijuariiims
have been arranged in grottoes and rockwork.
.\t niglit they are lighted up by incandescent
lights, hidden in the stone work, and illuminating the waters.
In the center of the grand nave
Mabley cV Co. have erected a striking copy of
Bartholdi's Statue of Liberty, over 20 feet high,
on an iin|)osing pedestal, the (ioddess holding
aloft a large globe filled
with incandescent
lamps.

Many special exhibit.s, having for their chief
attraction the electric light in .some form of its
varied and wonderful applications, are now under way.
In fact, the electrical exhibit is developing into a most attractive branch of the great
show.

The Exposition grounds and buildings can be
seen for miles up and down the river, and the
effect at night is most beautiful and attractive.
No pains have been spared, the cost of the
lighting plant alone being over $25,000.

The New Factory

of the Betding

Motor

Co.

The factory of the Belding Motor company,
Chicago, is once more in full operation.
It will
be remembered that it has been but a few
months since the company's plant in the Burton
block was entirely destroyed by fire. The fire
left little with which to make a new start, but
the company secured new quarters at 128 and
130 S. Clinton street, and as soon as the machinery could be set in place, hands were taken
on and work commenced. The new quarters
are somewhat smaller than those occupied before, but the company as far as machinery is
concerned, is better e(|uipped than ever. From
30 to 40 hands are now employed.

Conventions of the Military Telegraph
Corps and Old Time Telegraphers.
The

I'nited States military

Telegraph Corps

ninth annual convention in the Louisville Hotel, September nth. W.
R. Plum, of
Chicago, president, and J. E. Pettit, secretary
held

its

treasurer, were in their places.
D. A. Williams of Kansas City, presented a
report stating that the G. .-V. R. encampment at
Milwaukee had indorsed the telegraphers' claims
Ex-Commander
for congressional recognition.
Wemer and Lieut. -Gov. Kimball were thanked
W. B. Wilson, of Philadelfor their services.
phia, made a speech, suggesting that the organization raise §2,000 with which to carrj- its claim
The following committee of
before congress.
ways and means was appointed by the chair to
conduct the business before congress: W. B.
Wilson of Philadelphia; H. W. West of Chicago, and D. A. Williams of Kansas City.
It was voted that the next meetmg of the

and

"

.
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at AVashington, D. C, at some
In
time during tlie session of next congress.
the afternoon the body made a trip over the
Kentucky and Indiana bridge and attended the
meeting of the Old Time Telegraphers.
The Old Time Telegraphers' association met
at the same place, at 2:30 o'clock, September
nth. Many of the members of the organization
Chas. E.
are members of the Military Corps.
Taylor, manager of the Western Union at Lexington, Ky., and Wm. J. Dealy, manager of the
Western Union at New York, president and
secretary respectively, were at their places.
President Taylor delivered a stirring address in
the course of which he made a reference to the
death Mrs. Ogle, of the heroic telegraph opera-

body be held

Johnstown.

tor at

Resolutions of regret were drafted in respect
to the memory of the late Geo. W. McCann, of
Meriden, Miss., and Mrs. Ogle. The report of
the committee on time and place of the next
convention recommended Kansas City during
The comthe second week of September, 1890.
mittee also suggested the names of Day K.
Smith, of Kansas City, as president; Barney

Hughes, Memphis, for vice-president, and William J. Dealy, of New York, secretary and treasThe report was adopted.
urer.
The Commercial club entertained both bodies
during the afternoon, and the banquet took
Louisville Hotel in the evening.
The visitors left at 8 o'clock on the following
morning for Mammoth Cave, on a special coach
tendered by Vice-President M. H. Smith, of the
Louisville and Nashville.
The United States Telegraphers' Corps concluded the business of the annual meeting at
Mammoth Cave. It was principally the election of officers for the ensuing year, which resulted as follows: Wm. R. Plum of Chicago,
was re-elected president; Wm. B, Wilson of
Philadelphia, vice-president; and J. E. Pettit of
Chicago, secretary and treasurer.
at the

place

The Brownites

reliable?

the other day were pointing to

who was

lineman,

Ferry, the Buffalo

September

by a current

killed

accident tend

of 2,000 volts, but the later accounts of the

opposed to the new law.
It is shown that Ferry lived forty minutes after he received
the shock and according to those who were attracted by
to strengthen the case of those

his cries for

carelessness

By

he suffered greatly.

help,

the way,

was that the accident was the

verdict of the jury

on the part of the

John Powers, a

victim.

lineman employed by the Brush Electric Light company
of this city,

another victim

is

While repairing an

own

of his

carelessness.

week he thoughtlessly took the terminals in his hands and received a shock
which threw him to the ground. He struck the pavement
on his head, broke his collar bone and died an hour later.
It is expected or at least hoped that enough money will
electric light wire last

soon be subscribed to erect a memorial arch which has
been under consideration since the centennial celebration.
It

is

quite

one of

probable that

panies will offer

the electric light com-

subscription in

its

way

the

of

an

electric

plant as the original design calls for a most elaborate electrical illumination of the arch.

The Park board has adopted a

resolution providing that

the electric companies, like the gas and water companies,

sewer builders, contractors and others applying for permits
to tear up the streets for any purpose, will hereafter be
compelled to deposit a sum of money equal to the original

the

cost of

pavement

regular fees, such

be torn up, in addition to the

to

deposit

remain

to

commissioners until the pavement has been restored to
former condition.

The

British

Delany system

government has the

right of the

The

postal telegraph service.

all

deposited with Baring Bros.

Goodwin were interested
The royalties are deposited

in

from

royalties

The

Co.

this are

firm of Jones

keeping to the

ioint

alive.

Goodwin, and directing that Baring Bros. & Co. pay them
that amount before paying any other royalties

— The

He has

soon as he returns.

which

the preliminaries to fix

last

all visitors

Indianapolis, Ind.
20. — When the city

Supt.

Whipple

re-

ceived numerous inquiries as to the operation of the electric road.

In one day two telegrams were received on this
one from Montgomery, Ala and another from

weeks ago providing that Pennsylvania
street be repaved from Washington to Ohio street, it ordered the Western Union Telegraph company to move its
poles on that street inside the curbing before

When

gun.

the

property owners

work was bework was commenced some of the
on that street procured a temporary

order to prevent the completion of the work,

restraining

claiming that

would injure their

it

The

der the sidewalks.

New

Mutual Telegraph company, and were put up

the

men

of

was

damage

far

known

service.

This

in cable

exceeds anything heretofore
will

not, however, cripple

the cable service as the remaining lines are

doing the ordinary work.

capable

of

be some time before the

will

It

one of the breaks was in mid

repairs can be completed as

closely

inspected from gallery

President Kennard assured them,
precautions used

for

basement, but, as

to

they found

extinguishing

The

fire.

the utmost
fire

depart-

ment just across the street always has steam up, ready for
a moment's call, and the whole building is numerously supplied with barrels of water and buckets to be used on an

The agents

instant.

and would have

inspected the

no doubt if insulation had not
Kennard has so much

raised rates

been found perfect.

construction of wires

President

faith in the security of the building that

dollar of insurance on
carpets, rugs, etc.

he has not taken a

elegant and

his

costly

display of

During the week 750 additional incan-

descent lights were placed in the building.

ocean.

Mayor Grant has

on Jerome avenue by vetoing the

providing for the

bill

Many electrical

preliminary steps in this matter.

engineers

would be made to secure the conit was confidently expected the
electric railway companies would be given an opportunity
In his veto message Mayor
to exhibit their systems.

had hoped an

effort

struction of a road

here as

Grant thus explains
pleasure drive, and

that part of the city.
it

for the

"Jerome avenue

his action:
is

is

now

almost the only drive of the kind

The

effect

purpose

for

Work

has been begun on the Brightwood electric railroad

cannot see that the railroad

it

is

would be of any benefit

this action those interested in

the original topic:

Is the

executions

plans for lighting

the city by electricity

were placed ol^-

cially before the

mayor

last

the

week when a conference

be-

tween the Board of Public Improvements, Charles Sutter,

and

J.

I

Ayer,

representative of the Municipal Electric

Lighting company was

represented the Board of Improvements, viewing the work

to

up again, W.
liourkc Cochran and Aiiornev General Tabor summing
up in the presentation of Referee Itecker's report.
The
judge's decision has not yet been announced.
Pending
electrical

rapidly maturing

of

a

would be
now used, and

is

the subject have reverted to

proposed method cruel and un-

company, but the

Citizens' Street Railroad

officers

will

it

be impossible to procure

motors

electric

before that time.

The

citi7ens of Irvington

have succeeded in raising the

demanded by the Citizens' Street
Railway company before beginning work on that line. All

that remains

now

is

though

for the present,

consent of the county com-

to secure

it is

Animal power

be used

will

intended eventually to use elec-

power.

tricity for

—

I'reviously the

building the arc lighting

plant, including the power
Twenty- first street and the railroad tracks.
Mayor Noonan opened the conference by brieily expressing his gratification at the rapid progress of the work
referred to.
Mr. Sutter stated the Hoard of Public Improvements had shown a disposition lo be severe with his

of

house at

company by changing,
poles for

the arc

rather arbitrarily,

light.i.

The

electrical

the height

of

people claimed

they liad contracted for a large portion of their poles at 35
feet
that is to hang the lamps 35 feet above the ground.

—

Indianapolis, Sept.

company

is

to

with electric motors
Last week J. J. MitchWalker and I. P. Rumsey, of Chicago, stockholders in the Citizens company accompanied by Manager
Schaffer and members of council and board of aldermen,
visited the proposed park.
The future plans and intentions of the company were e.xplained by Mr. Schaffer who
has full control of the work.
Mr. Schaffer says with the
line equipped with motors the trip from Union Station to
ell,

W.

it

B.

the park will be
to the

made

in

twenty minutes.

After the

park the party was taken to Richmond,

Mr. Schaffer has built and

is

operating a line

Thomson-Houston system

with the

of motors.

visit

where
equipped

Ind.,

The coun-

cilmen and aldermen on their return expressed themselves
pleased with the system.
sion of

its

The company wants an

exten-

charter in this city which expires in about eleven

years.

now

the difficulties

in

of the railroad

which

of

held in Mayor Noonan's office.
mayor was driven ovtr the city with Messrs.
Sutter and Ayer, and Harbor Commissioner Murphy, who

the public.

question of

Some

the question of rapid transit

settled

at night to

prevent interference by the city authorities,

equipping

When

—

the fact that the

they extend un-

of those of the old

occurred in the Chicago exposition the insurance

,

Louis were wild with fear and rushed into the building
in large numbers early in the morning.
The building

company's cibles were broken and an examination reveals

some

news reached here that the St. Joe
exposition had burned and that an exciting accident had

—

York Notes.

York, Sept. 21. The recent storm caused considerable damage to telegraph, telephone and electric light
companies in this section, destroying much of their property,
but owing to excellent management the lines were
almost immediately replaced. The damage was not con
fined to land, however.
Two of the Western Union

cellars* as

poles were

23.
The latest deal of the Street Car
buy 250 acres of land northwest of the city,
five miles from Union Railway station, with a view of making a public park and extending its Illinois street line and

subject

St.

New

council passed

the ordinance a few

and

railway

electric

week when

yet,

then he will come."

missioners to use the highway.

This was illustrated

up

presence for ten days or more, and

will require his

also manifested throughout the country in this department.

CORRESPONDENCE.

The

Improvements also entered into a
electrical company to use
all the poles it now has on hand, amounting, with those
already set, to about half the number required, to support
all the arc lights to be used by the city.
The mayor suggested that the Lindell boulevard property owners ought
to raise a fund to place the wires under ground and elevate
the lights on artistic iron arches between Grand avenue
and Forest Park. Col. Flad stated that he had made an
estimate that it would cost $11,000 altogether.
The city
could not do the work, for the reason that if it did so demands for similar concessions would come from a dozen
points at once, but the Board of Improvements would
furnish the plans and specifications if the property owners
on the boulevard would do the work
Mr. Sutter is reported as saying on his return from New
York:
"I met President Johnson, of the Southern Street
Railway company, in New York, and found he had
adopted the overhead wire system, which he will put in as
of

agreement to allow the

verbal

at least, as

The

feet apart,

Municipal company's power

the

district

Kansas.

I

The Board

house.

by the

electrical display at the ex-

indeed the chief attraction.

near

street,

D. Shain

facturing company.

to destroy

be made in ten days with two poles erected 800

on Gratiot

It

say they will have to use animal power until next spring,

position continues to attract the attention of
is

better results.

the proper height should

test of

necessary $6,500 bonus

has resigned his position as
agent of the Westinghouse
Company at Cincinnati, and has accepted a position in New York City with H. Ward Leonard,
general manager of the United Edison ManuChas".

T.

St. Louis, IVIo
St. Lours, Sept. 21.

would give much

agreed that a

finally

money

of

maintained that to raise the lamps

has
proven successful in every respect and made an excellent
impression on the people of this city.
Much interest is

pany.

general

was

Electric

Important Changes.

Prof. F. B. Badt has resigned his position with
the Western Electric company of Chicago, and
has accepted a position as constructing engineer
with the United Edison Manufacturing com-

to 50 feet in the clear

account

Manufacturing cqmpany and
Wendell Goodwin and Frank T. Jones.
Justice Van
Brunt has given judgment for $^3,3^7 in favor of Jones &
Standard

of the

them an immense amount

F-lad

Indianapolis, Sept.

use of the

keeping the patents

in

&:

&

cost

Col.

its

duplex telegraphy and uses the system in

of

its

would

it

to change.

hands of the

in the

W. H.

Two

the

result of

and that

1889

28,

The

C. C. Perry Incandescent

pipes on Pennsylvania street for
is

using sewer pipe

about four

feet

five

company has begun laying
its

underground wires.

below the surface of

The temporary

It

inches inside diameter laid in rows,
street, in best

injunction granted

cement.

property owners on

Union Telegraph
moving poles inside the curbing, was
dissolved by Judge Howland, who held that the Telegraph
company was compelled to place its poles wherever the city
ordered.
"The city has the right to make the order, and
the courts have no authority to interfere."
M.
Pennsylvania street against the Western

company

to prevent its

San Francisco,
San Francisco, Sept. if>.
Telegraph company say that
000,000

in

— The
the

Cal.

ofticers

company

construction work this year;

of

the Postal

will

spend $4,-

most of the sum

is

expended in lines south of this city. Next year
Oregon and Washington will be favored with better facilities.
Swanton & Clark of Santa Cruz have increased their
to be

September
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1889

28,

lloiisloii Klccliic ci)ni|Kniy to S'>

onlcr to the Thoinsdn

sented

in

Ilcrkley, C:il.,

Thf Kcno

come out

Iiiis

Klfctric

on the outskirts of the
the

The
The

by

to

lires

have the current

wlrct or

cut

Harrctt of

I'rof,

Chicago nald so

hin life

Keno, Nev.,

very Kood satisfaction.

is jiivinj;

Mechanics'

electrical exhibit at the

The

fair is atlractiiiK

California

Klectric

1.1^11'

company, representatives of the Itrush Klectric company,
has two arc machines, a power generator, and a Telton water
wheel ninninjr a generator which in turn furnishes power
motor runnin^j an ore crusher, also a large number of
A dynamo runs a motor
motors throughout the building,
which in turn runs a 4fi light incandescent machine; <iuite
to a

shown in the machinery hall run
The Keith
ning mowers, wood-working machinery, etc.
company has two generators running a number of different
The Thomson-Houston exhibit consists of
sized motors.
of motors are

dynamo running

a 50 light incandescent

These are thrown

a hollow square.

lights formeil into

and on continually,

olT

The

elTect.

Va

,

improvements

N. v., has been started, and

ter.

month
The Nebraska

company

is

1^1

Tliomson

l-^leclric

company

A contract for lighting I'ana, III
years was awarded the Spring Side
of I'ana last week.

system

Omaha,

of

will

The

,

State fair at

Waterhouse dynamo
The two Ilrush ma( hines
are run by an Armington & Sims engine, the rest running
VV. G. C.
from the main engine.
15 light

Kansas Citv,
tric street

Kansas

City,

Mo

21.— The long

,

Sept.

reports the

talked of elec-

railway in Armourdale has been completed and a

The result was very gratifying
trial trip has been made.
and reached beyond the expectations of the oflicials.
The m.ichinery worked perfectly, and the track was in
When the car moved down Kansas avsplendid shape.
enue the large crowd became greatly excited, and the air
was fdled with cheers. The trip was made to the bridge
than twenty

in le«s

There were about twenty

minutes.

passengers on board, including the

equally successful.

A

proved successful.

The

Hell streets to the

western

bridge

now

are

limits of

will

line

The company

in operation

When

river.

has also awarded the

from the western terminus of the present
street bridge

extending

commenced on

ready been

tention lo have

line

the

Work

the extension, and

operation before

in

new

line over the

Argentine.

to

the

Five cars

be extended.

contract for the construction of an electric roid,

Twenty-fourth

proved

Armoutdale, but the

run as far as the

completed the

is

trip

extends from Sixteenth and

line

The Thomson- Houston company equipped

has

the in-

is

it

al-

December
the

i.

present

line.

Another electric road in Armourdale is now propo>ed.
Norton Thayer, J. S. Stockton and Nicholas McAipine are
securing the necessary signatures of property owners along

Miami avenue.

The

anil a 7*2

A'</'t//>/iiiin

from

un

ste

Riverview branch are

proposed change on the

very jubilant over the

to electricity,

"L"

an J are willing to give the

with electricity for live

Coal Mining company
Thomson-Houston incandescent

be used

Kan

company

to

KivervleAf

and every effort made by the
secure any change was always r'efeated by
engines,

The
numerously signed remonstrances in the council.
business men in old Wvandotie and Kansas City, Kan..
proper, are rejoicing as
noise, especially

change

dummy

the

on old Sixth

will lessen to a

street

engines make such a
both

in

The
The

cities.

degree this nuisance.

great

property owners are subscribing liberally to a fund to secure the change.

expected that the work of grading

It is

from Brush Creek to Forest Hill cemetery
in

about thirty days.

electric line will

It will

be several

Troost avenue

will

now

all

non

arrival of the

An

that

30 arc lights, 1,^00 incandescent ghts, engines, boilers,
shafting antl all other details to complete the plant.
1

Ceo. Cutter, of Chicago, is e<iuipping his salesroom and
incandescent lamps, ranging from
Current is supplied by the Chicago
25 to 100 candle power
A J^ horse power Excelsior
Arc Light iS; Power company
arc motor is also to be installed to furnish power forexperi
mental work.
oflices with Iternstein series

One hundred arc lights will be
The following sales are also reported: Norfolk.
50 arc lights; and Dal35 arc lights; Ottawa, Kan
las, Texas, 20 arc lights; State Fair association at Dallas
40 arc lights; South Easton, Pa, 30 double arc lamps.
In addition to the above, the Sperry Mining Machine
company has ordered two 25 horse power generators, and
one 30 horse power generator.
Bluffs, la., for five years

supplied.

Neb

.

,

The board

of trustees of the additional hospitals

met recently

insane

at Indianapol

liids

s.

for

the

were received

supplying the Southern and Eastern hospitals with elecThe bi<^lders were the Wes'ern ICIectric
compan), the Fort Wa>ne Jen- ey K ectr'c company, the
Thomson-Houston company, the Prush company, and the
The Harrisburg
United States Electric Light company.
Car Manufacturing company ami the New ^'o^k Safety
Power company ofTered bids on engints. The bills were
very close, and prices 15 per c.-nt lowtr than at the former
lettingin 1S87.
They were referred to a committee, which
for

will report the result at the next

meeting of the board, Oct-

ftyntcm

nigned
ordinance
U-ginsat the

ha«i (jccn

The amended

de|)Ot,

It

.Milwaukee cily line to the

Milwaukee and Michigan.
I ticncc it runs along
Milwaukee to Oneida, on Oneida lo Wells, on Well'* lo

rr>rner of

Sixth, .'ind on Sixth to the city limits.
A branch t>cgins at
the corner of Wells and Sixth, running west to 1-jghth,

The Sprague Electric Railway iV Motor company of New
York has commenced the manufacture of a new 75 hftnc
power motor. This machine is not dissimilar in appear
ance to the ordinary .Sprague standard electric motor of
smaller sizes.
The first one of these motors manufattured
was for the Kearney Paper comptny, of Kearney, Neb,
where about 120 horse power of electric motors built by
the Sprague Motor company will be used for operating the
The current for driving these motors is generated
The second of these motors
has been built for a long distance transmission power plant
which has been ordered of the Sprague company for South
< >ther machines of the same si/c go to other parts
Africa.
of he world as a result of the large demand for mo'ors of
this si/e in long distance power transmission^,
mining
work, and general industries.
The efficiency of this machine is remarkably high, while at the same time the speed
is kept i;uite low.
The motor makes only about 300 revolutions a minute while operating under full load.
mill.

by water several miles away.

I

The contract for the Allegheny city electric light plant
has been awarded to the Westlnghouse company at $14',There was no opposition
The a-c station is to be
158.
furnished with 9 dynamos, having a capacity of 50 arc
lights each, or 450 in all; 316 arc lamps to be placed on
towers and mast arms.
There ate to be 15 single ped stal
Star iron towers, 125 feet high, 37 single pedestal Star iron
towers 150 feet high, the towers to carry 216 arc lamps.
The companv is to operate the plant for six months, at the
end of which period, if satisfactory, the city will accept it.
The contract binds the company for a period of three years
from the date of contract to furnish the city, if the city so
apparatus for an extension of the plant at

the prices and discounts

The

Ileisler

plant of 3(K>

Elect

ic

named
Light

thirty ca' die

in the present proposal.

company

power

is

furnishing a

lights to

theStamlatl

& Power Manufacturing company,

Light

.

N

.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
The

and the wiring has been completed,
is

the

dynamos.
grew out of the report pre-

I't

lic

entire property of the Baxter Electric Manufacturing
is 'o be sold at pubauction, Oct. 9th.

Motor company of Baltimore. Md.,

The second

electric

road

has just been successfully
Rae system is used. Decatur

started at Decatur, 111.
The
now has eight miles of electric street railway,

A

St. Louis paper says:
Work upon the electric street
railroad over the bridge is progressing with sufficient rapidity to

THE TELEPHONE.
The telephone exchange
seriously damaged by one

at

of

Uiclniond. Ind.. has been
the telephone wires coming

an electric light wire.
It
lime before the exchange is in working order.
into contact with

will

be some

A

telegram from Indiana, .Septemb r 19. says: Judge
of the United States district cou't to-day granted
in favor of the American Itell Telephone com
pany against ("assius .\lley, restraining him from the u?e
telephones
which Alley and others have had in operation
of
in northern Indiana.
It was decided that they were an
infringement upon the Pell p.atents. .Mley and his partners
were ordered to surrender to the court all the telephone instruments in their possession.

Woods

ober 4

months before the

delays the operation of the road

interesting discussion

Kae

ordinance

north on Eighth lo Winnebagf*. making a turn on Winnebago to get back to I'iighth, along Eighth to riiy liniilA
Still another branch
will run north on Eighteenth from
\ iiel to Center, turning on ('enter to Eighteenth again,
along Eighteenth to Hopkins, on Hopkins to the city limitii.

National Klectric

be completed

company will build its power
It will be of
house on Le."?ington, near Kansas avenue.
brick, 50x100 feet, and will cost ^5.000
The construction of the Vine street electric line including
and

electric railway

Manufacturing company of K.nn
reports the sale of a complete plant to the
Claire, Wis
Warrensburg, Mf>., Flcctric company. The sale includes

Electric

the setting of the poles

The Hinsey

line, so-called, only.

be in operation.

The North End

osition to oper.ite the line with the

of these

using the

same capacity to Frank Filer, Ludington, Micd. Another
plant goes to the Globe Furniture company, Norihville
Mich for public and commercial lighting
An extensive
plant is being prepared for the North Broad street Farmer's
Market building in Philadelphia, and will be in operation at
an eaily day.
Another extensive plant is nearly ready for
shipment to Henrj- Joel vV Co., Finsburj-. London. E. C ,
England, being the first Heisler installation in England.
The Heisler stations at Hackettstown. N. L, and >Iatteawan,
V have placed order> for large increase in capacity, the order from the latter being for the fourth Heisler
dynamo. The Heisler display at the St. Louis Exposition
continues to attract attention, and a similar display is now
being prepared for the Texas State Fair, to be held at Dallas, October 13th to 27th

dummy

gentlemen t«
making the Wc?»t»idc Railway company a prop
visit

Northwestern

council between the two factions in regard to g-^ant-

with

work

covers the West Side

.Montpelier. \'t.
These lights are to be rented at a distance ol four mdes
The company is furnishing a plant of the
from the station

ing the elevated road a franchise to operate the
line

'I'fie

ICdison company, through its Chicago agent. F. N
to Nelson Morris
solil an elect ic light plant
Co.
for
their car house and barns at the Stock yaids,
iV
Chicago.
A 160 light machine will be put in and the
wiring will be for 160 lights.

The

There his been for
going on in the Kansas City

,

lo assist in

The

L. II. W'tnni

by the mayor of Milwaukee.

Armour, has

road

com

pany every assistance in their pDwer.
nearly a year a strong fight

alitc line

dent and manager; Frank B. Kac, elcctrli tan and inventor
of the Hyslcm; J V. Talbolt. trackman, and J
K. Land,
general Southwestern agent
They were ocrompunird by
Itossart, an electrician of Kansas 'ily. Mo
P, VV.
and
were unrlcr the guidance of Mes*rs A, I<. j'ord, Kit J,

Camp and

desires, with all

property owners along the

1

tric light plants.

return

second trip was made, andtha', too.

only

electric cars will

the Meiro-

officials of

The

compiny.

politan Street Railway

Broadway

,

machine

The Sperry Electric company, through its agent, C E.
Gregory, has secured the contract for lighting Council

Mo.

,

RcpresenlatlvcH of the KUher Kae elrclrh motor •ywtem
of Detroit were recently vhown over the projcrtcd line of
the WcHlHtdc <.'irclc rr^d, nays a Kansas City pa|>rr. and
cxprcHncd themselves as highly plcasrd with the proiKMted
route.
The parly consisted of W, A jaikv»n, vicr presi-

,

Sacramento also has an electrical ex
hibit consisting of one Thomsonllouston 25 light J,cxx»
candle power dynamo, two No. 7 Hrush 1,200 candle
pOA-cr dynamos, one J5 light Waterhouse ilynamo, and one

The

Tramway c'lmpany !• di«iribuiint£
ulonK S^mih Broadway for (he con«truclif>n of ihc

cteelrlcal extension of the

mak-

insane asylum at Roches
will be run experimentally

arc light Thomson Houston
llotiston motor to the Omaha

The Denver, Colo
niulcriul

progrrHhing, ancl within ninety itays the liii<- wdl itr in
operation.
The .Spraguc overhead system is to Imt used,

for a

sale of

The

Ih

in its plant.

electric light plant at the

'I'he

producing a pleasing

W

The Wheehng,
ing extensive

Klcclnc Light

tine

r.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.

the State In

at

nccetuty to the uju%lttti.Huu ami ci|Uipiii(:rit of the
huH Ifccn ordered, and the mo«t of it \iu% been received
rultit of ihr eatil end of the biidvc have been lahi.
A
number of polrn for stretching ihr wtrc«bavr tH-en crccird,
and part of the (Miwcr hottvr mii< hincry i« in position.

leiiul

he

far an

through conlnct with dec
favored precautionary meiins, however.

He

wires.

Kdison company

the

company

plant of the Accumulator

number

the

tit

knew no lireman had Uwt
trie

installed

considerable attention.

a

men

lurneii off.

satisfactorily.

at

ftoiii

iiiviHtlgat-

ing the question reported that the electric cnnipanh h should

have
very

11

city

the electric li^ht plant

sane asylum

l)^liltlin^;

is

conuniltce which hud been

of the United States cruiser ChnrliMon.

trial trip

worked very

company

I.ijjht

lake the place of the one formeily used

creiii table station lo

On

incamlestcnt

for

stroiiRly

pctitionfil the coiiniil to install a plant.

and has

lights,

The

the dangci

cunvciilion over

lircincn'%

the

at

electric wlrcH.

caiuIcscL'iit lights.
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insure its completion by

November

i.

All of the

ma-

an injunction

A dispatch from Washington published in the New Votk
llWld, intimated that the Bell lelephone company had as
control of the Drawbaugh interests and was urging
the cl ims in the hope of controlling the new patent which

sumed

is expected Drawbaugh
will get.
John R. Barttett.
president of the Drawbaugh syndicate has made the following statement: "It is false, of course, and I want to concla*
The suggestion doubtless
sively emphasize that fact
emanated from the Bell Telephone company with the idea
of throwing discredit on the acti\ity which has arisen again
it

The government set out to prove
for Daniel Drawbaugh.
that iiell has practically been gaining by fraud a fortune
that belonged to somebody else, and that the somebody else
was Daniel Drawbaugh.
The government brought this
suit and made these charges and set up the claims of Drawbaugh to vindicate its own dignity and for the sake of justice.

ment

To
is

say that

Bell

back of the Drawbaugh move
back of the government."

is

to say that he is

THE TELEGRAPH.
The Southwestern Telegraph companv

of Chicago has
been incorporated to construct and operate telegraph lines in
Illinois and other states; capital stock. $50,000: incorporators— W. O. Hall. F. P Meyenberger. J. Howland Sil-

venorand Y. C. Spencer.

John W. Lane, a millionaire of Portland, Me., died reMr. !.ane was formerly of
cently in Washington. D. C.
the Portland firm of Tyler. Rice ic Co , and was interested
business
with
Gen
Thomas T. Ecken lein the telegraph
fore the formation of the Western Union Telegraph company.
District
.\n Omaha dispatch of September iSth says:
Attorney Pritchclt this evening tiled a petiiion signed by
.\ttomey General Miller, asking that the alleged sale by
the Union Pacitic railway of its telegraph system between
Omaha and Ogden to the Western Union company, be set
The suit grows
aside as a fraud against the government.
out of injanction proceedings iosiitatcd by the Westcra
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Pacific February 14th last to
violating a pretended contract of
coming in as an intervener.

Union against the Union
restrain the road from
sale, the United States

The New York Sim is responsible for the following
yarn: "A sight to make theangels weep!" exclaimed DirecJohn T. Terry of the Western Union Telegraph company yesterday afternoon, as he rushed into the room of
The sight he referred to was in the
President Green.
between
officers' lunch room, where cosily seated at table
Director Jay Gould and the Hon. Russell Sage was Col
Josiah C. ReifF, the renowned anti-Western Union litigant.
He owns 100 shares of telegraph, the protection of which
tor

pany of Kansas City, a Tracey patent
pany has been awarded the contract

oil

September

W

B. Pearson,

manager Chicago

office

of

A

L. Ide

&

he has made a life study. In that pursuit he has attacked
Gould
in the courts about every important move that Jay
He now
has made affecting the Western Union company.
Of
pending.
sort
that
suit
of
important
one
least
has at
course, long before the close of business. Wall street had
sturdy
and
the
the news that all differences between Gould
It was based upon the
little litigant had been settled.
fact that the two had broken bread and drank milk togethBut the deduction was hasty and incorrect. The two
er.
have interests in the bankrupt St. Louis, Arkansas & Texas
Railroad, so for their mutual advantage in financiering
Such a proceedthat property they have declared a truce.
ing gives fresh force to the remarks of a famous Wall street

Son of Springfield, III., reports the sale of 16 engines and
boilers of 125 horse power each to the city of Chicago, to
furnish power for the four electric light stations now in
Mr. Pearson has been sincourse of erection by the city
gularly successful in the management of the Chicago de-

man

from Boston, namely: '"You people over here don't
A man
to think anything of beating one another.
will take your hide off down here and expect you to treat
in
favor.
Over
a
done
you
he
had
as
if
amicably
him as
Boston, when we fight and cail hard names, we mean it.
If we get mad it is business, and when any one does not
use us right, we don't conceal our resentment."

has been organized only

seem

five

Personal Paragraphs.
&

chief engineer of the Chicago Arc Light
J. A. Dyblie,
Power company, has accepted a position with the Joliet

Steel

company.

A cablegram from Paris says: "Paris enthused over Edison as only Paris can. The newspapers have published
his comings and goings and given him greater attention
than the show. Wherever he goes he is followed by a
The French public considers that Edison is the
crowd.
sole inventor of the telegraph, telephone, electric light,
and even electricity itself, if not the solar system as well;
and when Figaro gr2.vt\y announced this week that he had
just completed an adj-..stment for the phonograph whereby
conversation in English was translated into French half

Paris believed it. and Edison worship has increased a
The attention he has received has
hundred-fold since.
His purpose in
not been an unmixed pleasure to Edison.
make
an exhaustive study of mechan
was
to
visiting Paris
ical exhibits at the exposition, instead of which he has
been one of the principal exhibits himself, while the crowds
that have followed him and the festivities that were thrust
upon him have prevented his giving protracted attention to
what would have interested him most."

Business Mention.
The Edison Lamp company, whose factory is at Harrison. N. J., has just issued a new and interesting catalogue
of new designs and artistic incandescent lamps and fix
tures.

of the Central Electric company, has just
Mr
returned from a month's trip through the Northwest.
Brown brings in a number of orders, and reports business

Chas E. Brown

active.

The Peckham Car Wheel company

branching out
somewhat, and has started the manufacture of trucks in con
The Peckham motor
nection with its well known wheel.
wheel is growing in favor.
is

Robert Coleman, representing the American Indurated
Fiber company of Mechanicsville, N. Y,, was in Chicago
He reports a large demand for indurated wood
last week.

out his

to be recognized
It is similar in construction
as a most efficient machine.
to a dynamo which is considered in Germany one of the
The Continental dynamo company
best in the market

The Southern Elertrica! company of St. Louis reports
constantly increasing sa'es of Okonite wire in its territory,
and good business in all other specialties. Although this
house has been in business but a short time, the record of
sales shows a constant and steady increase.

called.

of ropes over belts in many cases, for
transmission of power, is becoming evident to the
more progressive electrical engineers. With this re ognition there has arisen a demand for grooved pulleys,
Among those firms whch pay
special tighteners, elc
particular attention to this line of manufacture might be
Pin company at Toledo, O.
Great
Western
mentioned the
Besides numerous other speciahies the company is making
the Keasey iron center split wood pulley and the Hale lS:
Wales patent tightener.

The advantage

the

Co

Newark, manufacturers of the patent
electric connectors, are filling an order for the Edison
Electric Light company of Spokane P'alls, Washington
Ter
for 5,500 connectors from No. 6 to No. 16 B. lV S.
gauge; copper and iron loops for electric street railways,
terminals and tips for stranded cords, underground connectors for all New York work, patent lightning arresters for
the Omaha Telephone company, and the Metropolitan TelSales last
ephone & Telegraph company, New Vork.
month amounted to 60,000 connectors and 5,000 terminals.
iS;

Receptacle for Secondary Batteries.
411,124,
Huestis, Newton, Mass.
41

1,

Electric Polarized
133.
Scribner, Chicago, 111.

The
on

New York

trolling devices.

Of the two claims the first is given:
"The combination, with the revolving armature shaft
of an electromotor, of an annular plate geared to rotate
in unison therewith and electrically connected in the
having cam surfaces and conmotor circuit and adapted lo
engage said cam-surfaces intermittently, whereby lo
make and break said motor circuit."

motor

circuit, said plate
tacts joined also in the

Manufacture of Carbon Filaments. Thomas A.
411,020.
Edison, Llewellyn Park, N. J.
The invention consists, mainly, in making carbon
filaments by forming filaments of clay or other plastic
substance which can be baked hax*^, baking the same,
covering the same with carbon, and then eating away
the baked plastic material by hydrofluoric acid or other
suitable solvent, leaving a filamentary shell of carbon
well adapted for use as the high resistance incandescent
conductor of an electric lamp.

Manufacture of Incandescent Electric Lamps.

Thomas A. Edison, Llewellyn Park, N. J.
The lamp is hermetically sealed to a sealed chamber

Combined

Electric

Motor and Blower.

Hirlimann. Fort Lee, N.

Charles

J.

Harold W.
Electric Meter.
County of Surrey, England.

411,042.

Terminal Flag Attachment for Flexible Electrij
Samuel C. Lafferty, Chicago, III.

'411,153.

Cords.

The claim reads:
"The combination,

wi h the projecting core of an
and the insulating covering thereof, of the
clasp consisting of two jaws pivoted to the item of the
plug and pressed firmly against the said core and cov
ering by the handle placed over the said jaws and
screwed upon the thread provided on the stem."

electric cord

Gong

4ii,i6S

Clocks.
4ii,ig8.
City,

Mechanism

Striking

Chester

11.

Telegraph Key.
Nev.

Synchronized

for

Pond, Chicago
Alfred E.

111.

Johnson, Carson

Mining Machine and Apparatus for Operating
Francis M. Lechner, Columbus, O.

411,200

the Same.

Pole for Supporting Electric Conductors.
ney H. Short, Columbus, O.

Sid-

4ii,20-|.

Daniel
Electrical High and Low Water Alarm.
H. Streeper, Norristowm, Pa.
Automatic Pole Changer. Cyrus A. Danals,
411,238.

411,230

Zanesville, O.

Electric

Arc Lamp.

Frank E. Kinsman,

New

Kolle,

London,

System of Electric Generation and Distribution
Railway Cars. Eliis E. Ries, Baltimore, Md.

The invention consists essentially in providing the
truck of a railway coach with a dynamo of any approved type, having for its armature shaft or shafts
one or more axles of said truck. From the dynamo
the feeding or supply circuit extends (preferably in
series) to a storage battery, and is controlled by a
potential switch, which is arranged to open or close
the circait to the battery, according to the state of the
charge in the latter.

Edison, Men-

during the process of exhaustion.

J.

,

i

Manufacture of Carbon Filaments. Thomas A.
41 1. 016.
Edison, Menlo Park, N. J.
The carbon filament is coated with c irbonizable material, then immersed in a liquid and heated by passing an electric current there through.

411,030.

Carter,

A

for

aggregating 250,000 feet of wire.
Bryant
Stoddard cut-outs, Sawyer-Man goods, Paiste
incandescent switches and general electric light construction and building apparatus are sold by the company.

I'ond Engineering company of St. Louis will furnish the Hutchinson. Kan., Water, Light t\: Telephone
company a 100 horse power Armington <.V Sims engine,
this being the fourth engine of that make which the company has in its station. It will have a special new feature;
a clutch will be placed on the driving wheel, so arranged
that with the engine running steadily, the driving wheel can
The company will also furnish
be run or not as desired.
the Edison Illuminating company of Topcka, Kan., Ireson
leather link belting, and the Metropolitan Railway com-

H.

Charles

Electromotor.
Kissell, Chicago, III
411,150.
Mary
executrix of Abraham S. Kissell, deceased.
This motor is designed for use where only a sma
amount of work is required, as for example in heat con-

411,301.

containing phosphoric anhydride or other material
capable of absorbing or decomposing moisture, heating the lamp and afterward withdrawing the air
from the lamp.

ten days
switches,

System

Electric Clock
411.138.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

York. N. Y.

Electric company of Omaha, Neb., reThis company is now repreports a prosperous business.
senting the Standard Underground Cable company in
Nebraska, Iowa and Kansas, and reports sales for the first

The Nebraska

Henry F. Campbell, Maiden,

Metallic Circuit.

Mass.

Issued Sept. i6, iSSg

411,019

annunciator is designed especially to be worked
having high resistance by an ordinary gener-

lines

411.137.

Electrical Patents.

Thomas A

W.

Charles E.

The first claim reads:
"In an electro-magnet, the centrally pivoted polarized armature in combination with a hook or detent,
said hook or detent operating a signal device and
placed near the centrally pivoted armature, whereby
said hook is struck alternatively as the armature vibrates."

A

Carbonizing Flask,
411,017
lo Park, N. J.

Fred.

Annunciator.

ator.

,

letter from the Ball Engine company says: "We take
pleasure in announcing that we have re-opened our Chicago
Kingsland Bros ) at Room
office (formerly with Messrs.
Insurance Building,
205 LaSalle street
403, Home
This location will be found very convenient and central.
XL A. King, from our home office, will be in charge of this
branch of our business and will promptly reply to inquiries,
furnish prices on engines, estimates on complete steam
plants, etc., and attend to all business exactly as if adThe large and increasdressed to our home office at Erie.
ing demand for our electric lighting engines renders this necessary, and we feel that our customers and friends will appreciate our endeavors to serve them more promptly and efficiently in future, if possible, than we have been able to do
in the past."

William R. Cole, De-

Signaling Apparatus.

Mich.

troit,

of

Manufacture of Incandescent Electric Lamps.
411,018.
Thomas A Edison, Llewellyn Park, N. J.
The lamp globe is heated by a current of air or gas

The

a shade holder for lamps,
of a spring ring for grasping the lamp, a spring ring
for grasping the shade, two fluted or corrugated arms
connecting the two rings and located one on each side
of the opening in the shade ring, and a sliding catch."

miniature dry battery was received at this office last
week from Walter A. Crowdus of the Electric Fare Box
Accornpanying it he writes:
company, Nashville Tenn.

report that the Bathrick patent electric dissipator overcomes all trouble from
It is during the coming season of
electricity in printing.
the year that most difficulty is experienced from electric
It is said that to one firm
charges in printing presses.
alone in New York a saving of ^25,000 a year is realized
through this device.

Co. of

The first claim is given:
"The combination, with

A

Mclntire

Conn.

ford,

411.287.

just booked an order for eight of its
The
safety boilers, to be shipped to ^'okahama, Japan.
company is erecting at Greenpoint an additional factory
wide.
200 feet long by 175

&

H. Coughlin, Worcester, Mass.
Lamp Shade Holder. Charles G. Perkins, Hart411,107.

six months, but has set up twentyor thirty plants in and about New York which have
The automatic regulation of
invariably given satisfaction.
this dynamo is excellent, and the variation of only iX P^^
cent, takes place between full load and no load, it is said.

"This is, doubtless, the first real live package of volts and
It is not
amperes ever transported through the mails."
only a novelty butan exceedingly useful device, and it will
find
numerous
occaneed no stretch of the imagination to
At any rate
sions where it can be profitably employed
they should be proud of "Our Baby,'* as the battery is

Wil-

Instrument for Connectir-g Line Wires.

411,093,
liam

411,120

district.

of New
sectional

Bunnell

Arc Lamp. Frederick R. Boardman, London,
County of Surrey, England.

The Continental dynamo is beginning

The Abendroth & Root Manufacturing company

J. 11.

anism."
411,088.

partment of this business, and has secured the confidence
and esteem of managers of electric light stations through-

fiber pipe for electric light wires.

York has

last claim reads;
"2. In a meter for ordinary alternating currents of
electricity, the combination of two copper plates in a
dilute solution of sulphuric acid, an air-sealing layer
on the surface of the acid solution, electrical connections to the said plates, and a weight indicating mech-

gine, boilers, etc., for the Belleville, Kan., waterworks.

The Eclip>e Wind Engine company of Beloit. Wis , le
ports that the increasing popularity of rope transmission of
power brings to the company many orders for friction split
rope sheaves, aud that the demand for the Eclipse friction
pulleys and cut-off couplings, is steadily increasing, so
much JO, thdt the works are kept humming night and day,
rendering it necessary for the fourth time within two yeais,
to purchase new machinery and enlarge the thops.

iS

The

The compumping en-

filter

for the

28,

Overhead Frog for
Wightman, Lynn, Mass.
Overhead Frog for
411,314.
Wightman, Lynn, Mass.
4'

1.

313

Electric Railways.

Merle

J.

Electric Railways.

Merle

J.

Connector for Secondary Batteries.
Barrett, Springfield, Mass.

411,370

4(1,380.

Cut-Out.

Friedrich

G.

A.

Sidney H.

Heller,

Berlin,

Germany.

The

"An

claim reads:

automatic electric short-circuiting shunt conopposed springs, connected to the line wires
sides of a lamp and depending from the

sisting of

upon opposite

tottom of it, and the non-metallic body interposed
between the lower ends of the said springs and composed of wax and pulverized graphite."
Packing for Steam Pipes. Charles T. Lee,
411,384.
Boston, Mass.
Holder for Electric Light Shades. Harry H.
411,396.
Sawyer, Ridley Park, Pa
Galvanic Battery.
411,400.
Minneapolis, Minn.

William

Municipal Signal Apparatus.
^11,407.
Boston, Mass.

C.

Thompson,

John C. Wilson,

:
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ANDREWS.
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Automatic Electric Motors
In all Sizes

from One-half H.

P.

Upward.

Uif/h Hjficieucy, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmatixhii),
Manageineiit, Seinarkalile Siinpliciti/, Etc., Etc.

DYN AIVIO

^

SlaSCTRIC

^>

Ease of

MACHINES

For Electroplating, Electrotypbg, Copper Befinbg, Etc,
RRJNrn
UnHni/n

IICWrORK,S3CliyrcliSt.:
BOSTOK, 177 Arcli
ftPPlrCCUrrillDO,
KAHSAS city, HIatto

St.;

PHILADCLPHIA.
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St.

HEW ORLOXS,

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COa, WINDSOR, CONN.
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Steam-Feed Water

Stilwell's Patent Live

BKGGOT,

E.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

Removes
Entirely

IN

prevents

FIXTURES.

SCALE

Steam

in

STILWELL&BIERGBMF6.C0.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTROLIERS,
GAS AHD ILICTRIC

Impurities.

Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

COMBINATION

all

Purifier.

GEORGE CUTTER,
CONSULTING ELECTRICIAN,

80 Adams Street,

GHIGACrO.

-

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,

BERIMSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,

Etc./Etc,

Madison Street and Fifth AYenae,

CHICAGO.

BRTAKT'IS t»^V ITCHES,
HILL'S SWITCHFS,
INSUL,ATIN6 STAPIiKS
iNsniiATiiire paust.

Arms

Russell Mast

-BRANCH STOKE-

THE LUNKENHEIMER BRASS MFG.

2134 Michigan Avenue,

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
D.

P.

CO.,

Cincinnati. Oliio.

CO.,

PEBRY, Vice-President and General Manager,

MANDFACTUREKS OP THE

SPERRT IMPROVED SYSTEM

Write

for Juae, 1)«89, Cataloene of (!$) Clobe Talves, Pop Safety Valves,
liubricators. Oil anil Orease Cops. JSoelne Bui'ders' BraBB Ctoods,
and Glass Oil Cnps for Dynamos.

-OF

HIGH OR

LOW

TENSION.

BOSTOTf, MASS.
Inmroveil

1.

2.
3.

The new Sperry apparatus free from repairs for twelve monthe.
That the new sperry improved Dynamos can be coupled in seileB witli perfect safety.
That any number of lamps from one to capacity or dvnamo can be cnt In or out of

circuit,

singly or in gronpe, with perfect safety, and without sparking at the brushes.
4.
To absorb power In exact proportion to number of lights burning.

1.

The new Automatic Sperry Dynamos and Lamps Burpass

In efficiency those of

any other

THOMAS ASEBURNEB,

That there ie greater economy In operating the new Sperry System than any other,
That our automatic regulation haa no equal; no rheostat, no wall boxes, no solenoid or

We

THE

if

you

invite

will visit

onr factory we can Bhowyon the beet arcllghtlng apparatus in exlatence.

C0„

ISi,

ISS,

193

south

CMon

St.,

Kansas

Citj,

Mo.

EiiREKA CONSTRUCTION.

P'orest City Electric '^Work.s,

correspondence with electrical engineers. Intending buyers, and Interested
people everywhere.

mm SimC

Western Agent,

CORRES-

Rolled any weight deeired. Patect allowed. Samrle
Cbair and Section of Rail Sent, Esprees Prepaid to
Proaper.tivfi PnrrhBBPrs.

dash-pof.

That

Railway

Street

for

LOWEST PRiCES.
PONDENCE SOLICITED.

make.

4.

Material
Roaiefls-

BEST MATERIAL.

vs^e: ]3e:i_ie:\ze::
i.
3.

Patenteil

Manufacturer,

CHICA60, ILL,

oi

CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES.

Quick Make and Break Uncontrolled

yXV

Office and Factory

2134

to

Maniifactnrers of

2140 DeKalb

St.,

Sr. LOUIS, MO.

-

ELECTRIC LI&HT CARBONS

by the Handle.

'^iff

and

OUR

CARBON SPECIALTIES,
Lone

Correspondence

Life.

Uniform

Size,

Solicited

^X

A

with

'BL&CKDIJfflOND
Electric

POINTS

— wmm—

SlIPERloiliillTY,

THE.M ALL.

to None.

Light

CompauleB.

Guaranteed Second

AV^RITE

rOR SAMPLES AND PRIOE8.

W.

B.

CLEVELAND,

Proprietor,

183

SENECA STREET. CLEVEUND,

a

Switch Boards and Magnetos, Patterson Cable, Aerial and Underground,

Telephone

^ Switchboard

DISQUE LE CUKNCHE

ords,
C
BKTTERY.

Recent Tests show that our Disque Le Clanche Battery is the Best In the Market. Insulators, Brackets,
Pins, Cross- Arms, Hard Drawn Copper and Galvanized Iron Wires, and
all other 0£B.ce and Line Supplies.

CHICAGO.

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRIC

CO.

LONDON.

ANTWERP,

September

2S,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
III.- uiirntion of l.l.\:(~lUt(: r:f)MI'ANIKS Is collnl to lhl« I'tSI.K.
IIIC.%'l'i:i» %V'%'I'I:K %%'III':I:I. UD|Kirtkulurlyu'Uni«-<li<i thnr iiw,
on .11 (iiini (il II', r«*niurl<iil>ly Hl4*ii4ty motion, lilcch Mg»«>«(«l
tn«l icr4'ikl l%lllcl«'D4'> , iikT liftru<* <'ia|»iii-l|y, lot M-, (l*naifirr,
h<-irit: 4Fi»iil>l4- ilir l**»M 4*r ol inifMVklif]-. <,t ^^uii'- 'liunc-it-r.
Ir * uu-'t by j
iiiitiihtr nf ihi* It.nliMK cl«-i irii; t'JMi|>miir<» willi Uf^t %alul.ti lion,
in itf ^"^"'M^fnIral ll^'- of w.itiT It
wiihoiii un itn ri|iiat, |iru4iuL'iri|{ Ihr tilijltrfti (kt ccnl, ol use*
ful ctli-ci |ruiiriiM(r«-4l.
<;ATAI.4H^rK A!VI» I'AKTM TKA KM.
Our llorlwmlJir'VW (or" Ia hl^hlv rn finim'-nilrd, ai no t;*-.!.. urr ri'qijirrd,
<

i<v

HVsU fob

'

nncl

II

tan

1h- iMOt.-d clir«-« lly

i.iniMMymK

In dynaii.o.

n pair o( 13 Ini li %'l<*'l*Otl
'I'l ICIII^I'.M iirrantfrrl on a tionz/intal «tiiifl, wilh (JaM-lron Miirnr, lirad
'1 111..-.. I',ri<l jVarinn-t for Shaft,
and liriviiiff I'lillryn conipktr, all (noiiniM ij[^,n
a HulAtmtlla! <:a!\I-iron lird pinlf,
VUr rntirt- nrran^rnirnt It vt-ry romplrt** and
slricllv finl-tluM in eve:ry pafiiiiiliir,
Wc arc now pnparrd lo furtiitt) Vkim
TurbinM, (Mtlirr sinntc or In pairi on horiw^nul Hl.afit, an<l wlirrr |},,- BifiMi^^ri
'Itn- a.

ailniilii

(

u( their

iis<-.

wr

fnjjriivlnji r«-i>rr«»'nln

rrrcoinnirtid ih'-m.

STILWELL A BIERCE MFG.

CO.,

-

DAYTON, OHIO.

HAYIDEUS,
BOOTH
&
WATERBVBT,

HOLIilES,

CONN.

FACIOBIES:

SIANIIKACTIIItKKH

OF

BARE AND INSUI^ATSD ITITIRZ:.
Underwriters* Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Maenet Wire, Flexible 811k. Cotton and
Worsted Cords for Incandescent LlghtlnR. Round and Flat Copper Bare for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K.
For

Electric

Light,

k:

Electric Railways,

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON

BARCLAY,

J. L.

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

/^I

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

Selling Agent,
ILL.

ADIT r^ADRON

LINE WIRE
L.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
26 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

CO., MAKERS

o^

HIGH -GRADE

THE MOST DURABLE, SIMPLEST AND BEST
OVERHEAD WIRE SYSTEM.
Bentley -Knight Electric Railway
25 « 27 Tenth Ave.,

NEW YORK

Co.,

CITY.

The OMTLY Conduit System.
The H.M. LOUD & SONS

LUMBER

CO.

The Standard Open

Circuit Batteries of the World.

MANUFACTLIRERS OP
Telegraph and Telephone Cross Arms. Cedar Poles,
Posts and Ties. Large Supply of Dry Cross Arms
Lumber kept in stock. Orders Filled Promptly.
oaicp nnd Mill atOncoda. nicli.
Exclusive Selling Atren' Q, i. Harmocnt. Western
Afi:eiit Electrical Department NewHav«n Clock (Jo.,
;:i& Wabash Aveuue. CblcaBo
!

TRADE

VOR TBE
Western

ElectriciaD

TRADE

SI.OO.

ONDi
MARK

Hangers' Hand-Book,

Bell

'"

BAOT, SI.OO.
Dynafflo

Inkn'

Hand-Bool,

BADT, SI.OO.

;.

PAT&NTSl

GONDA
MARK.

NOV. 16. 1880. MAX;|^
JAN. -'84. JAH':
I

ELEMENTS of ELECTRIC LlfiHTING,
ATKI NSON. SI .50.
All three

Book?, to

one addr^ep,

order,

cash

AlIlG.II-85. AU6-J>

with

ja.'XI.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 UKESIOE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

'Gondi"

Bitt<nt.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,
149 West 18th St., New York.

'Gonda Porcui Cup" Balt«n,

:
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BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO
NIEW YORK,

33 Mercer Street,

MANUFACTURERS OF

RUBBER BATTERY

CELLS, manufactured under
Of every description, including the celebrated MAB,D
Kiel's Patents for Primary and Storage Batteries. The cheapest and best Cells in the market. Also
Sheet, Rod, and Tubing (Kiel's Patent) for electrical purposes, at reduced prices. Standard quality Sheet, Rod,
Tubincr, Insulator Hooks, Key Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand.
HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, lU.
HUGH M0MII.I.AN, President.

W. A. JACKSON,

Vioe-Preaident.

FRANK E. SNCW, Sec> and Treas.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC TRACTION

CO.,

IDBTISOIT', 2vd:iCIZORGANIZED TO CONSTRUCT, EQUIP AND OPERATE

©TREiRT Railways

By

ElLKOTRia Motors,

Embracing New and Valuable Patents covering improvements whicli are necessary for

ECONOMICAL OPER ATION AND HIGH EFFICIENCY.
FRANK
Contains

new

B.

features that will

RAE, ELECTRICAL ENGINEER.

commend

it

looking- for reliable, easily operated

Roads
East Detroit

in

& Qrosse Fointe

Highland Park Railway
Detroit City Kailway, Mack
Citizens Street Railway
Adrian Electric Railway

Operation and
Detroit,

"
St.

Line..

Mich 8
.

"

.

in

miles.

..3J^
..2

"
"
Elkhart, Ind. .7
Adrian, Mich. .3

ROINTS
A

to the careful attention of Street Railway Managers,
efficient apparatus for HEAVY WORK.

and

01=

"

"
"
"

Process of Construction

—

Decatur Electric Street Railway
Decatur, 111
3 miles.
"
Sault Ste Marie St. Railway, Sault Ste Marie, Mich. .3
"
Fort Worth City Railway Co., Fort Worth, Texas. .10
"
"
"
Fort Worth Land «fc St. Ry. Co.,
..16
Saginaw Union Railway Co., Saginaw, Mich
17 J4 "

SURERIORIXV.

Single Motor Geared to Both Axles, with Improved Noiseless Flexible Gear Preventing Breaking from Sudden
Strain. Motor Truck Easily and Quickly Detachable, Etc., Etc.

September

28,
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MclNTIRE'S

PATENT
ELECTRIC WIRE CONNECTORS
JHAUK
TUB
K
liKHT l>AK

OS*

Pat. A|>|>llo(lfor.

Wlro UuoDOCtorB

for ull iUii|.;«n

clmnimr than

TonnlrmlB

t^OrPKII.

VVlr<\ niii>»rtor
JoIoIm.

<'f

rr.1.

'l>rnilnalii for

imil

li>

liynsinoH

MoU)rii, olc, U> •ult
i/;ati|fM of wlm.

«i)liliirnil

TERMINALS.

and

A|p|.lU.I (or.

I'M. A|.plU»l (ur.

\.^

kri'l

juy
T'trmlD&lii for t'vlllaic

CulOaU

for InoindortCi'iit l.iimim.

und TulKumph <'()mi. union tlirniiKln>iit UnllBd Htaton
M.tlnHtodcamlform.Iol.yMI(l.«UMulln«»loctrlr,jHupplyhouH.>..

Ado|»l»»d by Kli'ctric Mulit.

Writ"

ntnl <'nnii.l«.

'l'i'U»|itiony

f'.r |.rif"»" iin-l

.

If iilnr" wllh

r>jll

\utuiwntl<,i>

MclNTIRE & CO., 36 C fd WfO fCl

Q^

FRICTION CLUTCH PULLEYS
"W"

M«y 23,

M«y

WKSTKKN

-X,

Kl.KCTHU:

The Clutch

IH8;i

I'lilliiy.

<

C)

,

ClilcnKO,

liiyn, snti

III.

(Dliim. iml in.) wiirkH

BatlMftctorlly In iwnry
Mry pnrllcnlHr."
pnrllcnlHr.'

OOAl.
W
WOOD,

yK.iIiBK
*Ni«w

[ttriLiiiNo,

Meal

Worlil.

Sond

for July.

1

Hoi.ttlo,

W.

T.

used

>

Juui'J'l.

in

"Worka

anil Klicostats

CALL.

by

all llin

U> a chirni.

Ilvl

wn hvl, would now

l>«i

wo pat It In lut
ahoxl V^"*, lo«l

Beloit,

MAS'l'KU MKrHANIi'H. I'un

Wis.

h.i

675 DECREES

Ihk AjcmiU., KintlNP*-ni

»(i'I

l'TvMr»\ l\'<yn>-n of

CitHtly Hlri4iii iilitiiLrt \vill t.t' iilniuM'l t<. kfi'.w Lliltl 11 Liil.rlr»iit It li-iw |r/'-lii'"l -I nurh
oxtra'irilliiiiry lilifh firn U-Ht AH lit rriftkti It iir>H>f nicainjit thn K^fftt Ifkt (n witlcti K Li
HUtjJcrhx). Kiid In lli(ir«<ror<^ a I'KI(KK'"r liibrlrAt'ir wb'T" [irmluftA of
rr»>I«> ftrirl
flrn tf^MW pft.t.'* otr At utico, li'AViiiu ttiM pirtA niilijrrct t't wfsr, or Krr>»tlr lt>rrf«Alnif thn

hmrr

CO.,

r<iiiBiiiii|itliiii

Galvanomolors, Bridges

'"^ "^^ «»!!:i!I!«s

VALVE-OLEINE:

of all kinds.

HABTlf AIVN &

.

lllllCK.tTiatltA COTI'A MI'(;.C().,Ht. J'Mreph, Mo.
rlty of Now York If not In the United 8tat4:«."-^/<c*

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.
CAItPKNTII'lB.

J

tlics

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,
Ammeters and Voltmeters

I»etl.

ECLIPSE WIND ENGINE CO.,

(

.

in llni" iinrl hrt-iikiiytv"

"AcknowlodKPfl tho beat factory haildlui;

whom

,

"Wi, h«vi< nvn or your Krlrtlun Clutch I'lilciiniiot xpnak too hluhly r>r th«lr work."
U. S. VKNICKK WOKKH, Wolvarine. HIrh.

April In plain uf on<i

I.IIMBKH CO.,

889. Cataloguo and

see whoro and by

QCLOIT.WIS.

i,

I

N 6 Wd f R N

8t . ,

May'Jl, iwi.

IHSn.
»ro pi.rr.wtly nstlnlliol with tlii> workliiK
clutclion, ln)lti In •Nhw Ytirk nriil f'liloii,'"."

of your

t<.

ur

olt.

"Viilvp-Olelnf" Ih a iinxliict In thfl hlBhitnt utaliKof flltniUfm. lit of th»t irt-au^t »iv^«lif, U^ntlroly fnw from all arldH and ah-olutely iitin-c«m)nlvn. snd without doubt tli»t flnrat and m'«il tfM»rnnRlily rnllatfloCyllndRr l,iil>rlcanl now on thfi markft and will naturally iubrlrat«»Xi ti.lWJraii riM,
more tliaii prodiicLf of lower t4*st. tWlff not only tfm Urnt Init tfin ni'nt rroiioitilrAl lurirlcaiil

Promiacnt Makora,

ANU KXAMINK.

Manufacture and sale controlled excluilvely by RELIANCE OIL A GREASE CO.. Cleveland. Ohio.

924 Chestnut
JOHN W. MASON, Manager.

AdKNTH WANTKIX

St., Philadelphia.

N/j.

TRADE

MARK.

AND

<'ABI.F.H.

CaLalf^^in-. f Lr

SAMJ'I.K.^

AUK KHKK.

Vll.lj

STOt'K of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES!
And

IVIKF.I^

Nfw

GATE CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY
Have a

a

WrlU^ for

nill niak<-

iAtW VrUea

522 DELAWARE STREET,

-

-

BERG-KtiLITIT

aiul I>lt4>m>'r Shiptnt-iitM.

KANSAS CITY, MO.
<& CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INOANDESCENT LIGHTINa.

ALL APPLIAHCES FOR THE EDISOH ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Illustrated Catalogues.

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

)

B,

&

j

iviTTir TTTfc'Dxr
XUHIV
-W-C-W

CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

|

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL,

n

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

September

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
Of Every Description at Bottom

Prices.

Prompt Shipments and

28,

1889

CO.

Intelligent Execntion of Orders, Onr Specialties.

310 North Third

Street,

TRADE MABK-

AGENTS.

ENGINEERING CO.
707 and 709 Market

POND

427

Louis.

St., St.

Second

C'ty.

Free from

to none.

gum

or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
refiltering can be used continually.
Adopted by the largest
Electric Plants of the West.

By

machinery.

'-The Rookery," Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

Oils.

]D3r33.a.zxio a.zici C3rlixicier
TAUSSIG, Agent,

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

S.

319 Ramge Building, Omaha.
ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

CHICAGO.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
Erected Ready for Service.
BPKCIAIiTIEB :-The ArmlDgton & Slme Engine, Steel Boilers, Ireson Link Belt. Sfandaid Kocklng and

Slieffield Grates,

eiKND

Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Fump, Korting Injector, eto.

FOB

I,A.TE8T CATAliOCtVEB.

The Perkins Electric

Lamp

PROF.

Co.,

ELECTRIC CDRRENT COUNTER,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE BEST

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
IN THE MARKET.

Life

FATENTBD.
Gold Medal Awarded at Melbonrne Exhibition, 1888-1889,
The most reliable

Electric Meter ever invented. Guaranteed correct for small and large currents.
Bnilt for direct two-wire, three-wire, five-wire, to nine-wire, and alternating system, in slzea
15 np to any number of amperes. "Every counter measures correctly for a fraction of ampLie
its full capacity,"

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
Long

ARON'S

H.

from
np to

and Absolutely No Discoloration.

&

HAIjSKE, Berlin, Ciermsny; fiDISOlV COM.
Adopted by s^IEIlIBNa
PAIHV, BerllD, 4i^ermany; AlUNlOIFAIi ELECTKIC IilC;UTIN44 WORKS,
Berlin, Wermany. **IGx<*.lasiTely used in Paris, Vienna, ^onelantinople ana
other principal European cities.''
In use by European Central Stations meaenrlng over 60 million watts. Unqupstloned superiority.
Indispensable for Central Station work. Amount of current consumed maybe aecertained at a
tbe dials being conetrncted on the eame principle as tbe gas Meter dials. For pricea and pacUculare, address
fflance,

W.

G.

64

HALM,

Vice-Pres. and Western Mgr.,

FRANKLIN

ST.,

CHICAOO, ILL.

SOLE MANVFACTUBEB AlfD IMPORTER.

BEEKMAN STREET,

21

The BOOK

ELECTRO-DYNAMIC
224

CO.

Carter St., Philadelphia.

Dynamos, Motors,

for

NATIONAL
ELECTRICAL
DIRECTORY
AUD

ELECTRIC REPORTS.
Voltmeters

and Ammeters,

The

Switches,

1889 Edition contains:

Pull Data of all the Central Stations of
America, with officers, etc.

lPJXJ-

Full Lists of the Classified

Electrical

Trades and Kindred Inierests.
Pull

Alphabetical Lists

Workers, Manufacturers,

Complete Electric LiEht
and Power

of

Electrical

etc.

Pull Lists of Isolated Plants.
Pull Lists of Telephone Stations.
Gas Companies and Data concerning
them.

Gas Companies running Electric Light

Plants.

Plants.
All Electric

NEW YORK.

THE TRADE.

WHIPPLE'S

Batteries,

-

ALL

MICA

SIZES

AND
QUALITIES

For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL &
218 'Water Street,

New

CO.,

York.

F0REE(4a)BAIN,
84 MARKET

ST..

CHICAGO.

ZSlectrical Expert^
DESIGN ER AND

MANUF ACTURER.

Special and Experimenlal

MACHINERY

.

Large Dynamos and Motors for Special
built CO Order.
Coal Winlug llaula?

Work

a Specialty.

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPAIRING.

and Horse Street Railways,

with complete Data.

STREET CARS EQUIPPED

Officers and Members of all Electric Associations.
Complete Lists of Electrical Publications.

Etc.,

FOR ELECTRIC PROPULSION.

Etc.,

Etc.,

Supplementary

The Oldest and Most Experienced Electric Motor Company in the World.

Etc.,

vflirM'\iPT|HBURp

Etc.

to the Directory,

THE "ELECTRIC REPORTS"
Are publlBhed on

ttie flret

Subscription Price,

- -

of each month.

$10

per Year.

FRED. hTwHIPPLE,
DETROIT, MICH.

Chicago

Office:

502 Phenix

Building.

"The Electric Railway,"

and

"Miinicipiil LiijjIitiiiK," two books

Detroit Office:

30 Atwater

St.,

East.

of the times, price Jl.OO
according to liindlng.

and $2.00 each,

HGHtiNa, ^i^ecTRO -PLATING.. ANJ)
IBM»MM;<ijai3aa

September
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THE BEST or ALL
THE WALTER

K.

FREEMHN

TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
We

We

Guarantee

Guarantee

our

12 16-C.P.

Transformers
and

Lamps
for

Dynamos

each

for

two years,
and

Mechanical

sell

our
H. P.

Apparatus

upon

Applied

Its

Satisfactory
to

Dynamo.
Performance.
ALTEIOAl'I^O 1>Y:>AM0

IVITII

EXCITER.

OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
Our Apparatus

is of

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically.

WE GUARANTEE ITS

GET THE BEST!

OPERATION, AND

GET THE CHEAPEST!

CORRESFONEEITCE SOLICITED.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG.
GEO.
H. H.

B.

HAYDEN,

CO.,

EAU QLaAIRE, wis.
SHAW, - General Manag^er.

President.

FITCH GILBERT, vke-pres.dent.

_ FREEMAN,
nrtifvirir kvr
WALTER K.
---.-_-_,

Tn«»i~:-:--.

Electrician,

R. E.
e. b.

RUST, SErRETART.
piTXA>f, XRKAsrRSR.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

WOODWARD
G. H.
S. A.

R. C.
G. H.

GALE, President.

PLUMMER,

VICE-PRESIDENT.

S.

A.

WEBB.
GALE.

28, 18S

ELECTRICAL CO

BOARD OF DIRBCTOBS.
BROWN.
WILLIAMSON.

E. C.

T.

PLUMMER.

September

ANDREW

HAIR.

WARREN.
THOMPSON.
H. HUMPHREY.

C. A.
C. H.

H.

H. H.

f

HUMPHREY,

THOMAS

TREASURER.
WILLIAMSON, SECRETARY.

\

A SUCCESSFUL SECONDARY BATTERY AT LAST.

DETROIT ST0RA6E BATTERY.
After careful

IMPROVEMENTS

In construction,

has

now been found

to

be

PECULIARLY ADAPTED to many uses

In

THOROUGHLY RELIABLE
which other types of

batteries

Steadying Lights,
Operating Signal Bells on Cars,
Propelling Boats,
Burglar Alarms,
Driving Ventilating Fans, Sewing Machines, Etc.,

Central Station Lighting,
Street Oars,

DURABLE,

and
have

and

Is,

owing

to Its design,

failed.

Isolated Lighting,
Auxiliary Central Station

BATTEBT.

Work,

Medical Purposes,

Bunning of Small Motors.

(SECTION

OF BATTERY

FI/ATE.

^^ Detroit Storage Battery,
C. H. THOMSON WHICH HAVE
BEEN DULY ASSIGNED TO THIS COMPANY,
Is positively the only Secondary Battery which will not Buckle, or which will
withstand uninjured the Highest Rates of Discharge.

MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS GRANTED TO

THE ONLY

3TTOOS

TTXj
IS

STOIS-A-O-B

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY

The Woodward

Electrical Co.
FACTORY:

OFFICES:
69 Gr swold

St.,

Campau

B-^1"rEI^"2"

Building.

DETROIT. MICH.

Corner 13th and Howard Streets.

Scptcniljcr

2.S,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

iSKy

A PRACTICAL ANDJOMMERCIAL SUCCESS.

Tb

ThoMon-Ho Biitfla

Elec tric R'y Systcn.

ECONOMICAL, DURABLE, RELIABLE.

NEW TYPE THOMSON-HOUSTON

ELECTRIC R4ILWAY TRUCK.

RESULT OF ONE YEAR'S WORK.
RAILWAY CONTRACTS OF THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC RAILWAY

CO.:

Naumkeag Street Ry., Salem, Mass.
Alliance Street Railivay Co., Alliance, O,
Newburyport <& Aniesbury Horse Ry. Co., NewburyAtlanta & Edgewood Street Railwai/ Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Attleboro, No. Attleboro & Wrenthani Street Railway Co.,
port, Mass.
Attleboro, Mass.
Newport Street Ry. Co., Newport, R. I.
Newton Street Ry. Co., Newton, Mass.
Nay- Aug Cross Totvn Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Omaha & C. B. Ry. and Bridge Co., Omaha, Neb.
Omaha Motor Ry. Co., Omaha, Neb.

Americus Street Railway

Co., Americus, Ga.
Co., Auburn, N. Y.
Banff or Street Railway Co., Bangor, Me.
Belt Line Railway Co., Lynn, Mass,
Brooklyn Street Railway Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Central Passenger Railivay, Louisville, Ky.

Auburn Electric Railway

Ottawa Electric

St.

Ry.

Co. , Otta wa. III.

Central Railway Co., Peoria, HI.

Ottumwa Street Ry. Co., Ottitmtoa, Iowa.
Plymouth & Kingston Ry. Co., Plymouth, Mass.

Railway, Decatur, III.
Colerain Avenue Railway Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Danville Street Car Co., Danville, Va.

Redbank tt Seabright Ry., Redbank, N.
Richmond St. Ry. Co., Richmond, Ind.

Derby Horse Railroad Co., Ansonia, Conn.
Dea Moines Electric Ry. Co., Des Moines, Iowa.

Rochester Electric Ry. Co., Rochester, N.
Revere Street Ry. Co., Revere, Mass.

Eckington & Soldiers Home Ry. Co., Washington, D. C.
East Harrisburg Passenger Railway, Harrisburg, Pa.
Fulton Co, Street Ry. Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Hillside Coal Co., Scranton, Pa.
Hoosac Valley Street Ry., North Adams, Mass.
Joliet Street Ry. Co., Joliet, III.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Myrtle Street Line) Lynn,
Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Nahant Line) Lynn, Mass,
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Crescent Beach Line) Lynn,
Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Highland Line) Lynn, Mass
McGavock & Mt. Vernon Horse Ry., Nashville, Xenn.
Metropolitan Street Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo.

Ross Park Street R^j.

Quincy

Citizens' Electric Street

:x:
Brookljm Street Railway Co.
Des Moines Electric Railway Co.
Eckington & Soldiers' Home Railway Oo.
Julien Electric Traction Co.
Seattle Electric

Railway

& Power Co.

St.

Ry.

Co.,

Quincy, Mass.

Y.

Co., Siwkane Falls, W. T.
Riverside and Suburban Ry. Co. Wichita, Kan.
Scranton Passenger Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Scranton Suburban St. Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.

Seattle Electric

Ry.

& Power

Co., Seattle,

W.

T.

South iiigton li- Plantsville Ry. Co.. Southington, Conn.
Third Ward ,sf Ry. Co., Syracu.^e. N. Y.
Topeka Rapid Transit Co., Topeka, Kan.
Toledo Electric Ry. Co., Toledo, Ohio.
University Park Ry. and Electric Co. Denver, Col.
Vine St. Ry., Kan.sas City, Mo.
Watervliet Turnpike A- R. R. Co., Albany, N. Y.
Wheeling Ry. Co., Wheeling, W. Va.
West End St. Ry. Co., Boston, Mass.

r^
Lynn & Boston Street Railway Co.
Omaha & Council Bluffs Railway & Bridge

Co.

Revere Street Railway Co.
Wheeling Railway Co.
West End Street Railway Co.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
630 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

J.

148 Michigan Ave.,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

September

28,

1889

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
TheShield Brand Line Wire.

P. &B.

TRADE

MOISTURE PROOF.
Trade No. 43
"
44
"
45

Weat herproo f Line Wire.

Double

Braid.
Braid.
Quadruple Braid.

41,

P&B.

THOROUGHLY WEATHERPROOF.

Triple

Insulation will not Melt in
Sammer or Orack in Winter.

BRAND

S-H'I'E'L'D

NO.

LINE WIRE
The different compounds
employed in this insulation
are exellent insulators, and

AN
ENTIRELY

practically

NEW

indestructible

by

WII{E.

FIRE,
OF

ACIDS,
ALKALIES,
CASES,

VERY
SUPERIOR

OR

CONTINUED EXPOSURE

INSULATION.

In

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

Damp

Localitie?.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS
A-KTD

QUOTATIONS.

QTJOTJ^TIONS.

-THK-

THE INSTANTANEOUS

ARMATURE
PROTECTOR.
Armature
than

Protectors

New

or

FILTER.

cheaper

Re-Wound

Armatures.

171

are

ELLIS
No

Electric Light Station can afford
to be without one.

RANDOLPH STREET,

C-H-1-C-.^-O-O
FACTORIES:

Ansonia, Conn.

!
September

28,

WESTERN KLECTRIClAN

i88y

A REVOLUTION
Send

for Full Particulars

Regarding the

New

BRUSH ALTERNATING CURRENT
LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING SYSTEM.
Corripan.i©s Oara-rLot

-.^^fforci

to ^10.37- or

TJso

-A.rL3r OtltLor.

The Brush 'toreless" Alternating Current Dynamo.
Brush Arc and Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus. Brush Electric Motors
and Power Generators, Brush Carbons, Storage Batteries, Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CHICAGO OFFICE:

225

DEARBORN

ALEX. KEMPT. Special

ST.
Agt.

CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Eastern Office:

36 Union Sqnare, N. T.

PACIFIC COAST agents:

California Electric

UiM

8AN FRANCISCO.

Bo,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

September

28,

1889

FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
le^oj^t

w

ei-yjtxem Ixx<3i±et,ia.ek..

Manufacturers of the

SLATTERY

INDUCTION

SYSTEM

out

OP

The Most Carefully Workedand Complete Alternating

System of Electric Lighting fa
Existence.

IKCflNDESCENT LIGHTING,

AND THE

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

OF

Lamps

ARC LIGHTING.

and

12^-16

Converten

Candle Power

to the Mechanical

Horaa

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK OFFICE:
115

BROADWAY,
Boreel BIdg.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS.

FORT WAYNE,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

IND.

907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Managrer.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 21 7 Sansome

St.

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.
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THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

o
B>

CO., """MI'*".

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

CHICAGO, OCTOBER

Vol. V.

Ireson's
Pmd. Nov.

Self-Adjusting

Leather-Link

10, BO,

H,m<lfor

,

on

,MANI'PAUTI'Ilt:ilH

K„lf-

furoUhfd gr&-

U(«ltlDf{,

I

lultouflly.

CHARLES

L.

IHESON. 97 High

Boston. Mass-

St..

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

OP AMU
SU

I)KAI.t:l(ll

IN

EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL.
»V.\lt

Wanf'd by

14

Electric Co.

1

Ir,>ii(,D'it Ilhiii-

Adjuntln;; l.xatbcr Link

other ljlgb-apo«<il mactilnery.

No.

1889.

5,

Belting.

tratfld 'rrfatloH

Bnrt'ctliMy adnptott f,ir
nil Kl«ctriopur|U)i><s itnd

O cents per Copy.

I

FOIC

:i.tn

f\i.K rATAMK.I'K,

BOSTON, MASS.
WATER-TUBE BOILER.^ DunMa'

111 Arch Street,

ROOT'S

EcoootBtoal,

AN EXCELLENT
V

:

;tiSBii!ii»ii

Adopfil ^y the

ELEGTRIG LIGHT WIRES AND CABLES.

paalcH

—

-.

Standard Underground Cable Co., Mf'rs,

RRANPH Ur
nFFICF't*
DHMnUn
n bCO
.

PENN

{

Vo-w York, 18 Cortlnndt

^

Ohlcaeo. 139 E. Madlun St.,F. E.DegeiiIiardt,M'g'r.

St.,

O.

t,,

'WUey, M'g'r*

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledged Standard

for durable

Baelric Light and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone.
Railway and all other
Branchea ol Signaling.

All

Sizes

Subterranean Use.

Wira*
"ires.

B.

McCLEES, ueneial Manager,

Submarine Use
concealed Wiring

I6 Dey

St..

>V»'«tprii Klt'otrir Vn,. (iii«-U8;u, III.. Sole Agents

Urwh

I-aul, cv>laa>bw
KiKtrtc LIcbt 0*s af

23 Cliff Street,

Niw

Tork.

BRANCHES: CHICAGO, BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA A NEW ORLEANS-

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back
Noiseless

Xjoooxxxotl'xro S^afet^

'^J'iKX-v^.

'X'lao ./V.a)Iitoz3L XjocIs. 6lak.fety '\7'«^l've,
ViJLO .A.ai]3.tozi. \A/aa.tez"V*!-^*.

ZleUof

THE ASHTOX VALVES

-^"

,'|;»;;

-p"""""

« t-""* -". ».o.. p-*--

DOW

in all Locatloiu.

bimpis

E.

aleo the

:

and olb#r«.

I.oalsTtlle,

THEIR SAFETY VALVES S!.;'lbr/ir.L'tS^^^i'^.1?S.S22srTHEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES ."SLnT'iJKrkSJrJi :?.»«

Aerial Uie,

I anii ^'""'^^''
Fnnn^aH
'•®'"'

BOILER.

KdlMia KlerlHr Llchl Cmm-

ROOT SECTIONAL SAFETY BOILER.

and high

Insulation.
Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

-

ABENDROTH & ROOT MFG. CO.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

AVE.,

PLANT

at rhlladelpblai, IMUoli, Di.

anil Clorlanail

.

General Offices, 708

.

ELEQTRic

in mn'^t'tic'tion,

ever epretl

new YORK.

th.4 vu\^

AsMoD Valve

for the West.

Co.

Antomatlr
or puDip

tiE>

PerfecUy ConuotllDK the Ft
wurkiag.

In KC^Ion,
\»

271 Fraildin

St.

'

BostOD,

'"'.*?/;'.'r^

Id

Ue mftrkit.

fiarg of tb* bo«« M

'V^^^:ri}^^%,

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,
Sola Manufncrturers of

HmraE

50.,

Fire -Proof

COWLCS* PATENTED

and Weather - Proof

PUSH-BDTTON

SSZEHLiLS.
TORRINGTON, CONN.,
.\NI)—

—

WARERaONS
95 CHAMBERS STREET,

CUT SHOWING STTIB OF

tM%1|I.ATiaH.

A. Copper Wire
B. B.~Two llraid». »turated with FircProof InsoUtloa.
ftturated with a SUick, WnATHi'ii-Pitoor Con>po*iiien.
ApprovctI hy New VorV Boaril of Fire Underwriter. SsBPks funiU!ie<! ttpem KppBcatkA.
trie Copper Wire, t»re And covered, of every deicnptioii.

NEW YORK.

"^

PMM

B^

FACTORIES:
*"*
^'i '^
»NSO»il», COMN.
(133 and 135 Wabaih Ave.. Chicago, lU.
^' '^'"^

^'^'^

THE HEISLER PATENT LONG DISTANCE
INCiNDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.
UNEOUALED FOR DISTRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.
Specially adaptedfor Street, Commercial, and Domestic Ilium:
nation from Central Stations. Plant may be located where Pr
can be secured Cheapest, even if miles distant from the Ligb
Safety, Reliability, and Financial Success fully demonstr
Plan of Wiring the Simplest, Cheapest, and most EflBcient. StSeries. Noted for the Brilliancy and Beauty of the Light. La
10 to 100 Candle-Power; Long Life without Blackening. Gr
Production of Candle Power per Horse Power. Dynamc jtI;
Contained and Perfectly Automatic.
ISEVn FOK CIRCrLAK.
COKBKl4rU\I>K>t'K MOUriTF.I.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
809-817 South 7th

Street,

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

Lisa T

[hwPt*

<

I

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
£lectric
Iiighting Apparatus.

630 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
115 Broadway, New Yoek, N. Y.
315 W. 4th St., CiNciHNATi, Ohio.
116 Gravier St., New Oelbans, La.
503 Delaware St., Kansas Citt, Mo.
319 N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.
234 Montgomery St., San Feancisco, Cal.

5, 18

CO.,

£lectric Railixray

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

No better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus
can be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps
operated by Gas Companies in this country, over 11,000, or
52 per cent., are Thomson-Houston. The dynamo is entirely
automatic in its regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in operation.
The lamps burn steadily
and uniformly, and hold their adjustment better than any
other lamps on the market.
Arc Dynamo.

Our

direct current incandescent

dynamo

is

rapidly gain-

ing favor with practical electric lighting men, as
features of excellence are recognized.
its

regulation

to be

is

many

automatic, permitting any number of lamps

thrown on or

others in service.

off without in the least affecting the

Our incandescent lamps have an un-

equaled record for long

Direct Current Incandescent

its

Like the arc dynamo

life.

Dynamo.

The problem of long distance incandescent lighting is
practically solved by the alternating current dynamo, and to
meet the demand for a machine of
constructed

what

is

this character

we have

unquestionably the most perfect alterna-

tor offered the public to-day, embracing as

features that combine to

it

make a perfect dynamo

does, all the

—automatic

regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

ency, and

economy

effici-

of operation.

Altematinn; Cnri'ont Dj'namo.

The employment of electric motors for driving small machinery is becoming so common, and its advantages so well
known, that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction.
In the construction of our motors we feel that we have reached
a point where their superiority cannot but be admitted.

LIGHTNING ABRE8TEB. —All

of our installations are

protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which

we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every instance.
Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus injured by
Motor.

ning where these arresters

fail

to operate.

The
light-

'

October

5,
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CHAS.D.JENNEY&CO.JHE

MITCHELL VANCE
(ll«rrc««orM l»

n

IT4

If ri.l..

\

A ^1 K A

CO.

4'0,)

>

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS
Having no Special Agent
in

Chicago for our

Goods,

we

AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.

"^

Architects' and Decorators' Designs

Solicit Cor-

and

Suggestions Carried Out

respondence from
with Fidelity

Buyers, which
to the

we

Combination Fixtures,

Electroliers,

Insulating Joints,

and

Brackets

Pendants

Kirty

D. P. Conntant Pot«ntlnl

given IMotive.

Promptly Answer.

All Fittings for

Incandescent Ligbtiog.

aiotor.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
-OI'

THE-

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
For both Arc and Incandescent Circuits, from 1-2 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have 8elf-Oilhiff Boxes.

MANUFACTORY,
24 and 25th

224

S.

ILLINOIS ST.,

-

tc.

C.

Silk,

STKAXDKI* ll.VKIXE C«RKS.

VICTOR SCHALLER. Trcas.
Factor;:

P.

CL«IIS

Supl.

162 and 164 W. 27lli

St.

or Cotton.

to

any

MARINE

CONCKXTRIC CABLKS
Megohms

circuits, 0,000

very pliahle

Incandescent Cores.

Millage or Specification, up lo 9,000 Jlegohms per
knot.
per

knot.

X AVA' rORT.VItLKS, Silk, Cotton & Hemp.
IIKLIj '\AIKK. Kubber

Hemp

Dynamo Wires and Cables;
Every Variety oE

IM.I.Ani.F.

Prcst.

42 Exchange Place.

Absolutely Pure Rubber Cables.
Concentric Cables, any Millage.

VOLTAGE.

any Millage, both

SCHUMACHER.

Office:

Flexible Cords,

lit

3th St.,

CITY.

any Specification up to 8,000 Megohms per

LIGHT,

•-'-flRt'llT

1

YORK.

Vulcanized India-Kubber Cables
mile.

LOW

836-38 Broadway and

OOMPANY
NEW

-MANlFACri'KEH.-

HIGH OR

SALESROOM,

and lOth Ave.,

NEW YORK

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

INSULATING COMPAN7,
ELECTRIC

St.

ELECTRIC LIGHT

Cov'd for Marine Work.

CABLES FOR

INSTALLATIONS.

JSiKARCII

LUiHTS.

UNDER WATER

Three and Two- Wire Cables, to any
cation, up to 8,000 Megohms per knot.

UNDERGROUND.

made Concentric

ami (•oiTshit\f

!59

FRONT

after a

(

New

Method,

if

required.

Our Dynamo is cast in one piece, and combines indestructible solidity with the greatest simplicity of design and
compactness; the highest efficiency with a total absence of
the many objectionable features of the machines heretofore
in use. No outside magnetism. Current generated without

Tlu*ill,M-^.rulilU- UuililjIlK^.
liciiiinil \V,»rk!., steiiiuer>i iiiitl Yiichl.^

lu-cti .•xtcii-iM-l.v uh.mI

Uotols, Breweries, Mines,

OFFICES:

I

Cables of 6 en nine Booper Core, of High
Insulation and Long Life, all Millagcs,

—AND—

.Vll tlxi-alinv,* filbtf s

Spcclfi-

ST.,

W. M. HABIRSHAW,

ill

NEW YORK
F. C. S.

CITY, U. S. A. sparking, therefore steady light, and small

Cen. Manager.

I

and commutator.

wear of brushei

WESTERN ELECTRlCIAHc

I'Hc:

October

5, 1?

iVAmoi^Ar^ ca.rb oi^ cro
CleTrela-rj-d., OIb.io.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ElECTBIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIA!..

THE HAWKEYE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING

CO.,

CELEBRATED THONE SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT AUTOMATIC APPARATUS.
Motor

Electric Motors, Generators for lechanical

AitoDiatic

Circnits.

Dynamos

for Ligliting Plants.

Oontrctotors for CORRESPONDENCE
Ooixip^loto ESlootrio X^^letxits.
SOLICITED.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENBINEERINB CO.

JAR7IS
PACKING GOMPANT^

OLIVER STREET,

61

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coal and Coke

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

tCDSSTFOUO'.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

The GOULiD

I

36 Cambridge Street,

EAST CAMBRIDGE. -

MASS.,

MANUFACTURE THE

Gould Steam and Water Packing
The Original Ring Packing,

1880.

Pai. June 1,

Superior to any Packing in the market for Steam, Water
or Ammonia. Self-Lubrfcating, does not corrode the rod.
never grows hard if directions are followed. Sent on thirty
None genuine without
days' trial. Satisfactory or no pay.
[his trade mark and date of patent stamped on wrapper.

Beware of Infringements and Imitations,

ALBION CHIPMAN, Treasurer.
All similar Packings are Imitations and calculated to deceivin-

Dynamo

Belts Carried

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

Stock.

in

CORLISS OR HIGH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

BALL DYNAMOS

Etc.

For Driving Dynamos.

NGINES

MORSE & CO.

KANSAS

This system is mechanically and electrically perfect, and produces a steadj
white and noiseless light with the minimum of expense, both as to the power required

MO.

CITY,

and the cost of repairs.
For descriptive circulars or

SEND FOR SPECIAL CIRCULARS.
WM.

8.

TORNEB.

J.

<'OIflPLETE EqiTlP9IENT
Steam Plants

lEONABD

ED.

119-121

LESTER WOODBItlDUE.

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.
and Power.
Dei^ig^ns an4l KHtiiiiates Snbniltted.

CUAltLES

J.

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING &,M'PG GO.
ROOMS, liOO aiirt a02

XvINTNEB.

PAGET & KINTNER,
Electrical

Salle Street,

and Contractors.

lor Electric Light

and

La

OF ELECTRIC RAILWATt^.

TACltT.

Chemical

testimonials, address

STOCKWELL, Western Agent,

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER,

Electrical Engineers

LAMPS

FOR ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

Complete Steam Plants Furnished and Erected.
Complet(
221-1223 Union Ave.

NCLISH,

!iL»

Experts

and

Electrical

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST. Xioms.

Engineers,

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

UNIFORM

IN QUALITY,

LONG LIFE AND GOOD LIGHT

THE Knapp E lectrical Works.
IVL A.T^-cn:A.GTXJH.:Ent.s

Magneto

Bells, Annunciators,

ox*

Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries, Push Buttons, Etc„

X3X3.a.xjx:xi.s

xra

STTSRITTXIING- SX<ECTRIC/I.X<.
.AOZIN^'X'fil Z'OZl.

rzziB

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE
A Full Line of their Celebrated Wires, Cables and Tapes

Buy your Goods

of the

COIVIPANY,
In

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

-

-

-

CHICAGO.

October
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SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND MOTOR COMPANY,
Mining and Railway Apparatus.

Electric

Motors and Dynamos of Special Typos and Designs for the Operating of Strout Cars, and all Kinds
of Mining Machinery, such as CRUSHERS, CONCENTRATORS, HOISTS, TRAMS, PUMPS, Etc.
Full Information

on Application.

Address

16 and 18 Broad

SCHEISTECT^DY, N.

NEW

St.,

YORK.

Y.,

MANDFACTURER8 OF

insulated Wires, Flexibie Cords
JAMES

CO.

New

Street,

Telegraph

York.

ELECTRIC HEAT REGULATOR

ZENNER, Manager.

Saves Coat,

CONTRACTORS AND JOBBERS.

Saves Doctor's

Saves Labor;

Bills,

Automatic, simple and Durable^ Insures UDlform tctnpcriture
throughout the house; no healer complete without it: can \k
applied to any kind of heating apparatus. Try one, and be cod

GENERAL ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION AND SDPPLIES.
1521 FARNAM ST., OMAHA, NEB.

vincedf.
if

Standard Underground Cable Co. '8 Wires, Celebrated
Waring Cables and Conduit^, Paiste Switches. Stoddard Cut-0ut9, Thomson- Houston
Motors and Dynamos, Sawyer-Man Lamps and Specialties, Combination Fixtures
and Electroliers, Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co.'s Supplies, Wlng'a Disc Fans and Exhau<>ts. Electric Lighting and Supplies, Electric House Furnishings, Bell Hangers,

Pumpelly

for Teiepiione,

KELLY, Genera) Gales Agent, 19 Dey

F.

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC
A. H.

^n£ Gabies

nol .old In your town write ai for IMri.rr«t«f]

rlrf-'ilsr

.nd

[jr1r»»*

Batteries,

StorftKC

CONSOLIDATED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING

CO.,

Sundries. Complete Steam Plants.
O.F.

ANNETT,

S. F.

PreBt.

FKNTON,

CHA8. 8IDKET SMITH, fl«*r

Vlce-PreBt. and Treat.

Hotel and Ilouae AnnuQolaiorB.

George
LAW

Rtectrle Oaa Llghtluit.

Tlie United Electric Go.

Fire and Burglar Alurma.
Klei'tro-MedlL-al Apparatus,

Electrical

Elei-irlc LIglilliig.

Apparatus and Supplies,

Te1egr«pli TDetrumciUs.

SALT LAKE

Wire nnd Patterlee.

P. Barton,
OFFICE,
CHICAGO, ILL.

226 Dearborn Street
PATENT AND TRADE MARK CASES.

UTAH.

CITY.

IDJLF'

HOTEL ANNUNCIATORS.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO
ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

1» 2t 3» 4t 5» 6» 7*

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

8*

9h6*TiM2M3M4*

15Tl6h7Tl8Tl9«2d»

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

2i'

22' 23* 24T25* 26* 27* 28*

2nT3.jT3iT32T33n4T3.5T
.9 .? .? .? .9 .?

Central Stations for Power Distribution.

.?

43T44t4.5Tl(

soTofeTssTo^iTssJ 5&
_.9_.9__.9__.9_.9._.9..9

STATIONARY MOTORS.
STORAGE BATTERIES.
ri^R pRicvs,

FRaNKMN

S

I

rrc^

»>

oub ciTALoarc

CHARLES M WtLKIN?

ARTER

—

TRADIV'- A?

Executive Offices:

115 BROADWAY,

NEW

IN

Sole Proprl^mrs of Uie P&t,?DC

JERSEY CITY,

N.

J.

WARDWILKISS

YORK.
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS

Factory:

E

—

EsTiBUsBDJ

1387.

-

1

ELECTRICAL SUOPLIES.

>'-?;(Jle

Annan<i«or.,

14 South Second street.

PHILADELPHIA

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

VI

October

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
of all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.
DTJKABILIT'S'

GO.

IILf AUKEE,

WIS,

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

FOB ECOWOBIY OF FDEL, BEGTJLAKITT

AND

&

ALUS

is

MOTION,

i88g

SOLE BV/ILDBHS

THE REYNOLDS

IT IS TjaEQTTAiED

5,

Pulleys, Cears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

Off

IN USB.

Write

f«r

CHICAGO BRANCH,

onf Cataloirnew

41

aM

43 SOnTH JEFFERSON

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO. EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC

ST,

CO.

MOTORS

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

FOR

FOR

Arc

%

Incandescent Circuits

AVOtNB VOK AS1' I VHUISKT.

ARC-LIGHT CIRCDITS.

PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

SIMPLE. RELIABLE. DXJRABLE,
The only

safe socket for series lamps,

Bighly

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

and the only

socket having insulating material lor the outside
parts.

Send

620

F. ^W.

for Illustrated Catalogue.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

COMPOlIMn
\/\#lnr'\#UniU,
16 Sizes, 6 to 600 H. P.

HOBNE, Manager

WESTERN AND SOUTHERN
1

CHICAGO OFFICE. SO Adams

GEORGE CUTTER,

Street,

CONDENSING OR

1

EAST ADAMS STREET,

of

Engine

3,000 in use

in

for

ST. LOUIS,
KANSAS CITY,

^llrigiTlT"
in

Stock,

5

to

50

DENVER,

OMAHA,
PINE BLUFFS,

Built.

Economical.

Reliable.

above

Repairs

built strictly to
Carried in Stock.

0»er 300

302, 304 Washtagtoo Ave.
jTairbanks
I
Jfajroamcs
312 Union Avenue.
J.
'^°'^
1830 Seventeenth Street, )
1619 Capitol Avenue, I'. C Ayer.
Ark.
Geo. JI. DUley i Sons.

SALT LAKE CITY,
BUTTE, MONT.
SAN FRANCISCO,
PORTLAND, OR.
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
ATLANTA, GA.

H. P.

AH AUTOMATIC EHGIHB
EHGI
OHEAPES THAH A SLIDE VAIVE.

Well

I All the

sold the Srst year.

Gaueewith Interchanceable Parts.
Send for Illustrated Oatalosues.

'i

259 S.

Mam

36 College St.,
45 S. Prior St.

CHATTANOOGA, TEN N.

PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.A.
D.

SARGENT,

Pres.

JNO. A. BARRETT,

V. Pres.

and Cons. Elec.

St.

(

Utah & Montana

E.Granite St, (
Maoliiueiy Co.
21 and23 Fremont St., Parke & Lacy Co.
8:J,3,5N. Front St, ParkectLaoy Mch. Co.

DALLAS. TEX.

W.

CHICAGO.

-

NEW

a ll parts of the Civilized World.
6 Sizes

-

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES,
YORK,
17 Cortlandt Street,
Westinghouse,
BOSTON,
Hatliaway HuBdinff,
Church, Kerr
Westinghouse Building,
PITTSBURGH,
it Co.
156, 158Lake Street,
CHICAGO,
PHILADELPHIA,
608 Chestnut St., M. R. MucklS, Jr. & Co.

.Hi

HIGH FUEL DUTY AND SIMPLICITY.

STANDARD.
JUNIOR

STATES.

Agent

NON-CONDENSING.

Hot yet egusled bj any form

and Economical.

Efficient

™
„ A.
, m.,_.,„-n_
pn
ineu.
lompkmsco.
f
Keatmg Imp. & Mch. Co.
C.E. JamesiCo.
I

FRANK

E H. CUTlER, Trcas. and Mgr.

THE ELEKTRON MFG.
Cor. Jay

A.

PEHKET,

Elec.

CO.,

Broofelyn, N. T.,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE

and Plymoutli

Sts.,

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS and DYNAMOS
Automatically Regulated, Unexcelled in Simplicity

and Durability.
THE ONLY MACHINES HAVING

Laminated

Masnets

Field

/.

.,^'W^»^

,

of

Softest Giiarcoal

Iron*^^^^^

BY MEANS OF WHICH

HiglierEiciency, Closer Regnlation and Slower Speed
ARE OBTAINED THAN

IS

^_^

POSSIBLE OTHERWISE.

Careiul Investiaation Invited.

s^^^-s^^^
Elk

Fo/f
TUBING ALL^i

Pure

RU

Sarriple-s and
'Iddres^

jHE

(l

^'GOOD^ICH HAT^D-RlJBBfR G

Purposes-

OOOOOOOOOOOooo
I

TAPE

prices

.

/nicTlS^,^,

upon

application;

B.r.G00DmCH
Co.
AKRON ffUBBE/f WORKS

AKRON, OHIO.

Specialties of all kinds to order
—^^- Send for "GrfiLoeuE. ^^

—

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Octobers, iS^y

EDISON SYSTEM.
BEST IN EVERY WAY.
MOST ECONOMICAL.
CHEAPEST.

SAFEST.
SIMPLEST.

MOST RELIABLE.
MOST UNIVERSAL
IN ITS APPLICATIONS.

Models of Engineering

Skill.

Handsome Investments.
Perfect satisfaction to consumers.

CENTRAL

STATIS

Power sold in any amount cheaper than steam power.
Current for Storage Batteries, Electro-plating, Etc.
Current to replace all Chemical Batteries.
Current for operating Electric Railways.
Absolute safety to life.
Hundreds of Stations in towns from 2,000 population to largest cities.
Perfect, Simple and Cheap Meters for sale of light or current for any use.
Only perfect underground system.
Underground Systems in use since 1882, and perfectly
Fundamental Patents absolutely controlling— now in

—

reliable.

courts.

—

ISOLATED
PLANTS.

WIRING
OF

BUILDINGS
AND^

12 lamps
16 caudles each^per horse power.
Guaranteed average life 600 hours.
With Coal at i|3 per ton, light as cheap as by gas at 60 cents per thouaand
Over 1,000 Isolated Plants in use.
No one having power can afford to use any other light.
Absolute safety from fire.

Perfect satisfaction guaranteed.
Large saving guaranteed over any gas or any other electric system.
Dynamos perfectly automatic.
Lamps perfectly uniform.
All devices incombustible.

Have your building wired while in process of construction.
Have it wired by a thoroughly responsible concern.
Have it wired by a concern you are likely to buy a plant from
Have it wired by company owning fundamental patents.
Have it wired by company having longest experience.
Have it wired with porcelain wiring devices.
Have it wired under rigorous specifications.

A

MSIDGIE

feet.

building

is

in

future.

better not wired than wired poorly.

Poor wiring will cause you trouble and expense
ous from fire.

forever,

and

is

extremely danger-

The Edison Company guarantees everything it makes, everything it does and everything
Address
it says, and is absolutely responsible.

UNITED EDISON MFD.
LEONARD & IZARD COMPANY,

CO.,

65 Sth

Gen'l Agents Central States,

Ave,, N, Y. City,
THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

"C.

October

MOTOR
& C." ELECTRIC
NEW YORK.
GREENWICH

5,

1889

CO.,

STREET,

402-4

EFFICIENT
ELECTRIC

AUTOMATICALLY

MOTORS.

REGULATED.

Manufactured for Arc and Incandescent Circuits.

NBW ENQLAND OFFICE:

32

Oliver Street, Boston.
Fhenix Building, Chicago.

WESTERN OFFICE:

PBILADELPHIA OFFICE: 301 Arch St.
SOVTHEBN OFFICE: 25 Carondelet

JOHN STEPHENSON

Street,

New

Orleans.

CO.,

YORK.

NEIMT

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

^^

^

^

v:.s^v##

^'^

.^<^
#/,^^#

."^

^
AlSD Rawhioe

U:e Leathe/w"

—lAGENJX-LN

ALL CITIESh

^

^

MATHER ELECTRIC

CO.,

THE ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT

CHICAOO uj<.m.i!..j
i^nii^Aww
OFFICE: I **""•"

For Passenger Trains,

THE BEST SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

Freight Trains,
Steamboats, and
Burglar Alarms.
No more accidents from breaking in two
MICHIGAN CENTRAL and ROCK ISLAND, and

In use on the
other leading roads being
of trains.

rapidly equipped,

PARRISH BROS.

&

PECK ELECTRICAL

gHICAGO OFFICE, Booms 324 & 325

Phoenix Building.

CO.,

Metropolitan Block, )j j„ b£|i> Manager.
I.a Salle and Kanilolph 8t8. >
**•

COLUMBIA COLLEGE

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

8CHOOI4 OF DUNES.

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE BET OF IT. S.
BliECTBICAL PATENTS IN CHIOAQO.

A

COURSE

IN

Electrical Engineering
Hae been

eBtabllshed,

open

School of Mines, and of other Inetituttone of like
grade and etanding. The full course ffill occupy
two years. There is a partial course that can be
completed In one year.
For circulare apply to Registrar School of Mines,
4Uth St. and Madison Ave., New York City.

HENKV

1001'3-5'7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

to graduates of the

DRISIiBU,

Ij.Ii.

D.,

Acting: PreBldeut.

ALL. SIZES

MICA

AND
QUALITIES

For Electrical Piu'poses.

EUGENE MUNSELL
218 Water Street,

New

&.

CO.,

York.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Octobers, 1889

C-E-N-TiR-A-L
We

are Headquarters for

ARC LIGHT SI7FFLIES:
Candee Weatherproof Wire.
Underwriters' Wire.
Bare Copper Wire.
Galvanized Iron Wire.

Cross Arms.
Pins and Brackets.
Insulators, Lag Screws.
Corner Pins, Break Arms.

(f>

E-L-E-C-T-R-I-C
Cleveland Arc Switches.
Chatterton s Compound.

Hard and

Soft

Rubber Tubing.

Okonite and Manson Tape.

INCANDESCENT LIGHT SUPPLIES.
Okonite Wire.

Silk

Cleveland Incandescent Switches.

Wood

Cleats.

and Cotton Lamp Cord.
Shade Holders.
Stoddard Cut Outs.

C-O-M-FA WT.
SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

42 LA SALLE

ST.,

CHICAGO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

SEND FOR ESTIMATES.

([
-{

(

October

JOt^. B. aiO.OBE, President.
II

«RO.

FISHEB,

E.

]

.

1889

Correspondence Solicited.

Secretary.

WM. H. FlTzeERAIiD, Treasurer.
.

5,

J

Electric C ompany.
C ommercial
COMPLETE ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS.
ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
We

are prepared to build and completely equip Cities, Towns, Buildings, etc., with
years' experience in engineering, building and operating Electric Light Plant?.
Electric Light Plants, furnishing "High or Low Tension" Arc System, Alternating or Direct Current Incandescent Systems, adapted to service required.

Nine

^XXnt^S
^tVi\i\ i\i\f\
JCtlXt ^/ UU5UUU

.%J

V

Capital has been invested in Electric L'ght Plants, constructed under the supervision of the managiment of this Company (Messrs. Fisher and Fitzgerald).

)
)

GIVE US AH OPPORTITJflTV OF
FIGUKWrO "WITH YOU.

m^e are authorized RepresentatiTes and Contractors for the foUon'ing

manttfactubsks and dealers in

Manufacturers and Apparatus:
"SLATTERY" INDUCTION STSTEM INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
THE NEW IMPROVED WOOD ARC IiIGHT STSTEM (Formerly "American" Arc)
(Above owned and manufactured by Ft. "Wayne Electric Co.)
STAR IRON TOWERS AND MAST ARMS.
C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTORS.
SAWTER MAN INCANDESCENT LAMPS. OKONITE WIRES AND CABLES.

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES AND SUPPLIES.
85-57 GRATIOT AYE.,

DETROIT, MICH.

WKSTBRN SALESROOM
F. MOORE'S ELECTRICAL WIRE.
ALFRED
FACTORIES: PHI LADELPHIA, PA.
.

Established 1820.

NEW HAVEN CLOCK
Electric

CO.'S

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT.

Messenger and Signal Boxes, Telegraph Instruments and Annunciators.

WABNBB'B KUBCTBIC

TIIHE

STSTEH AWD

EIiEGTBICAI. TESTINC} eAVeES.

I.W.Goll]urn& Go.'s Arc and Incandescent Electric Llctlit Dynamos and Lamps.
FACTORI ES: FITCEEBUR Q. IVCASS,
Electrical Material direct from the First and Best Manufacturers at Factory Prices and of Superior Quality Only, the Result of
the Best Machinery, and Skilled Workmen. Send for Pocket Price List and Catalogues of Every Description of Electrical Supplies.

Combining a Full Supply of

C. A.

—

HARMOUNT, western

agent,

315 to 321

'i-omja-t Sl3.-li3xa.eaxt:
1. F.

PORTER,

Pres.

&

*«.t

Wabash

^'o.o'tory

Ave.,

Long Experience,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

I='jr±oeis.

Genl. Manager.

E.

RUEBEL, Superintendent.

CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,
CENTRAL ELECTRIC
LOCUST STREET,
919

"-'

ST. LOUIS,

BRANCH:

MO.

NASHVILLE, TENN.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS.
For any system of Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Liight Plants, Street Railway Plants, Electric Power
Plants, Electric Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Train Lighting Plants, Pole Line Construction.
full line of supplies
carried at all times for plants described above. Plans and specifications for all kinds of Electrical Construction.

f--

A

WHEN YOU M BUY
<rM1 ____^^__

-

•

^ ^^

"•^-^^^BEB^B^r

MOTOR

A

From

ANY Manufacturer or Dealer,
WANT IT SUPPLIED

gjj^jg jij^j

WITH

the

THE HORN, BRANNEN & FORSYTHE MFG.

CO..

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OP

Artistic

Besios

In Brass

ai

Wioilit

ELECTROLIERS,

Whittingham
Gas

and

Gombination

Fixtures.

Automatic
FACTORI AND SALESROOMS:

Switch.
Send

Nos. 429, 431, 433 North Broad St„

for Catalogue.

Automatic

PHlLADELPIjlA, PA.

Switcii

Co.,

No. 8 Keyser Building,

BALTIMORE, MD.

Desips and Estimates Fnrnisliel

ROYAL ELECTRIC
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

CO.,

PEORIA,
ILLINOIS,

ELECTRIC LIGHTING^ POWER MACHINERY

(),lnl,d

=;,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

iRS,,

mmmm

elsctkic

eo,,

PITTSBURGH, PA.
DISTRIBUTION
210

BY ALTERNATIN6 CURRENTS.

Central Station Plants, with an aggregate capacity

lamps sold

to

August

ot

360,600

sixteen candle

power

15, 1889.

THE UNITED STATES

ELECTRIC LIGHTING

CO.,

(Leased and Operated by the Westinghouse Electric Co.)

SALES DEPARTMENT: 120 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK.

COMPLETE ISOLATED PLANTS, ARC OR INCANDESCENT,
Unsurpassed

for Design, Construction

and

Efficiency.

SAWYEE-MAN ELECTRIC
(Xieased

and Operated by the Westinghouse Electric

CO.,

Co.)

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS AND SUPPLIES
FOR ELECTRIC

LICHTIIffG.

CORRESPONDENCE WITH DEALERS

INVITED.

!

—

.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

October

5,

1889

X^OXf. S^^XjSI.
A 10x10 Russell Automatic Engine with.
Girder frame, in first-class order; used but
three months, replaced by larger engine. Will
AcDiiESS,
sell low for cash.

THRS GOOD BOOKS
Dynamo -Tenders' Hand -Book.

Hanger's Hand-Book.

Bell

KNOIilSH,

Incandescent Wiring Hand-Book.

PRICE

106 pages,

$1.00.

BY F. B. BADT.

BADT.

F. B.

97 illustra-

PRICE
ies,

tions, flexible cloth

5J^x3

engaged in

blndiog,

ty^-e

page

Just the book for people

inclies.

selling, installing or

handling

BY

First edition, 3,500 cop-

ond edition now ready, making 4,.500
books printed to date, containing additional pages and moonlight schedule for 1889.
100 pages, 70 illustrations,

flexible cloth

binding, size of type page 5Ax3 inches. Deelectric batteries, electric bells, elevators,

house or hotel annunciators, burglar or
alarms,

gas

electric

fire

lighting apparatus.,

electric heat apparatus, etc., etc.

signed for

dynamo

tenders and linemen,

stationary and marine engineers.

Just the

book for men who wish to learn how to
operate and care for electric light installations.
The only book of the kind in the

The

Voltaic or Galvanic Cell.
Generation of Current.
Local Action.
Polarization.

DESCRIPTION OF BATTERIES.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.

The Three- wire System.

ARRANGEMENT OF POWER.
The Dynamo Room.

Description of the Dynamo.
The Continuous Current Dynamo.
The Series Dynamo.
The Shunt or Derived Circuit Dynamo.
The Compound Dynamo.
The Alternating Current Dynamo.

Work.

Cleat

Moulding Work.
Concealed Work

When

a.

Building

the

is

Being Con-

structed.

Iq a Completed Building.

b.

for Opera-

New Dynamo.
Dynamo

in

Brushes.

Current.

LOCATION OF SAFETY DEVICES AND

Good Order.
The Commutator.

Repairs to the Armature.
Repairs to the Field Magnets
Testing the Wire Coils of a Dynamo for
Contact against Iron.
DISEASES OF DYNAMOS.
Non-General ion of Current by the Dynamo.
Excessive Sparking of Commutator and

Conductors and Insulators.
Direction of the Current.

Connecting Batteries.
Cells Connected in Series.
Cells Connected in Multiple Arc.
Recapitulation.

Brushes.

Work.
External Resistance.
Rules for Connecting Batteries.
Batteries.

Divided Circuits.
Electro-magnets.
Induction Coils.
Electric Bells.
Single Stroke Bells.
Long Distance Call Bell System.
Pufh Buttons.
Buzzer.
Indicating Box Bell.
Annunciators.
Electric Alarms.
Hotel Fire Alarm and Room Call.
Syslem.
The Hess
The Western Electrii; Company's System.

The Double Wire System,
Partrick & Carter System.
The Electro-mercurial Alarm.
The Metallic Thermostat.
Burglar Alarms.
Desk and Safe Alarms.
Electric Gas Lighting Apparatus.
Portable Gas Lighters.
Apparatus for Public Buildings.
Apparatus for Residences.
A Novel Automatic Burner.
Connections of Gas Lighting Systems.
Electric Heat Regulators.
RUNNING ELECTRIC WIRES.
Proper Installation.
How to Fish WIre.9.

Wiring Fixtures for Gas Lighting.
Wiring Elevator Annunciators.
Best 'Time for Wiring.

TESTING IN8TU0MICNTS.
Detector Galvanometer and the Magneto
Bell.
Tests for Faulte.

Wire Tables.
Wiring a Hotel.

SKAT

Sealed proposals will be received np to 4 p.m.,
Monday, October 14tl3, 1889, for lighting the
Port llnron, Mich., for ihree years from
Janunry let, 1S90, by electricity, under the following cODditiona:
(JontrBctorB mDst agree to furnish not less than
sixty {(ill) iic;bts of 2,000 etandard candle power
Said lights are to be located at ench points
eacli.
witliin the city limits, as the common council
shall select, and either suspended across the
street, or hung on polps, not to exceed 50 feet in
They are to be
beit^ht HS the coancil may direct.
rnn on the Philadelphia moon echednle, and paymeits for the work will he made monthly.
Bids are to be made at bo mncli per light and
bidders must agree to furnish additional lights, if
required, at & jjpo rata charge.
Each bid nuist be accompanied with a satisfactory bond in the sum of gl.fCO, that the bidder, if euccepsi"nl, will carrj' out the contract, and
the bidder t:) whomihe contract shall be awarded,
will be required to furnisb a sat'pfactorv bond in
cheeum of SIO^OO, that he willwell andfalthfully
perform the work.
The riiilit to reject any and all bids is reserve^
Bids must be marked, "Bide for lighting the
city of Port Huron,"" and addressed to

alvah l -witherel,

EVOLUTION

Safety Devices.

or THE

Switches.
Splices.

Electric Incandescent Lamp.
By FR ^SiKLIX J.E03rA.Bl> POPK.
100 pp. with

illustratious;

price $1.00

Whether you make,

sell

or iisetbe IiicandescPnt

Lamp, or wnether you only intend to do
Boat some future time, you cannot but be interElectric

Same

Wire Gauges.

Alternating System.

INSTRUMENTS.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL DATA.

Current Indicator or Ampere Meter.
Pressure or Potential Indicator, or VoltCurrent Regulator.

Coulomb.
Ampere.

Switches.
Safety Devices.

Ohm.

meter.

Volt.

Lightning Arresters.

Conductors and Insulators.

Ground Detector.

Ohm's Law.

Switch-Board.

CIRCUITS OR Li}ADS.
Outdoor Leads for Arc Lighting.
Outdoor Leads for Incandescent Lighting.
Arc Circuits inside of Houses.
Incandescent Circuits Inside of Houses.
Size of Wires for Incandescent Lamp In-

Conductivity.

Divided Circuits.
Work, Energy.

stallations.

Testing.

Plans .and Symbols.

Drop of

ATION OF ACCUMULATORS.
SAFETY REGULATIONS.
Rules of the Boston Underwriters' Union.

Laws.
Rules and Regulations of the New York
Board of Electrical Control.

tem.
Construction Tools.

0% KKORIPT OF

Potential and Loss of Energy.

Practical Rules for Determining Sizes of

Wires.
Safe Carrying Capacily.
The Three-wire System.

You will find this history— some i)arts of it—
as interestinfif as a romance; but please \mderIt
sta' d that it is HO^ a romance by any meaiis.
is not, as some romancers pretend to be, merely
"founded on facts.*' The facts themselves are
i)resentod good solid facts, too,— and moreover
the original and conteuipornneous authorities are
carefullv cited by chapter and verse, while important documents are printed in full whenever necessary.
If you want to know how the modern incandescent lamp came to be invented;

—

you want
was done;

it

to

know who

invented

it,

and when

to understand the important questions involved in tlie incandescent lamp litigation
nowgoiiiL' on between the leading electric comIf

yon want

panies of the United States;
If you want trustworthy facts, figures and dates,
as ditrtiuguished froui vague riaimsand unfounded nsseriions;
If you want a reference book and inde*' to the
lileraMue of the eubject of iucandescfnt lighting;
will jirocure a copy of this book, read
fbniightfiil attention, and kpe)) it by you
hold of it at ouce whenever
ixt^l
yoii ni'ed it. wbicli will no doubt be fre(|uently.

Then yo"

it Willi

Explanation of Tables.

HO

Table No. 1, Gauges In Circular Mills.
Table No. 3, Electiic Light Conductors,
Table No. S, 50 Volt Lamps,
Table No, 4, 75 Volt Lamps.
Table No. 5, 110 Volt Lamps.

This book contains among oilier things of value,
a tabular chronology of incandescent ligUting, to
which you will often want to refer when djites
are in ("ineslion.

l*KI€F.

Building.

S

iliat yoii ciiii

vit.

cinlli;

IIIO

pp. uilli illiistralioiis;

prin'. $1.1

Any dealer who sells scientific books will su|)ply
you with a copy in handsome cloih binding, lor
tli- il will be sent by tiuiM i)ostpai(t,
'iliii- Do'liir.
on recript of price as above, by

6 Lakeside

Electrician Publishing Co.,

ested in the true story of its invention and development. It is a story whicli until now has been
to all intents and inirpoaes unknown; a story of
wbirb (let;icln-'d fragments have been buried here
and tbpr.- in the Jiles of forgotten newspapers, in
the \'uluiiiinous archive-s of the Courts, in the
records '>f the United States Patent Ollice and in
Mr.
hundreds of other out-of-the-way places.
Pope has ransacked th^se repositories, and in this
book has "iven us what be found, some of it well
searcher.
labor
of
the
repaying tlie

It

CALCULATING SIZES OF WIRES.

ACCDMULATORS.— DESCmPTION AND OPER-

1»0!ST-I*.\II>

City of Port

Hnron, Michigan.

City Clerk. Port Huron, Mich.

Wiring of Fixtures.
Wiring of Elevators.

Table of Electric Light Conductors.
Lamp Lighting Schedule— Moonlight Sys-

Bell Hangers' Tools,

liig'htiiig- tlie

8 TO. cloth;

English Regulations.
Abstract of the Chicago Electric Light

Extra Insulation.

For

FIXTURES AND ELEVATORS.

Circuit.

The

Proposals_Wante(l!

The Tree System.
The Closet System.

Insulation and Testing for Faults.

Arc Lamps.
Suspension of Arc Lamps.
'Iiimmlng and Cleaning Arc Lamps.
Incandescent or Glow Lamps.
Multiple Arc System.
Multiple Series System.
Series Multiple System.
Arc and Incandescent Lamps on the

Western Elbctrician.

Care of

SWITCHES.

Safety Rules

LAMPS.

Specifications for

METHODS OF RUNNING WIRES.

tion.

ELEMENTARY DATA.

Addkess,

MANUFACTURER,

Isolated

The Multiple Arc System.

Siaiting a
Keeping a

A permanent situation at good
pay to the right party. State age, references,
and approximate salary expected.
preferred.

city of

Preparation of a

Batteries.
Classification of Batteries.

is

em-

first-class

of

Gravity Batteries.

Data Regarding

and central station
The only book of the kind pub-

buildings.

Direction of the Current.
Detector Galvanometer and Magneto Bell.

Dry

at once and

without any calculations, the size of wire
required In each case for any percentage of
loss.
A timely book, containing full illustrations for incandescent wiring and complete information concerning methods of
running wires, location of safety devices,
splices, insulation, testing for faults, wire
gauges, general electrical data, calculating
sizes of wire, wiring of fixtures, elevators,

INTRODUCTORY.

Motive Power.
Shafting and Pulleys.
Foundations for Dynamos.
Belts.
DYNAMO ELECTRIC MACHINES.

The Electric
Ohm's Law.

These tables give

inches.

Conductors and Insulators.

New Dynamo

inches,

desires to

Traveling Salesman. One
familiar with the Electric Light trade

TABLE OF CONTENTS.

Battery.
The Greuet Battery.
Daniell Battery.
Grove Battery.
Bunsen Battery.
Carbon Battery.
Nickel Plating Battery.
Fuller's Mercury Bichromate Battery.
The Leclanche Battery.
The Diamond Carbon Battery.
The Law Battery.

Smee

ploy a

Type page SixS

$1.00.

ELEMENTARY DATA.
The Electric Current.
Ohm's Law.
Work.

VOLTAIC ELECTEICITY.
Contact Series.

The
The
The
The
The

PRICE

manufacturer of Portable Stationary and

High Speed Automatic Engines

BADT.

flexible cloth binding, 66 pages, 35 cuts,
and 5 tables, three of which are 12x18

plants.
lished.

English language.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.

P. B.

who
11.00.

exhausted; second 1,000 copies of sec-

CO.,
Kansas City, Mo.
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A
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MORSK A

Chicago.

IIKNRY COOK,
Elizabeth.

PnUliNhcr,

New Jersey,

U. S. A.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO, OCTOBER

Vol. V.

Paris Exposition.
'I'lic I'liUowinj;' illiislratcil

l)y tlic i-c|)rfsciUalivc

ciAN

nf

article

tlu-

i.s

coiitiiluiU'cl

Wks'I'KRN Ei.ix 'iki-

al llic i'aris uxpositioii:

Tlic accompanying; cut illustrates a large porMachniery hall, nccnpieil by
which is without donbt the
most e.Ktcnsive iiulividual electrical exhibit ever
made. On the left is shown the pavilion, the
tion of the space in
tlie I'Alison exhibit,

head(|uarters of Mr. Hammer, who is in charge
bcantifully furIt is
of the ICdison exhibit.
nished and well e(|uippcil with books, papers
and pictures referring to the l'',dison inventions.
Numerous devices and machines are dis|)layed,
including the phonogr.iph, megaphone and a
The pavilpiano, whose music is reproduced.
ion is surmoiuited by a beautiful Japanese parasol, on the lips of whose ribs are incandescent
lamps of various colors. The American llag

chine.
The interest in this machine is quite astonishing, and some days no less than 25.000
persons listen to its monologue.
Each machine
has a number of tubes as is shown in the cut
and therefore a large number of persons can be
accommodated at the same time.
special
phonograph pavilion has also been placed in the
industrial hall opposite the e.xhibits of the Western Electric company, the Hell, the Taintor_

A

No.

1889.

and the Klectrical Supply companies' exhibits.
Here a great variety of languages is reproduced
by the phonograph, including Persian, Chinese,
Indian, ami the Negro languages of Congo, and
various parts of .Africa,

Music by instruments, some almost unknown
ami by notetl vocal artists, is reproduced to the astonishment and delight of
multitudes who prefer the (|uietand comparative
to .Americans

seclusion of this miniature crystal palace to the
noise, confusion and publicity of the exhibit in
machinery hall. It was the intention to place a
phonograph and megaphone on the top of this
latter pavilion for the entertainment of larger
crowds, but disagreements with the American
Commission seem to have delayed the work.
With that broad liberality which characterizes

wide awake Americans, Mr. Hammer has placed
about the roof of this latter pavilion a row of

I'.VKIS

proudly above.
On the front is seen a
large life-sized painting of Mr. lulison, with the
.\round the roof
flag draped above the same,
of the pavilion is a row of powerful incandescent
lamps.
The exterior walls are hung with pictures and sketches, illustrating Mr. Edison's
work.
Extending entirely around the ofiice is
a row of phonographs, and here during the
whole of the afternoon are seen long fdes of
people of all ages, sizes, complexions and nationalities, patiently waiting to adjust one of the
flexible tubes and listen to the wonderful mafloats

5,

is

the

14.

museum of incandcKccnt lamps collected
Hammer.
It embraces hiindrcdH of

by Mr.

specimens, ant! includes early models and experimental lamps of many inventors.
It Is perhaps the most Interesting and valuable colltilion of the kind in existence.
On the left of
the pavilion arc two cases containing models
and bound volumes of Mr. Kdison's patents.
I'^ach is surmounted by a blinking owl.
Mowers,
United States flags ami American shields
with the word "Kdison," incandescent lamps,
and velvet covered trimmings are scattered cv
erywhere, making a most attractive and artistic
display of the work of the great inventor.

A

Proposed for Private
Consumers.

City Plant

the last meeting of the Chicago city counthe following resolution was adopted: "That

.At
cil

EXl'USmoN,

Hags of all nations, and has added thereto some
(ierman flags, which have not as yet been discovered by the French,
Passing to the right of the section illustrated
the much admired picture of
Menlo Park is
presented to view.
The old Edison laboratory,
forge and workshops are seen.
In the middle
background a chart is seen on which is illustrated the advancement made by the Edison

the .superintendent of the fire alarm telegraph
be and is hereby directed to report an estimate
to this council at earliest convenience of the
probable cost of connecting the city electric
wires with private dwellings and buildings, the
furnishing, lighting and maintaining each arc
light per night to the end that consumers along
the route now and hereafter to be supplied with
electric wires may be furnished with light and

light in the L'nited States.

power."
In view of the great amount of work in
the electrical department at present it will probably be some time before this matter will again

Just in front of this
the inclined cases is an exceedingly interesting collection of sections of
trees, plants and woods, from all parts of the
world with which Edison has experimented to
obtain the best lamp filament; the fiber in all
stages of preparation before being carbonized;
and a great variety of filaments ready for use.
The whole forms an e.xceedingly interesting
view of this branch of industry and a comprehensive idea of the extent and scope of the inventor's experiments. To the left of these cases

and contained

in

A

for action.
city electric plant to compete with the gas trust has long been considered
by the city council, it is known, but as there is
no authority for it in the charter nothing has
yet been done.
Moreover, as the local electric
light companies have given excellent seni"ice at
reasonable rates, it may be said that the project
is without point.

come up
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Cincinnati Electric EnRlnes.
In the accompanying cuts are shown the conmotors
stant current and constant potential
manufactured by the Cincinnati Electric Engine

we have any
know it," said
we will have

ble.

"If

want

to

haven't
there is

about

it.

rights in this matter, I
Prof. Barrett, "and if we
out.
That is all
we can put up a station

to get
If

October

5,

The work on the city plant has already been
greatly delayed by the injunction, and unless
immediate action is taken, the department will
be crippled.

Insurance and Electric Light Plants.
"Chicago insurance men in fact, insurance
men in general have not been partial to risks

—

—

on

electric light plants,'' said a Chicago agent
of one of the large insurance companies to a representative of
the Western Electrician.
"In many cases," said he, "the machinery has
been located in buildings entirely unsuited for
the purpose, at least as far as fireproof qualities
are concerned.
The value, too, of the building
was oftentimes small compared to that of the
delicate machinery placed in it, and the risk,
therefore, related more to the apparatus than to
the building.
In other words, if we insured the
entire plant, building, dynamos, etc., the bulk of
the risk was liable to be upon the electrical machinery.
Well, you say," repeated he, "that
this is all right.
It's all right until a fire occurs
perhaps a slight one where there was a
great deal of smoke, a little flame and plenty of
water, and apparently little damage was done.
You think it's all right until the claim comes in,
and you go and look at the greatly damaged
machinery. It is wet, and perhaps charred and

—

blackened.

The

electrical

company informs

cost so much to repair it.
It is
the cost of such repairs to the electrical equipment that in many cases astonishes the insur-

you that

CINCINNATI KI.ECTRIC ENGINE.

company. Fig. i illustrates the constant current
motor of two horse power. It occupies a space

there,

—

it's

we don't want to buy any more property
too costly on Michigan Ave." The mayor

it

will

ance company.
To make a long story short,
we have been reluctant to write insurance risks
which we know so little about, and hence have
no means of protection when it comes to appraisal.
Of course, if a plant should be in an
immense building, and we are asked to write insurance for the whole establishment, the electrical apparatus would be taken into consideration in about the same manner as would be a
line of hazardous goods in a warehouse otherwise quite safe.
A risk on an isolated lighting
station is another matter, however.
But at the
present time," continued he, "things are getting
Plants are now being placed
into better shape.
in buildings well adapted to the purpose, and

The
10x19 inches with a height of 12 inches.
is made of English tool steel, with journals
ground true on dead centers. The armature is
shaft

so attached as to practically constitute a porBall bearings are used, adtion of the shaft.
These are made of
mitting of self-alignment.
phosphor b onze, hand reamed and of unusual
length.
The commutator is constructed of 72

bars of 98 per cent copper, hardened by dropThe armature is accurately adjusted to a
ping.
running balance and is provided with means for

forced ventilation.
The governor is simple in
It has but one wearing point.
Fig. 2 shows the general appearance of the
constant potential motor.
Its construction is
With the
simple, compact and symmetrical.
exception of the governor the machine is identical with the constant current motor. The standard constant potential motor is made for no,
220 and 550 volts, but motors suitable for other
voltages are made by the company.
action.

Chicago City Electric Light Plant.
City Electrician Barrett had a conference with
the mayor and corporation counsel of Chicago
last week, on the question of the location of the
city electric light station on the South side.
Prof. Barrett called attention to the fact that
something must be done immediately in the
matter, as the department was losing valuable
time in awaiting the settlement of the controversy.
It was announced that the city had been
unable to effect a settlement with Warren I'.
Leland, who had secured the injunction restraining the erection of the building by the city on
the lake front.
He |)ersisted in his course, and
the city must either admit the justice of his position or contest it in the court.
The city electrician did not feel justified in advising the city
to look for another site, as it would
not only
greatly delay the work, but entail an expenditure
of money which could not be spared
this
year from the fund at his disposal.
It was therefore necessary for
city
the
to
resort
to
the
courts,
provided the corporation counsel considered such a course advisa-

CINCINNATT liLECTRIC ENGINE.

and corporation counsel approved the city electrician's views, and it was decided to apply immediately for a hearing in the case, and if possible have the injunction dissolved.

designed to be fit'eproof.
Besides
not so difficult now to find independent
electrical experts who will fairly estimate damage.
and can repair it if necessary."
especially
this,

it is

October
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The Frooman Transformer System.
The

loiijj-clislancc
traMslDniifr syslcin fur
liylitin^; inadi; liy the National
I'^lectiic Maimfacturiiiy' company of Iviii t'lairc, Wis., as ilhisliatcil ill the (Uils licrcwilh prcscntcil.was iiivciitcd

by Wakcr K. frcuinan, who was for soiiu- years
associated with the Uiiiled .States Ivlcctric I,i),ditiiij;

company

of

New

Ndrlc, anil

who

last

fall.

clian),'e(l from the ori^'inal drafts, and not a
single dynamo returned for repairs, or for failure to perform satisfactorily and fullill the Ku-'iraiitees made for it.
I'roni llic first of I'eljriiary,
iSKij,
wlun the first plant was installed,
until the first of September, installations have
been made for iipw.ird of
17,000 iri.cundlu
power lamp.s, with dynamo capacity of 22,000

been

FIG. 3.

with others,

organized the

Manufacturing company.
bodies

many

National Electric
The apparatus em-

features of utility |ieculiar to

itself.

So carefully were tlie problems involved in the
system worked out, that the apparatus performed satisfactorily from the beginning.

lights;

iTJ
llu:

circular plane.
as type U 1,

known

The machine
and

illuslraled

KKEE.MAN TKANSFORMER SYSTEM.

and the company now has under con-

new work, aggregating
The underlying principles

tract

10,000 lights.
of the transformer
or alternating .system of electric lighting were
first applied Dy Mr.
Freeman in 1S77, and he
gave exhibitions of his apparatus at Racine,

terminals of the coils are so connected as to
form alternate north and south polarity.
Kig. 2 shows a coil or bobbin ready to be
placed on the pole piece, and for all like sizes
of machines, these bobbinsarc wound alike, and
are interchangeable, so that any defect of their

MADE BY '^
National Electric
MFC' CO
DO XOT

iA
t'

paratus which has long had a public reputation.
In this direction the National company has been
exceedingly fortunate.

Standard sizes of central station outfits were
designed, ranging from 500 to 5.000 lights' capacity, and so far it is claimed by the company
that not a single portion of the

mechanisms has

more than

ten years ago.
It will be observed that the dynamo, Fig. i, is a compact and
symmetrical piece of machinery, mounted upon
a substantial base, and at a glance it will be
seen that the type is similar to other alternating
Wis.,

current dynamos, and differs only in
ical

B

MOVE

I

^

s

^

^

.

',
1

r^

FREEMAN TR.VNSFORMER SYSTEM

I.

Electrical
engineers fully appreciate the
amount of care necessary in the development of
a system of lighting that will compete with ap-

is

a capacity sufficient
to supply current for
1,000 16-candle |H<wcr
lamps.
The field coils or bobbinii, each iiidcpendent of the othcrK, are wound upon tilccvcii,
and slipped over the railiatin); |)olc pieces which
are cast solid to the center portion of the machine, and of which they form a part.
The
lias

and

electrical

details.

The

its

field

mechan
magnets

are stationary projections, of a rectangular cross
section, tapering toward a common center, so as
to take up a proportionate space throughout

can be remedied by replacing or
These bobbins are held in
changing them.
place by rectangular shaped washers, which are
kept in place by bolts, passing through them
and a slot, cast in the field cores, as shown in
the cut of the dismantled machine, Fig. 3.
The armature used, is composed of a cast
alloy supporting hub. with arms projecting outward, and then paralleled to the shaft on the
carrier, and at the end of the projecting arms is
operation

WESTERN ELECTRlCtAN.
The ends of the first and last coil are connected to two copper rings, which form the
The simplicterminals of the armature circuit.
ity
of the winding of an alternating current
armature is one of the peculiar characteristics of
it, and unlike those of adirect current dynamos,

cast a rim so shaped as to receive and hold in
place the sectional plates, which are laminated,
and so arranged as to permit ventilation of the

armature.
The laminated plates are two inches in width,
and when a sufficient number have been placed

October

5, li

in place.
Between the brass and copper rings
are arms of insulating material, which support
the collector ring proper.
By this device the
collectors are supported rigidly, yet free from
electrical contact with anything except the
brushes, which are supported upon brass rods,

VJE5TERM tLtClRlt\hW,CH\C.

FIG.

in a circular form, the whole mass is clamped
together in a frame; then the hubs are put in
place, and the bolts, shown in the carrier, Fig.
4, are tightened up to support the plates and
hold them rigidly in place.

The armature

then balanced, and prepared
for the insulation which is put on to protect
is

the armature coils which consist of a single
layer of wire wound on the surface jiarallel to
the shaft, and looped around projections at the
ends and .so connected as to form alternate poles,
should a current pass through them,

the coils

12.

Fir..

FREEMAN TRANSFORMER SYSTEM.
can be replaced by anyone with ordinary

intelligence.

of wire for an armature, capable of developing 1,000 lights of 16-

dynamo.

candle power and this proportion

base,

It

1

|

requires 20 pounds

which lie parallel to the
an iron bracket, form

holds good

FREEMAN TRANSFORMER SYSTEM.
of other sizes.
l''ig. 5 shows the armature
core ready for insulation and winding.
The copper rings which form the collectors of
the current generated in the armature, are supported on rings of brass which fit the shaft, and
are provided with tension clamps to keep them
for

dynamos

The

is

shaft, and, fastened in

the

terminals

of

the

mounted upon a

cast

provided with a belt tightener.

The

exciter. Fig. 6,

and

13.

is

FIG. 6.

made

separate, as shown in the cut, or
is attached to the side of the dynamo proper, as
shown in Fig. i. The brushes are adjusted to
a non-sparking point, and the regulation of the
exciter

is

current generated, is accomplished by a hand
wheel, shown to the left of Fig. i, under the
exciter proper.
This hand wheel is attached to

I

f)(ti)l)cr 5,

a
is

and

rijtlil

siipportetl

cxlonsiDii
|)orls

tlic
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of

lefl

liaiid

ri)iiclly

the

In

brass

arniatiiru

sncw.
tlu'

'I'lic

<fiiler

liaiiKcr,

shaft,

and

screw
by an

wliicli

by

sii|)-

means

of the hanil wheel, tlie serew adjusts th<: position
of the Held niajjnels, and by this nteaiis, tlie cur-

strennliu-ned or iliiiiinislK-d, as
necessary.
'i'lie ranjje of government of tlie current j;cnerated, can be regnlaleil to a fractional part of
rent

either

is

may be

like size

machines are

interclianiteable,

may be duplicated, and any portion
chine may be used in any oilier.

liancy.
.\t

the bearings for the armature shaft is
lubricating device, so
constructed
oil admitted to the journal, is dis-

novel
that the

a

parts

one ma-

operate;

are

the probleins

by such an adjustment as

to

lield of laniinatcil iron.
Ity proper proportioning the coilK and iron, an efficiency of •/) per
cent, is said to lie obtained in the transformers.
I'"ig. H sliows one of the transformers encloncd in
an iron weatlierproof case. ThcHc tranhformer»
are made in sizirs ranging from 5 to 100 lightit'
capacity.
I'p to date the company has still to
hear of a single case of a linrncdout transformer.
In addition to the main features which
have been described, a number of auxiliary dc-

a

SYS'l'EM.

best solved
the maximum
efficiency express itself in the operating expense
The lamp, Fig. 7,
of an electric light plant.
has been carefully proportioned, with a view of
obtaining the highest efficiency, and it has been
will

make

Kig. 9 shows
vices are employed in the system.
the station switchboard, containing main line,
break switches, station transformer, voltmeter
and ammeter, as well as all fuses, pilot lamps,
etc.

Figs.

10,

II

and

12

show

a

number

of

FREEMAN TRANSFOR.MER SYSTEM.

KIC. 9.

tributed evenly over its whole length, and the
surplus oil and drip are carried off by means of a
journal way under the lower portion of the box,
which terminates in a reservoir. So perfect is
the operation of this device, that months of constant operation fail to detect any escape of oil
upon any adjacent part of the machine.
Fig. 3 shows the dynamo dismantled, and all
of the parts, except the armature, are plainly
shown. By comparison with Fig. i, the construction of the dynamo will be readily understood.
Every portion is drilled and fitted by
the aid of templets, which is a guarantee that all
like parts are interchangeable.
All armatures of

all

The efliciency of an ele<:tric lighting Kystem
depen<ls greatly upon the nature and the(|uality
of the l.nnp used, whii h necessarily is to be considered from two st;indpoints, its efliciency ami
I'^ITiciency does not always mean
length of life.
economy, for the reason that high elliciency
means a decrease in economy at whic:li lamps

[•RKEMAN TRANSFORMER

a unit, so that an operator is en^ibled to keep the
lamps at a perfectly uniform point of bril-

of

181

considered that twelve i6-candle power lamps,
per mechanical horse power, guaranteed with a
life of 700 hours, is the proper solution of the
economical operation for the plant.
The cut shows the lamp suspended from an
individual fuse box, constructed with a detachable cover containing the fuse. By a slight turn
to the left the cover, with fuse, cord and lamp,
may be removed, enabling the operator to replace a burnt fuse while the plant is in opera-

safety devices.
Figs. 10 and 14 are branch fuses, to be used
whenever a number of lamps are taken off the
main lamp wires.
F'ig. 1 1 represents an entering fuse block, used
wherever the lamp wires enter a building.
In Fig. 12 is shown a weatherprixif primarj'

tion.

As can be
Fig. 13 shows the cover removed.
judged from the foregoing description, the s)rstem is complete, and presents many novel and

The transformers used

in

this

system are of

—

reversed Gramme ring type that is, the
primary and secondary coils are surrounded by

the

fuse box. used as an additional precaution to
protect primary branches taken from the main
line.

interesting features.

—
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Electricity in Naval Warfare.^
UY LIEUTKMANT W.

The

S.

HUGHES,

U.

S.

NAVY.

extension of the applications of electricity has been

nowhere more rapid or remarkable than on board ships-ofwar.
Only a little more than six years have elapsed since
the INavy Department fitted out the frigate Trenton with
an electric incandescent plant, and, so far as is known, she
was the first naval vessel to be lighted by electricity. The
experiment with the Trenton was watched with interest,
Serious apprehensions had been
both at home and abroad
entertained that firing the ship's guns would break the
glass bulbs, or destroy the carbon filaments of the lamps,
and that other causes would operate against the successful
employment of electricity on board a man-of-war; but the
thorough test on the Trenton, lasting through a threeyears' cruise, proved beyond question the fallacy of such
Foreign countries were not slow to follow the footfears.
steps of the United States, and the latter government grad-

With such an appaignited or extinguished at pleasure.
ratus it will be readily understood, how the letters of a
single code could be indicated, and a message rapidly
transmitted.
In the United States navy a simple plan, requiring only
two incandescent lamps, has been very successfully used in
connection with Morse's telegraphic code, in which, as is
well known, the letters of the alphabet are represented by
combinations of "dots" and "dashes."
In signaling by
this code the two lamps were controlled by keys.
Every steamer displays, when under way at night, as
doubtless most of our readers have observed, three lights
of different colors green, red and white.
These "running lights," as they are technically called, are exhibited
on the outside of the ship, in such positions as to indicate
to other vessels the approximate direction in which she is
moving
To avoid collisions and loss of human life, it is
of vital importance that these lights be never for a

—

ually extended the system of electric lighting to other vessels of the navy.
It had been early discovered that the installation of an
electric plant on board naval ships required a decided modification of the electrical appliances employed for similar

"search-light "
The name of the "search-light" suggests,
some extent, the chief purpose for which it is used. It
It conis mainly employed in searching for an enemy.
arc light, usually of about twentysists of a powerful
contained
metal
five thousand candle power,
in a
cylinder
about 30 inches long by 24 to 30 inches diameter. One
end of the cylinder is closed by a silvered, concave reflecting lens; and the carbon points of the lamp are placed in
such a position within the cylinder as to bring them in the
focus of the lens.
The opposite, or front, end of the cylinder is fitted with a glass door through which the beam of
The whole apparatus is mounted on a pivot,
light passes.
so that it may be revolved around its center and the beam
of light be thus thrown in any desired direction while it
admits, also, of elevation or depression from a horizontal
to

—

position.

As ordinarily used on shipsof-war, the beam of light
emerging from the cylinder is so concentrated that at a distance of 1,000 yards from the ship it illuminates a path
only about 15 yards in width.
Every search light, however, is provided with arrangements for increasing the divergence of the rays of light, in order, when necessary, to
illuminate a broader arc.
Only one man is required to
work the apparatus, and to facilitate its use it is always, on
board ships, mounted in some position considerably elevated
above the deck. In time of war, ships at night would constantly sweep the surrounding waters with their search
every part of the circle
presence of an enemy;
and the practical value of the light, in such cases, will be
readily comprehended when it is understood that, with one
of only 20,000 candle power, no difficulty is experienced in
lighting up any object, such as an enemy's ship, at a distance of two and a half miles; thus rendering firing the
guns at night as easy and accurate as by day.
In the practical use of the search light, by the method
just explained, it has been found that, in order to afford
sufficient time for a careful examination of the water's surface at points far removed from the ship, the beam of light
must be revolved very slowly; and, in consequence, during
a great proportion of the time, any particular section of the
water is in darkness
When it is remembered that it requires less than five minutes for modern torpedo boats to
pass over a distance of two miles, it may be easily conceived how, in the interval between two successive illuminations of the same spot, a little craft like the Empong
might dart in and discharge its torpedoes
With the object of averting such a danger, another
method of illuminating the surrounding space has been
adopted on one or two ships of the French navy, and on
the Danish cruiser Ivert, where, instead of a single revolving light, a number of stationary search lights are grouped
together, each illuminating its proper section, thus keeping
the ship continuously surrounded by an unbroken circle of
light.

But ihc search light is not only used to discover an enemy,
to keep the latter visible in firing at night; it has been,
also, successfully employed in signaling messages where
the distances over which they are to be sent are very great.
One of the methods of using It for this purpose is some
what novel: the beam of light is simply flashed repeatedly
against the clouds, lighting them up in each instance for a
certain number of seconds, according to a pre-arranged
code of signals, the letters of which are indicated by combinations of flashes of different durations of time.
Messages arc said to have been sent in this manner between
ships separated by a distance of sixty miles.
For shorter
distances the ordinary incandescent lamps have been frequently used.
Probably one of the most successful systems with these lamps is that now in use in the navies of
Italy and Germany.
Its essential feature consists in the
successive display of different combinations of red and of
white incandescent lamps of about 50 candle power each
It is, of course, necessary that the. lamps be exhibited in
some elevated position, such, for example, as suspended
from one of the ship's yards, where they will be plainly
visible from a considerable distance, and that the electric
-.urrcnt connected with them be under the control of an
-perator at a keyboard, in order that any lamp may be
'Afwlracl of

iirliclr in Sr.rihnfr\\

for Oclobcr.

In this connection may be mentioned a remarkable elecapparatus known as a "Torpedo Detector."
As its
implies, it is designed for use in searching for hidden
torpedoes, or mines, in harbors and channels.
This appliance depends for its action upon the principle of the inductrical

name

tion balance.

Electricity is employed on some of the vessels of the
British Navy, and will probably be made use of on the new
ships of the United States service, to render visible the

sights of the guns when firing at night
As applied on the
English iron-clad Colossus, one of the wires from a small
Leclanche battery leads to the rear, or "breech," sight of
the gun, and is there joined to a fine platinum wire running
across the bottom of the sight-notch."
The platinum
wire interposes just sufficient resistance to cause it to glow
with heat while the current from the battery is passing
through it. From the rear-sight the battery wire continues
on to the front-sight of the gun, where it meets the second
wire from the battery.
Here the ends of the two wires are
brought very near each other, at the apex of the sight, so
that the electric sparks passing between them serve to mark
its position.
On some of the larger European ships of-war, and on a
few United States vessels, arrangements have been made
for firing the guns by electricity.
This is usually accomplished by causing the current from an ordinary zinc-carbon battery to pass through what is known as an electric
primer, inserted in the vent of the gun.
The primer, as
used in the United States service, is simply a quill tube
nearly filled with a small-grained powder, and containing
a fine platinum wire wrapped with a wisp of gun-cotton.
The question of introducing electric motors in ships-ofwar, to take the place of the numerous small steam engines
now required on board for various purposes, is one that is
occupying the serious attention of naval authorities.
That
such a substitution will be made in the near future seems
now assured. Yet, at the present writing, no use of an
electric motor is made in any of the great navies
It has
been left to the United States to take the initial steps
employing
toward its introduction, by
electricity to work
one of the eight inch guns of , the seel cruiser Chicago.
This motor is to be supplied with the requisite electric current by connecting its wires with those from the dynamo
Should this experiment prove
used for lighting the ship.
successful, as it undoubtedly will, similar motors will probably be applied to the remaining eight-inch guns of the
Chicago; and the system, or some modification of it, will
doubtless be extended to other ships now under consiruction for the United States Navy.

An ingenious application of electricity is employed to explode the projectiles discharged by the pneumatic guns
with which that remarkable craft the United States dynamite-cruiser Vesuvius is to be armed.
These projectilts

in order to detect the

and

port experiments have placed in their hands. A portion of
the force employed for such duty would be a body of
trained divers; and not only will these men carry with
them under the water an electric light, but the telephone
has been recently added to their outfit, so that they may
communicate constantly and easily with assistants above
the surface.

Electricity has been the chief element in the development
of those remarkable inventions known as auto-mobile, or
They are, with few exceptions, steered,
"fish," torpedoes.
propelled, or exploded by an electric current; and in some
all three of these applications are made

lights, illuminating, in succession,

around them,

5, iS

'

purposes on shore. The limited space that could be spared
on the crowded decks of a man-of-war demanded that engines and dynamos of a special and compact type should
be used; and these requirements were further complicated
by the necessity, which soon develope^l, of providing naval
Gradually, howvessels with two systems of illumination.
ever, man's ingenuity overcame every obstacle, until, at the
present day, no modern built vessel-of-war goes to sea
without complete electrical plants, both arc and incandescent, the latter principally for the purpose of interior
for operating the so-catled
lighting, and the former

—
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are, in fact, aerial torpedoes,

and

proposed for the Vesuvius, they

hundred pounds of explosive

for the 15-inch

will carry a

gelatine.

guns now

charge of six

High

explosives,
such as dynamite, gun-cotton, and explosive gelatine, require to be detonated in order to develop their full energy;
and for this purpose fulminate of mercury has been found
It has been found, also, that a very
to be best adapted.
much greater destructive effect upon a target is obtained
when the explosive charge of an elongated projectile, like
those to be used in the guns of the Vesuvius, is first ignited at the rear end, or "base," instead of at the point

and recourse was had

to electricity to

accomplish

The

—

this re-

fuse consists of a fine platinum wire
wrapped
with a iibre of gun-cotton and embedded in fulminate of
mercury connected with the circuits of two small galvanic
With either
batteries carried within the projectile itself.
of these batteries active, the platinum wire becomes instantly heated to redness and explodes the charge.
In one,
the electrical connection is kept broken until the projectile
strikes some solid body, such as a ship or a target, when the
shock of impact closes the circuit and causes the explosion.
The circuit of the other battery is complete; but the battery itself requires to be moistened in order to become active, and the explosion consequently takes place after the
projectile has sunk below the surface of the water.
The use of electricity for the propulsion of boats has met
But the low speed hitherto atwith considerable success
tained by such vessels, and the fact tVat their motive power
derived from storage batteries, which are
is necessarily
notoriously uneconomical, have prevented their use as torVet, next to great speed, the most essential
pedo-boats.
quality of a torpedo-boat is noiselessness, and this re
in an unsurpassed degree,
(juisite electric boats possess
sult.

—

FJG.

7.

I'REEMAN TRANSKOKMER SYSTEM.

moment

extinguished.
With the aid of electricity the possibility of such an accident as the unexpected extinguishing of a "running light" at a critical moment, will be reduced to a minimum, if not altogether eliminated, by an
ingenious appliance in which the breaking or burnirg out
of one incandescent lamp automatically completes a circuit
and ignites another.
Another application of the incandescent lamp has developed from a series of experiments made at the Naval Torpedo Station, Newport, R. I with the object of ascertaining to what extent electricity could be utilized at night for
lighting up water below the surface.
In these experiments
incandescent lamps of about one hundred and fifty candlefifteen
power were immersed to a depth of
to twenty feet,
with the result that sunken objects could be readily seen
The
within the distance of a hundred feet from the light.
discovery thus made is of considerable importance from a
naval point of view
Modern naval fleets must be not only
prepared to rapiilly remove the stationary torpedoes, or
"iixcd mines," with which every important port in time of
war will be protected, but the ships themselves must be
provided witli a complete system of such weapons, ready to
jjlock up harbors in which an enemy's vessels may be discovered, or in which they themselves may have taken refMuch of this service, in the event of war, would be
uge.
necessarily performed at nighl, anti a part of it under water; hence, it may be certainly expected that modern navies
will avail themselves of the valuable agent that the New,

'i'his latter may even become, under some circumstances,
of more importance than high speed; for on a dark night,
or in a fog, the success of a torpedo-boat will often depend
upon a silent, unperceived approach, and the suddenness
Hence, it appears safe to predict that electric
of its attack.
torpedo-boats, armed with both auto-mobile and the ordinary "spar" torpedoes, will find a place in the navies of the

fu'ure.

¥ov sul'Hian'iic i'oafs
seems comparable with

no motive power yet

discovered
High speed in vessels
of this class will probably never be of the first importance,
since they are mainly designed for attacking ships at
anchor.
The part such vessels are destined to play in
naval warfare is an interesting and unsettled question, and
their development is being closely watched by the naval
Hitherto, when subjected to rigid
powers of the world.
practical tests, they may be said to have been unsuccessful.
electricity.
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mentioned the fact that the alternate eurnnl
will, under certain eonilittonH, emit Honnds.

first

Tho Measure

He

liAhl.

residences stating that certain apparatus utili/ed al their
dwellings eniitteil noises rather peculiar and nuirc or less
tmisical.
These suimds were not harKaiiied f(ir nini were
considered uiidesirabU-.
My correspondents asked for an
explanation and applied for 11 remedy.
The interest mani
fcsteil in the matter constitutes my excuse for Ihc presentation of this paper.
Tajje discovered in 1 837 that under certain circumstances
the magnetization of iron hy means of an electric current

11^

says:

"So

During the last few years I have received comnumica
lions from persons who vised incandescent IiKhls in ihcir

far,

duction.

then, theory jioinls to
rL'^ards practice I

As

the

iiccctHJly of

liclicve

ihr

low

in-

makcrn of

transformers have alrea<lv found out that it dues not pay to
pre<s the iron magnetically loo hard.
My own experience
was nl least in this direction.
In the first Irannformer
which
(lesigned jointly with W. 11, Snell, w. worked at
an iiKliiction of jo,o<)o. and there were produred iwo very
nndrsirable results.
In ihe hrsi place, the core he.'itcd lo
such a decree th.it continuous wo* k was out of the (pie<i
tion;and in iIil- second place, the apparatus endttL-d a mofit
unmusical Hound, and It was evident that on this account
nionc it was not (it for practical use. The sound may have
I

I.

MACNRTIC SOUNDS

IN KI.KCTklc \.\i.nr Ai'l'lUn

flowing through a surrounding coil was accompanied by
peculiar sounds.
Marrlan, DcI.aRive, Wertheini and Huff
subscfiuently investigated this remarkable phenoiiicnnn.
If an iron rod is placed in a coil of wire througli which an
electric current is Mowing, sounds wi!l be heard .it every
make and break of the circuit when the current is interrupted.
The sounds resemble metallic clicks more than musical
tones.
If this experiment is matle with a thin iron rod, of
a thickness, say, of a knitting needle, one end or the
center of which is attached to a sounding board another
sound in adtlition to the musical noie will be heard. Its
pitch will depend u|ion the longitudinal vibrations of the
iron rod; it is independent of the cross section of the rod
and the number of interruptions per second
hig. I shows the apparatus as used by Wertheini,
The
iron or steel rod must not touch the inside of the coils. The
inside space must he suflicient to allow a free vibration of
the rod.
The clicking noise is fainter, but the musical sound
stronger in thin steel rods than in iron rods of tbe same di-

T.N

ANCKS.

'

'ic. 3.
in KI.KCTRIC

If the rod is not in the axis of the coils

but located ecccnttically, the sound caused by the longitudinal vibrations of
the iron rod is not pure, but accompanied by transversal
vibrations which can be readily iletected. even by the eye.
With very rapid interruptions of the current the pitch
caused by the longitudinal vibrations is not altered, but another sound is produced which corresponds in pitch with the
sound generated by the interrupting apparatus.
Reis used in one earlier form of his telephone receiver
these faint majjnetic sountis which corresponded in pitch
with the number of interruptions of his transmitter. Fig. 2
is the receiver and Fig. 3 represents the interrupter of the
transmitting device.
The cause of these magnetic sounds according to Wertheini, is a small elongation of the iron rod during magnet-

r,,

i

electric light installation.

thai

I

projK/^c

is

the inlcnvily of

illumina-

by a carcci lamji at a <li<tiancc of one metre.
Thit gives excellent illuminalion on (he turfacc of a book.
It is the same illumination an that given praclicaHy by a
Kritish candle al one fof>t di<ttanrc, and ihun it a««imilalc4
the Fngliiih and French measures.
I
call thm unit
a
lion pr'«liiccd

been partly due lo the employment of wood for the frame
work, but we believed that the high induction was principally the cause, and by dropping the e. m f. so as to get
an imluction of ij.o^h), we found thai these evils were
lessened.
We then constructetl another transformer, in
In it the
which the induction was reduced to io.<wk).
sound was suppressed, but the temperature still rose by
continuously
We
have,
thereabout 30 C. when
.it work.
forc, in a later design adopted a still lower inilur ion."
In a private letter (i. Kapp speaks further:
"The singing of transformers was iirst mentioned by me
The
in my paper on transformers, read in February. 1888.
noise is greater at high magnetization, and when the core
Screwing up the joints
of the transformer is loosely held.
and inserting a thin sheet of asbestos reduces the noise,
but does not completely suppress it, if the induction is
With low induction {say B = 5ooo) the noise can be
high.
so far reduced that you must strain your ear to hear it at

O O

0'

0000
O G

all."

As a resume of the whole subject it may be slated that
a well designed transformer in which the iron is not overworked, or in Kapp's words, "is magnetically not pressed
too hard," will behave well, and will not be noisy.
l0:0bserve personally sounds emitted also
1 had occasion
apparatus
I
by
on continuous current machines.
refer particularly to cut-out devices ar d resistances, as
used in multiple series systems, or with incandescent
These
lamps connected to arc circuits, Fig. 5 and 6
the
little devices will sometimes emit a singing noise,
pitch of the musical note corresponding to the pitch of the
have here undoubtedly the same condidynamo.
tions as in the Reis telephone
namely, first, the dynamo,
which, although termetl a continuous current dynamo,
generates current of many thousands of distinct current
waves per second; secondly, a little magnet acting as the
receiver; and thirdly, a brass outside shell acting as sounding board.
These little cut-out devices were very often mounted in
groups of say six or eight in wooden "distributing boxes."
The wires from each individual incandescent lamp were
run to this distributing box and connected to its corresponding cut out magnet and resistance coil. The singing
noise in these boxes became sometimes simply unbearable.
Of course, instead of one there was a choius of singers
and then there was the large wood box acting as an excellent sounding board.
a two dollarI remember one case particularly in which
3-day electrical expert, sent to a small Wisconsin town,
than behind
find
no
better
this
music
box
could
place for
As the husthe bedstead of a venerable married couple.
band was also the proprietor of the plant he stood the

We

SOUNHS

LICHT APrUKTKNAMKS.
ameter.
I^ulT found that the clicking noise could be weakened considerably if the rot.1 was allowed to project from 3
to 5 inches beyond the coils.
Rods of non- magnetizable
substances do not emit sounds.
M.\i;NKrrC

lltlJ'i

II.

w

The standard

r.

\V.

Photometry i« the ;irt of mcaKUrlnj£ the intensity of a
Miur<e of W^Ux. luch an an arc lamp, by direct comp>ri«on
with Mjmc known vounc «ulIi a« ihc carrjcl Imtc or UrilUh
candle taken an unity; Injt (he mea«urc of the illumination
of a fturfacc,
far an in(en«ity In concernc<l, i% '|ultc Indcpcndcnt o( ihc lonrcc of lijjht Mrif, and il drjirnd* only on
itH diHlribulion.
The illumination of ihr paj;*^ "' ••*« Iwioli
wc read, or of the paper on which wc wrilr, or ihc iBCt
which wc ad(lrc<», or of tlio picture wc admire. o( the
surface of thf strcci on which wc walk, varlc* in intcntily
whether the Konrcc of light which (« distributed on thc«c
Hurfaccs i» the nun, the mrjon, or cnm\tii%lUm, or incandc^*
ccnec of a carbon filament by < urrcnu of rlcctriciiy, or
whether it be single like daylight, or multiplied like a well
planned

I'lr..

of Illumination

transformers

purtenances.'
IIV

S«8,

»83

—

MA<:NKriC SOlNltS IS KLKV-IKIC
"I.ux." and

Ll<;ii r

AIMlRrKNA.NCR-S.

find that the illumination of the surface of a
by a single ordinary gas burner is.i lax,
while that due to an ordinary arc lamp is i.S luces if ihc
measurement be made at the foot of the pole earning the
I

street lighted

source of light
In determining the illumination of the streets of a town
I specify that the light shall be uniformly distributed over
the surface of the street, and th.it Ihe mean illumination
shall not be less than three lux. and in the case of a room
the light on any table in any part of the room should not be
less than one lux. and this can be oblaineil bv an expenditure of energy- in glow lamps in the ratio of about ten watts
to one square metre floor surface.
Hence a table of 100
square metres would take 1,000 watts, or 20 glow lamps of
100 volts and five amperes, or of 50 watts each well distributed to give a uniform itiuminatioo of a' out one lox on the
level of the tables.

The measurement

of this illumination

is vcr)'

simple.

A

ization.

MAGNETIC SOUNDS

IN

ELECTRIC LIGHT AI'PURTENANCES.

Roggendortl generated sounds in a vertical cylinder
of sheet iron surrounding a wire spool; the current passing
through this coil was interrupted in rapid intervals. Fig. 4
Sounds will be emitted from the iron cylinder whether its
circle is completely closed or open.
If instead of iron,
brass or zinc cylinders are employed, no sountls can be
heard whether the circle of the cylinder is closed or left
If, howiver, Uie edges of the crack touch, sounds
open
can be heard The sound isstrongest when the edges touch
very lightly.
The sounds in this last experiment are
undoubtedly due to the action of induced currents.
Gisbert Kapp. the famous Fnglish engineer, in his paper,
"On Alternate Current Transformers." read before the society of Telegraph Engineers and Electricians, Feb 9,
1

Read before the Chicago

Electric

Club Sept . 30, 18S9.

I

k:. a.

noise bravely, but his wife objected and ihe box had to be
removed,
the husband had become rather used to the
singing: he asserted he could tell by the pitch of the
music whether the dynamo was run at oroper speed and
hence whether the lamps were burning at proper candle

power.

The dynamo was run by water power, and no rheostat
was used in the field. The electric motor force was regulated by the speed only.
I think the man's siaiement contains a good suggestion for an acoustic voltmeter.

Work will begin at once on the Duluth. Minn., electric
railway, and the road will, when tinished, be the longest incline railway in the world, being 7,300 feet in length, with
a

rise of

600

feet.

M.VO.NETtC S01;NDS IS EI^CTRIC UUIIT All URTEMAXCES.

small glow lamp is placed in>ide a box. the top of wfakb
has a screen of while paper, on which is made a grease
spot.
The illumination of this grease spot on the inside is
varied by varying the current incandescing the glow lamp.
The strength of this current is the measure of the light.
The intensity of the current producing a lux is 6rst determined in the latx>ratory, and then the illumination of any
spot that it is desired lo measure is afterward found by
measuring the amperes, which cause this grease spot to disappear at that point.
.\ simple calculation based on the
law that within limits the light given by an incandescent
carbon filament varies as the I^ gives the luces directly
from the current read on a simple, but delicate amperemeter.
IRead before the Paris Elecxricsl Coagtrm.
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A DISPATCH from Salem, Ore., announces an
accident in which the superintendent of an electriclight Station received a heavy charge from
an arc circuit. The young man who represents
the press association which furnished the news
volunteered the information that the escape from
death seemed miraculous, and could only be explained by the fact that the victim was "so
charged with electricity from constant contact
that the effect was not so dangerous as to a person not accustomed to it,"
That young man
should be summoned before the Kemmler commission, or, better still, appointed to continue the
experiments in behalf of the State of New York.
Attention has

The
cago

controversy over the location of the Chion the South Side

city electric light station

is still
unsettled.
The city authorities have
been unable to effect a settlement in the matter
and it has been decided to fight the case out

frequently been called to the

dissatisfaction among residents of Chicago with
The daily papers
the service of the gas trust.

have repeatedly protested against the poor
quality of gas supplied as well as the cost of the
same, and the city council has been urged to establish gas works in opposition to the trust.

The corporation counsel was accordingly instructed by the city council recently to examine
the legal phase of the question. The latest development in the subject is a resolution introduced
by Alderman Cullerton at the last meeting of
the council instructing Prof. Barrett to report to
the council the cost of supplying electric lights
Should the council
to the residents of the city.
decide to supply electric lights to the people
the local electric lighting companies would undoubtedly protest, and raise the question of the
It is claimed the charter
legality of such action.
does not authorize the city to go into the electr.c
lighting business or into the gas business for that
matter.
It is further claimed, and undoubtedly

The smoke

nuisance

in

Chicago again forms

the subject for periodic editorials in one of the
local daily papers.
The chief cause of the
nuisance is attributed to the general introduction of elevators supplied from roof tanks.
A
high pressure water service is strongly advocated
as a remedy for the trouble.
In a recent editorial the paper referred to makes the statement
that each of these elevators "required an engine
and boiler, and smokestack, so that as much
coal was used and smoke created as if all had
been steam elevators."
If the writer just quoted had investigated the
subject a little further he might have discovered
that steam plants to pump water for elevators
are rapidly becoming a thing of the past.
The advent of the gas engine several years
ago forced the steam engine, except in those
cases where steam is used for heating and other
purposes, into the second place in elevator
work.
The gas engine, however, has also had
its day.
The electric motor is rapidly supWhat need has the city of Chicago
planting it.
of a high pressure water service when it possesses extensive systems of electric power distribution?

The

investigation

explosions

in

5, iS

tion be had as will enable the city authorities to
compel the gas companies to keep in the mains

the S66 million cubic feet of gas now wasted.
In the meantime it is essential, the committee
thinks, that fans be operated to ventilate the
subways. The report, however, contains this
rather ominous.statement: "While this action on
the part of the Board of Electrical Control will
reduce the chances of explosions in the electrical subways, it will increase the dangers in
house vaults, sewers and other places to which
gas may be driven."
What is true in New York city concerning the
leakage of gas is true to a greater or less degree
in all the large cities of the country and the
dangers arising from the escape of gas will become more generally recognized as underground
systems are extended. It is greatly to be hoped
that the New York authorities will find means
to prevent shabby construction of gas mains and
correct the abuse which is now such a source of
danger.
Within the last week or two explosions due to this cause have occurred both in

Chicago and

New

York.

The

injunction proceedings, it is
hoped, will soon be disposed of and then the
city will be able to continue the work.
It will
probably be too late to build a station on the
South Side this year unless the case is immediately settled.
If the courts should sustain the
position of Mr. Leland, who secured the injunction restraining the city from locating a station
on the lake front, the South Side will be in
darkness another twelve months, as it will be
impossible to secure a site for the station elsewhere and bui.d this year. In fact, the fund at
the disposal of the city electrician will not warrant the purchase.
in the courts.
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The Tyne Dynamo, Illustrated
President Weeks and the Electric Light
St. Louis Electric Light Work

with truth, that there is no necessity for this
action so far as the electric light companies are
concerned. It is admitted that the local electric light companies give excellent service
equal to that furnished in any city in the country
and that the prices are reasonable. The
success which Prof. Barrett has enjoyed in establishing the city plant undoubtedly led the council
to look to him to solve the present problem,
but it is questionable whether at this time he
would be willing to undertake the establishment
of plants to supply dwellings and commercial
buildings with electric lights, as the extension of
the city plant for street lighting will require his
undivided attention. The suggestion, however,
highly complimentary to Prof. Barrett and
it
those who are familiar with the work he has
performed will realize that it is not undeserved.

October

into the causes of subway
city has developed the

New York

New York gas companies make 8,660
million feet of gas every year, and that 10 per
cent, or i;66, 000,000 cubic feet, of this gas escapes into the ground and finds its way into all
sorts of cavities, such as sewers, cellars, and
fact that

subways, where it frequently accumulates in
such quantities as to blow up these cavities without distinction as to the use for which they
were made. The investigating committee criticises the companies' construction roundly, but
It
sees no remedy for the existing troubles.
looked up the laws and found that "there is, today in the city of New York no public authority
vested with power to reform the abuses which
The gas
exist in our streets under ground."
companies lay down such mains as they please,
in the way that pleases them, and there is no
one to say how the pipes that lead to houses
shall be connected with these mains, nor to determine whether the joint will leak or not.
Having obtained a price that allows for a liberal
profit in spite of the leaks, which the companies
consider inevitable, they are indifferent about
the leaks.
The gas companies claim that the
right to lay mains involves the "right to leak."
The committee recommends that such legisla-

The recent publication of Harold P. Brown's
correspondence has excited considerable interest in England.
The electrical journals contain e-xtended articles summarizing the several
letters which appeared in the New York Sun.
Following are a few extracts from editorial comments.
The Electrical Engineer says:
"In
short, Mr, Brown shines in the brilliant light of a
person extremely 'on the make.' Are the letters genuine?
If so, Mr. Brown
himself is
genuinely done brown." The Electrician says:
"We would, however, express the earnest hope
that the exposure may lead to the repeal of the
electrical execution law which the state of New
York has been so ill-advised as to adopt." The
following is taken from the London Electrical Review:
"Any way, the correspondence
chiefly brings forward, in a prominent manner,
that Mr. Brown had also an eye to business, and
that, although he might be actuated in the first
instance by philanthropy, he did not intend to
allow virtue to be its own reward, not, at all
events, when an alternative in the shape of a
big advertisement, accompanied by plenty of
dollars, was to be had."

What will be the di.stinguishing feature of
the World's fair of 1892, wherever it is held?
The Paris exposition has its Eiffel tower which
constitutes its most distinctive and significant
feature.
Is there an opportunity here for elecA New York paper' says:
trical engineers?
"The Eiffel tower may be ugly, but it is great
There
great in its appeal to the imagination.
is no doubt that it has done more than any
other ten things to make the Paris exposition a
wonderful success. There never was anything
It distinguishes the present exlike it before.
hibition from all the world's fairs of the past.
It is the mark by which this exhibition will be
remembered in history. It is not only a colossal
elevator shaft which, for a dollar, takes you up,
up till your head swims, but it is the type and
representative of the spirit of the age of network, iron and electricity. The idea which is to
do for the Columbus exposition of 1892 what
the Eiffel tower has done for the Paris fair of
1889, is yet to be produced by American genius.
It is not enough to adopt the Eiffel tower and
add 50 per cent, of height. Nor will any suggestion be valuable which owes its novelty
merely to its complex or bizarre character. The
undiscovered thing must have the greatness of
What shall it be?
simplicity and originality.
Here is an opportunity which extends to the
imagination of true creative genius a reward
such as has rarely been offered in the history of
The competition is open to all.
the world.
The man who answers the question satisfactorily will win fame and fortune at a stroke."
.'\ great many
suggestions have already been
submitted. K plate glass tower 1,200 feet high,
an extensive gravity railway and a shaft of several thousand feet into the bowels of the earth,
down which an elevator will run, have already
been suggested, but these ideas scarcely meet
This is an electrical age,
the requirements.
what noted electrical achievement will be the
crowning glory of the fair of 1892?
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The Tyno Dynamo
'I'lif

'I'ync

dynamo, which
cut, is of

comijanyinj;
will

1)1'

is

no\'cl

joiuin({ bloi k

shown

in tlic

ac-

coiistnictioii.

It

(ihsi-ivfd that the niachinc

is

a 4-p()liaroiMKi the
ol

I'oiir magnets ln-iii^ arraMfjcd
'I'hc
annatiirc parallel to its circmnfcrciue.
four magnet bars arc of soft anncalcil wrought
iron and are joined together hy four cast iron
pole shoes; two of the pole shoes oil the horizontal lines are uiade in halves and bolted together,
uialsinjj it possible to lift off the top half of the
'The nia^uiachine and take out the arniatiMX'.
nets are carried on a massive cast iron bed-plate
with four projectiujj standards, which keep the
bottom pole shoe slightly above the lloor level.
Tin- armature is of the disk type, but of lar^e
sectional area compared with its diameter, and
is wound with a siuj^le layer of rectangular wire.
'riie spindle is nf sleel. with thrust ciillarto

type,

ELECTRICIAN.

have been secured for the

.85

electri-

The acoustic properties of the
opera house make it an excellent place for holdThe halls secured for the
int; the convention.
display.

cal

display of electrical apparatus will be furnished
with current for arc, incaiidesceiit and alternatI'resideiit Weeks says the Kaning systems.
sas City electric companies are very enthusiastic, and that ihr deli-^^.Ues will receive a cordial
welcome.
It
mijjht be added, that the use
of the opera house and the halls in which
the exhibits will be made, as well ;is the lairrent
furnished by the local electrical companies, will
be free of e.x|)ense to the association and exhibitors.

Wliih' inakiiii; these

arraiifjertients

the

presi-

dent has nol lost sinlit of the literary part of the
convention,
lie announces that he has secured
plcdjfcs from several members to read papers on

in buil(lin;{ tlieni.

'Ilie walls of tlic ilructiirc are i
6 inches thick.
'I lie power house
is to tic
four stories liiuh, the first bcin({ 10 feet \\\^\\.
The second floor in to t)e ((iven up to the shaft
inK, the third to dynamos, and the fourth to repair sliops and sloragc rooms.
The dcsiKii in
very handsome.
The windowR and doorway*
are all elegantly finished with arch tops, and llic
stone work at the base is well carved.
The
monotony of the front is to be relieved by Mveil

feel,

pilasters.

The

boiler houite

son street, and

is

on the west Hide of John-

erected very rapidly.
are 110x60 feet,
'I'he smoke
stack foundation has been dug out 17 feel below the level of the railroad tracks, and 7 feet
of solid concrete put in.
The stack will be J26
feet hi^h and 32 feet in diameter, at the banc.
Twenty one vertical boilers will be used, each 11
feet in diameter and 22 feet lii^h.
S special
design in this department is the layinjf of tracks
over every lioiler so that fuel can be unloaded
rapidly just where needed.
In order to secure
continuity between the two, or rather twin,
buildings, advantage is being taken of a si>ecial
ordinance to change the grade of Johnson street.
Jiy means of iron supports a species of viaduct
will be constructed, level with the second floor
of the buildings on the south, l)ut falling to the
first-floor level on the north.
This will effect a
great improvement in a street which has hitherto ended in a bluff and been practically useless
within a tlock of the railroad.
The space beneath the viaduct will be available for the company's u.se.
(ais M, N'lernow is the architect of the building, which is to be the largest electrical building
in the world, and J. R, S. Nichols is the acting
superintendent.
The company has to be in a
position to supply light ijy January i, and if
there is no hitch it expects to have everything
in shape six weeks ahead of time.
Two hundred and ten men are working seven days a
week on the building, and will continue doing
so until the last brick has been laid.
The company has a contract for the city lighting for ten
years, and will be in a position to put in 2150
arc lights, each of 2,000 candle power.
In the
suburbs and residence districts poles are being
erected, but down town the conduits will be
invariably used.
The station of the Missouri Electric Light
company at Nineteenth street and Lucas place
is

l)ein({

The dimensions

is approaching completion.
Kour incandescent
dynamos, each of 1,000 lamps capacity are now
running. Machinery to furnish double this number of 16 candle power lamps is being put in.
The Missouri company's contract with the
city is but a part, though a large part of its

take up end play; the bearings are of cast iron,
with adjustable keeps, and lined with brass shells
fitted with white metal.
The commutator is of
drawn copper, insulated by mica, and mounted
upon a gun metal sleeve secured to the spindle
by locks, nuts, and a feather.
Owing to the powerful magnetic field of these
dynamos, and the small resistance of the armature, the shunt machines are practically self-regulating.

The dynamo

is manufactured
by Scott cS; Co.
England. One of the dynamos
is now 0-1 exhibition at the Birmingham Exposition and is used for lighting one of the bays
with six 3,000 candle power arc lamps.
The cut is reproduced from the London

of Newcastle.

Elictrii:il Rn'inti.

President

Weeks and

the Association.

President E. R. Weeks of the National Electric
Light association was in Chicago last week. He
the electrical companies of Kansas City
were already making elaborate preparations to
receive the delegates and visitors to the next
convention of the National Electric Light association, which will be held in that city.
The
headquarters of the association will be at the
Coates hotel, but arrangements have also been
made to accommodate delegates at the Midland

said

hotel.

The

Coates' Opera

House

across the

from the headquarters of the association
has been secured for holding the sessions of the
convention, and two commodious halls in an ad-

street

important topics, and that some of these papers
now in course of preparation.
The outlook
for the convention is unusually bright.

are

St.

it
has many other extensive customers in various parts of the city.
By special
arrangements with the Board of Improvements
this company has pushed its work in the various
city buildings in the southern district, and a
short time since turned on the lights at the Citv

business, as

TVNF. DV.SAMO.

Louis City Electric Light Work.

The work

poles for the St. Louis
electric light plant is well under way. The three
contracting companies are making every effort
to have their stations and lines in condition to
start the lights on January ist.
The Municipal Electric Lighting & Power
company which will absorb the interests of Chas.
Sutter will need, it is expected, as many as
8, OOP poles altogether, and will use 400 miles of
wire. The plant of this company when finished,
'vill be the largest of its kind in the West.
It is
located south of the railroad, between Eighteenth and Johnson streets, and west of the last
named, which is being tunneled under. The
building will front on the railroad and also on
Johnson stieet. The cost of the building alone
is to be
§1 5,000, and the fittings and fixtures
are to cost §650,000, making a total, with extras, of nearly $900,000.
The total frontage is
430 feet, of which, however, 50 feet has to be
left open for Johnson street on its new grade.
The power house is to be 2-/0 feet long, and 100
feet deep, and is to be occupied by twelve engines, each of 500 horse power.
The engine
beds are nearly complete and are marvels of solidity.
The base of each rests on 4 feet. 6
inches of sohd concrete above the natural rock,
and no less than 6^0,000 bricks have been used
of setting

Hall.

The Laclede company has but

a small con-

tract with the city, calling for only about i.ooo
incandescent lamps of 16 candle power, and
is

arranging a comparatively small plant

at

Second and Mound streets. It has promised
to be ready to turn on its lights January i.
All
three companies are under heavy forfeit to be
ready to illuminate the city as soon as the gas
contracts expire.

Chicago Electric C.ub
The Chicago Electric club held the

first

meet-

ing of its winter series at its rooms, last Monday
evening, Alex, Kempt presiding in the absence
The treasurer reported that
of the president.
the club was in an excellent condition finanAfter furnishing the new rooms and
cially.
paying all claims against the organization, there
remained in the treasury a balance of §246.96.
membership was increasing
Moreover, the
steadily, and everything indicated a prosperous
future.
The report was accepted, and several
of the members expressed their pleasure at the
The
evident prosperity of the orgranization.
chairman introduced Y. B. Badt, who read a
paper on "Magnetic Sounds in Electric Light
.\ppurtenances." which is presented elsewhere.
The thanks of the club were extended for the

V^ESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

i86
paper, and an interesting discussion followed,
which several amusing as well as instructive
incidents were related by members, especially
those whose experience was connected with the
in

early days of telephony.

American

Institute of Electrical

Engi-

neers,
After the presentation of Lieut. F. Jarvis Patten's paper

—

on "Alternating Current Motors the Evolution of a New
Type," which appeared in the last number of the Western
Electrician, the following discussion took place:
The Discussion.

Lieut Patten: I might add to the paper the fact that the
inner commutator, the one which is the ordinary commutator of the Gramme ring winding does not perform the ordinary functions, as the brushes bearing on this collector
require no adjustment, it being merely a rubbing contact
from which the shunt field circuit is taken as a derivation
With that exception,
to the main circuit of the machine.
I think the machine is fully explained in the paper.
Lieutenant Patten
ask
C. O. Mailloux; I would like to
whether sparking occurs to an injurious extent or not.
Lieut. Patten: The sparking- being due to the electromotive force at the point of breaking, it will necessarily occur during the starting of such a machine and more than
ordinarily when it is out of synchronism with the alternating
current.
At the outset, it can be easily seen that the alternating current is Table to be broken at a point where this
electromotive force is high, and therefore the sparking would
be very violent. I have endeavored to obviate the trouble
due to that cause, in the machine the device is shown in
If you will notice the circuits carefully, it will be
Fig. 5.
seen that the circuit of the alternating current is never brokIf the brush comes on to one of the dead segments or
en.
shaded segments connected with the rheostat before the alternating wave has come to zero, it finds a path which is at
first in parallel with the machine circuits and then becomes
a separate path for the alternating current during its change,
whether this change begins at a high or at a low electromoOf course, as the machine starts, this may haptive force.
pen at any period of the wave as the brushes passing over
connect with the resistance at the end of the
segments
these
group, and before it has left the group, the current is alSo that the already short-circuited through the rheostat.
ternating current always has a path and the sparking will
not be excessive, judging from what little experience I have

—

had.
R.

S. Dobbie: I would like to inquire whether the
magnets are laminated, and whether the lamination
would be necessary only while the machine was starting up
field

as an alternating motor, or before the synchronism is atThere is another question. If the maximum
tainedtorque of a machine is at one-third speed, what comparison
is that to the torque of the same machine at full speed when
the synchronism is attained?
Lieut. Patten: In answer to the first point, I would
say, that there is no essential reason for laminating the field
for any other purpose, but it has been shown by
quite conclusive experiments that a laminated machine has

magnets

sion any loss of energy or heating of the

fiield,

or lack of ef-

Lieut. Patten: I might say in reply to that that my
experiments have been very limited, and that it would require considerable investigation to determine that point definitely.
I have no doubt that it does limit the action of
the field, but to what degree I do not know,
But the current is broken when the machine is in synchronism at a
point ni ar its zero value.
Of course, at 16,000 alternations per minute, the interruptions are so short that the
field could not readily lose its magnetism, but whenever
there is a break of the current, there must be some slight

due to

that.

Allan V. Garratt; Is the resistance of those coils obtained by experiment, and if so what relation do they bear
to the resistance of the machine itself?
Lieut. Patten: So far, I have attempted to make the
rheostat simply equal to the resistance of the machine so
that there would be as little change in the strength of the
current as possible.
The resistance in the commutator is a
dead resistance simply. It might theoretically be made to
advantage of the reactive kind
Mr. Mailloux: I should think that a machine of this
kind, although it is of great theoretical interest, and is an
evidence of striking ingenuity, would be open to a defect
arising from the fact that the current is a wavy one, no
matter how rapid the periodicity is. There is always a
very short time when there is no current.
may consider that the magnetizing carrent through the shunt is a succession of waves.
Consequently there would be an oscillatory tendency in the magnetism, a tendency to rise and
fall with it.
If the magnetic core is laminated and of soft
iron, r think that it will be able to rise and fall quite readily: in other words quite rapidly enough to follow the fluctuations oE the current.
know that it does so in transformers.
Of course, there is a slight reaction in the substance of the iron itself its "viscosity," due to hysteresis;
at the same time it is not sufficiently great to interfere with
the rise and fall of the magnetism, and the more perfectly
the core is laminated and the thinner the laminfe, the more
rapidly the rise and fall would take place.
If the magnetic
field is made of a Very finely divided magnetic medium and
if the rise and fall can take place readily enough, it
seems
to me that there would be a certain amount of loss in consequence, which would be quite material under certain conditions and also a certain amount of loss due to the reac
lions following from mutual induction in the armature
itself, because we can see that even when running at synchronism the current in the armature would be a succession
of rises and falls, and although the magnetism of the armature is not reversed, yet the current is reversed through
That is not perhaps so disadvantageous as the
the coils.
fact that it is constantly rising and falling at a very rapid
I should think that the loss due to muriual induction
rate.
particularly in the presence of a magnetic body of permeability and susceptibility such as the armature core, would
lead to a very important source of loss, and I should not
expect that a motor built on that principle would show the
efficiency which we might expect from other forms, for instance, as those forms suggested by Leblanc in France, and

We

We

—

others.

Mk. Sf;RREi.E: The shaded portions, as I understood,
are insulated blocks, but as now explained the shaded portion indicates a metallic connection separated from the rest
of the commutator.
LiEi'i. Paiien: No, they are simply segments the same
as the others, but are connected to an interior rheostat
which is not in the circuit of the machine. I think, as has
just been suggested to me, that they should be called "isolating" segments instead of insulating segments.
They
are segments not connected with the circuit of the machine, but simply to the rheostat, which is shown in the
drawing, and this rheostat is intended to take the current
at the time the brush leaves the group which is connected
with the machine circuits and so prevent sparking.
JI. Warii Lkonakd:
I would like to inquire whether
the interruption of the current in the Held is going to occa-

cy to run away.
Lii:uT Pat'ien: The limit of load in such machines is
that which is required to throw it out by a full quarter of a
period, and this is reduced to a quarter of a group of segments.
If the load is lifted off, it cannot, unless the conditions of current change suddenly, go beyond its ordinary
synchronous rate. I think it will not race, The tendency
of course is if it races to go to the double synchronism.
It
has to go tollic double speed or the t|uadruple or else at the
single speed at which it is synchronous.
The action of this
machine is not different from that of an ordinary alternating
current motor where its maximum electromotive force is exerted when it is in synchronism within a tiuarter period of
If it is overloaded beyond that point
that of the generator
it comes to a state of rest or short-circuits the armature.
KnWARli I'. TiloMi'soN: What kind of a current would

FIG. 7.

very definite neutral line of field, which makes it
simpler and better for taking the direct current shunt for
the field from that point without the necessity of arranging
two sets of brushes movable instead of one set. With respect to the other point, the torque of such a machine depends, of course, entirely on its keeping in synchronism,
and the result of its departure from that point is well known
to all.
That is the limit of the strain that can be exerted
When that is exerted the machine will stop; it will not then
continue as a direct current machine.
Mr DoniiiK: My reason for asking that question was to
lind out whether the motor will start on a full load.
LiKL'T.

Patten: No,

it

Lemuel W. Sekreel;

will not.
I

would Hke

to ask

how the

cur-

rents are short circuited through the rheostat when the ends
of the rheostat are connected to the insulator blocks in the

commutator.
LiEur. Patten: The question is a pertinentone inasmuch as the term "insulated" was used in the paper. They
are not insulated segments in the true sense of the word.
They are all connected with each other and are of conducting material. The mistake is my own entirely in using the word "insulated" in any sense. The insulating
segments referred to are the same kind of segments as the
others.
They are simply other segments not connected
to the machine circuits, and a little narrower than the

if

the armature were ro-

and is this new type of motor also a dynamo; if so
what kind of a current would be generated by it?
Lieut. Patten: I have never driven the machine back-

wards, but I discussed this question with Mr. Seely in the
Patent Office, and it was first supposed by him that the
machine was not a "dynamo and electric motor" as I had
termed it in the specification. But we finally came to the
conclusion that it was.
The chief objection is that a selfexciting dynamo must have a continuous current to excite
its field, and it must be an increasing current.
The unfortunate thing about this machine is that it has not an increasing current.
The question arises as to whether there
would be suflicient continuity of current in the machine with
this shunt circuit, to make it a dynamo.
I think it would
be a dynamo, of small efficiency, however.
Lieut. Fatten: fn the meantime I will draw the
Mordey machine on the board, and show the difference.
[Fig. 8 was placed on the board.]
The device for rectification is fixed on the spindle of the moving machine. The
dotted line represents the spindle of the machine.
It is the
commutator of an ordinary armature which is shown here.
This being the armature circuit we will trace it simply as a
closed coil from the upper point to the opposite point of
the commutator, and thence to the field.
On the same
spindle with this armature is placed another commutator
which is shown here in two parts. The upper and the
lower halves are separated by isolated segments connected
to a rheostat, such as I have described this evening.
It is
shown this way, but in reality there are for each pair of
segments a corresponding pair of isolating segments connected with the rheostat, so that after the brush passes one
segment it connects with the rheostat, and so on. At the
bottom is the source of the alternating current. These
terminals go to the two brushes; bearing on the rectifying
commutator which is broken up into alternating segments,
part of them connected, and part isolated.
The live seg-

ments are connected alternately to two rings, say' one half
segments of one ring and the other half to the other
Bearing on these rings are two brushes used as intermediate connections.
Evidently this machine requires a
speed of rotation such that the alternating current coming
in at these two terminals will be commuted; then a direct
current will flow from the brushes, bearing on the continuous rings, and from these brushes we have a direct current
to the
ring.

by Mr. Mordey in England.
Lieqt. Patten: I have only

to say in reply to that, that
there is one evident misconception about the direction of
It is always the same. As
current in the armature circuit.
to what has been said with reference to the induction due
rise
and
fall
of
current,
such
loss is contemplated
to the
and it is difficult to make out of an alternating current
The essential fact, however,
anything that does not vary.
is, that the current at work is due not only to the maximum
and zero values of the electromotive force exerted, but to
the current which is the result of the mean electric force,
and that is the electromotive force out of which we desire
The current is of constant direction in
to get the work.
the armature circuit, but it rises and falls as has been said,
and the loss due to that is contemplated. I do not recall
any machine described by Leblanc except those he has referred to as Mr. Tesla's and Prof. Thomson's earlier form
Beyond them I do not recall any machine in
of motor.
which those difficulties are not equally present.
E. P. Clark: I do not think that the rise and fall has
very much influence, because when the armature is revolving at a high rate of spsed, it is the same as a continuous
current dynamo
As long as the speed is constant the curThere will be very litrent will be very nearly the same.
tle rise and fall to it, due to
the rise and fall of the alternating current
Lieut Patten: The current in the field will necessarily
It would be represented graphi
be a re-directed current.
The
cally in the form I have drwwn on the board. Fig. 7.
commuted current at work or the electromotive force to
speak more strictly, would be cut off at the point a we will
say; if the machine is in synchronism at points (?' and (7^,
the interval would be a period of no current.
The loss
spoken of by Mr. Mailloux will exist during a slight period
of no current whatever.
I think that a solid field would
not probably give up the magnetism during that short peclosely laminated field might do so.
riod of time.
Mr. Leonard: I should like to ask whether you increase
the load of the machine without fully loading it, and when
the load is removed, whether there would not be a tenden-

a

be produced in the outside circuit

5, i£

tated,

ficiency.

loss

October

A

fig. 8.

through the armature and

field in series, back to the outer
and so returning to the source of the alternating current.
This is spoktn of by Leblanc as one solution of alternating current motors.
It is not an alternating current
motor n the strict sense of the word, because the alternating current is commuted before it is put into the machine.
It is open to the same objection, of course, that the alternating current is broken at the point where it passes zero
value, and the same remark applies to the field.
W. Foreman Collins: Whtn you break the circuit
there, the field will lose its magnetism.
Will not the arm-

ring,

ature act as a short circuit across the field?
Lieut. Patten: If the machine is in synchronism, the
current at this point is near zero, and the short circuit is
then of little consequence
Mr. Collins: it would induce very heavy sparking,
would it not?
Lieut. Patten: It would if it were not for the isolating segments on which the brushes then bear, and which
offer a path for the current, and so prevent its rupture.
Collins: Provided the field maintains some little

Mr

magnetism.

LiEur Patten: Yes, if it gives it up entirely; of
course the reactionary effect would produce sparking.
DuGALD C. Jackson: I should like to ask whether
all these schemes are not beating about the bush to get a
continuous current motor, and if the size of the machine
when put on practical circuits is not prohibitive, and that
consequently we cannot, with any of these schemes, get an
alternating current motor that will do the work on practical circuits economically.
Lii-uir. Patten:
If we accept the gentleman's remarks
as conclusive, that would settle the matter. I shall have to
refer you to future generations for your answer.
Charles J. Reed: I would like to ask one more
question in regard to the action of these waves.
As the
potential varies from maximum to zero, suppose you have
the normal speed; instead of being in reversal the potential
simply rises and falls from maximum to zero. Now as that
occurs at a certain speed, will net the iron completely lose
I
its magnetism each lime as the potential falls to zero.
confess I am not posted on the rate of de- magnetization of
I
informed
that
converter
iron, but
am
in an ordinary
the

October
iron will

s,
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ilu-ni;i^ncti/t.'(|

Ix-i'oiiil*

.iclti.iliy

soniclliiiiK

like

yoii use ii i-urif ih.it is scj, .'ind
limes ;i inimitc.
a less mimbcr of reversals Ihaii thai, would
not the magnetism uetually become zero between each of
those suecussive impulses or waves?
would simply say In reply to that,
LiKUT. I'atikn:
I
that so far as my experience is concerned, I have seen
majjnets thai change iheir magnetism as slowly as fifteen
times a sccoiul. and retain enough toad as small dynamos;
that is very slow as compared with r33 reversals which are
used in tins country, and down as low as [;o on the otlier
Hut there uiuloublcdly is an approach to /xro in the
side.
magnetic lield, anti there is at the same time a period of
Vou can have an iron lield
zero current in the armature.
that will not give up its magnetism in the 133d part of a
second, and you can have one that will ^\vc. it up in much
less time, and you can have one that wdl retain It onelifteenth of a second,
Mk. MAiLi.orx: I do not think that tlie magnetism
would necessarily come to zero, simply Ijecanse we are not
dealing here with a simple magnetic circuit.
If we were
dealing with a simple magnetic circuit in winch there is no
reaction against the lines of force in collapsing, then you
would iloulitless get a very quick collapse of the magnetism, and possibly absolute zero of magnetism In the interval between the two pulsations,
K. T. r.iRDSAi.i,:
1
think one point has been overlooked, and that is, the action of dillerent sizes of the machine.
In small machines we know that in breaking the
magnetic circuit the magnet loses Its power very (|uickly.
In large machines of 20 or 30 horse power it is known that
magnets will not lose their magnetism for from Iao to
three secontls, where the cores are ver\' large and li.avc a
large amount of iron in them.
In that case we might arrive at a mean degree of lamination, which would not produce too much healing.
We might arrive nK a size which
would be a mean si/e of machine, and winch would give
the best elTect.
It also struck me in regard to the magnetism falling, that possibly, although I Iiave not thought
whether the magnetism
it out, it does not matter so much
does fall, because everything else is zero at the same time
the magnetism is zero,
l.uinvu; GifTMANN:
I think the
motor just described
is a very ingenious one, but we cannot discuss the motor
itself as it stands alone.
have, of course, to consider
in
connection with the circuit, because we want to
it
transmit power.
Synchronous motors generallj' cannot be
thoroughly successful, because they will not answer all
purposes.
The same speed is not required in all cases.
This motor, of course, is a step forward, because it can be
so arranged as to permit the introduction of motors of different speeds on the ^'ame circuit.
Nevertheless, the motor
is of the constant speed type, while in practice a variable
I see one serious objection to the
speed is often desirable.
motor, and that is, that it has the high potential current in
the motor armature itself, and in case of any trouble arising, the consumer who has to handle it is immediately exposed to the ilanger of the medium or high-tension current
That is the most serious trouble that
in the main wires.
Otherwise, I believe it would answer many
I find with it.
purposes, because I think the motor will do its work well.
It appears the motor would not start from a state of rest
with any load on it, and would need a loose pulley so as to
get up to synchronism before the load could be thrown on.
This, of course, would be a weakness, but not obiectionable: but the tirst-mcntioned objection. 1 think, is a serious
one as the machine retpiires a high potential.
I do not
think that this motor can be worked with low tension currents, because, especially to produce 3 or 4 horse power or
more, the self-induction in those coils in connection with the
mass of iron is great. If such a motor should be placed
on an ordinary alternating current circuit used here now,
having about 1,000 to 1.500 volts, and there were any
sliding connection and commutators to get loose, or brushes

.'ii,{)()(i

rciil liiivin^;

Wc

—

to wear out, we would always have to send practical and
experienced men to the spot, and they would be exposed to
the i,uoo volt currents.
I.iErr. Pai lEN:
With reference to the point of high
potential of the machine, of course, in the general description I have given, the source of alternating current is represented as any source of alternating current of high or low

potential, and so
a high potential

no special reference is made to its use as
machine, on the direct mains from the
station.
The source of alternating current is presumably
one of suitable character to meet the conditions in which
it is

to be used.

With reference to the further dihiculty
will happen with any kind of ma-

mentioned, accidents

chine, either direct or alternating, while the other forms of
motor have some advantages in having ring contacts and
sliding b.ushes that require no attention.
The disadvantages that are introduced by bringing in the use of brushes
are incident as welt to the ordinary forms of motors with
which we are familiar.
are not so familiar with the
kind that have no commutators that we have got used to

We

their ease and simplicity of working.
The second set of
I said before, brushes in
the ordinary
sense, and do not require adjustment and care,
tf a high
potential machine is used, of course the ordinary precautions will have to be taken.
It is not quite within the
province of the alternating current motor to make the alternating current safe for anybody who uses it.

brushes are not, as

Mr. Gltmann:

wish to point out that alternating
current motors have this drawback, that the coils surrounding the iron core need a certain pressure to make any current tlow through them.
To get any power out of the
motor we have to force the current through. Now to produce 5 or 10 horse power we neeti an exciting power; we
need a certain number of ampere-turns in the field. To
have this certain number of ampere-tifrns we must have a
considerably higher pressure than might be supposed. We
must have an armature to perform the work and to obtain
the torque.
Consequently I think it is impossible to realize a large amount of power without using medium or
high tension currents for
alternating current motors.
Another point is that we have to consider that alternating
current motors will not always be placed in the hands of
I

1^7

but will have to be used by iru-x|tcricnLcd men;
conscijuentty I think thk is a wcatiiiesH in the motor if wc
have loose or sliiliiig connections in a high potential cirL'uit.
1 Hhould prefer to
have a motor, for inntunce, like
I'rof. Thomson s, In which the high lenf>ion
current 1%
lixcd
no rubbing contact; and I thitik Mr, Tenia hft»
shown UH one way in which to conntruct n motor without
any commutator or brunhcs, and I believe there are many
eleclricinns hanl at work to gel something Himilur without
a comnuilator, which is far preferable, but wc will have to
wait some time before we sh.'dl get that.
Anyhow, Tliomson, for instance, has given us a motor in winch the field
atone is iti the high tension circuit.
ThiH is the main
drawback that 1 find to this motor.
If we had no rubblnj;
contact in these motors, It would be a great advantage.
As it stniuls, the arnialnre Is in scries, or Ih in conncccion
willi the field, and conse(|uently we have an increased
self-induction, ami we need a greater power and greater
tension for this class of motor than we would if we had
only to energize one of ihe two p.irts, either the nrmalttrc
or the field with the cuinnt, and that is the reason 1 said
that there is a serious ditliculty in introducing it into ordi

which 190 lampK arc JiUKpcntlcfl. T'
de
every slyje of ijas and cle( tru: n/n
lures, and in design they arc uiiusii.in^ .uu.k.I'

nary use.

/.er" is

sciejitistH,

—

CiiAiKMAN: It seems to me that there arc one or
criticisms ot objections to be advancet! from the concurrent side of the house.
With regard to Ihe

Tiric

two

tinuous

shape and

and weight of the alternating current motor
;is compared with others, it seems to me that there are one
or two material and pertinent points to be ilealt with,
LiKiT. TA-niN:
think the alternating current molnr
In general reply to all it
might be left for the present.
might be said that, as to making a rival to the direct current motor, no attempt is made in that direction.
The
object is to m.'ike a machine whi<h has less weight and
more etViciency at the outset than one that has been im
proved by the ablest talent of the world for the last five or
six years.
The question is radically whether or not we can
make an alternating current motor at all. If we could the
(lueslion might be put, wli.it are you going to do with your
current ten miles from here if you cannot get an alternating current motor' I think if the ctliciency of such a machine drops to 60 per cent., it would not be a vital question in the problem with reference to the great importance
of the transmission of power to great distances.
TuF, t'uAiKMAN:
I
now have much pleasure in announcing that for our October meeting we shall have a
paper by Thomas D. Lockwood, a member of our board
of managers, who has recently returned from a prolonged
trip to Kurope, and has made a great many observations on
electrical development there, and who purposes to lay be
fore us the pith of his notes on the subject.
The paper
will be read on October Sth.
size

I

Electrical Display at the Minneapolis

Exposition.

The

electrical tlisiilay at tlie

Minneapolis

e.\-

has attracted

considerable attention
and is pronounced one of the most attractive
features of the exhibition.
position

'The Thomson- Houston system of electric
lighting is employed, and the installation, which
was made by the Northwest Electrical Construction iS: Supply company, at St. Paul, is complete
in detail

and admirably adapted

to the purpo.'ie.

The distribution of the lights is excellent.
On the machinery floor there is a 1,200

light

alternating current dynatno which furnishes current to all the lights in the art gallery.
It is
supplied with a 52 volt potential indicator, amNear by is a 35 light arc
meter, rheostat, etc.
machine, supplying 35 lights on the street, and
a 50 light arc machine, which supplies 50 lights
in the building.
A 50 horse power generator
for motors has been installed.
These are all
driven from a large Atlas engine.
A feature of
the plant is the iilutnination of the fly wheel of
the engine and the principal pulleys by colored
lights,
'i'his is done by means of wires from
the roof fastened to parallel copper strips on the
shaft.
On each spoke of the fly wheel are two
lights, red and blue. The current passes through
the wires to a copper brush which presses on the
The effect is brilstrip of copper on the shaft.
liant and pleasing.
In one of the dynamo
rooms there are four 50 arc light machines, each
An interesting feature is
carrying 53 lights.
the operation of a line of shafting by two 15
horse power Thomson-Houston motors, which
are coupled and run parallel with a pulley in
the center.
The second dynamo room contains three 600
light 1,000 volt alternating machines carrying
By a system
their full complement of lamps.
of switches the attendants are able instantly to
throw the burden of lighting on any machine,
thus insuring light at all times.
On the second fioor of the building are the
headi^uarters of the company in charge of H.
B. Warren.
Here is to be found a unique display of everything necessary in electric lighting.
Circles and stars formed of cleats, wooden and
porcelain are arranged on the walls of a handsomely constructed pavilion, from the ceiling of

ive.

Merc arc exhibited fixturcH of all kinfU; carbons, lamp cordH, wire tapcH, cic.
Around the
caves of the pavilion are hixiy ini..anOcH4:ciit
lights in red, while and blue globes fortninif a
beatiliful speclacle when lighted.
l.'nori ihc
door f(*rming the entrance lo the navdion in a
unifpic rjoor plale, criuibininj^ a mad box, door
bell, name plale, clc.
iJy opening the mail Imjx
a small push button is revealed, and on touching it the door (lies opf;n.
Over ihc door Ik a
pair of buckliorns, and between them arc nuftpended a

cotiplc of electric lights.
In additi(»n to these ai>pliancc» every variety

of push button, call bell, annunciator

and "bu/-

shown, and Mr, Warren excites no liulc
wonderment in the minds of rural visitorB by
exiiibiting

a beautiful b(;wl containing a number of incandescent lights, which give the surrounding water a rosy hue.
'ihe street diuinination which is supplied by
the same company is striking.
It includes 300
lamps which e.\tend a di.stance of about six
blocks from the building on each side of the
street across the bridge, which is illuminated by
100 lights,
riiese are supplied by three arc dynamos run by water power on the Nicollet island
in the middle of the river.
'Ihe placing of the
lamps, wires, poles, etc., may be regarded as one
of the (luickest pieces of wc>rk on record.
Almost up to the opening of the exposition it was
understood that the city would light the streets
in the usually hand.'^ome manner, plac'ng the fixtures on the east side so as to attract the crowd
to the exposition
building, but at the last
moment it was discovered that the gas mains
were not sufficiently large, .so that the plan had
to be abandoned.
In this predicament (leneral
Manager Hyron appealed to the Northwest Klcctric
Construction & Supply company.
This
company promptly responded, and in six days
had the streets brilliantly illuminated. Superintendent Jackson of the electric company took
the matter in hand, and worked day and night.
The electric lighting plant at the exposition is
in charge of J. A, Jackson.
Under his care
everything has progressed satisfactorily, and the
verdict of the management is, that the exposition has never been better lighted.
He is assisted by a competent force of men.
The company is securing many large orders, and the
enterprise displayed by it in the, exposition will
undoubtedly be rewarded.
Another novelty in the way of electrical displays, is the Kiggs electric danger signal.
This
signal accompanies the moving train, within ihe
cab of the locomotive and automatically warns
the engineer of his approach to danger.
The
signal is intended, chiefly, for main line use outside of city yards.
The essential features of the
invention consist of an electric gong and battery, connected by flexible wire to a metallic
brush, which, being substantially supported
under the forward truck of the locomotive,
glides along a continuous strip of metal laid between and parallel to the track rails, which are
electrically joined in sections of any desired safe
stopping distance, according to the amount of
traflric or local circumstances.
The instant that
a coming or following train enters upon the protected circuit ()f another, its independent brush
completes the circuit between the two trains,
and the electric warning signal sounds simultaneously in both locomotive cab.s. This signal is
also adapted for use on draw bridges, to protect
trains at crossings, and also lo guard against open

switches.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York
New

Vork,

Sept. 25.

— After

Notes.
a ihorough investigation

and other subCommissioner Thomas F. Gilroy, of the ilcpartment
of public works and Subw-ay Commissioner Daniel L. Gibbens have come to the conclusion that the only vraj the
danger can be overcome is by legislation, which shall compel the gas companies to construct their mains so that there
of the causes of explosions in the electrical
wa}'s

founj from investigation that

shall

be no leakage.

fully

10 per cent of the cattre gas production escapes into

It is

the ground and subways on account of the imperfect gas

1
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The commains and connections throughout the city.
panies claim that they have the right to lay their pipes and
The
manner they please.
bad underground work is more

in whatever

make connections

enormous leakage throug;h
than made up for by the liberal price the gas companies
have obtained, and in consequence the companies aie indifIn Pittsburg, where natural
ferent to the results of leaks.
gas is used under a much greater pressure than here and
where the fatal explosion occurred, legislation was necessary, and the city authorities were able to wholly prevent
It is recommended that proper legislation by the
leakage.
city shall compel the gas companies to save the 866,000,000
cubic feet of gas

now wasted

Until such legis-

each year.

commissioners advise for the safety

lation takes place the

same general condition as in the brain was observed in the
The most singular
cerebellum and medulla oblongata.
thing observed was that there was no tendency to coagulaDeath was due

tion.

than any other physician attached to the

cases of asphyxia,

death, etc.

other

The board

cities.

company is making rapid
and is extending the work to

of aldermen of Jersey City passed

ning

identical with electricity, in

is

phenomenon

would be used

on the

and an overhead system substituted on
This determination on the part of Mr.

level lines

it

by lightning

treme

blood and

fluidity of the

the lungs

As

there

reaching out from the burns.
juries are concerned,

city.

body

lines of wires within his territory

there

that

exist

which were constructed

company for the Bloomfield Avenue cars, but abandoned when the company arranged to
The
get power from the station near Bloomfield avenue.
consolidated United States and Schuyler companies have

ternal

used them as a motor

ble, as

Edison,

work

circuit.

expected, will

is

it

shortly be found again at

in his laboratory at Llewellyn Park.

wounds

with an

we know

fitting of the electrical

rapidly and the

apparatus will need some time

Prof, Francis B. Crocker -viU have charge

of

the

still.

depart-

ment and Michael Pupin will assist him. Lectures will be
given on the general principles, phenomena, and applications of electricity, theory of the dynamo and motor, electricity as

applied to raining,

tallurgy

and

on

telegraph and

the

electrical

will be

from which reports of examination

The workshop

be given.

telephone systems.

and plants

factories

Various electrical stations,
visited frequently

electro-chemistry, electro me-

apparatus and

practice of actual construction of

testing- of various

instruments will

be of the greatest advantage to students.
electrical devices have been added to the

A

number of
rooms and de-

partments for the comfort and use of the students.
tilating fans will

be

operated

by

electric clock in the observatory will

electric

all

the

gongs

Ven-

motors and the

be connected

with

all

means

of an electric

in the several

departments

the clocks in the other departments by

system, by which

will

will ring at the proper time.

Coroner Schultz and

his physicians are giving

tention to autopsies in cases of death caused

The

was that of the
against an electric

latest instance

Mazza, who
killed Sept.

fell
1

3th.

by

great

electricity.

fruit-vender,

Joseph
light wire and was
The wire deeply burned his face and the

right side of his neck, his right hand, his left arm,
right foot.

The

at-

autopsy, which was held

within

and

his

twenty

was conducted by Coroner
The report
Schultz, Drs Jenkins, Weston and O'llare.
"There was general
of Dr Jenkins in the case follows;
The heart was of normal
hyperemia of all the organs.
There was no organic disease.
size and was not ruptured.

hours

after

death

ensued

,

There were on the heart isolated spots the si/e of pins'
heads scattered over the surface, more marked at the apex,
where they formed an aggregation probably forty in number.
The right auricle was distended with fluid blood, as

There was less blood in the
The blood was not in clots as is
left auricle and ventricle.
The right lung was marked by similar isolated
usual.
spots where slight hemorrhages had taken place, but they
The left lung
were few in number and were scattered.
was in a similar condition. There was no organic disease
In the liver, spleen, kidneys, and stomach
of cither lung.
All the small
there was hypermia and no sign of disease.
blood vessels in the brain were distended, and there was
one isolated spot of congestion an inch in length and a
The
quarter of an inch wide on the left temporal lobe.
well as the right ventricle.

death from other

in

and

infec-

and asphyxia.

So that without the ex-

man had come

nerves

is

quested permission to trim the limbs of trees that interfered
with the wires, but

the

theory

As

forces.

human body,

that

and,

a good conductor, electricity would naturally

Blood vessels ramify

every portion of the body, and
to

suppose that the

it is

that

is

sent

from the outit

seeks to

Fluid composes a

travel in the line of the least resistance.

line of the fluids

as

fluid is

Detroit, Sept.

the

nerve

would receive the
and the larger nerves and the brain the last inThis would occur where the po^er of resistance to
jury.
the electric shock would be sufficient to retain life in the
individual.
A step further and we might assume that a
person could be conscious of a shock.
However, we are
not prepared to affirm this positively.
Only recently has it

deaths by

death.

It will

investigations

in

cases of

In a short time, from the number of
that are

electricity

through pathology

the correct

be possible,

we

happening,
theory of

the

obtain

also, to

will learn

manner

valuable

of

more or

my

great

difficulty

in breathing, indicating

less congestion of the lungs,

theory

that the

electric

and

Schumann pays

York

to Detroit

Wedding
lighted

Feast,'

in

properly.

I

pleasure, that the
steady, powerful

advantage than

that accords with

current runs along the blood

what changes occur.
If six
of the ablest pathologists should be called on to make an
autopsy without knowing that it was a case of death from
electricity, it is probable that they would each assign a different cause for the death of the person, and that not one
of them would select electricity as the cause.
The next

and

witness

on

I

exactly

propose to have an autopsy

in

Bellevue Hos-

most learned pathologists in town to
Deputy Coroner Donlin is preparing a paper

invite the

it."

this subject,

which he

will

read before the Medico- Legal

Society at an early day.

An
tion

machine can be seen in operaframework of the new war ship Maine, in the

interesting electrical

on the

Lockwood

New

of

your

I

light

York

fair

was

that

it

New

'Russian

might not be

apologize for doubting
will

with

state

your incandescent lamps was

of

better

to

own

light plant of his

in

and as he has also exhibited
and other places, the above words are

at his art gallery,

The

complimentary.

highly

from

large painting,

and white, showing the painting
ever saw it before."

at the Buffalo fair

etc.,

the electric

of Detroit, he says;

my

must now

is

Mr.

York.

entertained coming

I

As Mr. Schumann has an electric

New

complete as

used

in

reflector,

the

lamps,

exposition

New

to light the great painting in

sockets,

be taken

will

D.

York.

Mo.

St. Louis,
St. Louis, Sept. 30.

—American

day at the exposition

was

the most successful since the opening of the big

and

it

was deservedly
and the

The

so.

decorations

show

were highly

illumination was the finest dis-

electrical

Thousands

play ever seen in the city.

lamps were grouped about the

of incandescent

which the American
tableau was presented and were formed in pleasing figures,
Arc lamps placed behind shields of glass added much to
hall in

H.

the attractiveness of the scene.

Duluth, Minn.
DuLUTH, Minn.,
tric

Light

House

for

adjoining,

which
is

will

Sept.

25.— The Duluth, Minn.,

& Power company

Elec-

Temple Opera
750 incandescent lights, and the Masonic hall
for 700 lights.
There are several new buildings
be wired within a short time.
Frank A. Gisch

in charge of the

wiring the

is

work.

The West Duluth

Lighting company

Electric

ting in a plant of 50

the

arc lights of

is

put-

Thomson-Houston

system.

The
of

&

Superior Arc Light

organized,

is

Thomson-Houston system,

The

are

officers

secretary;

Power company

recently

putting in 50 arc and 1,300 incandescent lights

W.

W.

across the bay in Superior.

B. Kellogg, president; G. D. Moulton,

C. Brooks, treasurer; F. R. Anson, general

manager.

The Lakeside Light & Water company has secured
franchise for electric light and

waterworks

residence suburb of

The

Cash,

W.

E. Perry,

Duluth.

W.

a

at Lakeside, a

organizers are D. G.

VanBrunt, J.W. Marvin.

F.

San Francisco,

Cal.

—

San Francisco, September 21. The announcement is
made that the Pacilic Electrical Storage company of this
into active competition for the incandescent

city will enter

lighting on the coast.

in that will

pital,

This picture

even your assurances to the contrary, and

Coroner Schultz, himself, believes that death results from
destruction of the nerve centers, but he adds: "Asa matter

case I have

D

exhibit

to

the celebraied

is

highest compliment to

the

In a letter to J.
"The only fear that

been installed

knows

the most attractive works

of

W. Schumann

light.

channels and not through the nerves."

of fact, no one

T.

testi-

mony from those who have suffered a shock and have surFrom all that I can learn, an almost fatal shock is
vived.
accompanied by

— One

Russian Wedding Feast."

exhibited by Charles

also reasonably be taken, outside of

make thorough

"A

painting,

it,

contact with the capillary vessels

to

28.

in the art gallery at the Detroit Exposition

injury

death by electricity.

wires.

W. H.

through the

the case of a general shock causing death, that

been possible

later the

Detroit, Mich.

minutely through

and where the
shock was not sufficient to produce death we would probably find, if we could examine a person who had such an
electric shock, that the organs of the body which were most
vascular, or supplied with blood, would be most congested.

first

by trimming the

ly retaliated

no stretch of reasoning

blood and disorganizes and disintegrates

cells in

few days

travel in the

electric current first passes

The assumption might

A

refused.

Jenkins, on whose land the trees were standing, according-

escape from the

to

electricity

a well-known law in electricity

very large percentage of the

was

it

limbs were removed, the work being done at night. Farmer

artistic

It is

three quarter inch hole in a three-

farmer near Elmira cut seven wires of the Postal Tel-

the nerves are non-

through the body to penetrate the sheathing
side.

A

is

through care-

untena-

and the sheaves are designed

difficult for

is it

sent

lines, and when an agent for the company attempted to repair them, he was driven from the
scene by the farmer who was armed with a shotgun. About
a month ago the manager of the company at Elmira re-

force carried within the sheaves

nervous force

the

for

con-

in

that the

believe

I

and transmit the nervous

to conserve

difficult

A

In

would be impossible to decide

of the nature of electricity,

it is

internal in-

septiccemia,

sheaves of

that the

The nervous

conductors.

sheathing, so

now being pushed

it

what was the cause of death.

is

violet tinge

condition of the

that the electric current passes along the

thorough course in electrical engineering. The new building for this department will hardly be completed by that
is

we do

to indicate that the

electric wire,

by nature

work

electricity that

observed in making an autopsy.

tact

contact with

kinds of poisoning cases the same phenomena are

The one hundred and thirty-sixth year of Columbia College will begin October 7th, and with it will be instituted a

time, though the

same

find the

mem-

electricity.

the

far as

tious diseases, as well as from sunstroke

many

the Daft Electric iNIotor

by

in death

we

So

diseases, notably in typhoid fever,

without a franchise and he has instituted a crusade against
them- The first wires cut were those originally put up by

Another

always a bluish or

is

electrical current

tedious

one that

is

egraph company's

Congestion of

burns on the flesh by

to the nature of the

Thurston is no doubt in consequence of the progress of the
Julien system on the Fourth and Madison avenues in this

Newark has found

the ex-

is

dark color.

its

always present in cases of death by

is

the electric wire,

of

noticed

fact

branes, particularly in those of the lungs.

the steep inclines.

Mayor Haynes

light-

cases of persons

the minute hemorrhages in ihe serous

is

used,

either the heart or the

The most prominent

Thurston, president of the company, said that the storage
battery system would be used exclusively if it was found

heavy grades; otherwise

many

Another of the coroner's physicians added: "All autopsies on cases of death by electricity show certain peculiar
conditions.

Instead of the slow and

commonly

1889

5,

quarter-inch plate can be drilled in Jess than a minute.

no such phenomenon has ever been found."

electric current

by an

set a whirling

ruptured, while in cases of death by the

been

has

an ordinance granting the Jersey City and Bergen Railroad
company the privilege of using electric power, and Charles

practical to climb

hanging,

that, although

note

It is interesting- to

brain

Julien Electric Traction

found in

is

drowning, of

of

where the person was strangled to death, or of choking to

ger in the streets.

The

similar to that which

is

cases

e.,

i.

that have been struck

strides with its railway system

coroner's office,

and my general conclusions are that, as regards the effect
on the body, the direct course of the current can be traced
in some instances, and in others nof, and also that in all
cases observed the result

Brooklyn Navy Yard.

paul and ratchet hand drill
fully insulated wires.

to shock."

Speaking of cases in general, Dr. Jenkins said: "I have
made more autopsies in cases of death from electric shock

subways that they be thoroughly ventilated by
the construction of fans which will at least reduce the danof electrical

October

half-horse-power storage plant has

and a loo-light plant

will

form the beginning of a central station

The same company

place.

Santa Clara for 300

A

A

at Bernicia,

is

be put
in that

wiring a private residence in

lights.

telephone line was completed last week between Vic-

toria,

B.

C

,

and Comox, a distance of 160 miles.
Electric Supply Construction

The Northwestern
pany of Seattle

is

installing a 1,200 light

com-

Edison plant

in

the Portland, Ore., hotel.

The San Francisco supervisors requested the California
company to erect its poles on a number of

Electric Light

specified street crossings forty feet

high

for 2,000 candle-

power.

An

electric railway is

under construction

Wash., and a telephone plant

The

Seattle,

Wash

,

Gas

&

is

also

at

Ellensburg,

under consideration.

Electric Light

company has

OctoljLT

rticcivcii its

SDon

will

new 150

horse pnwei" en^;iMc

mo new

to its pliint

:ulil

Kailway

Mleetrii:
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.-irc

ami

bnik-r,
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'The Seatllc

liRhts.

a 100

Power compaii)' has received

power ennine that will he immeiliillely plaeeil in
position in th-; pover honie at llij foul of I'ike street,
anil there, with an aiMitional So horse power ilynumo will
horse

supply power for the operation of the a IJitlon

il

cars that

The dynamo capacity will then
The Cedar street extension of the
A force of men is
nearinu completion.

are soon tobe rnnninR.
lie

ifiohorse power.

electric road is

additional track alonu the

now

en;;ai;ed in constructinK an
It is the intention
Lake Union branch on Howell street.
to build a double track from the junction at I'ikc and

two-thirds

,'^eeiind,

about

uncerlainty

definite promise

the

of

the

way out

to

by the managers of the

the

The

hike.

grade

street

h'.i(;hlh

prevents

line as to the time

the tracks will be completed.

The proposed power,

and buildings

$100,000.

will cost nearly

Il will

plant

consist of

W horse

power each;
two Reynohls Corliss engines, of 200 horse power each,
and live 'i'homson-IIouslon dynamos So-horse power each.
a steam plant, with

When

four boilers

the (Ircen lake extension

railway

electric

have

will

of

is

I

completed, the

twelve

miles

of

Seattle

line

fully

eciuipped with rolling stock, and supplied with power.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Kairlnuy, Neb.. w;mts

The
city

by

The

clci'trir li^lils.

Taylorville, Ul.. lOlcolric

company

is

lijililiny

the

electric lights.

Monlicello, Minn.. Electric Light

company has

filed

articles of incorporation, capital stock $5,000.

The

i-ipitat

stock of the Kasl River, N. Y., Klectric Light

company has been increased from $30,000

to ^500.000.

The Ouray, Colo Klectric company, lias been incorporated by t: ^L Williams, T. C. Gradcn. J. A. Porter.
William Hagley and IL Schiffy with a capital stock of
,

1150,000.

paid till' company il is allrgrd was atked U> sh'fW llic
stock was worth the price ipiotcd.
Thin rcoiirHt won re
fuHud for rea'tonHthe rompitny considered suuiclciit, which
h-i\ to other compticationH. rc>tullin(( in
the jcnncy )>coplc
refusing lo carry out the alleged aKrccincnl."

An Eastern horticulturist i^ rc^pfmslblc for ihU: Observeis in many of the small iHlles blessed wllh Nlinde Ircett
have noticed that these trees near cleelric lljjhtN have been
blighted by •(ninething and for the lack of some more apparent cause, the troulile is aHcril)cd lo the riectric llghtn.
The local arborcnlf..rtsls say thai the trees need darkncus
as much as men need sleep.
There seems to be some reason in supposing th:il the clearness <if ihc cleelric lights Ih
the cause of the drooping of the irces, for similar trees, not
exposed lo any other ilhiminalion than that of thcfiun. have
not been affected in any way. and are bright and strong.

A set of regulations has been issued by the London
Board of 'i'rade afTectind cerlaln cases in which overhead
wires have been used for the supply of electricity.
In the
tirst place, no aerial conductor is to be fixed In any part
of any street at a less height from the ground than twenty
feet, or where it crosses a street thirty feet, or within si.x
feet of any building, except where it is brought into a
building for the purpose of supply.
The maximum intervals for the su[)pr)rts ;ire fixed at .'00 feet whrre the direction is str.aighl. and 150 feel where it is curved and care Is
to be taken that .dl supports are of durable material, and
properly stayed against forces due to win<l pressure.
change of direction of wires, or unefpial lengths of span,
the maximum possible wind pressure being taken at (ifly
pounds per square foot. Every aerial conductor is also to
be protected by eHicient lightning protectors of a pattern
approved by the Board of Trade.
Every high pressure
aerial conductor must be continuously insulated with a
durable and elticient material, to be approved by the Board
of Trade, to a thickness of not less tlian one-tenth of an
inch, and in casei where the extremt; difference of potential in the circuit exceeds
2,o(m) volts, the thickness of in
sulalion must not be less in inches or parts of an inch
than the number obtained by diviiling the number express
ing the volts by 20.000.
This insulation must be further
elTicienlly protected on the outsit^lc against injury or removal by abrasion.
If this protection be wholly or partly
metallic, il must be elliciently connected lo earth, so. however, as not to cause undue disturbance to other electric
lines or works by electrostatic induction or otherwise.

Michigan compinies recently incorporated are as follows:
Shore Electric Railway company, Detroit, capital stock.
$u»o 000; Detroit Electric Light & Power company, Detroit, capital

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

stock. $300,000.

A second

dispatch from Walla Walla, W. T., states that the Lease
Electric Light companies, consolidated, have filed articles
The capital is $100,000. Messrs (Juinn,
of incorporation
Ennis, liurford, Burroughs and others are the incorporaThe paid up capital is $70,000.
tors.

A

Cincinnati, O., Electric Light ^; Power company
has secured a large property a: the corner of Broadway and
Hunt street, and has commenced breaking ground for a
new electric light plant. The contemplated plant will have

The new
the

i .ouo arc and 10,000 incandescent
Thomson-Houston system is to be used.

lights.

The

Falls

contem-

is

will

Moline, III., are on
be in operation in a few days.

Kearney, Neb., has added another industry to its list of
a woolen mill operated by electric motors.

—

on the Detroit, River Rouge & Dearborn road have been started. The Sprague system is used.

The

electric cars

The

capital stock of the

Seattle

Electric

Railway and

Power company has been increased from $120 000

sirous of

changing

its

,

street railway

motive power.

company

Electricity

is

de-

will

be

used.

The new power house
St.

for the People's

Railway company

Louis will be erected immediately, at an expense of

$40.0*.^ ).

The Victoria. Texas. Light, Power i\: Ice company has
been organized with the following board of directors: T.
Brownson, J. K. Hester,
M. O'Connor, G. H. Levi. J.
D. H. Kogan, Simon Levy and J. A. McFadden. The
Westinghouse system has been adopted, and the machinIt is expected to have lights turned on withery ordered
in six or eight weeks.

M

suit of the Archer Electric Manufacturing company
Wichita. Kan., againsl the Sterling. Kan., Electric
Light -S: Power company, came up for trial last week. 1 he
action was brought to recover about ^S.ooo alleged to be
due on a contract for installing an electiic light plant. The
court dismissed the suit on the ground that the plaintiff
corporation h.-^d not completed its work according to the
An appeal was taken.
contract.

The

of

In lapan the problem of making a fairallotment of shares
in a public company has been illustrated through a ru^h for

The Nippon
the securities of local industrial enterprises.
Electric Light company, of Tokio. offered 4.000 shares
were
received
for
Applications
subscription.
for public
12.000 shares, so it had to be arranged that no one living
in the district to be served by the company should have
more than 50 shares, and thai no more than live should be
allotted to individuals living elsewhere.

That the electric light is not losing any of its well-earned
In spite of the immense number of
popularity is evident.
electric lamps soon to be lighted in St. Louis, the people are
The residents of the outlying districts are
not satisfied.
beginning to feel uneasy about the lighting of the portions
of the city they live in. and are afraid that when the new
Several
system is introduced they will be left in darkness
letters have been written to the city otTicials and in some instances committees have been organized for the purpose of
asking for

street railways of

chased by Indianapolis

South liend. Ind.. have been purand will be converted into

parties

electrical lines.

Dubuque, la., will have an electric railway on Iowa
and Jackson boulevard, and it is probable it will be
built by Chicago capital.

street

Work has been begun on the new electric railway at
Chattanooga. Tenn., which will be operated by the City
Street Kailway company.
Articles

incorporation

of

of

the Ogtlen,
fded.

Springs Railroad company have been
stock is placed at ^2(X).coo.

Utah

& Hot

The

capital

The Association of Sprague Electric Motor Agents will
hold its semi-annual convention at the Weddell house,
Cleveland. O.. October Sth.
.\nother electric railway line has been opened at Salt
City, and the lienii-l of that city says property along
the line has advanced rapidly in value.

Lake

the intention of the Salt Lake City Street Railway
line of electric cars the entire length of
transfers for all the other lines which will
run directly east and west.
It is

company to run a
Main street, with

The Colfax Avenue Electric Railroad company of Denan overhead line which will extend
Tramway cable on Colfa.x avenue, six

ver. Colo., will constnict

from the end of the
miles directly east.

The

line will cost

$100,000.

Articles of incorporation were riled September 6th, by the
(.>ttumwa, la
IClecric Railway tS: Steam company, capdirectors. C. F. Blake. J. \V. Garital stock. $200,000.
ner. W. L Doud. Geo. P. Daum and W. R. Daum.
.

lights.

A dispatch from Fort Wayne, Ind., says: "An action
was begun Sept. 26th. in the Superior Court against the
Fort ^^^avne fenney Electric Light company, by Chester C.
others of I'lymouth. Ind. for :?50.ooo damages
The complaint alleged that
foralleged breach of contract.
the lenney company agreed to move its arc department to
Plvmouth'in consideration of plaintiffs supplying $1 10.000
in stock, $50,000 01 which was to be used in the purchase
Large shops were
of property and erection of buildings.
completed,' and before the remainder of the money was

Buck and

The

The Telephone company

has instituted suit
against the .Mt .Vuburn Electric Railway company to enjoin the use of such a system of electric motive pswer as
would interfere with and impair the use of the telephone in the city.

The company formed by

in Cincinnati

the consolidation of the Main
Lischey .\ venue Railroad company and the Xash\ille \- Edgerield Railroad company at Nashville. Tenn.,
will have a capital stock of $300 oon. and be bonded for
Heavier rails will be laid on the Nash\TlIe ^
$400,000.
Street

An ordinance Im4 been intr'tiluccd in llic Aurora. 111.,
by Ihc Street Railway companv, aikintf f<»r
pcrmUiilon lo uxc ciccirlclty uti a motive p'lwcr,

city eonni'il

A Dolroil pa|>cr announccK thai the Mutkeifon Street
Knilwiiv company wilt change tt« »y»tem lo clectriclly and
operate under the Short »yfttcm after \Uc. lit.
The Chattanooga, Tenn., City Street Railway rnmpany
change In an electric r'wd. and will budd a %»*t hortc
power station,
It will Hjjhl the route by elccirii iiy,
will

The CroHJitown Railroad company at .San Antonio. Tc*,,
haK been granted the franchlw to build a rapid Iraniiit road
to the fair groundN, and complete an electric road by
Nov.

5.

The

first electric car over the People's line at St. Jo«cph.
Mo., went f)ver Ihe road on the loih init. The car wan
loaded with ahlermcn and officials, who were conveyed to
the ExpoMtion grounds.
Everything worked nmoothly and
the trip was enjoyed by all.

The Snuih N.ishville, Tenn., Street Railroad company
has arranged for the applicalion of electricity lo the pro
pulsion of its cars, and the Short Electric Railway company of Cleveland. (>., will make Ihe change. 'Ihe Overland Dummy company of Nashville will al<K) operate by
electricity, and will receive its p^jwer from the South Nashville

company's

The

station.

Chittanoogi, Tenn has granted the
City Street Railroad company the right to use elettriciiy on
except from the river to Tenth street on .Market.
The success of the electric road to the ridge and to Ridgedale has mad; a great change in public seniim?n! as to the
possibility of the electric motor, and the public is very favorably inclined toward it all over the city.
city council of

.

all its lines

During the last week there have been a numbn* of street
railway companies which have contracted for electric railway apparatus in spite of the lateness of the M^son. The
latest contracts closed by the Sprague Electric Railway \
Motor company of New Vork arc for street railways Id
Pic|na, Ohio, and South .Vashville, Tenn
The road at
Pirpia is entirely rew.
Pour cars will be equipped, and
the line will extend three mites on the main streets of the
town. The South Nashville Street Railway company v^-ill
e()uip eight cars at present; and it is expected that the entire road wilt be run by electric power at an early day.

The new power house of the Omaha, Neb,, Street Railway company is practically completed. All the brickwork
is done, ihe roof is on. the pits ard rails in the car room
are ready, and the boilers are in place.
.Ml that now remains to be done is to put up the engines and dynamos.
The new motor house is 132x198 feet, lacking only' one lot
of covering an entire half block. It consists of three rooms.
number of the motor cars are being set up. and soan
twenty will be ready for ser\ice.
The car room occupies
the east side of the establishment, is 132x134 feet and
32 feet high. The boilerroom is64.x67 feet, and 32 feet high.

A

The Metropolitan Railway company, which

The Grand Rapids. Mich

of

cluinijc to elec-

to $240.

000.

The Thomson -Houston company

claims to have an eieceric lighting installation the farthest north of any in the
The plant is at Hernosand, Sweden. It has
the world.
The
been in operation in that arctic climate for four years
International company has recently sold the operating company an additional 30 light arc machine with lamps.

Spokane

cars for the electric line at

ground and

enterprises

The

a capacity of

electric railway at

plated.

Edgehcld line. The estimated c^nt of the
Ufuxi.ooo,

tricity

^;

is building
Fulton Park, three miles south of
Portland, Ore., has purchased from the Portland Traction
Railway company the franchis; along Second street to the
railroad depots at the north end. The line outside the city
limits is ready for track-laying, and motors, iron, cars,
etc., are on the way from the east.
Work on the line
through the city will be commenced shortly, and pushed
with vigor, and the company expects to have the line from
the depots to Fulton Park running by the middle of < >cto
her.
Wires are being strung for the Sprague electric motor tine across the steel bridge to Albina. and cars will soon
be running.
The contractor for the line to Woodstock,
five and one-half miles southeast of Portland,
is
in the
East purchasing material.

an

electric

motor

tine lo

.\mong recent contracts which have been awarded the
Sprague Electric Railway & Motor company of New Vork
for electric mining apparatus is one from Transvaal. .Socih
Africa.
The company which is now installing Spragtie
apparatus in Transvaal is the Korbcs-Reef Gold .Mining
company which has ordered a complete elcciricat equipment for the transmission of power, including (our Sprague
motors and dynamos for transmitting 140 horse power over
Water power is utilized and the
a distance of two miles.
current is conducted to the point of distribution by insu
lated wires carried on poles directly across counir)-.
At
the power station will be placed three Pelton water wheels
furnished by Eraser & Chalmers of Chicago.
To each of
these wheels will be belttd directly Edii-on dynamo of 67
horse power capacity each.
The other wheel will be belted
to the dynamo of the same type and voltage as the others,
but of only 40.000 watts or 55 horse pow<r capacity each.
These machines are wound according to tfte Spragiie
method for the long-distance transmission of power, and
have an extremely high ctViciency. At the mines are located the four Sprague motors which arc belled directly lo the
mining apparatus.
These motors are divided into two
groups, two 20 horse power Sprague motors and one So
horse power motor forming one group, and a single 20
horse power Sprague motor forming the other group. Each
group is supplied with current by a separate set of wires,
thus practically insuring a coastaat How of electricity on<)er
circumstances.
The motors are wound with the regul.ar Sprague difTerential winding, and will keep at a coostanl speed in spite of the v.^n-ing loads thrown on Ibe
The question of efficiency or the
mining machinery.
amount of power which is delivered at the farther end of
I'pon this
the transmission is one of extreme importance.
point electric transmission compares fav\\\
1other methods of transmitting power.
-.c
efficiency of the entire system from the !;
'o
the mining machines at the farther end is aixiu: 70 pet
all

*-

cent.

'-

.
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THE TELEPHONE.
A telephone

line is in

course of construction

between

October

length of the circuit, and with ordinary conductors having
an electromotive force of 100 volts; while with static machines a much higher voltage would be required.

Magnolia and Waldo, Ark.

N

The Telephone company
ing to p'ace

its

Y., is preparat Rochester,
wires underground in the principal business

streets.

Articles of incorporation have been filed by the Alabama,
Mississippi & Tennessee Telephone company. The capital
stock of this company will be $50,000.

A charter

Personal Paragraphs.
New York, was in

Francis B. Crocker, of
week.

the Maple Creek Telephone & Telegraph company at Pittsburg, Pa. The com
pany intends to construct a line from Pittsburg to points
in Washington county.

has been granted

Chicago

last

Md

L. Davis, Salem, O.; H. M. Dunn, Baltimore,
Berry and F. H. Mason, Chicago, were among the
visitors at the Chicago Electric club recently.

;

S

According to G. R. Stanton, telegraph inspector, the
Mexican Telephone company has a street line of poles, So
feet high, containing fifty S-pin arms, 400 wires, and every
pin full, and on the opposite side of the same street another line of poles containing fifteen 8-pin arms, 120 wires,
both of which are as fine specimens of wire running as
seen in any country.

THE TELEGRAPH.
of Costa Rica has authorized M. D. V. Cuenca Creus, concessionaire for the submarine cable from Venezuela to the United States, to establish telegraphic communication, either direct or indirect, with a point on the eastern
side of the Republic on the Atlantic Ocean, by means of
one or several cables. This cable will be able to touch one
or more places in Central or South America which are not
yet in telegraphic communication with the Republic of Costa
Rica by the Atlantic Ocean, and the concessionaire will
be obliged to connect his system to the transatlantic cable
which is projected between the Island of Cuba, Spain and
The Government of
France, by way of the Canaries.
Costa Rica guarantees an annual revenue of 35,000 francs,
and reserves to itself the right of intervention in the formation of the tariffs and regulations.

The Republic

Business Mention.
The Pond Engineering company

of St. Louis will furnish the city of Seward, Neb., with a Holly duplex pump
of 100,000 gallons, capacity, together with the necessa'-y
boiler, heater, etc.. for the water works system.
The same
company are supplying the St. Louis Stamping Works with
a bo'ter and engine.

Advices received from Paris are to the effect that the
International jury of the Universal exposition has awarded
a gold medal to the Helsler Electric Light company of
St Louis, for its system of long distance incandescent
lighting.
This is the highest distinction given to any
special invention or system.
The Heisler system is well
known in this country, but steps have only recently been
further
taken to
its introduction in foreign countries.
C. M. Mclntire & Co., of Newark, are furnishing the
Pennsylvania railroad and the Bergmann Electric & Gas
Fixture company orders for incandescent terminals for
number 18 and 22 standard cord; also 5,000 lightning arresters, M>
ampere fine wire, for the Metropolitan Telephone & Telegraph company. New York. The firm announces its ability to furnish lightning arresters, any size
fine wires, that may be wanted.
The Sprague Electric
Railway 6^ Motor company of New York has placed with
this company a large order for No. 6 and No. 10 B. W.
G terminals.

The Westinghouse Machine company reports the sales of
August at eighty engines capable of developing 4035 horse
Among the purchasers were the following: Allegheny County Light company, Pittsburg; 250 horse power
compound; Sawyer-Man Electric company. New York, 125
horse power compound the Westinghouse Electric Car
company, London, Eng.. four compounds, aggregating
515 horse power; Dennison, Tex., Electric Light company,
two 100 Horse power compound; Electric Improvement
company, San Francisco, Cal., two 100 horse power compound; Safety Electric Light & Power company, New York,
Electric
35 horsepower compound; Colfax Wash. Ter
Light & Power company, 50 horse power compound; East
End Electric Light company. Pittsburg, Pa., two 160
horse power compounds.
power.

;

gathered by La Lnmien- Electriqiic, the total length of the telegraph lines of the world
Europe,
miles,
amounts to 557,064
made up as follows
216,490 mil'es; America, 163,642 miles; Asia. 46,800 miles;
To these
Australasia, 24,204 miles; Africa, 12,060 miies.
must be added 950 submarine cables, 774 of which are
laid in European seas, and have a total length of 3,200
miles, while the remaining 176, with a length of cable of
The service of these
85,850 miles, belong to companies.
The telephonic
carried by 160,000 offices.
lines is
the world are
statistics of the various countries of
The United States, 739 exchanges and 158,as follows:
712 subscribers; Germany, 164 exchanges and 31,325 subscribers; England, 122 exchanges and 20,420 subscribers;
Sweden, 137 exchanges and 1.2,864 subscribers; France,
28 exchanges and 9,487 subscribers; Switzerland, 71 exchanges and 7,626 subscribers; Russia, 36 exchanges and
7,589 subscribers; Italy, 28 exchanges and 6,183 subscribers; Belgium. 4,674 subscribers; Anstro-Hungary, 4,200
subscribers; Norway, 2t exchanges and 3,930 subscribsubscribers;
Holland,
ers;
2,872
g exchanges and
Spain, 2.218 subscribers; Denmark, 1,837 subscribers;
The town
Portugal, 2 exchanges and 890 subscribers.
with the largest number of subscribers is Berlin, with upward of 10,000, followed by New York, which has 6,900;
Paris, with over 5,000, and London, with just that number.

According to

statistics

:

Miscellaneous Notes.
Electric company for developing, manufactselling electric and other appliances, and licens-

The Crosby

uring and
ing others to do the same in New York city and Boston,
The inhas been incorporated with a capital of $100,000.
corporators are Albanians, Stanley Y. Southard, Clarence
M. Griswold and Charles M. Van Heusen.

A new

four stories in height, and
60x60 feet, has been constructed by Columbia College
boiler
room,
the
east
over the
on
quadrangle.
It is to be
used for instruction in mechanical and electrical engineering, and will be connected with the boiler room for motive
powerA complete outfit and a large lecture room for the
study of both mechanical and electrical engineering will be
supplied soon after the October reopening, and every known
The number of students in electricity
device introduced.
has not been fixed, but the capacity of the building will be
none too great. Prof. Francis B. Crocker will be in
charge of the electrical department.
building,

A

circular letter recently issued by a commission appointed by the French government to inquire into the
causes of the explosion of fire damp, declared in favor of
the absolute exclusion from mines of all kinds of ordinary
fuses and high tension electric apparatus, such as induction
coils, etc., and all sorts of apparatus which may give off
sparks on account of the high voltage.
About the same
time the announcement was made that an apparatus had
been devised for firing off shots by means of electricity.
The apparatus consists of a low tension dynamo-electric
machine, It is claimed for this machine, which only
weighs 22^ pounds, that it will raise to a red heat a
This result is said to
platinum wire one meter in length.
be exceedingly satisfactory, as it would require a battery of
to 70 Eeclanchc cells to produce a similar effect.
great energy of this exploder has induced the inventors to take advantage of it by improving the state of
platinum fuses by making them stronger, larger and more
regular.
It is stated that with this apparatus from i to
80 fuses can be simultaneously fired, according to the

from 60

The

,

Electrical Patents.
Issued Sept. 24, i8Sg.

Electro-Magnetic Separator.
411,414
thony, Manchester, Conn.

William A.

An-

Safety Switch for Incandescent Lights and other
Electrically Controlled Devices.
Oscar S. Bussmann,

411,423.

Somerville, Mass.

Process of Generating Electricity by Gas BatOlof Dahl, Brooklyn, N. Y.
process consists in first, raising the temperature of a body of fuel to incandescence by the aid of
atmospheric air, and utilizing the gases evolved in this
operation for fuel and other purposes; second, shutting off the air and admitting steam to the incandescent fuel when it has reached such a temperature that
the admitted steam will be decomposed into hydrogen
and carbonic acid; third, separating the carbonic acid
from the hydrogen by causing hydrate of lime to absorb
the carbonic acid, and conducting the hydrogen to one
side of a gas battery; and fourth, producing oxygen
or equivalent gas and conducting it to the otner side.

411.426.

teries.

The

Conduit for Electrical Wires. Charles C. DashWashington. D. C.
Globe Frame for Electric Arc Lights. Joshua
411,448.
411.427.
iell,

brown stone

to said wires, so that when
there is a maximum of current through the field magnets there shall be automatically provided a minimum
current to the armature, and vice versa, the current to
one decreasing as the current to the other increases by
a single movement of the switch mechanism."

mechanism connected

Telephone Holder.

411,588.

W

Jones, Harrisburg, Pa.

Incandescent Electric Light
41 i.4t;2.
Klein, Jr., New York, N. Y.

Fixture.

Philip

H

Manufacture of Carbons for Incandescent ElecJohn S. Sellon, Hatton Gardens, County
of Middlesex, England.
The object of the invention is to obtain a dense and
homogeneous carbon for use in incandescent lamps,
and consists in the art of manufacturing carbons or
filaments for incandescent electric lamps, the improvement consisting in subjecting such filaments, by consumption of (luid fuel to a high degree of heat, over
and beyond that obtainable by the use of coke or coal
surrounding the crucible.

411,474.
tric

411,496,

Lamps.

Electric Railwa)'.

George

B

Fraley, San Fran-

cisco, Cal.

Underground Conduit for Electric Wires. Geo.
4ii>539A. Wheeler, New-York.
Means are provided for ventilating all parts of the
conduit, and for keeping up a circulation of air in the
manholes under such pressure as to check the inflow of
gas.

Regulator for Shunt-Wound Dynamos or Other
Electrical Apparatus.
Lander S. Harris, Detroit,
Mich.

411,551.

The

Charles T. Dickson, Cin-

The telephone is made portable by use of a separate
back and frame with detachable connections.
Underground

411,595.

Chicago,

to

Denver and Leadville will soon be connected by teleThe Colorado Telephone
phone, says the Denver Times.
company has about completed its lines between the two
cities.
The rate will be %\ for a five minutes' talk.

1889

cinnati, Ohio,

D

W.

5,

last claim is given:
"5. In combination with the field magnet and armature of a shunt machine, a group of wires leading to
field and a corresponding group of wires having variable resistance leading to the armature, and switch

Conduit.

David M.

Hyland,

III.

The invention consists in a chamber at the end of a
cable tunnel, or conduit entering the building, through
the wall of which the wires are carried for distribution,
this chamber being provided with an air inlet and a
vent connected with a flue, and so arranged that all
objectionable gases coming through the tunnel will be
carried off up the flue without being disseminated
through the building.
I
System for Synchronizing Electric Motors.
Robert H. Read, Washington, D. C.
The first and last claims are appended.
I.
"Claim.
A system for synchronizing electric
motors, comprising a controlling circuit, a series of
electric motors controlled thereby, a current changer
for producing periodic current changes in the controlling circuit, and a commutator actuated by the moving
part of each motor for redirecting the current changes
at times corresponding to said changes, whereby the
attractive effort on the moving part is removed when
the current changers do not coincide, and synchronism

41 i,6t

.

fails.

"10. A system for synchronizing electric motors,
comprising a controlling circuit, a current-changer for
producing periodi: current changes in said circuit, an
electric motor at each controlled station having its rate
of movement dependent upon said current changes, a
source of energy exciting the controlled motors having
an electromotive force sufficient to keep them in advance of the current changes at determinate stages of
their movement, and a variable resistance for adjusting the strength of current in the motor circuit or circuits for regulating the amount of such lead."

System for Synchronizing Electric
Robert H. Read, Washington, D. C.

41 1 ,6: 2.

Motors

The

invention consists in causing periodic reversals
of uTsgnetism in both field magnet and armature of
the driven motor, these reversals being substantially
simultaneous.
I
Claim.
system for synchronizing electric
motors, comprising a controlling circuit, a currentchanger for producing periodic current changes in
said circuit, two or more motors at distant stations,
having field magnet and armature circuits, in one of
which circuits current varies in accordance with the
changes in the controlling circuit, and a local current
changer actuated by the moving part of each driven
motor for producing corresponding changes in the
other motor circuit, whereby a continuous driving
effort will be maintained on the driven motor as long
as the changes in the two motor circuits are simultaneous."
'

.

'

A

Andrew

Trolley for Electric Railway Systems.
411,613.
L. Riker, New York, N. Y.

411,629

Armature.

Charles F. Winkler, Hoosick Falls,

N. Y.

The

last

A

"3.

claim reads;

Siemens armature for dynamo

electric

ma-

chines or motors whose winding consists of flat metal
strips wound on edge, that portion of the winding
which passes over the heads or ends of the armature
being turned over or bent flat against said ends."
Electric Attachment for Eyeglasses.
Charles
411,689.
C. Smith, Mohawk, and Herman W. Martin, Ilion,

N. Y.
Arc Lamp. Frank P. Cox, Terre Haute, Ind.
"Claim 5. In an arc light, the combination of a
swinging frame to raise or lower a carbon, a series
and a shunt electro-magnetic device to swi ng the
frame in opposite directions, and a lever connected
with said frame, and by which the same can be
operated, by hand to raise the carbon."

411 713.

Electric Water Heater.
411,737.
Louis, Mo.

411,742.

Railway

Signal.

Daniel

W.

Alonzo B. Fisk,

Smith, St.

Winthrop,

Mass.
411,749.

Electric Insulator.

Louis McCarthy,

Boston,

Mass.

Telegraph Key. Harry S. Tebbs, Nathan C.
411,770.
Lane, and Vinton Coombs, Washington, D. C.
"Claim 2. In a telegraphic key,- the combination
with the key lever, of a button connected thereto by a
universal joint and mechanism whereby the button
may be held in any position to which it may be adjusted."

System of Electrical Distribution.
Reissue 11,031.
Rankin Kennedy, Glasgow, County of Lanark, Scotland.

The

invention consists in a method distributing
I'egulating alternating electric currents by secondary generators, which consists in producing in two or

and

more derived circuits constituting the primaries of two
or more secondary generators, a counter electromotive
force which, when any secondary is open, is practically equal to the applied electromotive force in its
primary, and in controlling said electromotive force by
the current flowing .in the corresponding secondary
when the secondary is closed in such manner that the
current in the primary shall vary with and be approximately inversely proportional to the resistance in the
secondary."
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ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS
W.
ANDREWS.

WARD LEONARD.

S.

E.

LEOITARID

M. IZARD.

<& i:ZiLRID,

CONSULTING AND CONTRACTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
Systems of Electric Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Electric
Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.
AfQllllneof Commercial Supplies carrKjd&t all times for Flsnte de&crlbed above.
Plans and Mpeoiflcatlons for all Kind, of Electrical CoBstmctlon Work.
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Steam

STILWELL&BIERGENF&.CO.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTROLIERS,
GAS AHD ELECTRIC

SCALE

Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

COMBINATION

Impurities.

all

G^EOROE CUTTER,
CONSULTING ELECTRICIAN,

80 Adams Street^

CHICAGO.

-

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,

Etc., Etc.,

Madison Street and Fifth Avenue,

HI[.I,'B

SWITCHES,
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CHICAGO.

•
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Arms
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THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
D.
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THE LUNKENHEIMER BRASS MFG.

34 Michigan Avenue,

-

CO.,

Cincinnati. Ohio.

CO.,

PERRY, Yice-President and General Manager,
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-OF-
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Write for June, 1SS9, Cataloeue of (S) Globe Talves, Fop Safety Valves
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and Glass Oil Cops for I>ynanios.

TENSION.
1

1.
2.
3.

The new Sperry apparatiie free from repairs for twelve monthe.
That the new Sperry improved Dynamos can ijo coupled in series with perfect safety.
That any number of lamps from one to capacity of dynamo can be cut In or out of

2 Pearl

Street.

Room

BOSTON, MASS.

-

6,
iDuroveil

Patented

Railway

circuit,

Material

Street

for

Roailieils.

singly or In groups, with perfect safety, and without sparking at the brushes.
4.
To absorb power in esact proportion to nnmber of lights burning.

w^e:
1.

make.
•2.

3.

LOWEST PRICES.
PONDENCE SOLICITED.

BEST MATERIAL.

]3e:]_ie:\ze::

The new Automatic Sperry Dynamos and Lamps surpass

in efficiency those of any other

THOMAS ASHBURNER,

That there is greater economy In operating the new Sperry System than any other.
That oar automatic regulation haa no equal; no rheostat, no wall boxes, no solenoid or
That
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m mm
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iiil'im-.. eiihcr MM^jU: or In pairn on horixonl^l iUnUh, nnd where Om
ttfuallon
admit:, of (heir Uic. wc rccotnincnd dirin.
'llir

I

.,

(

We

I

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

HOLIiZtES,

CO.,

-

DAYTON, OHIO.

HAYDEITS,
BOOTH
&
WATERBUBY,
CONN.

FACTORIES:

BARE AND INSUIaATSD ITITIRK.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Lino Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Maenet Wire, Flexible
Worsted Cords for Incandescent LlghtlnK- Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire-

tO^^Jf

For

Electric

Light,

Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON
J. L.

BARCLAY,

ADr
GLOBE
/^I

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

LINE WIRE

K. K:

Electric

Cotton nnd

lOU-^^A

a

PATENT

Silk,

ILL.

L.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
26 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

MAKERS-^ HIGH -GRADE
APRON CO.,<^,„NSg,c™c-^.
WRBON^,Q_
r^

THE MOST DURABLE, SIMPLEST AND BEST
OVERHEAD WIRE SYSTEM.
Bentley- Knight Electric Railway
25 « 27 Tenth Ave.,

NEW YORK

Co.,

CITY.

The ONLY Conduit System.
Telephones and
plies of
Elgii Telejihoiii'

Electrical Sup-

THE FIRST REAL IMPROVEMENT

Every Description.
;iinl

Elerlrif;il

ELGIN. ILL

,

U

iia

Sufipiv To-

S. A.

POROUS CUP BATTERIES
since the Invention of the Leclanche.

Send

Aa<; AMP lNCANJ)tSCE(4T fLt<J/\IC
LIGHTING, ei,ecTR0-Pl.ATIN6..ANj)
foa ExptRiMeNrALUsE. aujomotok^.

for Circular of the

Axo Battery.

THF ]L£CI.ANCH£ BATTERY
Axo Battery

Complete.

149 \Ftmt isth St, if*w York.

CO.,

Poroua Oup Alone.

:

:
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ELECTRICAL^yWORDS, TERMS PHRASES.
i

ZXOXJST'C^Za',

EJ3"\7«riPJ- J.

656 Pages. 397

This Dlctionaiy Includee close upon 2,500

distinct

Words, Terms or Phrases.

Each

of the gi eat classes or (JiYisions of electrical investigation or utilization comes under
careful

For some reasons

and exhaustive treatment.

it

rather to he

deserves

called an Encyclopaedia than a dictionary.
TliB

Sctieme of Treatment

Is as

-A.. 3VE.

Price, postage prepaid, to any part of the world, $2.50.

Cloth Binding.

Illustrations.

it

3d.
When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other considerations,
has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or Diagram of the apparatus is

given.
4th.

so that

follows

To

it is

facilitate study,

an elaborate system of Cross References has been adopted,
and aliases are readily detected

as easy to find the definitions as the words,

and traced.
1st.

The words, terms and phrases

2d.

A general statement

which the

Q

by

are invariably followed

a

sliort,

concise

giving the sense in which they are correctly employed.

definition,

then follows of the Principles

of

Electrical Science

on

definition is founded.

In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure CLEARNESS, to the
end that while the definitions and explanations shall be SATISFACTORY TO THE
EXPERT ELECTRICIAN, they shall also be SIMPLE AND INTELLIGIBLE to
those who have had no training at all in electricity, or are novices in the art.

PUBInISHING

ZSIiZSCTRICIAIff
HUGH MoMILLAN, President.

'W. A.

CO.

CXO,i9L<3 0,

Xi.a.Ek:ii3SXX>SI 33r7ZXJI>XKrCI-,
JACKSON,

XXjIIiXN-OXS.

FRANK E. SNOmr, Seoy and Treas.

Vioe-Preaident.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC TRACTION

CO.,

IDEanSOIT, 2v£ICIIORGANIZED TO CONSTRUCT, EQUIP AND OPERATE

Railways By Elrot^riq

©TR.E1RT

Mot:^orb,

Embracing Ne-vr and Valuable Patents covering improvements which are necessary for

ECONOMICAL OPER ATION AND HIGH EFFICIENCY.
FRANK
Contains

new

features that

B.

will

RAE, ELECTRICAL ENCINEER.

commend

it

looking- for reliable, easily operated

Roads
East Detroit

in

Operation and

in

& Qrosse Pointe

Highland Park Bailway
DetroitCity Railway, Mack
Citizens Street Railway
Adrian Electric Railway

Detroit, Mich. .8 miles.
" ..3% "
"
" ..S
"
"
St. Line..
.

"

.

"

Elkhart, Ind 7
Adrian, Mich. 3
.

ROINTS
A

to ttie careful attention of Street Railway IVIanagers,
efficient apparatus for HEAVY WORK.

and

OF=

Process of Construction
Decatur Electric Street Railway
Decatur, 111
3 miles.
"
Sault Ste Marie St. Railway, Sault Ste Marie, Mich 3
"
Port Worth City Railway Co., Fort "Worth, Texas. .10
"
"
"
Fort Worth Land & St, Ry. Co.,
..15
Saginaw Union Railway Co., Saginaw, Mich
17^ "
.

.

SURERIORITV.

Single Motor Geared to Both Axles, with Improved Noiseless Flexible Gear Preventing Breaking from Sudden
Strain. Motor Truck Easily and Quickly Detachable, Etc., Etc.

Oox-resz>oxi.c].ea3.oe

Sollolted

axxd. Hm-tlLXt3.et*em

:Fu.xrxi.liBli.ed..

.

Ociobcr

s,

•WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

iRSo

CONNECTORS

WIRE
MclNTIRE'S PATENT ELECTRIC
OF THK ItKMT l.%HK
I>iil.

Applloil lor.

<:UPPKIt.

AI>F.

.Tl

Wiro Connoctorfi

tor nil (ittuit»it of

Win',

rtiiporlor lo

I'nt

TnTuiUmim

fuiil

TERMINALS.

and
for

A[>|>lli:'l

for UynariioN »»<)
Uj «iill 4iiy
of wlr».

TnrmlDftlii (or<'«lllo(C

K«iiifit

A(l<ihi.-(l

by Kl-'Clnc

l,lv;lil.

tm

Mutom, ulc,

('li<'n|)Mr thftit nuliliiroil Joiolri.

TuriiiiiialB for liiciinib'BCcnl

A|.i41ml

I'ki.

(.'iii

(foU

Lump*'
'l'iOi«|ilioiM'iitui'lVl.'i;rripli ('miiipmi1"h thrniiKliont Uiiinxl

K.-piin.ioH.un.Mu. ..lohvaiiu..!

Huu-h

Hhntruuui.ppiy houH««.

u.,;

nii.l

CaDuda.

Writ* for

prlcflii

and clmiUrti wUli

full

tnformallon to

MclNTIRE & CO., 36Crawford

Q^

FRICTION CLUTCH PULLEYS

ppHCRALOrncrANDTACTORv^

May VM, INSl). "Wi>«ri] |i..rt.>rtlyM«ll«n".l Willi III" wiirklll|f
Of yimri:lut<-llO(l, liiitli In 'Now York unit clili-iii'ii."
WKS'I'KKN HLIiCTHlc ro,,
Mov
luv

^1,
-M,

IWJ.

ButlHfuc.torlly
ifuclorlly lu

"This (Miitcli
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I'lilliiy,

Mnyjll.
li'V",

(DIum. lim

In.)

ItlMl.DtNd,

4

I.IIMBIilt CO.,

"Arknowlinlkdd

Hiiiilllo.

ttio Ix-Ht

W.

liivn

(oo

flv.i

'^"^"^

'''''>"

I

J.

of your rrlcllon <UaMli I'ul
of ttiolr work."

titiflily

H VKNKKll

WUKKM,

Wolvarlnn. Ml<h.

Jutm'^l. IHIill. "Works to a rliarm
Mail WM>i>t II In li
April In plni'ii of onn wi) liail, woulil now Ih< alma*! (VNl, lual

wnrkn
T,

Id lliiin

lirAtikai;!*."

iinil

IlKlrK

Nkw

"Wo

IHti'j.

t-uDiiot MiiAak
II.

partlr.iilHr."

YK.il.KK WOOlJ, UOAl.

and

c'lili;.,.!., 111.

Newatk, N.

St.,

factory hulldini.' In

tlin city

ATKKHA COTTA

"I Ni'w

York

If

not In

CO.,

.M f'li.
tlit»

HC. Jo««|ili,

tJottAil

Hlal*-n

'*

-

Mo.

K/ff-

tikal Wuiiil.

Send

lor July.

1889. Catalogue and

sec where and by

whom

used
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ECLIPSE WIND ENGINE CO..

(

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,
Ammeters and Voltmeters

r?>^^

of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.
CAKI'KNTIKK. IIABTHANIV
llalvaiiiimrtiTS, llfiili;rs anil liliriistals

\t)

all llic

CO.,

Wiimini'iit Makers.

"

MARK.
tVIKE!^ AND TAHLiRM.

u.]contly

Hlfiiiii [iliiot.H w>ll t»' i>l«»Ni-il 111

know

67B DECREES

Ihut a I.iihrlcjnt

l«

<'

HiiliJ.T'ed. ftiid Is tluTwtnrt* u I'KKKKcr liib«Iriil'.r wt,rrB prwlu\7^>-_ i'
tlTM UwUt pfcii olT atuiicii, la'Bvinif tin' pftrtt <tiili]t<ct Ui wnar, or i{ir«<i/ ii.> i^^-nm t4t>T
•^
r.jii»uiiiiiU.iiiof oil.
of tlin crvainit wlMnMltf. la
>'Valv4'-<>l<>ln**" I.H a iTtHliict In tlit^ hliflii>NtHUtn of llltrntlon,
tlrt'ly frui« frnin all iii^lil.t iind :i)i •ilulnly iniiic-iirnnlvo, ittiil wlttiniit 0>iutil Itx^ flbniC mtuX m<nt ttinr
»sf
iHiidity rt'llal'loCylhidtM' Lnbrlciuil ni>w mi tlio niurkfl ami will naoirwHy iiilprlr»tr jiit t..:j/' run
i

'V

m-

h

*T»iionilrnl hi'dlmdi
inoro lliiui [HiMliii'l.-t of lnwrtr U'hI
lyin imt unly lli» Ur-nt tmt
Manufacture and sale conlrolled enclusively by RELIANCE OIL & GRE4SE CO.. Clitvelind. Ohio.
s\Ml'I.>^
MtHAUKNTS WANTKI).
Wi lU- Tm N.iw r!iU»loi;ii.-. .-ir
Ittf nii>^l

WA

Have a

FIILI.,

MTttCK of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES!
And

TRADE

VALVE OLEINE:

^^J^'

w
GATE CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY

. Q-ueexi cfe Oo.
aTAXxieis
924 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

>lO ^'/>

Wis.

VowiMAniv/N
'^

OALI. A»l> KXAniNK.

JOHN W. MASON, Manager.

—C

.U
,

JL

Beloi!.

nill inako l.4»W Pricex

522 DELAWARE STREET,

-

-

BERGlMJLim

and

I>lt<>.ni>T Sliipin<-iit>«.

KANSAS CITY, MO.
Sl CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INOANDESCBNT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIANCES FOR THE EDISOH ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue B
B,

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

&

\
[

NEW YORK

CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

Correspondence

]

Street,

65

Fifth

Solicited.

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

October

s,

li:

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO
Of Every Description at Bottom

Prompt !!<i]iipments and

Prices.

Intelligent Kxecntion of Orders, Oni" Specialties.

310 North Third

Street,

TRADE MARK.

TRADE MARK-

AGENTS.

AGENTS.

ENCIIMEERINC CO.
707 and 709 Market

POND

427 'The

St., St.

Louis.

^ynaxYio

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas C

319 Ramge

Building,

By

machinery.

Rookery," Chicago.
ty.

SLrrdL
gum

Cylincier Oils.

Especially adapted for all fast runnning
Adopted by the largest
can be used continually.
Electric Plants of the West.

Free from

Second to none.

or acids.

reflltering

TAUSSIG, Agent,

43 River St.,
WRtTE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

8.

Omaha.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

^j^M|g*^^^*^

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.

^.^.^^n

Erected Ready for Service.
BPKCIAIiTIES :-The Aimiiigton &, Pima Hneina,
ard Rocking and Sheffield

(irutes,

Stpel Bollera, IreBon

Link

CHICAGO.

Stand-

Belt,

Lowe Heater, Hyatt Fitter, Blake Pump, Kortlng Injector, etc.

8EXD FOB IiATEaT CATAIiOGUES.

Lamp

The Perkins Electric

PROF.

Co.,

ARON'S

H.

ELECTRIC CDRRENT COUNTER,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE BEST

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
THE MARKET.

PATESTTBD.
Gold ISedal Awarded at Melbourne Exbibition, 1888-1889,

IN

Electric Meter ever invented. Guaranteed correct for small and lar^e currents.
Unlit tor direct two-wire, three-wire, five-wire, to nine-wite, and alternatinii ayBtem, in Blzea
number
of amperes. "Every counter meaaures correctly for a fraction of ampeie
from 15 up to any
up to Its full c paclty,"

The moat reliable

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
Long

W.

Life

and Absolutely No Discoloration.

HALM,

G.

54

Vlce-Pres. and Western

FEANKLIN

ST.,

Mgr„

Aflopred by liilEDI ElWtit & HALSK£, Berlin, GermBny; EDISON CODL
PAAIV. Berlin, Uermaiiy; fflUniClPAL. ELECTRIC liieHTXNCir WORKS,
Berlin, fjiermany. ^'Kxr.lnsively used in Paris, Tienna, Constantinople ana
other principal European cities.'*
In use by European Central Stations meaeurin? over 60 million watts. Unquestioned snperiority.
Indispensable for Central Station work. Amount of current consumed maybe ascertained at a
glance, tbe dials being conEtructed on the eame principle as the gas Meter dials. For prices and particnlarB, address

CBICAGO, ILL.
soli: manijfactijkeb

STORED ELECTRICITr.

BEEKMAN STREET,

21

The BOOK

THE TRADE.

for

WHIPPLE'S
Electrical

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO

ELECTRIC EEFORTS.
The 1889 Edition

contains:

Full Data of aU the Central Stations of

Amer'ca, with

officers, etc.

Full Lists of the Classified

Trades and Kindred
Full

Central

Station

Isolated

Liglitiii,

Plants.
All Electric

Car

Lists

of

LiilitinE,

wiih complete Data.
OtHcers and Members of

all

Electric As-

Complete Lists of Electrical
Liglitini.

Etc.,

Etc.,

Supplementary

IBE ONL: S7STSM WHICB COMFLETEL? DISPLACES

HI

to

502 Phenix Building.

DETROIT OFFICE,
30 Atwater

St.,

East.

Special and Experimental

IWIACHINERY.
a Specialty.

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPAIRING.

LOCKWOOD
AMMETER

and POLARITY

INDICATOR.
The Toledo ELECTRto Company,
Arc and Incandescent Lights and IMotors
4:!i

and

484 St. Ulair St.,

Etc.,

Etc.

Beiit.

The LockwQod Instrument Co,, Detroit,
Qenti.kmen:— Your favor of the 9th is

n,

1S89.

MIcti.

at

band

and ctintentB noted, and I shoalcl tiave answered
Itefore had 1 not been overrun with \Aork.
In
regard to the

Ammeter

can only say Llmt

I

wish

iind
1

Imd

Polarity Indicator 1
it on every machine

in the station, as it eQtir*»]y does awny with all
possibility of circuits "upside down," ;ind the
conseqaent poor light and niirned carbon holders.

the Directory,

N. C.

Sincerely 3011 rs,
STEVENS. Seo'y and Man'gr.

The Thomson-Houston Electric Libht

Subscription Price,

CHICAGO OFFICE,

DESIGN ER AND MANUFAC TURER.

THE "ELECTRIC REPORTS"
Are published on the

THE ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATOR COMP'Y,
44 Broadway, New York.

Publica-

tions.

fitc,

CHICAGO,

ToLKlio, O.,

and Horse Street Railways,

sociations.

Loni Distance

ST.,

Electrical

Workers, Manufacturers, etc.
Full Lists of Isolated Phnts.
Full Lists of Telephone Stations,
Gas Companies and Data concerning
them.
Gas Companies running Electric Light

LitlitinE,

Railroad

Electrical

In'erests.

Alphabetical

F0REE(4a)BAIN,

Large Dynamos and Motors for Special Work
built CO Order. Coal Mining Haulage

AHD

STREET CAR PROPULSION.

NEW YORK.

'

Electrical Expert^

ELECTRICAL
DIRECTORY

Storage Batteries,

-

84 MARKET

HATIOHAIi

Accumulators or

anb importer.

flret

of each monlli.

-

$10

-

per Year.

FRED. hT~WHIPPLE,
DETROIT, MICH.
"Tlio Elpctric Railway," and
"Ifliinicipal Ijiuiitiii;;'," two books
of the times, price $1.00 and $2.00 each,
according to binding.

Detroit, Mich. Sept

Co.,

10, 1889.

Lockwood Instrument Co., Detroit, MIcti.
GENTi.EMEN-ltglves ino great pleaeuTP to Indorse f,'Ood article.
The Lockwood Ammeter
11

and Polarity Indicator is ''one ol" the finest." We
had all oar clrculte e(|iiippfMl whh them aliont
nine iiioiithK fti:jo, and tliey have been In use con-

Ilnuouely ever Hlnce.
They have given me abeoliitely no trouble
whateiver. On the otlier hand, ibey havt? been of
the greatest assistanceto nie ia maintaining our
reputation for good service.
T can lionestlv say
I should lie very sorry to be without them again.
I remain yonrs very re.spectfulJy,
WM, A. MAYES. Firat Dynamo EngiDeer,
ThomBon-Hbuston Eiec. Lt. Co., Detrolt,Mich.

,

October

5,
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18R9,

THE BEST or ALL
THE WHLTER

K.

FREEMHN

SYSTEM
TRANSFORMER
INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
OF

';o'</«a«^.g#':'

We Guarantee
f'jrtnera

lii

16-C.

1*.

and Dijnatnosfor two

Our Apparatus

Limps for each Mechanical H. P. applied to Ujinamo.— We Guarantee our Trans-

years,

and sell our Appirattia upon

its

S at

facto nj Performance.

ii>

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically,

is of

WE GUARANTEE

GET THE BEST!

ITS

OPERATION, AND

GET THE CHEAPEST!

CORRESPOMCENCE SOLICITED.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG.
GEO.
H. H.

B.

HAVDEx,

EAU QLaAIRE, wis.
SHAW, - General Manag^er.

pkesident.
Vice-President.

FITCH GILBERT,

CO.,

WALTER
C.

K,

FREEMAN,

KAMMEYER,

Electrician.

Supeeestejjdkxt,

r. e.

rust. SECRBrAEv.

GEO.

T.

THOMPSON, Tbbasibek.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

.October

5,

tS

THE

BUTLER HiRD ROBBER COHPANT
ifO.

33

MERGER

ST.,

NEW YORK,

INVITE ATTENTION TO THEIR

BAHERY CELLS
MANUFACTURED UNDER

KIEL'S PATENTS

FOR

STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES.
UNEQUALED FOR STRENGTH, DURABILITY, RESISTANCE
TO ACIDS, AND INSULATING PROPERTIES.

CHEAPER THAN ANY CELL

HARD RUBBER,
KIELi'S

SHEET, ROD

PATENT.

-AND-

TTJiBinsrca-.
HABD

IBBEB ELECTRICAL

THE MARKET.

Well adapted

to Electri-

Purposes at a considerable REDUCTION from
standard prices.
cal

GOODS OF EVERK DESCRIPTION MANDFACTDRED.

Correspondence Solicited from

PRIGi; LIST

IN

all

Manufactnrers of Electrical Hacbinery and Appliances.

AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

October

5,
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A PRACTICAL A ND COMME BCIAL SUCCESS.

The Thonsoii-Ho nston Elec tric
ECONOMICAL,

DURABLE,

y Systea.

II

RELIABLE.

llfeTT^i

HIW TYPE THOMSON-EOnSTON

ELIOISIO B4ILWAT TEDCK.

RESULT OF ONE YEAR'S WORK.
KAILWAY CONTRACTS OF THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTEIC RAILWAY

CO.:

Alliance Street Railway Co., Alliance, O.
Naumkeag Street Ry,, Salem, Mass.
Atlanta & Edgewood Street Railway Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Newburyport & Aniesbury Horse Ry. Co., NetcburyAttleboro, ^o. Attleboro & Wrenthani Street Railway Co.,
port, Mass.
Attleboro, Mass.
Newport Street Ry. Co., Newport, R. I,
Aniericus Street Railway Co., Americua, Ga.
Newton Street Ry, Co., Newton, Mass.
Auburn Electric Railway Co., Auburn, N. Y.
Nay- Aug Cross Town Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Bangor Street Railway Co., Bangor, Me.
Omaha & C. B. Ry. and Bridge Co., Omaha, Neb.
Belt Line Railway Co., Lynn, Mass,
Omaha Motor Ry. Co., Omaha, Neb.
Brooklyn Street Railway Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Ottawa Electric St. Ry. Co., Ottawa, HI.
Ottumwa Street Ry. Co., Ottumwa, Iowa.
Central Passenger Railway, Louisville, Ky.
Plymouth & Kingston Ry. Co., Plymouth, Mass.
Central Railway Co., Peoria, HI.
Quincy St. Ry. Co., Quincy, Mass.
Citiniens' Electric Street Railway, Decatur, HI.
Redbank & Sedbright Ry., Redbank, N. J.
Colerain Avenue Railway Co., Cincinnati, Ohio,
Richmond St. Ry. Co., Richmond, Ind.
Danville Street Car Co., Danville, Ya.
Derby Sorse Railroad Co., Ansonia, Conn.
Rochester Electric Ry. Co., Rochester, N. T.
Des Moines Electric Ry. Co., Des Moines, Iowa.
Revere Street Ry. Co., Revere, Mass.
Eckington & Soldiers Home Ry. Co., Washington, D. C. Ross Park Street Ry. Co., Spokane Falls, W. T.
East Harrisburg Passenger Railway, Harrisburg, Pa. Riverside and Suburban Ry. Co. Wichita, Kan.
Fulton Co, Street Ry. Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Scranton Passenger Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Hillside Coal Co., Scranton, Pa.
Scranton Suburban St. Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Seattle Electric Ry. <& Power Co., Seattle, W. T.
Hoosac Valley Street Ry., North Adanm, Mass.
Southington ifr Plantsville Ry. Co.. Southington, Conn.
Joliet Street Ry. Co., Joliet, HI.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Myrtle Street Line) Lynn, Third Ward St. Ry. Co,, Syracuse. N. T.
Topeka Rapid Transit Co., Topeka, Kan.
Mass.
Toledo Electric Ry. Co., Toledo. Ohio.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Nahant Line) Lynn, Mass,
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Crescent Beach Line) Lynn, University Park Ry. and Electric Co. Denver. Col.

Mass.

Lynn & Boston Railroad

Co., (Highland Line)

Tine St. Ry., Kansas
Lynn, Mass, Water vliet Turnpike

City,

Mo.

& R. R

Co.,

Albany, N.

Y.

McGavock £ Mt. Vernon Horse Ry., Nashville, Tenn. Wheeling Ry. Co., WTieeling, W. Ya.
West End St. Ry. Co., Boston, Mass.
Metropolitan Street Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo.

:>^^r
Brookljm. Street Eailway Co.

Des Moines Electric Kailway Co.
Eckington & Soldiers' Home Railway Oo.
Julien Electric Traction Co.
Seattle Electric

Railway

& Power Co.

T<I

^ICDINT^:
Lynn & Boston Street Railway Co.
Omaha & Council Bluffs Railway & Bridge

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

Co.

Revere Street Railway Co.
"Wheeling Railway Co.
West End Street Railway Co.

148 Michigan Ave.,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

171

RANDOLPH STREET,

C-H-I-C-^^-O-O
ESASTBBN OFFIGB AND FACTORIES^

ANSOMIA, CONN.

!
October

5,
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A REVOLUTION
Send

for Full Particulars Regarding the

New

BRUSH ALTERNATING CURRENT
LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING SYSTEM.
Coa:3:ipa,rLi©s Ca,n.n.ot -Afford, to B-ul-;^ or

TJs©

.A-2rL3r

Otli.er.

The Brush "Coreless" Alternating Current Dynamo.
Brush Arc and Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus. Brush Electric Motors
and Power Generators, Brush Carbons, Storage Batteries, Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CHICAGO OFFICE:

225

DEARBORN

ALEX. KEMPT. Special

ST.
Agt.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Eastern Office;

PACIFIC COAST agents:

CO.,

36 Onion Square, N. Y.

Tie

MMm

Electric

UiW

BAN FRANCISCO.

Oo..
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FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIBHT COMPANY,
f^ox^t

W

st,-yxxGm Xxica.la.xi.A.

Manufacturers of the

SLATTERY

INDUCTION

SYSTEM

out

OF

INMDESCENT
AND

The Most Carefully Workedand Oomplete Alternating

System of Electric Lighting in
Existence.

LIGHTlfi,

THB^

Armattires

JENNEY SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

OF

Lamps

ARC LIGHTING.

and

Convertera

12—16 Candle Power

to the Mechanical

Hotm

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK
I

15

OFFICE:

BROADWAY,
Boreel BIdg.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS.

FORT WAYNE,

IND.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,
907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.
OFFICE, 217 Sansome St.

SAN FRANCISCO

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.

THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

CO.,

"""H"*"-

.

EVERY SATURDAY.

$8 perSAnnum.

CHICAGO, OCTOBER

Vol. V.

12.

I

O cents per Copy.

1889.

No. 15

SCHAEFER ELECTRIC MFC. CO.
Lanips from

Incandescent

OOMI'I.F.TB INHTAIil/ATIOM
P. 0.

10 to

OK IKCANDKUCKNT

BOX 3068, BOSTON. MASS.

TlifiHoltZGr-CatiDtElficlricCB.

100 Canillc-Power.

MAM

PIjAlVTil.

FACTORY AT CAMBRIDGEPORT.

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

THE

C'ATA I.04; I

!illO

JOHN

H.

CHEtVER,

PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

Treas., IS

VULCANIZED RUBBER FABRICS
For nrrhanleal

Standard Underground Cable Co., Mf'rs,

PENN

AVE.,

-

PITTSBURGH, PA.

-

WlttiSmnoili .M>>lalll':I(ul>b<irHnrtsc«r«roK

OD Dynamna
(

BRAN'iHE^:

awUt

riinDlri^' niactiloea.

Bofiton. t'flhuat-lfititi.Clgvtland, Dgtroit. CliicKf.

i:'i>^

mnntl St

THETheASHTON
VALVE^O.
Ashton
Blow Back

for durable and high
by a record of over

Tlio .^.silxtoxx Xjiools. Sn.rot3r 'V7'*X-ve,
rixo .A.isIa.toxx \A/a.tex- Zlellef '^'m.l.Trm.

The acknowledged Standard

and Power.
Tfllegrapti and Telephone,
Railway and all other
Branches olSlgnollng.

Electric Light

all

electrical purposes.

Aerial tise,

All

Sizes

Subterranean Use.
Submarine Use
Concealed Wiring

I nnti cncasea
FnnnvnH niret.
Winnt
'Baa

In all Locationa.

Noiseless

THE ASHTON VALVES

i6DeySt..NEW YORK.

j;«-»-^''«'«p"'*'''>n"i><i"«.b.r,o..p.rf«..*

THEIR SAFETY VALVES '^Z^^r^i'^^:^^t^\}^^;^^Si^
THEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES r;;.,X'i*ko^ir."4..^rl'S;fiS
Simple

McGLEES, General Manager,

in con^tnicllon.

ever speed the

now to tte iDftrket.
rrvMor« of ilin b«>M

Aiitonmtic In acMnn, Perfectly CoDtrolllDc lUe
pump ts worklof;.

eni,' n»* «.r

I

Western

io',

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
Insulation.
Its merits proved
quarter of a century. Adapted to

B.

aQ<l

VULCANITE EMERY WHEELS. RUBBER MATS.
MATTING AND STAIR TREaOS.

BRANCH OFFICES:] ^"7
^°**»^'""%fl<*;^^"f'''f;«„^1 39 E. Madison St., F. E. Degenhardt, M'g'r,
Chicago,

E.

I'urpoiM'M

ilKLTlWU

.TIAC'III.VK

General Offices, 708

K,

BOSTON, MASS.

Arch Street,

EWYORKBELTING&PACKINCCO.

inr.A.RIN'G

ELECTRIC LICHT WIRES AND CABLES.

A.M> DKAI.I.KM IN

tiV

EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL.
MKNM FOR
PAUK
111

Estimates Furnished on Application.

KACTI UMIIM

Klefti'ic Co..

AslitonValTeCo. ZTlFranWinSt, Boston,

I'liiciii^o. III., Sole Agents for the West.

i

"".^^pV^hs

SIX L.ak»
•>;

ttt

,

U wkfl^

CIliCAUO.

Llt».rlT ."t,

NBW YORK

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,
Sols Manufacturers of

mu

hIeTme

to,

Fire -Proof

COWLES* PATENTED

and Weather - Proof

ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE.

PUSH-BUTTON

B

C

SHEHiXjS.
AND

NEW

YCRK.

^N9>^JtAT10t*.

CoM^

J.~Copp«r Wire
R. B.—Two Braids, saturated wiih Fire-Proof IntuUtloo.
C^—BaidmA
•tturated with a BlacJt, Wkathkr-Proop Compo»itIon.
Approvci) by Ncur York Board of Fire Underuriien. Samples furnUhed upoo p^'BcaticB. Pnf«
iric Copper Wire, bare ami covered, of every de&cnpcioa.

WAREROOMS'
95 CHAMBERS STREET,

A

^^rnimi'''""-^"^'"
CUT SHOWING STVLB OF

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

B

FACTORIES:
^*' **^^ ^"'^
ANSONIA,
and 135 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Hi.

Bii^

'"<' ^' ^^^^
i '^

n 33

CONN.

THE HEISLER PATENT LONB DISTANCE
IHCAMSCEin ELECm UGHT SYSTEM.
UNEQUALED FOR DISTRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.
"Awarded

the Highest Distinction, a Gold Medal, by the International
Jury at the Universal Exposition, Paris, 1889."

Specially adapted for Street. Commercial, and DoniPsUc Illumination from Central MaPlant may be located where Power can be securid C'heai>eal. even if mllfs d^t^r" fr
I'i
Safety, Kjliabillty, and Financial Success fully drrannsirMt£.l.
theSlmplesi, Cheapest, and most Efticlcnt. S'tictly Series. Noltd fa the 1'
Life
without
I.odj;
Beauty of the Light. Lamps, 10 to 100 Candle Power:
Greatest Prnduclon of Candle Power per Horse Power. Dynamo Self Contalneil aoJ P«rfectly Autoinatic.

m

tlona.
thi-

Mglulng.

ISKNn

FOR CIRCUI.AK.

COHRKBPOSTDEXCK SOUflTF.n.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LICHT CO.,MO-

S0!)-8lr South 7th Stteet,

ST.

LOUIS,

INCANDESCENT

I.I«iHTiX«i
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October

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
£lectric
liighting Apparatus.

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
115 Broadway, New Yoek, N. Y.
315 W. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
116 Gravier St., New Orleans, La.
503 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.
319 N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.
334 Montgc^ery St., San Pkancisco, Cal.
.

.

12, iS

CO.,

Electric Railiiray

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

No better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus
can be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps
operated by Gas Companies in this country, over 11,000, or
52 per cent., are Thomson-Houston. The dynamo is entirely
automatic in its regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in operation.
The lamps burn steadily
and uniformly, and hold their adjustment better than any
other lamps on the market.
\iji^

Arc Dynamo.

Our direct current incandescent dynamo

is

rapidly gain-

ing favor with practical electric lighting men, as
features of excellence are recognized.
its

regulation

is

its

many

Like the arc dynamo

automatic, permitting any number of lamps

to be thrown on or off without in the least affecting the

others in service.

Our incandescent lamps have an un-

equaled record for long

Direct Cnrrent Incandescent

life.

Dynamo.

The problem of long distance incandescent lighting is
practically solved by the alternating current dynamo, and to
meet the demand for a machine of this character we have
constructed what

is

unquestionably the most perfect alterna-

tor offered the public to-day, embracing as

features that combine to

it

make a perfect dynamo

does, all the

—automatic

regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

ency, and

Alternating; Current

economy of

effici-

operation.

Dynamo.

The employment of electric motors for driving small mais becoming so common, and its advantages so well
known, that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction.
In the construction of our motors we feel that we have reached
a point where their superiority cannot but be admitted.
chinery

LIGHTNING ARRESTER. —All

of our installations are

protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which

we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every instance.
Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus injured by
Jltiti;::

ning where these arresters

fail

to operate.

The
light-

October

12,
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CHAS.D.JENNEY&CO.

QUEEN CITY ELECTRIC CO

'9

-manika<;ti;uki« ok-

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
TWO

FIRST PRIZE COLD MEDALS 1688.
MOST EFFICIENT.

DVN

\M(i

MOST EFFICIENT.

M OTOR

25 to 600

1-8 to

50

LIGHTS'

CAPACITY.
— AND —

Fllty II. P. Conxtnnt otentlitl Slolor.

ECONOMICAL.

ELEYATORS.

We give

For both Arc and Incandescent Oircuits, from 1-2 to 100 and
H. P. All of our Motors have Self-Oilhtg Boxes.

s.

ILLINOIS ST.,

-

READY.

Motors for Running

THE-

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
224

Power.

ISOLATED PLANTS and C ENTRAL STA TIONS FULLY ERECTED.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
-OI»

Horse

FANS, PUMPS AND

GENERAL MACHINERY.

an Absolute Guarantee regarding Materials, AVorkmanship

Efficiency.

OFFICE, FACTORY

& 60 LGoportli

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 58

.IJ^D

SAI.KMROOTI.

St„ CINCINNATI, 0.

Tlr^]

liMBiiimMrai

COMPAKY.
NEW YORK.

INSULATING COMPANY,
MANLlfACTCRERS OF-

ELECTRIC

Vulcanized India-Rubber Cables

to
C.

any Specification up to 8,000 Megohms per
mile.

LIGHT,

Office:

LOW

VOLTAGE.

^tlARIXE COKES,

Millage or Bpeciflcatlon, up to 9.000
knot.

2-CIBClTIT

Silk,

Hemp

42 Exchaiige Place.

VICTOR SCHALLER.Treas.
Factory:

P.

CLAUS. Supl.

162 and 164 W. 2?tli

St.

or Cotton.

Dynamo Wires and Cables;
Every Variety

STRAKDED

Prest.

Absolutely Pure Rubber Cables.
Concentric Cables, any ^[illage.
Flexible Cords,

HIGH OR

SCHUMACHER.

of

any

to

Megohms

per

COXCEXTRIC CABLES

of any Millage, both circuits, 0,000
knot.

very pliable

Incandescent Cores.

Megohms

MARINE

ptr

PORTABLES. Silk, Cotton & Hemp.
BELL WIRE. Rubber Cov'd for Marine Work.
PLIABLE CABLES FOR SEARCH

XA"*"V

ELECTRIC LIGHT
INSTALLATIONS.

LIGHTS.
Three and Two- ffire Cables,

UNDER WATER
—AND-

UNDERGROUND.

cation,

up

to 8.000

Megohms

to

any

Specifi-

per knot.

Cables of Oenuine Hooper Core, of High
Insulation and Long Life, all MUlages,
made Concentric after a New Metliod, If required,

,

|

i

Our Dynamo is cast in one piece, and combines indestructible solidity with the greatest simplicity of design and
compactness; the highest efficiency with a total absence of
"W"oiJK:]yEA.i>rsi3:i:p c3-"cr.A.ii.A.isra?:E3E3D.
the many objectionable features of the machines heretofore
in use. No outside magnetism. Current generated without
CITY,
A.
NEW YORK
U. S.
OFFICES: !5g FRONT ST.,
sparking, therefore steady light, and small wear of brushes
and commutator.
W. M. HABIRSHAW. F. C. 8. Cen. Mana£;er.
1

.\ll

Iheubov.' Cables uiHi Coivs havt- bcfii ext«'nsivi>ly >is,>4l in Tli.'jit.Ts.rubnr Uiiililiii^.
llotels. Breweries. Mines, Clieiuical Works, Steamers and \achts.

'

'
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FHE:
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CO

CjVR^BtOl^

TVA!X"rO]^y4.t,

12,

01e^s7-ela,n.d., 01i.io.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS a™ BATTERY

M ATEBIAI..

THE HAWKEYE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING
3D.A.A7-E3Xn»OH.T,

CO.,

IOX»«7-.A..

CELEBRATED THONE SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT AUTOMATIC APPARATUS,
Electric Motors, (Generators for lechanical

Oc^za.tx*etotc>x*s

Motor

Dynamos

Automatic

Circuits.

for

Lining

Plants.

for CORRESPONDENCE
Oom;jDloto ESlootrio I^la,iits.
SOLICITED.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

EN6INEERIN6

JARVIS

CO.,
OLIVER STREET,

61

CUAKLES

J.

KINTNER.

WM.

S.

Electrical

Experts

and

Electrical

Engineers,

Screenings.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.
.T.

LESTER WOODBRIDGE.

mrOODBRIDGXS & TURNER,

Electrical Engineers

and Contractors.

COmPIiETB EQUIPaiENT OF ELECTRIC BAIIiWATS.
Steam Plants

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coal and Coke

TURNER.

PAGET & KIIffTNZSR^
aod

& POWER

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

tosTFosir.

IEONARD PAGET.

Gbemical

ELECTRIC LIGHT

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

for Electric Light

and Power.

Arc and incandescent Lights Installed.

Designs anci Kstimates Submitted.

V-a Cortla.xica.t Stxreet, XS'eyn^ "yorls..

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC

CO., ^"''^tJ^tS'^'o^i'^'''"'

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION

CO.,

^-«°" ^'
Storage Batteries,

««»*'«

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS
MAIVUFACTUBEBSIOF

Automatic Electric Motors.

NEW YORK

INSULATED WIRE

CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Grimshaw White

Core,

insrSTJL^TEID

AND

CABLES,
TAPES.

We

Carry a Full Line of these
Goods at Factory Prices
Write for Quotations.

WE CLAIM FOE THESE MOTORSi
SIMPLICITY, REGULARITY,
HIGH EFFICIENCY, AND

UNSURPASSED WORKMANSHIP.
MANUFACTURED FOE

EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL.

54 and 56

Franklin Street,

Arc and Incandescent

Circuits.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS,

October

12,
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1889

o^xvid^ i-oi^ ELECTRIC RAILWAYS
THE ON1.Y AWARD
AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION OF 1889

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC
THK MOHT rKKKKCT
''OB

JOHNSON,

f. H.

I.

Prii-^lileiit.

J.

Sprague Electric Railway ^

rMaY

HVHTK.n OK

SI'IIAUilC,

K.I.K4

AND MOTOR

TKK' IC/tll.WAV
A.

VIct-rrrtiiiiinl.

IVIotor Co., 16

SOHEISrECT^DY,

».

^

niVlS.

Sl':rtllir:j

and Trtaiurtr.

Broad

18

CO.,

I'MKMT.

Ktll'l

St.,

New

York.

Y.,

IST.

MANOKACTnaERS OF

Insulated Wires, Flexible Cords and Gables for Telephone, Telegraph
JAMES

F.

KELLY, General Sales

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC
A. H.

19 Dey Street,

Accent,

CO.

New

York.

ELECTRIC HEAT REGULATOR

ZENNER, Manager.

Saves Coal,
Saves Doctor's Bills,
Saves Labor;
Automatic, .Simple anrl Durable iDsurcs uniform tcmpc-ratare
throughout the house; no heater complete without it-, can be
applied to any kind of heating apparatiu. Try one, and t>e con-

CONTRACTORS AND JOBBERS.

;

GENERAL ELECTRICAL CONSTRDCTION AND SDPPLIES.
1521 FARNAM ST., OMAHA, NEB.

vinced.
If

Pumpelly StoraRC Batteries, Standard Underground Cable Co. 'a Wires, Celebrated
Waring Cables and Conduits, Paiste Switches, Stoddard Cut-Outs, Thomson- Houston
Motors and Dynamos, Sawyer-Man Lamps and Specialties, Combination Fixtures
and Electroliers, Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co.'s Supplies, Wing's Disc Fans and E.xhausts. Electric Lighting and Supplies, Electric House Furnishings, Bell Hangers,
Sundries, Complete Steam Plants.
O.r. ANNETT.

r

S. F.

Presl.

FENTON,

Vlcc-Prest. and Treaj.

not eold

In

your town writo OB for Illuntrat«d r Irrular and

CONSOLIDATED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING

CHAS. SIDVET SinTH, ivfj

KOOMS, 200 ami

The

Fire and Burglar Alarma.

United Electric Go.

BT. LOTJIS.

Electilcal Apparatus and Supplies,

Telegraph Instrumenta.

UNIFORM

SALT LAKE

Wire Bnd Butteries.

Cliy,

•

liOi:

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

Electro-Medical Apparatus.
Electric Lighting.

CO.,

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING &M'F'G CO.

Hotel UDd llouHU AonuDclatorB.
Electric Gas Lighting.

price..

IN QUALITY,

LONG LIFE AND GOOD UGHT.

UTAH.

DJL

PARTRICK h CARTER'S
-0

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO

I^J^TEITT

NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS
WITH

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

PATENT LOCK ATTACHIillENT
FOR

RAILROAD CARS

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

AND

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

STEAMSHIPS.
For Prices and Further Particulars See Our Catalogue.

Central Stations for Power Distribution.

FRANKLIN

S.

CARTER.

CHAS. M. WILKINS.

E.

WARD

WILKLVS.

TB.ADIXe AS

PARTRICK « CARTER,
Msnafacln^.^^ -f and [leilers in

STATIONARY MOTORS.

ELECTRI CAL

STORAGE BATTERIES.

l\(n

Descripl;

-.

:'

S UPPLIES

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS.

We make

a Specially of Bellifi, I>lsqne Leclanrhe Batterlen, U%» \A%h.tkm%
Apparatus, and a Full Line of ^applien for F.lertrlr Bell ^% ork.

Executive Offices:

115 BROADWAY,

NEW

YORK.

I

14 South

Second

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Established

Factory:

JERSEY CITY,

1S67.

N. B.— CaUlognee nill bo sent to u>y address nton applicaUon.

N.

J.

card for dlsconut ebeets.

If lo the trmde

UcIom

biulBcaa
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SOLE BUILDBHS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine

ALUS

P.

RBUANCE WORKS.
especially adapted for electric plants
of all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled,

CO.,

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Is

IT IS TJSIEQTJAIjED

&

MaDufactnrers of and Dealers In

Pulleys, Cears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

fob ECOWOM'^ of FTJEL, BEQTJLAKIT'S' OF
AMD mjRABHiITT IN UBB.

UOTION,

CHICAGO BRANCH,

W rite for our CatalogneH

41 aii 43 SOUTH JEFFERSON

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO. EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC

ST,

CO.

MOTORS

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

FOR

FOR

Arc

Incandescent Circuits

%

WODNI> FOB ASY CURKBJtT.

ARC-LIGHT CIRCDITS.

PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

SIMPLE. RELIABLE. DTJRABLB.
The only

safe socket for series lamps,

Mighly

Send for

680

F. VI.

Illustrated Catalogue.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

COM
POIJ M n
\*\*mr\J\im3,
16 Sizes, 6 to 600 H. P.

HORNE, Manager

WESTERN AND SOUTHERN
1

CHICAGO OFFICE. 80 Adams

GEORGE CUTTER,

Street,

1

EAST ADAMS STREET,

Engine

for

'''

ST. LOUIS.
KANSAS CITY,

AUTOMATIC

Well

Built,

Economical,

Washington Ave.
312 Union AvenSe.
I
302, 304

,„
FajTbanks
,;,„.„,

J

"

'^°1330 Seventeenth Street, (
OMAHA,
1619 Capitol Avenue, F. C. Ayer.
PINE BLUFFS, Ark.
Geo. M. Dilley & Sons.
SALT LAKE CITY, 269 S. Main St.
Utah & Montana
BUTTE, MONT.
E. Granite St.
Machinery Co.
f

'Ilflsi,"!*''^.''-

DENVER,

3.000 in use in a ll parts of the Civilized World

JUNIOR.
AH
EHMHE

CHICAGO.

-

NEW

HICH FUEL DUTY AND SIMPLICITY.

STANDARD.

-

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
YORK,
17 Cortlandt Street,
1 nToot;n„>,™,„„
BOSTON,
Hathaway Building,
i^S'™?''Sf.S
PITTSBURGH,
WestinKhouseBuuSing, f '^'"T?,^^^"
'^''•
ISB,
l58Xake Street,
CHICAGO,
J
PHILADELPHIA, 608 Chestnut St., M. E. MucklS, Jr. & Co.

CONDENSING OR
of

STATES.

Ag'!nt

NON-CONDENSING.

Hot yet equaled iy any form

and Economical,

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

and the only

socket having insulating material for the outside
parts.

Efficient

I

6 Sizes

In

Stock, 5 to

50

H. P.

SAN FRANCISCO, 21 and23 Fremont St., Parke & Lacy Co.
PORTLAND, OR. 33, 35 N. Front St., Parke & Lacy Mch. Co.
CHARLOTTE, N.C. 36 CoUege St., |.t,^„t.
a t„..,„w„= r.„
h The D. A. Tompkms Co.
ATLANTA.GA.
45 S. Pr&r St.

OHEAPEE TIAH A SLIDE VALVE.
Reliable,

Over 300

sold the first year.

I All the above buUt stnctly to Gauge with Interchangeable Parts.
Bepairs Carried in Stock. Send for Illustrated cfatalogues.
I

DALLAS. TEX.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

W.

D.

SARGENT,

Pres.

JNO. A. BARRETT, V.Pres. and Cons. Elec.

E

H.

CUTLER,

Keating Imp.

Treas. and Mgr.

C. E.

FRANK

THE ELEKTRON MFC.
Cor. Jay

and Plymouth

Sts.,

& Mch. Co.

James *

A.

Co.

PERRET,

Elec.

CO.,

Brooklyn, N. T.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS and DYNAMOS
Automatically Regulated, Unexcelled in Simplicity

and Durability.
THE ONLY MACHINES HAVING

Laminated Field Magnets

of

Softest Charcoal

Iron-^^iitto

BY MEANS OF WHICH

HigtierEiGieDcy, Closer Regulation and Slower Speed
ARE OBTAINED THAN

IS

POSSIBLE OTHERWISE.

Careful Investiaatior: Invited.

October

1

2,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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EDISON SYSTEM.
BEST IN EVERY WAY.
MOST ECONOMICAL.
CHEAPEST.

SAFEST.
SIMPLEST.

MOST RELIABLE.
MOST UNIVERSAL
IN ITS APPLICATIONS.

Models of Engineering

Skill.

Handsome Investments.

CENTRAL

Perfect satisfaction to consumers.
Power sold in any amoiint cheaper than steam power.
Current for Storage Batteries, Electro-plating, Etc.
Current to replace all Chemical Batteries.
Current for operating Electric Railways.
Absolute safety to life.
Hundi'eds of Stations in towns from 2,000 population to largest cities.
Perfect, Simple and Cheap Meters for sale of light or current for any use.
Only perfect underground system.
Underground Systems in use since 1882, and perfectly reliable.
Fundamental Patents absolutely controlling— now in courts.

—

—

ISOLATED
PLANTS.

WIRING
OF

BUILDINGS
-AND-

—

16 candles each per horse power.
12 lamps
Guaranteed average life 600 hours.
With Coal at %i per ton, light as cheap as by gas at 60 cents per thousand
Over 1,000 Isolated Plants in use.
No one having power can aftbrd to use any other light.
Absolute safety from fire.

feet.

Perfect satisfaction guaranteed.
Large saving guaranteed over any gas or any other electric system.
Dynamos perfectly automatic.
Lamps perfectly uniform.
All devices incombustible.

Have your building wired while in process of construction.
Have it wired by a thoroughly responsible concern.
Have it wired by a concern you are likely to buy a plant from
Have it wired by company owning fundamental patents.
Have it wired by company having longest experience.
Have it wired with porcelain wiring devices.
Have it wired under rigorous specifications.

A

building

is

in

future.

better not wired than wired poorly.

Poor wiring will cause you trouble and expense
ous from fire.

forever,

and

is

extremely danger-

The Edison Company guarantees everything it makes, everything it does and everything
Address
it says, and is absolutely responsible.

UNITED EDISON MFB.
LEONARD & IZARD COMPANY,

CD.,

65 5th

Gen'l Agents Central States,

Ave,, N. Y. City.
THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

October

MOTOR
& C." ELECTRZC
NEW YORK.
GREENWICH

"C.

12,

1889

CO.,

STREET,

402-4

EFFICIENT
ELECTRIC

AUTOIVIATICALLY

MOTORS.

REGULATED.

Manufactured for Arc and Incandescent Oircuits.

NEW ENGLAND OFFICE:

32

Oliver Street, Boston.

WESTERN OFFICE:

Phenix Building, Chicago,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE: 301 Arch St.
SOUTHERN OFFICE: 25 Carondelet

JOHN STEPHENSON

Street,

New

Orleans.

CO.,

]_iis^ite:o,

XTEW VORK.
STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

THE ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT
For Passenger Trains,
Freight Trains,
Steamboats, and
Burglar Alarms.
No more

accidents from breaking in two of trains.

^^/

c^-

In use on the

MICHIGAN CENTRAL and ROCK ISLAND, and other leading roads being
rapidly equipped.

PARRISH BROS.

&

PECK ELECTRICAL

CHICAOO OFFICE, Eooms 324 & 325

^

CO.,
'^^J

Phoenix Building.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC
Chicago Office,
N. Y. Office,

35 Broadway.

I

I

r

<#

<^

CO.,

Metropolitan Block.

Boston, 105

Summer

St.

Cincinnati, Carlisle BIdg.

THE MATHER INCANDESCENT SYSTEM.
Superior to

all

others

in efficiency

and

reliability of

Lamps and Dynamos.
ll'.M.'lJ'tlt.

From one-half horse-power upward, for constant potential circuits, perfectly selfregulating without special mechanism. Motors also for constant current circuits. Motors
wound for any desired potential.

Octobef

12,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

i88<,

Ix

CANDEE "IMPROVED"
WEATHERPROOF LINE WIRE,
THE BEST WIRE

WE

IN

THE MABKET.

HAVE A FULL STOCK

And Can Make Shipments

IN

ALL SIZES,

at once at Reasonable Prices.

SEND IN YOUR ORDERS.
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR
Incandescent Light SuppHes.

Railway Supplies.
Telegraph Supplies.
Electro Medical Supplies.
Electric

LOW

PRICES,

Arc Light Supplies.
Telephone Supplies.
House Goods Supplies.
Electric Gas Lighting Supplies.

PROMPT SHIPMENTS, SUPERIOR GOODS

SEND FOR 250 PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS.

,^°

'^<.

CO.,

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS.

42 LA

SALLE ST.,

TRADE VAPK.

WIRES, CABLES, TAPE AND TUBING.

CHICAGO.

WIRES, CABLES, TAPE AND TUBING.

:

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

SEND FOR ESTIMATES.

;

Jus.

6R0.

October

noORE, Pieniaent.
FISHEB, secretary.

B.
E.

Correspondence Solicited.

wai. H. FlTZeERAIiD, Treasurer.

C ommercial

12, iS

C ompany.

Electric

LIGHT PLANTS.
COMPLETE ELECTRIC
ARC AND INCANDESCENT
LIGHTING.

We

are prepared to build and completely equip Cities, Towns, Buildings, etc., with
years' experience in engineering, building and operating Electric Light Plants.
Electric Light Plants, furnishing "High or Low Tension" Arc System, Al'ernating or Direct Current Incandejcent Systems, adapted to service required.

Nine

#%^yglT> ^tVi\t\ i\£\0\
V JClXw ^« wl/jUlFV

\J
We

Capital has been invested in Electric Light Plants, constructed under the supervision of the management of this Company (Messrs. Fisher and Fitzgerald),

)

OIVE US AN OPPORTUNITY OF
PIOUBING-

f

WITH YOU.

MANTTFAOIUBEKS AND DEAIEKS IN

are authorized Bepresentatives and Contractors for the followingr

Manufacturers and Apparatus
"SLATTERY" INDUCTION S7STBU IN0ANDE80ENT LIGHTING.
THE NEW IMPROVED WOOD ARC LIGHT SYSTEM (Formerly '^American" Arc)
(Above owned and manufactured by Ft. Wayne Electric Co.)
C. & C. ELEOTBIC MOTORS.
STAR IRON TOWERS AND MAST ARMS,
SAWYER MAN INOANDEBOSNT LAMPS. OKONITE WTRE8 AND CABLES.

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES AND SUPPLIES.
88-87 GRATIOT AYE,

DETROIT, MICH.

WESTERN SALESROOM
F. MOORE'S ELECTRICAL WIRE.
ALFRED
FACTORIES: PHI LADELPHIA, PA.
.

Established 1820.

NEW HAVEN CLOCK
Electric

WABNEB'B BliECTBIC

I.W,Golburn&

CO.'S

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT.

Messenger and Signal Boxes, Telegraph Instruments and Annunciators.
TiaiB

BTSTEH AND

EIiSCTBICAI. TESTMie eAtreSS.

Co.'s Arc and Incandescent Electric LIsht Dynamos and
ES: ITITOEtBTJR a, MASS,

FACTORI

Electrical Material direct from the First and Best Manufacturers at Factory Pricea and of Superior Quality Only, the Result of
the Best Machinery, and Skilled Workmen. Send for Pocket Price List and Catalogues of Every Description of Electrical Supplies.

Combining a Full Supply of

C. A.

—

HARMOUNT, western agent,

315 to 321

^r^rxxi>t SlH.i3XM.eaa.t
J. F.

PORTER,

Pres.

&

a,t

Wabash

Ave.,

Lamps.

Long Experience,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

J^n.otojry I^rloes.

Genl. Manager.

E.

RUEBEL,

Superintendent.

CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,
CENTRAL ELECTRIC
LOCUST
STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

919

BRANCH:

NASHVILLE, TENN.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS.
For any system of Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Street Railway Plants, Electric Power

A

Plants, Electric Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Train Lighting Plants, Pole Line Construction.
full line of supplies
carried at all times for plants described above. Plans and specifications for all kinds of Electrical Construction.

WHEN YOU BUY

A

MOTOR

AMY Manufacturer or Dealer,
State that you WANT IT SUPPLIED
Prom

WITH

the

Whittingham

EDWARDS ^

CO.,

Manufacturing - :- Electricians,
PATENT ELECTRIC BELLS,
ATJTOM&TIC BURGLAR ALARMS,
DOOR OPENERS,
ELECTRIC AHNUNCIATORS,

THERMOSTATS, aAS UOHTING APPARATUS, ETC., ETC.
Office

and Factory: 4th Ave.

& 144th

St.,

New

York.

Smncf], B and 7 Dey St.

Automatic

THE LDNGEN BELL.
(PATENTED.)

Switch.
SeDd for Catalogue.

ElVTIBEIi^ NBAV IX COBTBTBIJCTIOX.
The Base and Cover are stamped, and having ribbed
Every piece Is Inedges are strong, light and compact.
terchangeable, special machinery being used in Its mannfHctnre.

Automatic Switch Co.,
No. 8 Keyser Building,

BALTIMORE, MD.

ROYAL ELECTRIC

The Armature, Hammer and its Rod and Adjnetlng
Sprlngn are combiTied eo that they cannot work loose.
is held firmly b^ "^Diing nut, and alwavB remains as set.
The Cover is maae to spring on and requires no

The Adjoetlng Screw

fflsienme. The hammer rod passes throngh the aide of
base, thereby filling opening, making it Duet and Insect
Proof.

CO.,

PEORIA,
ILLINOIS,

-MANUFACTUREIta OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHTING^ POWER MACHINERY

October

12,

1

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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mmmi

elscisic co.

PITTSBURGH, PA.
DISTRIBUTION
210

BY ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

Central Station Plants, with an aggregate capacity ot

lamps sold

to

August

360,600

sixteen candle

power

15, 1889.

THE UNITED STATES

ELECTRIC LIGHTING

CO.,

(Leased and Operated by the Westinghouse Electric Co.)

SALES DEPARTMENT: 120 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK.

COMPLETE ISOLATED PLANTS, ARC OR INCANDESCENT,
Unsurpassed

for Design, Construction

and

Efficiency.

SAWYER-MAN ELECTRIC

CO.,

(Leased and Operated by the Westinghouse Electric Co.)

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS AND SUPPLIES
FOR ELECTRIC

LIGHTIIffC

CORRESPONDENCE WITH DEALERS

INVITED.

!

;

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

EVOLUTION

WANTED-SALESMAN.

OF THE

BADT, SI.OO.

Electric Incandescent Lamp.
By FIt&NI£I.IIir IiEONABD POPE.

Dyflamfl Teaflers' Haii-Bool,

A

with the Electric Light trade preferred.

good pay to the right
State age, references, and approximate

permanent situation
party.

100 pp. with

illustrations;

MICA

For Electrical Purposes.

price $1.00

at

salary expected.

Address,

MANUFACTURER,
Chic of Westehm" Electrician.

Proposals_Wante(l
For liightrng tlie City of Port
Unron, Sfidiigan.

Whether you make, sell or use the Incandescent
Electric Lamp, or whettier you only intend to do
so at some future time, you cannot but be interested in the true story of its invention and development. It is a story which until now hae been
to all intents and purposes unknown; a story of
which detached fragments have been buried here
and there in the filee of forgotten newspapers, in
the voluminous archives of the Courts, in the
records of the United States Patent Office and in
hundreds of other out-of-the-way places.
Mr.
Pope has ransacked thi^se repositories, and in this
book has ^iven us what he found, some of it well
repaying tne labor of the searcher.
You will find thifi history— some parte of it—
as interestins at? a romance; but please understand that it i.s ho^ romance by any means. It
is not, ae.somf romancers pretend to be, merely
"founded on facte." The facts thomselves are
])re8ented good solid facte, too,— and moreover
the orio;inal and contemporaneous authorities are
carefullf cited by chapter and verse, while important documents are printed in full whenever nec-

ELEMENTS Of ELECTRIC LIMTING,
ATKINSON, SI.50.
All three

ALVaH L WITflEREL,

one addresp,
order, $3.00.

Books, to

Dynamo

8 vo. cloth;

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE BET OF U. S.
ELEOTKICAL PATENTS IN CHICAQO.
B.

YOUNG,

illastralions;

HESfRY COOK,
Elizabeth.

NGLISH,

MORSE & GO.

B. D.

THE POPULAR

«!«:, FOR

Office, No.

Safe and Reliable.

price $1.0

NEW YORK INSULATED f IRE
1 1

W.

B.

DOWSE,

GALLAHER,Secy.
W. GODFREY, Gen'l Mgr.

R. E.
J.

MFG. COMPANY,

ti
Friday Building,

CO,,

649 i 651 Broadway

Central St., Boston, Mass,

Gen'l Supt.

U. S. A.

69 Schmidt &

MO.

INCANDESCENT WORK.

B- K. JAMISON. Vice-President.

^^^'^

«

^^

mif

^^

PITTSBURGH, PA.

CARBONS made

Process Patented.
from Natural Gas.
BATTERY CARBONS OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTY.
Special Discounts on Large Orders.
75 Randolph Street, Chicago.

Well Selected and Good

CITY,

BRAIDED WIRE.

President and Treas.

Office, 1

KANSAS

SEND FOR SPECIAL CIRCULARS.

Pablisher,

New Jersey,

Etc.

For Driving Dynamos.

Completi Steam Plants Furnished and Erected.
Complete
1221-1223 Union Ave.

SOLAR CARBON
Western

Belts Carried in Stock.

NGINES

Any dealer who sells scientific books will supply
you with a copy in handsome cloth binding, for
One Dollar. Or it will be sent by mail postpaid
on receipt of price ae above, by

1001-3-B-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.
J.

100 pp. with

CO.,

York.

!r.<«i

CORLISS OR HIGH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

essary.

City Clerk. Port Huron. Mich.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

New

6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

—

If you want to know how the modern incandescent lamp came lobe invented;
If you want to know who invented It, and when
it was done;
If you want to understand the important questions involved in the incandescent lamp litigation
now going on between the leading electric companies of the United States
If you want trustworthy facts, figures and dates,
as dietiuguished from vague claims and unfounded assertions;
If you want a reference book and inde"" to the
litera'ure of the subject of incandesc'-nt lighting;
Then you will procure a copy of this book, read
it with thoughtful attention, and keep it by you
so that you can get hold of it at once whenever
you need it. which will no doubt be frequently.
This book contains among other things of value,
a tabular chronology of incandescent lighting, to
which you will often want to refer when dates
are in question.

cash with

218 Wate-r Street,

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

i>

Sealed proposala will be received up to 4 p.m.,
of Monday, October 14th, 1889, for lighting the
city of Port Huron, JMIch., for ihree years from
January let, 1S90, by electricity, under the following conditions:
Contractors mnet agree to fnrnlsh not less than
sixty (6u) lights of y,000 standard candle power
each. Elaid lights are to be located at such points
within the city limits, as the common council
shall select, and either suspended across the
street, or bung on polps, not to exceed 50 feet In
They are to be
height as the council may direct.
run on the Philadelphia moon schedule, and payments for the work will be made monthly.
Bids are to be made at so moch per light and
bidders must agree t'> furoieh additional lights, if
required, at a pro rata charge,
fiach bid must be accompanied with a Fatiefactory bond in the sum of S1:(100, that the bidder, if BucceFsfnl, will carry out the contract, and
the bidder tn whom ihe contract shall be awarded,
will be required to furnish a sutipfactorvboad in
Che sum of $10 000, that he will well and faithfully
perf jrm the work
The rigf't to reject any and all bids is reserved.
Bids muet be marked, "Bids for lighting the
city of Port Haron," and addressed to

AND
QUAIiITIES

EUGENE MUNSELL &

BADT, $1.00.
8 TO. cloth;

12, iS

ALI. SIZES

Hangers' Hand-Book,

Rell

A manufacturer

of Portable Stationary and
High Speed Automatic Engines, located in
South Pennsylvania, desires to employ a firstclass Traveling Salesman. One who is familiar

October

|,

UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS.
DR. GASSNER'S DRY

BATTERY

Experts acknowledge it to be the best open circuit battery in the market, most durable and convenient.
Telephone, Railroad and Fire and Police Signal Companies use them largely.
Bel?
hangers say it kills their trade, as they cannot charge for renewals. Physicians love them. Highest testimonials.

For Sale by THE

VITALIM

fliaiBIBR, Manager.

Write

for Circulars.

WESTERN ELECTKIC

CO.,

And CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS, San

SOLE

N.

Francisco, Cal.

111

A. SCHOVERLINC,
Chambers St., - NEW YORK.

W. AGENTS FOR-

THE THOMSON - HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
CONTRACTORS AND BUILDERS

of complete Electric Light
Electric Street Railways.

and Steam Plants, and

NORTHWESTERN HEADQUARTERS FOR ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
SUPPLIES FOR ALL SYSTEMS KEPT CONSTANTLY IN STOCK.

ESTIMATES SENT UPON APPLICATION.

THE

N.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

W. ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION
403

AND 405 SIBLEY

ST., ST.

& SUPPLY

PAUL, MINN.

CO.,

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO, OCTOBER

Vol. V.

ChlcaKO Auditorium Electric Light and

Power

Plant.
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arlisaiis
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No.

1889.
^;rcat

hall

seen and talked of by llioiis'I'o those
aiids fidiii all over the United States.
who a|)|iroarh lie city from tlir south alonj; the
already

l)L'cn

I

15.

with a fronla(;e on C<jnt{resssiretl
on Michigan avenue of 172 feet and
on Wabash avenue 161 feet; and furthermore,

ci^jiiths acres,

of 361 feet,

that

it

is

ten stories in height, not including the

— IIV.NAMO

ROOM, SWITCH-BOARP AND DISTRIBLTINC ROOM.
tower of seven stories, the impressiveness of the
pile, with its
While the
huge structure may be reaJLzed.
square tower pointing skyward, looms up as a
When it is remem- many interesting features Of the •aiiditorium
most imposing landmark.
have been described from tinie t6' trme^^'as yet
bered that the total cost of the building is esti-

ALDITORIUM ELECTRIC

are hard at work with the finishing touches.
portion of it is already occupied and the management is sanguine of its ability to celebrate
the formal opening of the hotel on the 9th of
December next. Little need be said descriptive

liropcr.

tlic i]iiil(liiij;

lias

iMpidly

ol'

of

12,

LIGll

r

ILANT

lake shore this

mated

immense gray stone

at 84,000,000; that

it

covers one and

five-

little

or notliing has been published

cdficeming

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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its

electric light

and power

plant.

Through

the

courtesy of Leonard & Izard, the engineers to
whom the electric lighting contract was awarded,
the Western Electrician is enabled to present
what
herewith
a complete description of
electric
is claimed to be the largest isolated
In order
light and power plant in the world.
that a clearer idea of the distribution of the apparatus in the building may be gained, it maybe
well at the outset to state that the installation
consists, in reality, of two separated and distinct
Both dynamo rooms are in the baseplants.
ment, below the level of the pavement. In fact,
the entire power equipment, boilers, engines,
etc., with the exception of electric motors distributed throughout the building, is located on
the basement floor.
In Fig. i may be found
perspective views of the larger dynamo and
engine room, of the switch-board and distributing
room. P'ig. 2 is a plan of the dynamo room, which
is 80 feet long by 54 feet wide. The other dynamo
room, or more properly speaking, the other
station, is in the basement at the further end of
the building near Michigan avenue.
This room
Not all the
is 66 feet long by 46 feet wide.
electrical apparatus for this station is yet in
place.
The plant on the Wabash avenue side of
the building, however, is in running order.
This last-named plant furnishes current for
lighting the auditorium proper and the portion
of the building devoted to offices.
Seventy
and one-half horse power of motors also take
current from this plant.
The other station is to
supply the system in the hotel and 50 horse
power of motors. The electric motors throughout the building may be mentioned as follows:
One Eddy 15 horse power, two ThomsonHouston 15 horse power, one Thomson-Houston 7j4 horse power, and one C. & C. 7 horse
power, furnish power for ventilating fans; an
Eddy 10 horse power drives the bellows in the
organ chamber, and a i horse power motor of
the same make drives a small cjynamo which furnishes the current by means of which the " echo
organ" is operated.
All these
motors take
current from the auditorium plant. The motors to
be connected with the hotel system are as follows:
One Thomson-Houston 15 horse power, one
Thomson-Houston 5 horse power, one C. & C.
5 horse power, and one C. & C. 15 horse power.
These will drive ventilating fans. Eddy motors
of I horse power, 3 horse power, i horse power,
and 5 horse power capacity will be put in to
drive respectively a small printjng press, a coffee
mill, a buff wheel and an ice crusher. The motors
thus far named aggregate 120 horse power.
This number will be considerably increased.

As will be seen by reference to the plans of
the two plants. Figs. 2 and 3, every dynamo is
driven by a separate engine, which is belted
directly to it.
The total dynarno capacity of the
larger station is 6,500 lights, -w^He the smaller
one when running can supply current to as many
as 6,050 16 candle power lamps.
The building,
however, is only wired for 10,500 lamps, but on
account of the number of large electric motors
to be used for ventilating and other purposes,
the dynamos may be required at certain times
to furnish current almost to their full capacity.
The total engine capacity of both plants amounts
to 1075 horse power.
The Edison no volt system is used throughout the building. By reference to the plans. Figs. 2 and 3, the exact capacity of each dynamo and its respective engine
may be seen. The dynamos range from the
large Edison, No. 32, 1,400 lights, down to a
180 light machine. The plant for the auditorium
proper, etc.. Fig. 2, has in it four 1,400 light
machines, one 720 light, and one 180 light
machine.
The Ide, M. C. Bullock "straight
line" and
Williams high speed compound
engines are used in this station.
In the
other plant to supply the hotel there are to
be placed four 1,400-light machines and one
450-light machine.
Three Williams compound
engines, one Bullock "straight line" and one Ide
engine furnish power for the dynamos.
The
compound engines above referred to are not fitted
with condensers.
The exhaust steam is used
for heating purposes.
Link belting is used.
is shown a perspective view
of the
handsome switch-board for the auditorium and office building plant.
Apian of this
board is represented more clearly in Fig. 4.
A

In Fig.
large and

I

October

simple and ingenious feature of this board is the
arrangement of conductors and
Andrews'
switches so that a single movement of a lever is
practically all that is required to shift a machine

from a lighting

motor

circuit to the

circuit.

A

close inspection of Fig. 4 will enable the reader
to understand this arrangement.
The lower

"bus" bar

is

of

When

the motor circuit.

M/CHISAN AVE

the

ro co//cff[ss sr.

battery for the hotel plant is made
boilers of 145-horse power each and

12, iS

up of four
one of 90-

horse poweri

Each of tjie larger boilers is 18 feet long by
65 inches in diameter, and has 54 4-inch tubes.
The heating surface is 1,170 square feet.
The
one small boiler is 18 feet long by 61 inches in
diameter.
This has 43 4-inch tubes.
Its heating surface is 944 square feet.
All these boilers
are made of Otis steel.
The shells of the
larger ones are j*/,, of an inch thick. The heads
are yi inch.
The shell of the small boiler is ^^^
of an inch.
All the boilers are to carry 100
pounds steam pressure. City water at present
is used.
Worthington pumps supply the boilers.
The boilers were made by the Butman Furnace company, Chicago, and each

is

fitted

with

Butman's patent setting.
The electrical equipment of the entire building was installed under
the supervision of H.Ward Leonard of the Leonard & Izard company.
E. C. Noe, of the same
company, was directly in charge of the work.
The engineering work on the plants outside of
the electrical apparatus came under the care of

The

E. F. Osborn.
& Sullivan.

architects are

Messrs.

Ad-

ler

B. E.

Sunny's Promotion.

Sunny has been appointed manager of
the Western business of the Thomson-Houston
Electric company with headquarters at Chicago.
Mr. Sunny has been associated in the management of this department under S.A. Barton, who
B. E.

-fllC/AftX"^-

FIG. 3

AUDITORIUM ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT
AVE. DYNAMO ROOM.

levers are

"up" the dynamo

"bus" bar for the motor
the

current

—MICHIGAN

connects with the

circuit.

When "down"

lighting system.
The machines and "bus" bars are provided with
ammeters. The main feeders are shown to the
extreme left in both cuts of the board. Each of
the two poles is composed of five cables, as
shown, and each cable has an area of 360,000
circular mils.
These feeders extend overhead through the
board back to the center of distribution.
This
center of distribution, or rather distributing
room, is shown in perspective in Fig. i.
plan
of it is given in F'ig. 5.
From this room mains
is

fed

into the

A

has decided to return to Boston.
Mr. Barton
has been arranging fot this change for some
time and will soon leave Chicago.
He will,
however, continue to take an active part in the
management of the business of the company
from his headquarters in Boston.
Mr. Barton
came to Chicago less than three years ago and
has since devoted his entire attention to the ad-

vancement of the interests of the ThomsonHouston company in the West.
The remarkable development of the business of the company
in this section is due largely to his individual
efforts.
Mr. Barton has had remarkable success
in selecting his assistants.
In December last he
secured the services of Mr. Sunny, who had
proved himself an able and energetic business

WABASH
AUDITORIUM ELECTRIC LIGHT POWER PLANT
distribute the current throughout the portion of
the building lighted from this plant.
One feature of the distribution from this station is a swinging switch-board located on the
auditorum stage. One man at this board can con-

the hall and on the
stage. It was found necessary to locate the switchboard on a swinging frame in order to economize space and not to interfere with the iron
curtain which is used on the side to reduce the
width of the stage. The total number of lights
in the Auditorium hall and on the stage is 40,000.
An all-important portion of the power equipment
is
the steam generating plant.
The boilers
which furnish steam to the lighting stations are
The
located toward the center of the building.
battery furnishing the auditorium plant consists
of six 145-horse power tubular boilers.
The
trol all the lights visible in

man

TO CO/VQfir-S-S ^T.

AlfE.

— WABASH

in the

AVE.

DYNAMO ROOM.

management

of

the affairs of

the

Light & Power company, and
earlier in the telephone and telegraph business.
In leaving the Chicago office in Mr. Sunny's

Chicago Arc

charge, therefore, Mr.Barton feels confident that
the aggressive policy which he introduced will
be pursued.
The electrical fraternity of the West will learn
with regret of Mr. Barton's determination to return to Boston, especially the members of the
Chicago Electric Club, of which he was president.
In this connection it might be well to recall the service he has performed in this organiSince his election to the presidency two
zation.
years ago he worked day and night for the
organization, until he succeeded in securingnew
club rooms and placing the club on a firm finanMr. Sunny's promotion is well decial footing.

October

12,
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served, and the ciUiie clei-trical fraternity "f the
West will ('on;;ratiilalt> him and the 'I'Ikimisiiii
ll(nisl(in crimpany in the selection.

>')S

Two Chicago Club

from "llandet" with different intonations, in
order to hear them repeated.
"1 did not receive any valuable suggestions
that
know of in electricity over there," said he.
"I am studyinj; on a device for a telephrme, so
that yon can see the man yon are lalkinj; to.
am almost sure I can make it a scientil'ic su<
cess, but
doulit if it will ever be a commercial

(Ihicaxo Kdisun company has been
awarded the contract for supplyin); the Calumet

Club house of ChicaRo, an
including dynamos, engine

I

Edison and tlie Paris Exposition.
Thomas A. Ivlison returned from liis ICnropean

trip last

Sunday.

When

of the Paris Kxposition, he said:
e.\position is simply hewilderini^.

Immense!

If

the Americans hope

"The
It

is

.

Paris

^jrandl

to surpass

I'IG.

it

4.

they will have to get to work, and never loiter. By
the way, how is our Columbus centennial affair
progressing?
Do you think they are really going to hold it here?
They don't seem to be raising money fast.
It's a pity that our laws prevent raising money by the lottery system, as the
French did. There is no doubt that the e.\position will be a success if the managers go

house

I

one. .Anything; that is not a connnercial success,
of course, 1 W(.>nt bother with.
The scientific

.\CDITORIUM ELECTRIC l.IcmT AND I'OWER I'LANT

greatly surprised that I was
not more of a scientist in the higher sense of the
phrase.
They could not understand that I am
between the scientific man and the public."

which claims the exclusive

right,

of

light

plant,

and wiring,

The

will

tures.
I

be transformed Into electric light fixexpected the plant will be ready for

It Is

operation

Oi:l.

isth.

— SWITCHBOARD

men abroad were

Patent Litigation.
The Western Electric company

electric

lapacity of the plant will be 800 incandcM:enl
lights.
The elaborate gas rixtureo In the club

I

asked his opinion

Plants.

The

Chicago,

under an

exist-

The Union League Club of Chicago, has ordered an additional dynamo for its plant. This
was found necessary as the club house has been
greatly enlarged.
The new building has been
wired by the Chicago Edison company for joo
lights, and the
same company has been gi\en
the contract for the dynamo and other apparaI'he capacity of the plant will
tus.
be i,6co

w£sr£flN afcrfl/c/A/v,c/i/.
KIC.

5.

about it fast enough. I will fill every inch of
space they are willing to give, and there are
hundreds of those who have exhibits at the
Paris exposition who will do the same."

Every sort of electrical device was e.xhibited,
he said, at the exposition, but there was really
nothing that he could say was new to this country.
He had twenty-five phonographs talking,
playing and singing constantly. They t'airlyset
the Erench people wild with enthusiasm. Monet
Sully, the French tragedian, was greatly pleased
with the phonographs, and whenever he came
around always insisted on delivering soliloquies

AC DlTORIl'M ELECTRIC LUillT AND I'OWER

11.

AST

— llISTRIBl'TINC.

ing patent, to make, use and sell certain improvements upon messenger and call boxes, last week
begna an action in the Inited States Circuit
Court at St, Louis against L. (. and W. J. Riser,
of the F^xcelsior Messenger and Cab company,
for infringement of their rights.

ROO.M.

lamps when the new dynamo is placed in posiThe Cnion League Club is one of the
most brilliantly illuminated clubs in Chicago.
tion.

American

ant asks the court to temporarily and perpetually enjoin the defendant from the further use,
manufacture and sale of the improvements referred to.
They also ask the court to order an
accounting.
The same company filed a similar
suit against the Mound City Messenger company
a few days ago.

of Electrical Engineeis.

Institute

The complain-

The thirty-eighth meeting of the .American
Institute of Electrical Engineers will be held
October 15th, at 8 v. m., in Dr. Doremus' lecture
room. College of the City of New York, No. 17
Lexington ave. .-V paper will be read by Thomas
D. Lockwood. entitled. "Electrical Notes of a

Transatlantic Trip."

It

wlil

embrace observa-
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tions

on telegraphy, description of the London

operating room, tlie different instruments employed, the pneumatic tubes, and a brief discussion of telegraphs owned by governments; electric lighting as carried on in England; the practice of telephony in Great Britain, certain peculiarities in apparatus and methods; also the use
of electric motors.
Some of the electrical features of the Paris Exposition will also be referred

to.

Zipernowski Electrostatic ElectroMotor.
In order to study the so-called static effects of
high tension alternating currents, Herr Ziper-

October

with the opposite fixed pairs of sectors by
of the points, S S'.
If the clamps,
K',
are connected with the terminals, S S', of the
transformer, T, which converts the low tension
of the alternating current machine M, into a
high tension, the apparatus begins to revolve
spontaneously unless the movable sectors are
placed exactly opposite to the fixed ones.
The
same takes place if one clamp is connected with
the receiving device, V, and the other is connected with the earth.
It must be remarked
that in this second arrangement a momentary
charge of the movable sectors would suffice, as
the fixed segments do not alter the sign of their
charge.
In the former arrangement the charge
must be continued, so that the electricities in
the fixed and movable parts may change their
signs simultaneously.
It is possible that this apparatus, in some form
or other, will be suitable for practical purposes,
e. g., as a volt counter
for arc lamps in series,
as a registering apparatus for the resistance of
earth connections, or for changes in the primary
tension in alternating current circuits, and perhaps in the case of very high tensions as a moly

K

means

12,

iS

terminal pressure at the machines is regulated
of rheostats placed on standards in
the central station, as shown in Fig. i.
The
regulation is by hand, in accordance with the
indication of the voltmeters placed on the rheostat boards.
The current is used partly for arc
and partly for incandescent lighting.
The arc
lamps are of the Gramme type for 60 amperes,
and are arranged in four clusters containing
twelve lamps each, which are suspended at equal
distances throughout the length of Machinery

by means

tor.

Electric Lighting at the Paris Exposition.

""1..

Among

the interesting electric light plants at
Exposition is that of the Gramme
company.
Its central station is situated be
tween Machinery Hall and the gardens, and a

the
FIG.

I.

ZIPERNOWSKI ELECTROSTATIC ELECTROMOTOR.

nowski, among others, has constructed a small
rotatory apparatus which he derived from Thomson's quadrant electrometer in the idiostatic
form indicated by Joubert.
Says the London
Electrical Review. Zipernowski has been able to
set this apparatus in rapid motion both with a
high tension alternating current and with a high
tension continuous current.
In the former case
he introduced the apparatus between the secondary terminals of a transformer whose primary
was connected to an alternating current machine
With 1,000 volts the rotation
of low tension.
was so rapid that it could not be followed with
the eye.
In the second case he took the electricity from
a driving band which connects the shafting in
the testing room of the electro-technical department of Ganz & Co.'s establishment with the
motor, a high speed steam engine.
In this case
the number of rotations was much greater than
with a 2,000 volt alternating current.
Fig. I gives a perspective view of this small
motor, and Fig. 2 a diagrammatic representation.

Paris

FIG. 2.

FIG. 3.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.

shown

accompanying
shows the arrangement of boilers, engines, and dynamos. The
steam plant has been supplied by Davey, Paxman & Co. of Colchester, and consists of ten locomotive boilers arranged in a row at one end
of the building, and of three sets of triple expansion horizontal engines one of 350 horse
power, one of 250 horse power, and the third of
view of the plant
cut. Fig.

I.

The

is

in the

illustration

—

seventy-two Sunbeam lamps of 500 candle power
each, requiring 12 amperes at 100 volts pressure.
Fig. 2 shows the latest type of dynamo made
by Alioth & Co. of Bale. The machines are of
the 4 pole type, with radial magnets and external yoke ring, and the armature is of the drum
pattern, the coils embracing about a quarter of the
circumference.
Fig. 3 shows the armature of a
seventy kilo-watt machine intended for incandescent lights.
The coupling up of the coils on the armature
is varied according to the purpose for which the
machines are intended. The armature coils are
of saddle shape; they are wound upon special

FIG.

riG.

I.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.

with the arrangement of connections shown in
both the cases.
The movable part of the apparatus consists of
two pairs of aluminium sectors, insulated from
each other, which, for the sake of perspicuity,
are represented in Fig. 2 as the quadrants, A A
B B'. The fixed part consists of four double
(hollow) sectors of brass, which inclose the movable sectors, and which are also shown in the diagram as the quadrants, C C, D D'. The movable part is further fitted with a commutator in
four parts, by means of which the two pairs
of sectors, A A' and B B', are charged identical-

ZIPERNOWSKI ELECTROSTATIC ELECTROMOTOR.

Hall, about 26 feet from the floor.
The circuits
are arranged for three lamps in series, and to
obtain the necessary pressure the dynamos are
also coupled two in series.
For the arc light
service there are sixteen independent circuits,
four to each cluster of lamps, and the total number of lamps is forty-eight.
In addition to the
arc lamps the Gramme company has installed

700 horse power.
The transmission is in all
cases by belts from the fly-wheels of the engines
to the dynamos, which latter are vertical, single
horseshoe machines. In all there are six dynamos,
two of 175 horse power, two of 80 horse power,
and two of 45 horse power, each engine driving
two dynamos. The field magnets in the Gramme
dynamo, are cast in one with the bed-plate, and
the pole pieces are provided with expansions.
This arrangement makes the machine look somewhat heavy, and has certainly the drawback of
uselessly increasing the amount of metal at the
poles, and the extent of leakage surface.
The

2.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.

formers, and are so arranged that single coils
can be taken out and replaced without disturbing the rest of the winding. The brushes are set
90° apart, and are of very simple construction.
The brush holders are attached to a gun-metal
ring, which can be shifted by means of a handwheel, rack, and pinion.

The machines are made in sixteen different
Those
sizes ranging from .4 to 70 kilo-watts.
intended for arc lighting or power transmission
are series wound, and regulation for constant
current with a varying number of arc lamps is
obtained by shifting the brushes.
Special attention has been paid to the ventilThe disks are arranged
ation of the armatures.

October
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jjrniips of six, a

spari'

cil

',;

};r()ii|)s

so

inch Ixfin^; Icfl

may

pass
'I'lie armature comliictors are
tliroiij;li the core.
also arranged with spaces between them, so that
the external surface of the armature contains
niinierons small holes, all communicating; with
the internal space siirrouiuliiiK the shaft. :\s will
be seen from the illiistratmn of the armature the
end is open, so as to jjive access to the air,
which by the action of (!enlrifiinal force is drawn
into the interior space, and escapes throujjh the
already mentioned, so that
veiitilatiiifx holes
the comparatively hif;'' eiirrent density of .^,000
amperes |>er scpiarc inch c.in be obtained. The
cnts are repriidiiced f nm /iiJiis/rirx.

l)i'twucn adjacent

tliat

six

horse power, embodyint; designs and inIts motion
ventions of ( lias. J. \an Depoele.
conis transmitted to the wheels by gears, and
necting rods.
)n the top of the machine is
placed a rheostat controlled by the wheel shown
at each end, and on the side is piticed a reversing switch which can be operated in the same
way from either end.
One of the distinctive features is the trolley
arm which will operate with ecpial fai^ility in
either direction, and its method of construction
permits a great variation in the height of the
conductor.
This is a very important and valuable feature as in mining work the conductor
is rarely maintained for any length at a constant

tor, .(o

t

height.'

Rope Transmission of Power.
The importance of the subject of rope

Ventilating Electrical Conduits.
trans-

mission of power has increased j.;reatly of late in
the estimation of managers of electric light and

ROPF. TRANSMISSION OV I'OWKR,

power

Tn the

stations.

accompanying cut the

system as applied to dynamos is shown. The
pnlleys are made with hard maple rims, grooved
for ropes, and as there is no slipping, the amount
of

power transmitted

The

to the

fact that the ropes

dynamo

are

is

which

the

New

N'ork lioard
the construction of underground conduits are merely a repetition of those which attended the early operations in the subways of ("hicago. 'i'he ot)stacle
which has thus far baffled the Gothamites most
successfully is that of ventilating the subways.
Manhole explosions frefpiently occur in the
business district of New \'ork, and it has been
found advisable to make an official investigation
into the causes, and if possible find a remedy.
The recent report on this question recommended
legislation which would compel the gas companies to improve the standard of their construction.
Until this reform could be effected,
it was recommended that some means of
ventilating the conduits be employed.
When Chicago began the work of placing
electrical wires underground, numerous explosions warned the citizens that there was considerable danger in the new method of disposing of the wires.
When the wires leading into
the city electrician's office were placed underground, the conduit admitted so much gas that
the city building was soon filled with it, and the
health of the officials and clerks was impaired.
City Electrician Barrett soon had the City Hall
on top of him, or, to speak plainly, every man
'I'he ditticnlties

of I'jiectrical (Control

is

meeting

in

•95
iiig at

Chicago, and

end of a tunnel,

consitits of a

tliambcr

at tiie

the biiiMing, through
the side or walls of whjtii the calilcs are arrieil
for ilislribution, tliis chamber bring provided
with an airinlct and a vent connected with a
Hue, and so arranged that ail objectionable KaMR
coining tiiroiigh the tiinnci will be carried off
cnterin;;

i

through tlie (iue without l)eing disseminated
through the liuiiding.
It will be umlcrsiDod that
tile tunnel is laid from tiic main conduit of the
system, and is designed to carry the neccitiiary
conductors to the building. This conduit opcnH
into the chamber or apartment.
A door is provided so that entrance may be had lo the chamber.

The cables arc carried through the walls
or sides of the ehamlier in any convenient manner, all spaces about the cal)lcs as they pa.**
through the walls being practically air-tight, so
that there may be no escape of gas into the
building.
An opening is provided between the
chamiier and outside, and a fine leading to the
top of the building carries away the gas.
This
due is preferably one of a stack of chimneys, so
that it may be heated, thus causing a strong
draft of air through the chamlicr.
Any gas
which may enter the chamber will thus be carried off through the llue.
The gas in the conduits is also caused to circulate, and dangers
from explosions throughout the system, as well
as in the building, are avoided; while at the
same time any annoyance from small quantities
of gas entering the building is prevented.
It is
of importance to cause the gases throughout the
system of conduits to circulate, since they are
usually of such specific gravity that ventilation
at the manholes does not have the desired
effect.

This invention is applied to the Chicago system
of underground conduits, and not only prevents
the explosions in the building for wliich it was
specially designed, Dut is also beneficial throughout the system, since no explosions have taken
place at the manholes or at other buildings connected with the same system since its application, and the injury to the cables heretofore caused

increased.

not so liable to

fly

an advantage of no little
importance.
Friction is thereby reduced and
the strain on the ropes can be regulated to a
nicety by changing the weight on the tightener.
When the weight is once adjusted, all slack or
shrinkage in the ropes is taken care of by the
tightener.
That it is never necessary to change
the position of the dynamo is an advantage too
obvious to reipiire comment. The Great Western Pin company of Toledo, O., manufacturers
of the apparatus herewith illustrated, makes a
specialty of this work.
off the pulley is in itself

Electricity in Mining.
That the electric current can be easily adapted
to mining and engineering operations is a fact

which

is

abundantly attested

mines

in

which

has already come into general use for both
lighting and transmission of power.
The contrast between wire rope, compressed air and
other methods, with electrical transmission of
power cannot fail to be in favor of the lastnamed system.
Existing water powers miles
away from the mines may be u.sed, and electric
motors employed for hoisting, haulage, pumping, ventilating, and many other purposes, with
greater ease and economy than could possibly
be accomplished by any other method.
The
Thomson-Houston Electric company has just
completed a mining locomotive for the Hillside
C'oal company, of Scranton, Fa., which is shown
it

in the accompanying illustration.
The machine
embodies new features in motor construction
and in general design, and under practical test
has shown that it is particularly adapted to the
nature of the work required of it.
The loco-

motive
gauge,

is

made

is

9 feet

on a three-foot
inches in length overall, width
Al5 feet 3 inches and height 5 feet 6 inches.
though the weight is 10.500 lbs., there is not a
pound of it which is not utilized in the construction of the machine, and the tests for traction
which have been made have given the most excellent results.
The speed is six miles an hour

under

for operation

7

full load.

The motor used

is

the type

"G"

railway mo-

EI.F.CTRICITV IN MIMXi;.

the building and all who had occasion to visit
the City Hall entered vigorous protests against
This
the foul odor which tilled every room.
brought the question directly home. Moreover,
the offices of the city electrical department
formed a passage way through which the gases
escaped into other parts of the building. After
considerable experimenting, a system of ventilation was adopted, which has thus far proved
effective.
It was the result of the combined
efforts of Prof. Harrett and his assistant, David
M. Hyland. A numberof devices in this system
have been patented. The arrangement is now
in operation in the basement of the city buildin

the action of the gases has practically ceased.
Mr. Hyland has given much attention to the
details of this system, and has provided for
many contingencies which may arise. The city
electrician values the system highly, and every
one in the city building is ready to testify to its
l)y

efficiency.

it

In the Detroit letter last week referring to the Exposition
should have l>een stated that Brush lights were used for

the illumination of the

picture.

"The Russ an Wedding

Feast " The lights are much admired and General Manager J. E. Lockwood of the Detroit Brush Electnc Light
company has received many compliments for their brilliancy and the elTecti^'e arrangement.
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plans will soon be matured.
The movement is
popular with all classes of electrical interests.
It is one of the most important projects that has
been undertaken by those interested in electrical
development.
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ZiPERNowsKi's
scribed

in

this

this line will

electrostatic

issue.

motor

is

de-

The development along

be of interest to alternate current

workers.

Electrical companies have suffered

severely

which have occurred in the
last few months.
This was true last week when
Grand Haven, Mich., was visited by a destructive fire.
The plants of both the telephone and
telegraph companies were destroyed.
in the conflagrations

Allen

R. Foote, who will have charge of the
department of the next census is an
enthusiast in his work.
He said last week: "The
results of the work will be astonishing in my
electrical

opinion.

No

knows what

electrical engineer in this

country
doing here."
Mr.
Washington while he is en-

electricity

Electric

men throughout

the country
the description of the system of ventilating the underground conduits of
Chicago which is presented elsewhere.
One of
the great difficulties that advocates of underground work have met was in the manhole explosions caused by the collection of sewer gases
and illuminating gas which leaks from the gas
mains.
Since the introduction of the invention
explosions in the Chicago city conduits have
will

light

be interested

in

been unknown.

A

decision of the greatest interest to the

en-

world appears in this issue.
In the famous suit in which the Westinghouse
company instituted against the Edison company
to recover damages for alleged infringement of
the Sawyer-Man lamp patent. Judge Bradley
has handed down a decision non-suiting the
plaintiff corporation.
The decision which was
sent to the Western Electrician by special
dispatch appears elsewhere.
The pith of the
decision is found in the following extract: "We
are clearly of the opinion that neither Sawyer
and Man nor Edison can maintain any just
claim to the exclusive use of charcoal generally
in any form as an incandescing conductor in an
electric lamp.
This view of the subject is sufficient to decide the case against the complainants."
The case will of course be appealed.
tire electric light

Just how the parties to the litigation look upon
the finding is shown by brief interviews which
are given in connection with the decision.
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October

is

Foote will reside in
gaged on the census work.

A WEALTHY resident of Vienna, according to
an English paper, proposes to manifest his prefeience for electric light, even after his death. He
has actually left instructions in his will for the
illumination of his last resting-place. An electric
light is to be kept burning in the vault a whole
year, and even the interior of the coffin is to be
electrically lighted.

The committee appointed by the National
Electric Light association to present a petition
to Congre.ss asking for the repeal of the copper
tariff will probably meet next month, though the
call has not yet been issued.
It is proposed to
include in this movement all the electrical intere.sts of the country, and make the
pet tion as
representative as possible.
The committee has
not been idle since the last convention of the
National Klectric Light association, and its

The demand for relief from the exactions of
the Chicago Gas Trust has been taken up by
the press and the city council continues to discuss the proposition to take the matter of lighting into its own hands.
To do this it will be
necessary to secure an amendment to the city
charter, and this cannot be done until the session of the legislature of 1890.
It is generally
admitted, so far as the project to establish an
electric light plant in this connection is concerned, that the city is not in a position to undertake this work.
Those who are acquainted
with the operation of the electrical department
of the city know that the work of establishing
the street lighting plant is about all that can be
properly cared for just now.
Prof. Barrett is
non-committal on this topic.
At present he is
fully occupied with the work in hand and will
have

all

he can

do

this

year

to

complete his

plant.

A writer

on the possibilities of ocean steam"In the seventy years since it was
demonstrated that transatlantic steam traffic was
possible, the transatlantic steamer has grown
from a 300 ton vessel to a 12,000 ton vessel, and
it has increased in length from less
than a hundred feet to more than 600 feet. It has decreased the time required to cross the Atlantic
from 26 days to less than 6 days. The same
ships says:

ratio of increase in size would make the vessel
of 1989 something over 3,000 feet in length, with
a tonnage reaching up into the hundreds of
thousands.
The same ratio of increase in speed
would cut the time necessary to make a trip
across the Atlantic down to 48, if not 24 hours.

Of course

it

will

be urged, and

it

must be admitted

that there is a limit to capacity and speed, but
who, in the light of the past, would be bold
enough to draw this limit at anything like the

present record, especially with the possibilities
of electricity as a motive power yet to be devel-

oped

?"

A NUMBER of persons in the last few days have
expressed their opinions as to what shall constitute the crowning feature of the World's Fair of
1892.
Up to date not a single suggestion can
be considered meritorious.
Most of the ideas
relate to towers of some kind. Such suggestions
are objectionable inasmuch as they have but
little originality about them.
Nothing in the
way of a tower will serve the purpose, as it is
doubtful whether anything more striking than

12, i?

the Eiffel tower could be devised.
It is a fact
worthy of notice, however, that those who advise
the erection of towers propose that they shall
be illuminated by electric lights.
Here is a sample suggestion: "Let a tower of iron or stone be
erected sufficiently strong to bear the superstructure, and possibly capacious enough tocontain the electric plant; the tower to be say 200
feet in height, and thereupon be placed a globe,

braced and trussed, whose diameter shall be 60
feet or more, which shall be completely and compactly environed with electric lights in such
manner that the sphere at night would present
an apparently solid radiating surface.
Such a
globe would turn night into day for a large area

and would suffice to attract visitors
numbers for its novelty alone."

in

countless

The cope stone of the Auditorium building, Chicago, was laid with impressive Masonic ceremonies last week.
As far as the exterior of the structure is concerned, the magnificent building is
substantially completed. It is the largest building
ever erected by private capital, and Chicagoans
have not been slow in advertising the fact to the
world.
The cost of the structure when finished
will be nearly $4,000,000.
Nothing has been
omitted to make it as perfect a building as
could be planned.
There are many features of
interest in the building, and much of the construction is of a novel character.
Not the least
interesting feature of the great building is the
electric light plant, of which an extended description appears in this issue.

The

fact

is

men-

tioned with the greatest satisfaction in Chicago
that this will be when completed the largest
isolated electric light plant in the world, and
that it will probably remain so for some years to
come. The work has been done in accordance
with the latest ideas of electrical construction.
Another interesting feature of the building is the
means adopted for distributing power. In a
building of "the size and character of the auditorium considerable power is required for operating ventilating fans, machinery in the hotel, etc.
It is proposed to utilize electric motors throughout the building, and a large number have already

been

installed.

The insurance of electric light plants is a
topic which has been receiving a marked degree
of attention since the last meeting of the National Electric Light association.
The matter
was discussed at the convention at considerable
length, and the views of representatives of both
the electric light and the insurance interests
were presented. It will be remembered that
the committee on harmonizing electric light and
insurance interests was instructed to take under
consideration a plan of mutual insurance.
A
Boston paper which has taken some pains to investigate this matter, thus speaks of the movement to form a mutual company: "Nothing definite in regard to such a movement has yet been
determined, but it is patent that the movement
has received quite an impetus from some source
and that such a company will shortly be formed
unless some radical changes result in existing
conditions outside of New England in the matter of the relations existing between the electric
light companies and the fire underwriters.
In
New England such relations are harmonious,
and no occasion or call for a mutual company to
insure such risks exists but, as the outside electric
light

companies

state.

New England

is

but com-

paratively a small section of the whole country and
outside this small section the conditions generally are oppressive to the electric light companies, and some change is called for.
.As to extending the so-called New England conditions
over the country generally, it is regarded by the
electric
light
men as practically impossible, for in no section oi the country does
there exist an organization that corresponds to
the New England exchange.
If such an organization existed, there would be some hope of
effecting a reform in existing conditions, but
without them a mutual company is looked to as
the most immediate and effective means to meet
To go longer without insurance
the situation.
or to pay such heavy rates as they are called to
pay in many sections of the country, they say
they will not, unless forced to after having tried

every remedy.
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WestlnKhouae-Edison Lamp Patent
|nsli(c lir^ullfv
Cn'iirl

Suit.

Uiiilfd Stales Sii|irciiic
Saturday last, a de<'isi(iM

i>f till!

handed down

nil

dismissing the faiiKHis iiieandcsc-ent laiiip suit (if
'I'he ease was
Wfstin^jlioiise against l''.disiin.
arjfiied in

Jtme

last.

W

imciAN by
Circuit

Western

special dispatch:

United

Court of the

Stales

for the

on Cmal

hearinjj.

District of I'cnnsylvaiiia.

Consolidated Klectric
Light Company,
Complainant,

Hill

the Court,

(Opinion of

7'.V.

McKeesport Klectric
Light Company,

Circuil

llradley,

Defendants.

Jus-

tice.

This is aliill for the alleged infringement of a
patent llleil December fith, iScSy; and the patent
alleged to be infringed is dated May 12th, 1885,
and is for improvements in electric lamps; it was
granted upon application of William K. Sawyer

and Albon Man, of
nees, the I'Mectro

New

to

\'ork,

their assig-

Dynamic Light company, and

by mesne assignment was transferred to the
complainant, whose title commenced in October,

The appli1S.S2, l)efore the patent was issued.
cation for the patent was filed January 9, i8to,
and the issuance delayed by various proceedings
in the patent office, including an interference
with an aiiplication of Thomas A. Kdison, which
had been
II,

filed a

month

earlier, to wit,

December

1879.

defenses
Various
as
answer, such

were

set

up

in

in

prior
anticipation
by
of
description, want
inventions, vagueness
of
and utility, undue change
of novelty
specification after filing, surreptitious claim of
an invention made by Edison, etc. It is conceded that the defense of the suit is conducted
by the Edison Electric Light company, a corporation of New York, which sells the lamps
complained of as infringement of the patent
and is interested as assignee in the patents for
electric light, formerly owned by the Edison
Electric Light company, and in the question of
interference between Edison and the complainant.
In the specification of the patent sued on,
called Sawyer and Man patent, the invention
that class
relating
to
as
described
is

of

air, that is, to oxygen, it
would be consumed by combustion; hence, another part of the eombinatinn necessary to ihc
result consists in filling the Lamp with nitrogen
gas or other gas, which prevents combustion, lo

e.vposcd lo atinospliei

employing an incandeslamps
in
inclosed
a transparent
conductor

electric

cent
sealed
hermetically
ber from which oxygen

vessel
is

or

e.xcluded,

chamand con-

improvement upon the apparatus
shown in a previous patent granted to the same
parties (Sawyer and Man), June 18, 1878, and
stituting an

It is further stated in the
number 205,144.
specification that the invention relates more especially to the incandescing conductor, its sub.stance, its form and its combination with the
other elements composing the lamp, and that

the improvement consists: First, of the combination in a lamp chamber composed wholly of
glass, as described in the said former patent, of
an incandescing conductor of carbon made
from a vegetable fibrous material, in contradistinction to a similar conductor from a mineral or
gas carl)on, and in a form of such conductor
combined in a lighting circuit within the exThe construchausted chamber of the lamp.
tion of the lamp is then described, reference
being made to the drawings for illustration.
The lamp, as described and shown in the drawings, is a gla5s cylinder with rounded top, cemented at the bottom to a glass disk or displate
ground to fit closely to the cylinder, and the
whole bottom enclosed in a cup filled with wax
or suitable cement to prevent as far as possible
the access of atmospheric air; second, holes are
made in the bottom of the lamp for the passage
of the wires which convey the electric current
The carbon conducinto and out of the lamp.
tor within the glass cylinder is connected by its
extremities to these two wires respectively in a
mode specified in another patent of Sawj-er and
Man, dated December 10th, 187S, and numbered
210,809, so as to constitute a part of the circuit,
and having a low conductivity, and presenting
a certain amount of resistance to the current of
electricity, it becomes incandescent and highly
If the carbon, in this condition were
luminous.

11

the exclusion of atmospheric

pointed out

air.

A mode

of

Ihe patent 205,144
in the
It is further staled
before referred to.
specificalion that in the practice of the invention,
the applicants had m;i<le use of earlxjiiized paper

doing

luiUowinn is the full text of Jiuljjc liradlcy's
ksik K N l.Cl.Kfdecision, wliieli was sent to the

«97

this

is

in

and also wood carbons; also, that they had used
conductors of different shapes, such as "V"
shape and with rectangular corners, but preferred the arch siKipc as shown in the draw'ngs,
mode of
It is added thai the description of the
making the illuminating carlion conductors described "and making the subjected matter of this
improvement," was unnecessary as they could be
made by any one skilled in the art by the ordinary well-known method in |)ractice.
The specification then states the proposed
practical advantages of the arched form of the
conductor by its permitting the carbtm to expaiul and contract and cause no loss and the advantage of making the wall of the lamp wholly
of glass as its lamp or case, preventing oxidation, leakage, etc.; and slates particularly the
advantages resulting from the manufacture of
the carbon from vegetable, filjrous or textile mamineral or gas carbon. "Among
them," it says "may be mentioned the convenience offered for cutting and making the conductor in the desired form and size, the purity
and equality of the carbon obtained, the susceptibility to temper both as to hardness and resist"We
ance, and its toughness and duralility."
have used," it is added, "such burners in closed
terial instead of

or hermetically sealed transparent chambers in a
vacuum, in nitrogen gas and in hydrogen gas; but
we have ob'.ained the best result in a vacuum or
an attenuated atmosphere of nitrogen gas, the
great desideratum being to exclude oxygen or
other gases capable of combining with carbon at
high temperatures from the incandescing cham-

ber as

The

is

well understood."

patent has four claims:

In an incanc'escing conductor for an electric lamp
of carbonized, fibrous or textile material and of an arch or
horse-shoe shape, substantially as hereinfore set forth

"l

"2.

The combination

substantially

as hereinbefore

set

forth of an electric circuit and an incandescing conductor
of carbonized fibrous material, included in and forming a

part of said circuit and a hermetically sealed chamber, in
which the conductor is inclosed.
"3.
The incandescing conductor for an electric lamp
formed of carbonized paper, substantially as described.
"4.
An incandescing electric lamp consisting of Ihe
following elements in combination: first, an illuminating
chamber, made wholly of glass, hermetically sealed and
out of which all carbon consuming gas has been txhausled
or driven; second, an electric circuit conductor passing
through the glass wall of said chamber and hermetically
sealed therein as described; third, an illuminating conductor in said circuit and forming part thereof within the said
chamber, consisting of carbon made from a fibre us or textile material having the form of an arch or loop, substan"
tially as described, as and for the purposes specified

The great tjuestion in the suit is whether the
patent issued is valid so far as it involves a
general claim for the use in electric lairips of

Wc
with a glass chaml)cr hermelically Hcalcd.
are eipially of the opiiiinn that the g't^iuil ••( an
arched form lo the condiiclor wan not new and
could not give to ihc claim any validity which It
would not have as a l)road claim of the conductor itself, made of carbon produced from a fibThe arched or bent shape in inrous tnalerial,
candescent conductors was ap|>lied in 1H48 by
Slailc, united to an iridium condui:lor, in 1850
by (lardiner and lilossom to a platinum condui:lor; and in 1H72 by Konn lo a carbon conductor.
In the last case, the conductor was enclosed, as it had lo be, in a glass lamp or case
or other gas incapable of
filled with nitrogen
supporting combustion. The carbon, il is true,
is presented in a "V" shaped form, but in a sim
ilar patent applied for a few weeks afterward,
claiming the same apparatus for the production
of heat, the patentee very properly says, "Il is
evident that stems of other shapes may be used."
form had not been
If the "U" or "V" shaped
made of fibrous
carbon
the
given
to
material for incandescent light, before Sawyer
and Man adopted that form, il was merely the
ap|)lication by lliem of an old device to a new
and an; logous use. lUil the carbons used by Konn
He
iiK lulled charcoal, as well as other carbons.
mentioned graphite as preferable, but he claims
As before stated,
the use of carbon generally.
therefore, the patent must be considered as making the broad claim to the use in electric incandescent lamps of all carbons made of fibrous or
Is a patent valid for such a
textile substances.
broad claim? The defendants hold that il is
Because no such invention was set
not:
First.
forth in the original application, but was introduced for the first time more than four years

—

after it was filed and after the same material had
been used by Edison, and claimed by him in an

Secondly.— Hecau.se
application for a patent.
FaMsijii, and not Sawyer and .Man was really
the original and first inventor of the incandescent conductor made of fibrous or textile mateBecause, if
Thirdly.
rial for an electric lamp.
Fklison was not the first inventor, the thing
claimed as invention was old, and neither of the

—

The
parties was entitled to a patent for it.
whole vegetable kingdom is composed of fibrous
material, and all carbon or charcoal made therefrom comes within the .scope of the complainSilk is fibrous or textile, and carants' claim.
bon made from silk thread is therefore within
Mineral glass and carbon produced
the claim.
from gas retorts are not included. Can it [Kissibly be said, when we look at
art of electric lighting, that

the history

of the

carbon made from
fibrous or textile material was never used for
that purpose until Sawyer and Man used it in
We do not propose to
1878? We think not.
describe in detail the various English patents of
prior date, which have been adduced in evidence.
The word charcoal, as well as carbon is constantly used to define the material from which
the conductors were made; and that word in
the English language prima facie, refers lo carbon or coal, made of wood. We cannot yield
our assent lo the theory of of the complainants"
counsel, and

some

of their

witnesses, that

the

incandescing carbon conductors made by fibIf it is, the comrous or textile substances.

word has come 10 have an artificial or technical
meaning in this particular, signifying gas or

plainant must prevail; if it is not, the bill must
be dismissed.
The claims of the patent (excluding the third
claim, which the defendants do not use and
which is not involved in the case) may be summarized as follows: (1.) A conductor of carbon
made of fibrous or textile material and of an
arch form; (2.) A conductor of carbon made of
fibrous material in a hermetically sealed chamber
without regard to form; (3.) The- combination
of a conductor of carbon, made of fibrous or
in an arch
form, and a glass
textile material
chamber hermetically sealed and deprived of
carbon-consuming gas. The claim of the combination mav be dismissed from consideration
as a separate claim, because a glass chamber
hermetically sealed for holding light has always
been used and must necessarily be used in all
incandescing carbon electric lamps. It was used
by King in 1845; by Greinerand Staite in 1846;
by Roberts in 1S52; by Konn in 1872; by KosL'niess the patent
loff in 1S75, and by others.
is valid for the conductor of carbon made of fibrous or textile material in an arch form, it cannot be made valid by combining such conductor

mineral

We think, that carbon made
carbon.
or other vegetable material is inIn King's patent of 1845 he says:
tended.
"The nature of the invention consists in the application of continuous metal and carbon conductors, intensely healed by the passage of a
current of electricity to the purpose of illuminaWhen carbon is used, it becomes necestion.
from

sary-

wood

on account of the

affinity this

substance has

oxvgen at high temperature, to exclude from
To accomplished this in
moisture.
it air and
the most perfect manner, it should be enclosed
He does not confine
in a terricellian vacuum."
It is
himself 10 any particular kind of carbon.
true he does afterwards say, "That form of carbon found in the interior of coal gas retorts,
which has long been used, is well suited for
for

purpose." but his claim is generally for
"the application of metallic and carbon conductors intensely heated, etc.," and the use of wood
carbon would have infringed the patent. Greiner
and Straite, in their patent of 1S46, in describing
how they prepared the carbon for the incandescing stems in their lamps, say, "We take a quantitv of lampblack or of charcoal reduced to

this
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powder, or of coke also reduced to powder,
which has been purified, etc.
"The carbon thus highly purified we next
bring into a state of great dryness, and then connect it into solid prisms, or into cylinders both
solid

and hollow,

etc."

here referred to is clearly wood
Roberts, in his patent of 1852, said:
charcoal.
"Another part of my invention, consists of a
mode of obtaining electric light by passing a
current of electricity through a thin piece of
graphite, coke or charcoal, or other infusible
body, being a conductor of electricity, whilst
it is enclosed in a vacuum or space not containing oxygen or other matter, which can cause the
combustion or decomposition of it when brought
into an incandescent state by the action of the
This certainly refers to
current of electricity."
wood charcoal. We have already alluded to
Konn's patent of 1878, in which he claims carbon stems generally, arranged as specified in the
We may
patent for giving incandescent light.
add that in the earliest experiments of Sir
Humphrey Davy, and others, on the effects
of the electric current in producing light in
various substances, charcoal was one .of the
that
articles
used
for
most,
frequent
Long prior to 1878, it was a wellpurpose.
known fact in science and the arts that the
transmission of the electric current through a
pencil of charcoal interposed in a metallic circuit would produce intense light, and that when
the charcoal was guarded from contact with oxygen, in a vacuum or otherwise, it would not be
consumed. This is fully verified, not only in
scientific writings, but by the statements found
in several of the patents referred to.
The great desideratum was to construct an
apparatus and to design a process which would
make the light economical and convenient of
use for ordinary domestic purposes. We are
clearl)' of the opinion, therefore, that neither
Sawyer and Man, nor Edison, can maintain
any just claim to the exclusive use of charcoal
generally, in any form, as an incandescent conductor in an electric lamp. This view of the
subject is sufficient to decide the present case
against the complainant.
But there are other
considerations which go to corroborate the conclusion to which we have come, which, however,
we shall only cursorily examine. It is very clear
to us that in the original application for the
patent sued on the applicants had no such object in view as that of claiming all carbons
made from fibrous and textile substances as a
conductor for incandescent electric lamps.
No
fact on which to base any such claim is disclosed
in the original application.
We have carefully
compared it with the amended application on
which the patent was issued, and are fully satisfied that after Edison's inventions on the subject
had been submitted to the world there was entire change of base on the part of Sawyer and
Man, and that application was amended to give

The charcoal

it
an entirely different direction and purpose
from what it had in its original form. It is
true that the last claim of the original was for

" an

illuminating

arch

made

of

carbonized,

But the claim had
special reference to the arched form of the conductor rather than to the material of which it
was composed, and their claim is the only expression in the application which even suggests
an exclusive right to all vegetable carbon, or
any invention or discovery in relation thereto.
No advantage in the use of such carbons is anywhere alleged. The whole scope
and
purpose
of
the
application
related
to the arched form of the conductor.
A subsidiary purpose was to claim carbon made from
|)aper or pasteboard.
That was distinct: "Our
improvement consists in the employment of an
incandescent arch of carbon in the circuit as the
light-giving medium."
"carbon" generally, not
any particular carbon.
By an adroit amendment, made in 1885, they claim: "Our improvefibrous, or textile material."

—

relates more especially to the conductor,
substance, its form and its combination with
the other elements composing the lamp."
The

ment

its

purpose of this amendment is obvious and needs
no comment.
.\fter explaining the drawings,
the original application goes on to say;
"Our
improved hurner or incandescent arch consists
of an arch-shaped or semi-cylindrical piece of
carbon mounted in its clamps or supports in the

We have tried carbonusual well-known ways.
ized paper covered with jjowdered plumbago,
wood, carbon or charcoal, and ordinary gas carWe have also used such arcs or burners
bon.
of various shapes, such as piros with their lower
ends secured at their respective supports and
with their upper ends united so as to form an
We have also used
inverted 'V-shaped burner.
arcs of varying contours, that is with rectangular
bends instead of curvilinear ones, but prefer the
arch shape, as the shadow cast by such a burner
is less than that produced
by other forms of
We have used arch burners inclosed
burners.
in transparent chambers in a vacuum in nitrogen
gas and in hydrogen gas, but have attained the
best results in a vacuum or attenuated atmosphere of nitrogen, the great desideratum being to exclude oxygen from the combustion
chambers as is well understood. The operation
of our improved apparatus will readily be underThen
stood from the foregoing description."
"First, incancomes the claims, as follows:
descing arcs for electric light made of carbon
substantially as heretofore set forth; second, incandescent arcs of carbon in combination with
the circuit of an electric light; third, the combination substantially, as heretofore set forth, of
the circuit of an electric light and incandescing
arc of carbonized paper included in the circuit
and a glass transparent chamber in which the
arc is enclosed; fourth, an incandescing arc
made of carbonized fibrous or textile material."
This is the whole of the original application
The arc is
except the formal mtroduction.
everything.
The changes are rung on the arc.
fact is that Sawyer and Man were unconscious that the arc was not new and supposed
that they could get a patent for it, but as their

The

about and
and made the material of the conductor, the great object, of carbon
made from fibrous or textile material. Compare

eyes were

amended

opened,

they changed

their application

with the amended application as
stated in this opinion, and this purpose most

the original
first

obviously appear.
The carbons mentioned in
the original application are merely mentioned
by the way, to show the arch form would apply
"We have treated carto all kinds of carbons.
bonized paper covered with powdered plumbago, wood carbon and ordinary gas carbon."
This is changed in the amended application, to
the words "In the practice of our invention, we
have made use of carbonized paper, and also
The object of this change is
wood carbon."
manifest.
In three parts of the amended specification, the importance of vegetable carbon
as distinguished from gas carbon is dwelt upon.
Thus, they say, in a former paragraph, "Our
improvement consists, first of a combination in a
lamp chamber composed wholly of glass and described in patent No. 205,144, of an incandescing conductor of carbon made from a vegetable fibrous material, in contradistinction from a
similar conductor made from mineral or gas

carbon, and also in the form of such conductor
so made from such vegetable carbon, and combined in the lightingcircuit within the exhausted
chamber of the lamp." The fact that the whole
object of the application was changed is evinced
by the correspondence of the parties. In a letter from William D. Baldwin, one of the attorneys of the applicants for the patent to his clients, the Electro-Dynamic Light company (who
then owned the interest in the invention) dated
Jan. 8, itSo, he says, "I have this day prepared
an application for patent of arch form of incandescent carbon electric lamp made by William

—

E. Sawyer

and Albon Man,

as

joint

inventors,

containing a request for the issuing of such pat*
*
I will not
ent to your company, etc.
make any alteration in the claims or specification of said patent enlarging its scope beyond
the intended purpose of covering the arch or
angular form carbon used for incandescent
electric lights."
In a letter from Albon Man,
one of the applicants for the patent, to Dr. C.
H. Cheever dated Dec. 12, i88o, he says, "1
have received your two notes of the 2nd inst.,
enclosing letter from the patent office advising
Messrs. Baldwin, Hopkins and Peyton of substitution of Mr. Broadnax as attorney in carbon
arch matter." This had relation to the applicaBaldwin, Hopkins and Peytion in question.
ton being the solicitors in the case, and Mr.
Broadnax being substituted in their place.

October

12, iSS

"Carbon arch matter" are words that could hardbe more suggestive. As before stated, Edison
had filed an application for a patent in Decemly

ber, 1879, about a month prior to the application in question, and in September, 1880, an in-

terference
cations.

was declared between the two

The controversy

appliraised on this inter-

ference related principally to carbon

made from

paper which Edison claimed in his application.
The case was not finally decided until the beginning of 1885. Mr. Broadnax was examined as
a witness in this suit, and testified as follows:
"After the decision of the commissioner of
patents of the interference awarding priority of
invention to Sawyer and Man, I resumed the
prosecution of the application, insisting upon
our right to the claims that had been once
rejected by the examiner among which was one
for the U-shaped, or loop-shaped, illuminant.
attention was then called for the first time,
by the examiner to the British patent of Konn,
in which was shown an arch shaped carbon illuminant, and which as I thought, anticipated
broadly the claim for the U-shaped or arch
shaped carbon illuminant, and then in the
discussion
of
the
with
the
case
examiner, my attention
was called to the
patentability of the fibrous carbon illuminant
as such on account of the property such carbon
posessed which made it available for electric
lighting above all other carbons."
Being asked
when this was, he said it followed soon after the
decision of the commissioner of patents upon the
question of priority, or as soon as he could, in
the ordinary course, get the case before the primary examiner again. His best recollection was
that it occurred in February, 1885.
This
testimony of Mr. Broadnax, which is un-

My

doubtedly to be relied
with the
the
idco

letter

just

upon,
quoted,

in

connection

shows

that

carbon
made from
fibrous and textile materials was an after-thought
and was no part of the purpose of the original
of

claiming

application.
The amendments relating to this
new and broad claim were made afterwards, in
February and March 1885. We are of opinion
that the changes made in the application in this

regard were not justifiable and that the claim in
question can not be sustained.
There are other
aspects of the case to which we might refer, which
operate strongly against the claim of the complainants.
are not at all satisfied that Sawyer
and Man ever made and reduced to practical
operation any such invention as is set forth in
the patent in suit.
Their principal experiments
were made in 1878, and perhaps in the begin-

We

ning of 187Q. The evidence as to what they accomplished in the construction of electric lamps
is so contradictor)' and suspicious that we can
with difficulty give credence to the conclusions
sought to be drawn from it. We are not .satisfied that
they ever produced
an electric
lamp with a burner of carbon made from fibrous
material, or any material, which was a success
during the year referred to, 1878, and the beginning of 1879, they applied and obtained ten
different patents (besides an English patent) on
the subject of electric lamps; but not one of
them contains a suggestion or a hint of any such
invention as is claimed in the patent in suit,
which was not applied for until 1880. They all

lamps with straight textile burners,
generally of carbon, but without any preference
given to one kind of carbon over another. The
application for the patent in suit was not made
until January, 1880, nearly or quite a year after
all their experiments had ceased, and after inventions of Edison had been published to the
world.
One cannot read the patent before applied for by Sawyer and Man, with all their detailed apparatus and process for constructing
and making the straight-stemmed conductor,
relate to

—

without distinction of carbon apparatus and
processes many of which would be needless in
the lamp
now claimed without indulging
in
some degree of astonishment at the
pains
and ingenuity gratuitously expendor
wasted,
if
it
was
true
that
ed
the time
all
they had in their possession
a secret invention which would take ihe place of
The explana
those complicated contrivances.
tion made by the complainants for the delay in
applying for the patent in suit fails to satisfy
our minds that Sawyer and Manor their assignees
for them have not sought to obtain a patent to

—
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if
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which they were not Icj^itimatcly eiitillid.
suppost; it to be true, as the supposed inventors
and some of the other witnesses lestil'ied, that
they did in 1.S78 eonstriict sojne lamps witli
l)iirners of carbon made of hbroiis material and
I'.ut

of arcli slia|)e, wliicli continued to ;;ive li^lit for
days or weel<s or monllis, Still, were ihey a
sneeessfid invention, would any one pnrehase or

now?

Did tliey not lack an essential
ingredient which was necessary to their
adoption and nse?
Did they go any fnrtlier in
tontli tliem

than otiier
lamps which had lieen constructed before?
It
seems to ns that they were following a wrong
the principle of small resistance in an
principle
incandescing condnctor and a strong current of
electricity; and that the great discovery in the
art was that of adapting high resistance in the
conductor with a small illuminating surface
and a correspoiuling diminution of the strength
of the current.
'This was accomplished by ImUson in Ills fdamental, threadlike contluctor, rendered practical by the perfection of the vacuum
in the globes of the lamp.
This was really the
principle,

they

if

did

in

(legree,

—

graml

ili.scovery

in

the art

of electric

lighting

coidd not have become a practical art for the purpose of general use in houses
and cities. It is intportant to trace the various
steps by which this great discovery w'as arrived at.
It is well indicated antl shown in Edison's patent
applied for in April, 1S79, and issued -May 4,
1880, No. 227, 229, and is more fully described
ni that which he applietl for November 4, 1879,
and issued January 27, 1S80, No. 223,898. An
e.vtract from the latter will serve to explain the
principles of this invention.
Kdison there says:
"Heretofore light by incandescence has been
obtained from rods of carbon of one to four
ohms resistance, placed in closed vessels in
which the atmosiiheric air had been replaced by
gas that did not combine chemically with carbon.
The vessel holding the burner had been

without which

it

cemented to a metallic base.
'I'he connection between the leading wires and
the carbon had been obtained by clamping the
carbon to the metal. The leading wires had
contposetl of glass

always been large, so that their resistance should
be many times less than the burner, and in general the attempts of previous persons have been
to reduce the resistance of the carbon rod.
The
(Hsadvantagcs of following this practice are
that a lamp liavin,g but one to four ohms resistance cannot be worked in great numbers in multiple arc without the employment of main conductors of enormous dimensions; and that owing
to the low resistance of the lamps, the leadmg
wires must be of large dimensions and good
conductors, and a glass globe cannot be kept
place where the wires pass in and
are cemented.
Hence the carbon is consumed
because there must be almost a perfect vacuum
to render the carbon staple, especially when
tight at the

such carbon

is

small

in

mass and high

in elec-

The

use of a gas in the receiver
at the atmospheric pressure although not attaching the carbon, serves to destroy it in time by
air \vashin.g or the attrition produced by the
rapid passage of the air over a slightly coherent
I liavi:
highly heated surface of the conductor.
discovered that
ic-vcrscd t/iis practice.
I have
even a cotton thread properly carbonized and
placed in a .sealed glass bulb exhausted to one
millionth of
an atmosphere offers from one
tric resistance.

hundred ohms resistance to
the passage of the current, and that it is ab-

hundred

to

five

solutely stable at very high temperatures; that
if the thread be coiled as a spiral
and carbonized, or any fibrous vegetable substance which
will leave a carbon residue after heating in a
closed chamber, lie so coiled, as much as 2,000
ohms resistance may be obtained without presenting a radiating surface greater than threesixteenths of an inch; that if such fibrous material be rubbed with a plastic paste of lamp black
and tar its resistance may be made high or low,
according to the amount of lamp black placed
upon it; a carbon filament may be made by a
combination of tar or lamp black, the latter being previously ignited in a closed crucible for

several hours

kneaded

and afterwards
assumes the

moistened

and

consistency of
Small pieces of this material may
thick putty.
be rolled out in the form of wire as small as
seven one-thousandths of an inch in diameter
andover a foot in length, and the same may be
until

it

'99

imdui ting non-carboni/.ing
w II h .1
substance and wound on a bobbin, or as a spiral,
and the tar carbonized in a ilosed clianiber by
subjecling it to a high heat, the spiral after <.arbonization retaining its form.
All these forms
are fragile and (aniKil be cl.impcd to the leading
wires with sullii lent force to secin'e good contact and prevenl heating.
have discovered
n.ili-d

iiiiiii

I

wires are iiseil and a plastic
t.ir material be melted around it
in the ait of carbonization there is an intimate
union, by combination and by pressure, between
the carbon and platinum and nearly perfect contact is obtained without the necessity of clamps;
heiu'e the burner and the leading wires are connected to the carbon ready to be placed in the
vacuum bulb. The plastic lamp black and tar
are iiseil to seiii:e it to the platina before carthat if pl.itiiium
lam|) black and

boiiizalion.

carUm

liiament patent. Ihcy will have no patent for the
•anic themailvci.
In fact, Ihcy will liavc to (ace our pat
other feature* of the ineandcticnt bmp«.
Therefore, while thl« dceUir>n \% a|faln<t u», it l> m* in
favor of.M'. KdUon tit hU paieni*
The huilneM and
proliln of the Wc«tini;ltoUH! Kicctric rompany will n'rf Ijc
adverticly aflcclcd by Ihin (Icf-itti >n.
'"
'-ii*imprcHHinn jjelH abrrjad that the iniait
r
come public nro|>criy, the demand for
f,;;
will be grc«tly Inctcaned. an>l our company
»ill tunc iii
for \\% nharc of the increiw.'*

enl«onlhe

'

-

Complimentary Dinner

A complimentary dinner wa» tendcrcil to II. Mel..
Harding of the Sprague Electric Kailway & Mrjtor coinpany at the lloflman llouK, .Vew York, (icloher lit, by
frieniK and aHVH'ialc«, upr>n the eve of hi% departure for
Chicago to take charge of the mining <lci>ar1nienl in the
went.
The following gentlemen were present K. II
Johnson, president of the Spraguc coni|)any: I". J.
viie-prcHidcnt: A S. Itevcn
ireaiurer; J, II.
assistant 10 the prenidenl; (J. W. I.a Kuc, E. E.
Iliggins, .\. II. Chadbonrne. A. T. Starkey. Theo. Ilcran,

Spmguc,

"liy using the carbon wire of such high resistance, I am enabled to use Unv platinum wires
for leading wires, as they will have a .small resistance compared with the burner, and hence
will not heat and crack the sealed vacuum bulb.
I'latina can only be used, as
its
expansion is
nearly the .same as that of glass.
I
have
carbonized and used cotton and linen thread,
wood splints, papers coileil in various forms,
mi.xed with tar and kneadeil so that the same
may be rolled into wires of various lengths and
diameter.
ICach wire, however, is to be uniform

throughout."
first claim of this patent is for an electric
lamp for giving light by incandescence, consisting of a filament of carbon of high resistance,
and made as described and secured to metallic
wires as set forth.
The se(;ond claim is a combination of such filaments with the receiver
made entirely of glass. Of course the form of
the filament in the receiver or globe may be varied at pleasure.
It may be in the shape of a
coil, or a horseshoe, or it may be wound on a
bobbin all the forms are old. The principal
and great thing described is the attenuated filament and the enclosure in a perfect vacuum.
There may be a preference of materials from
which the filament is made; practice will evolve
all the.se collateral advantages.
We think we are not mistaken in saying that
but for this di.scovery electric lighting would
never have become a fact. We have supposed
it to be the discovery of Edison, because he has
a patent for it.
This may not be the case. It
may be the discovery of some other person, but
whoever discovered it, it is undoubtedly the
great discovery in the art of practical lighting by
electricity.
We have given a more uetailed account of it in order to illustrate what we mean
when we raise the question whether the claimed
inventions of Sawyer and Man were ever made
successful.
They may have made a lamp that
in size

The

Vail,

and II. W. Klake, officers of the Sptague
llenlon, of the Edison company: E. V.
Martin, W. II. Temple, S S. Wheeler,
electrical expert of the Hoard of Electrical Control, were also
present.
An informal reception in the Persian parlr/r
preceded ihe banquet, which was lerved in the Moorish
parlor, and was an elaborate spread.
The dinner was followed by specchmaking. The following toastt *cre pro
posed and appropriate responses made:
"Our fiucsl."
S.

would burn, but was

a success, or was
ever come into use? What
it

it

a

fail-

ure?
Did it
was the
object of all the experiments made by them and
Was it not to make an electric lamp
others?
that could be successfully used by the public and
have a commercial value? Did they succeed in
making such a lamp, or in finding out the principle on which it could be made?
We do not
so read the evidence.
The bill must be dismissed.

Mr

Edison's alte ilion was called to

[he decision upon
Sunday
His op n ion was
abked concerning it.
He said:
The Sawyer-Man paient
was rammed through the patent olftce by a company organized in New York for the purpose of speculation.
Westinghouse simply grabbed fifty four of my patents and
started into business, saying that he could sell his manu-

New

York

last

'

factures cheaper because he did not have to pay out money
experimenting.
I have 150
suits against Westinghouse.
and there must be a settlement soon."
Mr. Westinghouse said this in reference to the decision:
"This decision leaves the Westinghouse company just
where it was before, and cannot under any circumstances
affect it ad\-ersely; although
of course, we would have
have strong hopes
much preferred a ditTerent result.
of obtaining a favorable decision from the Supreme court,
whatever
on appeal, but
happens our company will still be
able to manufacture and sell incandescent electric lamps as
The worst that can happen is that
freely as it did before.
the incandescent lamps sh dl be finally declared public
property, as is already the case \%'ith the arc lamp.
It
should be remembered that this decision aJterls only one of
own several others, covering esour many patents.
sential det.'iiis in the manufacture of incandescent lamps,
which we fee! contident of sustaining and which all usere
and makers of lamps not licensed by us roust infringeWhile the Edison company will, if the decision is alVirmed
by the Supreme court, destroy the Sawyer-Man fibrous

We

We

Mitchell,

V,

company.
Cavell,

A

A.

C

r.

II. Johnson: "The Electric Motor," Frank
J. Sprague;
"The (ircat West, and Reminiscences," II. Mel.. Hard"Our .'Vbsent Wives." E V. Cavell: "Ourselves," T.
C. Martin; "The I'ress," W. II. Temple.
!•;.

ing:

At the conclusion of the toasts, other guests were called
tpon.
Mr. Vail made some remarks from the standpoint
of an electrical engineer.
S. S. Wheeler spoke from his
wide experience of motors, and gave some interesting data.
S Z .Mitchell spoke briefly of his work in the northwest.
Mr. Crosby expressed his regret at leaving the Spraguc,
while Mr. Chadbourne briefly outlined the work in Pennsylvania.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York
New

—

his return to

McL.

H.

to

Harding.

Vt.RK,

<

>ct.

casion for rejoicing

7.

Notes.

— The return of

among

Kdison was aa oc-

employes as well as

his

Mr. Edison and his wife

sonal friends.

his per-

on the
Champagne, yesterday, and were greeted by a
large party of friends and admirers, and the employes at
his factories
They had chartered a steam yacht and went
down the bay to greet the famous inventor.
Mr Edison
steamer

I.a

quoted as saying that

is

made a count was

t^e statement

of

that

he had been

"I come back

erroneous.

with the red ribbon

honor

the legion of

decorated

France,

of

"I was made commander, the

though," said Mr. Edison
highest

arrived

they confer on a foreigner."

title

The Sprague

Railway

Electric

ceived a cablegram last

week

that

& Motor company
it

had

re

been awarded a

Among the medali
whi.h were awarded to New Yorkers, the
exhibit seems to have received its share. Thomas

gold medal at the Paris Exposit on.

and grand
eltctrical
.\.

prizes

Edibon and the Bell Telephone company each received

a grand prize, the Okoniic

company

the

Cobb

Vulcanite

Wire company, and others received gold medals.
The excitement due to accidents caused by OTcrhead
electric light wires was kept up last week, by an actidcnt on

A

the Bowery.

were knocked

team of horses

down and

attached to a

street

badly injured, and a yo ng

car

man

named Michael Lynch wis temporarily disable J.
The old house at the souih end of the School of Mines
campus of Columbia College, which was occupied by the

w

no longer be used as a presiat work on the buildjng during the summer, tearing out partitions, and m iki og
four recitation rooms in each story.
The School for Eleclate President

Barnard,

Engineering

trical

II

Carpenters hav,: beeit

dent's house.

will

be stationed in

rooms, until the building which

The new

computed

t

being

c

new

erected

recitation
for

it

is

building will not be ready for occu-

pation before the middle of

Much

is

November

interest is manifested here in the

developments in

Richmond Electric Railway case.
It was stated last
week by an otBcial of the road, that it was not a success.
the

This announcement, of caurse. created a sensation.
It is
known [hat the cars were not properly cared for. and were
left

out in

all

kinds of weather, until the roachinerr got in

was not reoaircd. neither was any attention
until the system was thoroughly run
down
In announcing the failure of an electric road the
daily press overlooks the fact that the Richmond road was
one of the first in the counir)'. and that it was o-ore of an
bad shape.
given

the

I:

strvicc

Although the present

e-tperimcnl than anything else
trical

apparatus

in the

is

a great improvement 00

Richmond road,

it

should

be

elec-

that introdoctd

remcmbcied that as
it was op r-

long as that roid was given any degree of care
ated successfully, and gave satisfaction.

The Phoenix

Glass company

is

greatly pleaded

with the
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success of their exhibit at the

The

tion.

made

cent globes has

the

company famous

Inquiries and orders have

department.

in the electrical

been

recently

re-

Louis,

St,

Oct.

5.

— The

An

Mills against Charles Sutter,
tional

the Elektron Manufact-

boat on

small pleasure

the Housatonic River.

a succes' ful trial of the Halpine

Bay Ridge, Long

torpedo boat Tuesday afternoon at

Among

and.

Isl-

were Commodore David D.

those present

Macomb, Col. Fosbtry of the British army, Edward and
Thomas Thomas of the Adriance Machine works, BrookThe boat did all that was exlyn; and Edward Kent.
pected of

up

it

Subway company,

Mr. Savage had rigged

Tuesday.

in the trial

a man-of

a net, such as might have been employed by

war, at some distance from one of the docks, and the boat

Geo
Dorsett and the Na-

D,

11.

alleged to be a

to recover $4,250

The Lexington
tric

Georgetown

had on the National Subway company of

of claims he

Subway company of

and

Sutler, has

ties,

and an examination of

of suspicion.

document

this

reveals the cause

paragraph.

It is in the closing

In stipulat-

ing the disposition of the stocks and the proceeds of the sale

"The

of bonds the requirement reads:

dred thousand dollars ($100,000)

and

said Sutter,

of

emainder, one hun-

1

stock,

be held by

to

be disbursed by him to said persons in

to

the city of St. Louis as shall have been promised

its

400 yards away. The speed of the
equal to about eleven knots, but it is said

is

power can be introduced so as to drive the
boat at a rate of thirty miles an hour.
The new torpedo boat was built under the supervision of
Mr. Savage at the Adriance Machine works, Brooklyn.

that additional

stock for

any services rendered

An

accident happened to the Chattanooga Mission Ridge

the slipping of the wheels

current did

its

The

and is
provided with a specially constructed Perret motor that
was built by the Elektron Manufacturing company, the
Inasmuch as the
motor being made as light as possible.
boat carries "river and

storage

rail

motor shaft necessarily revolved
of speed, a special wheel of

an exceedingly high

at

Bartlett patterns

This wheel was cast

for the boat.

batteries,"

in

rate

was designed

phosphor bronze

and provided with three blades. By means of an ingenious
system of relays and currents of varying intensity Mr.
Savage was fenabled

the

in

exhibition

test

maintain a

to

complete control of the torpedo over a single connecting
wire, the wire being

the circuit

When

to

is

carried by the boat,

reel

the prow or harpoon of the

vessel that

vessel

drawn from a

completed by an "earth" connection.

being

torpedo-boat strikes the

be destroyed or the net surrounding the

an explosive carrying case

discharged, and by a

is

charge of rocket powder forced downward to a point beneath the vessel, and at
carrying case

is

same time

the

discharged the motor

that the explosive

automatically

is

re-

versed and the boat backed to a place of safety, whence

it

may be guided to the operating station. The reel of wire
is so designed that when the boat returns from an attack
to receive

a fresh explosive carrying case, a fresh

wound

can be immediately substituted for the exhausted one,

reel

thus placing the boat in a position for a second attack

In

may be

pro-

order that the hull and

parts

thereby

carried

tected from the enemy's shot

supported some four or

is

it

were bribed with

this slock.

It

possible

quite

is

officials

that

a

public investigation will follow these exposures.

The Laclede Gaslight company, to which has been given
the Brown contract for the incandescent lighting of parks,
public places and alleys of the northern district of

awarded
work has begun

the city

after next January, has already

the

the necessary plant, and

at the gas works.

Main and Howard

contracts for

streets, the site of the station.

company

with the

But just now
meeting its contract

incandescent lighting.

continue

will

its

work

to

been made for the

Sufficient provision has

city.

proposed enlargements, but for the present time a plant of
only 1,000 hor=e power
will

be of the

triple

be put

will

company

trie

company

used

enj^ines

The time

perfectly satis-

is

W. L

be in shape to meet the contract.

who was

B. G. Allen,

The

in.

expansion condensing type.

for preparing is short, but the
fied that it will

formerly secretary of the Brush Elec

of Missouri, has charge of the electrical end

of the business.

The Municipal
became

zation of

its

company,

Electric Light

the property of

New York

new

board, a

this

financial

its

sale of

company accompanied by

has

city,

A reorgani-

capitalists.

president and

by the

look satisfactoiily settled
issue of the

the

out-

bond

entire

a large stock bonus,

beneath the surface of the water by means of a

and green, flash at the will
Two
float.
of the operator, thus enabling him to observe the position
of the boat at any time.
The Electrical Accumulator company has obtained an
injunction against Henry D. Thayer and the Western Electric company, restraining them from using the Detroit storage battery, alleged to be an infringement on the Faure
A preliminary injunction has also been granted
patents.
by Ju 'ge Lacombe in an action by the *ame company
company of
against the Citizens' Electric Illuminating
Infringement of three patents of Faure and a
Brooklyn.
electric I'ghts, red

key lock patent of Sellon

is

H

W.

alleged.

T.

O.MAHA, Oct.

power

— The

5.

use of electricity

for street railA'ay transportation has

as

ful in this city that

the system has been

Railway company, owning

car

and cable

lines in the city, has just

town

tion of a cross

electric line

ation in a few days.

The

which

secretary

motive

been so success-

The Omaha

Street

a

extended.

rap'dly
all

the horse

will

be put

of this

year $400000, raised by the sale of bonds in the east, and

The Omaha

.Motor

the

in

is

in the

on \'inton street from

street

its

grade by

a ptrmit to

Eleventh to Thir-

teenth and south on Thirteenth two blocks.

It is the

piny's intention to extend this line into South

com-

Omaha

be-

fore next spring
It is scarcely possible that

comtiucted

in this city.

about one third

new management, and as the
ligh-ing makes a demand
the

('f

be carried vigor-

lines

will be
S.

the

and

rails

A.

hill.

company's capacity,
I

usiness

A

— The

5.

Freshman Class

the electrical ccurse

in

is

many graduated

Last June nearly twice as

ment
ment

engineering students of

electrical

commenced work September

of the electrical laboratories

building,

experiments as

now

soon

as

the

in process of construction, is

number

large

were

of the juniors

graduates of

The

equip-

has been increased, and

leading electrical companies during the

and

the depart

in

as in the mechanical engineering course.

the whole of Lincoln Hall will be devoted

A

The

30th.

the largest yet

Over 150 students are now taking the course.

entered.

in

to physical

new

and

chemical

completed
the employ of

summer

vacation,

June have obtained lucrative posiW. K. Archibald, D. "S. Spurgin and Frank N.
tions.
Waterman are with the Westinghouse Electric company of
all

Pa

Pittsburg,

last

Chas. L. Cornell,

construction of an electric

Harris

J.

Ryan has

'89, is

superintending the

Omaha, Neb.

railway in

Prof.

received the appointment of assistant

professor of electrical engineering, to

fill

the vacancy caused

by the retirement of Prof. E. P. Roberts, who is now with
the Brush Electric company, Cleveland.
Prof. R. H
Thurston, director of Sibley College, gave a reception to
students in electrical and mechanical engineering, at Barnes
Hall, Friday evening, October 4th
lecturers in the electrical

The list

of

non resident

engineering course will soon be

arranged.

S.

THE ELECTRIC

LIGHT.

Port Townsend, Wash., will have a

new

electric lighting

station.

The Western Electric company has been granted a franchise to (sti-blish a plant in Urbana, O.
The company
will light the city

The Des Moines, la., P^dison Electric Light company is
constructing a plant to light the residences and business
blocks of that city and the suburbs.
The

Electric Light

pushing

men

work as

ils

company

of

fast as possible,

^et the poles for

for only

most of the

Neb,

Plattsmoulh.

and

last

week a

city's electric

is

force of

lamps.

they in'end

large

The Morris Electric Light company has been incorporated at Springfield, 111
The capital stock is $5, ceo, and
the ircoiporaters are Lewis Degan, CharUs H. Kusel
L. Miller

H

The Manhattan

Electric Light

company of Riley county.

Kan., has been incoiporated; capital stock, $25,000; directors, J B. Anderson, George S. Green, E. A. Wharton,
Charles C Garretson, George S Murphy.

Harry A. Kinney

of

Omaha, has installed an Edison
Mo. I'umpelly stoiage lat-

electric light plant at TarUio,

teries

are used in

light at all

connection,

tl us giving the consumers
hours without running the dynamos constantly.

A

Louisville, Ky.
Louisville, Octobtr

[j

— The Western

Lunatic Asylum
to cost

$30,000.
It is

orders

said that the Louis\ille City Railway
last

week

Feburary,

not later than
!-lreets will

for fifteen eltctiic

motors and cars
popular

company gave

to be

and that Jefferson

be incorporated in the

tric lines are

cars,

electric

delivered

and Second

The

system.

will be $74,000.

in Louisville

The

and an extension

elec-

pre-

is

dicted.

The Ohio

Valley Telephone

underground ihose
electric road.

been

let.

The
to

It is

circuits

The

company has decided

to

put

which are near the wires of the

contract for furnishing the conduit has

stated that in time

all

the wires will be laid

same manner.
destructive

fire

Rochester. N. Y., paper says; A New York inventor
on a new and improved form of d) namo writes
to Secretary McClintock, of the Chamber of Commerce,
asking what inducements would be offered for the locaticn
of a dynamo factory in that city.
of a patent

lave an electric light plant

at Hopkinsville, will

in the

any more cable

car up the
and the track being

contract

amount of
wring for incandescent lighting is now being done, and all
work will be pushed from now on
This makes the third
The franchise was
transfer in the hi-tory of the company.
first given to Suiter, and on his application transferred
to
the Municipal E eclric Light company, and ownership has
linally been vested in the New York bankers.
P.

total cost for

This company has been granted

lay double tracks

to be

changing the grade of

tracks to correspond to the change
the council.

same manner,

its lines.

company

for arc

with the city

flag, will

in oper-

It is the intention
now occupied by horse car lines
of the company 'o have all of its lines operated by electricFor new construction, paving, rolling"
ity early this fall.
stock and electric power, the company is expending this

intends raising $1,100,000

allowed to

ously forward by the

company has

streets

used next year in extending

now been

completed the erec-

asked for permits to erect poles and string wires along the

it

Sutter, vice president; Mortimer F, Taylor, secielary and
John M. Sellers, treasurer, with H. M Noel. August Frank
and Brainard Rorison completing the board of diiectors.
It was stated yesterday by an officer of the company that
the sale as consummated is eminently satisfactory to the
original stockholders and promoleis of the company.
It
was also added that the work on the company's plant,

reaching out for a large general

Omaha, Neb.

down

Cornell University

—

Thalman
Co. and J. W. Seligman & Co. The board as
it now stands is as follows: John O'Day, president; Charles

which has

electric

the wheels

trial that

in the right direction to carry the

Ithaca, Oct.

changes the organization from a local enterpfise into the
full development of a corporation controlled by two of the
largest banking firms of New York City
Ladenburg,
i.\:

five feet

The

track.

was proved on

covered with dew, the wheels refused to take the

electrical

the

it

track, but the car being heavily loaded,

It is the

intention to finally have an equipment of 2 500 horse power, for a'c as well as

duty;

accident was caused by

on a wet

Ithaca, N. Y.

Louis papers claim that this means that

St.

all

The

railway last week

electric

"

either of the parties hereto

The

an

of

lights.

electric system.

agreemen's signed concerning the subject matter herein by

torpedo under the net, and then retired gracefully to

erection

supplying the city with

Nashville, Oct. 5.— A large amount of street railway
stock has recently changed ownership, and it is the purpose of the new management to equip the road with an

present boat

its

elec-

Nashville, Tenn.

Missouri, Dcrsett

brought to light a contiact between the par-

slipped

discharged

an

will erect

B. A.

pany, this paper to supersede and take the place of

advanced rapidly,

It

company

road.

Illi-

starting point, 300 or

motion.

its

citizens are consideri:-g the

electric light plant for

were turning

set in

totally destroyed.

City Railway

plant for operating

in promoting the interests of the
company, and should any balance be left, the same shall be
divided in equal parts betwten Sutter and the Illinois com-

was

was

Bloom &

of Bamberger,

in the establishment

Co., whose building

12, iS

balance on a debt of $5,000 due him for the relinquishment
nois: the National

W. Savage made

Arthur

contain

action recently begun by

company.

One of the latest installations of
company of Brooklyn is in a

an arc lamp

Louis papers

St.

charges against persons interested in the subway company
operating in this city

ceived from Turkey, South Arcerica and Australia, by this

uring

MO.

St. Louis,

Louis Electrical Exposi-

St.

beautiful designs in fine cut glass for incandes-

October

which occurred here recently

have been started by a red hot carbon which

is

fell

said

from

Augusta,
tric light

Ga

.

is

contemplating establishing a

plant to illuminate

tating the same question,
lightmg expires January
looking into the matter.

its streets.

and as that
r.

1S91, the

city elec-

Savannah

is

agi-

contract for
city council there is
city's

Work has been begun on the building for the Peoria
Electric Lighting company, and it will be pushed rapidly,
but at the very best everything cannot be in readiness for
occupancy before the middle of January.
'J'he building
will be a two story briik, and will be built in the most substantial style.

The transfer of the capital stock of the United Electric
Light ccmpany of St. Louis to the syndicate represented
by Hollins & Co. of New York, has been made through
the St. Louis National Bank, acd is a ccimplele su»render
of the entire issue of stock of that tompany.
stock of the United Electric Light company

The
ii

capital

|5co,ooo,

October

12,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

beinp 5,000 shares at a par value of $I(m) pur sliarc, but
only 3,noo shares were issued, so that hy the ileal llollins
& Co. liecame complete owners of th': property.

vcnler avenue line will also be operated by electricity from
the same plant in about the name lime. The difficulty now
is the non arrival of polcH.

rcprcscntinjf the "riiomsun Houston
closed a contract willi the

The l'!ast ( Icvcland Kaihoad cumpany In having trouble
with property r,wiicrH f>n ItorchcHtcr avenue.
'I'hry object
to the erection nf poles and wires on the lh«»roti(;hfnrc, and
have begun action in the crxiris to restrain the railway com<

Thomas

Adilison,

company, Chiia^jo,

has just

Cicero, Ml., Water, (las & I'!leclric Light company !«'
2,0cm
furnish a .i.oou tij^hl altcrnatinji current outlU,
lamps to he furnished immediately and the remainder at an
The contest for the coiilract was unusually
early day.
spirited.

tHe meniliers of the Mer
There was a lively mcetin);
chants' h'.xchan^je iff liuffalo, N. V., recently, to consider
the questicm of takiu;; the l)uslness of li^htin^; the city into
.\ resolution declarinj; it to
the hands of the municipality.
be the sense of the meeting that the city of lUilTalo purchase its own [ilant for the manufacture of yas and electric
t)f

was voted down.

li^ht for the use of the city

The Honham,

I-'lcctric

'l"ex.,

I,i(;ht

I'i:

Power company

has effected an organization with hr. Henjamin Dabney as

W

president, antl John
Kussell, treasurer.
A lliirty
years' franchise has been ^ranteil the company, and a contract for lijihtinj;;- the city for the same length of time.
The company has placed au order for apparatus of the
long distance system of incandescent lighting with the

Heisler

h'.lectric

.

company

1-ight

of

.St.

Louis.

R. Mugge. Tampa, h'la., has been granted a permit to
string wires and erect poles along the streets of that city

ami

for distributing electric lights,

will

have

his plant

in

operation November ist.
Ue has contracted with the
Heisler Klectric Light company of St. Louis, for its system of long distance incandescent lighting, antl is prepar
ing buildings and steam plant suflicicntly large to permit
of being increased to three times the original capacity.

The Thomson-Houston company

Chicago, reports
sales of electric light plants for September, amounting to
yoi arc lamps. 1.S75 incandescent, and (> 150 alternating.
of

The

arc plants include the following: \'erdi, Cal., iS;
Springfield. O,, 50; Sioux City, la., 85; rcoria. TIL, 405;
Fremont, O., 50; Crand Rapids, Mich., 50; Helle Plaine,
la., 20; Waterlown, Wis., 50; Chicago, ()2; St. Louis, 6;
Ft. Scott, Kan.. 70; Mason City, ia
The incandes35.
cent plants were divided as follows: Mitchellvillc, la.. 150;
So. Manistiipie, Mich., 75; Chicago, 500; liay City, Mich.,
150; Milwaukee, Wis., 150; St I.ouis, 300; Mason City,
loo; Sheboygan, Wis., 150.
la., 300; Austin, Tex
The
alternating current plants were installed in the following
named places: Santa Cruz, Cal., 650; Peoria, III., 1,300;
Watertown. Wis., 650; Pana, III. ,"650; Oak Park, III.,
1,950; So. Omaha, Neb., 650.
.

,

W.

pany.
hitch \' I.'trvis of I.DuiHville. Ky., have been granted a
franchise for an electric street railway at Waukesha, Wis.
It provides that the line shall be in complete running order
within twelve months.
The franchise munt be accepted
within sixty d.ays.

At a recent meeting of the city

council the right to lay
to the (!hal
tanoogn, Tenn., and Northside l''.lectric Street Railway
cotnpany.
The work was commenced at once.
It is being
pushed forward at the rate of one Sfjuarc a day.
track

and

stretch

trolley

wires

was granted

A representative of tlie Julien KIectri<; Traction company
has been in Syracuse, N. W, making surveys of the lines
of the People s Street railway, with a view to making a trial
of lliis system of locomotion in that city.
A car has been
ordereii, and its merits will soon be put to the test.
The directors of the Milwaukee i: Wauwatosa Railway
company have decided to call in the $2ix),(Joo subscribed
for stock and proceed at once to lay the track.
Klectricity
be the motive power, but whether the storage battery
or the overhead system will be employed, has not been de
cided.
The track will be double.
will

The

City Railway

new

of

Richmond,

after the

(

Works for the comp.iny will be delivered from time to
time iluriiig the mouth, and will he equipped with motors
double the size of those now on the elec'ric line.

A

special meeting of the stockholders of the Sriuirrel
Hill Railroad company of Pittsburg was held recently to
consider the advisability of increasing the capital stock.
It
to make the capital $150,000. The cost of the
road will be about $100,000.
Work on the road has l)een

was decided

commenced.

The Sprague system

will

be used.

The

Atlanta street railway is at the present time the only
electric road in Georgia.
A second electric line, however,
it is expected, will be in
operation by the opening of the
Piedmont I-'xpcsition, when that system of transit will receive a considerable amount of advertising from the thousantls of people who will visit the city during the Exposi-

The National Electric Motor tS: Manufacturing company
of Baltimort", Md., has been incorporated by Joseph R.
Simpson, Robert E. Diffenderffer, William G. White. Wm.
C. .'Vnios and George W. Walther. The corporation is for
the manufacture and sale of electrical dynamos, motors and
all kinds of electrical contrivances.
The capital stock is

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

town of Leeton, two miles distant. The work of tracklaying will be pushed a quarter of a mile per day. and the

Silvcy of lama, O.,

Ann

is

done.

Arbor, Mich.,

Pierre, S. Dak.,

is

is

to

I

an

to Iiave

have an

Arrangements are being made

to

$250,000.

The American

Street

Railway association

will

hold

its

annual meeting at the West Hotel, Minneapolis,
on Wednesday, October ibth, at 10 ,\. M. Committees will report on a number of subjects, among which
are the following: "Street Railway Motors other than Animal Cable and Electric;" "The Conditions Necessary to
the Financial Success of Electricity as a Motive Power."
eighth

Minn

,

—

force of fifty laborers is now busily engaged putting
the steel rail of the Americus, Ga., electric street
railway.
Eight miles of track will be laid through
the principal streets of the city, and also to the suburban

put in an electric street

Akron, O., capitalists have purchased two street railway
linesat Canton, for $125,000, and will expend $150,000 in

The Chicago Printing company recently replaced its
steam plant by an electric plant, and has since been operating by electricity.
In addition to the conveniences and
other advantages of the new system the company tlnds that
it effects a saving of $150 per month in operating expenses.
Where it formerly had a 40 horse power engine, which, by
the way, barely served the purpose, it now has two C \- C
motors, a 15 horse power and a 5 horse power for operating
the printing presses and elevator.
The company, it is
scarcely necessary to say, is thoroughly satisfied with its

introducing an electric system.

plant.

Stevens Point, Wis., has granted a franchise for the construction of an electric street railway in that city, and for
establishing an incandescent electric light plant.

A St. Louis exchange says: The mayor received a letter
yesterday from the mayor of New Orleans asking for information as to the working of the overhead electric system of propelling street cars. The New Orleans mayor
said the municipal council of that city had refused to grant
a -charter for an electric railway on the ground that the
wires were dangerous, and a great obstruction to traffic in
the street.
Ma>or Noonan referred the letter to Superintendent Matlack of the electric lighting department.
Mr.
Matlack answered the letter, assuring the New Orleans
mayor that the overhead system was a decided success in
St. Louis, where it was in operation on the Chouteau
avenue line extension. The wires were not an obstruction
to traffic, and several more roads were preparing to adopt
the system in this city.

railway at Faribault,

Minn

The prospects appear to be favorable for the electric
way between .Seneca Falls and Waterloo, N. V.

rail-

Green Bay. Fort Howard and DePere, Wis. are considering the advisability of constructing a joint electric railway
system.

A

charter has been granted the Oreensburg vS: Hemptield
Railway company of Creensburg, Pa. The
road is four miles in length.
The capital is :^6o,ooo.
lilectric Street

Mayor Maher h.is signed the petition granting the ,'\lbany. N. v., Railway company the right to use electric
motors along the lines that it operates, or may hereafter
operate.

The
pany

City Street Railway and the Electric Railway comof Chattanooga. Tenn., are building a power house.

The mountain
electricity

The

tine

will

be equipped

and operated by

immediately.

parties

who were going

to

buy the present Rock-

and turn it into an electric road,
backed out, and the owners are now figuring on making
the change themselves
'Phey estimate that it will require
$93,000 to make the change.
ford,

111.,

street car plant

The "Blue Line" of the Lindell Railway company at St
is now being operated from JelTerson avenue, west

Louis,

on Choteau avenue to C.rand avenue by electricity. The
Sprague system is used. It is expected that in a short
time the western end of this hne will be equipped and the
cars will be operated as far as

Rock Springs,

The

\'ande-

Uockford, 111 it* cnthuMa^tic over lt« projccie'l electric
Mrcci railroad, and many tcailing (tii/cnn who have viftilcd
other cities l« invcniigalc the operation of ihc electric »v»Icm, adv'Kitc the adoption of the overhead wire*.
These
opinions may be nunimed up in the following tnlcrvtew
with a prominent renidcnt of Krjckford puhlithed In a local
paper:
"We ran dvc milci* in twenty mlnuten, Inctudinif
all stops and everything.
Wc went a ftinjfle mi'c in \c%%
than (wo minutes, with two cars attached.
It Ift clean and
nice.
The line runn through the nicest part of Itoftion.
The wires arc neat and nice and are not In ihc lca%l objectionable.
There in a nlight buz/ing. but not cnoutfh to be
disagreeable, and the racket is not nearly as ^rcat as that
of the horse's hoofs on the pavement.
It is the greatest
way of transportation that I ever saw, and t\ just the caper
for us here.
There should not be a particle of op[>otition
,

to it."

on the Troy, N. V'., & I^nsinffburgh t\cc
made last week, and proved succcAnful.
The Sprague system is used, and the construction was done
by Woodbridge A: Turner, New Vork.
Regular trips are
now made. Eight cars have been cuuippciJ and six miles
of track finished.
The power is furnished by two 80,000
watt Edison dynamos, each driven by a 1 50 horse power
engine, so arranged that cither engine can drive either dy
namo, one machine alone being sufficient to generate
power for the whole complement of cars
It is intended to
extend the line at once through Watcrford and Cohoe^,
and an order for additional cars has already been given.
giving evidence of the satisfaction with which Ihc new system is regarded. Woodbridge & Turner have also under
construction the Eighth street line of the Wilmington Citj*
Passenger Railway and the Brooklyn A: Jamaca Electric
Railway, both being equipped with the Sprague system.
The latter is being reconstructed throughout.
It is seven
miles long, one-half double track.
trial trip

railway was

trie

Work on

THE TELEPHONE.
The Bavarian council of state has decided to make a demand upon the chambers for a credit to enable the government to introduce the telephone throughout the
dom under government control.

Attention is once more called to the claim of Antonio
Meucci that he was the inventor of the telephone.
The
now dangerously ill at his home on Statcn
Island, it is claimed.
>Ieucci has not been able to prove

his claims.

The Hudson River Telephone company claims
company of Albany is mining
ness, and a legal controversy is expected.
The

that the
its busidisturbintroduction of the
impossible to give

Walerx'liet railway

electric railway,

good telephone

the electric railway apparatus for Florence

Fiesole. Italy, has

been commenced

at

and

Schenectady. N.
This road will

be operated entirely by electric power, and Sprague electric cars will be used throughout the entire line.
The road
connects the city of Florence with the city of Fiesole, a
distance of about five miles.
The grades up>on this line
wilt be very steep, sufiiciently so. at least, to have precluded the use of horses.
The reg;ular Sprague system of
overhead wires using main conductor with feeders will be
used.
The fact that American railway apparatus has been
adopted on this line is extremely fiattering to the company

it

is

claimed,

make

it

service.

The management

of the Telephone Exchange in Honobeset with an unusual trial.
local paper says:
swarm of bees has taken possession of the telephone
property at the corner of Young and Kapiolani streets, and
the bees seem to be determined to hold the fort agannt all
comers.
The insects have been in possession for several
days, and brimstone fumes are now to be tried in dislodging them.

A

lulu is

A

THE TELEGRAPH.
A

syndicate has been formed in St. Petersburg for the
purpose of establishing a new telegraphic agency in that
city to compete with the Northern Telegraph agency. The
articles provide that In case of a war with Germany or Austria the messages are to be transmitted via Denmark or
Switzerland.

The removal

Y., and will soon be ready for shipment.

king-

,iged Italian is

ances on the telephone lines since the

A

down

road will probably be in operation within ninety days. The
machinery for the plant, and also that for lighting the
streets, has arrived.

electric road.

electric street railway

The Si. Paul. Minn., cily cjoncil haft atanttii a fran
chi«c for an intcrurban elcciilc rnllway,
ffy the lerm< of
the onlinuncc the line will l>c aloni; Univcr«iiy nvrnuc,
Cambridge filrctl, Wafthlntflon awnue. Ftflcenth avenue
MUlh. Third <Hrcet. thence to Flr«4 avenue Vnnh.
The
line in to be coiiMruclcd and In oprralion
l/rfwr July i
'Ihc road will !« broad k^uJ£<^ and the pole* will be erected
alonjf the center of the »ircet, with cro«ft-trecii, from which
tho wlrc« arc to be ftunpendcd

tion.

writes: "My experimenting
have achieved a complete sucFour cells are used to furnish current
cess electrically.
for four lamps.
The batttries are each 4A inches wide by
S inches long and 7 inches high.
Theyare made of wood,
fastened together, and when joined are 19 inciies long by S
One person can easily carry the entire apinches wide.
paratus when charged.
It will cost about $150 to S200 to
equip passenger cars, where compressed oil gas costs ^513,
storage batteries ^700, and compressed coal gas $350. The
nmning expenses per hour per car with compressed oil gas
is 7^ cents, for storage batteries 40 cents, compressed coal
gas 9 cents, oil lamps (six) 6 cents per hour.
I can light a
car as cheap with this system as they can with oil.
Every
The battery is independent of all
car is independent.
charging stations, and can be replenished wherever water
can be procured. It can run more than four times as far as
"
a storage battery without recharging
I,.

with the battery

c'cclric *ilrcct railways.

The

\'a.,

)ctober will be operated by electricity. The twencars now being built at the Richmond Locomotive

middle of
ty

company

lo which the order wa«j{ivcn; morcuvcr, the Sprajfuc %y%tcm waH hroutht inlo direct comiHrtillon in the matter nt
equipment of ihi% fwd with all the Kuro[>can «y%icm» of

of

the telegraph poles

on Broadway has

had the effect of improving property to a vcrs' considerable
year ago it was imextent, says the New \"ork Sun.
possible to see any distance along the big thorough-

A

The

poles obstructed the view more completely than
One can now stand in the doorway of the Gilsey House and see the Rossmore Hotel to
This b
the north and
Grace Church to the south
actually a fact, and yet the oldest New Yorkers would
unquestionably dispute it.
fare.

most people supposed.

Miscellaneous Notes.
The McKeesport, Pa.. National Tube works have completed some very satisfactory tests of welding by electricity*.
They claim that they will soon be enabled to weld the
smallest and largest pipe by electricity, leaWng do tUw or
seam.

The Electrical Industries Publishing company has been
incorporated at Chicago to publish periodicals and literature pertaining to electricity: capital stock, $25,000: incor
porators, Elmer E. Wood, Emmett L. Powers, and George
H.

Bliss.

An instrument after the style of the phonograph is attracting attention in New York where it is exhibited by the
inventor, Gianni Bettini. an Italian, who came to this counSince his arrival in this
try about eighteen months ago.
country- the inventor has been

experimenting on

thb ma-
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At first he endeavored to construct an electrical
phonograph, but failed, and then devised the present form
which he claims is essentially different from the Edison
machine, and on which he has been granted a patent.
chine.

According to the Philadelphia
ler of the hospital schools

F?-£ss

has recently

Dr. Augustus Wal-

made

a

number

of

experiments showing that it is possible to detect, by existing electrical instruments, the electric currents generated at
each beat of the heart. Two people holding each other by
the hand, and connected with a capillary electrometer, give
The
evidence of electrical shocks through each other.
hands of a single subject, dipped into two basins of water
in connection with the electrometer, give a dedfletion of
the instrument at every beat of the pulse.
Referring to the proposition to establish a city electric
light plant and gas works for private consumers at Chicago,
the Herald of that city editorially says of the aldermen who
introduced the measures and project itself: "Cullerton is a
Democrat from 'way back; Dixon is a Republican and a
Neither one would
good Methodist. Both are socialists.
admit the soft impeachment, possibly because neither one
But it is true for all
of them knows what a socialist is.
Saint Simon or Prudhon or Fourier or Karl Marx
that.
or Lassalle or Liebknecht or August Spies or Albert Parsons was not a better or a worse socialist than either one of
these two municipal statesmen as they may be judged by
their latest schemes for the betterment of their constituen-

—

Building, Kansas City, with the Pond Engineering company's feed pump and receiver.
The three-quarter million
gallon pumping engine for Taylorville, 111., has been set
up, and will be tested in a few days.

At the

last

sitting

of

the

Academy

of

Sciences,

M.

Mascart referred to the fact that the Eiffel tower had been
The tower top is protected by three
struck by lightning.
lightning rods, one vertical on the highest point and two
Some
oblique ones a little below, on the belvedere sides.
time since, it seems, the end of the topmost rod was noticed to be slightly shaky, and as the piece weighs several
kilogrammes, it was thought prudent to take it down for
repairs, while the iron nut serving to hold it, screwed fast
On examining it afto the lower half, was left in p'ace.
terward it was found that some particles had been struck
off by the lightning, as when steel is struck with flint, but
no appreciable portion of the metal was melted off. While
the storm was at its highest, aigrettes of light kept issuing
from the three rods, and the keepers were surrounded with
They were startled by the loud report
a luminous haze.
when lightning struck the rod, but neither then nor at any
No harm befell any
time did they experience any shock.
one on the tower at the time, and none can happen from
thunderstorms, the conductibility being practically per-

Wash

He did not have a consultaison electric light stations.
tion with the British Cabinet bbout the proposal to include
Canada in the Patent Convention, and neither thus far
Howhas Senator Evarts inquired at the Colonial Office
ever, the fact is revealed that R. D. McGibbenof Montreal,
the lawyer who represents the Westinghouse and ThomsonHouston companies here, has lodged a protest against any
Leonard E. Curtis and
action being taken in the matter.
Edmund Wetmore of New York are also here in the interests of the Westinghouse company to resist any effort on
the part of Mr. Evarts to bring the Edison incandescent
filament patent under the terms of the International Patent
Convention.
H. M. Byllesby, general manager of the
Westinghouse company in Pittsburgh, is in London with a
staff of electrical engineers to superintend the construction
and equipment of the works of the English company which
has just been organized with

£600000

capital.

Personal Paragraphs.
Allen R. Foote of Cincinnati, wasin Chicago

last

week.

George R. Nichols, of Austin, Tex., who was recently
appointed agent for the I'homson- Houston company in
Mr. Nichols has
Texas, was in Chicago a few days ago.
recently taken several contracts for electric light work in
the government building in Austin.
F. W. Home, manager of the western department of
the Excelsior Electric company, has resigned his position
to become associated with Theo. P. Bailey of the ThomMr.
and Mr. Bailey will
son-Houston company.
together manage the western branch of the ThomsonHouston railway department.

Home

,

Business Mention.
The

l>aw Telephone company has removed from Ii2 LibJohn street, corner Gold street, New York.

erty street, to 85

The Electrical Accumulator company of New York have
been notified by cable that the "Gold medal has been
awarded Faure' at the Paris Exposition.

Omaha made an

The Nebraska

Electrical company of
excellent exhibit of electrical apparatus of every description
at the I'lattsmouth, Neb., exposition.
One of the novel
attractions was a base ball game during llie evening, the

enclosure being brilliantly illuminated by electric lights.

The Turnbull

hair screen has commended itself to general favoi in railroad circles
It does its work completely;
allowing a nice How of air, at the same time keeping out
all
is

dust and cinders
the iuvcnior.

li.

M. Turnbull

of Scranton, Miss.,

The Pond Engineering company are furnishing three
50 horse power boilers for Kansas City, complete with
standard rocking grates, etc.
They are supplying tlie
Vine Street Electric Railway line, whose power plant they
put in, with belting and a Tracy oi! filter, and the Security

Wightman, Lynn, Mass.

Arthur

Armature.

411,950.
Ohio.

S.

Atwater,

Cleveland,

System of Electrical Distribution for Street
411,970.
Lighting.
Oliver B. Shallenberger, Rochester, Pa.
The invention consists in so proportioning the coils
and core of each of a number of converters which have
their

primary

coils

connected in

series, in

an alternat-

ing current electric circuit, and their secondary coils respectively including in their circuits an incandescent
lamp or other translating device, that, when the lamp
is in circuit and receiving its proper current, sufficient
current will be allowed to traverse the primary coil of
each converter to supply all the remaining converters
in circuit, and when the secondary circuit of any con
verter is interrupted a consequent high magnetic saturation of the core will cause the reactive effect of the
primary coil to ba so modified as to oppose to the cur
rent an effective resistance approximately equivalent to
thit which exists when tha lamp is in circuit.

|

Motor company,

and

Railway

Electric

So horse power engine; Edison Electric
Illuminating company, Brooklyn, N. Y., 3C0 horse power
engine; Meridian Oil Mills company. Meridian, Miss., 200
horse power engine; Akron Street Railway company, Akron, O
150 horse power engine; West Chester Electric
Light company. Rye, N. Y., 80 horsepower engine; Bellaire Gas &. Electric company, Bellaire, O., 80 horse power engine; Citizens' Electric Light & Power company, Covington, Ky., 50 horse power engine; Marion Cotton Mills,
Marion, S. C., 50 horse power engine; Pioneer Iron
Works, Cienfuegos, Cuba, 60 horse power engine; State
Reformatory, St. Cloud, Minn 50 horse power engine;
Thomson-Houston Electric Light company, Wilmington,
N. C 100 horsepower engine; Meriden Iron Woiks.
Champlain, N. Y 80 horse power engine; Thomson-

against the carrier."
J.

resistance pile is made up of alternate layers of
conducting material and a non-combustible insulator.

following shipment of engines for
September: Brooklyn Street Railway company, Cleveland,
O., two 125 horse power engines; Willamette Bridge
Street Railway company, Portland, Ore., So horse power
engine; Seattle

Merle

Rheostat.

The

Bell Telephone company's
Electric company's exhibit,

The Ball
facturers, report the

clampbody together

the
411,947.

The Okonite company of New York, received a massive
gold medal foi its exhibit of insulated wires and cables at
the Paris Exposition.
The exhibit of the Okonite specialties which can be seen from all parts of the builoing in
which it is located, is the finest of its kind in the Exposition, and includes a full line of Candee aerial wires and
Manson and Okonite tapes. The wiring of the American

,

,

Electric Motor.
Philip Diehl, Elizabeth, N. J.
This invention is designed to obviate the necessity
of stopping an electric motor when the machine to be

41 [,982.

driven thereby

"In an

,

Issued Oct

I,

iSSq.

Hotel Electrical Annunciator Circuit.
G. Armstrong, Englewood, III.

Charles

Governor

411 782.

Electro

for

Dynamic

fourlh claim

is

given;

Method

411.786.

of

Forming

Dynamic Machines
Plates for

Secondary

Bat-

Stanley C. C. Currie, Philadelphia, Pa.
consists in reducing the metal to a soft
spongy state and then forming it while confined
against expansion.

The method

411.787. Apparatus for Forming Secondary Battery Plates.
Stanley C. C. Currie, Philadelphia, Pa,
The separating plate is constructed of insulating
material with transverse perforations and verticle longitudinal grooves to permit of free circulation of fluids

and gases.
Wire Holder and Insulator.

John R. Fletcher,

411,801.

Dayton, Ohio.

Booth

411,805.

S.

Gaynor,

Thomas

F. Gay-

Ky.

Mechanism for Breech-Loading
Thorsten Nordenfelt, Westminster, England.
Electric Motor.
Charies C Peck, Middlebury,
Electric Firing

Guns.

411,8^0.

Y.

Automatic Synchronizing Commutator. Robert
Taylor -ind Marmaduke M M Slattery
Fort
.

,

Wayne, Ind.

The

invention

is

of

an automatic

commutator or

pole changer designed to be placed in the circuit of an
alternating electric current for the purpose of transforming it to a continuous current.

Magnetic Separator.
Richard R. Moffatt, New York, N. Y.
The separator is provided with one or more electro*
magnets that are energized by means of an alternating

411,809.

Isaac

Incandescent Lamps.

Y.

La R. Johnson, Wash-

Arc Light
Friedrich von Hefner-Alteneck,
and Carl Hoffmann, Charlottenburg, Prussia,
Germany.

41 2 14 1
,

.

Berlin,

The last claim reads:
"5. In an electric arc lamp, the combination, with
a movable carbon carrier, of an electro magnet in shunt
circuit to the lamp, a pivoted frame forming an armature for the said magnet, a drum provided with an escapement mounted on the said frame, a flexible electrical conductor coiled upon the said drum and carrying the carbon-carrier, and a reacting device opposed
to the attraction of the said magnet."
Trolley for Electric Railway Service.

Albert

Anderson, Boston. Mass.
Trolley Attachment for Electric Railway Cars,
Johann M. Andersen, Boston, Mass.
Electric SAfitch.
Fred. M. Bennett, New York,
412,159.

412,157,

for Signaling Purposes.

nor, Louisville,

411,831.
411,833.
Vt.

Thomas

for

Corning, N.

Eugene W. Beebe,

Galvanometer. William Thomson, Glasgow,
County of Lanark, Scotland.
The method described consists in placing the meter
under a constant electrical influence, then placing a
series of weights upon the movable indicating member, which are inversely proportional to the squares of
the forces to be indicated, and marking the different
positions of the meter in said indicating member.

412,155.

Bell Striking Apparatus.
Louisville, Ky.

411,804-

Electric

412,140.

Geo.

teries.

Conductors for

The first' claim reads as follows:
"A conduit for electrical cables and conductors, having a water repellant non-contacting lining or shell
therein which conforms to the outline of said conduit
and having brackets theieon for the support of said
cables and conductors."

"In an electro-dynamic machine

Governor for Electro
411,783.
F. Card, Covington, Ky.

Globe and Reflector

Electric Subway.
412,095.
ington, D. C.

Machines.

or motor, the combination of the centrifugal speed governor, the field
magnets having the diffeiential circuit wound in the reverse direction to the drive circuit, said differential
circuit having the vibrating terminal operated by the
governor, and the opposing terminals on opposite
sides thereof, and the gauge to limit the play of the vibrating terminal."

Electric

for

Temperature Regulator.
412,013
Milwaukee, Wis.

George F. Card, Covington, Ky.

The

J.

Charles A. Jackson, Billerica, Mass.

Cars.

Thomas G Hawkes,

411,772.

N.

electric motor, the

System

411,989.

412,089.

Electrical Patents.

stopped.

combination, with a shaft
to be driven of a rotary armature normally connected
with said shaft to rotate therewith, a field-magnet
adapted to rotate independently of said shaft when
desired, and means for frictionally holding said magnet or armature more or less tightly to regulate the
movement of the active part of the motor,"

,

Houston International Electric company, Iquiqui, Chili,
25 horse power engine; August Klonne, Dorfmund, N.
Germany, 35 horse power engine; Renonda Hotel company, Los Angeles, Cal., 100 horse power engine; Murphy
Varnish company, Newark, N, J., 25 horse power engine;
Tacoma & Roach Harbor Lime company, Roach Harbor,
Wash., 80 horse power engine.

is

Electric Motor.
Philip Diehl, Elizabeth,
The first claim reads:

411,983.

,

fect.

A cable dispatch from London says: Edison has come
and gone. He arrived in London last Sunday morning
and left on Friday to take the steamer for New York from
Havre to day. Edison might have been entertained to any
extent if he had so desired; but he was not well, and refused all invitations except to quiet luncheon with the Lord
Mayor. Most of his time was spent in inspecting the Ed-

Carbon-Clamp for Arc Lights.
Albert P. Seymour. Syracuse, N Y.
Claim one follows:
"A detachable clamp for carbon carriers, having its
body slit transversely at the part where it connects
with the carbon-carrier, and provided with carbonclamping devices which tend to draw the two sides of

sented.

exhibit and also the Western
was done with okonite wire.
Engine company, of Erie, Pennsylvania, manu-

Albert P. Seymour, Syracuse, N. Y.

Cut-Out.

411 935.

12, i5

411,936.

The Knapp Electrical works, Chicago, agents for the
New York Insulated Wire company, have just issued a neat
catalogue containing, in addition to a list of supplies, etc.,
a reproduction of the rules and requirements of the New
England Insurance Exchange and Boston Fire Underwriters' Union.
Testimonials from leading electric light
companies and experts using Grimshaw wire are also pre-

Seattle,

cies."

October

P21ectro

electric current.

Electric Valve Device.
Frank Stevens, Phila411,908.
delphia, Pa.
Station Switch-Board and Connection.
Edwin
411,930.
W. Rice, Jr., and Albert L. Rohrer, Lynn, Mass.
The invention consists, essentially, in the combination, with electric switches controlling the connection
of the dynamos in multiple arc to electric mains or
conductors, of supplemental switch contacts controlled
by each of such switches and placed in the circuits
from the dynamos to a wire or connection forming
with such circuits an equalizing connection,

N

Y.

412,165.

New
412,177Pa.

Electrode for Medical Batteries.

Harry B. Cox,

Haven, Conn.
Electric Motor.

Henry Groswith,

Philadelphia,

Coupling Alternate Current Generators
412.185.
John
Hopkinson, Westminster, County of Middlesex, and
Edward Hopkinson, Manchester, County of Lancaster, England.
Claim

I

follows:

"The combination with the direct and return conductors of an electric circuit, of two or more alternate
current dynamo electric machines connected thereto in
parallel with each other, and one or more self induction
coils included in the circuits of said alternate machines."
Method of Synchronizing. Alternate Cunent
412.186.
Generators
John Hopkinson, Westminster, County
of Middlesex, and Edward Hopkinson, Manchester,
County of Lancaster, England.
The method consists in causing the excess of current from one generator to induce an assisting current
in the circuit of the other generator, and thereby temporarily lessen the load of that generator."
412,196. Electro Therapeutic Appliance.
Ion St. Louis, Mo.

John

S.

Mel-

Octol)er 12
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WARD LEONARD.
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M. IZARD.
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prevents

FIXTURES.

Impurities.

SCALE

Steam

in

STILWELL&BIERGEMFG.GO.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTROLIERS,
GAS AHC ELECTRIC

Purifier.

Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

COMBINATION

all

12, 1

GEORGE CUTTER,
CONSULTING ELECTRICIAN,

80 Adams Street,

GHIGACrO.

-

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,
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CO.,

PERRY, Vice-President and General Manager,
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SPERRT IMPROVED SYSTEM
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1.
2.
3.

The new Sperry apparatus free from repairs for twelve months.
That the new ^pe^^y improved Dynamos can tte coupled in eei'lee with perfect safety.
That any number of lamps from one to capacity of dvnamo can be cut In or out of

1.

The new Automatic Sperry Dynamos and Lamps surpass

in efticiency those of any other

THOMAS ASHBCRNER,
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Wr arc now prrparrd ir> furnUh Victor

'Iiirbincs, cither single or In pair» on honzontiil ihafts,
admits of their u**-. wc recommend thrm,

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO.,

•

and where lix

kttiuiion

DAYTON, OHIO.

HAYDENS,
BOOTH
HOLIMES,
&
FACTORIES: WATERBVBY, CONN.
IMANIIFACTIIKKHN OK

BARE AND INSUIaATZSD ITVTIRE.
Underwriters' Copper Eleotrlo Light Line wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Mannet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for Incandescent LiBhtlnK. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

fQgJ-M.

PATENT
For

Electric

Light,

a

Electric Railways,

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON
J. L.

BARCLAY,

LINE WIRE

K. K.
CO.,

OkRBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

ILL.

L.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
26 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

LVJS^jifcgiHrfyBseiTg

:t

f..^lJAND:oHio. <^«T« es^St'is

THE MOST DURABLE, SIMPLEST AND BEST
OVERHEAD WIRE SYSTEM.

BeMley -Knight

Electric

25 « 27 Tenth Ave.,

Railway

NEW YORK

Co.,

CITY.

The ONLY Conduit System.
Electrical SupEvery Oescriplion.

Telephones and
plies of
Eljiii Teloplioiip

:illil

Eloclrical

SuppI)

ELGIN. ILL US. A.
,

;

1

74

i

The Standard Open

Circuit Batteries of the World.

Co-

^'"W
TRADE

\

friTtHBUKO

GONDA
MARK.

LIGHTING, a'ECTR0-PLATIN6..ANi)
fOK ExptRlhSNrALUSE. AU50 K10T0K5.

*Gondi" BiHery.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,
149 West 18th St., New York.

" Condi PeroQt Cap" Bttttn,

:

m

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Octobef

ELECTRICAL WORDS, TERMS T PHRASES.
656 Pages. 397

Illustrations.

This Dlctionaiy includes close upon 2,500

of the great classes or divisions of electrical investigation or utilization

careful and exhaustive

treatment.

Price, postage prepaid, to any part of the world, $2.50.

Cloth Binding.

Each

Words. Terms or Phrases.

distinct

For some reasons

it

deserves

it

rather to be

given.

1st.

is as

4th.

so that

follows:

«nd
are invariably followed

by a

concise

short,

giving the sense in which they are correctly employed.

A general statement

which the

O

Treatment

The words, terms and phrases

definition,

2d.

of

then follows of the Principles

Science on

Electrical

of

definition is foucded.

To

it is

facilitate study,

llluslratlon or

Diagram of the apparatus

is

an elaborate system of Cross References has been adopted,
and aliases are readily detected

traced.

EXPERT ELECTRICIAN, they shall
who have had no

also be

SIMPLE AND INTELLIGIBLE

to

training at all In electricity, or are novices in the art.

PUBImISHING

ZSIaZSCTRICIAN^
A.

an

as easy to find the definitions as the words,

CO.

CX0.^C3O, XXjXjZM'OXS.

Xj.A.^3!]SXX>Xa 33TTXXjX>3ZiirGfr,
W.

so,

In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure CLEARNESS, to the
end that while the definitions and explanations shall be SATISFACTORY TO THE
those

HUGH McMillan, President.

the complexity of the apparatus, or from other considerations,

has been thought desirable to do

called an Encyclopaedia than a dictionary.

The Scheme

When, from

3d.

comes under

JACKSON,

Vioe-Prealdent.

FRANK E. SNOXr, Secy and Treas.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC TRACTION
IDETISOI'T,

CO.,

^^ICS-

ORGANIZED TO CONSTRUCT, EQUIP AND OPERATE

Strreit Railways

By

Elroo^riq Motors,

Embracing New and Valuable Patents covering improvements which are necessary for

ECONOMICAL OPER ATION AND HIGH EFFICIENCY.
FRANK
Contains

RAE, ELECTRICAL ENGINEER.

features that will commend it to the careful attention of Street Railway Managers,
looking for reliable, easily operated and efficient apparatus for HEAVY WORK.

new

Roads
East Detroit

B.

in

Operation and

& Qrosse Fointe

Highland Park Railway
Detroit City Railway, Mack
Citizens Street Railway
Adrian Electric Railway

St.

Detroit,
"

Line

.

.

Mich 8
.

"

miles.

.3^

"
"
S
Elkhart, Ind 7
Adrian, Mich. 3
.

.

.

.

.

POINTS
A

.

in

OF=

"

"
"
"

Process of Construction

—

Decatur Electric Street Railway
Decatur, 111
3 miles.
"
Sault Ste Marie St. Railway, Sault Ste Marie, Mich .3
"
Fort Worth City Railway Co., Fort Worth, Texas. .10
"
"
"
Fort Worth Land & St. By. Co.,
..15
Saginaw Union Railway Co., Saginaw, Mich
17^ "

SURERIORITV.

Single Motor Geared to Both Axles, with Improved Noiseless Flexible Gear Preventing Breaking from Sudden
Strain. Motor Truck Easily and Quickly Detachable, Etc., Etc.

October

12,
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MclNTIRE'S
Tilt.

Applied

PATENT ELECTRIC
WIRE CONNECTORS
OK THK
aiAl>K

for.

IIKMT li.4HK (.'OPfKlt.

Wire Cooncctorn

tor all

W'Irf, miporlor In

<.iiiuK«ii ci(

I'kt.

Ad(i|>t«'il

TERMINALS.
Pat. AfiplMNiror.

for.

iinrl

choniior ttmn noldnrfltl Jololi.
T»»riiilniilB for

and

ApitllM

,M()U)ri>, ntr.,

to *ul(

^ny
*Uloit ('ut

daU

Newark, N.

J.

TfrmtnaU

for

<

Int-andodcenl l.«m|i(!,

tlirnunlMHil Inlied SUlvf. mid
l>y Kloclnc M^hl. 'r-'lpplidnp nod Tel.'nra|ih (•nmi>(inl"»»
Ky|>t In MliM-k itnd for Milt- liy nil lhi» londinj; id.-clrl. nl mipply hmiMOH.

W

(Hnii.lii.

rUt'

f.ir i.rlr4.». (irid

Ir

<

tilnr- «llli Inll itr(*irrr-iitl<.ri

MclNTIRE & CO., 36 Crawford

C.

<="t

FRICTION CLUTCH PULLEYS
May 22 IHsn. *'W.» ar«
o( yoiir rlutchoii, both In

p.*rfi*ctly natlnllod

with tho worklnd

"New York and Chlciiuo."
KLICCTHK; (-<>.. ChlcaRo,

WKSTKHN

May

2fi,

1H81I,

"The Clutch

PulU-y, (Dlam. liW in.)

May'-iH. \>'»'f.
Icyn, and i an not

CO.. Boattlo.

*Nkw

Bmi.DiNo, •'AcknowlwdRod the
World.

Send

for July. 1889, Catalogue and
son whnro and hv wHont usf»f1

.Iiino -Jl. IHtJfi
"Works tn a rliarm
Ila<l wr put It Id iMt
April In pln<n of nnn wm had, would oow b<*
$&"0, loat
"
Id tlnio and hronknK^
MP<;. C*».. HI, Jof«pb. Mo.

workw

biint factory

)

C

W.

T.

KKK'K&TprHKA COTTA

balldln« In

tlio

rliy o[ Nf»w

(liUanomdtrs,

Itridgrs

and Khrnslals by

]c<wtly

670 DECREES
'ir=?E:

TEi^-

\uk .\«rr.t^. KiiKlrjivrri •m«1 l'rirt|r»l fj-il Orn
will l<t' i.lixLMil [•< kitun (lutt k |.iil>rlrAt>t h dow I'TotIikmI <.r ^.,
(Irtt u-hl uh to inKlco It pr^nif fiKXInJiL lhr> grt-nl h«>at '• wrilcli It
(i;i.

U

m

I
[
I

m-

llm Promlncnl Makers.
I

to:mrxR
rronotnlral

I

Manufacture and sale controlled exclusively by RELIANCE OIL A GREASE CO.. Cleveland, Ohio.
AdKNTS VVANTKll.
•^AMrI.K> AU(; t HYY.
WrlU- f-.r N.-w r.ilal'«iio. nt^

.

St.,

Philadelphia.

STOt'K

of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES!
Aiid will

TRADE MARK.
.AND CABIiElil.

lili^h

^-^J^

Wis.

ami In Ihorctorf a I'KllFKCT liitirlr»l'ir ^»^l^^«• prwlucU of lowrr vra/lf* ftri'l
flrH trt.tU ptt«^ oil
iinC", li-aviiiK iho parln Niit()»*ct to w»i»r. or grB»ll/ lfi4-r»*nliit ttin
corisuniptlnri <>roll.
•THl\'e-4klplne''> Ih a priHtiicr In lb» blshngt Htatn r>r nitration. In nt Ihn Srpat«wt vlM^alty. I*
tlroly fron from nil acIdH iinrl nit ulutHly non-cnrmnlvp, and without doubt thf flnmt and m'art th'^r
*%\t
'lUKbly r<«llabln Cylinder I.iihrlruiit now on (br miirkft and will naiurally lutinratt 2f/i
mure than pnHliirL-* of Inwtir t*'Ml ^r~lH not only lh« In-«l hut th»» m'*t
luhilcant
HiiliJcrliMl.

Have a

WIRES

Hti'iiiii ijIiiiiIh

/eitruinltijitr)

CO.,

A>l> fCXAniNK.

924 Chestnut

vLOIV/;.

Beloit.

w Qixeexx db Oo.
GATE CITY ELECTRIC
COMPANY
FULL
CALL

•ra.xxi.es

JOHN W. MASON, Manager.

all

no' In th« Uollftd tithlrn." - SUe-

MASTKK MKrH.WIiN, inn

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING
A

If

VALVE-OLEINE

of all kinds.

CAKI'KSTII'JR, HABTSIAIVN

York

ECLIPSE WIND ENGINE CO..

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,
Ammeters and Voltmeters

liuv.i rivi* of your Krirtlon riutch I'ulMimnk too hlfflily nf tb^lr work."
n, S VKNKKIt WOKKH, Wolverine. Mkh.

ahmd

YKrtLBK WOOD, COAL A LUMBEIt

DELOIT. WIS.

»" ««^«5

"W«

III.

Batldfactorlly In Hvury particular."

trlcal

i

St.,

make

LOW PricCN and PUOMIT

522 DELAWARE STREET,

-

-

BERGlMiLmsr

ShipmentN.

KANSAS CITY, MO.
<& CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIAICES FOR THE EDISOH ELECTRIC
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

\

B,

j

LIGHT.

Correspondence

Solicited.

TaTTtiT- TTT^-Dir J Show Rooms,
XUllJ:i.|
-W-t-W
65 Fifth Avenue.

& CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

Street,

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.

.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

October
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO
Of Every Description at Bottom Prices. Prompt Shipments and

Intelligent Execution of Orders, Our Specialties.

310 North Third
TRADE

Street,

MABit.

TRADE

AGENTS.

MARFf«

AGENTS.

ENGINEERING CO.
707 and 709 Market

rOND

427 "The

Louis.

St., St.

^3rzia.zxio a^zid. C3rlizid.er Oils.
to none.
Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
machinery.
By refiltering can be used continually. Adopted by the ^rgest
Electric Plants of tlie West.

Second

Rookery," Ch'cago.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

319 Ramge

Building,

City.

TAUSSIG, Agent,

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

8.

Omaha.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

S P ^A

K

1

N

CHICAGO.

G^jrjGSi>^ __,„

-^3%))^-

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
Erected Ready for Service.
BPRCIAIjTIES :-The ArmiDgton & SIidb ED^iDe,

Steel Boilers, Ireeon Link Belt, Standard Rocking and Sheffield Grates, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pump, Korting Injector, etc.

«lE9rD

FOB

I1A.TE8T CATAIiOGVES.

Lamp

The Perkins Electric

PROF.

Co.,

ARON'S

H.

ELECTRIC CDRREUT COUNTER,

MANUFACTUREES OP THE BEST

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

PATENTED.
Gold Medal Awarded at Melbonrne Exhibition, 1888-1889.

IN THE MARKET.

Electric Meter ever invented. Guaranteed correct for Bmall and large currents.
Ballt for direct two-wire, three-wire, flve-wiie, to nine-wire, and alteinatlnK sfstem, in sizes
"Every counter meaeuree correctly for a fraction of ampeie
15 up to any number of amperes.
its full capacity,"

The mout reliable

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
Long

W.

Life

G.

64

from
up to

and Absolutely No Discoloration.

HALM,

In use by European Central Stations meaenring over 60 million watte. Unquestioned superiority.
Indispensable for Cental Station work. Amount of current consumed maybe ascertained at a
glance, the dials being constructed on the same principle ae the gae Meter dials. For prices and par-

Vice-Pres. and Western

FRANKLIN

ST.,

CHIOAOO,

Adopted by S1B9IBN8 &. HALSKE, Berlin, fUermsny; BDISOX COSIPAN Y, Berlin, eermaDy; HIITNIGIPAIj BLBCTBIC liieHTING WOBH.S,
Berlin, (IrerBiany. "BxclnslTely used in Faris^ Tlenna, Constantinople and
other principal Baropean cities-''

fflgr,,

ILL.

ticulars, address

T^. I3:-A-C2rB3^TTI3:-^Xj,
SOLE MANVFACTIJBER AWD IIIFORTKR.

BEEKMAN STREET,

21

The BOOIC

ELECTRO-DYNAMIC
224

Carter

St.,

GO.

Philadelphia.

Dynamos, Motors,

for

THE TRADE.

WHIPPLE'S

and Ammeters,

The 1889 Edition

Switcbes,

Full Data of

America, with

b.3xru-

all

contains:

the Central Stations of

officers, etc.

Full Lists of the Classiiied

Electrical

Trades and Kindred In'ereets.
Full Alphabetical Lists of Electrical
Workers, Manufacturers, etc.

Gomplete Electric LiEht
and Power Plants.

Full Lists of Isolated Plants.
Full Lists of Telephone Stations.
Gas Companies and Data concerning
them.
Gas Companies running Electric Light
Plants.
All Electric

and Horse Street Railways,

wiih complete Data.

STREET CARS EQUIPPED

Officers and Members of all Electric Associations.
Complete Lists of Electrical Publications.

Etc.,

FOR ELECTRIC PROPULSION.

Etc.,

Etc.,

Etc.,

Supplementary

ST.,

CHICAGO,

Electrical Expert^
DESIGN ER AND MANUFAC TURER.

Special and Experimental

MACHINERY

.

Large Dynamos and Motors for Special Work
built to Order. Coal Mining Haulage

AND

ELECTRIC REPORTS.
Voltmeters

F0REE(4a)BAIN,
84 MARKET

KATIOHAL
ELECTRICAL
riRICTORY

Batteries,

NEW YORK.

-

Etc.

to the Directory,

a Specialty.

ELECTRIC LICHT REPAIRING.

LOCKWOOD
AMMETER

and POLARITY

INDICATOR.
The Toledo Electkic Company,
Arc and Incandescent Lights and Motors
433

snd 434 St. Clair St.,
Toledo, O., Sept.

17, I68'J.

TheLockwood Instrument Co., Detroit, Mich.
Gentlemen :— Tour favor of the 9th is at band
and contents noted, and I ebould have answered
liefore had I not been overrun with work.
In
regard to the Ammeter and Polarity Indicator 1
can only say that 1 wish I had it on every machine
in the etallon. as it entirely does away
poseibiliiy of circuits "upside down,"

with

Ufiihi

The Thomson-Houston Electric Light

The Oldest and Most Experienced Electric
tor Company in the World.

REPORTS"
Mo- THEAre "ELECTRIC
each month.
on
publiBlied

the

Subscription Price,

flret of

-

-

$10

per Year.

FRED. hTIvHIPPLE,
DETROIT, MICH.

Chicago

Office:

502

Plienix Building.

"The

EloftrJc Railway," and

"Municipal
Detroit Office:

30 Atwater

St.,

East.

liigliting," two books

of the times, price $1.00 and $2.00 each,
according to binding.

all

aud the
and burned carbon holdere.
Simereiy jours,
N. C. STEVENS. Seo'y and Man'gr.

consequent poor

Detroit, Mich., Sept.

Co.,

10, 188f

Lockwood Instrument Co., Detroit, Mich.
Gentlemen— It gives me great pleasure to indorse a ;^ood article.
The Lockwood ArometPr
and Polarity Indicator Is "one of the finest." We
had all our circuits equipped with them about
nine months ago, and they have been In use conlinuouBly ever since.
They have given me absolutely no trouble
whatever. On the otlier hand, th^y bavo been of
the greatest aseietance to me in maintaining our
reputation for good service.
I can honestly say
I should be very sorry to be without thpm again.
I remain yours very respectfully,
WM. A. MAYES. Firat Dynamo Engineer,

TbomBOD-HonetOD Elec.

Lt. Co., Betroit.Aiich,

October
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THE BEST or ALL
THE WALTER

K.

FREEMAN

TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

We Guarantee 12 16-C. P. Limps for each Mechanical H. P. applied to Dynamo.— We Guarantee our Transformers and Dynamos for two years, and sell our App%ratus upon its Sati>>factory Performance.

Our Apparatus

is of

the Highest EfFiciency, Mechanically and Electrically.

WE GUARANTEE

ITS

OPERATION. AND

GET THE CHEAPEST!

GET THE BEST!

CORRESPONDENCE

SOLICIO^EID.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG.
GEO. B.
H. H.

HAYDEx,

EAU QUAIRE, WIS.
SHAW, - General Manag^er.

pkesidext.
Vice-President.

FITCH GILBERT,

CO.,

WALTER
C.

E,

FREEMAN,

KAMMEYER,

Electrician.

Sri-ERixTESDEST.

r. e.

GEO.

rust, secretary.
T. THOilPSOX, Tkeasiher.

HHHHK

W£STEliN ELECTRICIAN.

October

12,
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BUTLER HARD RUBBER COMPANY
NO. 33

MERCER

ST.,

NEW YORK,

INVITE ATTENTION TO THEIR

BATTERY CELLS
MANUFACTURED UNDER

KIEL'S PATENTS

FOR

STORAGE AND PRIMARY BATTERIES.
UNEQUALED FOR STRENGTH, DURABILITY, RESISTANCE
TO ACIDS, AND INSULATING PROPERTIES.

CHEAPER THAN ANY CELL

HARD RUBBER,

IN

THE MARKET.

Well adapted

SHEET, ROD

to Electri-

Purposes at a considerable REDUCTION from
standard prices.
cal

PATENT.

AND- -

rrr

HARD RDBBEB ELECTRICAL GOODS OF EVER! DESCRIPTION MANDFACTDRED.

Gorrespondence Solicited from

all

Manufactorers of Electrical MacMnery and Appliances.

PRICE LIST AND ESTIMATBS FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

October

12,
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A PRACTICAL ANDJOMMERCIAL SUCCESS,

The Tlioasfln-Ho ttston Elec tric R'y Sysiea,
ECONOMICIL, DURABLE,

NEW TYPE THOMSON-HOUSTON

RELIIBLE.

ELEOTETC RAILWAY TRUCK.

RESULT OF ONE YEAR'S WORK.
RAILWAY CONTRACTS OF THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC RAILWAY

Naumkeag

Alliance Street Railivay Co., Alliance, O.

Street Ry,, Salem, Mass.

Newburyport & Aniesbury
& Edgewood Street Railway Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Attleboro, No. Attleboro & Wrentham Street Railway Co.,
port, Mass.

Atlanta

Ranyor Street Railway Co., Bangor, Me.
Belt Idne Railway Co., Lynn, Ma^s.
Brooklyn Street Railway Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Central Passenger Railway, Louisville, Ky.
Central Railway Co., Peoria, III.
Railway, Decatur, III.
Colerain Avemie Railway Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Danville Street Car Co., Danville, Va.

Derby Horse Railroad Co., Ansonia, Conn.
Des Moines Electric Ry. Co., Des Moines, lotva.
Eckington & Soldiers Home Ry. Co., Washington, D. C.
East Marrisburg Passenger Railway Harrisburg, Pa.
Fulton Co, Street Ry. Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Hillside Coal Co., Scranton, Pa.
Hoosac Valley Street Ry., North Adams, Mass.
Joliet Street Ry. Co., Joliet, HI.
Lynn tO Boston Railroad Co., (Myrtle Street Line) Lynn,
Mass.
Lynn <£• Boston Railroad Co., (Nahant Line) Lynn, Mass.
Lynn <£• Boston Railroad Co., (Crescent Beach Line) Lynn,
Mass.
Lynn <£• Boston Railroad Co-, (Highland Line) Lynn, Mass.
McGavock & Mt. Vernon Horse Ry, Nashville, Tenn.
3Ietropolitan Street Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo.
,

Julien Electric Traction Co.
Seattle Electric

Railway

& Power Co.

Newhury-

Ottawa Electric St. By. Co Oiiawa, 111.
Ottumiva Street By. Co., Otluniwa, Iowa.
Plymouth <& Kingston By. Co., Plymouth, .Mass.
Quincy St. Ry. Co., Quincy, Mass,
Redbank & Seabright Ry., Redbank, N. J.
Richmond St. Ry. Co., Richmond, Ittd.
Rochester Electric Ry. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Revere Street Ry. Co., Revere, Mass.
Ross Park Street R-j. Co., Sjtokaue Falls, W. T.
Riverside and Suburban Ry. Co. Wichita, Kan.
Scranton Passenger Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Scranton Suburban St. Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Seattle Electric Ry. d- Power Co., Seattle, W. T.
Southington A- PlantsviVe Ry. Co.. Southington, Conn.
Third Ward St Ry. Co., Syracu.ie. N. Y.
Topeka Rapid Transit Cu., To2>eka, Kan.
Toledo Electric Ry. Co., Toledo, Ohio.
University Park Ry. and Electric Co. Denver, Col.
Vine St. Ry., Kan.^as City, Mo.
Watervliet Turnpike & R. R. Co., Albany, N. Y.
Wheeling Ry. Co., Wheeling, W. Va.
West End St. Ry. Co., Boston, Mass.

rvi
Lynn & Boston Street Railway Co.
Omaha & Council Bluffs Railway & Bridge

Co.

Revere S:reet Railway Co.
Wheeling Railway Co.
West End Street Railway Co.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Q20 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

Co.,

,

Citizens' Electric Street

Brooklyn Street Kailway Co.
Des Moines Electric Railway Co.
Eckington & Soldiers' Home Railway Co.

Horse Ry.

Newport Street Ry. Co., Newport, R. I,
Newton Street Ry. Co., Newton, Mass.
Nay- Aug Cross Totvn Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Omaha & C. B. Ry. and Bridf/e Co., Omaha, Neb.
Omaha Motor Ry. Co., Omaha, Neb.

Attleboro, Mass.
Ainericus Street Railivay Co., Atnericus, Ga,
Auburn Electric Railivay Co., Auburn, N. Y,

:x:

CO.:

148 Michigan Ave.,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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4

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

Illustrated Catalogue
OP-

ELECTRIC
LIGHTiiiiPOWER SUPPLIES.
ITUIOIBER 560,
JUST OUT.
THE ONLY COMPLETE CATALOGUE OF

171

ITS

KIND EVER ISSUED.

RANDOLPH STREET,

EASTERN OFFICE AND FACTORIES,

-

-

ANSONIA, CONN.

!
October

12,
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A REVOLUTION
Send

for Full Particulars

New

Regarding the

BRUSH ALTERNATING CURRENT
LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING SYSTEM.
Com.pan.ies Can.rLOt

-A_fford. to ZB-o-^r or

TTs©

-A-rL^r Otl:Ler.

The Brush 'toreless" Alternating Current Dynamo.
Brush Arc and Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Brush Electric Motors
and Power Generators, Brush Carbons, Storage Batteries, Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CHICAGO OFFICE:

225

DEARBORN

ALEX. KEMPT. Special

ST.
Agt.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Eastern Oice:

PACIFIC COAST agents:

CO.,

36 DqIod Sqnare, N. T.

16

California

Elsclric

Li^lit Co.,

8AN FRANCISCO.

T

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

October

12,

1889

FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
le'ox't

-srs/

ctT-xxe. Xxxdlcbiaa.

Manufacturers of the

SLATTERY

INDUCTION

The Most Oarefully Workedout and Complete Altematiag

SYSTEM

OF

System of Electric Ligliting ia
Existence.

lEflNDESCENT LIGHTING,

AND THE

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

OF

Lamps

ARC LIGHTING.

and

Convertenr

12—16 Candle Power

to the Mechanical

HorBa

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK
115

OFFICE:

BROADWAY,
Boreel BIdg.

SLATTERY DYNAMO, LAMP AND CONVERTER.

JENNEY ARC DYNAMO AND LAMPS.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS,

FORT WAYNE,

CHICAGO OFFICE,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,
907 Filbert Street,

St., First Floor,

BUCKLEY, Manager.
FRANCISCO OFFICE, 21 7 Sansome St.
W.

SAN

185 Dearborn

IND.

G. A.

WILBUR,

Manag'er.

J.

City of Mexico Office,

F.

ADAMS, Successor.
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THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

CO.,

S*

^

""•S"*"-

,

EVERY SATURDAY.

$8 per?Annum.

CHICAGO, OCTOBER

Vol. V.

Ireson's

Self-Adjusting

Leather-Link

No.

1889.

for Iri^eoD'H

Illris-

.iHtiTreutli'ti oti

Hiiir-

I.oattitT

Link

''"till

SHpoolftlly ndspt^d for
all KUicCrlc puriioatiH antl

iii'>(lni;

oltier blgh-epoHd machin-

1;

'

ery.

«:t
CHARLES

L

II

iitg,

(nrnlHlK'il

gru-

iiiltmiflly.

Boston. Mass-

St..

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

THE

JIAMIfAC'IIIIKIlB OK ANI>
Sl>

111

XKO

4'ATAM>(;|'K,

BOSTON, MASS.
WATER-TUBE BOILER.^

Arch Street,

ROOT'S

BcoDomlCKl.
Durabis'

AN EXCELLENT

IRrARING

ELECTRIC

RRANPH

nFFIPE^i'

^

flmr Torb, 18 Cortlandt

St.,

G.

I<.

Wiley, M'sV.

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledgred Standard
Insulation.
Its merits proved
quarter of a century. Adapted to
Btdrto

Light and Power.

Telegraph and Telephone.
Railway and all other

Brancheaot Signaling.

E.

B.

All

ABENDROTH & ROOT MFG. CO

Sizes

all

electrical purposes.

Subterranean Use,

Lead Encased mrot.''-'T:::'":\
Concealed Wiring

McGLEts, General Manager,

28

in all

LocaUont.

leoeyst, new YORK.

Torlc.

THETheASHTON
VALVE
GO.
Ashton
Blow Back
Noiseless

'X'lxe .A.ail3.toxx

Ijo olje. datfety

THE ASHTON TALVES

°\7'«kl-ve,

"•--'"« "P"'*"- "!«'>«

met p„f.« a.

-b.

THEIR SAFETY VALVES UKhSt.liriJ.'i^.'LtS^Sr^r'/uSi^
THEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES lZl''^t:^^'„l^^iA
Simple

in

Duw In u.« market.
conetructloD, Automatic 1q action, Perteclly Controlling the Preasaro of the ho«e at wkfl^

ever speed tbe eog

tie

or iiump

la

working.

AsHtonValYeCo, 271 FranHin

III., Sole Agents for the West.

Stw

BRANCHES: CHICAGO, BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA & NEW ORLEANS-

'

Western Elootrio Co.. ChieaKO,

Oliff Street,

ROOT SECTIONAL SAFETY BOILER.

for durable and high
by a record of over

Aerial Use,

BOILER.

and olbera.

LoiilBvllte,

PITTSBURGH, PA.

AVE.,

-

A(lu[it<*d

Standard Underground Cable Co., Mf'rs,

PENN

PLANT

-

^y the RdlwOH RIertrlr LIshC C«aipanleM at Ihtladelphla, IMtrolt, Mt. I'aal, Colambaa
and ClnclDoail ; atao lb« Bmab BUctrle Llcbt 0«-, •!

ELECTRIC LICHT WIRES AND GABLES.
General Offices, 708

U.

Electric
III.AI.KItH l>
lil.AI.KIlH
I ;

EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL.
PAUK
KOK
KMIt

IRESON. 97 High

16,

Belting.

t

Patd. Nov. 10, 80.

Manf'd by

19,

O cents per Copy.

I

St,

BRANrU
oFFH•F.^;:

Boston.

i

;

21« Lftk* SC rniCAOO.
'.'> Llh-rtv ?-t
.

,

NBW YORK

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER G0MPAir7,
Sola Manufacturera of

hIeImE

DSIOS

[0,

Fire -Proof

and Weather - Proof

ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE.

PUSH-BUTTON

SECE

COWLES' PATENTED

B

C

jXmJnS.

CUT SMftwiNO 5Tvta or IV^UUATTOW.
Two Braid*, saturated with Kire-Proof lotulatloo.
BnUa4
.i.— Copper Wire
S.
Mturatcd with a B/ac*. Wfathkr-Pkooi' CompotUion.
^
Approved by New York Board of Fire L'naerwricers. Sanplei foraUbed apon appScBtioa.
trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of ever)- description.

NEW

YORK.

C—

Pm

WAREROOMS:
95 CHAMBERS STREET,

A

^i0m>i:.'UW"^^<i.

/^^^/ii^$/M^^^.f^///^'

R—

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

B

|

"

FACTORIES:
ANSONIA,
35 nHb^sh Ave., Chicago, il.

«""" 2' Cliff St..

33 and

1

New YoHc

THE HEISLER PATENT LONB DISTANCE
INCAMSCENT ELECTBIC LIGHT SYSTEM.

%

UNEQUALED FORDISTRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.
"Awarded

the Highest Distinction, a Gold Medal, by the International

Jury at the Universal Exposition, Paris, 1889."

CONN.

stnetPflle ill nilirt

-FOR-

J^

Specially adapted for Street, Commercial, and Domestic IllumlnatloD from Central Stations.
Plant may be located where Power can be secured Cheapest, even If miles distant from
Plan of Wliicg
iho Llehtlng.
Safety. R-jliablUty, and Financial Success fully domonslrat'd
Xotcd for the Urllllancy and
ihe S*mples^ Cheapest, and most Etllclonl.
S'tictly Series.
Beauty of tbe Light. Lamps, 10 to 100 Candle Power; Long Life without Blackening.
Dyn'sma SelfCoii'alned and PerGreatest Produclon of Candle Power per Horse Power.
fectly Automatic.

SEND FOR

CIBCi;t.AR.

CORKF.<«POXDF.XCK 80I.I<'ITKD.

CO.,
HEISLER ELECTRIC LICHT LOVIS,
MO-

809 sir

Soul/, 7th Stieet,

ST.

Helsier

Lou

Dijuici

NCANOESCENT

USHTISCI

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

October

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
£lectric
liighting Apparatus.

630 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
115 Broadway, New Yoek, N. Y.
315 W. 4th St._, OiNCiHsrATi, Ohio.
116 Gravier St., New Okleans, La.
503 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.
319 N. 3d St., St. Loms, Mo.
334 Montgomery St., San Fkancisco, Cal.

19, iS

CO.,

£lectric Railxiray

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

No better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus
can be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps
operated by Gas Companies in this country, over 11,000, or
52 per cent., are Thomson-Houston. The dynamo is entirely
automatic in its regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in operation.
The lamps burn steadily
and uniformly, and hold their adjustment better than any
other lamps on the market.
Ai'C

Dynamo.

Our direct current incandescent dynamo

is

rapidly gain-

ing favor with practical electric lighting men, as
features of excellence are recognized.
its

regulation

is

its

many

Like the arc dynamo

automatic, permitting any number of lamps

to be thrown on or off without in the least affecting the

Our incandescent lamps have an un-

others in service.

equaled record for long

Direct Cnrrcnt Incandescent

life.

Dynamo.

The problem of long distance incandescent lighting is
practically solved by the alternating current dynamo, and to
meet the demand for a machine of
constructed what

is

this character

we have

unquestionably the most perfect alterna-

tor offered the public to-day, embracing as

features that combine to

it

make a perfect dynamo

does, all the

—automatic

regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

ency, and

economy

effici-

of operation.

Alternating Cnrrcnt Dynamo.

The employment of electric motors for driving small machinery is becoming so common, and its advantages so well
known, that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction.
In the construction of our motors we feel that we have reached
a point where their superiority cannot but be admitted.

LIGHTNING ABBE8TER. —All

of our installations are

protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which

we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every instance.
Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus injured by
Motor.

ning where these arresters

fail

to operate.

The
light-

October

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

19, iS

CHAS.D.JENNEY&CO., THE

HI

MITCHELL VANCE
(MnrrraaorN

I »»

Jl

ITf

II Kl.l.,

VAJfCKA

CO.,

I «*.>

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS
Having no Special Agent
in

Chicago for our

Goods,

we

Solicit Cor-

AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.

¥

Architects' and Decorators'

Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

respondence from
with Fidelity

Buyers, which

we

to the

Promptly Answer.

Combination Fixtnres,

Insulating Joints,

and

Electroliers, Brackets

H.

All

Fittings for

Incandescent Lighting.

Pendants, Reflectors,

Fiity

given Motive.

P. ConfitAnt Potential motor.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
-03B*

T^i:-

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
For both Arc and Incandescent Oircuits, from 1-2 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have Self-Oiling Boxes.

OI'I'ICE:

224

ILLINOIS ST„

S,

-

MANUFACTORY,
24 and 25th

St.

and

1

SALESROOM,

0th Ave.,

836-38 Broadway and 13th

NEW YORK

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

St.,

CITY.

-ri^]

INDHBBEiCOm-PiCi

COMPANY.
NEW YORK.

INSULATING COMPAN7,
-MANHFACTDRERS OF-

Vulcanized India-Rubber Cables

ELECTRIC

to

any Specification up to 8,000 Megohms per
mile.

Flexible Cords,

LOW

SCHUMACHER.

Prest.

VICTOR SCHALLER.Trcas.

42 Eichaoge Place.

Factor;:

P.

CUllS. Supl.

162 and 164 W. 27tli

St.

Absolutely Pure Rubber Cables.
Concentric Cables, any Millage.

LICHT,
HIGH OR

C.

Office:

Silk,

Hemp

or Cotton.

Dynamo Wires and Cables; very pliable

VOLTAGE.

Every Variety of Incandescent Cores.

STRA^ifDED
MUlagc or

MARIXE CORES,

Specification,

up

to 9.000

any

to

Megohms

per

knot.

2-CIReiTIT

COXCEXTRIC CABLES

of any Millage, both circuits, 9,000
knot.

Megohms

SIARINE

OOHTINe/v^

per

A'tT PORT,VBL.ES. SUk, Cotton & Hemp.
BEI.L1 'WIRE, Rubber Cov'd for Marine Work.

Sf

ELECTRIC LIGHT
INSTALLATIONS.

PMABI.E CABLES FOR SEARCH

DYNAMO ELECTRIC

MACHINE.

LIGHTS.
T/iree

UNDER WATER
-AXD-

UNDERGROUND.

and Two- Wire

cation,

up

to 8,000

Cables,

Megohms

to

any

Specifi-

per knot.

Cables of Qenuine Hooper Core, of High
Insulation and Long Life, all Mlllages,
made Concentric after a New Method, if required.

All the above Cables and Cores bavo been exteiisivols* used In Theaters^Publlc Boildinss,
Motels, Breweries. Mines, Cbeuiieal "Works, Steamers aud\acbl».

OFFICES:

!59

FRONT

ST.,

W. M. HABIRSHAW,

NEW YORK

Our Dynamo is cast in one piece, and combines indestructible solidity with the greatest simplicity of design and
compactness; the highest efficiency with a total absence of
the many objectionable features of the machines heretofore
in use. No outside magnetism. Current generated without

CITY, U. S. A. sparking, therefore
steady light, and small
and commutator.
F. C. S. Cen. Manae;er.
-

wear of brushes

WESTERN

IV

THE

ELECTRICIAN.

October

19, i?

CO

TCAmO^^^r^ CA^ICBO]^
CleTT-ela-n-d., Ol^-io.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS am. BATTERY M ATERIAI..
THE HAWKEYE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURINC CO.,
CELEBRATED THONE SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT AUTOMATIC APPARATUS.
Motor

Electric Motors, (Jeierators for Mecliaiiical

Oozx'tx'a.otor's

Aitomatic

Circuits.

Dynanios for Liglitins Plants.

for CORRESPONDENCE
Ooixij^loto ESlootrio Plstzxts.
SOLICITED.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENBINEERING

JARVIS

61

CO.,
OLIVER STREET,
CHABLE3

J.

KINTNBB.

WM.

PAGET & KIIffTNER^
and

Experts

Electrical

and

Engineers,

Electrical

-

IDrXITTtT*

Screenings.

T0RNBR.

J.

LESTSn WOODBRIDGE.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER,

Hlectrical Engineers

and Contractors.

COUFIiETE EQITIPaiElVT OF EI,ECTRIC

BAII.TVA'SIS.

and Power.
Arc and Incandescent Lights
Deslg^ns and Estimates SnbRiitted.

lor Electric Light

74

'S'^ZIEC.

STATIONS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

Steam Plants

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.
10*0. -3:5 ^zroac3.x><7-a.7-,

S.

& POWER

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

tosa?oia-.

lEONARD PAGET.

Cbemical

ELECTRIC LIGHT

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
lARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn Anthracite Coal and Cak«

Oor'tla.xi.dt Streel;, JSS'e-v^

Installed.

~Sf~orls..

STEAM

Dynamo

Belts Carried

linilirO

NblNtu

<^°>*>-'SS

in

Stock.

°^ HIGH SPEED WITH BOILERf

in general use now about seven years, and has from the
taken the lead of all others, and stands unrivalled to-day for
its reliability and durability.
It
is used wherever the pressure of
steam or any other fluid NEEDS TO BE REDUCED AND CONTROLLED on Steam Heating and Drying, Electric Light Plants,
Marine Engines, Railroad Car Heating Steam, Pumps, Natural Gas.
Air and Water, in the United States, and in the leading countries o*
Europe, and is sold and endorsed by the trade universally.

Has been

first

For Driving Dynamos.

Erected.
e
Complete Steam Plants Furnished and
221-1223 Union Ave.

NGLISH,

MORSE & CO.'

KANSAS

PRESSURE
REGULATOR

THE CURTIS

MO.

GITY,

The

SEND FOR SPECIAL CIRCULARS.

Curtis Regulator Co.,

Beverly Street, Boston, Mass.

GENERAL AGENCIES

NEW

YORK, 109 LibfStt/st.
PHILADELPHIA. 2035 N. Front St.
MINNEAPOLIS, 2
S. Third st.

.

CHICAGO,

218 Lakes).
ST. LOUIS- 707 Market

NEW ORLEANS,

I

st.

21

Unlo,^

St.

"C" STYLE NEEDLE ANNUNCIATOR.
Works same
Guaranteed

as our Standard Annunciators.
every respect.

first-class in

Oak and Ash, natural wood; Walnut, Cherry, Mahogany, stained
white wood. Indications, numbered from one up.

Cases,

4
6
8

DROP
DROP
DROP

SIO.OO

9

I4.0O
I8.O0

ID
12

DROP
DROP
DROP

$20.00
22.00
24.00

LlBEltAL DISCOUNTS TO THE TRADE.

CHICAGO

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,

THE Knapp m E lectrical
A.IO'TTX^.A.O'X'TJXl.XSZHS <3X*

Magneto

Bells, Annunciators,

Works
ASTD

NEW

YORK.

.

Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries, Push Buttons, Etc.

x>xa.A.Xiz:xi.is xxo*

STTSRirTXXING SI^ECTRICJkl^.
.AC3-zisirrr'i9

ipoxi.

^r3

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A

Full Line of tlieir Celebrated Wires,

Buy your Goods

Cables and Tapes

of the

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

-

-

-

CHICAGO.

October

19,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

oxAr^isr i-on^ ELECTRIC RAII-WA YS
THE ON1.Y AWARD
AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION OF 1889
-

Wip..

I.

(Id.

I

M.ulnJ,

|.r

inl..il

I.,

tli.-

RAILWAY
AND rnKMT
MOTOR
SPRAGUE ELECTRIC
nOHT
Or
I<'4»l(

E.

II.

JOHNSON,

FKKVK4'T HVHTKin

TIIK

Pr,tslil«i,t.

I.

Sprague Electric Railway

tt

SI'IIAaUi:,

J.

KI.KCTHK: UAII.WAV

yivt.Pr:'^ldifiil.

IVIotor Co., 16

JAMES

CO.

S.

F.

FENTON,

Vlce-Prest. and Treaa.

New

Street,

Saves Coal,

The United

Fire and Burglar Alarmi.

York,

Telegraph

Bills,

Saves Labor;

vinced.
If

not sold

Id

your town

as for iMuRtrftU>d rlrniUr aDd prlc««.

writ'*

A.(SE:rvJ-r^ WA.rvi-rE:iz).
CONSOLIDATED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING

CO.,

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING &M'F'G CO.

CHAS. SmtTET SiHTH, fleo^

KOOMS,

Electric Gas Lighting.

New

York.

Saves Doctor's

Hotel and Houeo AimuDclatora.

Electric Go.

tiOO

iiiKl 2»>li

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST. XiOXTIS.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electrical

Electric Lighting.

Apparatus and Supplies,

UNIFORM IN QUALITY, LONG LIFE AND GOOD

Telegraph Inatrumonta.

Wire and

St.,

Automatic, Simple tind I>iirul)ie; Ineurefl uniform tcmporature
throughout the house; no heater complete without It; can bo
applied to any kind of heating apparatus. Try one, ond be con-

Pumpelly Storage Batteries, Standard Underground Cable Co.'s Wires, Celebrated
Waring Cables and Conduits, Paiste Switches, Stoddard Cut-Outs, Thomson- Houston
fiiotors and Dynamos, Sawyer-Man Lamps and Specialties, Combinallon Fixtures
and Electroliers, Qlenson & Bailey Mfg. Co.'s Supplies, Wing's Disc Fans and Exhausts. Electric Lighting and Supplies, Electric House Furnishings, Bell Hangers,
Sundries, Complete Steam Plants.
Preat.

Broad

Irtiiiii

ELECTRIC HEAT REGULATOR

ZENNER, Manager.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL CONSTRDCTION AND SUPPLIES.
1521 FARNAM ST., OMAHA, NEB.

ANNETT.

(inrf

•

CONTRACTORS AND JOBBERS.

V, F.

IIIVIS, Htcrtlaiij

18

$e

KELLY, General Gales Agent, 19 Dey

F.

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC
A. H.

«,

SCHENECTADY, N. Y..
Flexible Cords ^n£ Cables for Telephone,
MANUFACTURKIIH OK

Insulated Wires,

A.

CO.,

I':<(I'I

SALT LAKE

Batterlea.

CITY,

•

LIGHT.

UTAH.

IDJLF'X

Style "G" Hotel Annunciator,
^77ITH HETURK CALL.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO
ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
STREET OR TRUNK LINES.
ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

«||8«558 8
|5 8--5 S8 8
.11188 88 88

Central Stations for Power Distribution.

8 8 8 8
8 5 8 S
8 5 ? 8

UJ'I

STATIONARY MOTORS.

FOR PRICE?,

KH.\NKLIN

STORAGE BATTERIES.

S.

CARTER.

ETC.,

9KE OL*R CATALOOUB.

CUARLES

M. WILKISS.
nUDISO A9

PARTRICK

&.

115 BROADWAY,

NEW

JERSEY CITY,

N.

J.

WILKINS.

in

YORK.
Sole PrcprlEtcrs of tte PATENT

Factory:

WARD

CARTER,

Hanufnctureis and Dealers

Executive Offices:

E.

EsTABUSHEP

1867.

NEEDLE AN^H,^CIATORS.

114!S>.

Second

St..

Philadelphia.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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1889

THE BEGINNING OF THE END.

WESTINGHOUSE COMPANY DEFEATED.
Sawyer-Man Patent Decided by the Court to be a Fraud and Absolutely Valueless.
EXTRACTS FROM THE DECISION OF JUSIICE BRADLEY, OCTOBER
Circuit Court of the United States,
For the Western District of Pennsylvania.

I

this regard

were not

justifiable,

)

5,

1889.

and that the olaim in question cannot be

sustained."

"We

)

SaWyer

& Man

are not at all satisfied that
ever
to practical operation any such invention as is set forth
and claimed in the patent in suit. Their principal experiments were made
The evidence as to what they
in 1878, and perhaps the beginning of 1879.
accomplished in the construction of electric lamps is so contradictory and

made and reduced

THE CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY fS:;").

vs.
McKGESPORT LIGHT COMPANY
No. 5,

Edison
('

suspicious that we can with difficulty give credence to the conclusions
are not Satisfied that they ever
sought to be drawn from it.

\

We

Company J

produced an electric lamp with a burner of carbon made
from fibrous material or any other material which was a

May Term, 1888.

success "

ON BILL AND FINAL HEARING.

O^IlSrXOliT O^^ THE] CD"Cri5T.
BBADLEY,

Circuit Justice:

"The great question in this suit is, whether the patent
sued on is valid, so far as involves a general claim for the use in electric
lamps of incandescing carbon conductors, made of fibrous or textile subIf it is not, the bill 'must
If it is, the complainant must prevail.
stances.
"
be dismissed.'

"Edison, and not Saw5 er-Man, was really the
original and first inventor of an incandescent conductor
made of fibrous or textile material for an electric lamp."
"It is very clear to us that in the original application for
the patent sued on, the applicants had no such object ia view as that of
claiming all carbon made from fibrous and textile substances as a conductor
for an incandescing electric lamp. Nothing on which to base any such claim
is disclosed in the original application; we have carefully compared it with
the amended application on which the patent was issued, and are fully
satisfied that after Edison's inventions on this subject had been published
to the world there was an entire change of base on the part of Sawyer &
Man, and that the application was amended to give it an entirely different
direction and purpose from what it had in its original form."

"By an

adroit

amendment made

in 1885, they say, 'Our

more especially to the incandescing conductor, its
substance, its form, and its combination with the other elements comThe purpose of this amendment is obvious and needs
posino- the lamp.'
no comment."
"The fact is that Sawyer & Man were unconscious that
the arc was not new, and supposed that they could get a patent for it; but
as their eyes were opened, they changed about and amended their applicarbon
cation, and made the material of the conductor the great object
made from fibrous and textile material. Compare the original with the
amended application, as first stated in this opinion, and this purpose most
improvement

relates

—

obviously appears."

"The fact that the whole object of the application was
evinced by the correspondence of the parties."
"This testimony of Mr. Broadnax, which is undoubtedly
to be relied on, in connection with the letter just quoted, shows that the
idea of cUiming carbons made from fibrous and textile materials was an
after-thought, and was no part of the purpose of the original application.
'I'he amendments relating to this new and broad claim were made after-

changed,

is

wards, in February and March, 1885.
"We are of the opinion that the changes

PRICE OF LAMPS

made

in the application in

MUCH REDUCED.

UNITED EDISON MFB.

"The application for the patent in suit was not
until January, 1880, nearly or quite a year after all
their experiments had ceased, and after the inventions of
Edison had been published to the world."

made

"The explanations made by the complainants
for the delay in applying for the patent in suit, fail to satisfy
our minds that Sawyer
Man, or their assignees for them,
have not sought to obtain a patent to which they were not
legitimately entitled.
"But suppose it to be true, as the supposed inventors and some of the
other witnesses testify, that they did in 1878, construct some lamps with
burners of carbon made of fibrous material and of an arched shape, which

&

continued to give light for days or weeks, or months; still, were they a
successful invention? Would any one purchase or touch them now? Did
they not lack an essential ingredient which was necessary to their adoption
and use? Did they go any further in principle, if they did in degree, than
did other lamps which had been constructed before? It seems to us that
they were following a wrong principle the principle of small resistance
in an incandescing conductor, and a strong current of electricity; and that

—

the great discovery in the art was that of adopting high resistance in the conductor with a small illumicating surface
and a corresponding diminution in the strength of the current. This was accomplished by Edison in his fllamentsl
thread like conductors, rendered practicable by the perfection
of the vacuum in the globe of the lamp. He abandoned the old
of making the globe in separate piece.=, cemented together, and
adopted a globe of one entire piece of glass, into which he introduced
small platinum conductors, fastened by fusion of the glass around them,
thus being able to procure and maintain perhaps the most perfect vacuum
known in the arts. In such a vacuum the slender filaments of carbon attenuated to the last degree of fineness, may be maintained in a state of
incandescence without deterioration, for an indefinite time, and wil h a small
expenditure of electric force. This was really the grand discovery in ttie art of electric lighting, without which it could

method

not have become a practical art for the purposes of general
use in houses and cities."
"The principal and great thing described is the
attenuated filament, and its inclosure in a perfect vacuum."
"We think we are not mistaken in saying that
but for this discovery electric lighting would never have
become a fact. We have supposed it to be the discovery of
Edison, because he has a patent for it. This may not be the
case; it may be the discovery of some other person. But
whoever discovered It, it is undoubtedly the great discovery
in the art of practical lighting by electricity."
"The bill must be dismissed."
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Electric C ompany.
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COMPLETE ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS.
-0

ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

0-

and completely eqaip C'ties, Towns, Buildincis,
Nine
ine years' experience in engineering, building and operating Electric Light Plant?. We
Electric
ic Light Plants, furnishing "High or Low Tension" Arc System, Al'ernating or Direct Current Incandescent System), adapted t3 service required.
are prepared to build
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We
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)
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ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES AND SUPPLIES.
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DETROIT, MICH.
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F. MOORE'S ELECTRICAL WIRE.
ALFRED
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1820.
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Electric

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT.
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the Best Machinery, and Skilled Worlcmen. Send for Pocket Price List and Catalogues of Every Description of Electrical Supplies.

Combining a Full Supply of

C. A.

—

HARMOUNT, western

J. F.

PORTER,

Pres.

&

agent,

315 to 321

Wabash

Ave.,

Genl. Manager.

Lamps,

Long Experience,

CHICAGO,
E.

ILL.

RUEBEL, Superintendent.

CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,
CENTRAL ELECTRIC
LOCUST STREET,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

919

BRANCH:

NASHVILLE, TENN.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS.
For any system of Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Street Railway Plants, Electric Power

A

Plants, Electric Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Train Lighting Plants, Pole Line Construction.
full line of supplies
carried at all times for plants described above. Plans and specifications for all kinds of Electrical Construction.
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was

Mr.

twenty-two battles and

assaults,

know

Mill

lli.il

I

wh.it they are myself.

was asked by a

New

th<:

New

All
N'ork at-

coiiip.iny in tin- iiiler-

N'ork <;ipitalisls."

Steam Pipes
The

iiadt

from

in

do
is
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Chicago Streets.

in

Chicago will soon be called
upon to act on a proposed ordinance granting a
valuable franchise to- the South Side Heat iV
Power company of Chicago.
The proposition
of this company to furnish steam and hot water
to all parties desiring it for power or heating
purposes engaged the attention of the joint committee on fire ;uid water and streets and alleys
south last week.
The ordinance provides that
the company shall have the right to place its
pipes in all the streets and .illeys of the south
side.
This will include the most important busicity council of

among

Sedan and the siege of
was decorated for bravery with
In
the iron cross and a campaign medal.
1
87 J he was graduated by the school for
engineers in
lieutenants of artillery and

them the
Paris.

I

battle of

le

Berlin.
Subsecpiently he held the position of
adjutant and later was assistant of the commit-

tee of

artillery in Perlin,

which was charged

with the duty of testing heavy and field
ordnance.
He left the service in 1S81 as first
lientenant and came to the United States.
In January of the following year he entered
the service of the I'nited States Electric
Lighting company in its factory at Newark.
In the spring of the same year he was transferred to Chicago as representative of the
company. He remained in the city In the
service of the company after the organization
In the spring of
of the Chicago branch.
1 888
he was transferred to the New \'ork
office of the company, and during the summer was sent as its representative to Kurope,
on a confidential mission. After traveling
in Europe for si.x months he returned and
joined the force of the Western Electric company in Chicago. He remained with this corporation until he received the appointment of
the h'.dison company the last of September.
During the last two years Mr. liadt has written several popular hand books on electrical
subjects. They are, "Dynamo Tenders' Hand
P.ook," ''Bell Hangers' Hand P>ook," and "Incandescent Wiring Hand l!ook." It is under.stood
that other works in the hand book .series are in
Mr. liadt, or "the professor" as he
])reparation.
is more generally known, is an active member of
the Chicago Electric Club and he has done no
inconsiderable part of the work of placing the

organization

He

in

a

thoroughly prosperous condi-

vice president and the
chairman of the house committee. He is the
author of several of the most valuable papers
l.ieut. liadt is an ener[iresented to the club,
getic, aggressive character, and one who is detion.

is

at

present

.\lways
cidedly positive in his convictions,
genial and sociable, he is one of the most popular
members of the Chicago electrical fraternity.

A Chicago Electric Railway.
Surface Electric
The Dearborn Elevated
Railway company of Chicago, witli a capital
0<:

stock of §12,000,000, has been incorporated.
The incorporators are W. I,. Sessions, Jr., H. H.
Mr. Sessions is a
Miller and D. T. Corbin.
Chicago attorney; the other incorporators are
"I
lawyers having offices with Mr. Sessicms.
can give you no information about the intentions of the company." said Mr. Sessions, "be-

C

No.

1889.
profit as result of

.1

natural

pride

In

the

i(>.

cit)'.

The

cost," he added, "will be from jo to 40
per cent, less than whtrc a maniir.-ictiircr mailc

own steam."

his

There

K'''>'''i'''e<'

In the followcollejie in I'rnssia in iSfiS.
ing year he joined the Royal Prussian artillery.
During the I'Vanco- Prussian war of iSyo-'yi he
]'',levcnth
in
the
was second
lieutenant
to
attached
artillery
Regiment of lielil
the army of Crown Prince Frederick William,
He took part
the late emperor Krederick III.

I

know

cst of

constnuiiiiH; ('n).;iin,'iM' of tlio United I'iilison
Mr.
companj', with hi-a(h|uarli'rs in ChicaRn.
Hadt was first aiipoiiUrd to a similar position in
the service of the company in New \\i\k city,
but as lie greatly |ireferre<l to reside in the west
his headcpiarters

aiiM-

torney to incorporate

I'cw
arc hcttcr known
aiipointcd
Iicimi

;u'('()iii|),iiiyins; (Hit.

elcctrii'.il iMijjiiuH'rs in tin- vvi:sl

than Mr.

I

r.atll

I!,

19,

another objection of a serious nature
of steam pipes under ground in
New S'ork has been a source of trouble to the
electric light men. The Insul.'ition of wires has been
destroyeil in a number of instances by the heat.
When Prof. liarrett was asked by a representative of the WKsrKKN
Ki.K< tkician
what he
thought of the project, he said:
is

The presence

"I don't

from what

know much

abr)ut thc<c

fellows

and

have heard I don't think I will like
them.
The experience of eastern cities has not
been such as to establish confidence in this system.
However,
have not investigated the
claims made by the company applying for a
frauchi.se here and of course I cannot say what I
shall do until I know something further about
the plans.
I shall endeavor
to secure the inI

I

troduction of certain provisions in their franchise, if they secure one, which will protect
the electric wires underground.
One of these
will be the construction of a wall or conduit
enclosing the steam pipes. This wall mu.st
be an absolute non-conductor of heat. It Is
possible to build such a wall and if the city
of Chicago grants this company such a valuable franchise as is proposed it has a right to
require this protection.
We have gone to
considerable e.xpense here in establishing an
electric light plant for the city, and we cannot
have our labor rendered useless by this or
any other company.
The electric light, telephone and telegraph companies will undoubtedly oppose the granting of this franhi.se as it threatens them
with no end of
trouble as well as expense.
I
don't believe
the city council will grant the franchise which
this company desires.
Vou see it would put
the city in a bad position.
We have enfi>rccd certain regulations which were looked
upon at the time as hardships by the comWe required them to take the lead
panies.
in underground work, and the establishment
of this .system rc(|uired the expenditure of
a vast sum of money.
The companies of
course will expect that the city will protect
them in their present position.
I
shall go
before the committee when the matter comes
up again and present my views and 1 think I
can convince the aldermen that they should be
careful about grantingthe proposed franchise."
c

K.

n.

HADT.

ness streets as well as the residence districts.
The members of the committee seem to think
that the sclieme is a good one, though some of
tliem believe the city should establish the systein.
It is thought that this project will affortl
relief from the smoke nuisance, but in their desire to overcome that objectionable feature of
the Ciarden City, the city fathers overlook the
fact that they may create a far greater nuisance.
There are many other means olTered for abating
the smoke nuisance, all of which it is asserted
are less objectionable than that proposed by the

steam company.
In New \ork and Boston complaints are heard on all sides; the frequent bursting of the pipes in the streets are sources of danIt is
ger as well as annoyance and expense.
claimed that the system to be introduced in Chicago will be free from these objections, but the
.same claims were made in New York and other
eastern cities, and experience has shown that
Another
the pipes are a source of danger.
statement by the agent of the company must be
allowance.
He says:
"This company is composed of our own citizens
who are anxious to do away with the smoke
nuisance.
Thev are not doing this so much for

taken

with

a

grain of

Chicago City Electric Light Plant.
has been decided to proceed immediately
the litigation in which the city has t>cconie involved through the injunction recently secured
by Warren !•". I.eland against the city restraining it from erecting an electric light (xiwer house
on the lake front, south of the F,xp(>sition buildbeeri secured
ing.
General I'.lack has
to
assist the corporation counsel in conducting the
He has been in communicacase for the city.
tion with City Electrician Barrett, and hopes to
The ca.se will
have the injunction set aside.
probably be argued before Judge Tuley.
It

in

New Telegraph

Line.

George Cutter of Chicago, has made a ctmtract with the Chicago, Milwaukee & t-ake Superior Telegraph company to build a telegraph
line from Oshkosh, Wis., to Marquette, Mich.,
Work will be
a distance of about 250 miles.
commenced at once. Mr. Cutter pro|)oscs to put
a large force of men at work, and will push the
construction rapidly.

8
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Cowl-Vandenburgh

Electric Light

Sys-

Western electricians are coming to the front,
and efforts are being made to produce apparatus which will satisfy the home demand. Among

now being exploited in the West
may be mentioned that of Cowl & Vandenburgh
The accompanying cuts illustrate
of Chicago.

the systems

the

Ferranti's

Ten Thousand Volt Dynamo.

The

tem.

more important features

of this

system.

following reference to the Deptford central station is taken from the London Electrical
Engineer: A start of the first engine was made
last Sunday, and the first 10,000-volt dynamo
the world has seen has been running so far satisfactorily.
The current was not put on the
lamps, but was run through a resistance, the
trouble of stringing up a hundred loo-volt lamps

October

19,

1

venor installation. The current will be brought
to Maiden Lane, not on the 10,000 circuit as first
intended, but on the 2, 400- volt circuit.
The cable for these is being taken up overhead and
connected to the Grosvenor mains. It will be
seen, therefore, that Mr. Ferranti has abandoned
his intention at first held of sending the 10,000volt current overhead to the Grosvenor.
Ultimately this will be done underground, no doubt,

and the Grosvenor made a distributing center,
but all the mains, primary and secondary, have
first to be laid underground.

Pumpslly Storage Batteries.
The Pumpelly Storage Battery company's factory at Plymouth, Ind., is now fully equipped and
turning out 75 cells a day.
The company has
recently adopted a new form of case for its cells.
It is made of butternut wood with handles on
the sides so as to make it convenient to carry
from one point to another. The cover is sealed

FIG. 2.

COWI.-VANDENBUR CH FLECIRIC

general design of the
As will be
arc and incandescent machines.
from an inspection of the cuts the
noticed
inventors have aimed to produce apparatus
simple in construction, yet compact and serFig. 2 represents the machine with
viceable.
its armature removed.
It will be noticed that
there are no internal pole pieces employed.
Regulation is effected by the movement of the
p'ig.

illustrates the

I

I

IGIIT S\ SI

EM

being considerable, and as an electrical test the
resistance is equally good.
But the trial intended was more as a mechanical test of the running
powers of the engine and dynamo.
Some idea
of the size of the "small" dynamo may be obtained from the mention of the fact that two
flights of iron steps have to be ascended to reach
the steam-valves, and the driving gear of 40 cotton ropes. So far everything seems satisfactory.
The cable is laid all the way from Deptford to
Charing Cross, with the exception of a small

underground across the railway lines
Charing Cross, which had not been connected

section of
at

last

Sunday

as intended.

The London

Electric

company's fir.st 10,000-volt transformer station
will be at the Adelphi arches, where they have
taken some extensive and convenient premises
just below the offices of the company at AdelFIG

COWI.-A'ANDF.MiURGH

3

ELliC'l

RIC LIGHT SYSTEM.

brushes around the commutator, or by changing
the position of the armature relative to the pole
The former method is usually employed
pieces.
It might be
in the operation of these machines.
mentioned that the inventors prefer hand regulation in their machines in preference to a complication of parts necessary to produce automatic
government. To alter the position of the armature it is only necessary to turn the hand-wheel,
shown to the right in the cut, in the proper direction.
A collar on the armature shaft prevents
The
the bearing from moving along the shaft.
machine is series wound. The external appearIt is
ance of the armature is shown in Fig. 3.
of the Gramme type and is provided with a sub-

phi Terrace.
Here considerable activity is apparent, and some of the loo-horse power transformers are in their places an imposing array
of dangerous individuals.
These have all been
tested up to 13,000 volts with a current transformed up with ordinary transformers, and to
The company
50,000 with an induction spark.

—

have had some difficulty with their first intended
supply station, which is situated in Maiden Lane,
behind the Adelphi theater. Charing Cross. Here

so as to prevent the spilling of the acids, but a
small hole in the center permits the escape of
The binding posts project above this cover
gas.
and the positive can be readily distinguished
from the negative.
Between the plates and the
case in which they are contained is a filling of
cellulose fiber.
This company has just completed an installation of 53 cells in the Seebote
building, Milwaukee, for lighting purposes. The
cells are charged from the city circuits, but it is
the intention of the owners of the building to
install a plant.
Last week 56 cells were shipped
to Plattsmouth, Neb., where they will be exhibited in the electrical display of the exposition
and afterwards installed, in the Omaha, Neb.,
national bank building.
A novel use for storage batteries was found

week. The Pumpelly company received an
order from August Neuville for four 19 P. cells.
Mr. Neuville takes the leading part in a sensational boy detective play in which a scene representing Brooklyn Bridge and the New York
harbor are presented.
In many small towns it
is found impossible to light these scenes by electricity as the theaters are not wired.
He has
accordingly purchased these batteries, which he
will carry with him to furnish current for 24 six
volt 4 candle power lamps.
The batteries will
require recharging every ten days.
last

Street Railroad Officials' Opinions of
Electric Roads.
The Street Raitwav Joiwnal of New York contains the
following expressions of opinion by street railway

officials:

Henry M. Watson, president

Buffalo, N. Y., Street
Railroad company;
are prepared to extend the electric
lines whenever the authorities will grant the right and the

"We

people want

it."

John W. McNamara, president and superintendent Al-

commutator.
The armature shaft is
and is of an unusually large diameter on account of its length and the weight of
The armature speed
the armature proper.
is slow compared with that of many machines,
but on
account of its comparatively large
diameter a great peripheral velocity is obtained.
The arc lamp is shown in Fig. 4. It is graceful
in design and is protected by a neat and substantial hood.
Each lamp is provided with a
The
hand-switch and an automatic cut-out.
style of motor manufactured by this firm is illusstantial

made

of steel

trated in Fig. 5. In general design it is the same
The incandescent dynamos
as the dynamos.
are wound for
volts.
The arc machines are
built to deliver a current of 10 or 20 amperes as
may be ref|uired.
They range from 3 to 25lights' capacity.
The incandescent machines are
shunt wound and are manufactured in sizes
ranging from a "3 lighter" to a "225 lighter." In
style they are the same as the arc machine.
Among the plants now operating the Cowl-Vandenburgh .system may be mentioned one furnishing current for the street lights in Slater, Mo.,
under a ten years' contract. 'I'he David Tiradley
Manufacturing company has also in.stalled a
plant of 32 arc and 100 incandescent lamps.

no

FIG.

I.

COWL-VANlJENliURG II ELEClklC LIGHT SYSTEM.
bany, N. Y., Railway company:

they had taken a whole house and shop, concrete floored, and had put in an hydraulic lift to
manipulate the heavy transformers. But it appears that owing to the readjustments of the

Board of Trade

now pracThe station,

in(|uiry, the district is

tically outside their

jurisdiction.

being connected up, and the underlaid connecting to Adelphi
arches, but the place will be used, not as a dishowever,

is

ground cables are

tributing station so much as the point of connection with the overhead system of the Gros-

"We

ale favorable

to

electricity at present."

C, C. Woodworth, secretary Rochester, N. Y.,

City and

Brighton Railroad company: "The elect''ic line to Charlotte and Ontario Beach is working in a very fatisfactory
manner.
We expect to extend the line into the center of
the city.
Four and one-half miles of track are operated
under the new system and nine motor cars are employed
towing trains.
We operate 45 miles of road in Rochester."

The

city electric light plant

operation.

at

Berkeley, Cal.,

is

now

in

OcLobcr
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Electrical Execution
[inl;;c

hay has

Law

Constitutional.

liaiukii ilown al Aiilmrn,

N. V.,

his (1l-

cisinn in the Kcniiiilur cast: which involves ihc cotistilutionality of cxcculioiis by the :i|i|)li4:iti(m of clcclricity The
case was hroui^hl before tlie luiirl l)y a halua^ t<'tf'i4\ pro
Cfcilinjj.
Kcimiiler was found guilty of murder in ihe lirsl
dujjree at HntTah> and was sentenced to death under the
eiccirieal exeiiilion law.
'I he ease
was then taken before

eonstilulidnahly of ihc law.
It was
defense that the law violated the provision of

the eouil to test
alle^cil

by

tlic

tlie

a|;ainst cruel

and inhuman puninhnicnt, but

it

mny

305
l>c rc'

m.'irked in pasHlng that with the former wc have no prcKnl
concern as the prohibition therein contained has no reference to punishments inllicled in Hlatc eourlH for crimes
against the state, but is addressed solely to the niilionul
government
Section 505 of the code ol criminal pro* cd
ure. in force prior to the cnacimenl of 188H, provided that
the punishment oi death should in every case be inllictcd
by hanging.
It Is this attempleil change in the
m<tdc of
inllicling the death penally that provokes the present con
troversy.
The (juestion of the consliuilionalily of this law
apart from any other consideration
is of importance for,
should it ultimately be held uncxislitulionnl not only may
the Condemned possibly escape his desert for adjudicated
guilt but ,-dI other pers<)ns committing I'apital
crimes nlncc
the beginning of the current year may likewise go "npun

ished, inasmmh as it is expressly pr(»vided in section ten of
said chapter that, after it takes effect, a crime punishable

by death must be punished according to its provisions and
not otherwise, and it is clear that any ])cnal act hereafter
passed to apply to those cases would necessarily and justly
be helil voiil as <-.v /w/ /iii/o. There is no precedent.
"Sec. J, 031 of the code of civil procedure proviites that
the court or judgu before which the privmcr is brought by
virtue of a writ oi hnhcus lotf'us must immediately after the
return of the writ examine into the factsalleged in the return
into the cause of llie imprisonment <ir restraint of the
prisoner.
It was because the burden of satisfying the judicial mintl of the cruel and unusual, and, therefore, unconstitutional character of the law in (pjestion was upon the
defendant .'ind to atTord him opportunity to present the
facts as he claimed them to be, that as the better course, the
reference wasonlered. There seems to be an element of cruelly inseparable from any taking of human life, as punishment
for crime, but it is clearly not against this that the constitutional prohibition is directcil.
It
was held by the Supreme court of the United Slates in the Wilkinson case
that a sentence to death by shooting was not illegal in
Utah. The common law rule in this state, when applied,
was adopted, and long before and even after, until the act
of 188S took effect and no {[Uestion was made as to the legality of death by hanging.
That statute but changed the
means whereby to produce death. And c^m it be said that
in this case it has been plainly and beyond doubt established that electricity as a death-dealing agent is likely to
prove less quick and sure in operation than the rope? I
believe not.

and

"A

legislative act is not to be declared void upon a conof interpretation between the legislative and judicial
liefore proceeding to annul, by judicial sentence,
power,
what has been enacted by the law-making power, it should
clearly appear that tlie act cannot be supported by any
reasonable intent or allowable presumption.
The judicial
power in declaring an act of the legislature void iloes not
proceed upon the theory that it has superiority over the legislature or that laws to be valid must conform to its notions
of wisdom or propriety.
The duty and responsibility is
upon the courts to decide when the question is presented to
them whether an act. the constitutionality whereof is assailable, transgresses the inhibitions of the fundamental
law and if found so to do, it is no law and is to be so declared.
It is manifest that the duty should be proceeded
upon with great caution and hesitation, since one co-ordinate branch of the government, the judicial, is thus asked
to determine that another branch, the legislature, has erred.
That this should be fearlessly done in a proper case is undoubtedly true, but it is as true that the power is not to be
exercised unless the necessity for so doing is clearly apparAll the authorities are, I believe, to the effect that in
ent.
llict

nc.

4.
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New

York state constitution, that no cruel or unusual
punishments shall be inflicted.
Judge l>ay decides that
the law is constilutional and remands the prisoner to the
custody of the warden of Auburn prison for the execution
of the sentence.
The opinion is long and begins with a
history of the case, after which Judge Day says;
"The primary inquiry is whether in a proceeding like
the present the constitutionality of the statute under which
the prisoner is detained can be impeached.
By section
the

2,032 of the code of civil procedure it is provided that in
Aii/'c'iis ((>r/'us pioceedings
the prisoner is to be remanded
appears that he is detained in custody by virtue of the
final judgment or decree of a competent tribunal of civil or
criminal jurisdiction or by virtue of an execution or other
process issued upon such a judgment.
By section 2.033
the prisoner "s discharge is provided for 'if no lawful cause
for the imprisonment or restraint or for the continuance
thereof shown, whether the same was upon a commitment
for an actual or supposed criminal matter or for some other
cause, and by section 2.034 the court or judge, upon the
return of the writ, is prohibited from in^[uiring into the
legality or justice of any mandate, judgment, decree or final
order specified in section 2.032 except as therein stated.'
"In the matter of Donahoe it was held by the Supreme
court that on /j(j'v<;. ci'rfns the constitutionality of the law
under which the prisoner was committed could not be attacked, but the case of the People ex re!.. Tweed vs. Liscomb in the Court of Appeals, must be regarded as establishing a different doctrine.
It is no new
feature of the
law that inferior magistrates may sit in judgment on the
jurisdiction of the highest courts, that the prohibition forbidding inquiry by the court or otTicer into the legality of
the previous judgment does not and cannot take from the
court the power of determining whether the process emanated from a court of competent jurisdiction and whether
the court making the judgment or issuing the process had
the legal and constitutional power
It simply prohibits
the review of the decision of a court of competent jurisdicIf the record shows that the judgment is not merely
tion.
erroneous, but such as could not, under any circumstances,
or upon any state of facts have been pronounced, the case
is not within the exception of the statute and the applicant
If the process is valid on its face it
must be discharged.
wli be deemed prima facie legal and the prisoner must assume the burden of impeaching its validity by showing
want of jurisdiction. No defect which may be amended or
remedied, by the court from which it issues can make the
process invalid.
When the judgment is such as coidd not
under any circums'ancf s or upon any state of facts have
been legally pronounced, the prisoner is entitled to be
discharged.
There is no authority for this judgment and
warrant unless in the law of iSSS.
Therefore the constitutionality of that law isa proper subject of inquiry.
"The constitution of the United States and that of the
gtate of New York, in language almost identical, provide

ity

and certainty when

icIcntiricaKy applied cannot be |£cnjuiljemcnt tliCM i\\\tM\(>u\ luui' \m: afj-,*rrr«I
ncjfalivcly.
I he most that can justly
that there is u diversity of opinion 01.
,ri,
Mcforc the utalutc can rightly be abi'/^„
:
ix:
judicial knowlcdffc thai the punUhmcnt therein provided \\
cruel and unusual.
There l« no «u<:h knowledge and hi«

cratcd.

In

my

-.•%

'

.

conlcnlion fnlU.

any ca*c ihc j£ravlty of the matter deto Ihc courts for their dricrrninalion.
If these views are correct the claim »o earnestly and elo-

mands

thai

it

Ifi

l>c left

quently pressed by the learned ctjuhmtI for the pri»oncr to
Ihc effect that If it is doubtful thai electricity will kill at
once, and therefore painlessly, in every instance In which
il may Itc administered lo Ukc the tlfc
of a culprit as condign punishment, hi* client should be dischar^^rd. ?ts there
is and fan be no valid
law in this ttatc
;>
a
convicted murderer can l>c delivered over i'
ni
and that to hold otherwise is a rule against
,irit of the constitution and cannot be here allowed.
"There is slill another factor in ihe «.a«e to which no al
lusion has been made, but which has no little weight In determining my couru of aclirjn and it IS that the conn o(
f )ycr and Terminer in passinj; sentence upcjn the defendant
by implication at least nmst l>c deemed to have f»roii«»unced
in favor of the conslitullon.-dity of the disputed law.
judicial comiiy and a de< ent respect for that tribunal would
seem to require that I follow that ruling.
Ilavintc ihua
-

•

.

grounds of my decision, c/msider*
alien of the other qucfllioni suggested on the argument » unnecessary.
Anorderwill be made remandinf; the prisoner."
sufficiently indicated the

The Richmond
The

Ri< hiiKnul

Electric Railway,
railroad, which has

electric

been .so proiiiinenily before the public rjf late,
has been i)ronounced a failure by many interested parties, but it now appears that the facts
in the case did not warrant the statements sent
out in tltc [>re.ss dispatches,
A fair statement
of the facts is presented in a letter by representatives of the Sprague company, from which the
following extract is taken:
The Richmond road was put in by a syndicate of New
York parties, which included Maurice II. Flynn. John F.
Barry and others. The road was bonded for about ^sOs,and stocked for 1(500.000, although the actual crrtt of
the road, including original purchase price and all contractor's profits, does not probably exceed $250,000.
The
contract for electrical equipment was undertaken by us
without adequate knowledge of the remarkably severe conditions which wc were called upon to master, and the advice of the engineering world was unanimously against oar
enterprise.
Nevertheless, the road was put through, was
extensively advertised, and though wretchedly constructed
as to track, overhead structure, etc was al first and has
ever since been, as we are informed, a financial success.
That this is so, and that many of the stories told of burnouts and troubles arc grossly exaggerated, may be inferred
from the statement of the gross receipts, $200,000 per year,
which means 4.000.000 passengers per year in a city of
So, 000 inhabitants.
Nevertheless, that such troubles have
existed far more than in other roads 01 equal size or less, is
undeniable, and is due to the attitude assumed by the New
\"ork owners.
<xx),

,

Kelying upon our interest in the maintenance and advertising value of the road, they refused to bear any part
of the cost of putting the road in good condition as to

if it

FIG. 5.

COWL-VANDKl

a doubtful case a statute assailed as unconstitutional should
Three rules appear.
not be judicially declared so to be.
first, that to every legislative act there attaches a presumption of constitutionality and the burden of showing it to be
unconstitutional is upon him who assails it; second, that
no such act should be annulled by the judiciary as opposed
to the fundamental law in a doubtful case; and third, that
when a constitutional question arises before a single ma^sIrate he should only declare the law invalid when his doty
so to do is entirely clear and that in any case of grave import is justified, if not required, to leave the matter to
the deliberation and determination of appellate tribunals.
"Applying, then, these principles to the present case.
the questions are whether the prisoner has overcome the
presumption that the statute of iSSS, in regard to the iariiction of the death penalty, provides a cruel and unusual
and therefore unconstitutional punishment and that a force
of electricity sufficient to kill any human subject with celcr-

track, repairs on cars and overhead structure, even going
so far as to neglect to provide the cars with any shelter
whatever in the way of car house: so that from the beginning up to the present time, as we arc informed, there has
been no way but to allow the cars to stand in open air in
all conditions
of weather, becoming water soaked acd
weather beaten. After putting a large amount of money
into the road, we absolutely refused to become the victims
longer of any such practice, and in hope of iniuring us.
matters have been allowed to drift along from bad to worse
The animus of the onslaught upon the road is the desire
of the active managers in Richmond to secure control of
They hope lo do this
the road at extremely low figures.
by obtaining the interest of Mr. Flynn's estate, which is
now held by bis widow. The road is, in fact, a bonanza
to its owners, or would be with proper maintenance and
hea\'ier apparatus, and the condemnaiion of electricity is
but one of the methods employed to "bear ibe market."
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Electric Mining Hoist.

The book

exact.

Two views of the new electric mining hoist,bui!t
by the Sprague Electric Railway & Motor company of New York, are herewith presented. The
general arrangement of the different parts can
be easily understood from the illustrations. The
gears are all boxed in iron cases to protect them
from dust or falling stones.
At the same time
these cases can be quickly removed if occasion

for this reason,

if

for

October

no other, ought to

be in the possession of every student of electrical engiProf. Houston's work
neering, and it probabi/ will be.
Those who glance over
has been conscientiously done.
the work will be surprised that the electrical vocabulary is

The definitions are clear and concise, someso copious.
times rather too concise for the general reader. The dictionary partakes somewhat of the character of a condensed encyclopedia, as a brief statement of the principles
of the science involved in a delinition is given in every
The volume is quite thoroughly illustrated. The
case.

European dynamos is given as 72 per second, and
they are compared with dynamos of like character, having
133 alternations per second, as used in the United Stales.
The alternator is compared with the straight current dynamos and the co-efficients of differences theoretically deduced. The honor of proposing the distribution of electric
energy by the alternating step down method is accorded to
Gaulard & Gibbs.
tions in

Western Union Annual Meeting.
The annual meeting

of the stockholders of the Western
Union Tele;iraph company at New York last week was one
of the most remarkable ever held. The only stockholders
who showed up were President Norvin Green, Vice President and General Manager Thomas T. Eckert, Director
John T. Terry, and Secretary A. R. Brewer. Mr. Terry presided. Dr. Green read the annual report, and Messrs. Eckert
and Brewer were unanimous in approving it. The absence
of the Hon. Russell Sage and of all of the members of the
Gould family was commented upon, while the non-appearance of Col. J. C Reiff, who invariably attends the annual
meetings of the company to protest against something or
other, aroused suspicions that the colonel's lunch with Mr.
Gould was an effective meal. The capital stock is about
$80,000,000, and of this over one-fourth is held by the
Gould family. The remainder was voted by proxy, but
strange to say neither Gould nor his son George J. had
authorized any one to vote for them.
There was no necessity any way as there was no opposition to the retention of
the present management.
The meeting showed the confidence of the stockholders in Mr. Gould, and the latter's
knowledge of this confidence and consequent security in
his position.
The showing made by the company for its
fiscal year, ending June 30 last, is the best in its history.
In comparison with recent years it is best presented in the
following tabulated form:
1889.
iSSS.
1SS7.

Gross revenue
$20,783,194 $19,711,164 $17,191,909
Operat'g expenses.
14,565,152
14,640,592
13,154,628

Net earnings.. .. $6,218,041
and Sinking

$5,070,571

$4,037,281

Interest

Fund
SPRAGUE ELECTRIC MINING HOIST.
require, to reach the working parts.
Every part of the machine is designed to give
The
the greatest power with the least weight.
machine is made quite light and can be easily
transported from one part of the mine premises

should

to another.
The qualities of durability, compactness, ease
of operation and minimum of wear, so essential
in mining work, have been carefully considered

The views
in the construction of the machine
presented show that no extra room is taken up
by any part of the apparatus.
The speed of the motor is controlled by a regular Sprague switch at one side, by means of
which the machine can be made to vary its speed
by a single movement of the switch handle.
Turning the handle to one division will make
the motor run slowly, through two divisions,
faster, and full number of divisions, at full speed,
while turning the handle in the opposite direction, will give similar rates of speed with opposite direction of

rotation.

is of a convenient size, and an excellent grade of
paper has been used. The book is one which can be en-

book

tirely

commended.

Alternate Current Machinery, By Gisbert Kapp.
Van Nostrand&Co., New York; A. C. IMcClurg &
Chicago,

99 pp.
subject matter
1

D.
Co.,

Price, 50 cents.

The
is a reprint from the
proceedings of
the Institute of the Electrical Engineers, London.
It consists of a paper read by Gisbert Kapp and the discussion
which followed, which was participated in by Sir Geo. B.
Bruce, W. H. Preece, Prof. Geo. Forbes, Llewellyn Atkinson, Chas. Parsons, Prof. W. E. Ayrton, Jas: Swinburn,

835,655

530,258

Balance
Dividends

$5,382,386
4,309,520

$4,540,313
4,043,949

Surplus
Total surplus
Miles of pole
Miles of wire

$1,072,866
8,611,401
178,754
647,697
54.108,326

•

533.065

$',504,216
811,864

$496,364 $2,692,352
7,002,185
7,498.548
156,814
171,375
616, 24^
524,641
Messages sent
5>, 4^3. 955
47.394. 530
The cost per message was 22.4 cents, against 23.2 cents
the previous fiscal year, and the average rate received was
31.2 cents per message both years.
In 1869 the average
rate per message was 75!^ cent?, and in 1879 it was 38.6
cents.
With one exception the average rate received is the
lowest in the history of the company.
The report says of

This electric hoist

can be advantageously used in mining and mill
work where a convenient and portable hoist
which can be operated from the lighting circuit
already installed has long been needed.

The Book
A

Table.

Dictionary ok Electrical Words, Terms and
Phrases. By Edwin J. Houston. Published by the

W.
pp.

J

Johnston

Company

(Limited),

New

York,

655

Price $2.50.

There has been a real demand for just such a work as
Prof. Houston has prepared.
It
is
a handy book of
reference which ought to occupy a prominent place in
every electrician's library.
In his preface Prof Houston
says it is to "the general public to whom it is not only a
matter of interest but one of necessity to fully understand the e.xact meaning of electrical literature that the
author believes the book will be of the greatest value."
True it is that at the present day every intelligent man
should have at least an idea of the principles which lie at the
bottom of all electrical inventions. That the general public is becoming interested in articles on electrical topics is
demonstrated by the very considerable amount of space devoted to them by the daily press and periodicals.
Technical terms occasionally creep into these articles, although
they arc written on the assumption that the reader is utterly devoid of electrical knowledge.
In perusing several
of these articles, which have appeared recently, the ordireader
would
nary
have
found his
path
much
smoother, and his progress much more ra|)id had
Prof. Houston's dictionary been near by for occasional
Certain it is that the work should be of the
consultation.
"greatest value" to the general public, but the service
which the author has rendered I0 the electrical profession
is no less.
There has been a need of a dictionary prepared by a competent authority to determine disputed
]joints.
It has not been infrequent that terms were used
with different shades of meaning, and when doctors disHereafler there
agreed there has been none to decide.
will be a standard, and ihc iisc of terrns should be more

sj'Kagle electric mining hoist.

and others, and correspondence of J. D. F. Andrews, Prof.
Elihu Thomson and others.
The three principal subjects
treated in the paper are;
i.
Alternators, a coined word,
meaning alternating dynamo electric machine; 2. Transformers; 3. Motors.
The paper is strictly scientific but by
no means exhaustive.
In reply to the arguments which
followetl the presentation,
Mr. Kapp said he had first
his paper was more scientific than it should have
been, but the discussion had beaten him completely in the
amount of science which had been developed. Mr. Blakes-

thought

ley said the paper had considerable breadth, but like a dangerous piece of water it v/as unequally deep.
Alternators,
transformers and motors are theoretically constructed,
graphically illustrated, and mathematically determined in
the work.
Iron cased armatures and armatures without
iron are compared.
Self-induction is considend a necessary evil for alternators designed to run in multiple; therefore alternators in which armatures have no iron and hence
no self-induction may possibly be coupled in multiple by
use of a special "choking coil."
The rapidity of altvrna-

the company's growth during the last ten years that it has
been in mileage of lines 115 4-10 per cent in mileage of
wire over 206 per cent., in number of offices 1 16 4-10 per
cent., and in number of messages sent 1 15 810 per cent.
"Its revenues have not correspondingly increased on account of the great reduction in rates of tolls.
It will be
observed that the average toll collected on messages for
the last four years is less than one-half the avtrage cost to
the company of handling messages twenty jears ago.
"The additions to the property last )ear were 7,379
miles of line, 31 449 miles of wire, and the equipment of
1,229 additional offices, of which 4.814 milesof line and
8,701 miles of wire were purchased and acquired under
contracts with railroad companies, and 2,565 miles of line
and 22,748 miles of wire were constructed directly by the
,

company,

There

was expended

for

these acfjuisi tions

during the year out of the surplus earnings $1,141,010.72.
The investment of earnings in new properly during the
jear was nearly equal to 1% per cent, on the capital stock,
and the returns already receivet^ depioostrate clearly that

the investment

paid to
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1889.

nj,

()(;t<il)cr

is

of ninrc

v.-iiiic

tliein in a(!iiili^)nal e;isli

The company

is

layinj^

to the stockholders than
"
diviiientls

two cables Iietween

if

New York and

Newfoundland. 'I'lie fal>lcs arc already constructed, and
the steamer l''araday sailed last Tluirsday with them tii the
coast of Newfoundland. This will ^iive the Western Union
uidnterniptcd communication with Isunipe, and avoid any
possible internipticm arising; from storms which have interrupted their

lantl lines.

Automatic SynchronlzlriK Commutator.
The accompanying ciil represents an automatic

comnuitator or pole changer designed to he

At first
new types of

of Iterlin.

sight the necessity of develis perhaps not (|uile
obvious, since the existing type of two-pole drum
(;ping

machine

is

ilynaintjs

giving excellent results, and in point
and low cost of inanufactiire leaves

of efficiency

anything to lie desired.
It has, however,
found that the ordinary two-pole drum
type, although excellent for small and moderatesized niachines, is not ai) advantageous when
applied to very large machines, and hence we
i'uu\ that on the
continent, where the avcr.ige
harilly

been

size of niai'hine

is

207

chine we illustrate belongs to the latter claisii,
is wound on the parallel
Kyslcrn of connections for a total current of 500 ainpurcK and a
terminal pressure of no to 120 volts. 'I'hc field
has r2 poles, and the current in taken off by 12
sets of brushes, the commutator being exceptionally large.
K>|ui-potential bruKhcs arc conneittcd by insulated cables, as shown, and the
brushes can be shifted slmultancouHly by means
of a lianil-wheel and spur ({car carried on a
standard in front of the machine.
The arma-

and

larger than in iOiigl.ind, there
to adopt intillipiil.ir de-

a growing teiideiu y
signs.
The inacliine
is

we illustrate is intended
an output of about 60 kilo-watts, when driven at a speed of 200 revolutions per minute.
The armature is 49 inches in diameter by 10
inches wide on the face, and is drum wound, the
coupling-tip being either on the series or parallel
system according to circumstances. The armature core in some cases is provided with I'acinotti projections, and to avoid healing of pole
for

l'"li:.

Al'TOMA'rtr s\ .NrllKnM/lso

I.

lOMMr

lAl'OK.

placed in the circuit of an alternating electric
current for the purpose of transforming it to a

continuous current.
The apparatus consists essentially of two
parts, viz., a cointmiting device and a starting
motor coupled together on one shaft as shown

The

represented more
Fig. 2 is an end
clearly in Figs. 2, 3 and 4.
This portion is
view of the commuting device.
designed to revolve synchronously with the dynamo by which the alternating current is generated.
Its most convenient form, therefore, for
a given system, is tliat of the generating dynaThe number,
mo but on a very small scale.
connections and relations of its field poles and
coils, and armature and armature coils should be
as much as possible the same. l!y this construction
the armature may be made to maintain an exact
synchronism with the armature of the generator
Such a construction is indiin its revolution.
The commutator proper of the
cated in Fig. 2.
commuting device is shown at the right of Fig. 1.
This has as many sections as there are coils on
the armature, and is connected up with the armature coils as though the ap|iaratus was a dynamo to be used in generating a continuous
current.
Brushes bearing upon this commutator carry off the current when it is commuted.
The portion to the left in Fig. 1 constitutes the
starting device.
It is an induction motor designed to produce initial motion in the device
and bring the revolution of the armature up to
synchronism with the dynamo which generates
the current. It comprises a fi.xed primary coil, a
fixed secondary closed coil or conductor, Fig. 4,
and a moving part or armature arranged as
shown and consisting of a copper cylinder. Fig.
in Fig.

I.

details

are

pieces a thin wrought iron cylinder or shell is inserted between the .irniature and the polar faces,
and attached to the latter. The armature thus
revolves within a c<iuiplete wrought iron casing,
and a certain loss of induction takes place by
leakage through this casing from pole to pole;
but, on the other hanil, the machine can be built
with an exceedingly small, that is to say, with a

vm;

2.

nc.

3,

Kic. 4.

AUTO.\IATIC SV.SCllK'lNIZIV; COIIMUTATOR.

turc is overhung on the crank shaft of the engine, and the total weight of the machine without the engine is about seven tons.
The total
weight of copper is about 9 cwt., and the loss of
pressure in the armature at full current is
volts, while about },)'• per cent, of the total energy is reipiired for excitation.
From the fig-

3^

mounted upon its cirI, having soft iron rings
cumference. The primary and secondary coils
and the cylindrical armature are arranged in a
definite relation to each other as illustrated in
Figs. I and 3.
The most convenient and useful
application of this pole changer is in the secondary circuit of a converter, as shown conventionally in Fig. I.
The main current, which is to be
transformed to a continuous current, is conducted through to the armature of the commuting device by the wires C and K and rings R
and R. By the wires A and B a portion of the
current is taken through the primary coil of the
induction or starting motor and another portion,
by the wires H and F, through the field coils of
the commutator.
As the motor has no work to
do except to run the commutator the energy expended in it is very little and it can be made of
very low resistance.
In starting the pole
changer the synchronizing motor is cut out until its armature
attains speed sufficient to fall
into step with the dynamo.
This commutator
has recently been patented by R. S. Taylor and
M. M. M. Slattervof Fort Wavne, Ind.
Multipolar

Drum Dynamo.

In the accompanying cut is illustrated the
type of machine adopted by the Berlin Electrical company for its large direct-driven steam
dynamos.
The following description is taken
from //iJus/n'cs of London: The design differs
considerably from that of the steam dynamos
adopted by the American F'dison company, and
may be considered as the inverse of the new type
of multipolar dynamo made by Siemens & Halske

DRUH DYNAMO.
ures we have here given it will be seen that the
design is very advantageous as far as efficiency
The
and weight of materials are concerned.
electrical efficiency is about 93 per cent., and
the dead weight of the whole machine is only
tilation, the cylindrical shell is perforated with
_ cwt. per horse power output, a very fair reI
a number of holes placed between the poles. In
sult when the low speed of 200 revolutions per
other machines, a smooth armature core is eraThe ma- minute is taken into account.
ployed, and then the shell is omitted.
MCI.TIrOLAR

merely mechanical clearance; and there is no
danger of heating the field poles by the surging
of lines due to passage of the I'acinotti projecTo provide for ventions in front of the poles.

'
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arc and incandescent lights, households will be
connected with the public service wires as gas
mains are now tapped; electrical stoves have
been introduced, and will soon become commoner than gas stoves, which never have been very
popular on account of their ill smell. Two street
car lines are being operated by electricity, and
four more will adopt it within a year.
The City
Hall and Court House have no other light.
By
the use of portable supplies of electricity in accumulator batteries, private residences are illuminated for a single night just as they are converted into floral bowers for the while. No banquet table is complete without its design of
commingled flowers and incandescent lights."
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In the course of an interview with a New York
Edison is quoted as saying: "Prof.
Hertz, whom I met, is conducting some abstract
reporter,

researches into the nature of electricity.
I cannot explain what he is doing in a way that people unfamiliar with such matters would understand, but I think he is going to tell us what
electricity

is.''

Manufacturers sometimes assert that they
cannot make money with motors. It is certainly
true that motors can be employed for destroying
money. It is said Gen. Rosecrans, register of
the treasury, has decided to introduce the use
of electricity in his office as a motive power to
run the punching machines for canceling the
redeemed treasury

1889

grave doubts as to the cause of death exist. *
* *
The principal object of my remarks upon
alternate currents was to emphasize the advisability of employing safety devices, such as the
one described by Killingworth Hedges, which
was the object under discussion. The result of
experience is conclusive that electricity with
proper precautions can be made safe, both from
fire and death.
Every accident due to electric
light wires, unfortunately too numerous, with
which I am acquainted, has been traced to stupidity,

ignorance,

or

carelessness,

sources of

danger much more prevalent with gas and steam
than with electricity, and everyone remediable
and provided against in regulations extant, but
neglected."

W^e content!' of
are copyrighted.
at the Chicago Postoffice as mail matter of
the

19,

notes.

American ingenuity is astonishing the delegates to the International Congress. They have
visited several manufacturing centers, and have
been greatly interested in the machinery. It is
not at all improbable that a demand for the
products of Yankee genius may be one of the
results of the international meeting. According
to all reports there is already a promising field
for electrical manufacturers in Central America
and .South .America,

The electric light is daily becoming more popThe following is a statement
ular in St. Louis.
of a St. Louisan: "On January i, every street,
park and public building will be illuminated by

Judge Day's

upholding the
execution law is presented
decision

York electrical
where in this issue.

New
else-

That the constitutionality
affirmed is not surprising.
It was

of the law is
hardly to be expected that a judge

of a lower
court would assume the responsibility of upsetting the law.
The position of the court as
stated in the decision is this; There is a presumption in favor of the law and the burden of
proof falls upon the defendant.
The latter's
counsel have not overcome this presumption.
For example the court says: "The questions
are whether the prisoner has overcome the presumption that the statute of iS88 in regard to
the infliction of the death penalty provides a
cruel and unusual and therefore unconstitutional punishment, and that a force of
electricity
sufficient to kill any human subject with celerity
and certainty, when scientifically applied, cannot be generated.
In my judgment these questions must be answered negatively.
The most
that can justly De said in his favor is that there
is diversity of opinion on the principal question.
Before the statute can rightly be abrogated there
should be judicial knowledge that the punishment therein provided is cruel and unusual.
There is no such knowledge and his contention
Another point made by the court is that
fails."
the trial judge in passing sentence, must have
decided in his own mind that the law was constitutional.
Judicial comity. Judge Day says,
would require that this implied ruling of the
trial judge be followed.
Judge Day finds that
the claim that electrical execution would be cruel
can scarcely be substantiated.
The decision
does not possess strength, in fine in reading the
text one is impressed with the fact that the case
is not considered on its merits.
The questions
involved are simply handed up to higher courts
for a real decision.
The appeal will now be
carried to the General Term of the Supreme
court and then in all probability to the court of
last resort, the Court of Appeals.

In a recent number of the Western Electrician reference was made to a cable dispatch
purporting to give a summary of VV. H. Preece's
views on deaths resulting from electric shocks
which were expressed at the meeting of the British
Association.
Mr. Preece has stated that a great
many "wonderful criticisms" have been made of
his remarks, by persons who entirely misunderstood what he said.
In an open letter he says

among

other things:
"I certainly did not say
that alternate currents of high pressure were not
dangerous to life, nor that wires conveying such
currents may be handled with perfect safety,
nor that deaths due to shocks received from
electric light wires have been found on investigation to be nonsense; what I did characterize
as absolute nonsense was the reason a mining
engineer adduced against using electric currents
for the transmission of power in mines
viz.,
that a man who touched such a wire would be
killed.
Such currents are invariablv direct currents of low pressure, and are, therefore, quite
safe.
I also questioned
the propriety of employing electricity for executing criminals, and
I intended to throw 'grave doubts on the invariable certainty of death even from a powerful
discharge of electricity.'
In fact, no one can
yet determine the current which will infallibly
kill a man without torture.
I
also referred to
the propensity of newspaper correspondents to
rush into conclusions at once that electric light
currents were the .sole cause of death, by adducing, among others, the Brighton case, where

—

In Mayor Hewitt's address to the members of
the National Electric Light association at the
New York meeting in 1888, he took occasion to
refer to the dangers from overhead wires. Speaking of accidents resulting from contact with
wires in the metropolis, he said, "They have
been very few, indeed. I believe that in this
city there have been but four cases of death in
consequence of any difficulties with the wires
themselves."
Mayor Hewitt contrasted this
record with the number of fatalities caused by
several other industries, and certified that the
result was greatly in favor of the electric light.
If Mr. Hewitt were the present executive of
New York he could hardly repeat that speech
to-day.
The state of things disclosed in the
New York letter and in the report of the recent
meetings of the New York Board of Electrical
Control, published this week, would preclude
such a favorable allusion. Since September ist.
seien persons have been killed as a result of
contact with electric light wires, and in addition
a long list of accidents from the same cause has
been reported. The fact that wires are overhead
is by no means a sufficient cause for these fatalities and accidents.
Aerial circuits beyond a
doubt can be made safe, and in most cities the
overhead work is probably so constructed that
linemen are not exposed to constant danger.
The wires in New York are not in that condition.
They are not well insulated, neither are
they securely attached to their fastenings. The
construction, as far as can be judged, is faulty
in every particular, and the repeated asseverations that the wires are safe must be rejected in
view of the overwhelming evidence to the contrary.
The construction companies in New
York city by their miserable work have not only
caused many accidents in the metropolis, but
they are responsible for the great resulting damage which has been done to the electric light
companies throughout the country. The fact
that these accidents occurred in New York city
gives them greater prominence than if they had
happened in any other city in the country. For
the same reasons the effect upon public opinion
is so much the more pronounced.
The prejudice against electric wires is by no means confined to New York.
The public cannot distinguish between safe and unsafe circuits, so
that in every city overhead wires without distinction are condemned. This may be unreasonable,

but

it is

natural,

and

it

is

inevitable.

It

considerable time for electric light
companies generally to recover from the effects
resulting from the New York accidents. There is
perhaps a reason for the poor work in New
York, even if there is no excuse. The companies have expected to be called upon to put their
wires underground, and therefore considered
their present construction temporary.
Money
expended upon it, they considered, was to a certain extent thrown away. Mayor Grant's periods
of passion have not helped matters.
He was
not firm enough for seven days in the week. He
became enraged at times and the companies
trembled, but they lived in hope that he would
cool down.
The mayor has too many fits and
Matters have now reached such a point,
starts.
however, that there is apparently little reason to
expect any leniency from the executive. While
nothing can be said in defense of construction
in New York, the fact should be emphasized
that such a wretched state of wires does not exist
outside of the metropolis, but unfortunately the
effect is felt throughout the length and breadth
of the country.
will require

'
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Miniature Edison

Now York Board

Lamps
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lamps

Nol only arc tlR-y usod for purincreasing.
poses of ornamentation and decoration, hut f(jr
nmneroiis inj^enions and useful purposes in the
At social jjfathcrliouseli()Ui and other places.
in^s these lamps may be placed amon^^ loose
lli)wers in lMiu(piet baskets or vases of real or ar-

is

tilieial

The accomiianyin^

(lowers.

cuts, Imj^s.

and 2, represent a small socketed l-'.dison lamp
The
and the receptacle designed to receive it.
1
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shown of actual size in the cut. Fig.
'I'hese
shows a "bunch" or "spray" fixture.
spraj's are htted up with any number of latiipsof
any cantlle power so tliat they may be used in a
brass.

cif

()rant

of

rnnsl sfiitatioii;!! iiifclinxH in

l)y a spci ial Icttrr, whi« h wan ihc rcHiill o( the
verdict of
the cnroners' jiirifs in the iimvicstH held on ihc rcixnl vii;timsof live wires in the strccin of New \'ork,
The additional pretext for the aHsemhlinj; of llic rc|>rc«icntfttivcH of
tlie various i;orn|)anics was tlie urgent ncccsHJly of huHtcnin^ the cnrnplclion of •itdiway^ in all ttrcciN whlrh arc
about 10 l)e i)avcd under ihc application of thcliiwHof iMHy.
so as to avoid any &ubsei|ucii( (li^iurbanccof the pavement.

MINIATURK KDISON

base of the receptacle

till-

tOi)

It is

T,

basket or vase to contain llowers.
As a rule the
bunch is set in the basket or vase and the llowers
filled in around the lamps. A most pleasing and
can in this way be produced.
artistic effect
Fancy colored glass shades are also used with
These not only heighten the efthese fixtures.
flowers, but they
fect of the lights among the

keep the plants from resting upon the lamps and
The lamps are
thus prevent their withering.
made by the Edison Lamp Co. of Harrison, N.J.

Electric Railway at Albany.
The accotnpanying illustration gives a view

LAMl'S.

This matter was discussed durinjj the meeting, but it was
overshadowed by the more vital i|Uestion of how to secure
in the meantime immunity from death-dealing wires for the
The proceedings were opened by
citi/cns of New \'ork
the rcaiHng of a com runication from the Hoard of Coroners, in relation to the deaths of Joseph Ma/zi and others,
which were attributed to the existence of dangerous overhead wires in the streets
A letter from the United States
Illuminating company, bearing on the subordinate point,
for the discussion of which the
meeting was called, was
The letter dwelt on the pressing need of furthen read.
ther facilities for the extension of the business of the company and on the laggard pace at which accommodation in
the subways was being given by the Construction company,
and the Ignited States company begged to be allowed to
build its own subways.
Up to this point there had been
an air of expectancy among the large number of representative men present,
and it was not until Mayor tlranl pro

Thi't liinc .Mr Whtcirr rcpli-and rr;£uliit{onii of the boanl ur
would not hnppcn.
"Then,"
,

auk

„.

v'JU u vciy »crifj(i4 (|ue«tion:
\}o yiM
Mpon^ibilily for the draih of lhc*c (icoplc?
Mr.
kh:
I do nut,

.

fed

„-,..

tonw

iw

rt

Whih

Thk Mavok: According to what vc^j h»ve ju»t MJd the
preHrnimcnt of ihc coroner jury {« jUDiifinble,
I hud no
Idra thnt Mich u nyntrm at th % of iindrrwritpr'« wirrn wa*
it

in UHC.
It wcmn to mc unrlcr Ihetc
>r.ndition« that while
the lioard of Klcctrira! Control hu* done ii«l>r%t. if mu«l do
more.
1 4:1 u« tec to ii that theiic comp:in(rii
do nol only
undcrttand the nite^ and rt(;i)l[ition% that wc huvc made,
but let u» *tcc that ihey observe them
'I hey are
here a«'
scmldcd now. Some of them have wires (hat are properly
in'ulatcd, but mont of the wirc% in the i:ily of N'cw Vorft
are not.
Hut if our ollicial advivrr nayt thai hr allowed
wireii to remain up which were not pro[>rr!y insulated; (hat
there wax not a proper nyMem of innulation for \\\tt%c wirct.
I am free to uy
that I consider the prc«en(mcnl of the
coroner's jury a ju»kl one,
Mk. (WiiiiKNS: Mr. Whcclcr'n p^Mtlion i« thin thai hcha»
done everything he could with the mcanii at hin command.
TilK MAV'ik
I am free to confcHt that
not a^rec
I do
with the opinion thnt the wires can )m: made nafe. and I am
not ready to assume the responsibility of these deaths l>ccause they could have been avoided under the rules of this
board.
Before I would take that po«ilioii, I would order
every electric light wire down to*day
Things beean to look strtous for the electric light companies, and Mr. Moore of the Kast River company, rose
quii kly to say that the wires of his company were in excel*
lent condition.
It was, he Kaid, the old wires that caused
the mischief, the underwriters' or as they were generally
called, the "undertakers' " wires.
The tests of the company's wires had given perfectly satisfactory results.
TnK Mayor: If these wires could be made safe and the
companies haven't done it. I move that this board instruct
the electrical expert to have removed immediately all over
head wires that under his statement here arc not properly
insulated, and in connection with that I propose to say,
that if I embarrass these companies in any way. I will, at
the next meeting, consider any proposition to give them
subways.
If there arc *uch wires in cxistenc*. they can be
removed, and I do not propose to allow them to remain.
Mr. riibbens proposed that an addition be made to the
resolution to the tffcct that the wires were to be replaced
by properly insulated ones, but the mayor strongly objected,
lie said. "I don't propose that there shall be overhead
wires.
I think the time has come when we
cannot stand

of

Watervliet .i' '['urn pike railroad, Albany,
N. Y., which has been in operation since Sept.
29th, and which was ettuipped by the ThomsonHouston Electric company of Boston, Mass.
The road consists of seven niiles of double and
8^ miles of single track. The maximum graThe car
dient of the road is 4.2 per cent.

the

equipment consists of 16 cars, each equipped
with two 10 horse power Thomson-Houston
railway motors and t,'^ tow cars, 31 of which are
box cars and 7 open. The cars were built by
the Jones Manufacturing company, and are well
made and well finished.
The power station, a one-story brick building.
is situated about half way between the terminals
of the road and adjacent to the car house, which
has a capacity of

1,^

cars.

The steam

plant consists of three steel boilers
of 150 horse power each and three 125 horse
power engines built by the Taylor Manufactur-

The electrical apparatus coming company.
prises three So horse power Thomson- Houston
railway generators belted direct to the engines,
and all the electrical appliances necessary for
the satisfactory operation of the generators.
The operation of the cars since the day of
starting has been eminently successful in every
particular, and has thoroughly convinced some
of the prejudiced ones, who were inclined to oppose the introduction of the electric railway,
that it has reached the point where its commercial and practical success cannot be questioned.
The cars begin running at 6:15 a. m., on 15 minute headway, and continue until 10:45 ^' ^'
The day on which the cars were started was one
of considerable excitement in Albany, and the
cars were patronized by thousands of people
who expressed a universal opinion in favor of
the electric railway.
An incandescent plant has been installed at St Joseph,
Mo., and 3.000 lights are already in use. The People's
company, which has Installed this plant, has
The electric lightinvested ^225.000 in its power house.
ing department consists of three Westinghouse alternating
dynamos, with a capacity of 4.000 lights, and foundations
and engines are about ready to supply 3,000 additional
lights.
To supply these 7,000 lights more than tifty miles
Ail of the machinery is the
of wire have been SiTelched.
latest improvements made by the Westinghouse company,
and was placed in position and in working order by the
Keystone Construction company of Pittsburgh, Pa.
Street Railway

IHOMS'jN-noCSTON ELECTRIC RAILWAY AT ALBANY-

pounded a

series of crucial ([uestions

to the

expert of the

Mount Morris company, Mr ^'oung, that the real interest
in the meeting began.
The mayor's object was to ascertain
whether an alternating current wire could be made absoby insulation
Mr. \'oung said it could, but the
Commissioner Gibbens then
asked Mr. Jackson, the president of the United States Illuminating company, whether the cause of the accidents was
the impossibility of properly insulating the wires or the fact
that they were not properly insulated, and that the circuits
were overloaded.
.Mr Jackson declined to answer the
question in definite shape, and Mr. Gibljens emphatically
repeated the question in vain.
He said, however, that if
he thought as Mr. Jackson did, he would vote to refuse all
applications for overhead electric light wires or lamp connections, and olTer a resolution that no more such circuits
be operated overhead.
"If you offer such a resolution," interposed the mayor.
"I am prepared to vote for it.'"
Mr. Gibbens said, however, that he should not offer it, as he did not agree with
Mr. Jackson. He made another attempt to educe an an"Is it a fact that wires cannot be
swer to his question,
properly insulated, or that they are not so made safe?"

lutely safe

mayor was not convinced.

in the

way

of putting these wires underground,

or prc%-eni

anyone putting them underground that wants to do so."
Mr. Gibbens: What are you going to do with these
wires while the subways arc being built?

The Mayor: Rather than have another death occur
from one of these wires, rather than have any rcspODsibilr
the lights in the city stopped.
it. I would have all

ty for

That is my position. When the electrical expert of this
board tells me what he has done, I tbiok it is time to do
something.
Mr. Lauterbach here rose and gave a htstoty of the experience of the Subway Construction company, ibe opposition it bad met w-ith, the obstacles it had overcome, and the
claim it had on the favorab'c consideration of the Board of
Electrical Control.
Mr. Ijuterbach w:as followed by Mr.
Peckham, the representative of the Standard Electrical Sobway company who said he had a plan to pot before the
board whereby all the trouble about the subways coold be
promptly wiped out. The twelve or fourteen miles of subway that h.-id been built by the Subway Coostruaion company was all that could be shown for the labor of a coosid
erable period of time; a hundred miles of conduits were
now wanted, and he had the plans, and the money and the
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hand for the making; and carrying out of a conwould end surely and finally the overhead wire
The very day the contract was signed, his company could put from 3,000 to 4,000 men on the work. I'he
mayor appeared very much disposed to consider Mr. Peckham's proposition, in spite of Mr. Gibbens' suggestion
ihat the board could not under present conditions do otherwise than stand by the Subway Construction company, and
he said he would have the opinion of the corporation counsel as to whether the board could legally entertain such a
bonds

at

tract that
difficulty.

The discussion then reverted to the insulation
proposal.
of the wires, and the mayor asked whether the board was
ready for the question on the resolution.
Mr. Gibbens:

Mr. Mayor,

I

would suggest that we

be substituted for
those taken down
It seems to me this board has not the
power to order the removal of any wires where subways
have not been provided.
Mayor Grant said he would accept an amendment to
have the currents shut off until the wires were made safe,

add to

that properly insulated

it

and the

wires

electrical expert certified to

it

Mr. Wheeler; In that case I could not sanction the
lighting of electric lamps on a single circuit in New York
to-night.
It seemed quite impossible for the members of the board
to agree on the wording of the resolution, and Mr. Gibbens proposed
an ad j ournment for an hour.
After
which
the adjournment a consultation was held, in
Mayor Grant and Mr. Gibbens were assisted by the cor
poration counsel and J. M. Bowers
The mayor refused
to recede from the position he had taken in the matter of
the non assumption of responsibility for any deaths that
might occur, and he offered the following resolution, which
was adopted:
"Resolved, That notice be given to all compani( s operating and furnishing electric lights on overhead wires in the
city of New York to discontinue the use of such overhead
wires as are not properly insulated until such time as said
wires shall be certified to by the expert of this board to be
in proper condition."
Mayor Grant said tliat he wished Mr. Wheeler to notice
the sense of the resolution, and that after the notice was
served, the responsibility for deaths would be on the expert.
Mr. Wheeler asked whether he must be satisfied as
to the safety of each wire.
The mayor replied: "Yes, and
you must understand that if the wires are not properly insulated
if they are dangerous— they must be taken down!"
The board adjourned to 1 1 o'clock the following day.
There was considerable heat and excitement during
Thursday's session. The expert presented a report in
which he showed that a very large force of men would be
required to inspect the 1,000 miles of wires and secure
their safety, and that as soon as one course of inspection

—

had been accomplished, another would have to be begun

He

asked for four additional assistants, as he could issue
electric light companies until an examination of the wires had been made.
After the reading of the report a long altercation ensued
between Mr. Wheeler and the mayor, and Mr, Gibbens
and Mr. Moss tried their best to induce the mayor to allow
a modified resolution to be put before the board, giving the
companies a chance to replace their defective wires with

no

certificates to the

properly insulated ones, and directing the expert to examine
wires as rapidly as possible, but the mayor was inexorable, and the meeting ad]'ourned without getting any nearer
to the point at issue.
Immediately after the meeting, and close by the City
Hall, a Western Union lineman went up a pole into a
forest of wires, and touching a live wire in an instant was
suspended in mid air, and literally roasted to death before
the eyes of a frantic crowd.
As a result of the fatality Mayor Grant called a special
meeting of the electrical board on Saturday morning to
investigate the cause and conditions of the accident.
The
expert reported the existence of certain wires belonging
chiefly to the Brush and United States companies which
were so imperfectly insulated as to be liable to cause more
deaths.
resolution was passed ordering all such wires to
be cut immediately.
all

A

The board adjourned

to

meet

at ir A.

M Monday.

As

the members of the board were about to leave the room an
injunction, issued by Judge Andrews, restraining the authorities from interfering in any way with the wires or
poles of the Brush Electric Light company and the United
States Illuminating company, was served on Mayor Grant.
The writ is returnable on Monday.
The mayor referred
the matter to Corporation Counsel Clark, who was present.
Mr. Clark declared that the board must respect the court's
order.
The mayor directed Mr. Wheeler to push on with
his work on the wires of companies other than those which
had served the injunction.

Judge Bradley's Decision.
Judge Bradley's decision in the WestinghouseEdison lamp suit which appeared in the last issue of the Wp:stkrn Elkc'ikiciax, was handed
down October 5th. The Westinghouse company
realized that the case was of great public interest, and within two or three days after the decision had been handed down, had the opinion
printed in pamphlet form for circulation.
The
Westinghouse complaint was dismissed and in
the preface to the pamphlet this reference is

made

"The case will be immedithe Supreme court of the
United States, and the question of the validity
of the patent cannot be finally settled until the
appeal is decided by that court.
If that decision is in our favor all users of incandescent
lamps having carbonized fibrous or textile illuminants, will be liable to us; if against us, they

ately

to

the suit:

appealed

to

October

will not be liable under this particular patent,
although we believe that they will be liable under other patents owned by us. It will be about
three years before the case can be reached in

the

Supreme

court."

British Association Papers.

Among

the papers read at the Newcastle meeting of the
British Association were the following:

Precautions to be Adopted Where a Supply
Electricitv is Furnished by Means of
Transformers.
hy killingworth hedges. m.

i.

or

c. e.

In a paper entitled the "Fire Risks of Electric Lighting," which was read at the meeting of the British association held in Southport in 1883, I brought forward for the
first time the necessity of electric light regulations and the
use of safety appliances.
The fire insurance companies
have almost universally recognized that the electric light can
only be considered a safe iliuminant when the strictest attention is paid to the details of an installation; and the regulations which have been published bv the principal companies and by the Institution of Electrical Engineers have
so far proved successful, as no fire of magnitude can be
traced to the electric light.
The introduction of transformers has led to the increase of the e,
f. in the primary mains, and there appears to be a tendency to decrease
the pressure in the secondary, consequently there is an
enormous difference of potential between the two systems
and a constant strain on the insulation of the transformer.
transformer may be compared to the reducing valve
which converts high-pressure steam into the safe pressure
for working heating coils.
There is, however, this difference a transformer never sticks like a valve, but it sometimes leaks, and the consequences are similar to those arising
from a leaky reducing valve. Supposing a small leak to take
place between the primary and secondary coils.
Itis quite
possible that a small current of dangerously high potential
might be introduced into the secondary circuit, which
would make very little difference to the light from the
lamps, but might cause fatal results on anyone inadvertently touching some unprotected portion of the wires or fittings with one hand and a gaspipe with the other.
To
produce this effect it is necessary that some earth should
occur on the primary main or mains.
With the overhead
wires, which have almost universally been employed with
alternating currents of high e.
f
any leakage to earth
may be avoided, but with an underground system, and with
the increased pressure which is about to be introduced,
there is sure to be some earth connection; in fact, with the
Ferranti system, one of the conductors is to be earthed
throughcut. Allowing that a possible danger exists, the
question is to find a safe preventive, and with this object
it is proposed to
briefly recapitulate what has been done.
Mr. Kent inserts a metallic shield between the primary and
secondary coils of the transformer; this sheet of metal is
connected to earth.
Now, if the insulation of the primary
coil should fail, the leak before reaching the secondary coil
must pass through the sheet of metal and thus to earth,
causing the primary cut-out to melt and thus cutting out
the faulty transformer.
The next plan is still simpler, and
is to earth the secondary circuit, so that the effect of a contact in the transformer would be to establish connection
through the earth and to blow out the primary fuse as in
the previous method.
It has been stated by several high
authorities that this arrangement is all that is wanted to se^
cure perfect safety against shock; but the question of fire
risks has also to be considered, and these would be greatly
increased, also the insulation of the wires in houses would
have to be of the most expensive character.
Allowing that
every care had been taken with the insulation, the proximity of gas and water pipes in a house to the wires, which are
often laid under floors, might open a path for the deviation
of a leakage current, say of 2,000 volts or over, and an
arc once formed would result in a dangerous fire.
The
fire insurance offices have not sanctioned this plan, which
does not even appear to be uied in those go-ahead institutions, the electric light companies of the United States, who
apparently employ no safeguards, and trust to Providence
with regard to the "burn-out" of a transformer, having a
ready supply of duplicate parts to at once replace in the
faulty instrument.
now come to the intermittent earth
device that is, the automatic apparatus which only comes
into play when the potential in the secondary has dangerously increased.
Dr. Fleming has described an instrument
which consists of a fine wire safety catch holding down
suitable contact pieces in mercury cups against the pressThe safety catch would be arranged to
ure of a spring.
stand the normal difference of potential between the two
secondary mains, but as soon as that rose beyond a certain
amount, the circuit would be automatically broken. This
plan has the disadvantage of a certain amount of loss of
current, which would be, however, checked by a resistance
but it avoids the necessity of using an earth.
Dr. Bernstein advocates his contact plug, which contains a substance
the resistance of which can be made enormous with the
normal current, but the heating effect of an increasing current causes the mixture in the plug to be decomposed, and
I am unaware whether this
a metallic circuit established.
has been tried in a circuit from a transformer or not, but
am afraid it would not answer in practice. Major Cardew,
whose improved apparatus I have the pleasure of showing
you to day, has, so far, produced the most successful de
vice
It has been called the static mousetrap, in that it
goes off directly an unauthorized volt enters it. The arrangement which ycu see on the table takes the form of a
box; in it there are two brass disks, separated one from the
other by an insulating washer of ebonite.
Between the
two disks is placed a small strip of aluminium foil which
lies in ordinary on the lower disk, which is connected to
earth,
The other disk is in connection with the secondary
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and should any leakage take place
from the primary so as to raise the potential in the secondby 50 per cent., that part of the aluminium foil which
is under a projection on the upper disk will be attracted to
it,
making an electrical connection and starting an arc
which short-circuits the secondary and causes the primary
coil of the transformer,

ary, say

fuses of the transformer to be melted.
Working quite dis
tinctly from Major Cardew, I have also designed a safety
appliance, which may be called a "vacuum cut out."
It
is on the lines of those lightning protectors which are often
used with telegraph cables, but the electrodes are fixed at
each end, and cause the current on its way to earth, after
leaping across the points, to energize an electro magnet
which releases a short circuiting device connected with the
primary poles of the transformer.
There is one great advantage in my vacuum cut-out, in that it is not affected by
dust or moisture, which might impede the static arrangement. In practice, I propose using old incandescent lamps
with their broken filaments sprung, as they often are, onesixteenth apart.
The perfect vacuum must, however, be
destroyed, or only high potential will pass, and the current
will preferably short circuit across the terminals, instead of
leaping across the broken filament.
lamp of this description would cost very little, and could be fixed in the
same manner as the Cardew cut out, without any relay.
Numerous experiments were made to ascertain the distance
which an alternating current would leap across points in
tubes exhausted to a certain amount.
The results differed
considerably from the figures given by De la Rue in his
experiments with continuous currents. In one experiment
with glass cylinders having conductors hermetically sealed
in opposite ends, and with a pressure of 5
m., less than
that equal to an ordinary vacuum, an alternating current of
1,000 volts invariably passed between the ends of the copper electrodes, which were .3 inch apart.
The arc, however, did not remain steadily at the ends, but would first
run down one electrode to the point where it was connejcted
to the platinum wire, which came through the glass, w^tfc
the result of fusing it away.
The arc would at the same
time extend almost to the glass, although the opposite electrode was left intact.
The reason for this phenomenon
with an alternating current may be perhaps explained in
the discussion. In conclusion, I think that all those who
intend using high tension alternating currents, for the supply of electric light and power, should be obliged to fix a
safety device on the secondary circuit, near the transformer, with the object of not only protecting their own property, but also to do away with the possibility of an unauthorized current being inadvertently led into a building so as to
endanger the lives of the public.
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Telephone Communication Between London and

,

Paris.

BY w.

H. preece.

The
don

practicability of speaking by telephone between Lonand Paris has recently been carefully examined both by

the French and the English electricians. The distance between the places is 275 miles, viz. 74 miles between London
and Dover, 21 miles from Dover to Calais, and 180 miles
from Calais to Paris
It is very easy to speak over such a
distance, if the wires be aerial and of thick copper, but the
insertion of undeiground wires at each end and a cable in
the middle, place difficulties in the way that have to be
surmounted. It is not a question of apparatus— it is solely
the distribution of the electrical resistance and capacity of
:

the different portions of the line, and the arrangeraentLand
material of the wires.
Speech is already commercially maintained between
Paris and Brussels (igo miles), Paris and Lille (158), Paris
and Rouen (80 miles), Paris and Havre (135 miles), Paris,
Lyons and Marseilles, the latter being a distance of nearly
600 miles; but in all cases they are aerial wires, excepting
for short length (about two miles) of underground work in
Paris.

The author has experimented on the cables between Dover and Calais, between Holyhead and Dublin, and between South Wales and Wexford.
The conditions to be
fulfilled are very simple.
The circuit must be metallic, the
material must be copper, and the product of the resistance
of the line, R. and its capacity, K, must not exceed a certain figure.
It has been determined roughly by expert
iment that when
K
15,000 speech becomes impossible.
"
"
12,500
possible.
"
"
^10,000
good.
"
"
very good.
7.500

R=
=
=
=
=

"
"
5,000
excellent.
2,500 or under, speech becomes perfect.
have thus a species of Beaufoy's scale applied to telephonic communication
A circuit approaching as nearly as possible one between
London and I'aris was made on an artificial cable and it was
found to comply with the requirements.
An actual circuit was then made from Worcester, through
twenty-seven miles of the London underground system,
to Baldock, on the great Northern Railway, giving similar
electrical conditions and with the same result.
It may be considered as absolutely settled that speech is

We

possible between London and Paris.
In the United States speech is maintained between New
York and Boston (350 miles), and in many instances to
distances exceeding that between London and Paris, but
they have not to surmount the difficulties of underground
wires at each end, and of a cable in the middle.

Series Electrical Traction.

by

edward manville,

The expenses

m.

i.

e.

e.

of horsing a tramway form such a serious
proportion of the total working expense, that any cheaper
effective method of propulsion will naturally be gladly received by the various companies.
Steam and compressed air have been extensively tried,
and although in some cases their expense has compared favorably with horsing, the machinery used is so cumbersome
and the nuisance so great, that even companies who have
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inciiircil
the cxpuiiKi: of al>iuul()niii(; liuisi-s in favor
of stcnm arc scriuusly niuilUating tlic iiduplion of electricIty.

The ciihle systems hiivc met with coiisitleiable success in
tile Uiiileii Slates, ami have acliievol smue measure o( sue
cess ill ttie Uniletl Kiii^i(h)Tn; hut llie comhtioiis uiulcr
whii:h a cable hue can lie o|)eiale(l economically are trc
incmldusly lieavy Irallics, such us do not exist in the llniteij
KinjjMom, Imt do In the United Slates, where, as is well
known, train-cars arc practically the only available street
ci>nveyances.
Many leaillnn authorities in tramway adminisliation who
havi: tested and cinisitlcreil the varinus methods of tram car
propulsion, have ()f late publicly expressed their conlidence
in the j^re It suitability and economy of electricity for the
purpose.
The subject is. theiefore one of peculiar siv;nificance not only to shaieholders in the direction of increased dividends, but also to the larj;e body of llie public
usiuj; this pnpular melhoil of conveyance from the point of
reduied fares.
it is obvious that
ii s>stcms of mechanical propulsion
retiuiriuij the distribution of power over many mile-i of line
that the etVuieiuy of the distributimi will be belter as the
number of ^eneratin^ stations is diminisheil, ami that the
\'iew of

maximum economy
complete system

To

tlistribute

is

is

att diied

developed

electrical

at

when

all

the

power

for a

one only.

power economically from one

generatinji station over distances such as are covercil by
tramway systems of any extent, it is essential that hi^htension currents shou'd be employed, so as to minimi/c the
Now. if the full tension
loss of power in the condu tors.
of such currents were applied to the drivin;; motor on each
car, ijiave liilViciilties would present themselves in manipuIty the selation and in preserving the motor from injur)'.
ries system, however, it is possible by runnin^j the motors
in series
to att.iin the maximum
as the name indicates
ease of manipulation, together with perfect safely to the
This was rccoyni/cd at an early stage by the late
motor.
Prof. Kleeming Jenkin and Profs. Ayrton and Perry, and
the first electric locomotives ever run in series were used

—

by them

in

—

connection with

tc!plieraj;e.

The subject ol electrical traction reached such a ilcgrec
of prominence in tins country that early last year stejis were
taken to demonstrate the practicability of running electric
motors for tram-cars in series with each other, and an cUctrical tramway on the series system was ec|utpped and put
into operation at Northlleet.
The essential parts of an ele:trical tramway line in which
the motors are run in series are: An electric generator, producing a current of constant quantity and an electrical
pressure varying continually acconling to the total work
being done by the whole of the motors together; tlie conductor taking the current from the generator to the motors
proviiled wilh automatic switches of such a chaiacter as to
enable the continuity of the conductt)r to be broken as long
as the motor is in electrical contact with the open ends of
the conductor, and to be closed as soon as the motor, in
passing away, ceases to be in contact with the ends of the
conductor.
This operation must be performed without disturbing
the metallic continuity of the circuit, and without shortcircuiting the motor.
The generator used at Northlleet is one of Statler's patent constant current dynamos, in which type of machine
the e. m. f. is varied by the alteration of the position of the
brushes on the commutator ciTccted by an electrical regulaThe current, after passing through the regulator,
tor.
goes to a highly insulated cable, reaching the whole length
The cable is cut at distances of 21 feet along
of the line.
the line, and the ends of it are led into terminals connected
with the op|)osite faces of a "spring-jack." which is at the
same time tlis automatic switch and contact point from
which the cunent is collecteii. l-'rom the last "spring-jack"
at the end of the line, a return cable
with its insulation
unbroken, is brought back to the other terminals of the
generator, owing to the line at Northlleet being a single
track.

The "spring jack"just referred to consists of a pair of
glazed earihenware blocks, 14 inch x 3 inch x 4 inch
To
each block is attached, by means of a double spiral ring, a
casting,
llat
gun metal
curved at the ends, but
in the center.
The springs are of sutVicient strength to press the two
castings together with a force of 6 pounds.
Under the car,
and for its entire length, is the collector or "arrow," which
consists of two thicknesses of imiia rubber belting, each
having a broatl brass strip riveted to it for nearly its entire
length.
The nose of the "arrow" at each end is shod with
wrought iron, brought to a knife-edge, so as to easily force
its way between the two faces of the "spring- jack," which
automatically closes after its passage.
The conductor on
each side of the "arrow" is lapped round one end, and an
insulated space is left, slightly greater than the surface of
contact of the "spring-jack" near the extreme ends on opposite sides.
By these gaps the passage of the collector,
from one "spring-jack" to another, is effected without shortcircuiting the motor.
The conductor on

each side of the arrow is connected by
an insulated cable with the motor carried on the car. On
each platform of the car are two strong switches
One of
these serves to reverse the direction of the rotation of the
armature by altering the connections between the Held magnets and the armature, the other regulating the power of
the motor by shunting more or less current for the tield
magnets. Three speeds are provided for. and the stopping
of the car is brought about by completely short-circuiting
the lield magnet, still allowing the current to pass through
the armature.
The motors are run at 400 revolutions per minute, delivering at this speed, when the Held magnets are fully excited,
15 horse power on the brake. This slow speed was adopted
to do away with intermediate gearing between the motor
shaft and the car shaft, which has up to this time been the
usual practice.
At Northlleet the motor pinion gears direct with a spur
wheel on the car shaft in the ratio of i to 4%. The gear-

ing is double helical, with a view to noiselcHH tunning, and
the practical working of iIiIh gear Ih most Halihfactoty.
The motors arc monnU-<l in a way now generally adoplcd
in the Uniled Slatcfi, one enil bt-ing •lUpporled by two half
bearings on the driving shaft of the i ar. the other end being
suspended by a spiral spin^; from n liluUl beam nc:o%h the
car body
The molorK arc of the KIwell- Porker type, and the Held
magnets uie connected In HctleH (o the armature. The
generator in dtiven by a Uol)ey compound under type engine of lo hurse power (nominal^, with a locomotive boiler

burnN were fountl. a deep burn on Ihe Intidc o( he left
Erdmunn had gia*peiJ a wtir, and on ibc un
deriiidc uf the thiifh, thui tomplcilng the c^nlacl.
It wa\

over

or from fra :lurc of Ihchkutl.

I

haml. whcir

diwjovrrcd that there wa4 an extensive fraclurc of ihc bAv:
of the •ikull, cjii%cd by liU (all to ilic ilatficirtg.
Krom ci

aminlng the internal organ,

whether

bic to decide

it.

cement concrete. The rails are made in 21 feet length*,
corresponding with the tlistance apart of the "spring-jacks"
and at lach rail joint a special chamber ts formed, having a
convenient removable lid, by means of which access is obtained to the "spring jacks.
The center of the lube

The phyilrlani

were discovered.

The appearance

of the tramway on the road Hurfacu Ik In
all respects similar to that of an ordinary tramway, the conduit through which the "arrow" travcJH, and in which the
"spring jacks" or contact points are situated, being formed
beneath tjue of the running rails. The running rail differs
fioin the ordinary tramway rail, Inasmuch as the tread and
guaul portions consist of two sep.'irate ami independent
rails, having a narrow slot I inch in width between them,
through wh ch the mechanical connections between the
'"arrow" traveling in the slot and the c:ir body are situa'ed.
The rails are supported by means of cast-iron chairs or
yokes, to which they are securely bolted.
These yokes are
placed at iitervals of about 4 feet, excepting at the rail
joints, where they are closer together, the sides ar.d bottom
of the lube between these >okes being formed of Portland
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among
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tclcjcraph

lie worked hi« way throu([h the thick network
and thrust hii body in between the fourth and fifth
crossbars with his head turned wcU.
A gorxl many pco

wires only

of wires

pic stopped to

watch him.
lie braced hi* left tixtt firmly
upon a heavy wire on the ca<t ^Ide of the pole, and thrutt
his body between the north and wuth cru»%bjr«
lie

'

placed somewhat inside the track in order that the "arrow," when traveling shall not be directly underneath the
slot, so as to avoiti the ilanger of water from the road sur
face in wet weather falling directly on the "arrow," and
also with a view to protecting the "spring-jack" cheeks
themselves in a similar manner
The cable joining the
"spring jacks" is led loan invlependent 3 inch earthenware
pipe, running from chamber to chamber, and in this tube
also is laid the return cable
.Some special construction of
points and crossings is necessitated, owing to the junction
or crossing of the two tubes underneath the tiack, which
involves
a
considerable
projection
of
unsupported
t>ngue.
It may be well to point out. in series running, that, owing to the employment of a current of constant value, it is
impossible for the most experienced car driver to damage
his motor by either too rapid starting or by reversing while
running; intleed, it is a positive advantage when descending a hill to check the speed of the car by altering the Held
connections so that the armature tends to revolve in the opposite direction to that in which the car is traveling, as the
power that wouitl otherwise be lost in braking the car is
actually added to that protluced by the generator, and thus
large systems, with many cars and varying gradients, would
appreciably reduce the total power required to be generated
and the conseciuent consumption of coal.
These advantages, combined with theelTicicncy of distribution as regards the percentage of power lost in the con
ductors, with, at the same time, but a low difference of potential at the terminals of each individual motor, may be
regarded as the main advantages of a series running.

threw his right arm over one of the cast and went croubar*

is

Then he

and laid hold of a wire
hand to steady himself. The wire should not
have had more than the usual harmless current uwd for
with his

Uut as he touched it, the now considerable
crowd of curious ga/crs on the sidewalk saw hiro start. He
did not let go. though he twitched his arm as though trytelegraphing.
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case in favor

tlectrical execution

brings up again the Hrown controversy

Last week one of

the electiical executing machines was shipped to the Johns

Hopkins University for a test .is to its efiiciency.
Thejulien Electric Traction company has ten cars in
actual service on the Madison and Fourth avenue line;
the tenth was added last week.
Fifty glass blowers in the Edisoa Electric I.amp works
at Harrison. N. J., struck yesterday on account of a reducAfter they had been out a few hcurs tbcy
tion of wages.
were notified to return at their former wages

Young Mr Gibbens, who has

figured so prorotocntly in

the r>oard of Electrical Control has

meni and

election as

received

the appoint,

chairman of the executive cororoittec

of the Dtmocratic state commiilec.

.Another

subway explosion

pavement

Church

at

tore

the southwest

up several square yards
comer of Conlandt and

About two hours

streets.

men had been

manhole had
work upon the under
At that time no escape of
earlier the

at

ground cables centering there.
gas was noticed, neither did the men working a few

away

at the

The

feel

time of the explosion detect anything.

explosion took place juit as a heavy truck was piss

shock, and the

it,

suffer-

for

meaied residences and business blocks

quarters, im-

in (he

of the constitutionality of the law

ing over ;he manhole.

pairing the health of the people;

was

his tortures.

city is full of his sayings.

has he not ordered the gas companies to cease operations?
They have been I'lliing the streets with gas and it has i>erla all

ended

minor accidents were repotted during the

decision of

been open, and

than in stopping railroad
If

believed that the victim

is again at work in his laboratory at Llewellyn
and of course has been interviewed and interviewed.

There is no more

accidct.

It is

ing fully five minutes before death

Park,

his resolution of

a sensation by shutting

all

down upon the pavement. His body gave one
more shiver and was quiet. The body was not removed

of

sires to create

shook

bfxly

but no sound

dripped

Fur instance, because a man is killed by an electric
current, he would shu: do.vn the stations of all the companies distributing power through overhead conductors.
trains because of a fatal

his

came out.
crowd knew

mouth,

There was excitement on the street, for Ihe
what the matter was
Martin Benson, another lineman,
slid rapidly down from his perch, on a pole opposite, and
pushed his way through the .crowd, which was silent because horrified,
lie ran up the pole where Fecks was
still trembling in the grxsp of the current, but
he was t*K>
late.
Feeks' head dropped forward and down.
His face
sank upon other wires. One caught him below the chin
and the other above the mouth and when it cleared away
the two wires seemed to pass through his head,
Hlood

ing.

justice in this

head up, and

his

Edison

Notes.

Ni:w Viu<K, Oct. 12.— The whjie city seemsto be greatover the fact that now and then l_deaths occur
from the electric light wires, and it appears that the entire
press. Mayor (Irant and the Hoard of Electrical Control
woultl exterminate the greatest achievement of modern invention, the electric light, and go back to illumination by gas
which has proved far more fatal to human life than the elecThe good work of the mayor in getting the
tric current.
wires buried as fast as possible is surely commendable, but
to suggest the abandonment of electric light is absurd.
With the co-ope ation o' the city officials the danger may
be greatl/ reduced, but it has become necessary at times in
the past to oppose the reckless attacks on electric interests and the tone of the daily papers now indic".tes a repetition of this course.
Mayor Grant Is undoubtedly following a line which he considers his duty, but he is not justi-

much

lie threw his

to.

over.

ly agitated

fied in

slightly lost hi^ balance,

left

week.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York

Mis weight rested upfm a croMbar. which he
was lying over, but his foot was braced on a heavy wire.
for support

There was a

dull

report, a

heavy

The manhole
cover and a few paving stones struck the wagon beneath,
breaking a spring and doing some other damage. The
driver and a boy wh> was with him were thrown to the
wagon was

lifted in the air.

ground but they were only sightly bruised.
It is

reported that the Edison

company intend 'connect-

ing their works at West Orange and Silver Lake with an
electric railway.

The

railway will be the sole propcny of

the company, and. in addition to transporting

freight

and

be used for experimental purposes in order
to bring to perfection the electric motor system of running
employes,

street cars

will

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
by the consolidated company. The electric light company
brought suit some time ago to enjoin the work on the Armourdale line on the same grounds, and asked that the

in Offenbach,

Edison

Metropolitan company be required to pay for putting up

Ow-

Heidelberg.

at the congress of naturalists in

ing to Mr. Edison's early return to America,

certain appliances

the sculptor

to

finished, will

be run into bronze at the royal factory

in "Munich.

New
owing

York, Oct.

— The

14.

ordered the cuirent turned off

Electrical

When

W.

descent lights are
in electric signals

Light companies

was thought

it

The

that the light

city officials,

would

ofhces in the

however, had a

city in

darkness

will

have

its effect

He

fell

Life building.

New

York.

has taken the western agency for the National Electric
is

also agent for the West-

He

ern Electric company, dynamos, arc lamps, etc.

&

in torrents.

who put

panies

in electrical

alarm systems in

system

lice electric call

partment

is

Kansis

in

and

short of funds

The

City.

with a

cities

view to securing estimates from them for putting

in a po-

police de-

the cost of securing a call

if

system should be very heavy the boird of public works

for the

United States and Brush companies stated that his
had turned off their currents and proposed to keep
them shut off until the matter before the court was disposed of. The case was adjourned till to-morrow.
It has now been decided that all electric wires above

will

clients

from

ground must go. Under the laws of the state no injunctions can be served on the board of health unless eight
days' notice has been given, and should the courts make
the injunctions against the mayor permanent the board of

and before eight days
above ground
W. H. T.

left

probably be called on to aid the department financially
their

public works shou'd take

City,

—

Mo.

The Ivanhoe Park
street

The

route of the proposed line covers

cipal streets in the west

North

culty in getting the franchise.

company
which

will

will

the prin-

end besides Silver avenue on the

The company experienced

side.

all

It is

considerable

diffi-

probable that the same

be given a franchise for a line in Armourdale,

be used as an outlet for the proposed Argentine

motor

begin operations just as soon as the

St. Louis, Oct. 12

— The

who

Cundiff,

for

Light and

Electric

$10,000 by Jeremiah

claims to have been permanently disabled by

The

belonging to

wire

railway of that

avenue

announce

this

Lindell

the

their plans for the future de-

The Washington
make an extension

ask for a franchise to

line will

out Delmar from Vandeventer to Union avenue and

touching the

to Forest Park,

Park

tract

Improvement company, via
De Bolivar avenue to the

south on

owned by
Waterman

A

park.

terminal depot, 300x150 feet, will be built at the

then

the Forest

and
handsome
park, mid
place,

way between the cottage and the race-course, at a cost of
The company proposes to contribute half the
$30,000.
from

outlay necessarv to enlarge the park lake

length of 700 feet to about one mile, and give

overhead wire

adopted as the power.

to

upon

city,

velopment and extension of the system

aquatic sports.

rapidly' as possible

being to render

object

The

it

entire road will be

expend $700,000

in

it

present

a depth of

suitable for

West

the

of

hU

by the

operated

electric system, similar to that

End Railway company

its

The company proposes

of Boston.

improvements upon

their

purchase.

N.

the

extension of the Armourdale electric line to Metropjiitan

avenue, Argentine.
it

is

The extension

and the

line in

will

be completed in

dale line has proved such a success that

it

six

practically assures

the conversion of the liroadway street railway into an elec-

The

tric road.

Metropolitan company has been waiting

before taking any steps in the matter to be assured that the

would be successful.
The Consolidated Electric Eight and Power company of
Kansas City, Kan., has filed suit In the Wyandotte District
court against the Thomson-Houston Electric Supply company for $10,000 as damages foe obstructing the plaintiff

Armourdale

line

(Xjmpany'slinc.by the construction of the Armourdalcelectric
street railway line.

The

company was given

consolidated

a

franchise by the Kansas City, Kan., council, June 8 1888,
and erected its poles and stretched its wires throughout the
city.

The

poles were stationed along the curb lines^the lights

being placed in the center at the
with certain

ground

for

appliances

for

intersection of streets,

lowering

the

the contract for putting in the electric

mourdale

the

lights to the

The Metropolitan
Thomson-Houston comp.iny

trimming and regulating.

company afterward gave
line.

The

system for the Ar-

wires were placed along the street over

the center of the railway tracks, and,

Detroit,

about two miles and

is

weeks
operation within two months. The Armour-

expected that the road

it is

all

treasurer.

kinds of electrical apparatus,

hotel annunciators of all kinds,

the Detroit Electrical

including electric bells,

motors of

electric

sizes

all

power apparatus.
The company is rapidly getting its factory into running order and
when completed it will be one of the finest in the city. The
company has already turned out a large quantity of work
and reports the outlook for business very promising. The
as well as electric light and

Standard Electric company
will within a

of the

Logan storage

They

battery.

and commodious factory

organization,

erecting a large

are

especially adapted for this class of

when completed,

business which,

new

another

is

few weeks commence the manufacture

which

enable them to sup-

will

D.

ply their battery in large quantities on short notice.

claimed, prevent

Sedalia, IWo.

Detroit, Mich., Oct,
for this year

is

now

12.

closed.

the greatest interest was
exhibits,

—

12
At
month the Central

Sedalia, Mo.. Oct.
council last

company of Topeka, Kan.,

meeting of the

the

the contractors doing the city

lighting, asked for a franchise for the building of a

system

The company stated

of electric street railways in this city.

that

city

& Power

Light

Electric

meant business, and upon the granting of the franwould proceed at once to the construction of the road.

it

chise

The

& Power company

Light

Electric

Sedalia

The company

$50,000.

and

there,

more than double the capacity

vrill

to

power house

erecting a large

is

has

company from $10,000

increased the capital stock of the

of

its

plant.

F.

Indianapolis,

Oct.

— The

2

1

commissioners

of

in

meeting, awarded

sane hospitals, at their regular monthly

A

fire at

Monday

the Bates Ilouse,

rendered the

last,

machinery useless. Connection was made
with the C. C. Perry company's central station, just in rear
of the hotel, and no inconvenience for want of light was
electric lighting

experienced.

who purchased

capitalists of this city

quick communication with Main
Kansas City. Mo., as well as rapid transit to the
Electricity has been
Wyandotte county court house.
as

This company expects to manufacture

is

son company, whose bid of $7,737 was the lowest.

United

Power company has been sued

street in

being pushed

late secretary of

Works,

the contract for lighting the Evansville hospital to the Edi-

Mo.

St. Louis,

ple of the smelting city

is

which Frank Fisher,

P.

eight feet, the

Work

have recently been

electrical industries of this city

Indianapolis, Ind.
Vine

Electric line, the successor of the

line, will

the company to give the peo-

It is the intention of

route.

The

alto-

cars arrive.

the last meeting of the

old Argentine council

pleted.

hand

in

company.

At
Tuesday night, the ordinance giving
A. Mardis and Norton Thayer of Kansas City, Mo., a
franchise to build and operate a street railway, over certain
The company has ten days
streets in the city, was passed.
in which to accept the ordinance, which gives it sixty days
in which to begin work, and one year to have the line com-

Kansas City, Mo.,

Oct. 12.

day and evening with an interested and

increased by the formation of Fisher Electrical Works, of

gether the electric call system.

receiving a shock last July from a

Kansas

all

highly entertained crowd.

Police Secretary Huckett thinks

apportionment.

that the board of

health will take the matter in hand,

be

was surrounded

Electric

the other electric light companies' injunctions, but counsel

will

of the Detroit motors was also

used to run an electrical piano in the musical exhibit which

cently sold a 30 light arc

applications of the Western

have passed not a wire

One

parts of the building.

ig, i5

has re-

dynamo to the Argentine Water
Power company of Argentine, Kan.
The American Electric Light company of Kansas City,
liave removed their offices to 120% West Eighth street. Leo
H Gamphof Kingman, Kan., has lately been appointed su"
perintendent and manager of the company.
Chief Speers ha? decided to correspond with all the com-

on the public, as every-

Union company and
the Metropolitan Telephone company to have their injunctions renewed restraining the Board of Electrical Control from interfering with their wires were denied by Judge
Ingraham to day
Judge Andrews had determined to sit
until midnight, if necessary, to hear the arguments upon

The

New York

Bossart has recently returned from

Traction company of Detroit, and

body realized last night the necessity of keeping under
Foot pads ruled the streets, and to make the matcover.
ter worse, the night was not only dark and gloomy, but
rain

W.

Paul

gang of men at work cutting wires of other companies,
and it was thought advisable not to turn on the current.
It is thought the action of the companies in plunging the

They have nearly completed
new house, ard part of the incanready for service.
They are also patting
at the Merchants' National Bank's new

R. Nelson's famous

of

be continued as usual.

street

present.

at

installations

the

on Mayor Grant and the Board

the

of

Miller heard the argument

Control by the United States and Brush Elec-

injunctions were served

tric

companies which

all their circuits.

might be swung on

lights

W

darkness to-night

city is in

to the action of the electric light

side

the

ered.

during the voyage.

when

by which the

and then lowand denied the injunction, holding that there was no obstruction on the part
The consolidated company now
of the street railway line.
comes into court and asks the sum of $10,000 from the
Thomson-Houston company as damages.
T. Osborne & Co are making several important

arm to
Judge

an

accompany him, and worked upon his model
A few more sittings are necessary,
The bust,
however, and these wilt be had at Menlo Park.
was obliged

of the electric lights by the system adopted

the lowering

sculptor and director of the art school
Germany, has come to America to complete
a bust of Thomas A. Edison, which he began while the inHe became acquainted with Mr.
ventor was in Europe.

Hermann Scherig,

October

IVIich.

It

which although few

was remarkably successful and
in

fer

system

again,

it is

now enjoyed by

lay track in this city as

as the

courts

monopoly of

The

the public in the electrical

number, were very

credit-

company

could

two companies have already

failed

decided

Perry

company bad a

that the present

granted by

streets, as

charter.

its

National Electric Headlight company has

Among

cles of incorporation.

Fulton,

who was asked

pany.

He

Then

Indianapolis people.

a question whether the

the incorporators

to-day as to ^le plans of

said that for the

first

filed arti
is

H. H.

the comof hard

time in six years

work in connection with this light, he was convinced that
Six years ago, under his direction,
it had a great future.
the first electric headlight ever built was put on a Belt
Road engine. Shortly after a company of capitalists took
hold of the light, spent $70,000 in perfecting it and securing patents.

— The great Detroit exposition

shown by

street railway question in West Indianapolis is getwarm. At a meeting of citizens this week the Perry
company, and the Citizens' company of this city, had repreBoth companies are after franchises.
The
sentatives.
Citizens' company has a little the advantage, as it promises
patrons from West Indianapolis the privilege of the trans-

The

ting

Many

breaks in operating the light occu red

and year after year e.xperiments were made and finally a
year ago the last man of the original number dropped out
and refused to spend any more time or money on what was
so discouraging.

The company,

as

now

organized,

of

is

making them. General Manager Joseph E. Lockwoodof the Brush Electric Light company is still
receiving many compliments for the excellent manner in which

Indianapolis men, and the concern will distinctively belong

he arranged the lighting of the vast building and grounds and
the splendid results which he obtained from the use of a com-

keep the business here.

able to the companies

numbar of lamps. Not the least interestwas the electric launch which was placed
Its perin a snail lake on the river side of the grounds.
formance under all circumstances was most satisfactory and
many visitors expressed the hope that before long this method
the prevailing means used on
of propulsion would be

to this city.

the

company

paratively small

Motor company, a home

institution,

the efliciency of

its

apparatus.

were on exhibition and several nr«re

A number
in

tilating fans,

of

operation

their special adaptability for denial »vork, for

made

served to

an exhibit, which although not very extensive,

show

it is

the intention to

M.

Hutchinson, Kan., Oct. 12,— The
city

motors

and operate a system of
place of the

electric street railways to take

present horse car system.

showing

running ven-

sewing machines. Some of the larger

sizes

were

used to provide power for machinery stations iq different

which

prise fifteen miles of road,

the

councilor this

city

has granted a franchise to a strong company to build

It

pleted and in operation within six months,

pleasure boats of this class.
Detroit

to locate elsewhere, but

Hutchinson, Kan.

ing exhibit

The

have been offered

Already big inducements

Thomson Houston

system.

extension will reach the
principal manufactories.
in the

will

com-

will

be a double

street

through the

town, and the single track

the
fair

and

the

be com-

be operated under

There

on Main

track for at least two miles
piincipal business part of

will

will

grounds, packing houses and

Over $100,000

proposed improvements.

will

be expended

H,

OctnluT

K),
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THE ELECTRIC
The

city aullioiiliL's lA

Si^inii"m.-y.

LIGHT.
l;i.,

havL-

trale clc(!lric lighln. No other compjiny will gel n frunchiNc
lopi-t additional polen In the •tlrcet, and the cleclric road

j;i;uiU(l

;i

will

ami commercial

liglu plant for street

(Iswe^^o, N. v..

eslablisli

I'lrst

class

electric

liRhlin^j.

be illuminated liereaftcr
which will be run all ni^jht.

will

electric slrcct li^lils

by

ifi'>

Latonia I''.leclrlc l.iRht & Power company has been
incorporated at Cohinibus, (),; capital stock, jJIKj.ocm).

The

The Oshkosh,
city

by

Wis., city council has deciiletl to li^hi the
and a contract will soon be awarded.

cleclricily,

The

electric lij^ht plant at Sterling',

Lamps are

in

position

Itl., is

and everything ready

completed,

tlie

for operation.

stated that the l'',lcclric I.ij;ht company of JclTcr-on,
the Jeffersonville >;as works for $30,

It is

has purchased

Ind
000

The Council lilulTs Electric I-iKht and Power company
has disposed of Its plant in that city to the Sperry company

Sprague

I

n

Light cnmj>.Tny has been
Purling t< Ml, la., Gas
granted the right to erect and operate .in electric li^ht
Permission is granted the company (o erect poles
plant.
and run wires in ihu streets, lanes, alleys and public
grounds for the purpose of supplying electricity for power,
light aful other uses.
The poles erected in the ItiisineHS
porliiMi nf the city are reipiired to he not less than thirty
feet above the surface of the ground, .and all other poles
'Phe comp.iny is rc<|uirc<lto
not less than twenty-live feet.
have its plant erected and ready for business witlnn four
months lo furnish three :irc lights f(jr public use free of
charge.
'I'he company, we understand, will proceed at
once to put up its plant. 'Phe 'Phomson- Houston syfitem
will he used,

The

of ("hicaj;o.

An ordinance has been introduced in the I'cnul dn l.ac,
Wis, city council giving to Joseph Andrew the rijjhl to
operate an electric light plant throughout the city.
,

The new >niaha. Neb., Thomson- Houston l-'lectric
Light company have Idcd amendments lo the articles of in(

corporation, changing

tlic

amount

of ihcir capital stock

to

^Goo.noo,

The sluilcnts in the electrital engineering course at the
University of Wisconsin at Madison are constructing a 12s
The machine will he used
light incandescent dynamo.
for illuminating the college buiUiing.
The Itlnir, Neb., IClectric Light -S: Power company has
been incorporated. The capital stock is $300,000; incorporators, I'". W. Kenney. A. P. Howes, W. IL Palmer, I'".
^L Casetctter, V. II. Mathieson and \V. C. Walton.
The I'hetopa h'lectric Light, Power iS: Ileal company of
C'helopa h.as been incorporatetl with a capital stock of .f 5,The directors are K. P. White, J. J h'lannclly,
000.
Thomas I>. Hare, T. J. Flannelly and Henry Weeks.

A

contract has been awarded the Taylorville, III., l-",Iectric
for lighting the court house by electricity for one
The incandescent system will
year for the sum of $1 10.
be used, and i(> to 30 candle power lamps will be intro-

Company

duced.

The Kdison

Klectric Light company's ordinance has
pissed by the Milwaukee coimcil. An amendment was introduced, however, requiring that the company's service shall be extended to every business street
where it may be asketl for.

been

tinally

The Oakland.

have received bids for
street lighting from the Electric Light company and the
Gas company. The former agrees to supply lights on the
moonlight schedule at 47A cents per lamp per night, and
the latter at 10 and 3^ cents for gas and electricity respectively.
This bid provides for extinguishing the lamps at
Cal..

authorities

midnight.

The

presence of overhead wires in Oakland. Cal., is opThe city elecposed by the .esthetic people of the coast.
trician is an advocate of the underground systetn, and is
expected to introduce an ordinance in the city council orIt is said the electric light comdering the wires down.
pany will agree to have its wires buried within a year after
the passage of the ordinance.

The Chicago Edison company

has been awarded the conan Incandescent plant In the Hotel Richwiring is now being done and the
power plant will be put in immediately. A new type 500
light machine will be installed and a New York Safety enSpecial designs of tixtures
gine will furnish the power
will be furnished and a model plant will be installed.
tract for Installing

elieu.

Chicago.

The

P>ulTalo taxpayers are protesting against the cost of lightMayor Pecker is an unplacable opponent
ing the streets.
"I am a
of the wholesale extensions of the lamp district.
stockholder in gas aiid electric light companies," he said,
"but 1 do not believe in taking money out of one pocket
and putting it in another. There have been unwarrantable extensions, and the highly-assessed business property in
the heart of the city pays the greater part of the cost.
If
we can't get lower rates from the companies it would be
better for the city to get a plant of its own."
Mayor Becker is gathering information in regard to the cost of accjuiring a municipal electric light plant.

The Detroit Electric Light & Power company, which
was granted a franchise by the common council lasc week,
is in all respects similar to those electric light companies
now doing business in Detroit. There is no doubt that
the new compiny will be a competitor for the public lighting of Detroit when the present contract expires, next July.
The company is capitalized at ^300.000, and the otlicers
are Wm. P. Moran. president; Gilbert Lee, vice-president;
W. H. Fitzgerald, secretar)-; J. B. Moore, treasurer. The
company has established its plant at the corner of Woodbridge and Randolph streets, and has already begun the
erection of a suitable building, and ordered the necessary

A nubuquc paper

W.H.

Pcarce of Pittsburg, chief
engineer ol the W'estinghousi: [-".'ectric Light company, is
negotiating with the electric light company
in the city
which purposes furnishing the incandescent light and elcc
Phe im
trie power in addition to the present arc light.
provement, including a three story building, will cost Ifn
000
A represent.'itive of the National Electric M:inufacturlng company, of l'"au t'lalre, Wis., is in the city and tvill
apply for a charter to put in a plant and furnish arc and
incandescent lights and power
The ch.arter already pre
pared re(|uires that the poles shall be at least thirty feet in
length with a diameter of at least six inches at the smallest
end.
The wires or conductors used shall be insulated with
an improvetl waterproof cover ing. They must have in
operation within ninety days at least i,cjoo incandescent
lights.
They further agree to furnish to the city free of
charge sullicient electric lights for Washington and Jackson
parks so long as the ordinance remains in effect.
says:

'

During the month of September, the Wcstinghouse

,

'These Thomson-Houston fellows will have a snap if
they get possession of the street railroad." remarked a resident of Rockford. III., to a reporter of that town.
It
means, in my opinion, another electric light company for
Why? Because it will be so easy and inexRockford.
pensive to run one in connection with the road.
Mere is a
company which has the absolute privilege of laying a row
of poles on each side of the street wherever they want to
go. and they will run the road by electricity.
simple
those same jxtles and opit will be to run wires along on

,

,

750; Manchester, la., 5(X); Seattle, Wash.. 750 (increase);
Allegheny ( ounty Light company, Pittsburg, Pa., 3,000
(increase); Grafton, Dak., 500; Williamsport, Pa., i,50(j;
Amherst, Mass., 500 (increase); Duluth, Minn,, 750 (increase); Helena, Mont., 1,500; Colorado Springs, Colo.,
75o(increasc); Ballston Spa, N. V., 750; Plattsburg, N. V.,
750; Tyrone, Pa., 750 (increase); Kansas City. Kan., 750
(increase);
crease);

Marengo,

Greensburg,

la.

Pa..

5(Jo;
Media,
750 (increasa).

sold for central station use in Williamsport,

Pa.,

500

(in-

The company
Pa.,

250 arc

lights.

The Council I'luffs Gas & -Electric Light company, a corporation which has secured the contract for city lighting in
Council Bluffs, has recently closed a contract with the
Sperry Electric company of Chicago, for 95 arc lamps, and
will extend its business in supplying light to private consumers and for motor work as rapidly as the demand
will warrant.
The ordinance giving this company the contract specifies that the wires shall be placed underground as
soon as all other companies doing electrical business shall also
place their wires underground.
This provision which was
voluntary on the part of the new company is practically a
dead letter from the fact that the electric motor lines in
Council Bluffs, which are at the present time giving perfect
satisfaction to everybody, are using the overhead system
and it will be some time at least before they will be forced
The Sperr>' company also reto adopt a different system.
ports a very large business and it is running its works to
their full capacity.
It has just closed sales of a lodight
arc plant to Winston Bros, of Chicago, and of a 50-light
arc plant to the Scranton Illuminating company of Scranton. Pa
The new Sperry automatic motor, manufactured
by the Sperry company. Is rapidly finding a place in public
favor and the company reports sales within the last few
days of one 20-horse and one lo-horse, besides several other
orders about ready to be closed up.
Their recent installation at the Libby prison exhibited in this city is giving
perfect satisfaction and the arrangement of the lights which
was made under special direction of Superintendent Gregor)' has received many words of commendation. The Sperry company has also had the contract for lighting the Chicago exposition this year and the directors of the exposition
have expressed themselves as well pleased with the performance of the apparatus as well as the quality of the
light furnished.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
An

electric line will

Electric cars

be introduced

were run

in

in

Hutchinson, Kan.

Bloomlield, N. J., for the

first

time on Labor Day.

It is expected that a Sprague electric road
course of construction at Aurora, III.

^^nll

soon be in

*

How

the

ThumMiO Hounlon and

The Salem Ktcctr'c Kallway company of Kalem. U., has
been lncor|}ora(cd with a capital stwfk of $iryj,ooo.
The
avenue

advKaltility of cxicndint; the Detrr/lt Woodward
electric road 10 I'ontiae in under con »ld era lion.

The mayor of Dubuque (owa,want«an electric road inlro'
duccd In that town and he [« d^lnjf all In hl» power to get
one there.
San I'Vanclncn capllallsinare connidcrinjc the advlubitily
of cunNlrueiing an clc< trie railway from the Oakland w»uihcrn water Iron! lo Berkeley.

The electric road at Atlanta. Ga.. i« romplcird and In
operation.
The hidings arc not all In but rat% arc run to
the cxposjiion buihling regularly,
Macon,

(\a.. is liuildtng

an

electric ulrcct

railroad of Ihe

Thomwrn Houston lyp'^ It is hrjpcd lo have
before the opening of the j^rcal state fair.

It

completed

'Phe Springfield, Mo., council has been a<tlteil lo grant
iheCici/ens' Street Railway rf)m]>any permission to subsiilutc electricity for animatH

on

lis lines

and extend ihc

fran-

chise to thirty five years.
Elgin,
railroad.

the

first

decided to adopt electricity on il« sired
lo lay nine miles of track
year, give ifs (xkj toward ihe building of a new
III.,

h.in

The managers agree

bridge at Chicago street and an additional

'^f,$f^>

lo

widen

ihe same.

Chicago capitalists arc ncgotiatindf for the purcha.<te of
the Belle (Jity Street Railway company of Racine, Wis. A
purchase price of 1^78,000 has been agreed u[>on, it is taid.
The new company, il is understr>od, will subslilulc cleclric
power for horses.

New

Heard of Railroad Commissifmem
application of the I "lica Bell Line
Street Railroad company for permission lo change its mo
live power from horse traction lo cleclric motor.
An overhead system will be used.
'Phe

N'ork State

approved

has

the

As soon

as the grading of California avenue, Allegheny.
completed, the work of laying thelracksof ihe Alleelectric railway will be cc mmcnctil.
Bellevue \vill improve Thomas and Baync avenues, as the
road is to run over those streets.
Pa.,

is

gheny and Bellevuc

.

St. Paul expects to have its electric street railway in operation before the snow tlies.

machinery.

invcutiicaiinf^

HyHtcmii.

l-ilec

company

received orders for central station alternating
current apparatus, aggregating 26,750 ib-candle power
lights as follows: Keokuk, la., 750 lights;
McMinnville.
Ore., 500; Aspen, (.'olo
750 (increase): Vandalia, Ml
750: Albany, Ore., 500; Victoria, Tex.. 500; Lincoln. Ill
750; Denver. Colo., 3,000 (increase); New Bedford. Mass
1,500 (increase); Petaluma. Cal., 5<X); Bridgewater. Mass,
500: Salem. Ore, 750; Bellaire. (>., 750; Houston, Tex.,
trie

EaM

ihc

in

have the snap.
am only guessing about thU but you
watch developments and see liow near gncsH right" The
Thnmson-Houston c<iinp:iny has purchased tlic Rockford
Street Railroad.
The paid-up stock ifi J^6t;.<Kxj, The new
company will put in the overhead ck-clrlc system, lay three
niiles more of track and nialeri.atly improve the Hystcin.
I

cliartcr for pullin(jf in clcclric li^lus.

Tuscaloosa, Ala.,

i'i

The Omaha

Street

stringing wires for the

An

Railway company has commenced
new Sprague equipment.

probably be built between Lake
Linden 10 Groverton and Tamarack City. Mich.
electric railway will

Rapid transit is promised St. Louis people by President
John Scullin of the Union Depot Railway, who has been

The 'Phomson-Houston railway depirtmenl reports the
following orders: Thirty cars for the I'nion Depot Street
Railway company, St. Louis, Mo.; twelve cars for the Milwaukee Cable Railway company, Milwaukee. Wis.; Ihc
Des Moines Street Railway company has al«o placed an
order for six new cars to increase its present equipment

The work

of construction on the Crosstown Electric
Rochester, N. ^'., has been begun, and it is
be completed by Dec. 15th.
There arc live
miles of double tr.ack to be l.iid this fall
All ihe material
for the road was shipped ten days ago. but It was side
Ten motor cars have been ortracked, hence the delay.
dered

Railway

at

thought

will

The Buffalo, N. Y., Street Railway company two months
ago made a contract with ihe Sprague Eleciric Railways
Motor company of New ^'oTk, for the equipment of four
electric cars.
This equipment has proved successful and
the company and its patrons are well pleased,
f^hiite recently the four cars and four trail cars carried 25.<)00
passengers a single day without the loss of a trip.
The Junction City and Fort Riley. Kan.. Rapid Transit
company has been incorporated; capital su>ck
$50,000. The purpose is to construct a street railway hnc
Railway

from Junction City to Fort Riley, to be operated by elecmotors.
The directors are fohn Davidson, George E.
Harvey, lohn K. Wright, W. W.Cook, C. L. Linton. J.
R. McClure. C. H. Brott. G. W. McKnight. J. F.

tric

Streeter.

The Buffalo, N. V., Electric & Cable Street Rail«ray
company, formed to operate street surface roads on about
fifty miles of streets in the city of Buffalo, filed a certificate
Thecapital is :fi.5ix/.0">o. The
of incorporation last week.
incorporators are Planiel O'Day. Daniel N. Lockwood,

Amm. Gerhard l^ing, Henry .Mtmao, Thomas T.
Ramsdell, James Adams, J. I'
Dudley, and (Icorge F.
Southard of I^uffalo, and William L. Elkins and Peter A.

James

Weidner of Philadelphia.

B.

The

St.

Joseph, Mo., People's Electrical Street Railway
with power from four Edison dynamos.

cars are supplied

put
in
have
been
made 10
arrangements
four others of the same make, the latter to be used in supplying power to firms and other purposes outside of the
railroad power.
Plight engines run these dynamos, four
bemg .-\rmington-Sims compound and four high pressure
Three extra engines are 10 be
engines of the same m.ike.
placed in the power house at once one compound and two
high pressure

.ind

—

The new lines being projected in Boston at present arc
The digging of holes and layrapidly nearing completion.
ing of steel poles and new road beds by the West End
Railway company is keeping a large number of men actAbout 1, coo poles have been set in .Siuih
ively engaged.
Boston.
Gangs of men are at work on Warren avenue
blasting holes in the rock ledges underlying that district,
and other gangs .are at work on Shawmot avenue, along
The comTremont row. Hanover and Portland streets.
pany expects to have about 100 more cars fitted up and
running before snow falls.

The Ottawa.

elec111.. ^^/•uf'Uoin has introduced an
motor into its establishment and is enthusiastic in its
advocacy of electric power. It savs: Recognizing the
fact that steam is l^ing displaced by elcctriciiy. that hartric

lightning is the clement that is moving the
world to-day. and being determined to keep up with the

nessed chain

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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latest iraprovements. the Republican has introduced the
subtle, penetrating, all-poweriul sg^ent into ils mechanical
department, and the busy presses are now electrified with

new spirit which they recognize as master, and which
moves tbem with new energy and motive power.

a

of Allegheny, Pa
is opposed to
the erection of an electric light station for the city plant
and public park grounds. The ground is now occupied by
a railroad company and there are many ur sightly buildings
The position of the mayor,
in the immediate vicinity.
therefore, is a surprise to the electric companies.

Mayor R. T. Pearson

time.
still

leads in esthetics.
its reputation

Not only does

continue to sustain

for

that city
culture, but it has

gone a step further and now introduces a most pleasing refinement in connection with one of its works of engineering.
From a recent visitor to the "Hub" it was learned
that ceriain portions of the electric road in the suburbs are
sodded between and along the track-^. The road presen s
the appearance of the tracks being laid through grass plots
The possibility of such improvements as this
or lawns.
will not only tend to heighten the popularity of the electric
railway, but furnish an illustration of cleanliness in operation that
known motive
is unequaled by any other

power.

THE TELEPHONE.
The

four cities of
phone next month.

Oklahoma

will

tele-

A

preliminary meeting w^as held in Little Rock, Ark.,
week to form a company for the building of telephone
lines from Little Rock to Foit Smith and intermediate
points on the west.

THE TELEGRAPH.
The Oshkosh, Wis., Times says materials for the construction of the new Postal Telegraph line are distributed
120 miles north of Neenah.
The line will be run into
Duluth, and will be operated in connection with the
Mackay-Bennett cable.
James W. Turner, Chicago, a broker, has secured an injunction from Judge Tuley, against the Western Union
Telegraph company, the Gold & Stock Telegraph comrestraining

checkmate the Postal Telegraph company, which

tending

its lines

is

ex-

into that section-

A

Toledo paper says: C. H. Bristol, superintendent of
construction of the Western Union Telegraph company, is in
city
making arrangeme--ts for the consolidation of all
the
the loose wires on the chief streets, and principally Madison
street, into cables.
The hundreds of wires between the
Produce Exchange and the main office on Summit street
will be connected into about eight cables not over an inch
and a quarter in circumference; thus doing away with much
of the danger that might arise from the numerous wires in
case of fires.
A large number of men have been at work
during the past two weeks removing the Perry street connections to the foot of Monroe, across the river to the Lake
Shore dock, and on through the middle grounds. The
bulk of the wires will run up Water street to the main office.

The Automatic Switch company of Baltimore, which
manufactures the Whittingham switch for motors, is already
doing a very nice business. The Sprague motor will hereafter be supplied with this switch and builders of other mo
tors are not slow to appreciate the efficiency of the WhitTh''ir western trade is particularly ent ngham switch.
couraging and both Kansas City and St. Louis have turned
They are also receivirg orders from comin many orders.
panies in Boston, New York and Philadelphia.
Catalogue 560 of the Electrical Supply company, ChicaIII., has just been issued.
It is a handsome volume of
over 300 pages.
It is printed on calendered paper and the
typographical work is artistic.
The catalogue describes
the electric light and power supplies, and it is exceedingly
In it are described the latest and most improved
complete.
devices for adaptation to commercial electricity in these
branches.
The book is indexed for ready reference, and
great care has been exercised in its compilation
Embodied
go,

book are many tables for reference, formula? and
practical suggestions for wiring, that have been prepared
especially for this catalogue.
These features give the book
individuality and value.
An artistic cover has been especially designed for this book which is in keeping with its
The catalogue will be cheerfully
general artistic character.
sent to any one in the trade upon application.
Take it as
a whole, the catallogue is probably the most complete ever
issued by an electrical company.

Issued Oct
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The Harvard

Electrically Controlled Speed Governor Mechanism for Elevators, Williafn P. Gibson,
York, N.

New

A

was made yesterday
of the
'J'oulmin Electrical
Railway company's newly
patented gate at Woodbrook Station on the Western
Maryland Railroad.
A special train, which conveyed
the party to the station, ran over the plates, which are
some distance from the gates. The gates are closed or
opened according as the train approached or departed
from the crossing.
Bfdtimorc

paper says;

test

Electrically Controlled Valve Operating
ism for Elevators.
William P. Gibson,

412, 333.

no reporter of ability ever interviewed
Mr. Edison without thinking what a, great pity it was that
he should have taken to mechanics instead of journalism
when he left the telegrapher's key, says a New York paragrapher.

Timothy Cornwell, secretary of the New York Belting i^
Packing company, died at his home in Brooklyn,
)ctobcr
5lh.
For thirty years Mr. Cornwell had been confidcnti-d
adviser anil right hand man of John 11. Chcevcr, treasurer
<

and manager of the company.

The

Gushing, Beverly

claim is given:
"4. The combination, with two electric conduits laid
side by side, of circulating pipes for each conduit connected at the terminal of the conduit, a heater connected to said pipes, and a pump to maintain circulation of fiuid through said pipes."
last

Electric Motor for Railway Cars.
McDougall, East Orange, N. J.

William M.

412.528.

Gustave

EIe:tric Moticon-Controller.

412.529.

New

Ne

S.

York, N. Y.
Electric Signal

413.530.

New

ControUsr.

Gustave

Ne

S.

York, N. Y.

Electrical
412,563.
ristown, Pa.

Door Alarm. Daniel

H

Streeper,

Gavernor for Electric Generators.
412,567.
Tracy, Racine, Wis.

Nor-

Patrick J.

The 2d aad 6th claims are appended:
"2. In an electric governor, a pivoted beam mechanism actuated by aa electric current to automatically
regulate said current or its production, in combination
with a spring-latch for retaining the beam in position
to discontinue said current, and
an electro-magnet
arranged to disengage said latch and beam.
"6, In an electric governor, a pivoted beam provided with a stud, a segment-arm adjustably secured to
the stud, an armature connected to the segment, and an
electromagnet arranged to attract the armature."
Microphonic Transmitter, Bruno Abdink Aba412,579
kanowicz, Paris, France.
The invention comprises a series of movable diskformed carbon contact pieces held under the infiuence
of gravity in contact with a fixed electrode or conducting piece carried by or forming a part of a vibratory
diaphragm or tympan, the said disks being made of a
density sufficient to prevent them from ever parting
company with the said diaphragm, and being all arranged as near as possible to the center of the dia
phragm.

Telephone Station Apparatus,
Abakanowicz, Paris, France.

412,580.

Process of Electric Welding.

412,599.

Electric Railway.

412,605.

Bruno AfdankCharles

L

Cofiin.

Mich.

Detroit,

Leo Daft,

Plainfield,

N.

J.

invention consists in a contact piece movably
supported on a car, so as to be carried info or out
of contact with the conductor and arranged to be
operated and con' rolled by the engineer.
The 4'h claim reads:
"4. The combination, with a trolley or brush bearing
upward against a conducting-wire, and its supporting
and carrying connections on top of the car. of a shift
ing or reversing mechanism therefor fitted within the

Mechan-

New

York,

N. Y.

Frame for Secondary
412, 345
F. Smith, Philadelphia, Pa.

Battery

Connector for Batteries.

3-1.6.

Waller

Plates.

Walter F. Smith,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Connecting Device

412, 347

for Electric Batteries,

Wal-

Smith, P'hJladelphia, Pa.

ter F.

Dynamo

Electric Machine.
Charles F. WinkFalls, N. Y.
claim follows:
"An armature for dynamos or motors, consisting of
coils or convolutions of Hat plates, strips, bars, or ribbons of iron, in combination with a core for supporting the same, formed of wood or olher non-conducting
material upon which said conductors are wound."

412, 34g.

Hoosick

ler,

The

412 ,350.
Falls,

Commutator.
N. Y.

Dynamo
Hoosick

Charles F.

Electric Machine.

Falls,

Dynamo
Hoosick

ler,

car-roof,"

Secondary Battery.
-112639
Farnham M. Lyte, London, County of Middlesex, England.

The

first

Winkler,

Ploosick

Charles F.

Wink-

N. Y.

one embedded within the
Falls.

41

otlier.

Charles F. Wink-

Motor.

l^lectric Current Indicator.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

James

!,354.

J.

;,41ij.
1'..

Artificial

Resistance for Electric Circuits. Chris.

Askew, Chicago,

The

III.

rcsistunce device consists of a tube of porcelain

Robert

W.

Railway Conduit and Current Plow.
Reno, Denver, Colo.
The first, twelfth and last of the claims are ap
pended: "l. In a conduit for electric railways, the

666.

Electrical

Jesse

W.

rail

the plow-slot.

between said
"38.

seats.

The combination,

in an electric railway contwo independent electric conductors arranged
side by side, and a seat-forming insulator for both
conductors with independent contact-shoes, the plow
or take up. and arms connecting one of said shoes to
each end of the take up."

duit, of

Wood,

for Ihc purposes set forth, the
combination, with a magnet, of a pivoted repellant
armature having both pivoted .nnd free ends in proximity to the same pole of the magnet, but witti the
])ivoted end in a stronger magnclic field than the free
end."
!,36r.
Ceiling Block for Incandescent Lights. Sigmund
IJergmann, New York, N. Y.

Instrument.

"12 In a conduit for electric railways an insulator
block for the electric conductors having slots or seats
for said conductors, and having a deep slit or recess

Charles

Claim r:
"In an instrtunent

is:

combination, with the girder-rail, of a hollow metal
casing composed of a top and a bottom section joined
back to back the bottom section being secured to the
base of said rail, and the top section forming with the

N. Y.

claim reads as follows:
"3. In a dynamo or motor, a field magnet made up
of a SL'ries of spools arranged concentrically one outside of the olher, each spool being wound with a spool
of insulated wire, the spools being all rigidly secured
together by means of pins passing radially through the
llanges of the spools, in combination with pole pieces
secured against the llanges at each end of the magnet."

Dynamo h'.lcclric Machine or
!i353V. Winklci, Hoosick Falls, N. Y.

claim

Automatic Musical
412,657.
Pain, New York, N. Y.

with two separate conductors,

Electric Machine.

last

The method of making a secondary battery eleof electrode, consisting in first forming studs,
prisms, bars, rods, or other suitable forms of active
material and then ca ting the supporting material around
them in the form of a plate and of less thickness than
the said studs, prisms, bars, rods, or other forms."
"5.

ment

The last

Personal Paragraphs.
likely that

P.

wire being in

The

'

It is

Geo.

Mass,

Y.

412,

John

Electric Conduit.

412,476.

332.

;,352.

The recent decision of Justice Day in the Kcmmler case
was watched with unusual interest al the tombs. New York
city, where eleven prisoners are held for murders commillcd
since January ist.

it is heated to
incandescence, the said
contact with the top of the wick."

iSSq

Stanley C. C. Currie, Philadelphia, Pa.
The plates to be reduced are mounted in contact
with perforated plates, the perforated plates being insulated from solid metal plates.

Apparatus.

Ipswich. N. H.

Claim I reads:
"In a lamp, a lighter for the wick, consisting of a
swinging frame adapted to be moved forward and backward to close and open an electric cii-cuit, said frame
having a spiral platinum wire in said circuit, whereby

412 323.
Secondary Batteries.

The armature is wound

University Electric club has a membership

8,

New

412,464. Electric Igniting Device for Lamps.
Manuel
Carranza, Guatemala, GuUemala, and Jose M. Tinoco,
San Francisco, Cal.

Sound Transmitter.
i ransmitter.
Robie Blake, Cornish, Me.
Method of Electrolytically Reducing Plates for

;34.

Circuit Closer for Signaling

D. Burton,

Electrical Patents.

ler,

of 22.

412 460.

The Knapp Electrical Works, Chicago, are shipping a
large number of annunciators, both for hotels and private
residences
There is a big demand for their hotel annunciators which are certainly models.
The design and workmanship are of a superior order.

412 ,351.

Miscellaneous Notes.

A

The Eclipse Wind Engine company of Beloit, Wis., report business for September in their specialties, friction
pulleys, and friction rope sheaves as very satisfactory and
they regard the outlook for the future as quite promising.

iS^g

19,

containing powdered plumbago and a protecting covering of metal about the tube.

The Central Electric company, Chicago, is disposing of
large quantities of wire.
One day la'^t week it shipped 120
miles of "okonite," all sizes.

the removal of

The telegraph lines of the Georgia Pacific Railroad, ex
tending from Atlanta to Columbus, Miss., were bought by
The line is 300
the Western Union Telegraph company.
miles long, with a number of good towns and many small
stations.
The Western Union will at once put four additional wires over the entire line.
The purchase w as made
to

Business Mention.

in the

be connected by

last

pany, and the board of trade,
his stock quotation ticker.

C. C. Ffaskins, city inspector of electric lighting in Chicago, has found that the 171 square miles of Chicago reThe business affairs and correquire all his attention.
spondence of the New York Electrical Review, therefore, will
be hereafter in the hands of D. B. Dean, Chicago

,

The peculiar adaptability and advantage of the electric
current for supplying both light and power is well illustrated in a recent installation of the Daft Motor corlipany
in Chicago.
A ij^^ horse power constant potential motor
has been put in a printing office, and is run by current
from an Edison dynamo in the basement. A curious fact
about the installation is that the remaining machinery on
the same floor lakes its power from a stationary engine in
It would look at
the same basement with the dynamo.
first sight as though such an arrangement would not be
economical.
The advantage, however, of using an electric
motor becomes evident when it is desired to work overBoston

October

412 669. Thermo-l'!lectric Generator. William S.
Roberts ami James S. Mollison, Sydney, New
Wales,
The invention consists in the combination of
air chamber with thermo-electric couples, a pyro
valve and a pyro gauge.

de L,
South
a hot
safely

Dynamo Electric Machines. WillCambridge, Mass,
I'Mtting and Hoisting Gear for Electric Lamps.
412,713.
William B. Saycrs, Lisbon, Portugal, and Wilson II.
Sturge, liirmingham, England.
41

,70a.

iam

Regulator for

IF. Elkins,

.

Otober
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ALL
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QUALITIES
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A

Kloctrlcnl Pur|i«N«is.

Hpoud Automuttc ICnKlnon,

EUGENE MUNSELL
Now

CO.,

&.

Sdtilli ruiitinylviiiilii, (IdHliTH
(-liiHH

Travi'lln^,; Hii)t<Hiiiun.

wltli tho

York.

Klfctrk-

\A)S,\\l

puriimnunt Hltuiillun
Miiliiry

Oti<;

wIki

tti

thu

A

rl^lit,

In «.Tl. «

^meriGan

A mnucMH,

t;ur" of

Wkhtkun

letter

from the Tnsi'RCTOii of the

"A

ThorouKhly

J.

Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Light.
Highest InBulallon nd Lownt InduclU*) CapacMr
any Cible

HoHton Fire rnilorwrltorM* Union, ander date of
Wire In Every KeHpect."

SPEAKING TUBES

Miircl)

Uelliililo uiid l>»Hlrablo

In ItiHulHttnn mir wires nnd c.whWR 1h Hpoulftlly chemlcftlly proimred, find in guarnnteed
to be witterifroiit, mid will imt iletfrtuntle, nxUii^e or fntiA,-, mul will reiniiln tloxlhlti In (.xiriMiii! inld w.udirr
Rnd not iiffecled by heiU. The hifmlutlou la prolerifd from iiMrtiiinlcftI Injury hy orm or more hnil'lM nnd lie

Oral.

iifloil

In th«

.Stri«-r.

ACKIOIt.MAN.

anfl

Pneumatic, and

Electric.

Market

18 I'orthimlt

I». ('.

ft

N.

£,leGi^piGal Worths,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.,

of

In

rxluni •ad DlipUft,

I;

HARRISON,

New York Onho,

The nihher

t

FARADAY CABLE

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine,

29. IHBfl, hi; Biiys:

i

VOI.T LA.nPH

Ei.RciiiicrAN,

THE "CLARK" ^yyiRE.
Insulation

(.li. rilin f'.r nil kli.'la

EDISON LAMP CO..

MANUFACTURER,

1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

on Dyrifimo

FOK V.\T\l.»UVK OV LOW

u]i|>t'(ixi[iiiilr

t'Xpuctcii,

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF U 8.
SLEOTRIOAL PATENTS IN OUIOAOO.

ii'.xl

I...

HitiV'lt

[h fiiiiilllur

trinlo profcrnHl,

i^ood pity

cnn

l-iii"!'"

'I'll'

Mrtit

il

TO 40 VOLTB.

2 1-2

FOR BATTERY OR DYNAMO.

In

toi'ittiMl

(iriiploy

8tutuat(t% lufuriinctiH, itnd

piirty.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

iit

tri

X^.A.]MCPS.

TO 30 CANDLE POWER.

iiumufucturur of Tortablo Stationary and

111^1)

218 'Water Street,

SDISOM^

SIZES

AND

xi

Ai;#iil.

WHISTLES.
Mechanical

i

ANNUNCIATORS AND RELLS,

whuli> Hlleki'd with Clark's I'uCriil- Cumiutudd. wtilrti U wii(er,olI, ii<-ld nnd. Ion vrry ^TfiU exii-iir. II rr [iruof.
Our (n.tHlutlon will prore ttunitile wfifti (lU ndifrs f'lU. Wi- uro prepared to furniHli Slnk'li^ WlreMi-fidl
(fHURUH and dUmicicr of luHUltilkiu for Telegraph, Teleplioue and Elecirlc LiKlita from etocK. CableH niado

ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,

"""eastern
-*

Gl and

BKNRT

A.

LUTE .A.:rj'^7-.fi.-3rs ziT execs:.
W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,

i^xrxji-

CLAKK, Gcnonl

(>;$

Hampshire

MiiQBKer.

Street, Boston, Mass.
HEKBERT il. EUSTI3.

2

1

23 and 2& Ann

,

Factory, uftr and
Electrician.

"

Send

for

New

i^^ij

Catalogle. out AuL-ust

June

dutches optionally gradual or sudden.
Large friction surfaces prevent undue wear.
Disengagement of Clutches Is poaltlue.
Pulley shaft automatically oiled.

Vice-like grip of

They haue a good record running through ffui years.

Experts are Inulted to examine p. culiaritles.

Send

::ie'Lr?;S;i::iT,r

SELOIT. WIS.

H.

see

-M, 1H.S9.

"Works

nUICK & TERRA COTTA

May

ti.

I'-Ki).

%'cnir rlnl<-hi'H,

ERN

W.

S.

""

New

York.

N. Y.

Had we put
nuw be ahead

In

lat<t

$50U,

lofl(

It

""^^^

MF(;. CO., St..To«.'ph, Mo.

"Wt; are pi-rfectly eatiPlled with th<' worVJnt:
both in "New Yor« and Chlcaco."'
WESTCliica^'o. III.
'New Bullflioi;, "A*-

EI.Et'TKK" CO.,

knowlfdL'Hii llie best factory building io the cily of
if nut in tlKi I'liiled Stales. ''—£/fc(rtc(i/ Review.

eclipse wind engine

i

WARD LEONARD.

^^^

I

to a cliurni.

April in place of one we had, woald
III timr and hr akage."

of

lirooltlyn,

Is;.

FRICTION CLUTCH PULLEYS
C H ARA CT ERIST IC S

St.

DcKiilb Ave.,

co.,

Beioit,

New York

wis.

ANDREWS.

E.

M. IZARD.

CONSULTING AND CONTRACTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
Systems of Electric Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Electric
Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.
A fnlt line of Commercial Supplies carrkjd at ali tlmeB for Plants described above.
Flans and mpecLfications for all Kinds of Electrical Constrnctlon Work.

For any or

Branch

Offices:

all

The

Room 425, Telephone 694, CHICAGO, ILL.
THE ROOKERY,
Minneapolis, Minn.; Northwestern Mutual Life InHurance Block. Room

Ijaniber fixchanee. Rooms

^ON/;.

5

asd

115,

6,

WARICi

Mllwaokee,

Wl«

PARIB EXPOSITION,
FOK THK

THADE

Telephooe U£<,

Cl-:Lt.ItKATKI>

INSULATED OKONITE WIRES AND CABLES.
WAREHOUSES: IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THE

U. S.

IwIANUKACXUREFLS OK

+

+

Automatic Electric Motors
In all Sizes

from One-half H.

P.

Upward.

Hif/h Efficiency, Perfect Hegulatlon. Superior Workmanship,
Management, Remarkahle ShupUcittj, Etc., Etc

Ease

of

DYNAIVIO ^ SImSCTRIC IVIACHINCS
v

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper EefiDing, Etc,
IIW
RRiNPH
DnHi\Un nPPirCQ'
UrriV/£il).

YORK, 33Ctiu,cltSt.:

SOSWh. lit A:eh St.: PHIIAD£IFHI4, £C0 Ce»»i<rf« ST ., CHICAGO, 42
KANSAS Cllr. RlaltoSulUIng: R£W ORLl^/iS. 1 06 Curor.atltt it.

La Sal!t SI.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURINC CO., WINDSOR, CONN.

wesi-ern electrician.
Established in 1861.

BKGGOT,

E.

October ig 1889

Stilwell's Patent Live

Steam-Feed Water
Removes
Entirely

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

Purifier.

Impurities.

SCALE

prevents

IN

Boilers.

Steam

in

Catalogue on application.

STILWELL&BIERGEMF6.G0.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHE ILICTEIC

OEOROE CUTTER,
CONSULTING ELECTRICIAN,

FIXTURES.
ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,

all

80 Adams Street^

CHICAGO.

-

Etc., Etc.,

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,

Madison Street and Fiftb Avenne,

BRYAKT'S SWITCHES,
Hllili'S SWITCHES,

CHICAGO.

Arms

Russell Mast

INSUL,&TINS STAPI^ES:
INSITLiATIKG PAINT,

-BRAKCH STORB-

2134 Michigan Avenue,
THE LUNKENHEIMER BRASS

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
D.

P.

CO.,

IVIFG.

-

Cincinnati. Oiiio.

CO.,

PERRY, Vice-President and General Manager,

MANUFACTUKBKS OF THE

SPERRT IMPROVED STSTEM
OF
Writn for

HIGH OR

LOW

Jiiae, 1M89, Cataloene of (») <iIobe Valves, Pop Safety Talves
liDbricators, Oil anil Cirease Caps. Engine Bnl'ders' Brass Cloods,
and Glass Oil Caps for I>ynanios.

TENSION.

DYNAMO TENDERS' HANDBOOK.-Bv
1.
2.
3.

The new Sperry apparatiie free from repairs for twelve months.
That the new >perry improved Dynamos can he coupled in aeiiea with perfect aafety.
That any number of lamps from one to capacity of dvnamo can be cut In or out of

100 pages;
circuit,

singly or in groups, with perfect eafety, and without sparking at the brushes.
4.
To absorb power In exact proportion to number of lights burning.

1.
•^.

3.

The new Automatic Sperry Dynamos and Lamps surpass

Bngllsh language.

Address

Price, postage prepaid to any address in the United States or Canada, $1.00.

EZEOTBIOIAN FUBLISHINO

CO., 6 lAikesidt

Bldg^ Chicago.

in efticiency those of any other

That there is greater economy In operating the new Sperry System than any other.
That our automatic regulation hag no equal; no rheostat, no wail hoses, no solenoid or

That

We

THE

Designecl for

Dynamo Tenders and Linemen Stationary and Mailne Engineers. Just the book for men who wish
t ) learn how to operate and care for electric light inetallatlons. The only book of the kind in the

dash-pot.
4.

BADT.

;

vvte: ]3e:i_i^\7e::
make.

F. B.

70 lUuetratlone flexible cloth bindlDg; size of type page, 6x3 iDcheB.

If

yon will

invite

mm

visit

our factory we can ahowyon the best arcHghtlng apparatus in existence.

I

2 Pearl

Street.

Room

BOSTOIV, MASS.

6,

correspondence with electrical engineers. Intending buyerSiand interested
people everywhere.

ELECTRIC

E0„

131,

196,

158

South

Clinton

5t„

Imroyed Patented
Railway

CHICABD, ILL

Material
Roaiefls.

LOWEST PRICES.
PONDENCE SOLICITED.

BEST MATERIAL.

THOMAS ASHBURNER,

^\v

Office and Factory

~lwf

Street

for

Western Agent,

CORRES-

Kansas

City,

Io_

Rolled any weisht deeired. Patent allowed
Sample
Chair and Section of Rail Sent, Express Prepaid, to
Prospective PorchBeers.
.

2134

to

Manufacturers

of

2140 DeKalb

St.,

-

Sr. LOUIS, MO.

EUREKA CONSTRUCTION.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and CARBON SPECIALTIES,

OUR

Lons

Life,

Uniform

BL&CKDI4M0ND"

AND

POINTS

SUPERIOR QUALITY,

llOTSfll\E

Guaranteed Second

THLM

ALL.

"WRITE

to

ELEMENTS

None.

OF

ELECTRIC LIGHTING

BY PHILIP ATKINSON,

Size,
-

960 Ppges, Cloth Bindins,

Illustrated,

Pli.

D.

Price

SI. 60.

an elaboration and revision of the popular series ot articles which ran through the
This book
Western Electrician under the same title. It treats of: Principles of the Dynamo; Alternate
Dynamos;
Direct Current Dynamos; Electric Terms and Units; Electric Measurements
Current
The Arc Lamp; The Incandescent Lamp; The Storage Battery; Electric Distribution.
Sent, postage prepaid, on receipt of price.
is

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

FOR SAMPLES AND PRIO ES.

C Lakeside Balldlnsr, Chicago

THE STANDARD CARBON COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO,
ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.
JOHN W. MASON, Manager.
Si'EClAl, AUESiTH

GATE CITY ELECTRIC
COMPANY
STOCK
Have a

^L0 ^//>
TRADE

lAAr.K.

of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES!
And

WIRES AND CABLES.

FUIili

will

make

LOW Prices and PROMPT Shipments.

522 DELAWARE STREET,

-

-

KANSAS

CITY,

MO.

!

OcloIxT

II),

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

i8Sy

VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
Til.- ull.-niion <A I.I.I/:r KK." rr ,M|'AM|<S k callM to this VW.M.r^
IIK;%'l*|-:i» %V/t'l'l-:K Wlll-:i:i. a%|>;tr(kut;irIya<UjHr<ltM ili<-tr u^^
on :i(i:(juiit r,| II-, rvttttirUnUly utvntljr iHotlon, filcrh Np**r<l
nn*l K;r4>»t I':iil*'l4<n4-y, :iiiiT liirK<* i'H|»ii<'Uy, (''' n^ dinwrirr,
bi-itiH «|4»||I»|4* ih'- l*i>M vr lit iitirA \*ll»•^l^ of vunr Ouni'-i'-r,
li i- ua^'l I'y j

iminljtT
ful cfk-ct

Our
nntl

it

f-lrciric t:oiti\mtUfn wiiN jj'^*'' i.»U6ti<:iion,
wtihoul an an wjual, producinif tJic higttvU

lit iIm; i<Mrtiii^;

kill iiHc o( Witter

It

IN

irui>rftn(««*d.
Mf:\l»
C'ATAI.<M^|-F, A%'l»

FOB

.

Mfil. ol ui<

HAIITiri I.AKM.

rrcomrnrnfkd,

lldriwjniiil "Victor" is hij;lilv

t:;in I**! lufltt-d dir'-c tly

In Hif rtonor
p»*f

u.n

no

K'-ii.:

bic

rrnijirr-'l

to dynjirr.o.

TK^TOH

he ;i(.oiin>;inyinK rnKravln^ rrprnurntH a pair o( lain'h
'I'l ltltl.\l',N iirritnK*!'! on a horiw>nlaI ftliad, with Ca^tiriin Iluirif. tHitU
iilifs, I'jhI Ik^lrinJi^ for Shaft, and lifiving i'ullcyn coinplrlf. uJI niountrd
uj^ifi
a ituliHiaiiiial caAt-iron bed plair,
Thr rntirr arranxfrmrnt in vrry rorit[>lMf and
atrictl^ fir»t-c|aAS in cvirry particular.
am now prrfKircd i», (urnuh Viciof
Turbines. fithrrsinnU- or in pairi on horizontal ahafti, an'l whor*- ft.r 5itij;i(i.,n
I

I

Wc

iiihnit!,

of Ihcir

u;,ir,

w:

i«c:oiiiMi'-ii'l

llinn.

STILWELL & BIERCE MKG.

H0I_I»IE:S,

CO.,

-

DAYTON, OHIO.

HJLYDEUS,
booth
&
WATERBURT,
CONN.

FACTORIES:

MAl«HIKA«;TIIItKltS

OK

BARE AND ITHSXJJmATEJ^ ITITIRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, hiRhest conductivity. Copper MaRnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for Incandescent Llghtlncr- Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PAfENT
For

Electric

Light,

a

K K"

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Electric Railways,

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON
J. L.

BARCLAY,

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

UNEl/i/IRi

ILL.

L.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

-GRADE

ams^^m:^^"^^.

UGHTINf

THE ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
-DEALERS

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

of

IX-

EVERY DESCRIPTION.

-AGENTS FOE-

CRIM8HAW WHITE CORE INSULATED WIRE.
GOODRICH HARD RUBBER CO.
PERKINS' INCANDESCENT LAMPS, SOCKETS AND SWITCHES.
Bryant & Paiste S^Yitches, K W. & Stoddard's Eosette and Cut-( )ut Combined.
Findlay Glass and Carbon Company Batteries, Carbons, .fars and Insulators.
B. D. Braided Wire, Competition Line AVire, Grimshaw Tapes and .Splicing Compounds.

Elgin Te

epbne ami

Elcftrira!

ELGIN, ILL U.
,

^'ll[>p!v

S.

403

NOTtll Ejgllth StrGGt,
^-r i^^iiio na ^%

Si. LOUIS)

^

IVI

O

•

THE FIRST REAL IMPROVEMENT

Electrical SupEvery Oescription.

Telephones and
plies of

^
-.

ira

Co-

/»

POROUS GUP BATTERIES
since the InventloD of the Leclanche.

^xl

74 Ai>

1 ^CM:
>(/VCmNES<

...

Send

Aa<iAl4;) IMCANJ)E.SC£NT(CtQ'f\IC

-tlGatlNa, ^l,ecTRO-Pl.ATIN<x,ANJ)

foaEXPERIM6NrALUSE.\ AUSO M0T0R5.

for Circular of

the Axo Battery.

THF X.ECLAKCH£ BATTERY
Axo Battery Complete.

149 'West 18th

St.,

New

York.

CO.,

PorOUS Cup AlonO.

:

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

THE

October

19,

1889

BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO
N:EW YORK,

33 Mercer Street,

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD RUBBER BATTERY

CELLS, manufactured under
Of every description, including the celebrated
The
cheapest
and
best
Cells in the market.
Also
for
Storage
Batteries.
Primary and
Kiel's Patents
Patent)
for
electrical
purposes,
at
reduced
prices.
Standard
quality
Sheet,
(Kiel's
Rod,
Sheet, Rod and Tubing
Key Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone

Tubino-, Insulator Hooks,

Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand,

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CMcago, Bl.

HDOH MoM[I.I.AN, President.

"W. A.

JACKSON,

Vioe-President.

FRANK E. SNO\7, Sec> and Treas.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC TRACTION

CO.,

IDETZSOIT, 2v£ICH.
ORGANIZED TO CONSTRUCT, EQUIP AND OPERATE

Railways By

Strkexo:^

ExLRaai^RiQ

Motors,

Embracing New and Valuable Patents covering improvements which are necessary for

ECONOMICAL OPER ATION AND HIGH EFFICIENCY.
FRANK
Contains

RAE, ELECTRICAL ENCINEER.

features that will commend it to tlie careful attention of Street Railway Managers,
looking for reliable, easily operated and efficient apparatus for HEAVY WORK.

new

Roads
East Detroit

B.

in

Operation and

& Grosse Fointe

Highland Park Railway
Detroit City Railway, Mack
Citizens Street Railway
Adrian Electric Railway

Detroit,

"
St. Line..

Mich 8
.

"
"

.

in

miles.

..3^ "

"
..3
Elkhart, Ind. .7
Adrian, Mich. .3

"
"
"

Process of Construction
Decatur, 111
Decatur Electric Street Railway
3 miles"
Sault Ste Marie St. Railway, Sault Ste Marie, Mich. .3
"
Fort Worth City Railway Co., Fort Worth, Texas. .10
"
"
"
FortWorthLand&St. Ry. Co.,
..15
Saginaw Union Railway Co., Saginaw, Mich
Vl% "

POINTS OP SUPERIORITY.
A

Single Motor Geared to Both Axles, with Improved Noiseless Flexible Gear Preventing Brealcing from Sudden
Strain. Motor Truck Easily and Quickly Detachable, Etc., Etc.

October

19,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

"C.

MOTOR
& C." ELECTRIC
NEW
GREENWICH
YORK.

STREET,

402 4

EFFICIENT
ELECTRIC
MOTORS.

AUTOMATICALLY
REGULATED.

for Arc and Incandescent Circuits.

Manufactured

NEW ENGLAND

OFFICE: 32

Oliver Street, Boston.
Phenix Bitildlng, Chicago,

WESTERN OFFICE:

PUILADELPIJIA OFFICE: 301 Arch

SOUTHERN OFFICE:

81.

2S Carondelet

JOHN STEPHENSON

Street,

Neiv Orleann.

CO.,

]_iR^i-rE:ii3,

YORK.
STREET CARS
NEIAT

-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

BERGlMiLITIsr

<&

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INOANDESCENT LIQHTINQ.

ALL APPLIANCES FOR THE EDISOH ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

)

B,

&

j

-hjx^iit -itt^-dxt

-W-t-W

CO.,

JCUilli.

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

|

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

October

19, iS

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO
Of Every Description at Bottom

Prompt iShipments and

Prices.

Intelligent Execution of Orders, Onr Specialties.

310 North Third

^«fOr/>^

Street,

TRADE MAEK-

TRADE MARK.

AGENTS.

ENGINEERING CO.
707 and 709 Market

POND

427 "The

St., St.

Louis.

SYlSrOVIJLI-

S3na.aixio and.
Second to none.

By

machinery.

Rookery," Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

City.

Free from

or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
refiltering can be used continually.
Adopted by the largest
Electric Plants of the West.

TAUSSIG, Agent,

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

8.

319 Ramge Building, Omaha.
ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED

Cylinder Oils.

gum

CHICAGO.

FOR.

Erected Ready for Service.
BFECIAIiTIEB :-The Armlngton £ Sims Engine. Steel Boilers,

Ireson Link Belt. Standard Rocking and Shellleld Grates, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Famp, Kortlng Injector, etc.

SKUfD

FOR

I<A.TE8T CATAliOQrES.

Lamp

The Perkins Electric

PROF.

Co.,

ARON'S

H.

ELECTRIC CDRRENT COUNTER,

MANUPACTUREES OF THE BEST

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

PATENTED.
Gold Medal Awarded at Melbonrne Extiibition, 1888-1889,

TN THE MARKET.

The most reliable

Electric Meter ever invented. Guaranteed correct for small and large currenle.
Bnilt for direct two-wire, three-wire, five-wire, to nine-wire, and alternating system, in elzea
15 np to any number of amperes.
"Every counter meaenrea correctly for a fraction of amptie
ItB full c paclty,"

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
Long

W.

Life

and Absolutely No

HALM,

G.

64

from
np to

Discoloration.

Ylce-Pres. and Western Mgr.,

FRANKLIN

ST.,

J

&

HAIiSK£, Berlin, C^ermsny; EDISON COMBerliD, (^iermany; JflUNlCIPAL ELECTRIC lilGHTINfii WOBH.8,
Berlin, fciermany. *'ExrlnsiTely used in Paris, Tienna, Constantinople ana
other principal European cities.''
Adopted by MIEIUBIVS

PANV,

In DBS by European Central Stations measnring over 60 million watts. Unquestioned superiority.
ludlspenBable for Central Station work. Amount of current consumed may be ascert^ned at a
glance, toe dials being conetructed on tbe same principle as tbe gas Meter dials. For prices and parncnlare, address

CHICAGO, ILL.

SOLE MAirCFACTIJBEB AND IUFGRTER.

STORED ELECTRICITY.

BEEKMAN STREET,

21

The BOOK

for

THE TRADE.

WHIPPLE'S
Electrical

HATIOKAL
ELECTRICAL
DIRECTORY

Accumulators or

Storage Batteries,
ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO

F0REf(4a)BAIN,
84 MARKET

DESIGN ER AND MANUFAC TURER.

Special and Experimental

MACHINERY

Station

The 1889 Edition

a Specialty.

contains:

In'erests.

Alphabetical Lists of Electrical
Workers, Manufacturers, etc.
Full Lists of Isolated Plants.
Full Lists of Telephone Stations.
Gas Companies and Data concerning
them.

Isolated

Lialitini,

LiilitinL

Railroafl

Car

Limiting,

Long Distance

THE

nu

mm nm mnmu

Liiliting.

with complete Data.
Officers and Members of all Electric Associations.
Complete Lists of Electrical Publications.
Etc.,
Etc., Etc.
Etc., Etc.,

Supplementary

displaces

gas.

THE ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATOR COMP'Y,

502 Phenix Building,

INDICATOR.
CENTRAL ELECTRIC

to the Directory,

THE "ELECTRIC REPORTS"
first of eacli

-

-

$10

St.,

CO.,

Chicaqo, Sept.

(

caaeH tiave itiiplicated their orders,
which we ta 6 as an indication that the instiument docs all that is claimed for it.
Yours very truly,
ELKOTRTC CO.,
Geo. a. McKinlock, Treae,

CENTRAL

SnperinteodeDfs OHice.
Office of
JfioHTii

STKAWBRIDGE & CLOTHIER,
AND Market

Sts.,

Puii.AnELPUiA, Sept.

FRED. h7¥h;pple,

33. '89,

sevnral

per Year.

Lockwood Instrument

20, '89.

Co., Detroit, Mici).

Silts- ^'niire in leffvence to Ainmete'' rpIn reply would siiy, that tbe instrument
yiven general satislaction, and after Bix
nionllis' use of tJie same we feel aispoHod to order
eix iiuiro, whicli yon wiil t lease eend db at your
earliest convenieiue, on your very best terms.

l^KAK

ceiveci.

"The Electric RRilivny,"

DETROIT OFFICE,
30 Atwater

fciT.,

Amnieler and Polarity Indicator since last February, and during that time we have sold quite a
number of tbeec inetninients, and liave yet to
hear of nny toniiilaint from llie parties to "whom
lliey wcri' snlil,
>n tlKM-nnn-Hry, our cuetouiPrs
eeein to Ih' well pleaded witli the instrument, and

month.

DETROIT, MICH.

York.

La Sallk

TheLockwood Instiument Co., Detroit, Mich.
Gentlemen— We have bandied tlio Lockwood

in

Subscription Price,

CHICAGO OFFICE,

AMMETER and POLARITY

42

and Horse Street Railways,

Are publlBbed on the

44 Broadway, New

LOCKWOOD

Gas Companies running Electric Light
Plants.
All Electric

.

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPAIRING.

Full Data of aU the Central Stations of
America, with olflcers, etc.
Full Lists of the Classified Electrical
Full

Central

CHICAGO,

XSlectrical Kxpert^

ELECTRIC REPORTS.

Trades and Kindred

ST.,

Large Dynamos and Motors for Special Work
built to Order. Coal Mining Haulage

AND

STREET CAR PROPULSION.

NEW YORK.

-

East.

and
"Iflnnicipal IiightiiiK," two books
of the times, price $1.00 and $2.00 each,
according to binding.

has

Yours

re^'iieclfiiUy,

STitAWUIUDUE & CLOTHIER,

October

19,
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Standard Electrical Test Instruments,

EICKEMEYER DYNAMOS

Ammeters and Voltmeters

o( all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.

-AND-

IIABTIIA\.V A

«'Altl>KI>TII':K,

CO.,

GiliiDoini'lrri, RriilKM tod kli">iUli b) ill lb« Pfiniirit

ELECT RIC

MOTORS

(United States Patents, Feb. 22, 1887; Feb.

t.'Ai.i.

924 Chestnut

liktn

KiAitanK.

a:<i>

Philadelphia.

St.,

The GOULD PACKIIVG COMPANY,

14, 1888.)

Un

<

niiilirlilci'

Htro-t,

EAST CAMBRIDGE. MA:.rKAi

•!

I

l!i.

-I

MASS.,

111.

Gould Steam and Water Packing
The Original Ring Packing,
Hiijmrlor to

urAMMnonlii.
ri'Wfir

yruwfl

ilnytt' trial.
^tiffl

tradu

Pal. June I,

1880.

kin;: In tlii. m»rl£'-' tor Ht*»fn, W*t*r
Siit l.iSrlnitlni:. 'I'xn not citrrfi^i th« rod,

iiiiy f'ft'

fwnt tin thlrlf
nu [>a/. N'.nn ^{nnalnf wlmout
of patent ttAnipft*! oo wrapper.

liBTfl If 'llri.r.lf'in" iir- f(jll'»w<«),

SuLInfuf.Ujry or

mark nod

dati3

Beware of Infrinrjementi and ImKationi.

ALBION CHIPMAN, Treasurer.
All Blmll&r PacklriKB are ImltatloQB

aD(lratr:illat«(] to dacair...

jnadiine Complete.

Oombine the simplest Construction and Highest

Efficiency

yet obtained in Dynamo-Electrical Apparatus.

PERFECT ELECTRICAL

Balance

In

ARMATURE

COILS.

ST.LOUIS.Ma

Also Rawhide Lace Leath

—lAGENTS

NO RADIATION OF FIELD MAGNETISM.
There being no magnetUm apparent

any exposed surface of the machine, all the
machine, and pass through the armature.

at

lines of force are concentrated within the

iH

ALL CiTlESh

HILL

NO SPARKING AT THE tOMMUTATOK-

Clutch Works,

CLEVELAND,©.
EASTERN OFFICE:
IS

XEWVORK.

Cortlandt StiMl,

Eni^oeerlnicomce: 14« PraokllD SL,

BOSTON.

CHICAGO:
.•S

So. Canal S'_

rniTNEAPoLIg:
»c Kaeota BulliUiig.

KASSAS CITT:
lill

and 1^3 Cnion Avmnc.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
Ptiin'i itxui

COPYRIGHTED BY W.

lU Finuhi

Send for new Catalogne
Transmlaelon MachlneT7.

Power

H. HILL.

MATHER ELECTRIC

CO.,

CHICACiO OFFICE .-j*?"™ "• "«"*"''°'""^^i"'*'' f J. H. BEID. Hanacrr.
I,ai!)alle and Kandolph Hts.
t

t

Machine with one side and half the

These machines, in

all

field

sizes,

coUs removed, showing the inside airangement of annatnie
and coitB.

and of any required capacity, are for general

sale

the public, without restrictions or royalties as to territory or patents.

Compact Machines.

DOUBLE
COMPODNE

TANDEE
COMPODNE

THE MOST PERFECT

GOVERNING
EV E R

OBTAINED.

For

Electrical Liijhtingr, Electri( ;il KaiUvaj-s and pnrpo-scs Avhere perfect aroveriiiiig is re(iuired, it has no equal.

.A.C3-E3SrTS.

106108 LIBERTY STREET,

STANDARD

RELIABIUrY
ECONOMY,
DDRABIUTY.

BUNNELL 1^ CO.,
SOLE

BALL CXJT-OFF ENGINE
SIMPUCITY,

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET.

J. H.

AUTOMATIC

on

to the Trade, to Contractins; Engineers, to Electric Lisht, Power, and Storae;e Battery Companies, and to
their merits

Low Prices.

THE BEST SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

N. T.

BALL ENGINE

CO.,

ERIE, PA.

!

Wfe&TERN ELECTRICIAN.

XVlll

Octobet

19, t88g.

THE BEST or ALl
THE WHLTER

K.

FREEMHN

TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

We Guarantee 12 16-C. P. Limps for each Mechanical H. P. applied to Dynamo.— We Guarantee our Transformers and Dynamos for two years, and sell our Apparatus upon its Satisfactory Performance.

Our Apparatus

is of

the Highest Efficiencyp Mechanically and Electrically.

WE GUARANTEE ITS OPERATION, AND

GET THE BEST

GET THE CHEAPEST

!

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG.
GEO.
H. H.

B.

HAYDEN,

EAU QLaAIRE, wis.
SHAW, - General Manag^er.

prbsidbnt.
V:ce-Pkk8ident.

FITCH GILBERT,

CO.,

WALTER
C.

K,

FREEMAN,

KAMMEYER,

Electrician.

Supbeintbhdent.

r. e.

rust, skcbetabt.

GEO.

T.

THOMPSON, Teeasubee.

.

October

19,
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A PRACTICAL A ND COW MEBCIAL SUCCESS.

the Tliflason-Eo don
ECONOMICAL,

Ele ctric R'y Sysiea,

DURABLE,

NEW TYPE THOMSON-HOUSTON

RELIABLE.

ELECTETO E4ILWAY TKUCK.

RESULT OF ONE YEAR'S WORK.
RAILWAY CONTRACTS OF THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC RAILWAY
Alliance Street Railway Co., Alliance, O.

Naumkeag

'

CO.;

Street Ry,, Salem, Mass.

& Edgewood Street Railway Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Newburyport & Amesbury
Atfleboro, No. Attleboro & Wrentham, Street Railway Co.,
port, Mass.

Atlanta

Horse Ry.

Co.,

Newbury-

Newport Street Ry. Co., Newport, R. I,
Newton Street Ry, Co., Newton, Mass.
Nay- Aug Cross Town Ry. Co., Scranton Pa.
Omaha >& C- B. Ry. and Bridge Co., Omaha, Neb.
Omaha Motor Ry. Co., Ottia/ia, Neb.

Attleboro, Mass.
Atnericus Street Railtvay Co., Americus, Ga,
Auburn Electric Railway Co., Auburn, W. Y.
Banff or Street Railway Co., Bangor, Me.

,

Beltldne Railway Co., Lynn, Mass.
Brooklyn Street Ro^iltvay Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Central Passenger^'Bailway Louisville, Ky.
Central Railway Co., Peoria, HI.

Ottawa Electric

By. Co

St.

,

Otlaira,

III.

Ottumwa Street Ry. Co., Otfiimwa, Iowa,
Plymouth tC Kingston By. Co.. Plymouth. Mass.

,

Quincy

Quincy, Mass,

Railway, Decatur, III.
Colerain Avenue Railway Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Danville Street Car Co., Danville, Va.

Redbank & Seabright Ry., Redbatik, N.
Richmond St. Ry. Co., Richtnoiid, Ind.

Derby Horse Railroad Co., Ansonia, Conn.
Des Moines Electric By. Co. Des Moines, Iowa.

Rochester Electric Ry. Co., Rochester, N.
Revere Street Ry. Co., Revere, Mass.

Citizens' Electric Street

,

St.

Ry.

Co.,

J.
Y.

Eckington & Soldiers Home Ry. Co., Washington, D. C, Ross Park Street B^'. Co., Spokane Falls, W. T.
East Harrisburg Passenger Railway Harrisburg, Pa. Riverside and Suburban Ry- Co. Wichita, Kan.
Fulton Co, Street Ry. Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Scranton Passenger Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Hillside Coal Co., Scranton, Pa
Scranton Suburban St. Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Hoosac Valley Street Ry., North Adams, Mass.
Seattle Electric Ry. A- Power Co., Seattle. W. T.
Southington A- PlantsviUe Ry. Co.. Southington, Conn.
Joliet Street Ry. Co., Joliet, lU.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Myrtle Street Line) Lynn, Third Ward St Ry. Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
Topeka Rapid Transit C'j., Topeka, Kan.
Mass.
Toledo Electric Ry. Co., Toledo. Ohio.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Nahant Line) Lynn, Mass
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co. (Crescent Beach Line) Lynn, University Park Ry. and Electric Co. Denver, Col.
Mass.
Vine St. Ry., Kan.sas City, Mo.
Lynn <& Boston Railroad Co., (Highland Line) Lynn, Mass, Watervliei Turnpike <€• R. R. Co., Albany, X. )'.
McGavock & Mt. Vernon Horse Ry., Nashville, Tetin. Wheeling Ry. Co., Wheeling, W. Va.
West End St. Ry. Co., Boston, Mass.
Metropolitan Street Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo.
,

:x:
Brooklyn Street Railway Co.
Des Moines Electric Railway Co.
Eckington & Soldiers' Home Railway Go.
Julien Electric Traction Co.
Seattle Electric

Railway

& Power Co.

rST

^

^

CZD rsT
Lynn & Boston
I

Omaha &

:

Street Railway Co.

Council Bluffs Railway

& Bridge

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

Co.

Revere S.reet Railway Co.
"Wheeling Railway Co.
West End Street Railway Co.

148 Michigan Ave.,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

—
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F S.Terry

Oct.

To All

Interested in Electric Light and Power Work that Know

19th,

a

Mano«(fc

1889.

Good Thing When They See

It.

Gentlemen:
Your various favors of inquiry respecting our new Catalogue of Electric Light and
Power Supplies have thus far remained unanswered, simply because we have been too busily
at work upon the Catalogue itself to take any time for other things, excepting perhaps an
occasional meal. And now that the book is completed, printed, bound, and ready for immediate
distribution, our native American modesty compels us to echo the deprecatory sentiment that
dictated the legend in the frontier music-hall: "Please don't shoot the pianist, for he is
doing the best he can." Although we believe that we have produced the most carefully compiled
,and best Catalogue of Electric Light and Power Supplies ever issued, still, as it is considered to be rather the "correct thing" to offer an apology for getting into print, we
submit the foregoing as ours.
Our new Catalogue, No. 560, deals only in approved novelties for the construction and
maintenance of Electric Light and Power Work, and in this respect we offer it to you as fresh
and breezy as an Atlantic zephyr in July. From the 1st to the 324th page you will be unable
to find a chestnut, and we think that is saying a good deal for a modern trade catalogue;
don't you? The conditions of commercial electricity are so constantly changing that new goods,
to fill new requirements, are continually being placed upon the market to meet, or create, a
demand. This is the class of goods we have illustrated and described, as well as those
standard articles that are always in demand by reason of their well-known merit. In addition to the pages illustrating trade articles, we have devoted considerable space to valuable
tables of all kinds, and to practical suggestions, by practical men, on the erection of pole
lines and wires, as well as to the latest rules and regulations for incandescent wiring
issued by the New England Electrical Exchange.
Pray don't imagine for a moment that we designed our catalogue for an electrical inNothing was
cubator, --that by it a man might be hatched into a full fledged electrician.
further from our intention. What we designed, and what we have successfully accomplished,
we believe, was to produce a catalogue (and it has been with much labor, and under heavy
expense) that not only illustrates and describes the very latest and best articles in the
electrical field, but one that will prove of inestimable value as a book of convenient and
accurate reference to all practical electricians, many of whom have neither the time nor the
money to purchase and read elaborate and abstruse works on electrical formulae and calculation.
Our Catalogue has been compiled with great care, and we can vouch for the accuracy
of the tables and the various directions.
It is handsomely printed on heavy white paper,
and every article is well illustrated, while the whole is bound together with an artistic
magazine cover, especially designed for this book.
It should he read and studied by all inThose of our New York friends that are
terested in electricity and electrical experiment.
interested in "electro-cut ion, "" may derive much consolation and gain some valuable information by a. careful perusal of this Catalogue.
That our book will meet with quick and hearty appreciation is our hope and assurance,
By this
and it will be cheerfully sent to any one in the electrical trade upon application.
we do not mean those persons that have occasionally seen a dynamo or motor and call themselves electricians, any more than we do those who think they know all about a growing science
because at some inadvertent period of their existence they entered into an argument with a
lively and aggressive arc current.
No, gentlemen, we are not desirous simply of disposing
of our books, but we ARE anxious to send them where they will do the most good and meet with
most appreciation. We want to see a copy in every Electric Light station, believing the two
Yours very truly,
are in absolute harmony.
THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.

!
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19,
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A REVOLUTION
Send

for Full Particulars

New

Regarding the

BRUSH ALTERNATING CURRENT
LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING SYSTEM.
Con1rLpa.r3.ies Cari.ri.ot _<^£ford. to ZB-O-^r or

TJso

-A-rL3r Otl:Ler.

The Brush 'toreless" Alternating Current Dynamo.
Brush Arc and Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Brush Electric Motors
and Power Generators, Brush Carbons, Storage Batteries, Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CHICAGO OFFICE:

225

DEARBORN

ST.

ALEX. KEMPT. Special Agt.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Eastern Office:

PACIFIC COAST agents;

CO.,

36 Union Square, N. T.

Tlifl

Calitm

Electric

Liii

8AN FRANCISCO.

Co.,

^
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FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIBHT COMPANY,
IF^oirt
Manufacturers of

SLATTERY

INDUCTION
OF

w

CL^rzie, XzidLlAxxa.

tfie

The Most Carefully Workedout and Oomplete Alternating

SYSTEM

—

INMDESCEMT

System of Electric Lighting in
Existence.

LIGHTISG,

AND THE-—

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

OF

Lamps

ARC LIGHTING.

and

Converterff

12—16 Oandle Power

to the Mechanical

Horse

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK
I

15

OFFICE:

BROADWAY,
Boreel BIdg.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS,

FORT WAYNE,

CHICAGO OFFICE,

PHILADELPHIA

OFFICi:,
907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Manag'er.

St., First Floor,

BUCKLEY, Manager.
FRANCISCO OFFICE, 21 7 Sansome St.
W.

SAN

r85 Dearborn

IND.

J.

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.
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THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

CO., ""•I!!''*"
I

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

CHICAGO, OCTOBER

Vol. V.

26,

I

O cents per Copy.
No. 17

1889.

SCHAEFER ELECTRIC MFC. CO.
Lamiis

Iiicanilesceiit

COMPIiETR
P. 0.

ft-oiu

ISlttTAIil/ATIOSI

10 to

OK

Hollzer-CaliBt Eleclric Co.

100 Canillc-Powcr.

-MANi KA<;'rri{i;icM o[- a.nd ih.aij-k.h in

IMOASIDKIICKRIT PLAWTM.

FACTORY AT CAMBRIDGEPORT.

BOX 3068, BOSTON, MASS.

EVERYTHING FAUKELECTRICAL.
MKNI>

111

Estimates Furnished on Application.

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

H.

CHEEVER,

Olileat

Jinil

RRANPH UrribCO.
npPIPP^
DHMnUn

•

\
^

PENN

Mftnii(a< tur-r

Btetrlo Light and Power.
Telegrapli and Telephone,
Railway and all other
Branches ol Signaling.

E.

B.

for durable

All Sizes
.
j
'^''°

Subterranean Use,

Submarine

FnrasBd nirat.
Wirai
cncasea

Mk

concealed Wiring

McCLEES, General Manager,

in all Locationi.

i6DeySt.,NEW YORK.

"Western Electric Co.. Cliicngo. HI.,

.A-sIitoxL

'X'li.e

.St

/cv

nrapclii. Otrrtr,

TT* 0.1x7-0,

W

IjQ olg. a«».fe«y XTal-cre,
Atex- Zleller '^rm.l'xrm,

1*33.e .A.sil3.toza.

THE ASHTON VALVES

»>«''<!-''.

«•;;

mo,ip«i«.-

»«i''«-p"'»"<'-'

THEIR SAFETY VALVES :;L:ih'e;t.^i.SSV.'L;S^rJ^r";U?.Sr'
THEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES S;.m^°,^n^X^'afi2
DOW io tte miTket.
Prewareof tbe hoee fttwte^

Simple

in coDstmction, Aiitnmatlc tn Action, Perrectly Controlling the
ever speed tlie eng nt» or pump la working.

AsMoiiValTeCo. 271 Fraptlin

Sole Agents for tbe West.

St.

Boston.

'

'"'f^Pf^K.^i^f^^^^'i^i^^nK

ANSONIA BRASS & COFFER COMFANY,

-t:^e-

Sol* Manufacturers of

DNIOII

HKLT1N4J

Noiseless

of over

Aerial Use,

--irtf.-.. ,,f

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back

and high

electrical purposes.

all

ii.-.i

BostO", fhiiodclphht. ( iHvaland. Detroit. Ctucjgn. C «-/"«'?'/.

XaoooxxxotlxT-o Sa^fet^r
by a record

n

VULCANITE EMERY WHEELS. RUBBER MATS
MATTING AND STAIR TREADS.
BRANCHES:

The acknowledged Standard

I

With Smuo'h MetaM!i HnbTxr nurfacofor um
on DyDAmoB ati<l awlft running: mirhlncit.

"^'^ York, 18 Cortlandt St., O. I.. 'Wiley, M'e'r.
01il0BB0,139E.MBdl.onSt.,F.E.De8«nhBrdt,Birg'p,

Insulation.
Its merits proved
quarter of a century. Adapted to

u,f_

For MiTlianlcal I'urpoNCM

.WA(-|II.<VK

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.

in

•

VULCANIZED RUBBER FABRICS

PITTSBURGH, PA.

AVE.,

PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

Treas., 10

I.iirtji'wt

Standard Underground Cable Co.. Mf'rs,
General Offices, 708

K,

I

BOSTON, MASS.

EW YORK BELTING &PACKINC CO,
JOHN

ELECTRIC LICHT WIRES AND CABLES.

4'ATAI,<>4;

'i^n

l-'UK

Arch Street,

BiElVm

CO.,

COWLES* PATENTED

and Weather ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE.

Fire -Proof

PUSH-BUTTON

B

c

SHELLS.
TORRINGTON, CONN.,
AND

Proof

a

mm^

A

"«<"•

Ctrr 5HOWI.SG STVtB OF iNSULATtOII.
J.— Coppn- Wire,
Bnid^
B. ^.— Two Braids, saturated with Fue-Proof iBtuIatJen.
nturated with a Black, Wpathkr-Proof Composition.
Approved by Xew Voric Board of Fire Underwriters. Samples funiitbeti apoa tppHcatioa. Pm
tHc Copper Wire, bare and covered, of ever>' description.

C—

FACTORIES;
95 CHAMBERS STREET,

NEW

'1

YORK,

33 and 135 Wabash

THE EDISON MACHINE

Ave., Chicago,

III

ANSONIA.CONN.

WORKS

J

SOHESlNTESOT-A^ID^Sr, ISTESW
MANUFACTURERS OF
Weatherproof Wire.
Annunciator Wire.
Gas Fixture Wire,

Insulated Iron Wire.

German
Arc

Silver Wire
Cords.

Lamp

.

Magnet Wire,

Rubber Covered House Wire.

Wire.

Flexible Cords.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
Electric Light Cables.

OflBce

Tinsel Cords.

Telephone, Telegraph and

PARAGON TAPE.

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

General Sales Agent,

-

19

Dey Street,

NEW

YORK.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
£lectric
liighting Apparatus.

630 Atlantic Ave., Bostojt, Mass.
148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
115 Broadway, Nbw York, N. Y.
315 W. 4th St._, Cincinnati, Ohio'.
116 Gravier St., New Oklbans, La.
503 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.
319 N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.
234 Montgomery St., San Feancisoo, Cal.

No

26, 18

CO.,

Electric Railway

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus

can be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps
operated by Gas Companies in this country, over 11,000, or
52 per cent., are Thomson-Houston. The dynamo is entirely
automatic in its regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in operation.
The lamps burn steadily
and uniformly, and hold their adjustment better than any
other lamps on the market.
Arc Dyuamo.

Our direct current incandescent dynamo

is

rapidly gain-

ing favor with practical electric lighting men, as
features of excellence are recognized.
its

regulation

is

Like the arc

automatic, permitting any number of lamps

to be thrown on or
others in service.

oflf

without in the least affecting the

Our incandescent lamps have an un-

equaled record for long

Direct Cnrrent Incandescent

many
dynamo

its

life.

Dynamo.

The problem of long distance incandescent lighting is
practically solved by the alternating current dynamo, and to
meet the demand for a machine of this character we have
constructed what is unquestionably the most perfect alternator offered the public to-day, embracing as

features that combine to

make

a perfect

it

dynamo

does, all the

—automatic

regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

ency, and

Alternatini;;

economy of

effici-

operation.

Cnrrcnt Dynamo.

The employment of electric motors for driving small mais becoming so common, and its advantages so well
known, that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction.
In the construction of our motors we feel that we have reached
a point where their superiority cannot but be admitted.
chinery

LIGHTNING ARRESTER. —All

of our installations are

protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which

we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every instance.
Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus injui-ed by
Motor.

ning where these arresters

fail

to operate.

The
light-

—
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CHAS.

D.

&

JENNEY

til

CO. QUEEN CITY ELECTRIC

CO.,

-MANUPACTUllKHfl OF-

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
TWO

FIRST PRIZE GOLD MEDALS 1888.
MOST EFFICIENT.

MOST EFFICIENT.

DVN.VMO

M OTOR

26 to 600

1-8 to .jO

LIGHTS'

CAPACITY.

Horse

Power.

EVKK
— AND—

Pltty H. P. Constant Potential Motor.

—IMCa.n-u.fa.ot'u.rexrs

of

ECONOMICAL.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS

ISOLATED PLANTS and C ENTRAL STA TIONS FULLY ERECTED.

Motors for Running

-^"F t:^]E!-

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY

ELEVATORS.

We give

For both Arc and Incandescent Circuits, from 1-S to 100 and
H. P. All of our Motors have Self-Oiling Boxes.

224

ILLINOIS ST.,

S.

OFFICE,

-MANOFACTDREKS OF-

ELECTRIC

to 8,000

Megohms

to

per

mile.

C.

SCHUMACHER.

Office:

Flexible Cords,

LOW

A5iO

St.,

SALESROOM,

CINCINNATI, 0.

Pres't.

42 Exchange Place.

VICTOR SCHALLER. Trcas.
Factory:

P.

CLAUS. Supt.

162 and 164 W. 27lli

St.

Absolutely Pure Rubber Cables.
Concentric Cables, any Millage.

LIGHT,
HIGH OR

GENERAL MACHINERY.

COMPAKY.
NEW YORK.

INSULATING COMPAN7,
any Speoifloation up

FACTORY

& 60 Longworth

I

Vulcanized India-Bubber Cables

FANS, PUMPS AND

an Absolute Guarantee regarding Materials, M'orkmanship

EiEciency.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 58

-

READY.

Silk,

Hemp

or Cotton.

Bynamo Wires and Cables;

VOLT&GE.

Every Variety

very pliable

Incandescent Cores.

of

any
STRAKDED MARIKE CORES,
9,000 Megohms per
to

Millage or Hpcclficatlon, up
knot.

2-eiRClTIT

to

MARINE

rOKCEXTRIC CABLES

of any Millage, both circuits, 0,000
knot.

Megohms

per

ELECTRIC LIGHT

NA^'Y PORTABIiES, Silk, C9tton &Hemp.
BEI.L WIRE, Rubber Cov'd for Marine Work.

INSTALLATIONS.

PLIABLE CABLES FOR SEARCH
LIUHTS.

UNDER WATER

Three and Two- Wire Cables, to any
cation, up to 8,000 Megohms per knot.

Specifi-

Cables of Oenuine Blooper Core, of High
Insulation and Long Life, all Millages.

—AND—

UNDERGROUND.

made Concentric

after a

New

Method,

required.

if

Our Dynamo is cast in one piece, and combines indestructible solidity with the greatest simplicity of design and
compactness; the highest efiBciency with a total absence of
the many objectionable features of the machines heretofore
in use. No outside magnetism. Current generated without
CITY, U. S. A.
sparking, therefore steady light, and small wear of brushes

All thciibove Cables and Cores have been extensively used In Theaters. Piiblle TluihlinRTS.
Hotels, Breweries, Mines, Chemical Works, Steamers and Yachts.

OFFICES:

159

FRONT

ST.,

W. M. HABIRSHAW,

•

NEW YORK

F. C. 8.

Cen. Manager.

and commutator.
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CAKBOIV CO

TTBTE IVATrOBTAt,

OlGTrelarLci, Ol2.io.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

M ATEBIAI..

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS a«p BATTERY

THE HAWKEYE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING

CO.,

CELEBRATED THONE SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT AUTOMATIC APPARATUS.
Electric Motors, &enerators for leclanical

Ooxxtirstotoirs

Motor

Antomatic Dynamos for Liglting Plants,

Circiits.

for CORRESPONDENCE
Ooixijjloto EBlootrip X^letxi.'ts.
SOLICITED.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENaiNEERINB CO.

JARVIS
J. B.

YOUNG,

61

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

STATIONS.

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SEniNG, to Burn Anthracite Coal and Coke

OLIVER STREET,

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

KOSTFOXO'.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.
e. K. JAMISON, Vice-President,

President and Treas.

SOLAR CARBON ^ MFC. COMPANY,
69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Process Patented.
CARBONS made from Natural Gas.
BATTERY CARBONS OF AIL SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTY.

Office, No.

Well Selected and Good
Western

Dynamo

Office, 1

75 Randolph

Special Discounts on Large Orders.

Street, Chicago.

George

Belts Carried in Stock.
CORLISS OR HIGH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

NGINES

LAW

Etc.

For Driving Dynamos.

225 Dearborn Street
PATENT and trade MARK CASES.

Complete Steam Plants Furnished and Erected.
Complet

NGLISH,

MORSE & CD.

P. Barton,
OFFICE,
CHICAGO, ILL.

1221-1223 Union Ave.

KANSAS

CITY,

YOU Will oblige

MO.

Both Advertiser
mentioning the

SEND FOR SPECIAL CIRCULARS.

TRICIAN when

and

Publisher

WESTERN

FOK THE
festern

by

ELEC-

Electrician

SI. 00.

II

writing to advertisers.

"C" STYLE NEEDLE ANNUNCIATOR.
Works same

as our Standard Annunciators.
Guaranteed first-class in every respect.
Cases, Oak and Ash, natural wood; Walnut, Cherry,
white wood. Indications, numbered from one up.

i_i^-r
4
6
8

DROP
DROP
DROP

Mahogany, stained

f=f=?icz::e:^.

$10.00

DROP
DROP
DROP

9
10
12

I4.0O
I8.O0

$20.00
22.00
24.00

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS TO THE TRADE.
CHICAGO

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,

THE Knapp E lectrical
xwiik.ia-TTX'.A.o'i'TTXi.xsnis

Magneto

Bells, Annunciators,

ox*

Works

AKD SViW YORK.

.

Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries, Push Buttons, Etc.

X>Z9.A.X.X3X1.IS

kG-ZIS>ri']9

XI«J-

Z^OXl. ^XX]

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A

Full Line of their Celebrated Wires,

Buy your Coods

Cables and Tapes

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

of the Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

^

-

-

CHICAGO.

October
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oxat^^^t i-ox^ iXECTRIC RAIL W^ AYS
THE ONJLY AWAMI}
AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION OF 1889

SPRAQUE KOKELECTRIC
nOMT
TilK

C.

MHNSOH,

II.

PKKKI<:«'T

PnKHltlitiil.

F.

Sprague Electric Railway

$c

J.

RMwAY

MVHTK.n OK

SI'ltAllUr,

Kl K4 TIIK'

AND TMRKT
MOTOR

Kitll.WAV

Vht-frntldinl.

t

IVIotor Co., 16

THE JULIE N ELECTRIC

»

S. lllVrS, Siirilari/ anil Triaiuttr.

18

A. H.

CO.

S; F.

FENTON,

Vlce-Prest. and Treiw.

Gas LlgbtlDg.

The United

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Saves Doctor's

If

Dot sold In your town wrlto ua for

Saves Labor;

Bills,

ilia.tr.t«<l rlrrol.r

and

iiHciM.

CONSOLIDATED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING

CO.,

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING &M'F'G CO.
ROOMS, 200 aud 202

0HA8. BtDVEY SMITH, Sao^

Electric Go.

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

ST. LOTJIS.

BiQctro-Medlcal Apparatus,

EleEttlcal

Electric Lighting.

Ipparatus and Supplies,

UNIFORM

Telegraph lostrumcDts.

Wire nnd

-^

vinced.

Hotel and House AoDUDclators.
Electric

*

CO., ^'I^L^^'Se^

Sa^es Coal,

Pumpelly Storage Batteries, Standard Underground Cable Uo.'s Wires, Celebrated
Waring Cables and Conduit", Paiste Switches, Stoddard Cut-Outs, Tiiomson- Houston
Motors and Dynamos, Sawyer-Man Lamps and Specialties, Combination Fixtures
and Electroliers, Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. 'a Supplies, Wing's Disc Fans and Exhausts. Electric Lighting and Supplies, Electric House Furnishings, Bell Hangers,
Sundrie", Complxte Steam Plants.
Prest,.

York.

Automatic, simple andDuralilc; injures uniform t«mp<Talure
throughout the house; no heater complete without it; (an l<c
applied to any liind of heating apparatus. Try one, and Iw con-

GENERAL ELECTRICAL CONSTRDCTION AND SUPPLIES.
1521 FARNAM ST., OMAHA, NEB.

ANNETT.

New

St.,

ELECTRIC HEAT REGULATOR

ZENNER, Manager.

CONTRACTORS AND JOBBERS.

O. r.

Broad

CO., ^^°"l?rn^lrV^ ^^^J^lf

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION
NEBRASKA ELECTRIC

CO.,

K<(l'l

SALT LAKE

Bstterlea.

IN QUALITY,

LONG LIFE AND GOOD LIGHT

UTAH.

CITY,

DJLI^

EDWARDS

^ CO.,

Manufacturing - :- Electricians,
PATENT ELECTRIC BEIXS,
AUTOMATIC BUKGLAR ALARBIS.
DOOR OPENERS,

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO

ELECTRIC ANNUNCIATORS.

THEIIUOITAIS, atS LIGHTma APPARATUS, ETC., ETC.
Office

and Factory:

4lli

Ave.

&

I44tli SI..

New

Yorli.

Branch, 6 and 7 Oetj St.

THE LDNGEN BELL.
(.KVTCNTED.)

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

EIVTIBELY

NKW

The Baee and Cover

IS CONSTBrCTIOSf.

are sttmpfd, and

bavlOK ribb«d
£v> nr piece la InarestroDg, lisbc and compact.
terchangeable, epeci&l macblnerjr being uaed la lia mana-

ed^e

f act lire.

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

The Armature, nammer and

Si)rlD{z«

.ire

Its Rod and Adjwtlas
combined io thftCtber cannot work looee.
Iw held rtrmiynv "iiriDg not, and aJ-

Toe Adjastioj: Scr^w

wave romaioe as sot.
The Co\ er 1b

*fl»ae so epriOK uu and leqQiree no
fasionioe. The hammer rod paMcs throogh tbe aide of
haee. thereby fiUini; opening, maUnc It bu^t and Ia**ct
Proor.

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

Forest City Electric "Worlds,
Manuiaciurer.

01

CLEVELANDS ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

Central Stations for Power Distribution.
GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES.

Quick Make and Break Uncontrolled by the Handle.

STATIONARY MOTORS.
STORAGE RATTERIES,

CorreipondCQce
Solicited

Electric

wUh
LUbt

Com pan! ea.

Executive Offices:
Factory:

115 BROADWAY.
JERSEY CITY,

N.

J.

NEW

YORK.

W.

B.

CLEVELAND,

Proprietor,

183

SENECA STREET. CLEVELAND,

a
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THE HEISIER PATENT LONG DISTANCE

iCWESCENI ELECTRIC

LIGHT 8YSTEH.

UNEQUALED FORIDISTRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.
"Awarded

the Highest Distinction, a Gold Medal, by the International

Jury at the Universal Exposition, Paris, 1889."

StreetPoleanlPixtnre

—FORSpecially adapted for Street, Commercial, and Domestic Illumination from Central StaPlant may be located where Power can be secured Cheapest, even if mllps distant from
the Lighting. Safety, RsliabiUty, and Financial Success fully demonstrated. Plan of Wiring
the Simplest, Cheapest, and most Efficient. Strictly Series. Noted for the Brilliancy and
Beauty of the Light. Lamps, 10 to 100 Candle Power; Long Life without Blackening.
Greatest Produc'lon of Candle Power per Horse Power. Dynamo Self-Contained and Perfectly Automatic.
tions.

SEND FOB

CIBCITIiAB.

Long Distance

Helsler

INCA^DESCENT

liiciHTiaie.

COBBESPONDEHrCE 80IiIClT£D.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
809-817 South 7th
Bell

ALL

MICA

BADT, SI.OO.

AND
QUALITIES

For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL
218 'Water Street,

New

Hangers' Hand-Book,

SIZES

&.

Dyaafflo Teaflers'

ST. ZOUIS,

St.eet,

B. D.

BRAIDED WIRE.
THE POPULAR WIRE FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

Mi-Ml,

and Reliable.

BADT, $1.00.

ELEMENTS of ELECTRIC LIGHTING,
ATKI NSON. Sl .50.
CO.,

All three

Eooke,

to

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE

one addreee, caeh with

I

order, $3.00.

York.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

W.

B.

ELEMENTS

OF ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
BY PHILIP ATKINSON, Ph. D.

260 Pages, Cloth Bindine,

Price $I.FO.

illustrated,

DOWSE,

Ammeters and Voltmeters

;

;

on

CARPENTIKIt, HABTBIAlinir
GahaDometers, Bridges and Kheostats by

;

;

w

CAI.1. AHl'D

receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.

an elaboration and revision of the popular series ot articles which ran through the
under the same title. It treats of: Principles of the Dynamo; Alternate
Current Dynamos Direct Current Dynamos Electric Terms and Units Electric Measurements
The Arc Lamp The Incandescent Lamp The Storage Battery Electric Distribution.
Sent, postage prepaid,

J.

Broadway.

E.GALLAHER.Secy.
W. GODFREY, Gen'l Mgr.

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,

is

;

R.

Gen'l Supt^

Western Electrician
;

CO,,

649 & 661

Central St., Boston, Mass.

6 LAKESIDE BUILDING. CHICAGO.

This book

MO.

Jaxxxes

.

all

&

CO.,

the Fromineiit

Thhn.

EXAmNE.

Q-ueexi cXs Co.

924 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

C liakeaide Bnildlns* €hicag:o

SAWYER'MAN aECTRIC CO.
510 to 534

IZSTest

23d

Street,

NEW YORK.
SEND FOR

NEW CATALOGUE OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND SUPPLIES,
ELECTRIC AKD

COMBIIATM FIXTURES,

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

—
October

2C),
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THE BEGINNING OF THE END.
WESTINGHOUSE COMPANY DEFEATED.
Sawyor-Maii Pfitent Decided by the Court to be a Fraud and Absolutely Valueless.

EXTRACTS FROM THE DECISION OF JUSTICE BRADLEY, OCTOBER
Circuit Court of the United States,
For the Western District of Pennsylvania,

THE CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC

The amendments
wards,

)

MT COMPANY fCtr),
Edison

(

V

Company./

May Term, 1888.

new and broad claim were made

THEi

after-

I8.S.").

are of the opinion that the changes made in the apph'cation in
this regard were not justifiable, and that the claim inquf-stion cannot be
sustained."

"We

Sawyer

& Man

are not at all satisfied that
ever
to practical operation any such invention as is set forth
and claimed in the patent in suit. Their principal experiments were made
in 1878, and perhaps the beginning of 18711.
The evidence as to what they
accomplished in the construction of electric lamps is so contradictory ami

we can with dilliculty give credence to the conclusions
sought to be drawn from it.
are not Satisfied that they ever
produced an electric lamp with a burner of carbon made
suspicious that

We

ON BILL AND FINAL HEARING.

OIF'

thi.s

Nlarcli,

made and reduced

McKEESPORT LIGHT COMPANY

oi=in^xoj^

relating to

February and

1889.

"We

f

ATS.

No. 3,

in

5,

co-crieT.

from fibrous material or any other material which was a
success."

"The application for the patent in suit was not
until January, 1880, nearly or quite a year after all
their experiments had ceased, and after the inventions of
Edison had been published to the world."
"The explanations made by the complainants
for the delay in applying for the patent in suit, fail to satisfy
our minds that Sawyer & Man, or their assignees for them,
have not sought to obtain a patent to which they were not
legitimately entitled.
"But suppose it to be true, as the supposed inventors and some of the
other witnesses testify, that they did in 1878, construct some lamps with
burners of carbon made ot fibrous material and of an arched shape, which

made

BRADLEY,

Circuit Justice:

"The great question in this suit is, whether the patent
sued on is valid, so far as involves a general claim tor the use in electric
lamps ot incandescing carbon conductors, made of fibrous or textile subIf it is not, the bill 'must
If it is, the complainant must prevail.
stances.
''
be dismissed.'
The de"Is the patent valid for such a broad claim
First, because no such invention was set
fen<lants contend that it is not.
forth in the original application, but was introduced more than four years
after it was filed, and after the same material had been used by Edison
and claimed by him in application for a patent. Secondly, because
';

"EdiBon, and not Sawj er-Man, was really the
oripiaal and first inventor of an incandescent conductor
made of fibrous or textile material for an electric lamp."
"It is very clear to us that in the original application for
the patent sued on, the applicants had no such object in view as that of
claiming all carbon made from fibrous and textile substances as a conductor
for

an incandescing electric lamp.

Nothing on which

to base any such claim
have carefully compared it with

disclosed in the original application; we
the amended application on which the patent was issued, and are fully
satisfied that after Edison's inventions on this subject had been published
to the world there was an entire change of base on the part of Saw3'er &
Man, and that the application was amended to give it an entirely different
direction and purpose from what it had in its original form."
is

"By an adroit amendment made in 1885, thej- say, 'Our
imjirovement relates more especially to the incandescing conductor, its
substance, its form, and its combination with the other elements composing the lamp.' The purpose of this amendment is obvious and needs
no comment."

"The fact is that Sawyer & Man were unconscious that
the arc was not new, and supposed that they could get a patent for it; but
as their eyes were opened, they changed about and amended their application, and made the material of the conductor the greit object
carbon
made from fibrous aad textile material. Compare the original with the
amended application, as first stated in this opinion, and this purpose most
obviously appears."
"The fact that the whole object of the application was
changed, is evinced by the correspondence of the parties."
"This testimony of Mr. Broadnax, which is undoubtedly
to be relied on, in connection with the letter just quoted, shows that the
idea of claiming carbons made from fibrous and textile materials was an
after-thought, and was no part of the purpose of the original application.

—

PRICEOF LAMP8 MUCH REDUCED.

continued to give light for days or weeks, or months; still, were thev »
successful invention? Would any one purchase or touch them now? Hid
they not lack an essential ingredient which was necessary to their adoption
and use? Did they go any further in principle, if they did in degree, than
did other lamps which had been constructed before? It seems to us that
they were following a wrong principle the principle of small resistance
in an incandescing conductor, and a strong current of electricitv: and that

—

the great discovery in the art was that of adopting high resistance in the conductor with a small illumiratiDg surface
and a corresponding diminution in the strength cf the current. This was accomplished by Ellson in his fllamental
thread like conductors, rendered practicable by the perfection
of the vacuum in the globe of the lamp. He :ibandoned the old
method of making the globe in separate pieces, cemented together, and
adopted a globe of one entire piece of glass, into which he introduced
small platinum conductors, fastened by fusion of the glass around them,
thus being able to procure and maintain perhaps the most perfect vacuum
known in the arts. In such a vacuum the slender filaments of carbon attenuated to the last degree of fineness, may be maintained in a state of
incandescence without deterioration, foran indefinite time, and wiih a small
expenditure of electric force. This was really the grand discovery in the art of electric lighting, without which it could
not have become a practical art for the purposes of general

use in houses and cities."

"The principal and great thing described is the
attenuated filament, and its inclosure in a perfect vacuum,"
"We think we are not mistaken in saying that
but for this discovery electric lighting would never have
become a fact. We have supposed it to be the discovery of
Edison, because he has a patent for it. This may not be the
case; it may be the discovery of some other person. But
whoever discovered It, it is undoubtedly the great discovery
in the art of practical lighting by electricity,"
"The bill must be dismiesed."

SEND FOROUR NEW PRICE LIST OF LAMPS.

UNITED EDISON MFD. CO,
2VE3^W

65 FIFTH AVENUE.
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SOLE S\JIL.DBRS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine
Is

of

AKD

-nTTTl

CO.,

MILWAnKEE,

WIS,

Manufactnrers of and Dealers In

FOB ECONOMT OF

MOTION,

&

ALUS

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

ET IB ITKEQUAIED

z6, i8

FDEIi, B£aUIiABIT7
ATITT.TTV IN USE.

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cetton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

OF

CHICAGO BRANCH,

Write for our Catalogues.

41

el

43 SOUTH JEFFERSON

BERNSTEIH ELECTRIC CO. EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC

ST,

CD.

MOTORS

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

FOR

FOB

Arc

Incandescent Circuits
WOUND FOB AJilf CIIRBBNT.

%

ARC-LIGHT CIRCUITS.

PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

SIMPLE. KELIABLE. DURABLE.

Highly

Send

620

F.

for Illustrated Catalogue.

^W^.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

COMPOUND.
IS SiicB, 6 to 600 H. P.

Hot yet ejualei

GEORGE CUTTER,

Street,

CONDENSING OR
aay (ora

of

Engine

fop

HIGH FUEL DUTY AND SIMPLICITy.

STANDARD.

1

EAST ADAMS STREET,

6 Sizes

EJ73IHE CHEAPER

Well Built.

Economical,

Reliable.

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
YORK,
17 Cortlandt Street,
xtt„,.+;
BOSTON,
Hathaway Building,
TfSSg'^SS?:
PITTSBURGH,
WestinghouseBuilSing, \ '^''To' ^®"
* ''°CHICAGO,
156, 158Xake Street,
J
PHILADELPHIA, 608 Chestnut St., Jtt. R. MuoklS, Jr. & Co.
302, 3M Washington Ave.
ST. LOUIS,
,,„,.,k.„w,

NEW

"1

^,

!

J

KANSAS CITY,
DENVER,
OMAHA,

^'sIWh.^'p.'"
in

Stock,

5

to

50
first

Union AvenUe.

I^au-tanta

f.

*

&

i

MONT.
E.Granite St.
MacbineiyCo.
N FRANCISCO, 21 and 23 Fremont St., Parke* Lacy Co.
RTLAND, OR. 33, 35 N. Front St., Parke & Lacy Mch. Co.
lARLOTTE, N. C. 86 College St., 1,^^-^,
m
n„„n„
The D. A. Tompkms
Co.
LANTA-gA.
45S. Pr&rSt. h

H. P.

iTTE,

THAH A SlIDE VALVE.
Over 300 sold the

.912

'-'•
1380 Seventeenth Street, )
1619 Capitol Avenue, F. C Ayer.
PINE BLUFFS, Ark.
Geo. M. Dilley
Sons.
SALT LAKE CITY, 259 S. Main St.
Utah & Montana

3,000 in use in all parts of the Civilized World.

JUNIOR.
AH AUTOMTIC

CHICAGO.

-

-

Agent.

WESTINGHDUSE

NON-CONDENSING.
liy

HORNE, Manager

WESTERN AND SOUTHERN STATES.
1

CHICAGO OFFICE. 80 Adams

and Economical.

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

The only safe socket for series lamps, and the only
socket having insulating material for the outside
parts.

Efficient

year.

All the above built stnctly to Gauge with Interchangeable Parts.
Hepairs Carried
Stock. Send for Illnstrated Catalogues.

m

(

TlieWestinglioiiseMachineCo.i
LLAS. TEX.
ATTANOOGA, TENN.
PITTSBURGH. PA.U.S.A.
W.

D.

SARGENT,

Pres.

JNO. A. BARRETT,

V. Pres.

and Cons. Elec.

E

H.

CUTLER,

.

Keating Imp.
0. E.

Treas. and Mgr.

FRANK

THE ELEKTRON MFC.
Cor.

Jay and Plymouth

Sts.,

& Mch. Co.

James &

A.

Co.

PERRET,

Elec.

CO.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

MANUFAOTUREKS OF THB

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS and DYNAMOS
Automatically Regulated, Unexcelled In Simplicity
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COMPLETE ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS.
ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

Niue years' experience

We are prepared to build and complitely eq'rip Cties, Towns, Buildings,
Tension" Are System, Alternating or Direct Current Incandescent Systems, aiapted ta service required.

ia engineering, building

Electric Liglit Plants, furnishing
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(Above owned and manufactured by Ft. Wayne Electric Co.)
C. & O. ELECTRIC MOTORS.
STAB IRON TOTPERS AND MAST ARMS.
OKONITE WIRES AND CABLES.
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DETROIT, MICH,

F. MOORE'S ELECTRICAL WIRE.
ALFRED
LADELPHIA, PA.
FACTORIES:
PHI

NEW HAVEN CLOCK
Electric

Established 1820.

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT.

CO.'S
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I.W.Golburn
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IVEASS,
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Combining a Full Supply of
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—
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agent,
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J. F.
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&
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Long Experience,
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J'et.otory I^rloeg>.

Genl. Manager.

E.

RUEBEL, Superintendent.

CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,
CENTRAL ELECTRIC
LOCUST STREET,
MO.
919

ST. LOUIS,

BRANCH:

NASHVILLE, TENN.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS.
For any system of Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Street Railway Plants, Electric Power
full line of supplies
Plants, Electric Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Train Lighting Plants, Pole Line Construction.
carried at all times for plants described above. Plans and specifications for all kinds of Electrical Construction.
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Helsler

Dynamo and

The accompanying cm

Regulator.

illuslratcs llic

lalcsl

type of IleisliT dynanid, l(i;;ctlu'r with the improved rciinlatiny apparalns, 'I'lie general feaof the lleisler machines are well known.
'I'hey are all wonnil to deliver an alternating
current of five amperes, and contain two inde-

tnres

pendent
rent,

it

is

Tlnuigh an alternating curused without transformers, being fed

circuits.

nets in the alternating portion.

The

terminal pressure

system.

The

machine

is

circuits,

to

and passing through the
lamps
used
in
the
arranging the
potential of the
obtain the advantage of

object of

reduce

and also to

thus

tlie

overlapping circuits.
Besides this, it is claimed
by the inventor that this disposition of armature
the efficiency of the dynamo.
magnets might be described as ".star
shaped." These together with a Ciramme ring,
which constitutes the armature of the exciting
portion of the machine, are mounted on the one
central shaft.
The armature is cvlindrical, and

wire

increases

The

field

ampere

I.

HKISI.KR

in i-acli of

DYNAMO

.\Nl>

the two five

varies

i-]

arrange the circuits so that the load on each
may be at all times apprcjximatcly the same, it ih
not possd)le to insure absolute ei|uality.
lleisler system the difference in e. m, f.

by an
the circuit which
pensated

In Ihc
is

com-

placed in
at the time contains the smaller
number of lamps.
There are thus two methods of regulation reiiuired; one when it is necessary to vary the
artificial

resistance

KEOL'LATOK.

from 1,120 volts

in the
smallest machine to 3,500 volts in the largest.
The dynamos are speeded at S30 revolutions per
minute.
Each machine is encased as shown.
The advantage of the wooden covering over the
old style sheet-iron casing is obvious.
The Heisler regulator has already been described at length in the Western Electrician.
The object of the device is to control automatically, and maintain a practically constant current in each circuit independent of the number
While care is
of lamps which may be inserted.
exercised in laving out a Heisler installation to

circuits

No.

1889.

surrounds ilic revolving internal portion of the
machine.
The armature coils are arranged in
two circuits around the internal surface of thiarmature.
The (Iranime ring revolves between
four fixed field magnets.
This portion of the
machine constitutes the exciter, and the current
generated thereby energizes tlie revolving mag

lie.

directly to the circuit
series
incandescent

26,

electromotive force of both circuits simultaneously; the other, when there is a sensible difference in the loads of the two circuits. In the
later case artificial resistance is automatically inserted in the lightly loaded circuit to compensate
for the number of lamps extinguished.
In the cut the regulating apparatus is shown
to the left mounted on a neat and well ventilated
resistance box.
The resistance coils connect
with the two circular rows of contacts shown in
the back behind the other parts of the regulator.
Two contact levers are arranged to move freely
over these contacts. The movement of each

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

2l6
lever is controlled b)' separate but similar porThe device may be
tions of the mechanism.
described as follows;
A main spindle set horizontally and extending across the top of the box

furnishes the small amount of power required to
A rawhide Delt from the dyactuate the parts.
namo keeps this shaft in constant and regular
motion. On this shaft are eccentrics which set in
motion pawls arranged to engage with the toothed
These wheels each conwheels shown in front.
nect with one of two small shafts which extend
The pawls
back, and carry the contact levers.
are so set that one moves the wheel in one direction, that is, reduces the resistance of the
rheostat, while the other moves the wheel in the
opposite direction, that is, increases the resistance of the rheostat. If, however, no regulation is required no movement takes place, since
the pawls are prevented from touching the wheel
on either side by the presence of a small controlling piece which is influenced by the current
in the main circuit.
This current is passed through an electromagnet having a laminated core and a horizonOn the passtally pivoted laminated armature.
age of the current the armature tends to set
itself in line with the poles, but is prevented
from doing so by a spring coiled upon its axis.
The tension of tliis spring regulates the strength
of the current.
The armature above referred to is connected
with the pieces which control the movement of
the pawls.
By this arrangement and through
the action of the moving pawls upon the notched
wheel, the contact lever is swung over the contacts, switching resistance in or out as may be
required.
When the current is normal, the tension of the armature spring holds the mechanism
in such a position as will render the pawls inoperative, and thus leave the amount of resist-

ance

become very nearly

equal, the immediate
the current in
This increase would cause the
the first circuit.
regulating apparatus to come into action and a
certain amount of resistance would be inserted
Under these conditions,
in the first circuit.
therefore, both circuits would contain resistances
and there would be, consequently, a certain
The loss is avoided by reducwaste of power.
ing the e. m. f. at the machine terminals.
As
circuits

effect will

be

to increase

slightly

October
it

is

not surprising that

the
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shares of

electric

manufacturing companies prove a strong attraction as an investment stock.
It is possible of
course that some of the stockholders of the
Thomson- Houston cotnpany may have invested
as individuals, in Brush stock, but we are of the
opinion that the Thomson-Houston company
as a corporation, has invested no money in this
direction.
This view is strengthened by the

autonomy of the Brush company is
not to be disturbed in the slightest.
Its principal office will still be in Cleveland and its factories and business will be conducted as heretofore.
The Brush company is the pioneer company of the electric light business, and has grown
to mammoth proportions.
It is understood that
it took $3,200,000 to purchase a bare control of
the stock.
The Brush company owns valuable
patents and possesses complete systems of arc
and incandescent electric lighting; it has lately
put upon the market a complete alternating system and has recently embarked in the electric
railway and motor business on an extensive
scale; it also possesses some very valuable storage battery patents. The transfer of the control of this company is therefore of high importance, and the first reports concerning it were
not believed by electrical people generally.
Investigation, however, shows the rumor to be
true as far as the main facts of a transfer go.
fact that the

B. E Sunny's Unexpected Visitors.
When B. E. Sunny of the Chicago office
the

Thomson-Houston

company

Electric

of

was

absent from the city about two weeks ago, a
number of his friends planned to give in his
honor a house-warming party in his new home.
Mr. Sunny has just erected a handsome residence on Astor street on the North side and
his friends thought its occupancy should be
properly celebrated.
It was arranged that the
party should be given at a time when Mr. Sunny least expected it.
The date was fixed for
Oct. 8th.
On that evening Mr. Sunny's associates arranged that he should be kept at his of-

fixed.

Between the two

circuit regulators is the device for effecting the regulation of the strength
of the fields.
This is accomplished by moving
The
the brushes of the exciting dynamo.
movement of the vertical rod extending upward
from the regulator proper, in one direction or
the other, serves to alter the position of the
brushes, and thus raise or lower the e. m. f. of
the machine.
The movement of this rod is controlled bv a somewhat similar device to that em-

1

ma.

4.

HEISLER LAMPS

soon as the rheostat lever

of the first circuit
leaves its zero position the brushes on the exciter are shifted automatically to a position of lower e. m. f.
The current in both circuits being
now slightly reduced, both regulators begin to
As soon, however, as either
cut out resistance.
lever reaches the zero position all movement of
the brushes ceases.
An increase of load in the
first circuit produces an opposite movement of
the brushes, increases the e. m. f. and cuts resistance into the second circuit.
It is in this
manner that the waste of energy is reduced to a

minimum.
HEISLliR 1NC.\NDESC1LNT LAMPS.

The new forms

of the Heisler series lamps
are shown in the cuts which are presented herewith.
Fig. 2 shows a 30-candle power lamp,
Kig. 3, a5o-candle power lamp and Fig. 4, a 100candle power lamp.
The filament is made in
accordance with a process invented by Mr. Heisler.
For the new form of lamps marked longlife is claimed.
As has already been stated
the American rights for the Heisler sy.stem are

now

controlled by the United

Gas Improvement

Y

company.
FIG. 2.

HKISI.KR
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AMI'S.

ployed to move the rheostat levers.
The parts
are so arranged that when either of the two contact levers occupies a zero position, the motion
of the vertical shaft ceases, and the brushes remain stationary. .\s one rheostat i-mnv cut out
the circuit is fed at the terminal pressure of the
machine. The other circuit which is assumed to be
less loaded is fed at a lower pressure, the reduction lieing due to the lass of electromotive
force caused by the other rheostat. If, however,
the load on the first circuit be lessened and both

Purchase of the Brush Company.
The

report has been general during the last
few days that the control of the Brush Electric
company of Cleveland has been acquired by the
Thomson-Houston company of Boston. Investigation confirms the report in so far as the sale
of the Brush company goes. The control of this
company has recently been acquired by Hoston
parties, though our information leads us to believe that they are outside the Thomson-Houston corporation.
There seems to be a good
deal of money in Hoston seeking investment, and

VIC. 3.

fice until 8 o'clock.

IlEISl.KR

About

LAMPS.

that hour a

of friends gathered at his house.

ny reached

his residence he

When

found

it

company
Mr. Sunbrilliantly

and he was greeted with waving of
handkerchiefs, clapping of hands and the music
It was a complete
of a mandolin orchestra.
surprise.
For an hour or more Mr. Sunny received congratulations and the guests congratulated each other on the secrecy which had
been maintained.
On behalf of the a.ssemiiled company. City
lighted,

October

36,
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llaiic-U prcsi-iilccl lo Mr. and Mrs.
In inakin^'
a liaiiilsniiic ony.x cal)inet.
the presentation, I'rof. Barrett said: "I wish yun
to un<lerstand tliat this jjathering of your friends

magnets.

The

I'jlectriciaii

set of fiehl

Sunny

cores, which are placed

means

We came

several thinjjs.

liere to c.on^jrat-

you on ({ellinjj into your new liou.se, to assure you of our j^ratilic.ition over your rapid rise
in business, and further to assure you of tlie esteem in which yon are held liy electrical people.
In order to keep these: facts before you we desire
to present to you this little memento of the occanlate

sion.

'I'his

rored

;;la.ss

3'our frietuis.

may

cabinet,

triple siKnificancc.

should
'I'hc

In

be

the

rellc<'t

nn\\

said to

po.sscss a
place the mirthe ydnd wishes of
pilics purity of mo-

first

l\

latter iiave circul.u
horizontally, their pole
pieces embraciuK about two-thirds of the circumference of the .irm.itures.
In a certain sense
this machine is the e.\act inverse of the ori({inal
(Iranime dyii.imo.
In the latter, we have a
double set of horseshoe ma({nels,with conse(|uent
poles in the middli', embracing a siiij(le arinaInre; in the Marcel Deprez machine we liave

two

with poles at the ends, emtwo arin.itiires. We may thus consider
either armature as forminj; the yoke to a lield
system which supplies the induction totlie other
armalnre.
This system has been carried out
even for nudtipol.ir machines. In the Machinery
sin^ile ma^'iiets,

br.iciiiK

•'•7

rcnt.

I'lie

Gadot

ati:umulator)t.

rent

is

Fik'.

2.

latter arc

used for char^jm^; a

The

rlisiriliiitloii

i.e-.

ot

of cur-

effected by a switchboard, as shown in
'I'lie central portion of the switih board
serves for the a.c lifjlil circuits fed from the 600
volt machine,
liy means of the central switches
the two armaliirts can he put in series or parallel, or can be independently conncclcil each
with
half the luindier of liKhtinjf circuits.
In all
there are ten arc circuits, liavinx an avcrajje
length of 4,500 feet each, and fcrding 12 arcs in
sc;ries, Hach of the ten circuits K<'int; awav from
the switch-board is provided with a switch and

fusible plii^s in the oiit({oiii)( and rcturninK
leads.
The left hand side of the switchboard
is reipiircd for the two mai hines
which serve to
li.irge the batti-ry, the switr hes shown conncclNig the four armatures with the cells, while at
the same lime serving to cut out or put in end
cells, so as to maintain the pressure on the liKhting circuit constant.
The number of cells in
'

can be varied either independently
or simultaneously, by means of countershaft and
bivel gear, as reprtscntcd in the illustration.

e.ich battery

he right hand side of the switch-board contains
switches for the low pressiire arc light circuit.
Provision is made by means of the small
multiple contact switches shown at the lower
part of the board for adjusting the strength of
the field of the dynamos in order ti> vary the
pressure within certain limits.
The area lighted
from this central station lies between the Machinerv Hall aiul th<: luminous fouiiiains.
I

I

I"1C..

I.

MAKCIJ,

lil-:rKK/

INSl AI.I.\rlr)N Al"

the standard you will constantly be
reminded of the brass of the electric light men.
We trust you will accept this little gift in the
spirit in which it is given."
Mr. Sunny made a brief reply in which he expressed his appreciation of the house warming
Supper was served after
call and its souvenir.
which a number of the guests indulged in dancing, the niandolin orchestra providing music.
tive.

I!y

Marcel Deprez Installation at the Paris
Exposition.
accompanying cuts illustrate the type of
dynamo with the arrangement of switch board and
'I'he

IHK

Hall there

I'AKIS |.;M'i)SI lUJiN.

exhibited a very large Marcel Dejjrez dynamo of the multipolar type in which
there are also two armatures.
The field consists
of a .series of cylindrical magnets, the axes of
which are parallel to the spindle, and which are
arranged in a circle so as to evenly surround
both armatures with alternate poles.
The adjoining pole pieces are connected by distance
pieces of Delta metal, as it would obviously be
inadmissible to bolt the magnets to a cast iron
frame.
Returning to the machine illustrated in
Fig. I, it will be seen that the pole pieces are
also connected at the top and bottom liy frames
,of non-magnetic material, the lower frames .servis

lie

Prof. Barrett

on the

New York

Trouble.

City Klectrician liarrett of Chicago believes
thoroughly in the underground .system, and has
been an earnest advocate of this policy from the
beginning.
He has watched the controversy in'
New N'ork city with more than ordinary interest
and has often expressed his surprise at the laxity
displayed by the Jioard of Electrical Control in
dealing with ihis(|uestion. Inconversation with a
representative of the Wksiekn Ki.KctKtciAN
last week the professor spoke freely on the recent
tragedy which had the effect of arousing the interest of the public and stirring up the officials.
"It needed just such a tragedy as this," he
said, "to wake these fellows up.
It is a pretty

connections in the central station constituting a
portion of the Marcel Deprez exhibit at the Paris
exposition. 'I'he following description of the details of the installation is taken from Im/iis/riis:
The Rothschild- Marcel Deprez syndicate, or,
to give the society its correct title, the "Societe

Anonyme pour ia Transmission de la
Motrice par I'Electricite," is represented

Force
at the

exhibition by a central electric light station adjoining the Machinery Hall, and by exhibits in
Contrary to what might be exthe hall itself.
pected the society shows no transmission plant,
but simply a central electric light station such
as might have been put up by any firm totally
unconnected with electric power transmission
over long or short distances.
Three systems of distribution are adopted at
the central station which adjoins the Machinery
Hall.
One distribution is at 75 volts, another
On the
at 115 volts, and the third at 600 volts.
there are mounted those arc lamps
first circuit
which are fixed in the neighborhood of the station, and which must be independently lighted
and extinguished. These are arranged in simThe second circuit serves for inple parallel.
candescent lighting, and on the third circuit of
600 volts are placed those arc lamps which are
distributed over a wider area, and those are arSteam is supplied at
ranged twelve in series.
the station by four "Roser" boilers, two of which
however, suffice for the ordinary requirements,
each supplying 2,200 lbs. of steam per hour.
These boilers are of the water tube type, and
similar in construction to the Helleville boilers.
Motive power is supplied by a well made set of
compound horizontal Corliss engines of 500
hor.se power, made
by Messrs. I.ecouteux &
The fly wheel of the engines is belted
Garnier.
to a countershaft, from which the four dynamos
are driven.
Two of these are arranged on one
side and two on the other side of the countershaft.
Fig. I gives a view of one of these
machines.
It will be seen that the machine consists in realitv of two dvnamos having a common

ing at the same time to support the magnets on
the bed plate.
The armatures are independent
of each other, and are independently driven, fast
and loose [uilleys being arranged so that even
when obtaining power from the same countershaft one armature may be stopped while the
other continues working.
The advantages of
the separate arrangement chosen by Marcel Deprez are not very obvious. In the first place the
machine becomes rather long and heavy, and in
the second |ilace the employment of two armatures to do the same work which could be done
with one rather larger armature entails a certain amount of complication which most users
of dynamos would like to avoid.
Three of the
machines for low pressure service are wound
for 1 15 volts and 500 amperes, and the others
for 1 60 volts and a proportionately smaller cur-

bad state of affairs, and there is no one to blame
but the companies.
There was no reason for
any such trouble as this in fact, there should
not have been any possibility for accidents of
this kind.
The wires should have been buried
long ago. That would preclude the possibility
of such trouble."
The statement attributed to Edison that the
trouble would continue until the high tension
system was abandoned was quoted, but Prof.
Barrett said: "The cables used in underground
construction are fully competent to carry high
tension currents, and if the companies will pay
the price, they can get the goods. The Chicago
.\rc Light & Power company can give Mr. Edison figures which will convince him that it is
possible to conduct electric lighting with a high
tension system successfully."

—
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President Barton's Dinner.

to

has already been stated that S. A. Barton,
president of the Chicago Electric club intends
to leave Chicago in the near future and remove
to Boston.
He has taken the greatest interest
in the organization and in the members individually.
That he may have an opportunity to
meet all the members of the club before his departure he has determined to give a supper, to
which all members of the club will be invited.
The lunch will take place next Monday evening, October 28th, at the club rooms without expense to the club or members. All members
are invited to the lunch and are expected to be
present.
A committee which has been appointed will make all the arrangements.
It

Thomson-Houston Road
The Atlanta & Edgewood

at Atlanta.
street

railroad,

using the Thomson-Houston system, the first
electric railway in the state of Georgia, commenced carrying passengers August 23d.
The
line extends from the corner of Peachtree street
and Edgewood avenue, the entire length of the
of two miles to
residence part of Atlanta.

latter street, a distance

Park, a

new

Inman

satisfy

themselves of

October

the adaptability of

power to street railways in
and have expressed themselves

electric

their

own

as highly
pleased with its workings.
The directors of the
road are so well pleased with the results that
they are now contemplating an extension to the
town of Decatur, four miles beyond the present
terminus of the road, and will extend the double
track to the car house as soon as the material
is received, which will allow of four cars to make
a 7^2 minute schedule.
cities,

of the Patent Law and the
Protective Tariff.

Comparison

By

C. a.

Brown.

An

ex-commissioner of patents, in opening an
argument in an important patent case before
Judge Blodgett, prefaced his speech by saying
that he believed in the American system of protection of home industries by means of both the
protective tariff and the patent law, thus confusing rights, the foundation of which are entirely
distinct.
There is only contrast between the
protection
inventions

of the

tariff

by the patent

and the protection of
If one supposed

law.

ventor

is

26, iS

own gen"

entitled to the product of his

and labor.
He could keep the secret of
what he has discovered, but in order to encourage him to divujge his inventions and discoveries and in order to foster and stimulate in general the making of such inventions and discoveries, a contract is entered into by which the
people collectively agree to give him for a limius

time the exclusive right to manufacture, sell
his invention. The condition is imposed
that he make the public thoroughly acquainted
with his invention, and that after the time for
which he is to have the exclusive use of it the
public shall be given the advantage of its unrestricted use.
The patent therefore, is nothing
but the evidence of a contract between the public and the inventor.'
ited

and use

There is nothing in the nature of a contract
about the protective tariff. The tariff itself is
a tax.
The revenues from it go to the government; the so-called "protective" part of the tariff
is a tax, the revenues from which go not to the
government, but to the favored class which is
"protected."
The price paid for a patented
article like the telephone or the electric light
contains a profit to the inventor, but the fact

The

track is standard gauge, and double for
three-fourths of its length.
It is built in the
most substantial manner of 54 lb. Providence
girder rail resting on stone piers set five feet
apart, and two feet deep, and is without doubt
one of the finest pieces of track in the country.
The maximum grade is 3.8 per cent., and the
average 3 per cent., without a level stretch of
over 100 feet in the whole line. The road
crosses the Richmond & Danville railroad by a

bridge 630 feet long, on which there" is an angle
of 15 degrees on a curve of 100 feet radius.
The overhead work has been done in the best
possible manner.
The construction of the reverse curve entering the car hou-se is especially
good, but two poles being used to support the
main wire and both curves. Steel poles are used
in the business portion of the city, and neatly
trimmed wooden poles on the rest of the line,
all being painted a dark green color which renders them inconspicuous.
The cross suspension
method is used throughout, the wires being supported at intervals of 125 feet.
The construction was done under the supervision of C. E.
Flynn of the Thomson-Houston Electric company.
The car equipment consists of four 16 foot
closed cars, eich furnished with two 10 horse
power motors attached to Brill trucks, and four
26 foot open tow cars.
The cars were built by
the Lewis

& Fowler Manufacturing company

of

Brooklyn, N. Y.
The car house, located at Inman Park, is a handsome building, and is one of
the best arranged for its purpose in the country.
There is but one track entering the house, a
Wharton transfer table being used to place the
cars on any of the four tracks.
The transfer
table and inside track are electrically connected,
the same as the outside tracks, and overhead
wires are also stretched in the house, so that it is
never necessary to move the cars by hand.
On
one side of the entrance is the superintendent's
office, and on the other is a room for supplies,
tools, etc.
The floor under the tracks is five
feet below the rails, so that all parts of the trucks

and motors are easily accessible for inspection
and cleaning. 'I'lie building is lighted by 25
incandescent lamps in groups of five in series,
the current being obtained from the railway circuit.
The power is furnished by the Oeorgia
I'^lectric Light company, using
an 80 horse
power Thomson- Houston generator, though the
railway

company has

contemplation the erection ol a power station of its own.
Three cars are run from 6 a. m. until 8
m.,
making a ten minute schedule, thirty minutes
being allowed for the round trip, though it is
easily made in twenty.
The average mileage
per day for the two cars which run until 11
o'clock is 13s, and for the other 112.
The low
cars are run only on Sundays and special occasions when travel is very heavy, though the
motors pull them heavily loaded up the long
grades without difficulty.
I'ersons from all parts of the South, especially
from cities of Oeorgia and Alabama, have visited
Atlanta to see the o|)eration of lliisrcjad in onlrr
in

i'.

I

HOMSUN HOlJSrON ELECTRIC ROAD AT A1IANT\.

be versed in the patent law should have such
confused notions, it is not to be wondered at
that those having little knowledge of the patent
law, and giving little thought to the matter,
should be liable to make the same mistake. This
impression prevails with those who are particularly interested in patent law,and occasions hesitancy
on their part to favor action which might tend in
any way to disturb the existing protective tariff.
There is a feeling even that it is something
like bad faith on the part of the man who has
his property largely invested in patents, or who
to

depends upon the patent law to sustain the business in which he is engaged, to assail the protective feature of the tariff in any respect.
The
fact is, the protective tariff is no more similar to
the patent law than it is to any other act of our

that the patented article is sold at all is evidence
that the inventeT- has accomplished something
for the general good and advantage; otherwise
he could not induce the public to buy or use
his discovery.
The inventor has the entire
right to place a price on his product which
will be prohibitory, and prevent the use of the
article,

but

ever

in his control,

he succeeds

in introducing whatevidence that people
are willing to pay the price he ask.s, and that
fact means, of course, that they are securing
enough advantage out of the use of such patented article to make it profitable to utilize it.
The point of similarity which impresses those
who have not given the subject much thought,
is that
there is protection to the inventor or
manufacturer who has acquired inventions which
is

it

it

is

national legislature.

are protected by patents, just as there

Patent legislation is based upon a constitutional provision which says "Congress shall have the
power to promote the progress of science and
useful arts by securing for limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their
Under
respective writings and discoveries."
this provision of the constitution, congress has
passed a series of patent laws commencing with

tion to the manufacturer or producer of

the act of 1790.
With reference to the protective tariff not a
word is said in the constitution, and it is only
by severely .straining its provisions that the protective feature of the tariff could be upheld in
the courts.
The theory n! the patent law is that the in-

is

protecarticles

is a protective duty.
To be sure
there is protection in both cases, so also there is
protection to the citizen of one state while travThere is proteceling through another state.
tion to an American citizen abroad.
There is
protection in hundreds of ways which no one
will for a moment consider in any way allied
to protective tariff.
The constitution of the
United States provides that no law shall be
passed by any state impairing the obligation of
contracts.
This is a protection to business interests, but it is not in any respect similar to the
protective tariff.
It is not intended
here to point out the ad-

on which there
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vantages of our

palciil

system nor lo

ciiIlt

iiilr>

a ilisciissioii of the cxpeilicncy of tlic protective
to shtnv the contariff.
IL is merely proposed
trast between the jiroteclive tariff aiul the patent

system

brief

a

in

j^'Iancc. at

some

jjoinls of difference Ix-twcen the

of the lc;jal

two and

to ni-

and
telephone interests that llu-y should have no
hesitancy in attackinj^ the tariff on copper, for
instance, or lead, or any r)tlier material which
enters lar^jely into their I)iisini:ss, )>n tlie ground
dicate to the represenlalives of electric

liiitit

thai people who live in ^lass houses should not
throw stones. 'I'he patent law, the foundation
of which is laiti in the constitution ami which
has been built up by a series of enai:tments fortifietl by experience, shoidd not he
compared to
Those who are interested in
a house of {^lass.
the maintenance of the patent law should not
shrink from a thoronj:jh investij^Mtion of its merits and ('omparison of its principles and its effects willi the protective tariff.

Telephone Protector.
Accidents to the telephone antl tcle^^raph apparatus from the contact of outsitle wires with
electric

lii.jht

or electric railway wires, are of fre-

quent occurrence.
Throui^di tlie careless handlinj,' of a wire by an
ignorant hneman a number of valuable instruments may be liestroyed or .seriously damaged.
To prevent this mischievous action of heavy
currents l^'oree IJain of Chicago has designed
It consists
the little device herewitli illustrated.
of a one pole electro-magnet, yl/, so wound as to
be energized by a current of a volume that
would be liable to injure the apparatus; an armature -I, and a drop lever I), with platinum con-

The magnet, armature and drop

tact at T.

when
in

219

are meant to (fcltvir al an- light lerniinals, Miy Icii amperes
cuirent, should be mj fraught with danger when Ihelr inIs
sulation is broken!*
it
the prite of
copper which
makes rnulliple wire ilistribiit'on t(K» expensive? Is it the
patent
lield
v^ho
inv.ision of (he
by men
have hi en
ipiick to cnrnbhie old principles and common knowtcdifc
mlo new coinbiniilionH, by which vested ca|>[tal was prolave our engineers made the mis
letU'l by the courts?
take of (orgetling the value of human life antl netwrirkeda
(onnmmity with conduriorH having iMXir Insulation from
within outward, ami who have failed to anticipate the ncci-ssiiy of proteclion from without inward?
It is not dilti
cult to make l))e current keep its proper path by outward
insulation, but it is very dilhcidl to make the insulation
slay where it is put when attacked by ihe chemical destroyers in the air, and the physical accidents of MormH,
As to liurying such conduclorn, aliout all
cuts and blows.
that can be said is that tliey will make a very lively graveyard for some of their niild-mannereil and inoffensive Iclcphonic and telegraphic fellow corpses"
I

New York Board

of Electrical Control.

I'robably tm meetings hitherln held by the New \'ork
I'llectrical
Control have demonstrated more
llo.'ud of
clearly the fact that there are in that body obstructive elements that effectually stand in the way of the carrying out
of the mission for which it was specially constituted than
the two sessions of the 14th and 15th insls. The first matter to engage the attention of the board was the service of
an injunction on Mayor (Irant by the Klectrical Tower
company restraining the board from interfering with its
wires.
After letters from the Safety Light iV Power company and the Urush company, asking permission to conbtruct their own subways,
had been read, the mayor
brought before the meeting the reply of ('orporation Counsel Clark to the intjuiry which had been forwarded to him
the previous week as to whether the contract with the Consolidated Telegraph i<: Llectric Subway company could be

lever

Mr.

The armature
1),

is

instantly attracted,

and

falls,

thus breaking the

cir-

--1

111.

Electric lM|uipment company of
Chicago, on the 17th inst.. started the first car
line at

Moline,

111.

The

Sprague company is naturally elated over the
rapidity with which this contract was carried out.

When

taken into consitleration that the conwere signed on the 9th of last August, and that work was not begun until the 22d
of the same month; that four new cars had to be
built outright at Pullman, and furthermore, that
one and one-half miles of new track had to be
The equiplaid, the time made is surprising.
ment consists of one 40,000 watts' compound
wound Kdison generator. This supplies current
Four cars are
at a potential of about 450 volts.
The generain operation at the present time.
tor is located in the station of the People's
Light «S; Puel company. Water power is used.
The nearest point on the line from the station is
Kach car carries two
about one mile distant.
15-horse power Sprague motors, and is lighted
An electric lamp is used in the
by electricity.
it

is

tract papers

light.

Nev^/

York

Electric Club

Tlie opening meeting of the New ^'ork Klectric Club was
held Oct. 17, and w.is an unusually pleasant gathering. The
address of tlie evening was deliveied by Pr. 1-eonard
Waldo, "Some Casual Ideas Concerning the Requirements, Possibilities and Risks of the Electric Club" was
the subject.
He advocated the establishment of a library
and opposed the project of a laboratory
Touching the
absorbing
i[ueslioa
which is now agitating New N'ork,
all
the speaker said:
There are certain live
are a metropolitan club.
issues agitating metropolitan life, and with these issues we
have as direct a re'ation as had the Union League club
with the polilical life of the United States at the time of its
know that the light of the twentieth cenformation.
know that we are
turj' is to be found in eleciiicity.
public benefactors when we turn the light of electrical day
into the dark corners where crime and pauperism make
proptrty unsafe and life wretchetl; and yet i think there is
not one of us but feels in our innermost hearts that there is
something wrong when we allow our angel of life and light
It is a stinging rebuke to
to become an angel of death.
our scientihc and business enterprise when this faithful
lineman, or that ignorant and inolTensive child becomes a
*
*
*
victim to the power we are distributing.
Now, is there any ver}- good reason why conductors which

"We

We

We

hud

or any

Ixrcn

it

,

Wheeler H. I'cckham, conmurl for the StamUrd KIrelrlSubway company, tailed atlcntton lolhe fact that *«(of
the eighteen miles of conduit ordered to tie Imllt in llie pcul
year, only eleven had l*ccn 'ompletcd.
"Sow." he «aid.
"vou want to onler all the wirc^ down and yoij haven't any
pfaee to put them.
According to prcMriit ap|>c^irancc«
New Vork will l»c ihc only city wiihoiu nu(ficicnt rlcctrlc
lights.
If the Subway company gf»cs on at iu present rale
we will never have the wiren underground.
The lime ha«

cal

come when they must

Ik: put
there.
The ircmendout
is aroused, and the cvcnit of ihe
few days have startled ihc country.
One company
has a monopfily of this work.
I^t olhcrs come in and Ihe
work will Ijc done forthwith. Sft far as wc arc concerned,
we will, on l»cing granted iMrrmiwion, put as many men on
it as the permits for opening the streets will allow."
hoate advoiaied Ihe awarding of cjnlract* lo
J. II.
more companies. One comparty could not do the work,
and in the present temper of ihe public mind v>methlng
would have lo be done.
Although it was five years %incc
the legislature had passed the act ordering subways,
hardly anything had been done, for the simple reason that
one company had a monopoly.
The fact had l»cen Um
sight of that the retjuiremcnls of the cily had outgrown
the resources of the Subway company, but ihe fact would
have to be recognized, and accommoJalion would have lo

force of public opinion
last

'

be provided in the subways commensurate with the prodigious development that was going on in electrical ap-

when
As soon as

the mayor's resolution was put it wa.*
the vole had been taken .Mr. Cravath

ney on a "comprehensive system" of subways was read, and
the meeting closed after a session of nearly three hours,
adjourning to Ihe following day al 1 1 a. m.
The meeting of Tuesday was in many ways a repetition
of Monday's sitting.
There was talk enough, but no
progress, and the absence of unanimity among the members of the board was even more marked than on the previous day. The business of the day was the discussion of the
following resolution of Mr. Gibbens':
"Whereas, At a previous meeting of this board, a resolution was passed calling on electrical companies lo refrain
from using all badly-insulated wires, and.
"Whereas. Said companies did not refrain, whereby life
was sacrificed, therefore,

The Sprague

over the new electric

'c

offered on behalf of the United States and Brush companies to build subways at once, and provide accommolation
for any companies that wanted to come in at 25 per cent.
lower rentals than those charged by the Subway company,
and Mr. I'cckham stated that the Standard company was
prepared to do the same.
The report of Engineer Kear-

cuit.

Sprague Railway at Moline,

company
.

(he board,

Naturally

is

drop-lever

thcopini'.^

any
was not ihc fault of
rnpany. but of
and .Mr. <(ilil>«:n->
./ to ihc mayor
"If you want more suliwayn. why don t you order them; it
will l>c lime enough to give olhcr rontracu when they fail
to do Ihc work."

fault

lost.

cut into the main line before it
reaches the instruments.
Its action re quite simple: Suppose a heavy current passes through the
line.

was of

Iltsti

company.

posts.

head

he wall willing Ut sublet lo (he Standard
other cittnpany on tlie same tt-rrti-

A long interchange of opinion Iwlwecn the mcmbcn of
the board ensued, and it became apparent that the mayor regarded the matter at issue from a totally difTerenl standpoint
Irom the other three members, the laiter !>cing in favor of
supporting the Subway company, and the former inclining
tr> tne encouragement of
the new comer, the Standard

set as in the cut are

This device

Mb

plications.

connected electrically
a series whose terminals are the two bintling

the

able it to accomplUh the work in tlic time rciuirc*!.
did ail li« work on the »ubway« ihrouifh «ubcontrat tors, who were allowed is per <enl \nu\\\, and \\
the lM»ar4l ordered rnorc work than hi* company cnilil do,

company

TICLEPUONE I'ROTECTOR.

Mr. Clark stated that

the law creating the
Hoard of Electrical Control distinctly provided that there
need be no exclusive right to any company for the construction of the subways.
After recapitulating the provisions of the Subway company's contract, he held that if
the members of the commission were satisfied that the company had failed to comply therewith, they had the right to
set aside.

declare the contract inoperative and also to make contracts
with other companies.
Mayor Grant, after remarking that he should be governed entirely by the advice of the corporation counsel, put
the following resolution:

"AVx'/rv/, That in view of 'he frequency of sudden and
by electric light and power wires
within the last thirty days, and the shocking manner in
which they have occurred, furnishing ample and sufHcient
proof that such wires are not being placed underground
with a speed sullicient to insure the safely of the lives of
the people of this city, and in view of the imperative demand for greater subway facilities, the board does hereby
determii e that the contract made and entered into between
the commissioners constituting the board and the Consolidated Telegraph vV h",lectrical Subway company, on April
7, 1SS7, is now inoperative and inetVicienl lor the accomplishment of its just purposes and the purposes of chapter
7 of the laws of 1SS7.
Mr. Lauterbach, the president of the Subway company.
entered a very earnest protest against the adoption of the
resolution.
lie again went over a good deal of the ground
covered by his remarks before the board a few days previous, and insisted that far from being negligent or tardy
in the matter of building the subways, they had shown
horrible deaths caused

"

most commcntlable diligence, and had accomplished

re-

which, considering the many deterrent influences to
which they had been subjected, were such as todeser\"e the
support, rather than the animadversion of the board.
It
would be palpably unfair and unjust, under such conditions, he said, to annul the company's contract: its terms
had been strictly lived up to, and the Third avenue subway, the completion of which had been promised by Dec.
I. would be ready by that time.
If more work had not
been done it was the fault of the board for not ordering it,
and if the board wanted more work done, and would say
then and there what its desires were, he would state frankly
whether the resources of the Subway company would ensults

*' Resolvfd, That notice is hereby given
lo all electric
lighting companies to cease from using overhead vires in
the city of New Vork for the purpose of conveying currents of any intensity greater than 300 volts until such
time as it shall be shown to this board that «aid overhead
wires are properly insulated and safe and comply in all
respects with the rules and regulations of the board, and
permission to operate such currents on such overhead

conductors

is

hereby expressly revoked pending investiga-

tion."

After about two hours had been spent in the discussion
of the resolution it occurred to Mayor Grant that if it were
passed the board might find itself in the unenviable posi
tion of showing contempt for the court in which the electric companies obtained their injunctions.
When tbc
mayor put the question to Allen K\'arts, who w^as watching
the proceedings in the interests of the Brush and the
Cnited States companies, the laiter replied that there was
no difficulty from that cause in pissing the resolution, bat
he questioned whether the board would be able to carr^- it
out.
This brought on the scene the corporation counsel
who decide«1 that it would be impossible to put the re>oIution in force while the injunctions held, and thus the mat-

ended.
The board then drifted back to the question of the subways, and the mayor talked very freely lo Engineer
Kearney on the inadequacy of his proposed "comprehensive s>-stem" of conduits.
.\ large map of the Standard
company's s\'stem of subwa>*s was examined, and the
mayor drew from Mr. I^iuterbach the statement that a
"comprehensive system"
could be finished
by the
ter

in three years.
"Why not," said Mr.
Peckham, "let three companies do the work, and complete
it in one year?"
"There is no room for doubt as to the sentiments of
this board concerning the diWsion of this work among;
different companies." said Mr. Gibbens.
The mayor replied: "That is quite tnie so far as three of

Subway company

its

members

Wc

are concerned.

have done

nothing

but

I

am

getting tired of all this.

talk,

and

have

made do

progress.
It is disheartening,
and unless something is
done by the board, and that soon. I do i>oc propose to
waste any more of my time at its meetings."
There will be no further meeting of the board until
Judge Andrews gives his decision in the injunction case.

.
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Lockwood says that English teleconstruction is rather superior to that
in the United States.
There is just a
brief reference to the Paris Exposition.
Its
finest electrical feature in Mr. Lockwood's opinion was the illumination of the fountains.
cidentally Mr.
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With the approach of the day for the assembling of the legislature of New York, the press
throughout the state shows signs of awakening to
the necessity of securing the repeal of the law
providing for the substitution of electricity for the
rope as a mode of capital punishment.
The recent deaths in New York city, due to accidental
contact with electric light wires, have also served
These accidents have
to attract attention.
shown conclusively that the new method of execution will not be an improvement on the old
and those who witnessed the terrible sufferings
of Lineman Feeks in New York will not be inclined to favor the law.
It is not to be wondered
that the advocates of the new law desire to suppress the publication of facts in connection with
electrical e-xecutions.
On this point, an exchange says: "It becomes simple and undisguised
murder on the part of the state if the people
are to know nothing of an execution beyond the
bare announcement that it has taken place. The
ignorance and stupidity of a legislature that
could enact such a measure are rarely found intrusted with the duty of making a people's laws.
The statute is illogical, absurd, ill considered
and tyrannical.

It

ought to be repealed at once.'
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importance of pushing the Chicago city
light plant to a speedy completion is
shown by the statement of Comptroller Onahan
that the gas trust's net profits from city lighting
is, at least, $7^,000, and the service is wretchedly
poor at that.
electric

When

the injunction proceeding in the case
F. Iceland against the city of Chicago
to restrain the defendant from erecting an elec^
trie light station on the Lake front, was Called
last Monday, the corporation counsel made no
defense, as it had been decided to secure a location elsewhere.
This will undoubtedly greats
ly delay the completion of the city plant, ahd
will cost the city a large amount of money.

of

Warren

At the last meeting of the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers, Thomas 1). I.ockwood
described some of the interesting features of his
recent tri]) abroad.
The paper appears in this
issue.
Mr. Lockwood first considers telegraphy
in England.
He found the system wonderfully

complete throughout the kingdom.
The business was admirably managed.
He thinks that
government ownership answers the purpose very
well in ICngland, but in the United States such
a system in his opinion would be an untiualified
evil.
Mr. I.ockwood said he was struck with the
fact that it was necessary to hunt
up electric
light installations. I'A'ery American, he thought,
would bring back with him the impression that
little was done in electric lighting in
comparison
with the amount which was undone.
Quite a
considerable space is clevoted to telephony.
In-

laws of the state of New York confer on
boards of health extraordinary powers for
the suppression of nuisances that may be dangerous to life, health and property. When the
Board of Electrical Control was enjoined from

The

local

wires of the local electric light comwas suggested that the board of health
exercise its powers. On October 15th, however,
the board of health passed resolutions declining
to interfere.
The principal objection to proceedings by the board was a provision in the
lawwhich compels it to give five days' notice
before proceeding to destroy or vacate property
that is offensive or dangerous, and it is compelled also to give a hearing, if a hearing is demanded. Another impediment is the lack of
money applicable to the purpose. On the other
hand, no preliminary injunction can be granted
against the board of health until eight days after
But there is some
service of notice of motion.
doubt among lawyers whether, under the general
law, the health board can enter the special province of the Board of Electrical Control.
The corporation counsel has expressed the
opinion that the exclusive control of electric
matters has been vested in the Board of Electrical Control, and that since the establishment
of that board, the Board of Health has no jurisdiction in the matter.
cutting
panies,

it

October
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important part in family government, in fact
the machine almost works a social revolution.
Those who are interested in the phonograph say
that the marvelous feats which are sketched so
amusingly by Mr. Bellamy are all within the limits of possibility.
They are already at work attempting to realize some of the marvels.

The

decision of Judge Day
case was argued at Rochester,,
N. Y., before the General Term of the Supreme:
Court last week. The state was represented!
by Deputy Attorney- General Post, while W.
Bourke Cochran looked after the interests ofi
Kemmler. The arguments of both attorneys'
were confined to the well-beaten track which hasbeen followed throughout the controversy. The'evidence taken before the referee was reviewed,,
the constitutionality of the law was discussed,
scientific and legal points as well as matters of
fact and conjecture were subjects of dispute and
when the learned gentlemen had concluded their
arguments, they retired, learing the judges
enough technical terms and scientific theories to
occupy their attention until Januai'y ist, when
it is expected a decision will be reactied.
The
case will undoubtedly go to the Couti! of Appeals, unless the legislature of the staSe,. im irespouse to the general demand of the people,,
repeals the law before it is reached by the' Court
in

the

appeal from the

Kemmler

of Appeals.

A St. Louis electrician who was discussing^
the subject of electric railways with a reporter-'
took the latter into his confidence to this extents
"It is an open secret that several professional'
inventors are trying to perfect a new street car
motor to combine the advantages of cable and
overhead electricity, and to do away with the
The idea is to conobjections of both systems.
struct a conduit somewhat similar to ttat used
for cables, but large enough to allow a> s-tnail
electric

motor

to

run

on

very narrow

gauge

tracks laid under ground. Each motor wrlE b©
connected with a train of cars by means o>f at
rigid coupling, which will run in a slot just as^
To make the fn-the grip of a cable car does.
vention a success, the engineer must be able to'
ride on the surface car, and yet have perfectcontrol over the motor running underground.
The difficulties are by no means appalling in
the light of recent triumphs over apparent impossibilities, but the motor will have to be very
small or the conduit would be too large to be
This is a revival of the schenne of
practicable.
running a steam locomotive in a tunnel and' having a rigid connection with the cars above. The
impossibility of constructing tunnels omider the
streets large enough to admit locomotive* kiWedi
the scheme before it was well announced, 3)ut it
believed that electricity will remove a.(ll thej
is
difficulties."

If any street railway manager in the country
questions the complete success of electric^
railways, his doubt will be removed by reading;
the proceedings of the last convention of the
American Street Railway association at MinneThat portion of the proceedings which
apolis.
relates to electric traction appears Jn this issue.
Street railway men are proverbially conservative, therefore one hardly looks for enthusiasm
The testimony however, of
in their discussions.
the delegates who had given the electric system

still

Edward Beu-amv, the author of "Looking
Backward," has just written a fanciful sketch
etititled, "With the Eyes Shut," in which he deThe
scribes an appi:oaching phonographic age,
Uses which are foUnd fot the phonograph are
hoVel ind dmuslng:
Passengers on the railway
trains are supplied with phonographic literature
so that their eyes are hot injured by reading in
The names of the Stations are
announced by phonograph in clear tones which
form a striking contrast to the incomprehensible
Mr, Belgibberish of the ordinary brakeman.
lamy describes a night's experience in a hotel.
He was startled from his dreams by the sound
of a voice.
He continues; "What had startled
me was the voice of a young woman who could
not have been standing more than ten feet from
my bed. If the tones of her voice were any
guide she was not only a young woman but a
'My dear sir,' she had
very charming one."
said, <you may possibly be interested in knowa jolting coach.

"
(luarter of three.'
that
the
discovered
terror vanished \vhen he

ing that

His

it

now waq{s

just a

voice issued from a, clock whiuh was equipped
In
with a phonographii,; announcing apparatus.
the phonographic age books are dispensed with
by the public generally. Only the de;\f makp
All others prefer to
use of the printed l^age.
listen to the reproductions of the phonograph.
Mr. Bellamy makes, '.he phonograph a.ssume an

the most extended trial, was of an enthusiastiic
They agreed that the experimentall
character.
period had been passed, and that electric motors
were incomparably the best known means off
moving street cars. If an agent of an electric,

railway company desires testinionials proving the
efficiency of the electrical system he only requires an abstract of the convention proceedThe report of the committee which invesings.
tigated electric railways gives several statements,
of the monthly earnings of companies which

have adopted electric traction. The showing is
remarkable, and the results are even better, we
think, than the most sanguine of the projectors
of electric railways would have predicted. These
figures will appeal to street railway men as nothFrom perusing the proceedings
ing else can.
hastily the impression must be gained as was
stated at the convention that the electric moto-r is
as superigj- to the cable as the cable was to tlie
horse.

—
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Notes of a Transatlantic
Thomas

Ilv

Trip.'

Lockwimih.

1).

/•'Ituftiinl /V77V71' lias hcrclofoic
as to intimate in spcnkinjj of some of my pen
they are (haiiutcrized by such a mixture
inforniatlnn ami humor as only a true born
Ainciican cuuhl |)roihH;u, yet il is a fact, as some aiuoujj
you have lon^ licen aware, that
am of ICn;;lisli paieiitaK^'
ami birih, am.1 Hvctl in Ku};tani.l for the first sixteen years
of my life.
asIl thus came about that I was more easily enabled to
similate in habit aiul tliou^ht with the Mn^lish electricians
whom bad the ]^ood fortune to meet, than is usual, and
my visit, so far as the Hritish Isles were concerned,—
though the hrst tnie in twciity-fnur years
was much like
the return ol a wanderer to bis home.
The most diflicull part ol this paper w.is the eboiee of a
suitable desij; nation ilicrcfor.
eoi^itated over many;
among others. thouj^hl for a moment of tlenominatinK it

Allhoii^'li the ICnjiIisli

been so

jjootl

prndnclifMis,
of practical

lh:tt

1

1

—

I

1

"A

to Kurope ami the Hull;" ilic Hull, of course,
playfully indicative of the domain of John of that

\'isit

beinjj
ilk

Calm contemplation, however, showed us that "I'airope
ami the Hull" were out of question; and that sueh a title
would have appeared in the Inchest dej^iee anomalous to
those wlio eonsiiier the United Kinj;dom as constituting a
p;trt

Moreover,

of I'lurope.

it

might be thought by others

time on the Continent of luirope
of it, I was not authorized to speak so
grandilo(|Uentl\' of ni\' bumble few days In l-'rance and Helgium; and inasnuich as many of my observations, for examjile those on outdoor electrical construction
are equally
applicable to continental and insular Kurope, there might
some
doubt
minds
of
be
in the
my auditors whether there
that as

I

-Spent so little

and saw so

little

—

—

was any clean cut line of difTerentiation between the two
ments of such a combination title.

ele-

Indeed, while myself considering this composite caption,
I was forcibly reminded of
a remarkable passage in the life
of the late Alfred Sniee (he who was principally known as
the inventor of the Smee battery, in which polarization
was prevented or materially retarded, by making the negative plate of

coated with finely divided platinum),

silver,

who was

one of the most able of the early eltcIricians and electro-metallurgists, and a general philosopher of high merit.
Mr. Smee. during the years 1S45 to 1S47, took a great
interest in the potato disease, and his view that the disease
was produced by the ravages of a variety of aphides e.xcited
but

really

considerable rancorous animosity and ridicule.
In a pantomime exhibited at Drury Lane, appeared the
following:
Scene— A village with shows, etc. little boy looking at
a peep show.
Showman loc|uitur "This is the aphis vastator as you
may see, very much magnified by Mr Smee." Hoy
"I'lease, sir, which is the aphis and which is the tater?"

—

—

Showman — "Whichever you like, my young investigator."
chosen the enterprising
And in the same manner had
title already referred to, my hearers might have telt disposed to inquire;
"Which is Kuropa and which is the
I

Hull?"

My

excursion, from the time 1 left home until the day of
my return, extendeil over a period of twelve weeks, minus
two (.lays. I sailed from Montreal in the steamship \'ancouver of the Uominion Line, and had a short passage and
over 4S hours of river and gulf sailing.
Passengers taking this route have a very short sea space
and a correspondingly long and delightful smooth water and
land-locked experience; they have agreater chance of seeing
icebergs, whales and porpoises; with a certainty of cooler
weather and a reasonable po-^sibility of rougher seas.
I
returned in the "'City of Rome,'' the only Anchor Line
steamer plying between Liverpool and Xew \'ork.
my arrival in I'.ngland a few days in Liver
I staiil on
pool, passed on to the Perbyshire peak distiict, then to

London, making my
headquarters not in the city, but in a most beautiful town,
Tunbridge Wells, which is an niland watering place some
Later I passed over by way
thirty mUes distant, in Kent.
of Dieppe to Haris, and after a few days there, returned to
I'".ngland through Hrussels and Antwerp.
After staying a few days more in London, I went to
Scotland, calling at the Cathedral cities of Lincoln and
York, and at the manufacturing city of Newcastle-on-Tyne.
I halted
at Edinburgh, passing on lattr to Inverness, via
Perth; and then down the Caledonian canal to Cd3sgow,an(,I
back to London, stopping en route once more at Edinburgh.
Then 1 took a side trip Irom London to Salisbun'. Hath,
Gloucester and Worcester, and again returned to London
Birmingham,

l-'rom

thence

1

went

to

I'inally I started from London to Chester, a
most charmingly antiquated walled city, visited some of the
North Wales watering places, inspected the medkvval
castles of Lonway and Carnarvrm, climbed Snowilon, sailed
from Holyhead to Dublin, took railway to Cork, passing
the celebrated HIarney castle and stone, spent a day at
Killarney, and took ship at nueenstown.
My visit was not a business trip, and I made no attempt

via (.Oxford.

to

combine pleasure and business, but

hardly necessar\'
eyes shut; and that

it

is

with my
when anything electrical came before me, I had no hesitaHowever, my observation in making observations on it.
tions were somewhat desultory, and ray account of them
will necessarily also partake of that character.

say that

to

I

did not travel

TELF.r.RArHY.

saw little of
London, where

interest

I

I

lost

in

telegraphy until my arrival in
in looking up \Villiam 1 1.

no time

IVeecc. the well-known electrician of the Hritish telegraphs,
whose urbanity and good nature were as usual far above
par.
By his favor I was able to inspect the central telegraph station, which is located in an immense building in
St. Martins Le Grand, just opposite the general postoffice
building proptr.
1

Keail befiire the

York, nctotjer

15, UsSl*.

American

liistHute

of Kleclrical Eneiiiet'rs.

New

was placed In the care of Mr. <'oopcr, a genial gentleman, chaigeil to a high potential with UHcfiil information,
and in his conip.iny paid my respects to M. C. KlMchcr, the
I

cotitiitlli'i

of the eenlial station,

Mr. l''iM')K-r, Willi whom
had had Home prevloim acquaintance during his visit tii America in 1877, made Htrcnuous elTorts to recollect me, ami think succeeded, although
am not sure. Hut if his recollection was not perfect, il
I

I

1

was

at least

a

good imitation, and

ilid

with the cordial reception which

terfere

the leant Inreceived at hlH

not In
I

hands.

The London

operating rortm, or rooms, is an immense
had a most exaltetl opinion of the sl/e
of the Wcsli-in t'nion room in New \'oTk, but the Lonilon
room was a decided revelation.
noticed ,1 very peculiar
effect there.
When lirst introduced a good sized room
Idled with operators, or more properly telegraphists, and
apparatus dawned upon my vision, and lofjether with Mr.
Cooper and the snperinlemlent in charge,
wandered
through it; but near the end we sutldeniy turn ;i corner.
and another vista as wide and long as the lirst, appears,
which .'tgain we traverse only to liiid once more as we a|>proach its farthest limit, that a third vast expanse ties before
us, and so on apparently for half a do/en successive limes.
Then
was led upstairs where a similar succession tA
rooms was exhibited to my bewildered ga/c.
Morse instruments, both sounder and ink writer, were
there to be found.
The single needle also appeared to hold
lleretiilou-

arr.'iir.

I

I

I

I

its

own, and

1

saw snmtthing new

to

me,

viz

telegraphists

,

reading by soimd from the click of the single needle as
vibrateii

from one side to the other, striking

its

it

limiting

stop.

With respect to the Morsi,
do not think the average
transmission is as fast as is the American average, nor del
think it possible to achieve extremely rapid sending with the
heavy keys generally in U'-e.
1 was greatly interns ed with the way in which the Delany
multiplex has been taken up by the Hritish telegraphic
authorities.
It may have been
in some degree improved
and modified, and I understfod that the number of circuits
simultaneously worked successfully, were not as great as
had been hoped for, but still it was in use; its use was in
creasing, it was doing good work on lines of considerable
length, and the operators liked it.
Upon making inquiries about the Wheatstone automatic,
it was to be noted that while
authorities united in enthusiastic praise of its qualifications as a fast telegraph in ail
cases where the matter transmitted was to be received in
duplicate or in multiple such as news; the praise was by no
means so emphatic with respect to its ordinar)' use as a
means of transmission for business messages, as so much
time was required to be taken up in the preliminary measure of punching.
The Pneumatic Dispatch branch of the London station
is on an eciual scale of immensity, and in fact is one of the
great features of
-ondon telegraphy.
Throughout the
length and breadth of the land 1 found civility and prompt
of
attention in the matter
receiving and delivering telegrams.
Early and late
tested the telegraphic service, and found it
up to the mark.
I

1

I

It is, 1 believe, a regulation that all telegrams are to be
prepaid by stamps; the said stamps in all cases to be affixed
by the sender.
The former of these piovisions is no doubt
invariably carried out, but as the latter is not always, I
cannot speak positively as to either.
As a matter of fact was rarely required toaflix my own
stamps in te'egraph oflices in large cities, whereas the letter
of the law was fully carried out at small places, the principle being, I suppose, at these places, to make up in formality for what was lacking in amount of business.
The facilities for telegraphy in the Unitetl Kingclora are
wonderfu'ly complete, and I found no place too small for
a telegraph otiice; moreover, in my opinion, telegraphy is
there cheap, in spile of the fact that the address and signature has to be counted in and paid for.
The tbnamo does not appear to be employed as a source
of telegraphic currents, and here I think the Hritish telegraph system is a little behind the times. \'et, as far back
as 1S73. I understand that Mr. I'reece experimented with
the Crramme machine for this purpose, but fount! it loo
unsteady for the Wheatstone automatic instruments.
There are 2,300 cells of battery in use a' the central
station in London, and 220 circuits are supplied by accumulators.
1

Do I approve of the telegraphs being owned by the gov
ernment? In a monarchy, whether limited or absolute,
liecause the government is permanent and usually
yes.
stable.
It answers well in England; it is cheap and good.
Hut does it pay? Well, if you consider that the agencies of
a government should be administered for the people's l)enefit, I think it does.
Hut for a republic, at least one like ours,
in which radical and sweeping changes of administration
occur at frequent intervals,

I

am

clearly of the

impression

government ownership would be an uni|ualihed evil.
doubt a government control leads to a superabumlance

that a

No

re(.l tape;
to the ridiculously excessive formalities of the
"Circumlocution tXVice;" and to extreme conser\alism. It
also acts as a damp sheet upon invention.
Vet in spite of
these tendencies, the telegraphs of the Hritish Isles are, I
think, on the whole better managed and better manned, than

of

they would be by one or more corporations; and the question of remunerativeness seems to me quite of a secondarjcharact^er, since even though the telegraph departnent be
not profitable, it seems at least evident that the people arc
enjoying a lower rate, than they would under other circumstances be entitled to or receive.
The rigid rule of discipline was. however, well illustrated
in an attempt which I made to see the telegraph ot^ce at
Birmingham, but where I was told that they would have to
write to London for permission to allow my visit.
I could
not wait the exchange of correspondence and thus have not
as yet seen the telegraph oftice there.
It seems the telegraph department does not use its wires at all on office
business, but employs the mail altogether, the wires being
reserved exclusively for paid business.

»
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lom niy iKjiiit of «igtil a« an elcctrital
diHapjKtinied to tind that electric Mfrcl lit(K
paraiivcly <i|K-ukin[£, klill a Ihinif of the (ut ..> .,
over the KinKiloni.
that clcrlrlc li((hlirtte \% not
done, but lh»l v) lilllrof what ran Iw donr f% mto
I

Nm

*(tead of

havlnjc electric

lllumij.

iMrlnjc

In.:

have it, we have, so to H|irak,
There arc a number of ccnlr:i
but l.4jridon Ih afi ininn-nsily and iiii^;hi outbid iit^ii) iitotc,
and yet electric lighting wouM Ik: ron«piruou^ by \\%
|i..o^.,„
paneity.
Vou may, for example, walk ibf
and Oxford •ttrccl« and %cc tincK of j^torion
electrically; you may goto GriMVcnor y^,t.
n
thr hislorlcaf itluminatirm ihcrc; and you may .•( -..itiou«
factories see ihal the electric lijfht \% for thin cUkU of work
'<

1.

i

*

I

being exieiniivcly cniployi-d.
Tlie (ircai Western Kailway station at I'adtlinglon i«
lighted up by loo arc lam|>% and an inhnily of imandrvrnt
hairpins; and many seaside resorts know of^thc eleclrie light;

while at ((i.isgowand Liverpool arecrntral lighting st^ii'ms
of high capacity, but in spite of all this, yoM rrmnot help
frirmiiig an<l bringing home t(ie impressif>n
<-,
been but lillle done in comparis/jn with the in
r,i
which remains undone in this branch of ehi.
tion.
The truth is that the Hritish public sccin^ lu ha«c
had a surfeit of electric lighting companies at an early dale,
with all that an electric lighting company implied in (be
years 1878 to 1882 and has of late years had no wish totakc
a second dose.
As a telephone electrician. I felt disposed lo congratulate the telephone and telegraph [>cople thai they had cv
capcd the horrors of burned out central stations and
disturbed circuits.
Such lighting companies as may hereafter undertake to
occupy this field are also to becongratubtcd that ihcy will
have the several years' experience of others, and all of ihc

many improvements which have been produced in apparatus
and insulation to profit by.
1 think that
municipalities in
England will themselves shortly take up this matter. In
no case. I am sure, will "undertakers' wire" or the reckles<i
class of construction which we have too often seen in this
land of liberty be tolerated.,
Isol.ited house lighting is, however, well advanced.
In(piiries whicT
made proved that this branch of incandescent electric lighting which has ovcrllowed upon the
steamships and boats, is very popular.
In the several examples of it. which came under my personal notice, the
electricity is drawn from secondary batteries, which arc
duri g tbe day charged by a dynamo.
dining with W. 11. Preccc at bis
I had the happiness of
house at Wimbledon, and of examining his lighting pUnt.
He uses the secondary cells of the Electrical Power StorThe plates are formed of a leaden grid,
age company.
I

the perforations of the positive plate being filled originally
with minium, while those of the negative plate are filled
with litharge.
The charging dynamo was run by a gas en
gine, and I'reece informed me that it cost him exactly as
much for gas as il did when he used the gas for illuminating purposes, while he had a much greateramount of light.
I
am bound to state that in my opinion the light w.-is su[»crb.
being apparently softer and more ecjuable than when operated directly from the dynamo.
While upon this subject I may state that I also had tbe
ple:isure of inspecting the beautiful laboratory and work
shop of Sir David Salomons at lEroomhilt. Tunbridge Wells.
Sir David is a wealthy amateur who has made the realm of
secondary batteries peculiarly his own. and who has written
a textb'^ok on their construction and care, which, if not absolutely faultless, is certainly the most useful and practtial
work on the subject in existence. lie has a pair of fine
compound steam engines and several dynamos, these being
connected with the prime motors by leather link belts of

American manufacture.

A

great number of storage cells. sc\'eral hundred I should
judge, and in prime condition, are located in a side room
floored with gla/ed tile, the entire floor sloping to one side
In the machine shop I saw
for purposes of drainage.
some of the finest machine tools that my eyes have ever
fallen upon, lathes, drills, planers, sharpers and so forth,
and it was particularly noticeable that each machine was
provided with its own electromotor.
All of the motors
were of the Elwell-Tarker make.
Upon a shelf in the laborator)' clVice were a few well-chojen books, among which
I noticed the last bound volume of the proceedings of
this
institute.

Sir David uses these motors for ever)* conceivable pur
pose, furnishing electric light and power for his entire
establishment, and while I was there electricity wa? em
If an electrician, whose hean is
ployed in making butter.
in his work, is ever justified in cherishing cD>'y in his
bosom, il is when visiting such a place as that of Sir David
Salomons, and he has my heartiest acknowledgments for
the kind way in which he allowed me to inspect the same.
though himself absent.
I saw throughout my travels little in the motor tine. c\
cepi those to which I have referred but I am informed that
the use of electromotors in Britain is already great, and is

rapidly increasing.

TELEIHONV

The chief centers of good work in t Icphony arc Daodcc.
Glasgow. Liverpool London, Edinburgh. Manchester and
Itirmingh.im.
The fact that I mei lion Birmingham last,
shows that no attempt at classification has been made. I
could not inspect the Liverpool central station, as I happened to be there only during holidays, when the authorities were all absent, end for lack of time. I was unable to
visit Manchester at all. but I saw a good deal of the Liver
pool outside construction, and I heard enough about Manchester to assure myself that the installation was par
excellence.
Many of >*ou will be

aware that three of the principal

telephone companies in England, viz., the Cniied. the
National and the I^ncashire and Cheshire have recently
joined their forces under the name of the National Tckphone company, Limited-
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This company has now taken charge of the London Exchange, where .1 was rather surprised to find that there
were already more than 7,000 subscribers.
There nearly all lines were built over the housetops, with
tubular iron fixtures of a construction, beautiful and light
peculiar feature of this London
construction was that the wires of a roule were as a rule all
strung in a vertical plane, there being very few cross-arms.
This made a very symmetrical appearance, but it struck me
that it was hardly a sufficient utilization of a route, or, as
This, however, was
the Britons say, of the "way leave."
the work of the United company, and I think was not in
accordance with the judgment of the engineer of that
company, who remains in the same capacity with its suc-

and

yet strong.

Aveiy

postoffice department charges the telephone companies a regular royalty, it having been legally decided that
the telephone is a "telegraph" within the meaning of the

The

The postmaster

general

the action of the companies
them were competitive, but

apparently does not like
although none of

in uniting,

working

in distinct territories
There is no doubt, however, that he fears that the
capitalization will unnecessarily enlarge and will be a big
bite for the

all

government mouth whenever, and

if

ever, pur-

chase maybe decided upon.
It does not seem to me hkely that the postmaster general
will take any steps to harass the companies, nor do I believe that the postofiice telegraph department will care for
a long time to come to trouble itself with telephony, and it
is my opinion that the remaining telephone companies will
soon in turn be absorbed or otherwise unite with the
National company.
Long line telephone work in Great Britain is, of course,
limited by the size of the island, and by the peculiar relaI found very good talktive position of the large towns.
ing between Birmingham and the several towns of Sheffield,

Derby and Nottingham; between Glasgow and Edinburgh
and Dundee; and especially fine from Sunderland to points
upward of a hundred miles distant. For these latter disIn London
tances circuits had to be artificially made up.

No
there are necessarily many central telephone stations.
one who has not seen and studied London can form an idea
of its vastness, and by reason of this vastness there will always be (notwithstanding the manifest excellencies of centralization) a plurality of central stations connected by
trunk lines, mainly converging to a principrnl trunk station,
but supplemented by a sufficient number of trunks between
such central stations as are adjacent to e-rh other. Yet I
should say that there are at present too many central stations, and that they are too close together, and I am under
the impression that the present management thinks so too,
and will condense closely grouped central offices considerably.
In Scotland I found a regular multiple switch-board in
the Glasgow central station, which was the most American
In
looking central station which I have seen anywhere.
Glasgow, also, a "nickel in the slot" toll box has been devised, and is largely used at public stations, a penny or a
certain number of pennies being the local charge, and a sixpence or more the trunk line or out of town charge. The
operator can tell by peculiar sound signals automatically
given by the passage of a coin or coins whether the proper
amount is dropped in, and if not the machine simply absorbs what has been put in and does not grant the desired
accommodation.
Regular subscribers have a check key
which operates the apparatus without requiring the electrodeposition of a coin.
This machine is well spoken of, and
is said to give satisfaction. In some other parts of England
these boxes are also used, and non-subscribers to the exchange may purchase a Ircal check key for the purpose of
using at any time the public station without having to pay
every time.
It may be of interest to state that at everv
railway station in England the "nickel in the slot," or
rather the "copper in the slot" machine applied to a variety
The weighing machine is the most
of uses, is to be found.
popular, but the electrical shocking machine is a close second.

The best working long lines which I found were without
doubt those belonging to the Northern District Telephone
company. This company is in charge of C. B. Clay, of
Sunderland; the lines are new and are built of the latest
model.
In Newcastle, all lines, both telfgraph and telephone,
which arc owned by the government are underground.
They work very well and the government telephone system
there is ably managed by A. \V. Ileaviside, who based his
telephone exchange upon a pro-telephone exchange, actually in existence in Newcastle and operating dial telegraphs long before the telephone exchange was thought
of.

In Edinburgh, though nearly all wires were overhead,
they were so symmetrically arranged as to be hardly noticed.
A. R. Bennett, who is general manager of the Ed-

inburgh district, looks also after Dundee, Galashiels, Dumfries and many other towns.
The above remarks apply
alike to the government construction in Great Britain,
France and Belgium, and to the construction of telephone
companies.
The only underground telephone line work which I
found was the well known Paris sewer work and the government telephone exchange wires at Newcastle-upon^
Tyne; but the National 'telephone company is beginning

some underground wires in Birmingham.
At Birmingham I also noticed some little pole work, and
was both amusing and instructive to see that, wherever
possible, the poles were modestly planted close to the
gable end of a block of buildings, or inside of a high
to lay
it

cessor.

statute.

October

or the tele|)honc itself invented

The National Telephone company is fortunate in having
men as Messrs Bennett, Coleman, Jackson, Phillips,
and as fai as possible emplo}s men trained by

such

Sinclair,

previous education and experience, to be equally efficient
in a business and technical capacity.
As to electrical construction outside I may say without
hesitation, that the average is far above ours, whether telegraphic, telephonic or otherwise.
'J'he poles are no longer
than are necessary, are uniformly well trimmed and
painteii, and above all. are well stayed.
Mile alter mile
I have ridden
on a railway both in England and on the
Continent and found every pole "stayed," or, as we would
say, "guytd."
The cross-arms are usually short, and project alternately a greater distance to one side or the other,
(hat is the upper cross arm may carry two insulators on the
right side of the pole and but one on the left, while the
next will reverse that, two being on the left and one en
the right, and so on.
I'he telephone companies had much
housetop construction, but ihe same system of staying prevailed, so that the construction was superb, even though
the roofs were all of the pitched variety.
In Sunderland
only, and the other towns where the Northern Di-trict
Telephone company holds sway arc to be found long crossarms a la American, the idea having been imported by
Mr. Clay, who visited the United States a year or two ago
and who is a manager of the most progressive type.

fence, or in the corner of a vacant lot, so as to attract
little notice as possible.
I
found that silicon bronze wire was well thought
throughout the several territories which I visited, and
general use.
It can be made of a conductivity nearly

as
of
in

as

high as copper, while it is tougher; and it is much belter
for telephone work than iron, because not only is the conductivity higher, but it possesses a much lower co-efficient

One telephone span

saw in the south of England crossthe Dartmouth harbor which v;as cerI

ing the opening of
tainly not much less than half a mile in length.
I venture
the prophecy that in the near future we shall use silicon

bronze here in the United States much more than heretofore we have done.
In France I visited of course the Expos-ition, and met
Messrs. Abdank-Abakanowicz and Berthon, both old
friends.
The finest electiical affair &bout the Exposition,
to my mind, was the way in which the gieat fountain was
illuminated in kaleidoscopic colors. every night.
This has,
of course, often been done before, but never, I think, so
perfectly or on such a scale.
The success of the installation is due to Mr. Aylmer, who has had it in charge.
I stood in the tower and admired and then I went down
through the tunnels and stood beneath the fountain, where
the arc lights were reflected through colored screens and
through the plate glass floor, and marveled and admired
sti
more, especially when I saw how the levers arranged
in the tower like those of the Pennsylvania railway signal
tower worked pneumatically the screen mechanism below,
and kept an ever-changing succession of beautiful colors
1

and all this apparently, so
crowd could see, working itself; for there was
manifest link between the operating tower and the
different fountain jets;

far as the

no

fountain.

The Exposition telephone station as arranged by L.
Berthon was a sight in itself, with its multiple switch-board,
its closets for private communication, its samples of fine
electrical apparatus made by the Societe Generale des
Telephones, and its apparatus and circuit arrangements for
receiving operatic performances and reissuing them for the
numerous auditors.
Long telephone lines stretch from Paris to Havre, Lille,
Bruxelles, Lyons and Marseilles, and work admirably.
These are chiefly of copper and are arranged in metallic

delectation of

circuits.

Mr. Berthon, the managing engineer of the Societe
Generale des Telephones, told me that his company while
sparing no effort to ktep up its efficiency, had for some
little time been lying on its oars in view of the possible
purchase of its telephonic property by the government.
And, as you are aware, the government has since decided
to acquire this property, and has in fact taken possession
of it, which action, I believe, to be an unfortunate one,
alike for the government, the society and the ptople.
Of course the great Edison exhibit with its 9,000 feet of
floor space was a tremendous affair, and, although it would
naturally impress the observer without any extraneous aid,
it is fair to say that its merits were literally hammered into
the visitor's mind by the able enthusiast who had it in
charge.
This, together with the surprisingly fine exhibit made by
the Thorn son- Houston company in association with the
Thomson Electric Welding company, and also ihe unique
historical exhibit made by the American P>ell Telephone
company, fully redeemed the electrical section from any
participancy in the otherwise too true charge that the share
of America in the great exposition was comparatively insignificant.

The compound engines, built by Messrs. Davey, Paxman Co., of Colchester. England, to run the dynamo for
iS:

lighting the fountain tower, and exhibition, were an interesting sight to me.
I was delighted to watch their fine
and speedy regulation as the requiiements varied
The

young man who was running them, was a rising electrician,
U. D. Wilkinson, the same who succeeded Mr. Kenneliy
in the authorship of the series of electrical measurement
published by the London Electrician.
Mr. Wilkinson, believing it right to give himself a practical intimacy with all branches of electrical engineering,
was taking this method of doing so, and illustrating the
English tendency to carry out to the (ullest extent the

articles lately

maxim "Whaisoever thy hand findeth to do, do
with thy mi^ht."
I was favored by Messrs. Siemens Bros. & Co
by permission to visit their works at Charlton. Woolwich.
There

scriptural
it

,

found aciive work going on in all branches of eltctric^l
manufacture, but the most new and interesting feature to
me was the submarine cable work which I witnessed in
various stages.
This I could not avoid reflecting, is the
one branch of electrical work in whicli Britain is practically
without competition.
Here I met I'rank Jacob, the elec
trician of the Siemens company; a remarkably able and
intelligent man, and the inventor of one of the earliest systems of multiple telephony and combined telephony and
telegraphy.
A most interesting feature of the Siemens
works is the testing room, where every foot of cable is
tested during the process of manufacture.
Immediately
across the river and thus an opposition physically as well
I

is

the rival cable establishment of

Silver-

Speaking of manufactories, brings to mind that the
tendency of the British business public to consolidations
(or amalgamation as it is mercurlally termed) after having
swept over all the breweries, distilleries, and gas companies
within reach, and after having touched the telephone companies, is now exerting itself upon the electrical manufacturing interests, as evidenced by the fact that all of the storage battery companies and electric railway companies have
amalgamated to form "The Electric Construction Corporation, limited," and that the various Woodhouse and Rawson manufacturing companies have also consolidated into
a large joint stock corporation.

While in Birmingham, and engaged in visiting the Iccal
went to see Aston Hall, the free museum of the
town.
In one of the many interesting rooms there, I observed on exhibition, an old fashioned large magnetic machine designed, as an inscription thereon informed me, for
lions, I

use in electroplating.
Upon close inspection. 1 found it to
be the first magneto machine ever designed for that purpose; namely, that made and patented in 1842 by Stephen
This machine was presented to the museum,
J. Woolrich.
by Thomas Prime & Son, electro-metallurgists of Bir-

mingham
Passing through the

of self induction.

upon the

as commercially,
town.

26,

cathedrals and abbeys of Great
of Sir Joseph Porter, K. C. B.,
swelled with pride, to note how these buildings and their
precincts were made Into a species of mundane Valhalla,
where the worthies of the nation, distinguished in war,
science, or literature were immortalized, and their memories treasured, for the example and encouragement of their
countrymen, and as a mark of appreciative acknowledgment of their services rendered to their country.
In Westminster Abbey I remarked the tombstone of William Spottiswoode, electrician and philosopher, while in
the abbey and churchyard of Melrose, I noticed respectively
the graves of Michael Scott, and Sir David Brewster, one
of the friends of True Thomas the Rhymer, of Ercildoun.
and the scientist par excellence of the fourteenth century:
the other one of the more fortunate wizards of the nineteenth century; Michael in his day was called a "wizard,"
Britain,

my

bosom,

like that

but would probably now be called an electrician.
In conclusion, I desire to say that the cordial and fraternal
manner in which everywhere I was received by electricians,
and by those interested in electrical development, and the
hearty hospitality which I received, merit and receive on
my part the profoundest appreciation and the warmest reciprocal feelings of kindliness.
Never from the moment
that I set my feet on European shores, until the moment
of departure, had I any need to feel that I was a stranger
in a strange land

American Street Railway Convention

at

Minneapolis.
The eighth annual meeting of the American Street Railway association was held at the West Hotel, Minneapolis,
October i6th.

The

following were in attendance at the convention:

Frank E. Peiit, auditor, Augusta & Summerville Railroad company, Augusta, Ga. ;Wm. Richardson, president,
Wm. J. Rlchardton, secretary, and John G. Jenkins,
director. Atlantic Avenue Railroad company, Brooklyn. N.
Y. John N. Partridge, president, Bionklvn City & Newtown Railroad company, Brooklyn, N. V.; George W.
Van Allen, president, and Charles E. Harris, superintendent, New Williamsburgh & Flatbush Railroad company,
Henry H. Windsor, secretary, and
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Thos. C. Pennington, treasurer, Chicago City Railway
company, Chicago, 111.; John Harris, superintendent. Cincinnati Street Railway company, Cincinnati, O.; George B.
;

;

Kerper, president, Mt. Adams &: Eden Park Inclined RailCincinnati, O.; A. Everett, president. East
Cleveland Railroad company, Cleveland. O. J. B. Hanna.
secretary. Woodland Avenue & West Side Street Railroad
Ezra Bimm. vice-president.
company, Cleveland. O.
Wayne & Fifth Street Railroad company, Dayton, O.;
Henry A Sage, president, Easton, South Easton & West
Easton Passenger Railway company. Easton, Pa. W.
College
Kellogg,
secretary,
City Railway company.
Cialesburgh. III.; J. C. Shaffer, president. Citizens' Street
Railroad company, Indianapolis, Ird.
George E. C.
Johnson, president, Lafayette Street Railway company,
Lafayette, Ind.
C J. Ernst, secretary, Lincoln Street
Railway company, Lincoln, Neb.; H. H. Littell, manager,
and J. B. Speed, director, Louisville City Railway company, Louisville, Ky. Winfield Smith, president, and A.
W. Lynn, superintendent. Cream City Railroad comoany,
Milwaukee, Wis.; Robert K. Warren, president, Mobile
Street Railway company. Mobile. Ala.; Samuel C. Hart,
president, Union Street Railway company, New Bedford,
Mass George Green, president, Forty-second Street & G
Street Ferry Railroad company. New York City; Benjamin
Flagler, president, Arthur Schoellkopf, treasurer, and
Frederick Doan, superintendent, Niagara Falls & Suspension Biidge Railway company. Niagara Falls, N. Y.;
Francis M. Eppley. president, Orange Crosstown & B.
Railway company. Orange, N. J.; Thto. P, Bailey, secretary, (Htawa Electric Street Railway company, Ottawa,
Hall, president, and J. D. Hall, director. Fort
111.; J. H
Clark Horse Railway company, Peoria, III.; Thomas C.
Barr, president. People's Passenger Railway and Lombard
Railway companies, Philadelphia. Pa.;
iV South Street
John (^. Adams, secretary, Citizens' Passenger Railway

way company,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

company, Philadelphia, Pa.; Jesse Metcalf, piesident, and
R. Bartlett, general manager. Union Railroad company,
Providence, R. L; Benjamin F. t)wen, president, and
John A. Rigg, superintendent, Reading City Passenger
Railway company, Reading, Pa Charles Odell. president,
and R. 11. Brown, director. Naumkeag Street Railway
company. Salem, Mass.; James F. Peavey, president, and
Y H, Peavey, vice president. S'oux City Street Railway
company, .Sioux City, la.; Robert McCulloch, general
manager, Citizens', Cass Avenue and Bellefontaine Rail-

J.

;

.

roads

St.

Louis,

Mo

;

Charles Green,

president, People's

i

-

;

Ocloher

."6,
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Railway comijany, St. I.nuis, Mo.; .1. S. Miiiiiry, secre!•".
I'.
It.irr, vlcfSoiUhcni Railway, Si. l.oiiis, Md.
supLTinlcndcnl. St. I'aiil t'ily
prcsiilcnl. and A. I.. Scdll
Nornian It, Kc.irn.
Railway company, St. I'aiil, Minn
prcsitlunt, A. K. I.anji, vice-presitk-nt. ami Win. K. ilalc,
treasurer, Toleilo C'onsoliiiateil Street Railway company,
*roIeiio. ().; C. S. Cjceil, piX'siiJenl, ami I-:. II'. LiltlelirM.
superintundenl, Toptka ( ily Railway company, Topek.-i.
Kar).; Lewis I'erriiic, jr., inanaKcr, Trenlon lloise RailIVarsnn, presiieo. \V.
road cuinpany, Trenton. N. J
Ilea II,
dent, A. A. Wilson, vice-picsidcnl, ami Roller
director, MetropdUtan Railroad company, Washington, l>

tary,

;

;

;

<

t

(1,;II. Ilnrl,

president,

Was'dnnton \ Ceor^elown

Rail

road conipany. \V;tshin^ion, 0. ('.; John Jones, director,
general fnan.ij^cr, Wihnin^;ton
and I'alwin W.
leald.
1

City Railway tonip:iny, Wilniinj»ton. 'el. ( lia'i. It. I'ralt,
president, and II. S. Seeley. treasurer, Worcester Consolidaled Street Railway coin(>any, Worcester, Mass.; Waller
('..
lowey, superintendent, ( Irani! Street \ Newtown
Thos. J. ICvaiis, director,
Railroad, Urooklyn, N. ^'
( tnialia \
C. R. (Railway company, ()iTiali;i, Neb.; W. J.
I'.roadwell. Kansas City, Mo
l>. 1*'.
I'!dwards, president,
(Ieo !'. tlund, vice presitlenl, ami W.W. ("arjiill, director,
Railway company. l.aCrosse, Wis. R.
l.a( "rosse Street
Citi/eiis'
I). Appenson, stiperinlendent, l.ittle Rock and
I

;

iiX

now he frcrd ihc mule'" The inagniiude of ihc intcrcnl wc
represent, <vrn under the slow movement by ImrwH, when
c(jmpared with the p.'l^^cnge^ tr.dfic of the !ileam rallroadn,
is almost beyond conception.
The steam railwavt of ihc
United Stalls. I'nring the year i88H, carried .|5i mlllionH
of passengers; while ihe street railwayn of New York Hiatc
alone carried over ^fxi millions, and ihN with nearly 2fX)
millions carried Ity the elevated roads of New Vork City,
makes the total street railway tralllc of New \'ork state mh)
millions in excess of nil the steam railway paftnenger traffic
of the I'nited Stales.
With the new hystcms, the carrying
capacity, by the Increased facilities, anti the rapid moveThe travel is inment of the cars, is more than trebled.
creasetl in the same ratio.
Lines are cxlcn<led to siil)tirt)an
tow[is and villages, many miles distant from the clly thai
they lie adjacent to,
All this has been made pouiihlc by
rapid transit."

KxK( tmvi: Committkk's RKi-Mkr.
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The

executive committee,

"i hiring the

last

;

;

Railway companies, l.itlle Rock Ark.; Charles Williams,
president, ami (Ieo. II Knnwies, general manager. Manchester Street Railway company, Manchester, N. II.; (Ieo.
II.
Knowles, presiilent, Nashua Sircet Railway conv
Nashu:i,
N. 11.; C. K.
I'arcell
superintenpany,
I'la
dent. T.ampa Street Railway comp.iny, Tampa.
Leslie 11. Thomas, secretary. Tene llanie Street Railway
company, Terrc Haute, ml.; T.
Connelly, treasurer,
.and John .V Akarman, general manager, Newark A: Klizalu'th Horse Railroail company,
l'".li/abelli, N. J,; Amos F.
lirced, president, and K. K. Oliver, secret.aiy,
Lynn i^:
Boston R-ailroad company, Hoston. Mass I). II. Sweetser, treasurer, h'ast Middlesex Railroad company. Roston.
Mass I'.dward Reardon. director. K. II. ^l<lnks. ^'eneral
manager, and Louis ITingst, master mechanic West I'.nd
Street Railway conipany. Hoston, Mass.; IL M. Thompson, secretary. Wm. N. Morrison, superintendent. I>. Stdlivan, superintendent, ami .Andrew Murphy, trackmnster,
Ihooklyn City Railroad company. Itrooklyn. N V.; Henry
M. Watson, president. RulTalo Street Railroad company,
and secretary RulTalo Last Side Street Railway company.
(I. Ceo.
Rrowning, treasurer, Camden
ItnlTalo, N. \'
Horse Railroad company, ("amdcn, N. J.; IL IL l.ittell,
prisitlent. and H. M. Litlell, i^eneral manager, Cincinnati
Inclinetl I'lane Railway company. Cincinnati, (>,; Henry
Martin, president. Ml. Auburn Railway company. Cincinnati. O.; Charles Hathaway. Jr., superintendent. St. (.'lair
Street Railway. Cleveland, (>.; J. N. I'artridge, director.
Christopher ^V Tenth S-rect Railroad company. New \'ork
City; (Ieo. Hullock, general manager. South Covington iV
Cincinnati Street Railway conipany, Covington,
Ky.
Charles H. Clegg, tlirector Dayton Street Kadroad (ompany, Haylon. ().; Samuel Hill, president. A. S Chase,
secretary, Hulutli Street Railway company, Huluth, Mmn.;
Wm. H. Sinclair. | resident, Galveston City Railway company, Calveston. Tex.; Wm. H. Sincl.dr, president, and
H. V. Mact'-regor, vice-president. Houston Cily Street
Railway company.
louston, Tex.; Thos. W. Stevens,
director. Steinway iV Hunter's Point Railroad company.

in

its

speaking

report,

of

electricity, said:

few years each succeeding year has seen
more rapidly than any other motive
to our notice; and this h.is been *s-

electricity progress far

power

that has

eome

!',

;

;

;

haps as much in the fact that it is an altogether unknown
most of us, and wholly unilerstnod by no one.
;is in the known fact of its adaptability to so many forms of
usefulness, all conducing to the comfort and well being of

<)uantity lo

the

human

race.

and lighted by

The

sight of

:i

car

propelled, signaled

most attractive not only to a
street railway man but loevtry one who has occasion to
ride in the car.
To no one dtpartmci t of our business has
so much attention been paid, during the Last year especialAt best wu have come lo
ly, as to that of motive power.
regard the street railway :is a machine by which horses are
altogether too rapidily used up; and for reasons of humanity, if for no other, the managers of street railw.ijs feel that
they should do all in their power to substilule some other
motive power for ihal of animals.
If, and when, it is practicable to do this at a much lefs cost, to say nothing of the
greater satisfaction in operation, it is manilcj-tly our duty to
do so."
Thomas C. Itarr of the committee appointed to report
on electric railways presented the following re|)oit:

Long Island City, N. V.; J. It. Speed, director. Ctnlral
Passenger Railway conipany, Louisville. Ky R. Senimes,
superintendent. Citizens' Railroad company. Memphis.
Tenn.; Henry C. Payne, vice-president, Milwaukee City
Thomas Lowry,
Railway conipany, Milwaukee, Wis
president, C- C. Goodrich, vitc-president. L. IL Center,
secretary,
D. W. Sharpe, superintendent, Minneapolis
Street Railway company, Minneapolis, Minn
Chas Odell,
.

;

;

W. It. I-'erguson, superintendent, K. P Shaw,
and K. Sumner, secretary. Newburyport ^V Amesbury Horse Kailroatl company, Newburjport. Mass.;
Densmore Wyman. vice president, C. P. N. iS: K, R. Railroad company. New \'ork City; Wm. Richardson, director.
Dry Hock, K. It. \ It. Railroad conipany. New ^'ork
City; J. K. Rartlett. vice-president. Pawtucket Street Railway company, Pawtucket, R. L; John G Holmes, presipresident,
director,

C

dent, ('iti/ens' Traction conipany, Pittsburgh, Pa.; C. C.
Wooilworth, secretary, Rochester City ^: P.. Railroad company, Rochester, N. \.; Chas. Clemin^haw, president.

l.ansingburgh Railroad company, Troy, N. ^'.;
Troy
Chas. White, president, .\ndrew Glass, superintendent,
Capitol N. O. St. i\: S. \\". Railway company, Washington, 1). (". II. Hurt, president and 1. T. Ounlop. director,
I.S;

(

;

Washington

iS;

Georgetown

Railroat.1

conifiany,

Washing-

ton, 1> C.

Pkksident's Address.

The president's address containeil the lollowmg:
"Phe past year has been one of changes in the motive
power of

street railways

Rapid

transit

is

in

demand, and

it great progress has been
made in the advanceof street railway traiPic, great prosperity to the cities
receiving its benefit, and lo the companies that have
adopted it. Kleclricity and cable power aie the syst'ms

through

ment

coming

into general use. with the former in the lead.
The
overhead electric system has thus far been demonstrated to
practical;
it
be the most
but
is the hope and wish
of everjstreet railway manager that tbe system will be superseded,
and that the motor of the future, be it electricity, gas. air,
steam, or some other power, must and will be a motor independent of a central plant or a wire circuit. The demand
for such a motor has enlisted capital and labor of a quantity
and (piality that is certain to bring about the desired result
within a very short period.
The horse and mule have been
our faithful allies: they have nobly done their share in en-

abling us to build up cities and towns, and to establish
therein a service which has added much to the happiness,
comfort and prosptnty of all classes.
In return for their
faithful service, we propose to emancipate them, and return
them to the farms from whence they came; or, in the language of the negro who. for the tirst time saw the electric
car. when he exciaimed "White man freed the darkey first.

electricity

is

CciNIXrioNS Nei-'FSSARV TO THE SUCCESS

nl'

Ei.ECIKIC

Raii.wavs.
^'our commiltee appointed to report upon "The Conditions Necessary to the I'inancial Success of I'^ectriciiy as a
Motive Power," begs leave lo submit the following: The
"l-",ieciricitj' as a
Motive Power," has been the
absorbing topic before our meetings for the past two

subject of
all

years,

and only now are we ab'e

answer.
ton, Oct.

t

I

C«r«

"

I'owrr I'lani

,

pecially so in the iirgani/ation :iml ojicralionof ne*v roads.
There is a peculi.ir fascin.ation about electricity, lying per-

;

I

SlornKr llaKrry.
of KoailitcJ

O-t

to

give any satisfactory

Up

to the dale of <jur last meeting, in

17,

iSSS.

we had

made very

little

Washing-

progress

in

the application of electricily to the propulsion of cars, although a solution of the problem was deemed not far distant.
.\t that time the number of roads equipped ami operated by electricily couKI be counted upon the lingers of
your two hands, while to day they number in the hundreds,
a surprising result, all within the short space of twelve

months.
This result could only have been brought about by'lhe
fact that the experiments heretofore made had proved a
success, far lie)'ond even 'he expectations of those making
them, and we have established to-day without a doubt the
Having ascersuccess (»f electricity as a n;otive power.
tained this point, we are next led lo the nueslion. What
are the conditions necessary to the financial success of
electricity as a motive power?
This question while it can
be answered in a general way, must upon the whole rest
with us individually.
In the application of electricity we are not met with the
volume of business, or the engineering and mechanical construction, as brought to our attention from the report upon
the conditions necessary* lo the financial success of the cable roatl, but can simply say that if it is dtsired to make a
change from horse power, electricity will fill the bill lo perfection, no matter how long or short the road, or how
many passengers are carried. In the investigation of the
subject the most satisfactory results have been shown; it
not only increases traflic over the road, but rtduces expenses, and will enable us to operate a line, which heretofore entailed a loss, at a profit.
have three methods of operation, as follows: The
overhead wire; the conduit; and the storage battery, which
will accommodate all conditions.
For the overhead wire we can only say that it is all that
can be desired, and for suburban roads and small towns,
and even in cities, at present cannot be equaled. The
conduit has found very little favor in the ejesof practical
men, by reason of the unsatisfactory results heretofoie attaineil by those who have experimented with it. while the
storage battery is gradually but surely pushing its way to
the front, as the most perfect system, and is now only
awaiting the development of a batter.' which will stand the
harii knocks and usage which it must necessarily get in the
operation of a street car, without destroying its component
parts
The overhead method having been demonstrated to be
the cheapest of the three methods is being universally
adopted, and with results that cannot help keeping it in the
front rank as a cheap power to propel cars.
have
yet to learn of any person who has seen the operation of a
road by this system, and h.as ridden in the cars, who has
not declared it. without reservation, to be just what was
In the large cities we aie met with the objection
wanted.
to overhead wires, which necessarily compels us lo favor
the snrage battery, and yet if the consent of councils could
be obtained, there is no doubt that the overhead construction would be placed in operation at once.
If a change is desired in the manner of operating a road
we are not compelled lo (igure an elaborate cost of construction, which if of cable would cost something like $70,-

We

We

In the above canes of electrical construction Ihc motor
car would be capable of pulling one or Iwo low car* if necessary.
These figures your committee has no douin will
be found to be calculalcfl within a reasonable limit of cost.
Nowtogcl Ihc most economical service and ihc best re
suits it would be well in the judgmcnl of your commitlcc
to rebuild yourro:id bed. if an oil! road, and start with a
construction that would be as near perfect as possible, and
that lo be a girder rail construction, with lies 2 Utl it
inches apart, 5x7 yellow pine, your rail lo weigh from
45
to 60 lbs . the weight to depend upon the traffic lhal would
in all probability be carried ujK^n it.
This is no doubt the nir»si imfiortani step after itrciding
10 adopt eledriciiv; by this means )ou rcdiuc the amount
of wear and tear on your cars lo a minimum, and prevent
lo a certain extent the damage lo your motors, or if a jlor
age battery, the constant jarring of your batteries
It will
also cnablcyou lo maintain a more even rate of speed, as
also a much faster rale than could be obtained under any
other conditions.
It is advisable also, lo have your motors examined after
each trip, and see that nothing is out of repair.
I»o not
let the motors work at a disadvantage, as a dollar or two
expended at the proper lime, will save you hundreds in the
Also see that the men rimning your cars are carefuture.
ful and capable of exercising a little judgment.
A careless
man will ruin your motor in a short time by forcing the
whole current through it, when there is no reasonable excuse for the same; particularly in starting the cars, a liillc
altention in this direction will amply repay you for the time
and expense devoted to such inspection.
If you are running a number of cars it will probably be
more economical to put in your own power plant rather
than depend on r.n electric light plant, or it may be al^so
lutely necfs*ary to put it in by reason of having no such
source of pawcr. This plant need not necessarily be placed
along the line of \our road, as the power being iranfmilted
through a wiie. the plant can be placed where the cost of
running the generators will be the least, which if water
power is at hand, or if in a coal district, would lend to reduce
materially the cost; yet for ordinary purposes power can be
lees d from any electric light plant at a reasonable cost per
car per day.
As to ) cur cars the majority are now ordinarily 16 feet
bodies placed upon independent trucks, so ihat old cars
can be utilized, but if a new ecpiipment is desired it wculd
be best that the bodies l>e placed upon independent trucks,
and that both ends be closed, or in other words a bow window front and back, with the side entrance clear as in the
ordinary car.
Or if your road is a double track with loops
and your cars run in one direction, it would be still belter
to have the front entirely closed as in ihe construction of
the latest style of cable cars.
This conMrudion of the
car will protect that portion of the electrical apparatus
which is now exposed lo the elements, and still make a
much neatercrif or if your road carries a large numt)cr of
passengers, a twenty lo twenty-two foot car upon double
trucks, the same pattern, would give even better results.
With the small cars have at least 1 wo motors of if-horse
power each, and with the large ones it is a question w hclhcr
or not the motors should be 2i>-horse power each. I>o not
stint the power of jour motors.
There is no doubt in the
mind of your committee that considerable of the trouble
heretofore experienced has been for the want of sutiicicni
motorjpower. With this power under your carsand the wire
overhead, you may safely climb grades of 10 per cent, and
more, with perftcl case, but with the storage battery it is
hardly safe to claim a grade of more than '1 per cent.
The question of operating your line during the winter
months Is also a serious oce but there is no doubt that if
the rail is kept clear, little or no trouble will l>c experienced.
To do this it is desirable in addilicn to a plow. lo u*e
a
large
sweeper, operated
by two 15 horse power
motors, with the brooms working independent of your gear
and propelled by a separate
i;-horsc power motor:
using at your curves and switches jome little salt to Lccp
them clear
This will keep your rail as clear as requirtd
under ordinary conditions, and in addition to the aN^ve \oii
should have attached to the cars a small sof the wheels lo ktep the accumulation of sn
the track that may be thrown there by the v
street.

Now to the cost of operating your road. This will rest
solely with yourself. It should not under any circuirs».'»'^->r<:
exceed ten cents per mile, including the cost of yi.
Of course there are exception.!; .-c
ductors and drivers.
where the cost is much greater by reasons of contJi;:->ns
which do not exist ordinarily. It was the desire of vour
committee to be able to furnish you with some exact figures on this particular point, but it was found alnxis: im.

—

—

—

—
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practicable, as the majority of those from whom the informawas sought preferred not to disclose the cost of run-

tion

ning their roads.

A few figures showing the gross earnings as well as the
operating expenses for some of the months of the past year
on roads operated by electricity will probably be interesting,
although the names of the roads will be withheld.
COST OF OPERATING A ROAD FOR AUGUST, 1889.
Gross earnings from operation
Total operating expenses

^3,82* 95
,856 07

Showing net earnings

SijQ^S ^S

1

to be

In the operating expenses of this month were included
$480 interest charges on floating and bonded debt.
Total mileage for the month
Average cars operated
Average cost per mile per day for operating road
Deducting amount of interest charges will give ..,7.12

This

is

19,181 miles
8
9.67 cts
cts per mile

certainly a very satisfactory showing.

For the

first

DISCUSSION.

Wise: I represent as counsel the Sprague
company, which has been slandered so much in
connection with the electric railway at Richmond. I desire

John

S.

Electric

days' operation

31

of another

road we

have
Receipts

Expenses

Showine net earnings to be
With motors making ...
And of tow cars making
Average motor cars operated

$'^,796

-(o

2,164

'J^

$6,632 40
i9i930.5 miles
11,010. i^ miles
daily

5 9J

This shows a cost per mile of motors of only 10. 86
cents, and by adding the additional mileage of tow cars
reduces the cost per mile to a figure of 6.86 cents. In ihis
case it would be well to note that the cost of power was
reduced to the average of $1.39 per car per day.

to

make

a statement here as

to the condition of that road

and the causes of its failure, which I think will be satisfactory to any impartial mind.
The Richmond Union Passenger Railway company was chartered by the State of
Virginia and the city of Richmond, through the influence
of Maurice ]j. Flynn of New York, who with his companions obtained that charter, and made a contract with the
Sprague company for the equipment of the road. In the
first place, it was a scheme to put in a shoe-string and pull
out a tan yard.
It was not backed by the proper capital
at its beginning.
It was a very desirable charter; it was
a very desirable enterprise for an electric railway equipment
company. The Sprague company, in its anxiety to obtain
the largest and longest electrical railway in the world, concluded a contract with Mr. Flynn.
The track was laid,
I believe, with second-hand
rails;
at any rate, many of
them thirty pounds to the yard, of the lightest and most
inferior kind, and to-day the rails all along that road are
slivered off, as if they had been hammered,
'I'here is not a
plumb rail on the road.
The curves were twenty-four
feet curves, and they were not bound in any way.
The
road was not ballasted from one end to the other; that was
the character of the work which the owners of the road had
put down, and to-day it will take $[3,000 to put the track
in any condition at all, and with that the electric company
had nothing to do. The cars have been there only two
years, yet they are in a horrible condition; they are dirty
and neglecieci; they look as if they were twenty years
old.
For many months they had employed blacksmiths to
repair the motors, and had used brushes which were of such

they would be destroyed in a single
and with the foolishness of ignorance they absolutely
undertook to manufacture dynamos in their shop. Finally,
the inevitable result came.
As to the sjstem being abandoned, the statement is without authority. The fact is,
that the Sprague company saw that its interests were imperiled by the parties who had oblained control of this
road.
We are in sympathy with the bondholders, and in
co-operation with them to-day. and are endeavoring to re
store the property to the condition in which it should be.
We filed a bill to put it in the hands of a receiver, and
take it away fiom these incompetent people, and have so
far succeeded, that the only reason it has not been done is
that every overture has been made to us, and every promise
and. assurance given, that a radical change will be made in
this incompetent management, and the road put in a condiinferior material that
trip;

We

have

for another road for the

month

of July, 1889
$10,605 00

Receipts

3.735 ""

Operating expenses

Showing net gain of
With the motors making
Showing average expense per mile

$6,870 00
46,6(7 miles
S.oi cts

For another road we have
$5,500 So

Receipts from operating 80 days
Total operating expenses
!

2,44

ho wing net earnings for that period

For another road

for 75 days

1

27

$3,059 53

we have

Receipts
Total operating expenses

$6,182 15

Showing net gain

S3i33S 61

2,843 54

for that period

This rjad running 17,063 miles, gives the average

ex-

pense per mile of 16.66 cents.

Last but not leist, we have a report of a road for the
month of August, 1889:
Operating receipts
Total cxpens<;j

Net

$4.^17 46
871 04

profit

The

83-446 42

total

expense of

this

road

figures at fourteen

cents

per mile.

The average number of miles that an electric car should
make under favorable circumstances is at least 120 miles
per day of eighteen hours, which is 50 per cent, in excess
of what we can now get from horses
It will perhaps interest some of you to listen to a few
extracts from a letter written by one operating an electrical road, in which he says:
"We find a flattering comparison in favor of the electric motor, and have experienced great difficulty in keeping the people off the roofs of
the cars, so anxious are they to ride; have carried them on
the brake-beams; hanging out of the windows, and on
coupling-bars.
A single car whose seating capacity is
twenty-two, has carried 102 passengers in one load.
We
experienced no difficulty whatever in carrying these loads
up the steep grades of our city. We can further state
that in our six miles of track we have but one block without a grade of from i to 1 1 per cent.
So great has been
the increase of travel since we began to use the motors in
place of horse cars that we have already found it necessary
"
to quadruple our ef]uipment
The instances stated above are only a few of the many
from roads operated by electricity, all of them showing an
increase in traffic, and paying large dividends to the holders of the stock.

The most

notable

instance of the past year has been the
resolution of the IJoard of Directors of the consolidated
roads of I'.oslon to equip their whole system with the overhead win-. A portion of this system has already been
equipped, and from the slatemcnt of Tresident Whitney
we have the fact thai on their extension to Arlington of the
Cambridge division there has been at least i 50 per cent, increase in traffic, with 50 per cent, decrease in the operating expenses, giving us a net gain of 200 per cent., which
is

something marvelous.

We have had unfortunately within ihc past months a
report of the breaking down of the overhead system in the
cily of Richmond, and yet with all the results
from reports as to the success of the overhead system, wc will
have some few who will bring this road up as an example
of what ihe fulurc will be of roads operated by the overhead wire.
Why this should have occurred in Richmond
is hard lu tell, and can best be explained by some one with
a knowledge of the cause.

The

question

of the relative
of electrical construction

merits of the different
it has been
thoughl best
to leave open to discussion by the members of the association.
Inclosing, would say it has been stated that electricity as a motive power is as far ahead of (he tni)le as
the cable was an advance over horses.

systems

tion so that this general subject may receive justice as well
as the particular road directly interested
Within the
next three months we will show to the people of Richmond
some radical changes, and on the road that was the first
electrical railway, we will show them the best electrical
railway in the world.
Dr. a. Evkuett, president of the East Cleveland Railroad company:
are running on our road thirty motor
cars to our full satisfaction.
run about fifteen miles
of road, and make an average on a motor of fifteen hours
a day, about 123 miles
In connection with the motors we
make eighty miles a day with the tow cars
The road is
running to my full satisfaction.
It is the Sprague system.
C.J. Erns'I , of Lincoln, Neb.: Dr. Everett's road is
just about the same lei gth as mine.
I would like to ask
him, What is the cost per mile of operating his road, including all expenses of every kind?
Dr Everett: I cannot answer that question, and for
this reason: In my repair shop I am doing new work all
the time, equipping new cars as fast as I can get the
motors.
men work on new work for an hour or so, and
then may be called upon for repairs for an hour or so; and
I have not been able to keep a correct account.
I have no
doubt at all it is a very great saving over horses.
In my
opinion, the exact saving cannot be told until the motors
have been used for five or six years; the cost depends very
much on the wear and tear of motors. If the electric
motor will last as long as the average life of a horse {my
horses last about three and a half years), then the electric
motor is cheaper.
have not used up any motors, but
we burned out a number when we commenced running
have overcome that difficulty wholly, and have not
burnt one out for three months.
The most trouble lately
is with the commutators; but no doubt that trouble can be
overcome.
have made improvements since we first
started; the heaviest grade is 3^2 per cent.
G.
Jenkins
of I'rooklyn:
are the passenger reJ.
Aie people induced to ride more frequently with
ceipts?

We

We

My

We

We

We

How

electriciiy?

A

EvKUETP:
great many people ride out of curiosity.
extension of two and three quarter miles, half of the
people who ride In fine weather do not get off the car, but
go right back. Comparing August and September of this
year with the same months last year, the increase is about
$6,000, or about 15 per cent.
The power of the central
station engine is 335 horse power; we had 1,200 horses;
we operate about 60 cars; we have 32 motors; each motor
can haul two other cars.
F. II. Monks, general manager of the West End Railway, P.oston: The West End Railway company has at
this time in operation about fifty motor cars, operating
some thirty miles of single track. It is giving great satisfaction to the public and to ourselves.
It has been staled
in a letter which has been read here to night from Presi
(lent Whilney, that the receipts on the Arlington line are
very largely increased, and that the road is giving general
satisfaction.
We are using the Thoinson-I inuston system.
It is absohitely impossible for me to s:iy what is the cost of
operating the system, by reason of the fact that we have a
contract with the Thomson- Houston company, by which
they practically agree to keep the motors in repair and the
overhead line in repair; and hence 1 cannot say much as to
ihe cost per mile for operating.
That seems to me to be
largely a matter depending on locality, or the prices of
coal, the price of labor, the price of real estate, etc. Many
factors enter into the matter, so that each locality and each
Dit.

On an

October

26,

18^9

person in each locality must determine the question for
We are running a line from Park Square, in
Boston, to Chestnut Hill and Allslon, and we are taking a
large number of passengers who formerly rode on the steam
cars, and we
are giving great satisfaction.
We are
running cars on that line, in trains, on fifteen minute time;
we meet with another line at Coolidge's corner, so called,
and have a 7} minute line from that point in.
Wm, Richardson; We are all anxious to know how
the West End company is proceeding in this matter as to
speed, the probability of its permanency, as regards the
himself.

economy and efficiency of the plant, and generally whether
the West End company expects to so perfect this system of
it will embrace
all
l^oston, or whether it has adopted

electricity that

its
it

lines in the city of
for use merely on its

suburban roads.

Mr.

MoNi'CS:

It is quite

impossible at this juncture to

foreshadow what the future will be. I understand that the
wish of the directors is to make very extensive additions to
the presei t electric plant.
It is expected where we have
fifty electric cars in operation at the present time, to have
at least 130 in operation by the first of January.
The
present lines are now entirely equipped with the ThomsonHouston motor; and new lines are to be equipped from the
most thickly populated part of the city to Franklin Park,
and it will supply a very abundant population. It is not
expected that further additions will be made before winter.
The operations in the spring will probably include a very
large amount of new line.
We run at an average speed of
twelve miles an hour in some localities, at others a little
faster.
Betwetn Arlington and Harvard Square, stopping
at thirteen different places, where the time was previously
thirty-five minutes, we make it now in twenty It is almost
four milts
As you will observe, it was a pretty sharp run
for horses in "^5 minutes; we can now make it in 20 minutes.
Mr RicitARiisoN: If I am correctly informed, the
West End Railway company has the right granted to it to
run by electric power on every street in the city of Boston.

Mr. Monks; Where it is at
Mr. Richardson: Has the

present.

success of the matter thus
been such that the directors of the company feel con
fident that they can in the future safely and practically
operate their different lines by electrical power instead of
horses; or is it still in the experimental stage?
far

Mr. Monks: I think I may safely state that'the experimental stage has been passed.
It is impossible for me
to promise to a definite certainty that the whole of the
7,500 horses will be superseded by electricity.
Sufficient
it is to say that the company
is launched upon the enterprise; and I think there is no question that there will be
extensions made during the coming year in addition to
those now contempleted.
Mr. Jenkins: Is there a greater or less expense in
operating by electricity than by horses?
Mr. Monks: As I said before, I cannot say what the
cost of operation is; I do not know the cost to the Thomson-Houston company.

Mr. Richardson: I would like to ask whether from
the gentleman's experience with the system he speaks of as
being operated at 15 minutes and 7^ minutes apart, a road
which needed to be operated with cars at intervals of two
minutes on a road ot four miles in length could, in his
judgment, safely be equipped with this system of electricity, and could the system be safely depended upon to
operate the road successfully?
Mr. Monks: In 'answer to the question let me say that
on our Franklin Park division we have 2,000 horses.
have a very large business there; our July receipts being
If the same increase in our traveling takes
$114,000.
place next summer with cur electric cars that has taken
place elsewhere with our electric cars, it is my expectation
of being obliged to run cars, at least 120 in the hour, in
order to supply the demand.
I have no hesitation from
what I have seen of the system now in use in saying that it
is my belief it will be perfectly practicable for us to do it in
that way.
use the supplemental wire between the tracks,
joining it to each rail, making a connection withthe rail.

We

We

Mr. Lano:

Have you experienced any

difficulty

with

the telephone companies?

Mr

Monks: No, sir.
Mr. Lang: And does

the city permit the overhead
wires of all kinds to be constructed in the city, telephone,
telegraph and electric railway wires?
Mr. Monks: There has been a general tendency in
Boston, as elsewhere, to have the wires placed underground
With that in view the conduit was laid in the
first place; but the conduit proved so impracticable, and the
overhead wire at the same time provetJ so practical, that
the ciii/.ens of Boston were anxious, even eager, to have us
go ahe^d with the overhead system.
In connection with
this, it may be proper to state that we are setting up poles

on Tremont

street. Every one knows that Tremont street,
in the heart of the city, is crowded all day and late in
the evening with foot passengers and teams, and that
there are a large number of shops on the street.
are
now engaged in putting up our poles in that locality; we
use an iron pole in thrtie sections.
I confess that when the
poles were about to be placed there, we had some misgivings.
One of our officers called in person upon the owners
He was received everywhere
of property on the street.
with great courtesy and kindness, and it gives me great
pleasure to say that not one man owning property made any
objection to having a pole placed in front of his store.
Panc: I would ask whether this line you speak of
was laid with special reference to the use of electi icily, orwhether it was an old Hue.
M K. Monks: In that connection let me say that our
box cars weigh about 5,500 pounds, and our motor cars
have been running with box cars on
about i2,noo.
that line for a number of years; wc have a very large
amoimt of stringer llat rail construction, which is amply
good for the operation of horse cars for a number of years
to come; but for the operation of electric cars it is clearly
not sufficient, and we are now engaged in laying the very
best possible construction we can find for the purpose of
the proper operation of electric cars.

down
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Slumlil u ruiul now in cxistciKc ami
Mu. krciiAKiiSDN
well constructed l)c rci-onstruricil for ihc use of eleclrifiiy!'
Mk. Monks:
think so.
Mu. KiriiAitiisiiN: Po you dt-siKn (he rail with ihc
I

or rcj^ulat?

iniiits irrt-ntilnr

\Vc propos- lo nmkc

Mk. MiiNKs:

it

with joints nieet-

Wc use u 78 pound Johnson rail on chairs, and
wc use a dd pound Jolmson rail on chairs; wc also
Wc make the joints rnt-rl
use some I'roviilcnce girder r.iil.
iHTansr we think it avoids the possiliility of a rolling
motion, whiili
understand from steam railroad engineers
has been the etfcct.
Mk. KhiiAKhsoN: Is there any reason to suppose that
"live" wires will cause fatal results wlien persons come
in contact with them?
injj.

1

Mk. Monks: No,
Mk. I\icii,\ui>sn\:

sir.

Our

difliculty in Itrooklyn. in yet-

ting the ri^hi lo put up overhead wires, is the intense fenr
of their heinyj; daiij^'crous to life and linili.
Mk. MiiNKS; I think it is pretty ;;enerally luiderstood

Boston that llie pressure of curretit in nur wire is not
dan^^erous to life.. As you know, in all electric ro ds. we
use a 500 volt current, and in many of the arc liuhtinK s>s
terns a 3,000 volt current is used.
I
have never heard of
any serious injury resulting from contact with a wire carry
ing 5ot) volts.
Mk. L.\N(;: Do you protect this wire by other wires
in

strung;

overhead?

Mk. Monks: It is our intention to use ^uard wires in
the central part of the city
I
think we sliall not be able to
run faster than si\ miles an hour in tlic business part of the
cit^' on account of the fact that for some time to come we
shall be obliged to run partly by horse power, the horse
line occnpyinji the same track.
Mk. I-'i'i'i i;\ uf ( )rani;<.-, N. J. I was informed on very
good authority that an accident occurred within si.K weeks,
in Scranton. I'a., something like this:
There was a motor
crossing a steam railroad track.
seems the motor got
It
off the tr.iek. and the engineer put on the full electrical
power; and by some means <ir other the electrical lluitl connected witli the steam railway rail.
At that moment there
was a horse and buggy crossing the tnick. and the horse
stepped on the track and it was thrown head over heels.
Or, W. I„ .At.l.KN, of Davenport, Iowa: My experience
has only been with a small road, operating live cars. \Ve
have run four cars steadil/ since August 14th a year ago.
At that time we were laid up live days as lightning burned
out one of the armatures in the station
have kept an
account of all the repairs of all the commutators, gears and
all electrical apparatus.
Our repairs have been on the live
cars for renewals (the ordinary repairs have been included
with operating expenses) such as commutators and gears
for these five cars, 4^1,686 in twelve months up to Sep:

,

We

tember 1st. ("inr operating expenses have increased somewhat; that is they were about Sto.Soo with horse cars, and
have been ^t 1.200 with these tive electric cars. On that
road we have a grade of 7A per cent.
Our running lime
has been increased in this way; we ran 15 minute cars
before; we run r2 minute now, and on busy da\s run on
!o minute headway.
We can make the trip on the road
ten minutes out and ten minutes back; being two miles and
a quarter.
The earnings have increasei.! very largely It

would not make much

of

a

figure

compared with those

other roads, but the percentage has been nearly 50 percent.
the increase in gross earnings has been .'j;23.ooo against
!?i5,ooo.
The operating expenses have somewhat in
creased; taxes are increased and -nsurance increased.
Our
repairs are all included in the operating expenses, but the
renewals were $i.6So.
We have had nothing to pay for
armatures; we bought four lield ni.ignets. costing about
^20 apiece. Most of the wear in our experience has been
with the commutators.
In June last we put on carbon
brushes, and thev proved very satisfaclory. and the wear
and loss has almost been done away with. One man attends
to the motors, and he works on the commutators; and if some
of the wires ji-et loose on the armatures, he is able to hx
them up. The cars make consiilerable noise, as a result;
but the people do not seem to mind it
We u-e the
Sprague system.
Mk. Ci.kmin>ha\\
Could you run ten cars without
increasing the expense in proportion?
Dr. Ai. I.F.N": We could run ten cars without increa'-ing
much the cost of moving the cars. We wcuid have to put
It depends somewhat on the price
in another dynamo.
Our coal bill has been 1^4.50 a day
of coal
get
fuel very cheap; we burn sawdust in the summer to a great
extent, and that costs very little.
Mr. Flal'.i.kk; Was tlie rail changed on the track at
Davenport, or do you use the old rail?
Dr. Al.i.EN: We use the old rail; it has been down
fourteen years.
r. J. E\ANs, of Council lilutTs:
I have been operating
a road between Omaha and Council llluffs for about a
We ran during the first four or live months in the
year.
winter six motor and six trail cars.
Whtn the spring
we
started
with
opened
in
ten
motor and ten
cars.
We average i2o miles a day to
trail
each train, running about fifteen to eighteen hours.
We have operated that road at an expense of
about four cents a mile, including everything except the
interest and the wear and tear of the machinery.
It includes the labor, materials, fuel ami renewals.
We manufacture most of our renewals in our own shop.
The length
of the road was about ten miles.
During the summer we
increased it to about twenty, and put on twenty to twentytwo motor cars. Our expenses will be much less per mile
now than before. The greater number of cars, of course,
the less the proportionate expense.
We u=e the Thomson
Houston system
I do not think there is much difference
in the cost of operating either system.
We have never
(^'ur men have taken the current, in its
had an accident
have taken it without harm.
full force, time and again.
pay our motor men and conductors ^-.50 a day
Last
winter we did not have much snow, but in place of it something that was worse for electrical railways, and that was
had a great deal of foggy weather, and the
sleet.
:

We

I

We

We

»25

moisture fru/e on the rail.
It is f.ir more ditlK.urt lo operate the overhead wire with nlcct on (he wire than It tM with
snow on the surface
Wc never lost a train, however, but
Wc apply scrapers in front nf
kept our •chedulf time.
the trolley lo m rape the sleet off. ami tomcliines a man
woiHrl ride on the lop of the car and strike the wire unci
We run about eighteen hours, and Ihc
break the sleet.
motor car makes about 120 miles a day. We have nrvcr
burned out a motor on the lint*; wc have short circuit*, drfecrive wires and other minor ililticulllcs; but wc never had
to si-nd
machine away to be rcpairc<I.
recently comhas been in operation
pi ted a road in Ottawa, III.
It
about six weeks.
We run sinj;le motor cars with one man.
a
cent
ami a ([uarter per rnilc
That
line
costs
car for fuel.
have only ti^hl motor cars; when they are
increased to twelve dr tiftecu, it can be done for Ic»h than
About a week ago,
took ihc eight molor
a cent a mile.
cars, connected them together, and .-dso ftur trail cars,
maki"g twelve in almost one line, and moved them loaded
with 830 people four and a half miles from an eighty horse
I

.'t

I

I

po*er generator, anil the train attained a spcerl of not
less than seven and a half lo eight miles an hour at any
Wc
lime, and at one time a speed of about liftecn miles.
have a conductor, and his place is on the rear car. We
We stop with an
have never had any trouble in stopping.

Our brakes
electrical c.ir, as you are aware, rather tasy.
work well, we have no difliculty in stopping two cars with
one brake, of eourse, not so readily as if the conductor
was on the rear car ajjplying the brake at ihe same time.
We depend on the brake on the forward car (or stopping,
but not altogetlicr
When the signal is given lo stop, it is
ijiven by the conductor, and he winds the brake on the
rear platform
l-rcquently the motor man stops without the
lie docs it with one brake, withconductor's knowledi;e.
When the motor man takes up a pas
out any difliculty.
senger, without the conductor's knowledge, he does it
alone.
A. F. Hkkkii, President f.ynn iS; lioston raijroad comI think we
were one of the lirst in our vicinity to
pany:
adopt an » lectric road, which we commenced about a year

We operated that
last July, running about one mile.
road during the summer, and it proved very successful. In

ago
the

we commenced

fall

two miles long,

lo build a road, just

and encircling

a large population through the central part
We go up a 9 per cent, grade and go down a
of the city.
go over eleven sharp curves and
13 per cent, grade.
switches in traveling over the circuit of just two miles, so
W^e comthat I think we get as good a test as is possible.
menced operating that road about one year ago, and it has
run by the
proven very satisfaclory in all respects.
overhead system.
The 13 per cent, grade is about 1,500
feet long.
The other day, when there must have been
thirty tive passengers on the car, as a little experiment, I
told the ilriver to stop the car on the steepest part of the
grade and reverse his current and go back, which he did.
ile slopped the car on the steepest part of the grade and
moved tlie car back perhaps a hundretl feet. I think on
the i) per cent, grade we could make perhaps six or seven
miles an hour.
In the case of that particular line the people did not like to run by horses, on account of the steep
I
think the ingrades, and the business was very light.
crease is large on that part of our system; I should say it
was 15 to 25 per cent.
S. K. Short, of the Short Electric Kailway Company:
I want to call attention of the delegates to one or two points
in connection with our system of electric railways.
use an armature which is large in diameter, and that gives
us, with the rotary feeder, a high speed of the bobbin of
This enables us to run our gears at a very
the armature
low speed. The pinions on the shaft are large, and we have
cars that have bten in regular service a year without these
gears showing much wear; and we belitve it is the slowness
That has been a very serious
of speed which saves them.
difficulty, connectirg the motor with the axle of ihe car
wheel.
find that by ihe slow movement we can gain
an advantage in wear. The bobbins on the armature are
a'l separated, so thar no excessive heat can be de\ eloped in
will guarantee that our armatmes will not burn
it.
With these objections removed, these excessive reout.
pairs done away with, and these electrical ditticulties overcome, it makes the motor a very econi m-cal means of moving
Our expenses for operating in Iluntingfon.
street cars.
W. \'a., are about two and a half cenls per car mile, inIn that city the cost of
cluding everything but wages
drivers and conductors is low, about ^1.50 a day.
run our
make an average of about 130 miles a day.
cars at a very high rate of speed in the suburbs.
use
have one s\-stwo systems of overhead construction.
tem with two wiris overhead. This we consider the most
tellable and safest ^y<tem when the constant current is
used.
also use the single overhead wire construction,
with the rail return
use carbon brushes on the motors,
and also removable segments on the commulators. so that
they are not destroyetl when they wear down.
simply
take otT the removable segments, and replace them with new
W'e put up a construction and equipment of a mile
ones.
and a half for the St. Louis K.-iilroad company.
are
now extending the system three miles, and adding eightIt is the itjtention to run inside of ten
een more cars
days.
The system was successful and was operated suecessfuUy: but the construction was insutVicient for the road.
It was on the main portion of the Broadway line, which
has a very teavy Iraflic.
Mr. Johnson, of the Spr.iRUe company, was asked about
a rumor that the Sprague company had transferred its
business to the Thotrson Houston company. Mr. Johnson
replied that while his ccmpany could not undertake to reply to all the rumors made concerning the company ard
the operation of its system, this particular rumor was ab
surd; and he did not think anything mere need be said.
However, in iustice to the Sprague system, he wished to
call attention to the fact that when Mr. Sprague designed
the apparatus for the Richmond read he had no predecess
He did it. the road worked,
ors to tell him how to do it
and as a result there are some three hundred electrical
This, he conroads in operation in the country to-day.
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MeetlfiK of Spraffue Motor Agents.
JU'prcscntalivcs of

the

sprague

Motnr

c«>Mi|Kiny

Md

their annual

(invention at .Minncaixdi* la«l wrcit
Thr
iic»iti'ins which were hchi with t:\tj%c<i door* were ailrmlcd
by Ihe following named ilclcgaic«: Ivlward lllake ami
Frederick J. Sawyer, Iknion; Kdward I IligKin*. Iluffalo;
V. A. Pond and (i W. Ijiruc. New York; A. II. (had
bourne and William llu/lclon, I'hibdelphia; J. I.. Mt
I.anghlin, Detroit; C, \V. Koolc, Cleveland;
J. (i. White.
Omaha; D.W. Oucrnwy, Si. I^uin; MrJayncvSan Francisco; II. McL. Harding, f'hi(.ogo; K, H. Smith, \Va»h'
inglon; S. Z. Mitchell, Seattle; J. K. Barnard. Ashcvllle.
N. C; ('. .M. Aycrs. (irand Kapiifn; C. I*. Stephen! and
F. Downs. Denver; M. D H.-iiu, Canada; William *HwaId,
New Orleans; T. W, Mattcau, Tcxa»; I), C. Jacl(%on, \V.
F, While. Nebraska; aUo I- rank J. Sprague ami F II.

Johnson of the home company.

'Ihe application of

c\€c

forms of manufacturing, hoiitling, towing and
thoroughly dii^cusscdMr- llardtn(£, who
will have charge of the mining department with head
quarters at Chicago, gave an cluUiratc outline of hi*
tricily to all

minmg was
projects.

y\n exhibition of the Sprague sjAtem of electric ttrcct
railway power was given on a v,icant lol near the lra«e ball
grounds Tuesday afternoon. The trackway laid for a dii
lance of i,(K>o feet, and poles were placed at one ^idc of
Ihc tracks.
The grade was 4 per cent., and the power wan
supplied from one of the electric lighting nations of the
city
A car of Fullman design, with an improved Hrit)
truck and a track brake, was used.
.Ml the apparatus wa^
in perfect working order, and the smoothness with which
the runs were made, was a revelation to the spcclaiors.

Railway Telegraph Superintendents*
Convention.
The eighth annual meeting of the Association of Kailwjy
Telegraph Superintendents, was held at the Kbhitt Hou^e,
Washington, D. C. Otiobcr 16 and i".
The meeting
was called lo order by President (i. C. Kinsman.
<»n account of the non-arrival of several members who were
known to be on the way, it was voted that the meeting adjourn until the following day.

The meeting was called to order at 10 a. m , with the
following members in attendance: <1. C. Kinsman. Wabash, W. W, Nichols. C. I!. \tt.: H. Houghton. Wabaxh;
A. K. I.ingafelt. C. K. I, & P.. S. K. Rullard. M. K \
T., Robert Stewart, C, K. R.. of N. J.; L. It Folev, I».

W

W

I.. .\:
G. L Lang, N.
& N. E.; Charles Selden, U.
iS:0.;C. N Chevalier, N. V. .V N. K.; I. H. Shaw. N.
V. V. ^ O (1, A. Darlton, K. A; D.; F*. \V. Drew. Chicago .V K. III.; I". J Fry. C. M. c*^ St. P.; .M. A. Baker. St
1,. K
& N. W.; J. L. Orbison. C. II &. D.; d. T. Williams X. V. C. & St. L W. I Holmes. N. V. L. E. \
W.; W. F. Taylor, P R. K.; J. N. Ross. N. V. \ N. E.;
I. T. Dver. H. A; St. Jo
H C. Sprague, K. C. Ft. S &
r..\ W. C. Walstrum. N & W. R. R.; M. H.
I.eonard. C,
\ O K. R.
:

;

;

;

The following officers were elected for the ensuing vear;
President. C A D«rIton; vice-president, < ieorgc T. Wil*
liams; secretary and treasurer. I*.
Drew.
Niagara Falls was selected as the place for the next

W

convention, which will be held the third Wednesday in
June.
.\ paper on "Klectric Train
Lighting" by Charles Selden. the superintendent of telegraph, Baltimore A: Ohio
Railroad company was read.
At 12 45 r M.. the meeting .idjoumed until 3:30 r M..
and the members availed themselves of an opportunity to
call on ihe president of the Cnitcd .Stales.
The president
received the visitors in the Fast Room, where Secretary
Orew. in behalf of the association, pleasan ly stated the
objec of iheir visit to the city, the interest they represented,
and ihat they had called to pre«-ent their compiimmis.
The ptcsidenl replied that he was plcised to greet thcni
The members filed past, and through the hall to the department of stale building where the group was photo-

graphed.
| he meeting re-assembled at 3:30 r \i.
Tke president
took up the list of topics vrhich had been prepared (or discussion.

Mr Selden reported on "Ciphers" that he bad found the
use of a code very- ad\'antageous, but had not realized until
he undertook it the immense labor of preparing one. The
cade prepared for his company embraced about 0.000
phrases, but he thought it could be very much reduced.
Its value had been proved by experience of the general
passenger agent in communicating with (distant subordinates, where there was sharp ri\'alry between the agents
The code bad
of different roads in securing excursions.
also proved useful in reducing the vohime of telegraphic
business.
On the

subject of "Night Messages." Messrs Leonard
in stating that they had found it a great
hold over unimporani messages
until night, when the wires wtrc not so fully occupied.
This practice was peculiarly adapted to some of the long
southern lines, and Mr Darlton added that by classifying
their messages in this way they had avoided the necessity
Mr. Selden added that he sucof strirging another wire
cessfully intrcduccd a similar ciassiticalion of messages on

and Daillon united

relief to their business 10

his line.

Mr. Lattig had been e.xpected to take up the topic of the
"Induction on Train Telegraph." but owing to his unavoidable absence. Mr. Taylor was called upon, who slated
the sysltm as used on ihe Lehigh Valley had been invesiig.iied by him. bur that he had not been able to concei^'C of
any place on the Pennsylvania Railroad system where it
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would be of sufticiect advantage to warrant its introduction
on passenger trains, while their block stations were so nu
merous and their track system so complete it would be of
It would cost
little value for their construction trains.
$20,000 to introduce it between New York and Philadelphia, w-hile of course for the main line between Pittsburgh
and Philadelphia the cost would be very much greater. He

Sprague company made a similar installation a
at the Aurora shops of the C. B.
& (2- railroad. Both plants are said to be working most satisfactorily.

year or so ago,

Electric Lights for the Old Board of
Trade Building, Chicago.

The

Regarding the "Ph^noples/' which wi5 another topic
brought up for consideration. Mr. Taylor stated that they
were using five circuits equipped with the apparatus, the
longest being 117 miles, and it was giving satisfaction.
The maintenance of the battery was the only thing to which
objection could be raised, but he thought that would be
overcome, and he was now experimenting in th^-t direction,
and he hoped to have a battery which would last from three
He understood a circuit
to six months without attention.
300 miles long was being worked in the west, and another
Its successful working
of 500 miles was being equipped.

depended largely on the physical condition of the lines.
Its operation required seven cells of Bunsen battery, which
was renewed twice a week on a line worked to its fullest
capacity.
They had been using it for two years.
''Delany's Lice Adjusting System" was then taken up.
Mr. Lang said he had a pair of the instruments in use on a
wire 117 miles in length.
There had been but a few bad
days since it was introduced, but on the previous Monday
the weather was very bad, and he was informed by his
dispatcher that they could hardly have gotten along without
Where operators at small stations had other duties to
perform, they could not give such constant attention to
their instruments as was necessary in wet weather in order
to keep in adjustment.
Several members had visited and examined Mr. La Dow's
mechanical Morse transmitter, which had been used by the
inventor for some months on the New York Trihiiue wire
between Washington and New York. It has a Remington
keyboard, and by its use the Morse characters may be sent
perfectly and with greater rapidity than by using ihe ordinary key, with far less strain upon the operator, while it is
perfectly adapted for use by those who are afflicted with
"operators' cramp."
The inventor himself is thus afflicted,
which led to his contriving this very ingenious machine.
It was the intention to discuss the "Block System," but
on account of the importance of the subject it was thought
best to postpone its consideration until the June meeting,
and meanwhile members would have an opportunity to prepare themselves,
The exhibits were located in a room opposite the Ebbitt
House, and were visited by the association in a body during the noon recess on Thursday.
The Delany line adjusting system was shown in operation, also the phonoplex
and the magneto signals of the Pennsylvania Steel company. Mr. Delany also showed his new gravity cell in
which the blue vitriol is loosely enclosed in a box made of
straw board.
fine display of Morse instruments, measuring apparatus, etc was made by JBunnell & Co.
and the Western Electric cdmpany.
it.

A

H

,

The meeting adjourned
June

to

conve-eat

Niagara

Falls,

18, 1890.

Chicago
The board
tric

club

met

uf

Electric Club.
managers of the Chicago Elec-

last

Monday

afternoon.

Ten

ap-

membership were approved, and
considerable routine business was transacted.
plications for

Motor on a Transfer Table.
The Sprague

Electric Equipment company of
Chicago, has recently completed an interesting
motor installation at the Waukesha shops of the
AVisconsin Central Railroad company.
For over

a year the engineers

Wisconsin Central
Railway company have been considering the
advisability of equipping the transfer table at
the shops with an electric motor.
Various companies submitted their plans, and the Sprague
company recently received the order to proceed
with the work.
The transfer table is built to
carry engines of 35 tons' weight.
The distance
traveled is 261 feet, and the ret]uired speed is
of

the

150 feet per minute.
The motor used is a Sprague 15-horse power
machine of the type now used in streetcar work.
Its maximum speed, when under load, is 800
revolutions per minute.
The motor is geared to
the main shaft of the table in the ratio of 16 to
I.
Cut gears are used. That on the motor is
of rawhide.
The larger gears are of cast iron.
The speed is regulated in the same manner as in
the street car e(|uipment.
The copper-plated
carbon brush is used.
The distance from the dynamo to the transferpit is about 250 feet. Connection is made with the
motor through two trolleys bearing against two
overhead trolley wires. A metallic return circuit
is used inj)reference to a ground
return.
The
two trolley wires are of No. 4 silicon bronze. In
addition to moving the table up and down the
pit, the motor is so arranged that by the simple
movement of a clutch lever it may be coupled to
the main shaft of a windlass on the table.
Hy
the use of the windlass, engines can be pulled
on to the table frrjm a distance of 150 feet. The

than the old

the laughing

is

son men of course are in high glee at the
creasing their revenues.

For

The

prospect of

Ediin-

purpose the papers have
with interviews with Edison in which he proclaims that "the only solution is to restrain the tension of
this

filled

the current exactly as the pressure of a

Chicago Board of Trade building,
Washington, corner La Salle street, has been extensively improved since it was vacated.
Additions have been made, and the structure is now
ore of the largest commercial buildings in the
country.
When completed, itVill be lighted by
electricity, and it is estimated that 6,000 lamps
will be required.
This will be the most extensive isolated plant in Chicago with the exception
of the Auditorium plant.
In fact, there are few
commercial buildings in the country that will be
old

able to boast of a larger plant
board of trade building, Chicago.

on regulating the current

tion of the latter

iS

26,

stock of electrical experts throughout the city.

been

did not wish to be understood as disparaging the system,
but it did not appear to be a valuable acquisition to their
line

October

boiler

is

regulated.

Let the mayor keep the pressure reduced to 700 volts continuous current and to 200 alternating.
I am not prepared
to say that even 200 volts, alternating pressure is safe."

Many

people believe

Wonder

this.

he believes

if

it?

Why? Because Edison said so.
His reported utterances about
are equally amazing even his

—

underground wires, etc.,
cannot credit the

admirers

reported

though

interviews,

they look in vain for denials.

During the discussion of the constitutionality of the law
providing for electrical executions in New York at the last
convention of the National Electric Light association
Ferdinand A. Wyman of Boston, raised the point that if
the law were permitted to remain and a criminal executed,

would prove a hard blow to electrical business.
He said
would have their fears excited and many would
not have an electrical conductor enter the houses in which

it

Award

to Prof.

Gray atthe Paris Exposition.

The

Elisha Gray of Highland Park received a grand prize (the highest award) at the Paris Exposition has already been published. The special commission
which wascharged with ihe examination of his exhibit confact that Prof.

MM.

sisted of

JMascart, Potier and Abdank-Abakanowicz.
that a grand prize be awarded for "re -

The recommendai ion

searches in multiplex telejjraphy and telephony" was confirmed by all the authorities.
It was stated, however, that
the jury in making the award took into consideration not
only Prof. Gray's exhibit but his important contributions
to electrical science.

Few electric companies in the west are more deserving
of praise for energy displayed in the development of their
business than the Balding Motor company of Chicago.
to
S.

Belding.
In May, 1888, work was started in a factory at
the corner of Van Buren and Clinton streets, and the company soon began to make itself felt through its aggressive
policy.
In July of the present year, however, the entire
plant of the company was destroyed by fire, the loss being
estimated at $50,000.
While the factory was covered by insurance it was prophesied that it would be many days before the Belding
company would be in a position to fill orders. Although
the greater part of the machinery, including a number of
valuable special tools, was destroyed and the company was
in a position that might well
be called most discouraging, the energetic managers of the concern put their
shoulders to the wheel, and with little or no loss of time,
securtd new quarters and commenced the equipment of
another factory.
The new plant is located at 128 and 130
So. Clinton street. A recent visit to the new quarters revealed
the fact that not only has the factory been entirely equipped
with new machinery but a number of valuable improvements are being introduced in the motors. The chief delay
is caused by its being necessary to turn out an entire new
line of patterns for the various castings used in the motor.
This delay will only be temporary, however.
A word in regard to a few changes in the management
and policy of the company may not be amiss.
It is understood that the cash capital of the Belding company has of
late been considerably increased.
In future the affairs of
the company are to be managed according to a plan somewhat different from that previously followed. It has hitherto been the policy of the company to foriu sub-companies, through which to exploit its
machines.
These subcompanies were independent, but purchased their machinery of the main company.
It is now,
however, the intention of the company to control its entire business from the

home office.
The officers

of the

newly organized concern are as

fol-

lows: T. G. Crosby, president; A. K. Dexter, vice-president; W. .S. Gooding, secretary and treasurer; W. S Belding.

velopments

company.

in the statement.
During that time
was a good deal of wire cutting which was not done
by the linemen employed by the Boird of Electrical Control.
It has been done by panic stricken householders and

there

of Feeks'

Some

of

companies

to await

attempted
failure,

the

to furnish light, but their efforts

and only served

of the

decision

The gas companies

court in the injunction proceeding.

proved a dismal

to impress the people

of the importance of electric lighting.

owners

property

move them, while

The

whDse roofs

and

pliers

with a sense
daily papers,

owners

to re-

have climbed up with a pair of
snipped every metallic thread within

quietly

The two

reach.

support for

furnish

to notify the

others

big electric light

United States, have suffered

little

companies, Brush and

by unauthorized cutting

because most of their lines are upon poles and
upon private property.
Many wires long dead
and abandoned are being torn down, and in this respect
the crusade is a good one.
There are hundreds of miles of
of wires,

very fev

such wire

New

in

could

all

It is

and

it,

of it, most of it in fact, on
would be an excellent thing if it

it

be renoved.

ship of most of

much

York,

and

private proper:y,

impossible to trace the owner-

not

it is

within the duty of the Bu-

reau of Incumbrances or any other department
with

So

it.

weight.

most

hangs

it

likely to

come

ous currents.

until

rots

it

in contact with wires

It is the

of

its

own

carrying danger-

unauthorized interference with

wires that the telegraph, telephone, and
are

to interfere

and breaks

dead and loosely hung wires which are

It is these

now complaining

The owner

of.

of a

live

companies

other

stable near Ful-

ton street sent for a private lineman to cut

t

vo wires carry-

ing a low tension cjrrent, which passed over his

building.

The man got upon the roof for the purpose, when an agent
of the company owning the wires happtned along.
He interfered, and demanded the llneman'sauthority. He claimed
to

have a permit

remove the wires

to

from

forbade him to interfere

with the wires,

persisted until he suddenly found a

Then he changed

head.

few days by reason of cutting of

but

The agent
the lineman

The same company

of
its

it.

loaded revolver at his

his riiind.

has sulfered several interruptions

Board of

the

Electrical Control, but he couldn't produce

current within a

its

by

private indi-

the

contract for

wires

viduals.

The

police board last

burying the electric

failure of the

week

wires

awarded

the departm. nt east of the

of

street, to the

Board of

Standard Cable

Control

Electrical

new subjvay company

permission to the

York, Oct. 19
The city has experienced another
gloom and darkness owing to the determination of

the electric light

death,

wires have taken the trouble

The

Notes.

—

New
week

who have taken alarm from the manner
and who now regard wires of any de-

property owners,

Bowery and south of Houston
company, for iJltg.Qoo.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York

in this city

considerable truth

electrician.

Mr. Dexter and Mr. Ciooding are the active managers of
the

This idea was scouted by many, but the deduring the week proved there was

they lived.

scription as a menace and constant source of danger. Telegraph, telephone, and other companies and owners of private wires have all suffered by the indiscriminate crusade.

The Belding Motor & Manufacturing
Company.

This company was first organized in December, 18S7,
manufacture motors under the patents of Warren

the people

to

struction of conduits places the board in a

to give

begin the con-

bad

light.

The

complaints of the mayor against the electric lighting companies, was met with a demand for conduits.
way company was unable to furnish them as

companies required and

The Subfast as the

The mayor procompany protested, and
Gibbens and Moss supported it,

a rival appeared.

posed to divide the job, the old

Commissioners

Hess,

however, continue the crusade against the electric light com-

claiming the board had no right to award a contract to any

panies and incidentaliy pay their respects to

other company.

Electrical Control.

hot water.

with

it

This department,

The mayor

says he will

because the commissioners

Board of

the

by the way,

have

are afraid

do any-

to

tion;

and the commissioners are

are even

now

trouble,

"meddling" of the
incompetency and corrup-

are due to

board, which they denounce for

in

nothing to do

thing; the electric light companies claim that the

deaths and accidents

is

the

really afraid to

move and

looking to the board of health for assistance

though that department has refused

to act.

The

sugges-

poration counsel,

The mayor referred the matter to the corwho submitted an opinion in which he

said the law provided in such an

emergency as the present
would be legal
The

the action proposed by the mayor,

mayor alone voted
chise.

He

ways

built fast

is

said;

is

enough.

being wasted.

clear that

Much

With me

it is

we

simply a question of getting

are

a fran-

not getting sub-

time has been wasted, and
not at

friendliness or unfriendliness to the
is

new company

for granting the

"It

the

all

a

question of

Subway company.
subways

buiit.

It

The

October
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company can go ahead

witli tlu* tclcjiraph am! Iclcphonc
and keep them. Mill I propose to hurry thinjjs
up, and the way to do it is to let thf eleclric companies or

old

siilnviiys

new company l>nild
let anybody

this

<]uifkest. so as lo

else that can

down and

seems

it

these companies stand ready to build

tliem for other companies which

in
I

take

it

their

done the

We

may

have

me that when
own subways

and with

direction, of course,

this board's

to

with not more than 350
ouUidc while on electric

illustrates the

volu.

trical

all

over the

ountry.

<

electric lijihl

j;el llieni

bury the death-ilcalinj; wires.

ordered the wires taken

under

the

the siiljArays for

wires, or to

machinery from the factories, which arc crowded with
months ahrad of their capacity
Thin statement
iremcndons demand f ir electrical appllnnccH

orders

facilities

wish to rent them,

That
we have no right to prevent them.
them in their business. If the other
of the Hoard do not a^-rec with me tlicy must take

that

The

Highway

I'hiludvlphia hsH
appiovc4l an ordinnnie gianling fcrmii^Mion to the I'cnn
Electiic Light loinpany to fipen Juniper, Arch. I-'iftecnilt.
I''ilbirt and Sansom streets, to put dcjiMi conduilH or lay
Bo.'ird of

Tlie ordinance granting the American Telegraph .V
Telephone conq)any permission lo lay conduits on Uidgc
and ('olund)ia avenues, was presented fr>r couHlderation and
pipes,

referred to a committee.

H. A.

Hogue. who operates an extensive Hawmill at
Ore
and itt connection therewith an inlighting plant, has made arrangements

wonlii operate to ruin

I'.ast

nicniliers

candescent electric

tlie

responsibility for themselves."

Contributions to the fund fur the

Lineman

I'ceks conlinne to

!f3,0(K) for the

unfortunate

Antonio Meuoti, the

come in.
woman.

who

Italian

It

many

lie

years.

lioped

i*.

was

raise

to

Clifton,

at

of

the honor of

claimed

inventing; the telephone, died yesterday

he had lived

widow

relief of llu-

where

years of age and

S.j

durinj^ his last llay^ talkcil .dinost um-casinjrly

liiscl.iims

,,|

to priority.

A

moNenienl

is

on foot lo secure a reduction of

The purpose

of telephones in this city.

is

ilie

rental

to organize a

telephone subscribers' association to take steps to elect as-

semblymen wlio

will pledj^e theinselvis in favor of a reduc-

tion of the present rates

phone

iS:

The

Telegraph CDnipany.

introduced in the

bill

charged by the Metropolitan Tele-

legislature

say that the

leaders

winter

last

regulate

to

telephone charges was defeated by lobby inlluence and that

any similar measure

will

meet with a

unless the

fate

like

persons interesteJ mike an effort to elect gooJ

representa-

tives.

Corporation

I'ounsel Clark declares

New

Klectrical Control of

over

all electrical

Board of

that the

York, has exclusive jurisdiction

conductors

in

and

that city,

that

ever powers the Board of Health had prior to

1:^87,

been transferred and conferred on the Board of

what-

have

l-".lectrical

Control.

The

inquest over the body of

A

yesterday.
teslimon)'

is

iury

now

was

Lineman Feeks was begun
and the taking of
W. H. T.

easily secured,

in progress.

Electric Light company's building
wtKjd. Wis., will cost .^40,000 when completed.

at

Iron

,

The

question of establishing a city electric light plant for
illuminating the streets is under discussion at I.aCrosse
Wis.

The

electric light

company
It

of Lincoln.
will erect

III.,

new

graphic order with the Hei-iler Electric Light company, of
Si. Louis, for additional apparatus, which will increase
his plant to three times its present capacity.

A cable dispatch from London says: "A long and bitttr
light is promised before the electric light comes to be genenUly adopted in London
Cas is cheap and of fair quality, antl the ronnianies appear lo be actuated by a <lcsire to
deal honestly wuh their p.atrons. which does not always
cha'acteri/e those of otlier countries.
An immense capital
is invested in gas plants, .ind
the conservative nature of
the tradesmen and hons-jliolders generally will pre\'ent the
speedy adoption f)f an untried system
The widest circu'atitm isgi\en to all accounts of liresattributablc to electricI'ght wires, and the horrible deaths which have occurred in
American cities from the same cause lately lost nothing of
their terrors when commented upon by certain London
iournals friendly to the gas interests."
It will be remembered that when the city of St. Louis
decided tn adopt electric lighting the contract for a large
pari of the work, including incandescent lights in alleys,
parks and public buildings, was awarded to Charles A.
Brown. This contract was assigned lo the Laclede Cas
Light company, of St. Louis, which has just placed with
the Heisler I'llectric Light company of the same city, an
order for three of its largest dynamos, together with a
Heisler combined automatic cutouts
full equipment of
and lamp sockets, thirty candle power lamps, street
fixtures, station apparatus, etc.
This apparatus is to be
delivered early in Hecember.
The areas covereil by this
contract, it is believed, will b^ among the largest over
which public illumination b)' incmdcscent lights has ever
been undertaken

^

electric

seven electric
minutes.

The new

contemplates
buildings for

The Knoxville, Tenn., Schuyler Electric Light company
has been reorganised, and will make further improvements
to their plant.

with

wiring the city of Marquette for public
lighting has been concluded, and tlie new lights will soon
be in operation

awarded the contract
plant at Hope, .\rk.

for

installing

St.

Louis, has been

the city electric light

Electric company of CritHn, Ca., has awarded
for buildings, and will install an extensive
electric light plant in that city shortly.

The Brush
contracts

The

I'ullman company will shortly I'lt up the Klorida
special" with incandescent lights.
The "Florida special"
runs between New York and Jacksonville.
'

An electric light company has been organi/ed at St.
Johns, Mich, by R. M. Steel, D. S. French, K. C. Steel
and others. A 7oo-light plant will be erected.
The Kentucky

L'nion Railway company of Clay City,
Ky., expects to purchase a plant consisting of a 250 light
direct cuirent incandescent machine and 400-light alternating dynaino.
special town meeting held in Lake Yillage. N". H.,
C^ctober 5th, it was voted to "authorize the selectmen to contract for the best system of strett lighting to the amount of

At a

not exceeding ^1,200 a year."'

The completion of the electric light plant which wilt
give Columbus, O.. 01 e of the most complete incandescent
systems in the country will mark an important epoch in the
city's history, and will be appropriately celtbratcd.
-Vn incandescent lamp of 3,000 candle power has been
manufactured by Messrs J. H. Holmes & Co of Newcastle. England.
It is for temporary use at the Newcastle
Museum, and is believed to be the m:ist powerful incandescent lamp yet produced.

A

running

and

is

the

at

completetl, and
intervals of about five

III.,

Lynn

^:

is

Boston railroad

giving satisfaction.
apparatus.

It

is

is

ecjuipped

Louis needs rapid transit, and a company is forming
system of electric surface and elevated railH. 11. Warner of Rochester, N. ^'., is mentioneil
The capital
as probable president of the new enterprise.
stock will be 1 10.000,000, and he will be a big investor.
St.

to introduce a

e.xchange says: The slowness of the
Columbus Electric Light Cn: Power company in putting into
service lights that have been ordered by the council months
ago. has been tlie subject of complaint among residents in
many sections. Representatives of the company explain
the delay by s.iying that it has been impossible to gel elec-

Columbus,

().,

I

voU« o( clclri' ity at Ihr
U charged with 3/*'.
wrc the W;i«htngtoh
running wl.h ctcctric m(/lot« Inrforc anothrr
*uld

to

5^*0

lijjhl

before.

(

»lrc

liope to

avenue line
year ha* passed."

Hon

prrshlen' of ihc Vfrct railway
thinks ihc larv will tie ofirr
aled by cicrtrii: molortt In ihni plaie al*oul lJcccml*er 2"
'I'hc earn arc being built in Si. I.ouIh and the engine and
lioilcrs are bring made
(cmey City, N. j
The work of
fteding the polc*i will ttcgin in a ^hort lime, and it 1* capecied that two weckn will fintvh ihat jurt of the work.
I'Altervjn,

I

J,

company,

I(fuoniin({io(i,

III,,

m

At a recent meeting of the rortlaml. <'irc,, city council
the ordinance granting a franch{«c to the Mctrripr>lil«n
Railway company to lay a double track on t*. Second.
North, Front, Cibbx and Cor)>ett «lrcc(4. and rc[>rating all
ordinances granting franchiws to thin compan) a<k well as
to the Portland Traction company. wa« rcportrd back with
amcndmcnlH by the committee on sirccts and referred to
the city attorney, with instrui lions to make su<h amend
ments as may be necessary to prevent ihc placing of more
than one double line of track upon .Second street.
Superintendent Littcll, of the City Railway company,
Louisville. Ky.. says he will venture the prediction that in
three years there will not be a mule car in the cily,
KIcc
Iricily will have taken the place of animal pr>wcr,
"The

Mr. f.ittelt, "han been to ftuccc««ful
that the system will evcninally Ik: extended throughout the
All new track which we have put down i% provided

electric railway." say<t
cily.

wi'h a ground

wire
Rapid transit if, furnished by the
and there arc less drawbacks to it than lo
Certainly the electric railway is Ic« objectionable than the cable road, and i^ vastly \es^ so than the ele
vated railroad— such as ihey have in New York.
think the electric road is the thing for Ixiuiftville, and wc
believe the public thinks so, too."
electric system,

any other.

Wc

'I'hc Uenver Repii'flinin thus comments on the effect of
the introduction of electric railways: The Tramway company has just decided upon the northeast extension of itt
electric crosstown line.
Owners of property at Downing

avenue and along

Thirty-fourlli avenue have pledged sufii
cient subsidy for a continuation of the line to the Colorado
boulevard.
The original intention was to build to Will-

iams street.
The owners of real estate east of that thoroughfare could not permit the so near approach of a rapid
transit line toward their properties without deriving some
of the benefits, and they went to sec the Tramway people.
The result was the determination to go on eastward to the
boulevard, and run north on that thoroughfare to a p«nt
east of the cemetery, and then to the cemetery anil return.
The road will be completed and running in sixty days.
Whether it is due to the electric road plans or to one of
those concentric movements that occur occasionally and
no one can give an explanation for, it is a fact that a most
remarkable activity has devel'"ped in all the country- east of
L)owning a*enue and north of the City park. The pccu
liar feature of this demand for the property in that locality
is thit the purchasers have not haggled at all on the prices,
and in instances where the oWncr. or his representative,
has raised lilightly. the buyer has not questioned it. The
result is that the figure on all the unpurchased land in that
locality has increased from 20 to 40 per cent.

roads.

The trial trip on the new electric line at Omaha. Neb
was made recently and proved successful. The line exFrom the power house to the
tends to Hanscom park.
park, a distance of forty blocks, the trip was made in
The line is in excellent condition and
twentv-six minutes.
,

and stockholders are

all

delighted.

of

The Thomson- Houston company,

its

cars are

Peoria

Thomson Houston

electricians

The work

railway at

electric line of

in operation,

is considering
The city council of .\nn .\rhor, Mich
the question of purchasing an electric light plant.

extensive improvements.
power houses.

,

lo greatly increase his plant with a view of undertaking ad'
ditional city lighting, and entering the lield for commercial anti domestic ittuminatioti
He has placed a tele-

The

plant in op-

The new

I'ortlanci,

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
.\rgentine. Mo., will have an electric light
eration in a few weeks.

Supervisorit of

A«

The

Baltimore and

Richmond newspapers

dt*

not seem

to have lost any of their faith in electric railroads despi'.e
That would indithe trouble experienced in those ci:ies.
cate that the trouble was not with the system and is the
best evidence that can be secured in these particular cases.
At Baltimore the horse car companies are decounced for
the poor service they have been giving the people and the
agitation for electric roads is becoming more interesting

every day.

On May 2ist, an electric street railway went into
operationin Ban;,or, Me., with two and one-half miles of
Several new cars were put on durtrack and four cars.
ing the summer, and the business of the road is still growing.
The net earnings up to Oct. i, were ^>. 561, 60.
which is sulVicieni to pay a full year's interest ($4,200) o»;
the bonds of the company and leave asurplusof 1^2.361.^0*
Several miles of additional track are to be laid and the
1 he cars arc operated
rolling stock further increased
from overhead wires
Railrcad company of Rochester. N. Y.,
recently organized to introduce an electric sfcct railway in
that city, has been conducting negotiations with the horse
car company, with a view of purchasing the entire plant of
The
the Rochester City and Brighton Railroad company.
Crosstown company has an option on the horse car lines.
The figure is said to be $^.750,000. .\ gentleman interested in the deal was in Chicago last week, and stated
The time will
that the purchase would probably be made.
not expire until January 1st.

The Crosstown

.\ St
Louis reporter thus quotes an experienced street
car manager of that city:
"I am out of the street railway
\
business now, but naturally retain an interest in it.
would like losee the Washington avenue people obtain the
right to run their cars by electricity, carried on overhead
The system is a great
wires, the full length of the line.
success wherever it has been tried, and the municipal assembly should grant them the right when they ask for it,
and I believe they will in the near future. The danger of
the overhead wires has been minimized until it practically
amounts lo nothing. A street-car wire would be charged

THE TELEGRAPH.
A

was given the city of Philadelphia October i6ih
against the Western Union Telegraph company for $14,amount
43S,
of license for operating lines and maintaining
polts in that city.
verdict

The third annual ball and reception of Chicago OivisioD
No. 42 Order Railway Telegraphers will be held a? MarThanksgiving night.
Following arc the comArrangement committee: K. .Savacool. chairman.
mittees:
C. St. L. .^ P.: C. H. Selvage
.Malt. Murphv. J. I..
Nebecker. K C. Boecker. 11. McKerr. K T Roche. J. M.
Swift.
M. H. Bentle*.
Kcccolion committee: C
\.
Walker. C. \Y. Whitncv. T. I. Costello. K. J. HofTman.
tine's Hall,

W. Williams. J. J.
J. Farrelly. Chas '.McCune. C
Rose.
Floor committee: C. A. Sherman, chief; M. K.
Courieny. J. N. McMinn. IL J Buck. E. J. Perkins. I.
.A.

F. Downey. F (.". OeMund. F. W. Landon, Walter Car
berry.
handsome souvenir will be published and issueil
in advance of the bait, and will be given 10 each attendant and to all divisions of O. R. T. and railway telegraph

A

otticials.

THE TELEPHONE.
The

incorporation

is

reported

of

the

Carlinvillc. HI..

Telephone company, to maintain a telephone service:
stock. $25,000; incorporators, A.
Bates and F. L. Bates.

iial

L.

B

Gi\-cn.

ca|>-

M.

The East Tennessee Telephone com,
cd
an injunction restraining the Chatt-i
,1
Railway company from operating iithat it would ruin the business of the telephone v<jnipanv
When the case came up for a hearing the injunction was
dismissed on the tiling of a bond by the railway cotDpan\
assuming all
damages to the telephone companv
from the railway company's wires, prondcd certain improvements and changes were made by the telephone company in its system. Iloth the electric railway and telphone
companies claim a viciorv- in this case.
_

J

Miscellaneous Notes.
In the I'nited States Circuit Coua at .Sr. Louts Judge
Brewer has handed down a dcr:sTon i-^ the ci<rr -^f Herman
Rover against the Shul!
^^
an infringement of pa;.
^.
method of tanning and pr,
,
facturc of belts.
Judge Liiaycr hciu that toe cUim» of
.
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a greater scope than was allowed
and that the defendants in using only
the process had not infringed upon the rights

the plaintiff covered

under

his

Nashville, Tenn., has

Railway company, change of route.

Personal Paragraphs.
W.

C.

I

Price of the Daft company, N. Y.,

Charles
ast week.

in

Kansas

of

City,

was

in

Dtvice.

William

C.

lyn,

TamesJ. Wood, Brook-

N. Y.

will practice

law in Chicago.

Business Mention.
The New York Insulated Wire company

New York amounting

reports sales
day at pres-

to ten miles a

ent.

T. F, Clohesy, for several years at the head of the PosTelegraph system in Kansas City, Mo., has resigned to

tal

of general manager of the Inter-state
western interests of the
I'^lectric company, controlling the
Electrical Accumulator company.

lake the posiiiou

McLaughlin, late superintendent of the Van DeManufacturing company of Chicago, has
opened an office as mechanical and electrical engineer. Mr
McLaughlin will also handle a number of electrical specialHis office and works are at 32 ar.d 34 South Clinton
ties.
jas.

The

delegates to the American International Congress,
visited Cleveland Oct. 15, and among the points of interest inspected was t4ie factory of the National Carbon company.
ICach of the visitors was presented a neat souvenir
and package of samples which they looked upon as-curiositles to be highly prized.

The Lunkenheimer

IJrass

Manufacturing company of
method of advertising

Cincinnati. O., has adopted a novel

A

catalogue illustrating about fifty of its
leading specialtits has been issued.
The pages of this
book are perforated and instructions are given purchasers
to tear out the pagL- on which are illustrated the articles
they want and return with name and address attached in
order that trade discount terms may be forwarded.
specialties.

The Pond Engineering company
ing the Model Laundry of

power Hoppes

live

steam

to free the boilers entirely

Kansas

of St. Louis is furnish
City, Mo. a 150 horse

purifier, with

from

scale.

which

it

is

proposed

The company

Is

putting in the iCastman Hotel, at Hot Springs. Ark
one
of the largest size Pond Engineering company's feed pumps
and receivers. It furnished two of the same size to the
Liggett & Mejer building, St, Louis, Mu.. a short time
Large orders for Sheffield grate bars are reported.
ago.
,

"Peculiarly a Providence industry is the manufacture of
high speed steam engines by the Armington ^: Sims Engine company," says the Providence. R. I.. Siiiu/ay four-

"In the palaces of the Mikado of Japan and the
King of Hawaii, in South America and far off Corea, in
short the uttermost parts of the earth the Armington \
Sims engine is furnishing the power which makes light the
dark places and i^ making known the genius of Providence
engineers and the cunning fjf i'rovideTice mechanics, the
world over
X'isitors to almost any cki trie lighting sta
lion will find from one or two to a dozen of these engines
running dynamos, the work of electric lighting being consideretl the most seve.'e lest of regularity rtf speed, and ihey
are also in use in various other lines of industry, where
their simplicity, economy and durability have recommended
them. The points of ;tdvanlage to be noted in an engine
of this make are its simplii ity, the absence of parts rcquMing frequent adiustment, close automatic regulation, the
var atinti in speed from an extreme light load to the rapacity of the engine being only 2 per ent-, its small space anrl
compact and rigid form, the quality of the maleri.d used
"
and the perfection of its workmnnship

fiiiL

<

Arc Lamps-

Gustav C.

corres-

angle, designed to reduce the flexure or strain
of the cords at their junction with the handles.

posed of m'.ca, the outside and inside edges being
strengthened by thin plates or rings of copper.

The switch-board is provided with horizontal
The plugs and their handles are at a

holes.

socket

pondi.-'ig

412,845.

Push Button. Ceorge E. Ely, Rochester, N. Y.

412854. Dynamo Electric MachineLondon. England.

John A. Kingdon.

invention consists in the method of construction of the inductive parts and their method of application to any convenient rotating drum or fly-wheel of
any commercial engine, and the construciion of the
primary and secondary magnets and of the inductors to
prevent the production of Foucault or eddy currents in
the cores of the primary or secondary magnets or inductors, and in the general construction of the machinery.

Edouard F. Heydier, Dresden,

Microphone.

consisting of a

ark,

412.924,

plurality of contact points."

Electric Terminal.

N.

Charles

New-

Metal

Detector.

F.

Kester,

Jesse

Terre Haute, Ind.
The claim reads:
"An electrical mineral detector consisting of a solid
elongated tapering blade composed of a pair of metal
strips riveted securely together throughout their length
and having their upper ends extended to form a handle, said strips and extended ends being insulated from
the rivets
insuialed
from
the
each other and
strips, the edges of the snips projecting beyond the
insulating material, so that a circuit can be dosed between the same, said strips adapted to foim the terminals of a normally open circuit, includmg an indi
cator."

Operated

Electrically

Frank E. Kinsman.

Plainfield,

Machine.

Cutting

Ice

N

J.

The

invention relates to an ice-cutting machine which
is electrically driven over the surface of the ice and in
which a gang of saws is rotated by an electric motor.

Governor or Regulator for
Roderick Macrae, Baltimore, Md

412,928.

The

first

and

last

Electric

Motors.

claims are as follows:

"i. The combination, with an electric motor, of a
mechanical speed governor, an oscillating current controller connected with the speed governor, and a counadjustably connected with the
ter oscillating spring

current controller.
"7. The combination,

with un oscillatory current

cam mounted for oscillalicn with said
means for adjusting the cam to and from
the center of oscillation, a chain connected with and
extending along sa-d cam and connected with an adjustable spring, substantially as specified."
controller, of a

controller,

System of Distribution by Alternating Electric
412.932.
Current.
Oliver B. Shallenberger, Rochester, Pa.
The inventor states, that he has discoveied that it is
possible to produce in a given circuit a single alternating current, by the superposition of the two alternating currents differing from each other in the time of
their phases, which will not be materially different in
effect for ordinary lighting purposes from that heretofore emploj'ed, and by deriving from an intemiediate
point in the generating circuit a third conductor, it is
possible to obtain two currents having any required
difference of phase and cause them to traverse the two
independent circuits thus formed. These currents may
be employed for operating the motors,
Oliver B.
Discharge Device for Dynamos.
412.933.
Shallenberger, Rochester, Pa.
The last claim reads;
"5. The combination, with the armature of an electric generate r and its contact biushes, of a discliarge
plate electrically connected with the armature circuit,
a discharge plate directed toward the same, but insulated
therefrom and eltcincally connected with the body of the
armature, a rtsi rve discharge plate directed toward a
different poition of the first plate, and means for con
neciing It with ihe armature."

412,062.

Incandu^cent

Lamp

Socket.

Osbni n

P.

I.domis,

Millikcn,

Uuslou,

Soinerville. Mass.

412,971.

Toy.

Ludwig Hirsch, New York,

Y

N.

Switch-board.
413,083.
James F. McLaughlin, Philadelphia, Pa
The last claim reads:
"3. In a switch-board, the combination, with two
sets of metallic strips, otie set being provided with
contact springs and the other set with apeitures, of
pivoted switch keys mounted on the apertured strips,
each key having a thumb piece on each side of its piv
ot, and also having a contact lug projecting through
an aperture in the strip toward one of the springs on a
"
strip of the other

Fire

Alarm

Electric

413,085.

Motor

Francis

(Jeorgc

I''.

'J'hc l)Mx is jjrovidcil

with a keyless self-locking

t^looi

Patten,

New

York,

The motor has an armature provided

with a commutator or collector in which adjacent groups of bars
are connected with the armature winding at points respectively contiguous to and opposite to the said ad-

groups of segments in

jacent
ring.

rotating

around the

Henry TuLuxemburg, Germany.
Couphng-box for Electrical Conduits' SylvesDenison, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Electrode for Secondary Batteries.

413,112.

dor, Rosport.

413- '33-

The second claim reads;
"The combination, with

the cover and clamping devices for securing it in place, of the remaining portion
of the coupling upon which the cover lies, comprising
a lower section and rings or collars at the ends thereof
for embracing the ends of the pipes, said coupling

having a lateral passage."
Method of Making Lateral Connections in Un413,134
derground Cables. Sylvester P. Denison, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

The claim reads:
"The method of making lateral

or house connections
with conductors inclosed in conduit pipes, which metnod consists in cutting tut a section of the corduii pipe
without injuring the inclosed conductors or cable,
making the lateral connections with ihe c nductors in
the pipe, coupling the ends of the conduit pipe by a
closed sectional coupling, and leading cut the house
connections through a lateral passage in said coupling

"

Method of Electric Refrigeration.
Dewey, Syracuse, N. Y.

413,136.

The

invention

Mark W.

establishing an electric
circuit having one or more parts adapted to be cooled
and one or more parts adapted to be heated by the current therein, locating the cooled part or parts within
or in contact with a receptacle to cool the interior
thereof, and diffusing or conducting from the heated
part or parts of the circuit,
consists

in

Insulator.
Louis McCarthy, Boston, Mass.
This is a tree insulator. The sides of the case are
open and two grooved rolls are placed in the case and
adapted to slide over the wire as the tree sways or

413,146.

bends.

Dynamo Electric Machine. Gustav Pfannkuche,
413,148.
Cleveland, Ohio.
The armature, when built up and in position for
operation, consists, essentially, of a skeleton frame of
non-magnetic material concentric to but outside of the
effective inducing influence of the magnetic fields of
force
The induced coils extend, with their active generating portions, radially through the space between
the opposing pole faces of the two sets of field magnets,
and the wider inactive portions of these coils are
arranged concentric with but outside of the effective
inducuig influence of the magnets, similar in this respect to the body of the armature frame,
The nar
rower and inner portions of the induced coils are also
arranged concentric to the annular space occupied by
the magnetic fields; but,
being arranged upon a
smaller circle, they are not subject to the action of the
effective part of the magnetic field
We give the isl, i4lh and last claims;
"
I n a dynamo electric generator, the combination
of rotating field magnets and a stationary armature
made of ncn magnetic material.
"14 In a dynamo electric machine, an armature
consisting in the combination with a supporting frame
of a series of radially detachable coils secured at their
outer enc^s to said frame.
"26 In a dynamo electric machine, an armature
providtd with coils wound upon cores of insulating
material said coils being provided with interlocking
plates composed nf silicious or equivalent material.
I

.

Electric Railway Cai.
Frank J. Sprague, New
York, N. Y.
The secondary liatlevies are supported independent-

413,151.
IJox.

M.'iss.

J.

N. Y.

ter P.

Mclntire.

J.

Electrical

412.925.

Electrical

Stour-

stated that:

"The carbon points

4:2,889.

Electric Meter.
William H. Douglas,
bridge, County of Stafford, England.

413,038.
413,0^8.

The

Electric

street.

for

plate is inserted through the large
opening in the top of the globe and is secured to the
bottom or lower portion thereof. The protector is com-

being supported elastically, they
always remain in contact with their carbon disks
when a percussion is exerted on the diaphragm, and
in consequence of this arrangement all sound waves
coming from any other source but the diaphragm will
have no effect on the microphone."
The third claim reads:
"In a microphone, the combination, with a diaphragm and two connected contact-plates thereon,
on two contacts mounted on the diaphragm and arranged to co-operate with said plates, each contact

electricity in

Globe Protector
Asmus, Chicago, 111.

The protecting

Chicago

New

1KS9

Alternating Cu'rent Machine.
Charles Ziper413,008
nowski, Buda-Pesth, Austria-Hungary.
Claim 3 reads:
"An armature for alternating current electiic gener
ators, composed of 'P shaped ceres wiih bobbins arranged in a circle with inwardly projecting perpendicular limbs and fixed to but insulated from the framework of the machine."
413,011.

Electrical Switch-board.

412 S18.

Germany

The reception of Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Wilson, who
were married hst month, took place at St. CaroHne's Court
Mr. Wilson is superintenHotel, Chicago, October I7i:h.
dent of the Chicago Telephone company, and many of the
Chicago electrical representatives attended the reception.
Mr. Wilson's friends claim for him the title of "the happiest man in Chicago."

its

electrode,

perforated

a

will

Frank T- Brown who has been examiner in
and

poele

of

consists

Electric Circuit-closing
412,758.
Johnston, Jr., Lynn, Mass.

It is

W. McDaniel

his patent office, has resigned the position,

of wire in

The invention

composed of cerussite made into compressed tablets
and inc'osed in a peifora ed c:se, composed of lead or
any alloy thereof.

Chicago

Capt. Willard I.. Candee of the Okonite company.
York, was a Chicago Electric club visitor last week.

y)atent

Co'.

4'2,885.

was

week.

'qst

ve-*.

Hiram H. Carpenter, Den-

Secondary Battery

412,72'.

15, i8Sq.

made

rapid progress
during the last year in developing metropolitan features
and o'wes much of its success to electricity. In his annual
report the city recorder refers to grants and franchises
given the following companies: To the Cumberland Telephone ^; Telegraph company, to the McGavock ^\; Mt.
Vernon Horse Railroad company, the right to use electricity; to ihe Nashville & Edgefield Street Railroad company, and to the South Nashville Street Railroad company, the right to do the same; to the Nashville Jenney
Electric Light company; to the Capitol Electric company of
Nashville, to the Main Street and I.ischey Avenue Street
Railroad company, the right to run cars by electricity; to
the City Electric Railway company, to the South Nashville
Railroad company, the right to use electricity and to extend
lines; to the Nashvil!e\\; Edgefield Street Railroad company,
to extend its lines and to use electricity; to the CityEleclr'c
city of

Issued Oft

26,

having an aperture covered with a glass plate, which
plate is broken when any person wishes to gain access
to the interior of the box to send an alarm.

patent,

portions of
The process includes the preparation of
of the plaintiff.
the leather whereby the surface on'y was tanned, leaving
the inside a rawhide which combines the strength of the
In the prepara
latter with the pliability of the former
tion of leather under this process six successive steps are
taken, only one of which, that of '"liming" or "bating"
Koyer's bill
the leather, was used by the Shultz compiny.
was accordingly dismissed.

The

October

ly of the

body of the

car.

.

October

WlibTliKN

1889

26,

fc-LUClKlCIAN.

STANLEY,
THE E. GENERAL
S. GREELEY $t CO.,
HAZAZER
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
Electrical House Furnisbings,
ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT
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<&.
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KKN KLECTKK'CO.,

Yonc ond

Cbka^'o, IIL

CO.,

WEST-

Ohicajio."

'Now

Bullilloi;,

knDwIeftLied (he beet factory huilciint: in the city o(
if not in the Llnited Stutee." —EUctrical Review.

ECLIPSE WIND ENGINE

WARD LEONARD.

WHISTLES,

A TEUKA COTTA .MFli. U(l., St. .loBoph, .Mo.
l^Hit,
"Wo an- piTf?ctly phIibiIh'! witii thf workinL.'

They have a good record running through five years.
Experts are invited to examine p:culiarHles

Send for July, 1889, Catalogue and
see where Pnd by whom usrd.

Airciil,

IJHICK

Pulley shaft automatically oiled.

H.

R.
.

FRICTION CLUTCH PULLEYS
CHARACTERISTICS.

BELOIT.WIS.

1

Factory, iV>i and

EUSTIS.

and

Strrct,

KKKMAV.

Pneumatic, and Mechanical

Electric,

W.

Street, Boston, Mass.
HEliBEIiT

Market.

<'<Htl:iii<lt

rxrxjX^ i^iiTx: Jt-n^-jr j^^-x ^ riT cxcca:.

electric cable company,

<>1 iiml (>."$ Hampshiro
A. CL.MiK, Ocnersl MuDBKcr.

Electric Light.

Induclivn Capacity

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS,

W«

""eastern

it

in Inc

OJUco, 18
I», <'.

In n U'liiT from

THB

TUIiKltn Itf

Hlgheil Iniulation and Low<

1886, hu BiiyH

n

FARADAY CABLE

^yy^IRE.

Insulaiion Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine*

2fl,

1/

j^leci^rical Worths,
providence, R. I.,

1001'3'5-7 Opera Houso Block. CHICAGO.

THE "CLARK"

.

ll

.._

Application

MINIATURE INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

ballMI°"*I'c

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

..

„„„„
upon

I
Miiriiliir<I 'I'l-tit Innlrami'nl*
ftinilnljKil ii|jun t[i|illrfitliin.

Ciitttliii.'

"Ar

New York

Wis.

Belojt,

ANDREWS.

E.

M. IZARD.

CONSULTING AND CONTRACTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
Systems of Bleotrio Street Railways, Electric Jlotors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Electric
Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.
P1an» and Specifications for all Kind, of Blectrieal Coastmetl.n Work.
AfuIlUneof Commercial Supplies carried at all times for Plants described above.

For any or

all

Branch Ol&ces: The

Room 425, Telephone 694, CHICAGO,
THE ROOKERY,
ninneapolis, Hinn. Northwestern SIntnal Life Ingnranre Block,

I.nniber Exchanee, Rooms

5

and

6,

ILL.

lioom

;

115,

Telephone 12M,

nilwnakec. Wla

(GOLD M:E3D^^D

4.0

N/>

PARIB EXP^BITTION,
FUK THK CKLiBBRATKU

TBADE

MABKi

INSULATED OKONITE WIRES AND CABLES.
WAREHOUSES: IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THE
+

IwIJLI-Iw'KJ^CTVFLEFiS

OK

-

U. S.

-

-

+

Automatic Electric Motoiis
In all Sizes

from One-half H.

P.

Upward.

High Ejpeiency, Perfeet Regulation. Superior 1f'orI:iiiti>is/iip, Ease of
Jfanagement, Semarkahle Siinjjliciti/, Etr., Etc.

DYNAIVIO SXiSCTRIC « IVIACHINSS
^

Por Electroplating, Electrotypirg, Copper EefiDing, Etc.
RRiNPH
DRHiiun

ftPPirpQ'
urriVjCiO,

MEW

rORK, S3 Church St.:

BOSTOM, 111 Arch

St.:

PHUADEIPHIA,

kamsas cnr, mnito nuiKHnu: new

6C6

CritmtrctSt.:
CHICABO, 41
ccrcm-iet it.

U S1I. St.

ontc/.-iS. loe.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., WINDSOR, CONN.

—

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Established in 1861.

BKGGOT,

^E.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

October

Stilwell's Patent Live

Steam-Feed Water
Removes
Entirely

prevents

IN

Boilers.

COMBINATION

GAS ANC ELECTRIC

Impurities.

SCALE

Steam

in

Catalogue on application.

GEORGE CUTTER,
CONSULTING ELECTRICIAN,

FIXTURES.
ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

80 Adams Street,

CHICAGO.

-

Etc., Etc.,

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,

Madison Street and Fifth AYenne,

BRYANT'S SYVITCHES,
HILI.'!» SWITCHES,

CHICAGO.

INSVIiATINe 8tapi.es
IirSITI/ATIIKG PAIWT,

-BRANCH STORB-

2134 Michigan Avenue,

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
D.

Purifier.

STILWELL&BIERGEMF6.G0.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTROLIERS,

SHADES,

all

26, i{

Arms

Russell Mast

THE LUNKENHEIIVIER BRASS MFG.

CO.,

-

Cincinnati, Oliio.

CO.,

PERRY, Vice-President and General Manager,

P.

-MANUFACTURERS OP THE-

SPERRT IMPROVED STSTEM
Write for Jnne, 1889, Cstalosne of (8) Globe Valves, Fop Safety Valves
I/nbricators, Oil and Cirease Cups, Engine BaPders' Brass Ooods,
and Grlass Oil Caps for Dynamos.

.A.I5C IjIO-IST'IlTa-,
HIGH OR
1.
2.
3.

LOW

TENSION.

The new Sperry apparatus free from repairs for twelve monthe.
That the new Kperry improved Dynamos can be coupled in eeriee with perfect safety.
That any number of lamps from one to capacity of dynamo can be cut In or out of

1

2 Pearl

Street,

Room

Imroveil

singly or in groups, with perfect safety, and without sparking at the brushes.
4.
To absorb power In exact proportion to number of lights bnrning.

1.

make.
2.
3.

The new Automatic Sperry Dynamos and Lamps Burpass

BOSTOir, MASS.

6,

circuit,

Patenteil

Material

Railway

Roaieis.

LOWEST PRICES.
PONDENCE SOLICITED.

BEST IMATERIAL.

in efficiency those of any other

That there is greater economy In operating the new Sperry System than any other.
That our automatic regulation haa no equal: no rheostat, no wall hoses, no solenoid or

Street

for

CORRES-

dash-pot,
4.

That

We

THE

if

you will

mm

visit

THOMAS ASHBDRNER,

our factory we can show you the best arc lighting apparatus in existence.

CO,,

ISj 156, 198

South

Clinton

St.,

City,

Mo.

.

Eureka construction.

ELECTRIC

Kanias

Western Agent,

Rolled any weight desired. Patent allowed
Sample
Chair and Section of Rail Sent, Express Prepaid, to
Prospective PDrchssers.

correspondence with electrical engineers. Intending buyers, and Interesled
people everywhere.

invite

CHICAGO, ILL

Sioux City Corliss Engine.
30 to 500
BUILT BY THE
:

SIOUX
Office and Factory

)f\V*^

2134

to

Mamfactnrers

of

2140 DeKalb

St.,

-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS

ENGINE WORKS

ST. LOUIS, MO,

aM CARBON

Sioux City, Iowa-

BOILERS

SPECIALTIES,

—AND

OUR

Lone

Life,

Uniform

'BL5CR DIAMOND"

Steam Power

Size,

for

AND
SUPERIOR fAllTV,

IIDTSHISE

Guaranteed Second
to None.

ALL.

FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.
JOHN W. MASON, Manager.
SPECIAIi AGENTS

Send

LARGEST
^ENGINE WORKS
West of tlie Mississippi.

MAr^K.

WIKES ANn

CABliBM.

for Circular F.

JCStTState BuainesH.

works ENGINES.
ERIE E^^.TN^I10l.sll>C.
A.

.VlTKTK.Ai,
6EN1 WESTERN AG'TS iMII.LEK i>Ut»LI':X STEAM PUHP.

— VRKF~

).CIROUL.\KS
,

J

i tihJ^.

COMPANY
GATE CITY ELECTRIC
STOCK
of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES!
And

TRAai:

Outfits
Stations

ASPECIALTY.

Have a TVIX.

^LOIV/>

I,ig:1itin{>:

and Elevators

POINTS
THEM

OIT-V

^lljr

will

make liOW

522 DELAWARE STREET,

-

Prices

-

ami PROIIIFX' Shipineuts.

KANSAS

CITY,

MO.

CLEVELAND, OHIO,
THE STANDARD CARBON COMPANY,
of
H-

IVIaxi'U.fA.ot'u.reirai

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.

October
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
;ill.-ntion

'll,.-

\\.iJ

ol

(I'M.

(.MI'AMKS m

(

taiird

to

llik

4*t-:i.|-U

IIICA'I'i:!* %lM'a'i:iC %% 111:1:1^ Mk (/iarilcuUrly iulujiird lo itirtr uw
on ai:(:oiini ol ii-i ri-tnitrkuhly Mti'UtIv inollun, lilxrh H|>rrd
ttOtl tci**'!^' l-:ill4-l4-n<*y, find lurfc*' ^'ii|»ii<*lf y, for lU tflMartrr,

<t

bciru; (loial*!*' ilir l*4»\t
liiiriilicr of ill'- t'-, I. lint; «-I<' tin:

uv

teal

o(

fill L'ffcct

vk.tf.r

It

1%

Aitlioiit

1

;iti

uI

rnoj

wli''<-i-. i,t v.itii<- >li.iiiirirr.

odipaniri

an

»**|ual,

iruikrisiil4<i*4l,

FOB

Mitli (ic.il uiri-.Ln

protlucm^ Ihr

Hon,

It i^ uwt] )#y a
In 'If ft-ftujin-

hliclirsl p'-f tcrti, ol

uwy

ASU

KI-:\-|»
<;ATAI.O«;i'K
I'AKTIf'II.ARM.
Out I loriMjnial "Victor" in hl^lilv rccoinmcntird.ua no tern.:, arc rcqiilrrd
un<i

It

tan

lo ilynair.o.
rnffravinK rf[ir»nrnt» a pnlr of lainrh
arrant{iMl on a liurir/jntui %h:ift, with Cani-lron Mumr-, hrall
IvkI lt«MrinK% (or Shaft, and Uriviriff Piillry* complrtr, ull mountrd ujKrfi
h*; Ijclictl ilirrtlly

TI4*'rOK

Till- ,n roiiinanyin^i

ICIIIlil-.H

'I'l
I

ii

111)'-,,

sulf.t;iiiiial

riuM-imn hrd

jjlaic.

The rniif

iirriin{{rnirnl

Ik

very cornplclr

and

\Vc urn now prrparrd to furntth Viclor
on horuonial nhufu. and where the tliiutk/n
use. wc rctonitncnd ihrm.

hrst-clasH in cvrry partnular.

slricll;^

'IiirhinL's, ciihrr Hin^k-

admits of their

or in

pair!!

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO.,

-

DAYTON, OHIO.

BOOTH
<& HJLYlDE:]SrS,
WATERBURY,

HOLTilES,

CONN.

FACTORIES:

MAMUKACTI'ltKHH OK

bare:

and insuijiAtz:!) ititire.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Maenet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for Incandescent Llghtlnsr. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire-

.cCj

M

.oetM^

PATENT "K. K." LINE WIRE
^w«,'«L'^'>k'<k^iw^'^ms.'r.'r.'*i

For

Electric

Light,

Electric Railways,

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON
J. L.

BARCLAY,

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

SCOVI LL, New York

L.

Agent,

26 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

ILL.

CARBON co.,^AKERs^^^^

GLOBE
VMyj^LEVELANP, OHIO. ^^ ron tL^

llGHTING

BELDING MOTOR & MFG. COMPANY,
fFFICE 144 Adams

FACTORY I2B-I30

Street,

The Rookery,

So. Clinton

Street,

I

-

CHICAGO, ILL, U.

S. A.

i

MANUFACTURERS OK THE

BELDINB ELECTRIC MOTORS

P

Perfect Automatic Regulation^
Highest Efficiency Guaranteed.
^>THE STRONGEST ARMATURE MADE. PERFECTLY BALANCED,

All Parts Interchang'eable
Oorrespondence Solicited.
Telephones and
plies of

Electrical SupEvery Description.

Elgii Teophone anil EIrclrifal

ELGIN,

74.

\,"^

ILL.,

Agents Wanted

Standard Open Circuit Batteries

of tlie

to Comniutator.
in all the Principal Cities.

World.

Supply To.

US.

^[fnr^

Tlie

-

Even

ABSOLOTELY NO HEATING.

a'.

TRADE

^j*

GONDA
MARK.

At^C aHP |NCANJ)E.SC£MT tu<^''f\ic
tiGHTING, ^UCTRO-PLATING-.ANJ)
F0REXpeRIM6NrALUSE. AU50 M0T0K5.

"Gondi"

Bitterr.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,
149 West Idth St., New York.

"Gondi PorooiCup"

Balterf.

:

WESTERN

THE

ELECTRICIAN.

October

26, iS

BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO
NE^W^

33 Mercer Street,

YORK,

MANUFACTURERS OF

MARD RUBBER BATTERY

CELLS, manufactured under
Of every description, including the celebrated
The
cheapest
and
best
Cells in the market.
Also
for
Storage
Batteries.
Primary
and
Kiel's Patents
(Kiel's
Patent)
for
electrical
purposes,
at
reduced
prices.
Standard
quality
Sheet,
Rod,
Sheet, Rod, and Tubing
Tubino", Insulator Hooks, Key Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand.
HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, 111.

HUGH MoMILLAN, President.

'W. A.

JACKSON,

Vioe-Preaident.

FR&NK E. SNCW, Sec'y and Treaa.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC TRACTION

CO.,

1DETISOIT, i^icza:.
ORGANIZED TO CONSTRUCT, EQUIP AND OPERATE

Streirt Railways

By

ELRaT:^RiQ Mottors,

Embracing New and Valuable Patents covering improvements which are necessary

for

ECONOMICAL OPER ATION AND HIGH EFFICIENCY.
FRANK
Contains

RAE, ELECTRICAL ENGINEER.

features that will commend it to tlie careful attention of Street Railway Managers,
looking for reliable, easily operated and efficient apparatus for HEAVY WORK.

new

Roads
East Detroit

B.

in

Operation and

& Grosse Pointe

Highland Park Railway
Detroit City Railway, Mack
Citizens Street Railway
Adrian Electric Railway

Detroit, Mich. .8 miles.
" ..3^ "
"
" ..2
"
"
St. Line
.

.

Elkhart, Ind .7
Adrian, Mich. .3

ROINXS
A

in

OF=

"
"

Process of Construction

—

Decatur Electric Street Railway
Decatur, III
3 miles.
"
Sault Ste Marie St. Railway, Sault Ste Marie, Mich 3
"
Fort Worth City Railway Co., Fort Worth, Texas. .10
"
"
"
Fort Worth Land & St. Ry. Co.,
.15
Saginaw Union Railway Co., Saginaw, Mich
11% "
.

.

SURERIORITY.

Single Motor Geared to Both Axles, with Improved Noiseless Flexible Gear Preventing Breaking from Sudden
Strain. Motor Truck Easily and Quickly Detachable, Etc., Etc.

Oox-x-esi3oxicl.ex3.oe

Sollolted axxd

ZSatlxxiateis Z*u]7X3.1is3ied.

October
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO
i:i.i:cTRicAii suppi.ii:s
Of Kvrry. ]>CMeri|ttioii nt ItoKoiii

l>ri<-<-H.

I>r<>iii|i(

Ship

iiIm iinil liit<-lll|;cii( I'lxfviitiwii

310 North Third

ENGINEERING CO.
707 and 709 Market

POND

427

Louis.

St., St.

Street,

SYNOVIAL
Cylincier Oils.

IDynamo and
Second

Free from

to iiouc.

By

maclilnery.

'-The Rookery," Chicago.

^'uin

'""

refllterinjr

onui'U.
'"'I

'"•

ElcrU-li: I'l.uiH

31 Waterworks Buiiding, Kansas

319 Ramge

City.

Ordcm.Our NiH-('iiil(i<-«.

of

i*>[)<':!.i!Iy

<•{

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

f ^'^r^'fJU''?^^^?' riH^A
ri

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
Rocking and

ArmloRton

Shellield Gratoe,

»2^^^^jaflP^^M|

Slnia Knclne, Step] Boilers, Iresnn Link Bolt, S'onililyutt Kilter, Blake Pumj), KortlnR Injector, etc.

Lowo Heater,

FOR

HKSID

.t

1

^Si^^RrA^H|^2

Erected Ready for Service.
ftld

CHICAGO.

TAUSSIG, Agent,

8.

Building, Omalia.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

HPKCIAIiTIEB :-Tlio

a^Iup^ '1 f-.r ;til f;i.--t riiijiiiiiii;^
Aiiojitcd \>y the Urgent

jnUnuully.
l|]i; WcHt.

i

Ij«.TKHT CATAL.n«;iIKH.

The Perkins Electric Lamp

PROF.

Co.,

^jEj

^hH
^ra

ARON'S

H.

ELECTRIC CDRREUT COUNTER,

MANUFACTURERS OP TUE BEST

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

PATEXTEI*.
Gold Medal Awarded at Melbonrne Exhibition, 1888-1889,

IN THE MARKET,

rnlluble Electric Meier evLT inveQled. <iii(iriiatt;t;J corrii'jt for aiuall a.^'X l:ir_'e currenU.
Built for direct two-wire, three-wire. Qve-wlre, to nioe-wlre, and alieroatloK erstom, In fllz««
"Every couDter meaaares correctly for a fraction of ampeia
15 ap to any number of amperes.
its full cipaclty,"
llprllo, Ur-rm9ny ;
Adopted by MieaiRNtit &.

The most

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
Long

W.

Life

G.

54

from
np to

and Absolutely No Discoloration.

HALM,

Mgr„

Vlce-Pres, and Western

FRANKLIN

ST.,

CHICAGO,

PAWV,

Berlin.,

other principal Karopean

SOLE MANCFACTLREB AXD IMPOKTKR.

BEEKMAN STREET,

21

The BOOK

224

CO,

Carter St.. Philadelphia.

Dynamos,

citleH.'*

UoqaesUoDed aapertorltyIn use by EurojieaQ Ceutral m&tlODs meaanrlog over 60 mllllOD watta.
lodlBpeDBahie fur C'entr.il Stati'm work. AmoDot of CDrrect coosamed may h« aadTtaloed at a
Rlance, tbe dmia heiug conelructed on the eanie principle ae the yas il6t*;r dials. For price* and parucolare, address

ILL.

ELECTRO-DYNAMIC

KlklNOV rOM-

H.ALHHF,

Berlin. 4^ermany: .11 UMCIP.A I. KLK*.TK1< M<WHTI\4. UOKHH.
4Jermany. ^'KxrloHlvely nMed In Parli*, Vienna, C'onitlantiBOple ana

Motors, Batteries,

for

THE TRADE.

WHIPPLE'S

NEW YORK.

-

F0REE(4a)BAIN,
84 MARKET

ST..

CHICAGO.

HATIOHAL
SLECTHICAL
DIRECTORY

Electrical Kxperi^

ELECTRICREPORTS.

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPAIRING.

DESIGN ER AND MAHUFAC TURER.

Special and Experimental

W ACH INERY.
Larce Dynamoa aod Motors lor SD«clal Work
Coal Mlnloj: naalage
built to Urder.
a SpwrlaltT.

Voltmeters

and

Ammeters.

Switclies,

The 1889 Edition
Full Data of

America, with

..jxriD-

all

contains;

the Central Stations of

officers, etc.

Electrical

Full Lists of the Classified

Trades and Kindred In'erests.
Full

Complete Electric

Llnlit

Alphabetical

Lists

Workers, Manufacturers,

Electrical

Full Lists of Isolated Plants.
Full Lists of Telephone Stations.

Gas Companies nmning Electric Light
Plants.
All Electric

and Horse Street Railways,

wiih complete Data.

STREET CARS EQUIPPED

Officers and Members of all Electric Associations.
Complete Lists of Electrical Publications.

FOR ELECTRIC PROPULSION.

Etc.,

Etc.,

they are almost an aheoinle proU'ciion to the I>rnamo?. if the Pynamo tender or endoi^r »11I onl^
K>ok at ihem once in a while; Ptill lh»r* la oolbIn^ about theui in tbe war of an alarm thai «oald
fehuil his jroing to plwp and relyini: npon th«m
or

waklnnliim up

in

Yoiire traly.

ca^

of anv trooble.

JAS. R. DtE, Gen'l

I.ichtini:.

FrrcHBriw. Mass., Sept.

Supplementary

SI?r.

G- E- BOWERS,
Manufacturer of Dynamo.^ for Incandescent

Etc.

F-tc,

Etc.,

Hor<iUTOS, ]ii< H S.»pt. ].\ l"*-?.
Co.. Detroit. Mich.
GESTLEHBs:-ReplTiDi; to ynnr faior of tfa^Mb
in?t
in which yon ^eeire lo kn«<w how we ar*
ealifflfd with yonr Am-Mpter, I woriM »ay. that
^Incf we pnt five of ihem In n*-e aboQt a yvar ajro.
w^ have had po Irooblp with th«m wbat«>Tiirr. and
a* far as I know now we wonld not think of c^ltiDi; aloD;r wilhoQt them.
I cannot fke« hnt what

Lockwood Instrument
,

them.

Plants.

and Polarity Indicator.
PENINSULA ELECT. LUillT A POW BK CO.
.

of

etc.

Gas Companies and Data concerning

and Power

LOCKWOOD
Ammeter

SS, 1889.

Lockwood Instrument Co.

to the Directory,

(iENTi-EMEx:— I

find

yoar Am-Meteri v«ry

my

The Oldest and Most Experienced Electric Motor Company in the World.

THE "ELECTRIC REPORTS"
Are published on the

Subscription Price.

first

of eacti

-

$10

-

monlh.

per Year.

Office:

502

"The Electric Railway."

30 Atwater

St.,

East.

of the times, price fl.OO
according to binding.

ofcnrrent.
G. E.

__

BOWERS.

.

and

"JIanicipal Eighting." two books

Detroit Office:

"

i:

Lockwood Instrument

DETROIT, MICH.

Plienix Building.

theamOQ!

EDISON LAMP COMPANY.
Urano R-^Fts?. Mich Sept. 1.4. 1869.

FRED. hT^HIPPLE,

Chicago

con\eiii.'nt.
Some of
Dynamo? ar* in Q»e.
where the «pf**1 i? nni»«» i'rrejralar; in farb ca5^3
-- •' hiiterie* to -teady tbe
•
I someliir;''
carn*nt,.i:.
^r« indicate at all timei

and $2.00 each,

Co.. DetroH. Mich.
Dk.vbSir5:-I have Ne*n •'ntirelv pl-^a-ied wllb
TOOT Am-Meter. two of whi hi hav? V'^i Q^ini;
ationt lhn*e mon:h3.
Plea*e aend a* another a«
5oon a^ coDrenient, a? we are ahoct to install
Yoars trulT,
anotht»r Drnamo.

EDISON LAMP CO.. A. F. W aUOM, Snpt.
LOCKWOOD INSTRUMENT CO.. Detrort.Mich.

—
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V
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ALL STANDARD

tt

ELECTRIC
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1889

MOTOR COMPANY,

404 GREENWICH STREET,

SIZES

NEW YORK.
Ovsr 6,000

How

in

Use

OF—

ELECTRIC MOTORS

UNITED STATES,
Runniog Sewing Machines, Elevatois,

-I'E.oia:

1-8 H. P,
Chicago

Office, Phoenix

Cincinnati Office.

TO 40

Printing Presses, Ventilating Fans, Blowers, Coffee Mills, Folidhing and Grinding

H. P,

Tools, Etc.
New England

Building.

99 West Fourth

Office,

32

Philadelphia Office, 301

Street.

Oliver Street, Boston.

Arch Street.

JOHN STEPHENSON

CO-,

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

BERGIMiLI^IT

<&

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OP INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIANCES FOR THE EDISOH ELECTRIC LISHT,
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

|

B,

&

ivTTiir
-W-t-W •^7'f\j>Tr
JCUHJl.

j

CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

\

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAQO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAW.

dctofaer 2^, 18^9.

x\x

THE BEST OF ALL
THE WHLTER

K.

FREEMHN

TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

We Guarantee 12 16-C. P. Limps for each Mechanical S. P. applied to I>ynamo. — We Guarantee our Trantttormers and Dynamos for two years, and sell our Apparatus upon its Satisfactory Performance.

Our Apparatus

is of

the Highest Efficiency^ Mechanically and Electrically.

WE guarah^tee its operation, and

GET THE CHEAPEST!

GET THE BEST!

CORE-ESFONEEUCE SOI^ICITEE.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG.

CO.,

ElAU QIaAIRE, wis.
GEO. B. SHAW, - General Manag^er.
H

H.

HAYDEN,

Presihent.
Vu-K-PiiEsiDEUT

FITCH GH.BERT,

WALTER
C

K.

FREEMAN,

KAMMEYER,

Electrician.

Sli-erixtem.ent.

r. e.

GEO.

rust, secbetaet.
T. TIIOMrSOX, Teeasvree.

:

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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THE MATHER ELECTRIC
Chicago Office,
N. Y. Office,

I

1889

CO.;

Metropolitan Blocl(.

I

Summer

Boston, 105

35 Broadway.

26,

Cincinnati, Carlisle BIdg.

St.

THE MATHER INCANDESCENT SYSTEM.
Superior to

others

all

in efficiency

and

reliability of

Lamps and Dynamos.

\a'lir<i«<il<iJ'l<'la»tal>a><li>M'M>U'U''

ti><ir<>i<i«n<n><ii»>»>>(>tam.ti.>.

Prom one-half horse-power upward, for constant potential circuits, perfectly selfregulating without special mechanism. Motors also for constant current circuits. Motors
wound for any desired potential.

~

UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS.
DR. GASSNER'S DRY BATTERY
Experts acknowledge it to be the best open circuit battery in the market, most durable and convenient.
Telephone, Railroad and Fire and Police Signal Companies use them largely.
Beli
hangers say it kills their trade, as they cannot charge for renewals. Physicians love them. High'

Write

est testimonials.

For Sale by THE

for Circulars.

WESTERN ELECTRIC

And CALIFOR/IIA ELECTRICAL WORKS, San

VITAIiIS HIinnER, Xanager.
WM.

S.

TURNER.

J.

LSSTBB WOODBRIDGE.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNBR,

Electrical Engineers

and Contractors.

COmPIiETE EQUIPSIEIVT OF EliECTRIC itAIIiWATS.
Steam Plants

for Electric Light

and Power.

II^I^.

Chambers

St.,

-

CHARLES

and

Gbemical

SCHOVERLING,

NEW VORK.
PAGEiT & KINTNISR^
111

Francisco, Cat.

lEOITABD PAGET.

Electrical

Experts

and

Electrical

J.

KINTNEK.

Engineers,

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.

Designs and Bstlmates Submitted.

7-4 OoxrtlA'Xa.dt Stx-eet, XiTGXS^r

A.

CO.,

CHICJLG-O,

ixr<

TITox-ls..

ELECTRICAL WORDS, TERMS PHRASES.
?

J3yr HT^STSriXa^

656 Pages. 397

Illustrations.

This Dictionary includes close upon 2.500

distinct

^CSTTSTOSI',

O".

Cloth Binding.

Words, Terms or Phrases.

Price, postage prepaid, to any part of the world, $2.50.
Eacli

comes under

it

careful and exhaustive

rather to be

given.

For some reasons

it

deserves

called an Encyclopaedia than a dictionary.

The Scheme

of

Treatment

is

When, from

3d.

4th.

so that

as follows

the complexity of the apparatus, or from other considerations,
so, an Illustration or Diagram of the apparatus is

has been thought desirable to do

of the great classes or divisions of electrical investigation or utilization
treatment.

.A.. 3VC.

To

it is

facilitate study,

an elaborate system of Cross References has been adopted,
and aliases are readily detected

as easy to find the definitions as the words,

and traced.
1st.

The words, terms and phrases

A general

which the

o

by a

short,

concise

giving the sense In which they are correctly employed.

definition,

2d.

are Invariably followed

statement then follows of the Principles

of Electrical

Science on

definition is founded.

In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure CLEARNESS, to the
end tiat while the definitions and explanations shall be SATISFACTORY TO THE
INTELLIGIBLE to
EXPERT ELECTRICIAN, they shall also be SIMPLE
those who have had no training at all in electricity, or are novices in the art.

AND

ZSIaZSCTRICIAZff PUBIiISHinrG- CO.,

Ti A :^i3sii> Ji ^TJXXMi>na'cy,

Patent Needle Annnnciators, Barglar Alarms, Klectric Bells, Bronze, Nickel and Wood Pushes, Door
and IVindow Springs, Electric illatting. Automatic, Ratchet and Hand liight Bnrners,
impark Coils, Keys (Wood and Nickel), Componnd Pushes, etc., etc.
".

FRANKLIN S.CARTER.

CHARLES M.WILKINS.

E.

WARD WILKINS.

TK4DING AS

PKRTRICK & CHRTER,
BtANUFACTUREBS AND DEALEBB

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
80I.E PBOFBIETOR!!!!

PATENT NEEDI/E ANNUNCIATORS.

114 South Second

Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

Established 1867.

Door Pnlls and Attachments, Automatic Drops, magneto Bells, Buzzers, Bat
tei'ies (all kindn), Eoot Pushes, Pear Puslies, Desk Pushes, and all Supplies for Electric Bell Work.
t3/

Send

for our

new 1880

Catalogue, and

if in

the trade inoloBe business card for discount sheet.

October

^r,,
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A PRACTICAL A ND CCMME BCIAl SUCCESS,

The Tbonson-Homto&Jlectric R'y System.
ECONOMICAL, DURABLE, RELIABLE,

NEW TYPE THOMSON-HOUSTON

ELEOTEIC RA.ILWAY TRUCK.

RESULT OF ONE YEAR'S WORK.
RAILWAY CONTRACTS OF THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC RAILWAY

CO.:

Alliance Street Railtvay Co., Alliance, O.
Naumkeag Street Ry., Salem, Mass.
Atlanta & Edgewood Street Railway Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Newburyport & Amesbury Horse Ry. Co., NetvburyAttleboro, Wo. Attleboro <& Wrentham Street Railway Co.,
port, Mass.
Attleboro, Mass.
Newport Street Ry. Co., Newport, R. I.
Americus Street Railway Co., Aniericua, Ga,
Newton Street Ry, Co., Newton, Mass.
Auburn Electric Railway Co., Auburn, N. Y.
Nay- Aug Cross Toivn Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Omaha & C. B. Ry. and Bridge Co., Omaha, Neb.
Banffor Street Railway Co., Bangor, Me.
Belt Line Railway Co., Lynn, Mass.
Omaha Motor Ry. Co., Omaha, Neb.
Ottawa Electric St. Ry. Co., Ottawa, III.Brooklyn Street Railway Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Ottumwa Street Ry. Co., Ottumwa, Iowa.
Central Passenger Railway, Louisville, Ky.
Plymouth & Kingston Ry. Co., Plymouth, Mass.
Central Railway Co., Peoria, HI.

Quincy

Railway, Decatur, III.
Colerain Avenue Railway Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Danville Street Car Co., Danville, Va.
Citizens' Electric Street

Eckington <£• Soldiers Home Ry. Co., Washington, D. C.
East Harrisburg Passenger Railway, Marrisburg, Pa.
Fulton Co. Street Ry. Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Hillside Coal Co., Scranton, Pa.
Hoosac Valley Street Ry., North Adams, Mass.
JoUet Street Ry. Co., Joliet, HI.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Myrtle Street Line) Lynn,
Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Nahant Line) Lynn, Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Crescent Beach Line) Lynn,
Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Highland Line) Lynn, Mass.
McGavock & Mt. Vernon Horse Ry., Nashville, Tenn.
Metropolitan Street Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo.

Brooklyn Street Railway Co.
Bes Moines Electric Railway Co.
Eckington & Soldiers' Home Railway Oo.
Julien Electric Traction Co.
Seattle Electric

Railway

& Power Co.

Ry.

Co.,

Quincy, Mass,

tC-

Derby Horse Railroad Co., Ansonia, Conn.
Des Moines Electric Ry. Co., Des Moines, Iowa.

:x:

St.

Redbank Sedbright Ry., Redbank, N.
Richmond St. Ry. Co., Richmoud, Ind.

Rochester Electric Ry. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Revere Street Ry. Co., Revere, Mass.
Ross Park Street R'j. Co., Sjjokane Falls, W. T.
Riverside and Suburban Ry- Co. Wichita. Kan.
Scranton Passenger Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Scranton Suburban St. Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Seattle Electric Ry. & Power Co., Seattle, W. T.
Southitigton & Plantsville Ry. Co.. Southington, Conn.
Third Ward St. Ry. Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
Topeka Rapid Transit Co., Topeka, Kan.
Toledo Electric Ry. Co., Toledo, Ohio.
University Park Ry. and Electric Co. Denver, Col.
Vine St, Ry., Kaufias City, Mo.
Watervliet Turnpike & R. R. Co., Albany, N. Y.
Wheeling Ry. Co., Wheeling, W. Va.
West End St. Ry. Co., Boston, Mass.

r^
Lynn & Boston Street Railway Co.
Omaha & Council Bluffs Railway & Bridge

Co.

Revere Street Railw^ay Co.
"Wheeling Railway Co.
West End Street Railway Co.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

J.

148 Michigan Ave.,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

October 26,18

WHEN ORDERING
XA^

^

I

Uf

U

IH^

OR

FOR.-

ELECTRIC LICHT
OR POWER PLANTS,
Please Refer to Articles by

Trade Numbers
As shown

in our

New

Illustrated Electric Light
logue No. 560.

and Power Cata-

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
lYl

RANDOLPH &T.,

FACTORIES: Ansonia, Conn.

CO.,

!
October

26,

wvtait.KN

1889

f.UE.C[HlClf^r».

A REVOLUTION
Send

for Full Particulars Regarding the

New

BRUSH ALTERNATING CURRENT
LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING SYSTEM.
Com-pa-rLies Canra-ot

-<^£foxd. to

DB-a.:s7"

or TJs©

-A.rL37-

Otli.ei.

The Brush ''Coreless" Alternating Current Dynamo.
Brush Arc and Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Brush Electric Motors
and Power Generators, Brush Carbons, Storage Batteries, Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CHICAGO OFFICE:

225

DEARBORN

ALEX. KEMPT, Special

ST.
Agt.

CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Eastern Oice:

36 Dnion Square, N. Y.

PACIFIC COAST agents:

]alJforflia

Etetric Liglt Co.,

8AN FRANCISCO.

•

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LICHT COMPANY,
DE'ort
Manufacturers

SLATTERY

INDUCTION
OF

'S^sra,-y3xe,

Xxxdletxia.

of the

SYSTEM

out

—

INMDESCENT

The Most Carefully Workedand Oomplete Alternating

System of Electric Lighting in
Existence.

lIGHTINa,

AND THB

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

OP

Lamps

ARC LIGHTING

and

Convertem

12—16 Oandle Power

to the Mechanical

Horse

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW York office:
115

BROADWAY,
Boreel Bldg.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS,

FORT WAYNE,

IND.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,
90T Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Sfanagrei*-

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.
OFFICE, 217 Sansome St.

SAN FRANCISCO

City of Mexico Office,

F.

ADAMS, Successor.

^
3
s

3

o>
C3

OtJ

m
X

-T

CD

oo

\

CD

CO
CD
CO

THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

5*

o

•-'

CO., "'""H"*"-

,

EVERY SATURDAY.

$8 per Annum.

CHICAGO,

Vol. V.

Leather- Link

Self -Adjusting

Ireson's

.

Patd. Not. 16, '80,

NOVEMBER

No.

AdJiiatlnK Li«atht>r I.lnk

BfltlnKi

MAM

furnlHtiiMl f^ra-

L.

IRESON. 97 High

St..

Boston. Mass-

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

THE

EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL.
FOK
111

-^ISO

ELECTRIC

—

X

AVE.,

Hr^gjo.

PLANT

-

-

BOILER.

Adopted by tbe Kdliioa Kleetrlr

> "^

Standard Underground Cable Co.. Mf'rs.

h\

panleM

at Phlladelpbla, Detroit,

t$i.

Llsbt C«aiPaci, Colombu

and ClnrlDoaii also ih« Brnah Electric Llgbt C«., vf
% LonlAvltle, and others.
;

& ROOT MFG. CO,

N^iABENDROTH

PITTSBURGH, PA.

-

BOILER."
AN EXCELLENT

ELECTRIC LICHT WIRES AND CABLES.
PENN

BOSTOlg, MASS.

WATER-TUBE

ROOT'S

jc^d

General Offices, 708

PA<>K VATAMXiil'K,

Arch Street,

'VirARZNG

•

Co.

CACTI IIKKH Uf A.NO DKAI.KIIH IS

K!«I»

CHARLES

Btatric

t
IllilR.

ttlltoiiBly,

Wanf'd by

18.

Belting.
Send for Iruaon'n

erj.

O cents per Copy.

1889.

2,

trtttd Treathia oa Solf-

SHPHcIally adftpt«{l for
bU Electric parpoBcn and
other Ulxh-spefil miicliln.

I

28 Oliff atrtet,

New

York.

ROOT SECTIONAL SAFETY BOILER.

BRANCH OFFICES:] J!f7''"f'*l^'^'**t*";°;^^"f'''^?:!;Chicago, 139 E. Madiioii St.,F. E.IIegenliaTdt.M'g'r,
(

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledged Standard
Insulation.
Its merits proved
quarter of a century. Adapted to
Beetric Light and Power.
Telegriph and Telophone,
Railway and

all

Branches

E.

B.

other

ot Signaling.

electrical purposes.

Sizes

Subterranean Use,

Lead Encased W,re,.^''^':Vr.?"
Concealed Wiring

in all Localiont.

i6DeySt..NEW york.

Co., C'liioiiKO, III.. Sole Agents

NEW ORLEANS.

ii

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back
Noiseless

Xjoooaxxotl'xro Stm^IoX-y

'XT'o.l-vT'e,

TJao -A-ailLtoxi. Xjools. Safety- ^«li7-o,
Tlio .A.my^*o:*a. 'V^o.tex- Xlellof "STml-vm,

THE ASHTON VALVES

,'i«J«;,-W,r.paUt>ona,b.i.K,h.n,o.,p,r««.*

THEIR SAFETY VALVES SL?..rri'ji,:raV.'L;j^rj^i';'uSssrTHEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES ?i'.:vZ'kn\fn"i^'S;a!

Aerial Uie.

All

McGLEES, General Manager,

"Wostom Kleotric

for durable and high
by a record of over
all

BRANCHES: CHICAGO, BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA

niiw In Ice market.

Simple in construction, Aotomatlc
everepeed theenn ne or pump

AsMon Valve

In ncrlon, Perfectly Controlling tbe
is

BRANCH
271 FranWin

Co.

Preaaoreof tbe bo««

working
St,

atwk^

Uke 8t. CUICAUO.
OFFICES: .« Ubertrst.. NBW TORS

BosIod.

I

?18

for the West.

ANSONIA BRASS & COFFER COMFANT,
COWLES* PATENTCO

Sola Manufacturers of

liEDWiRE

CO.,

and Weather ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

Fire -Proof

PUSH-BUTTON

B

C

B

CVT •IHnwiNO STYtK OF IKSULATtftW.

X-<:opper Wire
Sfttaraled with a Black,
trie

AND-

B. P.— Two Braid*, uiturated
Wkathrr-Pkoof Compositton.

NEW YORK.

^^'

\ '^ >"' ^1 '^'"^

^,

33 g^j

^

35

C—BiaUad C««ii%
PmBiV

with Fire-Proor Imulatioa.

Approved by New Vorlc Board oi Fire Underwriter*.
Copper Wire, bare and covered, ot every de*criptioD<

WAREROOMS'
ifnncnuu«3.
95 CHAMBERS STREET,

A

m^m''^"^*^

{m^.
TORRINGTON, CONN.,

Proof

Samplei furnUhed epoa Bpp&aClo&

"^^ "^"^

v„a|,a,|, /Vyg.,

FACTORIES:
Chicago,

III.

ANSONI A, CONN.

THE EDISON MACHINE WORKS,
SOia:E!3NrESOT-A.ID"S",
Weatherproof Wire.
Annunciator Wire.
Gas Fixture Wire,

IVTESW

MANVFACTl'RERS OF
Magnet Wire.

Insulated Iron Wire.
German Silver Wire.

Rubber Covered House Wire.

Flexible Cords.
Office Wire.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
Tinsel Cords.
Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Cables.

Arc

Lamp

Cords.

PARAGON TAPE.

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

General Sales Asent, - 19 Dey Street,

NEW

YORK,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

November

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
£lectric
liighting Apparatus.

630 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ili,.
115 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
315 W. Uh St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
116 Gravier St., New Oklbans, La.
503 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.
319 N. 3d St., St. Louls, Mo.
334 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

2, 18

CO.,

£lectric Railway

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

No better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus
can be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps
operated by Gas Companies in this country, over 11,000, or
52 per cent., are Thomson-Houston. The dynamo is entirely
automatic in its regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in operation.
The lamps burn steadily
uniformly,
and
and hold their adjustment better than any
other lamps on the market.

Our direct current incandescent dynamo

is

rapidly gain-

ing favor with practical electric lighting men, as
features of excellence are recognized.
its

regulation

to be thrown

is

many

automatic, permitting any number of lamps

on or

others in service.

off without in the least affecting the

Our incandescent lamps have an un-

equaled record for long

Direct Cnrrcnt Incandescent

its

Like the arc dynamo

life.

Dynamo.

The problem of long distance incandescent lighting is
practically solved by the alternating current dynamo, and to
meet the demand for a machine of
constructed what

is

this character

we have

unquestionably the most perfect alterna-

tor offered the public to-day, embracing as

features that combine to

it

make a perfect dynamo

does, all the

— automatic

regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

ency, and

economy

efl&ci-

of operation.

Alternating; Cnii'ent J>yniinio.

The employment of electric motors for driving small machinery is becoming so common, and its advantages so well
known, that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction.
In the construction of our motors we feel that we have reached
a point where their superiority cannot but be admitted.

LIGHTNING ABRE8TEB. —All

of our installations are

protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which

^lotor.

we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every instance.
Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus injured by
ning where these arresters fail to operate.

The
light-

November

2,
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CHAS.

D.

& CO., THE

JENNEY

MITCHELL VANCE
AM
niTi

CO.

Kjt tu.i

iir.i.i., \

J

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.
Having no Special Agent
in

Chicago for our

Goods,

we

Solicit Cor-

W

Architects' and Decorators'

Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

respondence from
with Fidelity

Buyers, which

we

to the

Promptly Answer.

Combination Fixtures

Insniating Joints,

Electroliers,

All Fittings for

Pendants

FHty H. P. ConHtRiit Potential

given Motive.

Incandescent Lighting.

aiotor.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
Tm3-

-OI'

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
For both Arc and Incandescent Oircuits, from 1-2 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have Self-Oiling Boxes.

224

ILLINOIS ST.,

S.

1867.
I

-

MANUFACTORY,
24 and 25th

T T

SALESROOM,

0th Ave.

836-38 Broadway and 13th St,

CITY.

ISSO.

^

aOMPANY.
NEW YORK.

Vulcanized India-Rubber Cables

to
C.

SCHUMACHER.

Pres't.

any Specification up to 8,000 Megohms per
Office:

mile.

42 Exchange Place.

VICTOR SCHALLER. Trcas.
Factory:

P.

CUUS.

162 and 164 W.

Supt.

27tli St.

Absolutely Pure Rubber Cables.
Concentric Cables, any Millage.

LIGHT,

Flexible Cords,

LOW

1

I

-MANDFACHJRERS OP-

HIGH OR

and

NEW YORK

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

INDIA-IlllBBliCem-PEBCM
INSULATING COMPAN7,
ELECTRIC

St.

Silk,

Hemp

or Cotton.

Dynamo Wires and Cables

VOLTAGE.

;

very pliable

Every Variety of Incandescent Cores.

HTRAKDED MARINE CORES,
MlUage or

Specification,

up

to 9,000

to any
llegohms per

knot.

2-CIRClTIT

rONCEKTRIC CA_BLES

of any Millage, both circuits, 0,000
knot.

X A^TT PORTABLES.
BEIili "WIRE, Rubber

Megohms

Silk, Cotton

MARINE

per

& Hemp.

ELECTRIC LIGHT

Cov'd for Marine Work.

PLIABLE CABLES FOR SEARCH

INSTALLATIONS.

LKJHTS.

UNDER WATER
—AND-

UNDERGROUND.

Three aiid Two- Wire Cables, to any
cation, up to 8,000 Megohms per knot.

Specifi-

Cables of Oenuine Hooper Core, of High
InstUation and Long Life, all Mlllages,
made Concentric after a New Method, If required.

Our Dynamo is cast in one piece, and combines indestructible solidity with the greatest simplicity of design and
compactness; the highest efficiency with a total absence of
the many objectionable features of the machines heretofore
in use. No outside magnetism. Current generated without
CITY, U. S. A. sparking, therefore steady light, and small wear of brushes

All tl>eal>ovo Cables and Cores have been exIeiiHlvely used in Theaters. rublic ItuihlinsK,
Hotels, Breweries. Miues, Cheiuical Works, Steaiuers and Yachts.

OFFICES:

!59

FRONT

ST.,

-

NEW YORK

j

W. M. HABIRSHAW,

F. C. 6.

Cen. Manae;er.

I

and commutator.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAHo

rOI«A.t.

November

2,

18

CAKB OIV X3'0

CleTT-ela-n-d, Ol3.io.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAI..

THE HAWKEYE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING

CO.,

ok- -the;-

rvTAJSiT_rF^A.c=;-n_riF?E;i=J^

CELEBRATED THONE SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT AUTOMATIC APPARATUS.
Electric Motors, Qeierators for leclianical

Motor

Antoinatic

Circuits.

Dynamos

for LiglitiiiE Plants.

Oom^^loto E31eotrio IPlstzxts.
Oontrctotors for CORRESPONDENCE
SOLICITED.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

JARVS
WM.

S.

TURNER.

WOODBRIDGi:

Electrical Engineers

iR

ENGINEERING
61

CO.,
OLIVER STREET,
IBOSrUOST.

J.

LESTER WOODBRIDGE.

and Contractors.

Steam Plants

lor Electric Light

74

and Power.

Dynamo

CHARLES

Chemical

and

NGLISH,

Experts

Electrical

and

Electrical

J.

KINTNER.

Engineers.

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

SI'tiree't, ^S'e-v^r "^Tor-Is..

Belts Carried in Stock.

THE CURTIS

Etc.

PATENT RETURN STEAM TRAP.

For Driving Dynamos.

Complete Steam
Complet(

Anthracite Coal and Coke

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

PAGET & KIIffTNER^

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.

CORLISS OR HIGH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

NGINES

STATIONS.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

Designs and Estimates Submitted.

Cortla.nca.'t

& POWER

:E0NARD PAGET.

TURNER,

COSIPIiETE EQDIPJHENT OF ISLiECTRIC RAIIiWAIS^.

ELECTRIC LIGHT

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

Plants Furnished and Erected.

MORSE & GO.

IT

noiseless, posHive, rapid, will return all condensation back into the
'
boiler, and works equally well in connection with reduced pressure or
exhaust steam, also wl'.en the return is below the water line of the boiler.

I22f-f223 Union Ave.

KANSAS

GITY,

is

THE CURTIS I^EGULATOR COMPANY,

MO.

BEVERLY

ST.,

BOSTON, MASS.

GENERAL AGENCIES.
NEW

SEND FOR SPECIAL CIRCULARS.

YORK, 109 Liberty St.
PHILADELPHIA, 2035 N. Front
MINNEAPOLIS, 210 S. Third St.

CHICAGO, 218
St.

Lake

St.

ST. LOUIS, 707 Market

NEW ORLEANS

21

St,

Union

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS
SI.%.Si1TFACT[7BEBS

OF

Automatic Electric Motors.

NEW YORK

INSULATED WIRE

CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Grimshaw White

Gore,

insrSTJL^TEID

CABLES

AND TAPES.
We

Carry a Full Line of these
Groods at Factory Prices
Write for Quotations.

WE CLAIM FOR THESE MOTORS!
SIMPLICITY, REGULARITY,
HIGH EFFICIENCY, AND

UNSURPASSED WORKMANSHIP.
MANUFACTURED FOR

EVERYTHINO ELECTRICAL.

54 and 56

Frank/in Street,

Arc and Incandescent

Circuits.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

St.

November
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ox^ekt r-oi^ EI.ECTRIC R AILAVAYS
THE ONJLY AW^ARD
AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION OF 1889

RAILWAY AND MOTOR
SPRAGUE ELECTRIC
MVHTKM OK
nUMT
l<'OH

E. H.

JOHNSON.

PKKrKt'T

TIIK

Pr,:sM«iit.

F.

J.

KI,K< :'i'ICI«:

ai'RAOUF, Vluf-rtrsldmil.

*

Sprague Electric Railway ^ Motor Co.,
Standard Electrical Test Instruments,
Ammeters and Voltmeters

of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.
('AIII'KNTII'IK,

IIABTMAIVW A

KAII.IVAV Kqi

16

«.

CO.,

F.nKWT.

niVFS, Strrtlari/ and Trtaturtr.

Broad

18

$t

I

New

St.,

York.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,
AI.I. SI7.EK

MICA

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THK ONLY COMI'LKTK HKT OK U H.
BLECT&IOAL I'ATENTB IN CHICAGO,

V.O..

1007-3-6-7 Oprrri Houso BInch. CHICAGO,

I*iir|H»si-n.

lOU'irt rl<':il

l'i»r

AND
QUALITIES

(ialvanomolcrs, Uridgps luid Itlinislals by all (hr I'romiDODt Makeri.

iroK TIIK

OALI. AXI> KXAJIINK.

924 Chestnut

St.,

Philadelphia.

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC
A. H.

Biita

COi

Western

Preat.

S. F.

FKNTON,

The United

Fire and Burglar Alarma.

If

not

flold In

your town wrltn at

Bills,

Saves Labor;

for lllii.irat^ rlrculftr

and

prices.

CO.,

.ni^\K.\poi.iH. .m>».

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING &M'PG CO.
JtOOMS, 200 anil '2()li

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

Electric Go.

ST. liOTTIS.
Electrical Apparatus

Eleotrto Lighting.

and Supplies,

UNIFORM

Telegraph Instrunicnta.
BatterleR.

CO.,

York.

CONSOLIDATED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Wire nnd

New

vinad.

niid IIouHC Aimtiuclaturs.

Electric Gas Lighting.

Saves Doctor's

Saves Coal,

CHA3. SIDNET SMITH. Seo^

Vlco-Preat. and Treas,

Street,

8I.OO.

Pumpelly Storngc Batteries, Standard UndtTground Cable Co. 'a Wires, Celebrated
Waring Cables and Conduits, Paiste Switches, 8toddard Cut-Outs, Thomson- Uoueton
Motors and Dynamos, Sawyer-Man Lamps and Specialties, Combination Fixtures
and Electroliers. Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co.'s Supplies, Wing's Disc Fans and Exhausts. Electric Lightlni]j and Supplies, Electric House Furnishings, Bell Hangers,
Sundries. Complete Steam Plants.
ANNETT.

Water

Automiitlc, simple and Diiruljle; Innurui uniform UmptTnturc
throughout the house; no heater complete without It; can be
applied to any kind of heating apparatus. Try one, an<l b« coo-

GENERAL ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION AND SDPPLIES.
1521 FARNAM ST., OMAHA, NEB.

Hotel

218

electric heat regulator

ZENNER, Manager.

CONTRACTORS AND JOBBERS.

?J.r.

EUGENE MUNSELL L

ElcctriciaD

SALT LAKE

IN QU.^LITY,

LONG LIFE AND GOOD

LIGHT.

UTAH.

CITY,

PARTRIGE & GARTER'S

T>IL^

1, 2,

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO

4

AND

6

CALL

Patent Indicating Bells!

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
STREET OR TRUNK LINES.
ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND,

Central Stations for

Power

Distribution.

STATIONARY MOTORS.
STORAGE BATTERIES.
t.?AI.I. liKLI,

For Prices acd Further Parilculars «ee our

tRiNKLIN

Executive Offices:

||5 BROADWAY.

NEW

YORK.

S.

liRTER.

ClIAKLE.'^ M.

i=^^:kti5ic:ec
Jlaoufacturer.s of

KI-KfTKIf.VI,

!SI

WILKISS

^

JERSEY CITY,

N. J.

114

E.

W.VBD WILKISS.

c^isxzei?,

TIM.IF.iS.

Sole Proiribtok? P.VTES T

Factory:

-C-VLL BELL.
Catalogue.

New

NEEDLE AXXTXCIATORS.

Soiitli Si'cornl *>tf0ot. I'liiladolpliin.

Pa.
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THE HEISLER PATENT LONB DISTANCE

WNDESCENT ELECTBIC LIGHT

SYSTEM,

UNEQUALED FORIDISTRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.
"Awarded

the Highest Distinction, a Gold Medal, by the International

Jury at the Universal Exposition, Paris, 1889."
Specially adapted for Street, Commercial, aEd Domestic Illumination from Central StaPlant may be located where Power can he secured Cheapest, even if mllfs distant from
the Lighting. Safety, Reliability, and Financial Success fully dcmonetrattd. Plan of Wiiiog
the Simplest, Cheapest, and most Efficient.
S'lictly Series.
Noted for the Brilliancy and
Beauty of the Light. Lamps, 10 to 100 Candle Power; Long Life without Blackening.
Greatest Produclion of Candle Power per Horse Power. Dynamo SelfContalned and Pertions.

j

Helsler

Loig DlslancE

INCANDESCENT

I,IGHTII«e

fectly Automatic.

SENS FOB

ClftCUIiAB.

COBRESPONDEHrCE SOEiIClTED.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
809 817 South 7th

St',

ST. LOUIS,

eet,

MO-

HILL
Clutch Works,

CLEVELAND, O.
18

EASTERN OFFICE:
NEW YOKK.

Cortlandt Street,

BDglneeiing

-

Office: 146

Franklin

St.,

BOSTON.

CHICAGO:
28 So.

Canal

St.

MINNEAPOLIS:
SOSKasota BuildlEg.

KANSAS CITY:
1381

ana 1823 Union Avenne.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Also Rawhide:

Ule

Leath

DosigDed, Erected and Knraisbed.

COPYEIGBTED BY

Send for new Catalogue Powei
Transmieslon Machinery.
fl.

W. HILL.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC Ca
BIO to 534

"SSTest 23ci

Street,

NEW YORK.
SEND FOR

NEW CATALOGUE OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND SUPPLIES,
ELECTRIC AHD COMBinATIOI FIXTURES,

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

)
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THE BEGINNING OF THE END.
WESTINGHOUSE COMPANY DEFEATED.
Sawyoi'-Man Patent Decided by the Court to be a Fraud and Absolutely Valueless.

EXTRACTS FROM THE DECISION OF JUSTICE BRADLEY, OCTOBER
Circuit Court of the United States,
For the Western District of Pennsylvania.

THE CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY

No. S,

May Term,

ON BILL AND

oi=i3^io2sr

I

1889.

amendments relating to this new and bioad claim were made afterwards, in February ami .March, 18S.5.
"We are of the opinion that the changes made in the application in
this regard were not justifiable, and tliat the claim in quc-Htit»n cannot be
sustained."
"We are not at all satisfied that Sawyer
ever
made and reduced to practical operation any such invention as is set forth
and claimed in the patent in suit. Their principal experiments were made
The evidence as to what they
in 1878, and perhaps the lieginning of 18T!).
accomplished in the construction of electric lamps is so contradictory and
suspicious that we can with dilllculty give credence to (he conclusions

'I'he
)

)

("SnTi,

"VS.

McKEESPOKT LIGHT COMPANY

5,

("'^c°lpany

888,

FINAL IIEARTNG.

o^ TxiEi co"cneT.

& Man

sought to be drawn from it. We are not Satisfied that they ever
produced an electric lamp with a burner of carbon made
from fibrous material or any other material which was a

success."

"The application for the patent In suit was not
until January, 1880, nearly or quite a year after all
their experiments had ceased, and after the inventions of
Edison had been published to the world."
"The explanations made by the complainants
for the delay in applying for the patent in suit, fail to satisfy
our minds that Sawyer & Man, or their assignees for them,
have not sought to obtain a patent to which they wexenot
legitimately entitled.
"But suppose it to be true, as the supposed inventors and some of the
other witnesses testify, that they did in 1878, construct some lamps with
burners of carbon made of fibrous material and of an arched shape, which

made

BRADLEY,

Circuit Justice:

"The great question in this suit is, whetlier the patent
sued on is valid, so far as involves a areneral claim for the use in electric
lamps ot incandescing carbon conductors, made of fibrous or textile subIf it is not, the bill 'musi
If it is, the complainant must prevail.
stances.
"
be dismissed.'
The de"Is the patent valid for such a broad claim?
fendants contend that it is not. First, because no such invention W8s set
forth in the original application, but was introduced more than four years
after it was filed, and after the same material had been used by Edison
and claimed by him in application for a patent. Secondlj-, because Edison,
and not Sawyer-Man, was really the original and first inventor of an inoandfsoent canduetor made of fibrous or textile material for an electric
lamp."
"It is very clear to us that in the original application for
the patent sued on, the applicants had no such object in view as that of
claimino' all carbon made from fibrous and textile substances as a conductor
for an incandescing electric lamp. Nothing on which to base any such claim
is disclosed in the original application; we have carefully compared it with
the amended application on which the patent was issued, aod are fulK'
satisfied that after Edison's inventions on this subject had been published
to the world there was an entire change of base' on the part of Sawyer &
Man, and that the application was amended to give it an entirely different
direction and purpose from what it had in its original form."

"By an

adroit

amendment made

in 1SS.5,

they say, 'Our

more especially to the incandescing conductor, its
substance, its form, and its combination with the other elements composing the lamp.' The purpose of this amendment is obvious and needs
no comment."
"The fact is that Sawyer & Man were unconscious that
the arc was not new, and supposed that they could get a patent for it; but
as their eves were opened, they changed about and amended their applicarbon
cation, and made the material of the conductor the greit object
made from fibrous aid textile material. Compare the original with the
amended application, as first stated in this opinion, and this purpose most
improvement

relates

—

obviously appears."

"The fact that the whole object of the application was
evinced b^' the correspondence of tlie parties."
"This testimony ot Mr. Broadnax, which is undoubtedly
to be relied on, in connection with the letter just quoted, shows that the
idea of claiming carbons made from fibrous and te.xtile materials was an
after-thought, and was no part of the purpose of the original application.
changed,

is

PRICE OF LAMPS

MUCH REDUCED.

continued to give light for daj-s or weeks, or months; still, were thev a
successful invention? Would any one purchase or touch them now? Did
they not lack an essential ingredient which was necessary to their adoption
and use? Did they go any further in principle, if they did in degree, than
did other lamps which had been constructed before? It seems to us that
they were following a wrong principle the principle of small resistance
in an incandescing conductor, and a strong cunent of electrieitv: an'l that

—

the great discovery in the art was that of adopting high resistance in the conductor with a small illuminating surface
and a corresponding diminution in the strength of the current. This was accomplished by Edison in his filamental
thread like conductors, rendered practicable by the perfection
of the vacuum in the globe of the lamp. He abandoned the old
of making the globe in separate piece?, cemented together, and
adopted a globe of one entire piece of glass, into which he introduced
small platinum conductors, fastened by fusion ot the glass around them,
thus being able to procure and maintain perhaps the most perfect vacuum
known in the arts. In such a vacuum the slender filaments ot carbon attenuated to the last degree of fineness, may be maintained in a state of
incandescence without deterioration, for an indefinite time, andwiiha small
expenditure of electric force. This was really the grand discovery in the art of electric lighting, without which it could

method

not have become a practical art for the purposes of general
use in houses and cities."
''The principal and great thing described is the
attenuated filament, and its inclosure in a perfect vacuum."
"We think we are not mistaken in saying that
but for this discovery electric lighting would never have
become a fact. We have supposed it to be the discovery of
Edison, because he has a patent for it. This may not be the
case; it may be the discovery of some other person. But
w^hoever discovered it, it is undoubtedly the great discovery

by electricity."
must be dismissed."

in the art of practical lighting

"The

bill

SEND FOROUR NEW PRICE LIST OF LAMPS.

UNITED EDISON MFD. CO,
INTESA^V

65 FIFTH AVENUE,
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EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine
especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

rr IS xrSEavAx/ED

AND

CO.,

MILWAUKEE,

WIS.

Manufactnrers of and Dealers In

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

fob eoonomt or fcel, bequulbitt op

MOTION,

&

ALUS

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.
Is

1889

SOLE BUIUDBRS

THE REYNOLDS

of

2,

DTXEABHiITY IN USB.

CHICAGO BRANCH,

Write for our Catalogues.

41 anl 43 SOUTH lEPFERSON ST.

BEBNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO. EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC CO.

MOTORS

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

FOR

FOR

Arc

Incandescent Circuits
WOUND FOB ASIT CURKKNT.

%

ARC-LIGHT CIRCUITS.

PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

SIMPLE. RELIABLE. DURABLE.
The only

safe socket for series lamps,

Highly

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

and the only

socket having insulating material for the outside

Send

parts.

620

F. ^W.

for Illustrated Catalogue.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

COMPOUND.
16 Sues, 5 to BOO H. P.

HORNE, Manager

WESTERN AND SOUTHERN
1

CHICAGO OFFICE. 80 Adams

GEORGE CUTTER,

Street,

1

EAST ADAMS STREET,

Eneine

BOSTON,
PITTSBURGH,
CHICAGO,
PHILADELPHIA,

for

HIGH FUEL DUTY AND SIMPLICITy.

STANDARD.
6 Sizes

"sISh''"^.'in

Stock,

5

to

50

Economical,

U Ihe aboTO

bnilt strictly to

Reliable.

Repairs Carried in Stock

Over 300

WestinghouseBuilling,
156, 158

Lake

Street,

!T?f"5''SSS
^

'^'^T?.'/^"^
" '^°-

J

&

*

&

H. P.

AUTOHATIO EH8IHE CHEAPEE THAH A SLIDE VALTE.

Well Built.

Hathaway BuUding,

608 Chestnut St., M. E. Muckl«, Jr.
Co.
ST. LOUIS,
302, 304 Washington Ave. 1
^. .,.„„,„
812 Union Avenle.KANSAS CITV,
) Fau-banks
'^°1330 Seventeenth Street, (
DENVER,
OMAHA,
1619 Capitol Avenue, P. C- Ayer.
PINE BLUFFS, Ark.
Geo. M. Dilley
Sons.
SALT LAKE CITY, 259 S. Main St.
Utah & Montana
ITTE, MONT.
E. Granite St.
Macliinery Co.
N FRANCISCO, 21 and 33 Fremont St., Parke & Lacy Co.
RTLAND, OR. 33, 35 N. Front St., Parke & Lacy Mch. Co.
lARLOTTE, N. C. 36 CoUege St., I „. „ . rr-^^^-^, p„
Hhei). A. lomplnns Lo.
LANTA.GA.
45
Prior

3,000 in use in all parts of the Civilized World.

JUNIOR.
AH

CHICAGO.

-

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
NEW YORK,
ir Cortlandt Street,
1 warfi„„i,„ „„

CONDENSING OR
of

STATES.

-

Agent.

NON-CONDENSING.

Hot yet equaled by any form

and Economical.

Efficient

sold the first year.

Qangewith Interchangeable Parts.
Send for lUustrated Oataloenes.

TlieWestingliouseMachineCo.l
PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.A.
I
W.

D.

SARGENT,

Pres.

S.

LLAS, TEX.

ATTANOOGA, TENN.

JNO. A. BARRETT, VPres. and Cons. Elec.

St.

Keating Imp.
C. E.

E H. CUFlER, Ireas. ana Mgr.

FRANK

THE ELEKTRON MFC.
Cor. Jay

and Plymouth

Sts.,

&

Mch. Co.

James

A.

&

Co.

HEKItET, Elec.

CO.,

Brooklyn, N, Y.,

MAKUPACTUHEKS OF THE

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS and DYNAMOS
Automatically Regulated, Unexcelled in Simplicity

and Durability.
THE ONLY MACHINES HAVING

Laminated Field Masnets

of

Softest Gliarcoal

lron'>=iH^^
»^^^^B

BY MEANS OF WHICH
HiglierEicieiicy, Closer Regulation and
ARE OBTAINED THAN

IS

Slower Speed

POSSIBLE OTHERWISE.

Careful Investiaation Invited.

4 J^GooDfiiai HAHDlliIBB^a &

.5^}^^'

'

Pure Sheet Hubber

^'n'

Sarriple-s and

\

.^

'^^^^^'''
I

JHE

prices

Etc.

upon

HRRomm^BERiQ^i, o,DS

^T
application.

Br.GooomcH
Co.
AKffON RUB B EH WORKS

AKRON, OHIO.

mmmM^SSm^Sim

<5)PECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS TO
~^=^ -Tf/VD
FOR "QTflLOGUE. "^^

ORDER
'

"

*
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CANDEE "IMPROVED"
WEATHERPROOFLINEWIRE
THE BEST WIRE IN THE MARKET.

COLD MEDAL-PARIS EXPOSITION.

WE

HAVE A FULL STOCK

And Can Make Shipments

IN

ALL SIZES,

at once at Reasonable Prices.

SEND IN YOUR ORDERS.
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR
Telegraph Supplies.
Electro Medical Supplies.
Electric Railway Supplies.
Incandescent Light Supplies.

LOW

PRICES,

Arc Light Supplies.
Telephone Supplies.
House Goods Supplies.
Electric Gas Lighting Supplies.

PROMPT SHIPMENTS, SUPERIOR GOODS

SEND FOR 250 PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS.

42

LA SALLE ST.,
TaAOE

TR^(?^ MSPK.

WIRES, CABLES, TAPE AND TUBING.

CO..

CHICAGO.

*«AaiC.

WIRES, CABLES, TAPE AND TUBING.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

SEND FOR ESTIMATES.

:

'

November

JOS. B. MOORIS. Preatdent.
6K». E. FIISHEK, secretary.
n ai. H. FlTZGERAIiD, Treasurer.

2,
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Correspondence Solicited.

Flectbic C ompany.
C omnniEBciAL
COMPLETE ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS.
-0

ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

0-

We

are prepared to build and complitely cqaip C ties, Towns, Buildings, etc.,
years' experience in engineering, buildng and operating Electric Light Plant?.
jight Plants, furnishing "High or Low Tension" Arj Syi'.em, Al ernating or Direot Current Incandeicent Systenn, aiapted tD service required.
Electric Light

Nine

^\'WT^i^^
\J V JdJXt
We

6H*ft\i\ i\t\t\

^# UU5UUU

Capital has been invested in Electric L'ght Plants, constructed under tbe supervision of the manag m?nt of th's Company (Messrs Fisher an i Fitzgerald),

)

with

GIVE US AH OPPORTUIVIT'V Of
PICrlJRIIfG

f

"WITH

TOIJ.

MANUFACTTJBEBS AND DBALEES IN

are authorized KeprenentatiTes and Contractors for the follow^ing:

MannfActurers and Apparatus:

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES AND SUPPLIES.

"SLATTERT'" INDUCTION SYBTEM INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

THE NEW IMPROVED WOOD ARC LIGHT SYSTEM (Pormerly ^'American" Arc)
(Above owTied and manufactured by Ft. Wayne Electric Co.)
STAR IRON TOWERS AND MAST ARMS.
C. & C. ELECTRIC MOTORS.
SAWYER MAN INCANDESCENT LAMPS. OKONITE WIRES AND CABLES.

55-5URATI0T AYE,

DETROIT, MICH.

WESTERM SALESROOM
F. MOORE'S ELECTRICAL WIRE.
ALFRED
FACTORIES: PHI LADELPHIA, PA.
.

Established 1820.

NEW HAVEN CLOCK
Electric

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT.

CO.'S

Messenger and Signal Boxes, Telegraph Instruments and Annunciators.

-nrABNEB'S

XXECTBIC TIUE STSTEH AKD EIiEGTBICAIi TESTIN6 OACeES.

I.W.Goll)urn& Co.'s Arc and Incandescent Electric LlEht Dynamns and Lamps.
FAOTORI ES: FITOHBTJR a, l^C^SS,
Electricul Material direct from the First and Best Manufacturers at Factory Price) and of Superior Quality Only, the Eesult of
the Best Machinery, and Skilled Workmen. Seid for Pocket Price List aad Citalogues of Every Description of Electrical Supplies.

Combining a Full Supply of

C. A.

—

HARMOUNT, western

agent,

315 to 321

I»rg»ia3X^t EHx<i3"j.ent
J.

F.

PORTER,

Pres.

&

«.-t

Wabash

J^ootoary

Ave.,

Long

E.xperience,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

3F*»'lce^.

Genl. Manager.

E.

RUEBEL,

Superintendent.

CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,
CENTRAL ELECTRIC
LOCUST STREET,
MO.
919

ST. LOUIS,

BRANCH:

NASHVILLE, TENN.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS.
liight Plants, Arc Light Plants, Street Kailway Plants, Electric Power
Plants, Electric Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Train Lighting Plants, Pole Line Construction.
full line of supplies
carried at all times for plants described above. Plans and specifications for all kinds of Electrical Construction.

For any system of Incandescent Electric

A

WHEN YOU BUY

MOTOR

A

AMY Manufacturer or Dealer,
State that you WANT IT SUPPLIED
From

WITH

the

Whittingham

^"^

##

.^
^^
^\4 /^^^f.-P

Automatic
Switch.
Send

for Catalogue.

Automatic Switch Co.,
No. 8 Keyser Building,

BALTIIMORE, MD.

ROYAL ELECTRIC

CO.,

PEORIA,
ILLINOIS,

MAHUKACTUUKllS OF

ELECTRIC LIGHTING

1

POWER MACHINERY
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CO/S SYSTEM
FOR

1

c::i-ri=?F=?E:iNi

PERFECTED BY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE.

For 500, 750,

1,500,

3^0,

5,000

16-C.

P.

Lamps.

COMPLETE CENTRAL STATION APPARATUS.

CONVERTERS.
THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
BOSTON,

NEW

MOTORS.
CO., Pittsburgh, Pa., U.S.A.

YORK, CHICAGO. ST. LOUIS, CINCINNATI, SAN FRANCISCO.
PORTLAND,
CHARLOTTE,
DALLAS.

—

.
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FOUR GOOD BOOKS!
BY
PRICE

Dynamo -Tenders' Hand-Book.

Hanger's Hand-Book.

Bell

97 illustra-

106 pages,

$1.00.

BY

BADT.

F. B.

PRICE

F. B.

$1.00.

BADT.

BY

First edition, 3,500 cop-

inches,

260 pagee, 13

This book

books printed to date, containing additional pages and moonlight schedule for 1889.

inches.

Just the boolt for people

selling, installing or

handling

100 pages, 70 illustrations,

flexible cloth

binding, size of type page 5^x3 inches. De-

house or hotel annuDciators,burglar or
electric

gas

flre

lighting apparatus,

electric heat apparatus, etc., etc.

signed for

tenders and linemen,

stationary and marine engineers.

Just the

book for men who wish to learn how to
operate and care for electric light Installations.
The only book of the kind in the
English language.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.

VOLTAIC BLECTEICITT.

ELEMENTARY DATA.
The Electric
Work.

Contact Series.

The Voltaic or Galvanic

Cell.

Battery.

Gravity Batteries.

ELEMENTARY. DATA.
Current.

METHODS OF RUNNING WIRES.
Work.

Cleat

M>uldiog Work.

Work
When the

a.

Building

is

Being Con-

s ruct d.

Compound Dynamo.

S'arting a

New Dynamo.

Keeping a

Dynamo

Connecting Batteries.
Cells Connected in Series.
Cells Connected in Multiple Arc.
Recapitulation.

Work.
External Resistance.
Rules for Coanecting Batteries.

b, 1

1

a Completed Building.

Electro-magnets.
Induction Coils.
Electric Bells.
Single Sroke Bells.
Long Distance Call Bell System.
Pufh Buttons.
Buzzer.
Indicating Box Bell.
Annunciators.
Electric Alarms.
Hotel Fire Alarm and Room Cal'.
The HeES System.

The Western Electrio Company's System.
The Double Wire System,
Partrick & Carter System.
Electro-mercurial Alarm.
Metallic Thermostat.

Burglar Alarms.
Desk and Safe Alarms.
Electric Gas Lighting Apparatus.

Suspsnsion of Arc Lamps.
'I limming and Cleaning Arc Lamps.
Incandescent or Glow Lamps.
Multiple Arc System.
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Series Multiple System.
Arc and Incandescent Lamps on the
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full

treatment

of the dynamo, the storage battery
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alternate

lighting.
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Splices.

Safety Rules.
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Current Regulator.
Switches.
Saffty Devices.
Lightning Arresters.
Ground Detector.

Switch-Board.

CIRCUITS OR l6ADS,

Outdoor Leads for Arc Lighting
Outdoor Leads for Incandescent Lighting.
Arc Circuits Inside of Houses.
Incandescent Circuits Inside of Houses.
Size of Wires for Incandescent Lamp In-

Rules of 1h3 Boston Underwriters' Union.
English Regulations.
Abstract of the Chicago Electric Light

Laws.
Rules and Regulations of the New York
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Dynamo.
Uk' iiu-an-

ilyiiamo of llic Nalicmal I'ik'ctiic ManWhile
ufacturing; ii>in|)aiiy of l''.au Claire, Wis.

ilesct'iit

the eouipany uiakes a specialty of alteriiatiuf;
current apparatus, at the same time it realizes
the importance of offering to customers an elticient anil reliable direct current iiicanilcsceul
machine.
Au inspection of the cuts presented
herewith reveals a mo.st peculiar type of dynamo.
The fields are constructeii as shown, the armature of the machine being inclosed by the two
upright curved pole pieces. In order to explain
more clearly the construction of this dynamo, it
may be well to state that regulation is accomplished by moving the pole pieces of the field
magnets so as to \ary the magnetic field in
which the armature revolves. In order to thus
vary the intensity of the field, the designer
adopted a peculiar and ingenious, yet simple, ar-

rangement of parts, viz., mounting each
field magnets in end pieces or bearings, and by means of a simple
arrangement of a screw, nut and
hand - wheel,
providing
means
whereby the magnets may, by one
movement, be turned in their supports and the pole pieces brought
closer to or farther away from the

set of

NOVEMBER

2,

No.

1889.

way

of decorations had been made, elaborate flordesigns had been secured, and the hanrpict hall
presented a beautiful pii ture.
In the center of
the room was a bank of flowers in which .AmerThis display
ican beauty roses predominated.
was on a table 100 feet long.
There were on it
al

of

high.
floral

the Western hemisphere, twenty feet
This was undoubtedly the most elaborate

design

in

the hall.

on each side of the

hall,

Before

the

When the
ers and trojjical plants,
guests were ushered into this room
by

winilows,

was a bank of cut
.(00
it

I

flow-

invited

was

bril-

and

presented a
pleasing picture.
When the guests were seated
another startling surprise was given the distinguished visitors. The floral pieces were instantly illuminated by incandescent lamps.
There
were 120 lamps dislributeil among these pieces.
liantly lighted

electricity,

rate stations altogether from (.'hicago, and wc
therefore charge toll rates,"
Assistant Corporation Counsel IJarrow said:
"I have not givim the (lueslion sufficient study
to be able to answer positively offhand, but from
what
do know about it I am of opinion that
the telephone company is legally within its rights
in maintiiining the tolls.
When these towns
were annexed there was an express stipulation
that all contracts existing with the town governments would be retained in full force by the
city.
Of course, the town ordinances hold gf»od
under such a stipulation as that. The telephone
company cannot be inhibited from making the
extra charge, except by the passage of a special
ordi.Tance by the city council."
I

On
a ship made of Ihjwers, and a train of cars.
the wall at the right of the entrance was a beautiful floral .American shield and
opposite was a
map

The Pullman

little

A recent interview with the
general manager, C. L. Pullman,
explains the reasons why so little
has thus far been done.

The commutator

is of ample
Another feature of the machine worthy of note is its low center of gravity.
'I'he advantage of
is

headway has apparently been

made.

"We have been asked why we
have not gone ahead with our electric road," said Mr. Pullman.
"We
have our reasons. We do not care

size.

this

Electric Railway.

.\bout a year ago an account of the proposed
electric street railway at Pullman, III., was published in the Wkstkk.n Ei.ki rRic ias.
It was
thought at the time that the project
was to be carried out immediately,
and enthusiastic electric railway
men did not hesitate to place the
Pullman road in the list of lines to
be equipped in the near future. I'p
to the present lime, however, but

revolving armature. The armature.
Fig. 2, is of the Ciramme ring type
and is substantially made throughout.

evident.

to give

them

will

Ilelegalcs to

electricity has

the I'an-.^merican
visited points of
interest in the West.
Their stay
in Chicago was so crowded with incidents of interest
there was so
much to see, so many places to go
to, and so limited was their time
that they were fairly bewildered. In
no place in the country were they received with
more hospitality than
the city of Chicago
where they were whirled about the city, the
parks and the boulevards, in a style characteristic of the people.
In all their sight seeing they
were greatly impressed with the part electricity
is playing in the development of the city.
Everywhere they visited the clubs, the theaters,
hotels, .\uditorium, etc.,
there was the same
brilliant display of electric light.
.At every turn they were met with surprises.
While riding on Michigan avenue Chief Swenie
of the fire department, called the attention of the
party to the city telegraph and telephone stations.
Mayor Cregier suggested that the party
alight and have a practical test of the efficiency
of the service.
They did so, and Minister
Romero of Mexico, turned in the alarm.
.\{most instantly the fire marshal's horse was seen
galloping up Micingan avenue, quickly followed
by a hose cart. Then the ponderous engines,
trucks and patrol wagon filled with police officers reportetl from all directions. The party was
naturally greatly impressed by the
efficiency
of the city telegraph svstem.
The greatest surprise, however, was reserved
for the last night of their visit in the Western
metropolis.
It was the crowning feature of the
entertainment.
The banquet at the Cirand Pacific Hotel afforded an opportunity to display
American ingenuity.
Great preparations in the
last

week

—

—

the public.
I
1
believe
to stay, but I

however,

this,

come

also think that the electrical railw.iy machinery used at present is

more or

an experimental
undoubtedly equip
our road with electricity, but what
system we will use I cannot state.
".At the present time we have
about two miles of double track laid through
Pullman. We want this road to be one that will
illustrate the practical running of cars under
dilferent conditions. It will beoperated the same
as any other ordinary street railway and will be
self-supporting.
It is our intention to give the
different motor companies a chance to display
in

—

m

say

to

all

Pan-American Congress.
Congress

18.

form.

We

less of
will

-%,«-=^«..T^a-^

I

IN

I

I.M-

l'\

NAM'

and the effect was truly wonderful. The wiring
was done by the Chicago Edison company and
the current was furnished from the central station of the same company. The work reflected
great credit on the employes of the company
and they feel highly elated over its success.
The delegates left Chicago fully impressed
with its enterprise and importance.
It is safe to
say nowhere did they see such an electrical display as the last night of their visit in the metropolis of the West.

Telephone Rates.
Residents of suburban districts in Chicago
who have occasion to communicate by telephone
with old Chicago object to paying extra toll for the
service.
It had been assumed that annexation
The telemeant the abolition of extra tolls.
phone company however, charge a fare and a half
from the townships.
The toll charges were not
in existence at
Lake View, Cicero and other
towns at the time of annexation, but in most of
the towns, such as Hyde Park and Lake, the
extra charge was made.
-An official of the company said: "Toll rates are not charged in all
the annexed towns, because they have never
been in force in all of them, but in towns where
the extra charge was made before election, it is
still maintained.
For instance, Englewood and
Hyde Park we consider as different and sepa-

the merits of their respective machines. The road
will, therefore, be more or less of an experimental
one until we make a choice of a system.
"When will the experiments begin, you ask.
I'he Julien company is to eiguip two cars for
testing purposes, and the electrical machinery
for these cars has already been shipped."
In reply to a question whether the road, after

having been once equipped, was still to be used
for electrical experimental work, Mr. Pullman
said: "We propose to allow the electric motor
companies whose cars we may be constructing,
to experiment on our track using our system as
far as possible. "Vou understand," explained he.
"that it has been, and is now, the policy of the
Pullman company to build cars not necessarily
to suit the Pullman company, but to satisfy those
ordering them.
In other words, if an electrical
company wants a lot of cars we do not attempt
to make them build the motors to suit the cars.
On the contrary, we endeavor to construct our
cars to conform to the requirements of the moWe do not set up a standard and ask motors.
tor

companies to conform to

it.

Our

electrical

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
will help us in this direction. Besides
continued he, "by having the facilities for
hauling the cars over the line at any desired
speed, purchasers will have every opportunity of
satisfying themselves on the spot, of the merits

equipment

this,"

of a particular car.'

The Tesia Method

of Obtaining Direct

from Alternating Currents.
The accompanying diagrams illustrate a novel
method of obtaining direct from alternating
This method which has recently been
currents.

November

manner

that an active opposition of opposite efbe developed therein by
the passage, or tendency to pass, of the alternaIn Fig. 2, for example, is rept ons of current.
resented the generator of alternating currents,
line-circuit, and the branches over which the alternating currents are directed.
In each branch
is
included the secondary of a transformer or
induction coil.
The primaries of the induction
coils or transformers are connected either in
parallel or in series with a source of direct or
continuous currents indicated at the left in the
fect or direction will

2, if

curred in this city in contact with the overhead wires have
been due to faulty construction and defective insulation,
coupled with restrictive legislation and divided responsibility which for years have prevented such comprehensive
repairs and reconstruction as would have insured safety

and good

service;

nd further. That

the progress in the art of insulation
has been such that overhead wires carrying direct and alternating currents of the intensity now in use can be so insulated as to be safe.
The correctness of our position is
shown by the fact that alternating currents of live times
the intensity of those used in this city for electricity, are
operated without accident to person or property;
Third, We deprecate the effort on the part of certain
electric lighting interests who have committed themselves to
the use of the low tension currents, to so direct the present
public discussion as to bring the high ttnsion alternating
y*

and direct currents into disfavor, in the hope of benefiting
themselves and injuring their rivals We regard the present
discussion as beneficial to the public and the electric lighting industries, in that

it

will result in

bringing more forci-

bly to the attention of the public authorities and the elecilluminating companies themselves the necessity of
adopting proper rules insuring the ue of wires of good insulation, scientific construction and distribution, and of a
thorough and systematic plan of inspection and n pair of
overhead wires, and generally the adoption of such precautions as, we are confident, can and will insure safety to
the public as well as to the employes of the companies
tric

FIG. 2.

FREEM.VX CON> rANT rOTENTIAI. DYNAMO.

patented by Nikola Teslaof New York, consists,
broadly speaking, in developing, in say, two
branches of a circuit from an alternating generator what might be termed "active resistances"
of opposite electrical character, so that the current, or current waves, of opposite sign will be
diverted through different circuits, those of one
sign passing over one branch, and those of
While a number
the other sign over another.
of "active resistances" may be used in the
system, which have been classed by the inven"purely electrical,"
tor under the heads of
this
"electro-magnetic," and "magnetic," in
described,
explanation only two plans are
these being sufficient to illustrate the general
principle of the invention.
It is assumed, also,
in the description that the circuit is divided into
but two branches, as any further subdivision involves merely an extension of the general principle.

represents the simplest application of the
In this diagram is represented an alternating dynamo feeding a circuit divided into
In one of these
two branches as shown.
branches is inserted a device to create an electromotive force counter to the waves or impulses of current of one sign and in the other
branch a similar device is inserted which opThese
poses the waves of the opposite sign.
devices may be assumed to he batteries, primary
or secondary, or continuous current dynamos.
The action in the system may be explained as
Fig.

I

themselves.

diagram, and the number of convolutions

is

so

calculated for the
si:rength of
the current
that the cores will be saturated.
The connections are such that the conditions in the two
transformers are of opposite character that is
to say, the arrangement is such that a current
wave or impulse corresponding in direction with
that of the direct current in one primary is of
opposite direction to that in the other primary;
hence it results that while one secondary offers
a resistance or opposition to the passage through
it of a wave
of one sign, the other secondary
similarly opposes a wave of opposite sign.
In
consequence the waves of one sign will, to a
greater or less extent, pass by way of one branch,
while those of opposite sign in like manner pass
over the other branch.
In addition to those described the inventor
makes use of various arrangements of a similar
character.
The above description covers, however, the main points of the invention.

—

Electric Motor in Lathe Work.
The accompanying cut illustrates a novel
plication of an electric motor.
Those who

apare

method.

National Electric Light Association and
Overhead Wires.
At a special meeting of the executive committee of the National Electric Light association, held
in
New York, Oct. 26th, for the
purpose of considering the overhead wire problem, the following resolution was unanimously

adopted:
Whereas, There has been
regarding the

possibility

considerable discussion of
of successfully operating

follows:

late

The waves or impulses of opposite direction
composing the main current have a natural tendency to divide between the two branches. By

underground wires, and successfully insulating overhead
wires carrying currents, both direct and alternating, of the
intensity now in use for arc and incandescent lighting, and
Whereas, It is proper that an expression of opinion
on this vital subject should be heard from the National
Electric Light association, the object of whose members is

reason, however, of the opposite electrical character or effect of the two branches, one will offer
an easy passage to a current of a certain direction, while the other will offer a relatively high
resistance to the passage of the same current.
The result of this disposition is, that the waves
of current of one sign will, partly or wholly, pass
over one of the paths or branches, while those
of the opposite sign pass over the other.
There

to supply currents of

all electromotive forces for lighting,
welding, telegraphing, and for all the uses to
which this protean power can be applied, and whose membership, extending over every state and territory of the
United States, is made up of those actively engaged in dis-

heating,

tributing this power and of manufacturing the machines
and supplies by which it is produced, distributed and utilized; therefore, be

Resolved,

it

That the following

is

the

sense of the execu-

ELECTRIC MOTOR IN LATHE WORK.

@

B

a

«-

motor and dyconstruction will require but a glance at
the sketch to enable them to understand the application.
For the benefit of the uninitiated,
however, it may be well to state that in many
factories where it is desired to produce spindles
of a perfectly cylindrical form, a grinding attachment is used in connection with the lathe.
'J'his device is usually applied to the work after
it has been turned down to within, say, one-sixThe
ty-fourth of an inch of the retpiired size.
operation of the grinder is as follows: After the
shaft has been turned down, and even hardened,
and revolved at a high
it is put into the lathe
speed.
A small, "true" emery wheel is then
clamped in the tool post as shown iii the present
illustration.
A belt from a large drum pulley
above to the small pulley of the emery wheel
drives it at a high speed in the opposite direcThe revolvtion from the work on the centers.
ing einery wheel is now applied to and fed
along the shaft in precisely the same manner as
would be the case were it an ordinary lathe tool.
The cut presented herewith illustrates the apfamiliar with the best practice in

namo
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FIG,

I.

thus be ubtained from an alternating curtwo or more direct currents witliout tlie
employment of any commutator such as has
been heretofore regarded as necessary to use.
The current in either branch may, therefore, l)e
applied in the same way and for the same purposes as any other direct current.
Fig. 2 illustrates an "electro-magnetic" device
rent,

—

accomplishing a similar result that is to
producing directly by a general
or an electromotive force in eaeh branch of the
of furcc
circuit, fields
are estabMshcd and
the branches lead Ihnni^rh the sanu; in such
for

2.
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may

say, instead of

c//>

n/csfCfifi tlro/^iii(,t^/f, e//t

tive commiUce of said association, now met for the purpose of making itself heard by the public and others in
authority:
First: That currents both direct and alternating of the
intensity of electromotive force
now in use in other
cities of the country are absolutely necessary for the successful and economical distribution of electricity for arc
and incandescent lighting and power purposes; and that to
substantially reduce the electric pressure or electromotive
force of the currents now in use would so increase the
cost of electric lighting and power as to put them out of the
reach of many of their present consumers and greatly
cripple the electric light and power industries in which
many hundred millions of ilollars have been invested, and
which has become a public necessity;
Second, That the accidents which have recently oc

NovcinliiT
plication ol

:i

inohir

siiiall

wheel instead of

the

iisiii;;

In

shown drawn out so as

ilrive llif (.'iiicry

overhead ma-

l)iill<y,

In the illustration the

chinery.
is
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:;,

to

tool or grinder

hrinj;

into view

it

from behind the lathe pidley.
In practice the
belt from the motor to the wheel shoidd he as
near the perpendicailar

so that the
movement of the tool in anti out will not produce any practical difference In the tension of
the belt.
A motor lias been applied as des(ribcil, in the tool room at the factory of the

lidding Motor

as possible,

Manufacturing company, C'hilo-volt machine is
power
Current is supplied from the l'',dison
plant which liglits the factory.
It may be mentioned
that the lilllc machine
is I'llti'd with carbon brushes, and is
performing

cago.
used.

A

iV

'K-horse

i

inclined fa( e.
The normal position of this pivotcd lever is horizontal, but when in its course
it
encounters a raised armature, the inclined
face passing beneath the projection of the arniatiire, raises the inner enil.
A slender stem passes
np through the hollow sh.ift. This stem rests on
the short lever, so that every time the outer end

*3'
;

|

i

'

(onilie's decision follows:
The 'lUirMion wlicihcr or not the batitry
I

enconnlering a raised armastem is forced up within the
tube or shaft.
This action, by means of a
ratchet movement, sets in motion the train of
gears connected with the di.d hands.
In this
is

forced ilown by

[

.1

'

six minutes,

presented on the present
the invention was one of

motion, judj£c t oxc found that
more than usual mertt. and al
lowed plaintiff to file a disclaimer, which fihoulil tuve him
what he discovered.
llcfcndant'ii plain have been made in cither of three
ways;
KiRsr.
Ity the use of an active material contiinini; over
ten per cent ol lliiid.
This they concede to lit a paste
and assert that they no longer use it.
.Skconii.
Ity mixint; the dry
powiler with about two
and a half per cent, of the Muid and then applying the
mixture to the plates or (rrids un'fcr hydraulic pressure.
'I'he mixture before application does not
present the appearance of an ordinary paste, but when it is subjcctrri to
hij;h pressure and the particles of the powder and of the
tluiii arc thusex'cnded or brought into closer contact, there
ensues cither molecular or chemital action which prrHtuceft
what is known as setting thj particles of the mixture adhering to each other and cohering to the grid. * To
he produciion of this action the fluid is apparently an inlispensablc agent; no other satisfactory reason for its use
Is shown.
Whether or not a mixture of dry powder with two and a
half per cent, of lluid is a p.islc wliile in the mixing tub. it
seems to be a true paste at the moment of application it.s
components are suf>stanccs by whose combination a paste
in.iy he formed and such mixture acts as a paste dr>c«.
TniKn
I)efendants also force an at>soluteIy dry powder into the interstices of the grid by hydraulic pressure.
While the particles of the powder, thus compacted together, are still in place the grid is
moistened with the fluid,
either liy brushing; it over or by applying it to a carpet saturated with the fluid, fiist one side and then the other being
laid for a moment upon the carpet.
.Sometimes it is also
(lipped momentarily in a bath of the fluid.
The result of
these processes (or cither of them) is a saturation of the
powder; the percentage of fluid in the mixture thus formed
is not staled, but it
is
probably considerably higher than
the two and a half per cent, of the second mixture.
The

excx'llent work.

The Manwaren
The accompanying

Electric Meter.

cuts illustrate a

new form

.

of electric meter.
The device is strictly meIn the main the meter consists of a
chanical.
multipolar magnet, a number of armatures and
a registering device, the action of which is controlled by the position of the armatures.
In addition there is an electrically operated winding
device for the registering mechanism.
Fig. t is
a sectional
view showing the
relation of the various functional parts.
Fig.
2 is a perspective view.
The electric wind-

ing device is represented in Fig. 3.
;\n inspection of Figs. 1 and 2 indicates the arrange
nient of the series of threatled cores of the mulThese, in l'"ig. 1, will be seen
tipolar ma.gnet.
to extend downward toward a number of armatures which arc hinig raelially and horizontally
with their inner ends free to move.
The armatures and cores are so arranged in relation to
each other that the former are attracted one by
one on every increase of current caused by the
In other
lighting of each addi:ional lamp.
words, suppose the adjustment is made for
lamps of lO candle power, then the current of
one 76 candle power lamp will raise the first
armature, and by adding one more lamp of the

—

I

—

L-IC. 3.

TllK

MANWARKN

Kl.KCTKIC .MKTKH.

that being the time of one revolution of the arm.
The operation of the winding device, illustrated

as follows: The action of the current forcibly draws the cores back into the magnet, and in so doing the rack bar acts on the
gearing, and winds the spring. When the cores
have moved in, a stud on the yoke pushes a
in Fig. 3, is

contact rod away from the contact plates and
opens the circuit; the spring now operates on
the clock mechanism, and the rack bar is slowlv

l^^^i-*^
ij,';

FIG.

I.

is

raised,

and

so on up to the capacity of the meter.
Thus, if
twenty-live lamps of 16 candle power each be
used, all the armatures will be up.
On the position of the armatures depends the action of the
registering apparatus.
This register is put in
motion by a spring which is wound up every
twenty minutes by an electro-magnetic device, illustrated in Fig. 3.
The registering mechanism
is controlled by
the armatures in the following
manner: Referring to Fig. 1. there will be observed a hollow vertical shaft that is turned by
the gearing.
At the lower extremity of this
shaft is secured a horizontal arm, the longer end
of which carries a tread wheel, while the short
end is formed with a downwardly projecting lug
into which is pivoted the registering lever. I'he
outer end of this lever has on its upper side an

Lamp W|^ Hours

THE MANW.\RE.\ ELKCTRIC MtTER.
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same power the second armature

*

'

the trip lever passes a raised
.'irmature the. index is moved a point, showing

lamp has been burning

:

IJiiJcr that ('on*iir(i<:tion wtiat I
plication of the at live layer "to
.,
platCH or i{ri(lH) in" the form of a |raHlc, paint or i:cment,
prior to their "immersion in the battery Huiil
After he»r
inn tl'<: testimony an to experiments of llrush. an*! the
other proofs as to the prior state of the art. whii h arca((ain

manner every time
one

plalc* int'\ by
Ihc ilcfcnilaiilH arc lii(rln)(cincnl> of Ihc fittt claim of com
plnlnanl'ii tKuurc) |>aicin— a» li utani)* aficr fillnij of ||«
iliHclnimcr
in to lie dclcrmlncd In view o( ihc con^itiiiclion
([ivcn Ui lltat patent by ^uil({e Cttrr in fhf s'ftnn tiroii;;*!!
tiy t)ic I'omplainani aijiitnHt tiir

—

ture, the slender

thai

York iV Harlem Uaiiroad company.
The tiiiit
was in.stitutcd to restrain the defendants from
using Julieii Kloragc ballcriei* on Fourth and
Madison avenues, in New Vork.
Judge l,a-

moved

the length of its travel.
As it approaches the end, however, a stud, projecting
from the rear end of the yoke, moves the rod
into contact with the plates, closes the circuit,
and causes a prompt back movement to wind
This occurs every twenty
the spring as before.
minutes.
This meter is the invention of Albert
H. Manwaren of Philadelphia.
For the cuts and information concerning the
device, we are indebted to the Wor/J's Progrfss
of Cincinnati.
to

Storage Battery Litigation.
Judge LaCombe of the United States Court
for the
trical

district of New Vork. has just
a decision in the case of the Elec-

Southern

handed down

.-Vccumulator

lien Electric

Traction

company against the Jucompany and the New

mixture thus formed on the grid hardens in a few seconds,
apparently going through the same process of setting as
when mixed in the o:hcr methods.
The defendants claim
that this last process is the same as that used by Brush in
the experiments proved in the former case, and thai, therefore, it is still open to them despite the attirmance of the
tirst claim of Faure. as modified by the disclaimer.
They
contend that all Faure did. which Brush did not. was to
mix bis paste before he applied it to the plate at all. This,
however, seems to narrow a construction of Judge Coxe's
is difficult
opinion.
If that is all that Faure invented, it
to see in what respect his discovers- merited the encomiums
passed upon it in the opinion. What Brush did was to iro
mcrsc a plate coated with dry material not only into fluid,
but into the very- fluid in which it was forthwith and withIf
out removal therefrom, put to use as a batterv plate.
such immersion of Brush's dry material in the battery fluid
did not form a paste because the electrical action to which
is what comit w-as subjected prevented its setting (which
plainant claims'. Brush's experiments did no: anticipate
If such immerFaure. who did discover the use of paste.
sion of Brush's dry material did form a paste it was formed
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after. and

not before the immersion of the plate in the batComplainant's patent, however, covers any case
where the form in which the layer of active material is applied is that of a paint, paste or cement, the application of
such paste, paint or cement being completed so as to leave
the plates ready for use "prior to their immersion in the
Whether the paste is compounded in the
battery fluid."
mi.xing tub or on the surface of the grid seems immaterial,
is, in fact, formed and that process comif the paste, etc
pleted before immersion for battery purposes.
The Brush experiments, however, would no doubt cover
the defendants fourth method as described by their witnesses, viz., where a perfectly dry powder is compacted
upon the grid by a hydraulic pressure, and no fluid is
Order
added until the plate goes into use in the battery.

ing wheel or shaft.

tery fluid.

ured by Conover

accordingly.

will

,

Belt

Power Air Pump and Condenser.

With the introduction of high speed compound
engines, there is felt the need of a thoroughly
The
efficient and simple condensing apparatus.
power required to drive it must be reduced to a
minimum, and this same power must be of the

BELT POWER AIR PUMP AND CONDENSER.
most economical sort, otherwise the advantages
gained by condensing will be seriously affected
if

not wholly counteracted.

In fact,

it is

a mat-

where tests have proven that certain engines have shown better economy when
running non-condensing, than when condensing,
owing to the very wasteful manner in which the
power was applied to the condensing apparatus.
The air-pump shown in the engraving is run by
engine shaft or from a
belt, either from the
counter-shaft, which ever may be the more convenient.
Being driven by the main engine, it is
obvious that the power used to operate the air
ter of record

pump

is

of the

same economy

as

the

engine.

Thus, if the engine in question be compound
condensing, running on two pounds of coal per
horse power or less, it necessarily follows that
the air pump will be operated by a similar economy. An examination of the engraving will
make theoperationof the condenser and air-pump
plain.
The spray distributes the injection water
in such a manner that every particle of steam
must come in contact with the water, and thus
effect condensation with a minimum amount of
water and at the same time heat the overflow to
the maximum temperature.
The opening from
condenser to air-pump is so shaped as to allow
the greatest quantity of water to flow through a
given opening.
The pump is made amply large
to remove the greatest (|uantity of water needed
for condensing to the full capacity of condenser.
The reciprocating parts are counter-balanced by
means of a weight in the wheel to insure smooth
running.
As will be seen, the air pump is vertical and single acting; and this the builders believe to be the best form to avoid air locks.
The design throughout has been to avoid al!
corners or pockets where air can collect and remain.
This condenser is specially intended to
meet the re(|uirements of high speed compound
engines in electric light and power plants, because it can be run at a speed independent to
than one engine.

may be attached to more
When the air-pump is in op-

eratior, the valves

and stuffing box are constant-

that of the engine, or

it

covered with water, effectually sealing them.
All parts are easily accessible withoul disrnount-

ly

&

The apparatus
Co.,

is

Newark, N.

November

manufact-

Electric Lights in H. R. Jacobs' Theater,

Chicago.
The Casino Theater, Chicago, which recently
came into possession of H. R. Jacobs, has been
entirely remodeled and many important changes
have been made. One of the most important was
introduction of an electric light plant by
which the interior and exterior will be brilliantly
illuminated.
Both arc and incandescent lamps

the

The

contract for the installation
Electric
company of Chicago.
Two machines were introduced a 30 light arc dynamo and 3500 light
Power will be
direct incandescent generator.
supplied by a 100 horse power New York safety
engine.
The power plant is located in the basement, as are also the resistance boxes, etc., which
have been placed in a fire-proof room directly
below the switch-board at the right of the stage.
On this board are arranged fifteen switches
which control the incandescent lights throughout the building.
The arc lights will be distributed about the
exterior of the budding and the entrances. Four
of these will be arranged, one above the other
on the Clark street side of the theater, three on.
Ivinzie street, and two at the stage entrance.
The entrance to the gallery and the space under
the balcony will also be lighted by arc lamps.
Special attention has been given to the arrangement of the incandescent lamps in the interior of the house.
The sunlight will have
twenty-eight lamps, while sixty-four will be distributed in the panels of the sounding-board
between the proscenium and the sunlight. The
circle about the gallery will have 13 lamps and
the balcony 30.
The chandeliers and brackets
under the balcony will have about 50 lamps, and
the boxes 28.
The balcony and gallery brackets are wired for twenty-eight lights, and there
will be sixteen in the orchestra.
The stage will have four borders containing
TOO lights, and there will be sixty colored lights
in the foot row.
A number of clusters are distributed about the stage, in the flies, etc., and all
the passage-ways arid dressing-rooms are lighted
by incandescent lamps.
Colored lamps in artistic fixtures of special
design will illuminate the main entrance and
offices on the Clark street side of the house.
The installation is complete in every detail.
The construction work throughout was done by
the Thomson-Houston company, and was under
the special supervision of John K. Soden.

be used.

was awarded the

Thomson-Houston

—

At the recent meeting
er,

of

Blyth described a

the

Small scale pans are attached to each vertical
bar and a bob for raising or lowering the center of gravity of the whole is placed on a rod
springing at right angles from the middle of one
of the horizontal bars.
The current strength is
estimated by the weight needed to restore the
balance to equilibrium when disturbed by the
passage of the current.
It will be readily seen
as in all forms of current weigher, the weights
are proportional to -the square of the current
strength.

Another form of the instrument, which

PIG.

accom-

NEW FORM

I.

The balance

in the

torsion rigidity is used to measure it, and also
that the current is so distributed among the
other wires that only one-fourth of the heating
effect is produced in each of them which would
be produced if the entire current went through
them,
In this way the want of accuracy due to
any heating of the wires is reduced to a mini-

mum.

ci'ts.

is

of

A

model which was exhibited has a

re-

sistance of 360 ohms, and was sensitive to currents of one-tenth of an ampere.

Columbia

College.
The new course

School
York, was regularly

in electrical engineering in the

New

of Mines of Columbia College.
started at the opening of the college

The

building of the

OF CURRENT WEIGHER

the Roberval
type, with the pivot connections replaced by
tightly stretched torsion wires.
The construction is as follows; On a flat base board. Fig. i,
are placed two uprights of wood or other insu.
lating material, about six inches apart. Between
these are stretched two parallel wires in the same
To the
vertical plane about three inches apart.
middle points of these wires are soldered two
horizontal metal bars about nine inches long,
which terminate at each end in rings, placed in
Wires are tightly stretched
a horizontal plane.
across a diameter of the rings.
To the middle
points of these last wires are attached the vertical bars of the balance.
The vertical bars have
metal terminals, insulated from each other, and
carry ihe circular disks, on the rims of which the
movable coils of wire are wound. The bars pass
at right angles Lhrough the centers of the disks.

panying

in

is

Electrical Engineering at

new current weigh-

is

represented in Fig.
2.
It differs from the previous form in that all
the coils are in a vertical plane with the torsion
wires also vertical, while the current is measured
by the number of degrees of torsion that must
be given to one end of one of the torsion wires
in order to bring the balance to equilibrium.
If
the connections be considered, it will be seen
that no current passes through the wire whose
reality a torsion balance,

British associa-

two forms of which are shown

to

fixed coils,

coils.

New^ Form of Current Weigher.
tion. Prof.

iS

them at their middle points._
which are exactly of the same
diameter as the movable ones, are supported
from the base-board, and are placed so that one
is about half an inch
above one movable coil
while the other is as much below the other movable coil.
When the balance is in equilibrium
the fixed and movable coils are all horizontal,
with a space of about half an inch between each
pair. The stretched wires may be either of steel
or phosphor bronze, and before being finally
soldered are placed under considerabfe tension.
The current enters, say, by the upper wire
connecting the fixed supports, and passes to the
upper horizontal bar. There it splits into two,
one half, supposing the resistances equal, passing to each end of the bar, and, by means of the
corresponding ring-wires, passing through the
movable coils.
From the movable coils each
half returns along the lower horizontal bar and
together pass out by the lower wire connecting
the two main supports.
From this the whole
current passes first through the one fixed coil and
then through the other, and in such a direction
as to produce a repulsion between each pair of
and are fixed

The

J.

2,

erected especially for electrical and mechanical
engineering purposes was delayed considerably by bad
weather during the summer and is not quite ready for oc
I5nt fortunately temporary quarters with ample
cupancy.
space were found in an adjoining building where for the
present the electrical instruction is being given.
The work has begun very satisfactorily with fourteen
students which is as large a nu:nber as can be advantaMore than half of
geously instructed in the beginning.
the students are already graduates of the School of Mines
in civil and mining engineering, and the rest are graduates
1 he requirenients for admission are such
of other colleges.
that the students are sufliciently advanced to be able to
give their whole time to electrical work uninterrupted by
instruction on general subjects.
structure

The regular course for the degree of electrical engineer
extends over two years, it being considered that the usual
one year electrical course is not suiliciently long thoroughly
to teach a subject of

the

magnitude and

difficulty of

elec-

There
even though the entire lime be given to it.
however, a partial course of one year for those
who do not care to go so deeply into the subject, for which
a certificate only is given.

tricity
is,

The
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;ipp:itntiis for

use

in

the course

inclutle the

best

Americitn am! ftirti^'n instiunieiits,'suili aw the hir^je An
thony brid^L', Klliott bii(l;;e, Anll)r)ny slaiulanl ^,'alvanoin
rhomson's rcllecliiiy ^;alviinonHtcrs, luijic ami
eler,
small (by Kllldlt), Thomson's ampere balanrc, Marshall
stanJarii multiple series comienscr, Kllioti standard i:on
denser, sets 0/ 100. uoo ohm coils by Anthony and by
Elliott, Wtston, Ajrton \ I'erry. ('ardew. \ I'arpentier
liesltles these stanilnnl
voltmeters and ampere meters, etc.
instruments, there are the instruments ordinarily employed
in practical work, such as portable brid|^e anil Ki'Ivanom
There are also
eler sets, detector K-'lvanunu'ters, etc
in ihe electrical en);inefrint; btiihiin^ a loo linht and a 300-

lulisnn ilvnamo of recent type, which ari^ working
lij;ht
for the um- nl the students.
The building; is
also connected with ihclidlson street circuit as well as
with the Manh.ittan alternatiu),' current circuit, thns niviiij;;
horse power
excellent facilities for esperlment.
A

and available

5;

^n

several pla( es ihu proximity oi tlic
tracks to the sidewalks has ncccssilalcd the etiiployment of the sinj^le bracket melh(jd, Alltioii^^h
the maxinuini gradient is 8 pur cent,, there is
not the sli^ditcst dilficulty in operating,' the cars
upon it, even when they arc heavily loaded with
passen);ers.
The current necessary for the prr>.
pulsion of the <:ars is ()l)taine(i from the local
'I'he operation of
electric li^^htiiij^^ company.
the cars has liet-n perfectly satisfactory in every
way, and the increase in the lunnber of passengers has been far greater than the anticipations
It sprang at
of those interestetl in the road.
once into popular favor, and from all indicalh()u^,di in

tions will maintain itself tliere indefinitely.

Prof. Ellhu

Thomson on American
trical

Elec-

Engineers.

During the recent visit of the American en^jincers to \\u
rope, in connection with the I'aris l'"xposition. they were
the recipients of many llatlerinn attentions, one of the most
notable of which was the ban(|uet nivcn in their honor, at
the liuild Mall, by the Lord Major of London, on June l.V
Amon^ the speakers on that occasion was I'rof. EHlin
Thomson, jiresident of the American Institute of Electrical
iMiKineers, who responded for his profession. R. W. I'opc.
Ihc secretary of the Institute, has now been furnished by J
I'orrest, the secretary of the I'-nglish Institution of C^vW
!*!n|;ineers, with a transcript of I'rof. Thomson's pithy and
graceful speech, which is as follows.
I'RorKssoK Ei.inir Thomson: My lords and gentlemen:
It is my privilege, as the chief oflicer of a young, vigorous
and growing organization, the American Institute of Klec
tried I'-ngineers, to express lis thinks for the opportunities
and hospitalities which have been so freely and graciously
extended to it by our ICnglish brethren.
The electrical engineering profession is in fact a very recent extension, a
division of engineering
I need not remind the eminent
.

similar to «iiir own, the growth and extension of whi- h f-'
lati'HiH laitnot but havr thf mn%l
l>rnrliiiMl r((cri\ ..-i
wrjrli il-vclf, tiui iiiUHt CV.MI t>r< omc a fador
in tinii.!..
national intercM<« for (be general advancement o( tl.c i...
man race. The work of the ciceiricnl engineer In in a iield
of connlant cxpaoHlon; much work hA« brrti dnnf, far

more rcmninN I'l tw done
h U dlffimlt (f.
(juainlcd with the nature of ihc |>rohlcmii p
field
new torcali/c to the full the hard-fou;;

w

dihicullii-H antl against

obHimlrs

rr^uliifig

the

in

.m '..:u-i

thus far achieved.
It hat been
rt-'iuired of the clc<(rt<.tt
engineer that he unite the i|ualilii:\ of the mechanician, the
chemist, the phyHicinl and general tcchn'il«»gi«t with thoM
of patience and tenacity of \mrprt%4:.
lie ha* iffn. a^^ it
•
were, a pioneer in a new country, with f'>trees lying in bin path
The mal':rial<i *>'.
alone, with whrwf propcrilci lie rnunt be acji
a vaNt range of available •tubstanre'i and iiMimLtijiucft.
I'or confirmation of this all that in rc(|uircdi<i to in%pe< I the
stock rooms of our largeM electrical mannfactoricv.
Many
matcrialH befofc unknown to trade have t>ccn demanded in
the work,
The field of operation is wide. KI*Tiri/- m**'!!
lurgy, telegraphy, telephony, arc lighting,
'.

-

^^

lighting, motive power Iransmi^ision and cl<
and metal working;
ning. besidcH a host of other operaltons in whitJi cicctriLity
plays a chief part, now nfforc) ncopc for the activities of the
Who is to say where the growth and
electrical engmeer.
development will stop? Will we ml light our houses by
electricity, giving light without heat?
Shall not the time
electric welding, soldering

come when we may burn our coal, produce electricity in
efTicient amount therefrom, and thus supplant "team engines for motive power, and dynamos for electrical work?
Shall not the great water powers be turned to account to
propel our railway trains, to do our metal w:rk. to light
our streets and buildings, 10 run our factories, and to effect our chemical operations such a« bleaching, tanning,
and the others? Shill not we even store up power in sub
stances possessing high chemical affinities which [*f>v,er
may be let out or recovered at any time hereafter for the
uses to which electricity Is now applied?
Shall we even
dare to hope tha' electri:al communication on the Atlantic

ostk.\npI':k Ki.r.cTRic heli.

motor is in use in Ihe building, and other
smaller motors will be used in driving machines and appa
Standard sets of telegraph, teleratus in the laboratory.
phone and electric light apparatus, and primary and
secondary batteries are also provided.
The course of instruction consists of lectures two hours
per week on principles of electricity and three hours on
applications of electricity by V. B. Crocker, and three
hours per week on electrical measurements, and two hours
on mathematical Iheor)' of electricity by Michael I'upin.
These lectures last from 10 to 12 o'clock each day, and
the time from I to 4 is spent in practical laboratory
work under the personal direction of the instructors. This
work consists in the actual construction and testing of
electrical apparatus and machines, and covers measurement
of resistance, electrotnolive forces, currents, insulation, location of grounds and faults tests of efficiency and con
slants of machines, etc.
Both lectures and the laboratory work take up the subject from the very beginning, and a thorough drilling in
tundamental principles is given. This is found to be very
necessary even in the most elementary matters, and is
probably the most important part of the entire course
Sprague

electric

Ostrancier Electric

The accompanying

Bell.

represents the new
which has just been

cut

horseshoe electric bell
placed on the market by W. R.Ostrander & Co.,
New York. These Dells are made in several
sizes, varying from five to ten inch gongs. They
are coiiipact, and of superior workmanship.

Newport

ELKCTRIC RAILWAY AT NEWPORT.
gentlemen here assembled, many of

Electric Street Railway.

The Newport street railway, operating by the
Thomson-Houston electric railway system, is
illustrated in the accompanying cut.
The conit will be remembered, was
opposed by the summer residents, but
without avail, as from the time it was commenced until it was finally completed, the work
was not interrupted in any way. The trial trips
were made on August 2d, when the run to the
beach, a distance of two miles, was made in about
5 minutes with a load of 70 passengers.
The road was regularly put in operation August 7th, since which tiine four cars each
equipped with two 15-horse power, motors have
been in daily use, making 209 round trips.covering
522 miles, and carrying on an average about

struction of this road
bitterly

10,000 passengers per day.
The road
miles in length, and is laid with 40 lb.
The cross suspension method is mainly

is

T

4.5
rail.

used,

whom

better witnesses than myself of the fact, that

have been
ecjrcely

far

more

than ten years ago the electrical engineer had no part or
place in the activities of engineering. It is true that the tei
egraphic expert was in a somewhat restricted sense an elec
It is more true that we have with us one
trical engineer.
whose scientilic and mathematical genius made the ditlicult
problem of ocean telegraphing an engineering success and
whom, therefore. I am quite sure you will agree may be
called the father of electrical engineers.
The name of Sir
William Thomson, engineers tn general wUl be prepared to
honor as the great master who, in addition to his numerous
labors, has given and continues to give the electrical engineer instruments which are as his rule and square and compasses.
But in him also we find the type of the true scientist to whom all truth is of equal merit
I can say for the
electrical engineers of America, as representing their institute, that the present opportunity of uniting with the civil,
mechanical and mining engineering professions in celebral
ing the present memorable occasion, and particularly in
extending thanks for the most hospitable and gracious
privileges so freely accorded to them in England, will be
long remembered and cherished.
are glad of the harmonious relations thus so auspiciously established with
those on this side of the Atlantic who are carrying on work

We

may be maintained with our friends and dear ones ashore?
I believe that these things and more He in the path which
the electrical engineer of to-day has but begun to tread.
As one of the oldest and greatest of philosophers has said
of man. "For who shall bring him to see what shall be after him." we can certainly set no limit of achievement in
this new 6eld: we have at last laid hold of the properties
of the universal ether to do our work, and its universal
character will no doubt be exemplilied in its applications to
As a delicate controller, as a transmitter of
such work
ideas written or spoken, as a giant mover of masses, as a
lantern bearer, as a storcr and carrier of power, as the roost
powerful and yet most delicate chemical reagent, as a
heating agent under perfect control, and in many other
ways, the ether has been called to do man's bidding, that
wondrous agent which has place in nature co-extensive
with nature itself.
In these allusions to eleciricai work I
England, and to
cannot forget that to theoretical science
its great leaders we owe much of the growth and de\-cIopment which have led to our beginning, feeble as it yet is, of
an understanding of the nature of electric and magnetic
phenomena. In conclusion. I join in the heartiest nun
ncr in the response to the toast in expressing for m>-self
and the society which X represent a most tboroagh appreciation of the friendly spirit and kind wishes shown.
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Electric Patents

S. A. Barton has resigned the presidency of
the Chicago Electric club, owing to the fact
He has
that he is about to remove to Boston.
made an enthusiastic executive, and during his
term the club has changed from a nominal orAt
ganization to a compact, vigorous society.
the last meeting of the club, of which an extended report is presented elsewhere, suitable
action was taken on the resignation.

Expert Wheeler

of the

Board of Electrical

New

York, failing to test the wires
of the Brush and United States companies, these
corporations have decided to furnish light to
their customers without waiting for his certifiThey claim that they have carefully excate.
amined their lines, made whatever repairs were
needed and have taken every precaution against
Accordingly they do not
further accidents.
deem it necessary to await the sanction of the
expert of the board.
Control of

A

SECOND murderer, Charles McElvaine, has
to death in New York state under the new law providing for electrical execu-

been sentenced
tions.

No

mention

is

made

uable inasmuch as it has been heretofore extremely difficult to obtain exact data on this
subject.

committee of the National ElecLight association met at the New York

The members enElectric club last Saturday.
tered a vigorous protest against the denunciation
of high tension direct and alternating currents.
Their timely resolutions are printed elsewhere.
The committee fixed upon February 11, 12 and
13 as the dates for holding the convention in
The Coates House and the MidKansas City.
The
land Hotel were named as headquarters.
electrical exhibition will be held in the Casino and
if additional room is necessary, Music Hall will be
utilized.
They are only half a block from the
association headquarters.
President Weeks,
who was in Chicago last week, says the next
convention will be the most significant ever held
by the association.
Dr.

PACE

229, 230

2-'9
Telephone Rates
229,230
Pullman Electric Road
Tesla Method of Obtaining Direct from Alternating Currents,

Ostrander Electric

The figures which he
of electric train lighting.
presents showing the cost of installation are val-

The executive

;

Electrical Engineering in

electricity."

Mr. Selden's paper before the convention of
railway telegraph superintendents which appears
in this issue,gives a clear idea of the advantages

tric
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of electricity in the

sentence imposed by Judge Moore. The court
merely said: "And that during the week beginning Monday, Dec. 9, next hereafter and ensuing, you be executed and put to death by the
agent or warden of said Sing Sing prison in the
mode and in the manner prescribed by the statute or laws of this state, and the warden of that
prison is directed and commanded to do the execution according to this sentence, and according

ciation, contrasted the protective

patent law.

Childs

)

DURBOKOW, JR.,

New Form

Kemm-

sentenced the prisoner to
"suffer the punishment of death to be inflicted

Judge

ler.

EVERY SATURDAY.

November

M. Allen Starr has contributed

Scribner's for
ity in

November an

Relation to

his conclusions

is

to

on "ElectricOne of
the Human Body,"
"While it is evias follows:
article

dent, from the review of the various effects of
the different forms of electricity upon the body
that some of the effects are powerful, it is also
evident that they are only beneficial in so far as
they increase nutrition.
The curative powers
of electricity are really very limited, and have
often been exaggerated by those to whose interThis statement will be
est it is to urge them."
generally indorsed, and the implied condemnation of electrical quacks will be heartily approved tiy the electrical fraternity.
The truth of another conclusion of Dr. Starr's
wtU hardly be admitted by electrical engineers.
He in;Jorses the electrical method of inflicting
the death penalty in the following language:
"The fact that death may be instantly caused by
a severe electric shock has led to the proposition
to use electricity in capital punishment and it is
well known that a commission of experts, after
careful experiments, have indorsed this method,
which has accordingly been adopted in several
states.
The method employed in the experiments in Mr. Edison's laboratory is to attach the
two wires to any part of the animal's body, and
then by closing the circuit, either with an ordinary key which may be moved by the hand or
by clock-work, or by a hammer, to send the current through the body of the animal.
It was
found that an alternating current of 750 volts
was sufficient to kill a horse weighing 1,230 lbs.
instantaneously, death being apparently painless.
There can be no question that such a method of

execution

is

more

certain,

more sudden, and

less

offensive to spectators than that of hanging,
and therefore it should be universally adopted
in criminal execution.
Probably the vast majority of electrical engineers, both in Europe and
America, would deny all three of Dr. Starr's
claims "that such a method of execution is more
'

certain,

more sudden, and

less oft'ensive,

than

that of hanging."

It is understood that the committee appointed by the National Electric Light association to
petition Congress to abolish the copper tariff
has already commenced its work.
There are
few persons, we think, in the electrical field who
will not be glad
to second the efforts of the
committee, inasmuch as the removal of the duty
would result in a material decrease in the cost
of manufacturing electrical machinery.
Two
articles referring to this subject have recently
been published and they deserve the special attention of every one interested in electrical manufacturing. The first appeared in the Western
Electrician of last week. In a careful article
C. A. Hrown, who is chairman of the copper
committee of the National Electric Light asso-

why

cTemonstrated

tariff

that

2,

1889

and the

their bases

There was no reason,

a person

interested in patents
should feel called upon to support the protective
system in order to be consistent. True, in each
instance, protection is afforded, but the protection given in the one case is radically different
from that provided in the other. As Mr. Brown
demonstrates, the tariff is a tax, while a patent
which an inventor is
is, in effect, a contract by
granted an exclusive privilege. The conclusion
interested in
follows, therefore,
that those
electrical ventures should have no hesitancy on
the score of consistency in advocating the removal of the copper duty. In one portion of
Dr. Waldo's paper recently read before the New
.

York Electric club

this subject is referred to diAfter speaking of the accidents traceable to wires in New York city, he says: "Now,
if copper profitably mined at six cents and paid
for by us at eleven is too expensive to establish
the proper mains in New York for low tension
lighting, it is right here and among our own
possibilities that we can discuss and formulate
the legislation necessary to give us raw material
for making metropolitan electric lighting safe
and economical; the low tension current of such
an electrical furnace, as I have before referred
to, would supply perhaps
5,000 incandescent
lamps with perfect safety, but to distribute these
lamps would require plenty of copper, and the
ultimate economy of long distance transfers of
light or power is a question of the cost of copCopper with us is raw material, and after
per.
our bitter experience with the copper syndicate,
I can conceive
of no argument which can be
used with electrical people for adhering to a
protective tariff on copper."
We believe thoroughly in the conclusions
reached by Mr. Brown and Dr. Waldo, and trust
that the committee of the National Electric
Light association will prosecute its work vigorously. The removal of this tariff is only a quesrectly.

tion of time.

An article in another column gives a description of the electric lighting at the banquet given
by the citizens of Chicago in honor of the PanIn Pittsburg it is proposed
a significant electrical display, when the
On the court house
delegates reach that city.
will be an American shield composed of incandescent lights. On the lower will also appear the
word, "America" in electric lights with bars of
red, white and blue below.
In the piece, 15
feet high and 12 wide, will be 200 i6-candle
power lights. The 24 loop holes in each side
of the tower will be lighted by powerful lights,

American congress.
to

make

and a 24-light box cluster will be suspended
from the flagstaff.
Wherever they have gone the delegates have
had opportunities to see electric lights used for
ordinary illumination.
Doubtless an increased
demand for electrical apparatus will be one of
the results of the visit of the representatives of
South American countries. How shall machinery be sent to them to satisfy the demand? That
question is troubling a great many manufacturers at the present time. In speaking of the subject in Chicago a few days ago. Judge Gresham
said:

"Why is it that only a small percentage of the
business done in the countries south of us finds
Why is it that the business men
its way here?
of this country are not engaged more in commerce with the countries south of us? It affects
you; it affects the welfare of this whole country.
We need legislation there. We should not
be controlled or governed by mere sentiments
It does not matter what our poor prejudice.
litical ideas are. There is a field, and we should
occupy it. We can occupy it, and if we do not
We should have more than
it is our own fault.
Instead of that we have less than
50 per cent.
to per cent, of it.
Then we need legislation
which will open the doors to those countries. I
do not care what it is. I am no free trader. I
do not think the conditions under which we are
now living can justify free trade. We cannot
Neither
yet handle the commerce of the world.
am 1 in favor of the making of laws which deny
to our business men the opportunity to enjoy
the trade of other countries.
Let us modify our
laws."
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ChicaRO Electric Club.
was with the gn-att-si rcj^ri-t that ihtt nicinbers of the Chicago Mlcclric club Icanicd oi the
intention of rrfsi<U-nl S. A, HarUni to remove
from (Ihica^ii).
lie has made an entluisiastic
It

ofticer.
le predieteil a successful
future for the chil) when its condition was decidedly uniirosperous, and he continued in the
chair lonji euou;^di to see his predictions reaU/eii.
The announcement was matle to ttie chib members last week that Montlay eveninj^ woukl be
the last meetinj^ at which Mr. Ilarlon would
preside.
To show their appreciation of his services on behalf of the or>;ani/.ation, a larjj^e number of members j^athered at the club rooms on
mat evening. Mr. Barton held an informal reception for an hour or more, ilurin^ the course
of which the members availed themselves of the
o[)portunity of assuring him of tlieir regret that
ttie club was to lose its presiding oOicer.
About half-past eight Mr, IJarton took up the
gavel for the last lime.
A number of applications for membership were presentetl and approved.
After the transaction of routi ue business, K. li. IJadt, hrst vice president, was called
to the chair.
The secretary read the resignation of Mr. Barton as president.
President I>arton spoke in substan ce as follows: '.'Now that my resignation is before you in
proper form, it is but right that 1 should give
you my reasons for this movement. It is not
my intention to say now all that I would like to
say.
It is not my intention to play the baby
act and break tlown and shed a few tears, though
lender
I am going away,
feel like iloing so.
the rules of our club I might go away, and occasionally return to see you, still retaining the
But the club needs an active man
presidency.
on the ground all the time. I have been away

executive

I

I

a good deal, and have been unable to attend
your meetings as regularly as 1 would like to,
but 1 can assure you that I have always had a
lively

interest

tion.

I

in

am going

the

welfare of

make

the organiza-

permanent
came out here it was with

east to

a

residence.
When I
the intention of remaining only a short time,
but owing to our great increase in business I
have been obliged to protract my stay longer
But now I have found a man
than I expected.
to take my place, who is even bigger than myself, and I relincpiish the reins to him without
I am only sorry that all of you are not
regret.
going to live in Boston with me, for I know I
would feel much better if yon were there."
V. \V. Tarker moved the acceptance of the
He said in substance:
resignation.
It is with the utmost regret that I move the acceptance of
They say that parting is sweet sorrow.
the resignation.
The sweetness of this occasion is found in the fact that we
can say much about Mr. Barton that we could not say if he
were still to be a member with us. The sorrow is found in
the fact that we are to lose a most able executive otVicer. I
am glad to avail myself of this opportunity to speak of his
diligence and self-sacrificing devotion to the organization.
1 remember well when Mr. iiarton became president of the
I
do not
club.
It had hardly been lieard of until then.
say that with any feeling of depreciation of the efforts of
I
think
this
is
a
significant
fact:
do
A
other membtrs.
small man when he has been called upon to accept an unlucrative position will, if he be burdened with a multiplicil!ut a great man will
ty of duties, decline to undertake it.
When Mr.
accept such a position if he feels it is his duty.
Barton accepted this position he was best able to plead the
When he took up this work
pressure of private business.
If a man is
he put on himself the stamp of greatness.
successful in business it does not follow that he is a great
man, but when he is great in three or four directions he
I
shows the breadth and the basis of a great man
recently had the pleasure to be in the Electrical Congress in
I noticed in
Paris and the British Association in London.
Great Britain and Europe that there was a greater interest
is found
in scientific matters among business men than
The president of this club caught the spirit of the
here.
He realized that this organization was not only a
age.
This is almost
social one but that it was also scientific.
the only instance in Chicago in which business men are engaged in the pursuit of pure science. To me this club has
This should be an inbeen an incentive to new efforts.
spiration to others that there are minds as well as pockets
to till.
Our president is about to leave us. He bears with
He is going to
him the best wishes of every mecnber.
If he were going to New York
Boston; I am glad of that.
I should feel compelled to warn him against the "deadly
wires" of the raeiropolis.
I want to
assure him that when
we have a subsctiption paper, it will always be presented to
him. This club owes to Mr. Barton a great debt of gratiHis name will remain on our books as an honor to us
tude.
and a credit to him. I move that the resignation be acccj ted.
W. A. Kreidler, secretary, seconded the motion. In the
course of his remarks, he said:
"I second this motion with deep regret.
Perhaps as
much as any one I am acquainted with the history of the
Chicago Electric club. It so happened that I first circu-

We

lalud the paper for (oruiini; the iluh.

i.?5

ctigai;i.'(|

roomM

We did nrjt have the room every
225 heartiorn itruel.
day or every nighl. The room happmi'tl l<i be unoicupied
and wc were given ihu privili'ge <il' using it for ah«»ut a
qtiarler of the
usual leiiial.
W<- ({c-upicd it one iiighl
SorTieliiuws wi- had nirelings when wc had a
every Wfck.
(juoium present, and then again wc failetl to rnccl.
We
didn't have Mr. Iiart<ni for our president then.
Wc moved
ilown to the Clark street location and cntabtiHlicd the hocial side of the tlub.
It was far
from ftatisfiictory an you
know. Then we came inl<i these (|uartciH
tncniion
these facts merely lo show that work was rci|uired to put
this chill inio its present position.
appreciate what it Ih
to work for this club.
Mr. Itarion has given work to IhJH
cluh.
He has given it the benefit (»f his experience and of
his untiring elforls.
Mr. Parker has spoken of ihc HCJcntilic departnieul of the club.
I
was in the East recently.
and woidd not be surprised if the club reecivcd a proposition referring to the scientific department, from a society
which is purely scientific in its purpose. 'I'he members of
the club appreciate the work of Mr. Harlon and they realize that his resignation entails a lois which it will be hard
to repfiir.
Mr. Barton lias labored hard for the chiband
his efforts have cost valuable time an<! ro little inconvenience.
We have profited by Ins labcjrs and speak the •entiinenlsof all when say he has endeared himself to every lueir
ber of the club.
move that (he resignaiiou be accepted."
Tile motion to accept the resignation was adopted, after
which Alc.K. Kempt presente<l the following resolution:
Wm-Ki:As. The Chicago Electric club has with unat

I

I

I

I

-

I

I

feigned regret received the resignation, as president, of
.A. Barton, who for two terms has so ably and with so
nuich advantage to the club. Illlcil the highest position witliin its gift, and,
Wiii.Ki.As, During his residence with u^, Mr. Barton has
by his great ability, by unflagging faith and untiring industry,
brcadened th-; field of electrical enterprise, stimulated electrical invention and improvciiient, and vastly strengthened
confidence in the great possibiliics of the science, and
WiiiiKKAS, This club owes to Mr. Barton, as its president, a strong and solidified membership, and enlarged
field of infUience and usefulness, and a financial condition
that assures its perpetuity;
Rtsohtui, That the Chicago IClectric club, the represen
tative electrical association of the west, bears witness to
the lasting impress that the work of Mr. Barton has made
upon the electrical industry, and inscribes upon this page
its high appreciation of his
zeal, devotion and steadfastness, and that his departure we consider a histiiig loss to
our club, and bespeak for him many years of usefulness,
and a full recompense for his faithful service in the New
Silas

England home

to

which he returns.

E. A. Sperry said in substance: "In seconding Mr.
Kempt's resolution I wish to express my appreciation of
the work Mr. Barton has done for he Electric Club, and
also my regret at his departure.
I am
going to stay in
Chicago to enjoy the prosperity of the city and this club.
I feel very gratified to
Mr. Barton for the work he has
done to advance the cause of electrical science in this city,
and throughout the west. This club which he has taken so
much interest in has already done much in a scientific way
and will continue to advance and help the development of
electrical science."
I

C. H. Wilmerding said: "I wish to add my regrets to
those expressed by the gentlemen who have preceded me. I
would like to express my appreciation of all that has been
done by Mr. Barton for the club, but feel that the resolutions indicate the stntiments of the members much better
than 1 could."
W. A. Pearson said; "I do not represent an electrical
interest, but an associated interest, still I, too. wish to add
my approval of the sentiments expressed in the resolution*^.
I
think if each of the members were to say what they
think of Mr. Bar:on as a man and as president of this club,
it would fill a big book, ard
prove very interesting reading, especially for him
lie has encouraged and advised
us, and has always proved a good friend cf the boys
I,
for one, can certify that the boys appreciate his genercsily
and solicitude for them and for this club.
are all
heartily soiry that he is going to leave us."
Fred E Llegenhardt said that the task of seconding the
resolutions reminded him of a wheel in the pilot house.
There were handles enough, but all of them had been
grasped by the several speakers.
"With the advent of Mr.
Barton," said Mr. Degenhardt, "the club became stalwart.
We are here and we are here through Mr. Barton's efforts.
He has aided us by his time, his money, and
his experience."
George Cutter said: "I have glanced over the faces of
those here lo night to find one who has been longer associated with Mr. Barton than myself, but am unable to do so.
I have known him about seven years,
most of that time I

We

— and

have been an employe
for the welfare of

I can testify to his solicitude
employes.
He has always helped

his

them along, encouraging them and assisting them in many
little ways that has endeared him to them
I si>eak
from
my heart when I say I am sorry he is going, and I know
every other

member

of this club

is

also."

Mr. Shay said: "I am sorry that the occasion has arisen
for seconding a motion of this kind.
I am extremely glad
I am a first-class electrician, and I would not l>e. had not

Mr Bai ton taken up the club."
D. P. Peiry said: "It strikes me that the East has an
eye on this club.
It is taking away our working members.
I'erhaps that should be an incentive to us.
Ihey are
short of workers in the East.
I regret, however, that
we
It has been a pleasure
are losing these working members.
to see the growth of this club since we left the old quarters.
Wiih these workers leaving we must increase our efTorts
to keep up the standard.
I
regret exceedingly the loss of
President Barton, and I know every member of the club
feels the

A

K.

same

going to leave

made

this

proud.

"

in that respect

"We

Stiles said:
us.

club.

Al'-

I

It

hough he

regret that Mr. Barton is
believe that Mr Barton has Wrtuaily
a club of which any one may be
all

is

is

going away,

I

feel

that

he will

Hiill

be with UH
\%\ X\\\% u^c ui
*lcain and clctlfitily Sew
ih
m>t far di-lant.
While he Iravrt Cjiicat^o,
ih;il hit he;iti will kIiII be with m%."

Englaiirl

I

believe

The
NJr.

rcnotuiiotiti

Burton ah

wrrc

Kcmp«

Mr.

ad'jptcil.

aU<lrckM;'l

follow**:

A/r. lUxti,m:

The

club, antlcipttlnK lln uruinlmouftvoic
adopt Ing Ihc rcvihiiioni you have juM licar«| read, ha* pre-

pared a copy, and \\a^ rt(iuc,ie<I
The mnltun was, if you will
llonh be ailopled mid re .,i

mc

lo

hand

r^'v.llr.

«

il

(hi'

10 yrni.
fh--

rr-/i!ii

'

that a copy thereof U: h..
doubt not, will attend tod
record of the tranH.-i(:tton« of
.

this 28ih

day

of October.

A

ilic

IJ

tlubutu*
%%%*). and

\\,-

in

pliancc with the picaiurc of the elub, and
will hand you a properly allciled opy.
|i
this duly, I deitjrc to wy a few word** cmph.i

\

tinienlH expressed in ihc reiolutioni,
'I hcv .trc \v
vaporingH of a riiulual admiration vKJcty, Init arc m

honest, ht-arlfelt

feelings wc. the mcml)cr»of the
Club, hold toward you, at fjur rctlrintc prr
as one of our members, a* a rcprcsentaiivc of elccin
Icrcsts, an a man, and as the pcrvjnal friend of each and
every member.
These scnilmenlH have been engraved upon our heart*
by the subtle touch of your own ms<iler hand.
The impress is sharp, clean cut anil well defined
The lojU you
'

ICIeciric

have used have been referred to more than once Ihii 'v-n
Ing.
\(i\\x personal enthu*iia%m. your large hcan<
your indomitable perseverance, your uniform c.
your happy disposition, your gentlemanly and di,deportment, whether on ihetlooror in your official* i;
have all helped. >lowly but surely, to make the c.i
d.iy what it is
a pr«^>spcrous instiiuiion. recognized in ihts
community and throughout ihc country a» the vjlidificd
embodiment of western electrical intcrcMs, anrl counting
among its members names that arc now, and destined fo
be in a still greater degree, famous ihrou^hou'. the cle<;?

—

world.
When you, Mr. Barton, first came am-jng us here in
hicago. you found this club a puny, sickly weakling, its
environments unwholesome, and with barely life enough to
determine whether it was animate or inanimate.
all
remember when we began lo discuss the possibility of improving our surroundings, how dark the future loomed and
how utteriy hopeless seemed ihe orobabilily of our being
able to better our condition lo any great extent.
Nor can
we ever forget, nor would wc if we could, the first glimpK
of sunshine that penetrated the clouds then lowering over
us.
How quickly the scene changed the clear blue »ky
again in sight, the genial warmth of an ideal spring day.
What produced this change of scene? Simply a few timely.
trenchant words of yours, backed up by the fame energy,
sagacity and executive ability so char.icteristic of you
rhe results I need not reiteralc.
Having established on
a sure and safe foundation the material interests of the
club, it was your intention to devote your energies to ihe
improvement of ourother interests, viz., the literary and intellectual features so necessary to the well being and development of the members of a scientific and business i-'sociation like our own.
The initial step in this dirv -::
was taken a few days ago by voting an appropriati-.n i.the purchase of magazines and perioilicals: this act lobe
supplemented, as the condition of our funds would justify.
possibly in the purchase of books directly in the line of
electrical knowledge, thus forming the nucleus of a library,
invaluable to the members, and to which they would have
free access for reading and reference at all times.
It was
abo your intention to give your aid and counsel to the
fijrther development of the lecture feature of
the club.
This feature has always been a successful one. and it was
hoped that the meetings of this fall and winter would be
more interesting and beneficial than those of past seasons.
trical

(

Wc

—

The example you have given us, to succeed in whatever we
undertake, will be followed. I am sure, by ycur succesjor
and by the members.and, I am persuaded, you will never
have occasion to feel ashamed of the "Chicago Electric
Club" or of your connection with it, Wc don't like to
say, "Goodbye." We all want to feel that we will see you
often at our stated meetings and at our social gatherings.
I am sure I voice the invitation of each
and every member
when I say to you: Come and see us ss often as you can.
Think of us as often as you can: and always remember
that there is a warm, cosy place in the innermost heart of
every member of the Chicago Electric cftib for Silas A.
Barton.
I now present to you. in the name of the club, an
attested copy of the resolutions adopted this evening, expressing our esteem, friendship and love for you.
Please accept the copy.
It is the earnest and heartfelt
prayer cf all of us. members of Ihe Chicago Electric Club,
and of the gentlemen here present with us on this occasicn.
that wherever you go. whatever you do. forever and always,
for you personally and your loved ones, your "ways may
be wavs of plca'iantncss, and ail your paths peace."
As Mr. Kempt closed his remarks. Mr. Wilmerding stepped
in front of Mr Barton and handed him tt-e dub present
It
consisted of a silver plate. I3xt4 inches, on
whxh were engraved the resolutions first adopted by the
club. Surrounding the rc*oluiionj were engraved a number
of electrical devices.
In one comer was the seal of the
club
The plaic was inclosed in a handsome frame of
ebony and blue veU-et.
It was a beautiful gift.
Mr. Barton spoke as follows:
I have a'ready told you of my feelings of sentiment as
moment approached. My environments have not been
more pleasant for years than they have been in ray connection with the Chicago Electric club
I can but feel that
you have said miny things with kindly intent that are much
rore worthy of tnc gentlemen I leave behind than myself
I cannot feel, although you say it wiih pleasantness,
that the success of this club is in any sense dependent upon
I wish I could.
That I
the efforts I ha\*c given to it.
shall remember you with pleasure and always feel an interest in you. as I did in my tirst electrical baby, which was
the Thomson-Houston company, you need hare oo doabc
Being honored with the position which yon hare thmst
this

upon me, I have given to it that little effort which any
man would devote to it on any similar enterprise to which
But the work has-been done by
his attention was called.
Don't you believe all
the gentlemen surrounding me now.
I have not been
that these gentlemen have said of me.
the only person who has brought to a successful consummation the club which in ray mind is the grandest in this whole
There is not
country, and in the best condition to-day.
another club in America to-day called an electric club that
can say they own all their environments except the walls.

Those we don't want however, because we can

them

hire

We

own everything we have, and our treasurer incheaper.
There is not
forms us that we have money in the bank.
another club in the United States that can make this statement, and when our worthy secretary came back -and this is
something you must not give away he informed me that
This
the scientific clubs in the East wanted your papers.
made me feel first rate I believed that you all had brains,
sciento
supply
the
you
had
enough
but did not suppose
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minds

Eastern world.

in the

The gentleman who

has

made

me

this presentation to

now, has alluded to the east as a place that I ought
My
Let us analyze that a little.
not to want to five in.
early efforts in this business, as well as all my past life, has
There
been spent in the Old Bay state. Massachusetts.
just

may be nothing

in the state that

much

is

certainly

in

Grow and expand

until

—

you have what you have

all

desired since the beginning a club house of our own equal
to the Calumet.
At the close of Mr. Barton's speech, the members
availed themselves of the opportunity of inspecting the
beautiful gift to the retiring president.
All the members had received invitation to take lunch
An elegant spread was
with Mr. Barton in the club room.
After the supper informal speeches were made
served.

and songs were sung and every member again expressed
his personal regret that the club was to lose its presiding
officer.

Among the distinguished guests who called to pay their
respects to Mr. Barton was Mayor Cregier of Chicago.
He complimented Mr Barton on the success of the club,
which he said he believed was due largely to the retiring
president's efforts, and added that he was glad to see the
electrical fraternity appreciated the work which had been
done.
He also expressed his regret as a resident of Chicago, on the city losing such an energetic and able business man, and expressed the hope that Mr. Barton would
again return to the Metropolis of the West at least to attend the World's Fair in iSg2

—

Electric Train Lighting.^

we need be proud of, but

to attach us to its rugged
shores, its hills and its beautiful verdure. I never feel so well
when going from the west to the east as I do when reaching Albany and begin to climb the Berkshire Hills. Passengers in the cars say when we are going up, ''Why don't

there

fied."
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they go faster," but 1 feel that we will soon be going down,
and that means we shall soon reach the place where I was
born, and passed my early days, and where I received the
first inspiration to enter the electrical business which has

me in contact with you.
Now, having performed my work, which was

brought

of a

that

Some months

since your committee on papers to be read
at this meeting assigned to me the subject of "Tiain Elecavailing mytric Lighting," since which time I have been
self of every opportunity, when coming into contact with
systems in use or parties exploiting them, to glean all the
information possible, and I have therefore, put myself in
the way of meeting a number of electrical people.
I have found it a much greater task than I had expected,
not only on account of the systems involved, but particularly on account of the claims of the various parties in re-

pioneer to a certain extent; having associated myself with
you, and expecting to take a photograph of ever)' man in
this room back with me which I can put up on the side of
the wall and recall this pleasant incident, I want to go
home. Do you blame me? I want to go home, and in going home I leave behind me recollections that will always
cause me to feel sad when I think of the severance, and
g;lad when I think of the opportunity which brought me in
contact with you.
The work which the Chicago Electric club has accomplished in leaving its old quarters to go into new ones so
spacious, attractive and beautiful, has not been accomIn this room, though there
plished by a single individual.
are men who have in season and out of season (and kindly
given me the credit for it all this evening) lent their efforts
but they
in nursing it to life, they kindly give all to me
you thrust
deserve it, I do not.
I simply took the honor

gard to the system in which they were interested, and especially in dynamo schemes which are so numerous.
The storage battery companies give the impression in
their circular, that it is their system which is being used
upon the Pullman limited trains of the Pennsylvania Railroad company, and their agent stated to me at their principal office that their battery, in connection with the "Barrett System" was being used entirely by the Pullman company and that the Pennsylvania Railroad company was us-

upon me, and tried to make something of it, and through
my efforts and yours we reached conclusions.

lator

—

In accepting the presidency of this club I did it with reI had sufficient duties upon my hands
at that
luctance.
time to make me forego any further responsibilities which
But I
called for an additional exercise of energy or care.
was living in Chicago. I did not know you, however, although I had become acquainted with some of the mem
Nevertheless it did not take me long to
bers of the club.
While I felt hontake a very lively interest in its welfare.
ored by the position offered me, and I accepted it, I own
that during the first year I did very little to assist or carry
along the work which it had in hand. Many of the papers
which have been spoken of, I think, were delivered during
That shows how kind it is to ascribe to
that period.
me all of the praise for the success of the club during that
-period, when I had nothing to do with it.
I felt a natural
ambition to make it a success, if possible, and after I got
began
in
mind
hold of it
to canvass
my own
what the club
needed.
I believe^ the first thing needed was new quarIt was located in a place where most of us would
ters.
not like to visit.
It seemed to me we ought to get out
of there and get into quarters which would be more respectable, making the club rooms a place where the young
men would come and I want to say right here that this is
the class of men you have got to get to build up your club.
This is the class you want to encourage, and this is why
we are putting on our table the current monthly literature.
This is why we attempted making the rooms here so pleaswant to encourage young men to come here and
ant.
spend their evenings. I have talked the thing in season
and out of season, and believe it is the proper thing to do.
I remember with a good deal of pleasure
the timidity
that was felt about our renting these quarters.
It was felt
that it would be a very difficult matter to secure funds for
the furnishing of the quarters, and after securing funds for
that purpose to secure funds to keep them
up
raised without any difficulty, however, $3,500 to furnish
the rooms, and it was well spent, I think.
have
made an increase in the dues, and although we have had a
good many resignations, we can announce to-night something that will be very pleasant to all interested that
while the membership while on Clark street was 170, and
perhaps only
of them paying, you have to-day nearly
200
members.
This
guarantees,
beyond
peradventure,
that
these quarters can
be run as
luxuriously
in
the future as
they
are
run
to-day.
I feel, on leaving so many pleasant faces and such pleasant associations, more regret than 1 expected when T
decided to go.
Perhaps I may come back here
I am
anxious to get away because of the reasons T have given
you— not because 1 want to leave my friends I shall never
forget them, and the regret that I feel cannot be compen
sated by anything yon can give me.
I
shall prize what
you have given me to-night much more highly than anything else, because I can hang it up and refer to it with the
resolution which has been read, and which will show,
whether anybody else believes it or not, that Barton is a
big fellow, and Barton will know that he is.
And there is
where 1 expect to gel my solace in my declining years
My benediction now is: "May you live long and prosper, and may that which you have earned be more solidi-

—
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We

We
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ing their storage batteries to the exclusion of all others.
Upon investigation, however, I found that the Pennsylvania Railroad company is using some of the Julien cells,
but a majority of their cells are from the New Yoik Accumulator company, and upon investigation with the Pullman
company I found that they are not using the Barrett system and that while they are using a number of Julien cells,
it is also true that they are using a number of the Accumu

company's

cells.

attempted to get down to figures with any
of these exploiters or promoters, I was always met with a
general answer which was of no use whatever to us in con
templating the introduction of such a system upon our
roads.
By traveling first and carefully noting the devices
employed, and then conferring with manufacturers, I beconversant
with what ordinarily would be the cost of
came
such things as were in sight, and I am now able to offer
you, for probably the first time, the maximum figures upon
This is the system employed by the
at least one system.
Pullman company, and which I designate below as System
No. I, and from this we can deduce the cost of one other

Whenever

system No.

I

2,

trips on their trains, and observed the
system in all its particulars, spending the
better part of three nights in watching, both in the baggage car as well as others, and it was very satisfactory indeed, the light being brilliant and everything that could be
I

made

several

working of

this

desired.
On a recent trip to Chicago I called upon the chief electrician of the Pullman company, who very kindly accompanied me to Pullman, showed me through their plant and
gave me valuable information. There are some points in
this system, however, whicti were not explained to me, for
the reason that there are pending patents; but this does not
enter into the matter of cost, and I was told that it was
only in protection to their company that many matters
were not at this time made public.
I have examined the Boston and Albany system partialbut as that is a purely storage battery affair, I cannot
report results in figures until facts are obtainable upon
which I can stand and feel assured that the figures which I
give will at least not represent a cost less than we would
find if put into practice; the figures I herewith give you are
ly,

therefore maximum.
In practice this subject can well be considered under the

head of Three Systems:
Lighting cars by the
I

joint use of dynamo and storage
—
battery.
2 — Lighting cars by means of direct current from the
dynamo.
3 — Lighting cars by means of charged storage battery.

System No. i is in use by the Pullman Palace Car company upon its limited New York and Chicago trains, the
vestibuled trains of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
railroad company, and others.
To explain System No. i (and as it has more or less
bearing upon all of the systems) I think it best to commence upon the car.
WIRING.
By experience it has been deemed best to place the wire
on top of the cars. For thispurpose there is a moulding run
along from end to end and upon the roof of the car, and
to points over the panels between
The latter arrangement is used
the ventilators of the car.
for day, smoking or other coaches, where it is desirable to
suspended
from
the bracket on the side of
have the lamps
the car, instead of forming part of the lamp fixture which
The main wires or leads are covered in
is in the center.

branch mouldings extend

IRcad at Railway Telegraph Superintendtints convention, WashingD. C. October 17, 18S9.
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moulding along the top of the car and branches therefrom are either dropped down through the air tube of the
ordinary lamp (where center suspension is desired) or are
led through the panel noted above, where it is desirable to
have a bracket. On top of this moulding is placed another
and then all of this moulding is tinned over and securely
soldered so that there is no leakage into the car and the
this

wires are fully protected.
They are also free, in a great
measure, from any movement by reason of oscillation or
jarring, and hence the chances for abrasion of the insulation are reduced to a minimum, while at the same time they
can be gotten at much more easily than though they were
placed between the roof and the head-lining.
While it is true that the wiring of a sleeper, on account
of the greater number of lights employed, is greater than
that of a day coach, the average cost per car, fitted with the
best wire is about $100.
This includes labor.
The next
subject in order would be

ENGINE AND DYNAMO.

.

A

Brotherhood engine directly connected with an Eickemeyer dynamo, both of them being upon the same castiron bed-plate, is placed within a lattice-work inclosure at
the forward end of the baggage car, occupying a corner between the end door and the side door.
Ordinarily this
space is 3-^ by 5^- feet.
This engine is fed by steam from
the loco.nolive, the steam-gauge within the baggage car
u-ually showing a pressure of sixty pounds, of which fifteen is exhausted through the pipe for heating the train.
The dynamo has an electromotive force of sixty-eight volts
and has sixty amperes at 800 revolutions per minute. It
should be understood that at 900 revolutions the same machine would give you 80 volts and 80 amperes.
good
dynamo of this capacity will give plenty of light for 120

A

^

lamps throughout the trai^, and is considered an economical one for the reason that it has margin enough to serve a
longer train than usually carried, so as to meet emergencies, should they arise.
The Eickemeyer dynamo, while
first-class in all respects, is especially so

for

train service.

The

lattice-work has a door and is also open at the dynamo
end so as to admit of placing a tachometer belt upon it,
and arranging for the adjustment of the brushes, should it
become necessary, but upon the runs "I made it was not
necessary to adjust the brushes, and there was no sparking
at the brushes, even under full load
a most desirable point
in favor of this type of machine.
Both the engine and the dynamo are fed by an automatic
lubricator, which is placed against the end of the car, and
carries sufficient oil for one or two round trips, and having
small service pipes extending to the oil cups, feeding them
regularly, without the attention of an engineer, other than
to see that they are properly started at the beginning of the

—

run
Against the

the car are placed a steam-gauge,

of

side

showing the pressure received from the engine, another
steam-gauge showing the amount of steam going into the
heating pipe through exhaust, an ammeter, a voltmeter, a
test lamp and a tachometer, the practical use of which will
be shown later on.
There is a connection device for connecting the cars together, so arranged that should they part it will be released
as is now the case with the air brake pipe.
I
have thus
been full in the explanation regarding the baggage car, because it is, of course, the key to the whole situation.
This
brings us to the

STORAGE BATTERY.

Each car carries in a box, securely fastened to the bottom of the car, thirty-two cells of storage battery, and under the system of distribution this storage battery is partly
in use at all times, furnishing when the dynamo is running
30 per cent, of the power given to the lamps, and when the

dynamo

is not running, furnishing all the power.
Thirtytwo cells are used for the reason that the lamps used in this
system are all of a high voltage, namely, 63 volts.
The
weight complete of the battery and its boxes is 1,300

pounds per car.
During the day or

when the lights are not
run a number of hours charging
these storage batteries so that it is unnecessary to remove
them from their location under the cars (or a long terra,
dependent ordinarily, upon whether or not they have been
in a wreck, or by long use the plates have become
buckled, when, of course, it is necessary to remove such
plates and put the battery in good condition.
It is claimed that with this'system the storage batteries
last longer than where they are subject to removal for reWhether this is true or
charging at the end of each trip.
not is a question which experience alone would determine,
but I am inclined to the opinion that the statement is cor-

in use, the

dynamo

at other times

is

rect.

ATTENDANT.
This system, as in vogue, has an attendant at $90 per
month and board while on the train, who is more or less
experienced in electric lighting, and at

terminal stations,
that is to say, Chicago and New York, an expert ordinarily inspects the condition of the electric seivice prior to the
train leaving, and at the station at Pullman they have also
an electric light plant, which is utilized for storing elecshop and which are
tricity for their cars placed in the
about to start out on the road.
The above will, I think, give you a clear idea of the
general method employed.
The arrangement of the engine is so concise that I do not see why the baggage-master
able
run
it,
after
should not be
to
a little coaching, withFor instance, if we have a
out any other attendant.
gauge for steam from the engine with a notice under it
that ''This gauge should stand at sixty five," and under the
ammeter, "This gauge should stand at sixty three," and
under the tachometer, 1 his gauge should stand at eight
hundred," it seems to me that any one with the least bit of
common sense and a little bit of drilling would surely be
able to run the plant, for (as can be explained to him) if
with cock fully open steam should get below the point
which you mark and call his attention to, he is to call on
If the revolutions fall bethe engineer for more steam.
,

'
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at once fall his allcntion
voMnirtcr or the aintnelcr
propurii.m, ilic test lamp in llu-

hundred (8(jo)
steam K.-mjic, and

LMijlit

to the

should show out
bagKt*K*^

i^*"' o''

of

would

it

llic

if

'*

lli^'"!^'!^'' '•i"M''^

^1*^*

'*''KH'*KC

^'if

would

even though he
If the
en^iinecr cannot give
were otherwise engaged.
him more steam, then there is Imt one tiling; for him to do,
namely, cut olT the dyanamo entirely and fall haek upon

become dim, thus

calling his

the storaj^e battery for the

attention,

li^ht

the

for

1

I

This,
present upon

train.

have to say at
think, would complete all
show
system No, 1, the expense of which

I

Inter

full

on

in this paper.

SVSTKM NO.

The system

of lighting

direct

2.

from

a

dynamo upon

a train, without the auxiliary help of a storage hallery is
not in use, but I confess that I do not see why it would
not be a good thing to do. and save the expense both in
There
plant and the depreciation of the storage battery.
that in case of any failure,
Is an objection, of course,
either in connections, engine or dynamo, the lights would
go out, leaving the train in darlvuOss. This, however,
could be obviated,
think, by keeping one coach candle in
each car lit, or one lamp in eacli car lit; it is necessary to
It is
carry lamps or candles anyhow for emergencies.
also necessary when the steam heat fails to employ as before the Uaker or other heater for your cars, so that
whether your lamps are lit or not, as a matter of lact there
are many limes when you have oil in your cars and you
I

have

tire in

.

it

In comparing the intercHt upon the lampH I have placcf]
upon the depreciation, rather than upon the lirnt ttml,

renewals arc necessary during the year;

for the reason that

however, the same amount is not invested the whole year,
of course: as the first lumps will run a rcrtnin time, and ho
upon the last renewal there would only bt* intercHt for any
one or two months, but for tnir |>urposc I deemed best to

show

it

maxinnim, and

at the

cover the breiikage - that is
broken but not burned out.

think

I

about
himpH arc

will just

it

where the

say,

to

car
l-'iillowiiig
is the cost per car for each clumi of
equipped with System Number One— Kichmcyer Oynnmo
and llrolherhood Knglne, inchidinjj dcprcclalion and inof atterest on plant at 5 per cent, not including salary

tendant;
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elliciency of dynamos in this day, and especially
is such that
do not tliink there will be a
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amounting to i jkt cent, of the time of its use, while
should a derailment occur, I cannot but believe that the
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failure

storage battery will be just as apt to be rendered
by breakage as would the other mechanism.
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System No. 3 is employed by the Pennsylvania Railroad
company, the Boston ami Albany and some others. I have
been unable as yet to get any ligurcs as to the cost. This
system consists in merely placing upon each car a number
of cells of storage battery (the cost of each cell ranging
from $9 to $1-). which are usually chargeil at the terminal
points, the batteries then being truct<ed to the cars and
placed therein, running one trip and then being trucked
out for recharge.
The Tennsylvania company uses a small number of
cells
12 to the car
ami a low voltage lamp, namely, 23
volts.
They claim to get iG candle power to each lamp,
but I hardly think that they do this.
The lamps that I
have seen seem to nic to be of less candle power, and they
seem to use a smaller number than are necessary to properly light the car for reading.
Ordinarily they cirry seven
lights in the body of the cir. of twenty-three volts, one in
the smoking room of twenty-two. and one in each hallway
or approach of twenty-four volts, making in all ten lights
to the car. With the Pennsylvania company, at the time
of my examinations, these lights were employed only in
their parlor cars.
The best report I could get from that
company was to the elTect that they really do not know
what the lights cost them, that it had never been figured down in a line way.
They have power and electric light stations at Jersey City, and they use a portion
of that power for storing currents during the daytime,
while at the same time the same power was employed at
light in lighting their yards, etc., etc.. so that it was a
hard m.atter to get at, but they had determined that while
the light was a little more expensive than oil, at the same
time it was cheaper than gas as used by them formerly,
which was placed in retorts underneath the car.
What I here say as to the cost of this S}Stem (i. e., lack
of absolute knowledge) is true of all roads using it, so far
as I could learn from tliose questioned.
Referring to the figures tliat follow, the prices of engines and dynamos can be shaded, while the depreciation
noted may in some instances be greater than is shown, or
in others less, still I give, from the best authority, the consensus of their opinion.
Of course the figures given do
not include the cost of steam which runs the engine in the
I'aggage car, but on that subject it was reported to me as
follows:
The officer of the Pennsylvania Railroad company who has such matters in charge states that the difference in the consumption of coal upon their locomotives
(and this, of course, is the proper source from which I
figure) is so slight as between those that are feeding dynamo engines and those that are not doing so as to make no
diffeience practically, and it has not affected the premium?
which are given to firtmen upon their saving of coal
It
seems to me an easy figure, and a good average one, to get
at it in this way:
All things being proper, we get ten i6
candle-power lights per horse-power; therefore, if you are
running 100 lights you are using ic horse power. I find
a difference in the opinion of the enginemeu upon these
trains, some saying that they ilo not notice, particularly,
the loss of steam used by the dynamo engine, or in heating the train, others again complaining that they always

—

feel

In order that you might have a basis upon which to figure to light each particular train, I have deemed it best to
divide the cars into c'asses. namely:
l^^ggage Car
Equipped, Mail Coach, Day Coach, Sieeper, Dining Car.
It is necessary to run the baggage car next to the engine
in order to get as short connection as possible for steamBy taking the figures which I give you will be able to tell
just about what it will cost in the way of plant for each of
these cars, subject, however, to a reduction where the engine or dynamo or other fixtures can be purchased for a
less sum than herein named, and it is quite possible, for
instance in the matter of electric light arms and shade
holders, tliat they could be made at railroad shops cheaper
than they could be bought.
I inclose a statement of each car, which shows the number of the articles used, cost of each, total cost, per cent,
depreciation, total depreciation
upon the plant.
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Wiring
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Cut-outs
Switches

—

4 00

20 00
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Connections
Shade-holders

Shades
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4 00
30 00
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rtcommend the

to

now that you have what 1
yond which (hr crM will not ^o,
any further Information [xntiiblr,
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ihall

I
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-tie

lo

«tlll

liichllng of

be Ti^ureft bead to furnUh

Imt i£ I

lo'flitaln.

iiiscunsios.

In rcsponw to an lufjuiry whether proper allowance had
been made for mi*ihap« to the .ipparaiut, .Mr. Schlcn %aitl
that he had included it in the dcprci iation of plant,
lie
bad recommended to hi» company that n trial Iw mailc
without the UK of (he storage battery a« tuggctted In the
paper.
Mr. NlchoU naid that the (>., H & (J. company had
made cxperlmcntn in the li^htin^ of coaches* on tuburban
trainn, and after a very crimplclc »criet of tciit% ihey had
found the cont of li};h(ing exceeded thai of the Adam« 6t
Westlakcoil lamp, one of the burners of which was rated
It was not equal to thai,
however, but did
at 120 c. p.
exceed the illuminating capacity of an incandetccnt tamp.
The company had decided to stick to oil for the present,
although the objections to Its use arining from danger and
damage harl received due con^iilcralion.
Mr. Leonard did not think it possible o have the baggage maHter attend to the dynamo In the event of trouble
in charge of plants hid to te«t
in wiring, the men
up the cars and pcrhap<t cut one out. The bagj^age mas'
tcr could not leave his car and the engine could not always
Sparc the necessary steam for continual operation.
Mr. Taylor, replying to an in<|uiry an to the relative
cost of lighting by gasoline, using carburreicrs, said that
he could not state the difference, but he had no doubt that
the cost of lighting by storage batteries exceeded that of
any other system.
Mr. Selden admitted that there was a liability of the apparatus getting out of order, but that it would not be difficult to arrange an automatic dtvicc for cutting out a car
He had devised such
and substituting other illumination.
an attachment himself, but the Washington authorities did
an
invention.
In
it
he
had .arranged for a
consider
it
not
magnet to scratch a match and light the candles, and also
The atfor the dropping of a cap to extinguish them.
tachment would cost about :^2 per lamp.
Mr. Nichols dis.'igreed with the author of the paper in
the suggestion of having the baggage master lake care of
the lighting plant. The brotherhood engine ran at a ver>'
high speed, and such an engine re()uircd constant atten*
tion, and as any variation in speed not only affected the
efficiency of a lamp, but its life as well, he believed it entirely impracticable to employ an unskilled man for such
work.
His company had had some cqpericncc in lighting
up their general oft'ices in Chicago. They had an expenIt was sugsive plant and its maintenance was expensive.
gested that accumt^lators be used to be charged during the
day, so as to dispense with a night engineer, and also that
a cheaper man be employed. They had come to the conclusion that it was necessary to have a good man constantIf this was the case with an engine runly in attendance.
ning at 350 revolutions it would be still more necessary if
using an engine making say i.ooo revolutions.
The matter of lubrication was very important and the details of the
work required skilled attendance.
Mr. Leonard said he had heard no reference to the fact
that in England they had utilized the motion of the train
for lighting by belting the dynamo to the axle of the
guards' car, in combination with a storage battery, and an
automatic regulator, that cuts the battery in and out, or
He believed a
the dynamo in and out when neces5iary.
system of this kind was in use on two or three roads in
England, and a report from those six months ago showed
that it was very economical.
Mr. Nichols said that a few months ago he had investigated a scheme for lighting as well as healing. The inventor proposed to place a dynamo on ever)' car driven by an
axle, and by placing a resistance coil in water cylinders he
He had lost
expected to dispense with the use of coal.
sight of the fact that the energy required to drive the train
cost something, and it must not "dc forgotten that every lime
energy is transferred a loss is encountered. He had heard
of running a dynamo from the axle, but was not aware
I

it

continued

in practical use.

portunity of investigating

16

ot
20
Oq

IS

t_imps.

niiKh chea[>crthan «v«tcni No,
depreciation wciUld am'/unt

il«

or 2) wUtiout an aiiendnnt bccomet

(1

deem

it

CORRESPONDENCE.

—

Car.

m

trains,

Up»)n the above basis a train as follows, would cost for
365 days of ten hours each S)*stem No. i.
'

Ik;

N

I

37»

^

Electric light arms...

wouhl

37

5 5'

7 35

3

of battery and

Mr. Lang stated that he had heard within a week that
the Connecticut River Railroad company had made extensive experiments with a dynamo dri%-en by the axle, and
the apparatus was so arranged that it was connected only
when the train was running down grade, the lamps being
He could not
supplied from accumulators all the time.
vouch for the truth of the report, as he had had no op-

500

too 00

75

Uimp-sockels

i65i

t

to

that
Buttery cells

No

ah the CO

New York
New

York. Oct.

24

—

I

or

Notes.
the

List

two weeks the

his been in partial darkness: the Board of Electrical
Control, the mayor and the press have had their way to the
city

discomfort

of

the

public in extinguishing

the

electric

and the very inadequate substitution of gas light.
The source of the trouble and the seeming dbtnist on the
part of the public lies in the Board of Electrical Control
which has proved to be wholly incompetent to settle any
light

87^

Total

The
Add

totol as to

equipment would be
$90 per month

attendaitt at

7^

8i07_Ss_

$ 977 6%
loSo 00

W57

^
5^

Total
Per day

lamp per day
Per lamp, per hour
I'er

Fit a t>aggagi; car, per day
For a day car, per day
For a sleeper, per day

,

066

electrical question

o6<»
i3
9»

seeming interests of the public, but with how much integriThe present
ty and disinterestedness, remains to be seen.

I

7^

think I have placed before you the details in such shape as to admit of easy figuring for any kind
of a train.

In conclusion:

I

conduit system

is

and has cried "bury the wires"

in

the

a source of great revenue and of coorse

the wires must be buried, but as a disinterested pcr«>o said:
"Politicians and practical electricians can never hartnon-
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we

ize," so

and

see the disgraceful result of incompetency

man, both electrical
and otherwise, takes the stand against the Board of ElecNo one questions the danger attending the
trical Control.
self interest; in short

every practical

reckless or ignorant use of

question

how

is

averted and

quite certain that the dangers will not be

an entire change

city properly lighted until

proceedings take? place and the public

is

sensational report to

A

and

the way.

all

The

business

expected the road

It is

members were

competing

if

The road

be

now

will

be

is

Commercial

Club to the

were extended west, has caused

lines

company

the owners of the Postal Telegraph

consider the establishment of

seriously to

throughout the entire

lines

west.

and C. M.

the general superintendent,

L. D. Parker,

superintendent of construction, were in the

Baker,

city last

shows how ready the daily press are to take every means to
frighten the public and take away any confidence it may
have in the electric light. It appears that the workshops

week
It is their purpose to run lines to Wichita, Topeka,
Denver and Leadville, connecting with Texas by way of

The expert
who has charge of the machines was not in the room in
which the accident happened and nobody seems to know

with

operated by electric

of this firm are

motors.

unusual had oc-

what was the matter or whether anything

The

curred.

daily press, however, seized the opportunity to

women and

picture the danger to which the 200

exposed by the use of "deadly current"

in

were

girls

operating ma-

Reporters were immediately sent to the institu-

chinery.

who had

tion to interview the girls

and everybody

gua

else within

this

shot.

ly described the horrible situation the

'

narrow escape"

The papers

graphical-

employers

had found

themselves in when, according to one "authority,"

"there

ominou3 crashes and thumps and suddenly
After
the air was filled with green and blue lightning,"
the public had thus been entertained it was learned that the
It is
EdisDu current wa5 used to operate the machine
probable that there was a little "sparking" at the brushes
of the motors and the imaginations of the girls did the rest.
The fight going on between the city and the Third avenue Street Railway company which wishes to substitute
cable pDwer for horses seems to have aroused the Broadway
was a

to ask for a similar

Railroad company

is

Harlem

while the

privilege,

on Madison
the electric motor is

testing the Julien system

and Fourth avenue
So far
There is little question as to the final
outcome of these tests, and it is confidently expected that
storage battery
the Harlem corapiny will adopt the
system and thus do away with animals.
The directors of the New England Telephone & Telegraph company have declared a dividend of 75 cents a share
aud their statement for the quarter ended Sept. 30 shows
street

proving successful.

gross

an increase of $202,84; over
an increase of $162,389;

receipts of ^950,393.

last year;

expenses,

$681,175,

surplus, $174,571, a decrease of

proved

construc-

an increase of $89,-

New York
unusual

of

Society

Electrical

last

The World's

interest.

Fair and underground wires were the chief topics discussed.

The paper

Knudson

read by A. A.

trical exhibit at St.

descriptive of

the elec-

Johns, N. B., was interesting.

suggested that one cannon might be
capital of each state in the

Union

fired

at the

It was
by wire from the

opening of the Fair

Mr. Knudson suggested that an immense imita-

in 1892.

tion of the

Horseshoe Falls

at

of the Exposition with electric

Niagara might be a feature
Various
lights thrown on it.

opinions were given in debate as to the advisability of displaying electrical exhibits in one great building,
majority of the

members

The speaker said

favor it.

but the
it

would

be a grand scheme to supply the entire motive power in
the Fair

froman

electrical plant

on the North East

river.

Fair, as

triumph of American inventions.

it

is

the

most recent

Joseph Wetzler,

lately

returned from Paris and London, gave an interesting ac-

count of the system of wires

The

in tho;e cities

discus-

was unuu^lly interesting.

the proposed extensions, including

inquiring

officers are already

W.

Bossart

The board consists of Thomas C. Buck, C II.
Coster, Noah Davis, John W. Doane, Thomas A. Edison,
J. v. Herrick. E. H. Johnson. Morris H. Smith, F S.
J.

Hood

Wright.

Villard,

Spencer Trask, Samuel InsuII and

The company

is

controlled by the Edi-

son general company, of which Mr. Villard

is

president.

W. H.

Kansas
Kansas City, Mo.,
ea.st

Electric

Railway

Oct.
is

T.

Mo.

City,

being pushed rapidly.

the North-

The

via-

Kansas and Bellefontaine, is nearly completed.
It is 600 feet long and seventy-five feet wide.
The foundations for the power houses
duct on Lexington avenue,

between

are ready for the brick workin place,

and by November

nuindcr of the track

will

The

ist,

poles arc about

the work of

begin at Highland

all set

this

company's

The Mechanical and

The

extension.

Detroit, in

company

of

this city.

of

has disp-sed of a

Hon. Thos. F.

Clohesey of

the Postal Telegraph company, and has resigned

his posi-

The name

manager in favor of Mr. Clohesey, who
Mr. Bossart enassume the duties on Nov. i.
joys the distinction of having installed and operated the
most successful storage battery central station plant in this
country, and although the early pioneer work was excep
tionally laborious

and perplexing he perserved

present time he has the

until at the

turning the com-

of

satisfaction

a prosperous con-

pany's business over to his successor in

and with the earnings showing a balance on the
Mr. Bossart still remains
side for the stockholders.

dition,

member of the Board of Directors of the company.
The Inter-State Electric company has purchased

a

the

— Col.

The

city.

a

combined

capacity of 350-horse power, with a

of

shafting,

Mr. Clohesey, v;ho has been the

pulleys, etc

company, has
going into

resignation

the

position,

Mr. Clohesey

is

Mr

so

business,

local

mana-

resigned

effect

an active and enterprising

the Inler-Sta e company's

hands of

line

full

that

on Nov.

i.

gentleman and

successful in the

under Mr.

Bossart, will certainly not decline

The Ivanhoe Park

the

Electric line,

McCulloch, the direc
head of the syndicate system of street car lines says
that within a year the Broidway line will either have an

motor or a cable

electric

improved
give

The

money and experience can

that

all

and the equipment so perfect

it,

now ready

dummy

street

three cars are

The

A

is

for service

week presented

city council for the construction

street railway to join the north

projectors are: E.

W. Towner,

Armstrong, Alexander Collins,
I.

La Grange, G. W.

The motive power

to

and

W.

Tourtellot

be used

will

be

side.

Draught,

Wood,

L.

City,

operation of a

and south

E. S

W.

Kansas

to the

B.

and G.

electricity.

The
R. B.

F.

Bige-

M.

Cole.
P.

and now lacks but

and the poles are

ready

erected

Ithaca, N. Y.. Oct.

Senior Electrical En-

interesting paper

W

Instructor B.

is

shown

in the

for the year's

Work

Snow.

papers read

This society

is

river

and up

The

in the

machine shop

is

progressing finely under

,

who have secured good positions
may be mentioned as
Kirkland, '89, is with the Thomson

The graduates

and Indepen-

with the various electrical companies
'follows:

J.

of Cornell

W.

be built

not

to the stock yards, will

the

just yet,

been secured from

not

committee of the Board of Public

electric lighting

sembly an ordinance providing for 400 arc

lights in addition

^0 those already authorized

by the general electric lighting

appropriation ordinance.

These additional arc lamps

By reason of the
by interested members

cost the city $30,000 per year.

recommended

they are

branches of the Municipal Assembly,

Edward

it

will

fact that

of

both

probable that

is

be passed without opposition.

Flad, engineer in charge of the Dorsett conduit

construction work, will soon submit to the Board of Improve-

ments a new

lot of petitions for street

opening

order that the construction of the conduit

privileges, in

may be resumed.

The company

declares

abandoning

work, and that the chief cause of suspen-

this

that

prosecute more vigorously

its

harbors no intention of

it

was

sion of operations in St. Louis

company's desire to

the

conduit construction in north

where the winter

season" comes on earlier
About one and a quarter miles of conduit are already down in Sr. Louis the work having cost,
Mr. Flad has examined the con
to date, about $50 000.
duit at different points and found it to be in good condi-

western
it

cities,

does here.

tion.

The Delmar avenue p'operty owners
oppose the construction of an overhead

are preparing to

electric railway sys-

tem on the thoroughfare.

be

Alarm System Hilgendorf,

their

own

with

consolidated,

the Four Courts building.

As

now

it is

the entire city

headquarters in
the

now run into the fire alarm oftice
this way all departments are put

stitution are

In

house.

police have

system, and the wires to every city oflice and

able inconvenience in

The members

of

trying

to

in

in-

the court

to consider-

get a speedy connection.

the board, after

hearing the favorable

opinions of Chief Huebler and Capt.» Faulkner, concluded

make

the change, and by the

city wires will be

management of Mr. Towles, the new instructor. Mr.
Towles is a graduate of the Rose Institute of Technolbut comes to Cornell directly
ogy at Terre Haute, Tnd
from the John A Sweet I'.ngine Works, Syracuse, N. V.

stringing

for

Improvements has decided to submit to the Municipal As-

to

the

rails

Louis

expected that the eastern approach tracks will be put
down, the wires strung and the line in operation by the 20th
The connecting line, running along the
of next month.

organizing

work.

St.

is

telephone system

on the programme was that of
His subject was "Recent Researches of Herz concerning the Relation between ElecThese meetings are largely attended
tricity and Light "
by students taking their electrical courses, and great inter-

The most

East

The power house in East St. Louis is very nearly
finished, and the dynamos and engines are in position.
It

Superintendent of the Fire

gineering Association held an important meeting recently.

line

The

completion

of

little

has recommended to the Police Board that

Cornell Notes.
24. — The

on the bridge

wires

than

about three and one half miles long.

franchise was last

Kan.,

new

line

can be

on the bridge has progressed very

the electric line

are laid on one side of the approach on the
side,

fault

Sprague pattern, have been

the

of

electric cars,

rapidly,

no

that

it.

completed and are

Work on

The

This has been decided on

be

service will

found with

successor of the

line, is
now in active operation and
making regular 'rips, and as soon as they
The cars
can be obtained three more cars will be put on.
are made by the St. Louis car works; the electrical equipment is that of the Thomson- Houston company, and the
-construction work has been done by the Western Electrical
The company operatConstruction company of this city.
ing the line is the Citizens' Investment company of this

Vine

C.

tive

the desired ordinance will

Clohesey 's care.

changed

Robert

the municipality of East St. Louis.

this

be

Mo.

St. Louis.

&

lighting in

knowl-

tests will

Franklin Hall.

to

for the reason that a franchise has

Sperry systems of electric

station

of the Physical Building has been

steam plant which was formerly used to operate the Edison
plant comprises five boilers, two engines with

&
Ryan will
H. W. Smith

J

tests give the students a practical

this

from Lincoln Hall

tion as general
will

Prof.

work and a number of
made during the coming year.

edge of

their

manager

general

affairs since its inception,

portion of his interest to the

right

The

gine tests.

and

A

to

Light

Electric

have charge of the boiler and en-

the

represent

,

money

of

are soon

Electrical Engineers

make a test of the Thomson-Houston
Power station of Waterloo, N V. Prof

probable cost and

of

organizer and

Bossart, the

laying the re

dence avenues, where the tracks of the Independence ave-

connections,

sum

to assist in the successful inauguration of these courses.

St. Loui.s, Oct. 26.

affairs of the Inter-S:ate Electrical

est

26.— The work on

estimated that

Hayes, one of the

ex- President

electrical tests

$1,500,000.

i

understood that

It is

trustees of the university, has given a large

will

Several important changes are about to take place in the

W.

sity

have charge of the

It is

Nov.

company

National Electric Traction

Paul

Prof. Barker, of the Wesleyan University is at Cornell
looking up points on electrical and mechanical engineering with a view of starting similar courses in the univer-

and A. B. Conaga

is

western agency.

Upton.

Henry

between

;

four

proposed

the

after

will,

Bath, N. Y.

encourages the

the coast

into the

time required to get poles along
Paul

fact

about

expenditure of

will involve the

low,

At the annual mi-eting of the Edison EUctric Light
company, Henry Villard was elected a director in the place
of A. J. Thomas and Samuel Insull in the place of F. R.

cities

month

here this

was a year ago, and this
push out into new fields.

it

directors to

All

the speakers agreed that electricity and electrical machinery

should be foremost at the

Smithers,

the principal

all

business of the companj'

city.

sion following

with

ger of the Postal Telegraph

948.
Ttje meeting of the

evening

The

$49,490.

account amounted to $94,647,

tioa

The

times what

Chas Van Trump, '89, is in the employ
of the Edison Electric Company; John W. Upp is with
the Robinson Foster Electric Railroad and Motor Company of Boston; H. W. Morehouse, '89 is in the employ
of the Tucker Electrical Company, of New York City.

also contemplate a line to the Pacific coast

connections

here and there.

series of

company

They

Wichita.

Home

superintending the wiring of Soldiers' and Sailors'

at

willing to divide their telegraph

1889

2,

Houston Company in Chicago; E. C. McComb, '88, is
with the Western Electric Company of Chicago, and

will

January.

resolution adopted by the

effect that its

has been pur-

line

company.

Northeast

the

in operation early in

the latest

is

evening papers

the

in

by

practical electri-

panic in Macy's

appear

the

order of

in the

willing to abide

the decision of the only proper authority,
cians and not politicians.

It is

effects.

evil

terminate, which

car line

double track

only

the

currents,

the electric

guard against their

to

nue horse
chased by

November

room

in the

been secured

connected to

first

of next

month

all

the

one switch-board, and a

southwest corner of the building has already
in

which

all

the wires will be placed.

D.

The stockholders of the Rockford, III., Electric Street
Railway company met to-day and organized by electing R.
N, Bayliss of Dcs Moines. la., president; Levi Rhoades,
vice-president; Fred Haines, secretary and manager; and
W. H. McCutchan, treasurer.
The electric plant will be
put in at once.

Novcin!)cr
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THE ELECTRIC
Cnirion. \)aU

will

,

Ii;i\'<-

LIGHT.

;m.U-s(

:i

pl.'UU.

An

phuil will he
Miilfoid, Ore.

electric lijilU

Jacksonville and

insI.iUftl

I"

illiiniiiiatr

Kleclric l.i(>hl *<: Power company of I'coria,
has lileil Willi ihe Secretary of Stale, a ccrliiicatc of
increase of !|!5n 000 in its capital stock.

The Jenney
111

,

an

(Iharies T. Winkler of Troy, N. V., has invcntctl a new
form of tiynanio, and the Troy Dynamo company has been
formed with a capital of ^'.lo.ooo to pnl i'. on the market.

The Sedalin, Mo, Central I'.lechic 1 .i^,du company has
started up lis inachineiy fi>r Ihc street li;;lilint;. imuIlm a live
years' contract wltii ihe city.
l-jjjhly live arc Hj^hts aie
used for

lij;luiny the streets.
l.ljji^lit

iV

remndcl lis
and Kandnlpli streets.
It intentls
to place in this
engines a^ij^rc^atinjj 1.500 horse powir capacity.
The lirsl instalhnenl will consist of two engines of 350 and

will

hrid^ic

Imildiiij;

I5o-horse power respLCtively.

The

fttllowinjr recent sales

dough, are
('hica^;u:

rejjorted

The

!'

made through W. II. FairI/ard company of

by the Leonard

vans vi lie

Ov:

Richmond, Ind., Insane
ihe (leorge II. Ilamnmnil Pack.'ind

.\syUims, nso li<;lils e;ich;
ing com|);uiy, llaminnnd, Ind,, 1,200 lights; (lilman Linseed (.)il Mill, Cilman. 111., .(o lights; Sioux City Linseed

iemeinsteti Ar/l

,-tnil

manner that the primary current of 2.ofM) volts at the
terminals of the alternaiing current mat'hine is converted
The primary
into secondary current of 100 to 1 10 volts
leads are carried overhead to a distance of three kilometres
from the central station, but in the city itself they branch
olT into an underground net of cables.
Alreailytwo hotels
the Anatomical School, the principal assembly room and
several private establishments- have been put in connection,
ll nuist be noticed that the Innsbruck electrical works supply current not merely for lighling purposes, but for motive
power.
For the latter pur|)ose the (Ian/, alternating current motors are used.
Already several subsiribers for
cleCtric pcnver have come forward to the extent of 2 to .lohorse power.

,

According to the Lima, (>., Cnzi-tte, W. L. Silvey, whose
system of train lighting has alreaity been described, has
secureil an important contract:
"\V. I, Silvey leaves today for Cincinnati.
I'lom there he will go to C^ohmibus,
The Hocking Valley railroad
where he has a big contract
has awarded him the contract of equipping 100 of their
tlen.
passenger coaches with his new electrical process.
Manager Waite, of tlicT.C .\ II. V.. examined Mr. Silvey's.
lights and was highly pleased with them and at once closed
It will take some time to equip the coaches.
the contract.
This line will be the
Each car will have twelve Ughls.
first to .adopt this system."

The Diiily jVi-ws of C licago thus cal's the attention of
the people to the lack of enterprise or oversight that is
shown in many matters of importance in the Western metropolis: "There are some things they do better in St.
Louis than in Chicago, even though the city by the bridge
may not have the world's fair in iSgi. For example: It is
announced that on Jan. (, iS()0. every street, park, and
public building in St. Louis will be illuminated by are and
incandescent lights; households will be connected with the
public service wires as gas mains are now tapped; electrical stoves have already been introduced and
will
soon be
commoner than gas stoves. Two street car lines are now
being operated b\- electricity, and four more will be within
IJy the use of storage batteries private residences
a year.
are illuminatetl for a single night on festal occasions
Meanwhile Klectrician Parrctt is struggling along against
Chicago indifference ant.1 municipal greed, aad the plant
inaugurated last winter has made little if any progress.
Does Chicago really deserve the world's fair?"

A W'ashington dispatch says: The Light House
Hoard in its forthcoming annual report will reiterate
recommendation of former years that authority be
given by Congress for the control of all
lights on
bridges over navigable waters, but it is understood will
only do so in a half hearted way. and will not make the
strong light for the additional power which failed two years
ago.
Although a general law is solicited, it is well known
that the Urooklyn Bridge electric lights a-e what the Light
House Board wants to extinguish. The board has a plan
for placing rellectors upon the bridge lights, which will
confine the illumination to the roadways and promenade,
rendering the lights invisible from the river.
It is claimed
by certain pilots that the glare on the water, due to the
present system, is a fruitful cause of accidents in the East
River.
As a matter of fact the records of the steamboat
inspection service, which contain notice of every accident
occurs,
demonstrate that there have been fewer accithat
its

dents in the past four year5 than in the similar
years before the britlge was open.

number

of

The introduction of ordinances in the Baltimore. Md.,
meeting, granting power to the
North Avenue Passenger Railway and Central Passenger
Railway companies to change their motive power indicates,
says the Baltimore Stm, that the strong public sentiment in
favor of rapid transit in Baltimore is beginning to bear
fruit.
Both corporations contemplate adopting and putting into use fast motive power as soon as the necessary
measures are passed
The North Avenue company was
organized last spring, and has been waiting for some time
for an ordinance permitting it to use electricity
The
prospective road is to extend a mile and a half along North
avenue, from the intersection of Division street to the Liberty road at Highland Park.
The averiue is cobbled as
far as the old city limits, but the extension has been given
an oyster shell bed 100 feet wide by the residents along its
route.
The heaviest grade along the road is one of tive
feet in a hundred.
Several gentlemen interested in the
road recently visited Washington on purpose to examine

city council at a recent

systems

of

rapid transit used in
the

They seemed most favorably impressed with

that city.

Thomson

Houston system.
That foreign countries

ThoiUH'in llouHton ro.id In the *l;(li*.
bracket iron polcn will be ii^cd, and n
undone in making; the road a m'xlct in

Muhl.iu previously to falling into the
ItL-forc this point (lie brook is collect<*(| ,-it :tn eleva
Inn
lion of I. not) feel by means of weirs and sluices, so as to
produce a consider.'ible fall of 11^ metres, yiehling more
than (100 horse power.
In the lirst pl.ii e the id)undanl
water power is used to work two turbines of iy)-horse
pDWer each, each of which drives an alternating machine
directly ccninecled at 250 revolutions per miniHe,
The
installation llieiefore begins lis activity with a total cMilput
of ifi(i,i»M) watts, but an extension is already in contempla
tion.
The Innsbruck eleclricd works have been executed
nn the /ipernnwsky Deri Blalliy system of distrilmllng
the cunenl with allernaling current transl{)rmers, in such

(

Oil Mill, Siou.K City, la .\o lights.
The iiisane asylum
contracts were secured after considerable competition.

the dilTerent

20 eafN, 30 mllcn; Union Dr|K(t Railway, St. \jt\\\* M'.
30 cam, ro niJIcn
A coiilruct ha* Iwcm rcccnlly el"
an electric railway at San Jrwc, Cal., which is ri,.

I

are beginning

to

appreciate

the

number of stations now be
water.
Not only is England

electric light is evinced in the

ing established across the
coming to the front but other countries as well.
The following description from the f^^udon Elcclrical Review may
prove of interest to those watching the progress of the al
temating system: The central electrical station of the

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
proposed lo build an

It is

electric

railway in

<

ialesbiirg,

III.

The common council of C.reen Bay, \\'is., has passed an
ordinance granting a franchise to build an electric street
r.iihvay to the Northwest Electric Construction iV Supply
company, Minneapolis. Work will begin next spring.
The Creen Lake Electric Railway company of Seattle,
W., c ipital :J;i5o,ooo, has been organized to construct
and operate street railroads in Seattle; trustees, E. C. Kilbourne, V.

Denny,

Hugo
H.

L.

Smith. C.
Griflith,

P. Stone,

O.

J. Carr, D. T.

James Leddy and William

J>.

Wood.

Ih

II

now

I

Railway company. Each of the contracts
these companies call for the complete equipment
of ten
cars, with
Sprague improved
the
electric
street railway motor, making a total of twenty cars which
will soon be in operation in the city of Nashville upon the
Sprague electric railway system.
Ail the latest improvements and devices used by the Sprague l-.lectric Railway
h.dgefieli-1 .Street

with

i\:

Motor company upon their latest roads will be installed
and the equipments will be first class in every respect.

,

,.

THE TELEPHONE.
The Chattanooga. Tenn, Telephone company
new Western lOlcctric Multiple switch
making many improvements in ihe machine.
in a

the

The Sprague Electric Railway iV Motor company report
two new contracts for electric railway equipment in Nashville, Tenn,
One of these is for the South Nashville
Street Railway company and the other the Nashville &

'

n

•

ym

from their business, but it will give
which it has never possessed."

a character

tiner thr conlratt t>ctwccn
Enr( mmpanir-; w:i'.
llic Wc«l

made in the elcclricil installalion by lr>th p.irtic%
Whtlc
the street railway people arc crcellnt; ihc |k>'cii, laying the
underground feeders .inr] preparing lo furnish (Xiwcr, ihc
electric company is equipping Ihc curs with m iiorn. erecting the overhead corMluclor«i,anil conncrl'ng the raib.. The
temporary plant, which will be used lo fiirnUh power a\
the central station until the permanent •tialhm can lie <om
pleled, will consist n\ live Mclnlo«h & Seymour high sjircil
compound cngincH of special design and rated ai
hrir^c
power each, and 15 Thomson-Hou-'ton generator* o( al>oi)t
80. oco watts' c.ipacily each
The Uiilcrs arc of ihc II;itjcock and Wilcox pattern.
The engine Is built cs|>cciatly
for electric railway work according to Hprrificallons drawn
u|) by I-', S. Pearson, the West I'^nd
company'* engineer.
The lly wheel, together with it* shaft a«d crank pin, arc
very heavy, containing about 50 per cent, more mclal ihan
the same tyiwof engine when built for ordinary work. The
main journals are iS inches in length.
The shaft i* »;
inches in diameter, the fly-wheels weigh alM>iil l4,oorj
pounds an<i are about S5 inches in diameter, making 2r»o
revolutions per minute.
'I'hc weight of the engine complete is about 34,oiy» pounds.
The gcneraior** arc of special design, and in them have been embodied ihc lalctt and
most advanced ideas of electric railway engineering. They
arc built by the Thomson-Houston company, are of about
2(X),(Kjo watts' capicily each, compound wound, four-pole,
and have tiramme ring armatures.
The pulley is inside
the bearing instead of overhanging, as is usually the case,
and each armature is aliout five feet in diameter, with sixinch shaft, and makes about 40>i revolutions per minute.

$5o,oo<j,

the city

'

monMu

t

ijuincy. 111
wants an electric street railway, ami the
Herald says: "The electric street railway is a line thing
and its introduction here will be of vast benelit to our peo
pie.
Not only will it benefit those living at a distance
,

nearly five

'•

ihc Thomwm- Houston and
entered into, whereby the former .jom,
thcniselvei to equip the entire direct
electric cars,
During this lime imincn

a

Power company of Detroit, Mich.,
Imildin^ on the southeast corner of Wood

Tlie Detroit

iiy <•(
tinsbrnck, the capital of Tyrol, is situated on an
eminence near Muhlau, at a dlHtame of nboiit three kilo*
melres from the city, and obtainn its motive power from he
water of the Wurnd)acli, which traverscH the district of
>

lil.1,1
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The Arkansas

Territorial

Telephone

is

lK>ard

company,

was organized al Little Rock last week,
K. Perry of Dardanellc, is the president; George

p tling
and is
cipital

James

M. Mar

Conway, vice-president; C. J. Lincoln, president of
Bank of Little Rock, treasurer; D. K. Wing, secreand John
D.ivies, general minager
The company will build at once from Little Rock lo I'orl Smith.
also to Arkansas City, and in all directions from Ihc main
tin of

W

tary,

line.

telephone and electric railAt Lynn. Mass.. the fight is on.
and the Uelt Line Railroad company has lK;en charged
with stringing wires on ihe poles of the telephone company.
making it impossible to operate the lines of the latter. Accordingly linemen were dispatched to cut ihe lines of the
motor company, and had it not been for ihe interference
of the mayor, the electric railway service would have ceased
It

seems impossible

way companies

for the

to agree.

for a time at least.

here,

The mayor of Oakland, Cal has vetoed the action of
the council granting a franchise to an electric street railway
company. One of the objections he raises is the fact that
the city charter does not give ihe council power to grant
franchises to electric roads.
A law was passed by the legislature in 1S76. that was intended to guard against steam
railroads.
This law conflicts with the passage of an ordinance granting a franchise lor a street railroad unless
operated by horses, mules or wire cables.
In those days
electric roads were unknown, and no provision was made
.

The council, it is thought, is readv to pass the
granting the franchise, and if necessary the
charter will be amended so as to empower it to do so.
for them.
ordinance

W'ork has been commenced on the electric railway from
MinneapolistoSt. Paul, Minn. The Fourth .\ venue Electric
R:ulway in Minneapolis will be in operation in a few weeks.
A Minneapolis paper says: "This active work brings forcibly to the mind of the public that an era of improved rapid
transit facilities is at hand; an era which means increased
prosperity and incalculable convenience to the residents of
the city and suburbs.
New sections of the city will be
brought into communication with the business center and a
controlling factor in the inter-urban passenger rate <|uestion
will be supplied.
While the lines are being constructed
large sums will be ilisbursed for labor employed and in the
operation of the completed system many skilled hands must
inevitably be added to the city's workers."
last few weeks the Thomson-Houston Eleccompany of Boston has completed the electrical equip
ment of a number of s:reet railways on which the electric
cars are now in daily operation.
Among them are the fol-

The following cablegram was received from I^ondon
Montiay: "What is untioubtedly the longest telephone ciron the continent was opened

to ihc public yesterday.
in .Austria, to I^cipsic. and every
perfectly understood and the voice
recognized without diDlculty.
The distance l>ctwccn the
cuit

The

lowing: Central Railway. Peoria, III., 15 cars, 10 miles:
Citizens' Electric Street Railway, Decatur, 111.. 4 cars. 5
miles; Metropolitan Street Railway, Kansas City. Mo,,
4 cars, 5.40 miles; Omaha Motor Railway, Omaha, Neb.,
26 cars, 10 miles; Ottumwa Street Railway, Otturawa, 111.,
4 cars, 5 miles; Quincy Street Railway. Quincy. Mass.,
4 cars. 5 miles; Richmond Street Railway, Richmond.
Ind., 6 cars, 4 miles.
The company has also closed the
following important contracts: .\lbany City Railway, Albany,
V 52 cars. 14 miles; City EUctric Street Kail
way, Nashville, Tenn., bears, 3.61 miles; Kearney Street
Railway company. Kearney, Neb., 2 cars. S miles; Macon
City t-V Suburban Railway company. Macon. Ga , 4 cars, 4
miles: Metropolitan .Street Railway, Toronto. Ont.. 2 cars,
3 miles; St. Paul City Railway company, St. Paul. Minn .
20 cars, 51 miles; St. Paul & Minneapolis. St. Paul. Minn..

N

.

In.'

two

cities by rail is something less
than three hundred
miles, but the telephone wires, instead of being carried
along the routes of the railways, where the noise of passing
trains was found to interfere materially with the working of
the long-distance instruments, are strung along the high-

ways."

The telephone exchange at Salt Lake City, was recently
seriously damaged by its wires coming into contact with
the electric railway wires.
The accident, acconiing 10 a
local papers, occurred early in the morningAl ihat lime,
without warning, the two telephone girls at ihc switchboard were almost paralyzed by a great flash of blintling
light which set the switch-board on tire and dcslroyctl two
sections covering 285 connections and ruining seventy five
or more telephone boxes about town.
The office spccilily
filled with smoke, and the
girls ran almost breathless to
The lire was extin
the manager's office for assistance
guished by throwing pails of water and wet blankets over
the burning woodwork, and although the firemen were
ready to turn out their services were not needed.

THE TELEGRAPH.

During the

tric

from Vienna,

line is

word transmitted can

The
ters of

Telephone company has awarded T. SboulHuron, Mich., the contract for constructing

l-nited
I'ort

500 miles of telegraph

line in

Minnesota.

L. D. Parker of Clycago, gcner.il superintendent of the
Postal Telegraph Cable company, appeared before the
Board of Trade of Tojwka. Kan., last week and presented
a proposition for extending the company's line from Kansas City to Topeka. with the intention of pushing on loihc
resolution inviting the extension and recPacific coast.
ommcndin,; the enterprise to the indorsement of merchants by substantial aid, was passed

\

"R

R. Do'
.\ dispatch from t>ttawa. Ont . saj-s:
l^uebec, the promoter and projector of the Canada .'.
cable, savs that all .arrangements are made and th.i;
One of the principal manuwill be commenced next ycnr.
facturing companies of London has tendered to provide,
lay. and guarantee a cable of the most approved tj-pc for
$1,500,000. The cable will extend from near Clew Bay. in

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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Ireland, to Greenly Island, in the Straits of Belle Isle, and
Dangers from icebergs are not
be 1,900 miles longThe object in having the cable laid so far north is
feared.
that it will be absolutely free from risks during repairs of
other cables, and can be more easily raised when required."
^vill

Miscellaneous Notes,
Jose, Cal., Electric Improvement company Has
been formed for the purpose of constructing, manufacturing, operating and dealing in electrical inventions, patents

The San

and improvements.

A New

York inventor has just patented a novel little
It is well known that if a bit of thin paper
placed near a body charged with frictional electriciiy it
The inventor makes use of this
is attracted to the body.
The device consists
effect in the construction of his toy.
of a small tissue paper figure mounted on a base of thicker
The body of each toy is made to represent some
paper.
electrical toy.
is

animal or any peculiar figure that may be desi ed. A number of these little figures are supplied in a box together
By rubbing the plate on woolen
with a hard rubber plate.
clothing it is charged with static electricity and by bringing
these little toy fis:ures
it near to or moving it away from
they may be made to execute a variety of amusing moveThe little apparatus also serves to illustrate in a
ments.
simple and cheap manner the various effects produced by a

is contributing its share toward
the success of the
Mr. Degenhardt has just closed contracts for
175,000 feet of special wrapped line wire; 22,000 feet W.
A. C. wire; 12,000 feet of telegraph cable 100 conductor,
made underthe Standard vestibule conference specifications in fifty twisted pairs.
The company has just introduced a new high grade line wire, specially prepared,
which will be known as "Acme."
,

Thos. L. Fowler who has been connected with the Ansonia
Brass tS; Copper company for the last fifteen years, having
charge of the metal department, has accepted the position
of general manager of the Aluminum Brass & Bronze company, Bridgeport, Conn.; New York office, 261 Broadway.
This new company is formed and has an excellent plant.
The foundry is already running and the rolling mills will
begin operations in the course of thirty to sixty days
They have now on hand many tons of silicon bronze wire
which is adapted for electric street railways and all electrical apparatus where great tensile strength combined with
high conductivity is needed.
Commutators, gear bearings,
wheels, etc., are also among the specialties thry manufacture.
Frank G. Stone, who has been with the Ansonia
company for the last ten years, having charge of the electrical department, will also join the forces of the new company, and will have charge of the sales department as general agent.

Electrical Patents.

from the Congregationalist : *'The way
in which W. Eourke Cockran came to take hold of the
Kemmler case is rather curious," said an intimate friend of
that gentleman recently.
"I have heard it intimated that
he was employed by an electric light company, but that is
Cockran has a renot true.
It was all because of a dog.
markably fine dog, and he is very fond of him. His wife,
When the experiments
too, thinks a great deal of him.
were going forward at Edison's laboratory and at the Columbia College School of Mines, Cockran and his wife
used to read of the suffering of the poor dogs which were
following

is

You know that at first the
made the victims of science.
dogs howled piteously. He used to get very much excited
One night Mrs. Cockran
over the newspaper accounts.
had finished reading a peculiarly graphic account of a dog's
sufferings, when she said: 'Just think how terrible it would
Cockran sprang
be if they would treat our dog like that
up and exclaimed: 'That law providing for execution by
electricity is unconstitutional. Til break it if lean.' When
Kemmler was sentenced he immediately took the case, although he knew he wouldn't get a cent."
'

Business Mention.
Heaton & Van Buren report a complete success
of the Loomis system installed by the Eureka Electric
company, 44 Broadway, New York.
Messrs

The Pratt & Whitney company of Hartford, Conn,, has
just issued a profusely illustrated catalogue of 300 pages
descriptive of

its

machines and

The Hollenden Hotel
room annunciator of

tools.

O

at Cleveland,

the Detroit

,

will

Electrical

put in a 420

Works manu-

facture.

R. Ostrander, New York, has
Special
catalogue of his specialties.
the horseshoe electric bell, which is
This bell is giving satisfaction
sale.

W.

just issued a revised

attention

is

called to

having an extensive
wherever used.

S. W, Trawick has been appointed manager of the
western department of the Excelsior Electric company, at
Chicogo, to succeed F. W. Home, now associated with the
Thomson- Houston company.
Mr. Trawick has been
associated with the Excelsior company for some time.

The Thomson- Houston

International company in a letter from Paris speaks as follows of the operation of the
Armington <S; Sims engine at the Thomson-Houston exhibit:
"I cannot speak in too strong language regarding
It has run
the operation of- your engine from first to last.
without a moment's interruption and has not given us the

having been in charge of one of our electric
engineers, Mr. Garfield, who expresses himself in the most
enthusiastic terms regarding its behavior."
least trouble,

The Pond Engineering company of St. Louis, is making
A complete 125 horse power
large shipments to Texas.
slcam plant for an electric railway in I-iredo, and a 70
horse power outfit for the State Capitol building, Austin,
together with a couple of car loads of fire brick, went forward last week. The Kansas City office closed a contract
with the North East Electric Railway company for two
Armington »V Sims engines of one hundred and fifty, and
seventy horse power respectively, with the necessary
pumps, heater, etc, to make the steam plant complete.
The Wcslinghouse Machine company

of Pittsburg reports
sales for three weeks in October as follows: 30 juniors aggregating '^35 horse power; 16 standards, 645 horse power,
and 30 compounds, 2510 horse power; total, 4090 horse
power. Among the purchasers arc: Otis Iron & Steel
company, Cleveland,
G
Nichols & Co., New York,
N, Y.; Allegheny County Light company, Allegheny City,
Pa.; Thomas Dolan ^v Co., J'hiladelphia, Pa.; Albion l-^lec
trie Light company, Albion, N. Y.; Parent Paper com-

O

;

H

pany, .^manda, O
Missouri Electric Light & Power company, St. Louis, Mo,; Philadclphi.i & Reading Railroad
company, Philadelphia, Pa,; Girolamo Taddei, Rome,
;

Italy;

Koefocd

York Central &

The

Hauberg, Copenhagen, Denmark; New
Hudson River Railroad, New York, N, Y.

^:

Underground Cable company
week amounted to $173,000. The demand for

sales of the Standard

one day

last

line wire is so great that the

company

finds its

present fa-

wholly inadequate despite the recent enlargement of
and it is contemplating another addition to
The Western department of this company at
Chicago, which is under the management Ered -K. Dcgen-

cilities

its factories,

the works.

Claim

hardt,

hstted Oct
Electric Car
Springfield, Mass.

413,160.

By

22, iSSq.

Sidney H.

Lighting.

Barrett,

system
which supplies the
current
lights can be
taken alternately from a dynamo
electric machine operated by steam from the locomotive and from a storage battery charged from said dynamo electric machine when the latter is in operation.
this

Underground Conduit, George
H. Warde,
York, N. Y.
This is a hermetically sealed test-box, designed to
afford convenient access to the wires of the cable. The
wall of the box is enameled and a special collar is provided through which the cable is carried.

Telephone Receiver.
413,308.
Charles Selden, Baltimore, Md.
The invention consists in the combination with a
diaphragm or similar vibratory surface of an air cham
ber of variable capacity, having an opening or pipe of
restricted size, arranged to diiect air pulsations upon
said diaphragm, and means for varying the capacity of
said chamber by the action of a magnet in such way
that variations in the capacity shall produce at its
opening or month amplified pulsations or vibrations,
which by acting on the diaphragm shall give to it an
amplified movement, and consequently produce a
louder sound.

Thomas

Holding Attachment for Arc Lamps.
New Britain, Conn.

413,276.

Central Station Calling Apparatus.

Isaiah

H.

Farnham, Maiden, Mass.

The

invention is stated to comprehend the association of power generators with a distributing switch
provided with testing and equalizing devices, ihe employment in association with said switch-board and
with an automatic circuit-charging switch, of duplicate
sets of generators actuated by independent sources of
power, one of said sources being entirely under the
control of the central station.
Electric Regulation.
William Hochhausen,
413,279.
Brooklyn. N. Y.
The object of the invention is to provide an efficient
and reliable regulator, adapted, ambng other things, to
use in connection with dynamo machines feeding lines
or circuits of constant potential to which translating devices of any kind are connected in multiple.

Claims
"I.

i,

The

and

2

18:

The

movable

core, of a

pendulum

413.340-

H

mium."

Method of Obtaining Direct from Ahernating
413.353Currents.
Nikola Tesla, New York, N. Y.
Stattd broadly, the invention consists in ob'aining
direct from alternating currents, or in direciirg the
waves of an alternating curient 50 as to produce direct or substantially direct currents, by developing or
producing in the branches of a circuit including a
source of alternating currents, either permanently or
periodically, and by electric, electro magnetic, or magnetic agencies, manifestions of energy, or what may
be termed active resistance of opposite electrical character, whereby the current or current waves of opposite sign will be diverted through different circuits,
those of one sign passing over one branch and those
of opposite sign over another.

Measuring Instrument.

Elihu

Thom-

vice.

413.409

New

Electro- Magnetic

413.410

the conductor."
Electrical

Distribution.

Railway Signal.
York, N. Y.

Electro Magnet.

Daniel

S.

Daniel

McElroy,

New

S.

Electrically

McElroy,

New

Operated Railway Switch.
York, N. Y.

S.

York.

Daniel

Cable Terminal Head and Protector.
413,429.
Baker, New Plaven, Conn.

Claim

I

Ellis B.

follows:

"The improved connecting device consisting of the
box shaped terminal head having the bolts passing
through its sides and connected inside to the respect
ive cable wires and on the outside having the spring
plates fixed to one end thereto, a metal earth bar facing, the free ends of the row of spring-plates, and separately removable interposed
material."

of non-conducting

slips

William

Electric Signaling Apparatus.
413,436.
crow, Boston, Mass.

E. De-

Process of Manufacturing Battery Zincs. Frank
413.438.
F. Eggers, San Francisco, Cal.
^1

Incandescent
York, N. Y.

13,442.

413.504.

Annunciator.

413,512.

Electric

Lamp

Emil F. Gennert,

New

Frank E. Fisher, Detroit, Mich.
Robert C.

Switch.

ford,

Thermostatic Alarm

Hull,

Baltimore,

Charles H. Shaffer, Rock

III.

Rudolph M.

Electric Railway.
delphia, Pa.

413,604.

Hunter, Phila-

The

invention relates particularly to the road bed
structures and the collectors or the car, which work in
connection with the conduit and conductors.

Elihu

Thomson and Edwin W. Rice, Jr., Lynn, Mass.
The invention consists in a system of electric

dis-

tribution comprising constant potential mains, translating devices of any desired character in multiple
between said mains, a circuit connected across said
main^ and containing translating devices in series, and
a current regulator in said series circuit.

Conduit for Electric Railways. Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.
The object of the invention is to close effectually
the slot of the conduit containing the line conductor or
conductors of an electric railway against the entrance
of dirt and moisture.

413,294.

New

N. Y.

413,568.

"The combination of a conductor and an armature
which normally partially embraces and closes the mag'
netic circuit around the conductor, said conductor or
armature one or both, being movable with relation to
one another in the general direction of the axis of
System of

Telephone Address Index and Advertising De
John F. O'Brien, Quebec. Canada.
Railway Train Signal. Daniel S. McElroy,
York, N, Y.

Md.

Mass.

Claim 4 follows:

413.293-

Rudolph Eicke-

Machine.

Electric

meyer, Yonkers, N. Y.
4'3.37i-

difficulty

son, Lynn,

Dynamo

4I3-363-

413,280

Electric

William P.

of manufacture, a battery compound
consisting of bisulphate of soda and trioxide of chro-

413.412.

object of the invention is to obviate a practical
which arises frequently where the conductor
is out of parallel with the direction in which the car
moves, and which frequently causes the contact or
trolley to jump from the wire or conductor.

Compound.

Battery

The claim is:
"As an article

'

413,292.

Galvanic

Kookogey, Brooklyn.

ical suspension bearing.
iS.
In an electric regulator, the combination, with
a series of carbon sticks or pencils, forming an electric
resistance, of a series of blocks, each having two contact seats or sockets receiving pairs of the pencils at
one end, and a second series of spring-plate sockets
secured in pairs to a common conducting support, each
spring socket of a pair receiving the ends of rods or
pencils resting at their opposite ends in adjoining
blocks."

The

Pendulum Clocks. James

Electric Regulator for
Gerry, Brooklyn, N. Y.

413. 3t5-

common

Switch for Dynamo-Electric Machines. William
Hochhausen, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Electric Pendulum-Driven Clock. Marcus L. M,
413,2?!.
Hussey, Menlo Park, N. J.
Electric
Railway Cars.
Contact-Trolley for
413,287.
James Mitchell, Des Moines, Iowa

Rudolf Eickemeyer, Yonk-

N. Y.

ers,

413.411.

to a

Secondary Battery.

413-339'

McElroy,

combination, with

Rudolf Eickemeyer.

413 338. Magnetic Gauge for Testing the Magnetic
Conductivity of Metals. I^udolf Eickemeyer, Yonkers,
N. Y.
Claim 2 is:
"In a magnetic gauge for testing the magnetic conductivity of metals, two open magnetic circuits, contact faces in either or both circuits, adapted to receive
pieces of metal to be tested, and a magnetic indicator
which responds to variations in either or both of said
circuits and discloses the extent to which either or both
of them are closed, as by the application to said faces
of metal to be tested, said indicator being influenced
in its movements in proportion to he magnetic conductivity of metal thus applied."

the series of movable
support, of a con-

"2.

magnet cores secured

Electric Machine.

Yonkers, N. Y.

combination, with a regulating or con

trolling magnet having a
retractor.

Dynamo

413,337.

New

H. Brady,

appended:

'

413,215.

413,220.

7 is

2, i£

A slotted conduit having a groove at the edge of
the slot holding a yielding or springy slot closer."

company.

frictional charge.

The

November

Electric
413.636.
York, N. Y.

Claim

Lamp.

"The combination
bracket,
"
tions

413.637.

Jean

Van

T.

Gestel,

New

5 reads:

of

composing a

Electric

Washington,

a tubular

reflector

lamp with grooved

and

Railway System.

electrical

Malone

connec-

Wheless,

1). C.
object of the invention is a system of propelling cars by electricity, which consists substantially in
causing electro-magnets placed in a conduit to open the
line in the conduit, and thereby circuit the dynamocurrent through the motor on the car.

The
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The Turner Brass Works,
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FARADAY CABLE

SATIRE.

Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Light.

Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

Hlgheil Intulation and Low>;|i InduclU*} Capaclly

any Cable

in

OlHco, 18

<

ol

New York

C.

i»,

:

"A

Oral.

gunrunteed
to bt Hiii/cr/JMcj/". 1111(1 trill not ih't'-rinrttle, oxidise or Cfvici, ami will rciniilii lluxtblf In cxlntim rolil wrathor
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Our insiiiiition ifill fifnr^ diifthle m/u-n all ntfifm /nil. We are prepared to funiiBli SliiKle Wlrew of all
BHURos and (llaiiuior of Inaulallon for Tek'Krapli, Telrptioue and Klecirlc Li^bla from slocK. Ciiblea mado

Tho rubber

uhimI In InmilntlnKinir wIri'H

iiiul ciibli-H Is

Hpeclnlly cbonilcftlly prepiircd. nnJ i?

W.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
au«l G;5 Haiiipshlro Street, Boston,

Ol
BKNRY

Factory,

13^ Send

Electrician.

for

New

14'Ji

and

CATALoot'B. out Aukrust

CH ARACTE RISTICS.

hi tinn-

of clutches optionally gradual or sudden.
arge friction surfaces prevent undue wear

Vice-like grip

Dtsengigement of

St.
DcKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N.

May

Cliitclies Is positive.

Send lorJuly, 1889, Catalogue and
see where and by whom used.

H.

WARD LEONARD.
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and hr
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"We

l^KH.

are perfectly

if

S.

we put

'^JZ''-

in la^^
be aliead $100, Iob'
It

CO.,

St. .roe..-ph,

putifltle.l willi

Mo,

the workin;.'

•New Yori ami Chleai^o.'' WKsT111.
'New niilbHai,'. -AeNew York

E1>P:('TKU' CO., Chicago.
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bent factory hiiiUUnL' Id the cily of

not in tho United
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ECLIPSE WIND ENGINE
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woQld now
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akair**."
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KRN

i

!IaU

a uliurm.

<

York.

Y.

Ibt.

BRICK & TKltUA t'OTTA MFii

Pulley shift automatically oiled.
They have a good record running through Jive years.
Experts are invited to examine p:culiarities.

<fci^

"Worki

Jiine-Jl, 1KH9.

April in place of one up

CO.,

New

and 25 Ann
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FRICTION CLUTCH PULLEYS
I

Mechanical

OSTRANDER &

R.

21, 23

Mass.

HEIiBEET U. EUSTI8.

A. CIjAUK. General Manmipr.

Au'*'nt.

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS

10 order.

^

Pneumatic, and

Electric.

ortlainll .Strr<-t.

Ai'KKKMAN.

M WHISTLES.

SPEAKING TUBES

In ftlottorfrom the iNnrKOTOH of tho Hnntoii Flro IliultTwrllprM* (Tnlon, under dftto of March
Thorouglily Uelluhlv uml IIOHtrnblo Wlro In Kvery Kespect."
litJ Biiyn

29, 1886,

tne Market-

—S/cctrlcal Hevltw.

CO.,

Wis.

Belojt,

ANDREWS.

E.

M. rZARO

CONSULTING AND CONTRACTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
Systems of Electric Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Electric
Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.
Plans and Hpecificationa for ail HIb<1« of Electrical CoBBtracti«n Work.
Afallllneof Commercial Sopplies carried atalltlmeB for Plants described above.

For any or

Brancb

Offices:

all

Room 425,
THE ROOKERY,
Minneapolis, Hlnn.
Booms

The Iinmber ExchanEC

nLON/;.

5

and 6,

;

Telephone 694, CHICAGO, ILL.

Nortli western llntnai Life Insorance Blocli. Room

iir^,

Telephone

125«,

Hlinankec. Wla

PARIB ExIpOSITION,
FOR THK CKLKBR^TKn

TBADE

MARKi

INSULATED GKONITE WIRES AND CABLES.
WAREHOUSES: IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THE

U. S.

Automatic Electric Motors
In all Sizes

from One-half H.

P.

Upward.

High Efficiency. Perfect Regulation. Superior Workmanship. Ease of
^Management, JReniarkatile

Siniplicitij, Etc., Etc.

DYNAIYIO ElaSCTRIC IVIACHIIVCS
^>

RRlNrH UrilllljlJ.
nPPirP<5'
UlUUlV/a

^

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper KefiLing, Etc.
WWrOW, SJC/iurcASt.,- BOSJOH.
PHILADELPHIA. BOB CtmmtrttSt.:
Arch St.:

m

KASSAS Cnr,

Pia/toBullalng:

HEW

nRiE.:SS

W6

Ccrordt^tt

CHICASO. 42 la SolU

SI.

St.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., WINDSOR, CONN.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Established in 1861.

November

Stilwell's Patent Live

Steam-Feed Water
Removes

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

Entirely

prevents

IN

Boilers.

/

SCALE

Steam

'n

Catalogue on application.

GAS AHC IlilCTHIC

OEORGE CUTTER,

FIXTURES.

CONSULTING ELECTRICIAN,

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,

80 Adams Street,

CHICAGO.

-

Etc., Etc.,

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,

Madison Street and Fifth AYenne,

BRYAKT'S SWITCHES,
Hllili'l^ SWITCH£S,

CHICAGO.

iNSlJi/iiTiiye

Russell Mast

stafi.es

IMSKLiATIIlfG PAINT,

-BRANCH STOItE-

2134 Michigan Avenue,

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
P.

Purifier.

Impurities.

STILWELL&BIERGEMFG.GO.^
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

D.

all

THE LUNKENHEIMER BRASS

IVIFG.

CO.,

-

Arms

Cincinnati, Oliio.

CO.,

PERRY, Vice-President and General Manager,

-MANDFACTUKEKS OP THE-

SPERRT

IIVIPROVED

SYSTEM

-OP

HIGH OR

LOW

Write for June, ISSO, €atalo£ae of (!^) Globe Talves, Pop t^ ifety Valves
I^ubricators, Oil and Cirease Cups, B:n;;ine ISnl'deis^ Brass Gioods,
and €rlass Oil Cnps for Dynamos.

TENSION.

The new Sparry apparatus free from repairs for twelve monthB.
That the new ^.perry Improved Dynamoecan lie coupled in eeriea with perfect safety.
3.
That any number of lamps from one to capacity of dvnamo can be cut In or out of
singly or in ^roupe, witb perfect safety, and without eparkiog at the braehea.
4.
To abaorb power In exact proportion to number of lights burning.

I

1.

2 Pearl

Street,

Room

BOSTOSr, UIASS.

6,

2.

1.

make.
'i.

3.

The new Automatic Sperry Dynamos and Lamps surpass

circuit,

Mproveil

That

We

If

yon wi

invite

'

I

vlelt

THOMAS

our factory we can show you the best arc lighting apparatus in existence

CO,,

\% \%

\\\

South

Clinton

St„

RoaOefls.

ASllBlllilEH,

Western Agent,

Street

CORRES-

Kansas

Oily,

Mo.

Rolled any weii^ht desired. Patent allowed
Sample
Chair and Section of Rail Sent, Express Prepaid, to
Prospective Purchasera.

correspondence with electrical engineers. Intending buyers, and interested
people everywhere.

\\\m \\\m\

Railway

for

LOWEST PRICES.
PONDENCE SOLICITED.

.

EUREKA CONSTRUCTION.

THE

Material

BEST IMATERIAL.

In elliciency those of auy other

That there ie greater economy in operating the new Sparry System than any other.
That our automatic regulation has no equal; no rheostat, no wail boxes, no solenoid or

dash-pot.
4.

Pateuteil

CHICAGO, ILL.

AUTOMATIC

CXJX-OFF ENeiNE

Office and Factory

YXW*^
2134

to

2140 DeKalb
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-

RELIABILITY,
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Size,
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^IJJ

to None.

ALL.
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FOR SAMPLES AND PRIOE8,

JOHN W. MASON, Manager.
SPECIAL AGENTS
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DURABILITY.
THE MOST PERFECT

EVER OBTAINED.
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ma:!K.

AIVI> CAICI.F.M.

3Mi>Ei^';=L^

For Electrical Lig-htiiig, Electrical Kailways and purposes where perfect governing is required, it has no equal.
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STOCK
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And
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HOLKLES,

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO..
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DAYTON, OHIO.

HJLYDElSrS,
BOOTH
&
WATERBITRT,
CONN.

FACTORIES:

MAI^lIFAC'TIItKKH

OF

BARS AND INSUIjiATZSD ITITIRZ:.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, hiRhest conductivity. Copper MaRnet Wire, Flexible
Worsted Cords for Incandescent LIghtInK- Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.oebjtf.

U K

PATENT
For

Electric

Light,

Electric Railways,

J. L.

LINE WIR E
CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

Cotton and

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON

BARCLAY,

Slllt,

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
26 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

L.

ILL.

BELDING MOTOR & MFG. COMPANY,
CFFIGE 144 Adams

Street,

FACTORY 128-130

The Rookery,

So. Clinton

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL, U.

S. A.

(

MASUFAf TrRERS OF THE

BELDINB ELECTRIC MOTORS

f

Perfect Automatic Regulation^
Highest Efficiency Guaranteed.
THE STRON&EST ARMATDRE MADE,

PERFECTLY BALANCED.

All Parts Interchangeable
Oorrespondence Solicited.
Telephones and

Electrical Supplies of Every Description.
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ELGIN,

ILL.,
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-

£ven
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ABSOLOTELY NO HEATING.
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POROUS GUP BATTERIES
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Axo Battery.

BATTERY
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New

York.

CO.,

Porous Cup Alone.
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BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO
33 Mercer Street,

NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS OF

HABD

BATTERY

CELLS, manufactured under
RJIBBEB,
Of every description, including the celebrated
Kiel's Patents for Primary and Storage Batteries. The cheapest and best Cells in the market. Also
Sheet

Bod and Tubing

Standard quality Sheet, Rod,
Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand.

(Kiel's Patent) for electrical purposes, at reduced prices.

Key Knobs, Switch

Tubino-, Insulator Hooks,

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, 111.

HUGH MoMIIiLAN, President.

W. A. JACKSON,

Vioe-Preaident.

FRANK E. SNOW^, Sec> and Treas.

AL ELECTRIC TRACTION

CO.,

DETISOIT, lv<EICH.
ORGANIZED TO CONSTRUCT, EQUIP AND OPERATE

Railway© By ExIaRotriq Mot?or©,

3TRB.E1T

Embracing New and Valuable Patents covering improvements which are necessary for

ECONOMICAL OPER ATION AND HIGH EFFICIENCY.
FRANK
Contains

RAE, ELECTRICAL ENGINEER.

features that will commend it to the careful attention of Street Railway Managers,
looking for reliable, easily operated and efficient apparatus for HEAVY WORK.

new
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East Detroit

B.

in

Operation and

& Qrosse Fointe

Highland Park Railway
Detroit City Railway, Mack
Citizens Street Railway
Adrian Electric Railway

Detroit,
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OF=
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Decatur Electric Street Railway
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"
Sault Ste Marie St. Railway, Sault Ste Marie, Mich. .3
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Fort Worth City Railway Co., Fort Worth, Texas. .10
"
"
"
Worth
Land
&
St.
..15
Fort
Ry. Co.,
Saginaw Union Railway Co., Saginaw, Mich
V7% "

SURORIORITV.

Single Motor Geared to Both Axles, with Improved Noiseless Flexible Gear Preventing Breaking from Sudden
Strain. Motor Truck Easily and Quickly Detachable, Etc., Etc.
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Dynamo and. Gylincier Oils.

Rookery," Chicago.
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WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
Erected Ready for Service.
MI>RCIAI<TIR8 :-Tlu'

AniilDcton £ Sliiia Kneine. Stpol nolliTH, Irtiaon Link DnK. Simdard RockltiKuud ShelUolct Urutus, l.owo Uuator, Hyatt Filtur, Illakot'iiiup, KortinglDjuctur, flu.

HKNn FOK

liATKIHT CATAl.O«rKH.

Lamp

The Perkins Electric

PROF.

Co.,

MANL'KACTUllERS OF TUE UEST

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
IN THE

ARON'S

H.

ELECTRIC CDRREUT CODNTER,
PATK\TKI>.
Gold Medal Awarded at Melboorne ExMbltloD, 1888-1889.

MARKET.

The most reliable

Electric Meter ever InvoDted, Guaranloed correct for small and lar/e carT«n(».
Built for direct two-wire, three-wire, Qve-wlre. to nlne-wlre, and lUierDatln^ sratero. Id elz4-fl
ir^ up to any number of amperes.
"Every counter meoaarea correctlv for a fraction of amptie
Its full c paclty."

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
Long

Life

from
up to

and Absolutely No Discoloration.

Adopted by M|R9IBIV1>I & IIALt«tHE, Berlin, ^jiermsny: F.I>IHOW COMPANY', ilerltn. ^.iermany ; .11 tJNICIPAL. RLKCTKIC L14;HT1K4; WOKHM.
Berlin, 4>icrBian>'. "icxriaHively nHcd in Farls, Vienna, Conniantinople ana
other prinelpal F.uropoan citieH.*'
nee by Koropeun Central SiatiouB measuring over CO mUlioo watts. L'nqufstloned iinp4TlorUjf.
Indispensable for ceiitr:il Sf&tloo work. Amoont of current coneomed may be ascniiiDtM at a
beint,' cooetructed on the eame principle ae the jras .Met^r dlalt".
For prke" and particulars, addresB
Ill

W.

HALM,

fl.

B4

Vice-Pres. and Western Mgr.,

PBANKLIN

ST.,

Clance, tbe diule

CHICAGO, ILL.
SOLE m.\NlJPACTUBEB AKD IMPOKTKK.

STORED ELEGTRIGITY,

BEEKMAN STREET,

21

The BOOK forTHE TRADE.

WHIPPLE'S
Electrical

Accumulators or

HATIOML

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO

F0REE(4a)BAIN,
84 MARKET

DESIGN ER AND MANUFA CTURER.

Special and Experimental

M ACH INERY.
Large Djnamoa and Motors for Sp«ciAl Work
built to Urder. Coal MIhIdk Uaalaice
a Specialty.

ELECTRICREPORTS.

STREET CAR PROPULSION

The 1889

Full Data of all the Central Stations of
America, with olHcers, etc.

Lockwood Instrument
Gentlemen: — ltf[.

M\m,

Car

Lono DistaacB

LiEliting.

LI'ilIT A PoWEl: TO.
lltm.iiToN, Muir, St'pt i:., l-^'*,
Co.. Detroit. Mich.

inf>t
in whirh von
satlflled with >oiir

Plants.
All Electric

since
W(.>

we pnt

and Horse Street Railways,

fi^f ij(

tiDi:

they

I

ti..

alon^ wUh'Hit th'ni.
.tn' ^nio--

I

nU

SirSTEM

fH!CB C0UFLETEL7 BiSFLACES

HI

Supplementary

to the Directory,

THE "ELECTRIC REPORTS"
Aro pubUelieiL on the

THE ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATOR

44 Broadway, New
CHICAGO OFFICE,
502 Phenix Building.

COMP%

DETROIT OFFICE,
St.,

-

-

e.-,!:!!

$10

nioD.h.

per Year.

FRED. hTwHIPPLE.
DETROIT, MICH.

York.

30 Atwater

Subscription Price.

nrat of

East.

•The Electric KaiUvay," and
"Municipal I^isl*ti"ff-" ^^o books
of the times, price ;f 1.00 and ;$2.00 each,
accordiog to blndiog.

^
-

,

tli<-i<<

know now we wocid

n

cirr..

'

1

l.v>k at th'>n!
in:l al>out tliou. ...
Dtrnilt hie iroiui: ic
lor wakincTiini up n
Yours truly.

.;

G.

>

-

iiM^m

Mgr.

E BOWERS,

Manafactarer of Draamo«> for IncAnde«<«Dt
iJirhtlne.
FiT.-iiiti «.;.

THE

-

.

wnU

at--

v

.

-

iHVirers and Members of all Electric Associations.
Complete Lists of Electrical Publications.
Etc., Etc..
Etc..
Klc, Etc.

'"h

-'-i-

\

ha^o had DO tronble

iianiii.", if ilif

wi'h complete Data.

'.

,

as far as

them.

Gas Companies running Electric Light

Railroad

Polarity Indicator,

Alphabetical Lists of Electelcal
Workers, Manufacturers, etc.
Full Lists of Isolated Flints.
Full Lists of Telephone Stations.

Gas Companies and Data concerning

Ligltini,

ind

FEMNSl'LA KLEiT.

Full

Isolated

LOCKWOOD
Ammeter

Electrical

Trndes and Kindred In'ereats.

Liihtii,

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPAIRING.

Eilition contains:

Full Lists of the Classilied

ioD

CHICAGO,

ST..

Electrical Expert^

ELECTRICAL
DIRECTORT

Storage Batteries,

NEW YORK.

-

Mass., S*pt. 38, IfiW.

Lockwood Instrument Co.
(Jenti-EMKN:- I nii'i vnnr
co^^(^ient. Some of mr !'

\niM-*.-:-

\-r-,-

where the
I

sp*»eil if qal'e irrsomt'llmt's" o#»» si nuiy^ 1m

m

currenl, acd yonr .\m-.*lel*rii mill, u- at
urn--the amoant and dir^v^lon of carrenL
ReKpecifully,
O. E. IW>WERS.

EniSdN I.VMP lOMF'ANV.
(.RA\D lUriD*. Mli U

your Am-Mpter. tw.
aboat three month?
goon a* conTf-tiient
aJiolbtT Pvnanio.

KDISON LAMP

:i-

•

S..pt.

»

Vour^
t.

.

I"i

I"*©.

Co.. Detroit. Mich.

Lockwood Instrument
Plvr SiKf>: 1 ha--

(I..

LOCKWOOD INSTRUMENT

.

..i-

j

-

trnir,

A. F.

WAiJim.

Sopt-

CO.. DelroH.Mich.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

&

"C.

V

ELECTRIC

November

SIZES

^^—

I

Chicago

Ft

'P

Office, Phoenix

Cincinnati Office.

-'^J'?*^

Tfi 4-0 TT

^^^^m^^^B^^^^S^m^-..a^^^MBK^SB^^^^^Sk^i^

P

in

Ujse

Running Sewing Machines, Elevatois,
Printing Presses, Ventilating Fans, Blow^^^-i (Coffee Mills, Polishing and Grinding

Office,

32

Oliver Street, Boston.

Philadelphia Office, 301

Street.

How

united states,

New England

Building.

99 West Fourth

6,000

lOYsr

^~ ^fM^^^^BBfi^^Sii^P^

-pjioia;

2fi

NEW YORK.

^^^^m^

ELECTRIC MOTORS

1889

MOTOR COMPANY,

402 ^ 404 GREENWICH STREET,
ALL STANDARD

2,

Arch Street.

JOHN STEPHENSON

CO.,

i_iis^n~E:n),

NE'W YORK.
street CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

BERGIiliLITW

<&

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIAHCES FOR THE EDISOH ELECTRIC LIGHT*
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

1

B,

&

j

ivTTT^r
-TO-tiW Trrk-Dxr
YUilJV

CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

|

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO, ILL

THE NORTHWEST.

November

2,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

18R9.

THE BEST or ALL
THE WHLTER

K.

FREEMHN

TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

We Guarantee 12 16-C. JP. Limps for each Mechanical S. P. applied to Dynamo.— We Guarantee our Truntformers and Dynam,osfor two years, and sell our Appotratus upon its Satisfactory Performance.

Our Apparatus

is of

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically,

WE GUARAXTEE

GET THE BEST!

ITS

OPERATION, AND

GET THE CHEAPEST!

CORRESFONEEITCE SOLICIXED.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG.
GEO.
H. H.

B.

HAYDEN,

EAU GUAIRE, WIS.
SHAW, - General Manager.

puesuient.
Vice-President.

FITCH GILBERT,

CO.,

WALTER
C.

Z.

FREEMAN,

KAMMEYER,

Electrician.

Sii-eei.ntenpent.

r. e.

rust, secretakv.

GEO.

T.

THOMPSON, Tbbasirke.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

November

18

2,

ELECTRICAL WORDS, TERMS PHRASES.
f

656 Pages. 397

Illustrations.

This Dlctionaiy includes close upon 2,500

distinct

Price, postage prepaid, to any part of the world, $2.50.

Cloth Binding.

Each

Words, Terms or Phrases.

of the great, classes or divisions cf electrical investigation or utilization comes under
careful and exhaustive

treatment.

For some reasons

deserves

it

rather to be

called an Encyclopaedia than a dictionary.
Tlie

Scheme

of

Treatment

is

When, from

3d.
it

so,

an

lllustraiion or

Diagram of the apparatus

4th.

To

it is

facilitate study,

as easy to find

Ifio

an elaborate system of Cross References has been adopted,
definitions as the words, and aliases are readily detected

and traced.

The words, terms and phrases
deiinition, giving the sense in which they
1st.

21

A general statement

which the

6

by a

are invariably followed

short,

concise

are correctly employed.

then follows of the Principles

of

•

In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure CLEARNESS, to the
end that while the dtflnilions and explanations shall be SATISFACTORY TO

THE

Electrical Science

on

EXPERT ELECTRICIAN,
those

definition is foui ded.

EXaSCTRICIAN

who have had no

IN

OI3Cro.A.«3

O

XX^XjISSTOTS.

3C Cambridse Street,

EAST CAMBRIDGE, - MASS.,
MAHUFACTDRE THE

THE MARKET.

Sight Chamber Is fitted with square window
panes, whicti are secured by brass end plates, and
can be removetl for inspection, cleaDingr or repairs
at any time, without stiipping the oil reed, whlio
the machine is rimning.

Gould Steam and Water Packing
The Original Ring Packing,

Pat. June 1,

1880.

Superior to any Packing- in the market for Steam, Water
or Ammonia. Self -Lubricating, does not corrode the rod,
never grows hard If directione are followed. Sent on thirty
daye' trial. Satisfactory or no pay. None genuine without
(his trade mark and date of patent stamped on wrapper.

MANDPACTDKBD ET

THE WM. POWELL

to

The GOUIiD PACKING GOMPANT^

Oilers,

NOS. 50, 52 AND 54

AND INTELLIGIBLE

SIMPLE

PTJBIiISHIIffG CO.

POWELL'S PATENT "SIGNAL"

THE BEST

they shall a'so be

Irdining at all In electricity, or are novices ia the art.

Xi.A.3S.3S3SIX>X3 :OXTXIj33T]NrC3-,

Dynamo

is

given.

so that

as follows:

the complexity of the apparatus, or from other considerations,

has been thought desirable to do

CO.,

PLUM STREET,

Beware of Infringements and Imitations.

ALBION CHIPMAN, Treasurer.

CINCINNATI, O.

All similar Packings are Imitations andcalcnlated to deceivePlease send for Prices and Discounts.

MATHER ELECTRIC
11, MetropoUtan Blocfe, j
CHICAGO OFFICE Koom
lia tSalle and Kandolpli »ts.
)

: \

^

George

CO.,

LAW

bEII>, Manager.

)

)

THE BEST SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

P. Barton,
OFFICE,
CHICAGO, ILL.

225 Dearborn Street
PATENT AMD TRADE MARK CASES.

"C" STYLE NEEDLE ANNUNCIATOR.
Works same

as our Standard Annunciators.
Guaranteed first-class in every respect.
Cases, Oak and Ash, natural wood; Walnut, Cherry, Mahogany, stained
white wood. Indications, numbered from one up.

DROP
DROP
8 DROP
4
6

SIO.OO

9

I4.0O
18.O0

lO
12

DROP
DROP
DROP

$20.00
22.00
24.00

LtBEBAL DISCOUNTS TO THE TRADE.
CHICAGO

WESTERN ELECTRIC

-SOLE

N.

COIViPAIMY.

AlfD

NEW

Y«KK.

W. AGENTS FOR-

THE THOMSON - HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
CONTRACTORS AND BUILDERS

of complete Electric Light
Electric Street Railways.

and Steam Plants, and

NORTHWESTERN HEADQUARTERS FOR ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
SUPPLIES FOR ALL SYSTEMS KEPT CONSTANTLY IN STOCK.

ESTIMATES SENT UPON APPLICATION.

THE

N.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

W. ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION
403

AND 405 SIBLEY

ST.^ ST.

& SUPPLY

PAUL, MINN.

CO.,

1

November

2,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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A PRACTICAL ANDJOMMERCIAL SUCCESS.

Tb

Sysk,

Thonson-Hfl aston Ele ctric R'y
ECONOMICAL,

DURABLE,

NEW TYPE THOMSON-HOUSTON

RELIABLE.

ELEOTEIO RAILWAY TEUCK.

RESULT OF ONE YEAR'S WORK.
EAILWAY OONTEAOTS OF THOMSON-HOUSTON ELEOTEIO RAILWAY

CO.:

Alliance Street Mailtvay Co., Alliance, O.
Naumkeag Street Ry., Salem, Mass.
Atlanta <& Edgewood Street Mailwaij Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Newburyport & Amesbury Horse Ry. Co., NewburyAttleboro, No. Attlehoro & Wrentharti Street Railway Co.,
port, Mass.
Attleboro, Mass.
Newport Street Ry. Co., Newport, R. I.
Aniericus Street Railway Co., Americua, Ga.
Newton Street Ry. Co., Newton, Mass.
Auburn Electric Railway Co., Auburn, N. Y,
Nay-Aug Cross Town Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Omaha & C. B. Ry. and Bridge Co., Omaha, Neb.
Ranifor Street Railway Co., Bangor, Me.
Belt Line Railway Co., Lynn, Mass.
Omaha Motor Ry. Co., Omaha, Neb.
Brooklyn Street Railway Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Ottawa Electric St. Ry. Co., Ottawa, III.
Central Passenger Railway, Louisville, Ky.
Ottumwa Street Ry. Co., Ottitniwa, Iowa.
Central Railway Co., JPeoria, HI.
Plymouth tO Kingston Ry. Co., Plymouth, Mass.

Quincy St. Ry.

Railway, Decatur, III.
Colerain Avenue Railway Co., Cineinnati, Ohio.
Danville Street Car Co., Danville, Va.

Redbank & Seabright Ry., Redbauk, N.
Richmond St. Ry. Co., Richmond, Ind.

Derby Borse Railroad Co., Ansonia, Conn.
Des Moines Electric Ry. Co., Des Moines, Iowa.

Rochester Electric Ry. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Revere Street Ry. Co., Revere, Mass.

Eckington <£• Soldiers Home Ry. Co., Washington, D. C.
East Harrisburg Passenger Railway Harrisburg, Pa.
Fulton Co. Street Ry. Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Hillside Coal Co., Scr anion, Pa.
Hoosac Valley Street Ry., North Adams, Mass.
Joliet Street Ry. Co., Joliet, HI.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Myrtle Street Line) Lynn,
Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Nahant Line) Lynn, Mass.
Lynn <& Boston Railroad Co., (Crescent Beach Line) Lynn,
Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Highland Line) Lynn, Mass,
McGavock & Mt. Vernon Horse Ry., Nashville, Tenn.
Metropolitan Street Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo.

Ross Park Street R-j.

Citizens' Electric Street

,

:x:
Brooklyn Street Railway Co.
Des Moines Electric Railway Co.
Eckington & Soldiers'' Home Railway Co.
Julien Electric Traction Co.
Seattle Electric Railway & Power Co.

Co.,

Quincy, Mass.

Co.,

Spokane

Falls,

W. T.

Riverside and Suburban Ry. Co. Wichita, Kan.
Scranton Passenger Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Scranton Suburban St.Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.

Ry. & Power Co., Seattle, W. T.
PlantsviUe Ry. Co., Southington, Conn.
Third Ward St Ry. Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
Topeka Rapid Transit Co., Topeka, Kan.
Toledo Electric Ry. Co., Toledo, Ohio.
University Park Ry. and Electric Co. Denver, Col.
Vine St. Ry., Kansas City, Mo.
Watervliet Turnpike <f- R. R. Co., Albany, N. Y.
Wheeling Ry. Co., Wheeling, W. Va.
West End St.Ry. Co., Boston, Mass.

Seattle Electric

Southington

S:

INI
Lynn & Boston Street Railway Co.
Omaha & Council Blixffs Railway & Bridge

Co.

Revere Screet Railway Co.
"Wheeling Railway Co.
West End Street Railway Co.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

J.

148 Michigan Ave.,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

November

WHEN ORDERING
OR

FOR

ELECTRIC LIGHT
OR POWER PLANTS,
Please Refer to Articles by

Trade Numbers
As shown

in our

New

Illustrated Electric Light
logue No. 560.

and Power Cata-

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
lYl

RANDOLPH &T.,

TACTORIES: Ansonia, Conn.

CO.,

2,

1889

!
November

2,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

A REVOLUTION
Send

New

for Full Particulars Regarding the

BRUSH ALTERNATING CURRENT
LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING SYSTEM.
Coarrci-pa-niGs

Carun-ot u^fTord. to

B-\3.37-

or "CJs©

,.A-rL37-

Otl:i.er-

The Brush ^'Coreless" Alternating Current Dynamo.
Brush Arc and Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Brush Electric Motors
and Power Generators, Brush Carbons, Storage Batteries, Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CHICAGO OFFICE:

22S

DEARBORN

ALEX. KEMPT, Special

ST.
Agt.

CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Eastern

Office:

36 Onion Square, N. Y.

PACIFIC COAST agents:

Tie California Electric LlElit Cc.

8AN FRANCISCO.

W^ESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

November

2,

1889

FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
:F^ox>'t
Manufacturers

SLATTERY

iNDUOTION
OF

W

et^zxe,

Xxi.c3Llei.xxA.

of the

SYSTEM

out

—

IKMDESCENT

The Most Oarefolly Workedand Complete Alternating

System of Electric Lighting In
Existence.

LIGHTING,

AND THE

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

OP

Lamps

ARC LIGHTING.

and

Converten

12~16 Candle Power

to the Slechanical

Horse

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK
I

15

OFFICE:

BROADWAY,
Boreel BIdg.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS.

FORT WAYNE,

IND.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,
907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.
OFFICE, 21 7 Sansome St.

SAN FRANCISCO

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.

CP
53'

CO
CD
CO

CO

c 3
as

C3

i-

"

cnj

CO
Jg
CD
CO
CO

«

THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

m
X

CD
CO
CD
CO

CO

OQ

=
O
=3
Ol

CO., "'""H"*".

EVERY SATURDAY.

$8 per Annum.

CHICAGO,

Vol. V.

NOVEMBER

I

O cents per Copy.
No.

9, 1889.

19.

SCHAEFER ELECTRIC MFC. CO.
Laips

IiicaMcsceiit

fl-om

10 to

COMPI.RTB INHTAIiLATION OV IKCAKDBHGRNT
P. 0.

MANIKACTI'IIKUS

PI.AMTII.

FACTORY AT C&MBRIDGEPORT.

BOX 3068, BOSTON, MASS.

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!
the: 'WARING

AVE.,

-

H.

Insulation.
Its merits proved
quarter of a century. Adapted to
Btctrlc Light and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone.
Railway and all other
Branches ot Signaling.

for durable

and high

by a record

of over

all

electrical purposes.

Aerial Use,

All

Sizes

Subterranean Uie,

Lead Encased Wires.

Submarine Uae
Concealed Wiring

B.

McGLEES, General Manager,

Western

I6 Dey

St..

Klecti'ie Co.. Cli-iriiiio, III., Sole Agents

3f erhanli-al

"f

I'urponrN

BKOTINb

With Smoolh Melalllr Ruli'i.'r •iirlaci- fur uiw
UQ iirnbraoa aiid swift runnlni: mACblo^a.

in all Localiona.

""s^ ="-^
BRANCHE-,:

new YORK.

--

ia

VULCINITE EMERV WHEELS. RUBBER MATS
MATTING AND STAIR TREADS.

/'/morfr/p.iKi

,

(

l^velar<l, Detroit. Chirifjo.

Crnnnati. St Lcuh, Utnntopoll^. Ornc4r.

Noiseless

Xjoooxuotl-VT-o' Ktm,Iofy

Tlao

.A.tmJ3.toxx

'\7'a.li7-e,

Xao olg.

aa»,To*yr T7"«.X-^o,

X*lie .A.mli.toxx T^T'Atex- Zlellef '^'j^l'V*.

THE ASHTON VALVES

n-«;-i-'«-p"'»"on.,b,i.«,berao..p.rt.«..

THEIR SAFETY VALVES ;-L;^b^//^i,;j^".',!'LS^rrrut.?n'Sr
THEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES Ti.rTVZ'i.n^iJri^'ffia!
in

cooat-uctlon. Automatic In antlnn, Perfectly ConlrollloK

Bver speed th« eup no nr

AsMon Valve

for the West.

*

'

Bosto

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back

Co.

271

pump

is

uow la Ue mtrket.
PreMoreof the boM Uirii^

Itic

working.

FranMn

St,

BosIod.

I

'"'dPf.'iz.AV^'^t^Ti.'.Viii^^oBK

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER GOMPAKT,

-THE-

Dmo

NEW TOHK.

.sIaI<>'<

VULCAIMIZED¥or RUBBER FABRICS

Simple

E.

Mftnafn< tur*-rM lo Die I'niUfd

l.ar;;<-pt

.1IA< III.VK

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledged Standard

BOSTON, MASS.

&UBBERBELm'SiFACmUH93E

W*

TL.

i
^

IS

IIS

CHEfeVER, Tr«a6., 10 PAffK ROW,

Uldeet (kOd

RRANPH UrribCO.
OFFIPF^ "^^ Torfe, 18 Cortlandt St., 6, 'Wiley,
DnMnUn
Chicago, 139E.MttdlionSt.,F.E.DeBei.hardt,MVr.
•

I.):

NEWYORKBELTING&PACKINC CO

PITTSBURGH, PA.

-

A

CATAI^OUI'K,

!d3«

Standard Underground Cable Co., Mfrs,

PENN

III,

ELECTRICAL
EVERYTHING
KNU rOK
PAWK
JOHN

ELEGTRIG LIGHT WIRES AND GABLES.

AMJ

III-

1 11 Arch Street,

Estimates Furnished on Application.

General Offices, 708

Elficlrlc Ci.

t

100 Canille-Power.

umm

Sola Manufacturers of

ed.

COWLES* PATENTED

and Weather - Proof

Fire -Proof

PUSH-BUTTON
•

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
AKD

.VyjMPy; /(«<".v««.

/////f(^(,<<<M'^i/vt^'^,.

CUT SHOWINO SrvL« or IN«trLATI01f.
Bcaidad Cott^
Copper Wire
B. fi.— Two Rraid^. saiuratcd with Firv*Preof Intolarioa.
nturaied with a SlfJck^ Wrathrr-Pkoop Compoiition.
Approved by New York Board oT Fire Underwriter*. SaBiplca ftmithed apoa appBouk'^ Pw« KM*
trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every deKripiion.

X—

C—

FACTORIES:
95 CHAMBERS STREET,

NEW

'133 and 135 Wabath

YORK.

THE EDISON MACHINE

Ave., Chicago,

III

ANSONIA, CONN.

WORKS

?

SOHESISTESOT'.AID^K", INTES'W
MANVPACTIRERS OF
Weatherproof Wire.
Annunciator Wire.
Gas Fixture Wire.

Insulated Iron Wire.
German Silver Wire.

Magnet Wire.

Rubber Covered House Wire.

Office Wire.
Flexible Cords,
Tinsel Cords.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Cables.

Arc

Lamp

Cords.

PARAGON TAPE.

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

General Sales Asent, - 19 Dey Street,

NEW

YORK.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
Electric
liighting Apparatus.

630 Atlantic Are., BosToif, Mass.
148 Michigan Ave , Chicago, III.
115 Broadvpay, New Yoek, N. Y.
315 W. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
116 Gravier St., New Orleans, La.
503 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.
319 N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.
334 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

No

Electric

9,

188^

CO.,

Railway

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

better pfoof of the superiority of our arc apparatu.s

can be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps
operated by Gas Companies in this country, over 11,000, or
52 per cent., are Thomson-Houston. The dynamo is entirely
automatic in its regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in operation.
The lamps burn steadily
and uniformly, and hold their adjustment better than any
other lamps on the market.
Arc Dyuaino.

Our

direct current incandescent

dynamo

is

rapidly gain-

ing favor with practical electric lighting men, as
features of excellence are recognized.
its

regulation

to be

is

many

automatic, permitting any number of lamps

thrown on or

others in service.

off without in the least affecting the

Our incandescent lamps have an un-

equaled record for long

Direct Current Incandescent

its

Like the arc dynamo

life.

Dynamo.

The problem of

long* distance incandescent lighting

is

practically solved by the alternating current dynamo, and to
meet the demand for a machine of this character we have
constructed what is unquestionably the most perfect alterna-

tor offered the public to-day, embracing as

features that combine to

it

make a perfect dynamo

does, all the

—automatic

regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

ency, and

economy of

effici-

operation.

Alternating Current Dynamo.

The employment of electric motors for driving small machinery is becoming so common, and its advantages so well
known, that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction.
In the construction of our motors we feel that we have reached
a point where their superiority cannot but be admitted.

LIGHTNING ABBESTEB. —AH

of our installations are

protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which

we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every instance.
Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus injured by
Iflotor.

ning where these arresters

fail

to operate.

The
light-

November
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CHAS.

& CO., QUEEN

JENNEY

D.

CITY ELECTRIC GO

•1

-MANUPACTUriEHH OK-

DYIMAMOS AND MOTORS.
TWO

FIRST PRIZE COLD MEDALS 1888.
EFFICIENT.

DYNAMO
25 to 600

MOST EFFICIENT.

M OTOR
1-8 to

.-,()

LIGHTS'

CAPACITY.

Horse

Power.

EVRB
Fifty

n.

— A.VD —

p. ConHtant Potentlul Motor.

ECONOMICAL.

ISOLATED PLANTS and C ENTRAL STA TIONS FULLY ERECTED.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
-^I»

Motors

THE-

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY

ELEVATORS,

We

For both Arc and Incandeaeent Circuits, from 1-2 to 100 and
H. P. All of our Motors have Self-Oiling Boxes.

224

S.

ILLINOIS ST.,

-

READY.

for

Running

EANS, PUMPS AND

GENERAL MACHINERY.

give an Absolute Guarantee regarding Materials,

Workmanship

Efficiency.

OFFICE, FACTORY AJ%n 8AI.EMROOM,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND, 58&60LGngwortli

St.,

CINCINNATI, 0.

-irir-L'E:-

lilA-iBHaCem-PEBCi

OOMPAKY.
NEW YORK.

INSULATING COMPAN7,
-MANOrAOTDKERS OP

Vulcanized India-Rubber Cables

ELECTRIC

to
C.

any Specification up to 8,000 Megohms per

OfQce: 42

mile.

STRAJfDED MARIKE CORES,
up

to

0,000

to

Megohms

AW PORTABLES,

BELL WIRE.

Factory:

P.

CUUS.

Supl.

162 and 164 W. 27th

St.

any
per

MARINE

rOKCENTRIC CABLES

of any Millage, both circuits, 0,000
knot.

5f

Exchange Place.

VICTOR SCHALLER. Treas.

Flexible Cords, Silk, Hemp or Cotton.
Dynamo "Wires and Cables ; very pliable
Every Variety of Incandescent Cores,

HIGH OR LOW VOLTAGE.

2-CIRCIlIT

Prest.

Absolutely Pure Rubber Cables.
Concentric Cables, any Millage.

LIGHT,

Millage or Bpeclfication,
knot.

SCHUMACHER.

Megohms

Silk, Cotton

per

Marine Work.

PLI.\BLE CABLES FOR
LI«HTS.

SEARCH

UNDER WATER
-AND—

ELECTRIC LIGHT

&Hemp.

for

Rubber Cov'd

INSTALLATIONS.

Three and Ttvo- Wire Cables, to any
cation, up to 8,000 Megohms per knot.

Specifi-

Cables of Genuine Hooper Core, of High
Insulation and Long Life, all Millages,

UNDERGROUND.

made Concentric

after a

New

Method,

if

required.

Our Dynamo is cast in one piece, and combines indestructible solidity with the greatest simplicity of design and
compactness; the highest efBciency with a total absence of
V7*OK,:K3S4:-A-3srSXIX:E5 C3-TX_A_ieA.in7EEIDthe many objectionable features of the machines heretofore
in use. No outside magnetism. Current generated without
NEW YORK CITY, U. S. A. sparking, therefore steady light, and small wear of brushes
OFFICES: !59 FRONT ST.,

All

tlie

above Cables and Cores have

Itceu exlensively used in Theaters. Public IJuildluffs,

Hotels, Breweries, Mines, Chemical Works, Steamers and \achts.

W. M. HABIRSHAW.

F. C. 8.

Cen. Manas;er.

I

and commutator.
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IV^TKOI^^t. Cj^^I^BOIV CO.
CleTT-ela-rLd., Oltiio.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARB ONS ai»> B ATTERY MATERIA!..

THE HAWKEYE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING
-lVIA.i^UF^,A.CZ;-rT_JI=?^FJ^

CO.,

OF" "THE:-

CELEBRATED THONE SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT AUTOMATIC APPARATUS.
Electric Motors, &enerators for leclianical

Motor

Circuits.

Aitoiiiatic

Djnafflos for Ligltins Plants.

Ooxitrctotors for CORRESPONDENCE
Ooixix^loto ESlootrio X^ls.xxts.
SOLICITED.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

JARVS
WM.

S.

ENBINEERINB
61

CO.,
OLIVER STREET,

J,

LESTER WOODBRIDGE.

WOODBRIDGi: & TURNER,

and Contractors.

COSIPIiETE EQTIPUETVT OF EliECTRIC
Steam Plants

(or Electric Light

74

and Power.

RAILWAYS.

Anthracite Coal and Coke

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.
CI1AKLE3

and

Chemical

Experts

Electrical

and

Electrical

NGINES

(American

i^^lecl^riGal

R.

I.,
EXCLUSIVE MANDFACTURERS OF THB

Etc.

For Driving Dynamos.
KANSAS

GITY,

Engineers,

Wop^s,
I^IM

Complete Steam Plants Furnished and Erected.
Complet(
1221-1223 Union Ave.

E NGLISH, MORSE & CO.

KINTNEE.

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

PROVIDENCE,
CORLISS OR HIGH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

J.

PAGET & KlNTNERf

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.

Belts Carried in Stock.

STATIONS.

Screenings.

IBONARD PAGET.

Designs and BHtiniates Snlbmitted.
C?o]:-'t:X£L3i<^t S'txroe't, l^J'e'^^ "^Torls..

Dynamo

& POWER

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

tC^STFOXiO'.

TURNER.

Electrical Engineers

ELECTRIC LIGHT

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Light.

MO.

Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity
of any Cable in tfie Market

SEND FOR SPECIAL CIRCULARS.

New York

Office,

18 Cortlandt Street.
ACKERMAN, Agent.

P. C.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC
Chicago Office,
N. Y. Office, 35

I

I

Metropolitan Block.

Boston, 105

Broadway.

CO..

Summer

St.

Cincinnati, Carlisle BIdg.

THE MATHER INCANDESCENT SYSTEM.
Superior to
\»«iMiMi

all

others

in efficiency

and

reliability of

Lamps and Dynamos.

•i<i)<>4i)«if<il»l<«l>(l'IMtlM

^'\i'*4f*,ntftnu'*i'\i'Ufit*u'u'\tn^

From one-half horse-power upward, for constant potential circuits, perfectly selfregulating without special mechanism. Motors also for constant current circuits. Motors
wound for any desired potential.

THE Knapp M Electrical
A.D>a"cr3P.A^CTTTn.:EJH.s

Magneto

Bells, Annunciators,

ox*

Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries, Push Buttons, Etc.

33z:.A.Xix:xi.s

.i9k

v\^orks.

G-ZIKTO^IS

X>OXl

xxu

O^XZBi

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A Full Line of their Celebrated Wires. Cables and Tapes

Buy your Coods

of the

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

-

-

-

CHICAGO.
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c^xv^^sr i-oii BLECTRIC RAILWAYS
THE ONL.Y AWAUI>
THE
PARIS EXPOSITION OF 1889
AT
Wr..

(I. .1.1

fi

.V...I.1I,

|.r.-.,.-ril...|

|..

II,.

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC
RAILWAY
AND MOTOR CO
OK
nOHT
•KUI'KI'T MVHTK.n

.'UU TIIK

f.

II.

JOHNSON,

ProHldant.

F. J.

Sprague Electric Railway

$t

A. 8.

Motor Co.,

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,
Ammeters and Voltmeters

IKK IIAILWAV

Kl K<

SfRAOUC, l/lat-Pmlilinl.

of all kinds.

16

B. D.

HABTHANIV 4

4'Altl>ICKTI|.:B,
llrlil|;i<!i

anil

w

Klimslals by

OAI.I. AWI>

J"a,i3txos

.

all

Safe and Reliable.

CO.,

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE
I

W.

Philadelphia.

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC

CO.

Ctntril St., Boilon,

I

B.

Mm,

DnwsE,

ANNETT,

Hotel

iind

Prcflt.

S.

F.

FENTON,

Vice-Preflt.

and Treaa.

Saves Labor;

vinccd.
If not,

Bold io yonr tonn wrlt« a. for llIantratAd clrrul.r

tod prica.

A(SE:rM-r^ WArMT-EED.
CONSOLIDATED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING

CO.,

The PARKER-RUSSELL MINING &,M'F'G CO.

OHAS. srowET SinTH, Sw»y

liOli

AMERICAN CENTRAL BUILDING,

Electric Go.

ST. LOUIS.

Electro-Medical Apparatua,

Elecnlcal Apparatus and Supplies,

Electric Llgbttng.

UNIFORM

TcIeRrapli Instruments.

Wire and

Bills,

IIOO.MS, 20(» ami

The United

Fire and Burglar Alarmn.

J.

Saves Doctor's

House Annuaciators.

Electric Gas LlglUlDg.

Hrnait.i,.

GALLAHER,Secy.
W. GODFREY, Gen'IMgr.

R. E.

Saves Coal,

Pumpt^lly Stornee Butteries, Standard Underground Cable Uo.'a Wires, Celebrated
Waring Cablis and Conduit", Palate Switches, Stoddard Cut-Outs, Thomson- Houston
Motors and Dynamos, Sawyer-Man Lamps and Specialties, Combination Fixtures
and Electrolii-rs, Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co. 's Supplies, Wing's Disc Pans and Exhauii.s. Electric Llghiina and Supplies, Electric House Furnishings, Bell Hangers,
Sundile", C'lmplete Steam Planls.
F.

CO,

DM

Automatic, Simple and Durable; iniiurui uniform temperature
throughout the house; no heater complete without It; (ain be
applied to any kind of heating apparatus. Try one, and be cod-

GENERAL ELECTRICAL CONSTRDCTION AND SDPPLIES.
1521 FARNAM ST., OMAHA, NEB.

r

*

(149

ELECTRIC HEAT REGULATOR

ZENNER, Manager.

CONTRACTORS AND JOBBERS.

<;,

York.

llm I'miniiicnt Makers.

Gen'l Supt.

A. H.

New

THE POPULAR WIB' FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

KXAMINK.

St.,

St.,

BRAIDED WIRE.

QuLooxx cto 0<3.

924 Chestnut

Broad

18

$t

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.
llalvaQomolon,

K<(l ll-MlinT.

B£V£8, 8«erttaru and frtaturer.

SIILT

Ri\tterleB.

LAKE CITY,

•

IN QUALITY,

LONG LIFE AND GOOD

LIGHT.

UTAH.

IDJLK

HOUSE ANNUNCIATORS,
s.

— ~

I-

-

Sty'e 2.

=

~ I

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO
5 ?

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
STREET OR TRUNK LINES.
?

2
<

«

o.

a

s

~

o

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

Central Stations for

Power

Distribution,

FRANKLIN

S.

CUAS. M. WILKINS.

CAHTBR.

E

WABO

niLKISS.

-TRAEinO- AS-

Partrick

STATIONARY MOTORS.

&

HAKU-ACTURERS Of AND OiALeM

IN

Carter,
EVCNr OeSCNIPriON Of

STORAGE BATTERIESi ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
fULE

Pl;0iBli;TOI'.^

OF THE

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNtlATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS.
Executive Offices:

115 BROADWAY,

NEW

YORK.

114
Factory:

JERSEY CITY,

N.

J.

S.

Second St,

-

Philadelphia, Pa,

BST.iBiaiiiHEn iNc;.
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FISHER ANNUNCIATORS

saooo BUR6LAR ALARMS S
WE CARRY

500 CASES '"^™^

^LL -WOODS

JL2<TJD

Rfl

^TVT F^

PUSHBUTTONS,

SIZES.

WE MANUFACTURE

f*TTXjIj XjIHTSS

A FULL LINE OF

ELECTRIC BELLS.
WOOD

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

BOX, IRON FRAME,

SKELETON AND BUZZERS.

FISHER ELECTRIC COMPANY
S.

B.

C.

H.

MUMFOBD, President. FRANK E. FISHER,
Treasurer.
MEDAY, Vice-President.

183, 185, 187

Larned

St.

West,

W. E. REILLY, Secretary.
M. MARKS, Superintendent.

DETROIT, MICH.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC CO.
5 10 to 534

'SXTest 23ci

Street,

NEW YORK.
SEND FOR

NEW CATALOGUE OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND SUPPLIES,
ELECTRIC AHD COMBIIATIOI FIXTURES,

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
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THE BEGINNING OF THE END.
WESTINGHOU SE COMPAN Y DEFEATED.
Sawyer-Man Patent Decided by the Court to be a Fraud and Absolutely Valueless.
EXTRACTS FROM THE DECISION OF JUSTICE BRADLEY, OCTOBER 5, 1889.
Circuit Court of the United States,
For the Wentern District of Pennsylvania.

The amendments

relating to this new aii<l broad claim were made afterwards, in February and March, IKS.",.
"We are of the opinion that the changes made in the application In
this regard were not justifiable, and that the claim in question cannot be
sustained."
"We are not at all satisfied that Sawyer
ever
made and reduced to practical operation any such invention as is .set forth
and claimed in the patent in suit. Their principal experiments were made
in 1878, and perhaps the beginning of 187!).
The evidence ag to what they
accomplished in the construction of electric lamps is so contradictory and
suspicious that we can with difliculty give credence to the conclusions
sought to be drawn from it. "We are not Batisfled that they ever

)

\

THE CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY {"l^Zr),

& Man

•vs.

McKEESPOKT LIGHT COMPANY
No. D,

May Term,

("'^c^pan.)

1888.

ON BILL AND FINAL HEARING.

O^I3>TIOXT

produced an electric lamp with a burner of carbon made
from fibrous material or any other material which was a

O^ THE COTJieT.

success."

"The application for the patent in suit was not
until January, 1880, nearly or quite a year after all
their experiments had ceased, and after the inventions of
Edison had been published to the world,"
"The explanations made by the complainants
for the delay in applying for the patent in suit, fail to satisfy
our minds that Sawyer & Man, or their assignees for them,
have not sought to obtain a patent to which they were not
legitimately entitled.
"But suppose it to be true, as the supposed inventors and some of the
other witnesses testify, that they did in 1878, construct some lamps with
burners of carbon made of fibrous material and of an arched shape, which

made

BRADLET,

Circuit Justice:

"The great question in this suit is, whether the patent
sued on is valid, so far as involves a general claim for the use in electric
lamps of incandescing carbon conductors, made of fibrous or textile subIf it is not, the bill 'must
If it is, the complainant must prevail.
stances.
''
be dismissed.'
The de"Is the patent valid for such a broad claim ?
fendants contend that it is not. First, because no such invention was set
forth in the original application, but was introduced more than four years
after it was filed, and after the same material had been used by Edison
and claimed by him in application for a patent. Secondly, because Edison,
and not Sawyer-Man, was really the original and first inventor of an incandescent conductor made of fibrous or textile material for an electric
lamp."
"It is very clear to us that in the original application for
the patent sued on, the applicants had no such object in view as that of
claiming all carbon made from fibrous and textile substances as a conductor
for an incandescing electric lamp. Nothing on which to base any such claim
is disclosed in the original application; we have carefully compared it with
the amended application on which the patent was issued, and are fully
satisfied that after Edison's inventions on this subject had been published
to the world there was an entire change of base on the part of Sawyer &
Man, and that the application was amended to give it an entirely different
direction and purpose from what it had in its original form."

"By an

adroit

amendment made

in 1885,

they say, 'Our

more especially to the incandescing conductor, its
BUbstance, its form, and its combination with the other elements composing the lamp.' The purpose of this amendment is obvious and needs
no comment."
"The fact is that Sawyer & Man were unconscious that
the arc was not new, and supposed that they could get a patent for it; but
as their eyes were opened, they changed about and amended their applicarbon
cation, and made the material of the conductor the great object
made from fibrous and textile material. Compare the original with the
amended application, as first stated in this opinion, and this purpose most
improvement

relates

—

obviously appears."

"The fact that the whole object of the application was
evinced by the correspondence of the parties."
"This testimony of Mr. Broadnax, which is undoubtedly
to be relied on, in connection with the letter just quoted," shows that the
idea of claiming carbons made from fibrous and textile materials was an
after-thought, and was no part of the purpose of the original application.
changed,

is

PRICE OF LAMPS

MUCH REDUCED.

UNITED EDISON MFG.

continued to give light for days or weeks, or months; still, were they a
successful invention? Would any one purchase or touch them now? Did
they not lack an essential ingredient which was necessary to their adoption
and use? Did they go any further in principle, if they did in degree, than
did other lamps which had been constructed before? It seems to us that
they were following a wrong principle the principle of small resistance
in an incandescing conductor, and a strong current of electricity: and that

—

the great discovery in the art was that of adopting high resistance in the conductor with a small illuminating surface
and a corresponding diminution in the strength of the current. This was accomplished by Edison in his fllamental
thread like conductors, rendered practicable by the perfection
of the vacuum in the globe of the lamp. He abandoned the old
of making the globe in separate pieces, cemented together, and
adopted a globe of one entire piece of glass, into which he introduced
small platinum conductors, fastened by fusion of the glass around them,
thus being able to procure and maintain perhaps the most perfect vacuum
known in the arts. In such a vacuum the slender filaments of carbon attenuated to the last degree of fineness, may be maintained in a state of
incandescence without deterioration, for an indefinite time, and with a small
expenditure of electric force. This was really the grand discovery in the art of electric lighting, without which it could

method

not have become a practical art for the purposes of general
use in houses and cities."
"The principal and great thing described is the
attenuated filament, and its inclostire in a perfect vacuum."
"We think we are not mistaken in saying that
but for this discovery electric lighting would never have
become a fact. "We have supposed it to be the discovery of
Edison, because he has a patent for it. This may not be the
case; it may be the discovery of some other person. But
w^hoever discovered it, it is undoubtedly the great discovery

by electricity."
must be dismiBsed."

in the art of practical lighting

"The

bill

SEND FOROUR NEW PRICE LIST OF LAMPS.

CO,.
3XrE3A7V

-

65 FIFTH AVENOE.
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EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine

P.

Vr IS

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

ADS

CO.,

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

MannfactnTers of and Dealers In

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

UVEQUAliKD FOB SC0N0M7 OF FVEL, KEOTTXiABITT OB
UOIION,

&

ALUS

RELIANCE WORKS.
Is

i88g

SOI-B BUIL.DBF2S

THE REYNOLDS

of

9,

DUSABIIiITT' IN USB.

CHICAGO BRANCH,

Write for onr Catalosnes.

4I anl 43 SOUTH JEFFERSON

S.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.

ST,

EDWABDS.

EDWARDS

& CO.,

Manufacturing:

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

Electricians.

FOR

Patent Electric Bells.
Automatic Burglar Alarms.

Door Openers.
Electric Annunciators,

ARC-LIGHT CIRCUITS.

Thermostats.

Gas Lighting Apparatus, etc.
Office

SIMPLE. EBLIABLB. DURABLE.

and Factory, 4th Ave. and

FSTABLISHBD

The only

safe socket for series lamps,

1

44-fh St.,

NEW YORK.
BEANCH,

1872.

We respectfally call attention

and the only

socket having insulating material for the outside
parts.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

5&7

to

DEIBT.

our

Patent Electric Door Opener.
It IB

Simple, iStrong, Compact, and Positive

in operation.

620

stand hard usage. Heavy pressure
applied to the door does not Interfere with its
perfect working.
It has been thoroughly teeted and Is giving
It will

ATLANTIC AVENUE,
CHICAGO OFFICE. 80 Adams

COMPOUND.

GEORGE CUTTER,

Street,

aatlsf action.
iilBtlmateB and prlcee

Agent

promptly f arnlehed.

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
YORK,
17 Cortlandt Street,
-nr.,^,
x.^ ™
Hatliaway Bmldmg,
BOSTON.
^™?''K:
PITTSBURGH,
* '^
CHICAGO,
156, 158 Lake Street,
J
PHILADELPHIA, 608 Chestnut St., M. R. MuoklS, Jr. & Co.
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Laminated Field Masnets
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MANSON TAPE
Protectins Insulated

Wire

Joints,

AND FOR

THE BEnER PROTECTION
-OIP-

INSULATED WIRES FROM ABRASION.
A

Put up in 3-4 in. widths, in 1-2
First-class Article, second to none.
Weight." Any special width furnished to order.

pound packages,

"full

We would respectfully call the attention of consumers and the trade generally to the Tape we have upon the maiket
under the above name. This Tape is made of heavy cloth, first saturated with a preparation, of itself a flrst-class insulator, and which adds greatly to its lasting qualities. A compound is then applied, of a nature that allows one layer to
adhere closely to another in such a manner that it will not unwrap, even when exposed to the weather.

That it is the BEST Cloth Tape in the market.
That it will not oxidize the wire.
That it has no superior, and the price is as low as many

inferior

Tapes now being sold

the market.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.
42 La

Salle Street,

CHICAGO.
^ON/^

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS
TRACE MARK.
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CO.
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:
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Flectbic C ompany.
C oMMERcim
COMPLETE ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS.
ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING,

o

o

We

are prepared to build and completely equip Cities, Towns, Buildings, etc.,
years' experience in engineering, building and operating Electric Light Plants.
Electric Light Plants, furnishing "High or Low Tension" Arc System, Alternating or Direct Current Incandescent Systems, adapted to servioe required.

Nine

^\'Wr^S^^ ^VVi\t\ i\£\i\
%J V JBilXt ^/UU^UUU

Capital has been Invested in Electric Light Plants, constructed under the supervision of the managtment of this Company (Messrs. Fisher and Fitzgerald),

vre are authorized Representatives and Contractors for tlie folloirlng
niannfactnrers and Apparatus
"SLATTEBT" INDUCTION SySTEU: INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
THE NEW IMPROVED WOOD ARC LIGHT SYSTEM (Formerly "American" Arc)
(Above owned and manufactured by Ft. Wayne Electric Co.)
STAR IRON TOWERS AND MAST ARUS.
C. & C. ELECTKIC MOTOKS.
OKONITE WIRES AND CABLES.
SAWITEK MAN INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

)

"willi

GIVE US Alf OPPORTUNITY OF

f

FIGURISf«

WITH YOU.

SLANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES AND SUPPLIES.

DETROIT, MICH.

S5-5URATI0T AYE,

F. MOORE'S ELECTRICAL WIRE.
ALFRED
LADELPHIA, PA.
FACTORIES:
PHI

NEW HAVEN CLOCK
Electric

Established 1820.

CO.'S

WARNER'S EliECTRIG TIMR

I.W.Golburn&

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT.

Messenger and Signal Boxes, Telegraph Instruments and Annunciators.
ISTSTKSI

AND EDECTRICAIi TRSTINe eAUOKS.

Co.'s Arc and Incandescent Electric Llsht Dynamos and
FA-OTOBI ES:
a. M^SS,

FITOHBUB

Electrical Material direct from the First and Best Manufacturers at Factory Prices and of Superior Quality Only, the Result of
the Best Machinery, and Skilled Workmen. Sead for Pocket Price List and Catalogues of Every Description of Electrical Supplies.

Combining a Full Supply of

C. A.

—

HARMOUNT, western

agent,

I*roua %3 1
J. F.

PORTER,

Pres.

&

315 to 321

SII^X-^xia.Gsa.'t a.*

Wabash

I'«».o*ory

Ave.,

Lamps.

Long Experience,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

I=*rloe>ei.

Genl. Manager.

E.

RUEBEL, Superintendent.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,
LOCUST STREET,
919

ST. LOUIS,

BRANCH:

MO.

NASHVILLE, TENN.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS.
For any system of Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Street Railway Plants,

Electric Power
Plants, Electric Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Train Lighting Plants, Pole Line Construction.
full line of supplies
carried at all times for plants described above. Plans and specifications for all kinds of Electrical Construction.
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A

Prom
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ANY Mamifacturer or Dealer,
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you
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the

Whittingham
Automatic
Switch.
Send for Catalogue.

Automatic Switch Co.,
No. 8 Keyser Building,

BALTIMORE, MD.

ROYAL ELECTRIC
MANUFACTURERS OP

CO.,

PEORIA,
rLLINOIS,
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ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
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Mills, Factories, Public Buildings, Hotels

THE-^^TI^ES, ETC., EXC-

THE UNITED STATES
ELECTRIC LIGHTING GOMFANY.
(WESTINGHODSf; ELECTEIC COMPiBY,

Lessees

More than One Thousand Plants

in

Operation.

COE-E-ESFOKIDKIICE SOLICITKr).
Equitable Building, New York City.
Girard Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
"The Rookery," Chicago,

111.

American Central Building,

St.

Louis,

Mo

Mitchell Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

328 Montgomery

St.,

San Francisco,

Kamm

Cal.

Building, Portland, Oregon.
Dallas, Texas.
Charlotte, N. C.
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FOUR GOOD BOOKS!
Dynaio- Tenders' Hand -Book.

Hanger's Hand-Book.

Bell

BY
PRICE

106 pages,

f 1.00.

BY

BADT.

F. B.

PRICE

97 illustra-

F. B.

BADT.

BY

First edition, 2,500 cop-

fl.OO.

exhausted; second 1,000 copies of second edition now rfady, making 4,500
ies,

tions, flexible cloth

binding, ty;,e

page

Just the book for people

53>£x3 Inches.

books printed to date, containing additionpages and moonlight schedule for 1889.
100 pages, 70 illustrations, flexible cloth
binding, size of type page 5ix3 inches. Deal

engaged in

selling, installing or

handling

electric batteries, electric bells, elevators,

house or hotel annunciators, burglar or

fire

signed for

electric

gas

lighting apparatus,

for

men who wish

operate and

Just the

to learn

The only book of the kind in the
English language.
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Work.
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ELEMENTARY DATA.
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Work.
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Shunt or Derived Circuit Dynamo.
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Being Con-
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Compound Dynamo.

la a Completed Building.
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Slatting a

New Dynamo.

Keeping a

Dynamo
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Repairs to the Armature.
Repairs to the Field Magnets
Testing the Wire Coils of a Dynamo for
Contact against Iron.
DISEASES OP DYNAMOS.
Non-General ion of Current by the Dynamo.
Excessive Sparking of Commutator and

Conductors and Insulators.
Direction of the Current.

Connecting Batteries.
Cells Connected in Series.
Cells Connected in Multiple Arc.
Recapitulation.

Brushes.

Work.
Batteries.
Circuits.

Induction Colls.
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Alternate Current Dynamos.
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Incandescent Lamp.
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Plante Battery.
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Work, Energy.
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The Storage Battery.

Resistance and Current of Cell.

stallations.

BUNNINO ELECTRIC WIRES.

Price $1.50

1C4 lilueirations.

a revision of the popular series

Unit.

Lightning Arresters.

Burglar Alarms.
Desk and Safe Alarms.
Electric Gas Lighting Apparatus.

Switches.

Alternating System.

Ground
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Specifications for
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of articles which ran through the

of Action.

Continuous Current Dynamo.
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This book

A. M., PH.

Electricity a Mode of Molecular Mo
TiON. Principles of the Dynamo.
The Armature. The Commutator. Closed
Circuit and Open Circuit. The Brushes. The
Field Magnets, The Dynamo's Mode of Ac-

tion.

Batteries.
Classification of Batteries.

Electro-magnets.

plete information concerning methods of
running wires, location of safety devices,
spliC' s, insulation, testing for faults, wire
gauges, general electrical data, calculating
sizei of wire, wiring of fixtures, elevators,
buildings, isolated and central station
plants.
"The only book of the kind published.

METHODS OF RUNNING WIRES.

Alternating Current Dynamo.
Preparation of a New Dynamo for Opera-

Dry

Divided

A

mo.

260 pages, 13

tables,

Shafting and Pulleys.

Dcscrlptioo of the

Gravity Batteries.

The Electric
Ohm's Law.

$1.00. Type page 5Jx3 inches,
cloth binding, 66 pages, 35 cuts,
three of which are 13x18
These tables give at once and
inches.
A Ithout any calculations, the size of wire
requ'red in each case for any percentage of
timely book, containing full illuslocB.
trations for incandescent wiring and com-

Motive Power.

Foundations for Dynamos.
Belts.
DYNAMO ELECTRIC MACHINES.

Nickel Plating Battery.
Fuller's Mercury Bichromate Battery.
The Leclanche Battery.

The Diamond Carbon
The Law Battery.

PRICE

and 5

ARRANGEMENT OP POWER.
The Dynamo Room.

Battery.

BY PHILIP ATKINSON.

BADT.

flexible-

Ohm's Law.

Current.

F. B.

Elements of Electric Lighting.
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Conductors and Insulators.

DESCRIPTION OF BATTERIES.
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care for electric light installa-

tions.

electric heat apparatus, etc., etc.

The
The
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alarms,

dynamo

Incandescent Wiring Hand-Book.

50 Volt Lamps.

rent System. Parallel Installation. Multiple
Series Installation. Seiies Multiple Installation.
Combined Arc and Incandescent In-

The Edison Three-wire System.
The Storage Battery Systtm. The Induced
Alternating Current System. The Primary
stallation.

4,

75 Volt Lamps.

Alternating Current System. Meters. Fuses.
Switch Boards. Lighting Mines.
Installa-

5,

110 Volt Lamps.

tion Rules.
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ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC CO.

6 Lakeside
Building.

CHICAGO.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO,

Vol. V.

James Prescott
Tlic

James

;ii'i-(ini|iaiiyiii),'

I'rcscott

jouU'

Joule.

|">iUail

who

is

that nf

died at

Manchester, Knj;iaiul, October

iitli.

.Sale,

Dr.

near

The name

of Joule is familiar in the scientific world by
reason of its association with the mechanical
equivalent of heat which was first determined
lie was born in 1S18 at Salford, near
!)y him,
Manchester. When he was fifteen years of age
he became a pupil in chemistry of I'altonwho
first estalilished the atomic theory anil the prinHe enciple of the indestructibility of matter.
tered into his work with enthusiasm, and not
many months elapsed before he commenced a
series of experiments with rude apparatus of his
own contrivance. One of his first papers related
It was published
to an electro magnetic engine.
when he was nineteen years of age. Some
idea of the immen.se amount of work performeil by him may be gained when it is
stated that in the Royal Society list there
are titles of ninety-seven papers prepared
by him besides twenty other important papers relating to researches undertaken by
him in conjunction with Sir William Thomson, Sir Lyon I'layfair, and others. In these
papers a great variety of scientific subjects
was treated. In many of his experiments he
had met with great difficulties arising, as he
said "from incomplete descriptions of apparatus, and from the arbitrary and vague
numbers which are used to characterize
I
have therefore deelectric currents.
termined for my own part to abandon my
old quantity numbers, and to e.vpress my results on the basis of a unit which shall be at
once scientific and convenient."
The unit
quantity of electricity according to his
method was the quantity necessary to decompose nine grains of water. As a unit of
resistance he adopted a copper wire of
specified dimensions. He devised many improvements in galvanometers and as a result
of a series of experiments laid the foundation for the department of thermo-dynamlcs.
The statement of his discovery of the mechanical et|uivalent of heat was made at the
Cork meeting of the British association.
During the next few years he presented to

learned .societies many communications on
the subject.
These preliminary papers were
summed up in an elaborate paper which he
read before the Royal Society in 1S49.
He summiri/.ed his investigations as follows:
"The quantity of heat produced by the friction
of bodies, whether solid or liquid, is always
proportional to the quantity
of
force expended, and the quantity of heat capable
of increasing the temperature of a pound of
water by one degree Fahrenheit, requires for its
evolution the expenditure of a mechanical force
required by the fall of 772 lbs. through the space
Unquestionably he was one of
of one foot."
the greatest of original workers in pure science
and the practical results which have followed
his labors have been of the most valuable charHis work has been appreciated and gold
acter.
medals and other marks of honor have been
showered upon him. In 1S78 a pension of ^£"200
per year was conferred upon him by the British
government. He lived a retired life as the result of both great modesty and poor health.

Government Telegraph Rates.
The controversy between the telegraph companies and Postmaster (.General W'anamaker concerning the rates for government dispatches has

NOVEMBER

been settled, lempor;Mily
maker has issued notices

at

9,

No.

1880.

Mr. Wanathe rates as foT

Paris Exposition.

least.

fi.ving

lows:
I'or
day messages containing not more
than ten words, exclusive of place from, date,
address and signature, the rate is to be 10 cents
for all distances not exceeding 400 miles, and a
half cent for each word in excess of ten words;
for distances exceeding 400 miles and not exceeding 1,000 miles, 15 cents for the first ten
words, and three-ipiarters of a cent for each additional word; for distances exceeding 1,000
miles there shall be added to the |)rice of the
message fixed for distances over 400 and under
1,000 miles one half a cent for each word; for
night messages not exceeding twenty words, exclusive of place from, date, address and signa-

19.

M.

Izard, of the Leonard Ik
pany. ('hicago, has just returned

tended

trip

abroad.

He

Izard

com-

from an ex-

visited the I'aris expo-

and devoted considerable time to an
examinaticm of the electrical apparatus and novsition

displayed there.
In conversation with a

elties

representative of the
Wr.si KKN Im.kc TRiciAN Mr. Izard said that of
all the devices exhibited at the exposition, that
which attracte<l the most attention was the |)honograph. "From early morning until the hour
for closing," he .said, "there was a constant
stream of sight seers waiting their turn to talk
into the phonograph and listen to the reproduction of the speeches of those that had preceded
them.
It was a laughable sight to .see an old
French woman put the tube in her mouth
while her bewilderment was pictured in her
face.
Many of the visitors when they came
to talk into the phonograph, became so excited that they didn't know what they were

doing."
In relation to the .American electrical exMr. Izard .said: "P^dison and ThomsonHouston were the only American representatives that undertook an elaborate display.
Edison's inventions occupied by far the
greatest amount of space devoted to the
display of the inventions of American electricians.
In fact, he did not have room to
put up engines to drive his machinery, but
was obliged to depend on the power furnished by the exposition company.
"The Thomson- Houston company made a
They a.stonished
very creditable display.
many of the foreign electrical engineers.
The welding machine of I'rof. Thomson attracted a great deal of attention. It was one
of the finest things in the whole show, and
among engineers was recognized as a masterpiece.
It worked finely, too."
"What do you think of their construction
irk on the other side, as compared with
hibit

'

...irs?"

"Their central station work
of a very high order.

is

undoubtedly

Now, here

is

a

little

The Continental Edison Illumcompany which operates the Edison

illustration:

inating

patents, established a
lighting the buildings

J.\MES

PRESCOTT JOULE.

and }! cent for
Instead of computing
the actual distances of transmission, the distance
for payment is in all cases to be taken absolutely
to be the number of miles between the capital of
the state or territory from within which the message is sent, and the capital of the state or territory within which the message is received,
such distances to be computed upon the shortest
practicable route.
If a message be sent and received within the same state or territory, the
distance for payment shall be taken to be the
minimum distance of 400 miles. The rate for
signal service cipher messages is fixed at 2'j
cents for each word over each circuit.
The
postmaster general also directs that if, at any
time during the year, any company shall charge
the public a less rate than these prescribed government rates, the government rate shall also
be reduced to the same figure.
ture, 15 cents for all

each additional

distances,

word.

station

for

can undersell thera in this
I believe we
country.
In the plant to which I refer there
were at least three and 1 think there were
more triple expansion, high speed engines to
This
each of which were belted two dynamos.
Everything was first
plant was indeed a model.
class.
The switch-board was one of the finest I
have ever seen."
ered,

—

—

Returning to the exposition proper, Mr. Izard
said that there were no means of telling the efficiency of the machines displayed. "I saw many

handsome dynamos and motors," he said,"which

Great satisfaction is fell in Dubuque, la., over the action
of the city council in panting charters lo four new electric
light companies and a street car company lo be operated

there was no

by

good

electricity.

central

and grounds of the
In its power house, which
exposition.
was only intended for a temporary strucsoture, everything had the appearance of
lidity and permanency for which the European
work is noted. There was no rough, unfinished
work. The buildings were large, well lighted
and admirably adapted for the work for which
There was plenty of room to
they were built.
move around and work on the machinery. Their
compound and triple expansion engines are mechanical beauties, but from the figures I gath-

the finest possible style, but
of telling whether they were
I was greatly disapfor anything or not.

were finished

in

way
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If they had established a testpointed in tliis.
ing board at the exposition and conducted experiments which would show the efficiency of
these machines it would be a great advantage to
engineers.
These gold medals they gave for
If a demachines don't amount to anything.
vice or machine is put together in good shape
It
and looks pretty, it will be given a prize.
doesn't make any difference whether it is impracticable or not.
I hope at the next exposition there will be some practical tests that will
be worth something."
"What do you think of the construction work
in

England?"

November

their readiness to supply wire that will stand the

high voltage.

Owing

to

the

unfortunate controversy into

which Warren F. Leland precipitated the city
over the proposed power house on the Lake Front,
the South Side will not have any additional
lights this year, and $30,000 will
therefore
remain buried in the conduits until next sea-

"Well, they are just beginning over there.
haven't much.
Gas is cheap and is used
everywhere for illumination and the gas engine
takes the place of the electric motor, because it
was well established in the field before the elec
J

L

iSSg

ation, the installation was experimental.
For
the benefit of those who may make the first installation of this kind it might be well to state
that the drawing of an arc by the slow opening
of the switch with the consequent burning of the
contacts was the chief trouble.
A quick action
switch should be used.

Van Depoele Alternate Current InducElectric

Road Between Minneapolis
and St. Paul.

The

electric road between Minneapolis and
Paul promises to boom real estate between
those cities, and when the road is opened in the
spring, there will be general rejoicing.
Already
the
work of
laying the track
has been
completed, and the overhead construction will
be pushed to a speedy completion. The Thomson-Houston company will furnish the apparatus,
and the equipment will be first-class in every
St.

They

9,

tion Motor.

The

cuts presented herewith illustrate the
principles of the construction of an alternate
current induction motor, recently invented by
Chas. J. Van Depoele of Lynn, Mass.
Fig. I is a view showing an electro-dynamic

respect.

Blowing an Organ by Electric Motor.
The accompanying cut illustrates a method of

FIG,

I.

VAN DEPOELE ALTERNATE CURRENT INDUCTION
MOTOR.

motor was introduced.

don't think our
English cousins can establish their claims to suThey use more material
perior workmanship.
sometimes than we do, but it adds to the weight
of the machines only and does not increase their
efficiency, nor do I think it improves them in
other respects. Their machines are often very
clumsy and bulky, but I doubt if they are superior to ours.

trie

I

"The underground work in London, I think,
The method
ought to last longer than ours.
employed there of constructing roadways protects the cables from moisture from the surface.
A great deal of block pavement is used there
and it is laid over concrete, stone and sand, and
forms a water and moisture proof covering."
Mr. Izard added that electric railways were
practically unknown in Europe, and that electric
lighting was far behind the times as compared
with this country.

The

restrictions,

red

attaching a constant current motor to the blowing apparatus of an organ. The motor is shown
belted through a countershaft to the main shaft
of the bellows.
The pump levers M, are connected by rods with cranks in the main shaft.
The bellows are discharged by the pressure of
the weights on its movable top.
The most interesting feature of the apparatus
is the airangement of the electrical mechanism.
This portion of the equipment as designed is
to maintain automatically a constant air pressure
in other words, to pump air into the bellows just as fast as that already stored is used.
Referring to the figure,
represents an arm
with an L-shaped extremity.
This arm is fastened to the movable top portion of the bellows
and engages, as shown with the Y-shaped lever
H. This lever is pivoted at N, and its outer end is
connected with cords which lead to the arm, A,
of a switch at the motor.
This switch is connected electrically so that
the metal arm A, when in the position indicated,
short-circuits the motor.
The action of the device is as follows:
In the illustration the parts
are shown in the positions they occupy when the
bellows are filled.
As air is drawn from the bellows the weights lower the top portion and the

—

P

FIG. 2.

VAN DEPOELE ALTERNATE CURRENT INDUCTION
MOTOR.

motor embodying the invention, certain of the
parts being broken away for convenience of illustration, and the circuits of the machine being
shown diagrammatically. Fig. 2 is a diagrammatic view of a motor embodying the invention,
but differing from Fig. i in the number and disthe inducing system.
the field
magnet system are so arranged that alternate
polar extensions will be magnetized by the main
supply current flowing through proper conductors.
The remaining polar extensions are magnetized by conductors arranged in secondary
relation to the main and primary field magnet
conductors.
It will thus be seen that only a
single circuit in the machine is supplied with
position of the poles

of

The conductors and connections upon

tape,

were enough to discourage investors.
For
instance, in London, half a dozen franchises
would be required to extend an electric lighting
system throughout that metropolis, and a new
generation would spring up while the vestrymen,
trustees or whatever else they are called would be
etc.,

considering

the proposition to

secure

a fran-

chise.

Chicago City Electric
The work of constructing

Ligfht Plant.

the power houses
and laying the conduits for the underground
wires of the Chicago city electric light plant
has been practically completed and, within a few
weeks everything will be ready excepting the

dynamos themselves. The contracts for these were
awarded last week by City Electrician Barrett.
It has been decided to add 500 lights to the present plant this year, and orders for dynamos to
supply that number of lights have been placed.
The Western Electric company of Chicago,
which secured the prize last year, will put in 200
lights, the
Thomson-Houston company 200
lights, and the Brush company 100 lights.
This
arrangement is highly satisfactory to all concerned' and especially so to Prof. Barrett, who
is anxious to see how the high
tension current
will
work in his conduit. He has not the
slightest doubt, it should be stated, that high
tension currents can be conducted underground
'I'he success which has
as well as overhead.
attended the ojjeration of the Western Electric
company's low tension system now employed in
very encouraging to
city lighting has been
He lielieves in underground work and
him.
says high tension currents can be transmitted as
well as low tension if properly insulated wires
are employed, and the cable companies express

IlLOWING AN

ORGAN KY ELECTRIC MOTOR.

end of the arm P, engaging with the lever H,
pulls the switch cord upward.
This action
swings the switch-lever A "off center" and starts
the motor.
A stout spring S, which is attached
as shown, assists in making a quick break of the
arc at the contacts.
The motor is fitted with a
governor, hence it takes care of itself when once
started. As air is pumped in, the top of the bellows is lifted and a reverse action takes place,
resulting in the closing of the motor switch. An
installation similar to the one described was
made at the Augustana College, Moline, 111., by
the Baxter Motor company.
As the application
of an arc motor to organ work was more or less
a novelty at the time the |)lant was put in oper-

currents from the source, the remaining or other
effects being produced by induction.
As indicated in the drawings, the armature A
of the motor is provided with a large number of
closed circuits, wound upon a laminated iron
core B. The separate circuits upon the armature core may be formed of any desired size of
conductor, and may have any desired number of
convolutions from being in the form of a single
copper ring to that of a large number of convolutions of fine

wire.

The armature A

is

rota-

mounted upon a suitable shaft, being connected to it by a spider. It is closely enveloped
by the polar extensions 1) E, each of which, as
indicated in Fig. i, is connected with two cores
tively

A

November
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of a duplex magiU't, so thai llir |iiilai cxIuiinIoiis
To one end
V, arc eacli cil o|)|)osite polarily.
of each pole piei:e are sccurcil tlie cores, which
are inannelically united by end pieces, I'', of the

n

Maj^netizini; conductors
are wound upon the cores, and when traversed
by currents of alternating polarity, the niafjnetism in the pole pieces I) K will be reversed.
The iron enlerinjLj into the construction of the

.\iHong

Alsatian Dynamo.
dynamos xhibilrd ;it the
(

M

in

.\I.SAri.\N

Such an arrangement takes the form
of a fixed magnet arranged upon the interior of
the armature, as indicated in Figs, i and 2. The
action of the machine is as follows:
A primary
phase of current rising in the main field magnet
coils will magnetize the polar extensions, and
the lines of force from the pole passing through
the armature conductor in proximity thereto
will create secondary currents in the armature
conductors.
These secondary currents will establish definite poles in the armature core,
which will be of opposite sign to that of the
polar extensions by which they were created.
The same phase of primary current by which
the armature core was magnetized, as just described, will also produce secondary currents in
the secondary field magnet conductors, and as
the primary phase dies in the primary circuit, the
secondary currents created thereby will bring
the secondary pole pieces to their maximum
magnetic strength. This will occur substantially at the same time as the poles aie produced
in the armature core by the secondary current,
and the secondary pole pieces being in advance
of the primary pole pieces, the armature will be
attracted and will have a definite and powerful
torque, whether in motion or prevented from
moving by mechanical means. The effect of
the primary pole-pieces upon the core is repeated by the secondary pole pieces, so that the
phases alternating in the pole pieces each create
a current in the armature conductor.
This current establishes a pole to be acted upon by the
pole piece in advance.
The invention referred to is. of course,
capable of namerous modifications.

ICxpo-

was that of the.Societe Alsa<:ienne de Constructions Mecaniipics.
The machine which is
of the external (Iramnie ring type

magnets.

I'aris

sition

frame of the macliine.

cores and pole pieces, beiiij,; laminated or subdivided, permits llie held niajjnets to respond to
the reversals or changes in the supply current
with the desired dejjree of rapidity.
Under the inlliience of an alternating' current
the action of a field jnajjnet such as described
arranjfed in inductive pro.xiuiity to an armature
havinj.; a [uimber of
closed circuits thereon
would of itself have httleor no effect, since the
actio[i of the liekl majjnets would be merely to
create local currents
in
the closed circuits,
which, though polarizing the armature core,
would accomplish nothing. Hy the present invention, however, the poles created in the armature core by the iiuhictive action of the fielil
magnets are caused to produce rotation of the
armature by a second set of polar extensions arranged to react upon the poles as the energy
that created them dies down in the mam Held

Ui
bcfiirc

is

illustrated

the accoinpaiiying cut.
Tiie magnets are
of best wrought iron fixed on a cast iron
boss.
This boss is bolted to the fr.imework of
the engine, so as to make a thoroughly rigid
job.
Tile pole pieces are of course, very
carefully tinned, as if they were out of true
in the least there would be considerable force
tending to pull the armature out of true also.
The central cast iron link has a central hole for
the shaft, which works freely tlir<jugh it, being
supported by an outside bearing. The armaturi'
itself is a large Oramnie ring supported on a
sort of spider or llyer, which is mounted on the
The
engine shaft against the outside bearing.
spider is, of course, on one side only, and allows the armature to overhang or cover the field
magnets. The commutator is fixed on the outside of the armature, so that, even at the small
speed of 150 revolutions, the peripheral velocity
of the sections is considerable.
As this is a sixpole machine, there are six sets of brushes.
These are mounted on a sort of radial brush
This holder can be manipulated by a
holder.

made

DVNAMO.
lever, so that all the brushes are moved at once
as the load changes.
There is another arrangement by which all the brushes can be put on or
taken off together. The outer bearing is made
specially .solid and massive, and great care is
taken in balancing the armature, and in turning
it, so that it runs perfectly
true.
The makers
prefer the external ring armature for the reason, as they assert, that it admits of a simpler
arrangement for direct driving, thus doing awav
with the need of belts or ropes: that there is no
waste field; that the commutator arrangement
and its connections are simplified; ami that
slow speed engines are more economical than
high.
The cut is reproduced from fiiiliislri,s.

Reported Purchase of the Brush Storage
Battery Patents.
reported that the Julien Electric company has purchased the IJrush storage battery
patents.
William liracken, president of the Julien company, was askeil for the facts in the
case, but at the present time he is unwilling to
confirm or ileny the report.
A representative
of the Julien company makes the following
statement:
It is

"Some two years .ind a half ago.
pany of Cleveland, sued the Julien

die Hrush Electric comElectric company for

an infringement, under the IJrush patent No. 337. 29S. and
other patents.
It will be remembered that this is the patent over which so long a tight was had in the patent oliice
between the Faure and the Brush interests, lasting from
iSSl to iSSli. and at an enormous expense.
The [latent
otVice, in lS36, awarded Mr. Biush the priority of invention
of the

w/(v//rf«/('<7/ application of the active
matter in any
form to a support plate and on March 2d of that year, issued the above patent to Charles F. Brush.
The argument in ihis case, that is. Brush against julien. was made

week

Judge Coxc

iicfore

iiitl

'he I'nilcd

in

and a

Slatrt

fMrcull t'oun.

awaited with

dccliilrjn li

x'-'^t

in

tcreHl fcr the rcuiion that
the Itduh falcnt coscf% lite
liroad |ir{n< iple of mcchaniial upiillmlion lo ihc >u|<[H>it

no maucr in what forni
Not "nty ihai, Imt it cov
Ihc invention of rtrc,itntlcii or perf'(tallon» In the tupport plate.
"It will be remembered," uld (he rcprtMnUlUe of I he
Jiillcn company, "thai In Ihc null
wllh Ihc Accumulator
company, the Julien (iim|iany hod a Swan paleni for a
pciforaled plate ndjud}[ed Invaliil by judtfc ' oxc, liut unforlunalclv tor those iiniiii; jKrfoiatcd plain, or (('''*. ''<
Hipport plates with rei epta. |i^, Mr
ISiush'i paleni Koen
b.iik of Mr. Swan.
It it thouKht l^y Ihov;
palcni lawytrt
licut capable of iudi;in|^ in the nialtcr, Ihal the broad claim
of mecnaniral application, as well an Ihc claim Un the per
formed plate of the Mipporl plate with reccplai le» will be
sustained.
sup|K>sc Ihal ihc natural
cn\«-'iucncc of
all this will be. that alllioiigh IhfAC owninglhe l-aure palcM
have the exclunive righl lo the use of paste, )et Ihey fannol
apply that paste mechanically wilhout a license from Mr
Itriish or his nominees.
As ihc Itrush patent hat fourteen
years to run, the mono[Mtly of such vast intcrcm^ U rather
platf,

cri.

We
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AiiAKATUs. Hy Sydney V. Walker. 31(1 pp. .New
Vork: I). Van .\oslrand
Co.
rricc$l.5fj.
iV'

This book has been written to explain in simple terms the operation of apparatus not under
the constant supervision of trained electrical
engineers.
The work has been conscientiously
done, and the treatise is -a serviceable volume.
Mr. Walker spares no pains to make his readers
thoroughly comprehend the subject in hand.
The book is full of practical illustrations which
greatly enhance its value to the average reader.
The preliminary chapters dealing with terms,
the electric circuit and magnetism are admirably
written.
It would not be easy to find another
book in which the topics are treated more
clearly.
The subject of galvanic batteries is
taken up at considerable length.
.Mr. Walker
has this to say of Leclanche cells, ".Make your
cells as large as you can in proportion lo the
current passing, and as you do not often know
what that is. make the cells as large as you can.
*
*
*
Now, many of us use the largest size
because we find it is cheaper for all kinds of
work, even for that for which the small size
would answer, because the larger ones go so
much longer without attendance." One of the
most valuable chapters is that which relates
to electric mining signals.
Sixty odd pages are
devoted to the subject, and the author gives the
substance of his pr.ictical experience in the work,
and refers to the means he has adopted lo overcome serious obstacles. The book concludes
with a chapter on telephonic instruments.
In
another volume the author expects lo deal in
much the same way with electric light and electrical transmission of power.
In looking over
the book the reader grows weary at seeing so
many references to the "author's firm," which
manufactures this or that article. This continual allusion, while not constituting a serious
defect, rather detracts from the interest.
The
book is far too valuable a work 10 be marred by
these references inserted apparently "for revenue only."

Practical Electric
I

S3 pp.

This

89
is

Lic.iiting.

illustrations.

E.

&

By .'\. Bromley I iolma.
F. N. Spon.

the fourth edition

of

this

New

Vork.

e.xcellenl

little book.
Many changes and additions have
been made which increase its usefulness. The
book is intended for the ordinary reader who
is led by easy steps from the elementary facts
in electricity to a general knowledge of commercial electrical machinery and appliances.
The language is simple, and the descriptions

are clear.

EVOLCIION

sIF TIIE El.F.CTRIC

Franklin Leonard Pope.

Cook.

Elizat>eth.

N.

J.

INCANDESCENT LAMP. Bv
Poblisfaed by Hcnrr

S5 pp.

IVice %\.

Mr. I'ope has an interesting subject, and he
handles it in an entertaining manner. The history of the incandescent lamp co%"ers a remarkable period of activity.
The historj- of few inventions furnishes as many interesting incidents.
Mr. Edison's friends will scarcely think that his
work has received sutlicient recognition in the
book, and will consider that his claims have
been depreciated. They will be inclined to believe therefore that this fact constitutes a veryserious defect, but apart from this consideration
the book is valuable, as it puts within moderate
compass all the chief points of interest in the

—
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evolution of the incandescent lamp. Newspaper
articles, relating to the early progress of the
work, are reproduced, and summaries of patents,
abstracts of decisions are presented and their
For this reason
significance clearly explained.
Mr. Pope's work is extremely valuable. The
style in which the book is written is clear, and
technical terms are to a great extent avoided.
Its perusal proceeds therefore without difficulty,
even in the hands of an ordinary reader.

present the facilities for transportation are inadequate for residents in many sections of the city,
and it would be out of the question to care for
the throng that would attend the exposition of
1892.

Notes on the Magnetic Qualities of Different Kinds of Iron.
By C. S. Cook.
The

Rapid Transit for Chicago.
The

question of rapid transit

is

forcing itself

on the people of Chicago, but in many districts
where the people are clamoring for increased facilities for transportation, there appears no way
Residents of the west side in
of securing relief.
At
particular are in need of improved service.
present they are obliged to depend entirely on
the horse car lines which are wholly inadequate
The residents of this section of the
to the task.
city have been agitating the question of securing
elevated roads for years, but the council seems
unwilling to grant franchises to any company
that is not under the influence of the syndicate
which is at present in control of the cable and
Several franchises
horse car lines of Chicago.
have been granted by the council, but it is a
noteworthy fact that in each case the companies
proposed visionary schemes which the people
would not approve, or else after securing the
It has been
franchise allowed it to hang fire.
asserted that the failure of the companies to act
was due to the "pressure" brought to bear by the
old companies which feared competition. Every
effort to secure the introduction of electric roads
has been nipped in the bud.
The old companies have costly plants and
they do not want to discard them for electrical
machinery. They feel that by permitting the
electric roads to come into the city they would
The substitution of elecbe sealing their fate.
tricity on all the lines would only be a question
The council evidently
of a very short time.
feels that it is its duty to protect and foster the
cKd companies and all new projects are therefore discouraged.
The fact that so many enterprises have failed
does not seem to deter others from entering the
field.
The latest entry is the Chicago Electric

amounts

relative

—

magnetism which can

of

a mator use
laboratory notes

be imparted to different kinds of iron
ter of

much

those

interest to

The

appliances.

electrical

is

who make

presented below contain nothing scientifically
new, but they may be of some practical interest
to the readers of the Western Electrician.
A comparison of the magnetic properties of as

many

different

specimens of iron as were readily

obtainable was

made

recently

the

in

physical

figures show the magnetic moment of a cubic
centimeter of iron.
The upper set of curves
represents the magnetic effect due to the united
action of the coil and the iron core.
The
straight line below represents the magnetic
effect of the coil after the iron has been reIt shows the magnetism produced by
the current in the coil alone. The distance from
this straight line directly upward to each of the
curved lines will represent that portion of the
magnetic force which is due solely to the iron
core of the coil.
These distances are used in
drawing the lower set of curves.
Toward the right the curves become very
nearly horizontal; as the current increases the
magnetism does not keep pace, and scarcely

moved.

changes

The

at all.

iron

is

consequently shown

saturated with magnetism.
The
specimen which acquired the greatest magnetic
moment was No. 4, a piece of wrought iron, of
to be nearly
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Railway company, which was incorporated at
This company's capital
Springfield last week.
stock is placed at f 1,000,000, and the object of
the company as set forth in the application for
incorporation is to build and operate electric
railways in the city of Chicago.
O. M. Brady,
T. P. Hicks and Charles F. Swigart are the inThese men are all residents of
corporators.
Chicago and have large property interests on
the west side, where they propose to apply for
franchises.
O. M. Brady said to a representaElectrician last week
tive of the Western
that the preliminary steps had been taken toward
the formation of the company though officers
had not yet been elected.
He anticipated no
trouble whatever in securing ample capital to
conduct the enterprise. So confident were he and
his associates, that they had already 'oegun the
work of securing the consent of property owners
on the line of a proposed road. Moreover, he
said, they were now engaged in planning an extensive system of electric roads on the west side
which would afford relief to the long suffering
community in that section of the city. The com|)any is not organized in the interest of any electrical company and the style of motor and construction has not yet been canvassed.
These
matters will be placed in thehandsof competent
electricians who will be employed by the company to investigate the special merits of the several companies' apparatus.
(Chicago is noted for tlie progressive spirit of
its citizens, but in its system of street car service
it is sadly behind other large cities.
New York,
Brooklyn and Boston are all outstripping Chicago in the rapid transit race, and now St. I.ouis
bids fair to enter the first class.
An elaborate
system of street railways electric surface roads
and elevated roads after the New Y(jrk style
is now under consideration.
In view of the fact
that the people of Chicago anticipate holding
the World's I'air in their city they should immediately bestir themselves to provide ample facility for conveying visitors about the city.
At
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magnetic

eooo.
lUALITlES OF D IFFERENT KINDS OF IRON.

laboratory of Northwestern University at EvansIII., by C. B. Thwing and O. Shepard.

ton,

The specimens of iron, seven in number, were
turned in a lathe to the same dimensions, all
being of a cylindrical form. To test their magnetic properties, they were inserted one after
another in a coil of insulated wire, through
which an electric current from six accumulators
Resistance wire was included in the
was sent.
circuit, so as to

make

it

BOOO.

9000

possible to control and

vary at will the strength of the current. A
large tangent galvanometer was used to measure
the current.
The strength of the magnetism induced by the
helix was measured by a magnetometer placed
at a little distance; the varying magnetism causing varying defiections of the magnetic needle
of the magnetometer.
In the iliagram illustrating the results of the
measurements, the horizontal distance indicates
current, and the
vertical di.stance magnetic
force,
The figures given for current are
ampere-turns; for magnetic force, the intensity
of magnetization in C". (l. S. units; that is, the

what grade is not known. The ne.xt highest
was No. 6, which was known to be Norway iron.
The third curve is No. 7, a piece of soft or maThe poorest specimens tested were
chine steel.
Numbers 2 and 3, which were respectively cast
The former was a
iron and malleable iron.
piece of stove casting.

As

rarely saturated
part of the
curves is that portion which is inclined upIn this portion of the curves the soft
ward.
steel is seen to have an advantage over the other
in

electro-magnets
the most

practice,

are

valuable

This superiority may be expressed by
pieces.
saying that it has a greater magnetic susceptibilThe Norway
ity until it approaches saturation.
The malleable and cast
iron is a close second.
iron are even more deficient relatively in this
It is noteworthy that the
part of the curves.
two last named curves are straighter than the
others, showing that they ac(|uire magnetism
much more uniformly as the current increases.
It is undoubtedly true that other specimens of
cast iron would give quite different curves, as
Indeed, specimens
there are so many varieties.
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nominally of tlii' same j^iade obtained from <liffercnl sources would proljablysliow eonsidcrahle
variation

The
magnetic properties.
however, to show well tin:

their

in

curves ^1^1-"

seein,

charaiteristic

of

Other specimens
hand

common

the
will

he tested

kinds of iron.
as they come to

lianl<inK c.niiitol; lliv tciitli in l>anlc cJcurin^H; t)ic

Anti-Friction Journal Box.
rapid introdnclion of electricity as a motive power for streetcars is witlunil ilonbt leadof the deinj; to a more carefid <:onsideration
tails of street railway ei|nipment.
.Moni; with
the improvements in electrical machinery is naturally found an 'iicrease of relinement in the

now

ninth In

volume of poHlolliie litiHincss; the lifth in vuliimc of Iclcgrapli InisirifHii; the lliird in Iranslcrs nf real estate; the
hecunil in live Moirlt and pnt:i(ni(( ttouse iHinineiiH; tlic second in the nutnlier nf steam raijioads; the second in vnlume nf passenger trallic; llie first in per cent, of prnlit from
poslollice; the llrsl in the numlier n( telrplioneH in prn|>ortinn to till- popitlatinn: the first in the number <i{ telrphnne
calls per telephnne; the lirsi in

'I'hc

-MS

plement |}usiness.

Nineteen

vohime nf

ai^rit.'ullur.'d

railrnails radiate

Look

e.vists.

at

Mow many

<'lii<:at;<i.

people arc killed here by electric wires? The
record lias Ijecn nearly clean.
The views of On-

gentleman to whom have referred, itecni (wrciiliar, rlnn'i you think mi?
I'll read what he says:
'i'here is n» known insiilatitjii which wilt coiilinc
I

im-

in all direc-

Kansas Cily
In llic trilrulary re^ionH ;rre over
wlinse pnpiriatinns range from 3.000 upward.
50 per cent, of lhc!<e cities :ire supplied with
central station electric li^ht service.
.Mtlion^'h ino»t of
tliem have street railroads, there are only forty-live electric
roads in operation,
'the Inisiness prosperity for iSyrj is
.-issiired l)y tile unparalleled af^ricilttural yielil of this region
rluring the present year.
linus frnrn

(iiM) cities,

Less than

these high tension currents for more than a limited perioil, anil when they arc placed beneath
the ground with the present system of conduits,
the result will be a series of earth-contacts, the
fusion of wires, and the formation of prjwerful

electric

arcs,

which

will

metallic conductors in the
and a whr)le mass of wires
this

dangerous

current

extend

made

and

other

to

same

coniluils,

lo

convey

receive
into

it

High and Low Tension
The

daily papers in their accounts of the agitation in New York over the distribution of electric ctirrents have, app.irently, lost no opportunity to enlighten the publit: upon what they
deemed the danger attendant upon the use of
high tension systems. While the press doubtless
hati the best intent, it must be admitted that
a great tlttal has been published that is misleading in the extreme.
The public is prone to believe the worst that it hears.
Uneducated in
this particular line, it cannot discriminate; and

newspaper accounts have any weight whatgreat mass of the people must now
possess the uneasy feeling that there are no safe
electric light wires.
Every wire must needs
carry a "deadly" current. In addition, the numif

ever, the

KIC.
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llOX.

construction of those auxiliary parts strictly mechanical. The cuts herewith presented illustrate
an improvement in the line of car bearings.
In
Fig.
is represented a new form of anti-friction
A longijournal bo.x adapted to railway work.
tudinal section of another style of the same bo.x
As will be seen on a
is represented in Fig. 2.
close inspection of the cut an effort has been
made by the inventor to produce a bo.x that will
run with the least possible amount of friction
but at the same time be durable.
The exterior case of the journal box is finished
Within this
on its interior as a true cylinder.
These rollers imare arranged tubular rollers.
pinge upon the journal, and also against the
Passing through
interior surface of the casing.
These terminate
the tubular rollers are bolts.
at their ends in rings to which they are secured
by nuts. Within e.ich tubular roller are a number of smaller rollers arranged as shown. The
rollers, bolts, lesser rollers and the traveling
rings being secured together, form a cage of
roller bearings, which is placed within the casing.
This arrangement insures the minimum of
I

But don't you remember how

llOX.

houses, offices, stores, etc'
.'\nd he doesn't
stop here either listen to this: 'It is thus evident that the dangers of such circuits are not
confined to the wires which convey the high
tension currents, but other wires conducting
harmless currents are liable to be rendered as
deadly in effect as the former.' Terrible state of
affairs, is it not?
Just think of the 'deadly' current invading our homes over low tension wires!
Well, we are safe in Chicago.
We don't carry
our low tension wires in the same conduit with
arc light wires.
They are all underground.
They are separated, and wedon't have accidents.
"Confidentially," added he, with a laugh,
"you can't blame a person for seizing this opportunity to turn popular opinion in favor of his
system.
I suppose this is natural.
It is useless
though, to attempt to do so at the expense of the
high tension systems.
The high tension arc
light and the alternating incandescent system

—

of affairs.
He said:
"I am associated, as you know, with a company which is exploiting both low and high tension apparatus.
I do not
want my name mentioned, but I am going to take this opportunity
to have my say.
In the first place," continued
he, "all this talk about restricting electric companies to the use of low pressure systems comes
from one man, and he is decidedly interested in a
low tension system. Of course he doesn't want

high potentials.

ANTI FRIC-rlOS JOfR.SAI,

KIC.. 2.

ber of one-sided interviews that are being published do not tend to enlighten the public to any
great extent.
It is a satisfaction to those who
take an unprejudiced view of the situation to
read a line or two that does not point to the conclusion that, "therefore, my system is the best."
.\ prominent electrical man, in a recent interview with a representative of the Western
Ei,Et TKici.vN, enlarged upon the present state

at

friction.

claimed that the friction of the bearing
80 per cent, less than the ordinary style. The
It is

is

James Brewer

box

dust-tight.
is practically
of Denver, Col., is the inventor.

Electric

Motor

in

a Machine Shop.

shows a porinachine shop of T. W. Beale of
The lo-horse power motor, which
I.ynn, Mass.
'I'he

tion

Isof

accompanying

of

illustration

the

Thomson-Houston manufacture,

is

installed

on the second lloor, and operates not only the
machinery shown in the cut, but a similar numin another room.
In addition,
running sewing machines is supplied
to a shoe shop situated in the same building,
("urrent for the motor is furnished from the
mains supplying the street railway circuit.

ber of machi[ies

power

for

Kansas City and the

Electric Light

Convention.
in the last number

of the Wks rKl1'.ctrici.\n that the National Electric
Light association would hold its next convention
in Kansas City February iith, 12th and ijth.
Kansas City is the center of a most important
It is thought that
field for electric light men.
the meeting of the Klectric Light association in
the city will tend to increase the demantl for,
electric light apparatus in the field. The followIt

was stated

KRN

ing figures illustrate somewhat
of Kansas City as a center:
Kansas City has a population

the importance

of 247.000.
It has $2o,000,000 invested in street railroads. It has a greater mileage of cable street railroads than any other city in the
world.
Its investment in buildings for the past year was
It is the twelfth city of the United States in
$9,500,000.

ELKCTMC .MOTOR
a certain convention of low tension men, which
was held not long ago, it was admitted that the
high tension system had a place and that it was
the exact words: "Only
I think I can quote
an unprofitable sentimentalism, which will refuse
Now, I don't
to furnish what is demanded ?
wish to give you the idea that I think the NewYork electric light companies are deserving
of public sympathy, or that I have an 'axe to
grind," in a high tension system
far from it.
If the New York illuminating companies had
kept up the standard of insulation, or in other
words, paid proper attention to their business,
we wouldn't have had such a state of affairs as

—

'

—

IN

A MACHl.NK

SHOl'.

have come to

stay.

affect business to

The

stir

in

New York may

a certain extent, but as time

goes on, I think you'll see the same old lamps
burning.
The insulation of the circuits will be
better, however, and will, doubtless, be kept up
Good insulation costs
to a proper standard.
money, but it can be had nevertheless, and with
careful periodic inspection of lines and appaLet me add one word
ratus, is what is wanted.
more.
If the New Yorkers will take the trouble
to come to Chicago they will be convinced that
both the high tension and low tension systems
have a place let them come, however, before
we're too busy with the World's Fair."

—

;
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Electric motors have recently been
the underground railway in London.

experiments thus far have proved

Another
head

accident from

circuits in

New York

tested

The

satisfactory.

defective

city,

horse was killed, and
sons received slight shocks.

occurred last
several

per-

paper read before the American Institute
Engineers at its last meeting, was
])resented by (Jeorge 15. Prescott, Jr.
The paper is published in this issue.
Mr. Prescott han]'',le(;trical

dles his subject, the regulation of storage batan interesting and complete manner.

teries, in

'I'm.

called

Western Electrician
attention

to

the

enterprising

Chinamen

in

San

Celestials.

Judge Andrews'

decision in

the case of the

Brush and United States Electric Lighting companies against the Board of Electrical Control of
New York city, may be considered an important
victory for the electric companies. A synopsis of
the opinion is presented in the New York letter.
The judge believes the board has exceeded its
authority in a number of instances and evidently has no sympathy with movements that would
indiscriminately destroy property in order to

an unreasonable demand, nor does he
support the companies in maintaining impropThe claim which the plainerly insulated wires.
tiffs make, however, that the board would not
permit them to replace the old wire with properly insulated conductors, even when there were
no conduits, and would not permit them to
build conduits, is thus disposed of by Judge Andrews: "It (the electric light company) does not
hold its privilege by the mere sufferance of the
Board of Electrical Control, and the board has
not the right to destroy its property without noIf the wires are unsafe, the judge
tice, etc."
says, the company must put them in good condition, otherwise after due notice they may be
"Pending the construction of the
removed.
subways," he adds, "the company has a right to
maintain overhead wires."
In a word, the judge construes the law thus:
The wires must be placed in conduits as soon
as the subways are built, but the board has no
right to interfere with the companies until it has
provided means of burying the wires. The judge
doubts whether the board has any jurisdiction
over the wires until they are buried the overhead wires being under control of the commissioner of public works.
satisfy

—

over-

'1'he

of

are

Francisco who realize that their native land is
an excellent field for the introduction of electric
They propose to secure for themselves
light.
some of the profits on apparatus sent to China.
A syndicate has been organized in ChinatowTi
according to the dispatches, with a capital of
$6,000,000, part of which is furnished by white
investors.
The company, it is said, expects to
receive news very soon of important concessions
granted by the Chinese government for putting
electric plants in the large cities of China.
Meanwhile a small plant will be put up in Chinatown to prove the merits of the system to the

has heretofore
operation of persons
for the exploitation of

seeking to enlist capital
primary batteries for electric lighting.
Advertisements urging persons to place their spare
money in an enterprise of this description have
recently appeared in the daily papers.
It is a
remarkable fact that no advertisements of this
kind are seen
in
electrical journals.
The
.schemers jjerfectly comprehend that all electrical workers fully understand the fraudulent character of their projects.
These operators are on
a par with those (|uaiks who adverti.se their
ability to cure all the ills that flesh is heir to, by
means of some electrical knick-knack. 'I'he primary battery electric light enterprise if skillfully
worked is well calculated to impose on persons

papers of New York and Chicago are
with communications, in which all classes
of people make suggestions for the World's
Fair.
A Chicago man has proposed the erection of an electric palace.
He suggests the construction of a main building 1,200 to 1,500 feet
long and wide, of palatial appearance and structure.
The main building will be 150 feet high;
rising above and in the center of this building
will be a dome 150 feet high, and 3,000 feet in
circumference at the base. Around the base of
the dome an electric railroad will be constructed
for observation parties.
Above the dome a
square tower 100 feet high, with a promenade
gallery around it, will be arranged, and above
this again an observation tower will be extended to any height desirable. The top of this
tower will be a mass of electrio light, and the
whole structure down to the base, including the
main building, will be covered with thousands
of electric lights representing the several electric light systems.
The effect of such a building when lighted up, says the gentleman who
makes the suggestion, would be one of dazzling
brilliancy, and could be seen miles away.
The
interior of the building could be u.sed for dis])laying modern electrical appliances and inventions, and kindred inventions, such as the pho-

The

filled

nograph and others.

A

monster sign composed

9, iS

reading "The Electric
electric lights and
Palace," could be placed on top of and run the
These are
whole length of the main building.
some of the outlines of the plan, the inventor
says, which, of course, could be improved in detail and changed where
necessary.
Elevators
worked by electricity, carried up through the
center of the building to the upper tower, together with the electric railway, would probably
bring sufficient returns to pay for the whole
structure and its running expenses, according to
the gentleman who makes the suggestion.
of

The

controversy between Postmaster-General

Wanamaker and

the Western Union Telegraph
company, which created such a stir a few weeks
ago, has been settled for the present at least.
The schedule of rates as established by the post-

master-general is given in another column. The
rates will cause a redaction of about 33 per
cent, in the telegraph company's income from
The gross sum which it
the government.
will receive from this source will be quite magnificent in comparison with the amount which
it
would
have received
in
accordance
with
the
schedule
first
announced
by
Mr. Wanamaker. In an open letter which the
latter addresses to Dr. Green of the Wesjern
Union company, he says he thinks the new rates
will bje found to be fair.
He adds; "I am convinced that the government is entitled to very
special consideration in rates and privileges of
telegraphic service; therefore, for the purpose
of determinining government rates in the future,
I now formally propose what I have already
suggested and understood you to be willing to
The appointment of a commisapprove, viz.:
sion of five suitable persons, two by your company, two by this department, and the fifth by
the four so chosen, to inquire and report to this
department and to your company upon the actual cost and proper value of telegraphic service,
their conclusions to

embrace a recommendation

of equitable rates for government telegraph service for the next succeeding fiscal year."

The representatives of gas companies always
devote considerable time to the discussion of
the electric light as an illuminant when they
hold their conventions.
It was a prominent
topic at the last meeting of the American Gas
Light association at Baltimore.
President A.
B. Slater in his address told what the electric
light had done for the gas interest.
He said:
"The gas business was never in a more pros•perous and flourishing condition than it is toNever in the history of the business was
day.
so much gas distributed as is being done this
very year. Gas stocks have the confidence of
investors of money, and the character and business standing of the greater number of holders
of gas stock throughout the country, place them

among

the stable and conservative class.
I beafford to be generous enough to
give electric light the credit for at least a portion of the progress we have made during the
last seven or eight years, and it has been greater
than in almost any previous equal length of time.
We furnish a better quality of gas. By improved
lieve

the

A

Monday.

The lamps are
without electrical knowledge.
lighted and when the manipulator asks his prospective victim what more he can ask the latter
He is not in a position to
can make no reply.
Ininvestigate the matter of cost intelligently.
vestors, therefore, will do well to fight shy of enterprises of this kind, and rely upon the general
belief entertained regarding these schemes by
the electrical fraternity generally.

Editor and Publisher.
-

O'HARA,

SUBSCRIPTION,

November

we can

apparatus and machinery we

produce

it

at less

By new and improved burners, especially
regenerative class, we utilize three to four

cost.

the
times the quantity of light from a given quantity
The scientific members of our fraterof gas.
nity have been spurred to greater activity in the
line of improvements and inventions, because
of the possible competitor which the electric
But we would not enlight might prove to be.
deavor to belittle the influence of the present or
the future of that wonderful mystery in nature,
electricity, or its development as an illuminating
a^ent.
As scientific men, thoroughly interested
in all that pertains to progress in civilization
and the welfare and comfort of humanity, we
welcome the advent of any invention, or any
new adaptation of old principles to subserve
new and useful purposes." Mr. Slater did not
believe in the combination of gas and electric
light comiianies because observation had led
him to believe "that bad results have followed
already, at least in some instances, where gas
companies have taken upon themselves the management of electric light in addition to their own
business."
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Methods

Soiiio

of Regulating;

Accumu-

r.V

(iKOkllK

In prcparinji the

which

is

imlicnietl

l*Ki:S(lJI

II.

by

its title,

1

liavc

siopu

thut

it

generally coiueiietl that the nunleni electric accumulator

an apparatus capihlc of
function in the
practiced,

ami

an
that

peifoi

initi;;

a

is

free

from

is
is

peculiar, Init useful

of eUclric HKhlin^; as
it

n|

now connneKiaily

inliereni

tiefecis

which

luiked, I
it unsuitable for sucli upplicalioii.
sure that every careful oliscrver lias noted in the somewhat slow evolution of the accumulator, that structural
improvenietU and adaptation to practical rc(|uirements,
whicli un(|ucslion;tltly show llijit it lias lonie to slay; anti
will acknn\vledj;c that even as it exists lo day, the accumulator is a factor in electrical Industry too iinpurlant to be
ignored by those who take a broad view of the situation.
It is not my intention to refer to those numerous successful applications of accimiulators to tlie propulsion of small
marine vessels and land \'ehicles, to car lighting; and other
minor work wlierc tlic conliiuuuis generation of power from
the coml)Ustion of fuel woukl be impraclicalilc; neither can
I
fully discuss tlicir chaiaclerlslic .actions under woiklng
contlitions. within the limits of this paper.
Nevertheless,
before proceeding to the subject proper.
deem il Incumbent to point out that the electrical accumulator, even in
its more improved forms,
is an
apparatus having well
dcllned limits of capicity. and that these limits cannot be
habitually exceeded without endangering its effectiveness
andimpaning Its durability, (lenerallv speaking, the limits
referred lo, whuli vary with every type and sl/e of cell,
relate to the rate and quantity of charge and discharge,
these factors being measured respectively in amperes and
woiittl reiuler

am

1

ampere-hours.
In considering this admission, however, it should not be
forgotten
lliat
dynanio-clcctrlc
machines are. to a
certain extent, subject to similar limitations; for, like the
accumulators, if It Is demanded of them, they arecapal)Ie of
generating a current far exceeding their safe carrying
capacity.
Here the likeness ceases, however, for while the
dynamo will deliver its normal current as long as adecpiate
power is applied to its shaft; by continuing to draw current from an accumulator for too long a time, as likewise
from an excessive rate and (juantity of charge, serious

the

im rcane gradually, linally rcachc* a
maintalni-d for a greater or Icah period

to
is

and then

time,
ates for

Miiiilci!

iissumt'i.1

load begins

(;f

Jk,

I',

pripcr, the

followinj;

the

maximum which

lators in Eiectric Lighting'

?I7

falls to a

ntinimum about which

il

llucMi-

the 2.} houni.
Alinosl every
isolali-d plant, whether It be in ullicc building, hotel or
apartment house, has a curve of the Hamc general character;
and priibably moHt mnmifactttrlng cHlabliNhmcntH would
picler to have a few lights burrdng thrcugh the nighl, if
only for the w.ilihman's convenience, were it not for the
expense entidled by the coniiiuiou* operation nt llu; plant
It
is a IruiMU lo say that the cost of fuel per hor?vc power
increases inversely as the power plant operates lielow its
normal capacity, and that other operating expciiHcs arc, to
a considerable extent lixcd Independently of the load.
In
view of these fa( ts it is universally acknowledged that the
operation of large power plants of any character duiing
periods tit light loads, is enormously wusleful. Many have
hoped that the supplying of current lo small cleciric
motors during the day would remeily the evil in lighting
stations, nnil lo some extent Ihc expectation has been
realized in manufaciuiing
centers, but even
here the
unfortunate overlapping of the motor and lamp service still
leaves an undesirable margin.
Here, then, is a held in whi<h accumulators may perform
tlieir special function; not in competition
with direct systems, but as supplying the missing feature In the commercially successful operalion of 24 hour plants of moderate
size.
There is no obstacle in the way of appl>ing a
sunicient number of accunudalors to a plant of the character nienlionc<i, to maintain the light load during the time
il would not pay to operate the power plant, and to provide
for the cliarging of the accumulatora during the regular
running time oi the dynamos.
Assuming, in illustration of
this statement, that 10 hours is the ordinary working ("ay.
and that the engmcs of a central lighting statioEi arc started
at 2 1-. M
and are operated until midnight, it is probable,
if not certain, that there will be sutticient
surplus curren'
for an ample length of time, 10 charge enough accumulators for the service required after the engines cease to
revolve; excluding, of course, the period of maximum
load when the dynamos will be taxed to their full capacity
in their regular service. Under such cor.ditions the engines
could be opcratcti at somewhere near their normal capacity
during the wlioie period of their running time, and the cost
of unit power would be a minimum; while only one staff
of men will be required.
It may be ativisable to explain
renialrider of

,
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however, Ihc Internal
in virtue of

In.

the

I..

,

eleclro<lcH, cxcccdin;;:.

of ilinchargc.

|>«tcittul hv^iiy v^u^m tltcit
electromotive force on ojn-n rir» ult.
While the normal
cfTedive working potential of a fully charged an r mutator
in good condition in usually %'aU-d a« aUiui two voit^. ;t\ ;t
mailer of fact It Is wimewh.if hi;;h»-r •hnrt (hi-. if'<-r i^ctng
charged and rather lower af'
..vcr

age

their v>t,tlnr^

effcclive pfjiential

tUc

trtrin;;

operation of cliarging an a<
^hat
is then UHUally called its countci etcciroinotitc UtttLv. rt*c%
gradually until Ihe cell is nearly harged, and then more
suddenly as gas ts evolved, HomctimcH requiring an effcriivc
charging pressure of at high a» 2.5 volii per cell if the cur
rem is continued after the cell i« charged. In actual |rrac
lice
the accumulator h usually considered to Ik: fully
charged when the potential of the normal charging current
reaches 2.3 volts jM:r cell, or at 2.2 lo 2.2f voll» per cell
when the charging rate is reduced as ga<i begin* (o be
freely evolved toward the end
.Similarly when a cell i%
discharged at the normal rale Its effective p<ilcnlial falU
during the progress of the discharge from 2 volt<itoi,9
volis, at which latter pr>int it is considered to be diwharged
<

1

to

its

normal

limit.

The facts above cited lo the effect that the elcctromo'irc
force of accumulators rises during charge, and falls duriog
discharge, and that their c;ipacity for charge and discharge
is limited, are Ihe keynotes to the regulative procc«$cft;
and only one other point need be here considered. When
two or more scries of cells connected in parallel arc 10 be
charged at the same potential, it is evident that unlc!(»
is in precisely the same state in respect of residual charge, there will be a diffeiencc in their electromotive forces; and in consequence, less current will flow
in those series having higher potentials than others. While

each series

the larger current flowing intothe Icsscharged cells will ha\c
a tendency to bring up ihiir potentials to the average, it is
found in practice that £ome series will I>ecome fully charged
sooner than others. The simple means provided for compensating for these variations will be duly described.
One of the commonest, and perhaps the simplest, applications of accumulators to lighting work is found in their
employment in connection with direct isolated plants in
In illustraiion of the metho'J
factories, office buildings, etc
of applying accumulators in such cases, we may select as a
type of this class of lighting one of those office buildings
common in New York and other large cit es.
This building, we may assume, has already been, or is about to be,
loo-volt,
wired for 500 16 candle,
^-ampere lamps on the
multiple arc plan, and is to be provided with a 125 volt,
200 ampere dynamo; it being calculaied that more than 400
lamps will rarely be lighted simultaneously.
are not
specially concerned with the power plant, and will simply
assume that it is of ample capacity, it being remembered
that such buildings are usually stcim heated, and. therefore, offer favorable conditions for the operation of a plant
Now it can be deof the character under consideration.
duced from experience that, during the day. from say nine
o'clock in the morning until about sun^et. cnly a limited
number of lights will be burned in certain dark comers of
the building, and that as twilight and darkness c^ me on
the load will gradually inciease. reaching a maximum at a
certain hour depending upon the season: sul>sequcnilv the
load will decrease, tinally reaching a minimum aftc the
janitor and his assistants have finished their r!e.-»ning opcr
alions, which load will probably be maii:'
v reIt is evident
.inl
mainder of the 24 hours.
emopetaiing under such conditions would nt
ployment of two forces of men. cither one wr imu in each,

We

damage may result. In fact, in some respects an accumulator may be likened lo a draught animal, which can be
made to ptrform abnormally large amounts of work for
short periods of time, but only at the expense of its vitality
if the practice is frequent.
While much might be said regarding the maintenance
of accumulators, and, moreover, the apparatusto be presently described is employed In a large measure for the
purpose of efTecting proper maintenance as well as regulation, it must suffice to say here that the normal working
rate and capacity of an accumulator battery having been
stated by the makers, all necessary data relating to its use
may be ascertained from the indications of ordinary hydrrThat is to say. during
melers, ammeters, and voltmeters.
the charge and discharge of such a battery the rise and fall
of its potential and of the specitic gravity of the electrolyte
in its cells, are boih quantitatively indicative of its condition
and capacity for doing work. It is evident from what has
already been said regarding the importance of working
accumulators within certain prescribed limits, that in order
to efTecl this residt two classes of apparatus must be pro

vided with every accumulator installation. \w..
Indicating
or measuring instruments, and regulating appliances 'o be
operated either automatically or by hand. 1 am constrained
t6 add here that careful and extended observation leads me
to believe that a lack of appreciation of these now obvious
facts will largely account for the ill success attending many
of the earlier accumulator installations.
Although there is rea«on for believing that some of the
early promoters of business enterprises based onthemanufacture of electrical accumufators, anticipated that accumulator systems of lighting were destined to compste with
and perhaps supersede many direct systems, I believe that
the more mature modern idea is that they are, for the
present at least, mainly subsidiary to other electric lighting
systems.
As auxiliaries to many direct systems, accumulators undoubtedly effect a reduction in running expenses
and ad(.i an element of reliability, besides accomplishing
In order
certain results that are not otherwise obtainable.
to fully appreciate the truth of these statements, it will be
necessary to glance at the conditions commonly existing in
ordinary isolated and central s'ation plants as they are
l>oubtless every one who is
operated at the present time.
familiar with the electric lighting business, is acqu.^intcd
with the vagaries of the load cun'es during each 24 hours
of a central station's run. Generally speaking, about sunset
:

iPapcr read before the American Institute of Eleclricnl KoginrcrSf
fJ?w York, Ocl 39, 1SS9.

here that although the current available

for

charging the

batteries during the regular running lime of the dynamos
would vary with the lamp load, this is of no importance, as

not essential that the batteries should be charged at a
rate.
In the case of such stations as also supply
arc lights, the engines could be started later and operated
through the night.
Hesides
reducing the operating
expenses of a station during Its period of light load lo a
greater extent than they increase them at other limes, in
the event of an accident to the power plant or incandescent
tlynamos, the accumulators can always be called upon for
extra service; while, whenever there is an abnormally
heavy demand for current they may also be operated in
conjunction with the dvnamos.
lint there is still another lield in which accumulators may
be employed to equal advantage, viz.: that of longdistance lighting now so successfully occupied by the alternator converter system.
An accumulator is indeed merely a
chemical converter, which is unequaled as a pressure-reducer, and any one who gives careful thought to the subject will perceive what an excellent substitute il is for
the alternator converter in those situations where the character of the lighting makes it necessary to run '* light " for
many hours each day. Indeed I can only account for the
fact that accumulators were not long since more extensively
used for this class of lighting, except by the existence of a
feeling of skepticism as to their durability, together with
their somewhat formidable tirst cost.
As manufacturers now guarantee the durability of accumulators, uniier certain conditions of use, for an annual
percentage on their tirst cost: and as methods of manufacture must improve with experience and moderate that cost.
bo:h of these objections are gradually being modilied.
Hut even in the present state of the art, the question of
lirst cost, depreciation and etKciency may be duly allowed
for, and a considerable reduction in operating expenses
still shown to result from the use of accumulators under
many circumstances.
it is

uniform

Before proceeding to consider the methods of regulating
accumulator currents, it will be advisable to examine some
of the peculiarities of the element with which we have to
deal.
Generally speaking, the total current capacity, expressed in ampere-hcurs, of a single cell of accumulator of
the lead-oxide type, is proportional to the number and
size of its plates; its rates of discharge depending upon the
number of plates and the effeciivc surface of each, while
the time of such discharge varies with their thickness.
Although there are no obvious theoretical reasons why a

'

t

_

and would, moreover, be running under exceedingly uneconomical conditions for a large pare of the time I.ct us
now consider in what manntr accumulators miy be added
to this plant in order that it may supply ihc variable load
for 24 hours daily, while at the same time di5pensing with
the services of one staff of men and reducing the running
time of the engine to eight hours.
It has been shown in a general way how the load varies
during 24 hours; but in order to ascertain the capicity of
the accumulaiors required, it will be nccessar>- to assume,
though only .approximately, somewhat more precise figures.

Say that the load

From 9

I'.

"
"

9 A
4

I'.

"

6

I'.

M.
M.
M.
M.

is

as follows:

20 lamps •* 120 ampere-hours.
to 9 .\. m.,
"
to 4 I". M., 200
700
"
to 6 p. XI., 400
400
"
to 9 r. M..
50
75

—
^
—

An inspection of the above schedule shoirs that for 13
hours out of the 24 only 20 lamps, or 10 amperes, arc used.
while for three hours more only 50 lamps, or 25 amperes,
are required; and a simple calculation proves that a set of
accumulators having a capacity of aoo ampere-hours wrill
be amply sufficient to maintain thr li^h! i.Tnf I-^tI for 14
m.
If the
hours out of the 24.
cd
and operated until 6 i: \i u
number of lamps during that p.
; us
current for charging the battery a* ioiiows.
,

From

;

S a. >r. to 9 a. m.. 190 amperes for t boor.
'•
"
" 7 hours,
9 A. M. to 4 r. M., loo
an available capacity vastly in excess
ampere-hours,
or S90
Now, if during the eight hours io
of the requirements.
which the dynamo is operating, the accumulators are
charged at the rate of 30 amperes, in that period they will
Accordii^ to
receive a toul chargs of 245 amperehoars.

-
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the schedule, the maximum output required from the battery will be 1S5 ampere-hours, whence it follows that the
charge received by it is more than ample, even after making
the customary allowance of 20 per cent, for loss by conversion; and the desired result has been accomolished.
have now to consider the details pertaining to the

We

According
practical arrangements of such an installation.
to the stipulated schedule, after the dynamo ceases to run
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supply current to the lamp circuits in exactly the same
manner as would two dynamos connected in parallel, provided, of course, that they are both at the same potential.
On the other hand, if the potential of the dynamo slightly
exceeds that of the battery, the current from the former
will divide between the battery and the lamp circuit in a
certain proportion determined by the ratio of the resistance
of the lamp circuit to the internal resistance and counter

r"T"i

i-U

c s

i^^^V>-@l..J

h[hhh|i|i|i|i|i.|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i

S:l

9, 1^

been pointed out. During the charging of the battery its
potential will rise to 2.2 volts per cell, so that the pressure
of the dynamo must be raised to 1 10 volts in the case now
being considered, and this excessive pressure would endanger the life of the lamps. How, then, will it be possible to employ the higher pressure demanded by the battery and at the same time supply current to a number of
lower voltage lamps without raising their candle power
above normal? The answer is easily given, for it is only
necessary to insert a suitable resistance in the main between
the dynamo and lamp circuits in order to accomplish the
desired resuhs. Such a resistance, usually called a "pressure
equalizer," should be made of wire sufficiently large to
safely carry the current for the greatest number of lamps
likely to be required at the time when the dynamo which
supplies them is to be simultaneously called upon to charge
the battery, and should be made conveniently adjustable,
as the fall of potential through it varies with the current.
The method of regulating the working potential of the
battery is equally simple, for it merely consists in adding
to, or subtracting from, the number of active cells in circuit.
This is accomplished by means of a multiple point switch,
called a cell-regulating switch, shown diagrammatically in
Fig. 2, which is so constructed that, in the act of shifting
the cells in and out of the circuit, neither interrupts the
circuit nor hort-circuils the cells.
It consists essentially
of a single p voted lever, which carries on its outer end a
short metallic arm.
This arm is attached to the lever by
means of a block of insulating material, but it is electrically
connected with it by a short spiral of German-silver wire.
The lever and arm may be made to pass over a number of
contact strips, which are so arranged that, before the lever
:

B S
FIG.

M., the battery alone must supply 25 amperes for
three hours, and thereafter 10 amperes for ir hours, or a
One series of 50 cells,
total output of 1S5 ampere-hours.
having, say, a normal capacity of 30 amperes for eight
hours, will satisfy these requirements, and will be well
within the nominal rating of ordinary commercial cells.
Assuming that these 50 cells, connected in series, have
been suitably placed on insulated shelving at any conveat

6

r.

3.

electromotive force of the battery.
If the levers of the
two switches, S,, Sj are now moved to their lower condynamo
battery
will
be
connected in series
tacts, the
and
(
with their like poles opposed, the main
)
acting as
part of the circuit; and supposing that the pressure of the
dynamo still exceeds that of the battery, the latter will receive a charge.
Thus, by this very simple arrangement,
the djnamo and the battery, either separately or together.

M —

breaks contact at one strip, the arm com( s in contact with
the next strip, and the reverse action takes place when the
lever is moved in the opposite direction.
During the brief
interval while both lever and bar are in contact with
adjacent strips the cell connected to those strips discharges
a feeble current through the spiral of wire.
It is recessary to mention here, that in practice it is cus-

B S
FIG. 4.

nienf distance from the dynamo, they may be electrically
connected with the latter and with the lamp circuit, as

shown Uiagrammatically
(

in

Fig

i.

In this diagram the two parallel wires
dynamo and
). represent the common

—

which the pressure indicator,
in the usual manner, and, L
cuits.
The dynamo, D,

M

{-!-),

and

M

lamp mains to
permanently connected
L, represent the lamp circonnected to the mains

I, is

L
is

may be connected with the lamp circuit, or with each other,
or be entirely disconnected.
While this method satisfies all but one requirement in
certain classes of plants where it is convenient to employ
the dynamo solely for charging the battery during a part of
the day, and to use either the dynamo or battery, or both,
in the lamp circuits at other times, it does not, in fact, satisfactorily permit of that splitting of the dynamo current

tomary

to provide for the installation of 10 per

of

two

each

more

series,

volts per cell

FIG.

IG.

cent,

than a simple calculation on the basis
would show to be necessary. Thus a
plant using 100 volt lamps would require 100 -^ 2 = 50
cells -h 10 per cent of 50 = 5, or 55 cells in each serits.
This allowance is usually sufiicient to compensate for the
fall of potential during discharge, as well as to pro\ide
fo; the ordinary loss of potential in the lamp mains.
cells in

5-

6.

through the .'immetur, A|, on one side, and through the
mper contact of the two-way switcli, S,, on the other.

These are the ordinary connections of a multiple arc plant;
and the i~\-) .'tnd ( ) terminals of the accumulator battery,
H, are also connected with the mains through the ammeter,
Ay, and twoway switch, S.., in precisely the same way.
It

—

switches. S,, S^, are
is evident that if the levers of both
against their upper contacts, the dynamo and battery will

belwccQ the limps and battery which was incidentally

re-

provide a means of
compensating for that rise and fall of the potential of the
which
has been mendischarge
battery during charge and
tioned; and this is the unsatisfied retiuiremcnt referred to
above.
The reason why the dynamo cannot satisfactorily
divide its current between the battery and lamps when
connected in the manner illustrated in Fig. i has already
ferred to.

More than

this,

it

fails to

The method

of employing the pressure etiualizer and
regulating switch is shown in Fig, 3, this diagram
being otherwise similar to Fig. i, with the further
exception that an automatic break switch. B S, is inserted in
dynamo and battery
the branch wire connecting the
through the lower contacts of the switches S,, S... The
function of the automatic break switch is merely to interrupt the charging current, in the event of the potential of
cell

November
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the dyn.'imo lifinmin^ so much rcdiucd from :uiy ciiisr ns
to allow the li.'itiery lo ovcri'oriic it, :iml perhaps reverse
its polarity.
This swilth consists of a simple eleclrn m:\^net with a weighted arinaliire lever tarryinj; at one entl an
into mercury cups.
The
l)ent wire
tlippiii^
[I -shaped

charging current passes thiou^jli lliis inaRnet and from one
nierciuy cup to the other ihrouRli the hent wire.
When
the current l)ecomes gtcatly reiluccil to any predetermined
extent, ^''''^^'ly overpowers tlie attractive force of the
majiuet, its armatuie is rtleascd, ai d ihe heni « ire lieinj;

if

ihc spccilic ^jravity

cells

when

were

riottn:dly

f»f

the

was

liijuid

iiischnrKcd,

it

i

uoiild

249

i(m when the
ri^ic In
kjo
i

.

and wuuhl rcirain n( that
no current wan drawn
if
This rise of .03** in the Hpecilic yravily of
Ihe eleclrolyte is about the average increnKC in dcntilly
which lakes place in the roinmon l>pes nnd hI/cs of afciithey were fully charged,

for a considerable length of time

from

ihein.

nuilalors
anil

w

when

lieu

char^;e

ll

l.tfxi acid is u>ed in ihc original charge,
the ran^e is from nrnnial diHcharj;c to full
often happens, however, that clKirj^ir n In com

-M +

t±

c.s.

U5y<:r-Sls

H|l|t{l|l|l{l|l|l{l{l|l|l|l|||||l|||f{|^

+

i-t-

K

J

B S

drawn out of the mercury cups,

tlieciicuit

is

broken.

liy

referring lo the diagram in Tig. 3, it will be setnlhat
the pressure equalizer, 1' 1'", has bten so placeil that when
the switches, S, S,,, are on their lower conlr.cts, the current

from the { ) pole of the dynamo will d.vide at switch. S,,
part going through ihe
attery and part ih'ough the pressure equalizer to the lamp ciuuits, both currents again

mcnccd when Ihe cells have more or less residual charge,
and in this case the rise in specific gravity will be correspondingly It ss; while on the other hand it will he correspondingly greater if the cells were previously overdischarged.
Again,

dynamo,

if
unusually large containing cells inclose the piles
aggregation of electrodes is commonly designaled)
Iheriscof specilic gravity will he smalltr, and on the
other hand, larger, if unusually small containing cells are
employed. As heretofore staled, a similar drop in specific

mo may

gravity and potential cccurs

t

I

uniting at the

M

(—

),

main

to return to the

(

—

)

pole of the

liy this arrangement the potential of the dynabe ailjustcd to the requirements of ihe battery, and
at
the same lime the pressure :il Ihe lamps suitably
reduced by adjusting the resistance of
t1ie
pressure

(as the

whch

in

deg?ee has

when

the cells aie discharged,
value as ihc r ^e.

Ue same

about

I1 of
the "amc 4;haractff a% that cinpUjycd lo
prevent cxcr^<.ivc prcHHurc oti thr lamp tircuint, when Ihc
dynamo which vippli» ihcrn with (urrcnt iim the «umc
time UHrd to charge aLCiimutaIor«.
In <ir<ult w if h each
KcricH of ccIIh \h place J a imall adjuhtablc rc%Ulancc roil,
callvdaiuircnl cqualiyrr.
It 1« tompoKd of wire lartc*^
cnrtunh 10 carry Ihc maximum currcnl of a fcinjjlc »eric* of
ccIIh, ami ti*ually han a rcftlManrc of
from ,',, to ,';, of an
ohm, Kach HcricH of ecIU U alv> provided with an ammclcr. and upf>n ihe commcncrrncnl of a < h.'ir'^r thr current t-quali/crs arc v> adju^ilcd thai c.nh arnrnctrr •ihow*
the name amount of current to be paHt>ir>i; through each
Hcrics.
In crrlcr lo avoid as much as |>c<iiilblc any to»s ol
energy in the turrcnt c<|uall2cr». ihcy arc alt turned lo the
no rcsislancc pojnl at Ihc Marl, and rciiKiance t» ihtn only
inserted in such ftcrics an may be taking more current than
others

sirahle rc^uIl

The general arrnn{(Vfnent of an accumidaUrr rdant consiMing of Iwo dynamos and two neH of ha lcric> ih tllu»
tialcd in I'ig. 4, and a simple extenMon of tht*i plan only
is nccc*.sary to adapt any number of «cHcf* of cell» lo a
plant having any number of flynamr/n.
It will l>c wen Ihai
one t<|unli/cr circuit, and one < barging cirtuit s^ith it«
automati: cut-out, arc common to all the dynamos that
may be used. While this arrangement possesses all the
ilcxibilily of the melhod of installin{; a sirijjie Krien of cclU
as shown in I'ig 3. it has the additional advantage that at
such times as the load is IjcIow normal, a spare dynanno
can be exclusively employed for charging ihe cells, andthut
avoid loss of energy in the pressure e<|uali/er. As a genera! thing when the current equalizers, C K, have once
been adjusted at ihc beginning of a charge they need but
little, if any, further attention, still
if
from any cause one
series of cells should happen to be over discharged, or di»chargcd more ihan the remaining series, a suitable read
juslment of the current equalizers will permit the undercharged series to receive current at a higher rate than the
others, and thus cpializc itself with the others.
It
may
also be mentioned that both the pressure and current
equalizers may be ma<ie to operate automatically by Ihc
application of a potential magnet to the former and of a
current magnet to the latter, together wth a simple but
somewhat expensive train of gears to move their levers
This is found to be wholly unnecessary in practice, however, as an engineer is usually in constant charge of ^uch a
plant while the d) namos are tunning, and he can easily
L

L

ei|ualizer.

4-

once obtained, and by means
of this apparatus it may be quickly and easily accomplished
by one man. no further attention than would oulinarily be
given to the dynamo would be necessary, for although the
counter potential of the battery would gradually rise
towaril the end of the charge and the current passing into
the battery become correspondingly reduced, this result is
even desirable, as it is somewhat advantageous to let^iuce
tlie strength of the charging currer.t as the b.Tttery becomes
lilleil.
In some installations, however, the extra, or regulating cells are used to a more limited extent than the
olliers. and thus having had less current laken from them,
they become sutVicientiy charged in a shorter time.
A
simple movement of the cell regulating switch will then
serve to cut out of circuit one or more of the charged

Wlien the proper balance

is

may

be required, while the others receive current
In some cases a further adjustment of
of the t^lynamo and of the pressure
the
equalizer may afterward be required, and if so, are quickly

tion of lead sulphate during discharge, which implies the
absorption of acid from the electrolyte, and by the reduc-

eiTected.

tion of this sulphate during the charge

cells as

for a longer time.
lield

The

rheostat

the cells have received nearly
enough charge will be given by the gentle evolution of gas
which gradually increases ihereafter, and which should
At the Fame time
never be allowed to become violent.
the potential of the battery will approach 2.2 volts per
above
volts
per cell when the gascell, and even reach
2.3
first

indication that

This variation

is

in specific

gravity

when

the electrolyte

While the melhod of installing a single series of accumuin connection with an isolated plant, as described
illustrated in hig. 3, fulfills most of the conditions

lators

and

required in small plants operating a single dynamo; in
larger plants of a similar type using two or more dynamos,

devote the

little

time necessary to the infrequent regulation

required.
It was mentioned in the early part of this paper that it
was possible to injure accurrulalors either by over-discharj ing them or working them at too high a rate.
It is
assumed it at, in the larger plants, there will be such supervision available under ordinary working conditions that oc

currenccs of this k nd will be avoided; but a simple device
for preventing such abuse of the cells in smalfcr plant-v,
where such supervision is not always convenient, has been

C.S
Fir..

readily ascertained.
While this increase in potential is
taking place, a similar variation in the density or specific
gravity of the electrolyte in the cells also occurs, but this
change, unlike that of the potential, remains fixed, even
after the charging current is discontinued.
That is to say.

explained by the forma-

strengthened.

C.S

ing becomes marked.
In order lo take advantage of their
indication of charge it will be suflicient to ha\e a voltmeter
conveniently located, and connected with the terminals of
the battery, by means of which instrument, the number of
cells in the battery being known, the potential per cell is

is

S.

series of the largest cells
may be required.
Although «-uch an installation would consist mainly of an
amplification of the system already described, still there
This
exists a new difficulty not met with in that system.
arises from the fact already mentioned, that when several
crsential
differseries of cells are charged in parallel, any
ence in ihe amount of the residual charge in the several
series, results in their allowing ditTerent amounts of current to flow through them, although all of the series are
charged at the same potential. The remedy for this unde-

several

and ovcrdischarge switch,
based on the fact thai, when a series of
potential falls below a mioimum value, and that when they are worked above their
normal rate the current exceeds a maximum value. The
apparatus consists essentially of .1 pressure magnet connected to the terminals of the battery, and of a cxirrenl
magnet in series with the battery; when the potential of the
battery- falls below a minimuro value, the armature of the
potential magnet is lelcascd and throws an artificial resistdevised.

and

its

It is

called an overload

operation

is

cells is overdischargetl, their
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circuit, and thus reduces the current;
the current exceeds a maximum value,
the armature of the current magnet is attracted and performs a similar function. The connections of this overload
and overdischarge switch, C and P, are shown diagrammatically in Fig. 5, in which a common resistance, R,
The battery current passes
serves ior either magnet.
from
to B through the overload magnet, while the terminals of the overdischarge magnet are, as before stated,
In Fig. 6 is illustrated
in shunt to the battery terminals.

ance into the battery

and

similarly,

when

A

a practical form of a combined overload and overdischarge
switch.

With the object of reducing the cost of the regulating
apparatus whenever both the combined overload and overdischarge switch and the current equalizer are to be used
with the same series of cells, the switch portion of the
equalizer may be mounted on the resistance frame; and
thus a single resistance coil may be made to do service for
both instruments. This combination, of which the connections are shown in Fig. 7, while allowing the current
equalizer switch to control the full range of the resistance,
at the same time causes the whole coil to be thrown into
the battery circuit upon the operation of either the overload
This, of course, diminishes the
or overdischarge switch.
brilliancy of the lamps, and thus indicates the state of
affairs to those interested.
In applying accumulators to plants operated on the
three-wire system, a simple extension of the method already described is adopted, except in the case of small
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requirements of the batteries in order to suitably reduce
the pressure on the lamp circuits, it is only necessary to
adjust the resistance of the pressure equalizer, P E
In central stations where the feeders are already provided with pressure equalizers, the connections are still
are
for
the
batteries
merely conmore
simple,
other
connected to the omnibus wires, while all
station
are
nections
of
the
ordinary three-wire
In such cases, the increased pressure at which
unchanged
during
the
time
the
batteries
the dynamos are operated
are charging is reduced at the lamps to the proper point
by the usual adjustment of the feeder or pressure equaliz-_
During the charging period all regulation of the acers.
cumulators may be dispense^ -with by opening the switch
Si, when both batteries will be connected in a single series
In addition to the
to the full pressure of both dynamos.
apparatus shown in the diagram, each series of cells is provided with a double plug switch and sockets suitably disposed, by means of which the relative positions of the
batteries on the two sides of the system may be changed by
simply transposing the plugs from one socket to the other.
The object of this arrangement is to provide means for
compensating for the unequal discharge of the batteries
when the two sides of the lamp system are unbalanced
and the transposition is never made oftener than once each
day.
In all other respects the manipulation of accumulators when applied to three-wire systems is practically the
same as when they are operated on the multiple arc plan.
To increase the accumulator capacity of three- wire stations,
;

g,

i^^g

shown in Fig. g, which represents a single series of
accumulators installed in connection with a direct lighting
plant operating one dynamo, as first described, and for
simplicity and effectiveness this method cannot be well exceeded.
The dynamo is connected to the lamp mains, as
before, through an ammeter on one side, and through the
upper contact of a two-way switch, S, on the other; while
the battery, B, is similarly connected to the lamp mains on'
one side, but on the other the circuit is completed through
several counter electromotive force cells, K,, the number
opposed being governed by the position of the cell regulating switch, C S.
When the lever of switch S is on its
lower contact, the charging circuit is completed in the now
familiar manner.
The action of a plant arranged in the
above way is as follows: Assuming the lever of the cellregulating switch to be turned off, or open, as the expression-goes, and that the dynamo switch is on Its upper contact, the dynamo alone supplies
current to the lamp circuits.
If, now, the lever of the cell-regulating switch is
turned to its left hand contact plate, the battery will be
similarly supplying current to the lamp circuits in conjunction with the dynamo, or alone, if the dynamo switch is
opened. If the dynamo switch is now turned to its lower
cells is

dynamo current will divide at the point where
connects between the battery and counter electromotive
force cells, part going through the battery and back to the
dynamo through the ( ) lamp main, while the remainder
will pass through the counter electromotive force cells to
the lamps.
Thus, while the full pressure of the dynamo
contact, the
it
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FIG.

requiring only one series of accumulators, and
where the working circuits can be multiplied during the
light load, so that the ordinary method will suffice,
In
larger plants the batteries are installed in pairs, each series
having the same apparatus as before; and as this has already been fully explained, it will only be necessary to add
that, in adapting two series of cells to the three wire system, the two batteries are connected in series in the same
manner that the dynamos are connected. The general
plan of this arrangement is shown in Fig. 8, from which
unimportant details have been omitted. At the top of this
diagram the three horizontal lines
(-]--),
(-f), and
stations

M

—

M

M

represent the omnibus wires in the dynamo room,
from which the feeders, I., are led.
The three vertical
lines, O (4-), O (-H), and O (— ), arc extensions to the

(

)

omnibus wires to which the dynamos are directly connected
in the usual manner when the levers of the switches, Sj,
are on their upper contacts
The batteries are also con
nectcd with the omnibus wires in a similar way, so that
when the switches, S.j, arc closed on their lower conlacts.
the batteries will also discharge into the lamp circuits in
parallel with ihc dynamos.
Now, if the switches, S,, are
turned lo their lower contacts, and the switches, S,^, to
their upper contacts, the current from the dynamos will
divide at Ihe switches, S,, part going into the lamp circuits
and part through the batteries, which thus receive a charge,
As in the multiple arc system, the potential of the dynamos
being assumed to be raised above the normal to meet Mr-

double batteries are added
as additional

in parallel to the

dynamos would

first

set,

just

be.

has been explained that the extra, or regulating cells,
in each series often become charged sooner than the remainder of the cells, and require to be removed from the
It

circuit before the others.

for

some

labor; and,

This operation, of course,

calls

as it is, it would still be desirof cells in a series remain iixed,
both during charge and discharge.
By the use of what are
called counter electromotive force ceils, this result may be
effected, and at the same time the pressure equalizer be dispensed with
These very simple cells are made like an
ordinary Plante accumulator of plain sheets of an inoxidiz
able lead alloy and without active material.
When a current is passed through them they act as gas voltameters,
and while they instantly oppose a counter electromotive
force of about two volts, they are incapable of producing a
current of any appreciable amount of duration on account
of their inoxidizable property.
The use of counter electromotive force cells in place of equalizers is advantageous in
several ways, for not only may their internal resistance be
made so small as to be practically negligible, but their
counter electromotive force is as effectual in reducing excessive pressure as a dead wire rcsisiancc, while possessing
the unetiualed advantage that the fall in potential of the
current passing through them is unaffected by any variation in the strength of such current.

able to have the

The method

little

number

of using these counter

electromotive

force

13.

current will be effective at the battery terminals, its pressure at the lamps will be less by 2, 4, 6, etc., volts, accordcounter electromotive force cells are
ing as T, 2, 3, etc
opposed to the passage of the current into the lamps by the
position of the lever of the cell-regulating switch.
,

When the battery has been fully charged and it is desired
dynamo, the latter may be disconnected by opening the switch Sj, when the battery alone will maintain
the lamps.
As pieviously explained, the potential of the
battery will be a maximum immediately after it has
received a charge, so that in this case if the battery has the
usual allowance of extra cells its potential will be higher
than the lamps require More or less of the counter e. ni.
circuit, however,
f. cells may now be inserted in the lamp
Although during
until the potential is suitably adjusted.
the greater part of the discharge the e. m. f. of the battery
will remain fairly constant, if discharged to its limit the
potential will slowly fall toward the end, and this fall must
be compensated for by removing one or more of the counter e. m. f. cells from the lamp circuit
to stop the

be noted that by means of the above method, the
of cells in the battery proper is fixed and unalterable during both the charge and discharge, and that whenever the dynamo is supplying current to the lamps, its
surplus current is always available for charging the battery;
moreover, only one adjustment of the counter e. m. f . regulating cells opposed to the lamp current will be required.
It is to

number

It is

obvious that counter

e. ni.

f.

cells

may be

substituted
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arhl

L-lTci:tivtriK'ss foi' llic cfiiiali/it'i

I'c^iilatiiin

employed in all of tlic previously ilescrihed sy^le1ns,
seems imneecssaiy to j^o into any furlher parliiiilars

il

order lo

illustrate

the

pniclicahilily

of

hiidi

systems

when properly installeil and operated.
\Vc have now to consider another braneli

of ttie electric
I'KhtinK Inisiness, in wluih accmnulators also ilaini a share
of attention, viz., the supplyinjj of current to lamps loca
teil at a considerable distance from the source of power.
The lirst method to be considvrcd, is known as the half
direct
plan,
in
which one or more scries of cells are
in
any number of substations conveniently
located near centers of lamp consumption.
The chur^in^;
station may be situated wlierever economy dictates, witliout any special reference to the location of the batteries,

installed

KIG.

for although the expense of the charging wire

inc-th"d ;id(ipifd in the last described mullinle

The connections
.'Iff

shown

of the energy wasted in it, cannot be neglected, both these
factors must be offset by the saving effected from locating
the power station in the most desirable situation.
This
half direct system is so called because during the period
of maximum load half the current is supplied by the
charging dynamo, and half by the batteries.
At other
times the dynamo may be simultaneously charging the
batteries and supplying lamps, or the battery alone may
l''ach sub. battery station is, in fact, a
be in operation.
small central station by itself, and it may contain one or
several series of cells, the number, of course, depending
upon the amount of lighting to be done in its vicinity.
A

switches in
receive current from the charj^in^ circuit; while station 2 is
disconnected from the charK'n^; line, wtiich Is closed oulsttlc
of it, and llie batteries alone supply the lamp circuits.
The switch which is employed to throw ihc Ijatlerics into
and out of thccliarniuK circuit is of the snap action type,
and is sometimes callcc! a consiuner's switch.
It maintains
the intrj»rity of the char^mn circuit when the batteries are
removed frtini it, and is provided with a spark coil which
prevents tlie openin^j of the charKinj^ line and the consc(|uent formation of the injurir)us arc which results on Ihc
interruption of U'n^h
potential
circtdts.
As shown

NRW

TYI'RS

OI'-

charging main, tike an arc tight circuit, passes
through each sub-station, and each battery may be inserted
in the main or withdrawn from it at will, exactly as arc
lamps are cut in and out of circuit. The charging dynamo
is usually of high voltage and of moderate current capacity; machines of 500 volts and 15 amperes to 1,200 volts
and 40 amperes may be employed in smalt stations, white
in larger ones the tatter machines and their circuits may be
multiplied.
For charging purposes shunt wound dynamos
are preferable on account of their nonrevenibitity, but
even series and compound wound machines may t3e used if
suitable precautions are taken.
The arrangement of the
accumulators and regulating apparatus in each sub station
on the half direct system is essentially the same as the

in the

ACCt'Ml'LATORS.

can be made to
operate automatically from the central station through a
momentary reversal of the charging current, a principle
which has already been applied.
White the method just described of locating the batteries in sub-stations near the tamps to be supplied, reduces
the resistance of the supply wires to such an extent that
the variation of potential with changes in current strength
is unimportant compared with what it would be were all
the lamps operated from one central point, under ordinary
conditions, still a similar variation does occur from a different cause.
We have already seen that a potential of
a battery is higher n*htle it is being charged than at other
times, and that the greater the chu^ng current the higher
ized

magnet

principle

to

the potential of the battery liccomeit.
It i« evident ihat if
charvjinn commrnces when only a very few lam|>« are
burning in a ^ivrn battery only a trnalt part of the charginn current will be re'piired by ihc latnpn. white the t;rcatcr

pan

will pass through the battery.
Thi* will ralke the
of the buttery conkidrrably, and a« the lamp
mains arc permanently conni-cinl to lt<i terniitiak. the
lanijw will rcieive an ciccssive pressure.
A* the numlMrr
of laiiipH increases, however, more of Ihc charKinj; rurrent
will pass to ihcm and less ihrouf{h ihc battery, the ptAential of which thuH Ucomen i^ruduaWy reduced until It

[Kitenlial

minimum, when the numlMrr of lam|>« hurnint;
becomes so (f^cat that ihe whole output from U/lh the dynamo and battery Is required lo maintain them, 'I he varl
ation is In the op[KMile direction, of conrw, when the llghU
reaclicH a

ACCUMULATOtiS.

sketch, it consists in the main of
four terminal contact springs which bear against an insulated cylinder in which are embcdtletl two rows of metallic
contact strips.
In one position the two left hand and the
two right hand springs are brought into electrical contact,
but if the cylinder is rotated slightly the two middle
springs will be brought into electrical contact, while tlie
two outer ones are left free, as shown respectively at K
and R|. As before stated this change is effected rapidly
These switches are
and without breaking the circuits.
usually operated by hand at the beginning and end of a
charge, at which time whatever inspection of the cells is
By apjjlying the polarnecessary is also generally made.

diagrammatically

NEW TYPES OF
common

ftyHtcm.

two sub-stations installed on this plan
which station i is shown with itH
position for lioth its battery and tanin circuitnto
of

in I'i^. lo. in

if).

and the cost

arc

«5i

this

switch

it

hir..

17.

arc diminishing in numlnrr
It is evident from the preceding facts tliat during the period when the charging dynamo
is running and the tamp loads arc varying, some regulation
of the pressure at the lamp mains at each sub station is
rti|uircd.
'I'his regulation is automatically effected by
means of the app.lratus shown in Kig. 1 1, in which a sole*
noid magnet, A R, and a polari/ed magnet, I' M, are inserted
in the battery circuit.
In all other respects the relative
positions of the battery, tamps and charging circuits re
main unaltered from the arrangement shown in the last diagram. The operation of the apparatus in this sub-station
will be as follows: Assuming the charging dynamo to be
delivering a current through the charging main, M, and that

Fir..

15.

the consumer's switch is in the position shown in the dia(-^> to the
gram, the chat^ng current will pass from,
point <^, where it wit! divide, part going through the lamps
and the opposctl counter eteciromotivc force celts. K. to the
point I., and thence to the line again, the remaining part of
the current passing from point.
through the magnets P
and .\ K, and out through the battery to point L and tine
When the current is (lowing in the direction of the arrow,
as in the case just cited, the armature of the polarised
magnet is moved to its left hand contact as shown, and the
plunger of the solenoid magnet is more or less drawn
This
down, according to the strength of the current.
action of the solenoid magnet causes one or more coanter
electromotive force cells to be inserted in the lamp drcoit

M

Q

M
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way as to oppose their electromotive force to that
of the charging current, while the full pressure of this
If now the
current is available at the battery terminals
number of lamps is increased to such an extent that not
only all of the charging current passes through them, but
also that more or less current Irom the battery joins in
parallel with it; then the current from the battery will traverse the polarized magnet in the opposite direction from
that previously taken by the charging current, and its
armature will be moved against its right hand contact,
thus short-circuiting the solenoid magnet and the counter
electromotive force cells, as indicated by the broken line
For, as the sketch shows, the lever of the solenoid magnet
is so balanced that when no current is traversing the magnet, its metallic contact rods all dip into their respective
mercury cups, and so shunt around the counter electromotive force cells with which the latter are in electrical
When the lamp load becomes reduced and
connection.
the charging current is discontinued either by the stoppage of the dynamo, or by its being shunted past that
particular battery by a movement of the switch S, to the
right, the battery alone works into the lamp circuit, and
the counter electromotive force cells are short-circuited.
While the automatic regulator just described, when
applied to the half direct system, maintains the pressure at
purposes,
the lamps sufficiently uniform for practical
whether the charging dynamo is operating or not, and
although the proximity of the battery to the lamps it supplies prevents undue variation of potential when the load
changes, yet a perfectly automatic method of maintaining
a constant potential at the lamp circuits, even where the
resistance of the leads is great, would be generally useful
Such a method is illustrated in Fig. 12, in which the battery, counter electromotive force cells, lamps, and charging circuits occupy the same relative positions as before.
The solenoid magnet of the regulator is no longer in series
with the battery, however, and is in fact, entirely disconnected from it, while the polarized magnet is replaced by a
second solenoid magnet, P M, wound to high resistance.
The armature lever of this second solenoid is so mounted
that when its core is attracted or released this lever moves
over a series of contact strips which are insulated from
each other. Connected with these contact strips are coils
of wire of suitable resistance, the whole constituting a simple rheostat, more or less of the wire of which isincludtd
in a local circuit, according to the position of the lever
in such a
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pacity of the power plant.
For this purpose there will
usually be required a special dynamo at the central station,
a charging circuit taking in the territory outside of the regu
with aclar lighting limits, and one or more sub stations

cumulators.

There

numerous other ways of

are, of course,

utilizing

accumulators in central station supply systems, such, for
example, as the double battery method now operated in
England by the Electrical Power Storage company, in
which the dynamos are kept running for tweni-yfour hours
daily, duplicate sets of accumulators being alternately in
serted in the charging and supply circuits at uniform intervals of time, by an automatic mechanical device.
But I
have limited this paper to a description of some of the
simpler methods of accumulator regulation which may be
readily adapted to ordinary lighting plants, and, in concluding, can only hope that I have succeeded to some extent, at least, in showing that when so applied in an
intelligent manner, accumulators do occupy a useful place
in the industry of electric lighting.

There is another method of automatically maintaining a
constant potential at the lamp mains, which, for special
reasons, I had not intended to allude to.
It is so interesting, however, that I will make a sketch of it on the blackboard, Fig 13
In this diagram the lamp circuits, L are
shown at the top, leading from the mains (-|- and
).
Connected across ihe lamp mains, preferably at a point of
average potential, is the solenoid magnet P M, which is
wound with tine wire. The position of the plunger or armature of this magnet is so adjusted, by means of the retractile spring/", that when the average pressure is normal,
the contact lever/, carried by the plunger, is midway between the local contact points jt 11^
Probably most of my
hearers are familiar with the Kohlrausch voltmeter, which
is constructed on this principle of the solenoid magnet,
and are aware that while it is not an entirely reliable instrument on account of variable friction, it still has a wide
range and is very sensitive when the plunger occupies a
given position.
Now this magnet
is based on this
fact, and only needs to be accurate for one position of its
core or plunger.
If, for example, the magnet is wound
with wire suitable for a potential of 100 volts, then when
it is connected with two points in the lamp
circuit, having
a difference of potential of 100 volts, the core will occupy
a certain position.
If the pressure exceeds 100 volts the
core will be drawn into the magnet.
If the pressure falls

—
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lamp leads when the lamp load is
Through the courtesy of the
company,

am

I

enabled

altered.

Electrical Accumulator
to the institute this

to present

evening the first proofs of some cuts of a new line of
standard accumulators recently brought out by that company. The cells referred to are shown in Figs. 14 to 17
inclusive, and their dimensions and capacities are described

accompanying

in the

table.
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injunction

obtained by the
companies against the Board of Elec2

electric illuminating

Control stands according to the decision of Judge
city will soon enjoy well lighted streets.

trical

Andrews, and the

The companies

making

are

as possible, and the city

fairly

repairs

now

a

Electromotive force of each

The

solenoid

magnet of

cells of accumulators are
also included in the local circuit referred to, the strength
of the current llowing in this circuit depending upon the
amount of resistance inserted by the movement of the lever

of the pressure magnet P M.
The latter magnet is connected directly with the lamp mains at a point of average
potential, and as this potential rises and falls the current
flowing through this magnet varies correspondingly, causing a similar variation in the current in the local circuit.
Thus an increase of pressure at the lamp, indirectly causes
the armature of the regulating magnet A
to be attracted,

R

turn opposes one or more counter electromotive
force cells in the lamp circuit until the pressure again becomes normal. If the pressure at the lamps falls below
normal the regulator acts in the reverse way, cutting
out the counter electromotive force cells until the normal
pressure is again restored.
If, in connecticn with this
method the polarized consumer's switch, previously mentioned, is substituted at S, the operation of such a sub-station will be entirely automatic
It is proper to mention that the pressure magnet must be
very sensitive and re(|uires a delicate adjustment, besides
being somewhat costly on account of the excellence of the
workmansh'p rerjuired. Although I have only seen the
instrument used in an experimental way, its practical application to similar purposes has given satisfactory results
Under certain circumstances, as, for example, when a
lighting station is worked to its full capacity at night but
during the daytime has ample surplus power, the all-accumulator system may often be applied to increase the capacity of such a station
with satisfactory results.
In such
cases the sub-stations of accumulators are located at distant points in the usual way, the cells being charged during
the day and discharged on the lamp circuits at night while
the power plant is doing its regular work.
The arrange
ment of the accumulators and regulating apparatus in the
sub-stations of the all-accumlator system is practical'y the
same as when the half direct system Is employed, except
that a simple transfer switch which transfers the battery
from the lamp circuit to the charging circuit, and vice iJvrxa,
Is used Instead of the consumer's switch.
It is needless to say that all of the methods which have
been described of employing accumulators in long distance
lighting may be adapte<i to existing lighting plants, and
thai when so adapted the earning capacity of such sliitions
may be considerably increased without extending the ca

and

this in

cell is

their circuits as fast

little

street

on the public thoroughfarts.

The

a great victory for the electric companies

and a

decided repulse to the Board of Electrical Control.

The

ditional electric lights
is

6 9-1 b

16

11
'A

it appears that the board first failed
to do its duty,
and then endeavored to exceed its authority. The commissioner of public works should have outlined the work of
the subway company, and insisted on having the conduits
constructed, and then ordered the electric companies to bury
This course was not pursued. The companies
the wires.
were requested by the subway company to say where they
wanted conduits built, and of course the companies neglected to specify any localities, as they did not want to go

2 78

when

Therefore

into the conduits.

40

board and the subway company were

7

board had refused to permit the

which acts as a movable contact.
the regulator A R, and one or two

in

better off.
Broadand the connecting parks are
well lighted, and each succeeding night will see ad-

way above Fourteenth

is

ruling

Weight
complete

acid.

.5

Amperes

tilt the
lever P toward its side, and thus cause
one and then the other of the counter-electromotive
force cells to be inserted in the lamp main, thereby reducing its poteniial.
When a sufficient number of cells have
been inserted in the bmp circuit in this manner, to reduce
the pressure again to normal, the core of the pressure
magnet again resumes its normal position, breaking the
local contact at «^ while ihe lever /" continues to remain in
its new position.
If, from any cause, the pressure at the
lamps now falls below normal, the attractive power of the
solenoid /• yJ/ will become correspondingly leduced, and
the retractile spring/will draw up the core until the contact lever/ closes through the point in the local battery
circuit through the magnet /«'.
This causes the lever to
be gradually lilted in the opposite direction from before,
and therefore to cut out of circuit one or more counterelectromotive force cells until the normal pressure at the
lamps is again restored.
It will be seen that this regulator thus automatically
maintains a constant pressure at the lamp terminals, irrespective of. the fact whether variations of this pressure are
caused by the charging current or by the resistance of the

first

judge clearly defines the duties and the powers of the
board, and the obligations of the companies.
Under his

cell.

Normal

iSSg

will slowly

decision

CELLS.

9,

about 2 volts

below 100 volts the core will be withdrawn by the retractile
spring.
This core of the pressure magnet is suspended
from the adjustable shaft i on the spring /, and carries the
local contact aim/ on its upper end.
When the core is
drawn into the magnet this is brought into contact with the
screw «' and when it is drawn out by the spring, contact is
made with the screw n. So long as the pressure remains
normal, the contact arm remains midway between the
screws n n^, for which position the primary adjustment
must be made. If, now, the pressure becomes either excessive or below normal, the circuit of the local battery
will be closed respectively through one or the other of the
local solenoid magnets
M'.
The cores of these local
magnets are attached to a balanced lever .-/, at equal distances from and on opposite sides of its point of suspension, and the whole constitutes a simple modification of the
regulator shown in Figs. 11 and 12. The necessary weight
of the lever on the side carrying the contact rods which dip
into the me'cury cups qq, etc., is compensated for by extending the lever for an equal distance on the opposite side
of its fulcrum, and by adding a suitable counter weight IT.

E

M

The

operation of this apparatus requires that the lever
should remain quiescent in whatever position It may be
drawn by the action of either magnet AT or magnet /I/';
and that, moreover, any movement of the Itver at all,
tending to make or break contact with the mercury cups,
should be very gradual.
Both of these results are accomplished by introducing a slight friction at the point of suspension of the lever and by adding a carefully adjusted
dash pot /', in the manner shown in the sketch.
Thus,
while the slight friction alluded to causes the lever to remain at whatever angle it may be placed, the dash-pot prevents the lever from moving except very slowly to whatever
position the action of either magnet may tend to set it.
The function for which this regulator is employed is
precisely the Hame as that performed by the somewhat similar regulator shown in Figs, ii and 12, viz., to insert in
and withdraw from the main lamp circuit more or less
counter-electromotive cells K, according as the pressure at
the lamp terminals exceeds or falls short of the normal.
The regulator acts in the following manner; Assuming
the potential to be normal, the local contact lever / will
stand midway between the contact points n }i\ and the
regular lever ./ will be horizontal, as shewn in Ihe diagram.
Now, if the potential at the lamp increases, the core of the
pressure magnet /' A/ will be drawn down until it closes
the local circuit through

^/'

and Af. and

this latter

magnet

came, the

the

crisis

in a

bad way

The

companies to repair their wires, hoping thereby to force them into the
subways. As a result, the overhead construction was in
electric

bad shape. Then when the numerous accidents caused a
panic the board ordered the companies to bury their wires
in

compliance with the popular

cry^

and the companies

for

time expressed a willingness to comply, and said:
"Give us conduits." But the subway company said: "We

the

first

any more

Mayor Grant wanted to
from the subway companies,
associates outvoted him, and then the electric corti-

can't build

this year."

take the exclusive franchise

but his

panies claimed

the right to repair their overhead wires.

In the case of the company securing the injunction. Judge
Andrews says that the company, proceeding under the law.
has invested large capital and established a great public
convenience.

It

does not hold

its

privileges by the

mere

sufferance of the Board of Control, and that body has not
the right to destroy

than

it

has to cut

its

all

the city over which

it

property without notice, any more

has similar

A

the business of the city.
to
er

ard telephone wires in
and paralyze
law which gave such powers

the telegraph

jurisdiction,

any board would be unconstitutional. The judge furthholds that the board has power to remove wires only to

them in the subways. Mere is a pretty plain statement of the powers, privileges and requirements of the in
place

"The

terested parties:

and

string wires

power;

legislature

authorized the plaintiff

companies to erect poles

similar

in

the streets and

thereon to be used for furnishing light and

subsequently adopted laws with the view of hav-

it

ing such wires placed under ground in conduits and sub-

For some reason but few of those conduits and
subways are ready, and the plaintiff and other similar comPending the
panies cannot put their wires under ground.
ways.

construction of such subways, they had

overhead wires,

tain their

doubtedly dangerous to

life,

Some

of

the light to main-

these

wires are un-

and ought to be repaired or

removed, and the Board of Electrical Control has the right
to require

the

tinue the use

power

to

plaintiff

of

and similar companies

to discon-

such dangerous wires, but has not the

compel the

plaintiff

and other companies

to re-

"

Novcinbur
move

the udminissioiicr of

the same;

remove the same
givinji

to put

wires in safe ccunlition,

its

so after K'ving such notice and a reasonable op-

ilo

portunity to put

its

same

so, the

tlo

wires in safe oonililion; ami

slioulil

before the grand

jury of

matter should be

county.

the

ilocs not

if it

by the commissitmer

reinovetl

l:c

of public works as obstructions, or the
laid

works cannot

[uihiic

willioul notii:e to the plaintiff anil without

an opportunity

it

but can
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y,

In the

mean

lime the iniunction heretofore granted, with some modilication of

its

general restrictions, should

continued until

l)e

The

jury in the case of

cident

was caused by the

and

lack of insulation,

Lineman

'I'lie

this verdict:

"That

all

wires in the city, both trunk

placed under ground; that

while

such subways are being providetl, wires transmitting high
be suspended upon the same

tension currents should not

poles with telegraph and telephone wires; that
wires, whether transmitting low

all

electric

high tension currents,

or

should be perfectly insulated; that the linemen of telegraph

and telephone companies, as well
panics, shovdd

gloves and

be

as of

electric light
to

insulated instiuments

to use

com

wear rubber

while working

panies furnishing electricity, whicli shall grant permits only

men who have

passed an examination proving themselves

competent to intelligently perform the hazardous duties of
\Vc are convinced that

linemen.

antagonism

the present

between the Board of Klectrical Control and the corporalions supplying electiicity

conduct of

such as to prevent the safe

is

and we recommend

electric business in this city,

on the one hand that these corporations exercise more
readiness to obey the reasonable regulations of

Tucker

The

visit.

Northern

company has

I'Meclric

incandcsienl

uf a design of

the board,

another feature us well as Hall's

motion of Everett P. Wheeler before Judpe Andrews in
Supreme court on behalf of James Moore, asking for
Moffatt, receiver of the

IClectric

Mr. Wheeler, backed up by an

denounced Receiver Moffatt for not
suing Robinson and Cottrell, the president and treaifurer
of the company, for $10,000, which they owed the comlie said that Mr. Moffatt was the personal counsel
pany,
affidavit of his client,

of these gentlemen, and added:

"I b'ush for members of

my profession when they will stand up here and justify this
man Moffatt. The officers of this company bagged ijiio,000, and ^totTatt was their personal counsel, and they got

them

in

and now Moffatt is leaving
undisturbed possession of this money.
Why, it's a
receiver,

perfect outrage."

Charles McElvaine of Brooklyn, who was convicted of
murder and sentenced to death under the new law provid-

ing for the substitution of electricity for the rope, has been
the execution will take place.

sent to Sing Sing, where

The

death warrant which was prepared

last

week makes no

reference to electricity, but directs the warden of the prison

mode, manner and
the place by law prescribed and provided."

to execute the sentence of death "in the

way and at
Judge Moore has decided

that a

ten

He

days of the sentence.

would have been quite
sentence of the court

that

said yesterday; "It

had simply

sutVicient if I

is

A.

("has.

electric

pump.

W. H.

T.

Hudson, Mich.,

of

has decided

It is

you be put

'The

said:

village streets by electricity.

The

\

Pasadena, Cal., has ordered the elecplant of the city enlarged.

city council of

tric light

Westinghousc plant

will

be introduced at I^ndon,

(J.

for lighting the streets r.nd public parks.

The

Helleviile,

establishing

its

Mo.,

Islectric

Light

\'

Power company

is

plant for commercial lighting.

The Urbana, O Klectric t.ight iS: Power company has
been incorporated with a capital stock of 130,000.
The St. Johns, Mich., Klectric Light, Heat iV Power
company has been organized; capital stock $35,(Xjo.

The Ntwark, N. V., electric light plant is completed and
The lights give satisfaction throughout
is in operation.
There arc forty arc lights of the Thomson Houston system
used.

The Oshkosh,

Wis., gas and

electric

light

companies

are engaged in a war over a franchise for public lighting,
which the council awarded the electric light company recently.

Although the ordinance

for electric lighting at

Evanston,

has not yet passed the village I oard, the local company is so confident of success it has begun preparations
111.,

The South Bend,
its

Ind., Electric Light

company

is

in-

A

20ohorse power engine has just
supply power for 100 street lamps recently

plant

city.

The

contract for illuminating the Belle City Opera
House, Racine, Wis., with electric lights, was awarded the
Badger Electric Light company, which will commence to
wire the stiucture at once
Star Iron Tower company of Fort Wayne, Ind.,
week purchased the stock and patent rights of the De
The business of the latter
troit Klectric Tower company.
company will go to Fort Wayne.

The

last

The fire commissioners of Syracuse, N. V., have ordered
the electric light wires of that city taken from house tops
where they have in many cases been strung and placed on
poles, where the danger will be lessened.
The

electric light service in

an

Illinois

town

common

in the

the state prison
thereafter,

tence."

of

jail

the

to death according

of the county, but be
judicial

and there kept

The

until

record of the

of Appe.ils before December
the appeal

district

the

trial

ist,

is

remanded

within

execution of the sen-

so that

it

before

is

Court

December

week during which the sentence

Vice-President Cutler of the
in a recent

,

engage in (he clcciric lighting bu^ino* cIm
where i( is said. Mr. Koblniton'*! cn(cr(ifiM: and ability
have already won for him an excellent rcpuladon in Ihjwness circles and it is lo be hoped he will l>c favored in his
new enterprises wi(h a <lcgrcc of proKpcrity equal loihal
which attended his last effortn.

bu'tincsH, will

\%

erecting a

tmildinf;

Ill
which will serve as a power plant for street
lighting and railway strvicc.
It will be a one \tory brick
building, 8oxSft feet.
In front arc the office*, and along
side of them arc the workshops.
Back of thnc are Ihc
two 2<Jo.hor»c power engines and dynamo rooms with six
arc dynamos, two incandescent dynamm and four railway
generators
Back of these is ihc boiler room, ct^iaining
four 4iX) horse power boilers.
The smoke slack it 80 feel
high above the building.
When hnishcd il will be one of
the most complete, costly and powerful electric light and
power systems in the West.

at joliet.

,

<)th.
is

to

Metropolitan

Telephone

speech before a meeting of the

tele-

phone subscribers at the Board of Trade and Transportadenounced the assemblymen who defeated the Hamilton Telephone bill which would regulate the charges of the
telephone companies, and resolutions were adopted calling

tion,

upon voters to oppose there-election of those assemblymen
who opposed the bill. The Telephone Subscribers' association was formed, and the following oflicers were chosen:
President, James Talcott; vice-presidents, C. C Shayne
George S. Brady and W. Stewart; secretary. F. S- Gard-

The Westinghouse

Electric

company

reports the follow-

ing orders for central station apparatus during the month
of October:
Allegheny. I*a., city lighting, 3. 'kkj lights;

Havana,

Cuba, increase, 3/00 lights; Nebraska City,
Neb., 750 lights; Aberdeen, Wash., 750 lights; Weeping
Water, Neb., 500 lights; San Angclo, Tex., 750 lighls;
New Vork, increase, 9,000 lights; West Superior, Wis.,
1,500 lights; Bethlehem, Pa., 500 lights; Evanston, III.
750 lights; Independence, la., 750 lights; Nantic^kc, Pa.,
750 lights; East Albany, N. V., 750 lights; Florence, Ala.,
5(K) tights; Corning, la., 500 lights; Bay<!ity, Mich., increase.
750 lights; Sedalia, Mo., 750 lights; Pillsburg,
East End, increase, 3, o<X) lights; Lilllc Keck, Ark., increase, 750 lights; Fulton, Mo., 750 lights; Conncllsvillc.
Pa., 1,500 lights; Flint, Mich .increase, 500 lights; Anoka,
Minn., 750 lights; Canton, China, 1,500 lights; Newark,
N. J., increase, 750 lights; total, 34,750 16 candle-power
lamps capacity. The following orders for arc apparatus
to be applied lo central station lighting were also received:
Williamsport, Pa., 250 lights; Pittsburg. I*a., East End.
increase, 175 lights; Florence, Ala., 35 lights; Evanston,
III., 70 lights; Baltimore, Md., 35 lights; Philadelphia, Pa.,
105 lights; Chico, Cal., 35 lights; total, 705 lights.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
An

electric railway will

be built

from

Toledo

to

Mau-

mee.

The Berkeley company, Denver, Col., is not satisfied
with its excellent motor line, and is about to make a veiy
important extension
The Joplin, Mo., council has granted a live years' fran
chise to the Joplin Rapid Transit company for street cars
with electric motors.

David Sweickheimer, proprietor of the Enterprise mill
and G. S. Barlow, Harry R. Woodall, W.
II. Corbin and C. W. Corbin of Telluride, have organized
an electric light and power company, to supply the town of
Rico and the adjacent mines with electric light.

ids, are

at Rico, Colo.,

The Westinghousc

Klec'ric Light company has secured
a centra! station for a large electric

a contract to erect
light plant in Peking,
China.
The machiner)' for the
plant was shipped by the Westinghouse company last week.
The town is to be lighted throughout with incandescent

lamps.

George Cutter

of Chicago,

Mo., Gas company a contract
cent lamps and r o arc lamps.

has closed with the Sedalia,
for installing 750 incandes-

Westinghouse and Thomson-Houston apparatus will be used. The construction
work will be done under Mr. Cutler's direction.
SimStreet lighting by electricity will soon be introduced into
Lake City. It appears that the electric light wires are

strung on the same poles as the telephone
many instances within a few inches of them.

wires,

and

Commenting

on this fact a local electrician predicts that there will be bv
no means mild remonstrances from the telephone company

when

the electric lights are started

up

The mayor

of Pittsburg opposes overhead wires, and an
etTort will be made to bur)- them.
It is reported that there
has never been a serious accident in that city from electric
wires, and that the construction is far superior to that in
most cities. The m.ayor has taken a decided stand against
the movement to push a single street car company to the
wall, and holds to the view that if the necessity exists for
the poles and wires of one line going underground ever)electric wire in the city should disappear with it.

The

The

directors of the North Park railway at (Jrand Rapconsidering the advisability of using electric power.
The road will be completed next spring. The management
hatl intended to use steam motors.

The

consolidation of the Nashville.

Tenn., street

rail-

ways has been perfected. The capital stock of the new
company is :f3, 000.000, There are at present fifty miles of
road and e.'ttensive additions contemplated.

The
ciated

by

may be

general interest in electric railways

when

it

is

appre-

known

that an address was recently made
the t^uincy. III., Teachers' Institute,

Stevens at
explaining the principle of propulsion by electricity and the
I'rof.

details of construction.

Washington Becker has signed a contract with the
Sprague company to equip his >Iilwaukec street car tine with
and he expscts lo have it in operation by Feb.
I.
The power house will be located at the comer of Wells
and Twenty second streets.
electricity,

Il is understood upon the besi authority that the P>clding
Manufacturing company. Chicago, is preparing a
Motor
motor for street car purposes and expects in sixty days to
vS:

in

possible that

be carried out.

company,

According to a correspondent at IVorla. Ill
the Koyal
Light company of thai rily ha*t hccn i/>ld lo 1 rrd
Luthy, <:harleH Kanlon and (icorgc Page.
< harlr*
W,
K<»binwn, who organl/vd the <r.mpany and cMabli%hed Ihc

KIcclrie

At the meeting of the city council of Olaihe. Kau-, last
week a franchise <vas granted for an electrical railway and
an elect! ic light plant.

Salt
to

days

ten

to be sent to the

may be heard and decided

the beginning of the

dynnmon, with the nrccKvury lampK, %fnVtt%. tic. The
new apnuratUH is to be In ojicration btfcfc the middle of
NovcmlHrr.

evidently
does not reach the "-tandard of the editor of the village paper, for he says: "The wicks on the electric light tower at
Lincoln square evidently need trimming."

evident that the legislature intended that after

the sentence was pronounced the prisoner should not re-

main

nc4(ion with ihc Northern Indiana Stale Vriutn.
'loiairy
out ihJM contract an oidcr han been ptarrd uith (he llditcr
Electric Light company of St. l/jui», for one of jt« tari;c»i

The Thomson- Hounton company

light the

to

plex wire will be used.
to law.'

year, haw contracted lo furninh a large numlK-r of lij{hl% to
the furniiurc manufaciiircnt whouc Moikt arc lun in con-

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
The town

notice of appeal does not

prevent the removal of the prisoner to Sing Sing within
the

colore<l

a similar

again revived by

is

the

Moffatt appointed

difftrcnl

in

is

been added to
ordered by the
sugar relining swindle

Hurnham

llghtn

Schiercn

best service."

Sugar Relining company.

lights,

the shape

in

exhibit.

creasing

the removal of

a line display

The Conlinental Dynamo company has
The big line of belting exhibited by

with a particular view of providing for the public the very

a

'Ihe M;ithcr

800 incandescent

furnishing

fair Ih

by the

influlled

is

and with Ihe Schuyler are lighting hystem furnishing 105
arc lights, show up 10 the best advantage.
The Wcnhlrom

for the installation.

electric

plant

large

ConHlructlon company.

Klectrical

incandescent syslem,

and on the other hand that the board enforce its rules with
greater regard for the vast amount of capital invested, and

The

253
-.icrnc, S.

,

imperatively required

upon the lines; that a licensing board be appointed by
some proper authority and maintained by the various comto

well worth a

that underwriters' wire should

the suliways should be extended with

liranches, arc

Martin;

the system of overhead wires

and

possible dispatch until

and

ihe wires

J.

Smiou

dlrecrors.

M. (iiddings, H, H. |{in<:kway antl haviil Mirhih.
The electrical exhibit at the American [nstilule

following suggestions are appended to

not be used.

lines

I'ecks llnds that the ac-

tlangcroiis condition of

that

in this city isilangerous,

all

ner; treasurer,

globes.

the trial of the action.

W.

Lafayette Car company has concluded to install an
electric lighting plant for the illumination of their extensive buildings and yards at Lafayette. Ind.
The order
was placed with the Heisler Electric Light companv of St.
Louis.
The apparatus was shipped from St. Louis on the
day following the receipt of the order. The Rawson \Root Lumber company of Michi^n City. Ind.. which has
been operating a Heisler electric lighting plant for about a

enter that field.
Hitherto this company has paid attentioo
more particularly to stationary motor work.

The Laredo, Tex., Improvement campany. has let the
contract for the erection of a large power-house in the
eastern division, in which will be placed the modem clectrical machiner}- recently ordered. The cars and all tbe eqaipments will be on the ground in three weeks.

A Denver. Col,, paper says the county
had passed a resolution empowering the
Railway company lo operate an electric car
of the horse car line formerly owned by it.
required to commence work
complete the road before July
is

commissioners
Colfax .\\Tnae
sv^slcm
place

within thirty
i, iSgo,

m

The company
days

and to

The St. Joseph. Mo.. People's Electric Street Railway
h.as completed its line through the southeastern
portion of the city to the New Era exposition grounds.
The road will be equipped with eight of the largest cars
The Frederick avenue line, which runs to
manufactured
the northwestern limits of the city, and the old Citizens*
line, which extends to the southern limits, both of which

company

2
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are owned by the People's company, have been equipped
with the Sprague electric system and will be put in operaWhen this will have been done, every street
tion shortly.
car in the city, wi'h the exception of two cars on the lower
end of the Union line, will be propelled by electricity.

plant of our own, enabling us to run full factory night and
day, with double increase in foundry and corrugating
shop."

Electrical Patents.

The Thomson-Houston Electric company of Milwaukee.
Wis announces that the Mdwaukee Cable company is to

Issiicd Oct.

,

miles of road with the overhead system and to
furnish t elve cars on the line running along Milwaukee,
Oneida, Wells ard Sixth streets during the coming winter,
but the Vliet Street line will probab'y not be ready uutil

equip

five

spring.

Work is progressing on the Becker street railway, Milwaukee, Wis., preparing the necessary preliminaries for equipIt is hoped that
ping the Wells street line for electricity.
electric cars will run from the Northwc stern depot to Thirtyfourth street by Jan. i, and as soon as this is done the
The powerTwelfth and Clybourn lines will be equipped.
house will be located on Wells street, between Eleventh and
Twelfth.

The

Moline, III., Electric Railway is operating and eviA local paper says the trial
dently giving satisfaction

were made last Sunday and the trains were crowded.
electric system here is so pre eminently successful as
to be a suiprise to our own people, many of whom have all
along believed the thing to be something of an experiment.
They are really pleased with the sysiem, and people regard the introduction of this power here as a motor for
street cars as auguring much for the progress of the city."
The Sprague system is used.
trips

"The

F. J Sprague of the Sprague company, was recently in
Chattanooga, Tenn.
He said to a reporter: "I expect to
see all cirs in Chattanooga run by electricity in less than a
year.
Electricity, as applied to street railways, is making
m^re rapid progress than any electric enterprise has ever
Improvements and apparatus are being brought
done.
out very rapidly, and ia the very near future the electric
motor will be the most perfect piece of apparatus for the
develop nent of power ever created, and capable of more
continuous and arduous duty.
I was in
Nashville a few
days ago, and they intend to put up two lines.
The South
Nashville
Nashville and the
and Edgefield.
They start
with twenty cars, and are going to put in a station capacity
for sixty, which sh)w that they mean business.
have
seventy-five or eighty roads in the country, and gbod
Several roads have already inprospects for an increase.
"
creased double

We

It

how many

surprising

is

ingenious contrivances are

stumbled across by those engaged in the stationary electric
motor business. A gentleman connected with the Chicago
of the C. & C. Motor company, recently showed the
writer a machine for pulverizing drugs, etc., that is worthy
of a description in that it marks a step forward in such
work. The apparatus is called a trilurator and is in service at the store of Halsey Bros
Chicago. It consists of a
number of revolving mortars, so arranged that any number of pestles may be hung into the bowls.
The mortars
contain the material to be pulverized, and the pestles are
made with a curved wire handle bent at the end so as to
admit of their being hooked to a stationary rim or frame
The grinding end of the
under which the bowls revolve.
pestles are of porcelain and are made heavy enough to do
good duty as the revolving mortar carries the material bePrvcr is furnished to drive the apparatus
neath them.
from a 2-horse j owii 220 volt C. & C. motor. The gearing is so proportioned that the bowls make go revolutions
per minute.
To a druggist or any one who may have had
occasion to use the ordinary mortar and pestle the advantage of such an apparatus will be evident.
Simple as the
machine appears, it is claimed that only two are at
present in use in the country.
Dr. L. Sherman of Milwaukee is the inventor.
office

,

November

29, i88g.

Alexander Wurts,

Mullip'e Thermal Cut-out.
413.703Phtsburg, Pa.

Henry F. Campbell, Maiden,

Metallic Circuit.

413.707.

Mass.
Electric Safety Lamp for Miners.
Theophilus
Coad, Forest Gate, County of Essex, England.

413.708.

Conduit for Electric Railways.
Lynchburg, Va.

Cecil P. Poole,

4^3,731.

Method of Automatically Closing an Inter413.735rupted Electric Circuit.
Leonard Schaefer, Boston.
Mass
The invention

consists in a method of effecting the
operation of closing the normally open circuit by the
inductive discharge of an electro-magnetic helix in
eluded in the main circuit, which discharge is instantaneously produced whenever said circuit is suddenly
interrupted in any one of the translating devices.

Telephone Diaphragm.
York, N. Y.

413,782

New

Alexander

W.

Hall,

Anti-Induction System.
John O. Stockwell,
413,795.
Burlington, Kan., and Albert Barrett, Kansas City,

Mo.
The claims read;
Means for preventing
"i

effects on
shunt or loop
in the neighborhood of

inductive

electric signaling lines, consisting of a

in c'osed relation

to the line
inductive disturbance, the return circuit for the line
being out of inductive range of the disturbing source.
"2.
Means for preventing inductive effects on
electric signaling lines, consisting of a closed shunt
or loop around the source of disturbance, only part of
said loop lying in inductive proximity to the disturbing
source."

Transformer

or
Converter
for
Alternating
Leonard Paget, New York, N. Y.
object of the invention is to devise a transformer which adapts itself to the conditions of the
translating devices in the secondary circuit that is to
say, to devise such an apparatus as will cause the
amount of energy utilized in the primary circuit to
bear a fixed proportion to the amount of energy required
in the secondary circuit where the translating devices
are in use.
Claim 9 reads as follows:
"A converter consisting of a fixed secondary mag-

413,810.

Electric Currents.

The

—

combination with a movable primary magnet,
magnets having cores or pole pieces adapted to

net, in

said

slide past

each other."

Andrew M.

A

meeting of the stockholders of the Woodward Electrical company of Detroit was held last week at the office
of the company.
The board of directors was instructed
to sell the franchises and all other property of the company
for the payment of its debts.
The sale has been made to
H. II. llumphieys for about 15145,000.

Ohio.

The

invention consists in the combination with an
conductor of a hanger provided with two laterarms, which serve as extended bearings
for the conductor, and a sheet metal clip folded around
the conductor and the laterally projecting arms of the
hanger.
electric

ally projecting

413,848.
mel,

Telegraph Key.

Eugene S

Crull,

Mount Car-

111.

413,879.

Electric Train Signal.

William Winder, Ports-

Truck for Cable or Electric Cars.
Bemis, Springfield, Mass
Brake for Electric Cars.

Sumner A.

Louis Pfingst, Boston,

Mass.
413,984.

John Crerar of Chicago, director of the Chicago Telephone company, died in this city about ten days ago.
He
was a prominent merchant cf Chicago for many years and
was connected with a number of Sis leading manufacturing
interests.

Business Mention.
The

busincssof Iliu Koy:il I'^lcclric company, Peoria, III.,
has increased lo such proportions that additional facilities
for manufacturing apparatus have become a necessily.

The

Manufacturing company of Dayhe Academic Nationale of Frame has
grand gold medal to our Victor turbine now

StilwcII

ton, O,, writes:

iV

liie-rce

'1

awari'ed its
on exhibition at the Paris Exposition.
are rapidly cxtendinr."

Our

Regulator.

Frank

Thone,

of Boston,
are driven with orders for our corrugated copper tube heaters, and coriugated brass tube condenseis to
Buch an extent that we arc obliged to install an electric

"We

in short-circuiting opposite

The

invention relates to automatic governors designed for dynamo electric machines and motors, and
has for its object to obtain in the case of motors a
constant
speed under varying loads, and when
applied to dynamo machines to obtain a constant cur-

J.

Alternate Current

Induction

Motor.

Charles

Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.
The invention relates to electro-dynamic motors

of
the class in which alternating, intermittent or pulsating electric currents are employed to produce rotation
of the armature.
Claim 2 follows:
"An electro-dynamic motor comprising a rotating
armature provided with one or more closed circuits upon its armature core, an interior stationary field magnet system arranged to polarize the armature core by
induction, and an exterior field-magnet system reacting
upon the poles produced by the interior magnet, and
itself in turn establishing other poles in the armature
to be reacted upon by the interior magnet."

Coin Operated Display Apparatus.
Amet, Chicago, 111.

414,000.

414,025.
Etc.

Diaphragm for Galvanic Batteries. Isaiah L.
414,081.
Roberts, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Claim 4 reads:
"A separating partition or diaphragm for an electric battery, consisting of a porous substance having
its pores closed with gelatinized silicate of soda or
potash."
Electric Mechanism for Operating Telephoi e
Call bells.
Frederick W. A. Schneider, Toronto, Ontario,

Davenport, Iowa.

Electric

Victor

I.

Edward

II.

Stop-Motion for Twisting Machines,
Cumnock, Lowell, Mass.

Electric Regulator.
413,043.
VVayne, Ind.
The invention relates to

Ludwig Gulmann,
means

Fort

for regulating the

speed of rotation of electric motors when employed
upon variable work, or when included in a variable current circuit.

Canada.

Arc Lamp.
Germany.

414.130.

W.

Friederich

R.

Seifert,

Altona,

The

invention pertains to an electro-magnetic regulating device connected to the core of a solenoid, and
the object of the same is to provide improved means to
replace the mechanical brakes heretofore employed,
which serve to lessen the vibrations of the core of a
solenoid when the electric current is conducted through
the windings of the solenoid.

Telephone Supporting Device.
ams, Detroit, Mich.

414,132.

Samuel

J.

Ad-

Chapman and Fred M.

Arc Lamp. Frederic G.
Dearing, London, England.

414,141.

The

objects of the invention are to give a better
distribution of light horizontally and downwardly by a
peculiar shape of the arc, and at the same time to afford a steady light with a fixed position of arc, so as to
facilitate exact
focusing in search lights and the
like, and to render the life or duration of the positive
negative
and
carbons equal, or substantially equal,
also to olTer less resistance to the current within the
lamp, and to afford more reliable means for feeding
and adjusting the respective carbons.
Electrical Fire Signal.
414,155.
gheny, Pa,

4:4,172.

foreign sales

The Wainwright Manufacturing company

writes:

consists

414,085.
Electric Current

rent.

association.

invention

Electric Current Indicator. Gustav Pfannkuche,
4H,,076.
Cleveland, Ohio.
The invention consists in the combination with a
magnet, the coil of which is included in t^'e circuit of
the current to be indicated, or in a shunt from said
circuit of a liquid receptacle and indicating lube arranged vertically and connected with the liquid receptacle, and a diaphragm secured in a vertical position,
whereby it is adapted to be vibrated Jaterally by the
magnet, and force the liquid into the indicating tube.

413,986.

E.J. King, secretary and superintendent of the Gas
& Coke company of Jacksonville, III., died last week.
Mr. King was a member of the National Electric Light

The

armature coils successively and maintaining a continuous operative electrical connection between the terminals thereof during the entire time said coils are
passing at the neutral zone through an arc equal to
the length of one coil section of the armature, where-

Device for Suspending Electric Conductors
Thomas E. Adams, Cleveland,
for Electric Railways.

413,818.

Personal Paragraphs.
Eight

Method of Regulating Electric Motors. Moritz
Immisch, London, County of Middlesex, England.

414,052.

short circuited coils will themselves generate currents
acting to correct distortion of the field of fo ce.

413,960.

H. Walker and James Adkins.

Electrical Railway.
414,050.
Rudolph M. Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa.
The object of the invention is to provide one or
more main or supply conductors receiving current
from one or more generators combined with one or
more sectional working conductors and electro-magnetic connecting devices controlled by the passage of
the motors or cars over said working conductors or in
contact therewith, for controlling the current in each
section of the woiking conductors.
Claims 5 and 20 read:
"5. In an electric railway, the line conductors in combination with two or more stationary electric generators, and switches for coupling said generators up in
multiple or in series with each other, and with line
conductors, and resistances controlled by said switches
and adapted to be thrown into circuit when said generators are coupled in series.
"20.
The combination of positive and negative conducto s arranged along a railway, electrically actuated
cars therefor receiving current from said conductors, a
supply conductor and electro-magnetic devices in parallel with the motor on the car and controlled by the
passage of the car to connect the positive conductor with
the supply conductor to increase the current passing to
the car."

Combined Binding Post and Thermal Cut-Out.
Howard C. Root, Brooklyn, N. Y.

413.813.

Lindell Electric company, capital $20,000, has been
incorporated at St. Louis. Mo.
The stockholders are:
J.

Electric Railway.
414,0^9.
Rudolph M. Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa,
The first and last claims are given:
"i.
In an electric railway two working conductors, a source of electrical energy, two or more electrically propelled vehicles in multiple-arc connection
and receiving current from said conductors, and shunt
circuits upon said vehicles to shunt a portion of the
current around the motors.
"23.
In an electric railway, two conductors to
supply current to the motors on the cars, a constant^
potential and varying current dynamo or generating
machine for supplying current to the conductors, two
or more electrically propelled vehicles receiving current from said conductors, and variable resistances or
regulating devices on the car to vary the current passing through the motor."

by as the positions of the polar p('ints of the field
magnets change with varying load and speed, the

mouth, N. H.

Hodgman,

Claim 2 is:
"In an electric motor regulator, the combination of
conductings-rings mounted upon and surrounding the
arms of the field magnet of the said motor, and provided with openings to form incomplete rings, and a
movable conducting rod fitting into said openings."

Ritchie, Brookline,

413,890.

Chas.

iS

Mass.

Galvanometer,

413.812.

Miscellaneous Notes.
The

9,

Electric Railway.

O'Shaughnessy,
Claim 2 is appended:

rick F.

Charles B.

Head,

Alle-

Frank

New

J. Sprague and PatYork, N. Y.
•

"The c mbination, with an electric railway car and
a contact device carried thereby, of a horizontallyplaced spiral spring and a vertically-placed spiral
spring supporting said contact device."
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THE E. GENERAL
S. GREELEY $t CO.,
HAZAZER & STANLEY,
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
£lectrical House Furnisbings,
ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT
BELLS,
DUST-PEOOF
ft

nn«l 7

I.KV HT., ^i:tv

\ l.ltli.

lllutttratv'J

fntitruni'fit-i itml Buffi.rlan

Lam I)

the Vfjry Highuut Grade.

33-34 F^ranlcfort
ALL

MICA
For

SIZES

LAW OFFICE,

QUALITIES
Purposes.

I'iloctrlcal

EUGENE MUNSELL
218 'Water Street,

Now

&.

226

CHICAGO,

CO.,

Patent

York.

FOR SALE.

DEARBOEN STREET,
and

J>ytium( M, tic.
10 l.lKht r. H. Arc I'lanI Comiiln'r.
"
2IJ
Hperry Arc I'luDt CVimplctc.

ILL.

Trademark

Cases.

1,'jO

"
"
"
"

IM

"

Ill

THE "CLARK" ^Py'IRE.
Insulation

ufion

Afiphcntton.

MINIATURE INCANDESCENT LAMPS

GEORGE P.BARTON,

AND

Nou^iltien

Fiediloa tnd CooitiDc;, QotlU? anl riB!ib, tbc
But Id tbt World.
(Jiitalnyn" of Sititiilfird 'I'<'nt ImnrDUH'tiin
fiirnlnbod upon 'i|iplli'ritliMi,

1SIE:W YORK:.

St.,

Circular

of Lantf/i and

of

10

8

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

T..H.
Brrnli

Brush
EJIaon Incandeicent Pltnt,
Compl«lc.
KiJlHon IncanJe^ctDl I'lunl,
Colli

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THK ONLY COMPLETE BET OF U B.
ELECTRICAL PATENTB IN CHIOAOO.
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Tn
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letter
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Hiiya

111!

:
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SPEAKING TUBES
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A.

CLAUK.
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W.

IIKUHEUT
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II.

Factory,

EUSTIS. Elcolrlclaa

"Send

for

New
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Catalo'.i;?..

I4'>i

)iiD*t

Ai^'nst

^''.j

May

positive.

Pulley shaft automatically oiled.
They have a good record running through five years.
Experts are Invited to examine peculiarities.

Send forJuly, 1889, Catalogue and
see where and by whom used.

BELOIT.WIS.

H.

WARD LEONARD.
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now

put It In
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ECLIPSE WIND ENGINE
W.

York.

Y,

!.:.

imiCK A TEUHA COTTA MFG.

Large friction surfaces prevent undue wear.
Is

1KK9.

April in place of one we had, woqUI
and br'akB-'B."

CO.,

New

Ann St.
DcKalb Ave, Urooklyn, N.

lu timi'

Vice like grip of clutches optionally gradual or sudden.

Dlaengagement of Clutches

'-M,

OIIU).

Mcciianical

OSTRANDER &

R.

and

FRICTION CLUTCH PULLEYS
CH ARACTERISTIC S.

INCINNATI.

WHISTLES.

21, 23 and 25

Street, Boston, Mass.

\. 4>lt.\r,
I

,

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.

electric cable company,

"'"eastern
'

ana

Pneumatic, and

Electric.

W.

l.'.riiworlli Ht

•j;

1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

as, 1886,

[tl»)t<?.

Several iTt Light Incindwci-nl PlmU of
various klnil».
All very cheap.

CO.,

city of

th*.*

New York

HfvUw.

Wis.

Beloit,

ANDREWS.

E.

M. IZARD.

CONSULTING AND CONTRACTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
Systems of Electric Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Electric
Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.
PlanB and Mpeclflcations for all Hinds of Electrle&l Conatrartion Work.
ArQllUxteoICommerclalSapplleBcarrkfd at all dmes for Planta described above.
For any or

Branch

Offices:

all

Room 425, Telephone 694, CHICAGO,
THE ROOKERY,
ninneapolis, Hlnn.; Northwestern llntnal Lire Iniiaranre Blork.
Kooms
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5

and

ILL.

K.oom

6,

U'l,
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nilwnakec. Wis

(OOLD IMED^^L)
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PARIS EXPOSITION,
FOR
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TIIE]
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KAfii.
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+-
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OK

Automatic Electric Motors
In all Sizes

from One-half H.

Upward.

P.

High Eflicieticy, Perfect Regulation, Superior Work))iau»hip, Ease of
Management, JReinarkahle SitnpUcity, Etc., Etc.

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Eefining, Etc.
RRJUrn
unum/n
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St.:
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St.
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Stilweil's Patent Live

Steam-Feed Water
Removes
Entirely

prevents

IN

Boilers.

/

all

9, iS

Purifier.

Impurities.

SCALE

Steam

in

Catalogue on application,

STILWELL&BIERGEMF6.G0.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ELSCTBIC

GEORGE CUTTER,

FIXTURES.

CONSULTING ELECTRICIAN,

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,

80 Adams Street^

CHICAGO.

-

Etc., Etc.,

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,

MadisoQ Street and Fifth ATenne,

HIEiIi'S

CHICAGO.

SWITCHSS,

IKSUI/ATISJG PAIKT,

-BRANCH STORK-

2134 Michigan AvenuCi

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
D.

—

Russell Mast

THE LUNKENHEIMER BRASS MFG.

CO.,

-

Arms

Cincinnati. Ohio.

CO.,

PERRY, Vice-President and General Manager,

P.

-MANUFACTURERS OF THE-

SPERRT ISAPROVED STSTEM
-OF-

HIGH OR

LOW

Write for June, 1889, Cataloene of (S) Globe Valves, Pop Safety Talves
liUbricatorB, Oil and Crrease Cnps, ISiisliie Bnllders' Braes Goods,
and Glass Oil Cnps for Dynamos.

TENSION.

The new Sperry apparatus free from repairs for twelve months.
That the new Kperry Improved Dynamos can be coupled in series with perfect safety.
That any number of lamps from one to capacity of dynamo can be cut In or out of
singly or in gromps, with perfect safety, and without sparking at the bruehes.
4.
To absorb power in exact proportion to number of lights burning.

1

2 Pearl

JStreet,

Room

1.
2.
3.

BOSTOir, MASS.

6,

IiBrovea

circuit,

2.
3.

The new Automatic Sperry Dynamos and Lamps snrpass In

BEST MATERIAL.

We

If

you will

invite

visit

THOMAS ASHBUENER,

onr factory we can show yon the best arc lighting apparatus in existence.

ci„

\% \\

isi

m

CORRES-

EUREKA CONSTRUCTION.

cmii a„ aiMO,

Western Agent,

Kansas

Citj,

Mo.

Kolled any weight desired. Patent allowed. Sample
Chair and Section of Rail Sent, Express Prepaid, to
Prospective PurchaserB.

correspondence with electrical engineers. Intending buyers, and Interested
people everywhere.

m MS! amc

LOWEST PRICES.

PONDENCE SOLICITED.

That there is greater economy in operating the new Sperry System than any other.
That our automatic regulation has no equal; no rheostat, no wall boxes, no solenoid or
That

Street

for

any other

efficiency those of

dash-pot.
4.

Material

Railway

vste: :be:]_ie:\ze::
1.

make.

Patenteil

lu.
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Size,
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BOILERS
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None.
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JOHN W. MASON, Manager.
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CLEVELAND, OHIO,
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STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO.,

•

DAYTON, OHIO.

FACTORIES: WATERBURY, CONN.
MANIJKACTI ItKKM OF

BARE AND INSUIjiATZSD VTIRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electrlo Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible 811k, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT
For

Electric

Light,

Electric Railways,

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON
J. L.

BARCLAY,

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,
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K. K.

L.

ILL.

SCOVILL, New York Agent.
26 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.
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BELDING MOTOR &
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o. h.
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Perfect Automatic Regulation,
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BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO
33 Mercer Street,

NEiW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD RUBBER BATTERY

CELLS, manufactured under
Of every description, including the celebrated
Also
The
cheapest
and
best
Cells in the market.
for
Batteries.
Primary
and
Storage
Kiel's Patents
Sheet,
reduced
prices.
Standard
quality
Rod,
Patent)
for
electrical
purposes,
at
(Kiel's
Tubing
Sheet, Rod and
Tubincr, Insulator Hooks, Key Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand.
HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, 111.

For Sale by

HUGH MoM{I.I.AN, President.

yxr.

A.

JAOKSON,

VioB-Preaident,

FRANK E; SNCW, Secy and Treas.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC TRACTION

CO.,

iDETisoia:, :u:xGTz.
ORGANIZED TO CONSTRUCT, EQUIP AND OPERATE

Railways By ElLRaTRiQ Motors,

©a:"REiEXT
Embracing

New

and Valuable Patents covering improvements which are necessary for

ECONOMICAL OPER ATION AND HIGH EFFICIENCY.
FRANK
Contains

RAE, ELECTRICAL ENGINEER.

features that will commend it to the careful attention of Street Railway Managers,
looking for reliable, easily operated and efficient apparatus for HEAVY WORK.

new

Roads
East Detroit

B.

in

Operation and

& Gr osse Fointe

Highland Park Railway
Detroit City Railway, Mack
Citizens Street Railway
Adrian Electric Railway

Detroit,

"
St.

Line

.

.

Mich 8
.

"

miles.

..3^ "

" ..2
"
Elkhart, Ind 7
Adrian, Mich. .3
.

POINTS
A

.

in

.

01=

"
"
"

Process of Construction
Decatur Electric Street Railway
Decatur, 111
3 miles
"
Sault Ste Marie St. Railway, Sault Ste Marie, Mich. .3
"
Fort Worth City Railway Co., Fort "Worth, Texas. .10
"
"
"
Fort Worth Land & St. Ey. Co.,
..15
"
Saginaw Union Railway Co., Saginaw, Mich
17^

SURERIORITV.

Single Motor Geared to Both Axles, with Improved Noiseless Flexible Gear Preventing Breaking from Sudden
Strain. Motor Truck Easily and Quickly Detachable, Etc., Etc.

Oorresx3C3xi.deaxoe ISollolted. aaid. Xlatlxnates Z*urxi.lali.ed.
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y,
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
Of

KiVt'i-y I>cM<'i-i|iUoii

at IIoUmiii

^^
^•*«*^

I'rict'H.

I'i'»in|i( Slii|iiii<-ii(M iiihI liitrlliKt-iit i';x<Tii(i<>ii

310 North Third

of

(li-tirm,

CO.

Our N|M-<-iiilti<-«.

Street,

IMAUL M^MiK.
a<;i:nt.s.

ENGINEERING CO.
707 and 709 Market

POND

Louis.

St., St.

SYNOVIAL
and. Cylinder

IDynamo

Froo from

8e(;ori(l to iioit(],

427

''The Rookery," Chicago.

319

Ranige Building,

By

iiiat'hinury.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

i""

rcflltoririK

oruciilH.

IvHpc-hlly

1": i"«''l

coiitlimiilly.

El(j(lri(; I»liinl8uf

C!ty.

Oils.

for till fiu,lriiiiii[i)fig
Adojitcil Ijy tUo largiiit

ji,lii|jt<-il

Went.

tlji:

TAUSSIG, Agent,

8.

Omaha.

^iit[i

43 River

CHICAGO.

St.,

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED

FOR.

Erected Ready for Service.
HPROIAI1TIE8 :-TIm>
ttrd

RockliiKaad SlietUoUl

AiralnRlon

,t

Sliin Rnglno.

lirntoa, liuwu lleutor,

Hyatt

HRND VOH I^dTKHT

^'I'l'l

Kilter,

Bnllorii, Tronnii Link Belt Si»nilI'limp, Koninclnjectiir.rlr,

lHako

CATAliOfilllKH.

The Perkins Electric

Lamp

PROF.

Co.,

ELECTRIC CDRRENT COUNTER,

MANUFArTlUtERS OK THE BEST

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

r.*.TK\TBI>.

Gold Medal Awarded at Melbonrne Exhibition, 1888-1889,

IN THE MARKET.

innrriDl'Jtici i;orr'j<-l for Binall adJ iii^e '^urr^ntt,
inu.-it roltiible Elettrir. MoLer ev.T inveuleii.
Bnilt for direct two-wire, three-wire, five-wire, lo nioe-wlre, and alternatlotr srstctn. Id alz'^
"Every cuuntur meaearee correctly for a fractloD of amptie
U) up to any number of amperee.
ItB tiiil c puclty,"

The

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
Long

Life

i

from
up to

and Absolutely No Discoloration.

Artonted by »iIRItIRIVH &. HALHHI-:, Kerlln. 4;rriuiiny: KIUHOV <:OMII IJI^ICII'A K KLKt.TKll' L.I(^HTIK4. H OKHH.
Berlin. 4«erinaDy. *'Kx4>luHively nHed in I'aris, Vlenoa, ConntantiBOplr ana
other prlncipol l-'iii'opeun oicleH.''

FAIMV, Uerlln. 4iiermany
]ndlBpeDBa>>lr« fnr

G.

64

(.

clance, tbe

HALM,

Vice-Pres. aid Western Mgr.,

FRANKLIN

CHICAGO,

ST.,

ticulare, addreae

ILL.

SOLE MANCIWCTLBEB .4ND IMPORTKIt.

BEEKMAN STREET,

21

The BOOK

ELECTRO-DYNAMIC
224

;

use by Kiiroiit-un lentral Siatione meaBiirlDg over 00 mlllloD wntta. Uoqa^etloned mpertorltf.
eiitr:ii Sibtion work.
AniouDt of current cooenmpd may be ascfrtAlDcd at a
F't prl"»- *nd pardiiils belut; coiiftrui ted on the eame prluclple ae tbe i;aB .VletT dials

Ill

W.

ARON'S

H.

Carter

Dynamos,

St.,

CO,

Philadelphia.

Motors, Batteries,

for

THE TRADE.

F0REE(4a)BAIN,

WHIPPLE'S

84 MARKET

and

Ammeters.

KATIQHAL
ELECTRICAL
DIRECTORY

DESI6N ER AND MANUFAC TURER.

Special and Experimenlal

MACHINERY.
Lari:e

ANU

Switches,

The

Full Lists of the Classified

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPAIRING.

LOCKWOOD
Ammeter

Complete Electric Lisht

Alphabetical

Lists

Workers. Slanufaeturers.

of

PENINSL*L.\ ELECT. LKJllT A I'OWEK CO.
Hot (iilToN, Mini S*pi l.\ If^SS.

Electrical

Lockwood Instrument Co.. Detroit. Mich.
Gentlemen: — HcplviDg l<i voar favor of theMh
iiiet
ID which von destrt' lo knuw how we are

.

etc.

Full Lists of Isolated Plnnts.
Full Lists of Telephone Stations.

Gas Companies and

Data

,

eati!>ded

Plants,

Gas Companies running Electric Light
I

Plants.
All Electric

I

and Horse Street Railways,

tiDi: aloni; wiihf.ut ththey lire altno-t ;in al-

namo^.

Officers and Members of all Eleclric Associations.
Complete Lists of Electrical Publica-

Etc.,

Etc.,

502 Phenix
Detroit Office:

Etc.,

lo

the Directory.

Are published on

tlie firet

Subscription Price,

-

-

ot each monlli.

$10

St.,

nvnanm

one

in

East.

that

-.ir.

-r a|to.

and

-.

jet-

i

vbat
- Pvonly
noih-

-

.

•

.

iheiu ill the u^, .: .ii. aijriu '.I..-1' woald
i>ermtt hi» iToini; u> >leep ard rrlrloi; DpoD them
tor wakingliini lip in c.A?e nf anr trouble.
.IAS. R. DEE, Geo 1 Mgr.
Yonre truly.

O. E-

BOWERS.

LiizhiiDC

WHIPPLE.

H.

•Tlio Klevtric Rail«a.v," and
"^anioipai Lighting." two books
of the times, price $1.00 and $2.00 each,
according to binding.

Rt;-

Ma^9., S«pC.

^ IM*.

Lockwood Instrument Co.
^'

CJbstij:men :- 1 ti:
convenient. Some of
where the -i^*«^) l-<i'i.
I

sometl"

-

-•

^^ry

-

a»e,

-

*«*
,^,.y !b#

-

curreot.
the am'-.

.^i

»11

Ume^

HOWERS.

per Year.

DETROIT, MICH.

Building.

30 Atwater

the

Etc.

THE "ELECTRIC REPORTS"

FRED.
Office:

.M

T

FiTv list

The Oldest and Most Experienced Electric Motor Company in the World.

\i-

I

Manufactnrer of Dynamos for IncADde^ocnt
Etc.,

Supplementary

Chicago

if

look at them

tions.

FOR ELECTRIC PROPULSION.

.Sin-Met^r.

in;; attont

wiih complete Data.

STREET CARS EQUIPPED

wUh jour

we pot Il^• of Ihcm in \.-we have had "o trouble with
a" far as I know now «•" «»iDce

concerning

them.

and Power

Polarity Indicator.

and

Electrical

Trades and Kindred In'erests,
Full

Uynaoaofl and Motors for Special Work
Coal Mlnlot; lUalage
built to Order.
a Specialty.

18S9 EJlllon contains:

Full Data of aU the Central Stations of
America, with officers, etc.

b-KTU-

CHICAGO.

ST..

Electrical Expert^

ELECTRIC REPORTS.
Voltmeters

NEW YORK.

-

EDISON LAMP

i

OMPANY.

i.iuND Kafip* mi'-h s^pi- IS. isee.
'>^'" V Mick.
,

Lockwood Instrument CDk.vrSit.-

-I

;ea*#d with

li*'-

>our Am-Mei.T. t'\v.
alwat thn.-e month*

l>e«i
.

<»ooD a^ coDveiiieut, a^

another Drnamo.

•^•^

_

*'-'

.

_-

*^'<^3t

Yoor* truW,

BMoe

aaotber a«
to Install

EDISON LAMP CO.. A. P. Wau;k». Sopt.
LOCKWOOD INSTRUMENT CO.. OeUoH-Hicti
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"C.

G." ELECTRIC
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MOTOR COMPANY,

402 ^ 404 CREEIMWICH STREET,
ALL STANDARD

9,

NEW YORK.
OYsr 6,000

SIZES

OF—

IM

ELECTRIC MOTORS

How

in

Use

THE

UNITED STATES,
Running Sewing Machines, Elevators,

1-8 H. P.
Chicago

Office. Phoenix

Cincinnati Office.

TO 40

Printing Presses, Ventilating Fans, Blowers, Coflfee Mills, Polishing and Grinding

H. P.

Tools, Etc.
New England

Building.

99 West Fourth

Office.

32

Oliver Street, Boston.

Philadelphia Office. 301

Street.

Arch Street.

JOHN STEPHEIMSOIM

CO.,

I_ir>^ITE:iD,

YORK.
STREET CARS
NETAT

-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

BERGKtiLim

<Sc

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIAMCES FOR THE EDISOH ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

\

B,

)

YUK,Ji.
-W-t-W Trrfc-Dxr
-ivT-E^tir

& CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

|

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO, ILL

THE NORTHWEST.

November
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THE BEST or ALL
THE WHLTER

K.

FREEMHN

TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALTERNATING CURRENT

DYNAMO— GROUP OF PARTS BEFORE ASSEMBLING.

We Guarantee 12 16-C. JP. Lamps for each Mechanical S. P. applied to Dynamo. We Guarantee our Transformers and Dynamos for two years, and sell our Apparatus upon its Satisfactory Performance.

Our Apparatus

is of

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically.

WE GUARANTEE ITS OPERATION, AND

CO]RR.ESI=OITI3EIICE

SOLICITEC

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG.
GEO.

B.

CO.,

EAU QLaAIRR, WIB.
SHAW, - General Manag^er.

EASTERN ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION CO., Gen'l Eastern
33 GOLD STREET, NEW YORK.
BAKER, BALCH & CO., General Agents,

SEATTLE, WASH.

Agents,

THOMAS WOLFE.

Southwestern Agent,

KANSAS CITY, MO.

1

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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TERMS PHRASES.
ELECTRICAL WORDS,OTTSTOM-,
f

.A.. 3VL.

656 Pages. 397

Cloth Binding.

Illustrations.

Pri ce,

Words, Terms or Phrases.
Each
of the gi eat classes or dlTislons of electrical investigation or utilization comes under
rather
to
be
For some reasons it deserves
careful and exhaustive treatment.
called an Encyclopaedia than a dictionary.

This Dictionaiy includes close upon 2,500

Tlie Sclieme of

follows:

by a

are Invariably followed

short,

oonclse

giving the sense in which they are correctly employed.

A general statement

which the

6

is as

The words, terms and phrases

Ist.

definition,

2d.

Treatment

distinct

definition Is

then follows of the Principles
founded.

of

Electrical Science

on

it

postage prepaid, to any part of the world, $2.50.

3d.
When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other considerations,
has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or Diagram of the apparatus is

given.
4th. To facilitate study, an elaborate system of Cross References has been adopted,
so that it is as easy to find the definitions as the words, and aliases are readily detected
and traced.
In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure CLEARNESS, to the
end that while the df ficidons and explanations shall be SATISFACTOKY

TO THE

EXPERT ELECTRICIAN,
those

who have had no

they shall a'so be SIlttPLE

AND INTELLIGIBLE

to

iraining at all in electricity, or are novices in the art.

PUBIiISHING

CO.,

Xj.A.^XDSIX^'Ea :BTTTi:jX>T]SrC3-,

Forest City Electric "y^orkLs,

EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC CO.

Manufacturers

MOTORS

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES.

Quick Make and Break Uncon-

FOH

trolled

Arc

I

CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

01

by the Handle.

Incandescent Circuits

ivound fob any cebbeiit.
PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

Highly

Efficient

Correaponden

and Economical.

Solicited

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

F. 'W.

Electric

w
LI

1

pi

Companies.

HORNE, Manager

WESTERN AND SOUTHERN STATES.
I

1

CHICAGO. W.

EAST ADAMS STREET,

B.

CLEVELAND,

Proprietor,

183

SENECA STREET, CLEVELAND,

a

"C" STYLE NEEDLE ANNUNCIATOR.
Works same

as our Standard Annunciators.
Guaranteed first-class in every respect.
Cases, Oak and Ash, natural wood; Walnut, Cherry, Mahogany, stained
white wood. Indications, numbered from one up.
4
6
8

DROP
DROP
DROP

9

I4.0O
I8.O0

10
12

LIBERAL,

J. B.

DROP
DROP
DROP
DISCOUNTS TO TBE TRADE.

$10.00

$20.00
22.00
24.00

CHICAGO
WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPAIMY.
AWD
SOLAR CARBON tc MFC. COMPANY,

YOUNG, President and

WEW

VOBK.

B. K, JAMISON, Vice-President.

Treas.

69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Process Patented.
% Well Selected and Good CARBONS made from Natural Gas.
AND
SIZES
SPECIALTY.
A
BATTERY CARBONS OF ALL SHAPES
Office, No.

Western

Office, 1

75 Randolph

Special Discounts on Large Orders.

Street, Chicago.

THE JULIE N ELECTRIC

CO.,

^^"l^ag;; g^;^

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION
OFFICES:

1

20 Broa<cL-Vsre,3r,

CO.,

and

^SI^IK

ILTe-^^vT "S"oi3s.

UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS.
DR. GASSNER'S

DRY BATTERY

Experts acknowledge it to be the lisrast open circuit battery in the market, most durable and conBeli
venient.
Telephone, Railroad and Fire and Police Signal Companies use them largely.
hangers say it kills their trade, as they cannot charge for renewals. Physicians love them. Highest testimonials.

Write

for Circulars.

forSa,ebyTHBWE8TEf,NELECTmCC0
VITALIH IllSimCn,

IHunuicl'r.

And CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS, San

/^^
Francisco, Cal,

111

SCHOVERLINC,

Chamber S

St..

-

NEW YORK.

November

9,
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A PRACTICAL ANDJOMMERCIAL SUCCESS.

The ThoMSon-Hfl iistflii Elec tric E'y System.
ECONOMICAL, DURABLE, RELIABLE.

NEW TYPE THOMSON-HOUSTON

ELEOTRTO E4ILWAY TRUCK.

RESULT OF ONE YEAR'S WORK.
RAILWAY CONTRACTS OF THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC RAILWAY

Naumkeag

Alliance Street Railway Co., Alliance, O.

CO.:

Street Ry,, Salem, Mass.

& Edgewood Street Railway Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Newburyport & Amesbury Horse Ry. Co., NeuiburyAttlel)oro,No.Attlehoro & Wrentham Street Railway Co.,
port, Mass.

Atlanta

Newport Street Ry. Co., Newport, R. J.
Newton Street Ry, Co., Newton, Mass.

Attleboro, Mass.
Aniericus Street RaiUvay Co., Atnericus, Ga.
Auburn Electric Railway Co., Auburn, N. Y,
Bantfor Street Railway Co., Bangor, Me.
Belt Line Railway Co., Lynn, Mass.
Brooklyn Street Railway Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Central Passenger Railway, Louisville, Ky.
Central Railway Co., Peoria, HI.
Citi»ens' Electric Street

Railway, Decatur,

Nay-Aug Cross Town Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Omaha <& C. B. Ry. and Bridge Co., Omaha, Neb.
Omaha Motor Ry. Co., Omaha, Neb.
.

III.

Colerain Avenue Railway Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Danville Street Car Co., Danville, Va.

Derby Horse Railroad Co., Ansonia, Conn.
Des Moines Electric Ry. Co., Des Moines, loiva.
Eckington & Soldiers Home Ry. Co., Washington, D. C.
East Harrisburg Passenger Railway, Earrisburg, Pa.
Fulton Co, Street Ry. Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Hillside Coal Co., Scranton, Pa.
Hoosac Valley Street Ry., North Adams, Mass.
Joliet Street Ry. Co., Joliet, HI.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Myrtle Street Line) Lynn,
Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Nahant Line) Lynn, Mass,
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Crescent Beach Line) Lynn,
Mass.
Lynn tC- Boston Railroad Co., (Highland Line) Lynn, Mass.
McGavock & Mt. Vernon Horse Ry., Nashville, Tenn.
Metropolitan Street Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo.

x:
Brooklyn Street Railway Co.
Des Moines Electric Railway Co.
Eckington & Soldiers' Home Railway Oo.
Julien Electric Traction Co.
Seattle Electric

Railway

& Power Co.

Ottawa Electric St. Ry. Co Ottawa, 111.
Ottuniwa Street Ry. Co., Ottumwa, Iowa.
Plymouth & Kingston Ry. Co., Plymouth, Mass.
Quincy St. Ry. Co., Quincy, Mass,
Redbank tt Seabright Ry., Redbank, N. J.
Richmond St. Ry. Co., Richmond, Ind.
Rochestei' Electric Ry. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Revere Street Ry. Co., Revere, Mass.
Ross Park Street B-j. Co., Sjwkane Falls, W. T.
Riverside and Suburban Ry. Co. Wichita, Kan.
Scranton Passenger Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Scranton Suburban St. Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Seatae Electric Ry. £• Power Co., Seattle, W. T.
Southington <£• Plantsville Ry. Co., Southington, Conn.
Third Ward St Ry. Co,, Syracuse, N. Y.
Topeka Rapid Transit Co., Topeka, Kan.
Toledo Electric Ry. Co., Toledo, Ohio.
University Park Ry. and Electric Co. Denver, Col.
Vine St. Ry., Kansas City, Mo.
Watervliet Turnpike & R. R. Co., Albany, N. Y.
Wheeling Ry. Co., Wheeling, W. Va.
West End St. Ry. Co., Boston, Mass.

KI
Lynn & Boston Street Railway Co.
Omaha & Council Bluffs Railway & Bridge

THOMSON.HOUSTON ELECTRIC
620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

Co.

Revere Screet Railway Co.
Wheeling Railway Co.
"West End Street Railway Co.

148 Michigan Ave.,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

November

WHEN ORDERING
-w-

OR

FOR-

ELECTRIC LIGHT
OR POWER PLANTS,
Please Refer to Articles by-

Trade Numbers
As shown

in our

New

Illustrated Electric Light
logue No. 560.

and Power Cata-
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RANDOLPH

FACTORIES: Ansonia, Conn.

SO:^.,

CO.,

9,
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A REVOLUTION
Send

for Full Particulars

New

Regarding the

BRUSH ALTERNATING CURRENT
LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING SYSTEM.
Coaao-parLies OanrLOt u^fford. to

ZB-cu^s?"

or TJse

.A-rL37"

Otli-ex.

The Brush "Goreless" Alternating Current Dynamo.
Brush Arc and Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Brush Electric Motors
and Power Generators, Brush Carbons, Storage Batteries, Etc., Etc.
CHICAGO OFFICE:

225

DEARBORN

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

ST.

ALEX. KEMPT. Special Agt.

CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Eastern Oice:

36 Dnion Square, N. 7.

PACIFIC COAST agents;

Tie Califonia Electric Lidt

8AN FRANCISCO.

Ce.,

1
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FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
f*ox*t

"w CL-yjOLG, Xzidlaxxa.

Manufacturers of the

SLATTERY

INDUCTION

The Most Carefully Workedout and Oomplste Alternating

SYSTEM

OF

System of Electric Lighting 1b

INMDESCENT LIGHTIM,

Existence.

AND THB

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

OP

Lamps

ARC LIGHTING.

and

Converten

12—16 Candle Fow«z

to the Mechanical

HorM

Power Guaranteed.

^

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK OFFICE:
i

15

BROADWAY,
Boreel BIdg.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS.

FORT WAYNE,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

IND.

907 Filbert Street,
G. A. 'WILBUR, Managrer.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome

<»
»—
^^

£Z

^

C3
kCO
s:

as
^3
CD
as

u-

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.

•

CO
«*aMi

St.

^
o

CJ
«^>-

^

-a

cu

.a^

CO

c:>

r^

E
CO

CO
as
CO
CO
00
CO
CO

-C3

CO

the SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

CO.,

'•"?^''*"'

-

.

EVERY SATURDAY.

$8 per Annum.

CHICAGO,

Vol. V.

Ireson's

Self-Adjusting

Leather-Link

Paid. Nov. 10, 80.

No. 20

Belting.
Snndfor Iro«un'M Ulna.

AdJiiBllDit

machln.

LcatbiT LiDk

furnlsbi'd gra.

Bi'ltlng,

>

tnttoiialy.

MANIKACTIJHKKH OK

CHARLES L IRESON,

97 High

St..

Boston. Mass-

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

Arch Street,

-o„onj;cjj..

AN EXCELLENT

ELECTRIC
A<lopt49<l

panlen
:t^,
""-?.

Standard Underground Cable Co., Mf'rs.
708 PENN AVE.,

BRANCH OFFICES:

](

•

^

-

BOILER.

alio ilio Brnah Eluctrlc LlgbC C«., cf
and Clnrinoaii
LoiilBviUe, and othero.
;

& ROOT

MFG. CO,

New

28 Oliff Street,

York.

ROOT SECTIONAL SAFETY BOILER.

"""fiol
M'^f"'' Vf;**;^
"^"rf/t':'g-V.
Onloago,
139 E. Baaolson
St.,F. E. DegenhardtiM

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.

BRANCHES: CHICAGO. BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA & NEW ORLEANS.

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO,
Ashton
Blow Back
Noiseless

Xjoooxxiotl'VT'o Sctfety

Tlio

The acknowledgred Standard

for durable and hlarh
Insulation.
Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.
and Power.
Talegraph and Talephone,
Railway and all ottier
Brancheaol Signaling.

at

PLANT

-

Kdlwon Kt«rtrlr LIsht CowPblladelptila, Detroit, Hi. I'ftiil, Colonbu
by the

jiABENDROTH

PITTSBURGH, PA.

•

IN

BOSTON, MASS.
ROOrS WATER-TUBE BOILER/
111

ELECTRIC LICHT WIRES AND CABLES.
Offices,

DKALKUM

!2S0

W>:^mm

General

A.NI>

EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL
FOB
PAUK CATALOUIK,
HKNI>

Manf'd by

O cents per Copy.

i6, 1889.

trat«d Treatti.fl on Hplf*

TM-octally ndHpted fnr
KUtctrlcpurpoBun Hud

ull

otfitT bl}{h-8pQtta

NOVEMBER

I

il«otrlo Light

Alt

Sizes

Subterranean Uie,

Submaiine Use
concealed Wiring

'\7'a,X-vro,

Xjo oI^ a<i,foty '\7'n.l-vo,
'STfTa.Xtaic fLellef '\rm,X'vm.

THE ASHTON VALVES

';«;•«

•-i<'»'«p"'«"on

«<«>«« ,h.mo.tp,rt«.

THEIR SAFETY VALVES SK.r,T.^i::K,";:'L?js:-.r°t"/j,?.isrTHEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES l"Jlr.^l^^i:;^i:i

Aerial Uie,

I an/f Fnrn^nH Wirat
cncasoo n/rsx.
'^""

.A-oilLtozi.

1'2ie .Ak.slxtonL

in all Locatlont.

uuw In tee market.
In const'uctlon. \otomatIc In actfnn. Perfectly ControUlDg the Presaareof the
boee ati
uver ep^ed iha eui: ne or i>uiup is working.

Simple

E.

B.

MgGLEES, General Manager,

"Western Electric Co.. Cliioago,

i6DeySf..NEW york.

AsMoiValTeCo. 271 Franllin

111., Sole Agents for the West.

BRANrn
St,

Boston,

\

eiS

Lak«

St..

CHICAGO
NEW YORK

<JFK1CKS:'. V* Liberty SL,

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,
Sole Manufacture™ of

iimoii

hIeTme

CO,

COWLES' PATENTED

and Weather ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE.

Fire -Proof

PUSH-BUTTON

C

B

Proof

B

CDT 5HftWING STVLS Of ISSUUATKWI.
Copper Wire
D. i?.— Two BrauU. saturated with Fire-Proof iBinlatioa.
Wturated with a Black, "A'sATHKR-PRdF Composition.
Approvcil by New York Boartt of Fire Underwrilen. Samples forniktied opon appficatkn.
trie Copper Wire, bare anJ covered, of every dcscnption.

A

X—

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
AND

WAREROOMS: j'
95 CHAMBERS STREET,

NEW

YORK.

33 and 135

New

Pw»

FACTORIES:
ANSONIA. CONN.
Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

19 and 21 Cliff St..

York.

THE EDISON MACHINE WORKS,
MANUFACTUBERS OF
Weatherproof Wire. Insulated Iron Wire. Magnet Wire, Rubber Covered House Wire.
Annunciator Wire.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
German Silver Wire. Office Wire.
Gas Fixture Wire.
Flexible Cords.
Arc Lamp Corda.
Tinsel Cords.
Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Cables.
PARAGON TAPE.

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

General Sales Airent, - 19 Dey Street,
WORKS: SCHENECTADY, N. T.

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

November

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
£lectric
liighting Apparatus.

630 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
148 Michigan Ave Chicago, III.
115 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
315 W. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
116 Gravier St., New Oklbans, La.
503 Delaware Sf., Kansas City, Mo.
.319 N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.
334 Montgomery St., San Fkancisoo, Cal.
,

Electric

i6, iJ

CO.,

Railway

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

No better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus
can be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps
operated by Gas Companies in this country, over 11,000, or
52 per cent., are Thomson-Houston. The dynamo is entirely
automatic in its regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in operation.
The lamps burn steadily
and uniformly, and hold their adjustment better than any
other lamps on the market.
Arc J>ynaino.

Our direct current incandescent dynamo

is

rapidly gain-

ing favor with practical electric lighting men, as
features of excellence are recognized.
its

regulation

to be thrown

is

Like the arc

automatic, permitting any number of lamps

on or

others in service.

off without in the least affecting the

Our incandescent lamps have an un-

equaled record for long

Direct Current Incandescent

many
dynamo

its

life.

Dynamo.

The problem of long distance incandescent lighting is
practically solved by the alternating current dynamo, and to
meet the demand for a machine of this character we have
constructed what

is

unquestionably the most perfect alterna-

tor offered the public to-day, embracing as

features that combine to

it

does, all the

make a perfect dynamo^automatic

regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

ency, and

Alternatin;;'

economy of

effici-

operation.

Current I^ynanio.

The employment of electric motors for driving small mais becoming so common, and its advantages so well
known, that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction.
In the construction of our motors we feel that we have reached
a point where their superiority cannot but be admitted.
chinery

LIGHTNING ABRESTEB. —All

of our installations are

protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which

we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every instance.
Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus injured by
Motor,

ning where these ai-resters

fail

to operate.

The
light-

November

i6,
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CHAS.

D.

JENNEY

& CO., THE

MITCHELL VANCE
(llarr*4«or« to 9ilT<

VAn<-K«

11 ICI.I.,

CO.

4'4>.)

J

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS
Having no Special Agent
in

Chicago for our

Goods,

we

Solicit Cor-

AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.

¥

Architects' and Decorators'

Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

respondence from
with Fidelity

Buyers, which

we

to the

CombiDatioQ Fixtures,

Electroliers, Brackets,

InsQlatiDg Joints,

q)^

H.

All

Fittings for

WT

P. GaiMCant Potential notor.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
-OI*

aad

Incandescent Lighting.

PeDdaDts, Reflectors

Vllty

given Motive.

Promptly Answer.

THE-

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
For both Arc and Incandescent Circuits, from 1-3 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have 8elf-Oiling Boxes.

MANUFACTORY,
24 and 25th

224

S.

ILLINOIS ST.,

-

1

0th

SALESROOM,
Ave

836-38 Broadway and 13th

St.,

CITY.

OOMPAKY,
NEW YORK.

-MANDFACTDRERS OF-

Vulcanized India-Rubber Cables

to

any Specification up to 8,000 Megohms per

C.

SCHUMACHER.

Office:

mile.

Pres't.

\l Eichange Place.

VICTOR SCHALLER. Trcas.
Factory:

P.

CUUS.

162 and 164 W.

Supl.

2?tli St.

Absolutely Pure Rubber Cables.
Concentric Cables, any Millage.

LIGHT,

Flexible Cords, Silk, Hemp or Cotton.
Dynamo "Wires and Cables; very pliable
Every Variety of Incandescent Cores.

HIGH OR LOW VOLTAGE.

STRASTDED MARINE CORES,
AHllage or Specification, up to 9,000
knot,

s-ciRcrrr ookcextric
of any Millage, botli circuits, 9,000
knot.

to

Megohms

any
per

cables
Megohms

Rubber Cov'd

for Marine

MARINE

per

N A"*'V PORTABIiES, Silk, Cotton & Hemp.
REIil. *VIRE,

and

NEW YORK

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

INSULATING COMPAN7,
ELECTRIC

St.

ELECTRIC LIGHT

Work.

PLIABLE CABLES FOR SEARCH

INSTALLATIONS.

LI(.iHTS.

UNDER WATER
—AND—

UNDERGROUND.

Three and Two- IVire Cables, to any
cation, up to 8,000 Megohms per knot.

Specifi-

Cables of Oenuine Hooper Core, of High
Ittsulation and Iiong Life, all MHlages,
made Concentric after a New Method, If required.

All tlieabovo Cables and Cores havp been extensively used inTlieaters.Pabllc Bnlldingn,
llotels. Breweries. Miucs, Clieuiiciil Works, Steamers and Yachts.

OFFICES;

!59

FRONT

ST.,

W. M. HABIRSHAW,

-

NEW YORK

F. C. 8.

Our Dynamo is cast in one piece, and combines Indestructible solidity -with the greatest simplicity of design and
compactness; the highest efficiency with a total absence of
the many objectionable features of the machines heretofore
in use. No outside magnetism. Current generated without

CITY, U. S. A. sparking, therefore steady light, and small

Cen. Manae;er.

and commutator.

wear of brushes

8
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16,

1

TTHE IVATKOIVAi:. CAI^OOIV <30
Cle^relsura-ca., Olriio-

MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBOKS and BATTERY MATERIAX.
THE HAWKEYE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURINC
CO..
loxv^i^.
u.A.-\7-3a3xr3E»oiia?,

-

rvi AJS[T_rF^ A.cr:-n_rr=?^F?=

ow -rF€E:-

CELEBRATED THONE SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT AUTOMATIC APPARATUS.
Electric Motors, Generators for ledianical Motor

Antomatic Dynamos for Li|litin£ Plants.

Circuits.

Oon-trcLotors for Ooixx^^loto ESlootrio Pl^^xxts.
CORRESPONDENCE
SOLICITED.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

JARTS
WM.

S.

TDENEK.

VirOODBRIDGX:
Electrical Engineers

ENBINEERING

CO.,
OLIVER STREET,

61

::B<3srcoi«r.
J.

LESTBR WOODERtDGE.

& TURNER,

for Electric Light

and Power.

Designs and

Dynamo

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.
CHARLES

and

Cbemical

Electrical

R.

EXCLTJSrTH MANUFACTURERS OF

I.,
THE

FAEADAY CABtl

For Driving Dynamos.

—FOB—

Telegraph, Telepiione and Electric Light.

MO.

CITY,

KINTNBE.

Engineers.

Electrical

PROVIDENCE,

Etc.

Completi
Complete Steam Plants Furnished and Erected.
nion Ave.

E NGLISH, MORSE & GO.'^:';:r,

and

Experts

J.

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

Belts Carried in Stock.

NGINES

Anthracite Coal and Coke

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

lEONARD PAQET.

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.
Bstlniates Snibinltted.

CORLISS OR HICH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

STATIONS.

PAGET & KIIffTIVER^

and Contractors.

COMPI^ETE: EQUlPaiENT OF BliECTRIC RAIIjIVAYS.
steam Plants

& POWER

ELECTRIC LIGHT

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity
of any Cable in the Market.

SEND FOR SPECIAL CIRCULARS.

New York

Office,

18 Cortlandt Street.
ACKEKMAN, Agent.

P. C.

THE HEISLER PATENT LONG DISTANCE
fflCillDESCEIIT ELECTRIC LIGHT 8YSTEH.
UNEQUALED FORIDI^STRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.
"Awarded

the Highest DIstilnction, a Gold Medal, by the International

Jury at the Un i\jersal Exposition, Paris, 1889."

Street Pole ail

mtnre

-FOR—
Specially adapted for Street, Commercial, and Domestic Illumination from Central StaPlant may be located where Power can be secured Cheapest, even If miles distant from
the Lighting. Safety, Reliability, apd Financial Success fully demonstrated. Plan of Wiring
the Simplest, Cheapest, and most Efficient. Strictly Series. Noted for the Brilliancy and
Beauty of the Light. Lamps, 10 to 100 Candle Power; Long Life without Blackening.
Greatest Producilon of Candle Power per Horse Power. Dynamo Self-Contained and Pertions.

fectly Automatic.

Helsler

Long listaDce

INCANDESCENT

;

SEND FOR CIBCUIiAjB.

COBBEBFONDEJirCE: SOIiIClTSD.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LICHT CO.,
809-817 South 7th

ST. LOUIS,

St, eet,

MO.

THE KNAPP E LECTRICAL WORKS.
n/EA.Xe-CJZ^.A.O'FTTXI.XSZl.S

Magneto

Bells, Annunciators,

OX*

Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries, Push Buttons, Etc.

X>X3.A.XiZ3X«.ei

XHT

STTSRirXZZIN^G- SX^ECTRICuA.1^.
jpon.
.AG-ziso-Ts

•r'^1

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A Full Line of their Celebrated Wires. Cables and Tapes

Buy your Goods

of the

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

-

-

-

CHICAGO.

Noveml)er

16,
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oxat^eont foi^ EI.ECTRIC RAILWAYS
THE ONLY AWARD
AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION OF 1889

RAILWAY AND MOTOR
SPRAGUE FUUELECTRIC
mOMT
HVHTKn UV
I'KKFKCT

TIIK

f. H.

JOHNSON,

Preslilmt.

r. J.

Electric Railway

Sprague

tt

K.I.F.4:

8MIAUUE,

Vtca-I'rfulitant.

A, S.

Motor Co.,

'4^'

Ammeters and Voltmeters

16

BEViS, Btarttary and TrtaMurtr.

18

$c

Broad

an

of all kinds.

GalvinomcliTS, llrlJgos

anil

VALL

Khrastali by

all

Ulr.ft.

-

Gould Steam and Water Packing

the I'mminenl Maker).

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC
A. H.

iiiiilirl.lici-

MANUKAITIlll; 1IIK

ThoOrioinal
Hiiporior to
or Aiiimool;i.

any

Rin{]

Packing, Pat. June

I*(u:ktni( In

tlm markf't for

I.

1880.

Hinam, W«t»r

Self I.ubrlriillnK, 'I'f* nol rorrMn ihn r<t4,
H^nt on tblrly
nnvi»r ({rowii htrd If 'llrHCtlonn &r«t followwl.
Nonfl icmoUnt without
days* trial. .Satlnfnr.lorx or no pay.
tliiB tradu mark aod dato of iiat<i[it tamp'^'l on wra[i[*cr.

Philadelphia.

St.,

<

CO.,

ANI> KXAiniNK.

924 Chestnut

York.

EAST CAniBRIDO£. - MASS.,

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.
CAKI'KNTIKK. IIABTiHANN A

New

St.,

GOULD PACKING GOMPAIMT,

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,

/^•>

CO.,

TIIK' IC;«Il.tVAV i:4ti;lr.nKMT.

Beware of Infringemonta and Imitaiiont.

ALBION CHIPMAN, Treasurer.

CO.

All similar Packlri^B are tmltatlons andcatcaUled to d»c«iTi-

ZENNER, Manager.

CONTRACTORS AND JOBBERS.

ELECTRIC HEAT REGULATOR

GENERAL ELECTRICAL CONSTRDCTION AND SDPPLIES.
1521 FARNAM ST., OMAHA, NEB.

Saves Coal,

Storage Batteries, Standard Underground Cable Co.'s Wires, Celebrated
Waring CabUs and Conduits, Paiste Switches, Stoddard Cut-Outs, Thomson- Houston
Motors and Dynamos, Sawyer-Man Lamps and Specialties, Combination Fixtures
and Electroliers, Glensou & Bailey Mfg. Co.'s Supplies, Wing's Disc Fans and Exhausts. Electric Lighting and yupplies, Electric House Furnishings, Bell Hangers,
Sunibit^o. C'imnlf>te
O. F.

ANNETT,

Hotel

tind

Saves Labor;

Bills,

vinced.
11

Dot Bold Id your town writo us for [lliiHlraUd

rlrniliir

andprlcM.

Steam Plants.

Prest.

S.

F.

FENTON,

Vlco-PreBt. and Treaa.

CONSOLIDATED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING

CHAS. 8IDKET SMITH, Se*^

CO.,

5IIjrM-,AP01,IM.

Housy AuDUUcliitura.

Electric Gas Ltgbtlng.

The United

Klre and Durglar Alarms.

Electric Go.

MATHER ELECTRIC
Metropolitan Block, j

Electro-Medical Api^aratus,

Electdcal Apparatus and Supplies,

Electric Ltghllng.

Telegmph Instruments.
Wire and

Saves Doctor's

Automatic, simple mid Durulile; Idbutui uniform ti'mpcrature
throughout the house; oo heater complete without it; can be
applied to any kiud of beating apparatus. Try odc, and be con-

PumpcUy

SALT LAKE

Batlertea.

CITY.

•

UTAH.

DJLF'X

"•
CUICA<JO OFFICJB:!"?""
Iia Halle and Kandolph
I

I

MtH.

CO.,

„ bkIM.

Itanacrr.

t

THE BEST SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

KING BELL

THE

PATBNT APPLIED FOR.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO

SOMETHINS ENTIRELY NEW
EASY OF ADJOSTMENT,
SOLID IRON BASE.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

NICKEL-PLATED GONG.

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

CUT TWO-TllIBDS ACTUAL SIZE

Can be

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

acljnfiitod Uefoi-c oi-

nfter plni-inu; in
pONition.

>V«rking I'nrfs
Completely I*rotecte«l.

Central Stations for Power Distributioni

Xeiit. Itelialtlp.

and Substantial.
For Prices, Sec Our Calalogiie,

SECnONAJ,

STATIONARY MOTORS.

FRANKLIN

S.

CARTER.

VWH dUOWlKe

CHARLES M. WILKINS.

WOBKl.Si. TAliTS.

E.

WARD WILKINS.

TltAIUNi; AS

STORAGE BATTERIES.

PARTRICK & CARTER,
ELECTRICKl- SUPPL-IES.
Manuf;i:tQrer6 of and

Executive Offices:

||5 BROADWAY.

NEW

YORK.

Di.-3ler3

JERSEY CITY,

N.

J.

E>-t;. i'eecrlpti^^n -f

Sole Proprietors of the Patent Nee<3Ie AnnoDclatore.

114 South Second Street.
Factory:

m

PHILADELPIUA. PA.
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FISHER ANNUNCIATORS

80,000 BURGLAR ALARMS
WECARRY500

RO ^TVT
O i

CASES'"^™"^

A.LXj AATOOIDS

J^JSTTi

vJVy

SIZES.

JL

I

E

F^P^SHBUITONS,
i

I

J

L J

Wood and Bronze.

WE MANUFACTURE
A FULL LINE OF

ELECTRIC BELLS.
WOOD

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

BOX, IRON FRAME,

SKELETON AND BUZZERS.

FISHER ELECTRIC COMPANY
S.

B.

C.

H.

MUMFOBD, President.

MEDAY, Vice-President.

183, 185, 187

Larned

FRANK E. FISHEB,
Treasurer.

St.

West,

W. B. BBILLT, Secretary.
JET.

MAMK8, Superintendent.

DETROIT. MICH.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC CO.
5 10 to 534 'HTest 23ci Street,

NEW YORK.
SEND FOB

NEW CATALOGUE OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND SUPPLIES,
ELECTRIC AMD COMBmATIOS FIXTURES,

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

November

iC),
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THE BEGINNING OF THE END.
WESTINGHOU SE COMPAN Y DEFEATED.
Sawyer-Man Patent Decided by the Court to be a Fraud and Absolutely Valueless.
EXTRACTS FROM THE DECISION OF JUSTICE BRADLEY, OCTOBER 5, 1889Circuit Court of the United States,
For the Western District of Pennsylvania,

THE CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY

f

fSnD.

va.
McKEESPOKT LIGHT COMPANY
No. e,

May Term,

'Edison
('

relating to thi.s new and broad claim were made afterwards, in February and .March, IH.S.").
"We are of the opinion that the changes made in the application in
this regard were not justifiable, and that the claim in question cannot be
sustained."
"We are not at all satisfied that Sawyer
ever
made and reduced to practical operation any such invention as is set forth
and claimed in the patent in suit. Their princii>al experiments were made
The evidence as to what they
in 1878, and perhaps the beginning of ISi'll.
accomplished in the construction of electric lamps is so contradictory and
suspicious that we can with dilliculty give credence to the conclusions
are not satisfied that they ever
sought to be drawn from it.

The amendments
]

\

Company./

1888.

& Man

We

ON BILL AND FINAL HBARING.-

OFIIiTXOJSr O^^ TiaiDB COTTIST.

produced an electric lamp -mth a burner of carbon made
from fibrous material or any other material which was a
success."

"The application for the patent in suit was not
until January, 1880, nearly or quite a year after all
their experiments bad ceased, and after the inventions of
Edison had been published to the world."
"The explanations made by the complainants
for the delay in applying for the patent in suit, fail to satisfy
our minds tihat Sawyer & Man, or their assignees for them,
have not sought to obtain a patent to which they were uot
legitimately entitled.
"But suppose it to be true, as the supposed inventors and some of the
other witnesses testify, that they did in 1878, construct some lamps with
burners of carbon made of fibrous material and of an arched sliape, which

made

BBADLEY,

Circuit Justice:

"The great question in this suit is, whether the patent
sued on is valid, so far as involves a general elaim for the use in electric
lamps of incandescing carbon conductors, made of fibrous or textile subIf it is not, the bill 'must
If it If, the complainant must prevail.
stances.
"
be dismissed.'
The de"Is the patent valid for such a broad claim ?
fendmts contend that it is not. First, because no such invention was set
forth in tlie original application, but was introduced more than four years
after it was tiled, and after the same material had been used by Ellison
and claimed by him in application for a patent. Secondly, because Edison,
and not Sawyer-Man, was really the original and first inventor of an incand scent ojndu3tor made ot fibrous or textile material for an electric
lamp."
"It is very clear to us that in tlie original application for
the patent sued on, the applicants had no such object in view as that of
claimiu"- all carbon made from fibrous and textile substances as a conductor
for an incandescing electric lamp. Nothing on which to base any such claim
with
is disclosed in the original application; we have carefully compared it
the amended application on which the patent was issued, and are fully
satisfied that after Edison's inventions on this subject had been publisheil
to the world there was an entire change of base on the part of Sawyer &
Man, and that the application was amended to give it an entirely different
direction and purpose from what it had in its original form."

"By an

adroit

amendment made

in

1885, they say, 'Our

more especially to the incandescing conductor, its
substance, its form, and its combniation with the other elements comThe purpose of this amendment is obvious and needs
posin"' the lamp.'
improvement

relates

no connnent.''

"The fact is that Sawyer & Man were unconscious that
the arc was not new, and supposed that they could get a patent for it; but
as their eyes were opened, they changed about and amended their applicarbon
cation, and made the material of the conductor the great object
made from fibrous and textile material. Compare the original with the
amended application, as first stated in this opinion, and this purpose most

—

obviously appears."

"The fact that the whole object of the application was
evinced by the correspondence of the parties."
"This testimony of Mr. Broadnax, which is undoubtedly
to be relied on, in connection with the letter just quoted, shows that the
idea of claiming carbons made from fibrous and textile materials was an
after-thought, and was no part of the purpose of the original application.
changed,
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thread like conductors, rendered practicable by the perfection
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expenditure of electric force. This was really the grand discovery in the art of electric lighting, without which it conld

method

not have become a practical art for the purposes of general
use in houses and cities."
"The principal and great thing described is the
attenuated filament, and its inclosure in a perfect vacuum,"
"We think we are not mistaken in saying that
but for this discovery electric lighting would never have
become a fact. We have supposed it to be the discovery of
Edison, because he has a patent for it. This may not be the
case; it may be the discovery of some other person. But
whoever discovered it, it is undoubtedly the ereat discovery

by electricity."
must be dismissed."
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In
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P"ig. 2 is a diagram of the connections in the measuring apthat circuit

20.

hiily llie sentiment of the electrical fraternity

apparatus pniper consists of an ordinary bridge
set.
The bridge set is connecteil up in the ordinary way to measure insulation, except that
the "unknown" binding post is terminated with
The plug is fitted for use in
a cord ard plug.
Now if
the sockets in the high resistance box.
this "unknown" plug should be placed inasocket in the resistance box when the box is connected to a main circuit, the bridge apjiaratus
would be in position to measure the insulation
of the circuit, and such measurement could be

cut

board.
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CROCND ALARM.

paratus; ./ is the adjustable rheostat;
sides of the bridge; C, light circuit; /),

A,

two

dynamo;

£, high resistance box; /', plug to connect the
bridge set to the box, v^. The system was installed by the Western Electric company of
Chicago.

The Copper Question.
Manufacturers of all kinds of electrical apparatus will be called upon shortly by the commitNational Electric Light association
charge the petition for the repeal
of the tariff on copper.
This committee is composed of C. A. Brown, Chicago, Ceorge ^L
I'helps of New York, and J. Frank Morrison of
Baltimore.
It is now proposed to draw up a
petition expressing the views of the association
and the demand of the electrical interests in
general for the repeal of the copper tariff.
Messrs. Brown and Morrison will devote themselves to electrical manufacturers, electric light
companies, etc., in the West and South, while Mr.
Phelps will look after the telephone interests in
general and the other electrical interests in the
New P.ngland and Middle .\tlantic states. It is
hoped in this way to reach all electrical concerns, and secure a petition which will represent
tee of

the

which has

in

the

that

em-

in this

coun-

The

results of

the experiments on
this line

falling of a

shutter rings a bell which is so connecleil that it
is operated by the fall of any one of the shutters.
At the top of the case will be seen a narrow
The
board, in which are two rows of holes.
board is of hard wood, and has upon its back,
brass plug sockets set to coincide with the holes
bored through the board. The purpose of this
arrangement is that the attendant may not
thoughtlessly come in contact with the sockets.
These sockets form the terminals of the alarm
branches, and as already stated, are in direct
I'he sockets are
contact with running circuits.
placed in the system for the purpose of furnishing the attendant ready means for the use of
measuring apparatus, of which a description follows:
Upon a shelf near by is a box containing one
hundred spools of German silver wire of 2,000
ohms' resistance each. These spools are in series and their combined resistance is 200,000
ohms. Brass sockets are placed in the series of
spools, so that Dranch connections may be made
anywhere in the circuit between the spools.
This high resistance is so arranged that it may
be connected across the poles of a circuit by
means of cords and plugs connected with the
sockets at the top of the board, and its object is to
facilitate the measurement of a circuit while the

/Kff
'Ki3'

practically

same as

have been

highly satisfactory.
.Another notable in.stance of the fact
that the telephone
is appreciated, is
found at Osaka, where the
police department of the city has established a
system of bo.xes, something after the style of
the police system in this country.
The telephone, however, has not come into
general use in the empire, no exchanges have
been established, and there has really been no
attempt to develop the field. This will be done
immediately, as the government has taken up
the project and will open excl^anges at Tokio
and Yokohama about April ist.
As soon as
practicable the system will be extended throughout the empire.
It was with a view of securing
the latest European and American improvements ami the best practice in exchange work,
that the emperor commissioned S. Oi nearly a
year ago to visit the principal cities of Europe
and .\merica and familiarize himself with the
operation of their exchanges.
At London Mr. Oi began a course of studies
on telegraphy and telephony, which lasted nearly four months.
He also visited the Paris exposition and gained considerable knowledge of
the French systems and instnimentsof all kinds.
He then began a tour of inspection visiting
Berlin, .\ntwerp, Brussels, Hamburg, Dresden,
Leipzig. Brunswick, Dusseldorf and Cologne.
He also visited many towns in England, Ireland
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and Scotland, and wherever he went he received
numerous suggestions which will greatly benefit
About three months
him in his work at home.
ago he reached New York and began his Ameri-

New York, Brooklyn, Boston, Providence, Philadelphia and AVashington occupied
most of his attention. He said he was surprised
at the advancement made in this country in the

can tour.

of

application

electricity

everyday

to

life.

November

and then proceed to the coast and immediately
home. He said he had been treated
veiy nicely in this country and would leave with
His visit
a favorable impression of the people.
at Chicago was necessarily short, but he was
accorded every privilege by Supt. Wilson of the
Chicago Telephone compan)', who explained
the details of the system at the Chicago e.xchange
start for

.

went," he said, "I found someI had heard of electric railways bething new.
fore leaving Japan, though we have none there,

"Everywhere

I

H
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X

X

Resistance Box and Wheatstone Bridge.
In the

acompanying cut

is

given a view of a

new standard resistance box and Wheatstone
The box is made after the designs of
bridge.

X-

Prof. William A.
versity.

The

Anthony,

late of

Cornell Unionetens, ten hun-

coils in this set consist of ten

tenth ohm coils, ten units, ten
dreds, and ten thousands, giving an aggregate
These coils are arresistance of 1 1,1 II ohms.
ranged in rows.
The arrangement of coils in rows instead of
in circles makes possible an employment of this
set which is one of its most valuable features in
that it permits the use of a device by which the

each row may be connected either in series or in multiple arc at will and with equal faFor example, taking the row of coils
cility.
marked units, if we place a plug to the right of
the block marked o, and to the left of the block
marked 10, we have a resistance of 10 ohms,
while placing the plugs at the right of block o
to the left of block i, to the right of block 2,
and so on through the row, gives us the same
ten coils in multiple arc, and consequently a reThis not only
sistance of one-tenth of an ohm.

coils of

it possible to compare easily the individual coils with the standard, but is of the great-

makes

est advantage in making it easy to compare
them with one another; for instance, each onetenth ohm may not only be compared with all the
others, but also with the row of unit coils placed in
multiple and so on through each row, thus mak-

^^ ^Kj[f^ cUqifim/l,ci/i.
FIG.

RUDD GROUND ALARM.

2.

I was greatly disappointed with them in
Europe. I had been given the impression that
they were very successful, but there was little in

and

Europe that attracted my
came to this country though,
change. Wherever I went I heard of

the ."iystems
attention.
I

found a

I

saw

When

in

I

electric railways, so I

thought

I

would

Thomson- Houston company's works

the

visit

when

at

I did so, and I was .so pleased with
what I saw that I remained until I had thorI think
oughly investigated the whole system.
we will introduce electric railways in our coun-

Boston.

try soon.

ing errors in the adjustment of the set well nigh
impossible when the work is carefully done.
The bridge arms consist of" r, 10, 100, 1,000,
and 10,000 ohms on each side. By a special
device they may be quickly reversed by the
change of two plugs.
One of the most valuable features of the set
device for determining its temperature.
is the
This has only lately been added. Those who
are accustomed to the use of standard coils are
well aware that there is always considerable
doubt whether the teinperature of the box as indicated by a thermometer is actually the temperature of the coils themselves, embedded as they
are in masses of paraffine through which temperature changes take place very slowly. There
is also the probability of a slight change in the

perature of the

To be more

16, 18

can be readily computed.
temperature coefficient

set

specific, the

of copper is .004, while that of platinoid is
This gives a difference of .00376 as the
.00024.
coefficient on which the copper coil will increase
or decrease in apparent lesistance; i. <?., measured in terms of the platinoid, for each degree
centigrade change of temperature.
If now the
coil is wound so as to measure 266 ohms at the
standard temperature it is evident that a change
in its apparent resistance of one ohm will mean
a change of one degree in temperature, while
fractional changes of resistance will indicate the
same fractional changes of temperature. This,
it is obvious, gives a far
more accurate means
of determining the temperature than is possible
by use of a thermometer as it is possible to
measure yjVtr o'""" resistance with considerably
greater percentage of accuracy than -,l degree
centigrade by means of a thermometer.
In addition to this there is the certainty that the temperature of the coils themselves is measured
and not that of the air outside of the coils. This

temperature

coil is

conveniently placed

among

the other coils and connected in such a way that
by simply throwing over the copper strap at the
right hand lower corner into the adjoining post,
the coil takes the place of the usual unknown
resistance and is measured immediately without
any further change of connections.
In this set, as it has been improved, a number of changes have been made in the minor
details.
The exact size and taper of the plugs
has been carefully reconsidered and changed so
as to insure a more perfect fit and contacts.
The coils of this box are all of platinoid wire
which has a very high specific resistance and
the low temperature co-efficient of .00024. They
are adjusted by Prof. Anthony himself and compared with a standard coil <vhich has been tested
by the Cavendish standard. All the coils above
one ohm are within .01 per cent, in accuracy,
the one ohm coils within ,02 per cent,, while the
one-tenth coils are within about .05 per cent.
The set measures 2i_;4xi3^ inches on top.
The rubber top is of the finest quality and j|
inch thick while the brass blocks and strips
are of more than ordinary thickness so as to entirely obviate any error due to their resistance.
This box was recently put on the market by
James W. Queen & Co., Philadelphia.

Electric Railway

Work

in

St.

Paul and

Minneapolis.

W. G, DeCelle of the Northwestern Electrical
Construction company of St. Paul, was in Chicago last week. Every electrical business in his
district, he said was prospering, and there was a
heavy qlemand for electrical apparatus of every

.

"Another thoroughly enjoyable

visit

was

at

laboratory of Mr. Edison, where I was
shown everything. It is a great institution.
I
have also been at the Johns Hopkins university.'
You have many fine laboratories here I see."
The Edison lamp-works at Schenectady, N.
Y., also proved interesting to the visitor, but
probably the greatest surprise he had was at
Rochester. N. Y., where the electric light and
power stations are operated by water power.
"That was the first time I ever saw anything
like that," said (.)i, and as he spoke his face
showed the wonderment he experienced. "The
Urush station is a great place and they get their
power from the river. It will make an interesting report for my people.
I have
many plans
and suggestions from the men in charge of these
stations, and when I return to Japan they will all
be laid before the department. We have good
water power and can use it the same as they do at
Rochester,
The Thomson-Houston coinpany
has a big plant at Osaka and supplies arc and incandescent lamps throughout the city.
At Tokio the lOdison com])any furnishes the incandescent lamps and the Urush arc lamps are largely
used.
I'or commercial lighting the American
dynamos are preferred to European machines,
We have of course, all types of dynamos in our
laboratories, but there are few European machines very few in fact
in use in commercial
lighting.
American companies are doing all tinwork there now."
Kansas City
It is the intention nf ()i irj visit

the

—

—

RESISTANCE

nO,\

AND WUKATSTONE

thermometric reading before it is noted, as usually, the thermometer is removed and quickly
read -in order to avoid the inconvenience of
To obviate these difiiculties
stooping over.
Prof. Anthony has made use of an extra coil,
which he calls a "temperature coil;" this coil is
of copper wire, whose temperature co-efficient
has been carefully determined by several measurements made while the coil was immersed in water
Since the temperaat different temperatures.
ture coefficient of copper is higher than that of
platinoid, with which the set is wound, the apparent resistance of this temperature coil, measured in terms of the coils of the set will rise or
In this way the
fall as does the
temperature.
change of temperaline from the standard tcm-

IIRIDGE.

Speaking of electric railway work in
Minneapolis and St. Paul, he said, "The Fourth
avenue line in Minneapolis we hope to have in
operation by the first of December.
We have
completed the power house and the boilers are
The engines and generators will be
in position.
The pole line is up
put in position next week.
and we are going ahead with the electrical construction.
To a certain extent this will be an

kind.

experimental road, although of course we are
We
perfectly confident of its entire success.
will start with six cars.
The Fifth street and
(Irand avenue line in St. Paul will be a little
over six miles long.
All the rail connections
have been made and we expect to have the road
in operation by the middle of December.
Six

<
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cars will be run on

lwi> mi llie
I'iflli street ami
Clrand avomic line.
I'ower will be siiiiplied by
the St. I'aiil das eDiiiiiany's plant. In the spring
we will build the University avrniic line between
St. I'aiil and Minneapolis.
It
will be twelve

miles

in len>;tli."

The

National

Electric Co.'s AlternatinR

Electrician Karrctt announced his oppoHito the project in its present form, so far as
C'liicaKo is concerned; and now that the lioston
I'oinpany has fonixl it ne<:essary Ui suspend
operations, it is hardly possible that the projectors of the enterprise in Chicago will push the
schenK'.
At any rate, they will meet with deided oppositiim.
(!ity

other cfTectK.

lion

dynamos under

(

Current Dynamo.
The

aceciinpaiiN inj;

the

type of

!

reeniaii

cuts

illnslrale

.ilternating

the latest

etirreiU

dyna-
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Mechanical and Electrical Horse Power.
Manv inipiiries .dmosl identical to tin- follow-

per

The commercial efficiency
full load may be a>. Iiigh

while
one-r|uarlcr

of
as

the

conmiercial efficiency
under
loa<l
may be only 75
per cent. The ommercial efliricncy of poorly
constructed or very small dynamos, or of machines carryinij a very liijht load, may fall much
lower.
If we therefore apply one mechanical
horse power at the dynamo pulley the electrical
outpuf in the external circuit will not be 7.}6
watts, but with a i{ood dynamo from 9 to 25 per
cent. less.
< )iie mechanical horse
power therefore will yield for useful work only from 680 to
560 watts, accordinjj to the make and size of the
dynamo and the amount of lo.id. As an average
therefore It may be said that one mechanical
horse power will yield for useful work about
9-)-2S-«-2— 17 percent, less orOjo watts. Iimriler
to Ket one electrical horse power nt 7.(0 watts in
the external circuit there must be applied to the
dynamo pulley j!{5
'-^o mechanical horse
power. (Jr in other words, we must apply 20
per cent, more mechanical horse power at the
<lynamo pulley than we may expect as electrical
horse power in the external circuit.
It should
be borne in mind that on an average 17 percent.
will be lost in each conversion from mechanical
to electrical energy or vice versa.
()i

ciiii.,

1

—

=

Ten mechanical horse power for instance delivered at the dynamo pulley will deliver 83 per
cent, or 8.3 electrical horse power for useful
we wish t<j drive a motor on
how many mechanical horse power
may we expect at the pulley of the motor? The
work.

Suppose

this circuit,

answer

The Freeman system

has already been
the \Vksii;kn' h'.i.KciuiciAN of October 5th. An inspection of Fig. i
shows the details of the arrangement of the
field magnets of the e.xciter.
As is well known,
the exciting current in this machine is varied by
the adjustment of the curved pole pieces of the
These are so constructed as to admit
exciter.
of their being swung on bearings formed at the
ends of the exciter field magnets. The screw
shown beneath the magnet poles serves to adjust them in any desired position relative to the
annature.
The armature of the exciter is of the
Gramme type. As will be noticed, the brushes
are arranged to bear on the commutator on the
inner side of the armature.
The brushes are
adjusted to a non-sparking point, and the regulation of the current generated is .iccomplished
by the hand wheel under the exciter pole-pieces.
The pedestal for the outer bearing of the exciter is made of brass to prevent magnetic leakage at this point. The general design of this
machine proper is similar to that of the best
known American alternating current dynamos.
The exciting apparatus, however, is of a type
peculiar to the Freeman system.
The dynamo
is made by the National F^lectric Manufacturing
company of Eau Claire, Wis.

mo.

described at length

in

ing have been recently received by the Wkstf.r.v
Ei.i;cTRKi.\N:
"If I deliver one horse powerto
a dynamo pulley, do I get 740 watts delivered
in the external circuit?"
'i'hese tpieries, it is
thought, can be answered by one general reply:

will be 83 per cent. i>! 8j percent, of lohorse power, or about 69 per cent, or 6.9 horse
power.
In this double conversion of energy we
lose therefore about 31 per cent.
If we wish to ascertain how much power we
must apply to the pulley of the generator In order to have one horse power at our disposal at
the pulley of the motor, we find it to be ',•," —
1.45 horse power, or practically it will be necessary to apply 1^' horse power to the pulley of
the generator for each horse power available at
the pulley of the motor.

Take another example: An

arc lamp requires
amperes and 45 volts or 450 watts. What Is
the approximate mechanical horse power re10

Heating Companies and Underground
Wires.
The suspension of the Boston Heating company

last

electric

week

will

lighting

be noted with interest in
This company had

circles.

pipes laid under four miles of streets in the Hub,
and supplied steam for power and heating pur-

poses to 70 buildings in the business center of
the town.
In New York a similar company has
been operating, and only recently application
was made the Chicago city council for a like
franchise.

The experience

in lioston

and

New

York will undoubtedly tend to discourage the
project in Chicago, and the electric companies
wilt not hesitate to use the example of the Eastern companies as a warning.
The streets of
Boston and New York were constantly torn up
by the heating companies, pipes could not be
obtained, it was said, which would stand the
terrible pressure, and altogether, the electric
companies which had their wires buried were
kept in hot water.
In view of these reports

FIG.

I.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC ALTERN

The mechanical horse power required to drive a
dynamo must be greater than the electrical horse
power the dynamo will yield In useful work In
the external circuit.
In the best makes of dynamos the useful output in electrical horse power

(commercial efficiency) will be only from 75 to
horse power applied to
(See Franklin Institute

91 per cent, of the
the dynamo pulley.
tests.)'

certain percentage of energy Is of course abin the field and armature coils and an additional percentage Is lost in producing heat and
.\

sorbed

quired

,

at

the

cent. == 450

-f-

dynamo
90

=

pulley?

540 watts

450

+

20 per
}}j horse

power, or about '4 horse power.
Take still another case: Twelve 16 candle
power incandescent Lamps are guaranteed per
mechanical horse power delivered at the dyna-

mo

What is the permissible maximum
of watts per lamp? Of the one horse
power 620 watts are available, and *,';"= 5 1.66
watts per lamp.
These calculations of course do
not take Into consideration the loss of energy In
the external circuit.
pulley.

number

1
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Electro-Magnetic Railway Bral<e.
The accompanying cuts illustrate a new form
of

electric

brake.

Tlie

description

following;

from Industries presents the most important feaIf it be remembered
tures of the invention;
what great efforts have of late years been made
by the inventors of the various air-brakes' to
shorten the time which elapses between the application of the brake-blocks in the

first

and

last

slide

on the mandrel

to

and from the

November

face-plate.

A

long bar, N, was bolted to D, and a spring
balance reading up to 200 pounds was attached
to the other end, and also to the floor as shown.
The lathe, with back gear in, was then set in

motion

in the direction

the arrow, and vari-

of

ous currents were passed through the coil, E,
and the readings noted on the spring balance for
each.
The brake upon which the experiments
were made was wound with No. 16 B. W. G.
insulated copper wire, in nine layers of 29 turns
each,

making a

ance of the

total of

261

The

turns.

1889

cumstances compel it, the motors can be relied
upon to do more than their normal amount of
work without any harmful results.
The managers of the road have expressed
themselves as being perfectly satisfied with their
electrical equipment.
The president of the railway company, Henry Wellington of New York
city, is reported as stating that the running of
the road is attended with the most satisfactory

resist-

was 4.07 ohms.

In Fig. 4 the
mean effective radius of the coil is X y. = ii^
inches. W^ the weight of the unbalanced portion
of bar N, is 35.7 lbs., and it acts at a radius
XS=59 inches, while the radius at which the
spring balance is fixed is XT=io3 inches.
represents the reading of the spring balance,
and M' the weight of the chain hooks and balance
equal to 4.5 lbs.
It will be seen that W, x XS and
are
x
constants;
these reduced to an
equivalent
weight acting at
represent a tangential pull
of 223 lbs.
The current was obtained from a
dynamo with variable resistance in circuit and
the readings were taken in Siemens' dynamometer.
The following results were obtained:
Current in amperes.
Weight W. in lb.
coil

i6,

W

W XT

XY

FIGS. I

AND

2.

ELECTRO-MAGNETIC RAILWAY BRAKE.

vehicle of a train, the importance of the advantage presented by electricity in this respect canOne of the difficulties
not be over-estimated.
hitherto experienced by the designers of purely
electrical brakes was that of obtaining a sufficient amount of gripping power with a reasonable expenditure of electrical energy, and the
brake here described, which is the invention of
Messrs. Timmis and Forbes, would appear to
have successfully overcome this difficulty by the
adoption of an electro-magnet of shell form.
The brake is intended for application to trains
in connection with the system of electric train
lighting which was worked out by I. A. Timmis
In the Timmis and
of Westminster, England.
Forbes electro-magnetic brake the pressure is
not applied by blocks on tiie circumference of
the wheel, but on a ring bolted to the side of
the wheel, and of smaller diameter than the
This ring forms one side or face of the
wheel.
magnetic shell previously mentioned, the other
three sides being formed by a casting which
contains the exciting coil, and, being prevented
from revolving, acts the part of a brake shoe.
Fig. I is an end elevation, partly in section,
showing the brake as fixed to a railway carriage
wheel.
Fig. 2 is a half front elevation, the top
quadrant showing the ring, A, with the shell, D,

removed. The wrought iron

ring, A,

is

1.6

6

3-

14
23

1

341
5-3S
6.33
6.47

33
62

77
the wire was only 16 B. W. G. the experiments were not carried further.
diagram
plotted out, showed that the torque on the brake
varied directly as the current.
.

As

A

Electric Railway at

Bay Ridge,

FIGS. 3

AND

4.

ELECTRO-MAGNETIC RAILWAY BRAKE.

and that

it has been
in daily operation
without the least cause of delay, since its instal-

results,
lation.

The Book Table.
Alternating Clirrenis of Electricity. By Thomas
H. Blakesley, M. A. D. Van Nostrand company, New
York.

This book consists, in the main, of a number of
chapters which have appeared originally in the
London Electrician, in the "Transactions of the
Physical Society," and also in the Philosophical
Magazine. As stated by the author in the preface,- they "were written to exemplify the use of
the geometrical method in treating problems involving the flow of electricity arising from the
resistance of sources of electromotive force

whose

intensity undergoes harmonic variation."
attempt to criticise this work from a mere
perusal of its pages would lie an injustice to the
writer.
Mathematical in the extreme the book
must needs be studied not read. To those
interested in the higher mathematical treatment
of the theory of alternating currents, it will prove

To
Wld.

The accompanying engraving gives a view of
a Sprague electric car and three trail cars in operation on the Bay Ridge electric railway at
Bay Ridge, Md. This road was installed dur-

—

attached

by means of
two projecting pieces, C.
This ring forms the annular armature to the shell magnet, which is a cast iron
spoked wheel, D, having a rim of channel section
to the spokes of the railway wheels
.screws or bolts, B, but is driven by

in

which

wire, E.

wound a coil of insulated copper
The casting, D, which might be called

is

shoe, is carried upon the cast iron
bush, H, which may be fixed to the axle box.
Upon the face of D are fixed two wrought iron
rings, F and F', which form the annular poles of
the electro-magnet when the current flows in the
coil, K; if the inner ring, F',be a north pole, the
outer ring, F, will be a south pole, and vice versa
if the flow of current
be reversed in direction.
These pole rings are made separate, and fixed
10 1) by keys and screw.s, so as to be removable
when worn. The legs, K, are arranged so as to
enable tie rods to be fixed to J), to prevent it
revolving.
The terminals for the coil, K, are at
1, 1,.
When a battery or dynamo is connected
to I, L, a current flows through the coil, Iv, and
the brake, being free to slide along the axle, is
attracted against the face of the armature. A;
but as the brake is prevented from revolving by
the tie rods the friction produced between the
surfaces, A and 1'', tends to stop the wheel. The
friction, being spread over a large area, does
not cau.se undue heating.
In order to obtain
reliable data as to the power developed by this
brake, a test apparatus was arranged as in
I'igs. 3 and 4.
Referring to Fig. 3,
is the
face-plate of a large lathe to which the ring, A,
was fastened. A mandrel, V, and the brake, I),
were arranged in the lathe so that I) was free to

the brake

M

ELKCIRIC ItAU.WAV AT MAY KUJGE,

ing the spring of 18S9, and has carried large
numbers of passengers during the summer who
have visited this popular seaside resort on the
Chesapeake Bay, near Baltimore.
The electric car upon this line is equipped
with two Sprague, type No. 6, electric motors,
and each car ordinarily draws a tow car. The
cut illustrates a test which was successfully
made, of forcing one electric car to tow three
loaded tow cars, or three times the usual number of cars.
While it is not advisable to overload electric motors, yet very often, when cir-

iMh.

Although written "for the use of
students and engineers," it is doubtful whether
such a work will find favor with the American
electrical engineer.
For a student of higher
mathematics the work seems better suited.
of value.

Electuic Ligeit Primer.
York.

J\o

pp.

By Charles

L.

Levey,

New

Price 50c.

This is the second edition of this little book,
which is intended for the use of those who are
in charge of electric light installations.
The
primer since the first edition has been considerably enlarged.
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Swinging Switch-board at tho Autlito-

accompanying

riuni.
hi the ik'si'iiptidn, rcii'iilly

Wkstkkn

Ki.i'X'iKiiiAN, of

|iiililislii-il

tliu

in

»59

the general construction of this board.
It is bnill of oak on a
siron;; iron frame.
'I'he body measures lo feet
by lo feet by about .( inches thick.
Tlie iron
haiifjer rods at the lop and the rollers at the bottom support the board so that little labor is re(|uircd to change its position.
The tot.il number of lights controlled from this board is ,1,400.

llu-

electric liKlniiili

apparatus in service at the ("liicajjo Aiiditoriiini,
mention was made of a swiii^jiiij; switch-lioanl in
the tlieater, from wliicli all the lijihts visible In
the hall anil on the stajje were controlled.
In
plainiin^; the wu'inj; of the staffe it was fonml In
be no easy matter to locale this switch board.
It was desired that the board should stand in
the rijjht hand winj; near the fro[U of the Klaj;e.
There was, however, at this point little or no
room, and it was found that when tlie enlarjteil

Of

this

number

ut

i

1,700

and 1,700

;irc

distribiiled

throughout

the audience li.ill.
'I'he
switches used are of the .Amirews' type.
The
three rows shown to the left on the bo.ird and
marked "red." "white" and "jjreen," <;ontrollhe
the sta>;e,

border

circinls,

Chicaijo Electric Club.

illustrates

in

IIh-

ihreeodd switches

Ai the tu?xi ini-etiiiK of the ChltaKo Electric
club November i«lh, II. Iv. Sunny will read a
paper oiilitled, "The l\e of lli^di Tension ( urrenls in i;iec;trir: l,i({htiiiK."
In view of the recent atjitalion toncerniiiK lii>;li teiinion (urrenls,
the subject is one of marked interest.
At the
.same meetint; the matter of fillini; the vacancy
caused by the resiKnallon of President Uarton
will b(' taken up, aiirl a cominlttce on nomination will be appoinli^d.

In

to the

Defense of American Practice.

yV/ tfif /•:tlUor

nf Iht Wr.^rKW*< K(

ly

tuc mh:

In a recent review of Ihc "Incandewent Wiring HandItook" in the I-ondon Elrclniian, hcvcral references were
made lo the work of American electrical cntftnccrt. 10
which I must take exception.
In the first place I notice
lliis

ohserv.'ition:

"On

the whole it is impoisibic lo rc»i«t the conclution
American ideas in this matter arc scarcely on a par
with our own.
The very f.ict thai a winn;; table f<i cakulalcd for various (alls of [Kjlenlial, from 1 to 15 volts,
would show that more attention is [wid to what is, after all,
.1 small saving in the cost of copiicr, than
to safety and tffi'
cicncy.
In this country, although, no doubt, plenty of
bad work is still Iwing done, it would ncverlhciefs be dilficult to find many installations with a drop of 5 to 10 per
cent., such .as Mr. Itadt chofjses to 'figure on' (10 uk ibe
elegant native expression)."
If this expression of opinion merely related to my little
book, it would be a matter of slight conse(|uence. but. as
stated, the criticism is unju»t to electrical engineers, who
supervise incandescent work in the t'nited Slates.
If the
writer of the review had consulted the IkxA a little more
carefully, he might have found on page 50 the following:
"Kule \ III. lirst calculate the si/es of mains and
feeders; then determine the sizes of branches.
Not mere
than 5 per cent, loss must be allowed Ijetwcen the main
distributing point ami lamp outlets.
In the closet s)siem.
for instance, 3 per cent, loss may be allowed from the dynamo or main distributing point lo the closets, and 2 per cent.
from the closets to the lamp outlets. • • •
"The percentage of loss in the wires should be made as
small as possible, for two reasons:
In the first place, a
large drop in the wires involves considerable waste of energy, and secondly, the system will not admit of automatic
regulation of the pressure."
think in this extract American ideas on 'he subject arc
expressed perfectly.
The mere fact that the wiring tables
are "figured," or, .-is our esteemed cousinson the other side
prefer lo say. are calculated, for a drop of potential from
1 10 15 per. cent,
not "volts." as the quotation says, is no
argument against it. I admit th.it I might have emphasized that the range of these tables is really beyond the
compass of the t)ook; but I thought best to extend' them so
that they might be used for central station work.
This
matter, of course, is one of which out cousins in England
have little practical experience. The custom in this country is to calculate feeders in the three-wire system for central station work, with a loss up to 15 per cent., and to
keep the drop in the mains and sersice lines very low. sajr.
not in excess of 2 or 3 per cent.
The admissible percentage of loss in the conductors for
central station work is regulated after Sir Will am Thomson's law.
With cheap water power, for instance it
would be economy to allow a comparatively great percentage of loss in the feeders.
There is another statement:
"In the examples with which the applications of the rules
are illustrated. Mr. Badt usually takes the fall of potential
in the wires at 10 per cent!
Not only is this a «{uite impossible figure in house wiring, hut for short lengths, it is
very likely to suggest to the 'too-trustful' disciple a wire
which, with the preposed current, is certain to overheat."
I refer again to Rule X'lII. tjuoted above.
I adopted 10 per cent, for convenience, as I
simply desired to illustrate the method of calculation. Itesides. ihae
is Rule \. which ought to prevent the too-trustful but, 1
hope, olK-dient disciple from making this mistake:
"Kule X. .-Vsccrtain the proper size of wire according
to Chapter XXVI. for permissible loss, number of lamps
aiid distance.
Then determine by Table I. whether the
wire has the necessary carrying capacity.
If not. assume
smaller percentages of loss until a wire is found that will
be large enough to carry the current safely."
The English custom of instructing foremen to allow
from 500 to 700 amperes per square inch in the sctricc
lines is rather an extravagant luxury.
C'ompctition and
high priced labor and material compel us to be more economical in the I'nited States.
The fact that the great majority of contrac;s specify that there shall be 00 greater
variations in the electrical pressure than I or 2 per cent,
seems to be proof enough that we have strict rules for loss
in our scrs'ice lines.
\Ve generally give oar wireineo a
wire table for ser\-ice lines calculated on I per cent, or 2
per cent, loss for numbers of lamps from, say, I to 50. and
for distances up to 300 feet.
The critic will see. I think, that his conclosion thai
American is not equal to English practice is bardlj well
foundc-d.
I speak from the practical experience that I
that
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SWINGINi; SWITCH-BOARID AT

Stage was to be used, the board would be in the

way. For the benefit of those who are not familiar with the construction of
the .\uditorium
stage, it might be well to e.xplain that the reduction in the width of the stage is accomplished by
the lowering at the side of iron curtains, made
in imitation of the theater walls.
The most convenient place for the switch-board was against
the inner side of the iron curtain on the right.
If placed
in this position
the board would,
as already stated, be in
the way
when
the
reducing
curtain
was raised.
To
overcome these
difficulties, and
place the
switch-board in this position and yet not interfere with the scenery, etc., the engineers hit upon the plan of making the switch-board a swinging one.
By this arrangement the board could
be swung off out of sight when the iron curtain
for reducing the stage was to be lifted.
The

s..cr^,t,^^ cV..

THE AUniTORU'M.

right of these rows control each all the border
lights of one color.
At the bottom of the board
below the rows of switches are arranged the
levers for throwing in the resistance by which
the lights are lowered.
Iron wire is used for

being located beneath
the floor.
The board is hinged as shown. Connections from the board to the circuits across
the joint are made through flexible cables. The
lower set of cables connect with the resistance
coils.
As a whole the board is a most complete
this resistance, the coils

arrangement. It was designed and constructed
by Leonard & Izard, Chicago.

An ordinance granting the Northwestern Telephone Exchange the right to lay conduits on Fifth and Cedar streets
was passed by the Minneapolis city council last week.
In
one clause the city rescr^-es the rig,ht to order the construction of not more than 6.000 feet of conduits any year during the life of the franchise, which is twenty years.

gained in England

last vear.

F. B.

Chicago, Nov.

Badt.

9, iSf j

The People's Railway company's extension to Sooth
Park has t>eeo completed at St. Joseph. Mo., and last week
first car was ran over the road to Twenty-second street.
Cars will commence running regularly to South Park in
atwut one week, when the People's company will have ten
the

miles of line in operation.
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advantageous in
removal of ashes
often a source of great annoyance.

fuel proves true, its use will be
electric light stations where the
is
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Electrical Patents

The

committee of the National Electric Light
which has in charge the work of petitioning congress to remove the tariff on copA
per, has prepared its plan of campaign.
brief outline of the methods which it will follow
will be found in an article on another page. The
committee should receive the cordial assistance

association,

of the representatives of

all

delegates are interviewed
every city which they visit on the conditions
They
precedent to closer commercial relations.
all e.xpress their admiration for the products of
Yankee genius, and express their preference for
Three projects are sugAmerican machinery.
gested by a number of South Americans for the
They are: First, allowance of
increase of trade.
subsidies to steamship companies; second, the
construction of an international railroad, and
third, the arrangement of a uniform standard of
in

electrical interests.

Sr. Paul papers assert that a conflict between
ihe municipal authorities and electrical companies will not be an unexpected occurrence. The
city council recently passed a resolution directing the city engineer to remove "dead" poles
and other poles placed without authority by the
The city engineer
several electrical companies.
pole chopping party
is expected to organize a
and the companies will probably attempt to prevent operations by obtaining an injunction.

It is stated that about one-seventh of the product of coal mines has been lost in dust.
A
number of schemes have been attempted by
which to make this waste available as fuel but
none of them it is said, has proved successful
heretofore. Recently the Reading Railway comjiany has been trying the experiment of making
the dust into bricketts that will burn like coal,
It is stated that
but without ashes cjr clinkers.
about 10 per cent, of pitch is added to the coal
(lust which is made into large stjuares under a
If all that is claimed
for the
heavy pressure.

Paris exposition has closed.

Its

success

was even greater than was expected, although
the anticipations of the projectors were not of a
modest kind. It would be hard to compute the
advantages which have accrued to France
It was a disappointthrough the exposition.
ment that the electrical exhibits did not constitute a more prominent feature of the exposition,

know

the enterprise
of a few American companies saved this department almost from insignificance. The exposition
1889 and
of 1892 will be grander than that of
some of the defects in the latter exhibition will
be remedied. Undoubtedly the progress in the
electrical field will be far better illustrated, and
who knows what the next few years will bring
forth for illustration?

but

is

a satisfaction to

that

the dispatches are misleading, a comto utilize the power of
the Kakabeka Falls, near Port Arthur, Canada.
The waterfall is 100 feet, and it is believed that
The
it will develop thousands of horse i^ower.
scheme of the projectors is a huge one. They propose to establish near the falls a number of manufacturing enterprises, and they expect to see a city

Unless

pany has been organized

grow

at this point.

used

in

Considerable power

will

be

generating electricity, which will be dis-

It is
tributed for furnishing light and power.
also stated that power will be transmitted to-the
neighboring silver mines for the operation of
machinery. The syndicate which proposes to
undertake this enormous enterprise has, it is
said, an abundance of money which has been

The disfurnished by American capitalists.
patches state that water rights and adjoining
property have already been purchased.

A MOVEMENT is on foot in England to place a
monument in Westminster Abbey in memory of
Dr. James Prescott Joule. The movement is genEngland. An exchange says:
services rendered to the cause of human
progress by the classical researches of this great
erally indorsed in

"The

experimentalist ought to be commemorated in
some outward and visible form. The immense
revolution in human thought effected by the doctrine of the conservation of energy has only been
rendered possible by researches which subjected
the theory of the indestructibility of energy to
the tests of an experimental scrutiny of the
A life-long
highest and most rigorous kind.
work of this nature is not one of a character
which actively affects the public imagination,
but the enormous value of it can best be tested
by supposing ourselves to be still living in ignoA memorial to commemorance of its results.
rate these splendid achievements is certainly
That it should be a national memocalled for.
rial is only fitting and right."

An employe of the Chicago Telephone company, who entered a manhole last week was immediately overcome by gas which had escaped
The accident did not result
into the conduit.
fatally, although the workman was seriously afUnder ordinary circumfected for a time.
stances, such an occurrence could be passed by
with the briefest mention, but at the present
time when so much is being said and written
about the perils of linemen, who by the way are
fully awaie of the dangers incident to their calling, it is only just to call attention to the fact
that other agents fully as dangerous to employes
of electrical companies as the electric current,
are to be found in large cities.

Mad

the

tele-

i6,

18S9

phone employe received a shock from wires instead of being suffocated, the public would have
been regaled by sensational descriptions calculated to confuse rather than to enlighten the
reader.
7\.s it is, the Chicago papers pass by the
occurrence as a matter of too slight importance
Overdrawn and sensational
to require notice.
accounts of accidents to linemen may be interesting, but they are unjust to a growing industry.
The perils to linemen when circuits are
defective are great and it is not intended to insinuate the contrary, but it is equally true that
there are other dangers fully as great.
There is
doubtless no reason for the existence of any of
these perils.
The only point which it is intended to emphasize here is that in its criticism of
existing evils, that from faulty circuits should
not be singled out as the only peril deserving of
attention.

A CONFERENCE
cities

was

in

of postmastets of leading
session in Washington last week.

Postmaster General Wanamaker announced, it is
he should recommend to congress the

said, that

establishment of some sort of postal telegraph in
connection
with the postoffice
department.

This is Mr. Wanamaker's pet scheme, and although it is not popular, he cannot be talked
out of it.
After long investigation he found
that his plan of
the delivery of

the letter carriers for
the telegrams of the Western
Union company was not altogether practicable,
although he is still of the opinion that a service
based on this idea would be of great benefit to
the public in the way of cheaper rates.
It was
understood that after the conference between
Mr. Wanamaker and President Norvin Green on
this subject last summer, the plan of an arrangement between the government and the telegraph
utilizing

company was abandoned.

Mr. Wanamaker,
hopes to get some legislation in
the direction of a governmental control of the
telegraph service.
It is not likely that
he
however,

still

present a detailed plan to congress, but will
content himself with making a general recommendation on the subject.
will

At the last convention of the Telephone association at Minneapolis a paper was read on
"Telephone Salutations," in which the following
reference to the word "hello" was made: "On
the advent of the telephone the want was immediately felt for some form of salutation which
should have the effect of attracting the attention
of the party at the distant station, so that conversation might readily pass between the telephone correspondents

attempting

it.

Some

bright genius invented the word 'hello,' which,
by the way, js not usually approved as a proper
salutation in polite society, but which, for telephone purposes was at once generally adopted,
the word having the apparent faculty of being
spoken over a circuit utterly incapable of transmitting any other word in the English language;
and while the word may be the one of all others
most suitable for telephone purposes, its use has
With
developed into most annoying abuse.
intelligent people, as well as with others not so
intelligent, and with telephone experts in a great
measure, it is customary to stand at one end of
a telephone line and by reiterating the word a
great number of times in quick succession, entirely drown out the fellow's voice from the
other end of the line and who, by going through
a similar formula with energy and patience frequently mixed with anathemas against the telephone, succeeds in slowly getting into actual
conversation, while the fault lies entirely with
the individuals, and not with the innocent maWhat would be thought of a person enchine.
tering an office or premises of any kind, knowing and seeing the proprietor present, should
begin and persist in calling attention by re"
peating over and over again the word, 'hello?'
The criticism perhaps made a strong impression upon the officials of the local telephone
company. Certain it is that the word is now
tabooed in the St. Paul exchange, although, as
a local paper says, many tender memories linger
about it. The subscribers, of course, cannot be
dictated to, but it is hoped that even they may
be induced to discontinue the historic word as
The call now in use is "Number,
time rolls on.
please?

—
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Hertz's Experiments with Waves of Electric Force.
i;\

'I'Ik-

c.

iillini.ilc iKitiii'e

s,

CiMiK,

of

all llic fi)i'nisc)f

ciiciHy

yrcaU-sl sciciuilic iiUiTesl.
A compk'Le theory of soiuul luis loiij; been in
We are conliilent lliat heal is some
existence.
kind of a vibration of particles of matter and
lint when
that liyht is a wave-motion of ether.
asked "What is electricity?" we are accustomed

is

n

<|iiL'Slii)ii

of

llif

Of all
we know very little about it.
the forms of kinetic enerjjy, electrical energy is
'I'he
by far the most diflicnit to nndersland.
mathematical reasoning; of Maxwell and others
has led to the "Kleclro-mayiietic Theory of
Light," in which is presenteil the idea that waves
of light are really an electro-magnetic distnrbWhile this is primarily a
ance of the ether.
theory to explain the nature of light more fnlly
than has been done, at the same lime it wouUl,
if established, give considerable insight into the
nature of electricity.
This electro-magnetic
theory of light is pre-eminently a matlieniatical
theory, and no such theory cr.n be consiilercd as
established until brought ,s(|uarely to the test of
The recent very remarkable reexperiment.
searches of Hertz in (iermany have not only
given strong confirmation of Maxwell's mathematical deductions, but have brought to light a
multitude of new facts which are of the greatest
interest and importance to electrical science.
Maxwell showed that the velocity of light
must be the same as that of an electro-magnetic
Kvery electric current is
action through space.
to .say that

We
surrounded by an electro-magnetic fieUI.
know that a magnetic neeille placed at a little
distance is affected by the sudden passage of a
current through a wire; that a momentary current may be induced in a second wire placed
within this field at the moment of starting the
If we ask how long is
current in the first wire.
it after the current starts before
this force acts
on the needle. Maxwell tells us that the interval
for a Hash (jf
is the same as would be reiiuired
light to pass from the wire to the needle. Whenever a current is sent through a wire, there is
fornietl an electrical field whose borders are extended in all directions with the velocity of
light, that is about iS(),ooo
miles per second.
As long as the current Hows uniformly, this field

maintained unchanged.
We may illustrate
by considering an electric light, arc or inWe suppose, first,
candescent, in the open air.
When
that the lamp is cut out of the circuit.
we sudtlenly throw it into the circuit, the light
iunuediately Hashes out, radiating in all directions with a velocity of 186,000 miles per second.
To be sure, the light does not at once acquire
first
light produced
its full brightness, but the
l!ut this lumspreads with the velocity named.
The electric current
inous radiation is not all.
throiigh the lamp maintains an electric field
which is created in exactly the same way, and
with exactly the same rate, as the luminous
The ray of light dashing out from the
field.
lamp, carries with it electro-magnetic power.
The one field is coextensive with the other,
though we have no experimental means of provMaxwell's theory declares that not only
ing it.
are the luminotis and electro-magnetic radiation
propagateil at the same rate, but that they are
also of the same nature; that light is itself an
electro-magnetic disturbance.
During the past two and a half years. Hertz
has published in Wiedemann's "Annalen," a
very remarkable series of papers containing the
results of many very ingenious experiments illustrating Maxwell's theory, his latest ones being quite simple and very instructive.
Hertz first wished to prove that any change
in an electrical field is propagated as a wave.
Now, the simplest way to prove this, is to make
two waves interfere. As two water waves may
meet so as to destroy each other, two sounds
produce silence, two lights produce darkness, so
two electrical disturbances, if they are really
waves, should destroy each other.
is

7(ti

too long to handle.
Suppose the current
were made to alternate 1,000,000 times per second.
The length of a wave would be 186,000
miles divided by 1,000,000, or something approaihing 1,000 feel.
In order to experiment
snccessfnlly.
Hertz reduced the waves to a
length of one foot or less, this recpiiring reversals of current at the extraordinary rate of about

long

Of course, this
a llunisand million per second.
conld not be effected by any mechanical means.
I'he details of the

experiment cannot be given

here; we can only state the [irinciple <:r)nccri)ed,
and describe one form of the apparatus.
that when .1 I.eydcn jar is
It is well known
discharged, particularly if discharged through a
long wire, the spark produced, though apparently instantaneous, is not really so, but consists of

a rapid succe.ssion of

seems

to rush

many

times.

sparks.

The

electricity

back and forth through the wire
Though the whole discharge may

over in a ten-millionth part of a secoiul,
there may have been a hundretl sparks in suc-ccssion in conseipience of the "surging" of this
We have here the
current through the wire.
extremely rapid alternations desired.
Instead of using a I.eyden jar, however. Hertz
One of
uses insulated bodies of various forms.
the s'mplest is shown in Kig. i.
.-/and .•/' are
metallic spheres; in one case they are described
Two wires, termias about a foot in diameter.
nating in small balls, are placed so as to allow
be

all

This apparatus
an interval for sparks to pass.
is called an "oscillator."
The electricity reinduction coil whose
(|uireil is provided by an
.secondary coil is connected with the oscillator.
With this apparatus, what appears as a single
spark between the small balls is really a very
rapid succession of sparks due to the surging of
the current through the conductors from ./ to
./'.
It is this rapid rush to and fro which gives
the apparatus the name of "oscillator."
Such

niiKiv. s i-;xi'L:Ri.MKN'r.s

wrrn

\vavf.s

of ELF.crRic forck.

this

THE PRODl'CTION OF ELliCTRlCAL WAVES.

The

easiest way to produce regular
in an electrical field is to send through a

changes
conduc-

torrapidly alternatingcurrents. The great trouble
Unis to make the alternations rapid enough.
less extremely rapid, the waves are enormously

rapid reversals can hardly be measured.
The
rapidity of alternation may, however, be com- t'c I,
puted, by means of the formula T
where T is the time of an oscillation, C the electrical capacity of the spheres, and I the co-etficient of self-induction of the rods between the
spheres.
In the oscillator shown in Fig. i, the
sphere had a diameter of about a foot (30 centimeters), the rods a diameter of
inch, and a
length of three feet.
The formula gives us for

^

%

—

'"
oscillation
that is,'
the time of a single
^
ioo,ooo,uoo
the sparks succeed each other at the rate of 56,500,000 perseconil. The length of the waves of
electric force which radiate throu.gh the air will
be 186,000 miles divided by 56,500,000 or 17.3
feet.
When in use, the induction coil produces
a rapid stream of sparks (several hundred per
second) in the "spark interval" between the
small balls, each one of these sparks being multiple as explained above.
/'< continued^
( To

Old Board of Trade Building. Chicago.
J. H. Reed, western manager of the Mather
Electric
for

company,

last

week closed a contract

an incandescent electric

light

plant

in

the

old Board of Trade building, Chicago.
This
structure has been undergoing extensive improvements since it was purchased by its present
owners.
It has been enlarged, and is substanThe contract includes
tially a new building.
wiring and all the necessary fixtures.
.\ force
of wiremen began operations Monday, and the
work will be pushed ahead as rapidly as possible, though the contract does not call for its

completion until March ist.
The type of engines has not yet been decided.
Four Mather dynamos, with a capacity of 3,600
lights, will be installed, and it is probable this
number will be increased as soon as offices are
occupied.
Perkins lamps will be used.

Some Mothoda

of RoKulatinK Accumulators In Electric Lighting.

The

p.'tpcr

of (tror^c

11.

I'rcv-olt,

UcKulminK Ac(iimul»tor»

€xl« of

at Ihc lant

meeting of the

111

Jr.,

on "^

KIcclric

l.ii;

Aincriian Initieutc

.'

cmjincini. iipiwarcil In the la»l number of the Wh^iLu,'.
Ki.kiTKii.iAS.
After the readin({ Ihe following dincuMlon
look place

TowssKNii WonoiT: Mr.
Inilicalion of ihc

I'rocott «eem« to place 11
of ihc liaiiery aian

upon Ihc voliac'
amount of charge Icfl

({real ileal of relLincc

in tr

If

a haltcry

discharged in JMil a ifivcn manner, ai far an my mpcr
icncc ({"CH, Ihe vollagc will lie delerminale, Ijul Ihe higher
the rale of d>Hchart;c ihc sooner a low voliaj^c is reached,
and it i« possible, just for cxpcriinental purposes, to dis
charge a battery at so low a rate as never to reach 1 S volts
nr even to c" below say l.i).
In fact, I think by very slow
discharge you could keep it atxove I .j and still .lischarKc it
clear down so .as to sjioil it.
1 siipp</se in prai lice the rale
of discharge averages, in Ihe class of work which is described, somewhere nearly constant, and the voltage may
be a more valuable indication Ihan it would be in traction
work or work of that character with which I am more fa
miliar,
I
know in Ihc julien com|>any's works at ICightysixth street, the voltage was no indication whatever of the
charge left in the cells. There was a methoil which Mr.
Julien introduced himself of connecting all the four groups.
The cells were divided into four groups and were used
in

sometimes in p.irallel and sometimes in series, and v>me of
them would naturally be used more than others if they ran
on certain combinations. .So in order toe'tuaiize them, the
four groups were connected in parallel with each other
without any motor connection, the idea being that the cells
at the higher potential would charge those at a lower pobut as a matter of fact nothing of Ihc kind occurs.
After a few moments and a very slight discharge from Ihc
higher ones, they all came to the same potential, an 1
where the cars were stuck on a grade, by waiting a few
moments, we would be able 10 go up Ihe gr.-idc. or any tight
tential,

place.

Mk.

The point Mr. Wolcoii makes is perand unless the batteries ate used under normal, or somewhere near normal conditions, the potential
alone is no ind cation of their charge. In the cas« where
l'Ri:scivn:

fectly correct,

they are woiking at an unusually high rate or discharging
at a low rale, bolh Ihe specific giavity and the potential
would have 10 be taken into account. There the specihc
gravity would be the surest indication.
In regard to connecting several cells in parallel, I pointed out in the paper
that where you are charging batteries in parallel, and one
set is more charged than another, Ihc lower, it might be
supposed, does lake more current for a while, but eventually its polen ial comes up 10 Ihc others.
Therefore we
are obliged to have the regulating device T spoke of. other
wise the potential and electromotive force must both be laken into account to determine the condition of the batteries.
John W. llowilL: I have had something to do with
storage battery plants installed by the Klectrical Accumu
lator company, and I knew that their lack of success at
that time was due to the absence of what -Mr. Prescolt has
shown here. .At a previous meeting of the institute, in the
discussion of a paper. I said a storage billery ».as capable
of being regulated beautifully, but that it w.as not done at
that lime. I am glad to see thai it is going lobe regulated, because it is a most valuable adjunct ot the systems now in use
and 'properly regulated, its value cannot be over-estimated.
Mk. I'KKScorr: I might say. incidentally, that the use of
these counter electromotive force cells would prove by
themselves a great convenience and would l)e very econom-

which equalizers arc now employed, because there is very little loss of energy in them.
Of course, there is loss of energy in them, but' the great
advantage is that variations in the load would not require
variations in the adjustment of a numt>er of counter electromotive force cells in circuit.
So this form of regulator
this automatic regulator that I have shown here
is applicable to any lighting system, whether storage battery or diical in all central stations in

—

rect.

Ml!. IIowELi.: The only objection to Ihe substitution of
a counter electromotive force ceil for an equalizer, would. I
think,

lie

the fact that

it

is

wet.

R. \V. r<'fF.: I would like to inquire of the gentleman
if the automatic de\nce shown
in Kig. 12 (sec Western
ELEcrRii'iAN of last week] is considered a perfectly practical arrangement, or whether Ihe delicacy he spoke of would
not tend to operate against its general iaIroductiOD.
That is the case very often in devices of that kind.
Mr. Prescott: In regard to that I would say that
while I think it could be made to operate practically, it
would be expensive and rather complicated, and this device
that I have shown on the blacktx>ard [Fig. 13] accomplishes the same purpose in a simpler, and I think, mote
efficient method.
The other, as a lat>orator^- apparatus. I
have seen work, but as a commercial appliance I doubt
it will work with complete success.
Joseph Wefzi-er: Some reference having l)eeo made
work going on in London in the distribution of current
by storage batteries. I would like to slate that there are Iwo
stations there now. which have been under way for several

whether

to

months, one in fact has been running for a year ct two.
This station which has been running the longer lime the
Knighisbndge station is under the control of Mr. Crompton.
They have t)cen running very successfully, so much

—

—

so that they are now enlarging their plant very considerably.
Where they formerly used but one wire, they are
now running a three-wire system underground in a shallow
conduit with t>are conductors.
The appliances in this station are very simple indeed, and are all regulated by hand.
bolh at the main station and the sub stations. The' station
which seemed to l)e more modem in Ihe respea of automatic regulation is at Chelsea, where Frank King, well
known in connection with storage batteries, is engioeer-incbarge.
In that station the whole operation of charging
and discharging. tx>ih at the main and sub stations is done
automatically, and I must say that the equipment of Ibc
'
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stations is very elaborate indeed in the matter of switches
and connections. Indeed, it would require an elaborate
explanation to show the various functions of the apparatus.
Among others, it embodied as a method of regulation the
discharge and accumulation of gas evolved from a cell in a
bell jar which gave indication of the time for the complete

discharge of the batteries by raising the jar and cutting it
That was only an incident,
out from the charging circuit.
however. The station has been in operation for several
months, and I was shown some of the sub-stations also

which were in charge of boys, one of whom told me that
he was getting *'i a week. He was the only attendant at
His functions were merely nominal, as at
the sub station.
the sub station also
tomatically.

all

the regulations were performed au-

The Chairman:

Before a motion to adjourn is received I would like to state that at our next meeting on
November 12th, we shall have a paper from C. J. Reed on
a very interesting subject: "The Form and El^iciency of
P. B. Delany will also
Incandescent Lamp Filaments."
bring before us some recent telegraphic improvements, indevising
of the Delany linework
in
the
own
cluding his
This paadjusting system and one or two other matters.
per of Mr. Delany's will be illustrated with practical demonstrations.

Omaha

Electric Railway.

railway at Omaha, Neb.,
shown in the accompanying cut, is one
the largest and most important electric roads
Seven miles and a half of track
the West.

The Omaha motor
which
of
in

six loo-horse power boilers, steam
pumps, heater, and other necessary appliances.
The cars, which were built by the Pullman
company, are twenty-six in number, and are each
equipped with two 15-horse power motors. The
average car run is eighteen hours per day and
the average number of tow car trains per day is
There are three car houses capatwenty-three.

room contains

holdhig 100 cars, located at convenient
Each is provided with
places along the line.
suitable pits between the tracks so that the cars
can be cleaned, and all necessary repairs readily
made, while to fticilitate shifting, a trolley wire is
placed over each track.
The Omaha motor railway system comprises
forty miles of track, about twenty-six of which
The traffic since the
is equipped electrically.
electric cars were used has been very heavy indeed, and the performance of the apparatus under severe tests with heav}'' loads has been all
The electrical equipment
that could be asked.
will be extended as rapidly a^s possible until the
entire system can be operated without the use of
ble of

horses.

is

constituted the original equipment, but the satisfactory operation of the cars resulted in an extension which was made soon after the first car

Important Railroad Transfer.
outlook for electric railways in RochesN. Y., is improving. The Rochester City &
Brighton Railway Co. which has heretofore held

The
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of the Electric Lip^ht Busi-

Connection with the Gas
Industry.^
By W. H. Pearson.

The rapid progress which has been made in electric
lighting during the past few years, and which is continually going on at an increased ratio, must of itself be conclusive evidence to any unprejudiced mind that it has "come
to stay," and that, as at present, it is destined to continue
to be one of the principal, though not, in my opinion, the
chief lighting agent of the future; for on careful investigation I am satisfied that neither the arc nor the incandescent light can compete with good and cheap gas, as the
light for the people, and while there are some who can and
will have lu.xuries, or what they consider to be the best, at
any price, with the general public the question of cost is
the factor which has the most weight.
Admitting that electric lighting is to be a permanent industry, and that it will have a field that would otherwise
be occupied by gas, why should not the two systems be
conducted under one management?
first reason for
claiming that they should be is that a gas company would
be able to furnish the light more cheaply than an independent electric light company would in the same place.
gas company must have an executive head, who is usually
a man of sound judgment and intelligence, with a good
practical knowledge of the various mechanical and other
appliances, including the economical production of steam,
and having experience in the purchase of supplies and of
the best markets in which to obtain them, and also having
a large experience in dealing with the public.
He is
therefore, in these respects, better qualified to supervise the
operation of an electric lighting business than a novice.
The gas company being already organized and officered,
the combination of electric with gas lighting would cause
comparatively little or no additional expense for the directorate and management, and the two businesses could be

-

My

A

much more economically conducted.

Again, in most gas

is generally ample space in the grounds for a
building, or, what is better, room in a suitable building already erected, in which to erect an electric light plant; nor
will any additional office room be required.
The saving in
the interest on the cost of these buildings therefore, would
alone amount to a considerable sum, while the opportunity for the profitable utilization of some of the by-products
of the gas business, would be another item of saving.
To my mind, however, the most important reason for a
gis company going into the electric lighting business is to
head off ruinous competition.
all know that, when seeking to obtain a foothold in
a city, the first thing the promoters of an electric light company do, is to systematically and persistently canvass the
gas consumers, and offer to supply them with their light,
say, for a certain period, at the same price they have been
By
paying for gas, and sometimes at almost any price.
this means, they often succeed in obtaining a large number
of customers, who otherwise would not have adopted the
electric light, and then, at the end of the term of agreement, the electric light companies are driven to increase
their price to an amount that would pay a fair interest, the
consumers, having gone to the expense of wiring and
lamps, and disliking to have to "knuckle down" to the gas
company, sometimes keep a number if not the whole of
the lights, which otherwise they would not have retained.
Now, if the gas company had had control of the lighting,
they should not, and probably would not have sold the
light excepting at a fair profit, and to supply a legitimate
demand, and consequently would have retained a number
of their consumers, lost through this ruinous competition.
Again, if the electric light business was in the hands of
the gas companies, corporations would not put up electric
lights in the reckless manner they do now, at three or four
times the cost of gas. simply because the companies offering them are in opposition to the gas company, or because
of the persistent importunity and the powerful influences
brought to bear upon them by these opponents of gas.
There would, therefore, be fewer electric lights and more
gas lamps much cheaper, and, at the same time, quite as
effective street lighting
and, consequently, the interests
of both the citizens and the gas companies would be pro-

works, there

We

—

OMAHA ELECTRIC RAILWAY.
In the construction of
was put in operation.
the overhead line the cross suspension method
was used, the conductor being supported from
cross wires attached to poles placed at the curb
The track is
line a distance of 120 feet apart.
laid with Johnson girder rail with some exceptions in outlying districts where the streets are
not paved; in these places T rail is employed.
All the rails are reinforced at the joints by copper wires, insuring a perfect path for the return
current.
The line combines many grades and
curves, the former ranging from 3 to 9 per cent.,
and the latter being from 60 to 75 foot radius.
The power station is a two-story brick buildThe uping with a small car house attached.
per story is used for offices, store rooms and repair shop, and the lower story contains the steam
and electrical apparatus. 'I'he building is lighted
by seventy i6-candle power lamps, the current
being supplied by the same generator that furnThe electrical plant
ishes current for the cars.

eight 80 horse power Thomsongenerators, connected to a switchboard provided with all appliances necessary for
the manipulation of the current.
The steam plant consists of two Corliss engines of 200 and 400-horse power respectively,
connected to a line of shafting provided with

consists

of

Houston

friction clutch pulleys, which renders each genThe boiler
erator independent of the other.

a monopoly on street car lines has sold its entire
plant to the Crosstown Railway company, which

now constructing an electric road in the
Flower city. This company was organized with
a view of introducing electric railroads and secured its franchise on the promise that it would
Public opinion will reoperate by electricity.
is

quire the

new company

to

introduce electric

power on the old company's
practicable.

The purchasers

lines

as soon as

of the old road de-

posited $2,175,000 in a local bank last week,
and this will be transferred to the stockholders
of the old company as soon as the necessary arrangements are completed for the transfer of
The new company assumes control
the stock.
The capital stock of
of the road immediately.
the new company will be about $3,000,000.
The stockholders include many wealthy men,
and it is said a majority of the capital favors
the immediate introduction of electrical apparatus.
One electric road controlled by the company is already completed, and another is in
course of construction.

The residents of Sterling. 111., appreciate the advantage
of electrif light and the Gazcitt- publishes a communication
from an entluisiastic citizen who enumerates these advantages and says; "I wish to congratulate the city council
and the l'".Iectric Light company in particular, and the people of the city in general, on the great
over the old gas and oil lamp system."

improvement made

—

—

—

moted.

The circumstances of a company will determine the degree of the importance to it of going into the electric lighting business.
It is, of course, usually much more important for a small company to adopt electric lighting than for
a large one, owing to the necessarily high prices charged for
gas rendering electric lighting competition more injurious.
Again, a gas company having full employment for all of
be in a much
its plant, and contemplating extensions, will
more favorable position to operate the electric light than
one with ample space and apparatus for a much larger
business, as, instead of extending its gas business, it could
adopt electric lighting, while in the latter case, the introduction of the electric lighting plant would continue to
keep their superfluous gas plant without employment.
An important inquiry here presents itself: Would gas
companies adopting the electric lighting shut out all opposition?
That would depend a great deal upon the financial
strength of the company, and the manner in which it has
Few local electric
conducted its dealings with the public.
light companies would be willing to "tackle" a gas company, strong financially, provided the latter's prices for
electric light are fair and reasonable, and it is prepared to
supply every legitimate demand.
As opposition in lighting has proved to be productive oi
unnecessary and wasteful expenditure, and consequently
detrimental both to the interests of the gas and electric
light companies, as well as to the public, I hold that the
civic authorities should, with certain restrictions and safeguards, give the monopoly of the electric lighting, as well
as the gas, to the first in the fielil, thereby securing to the
citizens the cheapest light they can obtain; for, as experi'Abi^tract of a papL-r read ai iht-

Gas Liyhl

Ballimorc Meeting of lln;Anierii;au

Assuciulion, October i6th.

—
November
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enec has shown, ruinous conipcliiion has almost invariably
rcsuUcd ill comljinatiunK ami iiurcascd prict'S, owing to the
necessity of having to pay InttTfst upon tlic large amount
of unnecessary capital, and lo make up for previous h>sses,
I

am

afraid,

lif)wcvcr,

ihal

It

a long time before

will he

corporations will learn this c(iriun<in stn^L* k'sstin.
I do not wish it to he inferred from anything that I have
said that 1 contemplate, from the opposition of electric
lighting, anything approaching tliswslcr to any fairly large
to any company in a

and well organized gas company, or

position to sell gas at a moderate price, ami, drav;ing my
conclusions from wha'. has already Iraii'^pired, am satished
that with rcganl to such companies the worst that could
happen Would he a reduction in the ratio of increase in tlu:
business of the company herelolore maintained, or the
maintenance of the status in t/no.
After a good deal of
inquiry. 1 have failed to hear that any good sized company
has failed lo maintain at least the consumption of the previous year.
It

appears eviilent that gas lighting
in Massac'hnsetts (and
take

is

more than holding

own

I
it to
be a fair illusthe industry throughout the
and that incandescent lighting cannot there,
at all e\'enls in the larger cities, begin to compete with gas
in pxice.
Whether or not electricity, at the prices charged
in Massachusetts, is paying, does not
appear, as there is
no statement in the report referred to of divitlends ])aid by
electric light companies, as in the case of gas companies.
This of itself is suspicious, as, if fair dividends were paid,
it is not likely that the fact would be suppressed.
While I am an advocate, for the reasons above given, of
gas companies adopting the electric light, I should be
sorry to have it understood that I yield to some of the
claims to superiority made by the promoters of electric
lighting.
That it t^loes not vitiate the atmosphere, throws
but little heat and docs no injury to decorations, plate etc.,
I am quite prepared to admit, but the
vitiation of the atmosphere, by properly purilied gas, is by no means as serious, nor injurious to decorations, etc.. as is sometimes
claimed by its opponents, and while the electric light does
not vitiate the atmo'^phere it cannot be utilized in ventilation as gas can.
The advantage or disadvantage of the
heat thrown out by gas is really a matter to be determined
of
by the kind
climate in which it is used.
In the northern
parts of the United States and in Ca-^ada there are only
two or three months in the year in which the heat of the
weather causes any annoyance, while, tluring the rest of
the year, the gas is found to be n positive advantage in
supplementing the heating from other sources.
As an illustration that this is recognized by gas consumers, one of
our largest hotel keepers tokl me recently that it prevented
his having to light his furnaces wteks earlier than he otherwise would, and this, he said, was one of the reasons why
he did not care to put in the electric light; and it was only
a few days since that another of our customers declined to
put in the electric light, because it would necessitaie his
putting a heater into his restaurant.

its

tration of the
Unitetl States)

position of

to steadiness, we all know that a perfectly steady
can be obtained from g\s by the use of proper globes
and by many of the dilTerent kinds of burners, and that
the gas light is not subject to the ileterior.Jiion which takes
place in incandesctnt lights, often a'ter the lamps have
only been in use for a few days, nor to the lluctuation in the
candle power of the arc lights.
Nor am I prtpared to
yield the palm to electricity for street lighting, as I am
S'tislied the streets can be a^ elTectively,
and in many
places more economically illuminated with gas.
For instance, two high candle power lamps, consuming 20 to 25
feet of gas per hour, placed 200 leet apart though not
giving as brilliant illumination around the lamp, will give
a more satisfactory lighting than so-called 2,000 candle
(actually from 40010 500 candle power)
arc lights placed
400 feet apart.

As

light

—

An

important element to be considered is the question
as to whether the cost of the production and the selling
price of electric lighting can be materially reduced.
Unfortunately, in discussing this point, not being an
expert. I am placed at a disadvantage, hut I
* lectricai
think we have some data to enable us to come to a fairly
accurate conclusion.
It is hardly likely that the high etliciency of the engines used in many places (using say less
than three pounds of coal per horse power) can be much
improved upon, or that the very low prices of carbons ( ow
less than a cent each) can be much reduced,- while the introduction of the alternating system of incandescent lighting seems to have reduced ilie cost of wiring to a minimum. It is p-etty gent rally admitted among electricians,
that a 2,000 c .ndle arc lamp reiiuires one horse power, and
14 is about the highest number of i()-candle incandescent
burners obtainable per horse power, that I have known to
Whether better results than these can be obbe claimed.
tained is a matter for consideration.
It does not. therefore, appear as if there could be any
very important reduction made.
Moreover, it is admitted,
that in numerous places, the electric lighting business has
not been a prolitable one, and certainly higher prices will
have to be charged in those places to put it upon a paying

At

events, as an offset (as far as large cities are
concerned) against the probable reduction in the cost of
production, the probability that the authorities will require
wires to be pUced underground, which means about three
times the cost of overhead wiring, must be taken into consideration.
basis.

all

It must be admitted that the prices now charged by manufacturers for electrical apparatus are generally far too
high. and. doubtless, a very material reduction will be
made, in the course of lime, which will score in favor of

electric ligliting.

The

use of electric motors is. of course, a valuable adjunct to the business of incandescent electric lighting companies, and one which will doubtless increase, and, therefore, is a factor to be taken into account.
It must not be lost sight of. however, that important reductions and savings are constantly being accomplished in
the manufacture

and distribution of gas. and

that there is

keeping

equ.'d probability of ihcir fully

made

ductions

3 ft ;^

pace with the

and Investigation,

raw of Lineman Charlck Erdirun.rtnManlutun Kledric l.l|chi company, whowa*

lnipie«t in the

ploycd by ihr

am

I

The

re-

in the cont of electric lighting.

l-'rom careful iu(|uiry

HaliHlitd

in the average place, incandescent lighting cannot be
furnished to pay a inoder.ile dividend, at Ickh than one
cent per hour, foi a id-candle lamp, which is equal to gas
at if: per 1,000 feet.
In the city of New S'(»rk, I
am informetl that the I'.dison people are charging one and one%'i..\ii
cents
hour,
which
to
liflh
per
in ci|iuil
gas at
per I,orto feet, and iliat ihey pay a divlilend of >) per cent,, and
their stock is quoted at lf7S per fiinj; I also under*tland
that in their down town station their bunincHH is not increasing.
To i:omhide. I consider Ihiit if a gas company can obtain the control <jf electric lighting, by all means let it <lo
so, but if it cannot
it has
any very great
I do not think
cause for alarm or discouragemeni; for. I am satisfied, as
regards most places, that if proper attention is pairl to the
introduction of gas for licating, cooking and motive power,
the increase in consumption from tlicse sources will more
than compensate for the loss owing lo the introduction of
As far as the manager is concerned, it
the electric light.
need not personally be lo him any sr>urce of regret; for. as
a rule, there is ((ultc enougli in the gas business to occupy
his energies to the fullest extent, and
that the wear and
tear from it is quite suHicienl. without the addition of that
which must of necessity arise from the adoption of electric

by

killed

tliat,

on
woH held today.

electric ihfick

thl» city,

died of nhock, caused

Oc(

tclcgrtiph p<ilc

The

found

jury

probably by electric

in

<jth,

Krdman

tltal

wire* of

Oic

Manhattan Electric \.\^\X company. </r
tiolh.
On (he part of thccompanicn it U claimc4j that
neither had any live wires on ttie polc« the day of the acd
Hru«ih

or

of the

W

<Icnt.

T.

II.

Boeton, Mass.

9— I'^^ton

Boston, Mmb,. Nov,

electric railway a trial in it*

To

business Mrects.

U

»oon to

narrowest and

ihc

(five

xnm\ crowded

and
power hou«c,
which is at present equipped with four Armington-S»m«
200 horse pfjwer cngineH, two of thew lielng belted to frnjf
Edison compf»und wound dynamon of 80/jOfj walta' capacity each, anil the other two lo four Thomv/n Ilouiton rom[wnnd wound dynamos of 65,000 wattV capacity each
In
<lay all the electric car* In lJo*ton

Cambriilgc are operated

from the

AlUlon

the operation of about twenty eight or thirty

and between
tow-cars,

lighting.

a

thirty

and

has not l>een found

it

many

forty cars,

milcH of road

thew drawinic

of

necessary lo

bring

into

more than six dynamos at any one lime, and this
number is necessary only at those times of day when the

service

Milwaukee Telegraph Company.
The Milwaukee,

Wis., Telegraph company held its reguThe reports of the officers
Saturday.
showed that the company had prospered during the last
In view of an extension of the business it was deyear.
cided to increase the capital stock to !|;250,0(jo.
Tlie election rf directors for the ensuing year resulted in the selection of the fodowing named gentlemen: A. M. iJright, J.
I''.
I'Viend. O. R. Williams, Milwaukee; Mark W. Watson,
John 11. Palzell, Caleb H. Jackson, and J. W. Marsh of

.lar

meeting

last

riltsburg.

Says the

The EUrtntal

Tuesday morning.

reached this city

gone to press, but promptly put the 5 000
type and issued it as a supplement in the same
Meanwhile the forms of
cover with their regular edition.
the Wi'.s'iKRN ELKciiilclAN at Chicago, were awaiting the
'ctober Sth. it was
matter, and at 4 i'. m., on Tuesday,
placed in charge of the I'ostal Telegraph Cable company in
this city, who within an hour transmitted it over four wires
to Chicago, and it was read by the subscribers of Mr.
Kreidler's enterprising journal on the regular date of issue,
that is. next day."
in

<

avenue and Tremont

Common

numl^r

of

lo ihal already in

line

in front of

Old

in the

be removed

expected,

is

it

and passing along the Hcston
the Iknjamin Franklin
Uranary Huiying (<roiind.
All

street,

and directly

at
the same time
Cambridge cars are run o»er
drawbridge into Iloston. the various Cam-

over which

the Charles river

all

bridge cars, upon reaching this line being taken in
the motor cars and

drawn

into Hoston to Cark

signing of the big contract with

company

June

in

Boston are

new

This

be

will

since the

lines

Thomson-Houston
now operated in
Thomson- Houston motors.
The
the

lines

which

is

it

proposed

lo

operation to morrow as well as that for a part of
ing lines on the Boston side of the Charics
supplied from the

of

and

All electric cars

last.

fitted with

current for the

tow

S<)uare

liowdoin Scjuare without the aid of horses.
the most important addition to the electric

put in

the exist-

River, will be

new temporary powerhouse on Albany

At this station four Babcock and Wilcox boilers,
two Mcintosh and Seymour 300-horse power compound
street.

engines and

CORRESPONDENCE.

new equipment

start the

lo

Horses will be •eplaced on a very tmporlant
extending from l-ranklin Park to the Tremcni House,
through Warren and Dudley streets, (luild Row. .Shawmut

from the

World had

words

expected

line

receipt

Bradley's decision in
the Westinghousc-Edison case at Tittsburg, offered an opportunity to the electrical journals to show their enterprise.
It was expected that a copy of the decision wculd be mailed
from Pittsburg on Monday, to the Wi:srKK.\ Ki.kctkician
It did not materialize however, although copat Chicago,

is

it

lines, .idding a large

operation.

horses will,

in this city of the full text of Justice

ies

on some new

cars and several miles of

monument

Journalistic Enterprise.
New \'ork E/trtriial Kn^^iiici-r: "The

Tomorrow

traffic is heaviest.

electric cars

five

Thomson-Houston ico-horse power gen-

erators are in place, and ready to

be put into continaoas
Lines of poles and wires are to be seen now in
cearly every part of the city and before snow falls, perhaps
loo more cars will be put in daily service on ?orae of the
service.

New York
New

York, November

Notes.

— The decision

of Judge Andrews sustaining the electric light companies in the use of
their present overhead system of wires where the city has
9.

boom

not built subways, has given a
business and the city

the

lo

nections.

Already the

All the electric

becoming

proper conagain and

and delight are heard

on every

companies

The Sawyer-Man company have
above

the

brilliant

city is

expressions of approval
side.

putting up new-

alive with linemen

is

wire of the very best quality and making

illuminating

business

report

brisk.

orders for 100.000 lamps

manufacturing capacity so that they have been

their

obliged to add a double service of

men and

their factory is

running twenty-four hours a day.

The

storage

battery

shape according to the
Electrical Accumul.itor

litigation is

assuming
said

that the

& Motor company, which

has long

latest report.

It is

claimed thi Faurc patents, will bring a
Electrical

Accumulator

company, by

have the courts determine to
long; while

curious

a

whom

against

suit

which

the

the

ig-

claim up-

jury for the
is

November term

will

thought, as the recorder said

consi<^er

the

num-

ber of cases for the term was extraordinarily small.

The new board of trustees of Columbia College, has denew department in electrical engineering

cided that the

shall extend its

course to

Iwo years

complete,

and that

Earaday appeared outside the bar
this week, after paying out one of the two new cables
which are being laid for the Western L'nion Telegraph
company from Canso, Nova Scotia, to Lorg Island. P'rom
this point they will be connected with the Western l'nion
office by underground cables which have already been laid.
The new cables will give a connecl'on between this city
cable steamer

and the transatlantic cables
storms, as the land lines are.

that cannot

now being

constructed at the

New York

and

New

is
its

makirg
demon-

Howard street

England

railroad four

and one half miles from Boston. The track is nearly compltted and is about one mile in length, being oblong or
pear sha[>ed in outline and containing grades,

curves and
two long stretches of straight and level
This wid afford an opportunity of testing the Portcompany's devices under the various conditions

turn-ou's, besides
track.
electric

which must be met in actual practice. A neat and
ornamental power station has been erected with the track
passing directly through its center.
The power heme is
surmounted by a lookout tower, from which the car may
be watched as it speeds around its course. The car is to be a

slruction of line

of

H. C. Buck

and 10 inches

The

entire

in diameter, its

work of the con-

and power plant is under the management
and Prof. Oolbear is giving his

of Boston,

best efforts to the electrical

problems of

transportation, improving in every possible

method of
way upon the

this

original details of the system.

A
able

very extended and exhaustive hearing upon the proband possible interferences of the single trolley electric

railway with

the telephone sv'Stem, has recently been in

progress at Lowell, Mass.

W. Mans6cld

Geo.

of the

Prof. Dolbear, H. C
Buck,
Thomson- Houston railway de-

partment. S. D. Cireene of the Sprague Electric Railway

there will not be a partial course.

The

with

on the

cro-s-section being circular.

its

company

strative section
station,

steel shell, 12 feet in length

on the mechanic il application of the active material under
the lirush patents which it has secured.

it

Portelectric

Eaure patents be-

it

on the other hand the Julien company now

The grand

The New England

very substantial and salisfactor)- progress

hopes to

nores the Faure patents altogether, and bases

Keek's case,

busii St lines.

be

disturbed by

Motorcompany,

Wm.

D. Macf^uesten, consulting

\

electrical

engineer for the West End" Railway company, D. Killecut,
of the Boston Fire Cnderwriters" Union, and others were
called

The

upon

case

is

to testify in favor of the single

board of aldermen
terest

by

all

trolley system.

a most important one and the decision of the
in the

matter

parties concerned.

street railway

company which

is

awaited with

Pending

much

in-

this decision, the

seeks permission to use

the

overhead single trolley system, has arranged with the Sher-
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man

Equipment company of Boston to

Electric Storage

on the Lowell road a car equipped with storage batteries, a "C and C" motor, and a patent device of
the Sherman company by which it is possible to keep the
armature in motion whether the car is moving or not. The
place on

trial

Sorley battery,

New

pany of

made by

York,

will

the Anglo-American Storage com-

be used.

very important meeting of Massachusetts electric light
and power men was held yesterday at the Treraont house

The

companies

in

of forty

representatives

motion of the
bership

is

members. The mem-

interests of its

engaged

limited to companies

is

and the pro-

stated to be the fostering

common

or-

Lighting association,

ganized the Massachusetts Electric
the object of which

light

electric

came together and

parts of the state

all

from Armourdale to Argentine, has been delayed
owing to the great demand for electric railway apparatus.
It is hoped however, that the work will be completed in a
month. The company has received two new motors for
this road, making seven motors now operating on this
viray line

branch of

system.

its

The Northeast

A

in this city.

November

the business of

in

Electric Railway company will complete
and put it in operation by January i. This
company has also been delayed. The system to be used
is the same as the Metropolitan company adopted for its
its electric line

Armourdale line.
The Mardis-Thayer Street Railroad company introduced
an ordinance into the Kansas City, Kan., city council, at
its meeting last week, to amend its present franchise by
P.
changing the route.

the local electric lighting and the sale of electric power for

Mr. F. A. Gilbert, president of the
Boston Electric Light company, was elected president of the
association, and the following were chosen as members of

The

the executive committee;

president

Hon.

cx-off'tcio,

T. C. Bates of Worcester; George W. Fifield of Lowell;
C. L. Edgar of Boston; and C. A. Nichols of Springfield.
After the business meeting the gentlemen enjoyed the hospitality of the Boston Electric Light company and partook
O. H. M.

of an elegant dinner.

Kansas

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Kansas City, Mo., Nov.

— It

g.

has been stated that T.

manager of the Postal Telegraph company's
office in Kansas City, has tendered his resignation, to take
The chief operator was given the apeffect November i.
He is thoroughly qualified, and has been in
pointment.
the service of the Postal Telegraph company for a numWork has begun on the extension of the
ber of years.
F. Clohesy,

The

Postal Telegraph system west.

first line will

PiTTSKURG, Pa., Nov.

be built

the stockhold-

Allegheny County Electric Light company,

ers of the

be held at the

office of the

company on January

The

company has increased so

iness of the

past year or two, that

The

some changes.

it

has been found necessary to make

made acquainted
may be

stockholders will be

increases

upon regarding

the

From

done.

tended to

line

branch

expected

It is also

to

In March, 18S6, the company had placed 150 16-candle
Now they
power and a very small numbsr of arc lights.
have over 28,000 incandescent lights and about Soo arc

The

lights.

indications are that these

be

figures will

They have

creased 50 per cent, within the next year.

in-

also

about 200 single ho'se power motors in various buildings
throughout the two
stock

tal

The

cities.

prompted by a

also

is

desire to increase the capi-

possibility of

company

the

An

company

Kansas

of the city council in

the right

steam motor

City,

The company

some time

"L"

one year, and

to operate

has found

it

by

for

electricity or

steam

rather inconvenient for

the Riverview lice by cable, and the

ordinance would not only

of the

twenty years

facilitate travel,

on the RivervieA^ branch, but would enable the company
to run

it5

trains

around the

circuit

by way of Chelsea Park.

The ordinance went to the franchise committee.
A. M. Barron and others presented an ordinance
Kansas

Kan., council

City,

constiuct and

to

week asking

last

city with

free of charge.

^ franchise

The company purposes

cities.

system, and agrees to fur-

to establish a district telegraph

the

for

service in

all city

The company

buildings and offices

commence work

agrees to

within six months from the passage of the ordinance.

An

application for a franchise to build a cable or electiic

ley

was only

a matter of time until

When

road out Fif-

teenth street to Manchester and Centropolis.
is

If the fran-

granted, the projectors agree to have the road com-

pleted within six

months

after

March

I,

when

it

must be

begun.
In

July a

struction

Third

new company secured

a franchise for the con-

and operation of an electric railway, to run out
from Minnesota avenue, and north on the

street,

Quindaro

Kansas City, Kan.
Nothing was
done, however, until last week when a conference was
licid between representatives of the company and an asent
boulevard

in

of an eastern financial concern, the object being the sale of

the remaining $150,000 shares of the company's stock.

soon as the stock

is

new and important
pletion

offi-

disposed of work will

line, as the franchise calls

and satisfactory operation

Iiy

As

commence on

June

for its

the

com-

ist.

An ordinance has been introduced in the upper house of
the common council granting thc^Amcrican I'"lectric Light
company of Kansas City, the riglit to extend its line. The

the business

court

The blending

try.

of colors by the staining of the globes

L.

Toledo, O.
Toledo,

O., Nov.

g.

— The

grant a franchise for an

to

opened

this

ton Electric

the Industrial ex-

week, was one of the most im-

The Thomson-Housexhibit.
The

portant features of the exhibition.

company had

been asked

has

city council

on the

railroad

electric street

down the river to the Craig shipyards and Ironviile.
The company hopes to be able to have the road
open within a few months. Some delay will be experienced
east side

No

company.

is

do hot

desired,

were opened by a railroad

trouble however,

anticipated.

is

also proposed to construct another road leading off

It is

to the east for the benefit of persons living

The two

of the city.
side interests

much

roads would do

in

that section

to

develop east

and promote the general growth of the

The committee on

city.

and telegraph have approved
the ordinance for the electric road from the rolling mill at
Front street to the Homestead addition.
The line will be
railroads

constructed at once.

P.

Des Moines,
Des Moines,
Street

la.,

ing furnished by
feet,

is

will

the principal

barn of the Electric

electricity.

The

size

all

the

barn

old

cars.

The

cars are

and upon a raised

street,

as to give the wipers and repairers an

beneath the cars when at work.
to

power bewas 50x132
has been added, in

repaired,

be room for twenty

run in the barn from the

workshop, where

utilized for a

and

and an addition of the same

which there

la.

9.— The

Nov.

Railway company

road, Superintendant

position which

has

attach-

His experiments

to astonish the world.

eral admiration.

display of electrical apparatus at

He

conduit

with

be awaited with interest.

will

company

The

flourish-

Another inventor has the conduit fever badly.

and the beauty of the lines composing the shield, with the
word "America" showing up across the top, attracted gen-

track, so

opportunity to

It is the

get

intention of the

remove the plant to the west side of the river
Speaking of the immediate needof the

early next spring.

Chapman

stated two additional dyna-

mos had already been ordered and would be put

the

iii

power house in a few days. This will double the present
power and be sufficient for the operation of the road until

H.

spring.

building in which the exposition was held was ablaze with

cent

furnished by this company.

dynamos

of 300 lights

chine furnished the current.
nection that the

company

each and
It

may

Thomson-Houston

a 12

Two
light

arc

ma-

be stated in this conInternational

New

the opening of the
Three welding machines are exhibited by the
Thomson Houston Electric Welding company. These are
D.
in operation.
the delegates to which were present at

York

The Schujier electric
now in operation.

is

I'he Georgia

damaged by

exposition.

Council Bluffs,

an

The

There are about three
miles to be built this autumn and the work is being proLast week were received
moted with all possible speed.
two new Sprague motors, 30-horse power each. Ten new
Thomson-Houston motors have arrived, of 20-horse powAt the power-house one old loo-horse power ener each.
gine has been taken out and three new 200-horse power
lines are in perfect

working order.

LIGHT.
an

electric light plant

its

company

Electric Light
Oct. 24.

expected

by

site

that

was

at Atlanta,

for a

Venice,
a few months.

the city of

electiicity within

Lincoln, Neb., Electric Light

power

plant,

and

will

The Schuyler company
the factory of the
ion,

Bowling Green, O.,

power house

electric light plant for the streets.

It is

la.

—

fire

light plant at

Allegheny, Pa., has purchased a
for

lighted

Council Bluffs, Nov. g. The Omaha & Council
Bluffs Railway & Bridge company has b'en engaged in
The Park line has been
extending its lines this summer.
extended one mile, Main street two miles, and East Broadway one half mile. An officer of the company says: These

capitalists will establish

Albany, Ore.

at

Electric

and power plants in
the Pan American Congress,

furnishes electric lighting

every country represented in

THE ELECTRIC

incandes-

Italy, will

company

is

be

installing

scon be ready for operations.
will install a 15 arc light plant in

Marion Steam Shovel company

at

Mar-

O.

The
number

council of Quincy, III., has ordered a large
of electric lights added to the city plant to replace

city

gas lamps.

The Electric Light company at Sioux Falls, S. Dak., announces that it is carrying its full capacity of lights, and
will put in a new dynamo next spring.
The Pueblo, Col., Gas & Electric Light company finds
necessary to add an arc and an incandescent dynamo to
plant, the capacity of which is already overtaxed.

it

its

Westinghouse engines have been installed. Two new 80Thomson Houston generators and two new
J07 horse power Sprague generators are bsing installed.

The Chicago Edison company is wiring the addition to
Current will
the Marine building, Chicago, for 300 lights.
be furnished from the central station of the Edison com-

When

pany.

horse power

completed the power house

will

have

a capacity of

750-horsc power engines and 575 horse power generators.
The Omaha Motor Railway company, "the Mercer line,'
has consolidated with the

Omaha

Street

Railway company.

Railway company started the Sprague
system about one week ago with one Sprague generator and
seven motors, of 30-horse power each. It has commenced

be introduced.

routes in the city.

of extension of the Mclropolilan Electric Rail-

business

ing.

the cars are wired, cleaned

work is to he done under the direction of City Engineer
Gunn, or some other city olTicer.
It is probable that this
ordinance will bring up the ciueslionof underground wires,
and that an ordinance advocating the conduit system will

The work

electrically.

All the electrical supply houses report

thought

filed last

the terminus of the present Fifteenth street

chise

wires in

all

He

the Pan-Americans reached Pittsburg the

week by the Kansas City & Blue ValRailway company. The proposed line is to run from

railway was

be operated

to

all

It

did not

they

portion of the city would be put down.

electric lights

to the

operate an electrical district telegraph

system in the consolidated
nish

it

while

said recently that

Kan.,

operate the Riverview cable line by

to

for a period of

thereafter to operate the line, either

passage

company

cial of the

and other members of the delegation in the way of electric illumination they had seen since they visited this coun-

week, an ordinance was introduced granting the

motor.

being compelled to put their wires underground.

ro

At the meeting
last

transfer table

shops.

more traveling cranes and a large

or

legally belong to the city as they

necessary.

house tower was illuminated by electric light. The display
was the finest, according to the statement of Senor Rome-

Wichita.

equip two

will also

contemplating

is

to light the

as the streets through which the franchise

is

of

Texas by way

reach

Railway company,

Pacific

putting in an electric light plant

determine what additional capital

be ex-

lines will

the important cities in Kansas, Nebraska and

all

Colorado.

main Denver

the

also progressing finely.

is

The Union

expected in the near future, and they will then be asked to

they desired to be prepared for an emergency.

definite plans have been agreed

station

bus-

within the

rapidly

anticipate being compelled to put their wires underground,

No

one more engine to be coupled to same
more dynamos.
The Thomson-Houston
company is pushing the work on its new plant.
It is setting poles, so and 60 feet long, throughout the city to replace the smaller ones already in place.
The work on the
for

is left

to con-

4,

sider the matter of increasing the capital stock.

by Jan.

extension of the lines to the Pacific coast, but that will be

Space

shaft and three

will

from here to Denver, and half the material for the Denver
Three wires will be strung from
line is on the ground.
here there, and it is expected to get them open for business
i.

belted three

ment and proposes

— A meeting of

g.

with the business of the company, what

Mo.

City,

direct to a main shaft from which are
Edison dynamos of loo-horse power each.

engine coupled

constructed about 250 feet of track

commercial purposes.

1889

16,

The Omaha

Street

setting poles for the Thirteenth street line,

In the power-house

The power and
is

one of the best

car houses are

one 3oo-horse power

models.

Westinghouse

Dr. W. L. Allen of Davenport, la., has been granted a
franchise for an electric light and railway plant at Dubuque,
and announces his intention to begin construction immediately.

A

vigorous agitation for electric lights is being made by
the Seattle, Wash., /('//r/m/, which says, since the recent
Wve, the cily has been overrun with thieves and criminals of
all classes.

The Louisiana
will

company of New Orleans
present plant this year.
It

Electric Light

double the capacity of

its

-

Novcmlicr
cl.iiiiis ti'

iC),
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1RR9

have one of the

bc'it

power houses

c(|iiip|)cil

in

the tounlry.

The WeslinKhoMse

company

Klet'lrlc

iuis

company, 50 lights; Cnmdcn,
Power company, 30 lights.

Light
«V

been awanlcil

new

I'our

Peoria,
I''.leclric

I-i^ht

company

of

contract for furnishing the electric

towers for Alle-

ghany was closed last week between the Wcstinnliouse
companv and tlie Star Iron Tower company of l*'t. Wayne,
Ind.
The contract calls for the completion of aU tlie material in

The

<)ii

A new
erty,

Hudson.

and

the

still

rars

demand

hiivc

brca

electric railway

projected.

is

The

almost
be oper-

is

iiicreaHCM.

The Key City Electric Street railroad has been incorporated at l>ubu(pic. la., with a ciipilal stock of 1^750, oc»o.

completed.
Seventy hve Schuyler arc lights will
Already (17 Mj^hts have been taken and the coml>efore bej-inninj; operations is considering the advisability of ordering an increase.

^riie

ated.

pany

Among

the recent sales of the National Mlectric Manufacturing company of Kau Claire, Wis., are the following:

Daniel Shaw l.unilier company, l-'.au ("laire, 500 lights;
Norlliwestern .undicr company, l"!au I'laire, 500 lights,
1,000 liglit isolated plant was also sold to an I'.au Claire

LIIj

wires on the (Irand avenue and Fifth
street electric line, St. Paul, Minn., arc being put up.

railway
ones.

says the electric slrcct
old lines and adding new

company
The Thomson- Houston system will be

prospects are bright for an electric railroad

at Springlield,

used on

all

III.

the lines

if

company.

Dubucpic, la., has laketi up the
Tlie board of trade,
subject of rapid transit, and appointed a committee to urge
the city council lo grant franchises for electric street rail
roadv.

The Utica, N. V., Belt Line Street Railway company
has dccideii to adopt electricity in place of anitnal power,
bonds for funds suMicient to install the elec-

arul will issue

Among

the recent contracts of the Northwestern IvtecConstruction company of St. Paul, are [he following:
West Superior 151. arc and 130 incandescent lights; llutte
City, Montana, 50 arc and f'50 incandcFcent lights; Khinelander, Wis., 50 arc and (if;o incandescent lights; Wausau,
Wis., 30 arc and 1,300 incandescent lights.

tric plant,

trical

J. II. Keed, representing the Mather Klectric company,
has closed a contract for an Soo light incamlcsccnt plant at

the Portland, Ore., theater; the Parlor Suite company, Chicago, iSo lights; Julius .\ndre, Milwaukee, 50 lights; A.
II. Hole. Minneapolis, 200 lights.
The /^ionicr /'/rss oi
St. Paul 1.1st week started its 2.400 light plant installed by
the same company.

Orders were received by the Wcstinghousc b'lcclric company last month for central station alternating current dynamos aggregating 30.250 i6-candle power incandescent
lamps, or over 2,000 more than during the month of September.
These orders came in from nearly every state in
the IMion, except one. which was an extension of the Havana plant put up by the company a year ago.

The Nashville, Tenn., Electric Railway company was
required under its charter to furnish certain electric lights
on the streets of the city. The local electric light company's rate was so high that the street railway company appealed to the city to furnish the lightsalong with the others,
and allow the railway company to reimburse the city for the
lights thus furnished.
Should this fail it is possible that
the railway company may go into the electric lighting business itself, in order to make the local company come to
terms.

The electric light played an important part in the decorations in honor of the Pan-American congress at St. Louis
recently.
The arrangements at the Merchants' Exchange
are described as follows:
The decorations of the hall itself were equal to anything of the kind ever attempted for
the ^'eiled Prophets' ball or any other important occasion.
The central feature was an attractive arrangement of Hags
of South and Central American countries around a starspangled shield of American colors, the whole having for a
background two American banners over 60 feet in length
and reaching from the gallery to the chair back of the
president's stand.
The fountain was almost hidden behind
trailing creepers and vines, falling gracefully from the
wreathed head of the figure of the nymph who presides
over the highest basin, to the tloor. Behind these vines and
decorations spaiklcd brilliant electric lights in globes
of variegated colors, the entire fountain presenting a pleas
ing picture and making a surpassingly beautiful ornament.
Around the sides of the hall at the base of the gallery beam
an endless circle of bright electric lights, and elevated on
top of the gallery railing at a distance of about ten feet
apart were miniature trees of electric lights.
Seats were
arranged four deepaR)und the four sides of the hall for the
accommodation of the Ladies, and as all of them were oc
cupied, some idea may be had of the extent of the crowd
floral

The Street Railroad company in Salt Lake City has just
received its long delayed iron, and will build as soon as
possible the electric lines on Second South street, and North
Second West street, and the route to Liberty Park.

The Denver t\: Fort Logan projected electric railway is
favorably considered by the capitalists of Colorado, and it
is thought the amount required for the establishment and
e<|uipment of tiic ro-id, 'JiiSo.ooo, will soon be subscribed.
Railway company is preparing to
and overhead power wires on South Thirteenth
The conduit on Thirteenth street will
be abandoned, and the entire road will be operated by the
overhead wire system.

The

street. Pittsburg.

The Thomson- Houston company

reports October sales

lamps. 2.300 incandescent and 2. goo
alternating.
Among the purchasers were the Natchez,
Miss.. <>'>as company, which installed a 300 light alternating
(^32 arc

machine; the Ottumwa, la.. Klectiic
Steam company,
two O50 alternating machines, and a 50 and a 25 arc; St.
Johns, Mich., Manufacturing company, a 30 arc and 650
1.S;

alternating plant, and ite Citizens' Electric Light company
of Wichita, Kan., a 650 alternating plant.
The incandescent apparatus was installed as follows: (^'Honnell.
Spencer \: Co., E. Saginaw. Mich., 200; A. P. Cilmore.
Chicago. 350 lights; C. C. I'erry. Indianapolis. Ind., two
500 light machines; St. Charles Block. Denver. Colo., two
400 light machines; Sioux Falls, S. Dak.. Electric Light
company, and Kearney. Neb., Paper Mill, each 50 lights.
Orders for arc lighting apparatus were received from the
following points:
City of Chicago, six 35 light machines
for street lighting; Burlington, la.. I'.as Light comp.iny,
50 lights; Columbus. O , Electric Light ^: Power company,
two 50 lights: li. Nugent & Bros., St. Louis. Mo., 35
lights;
Ilalatka Bros., Chicago, 6 lights; Williams &

Jurema, Chicago, 35

lights;

Barnum

^:

Richardson Man-

ufacturing company, G lights; Armour & Co.. Chicago,
two 35 lights; Adrian, Mich.. Klectric Light works. 45
lights; Roberts ,S: GritViths. Chicago. 50 lights; B.
F.
Draper. Ligcnier. Ind.. 30 lights; Springlield. 111., Electric
Light iV Power company. 50 lights: Ionia, Mich., Klectric
company, 30 lights: t-lshkosh. Wis., Electric Light &
Power company, 30 lights; Rochester, Ind., Electric

company

of Berlin, says the London
introducing sewing machines driven
by small electric motors supplied from its central station.
The price fora strong tailoring machine is not over 6 cents per
hour, and quite a number are being employed. Meanwhile,
we know of no single case of this kind in ICngland driven
from the current from a central station.

The

Electric Light

is

dispatch from Nashville, Tenn., says: Dr. Wm. Morwho recently purchased, the Overland Dummy Railway and the South Nashville and Nashville iV Edgefield
street railroads, to day bought a controlling interest in the
Mam Street \ Lischesy Avenue Street Railroaii. .Ml these
lines are soon to be operated by electricity, the contracts
Dr. Morrow is also inhaving been let some weeks ago.
terested in the construction of a belt line, right of way for
which has been granted.

A

row,

The opening of the Beverley & Danvers Electric Street
railway recently was an important event in street railway
A
circles, according to the dispatches in the daily papers.
"new storage battery system" is used, it is claimed. In
the trial trip 55 passengers were received and the time between Beveily and Danvers, a distance of three miles,
was made in twenty-two minutes, and the return in the
same time. The car was stopped on curves and in the
center of up grades, ami then started as easily as on level
ground. At times it made the speed of nine miles an hour.
The actual cost of the system is 5 cents a mile, it is said.
At the annual meeting of the Eckington & Soldiers'
Home Railway company, directors were e.ec'.ed as follows:
Kurt-^ Johnson, JoA. T. Britton. C. C. Duncanson. E
seph Paul, John Ridout. L. M. Saunders, Thomas SomerA statement
ville. Ceorge Truesdeil. and B. IL Warner.
of the operations of the road shows that during its first
year the receipts were $3,343 in (xcess of the operating expenses, a result regarded as phenomenal and unparalleled
Since the road
in the history of railroading in that city.
has been built 503. S60 passengers have been carried over
it.
The average daily number of passengers was 1,505,
and the receipts were about :^6S.45 P^i" day.

present.

^gSf^K^ting

St. Clair ICIectric

erect poles

F.h-ctriiol Eit^ina-r,

A

dispatch from London referring to the extreme slowness of the English people to appreciate the advantages of
The new electric tramelectricity as a motive power, says:
car, although fairly successful in the trial given it recently,
has not been received by the public with any amount of
Like every other improvement over old methenthusiasm.
ods in this city, which is wonderfully slow of acceptance,
electricity as a motive power will only be received after its
necessity has been practically demonstrated over and over
Somehow Londoners do not appear to micd the
again.
stifling smoke and gas of the underground railways which
to say nothing of the lungs
fill the eyes, nose and mouth
and it will be long before the electricians will be able to
convince these people of the immense advantage of the
When they do give their approval of their
electric cars.
use. however, then the cars will quickly supersede those in
present use and will be run. not as an experiment, but
as a practically and firmly established necessity.

—

—

A public
Weems

trial

was made recently

at Laurel.

done

in 3:30 mtnutcii; the »cc/ind,
z 10 minuter; third,
minulct; fourth. I :;f' mlnnlc*: fifth, f y> minutes. Il
waH explained that liecauHcof the late rain% Ihc tr^ck^ were
not in condition to [icrniit of the aflalnmrnt of ih«- htghrM
rale of ^pecd. which it was stated ha^ tern %hown 10 l*c
one minute for the two mllci
P.ut the trial wa^ ulttfar
lory, and many of the grnilemcn present (tavc cxpreMton
to their Hurprisc at the exhibition, which they admitted wa*
to them a marvel.

2:(X)

The

Md,, of the

electro automatic railway, in the presence of J. J.
Chisholm. the president of the company: Da^id ll. Weem.
the inventor and general manager; Wm. M. Pegram. secretary, and a number of prominent citizens of Baltimore
This railway, which gives a demonstration of the capacity
of the Weems electric system for the rapid transit of mails
and packages, has already been described In the Wkstern
It is an elliptical track two miles long at
EL!-:crRH i.\N.
Laurel, on the north side of the Patuxent river and east of
This elliptical railway has
the liaUimore & Ohio tracks.

Rochester, N.
and earnestly

ways,

"The

the deal goes throttgh.

I

A

generating ihc current.
The tat \\ MAurxhin-i »uti
a ligar «hapr in \\\ connlrut lion.
A numlxr of
were mailc, while ihe spcdaior* tirnrd llic lfi|»«. The
speed waiatrclctjied with each trip, of whl^h live wcfc
givefl.
The lir^l tun around the two mite% cllifnc «ra«
in

(tar to

trials

from Pittsburg, Pa., lo West
estimated cost is^t^o.fxxj

The DesMoines, la., A'l'xisUi
company is improving its

Mieh.,

three railn, one of ihrm ovcrltcad U»r the ilrivinif f>owcr
There arc many chaniEct of jfradc, the maiimum t>clni£
conftiderahly more than one Rumlred fret to the mile.
IdHide the clllpM! \\ ih*- building; inx the rni^lnc and dynum'/*

UHcd

riccivcd at

The overhead

days.

electric li^iht station at

III.,

street

ricrltic

Mnrslyilltrnvn,

has decided to increase the cupiiciiy of its station by
addin^j a 100 horsepower Ideal engine and nn Hoo ideimdle
power alternating machine.
la.,

The

Ark., Electric Light

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR,

the contract for puttinj^iip :i 3,0011 lij^lit jitant in Aile^;lurny
City, I'a., and anuiher in West Superior, Mi*!i., will have
the same number of lights.

The Marshall

'65

V

,

tleralt Iwlicve* In electric niltheir adoption.
It uy%:

adv'>catc«t

way beff/re the
inventive genius of the age, and prai t'cally It i* now */nIy a
question in economics whether the Moragc battery *hall l»e
adopted or not. So far :\s the overhead wire system ort
the railway liclwecn Rochester and the lake iih«jfe, a distance of some four or five milcA, \s concerned, it i* ajiparcntly a complete success.
The equipment embracer all the
latest improvements and the road ha« worked admirably
since it was opened until the present.
One or two of our
exchanges speak of the underground cable syMcm as the
most promising at present in sight.
\Vc do not believe a
cable line will be in existence ten years from today
The
original outlay is very heavy, the sy*lem even in luch rilie*
as Chicago cannot be universally applied, and the machtn*
cry is very liable to derangement.
Electricity is lo Ijc the
motor power of the future, and judging from the rapid
strides made in perfecting the apparatus for street railways
within the past live years he would be a very daring capi
talist who would put his money in a grip car system with
the prospect of having to tear up the plant before it was
half

scientific obstaclct arc rapidly giving

worn

out.

Henry E. Allen contributes an

interesting coromunicaon the question of abating the smoke nuisance in
Chicago, in the course of which he says: If the city would
adopt an electric power system in place of the high water
pressure system I believe it would be much more feasible for
the following reasons: The cost wouM not be more than half
as great: the time of putting the plant in epcralion would
be lessened by many months; the annoyance from tearing
UD the streets would te far less; the power alTorde<l would
be evener with no danger of loss froai pipes bursting in
buildings and connections made with far le5S cost to user^
of power; power stations could be more advantageously
distributed over the district covered without reference to
water supply: Ihe plant could be utili/ed for street and
residence lighting, as but little power would be required at
night.
I am aware that ihe pkin
affords no improved facilities for defense against fire or for washing the streets.
Hut with a fuel gas plant in operation and 2.000 stationary
engines supplanted, fires would not be so frequent and the
present water supply would not be so hea\ily taxed.
The
high water pressure system would have been well enough
three years ago, but present day science has discovered
something better, and as a means for Ihc transmission of
pDwer electricity now stands without a rival. All that has
been said in regard to ihe triple expansion engines and
smoke consumers for the power stations applies with equal
fo-ce to one system as well as the other.
There is no reason why the city could not control an electric fo*^^ plant
as well as an electric light plant, and a demonstration has
already been given in this particular in favor of the laitcr.
I know ol no instance in which an electric power plant has
been installed by a reputable company that has not proven
highly successful and profitable
With a first-class fuel
gas and electric power plant in operation under control of
the city the smoke nuisance would at once disappear, and
both plants could be installed completely in fifteen
months.
tion

Miscellaneous Notes.
The Chicago Phonograph company

of Chicago, has been
incorporated to manufacture phonographs and phonographgraphophones. The capital stock is $750,000: incorporators. C. W. Drew. F. S. James, and \V. M. Tyler.

The Magnetic Fire Jv Police .Alarm compairtof Chicago,
has been organizeil to engage in manufacturing, operating,
and dealing in fire alanns. etc.; capital stock. $500,000;
incorporators. .Milton Weston. I'. W. W*csion, and R. II.

Ma^n.
.Storms throughout the Northwest caused considerable
to the electric companies.
Reports fr<^m Lincoln.
Neb., Omaha and Denver, say the telegraph companies
have sustained hea\-y damages owing to the dcsiniciion of

damage

their lines at

many

points.

Weeks

of the National Electric Light association has appointed the foMowing Iransportaiion committee
for Chicago: C. IL Wilmerding, F. E. Degcnhardt and
W. A. Kreidler. (Irorgc F. Porter of Philadelphia, has

President

been appointed general master of transportation.

At the last meeting of the Institute of Medical Electitcity in London, the opinion was expressed that the current
course promised to be of great practical ser^Hce. and was
ju« the thing wanted by ihosc members of the profession
who had not hitherto made a careful study of electro- therapeutics.

President

made

Adams

of Cornell University. Ithaca. N. V.,

annual report to the Iioard of trustees last week,
in which he said: No branch of the universitv has given
evidence of such rapid and remarkable growth as that part
of Sibley College which is devoted to electrical engineering.
The number of students in that course three years
ago was 59: the total number now is 166. Four years
his

a^
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the greatest enrollment in chemistry at one
but the present number is 626.

time was 263,

Business Mention.

The Central

company, Chicago, is introducing
fuse cut-out, which is meeting with ap-

Electric

a porcelain rosette
The demand for this article
proval.
Central Electric company.

is

thereby tend to maintain the uniformity of the same.

Claim

George B. Shaw, general manager of the National
Electric Manufacturing company of Eau Claire, Wis., was
•
in Chicago this week.

gratifying to the

Foree Bain is overhauling the isolated electric light
the Chicago depot of the Rock Island railroad.
Mr. Bain reports business good, and is enlarging his present quarters in order that, with increased facilities, he may
be better able to handle the numerous orders now coming
plant at

in.

George Cutter of Chicago, recently sold 2,000 hoods for
The
incandescent lamps for street lighting in St. Louis.
hoods were designed specially to give radiation over 1 50
feet.
Mr. Cutter has recently received orders for 5,000
hoods for indoor work, and for 100 special switches for
opening the primaries of transformers.

Myron A. Knapp of the Knapp Electrical works, Chicago, has returned from a successful business trip to the
coast, bringing more orders than he can fill in many
months. The demand for wire and all kinds of electrical
supplies, he says, is greater to-day than the manufacturers
can meet. The Knapp Electrical works havfi taken the general western agency of the Perkins Electric Lamp company.

The capacity of the clutch department of the Eclipse
Wind Engine company, Be'oit, Wis., is taxed to the utmost

"The combination, in an electric regulating or governing mechanism, of a circuit-changing or currentreversing switch actuated by a solenoid included in the
main electric circuit and responsive to changes occurring therein, a polarized clutch device governed and
controlled by the said switch and responding to reversals of current through its helix, and cone-pulleys provided with suitable Tcversing gear operated by the said
clutch, whereby the speed of the driven cone pulley
may be automatically varied, as required by variations
of work."

Tower Wagon

414,222.

Tom

Electric

for

Ring Armature

Engineering company has furnished the
American Electric Light company of Kansas City a 50
horse power Armington & Sims engine, and the Empire
Cordage company of Champaign, III., a 15-horse power Gardner vertical engine for driving its isolated Edison plant. The
company will furnish and ersct two 150-horse power boilers complete; with Pond Engineering company setting for
The comthe St. Louis Smelting and Refining Works.
pany has just issued a new catalogue devoted to descriptions of its steam plants for electric lighting and electric
railways.

Gustav

for Electric Generators.

414 245.
Pfannkuche, Hartford, Conn.

414,266. Iron-cased Induction Coil for Alternating Current
Transfer.
Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.
The invention consists in disposing the wires of an
induction coil so as to bring the conductors of the primary and secondary coils into close proximity, i. e.,
to make every wire or turn of the primary as near as
practicable to all the turns of the secondary, and every
single turn of the secondary as near as practicable to every turn of the primary coil. This is done by making the
combined sections of the two coils, however wound,
approximate a square or other equilateral or a circular
figure, as such figure has a maximum area included
under minimum length of boundaries, and all parts
therefore, are as near together as practicable.

Machine

414.288.

Manufacture of Secondary BatHiram H. Carpenter, Denver, Col.

tery Plates.

for the

414,310.

The Pond

Car Service.

Street

L. Johnson, Cleveland, O.

Jarvis B. Edson, 87 Liberty street, New York, reports recent sales of his steam recorder as follows: Laird Bros.,
shipbuilders, England; Inman Line, New York; Lighthouse Dept., New York; Edison, Illuminating company. Brooklyn, two orders. Manchester Water works and
Pawtucket Water-works, eight; Pennsylvania railroad,

Astor House; Langham, Marlborough, Gerlach and
San Carlo each one, and seven to the National Transit
company, which now has over fifty-five steam recorders.

New

York, N. Y.

Switch for Electric
414.289.
Christy, Akron, O.

two;

Hussey,

Charles A.

Electric Battery.

414,220.

Motor

Will

Trolleys.

and Brake Device.
Louisville, Ky.

Electric Signal

414,295.

Joseph F.

Cox and Charles A. Cox,
Burglar Alarm.

414,308.
Pa.

Albert A,

Euclid,

The

invention consists,

two equal

essentially, in

differentially-wound primary coils of an induction coil
connected with a battery, in combination with a rheotome between said coils, a telephone or other current
indicating instrument in the secondary coil of the
induction coil, a rheostat in the grounded primary windingand aswilching device forclosing the other primary
winding to the circuit including the resistance which is
to be measured or compared with the known resistance
of the rheostat.
The last claim reads:
"3. The combination, with the differentially wound
primary coils, of a battery connected therewith, one of
said primary coils being closed to ground through
a variable rheostat, the other coil being connected
with a circuit to be tested, and a telephone included
in the secondary coil provided upon said induction

,

A

neat pamphlet has just been issued by the Pumpelly
Storage Battery & Electric Motor company of Chicago, in
which a description is given of the battery manufactured by
this company, and the numerous applications to which it is
adapted.
The advantages of storage batteries in central
stations,* for lighting private residences, train lighting,
street car, tricycle and boat propulsion, phonograph and
graphophone work, are clearly shown. Much interesting
information on the process of manufacturing the batteries
and handling them, is also given. The catalogue is well
printed, and is creditable to the Pumpelly company.
Prof. li. Thomas of the Ohio State University, writing
of the improved standard Wheatstone bridge and resistance box, recently put on the market by James W. Queen
iV Co. of Philadelphia, says: "It hSfs all the advantages of

the dial arrangements, ar.d has in addition the advantage
of the possible connection of any single coil or of almost
any desired combination of single coil, or of almost any
desired combination in parallel.
One can therefore check
the adjustments of the several coils against one another,
the box thus containing the means for its own verification,
an advantage not possessed by the ordinary managements.
The box answers also the purpose of a set of comparison
coils, and enables one to do a number of things
beside,
which cannot be done with the usual forms."

Battery
York, N. Y.

Carbon.

Charles A.

Hussey,

New

New

York,

414.318, Ekctric Battery. Charles A. Hussey,
N. Y.

Conduit for Electric Wires. John W. Richards
and Joseph B. Hall, Newark, N. J.

414,327.

Of

the twelve claims the

given:
'"A hollow curb provided with stops extending up
therefrom on that side nearest the walk, and having
removable covers on said curb adapted to slide away
from the walk, and means therein for stringing wires."
first

Time Recording Device

4^4.339-

Claim

I

is

for

Dynamo

Electric

Hollon C. Spaulding, Boston, Mass.

Machines.

reads:

"The

combination with a dynamo-electric or electro-dynamic machine, of a time-indicating device and
a detent therefor controlled by the field of force of
said machine."
Tell-tale Apparatus for Ship Telegraphs. WalT. W. Thackeray, Wandsworth. County of Surrey,
and Isaac Hurn, London, County of Middlesex, Eng-

414,343.
ter

land.

The

invention has for its object to provide a simple
automatic and inexpensive check on the working of
marine or other engines and machinery to indicate
whether and when any order has been carried out.

Lightning Arrester.

414.35'J-

Charles

Wirt, Orange,

N.J.
The lightning

arrester consists, generally, of a multiplicmetal plates not in any way electrically connected
with one another and massed closely together, with
only exceedingly slight insulating spaces between them.
One end of the series of plates is connected with the
exposed circuit, and the other end to earth. The insulation between the plates is preferably formed by thin
plates of mica; but an air-space may be employed inity of

stead.

Wire.

Albert Anderson,

5, i88().

Electrical Regulating Apparatus.
Conant, Watertown, Mass.

414,191.

The

Henry

J.

invention relates to electric regulators or governors, and by it the fiuctuations of a current traversing a main electric circuit are caused to automatically
control, rectify, or modify
he spued of mechanism,
and this regulation of .speed may finally be utilized di
reclly upon the source of the said electric current, and
I

George A.

Goodson,

Matrix-making Machine.
414.400.
Minneajjoiis, Minn.

George

A

Goodson,

Electric Train
ard, Chicago, 111.

414,418,

The

last

claim

Brake System

Harry W. Leon-

is:

The combination of a train of cais with an dec
generator thereon, a circuit from such electric gen-

"6.

Harry G. Osburn, Chica-

is to improve and simbetween each plate or giid of the
complementary set of metal conductor plates of each
electrode, whereby one or more of said plates may be
removed from both or either electrode; and further,
its object is to provide means for keeping the plates
separate and maintaining them at their proper distance"

of the invention

plify the connections

apart.

Quadruplex
414,492.
Chicago, III.

Courtland P.

Telegraphy.

Carr,

The

last claim follows:
"3.
In a neutral relay for quadruplex telegraphy,
the combination, with the relay electro-magnet, of the
adjustable and independent electro-magnet, located
above and acting in the same direction as the relay
magnets, the armature having two cross-pieces, one
for each setHof coils, and means for retracting the armatures."

System of Electrical Distribution by Alternating
414,541.
Currents.
John Hopkinson, Westminster, County of
Middlesex, England.

Claim

I

"The

combination, with

reads:

source

alternating
a generator
of counter electromotive force, consisting of a laminated core of soft iron closed upon itself, the laminations being insulated, and coils of wire wound upon
said core."
electric currents

and a

a

of

circuit therefor, of

Brake for Electric Car Trucks.
Louis Pfingst,
Sumner A. Bemis, Sprmgfield, Mass.

Boston, and

Trolley

for

Electric

Railways.

Joseph

Reams, Meriden, Conn.
Meter for Alternating Electric Currents.
414, 595.

M.
Oli-

ver B. Shallenberger, Rochester, Pa.
The object of the invention is to render a meter for
alternating electric cuirents capable of measuring accurately the consumption of either large or small
amounts of current, and to start readily under the influence of very small currents.

Spring Switch for Overhead Electric ConductCharles J. Van Depoe'e, Lynr-, Mass.
claim is given:
"A switch for suspended electric conductors, comprising a main conductor and a branch conductor having a laterally-movable switch point, the extremity of
which laps the under side of the main conductors."

414 609.
ors.

The

first

Electric Bell.
Edward Cox-Walker and Alan
414,612.
A. C. Swinton, Westminster, County of Middlesex,

England.
Lightning Arrester.
N. J.

414,624.
ton.

Charges

I.

Young, Prince-

interposing in the earth's
circuit, through which it is intended that the lightning
discharge shall take place, a device for producing a
counter electromotive force under the infiuence of alternating currents tending to flow through this circuit
from the generator to the earth.

invention consists in

Induction Coil Apparatus.
414.626.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Electric Battery.

414.627.

John A.

John A.

Barrett,

Brooklyn,

Barrett,

N. Y.

The invention consists in the combination, with the
cell, of a cap or cover,
battery wires passing
through said cap and sealed therein in any suitable
way, and a cementing or sealing material applied to
the surfaces of the joint between the cap or cover and
battery

the

cell.

Device for Converting
Goodson, Minneapolis, Minn.

414,637.

George

Motion.

A.

The invention relates to mechanism for obtaining a
reciprocating motion at intervals for depressing dies,
punches, and other tools, and for any purposes for
found available; and it
it may be
certain constructions whereby the movement
depression of the die, punch, or other tool
is controlled by electro magnetic devices,
closing of a circuit through the controlling

which

fects

consists in
to effect the

or machine
so that the
devices ef-

one or more reciprocatory movements.

Electric Railway Signal. William P. Kookogey,
414,645.
Brooklyn, N. V.
Briefly stated, the invention consists in electric circuits
which are closed or completed through the medium of
the locomotive or train, and when completed cause an
electric signal-light to be lighted at the entrance of the
tunnel or cut which causes other lights to be successively
lighted and extinguished as the train moves through the
tunnel or cut, or over the road to light its passage, and
through which finally the signal light is extinguished
when the train completes its travel over the guarded

414,659.

Matrix making Machine.
414.399.
Minneapolis, Minn.

trie

Secondary Battery.

The object

Boston,

Mass.
Issued Nov.

connected with

section.

Splice for

414,362.

Electrical Patents.

mechanism and a

III.

The

414.317.

1889

Mith.
414,438.
go,

414, 5S3.

Indicating Device.
Chas.
D. Haskins, Brooklyn, N. Y., and Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, III.
Electric Resistance

i6,

and operated by such generator and placed adjacent to
such switch, and a further circuit containing the brake
mechanism, and a switch distant from such brake and
on the train."
414422. Galvanometer. Joseph E. Lockwocd, Detroit,

414. 575.

Goucher,

coil."

The Pond Engineering company are contracting engineers for the steam p'ant at the new Thomson-Houston
lighting station at Joliet, III.
They will furnish and erect
three too horse power boilerF, one 250-horse power Lane
& Bodey Corliss engine, Hoppes live steam purifier. Lowe
heater, pump, injector, etc.
The station will be complete
in every detail, and equipped with the latest refinements.
The Pond Engineering company will furnish the San Diego
Cal., cable railway company with four go-horse power boilers, and the Palmetto IJrewing company, Charleston, S. C
with a 1 co-horse power Lowe heater.

erator containing a brake-actuating

local switch, electric signaling devices

3 is given:

orders for friction clutch pulleys, couplings, stands,
shafting, etc.
Large contracts for power transmitting machinery have just been made with the Cincinnati Electric
Light company, the Detroit Electric Light & Power company, and with the Laclede Gas Light company of St.
Louis.
filling

November

Dynamo

Electric

Machine.

William

Seafert,

Chicago, III.
Claim 4 follows:
"In a dynamo-electric machine, the combination,
with the frusto conical armature of the field magnets
provided with coiTespondingly shaped pole pieces inclosing the same, one of these elements being movable
relatively to the other in the
rotation of the armature."

direction

of the axis of

Galvar.ic Pelf.
William Laughton, No. 41
414, {';08.
Rylston Road, l''ulham. County of Middlesex, Eng.
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Street, Boston, Mass.
HERBERT H. EUSTI8,
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General Manager.
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Mechanical

OSTRANDER &

R.

21, 23
Factory, 1461 and 1^63
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"Works

to a

charm.

April in place of one we had, would
in time and brpakage."

grip of clutches optionally gradual or sudden,

large friction surfaces prevent undue wear.
Di&erg genient of Clutches is positioe.
Pulley shaft automatically oiled.

CO.,

New

St.

DcKalb Ave., Brooklyn,

N'.

York.

Y,

1st.

FRICTION CLUTCH PULLEYS
Vice

WHimES.

anfl

Pneumatic,

Electric.

Cases.

guaranteea

toill

CLARK.

J.

ILL.

Trademark

and

Patent

imim

tlio Boston Fire Un«!crwrltern* Union, nntler date of Marcb
Thorouglily Uelluble iind OoHlrablo Wire iu Kvery Respect."

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,

BENRY

and Oltplayi.

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY OOMPLBTE BBT OF U 8.
ELEOTKICAI. PATENTS IN OHIOAOO.

In liiBulfttltiB

(51

•Ttaiuuik

CHICAGO.

Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

to order.

'

li<"

Ol.T l^A^fM

DEARBORN STREET,

226

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

our wlren niid oiiblcn Is Hpcclally chiMnlcfiUy prepared, and
not ileterioraCe, oxttUse or crack, and will remiitu llexlblu In extrrmo cold wiiathcr
and not HtTi'i-ti-d by boat. The Insiilnrlon In proiectcd from mechanical Injury by one or more bralda and the
nrbol.' HlUki'il wit li Clark's ratent. Compoiind. which la water, oil, acid and. loft very prcat extent, lire proof.
Our insuluanii will proi^fi ilurnble (c/inn ail othern /itU. We are prepared to furnish Single WlreH of all
gauKt'M add dliiiiiL-ter of lumilallun for Telegraph, Telephone and Kleeirlc Lights from atouK. Cables made

The

to b€
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LAW OFFICE,
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25-26 HONORE BUILDING.

f

GEORGE P.BARTON,

L,if,Mit Plant, 126 H.
P. Boilor, 46 H. P. Engine.

1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

39, 1686,

OK

HARRISON. N

35-Arc

Buttorworth. Hall. Brown & Smith.

York.

TO 40 VOLT3.

1-2

EDISON LAMP CO..

La'n

NnW ur

CO.,

III-

MK.\I» roll <:ATAI.04ii|)K

THE "CLARK" '\SriRE.
Insulation Guaranteed

Liuiii>'i Clin

PATENT OFFICE,

Piir|«>s<iH.

l';ioctri<'ivl

l<'oi-

AND

2

FOR BATTERY OR DYNAMO.

EW" YORK.

St.. K[

X^yiLlVEPS.

TO 30 CANDLE POWER.

1-2

i
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Had we put
now bo ahead

BRICK & TERRA COTTA MFO.

tt

In Iam*

$500, loc^

CO., St. Joeeph, Mo.

"Wi- am p.-rfectlv -'atif^tl.'d with the wnrkin:
nf vourrluti'li.'H, both m -N-u York and rbir;iL'0.'*
\VI'>'I
ERN ELEi TRIC CO Cliiiu-r.. HI. *N.mv ISuMdiDi:. "'A

Mav

'.;::;.

ItW.

,

They haue a good iccord riinnlrg through Jius years.
Experts are invited to examine peculiarities.

Send

H.

for July,

1889, Catalogue ard

see wtiere rnd by

BELOIT. WIS.

whcm

usfd.

kni.iwledL'''il l!if best
if

factory

ECLIPSE WIND ENGINE
W.

WARD LEONARD.

S.

biiiliiini: in

the city of Nt_'w

York

nut in the United ^VM*;B.'^—£!lr;ctrtc(tl Rtvitw.

CO.,

Wis.

Belolt,

ANDREWS.

E.

M. IZARD

CONSULTING AND CONTRACTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
Systems of Electric Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Electric
Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.
Plan^i and Specifications for all Kinds of JBlectrlcal Constraction Work.
A full Une or Commercial SopplIeBcarrtod at all tlmeB for Plants deecrlbed above.

For any or

Branch

all

Offices:

Room 425, Telephone 694, CHICAGO, ILL.
THE ROOKERY,
Ulnneapolis, Minn.; Northwestern Ilntnal Life Insurance Block. Room
Rooms

The Iiumber Escbanse,

5 and

lis,

6,

Telephone 12M,

Hllnnnkrr. Wis

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
nLOIV/;.

Electric Light, Telephone,

and Telegraph,

X^ox- .^kor-lal, Su'bzxi.ax-lxi.o, a^zxd. T7xidox-sz-ovi.z3.cl TZTso.

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,
TRADE

M.'^R

THE OKONITE
3RANCHES:

Chicag9.

Boston,

MANSON PROTECTING

OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

TAPE.

ADTARDED A GOLD MEDAL AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.
|3 Park Row, NEW YORK.
COMPANY,

...

Philadelphia,

Omaha,

Minneapolis.

Cincinnati

Louisville.

St.

Louis.

Kansas

City,

San Frarcisco.

and

Automatic Electric Motors
In all Sizes

High

from One-half H.

Upward.

P.

Regulation, Superior Workmanship. Ease of
Jlanagetnent, Remarkahle Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

JEfflciency, JPerfect

DYNAIYIO ^ SliiXZC'TRIC

^

MACHINES

For Electroplating, ElectrotypiDg, Copper Eefining, Etc.
n^w
RRlVrH nPRirPIDnamin
UrniiCii).

vom, 33

Churcit

st.,-

sostoh.

m

KANSAS cur,

Area

st.:

Philadelphia,

Slalto Bullalng:

see

NEW ORUAMS,

CcmmtrctSt.;

106 Canuutelet

CHiCAeo,42 LaSaiitSt.

St.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., WINDSOR, CONN.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Established in 1861.
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Stilwell's Patent Live

Steam-Feed Water
Removes
Entirely

IN

Boilers.

COMBINATION

Impurities.

SCALE

Steam

in

Catalogue on application.

GAS AHD ELECTRIC

OEORGE CUTTER,

FIXTURES.

CONSULTING ELECTRICIAN,

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,

80 Adams Street,

CHICAGO.

-

Etc., Etc.,

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,

Madison Street and Fifth Avenne,

OrM Bosette Pendant ««!"«

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH STORE-

2134 Michigan Avenue,

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
P.

all

Purifier.

STILWELL&BIERGEMF6.G0.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTROLIERS,

D.

prevents

i6, iS

THE LUNKENKEIMFR BRASS MFC,

CO.,

-

Cincinnati. Oilio.

CO.,

PERRY, Vice-President and General Manager,

-MANUFACTURERS OF THE-

SPERRT IIMPROVED STSTEM
-OF-

HIGH OR

LOW

Write for Juoe, 1889, Catalosne of (8) Globe Valves, Pop Safety Valves
Iinbricators, Oil and Cirease Cnps. Engine BnlldeTS' Brass Ooods,
and Crlass Oil Cnps for Bynames.

TENSION.

vste: ^Lj.A.i=2i=Lis[~rE:E::
1.
Si.

3.

The new Sperry apparatus free from repairs for twelve monthe.
That the new hperry improved Dynamos can he coupled in series with perfect safety.
That any number of lamps from one to capacity of dynamo can be cut In or out of

1

2 Pearl

Room

Street,

Mproveil

singly or in groups, with perfect safety, and without sparking at the brushes.
4.
To absorb power in exact proportion, to number of li^ts burning.

a.

3.

The new Automatic Sperry Dynamos and Lamps surpass

BEST MATERIAL.

in efticlency those of any other

That

We

THE

if

you will

THOSAS ASBBURNEK,

our factory we can show you the best arc lighting apparatus in existence.

mm:

co„ isi iss,

m m\

EUREKA CONSTRUCTION.

CMon sl

Street

for

LOWEST PRICES.

CORRES-

Chicago, ill

Kansas

Westera Agent,

City,

Mo.

Rolled any weight desired. Patent allowed. Sample
Chair and Section of Rail Sent, Express Prepaid, to
Prospective PnrchSBerB.

correspondence with electrical engineers. Intending buyerSi and Interested
people everywhere.

invite

smy

visit

Material

Roaieis-

PONDENCE SOLICITED.

That there is greater economy In operating the new Sperry System than any other.
That our automatic regulation has no equal; no rheostat, no wall boxes, no solenoid or

dash-pot.
4.

Pateiitei

Railway

w^e: ^e:i_ie:\ze::
1.

make.

BOSTOir, MASS.

6,

circuit,

AUTOMATIC

CXJX-OFF ENGINE

\\V^

Office and Factory

2134
Manufacturers

to
of

2140 DeKalb

St.,

-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS

OUR

RELIABILITY,

ECONOMY,

SD. LOUIS, MO.
anil

CARBOU SPECIALTIES,
Lone

Life,

Uniform

'BUCKDIJMOND"

STANDARD

^Iff

Size,

AND

POINTS

SUPERIOR ftUALlTY.

lIllTSniM!

Guaranteed Second

THEM

ALL.

\VRITE

to

None.

FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

JOHN W. MASON, Manager.

DOUBLE
COMPOUND

SIMPLICITY,

DURABILITY.
THE MOST PERFECT

TANDEKI

GOVERNING
EVER OBTAINED

BALL ENGINE

TRADE ma::i<.
ANI> (:ABI.,P.M.

CO.,

ERIE, PA.

GATE CITY ELECTRIC
COMPANY
STOCK
of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES!
And

WIHEM

COMPOUND

For Electrical Lighting, Electrical Railways and purposes where perfect governing is required, It has no equal.

Have a FUIit

>i^lV/>

,

will

make liOW

§22 DELAWAR E STREET,

-

Prices

-

and

PROMPT

Shipments.

KANSAS

CITY.

MO

.

CLEVELAND, OHIO;
THE STANDARD CARDON COMPANY,
of
XWIaai'ufa.ot'uz-ers

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.
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STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

-

DAYTON, OHIO.

BOOTH
<& HJLYIDE:iSrS,
WATERBURY,

HOLIilES,

CONN.

FACTORIES:

nANIII''A(:TI ICKKH

bare:

CO.,

OF

and INSUIaATED ITfTIRXS.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Lino wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Maenet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for, Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work, insulated Iron Pressure Wire-

PATENT
For

Electric

Light,

Electric Railways,

BARCLAY,

/^I

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

L.

ILL.

MADRON CO.,

/NDE^

W IRE

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON
J. L.

LINE

K. K.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
26 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

MAKERS

or

HIGH -GRADE

GLOBE £WoHiO. <5«°?/.fif"&^
BELDINO MOTOR & MFG. COMPANY,
CFFICE 144 Adams

Street,

FACTORY 128-130

The Rookery,

So. Clinton

-

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL, U.S.A.

MANUFACTURERS OP

TITK

BELDIN6 ELECTRIC MOTORS

P

Perfect Automatic Regulation^
Highest Efficiency Guaranteed.
THE STRON&EST ARMATURE MADE,

PERFECTLY BALANCED.

All Parts Interchang'eable
Oorrespondence Solicited.
Telephones and
Teli'phoni'

Sup-

;inil

Kli'rlrifal

Su[)plv

Agents Wanted

to

Commutator.

in all the Principal Cities.

THE FIRST REAL IMPROVEMENT

Every Oescriplion.

plies ol
Kl|,'ia

Electrical

-

Even

ABSOLDTELY NO HEATING.

iia

To.

ELGIN. ILL US. a;
.

POROUS GUP BATTERIES
since the Invention of Ihe Leclanche.

Send

At\C AMP, lNCANJ)tSCENT (UOTRiC
LIGHTING. Fl,ecrRO-Pl,ATING..ANJ)
I'M',

f

/i'H-'i''.tNI/'i

tl!--C

fi.^i'j

ll'jTOPi,.

for Circular of

the Axo Battery-

THF XiECLANCHE BATTERY
Azo Battery Oomplete.

140

Wwt

istk

hu Maw

York.

CO.,

Poroui

^one.

:
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BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO
NIEW YORK,

33 Mercer Street,

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD RUBBER BATTERY

CELLS, manufactured under
Of every description, including the celebrated
The
cheapest
and
best
Cells in the market.
Also
for
Batteries.
Primary
Storage
and
Kiel's Patents
Patent)
for
electrical
purposes,
at
reduced
prices.
Standard
quality
Sheet,
Rod,
(Kiel's
Tubing
Sheet, Rod and
Tubing, Insulator Hooks, Key Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand.
HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, 111.

HUGH MoM[I.I.AN, President.

W.

A.

JACKSON,

FRANK E. SNO\ir, Secy and Treas.

Vioe-Preaident.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC TRACTION
rDETisoiT,

CO.,

1v1:ic:ez.

ORGANIZED TO CONSTRUCT, EQUIP AND OPERATE

Railway© By ELROTRia Mot^ors,

©TR.E1KT

Embracing New and Valuable Patents covering improvements

17111011

are necessary for

ECONOMICAL OPER ATION AND HIGH EFFICIENCY.
FRANK
Contains

RAE, ELECTRICAL ENCINEER.

features that will commend it to tiie careful attention of Street Railway Managers,
looking for reliable, easily operated and efficient apparatus for HEAVY WORK.

new

Roads
East Detroit

B.

in

Operation and

& Orosse Fointe

Highland Park Railway
Detroit City Railway, Mack
Citizens Street Railway
Adrian Electric Railway

Detroit,
"

St. Line..

Mich 8
.

"

.

in

miles.

"

..3J6
..2

"

.

"

"
"
Elkhart, Ind 7
Adrian, Mich. .3
.

"

Process of Construction

—

Decatur Electric Street Railway
Decatur, III
3 miles
"
Sault Ste Marie St. Railway, Sault Ste Marie, Mich. .3
"
City
Railway
Fort
Fort Worth
Co.,
Worth, Texas. .10
"
"
"
Fort Worth Land & St. By. Co.,
..15
"
Saginaw Union Railway Co., Saginaw, Mich
V7%

ROINTS OP SURBRIORITY.
A

Single Motor Geared to Both Axles, with Improved Noiseless Flexible Gear Preventing Breaking from Sudden
Strain. Motor Truck Easily and Quickly Detachable, Etc., Etc.

Ooz-x-esz3oxxd.ezi.oe S^liol-ted axxd. XSstlxzxa.tes IFixrxxlslxed.
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
or

I'^vcry l>CH<Ti|i(i4Mi

iii

ItoHoiii

310 North Third
ENCINEERIIMC CO.
707 and 709 Market
427 'The Rookery,"

POND

St.,

St. Louis.

319 Ramge

Street,

SYNOVIAL
dynamo and Cylincier Oils.
Stcorid to tmnr.

Chicago.

iniK'liinury.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas
Building,

Our NiK-iiaKii-x.

l>roiii|i( SliipiiifiilH iiikI liil<-lliK4-ii< livt-i'iitioii iif Ot'ih-i-M,

I'l-itM-H.

l''r(M!

lly

friim ^'inn

r,r;irIilH.

ri;lllli;rin); ciiii In; iihimI

Elcclrlc

City.

K-.!!"-! (:t]ly ii'liiip^'l

I'luiilJ)

of

llic

for

:ill

Aduptcd

coritiniiully.

TAUSSIG, Agent,

8.

Omaha.

CO.

f:iit riirirniiii^

Ijy llio liirKi^xl

Wuht.

43 River

CHICAGO.

St.,

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
Erected Ready for Service.
iil*KOIAI<TIKB:-Tlii< AnnlDKlon & »lni« ICnulne, Steel Bollern, Trxsnii I.tnk Diilt. S'andatd RocklDKUDd IShellleld (Iratoe, Luwu ileatur, llyutt Filter, Blake riitni>, KortlDgluJector, eto.

MKND FOK Ii&TRMT

CATiVLiOOVKH.

The Perkins Electric Lamp

PROF.

Co.,

MANUKAt'TUltERS OF TUE BEST

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

ARON'S

H.

ELECTRIC CORRENT COUNTER,
PATKNTKU.
Gold Medal Awarded at MelboDme ExMbition, 1888-1889.

IN THE MARKET.

The

motit roUiible Electric Muler ever invouted. (MmninK-L-il corrci:t for Bumll and lrtr;,'e currt^ntf.
Built for direct two-wire, tbree-wlre, flve-wlro, to oine-wlre, and alternailnB Bysletn, In Ht/.*-p
ir> lip to aoy uuniber of Hmpcree.
"Every countor uieasurea correctly for o fraction of anip< le
tttj full c paclty."

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
Long

Life

from
up to

and Absolutely No Discoloration.

Adopted by HIEMRNH & HAI.HH.K, Berlin. «;emi»ny: F.UIMOW COMBerlin, «;ermany: .11 i;N1C1PA1< KLKCTKIC I^K^MTINi^ MOBHM.
Berlin. <iieraiany. *'KxrluNlvely aHed in I'arls, Vienna, CoBHiantlBople aau

FAmV.

otiier i>riii«'ipal

W.

HALM,

G.

64

yice-Pres. and Western Mgr.,

FRANKLIN

ST.,

CHICAGO,

European

eicieH."

Ill nt>e by HiiroiieuD (.'entrul UtatlooB meaaiirlDK over (jO mllUOD wutte.
Uoqapfltloned ffatRTlorlty.
lQdlepeDeal)lH tor L'entr;il Slatlua work. AniooDt of current cooBUmeU may he ascTtaloi^ at a
Clance. llie diiils heliiix tonetructed OQ the panie prfnrlple as the i;a« .Meter dialf.
For prlrei* and parUcalare, addreae

ILL.

SOLE nANrFAl'TllBKB AND IHPOKTEB.

STORED ELECTRICITY.

BEEKMAN STREET,

21

The BOOK

for

THE TRADE.

WHIPPLE'S
Electrical

ELECTRICAL
DIRECTORY

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO

STREET CAR PROPULSION.

Railroail

Car

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPAIRING.

TUe 1889

Eiiltlon contains:

Full Data of a'l tbe Central Stations of
America, with otlicers, etc.
In'erests.
Alphabetical Lists of

Long Distance

Ligliting.

Plants.
All Electric

rEMNsii..\ KLErr. lh;ht a

ElecUlcal

Lockwood Instrument Co..
Oentlemkn — Kt'plvlDC to

ll.M lillToN. Mit

and Horse Street Railways,

wi'h complete Data.
Ollirers and Members of all Electric Associations.
Complete Lists of Electrical Publications.

Etc.,

Etc.,

Etc..

F-tc,

LOCKWOOD
iimmeterand Polarity Indicator.

Electrical

and Kindred

Workers. Manufacturers, etc.
Full Lists of Isolated PUnts.
Full Lists of Telephone Stations.
Gas Companies and Data concerning
them.
Giis Companies running Electric Light

M\m,

M ACHI NERY.

ELECTRIC REPORTS.

Full

LiglitiDi,

Special and Experimenlal

AND

Full Lists of the Classified

Lialiting,

DESIGN ER AND MANUFA CTURER.

L&TRe Dynamos aod Mutura <or Sp«clftl Work
baiit to Order. Coal Mining Uaolage
a Specialty.

Trniles

Isolated

CHICAGO,

ST.,

Electrical Expert,

Storage Batteries,

Statioi

F0REE(4a)BAIN,
84 MARKET

Accumulators or

Central

NEW YORK.

-

mw ek

II.. .'M'pt

SKTSM WHICB COMFLETELy DISPLACES

Ul

Supplementary

Aw

have had oo trouble with them what»*^>?r, ami
a** 1 know now we wonUI not think o( crttini; iiloHL' without ibftn.
1 cannot «'e»* Imt what
they nTf almost an sWoIqIc prDdTtion to th« DT'
narno^. If the Dynamo tondor or fnclnet^>r «1M only
look at th(>in onrt* In a whil**; ^liM tberrlsoothId;; niMut thciu in tbt> war of an alarm that wonld
IitTinlt hi^ j^oint: to !<It'ep ur d rt*lrinc npon tbem
w.>

a^ far

or waking him up In

Yonre

truly.

rac** of anv'iroable.

JAS. R. DEE, Ceo'I McT.

O. E HOn-BUS,
Manafactarer of Dynamo* for Incanik*«c«tit

Etc.

to the Directory,

THE "ELECTRIC REPORTS"
Are pubUsbed on the

THE ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATOR COMP'Y,
44:

Broadway,

CHICAGO OFFICE,
502 Phenix Building.

New

of eacu mon'.b.

$10

-

per Year.

FRED. hTIvHIPPLE,

The

DETROIT OFFICE,
St.,

first

•

DETROIT, MICH.

York.

30 Atwater

Subscription Price.

East.

Electric nailwny." and

"Mnnicipal Lighting."
of the times, price |1.00
according to binding.

two books
and $2.00 each,

I'o.

I«*9.

:

IJirhilnir-

FiTiinuKij. Ma!>«., SopL

TBE ONL^

I.*..

Detroit. Mich.
votir favor of thn 9ih
lnF>t , [q which voii il<>i4ire to know hi>w uo art?
eati>>llod with >oiir Aiii-Mel»^r, I wuuld !>ay. that
^inco we put
uf ihoni in at-v aSoal a >t*ar aeo.

33,

1*9.

Lockwood Instrument Co.
(.issTi^MEN:-! find yoar Am3let«rf> r^ry
convenient. S:)me of mv Drn:imo* are in Q»e,
ulH-re the epewl i» nuiio ^nvunlar; In ^ach c-itf^m
sometime* uswf ft* ratro h»(teripi> to *lea<ly tb«
1
current, and your Am-Met-rs iodlcitt' at all Um<?»
tbc amoant and dirm'tion of currpnt.
Re^iwcliully.
G. E. BOWER:S

EDISON LAMT roMPANY.
iiaAsn KArin;>. Mi> u

Lockwood Instrument Co..

.

>.-pt. X^.

Detroit.

IS*.

Mich.

Dub Sirs: -I

ha%<^ be*n i>ntir>'ly pl>»i"^ with
your Am-Meter. two of whi h I havv Nv-n 3«ini;
about ihr*^ month?. Pit-o*^ ar.tl u^ iELi:h'*ra*
?iX)n a? convenient, a." w- .ire ihoul to m^iall
Your? traiv,
another Dvnamo.
LA3tP CO.. A. F. \CiiJLEB, Snpt.

EDISON

LOCKWOOD INSTRUMENT

CO.. Oetrorl.Mich
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MOTOR COMPANY,

402 ^ 404 GREENWICH STREET,
ALL STANDARD

i6,

NEW YORK.
OYsr 6,000

SIZES

OF

IN

ELECTRIC MOTORS

Now
TQB

in

Use

.

UNITED STATES,
Ruuniog Sewing Machines, Elevators,

7-8 H, P,
Chicago

Office. Phcenix

Cincinnati Office.

TO 40

H.

Printing Presses, Ventilating Fans, Blowers, Coffee MUls, Polishing and Oriuding

JP.

Tools, Etc.
New England

Building.

99 West

Office,

32

Oliver Street, Boston.

Philadelphia Office, 301

Fourtli Street.

Arch Street.

JOHN STEPHENSON

CO.,

L_iis^iT:ErD,

NlSMUr

YORK.

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

BERaiSIiLITIT

Sc

CO.,

ELECTRIC LI6HT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIAICES FOR THE EDISOH ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Illustrated Catalogues.

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

|

B,

ikjTxir "v/\T>xr
-W-t-W JCUK.Ji.

j

& CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

|

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.

November

iCi,
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18R9,

THE BEST or ALL
THE WMLTER

K.

FREEMHN

TRANSFORMER SYSTEM
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALTERNATING CURRENT

We
form^era

Chiarantee 12 16-C.

JP.

and Dynamos for two

Our Apparatus

DYNAMO— GROUP

OF PARTS BEFORE ASSEMBLING.

Lamps for each Mechanical H. JP. applied to Dynamo. We Guarantee our Irans-

years,

is of

and sell our Apxtaratus upon

its

Satisfactory Performance.

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically.

WE GUARANTEE ITS

OPERATION, AND

COR.T2.ESFOITIDEITCE SOX^ICITEID.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG.
GEO.

B.

CO.,

EAU QLaAIRE, wis.
SHAW, - General Manag^er.

EASTERN ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION CO., Gen'l Eastern
33 COLD STREET NEW YORK.
BAKER, BALCH & CO., General Agents,

Agents.

THOMAS WOLFE.

Southwestern Agent,

UNION DEPOT HOTEL.

SEATTLE, WASH.

KANSAS CITY, MO.
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i6,

ELECTRICAL WORDS, TERMS PHRASES.
^

JEiX3-\7VI^r J. HOXTSTTOIO-, jSk., 3VE.
Cloth Binding. Price, postage prepaid, to any part of the world, $2.SO.

:^y

656 Pages. 397

Illustrations.

This Dictionary includes close upon 2,500

distinct Words, Terms or Phrases,
Each
of the great classes or divisions of electrical inrestigatlon or utilization comes under
careful and exhaustive treatment.
For some reasons it deserves rather to be
called an EncyclopEedia than a dictionary.

The Scheme of Treatment is as follows:
lat.
The words, terms and phrases are invariably followed by a short, concise
definition, giving the sense in which they are correctly employed.
3d. A general statement then follows of the Principles of Electrical Science on
which the definition is founded.

e

it

3d. When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other considerations,
has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or Diagram of the apparatus is

given.
4th. To facilitate study, an elaborate system of Cross References has been adopted,
so that it is as easy to find the definitions as the words, and aliases are readily detected
and traced.
In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure CLEARNESS, to the
end that while the definitions and explanations shall be SATISFACTORY TO

EXPERT ELECTRICIAN,
those

who have had no

THE

they shall also be

SIMPLE AND INTELLIGIBLE

to

training at all in electricity, or are novices in the art.

ZSlMSCTRICIAIff PUBIiISHIIffG CO.

OBCICA.GK3. XXiZiXSO-OXS.

JUA.:^I3SIX>"EJ :OTTXI*I>TIir<3-,

Will hold

EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC CO.

Monday

,9

November

Night,

18,

1889.

-FOE-

HILL

Incandescent Circuits

§

next regular

meeting at the Club Rooms,

MOTORS
Arc

its

WOUND FOB ASV CURBENT.

Clutch Worl(s,

PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

Highly

CLEVELAND, O.

and Economical.

Efficient

EASTERN OFFICE:
NEW YORK.

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

F. VI.

HORNE, Manager

1

EAST ADAMS STREET,

-

-

-

Engineering

146

Western

CHICAGO:

s

1

Both Advertiser
mentioning the

TRICIAN when

and

Publisher

WESTERN

Franklin

St.,

MINNEAPOLIS:

KANSAS CITY:

YOU WILL OBLIGE

ElectriciaD

.00.

:

38 So. Canal St. 305EaBota Building.

CHICAGO.

1231

FOB THE

Office

BOSTON.

WESTERN AND SOUTHERN STATES.
1

18 Cortlandt Street,

and 1323 Union Avenne.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
DesigDod, Erected and FnrDJBlied.

hi

Send for new CatBlogne Powei
TranBmiBBlon Machinery.

ELECCOPYRIGHTED BT

writing to advertisers.

H.

W. HILL.

"C" STYLE NEEDLE ANNUNCIATOR.
WorKS same

as our Standard Annunciators.
Guaranteed first-class in every respect.
Oases, Oak and Ash, natural wood; Walnut, Oherry, Mahogany, stained
white wood. Indications, numbered from one up.

DROP
DROP
8 DROP.

DROP
DROP
DROP
LIBERAL DISCOUNTS TO THE TRADE.
SIO.OO

9

I4.0O
18.00

lO
12

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
J. F.

PORTER,

Pres.

&

$20.00
22.00
24.00

CHICAGO

Genl. Manager.

E.

AHD

RUEBEL,

ITEIV

YOKK.

Superintendent.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,
919 LOCUST STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.
BRANCH:

NASHVILLE, TENN.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS.
Electric Power
Plants, Electric Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Train Lighting Plants, Pole Line Construction.
full line of supplies
carried at all times for plants described above. Plans and specifications for all kinds of Electrical Construction.

For any system of Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Street Railway Plants,

A

ROYAL ELECTRIC
MANUFACTURERS OK

CO.,

PEORIA,
ILLINOIS,

ELECTRIC LIGHTING^ POWER MACHINERY

November

i6,
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A PRACTICAL ANDJOMMERCIAL SUCCESS.
Tlie

ThflMon-Ho Biitflii

Sysb,

Elec tric S'y

ECONOMICAL, DURABLE, RELMBLE.

NEW TYPE THOMSON-HOUSTON

ELEOTEIC RAILWAY TRUCK.

RESULT OF ONE YEAR'S WORK.
RAILWAY CONTRACTS OF THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC RAILWAY

Naumkeag

Alliance Street JRailtvay Co., Alliance, O,

CO.:

Street Ry,, Salem, Mass.

Newburyport & Amesbury Horse Ry. Co., Ke^'^bury& Mdgewood Street Railway Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Attleboro, N^o. Attleboro & Wrenthani Street Railway Co.,
port, Mass.

Atlanta

Newport Street Ry, Co., Newport, R, I.
Newton Street Ry. Co., Newton, Mass.
Nay- Aug Cross Town Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Omaha & C. B. Ry. and Bridge Co., Omaha, Neb.
Omaha Motor Ry. Co., Omaha, Neb.

Attleboro, Mass.
Aniericus Street Railway Co., Americus, Ga.
Aiiburn Electric Railway Co., Auburn, N. Y.

Bangor Street Railway Co., Bangor, Me.
Belt Line Railway Co., Lynn, Mass.
Brooklyn Street Railway Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Central Passenger Railway, Louisville, Ky.
Central Railway Co., Peoria, HI.
Citixens' Electric Street Railivay, Decatur, HI.

Colerain Avenue Railway Co., Cincinnati, Ohio,
Danville Street Car Co., Danville, Va.
Derby Horse Railroad Co., Ansonia, Conn,
Des Moines Electric Ry. Co., Des Moines, Iowa,
Eckington & Soldiers Home Ry. Co., Washington, D. C.
East Harrisburg Passenger Railway, Harrisburg, Pa.
Fulton Co, Street Ry. Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Hillside Coal Co., Scranton, Pa.
Hoosac Valley Street Ry., North Adams, Mass.
Joliet Street Ry. Co., Joliet, III.

Lynn

<£• Boston
Railroad Co., (Myrtle Street Line) Lynn,
Mass.
I/ynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Nahant Line) Lynn, Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Crescent Beach Line) Lynn,
Mass.
I/ynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Highland Line) Lynn, Mass.
McGavock & Mt. Vernon Horse Ry-, Nashville, Tenn.
Metropolitan Street Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo.

^C
Brooklyn Street Railway Oo.
Des Moines Electric Railway Co.
Eckington & Soldiers' Home Railway Oo.
Julien Electric Traction Co.
Seattle Electric

Railway

& Power Co.

Ottawa Electric St. Ry. Co., Ottawa, III.
Ottumiva Street Ry. Co., Ottiimwa, Iowa.
Plymouth & Kingston Ry. Co., Plymouth, Mass.
Quincy St. Ry. Co., Quincy, Mass.
Redbank <& Seabright Ry., Redbank, N. J.
Richmond St. Ry. Co., Richmond, Ind.
Rochester' Electric Ry. Co., Rochester, N. T.
Revere Street Ry, Co., Revere, Mass.
Ross Park Street R'j. Co., Spokatie Falls, W. T.
Riverside and Suburban Ry. Co. Wichita, Kan.
Scranton Passenger Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Scranton Suburban St, Ry. Co,, Scranton, Pa.
Seatae Electric Ry. & Power Co,, Seattle, W, T.
Southington <£• PlantsviUe Ry. Co., Southington, Conn.
Third Ward St. Ry. Co., Syracuse, N. T.
Topeka Rapid Transit Co., Topeka, Kan.
Toledo Electric Ry. Co., Toledo, Ohio.
University Park Ry. and Electric Co. Denver, Col.
Vine St, Ry., Kanjias City, Mo.
Watervliet Turnpike & R. R. Co., Albany, N. Y.
Wheeling Ry. Co., Wheeling, W. Va.
West End St. Ry. Co., Boston, Mass.

ISI
Lynn & Boston Street Railway Co.
Omalia & Council Bluffs Railway & Bridge Co.
Revere Street Railway Co.
Wheeling Railway Co.
Street Railway

West End

Co.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

148 Michigan Ave.,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

WESTERN

fiLfiCTRteiAN.

November

WHEN ORDERING
W^•

OR

KOR-

ELECTRIC LIGHT
OR POWER PLANTS,
Please Refer to Articles by

Trade Numbers
As shown

in our

New

Illustrated Electric Light
logue No. 560.

and Power Cata-

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
lYl

RANDOLPH

FACTORIES: Ansonia, Conn.

ST?.,

CO.,

i6,

1889

!
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A REVOLUTION
Send

for Full Particulars

New

Regarding the

BRUSH ALTERNATING CURRENT
LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING SYSTEM.
Coinpa-nies Canrtot -Afford, to B-a.^ or TJse

-^n."37-

Otlaex.

The Brush 'toreless" Alternating Current Dynamo.
Brush Arc and Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus. Brush Electric Motors
and Power Generators, Brush Carbons, Storage Batteries, Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CHICAGO OFFICE:

225

DEARBORN

ST.

ALEX. KEMPT. Special Agt.

CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Eastern Oice:

36 Union Sqnare, N. Y.

PACIFIC COAST agents:

Tie California Electric

i&

8AN FRANCISCO.

Co.,

^

*

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY.
^c^irt
Manufacturers

SLATTERY

INDUCTION
OF

IHMDESCENT

'w £1:9^X1.6,

Xz3.ca.let.xxei,.

ol the

SYSTEM

out

The Most Carefully Workedand Oomplete Alternating

System of Electric Lighting In

.

Existence.

LIGHTING,

AND THB

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

OF

and

Converten

13-16 Oandle Fowei

Lamps to the Mechanical HorM
Power Guaranteed.

ARC LIGHTING.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK OFFICE:
I

15

BROADWAY,
Boreel BIdg.

SUTTERY DYNAMO, LAMP AND CONYERTER.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS.

FORT WAYNE,

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn

PHILADELPHIA

IND.

OFFICi:,
907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, ULanagBV,

St., First Floor,

BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome

St.

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.
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THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

CD
CO
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_

B

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

CHICAGO,

Vol. V.

NOVEMBER

I

O cents per Copy.
No.

23, 1889.

21.

SCHAEFER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
lucanilesceiit

COnPLETB
p. 0.

Laiiiiis

M

10 to

INMTAIiIjATION or

INCANUEHCBNT

BOX 3068, BOSTON, MASS.

[Eleclric

100 CaMle-Power.

MANiFAcri.KKiiH OF A.Mi

PIiANTH.

FACTORY AT CAMBRIDGEPORT.

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

THE WATtlNB

HKNI»

PENN

For

with Smooth Metallic Rultb*.r fmrfaci'furaee
OD Dyntmns and swift lunoln:.' inkCblDM.

VULCANITE EMEDT WHEELS. RUBBER MATS
MATTING AND STAIR TREADS.
BRANCHES:

Aerial Uie,

Subterranean Use.
All Sizes
Submarine Uie
anil ="<'''*«"'
Fnfnrarl Ufirat
»»'™».
^^'"'
Concealed Wiring
I

In all Localioni.

B.

McGLEES, General Manager,

16 Dey

St.,

.nrall. St ic

Noiseless

XxoooaxiotlTT'o S«»fet3r

Tlxo

'XT'a.X-vo,

Xjo olac So.fety "^lT"**.!-*?-©,
IMolo .^.ealitoza. "Wn-tox- Xlellef 'C^j^l'V*.
-^.rslitoxx

THE ASHTON YALVES

n»;»»,-i"»"p""'"-"'»b.in«,h.mo.,p.rf«.*

THEIR SAFETY YALYES ^JL'elhrrt.^i^tSV.'L^^S.'Ae'^t'ruLY.isr
THEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES '.l^.^^'^^^S^X^'SiSA
Simple

E.

r,

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back

and hlgo

Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Boston, H/tlimdclpni,!. Cleveland. DeUolt. Ch^roqa. C

Insulation.
and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone.
Railway and all other
Brancheaot Signaling.

nprliaiih-nl l*iir|>oMrM

MACIIIMK BKLTlWt.

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.

Il«e<rle Light

.'-tut.-- -.f

VULCANIZED RUBBER FABRICS

J

for durable

Mftfiota- tut'T- In Ui« IrtUi"!

HUmBELTINCFACmcaH^JE

Kew York, 18 Cortlandt St., O. I» 'Wiley, M'^V.
RRANfH
OnHnOn npFirF<«*
UrribCO. ^ OUoago,139E.M»dl.onSt.,F.E.Degonliardt,»rg'r.

The acknowledged Standard

PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

Treas., 10

01(l.?Hl Jitnl I,-irt;"Kt

PITTSBURGH, PA.

AVE.,

BOSTON, MASS.

NEW YORK BELTING &PACKINC CO

Standard Underground Cable Co.. Mf'rs.
General Offices, 708

CATAI.OlillK,

^.10

JOHN H.CHEbVER,

ELECTRIC LICHT WIRES AND CABLES.

in con8t*-action,

nunr ia ue m&rkrt.
Aatomattc In Actlnn. Pertealj ControlUnf; th9 ProMore of the ha«« tt
pump Is working.

AsMoDValTcCo. 271 FraniiiD

III., Sole Agents for the West.

ran

imm

w%g^

ever speed the eo^ ne ur

new YORK.

URANC'II
OKKICES:"-

I

Western Klectric Co., Chicago,

Co.

in

ELECTRICAL.
EVERYTHING
PAUK
FUK
111 Arch Street,

Estimates Furnished on Application.

I)I:ai,i;ii!»

St.

BostOD,

2tS LAfce Si..
>,'

l.1t>^r!T.st

CHICAGO.
.

NgW YORK

COMPANY,
ANSONIA BRASS & COPPERPATENTED
Sol* Manufocturora of

to,

Fire -Proof

COWLES'

and Weather - Proof

PUSH-BUTTON

si3:ei-iI-.S-

mmm'"^"^
CVT SHOWING STVXB Of tNSVLATION.

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

trie

AND
95 CHAMBERS STREET,

.i.— Copper Wire
wuh m Btnck,

Mturateil

NEW YORK.

WAREROOMS:

19 and 21 Cliff St..

jj

C—

B. ff.— Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof luulAtton.
Compo*ition.

WKATHrR-PnooK

Approved by New York Board of Fire UnderwritenCopper Wire, baic an^l covered, of every description.

New

Yo,Hl

33 and 135 Wabash

-

_,

EimpiM Inmuhed opoo ppllCaoc&

Pw» —
mm^

FACTORIES:

Ave., Chicago,

III.

ANSONIA. CONN.

THE EDISON MACHINE WORKS,
MANUFACTl'RERS OF
Weatherproof Wire. Insulated Iron Wire. Magnet Wire, Rubber Covered House Wire.
Annunciator Wire.
German Silver Wire. OflBce Wire.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
Gas Fixture Wire.
Arc Lamp Cords.
Flexible Cords.
Tinsel Cords.
Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Cables.
PARAGON TAPE.

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

General Sales Asent, - 19 Dey Street,
WOBKS: SCHENECTADY, X. T.

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
£lectric
Iiighting Apparatus.

630 Atlantic Ave., Bostos", Mass.
148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
115 Broadway, New Yokk,.N. Y.
315 W. 4th St._, Cincinnati, Ohio.
116 Gravier St., New Oelbans, La.
503 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.
319 N. 3d St., St. LO01S, Mo.
334 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Electric

23. iS

CO.,

Railway

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

No better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus
can be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps
operated by Gas Companies in this country, over 11,000, or
52 per cent., are Thomson-Houston. The dynamo is entirely
automatic in its regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in operation.
The lamps burn steadily
and Uniformly, and hold their adjustment better than any
other lamps on the market.
Arc Dynamo.

Our

direct current incandescent

dynamo

is

rapidly gain-

ing favor with practical electric lighting men, as
features of excellence are recognized.
its

regulation

to be

is

Like the arc

automatic, permitting any number of lamps

thrown on or

others in service.

off without in the least affecting the

Our incandescent, lamps have an un-

equaled record for long

Direct Cnrreiit Incandescent

many
dynamo

its

life.

Dynamo.

The problem of long distance incandescent lighting is
practically solved by the alternating current dynamo, and to
meet the demand for a machine of
constructed what

is

this character

we have

unquestionably the most perfect alterna-

tor offered the public to-day, embracing as

features that combine to

make

a perfect

it

dynamo

does, all the

— automatic

regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

ency, and

economy

effici-

of operation.

Alternntiiiy; C'nrrciit 1>ynnnio.

The employment of electric motors for driving small mais becoming so common, and its advantages so well
known, that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction.
In the construction of our motors we feel that we have reached
a point where their superiority cannot but be admitted.
chinery

LIGHTNING ABBE8TEB. —All

of our installations are

protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which

we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every instance.
Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus injured by
ning where these arresters

fail

to operate.

The
light-

Novombcr

j,^,
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CHAS.D.JENNEY&CO., QUEEN

CITY ELECTRIC
T— MANUKACTUUEIW

CO.,

OK

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
TWO

FIRST PRIZE COLD MEDALS 1888.
MOST EFFICIENT.

MOST EFFICIENT.

DYNAYld

M OTOR

26 to 600

1-8 to .>0

LIGHTS'

CAPACITY.
Fllty

— AND —

n. P. CoHMtant Potential Motor.

ECONOMICAL.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS

S.

ILLINOIS ST.,

ELEVATORS.

We give

FANS, PUMPS AND

GENERAL MACHINERY.

an Absolute Guarantee regarding Materials, Workmanship

Efficiency.

OFFICE,

FACTORY

AJ%W>

8ALRNROOM,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. SS&S0lgil|in[lllSt.,CINCINNITI,O.

-

lilA-MBiiEDm-PBllCi

OOMPANY,
NEW YORK.

INSULATING COMPAN7,
-MANDFACTOREES OF-

Vulcanized India-Rubber Cables

ELECTRIC

READY.

Motors for Running

For both Arc and Incandescent Circuits, from 1-2 to 100 and
H. P. All of our Motors have Self-Oiling Boxes.

224

Power.

ISOLATED PLANTS and C ENTRAL STA TIONS FDLLI ERECTED.

-oi' tot:-

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY

Horse

to

any Specification up to 8,000 Megohms per
mile.

C.

SCHUMACHER.

Office:

Pres't.

42 Exchange Place.

VICTOR SCHALLER. Trcas.
Factory:

P.

CUUS.

162 and 164 W.

Supt.

27tli

SL

Absolutely Pure Rubber Cables.
Concentric Cables, any Millage.

LIGHT,

Flexible Cords,

Silk,

Hemp

or Cotton.

Dynamo Wires and Cables;

HIGH OR LOW VOLTAGE.

very pliable

Every Variety of Incandescent Cores.
any
CORES,
STRANDED MARIXE
9.000 Jlegohms per
up
to

Millage or Specification,
knot.

S-CIRCl'IT

to

MARINE

rONCEXTRIC CABLES

of any Millage, both circuits, 0,000
knot.

Megohms

(ler

ELECTRIC LIGHT

XA'\"V PORT.4BLES, Silk, Cotton & Hemp.
BEIili

WIRE. Kubber Cov'd for Marine Work.

PEIABI.E CAB1,ES
LIGHTS.

INSTALLATIONS.

FOR SEARCH

UNDER WATER
— ANP-

Three and Two- Wire Cables, to any
cation, up to 8,000 Megohms per knot.

Specifi-

Cables of Oenuine Hooper Core, of High
Insulation and Long Life, all Mlllagcs,

UNDERGROUND.

made Concentric

after a

New

Method,

If

requh^d.

Our Dynamo is cast in one piece, and combines indestructible solidity with the greatest simplicity of design and
compactness; the highest efficiency with a total absence of
the many objectionable features of the machines heretofore
in use. No outside magnetism. Current generated without
CITY, U. S. A. sparking,
therefore steady light, and small wear of bruahes

All the above Cables aii<l Corosliav.- b«..-ii extensively used hi Theaters, I'ublie ltuiUUn;r<.
Hotels, Breweries. Miues, cheiiiical Works, Steamers and laehl.s.

OFFICES:

!59

FRONT

ST.,

W. M. HABIRSHAW,

-

NEW YORK

F. C. S.

Cen. Manaeier.

and commutator.

—
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CleTrela-rLca., Ol^io.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

M ATERIAX.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS a™ BATTERY

THE HAWKEYE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING

CO.,

CELEBRATED THONE SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT AUTOMATIC APPARATUS.
ElGctric Motors, denerators for Mecliaiiical

Oon-tarctotors for

Motor

Aitonatic Dynamos for Lirttini Plants.

Circnits,

Oomj^loto ESlootrio Pl^/Xits.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

JARTS
WM.

S.

TURNER.

inrOODBRIDGES
Electrical Engineers

61

OLIVER STREET,
J.

LESTER WOODBRIDGE.

& TURNER,

tor Electric Light

and Power.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.
CHARLES

PAGET A KIIffTNER^

and Contractors.

Gbemical

and

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.

Electrical

Experts

NGINES

KANSAS

CITY,

R.

I.,
KXOLUSIVE WANCFACTUBKBS OF THB

FAEABAY CABLl

For Driving Dynamos.

MORSE & GO.

KINTNER.

Electrical

PROVIDENCE,

Etc.

Completi
Complete Steam Plants Furnished and Erected.
1221-1223 Union Ave.

NGLISH,

and

J.

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

Belts Carried in Stock.
CORLISS OR HIGH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

STATIONS.

Screenings.

lEONARD PAGET.

DegignB and Estimates Sabmitteil.

Dynamo

& POWER

ELECTRIC LIGHT

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn Anthracite Coal and Coke
NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

KOSTFOIO'.

KQUIPMESIT of EliECTRIC BAIIiWAIS.

COKIPLiETE:
Steam Plants

ENeiNEERINB CO.

—FOB

Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Light.

MO.

Highest Insulation and Lowest Inductive Capacity
of any Cable in the Market.

SEND FOR SPECIAL CIRCULARS.

New York

Office,

18 Cortlandt Street.

P. C.

ACKEKMAN,

THE MATHER ELECTRIC
Chicago Office,
N. Y. Office,

I

I

CO.,

Metropolitan Block.

Boston, 105

35 Broadway.

Affont.

Summer

St.

Cincinnati, Carlisle BIdg.

THE MATHER INCANDESCENT SYSTEM.
Superior to

all

others

in efficiency

and

reliability of

Lamps and Dynamos.

\iM.f<iflali(l'la>ltP)iMi«li<<t«>ti

'tM,)tt*tn.MriM<fl«-ll1.ltl*l>y

yi'tt<«i'>>»>>Mt('l<>l<l(i<li*<iMk«>t(>l^l.

From one-half horse-power upward, for constant potential circuits, perfectly selfregulating without special mechanism. Motors also for constant current circuits. Motors
wound for any desired potential.

THE KNAPP E lectrical
3VC A.no-TTX'.A.OI'XTXI.IESZIS

Magneto

Bells, Annunciators,

OX*

Works

.

Burglar Alarms. Electric Bells, Batteries, Push Buttons, Etc.

X3XI.A.XJX3X1.S

.^G-m^'Ts

xra

x>oxi. nn

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A Full Line of their Celebrated Wires, Cables and Tapes

Buy your Goods

in

Stocl(, at

Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.
Street

of the

54 and 56 Franklin

CHICAGO.
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GATE CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY

JOHN W. MASON, Manager.

Ilitvf

>lOIV/>
MAr:

HA'JC

M'llCKM ANI»

I'l I/I-

NTO<

li <>»

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES!
And

1

a

will niiikc

LOW

522 DELAWARE STREET,

1\.

I'AiKI.F.M.

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,
Ammeters and Voltmeters

of all kinds.

-

-

B. D.

CAKI'KNTIKK, IIAKTMANIV A
47AI.I.

^^^^<:i^^>-'

A»l»

tlio

Safe and Reliable.

CO.,

Pruminonl Mikeri.

NEW
I

mi

Central St., Button,

INSULATED WIRE

Mm.
R. E.

Gen'ISupt.

A. H.

CO.

Underground Cable

Electroliers, Gleason
hausts. Electric Lighting

Saves Doctor's

Saves Coal,

Cen'l Mgr.

Saves Labor;

Bills,

vinced.
If

Uo.'a Wires, Celebrated

Waring Cables and Conduits, Palste Switches, Stoddard Cul-Outs, Thomson- Houston
Motors anil Dynamos, Sawyer-Man Lamps and Specialties, Combination Fixtures
and

W.GODFREY,

J.

Automatic, .simple and Diinilde; InHureH uiilfonn ternT>erfiture
throughout the house; no heater complete without H: can l>e
applleil to any kind of lieatlng apparatus.
Try one, ami 1«» con-

GENERAL ELECTRICAL CONSTRDCTION AND SDPPLIES.
1521 FARNAM ST., OMAHA, NEB.
Batteries, Standard

Broiling.

GALLAHER.Secy.

ELECTRIC HEAT REGULATOR

ZENNER, Manager.

CONTRACTORS AND JOBBERS.

Pumpclly Storage

CO,,

849 k SSI

W.B. DOWSE,

Philadelphia.

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC

MO.

\W. POPULAR WIHC FOR INCANDEStFNI WOHK.

KXAniNK.

St.,

CITY,

BRAIDED WIRE.
I

924 Chestnut

Nlilpim-iitN.

KANSAS

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.
liilvanomolers, llrldi;rs and Klioiistals by all

ritOIIIT

l*ri«;CN nnil

Dot Bold

In

your town

writ*- 110 for llItiMirati*d

rlrmlar aod prlCM.

CONSOLIDATED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING

& Bailey

Mfg. Co. '3 Supplies, Wing's Disc Fans and Exand Supplies, Electric House Furnishings, Bell Hangers,

CO.,

Sundries, Complete Steam Plants.
«. K.

ANNETT,

r Hotel

tind

Prc«C.

S.

F.

FENTON,

Vke-Prest. and Treas.

CHAS. SIDNET SMITH,

mum

Sm^

H0U80 AiinuQclulurs.

Oral.
Electric Gas LlKlitln?.

The United

Fire and Rurglar AlarmB.

Electric Go.

Pneumatic, and

Electlical

Electric Lighting.

Apparatus and Supplies,

W.

R.

SALT LAKE

CITY,

-

^^ Send

UTAH.

for

New

Z ZiT sxoc^.

OSTRANDER &

21. 23 and 25

Telegraph Tnstrumenta,
Batlerles.

Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.
^t3"XjXj X,X1T.Z: .hJ^~Tr Ji^-Z

Electro-Medical ApparatuB,

Wire and

TUBES wi WHISTLES,

Eleclric.

Ann

St.

CO.,

New

York.

Factory, i^Ar and 1^63 DcKalb Ave, Brooklyn, N. Y.
CATALor.fK, out Aui^ust Kt.

BURGLAR ALAR
ANNUNCIATORS.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO
ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
STREET OR TRUNK LINES.
ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

Central Stations for Power Distribution.

STATIONARY MOTORS.

K«K
FRANKLIN

S.

PItlt'f

CARTER.

M KTC. SKK

OCR CAT.4LOW1E.

CHARLES M. WILKINS.
TRAlMNi;

STORAGE BATTERIES. Fjlrtrick:

\^

<S^

E.

WARD WILKINS.

—

Cjlrter,

MiNUPACTCRBBS AND DEALER'S

IN

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
Executive Offices:

115 BROADWAY,

NEW

YORK.

Silc I\-OFrietors of Ihe P;Uenl Netdle
I

Factory:

JERSEY CITY,

N.

J.

14

JtSTABLISHBO

Ann.c

:

!• :;

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

SOUTH SECOND STREET,
l^ET-
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ANNUNCIATORS

RnQTVirQ
500 CASES'"™* ^r-°l-^ KJ\J
O i

-A.31.il.

23,

I

J

I

J

k.

push buttons,

J

Wood and Bronze.

WE MANUFACTURE
A FULL LINE OF

ELECTRIC BELLS.
WOOD

BOX, IRON FRAME,

SKELETON AND BUZZERS.

»«

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
iiiiin

nijMMUttiBJJi

-V<crxi.XT>z:

FOXl

I>H.IC!ES.

FISHER ELECTRIC COMPANY
MUMFORD, President.

8.

B.

C.

H. 3IE DAY, Vice-President.

183, 185, 187

Larned

FRANK F. FISHFR,
Treasurer.

St.

West,

W. E. RFILLY, Secretary.
S. MARKS, Superintendent.

DETROIT. MICH.

SAWYER'MAN ELECTRIC CO.
510 to 534

"SSTest 23d.

Street,

NEW YORK.
SEND FOR

NEW CATALOGUE OF

INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND SUPPLIES,
ELECTRIC AHD COMBmATIOH FIXTURES,

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
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THE BEGINNING OF THE END.
WESTINGHOUSE COMPANY DEFEATED.
Sawyer-Man Patent Decided by the Court to be a Fraud and Absolutely Valueless.
EXTRACTS FROM THE DECISION OF JUSTICE BRADLEY, OCTOBER 5, 1889.
Circuit Court of the United States,
For the Western District of Pennsylvania,

THE CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY

va.
McKEESPORT LIGHT COMPANY
No. O,

May Term,

The amendments
)

f

fSnTO,

\
Company./

Edison

(

1888.

ON BILL AND FINAL HEARING.

O^in^IOl^

or TX^E COTTI^T.

relating to this new and broad claim wore made afterwards, in February and .Nfarch, 1885.
"We are of the opinion that the changes made in the application in
this regard were not justifiable, and that the claim in question cannot
be
sustained."
"We are not at all satisfied that Sawyer
ever
made and reduced to practical operation any such invention as is set forth
and claimed in the patent in suit. Their principal experiments were made
in 1878, and perhaps the beginning of 1870.
The evidence as to what they
accomplished in the construction of electric lamps is so contradictory and
suspicious that we can with difllculty give credence to the conclusions

& Man

sought to be drawn from it. We are not satiBfled that they ever
produced an electric lamp with a burner of carbon made
from fibrous material or any other material which was a

Buccess."

"The application for the patent in suit was not
until January, 1880, nearly or quite a year after all
their experiments had ceased, and after the inventions of
Edison had been published to the world."
"The explanations made by the complainants
for the delay in applying for the patent in suit, fail to satisfy
our minds that Sawyer
Man, or their assignees for them,
have not sought to obtain a patent to which they were not
legitimately entitled.
"But suppose it to be true, as the supposed inventors and some of the
other witnesses testify, that they did in 1878, construct some lamps with
burners of carbon made of fibrous material and of an arched shape, which

made

BHADLET,

Circuit Justice:

"The great question in this suit is, whether the patent
sued on is valid, so far as involves a general claim for the use in electric
lamps of incandescing carbon conductors, made of fibrous or textile subIf it is not, the bill 'must
If it is, the complainant must prevail.
stances.
"
be dismissed.'
The de"Is the patent valid for such a broad claim ?
fendants contend that it is not. First, because no such invention was set
forth in the original application, but was introduced more than four years
after it was filed, and after the same material had been used by Edison
and claimed by him in application for a patent. Secondly, because Edison,
and not Sawyer-Man, was really the original and first inventor of an incandescent conductor made of fibrous or textile material for an electric
lamp."
"It is very clear to us that in the original application for
the patent sued on, the applicants had no such object in view as that of
claiming all carbon made from fibrous and textile substances as a conductor
for an incandescing electric lamp. Nothing on which to base any such claim
is disclosed in the original application; we have carefully compared it with
the amended application on which the patent was issued, and are fully
satisfied that after Edison's inventions on this subject had been published
to the world there was an entire change of base on the part of Sawyer &
Man, and that the application was amended to give it an entirely different
direction and purpose from what it had in its original form."

"By an

adroit

amendment made

in 1885,

they say, 'Our

more especially to the incandescing conductor, ita
BUbBtance, its form, and its eombmation with the other elements composing the lamp.' The purpose of this amendment is obvious and needs
no comment."
"The fact is that Sawyer & Man were unconscious that
the arc was not new, and supposed that they could get a patent for it but
as their eyes were opened, they changed about and amended their applicarbon
cation, and made the material of the conductor the great object
made from fibrous and textile material. Compare the original with the
amended application, as first stated in this opinion, and this purpose most
improvement

relates

;

—

obviously appears."

"The fact that the whole object of the application was
evinced by the correspondence of the parties."
"This testimony of Mr. Broadnax, which is undoubtedly
to be relied on, in connection with the letter just quoted, shows that the
idea of claiming carbons made from fibrous and textile materials was an
after-thought, and was no part of the purpose of the original application.
changed,

is

PRICE OF LAMPS

MUCH REDUCED.

&

continued to give light for days or weeks, or months; still, were they a
successful invention? Would any one purchase or touch them now? Did
they not lack an essential ingredient which was necessary to their adoption
and use? Did they go any further in principle, if they did in degree, than
did other lamps which had been constructed before? It seems to us that
they were following a wrong principle the principle of small resistance
in an incandescing conductor, anda strong current of electricitv: and that

—

the great discovery in the art was that of adopting high resistance in the conductor with a small illuminating surface
and a corresponding diminution in the strength of the current. This was accomplished by Edison in his fllamental
thread like conductors, rendered practicable by the perfection
of the vacuum in the globe of the lamp. He abandoned the old
'

method of making the globe in separate pieces, cemented together, and
adopted a globe of one entire piece of glass, into which he introduced
small platinum conductors, fastened by fusion of the glass around them
thus being able to procure and maintain perhaps the most perfect vacuum
known in the arts. In such a vacuum the slender filaments of carbon attenuated to the last degree of fineness, may be maintained in a state of
incandescence without deterioration, for an indefinite time, and with a small
expenditure of electric force. This was really the grand discovery in the art of electric lighting, without which it could

not have become a practical art for the purposes of general
use in houses and cities."
"The principal and great thing described is the
attenuated filament, and its inclosure in a perfect vacuum."
"We think we are not mistaken in saying that
but for this discovery electric lighting would never have
become a fact. We have supposed it to be the discovery of
Edison, because he has a patent for it. This may not be the
case; it may be the discovery of some other person. But
whoever discovered it, it is undoubtedly the great discovery
in the art of practical lighting by electricity."
"The bill must be dismissed."

SEND FOR OUR NEW PRICE LIST OF LAMPS.

UNITED EDISON MFB. CO,

65 FIFTH AVENUE.
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Improve d Corliss Engine

ALUS

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.
Is

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

Cr IS tliraiQTJAIiED

AHD

&

CO.,

MILWAUKEE,

WIS.

Manufactnrers of and Dealers in

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cetton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

POR EOONOMT OF FH*L, BEOUIiABITT OF

MOTION,
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SOL.B BV/II.DBRS

THE REYNOLDS

of

23,

DXTBABTT.TIY QJ USB.

CHICAGO BRANCH,

Write for our Cataloene

41

aM

43 SODTH JEFFERSON

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO. EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC

ST,

CO.

MOTORS

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

FOH

FOK

Arc

Incandescent Circuits

%

ASY CUKKEIIIiT.

'IVOEBID I'OB

ARC-LIGHT CIRCDITS.

PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGDLATIOi

SIMPLE. RELIABLE. DURABLE.
The only

safe socket for series lamps,

Highly

and the only

socket having Insulating material for the outside
parts.

Send for

620

F.

Illustrated Catalogue.

WESTERN AND SOUTHERN STATES.
1

COMPOUND.

and Economical.

W. HORNE, Manager

ATLANTIC AVENUE,
CHICAGO OFFICE, 80 Adams

Efficient

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

Street,

GEORGE CUTTER,

CONDENSING OR

1

EAST ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.

-

-

Agent.

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
17 Cortlandt Street,
VORK,
Westinghouse,
Hathaway Building,
BOSTON.
Church, Kerr
PITTSBURGH,
Westinghouse Building,
&Oo.
CHICAGO,
156, 158Lake Street,
J
PHILADELPHIA, 608 Chestnut St., M. E. MucklS, Jr. & Co.

TT,

NEW

NON-CONDENSING.

I
,

16 Sizes, 6 to 500 H. P.

Hot yet equaled by asy form

of Eneiiie for

(

HIOH FUEL DUTY ANO SIMPLICITY.

ST. LOUIS,
KANSAS CITY,

STANDARD.

^Ilris!?!"'^!"
3,000 in use in all parts of the Civilized World.

J U N lOR.

6 Sizes

in

Stock, S to

50

i

H. P.

Economical,

Reliable.

Over 300 sold the

first

year.

i

D.

SARGENT,

„„s,.i,„„i™

1

^^Tn^
&

I

TheWestinghouseMachineCo.
PITTSBURGKvPA.U.S.A.
W.

Washington Ave.

Union AvenSe.
[
^"•
''^
1380 Seventeenth Street, (
1619 Capitol Avenue, F. C. Aver.
OMAHA,
PINE BLUFFS, Ark.
Geo. M. Dilley
Sons.
SALT LAKE CITY, 259 S. Main St.
Utah & Montana
BUTTE, MONT.
E.Granite St. f
Machinery Co.
SAN FRANCISCO, 21 and 23 Fremont St., Parke & Lacy Co.

AH AUIOUATIO EHOIME CHEAPEE THAH A SLIDE VALVE.
Well Built,

All the above built stnctlyto Qaueevitb Intercliaiigeable Parts.
Sepairs Oarried in Stoclt. Send for Illustrated cfatalosnes.

302, 304
.312

DENVER,

Pres.

PORTLAND, OR. 33, 35N. Front St., Parlte&LaoyMch. Co.
CHARLOTTE, N. C. 36 CoUege St., (.Then
A Tompkms
Tomr,lrin>! Co.
Co
The D. A.
ATLANTA.gX.
46S.PriorSt.
DALLAS.TEX.
Keating Imp. & Mch. Co.
n
.Tfl.inpja
Xr
Pn
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
James
&
Co.
C. E.
j"

"P.

JNO. A. BARRETT, V.Pres. and Cons. Elec.

E

H.

CUTLER,

Treas. and Mgr.

FRANK

THE ELEKTRON MFG.
79-81 Soutli Washington

St.,

BROOKLYN,

A.

PERRET,

Elec.

CO.,

N. Y.,

MANUFACrtJKEKS OF THE

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS and DYNAMOS
Automatically Regulated, Unexcelled in Simplicity

and Durability.
THE ONLY MACHINES HAVING

Laminated Field Magnets

of

Softest Cliarcoal

Iron

BY MEANS OP WHICH

HiglierEiGieDcy, Closer Regnlation and Slower Speed
ARE OBTAINED THAN

IS

POSSIBLE OTHERWISE.

CaretuI Investigation Invited.

Pure Sheet Ifubder
Sarriple-s and

4ddres^ JHe

prices

t HmmmBMRlBmRS

Etc. «

iipon

application

Br.CoODRICH
Co.
AKRON RUBBER WORKS

AKRON, OHIO.

mu

\^mm3^^^mam
.

Specialties of all kinds to order
~"~^
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if^CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO M
42 LA SALLE

ST.,

CHICAGO,

We have

Manufacturers, Dealers, Importers and
Manufacturers' Agents for

And

the

LARGEST STOCK
And

ELECTRICAL MACHINERY,
Wires, CoQstracUoD

ILL.

the most complete assortment
of any houHe in the world.

Ms.
Low

Electrical Specialties

Prompt Shipcourteous treatment, are our synonyms for business

Prices,

ments

of Every Description.
^,

pro(fre88.

*.ow/>
TRADE MARK
.'i'^.r

Lockwood Ammeter and

Arc Light Windlass

Polarity

Haskins' Spark Arrester far Arc Lights

Indicator.

Shade Holder.

Cleveland Switch.

Stoddard Cut-Out.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC
42 La

Salle Street,

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS
TRADE MARK.

CO.,

CHICAGO.

THE OKONITE

CO.
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AWARDED

TO THE

LECLANCHE

BATTERY CO.
rp -pq—p-i

PARIS

EXPOSITION.

TH..A.I3E

GONDA
nvn-A-iaiK:.

LECLANCHE BATTERY

I49W.

Co.,

I

Sih Street.

NEW

YORK.

"C" STYLE NEEDLE ANNUNCIATOR.
Works same

as our Standard Annunciators.
Guaranteed flrst-class in every respect.
Cases, Oak and Ash, natural wood; Walnut, Cherry, Mahogany, stained

white wood. Indications, numbered from one up.
4
6
8

DROP
DROP
DROP

$10.00

9
10
12

I4.0O
I8.00

DROP
DROP
DROP

$20.00
•• 22.00

:

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS TO THE TRADE.
CHICAGO

J.

B.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
SOLAR CARBON ^ MFG. COMPANY,

YOUNG, President and

24.00

AKD KEW YORK.

8. K. JAMISON, Vice-President.

Treas.

69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Process Patented.
CARBONS made from Natural Gas.
BATTERY CARBONS OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTY.

Office, No.

Well Selected and Good
Western

Office, ?

# J*,

75 Randolph

Special Discounts on Large Orders.

Street, Chicago.

A >•

.^""^

F.

Electrical

/

Westem

Western Agent,

ALFRED

Ag't Electrical Department,

NEW HAVEN CLOCK

MOORE,

CO.

Wires and Cables.

C. A.

HARMOUNT.
WABASH

315

AVE..

General Electrical Supplies.
General Western Agent,

I.

W.

MANUFACTURERS

4-

#/.^*#
^

COLBURN

&

CO.,

'

OI'

ARC AND INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.

^
# ###

^5?

WHEN YOU BUY

MOTOR

A

AKY Manufacturer or Dealer,
state that you WANT IT SUPPLIED
Prom

WITH

the

Whittingham
Automatic
Switch.
Send

for Catalogue.

Automatic

Switch Co.,
I.

No. 8 Keyser BulldlnR,

W. COLBURN & CO.'S NEW
1%'ltlTK

l'*l»K

MOTOR AND
1>AIC.T[CI'I.AKS

5 LICHT

DYNAMO.

November

2.i,

I
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ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
IN-

Mills, Factories, Public Buildings, Hotels
TXaCE^A^TI^ES, EOrC.,

ETC.

THE UNITED STATES
ELECTRIC LIGHTING
(fISTlNGHODSE ELECTRIC

COMNY,

COfflPAHY, Ltsstes)

More than One Thousand Plants

in

Operation.

COE-R-ESFONIDEIICK SOXvICITEID.
Equitable Building, New York City.
Girard Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
"The Rookery," Chicago,

III.

American Central Building,

St.

Louis,

Mo

Mitchell Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

328 Montgomery

St.,

San Francisco,

Kamm

Cal.

Building, Portland, Oregon.
Dallas, Texas.
Charlotte, N.

C.

;
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SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM.
The Pioneer of Successful Electric Railways.
The only Award given for Electric Railways at the Paris Exposition of 1889 was a
GOLD MEDA.L presented to the Sprague Electric Railway and Motor Company, for the
most p9rfect systsm
What are

the Essential

of Electric

Features

Electric Railway

Railway Equipment.

Main Feeders from Power Statioti,
Main Conductor Feeding in Trolley Wire.
Uniform Size of Trolley Wire, Independent
Line, or

Number

The Sprague Company will guarantee to operate a ten mile
Thirty Car, Double Track System with

in any Comprehensive
System?

of

Length

of

of Cars Operated.

AND WHY?
BECAUSE,

Thereby only can be secured

Uniform

Electrical Pres-

sur'e.

Absolute Reliability of Service.
Non interference with one section by interruptions upon any

Less Engine Power;
Less Dynamo Capacity;
Less Weight of Conductors;
Less Loss in Distribution
Less Liss in Motors;

OR IN WORDS THAT ARE UNDERSTOOD BY ALL, WITH
More Car Miles per Ton of Coal Consumed;
More Miles of Line with a Given Lo,s;
More Territory Covered by a Given Outlay;
More Reserve Capacity in a Given Piant;

THAN CAN BE DONE WITH ANY OTHER SYSTEM.

other.

FEATURES OF A CORRECT MECHANICAL DESIGN OWNED EXCLUSIVELY BY THE SPRAGUE
Centering the Motor on the Driven Axle;
NO COMPETITOR OF THE SPRAQUE
Flexible Yielding Support for Relief of Strains;
C0MPAN7 CAN MAKE A SIMILAR
Universal Movement of the Trolley Pole;
GUARANTEE, AND ACCOMPLISH
IT TO THE LETTER.
Single Lever Movement for Motor Control;

&

SPRAaUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC

CO.,

OFFICES:

1

Nos. 16 and 18 Broad St:,

MOTOR CO

NEW YORK.

"""'^^J^^Spo^

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION
SO :BrosicL-^wnsc37',

CO,:

CO..

and

«-«™^-««">'
Storage Batteries,

ZLTe-yy "STorJs,

UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS.
DR. GASSNER'S DRY BATTERY
Experts acknowledge it to bethefcest open circuit battery in the market, most durable and conTelephone, Railroad and Fire and Police Signal Companies use them largely.
Be;hangers say it kills their trade, as they cannot charge for renewals. Physicians love them. High
venient.

est testimonials.

For Sale by

Write

for Circulars.

THE WESTERN ELECTRIC

CO.,

CHICAG-O,
VIT&I.I8

IlmnBR,

IIIanas«r.

And CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS, San

Il^I^.

Francisco, Cal.

Ill

A. SCHOVERLIIMa
Chambers St..
NE'W YORK.

ELECTRICAL WORDS, TERMS PHRASES.
\

666 Pages. 397

lllustratrons.

Cloth Binding.

Pri'ce,

This Dlctlonaiy Includes close upon 2.500 distinct Words, Terms or Phrases.
Each
of the great cliBfes or divisions of electrical Investigation or utilization comes under
careful and exhaustive treatment.
For some reasons It deserves rather to be
callod an Encyclopaedia than a dictionary.
The Scheme of Treatment la as follows:

The words, terms and

phrases are Invariably followed by a short, concise
giving the sense In which they are correctly employed.
general statement then follows of the Principles of Electrical Science on
2d.
which the definition Is founded.
Ist.

delrnilion,

A

Q

it

postage prepaid, to any part of the world, S2.50.

3d.
When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other considerations,
has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or Diagram of the apparatus is

given.
4th. To facilitate studv, an elaborate system of Cross Relerences has heea adopted,
80 that it Is as easy to find the definitions as the word-i, and aliases are readily detected
and traced.
In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure CLEARNESS, to the
end that while the defloiilons and explanations shall be SATISFACTOliY TO

EXPERT ELECTRICIAN,
those

THE

they shall a'so be

who have had no tmining

at

;ill

SIMPLE AND INTELLIGIBLE

to

In electricity, or are novices in the art.

ZSIaZSCTRICIAN PUBI^ISHING CO.

Xj.Al.^I3SXX>SI ^X7XILiX>X]Nr<a-,

0:^I0..^GfrO, XXjXiXSTOIS.

EVERY SATURDAY.
NOVEMBER

CHICAGO,

Vol. V.

President

F. G.

Beach

presidency.

An

excellent [lorlrait is herewith presented of
F. ("i. lieach who was eleeteil president of the
Chicajro l'',lectric- eliib last Monday evening.
Mr. Heaeh is well known to the electrieal fraternity of the West, where he has played an important part in the advancement of the electrical

He was born in Monroe, Mich., in
and his early years were passeil in that
state.
At the age of si.xtecn he became a telegraph operator and occupieil positions in Chicago anil St, l.onis nntil 1864, when he went to
New York to accept a position with the .\meriLater he
can Telegraph company.
becan\e manager of the operating department of the I'nited States Telegraph company at New York, and
retained that position until the West-

is

Mr, llculi's purpose lo intro-

duce many new features into the club ami it is
probable one of the lir.st things that will receive
his attention will be the establishment of
library, the necessity of

a club

which has already been

Electric Railways in Chicago.

The

("hicago.

Lake Yiew

cV

ICvanston

Tr.im-

way com|)any incorporated

last week, will, it is
W. I)ythought, adopt an electric system.
J.
renforth, a patent attorney at Chicago, procured
the articles of incorporation and acted for capi-

ern I'nion company secured control
Mr.
of the United States company.
Beach then established a commercial

news
York,

agency on Broadway, New
and this venture proved so

successful that
able attention,

it

attracted considerthe Western

When

Union company became his rival, esits gold and stock service,
then known as a commercial news
bureau, Mr. Beach found il conven-

tablishing

ient to

No.

withdraw from the held. The
facilities which the Western

superior

Union company possessed made it
impossible for him to compete with
that corporation for pojiular favor.
returned to
.•\t this time Mr, lieach
the West and located temporarily at
Detroit where he occupied the position of manager of the .Atlantic S:
Later
Pacific Telegraph company
lie was sent to Cleveland in the same
capacity, and after a short time was
promoted to the position of division
superintendent with headquarters at
Chicago.
In 1875 Mr. Beach withdrew and for four years had no connection with any electrical company.
In July, 1879, however, the Western
Ifnion company appointed him special agent of its telephone department, but four months later all the
telephone patents passed into the
hands of the Hell company. When
this change was made the territory
now controlled by the Central Union
Telephone company, was divided between the Midland, Central and Wes-

company, is reported .th sayinjj that he
would gladly adopt a storage battery system on
that line if il were conomical.
A project ix
now under consideration in Chicago which, if
successful, may revolutionize street car methods.
ble

Flad Method of Ventilating Subways.
Edward Flad of St. Louis has just invented a
method of ventilating subways which he described to a reporter as follows: I have invented
a method by which explosions in manholes in
conduit sy.stems may be avoided.
This danger
is the chief objection in
New York,
where the underground system of
wires is in use.
The explosions
occur on account of the accumulation of gas coming in contact with
the light introduced by workmen.
The device mentioned is in use at
the manhole at the northwest corner
of Broadway and Locust.
It is an
electric stove at the corner.
.Attached to the lamp post are two
electric wires, which enter an iron
pipe which projects from the sidewalk.
They are introduced through
this pipe to the manhole, where there
is placed a coil of high
resistance
tubes, which, receiving the electricity,
become red hot. .\s no flame is produced, the gases do not become
ignited.
Connected with the manhole is another pipe, which makes
its exit through the pavement.
It
being cold, creates a draught in the
manhole, and keeps the air there
pure.
On cold days, drops of water
can be seen issuing from the pipe.
They are caused by the condensation
of the warm vapor.
One of these
electric stoves to every other manhole will prevent explosions.
Connected with the wires on the lamp
post is a key for turning the current off when desired.

The

It

at

DesMolnes.
power of the
be utilized for

DesMoines
generating

has 19,000

subscribers, besides many toll stations, in fact, its
toll service is probably the largest in the country.
Mr. Beach assumes the duties of his office
with the full confidence of the members of the
Chicago Electric club, and he will receive their
united support in building up the organization.
The club was certainly fortunate in securing
the services of so e.xperienced a man for the

rRESIDENT

F, G,

liEACM.

who did not wish to appear in the matter,
Mr, Dyrenforth said to a representative of the
W'EsrEKX Ei.iic rKicLVN last week, that there
was no question that the new company would be
an assured fact at an early day, as those interested in it were prominent capitalists and
"meant business." It was not organized in the
interest of any electrical company and as yet the
merits of the numerous system were not under
talists

consideration.
-Vttention has been drawn to the necessity of
additional street railway facilities by the daily
press of Chicago and a regular crusade seems to

be imminent. Capitalists could be induced to infirst class roads if it were thought possible to secure a franchise from the Chicago city
council, but the aldermen do not appear an.xious
vest in

to desert their old cable line friends.
.\

gentleman interested

in

the

south

river will

electricity

to

furnish

power to the factories of DesMoines.
There has long been a growing need
for cheap power easily accessible,
and combined with a suitable building where from one to any number
of rooms can be rented, all well
lighted, and suitable for small fac-

tern

become an important corporation.

Power

excellent water

Electric

These
Telephone companies.
companies were under one management, and Mr. Beach was superintendent.
To his elforts largely can be attributed the success of these companies, \\hen the
Central Union Telephone company was formed
and the three companies referred to were consolidated. Mr, Beach was made general superintendent, which position he has since retained.
He has been practically at the head of the telephone business in this section from the beginning, and has been untiring in his efforts to deFrom an insignificant concern it has
velop it.

21.

felt.

interests.

1840,

Il

23, 1889.

side ca-

now

supply this
doing so. a
number of gentlemen have formed the Des
The prime
Moines Water Power -company.
object of the association is to utilize the water
power across the Des Moines river, for the purThey have a
pose of generating electricity.
proprietary interest in the dam and mill property at the foot of Chestnut street, and claim that
It is
1,000-horse power there can be utilized.
in a central location, and there is ample room for
This company
an immense factor)- building.
power at reasonable rates, to any
will furnish
tories.

want,

It

and

is

for

proposed
the

to

purpo.se of

In
factory located within a reasonable limit.
other words the company proposes to develop
and improve the water power across the Des
Moines river, and render it more useful and of
greater advantage to the city and its inhabitants.

;
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Method

Subway

of

Ventilation.

conduits for electric light wires
and accidents to workmen from the inhalation
of the gases which collect in the vaults have
led American inventors to turn their attention
to the subject of conduit ventilation.
The cut
presented herewith illustrates one of the latest
methods in which a forced draft is employed to
promote a circulation of air 'in the tubes. By
this plan the inventor proposes to utilize the

Explosions

The Western Union

arid jthe

November

Postmaster-

Norvin

Green,

president of

Union Telegraph company,

last

the

Western

week wrote

to

Postmaster-General Wanamaker a letter in which
he protests against the schedule recently adopted

by the

Green

for the payment of government
In the course of the letter Mr.

latter

messages.
says:

the rates fixed last year, which were
not remunerative, your present order makes an
average reduction of a fraction over 40 per cent.
On messages transmitted less than 400 miles,
which embrace the larger number of government messages, the reduction is 50 per cent.;
and on trans-continental messages the reduction
20 cents each on the minimum
is from 50 to
message, or 60 per cent. On the signal service
of the War Department, commonly known as
the "weather reports," the reduction is oneIf the ensixth, or something over 16 per cent.
tire message business of this company for the
fiscal year just closed had been sent at the rates

"From

in your circular, our total receipts from
that source would have been about four millions
of dollars less than the actual cost to us of trans*
*
*
'Yhe further
acting that business.
course you suggest of a Board of Arbitration is
within what we have always proffered.

We

have stood ready always to supply to the incumbent of your office the fullest opportunity for
search into the cost of telegraphic business and
If you
to accept freely his iinpartial judgment.
prefer to delegate that judgment to a board
composed as you suggest, leaving the rates for
this year to be governe'd by that result, we shall
be glad to meet it."
The executive committee of the Western
Union Company has adopted the following
resolutions of protest:

METHOD OF SUBWAY VENTILATION

lamp masts as exhaust pipes and remove the gas by a small exhaust fan -driven by
an electric motor. The motor is to take its curBy the use
rent from the wires in the conduit.
electric

of a blower of the design represented in the cut

but little change
a tubular mast.

required in its adaptation to
Referring to the illustration,
the figure to the left shows a general application
The enlarged view to the right
of the method.
is

more in detail the arrangement of the exhaust fan and motor.
The operation of the mechanism is readily
understood.
A suitable number of masts may
be employed on a line of subway and with dimensions according to the size, capacity, and
.shows

configuration of the conduit.
The conduit may
be of any desired form, though the one preferred
is shown in the drawings.
The pipe which connects the mast and conduit conveys the current
through suitable conductors to the lamp and
motor.
The case containing the motor is provided with a door or opening through which the
motor may be started or stopped, or repaired if
The fan, having any number of
necessary.
spirals and of any desired pitch, is actuated
by the motor shown, and exhausts the air or
gases through the mast, and its continued operation removes all that may gather in the subway and its connections.
The work of the fan
is to be supplemented by that of the
hood,
which will assist in the maintenance of an outward draft. The system is the invention of I.

l-aRue Johnson, Washington, D. C.

Electric Railway for Quincy, III.
syndicate last week purchased
'I'he new comthe Quincy, 111,, street railway.
pany has determined to make a radical change
in the service.
A contract has been made with
the Thomson-Houston company, which will
l'hila(lel|)liia

e(|uip the

road

with

new company has
city council,

apparatus.
The
franchise from the
privilege will be exclusive
The work of ec|uipping
electric

seciireil

and the

for twenty-five year.i.

a

the road will soon commence, and it is expected
that fifteen cars will be in operation in the
spring.

WuEREAS, the iigth day of June, 1889, the postmaster
general of the United States officially announced to telegraph companies that under the provisions of the act of
to
transmit
July 24, 1S66, they would be required
the messages of the United States for a compensation of
one mill for each word without regard to distance, a price
which could in no sense be said to compensate the service
and,

Whereas, October 30, 1889, the postmaster-general by
public circular set forth the rates as established under the
provisions of said act, which rates also are materially
below the necessary cost to this company and to others
of transmitting the messages of the United States; and,
Whereas, This company is obliged to consider the
enforcement of said rates as a confiscation of the
property to that extent, and is advised that obvious injustice
under said act is remediable at law;
Sesiih'cJ, That this company will transmit as heretofore
with due priority and diligence all telegrams between the
several departments of the

tative of the

change

General.j

in

named

A

,

government and

their

officers

and agents; but this company will not accept as final payment the rates above established until its rights in that

23, ig

Western Electrician; "Theonly

the market will be felt by the dealers
who come in contact with consumers and small
dealers.
These will hold back their orders as
long as possible waiting for a drop, btit I am
afraid it will not come.
Every time there is
any trouble in the stock market our trade looks
for a drop.
Last year they waited so long that
they began to think they could do without copper entirely for many purposes, and they have.
You see we will feel it there. So far as the electrical trade is concerned, however, it has not
been affected, though the companies are buying
closer than they would if the price was down
and the market steady. They haven't reached
the point where they can dispense with copper."
C. A. Brown of the committee appointed by
the National Electric Light association, to petition Congress to abolish the duty on copper,
has received the following letter from a dealer
in copper:
in

In reply to your favor regarding tariff on copper, etc.
the American copper mines are the richest in the world and
so far as the Lake Superior mines are concerned the best,
and the most easily worked. The copper ore produced in
Montana has been principally exported in shape of matte,
i. c, a material produced by a first smelting and containing
copper, silver, gold or lead.
The bulk of this material has
been exported to Swansea. Wales, and to the Continent,
the copper refiners at these places being able to pay more
for the contents of such mattes than our American copper
refiners.
Ingot copper has been shipped to London in the
past and during 1888 and 18S9 has sold there cheaper than
the same grade sold in New York or at the Lake Superior
mines.
In the years prior to 1888, this condition of affairs
was a freak of trade, and came about in this way: The
Calumet & Plecla company having a large surplus of copper each year, and Chili bars in London being about the
same price as ingot copper in America, the company
agreed to deliver a large quantity of ingot copper at a
fraction below Chili bars, supposing it was selling to conThe contract signed. Chili bars were depressed
sumers.
away below actual cost, and kept down by speculation during the existence of said contract, and most of the copper
The contract completed
was stored in London docks.
Chili bars were allowed to go up and a large portion of the
Lake Superior were resold in New York at a very handsome
profit.

In 1888 speculation caused the same condition of affairs.
There is no question but that with Iree copper ores we
would import considerable Spanish copper ore, but at the
same time until we get cheap labor, we cannot compete
There is no argument
with Swansea in reducing mattes.
in keeping a duty on copper wire, sheet copper, brass rods,
as free trade in these articles would enable our manufacturers to buy very often cheaper abroad than they do here.
In fact the wire drawer and roller would be in much better
shape than now,
I would be pleased to talk with you at length on this subject or at any time join any party to petition Congress in
the direction of free trade in this article.

Arc Light Globe Protector.
known fact that arc light globes
soon become black on the bottom by the accuIt is

a well

regard have received such further consideration as it
may be able to secure; and the president of this
company is hereby directed to file a copy of this, our
protest, with the heads of the several executive de
partments of the United States.

The Copper Market.
The

action of foreign speculators in the
copper market will not help those who are
interested in continuing ttie high protective
It has oftariff on copper in this country.
ten been asserted that the protective tariff
was abused by the copper speculators, and
this has been repeatedly impressed upon
Americans. Only last week the attention
of the people of this country was called to
the fact that the market was manipulated
by foreigners, and that the people of this
London cablecountry were the sufferers.
grams announced that there was a break of
$10 in the foreign market, but it had no
effect on New York, Boston or Chicago
markets.
On the contrary the market in
Boston where copper stocks are a promiIt is
nent feature, advanced materially.
claimed there, however, that speculation
period, and that the
is entering a dangerous
experience of last season may be repeated.
This, however, will not affect the price of copper in this country.
The trouble in the foreign market has puzzled
American speculators, but it is now explained
by the fact that the holders of stock of the late
French syndicate arc unloading theirmetal in

vast (|uantities,

A Chicago copper

dealer

said

to a re|)resen-

ARC LIGHT GLOBE I'ROTECTOR.

mulation of dirt and the dropping of heated
carbon, and melted copper from the carbons,
which not only tarnish the glass, but are liable
Every trimmer realizes how
to crack it also.
long it takes to eft'ectually clean globes so blackThe arc globe protector shown in the
ened.
accompanying cut was devised to overcome these
It consists of a transparent mica
difticulties.
disc, strongly bound with copper, and absolutely
It is placed on the inside of
non-combustible.

November
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kI"1>''i with the carious passing; through the
aiierture in the center.
Tlie priii('i|).il .kIv.iiita;;c (laimcil for it however, is in
the econuniy
it elTects in the savin;; in hre.ikajje of ^lol)es,
as
well as in the Hfeof the larhons.
It is claimed

the

l)y its

tlial

than

\vi)rl<

use a

Iriiiiiiier

witliout

can

do

Ilein^

it.

a

third

more

transparent

it

greatly improves the ipiality of the h^;llt itself,
for, by keepin;; the bottom of the nlo1)e clear, it
docs away with the disa;;reeablc shadow which
is larj;ely the result of ilirly globes.
It may obviate tlan;;er from lire caiiseil by the falling of
heated carbon and copper, .is well as persoii.il
injury from broken aud falliuj; globes,
'I'lie
protector is manufactured by ihe l''.lectrical .Sup(ily ci>mpauy of l'hica).;ii.

Safety Guard Wire for OvorheacI Con-

ductors
In the

accompanying cut

the recent devices of the
pany, the object of which

is

illiistrat<'d

.Short
is

to

l'',lectric

remove

all

one of

comdan-

said that this was by 110 means .an oversi);lit on
Ihe part of the conunittee.
It had been deciiled
th.it nothing' should be done that mi^lit be con-

sidered as an interference if the I'niled .Slates
l^overnineut mi;,'lit deem it lit to si;{nify Its hinh
appre( ialiun of the services ,\lr. Abd.i'ik had
rendered to the I'jiited States world of .science,
as represented at the I'.iris lv\positioii,
Mr, Meecli pri'sente<l on behalf of the American electrical exhibitors to the jjnest of the eveniu^ a testimiinial which consisted of a handsome silver otfee set, style I.oiiis .\V, with gold
monoj^rams and morocco case on the lid of
(

which was an engraved

silver plate reading "SouICxposition, to l'rofe.s.sor .MidankAbakanowicz from hiseleclrical friends in the Industrial .Section of the United States."
I'rof.
Abdank- Abakauowicz made a fitting reply in
which he c.vpressed his appreciation of the
friendship of the donors.
'I'he following; were
subscribers to the testimonial dinner; American
liell Telephone company,
lioslon; Commercial

venir, Paris

^AKEn
case a wire of any kind shoidd fall across
an electric railway. -As will be seen in the cut,
there is a wire suspended above the conductor
This can be an ordinary
it.
anil parallel to
iron telegraph wire, and is about four inches
It
passes into the
higher tlian the conductor.
station through a call bell, and a regulating device is attached to the generator, and thence to
In practice should any wire fall
the ground.
acro.ss the line, touching only the guard wire,
notice is immediately given in the station by
the ringing of the bell, but should it also touch
the conductor, the regulator is operated, and
the electromotive force at once reduced to 100
volts, at which there is no danger from handling
the wire, while enough force remains to propel
the cars slowly along until one of them reaches
The fallen wire may then be
the obstruction.
handled with impunity, and on being removed
the generator at once builds up automatically to
its regular power, and the usual running of the

ger

in

road

is
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Cable company,

with hiii denial ciiii'iic. driven by an electric
motor.
Hy this arranKenicnt an operator can
control the engine shaft by the mere prcHsure of
the fiMjt upon a pedal.
An inkpection of the
cut will enable the reader to unilerhtand the
construction of the device. The small roci pro
irudini; on the left is ll e main shaft of the
engine, anil connects directly with the flexililc
shaft.
\t Ihf other end of this rod is a small
eleclro-magnet arranged as shown in relation to
the giooved driving pulley.
This driving pulley ruiui louse on liie shaft, but is notched on
the Hide so as to engage with the little collar
fastened on the extreme end of the shaft.
A
spring around the rod between the pulley and
the bearing keeps the former against thcnotchcd
collar, and away from the e'lclrc-magnct.
ThiK
ele<tro-niagnet is so connected
electrically,
that a slight movement of a pedal will energize it.
The action of the device is a.s follows: When
it is desired to suddenly stop
the shaft, which

WIKK KOK OVERHEAD CONnilCTORS.

New

way company. New

York;

t^onsolidated Sub-

\'ork; T. A.

Park; Electric Club,
ufacturing company,

New

F.dison,

Menlo

^'ork; Elektron .Man

NewVork: Gardiner Time

System company. New York; IClisha Gray, Chicago;
Heisler Electric Light company, St,
Louis; Okonite Manufacturing company. New
York;' Thomson- Houston International Electric
company, Boston; Thomson International Electric Welding company, Boston; Western
Electric company, Chicago.
Electric Clutch for Dental Engines.
WKsrF.RN Elkctri-

In a recent issue of the

may be assumed

to be driven by an electric
motor, the operator has only to press the pedal;
this makes contact
and throws the current
through the electro-magnet. The magnet thus
energized acts upon the driving pulley which is

of iron, and pulls it away from the notched collar, stopping the shaft instantly.
The illustration shows the relative position of the parts
while the magnet is energized.
To start again
it is only necessary to lift the foot.
This breaks
the contact, releases the pulley, and the spring
forces it once more to engage with the collar.
Dentists will readily appreciate the advantages
of this little clutch, especially where their ma-

resumed.

Honor

of

Abdank'Abakanowicz,

electrical e.vhibitors in the

I'nited States
section at the Paris E.xposition greatly appreciated the courtesies extended to them by M.

On October 24 they
dinner in his honor at the
Cafe Durand. Covers were laid for fourteen
Among the number were General Marguests.
tini of the French army, General W, B. FrankIvn of the United States army, Monsieur E. de
Souberbeille, Mr. Boye of the French press, Mr.
Haynie, correspondent of the Boston HcralJ, and
The
Carl Hering,
J- Draper Bishop presided.
president first called on the guests to drink to the

.\bdank-Abakanowicz.
united

in

giving a

health of the presidents of the two greatest reIn proposing the
publics, France and -America.
health of Mr. Abdank, Mr. Bishop referred to
the able and enthusiastic way Professor Abdank
had served the best interests of the United
States, and the energy he had displayed in securing to the American exhibitors the awards
Out of thirteen grand prizes
they had received.
four had been awarded to America,
In the
course of his speech, Mr. Bishop said that he
had been asked why invitations had not been issued to the officials of the United States Commission and the United States Legation.
He

ELECTRIC CLUTCH FOR DENT.tt ENOI>-ES.

general description of the electrical
equipment of Dr. G. W. Whitfield's dental office
at Evanston, 111., was given. The accompanying
cut shows the details of an electrical clutch invented by Dr. Whitfield, and used in connection
ci.ix

a

chinery

runs easily and acquires considerable

momentum.
The Bloomington.

III..

plant to the gas works.

C-is

This
light pUnlt in nioomiogtoa.

company will add an electric
will make three Urge electric
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The Richmond

Electric Road.

fifteen years' labor before he perfected it, and
was the first appearance of the engine in public. The
engine was used in driving a 3,000 Hght alternating current dynamo, which also occupies a very commanding posiThe Httle pony dynamo of 15 lights
tion in the exhibit.
capacity on the top of the large machine created a great
A 750 light machirie, a Waterhouse arc
deal of interest.
light machine, and smaller apparatus were in the display,
all driven by the rotary engine and other engines of Mr.

house spent

this

The Richmond Despatch

says the service in
that city on the electric lines has been greatly
improved and the cars are now run on srhedule
The manager of the road complains,
time.
however, of the expense of keeping the cars in
running condition. This, however, is explained
later on though the solution is not offered in
Captain Pezzini is quoted as sayextenuation.
ing:- "The cars are crowded and the machinery
cannot sustain the continuous strain that is put
upon it by the enormous loads we are compelled
It does not seem to occur to the
to carry."
management that by adding a few more cars the
service would be improved, the "strain" lessened,
and the cost of keeping the machinery in repair greatly reduced.

Edinburgh Electrical Exhibition.

An electrical exposition will be held in Edinburgh next year at which manufacturers of electrical machinery throughout Europe and the
United States will be asked to exhibit apparatus.
While general inventions will be exhibited, it is
intention of the management to devote
soecial attention to electrical ene-ineerino;. Ninetv

the

HAILWATB SHOWN

Westinghouse's invention. The Tesia alternating current
motor of 5 horse power operated a small printing press, and

young man struck off souvenirs on this press in Spanish,
which were distributed among the visitors. Behind this
motor a large mirror covered the wall ih the front of which
100 incandescent lamps were lighted.
The operation of
the stage regulator and the Shallenberger meter were illustrated on these lights.
a

The Dangers

of Electric Lighting.'
By Thomas A. Edison.

So much has of late been said and written upon the subject of high tension electric currents and their probable or
possible danger to human life, and so many different opinions have been advanced by men whose positions serve to
surround their utterances with an atmosphere of knowledge
of the matter under discussion, that the mind of an unscientific public has been unable to come to any definite conclusion upon the basis of "expert" testimony.
It is most unfortunate that a practical demonstration in support of the
real facts of the case could not have been made in a less

manner than was witnessed a few days ago in New
York bv spvral thnncarH people: a"d vetif thp m-rf' rdom
tragic
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aconductor of the third results in paralysis or death, as has
frequently occurred; and the passage of the fourth, or alternating current through any living body, means instantaneous death.
These are simple facts which cannot be disproved. There
is a record of nearly one hundred deaths,
which furnishes
an unanswerable argument in support of these statements.
Discussion and controversy may serve the questionable
purpose of delaying popular faith in them, but they cannot
change them; and the sooner they are accepted and acted
upon the less liability will iherq be of a recurrence of the
late horror, which is still fresh in the minds of all those who
witnessed or read of it.
It has often been asked why the number of accidents of
this nature is larger in the city of New York than in any
other city.
The reason is that New York has a greater
number of wires to ihe square mile than any other city in
the United States.
The percentage of deaths in other
places will reach that of New York when wires are strung
in like numbers; but if electric lighting under its present
conditions extends in the latter ci''y proportionately, its
death-rate will have been greatly multiplied by the time
other cities reach its present high percentage.
Many suggestions have been made as to the best way in
which to remedy the existing evil, and. the popular cry
seems to be, "Put the wires underground."
But, instead
of diminishing, this will increase the danger to life and
property.
There is no known insulation which will confine these high-tension currents for more than a limited
period, and when they are placed beneath the ground, with
the present system of conduits, the result will be a series of
earth-contacts, the fusion of wires, and the formation of
powerful electric arcs, which will extend to other metallic
conductors in the same conduit, and a whole mass of wires
made to receive this dangerous current and convey it into
houses, ofhces, stores, etc.
It is thus evident that the c'angers of such circuits are not confined to the wires which
convey the high-tension currents, but other wires conducting harmless currents are liable to be rendered as deadly in
effect as the former.
It is evident, also, that a single wire
carrying a current at high pressure would be a constant
menace to the safety of all other wires in the same conduit.
Even though these dangerous wires be placed in separate
tubes in the same conduit with other tubes, the risk is not
diminished.
Several instances are on record, and one I have particularly in mind, showing the possibility of serious accident
through the crossing of wires. Near the corner of William
and Wall streets. New York, the underground conductors
of the Edison Illuminating company became crossed, and
the current which was passing through them at a pressure
of only one hundred and ten volts melted not only the
wires, but several feet of iron tubing in which they were
incased, and reduced the paving stones within a radius of
This system is so arthree or four feet to a molten mass.
ranged that consumers are not affected by such accidents
They miy and do mean expense to the company,
as this.
but the public are entirely free from any possibility of danThe crossing of wires in this way means the concenger.
tration of several hundred horse-power of energy in a
What would have betn the effect of such a
small space.
cross as I have described had the pressure been two thousand instead of one hundred and ten volts? And what also
might be the effect were it to occur in a conduit in close
proximity to hundreds of telephone wires and those of other
electric lighting systems?
The risk, too, is greatly increased by the fact that consumers who are supplied with
currents from a low tension system are accustomed to handle their electrical appliances freely, knowing them to be
harmless.
If these are to be rendered at any moment
more dangerous to life, the result will be appalling. I say
nothing of the injustice to vendors of harmless supplies of

-

TRAMWATB Shown.——

electricity.

So far, the deaths which have occurred from this source
have been chiefly confined to employes of electric lighting
and telegraph companies men whose duties have required
them to work in close proximity to the conductors of these

—

EDINBURGH FLECTKICAL EXPOSITION.
acres have been obtained as a site for the exposition, and additional land can be secured if
necessary.
Two special railway stations will be
so located that the goods of the exhibitors can
be carried into the exhibition grounds. The
plan of the grounds, as far as arranged, is shown
in the accompanying cut, which is from Industries.
It may be stated that the London electrical manufacturers have found fault with the
expenses which have attended the exhibition of
their machinery in several expositions.
They
have therefore determined to hold out for better
They do not
terms than they have yet secured.
propose to pay for space, neither do they intend
to assume the responsibility for their goods while
they are in transit.

Westinghouse Display

at the Pittsburg

Exposition.
The

delegates to the Pan-American Congress, who were
in Pittsburg last week were full of praise in viewing the
different machines on exhibition at Mechanical Hall.
Im
partial observers expressed it as their verdict that the
Westinghouse display was perhaps the most attractive in
It occupied the largest space, coverirtg onethe building.
quarter of the entire building, and $' 0.000 had been spent
in preparing the display; 1 000 incandescent lamps were
put up, 800 of which composed a sign above the display,
which represented a Spanish inscription. Among the machines on exhibition the Westinghouse rotary engine was
much admired, and again and again the engineer in charge
had to explain the principle of that wonderful piece of
machinery. This is the machine on which Mr. Wcsting-

of this poor victim results in the application of stringent
measures for the protection of life in the future, if the lesson taught is appreciated to the full extent of its fatal meanWith
ing, the sacrifice will not have been made in vain.
the increase of electric lighting (which to day_ is used only
to a very limited extent as compared with its inevitable
future use) and the multiplication of wires, these dangers
which exist now in a thousand different parts of the ciiy
In fact, the opportunities
will be manifolded many times.
for repetitions of the accident referred to above will be
practically unlimited
I can write upon this subject only as

cannot discuss

it

otherwise.

The

one convinced.
1
public would scarcely be

interested in the details leading up to the position taken by
myself and the conclusions to which I have come, for the

reason that it would involve a mass of matter such as they
have been altempttng to digest during several months past;
and, instead of explaining, I might succeed only in adding
But I may say
to the present confusion of popular ideas.
that I have not failed to seek practical demonstration in
support of such facts as have been developed, and I have
taken life not human life in the belief and full consciousness that the end justified the means.
The currents ued for electric lighting at the present
time may generally be divided into four classes:
First The low-tension continuous current, with a pressure not exceeding 200 volts, used' for incandescent light-

—

—

—

ing.

—

Seconi The h'gh-tension continuous current, with a
pressure of 2,000 volts and over.
7"Ai>a'— The high-tension semi-continuous current, with
a pressure of 2,000 volts and over.
Fourth— Ihii alternating current, with a pressure from
1,000 to 3,000 volts and over.
The first is harmless, and can be passed through the hu
man body without producing uncomfortable sensations.
The second is dangero us to life. Momentary contact with
l.V<jr//i

Aiiicriiiin R€2'ifw>

death-dealing currents.
It is true that a number of accidents, many of them attended with fatal results, have occurred to pedestrians on the streeets of New York and
other cities through the medium of fallen wires; but the
risk incurred by the general public with the present system
is really ! ss than it would be if these dangerous conductors
were placed in closer proximity to the ground. As the
earth is approached, the danger is multiplied.
The connection and crossing of two wires by a line of moisture or
liquid contact are just as effective as the contact of one
wire with another when overhead.
That this error of judgment is not confined to the public,
but is shared in by the officials of the city of New York, is
made apparent by a resolution of the mayor offered at a
meeting of the Board of Electrical Control on Monday,
October F4, and which is reported in the fallowing form:
•'That the numerous deaths caused by the electric light and power
wires within the last thirtj days and the shocking manner in which
they have occurred, furnish ample and sufficient proof ihi. such wires
t

are not being placed underground with a speed sufficient to insure the
safety of the lives of the people of this city," etc etc.
The logical inference here is that the lives of the people
,

be safe as soon as the wires have been p'aced underground. If a nitro glycerine factory were being operated
in the city of New York and the people desired to remove
the danger, no one would suggest putting it underground.
When it became necessary for the protection of employes
will

and of the public to regulate boiler-pressures in the city,
the authorities proceeded on lines entirely different from
those which are being followed in connection with electrical
pressures; and yet the cases are parallel, and the course of
reasoning which resulted in a perfect system for the limitation of steam-pressure and the periodical inspection of
boilers should be retraced, and the principle applied to secure safety from a pressure which, uncontrolled as at present, is far more dangerous than the former was before steps
were taken to render it harmless.

The
in the

insulation of a wire

carrying a high-tension current

most perfect manner known may insure temporary
is bound to develop defects as the result

safety; but time

.
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of the current upon tlic instiUaiiiK niaturiul, oi
;i clianiic in the molecular
sttuciurc of the iiiaturliil itstif,
ami for other reasons.
Tlic pulsations or vibrations ir] an

of the

.'lotion

eleclrir

conductor cause corrcspomlin^; vibrations in ihe
So powerful is this cffeit ihat the insulation

insulation.

gives olT a sountl corresponding; to the osriilation of ihc
So lonj; as the insulatii»n retains its onj;inid
current.
elaslicily, the rurrent is conlined; bul theintluenie of the
air. or of ^as and other agents, tends to ihangc Ihr elasli*
ity, and the billions of vibrations to wliirh it lias been subjected linally render it very susce|)tible of being pierced by
a spark of static electricity.
Thus an avenue for the ingress of moisture is formed, not oidy in one spot, but in
many, through which the current may be communicated to
any conductor of electricity near enough to make physical contact, or a circuit may he completed between the two
by a line of moisture or the formation of an electric arc,
with its sulisei|ucnl destructive action.
The numerous ,'icciilents which have occurred in the city
of New \'oik dining the [last year show to a very large
extent the operation of time upon the insulating material
which surrounds these wires.
When tlrst erected, the current was to a certain e.xtenl successfully conlined; but the
air is doing its work, abrasions are more easily made, and,
without the adoption of genuine methods of control, "accidents " may be lookeil for in larger numbers as time goes
on. due not only to deterioration of insulation, but to the
multi[)lying of electric circuits to supply the popular demand

-

for electric light.

The public may rest absolutely assured that safety will
not be secured by burying these wires.
The condensation
of moisture, the ingress of water, the dissolving influence
of coal gas and air-o.xydation upon the various insulating
compounds will result only in the transfer of deaths to
Tuan-holes, houses, stores, and ollices, through the agency
of the telephone, the low-pressure systems, and the apparatus of the high tension current itseif.
1 have no intention, and
I am sure none will
accuse me,
of being an alarmist.
When the possibilities of the future
are viewed in the light of recent developments, it must be
apparent to every one that the time has come when those in
authority should adopt proper and adequate measures for
the piolection of life and property, and my familiarity with
the subject enables me to see very clearly the only true
remedy which can be applied namely, the regulation of
electrical pressures.
Once these pressures are reduced to
a point which is harmless, the public may retire in security
and leave electricians to discuss the merits or demerits of
various methods of insulating, the defects of which will
only concern those interested in the commerce of electi icity.
There is no plea which will justify the use of high-tension
and alternating currents, eiihcr in a scieniiric or a commercial sense.
The\' are employed solely to reduce investment
For instance, in aic-lightin copper wire and real estate.
ing it is customary to put forty lamps on each circuit; each
lamp requires a pressure of fifty volts, therefore the total
pressuie on the circuit is two thousand volts.
Now, if,
instead of using only one wire for all these lamps, four cir
cuits of ten lamps each were to be established, the pressure
on each wire would be only five hundred volts. The weight
of copper nec.ssary for the.se four circuits of ten lamps
each would be two and a half times greater than for one
circuit of forty lamps
a question, as i have said, simply of

371

Nearly all dynanHj mm him-s used for i4re lighiing arc
constructed with an insuHiuicnt nund>er«jf commutator burn
to produce a steady coniinu(jiis current.
The ranges rjf
variable pressure arc not, however, nearly an great an in
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a pressure, say. of two thous.ind volts, is sent out on the
wire (irst in one direction, then is reversed and sent out
at the same pressure in the other direction, or passes
through the wire in the opposite direction; and these reversals are generally made about a hundred times in each
second.
The variable state of a continuous current at a pressure
of two thousand volts means ordinarily a rij'e from zero
point up to two thousand, after which, owing to the action
of the commutator, it varies between, say, seventeen hundred to two thousand, while the variable state of the alternating current means a tlucliiation from two thousand volts
above the zero point to two thousand below it, or a
difTercnce of four thousand volts.
The danger to life is
probably proportionate to the fluctuation of pressures,
When an alternating current of fifteen volts is applied to
a human being in the most effective manner, the eflect upon
the nerve system is so violent and the pain produced so
great that it is absolutely impossible for any one to

stand

u*

Uti't' k

uny fr]{iil.i>
fromaiMUl..

sixty-eight volts.
It is a simple mailer to caktilair ilir
ranges of variable pressure in this system.
The dynairo

wound

Act of i88i providct

.•ff.,r„ (i.,

syMcm.
With reN|K:cl to the latrcr, M.
d'Arsonval says: " An ullcrnating (Iraninic machine caused
death when above one hundred and twenty volts mean
potential,"
ThJN is a small unit tu contcinplale after Ihe
glib manner in which It has been recently stated that this
current is harndess ;it a prcs'^urc of one thousand volts,
I
have myself seen a large healthy dog killed instantly by
the alternating current at a pres'-iirc of one hundred and

is

Electric MfjEhling

tion 6:

the alternating

machine has no commutator.

The

belter.

board for relief from any danger which they U ficve lo
in connection with electric lighlinjc sys'cm*.
Ortainly the responsibility for the prolcctbn of the people of
our city should Ijc a.s dcfinilcly placed, and iho*e to whom
such authority is given should adopt rigid rule* for the
restriction of electrical pressures
Perhaps polirc control
wfjuld be even more .idequalc than the Knglish system.
I
am not altogether familiar with the details ol the system of
boiler inspection which prevails in New York, tnil I tclicvc
it isvery cfhcicnl
and would serve as an excellent model
for the case under discussion.
thi-

exist

When the authorities require electrical pressures to be
kept within the I^Ttiis of safely, and when there is an effi-

it.

have said before, the only way in which
can be secured is to restrict electrical pres*^ures.
T'
tinuous current should be limited to six hundred or
hundred volts, with a variable range not exceeding
volts.

I

As

for the alternating current,

it

is difficult

—

—

investment.

The

alternating current under high pressure and directcurrent high-pre:-sure systems are also employed, as I have
intimated, to save on investment in real estate as well as
copper.
If a certain district is to be supplied with electric
light, the natural point from which the current should be
distributed is the center, with wires radiating toward the
circumference of the circle of supply and if, instead of including in any one of these districts an area so large that
resort must be had to higti pressure in order to reach its
limits, tlic distributing power of a single station be conlined
to a capacity consistent with safety, and other ccnteis
sought from which to furnish current to other areas, the
necessity for high electrical pressure vanishes.
But real
estate in such centers as these is e.\penstve, and the promoters of electric-lighting enterprises which spring into
existence with the growth and stability of the mushroom,
cannot afford 10 consider permanency, the security of the
public, the requirements of small consumers, or any such
questions, which would incidentally involve the investment
of larger sums of money; but, seeking the outskirts of a
district, where land is cheap, or some abandoned building
available for sheltering a few dynamo machines, they run
small wires to the area of supply, enormous pressure t)eing
necessary to force the cu rent through these small conductors over such long distances.
In the last issue of T/ie Electrical World, page 254, is
;

recorded a series of experiments conduced by

M.

d'Ar-

a member of the French Academy of Sciences,
showing "the effects of continuous and alteinaiing curlie says; "A hvmg being is. above
rents on animals."
all, sensible to a variable slate of the current from which
sonval,

it follows that at a mean equal pres-ure alternating currents
are more dangerous than cootinuous currents;" and
with
a battery of four hundred and twenty volts (continuous
current! death is only caused by long-repeated interrupIn other words, the continuous
tions of the current."
current of the above pressure could not be made to cause
death until it was interrupted or made discontinuous or
perhaps a better expression would be semi continuous.
By a variable state of the current is meant a fluctuation of
pressure bet\veen different extremes of voltage.
The
human nerve system, up to a certain limit of pressure, cannot detect the llow of a continuous current if the voltage be
This constancy is obtained by multiperfectly constant.
plying the number of commutator bars on the dynamo.
The brushes which are set upon the revolving commutator,
and conduct the current from the machine to the outside
system, rest alternately upon the difTerent bars of the com
mutator.
The gfreater the number of bars, the less will be
the fluctuation of tlie current, which may be likened to a
wave motion, rising and falling, and producing that variable state referred to bv the French scientist.
'

—

roMitiNED

i-:Nr,iNK

name a

safe pressure.
Its effect upon muscular action
is so great that even at exceedingly low voltage the hand
which gra>ps a conductor cannot free itself, and it is quite
possible that in this way the sensitive nervous system of a
human being could be shocked for a sufticient length of
time to produce death.
Theelectric lighting con^pany with
which I am connected purchased some time ago the patents
for a complete alter^ ating system, and my protest against
this action can be found upon its minute book.
L'p to the
present lime I have succeeded in inducing them not to
offer this system to the public, nor will they ever do so
with my consent.
personal desire would be to prohibit entirely the use of alternating curre ts.
They are
as unnec ssary as they are dangerous.
In the city of New
York there are mai.y miles of conductors beneath the
streets conveying a harmless co tinu us electric currtnt
to thousands of consumers, the ma.ximum pre-«ure on this
vast sy>tem never « xccet ing two hundred and tw enty volts,
which will (orce so weak a current thrc ugh t^e t'Uman b<»dy
that it can b rely be drtecfed. hurthermore, it is f«ui d o be
commtrciaily successful, and Icanih aelore steno just ficition for the introduction of asysltm which has no cement of
p:!rroanency.and evt ry element of danger to life and property.
This IS no argument in favor of monopoly.
If ever there
is to be a
monopoly of electric lighting in the United
States, it will be neither delayed, prevemed, nor circumnavigated by such subterfuges as these alternating systems, and their use cannot be justified on that score.
J
have always consistently opposed high-tension and alternating systems of electric lighting (although perfectly free
to

My

to use them), not only on account of danger, but because
of their general unreliability and unsuitability for any general system of distribution.
In contemplating the efforts of the officials of the citv of
New York to remedy the evils connected with electric lighting, I have been impressed in a way that must have im
pressed other on lookers.
I refer to the apparent difficulty
of determining w ere the authority to take action rests.
The hands of those who wish to act appear to be tieu,
which is unfortunate, considering the exigencies and ur
gency of the case. In England they handle these matters

anh dynamo.
cient corps of inspectors, as in the case of boi'ers, to see
that the rules adopted are carried out. the security which

the public demanc* will be attained: but until then nothing
better can be looked for than a muliiplicaiion of the casualties of the past few months.

Combined Engine and Dynamo.
In the accompanying cut is illustrated a directdriven Desroziers dynamo and engine, which
were designed for the ''Formidable" of the
French navy. The two machines were exhibited
at the Paris exposition.
The dynamo has an
output of 16.500 watts at 350 revolutions.
According to the finding of the jur>* in the electrical department its efficiency is 89 per cent. The
armature of the Desroziers dynamo i-; made
without any iron core, so that the opposed poles
are of different sign, as in a case of a crown magnet alternate current machine.
The armature
is built up of strips of copper, and is driven
by
a sort of spider made of German silver.
If the
bars were simply radial the necessary connections to give direct currents with an ordinary
commutator would be complicated.
In order
to overcome this difficulty the active bars are
not radial, but are arranged in two layers, and
are so shaped that the ends can be joined up as
they come. This arrangement avoids the necessity of outside and inside connectors.
The
ventilation in such a machine as this is quite
perfect.
It is stated that the dynamo is run at
an armature current density of from 8,000 to 10,000 amperes per square inch. The cut is reproduced from Industries,

;
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which was read at the last meeting of the Chicago Electric club, is in the nature of a reply to
Mr, Edison, As the subject is treated from diametrically opposite standpoints, the comparison of the two articles is interesting. After the
reading of Mr. Sunny 's paper the members of
the Chicago Electric club discussed the subject
at considerable length.
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BRIEF article relating to the existing state
the copper market is presented elsewhere.
The natural inference seems to be that
long
prices
will
always be uncertain
as
A letter is also
retained,
as the tariff is
presented from a dealer in copper who expresses
his willingness to join in any movement which
He
has for its object the abolition of the duty.
outlines some of the reasons why American copper has been sold cheaper in London than in
New York, The committee of the National
Electric Light association, which was appointed
to petition Congress to remove the duty, has
commenced to interview manufacturers on the
subject.
C. A. Brown, chairman of the committee, says; "So far as I have made inquiries I
have not yet found any one who, on the merits
of the question, favored the retention of the
tariff on the different forms of copper."
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The city council of Cliicago lias ordered the
preparation of an ordinance providing for the
proper ventilation of underground conduits to
A number of ex])revent subway explosions.
]ieriments have been conducted by City Electrician Barrett in this matter, and they have
proved successful in the city conduits.
y\T the last meeting of the Chicago Electric
club, F. X'l. Beach was elected to the presidency
.by a unanimous vote. As the club is now such

and enthusiastic organization it is
no small honor to be chosen as its executive officer, and Mr. Beach is to be congratulated.
A
])ortraitof Mr, Beach with a sketch of his life is
presented elsewhere in this issue.

a prosperous

Joseph
fiiii

iJ.

Weeks

in

Manufacliircr says:

an

article in the

Chicago
on the question of rapid transit was
given at the meeting Monday evening, when the
old cable companies opposed the amendment to
franchise
granted the "L" company.
the
repetition
of
the
It
was
merely
a
illustration of the attitude of the

old farce.
The council in trying to conciliate two masters, the political bosses who form
the new company on the one hand and the old
cable company on the other, entirely disregarded
No attempt was made
the wishes of the people.
to conceal the fact that instead of endeavoring
to solve the problem 'of rapid transit, the council was participating in a squabble for a valuable
franchise.
The cable company does not like to
relinquish its grip on the street railway monopoly and the council appears unwilling to incur the
displeasure of this corporation, by granting a
franchise to a rival company under which a road
can be constructed or operated.

believes that eventually electric
be substituted for horses forall kinds
of work.
He recently said of horses, "I think
they are poor motors.
They are a necessary
evil.
I like a motor with a governor on it. You
listen to me.
In twenty- five years from now
electricity will have superseded horse power in
New York in the performance of every sort of
needful work.
The horse will have become a
luxury, a toy and a pet."

Walker, who was formerly connected
Uhtted States-Navy, has devised a
scheme which he thinks Will rob the sea of many
Briefly he outlines his plan as
of its terrors.
follows, which if adopted would be a boom for
John

P.

with the

cable manufacturers: "My idea is to secure lard
on the south beach of Staten Island and start a
hotel to be called the Neptune Hotel No. i; this
for a basis of operations, and from that point
establish a line of deep sea lighthouses and hotels, or houses of refuge, across the ocean, connected by telegraphic cables and supplied with
boats, tugs, launches, steamers and sailing craft,
constituting, with their crews, a deep sea messenger telegraph and life-saving service which
would constantly patrol the ocean and afford
communication with all passing vessels and assistance in case of need, which would pick up
boats from shipwrecked or abandoned vessels;
giving all vessels the latest information, daily or
hourly, from sea and shore, so that the navigator, sailor, or traveler at sea could have his daily
papers, with all their multifarious information
and news, almost as perfect and complete as if
on shore."

Aineri-

"With the large and

growing success of the electric light in view, it
would seem wise that gas manufacturers antici])ate the time when gas shall, in great
part, be
superseded l)y electricity as an illuminator, and
that they take all possible steps toward establishing themselves in public favor by creating and
supplying the demand for a clean and convenient fuel,"

'l"wo articles relating to the dangers of high
tension electric currents appear in this issue.
The one is by Mr, Kdison, and the other by B,
Iv Sunny of Chicago,
The former's general
conclusion is that circuits carrying high potentials cannot be made safe,
Mr. ,Sunny's article,

will

Telegraph and telephone companies operating poorly constructed lines are much opposed
to the introduction of electric light and power
wires in the neighborhood of their conductors.
The construction work of all the companies
now is much superior to that of a few years
ago, but in many places there is still considerable inferior work.
An exchange contains an
account of trouble caused three telegraph and
telephone companies in one day last week. A
new electric railroad had been introduced into
the city and the first day it was operated half of
the telephone and telegraph instruments in the
city were useless.
This, of course, was the signal for an attack on electric railways, but an
investigation showed that it was not the fault of
the motor company.
The telegraph and telephone lines had been poorly constructed, and
frequently fell to the ground.
Of course when
the motor line was constructed and a telegraph
or telephone line came in contact with it, the
result was disastrous to the telephone and telegraph service. Better lines will be constructed and
the service will necessarily be greatly improved.

The dangers arising from the escape of illuminating gas from mains laid in the streets are
by no means peculiar to the large cities of the
United States. It seems that trouble from this
cause is anticipated in London, where work is
progressing rapidly for the city lighting.
The
is told
in the following extract from an
English electrical journal: "We have heard so"
much about the danger which in New York and
other American towns arises from infiltration of
gas into electric lig.ht conduits, that the fact of
a similar phenomenon having been observed
here is well calculated to cause alarm.
Apparently the Strand district board only concerned
itself with the question of inconvenience arising
from the escape of gas by means of an electric
light conduit into a house in Norfolk street; but
the matter has a far more serious aspect, for an
explosion might at any time occur.
If we remember rightly, infiltration of gas into the large
conduit carrying the electric light mains over
the Kensington Court estate at one time caused
some difficulty, and special precautions had to
be taken to keep the conduit thoroughly ventilated.
It is important to note that the danger
The
increases with the size of the conduit.
quantity of gas which can accumulate in a small
iron pipe partly filled with conductors ma)', perhaps, be insufficient to explode with destructive
the greater ease with
effect, to say nothing of
which a small pipe can be kept tight; but when

story
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DEPARTHKNrH.
Electric

son."

Mr. Edison

numbet.

of

\

i?

ready quoted. "We are bound to sell low enough
to get people to see that it is to their advantage
to use it rather than other fuel.
The circumstances are different, though Pittsburg is right
next door to the gas wells, while the amount
used in Buffalo is too small to admit of compari-

motors
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stenographic report
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November

it

comes

to the

employment

The

Chicago Gas Trust proposes

to,

introduce

natural gas in Chicago in the near future.
A
representative of the company said last week:
"We have secured the necessary Indiana gas
lands after three years of negotiation, and we
have all the money that we want for the enterprise. We hope to be heating the private houses
of Chicago by the new method in six months or
less.
We only want the people of Chicago to
think well of the project and give us their sympathy instead of abusing us as a monopoly.
We have shown conclusively that the bigger the
monopoly the better and cheaper the gas thus
furnished,"
The company of course intends to
'

gas to all companies now using coal.
"The
price will regulate itself," said the gentleman al-

sell

of large

brick cul-

both the difficulty of preventing infiltration and the destructive effect of an explosion
Now brick culverts are
are greatly enhanced.
used in order to avoid the necessity of insulating the conductor, which in this case is composed of bare copper strip. The absence of inrenders the occurrence of a
sulation, again,
spark, which might fire the explosive mixture,
far more likely than when the mains are properly protected, so that this system of mains, which
now seems a favorite one with several companies, would hardly appear so safe as in the interIt
would,
est of electric lighting is desirable.
at any rate, be wise to defer its wholesale adoption until prolonged experience has proved that
the danger to which we have alluded can be efverts,

fectively

guarded against."
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cuntains n paper upon " The Danglers of Klcclrlo l-iRlilinij."
The paper is coniparatively a brief one; its slalemcnts ure
sweepinji and sensational; it cnmlenms the use of liiRh
tension currents, and is worthy of seiious i-onsideration for
It has
the one reason- it was written by ^h^ lulison.
been copied into some of the daily pipers, I'ointnentcd on
editorially by others, and ipiiic [generally discussed hi and
out of the fraleniity.
To tliose enj-aged in the business of
electric lijihtinj^. a paper uf tliis kind written by Mr. Kdi
son, is a very great surprise.
It is a radica! departure from
tlie conservative position held by him for so many years on
the subject, for althonj^h the rel ilive merits of the several
systems in use, iruludin^ the I'".dison, have been discussed
freely and fully by the electrical associations throu)^hout
the country, iricludinji our own, Mr. lOdison has taken no
part in them in a public way.
Inasmuch as the opinions of a man so well known are regarded as of considerable importance, and furtlicr as the conclusions set forth
by liim in this instance are ini.nical to the interests of one
of (lie most important industries in the country.- as the
principal oOicer of the local electric HrIu company in this
city, a corporation as likely to be alTected
as any, if llie
opinions txpresseil by Mr. Kdison were generally con
curreil in, I feel that a full and prompt contradiction of the
statements m ide by Mr. l-',dison ou^ht to be made wherever they are incorrect or contrary to the general experience.
That there aremany statements in the paper that
can be contradicted, will readily occur to any reader who
has even slight acquaintance with ihe subject.
Hcfore touching upon these statements however, it may
be well to say a few words with reference to the question of
overhead wires in the city of New \'ork, the deplorable
condition of which is responsible for this utterance of Mr.
Kdison.
Not only the electrical pipers but ihe daily press have,
in almost every issue, given us some facts concerning the
various phases of this much discussed, much fought over
and exasperating problem.
("reographically. New \'ork is about the smallest of the
large cities in the Union, and within its narrow limits, par
ticularly tho.^e of the commercial
district, is crowded an
amount ol business that is beyond the scope of the human
mind to comprehend; a business that is inconceivably
great, and which exerts an inlliience that is felt all over the
world.
Perhaps no better index of its vastness, in a finan
cial way, can be mentioned than the clearing house reports.
The volume of business for one wetk for the principal
cities in the I'nlted States amounts to ^i. ;?7.oofi.(K>o,
Of
this seven hundred mibions are in New \'ork alone, or almost two thirds of the whole sum.
In the transaction of
this business, the electric wires play no mean part.
They
are simply indispensable as is evidenced in the general suspension of business on the Stock and Produce I-.xchanges
whenever by reason of great storms, the service is interrupted.
Without the telegraph and telephone, the ticker
and other electrical adjuncts, business must come to a standstill.
It cannot be said tliat the eledrical people have not
tried to furnish enough
wires for the various demanils.
They have tacked them up e\erywhere and in every shape,
until the sky is streaked with them.
I do believe that if it
were not for the vigilance of the vestrymen, the steeple of
Trinity church would have been cross-armed and loaded
down with them long before now.
A few ligures that happen to remember will give an
approximate idea of the number of wires in use.
'I'hirtysix distinct electric d companies, all operating wires fastened
on poles, or on roofs; 10,000 telephone wires; say 1.200
telegraph wires; untold miles of electric light circuits arc
and incandescent, tire alarms, burglar alarms; private
wires, messenger calls and tickers.
To this add the wires
abandoned by former telegraph companies; by the tele
phone companies and by this reason and that; for until
lately there was no particular dilliculty attached to pulling
up wires for any and every purpose; a set of polts on
each side of every narrow crooked street, and if the street
happened to be straight, it was honored by having two or
three sets of poles on each side; the telegraph, the tele
phone and the electric light, indiscriminately mixed together, on big poles and little ones; old, dirty poles and new.
brightly painted ones.
There was good construction and
bad principally bad, for the reason that there was noroom
in which to do the work right. Small poles, designed to carry two wires, were heavily laden with ten times that number.
High voltage currents were driven through wires
never pro|.erly insulated, but now with the insulation hang
ing in rags, leaving the bare wire exposed to convey the
current into any of the adjoining wires that might fall upon them; wires owned by nobody, but which had (alien
into the street, twisted around lamp posts or poles to get
them out of the way.
Vou are all familiar with what the authorities the press
and the public have from time to time said about this slate
of affairs, h was made the topic of long, weary discussions
in public and in private,
by experts and those who were
quite ignorant of any knowledge of the subject.
It cut a
tigure of some importance in politics; and in the newspaper world, when news was scarce, it made very good material to till up with until the general verdict was that the
poles must come down, and that the wires must go under
ground. Some of the electric companies favored this decision while others opposed it, the latter on the ground
that arc lighting wires could not be operated underground
and that even if they could, no practical method of distrib1

1

the

wiic<t

Hubway company,
I'^leclric

the chair,
lie called iip<jn 11. K. Sunny to read
the paper of the eveninj;, which was as follows:
TlIK

had been devittctl or provided by the
Thin opposition led lo fiuttii and croft*
temporary find pcimancnl; iituyii of pro*
ccedinK"*, tie,, etc., until the whole ^ul)ictl, to the mind'*
eye, Tcscmbles a lourlh of July pin wheel, whirling und
spluttering nround, throwing off ,1 mnnH in which one can
uting

the Ohicaj^o

rej^ulai' ineelhi)^ of

hujIh; injuncliont,

discern

"Subway Commit>sions;"

"I* ailing

wircH;"

"Ek-

"Koodle," ami Ihe "Miiyor'* ax."
and mi^inanagement, hove come
death to several men through falling wires, improper eon
strmiion, or faulty insulation.
The last shocking tjcalh
you aic all fanriMar with, and to most of you who know the
situation in New \'ork, it was no surprise.
When it cm:curred, the newspapers with one voice
<lemandc(l Ihc re
moval of the wires from the streets, and the placint; of
them underground, and this has been picked up and echoed
by the press in every large city.
The newspapers were
plorlinj;

Out

manholeu;"

of this

lortfusion

the awful details of the hist horrible fatality; they
victim suspended in the
of wires; they published interviews with, anil opinions

liMeil wiili

prclureil the ilc.tth trap, with its

ma/e
and conjectures

by

everybody

who would

talk,

and

everybody

talked.
tmlil
public
the
mind became
so
intl.'uned
on
the
subject
that
reason
was
quite completely overlooked, and there was no such thing
as a calm, di-liberate view of the situation tti ascertain what
could be done to continue the imprirtant service of lighting
the city anti at the same lime secure freedom from hirlhcr
fataliiies.
As a cure all, and an absolute preventive from
the latter the jervicc was ordered stopped until the wires
could be put underground.
In the midst of this turmoil Mr.
Kdlson's nrticjc was
written, and in it we lind him even more severe than the
city adminislralitm or the press.
He not only wants the
wires removed but dots not want them placed underground;
for, as he states, they are more dangerous there than
on poles.
Tlrs reason will be referred to later on.
His .'Uticle begins with the statement that he speaks on
the subject of high pr*essure wires as "one convinced," and
proceeds to classify the various cleclric currents used as

follows:

Low tension contimnus current, with a pressure of
1st.
200 volts, useil for incandescent lighting. '1 his rs the cur
rent used by the Ivdison conxpany, which is largely owned
Mr

Edison, and he says it is safe.
tension continuous current, of 2,000 volts
This is not used by the Kdison company, and
Mr. Edison says it is "dangerous to life."
3d. High tension semi-continuous current with a pressure
of 2,000 volts or over, used for arclighting. The Kdison Co.
does no arc lighting, and Mr. luiison says that "momen
tary contact with a conductor" carrying this current results
in paralysis or death.
Of course Mr. Edison ilid not mean
to make a statement so palpably erroneous, but
nevertheless, it has gone forth, without the
slightest qualification
from him as to the conditions that must necessarily exist
before a "momentary contact" with a wire of this kind is
dangerous.
4ih. The alternating current, with pressure of i.ofoto
3,o(K> volts for incandescent lighting, t ut not used by the
Kdison company. This current, Mr. Kdison says, produces
Therefore, llicre is but one s:ife curinstantaneous death.
rent; that u ed by the luiison company for central station
incandescent lighting and which can be used by several
other companies, who, however, do not use it, for reasons

by

High

2 J.

or over.

that

I

will refer to later.

Mr

Edison's classifications, and in order that
the public safety may be secured, according to his view of
An abandoning of about 300,000 arc
it, it means this:
lights ami about 400 central stations furnishirg. say. 2.500 000 incandescent lights by the alternating system, in this
country alone, about 2 percent of which are in Nev \'ork.
and for what? Hecause rf the mistakes that have been
matle in construction, by both the corporate and munic'pal
management, in that little patch of earth called New \'ork

These are

73

=

city

Mr Kdison says it has often been asked why the number of accidents attributable to electricity is larger in New
The reason for this, he says,
\'ork than in .-iny other city.
is that New \' 01k has a greater number of wires lo the
square mile than any other city, and that the accidents are
This is true
in proportion to the number of wires strung.
only to a very small extent
The real reason is that the
construction of wires in New York has been necessarily
bad because of the lack of room, and further, because of
the persistency of the companies in using the "L'nderwriters' " insulation, the tirst type of insulation decided on.
in the early days of the business, even when it had been
demonstrated that it was wholly unreliabid and unsafe.
Mr. Law, of Philadelphia, says that in that city, during
seven years, and with "Uni'erwriters' " insulation in use,
there have been but two fatal accidents, and both were to
In Chicago, the record is no worse, while all
emplo>es.
of the o.her large cities, aside from New York, show an
absence of fatality that must put the stamp of safely upon

the industry.

Mr. Edison's reason for opposing the placing of the
high pressure wires underground is that there is no krown
insulation that will confine this class of currents for more
than a limited period, and then wdl result earth contacts;
the fusion of wirrs, "the formation of powerful electric
arcs which will extend to other metallic conductors in the
same conduit, and the whole mass of wires made to receive
this dangerous current and convey it into house*, offices
and stores."

In connection with this statement it must be borne in
mind that up to within two or three months no high
pressure wires were put under ground in New York, and
that Chicago was the only city undertaking to furnish
Mr, Kdison's statement can thereservice in this manner.
fore not be based on practical experience, but on surmise
or lack of information, for the reason that for two years or
more underground conductors have been working in the
conduits in Chicago without any *more disastrous results
than an occasional grounding in a defective joint, which
was readily and rapidly repaired. Nor are there any signs
On
of the deterioration in the results of the cables used.

the contrary, everything jtomr
of the wircH for an indclmitc
(hat high-prcfthure wircn canii'''

.»
,,,4

;

.1,

;

therefore cannot

l>c legafdcd a:t ^ Unit', *c«Ic(i»ci,i oi ihe
qucMion.
Mr. Edition nay* that there U no jufttificiilon tw ibc
UHc of hijfh preirturc current* "cither in ibc tcicmific
or commercial cnic"
niip|)ily Mr Kd(»on K n/X tupported In thin view, cither by Iti'
-tic
[H'oplc. Of his rdlowslockholdcrs iuy.
The commercial neceokity for thr
,t»
,;
is moftt p'onountcd and inditpulablc, ai.
.^
is it in grrulcr demand than
for Incau''
^,
where it enmt« in rompclition with Mr. I
^..i.:m,
Mr. y.tUson nays it m uwd to avoid the lari;c expenditure
ncccAMry for real c^iaic and copper raW-'i inr »»v fhr low
Icn»ion system, for the reason lliai •'
-he
latter must be put in thc<.cnlcrof I)
ile
if the high-pressure
syMcrn w u**:-;
r,nsidcrabic distance will answer the puriM>»c a* «cli.
i in* i«
I

r

not a fair statement, for the 'cavm that the lir»t coM of ibc
plant is in many instances disrcgareicd entirely, and Ihe
made the :in)>ortant r)Ueftlion. The b»i{h.
pressure jysiem permits the placing of the TnfrsI •^tntioo
at any part of the city, %>t thai ccal can \ic
\\y
from Ihe cars; so that water can Im: had
ng
cost of operation

'

—

two items alone which mean a sa
„
per
in the cost of
cixrAlion
The lo** of electrical
energy, amounting to twenty per cent, or more in ihe Kdison system, is leduccd one half or two thirds by the utcof
the high pressure s)siem, while the crowning feature of ihc
latter is the adaptability and practicability frjr lighting unlimitid teniiory. including ihc rcicfcncc district in each
city and the suburbs.
All this can l»e c'one from one central station, and at a cost that rrukcs it pci.siblc lo Kaugc
the price «o that it costs no more for a good electric tight
than for an indifferent gas jet.
That the Edison system is limited, and
rxpensive to ojicralc, for renlral work, c^rn
,\\y
be contradicted.
That it is limited in u
ihc
territory it will supply is evidenced from tl.e f;.*-i that in
New York the Edison company is operating from three
central stations, and is not covering more than oneftfth of
city.
In Chicago, the Edison company foiers a tcrrilory
that is almost exactly a half mile in each direction from the
engines

:

cent,

'

-

Beyond this boundary are Wabash avenue and
Michigan avenue. Market street. .South Water street, such
public buildings as the Inland and Richelieu hotels, which
everybody knows are practically in Ihc heart of the city.
The ^ame must of necessity be true in every other city where
station.

the system

is

used.
is expensive

The system

because of

additional co*t

fi)

for coal. (2; non-condensing engines. (3) greater low of
electrical energy in mains, {^) larger original investment lo
pay interest on. (5) heavier taxes and insurance.
.So well

known

arc

all

these fart* that

the htgh-pres«ure

systems have received an impetus that will place ihcm in
ever)' city, town and hamlet in this country.
The demand
lor apparatus of this type is beyond the enormous rapacity
of all of the great factories engaged in the work; while Ihc
Edison system, starling out with a practical riMmopoly.
and under auspices that could not have been more favorable, has ceased to be an important factor in central station
lighting installations.
In a paper read before the (ias Light association, Mr.
yi 11. I'earson .*ays: "From carefat inquiry and inve»ti
gation I am salisfic^l that, in the average place, incandescent
lighting cannot be furnished, to pay a moderate ilividcnd.
at less than one cent per hour for a 16 candle lamp, which
is equal to gas at |;j per l.rtixi feet.
In ihe city of New
\'oTk 1 am informed that the Edtson people arc charging
one and oneftfth cents per hour, which is c<iual lo gas ai
i^2.^o per 1,000 feet, and that they pay a dividend of 5 per
cenr., and their stock is quoted at $75 per $tor>.
I
also
understand that in ihcir down-town station their business
is not increasing."
The avcr::gecosl of gas in large cities is nowaboat $1.25
per 1,000 antI the price for electricity most not be more
than 15 per cent, above that, in order to receive the general
palron-igc and
displace gas.
Can the Edi<on system
furnish light at this hgurc. and make a profit?
Not
so far as we know, and this is the necessity for high
pressure currents.
There is a demand for them; ihey
.

shown themselves to be safe and efficient and
Nobody realizes the fact more than Mr.
Kdison's associates in the Edison company, who reading
the signs of the limes, looked around them for a h'gh pressure incandescent system, and finding one in Europe,
bought it. The agents of the Edison company annoonced
to prospective purchasers that Ihey could 5<Ktn f^^.rr an alternating system for sale, but it appears ''
'n
objected lo the new enterprise of his com|
.r
"I'p to the present time I have sue.
<ay>:
in them (his associates) not to offer this system to ibe public, nor will they ever do so with my consent."
Now if we consider this paper as a whole. 1 think that
its publication at this time is intended as an utterance from
an expert upon a vcr)- important subject. That it is sapposed to be dispassionate and f ^ir. and without btas in Ibe
direction of any system, and that it does not come within
these limits, for the lollowing reason:
1st. It pronounces the system that Mr. Edisco's company uses safe, and the systems used by his competitors as
unsafe.
^d. It characterizes the companies using Ibe high tension currents as "'the promoters of electric lighting enterprises which spring into existence with the growth and
stability of mushrooms.'*
3d. It scrupulously avoids any mention of '.hs r.r umer=
able safeguards thrown around ihe so ca"
-::
currents to prevent their being dangerous. of transformers, tochange the current from ^
.,-. .u ^ !<»w
pressure at the point where 'it enters the builcing: tbc appliances used at the central station to detect the presence
of defects in the wires outside, and the many ocber dericcs
have

profitable.

-

-

.

ihat central station

men

are familiar with.

—
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4th. It asserts that high pressure wires cannot and ought
There is strong
not be allowed to work underground.
evidence that they can be worked underground successfully and safely.
In this conneclion it may be remarked
that it is probably the first lime that Mr. Edison has ever
said that such a comparatively simple thing as working high
The utter
pressure wires underground was impossible.
hopelessness wilh which he regards the question is in
habit
of
including
strange contrast with his w-ell-known
about everything imaginable among the possibilities.
That the high pressure current lighting systems are absolutely safe, when operated with reasonable diligence, is
fully established.
That some of the high pressure currents
used are. under conditions that exist in New York, dangerThe record outside of the city,
ous, may be admitted.
where proper methods have been adopted, and a reasonable
amount of room could be secured, has been practically
free from fatalities, especially during the past three years.
Previous to that time, there were several accidents, the

outgrowth of the fact that the electric lighting business has grown faster than it was possible to leach men to
The right kind of assishandle the apparatus and wires.
tance could not be secured, and men without skill and experience were forced into a class of service that required
careful and thorough training.
At the piesent time, with
competent, careful and intelligent men in charge of
central stations and every department of the service,
en wires ihat are
insulation
with the use of an
strung on poles that will last for a reasonable period,
and with good construction ihroughout, there is absolutely
no danger from the use of high pressure currents that
would call for any change from the present system. The
telegraph and telephone people have found that it is entire
ly practicable to operate their circuits in underground con
duits.
In all oi the large cities they are taking down their
The telephone
poles and wires, or are planning to do so.
people will probably have their wires underground first,
and when they get their underground system completed, it
will result in the removal of a great majority of the poles
and wires from the stretls. When it is remembered that
in New York during the past six months, broken telephone wires falling across electric light wires have caused
most of the trouble, it will be seen that upon the removal
of the telephone wires even in New York City, thepossi
bility for a repetition of the fatalities of the past will be almost entirely avoided. It is vas'ly to the advantage of the
electrice I'ght service that a great many customers and a
large quantity of light can be furnished by the use of a few
wires, while for the telephone service it requires a separate
wire tor each telephone.
If the few wires required for
electric lighting are put up well and are well insulated and
the telephone an i telegraph wires are removed, there ought
not to be the slightest objection to the electric light wires,
If, however, the electric
and I think there will not be.
light wires are in large numbers, on principal thorough
fares, or at points where they leave the centra! station,
and it is advisable to place them underground to improve the
appearance of the streets, I very firmly believe that it will
not be very long before enough will be known by every
man interested in the electric light service, regarding the
correct methods of handling these high pressure currents
underground, so that there will be no hesitation in so dis
direct

posing of them.

The

Discussion.
would liketoask Mr. Wilmerding,
of the Chicago Arc Light &: Power company, what is the
high tension circuit; that
longest circuit on its installation
is. the length of the circuit, the amount of insulation, and

Mr. Decenhardt:

I

—

amount of voltage carried?
Mr. WiLMiiRDiNG: The longest

the

circuit

we have

is

miles in length.
Thit is underground all the
It carries a voltage of about 2,500 volls.
The inWe never have any
sulation is about 6-32 all around.
trouble with the insulation except at the joints occasionally.
have several circuits that are pretty nearly as long as

about
way.

.>-even

We

that.

have been very much interested in the
I have long
paper that has been presented by Mr. Sunny.
struggled with this question of high tension, and how to
prevent the current leaking out and doing damage to prop-

Mr, Sperrv:

I

lives.
I well remember when I established the
station of any magniiude in the city, and I recollect
well the troubles which had to be overcome when I undertook to place the wires underground, as no permissions for

erty

and to

first

overhead wires were granted. P'irst I bought some leadcovered wire; the insulation between the wire and the lead
I
supposed was sufficient.
As I remember it now it was
only one-eighth of an inch.
This wire was placed in conduits made principally of i.on pipes going across the street
This operand area vva)s between the street crossings.
ated, as I recollect at present, for the period of about three
weeks, when the insulation was found to be pierced in a
great many places, and the exterior lead covering was found

lobe of the same potential as the wire throughout the entire length of the circuit.
I was thus brought face to face
with the fust problem that is met with in the distribution
of high tension currents, either overhead or underground
that of insulation.
The art was then in its infancy; I mean
the art of the insulation of wire and protecting it when it
high tension

currents of a potential, say of 1.200
struggle commenced.
I think during
the successive'cighteen months 1 tried as many as eighteen

carried

nnJ upward.

The

makes of wire, each one of which was guaranteed
stand any potential for which I might use it; each one
gave way. At last we did succeed in getting a wiie that
would stand better than any wire that we had previously
dilTercnt

to

This was adopted throughout the entire station,
long before that time we had looked wilh longing eyes
toward the cities where overhead wires were permitted.
The accidents that wc were constantly subjected to,
not only on the interior of the station, but accidents
of fire upon awnings in wet weather, and in the rear
<^»f
signs th;i* would call out the fire department, were
something alarming during this stage of testing the various
kinds of insulation.
Now wc arc successfully operating the
We
highest kind of high-tension currents underground.
used.
liut
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very seldom have a break-down, and if we do, it is at a
as Mr. Wilmerding has mentioned.
To me the
question of operating high-tension currents is a question
entirely of insulation: of thoroughly isolating the current
path from the surrounding current carrying environments;
and I think that inasmuch as we now have in the field a
number of companies who are willing to guarantee the insulation of a wire to withstand a certain voltage duiing a
certain period of time, no matter whether the wire be
placed on poles or underg ound in conduits, of course
varying the conditions and requirements of specifications of
the wire according to the location in which it is to be used;
inasmuch as those companies and individuals are thoroughly
responsible and have connected with them engineers of the
best ability; and inasmuch as they are willing to guarantee
under bonds that their wires will do the work that has been
pronounced by some, who are supposed to be authorities in
the matter, impossible of accomplishment, it seems to me
that the electrical engineer of to-day can say with confidence
that high tension currents can be successfully maintained
without danger to life and property.
joint,

Mr. Wilmerding: While we

are

upon

that subject,

I

would

1:1- e to mention a little incident that occurred curing
Saturday night, as illustrating what the insulation on a wire
may hold at times. The belt on one of our dynamos gave
out. and being .Saturday night it was very important that
we should keep that circuit running. This was about seven
o'clock in the evening.
The electrician undertook to run
that circuit and another together by throwing two Ball
20-!ight machines in with one 50 light Thomson Houston
machine. There were 87 lamps on that circuit burning
with perhaps 43 volts each.
There was never a squeak
until 12 o'clock, and it was all right the next morning.
The Chairman: Mr. Sunny gave a few reasons why
other companies did not use the Edison three-wire system.
In order to be fair I would like to state one reason which he
did not mention, and that is that the Edison three-wire
system, which has been and is so largely used in the United
States, is well covered by patents which are owned by the
Edison company
Attempts have been made to use it, and
I think, abandoned
Mr. Sunny also mentioned the comparative loss in the wires of a three-wire system and
the alternating transformer system
I grant it is true
that in the three-wire system the total loss of energy
in the wires with full load is very often figured as
At the same time, under an
high as twenty per cent.
average load that loss is much smaller.
Statistics
show, from our central stations, that the average
load is in most of the stations less than 50 per cent., so
that would reduce the loss on wires for one night to 10 per
Besides, it must be borne in mind that the continuous
cent.
cuirenc machine in its highest commercial efficiency is 91
to g2 per cent., while the alternating machine does not
give as high an efliciency, and besides there is loss in the
transformers.
This loss in the transformers, as has been

number of times, is very much greater
than at maximum loads.
So just when the
Edison three-wire system becomes more efficient, as far as
the toss in the wires is concerned, the alternating transformer
system becomes less efficient becau-^e at smaller loads the
transformer is very much lets efficient than at maximum
loads.
So there are a few things which have to be taken
into consideration in comparing the two systems
Now, the strongest point in Mr. Sunny's paper undoubtedly is that the greatest number of accidents have been the
results of poor construction; and I think that nobody will
contradict me when I say that we should do all we can toward good construction. A few years ago I know that
carpenters and blacksmiths and other mechanics of similar
character were selected by the electric light companies as
the most fit persons to in^tall electric light plants.
They
were paid from $* to $2.50 a day, and they did their work
laking this into account, that we
as well as they could,
did as much as we did in the electric line is rather to be
shown

here quite a

at small loads

wondered

at.

In this connection I may say that the Edison company
has for vears educated a large number of mechanics and
It has taught
the public generally in good construction.
the underwriters in New York what good const ruction is
in incandescent wiring, and I know companies to-day which,
when they get a job of incandescent wiring or house wiring
or to put up a little central station, want to get an Edison
foreman.
That is to say, a man who has had his training
and schooling with the Edison company- Now, we certainly

must give the Edison company and Mr. Edison

credit

what they have done in that line. And although I do
not believe that the progress of electric lighting can be
stopped, or that the alternating transformer sy-tem will be
stopped by any one man, I do believe that the Edison threewire system has a place in central station lighting; and, as I
said speaking on one of the papers read here a year or two
ago it is for the electrical engineer to determine which system
shall be used in each indiviuual case.
What may be well
and economical in one case may not be so in another.
Mr. Sunny: I want to say one word in reply to Prof.
Tiadt's statement in regard to the three wire Edison system.
I was very
careful not to say anything about the threewire Edison system
What I did say was this, that the
low pressure incandescent system was open to all the other
companies to use if they saw fit
I
know they can't use
the Edison three wire system, but they can use the lowfor

,

lension.

Mr. DEiiENiiARtiT: Mr. Sunny says we can operate hightension currents.
Mr. Wilmerding says that insu'ation is
all that is necessary.
Prof. Badt says that it is a lack of
insulation. Now, it occurs to me that we ought to establish
the same thing in this community that they have established
in thel^ast; that is an electrical exchange. It occurs tome that
witii the indisputable evidence offered by Mr Wilmerding
to prove the efficiency of high-tension currents in the city
of Chicago underground, and the indisputable fact that we
have operated high tension currents for a long lime underground, that it is clearly established that we can do it.
How are we going to do it? We have got to put insulation
on,

and that

is

Mr. Kemi'T:

what wc ought
I

am

to do.
not an electrician, but

I

am

interest-
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ed in this matter as most of you are.
I have read the article in the A'^oith Anwrican Review to which, I understand, Mr. Sunny's paper replies tonight, and I must confess that in reading it, with all the care and thought I
could give it, I was considerably alarmed.
Mr. Edison we

have known for many years as one of the most brilliant
meteors in the electrical firmament; and here we have that
paper containing certain statements made in cold blood,
the animus of which is the death of all systems except the
systems represented by the Edison patents.
Now, as one
interested in the business, but not an electiician, I want to
all

know what

the experience of actual electricians is in this
matter.
Is it, as Mr. Edison states, impossible to get insulation on high-tension circuits by which they maybe
made safe, or is it not?
Mr. Degenhardt: It occurs to me that that is very
much like the story of the man whose lawyer told him that
they couldn't put him in jail.
He was there just the same.
It is a fact that Mr. Ferranti in London is operating a'
plant which carries 10,000 volls.
What are we to understand in the face of such a fact as that? Is it not true that
Mr, Ferranti is conducting this current, and that he is performing with it the service which Mr. Edison says cannot
be done? Is it not true that Mr. Wilmerding has conducted
2.500 volts and 4 500 volts per wire, and performs services
which Mr. Edison says cannot be done?
I would like to ask Mr. Sperry whether he had any
knowledge of the electromotive force that traversed his
circuit at the time of these punctures?
Has he any knowledge of the quantity of current that was flowing over those
circuits when those overhead lines disrupted? I think on the
opening of those circuits that the electromotive force was so
increased that he has no authentic knowledge of the amount
of current flowing through them.
Nevertheless, we are
working here ii: the city of Chicago to-day with high
electromotive force, and Mr. Ferranti is doing the same

thing in London.

Mr. Si'i',RRV: The rupture of the circuit depends almost entirely upon the self-induction in the circuit.
By
that I mean whether the dynamos are shunt-wound or
whether they are series-wound.
In the case where the
winding oT the cable is in seriatim the voltage of discharge is
enormous.
It has sometimes been estimated
that the
voltage of discharge is fifty times the normal voltage of the
circuit.
In the shunt machine the voltage of discharge
rises to a certain percentage, which percentage is a function of the machine.
It varies in every machine.
That
percentage in the machine that I was operating in the station I mention, was something like 32 per cent.
It varies
between 10 and 32 per cent, in the present construction of
the machines.

Now, one word in regard lo our eminent friend who is
running 10,000 volts.
This enormous voltage is carried
under very peculiar conditions. It is carried with one conductor encased within a tube, the shell of the tube being a
making it almost impossible to
make a connection from one pole to the other.
The high
tension current in that way is carried practically without

positive conductor, thereby

danger, inasmuch as it has been tried; that is, the grounding of the exterior conductor has been tried, which is the
most dangerous thing that can happen.
When one of his
conductors was grounded, the circuit was perfectly safe, inasmuch as theotner conductor was surrounded by rhe first
and thoroughly inaccessible.
Then the high voltage is
utilized only as a conveyor of the energy from one point of
distribution to the other, and at that point, is changed by
a transformer to a point where it is far less dangerous.
remarks so far are only with regard to the propositions and
specifications of Ferranti.
He has five different branches
of his work. If it is the high potential we may rest assured
that with this encased conductor it is entirely free from

My

danger.

Mr. Si'nny: Mr. Sperry's answers regarding the puncturing of cables, have been made, I think, from the standpoint of several years ago.
In Mr. Sperry's first remarks
he old us of using some eighteen cables, all of which failed
sooner or later
all remember in early days trying to
make aic circuits work propeily underground, and we had
a fearful time of it.
It looked as if we had undertaken
something that was absolutely impossible.
If Mr. Edison
had come out at that time and said that it was an utter impossibility to work arc light circuits underground, as he
has in this instance, it might be that we would have given
it up before we had tried it, but we
kno^ from two years'
experience that it can be done.
are doing it.
cannot say that it is a permanent success, but every indication is that the time is coming here in Chicago when it will
It is costing a great deal of money.
be successful.
It is
making an arc light cost about a cent an hour more than if
we used the wires suspended on poles. But so far as the
service is concerned it is almost as reliable as with the
I do not wish to be understood as
wires strung on poles.
being a crank on underground wires for arc lighting.
I
am n t for the reason that it has cost me personally and my
associates a good deal of money.
I do think,
however,
that the attitude taken by the people in New York on this

We

We

We

underground system has been entirely wrong
They have
combated the demands of the press, of the city administration and the public for the placing of the wires underground.
The Edison' people put their feet down and said, It cannot be done and we wont do it."
It seems to me that the
better plan would have been to have tried it in good faith,
and to have made some of those wires work on the principal thoroughfares in New \'ork, and to have shown a disposition to comply with the demands of the public.
I
think if that had been done all of this trouble in New York
City about chopping down the poles and removing wires
would have been avoided, and this bad repute that has
come to the business from one end of the land to the other,
in which all branches of the electric business, telegraph,
telephone and all are involved, would have been avoided
'

entirely.

Mr. Cutter: The work of Ferranti has been tested,
His station is located at
but not with 10,000 volts
Ueptford,
three and
a half miles from the portion
of
London that he intends to light.
His tubes

November
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of

his

circuits,

aiul

a

time

slu»rt

»75

They

are a large source of cxpcnnc lo
the company, but the public are entirely free from any ponsibility of danger.
The ciosKing of wires In thin way
menuH the concentration of Hcvcral hundred horHc power of
energy In a small space "
Now he pertinently ankn the
(|uestion which he does not anHwcr: ' What wntild have
been the effect of such a crosning aH I have described had
the pressure been 2.000 instead of
volls?
AnrI what
also might be the elfed were il to occur in a conduit in
close pr'jxiinily lo iHiiuircds of telephone wiren and thouc
act idcnls

;is

these.

lights
DcptfonI
he ilistribuled
in
from ihc
t^.uoo
with
pressure of
vulls,
a
and con
linucd lliat for c|uitea lonj; while as a feeler, you rnijiht say,
The metlioil adopted l>y i-crianti is now
of his system.
simple and has [iraclicallv entered a new Held.
Me strikes
out Itoldly and tiiids land down the river tliat he can buy
cheap eiiMUj;h for the purpose, having; secured hve acres.
Then he caitics his current to the disiiihuiion cetiters in
the M^ilUitiK district with an eiioinn us ptcssiuc; as was
[nentioned, lo.ooo volts. To avoid any dandier of jjrounds
or contact to tlie circuit while standinjj; upon the urourul,
as Mr. Sperry mentioned, he used one conductor, merely
a naked copper tid)e, buried In the jiround, and the other
oniUutor in the center of this tube, the space between the
two bein;; Idled with insulatin^i matter, tnakin^ il the rule
ihrounlioul the installation that every part of the c<tnthu'tor
which is connected to the inside core is coveriil by the
i)Utside conductor auil put in such a position that it cannot
possibly belianilled while the circuit is alive.
Me has inl-'or instance,
\entcd njany novel devices for this purpose,
one mijjTil be nientionetl
The hi>;h pressure iljnamo is
covcriHi with an iron box, the lid of which is held down liy
electro nin^netism so that it cannot be opened by any pri
vate keys or anyone in authority with<nit iirst disconnecting
Thnt same pre
that metal woik from the live circuit.
caution is followed throughout the plant.
Therefore we
may expect in the near future valuable lessons from
particular
installation.
It
a
work
this
Is
in
the
direction.
distribute
right
need
to
our
energy by these high pressures, and the nuestion for
us to tiny is not that we cannot do it. but how can we do
it ?
As American engineers it is more to our crcilit to look
the matter sijuarely in the face and consider all possible
means of accomplishing this all desired object; Mow can
we distribute these high pressures safely? If ihey are run
as they are in New N'ork, there is danger.
We admit it.
wish to know how to eliminate the danger.
With the
amount of work clone in this country with liigh pressures
todav the daTigcr is relatively very small. I mean, relThinking on
ativtly as compared with other industries.
this line 1 secured a report of the deaths by accident in
t'lncago last year, iSSS, merely for the purpose of comfounil some peculiar information.
We will
parison, and
pass over llie suicides, of which there were iSS. e.\cepl to
mention tliat four of ihem were ct.used by turning on the
gai.
There were 273 people killed in Cook county by the
And yet no effort is made to stop the
railroads last year.
railroads.
C>ut of these, 65 only were employes, 2,^ were
killed by jumping on niovii g trains, and ib of them jumping off; 105 were run down while walking on the railroad
track, and 61 were struck at street crossings.
And still
.Still we go to
our railroads cross our streets on a level
Van lUiren strett and take the train home, and we find a
train coming north simply plowing its way through a
living mass of
citizens
n ght after night, when
it
almost makes one's blood run cold, and no effort
is made to prevent that by law.
l"here were also reported
forty four persons run over by wagons in the streets.
wont talk of stopping the wagons. And as the paper that
I found this report in aptly put it, hftem persons sii
persisted in absent-niiniledly blowing out the gas.
iCighteen
persons were killed by elevators; twenty eight fell down
stairs; eighteen fell from scaffolds, and one was killeil by
llnforlunately I happened to know
an electric shock.
that that one was killed under circumstances not open to
This, gentleme'", brings us to the fact that in
the public.
spite of the deaths that have happened, the present condition of high pressure service in electrical work is relatively
safe as compared with other industries in our crowdeu
centers, and it does not beho<5ve us to cry for law* to prevent their use.
It simply behooves us to study the question
candidly, to see where the danger lies, and to reduce it as
much as possible.
Now, while mentioning these points, of course the c|uestion under discussion is that of the danger of high tension
currents, not of the relative merits of the three wire system
and the alternating system on a commercial basis; still the
article we are discussing was evidently A-ritten in support
of one particular system in which the writer of the article

how many people do they benetii? I low many people
get the direct results of the presence of those arc lights in
the city, and are subject to any possible dangers that may
come from them? i-or instance, suppose thtre is an arc
light on the corner of Dearborn and Madison streets.
It
is only one light, but how many people does it
ser^'t?
It
serves the number of people that pass that corner ever\night in tte year, and if there is a danger lurking in that
arc light every man who passes the corner would be subject lo it, as every roan who rides in a railroad coach is
subject to any injury that may come to tim from beirg in

was

that position.

ajjo

slation

I

;

We

We

1

!

We

I

financially interested.

But

I

want

to

mention Prof.

m

Badt's allusion to the fact that while the three-wire svstt
is
working to its best advantage.' the alternating transformer
system is working to its greatest diiadvantage; in so far
that if their system is installed with 20 per cent, loss, their
average load being but 50 per cent, of the maximum, thtir
average loss would be one half of that, or 10 percent
whilewith the transformer the reverse is the case, and we
start with 5 per cent, loss and then w ith half a load we doub'e
our loss; therefore when we have the maximum load we are
working with very high eMiciency because of the small loss
on our wires, and builil up that loss or reduced elttciency to
perhaps something ntar to what the threewire system
would claim
I
merely mention that as one view of the
relative merits of the two.
T want to call attention to the fact that the
Xorih Anu-r/'cti/i /\<-7i^xi> has on its cover in red letters at the top, "The
Dangers of Electric Lighting, by Thomas I'Mison."
This
strikes one rather forcibi)-. and furnishes us with some excuse for any undue enthusiasm we may display in answerIt is evidently an advertiseing the article in question.
ment, but comes from too forcible a quarter to be passed
over lightly.
Mr. Edison speaks of the danger of putting
high tension wires in conduits with other wires that would
be harmless unless in contact with these high tension or
other circuits.
He says, "Several incidents are on
record.
One I have particularly in mind, showing the possibility of serious accident from
the crossing of wires.
Near the corner of William and Wall streets. New York,
the underground conductors of the Edison Illuminating
company became crossed, and the current that was passing
through them at the pressure of only no volts, melted not
only the wires, but several feet of iron tubing in which
they were encased, and reduced the paving stones within
a radius of three or four feet to a molten mass. This system is so arranged that consumers are not affected by such
,

and

(Hjpiilarity of

Molutcly hafc.

The rcwluiion wa« di«cu»«c<l a( iKimc length, and wa«
adontc I bv a vo!c o' yi (o 1 5, About 40 \nem\tct%
present refrained from vcllnic
(inally

V, <;.

of other electric light systems?"

This conies from one of the most celebrnlcd cleclrielanK
in lire world, and he has seh-clcd an aceiccnt 'hat can only
happen wiih the particular system that he reprcttcnls.
Mhtr s) stems, by high pressure, will nt t melt the tubing
,ind will not melt the streets. Wecan lakealmost any other
dynamo in use and wecan see at once {ust what the effect of
that short circuit would be. If il happened to be the Thomson louston arc lighting machine the man in charge
woukl see that he had not a full load on. There would be
no sustaining; that arc at the point of short circuit.
All
the lamps beyond the short circuit woiihl drtip and the
resistance around it would be another jhunl, leaving the
1

arc

at that point.

were an alternating

It

is

like a shot out of a

the

alternating current

II

V.l.VK.VVAt

rui.SlllKM

I*".

cur-

just

hKA(

After th(Mlis(:ii«Kion Mr, Sunny prcftcntcd a
report of the board of rnana^^cfK of the cluk
A
nrdicc had heen sent lo nicrnbcrs he naid, annoimcinjf that prchniinary htcph would be taken
at the meeting for the election of a
president
to succeeds. A. Marlon.
It had
been found,
hr»wever, that the constitution gave to the board
the auih(jrily to fill vacancieH for unexpired
terms.
Me therefore announced that the lioard
had elected lolhe presidency lo fill the unexpired
term,
(I, Heach, jjeneral superintendent r*f the
(Central L'nion Telephone ronipany. Mr. Ileach.
he said, was in every way competent lo fill the
position.
lie was a representative electrical
man and had worked earnestly in the intereftt»
of the club.
Mr. Ileach's name was received
with enthusiasm and he was ;(reeted with applause when he arose to respond to Mr. Sunny'.s
address.
Me recognized the fact that he was
the recipient of a hijjh honor, and pledj^ed himself to work earnestly for the organization.
Mr. Sunny reported further that I'rof. K. It.

(

Uncc olT the
also true of other systems.
If it
rent machine the ellfect would be
cannon. Anybody familiar with
knows the (.fleet of that.
[ merely mention
these points
strikes nje as simply absuril when

urrvac furnikttcd by tht« cla*k of

currcntH arc in (hemwlvrs j contradiction of Mr Kdiv^nS
eoncluHJon*. anil furlhcr t^ it
AVi/./?'/./, That wiihproficr construction and cxercltc
of
rca<ionable intclli|{crtcc, rtic hij(h pf«-««urc < urrenl* Arc ab-

Mo

entire electromotive

the

as an electrician; and it
we considtr il as written
purely and simply upon the basis of commercial benelit to
the company that he represents.
We, as American engi
necrs, are not going to stand still and let them agitate in
the direction purely of a commercial basis for the passage
of laws that arc going to restrict our use of tleclricity 10
one particular channel, and cut out its use in the other
channel which is growing so rapidly as lo scare them, and
they tlo not know what lo do.
We are not going to stand
still and allow such laws u* be jjassed, ant.1 we do not like
an agitation that is based purely and simply upon a man's
pockelbook.
If we can consider these things on their
merits and find out what the truth is, and discover some
remedy, all Ame ican engineers stand ready to study the
question from tlial standptjint
but when il is studied
purely and simply from the standpoint of the pocketbook
of the individual who is interested, it ceases to be a ques-

IJadt had been elected first vice-president; Alexander Kempt second vice-president; I) V. Perry
third vice-president, and W. H. McKinlrjck
fourth vice-president.
T'he committee on revision of the constitution presented a report which
was adopter!.

;

tion of science.

TiiK Ciiaikm.vn:
Culler with interest.

I

have listened lo the remarks of Mr.

New York

He

took up the magszincand showed
us the name of Thomas Edison on the outside with a mention of his article.
The other day I got a little pamphlet,
and it contained in large red letters ti.e name ot " ( Icorge
Cutter, electrical engineer."
It seems that we all want to
advertise ourselves.
Mit. SiNNv: Mr. Chairman, I think the statistics given
by Mr. Cutler as lo fatalities in Chicago during the year of
i58S, need just a little additional mention to make ihtni
complete.
The man who is a pessimist, if we menlii n the
high-pressure current';, who wants to show that ihere are
dangers, notwithstanding that the statistics show that there
are not, would say. if you (|uote the number of dea'hs that
have happened by railroads and by falling down stairs,
that there are
miUlons carried every month by the
railroads.
Now. there are in Chic.igo only about three
or four thousand arc lights and perhaps ten or eleven
thousand incandescent lights, and there is no comparison
between the two.
I
think, however, that that is a false
basis to argue from, 'or the reason that while there are
only three or four thousand arc lights, we m'ghi ask

Mk. DEGENiiAKnT:
we should compare

agree with Mr. Sunny 's remarks
number of people employed by
number of people employed by railroads.
We know by the statistics offered
here that there were a certain number of people killed by
streetcars.
They were killed as effectually as the steam
that

electric light

I

the

tompanies with the

cars kill their proportion, and it strikes me that inasmuch
as both systems are atTecled with dangers lurking in them
they both remind us of the buzz saws that we hear of, and

we do

not want to monkey with them; any more than we
would walk up and put our heads on the rail under a street
car or steam car.
I believe that those
familiar with the
fact will concede that there is a wonderfully small proportion of people killed by electric light currents as compared
with any other industry or manufacture in the United States
involving the same number of people: that is suppose there

were io,oco people employed by electric light companies,
in many other cases there would be probably only half that
number employed in the manufacture of machinen.'. for in
stance and still the proportion of deaths in that case exceed by 500 to 400 percent, the number of deaths occasioned by electric lighting.
In the cases of railroads, we
should consider the number of people employed on railroads, the number of people subjected even.' day to the
death-dealing influence of the railroads and the staircase
if you please
and then compare the result with the number of people employed in handling that supposed death

—

—

dealing current.
The following resolutions proposed by Mr. Sonny were
presented:
Kcscize.i. That it is the sense of the Chicago Electric
Club, that the objections to. and the general condemnation
of the high pressure systems of lighting set forth by Mr.
Edison in an anicle in the November number of the Xcith
AnKru-an Hcficxc, are not sustained, and that the growth

Electrical Society.

meeting of the New \i>tV Klcctrical socieiy
was held in the chemical lecture room of the .School of
Mines. Columbia College, en the 13th inst.
The !-ubject
of the evening \»as, *" Mow to Test Electric Motors,"
which was ably handled by Francis IJ. Crocker, the president of the society, who conducts the course of electrical
engineering at Columbia College.
Mr. Crocker's lecture
was purely extemporaneous. He stated in alluding, by
way of introduction, to the admirable scries of papers
which the society has provided for the i88(;-90 season,
that it was intended to have a number of ihem in the form
of "tdUs," which admitird of more addilions :nd amplitications of the subject that might suggest ihemscbcs in the
course of delivery, than a set paper, and which, moreover.
could be given in many casts «hcrc the lime for the

The

|

123d

preparation of a more studied and elaborate lecture couM
not be spared.
After describing the electrical motor generally the lecturer mentioned the special poinrs of its construction to be
considered.
Of these, the first was the general shape, and
the impoilance of keeping the center of gravity of the machine as low as possible.
An exception lo this might be
afforded by the small fan motor, the shaft of which might
possibly be raided on account of swinging the fan, but as
soon as that size was departed from, ihe fact ceased to be
of any importance.
The next point considered wasihe
strength of the parts of the motor.
\'arious improvements
were shown on the motor as originally constructed, and
the leciuier stated that the motor would have been much
mere effective in its earlier stages if il bad l>een designed
by mechanical engineers.
It is one of the deplorable (ads
in electiical engineering that for many years it was in the
hands of men who were not competent electrical enginters.
men who could handle burglar alarms, bcl's. etc. but who
knew tut little of the principles mvolvcd in the construciion
That time, however, is rapidly
of the electric motor.
passing away, ard the motor is now in the hands of men
who study with the greatest care the mechanical requirements of its construction. It has certain Inherent advantages over other machines, for insiacce. the rocking moticm.
which has been a source of considerable tn^ubie in the
steam engine and which inventors have so often tried (o
overcome, the electric motor is entirety free from, as it has
a purely rotary action, and one which produces the mtoimum strain on the bearings on the machine, and on the
Mr. Crocker was of the opinion
general runn'ng of it.
that the electric motor pro'^tem is not by any rreacs a difticult one. ard that there is reason lo believe if it is not al.\mong the faujs into
ready worked out, it soon wdl he.
whirh manufacturers had fa'Ien were making the shaft too
Lightsmall, and ihe over production of light machines.
weight electrical engineering bad been the curse of the
The value
profession and is stili a sort of hindrance to it.
of many forms of motors cculd be appreciably icoeafed
by the machines being made heavier. The ccsi nruld be
greater, but the buyer wouM get more than value for the
The linish of the macr;rv :> .i'^- .ic
increased expense.
It might be taken as a sa''
important point.
machine is well nnished outside it is weK "
:.
_
.le
and that its general merit is eJtaclJy in pre ^
amoani of finish it exhibits.
Mr. Crocker, while admitting that the WTicatstone bridge
was a highly scientific instrument, and one that was of
great ser\-ice in the laboraicr)-. considered that it could well
be dispensed with for resistance test work with eiectric
motors, where a simpler and more enective mcde ccuU be
This was to obtain the rcsisunce of the 6eld and
used.
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armature circuits, and also the insulating resistance of the
motor, which was very quickly done. The fall of potential
at the terminals of the various circuits was obtained by
means of a voltmeter; and by the employment of Ohm's
formula, the lecturer worked out the resistance in less time
than it takes to place the Wheatstone bridge in position for
work.
In speaking- of " heating," the lecturer showed
that the lirst point for consideration was the temperature
of the armature coils; after which came the temperature of
the armature core, and the temperature of the pole pieces.
These were purely matters of economy, the neglect of
which would entail a considerable loss of electricity. The
efliciency tests of
motors were next dwelt on, and tlie
A
various methods of making them were explained.
Crocker iS: Wheeler motor was used for purposes of illustration, a small
brake being attached, the lever arm being
It was shown that
suspended from the spring balance.
given the speed of the motor, the length of the motor
arm, and the weight at the end of it, the power of the machine could readily be calculated, and the efficiency could
be ascertained by noting the ratio between the electrical
energy supplied and the mechanical power as developed at
the brake, from measurements of the current and the voltage.
Dr. John Hopkinson's method of testing motors
was a!so illustrated. For this illustration a one and onehalf-horse power Sprague motor belted to a model Edison
dynamo was used. By measuring the electrical energy put
into the motor, and that given out by the dynamo, the ratio
of conversion from electrical to mechanical energy was obtained, and the efficiency of one of the machines being

known, the

The

efficiency of the other

lecture

was

full

CORRESPONDENCE.

of suggestions of great practical

New York
New

York, Nov.

16.

Few,

Notes.

— Since the discontinuance of

the

on Madison and Fourth avenues on account of
the injunction obtained by the Electrical Accumulator
compmy ajainst the Julien Electric Traction company, it
would seem that the interest in electric street railways in
this city had suffered considerably.
The thoroughfare of
all others in this city which would b^ most
benefited by an
electric motor system by storage batteries is Broadway,
and it seems as if business insight would suggest its adoption on Broadway instead of the proposed cable system
electric cars

with

many

its

nuisances.

along altogether too slo.v to keep pace

One

of the West.

with the

of the World's Fair, and

among

men

electrical

great exposition.

upon

selfish

Chicago

that

More

in

Chicago the beneplace

the

is

for the

an opinion based somewhat
not an electrical industry
gain more ground by having the exhibi-

It is likely

motives as there

is

New

York.

trouble was reported at the

Lamp Works

Edison

growing out of a reduction
employed.
The strike, for such

electricity

than Boston.

in the

The Central Electric company of Chicago, has been reorganized, the capital stock increased, and other important
changes made. The success which has attended the efforts
of the projectors of this company is indeed remarkable.
Less than three years ago the company was organized by
W. H. McKinlock, who was then secretary of the Detroit
Electrical company, and tha new enterprise has since been
under the personal management of himself and his brother,
George A. Mclvinlock. The success of the enterprise may
justly be attributed to the energy and ability of these young
men. They have, within three years, established a house
that is known not only in the West but throughout the
country, and has an e.Kcellent standing in commercial circles.
Heretofore the company has given its entire attention to the general electrical supply business.'
A full line
of electrical apparatus has been carried, and every department of the business is represented. Under the new management, however, another department will be established,
which will embrace consulting, construction of plants, and
testjng of instruments.
Owing to the rapid increase of the business of the company it was decided to secure a new building, and on January 1st the company will take possession of a block on
Franklin street, between Washington and Madison streets.
The offices will be on the ground floor, 1 16 and 1 18 Franklin.
The Siilesrooms will occupy i6,ooo squar3 feet over
double that of the present location.
The capital stock has been increased to ^250,000, and is
controlled by W. H. RIcKinlock, G. A. McKinlock, F. W.
Gushing and C. E. Brown. The officers of the company,
at present, are:
President, W. H. McKinlock; treasurer,
G. A. McKinlock; secretary, F. W. Gushing.
Mr. Gushing, the new member of the company, is wellknown in electrical circles, especially in the West. He has
had wide experience in all departments of electrical science,
and has a practical knowledge of construction work. He
was superintendent of the Underground Conduit company,
and supervised the burying of electrical conductors to Chicago.
He was instrumental in organizing the Chicago
Arc Light
Power compiny, and was superintendent of
that company for a long time. Later he has been associated
with Prof. Elisha Gray, at Highland Park, and the Western Electric company, Chicago.
He will give his personal
attention to the new department, which will be established,
furnish estimates, and act generally as consulting engin-

—

&

eer.

The new

company on Franklin street will
The building will be wired for
throughout, and an elevator operated by an
electric motor will be put in.
In addition to its Chicago
headquarters the company has an extensive factory at
Colunr-bia City, Ind., in which it turns out annually over
2,500,000 pins and brackets for telegraph and telephone
work.
be

fitted

quarters of the

up immediately.

electric lights

it is,

wages

of the girls

inconvenience the company as the demand

will greatly

for lamps far exceeds the capacity of the

A

New York

In an article in the London Elecirician Albion T. Snell
"Broadly viewed, the Continental dynamos and
motors are of sound design.
Theoretical principles are

properly appreciated, and the n"echanical construction
shows engineering of the highest order, though not always
in accordance with our notions.
In most cases, too, a
sense of the beauiy of proportions is evident, many of the
designs being even elegant.
Metal is u-^ed in the right
place, as a rule; and wiih few exceptions, the windingand
other details arc well carried out.
To this gfeneral criticism
some exceptions may be made, and very big ones too; but
on the whole, the dynamos compare vi ry favoral^ly with
those in the English and American markets.
In K.igland,
with the exception of the Brush and Gulcher companies,
and Messrs. Elwell-Parker in their larger dynamos, the
two pole type seems to be most favored, I think, however, not always wisely.
There seems to be a certain maximum width of pole which gives the best results for a given
weight of material.
Without entering into a theoietical
discussion, I believe that practice has shown this to be the
case.
Indeed, my own experience points in this direction,
and a careful comparison of weight efficiencies of a few
large machines wilt justify the statement,"

A

Electrical society.

at

its best.

week by the

this

paper was

read by Mr.

Crocker and the discussion following was unusually inter-

The

esting.
is

announced

society has just issued a
that papers

circular in which it
and lectures 01 the following sub-

jects will be presented:

and a

Exhibitions,

"Electrical

Description of Recent Electrical Developments

in

Europe;"

"How

of

Electric

to

do— New

Motors;"

Test Electric

"A

Railroads;"

Talk on Cables;

"Progress

"The

'

Electrical Torpe-

"Storage

Defence;"

York's Sole

Batteries;"

"The Incndescent Lamp;" "The Telegraph;" "The
Telephone;" "The Alternating Current;" "The Galvanometer and Its Uses;" "Electricity in War;" "Phantom
Wires;'' "How to Run an Electric Light Station;" "Trans"Power Transmission;" "Laboratory Manipula"The Social Side of the E'ectric Street Railway;"

formers;"
tions;"

"The Solution of Everyday Electrical Problems," and
"The Pjogress of the Year."
The gas miins in this city continue to leak and occasionthey cause a

ally,

little

but

now

An

excitement.

in front of Niblo's formerly

ornamental lamp

used for a cluster of gas

lights,

holding an arc lamp attracted considerable atten-

Gas from the leaks down bslow cam-^ up it and escaping at the top was fired by the arc light.
This was reThe first and most violent explosion
peated several times.
tion.

W. H.

loosened a panel in the foo: of the post.

T.

knowledge

B

)STON, Mass., Nov.

to a

— On

15.

of the Boston

most enjoyable dinner,

One

electricians,

under Prof. C. R. Cross, of the Massachusetts
Geo. W. Mansfield and others;

course comprises 15

lessons for practical

Institute of Technology,

another

a course of

is

'Theoretical

12

by Prof. Cross, on the

lectures,

More Important

Principles Uadirlying the

Applications

and a

Electricity;"

of.

10 laboratory exercises in the

course comprises

third

E'ementary Theory of ElecMeasurements," by Prof. Holman, of the MassachuInstitute of Technology.
All of these lectures are

trical

given

'

evening and are free to

in the

Hartford, Conn.,

is

applicants.

all

agitating the question of municipal

and the appointment of the superalarm telegraphs is suggested as the prop-

control of electric wires

intendent ot

fire

person to exercise the duties of inspector.

er

Elmwood, R.

Several cars recently were equipped at

with storage

cells of the Julien

railway there.

New York

Judge
have been received to

them back

were found among the guests

Tuesday evening

last,

club sat

down

Boston Tavern, there

Mayor Hart,

Fire

Commis

Murphy, Tobin and Flanders, Police Telegraph Electrician Chase and W. E. Decrow, of the GameAfter the dinner
well Fire Alarm Telegraph company.
the discuEsion was up )n the " Municipal Regulation and
Control of Electric Wires and Wiring."
under discussion, brought
laughter

when he

a deep interest in

a

out
thit

declared

burst

The

of applause

exercised

control

board of

and

'the city

just

may

where you

opinion on the subject seemed to

general

be that municipal
constituted

and put you

nose

the subject

he was there for the pur-

pose of posting himself electriciUy so that
belong."

through a properly

competent men, vvould

thoroughly

result beneficially to all parties concerned.

This was the
is

st

fi

pany and the

The

Accumulator company.

Electrical

Lowell, Mass., aldermen have not yet

decided the

important case of the single trolley electric

railway which

was mentioned in
mayor and board

and

the last Boston

Yesterday the

letter.

of aldermen, the city clerk

members

of the club

and

understanding

the city

officials

on

it

between

most

this

timely subject,

West End
at five

electric cars are

minute

intervals,

mont House. As

running regularly

number of horse

a large

this

week,

Grove Hall and the Tre

between

cars are running

over the same route in the business streets, the speed of the
electrics is limited to that of
trip of six miles is

made

in

The Boston & Revere
5

horse cars.
fifty

The round

minutes.

has an equipment of
and a force 'of 15 emDuring the year ended September 30 it carried

motorcars, and

ployes.

the

about

7

i*''i.570 pas'^engers,

tow

with

electric road
cars,

a

car

though beginning the year with a

mes-

city

senger started for Cleveland and Cincinnati to inspect the

methods of

make

electric

a study of

propuUion

its effects

in use

upon

those

in

Telegraph

cities,

and

the telephone service. This

New England

response to an invitation from the

trip is in

Telephone company.
The Van Choate electric system, whic'i has been developed in Boston and has been put to a practical test in lightiS;

ing the laige

five story

on Tremont

street, will

double store of Houghton

probably locate

&

Dutton

manufacturing

its

establishment at Bro::kton,

twenty miles from Boston, if
Brockton capitalists can be iniuced to subscribe liberally

A scientific

to the enterprise.

paratus was recently

made by

shown marked

Van Cboate apHolman at the Massa^

test of the

Prof.

Technology,

chusetts Institute of

which

said

is

have

to

efficiency.

In the United

Circuit Court here

States

this

morning,

Judge Colt presiding, arguments were heard on a motion
of the Bill Telephone company, in tie suit of the United
Stites against the Bell company, for an order to restrict
testimony to

the taking of

Judge Colt

from that practice
supposed

the question

fraud solely.

of

arguments said he was there
according to the uniform practice and

after hearing the

to administer justice

he could not

know what

to

Counsel were

deviate.

case was, and did

the issue in the

not need any instruction as to the question.

There was no

to grant the order of restriction.

Kansas

mileage of 21,408.
deficit of $2,645,

it

Al-

hasa

City,

Mo.

Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 16.— The
Telephone company the
the

manner of charging

The

stations.

and

for

rate to be

of

first

for

Missouri

is

each

25

cetts

additional

established will be

made
tions

to

An

Sedalia.

additional

By

This

this city as

circuit

use by Kansas City subscribers

in

the ist of

Seda'ia.

Topeka, of copper metallic wire.

most

minutes.

five

be a great advantage to the merchants of

well as those of

toll

its

regulated by the

January communication may be had with
will

changmg

for five minutes,

communication and the time.

distance of

& Kansas

the year intend

communications with

now

rate

same

the

The new

The

is

being

toll

sta-

are Topeka,

The station at WarrensSt. Joseph and Leavenworth.
burg is the most eastern point now reached by the lines of
the

company.

fifty

paying

toll

This company
stations

now has

in active

operation

which are reached by 1,600 miles

of
city
exchange
wires.
was
completed, after months of
work, between Hutchinson and Wichita.
This takes
in Wellington, Winfield,
Newton and Arkansas City.
This company now has 2,539 telephones in this city alone
and has in its employ over 400 persons.
The stockholders of the Northeast Street Railway company held a meeting last week. The capital stock of the
company which has been $250,000 was increased $10,000.
The company's lines will be completed by January i, and
will b; three and one-half miles in length.
The Independence avenue horse car line, which was
purchased of the Metropolitan street railway company some
time ago will be converted into an electric motor line with-

wires

of

club dinner of the season, and has,

hoped, brought about a better

the

York, to

await the outcome of the litigation between the Julien com-

precedent for the granting of such an order as that asked,

siners Fitch,

Mayor Hart, who evinced

in

remove the

New

to

I.,

a street

Lacombe

Since the decision of

City, orders

from the cars and ship

cells

type to operate on

O. H. M.

Electric

the

at

been

instituted.

and he refused

when the members

of

week three

past

the

Boston, Mass.

take you fellows by the

writes:

works

meeting of unusual interest was held

During

courses of winter lectures, of a popular nature, have

at Harrison, N.. J., this week,

Company.

affording better opportuni-

acquirement of an elementary

see,ms to be a general opinion

it

Chicago rather than at

tion at

men

of the most prominent electrical

this city expressed his approval of giving
fit

great city

any, large cities are

if

Its capi-

$30,000.

is

ties for the

setts

Although the guarantee fund for the World's Fair has
passed the .^3, 000, 000 point, yet New York se'ems to poke

value.

Central Electric

stock

1889

23,

surplus, after twelve months' operation, of $512.
tal

but that will likely

was ascertained.

November

Last wetk

in a

independent

a

line

few weeks.

The Blue Avenue

electric

railway muddle

wa& again

up-

.

November
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Indcpendtncc

before the county court at
court
ley

refused to ^ranl a franchise

liatl

company had

week the railway pcopk- asked the court
order to allow

clilse in

llicm

to

nueadami/e

up

streets.

the ifrs.ooo
1

grant

lo

do

hy

the court to
until next

week.
purpose of carryinii on a ^;cneial
lias lilcd articles

capital stock

manufacluie

The

was both
It is

company

Tlie

alarm service made undei

upper and lower houses

will

and

intereslinjj

the iliree-

\V,

Kimb

II.

<

The

hiratjo

The

\*i

J

ilN

11

be annlhcr controversy

quite likely that there will

from

the

ihe South side, the proposed

olliciah of Jelfersonville. Ky,. have decided to have
and arc now cn^affcd
l-'orty live
arc li^htK wilt l>c
1 imps.

A

in diHtrltnilin^ thi'
nscil.

An exilnngf Hjiys; "A large |M;r
now being built in the IndianapotiK,
go

points

to

where

electric

rcnl
Ind.,

north on Seventh street to the boulevard, and
ly

the Mardis Thayer

on the South side a short lime

chise

from the western

injj

up with a

petition

c|uile recent-

company, which was grantcil a fran

franchise

a

for

a line exlenil

aj^o for

Kaw

the

to

limits

city

has turned

light

The South llend, liid.. Electric Lijjht Work*' addilion
nearly leady for reception of the new boilcrH.
The new
200 horse p<iwer (f>nden'*ing engine will be uncd with the

old engine.

The Eairhaven

Electric Light, Power \
at Seattle, Wanh.

has been inrorporaleil

The company

will

make

;

Motor company
capital Muck,

a speclalityof

mining

The Kock l-'alls, 111., I-'dertric company has Iwen incorporated for lighting, pf)wer. and he.tling; capital slock,
^21;, 000; incorporators, A. C. Stanley. J. M. Itickford.anil
1!. E.
Kadel.

A

generally

it is

understood thai both comp:»nies mean business,

be

will

it

a hard matter for the council to distinguish between the two

There ap-

companies unless both franchises are granted.

pears to be so.ne opposition to the construction of a double
track line

on Seventh

probable that the

some

A

street north of

Tower

route will

the

viaduct,

and

it

is

have to be changed to

branch of the United States

local

tary Telegraphers' corps,

was held

last

week

light

were appointed

conven

Committees
proper meeting place and to arnext

to select a

September.

range for hotel accommojalions for the visiiing members of

U

the corps.

is

thought that the Midland parlors or the

Coates house will be selected as the place for holding the
convention, and giving the banquet, which

to

is

be given

on the evening of the first day of the convention. Both the
Military Corps and the Old Time Telegraphers' assocla.
lion will participate in ihe convention.

THE ELECTRIC
Lindsay, Ont.,

An

is

company has sold lo the Central New \'ork Electric Light
company of Lansingburgh. N. V., a i,o<x) light plant.

P.

St. Louis,

between

The Hawkeyc

I' rank-

tric lights at

This

show windows as

and housing

franchise lo erect electric light station, poles, wires, etc.,
for both arc and incandescent lighting, in houses and on
The Thomson- Houston system will be used if
the streets,
the franchise is granted.
Electric

company

Tacoma Light

Taccma .Wash., and

is

it

iS;

sold

a

750

Denver.

light

Water company,

The new

Hays

at

City,

Work on

the

is

by

electric-

new

in operation

Eaton

lighting at

plant of the Jenney Electric Light com-

at Peoria, 111., is

progressing rapidly.

C, had

a jollification last week over the sue
cessful installation of the plant for street lighting.

Sumter,

S.

It is said

the

Hip Tuck Jen company

house company .^27,000

in

if

the Wesling-

paid

2o gold pieces,

for

its

electric

plant.

The

cided to extend
Lincoln.

The

formation

Railway
nounced.

The

its

company

of Lincoln,

has desystem of incandescent lighting to East

Electric Light

of

the

Neb.,

Jackson County Electric Light
at Seattle. Wash., is an-

& Power company

Electric

Improvement company of San Jose,

Cal.,

has introduced incinitescent lighting in connection with
arc system.

its

A 1,000 light alternating dynamo of the Slattery system.
has been added to the nioomington Electric Light company's
station, at Bloomington. 111.
The

street lighting plant of

Aurora, HI.,

is

now

taxed to

capacity, and it is hoped that an additional dynawill be installed before the end of the year.

its fullest

mo

Peninsula Electric Light & Power company of
Houghton. Mich., will increase the capacity of its plant
Five large dynamos are already in operation.
immediately.

The

Owing to an increase in business, the electric light works
Los Angeles. Cal.. have been compelled to put in a second engine. The increase is not conlined to the city lightat

ing.

The Chicago Edison company installed an addition lo
pUnl of Hibbard. Spencer ^: Bartlett.
Chicago.
A 120 light machine was installed and the building wired for that number of additional lights, making the
A similar addition was
capacity of the plant 620 lamps.
the incandescent

says the Electric

legislative council

have

A

Minn., correspondent wriies: 'The electric
had its first trial with snow yesterday mornbeing covered. Many cxprcMed (cars that
they could not run with snow on the rail, but tley moved
Stillwater,

ing, the tracks
off just

street

bonnet,

street car line

efficiency.

for

it*

The Cily Electric Railway company has been organiied
III., to construct and operate an cicctiicrail
way; capital stock, 1^125,000; incorporators. L. B. Mcirl*
field. I.. E. Enyan. W. N. Siend.

stockholders' meeting of the Citizens' Electric Ijight
company, of Wichita. Kan was held last week. J. < >.
Davis was elected president; Chas. E Dustin, vice president; Edward T. Jackson, treasurer; J.W. (^'Neil. secretary.
Mr. O'Neil will have charge of the business in Wichita. It is
proposed to increase the capacity of the plant, as well as lis

Til.

of lamps
Rapids has been increased.

pany

lighted

incandescent electric light plant

The number

has the "Mclropolilan bee" in

Railway company
agreed upon a contract and
electricity as a motor power in Memphis will supersede
mules before six months have passed.

and

.

at Springtieid.

ilo\.,

at f)ttawa,

plant is being put in
its streets

franchise.

cars.

A Memphis paper

proposed to extend that plant

A

Kansas.

Urbana. O., hopes to have
ity by Christmas.

a

and docs not want any overhead wircN.
It
accordingly
does not want the electric railway company to put up overhead wires.

shortly to a capacity of 3,otK) lights.
A company in I-!agle
Pass, Texas, has ordered of the Westinghouse Electric
company a 750 light Westinghouse alternating current
plant.

LIGHT.

it

S dcm. Ore., will have an electric road in operation in fire
months. Contracts have been awarded, and the -Spragac
system will be intrrKluced.

At a recent meeting of the Salt Lake City council. A. I).
Shroeder and W. 1). Stiriing asked for a twenty-five years'

The Westinghouse

HcsMoines,

of

Albina, Ore., Electric Railway company is constructing a car shop 50x100 feet lo ie used for repairing

streets named.
well as sidewalks.

alternaling plant to the

company

The

between the

short intervals

will light the

Electric I'owcr

has petitioned the city council to grant

la.,

considering the project of il
laminating bo:h sides of that thoroughfare by placing eleclin

*a]c*man

am

lUoomington, III., will cxlenrl its electric railway line lo
Houghton Lake, a pleasant summer resort near Ihai place.

lighted by electricity.

light

electric

Electric

men on Broadway,
avenue and Elm street, are

retort

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

Manufacturing company of Eau
Three Rivers, Mich., i 750
plant complete, incluiHng boilers and engines.
The

The National

Claire. Wis., recently sokl in

Business
Mili-

for the pur-

pose of completing arrangements for the National
tion to be held in this city

/'io/urr /'trss building at St. Paul was openol
The structure is illuminate<i

by electric lights
The plant consists of four (')00 light
Mather dynamos. Two Williams' engines of iio-horsc
power each are used for operating the dynamos.

extent.

mealing of the

company of
new power

house, 140x120. at the foot of Jones street, near the river.
Ten engines will be put in with an aggregate capacity of
2,400 horse power.

The new

Allhedionor

illuminaiion.

light

i* quoted
by a St. Jxiui* najicr a*
frequently a*ked by people throughout the
country whether bunincM i* not dull in my line— the manu*
faclureof retort* for loal ga* work*.
When I a<kk why It
*houtd Iw, Ihcy reply: 'I he general inlrodudion of electricWhen 1 tell ihcm that since ihc gcneial intrfi^Juction
ily.
of electricity for illuminating purpose* in ihc ciiie* ihc consumption of ga* ha* doubted, trebled and quadrupled. In
many insianccs, they arc incredulous. The fan 1*, how
ever, that gas companies thrive by the electrical opiitnninn.
f)nc storekeeper inlroduces eleclriciiv.
Hi* neighbor i*
forced lo double Ihc nnml>erof his gas-fjurner* in order not
to be left in the dark. This he can do at less expense than
he can put in electricity.
Ah gait cheapens its use as furl
will
increase.
Kerosene suffers in this fight, alone.
Holders of gas slock do not seem lo be alarmed by the opposition of electricity, if recent prices obuined for il in lhi»
city are indications,"

I'"

1

ga*

follow*: "I

The l'"declric Light company of Raton, N. M., ha.s liccn
by Russell Marry, Harry Wigham,
red
Bruggeman, leo, W. t'ook, Martin A. McMartin. Sam'l
,T. Rush and Chas. H. I'ox.
The capital stock is l^io fj<x>.
The Thomson-Houston l-'.lectric Light
Omaha, has commenced driving piles for

clrctrie

given no heal or nmokc to annoy people, and it not itUrwn
out by u drafl of wind.
In the judgment of an old decorative arliHi electric illumination will
ohorlly vupplani the
ordinary f'hincnc lantern for nighi decoration* of houMK
and lighting ganlemi and park*. There arc ihmj«nd« of
pfcliy cffci In ihat lan Ik had in decoratini; hou»c front* tn
thin manner, and the diflicully of running a light wire i«
very small."

is

$io.j.o(K).

nf

honor of Commodore Walker al the Shrifehani •
time ago. clcctfic wircii were run a)>oui (he tafolc«
illuminating liny varicr>k>rcd glot>c» diktrihuicd over the
table.
The cici trir light i% much preferable for theie pur
prjse* Ihan the wax lajMrr
II
dmr^n'l jjo out loo *tton,

iihorl

to the public last Salurilay,

As

over a circuitous route to the boulevard.

prr

(fiven in

buih."

viaduct and

across the

II,

Tho

a'j

Wa<ihin-'.'n7rSi;«C^^rc'(K*nd«;ni w»ll(«i,
"A new
i^ being intr'xluc-d in the ad oldcioralion
in ihr

cliurutirr

of the cnffincH
mat hinc nhopH
plant* arc iMrint;

(

Towner, Armstrong, and others, llled a petition some time
ago for a line from the Sixth ward across ihe viaduct and

tnandft

!<

feature
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Messrs.
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'^r.
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satisfactory.

Kansis City, Kan., council at an early
the present lime there are two companies askinj;
railway lines extending
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ot the council last
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electrical apparatus.
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until
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A

dispatch from Rochester, Minn., says: The representative of ihe Northwestern Electrical Conslruction ^ Supply
company was in the city and purchased the franchise and
He says that the
electric light poles of George Wedge.
machinery is shipped from St. Paul and that work will be
commenced at once on putting in a plant, which will be
The franchise which has
the Thomson-Hous"on system.
just been bDUght requires that operations be started by
November 26. iSSg.

Belding Motor
iV
Manofacluiing company, of
Chicago, have in^lalled a motor to operate the machinery
in the building of the Woman's Temperance Publisbing
company, Chicago.
It runs two dynamos aside from Ihe
ten or twelve other machines.

The Hutchinson. Kansas Electric Railway company has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $200,000. Directors: M. L>. Mather, of Austin. Tex.;
L. A. Bigger. F.
A. Korshea, John Severance. John B. Brown, of Hutchinson; W. M. Logan, of Glenwood. >!o.

Electric lighting in Canada has not advanced as rapidly
as in this country, yet during the last few years it is showing marked progress, and now it promises to become a
leading interest.
The Royal Electric company of Montreal, which
began operations in 1SS4 with a 25 light
Thomson- Houston dynamo, and struggled along for a
time with only 17 lamps, is now one of the most nourishing
corporations in the Dominion.
The capital stock has been
increased a number of times, and is now .$400,000.
They
are now operating 1,600 arc and 2,000 incandescent lamps
in Montreal, and over 7 000 lamps in other cities in the

A Milwaukee paper sa>-s: John A. Hinsey states, that
unless the weather interferes, everything wtil be ready for
running his electric motor cars by December i. Word has
been received from St. Charles, Mo., slating that the
twelve cars ordered there are completed.
The Johnstown
Iron works are making 500 tons of steel rails, which will be
laid on Vliet and Eighteenth streets.
The recently organJied Srattle and Tacoma Railway
company has been incorporated, with a capital of ffioo.ooo.

Dominion.

'Ihe incorporators are Charles H. French. I>evanl F.
Thompson, Angus Mackintosh, Leonard H. Randall. John
Arthur. Edvv.ard L. Scaritt. James A Reid and Albert A.
Honey. They announce their intention of constmctiDg
an electric road between Tacoma and Seattle.

One of the Pan-American delegates said to a Washington correspondent of a Pittsburg paper: "In my opinion
the Westinghouse Electric company must be a tirm of unlimited resources, and to have the privilege of viewing and
examining that display in Pittsburg was alone worth the
I
shall never forget it while I
journey from the South.
live, and if ever a representative of that great lirm should
come to call on me in South America I will assure him of
The correspondent adds:
the most cordial welcome."
All the other delegates in the crowd seemed to feel the
same way on the subject, and in fact several of them
thought that there might be a great justification in calling
Pittsburg the "Electric City" as well as the "(.las City."

The power house for the electric light, railway and power
The
plant at Dubuque, la., will be constructed this fall.
It will contain
structure will be one-story and fire proof.
one 300-horse power Corliss engine anti a duplicate engine
of 125-horse power.
The latter will be used lo operate the
light at night.
There will be four dynamos of 50-horsc
power each, or two of loo-horse power. The equipment of

as usual."

The

The Chicago. Rock

Island ^: Pacific Railroad company.
a petition in the District Court, at St. Joseph, Mo.,
for a temporary injunction restraining the People's
Electric Street Railway company from slrirging the wires
The petition says that the stringing
for operating the cars.
of the wires in South St. Joseph along the line of the Rock
Island's track from Eleventh srreet to South Park addiiion
will damage the road. The cause of complaint by the Rock
Island is that the wires are not strung in a safe nunoer
.\ temporar)- injunction was granted.
tiled

last

week

uf the Boston West
the year ended Septrecently submitted to the stockholders.

The second annual report
Railway company for

Street
iSSt},
I

was

figures presented

show

that

o%-er

End
30,

Tbe

104,243.000 pa ise ngcrs

"
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The gross earnings were
The increase over the earnings of the preced$5,249,903.
The dividends amounted
year
amounted
to
ing
$362,165.
In the balance sheet electric railway conto $614,200.
The number of "miles
struction is charged with $562,674.
of road owned by the company is 217.
were carried during the year.

The Taylor &; Brunton Sampling Works of Colorado,
running on boulder (lease) ores, are now running a twenty
horsepower Sprague electric motor in the works, with very
Ten horse power is all that is required
gratifying results.
to drive the machinery with ten-horse power to use for othThe motor is doing the work with the greater purposes.
est ease, running smoothly, with no jarring or hitching.
Electricity is being used in quite a numberof mining plants
throughout the country. The immense amount of saving
in power, fuel, etc., is an item which all mining operators
are interested in.
Major John Byrne of Cincinnati, the engineer and right
hand man of C. P. Huntington, takes great interest in

He

for a syndicate similar to the
"Big Four," who are going to cable the Baltimore, Md.,
line.
He is quoted by the Baltimore Sun as follows: "So
well settled a principle is it that improved traction in cities
street railways.

wall of glass or some other non-conducting material and
in these separate apartments wires charged "with different
degrees of electric power may be placed.
At the crossings
the conduit is to drop to the level of the Street, audit is to
be carried across to the opposite curb between the crossing
stones with its top plate or cover flush with the cross-walk;
so that, while it will furnish a part of the footway, the box
will be as accessible there as when it forms a curb.
Connections with houses are to be made thjough pipes
running under the sidewalk. The most notable features of
the invention are that no streets need be torn up to lay
the conduits, and that the wires can be reached easily to
repair damages.

THE TELEGRAPH.

P. H. Alexander of the Sawyer-Man company,
York, was in Chicago last week.

New

First Assistant Examiner Bissing of the Patent Office,
has just been appointed principal examiner in electricity to
succeed Frank T. Brown.

power

of its motors

and

A public trial of electric cars by the Birmingham, Eng.,
Central Tramway company was made recently, and was
It is described as the outcome of a rehighly successful.
cent union of interests between the Julien, the Sprague,
and the Electric Power Storage systems.
The electrical
energy is obtained from a dynamo driven by gas or steam;
and there is a motor on the front of the car, and the accumulators are placed under the seats out of sight.
These
accumulators will be charged at the central depot to be
constructed for the purpose.
The gearing appliances have
been patented by Alfred Dickinson. They are on the helicon principle, and the car is enabled to travel smoothly
round the sharpest curves on the Birmingham tramways.
The route taken was a severe test for an electric car, but
the success with which the journey was accomplished removed all doubt as to the difficulty of ascending steep inclines by ekctric power.
The hill in Bradford street has
the steepest gradient on the tram line in Birmingham, being
one in seventeen, and the new car ascended it without the
slightest hitch.
On level ground a speed of eight miles an
hour can be attained.

Miscellaneous Notes,
The Chicago Aluminum Producing company has been
organized to manufacture aluminum and alloys; capital
stock, $600,000; incorporators, H. G. Bruson, H. Booth,
E. P. Hurd.

The Atwood Electric company has been organized at
East St. Louis, III., for the purpose of selling electric
lamps for locomotive headlights; capital stock, $500,000;
incorporators, L. C. Atwood, E. B. Roth, and C. C.
Weaver.

The Westinghouse Electric company of Pittsburg, last
week took out a bmldmg permit to erect a six-story brick
factory building, 60x60 ieet, on the foundations of their
building recently partially destroyed by fire on Garrison
alley.
The improvement is to cost $20,000.
It is stated that the electric tanning experiments which
are in progress in England are proving successful in every
particular.
The process has recently been tested on an
extensive scale and according to the statement of the owner of the tannery the time consumed in the production of
leather can be reduced by the employment of the electric
method from a year to a month. The process consists in
hanging the skins on a revolving framework of wood driven by a steam errgine, which constantly keeps the hides
sweeping round inside the tanning solution eight hours a
day for
a month,
or if desired, sixteen hours a
day for a fortnight. The solution is kept warm, and the
vat is supplied with copper plates conn< c'ed to a low-tension dynamo, so that the current continually parses through
the liquid as the skins revolve.
It is stated that there is a
saving of 80 per cent, on labor, and sole leather can be
turned out at five cents per pound as against eight and onehalf cents on the old system.
The explanation of the saving in time is that the electricity promote-! the combination
of the tanning of the bark with the gelatine of the hide during the tanning.
The single set of apparatus which is in
use is stated to take the place of thirty or forty ordinary
pits, and ii has now been in successful operation for about
twelve months.

Joseph Ti. Ilall and John W. Richardson of Newark,
N. J., have been granted a patent on a system of conduits
for electric wires.
The main feature of their invention is
to replace the ordinary stone curbs along the streets with
hollow iron boxes, which, while they will answer all of the
purposes of the curbs and will be more ornamental than the
stones, will furnish also conduits through which the wires

may be drawn. It is contemplated that the boxes shall be
of cast iron, lined with wood or any other suitable material
and of any desired size. The top covers of the boxes may
be taken off in sections, so that the wires will be accessible
at any point.
The patentees have secured the right for an
ordinary perforated framework for the inside of the boxes
through which the wires may be drawn, and they specify
also that the box may be divided into two sections with a
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Electric Light Post.

414,686.

Dinn, Boston.

Patrick J.

Mass.
Electro-Mechanical Tripping Machine.

414,695.

Electric Heater.

Thos.

Leonard, Rich-

Michael B.

Incandescent Electric Lamp.
liams, Boston, Mass.

W.

George

414.741.

Wil-

A non-conducting
is

transparent reflector in tubular
interposed between the limbs of the filament.

Incandescent Electric Lamp.

414.742.

W. Wil

George

son, Boston, Mass.

414.757.

Electric

Fan Motor.

Philip

Diehl,

Electric

Motor Fan.

Philip

Diehl, Elizabeth,

Elizabeth,

N.J.
414.758.

N.J.
Automatic Circuit Making and Breaking Mechfor Gas Lighting.
William W. Estabrook

414.763.

Business Mention.

anism

city.

clearing its tracks easily by the

Electrical Patents.

form

Personal Paragraphs.

snowed up completely,
ly,

—

mond, Va.

Port Townsend, Wash., American Pistrict Telegraph company has been organized with a capital of $50,000.

steam railways had trouble

having no delays whatever.

a step forward toward the realization of the steam engineer's Ideal
an engine that will evolve a horsepower per
hour for every pound of coal consumed.
So great is the
success of this new comer into the steam engine world,
that the facilities for its manufacture will soon be doubled.

414,714.

The

F. W. Gushing of the Central Electric company, Chicago, is at Minneapolis, Minn., superintending the laying
of " Okonite" cables in the underground conduits of that

While
paid us in the proportion of three dollars to one.
in winter, and horse lines were
this line went ahead uninterrupted-

tSFq

23,

F. Gaynor, Louisville, Ky.

acts

pays extraordinarily with absolute certainty that our people
walk into any city, purchase a railway at a figure a little
above the prevailing value of the stock, and introduce imWe use the
proved motive power without question.
overhead electric system of the Sprague invention.
I may
just mention the case of Scranton, Pa., which went through
this process.
I have not the exact figures, but that deal

November

The Leonard Sl Izard company and the Sprague company have secured joint offices in the Rialto building,
Chicago, and last week were engaged in moving from their
old quarters in the Rookery building.

Boston, Mass
Sight Exhibiting Machine.

414.764.

San Francisco, Cal.
Electric Railway
414,773.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

The Pond Engineering company of

Louis, is furnishWaterworks company with a fifty-

ing the Holden. Mo.,
horse power Armington

&

Sims engine

St.

for

running an

elec-

the Thomson Houston company of
Omaha, with a fourteen inch grease extractor with oil cylcomplete.
Two
inder
of the largest size Pond Engineering
company's feed pumps and receivers have been shipped to
Normal, 111. The sales of Ireson leather link belting,
Sheffield grate bars, etc., have been very large.
tric light plant,

and

Lamps.

Electric Light Support. Alfred

Euphrat,

Kookogey

Signal. William P.

Cut-out for Incandescent
414,792.
Bottorae, New York. N. Y.
414,798.

The first ten days of November show the following business done by the Westinghouse Electric coinpany; San
Francisco, 10,000 lights; Whitewater, Wis., 500; Oconto,
Wis., 500; Des Moines, la., i,ooo; South Berwick, Me.,
750; Glenwood, Wis., 500; Tacoma, Wash., 750; Butte,
Mont., 750; Eagle Pass, Tex., 750. All these represent
alternating current incandescent apparatus.

Frederic

Turner

I").

Dawes, Chelsea,

Mass.

Clamp

414,860.

for

Holding

Articles to be Electro-plated.

William A. Dunlap, Pittsburg, Pa.
Electric Current Indicator.

414,866.

Chicago,

Jacob F. Mehren,

III.

The invention consists in a compass having a pointer
connected with and extending between the extremities
of the poised magnetic needie, and having wire wound
arouhd-the case in two or more turns, which are
spread^part across the top of the case to avoid obstructing the view of the needle.
Frank E. Morgan,

^14868. Electric Indicator.
Haven, Conn.

New

The

-transmitter is provided with mechanism for
opening the circuit while the transmitter is being set,
and to protect it from being accidentally operated,

The Electrical Supply company of Chicago has reason
to congratulate itself upon the success of the new Shield
brand moisture proof line wire. Large sales are constantly being made, showing a marked increase each month,

414,879.

and numerous cases are on record where other and more
expensive wires have been taken down and the Shield brand

quired signals to the central office, insuring that the
signals shall be received in their proper order, and
that one signal or call shall be attended to before another is received.
Alarm Attachment for Gas Burners. Eugene L.
414,883.
Harrison, Ashland, Wis.

The company

increasing sales in
house goods department, the new line of bells, mentioned
in this paper a few months ago, being most favorably received. The company is a progressive one, and deserves all
the success with which it has met.
substituted.

reports

Hall, Brown & Smith, patant
building, Chicago, have just issued a
attorneys.
neat circular-letter calling the attention of their friends to
the fact that Frank T. Brown, of the firm, has just resigned the position of principal examiner of electricity in
the U. S. Patent Office, which he has held for a number of
years, and will now give his personal attention to all electrical matters intrusted to the firm.
Messrs. Butterworth,
Hall, Brown & Smith have a central office at Washington,
D. C. and as soon as arrangements can be perfected offices
will be opened at Cincinnati.

Messrs.

Butterworth,

Honore

,

The Williams Engine Works and the Eclipse Wind Engine company, Beloit, Wis., have just closed contracts for
steam engines and power transmitting machinery with the
Laclede Gas company, St. Louis, Mo., and with the Detroit
Electric Light and Power company in executing which,
the first named company will furnish four engines, the
horse-power of which ranges from 150 to 350.
The latter
supplies the rope sheavcs, friction clutch pui eys, cutoff
couplings, shafting, stands, etc.
These two companies,
each with a corps of experts, evidently intend to push their
way to the fore-front in the lines of steam engineering, designing, furnishing plans, and contracting for the full
et|uipment of plants with first-class engines and improved
power transmitting accompaniments. No effort nor expense has been spared in the way of equipment to make the
Williams Engine Works one of the best factories in America for manufacturing steam engines.
The plans for the
buildings were furnished by the Flynt Building and Construction company, of Palmer. Mass.
The machinery is
from the manufactories of Wm. Sellers & company,
Philadelphia; Brown & Sharpe Manufacturing company,
Providence, R. I.; Pond Machine & Tool company, Plainfield, N. J.;
Hendee Machine company, Torrington,
Conn.; Prentice Bros., Worcester, Mass.; G. A. Gray,
Cincinnati, O. Beaman & Smith, Providence, R. L; Niles
Tool Works, Hamilton, O.; Edw. P. AUis & Co., Mil
waukee. Wis., and others. The most notable feature of
the outfit is the Shaw electric crane, a huge machine that
moves about overhead, able and ready if need be, to pick
up the locomotive that comes into the building and dump
it at
any point in the large area over which it moves.
Though comparatively new, three of these engines of 500
horse power each, have been doing work far in excess of
their rated or guaranteed capacity, for two years at the
(.'hicago Arc Light & Power company's station in Chicago.
The conception and installation of these works is due to
the fact that the Williams triple expansion engine indicates
;

Electric Indicator.
Daniel W. Edgecomb, New
York, and Charles A. Terry, Whitestone, N. Y.
The object of the invention is to provide reliable,
simple and efficient means for transmitting the re-

Dynamo Electric Machine.
41^,900.
honer, Schenectady, N. Y.
414 922.
Jr.,

Incandescent
U. S. Army.

4'4.933-

Street

Lamp

Lamp

Samuel Rodman,

Socket.

Post for Electric Lamps.

Adams, Chicago,

ick U.

Heinrich Geisen-

Freder-

III.

Me'thod of Utilizing Natural Electric Energ}'.
414,943.
Mark W. Dewey, Syracuse N. Y.
The object of this invention is to provide a method
whereby natural electrical energy such as the socalled "atmospheric electrical energy" or electrical energy thac may ^p derived from the difference of potential existing between two points, one being the earth
and the other 'the atmosphere at an elevation above
the earth
may be collected or utilized for the various
uses to which electricity is applied.

—

—

Secondary Battery.
414,953.
Ontario, Canada.

William Roberts, Toronto,'

Telephone Receiver Holder.
414,961.
son, Cambridge, Mass.

Horace M. Wil-

Mechanical Cut out.
414,966.
Attleborough, Mass.

W.

414,970.

Joseph

Battershall,

Conduit for -Underground Wires.

Horace

B.

Camp, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.
Combined Electro-Magnetic Brake and Trac414,996.
tion Increasing Device.

Elias E.

Ries,

Baltimore,

Md.
415,007.

Temperature Regulating Apparatus.

Thompson, Chicago,
Apparatus

for

415,024.
Electro Deposition.

Obtaining Sheets of Metal by
Charles C. Coflin, Boston, Mass.

Electric Motor Support.
415 070.
lumbus, Ohio.

415,110.

Method

David W.

III.

Sidney H. Short, Co-

of Ventilating Subways.

Isaac

La

R.

Johnson, Washington, D. C.
415,165.

Electric

Locomotor.

Joseph

R. Finney,

Na-

tional City, Cal.

The claim reads;
"The combination, with the running gear of a railway car, of an electric driving motor carried upon the
car and a reversing friction gear interposed between
the motor shaft and the wheels of the car, wheteby the
latter may be driven in either direction without reversing the direction of rotation of the motor-shaft."

415,182.

Iowa.

Annunciator.

Albert

T. Hess

Des Moines,

November
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FRANCIS W. PARKER,
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EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
«1 and 03 Haiupshiro Street, Boston, Mass.
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CLARK.

HERBERT

OoDernl Mnnnepr.
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SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF V 8.
BLEOTHIOAI, PATENTS IN CHIO&OO.

to order.

H. EUSTIS. Electrician

WeslerD

1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block. CHICAGO.

CUT-OFF COUPLINGS.

FRICTION CLUTCH PULLEYS
CHARACTERISTICS.
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May

They have a good record running through Jive years.
Experts are invited to examine piculiariOes
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ECLIPSE WIND ENGINE
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COTTA MFG
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arga fr'.ction surfaces prevent undue wear.
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i

Electrician
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CO.,

New York

Beloit,

Wis.

ANDREWS.

S.

E.

M. IZARD.

CONSULTING AND CONTRACTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
Systems of Electric Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Electric
Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.
A fall line ol Commercial SappUescarrKjd at all times for Planta described above.
Plans and Mpeclflcattonfl for all Kinds of Electrical ConstmctlVB Work.

For any or
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Offices:

all

Room
THE ROOKERY,
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Rooms

The fjamber fixehanee.
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425, Telephone 694,
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Electric Light, Telephone,

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
BRANCHES:
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Boston,
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Telephone

13SC,

Hilwaukee. Wis

Philadelphia,

Omaha,

and Telegraph,
MANSON PROTECTING TAPE.

OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

AWARDED A GOLD

MARK.

ILL.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,

TRADE

CHICAGO,

Northwestern 7Intaal Life Insurance Block. Hoom
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MEDAL, AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.
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Louisville.
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Row,

Louis.
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NEW YORK.

City,

and

San Frarciico.
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Automatic Electric Motors
In all Sizes

High

from One-half H.

P.

Upward.

Superior Workmanship, Ease
Management, Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Efflciency, Perfect Regulation,

DYNAMO

»

SI^SCTRIC

^>

o/

MACHINES

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Befining, Etc.
RfilNrn UrriVlDO.
nPPIfR^BlUUIVn

liewrORK,33eilurcliSt.;

BOSTOM. 171

KANSAS

an,

4rcli St.:

RIalto

CHICABO, 42 iM Ullt
PHIltoeiPHIA. SC6 C<mmtmSt.;
hew ODUAJIS. lOe Caramttm St.

St.

BuIMus:

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., WINDSOR, CONN.
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Steam-Feed Water

Stilwell's Patent Live

Removes

all

iJ

Purifier.

Impurities.

SCALE

prevents

Entirely
IN

23

Steam

ii

Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

STILWELL&BIERGEMF6.G0.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILICTRIC

CONSULTING ELECTRICIAN,

FIXTURES.
ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,

GlEORGE CUTTER,
80 Adams Street^

Etc., Etc.,

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,

Madison Street and Fifth Avenne,

OrM Rosette Pendant '•«!5i«

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH STORS-

2134 Michigan Avenue,

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
D.

P.

CHICAGO.

-

THE LUNKENHEIMER BRASS MFC,

CO.,

Cincinnati, Ohio,

CO.,

PERRY, Yice-President and General Manager,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

SPERRT IMPROVED SYSTEM
-OFWrite for June, 1889, Catalosne of (S) Globe Valves, Pop Safety Talves
Iiubricators, Oil and Grease Cups, Enelne Builders' Brass doods,
and Glass Oil Caps for Bynames.

-A-IESC 3L.I<3-:E3:'TI3^a-,
HIGH OR
1.
2.
3.

LOW

TENSION.

The new Sperry apparatus free from repairs for twelve months.
That the new >perry improved Dynamoecan be coupled in eerlea with perfect a&fety.
That any number of laiiii»a from one to capacity of dynamo can be cut In or out of

BOISTOHr,
Imroveft

circuit,

singly or in ^roupB, wiih perTect eafety, and without sparkiDg at the brnehee.
4.
To absorb power in exact proportion to number of lights burning.

1.

make.
2.
3.

"The new Automatic Sperry Dynamos and Lamp e surpass

Railway

in efliciency those of

That

We

THE

if

you wlU

invite

visit

THOMAS ASHBDRNER,

C0„

ISl ISS,

m

U

EUREKA CONSTRUCTION.
Clialon

St„

Western Ageut,

to

laiiiMiirers

of

2140 DeKalb

St.,

-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS

"^iff

aM CARBON

THE—

known East

as the "Kussell."
Especially adapted to

ELECTRIC LIGHTING,

Size,

Milling, Manufacturing:, Etc.

POINTS

SUPEElOEfALITY,

OCTSIII.VE

Guaranteed Second

ALL.

J. F.

"Well

Life,

Uniform

OL'

SINGLE VALVE

SPECIALTIES,

Long

'BLiCKDlSMOND"

^VRITE

Mo.

AUTOMATIC ENGINES,

SE. LOUIS, MO.

OUR

THEM

City,

Sioux City Engine Works,

Office and Factory

2134

Kansas

CHICMO, ILL

—B.UILDEBS

^VW"

CORRES-

Rolled any weight desired. Patent allowed. Sample
Chair and Section of Kail Sent, Express Prepaid, to
Prospective Purchasers.

correspondence with electrical engineers. Intending buyers, and interested
people everywhere.

mm mim

Roaieils.

LOWEST PRICES.
PONDENCE SOLICITED.

our factory we can show you the best arcllghting apparatus in existence.

Street

for

BEST MATERIAL.

any other

That there is greater economy in operating the new Sperry System than any other.
That our automatic regulation hag no equal; no rheostat, no wall hoses, no solenoid or

dash-pot.
4.

Material

Patenteil

MASS.

to

None.

FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

PORTER,

Pros.

&

steam Power

Outflis for

Liif .htinff
1

GENl WESTERN AG'TS
ENCINE.WORKS
LARGEST
Went ol the Alississippi.
.

Genl. Manager.

,

I

Siatioivs

atid Elevators a

ERIE ENGINE WORKS.

OIL ENGINE.

SHIP.'HAN
MILLER DUPLEX STEAM PUMP.
C.

Specialty.
)

[
)

riBCTILARa

vKFi
i'KU,.

M. GIDDINOS. Gen'I Manager, SiouE City, Iowa>
E.

RUEBEL, Superintendent.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,
919

LOCUST STREET,
BRANCH:

ST. LOUIS, MO.

NASHVILLE, TENN.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS.
For any syBtem of Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Street Railway Plants, Electric Power

A

Plants, Electric Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Train Lighting Plants, Pole Line Construction.
full line of supplies
carried at all times for plants described above. Plans and specifications for all kinds of Electr ical Construction
.

COMPANYrcrEVELANrOHfO,
THE STANDARD GARDON
maaa.Tifetoturex-ai of
ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.

;

Novenibcr
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BOOTH
<& HJLYDENS,
WATERB0BY,

HOLIilES,

CONN.

FACTORIES:

BARZ:

CO.,

AND INSUIaATED ITITIRX:.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Lleht Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Mannot Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for Incandescent LlBhtlnR. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure WirekOjjLj?'^

PATENT
For

Electric

Light,

a

U

Electric Railways,

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON
J. L.

BARCLAY,

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

LINE WI RE
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L.

ILL.

SCOVILL. New York Agent,
26 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.
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CHICAGO, ILL, U.

S. A.

Street,
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Perfect Automatic Regulation,

Highest Efficiency Guaranteed.
THE STRONGEST ARMATURE MADE,

£ven

All Parts Intercliang'eable
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Manufacture,.
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AUTOMATIC BURGLAR AXARMS,
DOOR OPENERS,
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ELECTRIC ANNUNCIATORS.

Quick Make and Break Uncontrolled

ABSOLDTELY NO HEATING.

PERFECTLY BALANCED,
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by the Handle.
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and Factory:
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New
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Patent)
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purposes,
at
for
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RAILWAY CONTRACTS OF THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC RAILWAY
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Newton Street Ry, Co., Newton, Mass.
Auburn Electric Railway Co., Auburn, If. Y.
Nay-Atig Cross Totvn Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Omaha & C. B. Ry. and Bridge Co., Omaha, Neb.
Rantfor Street Railway Co., Bangor, Me.
Belt lAne Railway Co., Lynn, Mass.
Omaha Motor Ry. Co., Omaha, Neb.
Ottawa Electric St. Ry. Co., Ottawa, III.
Brooklyn Street Railtvay Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Ottumwa Street Ry. Co., Ottiimwa, Iowa.
Central Passenger Railway, Louisville, Ky.
Plymouth & Kingston Ry. Co., Plymouth, Mass.
Central Railway Co., Peoria, Lll.

Atlanta

Quincy

Railway, Decatur, III.
Colerain Avenue Railway Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Danville Street Car Co., Danville, Va.
Citisena' Electric Street

St.

Redbanlx

Ry.

Co.,

Quincy, Mass,

& Seabright Ry.,

Richmond St. Ry.

Co.,

Redbank, N.
Richmond, Ind.

J.

Derby Horse Railroad Co., Ansonia, Conn.
Des Moines Electric Ry. Co. Des Moines, Iowa.

Rochester Electric Ry. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Revere Street Ry. Co., Revere, Mass.
EvTcington & Soldiers Home Ry. Co., Washington, D. C. Ross Park Street P:,'. Co., Spokatie Falls, W. T.
East Harrisburg Passenger Railway , Marrisburg, Pa. Riverside and Suburban Ry- Co. Wichita, Kan.
Fulton Co, Street Ry. Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Scranton Passenger Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Hillside Coal Co., Scranton, Pa.
Scranton Suburban St. Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Seattle Electric Ry. tC Power Co., Seattle, W. T.
Hoosac Valley Street Ry., North Adams, Mass.
Southington & PlantsviUe Ry. Co., Southington, Conn.
Joliet Street Ry. Co., Joliet, HI.
Lynn <& Boston Railroad Co., (Myrtle Street Line) Lynn, Third Ward St Ry. Co., Syracu.se, N. Y.
Topeka Rapid Transit C"., Topeka, Kan.
Mass.
Toledo Electric Ry. Co., Toledo, Ohio.
Lynn <£• Boston Railroad Co., (Nahant Line) Lynn, Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Crescent Beach Line) Lynn, University Park Ry. and Electric Co. Denver, Col.
Mass.
Vine St. Ry., Kan-sas City, Mo.
Lynn £ Boston Railroad Co., (Highland Line) Lynn, Mass. Watervliet Turnpike <t- R. R. Co., Albany, N. V.
McGavock & Mt. Vernon Horse Ry., NashviUe, Tenn. Wheeling Ry. Co., Wheeling, W. Va.
West End St. Ry. Co., Boston, Mass.
Metropolitan Street Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo.
,

:x:
Brooklsm Street Railway Co.
Des Moines Electric Kailway Co.
Eckington & Soldiers' Home Railway Co.
Julien Electric Traction Co.
Seattle Electric

Railway

& Power Co.

1^
Lynn & Boston Street Railway Co.
Omaha & Council Bluffs Railway & Bridge

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

Co.

Revere Street Railway Co.
Wheeling Railway Co.
West End Street Railway Co.

X48 Michigan Ave.,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

November

WHEN ORDERING
OR

FOR-

ELECTRIC LIGHT
OR POWER PLANTS,
Please Refer to Articles by

Trade Numbers
As shown

in our

New

Illustrated Electric Light
logue No. 560.

and Power Cata-

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
lYl

RANDOLPH SO^.,

FACTORIES: Ansonia, Conn.

CO.,

23, tJ

!
November

2,5,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

iKSy

A REVOLUTION
Send

for Full Particulars

Regarding the

New

BRUSH ALTERNATING CURRENT
LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING SYSTEM.
Ooa::jn.pa,n.ies

CarrLnot .-Afford, to B\x3r or TJse -A-rL3r

Otl:i.ei-

The Brush 'toreless" Alternating Current Dynamo.
Brush Arc and Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Brush Electric Motors
and Power Generators, Brush Carbons, Storage Batteries, Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CHICAGO OFFICE:

225

DEARBORN

ST.

ALEX. KEMPT. Special Agt.

CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Eastern Oice:

36 Onion Spare, N. Y.

PACIFIC COAST agents:

Tie California Electric Liflt

8AN FRANCISCO.

Co.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

November

23,

i88g

FORT WAYNE JENNEY ELECTRIC LIBHT COMPANY
3F*ox*t ^/v
Manufacturers

SLATTERY

Xzidietu^.
The Most Carefally Workedout and Oomplete Alternatlnc

SYSTEM

INDUCTION
OF

si,-yia.G,

of the

System of Electric Lighting la

.

IHMDESCENT UGHTIHG,
AND THE

Existence.

•

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Ghiaranteed.

OF

and

Convexfert

12—16 Candle Power

Lamps to the Mechanical Home
Power Guaranteed.

ARC LIGHTING.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK
115

OFFICE:

BROADWAY,
Boreel BIdg.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS.

PHILADELPHIA

FORT WAYNE, IND.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn

OFFICi:,
907 Filbert Street,
G. A. 'WILBUR, Managrer.

St., First Floor,

BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 217 Sansome

St.

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.
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THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC
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.

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

CHICAGO,

Vol. V.

Ireson's
Pfttd.

Nov.

Self-Adjusting

Leather-Link

10. '80.

AdJuHtlnt;

ltlf{h-spot<il inac-tilu-

Boltlni;,

ery.

Illiin-

I.«<utbi'r

No. 22

30. 1889.

fie loltzer-Catiol Electric
MAM

KACTlltlillH

OF AND

EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL.
KNIt FOK
PAUK
CATAI.WUI'K,

•i!iO

L.

IHESON, 97 High

Boston. Mass-

St..

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

1 11

Arch Street,

WATER-TUBE

ROOT'S

BOILER.^

panleN

Standard Underground Cable Co.. Mf'rs,

St.

I>«4iroft,

i'«n1.

Colomta*

;

ABENDROTH & ROOT MFG. CO,

PITTSBURGH, PA.

•

at rtilUdelphlft,

Ctnrlnnnil

BOILER.

alvo tho llraab Eltxtrlc Llgbt Co., 9t
LoqIbtIDo, and othrra.

fiDfl

•

PLANT

-

theKdlnoa Klrrtrlr I^lsht Coa-

Adopliid hy

ELECTRIC LICHT WIRES AND CABLES.
AVE.,

Economlcai.
Durnbl*.

AN EXCELLENT

ELECTRIC

PENN

MASS.

BOSTOlff,

TB.E 'WARING

General Offices, 708

Co.

IiKAI.lJIM IN

Link

(iirnlHtiud gra-

tiiltoimly.

Manfd by CHARLES

O cents per Copy.

Belting.
Send for Iroaon'n

Klnctrlc pnriioHxrt nnil

otbur

NOVEMBER

I

trat«d Treatlofl on 8ulf-

Rnpoctally Hdapted for

•U

;

New

28 Oliff Street,

TotIc.

ROOT SECTIONAL SAFETY BOILER.
BRANCH OFFICES:]"'"
^"^•*|^'^\""''lf'°-^^"''''f;?^^
139 E. Madison StuF. £. Degeiinardt, M'sV, BRANCHES: CHICAGO, BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA & NEW ORLEANSChioagOt
t

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledeed Standard
Insulation. Its merits proved
quarter of a century. Adapted to
and Power.
and Telephone.
Railway and ail other
Branches ol Signaling.

electrical purposes.

Noiseless

XjoooxxLOtlXT-o 1Sn,to%-y

Tlio

THE ASHTON VALVES

Subterranean Uie,
Sizes
Submarino'Uee
I ami rnnncati Wma*
^'""^^°'' """•
'^''"

All

Concealed Wiring In

all

B.

McGLEES, General Manager,

Western Kleetrie Co.. Chicago,

I6 Dey

,'|,5;»

;,»,;""•?"•"->'»'«'"«"'•

"-tp.rt—

St..

Id ue market.
Preaaure of the boa« at

DOW

Ucationt.

Simple

E.

"^T'n.l-cro.

-A-slatoxi XLaoolx. &st,IoX-y "\7"»lxro,
"rixo .^Lailitoxi. \A/'atox- Zlellef "XTrnXTrm,

THEIR SAFETY VALVES '^:^^!.::^:ij^::i.:r::;z:ss^:fr
THEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES !;^'.„aTko«.r.J:!,'Sfi2

Aerial Use,

Bflotrlc Light

Telegrapli

for durable and high
by a record of over
all

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back

in coostnictton,

Antomatlc

ever speed the en^ no or

new YORK.

In action, Perfectly CoDtrollloK ttie

pump

la

whu^

worklDj;.

Ashton YalYG Co. 271 Ftanklin

St.

Boston,

I

'"'??FSgEB:]?/Ag^V">.'fr?6H.

III., Sole Agents for the West.

-mE-

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY.
Sols Manufacturers of

mn UEiwm

ed.

COWLES' PATENTED

and Weather ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE.

Fire -Proof

PDSH-BDTTON

;:'J«MV<"

iX/UU/^M'.M^Mf^-i

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

Wkatiibr-Proop Composition.
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriter*.

YORK.

Sanipirt

A

"'«"'.^'""

C— Dialdi J CaMift

fomUbcd npoo appacaClo&

vxam

mkm

Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

WAREROOMS:

NEW

B

CTTT SMOWIKO STVIH OF IW^ULATIOIf.
B. B.~1^mXi Braidi. taturmtcd with Fire-Proof lotulalloo.

,4.—Copper \Vire
aaturatcd with a Blacky
trie

AND
95 CHAMBERS STREET,

B

C

Proof

19

{'^
1

1

and 21

33 and

FACTORIES:
ANSONIA. CONN.
Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

Cliff St..
1

35

THE EDISON MACHINE

New

Yo>-k.

WORKS

?

MANUFACTURERS OF
Weatherproof Wire. Insulated Iron Wire. Magnet Wire. Rubber Covered House Wire.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
Annunciator Wire.
German Silver Wire. Oflace Wire.
Flexible Cords.
Arc Lamp Cords.
Tinsel Cords.
Gas Fixture Wire.
Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Cables.
PARAGON TAPE.

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

General Sales Asrent, - 19 Dey Street,
WORKS: SCHENECTADY, N. T.

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

November

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
Electric
liighting Apparatus.

630 Atlantic Ave., Bostoit, Mass.
148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

115 Broadway, Nkw Yo3K, N. Y.
815 W. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
116 Gravier St., New Okleans, La.
503 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.
319 N. 3d St., St. Lcuis, Mo.
334 Montgomery St., San Feanciboo, Cal.

30,

1889

CO.,

Electric Railxray

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

No better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus
can be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps
operated by Gas Companies in this country, over 11,000, or
52 per cent., are Thomson-Houston. The dynamo is entirely
automatic in its regulation, perfect in mecbanical construction, and economical in operation.
The lamps burn steadily
and uniformly, and hold their adjustment better than any
other lamps on the market.
Arc Dynamo.

Our

direct current incandescent

dynamo

is

rapidly gain-

ing favor with practical electric lighting men, as
features of excellence are recognized.
its

regulation

is

many
dynamo

its

Like the arc

automatic, permitting any number of lamps

to be thrown on or off without in the least affecting the

others in service.

Our incandescent lamps have an un-

equaled record for long

Direct Cnrreiit Iiicaiidescent

life.

Dynamo.

The problem of long distance incandescent lighting is
practically solved by the alternating current dynamo, and to
meet the demand for a machine of this character we have
constructed what

is

unquestionably the most perfect alterna-

tor offered the public to-day, embracing as

features that combine to

it

make a perfect dynamo

does, all the

—automatic

regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

ency, and

economy of

effici-

operation.

Alternating Cnrroit Dynanio.

The employment of electric motors for driving small mais becoming so common, and its advantages so well
known, that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction.
In the construction of our motors we feel that we have reached
a point where their superiority cannot but be admitted.
chinery

LIGHTNING ABBESTEB. —All

of our installations are

protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which

we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every instance.
Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus injured by
ning where these arresters

fail

to operate.

The
light-

November
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HAWKEYE

CHAS.D.JENNEY&CO., THE

ELECTRIC MFG.

DAVENPORT,

-

CO.,

lOW^A.

-

Complete Central Station
.a.:n'x>

ISOLATED PLANTS,
ARC AND INCANDESCENT APPARATUS.

—]M:a,ia-u.fa-ot-u.r©rs
Finy

Jt.

p. Oonatant Potential notor.

OUR DYNAMOS

of—

arc unsurpasseil by

any made

for efliciency,

automatic regulation, and genoral workmanship.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS

Licensee

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY

of

I'er/clna Itetiowned Incandescent
Famous for long life without discoloration.

the

ELECTRIC MOTORS

For both Arc and IncandeBcent Circuits, from 1-2 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have Self-Oiling Boxes.

for

Stations; any voltage, highest cITiciency,

Lamps,

Railway Circuits and Central
all sizes.

OI'I'ICUs

224

S.

ILLINOIS ST.,

1S67.

'

-

T T

I

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Prices Reasonable.

COMPANY,
NEW YORK.

-MANDFACTDREHS OF-

Vulcanized India-Rubber Cables

to

SCHUMACHER.

Pres'l.

VICTOR SCHALLER, Trcas.

P.

CUUS.

Supl.

Offlce:

42 Exchange Place.

Factory:

162 and 164 W.

27tJi St.

Absolutely Pure Rubber Cables.
Concentric Cables, any Millage.

LIGHT,

Flexible Cords,

LOW

C.

any Specification up to 8,000 Megohms per
mile.

HIGH OR

Write us for Catalogue and Price List.

1SS».

I

INSULATING COMPAN7,
ELECTRIC

-

Silk,

Hemp

or Cotton.

Dynamo Wires and Cables

VOLTAGE.

;

very pliable

Every Variety of Incandescent Cores.
to any
STRANDED MARIXE CORES,
9,000 Megohms per

Millage or Specification, up to
knot.

CABLES

2-CIRCliIT CONCEX'TRIC
of any Millage, both circuits, 9,000
knot.

NAITl'

Megohms

per

PORTABLES, Silk, Cotton &Hemp.

BELL 'WIRE.
n.TABLE CABLES FOR SEARCH
Rubber Cov'd

for

MARINE
ELECTRIC LIGHT

Marine Work.

INSTALLATIONS.

LIGHTS.

UNDER WATER
-AND—

UNDERGROUND.
AH

Three and Two- Wire Cables, to any
cation, up to 8,000 Megohms per knot.

Specifi-

Cables of Oenuine Hooper Core, of High
Insulation and Long Life, all Mlllajes,
made Concentric after a New Method, if required.

Our Dynamo is cast in one piece, and combines indestructible solidity with the greatest simplicity of design and
compactness; the highest efBciency with a total absence of
the many objectionable features of the machines heretofore
in use. No outside magnetism. Current generated without
CITY, U. S. A. sparking, therefore steady light, and small wear of brushes

thoiibovc Cullies and Cores liiivi- b.-.ii .xLiisivi-lj- used iu Tlieiilprs.l'ublic lluildinss.
Hotels, Breweries. Mines, Chemical "Works, iSteauiers and Yachts.

OFFICES:

!59

FRONT

ST.,

W. M. HABIRSHAW,

NEW YORK
F. C. 8.

Cen. Manasier.

and commutator.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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CO

Cle-^ela,n.ca., 01n.io.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

JARTS

ENGINEERINB CO.
61

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

OLIVER STREET,

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coal and Coke

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

KOSTOKT.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

ECONOMICAL ARC liAMPS
U FOR INCANDESCENT

CIRCUITS

SS'l'T-'T g.S\

These lamps, burning in series, require about SO volts and 8 amperes of current.
can make money by acting as our agents.
prices and information regarding our new and improved Multiple Arc,

When writing

Electrical contractors

KIN8IKAN I-AMP.

IVIultip'e

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY
WM.

Dynamo

Belts Carried in Stock.
CORLISS OR HIGH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

VMOIMrO
For Driving Dynamos.
iNulNtO
Complete Steam Plants Furnished and Erected.
wm
LNGLISH, MORSE

Etc.

S.

S

For

please state voltage and system used.

f
:

18 Cortlandt Street,

-

;p

'

Series and Search Lamps, address

CO..

ft:

J^)#s.

New

TURNER.

&'

York

^—

"^

City.

LESTER WOODBRIDGE.

J-

mrOODBRIDGXS & TURNER,

Electrical Engineers
COIIPI'ETi: EQITIPaiEMT
Steam Plants

lor Electric Light

and Contractors.

OF ELECTRIC RAIIiWATi^.
Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.

and Power.

Designs and Estimates Snbnilttell.

V4 CJortl^nd*

Eltireet, BTo-co"

Vorls..
CHARLES

JEONARD PAGET.

J.

KINTNER.

PAGET & KINTNER^

& CO/'K^rr,:;.
Gbemical

and

SEND FOR SPECIAL CIRCULARS.

Electrical

Experts

and

Electrical

Engineers.

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS

PERKINS INCANDESCENT LAMP
NEW YORK

INSULATED WIRE

CO.,

CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Grimshaw White Core

AND

f

CABLES,
TAPES.

We

Carry a Full Line of these
Goods at Factory Prices
Write for Qnotations.

Best Incandescent

Lamps

ttnTe: :E3:^^iT^)i-.E!

IN THE MARKET.

EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL.

Highest Efficiency, Long Life, and
absolutely

54 and 56

Franklin Street,

no Discoloration.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

Nombveer

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

jo, 1889.

SOLE BUIL.DBRS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Cobliss Engine
Is

of

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record In
this field which cannot be excelled.

ALLiS

&

CO.,

MILWAUKEE,

WIS,

M«ii(if&ctur«^rN of anil Ui^Klnm In

Pulleys, Gears, ShaftiriK, Hangers, Leathnr, Rubber
and Cotton Bolting, Lubricants, and Mill and
En(;lno Supplies of Evory Description.

0SBQUALBD FOR ROONOMY OF FDKL. HROULAKITY 09
MOTION, AND DUHAUILITY IN DBS.

IT IB

P.

HtUANCE WORKS.

Wrll4* Tor

CHICAGO BRANCH,

(iiir rn(lllfiu<i<'

4I

43 SOUTH

aDfl

\mmm\

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO, EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC

ST.

CO.

MOTORS
—

incandescent lamps

i-iiii

Arc

5

Incandescent Circnits

arc-light'cIrcdits,
PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

SIMPLE. RELIABLE. DURABLE.

Highly

The only safe socket for series lamps, and the only
socket having insulating material for the outside
Send

parts.

620

F.

for Illustrated Catalogue.

^W^.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

COMPOUND.
IS Sisos, 6 to 500 a. P.

HORNE, Manager

WESTERN AND SOUTHERN
1

CHICAGO OFFICE. 80 Adams

GEORGE CUTTER.

Street,

1

EAST ADAMS STREET,

Enstao

CHICAGO.

-

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
YORK.
17 (Vjrtlandt Street,
1 nT„^i„
Hathaway builduiK.
BOSTON.
li^Sf l-'';:^
PITTSBURGH.
* "-"•
l.v;.l.wljike.Street,
CHICAGO,
PHILADELPHIA, (*t* Chi^tnut St M. R
K yXiKkXI-.
.Mu
Jr. & Oo.
ST. LOUIS.
HirbMta
•lia Union AvSie.
KANSAS CITY,
I
'^ '^°DENVER,
1S» Seventeenth Street.

CONDENSING OR
of

STATES.

-

Agent

NEW

NON-CONDENSING.

Hot yet equaled by iny form

and Economtcal.

E/llcient

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

lor

H ICH FUEL DUTY ANO SIMPLICITr.

,

I

.

STANDARD.
3.0 00 in use i n

all

13 Sizes

5

to

In

250

Stock.
H. P.

)

OMAHA,

parts of the Civilized World.

JUNIOR.
AH

PINE BLUFFS.

6

S

to

50

Bepairs

tpuilt strictly

to
Oairied in Stock.

H. P.

:t).

.

.

I

Gaacswith Interchangeable Parts. I
Send for Illastrated Oataloifnes.

PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.A.
W.

D.

SARGENT,

INO.

Pres.

A.

Aver.

SALT LAKE CITY. 2.-;9S Main St.
BUTTE, MONT.
E. Granite St.
(
MachlneiT Co.
SAN FRANCISCO, 21 and ;SI Fremont St.. Parke £ Ukt t^"'PORTLAND. OR.
:f..S. Front .St
l-arke* L»cr Mch. Co.
CHARLOTTE. N. C. WCoUeee SI,
,- ,,
~__,ih— Co.
rv.
ATLANTA, GA.
« S. Prlur St. [ The D. A. TompklllB
DALLAS. TEX,
Keating Imp S Mch Co.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
C' a Jaroe. i
.x

AniOUATIO ESaiNE CHSAPEE TBAH A SLIDE VALVE.
Eeonomlcal.
Reliable.
O ver 300 sold the first year.
above

C

Geo H. Uder & ijoos.
I'latad Mont^n.

I

Sizes In Stock.

Well Built.
I All the

1619 Cspilol Avenue. V.

Ark,

i

BARRETT. VPres. and Cons.

Elec.

E H CUTLER, Tren. and Mgr.

FRANK A PERDET, Elec

THE ELEKTRON MFC.
79-81 South Washington

St.,

BROOKLYN,

CO.,

N. Y.,

MANrKArrUREIiS OF THE

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTGRS and DYNAMOS
Automatically Regulated, Unexcelled in Simplicity

and Durability.
THE ONLY MACHINES HAVING

Laminated

Maenets

Field

Softest

of

Giiarcoal

Iron

BV MEANS OF WIIRU
Higlier Efficiency,

Closer Regnlation and

ARE OBTAINED THAN

IS

Slower Speed

POSSIBLE OTHERWISE.
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THE BEGINNING OF THE END.
WESTINGHOUSE COMPANY DEFEATED.
Sawyer-Man Patent Decided by the Court to be a Fraud and Absolutely Valueless.
EXTKACTS FROM THE

DECISIOIT OF JUSTICE BRADLEY, OCTOBER

circuit Court of the United States,
For the Western District of Pennsylvania.

THE CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY
Edison

No. S,

May Term,

1889.

relating to this new and broad claim were made afterwards, in February and March, 1885.
"We are of the opinion that the changes made in the application in
this regard were not justifiable, and that the claim in question cannot be
sustained."
"We are not at all satisfied that Sawyer
ever
made and reduced to practical operation any such invention as is set forth
and claimed in the patent in suit. Their principal experiments were made
in 1878, and perhaps the beginning of 1879.
The evidence as to what they
accomplished in the construction of electric lamps is so contradictory and
suspicious that we can with difiiculty give credence to the conclusions

The amendments

i

)

TShD.

•vs.

McKGESPORT LIGHT COMPANY (

5,

\

Company./

1888.

ON BILL AND PINAL HEARING.

0I=I^^X01^T OS^ THIE] OOTJI^T.

& Han

sought to be drawn from it. We are not Satisfied that they ever
produced an electric lamp with a burner of carbon made
from fibrous material or any other material which was a

success."

"The application for the patent in suit was not
until January, 1880, nearly or quite a year after all
their experiments had ceased, and after the inventions of
Edison had been published to the world."

made

BRADLEY,

Circuit Justice:

"The great question in this suit is, whether the patent
sued on is valid, so far as involves a general claim for the use in electric
lamps of incandescing carbon conductors, made of fibrous or textile subIf it is not, the bill 'must
stances.
If it is, the complainant must prevail.
"
be dismissed.'
"Is the patent valid for such a broad claim ?
The defendnnts contend that it is not. First, because no such invention was set
forth in the original application, but was introduced more than four years
after it was filed, and after the same material had been used by Edison
and claimed by him in application for a patent. Secondly, because Edison,
and not Sawyer-Man, was really the original and first inventor of an incandescent conductor made of fibrous or textile material for an electric
lamp."
"It is very clear to us that in the original application for
the patent sued on, the applicants had no such object ia view as that of
claiming all carbon made from fibrous and textile substances as a conductor
for an incandescing electric lamp. Kothing on which to base any such claim
is disclosed in the original application; we have carefully compared it with
the amended application on which the patent was issued, ard are fully
satisfied that after Edison's inventions on this subject had -been published
to the world there was an entire change of base on the part of Sawyer &
Man, and that the application was amended to give it an entirely different
direction and purpose from what it had in its original form."
"By an adroit amendment made in 1885, they say, 'Our
improvement relates more especially to the incandescing conductor, itB
substance, its form, and its combination with the other elements composing the lamp.' The purpose of this amendment is obvious and needs
no comment."
"The fact is that Sawyer & Man were unconscious that
the arc was not new, and supposed that they could get a patent for it; but
as their eyes were opened, they changed about and amended their application, and made the material of the conductor the greit object
carbon
made from fibrous and textile material. Compare the original with the
amended application, as first stated in this opinion, and this purpose most
obviously appears."
"The fact that the whole object of the application was
changed, is evinced by the correspondence of the parties."
"This testimony of Mr. Broadna.x, which is undoubtedly
to be relied on, in connection with the letter just quoted, shows that the
idea of claiming carbons made from fibrous and textile materials was an
after-thought, and was no part of the purpose of the original application.

—

PRICE OF LAMPS

MUCH REDUCED.

"The explanations made by the complainants
for the delay in applying for the patent in suit, fail to satisfy
our minds that Sawyer
Man, or their assignees for them,
have not sought to obtain a patent to which they were not
legitimately entitled.
"But suppose it to be true, as the supposed inventors and some of the
other witnesses testify, that they did in 1878, construct some lamps with
burners of carbon made of fibrous material and of an arched shape, which
continued to give light for days or weeks, or months; still, were they a
successful invention? Would any one purchase or touch them now? Did
they not lack an essential ingredient which was necessary to their adoption
and use? Did they go any further in principle, if they did in degree, than
did other lamps which had been constructed before? It seems to us that
they were following a wrong principle the principle of small resistance
in an incandescing conductor, and a strong current of electricity; and that
the great discovery in the art was that of adopting high resistance in the conductor with a small illuminating surface
and a corresponding diminution in the strength of the current. This was accomplished by Edison in his filamental
thread like conductors, rendered practicable by the perfection
of the vacuum in the globe of the lamp. He abandoned the old
method of making the globe in separate piece?, cemented together, and

&

—

adopted a globe of one entire piece of glass, into which he introduced
small platinum conductors, fastened by fusion of the glass around them,
thus being able to procure and maintain perhaps the most perfect vacuum
known in the arts. In such a vacuum the slender filaments of carbon attenuated to the last degree of fineness, may be maintained in a state of
incandescence without deterioration, for an indefinite time, andwiih a small
expenditure of electric force. This was really the grand diecoveiy in the art of electric lighting, without which it could

not have become a practical art for the purposes of general
use in houses and cities."
"The principal and great thing described is the
attenuated filament, and its inclosure in a perfect vacuum."
"We think we are not mistaken in saying that
but for this discovery electric lighting would never have
become a fact. We have supposed it to be the discovery of
Edison, because he has a patent for it. This may not be the
case; it may be the discovery of some other person. But
whoever discovered it, it is undoubtedly the great discovery

by electricity."
must be dismissed."

in the art of practical lighting

"The

bill

SEND FOROUR NEW PRICE LIST OF LAMPS.

UNITED EDISON MFD. CO.

65 FIFTH AVENUE,
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if^CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.
42 LA SALLE

ST.,

CHICAGO,

We have the

Manufacturers, Dealers, Importers and
Manufacturers' Agents for

LARGEST STOCK
And

ELECTRICAL MACHINERY
Wires,
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ILL.

the most complete assortment
of any house In the world.

Tools

Low
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Electrical Specialties
of Every Description.

Prompt Shipcourteous treatment, are our synonyms for business

Prices,

ments

progrees.

Lockwood Ammeter and

Arc Light Windlass

Polarity

Haskins' Spark Arrester

far

Arc Lights
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Shade Holder.

Cleveland Switch.

Stoddard Cut-Out.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC
42 La

Salle Street,
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Wood and Bronze.

sizes.

WE MANUFACTURE
A FULL LINE OF

ELECTRIC BELLS.
WOOD

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

BOX, IRON FRAME,

SKELETON AND BUZZERS.

FISHER ELECTRIC COMPANY
S.

B.

MJJMFOBD, President.

C.

H.

MEDAT,

183, 185, 187

FRANK

Larned

JE.

W. E. BEIZLT, Secretary.
S. MABKS, Superintendent.

FISMEB,

Treasurer.

Vice-President.

St.

West,
Western Agent,

DETROIT, MICH.

ALFRED

F.

MOORE,

Western Agent,

HEW HAVEN CLOCK

Wires and Cables.

##///*
<^
*$

G. A.

CO.

HARMOUNT
315 Wabash Ave,, Chicago,

III..

U.

S.

1.

General Electrical Supplies.

#

^*«

Telegraph Instruments, Bells, Buzzers, Batteries, Bare
and Insulated Wire, Cut-outs, Switches, Bell Hangers'
Supplies, Electric

Cas Lighting Apparatus, Annunciators,

Speaking Tubes, Incandescent Lamp Cord, Tape and

WHEN YOU BUY

A

Prom

MOTOR

Splicing

Compound.

AKY Manufacturer or Dealer,
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WITH the

State that
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FIRE
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Whittingham
GENERAL WESTERN AGENT,
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CO.
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Send for Catalogue.

Automatic

Switch Co.,
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No. 8 Keyser Building,

BALTIMORE, MD.
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

Iz

CO.S'

SYSTEM

FOR

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING
T3\r

PERFECTED BY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE.

For 500, 750,

1,500, 3,000, 5,000

16-C.

P.

Lamps.

COMPLETE CENTRAL STATION APPARATUS.

CONVERTERS.
THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
BOSTON,

NEW

MOTORS.
CO., Pittsburgh, Pa., U.S.A.

YORK, CHICAGO. ST. LOUIS, CINCINNATI, SAN FRANCISCO,
PORTLAND,
CHARLOTTE,
DALLAS.
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Consumers, pf^SawyerrMan.Lampsl^

jVTe owe an apology' to" consumers' of Sawyer-Man Lamps fop'
delay in^the delivery of goods ordered by them during the last
The superiority of the Sawyer-Ifen Laii^s has been
i*ew months^
recognized by consu!ners throughout the United States, and even
abroadr^ln consec[Twnce of 'which our trade has increased so Vapidly that', we, have now to meet the demands of oyer' 2000 customers.
We had^hoped that the increase in our manufacturing
^facilities would^T<eep pace with the demand, but the latterlhas
more than ^quadrupled within the year. Although bur factory^is the
largest" otAXs kirid'^in "the world, and operated twenty- four hours
a 'day, we have not been able so far^to give an output equal to the
ever- increasing demand for our^goods.
Consumer !are rapidly "recognizing the fact that there
is as much difference in the iquality of the lamps as in the quality ofany other article of manufacture, and pay a higher price
for our goods than" for*^the product of other lamp manufacturers.
The unifonn exce llence of our lamps, their long life and freedom
from earlV dis^int^gration of carbon filament J[jbhe cause of th«
blackening o f^'^t he bulbs i/and consequent diminution of candle
power), greatly offset the reduced prices of lamp raanufactxirers
who make an inferior quality^ of goods.
The object of^this letter is to notify our customers
that we are now expending our factory so as to double its preser®
outpirt', and to beg their indulgence uiit^il the ^arrangements in
progresB for the Increase of .'manufacturing 'facilities are completed^ meanwhile, we will give our best effort"to the filling of
the orders of our^present customers, who, we hope, will anticir^^
ipate thiijT ^quirements as much as ^possible.
_ ...
'Truly Yours,
,

—

SAWYER-MAN ELECTRIC CO.,
General Manager./

'
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ARC LIGHTING.
ImpFotfed Waterbodse flpparatas.

AUTOMATIC REGULATION.
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SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM.
The Pioneer of Successful
The only Award given for Electric Railways

Electrio

Railways.

at the Paris Exposition of 1889 was a
presented to the Sprague Electric Railway and Motor Company, for the
most perfect system of Electric Railway Equipment.

GOLD MEDAL

What are the Essential Features
Electric Railway

Main Feeders from Power Station.
Main Conductor Feeding in Trolley Wire.
Uniform Size of Trolley "Wire, Independent
Line, or

Number

The Sprague Company will guarantee to operate a ten mile
Thirty Car, Double Track System with

in any Comprehensive
System?

of

Length

of

of Cars Operated.

Less Engine Power;
Less Dynamo Capacity;
Less Weight of Conductors;
Less Loss in Distribution;
Less Loss in Motors;

OR IN WORDS THAT ARE UNDERSTOOD BY ALL, WITH
More Car Miles per Ton of Coal Consumed;
BECAUSE, Thereby only can be secured Uniform Electrical PresMore Miles of Line with a Given Loss;
sure.
More Territory Covered by a Given Outlay;
Absolute Reliability of Service.
More Reserve Capacity in a Given Plant;
Non-interference with one section by interruptions upon any

AND WHY?

THAN CAN BE DONE WITH ANY OTHER SYSTEM.

other.

FEATURES OF A CORRECT MECHANICAL DESIGN OWNED EXCLUSIVELY BY THE SPRAGUE
NO CDMPETITOR OF THE SPRAGUE
Centering the Motor on the Driven Axle;
COMPANY CAN MAKE A SIMILAR
Flexible Yielding Support for Relief of Strains;
GUARANTEE, AND ACCOMPLISH
Universal Movement of the Trolley Pole;
IT TO THE LETTER.
Single Lever Movement for Motor Control;

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY

& MOTOR

CO.

Nos. 16 and 18 Broad St.,

NEW YORK.

CO.,

THE HEISIER PATENT LONB DISTANCE
WCimESCElIT ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.
UNEQUALED FORIDISTRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.
"Awarded

the Highest Distinction, a Gold Medal, by the internat'onal
Jury at the Universal Exposition, Paris, 1889."

SMPoleaMriitnrE
— FOR-

Specially adapted for Street, Commercial, and Domestic Illumination from Central StaPlant may be located where Power can be secured Cheapest, even if milps dl&tast from
the Lighting.
Plan of Wiiicg
Safety, Reliability, and Financial Success fully demonstrated.
Sfiictly Series.
Noted for the Brilliancy ana
the Simplest, Cheapest, and most Efficient.
Beauty of the Light. Lamps, 10 to 100 Candle Power; Long Life without Biackering.
Greatest Production of Candle Power per Horse Power. Dynamo Self-Conlained and Perfectly Automatic.
tions.

SEND VOB CIBCUIiAK.

Helsler

Loii DislaEce

I

INCA^DESCENT

liieHTINS

COBBESFOJVDEaiCi: SOIilClTJED.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
809-817 South 7th

ST. LOUIS,

-

St.eet,

MO.

ELECTRICAL WORDS, TERMS PHRASES.
f

656 Pages. 397

Illustrations.

This Dlctionaiy includes close upon 2,500

distinct

Cloth Binding.

Words, Terms or Phrases.

Price, postage prepaid, to any part of the world, $2.50.
Each

of the gieat cinsses or divisions of electrical Investigation or utilization comes under
careful and exhaustive treatment.
For some reasons it deserves rather to be
called an EncyciopEedia than a dictionary.

The Scheme

of Treatment

is

as follows:

The words, terms and phrases

are invariably followed by a short, concise
giving the sense In which they are correctly employed.
general statement then follows of the Principles of Electrical Science on
2d.
which the definition is founded.
Ist.

definition,

A

it

3d.
When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other considerations,
has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or Diagram of the apparatus is

given.
4th. To facilitate studv, an elaborate system of Cross References has been adopted,
so that it is as easy to find the definitions as the word^, and aliases are readily detected
and traced.
In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure CLEARNESS, to the
end that while the definitions and explanations shall be SATISFACTORY TO
INTELLIGIBLE to
ELECTRICIAN, they shall a'sD be SIMPLE
those who have had no training at all in electricity, or are novices in the art.

AND

EXPERT

PUBImISHING
e
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Rope Transmission at the Chicago Arc
Light & Power Company's Station.
Chicaj;!) Arc I.ikI'I '^
been increasing from llic
I.asl May it was licciilcil to fiilarjro the
start.
station by the aililition of anotlier tlyiianio room.
An order was tlicrcfore placed witli the Thoni'I'hi'

busiiu'ss

Power

ci)ni|Kiny

(if

the

li.is

son-Houston company

for tlie necessary machinery to snpply ,500 aililitional arc lamps, and
work was immediatelv comincnced on the exten-

NOVEMBER

illustration

interesting feature of the extension

is

the rope
to the dy-

transmission which has been applied
The Wi^stern Electrinamos themselves.
cian has from time to time referred to the system of power transmission in service at this staThe use of ropes for this purpose has
tion.
been strongly favored by the company.
When
the present extension was planned it was decided to do away with belts as far as possible, and
apply the rope system.
The extent to which
these plans have been carried out may be judged
by an inspection of the cut.

The new room

by 58 feet and contime 14 arc machines of
Power is supplied from the large
is

tains at the present

various sizes.

72 feet

roWER COMI'ANV

average about 17 inches in diameter, but of
course vary somewhat according to the speed
required.
The shaft bearing at the inner end
next to the engine room is of the Tripp antifriction roller type. The ropes used are all of f4
inch rawhide.

Each dynamo

is driven by two turns of rope.
.-^
tighteners used are of simple design.
one-grooved pulley is set on a carriage which is
.-K
free to move along in the slides at its base.
weighted lever is swung on a spindle at the base,
and a small pawl carried by this lever engages
with a ratchet wheel keyed on the spindle. This
spindle also carries on the other end a gear which
--V pawl
on the
works into a rack on the base.
carriage catches in the teeth of the rack and
prevents the carriage from slipping back as it is
moved along by the lever. By varying the distance of the weight from the fulcrum of the

The

No.

1889.

engines through a main shaft which makes 280
revolutions per minute.
This shaft is built in
three sections measuring 5 '«, 4.'k inclies to 3.'b
indies in diameter at the e.xtreme end. It extends
across the center of the room and the dvTiamos
are belted or "roped" to it as shown. The pulleys
on the shaft are of iron and average about 50
inches in diameter, and each is provided with a
friction clutch. Any or all the dynamos may thus
be controlled as desired.
The dynamo pulleys

ROTE TRANSMISSION AT THE CHICAGO ARC LIGHT

The accompanying

shows the
general arrangement of the new dynamo room.
Although referred to as a "dynamo room," it is
more deserving of the name "station." The most

sion.

30,

22.

may be brought to any desired
In the tut the levers arc shown thrown
forward, the dynamos not being in operation.
Hy simply moving a lever back into the other
position the ropes are brought to the required
tension.
The rope transmission rigging and tlulchcs
were manufactured by the Kclipsc Wind Kngine
company, of Keloit. Wis. For a more detailed
description of the rope svslem as aiifilied to dy-

lever, the ropes

tension.

S STATIO.N.

namos

in

the station, readers may refer to the
of July 20, 1889.

Western Electrician

Chicago and the World's Fair.
Chauncey Depew, at the recent banquet of
the Xew York Chamber of Commerce, spoke as
follows of Chicago and the World's Fair:
"Now, as to Chicago, I say no one can excel

me

for Chicago's marvelous
in admiration
growth, its wonderful development, its tremendous energy, its magnificent future. But Chicago
is not the metropolis of the Western World.
When I am in Chicago the merchant, the minister, the lawyer, the doctor, the whole population whom you go to bargain with first want
to know. 'What is your position on the World's
Fair?'
My hotel 'bill had at the top 'The
World's Fair." When I came out from dinner
taken from the
I found that my hat had been

:

AVESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

2 So

It may be confidently
turn to oil and candles.
expected, however, that an overhead system
will be established.

a label pasted in with mucilage,
'The World's Fair in Chicago.' I got a prescription for a cold, and the druggist put on the
label, 'The World's Fair in Chicago,' and when
I went to church I found pasted on the prayer
book, 'The World's Fair in Chicago.' Chicago
hat-rack and

sa3's, 'I

am

the West,'

'I

am

Patent Office Service.
Complaints are frequently heard from inventors whose patents have been delayed at Washington, and every year the commissioner formally announces his inability to improve the ser-

the metropolis.' In

Chicago claims everything except that
Chicago is on the seaboard, and the wonder is

fact,

that she has not claimed that."
The vast majority of electrical

Under
vice unless the facilities are increased.
the circumstances it might be well if the question of improving the service were agitated.
There is at present a surplus in the United
States treasury of $1,500,000 credited to the
patent department fund, and this sum is constantly increasing while the employes of the offices are laboring under great disadvantages, and
the facilities are extremely poor at the best.
Frank T. Brown, late principal examiner of
electricity at the Patent Office, has just established offices in Chicago.
A representative of
the Western Electrician called upon him recently to secure information regarding the comInasmuch as Mr.
plaints against the ofifice.
Brown served fourteen years in the Patent OfHe 'said
fice, his views are certainly valuable.
"One drawback in the office is the fact that the

the
country will laugh at Mr. Depew's stories, but
they will not agree with him when he says the
AVorld's Fair should not be held in Chicago,
Electrical companies realize that it would be to
their advantage to exhibit their apparatus in the
center of the most promising field rather than in
Manufacturers of electrical
any eastern city.
machinery and the representatives of supply
companies, even in New York city, almost without exception, favor» Chicago as the World's
Fair city.

people

in

Electrical Railway at Ottawa, III.
electric railway at Ottawa, the first built

The

shown m the accompanying cut.
was constructed by the Thomson-Houston

in Illinois, is
It
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other departments.
Good men are
leaving constantly and the service is naturally
felt in all

You know promotions are made in
the Patent Office by competitive examinations
and I ran assure you they are examinations and
not farces.
Therefore, when a vacancy occurs
the entire office is affected, and this is especially
true when an important ofifice is vacated.
"Many inventors do not look upon the Patent
Office with favor
if their claims are rejected
they are often led to believe that they are unfairly dealt with or that the examiner doesn't
know as much as he might, whereas it is really
the fault of some bungling or inexperienced
law\'er.
The patent commissioner is considered
the common enemy of inventors in general."
In relation to proposed improvements in the
service Mr. Brown said that Ex-Commissioner
Butterworth, who is now in Congress, was endeavoring to secure appropriations from Congress for the Patent Office.
His experience in
that department made him familiar with the
needs of the office, and as he was particularly
interested in the improvement of the service as
a patent attorney, he had exerted himself in
former years with good efliect.
"It is to be
hoped," said Mr. Brown, "that the press of the
country will take up the question, but it should
bear in mind that such sensational articles as
appeared last winter in New York papers antagonize every interest in the patent departsuffering.

—

ment."

Southern Electrical Railway Project.
The

following from the Baltimore Snn would seem to
indicate that the South is coming to the front in electrical
enterprises:
Mr. E. C. Machen, a well-known Kentucky
railway contractor, who has recently built several important
roads in the South, has a big electric railway scheme on
hand, which he is confident will piove successful.
It is
nothing less than the construction and operation of an electric railway of the standard gauge between
J^tlanta and
Savannah, Ga., a distance of over two hundred and fifty
mile^.
The Atlanta Consiitittion publishes an interesting
interview with Mr. Machen, from whom it was learned
that the water power of the Ocmulgee and other rivers
along the route is to generate the electricity to move the
trains, and it is estimated by Mr.
Machen that 65,000
horse power will be within reach of the road.
He is going
to New York to investigate motors, and in Ihe meantime,
work is under way on the road between Eatonton and
Machen. If Allania wants a railroad to the sea, says Mr,
Machen, all she has to to is to give an entrance to that
city and get the right of way along the line.
No subscriptions will be asked.
The road is to be built so it can be
run in the old style if electricity will not work, but the new

motor

will

be tested.

Electric Lights in St. Louis.
Several meetings of St. Louis merchants were held recently with a view of securing additional light for Broadway, between Elm street and Franklin avenue. These gentlemen want the street mentioned to be the most brilliantly
illuminated in the city.
proposition was made by the
Municipal Electric Light & Power company to place 160
additional arc lamps on the street named, at an expense of
$100 per lamp per year. The lights will be placed at an
altitude of 12 feet, and from 8 to 10 feet from the building
and 40 feet apart. The lights will be so situated that one
light on one side of the street will be just halfway between
the two lights on the opposite side, and vice vejsa.
It is
asserted by the committee representing the business men
that the i6d lights will be in by Christmas at the furthest,
and Broadway will bloom out as the most popular promenade in the city.

A

ELECTRICAL RAILWAY AT OTTAWA,
Electric company, and has been in operation
since Aug. 15th.
The length of the road, including the turn-outs, is six miles of single

salaries are insufficient to retain

The inducements on

The overhead
The

construction has been
cars are twelve in number, four are equipped with two 15-horse power
motors each, and eight with two lo-horse power

track.

used throughout.

motors each.

The power plant for supplying .the necessary
current for the cars consists of a 2oo-horse power
engine, with
necessary boilers, and two 80horse power generators with complete- station
fittings.
It has been frequently said by those who have
witnessed the working of this road, that if all
the electric railways installed in the state subsequently work as well as this one, the state will
not want for efficient street car service.

Electric Light in

Oak

Park,

III.

The Cicero Water, Gas and Electric Light
company has decided to establish an electric
light plant at Oak Park, III., a suburb of Chicago.
The franchise was granted this company
by the town board of Cicero two or three years
ago, but the

company

vantage of

it

until

did not desire to take adforced to do so by the de-

mands of the people for electric light. There is
some opposition to the erection of overhead
wires, some of them who are dissatisfied thinking the place should imitate metropolitan cities,
while others not so progressive advocate a re-

ILL.

I

first class

men.

the outside are too great
and the Patent Office becomes a training school
Then again more help
for patent solicitors.
should be allowed and better offices should be
furnished.
The building was supposed to be
fire-proof until there was a practical demonstration to the contrary.
Many of the rooms damaged by fire were never repaired, and there are
not a few important offices that were blackened
by smoke which have never been repainted.
When you realize that so little attention is given
matters of this kind you will not be surprised to
learn that the places provided for stowing away
Any old garret
records are almost inaccessible.
or dark room is considered a fitting place for
these records.
The examiners' offices are poorly lighted and no attempt is made at ventilation.
That is another inducement to leave.
But the
greatest evil is the small salaries.
At present
changes are made in nearly every department
and this is the reason that the work continues to
pile up.
When I left my position less than two
months ago, we were in good shape. Well for a
time there was no one appointed to take my
place and the work stopped.
Now an appointment has been made, but it will be some time
before my successor will get the run of the office.
I do
not say this through egotism, you
understand, nor do I wish to have it appear as
a reflection on my successor.
It is merely the
natural result from an interference with the
regular run of affairs.
The same experience is

Failure to Transmit a Cipher Dispatch.
The Court of Appeals of Missouri has handed

down a decision in the case of Julius D. Abeles
against the Western Union Telegraph company,
a suit instituted to obtain damages for failure to
transmit promptly a cipher message.
The case
was a test proceeding to determine whether a
telegraph company is liable to the sender of a
cipher message for more than nominal damages.
Abeles forwarded a cipher telegram to one M.
Rich, to sell certain mining stock in Tuolumne
county, Cal.
The message was not delivered
for eleven days, and Abeles sued for $320 damages.
The telegraph company set up the defense that, under the circumstances, the message
being a cipher one, and the company not knowing its contents, it was not liable.
The lower
court, however, held that the plaintiff was entitletl

$1.

to

nominal damages and gave judgment for
Abeles then appealed.
The appellate

judges held that in respect of the exact damages
which the plaintiff was entitled, they were inclined to think that the proper view was, that
where the delay had not been so great as to
to
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ureal as to
failure to perform the
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.so

measure of damwas the sum paid for the transmission of
the message with interest,
lint the counsel for

duty umlertaken, the proper
ajfcs

both parties having; stated at the bar that the
record had been brought before the court in its
present shape for llir sole purpose nf lestint; llif

Deplford; the last ini-ntioned establishment in charge of Mr. I'erranti, the chief
engineer, who is author of some remarkable inventions ami improvements ni the machinery to
produce the electric light, and in the niuans of
l.iilc.iy.il

distributing

where

wanted.
\V<- may stale,
in
rough oulliiie, the extent
of the metropolitan region over which litis company is laying its mains -in other words, the
districts apportioned to it by the Hoard of 'I'rade.
The part of St. .Martin's-in-the-j'ields, lying to
the

siiulli

it

it

is

llu- Sir. Old :iud wi'sl

iif

of St. Martin's

>Hi

Ill

.\prii,

says:
since.

iHHH

The

(

hairinan ol

"We liavc been at it
Now wc have a very

niijlit

the cuin|iany

and day ever

large engine tiuuiic

erected, and have engines and dynaniot at work
of 3,ooo.horse power.
Two other enginr
dynanioH are in coiiritcof construction of
horse power each.
The boiler power we
put down Ih i.|,ooo-horHc power.
Wc found,
when we inipiired ai to the conHlruclion of
these ilynamos, that there were no looU l>i({
enough to deal with them, except a few in
arsenals and private works.
We tried Krupp
inderinany and the Oeuzot works in France,
and neither of tliem would contract to deliver
under three years. As it did not suit our purpose to wait .so long, we put up machinery ourselves, and we shall lie able to complete these
dynamos in a year. They are of unprecedented
size.
Tluf latlie reipiired to turn the main shaft
is of the same dimensifins as that used for turning the loo ton gnn at Woolwich.
The shafts
are .56 inches in diameter, and in the rough
weighed 70 tons. They were tlie largest eastings of steel ever made in Scotland.
The dynamos are 42 feet in diameter at the armature. .As
to their lighting power, the dynamos working now at Deplford will supply 25,000 lights,
and the two being constructed will rise to 100,000 each.
These new ones are devised so that,
as the demand arises, we can put another engine
upon each dynamo of 5,000-horsc [lower, so that
ea< h will be up to 10,000-horse power, making
'

lights each nominally.
We are
manufacturing the mains ourselves, and
four machines are turning them out in 20 foot
lengths.
This is all that we reipiire for 100,000
lights.
The largest of our mains will be 2',i
inches over all, and the smallest
'4 inches.
There is no cable, but a lube of copper, having
a <|uarter of an inch of sectional area, through
which the current is sent out. This has a cover
of insulating material, and a second copper tube
is compressed round that for the return current.

them 200,000
also

1

I

I

I

LV LU.Ml'.V.W

'.-

right of the plaintiff to recover substantial damages beyond the costs of transmitting the message, and having thus waived the right to recover nominal damages, the judgment of the
lower court was affirmed.

High Tension

in

London.

The

recent discussion in the Chicago Klectric
club of the ijuestion of higli tension electrical distribution naturally led to several references to the

high voltage system of Ferranti.

M

the present
the art to place underground, and in
close proximity, two conductors carrying currents at a difference of potential of 10,000
volts, is looked upon as a bold undertaking, to
say the least.
Kerranti has commenced a great work and the
Englishmen who back him deserve credit for
their nerve and enterprise.
In view of the fact
that the importance of
Ferranti's work has
been generally recognized, the following description and illustrations of his station reproduced from the lUiistraUJ LonJon JS'nvs, will
prove of interest:
The London Electric Supply corporation has
its head office at Adelphi 'Terrace, and its great
state of

.Another thin layer of insulating material is u.sed,
all is placed an
iron tube, al.so made
tight for protection against pickaxes in the
street.
With this main we reijuire no box or
brickwork in the streets, as it is put naked into
the earth.
'The outer tube is of wrought iron
a quarter of an inch thick, and is sufficiently flexible to bend at right angles without breaking,
while strrmg enough to resist any weight that

and over

f

West-

minster Bridge road.

It is believed that this
large tract of London will in the course of half
a dozen years, if not less, use up the two million
lamp power of the Deptford works.
This company began practically through Sir
Coutts Lindsay undertaking, in November, 1S84,
to light the Cirosvenor gallery with electricity.
He received olTers from neighbors to supply
them with the light, and ths work was made
much larger than was originally intended. 'The
demand kept on increasing till in October, 1887,
it was found necessary to
move; the promoters
extended their company and adopted the name
of "The London."
The construction of the great works at Dept-

ford, with their powerful machinery,

was be^un

'There will
might go over it without damage.
be a joint 'for sen'ice' at each twenty feet, so
that every house can have the light if desired.

A

main on

man can

this

principle

is

absolutely safe; a

touch the naked copper with impunity,
There is the same
as it is already 'to earth."
protection against danger from the connecting
The primary current is sent up at a tenwires.
That pressure has never
sion of 10.000 volts.
been approached before in electrical work. We
bring up our mains to distributing stations,
where the tension is reduced from 10,000 volts
Then it is sent through the
to 2,400 volts.
streets underground, and at each house it is
again reduced by means of transformers to a
working pressure of 100 veils. Eventually we

—
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have eight or ten stations to distribute the
and at present we have practically
six, including the Grosvenor, from which the
These
machinery will be removed later on.
distributing stations need not be larger than a
good-sized room."
With regard to the cost and price of electric
lighting, it is regulated by Act of Parliament.
The "Board of Trade Unit" is the quantity of
electricity consumed by a ten-candle power
lamp in thirty hours. For this amount an elecit must
tric company may charge eight pence
The e.xpression "eight pence
not charge more.
per Board of Trade Unit," means, therefore,
one lamp of ten-candle power at about a farthOr, again, one ten-candle power
ing an hour.
lamp for thirty hours mean's the same thing as
shall

light from,

—

thirty lamps, each of ten-candle power, lighted,
The cost of the curaltogether, for one hour.
rent, which is supplied by the various companies
has been fixed by the Board of Trade at eight
pence per unit, but the current is to be obtained at a very much less cost than this
especially in large installations, for which it can
be obtained as low as from sixpence-half penny
to seven pence per unit.

Whittlngham Automatic Switch.
The

general construction and action of the
-switch has already been described
For the benefit
in the Western Electrician.

Whittingham

November

The gearing is connected with a small threebladed fan, the revolution of which governs the
movement of the bar when reducing resistance.
Ji represents the resistance

and contacts.

The

When

a
as
current is turned on the line by operation of the
switch, 5, it will flow through the coil C down
the bar B, divide at the end, and part go through
finger, F, plate, P, and wire, W, to the field of the
motor, the other part flows through finger, TV, the
The
resistance coils and line to the armature.
resistance coils will prevent an excessive amount
of current from flowing through the armature.
As soon as the
It will therefore start slowly.
current begins to flow through the solenoid it
begin to pull the
will attract its armature and
resistance bar toward the solenoid and thus cut
out the resistance, notwithstanding the retractile
influence of the spring, which acts in an opposite direction, the solenoid being stronger than
the spring; but in order to start safely the motor,
the current must be put on gradually until the
speed of the armature is great enough to generate sufficient counter electromotive force to preThis
vent the full current doing any harm.
gradual motion of the resistance-bar is produced
by the train and fan, which are connected to the
resistance bar by the pawl and ratchet wheel. It
may also be mentioned that Mr. Whittingham
has used a dash-pot in his device instead of the
gearing and fan.
The result, however, is practically the same.
If now the generator should

operation of this device

is

follows:

A New View of Telephone
BY JOHN

J.

30,

1889

Induction.'

CARTV.

One of the most peculiar developments connected with
the introduction of the telephone was the presence of remarkable sounds which were'heard when the telephone line
was of any considerable length. Sometimes it sounded as
though myriads of birds flew twittering by; again, sounds
like the rustling of leaves and the croaking of frogs could
plainly be heard; at other times the noise resembled the
hissin^of steam and the boiling of -water.
Even a display of aurora borealis causes powerful currents in the telephone.
At one time, I think it was in 1882, during the prevalence of sun spots and after the appearance of a comet,
the auroral current became so strong on a line from Boston
to Brockton as to operate a miniature arc light which I
improvised out of a pair of lead pencil carbons and connected into the line.
Some of these disturbances have been more or less sataccounted for by assuming differences of potwo ends of the line; by the sudden heating
or cooling of the line; and by the passage of electrified
bodies of air or clouds.
Another very curious effect was observed when the 6rst
two telephone wiies were run parallel to each other on the
same cross-arm for the distance of even a few miles; it
was found that although the insulation of the lines was
high, a conversation carried on over one wire could
plainly be heard on its neighbor.
This overhearing is commonly called "cross-talk." As the number of telephone
wires increased and their bunching together in cables became necessary, it was found that in addition to the "crosstalk" there was another element of trouble added, which
was due to the electro-static effect of the cable, and caused
the voice to be transmitted in an indistinct and muflled
manner. This evil exists to such an extent that where cables are used the speaking limit is soon reached.
While a study of the strange noises heard in the telephone might be of interest, I shall in this paper limit myself to the consideration of "cross-talk" and to the action
which takes place when wires are bunched in cables. In
the simple case of inductive "cross-talk" first cited, in
which two telephone wires are strung parallel on the same
cross-arm, the presence of "cross-talk is said to be due to
dynamic or current induction; that is, if a current commences to flow in one of the wires from north to south, it
will at that instant cause an induced current to flow in the
other wire in the opposite direction, from south to north.
As the telephone current is constantly changing its direction and strength, this explanation seems to apply and is
the one given in the text books.
This is the kind of induction referred to in the law of
Lenz, and applies to induction coils and to parallel wires
when the current is of sufficient strength. I shall speak
of this hereafter as electro-magnetic induction.
To-night
I shall
describe some experiments which seem to prove
that the induction between telephone wires is due to electrostatic rather than to electro-magnetic action.
--^I will first show
a case of electro-static induction between telephone wires in which there is a neutral point at
the center of the secondary wire, at which point there is
no induction, while at the ends marked inductive effects
are noticeable.
In Fig. I, E F and C
are two well insulated parallel

isfac orily

tential at the

'
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WHITTINGUAM AUTOMATIC SWITCH.
of those who
the details of

may wish

understand more of
this ingenious little device, the
description and diagrams are_ preto

following
sented:
The object of the invention is to deliver current to a motor or other device gradually instead
of suddenly turning on the full force, and to do
this automatically, although the switch may have
been turned on full, as is usually done by ignoAnother object is to automaticalrant persons.
ly replace a large resistance in the circuit whenever the current is shut down or broken.
The
damage from a full current suddenly turned into the armature or field is thus prevented.
The
main features of the invention are as follows:
l''irst, automatically reducing the resistance of a
circuit after the current has been turned on by
a switch, and doing this under the control of a
governor, which regulates the motion of the automatic resistance-reducing devices to any desired speed; second, automatically replacing the
resistance in the circuit when the current is
switched off; and, third, leaving the apparatus
when the current has been shut down in such
position that it will operate automatically to start
the motor and repeat the first mentioned operalion
that is to say, cut out the resistance automatically and gradually without being touched.
Referring to the cuts, Fig. i shows the switch
arranged to be operated by the same current
which drives the motor.
Fig. 2 shows the connections when the device is operated by an independent circuit. In Fig. i, A is the main line,
.V an ordinary switch, C
a solenoid in the line
and embracing a core which is attached to the
resistance bar. A ratchet and pawl are arranged
as shown at the lower end of the pivoted lever.

—

be shut down wholly or

partially, or the switch
turned so as to cut off all of the current, the
solenoid will at once cease to act, and the spring
will draw the resistance bar back to its primary

position, as shown in Fig. i.
This action must
be a quick one, because if the current is suddenlycut off and then turned on again, unless the
resistance be reintroduced into the circuit, all
the bad effects of a full current suddenly turned
on the armature will result, and this is one of

the especial features of the invention.
It will
be noticed that this action is purely automatic
and instantaneous.
Referring to Fig. 3, the
structure is here again identical, but wiring is
different.
In this case an independent circuit is
employed to operate the solenoid, which in its
turn is switched by the operation of a solenoid
placed in the main line circuit.
In elevator work where a constant potential
motor is employed, this device is most useful. It
is often desired to start the motor by one pull on
a rope.
This cannot be done with the ordinary
With the Whittingham
motor attachments.
switch however, but one pull is required, and the
device by its automatic action accomplishes the

telephone wires, each 200 feet long and placed one-eighth
of an inch apart.
E F is open at one end and connected
to ground at the other through a Blake transmitter, L,
in the ordinary manner.
In front of the Blake transmitter
I place a vibrating tuning fork, which acts on the transmitter in the same manner as the voice, and which produces
impulses on the line E F of the same strength as voice currents. At the center of the line C D, we have the telephone,
Y, and at the extreme ends the telephones, X and /..
With the tuning fork at L in operation tones are heard at
X and Z but the middle telephone, Y, is silent. A study
of the changes of potential produced in the wire, E F, by
the transmitter will give us an explanation of this phenomenon.
As is well known, the telephone current is an alternating one, and the potential of the line, E F, varies constantly and is changed from positive to negative many
times per second.
The wire, E F, being open at E would
be at the same potential throughout.
It is assumed that
at a given instant the height of potential at F would be
represented by the dotted line, F H; then the potential at
E would be represented by the dotted line, E G, and the
total charge on E F would be represented by the rectangle,
E G II F. We will assume that this charge is of the
minus sign. The existence of this charge on E F presupposes the presence of a charge of opposite sign on C
D, which would be represented by the rectangle, A C D B.

Now

suppose the potential on

E F becomes

to the operation of the transmitter, then the

zero,

owing

whole charge

The city council of I lolden, Mo., has granted a franchise for elecuic lighting to Theo. Plate, president of the
Ilolden Water company.
The franchise extends for a
long term of years, and includes a contract for a number
of 32-candle power lights to be burned until midnight on

F, but the
E F gets to earth at the grounded end of
charge on C
has two paths to earth, one at C and the
other at D.
This results in two currents as shown by the
arrows, one flowing to earth through the telephone, X, and
producing sound at X, and the other flowing to earth
through the telephone, Z, and producing sound at Z.
No
current flows through the telephone, Y, and consequently
therein.
Again,
no sound is produced
changing the potential of E F causes a corresponding set of currents, but
in opposite directions to those first described, meeting in
the center and producing no sound in the center telephone,
but causing the end telephones to give out sounds the
same as in the first instance. Inasmuch as the line, E F,
an infinite
is opened at one end and therefore has almost
resistance,
it
is
clear that this phenomenon is purely an
electro-static one.

the moonlight schedule.
The plant will be operated in
connection with the waterworks; the pumping station for
which, is located two miles east of the business part of the
city.
Orders for the electrical apparatns have been placed
with the Ileisler I'Clectric IJght company of St. Louis, whose
long dislance system will be used.
It is intended to have
tile plant in operation by the middle of December.

*In explaining an experiment of Mr. Culley before the Society of
Telegrapn Engineers in 1875 Mr. Preece pointed ont that in acertain
telegraph line .suhjectecl to induction trom a neighboring telegraph
line, there w;is a neutral point,
I
can find, however, no reference
to this in Mr. Preece's book on "The 'i'elephone," and its practical
application to telephone induction seems to have been lost sight of.
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linvc mil ;tt
ami the succeeding fxpcrirncnls
shape of the imhueil i-hur^c. as
unnecessarily complicate the suliject and would
not in any way n0ect the result.
As u matter of fact the
dotted line, A 11, sljould slope off fronj the center toward
the ends.
With the line,
V. grounded ihrouj^h an ordinary subscriber's line and
instrument, the effect is the same as
when the line is open, and the neutral point is still found.
This is because the tclephoiif rurrnU, even when tlnwinj.;
in a close circuit, is sn we;di that il is not capable of pro
Ill

this

1

lrm|)tc(l to j^ivf ihc exact
it

u-oiikl

I'".

magnetic field of sullicient slrcn^tli to alTeit the
ueiKhboiin^; wire, or the ninj.;netic effect is so small that it
I'or
oblileraled by the movement of the static charge.
convenience in some of the sucieedin>; e.xpcrimenls, the
disturbinK wire will be shown open at one end.
ilucinj; a

is

Another proaf ih it Ihii is cleirtro magnetic indm tiori is
found in ttie fad that if the line be opened at \', the iiriiirid
disippears from all the leltrphonci.
1( the line, A II. were
opened at A, the potential alon^ the tine would br conslant, and the charge which \ Il would lake would f>c
rcpresentei! by the reclan^;!c
II l>. but when the line
rcsiHlancc. there Ih, of
is jr^ounded at A through a low
eoursc, a fall of potential along A H; the priticip.il drop,
however, ociMtrrinj; in the secoiulary coil of the transmliicr
p-ilentiat at tin1., the I'ne II K representing the hciglit of
terminal of the coll, and the elcjlro-ilatic effect which Ihc
line A H would hive, is rcpre-icnlcd by the triangle A
It,
This triangle, although exaggerated in the diagram, \s slill
miuh smaller than the rectangle
II I>.
and cxpliins
the absence of electro static induction between the wires,
while the powerful cu'renl generated in I., and the com-

Ad

I'.

Ad

U
L

K

there

is

a key loc.ited at the neutral point of

is

transmitter,

I-,

no change

in operation,

C

is

With

D,

the
produced in the

tones heard at the telephones, X anil \', by opening ami
closing the key, K. If this induction were electromagnetic,
opening the line, C U, woulil prevent current from llowing in
any part of the circuit, In Fig. 2 we have another proof of
the electro-static nature of telephone induction.
A I! is
the usual disturl>ing wire with its transmitter. I,.
C U is
the secondary wire with the telephones. X ant.1 \ located at
the ends, as in the previous experiment.
By means of the
key, K, the teleplione, \, may be cut in and out of the circuit.
With the key open, the usual tones are heard at X
and \'. Now, if the induced current llowing in the circuit,
C D, is due to electro-magnetic Induction, upon short-cir.

parativcly low resistance through which it has lo (low, accounts fully for the cleclro-magnelic effects observedhave made a large number of laboratory experiments
and observations on actual lelrphone lines, all of which
pjint strongly lo the conclusion that electro magnetic induction doss not exist in telephone lines outside of the telephone and transmitter. Th's view of the subject applied
to the theory of transpo-.icions of metallic circuits and to
the action of wires in cables gives the only satisfactory explanation of observed phenomena.
Can this
Now. we come to the important question:
In answer to this, it
electro-static induction be prevented?
can be Slid that the crosi-ialk due to electro static induction can be eliminated
by properly constructed metallic
circuits. Hut there still remains the muflbng effect referred
I

to in the lirst part of this papsr.
"electro-static retardation," and

-Ahrfciii

clci Ifjtal

million timet \Kr «ei ond were pr<'
though thry were trunvmitlcl atonfg » coii
velocity of light, ycl ihcy followed each
rapidity thit nodal pointk were \irtHUiccil. '.
whi*h determined the length of the wjvch
have iKcn produced In variou% way*, aiul \,y mrad 'it l*rgr
prUmsof pitch and bv metallic muroo ihry h^.r l,<rn rr
fractcd, IfjeURcd and rcflcclc'.
In (act. ihcy have l^en
found to obey much the narnc law* u% light wavc«
I think it niunt follow
from thc*c cx|)crinirnl« that our
diflurbing wire. A It, \% throwing off, Uicrally. wavc« of
great length, and that thc«c wavcn impinging uprm ihc
adjacent wire, C I», produce thelndu'.tlvr cflcrt* obtcf^e«l.
Now, if by vmie mrans, these wave* ('»til'l K*- drilcted
from their course and prevented from falling on the wire.
C I), it f()IlowH that there would \jr no disturbamc whatever produced (herein
We know that if thc^c wavet were
j

:

-

experiments, a lens of pilch or a metallic mirror

in IIcrl/'»

/-V^
no current (lowing at the neutral point, opening the wire at that point should have no ciTect on the tel
ephones located at the ends.
In l-'ig. 3, A It is the dis
turl)iiig wire with the transmitter, I., arranged as before;
If

n-p'-TifncuIi

many

of the lu'imc length a% light wavcn. thi« action could t>c prevented by tie interposition of a property ithapc'i lent of
glasH, or by a mirror; or if ihcy were of the length uwij

+

+

-^

rhi.itr-d

This
com-.*s

Is

would have the ^:^m^: result
Now, althoti^fh the telephone waves arc of great length, it Mcms [XM^dile thai by
interposing a properly shaped dietcctric or combmalion of
dielectrics, that an interference or refraction might Ik: pfoduccd which would have the dckired reikult.
This clectro-staiic problem is one of the mo^l importaot.
and until within a year or two. the least Muditd. and ii at
present the least understood of all Ihe various dift'uulticib
with which we are confronted, and ihc reward whrch
aw?its its proper solution is greater than that whrch fell to
the

lot

of the inventor of the telephone

Chicago City Plant.
Despite tiie numerous disadvantages under
Ifarrett
whicli he has labored, City Kiectrician
expects to have one of the new power i)lants for
the Chicago city electric light system in operaThe others will lie
tion in a coiii)le of weeks.
pushed along as rapidly as pos«;iblc.

sometimes called
wherever two

Price of Insulated Wires.
last two weeks the price of

in

telephone conductors are run close to each other for any

it*clf

During the

B AA/\^-

l^A/V-

K

1^

^^^

cuiting the telephone, X, and thereby reducing the resistance
of the circuit, C D, the strength of the induced current
should be increased and the tone at the telephone, \', sliould
But this is not the case, as on
be correspondingly louder.
closing the key the sound at \'. instead of being increased,
This is because the charge on the
entirely disappears.
wire, C D, finds an easy path to earth through the key, and
such a small portion of the charge goes to earth through
the telephone. V. that no audible elTect is produced thtrein.
I'"ig
4 shows the disturbing wire, .\ B, arranged as before,
but the secondary wire instead of being put to earth at
both ends has its circuit completed by a second wire placed
With this arrangement, neu
outside of the field of A H.
tral points are found at T and T', while the usual disturbances are heard at telephones R, and R', located at the
ends.
In this case a movement of the static charge takes
place In the metallic circuit, causing at one moment a set of
currents starting from Ti in both directions through the
end telephones and meeting at T, and at the ne,\t instant
the reverse takes place.

3
great distance.
Where telephone wires are strung upon
poles and are at a distance of a fo3t or more from each
other, this action is very small, but where they are bunched
together in cables, a hundred or more within a two-inch
pipe, it is very great.
It is a curious fact,
hojvever. that
the amount of this trouble, other things being equal, depends on the character of the insulating medium or dielectric, as it is called, but is independent of its specific insulation resistance, the induction being less when air is
used as an insulator than with any other substance amorg
the materials adopted In practice.
Dry cotton, paper and
silk rank next to air in this respect, but when putta percha
or any of the rubber compounds are used, the induction is
much greater than with the other materials mentioned.
This peculiar property of an insulator, /.(-., the faciliry
with which it allows induction to take place through it. is
called its "specific Inductive capacity."
In the present
state of the art, then, the only way to overcome electro-static
retardation, after having an insulator or dielectric of the
lowest specific inductive capacity, is to increase the dis

two cents per pound.
increase of one cent was made two
weeks ago and the last rise occurred ten days
ago.
According to the statements of dealers no
imnietliate drop is to be anticipated.
lated wires has increased

The

first

Edison Primary Battery.
dispatch from New York states that Kdison
The most
has perfected a new primary cell.
sweeping claims are made for the invention and
it is stated that its bids fair to revolutionize telegraph work. It is said that the battery consists
of a simple cylinder of zinc within which is
placed a thick stick of caustic soda and the cell
A gentleman who is
is then tilled with water.
familiar with Mr. Edison's work was in Chicago

A

t , '
,

-S-WV

Ini'^

r
I

will

now show some of the
same

time

efTects of electro magnetic insuppressing electro-static in

tluction.

In Kig. 5, A H Is the disturbing wire as
grounded through a short thick wire at. A.

before, but
Instead of
placing the tuning fork in front of the transmitter, 1-, and
acting on it through the air, pioducing delicate currents
like voice currents, an automatic circuit breaker and iive
cells of Leclanche battery were connected in the primary
circuit of the transmitter, thus producing in the line. .\ H,
alternating currents of great strength.
The secondary
wire containing the lelephonts. X, Y and Z. is of the same
length and at the same distance from the disturbing wire,
With the circuit breaker
as in the previous experiments.
at L in operation, loud musical tones are heard at X, V
and /, and the tone is the same In all three telephones, the
neutral point in this case having disappeared.
This is a
true case of electro-magnetic induction, because short-circuiting the telephone, V, increases the sound In the remain
ing telephones and leaving the short circuit on Y. and
short-circuiting the telephone, X. still further increases the
sound at Z. This latter experiment furnishes a most
striking contrast to the result obtained in Fig. 2. where by
short-circuiting the telephone. \, the sound was completely
removed from the telephone at the other end of the line.

'

.D

3

^^^
duction, at the

iniju-

It is evident that in
tance between telephone conductors.
underground systems this distance can never be great. In
all of our large city underground systems the space which
is allowed for each wire is .125 of ?n inch.
This putting wires underground in cities is tVe only bar
to a universal system of telephony, and if direct air lines
were built New York and Chicago would be plactd within
speaking distance of each other at once.
To place telephone wires underground and maintain the
same etliciency as in overhead lines, would require an insulation on each wire of over two feet in thickness, and instead of getting 50 pairs cf wires into a three-inch pipe,
as at present, a tunnel occupying half the street would be
When we consider that a
required for one cable alone.
telephone otVice of even moderate size would require about
a hundred such gigantic cables, it is seen how almost hopeless the case becomes.
Most engineers think that this difficulty is inherent in
the problem, and th.at the electro- talic action can only be
overcome by separating the wires as already stated.
In view of the recent researches tending to give us a
deeper knowUdge of the nature of electricity which have
been conducted by Hert^ and others. I think ihere is reason to hope that some other way out of the dit^culty may
be found.
You are all, no doubt, familiar with those cel-

He

Monday.

_

cT.

__

said he believed that the di^patch

was correct and added that he thought Mr. Edison had been led int3 experimenting in this line
by a desire to perfect a battery for phonograph
work.

Mexican Phonograph Service.
A New

York paper says Thomas .\. Kdison has made Jt
contract with the .Mexican government to funii>h the po»totficesof the republic with phonographs to be used for tbc
In place of writirg a letter, a
transmission of messages.
Mexican hereafter can say what he wants to say and the
will
be forwarded to the po>iwa.x impression of his tone
office nearest lo the residence of the person for whom the
message is intend! d. The latter mill be notified on ii>
arrival, and the message will be ground cut to him by irc
As the vast majority of the Mexican
local phonograph.
population cannot read or write, it isbelteTcd that the phonograph will be extensively used in correspoiMiencc.

The

city

fcall

itv hereafter.

at Sterling.

III.

will

be lighted by dccttk-
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and its ranks of professional men are
as distinguished as those of any other city on
the continent, and yet every once in a while

far-seeing,

metropolis is
wealthy, growing
Why is
pointed out as a slow, easy-going city.
this?
Largely because, our street car service is
behind the age in speed and accommodations."
this
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The next meeting of the Chicago Electric
Club will be held next Monday evening. President Beach will occupy the chair for the first
time.

Instead of an ice palace the
val association proposes to erect
tower 250 feet high and 150 feet
The structure will be
the base.

St.

Paul carnian ice
diameter at

this year
in

illuminated by
globes of differ-

scores of arc lights inclosed in
An elevator operated by an electric
ent colors.
motor will convey pleasure seekers to the top of
the tower.

At

the last meeting of the Chicago Electric
Club the work of Ferranti in London was alluded to several times. The system which is to
be introduced will be watched with the greatest
interest, inasmuch as a potential of 10,000 volts
will be used and many new features in underground work are to be introduced.
An illustrated article descriptive of the system appears in
this issue.

mighty degree of energy

needs an electric street car
system and needs it badly if the following from
"To an e.\a local paper is to be believed
pericnced traveler there are numerous methods
of determining the progressiveness of a city. A
familiar rule is to gauge a town by its street
cars.
Usually, no pushing, wide awake city has
There is an
a slow, mopy street car service.
:

exception

'I'hiscity
in the case of Philadelphia.
progressive, its citizens are as wide awake and
energetic, its business men are as shrewd and

is

to

be

utilized!

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers in session in New York last week, expressed its belief that the four great engineering
associations in the country should be organized
These societies are:
in one great organization.
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
with 1,050 members; the American Society of
Civil Engineers, 1,100 members; the American
Institute of Mining Engineers, 1,900 members;
and the American Institute of Electrical EngiThe resolutions passed by
neers, 375 members.
the Mechanical Engineers say: "It is desirable
in view of the contemplated International Exposition in 1892, that there shall be some organization broadly representative of American
engineers, and thus qualified in their behalf to
receive and entertain the foreign engineers,
who, it is hoped, will visit the United States."
No plan of organization has been proposed, but
the resolution seems to contemplate more than
anything else_a scheme for the co-operation of
According to several genthe several societies.
tlemen who were interviewed, no idea of obliterating the identity of the existing organizations
As a reference is made
has been entertained.
in the resolution to the World's Fair, it is pertinent to add here that the representatives of
electrical
interests
throughout the country
seem to favor Chicago as the proper site.

At

the last meeting of the

New York

Electric

Carty presented a paper on "A
new View of Telephone Induction," which will
be read with interest by all telephone workers.
The paper is given elsewhere in this issue.
If any telephone man in the country were asked
for a synonym for vexatious annoyance he would
probably suggest "induction."
In the latter
part of his paper Mr. Carty asks whether electro-static induction can be prevented.
Cross
talk due to this cause, he says, can be eliminated by the proper construction of metallic circuits, but a
difficult problem still
remains
Electro-static retardation forms an eve'r-vexatious
problem.
While this effect is small when wires
are run on poles at a distance of a foot or more
from each other, it is great when wires to the

John

number

Philadelphia

electric

railways in St. Paul and Minneapolis, the greatest interest has been taken in electrical matters
A St. Paul paper said recently:
in those cities.
The time is not far distant, indeed, when both
St. Paul and Minneapolis will be illuminated,
and both cities will be furnished with motor
power from the Falls of St. Anthony, or from the
enormous horse power which a dam at Meeker's
Island would afford readily, and by the expendiThe
ture of less than half a million dollars.
deterring difficulties in the way of such triumph
The cost of distribare rapidly disappearing.
uting illumination is lessening; the cost of distributing mechanical power by wires is lessening.
The first decade of the next century will show
results which will astonish the sceptical of the
The transmission of power from
present hour.
Meeker's Island, only five miles from St. Paul,
The first
will be a matter of no great difficulty.
step is to build a dam which would make at low
water 35,000-horse power, the same as the falls
at Minneapolis, and increase with higher water.
Thirty-five thousand horse power represents a

club,

18S9

about each wire and a tunnel occupying half a street would be necessary for a single

dielectric

cable.

great,

CHICAGO.

Lakeside Building.

30,

J.

hundred or more are bunched in
inventor who discovers a method
of overcoming electro-static induction, Mr. Carcables.

of a

The

ty says, will

have a greater reward than

fell

to

him who discovered the principle of the telephone. 'I'he only way at present of removing
the effect, says the author of the paper, is by
increasing the distance between the conductors,
which cannot be great certainly when the cables
are underground.
To maintain the same efficiency when the lines are underground as when
they are in the air would retpiire two feet of

In another column is presented a report of a
speech made by the Marquis of Salisbury, England's prime minister, at the recent banquet of
the London Institution of Electrical Engineers.
As the thought of the most prominent figure in
English politics the speech is full of interest.
One point which the prime minister emphasizes,
has been frequently referred to by American
economic writers. He alludes to the importance
which attaches to the easy and economical distribution of power by electricity.
He looks forward to the time when every artisan may as
easily obtain power in his home as he now obWorking men may thus
tains water and gas.
carry on at their homes many of the industries
which now require the work of vast numbers of
operatives at huge factories.
In the disruption

of families which is the result of the factory system, the prime minister sees one of the greatest
While there is no
evils in modern civilization.
immediate prospect of a realization of this state
of things which fires the premier's fancy, it is an
interesting topic to speculate about.

About a year ago in New York city an explosion occurred in a manhole while a street
The explosion frightened one
car was passing.
of the occupants so severely that she was seriously ill for a considerable time as a result. She
brought suit against the company which maintained the manhole and last week shq obtained
New York daily
a. judgment for $t,35o.
paper in referring to the case asks this pertinent
"Was it the manhole or the gas
question:
which exploded?" Is it not the truth that as
far as justice goes the gas company which
allowed gas to escape from leaky mains and collect in the manhole was far more responsible for
the accident than the corporation which owned
This was about the view
the manhole ?
which the defendant company took in the trial

A

of the case.

It

introduced

no testimony

as,

it

asserted, no proof was introduced to show
that it had contributed to the accident, or had
been guilty of any neglect. Legally the electrical company may be responsible but the decision
scarcely commends itself to one's ideas of justice.

Two PAPERS read at the last meeting of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers apin this issue.
C. J. Reed presented a
paper on "The Form and Efficiency of Incandescent Lamp Filaments." The carefully prepared article will be read with interest by those
who are studying incandescent lamps. Mr. Reed
emphasizes the fact that efficiency is a function
of the temperature, and not a function of the
shape of the carbon, or of the several other
things to which it has been ascribed.
P. B. Delany 's paper on "Telegraph Line Adjustment," will prove particularly interesting to
A few words which are quoted from
operators.

pears

the introduction, serve to show that the writer is
possessed of a realization of one of the abuses
practiced by some of the richest of railroad companies.
He says: "Poor pay, overwork, miserable accommodations, have been the rule of

the past.

While money

has

been

spent

on

sleepers, buffets and parlor cars, etc., to attract
the traveler by rail, the rail itself, the safety of

and passengers have been made
depend on the ability of some overworked
boy at a far-off way station to resist sleep, at a
time when he ought to be snugly tucked away in

the car, train
to

bed."

While the writer made these lines a part
his introduction to a paper describing his ingenious device, they might form a subject upon
which many sermons could be preached. Few
persons realize the responsibilities and poor
compensation of those men who watch over the
The mistakes of
safety of travelers by night.
others whose positions are more responsible,
judging by salaries, may be counted by the
tens.
The railway telegraph operator makes but
one, and this too often causes him to lose his

of

all.

At
Ryan

meeting of the institute Prof.
read a paper on transformer tests.

the next
will

'
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Interior Electrical Conduits
raiulcsct'iii

liij;hls

insUMil

new Imiklinj^'s for
now (|iiilc j^t'iuTal,

Althouj^li iIk' wiriii)^ of
is

o(

htiii^ (lividctl iiccorihii^ to

»«5

the (lominalioit of

parlii'ular dyttasiiL'tur the »tipren).icy of [)articiilur raccit.

in

wniiM be rut

thu

intliicnrc

arrhiU'cts and biiiUlcTS Iiavc ln-i-n lahorin;^ niuliM'
tlie {|isadvanla;^c tluU lltcy were* iniabli: to prepare speril'icalions for a system of conduits
throngh wliich wires could he run witii secur-

it

into the compiirlmcnlH Indicated hy the
diit^ovcrit-H upon the dcMinic* of
Spcjikin;; only of these iiiodrrn limr«.
you

of

in;tnl<in'l.

off

p.ntitrulur

marked by (he discovery t f gtiti'
powder, the epoch marked ljy tlie diHi'ovcry of the prinlinif
presi, and you wouUI have the epfjch marked by the dinwoiilil

have

epo« h

tlic

covcry <tf the Hleam cii){iiie.
And those di%covcrici have
l)ad an inlliiencc infinilely more puMrtrfut. not only upon
the lar^c collcclivc drstinte**, but upon the ilaily hfc and
experience of mulihiides of human bein^^H than ever the

from fire, and without danger of grounds.
The system of interior elet'trical conilnits
licrewitli illustrated, has l)een designed with a
view lo facilitate the wiring of new buildings.
ity

farcers of the K'^i'atest coniiucrors or the dcvlcew of Ihc
f^re.'ittrsi statesmen.
think the historian of the future
when lu- looks bark will reco^ni/e that there has been a
larger inlhienie upon the destinies of rnankinij exercised
liy tliis stran^'e and fascinating discovery than even in the
thsrovery of the steam cn^;ine iiself, because it is a discovery whirli operates so immediately upon ihc moral and intt-llrrtii.il
nature and action of mankind.
The i h-ctric
trle;;rapli h;is achieved this ^reat and pnradoxic.il result,
that it lias, as it were, asscudiled all mankind upon one
ijreat plane where they cin see everything thai is done,
and hi'ar everything that is said, and iudj;e of every policy
that is pursueil at the very
iment when those events take
place, and you have by the actif)n of the electric telc(;raph
combined to^^ether alninst at one moment, and actinK at
I

conduits consist primarily <'f highly insulating,
noil -combustible and waterproof tubing,
I'"ig. I, made in varying
sizes from onc-(|uarter
to one and one-(iuarter inches inside diameter, and in uniform lengths of ten feet.
These
are provided with elbows, l'"ig. 2, for corners
and couplings, i'"ig. 3, for tight joints, and may
be laitl within walls, in the same manner as gas
forming a convenient ami permanent
l)ipes,
moisture-[)roof channel, through which the electric wires may be tjuickly inserteil by means of
'I'he

m

M.urcc« (o diftiamc* whi<h utr 3'.,'
ami which v-icnec oronii«ri to rnak*- nU'tt:
able still,
I do not despair of thr 'r\n!t rh:.r fhi-;

from

ilH oriffirial

Ureat.

<

-

r

'

of forcc«
whi.'h I think

tio'i

muy
it

in

k<

jitcr

thmr

not our of

tl

.

'

^

<ovcrv of Ihc nieum rnglnr to
doc» hapj>en llmi In the hou<c of the artixan you tan turn on
I,

.

now you

turn on (;»». an'l there
cMkcnccot the problrrn, noihint; in Ihc f.'
p*»wcr UK

U

noihint; in the
'

.^

'

wc know Ihcm, loprevenl Mjchuianmiii
place—if ever that dintribulion of rx,
gani/cd, you will then nee men an*! wotum ji/k l<> put-.uc
in their own homes many of the
indusirirt which now
rrtjulrc the :fg;{regalion at the factory
\'ou may. a)*ovc
all. sec worncn and rhihlrcn purvuc ihcM: incJutlfic^ with
out thai disruption of familic« whi:h it one of the m'Kl
unhappy rc<tull*i of ihc present rcqulrcmrn'
And if c\er Ihat result nhouhl tome froniihOersted and I'araday. )ou may %ay that u
more than merely to add to the ph>sUal fortc% ul in^nkind.
'I hey will
have <lone much lo sustain that unity,
that inlegriiy ol the family upon which rest the moral
hopes of our race and (he sircntfih of ihc tonimuniiy lo
which wc betong.' Thf«c are «»me of the thoughts which
electricity suggests t'. on-r of my iradr.'*
'
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Telegraph Line Adjustment'
Bv

V. B. rJKI.ANV

take pleasure in bringing twforc )ou this evening an
improvement in teligraphy, whith. although of recent discovery, has already been proven lo be practical and bcnetidal
in its operation.
1 have called il "The
Lioe Adjusting
System.'* This title '\% not Mricily ccrrect; but il i«the ino»l
comprehensive one I could ihink of.
1 he «yitcm keep*
relays at intermediate stations in a letegraph circuit
adjustment in bad weather.
In this country we call a partial low of current I o Ihc
earth "escape" to distinguish thai condition from a
"ground." which means total loss.
The terms 'light
cs ape." "heavy escape and "ground" express ihe different degrees of depletion of a telegraph wire of its current.
Pemorali/a ion in the operation of telegraphs it proportioned relatively to each degree.
So one who is not, or
has not Ijeen, a teligrapher can appreciate the trouble and
turmoil which a rainy day i>rings to a telegraph wire.
especially to a way wire, such, lor instance, as the dispatching wire of a railway on which there are usually a
large number of intermediate ofTiccs.
Light escape means
trouble, but heavy escape means chaos.
Improvement in
insulation has done much toward remedying the difficulty,
hut perfect insulation cannot be obtained, nor would it be
altogether desirable, for then the wire could not in ail cases
be worked at as high a speed as with the present faulty
insulation.
What is needed is an iDsulalion constant in
its imperfection.
.Solongas bare wires are strung on poles,
and rain and sunshine succeed each other, there will be a
ffuctuatiog condition of insulation, and consequently an
evei-changing curren; on the line, and, as a matter of
course, corresponding changts in the attraction of. the
relay magnet for its armature.
The<e changes in the
magnetic pull necessitate readjustments of the retractile
spring. Ihe tension of which must always be regulated so
as to allow the armature to move quickly between iu limits,
in response to the make and break of the circuit at the
operator's key at any station on the line.
II iloes not follow, however, thata'oss of current through
bad insu'alion means a weakening of ihe electro-magceti'im
in all the relays.
THs is generally.thc effect near the
middle of the line, provided the escape is about equal on
cither side, but at stations near the 1 nds of the line, where
the main batteries are located, a heavy escape means a reduction of resistance of the circuit by the partial ground
established beyond them, so that they gel the fcrcc of the
main battery from the tcrminarnear them over a comparatively short circuit,
l^'fu^er such conditions the stations
near the ends pf the line can work with the near terminal,
and stations between with a very low tension on the retractile spring, while it would be impossible for them lo
receive signals from the distant terminal, or offices beyond
the middle of. the line, on the same adjustment.
A much
higher tension must be put on the spring.
On a line having an evenly distributed escape throughout, offices near
the middle should not have as much dit^culty in adjusting
as offices near the ends, provided, of course, ihat the
escape is not so hca^y as to leave them insufficient current
If "frequently happens, however, that a
to work with.
Under this condistorm extends only over half the line.
tion all theolViceS on the clear end of the line work with
each other on a low adjustment, but require a high adjustment to hear the offices on the storm-bound enil of the
wire.
Operators naturaljy prefer a low adiustment to a
high one. When they are sending, their relay armatures
and sounder levers respond promptly to the manipulation
With a high
of the keys, making the work much easier.
adjustment the drag of the sounder click behind the "
ment of the key renvlers the manipulation laboricus.
it is. that an operator who has at one minute been rect
.;
from a distant station, requiring high adjuslmenl. will,
when he comes to send a rtium message, turn down his
adjustment, so the sounder will follow his key smoothly.
Then if the distant station tinds il reces^ary to stop him.
he does not feci the break, but goes right on sending.
nearly all operators, good and bad.
I have noticed that
are vain of their abilities to send rapidly, and rearly all are
ambitious to send faster than the operator at the leceiving
station can write it down, or io other words 10 "iu<h"
him.
This is especially true of young operators, bni
taking them collectively I t^o not think there is a body of
crafts^men in f xistencc who work so willingly as telegraphers.
Each seems individually impelled to "salt" the man at the
other end of the linc.-if possible, and when he succeeds in
making him "break." he mentally records a victory and
I

iNri:Kii)U

Ki.ix

a fishing wire, or withtirawn, if necessary, withThe tubing
out injury to walls or decoration.
is absolutely Tire-proof, and the danger of a short
The tnl)ing
circuit is reduced to a minimum.
leails into the junction boxes, l''ig. 4, which conThe junctains the porcelain cut-outs, Kig. 5.
tion boxes may be placed where most desirable.

The covers for the boxes are made ornamental
or plain, and as they are tlush wfth the walls,
Instead
tiiey may be decorated to correspond.
of switches, push buttons can be used to connect
Small branch juncor disconnect the current.
tion boxes. l'"ig. 6, are placed where branches
are recjuired or abrupt angles turned, allowing
quick and con\enient access to any section of
the wires.
This system may also be used for
running bell wires. The system has been put
on the market by the Electrical Supply company
of Chicago.
England's Prime Minister's Address to
Electrical Engineers.
The Marquis of Salisbury, England's prime
minister,

is

greatly interested in electrical prob-

On hjs Hatfield estate he has made many
experiments in electric lighting and transmisIt IS not surprising, therefore,
sion of power.
that the prime minister made an interesting address at the recent dinner of the London InstiSir William
tution of Electrical Engineers.
Thomson presided at the dinner and called
upon the premier to respond to the toast, "Her
lems.

Maiesty's Ministers."
'

The

latter said

:

venture to say that there is no department under
the government so profoundly indebted to the discoveries
of those who have made this science as the Foreign Otfice,
I may say
with which I have the honor to be connected.
[

will

we positively
The whole work

by virtue of the

electric telegraph.
chanceries in Kurope is now
light of that great science,
And
which is not so old as the century in which we live.
there is a strange feeling that you have in communicating
constantly and frequently day by day with men whose inmost thoughts you know by the telegraph, but whose
It is something more than a
faces you have never seen.
mere departmental effect which these great discoveries have
had upon the government of the world. I have often
thought that if history were more philosophically written,

that

pr-ictically

exist

of alt

the

conducted by the

I

KhAi, conduits.

[to.

3.

onc moment upon the aj^cncies which govern mankind, ttc
intluence of the whole iiUelliRcnt world with respect to
everything:; that is passing at that time on the fare of the
globe.
to which nothing in the hisIt is a phenomenon
tory of our planet up to this time presents anything which
is e<}ual or similar,
and it is an effect and operation of
which the intensity and power increases year by year.
When you ask what is the efTect of the electric telegraph
upon the condition of mankind, I would ask you to think
of what is the most conspicuous feature in the politics of
our time, the one which occupies the thoughts of every
statesman, and places the whole future of the whole civilized world in a condition of doubt and question.
It is the
e.\i?tence of those gigantic armies held in leash by the
various governments of the world, whose tremendous
power may be a guarantee far the happiness of manJdnd
and the maintenance of civilization, but who, on the other
hand, hold in their hands powers of destruction which are
almost eciual to the task of leveling civilization to the
What gives these armies their power? What
ground.
enables them to exist?
By what power is it that one
single will can control these vast millions of men and
direct their destructive engines at one momi nt at one
point' What is the condition of simultaneous ilirection of
action which alone gives to these vast armies this tremendous power? It is nothing less than the electric telegraph.
And it is from that ^mall discovery, worked out by a few
distinguished men in their laboratories upon experiments
of an apparently trivial characer, on matter and irstrumcnts not in the (irst instance, of a verv recondite des-

—

it is on
power of modern

cription

that discovery that

the

huge

belligerent

which marks off our epoch of histhat has gone before, must be held, by any one
stales,

tory from all
who investigates into the causes

of

things,

absolutely lo

would venture to hope that this is not all, in
its great effect upon
the history and government of our
race,
that electricity may achieve
Whether it so far is
good or evil in the main, it must be for the future lo determine.
We only know that the elTect. whatever it is. will
depend.

I

be gigantic.

But

in the latter half of the short !ife of

young science another aspect of

this

—

it has been developed
an
aspect which 1 cannot help hoping may be connected with
great btnellls to the vast community of industrious and
laboring men
for the distribution of
I mean that facility
power of which electricity has given such a splendid tn^
stance.
The event of the last century was the discovery
of the steam engine.
But the steam engine was such that
the forces which it produced could only act in its own immediate neighborhood, and therefore those who were to

—

utilize its forces

and

translate

them

into

practical

work

were compelled lo gather round the steam engine in vast
factories, in great manufacturing towns, and in great establishments where men were collected together in unnatural and
often unwholesome aggregation.
Now an agent has been
discovered by which the forces of the steam engine. stiflT,
confined to its own center, can be carried along, far away

m
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To outsiders this
it
again with renewed vigor.
imposed rapid pace may seem foolish, but to the
The great
knight of the key there is great glory in it.
artist never lived, actor, orator or musician, whose soul
was more thrilled at the plaudits of thousands, than is
the soul of the expert telegrapher when with faultless and
rapid transmission he humbles a great receiver by compelThere is music in it, too, and
ling him to beg for quarter.
the pride is pardonable, as every one who has been chained
to a mad stream of dots and dashes by the hour
in the stilly night, bending all his energies to keep
down legibly, will admit.
the thread and write it
Therefore it is not to be wondered at that en way lines,
where ambition and ability are greatly out of proportion,
The operators
there is always trouble in bad weather.
The lines, on
are, in the main, young and inexperienced.

bad weather as

good. Operators cannot evade responduty or seek refuge behind the excuse
that their instruments were out of adjustment on account
of the bad condition of the line.
Their instruments will
always be in adjustment, so long as the terminal offices can
communicate. 1 his I will, in a few minutes, demonstrate
in a practical way over this miniature line, after a brief
reference to the diagram of the circuit and connections
which you have.
Fig. I shows a telegraph line extending from New York
to Philadelphia, with New Brunswick and Trenton as way
stations.
There might be forty such stations, but these
two will suffice for our illustration. The figure shows the
ordinary outfit for closed circuit, single current working,
the system used almost exclusively in this country, and
comprising a relay, sounder, and key, the only adjustment
being the adjuster, A.
This instrument consists of a
magnet, armature lever, 1, pawl, p, and stops a and b,

goes at

in

sibility for neglect of

self

account of the large number of instruments in the circuits,
work hard. There is "breaking in," delay and bad temThis is especially the case with railway telegraphs,
per.
where perfection is most needed. I have never been able
to understand the niggardly policy pursued by many great

ratchet wheel,

on the shaft which

November

30, iS

stop and break the local circuit in which are iniuded the sounder and the adjuster magnets, the pawl on
the adjuster lever engaging a tooth of the ratchet wheel, r,
on the shaft carrying the trailer, t', will push the trailer
across the blank or dead segment of the plate S', thereby
disconnecting the main battery at New York foraii instant,
during which time there is no battery on the line at either
end, and consequently no current to keep the armatures of
intermediate relays. attracted to their magnets.
Therefore,
so long as the terming offices can communicate with each
ts front

rr

M'WMK

ft

V'iiii'

the trailing
finger, t, and the circle of segmenis. Alternating segments
are joined to a common plate.
forms
Set S
part of the
circuit, while set, S', are not connected, but simply serving
to make a smooth track for the trailing finger.
Beginning
at the Philadelphia end, the circuit may be easily traced
from main battery,
B, and key to segment plate, S, upon
which the trailer, t, rests. From the trailing finger to relay,
r,

carries

M

R, through relays at Trenton and New Brunswick to New
York, where it goes from relay, R', to trailer, t', segment

M

main battery,
B, and to earth. The admagnets are in the local circuit with the sounders,
Fig, 2 is a diagrammaiic view of the switch connec-

plate, S, to key,

juster

SR.

'

tions of the adjuster for throwing it in or out of use, as the
state of the weather or line may require.
are the
main line wires,
the locals.
The switch is now in
neutral position.
Of course it is never allowed to remain
so in practice, as both the main and local circuits would

MM

LL

FIG. 3.

TELEGRAPH LINE ADJUSTMENT.

railway corporations toward bheir telegraph department.
Poor pay, overwork, miserable accommodations, have been
While money has been lavishly spent
the rule in the past.
on sleepers, buffets and parlor cars, and all kinds of luxurious upholstery and conveniences, to attract the traveler
by rail, the rail itself, the safety of the car, train and passengers, have been made to depend on the ability of some
at some far-off waystation to resist sleep, at
If
a time when he ought to be snugly tucked away in bed.
the traveling public could look more discriminatingly at
the electrical equipment of railroads and take less account of tapestry and tinsel, they would in many thousands
It is an encouraging
of cases, I am sure, change their line.
sign that at last the keystone and foundation of railroading,
the telegraph service, is beginning to receive better recogInstead Oi allowing the telegraph department to
nition.
flounder along under the direction of the master of transportation, or division superintendent of the road, with no
electrical knowledge whatever, progressive roads now have
superintendents of telegraph, and division operators, who,
by their practical training and experience, are making
When
great strides in the improvement of the service.
this plan is carried out generally, and when purchasing
agents, who may know all about the various other supplies
necessary for running railroads, are relieved from the
selection of electrical apparatus, a great improvement will
It may appear all right from the commercial
be effected.
standpoint of the purchasing agent to look upon a relay as
a relay, a battery as a battery, and buy those which cost
the least, but ten cents in the price of an instrument upon
the effectiveness of which lives and property depend from
one year's end to another, could not influence a practical
telegrapher.
Instead of forcing bad iron, bad wire, bad
insulation, and clumsy, cheap workmanship, into telegraph
apparatus, the quality and efficiency of instruments will some
day be the prime stipulation. I have seen many telegraph re-

overworked boy

I

be broken.
Fig. 3 is a perspective view of the instrument,
inclosed and ready for use.
Let us assume that the weather is fine, and the line clear.
The switch will be thrown to the left. The adjuster will
be out of use, the line being connected outside of the
trailer and segments, while a small resistance coil, shown
on the switch, will be substituted for the adjuster magnet
in the local circuit, the battery of which, on account of the
adjuster is increased from two gravity cells to five.
While
the switch is in this position we have the present ordinary
organization for working.
Now, if a rain storm comes on,
an intermediate earth route for the main batteries at New
York and Philadelphia is established, and trouble with
the adjustment of all the intermediate relays begins.
If
the escape be evenly distributed, Trenton will hear Philadelphia on a lower adjustment than that required for hearing New York, while New Brunswick will get New York
on a lower adjustment than is necessary for receiving
signals from Philadelphia.
An oflice in the middle of the
line would, if the main batteries were of equal strength,
get New York and Philadelphia on the same adjustment
but with greatly diminished current on account of the
partial ground or escape on either side of him.
Ordinarily,
as all telegraphers know, there is a considerable margin of
adjustment.
I would not be understood to state that in
all cases a radical change of adjustment is
necessary.
It
will depend on the length of the line, the number of intermediate relays in the circuit, and the severity of the storm,
or the general condition of the circuit prevailing at the
time.
We all know, however, that on all way wires vexatious
interferences and delays begin as soon as a storm sets in,
and that New York might be calling Trenton, while
Trenton, unconscious of the fact, might be endeavoring to
get New York.
When a few of these careless and inexperienced operators let themselves loose on a long Hue
during bad weather, the use of the wire is practically
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TEIXr.RAIMI LINE AHJUSTMENT.
lays rendered almost useless

for

want

of a proper retractile

This may seem a very small affair, but it is really
spring.
very important.
It affects the efliciency of the entire outfit and the (|uality of
the service.
Upon the (|uality of a
relay spring depends the working of the instrument quite
as much as upon the (|ualily of the current, and yet it is
only necessary to glance at the apparatus in any telegraph
office to almost invariably discover that the relay spring
is nearer a straight piece of wire than a spiral, and that at
half turn either way will throw the relay out of operation.
At the risk of having these few critic'sms and suggestions
ascribed to interested motives, I earnestly commend them
as worthy of consideration.
I will now proceed to explain
how a great improvement
may be effect cd in the operation of telegraph lines having
any considerable number of way stations. I claim that this
improvement is almost as necessary to the dispatching
wire as the air brake is to the train.
It gives the dispatcher
control of all his operators, prevents interruptions and
delays, and, if the tine can be worked between the terminal
stations, all the intermediate offices will be in perfect
working order. Their instruments will work as well in

One

of these oblivious free-lances may monopand It not infrequently happens
that two of them, thinking the line idle, will strike up
conversation, which an unappreciative and disgusted audience of fellows all along the line must listen to, while messages of life and death are awaiting transmission. Furthermore, operators cannot read so well when there is heavy
escape on the line, because of the high adjustment required
for their relays, and consequent "clipping" of the signals
on the sounders owing to imperfect or light contact at the
paralyzed.

olize

it

for hours at a time,

relay points.

and

They must "break" and

call for repetitions,

often happens that rather than do this, they will guess
at imperfectly received signals, the danger of which, especially on railroad lines, all can appreciate. The adjusting
sjstem is designed to overcome these dillicultics.
With
what success you will scion have an opportunity to judge.
liy throwing the switch to the right, the adjuster is
instantly in use.
If Philadelphia opens his key, and New
York be adjusted, over the partial ground which I here
insert between Trenton and New Hrunswick, to represent
a rainy day on the line, the New York relay, R', will be
affected, the armature pulled back by its spring, will leave
it

FIG.

I.

•TELEGRAI'H LINK AnjUSTMKNT,

between will be in adjustment
and intercommunication rendered almost as easy as during
good weather. The operators at thess offices are not only
kept aware that the line is in use, but their relays work on
other, all the instruments

a

much lower adjustment, notwithstanding that the openThe armatures of
at one end is but for an instant.

ning

the' relays having been released by this short break will not
be attracted again readily by the re-establishment of the
partial ground, or not until the battery is connected again
When an intermediate
at both ends, by closing of the key.
olfice is sending, the line is opened at three points, the key
as long as it is held open, and at both ends for an instant.

—
Novtiuljcr

Now, if yon will continue your kind iutiulncncc for a
will cudcavor to givf you a practical dcnifew niouicnls,
rmstiation of what
have been trying; lo explain.
Tlic adjusters are now switL-licd
out.
\Vc start out
with a clear day,
All the relays on In: line have
a normal adjustnuml
and respond to the inanipulatioi: {it
The in
any key Philadelphia is seiidlnK.
st rumen ts at
Trenton, New Hrunswick and New N'ork
Ity placinj; a lead fmm the line and
all receive the sijjnals.
ground wires in this jar of water we have in efTecl a rain
storm, with its center helween Trenton and New Hiuns
Now, when I'hihiwick, making i|uite a heavy escape,
delphia operates his key, the Trenton instiument speaks
up as l)efore, but New Hrunswick and New N'ork are
silent.
New \'ork beiwji a head oHice, however, has c.\pcrienced and careful operators who take the precautitni to
try the relays on a hit^h adjustment lo see if anything is
j.;oing on
Finding tlie line in use they adapt the adjustment
I

1

I

condition.
Now the ailiuster comes into
action and wakes up om friend at New lirunswick, who
would iitliervvise be deaf to calls from Trenton or IMiiladctphia, and would at the samctime bea ruthless trespasser
to send.
It will
tlierefore be plain
if lie had a n^essage
that the instruments at all inlermeiliate olliies must work
whenever it is possible to work the line from one terminal
to another under the most delicate adjustment.
to the

changetl

Nock, on a Ni-.w (;r.\vity Ckli..
I

have taken too much of your time already, and

I

will

make

but the briefest reference to this modilication of the
standard gravily battery.
In fact, it rci|uires but little
explanation.
The sulpha'e of copper is inclosed in the
straw board box.
The zinc in a paper envelope, anil the
rim of the jar has attached to it on the inside by a sticky
substance a baud of rubber cloih.
The ailvantages claimed
for the cell are as follows: When tlic battery is first set up

2«7

human eye. The radiant energy wc call light \s one thinjf
The sensation of luminonity by which wc alwuy** cMimulc
light 1h

an entirely

mcchanium and Uh

individual-

ity.

hut even ignoring

the

phyHiological aupcct of the queii-

approach wc have 10 lorniula* for radiulion .ire the approximate empirical formuhe of Diilong
and I'ctil and ol Stefan; which arc for lolal radiulionii of
a low temperature and limited range.
They <:annot apply
tn light alone, nor even to total radiation of high deforce.
It is unfortunate
that there cxIhIh no inHlriimcnt more
reliable
than the retina of the living eye for measuring the intensity of ratlianl luminifcrous energy, and no
melluid of reading the ineasurcmcnts more accurately than
individual guesses.
We tan measure radiant thermal
energy of low degree with I.anglcy's bolomeler; wc can
measure radiant actinic energy by the In-mical action it
proiluces; and we can measure total radiant energy in a
variety of ways; but how can wcisolateor measure radiant
luminifcrous energy?
If there were a
high temperature
thermometer or other instrument for accurately measuring
high temperature, we might attack this prot>lem with Home
hope of residts,
It is siilticient, however,
for fuir
present purpose to
know what the eye is able to tell us, namely, that increasing the temperature increases the light in a greater ratio.
Kroni this it follows thai the eificicncy of an incandescent
lilament is some direct function of its temperature above
that of the iurrouiuHng space.
granting that the tlliciency increases with increased
temperature, we have now to determine whether the
elliciency does or does not depend on any other conditions,
It has fre()uenlly been claimed that
the cfliciency depends
upon the form of the tdamenl, whether it be cylindrical,
ll
t or square.
At a meeting of this institute of June 8,
1SS6, for instance, this was by general consent considered
an establishetl fact.- Others have asserted, but without
giving any proof, that the efliciency depends upon the
pressure, some claiming that low tension series lamps and
others that high tension multiple lamps are the more efiicient.
Others again, hive claimed that at the same pressure and with the same shaped filament, lamps of greater
candle power have a different efficiency from lamps of
smaller power.
The trouble seems to have been that we arc not always
careful lo distinguish between efticiency and convenience
or adaptability.
Kach individual finds that a certain form

r.K.wnv

rKi.i..

would be ditlicult to tind two alike in this respect. There
zinc, and conis little or no stalaclile formations from the
sequently no local action, rendering the b.^ttery very useful
When water is poured in lo make
for open circuit work.
it

up

for evaporation, the equilibrium of the lluids
turbed.
The deposit on the zinc thus protected
removable, requiring no hacking or ?craping.

is

not dis
easily

is

One

zinc

endure two charges of sulphate of copper.
The band around the lim is one of the most important
sulphate from
features of the cell as it prevents /inc
creeping over.
It oilers simply a mechanical obstruction
It works perfectly in praclice.
Of course these strips or
bands may be applied to any battery requiring them. They
serve equally well for Lcclanche battery, and to attach
them to cells of any kind already up. it is only necessary to
The sticky
see that the rims of the jars are clean and dry.
side of the strip should be heated slightly and pressed
on firinlv all around.
will

Filaments
Bv
we pass an

r,

Incandescent

its
its

,

the temperature of an incandescent body increases,
only does the actual quantity of radiant energy increase, but its wave lengths diminish.
Hence, as experience has shown, after incandescence is reached, increasing
the temperature in a given ratio, increases the light
emitted in a much greater ratio.
The exact relation between temperature and luminosity
is not known, and it is probably not ver>' simple, if such a
relation exists at all.
The phenomenon of luminosity is
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one and depends partly upon

some persons being able
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light and the
heat radiated will be proportional to the surface and we
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and independent of the pressure, length, radius ar>d resistance, current and candle power of the filament.
This
means that the energy requirei to produce a given candle
power will be proportional lo the candle power and will be
the same, whether it is expended in driving a Urge current
thrcugh a short, thick filament, or a small current through
a long, slender filament; provided the temperature or state
of incandescence is the same, and provided no heat is loM
bv conduction through the terminal wires.
Kquat'on iSJ shows also that the efficiency does depend
upon A" A" and >'. that is upon the temperature of the
filament, the temperature of the surrounding space and
the specific radiating power. an<l upon them only.
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Lei K' represent a constant depending on T T
The rate of radiation of any surface depends only upon
the elevation of its temperature above that of the surrounding space and the specific radiating power of the surface at
that temperature.
We have therefore,
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If we neglect the small quantity of heal lost by conduction from the ends of the filament to the conducting wires,
and assume that the space surrounding the filament is a
perfect vacuum, then the ent-re energy of the current will
be expended in radiation and we have
.
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Since the energy developed in any portion of an electric
circuit is proportional lo the current and pressure, we have

spectrum of the average
F.Iectrical

h

2 n r

the energy radiated per unit of time.

H

As

visible

eflicient" than

radius (considered as a cylinder).
length.

deofree.

not

iRead before the American Institute of

"more

resistance.

its
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exactly equal to the rale of transformation.
By heat we
here include all radiant energy, whether of high or low

above and some below the

K

U, the energy received per unit of time.

electric current

really a physiological

is

We

Cii.\RLEs J. Reeij.

\'idual optical capacity;

it

We

'

through any conductor, as
a cylindrical wire, its temperature tends to increase by the
transformation of electrical energy into heat.
If no heat is
allowed lo escape, the temperature will increase indehnitely, or until the conductor is melted or otherwise destroyed.
If the heat is allowed to escape by radiation
alone from the surface of the ccnductor. its temperature
will increase only until the rate of loss by radiation is
II

that

In order to study the effects of these various conditions
efficiency of a filament, ;t will be convenient to
eliminate the effects which we know will be produced by
variations in temperature.
assume, therefore, in this
discussion that all the Idaments, and all parts of the lilaments under consideration are at the same temperature.
Let T represent this temperature and T'. ihe temperature of the supposed vacuous space surrounding the hlament.
must assume further that rhe material of which the
filaments are constructed is perfectly homogeneous in
itself and that it is uniform in all the various forms of filaments considered.
Let S denote the specific radiating power of the material at the temperature, T, and S', its specific resistance at
the same temperature.
Any variation in S or S' might affect the efficiency and
for this very reason experimental proof is very difficult to
obtain.
Comparisons of filaments made by different processes are entirely worthless in determining the effect of
form or length of a hlament on its efliciency.
It is a diliicult matter to produce by the same process
two carbons of different sizes and shapes that shall have
the same specific radiating power and i-pecific rtsistanceat
the same temperature.
And lo produce them by ditTerent
processes is entirely out of the question. Any comparison,
therefore, of short series filaments with long multiple filaments of a different manufacture is of no value whatever in
settling this question.
Let C represent the candle power of any lilament at
temperature, T.
c, its current.
K, the potential di (Terence at its terminals.

K,

Efficiency of

S A

1

upon the

the dust of sulphate of copper is not instantly dissolved anil
diffused throughout the liquid, coating the zinc with copper,
Several minutes
as is the case with the orilinar>' cell.
elapse before discoloration of tbe tluid begins, and then
only at the bottom of the cell, from whence it rises very
If the box be Idled,
gradually, never reaching the /inc.
the charge of copper is always uniform. l.>eposited or spongy
metallic copper cannot fall upon the crj'stals from the zinc,
and caking or massing in the bottom of the jar is thus prevented.
The copper electrode is held lirmly in position,
always the same distance from the /inc.
In a battery of any considerable number of ordinary cells

/t

T

if

tueceitlvely

lion. the u'areHt

and soon persuades himself
any other.
A NF.w

//

Hy cHmlnatlnc
wc iccf.

(4/

_
~

i^

^_

A

tliinff,

may

vary greatly in
condition of (he rcHpcctivc
light

rom Ohm's luw and

1'

tonKlant lourcc of
luminosity, according to the

different

of filament or a certain method of distributing gives better
satisfaction than another, or is more suited to his purpose,
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From

(5)

From

(21)

B= Rc
and

AI

c

H

...

(24)

A"

(»5)

(24)
.s'

K-K

_

yv
.

FORM OF CROSS

u

'A-

SKCTIOJ*.

We have thus far confined ourselves to the consideration
of cylindrical filaments varying in length and diameter.
It remains now to show that the efficiency is independent
of the form of cross section.
Let us suppose we have a number of lamps, all made of
the same material, having the same specific reststaoce aod

)

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
radiating pover, all burning at the same temperature, and
Let them be of any
all giving the same amount of light.
pressure and let the cross section be of any form, circular,
The filaments will all
elliptical, square, triangular, etc.
have equal radiating surfaces; since unequal surfaces of
the same character at the same temperatiire could not
But equal surfaces of the
radiate equal amounts of light.
same character at the same temperature must radiate
Hence, the
equal amounts of heat of all wave lengths.
Since the enertotal amounts of radiant energy are equal.
gy received is equal to the energy radiated, and the amounts
of light are equal,

which

in

^

is

we have

C =

Q

a constant;

E

(26)

c

and from

(iS)

we

With lamps of high resistance
tion through the wires.
this may safely be ignored in practice, but in changing
froma long to a very short and thick filament, it must be
taken into account.
The following examples

Let

'

-

(27;

independent of the form
of cross section of the filament and depends only upon the
its

surface

When we find, therefore, that one lamp is more efficient
than another we must infer, not that it is on account of
larger or smaller size, not because it is on a series or on a
multiple circuit, not that it is because it has high or low
resistance, or a certain form of cross seclion, but that it is
at a higher temperature, or is made of material having a
different specific radiating power.

^ C^
c = c^
E ^ E^
R = R^
L = Z^
r ^

tubular filament would have a greater external diamematerial, and would be
ter, but smaller cross section of
shorter than the cylindrical.
The advantages and disadvantages of the various forms
may be summed up as follows:
The cyUndrical has the advantageof greater strength and
It
less current density on account of greater cross-section
has the disadvantage of greater length and fragility.
The tubular filament is strongest in form, being shorter
It
and of greater external diameter than the cylindrical.
has the disadvantage of greater current density than the
cylindrical.
Both the tubular and the cylindrical have the
advantage of uniform illumination in all directions except
in and near the plane of the filament.
Flat, or angular filaments have the disadvantage of
great current density, and of being unequally he »ted, since
the edges or projecting corners will always be a little
coolei'' than the other parts,
short, thick filament has the advantage of being
stronger and more durable than a long, slender one; but
the disadvantage of wasting a greater percentage of heat
by conduction through the terminal wires. In tliis latter
respect it is true that the long filament is slightly more
efficient than the short.
A lo-ampere filament a foot long

A

would waste no more energy by conduction than a 10ampere filament an inch long.
Aside from the difficulty of obtaining lamps of different
types from different makers which have the same specific
resistance and radiating power, there is the difficulty, or
rather impossibility, of getting them all to burn at the same
temperature, and the difficulty of knowing, even approximately, what that temperature is, and whether it is the
same in two lamps or not. For these reasons no experimental comparisons yet published are of any value, either
There is
in corroborating or refuting these conclusions.
This
one method, however, of testing the formula-.
twenty-five
differmethod the writer has tried upon some
The method
ent types with the most satisfactory lesulls.
as follows:

A

is constructed with a filament of known dimento the required process, and exhausted to a
pressure, as determined by a McLeod vacuum
It is then placed on a circuit of a certain pressure,
gauge.
which gives it a certain desired temperature or efficiency,
and the candle-power and current are measured. From
the data thus obtained, we calculate by the above equa-

lamp

sions, treated

certain

The lamps
other types.
from the same material
by the same process, and exhausted to the same pressure
should give the calculated candle-power at the calculated
tions

all

the data for

when made according

lamps

of

to this data

?'o

-07 millimeter.

,

same

the

ively.

From

^ijj.

horse-power,

in

=

S'

(i)

or
2

7J-

^ ^.

we have from

(4)

R,

-

r'-

J,.

X

167

X

(.07)'

.015122,

170

from

3)

EE„

A" 5 =

X

100

.6

.0010757,

•

r,

A,

from (15)

746

X

2 7r(.o7)

a

K'

X

170

16

.21399.

r^L^

2-n

TT

(.07)

X

170

Substituting these values of A'. K" S' and A'' S in
equations (4) to (2=;), we are enabled to solve any problem involving R, E, C, >\ c, and /, when any two of the
quantities except c and i are given
The equations apply
only to lamps of the same material and at the same temperature as the zero lamp.
By starting with a lamp of
different material, or by burning the same lamp at a different temperature, we obtain a different set of constants,
which substituted in equations (4) to (25) adapt them to
,

the changed conditions.

Suppose we wish to construct a
for a 90 volt circuit:

=

E=
From

(21)

= 3-75f-{J-=

c

from

of 20 candle

power

90.

-8333 ampere

(g)
s

r^. 098466

4/

(.8333)2

=

from (11)

= 6.4190

L

and from

X

(4)

Ji=

.0048134
^^

90 ^,087196

—

.0S7196 millimeter

^ 170.59 millimeters

^

^7°-59

108.00 ohms.

(.087196)-

calculations may be verified by substitution in some
of the other formulae.
In constructing the lamp we take a filament 1 70. 59 millimeters long, and of such a radius that, when treated to the
given process until at the proper exhaustion it takes .833
ampere with 90 volts, it will have a radius of .0872 mm. If
the treatment of the carbon does not inciease its diameter,
the initial and final radius will be the same; but the radius
When these
of \\\G. Jinis/ied carbon is to be .0S72 mm.
conditions are fulfilled, we know with cer ainty that the
lamp has the proper temperature if it gives twenty candles.
know with the
If any single condition is not fulfilled, we
same certainty that the lamp has not the proper temperaIf two or more of the required conditions are simulture.
taneously not fulfilled, then we know nothing about the resulting temperature.

The

AND EFFICIENCY.

LIFE

We are

thus enabled to construct lamps of uniform life
for varying conditions of current and candle-power; and
regulate
the length of life and the efficiency, inalso to
creasing or diminishing either the life or the efficiency at
pleasure to suit the requirements of particular conditions,
remembering always that the life and efficiency are inverse
functions of each other.
The fact that the life of most commercial lamps is very
irregular, shows that either the material or the temperature
is not uniform, and hence, that there is lack of uniformity
The writer has
either in the process or in the dimensions.
examined a number of different makes of lamps, and found
that they generally vary in length and cross-section enough
to produce serious differences in temperature.
Suppose, again, we wish to construct a 50-candle lamp
for a series circuit of 5 amperes:

I'Vom (20)

^=3-75

must be

from

C— 50.
c =
— 37
X
'^r^

^ It was asserted before tliis institute, Jiinc 8, 86, that the i-dtjcB
or corncr.1 of a square filament .'irc hotter than iht: remainder of the
surface; but no reason was K'vcn. Such a statement scarcely needs
refutation, beintc contrary, not onl/lo established laws, but to the
most commonplace ana everyday experience, Wc need only observe the cooliny of a s(|uare bar of red-hot iron to convince ourselves
And they would remain
that the Nlnrp rumors arc the coolest parts.
the coolest parts even if the heat were continually supplied by an
electric current to the interior of the bar.

r == .098466
from

{ 1

L
from

5

volts

(9)
:{

\'

(5)-

=

.28792 millimeter

1

---

6.419

X

37-5

\'

.28792^= 129.16 millimeters

(4)

Ji -=-

.0048134

and

repairs of an

not the case, as

I

will

underground
endeavor to

Nothing that is drawn in can long withstand the
confined atmosphere of a conduit, mixed as it
wich sewer and illuminating gases.
If the conduits are
made of wood, the acid coming from the wood itself contributes to the process of disintegration and decay.
When
a cable or conductor in a conduit fails, in nine cases out of
ten there are no cable? or conductors ready to supply the
place of the one pulled out, and it is necessary to wait for
one to be manufactured. This is the "draw in and draw
out" system.
The Edison is different and a conductor
cannot be pulled out and replaced by another, but the fault,
when it occurs, is local and can be located to an inch and
remedied in as short or even less time than it takes to get
ready to pull a cable of five hundred feet in length out of a
conduit.
The EdisOn company in this city has located and
removed, or repaired, over thrte hundred faults due rather
to original bad construction than to the system itself.
By
the laws governing the currents, the defective spot,
is
ascertained, the earth above it removed and the
cable or conductor repaired.
The manner of locating faults With such exactness is known as the "looptest,'' and the process is well
described on page 226
in Culley's handbook. 8th edition, and also by Kempe
under the head of ''Murry's loop-test." by which is found
the sura of two resistances and their difference.
Subtracting the difference from the sum, half of the remainder is
the resistance of the shorter length; which again deducted
from the sum gives the resistance of the longer length.
The resistances are proportional to their lengths. Faults
in ocean cables are located by this means, within a very
few miles or fractions of a mile. In ordinary city limits
they are located within a few feet or fraction of a foot.
When it comes to the distances between splice boxes or
hand holes, the defect can be located to an inch.
portable bat ery, galvanometer, and a modified form of Wheatstone bridge are used for this purpose.
The system with which I am identified is a draw-in but
not a draw-out system; for this reason there has been no
occasion to draw-out.
If the insulation is impaired or
destroyed, it must be from mechanical means, such as
'breaking or injuring the rought iron pipe which is proof
against an accidental blow of the picks.
The pipe is
placed far enough below the surface of the ground not to
The material withbe disturbed in ordinary street repairf.
in the pipe is hermetically sealed from such agencies as
destroy gutta percha.'india rubber, or anything else that is
of the vegetable kingdom.
The oil we use in a pipe is a
pure distillate, and no product of distillation undergoes
change except for the better, when confined in air-tight
vessels.
Thus there is no deleterious change. As before
stated, the Brooks method is not a draw out system for the
reason that there is no necessity of drawing out.
But a
thousand feet of cable can be drawn out easier than five
hundred feet could be drawn from any conduit system, beIf, percause the former is lubricated inside the pipe.
chance, the insulation becomes impaired, as stated, it must
be from some damage done to the pipe enough to expose
the conductors, as a mere hole in the pipe will not admit
The
moisture because the oil is much heavier than water.
defect must be local and its position can be readily determined as before explained, and a pipe cutter with a few feet
On
of cotton covered wire can easily repair the damage.
the other hand, when a fault is detected in a cable that has
been drawn into a conduit, every portion of it shows serious disintegration.
If a cable of our system is injured by mechanical means,
the surface of the ground must be disturbed, which would
be enough to indicate the exact spot of the trouble without
the aid of the loop-test.
The effect of confined air such as contained in a conduit,

A

•*
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remembered that the formuhu take no account of the small amount of heat that escapes by conducIt

lamp

is

is

all values of 6', c, E, J^, L and r, and hence
be found by substituting for these quantities the
simultaneous values, G^, f^, E^, Z*.,, L^ and ;„, respect-

//is measured

Conduits for
conductors are generally supposed

damp and

will

If

electrical

show.

value for

K=

Underground Conduits.
Editor of the Western Electrician:

system, but such

DETERMINATION OF CONSTANTS.
The constants /i, K\ K" S and S' will havj

pressure.

IIKAT LOST [N WIRKS.

The above equations are not limited to incandescent filaments, but apply equally to any conductor which may be
kept at a certain fixed temperature by an electric current.
By using the proper constants, useful formulae may be derived for calculating conductors, so that under given conditions they will be heated to a required temperature.

to facilitate the construction

.6 ampere.
100 volts.
167 ohms.
170 millimeters.

1889

In this case the loss of heat by conduction through the
connecting wires is considerable, and must be taken into

underground

other.

A

is

illustrate

16 candles.

.

all

We

any

^
^
==
^
~

C

FORMS OF CROSS SECTION.
possible forms of cross-section the circular has the
largest area for the same radiating surface per unit of
length, and, consequently, has the advantage of great
The current density will also be less in this
strength.
than any other form; and hence, any "disintegrating" or
"electrolytic effect" of the current, if there is any such,
'1 his
will be
filament.
will be least in the cylindrical
made clear by supposing a number of lamps of cqu.il candle power to be burning at the same temperature and prtssure, but having various forms of filament, cylindrical, fiat,
have already seen that these lamps all
square, etc.
consume equal amounts of energy, and since they have the
same pressure, they must take the same current. Therefore, the filament which has the greatest area of crossThe fact that
section will have the least current density.
the cylindrical filament has the greatest cross section does
current
require
greater
to ktep it
a
not signify that it will
Its form is better adapted for
at the same temperature.
Again, the several lamps
retaining heat than any other.
will have equal resistance; other^vise they could not take
From this it folequal currents with the same pressure.
lows that the cylindrical filament will be longer and will
have less surface and greater mass per unit of length than

Of

better

to

30,

account.

We

efficiency is

temperature, the specific radiating power of
and the temperature of the surrounding space.

serve

Let us suppose a lamp has been constructed to give a
certain candle power on a circuit of a given pressure, and
it is desired
to construct other lamps having the same
efficiency (temperature) and life, but of different candle
will
power, lor the same or for different pressure.
call this lamp for convenience the zero lamp, and denote
its particular values of the variables by the subscript, o.

find its value

^^-mr

may

the method:

to be

This shows that the

November

129. 16

(28792)-

=

7.5 ohir

A

known in England for at least thirty years.
patent was taken out to preserve the gutta percha covering
on conductors by drawing the cables into iron pipes filled
The English postofifice department does this
with water.
has been

yet

wherever

it is

Johnson & Phillips adopted
mains for electric light installations

practicable.

this plan in laying their

now

thty insulate with oil.
Telephone exchanges require large numbers of conductors
Trive hundred of these conductors
of small diameter.
properly insulated can be drawn into a three-inch pipe,
when oil is used. 'I'hese conductors generally take one
direction in running from the basement of the exchange
Suppose for that purpose a single pipe of
into the street.
large diameter is used, for instance one of fifteen inches,
the ends of the pipe bent upward in order to prevent the
This pipe would have a capacity for ten thouloss of oil.
sand conductors, which could be drawn into the oil in
groups of one hundred. I know of no method by which
the insulation could be so well preserved.
Now compare the cost of such an arrangement with the
contluit system that has been in process of construction for
the past six months, which, when finished, will be only a
Ten times as
place for the reception of the conductors.
much money is spent in making a poor job as is necessary
When once in the street, the conto make a good one.
Then
ductors would diverge and take opposite directions.
two or more pipes ot smaller dimensions could be used.
Such a plan could be adopted as would accommodate the
number of wires as they diverge in different directions.
Again compare the cost of such an arrangement with

until latterly;

-

—

November
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some

of the subways tliat have been constnirtcil in
rhil;ulelphi:i has niurc cIccUical i-oiuluils
other Litics of the HiiitL-il States
There are
as many as four in sonic of tlie streets.
There are, however, very few c:ontku;tnrs in thetn, but a new intUislry lias
been developed, tliat of keeping the subways In repair
puinpin^j water from the manholes, eleaninj; the duds
from the drc^s of the sewers that have been broken open
and their contents deposited in the duels.
In some cases
the water mains liave broken and tdleil the conduits with
water, producing washouts ami caving in of street pavements.
Rotating fans are used to clear the conduits of the
explosive gases, whleli also proiluce death by siiffncation,
nearly as Instantaneous as that produced by the arc light
currents in New \'ork.
We have had over fifty explosions
have this on tlic authority of one of our
in Philadelpliia.
Most of our conduits
best posted electric Hglit engineers.
are made of wood and llu- explosions as terrilic manifestado
not
reach
the
magnitude
of some thai h.ive
tions
occurreil on itroadway. New York.
The ihicts of these
conduits are made of wrought iron
Conduits are expensive and their construction a slow
process which intirferes with the use nf the streets.
With the Brooks system the iron |iipe occupies so small
space, all the eaith taken out is repacked in ihe trench.
'i"wo thousand feet of trench have been opened, the pipe
laid, the rreuch closeil, and cables drawn in, between seven
in the morning and six o'clock in the afternoon of tlie same
day, anti no patching or leveling up of pavement reciuired
afterward.
It is often stated that in laying conduits extra ducts can
Ily the Hrooks
be provideii for future growth of business.
system e.xtra conductors, or a cable containing more conductors than required by tlie present need, can be drawn in
Ily the lirooks system there are no
by the one operation.
Vacant spaces for the collection of explosives and deleterious
gases.
In proof of this article it goes for something that the
cable 1 laid for the Pennsylvania Railroad company containing fifty three conductors, has worked for nearly three
years without a moment's interruptio i to any of the conductors, although connected to overhead wires running to
New ^*ork, Pittsburgh and Washington.
There has been no expense for repairs or maintenance
except to paint that portion of the pipe running over the
'ichuylkill Bridge and along the elevated railway.

uf

lh;it

New

than

York

all

t'ity.

tlic

the diligeii.L- of

whole thing

'

in.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
New

New York Notes.
Nov. 23. —-Members of

York,

American

the

who are now holding
cheir anuuil convention in this city, made an excursion to
the I'nited States station at Wiilet's P int, W'ednesday.
The torpedo laboratory excited much interest. It is iitted
Mechanical

Society of

modern

with every

Engineers,

appliance that can increase

electrical

its efficiency.
The rauseu n and batteries were tV en visited
and the progress of the art of modern warfare in this
co'jntry was fully described and illuitrated for the benefit

The station

of the visitors.

at Wiilet's

Point

is

the republican mj.o In

1.1

morning paper

'If

sayn:

ticjn,

practically

to

torpedo

Dr. P. E. Donlin addressed the Medico-Legal society at
the

Buckingham Wednesday evening on deaths by electricHe believe J the nerves of the human body were not

affected

by the

current

electric

Where death was

suffered.

would follow

that

the

blood had

not instantaneous, he

said,

it

was caused by asphyxia, the disorganiand interference with the circulation

it

zation of the blood

leading to

until after

imposed by the

the cable

company

of the restrictions

on granting the franchise to
on Broadway, closes that matter

city officials

operate a shoe-string line

The wisdom

for the present.

down Broadway

running a cable road

of

was extinguished about $2,000 damage wan canned by lire
and water.
II
T,

W

and are
to take

here and will be inspected
or three days next

deaths

of

list

in

may be reminded

any given year from

accidents from cable cars points ominously to an eventual

awakening on the part of the public to ihe
and demerits, for a ciowded thoroughfare
like Broadway, of the system which has just been adopted.
"Congress meets in twelve days. It will locate the

and

regretful

relative merits

world's

fair.

Chicago

is

The

first

ready to ask for

be on Dec.

comer may be
it.
New York is

lirst

not.

ser\-ed.

Will

it

In other words, will the guarantee fund

2?

be completed in

This

twelve days?"

quotation from

a local paper indicates the feeling which exists here on the
subject

of

the

world's

ment which

which of course

fair, in

The

concerns are greatly interested.

feeling

of

the presumably unavailing ambition of

electrical

content-

Chicago

one time in the minds of New
Yorkers, gave way to a vague sense of uneasiness, as the
to

have the

western

fair inspired at

city

showed

Garden City has shoA'n

itself

in

the

eventful

apathy of

earnest,

herself not

but to be actually leading in the
of

The

Maritime

the

at

result

and now that iVe

only to be

tinal heat,

in the race,

the possibilities

can no longer be ignored.

New York stands out

two
of

The

lamentably in contrast with

to

electric IlKht

ore of

is

beam

exhibi-

improved search

its

the building

of

of

where

can be

light

upon the gilded
any
across the heavens, making a

of the state house, directed toward the harbcr or

of the suburbs, or thrown

vtry attractive sight to residents in the suburbs.

The West

Railway company

h'.nd Street

will consist of
fitted

determined

is

The equipment

be ready for ihe coming snowstorm.

to

seven specially designed snow sweepers each

Thomson-Houston

with two

15-horse power railway

motors for propelling the car and one railway motcr for

One sweeper

revolving the heavy brooms.

ccmpltted,

is

more nearly ready, and the other three are

three

well in

hand.

of

this

line, at

Grove Hall,

miles from ihe

over six

is

source of power, following the line of conduits the current

was compelled to travel. With six miles of line between
dynamo and motor the cars worked well and carried the
extra heavy Sunday afternoon loads without difficulty.
A novel entertainment was given in this cily last Tuesday
evening and was repeated on Thursday evening.
This
was an electric piano concert. The electric piaco. sccalted, used on these occasions, was an ordinary piano
fitted with an electrical attachment by means of which the

No

if

moved by

the

is

t

exposed to

view and the keys thus invisibly operated appear to be

drawn, as

it

is,

when

The

roll

of music with

the instiunient begins to

play,

unrolls, across a perforated rest, the perfora-

tions of which correspond to the keys of

the keyboard

acd

open through small tubes to corresponding pneumatic
chambers, there being one chamber for each key.
As a
perforated note in the music

ing channel

in

roll

passes over a correspond-

the rest, the air rushes
it

down

into the pneu-

upon

until pressuie

a

suitable

contact closes the circuit through an electric magnet, whiih

throws up a

upon

hammer

at the

the key exactly the

and

The

time

under perfect control.

is

in the

back of the key and produces

same motion as

finger of the performer.

apparatus

is

is

if

struck by the

regulated by a slide

The electrical

pressure

only eight volts.

The Robinson-Fosler Motor company has about ended
jhort and, to the small stockholders of Salem and Newburyport, mournful career.
The factory is to be sold at
its

mortgagee's

A

sale.

complimentary dinner was given

to

W.

J.

Denver, the

president of the Boston Electric club, at Young's Hotel by

about twenty-five of

t>

The atTaii was greatly
H. C. Spaulding,

e

members

last

Tuesday evening.

enjoyed.

general manager of the ThomsonHouston Motor company, appeared before the Boston
Paper Trade association at the Parker House. Boston, on
Wednesday evening of this week and delivered a very interesting address on "Electric Power Transmission."
The statement of the Bell Ttlephone company's output
for the month and the eleven months ending November
20, appeared to-day and is as follows:
For the month, gross, 1SS9. $3,763; net, $S34; in
1SS8, $3 S61; net. ;?i.4oy.
1SSS-9. 152,157;

net.

For the eleven months, gross,

$29,330; ij

1S37-S.

$49,661; net,

$2S.233.

A

meeting of the stockholders of the Thomson-Houston

International electric

company

plant

al

MorrU,

111., will

be started

18.

(latcna,

hax ordered

III.,

lumlnating

ocltlltional electric

lighu for

It.

«rcctH,

iti

church

i;j)iHcopal

at

SprinKfteld.

111.,

will

be

The Allegheny
chascit a nitc for

The Santa

City

an

municipal

council lut

Clara, Cal,. Klectric Mffht

creased Its power plant.
been ordered.

A new

week pur-

acott of $15,000.

electric lijfht plant at

company has

In-

Wentlnehouvc engirie ha*

The elcctriclight company at Charlc*ton, S, C. ba»
a bid for the entire city IlKhtinif. and the couodi If
seriously considering the proposition.
The Peninsular Klectric IJghl A: I'owercompany of Cannoch,Mich has enlarged its plant. Two new dynamos have
been added a 50-light arc machine and a 30 lif;hter.

—

The Jcnncy
Peoria,

III.,

Light company's new station at
apprrraching completion.
local

Electric

israpidly

A

paper says the plant will be one of the fincit in the slate,
•wo compound condensing engincsof 6oo-horsc power will
furnish the power.
Kvanston, 111., will have an elcctriclight plant in operation in ninety days.
The Marr Construction company has
been awarded the franchise by the village tward. the ordinance providing that the village trustees may purcha.sc the
plant in three years if desirable, and thai within five yean
the wires

The

must be buried.

light company of Sr. Ix>uis. announces that after mature deliberation, it has decided to
change its standard lamps from 30 to t2-candle power.
and from t5 to i6-candle power, thus falling in line with
other manufacturers in this respect.
The company will
adhere, however, (o the 32-candle power lamp as its

Heislcr Klectric

standard.

A dispatch from Hloomington, III,, says: "The Westinghouse Electric Light company was awarded a $30,000 contract by the Citizens' (ias. Light A: Healing company of this city, for the construction of an arc and incandejcent electric plant to be operated in connection wiih the
company's gas plant. From $50,000 to $75,000 will be expended.

1 his

and with the
will be the

will be the third electric plant in
the city,
street railway plant now being constructed,

fourth."

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
The Eighth
nounces

its

Street Motor company, Dubuque. la., anintention to build a motor line across the bluffs

in the spring.

fingers of a per-

part of the electrical attachmer

perforated notes,

LIGHT.

liKh(cd by electricity.

!«:

,

its

turned in any direction anil concentrated

dome

M

made

company has on

ICIectric

h'air,

mounted on top
sharp, well-defined and intense
This

lights.

electrical

moilcrn devices.

all

The Thomson-Houston
tion

for

equipment

by the public generally

week.

these vessels incluties

used

of victims to the electric current,

The

up Dec.

—

hicago, Atlanta.

stop,

number

III., it

II.

lighted by incandcHcent lampH.

The United SlatcH (tuntxiatH
Voiktownand Boston arrived here (o-day
anchored in the Boston harbor, They have come
pait in the maritime exhibition now in progress
Mass., Nov. 22.

r.iisiMN,
t

not a timely topic possibly, but those

that the appalling

THE ELECTRIC
Spar(n,

ihJin

"kiijht*"

«t<x.k,

O.

ChrKt

Boston, Mass.

lo*

not

at

<i<:ll

be Unucd (o the prtvcal mtockholtlrr*.

for thiii Ntock will

all

by Democrats."
was discovered in the WcHtcrn Union Telegraph
company's building Wednesday morning, and before It

busy statisticians who have been so zealously recording the

is

ihcm

allowed

I'irc

matic chamber, expar ds

this.

The accepiance by

A

to

common

New

Republican party to

liavc

worked by some magical means.

work.

ity.

fair.

that

Hharc. ^^ft.omt of the

i>cr

to be run

former.

relation

for (hr

and to

fairn^

keys are operated just as

in

againnt (he

11

should (urn ou(

it

would have been better

it

have held ten world's

an advanced engineers' school, where the young engineers
particularly

'link

.-.tw

)>'rx ol auihori/iri^ thr .hrrctori

S225

on account of Kcpublirai) opposl-

S'ork should lose the fair

graduating from West Point are sent for a course of engineering instruction

cvhlcnt that

Ih

Twice during the week, owirg to accidents, one of the
West End power stations has been compelled to shift its
load to the other station and shut down its own machinery,
but for a short time only.
The Shawmut avenue line,
which began operations last week, was thus supplied with
power from the Allston power station.
The extreme end

Davih Brooks.
Nov.

It

I

I

Phila^ielphia,

no doubl that the

iIm

1.1

hini;'

2^.,

ha* been called for the pur-

Another electric line for Peoria. III., will be completed
before cold weather.
Poles are in place, tracks down, and
the overhead wire is being strung.

The Thomson-Houston

company's power plant at
completed shortly and it is expected the
electric railway and city lights will be in operation in a
couple of weeks.
Jolitt. HI., will be

is

Once more "Deacon" Richardson
depend upon horses to propel

to

finds
his

how anwise it
The

street cars.

Brooklyn lines were "tied up" last week, and the horses,
of course, stood in the stables, eating up the profits of the

good deacon's investment.

A tirra of ready made clothiers of Leeds, England, is
building a factor)- in which about Soo sewing machines
will be employed,
as well as the necess^iry number of
cutting machines to keep these going.
All these will be
operated by electric motors, it having been found, on calculating the relative cost, that it will be more economical to
iit
up the building in this way than to furnish it with
shafting and all the necessary adjuncts.
The Sprague Electric Railway A: Motor
during the last month closed the following
street railway equipments: Sioux City. la..
way, twelve cars; Sherman. Tex.. College

company has
contracts

for
Electric rail-

Paik Electric
cars; Newark, i^hio. Electric railway, one
Milwaukee, Wis., West Side Street Railway, ten cars;
Nashville. Tenn.. vV Edgetield railway, ten cars; South Nash\ille. Nashville. Tenn., railway, ten cars; Sak Lake Cily,
Utah, Electric Railway c:ctension. ten cars; Voungstown.
Ohio. Electric railway, six cars.
In spite of ibe season of
Belt line, live

car;

the year, the contracts of this company go on increasing,
amount of construction work on their
many railways will have to be canied on wiiboat intermission right through the winter, for extensions of old roads.
or upon railways which have never before been eiqoippcd
with electricity, and which have adopted the Sprague electric system.

and a very large

A

test of the

made

last

week

Lindell Electric

railway,

w-jih satisfactory results.

St. Loais,

When

was

the rails

were partially covered with snow, the motor, loaded with
passengers made the circuit in iwel>-e minutes, including
several stops.
The weather made the test an unusually
severe one. but the success attending it was gratifying to
the otticers of the road, and the passengers on the car.
The line runs through a section of the city that is buildicg
up rapidly, and the residents along the route are delighted
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metal, formed with a slack portion or plait, running
lengthwise of the conductor or lengthwise of the ribbon, to permit expansion of the sheath as the wire or
cable is bent in handling.

with the prospect for quick transit to the down-town secPower is obtained from the company's
tion of the city.
house on Compton avenue, near the Mi-^souri Pacific railroad, the wires being strung upon the Municipal Electric
Light & Power company's poles along Theresa, Lindell
and Ware avenues. Bell street and Windsor place to VanGeorge D. Capen, the new president of
deventer avenue.
the company, says that he will give the public accommoand he will extend the electriappreciate,
will
that
it
dations

415,274.

equipment further down town as soon as he can secure

415.324.

cal

Electro-Therapeutic

Pole for Electric Wires.
Pole for Electric Wires.

Secondary Battery.
Brooklyn. N. Y.

415,327.

A

that of the Thomson-Houston Motor
In an inclosed portion is the new electric hoistcompany.
ing machine of the motor company which is designed for
It has a cause on vessels, wharves, and in the mines.
pacity for lifting 1,200 pounds at the rate of 200 feet per
It is lifting a large bale of wool up and down at
minute.
In this inclosure is a 3-horse power motor
the exposition.
which runs an incandescent machine which supplies the
Holtlights of the beautiful design around the inclosure.
zer & Cabot have an exhibit of electrical apparatus including an Eddy motor and some of the batteries of the Elec-

the building and

trical

is

Accumulator company.

The Crosby Steam Gauge &

Valve company has a fine display of which famous Ashton
The Edison phonograph is a great atvalve is a feature.
traction and is listened to by the hundreds of eager people.

THE TELEGRAPH.
authority
of State Blaine to land cables at Charleston,
S. C, connecting this country directly by wire with Uayti.
San Domingo and Cuba. At Hayti the new cable will
connect with the wires of the West India French Cable
conipany. running to Martinique, in the French West India colonies; and then to Venezaela, opening up direct telegraphic communication between the United States and the
The work of
republics of Central and South America.

b/ Secretary

laying the cable has been in progress for

some months.

Business Mention.
F. S. Terry, manager of the Electric Supply company of
Chicago, has just returned from an eastern trip.

Patrick

Kennedy and Chas.
Clement

phia, Pa.

The invention consists, essentially, in subjecting one
or more salts of the metals mixed or combined with
asbestos, amianthus or analogous material to fusion,
then crystallizing the mass or mixture, and then reducing the same to a metallic state, whereby will be
produced a porous crystallized metal plate having substantial strength.
Mould for Casting Plates for Use as Electrodes
415,332.
Clement Payen, Philadelphia,
of Storage Batteries.
Pa.
Insulator for Electric Batteries. Clement Payen,
4^5.333Philadelphia, Pa.
The invention consists of an insulating device composed of gutta-percha, caoutchouc, or other somewhat
analogous material formed into a horizontal bar, with a
series of vertical rods and with recesses at suitable distances apart formed in the surface of said bar for the
reception of glass or other insulators, and on which
the plates or elements rest mounted in the cell or vessel.

41

S,

Incandescent Lamp.

335Pa.

Mechanism

415.338-

for

Jacob Reese,

Operating

Pittsburg,

Brakes.

Edward

Backus, Rochester, N. Y.
invention relates to improvements in car brakes
which the momentum of the car is used to operate
the brake, and electricity is used to connect and disconnect the brake mechanism.
Battery.

Francis

Moreton,

London, England.
Process of Producing Crystallized Metal Plates.
415.347Clement Payen, Philadelphia, Pa.
Method of Producing Crystallized Metal Plates.
415.348.
Clement Payen, Philadelphia, Pa.
Process of Producing Crystallized Metal Plates.
415.349.
Clement Payen, Philadelphia, Pa.
Electric Motor.
Harry E. Pullman, Cambridge,
415.350Ohio.

The last claim reads:
"8.
In an electric motor, an armature shaft provided on either side of its central portion respectively
with diaphragms located midway between the coils and
parallel therewith, the longitudinal edges of said diaphragms projecting beyond the planes of the exterior
surfaces of said coils."
Armature Core for Dynamosand Motors. Frank
F. Loomis, Akron, Ohio.
Telegraph Repeater.
Richard J. Mcllhenny,
415,417.
Wilmington, N. C.
Claim one is:"In a repeating telegraphic system, the combination
of a relay in a main-line circuit and a local circuit

415.3^3-

The Peckham Car Wheel & Axle company, 239 Broadway, New York, reports large sales on its new improved
It is furnishing trucks for the new roads at Bloomtruck.
ington. III., Scranton, Pa., Lowell, Mass., East Cleveland

and Jamiaca, L,

I.

The Daft E!ectric company, 115 Broadway, New York,
have now under construction the electric railroad at
The road is demanding the keen atBloomington, 111.
tention of the company on account of its intricate system
of main streets and cross streets, all the power coming
from one station.
R. T. White of Boston, Mass., reports excellent busiand adds that the demand for his "Daisy chairs" for

ness,

At Newton,
railways is increasing constantly.
Mass.. they were subjected to a severe test, a steam roller
weighing eighteen tons passing over the tracks where they
were used, without affecting them in the slightest. This
was highly gratifying to all concerned, and was in the nature of a surprise to the officials who ordered the test.
The device is covered by broad patents recently granted.
street

The Jarvis Engineering company arc installing a plant
Dedham, with the Thomson- Houston system, also one at
They have closed a contract with the
Mjllbury, Mass.
Minneapolis Street Railway company to set a 1,500-horse

at

boiler of the Babcock & Wilcox manufacture with
They are also setting four boilers for
the Jarvis setting.
The work done
Sidle, Fletcher i; Holmes, Minneapolis.
previously at Minneapolis has been so well received that
introduction
in that city.
the present business needs no

power

415, igo.
iels,

415,252.

i88f).

Dynamo

Electric Machine.
Jr., Provo City. Utah.
Electric

Arc

Lamp Head

McDonald and Jacob

Thomas

E.

Dan-

Ronald T.
Wayne, Ind.
Jean A. Wetmore, New
Light.

Cain, Fort

Insulated Conductor.
415,262.
York, N. Y.
The invention consists in a sheath

.

sition."

Automatic Electric Switch.
415,^87.
tingham, Baltimore, Md.

George H. Whit-

Method of Constructing Electrodes for Second415.490.
William H. Allen, Detroit, Mich.
ary Batteries.
The invention consists in transforming the active
material into a suitable cohesive state breaking it up
into small pieces, then filling it into a mould and casting the metal into the interstices left between the
pieces of active material.
Electric Meter.
Peter S. Bates, York, Pa.
invention consists in providing a series of contacts, one or more for each translating device depending on its consumption of current, and in placing in
operative relation thereto a shifting circuit closer controlled by clock work or other mechanism, which will
traverse the contacts in a definite interval of time, and
actuated by an electrically controlled indicator which
closure of the
will be set to a new indication for each

415.491.

The

circuit.

Electrical Patents.
Issued Nov. 19,

closed through the relay-contacts when its armature is
its
attracted position, said relay being provided
with a magnet located in a branch of said local circuit
of greater resistance than the main local circuit and
adapted to hold the armature-lever in its attracted poin

Insulator.
George Fowler, Peckham, County of
415.504.
Surrey. England.
The first claim is given:
"An automatically adjustable insulator having a tension device adapted to rotate the insulator in one direction and thereby maintain a conductor connected thereto in a state of practically uniform tension."

415,571.

Arc Lamp.

The
of

light

ductile

lamps

invention

in

Arc Lamp. Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, 111.
last claim is given:
"4.
The combination, with the two sets of carbons
and the carbon-rods, of the retaining magnet, which is
connected with the clutch which normally supports the
rod of the second set of carbons, a circuit through said
retaining magnet, with contacts adapted to be closed
by the feeding mechanism of the lamp, whereby the
clutch may be lifted by the retaining-magnet and the
second carbon-rod set free and the clutch retained during the operation of the lamp."

415,572.

Charles E. Scribner,
relates to that

which an electro-magnet

Telephone Exchange System. Charles E. Scrib-

415.573-

111.

The

invention consists in providing at each of the
subscribers' stations an induction coil, one
winding of the coil being included in the circuit of a
switch by means of which the telephone may be ineluded in a local circuit with said winding.

different

Electric Police Signal System.
ner, Chicago, 111.

415.574-

Charles E. Scrib-

The invention consists in a circuit extending from
the central station through signal stations, a currentreversal device in the circuit at the central station, and
a branch connected to ground at the central station,
including a telephone and condenser, with a polarized
relay and key at each signal station in addition to the
ordinary call-box usually termed the "eleven call box."
The circuit charging device is so arranged that the
current will be reversed only with respect to the exterior circuit.
The current through the receiving register
always remains in the same direction.
This is desirable in order that there may be no false signals when
chemical paper is used upon the relay.
WerProcess of Electro-Deposition of Metals.
415,576.
ner Siemens, Berlin, Germany.
Claims one and five are given:
"i.
The process, which consists in lixiviating ore
with a solution containing a ferric salt, subjecting the
resulting ferrous solution at the cathode of an electrolytic cell to the action of a current of electricity, whereby the metal in solution is deposited, then subjecting
the remaining liquid to the oxydizing action at the
anode, whereby the ferrous is reconverted into a ferric
solution, which solution is again used to lixiviate ore.
" 5 The process, which consists in lixiviating ore in
separate vessels with a solution containing ferric sulphate, subjecting the resulting ferrous sulphate at the
cathode of an electrolytic cell to the action of a current of electricity, whereby the metal in solution is
deposited, then subjecting the remaining liquid to the
oxydizing action at the anode, whereby the ferrous
sulphate is reconverted into ferric sulphate, which solution is again used to lixiviate ore."
.

The

in

Electro-Medical

used to establish the arc and compensate for any variation in the strength of the main current, the feeding of
the carbon as it burns away being accomplished by an
electro-magnet placed in a shunt around the arc.

ner, Chicago,

Process of Manufacturing Porous Metal Plates.
Clement Payen, Philadelphia, Pa.
Secondary Battery. Clement Payen, Philadel4^5.331-

415 345-

The French Cable company has been granted

Greene, Bos-

415.330-

from which

fed several motors situated in different parts of the buildThere is a 7-horse power motor provided with
an Ireson link belt which Mr. Ireson loaned for the exhibdrives a
it and an Evans frictional cone is also in use. This
silk loom, a blower, and a large Campbell printing press by
which is printed the maritime edition of the Daily AdveiOn the same floor is a 3-horse power motor which
tiser.
The main exhibit is in the center of
drives a power pump.

ly.

Claim two reads;
'"A battery element consisting of a porous metal
plate having the crystals existing in columns therein."

Two

ing.

Levi

Electrode for Secondary Batteries.
Payen, Philadelphia, Pa.

A

is

Thomson and

415,329.

supplies current for the Art Gallery
15-horse power dynaalso for the several exhibits.
mo furnishes current for the marine search light situated
an
arc
light with reflectbuilding.
It
is
of
the
on the top
compound power generators of 15-horse
ing lense.

power each are connected with a switch-board

Elihu

Levi R. Greene, Bos-

J. Diss,

candescent machine

1889

30,

The

Mass.

ton,

Miscellaneous Notes.

and

H.

ton, Mass.

415.325.

The Maritime exhibition at Boston is well under headway and the electrical exhibits are especially interesting.
The main exhibit is that of the Thomson-Houston company, and consists of dynamos situated near the 1 50-horse
power Wheelock engine which is a fixture in the Mechanics
The dynamos are as follows: A 400-light inBuilding.

Harry

Appliance.

Kane. Boston, Mass.
Electric Welding Clamp.
415,305.
John Tregoning, Lynn. Mass.

permission from the city authorities.

disastrous fire in which at least two lives were lost and
possibly many mo'e, visited the St. Lawrence copper mine,
This will nethe second largest in the Anaconda system.
cessitate the shutting down of the mine again and may
again.
copper
serve to put up the price of

November

Chicago,

III.

class of electric arc
in the main circuit is

415.577-

Electric

Meter.

Ernst

W.

Siemens, Berlin,

Germany.

The

invention consists in the use of a

dynamo

elec-

machine acting as a motor for a registering device
and of a "damping" apparatus for retarding the motion thereof, whereby the current passing off the said
circuit is indicated in ampere hours or such other unit
tric

as

may be

desired.

Fire Alarm Telegraph
415,578.
SkelEon, Newton, Mass.

415.593-

Galvanic Battery.

Francis A.

Repeater.

John E. Watson,

Louisville,

Ky.
Secondary Battery. James A.
415,600.
liam R. Polk, Jr., Atlanta, Ga.

Wotton and Wil-

Suspended Car and Motor for Electric Railways.
Lorenzo J. Cody, Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.

415,617.

The first claim is given:
"The combination, with a two-rail elevated road-bed
of a propelling-carriage supported above the road-bed,
the car suspended from said carriage, and the propelling devices supported above the road-bed by said carnage."
Spark Arrester for Electric Lamps.
John R.
Farmer, St. Louis, Mo.
Claim two reads:
"In a spark-arrester, the combination of the sectionthe peral guard constructed on a wire frame, and
forated bracket, the sections of said guard being
the
the
wires
ends of
hinged to the bracket by passing
through the perforations in the brackets.''

415.628.

415.629.

Fire

Alarm Box.

George L. Foote,

Broolclyn,

N. Y.
Governor for Electric
415,641.
Jaeger, New York, N. Y.
415,644.

Motors.

Charles

L.

Process of Electrolyzing Salts of the Alkalies.

George Kerner, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Prussia, and
Julius Marx, Ulm-on-the-Danube, Wurtemberg, Germany.
Claim three is as follows:

"The

process of obtaining

from the compounds of the

certain useful

products

alkalies, consisting

in first

electrolyzing such compound and then subjecting the
soluble electrolytic product to chemical precipitation by
the simultaneous action of magnesia and carbonic acid
to precipitate a double carbonate of alkali and magnesia."

Process of Producing Porous Crystallized Metal
Clement Payen, Philadelphia, Pa.
Claim one reads:
"The method of producing a porous crystallized
metAl plate or other structure, which consists in subjecting one or more nitrates of a metal or metals to fusion, then pouring the mass into a mould and allowing
reducing the structit to crystallize therein, and then

415 683.

Plates.

ure to a metallic state."

November
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g»UKCK mid illiiimiyr of liisiiliillini fur Tol('Kru|>li, Telt'liliuUL' ftud Klectric Lik'iIb from stocK. CalilcH iimde
K> orriiT.

l.inil.

ill

or LOW

AN EXPERIENCED SALESMAN,
li'ttor

TO 40 VOLTS.

1-2

FOR BATTERY OR DYNAMO.
EDISON LAMP

In H

«'OHTI.AHUT WT.

«g«nl.

X^^AlIMEPS.

TO 36 CANDLE POWER.

HKKI> KOIt <:ATAI.0<>IJK

30, 1886, lie HiiyH

IX

ACKERMAN.

C

CItttmil

ILL..

f«.

Uft\]

US.

^.

WANTED.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

K.\|Mrrii'nrni

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLT COMPLETE SET OF U B.
BLECTKICAI. PATKNI8 IN OHICAOO.

Incuniltsccnl

1007-3-6-7 Opera House Block. CHICAGO.

PEOniA.

Winder

Animlitrc

Wire Man.

ROYAL ELECTRIC
-

anil

Arldrow

CO.,

ILLINOIS.

-

IZARD COMPANY,

<fe

COKSULTIKG AHD COHTRACTIKG ELECTRICAL EHGIMEERS.
For any or

A

all

Systems of

full line of

Branch

Offli-P"*

:

Railways, Klectric Motiprs of all Kinds, Incamlescent Electric Light I'lantf, Arc Light Plants,
Wiring, Storage LJattery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.

Klecliii^ Street

Commercial Supplies carried

at all

Plans and Specifications lor

tim-s for Plants described above.

all

.'i

jind

li.

]fltnn(*RpnliH.

Minn.

:

IVor f hwe*»tf

rn ^In'

iial l.lf*-

M><'

FRICTION CLUTCH PULLEYS
C H ARACTERIS TICS.

.Iiine

in tim<-'

is

May

positive-

Pulley shaft automatically oiled.
They have a good lecord running through five years.
Experts are inuited to examine peculiarities.

Send forJuly, 1889, Catalogue and
see where 9nd by whom used.

BELOIT.WIS.

1H89.

"Worke

lo a

ILL.

11.',

ThI«

phAp*

l?*'i.

^

f |

v

pr>

»

r

/>

W«

'"^ <>" couplings

Had we pot
now bo ahvad

charm.

it In laa^
$M)U, lus'

and hr-ukage."

BRICK

large fr.ction surfaces prevent undue wear.

Disengagement of Clutches

'^-l.

April in place ol one we had, wonld

Vice tike grip of citftc/ies optionally gradual or sudden,

I

Light

Kinds ol Electrical Construction Worli.

CHICAGO.
Sherman and Van Buren Sts.-RIALTO BUILDING.
ln»nrfinrp Blrrt*.
w

Th<» Lunihe** * xchanKe. Rooim

F^leclric

JE

-a. l<-89.

TERRA COTTA
"We

Mi-'C. CO., St.

Joeeph, Mo.

are ptrfectly eatisllod with the

workloe

of vourrliitches. both in "New York and ChtcftK**."'
WESTELECTKICCO., Chica^jo. III. -New Bulidloe, "Acknowledtjed the Ijest factory biiildlng in the city of Xew York
if nut in the United States.' —EUctrtcal RtvUw.

EKN

ECLIPSE WIND ENGINE CO

,

Beloii,

Wis.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
vi.O/V/>

Electric Light, Telephone,

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,
TRADC

MARK.

THE OKONITE
BRANCHES:

TXilB

Chicago.

Boston,

E)IDnD"2"

and Telegraph,
MANSON PROTECTING

OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

TAPE.

A'WARDED A GOLD MEDAL AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.
COMPANY,
13 Park Row, NEW YORK.

...

Philadelphia,

Omaha,

Minneapolis.

E]X-EOTI5IC

Clncinrati

Louisville.

St.

Kansas

Louis.

City,

and

San Frarciico.

3iv^-^3Sr"CrE^^^C'0- COILvdr^-A-n^T-S",
-Ii^JLM'U'F-A.CX'U'R.ER.S OF

Automatic Electric Motors
In all Sizes

High

from One-half H.

Efficiency, Perfect Begulation,

^

Upward.

Superior IVorkniausfiip, Ease

Management, Semarkahle

DYNAMO

P.

of

Siinplicitg, Etc., Etc.

EIiSCTRIC

i

MACHINES

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Befining, Etc.
RRINPH nPPTPPSDiuun/n
urnucii).

ItCWrOHK.aaClitinliSt.;

SOSrO/t, lir Arck

kansas

cm,

St..-

PHIIADEIPHU, see

matto euiiairs:

new

OmmtmSt.;

CHIC*aO, 43 ia silt

St.

orlcams. loe ctmtiitirtst.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., WINDSOR, CONN.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Established in 1861.

BMGGOT.

B.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

November

Stilwell's Patent Live

Steam-Feed Water
Removes
Entirely

prevents

IN

all

30, iJ

Purifier.

Impurities.

SCALE

Steam

in

Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

STILWELL&BIERGBMF6.G0.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILICTRIC

GlEORGE CUTTEB,

FIXTURES.

CONSULTING ELECTRICIAN,

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,

80 Adams Street^

Etc., Etc.,

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,

Madison Street and Fifth Avenae,

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH STORB-

2134 Michigan Avenue,

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
D.

P.

GHIGAGO.

-

OrM Rosette Pendant

"i!

THE LUNKENHEIMER BRASS MFG,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

-

CO.,

"!!«

CO.,

PEBRY, Yice-President and General Manager,

MANUFACTUKBRS OF THE

SPERRT IMPROVED SYSTEM
-OF-

HIGH OR

LOW

vrrlte for June, 18S9, Catalosae of (S) Olobe Valves, Pop Safety Talves
liUbrlcators, Oil and Cirease Cups, Enelne BaUders' Brass Ooods,
and €tlass OH Caps for Dynamos.

TENSION.

.
1

1.
2.
3.

The new Sparry apparatus free from repairs for twelve months.
That the new hperry improved Dynamos can be coupled in aeries with perfect safety.
That any number of lamps from one to capacity of dynamo can be cut In or out of

2 Pearl

JStreet,

"T.
Room

A7VHITE3,
BOfSTOSr,

6,
Patented

InBroveil

circuit,

singly or in groupB, with perfect safety, and without sparking at the brnehes.
4.
To absorb power In exact proportion to number of lights burning.

Railway

w^e: ^e:]_ie:\ze::
1.

The new Automatic Sperry Dynamos and Lamps surpass

That

We

if

you

invite

m mm

will visit

THOMAS ASHBUMER,

our factory we can show you the best arc lighting apparatus in existence.

correspondence with electrical engineers. Intending buyers, and Interested
people everywhere.

electric

co„

isi,

isb,

m

m

EUREKA CONSTRUCTION.

CMon

st„

CORRES-

PONDENCE SOLICITED.

That there is greater economy In operating the new Sperry System than any other.
That our automatic regulation has no equal; no rheostat, no wall hoses, no solenoid or

dash-pot.
4.

Street

for

Roadlieils.

LOWEST PRICES.

BEST MATERIAL.

in efiiciency those of any other

make.
2.
3.

Material

MASS.

Chicago, ill

Western Agent,

Kansas

City,

Mo.

Rolled any weight desired. Patent allowed. Sample
Chair and Section of Rail Sent, Express Prepaid, to
Prospective Purchasers.

AUTOMATIC

CXJT-OFF ENGINE
^V5

''%

Office and Factory

2134

to

lannfactirers of

2140 DeKalb

St.,

-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS

STANDARD
RELIABILITY,

SE. LOUIS, MO.

aM CARBON

OUR

Lons

Life,

Uniform

'BLaCK DIAMOND"

Size,

POINTS

SUPERMlillTY.

OCTSBISE

Guaranteed Second

THEM

to None.

ALL.

A\^RITE
J. F.

FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES

PORTER,

Pres.

&

DOUBLE
COMPOUND

ECONOMY,

SPECIALTIES,

SIMPLICITY,

DURABILITY.
THE MOST PERFECT

TANDEM
COMPOUND

GOVERNING
EVER

OBTAINED.

For

Electi'ical Lighting, Electiical Railways and purposes where perfect governing is requli'ed, it lias no equal.

BALL ENGINE

Genl. Manager.

CO.,
E.

ERIE, PA.

RUEBEL,

Superintendent.

CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,
CENTRAL ELECTRIC
LOCUST STREET,
MO.
919

ST. LOUIS,

BRANCH:

NASHVILLE, TENN.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS.
For any system of Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Street Railway Plants, Electric Power

A

full line of supplies
Plants, Electric Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Train Lighting Plants, Pole Line Construction.
carried at all times for plants described abov e. Plane and specifications for all kinds of Electrical Construction.

THrsTANDARDlARBON COMPANY,
of

CLEVELAND, OHIO,

AXa.xx'U.fci.ot'u.x-exrs

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.

November
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
uir^tilK.n

•|l..-

.urniiur

iin^l

4,1

umtt

*.)

Ill'

'<'M1'ANH-.S i* .allrd to ihis i'KM^K'
\% §tt :§:§» ua iMrU'.uUtr\y tvUytrtHu iliHr u&«^

ll-l''

WA'I'I:K

IIIIA'l'i:i»
iju

miiurkubl V

)in

vr of

leal IJM?

<j(

ful offccl

w.tt.f

iit<*n<lv

motion, hlccb MfM-ed

i:fll4l4*nry, unJ liirKr €*U|»iiflly,

«l«>iil>l«> the l*«»\f
iiimilMr o( rill- !'-.»'lin(; rt.-- In..
ln-irij;

It

J-,

y.iihi«iil

1

(fi'rtl v,\irf]ii «>(

ofn|»jfHf5

:lii

un

f'^i

tuirif liiAiwl'-i.

iu dimairlfir,
|l I' uw*J \ty

wHh

r»(iii*l,

in <*'•' C'.<>fU,H>,
(ff^l iuliiLi'Uoti.
[ifxiuLmtf iIm: hij/hrftl p«T cent. &( u^p,

iriiiiri>iil.r<*il.

FOB VATAt^OUrr.

Kl:\l>
Our

ASf» FAHTIC'irAKM,

UorlwjniJiI "VIrior" U hl^lilv rccoinntrndcd.tu no gra.; ftfr rrqiilrrd,
flifclly to (tynuii.o,
Thr iu-corntmnylnK '-niiravInK rrprrftmln a pair of 13 inrh
'''HIII.^I-*W arraiiK'Ml on a hortjcciniiil utmfi, with (J^^i-fron Ilumr, [jraii
'liilx'.. I-.imI |t«Mrin|{i for Shnfi, nnd hrtvin({ I'ultryn crnfflrtr, all rri'/tint'-fi
ujif/fi
a Mih'.iiiniiii| «:wi-iron \trii pliitf. 'Ihr rniifT iirrun((rrncnl 1ft vrry cunipklr ftrul
nlncil^ limt-t liiMi in rvi-ry jwriuiilar.
U'n aio now |ifc|Mtrr(| ii> fufnuli Vkior
'I urbincH, ciihrr Hini{k' or in
fiiiir« on horizontal Kliufu, und where the iliuoltoo
admits of their use. wc recommend Ihrm.
nnil

it

c;iin Ih: hi-ttrrl

^'Kri'OK

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

•

CONN.

FACTORIES:

MAI«IIFAt;TIIItKIIH

OK

AND INSlTIaATED ITITIRE.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Li^ht Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper MaBnet Wire, Flexible
Worsted Cords for Incandescent Llghtlnpr- Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K,
For

Electric

Light,

Electric Railways,

BARCLAY,

Cotton and

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.
CO., C

tRBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

Silk,

One wi rI

K,"

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON
J. L.

DAYTON, OHIO.

<& HJLYDENS,
BOOTH
WATERBURY,

,

BARZ:

CO.,

L.

ILL.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
26 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

#^ At3DOM~ca:v^MAKERS

<"^

high -grade

BELDING MOTOR & MFG. COMPANY,
OFFICE 144 Adams

Street, Ttie Rookery,

FACTORY 128-130

So. Clinton

CHICAGO, ILL, U.S.A.

Street,

MASUPACrnBERS OF THE

BEIDINB ELECTRIC MOTORS

J

Perfect Automatic Regulation,

Highest ECKciency Guaranteed.
^fTHE STRONGEST ARMATURE MADE,

PERFECTLY BALANCED,

All Parts Interchang'eable
OoiTespondeDce Solicited.
FOK THK
We.lera

-

Even

Agents Wanted

ABSOLDTELY NO HEATING.

to Cominutator.
in all the Principal Cities.

THE FIRST REAL IMPROVEMENT
iia

Elect

SI.OO.

MM4W1W

AacAM>,i»cANp£,scenV(tXg'f^ic

UGHTlNa, 5l.ecTR0-Pl.ATINS.,ANJ>
fOR EXpeRlNeNrALUSE: AUSO MOTORS.

POROUS GUP BATTERIES
Since the Invention of the Lcclanche,

Send

THF

for Circular of the

.T.£CLANCHE

Axo Battery.

BATTERY

149 V^ert ISth St,

New

Tork.

CO..

PorOUS Cup Alone.
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BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO
33 Mercer Street,

NlEiW

YORK,

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD RUBSER BATTERY CELLS,

manufactured under
Also
reduced
prices.
Standard
quality
Sheet,
(Kiel's
Patent)
for
electrical
purposes,
at
Rod,
Tubing
afld
Sheet
Tubino-, Insulator Hooks, Key Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand.

Of every description, including the celebrated
Kiel's Patents for Primary and Storage Batteries.

The

cheapest and best Cells in the market.

Rod

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, 111.

DETROIT
Electrical

Works,

MANUFACTURERS.
In our Annunciators our aim has been that
nothifig should be wanting in style, workmanship or material to

put on

make them

the

B^ST ever

the market.

Dealers

who wish

the best goods

and

to identify themselves with

the

handle the products of the

sa/e.*st

policy, should

DETROIT ELEC-

TRICAL WORKS,

which have the highest indorsement of both dealers and consumers throughout the country.
Write us for Illustrated Annunciator Chart.
RESPECTFULLY,

Standard Hotel IVeedle Aniinnciator,
Wllh

OUEiT CALL and FIRE ALARM ATTACHMENTS.

Detroit Electrical Works,
x>£3rcxt.oxT, Axio:^.

,'

I

November

30,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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PUMPELLY STORAGE BATTERY
229 La

Salle Street,

&

ELECTRIC
CHICAGO, ILL.

MOTOR

CO.,

THE PUMPELL Y BATTERY VINDICATED.
TO THE ELECTRICAL PUBLIC:
We

have heard from various sources that the Electrical Accumulator Company, of

New York,

wlio claim to

certain patents for Secondary Batteries of C. A. Faure, have been claiming to our customers that our battery

own

tributary

is

Faure patents, and the Accumulator Company have in soma instances, as we understand, threatened our customers with legal prooeedinga in case they use our battery.
to these

This notice

is to

inform you that

suit against a large user of

were tributary

to these

all

such claims are without foundation.

New York

our batteries in

Faure

patents.

We

our attorneys in New York, Messra. Witter & Kenyon,
Accumulator Company and prepared papers to meet the motion for
These papers showed conclusively that the Pumpelly battery is in no sense subject
laid the matter before

who examined our batteries and the patents
injunction by the Accumulator people.

The Accumulator Company recently began

City and asked for an injunction on the ground that the batteries

of the

or tributary to any of these Faure patents.

As soon

as the attorneys for the

Accumulator Company had examined the

papers prepared by our attorneys, they evidently became satisfied that they could rot succeed, for they voluntarily and
formally ^vitlidre'w their motion before bearing', and an order of Court was entered to that effect, and is now o'
record in the United States Circuit Court for the Southern District

of

New

York.

This action on their part amounts to a

complete abandonment of their claims of infringement as against the Pumpelly battery.

THC BEST BATTERl?

IN

PUMPELLY STORAGE BATTERY

THE MARKET.

&

ELECTRIC

MOTOR

EVERYBODY'S HAND-BOOK of ELECTRICITY
By EDWARD TREVERT.
so Xll-uLstx-atlojixs. 1.80 :E>Aees,

CO.

mwT^m

With Ciloesary of Electrical Terms jmd Tables for Incar, descent Wiring. Subjects: Dynamos
Motore, T-ampa, Railways. Elsctric Weldloe, Jlea«uring Inetrumente, Batterlee, BbUb. etc.
Sent
postpaid on receipt of price— Paper, C5 cents; cloth, $100.

LYNN BOOK AGENCY,

Publishers,

LYNN, MASS,

WESTERN ELECTRIC

CO,

Also Rawhide Lace

Leathd^^'

— ;;:. '5
^

JN AU. CITIESi

MATHER ELECTRIC
DISODE

LeCUME

.

CO.,

Blo<-k.
CIUCA«IO OFFICK:!*""™ "• 3Ietropollt«n
j „ bEID. Sanscrr.
I^a Salle and Kandolph Mt8.
I

BATTEKY.

We

I

I

THE BEST SYSTENI OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

are continually
increasing the eflacien-

HILL

cy of our

Clutch Works,

DISQUE

CLEVELAND,©.

LeCLANCHE

BATTERY,

;-

t.

EASTERN OFFICE:
*:r*--.
NEW Vi.iRK.

r:i .nr.;

-

Eo]^e«rtji]C Office

And Guarantee

:

146

Pnaklln SC,

B03T0S.
It

CHICAGO:
MINNEAPOLIS:
Cuul St. 3i>3 KMOla BaUdlHE.

:S So.

KANSAS CITY:
l£n xai I£S UdIod Arssae.

THE MARKET.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

fFritefor Revised Prices.

I'iwi bnui uj rin:ii!iSeod for new CM^logiw INnret
TmiBmiMlon Mmthlnerj,

IN

COPYTSIGHTBD BT H. W. HILL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

"C.

&

V

ELECTRIC

November

1889

MOTOR COMPANY,

402 ^ 404 GREENWICH STREET,
ALL STANDARD

30,

NEW YORK.
OYsr G.OOO

SIZES

How

in

Ujse

OP—

ELECTRIC MOTORS

UNITED STATES,
Rtmnirg Sewing Machines, Elevators,

1-8 H. P.
Chicago

TO 40

Printing Presses, Ventilating Fans, Blowers, Coffee Mills, Polishing and Grinding

H. F.

Tools, Etc.
New England

Office, Phoenix Building.

Cincinnati Office,

99 West Fourth

Office,

32

Oliver Street, Boston.

Philadelphia Office, 301

Street.

Arch Street.

JOHN STEPHENSON
NEW irORK.

CO.,

l—Tt^YTl^TD,

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

BERG-lSIiLITIT

&

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTIN©.

ALL APPLIAICES FOR THE EDISOK ELECTRIC LIGHT,
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

]

B,

JC UHli.
J^-t-W TTTfc-Dxr

iit'c^-iit'

i

& CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

|

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.

November

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO
EIiECTRICAXi ST7PPI.IZ:S

Of

Kyt'i-y I>«-M«Ti|t<i«>ii at ItoUoiii

I'roiiipl Klii|>iiM>ii<M iiimI Inli'lliKt'iit Kxt-i-iilloii of Ordt'rM.Oiir N|i<'<'ialt hh.

l*ri<-«'«.

310 North Third

vfO^'/>

EIMCIIMEERIIMC
707 and 709 Market

POND

427

St., St.

CO.

Louis.

SYNOVIiLL

IDynamo

'•The Rookery," Chicago.

319 Ramge

Building,

Hy

inii(;Iiln<!ry.

),'um (irn<|iln.
Kii"! (illy u.|u|.li-.l f..r iill f.nl riiiinninf;
iiwd niiritliiuully.
Ailujiliil hy lliu br)(<iil
Elwlric I'lantil
of till: \V<:»1.
r"

rcllltcriiiL' i!uii hi;
:

C'ty.

TAUSSIG, Agent,

8.

Omaha.

and. Cylinder Oils.

Fm! from

to iioiu!,

Bc<:iiii(l

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

Street,

43 RIvor

St.

CHICACO.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOK DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
Erected Ready for Service.
MI'KCIAIjTIKM

:-TIi.' AiiuIiikI.mi

ard KocklUKtludHhellloht

llriitoH,

L»W'.

MKNn FOK

X Slm»

ICnKliin, Slw.l lli.llt.ra, Ir«fl.>n Link Belt, 8t»ndlloiitor, llyiitt Kilter, IllukB I'liiiip, Kortlu^ Injector, t'tu.

l.iVTKHT CATAL.OGIIKH.

Lamp

The Perkins Electric

HARTP^ORID,
MANUKACTUliEKS OF

PROF.

Co.,

COISTISr.,

TIIK

BEST

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

ELECTRIC CDRRENT COUNTER,
PATK\TKI>.

IN THE MARKET.

Gold Medal Awarded at

Life

Melbonme

ExhibitioD, 1888-1889,

The

motit reliable Electric. Moter ever loveiUeU. Guaranteed corrccl for siiiall and Ur^'c rurwDf".
Bnllt for direct two-wire, three-wlrf^, live-wire, to nine-wire, aod altemailDe srttem. io (i'/:<^
from 15 np to any number of amijcrea. "Kvery coanter nieaaures corrertly for » fraction of amp r
op to Ub f till c paclty."

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
Long

ARON'S

H.

and Absolutely No Discoloration.

Adopied by MIBMBAIH A HALHHI-:, Berlin, 4>erinanr: KDIHOV CO.VL
PANV, BerliD, «>iermaDy M UNI4;tl>AL. KLKCTBIC L.I(WHTIN«>i WOBHM.
Berlin. Uermany. *'KxflDMively nHed in Paris, Vleana, C«M*iBBtlaoplc aaa
other principal Koropean oicieH."'
:

Karopean (Central Statlone meaBiirlDg over GO mUIloo wattA
Uoqa^etloneil eaperioiitv.
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Revere Street Ry. Co., Revere, Mass.
Des Moines Electric Ry. Co., Des Moines, Iowa.
Eckington & Soldiers Home Ry. Co., Washington, D. C. Ross Park Street R'j. Co., Spokane Falls, W. T.
East Harrisburg Passenger Railway, Harrisburg, Pa. Riverside and Suburban Ry. Co. Wichita, Kan.
Scranton Passenger Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Fulton Co. Street Ry. Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Scranton Subtirban St. Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Hillside Coal Co., Scranton, Pa.
SeatUe Electric Ry. & Power Co., Seattle, W. T.
Hoosac Valley Street Ry., North Adams, Mass.
South! tigton S- PlantsviUe Ry. Co., Southington, Conn.
Joliet Street Ry. Co., Joliet, III.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Myrtle Street Line) Lynn, Third Ward St Ry. Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
Topeka Rajtid Transit Co., Topeka, Kan.
Mass.
Toledo Electric Ry. Co., Toledo. Ohio.
Lynn <£• Boston Railroad Co., (Nahant Line) Lynn, Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Crescent Beach Line) Lynn, University Park Ry. and Electric Co. Denver, Col.
Vine St. Ry., Kansas City, Mo.
Mass.
Lynn t& Boston Railroad Co., (Highland Line) Lynn, Mass. Watervliet Turnpike d- R. R. Co., Albany, N. Y.
McGavock <C Mt. Vernon Horse Ry., Nashville, Tenn. Wheeling Ry. Co., Wheeling, W. Va.
West End St. Ry. Co., Boston, Mass.
Metropolitan Street Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo.
:x:
Brooklyn Street Railway Co.
Des Moines Electric Railway Co.
Eckington & Soldiers' Home Railway Co.
Julien Electric Traction Co.
Seattle Electric

Railway

& Power Co.

r-si

Lynn & Boston Street Railway Co.
Omaha & Council Bluffa Railway & Bridge

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

Co.

Revere Street Railway Co.
Wheeling Rail'way Co.
West End Street Railway Co.

148 Michigan Ave.,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

November

WHEN ORDERING
#
OR-

KOR-

ELECTRIC LIGHT
OR POWER PLANTS,
Please Refer to Articles by

Trade Numbers
As shown

in our

New

Illustrated Electric Light
logue No. 560.

and Power Cata-

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
lYl

RANDOLPH S^.,

FACTORIES: Ansonia, Conn.

CO.,

30, 1889

!
November

30,
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A REVOLUTION
Send

for Full Particulars

Regarding the

New

BRUSH ALTERNATING CURRENT
LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING SYSTEM.
Ooampa/nies Car^not

-A-fford. to ^a.37' or

TJse

-A-rL^r Ot^aer.

f^-

The Brush 'toreless" Alternating Current Dynamo.
Brush Arc and Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus. Brush Electric Motors
and Power Generators, Brush Carbons, Storage Batteries, Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CHICAGO OFFICE:

225 DXSARBORM ST.
ALEX. KEMPT. Special

Agt.

CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Eastern Oice:

36 Dnion Square, N. Y.

PACIFIC COAST agents:

Tie CaliforDia Electric

LiiM

8AN FRANCISCO.

Co.,

'
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
£lectric
liighting Apparatus.

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston", Mass.
148 Miebigan Ave., Chicago, III.
115 Broadway, Nevt York, N. Y.
315 W. 4th St._, Cincinnati, Ohio.
116 Gravier St., New Oklbans, La.
503 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.
319 N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.
334 Montgomery St., San Fbancisco, Cal.

7,

i8

CO.,

Electric Railway

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

No better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus
can be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lanips
operated by Gas Companies in this country, over 11,000, or
52 per cent., are Thomson-Houston. The dynamo is entirely
automatic in its regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in operation.
The lamps burn steadily
and uniformly, and hold their adjustment better than ai^y
other lamps on the market.
Ai'c JUynaino.

Our

direct current incandescent

dynamo

is

rapidly gain-

ing favor with practical electric lighting men, as
features of excellence are recognized.
its

regulation

is

many
dynamo

its

Like the arc

automatic, permitting any number of lamps

to be thrown on or off without in the least affecting the

others in service.

Our incandescent lamps have an un-

equaled record for long

Direct Cnrrent Incandescent

life.

Dynamo.

The problem of long distance incandescent lighting

is

by the alternating current dynamo, and to
meet the demand for a machine of this character we have
constructed what is unquestionably the most perfect alternapractically solved

tor offered the public to-day, embracing as

features that combine to

make

a perfect

it

dynamo

does, all the

—automatic

regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

ency, and

economy

effici-

of operation.

Alternating Cm-rent Dynamo.

The employment of electric motors for driving small mais becoming so common, and its advantages so well
known, that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction.
chinery

In the construction of our motors

we feel that we have reached

a point where their superiority cannot but be admitted.

LIGHTNING ABBE8TEB. —All

of our installations are

protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which

we will fully guarantee tocoperate successfully in every instance.
Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus injured by
ning where these arresters

fail

to operate.

The
light-

December
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CHAS.

& CO., THE

JENNEY

D.

MITCHELL VANCE CO,
(llarrr«a»r« to niTIIIKI.!.,

VAN* K A CO.;

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS
Having no Special Agent
in

Chicago for our

Goods,

we

Solicit Cor-

AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.

¥

Architects' and Decorators'

Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

respondence from
with Fidelity

Buyers, which
to the

we

Combination Fixtnres,

Electroliers, Brackets.

Insulating Joints,

^

and

P.

All Fittings for

Incandescent Lighting.

Pendants, ReHectors,

One U.

given Motive.

Promptly Answer.

CoDHtunt Fotentlal Motur.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
-OI*

T^H-

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
For both Arc and Incandescent Oircuits, from 1-2 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have Self-Oiling Boxes.

224

ILLINOIS ST,

S.

St.

and

1

0th Ave.,

836-38 Broadway and 13th

NEW YORK

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

-

SALESROOM,

MANUFACTORY,
24 and 25th

St.,

CITY.

-Tl-i'EZ-

INDlA-EIIBBEBiGOm-PiCilA
INSULATING COMPAN7,

COMPANY.
NEW YORK.

-MANOFACICREBS OF-

Vulcanized India-Kubber Oables

ELECTRIC

to

any Specification up to 8,000 Megohms per
mile.

C.

SCHUMACHER.

Offlce:

Prest.

42 Eicbange Place.

VICTOR SCHALLER, Treas.
Factory:

P.

CUUS.

162 and 164 W.

Supt.

27tli

SL

Absolutely Pure Rubber Cables.
Concentric Cables, any Millage.

LIGHT,

Flexible Cords,

Silk,

Hemp

or Cotton.

Dynamo Wires and Cables;

HIGH OR LOW VOLTAGE.

very pliable

Every Variety of Incandescent Cores.
to any
STRANDED KIARINE CORES,
9,000 Megohms per

MlUagc or

Bpeclflcatlon,

up

to

knot.

2-ClKClirr

COKCEXTRIC CABLES

of any Millage, both circuits, 9,000
knot.

Megohms

UrAIT PORTABLES, SUk, Cotton c&Hemp.

BELL W^RE, Rubber
PLIABLE CABLES FOR SEARCH
Cov'd for Marine

MARINE

per

ELECTRIC LIGHT

Work.

INSTALLATIONS.

LIOHTS.
Three and Two- Wire Cables,

UNDER WATER
-AND—

UNDERGROUND.

up

cation,

to 8,000

Megohms

to

any Spedfl.

per knot.

Cables of Genuine Hooper Core, of High
Insulation and Long Life, all Sllllages,
made Concentric after a New Method, If required.

Our Dynamo is cast in one piece, and combines indestructible solidity -with the greatest simplicity of design and
compactness; the highest efBciency with a total absence of
the many objectionable features of the machines heretofore
in use. No outside magnetism. Current generated without
CITY, U. S. A.
sparking, therefore steady light, and small wear of brvishes

All theaboTe Cables and Cores have been extensively used in Theaters. Public Buildiufirs,
Hotels, Breweries. Mines, Chemical Works, Steamers and Yachts.

OFFICES:

159

FRONT

ST.,

W. M. HABIRSHAW,

-

NEW YORK

F. C. 8.

Cen. Manager.

and commutator.
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]VAm:o]^Ar7x:AiEtB oiv Co:
ClGTT-ela-rLd., Oltiio.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGrHT CARBONS and BATTERY

IH ATERIAIi.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENGINEERINB CO.

JARVIS

61

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

OLIVERSTREET,

Screenings.

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coal and Coke

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

losa^osa-.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

ECONOMICAL ARC LAMPS
i

FOR INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS
These lamps, burning in series, require about 50
,-

-.;

B

^-i^*:

ast h

BINSaid^N

-,

/

I.&1IIP.

make money by acting as our agents.
regarding our new and improved Multiple Arc,

prices

and Information

WM.

Belts Carried in Stock.

MO MFC
NblNtu
I

^^'^'-'^^

KANSAS

CITY,

CO..

18 Cortlandt Street.

-

^li^a t ..-.—
\ li\E #'

,

New

TURNER.

S.

.1.

York

and Contractors.

Electrical Engineers
for Electric Light

and Power.

Arc and Incandescent Lights installed.

Designs and Kstlinates Submitted.

•74 Oo37tlA/X3.dt; JStxreel;,

JNTo-^t^t-

TTorlx.-

iBONARD PAGET.

CHARLES

PAGET & KIIffTIffXSR^

MO.
ChemiGal

and

SEND FOR SPECIAL CIRCULARS.

Experts

ElectriGal

and

Electrical

J.

KINTNER.

Engineers.

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC
Chicago Office,
N. Y. Office, 35

City.

LESTER WOODBRIDGE.

WOODBRIDGE i& TURNBR,

Steam Plants

For Driving Dynamos.

MORSE & CO.

For

COSlPIiETE EQUIPSIEIVT OF EI^ECTRIC RAIIiTTAf S.

°^ "'^" SPEED WITH boiler:

Complete Steam Plants Furnished and Erected.
1221-1223 Union Ave.

NGLISH,

^i"
please state voltage and system used.

Multip'e Series and Search Lamps, address

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY

Dynamo

iJ5

and 8 amperes of current.

volts

When writing

Electrical contractors can

Broadway.

I

I

CO.,

Metropolitan Block.

Boston, 105

Summer

St.

Cincinnati, Carlisle BIdg.

THE MATHER INCANDESCENT SYSTEM
Superior to

all

others

in efficiency

and

reliability of

Lamps and Dynamos.

>('>i*<i*<aMl<i><MiMil«ili«<t<>U>M'»IUf

lii>U'(O.MJ*tM.n«>tM.lt.'U<>M(>tl'l/'

^»illi»SMil<tf't('kl>UMiMiMM't^tm.

lOri'U'tntM<'tHiMriM<>H'tM.IW'li\

From one-half horse-power upward, for oonBtant potential circuits, perfectly selfregulating without special mechanism. Motors also for constant current circuits. Motors
wound for any desired potential.

The Knapp E lectrical
3VE A.SJ'XTX'.A.CJ'I^TJXl.XSZlS

Magneto

Bells, Annunciators,

OE<

Works

,

Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries, Push Buttons, Etc

.A.ozijNT'X's z<oxi. •rxzae

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A Full Line of their Celebrated Wires, Cables and Tapes

Buy your Coods

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

of the Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

...

CHICAGO.
i

'
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THE REYNOLDS

SOLB eUlLDBRS

Improved Corliss Engine

EDW.P.ALLIS&CQ.,
HtUANCe WORKS.

especially adaptcid for electric plants
of all kinds, and has made a record In
this field which cannot be excelled.

MILWAUKEE.

Is

tT IS CraiCQUALKp

FOR KOONOMV OK

MOTION,

FDIOL.

AND DOSAUIUTT

Mftiiiirji/:tiirfTr«

of «n'l

l}.^ftl>'ra

WIS.

In

Pulloys, Qears, ShaftlnK, Haniters, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton BoltlnR, Luhrlcnnts, and Mill and
Eni^lno Supplies of Evory Ooncrlptlon.

UEOULAKITT OV

IN USB.

CHICAGO BRANCH,

for our ditnloKafM,

4I

ii 8UUT1I iKPFEBSOH

anil

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC

8T.

CO.

MOTORS

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
-VOK-

Arc

ARC-LIGHT CIRCUITS.

I.

Incandescent Circuits

\V4>I ni»

KOK AMV

4

KHK.^T.

1

PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

SIMPLE RELIABLE. DURABLE.

Highly

.

Send

F.

for Illustrated Catalogue.

WESTERN AND SOUTHERN
11

CHICAGO OFFICE. 80 Adams

COMPOUND.
16 Sizos, 6 to 600 H. P.

GEORGE CUTTER.

Street.

EAST ADAMS STREET,

of

Enelno

CHICAGO.

-

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
YORK,
17 Cortlamlt Btrvet,
»i._.u.«*.^
BOSTON.
HMhoway Bulklim;.
\,^!^S^(^
PITTSBURGH,
We«lnghoii»e BijJl3W, f *-T"Jpn- "«"
* *-"
CHICAGO,
156, IMLoke Street,
J
PHILADELPHIA,
BOB Cheotnut St M. R Muckll'., Jr. &

iTTj

CONDENSING OR

STATES.

-

Agent

NEW

NON-CONDENSING.

Hot yot equjlo J by any form

ICconoiniral.

W. HORNE, Manager

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

620

and

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADt.

The only siifo socket for series lamps, and the only
socket having Insulating material for the outside
parts.

B/JIrienl

for

HIGH FUEL DUTY AND SIMPLICITY.

l

.

m

,

ST. LOUIS.

STANDARD.
3,000 in use in

all

JUNIOR.
AH

KANSAS

OMAHA.

parts of the Civilized World.

PINE BLUFFS, Ark.

Economical.

302, 301 WaHhlnKtoD
.3l'.'UlUoD.\Tciiui:.

in

Stock. 5 io

50

Reliable.

Ove r 300

..

i

Kalrtjuikl
"

4

J.

1830 SevoDU%atb Street, I
1610 Capitol Avemic. V. C Aver.

Lo.

U(« M. OUIer & Son*.

2.'/)

6 Sizes

Are.

SALT LAKE CITY,
R Main .St.
I'tah Jt Montu*
BUTTE, MONT.
E. Granite St.
(
lUcbliMrT 00.
SAN FRANCISCO, 21 and :» Fremont St.. Farke & 1«CT Ool
PORTION D. OR. -tl.i.-. .s. f-ront St.. Parke* LaCTMctOo.
CHARLOTTE. N. C. aiCoUep-- St
(_. ., .
t^- Co.
fv.
TompkiM
ATLANTA. GA.
« s. l-rTor St. f The D. A.
DALLAS.TEX.
KcatlnK Imp i >lch Ox
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
C E. Jamt. .V a

H. P.

AUTOSIATK EHOIHE CSEAPEE THA2T A SlILE VALVE.

Well Built,

CITY,

DENVER,

^'sIlflsirH'*''^.'-

sold the first year,

I

,

lAll the above built strictly to Gausewlth Interohaneeable Parts. I
nepairs Oarriod in Stock. Send for Ulustrated Oataloeues. I
I

PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.A.
W.

D.

SARGENT,

JNO.

Pros.

A.

I

BARRETT, VPres, and Cons.

E H CUTLER, Treaj and Mgr

Elec.

FRANK

THE ELEKTRON MFG.
79-81 Washineton

St.,

BROOKLYN,

M.^NIFACTCIlEns OF

A

PERRET,

Elee.

CO.,

N. Y.,

TIIF.

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS and DYNAMOS
Automatically Regulated, Unexcelled in Simplicity

and Durability.
THE ONLY MACHINES HAVING

Laminated Field Masnels

of

Softest Gtiarcoai

Iron

BY MEANS OF WHICH
Higlier Efficiency,

Closer Regnlation and

ARE OBTAINED THAN

IS

Slower Speed

POSSIBLE OTHERWISE.

Careful Inveslinalion invited.

ELEc^fn^^ Purposes

ro/f
TUBING ALL Slze^ OOOOooo

Pure Sheet Rubber

J)(tanM5c,etMrerSo/ ^^«
Etc.

_

H/^RD. RUBBER ^]G0 ODS

.^g

Saniple^ and prices upon application,
JHE B.r.G00DmCH Co.
AKRON RUBBER WORKS

flddres^

AKRON, OHIO.

_

Specialties of all kinds to order
~=^ Sf^/vo FOP Gtauosue. "^

'
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THE BEGINNING OF THE END.
WESTINGHOUSE COMPANY DEFEATED.
Sawyer-Man Patent Decided by the Court to be a Fraud and Absolutely Valueless.
EXTKAOTS FROM THE DECISION OF JUSTICE BRADLEY, OCTOBER 5, 1889.
circuit Court of the United States,
For the Western District of Pennsylvania,

f

/Westinghouse'
jseV

THE CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY (

co.pa„,

VS.
ison
McKEESPORT LIGHT COMPANY (" Company.^

1

No. 5,

May Term,

1888.

ON BILL AND FINAL HEARING,

O^I2Sri03iT

relating to this new and broad claim were made afterwards, in February and March, 1885.
"We are of the opinion that the changes made in the application in
this regard were not justifiable, and that the claim in question cannot be
sustained."
"We are not at all satisfied that Sawyer ICan ever
made and reduced to practical operation any such invention as is set forth
and claimed in the patent in suit. Their principal experiments were made
in 1878, and perhaps the beginning of 1879.
The evidence as to what they
accomplished in the construction of electric lamps is so contradictory and
suspicious that we can with difficulty give credence to the conclusions

The amendments

)

O^ THE! COTJI3T.

&

sought to be drawn from it. We are not satisfled that they ever
produced an electric lamp with a burner of carbon made
from fibrous material or any other material ^hich was a

success."

"The application for the patent in suit was not
until January, 1880, nearly or quite a year after all
their exp^iments had ceased, and after the inventions of
Edison had been published to the world."

made

BMADLEY,

Circuit Justice:

"The great question in this suit is, whether the patent
sued on is valid, so far as involves a general claim for the use in electric
lamps of incandescing carbon conductors, made of fibrous or textile subIf it is not, the bill 'must
If it is, the complainant must prevail.
stances.
"
be
dismissed.'

The de"Is the patent valid for such a broad claim ?
fendants contend that it is not. First, because no such invention was set
forth in the original application, but was introduced more than four years
after it was filed, and after the same material had been used by Edison
and claimed by him in application for a patent. Secondly, because Edison,and not Sawyer-Man, was really the original and first inventor of an incandescent conductor made of fibrous or textile material for an electric
lamp."
"It is very clear to us that in the original application for
the patfent sued on, the applicants had no such object in view as that of
claiming all carbon made from fibrous and textile substances as a conductor
for an incandescing electric lamp. Nothing on which to base any such claim
is disclosed in the original application ; we have carefully compared it with
the amended application on which the patent was issued, and are fully
satisfied that after Edison's inventions on this subject had been published
to the world there was an entire change of base on the part of Sawyer &
Man, and that the application was amended to give it an entirely different
direction and purpose from what it had in its original form."

"By an

adroit

amendment made

in 1885, they say, 'Our

more especially to the incandescing conductor, its
substance, its form, and its combination with the other elements composing the lamp.' The purpose of this amendment is obvious and needs
no comment."
"The fact is that Sawyer & Man were unconscious that
the arc was not new, and supposed that they could get a patent for it; but
as their eyes were opened, they changed about and amended their application, and made the material of the conductor the great object
carbon
made from fibrous and textile material. Compare the original with the
amended application, as first stated in this opinion, and this purpose most
improvement

relates

"The explanations made by the complainants
for the delay in applying for the patent in suit, fail to satisfy
our minds that Sawyer Man, or their assignees for them,
have not soujght to obtain a patent to which they were not
legitimately entitled.
"But suppose it to be true, as the supposed inventors and some of the
other witnesses testify, that they did in 1878, construct some lamps with
burners of oarbop made of fibrous material and of an arched shape, which

&

continued to give light for days or weeks, or months; still, were they a
successful invention? Would any one purchase or touch them now? Did
they not lack an essential ingredient which was necessary to their adoption
and use? Did they go any further in principle, if they did in degree, than
did other lamps which had been constructed before? It seems to us that
they were following a wrong principle the principle of small resistance
in an incandescing conductor, and a strong current of electricity; and that

—

the great discovery in the art was that of adopting high resistance in the conductor with a small illuminating surface
and a corresponding diminution in the strength of the current. This was accomplished by Edison in his filamental
thread like conductors, rendered practicable by the perfection
of the vacuum in the globe of the lamp. He abandoned the old
of making the globe in separate pieces, cemented together, and
adopted a globe of one entire piece of glass, into which he introduced
small platinum conductors, fastened by fusion of the glass around them,
thus being able to procure and maintain perhaps the most perfect vacuum
known in the arts. In such a vacuum the slender filaments of carbon attenuated to the last degree of fineness, may be maintained in a state of
incandescence without deterioration, for an indefinite time, and with a small
expenditure of electric force. This was really the grand discovery in the art of electric lighting, without which it could

method

not have become a practical art for the purposes of general
use in houses and cities."
"The principal and great thing described is the
attenuated filament, and its inclosure in a perfect vacuum."
"We think we are not mistaken in saying that
obviously appears."
but for this discovery electric lighting would never have
"The fact that the whole object of the application was become a fact. We have supposed it to be the
discovery of
changed, is evinced by the correspondence of the parties."
Edison, because he has a patent for it. This may not be the
"This testimony of Mr. Broadnax, which is undoubtedly case;
it may be the discovery of some other person.
But
to be relied on, in connection with the letter just quoted, shows that the whoever
discovered it, it is undoubtedly the great discovery
made from
and

—

idea of claiming carbons
fibrous
textile materials was an
after-thought, and was no part of the purpose of the original application.

PRICE OF LAMPS

MUCH REDUCED.

by electricity."
must be dismissed."

in the art of practical lighting

"The

bill

SEND FOR OUR NEW PRICE LIST OF LAMPS.

UNITED EDISON MF6. CO.
T^ISTSTST-

}

65 FIFTH AVENUE.
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200 MILES OF IMPROVED

CANDEE
WEATHERPROOF

LINE

WIRE

ON HAND IN CHICAGO, AND

CAN FILL ORDERS AT ONCE.
NO ADVANCE

of

IN PRICE;

SEND US YOUR ORDERS.

Our Stock of Electrical Supplies
Every Description is as large in pro-

portion to Stock of Wire.

GENERAL :^ESTERN AGENTS
^

^Q ^'/>m
TBADE

.1 1

JJ.^^4.^J^/>

1X\]7.^ \ \ L 1

(.".ARK:

CENTRAL ELECTRIC
43 La Salle

St.,

CO.,
CHICAGO.
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FISHER
80,000
'
UHIINCMTOIS

WE CARRY

500 CASES
IN
All

BURGLAR

STOCK

Woods and

Sizes.

ALARMS

ELECTRIC BELLS.
WOOD

BOX, IRON FRAME,

IN USE.

SKELETON AND BUZZERS.

FISHER ELECTRIC
S.

a.

MUMFOBD, President.

FRANK E. FISHEB,

CO.,

W. E. BEILLT, Secretary.
M. MARKS, Superintendent.

Treasurer.
WE DAT, Vice-President.
183. 185, 187 Larned St. AVest, DETROIT,
C.

S.

'^'^

Western Agent,
I.

W.

^^

Western Agent

COLBUHN.

G. A.

# #^"

MICH.
Elect,

Department,

NEW HAVEN CLOCK

I

CO.

HARMOUNT,

315-321 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

ALFRED

F.

MOORE'S

Electrical Wires, Cables,

WHEN YOU BUY

A

MOTOR

Incandescent Lamp Cord,

ANY Manufacturer or Dealer,
State that you WAHT IT SUPPLIED
Prom

WITH

BARE, SILK, COTTON, OE RUBBEE OOVEEED

the

Whittingham
^

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Automatic
Switch.

BtTY

THE BESTI

His Insulated Wires are Acknowledged to be of

SUPEEIOE

Quality.

Send for Catalogue.

Mc»t and OldeNt Wire House in the
United States, i:.>italili!«hed in 1820.

Tliis is the

Automatic Switcti Co.,
No. 8 Keyaer Building,

BALTIMORE, MD.

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

at

FACTORY PRICES from CHICAGO.
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ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

IIMST^VIvJ^IhM)
-IN-

Mills, Factories, Public Buildings, Hotels
'ri^X]S,

ETC., ETC.

THE UNITED STATES
ELEGTRIG LIGHTING GOMFANT,

J

(WESTINGHODSE EIKCTEIC COIPAHY,

iBSStes)

More than One Thousand Plants

in

Operation.
COKLliESFOIirDEITCE SOIvICITED.
Equitable Building, New York City.
Girard Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
"The Rookery," Chicago,

III.

American Central Building,

St.

Louis,

Mo

Mitchell Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

328 Montgomery

St.,

San Francisco,

Kamm

Cal.

Building, Portland, Oregon.
Pallas, Texas.
Charlotte, N.

C.
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To (Jonsumers, of Sawyer-Ban Lamps^We owe an apology to^ consumers of/ Smiryer^M^ Lamps for'
delay in the delivery of goods ordered by them during the last
few months. The superiority of the Sawyer-Man Lamps has been
recognized by consumers throughout the United States, and even
abroad, in consequence of which our trade has increased so rapidly that we have now to meet the demands of over 2000 customers.
We had hoped that the increase in our manufacturing
facilities would T<eep pace with the demand, but the latter has
more than quadrupled within the year. Although our factory is the
largest of its kind in the world, and operated twenty-four hour§
a day, we have not been able so far to give an output equal to the
everrincr easing demand for our goods.
Consumers are rapidly 'recognizing the fact that there
is as much difference in the quality of the lamps as in the quality of any other article of manufacture, and pay a higher price
for our goods than for the product of other lamp manufacturers.
The uniform excellence of our lamps, their long life and freedom
from early disintegration of carbon filament (the cause of the
blackening of the bulbs, and consequent diminution of candle
power), greatly offset the reduced prices of lamp manufacturers
who make an inferior quality of goods.
The object of this letter is to notify our customers
that we are now extending our factory so as to double its present
output, and to beg tneir indulgence until the arrangements in,
progress for the increase of manufacturing facilities are completed; meanwhile, we will give our. best effort to the, filling of
the orders of our present customers, who, we hope^ will anticl-pate their requirements as much as possible.
Truly Yours,
SAWYER-MAN EliECTRIC CO.,
General Manage !••

7, iJ

December

7,
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WESTINGHOnSE ELECTRIC

CO.'S

SYSXKJVI
FOR-

ARC LIGHTING.
Improved Waterhoase flpparatas.

AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

From One Lamp to Fifty Lamps.
Estimates Furnished on Application.

THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
PITTSBURGH, PEHN.,
BOSTON,

NEW

YORK,

CHICAGO,

PORTLAND,

ST. LOUIS,

CHARLOTTE,

CO.,

U. S. A.
CINCINNATI.

DALLAS.

SAN FEANCISCO,

,
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SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM.
The Pioneer of Successful
Award given for Electric Railways

Electric

Railways.

at the Paris Exposition of 1889 was a
presented to the Sprague Eleccric Railway and Motor Company, for the
most perfect system of Electric Railway Equipment.

The only

GOLD MEDAL

What are the Essential Features
Electric Railway

Main Feeders from Power Station.
Main Conductor Feeding in Trolley Wire.
Uniform Size of Trolley Wire, Independent of Length
Line, or

Number

The Sprague Company

in any Comprehensive
System?

Less
of

of Cars Operated.

AND WHY?
BECAUSE,

Dynamo

Thereby only can be secured
sure.

Uniform

Electrical Pres-

Absolute Reliability of Service.
Non interference with one section by interruptions upon any

guarantee to operate a ten mile

will

Double Track System with

Thirty Car,
Less Engine Power;

Capacity;
Less Weight of Conductors;
Less Loss in Distribution;
Less Loss in Motors;

OR IN WORDS THAT ARE UNDERSTOOD BY ALL, WITH
More Car Miles per Ton of Coal Consumed;
More Miles of Line with a Given Lo;s;
More Territory Covered by a Given Outlay;
More Reserve Capacity in a Given Plant;

THAN CAN BE DONE WITH ANY OTHER SYSTEM.

other.

FEATURES OF A CORRECT MECHANICAL DESIGN OWNED EXCLUSIVELY BY THE SPRAGUE
Centering the Motor on the Briven Axle;
NO COMPETITOR OP THE SPRAGUE
Flexible fielding Support for Relief of Strains;
COMPANY CAN MAKE A SIMILAR
Universal Movement of the Trolley Pole;
GUARANTEE, AND ACCOMPLISH
IT TO THE LETTER.
Single Lever Movement for Motor Control;

CO.;

^os. 16 and 18 Broad St.,

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY & MOTOR CO., NEW
SOLAR CARBON ^ MFC. COMPANY,
,,« \]]m

J.

ilin,,

B.

YOUNG,

YORK.

B. K. JAMISON, Vice-President.

President and Treas.

69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Process Patented.
Well Selected and Good CARBONS made from Natural Gas.
Office, No.

BATTERY CARBONS OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTY.
Western

Office, 1

75 Randolph

Special Discounts on Large Orders.

Street, Chicago.

THE JULIE N ELECTRIC

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION
OFFICES;
R.

1

20 B3:oacL-^?^re>3r,

CO.,

^TeTTy

W. ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTIOH &
SOLE

N.

*

CO., ^*°"lta^r rV^

and

{."ow^jf

^'ISXK

"g"or:ig,

SIIFPL7 CO.,

W. AGENTS FOR

THE THOMSON - HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
CONTRACTORS AND BUILDERS

of complete Electric Light
Electric Street Railways.

and Steam Plants, and

NORTHWESTERN HEADQUARTERS FOR ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
SUPPLIES FOR ALL SYSTEMS KEPT CONSTANTLY IN STOCK.

ESTIMATES SENT UPON APPLICATION.

THE

N.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

W. ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION
403

AND 405 SIBLEY

ST.^ ST.

& SUPPLY

PAUL, MINN.

CO.,

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO,

Vol. V.
Electric

The

Transfer Table at Waukesha
Shops.

aci'timpaiiyinjj;

and transfer tahle

illustration

at the

shows the

Waukesha shops

pit

of the

This
Wisconsin Central Railroad company.
only lately been ci|iiipped with an
electric motor.
The contract for the work was

table has

awarded

to

the

company

of

Chicago.

Spragne

Electric ICipiipment
the eiijiineers of
the railway company first considered the advisability of using electricity as a motive power for
the table, they strongly favored the plan of havng the current supplied to the motor from a
conductor laid in the pit and along the ties. In
other words, thev did not favor overhead con-

When

DECEMBER

7,

No.

1889.

car C(|uipment.
(lurrcnt is supplied by a 320
light Kdisoii dynamo, located about 250 feet
from the pit.
ordinary Ivdison iiand
It is an
regulated machine, and is used for lighting the
shops.
t!onnection is made with the motor
through two trolleys bearing against the two
overhead trolley wires, as shown in the cut.
The two wires are of No. 4 silicon bronze. In
addition to moving the table up and down the
pit, the motor is so arranged, that by a simple
movement of a clutch lever, it may be disconnected from the main shaft of the table and
coupled to a windlass set below the level of and
between the tracks. Hy the use of this windlass
or drum, engines and cars can be pulled on

23.

orship of both roads have been left to Mrs. l-'Iynn
and her associates. Under this arrangement an
electric

the line

motor company,
with new and

it

is

stated, will cf|uip

improved motors, and

send to the city an expert electrician to suthe work.
Mrs. I-lynn's counsel announce that Jay (lould ha<I nothing to do with
the city railroads, and that he had no interest in
them whatever.
will

pervise

Electric

A

recent

Wires

.iccident

in

In

Cleveland

Cleveland by which a

horse was killed by coming in contact with a live
electric wire, following closely upon the accidents in New Vork, alarmed many pe'iple in that

ELECTRIC TRANSFER TABLE AT WACKESIIA.
struction.

The Sprague company, however,

advantages of the overhead
two-wire system in such a case as this, finally
persuaded them to adopt the last-named system.
The table was built to carry engines of 35

fully realizing the

The

length of the pit is 261 feet,
and the speed required was 150 feet per minute.
The motor and gearing are located in the middle
All the maof the table at the side of the track.
chinery is sheltered, as shown. The motor itself is a Sprague 15 -horse power machine of the
Its maximum
t\-pe now used in street car work.
speed when under load is Soo revolutions per
The motor is geared to the main shaft
minute.
Cut gears
of the table in the ratio of 16 to i.
are used throughout with the exception of the
one on the motor, which is of raw hide. Copper
The motion of
plated carbon brushes are used.
the table is controlled by the movement of a
single lever in the same manner as in the street
tons' weight.

the table from a distance of

An

150 feet or more.

somewhat similar to that dewas made by the Sprague company a

installation

scribed,

year or so ago at the .\urora shops of the C. H.
& Q. railroad. In this plant, however, the rail
was used for a Teturn conductor instead of a
second wire.

Richmond

Electric Railway Litigation

Compromised.
The Richmond

electric railw.-jy litigation has

been compromised. A dispatch from Richmond
states that Cibson Putzel and G. E. Fisher, representing Mrs. Maurice B. Flynn in the electric

and horse car
in

the city

railroad suit in Richmond, arrived
28th, and announced that

November

Flynn and other
had been satisfactorily compromised.
This concludes an ugly legal dispute.
The entire management and ownthe litigation

between Mrs.

parties interested in the road,

and a movement against overhead wires
was immediately instituted. Linemen were sent
out by the city to cut "dead" wires and others
that were considered dangerous, and acting un-

city,

der the excitement of the moment these over
zealous employes placed the city of Cleveland
liable for many thousands of dollars damages to
electric companies whose wires all admitted
were perfectly safe. Even the newspapers which
led the attack on the overhead system admitted
that the men had disregarded ever)"thing in
their anxiety to destroy the property of the electric companies.
The mayor ordered the police to prevent employes of electric companies from putting up
new wires, etc., and the board of improvements
approved his action.
The question has been taken up by the daily
papers and vigorously pushed. In their anxiety
to secure a point against the overhead wire sys-
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tern the writers in the daily papers have repeatedly enlarged upon the scant material in their
possession, and when they had exhausted their
stock of electrical kno\yledge, which by the way
did not take them very long, they did not scruple at drawing liberally on their imagination.
One of these writers alleged that a fallen telegraph wire had melted a rail on one of the street
car lines.
William Bingham, whose horse was killed by
current from the wires, has brought suit against
On
the South Side Street Railway company.
behalf of himself and the public at large, he asks
that an order of injunction against the defendent issue, forbidding it to use poles and wires
for the conveying of electrical currents, for the
propulsion of cars or for any other purpose.

Fuel Oil in an Electric Light Station.
About a year ago the Chicago Arc Light
Power company commenced experiments at one
of

its

stations to

ascertain whether

advantageously substituted
the beginning a number
were encountered and had
experiments on the whole

FIG.

for

oil

coal.

could be

While

at

of small difficulties
to be overcome, the
proved satisfactory,

FUEL OIL IN AN ELECTRIC LIGHT STATION.

I.

and the company

now

using oil excluForty-sixth street and
Stewart avenue. The following description of
the apparatus in use at the station, obtained
sively at

its

station

is

at

through Superintendent Wilmerding, may prove
of interest to those who are contemplating the

The plans
introduction of a fuel oil system.
presented herewith, while not drawn to scale,
will give a general idea of the most important
The boilers under
features of the plant.
which the oil is burned are of the return tubular

grate bars were lowered, every alternate bar removed, and a number of passages were formed
with fire brick, so that the air entering the ash
pit is drawn back and up through spaces between the inner ends of the grate bars. Thence
it is drawn
to the front through the passages
and by the action of the burner sucked up into
the furnace proper.
The chambers or passages
above referred to were formed by covering the
grate bars with oven tile and on top of this cover
were placed bricks in rows so as to form a number of channels.
second layer of tile was
then laid over the bricks.
The burner is set in
a T and takes air through a branch passage,
which connects as shown with the main channel.
On top of the brick-work just described is built
a peculiarly shaped brick pillar or projection.
This takes up about two cubic feet of space and
is set up in the middle of the fire space just in
front of the burner.
It slopes to the front as
shown. By the introduction of this feature the
difficulty from leaking seams was overcome.
This projection serves to break the force of the
flame, and the boiler consequently is more uniformly heated.
The manner in which the oil is supplied to
the burners will be better understood by referring to Fig. 2.
The oil is first stored in the
large tank outside the station shown to the extreme left in the cut. As the station is close to
the railroad, a tiack has been laid to the tank
and the oil cars can be run in and discharged as
desired.
This tank has a capacity of about
1 1,000 gallons.
It is built of J4 inch iron and
is
It is
15 feet in diameter by g feet deep.
located about i;!l' feet below the level of the
ground and is set in a circular pit lined with
brick.
The pit is about four feet larger in
diameter than the tank, consequently there is a
two-foot cleaiance between the two. This space
is always kept
filled with water to the level of
the oil in the tank.
In this way the pressure of
the oil within is neutralized by the pressure of
the water on the outside.
A simple form of
steam ejector is used to remove the water in the
tank-pit.
Referring to Fig. 2 it will be seen that
a ^-inchpipe is laid from the boilers to the 1)2
inch discharge pipe of the tank-pit.
This steam
pipe enters the discharge pipe about four feet
above the bottom of the pit. Inside the i}^-inch
pipe the smaller pipe is bent and extends up-

A

ward for about 4 inches. By means of this arrangement when steam is turned on, the water

FUEL OIL

FIG, 2,

and are of about 100-horse power each.
Each boiler is heated by two burners of the
Knerr, or Minneapolis pattern.
These are set
in the furnace doorway, which is bricked up. A

pattern,

small aperture

near the burner permits the attendant to observe the state of the fire within
'I'he general arrangement of the furnace is shown
in Fig.

I.

experiments with oil it was found
that, when the blast from the burner was directed
under the boiler with the furnace arranged in
the same manner as when coal was used, an
uneven heating and consequently a leaking
In the

first

boiler was the result.
To overcome this
culty the boiler was altered as shown.

diffi-

The

December

IN

lifted

track.

The

pit

is

inside

of

feet in

diameter by 12 feet long, and

the

building.

'I'his

receptacle
is

is

made

3

of

It is located so that its lower edge
about the level of the top of the boilers.

J^^-inch iron.
is

at

18

connections from this tank are as
be mentioned, however, that in
this description they are all represented diagrammatically in order to make the distribution
more easily understood. A ij4-inch pipe takes

shown.

pipe
It

may

oil from the reservoir to the ^''2-inch pipes
which lead directly to the burners. A drain
pipe, from that portion of the system between
the burners and the reservoir admits of the oil
being removed in case of fire. This pipe
empties into the main overflow pipe B. The
pipe B has a branch A, which runs to the bot-

the

tom

of the reservoir.
It is therefore a very
simple matter to quickly drain all the oil in the
system into the main tank buried on the outside.
A simple device operated by the rise and fall

of a float within the reservoir, indicates the level
of oil.
The ordinary gauge glass was found
inefficient in that it soon became clogged by the
dirt in the oil.
Steam for operating the burners is supplied
through a I j4-inch pipe as shown. Cocks are
placed in the steam and oil pipes near the

FIG. J.

bur-ters

NtW ELECTRICAL DEVICES.
so that any or all of the burners may be

worked as desired.
In

regard to the economy of the system

it

may be

stated that the company estimates that a
saving of about 20 per cent, is effected by the
substitution of oil for coal.
Attention, however,
should be called to the fact that only three
boilers are in service.
If a larger number were

AN ELECTRIC LIGHT STATION.

and discharged

into the ditch near the
covered with a gravel roof.
This is placed about i}4 feet above the level
of the ground and is banked with dirt around
the edges so as to make the whole as secure as
possible from fire.
From the tank on the outside the oil is
pumped by a small steam pilmp through a I'/z
inch pipe into a cylindrical iron reservoir on the
is

The

7,

From this height the
pressure to the burners.

oil

is

fed at a sufficient

saving would be proportionately
For the information as to the details
of the plant the Western Elpx'trician is indebted to R. S. Kelsch, who is directly in charge
in

use

the

greater.

of the station.

New

Electrical Devices.

The accompanying

cuts illustrate

new

electri-

introduced by the Central Electric
company of Chicago. Fig. i represents a spark
coil and relay inclosed and mounted on a neat
switch-board and so arranged that the whole
may be placed in any convenient position, making an attractive appearance. The switch-board
is so arranged that any number of circuits may
cal novelties

I)r('ciul)i:r 7,

l)c

nm
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vvitlujiit hi<:i)iivi-iiiciii:c.

I'lK^-

•'!"'

-'

.i

wire nails
inaile of steel wire.
It is claimetl for these devices that from their peculiar shape ami nuil
head they may be readily driven into all snbstan('es without hreakinj; out their hold or split'I'he Hat arm does
ting the thinnest material,
not cut the insulation on electric wires, and the
long leg permits the nail to be set in place, and
the wire ilrawii over and evenly stretrlu-d before
rcprcscnl spt-cial

ilriving

ilcsi;;iis

uf

electric

home.

The Beldlng Motor Armature.
In the early days of the electric lighting anil
motor bnsiiiess, the pnrchaser of a machine was

together in a suflicienl number lo
ICach
core to the desired thickness.
plate is, of course, separated by a thin sheet of
insulating m.iterial. The half rings thus formed
are then woimd, .is represented in I'ig. 4. When
("mished the halves are interlocked, as shown in
that is, by pressing one into the other.
I'ig. J
The whole is then securely bolted together by
As is well
insulated rods and the two spiders.
known by all those familiar with armature winding, it is often diflicull to form the coil around the
end of the bobbin space. 'Vhc wires, instead of
lying one upon the other in re>jular order, as is
reipiired lo form a i)erfect coil, slip and spread
so that it has been difficult to make coils which

then

laid

brinj; the

—

'03
has adopted the form of armature just
order to avoid any chance of short
circuits between coils.
Should a coil be damaged from an external ttource, it may be re
paired without disturbing the others on the ring.
The commutator for the armature Is made removable.
A new one may be put un, therefore,
with but little delay.
paiiy

(Icscribeii, in

Price of Insulated Wire Increased.
For the thinl lime within a month the prii:e of
insulated wire was increased last week.
The increase this time was one cent per |)ound.
Electric Lighting at the Paris Exposition.

One of the most important clectrii: light stations at the I'aris ICxposition was that of the
It was
Sociele pour 1,'Kclairage Klcctri<|uc.
near the I'ont d'Jcna and occupied
700 square yards. The following description is taken from /mluilriei:
The dynamos were driven by Lecanteux &
(larnier single cylinder engines, which had an
aggregate of 650 horse power. The distribution
was carried out ijy both direct and alternate currents.
The direct was arranged on the threedynamo, arc
wire system with Rechniewski
lamps in parallel of 70 volts with resistances be-

situated

about

I'lr..

111;.

2.

3.

MOT OK ARMATURK.
were correct in form and which would remain so
necessarily very much in the dark as far as real
in use.
To avoid this ilifficulty, armature cores
knowledge of the details of its construction was
of the Pacinotti type have been cast with lateral
concerned.
.\t the present time, however, manThus a chanas well as radial polar extensions.
ufacturers are beginning to realize that the purnel would be formed around the end of the bobchasers are becoming gradually educated to an
bin space, which could be wound full of
appreciation of "good insulation," "high efliwire; but these lateral polar e.vtensions add to
ciency," and numerous other fine points.
Among the machines now on the market [los- the weight of the armature, which is in some
When the armature cores
cases objectiimable.
sessing novel features may be mentioned the
are made by combining a number of annular
Helding motor, which is made in Chicago. This
metal plates arranged side by side in planes at
machine has already been referred to in the
right angles to the axis of the armature,
it
columns of the WK.srr.KN Ei.kc ikici.-\N. As
would be an expensive piece of work to form
yet, however, little in regard to the details of its
To overcome these dilticulthese projections.
-"^s the
construction has ever been publishedties Mr. Belding devised the metal "clip" or
general design of the machine is familiar, the
guard, shown in Fig. 5.
armature, which possesses the most novel featIn applying the guard to the core it is preFrom the acures, will only be referred to.
companying cuts the general construction of this sented to the side of the core at the bobbin
Fig. i is a
space, and one tongue is pushed over the inner
part will be readily understood.
and the other over the outer face of the core
sectional view. Fig. 2 shows the form of spider,
between the radial extensions. .Vnothcr jiunrd
two of which unite the hndv to the shaft. Fig.
iiKi.nisi;

Among the alternating current maing used.
chines used were modified (irammesof 1,000 or
500 volts, and a Ferranti 120 kilo watt machine
giving 2,400 volts, for use over longer distances.
In speaking of the general exhibit of dynamos
at the exposition, the same paper says: Though

FIG. 4.

Fir;.

5.

MOTOR ARMATURE.
there has been nothing strikingly new in the
way of dynamo design, this is because the days
of startling novelties in electrical engineering
are past. I )ynamo building is now a small branch
of mechanical engineering, but it is already infinitely further advanced than could have been
expected in so short a time.
.\ dynamo can
,'.;'-,'
-•.•f
!..
-h.he r)r-^i'__'nrfl
output
IIEI.DINO

ELECTRIC LIGHTING AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.
3

shows the core without

5 illustrate

the

manner

bolt holes.
in

Figs. 4

which the

and

coils are

on the ring, and also the use of a simple
metal "clip," which will be described later
on.
The Balding armature is first formed in
two sections, and these are so constructed that
the)- may be interlocked, and when together,
form a completed ring.
The advantage of

laid

little

thus building this part is evident.
are first cut into
proper
shape

The
and

plates

are

opposite end of the
that portion of the
core to receive the coil. The wire is now wound
around the complete bobbin space between the
lobes.
By the use of these little coil guards
which are coated with an insulating material,
the coils are held firmly in position, protected
one from the other, and the winding greatly
applied

similarly to

the

same bobbin space prepares

facilitated.
It

may be mentioned

that the

Balding com-

though
within one or two per cent., yet
steam engines have been made commerciaiiy for
about ten times as long, no such great results as

The exhibition has
important advance in the
perfection of the detailsof dynamo manufacture,
and it is only in details that improvements can
be made, and it is here that the engineer steps
The advance in dynamo design consists
in.
chiefly in the elimination of flimsiness.
this are possible with thein.

shown a gradual but

-

-
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The Agir Motor.
The accompanying
design of
Industries

cut represents the general
the motor which was awarded the
It will be remembered that
prize.
ago Industries offered a prize of loo
the inventor who would present the

some time
guineas to
The competibest design of an electric motor.
tors were allowed to submit their plans and
specifications under an assumed name, if they
The test was so arranged, however,
desired.
that the unsuccessful competitors might have
etc.,
returned without being
their drawings,
obliged to divulge names. Of the various designs
submitted, those marked "Ironclad" and "Agir"
were considered to be of equal merit, so far as
could be ascertained from the drawings and
As the conditions of the compedescriptions.
tition did not permit of dividing the prize between two competitors, the proprietors of Indetermined to decide the question on
the basis of a practical trial, and two lo horse
power motors, one to the design of "Ironclad"
and the other to that of "Agir," were actually
After some preliminary trials,
built and tested.
the official test took place on the i yth of April last.
In this test the performance of the "Agir" motor
was superior to that of the "Ironclad," and the
judges have therefore unanimously awarded
the prize to the "Agir" motor.
Upon opening
the sealed envelope, marked "Agir," it was
found that the successful design was due condustries

No

one

Reply to Mr, Edison

^

By George Westinghouse, Jr.
will now question the great benefit of

the electric
the rays of the briUiant arc lamp
our streets are better lighted than ever before, with a corresponding increase in security, both to life and property,
while the incandescent lamp supplies our homes with the
most agreeable artificial illumination known to science, and
one which, at the same time, is absolutely free from the
deleterious products of combustion incident to the use of
gas or oil
The use of electricity for supplying light and power has
now become as much a part of our everyday life as the
railway, the steamship, the street car, or the gas supply.
In fact, we live in a time when power is made in every way
subservient to the comfort of the people.
It is employed
in nearly every useful industry, with a full knowledge that
light to the public.

By

such employment has been and always must be attended
with an appreciable degree of danger.
Electricity is one
manifestation of power.
It represents a form of mechanical energy capable of being utilized for innumerable purposes.
Indeed, were it a question of prohibiting the use
not merely of electricity, but of all other things dangerous
to life, we would no longer have fires to warm us or light
to enable us to see, and in fact, would be deprived of most
As has been
of the necessaries and comforts of existence.
the case with the utilization of all other forms of energy,
the demand for the most economical methods will ultimately prevail, provided these can be made safe, as they most
certainly can, by the exercise of proper precautions.
Electric lighting, unlike many other industries protected
by patents, has been followed with keen interest at every
step by the public at large, but among more immediately
interested parties the struggle for

the control of the elec-

and power business has never been exceeded in
by any of the historical commercial controversies
of a former day.
Thousands of persons have large pecuntric light

bitterness

THE AGIR MOTOR.
jointly to F. V.

of

Andersen and

J.

O. Girdlestone

London.

After thus ascertaining the names of the winners of the prize, arrangements were made on
behalf of the designers for securing an English
The patent
patent for the successful design.
has now been allowed, and we are enabled to
publish herewith a table givingthe results of the
tests:
Electrical H.
supplied.

I'.

Speed of motor
spindle.

248
285

I1.81
14.85

252

12.70

The motor

Mechanical H. P. given
off motor spindle.
7.31

10.60
g.48

wound, the resistance of
the armature being .065, and that of the field
The weight of the
.061 ohms; total, .126 ohms.
motor without pulley is about (,85 pounds. It
is designed to work with a current of about 150
Vfjlts i^ressure, and a speed of motor spindle of
250 revolutions per minute. According to the
terms of the competition, the weight was not to
the speed of the motor
^\Q.^<t(\ 950 pounds,
spindle was not to exceed 250 revolutions per
minute, the pressure was not to be less than 100
or more than 500 volts, and a commercial
efficiency of 80 per cent, should be aimed at.
'I'he prize motor, although falling short of this
standard of perfection, has been considered by
the judges to come sufficiently near it to merit
VV, H. Preece, V. R. S., Prof. C..
the award.
J'orbes, M. A., V. R. S. K, and I'rof. Orylls
R. S., assisted in deciding
Adani'^, M. A.,
the award.
is

series

I'".

iary interests at stake, and as might be expected, many of
them view this great subject solely from the standpoint of

That the public may to some extent understand the mass of literature now being printed with reference to the use of electric currents of both high and low
tension, it is necessary that something of the story of this
business rivalry should be told
The successful use of the Jablochkoff electric light in
Paris in 1878, was the beginning of a new era in a field
which had not remained wholly uncultivated during the
preceding thirty years, although with unimportant comIn 1877 and 1878 we find William E.
mercial results.
Sawyer, Charles F. Brush, Hiram S. Maxim, Edward Weston. Thomas A. Edison, and others entenng this alluring
In 1877 Sawyer took out three patents
field of invention.
of more than ordinary importance in view of what has since
become the practice in electric lighting. Early in 1878 he
associated with himself Albon Man, who became a joint inventor with him of several electric lighting inventions the
promising results from which led to the formation, on July
8 of that year of the Electro Dynamic Light company of
New York. The objects for which this company was
self-interest.

formed were stated as follows:
"Tilt: production of light and power by means of electricity; che
liyhtinR of streets, buildings, and otlier places; producing, conducting
and distributing electrical currents for lighting and other purposes,
and he manufacture and sale of all machinery necessary for or adapted
I

to

accomplish the purposes named."

Charles F. Brush early invented and perfected a dynamo, an
nrc lamp, and a method of operation whereby a number of
such arc lamps could be used on one circuit, principally for
To make and sell Mr. Brush's
street lighting purposes.
inventions, there was organized the Brush Electric Light
company of Cleveland, Ohio.
In September, 1878, appeared the first announcement of
Mr. Edison's discoveries in electric lighting, and on October 17. three months after the formation of the Electro Dyto operate i-'awyer and Man's electric light
the Edison Electric Light company of New
organized.
To introduce the inventions of

namic company
inventions,

York was

December

iS

7,

Maxim and Weston,

there was formed the United States
Electric Lighting company of New York, and thus four
large corporations were started almost simultaneously upon
a career of competitive business.
The energy and money
since expended by each of these corporations in efforts to

thwart the progress of the others has mutually embittered
the interested parties to a degree that can with difficulty
be comprehended by those not immediately concerned in
the strife.

Mr. Edison, already a well-known inventor in telegraphy
apparently had his attention drawn to this subject by a visit
to Mr. William Wallace of Ansonia, Conn., in September,
1878.
There he saw Mr. Wallace's dynamos feeding eight
electric lights at one time, and also witnessed the transmission of power by electricity from the Naugatuck River,
a quarter of a mile distant. The spirit in which he entered
the electric light business would seem to be indicated in
the following extract from the New York Tribune of Sept.
28. 1878:
*'Mr.

-

Wallace's machines produce electricity which can be

made

available for electric Ught. " Mr. Edison continued: ' I have let the
other inventors get the start of me in this matter somewhat, because I
have not given much attention to electric lights, but I believe 1 can
catch up to them now."
"Now that I have a machine (Wallace's) to make the electricity, I can experiment as much as 1 please I
think," he added, smiling, "there is where I can beat the other inventors, aa 1 have so many facilities here for trying experiments."
"'If
you can make the electric light supply the place of gas, you can easily
make a great fortune." the reporter suggested. "I don't care so much
for a fortune," Mr. Edison replied, 'as I do for getting ahead of the
other fellows."
.

.

.

Setting out with this determination, it is perhaps no wonder he has worked so energetically.
Reviewing his inventions and utterances, it is evident that he believed from
the beginning that the system of gas distribution was the
thing to be copied, and that electric conductors could be
laid under the streets with branches or connections to each
house, supplied by generators located in central stations;
but this system necessitated the limitation of the electric
pressure to that which the lamps could be made to endure
in practice about no volts.
The formidable quantities
of copper required to conduct the necessary volume of current at this low pressure soon led to the development of
what is known as the Edison "'three-wire" system of distribution, an improvement founded upon earlier patents of
Sawyer and Brush. The system permits a pressure of 220
volts on a circuit equipped with no volt lamps, and requires for the whole installation only one-quarter of the
weight of copper conductors necessary with the two wire
system.
It must be constantly borne in mind that the pressure of
this direct current system is necessarily limited to 220 volts
by the conditions of the lamp, and also that the underground mains in all directions are inter-connecled, forming
what is termed a mesh work, analogous to the gas-disiribution system, but with very important differences, hereafter
The ccst of copper required for
explained at length.
mains of sufficient conductivity to avoid a decrease in light
by reason of large consumption, tvenat moderate dif-tances
was found to be prohibitive, and this fact necessitated a
system of "feeders," through which the electricity is forced
against a very considerable resistance.
These ieeders aie
connected at various points to the mesh work of mains so
as to maintain at such points an approximately constant
pressure.
The generators at the central stations c'eliver
their product collectively into common feeders and mains,
and with a large plant an enormous energy is coi stantly
exeited in these mains.
Any plan of distribution involving the meshing of the
mains underneath the streets, with all house wires connected directly thereto, is regarded by the majority of competent electrical engineers as in many respects radically defective; so defective, in fact, that, unless the use of alternating currents can be prohibited, it seems destined to be
wholly supplanted by the more scientific and in all respects
(so far as concerns the users or occupants of buildings) far
Apparently sensible of this, Mr.
safer inductive system.
Edison does not hesitate to say: "My personal desire would
be to prohibit entirely the use of alternating currents."
The fact that the shocking accident which has given rise
to the present discussion was, in all probability, the result
of a direct continuous current, and that the burning of the
unfortunate victim may have resulted from a low tension
current used for telegraphic or power purposes, apparently
does not deter Mr. Edison from his self-imposed task of
proving the low pressure system to be the only safe one.

—

It is, nevertheless, a common practice of the Edison comto use uninsulated overhead wires for its 220 volt
current for the purpose of economizing first cost, althoughof burning
it is well known that such a current is capable
a body subjected to it as effectually as in the case of linebe
sufficiently
abraded
Feeks,
provided
the
skin
to diman
minish the electrical resistance of the subject.
Accepting Mr. Edison's classification of the currents
used for electric lighting, let us discuss them as follows:

pany

" First The low-tension continuous current, with a pressure not
exceeding 200 volts, used for incandescent lighting.
'^Stcond Th" high-tension continuous current, with a pressure

—
and over.
— The high-tension semi-continuous, or pulsatory, current,
with a pressure of 2,000 volts and over.
" Fourth — The alternating current, with a pressure of from 1,000 to
of 2,ooo volts

" Third

3,000 volts and over."

The first is not dangerous when a person comes in momentary contact with one wire, but no one can endure its
passage through the body when the contact is made "in
I have witnessed the roasting
the most effectual manner."
of a large piece of fresh beef by a direct continuous current
Any
of less than one hundred volts within two minutes.
one having access to electric lights operated by the lowtension underground system in New York can easily prove
to his own satisfaction how much credence ought to be
placed in the assertion that a current of 200 volts can be
passed through the human body without producing unLet him connect a tin pan to one
comfortable sensations.
of the electric wires, and place therein a thick piece of
beef, and upon this a gridiron of metal connected to the other
wire.
The electrical energy exhibited in the steaming
and cooking of this beef may possibly surprise the experi-

December
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That a continuous current of moderate tension may producc death when the connection is continued for even a
short time, is shown by the published reconi of experiments
conductcil by Mr. A. K. Kennelly at the l'\lison laboratory.
With a continuous current of -ton volts a do>; wei^h
inn lifty-seven and a half pounds was killed in forty seconds; and in another instance, with i,<K)n volts of continuous current, a do^ weiv;iiinv: thirteen and a lialf pounds was
Tliat an alternatini; current of cmm- hundkilled instantly.
"cd volts, even when effectively applied, <loi:s UiA kill, is
shown by two experiments on another doj^. A continuous
current of 304 volts was ap))lied for thirty seconds, and
then an alternating current of one hundred volts for sixlymark this imlUit
live seconds; yet the do^ was iiiduirt.
portant fad: the so called "alternating current" used for
these experiments on animals was not the alternaling current of commerce, but was an Kdison direct continuous
current made alternating^: by a "pole-chanyer," producing;
an clTect incomparably more danj;erous than the true alternating current under discussion, because of the exaggerated tension resulting from the partial discharge ol the
licld magnets of the dynamo, which act in this case like a
Kuhnikorf coil of enornuius dimensions.

The power of destruction residing in the low-tension
current under certain conditions is best illustrated by (luot
ing from Mr. Kdison's own article, where he suys:
**
Near thi: eorniTof William and Wall sircct-s. New York, ihc uiidcrf^round conductors of tlic Etlison 1lltiii)it)iUiiiK company bccaiuc
tUriiiiy;h tlunii ill ii prcsii-'!>in){
crosNcd and thir I'lirrcni wlmli
iii.liftl not niily the wires, but
sure of only one hjiuln-d .iiii! ['
luy wiTc incased, and rrdiicfd
several feet of iron tnhink; in
lluif or four ffol tu a niollcii
Ihr pflving-slones williiii .i r.i
lUius."

lie adds:
"This system is so arranged that consumers
Hut it is,
are not affected by such accidents as these."
nevertheless, true that every consumer is directly connected
toihemains, so that it is evident that the reverie of this statement would have more truly represented the actual possibilities of the case.

Concerning the three other conditions of current referred to by Mr. Kdison, he classes them, and rightly so.
as ilangerous to life, although momentary contacts have
repeatedly been made with wires carrying i,oou and even
2,000 volts of each of these currents, without fatal results.
In fact, there have been hundreds of cases in which momentary contact with an alternating current of i.ooo volts
and over, as well as with the pulsatory and continuous currents, has resulted only in painful shocks, unaccompanied

by permanent

injury.

The reader of Mr. Kdison's article who is unfamiliar
with the alternating system of distribution would naturally
practice the same voltage is carried on the
house wires as on the mains, as in the Kdison system; but
In this
such is never the case under any circumstances.
complete disconnection of the street and house wires is
found the reason of the positive safety both to life and
property enjoyed by the users of the alternating system. It
is one of the great advantages of this system that it admits
of the use of high voltage for the street mains, and of
wholly separate and independent currents, with absolutely
infer that in

for

safe voltage,

all

wires within buildings

—a condition

and maintained by converters, or
transformers, located in or near each building. Each transformer of electric energy is composed of two separatelywound and insulated coils, one of thin wire connected to
the street mains, and the other of thick wire connected to
which

is

infallibly secured

One of the most beautiful feathe wires of the building.
tures of the alternating system is that when currents of electricity are sent back and forth with almost inconceivable rapidity through the coil of thin wire, there is induced in a neighboring coil of thicker wire an equivalent amount of electrical energy, but at the same time so modified that the voltage, which may be 2 000 in the thin coil, need be only hfty
in the thick coil, the volume of electricity being .is many
times increased as the pressure or voltage is diminished. A
current of fifty volts is used in practice, as it is now well
established that lamps of this capacity are far more durable
and give a better light, with much greater economy, than
The two coils being absolutely
volt lamps.
the 100 or
separated from each other by effective insulation through
which the current in the primary wire cannot possibly penetrate, it follows that the alternating system has an enormous advantage over the direct system in respect of abso-

no

lute safety to the consumerthe time is not far distant when
It seems possible that
the regulations governing the distribution of electricity will
connection between the
electrical
direct
prohibit
rigidly
street wires and the local ser\*ice wires inside houses, thereby excluding from dwelling pHces all the dangerous effects

possible

to

ensue from accidental leakages in the under-

ground system.
forebodings of Mr. Kdison concerning the results of
the leakage of current from the underground mains have perhaps been in great part suggested by ddYiculties e.-sperThe Edison
ienced in the workings of his own system.
underground lines are made up of a great number of short
sections of iron pipe, each containing a copper rod, with a
plastic insulating material forced between the copper and
These sections are about sixteen feet long and
the iron.
are laid in trenches, and united at the joints like gas pipes.

The

These pipes are usually laid above the frost-line, and are
necessarily affected by changes of temperature, which
It is. therefore,
cause the iron pipes to move at the jo'nts.
not unusual to find that after a short time the electrical leakage becomes sulTicient to light a number of lamps when con
nection is made between a water-pipe and one of the mains

—a

The Kdison
fact well known to insurance inspectors.
company continues to use this system, although cables are

now made capable

of withstanding 2,500 volts of either

395

alternating or direct current with even grcalcrKecurity than
Mr. lulison has been able to provide foi the 220 vollii cmployed in his low-tenHion Hyntcin.
Otie r>f the mohl tKrfect eahlcH of to-Jay \n a cop|>cr wire
covered with a thick inHulalirjn, over which lead in prcHncd
with a very great force, (hereby expelling; air an<i tfu^n,
and solidifying the insutaling malerlal between the lead
and copper. There is then woven upon the lead a textile
envelope satur.iled with a water ami gan proof (-om|Ktund.
The continuous sections of this cable rc^icli fron) one manhole to another, a diHlance of several hundred feci, and can
easily be drawn in and out of the ducts provided fr*r them,
Where one piece of rable In joined to anrtthcr, un clcclrii:
connection is made and well insntaled, then cnumcd In
lead, which is aftcrwanl soldered to the end* of the re
spective cables.
A cible of this character is unlnflucrt ed
by changes of temperature, and is subject to little delcririraTo guard against its being pierced by a spark of
tion,
a very simple device in atl.'iched toil,
static ckctricily.
offering an easier path for ihc electricity than through the

alternating
the clcctt
In a <•
moln chai

insulation.
One of the differences alluded to, ns cxiHtinK between the
low tension, continuous current underground system and a
A gas
gas-pipe system, is that with reference to leakage.
leak IS local, and incapable of producing effects at a dis

main* havinK a

With electricity, however, the aggregate effects of
the leakages from an underground system may be sud'
denly concentrated at any [)oint within that system, as by
one of the house wires coming in contact with a metai
pipe, and such a contact may result even from ihc work of
a mouse; whereupon the leakage of the entire net-work,
which may amoimt lo a Large percentage of Ihe total cur
the surrounding material
rent, will be c<mccntrated. ami
affected (although perhaps to a less degree) in the manner
described by Mr Edison in the reference to the currentsat
the corner of William and Wall streets.
The inter-connection of the conductors for the purpose of
reducing the original investment has. in another important
respect, a contrary effect from the meshing of gas-mains.
In the case of the latter, the fracture of a pipe at one
place, while it may cause a considerable leak, does not
necessarily extinguish the lights of all the consumers. The
grounding of one of the wires of an underground circuit,
however, affects the entire mesh-work; and a cross between the wires may extinguish the lights of an entire
district for a considerable time.
As to the accidents from electric currents, the records of
deaths in the ci:y of New ^'ork show that there were killed
by street-cars during the year iSSS, (>{ persons; by omnibuses and wagons, 55; and by illuminating gas, 23; making the number killed by the electric current (5) insignificant compared with the deaths of individuals from any of
The placing of the wires underthe other causes named.
ground woidd eliminate many of the causes of acciiienls
from electric currents, and they may all be prevented by the
employment of reasonable and well-umlerstood safeguards.
Mr. Kdison's statement that the putting of the wires underground will, instead of diminishing, increase the danger
to life, is little less than amazing, at least when considered
in connection with his advocacy of his own underground
The repeated and violent explosions of gas in the
system.
man-holes of the Kdison system, and in connection with the
underground systems of the telephone and telegraph companies, have certainly shown that electricity from any
source, either from low tension electric light, telephone, or
telegraph currents, either of which is capable of producing
a spark, may be the cause of a serious catastrophe, although there is no doubt that the accumulation of explosive
mixtures within these chambers can be effectually preInasmuch as Mr. Kdison's arguments against unvented.
derground wires generally are equally applicable to his own
system, it would seem, logically, that, if his vicA-s are to
prevail, all electric wires must cease to serve the public.
The experience of the cities of Chicago and I'hiladelphia in
the use of underground cables for high tension currents, to
say nothing of the large number of cables laid underground
in Rome, Berlin, Milan, and in other cities, indicates that
the success of properly constructed underground systems,
whether for currents of high or low tension, has been established beyond question.
There isone radical difference between the alternating
and the continuous low tension system which should be
It has been shown that in the alternatfully understood.
ing system the street mains are absolutely disconnected and
detached from the house mains, while the low tension system necessitates the meshing of all underground mains into one network and the supply of the current to that system by a series of feeders. In fact, it necessitates at times
the supply of an enormous electrical energy to supply the
demand. With the alternating system the practice is not
to mesh the wires, but to run independent pairs of wires
connecting the switch-board in the station with the thin
These wires are designed to supwires of the converters.
ply only about 1.500 to 2,000 lights per pair, and are made
of such a si/e that there is no appreciable decrease in the
lights at the farther end, even if there is a very large conEach of these pairs of mains can,
sumption of current.
therefore, be provided at the station with safely devices
which will instantly and automatically cut off the current
in the event of a cross connection taking an abnormal current from the dynamo. Such safety devices cannot be made
available with the low tension system.
Mr. Edison is. moreover, unfortunate in his reference to
Under the British
the use of electric currents abroad.
Electric Lighting Act of iSSS the Board of Trade has issued a set of regulations. Concerning high pressure conlame.
all

ductors

it

5a>s:

—

High Pressure Conductor* lo be Insulated. Evcrj- hish-pressaeoal conductor must be continuously insulated wuh a durable
and elficient maicnal. to be approved by ihe Hoard of Trade. to.i
thickness of not le5s than one-tenth pari of an inch, and in cases
where the extreme ditlerence of potential in the circuit exceeds i.o»x>
volts the thickness of insulation must not l>c less in inches or parts
of an inch than the number obtained by dividing the number expressing the volts by jo.ooo.
9.

iirc

be seen that these regulations provide not merely
for 2,000 volts, which is double that used in the American
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There is not on record a solitary instance of a pcrtoo
been injured or shocked from the coniumcm' cur*
Thin is wholly due lo (he
rent of an alternating systtm.
fact that the converted current within the buildings nupvolts,
plied need not exceed fifty
and that the street main»
and the house wires arc absolutely detached from each
other, so that there is no possibility of a shock being rehaving

ceived from leakage or short-circuiting in the high-tension
street mains.

The

fire risk from electricity \s the one roost to be feared.
the continuous current whenever there is occasion to
put out a number of hghts by the movement of a switch,
it
not infreciuently happens that a dazzling arc of blue
With the alflame is formed which has to be blown out.
ternating system it is impossible to form any considerable
arc, even if the switch controls a thousand lights, the rapid
reversals of the current having the cfTcct of prcvcniiog its
establishment.

With

Mr. Edison's observations concerning the efTorts of his
competitors in the direction of saving in investment arc no
less applicable to the desires of the suppliers of his own
system.
At the annual convention of the Kdison Illuminating companies at Niagara, in August of this year, the
following resolutions were offered by Mr. Gilbert, of the
Detroit Edison Station:

That the AMOciation rcfperifnHy eall

ResolvfJ

Electric company
now Utmnnk; in cun-

of the Kdison Cicncral

(*•-

o

•t^.-i..—

ibc alleocioD
-irtdcr

which

ick of
AncfTicicnt and ine«pen*ivc arc
-rated ontbe
2.
An arc lamp which can l>e c:
three-wire system.
A flexible method of enlarKiog the lerritorjr which caa b«
3.
profitably covered from their mations for domestic tiKbtinic by ht«hcr
Cressurcsand consequently leu outlay of copper tbao thai iovotvcd
y the three-wire method.
earnestly appeal to the parent organUatioa to sapply tbcae
loCiil

companies

.ire

1.

We

deficiencies.

The proceedings of the convention also contain the following:
address of Sir William Thomson, as president of the physof the British association io tS^ contained ihb meioof*"Nothinj; above ioo volts, on any accoaol. erer aboald
he admitted Into a ship or hoiiw: or other place where aafexnarda cannot t>e made absolutely and forever tniuworlhy agminst all poaaiblc
accident." Tbi-i opinion ac-:ords with what Mr. Edaoa hjtt always
maintained— that in the long nia every lystem will fail which doca
not (for domestic service) use a low-pressure corrrat.

The

ical section

blc passage:

s}-stcm supplies.
is preci*ely what the alternating
successful use of arc lamps depends upon high voltperson has yet
Edison
any
other
nor
Neither Mr.
ages.
been able to supply the requirements of the poblic by

This

The

means of a low-tension

arc lighting system.

A

careful consideration of the whole subject proves that
buildings within a city by
all the
it is possible to light
means of electricity distributed by an underground sysictn,

wherein there shall be no connection whatever between the
underground system and the wires within the building.
It has been demonstrated that an incandescent lamp operated by a fifty volt current will give more light at a giveo
cost than a i lo volt lamp; and these two things being admitted, it follows that if there are to be any rcstrictii.-e reg
ulations with reference (o electric lighting, they might more
That the electromotive force within
First
properly be:
any building shall never exceed loo volts. Second That
shall be place*! in electrical consystem
underground
no
Third That oo
nection with the wires in the buildings.
underground system shall be permitted which does not prowithout di^
of
the
mains
repair
renewal
and
vide for the

—

—

—

ging up the

streets.

In conclusion, it is worthy of note thai for three years
past the purchasers of apparatus for electric lighting, who
are at perfect liberty to buy from any company have
for the most part preferred to use the alternating system.
so that to-dav the extension of that svstem for central sution incandescent lighting is at least hvc times as great as
If the opinion of these persons,
that of the direct current.
who can have no interest except to purchase that which
they believe to be the best, is of any value, then the alternating system has been demonstrated lo be the one which
can give the public that which they so much desire a safe.
cheap, ctticient and universally applicable system of incan-

—

descent electric lighting.

;
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Even Franklin's quaint asserpresent humility.
tion of nearly a century and a half ago, may
safely be questioned, for before the looming
promise and potency of the century to come no
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Dr. Samuel W.

Abbott, secretary of tlie
Massachusetts State Board of Health has recently written a paper in which he speaks of the
advisability of using carbonic acid to effect
the death of criminals in capital cases.
He considers the use of the gas far preferable to the
employment of the electric current.

An

English paper says a gentleman wellworld, who has just come

in the electrical

back from the antipodes, thinks that there is
much business to be done in Australia, but he
fears that the orders will, in the main, go into
American hands. He also remarked that Englishmen seemed indifferent about the Australian
trade.

A fjREAT many marvelous tales have come
from Bangor, Me., about gigantic schemes for
the introduction of modern improvements in
'

The
nent men are

that many promiinterested in the scheme and that
arrangements for the commencement of work
will be made within a short time. The syndicate
which it is said has the matter in hand proposes
to make a specialty of building railways and installing electric light plants under the special
patronage of the Shah.
Persia,

latest story

is

In an article on the "Possibilities of ElectriciPark Benjamin says in the Forvin: "With
every new advance it becomes more manifest
that the Ultima 'J'liiile of electrical possibilities
lies deeper and deeper below our horizon.
A
few steps beyond the work of to-day, and the
pride of achievement deserts us.
The prospect
of the future conduces to a most wholesome
ty,"

In the Western Electrician of November
23d, appeared an article by Mr. Edison on the
Mr. Edison
"Dangers of Electric Lighting."
held that high tension currents were unsafe under all circumstances for commercial lighting
and that putting wires underground would not
In the present number
lessen existing dangers.
appears an article from the pen of George Westinghouse, Jr., who replies at considerable length
to Mr. Edison.

The programme as far as completed, of the
next convention of the National Electric Light
association at Kansas City, is presented in another
column. The papers will be of unusual interest.
It will be noticed that Prof. Henry A. Rowland,
of Johns Hopkins University will read a paper.
The secretary of the association asks the members to address to him letters stating the most
difficult electrical problems that they have met
These problems will be
with in their work.
submitted to Prof. Rowland, and will form topics
for his address at the convention.
In another column is presented a detailed
description of the fuel oil system in service at
one of the stations of the Chicago Arc Light &
This company commenced
under its boilers about a year ago.
experiences were similar to those

Power company.
burn

to
Its

oil

first

One of
of most pioneers in the use of oil fuel.
the greatest difficulties met with was that of
leaking tubes and seams resulting from an uneven distribution of heat from the burners.
This trouble, however, was overcome, and the
plant is now working most satisfactorily. Those
about to introduce an oil system, may find the
saving of 20 per
description interesting.
cent, is claimed as the plant is now operated.

A

300, 301

DEPARTMENTS.

known

one can be sure that to-day finds us 'beyond the
skill of Rabelais' devils of two years old who
had only learnt to thunder and lighten a little
"
round the head of a cabbage.'

The Edison lamp

patent has been sustained
decision of the minister of agriculture before whom the case came and the
complete report of the minister of justice, who
writes the opinion, are given in this issue.
The
question at issue is of such importance that
both decision and opinion are given in full.
It
will be remembered that the case first came before Richard Pope, deputy commissioner of
His decision appeared in
patents at Ottawa.
full in the Western Electrician of March 23,
Mr. Pope decided that the patent was
1889.
void because the patentee and his representa*
*
*
tives "have imported
and still continue to import the various elements and parts
comprising the invention claimed in the patent
No. 10,654 in a manufactured state and that
they have not at any time since the date thereof
manufactured the invention in Canada." A rehearing was granted, and the minister of justice,
whose decision is in this issue, reaches conclusions exactly the reverse of those of Mr. Pope.
He finds that the patentee within the prescribed
time commenced in Canada the manufacture of
lamps, and did not import into the country the
invention for which the patent was granted.
in

Canada.

A

The

DECISION of interest to

men was made by Judge

all

street railway

Grinnell

in

Chicago

week.
A suit was brought against the
North Side Cable company, by a passenger who
had paid his fare, but who was not carried to
his destination because of a break in the cable.
He came to the conclusion that the company had not earned the five cents which he
had paid as fare, and he began a suit to recover
the sum.
He won the case in the justice court,
and Judge Grinnell has sustained the finding on
appeal.
The court decides that if a passenger
pays his fare he is entitled to be carried to the
point on the line of the road for which his fare
was paid, and that if the company fails to take
the passenger to the point to which he paid his
fare, the company can be compelled to refund
the amount collected in advance.
The court
last

December

7,

1889

the company did not perform
part of the contract by offering to give the
passenger a transfer ticket good for a trip on
another line two blocks distant. Inasmuch as
the North Side cable has a disagreeable habit
of breaking every day or so, this decision is a
matter of no little consequence to the company.
also holds that
its

When newspaper reporters interview electricians on technical matters some curious and ludicrous mistakes are made.
striking illustration of this fact was noticed last week.
Detroit electrical engineer's views were solicited
on the subject of high tension electric light sysHis expression of opinion occupied pertems.
haps half a column and his ideas were very sensible.
He was doubtless amazed, however,when
he came to read the interview and found that in
every other sentence he had been made to speak
of "hypotential."
This maybeagood combination of Greek and Latin, but as yet the term has
not found a place in the electrical vocabulary. The
term has such a respectable and scientific sound
that it seems a pity some sort of a place in elec-

A

A

trical

nomenclature cannot be found for

it.

The pet scheme of Postmaster-General Wanamaker is the establishment of a postal telegraph
and naturally this question occupies an important place in his annual message.
He sees no
reason why some sort of a postal telegraph system cannot be organized. He says: "The great
propriety and advantage of a united service
cannot be questioned from a point of convenience and economy to the people.
There is no
reason whatever why the night messages of the
telegraph companies should not be delivered as
postal matter by the first morning delivery of
the carriers.
This is proper postoffice business,
and would add to the profits of the department.
The vast network of wires covering the country
could easily reach many of the village postoffices and benefit more people than by stopping
at the railroad stations, which are often a mile
or more distant from where the people live."
Mr. Wanamaker, in order to secure a test of the
operation of such a system, makes this recommendation: "I respectfully ask that such legislation be enacted as is necessary to empower
the postmaster-general to enter into contract
with responsible parties for a term not exceeding five years, on conditions favorable to the
government, for the purpose of establishing a
limited post and telegraph service."

The word

"hello"

is

losing

its

grip.

Tele-

phonic purists have tabooed the familiar salutation, and as far as exchanges are concerned, at
least the old familiar form of address must go.
The following, however, from a New York panoticed that the
is surprising: "Have you
whose name you know as 'Central' no longer says 'Hello' to you?
She doesn't; and no
matter how persistently you greet her with the
per,
girl

familiar salutation, she won't respond in kind.
You needn't worry with the thought that perhaps some more dulcet toned voice has won those

amenities which helped make your interviews with the invisible young woman a pleasant
little

feature

of

the

day's

business.

That

isn't

it.

Telephonic ethics have banished the 'hello.'
It
has got to go. It has already gone from one end
of the wire, but it will probably be a long time
disappearing from the other, the subscriber's
end.
You can 'hello' yourself hoarse at Central
without provoking any greater variety of reply
then: 'Number, please.'
'Well, don't keep ringing in my ear.'
'Oh, dear; can't you wait a minBut never
ute till I get a chance to answer?'
'hello.'
And you can sit in the central office by
the hour without hearing the banished word, unless you put your ear to a telephone with a subscriber at the other end of the wire. The reason
for the change?
Nobody knows."
The writer
of this paragraph could never have read the report of a telephone convention.
If he had, he
never would have said no one knows the reason
for the banishment of the word.
Telephone
men attribute to the abuse of this term not a
small proportion of their troubles, and there is
probably no other word in the language which
they detest as heartily, unless perhaps it be induction.

.

Dc'ccinbtT

Edison
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Lamp

Patent Sustained

In

Canada

lulison Islt'ctru: l.i^ht coinjiany has won .1
victory in (!anatla.
In I'Vbrnary lasi Richard
Pope, tifpnty conimissione r of pau-nts, drciilud
'I'he

lamp patent was void. A rchcawas ordered, and ihcloriner findinjj; is now

that the Kdison
rin)^^

the Minister of
report of
the

The fnll decision of

reversed.
AgriculiLire and tlie complete
Minister of Justice are as follows:
Ei.KCTRio Lic.nr Comi-anv
OF Canada, rKTirioNKKS,

KovAi.

I

|

vs
EniSt)N Kl.KCTRU- I.ICIIT COMI'ANY.

RKSI'ONDKNTS.

;
|

J

This is a rc-hcirin^ of the case, on llic |ictili"n oMIic
Uoyal KIcctric 1,1^111 company of I'anatla, tried before
Richard Pope, the icputy Commissioner of Patents, and
on which he gave a decision, on the 26th of l''chruary last,
annulling; the l'',dison patent, in virtue of See. 37, Chap. t)i,
I

Keviseil Statutes of t'anadii.
A (loultt having arisen as to the jurisdiction of the Hep
uty Commissioner of I'atents. in virtue of llie provisions of
the section of the Act referred to. it was decided that the
case should he commenced ./< no:o.
rehearing accordingly took place before nic on the
23d July last.
VUc evidence taken at the previous hearing, before the
deputy comnjissioner of patents, wat accepted by both the
petitioners and the respondents, and some additional evidence was taken.
The counsel on boh sides ar^^ucd the
question at issue, from their respective standpoints, with
clearness
and
ability.
)freat
In addition to the arguments at the last heirinp. Mr.
i.owrey, on behalf of the respondents, with consent, put
in a written st.item.'nt of ari:;um-"nt. a c ipy of
which was
communicated to Mr. Lush, and to which he subsequently
furnished a reply.
After a careful consideration of the evidence I liecide as

A

follows:
(1) I lind that Thomas Alva Edison, the pitentee of the
patent in the proceeding mentioned, did. within two years
from the dale of such patent, commence, and, after such commencement, did continuously carry on in Canada the construction and manufacture of the invention patented, in
such manner that any person desiring to use it might ob
lain it, or cause it to be made for him, at a re.isonable
price, at some manufactory or establishment for making or
constructing it in Canada.
of twelve
(2) I further lind that, after the expiration
months from the granting of the saiJ patent, neither the
said patentee nor any person claiming or holding under
him did import or cause to be imported into Canada the
invention for which the said patent was granted.

do, theretore, in pursuanceof the statute in that behalf,
declare that the said patent has not become null or void,
and I dismiss the application of the petitioners the Royal
Electric company ot Canada.
I

JOHN CARLING.
Minister of Agriculture.

Department oi- Aiirici'lturk,
Ottawa, 25th November, 1SS9.
The Hon.

Sir

*

(

John Thompson, minister of

justice, sat

with the minister of agriculture at the hearing.
His report
on the case is as follows:
The nature of the petition and of the various proceedings taken under it down to the time when it was heard by
Richard Pope, deputy commissioner of putents. are recited
in the decision which was rendered in this casi on the 26th
of February last by that gentleman.
I
need not detail
these matters again, because the nirration by Mr. Pope
suthciently.
although it will be seen that I
indicates them
do not concur in his conclusions as to whit was established
by the evidence, in regard to many important points, but
arrive at conclusions almost directly opposite.
In order
that the explanation of the fact that the case subsequently
came before us may appear in the record. I may remind
you that after the decision of Mr. Pope was pronounced
the respondents made application to the governor general
in council, praying, on various grounds, that effect should
The application was then
not be given to that decision.
referred to you and myself, by his excellency in council,
for report, and on the e.\amination of the subject whichensued it seemed to be at least doubtful that Mr. Pope as
deputy commissioner of patents possessed the necessary
jurisdiction to hear and decide on such a petition, or to pro-

nounce judgment upon
It

it.

was accordingly deemed

should

be

reheard

best thai the

whole

matter

before

yourself as minister of agriculture; and you having desired my assistance at the hearing. I had the pleasure of hearing this most important subIt was agreed at that time (subwhich are not important now)
the evidence, proceedings and arguments which
had taken place before Mr. Pope should be considered as
retaken before yourself, and should be used to the same ex
tent as if you had heard them.
This evidence, and there
port of the arguments which had taken place before Mr.
Pope, together with the arguments which we heard, and
the briefs which were subsequently handed to us. contain
the material on which 1 am now to give you my opinion.
1 have considered the subject carefully, and have delayed
somewhat the expression of my opinion, in consequence of
finding myself unable to arrive at the same conclusion as
that expressed in the decision of Mr. Pope, who truly says
in his decision that he had bestowed upon it "all the care,
study and consideration which his time and ability admitted, in endeavoring to arrive at a sound, just and equitable conclusion." and who. I know, possesses in a very
high degree the ability to consider such matters in the
way in which they should be considered by a person
^
exetx;ising judicial functions in regard to them.
1 first put
out of consideration the contention made by

ject

very ably discussed.

ject to certain reservations

that

all

the pr-titionetH that the cxtcnhion which wiiH obtained by
the patentee on the ifith of November, 1H81, for three
inonthn of t)]c time to begin the manufacture of the patented article In Canada wuh obtained by fraud
The extension wan made on an r\ />ii//f application, no doubt.
I'lu- la* contemplatcH
the u|>plicatlon being rx parte
It
einpowtTH the romiuisHioner of palcntn to decide on the
proiif which in;iy be thus Mibiniited to hint,
ThccommifiiotiLT did dci idr in favor of the applicatioti,
Wl'.hout ili%putirig the proposition that "fraud iiivaltdutcH everything,"
although it may be that if the conccAHionH then ma<lc by (he
commissioner were obtaineil by fraud it might be treated
see no ground for sustaining the contention that
ns null,
it wai obtained by (ravid,
The proof on which the application was liased may perhaps have been exaggerated.
It
may perhaps have been untrue, I am far fron) naylng
tlial it was either exaggerated or untrue.
The evidence
on that point offered by the petitioner!) wan, to my mind,
very inconclusive.
It has not made the impression on my
mind which it has made on that of counHci for the jwtitioners, who argueil that the company which had obtained
the extension was shown to h.ive been "one of the wealthiest companies in the United States," although itn capital
for the operations in the United States and
Canada wa^

under

)|!Hoo,ofXJ.

He was

led to that conclusion by the fact that the sharcH
of the company atlvanced in price very nmch above par.
forgetting, apparently, that the profit on sales of shares
is the profit of tlie owners oO'thc shares
not of the company and that the advance was evidently <lue to the speculative anticipations formed as to ihe company's future.
Assuming, for the sake of the argumcnf, however, that
that certainly would not render the
the proof was untrue,
decision of the minister null.
Ilic decision or
judgment ot a tribunal cannot be
treated as null simply because the person in whose favor it
was obtained put forward falfe testimony. The extension
of time was actually made by the minister.
No application has ever been made to rescind
the minister's or<Ier,
and therefore the time within which the patentee was
bound to cease importing the patented article and to begin the manufac.ure of it in Canada, was the 17th of February, 1.SS2.
In the view that I take of this case, it will be unnecessary for me to express my opinion as to whether the jurisdiction possessed by the minister of agriculture, or his
deputy, is f.xclusive, as contended for by the petitioners, or
lonciitsh'e, when exercised, as contended tor by the re-

—

—

—

spondents
think we may also put out of the case the points taken
in the particulars as to the importation of completed lamps.
These points were probably based on a misapprehension of
fact.
It appears that four completed lamps were actually
imported.
It is said that they were returned, or destroyed, and that
the importation had been made by mistake.
The excuse, however, is not material. They were never
sold in t'anada, nor offered for sale, nor intended to be
sold, but were merely intended to be used as samples, or
models, of the article which it was intended should be
manufactured within the Dominion.
Another item of this charge was the importation of lamps
for the l.achine Canal; but it seems from the evidence that
what were called lamps were only lamp fittings.
In fact, these points were not presented for our consideration as grounds on which the petitioners expected a favorWe may fairly treat them as having been
able decision.
I

abandoned.

The

application of the petitioners, therefore, rests

The

on the

patentee has made his lamps
out of glass bulbs and glass tubes made in the United
States and imported from there into Canada; with platinum
wires produced from platinum, mined in Russia, manufactured into wire in the United States and imported into
Canada from there; with filaments of bamboo, grown in
Japan, imported thence to the I'nited States, carbonizeil
partially in furnaces there, and imported thence into Canada, with brass bottoms made in the United States, to fit
into lamp sockets, and imported into Canada;
also with
copper wire which has come from the United States.
The glass bulbs and tubes are the lirst articles to be considered.
It is attmitted that they are articles ot commerce
in the United Slates, in Canada, and in almost every other
country, and were so for many years before the patent.
It is clear that bulbs and tubes of that
description are
used for other purposes than for electric lamps, the bulb
being the simplest form the glass takes in the process of
blowing, and the tubing being made and used for a great
varietv of purposes.
While the hearing was going on in your office you may
remember that it was pointed out that a number of such
bulbs were standing on your desk for the purpose of exhibiting various kinds of seeds.
A description of the patented lamp does not mention the
glass bulb as being an essential part of the lamp.
A
transparent chamber of any shape, or of several parts
joined, capable of affording a vacuum, would suffice.
Therefore, the bulbs and tubes are not used exclusively
for this purpose, and are not even essential to theJnvention.
strictly speaking.
There is some evidence as to the glass bulbs and tubes
being manufactured expressly for the respondents, that is.
manufactured to their order, and there seems to Iw no
doubt that each electric light company gives an order in
advance for the number of bulbs which it will require by
a given lime, as well as for the amount of tubing which
may be required. This is not by any means because the
manufacture of bulbs and tubes is confined to electric
lamp purposes, but because it is necessary that they should
be carefuHy made, more free from flaws than would be insisted on it they were used for some other purposes, and
because it is necessary that the tubing, which has to be
connected with the bulbs in the process of making the
lamp, should be of the same melting and the same des
cription of glass as the glass of which the bulb is formed.
Some companies also desire that their bulbs should
set of facts following:

have
diftinctlve
form,
which
U very e^til
bjf
given
the
blower, amj
wrcmk i./ («:
tncr<*
a matter of fancy.
All thU d<je« not. in n.voplnioo. maht
any ewirniial <liflcrcnce; It it kimply a prr. juiioti for r^fi
the maklnjc of a very common ankle 0*
""
""
ii'Jiuto l>c u«cd In Iho conttruetion of •
'

I'"

f

U

rMaiidy.
ufijcd that the rcki^mdcnt* nilxfal
use bulU and tubc^ car»:|r%*]y made and ilf-maltlied vjih
out forfeiture of the patent, but that ihcy muki love thri
patent by rcaMin of the pain« that Ihey lake 10 avolfl de
I :

<

uniiot,

'

and tlaw*.
Thrv: butirt and

fcctk

tut^cn, jh I have x*\>\.
..ri 1,
the claim in ihr patrni
In f^t i, it ih
ig t,
conceive of the |iaicnird artiik l^ing lu
\\u-n.
—made, for inMancc, in »f>inc other *Utt\fc, However tl.i
may \k. they ore articIe«of commerce, whwh any one rniy
import, manufacture, »ell tn u%c without infrlnifin the p.ii
cnt.
Ihcy were in um: long Uforc ctcririr lam[rti were In
vcnicd, arc uwd for other kindi of electric bti>p«. mmi I
cannot come to the conduction that the iin)K/rlalkm of.
l.K-Hc inlo Canada incurred the forfcllurr of the iialeni.
What { lay on thin [Kjint may l>c taken a% »al.J of man^
other articles which go inlo the composition of tlic Uoi|t.
and which will be referred to hereafter.
I do not «m> hn-'
it can be rcawnably contended thai
thc%c arli' '
imported freely into this country, may be vjl
shops ami warehouses, may be u%ed lor any on.
which a purchaser pleases (even for the manul^tuic ^A
•

;

ami the purchat>cr t»e liable to 00 penally:
the patentee buy* them, and u%e% them in making

electric tanipst.

while,

if

hin lam(M, he i» to inctir the enormous penalty of frjrfeiiafc
of all hi* jiatenl rights.
If he may buy them hcie arnS
use thtm for hts lamps, he may certainly impcrt thcro and

use ibcm.
It docs not seem reawnabic that a pcrvjn who has been
placed expressly under the protection of the palcBt law, «4
a reward for inventive gcniu*, and for expenditure of labor
and capital in dcvihing a patent article should be vab'itclui

to enormous penalties for doinc^ what cvervbody elie ouy
do, and I do not think that such wDuld be a correct cor
slruction of the law.
The platinum wire is imported from the United Stat;*
wound on 5po«^jls. It is noi denied thai this \s an article of
commerce, useful for many purposes.
It 15 not prctcn'!>«J

that

its

is covered by any claim
in the
palc/ii
manufacture the sole property of the p«|.

production

which makes

its

entee.
Is it a thing, therefore,

which he is bound to pfodu'c
and manufacture in Canada? On the contrary, it is a goeral article of commerce, as much as so valuabtc a Riatcr>il
can be, and the only difference between the platinum "^ie
of general commerce and the platinum wire used
electric lamp manufacturers is that the latter is dcsif
to be free from llaws and
defects, which
somelim

may be

tolerated in the former.
In other words, tl
patentees are not to l>c permitted, it is virtually rontendet
to import platinum wire for use in their lamps unless it i
irregularly and defectively made; but if roughly and bad!)
made the law is not violated, and the patent is not to be
cancelled.
There was evidence that the platinum wire is
sometimes alloyed with iridium to stiffen it. and make it
hold up the lamp belter than it otherwise would, but ibi^
is also true of the platinum wire used for many other pur
poses, and the alloy is nothing new. is not covercl by the
patent and is by no means essential.
The platinum wire.
evtn with the alloy, was in use long before the electric
lamp was invented. The copper wire is imported from ;be
United States in small coils.
It is a common commercial article, used for many^ purposes, and not an essential part of the lamp which wa'
patented by the pitent under consideration.
All thit the claims in the patent say in regard to t
wires is that the filament shall be "secured to metal
wires. "and that "metal wires" shall pass through "a i
ceiver made entirely of glass," and the 'securing of pbtii
contact wires" to a cartx>n filament.
The copper wi
used is the copper wire imported and used for all ciectric «

purposes

As to the brass bottom pieces it is stated in the leadmony
that these are two brass pieces, separated, or held together,
by means of plaster, and that the two brass pieces arc imported into Canada from the United States and arc pot
together and set in plaster in Canada and attached to the
lamp.
It does not appear that these brass
pteoCA art
an essential part of the lamp, or in any way corered b
the patent claim, or by the patent itself.
The pieo
may be of any other material which will sersc
the purpose, and may be of any shape, si^ or qiality
which fancy can design. They are. in one form or another,
common to all electric lamps.
The expert called by the
petitioners says concerning the brass shells
"Tbe'e ii
absolutely nothing said atKui it in the patent, so I sboald
"
regard it as a subsequent improvement or allacbment
It is clear, to my mind, that in respect of all tl_
articles (and only one remains to l>e considcrcdi ever^' one
of them is of the public domain, free to every person in
Canada to manufacture, import, sell and use wiih«>iii Ihenby infringing the piieni under consideration, and that, ia
respect to their use. the respondents incur no greater
liability or penalty than they incur by importing, aod nfll
manuf.icturing. the plaster with which they seal the lamps,
or any of the common appliances of the workshop «hi<***
may t)c used in the manufacture.
This
The cart>on filament remains to be consiJere^J
described in the patent claim as "a filament of cafboo
high resistance, made as describe J. aod secured to melall
wires as set forth." etc.
The strips of bamboo, out of which hlaroeots are mad
are imported from Japan, as I havr said, are sp
into threads in the United States, ttakcd into a ponv
cirtmnized condition there and sent from there into
Canada. As a matter of fact, it fccms lh%: :rc .-t-on-r.'cat
ing of the fil-.ment is a very difficult wor>.
Mr
It has been priadp
experience and skill.
Edison himself, and although perhips scn^c; ii^ .otic 'y
-

:

.:

—
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others, has so often failed in the hands of others, even of
those who had temporarily succeeded, that the work is
practically reserved for Mr. Edison's factory in
Jersey, or was so at the time under consideration.
This was the case as to filaments for use in Europe as
well as for use in Canada.
It may be also observed in this

"securing the platina contact wires to the carbon filament
and carbonizing of the whole in a closed chamber," etc.
While commenting on that which has been done in connection with the filament, I may advert to one other contention on which much stress was laid, but which does not
seem to me to have the importance which was attached to

it may not have an important bearing
view of the question) that the filament is of a
value, even after it has been carbonized, and of

it, namely, that the process of farther carbonizing the filament in Canada, after it is introduced into the bulb, by
passing an electric curreijt through it, is not described or
claimed in the patent and foims no pait of it, and cannot
therefore be availed of to save the patent.
On the contrary, it is said, "this is the subject of another patent, obtained subsequently, by the same inventor."
I do not so understand the position of the patentee.
To
produce the patented article he has to use, among other
things, "a filament of carbon of high resistance" and. if
the bamboo is completely carbonized, or even carbonized
to a materially greater degree, by the process applied to it
in Canada, I do not see why the treatment should be rejected as immaterial, because the process is not a patented
process, or a process only patented by another patent.
As
well might the process of baking, gone on with in
the United States, be rejected as immaterial againsl him
because the process of baking is not the subject of this
patent.
The effect of the process not being covered by the
patent is merely that the patentee can make his filament cf
carbon by any process which pleases him
He is entitled
to credit for carbonization, howe\er it may be done, and
the effect which the subsequent patent has is to prevent
other pe7 soils from making "a filament of carbon of high
resistance" by enclosing it in a bulb, exhausting the air
therefrom, and treating it by the electric current, as discribed in the subsequent patent.
If the argument presented in that objection were correct
that none of the respondit would lead to the conclusion
ent's lamps could be said to have been made in conformity
with the first patent, because the carbon filament had been

New

connection (although

on the

legal

veiy trifling
very trifling cost.
After being brought into Canada it is attached to the
leading wires, and during the process of exhausting the air
from the glass bulb is subjected to an electric current for
The carbonizing which
the greater portion of half a day.
it receives in the United States and the treatment by electrie current after it arrives in Canada before the final completion of the lamp, are what m"ake the filament a filament
hardly
of high resistance and fully carbonized.
It could
be said to be fully carbonized until the treatment which is
given in Canada has been applied.
Before that the fi la
ment is a partly carbonized filament, which would emit
light when the current was applied, but not efficiently; because, not being completely carbonized, it would be of
short duration, comparatively, and would impair the vacu'im.
It would be a carbonized filament, but not "a filament of carbon."
I must observe of the filament, as of the other articlen
which I have enumerated above, that the production ot
manufacture of this article is not covered by the patent
claim or by the patent.
True, it is a most essential part
of the patented invention.
It may, perhaps, be said to be
what Mr. Pope declares it to be, "the novelty which the
iiiventor has contributed to the art of incandescent lightTo my mind, however, there is a mistake, which
ing."
would lead to an erroneous conclusion on the whole subject,
involved in the proposition which has been put before us
in the following words:
"The carbon filament, as impo'-ted by the patentee and his representatives, the respond'"
*
*
ents
is claimed in and covered by the patent;
*
* any one who should use it, without the permission
ir consent of the respondents, would render himself liable
10 them in an
action for infringement of the patent."
'leading these words in connection with the statement that
''the carbon filament of high resistance is the novelty
*^hich the inventor contributed to the art of incandescent
lighting," one wo»ld expect, in turning to the patent, to
ind a patent simply for "a carbon of high resistance," be:ause nothing but a novelty can be the subject of a patent,
unless it be a new combination, and the language used in
the
proposition
before
quoted would
not
apply
ccmbination.
But
the
carbon filament
is
o a
"the
invention
for
which
the
patent
is
,,^^01
anted" (to quote the exact words of the enactent prohibiting importation, which is invoked here).
On
.le contrary, the production of the filament is
not covered
the
The
"invention
for
which
the
patent at all.
patent
>y
s granted" is a /a///J) in which the filament is
to emit the
light.
The lamp was old, the filament new.
The combination was patented.
The patentee might have patented the filament, it would
seem, but he has chosen to patent only the lamp containing
the filament or, the combination, and not the new part
merely.
I

'

'

j

I

—

If the view expressed in the above quotations
were
sound, the patentee would have satisfied the conditions of
the patent by simply making the filament of carbon in
Canada, and doing no more; but it is clear that if he had
dcme only that the petitioners would have had an unanswera'ble case for the forfeiture of the patent.
They would
h;ave said: "True, your great contribution
your only conti'ibution to the art of electric lighting, was your filament
f carbon, but you have patented a lamp, in which that filment would give out light.
How is it that you have not
lade lamps ii^ Canada, but only carbons?"

—

Here is evidence from the petitioners' e,\perton the point:
2. Now, the first claim reads as follows: I claim as my inentior, first, an electric lamp for giving light by incandescence, consisting of a filament of carbon of high resistance, made as described and secured to metallic wires as
set forth.
Will you say what, in reference to the lamps
which I have been speaking of, is covered by that first
claim in this patent, construing it, as we must do, by the
specifications which precede the claim?"
"Answer.

think that claim fully covers any form of
incandescent electric lamp, having in it a filament made of
arbon and having a high resistance.
The word filament
implies that it is a fiber or thread.
It must be a carbon of
high resistance, and must be connected by conducting
wires."
I

A

carbon filament, even of high resistance, or even such
a filament, subjected to treatment by electric current, is
not a thing which the patentee has the exclusive right to
/>i''v//t(.-t\
It can be made in Canada,
by any person who
1, ihes to do
so.
It can even be used in Canada, for any
purpose, by any person, without the charge of infringement, unless he uses it in an "electric lamp."
It may be
said ihat no person wants to use such an article for any
other puipose, but I do not see that this In any way affects
the argument.
If tlie making of a filament of carbon is
'not patented, but only the construction of a lamp with
such a filament, the patentee is bound to manufacture his
,im\>, with the filament in it, in Canada; but
he is not, I
'link, bound to manufacture his filament here.
The one
ling which is covertd by this patent, and of which the
atcntce has a monopoly untler the patent, is to make "an
iectric lamp for giving light by incandescence, consisting
'

a filament" so made "and secured," etc,
or, stating it
another way, as his claim does;
"The combination of
carbon filament within a receiver made entirely of glass,
through which leading wires pafs, and from which leceiver
the air is exhausted," etc. or, stating it still in another
way, his claim covers "a coiled carbon filament or strip arranged in such a manner that only a portion of the surface
of such carbon conductor shall radiate light, as set forth";
or, stating it in still another way, his claim covers this

xj(

;

;

\

treated
patent.

by

electricity in the

manner

(described in the second

But it is admitted that they were made in conformity with the patent, and the only objection is as to
certain thirgs beirg done in the United States.
As I have said, we have simply to enquire, under the
first patent (in so far as the filament is concerned), whether
the filament of carbon of high resistance was made in Canada by any process whatever, and if the filament was made
a filament of carbon of high resistence in Canada by any
process whatever, I think it is impossible to say. as a matter of law, that a filament of carbon of high resistance,
used in the lamps, made in Canada, was made in the United
It was, at least, partly, made
States and not in Canada.
in Canada, and I think there would not be ground for
cancelling the patent, even if the patentee wee bound to
intimated, however, inasmuch as the
making of the filament is not patented by this patent, I
think that the filaments stand in the same position as all
As to the
the other articles which go to form the lamp.
other articles, I have already given you my views.
I am putting this as though it were necessary, before the
patent could be upheld, to be satisfied that no one of the
articles which go to make up the patented article was imported into Canada iri the condition it was used in the construction of the lamp; but I am not at all satisfied that,
even if just what I have said could not be affirmed, the patent could thereby be forfeited; I will discuss presently the
decisions which have been given on that point; but leaving
them aside for the moment, I do not find anywhere that
the statute expressly imposes the penalty of forfeiture for
importing into Canada the various portions of the invention for which the patent was granted, much less for imThe words of the statute are,
porting one of the parts.
"the invention for which the patent is granted," and it
that
the
minister,
or his deputy, in adminisdoes not seem
tering that law, can enlarge the statute or add any words to
it, even in trying to prevent an evasion of
the statute
In
considering acd administering such a statute the minister
or his deputy can only apply the penalty to the offense
which the statute forbids.
He cannot apply it to an attempt to eva e the statute. In imposing penalties Parliament must take its own measures to prevent evasion, and
it would be most unsafe to impose, against an evasion, the
heavy penalty which the law has levelled at the principal
offense, on the theory, which may or may not be correct,
that Parliament intended, by an equal penalty, to forbid
the doing of that which would be almost ox quite an equivalent of the principal offense.
To apply this idea to the case in hand, it would be unsafe to apply the penalty of forfeiture to the importation of
the various articles out of which the patented article is
produced, on the theory that Parliament, having prohibited
under this penalty the importation of "the inventions for
which this patent was granted," it may likewise have intended to prohibit, under the same penalty, the importation of the various articles out of which "the invention for
Even if we
which the parent was granted" is made.
thought the law had been violated by importing these
parts, it would be better to suffer the risk of the law being
infringed, for the time being and to invite the attention
of Parliament to the subject in order to have a full and explicit declaration of its will.
find
I do not wish it to be understood, however, that I
anything in the evidence as to the importation of these articles into Canada, even of the partly carbonized filament,
to justify the imputation of bad faith, such as an intent to
evade the law and to evade the conditions of the patent.
There is much evidence to the contrary— nluch
evidence to show that, during the time covered by the
complaint, the lamp was introduced into Canada; that
there was little or no demand for it; that the production of
the lamps, for the small demand which existed, was attended with enormous expense, as compared with their
cost when imported, and that if the lamps, and all the

component parts, had to be manufactured in Canada, it
would have been utterly impracticable to have carried on
practicable difliculties

7,

i?

g the filament, and of its being a delicate
work, at which skilful workmen often fail, and at which
workmen who have succeeded somttimes fail sometimes,
without being able to detect the cause of failure.
This I
have intimated already in another connection.
As to one piece of the evidence brought forward by the
petitioners, to establish bad faith on the part of the respondents the evidence that the agents or servants of the
respondents declared that they were not operating in good
faith, I will have occasion to speak of it bye-and-bye,
when I come to the question of the refusal to sell the patented article in Canada, because it was in connection with
in carbonizir

—

the sale of the lamps that the

was alleged

declaration

to

have been made, although I admit that it has a bearing
upon all the charges brought forward.
I merely mention that piece of evidence now for the
purpose of showing that I have not forgotten it. and to
show that in attrii uting good faith to the respondents I
am doing so subject to what may be said on that piece of
evidence, and to what will be said of it hereafter.
In this
connection I must refer to the evidence of what was done
in Canada, in the construction of the lamp, for the purpose of calling your attention to what I think is conclusive
evidence that the lamp has not been brought into Canada
in pieces, and that the manufacture of the lamp in Canada
ha« not been merely the "assembling of the parts."
If the parts were ready for use in the construction of the
lamp ready to be assembled, and merely requiring to be
assembled in order to produce the patented invention, as
seems to have been the case with regard to the Bell telephone we should have to con--ider the question as to
whether the invention for which the patent w as granted was
not really imported into the country, although imported in
parts.
We should then have to consider, with much doubt
and difficulty, as I have already suggested, whether the
penalty provided by the statute should not be attached to
that offense to prevent an evasion of the law; but, in my
view of the evidence, it is unnecessary to consider the case
from that point of view, and it w ould be improper to decide
it on any such principle.

—

—

There are varicus descripticn?. in the evidence, of what
was done in Canada with the articles out of which the lamp
was made, in the production of the lamp, and in considering what was so done we must remember, at every step,
the patented article is not the carbon filament,
merely; not the platinum wire, manufactured without
merely;
not the brass bottom pieces,
merely; not the glass bulb and glass tubing, merely;
not the joining of a glass bulb and a glass tube of
the same melting and same quality of glass; not the
carbonizing of the filament; not the treating of the filament by an electric current; but it is, fi.rst, "an electric
lamp" this lamp, 10 give
light by incandescence, consisting of a filament of carbon of high resistance, made as
described, and secured to metallic wires," etc
The quotations are from the first claim of the patent.
The second,
third and fourth claims of the patent I need not repeat,
because, with the exception of third, which is practically
out of the question {being for a kind of carbon filament
which was not used), all the claims are included under
one set of words or another, in the description of the
patented article as "an (^Ar^'/c /<7/;//," although calling it
by some other name than a lamp— the second claim using
such words as "a receiver made of glass," and the fourth
mentioning "a closed chamber."
Here, then, is the evidence of what was done in Canada
to produce the patented invention:
Henry M. Byllesby, called by the petitioners says:
that

irregularities,

—

make them here.
As I have already

the business at all.
There is evidence, also, of great

December

'

Q; Then what was done with those parts which carae from the
Wtll, there were sevUnited States in the Mortreal premises? A
In the first place, the carbon filament which had
been brought in from the United States was attached to what are
known as the leading-in wires, the leading-in wires having been previously let into the lamp and properly sealed in. The glas-; bulb and
tube attached to it had the air e.\hausted, the tube was sealed up, the
connection completed; the bases, which had also been brought in from
the United States, were then attached.
John i\I. Robertson, another witness called in support of the petiBeginning at that part of his evidence in which
tion, is more precise.
he describes the work done in Canada, we find the following:
Q. What is the next step? A, The ne.\t step would be to mount
filament
into
the
platinum wires- the electrodes t at pass
that
through the glass are shown in Fig. 13, in E.xhlbit 13.
Q. That IS, that plantinum wires are attached to the ends of the
carbon? A. Ves; that is the process for the carbon. Then we go
back to making that inside part. We take a piece of glass, such as is

—

eral operations.

—

—

—

indicated in Part

I

or

B

of Exhibit 13,

—

What do you do with that ? A. It is healed in the glassblower'sfire and drawn out, such as is shown in Figure 2.
Then that is
cut in two and broken in the centre, as shown in Figure 3.
is it cut down?
A. Il is drawn to a tine thread and
Q.
then broken with a file or shirp instrument, as in Exhibit 3,
What is the next thing done ? A. The next thing done is to
blow out, as in No. 5--the expansion.

Q

—

How

—

Q

Q.

How

—

that done ? A.
That swells it

is

breath in.
Q. Then?

— A,

You
expansions
two to save labor.

Q
see

Then you
It

By merely heating

it,

and blowing the

Then comes

the cutting between the two bulbs or
can blow one as well as two. They generally blow

separate

them ?— A. Yes;

it

is

cut off sharp, as you

there.

Q. While it is heated ?~A. Yes; it is cut off while
scoring it with a file.
Q. How long would it take to make that cut ? A.

it

is

It is

heated, by

done

in

an

instant
Q. In th' fraction of a second ? — A. Yes.
Q Then what is the next?— A. The next thing is to stick that
platinum wire into the glass there
It is partly fused, as in No 9,
the platinum being stuck on while it is hot, That platinum wire,
though, has had the copper brazed on it, as you see it in 8J^. Then,
after it is heated further, as in No. 9, and then squeezed with a
pincers.
Q That closes it in on the platinum?— A. Yes; which makes it a
tifclit juint round on the platinum.
Q. What is the next thing? A. The next Is the pressing out of
llicse wires into the shape of 1 1.
Q. After the pincers had squeezed the ends of the glass together?
A. They are mt rely spread out to get the electrodes a certain distance apart, to conform to the shape the carbon has been baked to.
Q. Up to this time the carbon has not been attached? A. No.
i^
Then after having done that, what is the next step? A. The
next process is attaching the carbon to the platinum, as shown in No.
That is done in various ways. Some use the plastic cement put
13.
on the joint and brought to a red heat in a small gas llame
Others
use the copper-plating bath. Others use the hydro-carbon bath.
Q. There are various modes of doing that? A. Yes, different comWhen you get to the stage, as shown
panies use difl'crcnt processes
'1 hat
brings it over to
at 13, it is ready for what we call sealing in.
21, 1 should suppose.
Meanwhile, the bulb has been prepared for the
reception of that,

—
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Canada.
Considcrinji. however, some of the views which have
been enterlaiiied and put forward, as to the effect on a
of the iniport.aiun oi tlie parts of ihe invention for
whicli the patent was granted, and as to the effect of the
assembling of llie parts in Canada, we can safely go a step
can safely enquire whether
further than I have gone.
truly atVirmed that the introduction of bulbs,
it can be
tvdies, wires and iilaments were the introduction of parts of

patent

We

the latnp

Certainly, portions of the bulb,

as

imported,

were used in tbe lamp; portions of the tube, portionsof the
wires and the filament, after being otherwise treated in
Canada: but it is impossible to say of any of these aiticles,
excepting the lilamenf, that when they came into Canada
Thtywere simthey were parts of Edison's electiic lamp.
ply the materials out of which the lamp was to be made.
The bulbs and tubes wire cut off to llie rf(]uirei,! sizes
and were used in forming a chamber from which the air
was exhausted in order 10 form a vacuum in which the
light was to be given forth, but tiiey were not necessarily,
when introduced, to be consiilered as parts of the electric
have said, for other purThey were useful, as
lamp.
poses, and were even used in the inanufacture of other
lamps than those of Edison.
To describe the wire which was brought in on spools
and in coils as parts of an electric lamp would be a misrepresentation, altogether out of the range of the accuracy
which is necessary in dealing with a legal tiuestion; and although it appears, as regards the filament, that it is not
used for any other purpose, it may be so used for anything
for which it is or may become capable of being used, or for
which it may be hereafter adapted; and so far as this patent is concerned, the patentee had no monopoly as lo the
production or use of the filament, as 1 have elsewhere
I

shown.

This seems to show conclusively 10 my mind, i, that the
invention for which the patent was granted was not imported, but was manufactured in Canada; and -. that the
invention for which the patent was granted was not imported in parts.
There remains to be considered the charge that the patented article was not manufactured in such a manner that
anv person who desired to use it could obtain it at a reas
onable price. There is much evidence on this point. Theie
is evidence that the respondents at one time refused to sell
the lamps to persons who did not intend to use them with
the Edison plant.
It seems that the Edison plant is simply a description of
It is not a machine of
a dynamo which Mr. Edison uses.
which he has the patent or any monopoly. The dynamos
which are called the Edison plant can be purchased in
Canada and the L'nited States. The explanation made in
the evidence, is that the electric lighting business was then
in its initiatory stages, and it was deemed by the Edison
con\pany most important that the success of the lamp
should not be prejudiced in the public estimation by its be
ing used in connection with plant which they believed it
could not be used with successfully.
Under the charge of refusing to sell at a reasonable
price, and as to the evidence of a refusal to sell except for
use on the Edison plant, the questions to be determined
are:
Is the evidence to be relied on which declares that
Was the limitathis was the only limitation to the sale?
tion made in good faith, in order to prevent the success of
the lamp being destroyed and to prevent public opinion
being prejadiced against it at a critical stage of the electric
Was it reasonable
Or was the whole
light busintss?
business carried 00 merely as a sham to avoid the forfeiture of the patent, while the company had no intention of
really doing business in Canada?
One witness, who at the time in question was a lad employed in the factory, says that he heard one of the otlicers
of the establishment say to another that they were not making lamps to sell, but were only "fooling the Canadians."
1
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Canada.

I
lake of the argntncnls prc^^ed ii|Kjn
rclilionerN with rrgard to the patent

n-.
«

-

icady been decided by )our department.
'I'hc firm 1*1 the cane of Oarler vi. hmlth
Ai Ihc dccift'
ion in that case wa* lo uphold the patent, iheie i» not
much that can be relied on by ihc pctltionera. There are
many rxprcsiions which arc strongly in the direction whKh
my opinion has taken. Among others is the rbucr^ation
which calls attention lothc unreasr.nablercss rA msimlrji;
that the palcnicc should be railed on to produce Kis invention at alt times and places in Canada, «iihoui any regard to the demand for the invention in the niarkei.
The case of the liell telephone is more in point. A glance
at Ihe decision will indicate loyou how far (ard it Mtmtto
have been very far), the patentees carried the attempt lo
evade the law by introducing ihc patented machine in
pieces, with the intenlion of merely avcniblingthcfc pieces
in Canada, besides positively refusing to neU their intliumcnls in Canada. Without saying whether I could have
been able lo concur in the conclusion arrived at in ihal caftc
or not, 1 have simply lo observe lhat the intrcdociion of
the parts in this case bears very httlc analogy to the introduction of ihe parts of ihc telephone, and that the process
of manufaciunrg lamps in Canada was widely difTcfcnt
from the asfcmbling of the parts in conttructing tbe IJcII
telephone here.
The case of the Hancock inspirator, decided in January,
1886 was much relied on by counsel for the peiitioners. as
going farther than the pciilioners wcte a«king you to go (o
ioiftit the prtJ^enl patent.
I do not regard lhat as
a dcci!-ion in point.
The cr.c point whith the dcpily minister
ihete decided was that when a patent was a paiert of a
new combination of old elements the palertcc might rot
import the old elements, and simply af ply his combination
to perform the functions described in the patent.
The
deputy minibttr forftiud the patent because he thought ihe
pateniec was bound to n-anufactuic. and net import, all ibc
elements, as well as lo apply ihe combination in Carada.
The elements in that caie were thtm^clves machinis. acd
the deputy minister seems to have cnicMained ihc vitwihat
the patentee was bound to manufaclLic ibc machines in
Canada, although bii patent wa«> only for a oombiratioo of
those machines.
While I do not think the case lo be one in point, or one
from which any inference can be drawn to afTect this case,
unless it be an inference from the fact that a very ^evcrc
view was taken at the time, by ihe dcpuiy ainisier of agriculture, of the requirement in the patent law as to ibe
matufaclurc in Canada. I must add, as respects lhat in*
fercnce, that, if the case were admitted lo be ore in point.
I should have very great dilficulty indeed, in advising }od
lhat the Hancock inspirator case was correctly decided,
or that it should be followed.
It tesults from all that I ha\c ^aid that in my opioioolbc
petition should be dismissed and a decision pronounced
that the patent in question is not void.
John S. D. Thomi*sc»h,
Minister of Justice.
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bad

ih^t the expenditure in putting up the
was very heavy, as compared with what was spent in
putting up the lamps to he worked by the plant, and that
there was more profit on the sale of the plant than
The pelitiorers have failed,
on the sale of the lamps
however, to show that any stipulation was made, or at-

by evidence

plant

tempted to be made, by the agent of the respondents, that
persons who were negotiating for lamps should te supplied by them with the Edison plant.
On the contrary, the
single limitation sought to be imposed was that Ihe lamps
sliouUi be used on l')dii^on plant, and was withdrawn, subsequenlly, as the petitioners allege, because the respondents became alarmed, by learning from the Hell telephone
decision the effect of a refusal to sell a patented invention;
or, as the respondents allege, because the merits of the invention had become belter known a-'d there was not so
much reason to fear a prejudice in the public mindIt was urged by c( unsel for the petitioner Ihat in view of
the provisions of the Patent Act as to the invention being
produced "in such a way that it can be sold to any person
desiring to purchase the same," the patentee can impose
no limitations, but must sell at a reasonable price to all

comers.
broadly would be
I think that to lay down the rule thus
Admitting, what was urged by the counsel
going too far.
(or the petitioners, that a purchaser has the right lo buy
the patented invention and then destroy it if he pleases. I
do not think it unreasonable that the pattntee of an article
of (.lelicate and skilful manufacture, from which he can
only reap the reward of his labor aid expendituie by its
being esteemed successful by the public, is hound 10 fell
his invention to those who, by unsuitable uses, would fail
lo
derive
benefit from
it
themselves,
and would
create
the
impression,
mind, that
in
the public
the
invention
was
a
failure,
at
a
lime
when public opinion was in suspense.
W'htn any
such case arises, and we tind the patentee attaching a lim
itation, honestly, with that view. I do not think it would
be right to punish him by forfeiting his patent. We should
in every case ascertain, as carefully as posiible. whether
good faith exists, and we should not punish, by forfeiture
of patent, the limitation so imposed, unless we thought the
limitation w. s imposed by the patentee really for the purpose of evading compliance with the statute which requires
him lo sell the patented invention at a reasonable price.
Probably the evil which that part of the statute was principally intended to prevent was the exaction of exhorbitant
prices under the monopoly secured by the patent.
The
responiients had much to fear from the lamps appearing to
be a failure.
The plan on which they relied was to set a
company on foot to work the patent in Canada. The business was in its infancy; the public bad not yet acquired
confidence in tbe light, and competitors were in the field

i>ut

All thin wait very different from the
where (here wai a dUttmt refuuil lo
%e\\ on any term*, the aitsHcr bcinK:
"Wc do nol »cU
telephones; wc Iea»c them."
.;
It only rcrnainti for me to inform you

.Made.
si.itq
6,6i)

their charge of

pUut,

fell telephone caM:

It b.-is been said that ffcncral instructions were given, and that
(J
wit_s against the policy of the Edison company to sell lamps to
be
nscd on any plant except tbeir own. Now, what have you to say
upon thai point ? Were there any such instructions Kiven to your
Canadian agents ? A. I never heard of any such tnstruetiuns
I
know lamps were sold lo be used on all sorts of plants, 'i here is
one feature peculiar to the business. We sell a lamp, and it burns a
certain numlicr of hours under normal conditions; but if that lamp is
ntit under normal conditions it may burn a very matetiully shorter
number of hours. The addition of three candles on a slxtcen-tani'le
puwerliimp wi'l either double or half its life. The eye of most people
could not detect the addition of three candles in a lamp
My judKnicnt is that much more than that to one coming out of the dari<ncss
into the lisbt, of three and even >ix candles addit onal, the distinc'I he
result is that lamps live a short or
tion w<iuld be hard to make
long life, ac(.ordinK as they arc used, and the Kdison cojipany determined to see that ibeir lamps were properly used.
The lamps being
run badly they break rapidly, and the Kdison company would receive
We had an experience of this kind
;i bad reputation in consciiuence
in I'hiladclphia.
We sold the Accumulator company our lamps, and
they broke rapidly. The plant was badly run. The lamps were of
perfectly good quality, but the result was that tbe Pennsylvania
officials said that tbe tdison lamps were no ^ond, and this affected
negotiations for the formation of a company in Philadelphia. They
were out of our power, and wc could not defend ourselves. It was
for this reason that the F.dison company always insisted on knowing
to whom they were sold.
I think
in Canada they have sold repeatedly to outside companies.

petitioners endeavor to suppott

priccii

lainpH in

it

The
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As to the second question, 1 see no reason to doubt the
faith of the company in wishing to sell only lo those
There is eviilence
wlio wotdd live the Edison dynamo.
that in the opinion of the respondent's officers the lareps
other
plant.
Here is their
would not work successfully on
explanation:

faith

ti

•

l^iinpii

i\o

wutiultn-t-
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whlih
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think thai the removal of their factory ffoni Montreal
to Ilainillon, where gieatcr faciliiicH were expected anti o|>
lained, the enlarginent of iheir busincHH lliere. ihc mntracts which Ihe company cntert<l
into and fiillitlcd for
lighting at Cornwall, in 18S2, and afterwaTtls, and the engagement of a pel son supposed lo have a wide acqiiainl
ance in Canada, and therefore able Iri inlrodiiie Ihc lanipn
into the ditTcrent p.irts of the 1 >ominlon, the emplrjymcnl
of travellers, and the number of lamps produced, arc all
indications of gnod faith.
At Hamilton ihe business has steadily progrcsHcd, an the
following figures will show:
..

**<fitrt

Huch InMancrv, while Ihc price
In
UHcd the f'MlHon plant wan $ f .txt, vnth
itiiruilon of Ihc lamp.
It Ih «ai(| that
were unreasonable. They were nrii ui.
conililion which ihcy were inicndrd to
rcoMfnalile.
(fnlhat point
have all*- '
but in pikli'C lothc rchpondrnu I nii)«i

I

do
do
do
do

Kdiwm larnp— tom|)clilor*

y any condition
rclUtI (or Ihclr
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Kebninry, 1SS4, lo Aukusi, 1HS6
AuKuat, iNS6, to February, i>^**7
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AuKust, iS-Jj, to Kchriiary, iVvS
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ilcncc that itir
ftH three or foir
iinr. the l.iU*um

^ome
on thin point,
nee no
good reason lo doubt thai thetctupany wctc maniifaetiiring
lamps to sell, and inleiiding to do ho in good fnilh.

l''roiii

in dcpfccjjitintj ihc

not liani[M:re(l

Canada, but who

uilnif in

good

bfing the invention for whifh the palcitl was
graitted, the one point which you liuvc to lUi'ittf, under ilii*
charyc of inipoitinj; inlo Ciin.nla is, whcthtr ihal electric
lamp was iniporlcii intoCanaiia, and not nianutacturtd in
Canaila.
think it cannot by any possibility be said lo
have been imporlcil inlo Canada and not manufaclureii in
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Hy some plastic niaieriai.
Yes;
The lump is then ready for ns?— A.
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Rapid Transit for

The

St. Louis.

Kouis capitalists is commendable. They have organized a company to
construct a railroad system that will give the
people rapid transit.
Kleciricity will be used on
The proposed route
part of the system at least.
thus far announced is as follows: Commencing
at the northern terminus of the city, and proceeding southward on Uroadway to Howard street,
south on Seventh street to Broadway, to Osceola street, west to Virginia avenue, south to the
Wilmington road, souihwestward along and
across intervening blocks and highways lo Viraction of

St.

ginia avenue at the intersection of Iron street,
south on Virginia avenue. Ivory avenue and
Seventh street to the river Des Peres, the southern terminus.
Six miles or nf^^re shall be completed and put in operation within two years
from the time the work is to be commenced, and
not less than one mile additional shall be completed and put in operation each year thereafter.
The city of St. Louis shall have the right to forfeit the privilege granted for that portion of the
road not completed and in operation at the expiration of five years from the date of the commencement of the work of construction.
Chicago should not allow St. Louis to surpass
her in facilities for transportation. The Garden
City is badly in need of rapid transit
,

:

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Electric Heating Apparatus.

The

cuts presented herewith illustrate the genAs
eral construction of a new electric heater.
the construction of
will be readily understood,
the apparatus is such that it may be adapted to a

December

While the regular meetings of the club shall be open for
the free discussion of all subjects pertaining to electricity,
the club shall not vole for or against any particular system
or method, or express itself tjy vote with regard to any
trade controversy unless the meeting and the subject to be
considered have been duly announced to all members, and
the said vote is had by the unanimous consent of the members present.

FIG.

1.

ELECTRIC HEATING APPARATUS.

variety of purposes regardless of the shape and
contour of the utensils. In the illustrations only
the more common forms of utensils for which the
invention is especially adapted, are shown. Fig.
cooking stove with the top and
I represents a
Fig. 2 shows an application of
lids removed.
the apparatus to a laundrv or other heating rol-

The treasurer's report showed a balance of
An interesting item in the receipts
$195.24.
was the report of $180 received from initiation
fees. It was decided to appropriate an additional $50 to the $50 already voted toward securing suitable literature for the club rooms, and
the committee in charge was authorized to select a list of magazines to be placed on file.
It was announced that E. P. Meany of the
Long Distance Telephone company, would read
a paper on long distance telephony at the next
meeting of the club December i6th.
At the meeting on January 6th Elmer A.
Sperry will read a paper on "High Tension and
Electric Motors."
The death of E. J. King of Jacksonville, III,
was announced, and the president was authorized to appoint a committee to prepare suitable
The chairman announced the folresolutions.
lowing committee: Fred DeLand, B. E. Sunny,
F. S. Terry.

7,

—

which is not yet announced by phonograph which will re"
produce Mr. Edison's voice loud enough to be heard in all
parts of the house.
As but few persons have ever heard
Mr. Edison speak in public, this address from the phonograph will be of unusual interest.
Frank J. Sprague. Subject: "Electricity as Applied to
Street Railways."
F. E. Sickles.
Subject; "The History and Theory of
the Steam Engine."
George H. Babcock. Subject: "The Economic Generation of Steam."
Myron D. Law. Subject: "Nine Years with the Arc

Lamp."
C. A. Harber.
Subject; "Line Insulation from the
Standpoint of Practical E.xperience."
T. Carpenter Smith.
Subject; "A Universal System of
Central Station Accounts."
A. J. De Camp.
Subject: "The Co>.t of the Products
of Central Stations."
C. J. H. Woodbury.
Subject: "Central Station Construction."
C. J. Field.
Subject: "A Recent Edison Central Station
and the Results Thus Far Obtained."
Henry W. Pope. Subject:
Our Paths May Be
Paths of Peace."
C. C. Haskins.
Subject: "Prodigality in Economy."
E. F. Peck, in the discussion of Mr. M. L. Law's paper,
will give the resul's of his numerous tests of arc light car-

"How

bons.

Papers from several other prominent gentlemen
for, and will be announced later.

are

looked

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES.

The

following committees will submit reports: Executive
Committee, G. W. Hart, chairman; Committee on Under-

National Electric Light Association.

ler.

The invention consists in interposing between
the surface or heating plate and the body of the
stove or other utensil, a metallic resistance arBetween the
ranged and connected as shown.
body and the resistance a packing of mineral
wool and a sheet of thick asbestos are placed,
the asbestos sheet being ne.\t to the wire resistance.
A sheet of thin mica separates the coils
from the top and lids of the stove.
The construction of the heating roller illustrated in Fig. 2 is identical with that of the stove
Current is supplied to the wire
just described.
through the brushes and metallic rings shown to
The advantage of this meththe left in the cut.
od of heating rollers will be evident to those
who have had experience with steam for this
Another advantage claimed by the in
purpose.
ventor, is that by the employment of a "reflexed"
wire resistance, as described, the heat may be
directed to and confined at the very edges of
the plate to be heated, thus bringing all portions
In addition to this
to a uniform temperature.
when the resistance is fastened to the detachable sheet or card a further advantage is gained
by the readi.ie-s with which the resistance may
The apparatus
be changed to suit any voltage.
just described is the invention of C. E. Carpenter, Minneapolis, Minn.

Chicago Electric Club.

A great deal of the preliminary work for the
next convention of the National Electric Light
association, at Kansas City, February nth,
It
i2th, 13th and 14th, has already been done.
has been stated that the headquarters of the
The
association will be at the Coates House.
sessions will be held in the Coates Opera House,
which is directly opposite the hotel. The exhibition of

machinery

electrical

will

be

made

in

the Casino Hall, which has a floor space of about
Space in the hall, and also
6,000 square feet.
arc light current, low tension current and high
and low tension alternating currents, will be furnished free to all members of the association
diagram of the hall
who wish to exhibit.
may be found now at the headquarters of the

A

association
assigned.

in

New

York, where space

will

FIG.

;

icipal Legislation,

be

More than half the space has already
been engaged. The exhibit will be closed during the hours when the convention is in session.

ELECTRIC HEATING APPARATUS.

2.

ground Conduits and Conductors, E. T. Lynch, Jr.; Committee on Harmonizing Electric Light and Insurance Interests, P. H. Alexander; Committee to Confer with Mayor
Grant in Regard to the International Exposition of 1892,
Dr. Otto A. Moses; Committee on Electrical Data, A. R.
Foote; Committee to Memorialize Congress on the Abolition of Customs Duty on Copper, C. A. Brown; Committee
on Electrical Execution, E- W. Maher; Committee on
Standardization of Potential on Electric Street Railways,
E. T. Lynch, Jr National Committee on State and MunA. R. Foote.

The White
The accompanying
latest

forms of

Rail Chair.

cut represents

the White

"Daisy"

one of the
rail

chair

.

At the meeting of the Chicago Electric club
Monday evening. President Beach occupied the
chair for the first time.
to order, he said

In calling the

members

It is with no little sense of my probable unfitness for
such a position, and with a full appreciation of the responI enter upon my duties as president
I feel highly honored in having been selected
position, and with your kindly co
succeed
to
this
by you
operation it shall be my aim during the short period for
which I have been chosen, to emulate so far as possible
the wise and consistent policy of my predecessor in fostering the bonds of fellowship, which unite us even above the
diversity of business interests represented in our member
ship.
Much remains to be done in order to provide for
our members all the facilities that such a club should afRenewed
ford, and those matters will have my attention.
efforts have been begun looking toward a suitable library
This subject will be laid before 30U directly
for the club.
by he committee appointed for the purpose. Thanking
you for your confidence, we will now take up the regular
business of this meeting.

sibilities entailed, that

of this club.
to

THE WHITE RAIL CHAIR.

I

Tlie resolutions adopted at the last meeting
of the club on the paper written by Mr. Edison
North Ainciican Review were onJered
in the
stricken from the minutes on motion of Mr.
Sunny, who said in explanation that while he
had not changed his sentiments on that subject
he had become convinced that it was not in the
])rovince of the club to express an opinion on
such a subject.
To prevent action of this kind in the future
Mr. Sunny then proposed the following amendment to the constitution, which cuts off all resolutions which might involve the club in a trade

controversy:

The programme

as far

as arranged,

is

as fol-

Mayor Davenport

The

cut was designed esrails are secured to the
chair by clamps which embrace the flange of the
The bolt for the
rail and lugs on the chair.
clamps extends through the casting from clamp
Lag bolts fasten the chair to the tie.
to clamp.
By the use of these chairs it is a simple matter
to replace rails when worn and but little paving
The chair is used on the Atis
necessary.
tleboro & North Attleboro Street Railway and
on the Newton & Waltham Street Railway.
In
a recent test the roadway was tried, before fillThe
ing in, with an eighteen ton steam roller.
The inventor is
trial was entirely satisfactory.
R. T. White of Boston.
casting

pecially for

lows:
will

welcome the association and

at-

tending visitors to Kansas City.
President E. R. Weeks will open the convention with a
brief address.

Secretary and Treasurer
usual reports.

Allan V. Garratt will make the

PAPERS.
Prof. Elihu Thomson.
Subject not yet announced.
Prof. Henry A. Rowland.
Subject not yet announced.
Prof. Rowland has consented to present a paper based
upon a correspondence with the members of the association, novv being carried on by the secretary, for the purpose
of ascertaining with what technical questions connected
with the art of electric lighting they find the greatest difiiculty.
Thomas A. l:'.dison will give an address the subject of

—

shown

T

rails.

in the

The

o
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Electrical Executions.

The

erection ol a

hiiildiii;;

lor tin: iiillicUoii ol

new ileath penalty has been
some time in the Sinj>^ l^^inR prison
the

H^oinj^

on for

inclosuru,

and

ahnosl conipletetl, says tlie Nt'w York
Hrusli is wonderinj^ whether the touchinj^ of the
fatal bntlon will he coiisiden-d his
duly,
lie has a stronjj repn^naiice to becctminj^j
an executioner,
Tlie new buiklinj^ is of brick,
and is of only one story. It is thirty feet s(|nare,
about twt-nty-rivt: feel hij^i), and its walls artliftt'cn inches thick.
Those pcopk' wlio have visited the prison will
renieniluT that they entered (lie main i)uddiiij^
by desi:endiu^ .; Ili^dil of steps which led them
into a little hall, on one side of which is a room
is

.SV///.

Warden

where prisoners see their friends.
I''urther on,
the lon^j; tiers of cells are seen, and just beyond
these is a door (jpeninj^ into the bijj jirison yard.
At the south end of the prison yard is a long,
low building conlaininj^ the dark cells and that
implement of punishment, the striiijjinK-up niachine.
The new structure is just at the end of
this buildinji, tlie end of it, in fact, forming one
Around the
side of the new ileath ilepartment.
sides of this new buildiuji will be I)uilt a half a
do/en more dark cells. 'I'he walls will be pierced
with several small windows, sohiy^h that nobody
from the outsiiie will be able to peer into them.
There will be a clear space left in the center for
the death apparatus.
The chair, with its heatl rest ami its arrangements for securely confining the limbs of the
criminals, will stand in the center. The two dynamos, wiiich arrived at the prison yesterday,
the north end of the jirison.
will be set up in
Their combined capacity is 2,000 volts, and they
will be connected with the chair by about 700
feet of wire, which will run over the roof of the
building in order to avoid accidents.
'J'hese
dynamos will probably remain at the prison, but
the chair and other paraphernalia will journey
around for use wherever they are needed.
There are three men at present awaiting death
by electricity. Auburn, Uannemora, and Sing
Sing prisons have one apiece, and nobody knows
certainly which prison will have the questionaThe man at
ble honor of using the chair first.
Sing Sing is Charles McElvaine, the murderer
of Grocer Luca in Urooklyn.
The sentence in
his case will be executed some time during the
week beginning December 9 if his appeal is not
favorably consiileretl.
The chair and the other
necessary articles for the killing of McKlvaine
during the
will arrive at the prison some time
coming week unless the law interposes to save
him.

Carson Fourth Avenue, New York.

Julian
To

tlu Editor Of the Wi-j^iekn

IClri-

[rkian:

We

take pleasure
in informing you that we reto-day the electric car service on Fourth avenue in this city, witli new batteries made under the
process awarded us by Judge Lacombe in his recent
decision.
should be very
glad
to have
you
inspect those batteries, either at our station or on the
car.
Vou will find, we tliink, as we do, that they are superior in every way to those which we have hitherto manufactured.
We find an extraordinary advance in the efticiency of these batteries over any othcs that we have ever
used.
are more than surprised ourselves (and you. I
think will admit that it is an extraordinary result) that
while the old batteries had a fall of potential of over 30, in
a run of twelve miles, the present batteries have a fall of
potential of less than ten, in covering the same distance.
William Bracken, Managing Director,
Julien Electric Traction Company.

sumed

We

We

New

York, November

2q,

Sprague and Edison Companies Consolidated.
Mr. Johnson, president of the Sprague Electric Railway

& Motor

for many years past held to the
expression on all suitable occasions,
that the title of electric lighting, given to the Edison generating stations, was a misnomer; that they are not primarily electric lighting but electric power stations. It is true
that their output in the first instance was mainly for electric lighting, but that was in consequence of the fact that
the commercial electric lamp preceded the commercial
electric motor.
Now that the electric motors are being
generally adapted to the various industries heretofore employing other kinds of motive power, the fact is becoming
apparent that the electric power business is rapidly rivaling the electric lighting business.
It was in consequence
of these views that he was first led to take an interest in the
development of the electric motor which ultimately resulted in the evolution of the ideas of Frank J. Sprague.
and the formation of the Sprague Electric Railway & Motor

company, has

opinion and given

i

company. This enterprise was carried on by

hira in friendly

.JO I

allianrc with the KdiHon electric li^fht intcrcHln with (he
constant idea that n^Kincr or later tlicHc two romnicrclut IndustricH would bn onic one.
The fmt U, thai the acluat

consolidation of the

ami Sprague compunici

l'".dl'mn

l«

department of Ihr Spratcuc compftny. und n«t 10 ihlt the
private otliec of J. L. Kurclay, and the drnk* occupied !>y
Ihr agent* of the railway deparlmenl
AIk.iii the ccnlrr
of the row of oftKrn ji thai of \\
McL llari ing, ijcnc al
agent of the Sprague i.ompany, who will ^\sc his i>rr%oiial
altcniion lo the eledrie mlnint; drfiarirncnt
At.roM the
corridor \\ thr engineering dcpiirtmcnl o( the Kdiwfn com-

now

practically effcctrd,
The general tcrtuH of the comwiliduti HI arc undemtood to he
the ucquiHitir)n of (he Spratfuc
companv stock by the l-'-dlnon (Jcncral company on ihc
basis of an exchange of Edison stock for ihc Sprajjiic
stork, share for share, payahir In the Kdlnon general slock

and

trust ccrlilicatcs in (he

of jjcncral slock,

and

for eai!h share of die

[ii

proportion of

2 3 of a nhorc
trntl ccrlltMalc^

U(i

1-3 of a sharr of

Sprague stock.

pany, while at hi* Irfl l*i ihc private orfn e of F. \\. Uadl.
who in in charge of (he con^tniction and rngireerlng de.
parlmcni.
Ihc north end Ik (Kcupied bv the privair ollitc
of C. C. Warren, manager of ihc wc»icrn deparlmenl of
the Edfvin company, and Ihc general oHitc* of thai concern.
In all thc^hC officer, handw>fne|y finithcd dcukii and furniture to hurmoni/c with Ihc woodwofk, have been fif
vidcd.

also undcrHlfKnl
that the Sprague organi/alioti will be maintained, and Ittt
linsincsH nrrangomcntH in no wise diHtiirbcd.

The Copper

It

Is

Situation.

Kdiwn dynamo« and Sprague

molofit will be dit
conipicuouv places and ithown In op«ralinn.
by Ihevr (ompa< lr«,
may l>c found at ihe^c oflire*.
In aiJdilion to iht »pafc
occupied for offices and salevrorrmi there are lo,'«(Xi Mpiarc
feet in the
asemctil devoted lo wore r'*om» and rrpair

atttacling

Mectricul devlccH of all kimls handled

Slocks, rin the other hand, were nothing short of
enormous. 'i*he American market gradu dly worked down
to a basis of
ic per ptnmd for l,aki: Superior ingot, while
sales were m idc to some extent a month or more ago under
At (his point consumers began to take
that quotation.
stocks without hesitation.
Copper manufactures of every
description are in greater request than ever before in the
history of the world.
'i"he
remarkable development of
electrical appliances, for one thing, is resulting almost
daily in newer and broader uses for the metal.
'I'hc best
opinion is, accordingly, th;4(, leaving out of account the
of
copper
(he
failure
stocks
hekl by bankers sin<:e
of the
syndicate, the production of the mines of the world is
rather untler the current demand.
I'rices, therefore, have
naturally advanced, both here and in Europe.
Against iic
per pound for lake ingot in October, s-les have been made
Casting brands, following the usual rule,
lately at 13c.
have likewise advanceil to 12c. Under these circumstances
speculators are bidding agiinst consumers.
The London
market is rather weaker tlian the domestic. Chili bars having been quoted at /,"46ii for spot lots and /."^Oi for futures,
liut in ICurope, as well as here, consumption is

t

to settle.

nhopH.
A large number of men arc employed h« re, anil it
iH the intention of ihe companies lo do all thdr wr«lern
work in Chicago. The Edison company have Ihclr dynamos, Hwitch-tK>ardH. etc.. in o(M:ralion here, and the -Sprague
company are building a track on which they will operate a
car illustrating Ihc features rjf their Mrccl railroad tyi-

i

teni.

The wonderful growth

of the clcciricnl inlerc«t» in Ihe
well illuslraled in ihc development of ihetc comA few fads tn this connection will *uf(icc. Since
Mr. Warren assumed his present |k» ilion he ha% ronlracli
to install three central Malion planU aggregating iS.yxi

West

I\ecent returns

show
in

a

lamps.
Mr. Warren was an extremely Mirces^iful manager
when he rcprescnled the L'nited Slalen Eliclric Lighting
company in Chicago and the figures jum given wouhl
s*em to indicate that he will be no le«ts ^ucccMful in hi«

new

The Edison-Sprague

moderate decrease in the visible
France and alloat to

England and

Offices

in

position.

re<iuires

York. Nov.

Canadian controversy over lamp patents and

This
undoubtedly one of the most important decisions that has
been handed down in many years.

James D. Kcid,

the veteran

consul at

Scotland, was entertained in a royal

parture by his friends of this oily.

The

given in his honor.

who was

telegrapher,

United Slates

appointed

cently

manner before

Two

re-

Hunfermlinc,
his de-

banquets were

was by the Magnetic and
Not only were the clubs
well represented, but also the Telegraphers' Mutual Itenefit
Association; the New York Electrical Sodciy: Ihe
American Institute of Electrical Engineers; the New York
Electric Club; the Old Timers' Association.
A pleasant
evening was passed in speech-making after the banquet.
The second dinner was given by officials of the Western
Union Telegraph company, al the Fifth Avenue Hotel.
Dr. Norvin Crccn presided.
At his right were Mr. keid
and L. M. Lawson. and al his left -\ndrew Carnegie and
Gen. Eckert. Among the guesis were: Gen, Wager Swaync.
Samuel Sloan. A. K. Chandler. R. M. Rochester, A. R.
Brewer, O. D. Ualdwin, Horace Wii\ans. Henry C. Vcdder. Edward Colgate. John P. Towascnd, J. A. Ikntwick,
John D. Rockefeller. Theodore M. Banu. the Rev Dr.
Bridgeman, L. H. Nilts. James B. Colgate. Wilson C*.
Hunt. Da\id Brooks, John Van Home and E. C. Cockcy.
Many telegrams and letters of regret were received, among
them two from Cyrus W. Field and Erastus Wiman.
Telegraph clubs,

Among

those

who made speeches were
Chandler.

Dr. Green.

Rockefeller.

Before Mr. Reid's departure

by the lady

operators

ftoral

who

Andrew

Gen. Ecken. and John

B.

handsome

The rtoor space in these ofiices exceeds 6,000
one-fourth of the space on the main door of the build-

ing.

first

at Martinclli's.

Carnegie. A.

feet,

him

presented

D.

he was visited
a

number of

designs and expressed their good wishes in

his behalf.

The

The Board

&

antique oak.
The chipped glass in the partition, separating the private from the general offices, adds greatly to the
appearance of the oftices.
At the main entrance on \'an
Huren street are the general oftices of the Sprague Equipment company, to the left and directly opposite, the stationar)' motor department in charge of C. M. Barclay.
Further down the corridor, to the left, is the engineering

support-

his

is

building.

in

and

ers in this country are accordingly greatly relieved.

Chicago.

woodwork, highly finished

a growing bu^inew

New York Notes.
30. — Kdison has been sustained in his

Nkw

RJaUo building. Chicago, have been handsomely furnished throughout and will
be the headquarters of the western business of these companies.
Roth concerns recently removed from the Rocker)', where they found their old quarters inadequate to the
demands of their business. Their present quarters are on
the ground lloor of the Rialto, the main entrance being on
\'an Buren street, opposi(e the Lake Shore depot, while
there is another leading from the main corridor of the

ings, counters, in fact all the

is

just

CORRESPONDENCE.

oftices in the

o/lices were originally arranged for P. D. Armour
Co. and special attention was devoted to securing ample
light.
The entire west front is glass, extending from 25
to 31 .Sherman street, inclusive.
The private oftices of
the heads of departments are arranged along this front.
while over the space occupied by t>ook-keepers and clerks
is a massive sun light of stained glass.
From these are
suspended three handsome clusters of incandescent lamps,
Thus excellent light is furnished throughout.
The walls
have been handsomely decorated, and the partitions, rail-

Electric lighting

such enterprising, vigoroun men a* Mr.
Warren lo handle it in ihe West.
11. McL. Harding, the general agent of ihc Sprague
company, has been with that corporation iince il* organization.
He will make Chicago his home devoting him
self to the development of the mining machinery department.
In relation to the other departments of ibis field il
may be said that the Sprague company has fifty office* in
the United States dnd 1,500 workmen employed day aiKi
night manufacturing electrical machinery.
it

those countries.
The October receipts and deliveries were
both much greater than thu average for the past year.
Increasing arrivals from all sources of proiluction are indicated.
American
far
can
The
mining companies, so
as
be
learned, have no considerable stock on hand.
'I'he treasurer of one important mine has declined bids of 13c. for
delivery late the coming winter.
How much metal still in
the hands of bankers is liable to be thrown on the market
at any time, is uncertain.
This element in the situation is
of course depressing.
From all appearances, however, a
considerable proportion of the stocks on hand when the
combination dissolved has been worked off, and the prospect for some improvement on the lie basis, even if the
13c quotation does not hold, is thought to be excellent.
L'nder the prevailing conditions the mining companies
naturally push their output.
Notwiths(anding the fall in
the market, the production of the twelve principal Lake
Superior companies during the past ten months of the j ear
amounted to 47,396 tons of mineral, against 46,389 tons in
18SS.
There is some talk, on the strength of the advance
in the market, of resumption of work at one or two mines
which are now idle.
I'robably, however, further appreciation will be necessary to make this course profitable.
Hut
the companies which are now producing copper have no
reason to find fault with the current returns.
It will be
remembered that the price which was guaranteed by the
French operators was only 13c per pound, in addition to
which there was allowed a share in any price received
above that figure. The extra profit, however, was somewhat uncertain. Practically, therefore, the producers in the
present conditions of the market are doing verj- nearly as
well as at the time of the highly artificial conditions which
were made by the ring. The leading companies put their
copper on the market at a total cost of 6 to 9c per pound,
and at anything above iic must be regarded as doing well.
At 12 to 13c they are exceptionally fortunate.

New Edison-Sprague

is

panies.

large.

supply of the metal

in

Played

more attcntiitn than al any time
since the l-'rcnch combination went under, sayfi Hradstrrel's.
After the break which followed that event consumers were for a time slow to buy. waiting for the market
(.'opjjcr is

I

of Electrical Control, overhead wires and cor-

oners 'inquests were discussed at length in the report of the
gjandjur>' presented this week in

1

made

with the recent deaths in this city.
j

(

|

That body

this city.

a special investigation of these subjects in connection

ability to

determine

Lineman Peeks, and

the

It

savs

responsibility

scores the coroner's

ducted the investigation.

Il

continues:

it

regreis

for

its in-

the death of

jury

which coo-

"The grand

jury

,

believe thai the death of the said Peeks, as well
I

]

1

jury- to

a valuable ofticer of the metropolitan

as the inpolice force

and the death of a horse on Fourth avenue ihis month. was
directly due lo the practice of stringing electric light wires
upon the same poles with telephone and telegraph wires.
We cannot too strongly condemn this practice, and call the

WESTERN

3d2
attention of the court to

method

In relation

danger."

its

wires in the metropolis,

stringing

of

to the

which

wires

light

high tension

earring

Clock company

upon

currents

cuits led

200 cases the insulation was defective, in a

in over

from two inches

majority spots varying

Of

length being entirely naked.

to three

one

these wires, 171 belong to

company."
The Board of Electrical Concomes in for its share of attention in this paragraph:
"The grand jury present to the court that in their opinion
it was a grave error to intrust such important interests to a
commission or board having no practical acquaintance with
Electric Light

of

They

them

believe from the evidence presented to

company's clocks whose cirwere burned out and stopped, the

this office,

Hall stopping at 7:48,

was

fiie

about twenty-five

and

well as incompetent,

in this city to-day,

Durkee

J. P.

are Urgely

responsible for the
are be-

ing removed from our streets, and are worthy of censure in
this respect,

and that as soon as

possible, without the

seri-

ous impairment of vested interests, this board should be re-

moved, and the

control of

electric

subways and

service

should be intrusted to competent supervision."

The

life

telephone, and

nected by

Long

saving stations on

expected

it is

the

service

will

thereby be greatly improved.
Interest in e'ectric traction by storage batteries has been

revived by the return of

the

Madison and

Julien cars to

Fourth avenues.

The

subject of "Electric Street Car

discussed by

S.

Dana Greene

Traction," will be

New York ElecW. H. T.

before the

next meeting.

trical society at its

Boston, Mass.
Boston, Mass., Nov. 29.

— On

Thanksgiving day our

was the scene of a fire, ttid largest and most disastrous
to both Hfe and property, that Boston has experienced
since the "great fire" of November, 1872.
The fire origi
nated at 8:15 o'clock, a. m., at the corner of Kingston and
Bedford streets, and for about five hours the iron and gran-

city

buildings in the immediate

ite

area of about six acres,

were converted into

nace of flame.

The Boston

by engines from

all

Although the rain was

fire

it

Massa-

eastern

being pressed into

and

for transporting these engines

the forenoon,

a raging fur-

department was reinforced

fire

the principal cities of

chusetts, fifteen special trains

city.

covering an

neighborhood,

their

service

companies

to this

falling in torrents throughout

was not until the united

efforts of sixty-five

engines were brought to bear upon the flames that

the

was brought undir control. The district barneJ was
occupied by wholesale dry goods firms principilly, and the
fire

latest e5
electrical

imate of

total

loss is nearly

loss.
The New England
company had hundreds of wires

supply dealers suffered

Telegraph

&:

Telephone

stretched a::ross the top of the buildings in

the

the vicinity of

Nearly two hundred of these lines together with

fire.

two

No

$5,000,000.

aerial cables

The company

telephones were burned.

Chauncey

About twenty

were partially destroyed.

street, directly

has a conduit on

under the scene

of

the

fire,

was, of course, uninjured, and to spare cables in

severed by the

duit the aerial lines

fire

whicn

this con-

were immediately

after the

The promptness

fire.

responsible for the accident.

Bids were received to-day at the

of the superinten-

office

dent of lamps, for furnishing electric lights

for

The

for periods of one, three or five years.

the streets

bids were as

Boston Electric Light company for the city propEast and South Boston Roxbury and Dorchester, for

follows:
er,

the three periods given, 65, 55 and 50 cents per

Gas Light company

spectively; Brookline

and50

lamp, re-

for Brighton, 57,

Charlestown Gas company

cents;

for Charlestown, 75, 55 and 50 cents; Suburban Light & Power company, for Roxbury, West Roxbury and Dorchester, 49, 47
and 45 cents per lamp.
No award of the contract was

made.

was thus restored reflects great credit
upon Mr. Harrington, the constructing engineer of the
company. Soon after the origin of the fire the current was
shut off the entire system of the Boston Electric Light company's circuits throughout the city and Fred Gilbert, the
company's president, sent word to that effect to the police
and fire departments.
It was not until late in
the afternoon that the service was resumed on those lines not damaged by

fire.

The new

six

wheel car of the Robinson Radial Car com-

Only two days before the Boston fire, our neighbor city
I,ynn had suffered a similar unfortunate experience.
This city has become well known to the electrical fraternity
as the seat of the immense factories of the Thomson-IIouston Electric company and the Thomson Welding company,
and those interested in the electrical industry will be
pleased to learn that neither of these companies sustained
any loss whatever. The telephone company was seriously
crippled by the destruction of

its

The

exchange.

switch-

board was saved, having been moved three times and

shipped to IJoston

exchange had
lines

to

avoid injury by water and

finally

fire.

This

The
300 and 400 subscribers.
aerial, were very seriously damagetl. A

between

which were

all

temporary exchange has been established, and
being connected up with
Assertions are

it

made by

the electric current

is

all lines

are

as rapidly as possible.

responsible for

the

lioston

fire,

but

the

purposes.

K.

Ithaca, N. Y.
Nov. 30.— The course

non-resident lecturers in

P.

by

of lectures

mechanical and

electrical engi-

The

Senior

West End.
Last Monday morning another

of

line

was opened for traffic.
This
tween Park Square and Harvard Square.

the

electric cars

now

loo electric cars are

in

on the

service

West End

the

is

line be-

Not

from

far

operation, seventy-five of these

By

Harvard Electric Club

invitation of the

bridge of Harvard L^niversity, will deliver a

'The Nature of
December

2, in

Trowlec'ure upon
Prof.

on Monday evening

Electricity,"

the Jefferson Physicil

.

Laboratory,

next,

Cam-

Members

Trade association of

of the Paper

Boston

will

Thomson-Houston company at
Lynn on Wednesday next, under the direction of H, C.
Spaulding, the general manager of the Thomson-Houston

inspect the factories of the

Motor company.

The

Boston Steam Heating company has

failure of the

made

quite a

Many

small

boom

little

for the electric

concerns prefer

to put

is

All of the leading

electrical

and discussed

are read

derived from this

work

as all

A

number

large

clock

of electrical clocks

which are

of

all

and

Miss Augusta

Van Vleck was

Prof.

part,

be placed in

are to

to be

regulated

S. Pierce,

by the

now resides at San Diego, California.
W. E. Reed, 'S9, is in the employ of

Frank Van

Prof.

of

Baltimore,

formerly a professor

Md.

Cornell, but

at

the Brush

Electric

company of Cleveland, Ohio.
The test of the Waterloo Electric Light station, took
place Friday, November 15.
Prof. A. W. Smith had charge
There were two

power en-

So-horse

gines which were built by Mcintosh, Seymour. & company.
Prof.

Canaga had charge

Ryan

of the electrical test.

of the

boiler

Two

and

Prof.

machines

and

tests,

Edison

A

threeE.xcelsior arc machines were tested.

The ammeter used was

built

number

made by

of

students.

by Lobey &W^albridge of 'go.
is one of
the largest ever

very fine instrument and

It is a

made at the University. It is called the Ryan ammeter.
The voltmeters used were made by Prof. Lawler and Mr,
Hulett '90.
The results of the tests were very satisfactory.
The conlract for the construction of a complete return
and

alarm system for the Ithaca Hotel was award-

call

the place of

Great

Invitations are out for the marriage of

Vleck

ed to Frank C. Perkins

motor,

freely.

members take

Franklin Hall.

in

motor companies.
electric

electrical

papers at

each being assigned to one of the technical papers.

an

supply steam to take

rather than a boiler to

annu

fire

A

'91.

from So

ciator for

&

Partrick

rooms

to 100

Carter

net die

be used.

will

P.

through the pipes of

that which they had been receiving
the

in

held a

.

the instruments used in the test were

bridge.

association

one of the most interesting features of the

of the engine tests.

being operated by the Allston power house.

Engineers'

Electrical

Sibley college,

regular

Langley, Sec'y of the

meeting Monday, November 18th, which was very interesting and was well attended.
Prof. E G. Merritt gave a
paper upon "The Efficiency of the Incandescent Lamp."
The seminary which is conducted by Prof Edwin Nich-

and the seating capacity of

a few days, be put into

who

the others of note

S. P.

Engineering; Prof. Anthony, Electrician of the
Mather com.pany; Dr. Dudley of the Pennsylvania Railroad company; Major Michaelis of the United States
Army.

benefit

will, in

lecture

chanical

home and abroad

car

first

the Calumet & Hecla Mining company; Mr.
Holloway, Ex-President of the American Society of Me-

made two experimental and exhibition trips over the
West End street railway.
This car has
three axles, and up>n curves these become radial, coinciding with radii of the curve.
The wheel base is twelve feet

compared with twenty-two in ordinary street cars.
Power is
obtained through the two Thomson-Houston railway motors which are mounted upon the two outer axles.
This

ProL

The

engineer of

tracks of the

thirty-two as

course this year will

Smithsonian Institute; O. Chanute; C. E. Emery; Benj. F.
Isherwood, engineer-in-chief of the U. S. Navy; Prof.
Alex. Graham Bell, Geo. H. Babcock, Mr. Leavitt, Consulting

already

is

Among

History of /Eronautics."
will present lectures are:

course this year.

the car

The

be unusually interesting and instructive.

port Car Works, arrived in this city last Saturday, and has

O. H. M.

Steam Heating company.

Minneapolis, Minn.

—

Minneapolis, Nov. 30. A majority of the Northwestern
towns and cities are just now eagerly watching Minneapo-

Baltimore, Md.
Baltimore, Md., Nov.

30.

continue to agitate the rapid

opinion

from

City

nances granting

proved.

The

question.

still

S7//i

has received an

Carter stating that the ordi-

Solicitor

permission to the various city passerger

railway companies

present shape

— Our daily newspapers
transit

"Mayor Latrobe

in a recent article says:

use improved motive power in their

to

cannot,

in

Mr. Carter,

in

his

opinion, be revoked,

his

opinion says:

if

am com-

'I

tive

the rights granted ceitain passenger railway

use electricity to propel cars.'

The Gunpowder
use to which

Falls

far

natural flow a large portion

Surveys of the
view

to

and

and

at

feet in less

that

been put
the

vicinity

furnishing yet

been shown
feet

falls

of

Loch Raven

to

larger

city

is

The

greatest

to supply

by a

with pure water.

coe the river bed

is

day, though

it

Dr. Duncan,

it

fall
all

of the

the Fourth

of St. Paul,

At

first

of put-

luxury of

the

in

and each

which

being con-

is

company
The overhead

will

be here in a week.

all

They

be eighteen feet

will

have two motors of a combined capaciTheir possible speed will be about
of 30-horse power.

ity

will

twenty miles an hour, but they
at

line
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ten cars will be run.

from eight

to ten miles

The power

will

probably

an hour.

The

and dynamos

be run about

line

length, will be

miles in

shortly, as the engines

gallons a

Avenue

and the cars

wires are in place,

has

of

Doubtless

then be desirous

progressing very rapidly.

is

270

which

soon be

will

is

a

operation

in

in place.

plant has been located in the old Pray building,

a very large structure.

By

company expects

next spring the Northwest Electric

to have in operation the line

A

apolis.

large part of

between

what

is

St.

known

Paul
as

and Minne-

the

University

to reach 261 millions of

line

has been laid and, should fine weather continue, doubt-

Johns Hopkins University
body of 170 millions

less

more

of 100 feet of a

be

Work on

It

171 millions

has been found

estimates that this
of water, could

is

concerned.

is

will

and indulging

airs

structed by the Northwest

level of the river is

170 feet, making a fall of 100
Somewhat farther above Gleneven higher.
The estimated flow of

perhaps days the

street railways.

areas of the city.

it is

the waters at the upper point

Northwest

tingon metropolitan

double track three

than ten miles.

few weeks or

hundreds of ambitious places

have been made with a

Glencoe the

at

solved, so far as the

long,

lun to waste.

still

has so

this

companies

"

for the reason that in a

lis,

question of the availability of electric street railways will be

ap-

by the decisions of the courts to answer in the negayour question as to whether the city council could revoke

gallons.

the daily papers to the effect that

could chaage in

ols, is

pelled

of

cars

during

pany, fresh from the hands of the painter at the Newbury-

with which the

telephone service

in the city.
The latter would
busy hours, while the remainder
storage batteries and be used for other

the street

it

was delivered Nov. 22d, in the physical lecture room of
Franklin Hall, by Prof. W. Le Conte Stevens, on "The

connected and were in working order by ten o'clock on the

morning

all

The new elevator put into this building last
week was driven by a Thomson-Houston motor, and the
final tests as to its operation were being made this morning when the accident occurred.
The motor was in noway

53

have been con-

Island

city

neering has just been arranged.

vator spring.

that the

be brought to the

this

if

current, allowing

Lynn, an employe of the Thomson-Houston Electric
company, was instantly killed by the uncoiling of an ele-

negligent as

slow and unsatisfactory manner in which the wires

run

only use

ascertained concerning the

[

present Board of Electrical Control hive been

loss in
to

that

electric

40 per cent,
transmittal, the residual amount would be sufificient

Ithaca, N. Y.,

Tremont House

the

form of an

iS

7,

Nothing more

discovered.

of

theoretical or applied.

either

electricity,

from

at the City

At

trol

subject

in the

And

3,000 horse power.
in the

fire's origin.

hattan Electric Light company, and two to the East River

the

workshop

originated and that, on the morn-

fire

definite than this has yet been

Man-

the United States Illuminating company, eight to the

and

office

Time

Electric

several of the

fire,

minutes before the

feet in

an

December

only evidence given in

that the Boston

is,

occupied

building in which the

ing of the

The

certain.

support of this statement

continues:
"We present to the court that evidet ce was
produced before us that on the 13th day of October, 1889,
there existed on the telephone pole before Fourteenth street
electric

by no means

this is

the report,
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utilized,

would yield continuously

of

it

will

be completed

this year.

The

line will

be ten miles of double track.
In

St.

Paul a

line is

being built

from Smith Park to

Dccoiiihcr
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1SS9

7,

and at
and runs

(irnnd avenue, a distance of two and onc-lulf mik'H,

the Cochran

that terminus

Island road bcKin"*

thruun'i to the Mississippi, a tlislaiicd of tlncc miles,

A

feature of

preciated by

these

nil

patrons,

tin:

new departure,

cessful, wilt result in the li.inislimcnt of

he

will

probable

the

is

This

cars by electricity.

which

lines

highly ap-

heating;
If

it

of the

proves suc-

the dea Jly heater.

Mr. Todd who is In charge of the railway depaitmcnt of
the Northwest I''.lcctricCof.structioii company, is looklnj,; afconstruction, and

ter all the

pushing the work ahead vig-

is

orously.

At the

company's station

llrush

Hams engine has

just

been put

in tills city,

developing

In,

new

a
i,

\Vi!-

coo-horse

power.

Ci.

THE ELECTRIC
The Wcstinghousc

Klectric

LIGHT.

company has an

alternating

plant in Newark, N. J., which operates 2,250 lights.

Memphis, Tenn.. complains of poor street lighting, and
the newspapers advocate the ailoption of electric lights.

The

Light company at Atchison, Kan., has
all its wires from poles carrying tele-

Klectric

decided to remove

phone

wires.

The authorities of the L'niversity of Ann Arbor are considering the advisability of lighting the college buildings
by

electric light.

ptanlH will be mo<lclH In every way. and on account of the
nigh vosl of fuel, compound condcniiing cngincfi of (he
high speed type will be u«fcd.
It in expected
that thin apparatus will he ready for shipment alwui January ihI, u«
the pluniH arc lobe In operation in lime fur the annual
fensis, which take place early In the (tpririg.
Mr, I'lutc
and his engineer, Mr. AndrcwH, left for Mexico on the
evening of the JiHt Inst., to begin active opcrationn.

A

mcriing of ihc Kichmond. Can.,
lust
evening and dccUlrtl, at
last, thai as the
water nower live miles dintanl hai now
been secured, they purchase an electric light plant and have
A. J. Cortlvcau,
it installed without any ftitthcr delay.
who was present In the intcrestsof the Koyal Electric company, obtained ihcontrart after a hard battle, for the two
Montreal paper

Electric

H:iys u

company wan held

one for arc lights for HtrcclH and one alternating
plant for house lighting.
It Ih ako Intended to transmit
power from the water fall to Kichmond.
Shcrbrookc is
also going to have a large alternating incandenrcnt light
plants,

plant in ailditlon to the arc ftystem.
The contract hnn
also been given to Mr. Corriveau for the Koyal company.

In January, 1R86, an okonite Icn-wire cable wan put underground in Chicago
The company which owned the
cable went out <A business, and the wires were allowed to
The cable was in a neglected conremain undergrouml.
duit which was full of gas and in many parts of it mud had
The cable remained in position unlit a lew weeks
run in.
It was found that the in^ulaago, when it was tlrawn out.
tion had not apparently deterior.ited; in fact it looked pracA
tically as substantial as when first put tmderground.
sample was shown the writer, who found the okonite just as
tough as the standard insulation of the )konite company.
.After the cable was drawn out it was found to be in such
perfect condition that it was purchased by the Edison company, divided into separate wires, and used for new wiring.
(

hurricane in Canada on November 50, blew down
the 130 foot tower of the (Quebec Klectric Light company.
As a result. (,>uebec was in darkness.

The

company has been organized at Connellswith a capital stock of $30,000. John D. Krisbeeis
president, John L. (lans secretary and superintendent,
and S. T. Norton, treasurer.

The

Electric

ville. Pa.,

William Hood, of Chicago, representing the Electrical
Accumulator company, last week sold 230 23-m cells to the
St.
l*aul Railway company.
The
Chicago. Milwaukee
I'v

accumulators

will

be used for train lighting.

11. \V. I. each
Co. electrical contractors, are installing
a Thomson-Houston plant at San Luis I*otosi, Mexico.
This comThe plant is for electric lighting and power.
i*v:

pany

is

at

work upon a

similar plant at Halifax,

The Ocean Grove Camp Meeting

N.

association.

S.

Ocean

has arranged to enlarge greatly its electric
lighting plant, and has contracted with the Ileisler Electric Light company of St. Louis for two of itslargest dynamos. The previous orders of this association covered four

Grove, N.

Ileisler

J.,

dynamos.

Klectric Light iS: Kuel Gas company
has been incorporated at Chicago; its purpose is to erect
and operate electric light plants and gas works;
capital stock, $300000; incorporators Ci. L. McKean. J. A.
Modica, and A. IL Kingman.

The Metropolitan

electric

The 3.000 light Westinghouse alternating current d>namo, which was on exhibition in I'itlsburg during the visit
of the Lan-Amcrican delegates, was shipped from the exhibition building direct to the Safely Klectric Light lS:
Power company of New York City.
The Western agent of the Westinghouse Electric company received a telegram a few days ago from Butte,
Montana, ordering the duplication of the electric plant in
that city.
The W^estinghouse Electric company furnished
a 750 light plant to the Butte Electric Light company last

spring.

The Eureka

company

New

^'ork, has just
Conturat Bros., West
New York Silk Mills in New Jersey. The Loomis system
is useii.
The installation was made by Martin I*. \'an
Buren and Ed. Heaton. This is the third silk mill in New
Supt. E. Z. SouthJersey lighted by the Loomis system.
ard designed all three plants.
I'lectric

of

completed an incandescent plant at

The Westinghouse

Klectric

alternating current meters

in

company produces now 400
its

meter department every

There has been such an increase in the demand
week.
for meters that the company became obliged to increase
In consequence the entire dethe capacity of the shop.
partment has been duplicated with an additional set of new
Since the introduction of the Shallenberger
machinery.
alternating current meter about a year ago. over 11,000
have been made, and are now in actual operation.
Huyler
Co.. of New \'ork, have secured a building
on State street, Chicago, which they are titting up for a
Oi;

western headquarters. All who have visited the eastern establishments of this celebrated I'lrm have greatly admired the
displayed in decorating their stores.
John T.
taste
Roberts, who will be in charge of the Western house arrived in Chicago recently and has taken personal supervisHe announces that the newion of the arrangements.
store will surpass ail former attempts at display and elecThe Chicago Edtric lights will be an important feature.
ison company is wiring the building and will supply current from its central station.
The salesroom will, it is
said, be the mcst brilliantly illuminated store in Chicago.

Theo. Plate, president of the Tnter-state Gas

company

of St. Louis, has recently

secured

& Water-

franchises for
erecting and operating incandescent electric light plants in
the cities of Durango and Aques Calientes, Old Mexico.
In both cases, the franchises are accompanied with contracts for lighting the streets and other public places.
In
Durango the authorities use 200 32-candle power lights
and 150 i6-cand!e power lights, and at Aques Calientes.
150 32-candle power lights and 175 i6-candle power lights.
These lights are tc be operated for about 240 hours per
month.
The Heisler system for long distance incandescent lighting has been adopted for these plants.
The

The We tinghousc Electric company reports the following sales of alternating current apparatus for incandescent
tamps during the lirst three weeks of last month: Ashland,
Ky., 500; Emporia, Kan., 750; Louisville, Ky., 750; Philadelphia, Pa., 750; Eagle Pass, 750; San'onatc, Central
America. 500; Santa Anna, Central America, 500; Carbon
dale. 750; Whitewater, Wis., 500; San Erancisco, io,<x)o;
liutte. Mont., 7;o; Glenwood, Wis., 500; S. Berwick, Me.,
750; Oconto, Wis., 750; Des Moines, la.. 1,000; of these
salts four are increases to plants for which the company
In addition to this
had furnished apparatus before.
amount arc light apparatus was constructed for parties in
Du Bois, 35; Cedar
the following cities, and supplied:
R:ipids. la., 70;

South Berwick,

San
lo;

I'Vancisco,

i

.000;

Seymour,

Ind., 70;

Bridgewater, 35.

Henry Flad, president of the Board of Public Improvements. St. Louis, has addressed, by order of the board, a
communication to Chas. Suiter, calling the latier's attention to the necessity for increased e.xertion in the prosecution of his contract with the city of St. Louis, in order that
The comlight may be furnished promptly on January r.
munication complains of the slow way in which the engine
house is being completed and of the non-erection of shaltAccording to tl e terms
ing. poles, dynamos and lamps.
of the contract the engine house should have been in its
Mr. Elad
present state of completion thirty days ago.

"The Board of Public Improvements have endeavored in every way possible to assist ycu in completing
your contracts.
They have waived formaliiies; they have
allowed you on your plea of lack of time to maintain poles
where they obstruct cross walks and entrance to private
property: they have permitted you to run your wires
ihrough shade trees, and in many ways have been as lenient
as possible in order to facilitate the fulfillment of your con* * *
Notwithstandtracts within the specified time.
ing the fact that all branches of your work arc behind we
believe that with the proper amount of energy and push
you will be able to put your plant in such shape that
lighting by January i can be accomplished."
continues.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
Seattle.

Wash., has added another suburb, and will concenter of the city by an electric

nect it with the business
railway.

The West Bay City, Mich., electric road cost f 100.000.
The cars are handsomely finished, and the line is well pa
tronized.

C. H. Love of Philadelphia, is organizing a company at
Pittsburg with a capital stock of ^^5, 000,000 to manufacture apparatus for an underground electric railway system.
It
is said Mr. Westinghouse is interested
in the project.
George Rice, of the Citizens' Traction company of Pittsburg has examined the system, and it is reported will
advocate its introduction.

The Tuscarawas Electric company of New Philadelphia.
Canal Dover and Cleveland, O.. was incorporated last
week. The incorporators are A. L. Johnson, Jay L.
Alhey, Tom L. Johnson. William Cain and C. E. Grover.
The objects of the company are to establish and conduct
electric street railways in Canal Dover, New Philadelphia
and Cleveland, and to furnish light and power.
The

following recent sales of the Chicago department of
the Sprague Motor company are reported by C. M. Barclay; Two i-horse power motors; two 3-horse power; four
Of the above,
15-horse power, and two lo-horse power.
two 15-horse power and one lo-horse power machines were
sold to the central office of the Western I'nion Telegraph
company at Chicago. These motors are to drive dynamos.

The citizens of Grand Kapids, Mich., arc delighted with
the prospect of having electric railway service.
Ex-Congressman Ford of that city while in Cleveland recently examined the operation of electric cars there, and on his re
turn said: "I could discover nothing against the system,
and everything in its favor during my inspection for per-sonal satisfaction.
I believe it is the power for street raile

J03
wayn, and am gtatl that
hail decided to adopt h,
arc far ahead

and

I

cnicrpil«ing lompuny at \ujme
A* compared wlih h'/rte cjir%lbcv
amturc alt Grand Kapid« tlii/«n« will
(Kjr

when an onpoflunlty to judge
new motor [tower hanUcn tcivcn."
»o dcchlc

the mcril* of

ihc

A «lrret railway tompuny hat txcn organized lo ('Icvc'
land to operate an cicctrh rrMil from the trrmfnut of ibc
Woodland avrnue and Woi side line on Klniman tircrt
lo Wnrrcnnville Center, a dininmr of ihrw and fw"'-hall
mllcii
It U %airl that the
oncil (he idea of ci>cralinv:
now negotiating fur ihr pur'

'

can.
In vetoing the franchlae for an
the mayor madf-

rsHroad

f|»-rtrir

(n ffzV

lan'l, Cal,,

law prohibited (he con«ir<:
operated by other power th

•:.

the council dckircd to [>«<<« ihc tnriKutc t/vcr hi* veto
take the rcuprjn^ibility.
Thi« the inmrti waa will*
ing to do. and at the next meeting the mayor'n veto wai
that
it

if

couM

set aside.

Seattle, Wa<ih., propoMn to nurt right in the matter of
securing rapid transit for thai plate.
Electric railwajra
have been c<»tabli<ihcd and other roadu have alto wcurcil
franchise*, but as there wan conflicting interest* il wan dccide<l to hold a consultation and arrange the matter in fhc
Iwst intcrenlH of the people.
Many of the route* will be
changed it is thought, and some of the franchises already
granted may be revoked.

The Seattle Electric Railway company hai rcrcived the
material for rails, etc., and the read will vcrfjnl>e completed.
arc in position in the new power houfte. and
(he company expects to have them in operation iJecetnber
10, nearly four weeks earlier than was expected
The work
The engines

has been progressing

most

which accuni*

satisfactorily,

rjpcning the new building.
The company expects to lay fcur miles of additional
track as soon as the power house is completed, on the
streets upon which the company holds franchiMS.
ju%(
as soon as the work of changing (he gratJe on Second
street is completed the company will relay its track ihroagh
Work on the Green I-akc electric railthe burned district.
way is progressing rapidly. The company conferred with
(he Seattle Electric Railway N Power company to atrarge
for power and traffic arrangements until ihc (ireen l.ake
for the earlier dale

Electric

announced

for

Railway company can complete its new power
it is proposed to erect at Fremont.

house, which

A

the ICas( (^"Icveland Railway
e0ectcfl a settlement of its suit againit
Side Street Railway company for injunction
L. Johnson to restrain him from erectirg mo-

Cleveland

paper says

company yesterday

the South
against Tom
tor poles and wiics on the common territory on Superior
strett. and the suit will be dismissed.
The East Cleveland
company will be permitted to own half the pole? and wires
and will pay Mr. Johnson for (heir share, which h« has already put up.
1 he Brooklyn company will furnish the
power and will be paid by the other companies for its use
at a rate to be hereafter determined.
The old basis of settlement, which has hung fire for some time, was modiBed
and one almost entirely new substituted for it. The sir<et
railways will then seek to dwell together :n unity for a time
and if it is decided to suspend the wires on arms of poles
erected on the "devil strip" each «ill bear half the expense.
Safety wires were last week suspended three feel above the
trolley wires to prevent falling telephone, electric Ugtt and
other wires from coming in contact with them.

THE TELEPHONE.
The telephone company
removal of

of Galena.

electric light wires

has secured the

III.,

from poles on

whkh

tele-

phone wires were strung.
Assistant Secretary Tichenor has informed the Bell Telephone company that certain reels of American manufacture, used in the shipment of electric cables from Chicago
to Canada, can be returned to the United S:ates free of
duty. pro\ided their identity of domestic manufacture can

be satisfactorily established.

The New York Court of Appeals last week handed down
a decision by which the Bell Telephone company woo a
victory, the c-urt deciding to be illegal and void a law
passed taxing the capital stock and gross earnings of the
company for live years.
The court holds that the Bell
company is not doing businc&s in the state in the meaning
of the Corporation Tax law.
is
stated that the General Telephone coaipany of
It
Stockholm intends to start a separate cIass of cheap subscribers, whose annual subscription will be corered by the
modest sum of 5okr.. or about $16. It is hardly necessary
to say that those who pay this reduced charge are not 10 be
served as quickly as ordi.iary subscribers, and that tbeyarc
onlv to be allowed a limited number ^f conversations per

week.

THE TELEGRAPH.
At the organisation ol ;hc Fan-. Xmcncan congress after
the trip about the counto' it was suggested that a committee be appointed to report upon the best means of extending and improving the facilities for traLnspoctation and postal and telegraphic communication iKtween the sercral
countries rcprcsccted on (hat border of the Atlantic Ocean,
the Pacific Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico mod the Caribbean Sea. respectively.
.Sharpers have been resoTt:^,

of outsiders as winner^, er
sellers by cashing in bet:

"

'

'

'

'-

*'

— York
na-

recently, tapping wires sup:
tion, ard not satisfied with
kept back authentic reports

^vc
'Ties
;->;.

i

-

;:cd.

"
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Thousands of dollars were thus secured in New York city
week, and there was for a time a panic among pool

December

Electrical Patents.
Issued Nov. 26, iSSq

sellers.

of which

is thirty-six

art of telegraphy

A

Miscellaneous Notes.
About $6,000 have been collected for a statue of Ohm at
Munich.
John D. McLeod and others are organizing an electrical
club in Milwaukee. Wis.

The Electrical Inspection bureau, Philadelphia, which
has been hitherto connected with the Insurance Patrol, is
about to be transferred to the management of the Philadelphia Underwriters' association.
Topeka, Kan., is the latest claimant for the title of elecAn exchange from that city presents the followtric city.
ing claims: "Aside from telephone and messenger service,
Topeka enjoys electric appliances which already represent
The Edison lighting
a capital of more than $r, 000, 000.
plant, valued at $160,000, is one of the most complete in
The Brush and Jenney
the west, furnishing 6,000 lighls.
companies have $70,000 invested and supply 975 lights.
The city's plant at a cost of $50,000 adds 184 arc lights to
ihese, furnishing excellent street lights for but !|4.94 per
The electric railway adds $600,000 to
light each month.
the capital employed in electric industries, operates 25
mile^ of road, with 800 horse power, employing 100 men,
Its
the largest railwav plant of its kind in the country.
cars move smoothly, rapidly, and in nearly a year have
met with but one accident. The new motive power has
proven such a success that another great local street railway will employ it next year."

Personal Mention.
H. A. Glazier, of the Jarvis Engineering
in Chicago last week.

company, was

C. J. Van Depoele of the Thomson-Houston Electric
company, Lynn, was in Chicago last week.

Business Mention.
The American
installed a

Electrical

Works

at

Babcock & Wilcox

The Faraday

cable

is in

Providence have just
150-horse power.

boiler of
great demand.

The Heisler system of long distance incandescent lighting has received from the Texas State Fair and Dallas Exfirst premium for the best system of incandescent
lighting, and the best incandtscent dynamo and regulator.
position

The Jarvis Engineering company through its agent, H.
A. Glazier, recently took contracts for setting boilers in
for setting a
the two new cable stations in Minneapoli
4O0-hor5e power bftiler for the Northwestern Milling company, Minneapolis; for setting a boiler in the nevj Journal
building. Minneapolis, and for setting a boiler in the
ne<v building of the Tribune, Minneapolis.
,

The Daft
number

of

Electric

motors

power by the

company New York,
in Philadelphia

Electric

to

is placing a large
be supplied with

Power company, and

after carefully

conducted tests of the Whittingham automatic switch it
The
has been determined to place one with every motor.
Automatic Switch company of Baltimore, have just shipped
to Philadelphia a large number of these switches upon an
order from the Daft company.

The Evans Friction Cone company of Boston, Mass.,
has issued a circular describing the application of its sysIn addition to this it
tem to electric light machinery.
publishes numerous testimonials from leading manufacturwhere
apparatus
is in successful
the
ing concerns, etc.,
operation.
It is claimed for this system that its superiority
durability, economy of
is in its cheapness and simplicity,
space and power and ease of adjustment.
the Knapp Electrical works,
Chicago, indicates the prosperity which this enterprising
In
addition
concern is enjoying.
to the manufacture of all
kmds of electrical devices, a large force of men is employed
in the repair shops, where dynamos, arc lamps, motors,
etc., of all styles and makes are overhauled. M. A. Knapp
announces that he will shortly introduce a number of new
devices in his supply department and will make a specialty
During the last week he
of electric lighting apparatus.
has received orders for a number of annunciators and his
shipments of wire have been unusually large.

The

activity displayed at

The Pond

wood,
415.696.
ing,

company

Louis, will furnish the Vancouver ICIectric Street Railway company of
Vancouver, li. C. with two one hundred horse power
Armington iV Sims engines, and the Klec:tric Light company of Dixon, III., with one enj:jinc of the same capacity.
They are shipping four eighty horse power boilers, two
boiler feed pumps, and two l!lakc condensers to Mexico
and will furnish and erect a lifly-horse power Armington &
Sims engine for the Ilolden, Mo., Waterworks company.
The Pond Engineering company are selling a large number of small vertical boilers throughout the Southwest, and
will erect one in the cnr-houc of the People's cable railway
of St. Louis.

ICnginccring

of

St.

Warren

Plate.

S.

Belding, Engle-

Armature.

Warren

S.

Warren

S.

Beld-

Belding, Englewood,

Telephone Receiver.

James W. Bonta,

Phila-

delphia, Pa.

Separable Electric Conductor for Railway Gates.

415,710.

Frank E. Fowler, Lynn, Mass.
Process of Electrolytically Obtaining Copper.
A. Seegall, Berlin, Germany.

415,738.

Hermann

Electric Meter.

415.747.

ester,

Brad-

Elihu Thomson,

Lynn, Mass.

Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.
Electric Meter.
The method consists in shifting the center of gravity
of the structure as the current increases.

Elihu Thomson, Lynn,

Electric Transformer.

Mass.

The invention consists, essentially, in making the
core and envelope in four parts divided in two
plants transverse to one another, and passing, respectively through the coil in the general direction of its
magnetic axis, and in a direction transverse to such
iron

axis.

Underground Cables. Bror
H. Wesslau and Georg Trautwein, Charlottenburg,

415,751- Joint for Coupling
Prussia.

Joint for Coupling Underground Cables.
H. Wesslau, Charlottenburg, Prussia.

4i5i752.

Bror

Thermo-Electric Indicator. Frederick W. Wiesebrock and Ernst Ruber, New York, N. Y.
Claim seven reads as follows.
"A thermometer having a metal reservoir for the
mercury, a metal cap or nut adjustable in the mouth
of said reservoir, a second nut adjustable in an opening of the first, and an ebonite lube having a series of
resistance cut out and inserted by the rise and fall of
the mercurial column, respectively."

415,758.

Circuit for Multiple Switch-Boards.
John J.
415.765.
Carty, Cambridge, Mass.
This invention avoids making the cross or connection between the telephone line and its test circuit as
has been usual; ins ead of this a local circuit is proautomatically
vided including a battery which is
closed to the test circuit of any given line when a plug
is inserted in a spring jack upon the line of tither of
the boards
Claim two is given:
"In a telephone exchange system, two or more
switch-boards to which the same telephone lines are connected, test circuits for each telephone line permanently insulated from their tth phone lines, respectively,
pairs of double stranded cords provided with terminal
plugs at the different boards, the strand connecting
the sleeves of each of the pairs being connected with
a sf urce of electricity ircluded in a grounded circuit,
switching apparatus, and the operator's telephone,
whereby the operator at ore board may determine
whether a line called for is busy."

4t5,766.

System of Electrical Distribution by Secondary

Batteries.

Stanley C. C. Currie, Philadelphia, Pa.

William P. Perry, West Medford,
Mass.
Claim three reads:
"A supporting frame and driving wheels, combined
with loose pulleys continuously engaging the rims of
said driving wheels, an electric motor, its shaft, and

415,790.

Velocipede.

clutches movable longitudinally therton, and means
moving the clutches longitudinally to engage said
loose pulley, and the battery arranged on the sides of
the supporting frame and a switch."

for

415.805. Lathe for Winding
Be!ding, Englewood. Tli

Armature'^,

eric

S.

Machines.

Warren

S.

New

Winding Clocks. FredHaven, Conn.

Electric Heating Apparatus.
Charles E. Carpenter, Minneapolis, Minn.
Claim six reads:
"In an electro-heating apparatus, the combination,
with the body and the sectional heating surface plate
thereof, of one or more electrical resistances underlying each section of said plate, a layer of electrical
insulating material between said resistances and the
plate, and a layer of electrical insulating non-heat
conducting material between said resistances and the

415,856.

body."

Composition for Overhead Insulators. Samuel
H. Gilson, Salt Lake City, Utah.
The composition is composed of gilsonite, sand,
and petroleum still wax.

415,864.

Electro
415,871.
Chicago, III.

Claim two

Automatic

Valve.

J. Stone,

Jcseph Y.

Batteries.

Lowell, Mass.

"The combination in an electrode for storage or
secondary batteries, of a supporting frame and two
strips or sets of strips of conducting and supporting
material, each of said strips being arranged to cross
another of said strips, and to be crossed by it alternately."

415962. Composition
Oscar A. Enholm,

for

New

Lining Electric-Battery Jars.
York, N. Y.

The claim is as follows:
"The composition, consisting

of mineral

wax,

sul-

phur, ground glass and rosin."

Galvanic Battery.
Oscar A.
York, N. Y.
The second claim is given;

Enholm,

415,963.

"In

a

battery,

the

jar

or

receptacle

New

combined

with a dense carbon partition impermeable to the solutions on either side of it, but which is an electric conductor between the solutions, and with the positive
electrode in one compartment and the negative electrode in the other compartment."
415,975.

Galvanic

Gustav Otto, Jersey City,

Battery.

N.J.
Secondary Battery.
415,981.
Walter F. Smith, Philadelphia, Pa.
Claim four is given:
"In combination, a battery element composed of a
series of small plates supported by a frame with a sectional or segmental rim and loops uniting the sections
or segments of said rim."
415.990.

Electric

Trumpet.

Jacques P.

Zigang,

Dom-

front, France.

Claim two follows:
"The combination of a tubular case, a vibratory circuit changing plate extended across the end of said
tubular case, an electro magnet, the opposing elec
trode, and a stop to limit the rate of vibrations bearing
upon the said plate between the edge anu the middle
'

thereof.

Induction-Telemeter.
Paul Moennich, Gehlsdorf, near Rostock, Mecklenburg-Schwerin, Germany.

416,006.

Dynamo Electric Machine or
416,013.
L. Riker, New York, N. Y.
Claim

six is

Motor.

Andrew

appended:

" In a dynamo or motor, the combination of the base
two parts, the convei-gino pole pieces, each cast
integral with one part of said base, and the cores connecting the poles at the ends, one of said cores being
longer than the other.
in

Incandescent
Akron, Ohio.

416,051.

Electric

416,103.

Limp

Socket. Paul J

Chassigne,

Gustav A. Harter, Chicago,

Lcck.

111.

Claim one reads:
"In an electric lock, the combination, with an electro-magnet, of a bolt or detent under stress and an
electrical switch, said switch being adapted to break
an electrical connection with the electro-magnet and
close the same with another circuic adapted to extend
the said circuit by rhe operation of the bolt,"
416,122.

Insulating Hanger.

delphia, Pa.
The fourth claim

William

R. Park. Phila-

given:
"The combination of a hanger for electric wires,
having at one end an eye for the passage of the supporting wire, and a tongue at the opposite end, with a
band auapted to be passed around the electric wire
and secured to said tongue."

Method

of

is

Making Supports

Secondary Batteries.

for

Electrodes of

Walter F. Smith, Philadelphia,

Pa.

Electrical Appliance for

A. Lane,

Elec' rode for Secondary

416,126.

Armature for Electric
415.806.
Belding, Englewood. 111.
415 817.

Warren

William F. Brad-

Charles E. Lee, Roch-

N. Y.

Bradbury and Frank
Claim two reads:

415.748.

415.749.

Electrical Annunciator.

415,936.

111.

415,700.

Adjustable Lamp Hanger.
415.897.
ner, Denver, Colo.
415.915.

III.

Coil Guard for Armatures.
Englewood, 111.

415.697.

h s invaded the wilds of Africa
of colored boys on the Congo are receiving
short telegraph line has been stretched
over the hills in the cataract district where they live, and
Their inthe boys are sending messages to one another.
structor is Mrs. Eentley, the wife of an African missionThe last time she was in Europe she learned telegary.
raphy for the purpose of training native operators, and she
hopes to have them all ready for service by the time the
Congo railroad stretches a line along the river.

The

instructions.

Armature

415.695.

miles.

and a number

William F.

Adjuster.

1889

ner, Greeley, Colo.

last

The Excelsior Telegraph company has been formed for
general telegraph and telephone business on the Pacific
The telegraph line is to extend from Marysville, by
coast.
way of Smartsville. to Grass Valley, the estimated length

Hanging Lamp

415.896.

7,

Mary A.

Kissell,

is:

"In an electro automatic valve, the combination,
with the valve, of a piston of greater area connected to
said valve, an auxiliary valve comprising a hollow
plunger having suitable ports and rtciprocating within
an inclosing casing having iipertures communicating
with the plunger ports and leading to the piston
chamber, a pipe to supply a fluid under pressure to
the hollow of the plunger, and an electro magnet
whose armature is adapted to operate the plunger."
Automatie Regulator for Paper-Feeding Mech415,877.
anisms.
James A. M. Ross, Castlelon, N. Y.

The method consists in mounting in an electrolyte
an anode of a metal and a cathode of mercury and
causing an electric current to pass through the same,
then removing the anodes and cathodes and washing
and straining off any surplus mercury, whereby the
amalgam is brought to a plastic condition for use.
416,131.

Henry

Flushing Device.

Weeden, Boston,

C.

Mass.

The

claim reads;
"In combination, a flushing tank, a bowl to be
flushed therefrom, a Hushing pipe extending from the
tank to the bowl, a valve controlling the outflow of
water from the tank through the flushing pipe, an
electro-magnet, an armature therefor adapted to be
moved when the magnet is energized, a connection be-

tween the armature and the valve, whereby said motion of the armature is adapted to raise the valve, an
electric circuit including the said electro-magnet, and
a pair of terminals for said circuit located within the
path of fluid introduced into the bowl from without,
one of said terminals being movable and adapted to be
moved into contact with the other by the impact of the
said fluid

416,138.
ity.

416.143.

upon the

said

movable terminal."

Method of Automatically Flushing by
Henry C. Weeden, l^oston, Mass.
Coupling for Underground Cables.

Wesslau, Charlottenburg,

Prus^sia,

Electric-

Piror

II.

(iermany.

Bror H.
Coupling for Underground Cables.
Wesslau, Charlottenburg, Prussia, Germany.

416.144.

Secondary Electric Clock.
Pawtucket. R, I.

416,148.

Eason L.

Slocum,

.

.
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I

I

PATENT
For

Electric

Light,

K

Electric Railways,

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON
J. L.

BARCLAY,

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

/^I

L INE WI RE

K.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
26 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

L.

ILL.

/NDC r^ADRON

CO., MAKERS

or

HIGH -GRADE

BELDING MOTOR & MFG. COMPANY,
[FflCE 144 Adams

FACTORY 128-130

Street,

The Rookery,

I

Street,

(

So. Clinton

CHICAGO,

ILL.,

U.S.A.

MANUF.\CTCBER8 OK TUE

BELDING ELECTRIC MOTORS

f

Perfect Automatic Regulation^

Highest Efficiency Guaranteed.
^;^THE STRONGEST ARMATURE MADE,

PERFECTLY BALANCED.

All Parts Intercliang-eable
Oorrespondence Solicited.
Telephones and
plies ol

Sup-

-

Agents Wanted

Circuit Batteries of

to Cominutator.
in all the Principal Citieg.

the World.

Every Description.

Elgia Telephone ami

ELGIN,

Electrical

The Standard Open

Even

ABSOLOTELY NO HEATINQ.

Kloctricjl

ILL.,

^'upply

US.

t'o.

A.

TRADE

yl^\

1l5VtHBUR.C

GONDA
MARK.

UGHTINC. ^kecrRO-Pl,ATING>,ANJ)
fOREXpeRIMtNrALUSE. AUJO M0T0K5.

Gonda"

Billery.

The LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,
149 West Idth St., New York.

'GftodaPorout

Cup"

Batttn.
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BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO
38 Mercer Street,

NEiW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD BJJBBEB BATTEBY

CELLS, manufactured under
Of every description, including the celebrated
The
and
Also
cheapest
best
Cells in the market.
for
Storage
Batteries.
Primary
and
Patents
Kiel's
quality
electrical
purposes,
at
reduced
prices.
Standard
Sheet,
Rod,
Patent)
for
(Kiel's
Tubing
and
Sheet, Bod
Tubino-, Insulator Hooks, Key Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand,
HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CMcago, 111.

DETROIT
Electrical

Works,

MANUFACTURERS.
In our Annunciators our aim has been that
nothing should be wanting in style, workmanship or material to

put on

make them

the

BEST ever

the market.

Dealers

who wish

the best goods

to identify themselves with

and

the safest policy, should
handle the products of the
ELECwhich have the highest in-

DETROIT

TRICAL WORKS,

dorsement of both dealers and consumers throughout the country.
Write us for Illustrated Annunciator Chart.
RESPECTFULLY,

Sliiiulard Hotel Needle
Wllh GUE-^T CALL and FIRE

Detroit Electrical Works,
Annnnciator,

AL^RM ATTACHMEIITS.

13:E3a?H.OITP,

AXTO^.

Y
necembcr

7,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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PUMPELLY STORAGE BATTERY
229 La

Salle Street,

xvli

&

MOTOR

ELECTRIC
CHICAGO, ILL.

CO.,

THE PUMPELL Y BATTERY VINDICATED.
TO THE ELECTRICAL PUBLIC:
We bave heard from various sources that the Electrical who examined our batteries and the patents of the AccumuAccumulator Company, of New York, who claim to own later Company and prepared papers to meet the motion for
certain patents for Secondary Batteries of C. A. Faure, have injunction by the Accumulator people. These papers showed
been claiming to our customers that our battery is tributary conclusively that the Pumpelly battery is in no sense subject
to these Faure patents, and the Accumulator Company or tributary to any of these Faure patents. As soon as the
.

have in some instances, as we understand, threatened our attorneys for the Accumulator Company had examined the
customers with legal proceedings in case they use our papers prepared by our attorneys, they evidently became satisfled that

battery.

This notice

they could Bot succeed, for they voluntarily and

such claims are with- formally -withdreTV their motion before hearing
Company
recently began and an order of Court was entered to that effect, and is now of
Accumulator
The

is to

out foundation.

inform you that

all

New York City record in the United States Circuit Oouit for the Southern
and asked for an injunction on the ground that the batteries District of New York. This action on their part amounts to a
were tributary to these Faure patents. We laid the matter complete abandonment of their claims of infringement as
before our attorneys in New York, Messrs. Witter & Kenyon, against the Pumpelly battery.

suit against a large user of our batteries in

!

THE BEST BATTER'S

THE MARKET.

IN

PUMPELLY STORAGE BATTERY

&

ELECTRIC

MOTOR

THE INTERIOR ELECTRICA L CONDUIT
A New and Improved Method

of

SAFETY— Absolute

for

any System

Electric Wiring.

immunity from

electric fires.

ACCESSIBILITY —Perfect access to concealed wires.
ECOIMOM Y — Small cost of installation, and freedom from future expense.
D U R A B L T —Absolutely moisture-proof tube and appliances, insuring
I

I

GO.

Equipping Buildings with

an Insulated Tube Conduit,
of

CO.

longevity of

wires.

C O IM V E IM

I

may be laid out on original plans in a
similar to that employed for gas, water and steam piping: the
conductors may be drawn in at pleasure.

EIMCE

-Systems of electric wiring

manner

For Circulars^ Price List and Instructions^ address

THE INTERIOR ELECTRICAL CONDUIT CO., - 154 AND
3iTE:T^7" sroisur cit-s"-

156

WEST 27TH

ST.,

—
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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MOTOR COMPANY,

402 ^ 404 GREENWICH STREET,
ALL STANDARD SIZES

NEW YORK.
Ovsr 6,000

How

in

Use

OF

ELECTRIC MOTORS

UNITED STATES,
Runniog Sewing Machines, Elevators,

i.8 H. P.
Chicago

Office, Plioenix

Cincinnati Office,

TO 40

Printing Presses, Ventilating Fans, Blowers, Coffee Mills, Polishing and Grinding

H. P,

Tools, Etc.
New England

Building.

99 West Fourth

lOHIM

Office,

32

Oliver Street, Boston.

Philadelphia Office, 301

Street.

Arch Street.

STEPHENSON

CO.,

1_I1S^IT]EIZ5,

NEW

YORK,
STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

BERG-lSIiLim

<&

CO.,

ELECTRIC LI6HT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INOANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIAICES FOR THE EDISOK ELECTRIC LIGHT*
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

|

B,

&

•nj-r^-iYr

WJ=-W

x7-/\T>xr

JCUl&Ji.

j

CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

|

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.

December

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

iS

7,

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO
Of

Kv<>ry I>OMcri|ttioil at

*r<>in|ii Slii|iiii<-ii<M hihI lnt<-lli|:i-ii(

Itwitwiii 'i<-<-M.

310 North Third
IHAUL

A

< J

10

4>r<l<TM, <tiir S|>f<'iiihi<-H.

i';x4-<'iilioii itT

Street,

MAltK.

NTS.

ENGINEERING CO.
707 and 709 Market
427 'The Rookery,"

POND

St., St.

Louis.

FrcM from

Chicago.

uiiolilncry.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

319 Ramge

Building,

SYITOYIiLL
IDynamo and Cylincier Oils.
^^uin (iriuiMH.

can
.n

Ity njllIU-Tin^r

nwA

1»: iih<;(1

¥.h\x-f\My tvhiyii-A for all fiutt nmnnlng
continually,
continually.
A'loiit'-<l by lliu liir^cat

Eleotrlc
trie I'lanU
I'lunU of th« VV«it.

City.

S.

Omaha.

CHICAGO.

TAUSSIG, Agent,

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND BAMPLEB.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
Erected Ready for Service.
MPRCIAIjTIKS :-Tho

Simn Rnelnn, St«el Bolliirs, Iroson Unk Belt. StandArmlnKtoii
ard RuckluKUnd HbolUeld Uratua, Luwu Ueauir, Hyatt Filter, Dlakerump, Kortlng Injector, eto.
.(-.

MBnlD

VOK

I.A.TBDT CATAtiOUCRM.

mLRTF^ORID,

Forest City Electric "Wrorl^s,

Lamp

The Perkins Electric

Co.,

COInIIM.,

Manuiaciurer.

CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

01

GANG SWITCHES, FROM

MANUFACTURKRS OP TUE BEST

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

5

TO 40 AMPERES.

Quick Make and Break Uncontrolled by the Handle.

DT THE MARKET.

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
Long

Life

and Absolutely No Discoloration.

CorreaponcJencc

wltti

Solicited

Electric

W.

HALM,

G.

64

Vlce-Pres. and Western Mgr.,

FRANKLIN

ST.,

CBICAOO,

Companlea.

ILL.

W.

CLEVELAND,

B.

The BOOK

ELECTRO-DYNAMIC
224 Caner

St.,

and

Switches,

Full

Electrical

Alphabetical

Lists

of

Electrical

etc.

Full Lists of Isolated Plants.
Full Lists of Telephone Stations.

Gas Companies and Data concerning
them.
Gas Companies running Electric Light
Plants.
All Electric

and Horse Street Railways,

Officers and Members of all Electric Associations.
Complete Lists of Electrical Publica-

Etc.,

Supplementary

Etc.

F-tc.,

to the Directory.

Are pubUebed on the

Subscription Price.

flrat

o( eacb

-

$10

-

month.

per Year.

FRED. hT^HIPPLE,
DETROIT, MICH.
Office,

502 Phenix Building.
Detroit Office,

30 Atwater

'The Electric Rnilwaj,"
St.,

"SInnicipnl Lightins."

East.

San Francisco, 220 Sutter

St.

LOCKWOOD
Ammeter and

Polarity Indicator.

Hnr(iHTo>, Mi- ii.. '";i: 1'. l-^-v
Lockwood Instrument Co.. Detroit. Mich.
;^Gentlemen — RcpK^Di; t" .-rr Ja- r
inet-. In which vou- (Jft«ir<* lo kt. > ;...» a^ aip
^^
.:
satisfied with vonr Am Melr-r.
•i^.tbat

t

»

:

I

sioc^

wo put

flvf*

of

them

-^

^i

.

In n"' a^-- .

-ar axo.

\

have had do troable with i!iciii » h.tf".<«r, and
as far as I know now we would not think of »tting alODR withoot them. I caonoc m« hat what
tbey arp aJmoxt an a^eolat^ prolfsiitoD to lh« Drnamofi, If th«> DjDamol«>nd«>ror<*nfrin'*r will onij
look a( th^m otxc* In a whi)-N otlfl tb«r»
ootbing aboDt them in the way of an alarm that woald
permit hln f:oln2 to 9\**f and rrlTloj; upon tbea
for waking liim up in ca»e of anr trobble.
JA^ K. DEE, Gen'l Mgr.
Yoare trtily.
wt'

U

BOWTERS,

Ma&afactnrer of Dynamofl for Incandescent
Ll^btloe.
FrrceBrno. JLkM., S«pL S3, \'vs.

THE "ELECTRIC REPORTS"

Chicago

A Sp«claItT.

G. E'

Etc.,

.

Motors for SmcIaI Work
Coal Miolae lUalace

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPAIRING.

tions.

Etc.,

The Oldest and Most Experienced Electric Motor Company in the World.

ftod

PENINSIL.V ELECT. LKillT A I'liUEH *0.

with complete Data.

FOR ELECTRIC PROPULSION.

M ACHINERY

the Central Stations of

officers, etc.

Workers, Manufacturers,

STREET CARS EQUIPPED

Special and Experimental

1889 Edition contains:
all

CHICAGO.

ST..

DESI6N ER AND y*NUFA CTURER.

boltt CO Ord«r.

Trades and Kindred Inierests.

and Power Plants.

F0REEC4a)BAIN,

ELECTRICREPORTS.
Full Data of

a

Xalectrical Expert^

Full Lists of the Classified

Complete Electric Lieht

SENECA STREET. CLEVEUVNO,

L&rge Dynamoa

America, with

-.A-iax}-

183

84 MARKET

ELECTRICAL
DIRECTORY

Batteries,
Ammeters,

THE TRADE.

CO. HATIOHAL

The

Voltmeters

for

Proprietor,

WHIPPLE'S

Philadelphia.

Dynamos, Motors,

LlKbt

of the times, price $1.00
according to binding.

and
two books

and ^2.00 each,

Lockwood Instrument Co.
liEVTLEiriN: — I find Tonr Am-3Ceter» xefy
convenient. Sume of mr DjiL^mo- am Id af«.
where the ipeed \a qcile irr^fnilAr: in •arh cx.««9
I sometimes use 9t«.rage batteries to i»t*'ad]r tb«
carrent. and ywix Am-Met«r9 indicAto at all tJme«
tbe amonnt and direction of rorreDt.
Respectiollr,
G. E. BOWERS,

EDISON LAMP COMPANY
Orattd RjLPiDS,

M

Lockwood Instniment Co..

'-"9.

r

^itb
I>KAR SiR9 - I have been
r.
anitig
Toar Am-Meler. two of whl- u i
abont tbre« roontbs. Ple«»«M&d as attotberM
Boon as conrenient, a^ we are abont to laatall
Yonm truly,
another DTnamo.

%•

'

;

EDISON LAMP CO., A.
LOCKWOOD INSTRUMENT

P.

•

Wau^er.

Sai.t-

CO.. OetroH.Mich.
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THI BEST Of ALL
THE MHLTER

K.

FREEMHN

SYSTEM
TRANSFORMER
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALTERNATING CURRENT

DYNAMO— CAPACITY, 500 16-CANDLE-POWER LAMPS.

We Guarantee 12 16-C. JP. Lamps for each Mechanical M. P. applied to Dynamo. We Guarantee otir Transformers and Dynam,os for two years, and sell our Appouratus upon its Satisfactory Performance.

Our Apparatus

is of

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically,

Wi:

GUARANTEX: ITS OPERATION, AND

CORE-ESFOlSriDEITCE SOI^ICI'TEr).

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG.
GEO. B.

CO.,

EAU QIaAIRE, WIB.
SHAW, - General Manag^er.

EASTERN ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION CO., Gen'l Eastern
33 GOLD STREET NEW YORK.
BAKER, BALCH & CO., General Agents,

Agents,

THOMAS WOLFE,

Southwestern Agent,

UNION DEPOT HOTEL,

SEATTLE, WASH.

KANSAS CITY, MO.

December

WKSTKRN KLECTRICIAN.

7,

GATE CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY

JOHN W. MASON, Manager.
HI'F.OIAL AUKNTH

Have u

AikI nill
TUAUC MAr:i<.
WIIIKH ANI> 4<AIII.KM.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

Elcctriclao
1

l,0>V l*ric(M

iiiakt-

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
TIIK ONLY OOMPLKTE 6KT OK U 8.
BLKOTKJOAL PATENTS IN CHIOAQO.

.00.

1001-3-6-7 Onvra House Block. CHICAGO.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
and

Both Advertiser
mentioning the

TRICIAN when

Publisher

WESTERN

b'

ELEC-

writing to advertisers.

iiihI

-

BRAIDED WIRE.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLIES.
1521 FARNAM ST., OMAHA, NEB.
PumpcMy MUiraftc Batteries, Standard Undcm-ouod Calilu Co.'n Wlrrix. Oli brated
Waring Cables and Condulti, Palate Switcbea, Stoddard Cut-OuU, TliomMjc lloimirja
Motors and Dynamos, Sawycr-Msn Lamps and Specialties, Combination Klxturca
»nd Electroliers, Glciison

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE
W.

B.

Central St.. Boston,

DOWSE,

ANNETT.

Hotel

nnil

Electric

Prest.

Huubu

S. F.

FENTON,

vinced.
If Dot Bold

Broadway.

GALLAHER,Secy.
W. GODFREY, Gen'IMgr.

J.

In

your town wrlut as for

llla.trftt«d rlrntltr

and prlCM.

Vlco-PrB8t. and Troaa,

CHA9. 8IDNET SMITH.

CO.,

SM^

SPEAKING TUBES aM WHISTLES,

The United

Fire aud Burglar Alarms.

Oral. Electric.

Electric Go.

Pneumatic, and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS,

Electro-Medical ApparatuB,

Elecliical Apparatus and Supplies,

Electric Lighting.

Wire nnd

Saves Labor;

Bills,

CONSOLIDATED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING

Anniiiicliitura.

Gas Lighting.

Tclcgmph

Saves Doctor's

Saves Coal,

Automatic, simple and Durable; Insures uniform temperature
throughout the bouse; no healer complete without It: can be
applied to any kind of heating apparatus. Try one, and Iw con-

R. E.

Gen'ISupt.
O.F.

Mfg. Co. 'a Supplies, Wing's UtK Fans and Kxand Muppllcs, Electric House Kurnlsblngs, Bell Ilan^^ers,

ELECTRIC HEAT REGULATOR

CO,,

649 1 6SI

Man.

& Bailey

Hunililr". fViinnlcte Siciim PIhhIh.

Safe and Reliable.
1

ZENNER, ManaKOr.

A. H.

CONTRACTORS AND JOBBERS.

THE POPULAR WIRE FOR INCANDESCENT WORK,

1

IMtOMI'T Mlilpminlt.

-

hiui"ts. Electric LlRhllni!

B. D.

»f

KANSAS CITY, MO.
NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.

522 DELAWARE STREET,

VOIC TIIK

s

NTOrK

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES!

nlO ^'/>

Western

FUI-I^

W.

Inatruinentfl.

SALT LAKE CITY,

r.iUiorlea.

2

UTAH.

DAK

"

Send

for

1

R.
,

OSTRANDER &

23 and 25 Ann

St.

CO.,

New

York.

and 1463 DelCaib Ave., lirooklyn, N. Y.
Catalogue, out Aupust 1st.
Factory,

New

r4fti

PARTRICK ^ CARTER'S

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO

WOOD BOX

BELLS.

ASH AND WALNUT BOXES.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
STREET OR TRUNK LINES.
ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

Central Stations for

Power

Distritiution.

SBXD FOR
And

STATIONARY MOTORS.

FB4SKLIN

S.

NEW

JERSEY CITY,

N.

J.

WARD

WILKINS.

itf

ami

Itt-iih-r^

in K\i'r>

I>.— rii.t
.

i..ii

..f

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
YORK.

<ol«- rrttprirliirv .tf

114

Factory:

K.

—TRADING AS

Alanuf:ulnr.T-

||5 BROADWAY,

CATALOBVE.

CHAS. M. WILKIN'S.

CARTBK.

STORAGE BATTERIES.
Executive Offices:

iSS9

if in tlieTrnde. iiirluKe KiiKin<><>!> <'ar<l Tor l>i<«<«nnl<<

thf

I*:ttt>nt

SOUTH SECOND STREET,

>**^-<IIr

-

Annnnrialnr.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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STEAnri

QUEEN CITY ELECTRIC

PRESSURE
REGULATOR

THE CURTIS

CO.,

general use now about seven years, and has from the
the lead of all others, and stands unrivalled to-day for
and durability. It is used wherever the pressure of
steam or any other fluid NEEDS TO BE REDUCED AND CONTROLLED on Steam Heating and Drying, Electric Light Plants,
Marine Engines, Railroad Car Heating Steam, Pumps, Natural Gas.
Air and Water, in the United States, and in the leading countries of
Europe, and is sold and endorsed by the trade universally.

Has been

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

in

first tat<en

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
TWO

its reliability

FIRST PRIZE GOLD MEDALS 1888.

The

Curtis Regulator Co.,

Beverly Street, Boston, Mass.

GENERAL AGENCIES'

MOST EFFICIENT.

MOST EFFICIENT.

NEW YORK 109 Liberty st
PH LADELPHIA 2035 N F ont st.
MNNEAPOLS 210 S Third St.

.

CHICAGO,

il8 Lake St.
ST. LOUIS. 707 Market

NEW ORLEANS,

st.

Unior.

21

EDWABDS.

E.

EDWARDS

& CO.,

Manufacturlns:

MOTOR

DYNAMO
26 to 500

1-8 to

Patent Electric Bells.
Automatic Burglar Alarms.

Door Openers.

50

Electric Annunciators.

ThermostatsGas Lighting Apparatus,

LIGHTS'

CAPACITY.

Horse

Power.

Office

and Factory,4th Ave. and 144th

NEW YORK.

£TEB

—ANTJ—

ESTABLISHBD

ECONOMICAL.

READY.

BKANCH, 5 &

1872.

We reepectfuUy call attention

perfect working.
It

has been thoroughly tested and

and

AND GENERAL MACHINERY.

Absolute Guarantee regarding Materials, Workmanship

ELEMENTS

FACTORY AJKD

giving

SAI.FSROOIH,

260 Pages, Cloth Bindins,
This book

is

f urniehed.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

OF

BY PHILIP ATKINSON,

Efficiency.

OFFICE,

is

eatief action.

EBtimateB and prices promptly

FANS, POMPS

DEI AT.

Patent Electric Door Opener.

Motors for Running
We give an

7

to our

It i3 Simple, Strong, Compact, and PoBitlve
in operation.
It will eiand hard neage.
Heavy preasare
applied to the door does not interfere with its

ISOLATED PLANTS and C ENTRAL STA TIONS FOLLY ERECTED.

ELEVATORS,

etc.

Si.^

Pli.

an elaboration and revision of the popular

D.

Price $1.50.

Illustrated,

which ran through the

series oJ articles

Western Electrician

58

& 60 Longworth
Outside of all

St., CINCINNATI, 0.
Trusts and Combinations.

under the same title. It treats of: Principles of the Dynamo; Alternate
Dynamos Direct Current Dynamos Electric Terms and Units Electric Measurements
The Arc Lamp; The Incandescent Lamp; The Storage Battery; Electric Distribution.
Current

;

;

Sent, postage prepaid,

on

;

receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6

ROCKFORD ELECTRIC MFG.

PROF.

CO.

H.

Iia]£esld.e Baildins;.

Chicaso

ARON'S

MANTJPACTnEBRS OF

Mayo

Arc and Incandescent

Dynamos, Motors

AND APPLIANCES.

Electric Current Counter

TJnd.ST tlie "ULsLyo Sy-stena."
Gold Medal Awarded at IVIelbourne Exhibition, 1888-89.

Also Manufacturers and Dealers In all kinds of Electrical Apparatus,
Repairs and Supplies.

Write for Catalogue and Prices.

ROCKFORD.

The most

ILL.

reliable

and

Built for Direct

WESTERN ELECTRIC

Biinplifled Electric

Meter ever invented.

Guaranteed correct for email and large currents.

Two-Wire,

Three-Wire, Five-Wire to

Nine-Wire, and all Alternating Systems

CO.

in sizes

from 15 up

to

any number of amperes.

Every
amount of current conan ampere up to its full

counter measures correctly the

sumed from a

fraction of

capacity.

Adopted by Siemens & Halske, Berlin, Germany;
Berlin, Germany;
Municipal Electric
Lighting Works, Berlin, Germany, and others.
Exclusively used in Paris, Vienna, Constantinople and other
European cities.

] ptOH><»-r><l-0-OK>K)<)K>-OH>-OK)-0-(><>-(>-<)-0-0-0-0-o/-

Edison Company,

DISQOE LeCLANCHE BATTERY.

OPINIONS OF AMERICAN ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANIES.

We

are continually
increasing the efficiency of our

—
—

"Counters work very satisfactorily."
Lynn, Masn
Ediaon Ilium. Co., Brooklyn, if. Y. "We have four Aron Counters in use since some
months, during which time no trouble has been experienced in regard to care of
same, anrl satisfactor}' reudiuijs have been obtained."
Thojiisoii-Hou8ton Co.,

—

Matlier Electric Light Co., Manches'ei;
"We find that the Aron Counters re^Lster
as accurately as is necessary for the imrposcs to which such meters would be
applied; we have perfectly satisBed ourselves of their adaptability."
Ela-tric Llqlit Or;.— "We have tested the Aron Counter and have no reason to doubt its reliability.
beg to inclose order for a few counters of 75 to
lOO amperes."
San Francisco Klectric Light
"Tlic Aron Counter is the best instrument we have
seen.
have thoroughly tested a Counter of alternating current, and are sat-

Domr(N.n.)

DISQUE

LeCLANCHE

BATTERY,
And Quaranteo

It

Wu

Cc—

We

isfied it will

work

correctly."

In use by European Central Stations measuring over 60 million watts.
Unqiiestiiijii'dsuperiority.^Indispensablc for Ccnlral sliilion work. Amount of current consumed
maybe ascertained at a glance, he dials being constructed on the same principle as
I

the gas meter

tlials.

FOR PSICB8 AND PABTIOULiRS, APDRE8S

IN

THE MARKET.

W.

HACKENTHAL
Sole Manufacturer and Importer,

Write for Revised Prices,

21

BEEKMAN

STREET,

-

-

NEW

YORK.
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A PRACTICAL A ND COMME BCIAL SUCCESS.

The Thonson-Hoiiston

Electric

Ry

System.

ECONOMICAL, DURABLE, RELIABLE.

3r ^/^^tm,

NEW TYPE THOMSON-HOUSTON

ELEOTKTC RilLWAY TRUCK.

RESULT OF ONE YEAR'S

WORK

RAILWAY CONTRACTS OF THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC RAILWAY

CO.;

Naumkeag Street Ry,, Salem, Mass.
Alliance Street Railivay Co., Alliance, O.
Newburyport & Amesbury Horse Ry. Co., Nei'ihury.
Atlanta & Edgewood Street Railway Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Attleboro, No. Attleboro & Wrenthani Street Railway Co.,
port, Mass.
Attleboro, Mass.
Newport Street Ry, Co., Newport, R. I.
Americas Street Railivay

Co.,

Newton Street Ry, Co., Newton, Mass.
Nay- Aug Cross Town Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Omaha & C. B. Ry. and Bridge Co., Omaha, Neb.
Omaha Motor Ry. Co., Omaha, Neb.

Americus, Ga.

Auburn Electric Railway Co., Aiibttrn, If.
Bangor Street Railway Co., Bangor, Me.
Belt Ziine Railway Co., Lynn, Mass,

T.

Brooklyn Street Railway Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Central Passenger Railivay, Louisville, Ky,
Central Railway Co., Peoria, HI.
Citisens' Electric Street Railway, Decatur, III.
Colerain Avenue Railway Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Danville Street Car Co., Danville, Va.

Redbank & Seabright Ry-, Redbank, N.
Richmond St. Ry. Co., Richmond, Ind.

Derby Horse Railroad Co., Ansonia, Conn.
Des Moines Electric Ry. Co., Des Moines, Iowa.

Rochester Electric Ry. Co., Rochester, N.
Revere Street Ry. Co., Revere, Mass.

Eckington & Soldiers Home Ry. Co., Washington, D. C,
East Harrisburg Passenger Railway, Harrisburg, Pa.
Fulton Co, Street Ry. Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Hillside Coal Co., Scranton, Pa.
^oosac Valley Street Ry., North Adams, Mass.
Joliet Street Ry. Co., Joliet, lU.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Myrtle Street Line) Lynn,
Mass.
I/ynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Nahant Line) Lynn, Mass,
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Crescent Beach Line) Lynn,
Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Highland Line) Lynn, Mass.
McGavock & Mt. Vernon Horse Ry. Nashville, Tenn,
Metropolitan Street Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo.

Ross Park Street R'j.

Ottawa Electric

Quincy St. Ry.

,

:x:
Brooklyn Street Railway Oo.
Des Moines Electric Railway Co.
Eckington & Soldiers' Home Railway Oo.
Julien Electric Traction Co.
Seattle Electric

Railway

& Power Co.

St.

Ry.

Co.,

Ottawa,

III.

Ottumwa Street Ry. Co., Ottiimwa, Iowa.
Plymouth tO Kingston Ry. Co., Plymouth, Ma^s,
Co.,

Quincy, Mass.

Y.

Co., Spokane Falls, W. T.
Riverside and Suburban Ry. Co. Wichita, Kan.
Scranton Passenger Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Scranton Suburban St, Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.

Ry. a> Power Co., Seattle, W. T.
PlantsviUe Ry. Co.. Southinyton, Conn.
Third Ward St. Ry, Co., Syracuse, N. T.
Topeka Rapid Transit Co., Topeka, Kan.
Toledo Electric Ry. Co., Toledo, Ohio.
University Park Ry. and Electric Co. Denver, Col.
Vine St, Ry., Kansas City, Mo.
Watervliet Turnpike <C- R. R. Co., Albany, N. Y.
Wheeling Ry. Co., Wheeling, W. Va.
West End St. Ry. Co., Boston, Mass.

Seattle Electric

Southington

cC

ISI
Lynn & Boston Street Railway Co.
Omaha & Council BluflFs Railway & Bridge

Co.

Revere S -reet Railway Co.
Wheeling Railway Co.
West End Street Railway Co.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

J.

148 Michigan Ave.,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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SOME OF THE

Plain Statement

I

OF

TO OUR LINE.

SHIELD BRAND

MOISTURE PROOF

LINE WIRE

liriir

Lake Superior Copper, as refined by the Calumet and Hekla Smelting Co. and the Betrcit and
Lake Superior Mining Co., is the best in the -world

HIGH

for

iDsulatioD Bracleis.

construction.

electrical

inferior to

it

All other copper

in conductivity, tensile

CONDUITS.

ARC GLOBE

is

and torsional

The demand for it is increasing,
while the copper is scarce, and getting scarcer.
strength, or both.

WE

MAGNET

U/^E IT

WIRES,

WIRE.

we are pleased to assure our
we have made arrangemects so

the supply will not a£fect our produciion.

Oar Shield Brand Wire

made

is

the

and in the most

SAFEST

scientific

and BE'iT

line

WIRES.

the best Weather-

of th9 best insulating materials,

process,

COUPLINGS

HABERSHAW

cus-

that

Proof and only moisture-proof line wire and

Herins Vise-Grip

PROTECTORS.

EXCLUSIVELY IW ALL OUR

and

tomers that

by a new

manner.

wire,

is

made,

It is

and

Electric

greatly superior to other line wires of similar

VULCANITE

SWITCH-BOARD.

Our Celebrated Magnet Wire is made of soft
L-jke Superior Copper, dratvn to an < xact diameter, and uniformly insulated -with the best and
most suitable cotton or silk.
We make a specialty of manufacturing Armature Wire drawn to an exact diameter.
All our Tools, special Line Devices,

etc.,

FUSTWIRE.
STELLAR

are

indispensable to Electric Light construction and

iDcanilesceDt Laigs.

maintenance.

Specialties.

Our

Bells,

Batteries,

Annunciators, Burglar

Push Buttons, and all articles appertaining to House Goods, are complete, elegant and

Alarms,

ELLIS

practical.

OIL FILTER.

Our

facilities for

Electrical

STANDARD

Light

appearance on -which the insulating material has

been applied by heat.

Fletcher's

Eleclrical

manufacturing and handling

Supplies of

and are the result of
this work exclusively.

"Testing Sets,

all

kinds

are

WIRT STANDARD

VOLTMETER.

unequaled

''UPRIGHT"

ten years' experience in

Write us for Informalion and Prices.

Iron

Box

Bells.

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
17!
FACTORIES
Ansonia, Conn.

RANDOLPH STREET,

!
I

iccember

7,
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A REVOLUTION
Send

for Full Particulars

Regarding the

New

BRUSH ALTERNATING CURRENT
LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING SYSTEM.

The Brush ^'Coreless" Alternating Current Dynamo.
Brush Arc and Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Brush Electric Motors
and Power Generators, Brush Carbons, Storage Batteries, Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CHICAGO OFFICE:

225

DEARBORN

ALEX. KEMPT. Special

ST.
Agt.

CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Eastern Oice:

36 Union Sqnare, N. Y.

PACIFIC COAST agents:

Tie Califonia Electric

IBt

8AN FRANCISCO.

Co,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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Xi3.ca.ietzi.A.

Manufacturers of the

SLATTERY

INDUCTION
OP

SYSTEM

out

—

System of Electric Lighting la

INMDESCENT LIGHTM,

Existence.

AND THE

Armatures

JENNEY SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

OF

ARC

The Most Oaxefully Workedand Oomplete Altemattng

Lamps

LIGHTING.

and

Oonverten

12—16 Oandle Power

to the Mechanical

Honw

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK OFFICE:
15 BROADWAY,^
I

Boreel BIdg.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS,

FORT WAYNE,

IND.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,
907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Managrer.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.
OFFICE, 217 Sansome St.

SAN FRANCISCO

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.
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THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

CD
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CO.,

"""H'*"-

.

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

CHICAGO,

Vol. V.

Ireson's

Self-Adjusting

Leather-Link

Paid. Nov. 18. 80,
Bfl- wclttlly

adapted fnr

DECEMBER

14, i88g.

No.

Sond for Irtwin'x
•Ufld Trctttlt>a on

Illiin.

Lfatbi-r

I.tnk

[arnlHlfd

([rn-

ii'ttlnR
I

ing,

o.y.

Boston. Mass-

St..

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!
THE HVARING

111

Arch Street,

BRANCH OFFI CES

AVE.,

-

« "^"7' f 't'^
] ^ff
^"f139'»E. Madlaon
m^T"'**,!*";*';
CUoago,
St.,F. E. Degenliardt,M'|{'r,
•

:

I

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
for durable

and

A'lopto*!

Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Ofctrlc Light and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,
Railway and alt other
Branches of Signaling.

E.

B.

Sizes

Subterranean Use.

Lead Encased Wire*

MgGLEES, General Manager,

S""""'!"'

""

Concealed Wiring

I6 Dey

panleii

CliU-ngo,

St..

III.. Sole Agents for

PLANT

-

BOILER.

at Fblladelpbla, Detroit, Ht.
;

alio

ilic

Bmih

Pftnl,

El'^ctrlc

<

<

om-

vl^cribcsa

Lii(''t

Co., ml

otberip.

28 OliS Street,

New

Torlc.

ROOT SECTIONAL SAFETY BOILER.

BRANCHES: CHICAGO, BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA A NEW ORLEANS-

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back
Noiseless

Xsoooxsa.otl'VT'o Ktm.Io't-y
.A-ailitoxi.

'\7'a,X-Kro,

Ijo ol^ S<»,fety "^TslI-^o,
XleXlef '^7'at.l'v*.

Tl«.» .A.sla.«ozi. -VCTaitor-

THE ASHTON YALVES

In all

Locatlou.

n«j«;^j-" "?-"•"<> "b.i»«.b. met p.*,.,.

ow Id tte markst.

Simple

In const'actioo, Antoinatlc In action, Perrectly ControlUng the PreMorv of the
ever speed iheenc ne or pump ta working.

new YORK.
trie

St.

Bostop.

I

boM

atwfci^

''"oVp'igEs.r5^\'^^V°N'»"^°?6a.

West.

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,

-t:^:e!-

Sol* Manufacturer! of

DmON

'^---1.

ABENDROTH & ROOT MFG. CO,

AshtODYalYeCo. 271 FranKlin

Western Kleotric Co..

MASS.

THEIR SAFETY YALYES 'i'^:..^r::i\z::i:LVot''^i^x:s^T'
THEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES ^^.JTVZ'ko^^'afiS

Aerial tise.

All

I.N

by theKdiPtOB Klertrlr Llclit

aod CinclDnsti
Louisville, and

hlffh

Insulation.

1(1

BOILER."

ELECTRIC

Tlxo

The acknowledgred Standard

1. 1.

AN EXCELLENT

PITTSBURGH, PA.

•

A

BOSTOIff,

WATER-TUBE

ROOT'S

Standard Underground Cable Co., Mf'rs.

PENN

111;

(.'ATAI.O<iil'K,

it.tO

ELEGTRIG LIGHT WIRES AND GABLES.
General Offices, 708

UK A.M)

EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL
FOK
FAWK
KNI»

97 High

Electric Co.

t
.M.ASrKACTIHI'.IIH

Kolf-

nlMii.ly.

CHARLES L IRESON.

24.

Belting.

nil K'> etrlu v>ur{iUiitiH(tnd
otht>rlilt{b-ii[)UHdmiicliln.

Manf'd by

O cents per Copy.

I

HiBlWm

CO.,

COWLE8' PATENTED

and Weather ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

Fire -Proof

PUSH-BUTTON

B

C

B

Proof
A

vt?J»MY«; "'<«"-««'
CUT SHOWTNO STVL* OF tS^UX-ATTOW.

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

J.— Copper Wire.
aatunitcd with a Stack,
trie

AND

WAREROOMi:
95 CHAMBERS STREET,

NEW

B. B.

—Two Fraid*. uluratcd with Fire-Proof Intubtfoa.

Wkatmer-Pkoof

Composition.

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriten.
Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every dctcripiioa.

YORK.

»'<' ^1 (^'"^
i 13

S'- ***^

'*'^*-

'133 and 135 Wabaih

Samplft

fbnitftbed

upoa

FACTORIES:

Ave., Chicago,

lir.

ANSONIA. CONN.

THE EDISON MACHINE WORKS,
MANVFACTUBERS OF
WeatherproofWire.- Insulated Iron Wire. MagnetWire. Rubber Covered House Wire.
Annunciator Wire.
German Silver Wire. Ofllce Wire.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
Gas Fixture Wire.
Arc Lamp Cords.
Flexible Cords.
Tinsel Cords.
Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Cables.

PARAGON TAPE.

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

General Sales Anent, - 19 Dey Street,
TFOJSKS: SCHENECTADY, y. T.

NEW

YORK.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
Electric
liighting Apparatus.

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Tll.
115 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
315 W. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
116 Gravier St., New Orleans, La.
503 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.
319 N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.

234 Montgomery

St.,

San. Fkancisco, Gai-

Electric

li

CO.,

Railway

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

No better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus
can be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps
operated by Gas Companies in this country, over 11,000, or
52 per cent., are Thomson-Houston. The dynanio is entirely
automatic in its regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in operation.
The lamps burn steadily
and uniformly, and hold their adjustment better than any
other lamps on the market.
Arc Dynamo.

Our direct current incandescent dynamo

is

rapidly gain-

ing favor with practical electric lighting men, as
features of excellence are recognized.
its

regulation

to be

is

Like the arc

automatic, permitting any number of lamps

thrown on or

off without in the least affecting the

Our incandescent lamps have an

others in service.

equaled record for long

Direct Cnrrent Iiieaiidescent

many
dynamo

its

xin-

life.

Dynamo.

The problem of long distance incandescent lighting is
practically solved by the alternating current dynamo, and to
meet the demand for a machine of this character we have
constructed

what

is

unquestionably the most perfect alterna-

tor offered the public to-day, embracing as

features that combine to

it

make a perfect dynamo

does, all the

—automatic

regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

ency, and

economy

effici-

of operation.

Alternating Cnrrent Dynanio.

The employment of electric motors for driving small mais becoming so common, and its advantages so well
known, that it is unnecessary to elaborate in thi3 direction.
In the construction of our motors we feel that we have reached
a point where their superiority cannot but be admitted.
chinery

LIGHTNING

AIiBJESTElf.—A]\

of our installations are

protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which

we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every instance.
Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus injured by
ning where these arresters

fail

to operate.

The
light-

December

14,
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CHAS.

JENNEY

D.

HAWKEYE

& CO., THE

ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

DAVENPORT,

J

IOWA.

-

Complete Central Station
urax^

ISOLATED PLANTS.
ARC AND INCANDESCENT APPARATUS.
One

H.

I*.

ConMtant Fotentlul Slotor

OUR DYNAMOS
automatic regulation,

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
-^I* T^IE-

aiiJ

Renowned

Licensee of the

Famous

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY

arc un.surpassed by

Perf.'lnn

ELECTRIC MOTORS

Stations; any voltage, highest dliiiency,

224

Prices Reasonable.

ILLINOIS ST.,

-

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

efljoiency,

I ncandeacent Lamp*,

for lon^f life without discoloration.

For both Arc and Incandescent Oircuits, from 1-2 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have 8elf-OUing Boxes.

S.

any made for

general workmanship.

-

for

Railway Circuits and Central
all sizes.

Write us for Calalope and Price List.

STORED ELECTRICITY.
Electrical

OOMPAMY,
NEW YORK.

Accumulators or

Storage Batteries,
C.

SCHUMACHER.

Pres't.

VICTOR SCHALLER. Treas.

P.

cutis. Supt.

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO
Office:

42 Eicbange Place.

Factory:

162 and 164 W.

27tli

SL

STREET CAR PROPULSION.
Central

StatioD

Isolated

LiglitiDi,

LiEllii,

Railroad

Car

LiglitiDi

Lode Distance

Liglitini.

IBE ONLlf SlfSTEM 7H1CB COMFLETELI DISPLACES

CAS,

THE ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATOR COMP'Y,

44 Broadway, New
CHICAGO OFFICE,

DETROIT OFFICE,

502 Phenix Building.

San Francisco

Tork.

30 Atwater

Office,

St.,

220 Sutter

East.

St.

Our Dynamo is cast in one piece, and combines indestructible solidity with the greatest simplicity of design and
compactness; the highest efficiency with a total absence of
the many objectionable features of the machines heretofore
in use. No outside magnetism. Current generated without
sparking, therefore steady light, and small wear of bruBhe*
and commutator.

'

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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TTHfE
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14, iS

CO

c:a.kbsoi\^

CleT7-ela,n.d., Oliiio.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

EN6INEERING CO.

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARViS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

STATIONS.

JARVIS
boonomicaIj arc lamps
61

OLIVER STREET,

Anthracite Coal and Coke

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

KOsaTosr.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

#

FOR INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS
These lamps, burning in series, require about 50 volts and 8 amperes of current.
I
KijrsiiAiir

make money by acting as our agents.
regarding our new and Improved Multiple Arc,

When

Electrical contractors can

t
;,

prices

and Information

WM

Belts Carried in Stock.

VliniMrO

^^O"!-!^^

°^ H"^" SPEED WITH BOILERS,

Etc.

For Driving Dynamos.
fNblNtd
Complete Steam Plants Furnished and Erected.

8,

18 Cortlandt Street.

CO..

.J*-^-

New

TURNER.

J.

York

City.

LESTER WOODBRIDGE.

WOODBRIDGB <£ TURNER,

Electrical Engineers

and Contractors.

COnPIiETE EQUIPIIIESIT OF EliEGTRIC KAIl.WA'lES.
Steam Plants

lor Electric Light

74

Arc and Incandescent Lights installed.

and Power.

Designs and Kstlmatea Submitted.

Cortl»x».ea.t Sti^eet, BTe-c^T- -K-orH..
CHARLES

IBONARD PAGET.

J.

KINTNEB.

PAGET & KINTNISR^

LNGLISH, MORSE & 00.'"':=^:..

and

Gbemical

SEND FOR SPECIAL CIRCULARS.

Experts

Electrical

and

Electrical

Engineers.

DOMESTIC AND FOREICN PATENTS.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC
Chicago Office,
N. Y. Office, 35

,

V

Multiple Series and Search Lamps, address

^p. THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY

Dynamo

f

For

writing please state voltage and system used.

\

Broadway.

I

I

CO.,

Metropolitan Block.

Boston, 105

Summer

St.

CSncinnati, Carlisle BIdg.

THE MATHER INCANDESCENT SYSTEM.
Superior to

all

others in efficiency and reliability of

Lamps and Dynamos.

\a>li»til<tM«it>Mift><«i«>i<>ai<t('t£'tir>

><'»i»i*«ii<if>i#t«t>>u'iir<>r>H*i<*t«n.

From one-haLf horse-power upward, for constant potential circuits, perfectly selfregulating without special mechaniflm. Motors also for constant current circuits. Motors
wound for any desired potential.

THE Knapp E lectrical
XWX A.I«rTJX*.A.Oa7TTX1.X9Xl.S

Magneto

Bells. Annunciators,

OI"

Works

.

Burglar Alarms, Electric Bells, Batteries, Push Buttons, Etc.

x>x3.a.xjX3xi.s xsar

STTSRITXZIING- SI^ECTRICAI^.
.AGr-XXSaTm Z>0£1. TISLi

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A Full Line of their Celebrated Wires. Cables and Tapes

Buy your Goods

of the

in

Stoclc. at

Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

-

-

-

CHICAGO.

December
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SOLE BUILDBRS

THE REYNOLDS

IMPROVE^ORUSS

EDW.

ENGINE

P.

Is

of
IT IS

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record In
this field which cannot be excelled.

&

ALUS

RELIANCE WORKS.
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MILWAUKEE,

M«ri'if4i tiirnr*
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IJfftlnm

Pulleys, Gears, ShaftlnK, HanKors, Leathsr, Rubber
and Cotton Bolting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Evory Doscrlptlon.
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CHICAGO BRANCH,
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43 SOUTH ICrrCBSUN

THE HEISLER PATENT LONG DISTANCE
INCAMSCEin ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.

ST.

-^

UNEQUALED FOR DISTRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.
"Awarded

WIS,

lit

the Highest Distinction, a Gold Medal, by the Internat'onal
Jury at the Universal Exposition, Paris, 1889."

street Pole aiiiriilirt

-KOIt
Spcclftlly a(lapU;il for Street, Commercial, and Domestic Illiimlnatliin frniii (.Vntral StaI'lant may be located where Power can bo secured (/'heapest, even If miles dlMant from
the Ijishtlng.
Safety, liellablllty, and Financial Success fully <l<'mongtiut<d.
Plan of Wlilog
Strictly Scries.
the Simplest, Cheapest, and most ElBclent.
Noted for the lirllllanry and
Beauty of the Light. Lamps, 10 to 100 Candle Power; Long Life without lilackcntng.
tlotin.

Greatest

Produclon of Candle Power per

IToree Power.

Dynamo

Self Contalne<l

Heisler Lode

DitUict

I

INCANDESCMT

(

and Per-

l.l«IITI.ni«l

fectly Automatic.

8EIIIU

FOR

CORRKHPONUK.VCK

C1RC'C1<AR.

MOI,I<'ITF.I>.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
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COMPOUND.
IS Slioj, 6 to 600 H. P.

CONDENSING OR

ST. LOUIS,

St>eet,
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Engiio

^«..

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES,
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PITTSBURGH.
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* "
IM, IMLake .Street,
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NEW
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HIGH FUEL DUTY AND SIMPLICITY
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MO.
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.

'

.

,

STANDARD.
3.0 00 in nse i n

all

ST. LOUIS.
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1

parts of the Civilized World.

JUNIOR.

6 Sizes

304 301 WanhlnKton Ave. i i..i.4_„i,.
KANSAS CITV,
SIJ Union Arenue
V FalrtMik.
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1330 SeTentrentb Street. |
DENVER,
OMAHA.
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"UTTE, MONT.
E. GranlteSL
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,.,AN AUIOUATIC ENQINE OIIEAPEE THAN A GULE TAIVE.
Well Built,
Economlral.
Reliable.
Over 300 sold the first yclr.

lAll tho above built strictly to Ganeewith Intorcliaiiceabic Parts.
Bopalrs OarriQd in Stock. Send for lUustratod Oalaloeneil.
I
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PERRET. Eltc

CO.,

N. Y.,

MANIF.M rUREIlS OF THE

PERRET ELECTRIC IVIOTORS and

DYIMAIVIOS

Automatically Begnlated, Unexcelled in Simplicity

and Durability.
THE ONLY MACHINES HAVING

Laminated

Masnets

Field

Softest
Br MEANS OF

of

Giiarcoal

Iron

WURH

Higher Efficiency, Closer Regnlation and Slower Speed
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POSSIBLE OTHERWISE.
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THE BEGINNING OF THE END.
WESTINGHOUSE COMPANY DEFEATED.
Sawyer-Man Patent Decided by the Court to be a Fraud and Absolutely Valueless.
EXTRACTS FROM THE DECISION OF JUSTICE BRADLEY, OCTOBER 5, 1889.
Circuit Court of the United States,
For the Western District of Pennsylvania,

THE CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY

j

{r^T),

vs.
McKEESPORT LIGHT COMPANY
No. 5,

May Term,

1

Edison
('

\

Company /

888.

ON BILL AND FINAL HEARING.

OniDTZOl^

relating to this new and broad claim were made afterwards, in February and March, 1885.
"We are o£ the opinion that the changes made in the application in
this regard were not justifiable, and that the claim in question cannot be
sustained."
"We are not at all satisfied that Sawyer
ever
made and reduced to practical operation any such invention as is set forth
and claimed in the patent in suit. Their principal experiments were made
in 1878, and perhaps the beginning of 1879.
The evidence as to what they
accomplished in the construction of electric lamps is so contradictory and
suspicious that we can with difficulty give credence to the conclusions

The amendments

\

O^ THE COTJI5T-

& Man

sought to be drawn from it. We are not satisfied that they ever
produced an electric lamp with a burner of carbon made
from fibrous material or any other material which was a

success."

"The application for the patent In suit was not
until January, 1880, nearly or quite a year after all
their experiments had ceased, and after the inventions of
Edison had been published to the world."

made

BBADLET,

Circuit Justice:

"The great question in this suit is, whether the patent
sued on is valid, so far as involves a general claim for the use in electric
lamps of incandescing carbon conductors, made of fibrous or textile subIf it is not, the bill 'must
If it is, the complainant must prevail.
stances.
"
be dismissed.'
The de"Is the patent valid for such a broad claim ?
fendants contend that it is not. First, because no such invention was set
forth in the original application, but was introduced more than four years
after it was filed, and after the same material had been used by Edison
and claimed by him in application for a patent. Secondly, because Edison,
and not Sawyer-Man, was really the original and first inventor of an incandescent conductor made of fibrous or textile material for an electric
lamp."
"It is very clear to us that in tlie original application for
the patent sued on, the applicants had no such object in view as that of'
claiming all carbon made from fibrous and textile substances as a conductor
for an incandescing electric lamp. Nothing on which to base any such claim
is disclosed in the original application; we have carefully compared it with
the amended application on which the patent was issued, and are fully
satisfied that after Edison's inventions on this subject had been published
to the world there was an entire change of base on the part of Sawyer &
Man, and that the application was amended to give it an entirely different
direction and purpose from what it had in its original form."
"By an adroit amendment made in 1885, they say, 'Our
improvement relates more especially to the incandescing conductor, its
substance, its form, and its combmation with the other elements composing the lamp.' The purpose of this amendment is obvious and needs
no comment."
"The fact is that Sawyer & Man were unconscious that
the arc was not new, and supposed that they could get a patent for it; but
as their eyes were opened, they changed about and amended their application, and made the material of the conductor the greit object
carbon
made from fibrous and textile material. Compare the original with the
amended application, as first stated in this opinion, and this purpose most
obviously appears."
"The fact that the whole object of the application was
changed, is evinced by the correspondence of the parties."
"This testimony of Mr. Broadnax, which is undoubtedly
to be relied on, in connection with the letter just quoted, shows that the
idea of claiming carbons made from fibrous and textile materials was an
after-thought, and was no part of the purpose of the original application.

—

PRICE OF LAMPS

MUCH REDUCED.

"The explanations made by the complainants
for the delay in applying for the patent in suit, fail to sati sfy
our minds that Sawyer
Man, or their assignees forth^m,
have not sought to obtain a patent to which they were ] ot
legitimately entitled.
"But suppose it to be true, as the supposed inventors and some of the
other witnesses testify, that they did in 1878, construct some lamps with
burners of carbon made of fibrous material and of an arched shape, which

&

continued to give light for days or weeks, or months; still, were thfy a
successful invention? Would any one purchase or touch them now? Did
they not lack an essential ingredient which was necessary to th'-ir adoption
and use? Did they go any further in principle, if they did in degree, than
did other lamps which had been constructed before? It seems to us that
they were following a wrong principle the principle of small resistance
in an incandescing conductor, and a strong current of electricity; and that

—

the great discovery in the art was that of adopting high resistance in the conductor with a small illumiuatiDg surface
and a corresponding diminution in the strength of the current. This was accomplished by Edison in his filamental
thread like conductors, rendered practicable by the perfection
of the vacuum in the globe of the lamp. He abandoned the old
method of making the globe

in separate pieces, cemented together, and
adopted a globe of one entire piece of glass, into which he introduced
small platinum conductors, fastened by fusion of the glass around them,
thus being able to procure and maintain perhaps the most perfect vacuum
known in the arts. In such a vacuum the slender filaments of carbon attenuated to the last degree of fineness, may be maintained in a state of
incandescence without deterioration, for an indefinite time, and wi' h a small
expenditure of electric force. This was really the grand discovery in the art of electric lighting, without which it could

not have become a practical art for the purposes of general
use in houses and cities."
"Ihe principal and great thing desc ribed is the
attenuated filament, and its inclosure in a perfect Tacuum."
"We think we are not mistaken in saying that
but for this discovery electric lighting would never have
become a fact. We have supposed it to be the discovery of
Edison, because he has a patent for it. This may not be the
case; it may be the discovery of some other person. But
whoever discovered It, it is undoubtedly the great discovery

by electricity."
must be diemicsed."

in the art of practical lighting

"The

bill

SEND FOROUR NEW PRICE LIST OF LAMPS.

UNITED EDISON MFG. CO.
JXTEJATV

f

6S FIFTH AVENUE.
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VII

200 MILES OF IMPROVED

CAITDEE
WEATHERPROOF

LINE

WIRE

ON HAND IN CHICAGO.

CAN FILL ORDERS AT ONCE.
NO ADVANCE

of

IN PRICE;

SEND US YOUR ORDERS.

Our stock of Electrical Supplies
Every Description is as large in pro-

portion to Stock of Wire.

GENERKL
vt-QJ^/^m \
TSADC

t

1
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC
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CHICAGO.
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THE INTERIOR ELECTRICA L CONDUIT
A New and Improved Method

of

14,

1889

GO.

Equipping Buildings with

an Insulated Tube Conduit, for any System
of

SyVFETY— Absolute

Electric Wiring.

immunity from

electric fires.

ACCESSIBILITY —Perfect access to concealed wires.
ECOiVOIVIY— Small cost of

installation,

DURABILITY—Absolutely

and freedom from future expense.

moisture-proof tube and appliances, insuring longevity of

wires.

COIM VEIM ENCE— Systems
I

of electric wiring may be laid out on original plans in a
similar to that employed for gas, water and steam piping; the
conductors may be drawn in at pleasure.

manner

For Circulars^ Price List and Instructions^ address

THE INTERIOR ELECTRICAL CONDUIT

CO.,

-

154

AND

156

WEST 27TH

ST.,

nsTEiT^T -srois:^ oiT"srWestern Agent,
I.

W.

COLBUDN.

315--321 Wabasli Ave.. CHICAGO, ILL.

JLQ-EKT FOR.

ALFRED

F.

MOORE'S

Electrical Wires, Cables,

WHEN YOU BUY

A

From

MOTOR

ANY Manufacturer or Dealer,
you WANT IT SUPPLIED

Incandescent

Lamp

Cord,

BARE, SILK, COTTON, OR RUBBER COVERED

State that

WITH

the

Whittingham
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Automatic
Switch.

BUY THE BEST!
His Insulated Wires are Acknowledged to be of

Send for Catalogue.
•ruitt

Automatic

Switch Co.,

No. 8 Keyser Building,

BALTIMORE, MD.

SUPERIOR

the HeKt and OldeNt Wire House In the
United IStates, Established in 1«20.

Quality.

iii

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

at

,

FACTORY PRICES from CHICAGO.
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14,
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LIGHTING SYSTEM
-O^-

The Westingtiouse

Electric Co.

BY ALTERNATE CURRENTS

ASSURES EQUITY, SAFETY, ECONOMY.

A PERFECT MEASURING APPARATUS,

THE SHALLENBERGER ALTERNATE CURRENT METER
Over

1

1,000 of These Meters

in

Actual Use.

COMPLETE CENTRAL STATION MACHINERY.
Dynamos

for

500

to

5.000 Sixteen Candle-Powsr Lamps.

THE WESTINGHODSE ELECTRIC C0MFAN7,
PIXXSBXJRCi, PA., XJ. S. ABOSTON.

NEW YORK.
CHICAGO.
PORTLAND.
SAN FRAN7ISC0.

Cincinnati.

ST. LOUIS.

CHARLOTTE.

DALLAS.
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To Consumers, of Sawyer-Man Lamps :We owe an apology to consiimers of Sawyer^M^ Lamps foi;'
delay in the delivery of goods ordered by them during the last
few months. The superiority of the Sawyer-Man Lamps has been
recognized by consumers throughout the United States, and even
abroad, in consequence of which our trade has increased so rapidly that we have now to meet the demands of over 2000 customers.
We had hoped that the increase in our manufacturing
facilities would Tteep pace with the demand, but the latter has
more than quadrupled within the year. Although our factory is the
largest of its kind in the world, and operated twenty-four hours
a day, we have not been able so far to give an output equal to the
ever-increasing demand for our goods.
Consumers are rapidly "recognizing the fact that there
is as much difference in the quality of the lamps as in the quality of any other article of manufacture, and pay a higher price
for our goods than for the product of other lamp manufacturers.
The unifonn excellence of our lamps, their long life and freedom
from early disintegration of carbon filament (the cause of the
blackening of the bulbs, and consequent diminution of candle
power), greatly offset the reduced prices of lamp manufacturers
who make an inferior quality of goods.
The object of this letter is to notify our customers
that we are now extending our factory so as to double its present
output, and to beg their indulgence until the arrangements in
progress for the Increase of manufacturing facilities are completed; meanwhile, we will give our best effort to the filling of
the orders of our present customers, who, we hope, will anticipate their requirements as much as possible.
Truly Yours,
iSAWYER-MAN ELECTRIC CO.,

General Manager.

14, 18

Oeucmbcr

14,
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WESTIPHOUSE ELECTRIC

GO.'S

FOR-

ARC LIGHTING.
ItDproved Waterhoase flpparatas.

-FROWI-

AUTOMATIC

ONE LAMP
TO-

REGULATION

FIFTY LAMPS.

Estimates Furnished on Application.

THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
PITTSBURGH, PEMN.,
BOSTON,

NEW

YORK,

CHICAGO,

PORTLAND,

ST. LOUIS,

CHARLOTTE,

CO.,

U. S. A.
CINCINNATI.

DALLAS.
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SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM.
The Pioneer of Successful Electric Railways.
The only Award given for Electric Railways at the Paris Exposition of 1880 was a
GOLD MEDA-L presented to the Sprague Electric Railway and Motor Company, for the
most perfect system
What are

the Essential

of Electric

Features

Electric Railway

Railway Equipment.

Main Feeders from Power Station.
Main Conductor Feeding in Trolley Wire.
Uniform Size of Trolley Wire, Independent of Length
Line, or

Number

The Sprague Company

in any Comprehensive
System?

Less

Dynamo

of

of Cars Operated.

guarantee to operate a ten mile
Double Track System with

will

Thirty Car,
Less Engine Power;

Capacity;
Less Weight of Conductors;
Less Loss in Distribution
Less Loss in Motors;

OR IN WORDS THAT ARE UNDERSTOOD BY ALL, WITH
More Car Miles per Ton of Coal Consumed;
BECAUSE, Thereby only can be secured Uniforiu Electrical PresMore Miles of Liae with a Given Loss;
sure.
More Territory Covered by a Given Outlay;
Absolute Reliability of Service.
More Reserve Capacity in a Given Plant;
interruptions
upon
any
Non-interference with one section by

AND WHY?

THAN CAN BE DONE WITH ANY OTHER SYSTEM.

other.

FEATURES OF A CORRECT MECHANICAL DESIGN OWNED EXCLUSIVELY BY THE SPRAGUE
Centering the Motor on the Driven Axle;
NO COMPETITOR OF THE SPRAGUE
Flexible Yielding Support for Belief of Strains;
COMPANY CAN MAKE A SIMILAR
Universal Movement of the Trolley Pole;
GUARANTEE, AND ACCOMPLISH
Single Lever Movement for Motor Control;
IT TO THE LETTER.

CO.

/

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY
Nos.

1

6 and 18 Broad

St.,

New

&

MOTOR COMPANY,
-

York.

Rialto

Building,

Cliicago.

HILL
Clutch Works,
CI.EVEI.AXD, O.
EASTERN OFFICE:
NEW YORK.

18 Cortlandt Street,

Engineering

Office

:

-

146 Franklin St.,

BOSTON.

CHICAGO:

MINNEAPOLIS:

28 So. Canal St. 305 Kasota Building.

KANSAS CITY:
1221

and 1223 Union Avenne.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Atsn Rawhioe

Uce

^j^puis.Mo:—

Leathe/^

—lAGENTS

IN ALL CITIESl"

DeBJgned, Erected and FnrDiBhod.

COPYRIGHTED BY

Send for new Catalogue
Tranemlealon Machinery.

Powei

H. W. HILL.

ELECTRICAL WORDS, TERMS PHRASES.
f

J3y
656 Pages. 397
Tills I^lcllonaiy Includes close

Illustrations.
upon 2,500

X:Z3-\7«7-X3Nr 3-.

Cloth Binding.

XXOXTST'OIO',

.A.,

3VE.

Price, postage prepaid, to any part of the world, $2.50.

Words, Terms or Phrases.
Each
of the gi eat cl-ieses or divisions of electrical InvcBtlgation or utilization comes under
For some reasons It deserves rather to be
careful and exhaustive treatment.
called an Encyclopaedia than a dictionary.
distinct

The Scheme ol Troalmenl is as follows:
The words, terms and phrases are Invariably followed by a short, concise
l8t.
definition, giving the sense In which they are correctly employed.
A general statement then follows of the Principles ol Electrical Science on
2d.
which the definition Is foucded.

it

3d.
When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other considerations,
has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or Diagram of the apparatus is

given.
4th. To facilitate studv, an elaborate system of Cross References has been adopted
so that it is as easy to find the definitions as the word", and aliases are readily detected
and traced.
In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure CLEARNESS, to the
end that while the deflnii.ions and explanations shall bo SATISFACTORY TO

THE

EXPERT ELECTRICIAN,
those

who have had no

they shall a'so be

training at

all

SIMPLE

AND INTELLIGIBLE

in electricity, or are novices in the

to

art.

ZSliZSCTRICIAN PUBI-ISHING CO.
Q

Xj.A.SC3<l1SXX>E1 ^TJXI^Tyiia^Gr,

cio.A.ao iXiXjisa'oxs.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO,

Vol. V.

Edgewater

Electric Light Station.

Tlie cut prcsfiiti'il licivwitli, sliows llif iiUiTior of the eli-ctric li^l't station at Kilufwatcr, III.
Kiljicwator is o[ic of (."hicajjo's most ht-autifiil
suburbs ami its lij;luiiig plant is entirely in keeping with the general attractiveness of the place.
The suburb was laid out by J. I., (.'ochran, who
controls the property.
Mr. Cochran followed a
well-niatureil plan in creating Kilgewater, and
the results have been more than satisfactory. It
is now an exclusive anil fashionable colony.
No two buildings are alike.
Kach house is
of modern and beautifid design and fitted with
every convenience.
In planning for the development of h'.dgewater, the originator determined

that nothing should be wanting to make the
The all-important question as
place attractive.
to what was the best illuminant to adopt for
both house and street lighting was decided withLeonard
out hesitation in favor of electricity.
Izard of Chicago w-ere awarded the contract
The plant was
to install the Edison system.
first started in the basement of "The Hall."
Si.\
houses were wired on the two-wire system and
supplied with current from a 250-light machine.
The wires were run bare on a pole line in what
are called "the alleys" at the back of the houses.
Connection with the pole line from the conductors on the inside of the houses is made through
.\
short time afterward ten new
the attics.

&

houses were finished, and

change

was then decided to
The plant was
the new station which had

moved soon after to
been erected to receive
this last

it

to the three-wire system.

named

companying

it.

It is

structure which
is

the interior of
in the ac-

shown

impression on
a most pleasant one. The

illustration.

entering the station

The

is

first

lloor

DECEMBER

14,

and ceiling are of yellow pine with

I'he walls are of

painted brick.

No.

1889.

oil finish.

windows
shades and at

'I'he

are covered with delicately tinted
each is hung a basket of growing llowers.
lietween the windows are ornamented pedestals.
On these are placed growing plants in pots and
vases.
Whether the favorable impression is
caused by the clean antl spotless appearance of
the polishe<l work on the engines and machines,
or by the general effect of the potted plants and
flowers, tastefully disposed among the machines
and in the windows, it is difficult to say.
.Ml the machinery is on the ground floor. The
boiler room adjoins the dynamo room.
The
building is a two-story one, the upper story be-

ing divided into comfortable and well lighted
apartments. These are occupied by the superintendent, W. F. Ciossick.
The dynamos are
belted directly to the engines as shown.
There
are two No. 12 Edison hand regulating machines
of 500 lightscapacity each, and two of 250 lights
capacity.
The two larger machines are driven
by a loo-horse power compound condensing
Williams' engine.
.\ 60-horse power Ide engine
furnishes power for the two 250 lighters.
The
switch-board is located to the left of the dynamos as represented in the cut, and consequently
is not shown.
The switches, "bus bars," and in
station are of
fact, all the conductors in the
bright polished copper.
The whole system of
conductors and switches is, of course, arranged
so that any or all the machines may be thrown
on or off as desired.
It may also be mentioned
that the "pilot lamp" on each machine is inThe
closed in a delicately colored glass shade.
effect of these different colored lights in the
evening is most pleasing. The oil from the en-

24.

gines is carried off by pipes to a reservoir beneath the floor.
Krom thetank it is immpcil into a filter, and in this way is used over and over
again.

Steam is taken from two boilers. One in 100horsc power tubular boiler made by the Nationlioiler works, (Chicago;
al
the other is a 60horse power l)oiler of the same type.
The
smaller boiler w.-is made by I'etcr Devinc, (..'hicago. A steam pressure of 70 pounds is carried.
The Jarvis furnace setting is used. Screenings
are burned.
The fuel is unloaded from the cars
into the boiler room, the station being located
directly alongside the tracks of the ("liicago iS:
ICvanslon railroad.

Water (or condensing purposes is obtained
from nine "drive wells" and one "open" well.
The "drive" wells consist merely of two inch
pipe driven from si.x to eight feet into the sandy
soil.
From this depth surface water is drawn by
The
Dean combination pump and condenser.
water from the condenser is discharged after
use, into the open ground at the back of the
station.
As sufficient water could not be obtained from the nine "drive" wells an "open"
well fourteen feet in diameter and fourteen feet
deep was built. The water supply is now
ample.

Wiring

has

been finished for 1,500 lamps.
lamps are used in the

'I'hirty-two candle i>ower

Sixteen
streets, and are hung over the center.
candle power lamps are used in the residences.
The plant runs from dusk in the evening until
dawn. The electrical work in connection with
the

Edgewater

super\-ision

izard.

of

station

E.

C.

was

all

Noe

done under the
for Leonard &
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NewWheatstone Bridge Testing Set and
Battery.
In the accompanying cut is shown a convenient and portable instrument, combining' in one
case a rheostat, bridge, galvanometer, double
contact key and five cells of chloride of silver
dry battery, which will supply sufficient current
for all ordinary conductivity tests up to one
megohm. The galvanometer needle is of pecuand very sensitive, and will
liar construction

December

These instruments are carefully adjusted in an
laboratory far removed from all in-

electrical

fluences likely

to

create

electrical disturbance,

and are therefore accurate.

The chloride of silver batteries are entirely
separate from the testing set, and are provided
with flexible selecting cords whereby from one
to the entire number of cells can be instantly
connected to or disconnected from the instrument. This admits of the use of any battery
which may be convenient when testing in
the workshop or laboratory, thus reserving the chloride of
silver cells
for
occasions where a portable battery is
actually required; as the chloride of silver
battery is Ijest adapted for testing purposes and does the best work, many will
prefer it at all times; therefore the battery is so arranged that it can be conveniently removed from the case for
shipment for renewal when exhausted.
The whole outfit is contained in a polished

mahogany

case,

9^^x9/8x5^

inches,

and

weighs I2j4 pounds. This testing set is
manufactured by E. S. Greeley & Co., New
York.

14, i J

case a single wire remained above ground.
To
further impress upon the companies the
necessity of having the wires off the streets at
that time, it was recommended that a fine of not
less than $10 and not more than f 100 be inflicted
for each day that each pole stands after the
still

specified time.

The

telegraph companies did not put in a
and it is predicted that it will resort to
legal measures to prevent the council from enforcing its ordinance.
petition

Fire in the Forest City Electrical

Works,

Cleveland.

A

in the
Forest City Electrical
Cleveland December 5th. The origin
is unknown.
W. B. Cleveland estimates his loss
at $5,000 from fire and water.
The loss was
fully covered by insurance.
The Cleveland

started

fire

Works

in

Telephone

Exchange

located in the same
the operators to
work hastily, but as the fire was soon
extinguished they were only away from their
posts for a short time.
is

The smoke caused

building.
leave their

Automatic Telephone Toll-Collector.

Underground Question

Minne-

utterly

The accompanying cuts illustrate a novel
"dime-in-the-slot" device which has recently
been applied to a number of telephones in Chicago.
The trouble which telephone companies
have experienced in their efforts to prevent the
use of instruments by outsiders who pay no rentinauguration of the toll sysal, has led to the
tem.
While this has had a tendency to prevent
the abuse to a certain extent, there are still many

order.

stations

in

apolis.
The underground question has been
before the Minneapolis city council for
weeks. An ordinance was passed stating
that all wires should be put underground
by December 2d. Before this time was
reached the telephone company found it
impossible to comply with the
C. P. Wainman, general superintendent of the Northwestern Telephone
Exchange company, represented to the
council in behalf of the company that,
owing to circumstances for which it was
in no way responsible, it was absolutely
unable to comply with the ordinance requiring that all wires within certain limits
be placed underground by December 2.
For many weeks, it was said, every effort
was used to obtain the necessary permission to begin the laying of conduits, but it was unable to procure it until it was too late to complete the system
and remove the wires by the specified time. Immediately upon the receipt of such permission
the construction of the conduits was begun, and
the work has been prosecuted at the expense of
many thousand dollars. A reasonable extension
of time was asked for.
;

•

WHEATSTONE BRIDGE TESTING

SET.

continue so for many years under all ordinary
The pointer is of aluminum and
circumstances
of sufficient length to show a clear reading with
the least movement of the needle. The galvanometer, which is so arranged that the apparatus
may be placed in any position without regard to
the points of the compass, is so constructed that
to the right or
it can be readily revolved either

where

it

is

no very

difficult

matter to

make

use of the instrument without paying the
dime.
Apparently, the public takes pleasure in
thus "beating" the company and if the toll stathe protion be in a store
as is often the case
prietor, in many instances, sees fit to forget to
charge the toll. The device illustrated was designed with a view of preventing these abuses.
Referring to the cuts it will be seen that the entire apparatus takes up but little more room than
the transmitter in front of which it is supposed
Fig. i shows the device in its proper
to be set.
position. In Fig. 2 it is represented swung away
Its practical
from the front of the transmitter.
In answer to the usual
operation is as follows:
request, the proprietor in whose store the station
may be located, has merely to refer his visitor to
the instrument.

—

—

The Electric Light company also found it impossible to obey the council's order.
The company sent a communication to the council which
stated that the laying of cable lines by the Street
Railway company would necessitate the displacement, change and relaying of the Dorsett
conduits as now laid.
"Our present reliance,"
it was added, "if forced to carry our lines underground, is the Dorsett conduit, and for the reason given above this cannot be used until the
cable lines are complete.
The question of carrying the electric wires for arc and alternating
incandescent systems, in conduits, is at present
involved in conditions of great difficulty, doubt
and danger, and in addition requires an expenditure which is almost prohibitory, especially in
a city which is no more closely built up than
this. Every electric light company in the United
States is watching and working for such a solution of the question as shall enable them to remove their wires from the streets, and will
simply ask for forbearance until such a date as
a practicable method shall have been tested and
proved."
The council did not take immediate
action on these requests.
The

finding of the coroner's jury in the inover the victims of the IVIinneapolis
Tiiliiiiic building led to an immediate consideration of the topic.
The jury recommended that
"the city authorities take summary steps to have
all electric wires in
the heart of the city placed
underground."
When the special council committee on underground wires met last week the
petitions of the companies were at once taken
up.
It was voted
that the two companies be
given until June i, 1890, to put their wires underground. The Brush company was required
to give a bond in the sum of !J5o,ooo to have all
this done at the time specified, to be forfeited in

quest

FIG.

I.

AUTOMA'IIC

TKI.I'.I'UONE TOLl.-Col.r. ECTOR.

zero point without in any manner interfering with the connections.
The bridge contains three coils on each side of
respectively 10, 100 and 1,000 ohms. In the rheostat the resistance coils are arranged in four
rows of ten coils each, the rows being units,
tens, hundreds and thou.sands, thus giving an
extreme range of measurement from i-ioo to
1,1 1 1,000 ohms.
left to

obtain

a

FIG. 2.

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE TOI.L-COLI.ECTOR.

Printed directions in a little frame just over
the mouth-piece inform the reader that it is only
necessary to drop a dime in the slot to the right,
lift the little shutter over the mouth-piece, and
proceed as usual.
The mechani.sm on the inside is extremely
simple so simple that the inventor prefers not
Either a lock or
to have the details published.
a secret latch is provided to hold the apparatus

—
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pruvision the
|)rii|)rieli>r, or any niic in the secret, may use tlie
transmitter witlujiit lircippint; in a dime.
'I'lie
entire device is nicl<el plated on tlie outside, and
Tlie
presents a neat and attractive appearaiuc
inventors are S. M. Dowst aTiii l''rank II. Ilos-

ill

piisiLioii.

its |>iii|iur

nier,

(

'liii

liy

lliis

aj^o.

Galvanometer.

pi'esciili'd luTcwitli,

show

the j;ener-

design of a new galvanometer invented by
Sir William Thomson of (llasnow, Scotland,
This invention relates to that cla.ss of meters,

al

which

position of the scale to

J07

these conditions must he found by trial, and when this position is foinid the scale is clamped by means of
a set screw provided
for the purpose.
For
checking the vibr.ilions of the indicator, the inviiitor uses a rigid or elastic piece of solifl mafulfill

which may be brought nioiiK'ntarily .inil
gently to touch upon the iinlicator itself.
To prevent all other motion of the "checker"
th.in the one desired, it is iiioiinte<l in such a
manner that its moving part is guided on five
bearing points, so arranged that the only motion
allowable is in the reipiired straight line.
The details of this "clunker" are shown more
ile.-irly in hig. 2.
;\ close inspection
of I'ig.
u ill reveal its position in the instrument.
liy
the simple movement of the thumb-screw shown
to the right, the ring may, by the action of the
small cam, be raiseil or lowered and the in<licalor needle caught in any desired position.
'I'br.
aliove device is quite essential where the galteri.il,

A New
I'lic (Ills

The

depends

for

the measurement

of

the

.\

Phonographs

for

somewhat novel

|irr)|iosiiiuii is

made
that

ill

an a

riiitntcM,

Congrossmon.

comcN up every year and

fealril, lo ({Ive

for the
each tim'

every reprcHcntalive

in

<

is

Electric

Lights

III

lie

great hall

(

arrird

fiiijii

in the
torium.

placi'

one

•

a clerk at the Kovcninienl cxpcnw, itays ,1 .....,,
iiiglon currespoiident.
The mcinlier'* all at;"'''
thai Ihey need ilerks liadly, anil thai it 1* only
right that the govcnnnent shonlil pay for them,
bill

thry always

refuse

10 vote

as

Ihcy think.

~i>

1

1

vanometer

be

atioiit u>

hulwtiliite

to place.

ChlcaKo Audi-

the

.'Vuditorium Huilding,
to invited guests on
the evening of December 3.
It was lighted
throughout, and the stage was set for the first
time.
The heads of the municipal government
'I'he

C.'hicago,

in;.

I,

A

Niw

i;

\i.\

.\NOMi;ri-;K.

strength of cnrrents on the action of a current
passing tlirough an insulated coil upon a magnetic needle supported in the center of the magIt has for its object, first,
netic liekl of the coil.

provide more effective and delicate means for
adjusting the several parts, whereby the measurements of the current's strength are made
more accurate; and second, to provide an independent magnet system for influencing the
magnetic needle to avoid the difficulties arising
from the dependence upon the earth's magneto

tism for the position of the needle.

The improvements consist, essentially, of a
magnetic needle canying an indicator needle
and supporteil .so as lo hang in the center of the
magnetic field of a tlouble electro-magnetic coil,
antl adjustable permanent magnets placed along
the circumference of two horizontal circles hav-

in

was thrown open

and many other guests

were

pre.sent.

.'\

num-

ber of ladies also availed themselves of the invitations i.ssued for the occasion. The auditorium
proper was ablaze with thousands of incandescent lights, stretched in arches across the ceiling,
running in straight lines along the walls, and set
in rosettes and bunches on the massive pillars in
the foyers and along the marble stairways. The
lighting apparatus was manipulated during the
evening to show the various effects which might
be produced, and also to test the circuits and
connections once again before the o])ening. The
auditorium is finished in gold and old ivory, the
colors giving additional power to the lights, and
making them of dazzling brilliancy.

latest

type

of

arc

dynamo put on the
F^lectric company

market by the Westinghouse

A

2.

NEW

OAI.VASOMF.TKK.

,

two phonographs for each of the 325
members, one of them to be kept at the member's residence, and the other at the Capitol.
The plan is to have the members talk all their
correspondence into the machine, and have the
cylinders unloaded at the phonograph head(|Udrters, the bills to be paid by the government.
shall rent

The projectors
members would

Arc Light Dynamo.
The

11;.

for fear of the wrath of their constituent.<i.
It
is to be proposed
however, that the government

this scheme think that the
be more ready to vote for this
method of assistance than they would for live
.secretaries, for the reason that the expense to
the government would be much less.
The

of

ing their axes coincident with the a.\is of the
magnetic needle for the purpose of inlluencing
The whole is supthe position of the needle.
ported on suitable standards with adjustable
thumli-screws fur setting the several parts and
other minor details, which will be pointed out in
A "checker" is
the accompanying drawings.
provided to facilitate quick reading of the indications.
Fig. 1 is a sectional view through the center
of the instrument at right angles to the plane of
The construction of
the electro-magnetic coils.
the "checker" is shown in detail in the plans and
In Fig. i, the relative arside view in Fig. 2.
rangement of the parts is shown.
The magnetic needle is suspended within a
round guard-tube at the center of the magnetic
field which is due to the double electro-magnetic
coils.
It is supported by a bracket carrying an
The bearing in the cap is of sapiridium point.
cap shows
phire.
.-Vn indicator attached to the
the deflection of the magnetic needle on a scale
which is graduated according to tangents so
that differences of the numbers shown by the in-

dicator are in simple proportion to different
Surstrengths of current through the coils.
rounding the coil and magnet there is a cylinwhich are fitted two
drical brass case around
annular frames, each capable of independent
azimuthal motion, and each having two lock
nuts.
These frames carry controlling magnets.
The magnets are in ring form and of rectangular section.
Each, however, is divided into two
halves and arranged with like poles adjacent.
i!y this
disposition the directive force of the
magnets on the needle may be altered in magnitude by changing the relative azimuthal position of the poles of the two controlling magnets,
and may be altered in direction by turning both
frames with their magnets simultaneously in azimuth. The scale is adjustable in azimuth, so
that when the magnets are set to bring the indicator to the middle of the scale equal currents in
opposite directions shall give equal deflections.

.VRC
is

LIGHT IIVNAMO.

accompanying cut. The
a development of the Waterhouss

illustrated

in

the

machine is
dynamo. The m.achine is a direct-current dynamo, made to operate 50 tamps, but in an emergency it is claimed it will be found capable of
running as high as 75 lamps. .\ny standard
lamp can be used with the machine.
The characteristic peculiarity of the machine
lies, of course, in its construction, in which the
Gramme ring type of armature is utilized. It is
perfectly self-regulating, and will run equally
well on one lamp or more to the ma.\iniuni
capacity.

phonograph company
the

new

is

decidediv

in

favor of

plan.

.\n electric light
send. Wash.

pUnt tus

lieen installed

at

Port

Town-

FropertT owners alonfr tie river rtad which skirts the
Passaic river from East Newark to Avondale bridi,"' '^^^^pose to rescue that strip of land from obscurity t
nating it by electricity, and at the same time ad^..
value of tbex possessions.
It is about the moM ionr y
highway and at night crnainly one of the darkest in the
state of New lersev.
On one side it is bordered along its
entire cou^^e hy a dense wood and on ihe other side tiows
the river.
.\l intervals the road wanders away fiom tte
river and plunges into the wood.
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Short Electric Railway at St. Louis.
The accompanying cuts sliow tlie interior

of

the power house

of the Short Electric railway
also a view of a portion of the
Broadway line, with the cars as they appear in
The generators used deliver a conoperation.
They have a maxstant current of 40 amperes.
imum output of 60,000 watts. Each car is fitted

at St. Louis,

and

with two lo-horse power constant current moThe gearing used in connection with the
tors.
motors is of cut cast steel. The pinions are of
raw hide. The motors are regulated by shifting the brushes around the commutator; copper
brushes are employed and are set "overlapping"
so as to admit of the reversal of the motors.
Both motors are controlled from either platform
They are protected from
and are reversible.
mud and dust by a covering for both sides and
The motor frame and all the electribottom.
cal appliances are thoroughly insulated from
There are
each other and from the car wheels.
The generator
at present five cars in service.

ment of conductors is such that there is no
ference of potential between the conductors
cept in those blocks where there may be a
in operation.
We are indebted to the Age of Steel for
illustrations which are presented.

dif-

excar

the

The work

in

down

of cutting

Cleveland.
wires and poles in

Cleveland was continued last week.
Great
crowds gathered to witness the work, but no accidents occurred and no damage resulted beyond
the breaking of a window.
Many of the poles
which were taken down formerly carried over
100 wires.
After the wires had been removed a
lineman climbed to the top of each pole and
fastened a stout rope around it.
Two workmen
then sawed the pole as close to the ground as
possible, while a long line of men tugged away
at the rope.
Before the saw had finished its
work the pole would begin to yield to the strain
and would finally go crashing into the street.

The Cleveland Board

of

ST.

of

1889

central part of Cleveland before long. The conduit is ready for the cables, and as soon as preparations are complete the work of making the
will

will

will be commenced.
The wires
come down with a rush, for connections
have to be made complete before the old

change

not

wire can be removed.
Superintendent McICinstry of the Cleveland
Telephone company, says that the company has
finished laying its conduits, and is preparing
to lay 300 miles of cable in them, and take
that number of miles of wire down.
"It is impossible, however, to take the wires down with
safety without stringing guard wires," said McKinstry, "and that we cannot do under the
present ruling of the board.
We have a permit
for ninety days to string wires, and if possible
will put the wires in the conduits inside of that
time, but I hardly think we can do it."

LOUIS.

Improvements has ap-

board of electrical control,
known as the Wire commission.
It consists of City Engineer Rice,
Assistant
Building Inspector Stumm and Chief Dickinson,
and has full power to order all changes and alterations necessary to public safety made on
the electric motor, electric light and telephone
systems.
At the first meeting of the new commission it was voted to inspect at once all feeder
wires and motor circuits, and examine the appliances for preventing other wires from coming
in contact with them.
It was decided to meet
at 3 o'clock every Monday afternoon.
A resolution was adopted refusing all permits for electrical extensions or changes until the new commission had passed upon them.
The city
.solicitor says the commission has authority to
make whatever changes it pleases. All the ordinances bearing upon the wire ([uestion will be
examined and if necessary repealed, and new
ones adopted. The commission will correspond
with New N'ork, Doston, Philadelphia, Chicago
and St. Louis, and request copies of ordinances.

pointed a sort
which will be

14,

Immediate action will be taken upon electric
light wires where the insulation has worn off.
Telephone wires will disappear from the

final

Overhead Wires

SUORT ELFXtRIC RAILWAY AT
of the type shown in the cut is driven by a 100horse power Payne automatic engine.
The Short system is a series system. As the
distribution is on the series plan the current
never increases above 40 amperes.
The motors, however, are designed to stand at least 100
per cent, more current than will ever pass
through them. Two overhead wires are used,
the line beuig divided into what might be called
"blocks."
These sections are of any desired
length and only on that section of the line in
which a car is running are both wires supplied
with current.
'I'he conductors are of No. t hard drawn copper wire. Connection from these overhead
wires to the motor is made by means of a contact on the end of the arm extending upward
from the roof of the car. ']'he contact pieces
are not made in the form of a wheel as is the
general practice, but are constructed of soft
brass and are of such a shape as to slide easily
along the wire without danger of slip|)ing off.
The entire sy.stem is insulated from the
ground, and, in addition to this, the arrange

becember

As an outcome
wires, a bill will

Ohio

of the recent onslaught on the
probably be introduced in the

legislature this winter creating the office of

city electrician for Cleveland.

Maryland State Electric Light Association Organized.
meeting of the central station companies
doing business in the State of Maryland and the
Distiict of Columbia, was held December 5th at
Ilaltimore, Md., for the purpose of organizing a

A

state

association.

Invitations to

attend

this

meeting had been sent to every central station
company in the state and district by the secretary of a preliminary meeting, which had been
held November 13th.
When the meeting came
to order, it was found that those present were
operating apparatus made by the following manufacturers: Brush Electric company, Heisler
Light coinpan)^ Thomson- Houston
company, United States Electric compan)', Westinghouse Electric company. WaterElectric
company.
The aggregate
house
Electric
Electric

capitalization

of

electric

central

stations

Dci-cnibcr

i

Maryland and

in

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1S.S9

i,

llu-

hislinl

nl

Ciilmnbia

is

cs

tinialud at .fij.jso.ooo.
'I'luTi: was if|)rcsL-iituil
at this iiicctinj; a capitali/ation of alioiit Si/).5o,-

and

read from
companies nut represented, expressing their approval of the movement, anil their intention of
beeominj; memhers of the association as soon as

000.

'r(;lf)j;ranis

was

it

letters

were

orj;ani/.ed.

'The association was formed nniler the title
of the ICIectric Light iV' I'ower association of
Maryland, ami the District of Colnmhia.
Bylaws were adopted, and the following; otlicers
were elected: I'resiileiit, J. 1''. Morrison; vic'epresident, VV. '['. Itiedler; secretary, II. (i. Meddernian; e.\ecntive committee, J.
Morrison,
I''.

James
One vacancy was left

Macneal, John Mason.
in the executive committee
to be filled by a representative of one of the
Washinj.;tun companies.
'I'he oflice of the association is establisheil at 15 Sontli street, over the
Franklin Hank, Baltimore, Mil., which is the
otTicial address of the secretary.
\V.

T.

Hieiller,

H.

\i-.iii;.iii<.ii

\siihniit

Htich

all

states are organized.

Electricity in the Census.
1'.
I'nrtcr, superinlcndenl of the cen-

Robert

sus has issued

circular relating to electrical
industries. .Vfter speaking of the appointment of
.\. R. Foote as special agent to take charge of the

department of

inlcllit^cntly

;\I1

|l^r^1ll1 to

wlium

im|iiirifs

may

l>c

in

Its

.509

Mip
value.

iiddrcHHCfl, arc a*,

that the r(-(|uitcmcnlH of law, ihat

an1twcl^ 10 cchruh
aH Mricdy ciiiilidcniial, will lie
failhliilly nliservi-ij, cath cinuluyc of the ccnsUH clUfc npccilicftlly mako oath not to iIihcIosc improperly that which
he aHccrtains, ami Hcvcrc penallicH are imposed for a violalion of the otili^ation to sctTccy.
('onHcqiicntly, ail i>ersoiis adilresscd may have i.-onfii^cnre that their compliance
with tlic requests for infoinmtion as to certain details of
liifir Inisincss, will in no case lie followi-d. either in the repoit of llic special a^ent or in the tabidation of rcHiills by
the disclosure of matters, which they properly desire to
siircil

iii(|uirii;s

thall

be

Ircalcil

withhold from publicity.
TIk' census for i8S(» makes no mention of the indnslry
of ("eneratinj; and dislrilmtin^; from central stations, elei trie currents for tlie uses of Iij;hl and power.
The invest!
^.'ition of this inilustry for tlic eleventh cet)sns will be the
lirst oliiciai census report made on
the subject in this or
any otiier country.
l-'or this reason it is particularly desirable and csicntial
that the investigation shall not only present a ccrrccl record of the inilustry as it exists lo-day, but that it shall so
classify and arran^je the information as to render it service
al)ie as a basis ol action and c mparison for all future re
In view of these facts, the itDportarce and value
p rts.

of such an inve^tigati. n

K.\1I,\\A\'

and the

At

>1,

lot

electricity, the

superintendent

s.iys:

been made.

Northwestern Association, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
The third annual meeting of the .Northwestern association of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology w,is held at the rooms of the l^niversity club, Chicago,

till-

l)aiii|iict

Ircilc-rick (irceley,

asN<>i;iatioii, calk-il

the

prcsiiteiil of

ini:iiibcri>

to urdcr,

ihc

and

acted as loam iiiasler.
Ik- opened llic proceedin(;s with an appropriate aildrcs* and introduced
I'rof. ( Iharles K. Oohh, profensor of pliyhics In
harije of the deparlineiit of electrical engineerinu at the instiiiile,
I'rof.
(.'ross reviewed the
history of the institute and dwell particularly
tipon the position it had already assuincrl, and iu
future ontUjok.
Jatnes I''. llou);hteliii(;. i;railiiate of Sheffield
scientific school of Vale, spoke of the tendency
toward spcciali/.atioii of professioiiH and Itmed
with a tribute to (ieiieral Krancis A. Walker,
I

<

presiilent of the institute.
II.

II.

ilellield, direi;tor

ing school,

(,'hica|{o,

.Mr.

of the

Manual Train-

(iilibs of

the .StcvcnK

Technology, and K, II. I'lerce made
short s|)(;echcs.
Wilson II. Low made a iihorl
address on the chenil.sts of lo-day.
Louis A.
Ferguson, electrician of the (.Chicago Kdixfin
company, read an Interesting paper on ".\ppliInstittite of

i>.

publicaiion of its
results should in itself be suflicienl to secure from every
person addressed a special effort to answer fully and
promptly every intjuiry
'l"he exhibit on of the birth of an
industry and its growth to the magnitude of an interest
second to none in importance within the space of a single
decade, is a marvelous record of prog-ess.
In no other
industry, and in no other country, has such a record ever
oHicial

a

the purpose of this oliice, witiiout seeking data
which may be irrelevant or unimportant. 10 make the statistics of this industry complete and accurate, so that its
real condition and true importance may be known a^d unIt
derstood by the general public.
is confidently believed
that those who are to derive the chief benelits of the inquiry, manufacturers
and central station companies engaged in the distribution of electrical currents for the commercial uses of light and power, will lend their cordial aid
to render that resu't full and reliable.
.\
formal response
to the questions of the schedule, is all that can be insisted
upon, but the superintendent solicits beyond this, the
hearty co-operation of all persons intere;ted both in respect to furnishing information promptly and accurately
and in the suggestion of pertinent and useful lines of inIt is

o-opcrallon

plidl, llic imniiry iinisl nf nctctsil)' l)c tiniitctl

SH"U1 KI.I<rKIC

The preparatory work of organizing associations of this kind is abont completed in a large
luimberof stales.
It is expected that the movement will develop rapidly from this time on until

<

Saturday evening.

Dec.
present

7th.
There were forty- four members
and after an informal gathering in the parlors
the company repaireil to the banquet hall where
an elaborate spread had been prepared. The
table and room were artistically decorated, the
floral designs being especially attractive.
During the bampiet inusic was furnished by a mandolin orchestra and later in the evening college
.\t the conclusion of
songs were indulged in.

cations of Elcctricily." which is presenlcd elsewhere. The remainder of the evening was devoted to relating reminiscences and singing.

World's Fair for Chicago.
Chairman Sunny of the committee appointed
by Mayor Cregier of Chicago, to represent the
electrical interests on the World's Fair committee reported last week the following stock subscriptions with the accom[>anying two per cent,
payment: Western Electric company. 250 shares,
employes 98: F. W. Home 15: S. W. Trawick 5: Itrush F^lectric company cinployes, 55;
Thomson- louston F.lectric company J50. employes, 150; Chic.igo .\rc Light \' I'ower company 100, employes, 150: W. .\. Kreidler, lo;
F. Del.and. lo: Central Electric company employes.
22: F'oree Bain and employes, 21;
1

1

Supply company 25. employes 15;
K.napp Electrical works, 25; T. P. Bailey, 15:
C. sV: C. Motor company. 15: Chicago Edison
company employes, 96; Sperry Electric comThis makes a total of
pany employes, 53.
1. 481 shares already reported.
F^lectrical
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is

or

journal refers

that this

institutes

to

its

comparisons between

achievements and those of

its

its

contemporaries.

But the last number of the Western Electrician so strikingly illustrated its superiority, that
we may be pardoned if we call attention to the
In that issue appeared verbatim the defact.
cision and opinion in the incandescent lamp
patent litigation in Canada, in which the Edison
company was successful. The case was of so
great importance

the

to

electric light interests

we determined

generally that

both the

to secure

decision and opinion, and publish

them

in

full,

week's issue regardless of expense.

in that

ter a great deal of

Af-

hard work and expense the

matter was secured.
'I'uesday evening

It reached this office
and although printed in

type occupied nine solid columns.

reached the press at a

The VVksiekn

late

ers at the regular time.

this

York

'I'he

hour of

forms

the night.

weekly

important case.

its

subscrib-

Let us see how our two
contemporaries

One

of

handled

them ignored the

subject almost entirely, contenting

Electrician

three

it

but

made

report (10,000 words) ac-

Western

has not yet been their privilege

or

and report

in

this im-

The fund for the relief of the families of the
two Associated Press operators who were killed
the fire in the Minneapolis Tribune building
has reached nearly $3,000.
The operators who
worked on the same wire with the unfortunate
Igoe, who remained at his instrument so long
that he could not escape from the burning building, contributed $255.
in

More than ordinary interest attaches to the
execution of Carlton in the Tombs last week.
k% a New York paper says: This is perhaps the
last execution of a murderer in the Tombs by
hanging.
Hereafter, unless the new Gerry law
be repealed, the takers of human life will be
done to death by electricity in the state prisons,
and the Tombs no more will be the scene of
such a legal tragedy as was carried out there
yesterday.

lineman has been killed

in

New

almost as distressing as those which surrounded
The exthe death of the unfortunate Feeks.
citement in New York over the event is intense.
At the present time sufficient information has
not been received to justify an opinion as to
the exact manner in which death was caused.
The dispatches, however, state that the wires on
the poles at which the unfortunate man was at

work were badly

The

insulated.

the London gas stokers causes
unpleasant anticipations.
A London
correspondent writes: "Already the men are
preparing for the struggle, and pickets are
placed at every railway station in London to
prevent new hands reaching the gas works.
South London is within a measurable distance
of absolute darkness, as there is no electric
light in that region, and with the foggy season
full upon us, and sixteen hours of night out of
twenty-four, the outlook is not inspiring to those
who have the misfortune to live in South London."
strike of

rather

The

Russian government

with

a

and
four statements concerning

is

keenly alive to

the advantages connected with the installation
Recentof electric light plants on its warships.
ly 166,000 roubles were appropriated for this
purpose.
Some of the requirements of the government in relation to those engaged in electrical
pursuits, are of a decidedly despotic character.
We are no sooner told that if a telegrapher in
the government service wishes to marry, he or
she must choose a telegrapher, than the announcement comes from St. Petersburg that all
foreigners on the government telegraphs must
become Russians before January i next, or leave
their places.

A NUMBER of St. Louis property owners, who
are opposed to overhead wires, held a meeting
a few nightsago, and took a very sensible course
for disposing of aerial circuits. Poles have been
well distributed throughout the city of St. Louis
during the last few months, as it is proposed to
light the city by electric lights by January ist.
The fashionable resident districts and the popular boulevards have not been spared.
The
residents did not like the appearance of the
poles, but they

wanted

electric

lights,

and no

provision had been made for conduits.
So a
number of property owners determined to settle
the mailer in a practical way by furnishing the

money

for constructing

conduits and burying

the wires in their locality.
There is no doubt
that this course will be satisfactory to the municipal authorities.

itself

brief reference to the matter in an editorial,

making

on
fine

Ei.i.ciuician however, appeared

the following morning and reached

New

words),

315

314,

Electrical Patents

It

400

York by contact with wires under circumstances
rAGE.

merits

agri-

papers have consulted the

Another

CONTENTS OF THIS

Electric

of

i88g

penses than the construction of conduits would

have necessitated.
In Cleveland and Minreapolis the overhead
is one of the most important issues.
The situation in each of these cities is
shown by articles presented elsewhere. Minwire question

is dealing with the question in a better
than Cleveland, as the council of the
former city is not opposed to a compromise. In
Cleveland, however, the authorities are still en-

neapolis
spirit

gaged

in

cutting

down

poles.

portant case.
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the

to

incorrect

are

made an

companying the case, which presents in detail
the grounds of the decision. Unless the readers
of

Editor and Publisher.

of

than

(less

no reference

which

of

all

contemporary,

other

December

set a

The

good example.

St. Louis gentlemen have
Overhead wires in not a

few cases have precipitated acrimonious disputes,
andled to litigation, which involved greater ex-

The telephone has occupied quite a prominent place in the famous Cronin murder trial.
Witnesses testified that those charged with the
murder had been heard talking at the instrument, and it was insinuated that conversation
between suspects took place over the wire.
Judge Wing, in his address on behalf of the defense, referred to the matter as follows: "The
telephone is a very useful invention, but I will
venture to state without fear of successful refutation that that instrument was never yet made
use of by criminals, because it is a public thing.
Anybody can hear that has any sort of commueither end and more
improbable and unnatural that
men should employ the telephone for the purpose of communicating any secret."

nication with the wire at

than

all that, it is

An incident occurred in New York city last
week, which should cause the local authorities
to renew their efforts to have the gas companies
in the metropolis keep their mains in some sort
of repair.
When explosions have occurred in
electric light manholes the gas companies have
always endeavored to shift off the responsibilities as much as possible upon the electrical companies.
But last week an explosion occurred in
one of the Croton water manholes, and no shifting of responsibility seems possible. As a New
York paper says: "A manhole plate of ordinary
size, marked
'Croton Aqueduct Department,
1862,' covers a manhole in the bend of Minetta
Yesterday at 12: 15 o'clock p. m., that
skyward for a dozen feet, followed
by a volume of flame beautiful to behold and attended by a crash of glass from near-by windows
and a reverberating report."
The ignition of the gas which collected in the
manhole cannot be attributed to any of the
ordinary causes which are usually assumed.
There was no electric light wire overhead or underground in the neighborhood.
No one was
passing at the time of the accident.
Spontaneous ignition of the explosive is assumed to account for the accident. The cause of the escape
of the gas is explained in these significant words:
"Ever since Friday the tenants have noticed a
street.

plate sailed

strong smell of illuminating gas not only in their
homes, but in the street.
The gas main in that
street was laid so long ago that no one remembers the time.
It is probably rusted out." Here
is an abuse, to the correction of which the
New
York authorities may well devote their energies.
Iris an abuse which exists in every large city.
Here for example is a paragraph sent from Boston: "Bostonians were somewhat startled to-day
to receive a warning from the gas light company
against careless investigations of leaks about
their houses.
It has been ascertained that the
extensive conduit system of the Boston Steam
Heating company, which was laid through miles
of streets at an expense of millions of dollars,
has become a receptacle for leaking gas, and is
loaded and primed for a big explosion whenever
While the steam heating
the match is applied.
company was in existence the conduits were frequently opened, and the gas could not accumulate."

a company serving notices
escaping to such an extent that
citizens must exercise caution lest tliey cause
explosions, is one which may well excite alarm.
authorities generally would devote some ol
If
the energy now concentrated upon attacks on
overhead wires to the formation of plans for preventing the escape from mains of gas which not
only collects and causes explosions, but insidiously impairs the general health by the contamination of air in homes, the results of their labors
would be of far more practical benefit to the pub-
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spectacle of
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Waves

Hertz's Exporlments with
Electric Force.
I'AUl-

of

wall be coated with tin foil the waves no longer
pass through, but are reflected.
The effects of
rellcc lion were studied
in a large room.
The

II.

oscillator
IIY

C.

S.

(IPIIK.

would

re(|uire

oscillator

lis

is siir-

by an electro-majjnetic field,
by an electro-static one. Just before
cai li spark passes there musl be an acciiniulalion of electricity on the balls of the oscillator.
As lon({ as the electricity remains at rest on
Ihrsc balls it creates an electro-static field. When
roMiided not oidy
also

lull

llic

di.scharjje takes place the iponientary current

creates an electro-magnetic

For our

field.

pose we need only to consider one
clfccts are very similar.
1

ni:

DKTKcrioN

oi'

i-.i.k.c

i

k n

field,

m.

|nir-

as Iheir

w.wi.s.

The

simplest way of detectinj; the |)resence
and showing the effect of electrical waves is by
the use of a metallic ring shown in Kig. 2.
A
stiff wire is bent into the form of a hoop.
.\t
one end is placed a ball, at the other end is a
screw whose point may be made to approach the
ball as closely as desired.
If this space is made
a few thousandths of an inch, a stream of sparks
will be seen |iassing across the gap when the
ring is placed near the oscillator.
When the
ring is in certain positions however, the sparks
fail to appear.
The production of these electric currents in
the ring is to be explained by the familiar principles of induction.
In certain positions of the

ered with

tin

foil.

anil the op-

was covThe waves reflected from

posite wall at a distance of

W'c liavc now cxpLiincd llu- iiiflliuil by whicli
llni/ prixhiccs waves of electric force. .\ com|ik:te sliidy of tile e.\|)erimeiUs
to reco),'iiize the fact thai the

was placed near one end,
thirty

feet

were foun<l to interfere with the direct
waves coming from the oscillator, producing by
this interference nodes and loops similar to
those found in organ pipes and on vibrating
strings.
.Such nodes may be defined as points
at which there is DO electrical vibration, while
this wall

the loops are points of ina.xinnmi vibration.
If
the test ring is put at a node it gives no sparks,
while at a loop it gives its longest sparks.
Let
us suppose that the waves given off by the os-

I'l

convenience Hertz actually used a reciiving apparatus somewhat more complicated in form and

m

more

difficult to represent
a figure, Inil the
principle was the same.
Ily the use of these mirrom Hertz wax enabled
to detect the eleciriial force at a distance of
over 50 feet, while without thcin the greateitt
distance was about d feet.
'I'liat
this lieaiii of
railiation had tolerably dihtini:t
outlinc<> wa*
proved by the use of the leHt ring. .\ u.reen
of sheet zinc placed sri ;iii to intercept a part of
the rays was foiiml to cast a Hhadow.
A sheet
of tin foil or even of gilt paper cast just an |)trfect a shadow.
These shadows however, have

outlines.
A screen of wihmI or other
insulator does not intercept the r.tdiation,

no sharp

illator have a length of twelve feel.
If the test
ring be held in the proper position nit.xt to the
rcllecting wall it will give no sparks, there being
a nolle at the wall.
When moved away from
(

will appear which reach their
ma.ximuni at a distance of three feel (a loop)
and disappear again at twice that distance; they
reach a ma.ximuni again at nine feet, and disappear again at twelve feet.
Measuring from the
rellecting surface nodes appear at regular inter-

( 7'ii

Applications of Electricity.'
lU

the wall sparks

between nodes bealways one-half the length of the waves
whose interference produces them. The existence of these nodes and loops is conclusive evidence that the electrical disturbances produced
by the sparks are propagated as waves.
The
phenomena of resonance in the test ring described above give further support to the undulatory theory.
The interference and resonance
of sound-waves are entirely analogous.
vals of six feet, the distance

ing

he ConliiiueJ.)

The

subject

l.lll

I-,

which

\.

I'KKOI ^OS.

has been assigned to

me

covers such a vast and comprehensive territory
in the commercial interests of the country, that
to portray its importance with full justice would
reipiire more than the average Technology man,
engaged in its commercial practice, could spare;
.so that it will be my aim to give you not a technical insight into the details of electrical appliances, but to show you in a general way what
has been and is being done by electricity and
electiical engineers to aid

man

in

the f.icilitation

and promotion of general business.
Probably
the first electrical invention which w,xs of great
assistance to the world was that of the telegraph
by Morse.
liy its aid two nations separated by
3,000 miles of ocean are brought in direct communication with each other, and news of importance to both, such as a corner in wheat or a
drop in Chicago Cias Trust stock is rapidly sent
by the aid of electricity.
Railroads owe their
successful operation, perhaps,

more

to the tele-

graph instruments than to any other part of
their entire equipment; news of a di.sa.ster or a
blockade is rapidly sent from station to station
in both directions from the danger spot, warning
the engineer of the oncoming train if there is
trouble ahead.
Hand and glove with the telegraph .sounder
we have the telephone, with whose' workings
you are more or less familiar; with what awe and
astonishment a business man of a century ago
would look upon you as you step 10 that brown
bo.x on the wall, ring the magneto, and placing
the receiver to his ear. he would hear the plaintive voice of the telephone girl as she asks

UV,l«rn KI*clrlcUn.
Il'.sr

FIG. 3.

RINC.

I'ARAUOLIC REH.KCTOR.

hertz's KXl'KRIMENTS WirU W.WKS OF ELECTRIC FORCE.

ring the discharge is due to electro-static induction: in others it is due to electro-magnetic induction, or it may again be due to both acting
conjointly; the electro-static effect, however,

seems

to predominate.

The

very curious fact was discovered that the
makes a great difference with
the length of spark observed.
It was found
that there was always one size w'hich would give
the maximum length of spark.
The wire of the
ring must have such a length that the electric
oscillation through it will have the same period
In other words the
as that of the oscillator.
ring must be tuned to unison with the oscillator
The ring acts like a resonator.
electrically.
With a ring of the proper size Hertz has obtained sparks of a quarter of an inch in
size of the ring

interval.

The etTects produced by electrical waves are
much more intense if concave mirrors be used
Cylindrical mirto concentrate the radiation.
rors are more suitable than spherical ones.
For
the best effect of course these cylindrical mirrors should not have a

circul.ir. but a parabolic
sheet of zinc about six feet square
was bent about a frame of boards which had
been cut so as to give a mirror of parabolic
form.
Fig. 3.
The focal length was made
very short, being only five inches. The oscillator was placed at the focus, its two roils being
placed in the focal line. Such a mirror is found
to send out waves in a parallel beam. A second
mirror of identical construction was used to receive this beam and to concentrate the rays in
its focal line.
As a cur\-ed conductor is not
suitable for use with the mirror, the test ring is
replaced by a pair of linear conductors which
occupy the focal line. For reasons of practical

curiature.

length.
KlCl'l.ECTION.

found that the waves of electrical force
can be rellected like sound waves or light waves.
plain metallic or other conducting surface
.\
acts like a mirror ami throws back the electric
wave, the angle of incidence being equal to the
Xon-conducting bodies do
angle of reflection.
not reflect the waves, but allow them to pass
through.
.\ wooden partition presents no obstacle as was proven by the use of the test ring,
which gave apparently just as long sparks in an
adjacent room as when at the same distance and
It is

in the

Electrical wave-motion is not restricted to
nonconductors. If one end of a long wire is
made to undergo very rapid changes of potenfound to be waves of potential
tial, there are
On reaching the end
transmitted through it.
they are reflected and so interfere with the direct waves producing electrical nodes and loops
Their position can be detected by
in the wire.
placing the test ring near the wire; when opposite a node the sparks cease crossing the spark

same room with the

oscillator.

If

the

.\

"What number?" Who would have thought a
quarter of a century ago that a business man in
New York could carry on to-day a private and
distinct conversation with another in Hoston,
a di.stance of 268 miles separating themi In New
England. communication by long distance telelines is made between
land, Springfield, Worcester,

phone

cities of the

Eastern states.

Boston and Portand the principal
.\nd

why not

be-

tween Chicigo and New York? We will have it
as sure as we will have the World's Fair in 1892;
it is simply a question of money and of construction; the distance over which it is commercially
practical to talk by telephone is limited by the
electrical resistance and capacity of the lines,
and varies with the type of transmitter used.
.Mthough electricity is a very serious subject
to handle, still many people have made light of
it, and quite profitably, too.
The use of electricity for lighting purposes is becoming every
day a more important factor.
While in former years we were used to groping our way by night through dark and lonely
streets, lighted semi-occasionally by a miserable
oil or gas lamp, we now walk upon our business
streets where night is made day by the dazzling
brilliancy of the arc light.
The streets of all the large cities in this country are lighted by arc lamps, operated either by
private corporations or by the municipal govern-

ment. The wires in most cases are carried overhead on poles, but of late many of the city fathers require them to be buried underground. The
lamps on an arc light circuit being all in series
require in a long line carrying many lamps, a
very high pressure or electromotive force for
their successful operation.
The dynamos used
I

Read

before tb«

Northwenem Anociation

of the

Institute of Tcchtiolosy, Chicaso, [>ec. 7, 1889.
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for arc lighting are series wound and sustained
by means of their automatic regulating devices,
a constant current under all changes of load, the

pressure developed at the terminals of the dynamo varying directly with the load.
The pressure used ranges from 500 to 2,500
volts, the average length of circuits in central
There
station lighting being about four miles.
circuit in this city on an arc
is, however, one
light plant which is nine miles in length, and carries a pressure of 2,500 volts; I know also o.
another circuit which carried for one night a
There are to-day in
pressure of 4,700 volts.
continuous operation in this country 850 central
station arc and incandescent plants in cities and
towns, and 800 isolated arc plants in factories,
mills and other buildings.
Wheresoever the gas flame in past years held
sway, the incandescent electric light is fast makIn all the large cities of the couning inroads.
try, as New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, Detroit, Columbus, Cincinnati, Minneapolis,
Paul, Milwaukee and others, immense capital
invested in central station incandescent lightThe systems employed are the Edison
ing.
3-wire system and the alternating systems of
St.

is

Westinghouse, Thomson, Brush and Slattery.
In the alternating systems a pressure of i,ooo
or 2,000 volts is maintained upon the primary or
main circuit, the circuit being very small. This
carried into the basement of the building, to be lighted, where it is connected to a
converter or transformer, which consists of two
coils of wire so placed and so proportioned as to
reduce the pressure of 1,000 volts in the primary
to 50 volts in the secondary or lamp circuit.
Two wires are used throughout this system, the
In the Ediconverters being in multiple arc.
son system of central station lighting, three wires
are used throughout, the pressure between the
circuit

is

middle and either outside wire being no volts,
the ma.Kimum pressure upon the system being
220 volts.
The current used is direct, and a constant
Indicators
pressure is maintained throughout.
and regulating instruments are employed for
maintaining the pressure at its proper intensity
We have in continuous operation
at all times.
in this country 2,400 isolated incandescent plants
in factories, mills, etc., and for their use there
are manufactured 7,500,000 lamps per annum.
Meters depending for their action upon a combination of electrical and mechanical movements
or upon the electrolytic deposition of zinc are
used for determining the amount of electricity
used by each consumer.
All incandescent systems are protected by
fusible strips throughout, thus preventing dangerous effects due to overloading of the wiring,

and making it ne.xt to impossible fur a fire to
occur on a carefully designed and well constructed incandescent electric lighting plant.

In connection with electric lighting, we have
the application of electricity for the transmission
of power, and we find the electric motor displacing the gas and steam engines, and doing
away with the transmission of power by belting
in stationary power work.
s city to-day elevators requiring from
horse power each are being operated by
ICntire printing establishments,
electric motors.

In th

5 to 15

numberless sewing machines, lathes, drills, fans,
grinding machines, etc., are run daily by electric
motors, where formerly steam was the agent.
Some very novel and interesting applications of
In the CJold and
electrical power are made.
Stock telegraph offices in this city a lo-horse
power Sprague motor drives two Edison 50 volt
dynamos which in turn furnish current for the
operation of the numerous tickers throughout
the city which tell the base-ball crank that Chicago has again succumbed to the giants ot York
horse flesh that the
horse he backed for first place at Washington
A 5
I'ark has lost in the run for the Derby.
horse power motor at the Marshall I'ield stables
Three
furnishes |)C)\ver for grooming horses.
had my shoes shined by electric
.years ago
power at the National Electric Light conveiition
'I'uwn, or the enthusiast of

I

in

IJoston.
'I'lie

transmissir>n of

accomplished by
known agents fail.
is

ill

this great

power over long distances
where all other

electricity,
It

often ha|)pens, especially
we wish to

western country, that

obtain power at some mining center or other
point at a great distance from the nearest power
source.
To carry steam or water economically
this distance, say a mile or more, is out of the
question.
But with electricity, at a pressure of
1,000 volts, we can transmit 100 horse power to
a point one mile distant on a No. i B. AV. G.
copper wire with only 10 percent, loss. Waterfalls which, until the advent of electricity, had
been dashing their energy against the rocks, are
now being utilized to furnish power for driving
dynamo electric machinery at the water supply
whence the energy is transmitted to a neighboring town several miles away, to be used for illuminating and for power purposes. In cities
and towns where the citizens were in the habit
of traveling to and from their residences to
places of business by means of surface horse
cars, we now find the electric motor system becoming more popular as a method of propulsion.
The ease in riding, the additional speed obtainable, to say nothing of the vast increase in economical operation of this method, as compared
with either the cable or horse system has absolutely established it as the coming street railway

system

in this

countrj'.

a significant fact that the West End Railway company in Boston, which controls the
largest system of street railway in this country,
has adopted the electric system after a careful
investigation and practical trial for its entire line,
and is pushing with the utmost vigor the equipment of its car track and line.
There are in the United States to day in daily
operation and in process of construction 180
electric street railroads. There are two methods
employed in electrical railroad work one is the
storage battery system, in which the batteries
containing the stored energy, if I may so speak,
From the batteries
are placed under the seats.
the electricity is led to the motor geared to the
The batteries are charged at
a.xle of the car.
the car house before going upon their trip.
The second and more popular method is that
using overhead conductors fed from dynamo
electric machines operated at a power house
located as nearly as pcssible in the electrical
In this method a pressure
center of the system.
of 500 volts is ordinarily used, the electricity
starting from the pole of the dynamo generators,
and traveling along the overhead trolley wire to
the electric motor geared to the axle of the car,
and from the motor to the wheels, and through
the track back to the other pole of the dynamo.
In the Edison-Sprague system the main current
It

is

—

heavy conductors called feeders, thence
mains which are run upon poles on the side
of the street from which the current flows into a
flows in

to

center of the track
The object of this

small trolley wire over the

600 feet.
maintain uniform electrical pressure as far as possible upon the entire system,
and to render each section of 600 feet length
independent of any other.
In nearly all systems two 15 horse power motors are used on each motor car, one geared to
There are many other
each axle of the car.
interesting applications of electricity, including
the process of welding by heavy electric currents,
by which brass and steel have been united with
at

intervals

method

is

of

to

and the method of plating by
electro-deposition of copper and silver, but as I
have already overrun my alloted time, I will
simply mention, in closing, a novel application
of electricity which has recently been called to
my attention, which, though only in its experimental stage, promises, it is claimed, to become
successful in its practical operation. It is called
a perfect joint,

the Port Electric system, and is designed to be
used to carry packages at a rapid rate from one
point to another through the agency of electricity.

A

..

•

Two successful trial trips were
the new electric railway system over the bridge,
under the immediate supervision of Monis Wuerpel. superThe cars, whicli are
intendent of the St. Louis briitye.
larf^er than the ordinary street cars, made the trip in exactly six minutes, which time exceeded the most sanguine
The
expectations of the nian.igement by several seconds.
cars are brilliantly illuminated by six incantlescent lights
ami are heatt d by electricity. The trips were witnessed
by a large number of the business men and influential
citizens of l-!ast St. Louis, all of whom were highly delighted witli tlie new order of things on the bridge, and
hoped to s e, al no distant d;iy, the line, or a similar one,
continued thiough the streets of that city.
St.

made by

Louis paper says:

December

14, 18

Tesla Method of Operating Electro-Magnetic Motors.
There

has

been

already

presented in the
a description of Nikola
Tesla's method of starting and operating synchronizing motors which involved the transformation of the motor from a torque to a synchronizing motor. This method consists in changing
the circuit connections so that on the start the
poles or resultant attraction of the field magnets
of the motor were shifted or rotated by the action of the current until the motor reached synchronous speed, after which the poles were
merely alternated. Mr. Tesla has recently pat-

Western Electrician

ented another method of accomplishing this result, the main features being as follows:
If an
alternating current be passed through the field
coils only of a motor having two energizing circuits of different self-induction and the armature coils be short circuited, the motor will have
a strong torque, but little or no tendency to
synchronism with the generator; but if the same
current which energizes the field be passed also
through the armature coils the tendency 10 remain in synchronism is very considerably increased.
This is due to the fact that the ina.\i
mum magnetic effects produced in the fieiti at d
armature more nearly coincide. In other words,
a motor is constructed having independent field

These are
alternating
currents.
The armature is wound with one or
more coils, which are connected with the field
coils through
contact rings and brushes, and
aroand the armature coils is arranged a shunt
with means for opening or closing the same.
In
starting this motor the shunt is closed around
the armature coils. When the current is directed
through the motor, it divides between the two
circuits, which, by reason of their different selfinduction, secure a difference of phase between
the two currents in the two branches, that produces a shifting or rotation of the poles.
By
circuits of different self-induction.

joined in derivation to a souice
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the alternations of current other currents are induced in the closed or short-circuited armature coils and the motor has a strong torque.
When the desired speed is reached the shunt
around the armature coils is opened and the

—

—

current directed through botharmature and field
coils.
Under these conditions the motor has a
strong tendency to synchronism.
In the accompanying cuts the motor is repreIn Fig. i A and B
sented diagrammatically.
As the
designate the field coils of the motor.
circuits including these coils are of different
self-induction,
they are represented by a resistance coil, R, in circuit with A, and a self-inThe same
duction coil, S, in circuit with 1!.
result may of course be secured by the winding
C is the armature circuit, the terof the coils.
and O. Brushes, L
minals of which are rings,
and P bear on these rings and connect with the
T is the shunt or short
line and field circuits.
E is the switch in
circuit around the armature.
The operation of these devices is as
this shunt.
above described.
It will be observed that in such a disposition
as is illustrated in Fig. i, the field circuits A and
B being of different self-induction, there will
always be a greater lag of the current in one
than the other, and that, generally, the armature
phases will not correspond with either, but with
It is therefore important
the resultant of both.
to observe the proper rule in winding the armal''or
instance, if the motor have eight
ture.
there will be four
four in each circuit
pole.s

M

—

—

resultant poles, and hence the armature winding
should be such as to produce four poles, in order to constitute a true synchronizing motor.
It is of advantage in the operation of motors
of this kind to construct or wind the armature
in such uiaimer that when short circuited on the

—
l)e(:emt)er

start

il

spt'cd
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will

li.ivr

Ukui

llial

;i

inidriu y

wliii

h

tn

reach a

syin liiitiii/cs

hii^licr

willi

the

h'or fxainpk*, a ^ivtn mntnr liavin^i
say eiglit polys, should nin, wiih ihc ainialiirt-coil short-circiiitfd, ai iwn ihoiisuid rrvoluiions
!»•
syiichronisni.
It
\)vr niimite to hriiij; it up

jrenurator.

happen, lutwcvcr, that tiiis sprcd
not ri'achrit, owiii^ it) llu* fact tlial llic arinalurc and Held ciirifiUs do not prop'-rly convspoiul, so that wlifu the ciirrrnt is passed ihrou^di
the arnialure (llie motor not liein^ ipiite up to
syneiironisni) there is a halHlity that it would
therefore
It
not "liolil on," as il is teriuetl.
is
that on ihc start
l)referetl to so wind the motor

will griicraily
is

^t^

viiry in ni/e, winding and tlumpii.
The core, uh
Ih called, Ih nmde of laminated khcct
iron (IIhck hollcil
togclhcr, with hole in the ctnlcr lar^^c cnoUKit i**r !>ccfjniliirv
and primal y lin tills
The nriiiiary is made of coiN nf a
few miund on :i form iind shpnt-d im to llic core thtnu^h an
opening whi> h is afterward hlfed with lanilnaicd phli; 'Ihc
sccontlaiy is often a hriivy copper tiilir or bur paneled
llirounh the center of the core, roniircicdat the two cndn with

Inrm but
it

copper (itsllti){s, connecting with welding clumps, and
suchcasc (he i'linl at the end l<t mad<- on a liipcr net

In
tip

with a nut, a thread Ititviiig brrii cut
This hole is njuccd on u prri|>cr
bar.
base, with .1 sort of tabic a) the lo|> which supporln ihc
clamps and presnurc device. The clamps arc usually made
with one clamp kept stationary during welding ami one
movable clamp, the pressure power being oblaliu'il by a
screw worked with a worm wheel or ratchet.
The welding
dynamos are all •'imilar in form, but vary in si/c and coiinectiuns.
The form is of frame, with Held magnetH projecting inw.'irtl, having four ami six helil poles made of
separate plates of iron securely bolted together and
the
frame, the coils being slipped on in the ordinary way.
The armatuie is a type of its own; it IH a pole atmaliirc
that is
the core has ,1 or b projections;
the coils arc
wound cm these,
The lines of force do not pass through
the core diametricilty, but from one projection to the next.
drum armalure noi I'acinotli. nor
It cannot be called a
Sienu-ns. Inii pi-ihaps a modllication of the shuttle t>pc
I'eihaps the name mtillipolar Siemens shuttle might be sug'1
gested.
he alternating cuTcnl is taken off the colbcti r
rings in the ordinary way.
The cynamos are divided into
different classes:
'rhe 2, 4 and 6 pole machine, also selflields ;ire excited by
cxcitcrs, separate exciters, where
small dynamos, and composite dynamo.
They are generally wounii for 300 volts and run at a rate of ion alternations per second, or 6.000 per minute.
The 4-pole arc
run at a speed of 1,500, the 6-po!e, 1,000 per minute.
As the ilynamo is doing work only at short periods and
not constantly, the output is much more than it olhcrwi»c
wouki be for the s:inic size of machine for continucus
work.
They are built of much less weight for the same
number of watts than an alternating lighting gtntra or.
Some of the first questions asked by a person who has seen
the welding for the iirst time, are: How much power does
it take?
Mow strong are the welds? t'an you weld all
metals?
How large can you weld? etc., etc. Electrical
instruments aic made for measuring different currents in
many ways, where used for lighting, railways, etc.. but

light

1<>

itivurc contact

on the end of a copper

W

when

the arniatur<' coils are

short-circuitrd the

motor will tend to reach a speed hi^ifher than the
synchronous as, for instance, doulile the latter.
In such case the difficulty above alUuleil to is
not felt, for the motor will always hold up to
synchronism if the synciironous speed is reached
in vari'I'his may be accomplished
or passed.
ous ways, but for all practical purposes the following will suftice: The armature is wound with
two sets of coils. On tlie start one only is short
circuited, thus producing a number of poles on
the armature, which will tend to run the speed np
When such
above the synchronous limit.

—

is
reached or passed, the current is tlirected through the other coil, which by increasing the number of armature poles, tends
In
Fig.
2 such
maintain synchronism.
to
shown.
The motor having
is
a disposition
say. eight poles contains two held circuits A and
H of different self-induction. The armature has
and ('.. The coil F is closed upon
two coils
itself while the coil ( is connected with the fieUl
and O, and a
and line through contact rings
switch }\. On the start the coil F alone is active
and the motor tends to run at a speetl above the
synchronous, but when the coil, d, is connected
to the circuit the number of armature poles is
increased while the motor is made a true syn-

limit

I'"

M

none to measure wehling currents.
Here a difficult task
was met with
Instruments arc not made to measure such
immense heavy currents; even if they were they coul 1 not
be introduced in the welding circuit or secondary conductor of the welderas it is so very short, only a few inches
long, comparatively.

So instruments had to be constructed for the purpose,
and the horse power has been measured in more ways than
one.
l-'lectrical horse power has been compared with mechanical horse power from steam engine indicator, and as
the different restdts agree very well, we think they must
be very nearly correct.
Something over a year ago a series

of

power

tests

were

Ihc hot bar, the tcmfMrralurc it again lakrn, and the power
i« catcutalcd from the dlffcrcitcc t,rf*rti,
the "a, t. mprraltirri of ihr water.
Ihc lime nl
-pc
i(n hr.it lit mclal, etc
rnu\t be t
If n
ncirs%;iry lo know ihc tcm|>eialurr
..
..xl-*ni
wctdin^, Ihc be«t way 1% fo havr^jkrctmrn^ anil ir»e wairr
at aufnc Icmperaliirc l)cforr niukinif ihr tr»t
irikuii U
I Uf
*.
*
ralrulalcd torcot-pintnJk
i\i\%
Th*- i.
way show thai the avcrai;c [kiwci
.f ni
<

,
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Iron wtldnl
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\>rsv.'
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ud*;

iron, 13 hfrr«r |M*wrf, a(1.U4 .u
i*nynd*,
imh round Iron, lH.hor<Mr |M)Wcr. wrhlrd in
fi-roniU.
Probably ihc<u: [r«ul(« arc not ul^tolulrly u«frril, a» Iber
were oblained from a very crude apparaluft* liui I ihifiK
1

I

t'liiiiil

j

.

y

'

Ihcy are wllhln 10 |>er cent
The avcratjc hof»c p<iwcr from
\h ^hown to br for
int h round
1

'
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.

icti*

t

1

tn

10 secfindH; I jndi round iron, 'Ji^r*
1 i
Inch round iron, 37 hofM: i>tj**:t
'«> i-.i^t/iid»,
1
//> home ptjwcr in *^»%eitrtnh;
'J inch roimd iron,
2^ inch round iron. iriohorM: power In 135 M-cfmdv, 7}^
mtnulcH.
Thc^e results arc baoed on f<; percent rllicicn'
cyofitynamo.
Hy compariivin of thtic different rc«ulu II
showH that from 6^ lo 72 per cent, of ihc tola! cnerfcy of
the cTrn'mc is consumed in Ihc weld.
The lime taken in making a weld \% a very Imporlant
factor, as the quicker Ihe weld is made the more pr>wer i«
consumnl for Ihe lime. If a piece of 1 inch round iron U
we'dcd in 4'> seconds, and requires so-horse f:ower, iI
would require about twice Ihc power to do the «ame work
in one-half Ihe time, or alxjiit one-half Ihe hone powtr In
twice the lime.
This theory holds gwjd within quite a
wide range, perhaps 30 or 40 per cent, each way from ihc
(able just given.
If a weld is made loo quickly the metal is burncil al Ihe
ends in contact; If made ir>o t^tcwly, the rraihine ami
ela.-nps arc overheated, and energy is lost by radiaiion of
heal.
Also the distance between the c'amps is ancihrr facrtrr:
the less projection of the piece bc)ond ihc clamps ibe I***
power is used, as the resistance lhrou(;h Ihc bar is tis'crcd.
but. as the pieces become heated to high iimpcralurc. lie
clamps absorb the heat and are al<o burred if loo clo*c.
If loo great p'ojcclion is given much power nay lie lost from
radiation, and a longer length of bar will be heated than
For heavy wcrk. and that c'one comirucusis necessary.
is
ly, it
found necessary 10 employ a mcihod, already
worked out in early welding patei is. lo keep ibc clamps
1
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Central Railway, Peoria,

western cities

is

ill.

push whirh
haracterize
shown in no belter way than by
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cnery;y
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the rapid introduction of the electric railway.
Realizing the great benefits and advantages to
be derived from electricity as a motive pt»wer,
they have been rpiick to avail themselves of it.

chronous motor.

Electric Welding.
from a lecture by C. E. Bar than
Scientilic club, l.ynn. Mass., contains
before the
a number of intereslinij facts relative to the development of
the process of electric welding:
The present Thomson Electric Welding company, said
the lecturer, was organii^ed in April, iSS7. to perfect and
At the time the company was
introduce the new process.
organized Professor Thomson and others interested had not
of
present process of manipulaspecial
study
the
any
made
tions of welding, especially where it was done on a large
All of these manipulations they
scale under competition.
had to become lamiliar with so as to work intelligently.
Welding machines may be iHvided into two classes— the
The direct welder
direct welder and the indirect welder.
the aris a machine with the welding current generated at
mature and led to clamps directly over the machine connected by brushes bearing on copper rings. Some difficulty
was experienced with it in different ways, such as bad conwhich was liable to occur, vibration of
tact at brushes,
clamps by revolving armatures and motion of belt, also
other cau-es from alternating currents, etc., although four
or live of these machines llrst sent out are now running
and doing perfectly satisfactory work. The indirect welder
with welding ciris a coil with clamps connected directly
alternatcuit, and its primary current is obtained from an
The welding coil or converter is coning current dynamo.
structed with a primary and secondary circuit. The primary
consists of a number of turns of wire, while the secondary
has usually but one turn, and that a casting or bar of copThe welding
per, or a bumlle of wires in torm of a cable.
circuit or secondary is not completed until pieces to l>e
brought
into contact
and
clamps
in
the
placed
are
welded

The

follovvin;; extract

Thomson

by the pressure device. The d) namo is like in principle to
There
ordinarj' dynamos for alternating electric lighting.
are several ways of regidating. one by means of rheostat in
exciting or lield circuit, or by means of a variable reactive
coil or as called the "kicker;" these arc the two most common
ways. The type of vlynamo now cotnmonly used is the
excitation by special methods which works vtr\the welding,
itself during
it takes care of
One of the greatthrough a great range of st/es of stock.
est advantages of this type of indirect welders over the
direct welde s is that a number of coils can, if desired, be
run from one dynamo, and the coils can be distributed

compound

nicely; indeed,

around

a factory or even around a city.
for large work, as adopted

The weldeis

tfcMK.M, KAllAiAV Ai iK'pkiA,

By this method the
the calorimeter.
power at the point of ihe weld was determined, that is.
indicated the power consumed in the weld itself outside of
efliciency of converter, dynamo, etc.
Possibly some may not be familiar with this method;
perhaps a brief description would not be out of place.
calorimeter is an apparatus for measuring heat given
out by a body in cooling.
The welded bar at the welding temperature, is placed
made by means of

A

into a

now. are

alike in

known

.\fter the

quantity of cold water at known temperature.
all of the heat it will from

water has absorbed

electric railway at Peoria, which is shown in
the accompanying illustration, has been in operation since Sept. 28. 1889, and as expressed bya
local paper, **without losing a single trip from
any electrical trouble."
The electrical equipment was done by the
Thomson- Houston Electric company, the over-

The

heatl

cross

throughout.

suspension
The road

method
is

being

ten miles

in

used

length.
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and has fifteen motor cars, each equipped with
two is-horse power Thomson-Houston motors.
The steam plant consists of three 60 inches by
18 feet boilers, and one 250 horse power Reynolds-Corliss engine, which is belted to a countershaft, to which are belted two 80-horse power

gated the cause of the accident reported: "I have examined

machine

the Brush lamps at Callan's store, 675 Eighth avenue, and

ing capacity than a very

Thomson-Houston railway generators.
The cars used in Peoria are somewhat

company that the storekeepers lower the lamps themselves,
and that it is not responsible for accidents of this kind.
W. H. T.

dii'fer-

ent from those ordinarily employed as will be
A closed compartseen from the illustration.
ment containing the controller stand and brake
handle is provided at each end of the car, thus
protecting the motor man in stormy weather,
and separating him from the passengers, and
consequent interference m operating the car.
When this system was first put in operation it
was compelled to take care of an unusually
large traffic on account of the county fair, which
work was done to the satisfaction of the
public and the officers of the road.

CORRESPONDENCE.

and

the circuit supplying them,

low, are not properly

used

insulated, that

other circuits are too low."

New

York, December

partment of

7.

— Since the addition of
and

engineering

electrical

architecture as a subject of study with

Columbia

Under

the pride of the metropolis.

it

new course

direction the

to be one of the

most popular

machine

electrical

made

will

Brown's

make

Prof. Crocker's able

promises

in the list of subjects treated.

Brown"

have his

will

working

for criminal execution in perfect

order by Saturday.
tention was

prize fellowships,

engineering

in electrical

said that "State Electrician

It is

its

the adoption of

assuming a breadth of scope which

is

the de-

latest device for attracting at-

communication to the

public in a recent

IVor/d in which he announced

his willingness

to

popular subscriptions of 10 cents and upward, to

"solicit

meet the

necessary expenses" of executing the recommendation of
the board of health in relation to electric

He

wires.

also

The
its

company

Richter Construction

commodious

system.

It is

many

getting settled in

and has under
model of its electric railway
a conduit system, and has enlisted the attenquarters, 18 Cortlandt street,

construction at that place

tion of

is

a

An

man

practical

exhibition

The

stuiy the system.

field for a practical

car propulsion through conduits

probably

will

take place next week in which electricians will

be able to

system of street

extensive and at present

is

engaging the attention of more than one elecHarry W. Smith of Newark, has constructed a model of his conduit system, and it is stated that
^a practical road is to be built in the suburbs of Newark acthis subject is
trical

engineer.

cording to his model.

In the Court of General

Sessions to-day, Mrs. Olive E.

Friend, Mrs. Emily Howard, George A. Halsted and
Orin Halsted pleaded guilty to one of the three indictments
for grand larceny in the first degree in the electric sugar
swindle.

The Pan-American
mayor

guests will

visit

conjunction with Cornelius Bliss

in

made arrangements

inent citizens have

week and the
and other prom-

us next

a splendid re-

for

ception and entertainment of the distinguished personages.

tobs hoped that an inspection of the great laboratory
Llewellyn Park where Mr. Edison is bringing forth his

It is

at

ma^-velou^ electrical creations will be afforded

them

in

con-

nection wich the numerous other places of interest which

have been selected for

A

new

their entertainment.

company has been incorporated at Trenton, N. J., to be known as the McDougal-Martin Electric
company. The capital stock is $50,000. The incorporators are W. E. Westcote, of New York; William Mcelectrical

Doiigal of East Orange, and Julius Martin of

The ompany

is

organized

equip street

to

electric motors, also for central station

The

power.
the

Mr. McDougal

direction of

nected with the Edison-Goerck
for

years

three

and

for the

general superintendent
ion,

N,

who was
Street

past

supplying

in

New York under
formerly con-

Railway company

two years has been
works at Mar-

the Daft Electric

of

Mr. Martin,

J.

work

factory will be established in

New York.

railways with

who

is

the electrician of the

new

company, was formerly assistant electrician of the Daft
company. Mr. Westcote is the secretary and treasurer of
the com,iany.

Their

New York

offices are in the

Times

Boston, Mass., Dec.

6.

C.

W.

Price,

who has been connected with

ompany

the Daft

End

— The origin of

Boston's recent

of interest

A

were.

if it

and

mass of 'expert" testimony
'

a month

probably be

will

it

be

to

is

before the

fire

is prepared to make his report.
Such witnesses as
Eugene Griffin and George W. Mansfield, of the
Thomson-Houston Electric company, and President Whitney and Attorney Hyde of the West End street railway

Another death has been charged to electric current, and
from the report of experts the accident was due to faulty
conslruclion on a Brush service.

gooJs

clerk,

was the

victim.

Marry

Harris,

Expert Wheeler

who

a

dry-

investi-

and

now

is

on the West

in daily service

between Allston

line

to

call has been issued to Thomson-Houston shareholders
meet on Dec. 18 to authorize the increase of preferred

from $1,030,000 to $4,000,000, to

upon the same, and

new

dispose of the

deem

stock at not less than par

for the best interests of the

company

the rate

fix

to authorize the directors to

as

they shall

company.

The common

The

charter permits

the issue of I5, 000, 000 preferred stock entitled to dividends

electric current

and

favorite text of the daily papers

their

O. H. M.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Indianapolis, Dec.

has been the

correspondents,

503,003.

is ."I;,

not exceeding 8 per cent.

In the meantime the report

was caused by the

fire

becoming

7.

— The

street car question is again

Messrs. Bailey and

interesting.

and much has been said on both sides of the question. Re-

the

ferring to this theory

a contract with the Citizens' Street

as to the

origin

of

the

E.

fire, S.

Thomson-Houston company,

Randolph, of
and have closed
Railway company to

are here,

Barton, chairman of the electric lighting committee of the

furnish the necessary apparatus for equipping fifteen miles

New England

of its lines with electric motors.

Insurance Exchange, in a

the Boston He? aid

am

"From

sa^ys,

recent

letter to

pretty thorough inquiry,

inclined to disbelieve the theory,

although there

I

ap-

good

ton Electrical

No
ties in

Time company

the evening before

regard to the more careful

head wires

the fire."

action has yet been taken by the city authori-

official

in the city,

supervision of

the over-

but the indications are that

the time

when some such action will be taken is not far distant.
Mayor Hart on Monday of this week addressed a letter to
the city council calling attention to
all electric lines

the desirability

to be supplied with suitable

Early

fuses at the points of entrance to buildings.

by a competent

in 1901,

thirty

years.

to be presented at the next session of the

council provides for the

payment by the company

of an an-

nual tax of $25 per car to take effect after the expiration of the

There

present franchise.

considerable

is

ordinance as at present constructed; the
that the street car

objection to the

general feeling

company should pay more

for

is

so valua-

of re

Mr. Bailey says under the contract made
on the condition that the extension is granted by the city

safety

council,

in the

in

week a conference of representatives of the leading electrical interests was held at Mayor Hart's residence, which
was attended by Prof. Elihu Thomson and Capt. Eugene
Griffin of the Thomson-Houston company, J. W. Larish
of the Western Union, President Whitney of the West End
street railway, W. J. Denver of the New England Telephone company. President Gilbert of the Boston Electric
Light company, Capt. Flanders of the city's fire alarm department, and others.
The conference agreed "that the
effectual control of all these wires

which expires

charter,

its

The ordinance

This contract only holds
is
granted an ex-

company

in case the street railway

tension of

pears to have been disturbances on the circuits of the Bos-

officer is

ble a franchise.

the

street

equipping the

A

number

of

company

railway

will

expend

)f;250, 000

lin«

members

of the city council and board of
Washington, D. C, on the invitation
of Messrs. Bailey and Randolph to inspect an electrical line
there which is equipped with the Thomson-Houston sys-

aldermen

will

go

to

tem.

The Perry Incandescent company

is still
pushing work
underground wires.
M.

in laying conduits for its

San Francisco,
San Francisco, Dec.

Cal.

— The

imperatively needed, being alike in the interest of the com-

Edison company have
closed a contract with the San Francisco Chonicle for the

panies and the public."

installation of

On Tuesday
rector of the

evening

Wright

last

for

one

Engineering

company

of

and two three hundred

light

dynamos

members

the

Electrical

the

of

Boston

"Underground Conduits," explaining by
the aid of diagrams his method of constructing an electric
light conduit in Springfield, Mass
This was the first address before the club this season.
fifty

of the officers of the United States

men-of-

anchor in Boston harbor, together with Gover-

Ames and

ThomsonHouston Electric company's factories at Lynn on Monday,
as the guests of the officers of that company.
On Wednesday a party of about twenty members of the Boston Paper
Trade association were entertained in a similar way by H.
C. Spaulding and the Thomson-Houston Motor company.
In the city council on the 5th an order was passed renor

other invited guests, visited

the

quiring the appointment of a special committee to examine
lights furnished

the arc

the city by the

Boston

Electric

Light company with the view of determining whether their
candle power
ly,

is

up

by the contract, name-

to that required

2,000-candlepower.

The

— That

power ba given

officer of the city of

at

once to some executive

supervising and controlling the rear-

rangement, erection, and maintenance of electric wires.

"Second

— The appointment of

commission that can be created

the strongest

for the

and ablest

purpose of consid-

recommending the safeguanls which should be

placed around the

use

At

of

electricity for light, heat,

Prof. Trowbridge's lecture

and

delivered

at

for

building,

thousand and

The

fifty lights

will furnish current.

one

six hundred fifty
Fresno Gas company, one three

the

for

one three hundred
Redding and a 35 light arc machine for
the Oakland Gas Light and Heat company.
The installations at Watsonville and Redding are for the water comlight alternator for Watsonville,

light alternator for

panies at those places.

The San

Jose Railroad

1S90, under a penalty of

is

iflio

to

be

completed by Jan.

i,

per day.

The new station of the Reno Electric Light and Power
company of Reno, Nev., is almost ready for business.

W.

G. C.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Geneseo III.,
place by electric

has

closed a

The power plant of the
plant has been increased.
has been

contract for

lighting that

lights.

decided to

Dubuque,
light the

la., electric

county

light

buildings at

Sparta, Wis., by electric light.

A new dynamo

has been added to the plant of the elecat Adrian, Mich.

company

tric light

The Muskegon,
aged by

fire

Mich., Electric Light works were
recently to the extent of $1,600.

dam-

The New Iberia, La., Electric Light & Power company
recently organized, has purchased a 600-light dynamo.
The
been

plant for lighting the streets of Sioux City. la., has
and tvill be in operation at an early day.

installed,

The

Crawfordsville,

been purchased,

it is

Ind., Electric

said,

by a

New

Light

works have

York syndicate

for

$105,000.

An electric light plant has been installed in the People's
Theatre, Toledo, "0., and the use of gas throughout the
building will be discontinued.

on the "Nature of Elec-

Harvard University last Monday
night, an electrical machine made by Benjamin I'"ranklin
for Harvard College, was exhibited to the audience.
The

tricity,"

hundred

It

begun a vigorous warfare
against overhead wires, and will demand the prompt removal of all "dead" wires.
These recommendations are
made:
Citizens' association has

"First

Col. Taylor has contracted
light alternator

new

latter's

structure will be wired

Electric club on

at

a plant in the

di-

Boston, gave an address to

About
war now

4.

Alex P. Wright, managing

our building laws."

York.

a 500-horse

stock of the

New

last

petition be-

Capt.

power in our city, and also for the purpose of considering
and recommending the changes which should be made in

for the

a

locate

marshal

two years, has been elected
general manager of the Mutual Electric Power company.
Electric

permission to

A

capital stock

taken,

company has

Electric Light

road, running over the electric

not given to the public and probably no one would be any
the wiser

modern

and Park Squares.

as

is still

less generat-

smaller machine of

power steam engine and boilers in the rear of Cabot street,
near Vernon street, Roxbury district.
The Robinson radial car is by all odds the handsomest
that ever ran on Boston's street railways.
It
has proved

much a mystery as it was
the day of the fire.
Fire Marshal Whitcomb is conducting
a secret investigation as to its cause. The testimony taken is
destructive conflagration

ering and

building.

The Boston

fore the city council for

entirely successful

quiring

promises to make a public accounting of the funds.

behalf of the

much

size but of

much

1889

design.

is

and on

circuit

Boston, Mass.

that the

Notes.

this

claimed on

It is

have already been examined.

New York

underwriters' wire

and that other lamps on

in places,

lamps are too

find that the

one of immense

is

14,

At
chise
talk

a special

meeting of the Niles, O.,

city

council lasi

tlie pending subject of granting an electric light franwas brought up. After an extended and animated
the matter was decided in favor of Niles gentlemen,

week,

December
with

K.

Wilson

A.

which

plant,

is
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i88y

14,

ihc head of the cnlerprisc.
about $t(),oon, will be put

The

at

to I'ost

in

at

The

l,i^;ht iV

I'llcctric

Towur company

i)f

IVlcrslnjin.

has been incorporated; capital, 1^25,000; incorporatois
1). WriRht. j. M. Strodtmnnn and T. W. McNctly.

The

III.,

C

St. Joseph.
Mo,, was slarletl up hist
lamps ihniu^jhout the town were operated all

city plant at

week and
;ind

the

The

nl^jlit.

test will

continue for several weeks.

Klorencc, Ala. Klcclrlc Ij^ht company is building
an addition to i-s power house ami has purchased new machinery.
The improvement necessitated an outlay ff |i'i.000.

The

The

attorney of S;in I'rancisco has been retpuslcd
an opinion on the i|nestion of reniovinjj electric
wires from the house tops by the chief o( (he lire decity

to j;l\c
linlit

Ciiy

of

luuiiton.

1

Topeka. To()clift. Kanna*; Electric
Tcxqh; EvanKviIle, Ind., Electric l.lghi

company;

once,

day

Michigan;
c(Hnpany,

A15

Hlriomingtnn.
III,.
Electric Llijht company;
Howling (Ircen, Ky.. Isleciric Lij{ht crmipany; Manhp«%n
Electric Light company. New \ ork city; Sun Erancuco

Cal.

A dispatch from MarllnHbur|r,
son Electric Light company has

W.

Vn., nays:
The KdiHccurcd the franchise of

this city for lighting Its streets, private and public buildings,
charter has been obtained incorporatlni; the EcJl-

A

son Electric Illuminating contpany, Martlnsburg. W. Va.,
with a capital stock of 1^50 oco limited.
TIiIh corporation
has purchased the fraiuhlHe of (he |-'.di?<on Electric Light
cnnipany. and propose pulling in a plant which will be of
Milliticnl power to supply the whole place.
It
i» contemplated to put in both the arc and IncandcHcent lijfhts.

The

company last week closed a conAnglo American rrovlsion company of Chiinstall a 720-lighl incandescent
machine and wire

(-hicngo K<lison

partment.

tract wilh the

The (picstion of lijrhtinn the lowii l>y cleclricity was submitted to the people of Haruesvillc, U., last week, when
out of 530 voters on the poll books 48^ favored the im-

cago, to
its buildings for (17? additional lights.
A 720 light tlynamo is already in ii[»eration and the increase will double the
capacity of the plant.
The Chicago Kdison company has
also secured a contract for wiring the Coodall Hals, Chjca
go and installing a ()5o-Ilght machine.
This comp;iny has
linlshed wiring the new quarters of the University
just
i(t Dearliorn street, ("hicago. for
club,
250 incandescent
lamps, to be supplied from the central station.

provement.

The Royal

l-llectric

company,

at

I'eoria,

III.,

has been

incorporatctl to manufacttnc electrical apparatus, etc
cap(1. A. Schefital stock. $(;o.oo(»; incorporators, 1'". l.utliy,
;

ami

fer,

I*.

(Ieorj;e

Armour

1>.

Oi:

I'a^e.

I

Co. of Chicago, have awarded

Chicago Kdison company

for a

for their elevator at (loose Island.

The

tract to ihe

mo

T.

the con75-liKht dynawiring will also

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

be done by the ChicaRO Kdison company.

The Laredo,

West Uubuque,
Tex., Improvement conipany

which is op
awarded

erating an electric railway in that city, has been
the contract for lighting tlie streets of the city, and
stall an arc and incandescent plant at once.

The new
lieu,

electric light plant installed at the

Chicago,

started

up

and the

List

will in-

Motel Kiche

by tlic Chlc.igo l'".dison company, was
week.
A 500 light machine was installed
be enlaiged shortly, it is expected.

The Westingliouse

Electric company obtainetl on Nofor new central station incandes-

cent light plants.

The llrstonewas

Crookston, Minn.,
and the other from Uowagiac, Mich.,

Eremont,

An exchange from Ilerniansville. Mich., says; ''We are
going to have electric lights on our streets and houses before the New \'ear puts in an appearance.
The hotel and
stores, factory and mills, will all be supplied with the light
which will do away with all the gasoline l.mips. The plant
wilt be put in at once as the grouutls have been selected."'
In the article on the new lOdison-Sprague oflices in Chicago in the Whstkrn Ki.kC'i kician last week, the statement
was made that Mr. Warren had made contracts to install three
central station plants aggrtgating iS.qoo lamps.
It should
have been staled that coniracts had been made lor three
central stations and 31 isolated plants, aggregating iS.ooo
lamps.
Electric Manufacturing cmpany of Eau
announces ihe following recent sales: Cohemhime's thealtr, Jersey City. 500 lights; John T. Noye ManThe tloshen
ufacturing company, liulTalo, 1,000 lights.
Electric Light company has increased its plant by the ad
dition of a 150 horse power Rice engine and i,coo lights,

The National

Claire, Wis.,

the capacity of the station

The

now being

1.750 lamps.

Wash.. I'-lectric light company was enjoined hist week by the Western I'nion Telegraph company from operating lines in the center of the city on the
ground that the electric light wires were too ne;tr the telegraph and telephone wires.
The Electric Light company
Seattle.

disreganlcd the injunction.
The attorney for the electric
"It certainly would be a (atal mislight company said:
take to remove the lights from the city, and especially
from the portion interested when the town is full of

and other criminals.'*
With the enormous contract for an arc light plant of a
looo-lights capacity for San Erancisco, the arc light business of the Westinghouse l-'lectric company during the
month of November has been of unusual magnitude. Altogether machinery for a capacity of i.2i)0 arc lights was
thieves

tlie company during last month, divided
following places: San Erancisco. i.ooo; I)u
Hois. I'a., 35; Cedar Rapids. la., "o; Seymour, Ind., 70;
South lierwick, Mass., 10; Hridgewater, Mass., 35; Uloomington. III., 35; Sprague, W.ash., 35.

ortlered

among

The

from

the

companies of Rochester. N. V.. under instructions from the superintendent of the city electric sysTo a
tem, are removing dead wires throughout the city.
"The good example set
reporter the superintendent said;
by the city authorities has been cheerfully followed by the
olVicers of the corporations running wires through our
streets and they are busily engaged in cutting down their
'dead' wires.
The work takes time, of course, but I think
that the end of next week will tind the city freed entirely
from 'dead" wires and their attendant dangers."
electric

The Jenney

Electric Light

company

reports shipments of

over $2oo.ocK> worth of apparatus in one day last month.
Among the companies to which the consignments were made
Municipal Electric Light and Tower
are the following:
company, St. Louis, Mo.; Sullivan Electric Light and
Lower company.
Indiana; Refuge Oil Mill company,
Wayne Electric company,
Vicksburg,
Miss.
Fort
Middletown, N.V.; Indiana prison plant, Michigan City,
Indiana; Woodstock Electric Light, Power and Street Railway company, Ontario; Saginaw Electric Light company,
;

road in opera-

franchise to an electric rail-

will

The Concord, N.

II.,

entire

its

The Southwest

Horse Railroail company has desystem with Thomson-Houston

electric railroad at

approaching completion, and

idly

The

holiday season has a noticeable effect upon 'he elecbusiness.
Kverywhere store keepers make unusual preparations to illuminate their places of business and
wherever practical, additional lights arc pla<.ed in ihe show
windows to attract the attention of passers by to the goods
displayed.

C,

cided to equip
apparatus.

fore Jan.

tric light

electric

have an electric street railroad. The
franchise has been grante<l, and the work of construction
begun.

for

calling for 750 lights,
calling for the same number of lights.

have an

Memphis, Tenn., has sold a
way company for $10,000.

pl.uit will

vember 30 two contracts

la., will

month.

lion this

is now ready to
The power plant was

operate

its electric street

highly elTicient.

According to a dispatch four separate syndicates are
competing for the franchise to build an electric street rail-

way

in Merrill,

The

electric line at

Railway company will conAvondale next spring.
The fran-

The Denver. Colo., Consolidated Electric company has
completed arrangements to operate ilectric motors .f< r
manufacturing purposes.
The work
be

in

is

of construction on the Kearney, Neb., electric
progressing rapidly and it is hoped the cars will

operafon January

1st.

30-horse power Sprague motor has been purchased by
the city council of Salt I.ake Cily, Utah, to operate the
pumps of the cily sewer system.

Hloomington, III., will have its electric railway in opera
tion at an early date.
Already 1.300 poles have been
distributed over the line to carry the overhead wire.

'.

'

Another mile and a half of raiU are now on the way to
Larc<lo to extend Ihia roaJ.
The railway ayatem which
run% from all part* of the city, will center at Jarvi« ««iaare,
which if fast l>ccoming the ImnincM center of I ^rcUo.
'

A corrc^pfjndent of the lx>ndon /i Uc 1 1 i<it I finiruf mr\\c%:
You have mentioned an interenlint; initallalion which \\ to
be creeled near Wiener NcuHtadi with alternating current
transformers for the simultaneous producti'tn of power and
light.
I can now inform you that
this inslallalion, which
was projected by the Wiener Ncusladt brewery in order to
utilize its supcrlluous water jKiWcr, Is already completed,
and that it was a few days ago set in successful action.
The generator is a Zipcrnuwski alternating current machine, which at 500 rotations per minute gives a primary
current of 25 amperes and 2.000 volls.
Of (his energy
about 12,000 watts are converted by transformers into a
current of loo volts tension, and used for feeding glow
lamps, while the remaining energy is u-vcd for the pr^xluction of motive power
among other things, for setting in
motion various machines used In the brewery. To this
end, three alternating current motors have been set up, two
of which, with a speed of 830 rotations per minute, furnish
each lo-horsc power, while the third revolves 1,250 limea
per minute and gives off 5 horsc-[>ower.
The distance
between the generator and the furthest motor is about

—

3 000 meters,

THE TELEPHONE.
completed improvements

The

the

local

Parkinsville.

the company
electric railway in the city.

Electric Railwav
the right to construct an

of $1 5.00c-

i:

Miscellaneous Notes.
The

Light Win<Imill company has been incorporated at
Sheldon, 111., to manufacture storage bitteries. motors and
street railway equipments; capital stock. $2.ox>.ooo: incorporators, E. Hinckley. K. G. Holton and H. K. West.

The following dispatch was sent from London:
"The
copper syndicate holds less than 130.000 tons of that metal
taken from the Soci*^t<^ des Metaux.
It is the intention of
the syndicate to maintain the price of copper at from £%o
Should the price fall l>elow /^o the ynt*^ £^S per ton.
dicate will cease selling and will even buy at the decline.
It is believed that the syndicate is competent 10 sustain :ts
project."

Personal Paratjraphs.
W. H. Bryan
in

Chicago

the Heislcr

of
last

Light company,

Electric

week.

William SnowJen, president of the Electric
at Waterloo, la., died last week.

large hotel will be established, and an electric railway
be constructed from Denver.

to

A

will

Residents of Indi.anapoHs are circulating petitions in
favor of the Citizens' Street Railway company which has
of changing its

asked the council to grant the privilege
to electricity.

Several satisfactory tests of storage batteries for street
car propulsion were made recently at Philadelphia.
The
Electrical .Vccuniulator company of New York furnished
The local pa]>crs speak highly of the system
the cells.

employed.

Light

cnn-

pany,

Chas. E. Bibber representing the

The Denver, Col., Real Estate Exchange has decided
build a summer resort on Hald Mountain, near Golden.

power

Modoc

Ore., has granted a fran-

Thomson- Houston

company giving

nootive

Telephone company has just

in its plant at a cost

Edgefield Telephone company has been incorporated by W. R. Parks. W. E. Pre»cott and J. D. Holstein. to build a telephone line ;it Edgefield. S. C.

was
city council ol Portland,

to

chise

line*.

Lafe<lo, Texaa, lant wcckfaUl'. *'A
' '
trial trip of the clcrlric mfjtor atrcet railway
T't.
5. artfi reMdtcd very msliifaclwily.
The lu4I
the rate of fifteen milr"i per hour,
Thii
-»y
will give raphi Irantil to the Height*, a magniti.ctii piece
of pro(>crty in Laredo overUKjkinK the cliy. 17S feel.

•

A

The

will

Wis.

chise has been gaanted.

railway,

five

A prcMditpatch from

Cincinnati, O.. Street

an

struct

on ihcir

siiinte electricity

Denver, Col., is rapbe in operation be-

recently tested and proved

ofdercd
few day*

wm

The Chattanooga. Tenn.,

Macon, Ga.,

ha<i

in a

A mcclinK of .S'cwark, N. J,, properly ownera
held at the ]Unin\ of Trade recently to llnicn lo the claim*
of rcprr\cniailvc« of Mrvrral kykicmi of »trrri railwav pro
puUlon.
The Sprajjuc. Tliomvjn-llnu«t<^ ami julicn
electric fty%tcm« were rcprewrntrd.
The cily crHinriJ was
rrqtievted to authorl/^ the local horae car companicii to %ub'

will

I.

lallway.

ulmo«t capacity.
Already the company
more motor* which will arrive »(x>n, and
\*c runnlnK on uhrdulc time,"

company. Boston, was

.\mong the

in

Chicago

to
Royce. general manager of
visitors

Chicago
the

Iloli/er-Cabot Electric

last

week.

this

week was H. A.

Thomson Welding com-

pany.

Almost immediately after the close of the i'aris exposiHering received the compliment of a banquet
given in his honor at the Cafe Robinct. I'aris.
He was
invited to meet some of the leading and most potential
electricians of I'aris.
.\mong the guests were such men
tion, Carl

of note as I'otier, Napoli, Rcchniewski. Avizard Serpollel.
Abdank .\bakanowic7. Soulages, etc., no fewer than eleven
nationalities being represented to pay honor lo Prof.
Hering.
Among the Americans were Messrs. Meech.
Thurnauer and Bishop.

The

contest over the granting of a franchise to an elecrailway company at Oakland, Cal.. has been settled for
though it is quite probable there will be an appresent,
the
The city and state law conflict, it is
peal to the courts.
claimed, and this difference will form the ground of contentric

tion.

The Milwaukee,

Wis., City Railway company will probsubstitute electricity on its lines in place of horses.
North Greenfield Advancement assonewly
organized
The
ciation is alxmt to build an electric railway on National a\-enue. from the city limits beyond the Greenfield station of
The railwav is to be about
the Northwestern railway.
three miles in length and is to connect with the Milwaukee
The articles of incorporation will be rtled
City railwaywithin a few days.
ably

.\

correspondent in Albina, Ore.,

writes to a

Portland.

"The electric cars have been running for a
satisfaction to the company. which
ela»ed with the smoothness with which they
run and the patronage that has already been received. Morning and evening the cars are fairly besieged with the laYesterday all the
boring men going to and from work.
motors were running and the cars were crowded to their
Ore., paper:

week and give admirable
is ver)'

much

Business Mention.
The New York

/iVr/,/ in a recent

issue contained three

columns and a half of description of okonite wire.
The
article gave the history of the Okonite company, and a description of its new factory iust completed at Dundee.
N.J.

The Natioful Electric Manufacturing company of Eaa
Claire. Wis., has issued a catalogue describing the distincThe catative features of its system of electric lighting.
logue is profusely illustrated, and presents an attractire
appearance.
.'\.
J. Shaw of the Shaw Electric Crane company of Milwaukee, w-is in Chicago last week. The above company
has one of its cranes now in operation at the .\ilis works in
Milwaukee, and has recently installed another at the Williams Engine works. Bcloit. Wis.

The new arc light globe protector recently described in
the WtJSTF.RN Electrici.\n has proved a popular device,
especially with central station lighting, and the Electrical
Supply company of Chicago, which is patting it on the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

u6
market,

reports

been issued by

large

company

this

Descriptive circulars have

sales.

illustrating several specialties,
Shield brand line wire also

inclading this globe protector

handled by
light men.

this

company

is

growing

in

favor with electric

duce a given difference of phase and supplemental or
secondary circuits adapted to produce an mtermediate
difference of phase.

of St. Louis, will furnish and erect a two hundred horse power compound conengine,
at
the new Omaha
Armington
&
Sims
densing
Thomson-Houston company's station in Omaha, Neb.
Rope transmission will be used. The Pond Engineering
company is furnishing the Missouri Pacific Railway with a
vertical submerged flue boiler, the Shotwell Mining companv with a large Blake mining pump, and the Gay building. St. Louis, Mo., with a one hundred horse power
The company has the contract for a complete
heater.
eighty horse power plant to be erected in Murphysboro,
III.
The plant includes Armington & Sims engine, boiler,
heater, pump, etc., all turned over under steam.

Ames, Crerar &: Company, Northwestern agents of the
Western Electric company, have opened a general supply
store for electrical goods at 51 East Fourth street, St. Paul.

They

keep in stock a

of electrical supplies, including insulated wires, linemen's tools, switches, cut-outs,
incandescent lamps, bells, annunciators, batteries, etc.
They will give attention to con--truction work and will have
a force of competent men to undertake all kinds of electrical contracts, such as the installation of central station and
isolated electric light plants, fire alarm and call bell sysB. L. Ames, who will have personal supervitems, etc.
sion of the business of the firm, is a graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and has had several years
experience as a manager of successful arc and incandescent
will

full line

electric light plants.

Electrical Patents.
3,

18S9.

Nikola Tesia,

Electro-Magnetic Motor.
York, N. Y.
The claims are as follows:

New

motor, the combina-

In an alternating-current

"i.

tion, with field circuits of

different

pacity, of corresponding armature

self-inductive ca-

circuits electrically

connected therewith.
"2. In an alternating current motor, the combination, with independent field coils of different self induction, of independent armature coils, one or more in
circuit with

the field coils,

and the others

short-cir-

cuited."

Method of Operating Electro-Magnetic Motors.
Nikola TesIa, New York, N. Y.
The motor is constructed, having independent field

416.192.

circuits of different self induction,

which are joined

in

a source of alternating currents.
The
armature is wound with one or more coils, which are
connected with the field coils through contact rings
and brushes, and around the armature coils is a shunt
with means for opening or closing the same.
In starting this motor the shunt is closed around the armature
coil, which will therefore be in closed circuit.
"Claim 3. The method of operating alternating current motors having field coils of different self-induction,
which consists in directing alternating currents from
an e.xternal source through the field circuits, and shortcircuiting a part of the armature circuits, and then
when the motor has attained a given speed directing
the alternating currents through both the field and one
or more of the armature circuits."

derivation to

Electro-magnetic motor.
Nikola Tesla, New
416.193.
York, N. Y.
The invention relates to alternating current motors
of the general description and in which two or more
energizing circuits are employed, through which alternating currents differing in phase are passed, with the
result of producing a progressive shifting or rotation
of the poles or points of maximum attractive effect.
416.194.

Electric Motor.

Nikola Tesla,

New

York, N.

y.

The

claims are as follows"r.
An electro-magnetic motor having field and
armature magnets of equal strength or magnetic (]uantity when energised by a given current.
"2. In an alternating current motor, the combination, witli field and armature cores of equal mass, of
energizing coils containing equal amounts of copper."
lOlectro-Magnctic Motor.
York. N. V.

416, 19^.

The

N. Y.

'

Distributing

416,235

S. Perot,

Box

New

Albert Schmid,

Electric Machine.

416240.

Ed-

for Electrical Conduits.

York, N. Y.
Allegheny,

Pa.

The

invention consists in a frame of cast-iron having
parallel flanges, both of which are integral with the
body of the frame, and laminre composing the field
magnet poles bound in the frame by and between said
flanges, and secured or cemented by molten metal or
cement.

Gong

416,243.

or

Tap

Jacob

Bell.

P.

Tirrell,

Boston,

Mass.

Machine

416,254.
ley,

for

Covering Wire.

Charles A.

Coo-

Montreal, Quebec, Canada

Test Circuit for Multiple Switch-Boards. Chas.
416,275.
E. Scribner, Chicago, 111.
The invention relates to multiple switch-board systems of atelephone exchange; and its object is to provide readyand reliable means of testing in order that
it may be determined at one
board whether any line
called for at that board is in use or connected at any
of the other multiple switch-boards.
The system of testing may be termed the "balanceresistance test system." since in making the test the
operator determines whether or not the resistance of
a circuit connected with his telephone through a differentially wound induction coil is balanced.
If bal
anced, the operator in making the test will hear no
buzz or tone in her telephone.
On the other hand, if
the resistance in the circuits including the different differential windings of the induction coil are not bal
anced, a tone or buzz will be heard in the operator's
telephone

Connector for Railway Conductors

Thomas

E.

Adams, Cleveland, Ohio.

Nathaniel S.
Regulator for E'ectric Motors.
416,169.
Keith, San Francisco, Cal.
The invention consists in the combination of the
following elements: A rotary disk or drum, grippingweights on the disk or drum and movable radially to
and from, in obedience to centrifugal and centripetal
forces, a rotatable cylinder concentric with the periphery of the disk or drum and gripped by the grippingweights more or less tightly, under variations in the
speed of rotation of the disk or drum, brushes impinging or bearing on the computator of the electric motor
and attached to the rotatable cylinder, and a spring or
counter-balance attached to the rotatable cylinder and
opposing the rotation of the rotatable cylinder by the
gripping-weights.
416.191.

Vv^rk,
.

416,284,
Isstted Dec.

New

S. Perot,

Claim:
"1. In a conduit system, a distributing box provided
with an artificial bottom adapted to support and guide
the rod or pilot in its passage across the box."

ward

The Pond Engineering company

Ed-

Dist ibutingBox for Electrical Conduits.

416,234.

ward

severed his connection
J. W. Taylor of Chicago, has
Mr. Taylor is nonwith the Standard Carbon company.
communicative as to the future, but one of his friends says
that perhaps he may soon come to the front with the longlooked-for perfected carbon.

December

Nikola Tesla,

New

invention consists in the combination, with an
armature, of a plurality of field or energizing coils included, respectively, in main circuits adapted to pro-

416.288.

Binding Post.

Patrick B. Delany, Ne^r

York,

N. Y.

Secondary Battery. James K. Pumpelly, Chi416,299.
cago, 111.
Claims one and three are appended:
"I. The combination, with an electric batery of an
electrolyte consisting of cellulose made from fibsr saturated with electrolytic fluid.
"3. The combination, with an electric battery, a
positive and a negative electrode, each having facilities for supporting the active material, and said active
material, ol an electrolyte consisting of a cellulose

made from

fiber

packed

around said

electrodes,

and

saturated with electrolytic fluid."

Compensating Electric Meter. Hermann Lemp,

Lynn, Mass.

The invention consists essentially,
in
the
combination, with a series of groups of
translating devices having intermediate wires or connections
of a series of electric coils, the ampere-turns of which
are in ratio depending upon the turns of the coils in
the series of groups, and an electric meter operated by
electric energy, which is the resultant of the combined
action of such coils.
416,350.

Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.
invention relates to electric meters and consists

Electric Meter.

The

combination of two chambers moved oppositely
by the tension of two bodies of contained gas or vapor, liquid columns retaining said bodies of gas or
vapor, and carried by a chamber or holder sustained
independently of the chambers inclosing said bodies of
gas or vapor, electric heaters for increasing the tension
of the laiter bodies in turn, and electric switch devices
for throwing said heaters alternately into action.
in the

Claim:
"7.

The

armature

in lines parallel with the axis thereof, and
with the inoperative or dead connecting portions of
such insulated wire located at one end of such arma-

and means

ture,

for supporting

and revolving

such

armature, and exposing the same both externally
internally to magneto-inductive influences."
Auxiliary Fire
\'ork, N. Y.

416,44^.

New

Alarm System.

and

Thomas Cooper

Suspending Device for Electric Lamps.
416,447.
C. Dawson, Greeley, Colo.

'

Eugene

Telephone. Edward H. Lyon, Needham, Mass.
Auxiliary Fire Alarm.
416,483.
John P. McMahon Buffalo, N. Y.

416,476.

4-6,513.

Fire

N.

City,

Alarm System.

John

Speicher,

Jersey

J.

416.572.

Electrical Signal Apparatus.
Gustav W. M.
Conz, Ulm. Wurtemberg, Germany.
Secondary Battery. D'Estaing S. Covert and
416.573.
James K. Pumpelly, Chicago, 111.
Claims one and three are as follows:

"I. An electrode or plate for secondary
batteries
comprising a support for the active material, composed
of a fibn.us or absorbent non-metallic material,
as asbestos, and having cast upon one of its surfaces
con-

ductors composed

of lead or lead alloys, with interbetween said conductors, in which the active
material is placed.
"3. In a storage battery, the combination,
with a
series of plates having the support for the
active material composed of a fibrous or absorbent
non-metallic
material, as asbestos, having metallic conductors
secured upon or incorporated therewith, and active
material in contact with the conductors,
said conductors
having their terminals united at one point, and
said
plates having also hollow lugs adapted, when
the
plates aie placed in position in the battery,
to form a
continuous opening, through which the said terminals
are extended, whereby to connect all
the plates cf ihe
series substantially."
stices

416.604.

Electric Meter.

Mads

L. Hansen,

Bridgeport

Tne

invention relates to an instrument for registering the time that an electric current is used, and
consisting of a movable hub carrying the ends
of distribunng and incoming wires, a short circuit wire, and a
tube, M frame having a collar provided with
openings
which is mounted on a hub. and receptacles carried
bv
said frame and provided wiih necks which
register with
the openings, so that when the tube is in line with
the
openings the sand in the upper receptacle will pass
through the tube into the lower receptacle.
416.605.
Secondary Battery.
Thomas J. Haslam Jr
Dublin, Ireland.

System of Arc and Incandescent Electric Lioht'^
William Hochhausen, New York. N. Y.
The invention consists of the combination in one
and the same system, of an electric arc light or lights
and mcandescing lights arranged in multiple arc, a

416.611.

ing.

generator supplying current to said sysiem and
provided with any suitable automatic regulator, and
an
electro-magnet of high resistance in a branch around
the incandescing lights, said electro magnet controlling

an

e.'itra branch circuit containing
a resistance and
serving to close said branch upon any momentary extra flow of current due to the derangement of
an arc

light and the s uggishness of the regul
tor in adapting
the current to the changed resistance cunseqiient upon

such derangement.

System of Arc and Incandescent Electric LightWilliam Hochhausen, New York, N. Y.
The invention consists, principally, in combining
with the incandescent lamps arranged in multiple area
spung or equivalently actuated shunting switch, said
switch being normally held out of operation by a catch
or detent and automatically released by any suitable
means as by an electro-magnet, upon an abnormal flow
of current in a multiple arc branch which branch may
be a branch containing a lamp, but is preferably a
separate branch containing a high resistance magnet.
416,632.
Incandescent Electric Lamp.
Luther H. Le-

416.612.

ing.

ber,

combination, with an electric meter and

its

alternately acting heating coils carrying electric energy
varying in amount with the work, or auxiliary heating
coils carrying electric energy derived from a branch
around the work and provided with auxiliary switching
devices for throwing them alternately into action."

Electric Heating Apparatus.
416,360.
Mark W. Dewey,
Syracuse, N, Y.
The invention consists in a floor-mat composed
partly of electric conducting material and partly of
non-conducting material in combination with regulating devices.

Hinged Pan for Protecting Electric Motors for
416,366.
Cars.
Tom L. Johnson, Cleveland, Ohio.
416,381.

rated from each other by a diamagnetic non-conducting substance wound with insulated wire and supported from a central axis.
"11.
A hollow cylindrical armature, insulated wire
arranged on the exterior and interior surfaces of such

Conn.

Appliance for Insulating Electric Wires. Augus416.289.
tus E Ellinwood, Akron, Ohio.
The invention consists in an improved insulator for
intersecting electric wires, consisting of anon-conducting frame adapted to receive and cross the wires unbroken, and having the bearing surface for the trolleys
in same plane with the wires.

416,339.

14, r?

Electric Alarm.

Robert D.

O-

Smith, Misha-

waka, Ind.
Electric Railway Signal.
416,406.
Lennoxville, (Quebec, Canada.

Frederick

W.

P>ith,

Magneto-Electric Machine. William H. Cooley,
416,443.
Brockport, N. Y.
Claims one and eleven are given:
"1.
In a magneto-electric machine, the armature
composed of two concentric hollow cylinders of magnetic substance, having longitudinal ribs formed thereon, substantially as shown, said cylinders being sepa-

York Pa.
Gas Lighting System.

Adam Lungen,
New
^
York, N. Y.
Claim:
"In a multiple arc or multiple series system of electrical distribution for igniting gas at the burners,
the
combination, with a burner or burners located in the
cross-branches of the circuit, of a condenser located in
each of said branches."

416,635.

416.654.

Galvanometer.

William

Thomson,

County of Lanark. Scotland.

Glasgow

The

invention consists in an electro-dynamic balance
consisting of a soft iron core or movable coil made
temporarily magnetic by the current to be used by
means of a fixed coil or coils through which tlie current temporarily passes.
For a standard instrument
not liable to change with time a movable coil or coils

mounted on a gravity balance and affected by corresponding fixed coil or coils and special arrangements
on or taking off weights preferably used.
Galvanometer.
William Thomson, Glasgow,
County of Lanark, Scotland.
for putting

416.655,

416,662.
Friction Generator.
York, N. Y.

Samuel H.

Bartlett.

Shade or Reflector for Electric Lights.
B. Lawrence, New York, N. Y.

416,682.

New

William

December
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2 Pearl

Street,
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BOSTOJr, MASS.
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circuit,
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Railway

2.

3.
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Plants, Electric Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Train Lighting Plants, Pole Line Construction.
car ried at all times for plants described above. Plans and specifications for al l kinds of Electrical Construction.

CLEVELAND,
THrSTANDARD CARBON COMPANY,
of

OHIO,

IJkAazi.'u.X'a.otta.rers

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.
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STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO.,

-

DAYTON, OHIO.

BOOTH
<& HJLYDENS,
WATERBURT,

HOLJMES,

CONN.

FACTORIES:

lllANIIFA4:Ti:ilF.ltM

OK

BARE AND INS171iATZ:X> ITITIRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Mannet Wire, Flexible 811k, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for Incandescent LlehtlnRr- Bound and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

a

PATENT
For

Electric

Light,

Electric Railways,

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON
J. L.

BARCLAY,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
26 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

L.

ILL.

APRON

ADC^

/^f

CO.,

THOS.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

LINE WIRE

K. K.

CO., MAKERS
f^
CARBON|^,Q_

GLOBE

o^

HIGH -GRADE

<^,oNS.j^^

BELDING MOTOR & MFG. COMPANY,
CFFICE 144 Adams

Street,

FACTORY 128-130

The Rookery,

So, Clinton

Street,

-

CHICAGO, ILL, U.

S. A.

(

M.iSUFACTCREKS OK THE

BELDING ELECTRIC MOTORS

f

Perfect Automatic Regulation,
Highest Efficiency Guaranteed.
THE STRON&EST ARMATURE MADE,

PERFECTLY BALANCED,

All Parts Interchang'eable
Gorrespoudence Solicited.

ElijlQ

Telephone

Electrical SupEvery Description

;inil

JLleclrit'al

^'u[>pIy

Agents Wanted

to

Commutator.

in all the Principal Cities.

THE FIRST REAL IMPROVEMENT

Telephones and
plies of

-

£ven

ABSOLOTELY NO HEATING.

I3M

Co.

ELGIN. ILL US. A.
,

POROUS GUP BATTERIES

iyM#»llMi

^

Since the Invention of the Lcclanchc

Send
Af\^AN;>INCANJ)E,SCENT^l.Krf^lC

LIGHTING.,

fOREXptRIMCNrALUSE. Ai-50 M^TOK-S.

for Circular of

the Axo Battery.

THE X.ECLANCHE BATTERY

^kecTRO-PLATINC.AN;)

Axo Battery

Complete.

l-tS

We«t

IStli St^

New

York.

CO..

PorOUB Cup AlonO.
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BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO
NE^W^

33 Mercer Street,

YORK,

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD RUBBER BATTERY

CELLS, manufactured under
Of every description, including the celebrated
Kiel's Patents for Primary and Storage Batteries. The cheapest and best Cells in the market. Also
Sheet, Rod and Tuhing (Kiel's Patent) for electrical purposes, at reduced prices. Standard quality Sheet, Rod,
Tubing, Insulator Hooks,

Key Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone

Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand,

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CMcago, lU.

DETROIT
Electrical

Works,

MANUFACTURERS.
In our Annunciators our aim has been that
nothing should he wanting in style, workmanship or material to

put on

make them the

BEST ever

the market.

Dealers

who wish

the best goods

to identify themselves with

and

the safest policy, should
handle the products of the
ELEC-

DETROIT

TRICAL WORKS,

which have the highest indorsement of both dealers and consumers throughout the country.
Write us for Illustrated Annunciator Chart.
RESPECTFULLY,

Detroit Electrical Works,
Standai-<1 Hotel Needle Aniinnciatov,
will,

guEiT CALL and FIRE ALARM ATTAOHMCNTS.

—
December
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MOTORS

Gas Companies running Electric Llgbl
Plants.
All Electric

wMi

and Horse Street Railways,
complete Data.
and Members of all Electric As-

llllirers

sociations.

in-it

.

in

aaTI»ll»H)

nincf

wbirh
with

we put

}

fi\.>

ire
-.liAl

;

-

,.-

.

*co.

ha^•* hail no irnul'i" mtti iii*-ta «h»if>i*-r aod
m- wuiiid not ibinh of pHI knuw now
alonK withiiat thfm, I rai O'C fm^ bot »bal
Ihey arp almcM*! an aWoIul*' prot»»<"iioD lo lb# DtnAnuM. if lb<> DynAmo tfDdrror^Dciif r all) nniy
look At lh*>m onc^ lO a mhil»: •HM ih*r« )• rvXh* •••>tW
loc Aboal ihem tn th^ wa of ar •>
n^rmlt bi* poinp to -It^p »c<l r
for wakinK bim vp In raw* of «-

as (ar a#
llot:

—

Yoorairaly.

Publica-

Complete LisU of Electrical

FOR

Polarity Indicator.
r. LP-HT A roWEK CO.

Hi'f.iHTON. Ml< II . S*pi I\ t'**»,
Lockwood Instrument Co.. DctroH. Mtcti.
Gbnti-Ehkn :- 1;
'^h

MP

thpm.

CO.

LOCKWOOD
Ammeter and

I'EMNSILA KLE(

Full Alphabetical Lists of Electrical
Workers. Manufacturers, etc.
Full Lists of Isolated Pl-rnts.
Full Lists of Telephone S'atlons.

Agent

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPAIRING.

contains:

Full Data of all the Central Stations of
Axncr'ca. with officers, etc.
Full Lists of the Classified Electrical

for Illustrated Catalogue.

CHICUGO OFFICE. 80 <ilam«

CHICAGO,

ST..

Electrical Expert;

electric'reports.
Send

And bAiiDS ribbed

Tbe Armatore, nammfr And it« Rod And AdjBJtlog
SurInK* are comblred ai tbitttbeT cAoont work loo^m.
l« hold firm'TD* i>rlDK not, and a1wava rfmAlDB as act.
The Cover la iH&ae lo aprlDK *'a and i«H)air«* Do
fae(CDiae. Tbe bammer rod paaaea tbroaeb tt)« aide off
baae. thereby filling openinu'. mAklos tt lioat aod Ivf^x

SIMPLE. RELIABLE. DURABLE.

parts.

IX COVHTBtXTIOar.

The Adjnetlnp Screw

KATIDHAL
ILECTRICAL
DIRECTORY

FOK

safe socket for series lamps,

Yorli.

Kv< rr plrc« la lot^rchAOK'eAhle, e[>ecial iDACbloery belog uaco Id It* muiafacture.

WHIPPLE'S
INCANDESCENT LAMPS

NSW

The DftB« ftod Co%-er tre fitim[»#d.
ediiee Are etroDg, llL'bC »od compsct.

ILL.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.

The only

CtC.

,

New

(I'ATfcNTEH.f

Vlce-Pres. and Western Mgr.,

FRANKLIN

SI..

THE LUN6EN BELL.

and Absolutely No Discoloration.

EBTTIBKLY

W.

k 144th

4th Ave.

Branch, H and 7 Dcj St.

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
Long

^ CO.,

- :-

Etc.,

Etc.,

Etc

Etc.,

Etc..

JAS

R.

P-

^^:r

O. E" BOWERS.
MAOafActarer of DyoAino* for lacaiHievoral

tions.

l.l^rhiiDe.

Arc

i

Incandescent Circuits

PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGOLATION.

Supplementary

lo the Directory.

Blfirient

and Economical.

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

F.

W. HORNE, Manager
WESTERN AND SOUTHERN STATES.

11

EAST ADAMS STREET,

Subscription Price,

tJrel

-

-

-

CHICAGO.

of eAi;i

$10

-.i.on'.li.

per Year.

-.'m. tl:-i.- .-- I
carr^flt, and Toar .Vm M''t'*r«

the

MW.

DETROIT, MICH.

"The Elo<*tric Kailway," and
"Municipal Lighting," two books
accordirg to btndlDg.

aod #2.00 9&ch,

rt>e
ir.'ll' .\T"

it

\U tim^^

Amo«at aad dirvnlon of carrent.
O. E. BiJWERS.

R<»*p«tlQlly,

EDISON Lamp

FRED. hTwHIPPLE.

of the times, price *1.00

-

S*pl. SS,

THE "ELECTRIC REPORTS"
Arv pubUebed on the

Highly

Frmint R-i. Mam.,
Lockwood Instrument Co.

»..RAVD R»rin*,

«

ovpasy

Mira

.

s-pt I*

I?»9.

Lockwood Instniment Co.. DelroH. Micii.
DxabSiRs:-! hAiv b«en «<tittnly pleA««d wUb
Toar Am-llAter, two of wblrh I hjkre brra aHuc

aboat three montha. Plesee wed as asotber a^
soon a9 conTenien^ as w* ar* aboTji to is^taJl
aDOtb«>r

Drnamo.

Toars

EDISON LAMP CO.. A.
LOCKWOOD INSTRUMENT

trnly.
F. WaULTB,

SopL

CO., Detrort.Mich.
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THE BEST OF ALL
THE WHLTER

K.

FREEMHN

SYSTEM
TRANSFORMER
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALTERNATING CURRENT

DYNAMO— CAPACITY, 500 16-CANOLE-POWER LAWPS.

We Gunrantee 12 16-C, P. Litnpsfor each Mechanical H. P. applied to Dynamo. We Guarantee our Transformers and Dynamos for two years, and sell our Apparatus upon its Satisfactory Performance.

Our Apparatus

is of

the Highest Efriciency, Mechanically and Electrically,

Wi:

GUARANTEi: ITS OPERATION, AND

COELR-ESFOMCEUCE

GOXvIClTl^E.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO M
GEO.

B.

EAU QLaAIRE, wis.
SHAW, - General Manag^er.

EASTERN ELECTRICAL CONSTRUGTION CO.. Gen'l Eastern Agents.
33 COLD STREET, NEW YORK.
BAKER, BALCH & CO.. General Agents.

THOMAS WOLFE,

Southwestern Agent,

UNION DEPOT HOTEL,

SEATTLE, WASH.

KANSAS CITY, MO.

December

WESTKRN

18R9

i),

RI.F.CTRICIAN.

GATE CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY

uonn w. mAOUN, Manager.
MI'KOIAli A4.iKNTM

-iiiivv

:vlo N'/>
MAr;i<.

ALL SIZES

l''(>r

lOlci'trical

218

WntoT

GEORGE

AND
QUALITIES
Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL
Now

Stroot,

nil! iiiiikf

tA*W
-

CHICAGO,

Trademark Cases.

and

Patent

ILL.

Mtrrct,

4'aiitlirl«lK4'

EAST CAMBRIDO£. - MASS.,
— MANUFACTl'ltK TMK

GENERAL ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLIES.
1521 FARNAM ST., OMAHA. NEB.

Pat. Juno 1,

& Billey Mfg. (>».'h Huppllwi, Wlnj^a Ubtc Kudji ami ExImmtH, KltTtrlc LlghttDi; am) huppllcfl, Kleclric iioiue Furolflhingii, Uell Ilaogers,
SuTi'ltfc". C'"ninl**ti;

Steam

ELECTRIC HEAT REGULATOR

Preat.

S. F.

FKMTON,

Vlce-Prest. and Treaa.

Saves Doctor's

Saves Coal,

vinced.
If

nut Bold In yuiir town writ" ua

f'tr

The United

ntftf

and

\itir*m

CONSOLIDATED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING

CHA8. 8IDWEY SinTH. S«»y

Oral. Electric.

Electric Go.

CO.,

M WHISTLED,

SPEAKING TUBES

Fire and BiirKlar Alarms.

llhiHtraU'd rln

Treasurer.

.ViiiiiiiiL'laiura.

Electrk'GaaLlBming.

Saves Labor;

Bills,

Automatic, Simple and Durable; Insure* uDlform tempvratare
throughout the houae; no healer complete without It; <»ii be
applk-d to any kind of lioatlng apparatufl. Try one, and t>« con-

All Bimllar Packings are ImitatioQB aodcalcalated to deceivn-

ANNKTT.

I*l»«niH.

1880.

Beware of Infringements and Imitations.

Ilutelund Ilu

WIrc'i. O-lirbratttl

C*j.*8

Hini El«*ctn>llt:rs, (ilniLSiin

Sujiorlor to liny Pftoklnp in tlie luarkot for Sleam, WatPt
Seir Lubrtciitint, tlouB not corrode the rod,
t)r Ammonia.
never Rrowe hard If dlrectlonB aro followed. Sent on thlriy
None «enalne without
days' trial. Satisfactory or no pay.
fills trade marli and date of [nilent Btamped oo wrapper.

ALBION CHIPMAN»

Lndirt^rouncl (juble

UatU-ricM. .4uin(lur<l

Waring CabltH ftn(t CondulU, PhIhU; Switches, SUMldard (Jut-OuOi, Thonwjn Hoiuton
MotoFH nntl DynumoB, SFiwyer-Mnn LhmpH iinrl Hpodtiltleii, Comhlnhtlon Kiitures

Gould Steam and Water Packing
Tho Original Ring Packing,

ZENNER, ManaKor.

A. H.

CONTRACTORS AND JOBBERS.

I*ump('Ily Storage

30

Slii|>in<'iilt.

-

DEARBORN STREET,

CO.,

York.

BARTON,

I'ICOMIT

I'lirrs iiikI

LAW OFFICE,
226

&.

P.

The OODXiD PACKING COMPANY^

V. F.

sr4M K

KANSAS CITY, MO.
NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.

522 DELAWARE STREET,

niltlCM ANI> CAni.KM.

MICA

I.I.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES!
Ami

'U.'ADC

ri

It

Pneumatic, and

Mectianical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS

Klectro-Mt'dlcal ApparatUB,

Electtical Apparatus and Supplies,

Electric LlKhtliiR.

W.

Telegraph InstrumeDts.

2

SALT LAKE

Wtre nnd Untterlea.

UTAH.

CITY.

Factor^',

By Send

tor

Nb» Catalw.ik.

IV"

I,

R.

OSTRANDER &

23 and 25 Ann

."iJ '4' J

out Auk:u«i

l>cKalb .\vc

.

St.

l;r.>.jk!vi;.

CO.,

New
N

York.

N'

t-:.

HOTEL ANNONCIATORS,

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO
'S A^ALm^l^t^A^AJ^AAM

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
II ^i o' t' o- u-

•

•.%);!

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.
.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.?

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.
22'23»^24T25»26Tz7^28|

,3G»37»38» 39* 40^1^42*

Central Stations for

Power

Distribution.

4.^44»4.S» 46* items' 49J
.=;6T 5 H52»3.3T.viT.5.S» .S6«

STATIONARY MOTORS.
STORAGE BATTERIES.
FOR PRICES TT., HKE^OrK CATALOOrT.

FRANKLIN

Executive

Offices:

115 BROADWAY,

NEW

S.

CIIAKLES m'wILKINS.

CARTBR

E

WABO WILKINS

YORK.
MANUF4CTUREBS AND DEALERS

IN

ELECTRICAL SU"PLIES.

Sole ProprUtore of tbe Pftt^n; Needle .^naannnor*.

Factory:

JERSEY CITY,

N.

J.

KfTABUSBiB

lS«r.

-

1

|4South Second Street. PHILADELPHIA
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AROIM'S

H.

Counter

Electric Current

Gold Medal Awarded at Melbourne Exhibition. 1888-89.

The most

December

and simplified Slectric Meter ever invented.

reliable

Guaranteed correct
Built for Direct

small and large currents.

fi>r

Two-Wire,

EICKEMEYER DYNAMOS
-AND-

ELECT RIC MO TORS.

Three-Wire, Five-Wire to

Nine-Wire, and all Alternating Systems

(United States Patents, Feb. 22, 1887; Feb. 14, 1888.)

from 15 up to an.y uumber of amperes. Every
counter measures correctly tlie amount of ciu'rent consumed from a fraction of au ampere up to its full
in sizes

capacity.

Adopted by Siemens & Halske, Berlin, Germany;
Company. Berlin, Genuany; Municipal Electric
Lighting Works. Berlin, Germany, and others.
Exclusively used in Paris, Vienna, Constantinople and other
European cities.
Edison

OPINIONS OF AMERICAN ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANIES.

—
—

"Counters work very satisfactorily."
Edison Ilium. On., BrooUi/n, N. Y. "We have four Aron Counters in use since some
months, during; which time no trouble has been experienced in regard to care of
same, and satisfactory readings have been obtained."
Mather Electric Light Co., Manchester. Conn. "We And that the Aron Counters register
as accurately as is necessary for the purpo-es to which such meters would be applied; we have perfectly satisfied ourselves Of their adaptability."
Djver(N.H.) Electric Liqht Co. "We have tested the Aron Counter and have no reason to doubt its reliability.
We beg to inclose order for a few counters of 75 to
Tkomsoii- Houston Co., Lynn, Mauft

—

—

100 amperes."

Sm Francisco Electric Light Co. — "The Aron Counter
seen.

We

is the best instrument we have
have thoroughly tested a Counter of alternating current, and are sat-

isfied it will

work

correctly."

In use by European Central Stations measuring over 60 million walls.
Unquestioned superiority. Indispensable for Central station work. Amount of current consumed
may be ascertained at a glance, the dials being constructed on the same principle as
the gas meter dials.

HAOKENTHAL

PERFECT ELECTRICAL

BEEKMAN

STREET,

-

NEW

-

Balance

In

ARMATURE

COILS.

NO RADIATION OF FIELD MAGNETISM.

Sole Manufacturer and Importer*

21

Efficiency

yet obtained in Dynamo-Electrical Apparatus.

FOR PKI0E3 AND PABTIOULAES, ADDBEBS:

W.

JHachlne Complete.

Oombine the simplest Construction and Highest

YORK.
There being no magneasm apparent

Outside of all Trusts and Combinations.

ROCKFORD ELECTRIC MFG.

CO.

any exposed surface of the machine, all the
machine, and pass tlirough the armature.

at

lines of force are concentrated within the

NO SPARKING AT THE UOMMUTATOR.

MAHUPACTORERS OP

Mayo

Arc and Incandescent

Dynamos, Motors

AND APPLIANCES.
trn<aer the "liJayo Systena."
Also Manufacturers and Dealers In all kinds of Electrical Apparatus
Repairs and Supplies.

ROCKFORD,

Write for Catalogue and Prices.

WESTERN ELECTRIC

ILL.

CO.

g-io-o-o-o-o-u-o-o-o-o-o -o-o-o-oo - 0-0- 0-0-0- 0-0-0-0 »-

DISQUE LeCLANCHE BATTERY.
We

are continually
increasing the efficiency of our

Machine with one eide and haif the

These machines,

in

iield coile

all sizes,

removed, showing the ineide arrangement of armatuie
and coile.

and of any required capacity, are for general

sale

on

to the Trade, to Contractins: Ensfineers, to Electric LIsht, Power, and StoraG;e Battery Companies, and to
their merits

the public, without restrictions or royalties as to territory or patents.

DISQUE

LeCLANCHE

BATTERY,
And Guarantee

It

Low Prices.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET.

J. H.
IN

THE MARKET.

Write /or Revised Prioet.

Compact Machines.

BUNNELL^ CO.,
SOLE!

.A-a-BIsTTS,

106108 LIBERTY STREET,

N. T.

^
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14,
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A PRACTICAL ANDJOMMERCIAl SUCCESS.

Hie Thonson-Ho ttiitfln Elec tric R'y Systea
ECONOMICAL,

DURABLE,

NEW TYPE THOMSON-HOUSTON

RELIABLE.

ELEOTEIO RAILWAY TRUCK.

RESULT OF ONE YEAR'S WORK
RAILWAY CONTRACTS OF THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC RAILWAY

CO.:

Naumkeag Street Ry,, Salem, Mass.
Alliance Street Railtoay Co., Alliance, O.
Newburyport & Amesbury Horse Ry.
<C Edgewood Street Mailwai/ Co., Atlanta, Ga.
port, Mass.
Attleboro, J^o. Attleboro <£• Wrentham Street Railway Co.,

Atlanta

Co.,

Newbury-

Newport Street Ry. Co., Newport, li. I.
Newton Street Ry. Co., Newton, Mass.
Nay- Aug Cross Tozvn liy. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Omaha «£• C. B. Ry. and Bridge Co., Omaha, Neb.
Omaha Motor Ry. Co., Omaha, Neb.

Attleboro, Mass.
AniericuH Street Railway Co., Americua, Ga.
Auburn Electric Railway Co., Auburn, N. Y,
Banffor Street Railway Co., Bangor, Me.
Belt Line Railway Co., Lynn, Mass.
Brooklyn Street Railumy Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Central Passenger Railway, Louisville, Ky,
Central Railway Co., Peoria, HI.
Citizens' Electric Street Railway, Decatur, III.
Colerain Avenue Railway Co., Cineinnati, Ohio.
Danville Street Car Co., Danville, Va.

Ottawa Electric

St.

Ry.

Co.,

Ottawa,

III.

Ottumwa Street Ry. Co., Ottumwa, Iowa.
Plymouth & Kingston Ry. Co., Plymouth, Maaa.
Quincy

St.

Ry.

Co.,

Quincy, Maaa.

Redbank A Seabright Ry., Redbank, N.
Richmond St. Ry. Co., Richmond, Ind.

J.

Rochester Electric Ry. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Revere Street Ry. Co., Revere, Mass.
Eckington <£• Soldiers Home Ry. Co., Washington, D. C. Ross Park Street R^;. Co., Spokane Falls, W. T.
East Harrisburg Passenger Railway, Harrisburg, Pa. Riverside and Suburban Ry. Co. Wichita, Kan.
Scranton Passenger Ry. Co., Scranton. Pa.
Fulton Co, Street Ry. Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Scranton Suburban St. Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Hillside Coal Co., Scranton, Pa.
Seattle Electric Ry. if- Power Co., Seattle, W. T.
Hoosac Valley Street Ry., North Adams, Maaa.
Southittgton &• Plantsville Ry. Co.. Southington, Conn.
Joliet Street Ry. Co., Joliet, HI.
Lynn d- Boston Railroad Co., (Myrtle Street Line) Lynn, Third Ward St Ry. Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
Tojteka Rapid Transit Co., Topeka, Kan.
Mass.
Toledo Electric Ry. Co., Toledo. Ohio.
Lynn c£- Boston Railroad Co., (Nahant Line) Lynn, Mass.
Lynn tC- Boston Railroad Co., (Crescent Beach Line) Lynn, University Park Ry. and Electric Co. Denver. Col.
Vine St. Ry., Kansas City, Mo.
Mass.
Lynn «£• Boston Railroad Co-, (Highland Line) Lynn, Mass. Watervliet Turnpike & R. R. Co., Albany, N. Y.
McGavock & Mt. Vernon Horse Ry-, Nashville, Tenn. Wheeling Ry. Co., Wheeling, W. Va.
West Etid St. Ry. Co., Boston, Maaa.
Metropolitan Street Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo.

Derby Horse Railroad Co., Ansonia, Conn.
Dea Moines Electric Ry. Co., Des Moines, Iowa.

:x:t
Brooklyn Street Railway Co.
Des Moines Electric Railway Co.
Eckington & Soldiers' Home Railway Co.
Julien Electric Traction Co.
Seattle Electric

Railway

& Power Co.

KI
Lynn & Boston Street Railway Co.
Omaha & Council Bluffa Railway Sc Bridge

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

Co.

Revere S-.reet Railway Co.
Wheeling Railway Co.
West End Street Railway Co.

148 Michigan Ave.,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

WESTERN

ELECTRICIAN.

December

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
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1889

CO,

RANDOLPH STREET,

171

C-H-I-C-J\.-G-0.
FACTORIES: ANSONIA, CONN.

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF SUPPLIES
For Electric Light and Power Work.

USE BETTER WIRES.
the cry in New York, "Another man killed,
Burned to death on the Wires," is found,
And all because Wire that is covered with paint.
Sells a cent or two less on the pound.
still

Oh, sad is the thought, and yet sadder the fact,
That a penny a pound should outweigh
The noblest creation that God ever planned.
In the

commercial scales of to-day.

Can widow and orphan, lamenting a

death.

Their tears in a moment dismiss ?—
Admit with a smile that our lives, like a breath.

Are subject

to

methods

like this ?

As well may a vessel be drawn by a thread.
Or water be frozen by fire.
As to look for protection to buildings and lives

From paint-covered weather-proof

A hazard

(?)

Wire.

apparent

is never so great
safe to the eye,
In which is insidious danger, while men
In fancied security lie.

As one that

If

is

you must string the Wires still up on the
Or bury them under the ground.

poles.

For the sake of humanity, cease dealing death
To save a few cents on the pound.

Had our

celebrated

"SHIELD BRAND''

Moisture-Proof Wires been adopted for overhead

work

in

New

York, there would have been none

of the horrible incidents

which have been con-

nected with the use of cheaper wire.

An

accident or death has never occurred

Shield Wires have

where

been used. Our SHIELD
WIRES are thoroughly moisture-proof, impervious to acids, alkalies and gases, and will successfully overcome the most difficult conditions met
in installation.

!
December

14,
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A REVOLUTION
Send

for Full Particulars

New

Regarding the

BRUSH ALTERNATING CURRENT
LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING SYSTEM.
Com.pa-rs.ios CarLrLot

-<fi.fford.

to

DB-o.^?"

or TTse

.A.rL-3r

Otl:i.Gr-

The Brush 'toreless" Alternating Current Dynamo.
Brush Arc and Incandescence Electric Lighting: Apparatus, Brush Electric Motors
and Power Generators, Brush Carbons, Storage Batteries, Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CHICAGO OFFICE:

225

DEARBORN

ALEX. KEMPT. Special

ST.
Agt.

CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Eastern Office:

36 Dnion Sqaare, N. Y.

PACIFIC COAST agents:

Tie Calitaia Electric

Wt

8AN FRANCISCO.

Co.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC
f ox>t ^V^ci.'F'ue. Xzi.<^ieizxa.
Manufacturers

SLATTEfiY

of

the

SYSIEM

INDUCTION

out

OF

The Most Carefully Workedand Complete Altematlnc

System of Electric Lighting

in

Existence.

INCANDESCEST LIGHTING,

AND THE

Armatures

WOOD SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

Lamps

OF

ARC LIGHTING.

and

Converten

12—16 Candle Fow*r

to the Mechanical

Hors*

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE MICITED.

NEW YORK OFFICE:
I

15

BROADWAY,
Boreel BIdg.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS.

FORT WAYNE,

IND.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,
907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Manag-er.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.
OFFICE, 217 Sansome St.

SAN FRANCISCO

03
^"»
~^

oo

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.
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THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

CO., """i!!'*"

EVERY SATURDAY.

$8 per Annum.

CHICAGO,

Vol. V.

SCHAEFER ELECTRIC
Incandesceut Lamiis

GOnPLBTB
P. 0.

M

INHTAIil/ATION

10

DECEMBER

BOX 3068, BOSTON, MASS.

PliAMTS.

FACTORY AT CAMBRIDGEPORT.

'WARIIirG'

H.

CHEEVER,
[iri'l

-

-Manofm Im.

r

-

in

'n- Inni-il -*i»tn<n.f

VULCANIZED RUBBER FABRICS
Kor

9f frhanlrnl

I'lirpoMfM

UKLTIKU

.1I,V<-|II.\K

WithHiDooib 3leta)llc Hubtx^r fmrfftcefor uwi
on Dynamos anr] swift runnliii: niicblai'#.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

-

PA^k ROW, NEW YORK.

Tr^as., 10

I.u'iv'l

Standard Underground Cable Co., Mf'rs.
AVE.,

K,

BOSTON, MASS.

NEW YORK BELTING &PACKINC CO
JOHN

ELECTRIC LICHT WIRES AND CABLES.

llI.,\l.lJ^1 i.n

VATAtAHil

•taa

Arch Street,

Olilret

PENN

a.m>

ELECTRICAL
EVERYTHING
FAUK
KNI> KOK
111

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!

General Offices, 708

25.

Hollzer-Caliol Electric Co.

Estimates Furnished on Application.

VmE

No,

21, 1889.

.MAr.ri'.\(n riii:i(.K <iK

Or IWCANDEHCKNT

O cents per Copy

CO.

IVIFC.

100 Canilie-Power.

to

I

VULCANITEEMERY WHEELS. RUBBER MATS
MATTING AND STAIR TREADS.
l-hUndclphiu Cleveland. Detroit. Chictgn. C nclnnatl. St Lei,.

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
The acknowledged Standard
Insulation.
Its merits proved
quarter of a century. Adapted to
and Power,
Telegriph and Telephone.
Railwair and all other
ol Signaling.

all

of over
electrical purposes.

Aerial Uie,

ftoelrlo Light

Bnnchea

and hieh

for durable

by a record

All

Sizes

Subterranean Use.

ami ^"'"'^'"'
Fnfntaii "'rai.
Ufirat
"""
I

Submarine Uie
concealed Wiring

in all Locationa.

B.

McGLEES, General Manager,

Western Kleeiric Co.,

16 Dey St.

NEW YORK.

Noiseless

Xjooosaiotl'icro Btit^Tot-y '\7't».l-^r*>,
TiiLG .A.mJs.-to-n. Xjools. Ba»,Tofy '\7'Al-t7-o,
X*lxe .A.iBl3.toxx A^Tntez- Zlellef TT'aI'v*.

THE ASIITON YALVES

D«;;«»l'ler.p.UUon.eb.lns,h...o,tp,rf«...

THEIR SAFETY YALYES i.'Sbrr^u^i^r.V.'LJSiS'v.'^^tUSSr'
THEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES '.Zi^S^SlSS.^'SiSi
St.

Boslon.

I

tt^e

M«M»

°"^?ffc'Hs:!S',';ti^^v.?">.'.^^°?oR.

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,

-Tiaci:-

omoH

in ue market.
Pres«oreof tb« boM

DOW

in conefiictlon, .\QtomatIc In aOlon, Perfectly CootrolllcK
ever ept-ed the vnu no "r pump ts worklnp.

AshlonYalYeCo. 271 Frantlin

<.'Iiioa{;o, III., Sole Agents for tbe West.

e,

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back

Simple

E.

Vifntacni urr

umm

Sols Manufacturera of

co.

COWLES* PATENTED

and Weather - Proof

Fire -Proof

PUSH-BUTTON

CUT HHOWINC STTIB OF lN5VLATI<m.

^—Copper Wire

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

WARFRnnH<«
95 CHAMBERS STREET,

NEW

YORK.

B.

P.— Two

Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof tiunlstfaM.

Btortted with a fl/ac*. Wr athkr-Proof Compo*ition.
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriicr*.
trie Copper Wire, bare an^l covered, oT ever)* descripuoa,
Cliff
i '9 a""* 21

M 33

and

1

35

StMglw fivwbcd «pea »ypaa<fc<«.

Pww Bl»

FACTORIES:
ANSO'fi*. CONN.
Waba«h Ave., Chicago, U'.

St. New Yk*.

THE EDISON MACHINE WORKS,
MANVFACTIREBS OF
WeatherproofWire. Insulated Iron Wire. Magnet Wire. Rubber Covered House Wire.
Annunciator Wire.
German Silver Wire. Office Wire.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
Arc Lamp Cords.
Flexible Cords.
Gas Fixture Wire.
Tinsel Cords.
Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Cables.
PARAGON TAPE.

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

General Sales Anent, - 19 Dey Street,
WOBK8: SCHENECTADY. X. T.

NEW

YORK.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
Electric
liighting Apparatus.

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston", Mass.
148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
115 Broadway, New Yobk, N. Y.
315 W. 4th St., OiNciNSTATi, Ohio.
116 Gravier St., New Okleans, La.
503 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.
319 N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.
334 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

21,

i

J

CO.,

Electric Railway

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

No better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus
can be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps
operated by Gras Companies in this country, over 11,000, or
52 per cent., are Thomson-Houston. The dynamo is entirely
automatic in its regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in operation.
The lamps burn steadily
and uniformly, and hold their adjustment better than any
other lamps on the market.
Arc Dynamo.

Our direct current incandescent dynamo

is

rapidly gain-

ing favor with practical electric lighting men, as
features of excellence are recognized.
its

regulation

to be thrown

is

many

automatic, permitting any number of lamps

on or

others in service.

off without in the least affecting the

Our incandescent lamps have an un-

equaled record for long

Direct Current Iiioandescent

its

Like the arc dynamo

life.

Dynamo.

The problem of long distance incandescent lighting is
practically solved by the alternating current dynamo, and to
meet the demand for a machine of this character we have
constructed what is unquestionably the most perfect alternator offered the public to-day, embracing as

features that combine to

it

make a perfect dynamo

does, all the

—automatic

regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

ency, and

.

economy

effici-

of operation.

Alternating Cm-rent Dynamo.

The employment of electric motors for driving small mais becoming so common, and its advantages so well
that
it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction.
known,
In the construction of our motors we feel that we have reached
a point where their superiority cannot but be admitted.
chinery

LIGHTNING ABBE8TEB. —AH

of our installations are

protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which

we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every instance.
Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus injured by
ning where these arresters fail to operate.

The
light-

—
December
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CHAS.D.JENNEY&CO., THE

MITCHELL VANCE
(ftui («>>..•-> i»

ytir*

itr.t.i., \

jkSi

r.

A

I

CO.,

it.,

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS
Having no Special Agent
in

Chicago for our

Goods,

we

Solicit Cor-

AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.

W

Architects' and Decorators'

Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

respondence from
with Fidelity

Buyers, which

we

to the

Promptly Answer.

CombinatioD Fixtures,

Insulating Joints,

and

Electroliers, Brackets.

Pendants, Reflectors

One

given Motive.

All

Fittings for

Incandescent Lighting.

H. P. CoDHlunt Potontlnl Ilotor.

—]M[AZii;Lfaot-u.z*ex>s

of

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
For both Arc and Incandescent Oircuite, from 1-2 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have Self-Oiling Boxes.

MANUFACTORY,
24and25th

224

S.

ILLINOIS ST.,

-

St.

SALESROOM,

and lOth Ave.,

836-38 Broadway and 13th

NEW YORK

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

St.,

CITY.

=the:s

ELECTRO-DYNAMIC
224

Carter

St.,

CO,

OOMPANY
NEW

Philadelphia.

YORK.

DYNAMOS.
C.

Dynamos, Motors,
Voltmeters

and

Batteries,
Ammeters,

SCHUMACHER.

Office:

Pres'l.

42 Eictiange Place.

VICTOR SCHALLER. Trcas.
Factory:

p.

>

MOTORS.
CUUS.

162 and 164 W.

Supt.

27tli St.

Switches,

-.A.PG-X3-

Complete Electric

Llsiit

and Power Plants.

STREET CARS EQUIPPED
FOR ELECTRIC PROPULSION.
The Oldest and Most Experienced Electric Motor Company in the World.

Chicago

Office,

502 Phenix

Building.

Detroit Office, 30 Atwater St., East.

Our Dynamo is cast in one piece, and combines indestructible solidity with the greatest simplicity of design and
compactness; the highest efficiency with a total absence of
the many objectionable features of the machines heretofore
in use. No outside magnetism. Current generated without
sparking, therefore steady light, and small

San Francisco, 220 Sutter St.,;^^^^^!^!©^

wear of brushes
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CO

TTHE IV-ATIOK^At. CAI^BOIV
01eTrela,n.d., Ols-io.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENBINEERINB CO.

JARVIS

61

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

OLIVER STREET,

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coal and Coke

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

tosTFOsr.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

ECONOMICAL ARC LAMPS
FOR INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS
ij

These lamps, burning in series, require about 50 volts and 8 amperes of current.
make money by acting as our agents.
and information regarding our new and improved Multiple Arc,

Wlien writing please

Electrical contractors can
prices

state voltage

fi

For

and system used.

t^"

Multiple Series and Search Lamps, address
'-i^.

KIirSJIAN I.A^MP.

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY
WM.

Dynamo

Belts Carried in Stock.
CORLISS OR HIGH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

NGINES

Etc.

S.

TnRNBR.

J.

I NGLISH, MORSE yO.

KANSAS

Electrical Engineers
Steam Plants

tor Electric Light

YOUNG, President and

RAXlilVAlfi^.

Arc and Incandescent Lights Instatled.

and Power.

CUARLES

PAGET
and

SEND FOR SPECIAL CIRCULARS.
B.

LESTEK WOODBRIDGE.

DeBigns and Kstlniates Submitted.

iEONARD PAGET.

Chemical

J.

City.

and Contractors.

COMPIiETE EQIJIPIIIENT OF RI^ECTRIC

MO.

CITY,

York

WOODBRIDGX: & TURNER,

For Driving Dynamos.

Complete Steam Plants Furnished and Erected.
Completi
1221-1223 Union Ave.

New

18 Cortlandt Street,

-

CO..

Electrical

iSi

J,

KINTNBR.

KINTNER,
and

Experts

Electrical

Engineers.

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.
B. K. JAMISON, Vice-President.

Treas.

COMPANY,
SOLAR CARBON ^ MFC.PITTSBURGH,
PA.

69 Schmidt & Friday Building,
Process Patented.
CARBONS made from Natural Gas.
BATTERY CARBONS OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTY.

Office, No.

Well Selected and Good
Western

Office, 1

75 Randolph

Special Discounts on Large Orders.

Street, Chicago.

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC

*

CO.,

'^"'^ISIJJ i?o^w';f

THEJULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION

^"^

«-''«^-«°"'"

CO.,

Storage Batteries.

THE Knapp E lectrical Works.
XkA.A.KTTTX'.A.C'I^TTXl.XSZDSI

Magneto

Bells. Annunciators,

OX*

Burglar Alarms. Electric Bells, Batteries, Push Buttons, Etc.

x3Z!.A.Xix:xi.s

xia

STTSRITTXXING- EX^ECTRICAX*.
.AO-ziiNra^s 3PC3ZI

TiEa

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
A Full Line of their Celebrated Wires. Cables and Tapes in Stock, at Factory Prices.

Buy your Coods

of the

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Frauklin Street

-

-

-

CHICAGO.
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THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improved Corliss Engine
Is

of
IT IS

ShaftiriK,

Hannort, Loalhnr, Rubbor

DCKABII.ITY IN USB.

CHICAGO BRANCH,

for onr (?ntaloKnrH.

SOUTH ICmiRSOH

4I aod 43

Arc

ARC-LIGHT CIRCOITS.

Incandescent Circuits

?:

11 4»l Kl» » l>ft

Highly
and the only

for Illustrated Catalogue.

F.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

COMPOUND.
16 Siios. 5 to 000 H. P.

GEORGE CUTTER.

CONDENSING OR
of

iMi

HK^T.

Jiconomical.

Enjiio

STATES.

-

CHICAGO.

-

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
YORK,
<A>rUanfJt Htreet,
w.-..
BOSTON.
Hathaway Imildlnf?,
K..-r
PITTSBURGH,
WeHtingboiiw Buildliur. {
l.'H),I.V(
CHICAGO.
Lake Strict,
PHILADELPHIA, HON Chaitnut St M. R Muckli-. Jr. 4 C)o.

NEW

t

I

I

tot

HIGH FUE L DUTY AND SIMPLICITr.

.

It

Agent

NON-CONDENSING.

Mot yot oqaalod by any form

I

W. HORNE, Manager
WESTERN AND SOUTHERN

Street,

I

and

BlJIiienl

EAST ADAMS STREET,

11
CHICAGO OFFICE. 80 Adams

1

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

socket having Insulating material for the outside

620

A^

PERFECT AUTOMATIC fiEGULATIOK.

SIMPLE. RELIABLE. DURABLE.

Send

CO.

riiif

— ron—

parts.

8T.

MOTORS
—

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

8afo socket for series lamps,

and

anrl Mill

Enclni; 8upi>llos of Every Doscrlptlon.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO. EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC

Tbo only

WiS,

Uf«lnrn In

fern)

and Cotton Bolting, Lubricants,

CrSKQUALKD VOR KCONOMT OV KUKL. UKOULAKITY GV

AND

Coam,

CO.,

MILWAUKEE,

.ManiitiKtDrRrM ut

Pulleys,

&

ALUS

P.

IICLIANCe WORKS.

especially adapted for eloctrlc plants
all kinds, and has made a record In
this field which cannot bo excelled.
MOTIOK,

BUILDBRS

SOt.B

Iji

J

.

STANDARD.

ST. LOUIS.

KANSAS

'IISh'.'"^.''3, 000 in use i n all parts of the Civilized World.

JUNIOR.
AH

OMAHA.
PINE BLUFFS.

Built.

Economical.

aoi :»l WojfhLQKtoo Ave, , ...,.,_ .
>°J"«u'a>
Sia Union Avenue.
I
13a0 8eyent«eDth StiwI. t
* ' "•
1019 Copltol Arenue. K C AyiT
Ark.
«eo M. l>Uk-y A .Sonn.

SALT LAKE CITY, iW 8. Main .St.
Itoh i Montinji
BUTTE. MONT.
E. (!ranIt<:St.
Jlmllwrr
f
SAN FRANCISCO, 21 and Si f'nraont St. Parke A Lacy
PORTLAND. OR. :0.
hYont .St l-arkeit ljic>- Mi;li.
CHARLOTTE. N. C. 'VI CoUi-p' SI
lxl,„l. > T„,«. i,i,«
f The U. A. Tonipkta
ATLANTA, GA.
15 S. l-rfor St.
I

*^

Sizes in Stock.

5

to

50

H. P.

AUTOMATIC EHOIHE CBEAPES THAH A SLIDE VAITE

jVell

CITY,

DENVER,

Reliable.

Over 300

:l.-..N'.

sold the first year.

IHI

All the above built stncUrlo Gansrewith Interchaneeable Parts. I
Kepairs Oamod in Stock. Send for Illiutraled OataloEnes. I

I

I

'rlni

,

DALLAS. TEX.

PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.A.
W.

D.

SARGENT,

C

E H CUTLER. Treat, and Mgr.

Washington

St.,

BROOKLYN,

.M.\NrK.\l TUllKIts

OF

o.

Co.
f •«
Co.

E.

.V Mch Co.
Jmuw* A Co.

FRANK A PERRET. Elec

THE ELEKTRON MFC.
79-81

IV).
I

KeatinK Imp

CHATTANOOGA. TENN.

JNO. A. BARRETT, V Pret. and Cons. Elec.

Ppes.

.

CO.,

N. Y.,

Tllf:

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS and DYNAMOS
Automatically Regulated, Unexcelled in Simplicity

and Durability.
THE ONLY MACHINES HAVING

Masnets

LaHiiRated FiBid

of

Softest Giiarcoai

Iron

BV MEANS OF W 11 If II
Higlier Efficiency,

Closer Regnlation and

ARE OBTAINED THAN

IS

Slower Speed

POSSIBLE OTHERWISE.

Careful Inveslinatlon 'nvitod.

/

K

*GooD^ m\H^TV88^^ &
/y/?/?D

RUBBER Goods

Specialties of all kinds to order
—^s^ Send for Catalogue.
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THE BEGINNING OF THE END.
WESTINGHOUSE COMPANY DEFEATED.
Sawyer-Man Patent Decided by the Court to be a Fraud and Absolutely Valueless.
EXTRACTS FROM THE DECISION OF JUSTICE BRADLEY, OCTOBER 5, 1889Circuit Court of the United States,
For the Western District of Pennsylvania.

J

THE CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY ntpt,""),

vs.
McKEESPORT LIGHT COMPANY
No. 5,

May Term,

Edison

(

relating to this new and broad claim were made afterwards, in February and March, 1885.
"We are of the opinion that the changes made in the application in
this regard were not justifiable, and that the claim in question cannot be
sustained."
"We are not at all satisfied that Sawyer Man. ever
made and reduced to practical operation any such invention as is set forth
and claimed in the patent in suit. Their principal experiments were made
in 1878, and perhaps the beginning of 1879.
The evidence as to what they
accomplished in the construction of electric lamps is so contradictory and
suspicious that we can with difficulty give credence to the conclusions

The amendments

]

\

Company./

1888.

ON BILL AND FINAL HEARING.

oi=i3^xoxT oi^ tisie: co-crieT.

&

sought to be drawn from it. We are not Satisfied that they ever
produced an electric lamp -with, a burner of carbon made
from fibrous material or any other material which was a

success."

"The application for the patent in suit was not
until January, 1880, nearly or quite a year after all
their experiments had ceased, and after the inventions of
Edison had been published to the -world."

made

BBADLEY,

Circuit Justice:

"The great question in this suit is, whether the patent
sued on is valid, so far as involves a general claim for the use in electric
lamps of incandescing carbon conductors, made of fibrous or textile subIf it is not, the bill 'must
If it is, the complainant must prevail.
stances.
"
be dismissed.'
The de"Is the patent valid for such a broad claim?
fendants contend that it is not. First; because no such invention W8s set
forth in the original application, but was introduced more than four years
after it was filed, and after the same material had been used by Edison
and claimed by him in application for a patent. Secondly, because Edison,
and not Sawyer-Man, was really the original and first inventor of an incandescent conductor made of fibrous or textile material for an electric
lamp."
"It is very clear to us that in the original application for
the patent sued on, the applicants had no such object in view as that of
claiming all carbon made from fibrous and textile substances as a conductor
for an incandescing electric lamp. Nothing on which to base any such claim
is disclosed in the original application; we have carefully compared it with
the amended application on which the patent was issued, and are fully
satisfied that after Edison's inventions on this subject had been published
to the world there was an entire change of base on the part of Sawyer &
Man, and that the application was amended to give it an entirely different
direction and purpose from what it had in its original form."

"By an

improvement

adroit amendment made in 1885, they say, 'Our
relates more especially to the incandescing conductor, its

its form, and its combination with the other elements composing the lamp.' The purpose of this amendment is obvious and needs

substance,

no comment."

"The fact is that Sawyer & Man were unconscious that
the arc was not new, and supposed that they could get a patent for it; but
as their eyes were opened, they changed about and amended their application, and made the material of the conductor the greit object
carbon
made from fibrous and textile material. Compare the original with the
amended application, as first stated in this opinion, and this purpose most
obviously appears."
"The fact that the whole object of the application was
changed, is evinced by the correspondence of the parties."
"This testimony of Mr. Broadna.x, which is undoubtedly
to be relied on, in connection with the letter just quoted, shows that the
idea of claiming carbons made from fibrous and textile materials was an
after-thought, and was no part of the purpose of the original application.

—

PRICE OF LAMPS

MUCH REDUCED.

"The explanations made by the complainants
for the delay in applying for the patent in suit, fail to satisfy
our minds that Sawyer
Man, or their assignees for them,
have not sought to obtain a patent to which they were rot
legitimately entitled.
"But suppose it to be true, as the supposed inventors and some of the
other witnesses testify, that they did in 1878, construct some lamps with'
burners of carbon made of fibrous material and of an arched shape, which
continued to give light for days or weeks, or months; still, were they a
successful invention? Would any one purchase or touch them now? Did
they not lack an essential ingredient which was necessary to their adoption
and use? Did they go any further in principle, if they did in degree, than
did other lamps which had been constructed before? It seems to us that
they were following a wrong principle the principle of small resistance
in an incandescing conductor, and a strong current of electricity; and that
the great discovery in the art was that of adopting high resistance in the conductor with a small illuminating surface
and a corresponding diminution in the strength of the current. This was accomplished by Edison in his filamental
thread like conductors, rendered practicable by the perfection
of the vacuum in the globe of the lamp. He abandoned the old
method of making the globe in separate pieces, cemented together, and

&

—

adopted a globe of one entire piece of glass, into which he introduced
small platinum conductors, fastened by fusion of the glass around them,
thus being able to procure and maintain perhaps the most perfect vacuum
known in the arts. In such a vacuum the slender filaments of carbon attenuated to the last degree of fineness, may be maintained in a state of
incandescence without deterioration, for an indefinite time, and with a small
expenditure of electric force. This was really the grand discovery in the art of electric lighting, without which it could

not have become a practical art for the purposes of general
use in houses and cities."
"The principal and great thing described is the
attenuated filament, and its inclosure in a perfect vacuum."
""We think we are not mistaken in saying that
but for this discovery electric lighting would never have
become a fact. We have supposed it to be the discovery of
Edison, because he has a patent for it. This may not be the
case; it may be the discovery of some other person. But
whoever discovered it, it is undoubtedly the great discovery

by electricity."
must be dismissed."

in the art of practical lighting

"The

bill

SEND FOR OUR NEW PRICE LIST OF LAMPS.

UNITED EDISON MFD. CO.

65 FIFTH AVENDE.

1
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200 MILES OF IMPROVED

CANDEE
WEATHERPROOF

LINE

WIRE

ON HAND IN CHICAGO.

CAN FILL ORDERS AT ONCE.
NO ADVANCE

of

IN PRICE;

SEND US YOUR ORDERS.

Our stock of Electrical Supplies
Every Description is as large in pro-

portion to Stock of Wire.
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC
43 La Salle
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CO.,
St., CHICAGO.
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-MANUFACTURERS OF-

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
TWO

giC>-OK)H>K)-OH3K>-0-O-O-0-0-<M>0-0-0<K>K>-0-0-OH3»$

FIRST PRIZE COLD MEDALS 1888.

DISQDE LeCLANCHE BATTERY.

MOST EFFICIENT.

MOST EFFICIENT.

We

are continually
increasing the efficiency of our

LeCLANCHE

DISQUE

BATTERY,
i

DYNAMO
25 to 500

MOTOR
1-8 to

And

Ouarantee

It

50

LIGHTS'

CAPACITY.

Horse

Power.

IN

—AND—

ECONOMICAL.

THE MARKET.

READY.
Write for Revised Pricef.

ISOLATED PLANTS and CENTRAL STA TIONS FDLLY ERECTED.

Outside of all Trusts and Combinations.

Motors for Running
ELEVATORS,

MS,

PUMPS AND &ENERAL MACHINERY.

We give an Absolute
and

Mayo

FACTORY AIVD

CO.

MAHUPACTURERS OP

Guarantee regarding Materials, Workmanship

Efficiency.

OFFICE,

ROCKFORD ELECTRIC MFG.

Dynamos, Motors

Arc and Incandescent

SAL.FSROOIU,

AND APPLIANCES.
TJiKier tlie "l.Ia.yo System.."

58

& 60 Longworth

CINCINNATI, 0.

St.,

Also Manufacturers and Dealers In all kinds of Electrical Apparatus
Repairs and Supplies.

ROCKFORD.

Write for Catalogue and Prices.

The

EMPIRE CITYELECTRIC CO.
15

Western Agent,
I.

If.

COLBURN

ILL.

Western Agent,
i.

CO.

Dynamos, Motors,

A. F.

MOQRES
Wire and Cables

Etc.

DEY STREET,

HARMOUNT

6. A.

315-321 Wabash

Ave..

Electrical

CHICAGO. ILL

AGENT FOR ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT

Wm

Supplies,
SEND FOR QUOTATIONS.

MA.NUKACTURKRti OF

WHEN YOU RUY

MOTOR

A

Prom

DISTRICT TELEGRAPH BOXES,

ANY Manufacturer or Dealer,

State tbat

you

AVANT

WITH

IT

Instruments, Gas Lighting Apparatus,

Telegraph

REGISTERS AND GENERAL SUPPLIES,

SUPPLIED

the

Batteries, Buzzers, Buttons, Breakwheels, Burners,
Brackets, Burglar Alarms.

ells,

Whittingham

Write

I

Automatic

]K^^
•^

^L

Tools, Extension Bells, Elevator Cables,
I

Switch.
Seod

for Catalogue.

Automatic Switch Co.,
No. 8 Keyser Building,

BALTIMORE, MD.

I

|Plectrolier8, Eccentric Clamps, Electricians'

For

\

^prlng

^

Jacks, Signal Boxes,
Cord, Single Relays, Spark

Silk Coils, Switches, Splicing Topis.

elegraph
Supplies,

iThermostats, Ticket Cases, Telephone Tools, Tin Foil.
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ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
-IN-

THE UNITED STATES
COMPANY

ELECTRIC LIGHTING
(WESTIN&HOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Lessees.)

More than One Thousand Plants

in

Operation.

Equitable Buildixig, New York City.
Girard Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
"The Rookery," Chicago,

111.

American Central Building,

St.

Louis.

Mo

Mitchell Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

328 Montgomery

St.,

San Francisco,

Kamm

Cal.

Building, Portland. Oregon.
Dallas, Texas.
Charlotte, N.

C.
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APOLOGIZES
Again

to its customers for the

Notwithstanding the shipments
excess of any previous

week

delay

last

in filling

week were

in its history,

it

their

orders.

44,364 lamps in

is still

nearly two

weeks behind, on orders now booked.

The

additions to

its

factory are, however, rapidly approaching

completion, and in a short time, orders can

promptly on

probably be

filled

receipt.

GENERAL
510

OFFICES,

West 23d

Street,

NEW YORK

CITY,

December

2t,
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Ki

THZ:

WESTIMHOnSE ELEGTRIG

GO.'S

FOR-

ARC LIGHTING.
Improved WateFhoase flpparatas.

-FROM-

ONE LAMP
-TO-

FIFTY LAMPS.

Estimates Furnished on Application.

THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
PITTSBURGH, PENN.,
POSTON,

NEW

YORK,

CHICAGO,

PORTLAND,

ST, LOUIS,

CHARLOTTE,

U. S.

fi.

CINCINNATI.

DALLAS.

CO.,

SAN FRANCISCO,

;
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SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM.
The Pioneer of Successful
The only Award given for Electric Railways

Railways.

Electric

at the Paris Exposition of 1889 was a
presented to the Sprague Electric Railway and Motor Company, for the
most perfect system of Electric Railway Equipment.

GOLD MEDAL

in any Comprehensive
System?

What are the Essential Features
Electric Railway

Main Feeders from Power Station.
Main Conductor Feeding in Trolley Wire.
Uniform Size of Trolley Wire, Independent
Line, or

Number

Length

Dynamo

of

of Cars Operated.

Thereby only can be secured
sure.

Uniform Electrical Pres-

Absolute Reliability of Service.
Non-interference with one section by interruptions upon any

will

guarantee to operate a ten mile

Thirty Car, Double Track
Less Engine Power;
Less

of

AND WHY?
BECAUSE,

The Sprague Company

System with

Capacity;
Less Weight of Conductors;
Less Loss in Distribution
Less Loss in Motors;

OR IN WORDS THAT ARE UNDERSTOOD BY ALL, WITH
More Car Miles per Ton of Coal Consumed;
More Miles of Line with a Given Loss;
More Territory Covered by a Given Outlay;
More Reserve Capacity in a Given Plant;

THAN CAN BE DONE WITH ANY OTHER SYSTEM.

other.

FEATURES OF A CORRECT MECHANICAL DESIGN OWNED EXCLUSIVELY BY THE SPRAGUE
Centering the Motor on the Driven Axle;
NO COMPETITOR OF THE SPRAGUE
COMPANY CAN MAKE A SIMILAR
Flexible Yielding Support for Relief of Strains;
GUARANTEE, AND ACCOMPLISH
Universal Movement of the Trolley Pole;
IT TO THE LETTER.
Single Lever Movement for Motor Control;

& MOTOR COMPANY,

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY
16 and 18 Broad

Nos.

St.,

New

CO.:

York.

Building,

Rialto

Chicago.

The Interior E lectrica l Conduit Co.
A New and

ImproTed

Itlethod of

Equipping Buildings Avith au Insulated Tube Conduit for any Sjsteni of

Sy^pEXY— Absolute immnnity from electric fires.
ACCESSIBILITY— Perfect nccess to concealed wires.

ECONOMY—

f^iiiall

JBlectrlc Wiring.

^OOlVE^XHO'XJEiaG:

from future expense.
tube and appliances, insuring longevity of wires.
wiring may be laid out on original plans
a manner similar to that employed for gas, water and steam piping; the conductors

cost ot installation, anil freedom

DURABILITY— Absolutely moisture-proof

CONVENIENCE— Systems of

electric

m
FOR CIRCVI^ARS, PRICE

THE INTERIOR ELECTRICAL CONDUIT

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE SET OF V. S.
ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO. .
1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

PRIHCIPAL
D. S.

154

T.

BROWN,

Ute

GEORGE

EXAMIHER ELECTRICITY,

Brow

Bfltteri ortl, Hall,
& Snitli,
Patent Attorneys,
25-26 HONORE BUILDING.

Two complete sets of U.

-

-

CHICAGO.

S. Electrical Patents,

AND

P.

156

WEST 27TH

BARTON,

LAW OFFICE,

OFFICE,"—

PATENT

may

be drawn in at pleasure.

IKSTRVCTIOIVS, ADDRKSS,

CO.,

FRANK
FRANCIS W. PARKER,

I.1ST A?fD

BEAKBOBN STKEET,

226

CHICAGO,
and

Patent

ST.,

NEW YORK

CITY.

WANTED
Experienced armature winders and incandescent wire men.
Experienced machinists and
tool makers.

Royal Electric Co.,
PEORIA, ILL.

ILL.

Trademark Cases.

ELECTRICAL WORDS, TERMS PHRASES.
?

666 Pages. 397 lUustratlons. Cloth Binding.

Price, postage prepaid, to any part of the world, $2.50.

Each
Dictionary iDcludes close upon 2,500 distinct Words, Terms or Phrases.
of the great cliseea or divisions of electrical Investigation or utilization comes under
For some reasons It deserves rather to be
careful and cxhauBtivc treatment.
called an Encyclopaedia than a dictionary.
'I'lils

The Scheme of Troalment Is as follows:
The words, terms and i)hrases arc Invariably followed by a
lat.
definition, giving the sense In which they are correctly employed.
2d.

A

which the

general statement then follows of the Principles

of

3d.
When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other considerations,
has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or Diagram of the apparatus ia
4th.

so that
short,

Electrical

definition Is founded.

It

given.

concise

end
Science on

To

it Is

facilitate studv, an elaborate system of Cross References has been adopted
as easy to find the definitions as the wordi, and aliases are readily detected

and traced.
In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure CLEARNESS, to the
while the definUlons and explanations shall be SATISFACTORY TO

THE

thill

EXPERT KLKOTHICIAN,
those

who have had no

they shall also be

SIMPLE AND INTELLIGIBLE

to

training at all In electricity, or are novices in the art.

ZSIaXSCTRICIAN PUBIiISHING CO.
e

Xju^Ec:z!]e»xi>s] :BXTiXjX>ifa'<3-,

<:}:^iG.£i.at

o

xx<XjXi«roJCJS.

EVERY SATURDAY.
The

Slattery

AltornatiriK

Current

Dy-

namo.
prcseiUcil licrcwitli iliiistrates Iho iinproved form of jiltcrnatinu current machiiii'
which is iiscil by the Kort \Vayiic Jcniiey I'Uectric l.ij;hl ciimpany in its Slattery iniluction sys'l"l\e (Mil

Its
The ilyiianui is a i^-pole machine.
tem.
The
capacity is 1,000 c6.('aiulle power liglits.
potential at the b'luliny; posts is 1,000 volts.
This pressure is rechiceil to 50 volts in the distribution.
The armalnre of the dynamo proper
is of the l.ontin type while that of the exciter is
of the .Siemens type. The relative arranjjement of
the main dynamo and e.xciter is a noticeable
The exciter
featnre of the Slattery machine.
macliine.
is mounted on the same base with the
I!y thus disposing the parts there are
secured all the advantages of a
separate exciter without the disadvantages of a self-exciter. The ex-

citer

is

DECEMBER

CHICAGO,

Vol. V.

a shnnt

wound machine,

21,

No.

1889.

Referring to his trip .Mayor llart said: " The
(piestion of wh.it is to be done with the electric
wires

is

a

most

home Tuesday

I

serious

Since

one.

have visited

leaving

I'hiladelphia

and

New

York, and am finishing my tour of inspecfind
tion by seeing what Chicago has done.
I
that Chicago has gone further toward getting
her wires underground than any other large
\'oii
city in the country,
have certainly demonstrated here that the thing can be done.
should say there is little danger here of fires
being caused by wires.
I
don't know what we
will do with our wires.
They are all in the air
now. We have given permission in Boston to
an electric street railway company to put its
overhead trolley system in every street in the
I

St.

Louis Electric Light Plant.

Louis

will not he lighted by eh-itricity in
probability as soon as was anticipated.
.At
a meeting of the .St. Louis council last week a
resolution was presented, giving Charles Sutter
ninety days' additional time in which to execute
the electric light contract with the city.
According to the contract the plant watt to be in
operation by January ist.
The resolution wa.s
ordered to a second reading.
This resolution will probably pa,ss, although, it
was stated, the city by enforcing the terms of
the contract can compel the bondsmen of Sutler
to pay $90,000 for non-compliance with his
St.

all

hardly expected this will be
.Mortimer Taylor, attorney for
the Municipal KIcctric Light com;i
my, which has Sutter's contracl.s,
itimatcd that if the postponement
measure gets through the Munici|,il
.Assembly, the
electric
light
ompany would expect to be repiired to pay for all the gas the
ity uses on the streets during the
linety days.
He believed that the
_:,is for this purpose
could be obiined for almo.st as low a price as
It
IS now, but added that
it
would
be necessary to notify the gas company a little before the ist of January, in order that it might arrange
for a continuation of the streetlighting service, which is quite an
extensive enterprise by itself.
.Mr. Taylor
believed that the
passage of the postponement ordi-

It
agreement.
done, however.

its

current being regulated by (lerman
silver resistance in the field circuit.
The main bearings of the dynamo
proper are each fitted with a sight
feed lubricator of s|iecial design.
It may be mentioned that these machines are doing good work, keeping cool under excessive loads.
Many of them are running twentyfour hours a I'ay seven days in the
week, with only an hour's rest on

Sunday.

Overhead Wires

in

Boston.

The

recent conilagraticni in l!oston has been generally attributed
Whether the fire
to electric wires.
originated in this way or not, the

forfeiture.

have decided to investigate the overhead wire ipiestion.
Mayor Hart of Boston, was in
Chicago last week and devoted considerable time to examining the
He had visited
electric systems.

Referring to the disadvantages

under which he had

of the Hub the necessity of burying the wires.
Sl.Vl

When Mayor Hart was in Chicago
he seemed to think this would be an ea.sy task.
"I wouldn't care to say now that the recent fire
in Boston w'as caused by electric wires," he said,
"but that is the general impression, and the
matter is receiving thorough investigation."
The mavor further explained that it was believed that a telephone or signal wire had
dropped across an electric light or power wire
and had started the fire. It would appear that
the telephone and telegraph lines were not up
He said they
to the standard in construction.
were liable to go down at the first ordinary
"This is then the source of danger," he
storm.
across the street
light wires,

railway

wires

liable

to

fall

or the electric

and carry destruction to property

The greatest caution
throughout the city.
should be observed," he added, "in securing
the best possible construction and the latest and
most approvetl methods. It would be wise to
place fusible plugs in every circuit just outside
where the wire enters and
of the building

—

not, as at present, inside the building."

latxired,

Mr.

"Well, I guess the
power-house building is farthest
behind.
But we have had a great
many back-;ets, and, while we are
not going arouml telling the public
Sutter said:

New York and Philadelphia and
had a long talk with Miyor Grant
on the subject of overhead wires.
As is well known, the latter is an
earnest advocate of underground
sy.stems, and urged the mayor of
Boston to impress upon the people

"These faulty wires are

is

nance would relieve Suiter's bondsmen from the payment of the

city officials

said.

2<;.

—

city.

rEKV .W.IEKN.MIN

I

KKKN

1

Their wires are now up and

number

of streets.

I

DV.N,\.M"

in

.\n ordinary storm,

use on a

which

is

likely to occur any day, might cross these street
The currailway wires with telephone wires.
rent is liable to be carried into almost every
house in the city with disastrous results."
The progress which Chicago has made in
burying its wires could scarcely be realized by
the distinguished visitor, and he could not refrain from expressing his surprise and admiration for the spirit displayed by the electrical
companies as well as the city in securing such
an efficient system of underground conduits.
The vast improvement the change made in the
appearance of the streets, and the striking contrast between the main thoroughfares of Chicago and Boston was a revelation to the chief executive officer of the center of culture and refinement.

The I'ark Ridfte .\rc Light & Power company h.is l>een
iacorporated at Chicago, to furnish hghl, power, and *aler: capital stock. $50,000; incorporators. K. H. Clark. M.
T. Cahill, and Kdward Stack.

our troubles, we have had many
things to contend with that even
the city officials know nothing
about. .At the present time we have
thirty-one gangs of men out in
different parts of the city putting
up poles and stringing wires, and
work on all portions of our plant is
going on day and night. We are
price and a half for
all
night

paying a
work, and keeping everything moving.
One
source of this delay was a miscalculation as
to the amount of wire to be strung.
It was at
first estimated at 3^5 miles, but we find that we
must string 500 miles. .And while we have no
idea that it will require three months longer to
get everything in shape, we thought it best to
name a sufficient time in the bill."

Chicago Electric Club
The Chicago

Electric club met last .Monday
evening to listen to a paper entitled "Comments
on Commercial .Arc Lighting in Chicago." by
The paper is presented
Charles E. Gregor)-.
elsewhere in this issue. .\n interesting discussion followed, and Mr. Gregory was tendered a
vote of thanks for his excellent article.
.At the business meeting of the club the committee on revision of the constitution reported
through F. B. Itadt. and the proposed amendments after due consideration were adopted.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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secretary was instructed to have the new
constitution and by-laws printed and distributed
among the members. Revision was also made
of
the
printing
the
roster
club.
for
Resolutions in memory of E. S. King of Jacksonville, 111., a member of the club who died recently, were reported by a committee consisting
of Fred DeLand, B. E. Sunny and F. S. Terry,
and were adopted by a rising vote.
It was decided to appoint a club historian and
President Beach was authorized to name a committee of three to which the matter will be re-

Electrical Novelties.

The

ferred.

The Copper Question and the National
Electric Light Association.
of the National Electric Light
association, appointed to memorialize Congress
to abolish the duty on copper, has decided upon
The petition prepared by the
its plan of work.
committee and addressed to the house Committee on Ways and Means, which every one, interested in the abolition of the copper duty, will be
asked to sign, reads as follows:

The committee

Every one knows the advantage of a portable
The Wirt
and thoroughly reliable voltmeter.
standard voltmeter illustrated in Fig.i, has been
greatly improved and is radically changed in
size and detail from the Wirt voltmeter formerly
It is claimed that the accuracy of the
readings on the Wirt standard voltmeter may be
relied upon under the most exacting conditions
either in close proximity to dynamos, powerful
currents, or on moving trains, and that under no
circumstances are variations perceptible.
The
instrument is exceedingly sensitive, and is the
same for all parts of the scale; it will show a deflection of one-fifth of one percent, on two volts
in use.

or on two hundred^
As there are no permanent
magnets, electro-inagnets, movable coils, plugs,

Believing that the abolition of the duty on copper ingot,and wire is a measure which will result in
the general good, we respectfully petition you to report a
bill abolishing the duty on the above-mentioned articles.
plate, bars, rod

The communication of the committee, C. A.
Brown, George M. Phelps and J. F. Morrison,
which will accompany the petition, reads as follows:

The subscribers were appointed a committee to petition
your honorable body for the abolition of duty on copper
We represent the Naingot, plate, bars, rod and wire.
tional Electric Light association, a body composed of representatives of electric lighting companies throughout the
United States, and also of manufacturers of and dealers in
electric lighting apparatus and supplies.
The resolution
appointing this committee was passed without a dissenting
We
therefore
have
voice.
the honor to present this petition, earnestly requesting that the action asked be taken as
a measure which will be app oved by the great body of
users and manufacturers of copper.
~

The committee

send out the following
the association and others
throughout the country:
letter to

members

Inclosed is a copy of a petition which it is intended to
present to the Committee on Ways and Means, in the
House of Representatives, and as soon as Congress meets
and a committee is appointed.
In addition to this petition, duly signed by the committee appointed by the National Electric Light association,
in convention assembled, it is desired to present a petition
signed as numerously as possible by manufacturers and
users of copper in its various forms, and also by othtrs
who are interested in securing the abolition of duty on copper.
In asking you to sign this petition, we beg to present
briefly some of the reasons why the duty on copper should
be removed.
In the first place, this is not distinctively a free trade
measure, but it is favored by free traders and protectionists
The Neiv York 7"r/i?^«(^ says editorially: "The dealike.
mand for a removal of all duties on copper ore, pig and
It is safe to say, that had
bars, will be dil¥icult to resist.
the Mills' Bill proposed no change more unpopular and
objectionable than that, its popular support would have
been incomparably greater."
In the second place, the duty on copper answers no purpose of general good, no manufacturers depend upon it.
The copper mines on Lake Superior are the richest in the
world, and the most easily worked.
Copper produced in
this country is frequently sold in England at a lower price
than it is sold in this country, and it has happened that
lake copper has gone all the way to London, and after being sold there, has been re-transported to New York,
where, after paying the duty, it has met in competition
copper from the same mine, which has reached the market by
the shorter and less expensive route of the lakes and the
Erie Canal.
Third, the duty on copper brings in almost no revenue
for the United States government, for our copper mines
produce more than we ust, and we do not ordinarily import copper.
Without the duty on copper, mine owners will have the
advantages which they now have of mines rich in metal,
easily produced, and a market in easy reach.
They will
have the added advantage of the increased use of their
product which may be expected when the price is reduced
to an cfjuality with foreign prices, and when it is on a
staple basis.
If these and other arguments which may occur to you in
favor of the abolition of duty on copper convince you, as
we have no doubt they will, that this measure is one which
will be for the general good, please sign and return inclosed pctiticn in the stamped envelope which you will find
inclosed.

The San PVancisco, Cal., Light iV Power company recently petitioned the supervisors to grant a franchise for
establishing an alternating system.
The company proposed to expend SSoo.'XJO in the erection of its plant. The
supervisors agreed to grant a franchise for an underground
system, but the representatives of the company called attention to the fact that they could not bury the wires and
compete with the companies that had overhead wires. The
supervisors were opposed to granting more franchises for
overhead wires.

21, i^

position to the flowing current.
It is a useful
instrument to test line currents, and to locate
breaks or faulty connections in electric light,
telegraph, or telephone circuits.
A new arc light windlass is shown in Fig. 3,
which will be found of convenience for raising
and lowering arc lamps of any weight.
It can
be readily placed upon any pole, and requires
but little exertion to wind up the heaviest lamp.
These appliances are put on the market by the
Electrical Supply company of Chicago.

Overhead Wires

in

New

York.

controversy over the electric wires in New York was
reopened last week by the decision of Judge Van Brunt of
the General Term, who with Judges Brady and Barrett,
handed down an opinion announcing that the Department
of Public Works had authority to remove all dangerous
wires from the streets of New York.
The present decision
practically overrules the recent decision handed down by
Judge Andrews, who held that the companies had rights
which the city was bound to respect, and that any destruction of property by city officials would render the city liable for damages.
Judge Van Brunt evidently had this in
view when he wrote: "Human life is more sacred than the
forms of legal procedure."
Continuing on this point Judge Van Brunt says: "When
it is apparent, as in the case at bar,
that the condition of
the wires of the plaintiff is such that they are dangerous to
human life, and that any passer by without negligence on
his part is liable to be struck dead in the street, can it be
said for a moment that the public authorities have no power to abate the nuisance and protect the livesof its citizens?
Indeed, it is one of their highest duties, and if they allowed such a condition of affairs to continue they might
make the city itself liable for the damages sustained by
reason of their negligence in not removing the common
nuisance.
But it is said upon the part of the plaintiffs
that our large investment of capital is thus left to the mercy of the public authorities, and that we are at least entitled to some notice of the defects complained of, that we
may remove the same. This proposition involves a claim
upon the part of these corporations that the public authorities shall perform a duty which the law devolves upon themselves, namely, the proper inspection of their own appara-

The

which is liable to become dangerous at any time, and
It is not a part
the immediate remedying of the difficulty.
of the duty of the public authorities to inspect the apparatus of private corporations and warn them when such apparatus becomes dangerous to human life."
The failure of the companies to keep their wires in good
"The plaintiffs
condition called out the following rebuke:
have been guilty of a wilful violation of a manifest duty in
They are
allowing these wires to become dangerous.
without excuse, and when they claim that the destruction
of these instruments of death maintained by them in violation of every debt of obligation whic'i they owe to the pubsuch claim
lic is an invasion of their rights of property,
seems to proceed upon the assumption that nothing has a
right to exist except themselves."
As soon as the decision was made known the city officials
prepared for another wire cutting expedition, and when official notification was served the word was given, and the
New line wire of the most approved brand
war renewed.
tus,

FIG.

will

of

December

I.

ELECTRICAL NOVELTIES.

or pivots, there are no delicate parts to get out
of repair, there is no annoyance of calibration
and it cannot be deranged by rough or careless

Direct readings may be made with rausage.
pidity and without liability to errors except
In this instruthrough extreme carelessness.
ment It is stated the range of readings is wider
than has ever before been attempted in any similar voltmeter, being from 1.5 to 250 volts, and as
the dividing marks are one-eighth of an inch
apart, readings in hundredths of a volt may
The instrument has a low
readily be made.
temperature coefficient that may be wholly dis-

Fir,. 2.

ELECTRICAL NOVELTIES.

regarded under ordinary conditions and yet be

known, if required. The principle of
the voltmeter is the balancing of an unknown
pressure against an absolute standard.
In Fig. 2 is shown a pocket current and pole indicator.
It readily indicates the presence of electrical currents of any degree of strength, as well
as the polarity of magnets, dynamos, etc.
For
electric light currents ot
one-fourth ampere or
more, the indicator is held either above or below
the insulated wire over which the current is
passing, while for telegraph, telephone and battery currents, the intlicator may be connected in
the circuit.
The direction of a current is deIcnnincd by the arrow which assumes a jiarallel

definitely

FIG. 3.

which had been put up since the injunction of Judge Andrew's had been issued, was ruthlessly destroyed by the
agents of the city.
Lawyer Cravath, speaking for the
Brush and United States companies, said: "We haven't
a foot of wire m use except that which has been put
up within two months.
It is all new,
perfectly insulated, and positively without danger."
The action of the
linemen crippled the companies so that they were unable to
turn on their lights.
The New \'ork newspapers look upon the decision of
Justice Van lirunt from different standpoints.
The Sun
for instance sustains Judge Van Brunt's position and refers
to Judge Andrew's' iniunction as follows:
"It should not
be assumed, however, that Judge Andrews is blameworthy
because he differed in opinion from the conclusions which
have now been reached by the appellate branch of the Supreme Court. The judgments of the best judges in England and America have frequently been reversed on appeal;

.
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Inrij^ and honorable career oi Jndge Andrews as a
pnhilc servant ouglu to relieve hitn from any aspersions in
tills matter."
The ir<ir/</, however, treats the matter from an entirely
aside the alisurd
different stand.
It
says:
'' It lirtishes
pretenses on which the injunctions were jjranted, with
manifest impatience at tlie impudence shown in advancingsuch claims to Immunity, and with niulisi;ulseil conicmpi
for tlte ignorance or worse which pro nptcil jud^e An
drews to grant hijunctions on ^;rounds so ohviously con
trary to law, oni'u )n sense and pulillc policy."

anil the

each of the inolors,

'I'lii;

;n:ciim|);myiiiK

luits

.1', .iiid

at a point

where

comiter elcclro-

Suppose that the
the one having the lowest counter
clcilroinolive force at a given spcccl.
More
currenl would tend to How through its armature,
and the polenti.il at the brush, //, would be lowered.
This point of low poli-nlial, it will be
iiii>ini,

.

I,

is

.seen, is feil

own

Coupling Electric Motors.

.1

the potential varies with the
inotive force of the other.
Till- operation is as follows:

.V9

from two sources-

scries field,

/'',

and

one

through Us
the other through the

coupling fii'i-tnc motors which
been inveiUcil by
VV.
Rice of I.ymi, Mass.
potenIt is foimil in practice that if constant
tial electric motors as orilinarily constrtictetl
anil connected in circtiit are belteil to the .same
shaft, or are otherwise a|)i)lietl to the same work
1'"..

so that they nuist revolve together, the results
obtained are unsatisfacliny, because of the fact
that the loail will be uneiiually or disproportionately tlividetl.
'This is occasioned by the fact
that it is very ditlicult, in fact, almost impossible, to construct electric motors .so that they
will, with the same rate of rotation and when
supplieil with current at the same potential,
have precisely the same counter electromotive
'riierefore, if two motors are connected,
force,
as ortlinctrily, to the same supplying mains and

r

B

^
tt

/.

L=_,

•

^^'

a

^^S
j

^i
£1

I'lG.

ClHil'l.lMi KI.ECIRIC MorilRS.

1.

operated so that they must revolve together that
motor whose armature produces the lowest
counter electromotive force will take a larger
current than the other motor.
The elTect of
this increased
flow of current is, with many
forms of motors, to greatly exaggerate or enhance the ililTerences existing between the motors, because the magnetic field of the motor is
disturbeil by the increased flow, and its counter
electromotive force is thereby still further reduced. This motor, rei|uinng a higher speed
to prodtice a counter electromotive force equal
to that of the second motor, takes the bulk of
the work and tends to drive the second motor
'I'hus that motor having the
as a generator.
lowest counter electrotnotive force has always
the bulk of the work, and the load is unecpially

1'

,

Rapid Transit In St Louis.
The people of .St. I.ouiti ilo not let the

Kill.

2.

I

(iiirl.iNt; l.l.Ki

ikrc moiuks.

of the motor, .1, and the connet:tion E.
Now the resistance of the ctnineclion,
E, being very low, the increase of current

.series fielil

/'",

the fields /'
is divided between
very nearly etpial amount. The tendency
to diminution in the counter electromotive force
of the motor, .1, is therefore counteracted or
compensated in two ways: I'irst, only half the
increase of current flows through its own series
coil 7'' and secondly, and principally, the other
half of the increase of current flows through
the series coil /" of the motor, .1', reduces its
field, and hence its counter electromotive force
in the same proportion as it is reduced in the
in the saine manner the point of
motor, .1.
lowered potential in the series circuit of the motor - 1', is fed partly through its own field, /•", and
partly through the field, /•', of the motor '.
Thus any increase or decrease of potential in
one motor is followed by a corresponding increase or decrease in the other motor, the counter electromotive force of the motor .1, governing the flow of current in the series winding of
the motor, .1', and hence determining the flow
to this
motor, and the counter
of current
electromotive force of the motor, A\ governing
the flow of current in the series winding of the
motor, A, and hence determining the flow of
current to the same.
Fig. 2 shows a modification in the method.
In this case the armature of the motor, .1, takes
its supply of current entirely through the series
winding, /•", of the motor, .1', ami the armature
to the point li
/'",

in

ijiics

but arc ever on

the
transporlalion about the city.
In roniieclion with the proposed change of power on the Union Depot
line John Scullin said recently that he hail not
received the right from the city lo change the
motor power north of ( Ihouteau avenue, hut if
he sei:ure(| the right the change will be made.
In the meantime the work will be putthed on the
.Mr. Scullin expccU to
lower end of the line.
have the road in operation a.s an electric railway
by the middle of February.
He will then carry
passengers as far as (Jhouleau avenue and then
Thirty motor cars are
transfer to horse cars.
being constructed, which will soon tc ready. It
run trains of two cars, and on
is proposed to
some parts of the road three or as many as necMr. Scullin
essary to accommodate the traffic.

(ion of rapid

transit

alert to secure

a inclliDil
ha.s recently

illtistfatc

(if

iU- 3 "liowH an cxtcniiion of the Loiiiicciionh
represented in Fig. j, lo the three moiom belted
01 otherwise eoiinccleil lo a iiingle ohaft,
Merc
the armature of the iiiutor. A, i.oniroU ficUl, /'"«,
of motor, j4'; armature of motor. ,1', eontroK
the field, A', of motor, .1, and armature of motor .1', controls the field, /'' of motor, .)'.

rest

improved service

COUII.ING EI.ECTKIr MOTORS.

KIG. 3.

proposes to do everything
the jieople

in

in

the South

in

his

End

first

The

power
class

to give

service.
be intro-

Thomson- Houston system will
duced and the overhead wires will be carried on
handsomely finished steel poles
at the Paris Exposition
luiTiinous fountain^ formed one of the

Luminous Fountains
The

most attractive features of the Paris exposition.

between the different motors.

divitletl

impt)ssible to make motors
running under the conditions mentioned, self,
controlled by adjustmetits affecting only their
own circuits. The inventor, however, has found
it possible and easy to regulate perfectly two or
more motors connected to the same shaft, by
establishing a relation of mutual dependence
between them, so that the total load will at all
times be proportionately divided between the
motors accordnig to their several capacities.

practically

It is

The invention consists, essentially, in making
the II0W of current to each of the two or more
motors dependent upon the counter electromoMr. Rice active force of the other or others.
complishes this by the most convenient manner,
by making a series field coil of each motor
/. (.
carrying current dependent upon the counter
The way in
electromotive force of the other.
which this method is carried out is illustrated
Referring to Fig. i
in the accompanying cuts.
which represents two motors with their pulleys
belted to a single line of shafting, -1,1' are two
,

compound

wound

motors

adapted

be

to

potena circuit of constant
indicate their armatures.
tial,
/f
/'' /•
represent the series windings, which
normally tend to cut down the magnetism due
of
to the field sustaining shunt windings <S'
/?- 7>"
the two motors, respectively, and
IJ X- 7,^ show
their comiiiutator brushes.
their connections to the constant potential cir-

connected

in

H

'

<.S'

B W

L

cuit

m

III'

E indicates a connection of as

as practicable,

between the

low resistance
winding of

series

l.rMl.NOtiS

KOCNTAINS AT VMK PARIS

motor .1', takes its current through the
winding F of the motor .1. This is a
preferable arrangement to that shown in Fig. i,
since the variation in current flow as determined
by the counter electromotive force of one motor
armatnre acts wholly, as will be .seen, to produce
a corresponding anti compensating variation in
the strength of the magnetic field of the other
of the
series

motor.

E.XPf'SI

,

:

a large scale and occupied a considerable portion of the plateau in
The changes in the
front of the main entrance.
colors of the fountain waters produced many
The accompanystriking and beautiful effects.
ing cut from /< .\fonJf llluslrf gives a view of
the fountains as they appeared at the time of the
illumination in honor of the closing of the exposition. The lighting of the fountains required

They were arranged on
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an expenditure of 25o-horse power. Subterranean galleries extended under the entire area
covered by the fountains, and formed a true
crypt, in which were placed the electric lamps
and the whole arrangement for producing the
In the st;bterranean chamvariation in colors.
ber were placed the arc lamps, each provided
with a reflector, under a glass plate, from which
were obtained vertical luminous pencils formed
of sensibly divergent rays which enveloped the
liquid mass of the jet as well as the water that

back

fell

The

in drops.

First Central Station in Paris.

The

central station of the Halles Centrales
for the public supply of electricity in Paris is

now

complete,
very shortly.

and

is

to

L Electricicn

be

officially

gives

opened

some

of the

details of this first central station in Paris which
is interesting from more than one point of view.

December

from these groups are
and from this inverter three
heavy copper bars go to the main distributingboard. Fig. 2, to which the feeders are also con-

Comments on

nected; these latter are connected in parallel
the distributing bars through the amperemeters and the slide bolts of the main switches.
Leaving the switch-board, the feeders divide
into two groups
one going to the switch-board
for the Central Market lighting, and the other
to the switch-board for the public streets, placed
to the right and left of the main switch-board.
Groups of three wires go from the centers of
distribution, each to a small switch-board placed
in each pavilion, and from these smaller switchboards lead off all the lamp circuits. The arc
lamps are placed four in series on the 220-volt

The foUowing^notes relative to the growth
and development,pf arc lighting in the city, although somewhat hurriedly prepared, may prove
interesting to those of our members who have
given little thought to this branch of the indus-

cuits.

The

cables

led to an "inverter,"

to

—

Their number and candle power varies
with the importance of the pavilions.
The total
number of arcs is 170. Besides this, two other
circuits go from the small pavilion switch-boards
at no volts, for supplying 450 incandescent
lamps, fitted in the basements. These lamps are
divided into two circuits, because some are required to burn constantly and others only intercircuit.

mittently.

The distribution in the streets is shown in
The cables have been proportioned, so

Fig.

that
potential should be one volt at the
maximum on the distributing circuits and 15
volts on the feeders.
The power at present at
disposal for the public streets is 100 kilo watts.
The regulation required consists, in the first
place, in maintaining a constant difference of
potential between the extreme bars of the main
switch-board by a proper exciting current in the
dynamos, and secondly, in maintaining the difference of potential constant and equal at the
extremity of all the feeders by varying the resistance placed in each circuit.
The fall of po3.

the

iDDnnDni!

fall

of

produced thus by each feeder is 15 volts.
cables are placed beneath the pavement of
the street.
To cross the larger streets, galleries
and manholes which reach the depth of 22 feet
have been built. The cables for lighting the
markets are insulated first by cotton placed directly upon the copper core, then by two coats
of pure rubber, three coats of vulcanized rubber,
two servings of rubber tape and braiding outside.
The average conductivity has been found
to be over 100 per cent, of so-called pure copper, and the insulation resistance has varied between 3,000 and 5,000 megohms per kilometre.
tential

The

FIG.

and will
change

I.

FIRST CENTRAL STATION IN PARIS.

prove

the starting point of a vast
the lighting of the gay city.
The
station is established primarily for the purpose
of testing actual methods of electric lighting
and to keep account of the price of maintenance, in order to counteract any exaggerated
speculation on the part of the electric light companies who have obtained concessions in Paris.
It will be employed at the same time to light
the central markets, the adjacent streets, the
Rue de Petits Champs, the Avenue de I'Opera,
and the neighboring boulevards. The distribution will be effected by continuous current at
low pressure in the district adjoining the markets, and by alternate currents at high tension in
the districts further away.
The present machinery only occupies about
one-third of the site provided.
Fig. i shows
the general plan of the installation.
The boilers are six in number, of the Belleville type,
each supplying 1,500 kilog. of steam iier hour,
and each capable of being cut off from the main
steam pipe. They are placed in a passage parallel to the engine room, from which they are
completely separated. They are worked at a
pressure of about 90 pounds per square inch.
.Steam reducers are placed to lower the pressure to that required by the different engines.
The dynamos are of two types, and the engines to drive them are also of two different
The six continuous current dynamos
kinds.
are driven, through belting, by three Weyher
iV l<-ichmond triple
expansion engines, of 100
kilo watt power, working at 55 pounds per square
inch, and consuming 21 pounds of steam per
kilo watt hour. 'I'he alternate current dynamos,
three in number, arc driven by rope gearing,
each by a I.ecouteux and Gamier single cylinder horizontal engine of 125 kilo watt power,
running at 180 revolutions per minute. The
continuous current dynamos are lidison machines of 1 10 volts and 450 amperes, running at
600 revolutions.
The alternate current dynamos are Kerranli machines, working at 2,400
volts, and giving 50 amperes at 500 revolutions
per minute.
The low tension distribution is effected by
the three-wire system
with
feeders.
The
dynamos are coupled two-and-two in series,
and the three groups thus
formed
are connected in parallel to the distributing cirin

21, i?

the Growth of Arc Lighting
in Chicago.'

By Charles

E.

Gregory.

Up to the time that Prof. Barrett installed a
two- light dynamo at the North side waterworks
in i»79, few of our citizens had seen an arc light
and fewer still were they who could foresee the
fact, that this means of lighting was destined to
be an important factor in the commercial history
of what is to-day the most enterprising city of
the New World.
But in the rush and bustle attendant upon its phenomenal growth, the city
fathers could not see their way clear to contract
for illumination with the Arc Lighting company
nor have they enacted laws which permit of that
great stimulant, competition.
Keep this fact in
mind, and you will agree with me that we have
done quite well.
Probably the first to enter the field of central
station lighting in the city was P. S. Kingsland,
who now devotes his time to the installation of
steam plants solely.
This gentleman leased a
basement in the building occupied by that progressive organization, the Y. M. C. A.
While
it cannot be said that the enterprise commenced
business under the auspices of this association it
is a matter of record that the
plant was in its
building and therefore in a good locality.
The
records do not show that Mr. Kingsland was a
member of this association.
However, a fifty
light arc dynamo with the necessary steam plant
try.

w:is installed,

and Mr.

Kingsland

da

/?i/e

FIRST CENTRAL STATION IN PARIS.

The mains

for the public streets were laid in the
same way as the feeders.
The total cost is given at about $200,000.
The electric energy is supplied to a meter in

each case, at the price of 15 cents per 100 watthours, with a reduction proportional to monthly
consumption as registered by the meter.

Evanston, III., a charming suburb of Chicago, recently
decided to introduce electric lights on an extensive scale
and the plant is now in course of construction.
The Press
of that place says: "Our electric light contract has fallen
into good hands.
The Marr Construction company represented by Thos. G. Grier, have been pushing the work in a
most satisfactory manner.
Notwithstanding the fact that
the month of November contained sixteen inclement days
and a holiday, besides Sundays, the building, in the hands
of Munson iV liartlett, will be under roof Monday.
The
electric machinery is all in town and will be put up in a
few days.
Six hundred poles arc in the ground, and by tonight all the poles will be set.
The promptness with which
these poles were furnished at this unseasonable season is
due to Ernest Clark.
The same gentleman has also obtained for the company a beautiful seventy foot pole for the
fountain square.
This pole is to be surmounted by four
lights.
The company expects to have its lights burning
all over the town in sixty days."

commenced

business with forty lamps rented and in circuit
June I, 1881. The price obtained for the service
was what we would now consider very fancy,
being $1.50 per day for ten-hour lights and seventy-five cents per light from early candlelight
to midnight.
The demand for light was sufficient to overtax the capacity of the plant at times, but it was
not increased until after its sale to the Badger
company. This company tried the various systems at that time obtainable, and two or three
makes of dynamos were in operation at the time
of its sale to the Arc Light & Power company,
at which time its capacity was 100 lights.
The
Arc Light company removed this plant to 156

FIG.

3.

Fifth avenue, and afterward to

on Market

street.

fiivoli.

its

central station

Mr. Kingsland's pioneering

was somewhat profitable despite the

fact

that

carbons were high and the cost of renewing circuits aside from coal and labor, was the chief
item of expense.
During 1882 little if anything was accomIf I remember
plished in central station work.
rightly, the next to enter the field was L. Y.
Cowl, who established a 40-light plant in the
basement of the old Globe Hotel at the corner
of State and Harrison streets, in the winter of
1883-4. Competition was then known, for a
small plant established in the old Buckingham
theater on Third avenue, looped out to State
street and furnished the few lights used by the
cheap theaters in the neighborhood. By reducing the price of light to sixty-five cents per night
and afterward to fifty, Mr. Cowl succeeded in
obtaining some subscribers, but the plant did
not prosper, and one of the reasons that may be
assigned as a cause, was the fact that leases
were drawn with a clause forbidding the use of
I

Rcfui buforii the Chicago Electric club,

December

16, 1889.

December

21,
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front

tliirty

(jf

llic

|)rerniscs

lamps that

Icascil.

were rented at
used as street
by the theaters

Naturally the

ened.

means was

allrai led

atlciilioii of

to

wliii

it,

m

3SI

men

of large
early in the
iiirorprjralion of
h

one time, fewer than ten were'
lifjlits, and these were em|)loyed
and one or two semires|)ectal)le enterprises.
lint the li)i;ht had come
to stay, and it was a
factor in convincing the owners of property in
the vicinity that more desiralile tenants conid he
had and as j^ood rentals obtained as they were

spring of iHH- resulted
the
the well known (,'liicago .\ri: Linlit \ IVwrr
company by ('. N. I'ay and his aHMiiialcs.
Coming into the lield, as it did, well offiiercd

In the fall of
1884, a small
plant was est;il)!ished at 2(10 State street by I).
1'. I'erry, who early appreciated the value 01
'lie
arc as an advertising medinm as well as an il-

established at 188 Washington ,*tieet, and the
following plants were acipiired, which at the

then receiving.

himinant.
Neighborinj; merchants soon made
application for service, and what was intended
to be a private plant became a central station on
a very small scale, ten liijhts being the capacity
Soon another and larger dynamo
of the plant.
I'he fact was ma<le known to the
was added.
neighl>ors, anti the ontpnt of the plant was
rented to advantage.

About this time the .Snn lOlectric Light company
was organized, and the Cowl plant being in the
market, this and the Terry plant were purchased
and merged \nM one. An active canvass was
institnteil, which resulted in taxing the plant to
its utmost.
An amusing incident occurred dur-

A
ing this canvass that will bear repeating.
lineman was ordereil to put a light into a certain
restaurant, but nii;taking the nuntber given him
he hung it in a cafe owned by a colored man.
The mistake was not discovered until evening,
when a neighboring caterer requested that an
order be entereil for a lani|) to be hung at his
place of business.
The order was entered and
the fact made known to the owner of the cafe,
who immetliately subscribed for the lamp hung
by mistake in his place, and for one in addition
This was done, and an
to be located outside.
additional lamp was soon ordered by his competitor.
Both of these sub.scribers continue to
By
use the light, and have found it profitable.
keeping pace with the growing deitiands made
upon it, the company has been compelled from
time to time to increase its capacity, and to-day,
Merchants' .Arc Light &
in connection with the
I'ower company, furnishes about 400 2,000 candle power arc lights from stations equipped with

and amply capitalized,

it wa.H
prepared to pnilit
by the experience that other pioneers had olilained at no little expense,
lead(|narlers were
i

time were operalirg

Wunder & Abbott
stations;

in

all

about 935

Illuminating

Thomson- Houston

lamps:

company,

2

lllumin:iting cimi-

ICleclric light comLight Kiinpany; Municipal h'.lectric Light company, and the Town of
Lake I'Wectric Light company.
These stations
operated
were
as found for a time, but
were
one
by
one
established
in
the
Comntercial Block on M;irket street, the present
headipiarters of the company. The company also
accpiired the Chicago Sectional Underground
Conduit company, and the valuable franchise
which was granted to it by the council. That
the company has been well managed is a matter
of record, and its growth has been phenomenal.
President B. K. Surmy having recently stated
lights, 1 feel
that it was operating [learly 2,000
warranted in addingtothe number 200 lights, as
the fall months bring with them an increased
demand for this valued illuminant.
The Merchants' Arc Light \- Power company
was [lext in the field, followed soon after by the
South Side Electric Light company, the Thirtyfirst .Street Merchants' company, and
Stiger \'
Newhall of West Madison street, operating in

pany,
pany;

all

2

stations;

Badger

about 300

Western

l^lectric

lights.

Merchants .Vrc Light &
Power company and the Sun Electric Light
company, I am more familiar with than the de-

The

history

tailed
I

history of the

of other similar enterprises, and
if I tarry atrifie longer with

may be pardoned

them than

others.

The Merchants' company

is

that (juitc

many

lii{htH

large

FiilrrpriKrii

are

operated liy the
nk oy die crnlral
iilatioiiK.
The iiivehlinriil of (ouriic iii nut quilr
no InrKC fur the reason that leitk and (hraprr
wire can be used on the khorl 1 ircuiln.
I'rob
ably Wdloiigliliy .V Kill are the |)ioiiprr» anioiiij
llie JMiluted UHcrH,
Their plant wuh iiixlallril

owiiern

.'IK

of

and

coiikiHlcd of about Iwrnly
that "imithcr earth" wan firvi
used for a return circuit for the plant, and llir
plant wa.H ho o|ieralc(l for a lime, litit the rr|)oil
lacks conrirrnalion.
The city plant, if it (ould

early

liglitM.

iHKi,

in

It

lit

iinid

he called such, until the month of AiiKiikt, 1KH4,
consisted of the 2 light plant al the waterworkv
Unriiig this month the Kush street bridije wa»
illuminated by a six-light dynamo.
I'oIIowiiik
this came a few more bridge plants, then the
river plant, and finally for a Christmas gift lo
the citizens in 1888 the large plant now cipcralrd
at Jefferson and \anHuren streets, the present
capacity of which is 312 lights, was started,
making in all about 6,300 lights in use in the
city, and representing
an investment of over
With the completion of the enor§2,000,000.
mous city plant next spring we will materially
increase the number of lights in operation, and
if favored with the steady
growth that we have
in the past enjoyed, we will have in operation,
at the time we will be called upon lo entertain
the representative millions, in
1892, no less
than 10,000 arc lights

An
One

Electric Hoist.

the recent applications of electricity
for general power purposes is the electric hoist.
which is shown in the accompanying illustration.
In this particular field horses were supplanted
by steam, for which in turn electricity is now
substituted as there are the same advantages in
the hoisting apparatus, which are inherent in
the stationary motor for ordinary power purposes.
The electric hoist manufactured by the Thomof

new steam and

electrical apparatus throughout.
Shortly after the establishment of the Cowl
plant, the Sperry Illuminating company, with a
capacity of 60 arcs, was established in the Mercer Block, afterward removing to 103 State
street, and again to 156 Fifth avenue, con.solidating with Wonder & Abbott, the style of the
company being changed to the Wunder & .\bOther pioneers
bott Illuminating company.
were in the field, and .Messrs. Willoughby iV
Rolin, early in the spring of 18S4, commenced
furnishing arc lights to neighboring merchants
from a 3o-light arc plant installed in the base-

ment

of

owners
3o-lii'ht

Milwaukee avenue store. The
Japanese building also installed a
plant for central station purposes about
their

of the

.About September ist of
that
June, 1SS4.
year the Home Van Depoele Electric Light company established a 100 lignt station at Madison
and Halsted streets, and I believe afterward
consolidated with the Municipal Electric Light
company, eventually merging into the Arc Light
& Power company. Early in 1885 Dr. Chisholm
organized the Municipal Electric Light company
at 104 Randolph street, and commenced busiThe plant prospered,
ness with about 50 lights.
and at the time of its sale to the -Xrc Light &
Power company, the company was operating
about 140 lights. The Thomson- Houston Illuminating company was incorporated during
this year, and, at the time of the incorporation of
the Arc Light & Power company, had two plants
one of 105, and the other of 130
in operation
Other stations were soon established,
lights.
notably the Town of Lake Electric Light company, with a capacity of 220 lights; Wunder iV'
Abbott, with 80; the Consumers' company, with
90; J. J. Curran, with 50; the Western Electric
station, located in the Taylor Kuilding on Monroe street, with a capacity of 100 arcs, and the
Iving station at 13S State street, with a capacity
of 90 lights, 59 of which were rented when busi-

—

ness was commenced. The Doom was now fairly
on: everywhere more light was needed than
could be furnished, and the industry had secured
a foothold which, I thmk, can never be weak-

ELECTRIC HOIST.

an outgrowth of the Sun company, which
at the time of its organization could not comply
with the demand made upon it for light. A loop
on which were operated 35 lights was donated
as a nucleus on which to build a business, and
another canvass was inaugurated which resulted
in the leasing of its entire capacity, which at
The 45 lights needed
that time was i!o lights.
were obtained in precisely six evenings and
when the wheels were first turned over applicants for light could not be accommodated.
The back orders of the Sun company were immediately filled, and in less than thirty days
lor
running
every
light
it
was again
which its dynamos could furnish current.
Roughly estimating the figures, there were in
operation in December, 1SS7. 1,500 lights furnished from central stations, and to-day there
are not less than 3.0CO lights representing an investment of over Si, 000, 000, and affording employment to at least 200 persons.
really

It

was not

the isolated

my

intention

plants, but

to

it is

make mention of
interesting to note

son-Houston Electric company is simple in construction, compact, easy to manipulate, and does
the work re(|uired quickly and well.
The motor is of the same class as that employed for stationary work, with the exception
it is series wound,
the speed being regu-

that

lated by a rheo.stat placeil underneath the drum,
and controlled by ^ handle at the operator's
right hand.

The

friction

clutch

is

controlled

by a slight motion of a lever held in the left
hand of the operator, and is so well adjusted
the heaviest loads can be raised, lowered
or held without the use of the brake.
The brake consists of an iron strap lined with
wood and encircling the drum for more than
three-fourths of its circumference: it can be
applied by a simple pressure of the foot. The
pinions and gears, which are made of alternate
disks of rawhide, run almost witliout noise, wh le
the use of carbon brushes reduces the wear
on the commutator to a minimum.
This machine is at the present lime on exhibition at the Maritime Exposition.
that

;
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great many Londoners are extremely
to the general introduction of eleclighting in the city.
tric
Two reasons for
their attitude is assigned
the one is their
conservative habit of mind which leads them to
oppose on principle any important innovation;
the other reason is that Londoners have been
frightened by the agitation on the danger of
electric lighting which has been in progress in
America for a year. A correspondent also says
that, owing to the strike of the gas stokers, or
rather the scare which preceded it, petroleum
has never been so popular as a means of illumination as now.
Hitherto it has only been
used by the poorer classes, but many persons of*
means are now using it, and having resorted to
it are likely to continue its use.
There has been
a heavy run on lamps and oil. There is probably
a good deal of exaggeration in the allusion to
the popularity of oil.
Londoners will probably
not travel backward for any considerable time by
using oil as an illuminant.

the rumors which have been in circulation on
They were
this subject were generally correct.
sent, they explained, by a wealthy syndicate of
Canton merchants to buy electric light plants for
the empire of China. They stated that some time
ago the syndicate secured a ninety-year contract from the imperial government of China to
furnish all the public buildings and offices with
the modern illuminant; and in connection with
this great contract they likewise own the exclusive right to supply the rest of the empire with
electric light.
One of the gentlemen said electric light had simply taken the people of China
by storm. They could not be persuaded to believe at first it was in the power of men to make
darkness so glorious, and they attributed it to
the magic of the devils or to superhuman efforts
When they
of some incomprehensible being.
had its principles explained to them by experts
the officials and the literary classes were completely nonplussed by the genius of the Americans whose dynamos they had seen.

that

The committee appointed by the National
Electric Light association to petition Congress
to remove the customs duty on copper is now
In another colprepared for aggressive work.
umn is presented the form of petition which all
who believe in the abolition of the tariff will be
asked to sign. The views of the committee are
presented in a circular which we also publish in
connection with the petition. The importance
of the work which the committee has in hand
can hardly be over-estimated.
The members
should receive the cordial co-operation of representatives of electrical industries throughout
the country, and we believe that their efforts
National
will be seconded by members of the
Electric Light association throughout the country.
The committee has an abiding faith in the
ultimate removal of this duty, but it will require

R. M. McBeth, a machinist who was recently
abroad, has just published an article in which he
speaks of the ability of foreign mechanics to
turn out machinery in competition with Americans.
In the course of the article he says of the
French workmen: "By what I saw in the Paris
exposition it is evident that they are capable of
making all kinds of machinery and of any quality or amount desired.
The essential things in
the manufacture of machinery both to proprietors
and workmen are money, skilled labor, and a
market.
The first two things they have almost
without limit. Their workmen have solved the
question by force of circumstances of living
quite comfortably on a very small amount of
money, and the proprietors do not fail to take

a

opposed

—

;

CORRESPONDENCE

relating to electricity, or any of its practical applications, is cordially invited, and the cooperation of all
electrical

thinkers and workers earnestly desired.

Clear, con-

cise, well written articles are especially welcome; and communications, views, news items, local newspaper clippings, or any in-

formation likely to interest electricians, will be thankfnlly
received and cheerfully acknowledged.
ADVERTISING.— The Westekn Electrician— */**• »»?»/ «'^cfTicnl journal puhliahed tii i Ite (Fest-thoroiighly covers a
territory excliisivelij its own. This is a claisi which can be jiade
ET NO OTHER Electrical Journal in the United States. Electrical merchants and manufacturers desirinq Wfsfern trade wiW
appreciate the unequaled value of this journal as an advertising
medium in its special field. Advertising rates are moderate, and
will he promptly furnished on application.
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Street car builders are coming to the front
with a much needed improvement.
Up to within a short time ago the vast majority of cars on
street railways was constructed with no provision whatever for the comfort or for that matter
even the health of drivers. The introduction of
electricity, however, on so many roads is leading
companies to make improvements in other
branches of the equipment. Now that the driver is in so many instances promoted to the dignity of handling an electric switch-lever, some of
car companies are awakening to a
realization of the fact that a human being rides

the street

on the front platform and have provided shelter
for him.
The Central Railway company of
Peoria, 111., whose cars were illustrated last week
in the Western Electrician, is one of the
corporations which is to be congratulated on
having shown some inclination to provide for its
men. The motor cars on this road are built
with a dosctl compartment at each end.
The
motor man rides in a cab as it were, and is protected from the weather.
Why should not all
Street cars be built in this way?
stated in the Westf.rn
that a movement was in progress
to introduce electric lighting into China on an

It has already been

Electrician

New

.scale.

V'ork last

Two

(

interest

it is

this result.

If

those

to secure the abolition of the

lend their active assistance, the work
of the committee will be made much more effective. In this connection, perhaps, attention should
be called to an article in this issue on the copper
a
protectionist's
standpoint.
question from
There are presented the arguments in favor of a
While we do not agree
retention of the tariff.
with the conclusion reached by "Cuprum," it is
wholesome to read both sides of a question.

tariff will

324
324, 325
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hard work to accomplish

'hinamen

week stated

to

a

who reached
reporter

that

Judge Van Brunt

of the General

Term

of

Supreme Court of New York, last week
handed down a decision in the case of the electric light companies against Mayor Grant, dissolving the injunction previously granted by
In his opinion, Judge Van
Judge Andrews.

the

Brunt holds that improperly insulated wires are
public nuisances, and it is the duty of the city
He differs materially
officials to remove them.
from Judge Andrews on many important points,
holding that it is not the duty of the city to
warn the companies to remove dangerous wires,
for that would require the city to cause inspections of the companies' property which should
be done by the owners. Judges Brady and Barrett, who sat with Judge Van Brunt support him
in this opinion.
As soon as the decision was
reached the work of cutting w<res was resumed,
and in many cases new wires were destroyed.
The electric lighting companies found it impossible-to operate their circuits, and shut down.
The streets and business houses present a dreary
appearance, and foot- pads rule the town.
The
darkness in New York reminds one of Sidney
Smith's earliest recollections of London.
He
says: "I groped about the streets of London in
all but the
utter darkness of a twinkling oil
lamp under the protection of watchmen in their
grand climateric and exposed to every species
of depredation and insult."

advantage of

workmen

this fact.

The

intelligence of their

equal to the American in every reTheir young business men are pushing
spect.
into new markets.
They watch young America
with an eagle eye.
Some of them are very inis

informed on American ways and
methods of business and American machinery,
and the number is on the increase, and fromwhat was seen in the English and Scotch shops
and at the Paris exposition and from conversation with intelligent business and working men

telligent, well

of the old country

it is

evident that

we

require

something more than the claptrap we hear about
the 'superior American labor-saving machinery'
and 'intelligent workmen' if we expect to hold
our market and maintain prices and wages, to
say nothing of advancing the same."
It is the dream of a great many inventors to
design a vessel which will by its speed revolutionize maritime commerce. The latest claimant
for fame is a young Cossack engineer whose plan
seems on the face of it as visionary as any of
the projects imagined by Jules Verne.
But
the Pal/ Mall Gazette says the Russian government has seen substance enough in the
scheme to give the young engineer a leave of
absence for three years in which to perfect his
design.
The vessel which Mr. Apostoloff proposes to build will be, he says, a submarine

corres-

work on the spiral principle. It
an inner and an outer shell. The
latter will revolve rapidly and as the inventor
says, will cut through the water like a screw.
The inner shell will be stationary and will be
therefore available for passengers and freight.
The craft will be operated by electricity and the
mysterious way in which the inventor speaks of
the motive power does not tend to increase
AVhen asked
one's confidence in his project.
what the motive power would be, he replied: "Ah,
have discovered a new
that is my secret.
I
electric motor, which cannot, unluckily, be patented; that is why I am keeping it to myself as
long as I can. Soon it will become common
property, but no one can steal from me my
corps tournant."
Of course the vessel is to
be supplied with electric headlights, and will
generally be illuminated by eletricity.
Apos-

pondent says that London now presents the singular spectacle of the largest, richest and presumably the most civilized city in the world
being reduced to the extremity of wondering
how it sl-.all be lighted.
Its
electric light
plants are not yet ready for operation.
It
.seems, according to several correspondents,

toloff
says his vessel when perfected will
cross the ocean from Queenstown to New York
in twenty-six hours.
The fact that the Russian
government has taken an interest in the invention gives it an importance which would not
otherwise attach to a project apparently so
visionary.

'1'me strike

companies

many

in

among

the

employes of the gas

London caused dismay among the

residents

of

that

metropolis.

A

craft,

and

will

will consist of

l^occmbcr
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Hertz's Experiments with Waves of Electric Force.
I'AKI'

III.

waves

3*.l

tliiir way
belween the wires with
no loss,
.A transparent
plate of the
mineral tourmaline h.is precisely the same effect
on
r.iv of plane
pol.irized light.
Hence wc
on( hide that the electric rays received on the

lind

practically

.1

liv

C. S, CiKPk.

(

W'f li.ivc scTii ih.il clrilnial vilir:ili(iMS arc
rcadilv Iraiisniillrd lhrou^;li insiilalini; nicdia.
HI

I

It.

m:

I

iii\,

ray of lijflit passes from our iiirdiiini into aiioMier it is l)iMit from its con r.sc more or less,
the ainonnt of deviation varyiii); with the anj;le
of incidence anil the difference in optical density
Hertz anticipated similar
of the two media.
properties of electrical rays, and tested theqnestion by constrncting a very larjje prism of hard
VVIifii a

pitch.

Its hei<;lit

was abont

six feet.

The

re-

It was cast
angle was thirty degrees.
in wooden boxes which were not removed, as
they wonlil not interfere with its action.
To test the action of the prism the two rellecting mirrors were placed opposite each other as
before, the passage of sparks across the spark
interval of the receiving mirror showing that
On the interposition of
radiation was received.
On moving one of
the prism all sjiarks ceased.
the mirrors towartl the base of the prism, sparks
again appeared after abonl eleven degrees of
movement. They reached a maximum at twenty-two degrees, and became imperceptible at
thirty-fonr degrees.
A deviation of twenty-two
degrees gives the refraction inde.x of pitch for
electric rays at 1.69,
I'itch-like substances are
said to have for light an index of from 1.5 to
i.fi.
Some connection between light and electric rays is suggested by this rough agreement

fractini;

Hertz remarks on this point that
"the uncertainty of our determination and the
impurity of the material employed does not permit of our assigning greater importance to the
magnitude or significance of this difference," that
The refractive power
is
between the indices.
of lenses has been studied by I'rof. Oliver J.
Lodge and James I.. Howartlof Liverpool, Kng-

screen are plane pol.irized.
The electric wave
is believed to be ;i transverse one, like the wave
which may be made to run along a sirelchcd
rope, and can only pass between the wires of the
screen, according to Hertz, when its vibration is
perpendicular to the direction of the wire.-..
The waves are believed to be polarized as
emitted by the oscillator.
It is thought that the
vibrations due to electrostatic action are polarized in a plane which is at right angles to that
of the electro-magnetic vioralion.
If the waves
were not emitted in a polarized 'ondition they
would be more or less polarized by reflection
from the mirrors.
It is found that when one of
the mirrors is turned .so that its axis is perpendicular to that of the other mirror, the sparks at
the focus of the receiver cease, although the two
mirrors face each other as squarely as ever. The
.same ray which is rellected from one mirror
without loss is destroyed on striking the other
because its vibrations fall at a different angle.
Here again the analogy to light waves is perfect.

Hertz concUuIes his article which details the
experiments described above, with some general
conclusions, which we will quote:
"We have
represented the phenomena investigated by us as
rays of electric force.
We may in conclusion
perhaps regard them as light rays of very great
wave length.
The longest visible light wave is
|

a

A

The insulating substance selected for the e.vperiment was the same as that used by Hertz in
ills prisms, mineral pitch.
The lenses were not
spherical but cylindrical, being piano-hyperbolic
in form.
They were cast in snitable moulds,
The
and were each about three feet square.
greatest thickness of a lens was 8'j^ inches. The
focal length proved to be twenty inches.
The oscillator being placed at the principal
focus of one of the lenses, it was proven that a
parallel beam of electrical radiation e.xisted beWhen this beam was received on a secyond.
ond similar lens the radiation was converged to
a very pronounced focus.
Prof. Lodge has repeated many of Hertz's ex-

periments on a very large scale, obtaining very
striking results.
One of the oscillators used was
twenty-three feet long and gave electric waves
Of the reof a length of from 90 to 300 feet.
sults gained by using such a gigantic oscillator,
Prof. Lodge says: "Kxciting this oscillator by a
very large induction coil, extraordinary snrgings
are experienced in all parts of the building, and
sparks can lie drawn from any hot-water pipe or
other long conductor, whether insulated or otherwise, and from most of the gas brackets and
water-taps in the building, by simply holding a
From
penknife or other point close to them.
conductors anywhere near the source of disturbOut of
ance the knuckle easily draws sparks.
doors .some wire fencing gave off sparks, and an
iron roofed shed experienced disturbances which
were easily detected when a telephone terminal
was joined to it, the other terminal being lightly
earthed."

A

wire screen was prepared

by stretching a

wooden frame about
The wire used was number

set of parallel wires across a
six feet square.

twenty, and they were separated uniformly by a
space of one and one-quarter inches.
The pair of mirrors was arranged as before,
When the .screen is
one opposite the other.
placed between them with its wires parallel to
the mirror? and hence parallel to the rods of the
oscillator and the receiver, the waves are cut off
When the screen is turned until its
altogether.
wires are at right angles to this position the

111:.

I.

HKRTZ's KXl KRJMKN'IS WITH WAX'KS OF KI.F.CTRIC
I'ORCF.

To me, at least, the experiments described seem eminently fitted to reinove all doubt as to the identity of light, radiant
heat, and electro-dynamic wave motion.
I
believe that we shall now with more confidence
avail ourselves of the advantages which the assumption of this identity offers, both in the
.00002.S inch long.

|

domains of optics and
l'knl'..\C.ATIOM

OK

.\1.

of electricity."-

iS&).

When

readily.

the wires of the rage arc removed
the ccHid»c:ior behaves Fke an ordinary rec civer,
all

and when placed

in the field of the oscilUlor,
gives brilliant sparks.
When a fine wire is put
In joining
two opposite holes the sparkx lose
about half of their length.
The substitution of
a thick wire or the introduction of the whole
twenty four wires makes no further change, provided that all these wires be put in a single hole,
or at leiLst in adjacent holes so that all the wires
are very near each other.
In proportion as the
wires are spread out around the i;irtiimferenre
the sparks fall off, and entirely disappear when
they are in place, as shown in the figure.
The
tube c affords a means of studying the thickness
of metal necessary to screen the conductor within from all electric influence coming from without.
Tubes of thin bra.ss were replaced by tube.s
of tinfoil and of Dutch metal without any
change. Olass tubes were silvered by chemical
means, a conducting film being thus obtained
which could be given any desired attenuation.
Such films first showed imperfect screening action when they were so thin as to transmit a little
light.
Such a film has a thickness of less than

We may conceive that this tube is made so
small as to closely approach the conductor with1.1

without changing

We may
is

We may conceive
other words,to form
then say that the interior

its effect.

to be in contact with

it,

in

removed from
however active the

entirely

that

electrical

electrical

waves surrounding it, their effect "hardly penetrates any more deeply into the interior of the
wire than does the light which is reflected from
its surface."
"Instead of asserting that our
waves are propagated in the wire, we should be
more accurate in saying that they glide along on
the wire."
N'arious

modifications of the experiments
mentioned above are described in I'rof. Hertz's
article, but they are too complicated to be dis-

cussed here. Suffice it to say they give the
strongest confirmation of the views of the writer.

IK.KN.V ll.Ni: Cl'KRF.NTS.

In a recent article I'rof. Hertz describes a remarkable series of experiments which give good
ground for a modification of the ordinary idea
of the conduction of alternating currents of
electricity.
Hertz's ideas on this point are not
wholly new. but his ex|)eriinents throw a great
deal of li^ht on a difficult and hitherto obscure
question.
The nature of the problem is best
stated in his own words:' "If a constant electric
current flows in a cylindrical wire, its intensity
is the same in all parts of the section of the wire.
But if the current is variable, self-induction
causes a deviation from this most simple distriFor, since the inner parts of the wire
bution.
are in the mean less distant from all the rest than
are those on
the
circumference, induction
opposes alterations of the current in the interior
of the wire more strongly than at the circumference: and in consequence of this the llow is confined to the exterior of the wire.
If the current
alters its direction a few hundred times per second the deviation from the normal distribution
is no longer
imperceptible: this deviation increases rapidly with the rate of alternation, and
when the current alternates many millions of
times per second, according to theory almost the
whole interior of the wire must appear free from
current, and the flow must be confined to the
immediate neighborhood of the circumference.
.\s
the discharges studied by Hertz were
known to alternate some million of times per
second, there was reason to believe that the flow
of electricity through the wires of the receiver
To determine
was limited to the surface.
whether this was true Hertz constructed the ap-

The long wire which
paratus shown in Fig. 4.
forms a part of the receiver has a spark interval
between the balls below .\. This spark interval
is surrounded by a kind of cage made of metallic disks and wires.
The disk a is attached directly to one of the wires of the conductor. The
iP^itofofiktfat Magatimf, April. 1SS9.

IPMI. Mag. July,

removed

its surface.
of the wire
action, and

"

I'OI..\K1Z.\TIOX.

/' IS aliat.hetl
to a metallic tube < which mirrniinds the Cither conductor for wtmc diklancc,
being insulated from it except at the point J.
The wires between the dikkcta and //, tweiily-four
in number, fit loosely in the lic»lc«, and can Im-

it

of indices.

land.'

di<ik

The Copper Tariff— A

Protectionist View.

Hv Clikim.
I have read with interest the articles published
from time to time in favor of the alK>lilion of the
duty on copper in its various forms.
1
have
looked in vain for some one to answer the arguments which these articles contain.
As no one
who is more competent to do this has come forward with a refutation, I venture to offer the
following, thinking that fairness if nothing more
should induce you to let both sides be heard.
In spite of the enormously increased use of
copper the price had been steadily declining until in the fall of icSS? just
before the bold and
for a time successful attempt to control the
world's product of this metal by .M. Secrelan
anil his associates.
The price had reached the
very low figure of g'.- cents, at which it was but
little above the foreign price.
This decline in

the .Xmerican price was due largely to the tariff,
which by offering a bounty for the development
of mines when the industry was young continued
to stimulate production until the price finally
fell to a level with the foreign figure.
It would
have so remained, as long as our mines continued to produce a supply of metal equal to the
demand in this country, had it not been for the
operations of the French syndicate.
This condition would have been natural and
for this result it should have been our duty to
be thankful for the existence of the tariff on copper, for to it was due the development of mines
in widely separated
localities, which by their
competition, cheapened the cost of production
and reduced the price 50 per cent, inafewyears"
time.
Thus with numerous mines the price would
have been maintained at an even figure by the
natural workings of the law of supply and demand, and the tariff having accomplished its

purpose would no longer have had any effect on
But the operations of the French

the price.
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introduced new complications and
threw into confusion the finely adjusted balance
of supply and demand.
With the course of the copper market since
that time it may be presumed all readers of the
syndicate

Western Electrician are familiar.
The tariff is not in any way responsible for the
vagaries of the price of copper since M, Secretan began his vigorous but unsuccessful struggle
In fact, the tariff has
with the laws of trade.
acted and now acts as a sort of balance wheel,
and regulates the price of copper by encouraging the production of copper whenever the price

advances by artificial means. It treats all alike
and the objection that the tariff is partial in its
action is unfair, for all alike are offered its protection if all desire to enter the copper mining
business.
But, it may be asked, of what use is the tariff
on copper, if it is not noticeable in effect when
once the price is reduced to the level of the forIn reply to this it maybe said what
eign price?
The duty on wheat does
is the objection to it?
not make that grain any dearer to the American
consumer and yet no one clamors for its removWhy not let the duty on copper remain in
al.

Some day it may be needed
the same way?
Whenever it is needed its effect will be
again.
When it is not needed its effect will
beneficial.
not be harmful.

So far this argument has proceeded in the
narrow line of the benefit to the user only. But
the benefit of the tariff on copper is much more
reaching than that. In addition to the deof our inexhaustible mines, copper
producers of this country give employment to
Besides this the growth of the busithousands.
ness has given large patronage to manufacturers
far

velopment

and transportation lines, and these in turn have
a larger market at home for all the produce of this country. The increase in the price
of copper is a mere bagatelle in comparison with
the great public advantage resulting from in-

made

If it is considered that this
creased production.
tariff gives to some favored mine owners who can
produce copper better and cheaper than it can be
produced anywhere else in the world if it be
considered that to these mine owners the tariff
gives excessive profits, it should be remembered
that even if this should be the case the money
will remain in the country, and thus the aggregate wealth will not be changed.
And when the duty on wire and other forms
of manufactured copper is to be removed consider the mills with their thousands upon thou-

—

sands of employes who will be thrown into direct
competition with foreign laborers.

Death of E. N. Dickerson.
Few names are more familiar to telephone
men throughout the country than that of Edward N. Dickerson, who died at his home in
Far Rockaway,

L.

I.,

December

Dickerson's greatest work as

Mr.

12th.

a lawyer

was
and

his

his
conduct of the Bell Telephone litigation
greatest triumph was achieved when the Supreme Court of the United States pronounced
Mr. Dickerson was born
the Bell patent valid.
He was the son of Philemon Dickerin 1824.
son, who was United States judge for New Jersey, and was nephew of Mahlon Dickerson, who
was secretary of the navy in President Jackson's
Mr. Dickerson was graduated at
cabinet.
Princeton and when 21 years of age was admit-

After serving
ted to the bar at Paterson, N. J.
as clerk in his father's court he commenced the
One of his earliest clients was
practice of law,
Colt, the inventor of the revolver which bears his
He succeeded in establishing the validiname.
ty of the patent and by the ability which he displayed in the conduct of the case laid the foundation for his future reputation as an eminent
It may be stated
that Rufus
patent attorney.
Choate was the .senior coun.sel among the attorneys who opposed Mr, Dickerson in the case.
Among other noted suits in which he was engaged, was that which involved the patent of
Charles Cioodyear for vulcanized India rubber,
The
Mr. Dickerson appeared for the inventor.
closing argument for Mr. Goodyear was made
by Daniel Webster. The patentasis well known,,
was sustained. Among the vast number of cases
which he handled in recent years was the Hell
His work in that case can be
Teleiihone case.

December

summed up

in these words which Judge Wallace
United States Circuit Court in New York
employed in adjourning the session out of

the leading electric journals in this country
contradicted the representative of the Telephone
company by stating that wires of the latter company between Buffalo and Chicago were stretched
and ready for operation, or would be in a very
few days. He also stated that the Telephone
company was pushing west and northwest of
Chicago with all possible speed, and that there
was and is an agreement in existence between
the Bell company and the Western Union company whereby the former company agrees to do
no telegraphic business. He further said that
the Bell company, which includes all telephone
companies in the United States, no mat-

of the
city,

respect to

the

memory

of

great

the

lawyer:

"Since I have been upon the bench he has appeared as counsel in nearly all of the most important causes in that branch of jurisprudence
which have been heard here. Probably his fatal
illness can be traced to the protracted and exacting labors which he encountered in the Bell

Telephone

litigations.
His presentation of that
behalf of his client, the Bell Telephone
company, in this court was one of the most masterly efforts to which it has ever beer, my privilege to listen."
Among other suits in which he was engaged
were those which involved patents relating to
the telegraph, reaping machines, explosives, railways, refrigerators, ventilation, nickel plating,
planing machinery and guns.
The Western

cause

in

Union, Gold

&

Stock Telegraph,

Standard

21, iS

under what name, was already engaged
telegraph business, and it is only a matter of policy and a fear of public opinion that
prevents Gould to-day from suing the Telephone company for breach of contract."
In this connection it may be stated that the
ter

in the

telephone company has not established

Oil,

its

line

Bell,

McCormick and Edison companies were
among his clients, while there have been pitted
against him men like Rufus Choate, Edmunds,

between Buffalo and Chicago, and there is no
immediate prospect of such an event. In the
first place the company found it would be im-

Thurston, and he has met and
fought, it is safe to say, nearly every patent lawyer of note in this country.
When a young man he became greatly interested in the steam engine.
So great was his interest that he secured and held for a time the
position of engineer of the first locomotive which
was operated between New York and Paterson,
He retained this interest in the steam
N. J.
He read a
engine until the close of his life.

possible to operate further west.
It has all it
can do at present to operate the lines it has.
Further extension of the present line must be
delayed until the company finds a new cable. An
experienced telephone man who furnished this
information said the company was very glad it
had not pushed its line through to Ctiicago as

Conkling and

was

—

paper on "The Steam Engine Its Principles,
Development, its Present Capacity and its
Future Perfection," at the New York Electric
club, January 17, 1889.

He was
At

greatly interested in science

his

home

in

"There is no danger
Telephone company undertaking to comThere are
pete with the telegraph companies.
many reasons why they cannot do it. One is
that they cannot afford to send messages as
Our lines
cheaply as the telegraph company.
are more expensive, and we require twice as
of the

general-

New York city he built an
passed much of his time

much wire as the telegraph companies, therefore we would have to secure higher rates.
Again the telephone business is naturally a system of interviews. We don't undertake to
transmit messages from one point to another
and deliver them as the telegraph companies do.
The nearest approach we come to this method
is wanted for
is i:i sending for somebody who
It rean interview by one of our subscribers.
quires at least ten minutes to get an interview
over the telephone wires, while the transmission
of a message by telegraph occupies only a few
Of course the telephone has many
seconds.
advantages as a means of communication, but
be more expensive and will
it will necessarily
never be considered a rival of the telegraph, as
each occupies a distinct field of its own."
The directors of the Western Union evidently do not fear the competition of the Telephone
company, and they are not now suffering from
At their meeting last week in
this competition.
New York, they declared in addition to the regular 1% per cent, quarterly dividend, an extra
per cent. This would indicate that
dividend of
they did not feel the effects of this competition.

Upon whatever he touched, he impressed himself as a
man of great force of intellect and character, extensive
knowledge, varied and versatile abilities, and untiring enerThe qualities o' his mind, however, were not judicial.
gy.
By natuie and training a great advocate he rarely saw
more than one side of a subject but that side he espoused
This is the proper function of an
with consummate skill.
advocate, and it is that in which a lawyer is most useful to
the tribunal before which he appears, as well as most useWhatever might have been Mr. Dickerful to his client.
son's success as a judge, if he had been placed on the
bench at an early age, his career as an advocate has been
an eminently useful one. To his professional opponents
he was always courteous, although he could, when occasion
seemed to invite cause for it, mingle denunciation and sarBut it is not known that he ever
casm with reasoning.
made an enemy of a professional opponent, while he had
hosts of friends; and when the contests of the forum were
over, those with whom there h d been sharp interchanges
while the battle went on were often seen as guests at his
table or on his yachting e.^cursions, where all the antagonism was forgotten.

^

Electric Railways for Buffalo.

Telegraph and Telephone Companies.
The discussion of the alleged rivalry between

The

street car companies of Buffalo have just
issued a pamphlet addressed to the citizens, in
which they summarize their investigations of
Speaking of the cable,
rapid transit systems.
the companies say it is found in practice to be
They
little or no faster than horses as a rule.
continue:

Union Telegraph company and the
Telephone company has been revived by a
New York paper, which announced last week
that the latter company was preparing to comIt was asserted
pete with the Western Union.

the Western
Bell

extension

of

the

long distance

tele-

The most serious objection from the point of view of
both railroad company and the public is found in the liability to accident and to stoppage of traffic over the entire
Breakages of the cable are
route traversed by the cable.
not infrequent, while fouling of the grip has become alarmingly common, the danger being that the car so caught is
carried on resistlessly by the cable to a collision with the
The difticulties with the cable, even
next car in advance.
under usual conditions, are such that it becomes necessary
to tear up the streets from time to time, thus blockading
travel, not only on the railroad, but elsewhere on the street,
while a large force of men must be kept at work on the
street in cleaning out the conduit.

makes it practical for the telephone
corporation to compete successfully with the
Western Union company, and that Jay Gould
phone

lines

realizing that he has an all-powerful competitor
to deal with, favors turning the Western Union
property over to the government for a satisfactory consideration.

Of course

if

sat-

it

Western Electrician:

observatory and he
there in astronomical research.
It was during his college life that he forrhed
the friendship of Joseph Henry, and his tribute
to the latter in a paper read at Princeton in
1885 on "Joseph Henry and the Magnetic Telegraph," will be remembered as an eloquent tribute to a great scientist.
In a recent issue of the New York S//n George
Ticknor Curtis speaks of Mr. Dickerson in these
words;

that the

The company was

could not operate more lines than it
had at present until a new cable was secured.
Superintendent Wilson of the Chicago Telephone company said to a representative of the

its

ly.

at first anticipated.

isfied

the stockhold-

Western Union could get what their
stock was worth to them they might have no obers of the

jection to parting with it, but it is hardly possible the government would consent to pay the

The companies came

desired amount, and the Western Union company is not so situated as to sue for a purchaser.
In the course of tlie article the following paragrapli appears;
"A correspondent of one of

to

the conclusion that
was best

overhead system of propulsion
adapted to Buffalo. They say:
From experience in other cities, we believe
the

is

more

certain than that the introduction

electric service will
I

that nothing

of the overhead

be the commencement of a marvelous

1
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)cM:cinhcr

It wit!
increase in ihc substiintiiil pi-ospi-rity of HuiTalo.
unify the city, one of the liir^;usl In arc.i in llic country, by
means of a complete system of rapid transit facilities whiili

will avoiil transfers, will Iniild

up

outlyiuj; resiiienttal

tlis-

a healthy impetus lo (l()wn-town trade, and
cause a new and active spirit of prosperity t<> pervade
Will not these advantages he more than
coiupensation for the more or less sentimental objections
to overhead wires?
tricts, will (rive

will

the whole city.

The

f(»lli)witi^r rocL'iU

from

cointmntication

on

was

re-

"Tin:
State Kailroad coininission rtdicard the application of the Hiill'aio Stfeet Railroad conipany for
ccivcul

Altiatiy

this

(|iK-sti()ti:

[lerinission to adopt electri<: motor power on
Tlie road had the
their road 011 I'orest avenue.
re(|uisite majority of the consetUs of the property-owners on the street withont the consent of

the ntanagers of the New York State Insane
Asylnni, and the board therefore granted the
permission."
'['he company will tiow proceed
with the construction of its system as sooti as
details can be arrangeil satisfactorily.

New York

Electrical Society.

The 125th meelinj; of the New York Klectrical society
iust, was the occasion of a large gatherinj^ of
The subject
well known and representative electricians.
of the evening, "The lievelopment of Klectric Car Trac"
tion
was ably handleti by S. Dana Creene.
Mr. Creene opened his lecture by a comparison of the
present state of electric traction with that of two years ago,
on the nth

when

the Richmond roaii was starleil.
The best proof
that the electric railway had passed the experimental stage,

and had become established on a commercial basis was
that whereas railway men looked on the Richmond scheme
as impracticable and gravely tiueslioned the ability of the
cars to ascend the grades such a road which was twelve
miles long and runs 40 cars, was now regartled as a comparatively insignificant undertaking, and there were now
in the country over i.roo miles of track, and i.Soo electric
cars. Another proof was the report to the last annual meeting of the American Street Railway association of the comThis commitmittee on 'Electricity as a Motive Power."
tee was organized to investigate the subject of electric
street car traction as a feasible scheme for superseding
horses, and it was stated, after an inspection of many of the
important roads of the country, that

the overhead system

was to-day in practical operation, and that the development taking place in other systems was equally promislecture into three heads; The
overhead, the conduit, and the sforage battery system.
The subject of line construction was lirst treated, ami full details were given of the way in which the electric railway of
today was constructed.
In the overhead system the power
I'.reene divided

his

two or more stations.
In case of long
lines, the roail was divided into sections, each section admitting of being cut olT completely from the other sections
without the slightest disturbance.
This important improvement added largely to the etViciency and convenience
of the system.
A matter of the greatest moment was the
securing of a good ground return circuit which is most effectively done by the rails being perfectly connected by
The
jo'nts making good metallic contact between them.
lish plates were not to be depended on and often were the
While the overhead system had
cause of bad contact.
pre-eminent atlvantages which recommended its adoption
for general use, Mr. (ireene was of the opinion that the conduit system admitted of such improvements as would make
it a practicable
system, and that it would be introduced
into large cities at no distant date.
He did not consider
that it had ever been demonstrated that it was a system
devoid of merit.
There was one point in connection with
it which was absolutely essential, and that was good drainWhen the streets were covered two or three inches
age.
with v» liter or melting snow and ice, and the drainage of
the city was insufficient to carry it otT, the conduit system
could not be expected to be successful.
This was why the
experimental conduit system tried in Hoston last year
failed; the drainage of the city was not equal to carrying
off the water,
and the conduits became Hooded and the

was provided

at

conductors were short-circuited.
One of the greatest objections to the system was its heavy first cost.
No conduit line would be a success if it wore cheaply constructed,
and constructed by an engineer who had not had previous
experience in that direction.
A cjse in point was the conduit line at .Mlegheny City, which

years ago of wood.

engineer

it

Mad

would be

in

was

built

two or three

been constructed by a practical
as good order now as when first

it

The

general style of motor was the same 3S for the
overhead system, the main dilTerence being that the wires
were underground, and that connection was made with the
conduits by an arm passing down from the bottom of the
built.

electric

underground

road.

The

success of the

The current was converted
Charing Crons, and then sent to uji- .ro'viuor,
when: it was connected on to two or three of the
(IroKVenor circuits, being, of course, converted
«

again to

100

volth at the cuHtomers' Iioumth,
were made.
The I'lfKi wan for an
hour, and 7% ampercH were trannmiited.
In the
Hecrjnd, .\\ ampereh were tranHiniticd an hour
afterward.
Thih latter corrcHptjnds r"
atyz 10 candle power lampK toananiperi
volts
lo about j.ooo 10 candle |MJwer lanij^k.
it is evident that thcHe teHtft are of an cinincnlly
{}racttcal nature.
The dynamo
do
serious trouble, and has turned 01.
ti
than was anticipated.
No diffuuity ii.i-> imtito
found with the iitsulation. which has t>een teMed
up to an equivalent of .(o.ooo vr/ltn with an induction machine, before running.

Two

trialh

.

—

t.

•

The

Shultz Leather Cover for Pulleys

The accompanying cut illustrateha new

leath-

er pulley cover,
liy the use of thi.H style of covering, it is a .simple matter to provide almofitany

Weems

system by which parcels and mails were transmitted at the
rate of three miles a minute, poitited to the same agency
for passenger traffic; as a matter of fact the danger incident upon traveling three miles a minute was no greater
than that of a speed of one mile a minute.
The tendency
of the day was toward the creation of electric motors of
larger capacity, precistly as the development of electricity
had led to an enormous increase in the size of dynamos,
etc.
Mr. Ireene concluded his lecture by saying that he
believed that within from 10 to 20 years there would not be
a horse car left in this country, and possibly not a cable
(

ing.

Mr.

WS

be considerable.
The motor iiHcIf wan next (lincuNKd.
Mr. (irccnc Ntalcd that It early became apparent that the
motor must be got out of the way, and it was (inally placed
Thin was ii bold Htcp, and one which prrunder the cir.
Hcntcd many (hllii uhicN.
It meant practically
the rc-dcsigning and rcbuihling <jf tlic electric motor hu that the
street car nf to day
might be comtldcrcd quite iM'paratc
from tile motor.
With regard to the motor ilHcIf, many of
it* points had
been worked out with the grcalcsl cure and
attention, and tlie result was an admirable mactilne.
IIh
tendency was to continuously increase itH capacity,
In
(lie early days lo to 15-horse [wwer was UKcd.
The number of passengers l)egan In increase, and soon two cars
were run instead of one. Crradually the horse power was
raised until wc lind in use to-day 30, and in H<jmc cusch
4(i-horse power.
The tendency in tin; future would probably be to come back to a single machine on the car, as the
necessity o( the second machine was no longer regardcl as
imperative.
Hy increasing the wheels to 36 inches in
diameter, a single 6(]-horsc power motor could be used,
and in all probability this would soon be done. Another
ilirection in which development would take
place was the
designing rjf .i iriirk with an Increased wheel-base, that is,
a truck that would give a steadier and more uniform support to the car,
so far as the
'I he lecturer showed that
relative cost of the dilTerent motive powers went, the contluit and storage systems
both cost more to operate than
the overheati method, but they were much hel(»w horses,
lie was much surjirised at the action which had been taken
by the city authorities of New V'ork in granting a franidiise
for a cable line down Itroadway.
Hy the time the liroadway cable road was in operation there would be an electric
system giving a much greater control over the cars, and a
far greater economy in
working expenses. The lecturer
then dwell on the question of the interference of electric
roails with the telephone companies, an<l commented on
the address of John S. Wise on the subject; he hoped that
the differences between the two would be amicably adjusted.
Mr. fireene expressed his belief that while the overhead
system woidd continue in use for a considerable time to
come, as being cheap and easily cared for, the system of
the near future would unquestionably be the storage battery.
There were certain difficulties in the way of introducing electric cars on the elevated roads just now, but the
next development of rapid transit would probably be an

car.

The theoretically perfect system for street car work, however, said the lecturer, was that of the storage battery
which started the cir out with its own source of power and
The storage
the means of transforming it into energy.
battery of to-day is a great improvement on that of two
years ago and as superior in point of endurance, diminution of weight and reliability as the storage battery of two
It would be necessary to have
years hence would be to it.
a battery not exceeding 2,000 pounds in weight that would
carry a 16-foot car sixty miles without being recharged,
and developing an average of from four to six horse power,
and a maximum of twenty or more horse power. The
storage battery companies placed the maximum grade a*
which they cared to attempt to use the storage battery at (
per cent; this was a liberal maximutu, and probably 5 per
Without doubt, the car could
cent, was nearer the mark.
be made to run up the grade but the depreciation would

line.

An

interesting discussion followed, in the course of
Frank J. Sprague adverted to many points in his
experience confirmative of the views of the lecturer.

which

own

Tests at Ferranti's Deptford Station.
The London I'lUitrical Efii;iih(f\ in a recent
article, comments npon the ridiculous and absurd rumors which the averajje city man beand circulates in regard to Ferranti's work
London. After quoting a number of amusing remarks that have been made, this journal
gives the following information of what has acThe first engine and
tually been accomplished:
dynamo at Deptford of 1250 horse power have
now been running off and on for about a fortnight, supplying light to C'harmg Cross, atul oclieves

pulley with a leather face.
The covering is
made wider than the pulley face. Its edges are
brought over the sides of the rim and then
turned toward each other and fastened on to
malleable iron segment clamps. The clamps are
drawn together by quarter-inch bolts.
In this
way, the leather can be stretched on the face of
the pulley as tight as a drum-head.
The covering is made by J. A. J. Shultz, St. Louis, Mo.

in

current for several of the
Cirosvenor circuits.
The engine has been run
some time without load for the purpose of getting its large working parts into good condition
in large engines always a matter of time at
Afterward, the dynamo was run, first,
first.
without current and then with "current, and tested
by resistance coils at the works. Tests were
then made of the main cable, and current was
transferred from the Grosvenor to Oeptford.
)n Thursday, November 7th, the first transmission of current from Oeptford to London
The dynamo was run at 5.000 volts.
took place.
The highwith half the full exciting current.
tension current was transtnitted to the Adelphi
arches, Charing Cross, ami there converted, first,
to 2,400 volts, and then, by means of another
transformer, to 100 volts in the usual way. and
60 lamps were lighted for some time. The potential as measured on the voltmeter at Charing
C'ross on the lighting circuit was 100 volts, the
(H)tential as measured by means of a similar
Cardew voltmeter connected to an exactly similar converter at Deptford was also 100 volts, so
that no appreciable loss was noticed. Of course
there may liave been a loss of as much as 10
volts in the 5.000 volt circuit, but this would be
only .2 per cent., which is too small to read on
Other runs have been
the too volt circuit.
made in the same way. On Monday. November
iSth, the dynamo was again run at 5,000 volts.
casionally supplying

—

(

Dr. Norvin Green's Experience.
course of an article in the New \'ork ll'.r/.t\ Dr.
Norvin Green, president of the Western Union Tclcjjraph
company, says the men who have ri»cQ to l>c managers io
the Western Union Telegraph company have had loog

In

tlic

experience in the practical operation of the iclc^rapb.
Both our general manager and our working vioe-p»esidenl." he continues, "commenced ibeir work in a vcr)- lowgrade position. So with all our general sa peri n ten den t^,
they have gone through all the gradations up to the command of their respective departments
Itut there is one
exception to that rule in my own case.
I commenced the
business thirty-live years ago at the head of a company that
leased lines running from Cincinnati to New Orleans, and
which afterward bought them out and extended them into
Te.xas, .Arkansas and Alabama under the nam; of the
Southwestern Telegraph company.
For twelve year* I
was president of that company from the start, afterward
was vice-president of the .\mcrican. in which my company
was lirbt merged, and hnally president of the Western
L'nion.
So that I hkvc never had a lower grade position
in the telegraph business than that of executive officer, and
have never been a practical telegrapher.
Necessarily I
have learned a great deal of electrical science and have become acquainted with electrical inventions, but have never,
as my predecessor did. unJcrtakcn to make myself a better
electrician than the professional electricians that the company employs; consetjunilv I rely largely on their expe*
*
*
rience and adWce.
It is not needed that the
executive head of a telegraph company of this magnitude
should be either a practical operator or a practical eleclrician; in fact, he has got more than enough to occupy all
his time and thoughts in shaping the general policy and
'

management of the corporation, and is bound to
*
the practical conduct of its affairs lo subordinates.
Referring to the line of promotions in the telegraph

financial
lea\-e

ser\ice.

he say

:

general manager commenced as a messenger boy.
Most of oar superintcnso did our second vice-president.
dents l>fgan either as messenger boys or as operators in
Tbe
small ottices. receiving at first very moderate wages.
majority of our superintendents are chosen from the operators and managers of offices, and selected 00 accoont of
the talent they have developed in organizing and directing

"Our
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whatever force they have had under them. Our treasurer
who has charge of from $10,000,000 to $15,000,000 of our
securities, twenty-two years ago was a boy in the office of
which he is now chief, at a salary of $25 a month. Another
A great many telegraph
point should be borne in mind;
men have been promoted from the ordinary service to good
Many prominent officials of
positions in other offices.
railroad companies have been selected from the ranks of
telegraphers; the vice-presidtnt and general manager of the
Louisville & Nashville railroad was once a telegraph operator in the depot office at Louisville."
Dr. Green says the employment of women as operators is
increasing daily, an ] he thinks they will eventually operate
"In the future I think we shall have
all the light circuits.
are now introducing, largely, the
machine telegraphy.
Wheatstone automatic system, which we are using from
New York to New Orleans, all the way through to San
Francisco and eastward as far as the cables at Cape Canso,
This system
at the northern borders of Nova Scotia.
saves wire facilities for which there is a growing demand in
the great number that are being hired for private uses.
large number of brokers are hiring private wires; almost
every large newspaper has one or more; the Associated
press hires a number of private wires all over the country;
and although we have 625,000 miles of wire, enough to
not got
girdle the earth twenty-five times, we have

detected.

enough."

It is

model, a revolution

service
will

street car propulsion

On Monday

by

the

Ralph W. Pope,

16,

Franklin

subject: "Electricity;

Phila-

Institute,

Past,

its

Present

and Future."
have authorized the sub-

trustees

gas

stitution of incandescent lights for

proposed improvements

in the stations.

The

will cost $2,500.

The Commercial Telegram company of 16 Broadway,
whose stock tickers are rivals of those of the Gold and
Stock Telegraph company, is in the hands of the sheriff,
who has levied on the property to satisfy the judgment for
!$237,3I2.26 obtained by John W. Mackay and a judgment
of

for |!32, 120.61 in favor

Edward

and

real

Piatt.

continued for the pres-

mercial company's business will be

plant

The money
The Com-

C. Piatt.

was borrowed from Mr. Mackay and Mr.

The

estate

probably be sold

will

The Belding Motor company of Chicago recently made an interesting installation on the
tow barge, Wahnapitae, which was used to assist in the raising of the sunken vessel, P. D.
Armour. The latter vessel was wreclced this
Clair Flats, thirty
fall in a collision on the St.
In order to work at
miles north of Detroit.
night, it was decided to start a small electric
A 24-light Belding
light plant on the vessel.
incandescent dynamo was therefore placed in the
cabin of the barge, and a 5 horse power Dake
rotary engine was belted to it, steam at 70
pounds' pressure being supplied from the boilFive 32 candle
ers for the hoisting machinery.
volt lamps were hung on short poles
power
attached to the sides of the vessel, while one 50
candle power lamp was arranged, so that it

no

The

iheeting of the

Clinton Hall

last

number of

targe

New York

Electrical society held at

Wednesday evening was attended by

electricians, and the

The paper

electrical circles.

Dana Greene on

The

tion."

which

is

teresting

the

a

gathering was entirely
E.

representative, including F, J. Sprague, A.
C. O. Mailloux, and many other men of

S,

prominence

of the evening

"Development

in

was handled with the thoroughness
Mr. Greene's work.
An in-

subject

characteristic of all

and instructive discussion followed the

Boston, Mass., Dec.

13.

— The

subject of

the

the electric light committee.

reached the helmet, sufficient slack being left,
so thit the lamp could be handled with ease.
The lamp was sealed up in a small glass jar, the
A
wires passing through the water-tight cover.
safety fuse was inserted in the conductors at a
point near the machine.
It was found that the
light greatly facilitated the operations of the
diver.
It may be inentioned that the Belding
compafiy has lately equipped the propeller,
Rmnbell, with a similar plant. The RumDell
was at work on the David Dows, which recently
sank about 6 or 8 miles off South Chicago.

opinion and to suggestions regarding the proper means of

New York
electric light has

justment of the dilTerences,
pealed

dovn

Under Judge

to.

Van

lirunt's

Control

opinion handed

Works hdS

al-

At the coroner's inquest by the testimony of several electric (I experts it was found that the lamp which killed young
Harris was dangerously constructed
Dr. Otto A. Moses,
R. W, I'ope and other electricians after a careful examination of the lamp, thought that there was a fault in its construction which would fully explain Hams' death. Another victim of the electric current was Lineman Peter Clausen
who met his death on a pole among many wires. The grand
jury have a dilVicult task before them to lix the responsibility
of these deaths, and the d strict attorney is gathering in all
the cvi<lcnce pos ibie.

an eni,>'oye of the Manhattan I^lectric

under the baseannounced that
investigation has

corroborate this

statement.

The

company gave

street lailway

men,

afternoon.

Mr. Richter, the

electricians

and
explain the working of

electric

lighting

electric

reception to

a

and the press on
inventor of
railways

Jr.,

represented the
S.

Flanders, the

W. Bjrdette, the B iston Electric
W. W. Gooch, Jr.. the Edison Electric
company; J. W. Larish, the Western Union

alarm service* E.

Henry M. Whitney and
Electrician _F. S. Pearsin, the West End Street Railway
company; President Thos. Sherwin, the New England
Telephone & Telegraph company, and Capt. Wm. Brophy
gave his views as inspector of the New England Insurance
At no time since the famous hearing last winexchange.
Telegraph company; President

before the board of aldermen, in regard to the petition

West End

Street

all

parts of

Boston, has there

its

was

their electric railway

Tuesday

which they think

the board of aldermen legislation

it is

re-

—

meeting

rooms

at the club

and enjoyable

last night.

Tests are in progress at the Thomson-Houston factory
Lynn to determine the power absorbed by the operation

at

of a

vacuum brake which has been adapted to street railway
and used upon the company's cars at Newport, R.

trains,

and Rochester, N. Y.
Thanksgiving conflagration

origin of the big

a mystery.

still

in this

O. H. M.

Louisville, Ky.
Louisville, December 14.— It
Electric

company has made a

is

slated that the

Gaynor

with Chicago

large contract

which it is said involves a half million dollars.
was made, it is asserted, in the interest of the Edison
Phonograph company.
It was reported last week that the Westinghouse company had purchased a controUing interest in the Louisville
Electric Light company.
The Giynor Electric company has closed a contract with
the owners of the Commercial Club building to supply the
new structure with one of the largest isolated electric light
capitalists,
It

outfits ever installed

retail

The

has

1,700 in-

125-horse power,

wires will be okonite.

building of Kleinhaus

opened yesterday,

have

It will

Corliss engine, of

dynamos.

will operate the

Th2 new

iithe South.

A

candescent lights.

forty arc

&

and

Simoisoi, just
incandescent

415

lights.

The Kentucky Rock Gas company has supplied its comhouse at West Point, Ky., with thirty-five arc

pressing
lights.

The

company has purchased a
Chair company has in-

Peerless Manufacturing

and

lOo-light plant

the Loui-ville

stalled a plant capable of furnishing

The

lou'svilla Hotel

200 electric

lights.

receiving bids for furnishing the

is

building with twenty arc and 550 incandescent lights.

Chas. D. Jenney of Indianapolis,

ney

&

Co.,

was

in Louisville this

of the Chas. D.

Jen-

week.

of the Edgerton Motor company at
was in this city yesterday.
The Gaynor Electric company has recently provided
Winchester, Ky., and Champaiga, III., with fire alarm sys-

C. M.

Rhodes,

Philadelphia,

tens.

The

Hopkinsville Ky., Lunatic Asylum

supplying

for

a

pi int

with the cap

is

receiving bids

250 electric

of

icity

B.

lights.

A.

desir-

IVIilwaukee, Wis.

Mayor Hart has gone to Ncat York city to learn from
Mayor Grant anl the Board of Electrical Control how not
to do it, and will make quite an extended tour among the
western cities to pick up "pointers" as to the best means of
President

Thomas Sherwin

of

the

New England

Tele-

phone & Telegraph company, in a somewhat extended
communication to the committee mentioned, states that the
total mileage of wire employed in the telephone service of
Boston is about 5, 6S miles, and that of this amount, 3,368
miles are in underground conduits, ,400 in aerial cables, and
1

i

in use

between distribution boxes and individual

New

cables are

MrLWAUKF.E Dec.
at Eau Claire by

day

for the

being put underground as

14.

—

.\

complaint wa^

B. K. Miller of

^S:

company and

Motor company.

It

of the electric street railway
ty of the telephone system,

the

against

Sprague

electricity

till

its

and notice

in,

is

the

It

from

Eau

Electric

charges that the operation
that this street railway

a dangerous character, and wiihout proper

straining the defendants

Thurs-

system has destroyed the

and

the protection of the public.

filed

Milwaukee, attorney

Wisconsin Tel -phone company,

Claire Street Railway

Railway

dealing with the overhead wires.

utiliis

of

safeguards for

prays for an injunction re-

operating

the railway by

wires are in'iulated,or return wires are put

given that a temporary

asked for on the 23d

injunction will be

D.

inst.

rapidly as the manufacturers can furnish them.

Th: West End

Street

Railway company's

systems of

arc being carefully proleclcd by guard

present to

cessary.

from a model

South Peabody, Mass., and

rel-

The

firm.

be again put in operation under O. A.

Electric club held a pleasant

able.

about 400

Norcross of Worcester, Mass., a

one of the members of the
at

may

The Boston

Railway company to use the single

workings of the safety fuse before reporting to

tion of the

it

are

management.
H. C. Spaulding, the general manager of the ThomsonHouston Motor company, has been absent nearly a week
on a western trip to Chicago. Cincinnati and other points.

L-ght company;

telephones,

Kichlcr Construction

Osborne Howes

board of underwriters; Superintendent B.

owning and operating overhead wires in regard to legislation
on this subject. Nearly all of the companies interested are
thoroughly agreed upon this one point, namely, that some
sort of conpetent and judicious supervision is imperatively
needed and are quite generally in favor of mo:e frequent
use of suitable safety fuses. The committee will take some
lime to digest the opinions and suggestions of the electrician?, and will also amuse themselves by a pers:>nal inspec-

Public

Light company, was found dead in a hole
ment of the works. It was immediately
electricity was the cause of death, but an
failed to produce any evidence tending to

by representatives of the various electrical

interests of the city.

test in this city.

ready begun the destruction of electric wires.

I'atrick Sullivan,

expressions of

been such a general interest manifested by the companies

companies has delayed the adand the courts have been ap-

yesterday the Department of

all

meeting of

Last night, at a

committee, a hearing was given to the

on

refe red to

ihe

the Board of Electrical

electric illuminating

was

buildings,

lines at the point of entrance to

overhead trolley system in

months

several

been undergoing a crucial

The antagonism between
and the

Notes.

iJecember 14.— For

York,

visability of requiring at least the use of a safety fuse

of the

located

ported that

super-

dynamo to the diver's air tube.
They were then wound about the tube until they

Nkw

plant was

city is

Mayor Hart's letter to the board of aldermen, recommending action in this matter and pointing out the ad-

ter,

W.

ative of Mr. Foster,

The

erally.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Through these
drawn the guard wires thus placing
with and about two feet above the trol-

street,

gagee's sale to O.

T.

and judicious control of overhead wires is still the
most important topic from the electrical point of view now
under discussion in the diily papers and by the public gen-

Illuminating

and one on each side a

now in position from Scollay
on the Shawmut avenue line.
During the week two accidents have happened in connection with the West End electric system.
In one case,
rn Boylston street, at the corner of Clarendon, a horse was
knocked down by a shock, but soon recovered; in the other
a horse was killed, at Harvard Square, Cambridge, by
coming in contact with an unused wire which was being
removed, and when cut, had fallen across the trolley wire,
and hung down into the street.
On Tuesday afternoon of this week the factory and tools
of the Robinson-Foster Motor company were sold at mortSquare to Dudley

vision

fire

between
this car-

the trolley wires.

Guard wires

ley wires.

I.,

lecti-re.

Boston, Mass.

control, as given

trolley wires

distance outside

three wires parallel

was read by
Electric Trac-

of

W. H.

this

taut

ordinary porcelain insulators, one in the center

miJway between the

Kennelly,

could be carried down by the diver into rhe
sunken wreck.
The connections for the 50
candle power lamps were as follows: Two No.
iS braided okonite wires were run directly from
the poles of the

drawn

Foster's

within two months.

Work.

ries three

porcelain insulators are

Institute of Electrical Engineers,

is

21, iS

the tops of the poles above the trolley spans, and

electricity.

December

Tue Brooklyn bridge

second and much lighter span wire

short

American

upon the

proves as

it

the exhibition of

as in

will deliver a lecture before the

ent.

Incandescent Lights for Sub-Marine

one-third full

workings could be

be effected in the conduit system of

evening,

secretary of the

delphia,

about

is

in its

a conduit system and in case

practicable in actual

We

A

The model
and by observers not a flaw

in actual operation.
size

December

ley

The span

trolley

heavy weight of two trolwires ordinarily sags nearly two feet at its center.
A
wire with

its

Cleveland, O.

wires

wires wherever ne-

Ci.i!;vKL\Nn,
ers'
J.

Dec.

Aid society held

C.

Murphy,

14.
its

— The

Kailroiders'

&

Telegraph-

fourth annual meeting Tuesday.

the president, read a report in which he de-

-

;

l^cccmbcr
dared
:ii)d

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

21,

working well and hnrmoniously.
Isa:ic Morris, the
clunnc was needed.
annual report, which contained the fol-

tlmt lh<r society wris

m

that

radical

secretary, inidc Ins

me nbers from

Niiinber of

lowing; facts;

numl>er adniitted during; present year,

number

year, 20; present

11 1;

dropped diirlnn

18;

1

year,

lutl

members, 209; receipts during

nf

year, i,3;i7.i)3; expenditures, li, 6.(2.87; balance in treasury, '»>?;. ":i; paid

been

There has

members.

thirty-two

A committee
and

telegraphers'

was appointed

of live

Louis

muMIe

Her

J.

to arrange

of January.

(>Hi-

(

Murphy; vice-president,

Morris; treasurer. S.

committee. K.

executive

M. Watts, Kred. ley, W. A.

\V. Collins, J.

M.Hrndley, Messrs.

I.,

Seibel, J. H,

t'..

0.

Ncill,

C.

auditing committee. Miss

Newman;

Shull, j.J. Kilby, K. K.

W

M. Koch; secretary, Isaac

J.

Lyttle;

A.

Winney.

The

The companies

sioners on the subject of burying wires.

opposed

measure and

to the burial

the wire commis-

week with

The Wcstinghousc company according

lo a Pitltiburiif
paper, claims to have a new single carbtm arc lamp ready
for the market, which will burn .|o hourn.

seeming a slay of proceedings, although an ordinance

in

was passed by the council
burying of wires

1888,

April,

In

in spccilied districts

The telephone comp:iny has

within one year.

an amendment to

secureil

permits

the recent order which prohibl'ed the granting of

excepting on Monday.

the

rci|uiring

howsame consideration, and

Tlie electric light companies,

ever, were not treated

with

the

C,

Electric Light iV Tower company
plant, erecting an additional building and

will enlarge Its

.S.

new <lynamoH and another engine.

pulling in

an electric light plant has been received
Weeping Water, Neb., and is now being installed.
at
The town will be lighted by electricity after January isi.

Machinery

The

for

C, Light .V Power company has enand increased the capacity of its power
power station now has a frontage of 150 feci.

Chirlcston. S.

larged

its

plant.

station

Its

are

have succeeded

far

tluis

commi'ii roniuil of llobokcn, N. J., hai iwlilloncd
on the council the power to order
electric companie'* to bury ihcir wires.

The Charleston,

Lincoln,

111.,

rations

are

has

just

completed

its electric light

station.

service have been "Jo great that prepa
already being made to enlarge the power

The demands

for

its

plant.

The question of establishing an electric light plant at
Eott Worth, Tex., by the city for public lighting does not
meet with favor. Prominent cltl/ens believe the local company can give satisfactory results.
The New Brighton Electric Light & Power company,
has been organized at New lirighlon, HI to furnish light
,

made

every effort has been

to cripple them.

II.

and power; capital stock,
Abt, M. Hen/ene, and T.

Minneapolis, Minn.
MlNNKAl'Oi.is, Dec.

I.I.

— I'lectricity

as a motive

power

is now
a lixed fact so far
The first test was made on

forstreet railway transpjrtalion

as Minneap:>li-i

concerned.

is

the Fourth avenue line about

i

result

was >uch as

to

the electric

have the contract for ei|uipping the cars.
St.

I'aul,

superintentlent of

C.

1'".

Todd

of

motive department of the

the

Uowry, who returned from aliroad yesterday morning, and
General Manager (loodnch, were both entirely satislied.

The

ear was sent over the entire line three limes, and there

Those

was not a hitch worth mentioning,
cerned were the only ones
place on the whole line

street railway

Other preliminary

and curve

hill

at the

whatever was experienced

company has not

yet

high

there.

accepted the cars.

probably be made

tests will

con-

directly

Probably the worst

the car.

the

is

school, but no trouble

The

in

in the ne.xt

two or three days. Mr. I,owry e.vpects all the cars, some
twelve in number, will be put in operation some time this
week probably Thursday or Friday. The cars will be

—

heated by Charles Carpenter's electrical heater.
penter will put in a heater in one car this week.
pected that

the cars will

all

be heated by

Mr. CarIt is

ex-

electricity in a

few weeks.

D.

THE ELECTRIC
Los Angeles,

Cal.,

is

increasing

LIGHT.
city electric light

its

P.

W.

The American Brewing company, which

has

just

con-

fine fireproof building in Chicago, has decided
to light it by electricity, and last week awarded the contract
to the Chicago Edison company, which will introduce a
310 light machine.

structed a

The insurance men of Newark, N. J., recently had a
conference at which the question of electric wires was disthe wiring in that
It was asserted that much of
cussed.
city was done by inexperienced men anil that the construction

Thomson-Houston company, personally directed the test.
President
Other officers of that company were present.

incorporators,
^20,(X)0;
L. Fekete.

An enterprising hotel-keeper at Cohoes, N. V., contemplates lighting the falls by electricity during the winter.
This will untloubtedly prove a great attraction as the ice
covereil rocks will present a picturesque appearance.

o'clock yesterday afternoon,

make

company and
The test was made
the street railway officials delightetl.
by only one car, but it was over the entire line, and is regarded as thorough. This initial test was, of course, made
under the direction of the Thomson-Houston people, who
and the

work generally was poor.

'Hie Board of Trustees of Sacramento, Cat., recently rc([uested the gas company which supplies the city with electric lights, to change the location of a number of lamps.
The companv failed to comply, and now the city proposes
to install a plant for city lighting, and set its poles to suit
itself.

The Westinghouse central station plant in St. Louis,
Mo., is one of the largest in this country, hanng now a
The Missouri Light iS; Power
capacity of 18,000 lights.
company gave the Westinghouse company an order for apSince then
paratus for 12.000 lights about two years ago.
the plant has been so sutcessful, that several additions and
improvements were necessary. The plant is now again
being increased by a new 3.000 light dynamo.
The New York agent

of the Westinghouse Electric comof Pittsburg, has just sold two alternating current inThe
candescent plants in San Salvador. Central America.
contract calls for two central stations, one in Santa Anna,
and the other in Sansonate, both towns being situated in

San Salvador. F"or each place machinery for. a 500 light
Westinghouse alternating current system will be
furnished, and assurance has been given, that both orders
George C. Kimber. engineer of
will be increased soon.
the Westinghouse works in Piltsburg, has already left for

plant,

Central .\merica

to attend to the installation of the plants.

Incandescent

now used

are

lights

at Merrill,

Work on

the

new

electric light

plant at Albany, N. V.,

Mo., has adopted

electric lights for its princi-

mules.

Oakland, Cal., has ordered additional

The
by

its

electricity for

The new

lights for

light

and worked

plant at Belleville, III.,
to the satisfaction of all.

was

III., electric light
plant has been
enlarged to supply additional lamps for street lighting.

Miamisburg. O.. has decided to adopt electric
its streets, and bids will be received

illuminating

lights for
until

Dec.

2 1 St.

The Denver. Col., newspapers are advocating the establishment of an electric light plant by the city for street
lighting.

Rochester. Minn.,

has an arc
for

street

and

incandescent plant

lighting

and commercial

plant in Hamilton, Ontario, is to be
extended to a capacity of 1,500 lights. Some time ago the
Westinghouse Electric company furnished the town apparatus for a central station plant of 500 lights. The demand
electric light

the power plant at Salt Lake
electric railway will

fact.

The select council of Lancaster, Pa., last week granted a
franchise to a New York syndicate to introduce an electric
system on the city street railroad lines.
ordinance granting a franchise to construct another

electric street railroad in Cleveland. O., is now before the
Storage batteries will be used.
city council.

An electric railway is proposed for Astoria, Ore. The
preliminary work will be completed by January ist, and
It will be tea
the entire line in operation six months later.
miles long, and will be equipped with Sprague apparatus.
The electric railroad secured a signal \nctor\- over the cable
s>-stem at Rock Island, III., last week when the city council after an exhaustive examination of the several systems
granted the petition for the construction of an electric
road.

purposes.

The

etc., for

have been ordered and the

soon be an assured

An

The South Evanston.

which supplies tamps

Dynamos, engines
City, l^tah,

Warrensburg, Mo., will be ilh;minated
the first lime Christmas eve.

electric

started recently,

electric

streets.

streets of

Atlanta. Ca., has been giving the subject serious eonsidcration of laie. and the several lines last
week asked for permission to substitute electricity for
tensively adopted.

pal business streets.

illuminating

growing in favor in the South, and
wherever they have been given a trial they have been exF'lectric railways are

has been begun.
lirooklield.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

Wis., for

The Heckwith Manufacturing company has been formed
Chicago for the purpose of manufacturing and introducThe little engine is ran
ing a small lov electric motor.
The company has opened an
from a "tumbler" batter)-.
office in the Phcenix building.
in

liy
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I

h
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couiMT each couneilnian ^ot on« arc light •
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'

Wry

front ihjor.

unforiunairly

r>on<*

'tf

t

mote

fr^Hit

the bu>ine«N irntrr ihai

The

city limit*.

shadow

cniinr ilinrti

nf rca<ion, that

ihr

.'c
'

iii'

rLimri)

;tr

'ic

d

d

<-

lights. 1..:

I

the people IfMikcd at it diMerrnily.
of the chief a<lvunlagc^ u>iighl In
be as an a«ivcrtisemrnl of the
Mich a piir|K>tc wfiuld b: l>ext
of them in ih^ virinily of the

nr-

:.

icntral p-.irU

by gnH, and did not nerd he new

o

-

'

llvrd in Of iipar the bll^^(|e^^^ iwil of
lightii thcrrforrdot ihr Mibiiiirt, ^onJ^

of

,

They

thfniifht thai one
(h^ •Ifrtftr lij»hu wntld
.-hi

'

ic

'

'

»

y

could bcsccn.
Platltmouih is ;4 tiiv lilic iiofi*c ai olij,
stiuatcd on seven hilU. and ihcy arc lofty oncv.
It i» »\*o
a city of magniriccnt diH'ancrf. with villager tcattcrrd here
and there am) with intervening pachcH of forest. The
Lamp* located in the
businesft center only is comp:ict.
siburbn are hidden behind woo<led hilK lo the central ob
server.

The St. Louin Bridge company's 'bti% line hai apparently
been shelved for go^xl, says a St, Ixiuis paper.
It« »uccc%>
overhead wire electric line, has ihelloor. Krmrcart
are making regular tri|>s— one starling from each end every
five minutes, and ea<:h occupying five
minutcf in trantit.
Though a success, it is no longer a curiosity, and comparMr- Morric
atively few people "take it in" for a novelty.
Wuerpcl, the bridge compmy's engineer, stated yesterday
permission
occtipy
the St.
that he had just received
to
Clair County turnpike, between Itroadway and Eighth
this permt^sio^ made
street, in East St. Louis, and that
romplcte the company's right of way lo the National Stock
\'aids. Work on this extension will I>cgin in a few days. In
a ride taken with Mr. Wuerpel over the bridge line, the inoffensive appearance of the carrying posts and wire« was
suggested.
The poles are made of several light bars of
fthich arc
iron framed together edgewise, and the arms,
fixed at right angles to the posts, and which support the
are
almost
fragile
in
appearance,
and
electric current wire,
do not seem to l>c an obstruction. In fact, they arc almost
ornamental.
In commenting on this style of carrying
plant, Mr. Wuerpcl said: "If you ever paid special attention to the tralVic on streets having double track railroads,
you may have noticed that the space between the tracks is
It is not available for vehicle trafnot used for anything.
Now, there's the place for the
fic because it is loo narrow.
I
would coostreet railroad and all other electric wires.
sor. the

pole of light framework of iron or steel and
the electric wires on it. high in air— especially the
Then, lower down, the two arms for the
one for either track.
street railroad wires could be fi.xcd
In th.ii w.ay the greater portion of the wire* would be removed far enough from the buildings to prevent their interference with tire department work, and they would be
less in the wav than they .tre now."
slruct a

hang

tall

all

electric wires.

—

THE TELEGRAPH.
The Calumet \ Michigan Telegraph company has been
formed at Chicago, to constraci and maintain a line forlbc
transmission of all kinds of electric signals: capital stock
$500: incorporators, Wallace Eairbank, Spencer Eddy and
(I.

pany

plant.

street lighting.

Judj£c Meld, of Llri«oln,

mi Bpnllculion by iho

I

I

thelegislaturt'to lonfrr

Representatives of the electric light companies of Cleveland, O., had a conference last

thai an ine ca«c of
been decided upon.

oiisiiltTiibly
tiaN

Teoiia. 111., in installing a tirNi claHH arc and IneandcHccrii plant, and a local paprr nays It will be one of the \yc%\
e<iuipped icniral siatifms in the WcM.

ccrs for the ensuing year were chosen as follows: I'resiilenl,
J. C.

.

Iclcna,
The
Mti/cnn' Electric
.({£^1
company, of
Mont., has ordered a thirty horkc power entfincto meet the
increased demands on their Hcrvicc.

all

a

f()r

under the

be held

bill, to

railroaders'

auspices of the society about the

one death

only

amonj; the memb-'rs during the year, that of
golT.

i.cKio

benefits during year, $''.K'-37. ">

in sick

grew vi
WestinghouNe lighln

for electric lights

M.

Cilessner.

The Midland Telegraph company
Milwaukee:

at

capital

stock,

has been incorporated

<i2;,ooo:

incorporators.

Charles Polacheck. Charles L. Clason. O. !». Crocker, H.
Huntington.
The obiect is lo
J. Killilea and Chariest P.
construct a telegraph line between Milwaokce and Waukesha.

Commenting: on the tendency of polit'ctans toward cenpower in the hands of ihe federal soTernment.
the New York Stm says "When a statesman like Mr. Edmunds wants the government to engafie in the Iele);iaph
business, the point at which more radical and reckless naen
tralization of

will stop

can only be conjectured."

^ait last
11. Parker of Chicago. III., entered
company for $5,000.
telegrams
to relasent
four
Ociol>er
he
claims
that
17
He
tives in Youngstown. O.. and New Castle. Pa.. coiKcniiog
the death ol a brother and paid for them and that none oi
the telegrams were ever sent out of the ottice.

William

week against the Postal Telegraph

In England, France and tiermany the telegraph wires
than in the
along the railroads are much nearer the gm ui
on the
In many cases per^
United Slates.
c pablic
The i\
ground can reach the wires.
-xialion ol
from the right of way undoubtedly pc.;;..fbe wtres
wires without inconvenience to the operators.
themselves in many cases are mounted upon iron poles
without cross arms, but a series of iron books upon which
the insulator is suspended.
J

Charles

aged

6t)

at Jersey City last week
in the telegraph service, bar-

Tappan Smith who died

>xars.

was a veteran

when the first magnetic telegraph
He bad been inunder the Mor<e patents

ing entered the business
line

was

built

terested in cxj^erimcnlal iciegraphv before that lime, and
when the M-igneiic Telegraph company completed its line
to New York, Smith was placed as chief operaior at Jersey City, a most important position, from the fact that
most of the New York business was handled at this point
and occasionally the entire work dcTolvcd 00 the Jersey
After a year's serrice as chief operaior at JerCity office.
sey Citv. Mr. Smith resigned and went into the serrice ol
This company became involved in
company.
the O'Rcillv
suits with the company controlling the Morse patents and

was enjoined from using a large part of

its

lines.

It

was

—

.
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Mr. Smith's fate always after he left the Magnetic coirpany's service to be engaged with the opposition in the
continual struggle with outsiders against the Morse patents,
a struggle in which the opposition was uniform]y worsted.
It was owing to this more than to any lack of telegraphic
skill or executive ability that Mr. Smith failed to become
an influential factor in the extension of the telegraph busiHe was an incorporator of the Indeness of the country.
pendent Telegraph company, organized in 1S61, which afterward developed into the United States company and
Mr. Smith then
forced the old lines into a combination.
became New York manager of the Kew York & New England Telegraph company, and when, in 1869, the American Telegraph company, the Western Union of that day,
was absoibed by the New York & New England, he was
The American
assigned to manage the New York office.
company's business had been done with house printing telegraph machines, and operating was not much of a science.
Mr. Smith brought over with him a corps of young operators who had learned to send with a key and to read by
sound, and the printing machine men were astonished to
discover that these operators could beat them in rapidity
and equal them in accuracy. After several years' service as
New York manager of the American company Mr. Smith
left the business temporarily and his next venture in telegraphy was the building of the Southern & Atlantic line, of
which after the completion he was made superintendent.
In 1876 the Western Union secured control over this company, and once more Mr. Smith was out of a position.
This was his last connection with the telegraph business.
For a number of years prior to his dealh he had charge of
a department in the Western Union company's building.
New Yoi k

The San Antonio & Aransas Pass Telegraph company
has been organized in San Antonio, Tex., with a paid-up
capital of $200,000.
The officers of the new concern are
the same as those who manage and control the San Antonio
The company has bought the
&: Aransas Pass railway.
line and franchises of the Frontier Telegraph company,
which owns and operates 700 miks of telegraph lines in
The
Western Texas, the price paid being ijiioo a mile.
new company will at once begin the erection of its wires
along the line of the San Antonio .Jc Aransas Pass Railroad
From the latter place a
to Corpus Cristi and Galveston.
line will be built to Dallas to connect at that point with the
Postal Telegraph and Cable company line, which will soon
be built from Kansas City to Dallas.

Personal Paragraphs.
general manager of the Aluminum
Bronze company, New York, was in Chicago last

Thomas L. Fowler,
Brass
week.
J.

&

N.

and general manager of the Jarvis

Pratt, treasurer

Engineering company, Boston, paid a flying
go this week.

visit to

Chica-

Miscellaneous Notes.
The Knapp

works have been incorporated at
manufacture and deal in electrical apparatus;

Chicago

to
capital stock

Electrical

M. Knapp, M.

.$roo,ooo: incorporators, F.

A. Knapp, and L. K. Bryeson.
It was stated in the last number of the Western Electrician than the employes of the Western Electric company had subscribed for 98 shares of Chicago World's
Fair stock.
This was the amount of stock which was subscribed for after the appointment of the committee to solicit
subscriptions from persons interested in electrical industries in

Before that

ChicagD.

factory of the
shares.

Western

Electric

time the

workmen

company subscribed

in the

for

300

Business Mention.

work, new plants and extension, many of the pulleys
being 5 and 5 1-2 feet in diameter for 20 and 24inch belts.
The firm also furnished some twenty of the improved Atlas
automatic engines in the last month, ranging in sizes from
30 to IOC-horse power, for use in flouring mills, elevators,
and manufacturing in general.
light

Electrical Annunciator,
416.712.
Burlington, N. J.

first nine days of December,
amounting to a
capacity of 8 000 lights.
The majority of these
orders were for an increase of plants already established.

total

,

The Electrical Supply company, lyr Randolph street,
Chicago, have of late given much study and calculation to
the manufacture of a reliable fuse wire, and it is stated
have succeeded in producing an article where all difficulties
have been overcome and where the allocs and temperature
Electric comfor fusing have been accurately determined.
panies throughout the country will undoubtedly be glad to
know of this fact as the demand for a thoroughly reliable
fuse wire has up to the present time been impossible to
supply.
The Electrical Supply company carries a large
stock of

all sizes

and reports

large

and increasing

sales.

English, Mor.se & company of Kansas City, report the
following orders: One Oo-horse power Ide engine for Keith
A; Perry building, Kansas City, to be fitted with 11 ill clutch
pulley; one 8o-horse power Ideal engine with 90-horse
power steel tubular boiler and complete steam plant, including belting for Manhattan I'Uectric Light company,
Kansas; two Oo-horse power Ideal engines with heaters,
etc., for the Pittsburg Cas & Coke company, Kan.; one
35-horsc power automati'' engine for Nelson iV Weller
The boiler orders have averaged
building, Kansas City.
nearly two a day, in sizes ranging from 50 to loo-horse
power, many of them being for extension of electric light
plants and for steam power work generally. Among some of
the most important arc: Two fio-horse power for the new
Heist building; two Bo-horse power for Nettlelon iK:
Thayer building; one 50-horsc power for Rialto building,
American leather link belt is also
of Kansas City.
all
having a large sale, some of the recent orders being for the
Metropolitan Street Kfiilway company, and Keith A: PerThe firm has also furnished a large
ry, Kansas City.
number of the celebrated Hill clutch pulleys for electric

417,009.

Telephone Transmitter.

Joseph C. Eichmeyer,

Utica, N. Y.
Electrical Pipe or Metal Welding Machine.
Herbert E. Fowler, New Haven, Conn.

Commutator

416,720.

J.

Allan

Franklin

S.

Carter,

Hartford,

Dalzell,

Impiession Device for Matrix Making Machines.
Casper L. Redfield, Minneapolis, Minn.

416,741

416.742.

Circuit Closing Device for Matrix Making
chines.
Casper L. Redfield, Minntapolis, Minn.

Ma-

416.743.

Escapement Device for Matrix Making MaCasper L. Redfield, Minneapolis, Minn.

chines.

416 746. Coupling Electric Motors.
Lynn, Mass.

Edwin W.

Rice, Jr.,

claim follows:
"5.
The method of equalizing or proportioning the
load between two electric motors coupled in multiple
and runnipg together, consisting in making the counter electromotive force of each dependent upon the
counter electromotive force of the other or others."
last

Telephone Switch.
Germany.

Joseph Sack,

Dusseldorf,

given:

welding metal by

electricity, the

combination, with means for

holding the parts to be
electrical apparatus for directing a current of electricity to the point of weld,
means for moving the parts whereby to upset the ends,
welding appliances such as hammers or rolk
adapted to be rotated about the parts to be welded,
and means for actuating the welding appliances whereby to f5rm the weld."
rotation,

—

417,018.

House Telephone Exchange. William M. Good-

ridge,

Highland Park,

111.

The

invention relates to factory telephone exchange
systems; and its object is to provide facilities for connecting any station in the factory with the station of
^he city exchange, so that a single wire extending
from the factory to the central exchange may be extended to any one of the factory stations.
Electric Berth Register for Sleeping Cars. Frederick E. Liebnitz Birmingham, Ala.

417,052.

The

object of the invention

is to provide an electric
which will automatically register the use of the upper and lower berths of the car.
Secondary Battery. Charles H. Logan, Toron417,055.
to, Oniario, Canada.

invention relates to a switch by which the connection between inleimediate stations that had been
interrupted for the transmission of a message may be
re-established so that the intermediate stations may be
separately called up.

Induction Coil, Transformer,
son, Lynn, Mass.

416,762.

elc.

EHhu Thom-

The invention consists, essentially, in forming the
envelope from an iron piece or pieces having an openits center adapted to receive the coil or
coils wound upon a suitable core, which is adapted to
be slipped into the opening and to have its ends make
a butt joint with the edges of the iron piece or piece?
ing at or about

forming the envelope.
Automatic Fire E.xtinguisber.
New York, N. Y.

Frank A.

Elliott

Phiilippi,

P. Glea-

Test Circuit for Multiple Switch-Boards. Chas.
416.809.
E. Scribner, Chicago, 111.
Tfie invention consists of two buzzers or indicating
devices in different circuits and batteries connected
therewith, and a test plug having two terminals, one
terminal being connected with the circuit of one indicating device and the other terminal being connected
with the circuit of the other indicating device, the test
plug being of such form and the indicating devices
being so adjusted with lespect to resistance and current that when the test plug is inserted in any spring
jack of a line not in use, the two indicating devices
will respond one afier the other.
If, however, the
line tested is open or connected with another line on
either side of the spring jack at which the test is made,
only one of said signal indicating devices will respond.

Hanging Device for Electric Arc Lamps. James
416 847.
McLaughlin, Chicago, 111.
Electric Light Support.
Benjamin Schardt and
William Lutzenberger, Dayton, Ohio.
Cutting Metal by IClectricity.
Benjamin C.
•I'^>.^73'

Tilghinan, Philadelpliia, Pa.

Nelson Newman, Spring-

Gas Lighter.

Electric

field, III.

417.08?.

Method

Batteries.

of Preparing Electrodes

Secondary

for

James K. Pnmpelly, Chicago,

Claim one

111.

appended:
"The method of applying
is

active material to the
plates or grids comi^rising the e'ectrodes of electrical
secondary batteries, consisting, first, of applying said
active material to said plates in a powdered form, and
then moistening said acti\e material before said plates
are immersed in the electrolytic solution."

Compound Dynamo Electric Machine.
Frank
B. Rae, Detroit, Mich.
The claim reads;
"In a dynamo electric generator, the combination,
with a series coil and shunt coil, of vertical cores and
two horizontal pole pieces, each of the latter having a
circular groove formed therein, bounding the base and

417,089.

top of the core, and of the desired shape and dimensions to accommodate and hold the said series coil in a
position independent of the shunt winding."
Elecfric Conductor.
John
H. Winspear, Omaha, Neb.

417,095.

417,117.

Electric Indicator for

and James

Saville

J.

Grain Bins.

Adrial C.
Center,

Neb.
417,120
J,

Drop Switch

Van
The

for Electric Conductors.

Charles

Depoele, Chicago, 111.
first claim is given:

"In a turn-out for electric railways, the combination
main conductor with a branch conductor having
a movable point at each end, one of said points resting
normally upon the main conductor and the other nor-

of the

mally out of contact therewith."

System of Switching for Conduit Electric Rail417.121.
Charles J. Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.
ways.
Of the eighteen claims we give the tenth:
"In electric railways, a conduit formed of consecutive sections of metallic troughs united by slip joints
having a waterproof non-metallic packing."

System of Supplying Currents

417.122.

Reading,

Testing Apparatus for Multiple Switch-Boards.
416.808.
Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, HI.
The last claim reads:
"6.
The combination, with a telephone circuit connected with two or more multiple switch-boards, of a
battery, an electro-magnetic signal device, a derived
circuit from said signal device, one branch of said derived circuit connecting to one portion of the said telephone circuit, the other branch of the telephone circuit
connecting with the other portic-n of the telephone circuit, whereby both portions of said telephone circuit
may be tested to determine whether or not the line is
in use."

416,862.

417.075-

Thompson and Horace E. Newton, Greeley

The

Voltaic Belt.

is

for

register for a sleeping car

Telegraph Transmitter.
Orville D. LaDow,
416,732.
Mechanicsville, N. Y.
The invention is designed to furnish a simple, cheap
and effective appiratus that can be used not only to
take the place of the ordinary transmitting key in the
hands of the skillful operator and relieve him to a
great extent of the strain and labor of sending the
proper signals cr froducing the necessary variations in
the electric current to cause said signals to be sent,
but can as well be used by the unskilled operator,
enabling him to transmit perfect signals and to duplicate the work of those more skilled.

416,754.

claim

welded against

Conn.

The

first

"In a machine

Method of Protecting Railway Trains.
Joseph
416.713.
I. Conklin, Brooklyn, N. Y.
The claim reads as follows:
"The method of protecting railway trains and recording the circumstance of their stopping, consisting
in electrically signaling to the train dispatcher's office
the stoppage of a train from a point adjacent to the
rear of the train, and indicating such signal at a point
adjacent to the front of the train, then signaling the
stoppage to the dispatcher's office from a point adjacent to the front of the train, then signaling the train
number and designating symbols for the location of
the stoppage, and automatically recording iuch signals
at the train dispatcher's office, whereby a permanent
record is made of the stoppage, the train which was
stopped, and the place it stopped."

416,803.
Pa.

during the

Wilton F. Jenkins, Richmond,

Electric Door Alarm.
Edwin W. Taylor, Char416,971.
lottetown, Prince Edward Island, Canada.

The

Electric company obtained contracts
alternating current central station plants

for apparatus of

Trolley Holder.

1889

Va.

Issued Dec. 10, i88g.

416,779.
son,

The Westinghcuse

416,920.

21,

417,013.

Electrical Patents.

sales agent of the Edison Machine works, has been appointed general sales agent of the
Edison Primary Battery company.

James F. Kelly, general

December

to Electric

Rail-

Charles J. Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.
The last claim reads as follows:
"15.
In a system of supplying currents to electric
railways, the combination, with normally charged sectional main working conductors and a continuous return conductor arranged for multiple arc distribution,
of feeder circuits extending between the =ource of current and each insulated section of the working conductor, a main return conductor, and a plurality of connections between said main return conductor and the
return working conductor."

way Systems.

Electro Valve Operating Device for Elevators.
W. Baldwin. Yonkers, N. Y.
invention relates to that class of elevators in
which the cage is connected with a piston in a cylinder
moved by liquid under pressure and provided with a
valve controlling device for directing and controlling
the liquid to and from the cylinder.
The second claim is:
"The combination of the cage of an elevator stopping and starting device, motor therefor, brake, and
an operating device connected with the brake and embodying a switch constructed to start the stopping and
starting device in advance of the application of the
brake."

417,132.

Cyrus

The

Secondary Battery Plate.
417,158.
Jersey City, N. j.
417,188.
nals.

417,198.

Victor

H.

Ernst,

Danger Alarm for Railway Block SigJames IL Hunter, New York, N. Y.

Electric

Electric

Gas

Lighter.

Nelson Newman, Spring-

field, III.

The first claim follows:
"The electric spark producing apparatus having

the

contact arms forming electrodes and provided with the pendulum adapted to alternately meet
separate,
and the devices to set them in motion.'
and
vibrating

1
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arge fr ctlon surfaces prevent undue wear
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Pulley shift automatically oiled.
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Stilwell's Patent Live

Steam-Feed Water
Removes
Entirely

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

prevents

IN

all

21

18

Purifier.

Impurities.

SCALE

Steam

in

Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

SmWELL&BIERGBMFG.GO.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHE EliECTHIC

GEORC^E CUTTER,

FIXTURES.

CONSULTING ELECTRICIAN,

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,

80 Adams Street,

Etc., Etc.,

CHICAGO.

-

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,

Madison Street and Fifth Avenne,

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH STORB-

2134 Michigan Avenue,

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
D.

P.

Orford Rosette Pendant

«i!i™
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Cincinnati, Ohio.

-

CO.,

CO.,

PERRY, Vice-President and General Manager,
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Write for June,

HIGH OR

LOW

TENSION.
I

1.

2.
3.

The new Sperry apparatus free from repairs for twelve months.
That the new sperry improved Dynamoa can De coupled in serleB with perfect safety.
That any number of lamps from one to capacity of dynamo can be cut in or out of

aingly or in

(;froup8,

Cataloene of (!») Cilobe Valves, Pop Safety Tal-ves
and (urease Cnps, Enelne Builders' Brass Ooods,
and Olasa Oil Caps for Dynamos.

1*489,

Iiubricators, Oil

2 Pearl

iSti-eet,

Room

BOSTOHr, MASS.

6,

ImnM

circuit,

Patenteil

with perfect eafety, and without sparking at the brnsheB.
In exact proportion to number of lights burning.

4.

To absorb power

1.

The new Antomatic Sperry Dynamos and Lamps aurpass

Material

Railway Roayeils.

LOWEST PRICES.
PONDENCE SOLICITED.

CORRES-

BEST MATERIAL.
in efticiency those of any other

make.
2.
3.

That there is greater economy in operating the new Sperry System than any other.
That our automatic regulation ha3 no equal; no rheostat, no wall boxes, no solenoid or

THOMAS ASHBURNEE,

dash-pot.
4.

That

We

THE

If

you

our factory we can show yon the best arc lighting apparatus in eslatence.

correspondence with electrical engineers, Intending buyers, and Interested
people everywhere.

invite

mm

will visit

ELECTRIC

CO,,

%

ISS,

19C

M

Clinton

Street

for

St„

EiiREKA CONSTBUCTION.

CHICM

ILL

Western Agent,

Kansas

Citj,

Mo.

Rolled any weight deBired. Patent allowed. Sample
Chair and Section of Rail Sent, Express Prepaid, to
Prospeclive PorchBeers.

Sioux City Corliss Engine.

so to 500
H. I».
BUILT BY THE
SIOUX

V\V

Office and Factory

2134

to

Maimfactnrers

o[

2140 DeKalb

St.,

-

~IIi

Sioux City, Iowa.

Long

Life,

Uniform

BLICK DIAMOND"

SUPERIOR dUAllTY,

DlilSOINE

Guaranteed Second
to

^VRITE

None.

FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES,

PORTER,

Prcs.

&

Oiilfit\

for Liglitiug Stations
antl Elevators

,.^^.

ALL.

J. F.

steam Power

Size,

AND

POINTS
THEM

BOILERS

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and CARBON SPECIALTIES,

OUR

WORKS

ENGINE

SJ. LOUIS, MO.

oiT-vr

^\i3!^

LARGEST
ENGINE WORKS
Wi'st of tlio Mississippi.

Son<I for Circular F.
-OSTState Businoss.

ERIE EKOINl! WORKS.

GENl WESTERN AG'TSli?.LEK DUl'l.K.'C STE.VIM

Genl. Manager.

A SPECIALTY.

E.

1

rllMl'.

I

CUWTlT.Ana
' •^i^-

RUEBEL, Superintendent.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,
LOCUST
919

STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

BRANCH:

NASHVILLE, TENN.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS.
Iiight Plants, Street Railway Plants, Electric Power
Plants, Electric Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Train Lighting Plants, Pole Line Construction.
full line of supplies
c arried at all times for plants described above. Plans and specifications for all kinds of Electrical Construction.

For any system of Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc

A

THE STANDARD CARBON COMPlNYrCLEVErA^^^
of
INSa.si'ufcLotta.rex-ai

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.

December

21,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
II I' II^IC (iiMI'AMI.s 11 .^llr.l u, ihl-* 4'i:i.i:.
t'|-|:iC %% 111:1:1, ..-.|,..rl|.ular[ya'laj.tr.lr.. Il.r,, t.v-,
«i|«-it4lv motion, IbIuIi M|»rrft
UMtl tcrriat l-:fll(-lfn«> , .tn'l litrtfr «'u|iu<-lly, foi ira di«airlrr,
Imiiii; 4lc>ial»l<* thi^ l*OM rr "I nm-ii wli^rU o( wifi'- iJurii'-rrf,
|i i4 uftrij |>y ^
111."

..Mrf,f|,.ri

M

IIIC%'l'i:i»

uii .•••tiini

'.1

iiv

i.l

rrmitrkiiltiv

(luriiht-i ol iln- IiMthnj;

u

iiv

.il

1(1 w-iri-i

ful rllci.i

It

rln

irn;

1

(irii|i.tni''^

*ilh ijrr.d vilf.U' i«»n.

11 Miilioiii .in .in '•«|im1.

In I'l*" •'<-"non>jifrHluLin^: tlir hi];ti<-%t it^t t*-rn. ul use-

uiaiiriitiif«-4l.

hVwu koh rATAi.tMa'K

>\:«i»

faktm

t

i.akm.

Hort/onr.it "Vi< lor" l^ liinhlv rccommcndtil.its no K'-a.. luc rrquirrd
itr- In-ltril dirrctly (o dynuiitV.
Ih.- .mofrnMnyinji rnyi.iviMK rrprrwnU a pair o( la tnch
'1*1 ltlll.>l-<M .irr.int:(-<| on .i hori/oniul ahufi, wiiti C^M-lron
Humr, f>rafi
ii\H-\, I-jkI lirannK^ f"r Shiiri. anil fJriving I'lillry* cornplrfr, all motjnirfi
u|Km
a ^ut»t.)hllill Cfni-iron IkiI plalr,
I he
rnlirr arriin|{rmfnt It vrry complrft- and
<^Jiir

anrl

It

,in

I

VI4'^*OH

I

Wr

l;u» in vvrry iMrnculur,
urc now prcparH lo (urnitti Vktof
iitliiiifs, viihrr ftint;li; or in pair^ on horizonlaJ ftldfu. anii wlicrc the
lilijjiikm
adinilk u( Iheir usr. wc recommend ihnm.
•.tficilv firii-i
I

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

TSST^a^-ii^

CO.,

•

DAYTON. OHIO.

HAYDENS,
HOLIMES,
BOOTH
&
FACTORIES: WATERBURY, CONN.
MAM KAmilKHH

OK

BARS AND INSUImATSD IVIRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, hiKhest conductivity. Copper Macrnet Wire, Flexiblo 811k, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for Incandescent LlghtlnR. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

„|. „,,
j^^„^^^ a
For

Electric

Light,

Electric Railways,

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON
J. L.

BARCLAY,

/^I

r\l^V

r^

CO.,

CXRBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

SCOVILL, New York Agent.
26 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

L.

ILL.

A DRQN

w iJRE

One

CO., MAKERS-^ HIGH -GRADE

BELDING MOTOR & MFO. COMPANY,
CFFICE 144 Adams

FACTORY 128-130

Street, Tlie Rookery,

So, Clinton

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL, U.

I

S. A.

f

MANUK.\CTUHKR3 OK TIIK

BELDIN6 ELECTRIC MOTORS

P

Perfect Automatic Regulation,
Highest Efficiency Guaranteed.
THE STRONGEST ARMATURE MADE,

PERFECTLY BALANCED.

All Parts Interchang'eable
Correspondence Solicited.
Telephones
plies ol

KIgU Tflpphpne

atiii

ELGIN.

The Standard Open

and Electrical SupEvery Description.
Elfdncal

ILL.,

-

£ven

Agents Wanted

to

ABSOLUTELY NO HEATING.

Commutator.

in all the Principal Cities.

Circuit Batteries of the World.

Supply Co.

US

A.

TRADE

MA:pat&nts
,

^

F^'^^mt^

MARK.

NOV. 16, 1880. M^"
-'54. ."
Jan.
I

MfeH.a7-'88.

f^?^-'

TheLECLANCHE BATTERY

tIGHTING., tkecrRO-PI,ATING.,ANi)

POKEXPtRiMeNrALUSE. AuSO MOTORS.

GONDA

*Gondi"

Battery.

149 West tdth

St.,

New

CO.,

York.

'

Gw4a PorsBt Cap "

Batlio.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

THE

December

21,

1889

BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO
33 Mercer Street,

NEW^ YORK,

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD RTIBBEB BATTERY CELLS,

manufactured under
the market.
Also
electrical
purposes,
reduced
prices.
Standard
quality
Sheet,
Patent)
for
at
Rod,
(Kiel's
Tubing
Sheet
Tubing, Insulator Hooks, Key Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand.

Of every description, including the celebrated
Kiel's Patents for Primary and Storage Batteries.

The

cheapest and best Cells

in

Bod and

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, 111.

DETROIT
Electrical

Works,

MANUFACTURERS.
In our Annunciators our aim has been that

nothing should be ivanting in style, workmanship or material to make them the BUST ever
put on the market.
Dealers

who wish

the best goods

to identify themselves with

and

the safest policy, should
handle the products of the
ELECwhich have the highest in-

DETROIT

TRICAL WORKS,

dorsement of both dealers and consumers throughout the country.
Write us for Illustrated Annunciator Chart.
RESPECTFULLY,

!Sta»(Iai-<I Hotel ITeedle Annnnointor,
Wllh euEiT CALL and FIRC ALARM ATTACHMENTS.

Detroit Electrical Works,

.

December

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

21,

GATE CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY

JOHN W. MASON, Manager.
MI'KCIAli AUKNTH

M'HWU

-Have n Fll.l.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES!

:sLO ^V;.

AihI uill
"1

KAUL'

WIKKM

niali*-

ALL SIZES

AND
QUALITIES

Water

New

Street,

York.

A. H.

anfl

WHISTLES.

Waring

C'lilih h

Molorn

(ind

iiid

Oral. Electric.

Pneumatic, and Meclianlcal

OSTRANDER &

W.

R.

2

23 and 25 Ann

Klirntric

V.V.

(or

ANNKTT.

Nbw

S. F.

FKNTON,

VIco-PPB8t.

Saves Coal,

Llfctitlug.

Fire and Burglar

Wlr<i. (,'<l<ljr«tc<l
Tlidmiion Moiialon
Kixlurt*

Ofintflnfillrjn

Wlng'i

UUc

It'nnt

Kurnlnhln^ri,

unil

Ex-

Ucll llnagen.

Saves Doctor's

Saves Labor;

Bills,

vinced.
If

Gaa

C<i.'i!

Automatic, Simple and l>iiriililc*; InniircM unlf'irni ti.-mp<'niturc
thnni^hout the bouse; do heater complete without It; can tie
upplird to any kiiul of heating apparatus. Try one, and tm con-

Hutel and Houhi' Aiiuiiuclatura.
Electric

(Jiililc

.SfM.-(;laltlefi,

ELECTRIC HEAT REGULATOR

CHAH. SIDITET SMITH. fla<^

»DdTreM.

iind

IMmm

York.

and 1463 DcKatb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Cataloguh, out August lat.

ITOSI.

L'ndirgnmncl

PhIhI/; Hwltcliui, HUiiliUril (Jut-OulJi,

&

Fiiclory, 1461

Send

M[inii«cr.

IJillcy Mfg. Co.'» 8up|>lli-ii,
LiKlitInK mid Hiipplli», Elvctrlr. Ilouw;

f'"mnl>-f(^ S'l'

CO.,

New

St.

Hlnniliinl

liuUi-rli'H,

und CdniliilU,

Dynumoa, Snwy(;r-MHn LftmpH

Electrollom, (llciiwin

iiiii't.H.

^iin.Mi"'

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS,

"

ZENNER,

CONTRACTORS AND JOBBERS.

I'limpt^lly Hlonii^i;

SPEAKING TUBES

1 ,

<Slilpm<n(H.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLIES.
1521 FARNAM ST., OMAHA, NEB.

CO.,]

&.

IT

-

!i;^.e?™ss.c

For Hloctrical PurpoHON.

218

i'lirtH anil l*lt<MI

522 DELAWARE STREET,

ANI» 4MIII.KM.

EUGENE MUNSELL

LOW

KANSAS CITY, MO.
NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.

MAr:K'.

MICA

of-

The United

AUrms.

Electric Go.

nnt sold In your town wrilf uB for

llliiotrAttMl

rlrruUr ao<) prlcv.

CONSOLIDATED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING

CO.,

Klectro-Mi'dlcal ApparHtua,

Electrical

Electric LlRli'Iiig.

Apparatus and Supplies,

Telegraph InstruiiicntB.

SALT LAKE

Wire and Battertea.

CITY.

-

MATHER ELECTRIC
"• MetropolUm Block, j
OHICAOO OFFICE: ""o™
l.a t^alle and Kandolph t^ta.
)
I

I

I

UTAH.

B. D.

BRAIDED WIRE.
THE POPULAR WIR' FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

Safe and Reliable.

CO.,

„_ beID, Ulanasrr.

NEW YORK INSDLATED WIRE
1

THE BEST SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

W.

B.

CO,,

649 i 651

Central St.. Bolton. Mall,

1

DOWSE,

eroiil»at

GALLAHER,Secy.
J.W.GODFREY, Gen'IMgr.
R. E.

Gen'ISupt.

PART8ICK fi CARTER'S

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO

FJLTElsrX

-o

NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS
WITH

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
ffl

PATENT LOCK ATTACHMENT
FOR

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

RAILROAD CARS

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

AND

STEAMSHIPS.
For Prices and Further Particulars See Our Catalogue.

Central Stations for Power Distribution.
FRANKLIN

CARTER.

CHA8. M. W1I.KIN9.

PARTRICK

STATIONARY MOTORS.
STORAGE BATTERIES.

8.

<l.iniifi(lor>T«

><f

md

$c

itiltr* ii

E.

WARD

WILKI.V8.

CARTER,
Eirn

[lr»rifli«i tt

ELECTRICAL supplies
SOLB PROPRUtTORS CP TBE

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS.
We make a Hpeclali> of Bi'IIh. Uli.i)ue Lrolanrhr BaiterlrA. <• l.tcbtlac

Executive Offices:
Factory:

M5

BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

JERSEY CITY,

ApparalaN, and a Full Line orMopplleH Tor
I

K.lertrtr BrII \t »rk.

14 South Second Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

N. 6.— CAlalognee will besrot to ft'y tddr ss o:od •pplicstloa.

N.

J.

cud (or dlftcoant th««ti

II lo

Ukt trade tttdoM

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

"G.

£

C." ELECTRIC

December

1889

MOTOR COMPANY,

402 ^ 404 GREENWICH STREET,
ALL STANDARD

21,

NEW YORK.
OYsr G.OOO

SIZES

How

in

Use

OF

ELECTRIC MOTORS

UNITED STATES,
Running Sewing Machines, Elevatois,

1-8 H. P,

TO 40

Printing Presses, Ventilating Fans, Blowers, Coffee Mills, Polishing and Grinding

H. P,

Tools, Etc.
New England

Chicago OKice. Phoenix Building.
Cincinnati Office.

99 West Fourth

Office.

32

Philadelphia Office, 301

Street.

Oliver Street, Boston.

Arch Street.

JOHN STEPHENSON

CO.,

i_iis^iTE:rD,

NEiy YORK,
STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

BERG-KLAI^]^

<&

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIAMCES FOR THE EDISOH ELECTRIC LIGHT,
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

)

B,

&

ivrTT¥7" -^rr^iywr

-W-t^W

YUi:CJV

j

CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

|

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO, ILL

THE NORTHWEST.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

nocoiiibcr :i, 1S89

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO
or Kvcry

ni

OfH<Ti|i(i<>ii

Itolioiii I'l-iofH.

i'i'<tiii|>t Slii|iiii<-ii<M iiimI

liili-lli|;*-ti( ICx

310 North Third

ENGINEERING CO.
707 and 709 Market

Louis.

St., St.

POND

319 Ramge

Building,

to none.

i-Vee

machinery.
C^ty.

8.

Omaha.

M|m-<'IiiI(I<>n.

SYNOVIAL

Rookery," Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

oC Orilrro. Oiif

Street,

Cynaino
Beeond

427 "The

<< lion

Cylinder Oils.

a.nd.

from

Khtm-cI.iIIv lulapti-d f-.r

^^uni ora/'ldw.

can he

.-dl fii>l

Adopted by the

conlinuully.
Electric Pluntu of the \Vc«t.

l\y retlltering

inu.'d

TAUSSIG, Agent,

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

rtirjitninj^

liirgeit

CHICAGO.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
Erected Ready for Service.
MPKCIAI^TIES :-Tliii AtmlDBton & Slum Knuliw. Stool

Bollorn, Ireaoii Link BbU, R'ondard RocklDK^ntl SheQletd Uratoa, Lowu lleater, Hyatt Flltor, Blake I'uiujt, Kortln^Injectur.rtt;.

MRIVO

FOB

CATAI^OGCRH.

I.a.TRH'r

Lamp

The Perkins Electric

Co.,

Forest City Electric 'WTork.s,
Manutaciurer.

alANUFAOTURERS OP THE BJEST

CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

01

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES,

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

Quick Make and Break Uncon-

IN THE MARKET.

by the Handle.

trolled

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
Long

Life

and Absolutely No Discoloration.

CorrctpoDdcncc
Solicited

HALM,

G.

.

54

Vice-Pres. and Western Mgr.,

Comptnie*.

FRANKLIN

CHICAGO.

ST.,

PROF.

ILL.

ARON'S

H.

W.

Electric Current Counter
Gold Medal Awarded at Melbourne Exhibition. 1888-89.

The most

and eimplIQed Electric Meter ever invented.

reliable

Guaranteed correct for
Built

irlth

Electric LIffbt

Direct

for

sm.ill

TuioWire.

and large currenta.

Three-Wire,

Five-Wire

to

Nine-Wire, and ail Alternating Systems

CLEVELAND,

B.

The BOOK

for

F0REE(4a)BAIN,

WHIPPLE'S

84 MARKET

KATIOHAL
ELECTRICAL
DIRECTORY

Adopicil

liy

Company.

Edison

Lighting Works.
i\rl\

used

European

in

Siemens & Halske.
Berlin.

CrrnMny:

Ikrliii.

Gcrni:my;

Hcrliii,

Municipal

Germany, and

tttln'i-s.

Paris, Virnnii. Constanlinoplf

Electric

Kxi-his-

and other

Special and Experimenlal

MACHINERY.
Luge DyD&mo« uid

cities.

OPINIONS OF AMERICAN ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANIES.

—
—

'('onntci-s work vi-ry s.-ilisfactorily."
Tlwmsoii.nouston Co.. Lynn. Mii-t"
Edison Ilium. Cn.. BroiMiin. N. Y. "Wc have four Aron Counters in use since some
months, duriiir whicli time no troulih' luus been experienced In regard to aire of
same, and satisfacloiy i-eadinjis have been obtained."
Miither Electric Light Co., ifunrhc.iier.Conn —'•Wr tind that the .\ron Counters rciiister
as accurately iis is necessary for the purposes to which sui'h niilers would hv applied; we have perfectly satistied oiu-selves of their adaptability."
"We have tested the Aron Counter and have no reaDjfer(f/.n.) Elei-tric Liqht Co.
We beg to inclose order for a few counters of 7510
son to doubt its reliability.
10 J amperes."
"The Aron Counter is the best in'trument we h:ivc
6'(i« Vraiicisto Kkclric Light Co,
seen
We have tlinrou<];lily tested a Coiuiter of alternating current, and are sat-

—

—

istied

it

will

work

correctly."

UnquesIn u?c by Europciin Centnd Stations meisuring over 60 million watts.
tioned superiority. Indispeiisalili^ for Central station work. Amount of curri'nt consumiil
may be ascertained at a glance, the dials being constructed on the sjune principle as
the' giis

meter

dials.

FOR PRICES ADC

W.

PA}<TICT7I,ARS,

ADDRESS'

HACKENTHAL
Sole Manafactnrer and Importerv

21

BEEKMAN

STREET.

-

-

NEW

YORK. L

ELECTRIC REFORTS.
The 1889 EiUtlon

Full Lists of the Classified
Alphabetical

Full

Electrical

.Mtttore

Work

LOCKWOOD
*mmeterand Polarity Indicator.
PEMNSILA KLECr.

In'erests.
Lists of

for Sp*cl»l

Toal Mlnlni: llaala^o

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPAIRING.

contains;

Full Data of a'l the Central Stations of
America, with olbcers, etc.

CHICAGO,

DESI6N ER AND MANUFAC TURER.

bolit to Order.

Trades and Kindred

ST.,

XSlectrical Expert^

in sizes

cMpai'ity.

a

SENECA STREET. CLEVELAND,

THE TRADE.

ASH
from 15 up to any number of iinipeix'i!. Eviiy
counter measures correctly the amount of curient con
sunud from a fraction of an ampere U|i to its full

183

Proprietor,

LKifIT A

POWER

CO.

llnfiiiiToN, Mini.. S*pt. \S, !•«>.

Electrical

Lockwood Instrument

and Horse Street Railways,
with complete Data.
Otlicers and Members of all Electric As-

Co.. Detroit. Mich.
OKm-iMBM-Hoplrinp tn yonr faTnr of thr 9lh
inst . in whirh vou iWtr>» to kmiw how *«:• Atd
"ajr. tbal
»allpfl«Ml with vour Am M^t. r,
•iori* W(> put fl\'' of 1h*ni
^•>«r ajCD.
w<* ha*** hai) • o irouW**
-\^r. and
Tik of erta- far *» I know now »•'>nt wbat
tiai; aloDC «ithi-at Ih'*n'
» Ih- Drthey «r»' alnio-t ati al«o;
'
"III onlr
namo^. if th.> r>?n«moi.':
••' ie oolhm >
look at (hr-tii .:.
it voald
Ids; about
i-on tti«iB
permit hi* _

sociations.

forwaklDk.'

Workers. Manufacturers,

etc.

Full Lists of Isolated Plsnta.
Full Lists of Telephone Stations.

Gas Companies and Data concerning
them.

Gas Companies running Electric Light
Plants.
All Electric

Complete

Lists

of Electrical

I

.

^

Year*

Publica-

Etc.,

Etc.,

Etc..

truiV.

O.
Maoufartar^T of

tions.

Etc.,

'

'

Etc.

> .\^

m

it. r.

."nlMcr.

E BOWER-S
DTDammi for IncandeKVDt
LlkThtioe.

Supplementary

FtTriim BO. Maw., S*pt.
to the Directory,

THE "ELECTRIC REPORTS"
i

Are

piiblieheti

on the

Subscription Price.

first

of eAcu ihod h.

-

$10

-

per Year.

-..lu-i-

carn»ni. a'
the amot.t

'The Klectrio Railway." and
"Municipal Lishtins." two books
of the times, price f 1.00 and |2,00 each,
according to binding.

lii

UBM>

'

WERS.

V.

EDISON LAMP COiirANY.
(ffUN-p R»MT»*, Mti-H s*.ia i«, i?».
n-.^u ^j^
Instrury--* f'^

FRED. hTwHIPPLE,
DETROIT, MICH.

33w IS9».

Lochwood Instrument Co.

Lockwood

DbakSir.*:- I
Tonr Am-Meter.
aN--"' -'-.-. -

50

**d with
^«im%

'

'

-

--D

...

i::o«J»<T»-«

^:>^^\ to iaftaJl

•VAUsam, Sspt-

LOCKWOOO INSTRUMEKT

CO.. DetroR.Hich.
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THE BEST OF ALL
THE WHLTER

K.

FREEMMN

SYSTEM
TRANSFORMER
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALTERNATING CURRENT

DYNAMO— CAPACITY, 500

16-CANDLE-POVI/ER lAWFS.

We Guarantee 12 16-C. JP. L%mpsfor each Mechanical M, P. applied to Dynamo. We Guarantee otir Transformers and Dynamos for two years, and sell our Apparatus upon its Satisfactory Performance.

Our Apparatus

is of

the Highest EfTiciency, Mechanicallv and Electrically,

WE GUARANTEE ITS OPERATION, AND

CORRESFOITDEITCE

SOXvICITElD.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO
GEO.

B.

'P

EAU QKAIRE, WIB.
SHAW, - General Manag^er.

EASTERN ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION CO., Gen'l Eastern
33 GOLD STREET, NEW YORK.
BAKER, BALCH & CO., General Agents.

Agents.

THOMAS WOLFE,

Southwestern Agent.

UNION DEPOT HOTEL,

SEATTLE, WASH.

KANSAS CITY, MO.

I)eci-mber 21,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

ifiSi)

A PRACTICAL A ND COMHE BCIAL SUCCESS.

The ThoMou-HomtonQeclrie R'y Systen.
ECONOMICAL, DURABLE. RELIABLE.

NEW TYPE THOMSON-HOUSTON

ELECTRIC RAILWAY TRUCK.

RESULT OF ONE YEAR'S WORK
RAILWAY CONTRACTS OF THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC RAILWAY

CO.:

Naumkeag Street Ry., Salem, Mass.
Alliance Street Mailtvay Co., Alliance, O.
Newburyport & Amesbury Horse Ry. Co., IfeifhuryAtlanta & Edgewood Street Railway Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Attleboro, ^o. Attleboro & Wrentham Street Ballway Co.,
port, Mass.
Attleboro, Mass.
Newport Street Ry. Co., Newport, R. I.
Atiiericus Street Railway Co., Aniericua, Ga.
Newton Street Ry. Co., Newton, Mass.
Auburn Electric Railway Co., Auburn, N. Y.
Nay- Aug Cross Totvn Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Omaha & C. B. Ry. and Bridge Co., Omaha, Neb.
JSanyor Street Railway Co., Bangor, Me.
Omaha Motor Ry. Co., Omaha, Neb.
Belt Line Railway Co., Lynn, Mass.
Ottawa Electric St. Ry. Co.. Ottawa, 111.
Brooklyn Street Railway Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Ottumwa Street Ry. Co., Ottiimwa, lawa.
Central Passenger Railway, Louisville, Ky.
Plymouth & Kingston Ry. Co., Plymouth, Mass.
Central Railway Co., Peoria, Til.
Cititiens' Electric Street

Railway, Decatur,

Quincy St. Ry.

III.

Co.,

Quincy, Mass,

Colerain Avenue Railway Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Danville Street Car Co., Danville, Ta.

Redbank tC Seabright Ry., Redbauk, N.
Richmond St. Ry. Co., Richfnotid, Ind.

Derby Sorse Railroad Co., Ansonia, Conn.
Des Moines Electric Ry. Co., Des Moines, Iowa.

Rochester Electric Ry. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Revere Street Ry. Co., Revere, Mass.
Ross Park Street R^: Co., Spokane Falls, W. T.
Riverside and Suburban Ry. Co. Wichita, Kan.
Scranton Passenger Ry. Co., Scranton Pa.
Scranton Suburban St. Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Seattle Electric Ry. d- Power Co., Seattle, W. T.
Southington S- Plants ville Ry. Co.. Southington, Conn.
Third Ward St Ry. Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
Topeka Rapid Transit Ca., Topeka, Kan.
Toledo Electric Ry. Co., Toledo. Ohio.
University Park Ry. and Electric Co. Denver, Col.
Tine St. Ry., Kan.'<as City, Mo.
Water vl let Turnpike tf- R.
Co., Albany, N. Y
Wheeling Ry. Co., Wheeling, W. Va.
West End St. Ry. Co., Boston, Mass.

Eckington & Soldiers Home Ry. Co., Washington, D. C.
East Harrisburg Passenger Railway, Harrisburg, Pa.
Fulton Co. Street Ry. Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Hillside Coal Co., Scranton, Pa.
Hoosac Valley Street Ry., North Adams, Mass.
Joliet Street Ry. Co., Joliet, III.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Myrtle Street Line) Lynn,
Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Nabant Line) Lynn, Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Crescent Beach Line) Lynn,
Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Highland Line) Lynn, Mass.
McGavock & Mt. Vernon Horse Ry., Nashville, Tenn.
Metropolitan Street Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo.

:>^ir
Brooklyn Street Railway Co.
Des Moines Electric Railway Co.
Eckington & Soldiers' Home Railway Oo.
Julien Electric Traction Co.
Seattle Electric

Railway

& Power Co.

isi

,

R

^ICDISI^:
Lynn & Boston Street Railway Co.
Omaha & Council Bluffa Railway & Bridge

Co.

Revere Street Railway Co.
Wheeling Railway Co.
West End Street Railway Co.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
630 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

J.

148 Michigan Ave.,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Western electrician.

Xxu

December

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
171

21,

1889

CO,

RANDOLPH STREET,

C-H-I-C-^^-O-O.
FACTORIES: ANSONIA, CONN.

ALL KINDS OF ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES.
HARD DRAWN COPPER WIRE.

GALVANIZED IRON STRANDS.
For Supporting Trolley Wires

SUSPENSION WIRE BOLTS.

Made

in

STELLAR

any Single Length, without

joints either twi&ted or soldered.

INCANDESCENT

HABIRSHAW

LAMPS.

RUBBER WIRE.

To

The Best Rubber Covered Wire on

Fit

Any Socket.

the Market.

ALL KINDS OF CLASS INSULATORS.
Interior Electrical Conduits.

Shield Brand Moisture-Proof Line Wire.

Acknowledged to be the Best Weather-proof
and ONLY Moisture-proof Line Wire made.

RAIL

The only System through which Wires may be
run with ease and in absolute

CONNECTORS.

Our ne/v Illustrated Catalogue, No. 560,

Safety from Fire.

of Electric

Light

and Power Supplies,

is

the

most complete book

of

Its

kind

ever Issued.

!
December

21,
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A REVOLUTION
Send

for Full Particulars

Regarding the

New

BRUSH ALTERNATING CURRENT
LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING SYSTEM.
Coam.paii.ics CarLnot -Afford, to B-a.37" or TJse

.^i.ri.3r

Otl:i.©r.

The Brush 'toreless" Alternating Current Dynamo.
Brush Arc and Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus. Brush Electric Motors
and Power Generators, Brush Carbons, Storage Batteries, Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CHICAGO OFFICE:

225

DEARBORN

ALEX. KEMPT. Special

ST.
Agt.

CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Eastern

Office-.

36 Union Sqnaie, N. Y.

PACIFIC COAST agents:

Tie Caftflia Electric

Lijlit Oo.,

8AN FRANCISCO.

1
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC
iE^ort
Manufacturers

SLATTERY

of

w

et-yxxem XxxcS-lcixxa.

the

INDUCTION SYSTEM

out

OF

The Most Oarefully Workedand Oomplete Alternatliis

System of Electric liighting fa
Existence.

INGANDESCtNT LIGHTING,

AND THE

Armatures

WOOD SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

Lamps

OF

ARC LIGHTING.

and

Converten

12—16 Candle Power

to the Mechanical

Horse

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK OFFICE:

BROADWAY,

115

Boreel BIdg.
SLATTERY DYNAMO, LAMP ASD COPERTER.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS.

FORT WAYNE,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

IND.

907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

CHICACO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 21 7 Sansome

St.

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.
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THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC
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CO., "'"".E'*"

;

EVERY SATURDAY.

$8 per Annum.

DECEMBER

CHICAGO,

VoTv^
Self-Adjusting

Ireson's

Leather-Link

Patd. Nov. 10, 80.

8f«n<l

A

28, 1889.

Belting.
fur IioBon'n

Illiin-

on

Keif-

iiAiedTrptttlf*

:

Bnpnclftlly adiipled for
aU Eluclrlu purnuiioB UDd
other hlKb-BptH>a iiuchlu.
ery.

O cents per Copy.

AdJiiHtlDK Li>atb4T I.lDk
UoltlnK, furnltlit'd irm-

EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL.
KOK
HKKII

Manf'd by

CHARLES

L.

IRESON. 97 High

St..

111

Boston. Mass-

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS!
VmE DVARIMG

tMi rXtiti

Arch Street,

ELECTRIC
paal^f)
—.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

AVE.,

•

•

!

i

Light and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone.
Railwa, and all other

Branches

ol Signaling.

Sizes

Subterranean Ute.
Fnr^nfinH -irei.
I nnH '="<''»*»''
Wirat Submarine Use
'°''"
concealed Wiring

PMJadclpbl*,
ftl*o the
;

lictrolt,

Bnuh

ui'J I'lnrinnati

BOILER.

bt.

I'ftul,

New

York.

ER.

BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA

& NEW ORLEANS.

Noiseless
XjoooxuotlXT-o B«»fet7^ '\7'tx\-xro,
Tlao .A.al3.«oxa. Xjo oI^ a«trety \7'«1t7-o,
*X*l3.o AMTitoax 'WT'A.tex- Zlellef "STmX-jrm,

THE ASllTON VALVES

n«;;^»»j""'P"'»"on«b<,ln».hemo.tp.rf«.,<

In

all

luiw In

Location*.

tL*>

lotrkct.

bimpte

E.

B.

McCLEb^,

tieneral

Western Kleetric <'o.,

Manager,

i6DeySt..NEW YORK.

fn cooAtmctlon. Aatomfttlc In action, pt^rfectl/ ControlUog tb« ProMore of tba
ever sp*ed the eoi; rn* or pump is working.

BRANf H

AsMonValTeCo. 271 Fraoilii
CliirnKO.

Colsmba*

Blocirlc Llgbt C*., •(

"""^
THEIK SAFETY VALVES 'i';:.^r%f.i.l^X^ot''^^,lT:btuSouuj.
THEIR WATER RELIEF VALVES ^l^.^'^^^^ifSXi^:::

Aerial Use.

All

PLANT

THETheASHTON
VALVE
CO.
Ashton
Blow Back

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.

Btdrie

St

-

28 cuff Street,

BRANCH OFFICES: ^ff
;°; Deeenhardt,!!
^"fioLM^'r^
^"^'^m^'('r, BRANCHES: CniCACO,
139 E. Madlion sf
OUoago,
St.,F. £. n

The acknowledsed Standard for durable and high
Insulation.
Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

""-no-g;}.

ABENDROTH & ROOT MFG. CO,

-'-^'

ROOT SECI

]t

K,

AN EXCELLENT

Standard Underground Cable Co.. Mf'rs.

PENN

ATAl.tM.I

(

BOSTOlff, HIIASS.

WATER-TUPE BOILER,

ROOT'S

ELECTRIC LICHT WIRES AND CABLES.
General Offices, 708

Electric Co.

t

.MAM rAUTl'HElOl cr AM)
iJKALKIll! IN
(U iJKALKIln

St,

l21H Lake St

OKPH'KS-

Boston,

.

".'

.

boM

M whji^

CIIirACiO.

M NhW YORK

l,P>-rlr

.

111., Sole Agents for the West.

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,
Sola Manufacturera of

omoB

bIeTme

[0,

Fire -Proof

COWLES' PATENTED

and Weather - Proof

ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

PUSH-BDTTON

v:/i«>>iW

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
AND
95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

"«'<"-^«"

CUT SUrmiSG BTVL* OF IN^ITLATIMI.
Two Braids, utnnted with Fire-Proof lainlBtkM.
Copprr Wire
B.
Mkante^t wuh a. Bl*tct, W- atmfb-Proof Compoiition.
Approved by N'cw York Boar of Fire Underwriien. SWBOles fnrntftbed apoa
covered, f'f every de«criptioa.
trie Copper Wire, bare ar.

X—

C^BaiAUCmmm

R—

'.

:

WAREROOMS.

19 anil 21 Cliff St..
\l^.
1

1

New

York.

33 and 135 Wabash

FACTORIES;

Ave.. Chicago,

il'.

ANSONIA. CONN.

THE EDISON MACHINE WORKS,
MANUFACTURERS OF
Weatherproof Wire. Insulated Iron Wire. Magnet Wire. Rubber Covered House Wire.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
Annunciator Wire.
German Silver Wire. Oflace Wire.
Flexible Cords.
Gas Fixture Wire,
Arc Lamp Cords.
Tinsel Cords.
Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Cables.
PARAGON TAPE.

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

General Sales Airent, - 19 Dey Street,
WORKS: SCHENECTADY, N. T.

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
Electric
I^ighting Apparatus.

620 Atlantic Ave., BosTojf, Mass.
148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
115 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
315 W. 4:th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
116 Gravier St.,. New Oeleans, La.
503 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.
319 N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.
334 Montgomery St., San Fbancisco, Cal.

Electric

28, 18

CO.,

Railway

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

No better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus
can be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps
operated by Gas Companies in this country, over 11,000, or
52 per cent., are Thomson-Houston. The dynamo is entirely
automatic in its regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in operation.
The lamps burn steadily
and uniformly, and hold their adjustment better than any
other lamps on the market.
Arc

JOynaiiio.

Our

direct current incandescent

dynamo

is

rapidly gain-

ing favor with practical electric lighting men, as
features of excellence are recognized.
its

regulation

to be

is

Like the arc

automatic, permitting any number of lamps

thrown on or

off without in the least affecting the

Our incandescent lamps have an un-

others in service.

equaled record for long

Direct Current Incandescent

many
dynamo

its

life.

Dynamo.

The problem of long distance incandescent lighting is
practically solved by the alternating current dynamo, and to
meet the demand for a machine of this character we have
constructed what

is

unquestionably the most perfect alterna-

tor offered the public to-day, embracing as

features that combine to

make

a perfect

it

dynamo

does, all the

—automatic

regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

ency, and

Alternatiii);

economy of

effici-

operation.

Current Dynamo.

The employment of electric motors for driving small mais becoming so common, and its advantages so well
known, that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction.
In the construction of our motors we feel that we have reached
a point where their superiority cannot but be admitted.
chinery

LIGHTNING ABBESTEK. —All

of our installations are

protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which

Iloloi.

we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every instance.
Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus injured by
ning where these arresters fail to operate.

The
light-

—
nccciiil)cr

.'S,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

i88y

HAWKEYE

CHAS.D.JENNEY&CO., THE

ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

DAVENPORT,
I3LJ

I

IOWA.

-

L ID ^ r=?^

J

C3F^

Complete Central Station

ISOLATED PLANTS,
ARC AND INCANDESCENT APPARATDS.
One

H. P. Contitaiit Potential Ilotur.

—AXetn

of

-u.fEiot'u.X'ex*JS

OUR DYNAMOS

are unsurpasscil by any made for efficiency,
automatic regulation, and general workmanship.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
-OT'

THE-

Renowned

Licensee of the

Famous

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY

I'erklns Ineandeacenl Lainpt,

for long life without discoloration.

ELECTRIC MOTORS

For both Arc and Incandescent Oircuits, from 1-2 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have Self-Oiling Boxes.

Stations; any voltage, highest etiiciency,

224

Prices Reasonable.

OFf XC!X3:

S.

ILLINOIS ST,

-

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

-

for

Railway Circuits ami Central
all sizes.

Write us lor Catalogue and Price List.

STORED ELECTRICITY.
Electrical

OOMPANY,

Accumulators or

Storage Batteries,

NEW YORK.

DYNAMOS.
C.

SCHUMACHER.

Prcs't.

MOTORS.

VICTOR SCHALLER. Treas.

p.

CLAUS

Supl.

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO
Office:

42 Exchange Place.

Factory:

162 and 164 W. 27U1

St.

STREET CAR PROPULSION.
Central

Station

Isolated

LiEJiting,

LiEhtini,

Railroad

Car

Lighting,

Loni Distance Ligltini.

TSE

nu

mm

vhicb

mnmu mnmi

ui

THE ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATOR COMP'Y,

44 Broadway, New
CHICAGO OFFICE,

DETROIT OFFICE,

502 Pbenix Building.

San Francisco

York.

30 Atwater

Office,

St.,

East.

220 Sutter

St.

Our Dynamo is cast in one piece, and combines indestructible solidity with the greatest simplicity of design and
compactness; the highest efficiency with a total absence of
the many objectionable features of the machines heretofore
in use. No outside magnetism. Cvirrent generated without
sparking, therefore steady light, and small wear of brushes
and commutator.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

THE

December
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iv^Tioi^^r. c^SKHTfrr^CD
01e-vela.n.d., Ol3.io.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENBINEERING CO.

JARVIS

61

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

OLIVER STREET,

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coal and Coke

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

tossa^oio'.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

BOONOMJOAL ABO IjAMPS
,.»r""7^

^J

FOR INCANDESCENT CIRGUITS
TheaelatnpSfhurning in series, require about 50

8 amperes of current.

volts anil

can make money by acting as out agents. When writing please state voltage and system used.
prices and information regarding our new and Improved Multiple Arc, Multiple Series and Search Lamps, address
Electrical contractora

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY
WM.

Dynamo

Belts Carried in Stock.
OR HIGH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

VMOIMFO
For Driving Dynamos.
rNulNtu
Complete Steam Plants Furnished and Erected.
C(»*I-ISS

S.

18 Cortlandt Street.

-

CO..

steam

l

\

NewYork

TURNER.

j.

City.

LESTER WOODBRIDGE.

mrOODBRIDCtE A TURNER,

Electrical Engineers

Etc.

i

For

and Contractors.
Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.

Plants'for Electric Light and Power.

Designs and Kstimates Sii1>nilttea.

lEOKARD PAGET.

CHARLES

J.

KINTNER.

PAGET A KINTNER^

LNGLISH, MORSE & GO.'^r.r:;ro.

and

Chemical

SEND FOR SPECIAL CIRCULARS.

Electrical

and

Experts

Electrical

Engineers,

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

THE HEISLER PATENT lONB DISTANCE
NCANDESCEIIT ELECTEIC LIGHT SYSTEM,
UNEQUALED FORIDISTRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.
"Awarded

the Highest Distihction, a Gold Medal, by the International
Jury at the Universal Exposition, Paris, 1889."

Specially adapted for Street, Coinmercial, and Domestic Illumination from Central StaPlant may be located where Power can be secured Cheapest, even if milfs di&tant from
the Lighting.
Safety, Reliability, and Financial Success fully detnonetiatid.
Plan of Wiiirg
the S'mplest, Cheapest, and most Efficient. Strictly Series. Noted fcr the Brillianry and
Beauty of the Light. Lamps, 10 to
Candle Power; Lorg Life without Bladsening.
Greatest Production of Candle Power per Horee Power. Dynamo Self Contained and Perfectly Automatic.

SMPoleaM

Fixture

,

tions.

""''''
SEKO FOB

""100

CLBCCI'AB,

Helsler

Loig Dislance

INCANDESCENT

COBBESIPONDEKCE SOIiIClTBD.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
809-817 South 7th

St',

The Knapp E lectrical
ivcA.xo-crx'.A.oa'TTZi.rEixis

Magneto

Bells. Annunciators,

Works

ST. LOUIS,

eet,

ox*

MO-

.

Burglar Alarms; Electric Bells, Batteries, Push Buttons, Etc.

x}3Ei.A.xjx:xi,ia

SVSRir THING

xm*

.^GrUTSTT^ Z*OZl a>XX]

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
ft

Full Line Of their Celebrated Wires,

Buy your Goods

Cables and Tapes

of the

in

Stock, at Factory Prices.

Manufacturers at Factory Prices.

54 and 56 Franklin Street

-

-

-

CHICAGO.

December
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BUILDERS

SOL-B

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine

P.

ALUS

RBU*NOE WORKS.
Is

of
IT IB

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record In
this field which cannot be excelled.

&

CO

MILWAUKEE,

•>

WIS,

Pulleys, Oears, ShaftiriK, HariKar*, Leathnr, Ruhbnr
and Cotton Bnlting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Eni]ln<i Supplies of Evory Description.

UVKQUALKD FOR KOONOMY OF KUKL. RKOULABITT Of
UOTION. AND DURABILITY IN U8K.

CHICAGO BRANCH,

our t]atal*K«es.

4

1

ui

43 SUUTll ILITLBSUN

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC

ST.

CO.

MOTORS

INCANDESCENT LAHPS
KOH

Arc

%

Incandescent Circuits
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The only
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Highly

~
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socket having Insulating material for the outside
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THE BEGINNING OF THE END.
WESTINGHOU SE COMPAN Y DEFEATED.
Sawyer-Man Patent Decided by the Court to be a Fraud and Absolutely Valueless.
EXTRACTS FROM THE DECISION OF JUSTICE BRADLEY, OCTOBER 5, 1889.
Circuit Court of the United States,
For the Western District of Pennsylvania.

THE CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY

relating to this new and broad claim were made afterwards, in February and March, 1885.
"We are of the opinion that the changes made in the application in
this regard were not justifiable, and that the claim in question cannot be

The amendments
]

\

rSnr).

vs.
No. 5,

ON

May Term,

"We

Sawyer

& Man

are not at all satisfied that
ever
to practical operation any such invention as is set forth
and claimed in the patent in suit. Their principal experiments were made
The evidence as to what they
in 1878, and perhaps the beginning of 1879.
accomplished in the construction of electric lamps is so contradictory and
suspicious that we can with difficulty give credence to the conclusions
sought to be drawn from it. 'We are not Satisfied tliat they ever

made and reduced

McKEESPORT LIGHT COMPANY
BILL

sustained."

Edison

(

\

Company./

1888.

AND FINAL HEARING.

OmrJOXT or TI^B OOTJIST.

produced an electric lamp with a burner of carbon made
from fibrous material or any other material which was a
success."

"The application for the patent in suit was not
until January, 1880, nearly or quite a year after a)l
their experiments had ceased, and after the inventions of
£dison had been published to the world."
"The explanations made by the complainants
for the delay in applying for the patent in suit, fail to satisfy
our minds that Sawyer Man, or their assignees for them,
have not sought to obtain a patent to which they were rot
legitimately entitled.
"But suppose it to be true, as the supposed inventors and some of the
other witnesses testify, that they did in 1878, construct some lamps with
burners of carbon made of fibrous material and of an arched shape, which

made

BRADLEY,

Circuit Justice:

"The great question in this suit is, whether the patent
sued on is valid, so far as involves a general claim for the use in electric
lamps of incandescing carbon conductors, made of fibrous or textile subIf it is not, the bill 'must
If it is, the complainant must prevail.
stances.
"
be dismissed.'
The de"Is the patent valid for such a broad claim ?
fendants contend that it is not. First, because no such invention was set
forth in the original application, but was introduced more than four years
after it was filed, and after the same material had been used by Edison
and claimed bj' him in application for a patent. Secondly, because Edison,
and not Sawyer-Man, was really the original and first inventor of an incandescent conductor made of fibrous or textile material for an electric
lamp."
"It is very clear to us that in the original application for
the patent sued on, the applicants had no such object iu view as that of
claiming all carbon made from fibrous and textile substances as a conductor
for an incandescing electric lamp. Nothing on which to base any such claim"
is disclosed in the original application; we have carefully compared it with
the amended application on which the patent was issued, and are fully
satisfied that after Edison's inventions on this subject had been published
to the world there was an entire change of base on the part of Sawyer &
Man, and that the application was amended to give it an entirely different
direction and purpose from what it had in its original form."

"By an

adroit

amendment made

in 1885,

they say, 'Our

more especially to the incandescing conductor, its
substance, its form, and its combination with the other elements composing the lamp.' The purpose of this amendment is obvious and needs
no comment."
"The fact is that Sawyer & Man were unconscious that
the arc was not new, and supposed that they could get a patent for it; but
as their eyes were opened, they changed about and amended their applicarbon
cation, and made the material of the conductor the great object
made from fibrous and textile material. Compare the original with the
amended application, as first stated in this opinion, and this purpose most
improvement

relates

&

continued to give light for days or weeks, or months; still, were they a
successful invention? Would any one purchase or touch them now? Did
they not lack an essential ingredient which was necessary to their adoption
^nd use? Did they go any further in principle, if they did in degree, than
did other lamps which had been constructed before? It seems to us that
they were following a wrong principle the principle of small resistance
in an incandescing conductor, and a strong current of electricity; and that

—

the great discovery in the art was that of adopting high resistance in the conductor with a small illuminating surface
and a corresponding diminution in the strength of the current. This was accomplished by Edison in his filaments 1
thread like conductors, renderedpracticable by the perfectic n
of the vacuum in the globe of the lamp. He abandoned the old
of making the globe in separate pieces, cemented together, and
adopted a globe of one entire piece of glass, into which he introduced
small platinum conductors, fastened by fusion of the glass around them,
thus being able to procure and maintain perhaps the most perfect vacuum
known in the arts. In such a vacuum the slender filaments of carbon attenuated to the last degree of fineness, may be maintained in a state of
incandescence without deterioration, for an indefinite time, and with a small
expenditure of electric force. This was really the grand discovery in the art of electric lighting, without which it could

method

not have become a practical art for the purposes of general
use in houses and cities."
"The principal and great thing described is the
attenuated filament, and its inclosure in a perfect vacuum."
"We think we are not mistaken in saying that
obviously appears."
but for this discovery electric lighting would never have
"The fact that the whole object of the application was become a fact. We have supposed it to be the discovery of
changed, is evinced by the correspondence of the parties."
Edison, because he has a patent for it. This may not be the
"This testimony of Mr. Broadnax, which is undoubtedly case; it may be the discovery of some other person. But
to be relied on, in connection with the letter just quoted, shows that the whoever discovered it, it is undoubtedly the great discovery
idea of claiming carbons made from fibrous and textile materials was an in the art of practical lighting by electricity."
after-thought, and was no part of the purpose of the original application.
"The bill must be dismiesed."

—
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Repairs and Supplies.
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Western Agent,
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Dynamos, Motors,
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SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM.
The Pioneer of Successful
The only Award given for Electric Railways

Railways.

Electric

at the Paris Exposition of 1889 was a
presented to the Sprague Electric Railway and Motor Company, for the
most perfect system of Electric Railway Equipment.

GOLD MEDAL
What are

Features

the Essential

Electric Railway

Main Feeders from Power Station.
Main Conductor Feeding in Trolley Wire.
Uniform Size of Trolley Wire, Independent of Length
Line, or

Number

The Sprague Company

in any Comprehensive
System?

guarantee to operate a ten mile
Double Track System with

will

Thirty Car,
Less Engine Power;

Dynamo

Less
of

of Cars Operated.

Capacity;
Less Weight of Conductors;
Less Loss in Distribution
Less Loss in Motors;

OR IN WORDS THAT ARE UNDERSTOOD BY ALL, WITH
More Car Miles per Ton of Coal Consumed;
BECAUSE, Thereby only can be secured Uniform Electrical PresMore Miles of Line with a Given Loss;
sure.
More Territory Covered by a Given Outlay;
Absolute Reliability of Service.
More Reserve Capacity in a Given Plant;
Nou-interferenoe with one section by interruptions upon any

AND WHY?

THAN CAN BE DONE WITH ANY OTHER SYSTEM.

other.

FEATURES OF A CORRECT MECHANICAL DESIGN OWNED EXCLUSIVELY BY THE SPRAGUE
Centering the Motor on the Driven Axle;
NO COMPBTITOB OF THE SPRAGUE
Flexible Yielding Support for Belief of Strains;
COMPANY CAN MAKE A SIMILAR
Universal Movement of the Trolley Pole;
GUARANTEE, AND ACCOMPLISH
Single Lever Movement for Motor Control;
IT TO THE LETTER.

&

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY
Nos.

16 and 18 Broad

New

St.,

MOTOR COMPANY,

-

York.

CO.

-

Rialto

Chicago.

Building,

The Interior E lectrica l Conduit Co.
A New and Improved Metbod

of Xcinippine Bnildings with an Insulated

Tube Condnit

for any

System of Electric Wiring.

^OC^DVE^IN'XJSitrGi-s

from electric
SAFETY—AljBolute immunity
Perfect access to concealed

fires.

wires,
ACCESSIBILITY—
cost ot installation, and freedom from fiitnre expense.
ECONOMY—
DURABILITY— Absolutely moisture-proof tube and appliances, insnrinfj longevity of
Sii^i'll

CONVENIENCE— Systems of

electric

mringmay

wires.

be laid out on original plans in a manner similai- to that employed for gas, water and steam piping;

FOR CIRCULARS, PRICK

THE INTERIOR ELECTRICAL CONDUIT

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE OITLT COMPLETE BET OF TJ. S.
ELEOTKICAI, PATENTS IN CHIOAQO.
1001-3-5-7 Opera House Bloch, CHICAGO.

PRISCIPAL
D. S.

T.

154

BROWN,

EXAMINER ELECTRICITY,

Bntteri ortl,

Hall,

Brow

Two complete sets of U,

156

conductors

WEST 27TH

may be drawn

in at pleasure.

Experienced armature winders and incandescent wire men.

Experienced machinists and

Royal Electric Co.,
PEORIA, ILL.

S. Electrical Patents.

NEW YORK

CITY.

MICA

SIZES

AND
QUALITIES

For Electrical Pui-poses.

& SMlli,
CHICAGO.

ST.,

ALL

tool makers.
ii

Patent Attoi-neys,
25-26 HONORE BUILDING,
•
-

AND

WANTED

Late

PATEN r OFFICE,---

tlie

AXD ISSTRrCTIONS, ADDRKS8,

CO.,

FRANK
FRANCIS W. PARKER,

I.IST

EUGENE MUNSELL &
218

Water

Street,

New

CO.,

Tori.

ELECTRICAL WORDS, TERMS PHRASES.
f

^-y
656 Pages. 397

Illustrations.

This Dictionary Includes close upon 2,500

distinct

XIXS-^TC^XINT

Cloth Binding.

Words, Terms or Phrases.

ST.

ZXOXTSil'OSO',

Pri ce,
Each

of the great classes or divisions of electrical Investigation or utilization comes under
For some reasons It deserves rather to be
careful and exhnuHtive treatment.
called an Encyclopaedia than a dictionary.

The Scheme of Treatment Is as follows:
The words, terms and phrases are invariably followed by a short, concise
lat.
definition, giving the sense in which they are correctly employed,
A general statement then follows of the Principles of Electrical Science on
2d.
which the definition Is founded.

it

.A.. IVE.

postage prepaid, to any part of the world, $2.50.

When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other considerations,
3d.
has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or Diagram of the apparatus is

given.
4th. To facilitate study, an elaborate system of Cross References has been adopted
so that it is as easy to find the definitions as the word", and aliases are readily detected
and traced.
In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure CLEARNESS, to the
end that while the dcflniiions and explanations shall be SATISFACTOKY TO
ELECTRICIAN, they shall a'sj be SIMPLE
INTELLIGIBLE to
those who have had no training at all in electricity, or are novices in the art.

AND

EXPERT

THE

Z:i«X:CTRICIiLN PUBI.ISEIING CO.
Q

TJi.A.-BLTa&IX>:Bl :Br3XXjI>XISIGI-,

o^io-A-cao, xuxixsroxs.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO,

Vol. V.
E. N.

Dickerson.
that of E. N.
patoiit attorney, who

'I'he acc()m|)aiiyiiin pdrtrait is

nk'kcvson,

tlic

(lied at his

home

fiiiiiitnt

in

I'ar

Roikaway,

T..

I.,

Oe-

thf last mimlifr of the VVr.sTr.RN Im.ka'I'kician appeared a sl<etch of tlie life
Me had appeared as cotinsel
of Mr. Dickerson.
in a (;real luiiiilier of the most important patent

Cfiubcr

I.nil.

Ill

the

suits instituted in

courts

of

inga series of evolutions each young lady would

continue to
poses.

the stage, and
plant her heels firmly op the plate on the stage.
The lights would Hash up, and contribute greatly to the general effect,
The lights operated
successfully in every way.
The lamps were
colored by aniline dyes,
to a stand in the

front

of

Wisconsin Electric Club,
The

electrical fraternity of

Milwaukee has

gani/eil the Wisconsin Klectric club, with
fifty

charter members.

The

|)lan

of

or-

about

organiza-

similar to that adopted by the New V'ork
clubs, anil the prospects are good
The folfor a prosperous and
useful future.
lowing otlicers were elected for theensuingyear:
President, I'rof. A. |. Rogers; vice-prei.idents,
J. D. McT.eod, W. S. Johnson, E. C. Wall; sec-

tion

is

and Chicago

death.

an e.\tract from a New York
He was an extremely hard worker, and
paper:
when he was not engaged on some case whic:h
recpiired days and weeks of his closest attention,
he could generally be found buried

The

following

dee|ily in

some

The range

is

of

his favorite

his accpiirements

of

No.

28, 1889.

come

this coiinlry.

Perhaps Mr. Dicker.son's most important work
was the coiuUict of the liell telephone litigaHis labor in tliat suit was .so arduous that
tion.
probably caused his
it impaired his health, and

DECEMBER

supply light for
oinmcrcial purnot an electrician and cannot controvert testimony of e.icpcrl-S, but I do know of

my own

knrjwledge, mind you, that in the city
electric light wires carrying current*
of high potential are strung in cables and are run
in conduits under ground.
Of course there is
the danger of gas escaping from imperfect jjas
pipes into the conduit, but it seems feasible that
those conduits can be ventilated here juM as
of

Chicago

Chicago. To my mind it is simply a
of mechanical
contrivance supplemented by the necessary amount of money to do
well

.IS

it

with."

The New York
New

I

was so

I

He
pleasant word to everyone.
was always genial and polite, and one
attractive

mo.st

I

I

characteristic

was his generosity in sharing his knowledge with people. He would often go
out of his way to .issist some one in this
way, and he would do this out of pure
good nature.
(In one occasion a reporter went to
Mr. Dickerson to ask him to explain a
point about which there was some
The busy lawyer had no perdoubt.
sonal interest in the question and had

m

little inconvenience
consequence. The workmen in the employ
of the city have remos'cd scores of
poles and miles upon miles of overhead wire, much of which was perfectly
new.
The companies have done nothing; they are waiting until the city gets
through with its work of chopping
down poles. Paul I). Cravath who represents the Rrush and United States
companies, thus spoke of the situation
a few days ago:
"A little discretion on the pan of
the city would obviate this difficulty,
and make it possible for the people to
have a well-lighted city, without in
any way interfering with the work of

engaged in chopping down the wires
work until 4 o'clock in the afternoon.
It is nearly dark then, and altogether

and went so far as to make a
wrote out the
explanation,
further
result of his investigation and sent it,
together with an interesting opinion of
It was the
his own, to the reporter.
warm good-fellowship which made so
many friends for the lawyer.
He was greatly interested in the
wires, and had
him he would, no
doubt, have added some highly interesting and entertaining information to the
discussion which has been going on so
electrical
failed

In fact,
actively for several months.
there was published one interview with
this subject.

without arc

more and has been sub-

attempt to use the wires without first
making a thorough e.xamination of
them, in order to see that they were in
good condition and repairing the ciruits that had been cut.
But the men

clearly,

danger from

Situation

l)een substantially

chopping down wires.
It would
be
highly dangerous for the companies to

But
never seen the reporter before.
he explained the subject carefully and

his health not

Vork has

lights for ten nights or

for a

his

in

(|UCStion

broad that, despite his f-ne memory and
quick mind it must have taken him
years of unceasing toil to gather his
store of valuable and brilliant knowlVet notwithstanding his devoedge
tion to work, he could always find time

of

>

am

I

jected to no

studies.
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too late for us to attempt getting things
into shape for business.
If the city
would order its men to stop work, say
at noon, this might give us a chance
to make everything safe and furnish
he city with light until the city had got
through with us, and we could resume
business in a permanent way again.
This could be done much more readily
if the work of cutting down the
wires
would be done with some discretion.
The work is carried on indiscriminately, and instead of beginning at the end of the wires the
workmen usually start near the plant where there
is generally a great net of them, and by cutting
one at this end they ruin the usefulness of the
wire during its whole length.
There are comparatively few wires taken down in proportion to
those rendered useless. If the work were begun
at the point furthest from the factory much less
damage would be done, for then there would be
no danger of injuring any wire but the one declared to be unsafe.
"It is not our fault," he continued, "that all
the wires are not underground, for this will be
impossible, of course, until the subways are extended. We have no control over the extension
The people want all the
of the subway system.
Where shall we
overhead wires taken down.
put them? The city hasn't provided a place for
'

K,

him on

Electrically Lighted Helmets.
In an entertainment given at Englewood, 111,,
a few nights ago, a novel use of incandescent
lamps was made. Several young ladies gave a
costume. Their helmets were
drill in military
.surmounted with three incandescent lights, with
In certain parts of
red, white and blue globes.
the drill, the lamps were suddenly illuminated
and the effect was striking indeed. The details
of the installation, which was in charge of ("has.
T. I'age of the Westinghouse station in Englewood, were extremely simple. .\ converter was
placed on the outside of the building in which
The secondary wires ran
the hall was located.
under the floor to brass plates, about three
inches square, arranged in twos on the stage
From the lamps on the young ladies'
floor.
helmets, concealed wires ran down to little brass
After concludplates in the heels of the shoes.

.N,

DlCKKkSON.

retary, H. W .\ndrae; treasurer, W. H. Hyde,
board of managers, F. E. Parker, S. G. Coleman, E. Richardson, R. H. Pierce, A. J. Shaw.

A Compliment
In

ci,\N

for Chicago's Electric
Light System.
the last number of the Wf.stf.rn Elf.ctriappeared an interview with Mayor Hart of

Hoston, regarding the question of burying the
wires in the Hub.
When he returned he was
asked which of the cities he visited had the saf"Chicago, by
est and most judicious system.
all odds," he replied.
"There the city government has done just what I have all along believed would be done, namely, put the wires into
They ala cable and put them under ground.
ready control one electric light system, and are
making arrangements for the erection of three
others, each containing several thousand lights."
"Will that have the effect of destroying individual enterprises?"
Individual companies will
"No, not at all.

them and we have no power

to.

Nobody wants

the streets lighted so much as we do, and this is
the kind of weather and just the time of year
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Sun

Let somewhen they should be well lighted.
body tell us how long it will be before the city

through dropping our wires and breaking cirand then we will be able to state just how
long it will be before we will be able to light the
is

cuits,

streets again."

A

more than 94,000 feet of wire had been
removed by Saturday, about 18 miles. Since
the crusade began about 500,000 feet, or nearly
100 miles of wire and 328 poles have been taken
down. This takes no account of wire removed
For the last few
privately by the companies.
days the companies have been going ahead of
the city's gangs, taking down such wire and fi.xtures as were sure to be condemned, so that the
actual amount of destruction is far in excess of
what is specifically reported to the Board of
little

Electrical Control.

Iron Instead of Copper.

The
p"/«6Y'/-

following from the London Electrical iT//would seem to indicate that the manu-

copper.

Under

head of "Iron Armatures" is
found a paragraph as follows;
"Something rather startling may be expected,
if what we hear is
true, in the development of
dynamo building in the future. One prominent
dynamo maker at least is said to be pinning his
faith to the type of dynamo with iron-wound armature, having no copper whatever in its coils,
of the kind we have heard something about both
from Paris and from Berlin. E.\pressions are
not wanting from those who believe in the iron
armature to indicate that they consider iron will
beat copper out of the market in armatures as it
has in telegrajih wires, and that in a few years
the cop|)er-wound article will be as extinct as
the dodo.
pect,

the

Anyhow,

we may

if

this

is

not be far out in

developments may be looked

too

much

to ex-

mentioning that

for."

A

San Francisco paper publishes the following infonnation which will doubtless be of interest to electrical experts: "You must not apply the term 'horse power' to an
electric

motor.

'kilowatts' as the

Hi),'li electrical authority
has selected
proper word to express the power of

electrical inachincs."

Company's Plant

in

Chicago.

The accompanying cuts illustrate the dynamo
room and main switch-board in the station
of the Sun Electric Light company, Chicago.
As the Sun company was among the first to enter the arc lighting field in Chicago, a word
or two in regard to its development will not be
amiss.
In the fall of 1884 a small plant was established at 260 State street by D. P. Perry. Neighboring merchants soon made application for
service and what was intended to be a private
plant became in reality a small central station.
At the start the capacity of the plant was only
10 lights.
Soon, however, another machine
was added. This little plant was the nucleus
of the present flourishing station on Third avenue.
The Sun company has a 20-year franchise for the use of the streets, and has in service about 10 miles of conduit.
There are nine circuits in operation, the

FIG.

facturers of heavy electrical machinery were beginning to look about for a cheap substitute for

Electric Light

December

of wire being in

all about 26 miles.
All
underground.
Referring to the cut of the dynamo room, Fig.
I, it will be seen that the entire station is equipped
with Sperry apparatus.
The. machinery was installed under the personal, supervision of D. P.

this

is

Perry, the present president of the company,
his assistant, Cfias E. Gregory.
The dynamos at present in the station are
fourteen in number.
Thirteen of. these have together a capacity of 275 2,000-candle power
lights, and one hasa capacity of 30 1,200-candle
power lights. It has been found practicable by
the use of the Sperry regulator to operate a
number of motors on the same circuit with
lamps.
"I'he steam plant at present consists of three
Mohr & Sons' loo-horse power boilers set in
Murphy furnaces. The boilers are fed from

and

Kroechcll

Bourgeois No. 11 heaters.
These
boilers furnish steam for three loo-horse power
Ideal engines.
The engines are belted directly
to the machines.
The large Sperry switch-board shown in Fig.
2

is

of the room.
This board is a most complete
piece of apparatus.
Every portion is thoroughly insulated so that it is practically impossible
to make a dangerous contact.
Another feature
lies in the facility with which
connections be-

tween different machines and circuits

made

may be

board.
The dynamos may be
thrown in series with but little trouble and, it is
claimed, when in full operation.
For a more complete description of the details of
construction of the dynamos in service
at these stations the readers of the Western
Electrician are referred to the issue of Feb.
16, rSSg.
at

the

Nev*^ York Electric Club.
At a meeting of the Board of Managers of the
New York Electric Club, Dec. 19, E. T. Gilliland tendered his resignation as president on
account of ill-health.
Resolutions were unanimously adopted by the Board of Managers expressing regret that Mr. Gilliland had found it

SUN ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY'S STATION.

I,

amount

28, iS

&;

a noticeable feature

in

the

station.

Am-

meters for the different machines are arranged
along the top spas to be in view from any part

necessary to retire, and requesting him to remain
as a vice-president of the club.
O. E. Madden

was elected president of the club to fill the unexpired term.
The following resolutions were adopted by
the board upon the deaths of E. N. Dickerson,
vice-president, and M. W. Goodyear, member
of the board.
'

Resolved, That in the death of Vice-president E, N.
.Dickerson. the Electric club loses a valued and highly
esteemed ofiicer, a gentleman of great ability, scientitrc attainment and vast genera! information, and whose kindly
nature made him the friend of every one and every one his
friend, who had the pleasure of his acquaintance.
Resoh'fil, That this resolution be spread upon the mina copy of the same be suitably engrossed and forwarded to the family of the deceased, and
also that copies be furnished to the principal electrical and

utes of the club, and

scientific papers.

Resolvcil, That in the death of Miles W. Goodyear this
lost one of its most earnest, intelligent and popular co-workers: one who has ever labored enthusiastically
for the best interests of the club which he helped to organize.
found him ever faithful and true, and keenly and
deeply regret our loss.

board has

We

,

-

Resolved, That this resolution be spread upon the minutes of the club, and a copy of the same be suitably engrossed and forwarded to the family of the deceased, and
also that copies be furnished to the principal electrical and
scientific papers.

December
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The Beauties

of the Electric Light.

In an aitiile

"ICIcctricity

hold,"

011

.Siii/'iii'i-'s,

ill

A.

10.

the

in

Kemielly

Housesay.s

of

electric lights:

dued harmony.

Amoiij; the jjreatesl ^\hs that

electricity has

domestic life, is the incandescent
electric light.
There can be little doidit that,
when experience shall have ((iven confidence in
time shall have renits trustworthiness, while
dered its many o.\cellences f.-vniiliar, it will be
It neither consumes
adopted in all households.
nor pollutes the air in which it shines, whereas
the ordinary 16 candle power j;as burner vitiates
the atmosphere with its products of coiiibiistion

bestowed on

same extent

as the respiration of live perBesides, those products ultimately injure

to the
sons.

pictures on the walls, whose colors are almost .is
readily appreciated by incandescent
as by
day light; while opalescent globes of vuriecl
shade tone the brightness everywhere into sub-

The
tains,

posed

paintings

and ceilings continually ex-

As the gas-jet develops
much heat as the electric

to their inlluence.

some fifteen times as
lamp of equivalent power, the

latter

adds greatly

comfort of a house in warm weather. In
the nursery it is particularly welcome, for it requires no matches, cannot set fire to anything,
even if deliberately broken while lit. and elTectuallv checks the youthful tendency to e.xperito the

ment with

fire.

In addition to this, its complete amenabilto control and submission to all change
of position or equilibrium, render it everyadapted
to
the
admirably
purwhere
adornment.
Some
the
of
of
poses
ity

most charming effects

good

can

be

taste in the choice of centers

produced by
of

illumina-

together with appropriate surroundings. In
the parlor an illuminated painted vase, lighted
from within, mav vie in attractiveness with the

tion,

made

to give a

illuminaiinggardcMi founi'or this purpose
a chamber has to be

very beautiful effect

in

excavated beneath them, and ininiedialely under
a thick plate of glass is inserted, watertight.
An arc lamp (brects its light directly
through this plate into the column of water ris-

the

jet

ing vertically above it, and the enclosed air, together with the broken surfaces of the jet, scatters this light in all directions, thus giving the
li(|(iid the appearance
of being self-luminous.
'I'hc color of the illumination is varied by means

KIC

books,

electric light can also be

2.

SCN tXKCl'RIC LIGHT COMI'ANV

S

be liiirled |..
brated projectile of M.
distant inner surface of
ually the latter would b'
ening meteoric .icciimul
llilciK r, .'Hid

;ic

I

'

would weaken, aH
(luring

sifch

its

,

I-

ut

dv.

n-

tremeiidon

u)

HUlfered structural cl:cay, uiiiil
disruption wijiild ensue, followed in:
loss (il
conduction and
extinction

ni

.>

.

by
the

of

light.

fitting up a house with the electric light, a
consideration is rc<|uircd to obtain the
greatest convenience.
The switches by which
the lamps are turned on and off should usually
be placed just inside the door, where ihcy can
be reached on entering or leaving the apartIll

little

SWITCH-BOARD.

horizontally beneath the
glass plate in the roof of the vault. A very handsome display of this description was made at the
Paris exhiliition this year.
J\l a certain electrical pressure on the filament
the right quantity of electricity flows through it
to bring its temperature to the incandescent
At this pressure the
point of due candle power.
of tinted slides pa.s.sed

lamp

U'

five hunwill last probably two thousand
If our best
microscopes
dred working hours.
had a magnifying power perhaps ten thousand
times greater than that they now reach, and it
were possible to subject the glowing filament to
their examination, we might expect to find the
ultimate particles or molecules of carbon vibrating and colliding with an intensity that now baffles the imagination.
We can fancy that at the
surface of the lilament an occasional molecule,
projected outward with more than usual force,
would bound beyond the range of retractive in-

ment.
In the bedrooms, however, they should
be suspended from the ceiling in such a manner
as to be accessible on first entrj', over a bracket
by the door, and then movable to within eai>y
reach of the bedside; or, better still, there may
be two alternative switches one at the door
fa
and the other by the bedstead. O
let
well-designed installation is that ti
should be able to visit the entire l.u,.u.ui;. ..m-

—

.

mencing with the hall door, from attic to cellar
and back, without once being left in the dark,
or leaving lamps burning on any floor behind
him as he makes the journey. -V good plan,
that has been carried out in more than one instance, is to have a spare lamp in each room under
sole and direct control of the burglar-and-firealarm systems, in such a way that the forcing of
any window or any dangerous excess of temperature may not only ring the alarm, but also
light up the whole house.
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Electric Railway at Decatur, 111.
Citizens' Electric Street Railway company at Decatur, III, substituted electric motors
for horses in August last, and the road has since
The line is five
been in successful operation.
miles in length, of which 2,500 feet is double
On the double track 40 pound T rail is
track.

The

December

therein that he expected to show that in the
year 1873, the plaintiff's company was incorporated; that
1S78 or 1S79 it acquired, by contract, a license for the territory to use the Bell
telephone.
It had placed lines on all the streets
now used by the Mt. Auburn Electric Railway
The telephone company had obcompany.

28, iS

useless by the current from the road, were
called to the stand and testified to that effect,
and also to the fact that they had experienced

m

no trouble

talking until the starting of the
and also that at night after the
latter had ceased running the lines worked perfectly.
A' number of experts were put on the
stand, and the testimony for the plaintiff and
the cross-examination thereon
occupied five
days.
As there is a great mass of testimony to
be looked over, it will, in all probability, be
some time before an opinion is given.
in

electric railway,

Dynamo and Engine

for Marine

Work.

The

-

increasing demand for the electric light
on ship-board is calling forth a number of new
designs of a combination of engine and dyna-

The accompanying

mo.

cut,

reproduced from

Industries, illustrates a combined plant which
The engine is
possesses several novel features.

of the single cylinder vertical type.

mo

The dyna-

magnet machine manufactured
by King, Brown & Co. of Rosebank Iron Works,
Edinburgh. This type of combined plant has
is

a

single

been designed especially for use on board ship,
where the space is limited. The whole dynamo
rocks on a pin at the bottom, so that the belt
can be kept taut by a thrust spring arrangement
which is clearly shown in the cut. By this
means a dynamo can be easily driven by a very
short belt without any chance of slip, or of ex-

ELECTRIC RAU^WAY AT DECATUR,

and or one mile of single track the
Wharton girder rail is employed, the remainder
being laid with 25 and 30 pound T rail.
The overhead system has been used throughout, the main conductors being suspended from
cross wires from poles placed on each side of
used,

ILL.

tained its rights by grants from the state, and
all the council had to do was to regulate the mode
Last June when the railway company
of use.

cessive tightness of the belt, or of a loose or
flapping return.
The following are the particulars of a dynamo for 150 lamps:
Armature, Gramme wound, 9^ inches outside diameter, 5j;j[ inches inside; length over
end plates, 7 inches.
Field magnetSj wrought iron; circular section, 7
inch diameter; winding, 9;^ inches long; section

The maximum
the street of 125 feet apart.
gradient of the read is 5 per cent, with several
The cars
grades ranging inpm 5 to 3 per cent.
are eight in number, and are each equipped
with one 15-horse power Thomson-Houston motor.
They are in operation eighteen hours a
day, and make on an average about 105 miles
each.
The power station is a one-story brick building 40x80 feet and contains two 125-horse power
engines, two 80-horse power Thomson-Houston
generators and a switch-board with necessary
The boiler room is 30 feet x 40 feet,
and contains two loo-horse power boilers.
The car house is a two-story frame building
50x120 feet, having five tracks, two of which
have pits extending their entire length. These
pits, which are 3j4 feet
deep and have brick
sides and cement floors, are used when the moSince electricity
tors are oiled and cleaned.
has been adopted travel has increased 100 per
fittings.

cent.

Telephone Versus Electric Railway.
The arguments

&

in

the case

of

the Cincinnati

Suburban Telegraph and Telephone associa-

tion

against the

Railway were

Mt.

Auburn

concluded

Electric

on the

21st

Street
inst. at

'I'he hearing of the case was begun
before Judge Taft in the Supreme court on DeIt is an action of the telephone ascember 3d.
sociation against the railway company for an injunction restraining the railway company from
running its cars along the present route in the
manner in which they are non operated.
It is an attack against the single trolley system, which, as claimed by the telephone association, results injuriously to the operation of its
wires.
The single trolley system is at present in
use by the electric railway company.
The telephone company claims that the
double trolley system, like that of the Colerain
Avenue electric road, does not interfere with
the operation of the telephone lines, and were
this system used by the Mt. Auburn company
the trouble now existing with the telephones
would be obviated. In opening the case the
attorney for the plaintiff read his petition jiraying for an injunction against the further operalion of the Mt. Auburn electric railway under
its present single trolley system.
It was stated

Cincinnati.

KMilMi AND IIVNAWU
there commenced at once to be trouble upon the telephone
lines running near the route of the electric railMany of the tele|)h()ne company's subway.

began

to operate

scribers,

whose

the

lines

electric

road

were rendered practically

I'OR

MARINE WORK.

(cast iron), 7-va inches by 8 inches, or
59 square inches.
Commutator, 48 sections, 6 turns of copper
strip per section.
Armature, copper, 28S turns. 17 in. by .09 in.

of

yoke

I

December

on

2R,
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Sluuit cnils, 3,i2.t turns of No. iS I!.
e;u:li limb.
Scrie.'; coils, 21 turns on eacli limb.
Slmnt resisti'incc, 61 ohms; series, .or 3

;inii;itnrf,

Speed,

W.

(i.

ohm;

proposes lo excavate at the foot of the I'alls in
Ihe manner shown in the cut.
The cavity in to
be located so that tlie flow of water at that point
will be continuous and of suflicieiit oepth to carover all ice, etc., without strikinj; the devite.
The cavity or recess in the rock will l)c some
thirty feet wide by si.tty-tive feet hijfh in front,
by 115 feel, or of suHicient depth to accommory

.oCiS.

rcvolntions per miiinte.
lOlcclroinotive force, 100 volts at all loads.
h'nll enrrent, 50 amperes.
i,o.'o

armatnre is mounted on a four-arm j;nnmetal spider, keyed to the shaft. There are
'I'he

In this recess are
date the desired ni.ichinery.
prepared stone foundations, upon which arc se-

iM
sure to cngnKc or i\\*entiiKe the water wheel
with \hc falling water.
A »pccial form of gDVernor will vary the water pressure in the cylinder according as the loail on the wheel chanKck,
.A lonstant speed will in this way be maintaine<l.
A plan of the device is shijwii in Ki({. j.

Kansas City
A meeting

(A

was held

tricians

Electrical Society.
operators and elec-

telegraph
in

Kansas

(.'ity last

week, and

the preliminary steps taken towarri the formation
of an electrical society.
(Icncral iMaiiaKcr W.
W. Smith of the Miswjuri .V Kansas Telephone
company was chosen president, and the other

liililiiiii

officers clectc<l were:

H.

('.

Spra^uc,

vice-

first

lironson, second vicc-prciiidcnt;
!'.
.\. \V. Harron secretary, an<l
K. Holtzingcr,
treasurer,
(,'ommittecs on by-laws and constitution were appointed.
The society will start
out with at least 100 members.

president;

I'lC

3.

maci.sn's

i'i,.\n

I'liK

cm.

two brushes on each side of the commutator.

To

prevent sparkinj; at the brushes in the larger
machines, the fields are bored a little too
larjje, and the armature is mounted above the
center of the bore, so as to be nearer the top
than the bottom [lole corners.
This arrangement, it is claimed, works ailmirably.

Maelnn's Plan for Utilizing the Power of
Niagara Falls.
Some months ago the business men of HulTalo
offered a prize of $100,000 for the best device
for utilizing the current of the Niagara river.

/INt;

1

IIK

I'nWKK

ol--

NIA(:AK,\

I

(i. \V.

Alls

cured heavy iron trusses, designed to support
the entire machinery.
Upon the top of this
stationary iron truss frame is placed a traveling
frame on wheels, which carries the water wheel
and all the paraphernalia connected thereto, as
represented in the cut.
The machinery placed
upon this traveling frame will comprise an overshot water wheel, si.\ty feet in diameter, and
gearing arranged as shown.
'I'here are to be
placed upon the traveling frame eight large dynamos of 2,500-horse power each; four upon the
traveling frame, and four upon a suspension
frame directly underneath.
'I'hese are all to be
driven by bevel gears, with a friction clutch

St.

The

Louis Electric Light Plant

president of the

Si.

I.oiiis

lioard of Im-

provement and (Charles Sutter, who is erectinj;
the station which is to illuminate the city, had a
controversy last week as to the right of the
former to photograph the plant.
It
will be remembered that the plant will not be started on
according to the contract, but Mr.
January
Sutter has asked for an additional ninety days
in which to complete the work.
'I"hc following
is from a St. I.ouis paper:
"It seems one of the
board's employes went to the power house on
December 12 to take photographs and was ordered off by Mr. Shea, the foreman in charge.
On Wednesday, December 18, Mr.
1

liuchanan, a representative of the board,
the power house to take photographs, but was refused permission to

went to

dosobySupt.

Mr. .\yer slated

.-\yer.

he was willing to take any photographs
desired, but proposed to keep the negatives in his possession and under his
control. Col. Flad claimed that the city
had the right to inspect the works in
any manner it saw fit, and accordingly
notified the Sutter people not to interfere with the photographic inspector

when he called.
"The purpose
tailing the

of

Col. Flad

photographer for

in

this

de-

work

was to obtain for possible future use
data showing the exact stage 10 which
the construction of the power house
plant had been brought on this and various other dates.
This information
would be exceedingly useful if it should
ever be necessary for the city to seize
the electrical plant under a forfeiture.
As to the right of President Flad to
order photographs to be made, it rests,
on the declaration by the
contract that the city shall
have at all times access to the plant
for purposes of inspection. The resistance of Mr. Sutter's representatives at
the statement that
first was based on
many new appliances and many devices
in the interior arrangement that arc intended to promote the dispatch of the
actual operation of lighting the city,
and which are the exclusive property of
the electrical company, would, by means
of the l)oard's photographs, fall into the
hands, and be diverted to the use of
in his opinion,

lighting

companies.

rival

"A prominent

attorney, not idenwith either party to this discussion, gave it as his opinion yesterday,
on the presentation of an hypothetical
right to inspect, no
case, that the
matter how broadly the term might be
construed, does not cover the right to
make photographs of the things inspected.
gave its
However, the electrical company
President
Flad's
action
tacit
consent
to
yesterday, and the matter may be considered
tified

V^^£

.

MAC.IXN

Among

S

1'l.AX

KOR CTILIZISG THE fOWER OK NIAGARA KALLS.

the plans submitted were those of M.
Maginn, a mechanical engineer of Chicago. Mr.
Maginn's device while not strictly a current motor, was deemed worthy of a gold medal, which
was recently awarded to him by the Buffalo International Fair association.
The accompanying cuts illustrate the invenThe inventor's plan is
tion and its application.
to supply power in liufl'alo from Niagara Falls,
using electricity as the transmitting agent.
He

fi.\ed

upon the armature shaft of each dynamo so

that the machines may be stopped, or set in motion at any time without stopping the wheel.
Four of these dynamos only will be in use simultaneously, the others will be reserved for au.xThe body of the armature will
iliary purposes.
be made large in diameter, thus gaining the desired velocity at its circumference, and yet alThe
lowing the shaft to retain a slow motion.
traveling frame will be moved by hydraulic pres-

settled."

The

Silver Ilow Electric Ligh:

in

2.CVX)

Geo.

W.

coa^pooy of Bulte City.

incorpomed: capiu] stock. (100.000,
shares of $50 each; iocorporaton. E. t. Caiier

Montana, tus

l?cen

IrwiD,

md Cbas.

S.

Wureu.

;
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little motor installation was to be found
England. The fact is the installation was
made in Chicago, and was described in the
Western Electrician a few weeks ago. The
description was copied by our English contem-

that the
in

EVERY SATURDAY.

porary,

6 Lakeside Building.

CHICAGO.

-

-

and now the item returns

in a foreign
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The danger of unlighted streets is far greater
than that arising from very poorly constructed
electric

light

circuits.

The New York Sun

speaks to the point when it says: "From the
midst of the brilliantly lighted streets of Buffalo
our esteemed contemporary, the Courier, remarks as follows: "New York without a street
light below the Park is better than unsafe electric wires."
Not for more than a night or two.
There is more genuine danger to life in New
York when as dark as it was last night, than
there would have been with twice the number of
electric wires which have fallen during the last
cutting crusade.
It cannot be said either that
authorities

are

clear

of

responsibility for
this de-

plunging large portions of the town into

plorable condition of darkness.
There has been
quite as much humbug as wisdom about their
share in the proceedings."
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In this issue is presented the first installment
G. L. Addenbrooke's paper on "Electrical
Engineering in .\merica," which was read before
the London Institution of Electrical Engineers.
His criticism of American
ne construction is
severe, probably too severe.
His statement that
during his journey from San Francisco to New
York he scarcely could "recollect seeing one
ship-shape, neat and smart-looking pole," must
be a decided exaggeration.
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The Boston letter details an interesting experiment recently made to test the result of
crossing a telephone circuit with an arc light
wire.

A VEHV e.'chaustive paper read by Harris ].
Ryan at the last meeting of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, is presented in this
issue.
Mr. Ryan describes in detail a number
of interesting tests he made with a transformer.

In a recent interview President Weeks of the
National Electric Light association, stated that
he e.\pected that from 300 to 500 delegates
would be present at the Kansas City convention
representing over ,'jp3oo,ooo,ooo invested in elec
irical enterprises.

An interview to which Mayor Hart of Boston
submitted after his tour throughout the country,
in which he examined electric light
systems in
all the large cities, is presented elsewhere in this
issue.
He pays a high compliment to Chicago,
and says its system is almost without a fault.

In the report of Postmaster General Wanamaker, the recommendation was made that the
postal department be authorized to organize a
limited postal telegraph system.
Senator Cullom has introduced a bill to carry this sugges-

The bill authorizes the postmaster-general to contract for five years with
any existing telegraph company for the use of
its lines for the transmission of postal messages
between free delivery offices, the postmastergeneral having authority to determine between
tion into effect.

lines shall run.
The messages
are to be prepaid with stamps at rates to be fixed
by the postmaster-general, and are to be delivered by the letter carriers upon the first mail delivery after they are received, and at such other
times as the postmaster-general may direct. Before making a contract with any telegraph company the postmaster-general shall advertise for
proposals.
The contract shall require the tele-

what points the

graph company

furnish other wires in case
the lines leased shall become disabled through
storms or accidents.
This proposition of Senator Cullom is milder than the one he introduced
in the last Congress.
As its title explains, it is
for "a limited postal telegraph service."
to

for operating a triturator in a drugstore.
The
curious feature about this bit of news is that it
was cretlited to the I.ontlon F.lcclrical F.iii^iiwiT,

inference to be

drawn from reading

it

directed that "the defendant suffer the
punishment of death, to be inflicted by the application of electricity as provided by the Code
of Criminal Procedure of the State of New
York." In avoiding the mention of electricity
Justice Brady follows Judge Moore of Brooklyn,
who, in sentencing McElvaine, the burglar, directed that he be "put to

death by the agent or
said Sing Sing prison in the mode and
the manner prescribed by the statute of laws of
this state."

is

While American

dealers in rubber may feel
indorse generally the change of
government in Brazil from a monarchy to a republic, they are not prepared to approve all the
acts of the new officials.
According to dispatches the governor of the province of Para,
who is invested with almost dictatorial power
during the existing provisional government, has
imposed an export tax on rubber for the benefit
of a local rubber company.
This action has excited the exporters, and they have made a general protest.
It is said that the price of the
product will probably be increased, at least,
slightly after January ist, and those who use
rubber for insulating purposes may feel the
effect of it unless the governor is influenced by
the angry protests which are pouring in on him.

disposed to

The

reports of accidents

judgment of the prison warden to interpret the law of the state upon the subject.
A
writ of habeas corpus was obtained, and the

Jap was taken into court. The grcninds for the
objection to the warrant were argued, but the
jutlge upheld the mode of .sentencing the prisoner, and the writ was dismissed.
Judge Brady's
sentence differs from that inflicteif upon Keminler,
the liuffalo murderer, by Justice Childs,

in

New York

city

have afi'ected the projects of the electric light
companies in London. Sensational reports have
been cabled and last Sunday's London edition
of the -^t7-a/(/ made the absurd statement that
New York was to abandon electric lighting altogether. A correspondent of a daily paper cables
the following in

reference

to

the

fatalities in

New

York: "The subject has a great interest
here,
because London has just crossed the
threshold of electrical experiment.
For years
she has lagged unaccountably behind the rest of
the world.
But during the past autumn many
of her chief streets have been torn up, a great
deal of wire has been put underground, and the
service of new companies in the clubs, stores
and big buildings has now begun, though no
move has yet been made toward street illumination.
Thus far the service is extremely unsatisfactory, because the light is liable to go out altogether without the slightest warning, for a
quarter of an hour at a time; but no deaths
have ever been reported. This immunity is due
to the rigorous enforcement of the law compelling every wire to be cased and buried at the
outset.
But even with these precautions the
scare in New York is certain to create considerable prejudice here against the new light."

Archbishop Corrigan of New York made a
singular request of the clergymen in his diocese
last week.
He asked them to refrain from using electric lights in church edifices for th6 present at least.
The request was so unusual that
caused no little comment in New York.
It
at first supposed that the archbishop's objection to the use of the electric current was the
it

was

result of the accidents

In New York last week a Japanese sailor was
sentenced to death under the electrical execution law.
Before sentence was pronounced the
prisoner's counsel objected to the passage of
sentence on the ground that the infliction of
death by electricity is "cruel, inhuman and unusual punishment," and therefore unconstitutional.
Judge Brady overruled the motion, and
sentenced the prisoner in these words: "The
sentence of this court is that you be executed
according to law upon some day during the
week commencing Feb. 3, 1S90." The counsel
for the condemned man claimed that the death
warrant was illegal, because it failed to specify the
manner and form of the sentence or by whom it
was to be executed, and that it was merely left
to the

correspondence of a New N'ork
electrical contemporary was of unusual interest
One item which excited particular
last week.
interest related to the use of an electric motor
Till. I.tjiulon

The

who

of

-Associate Editors.

-
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warden of
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December

from the wires

in

New

York, but a Catholic authority said the reason

was entirely different.
"Electric lighting in
Catholic churches" he said, "has been under
consideration by the Sacred College of the Propin Rome for some time.
It was referred to the Propaganda by an American bishop
since electric lighting in houses and buildings
has come into vogue.
The fact is the College
of the Propaganda is considering the question
in all its phases, and not the least important
among these are the ecclesiastic and religious
ones.
The college is considering whether or
not electric lights are proper to be introduced in
the churches, apart from the question of safety.
Electricity, as yet, is something that nobody
knows anything about. Its real character is undetermined.
Whether or not this agent that
kills people should be allowed in the churches is
a grave question."
Of course a layman cannot
understand the reasons which may influence the
authorities in dealing with a church question,
l)ut it is diflicult to see on the surface, when electric light and other illuminants are
under consideration, how any decision can be reached except one in favor of the former.

aganda
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corresponding; ijllfcrcni vuttnt for the pri
priiniry current, nnrl »rroiMlarv r. m. f.,
thomiiclvc« and the position ni the arnm-

lop at the

(.a»€ a« «liown
McIuIIk
the iiit^c (« rnotlc tiy tncank 'i1
Inch In lilametcf
Thi« wlrr k re
.'-.ilred form t»y uii
wupnllrd by mn-

f..

The a)»[):iiiitiis hy nicnnn of wltirh olcflrlcal cncri;)' of
nnc furni may he trnnsforiucit t(i ihnt of nny olhor form,
few cnjjiticcrs fail lo apprccinlt*
So ^rcal have hecn the anticipated iio^sibllltics offered
the riioilerii tranHfonner of atlcriiatc
l>y the application of
current energy that in most casus in our country especially
has the transfortni-r loiind iinniediate appli<'ation, with lull
Much exlittle thou^^ht or stuily of its exact peiforniance.
perimental worlv lias been lione by trial methods to the end
that our nianufaclurers are able to supply transformers that
answer for such that is desired practically with a commerhe made higher than is probably
cial elliciency that can
possible by any other trans'ormer of energy.
In electrical enj^ineerinjj, as well as other branches of
euK'neerin^ for the broad application of one method or another, it is always of the highest importance that the cause
and extent of every effect isihorounhly understood with regard to the mutual action and interaction of all forces ami
materials in relation to themselves, or to energy of one form
or another.
It was with a view of obtaining, so. far as possible, a
dear understanding of all phenomena that take place in
the commercial transformer, that the work priMlucinjj the
results here set forth was undertaken.
It has
not been
possible at this time to prepare n paper as complete as has
been desired, and we ttust that in the near future wc may
add more data to that winch is here presented.
In the outstart of this paper it should be said that the
results of the experiments that are here presented were
wrought out jointly by Krnest Merritt, of the Department
of Physics, Cornell University, and the writer
What we
had in mind in the work was an accurate determination of
the eii-acl performance of the commercial transformer,
whereby one should be able to derive results and data that
should enable aU phases of the performance of the trans-

formers to be understood clearly, and that should show the
requisite principle of proper design.
It may be well to

lurc.
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U

n iirinm of linrd rubber bearing a pro|{, that on im upper «tldr li TiTrd to a
(hdl cdt(c.
Thli cdi;r Ih taken an n fixed p<iint on the armature.
An arm. V D. it arranged to rotate ab-)nt 1> an a
center, a point that ih in line with the axin of roLitiun of
the armature.
A Hcnd-rircular board of hanl wood, at
tached rigidly to the dynamo frame, ncrvcu both a<i a support for this arm and a circumferential »cale whereby the
position of the arm may be shown relatively to the machine.
The arm was made of brass and given the form shown tn
the figure.
It was bent into a \J shape at the top, so an to
pinch the lK>ard, and thus remain fixert In any position ilcsired.
At the top of this arm is mounted a bar of hard
rubber projecting toward the dynamo parallel to the armature axis.
On its under side, fastened at Ci, is a bras^
strip, a tongue, 11 A, of spring brass is attached ai the end
and at right angles to the brass strip, II t«, a*t shown.
The position of this part of the apparatus is carefully adjusted so that the point about which the arm rotates is in
line with the axis of rotation of the armaiureand the sharply upward curved end of the tongue, 1 1 A, just over the edge
of the brass strip at H.
Then when the armature is rotated
the strip, lit;, may be sprung inward radially by turning
the thumb-screw, N, until the tip of the tongue. A, is heard
to just lightly touch the ed;;e at II as it passes.
The arm
may then be adjusted by hand so that the tongue will touch
the (ixcd edge on the armature :it any de^ircd phase
of the primary e. m. f., primary current, or secondary c. m. f. and current.
(.'o-axial
with the armature a small brass rod is
mounted on the bar of
hard rubber. It \..
It
is
connected metallically to B
by means of a wire.
At
on the framework supporting
the semi-circular board, etc., is mounte<l another piece of
hard rubber, insulating and supporting the thin metallic
strip. I* C, that bears against the above brass rod.
G and
T then arc the terminals of this commntating apparatus.
In
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lop

thu^ pictriittrd U linked into
hook
of the cteetromctcr caw and ihe olhcf
end into
•mall ring formed by a
twtM oi the
aluminum wire that turroundk the mirror, C. The
electrometer cawr it
drcular, and *y-needle
and 'piadrants are arrantfet] %o lh.'i'
tot
is at the center of the *ane, and li,n|«
1k:1ow it.
About the cane an it._
_ ;:,. \%
wound a coil, It U, of rather line invulalcd copper wire.
The magnetized mirror and this coll then, when the latter
is
in the magnetic meridian,
constitute an arranjcemctit
similar
to
that
of
a
tangent galvanomeKr.
In the electrometer, the needle, cane and one set of
quadrants are connected tr^elher, ard form one termirul
and rhe other -.ct of <|uadranis, being connected lugether.
form the other Icrniiiial of the instrument, in the rnanT>cr
set forth in the diagram.
Thus then, when the elcclromctcr terminals arc subjected to a differenrr of po*entU1,
the needle is acted upon by a couple bron:
the
electrostatic forces and is drflectett Uof
equilibrium.
Then as is shown in Hg. i
a
gravity celt in circuit with asuiiablcrhcmiai i^ •<nt liucrugh
the coil on the electrometer in such a direction that the
needle is brought toward its zero position by the action of
the coil, carrying the current, on the magneti/ed mirror.
The current is then further adjusted ftl! thr nredlc
stands bdanccd at zero under the m
of
the electrostatic and the eleclro-magneli<
der
such circumstances then, the difference of
portional to the squ-^rc root of the current.
If we can. as was the case when the meKSurcmenU here

the
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1.

state briefly the general method we employed.
A single
ten-light transformer that had been made and supplied for
commercial purposes for incandescent lighting, with i.oco
volts in the primary and fifty volts in the secondary, was
selected as a sample for investigation.
It probably represented fairly well the average commercial performance of
transformers, and might therefore be said to embody, :o a
certain e.vtent, at least, proportions that have pioven by
experience and experiment to be best for the particular

purpose for which it is supplied.
This transformer was operated under the same impressed
m. f. supplied from the electric lighting plant in which
it had been used for
supplying incandescent lamps com
mercially
It was operated with
its secondary open
and
the same closed through one lamp, five lamps, and ten
lamps, ami under the several conditions the exact instantaneous values of the ever-varying primary impressed e. m.
f., primary current, and
the e. m. f. at the terminals
Again, under these
of the secondary were observed.
several conditions,
square roots of the
mean
the
squares
the secondary
of the above values and of
Then, with these obcurrent were
also observed.
details of
servations,
the dimensions and
the
the
construction of the transformer many of the facts and performances tliai the engineer is concerned with are brought
e.

to light.

things to be considered are the electrical
measurements, and how they were made. A point on the
armature of an alternator always passes a fixed point in its
circumference at a time corres[>onding to a definite value of
the varying e m. f. and current alike, with regard to
these quantities in the primary feeders, transformer,
primary or secondary, etc., so Icng as the conditions reraaiif constant.
In our experiments we were only concerned with the values of the e m. f. impressed at the ter
minals of the primary, the primary current and the secondary e. m. f., then by changing the position of the lixed
point relative to the machine, the rotating point of reftrence in the armature would pass the new position of the

Naturally the

first

(Read before the .\iiierican hisiituic of Ekclrical Eo^inccrs,
York, Dec. 17, 1SS9.

New

IT
FlQJi.

In rig. 2 E K is a non-inductive resistance in series
with the primary of Ihe transformer which is at work.
At
A is the apparatus described in Fig. i. and E is an electrometer reading through a wide range.
The terminals of the non-inductive resistance and those
of the electrometer are connected together through the
comraulating apparatus at .'\.
Then it must be evident
to all that the electrometer will become charged with a difference of potential equal to that existing between the terminals of the non-inductive resistance at the instant that
the ti.xed edge on the armature passes the tip of the tongue
in the apparatus at A.
Hy reading the indications of the
electrometer, therefore, and knowing the value of the noninductive resistance E K, the value of the primary current
corresponding to the particular phase due to the position of
the arm in the apparatus at A become^ known.
In a similar manner the primary and
secondary e. m. f. are observed by changing the connections accordingly at
Ci-d^
(-'.*.
Then the arm is rotated to another position, corresponding to a different phase, and the corresponding
values of e. m fs. and current again observed as before.
In this manner we proceed at c<]ual intervals, sulhctently
near, so that a curve may be determined hy the values
thus observed at the several intervals such that the values
of the e. m. fs. or currents shall be accurately known at ail
times throughout a complete period.

C

A

few words with regard to the electrometer at E are
not out of place here.
It is
the form that the writer devised especially for this and simitar purposes.
The essential features for an electrometer for these purposes arc
that it shall have the widest possib'c range through which it
wilt read with accuracy. Its indications must l»c unvaried by
ihe absolute potential to wkich it is subjected as a whole.
Its law must be perfectly definite, and it is also desirable
that its constant be unchangineIt con3 illustrates this instiument in diagram.
sists esstniially of a cytindiical electrometer neidle and quadrants, E 1>.
To the upper side of the eleclrometcr needle
magnetized steel mirror that acts as a magnet
is attached
and as a mirror for observing the position of the same- The
needle is hung by a single silk liber. II, from a book in the
I'ig.

-".

1

-^

*.».

presented were made, consider the

e.

m. of our

f.

cell

coo-

stint, the differeace of potential is likewise proportiofial to
the square root of the redprocal to the total rcststaocc in
circuit with the celt,
rarallcl readings, taken with a stand-

ard voltmeter throughout a range varying from \ to boo
volts gave identical results showing no deriattoo from the
above law. and an unvarying constant. On accoont cf ibc
metallic cose and its connection to the rest of the apparatus, the indications of the electrometer are. 30 far as could
be observed entirely independent of the ab^lutc potential
to which it is subjected as a whole.
lo Kig. 2. wbco cootact was made at A and the electrometer chargeil to the
potential difference to which its lerminaJs were tbco objected it was found that rnnsiderable of the charge was
dissipated by lea'
^ the course of a revolution ol
the armature, no n
^xl the insulaiion of ifce apparatus was.
A
-tarad :r,j c -. f'.:.s<r was
- :then placed in multipx .*rc wich the
trometerat C.
Then after a few re.
ature the condenser became char;;e.l
difference of pottntiai existing; at the
trometer D. B, as shown in Vv^. 3.

-c
^c

.

on the armature passed the
at A.
L'nder

thcc

lip

of the

-.:v;c

:

•-'n

c'roiiTi-^.m rs :hc ic^i.»^-c CTi; o..

:rc

utc! was

entirely un

condenser
turc to

arm

c
.

max^

.,,,--

iac
electrometer would gtre accurate readiii;gs ol the priinary
V
<-•;
and sccondarj* e
f
and p-imtfT
t^! cocrcspoodiDg
to the connccii'^
the po^i'ma^
A
the arm at .\.
e mean s^foare
of any of the^e \.<
e read from tbc
electrometer by s-^
toe apparatus al A and
cutting out the
For tbc purpo»«o# obtaining the curve - ..... V ..J c m. f. and tbc 1 lEean"*
,

-. ..t ^

..»vl,,

m

•

of the same, twenty-two 5i3-vt>It
across the primary crrvuit. The

%

lamps were put in scries
<*>* impressed
mean-

^

m. f. in the primary was then obtained by reading l/f
means of the clectrociieEer with tbe condenser cnt oat and
the commutating apparatus short -circuited,' tbc t
c.
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G\ G", G'*, G*, represent in Fig, 2, the various terminals
conveniently arranged on a switch-board for ready adjustment for any desired set of connections. The adjustable
resistance at I consisted of a plug resistance box enabling
one to get any number of ohms in circuit from 100,000
down
It was very conveniently arranged, but a suitable
slide rheostat and a damped magnet on the electrometer
needle would have facilitated greatly the rapidity with
which observations could be taken. The mode of procedure was to set the brush at some suitable point of starting

existing between each set of two
eleven readings were obtained, the
sum of which was the total impreEsed e. m. f. This served
as a calibration of the non-inductive resistance formed by
At the same time that these observations were
the lamps.
difference

lamps.

of

In

potential

this

way

made, two lamps were determined upon to be used in all
The above
subsequent observalions on the total e. m. f.
observations served then as a calibration for the indications
For the constant obof the two lamps thus to be used.
tained by the ratio of the above total e m. f. to the e. m. f.

'J

in 11

13. ]_3

14

.35

December

circuit and working on one lamp, five lamps, and ten lamps
were made and have been plotted in Figs. 5. 6, 7 and 8.
the corresponding curves located by them, drawn in by the

scales designated.

SECONDARY ON OPEN CIRCUIT.
[See Fig.

Brush
Reading.
21

Primary

20

855

'9
IS

1,250
1,420
1,330

17
16
15
14
13
12
II

-if- 1,

ing to a particular phase of the impressed primary e. m. f,
when the same had been observed with regard to the two
hmps in the group thus set apart. In this way we avoided
the direct measurements of the total impressed e, m. f.
Two 50-volt lamps E and F, were placed in series with
the primary for a non-inductive resistance, and as previously stated the \' mean- ^"^ ^^^ values corresponding

5-5
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62.7-

07

63^4
70.7
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.19

615.
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.21

46.0
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.08
.04

32^3
57.S

1,025

•'4
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1,030

•147

53^5

Observed
A-.

\

of these lamps taken at the same time always served to deduct the total \ ^ean- or any particular value correspond-

F,

.20
•

751
I,2IO
1.390
1,410
I,IO0

7

Secondary

E M.

900
45

9
S

5.]

Current.

E. ^^. F.
119

10

Fia.

28, 18

out, then corresponding to this point readings of the instantaneous values of primary e. m. f, were made.
Then
lamps were turned on in the secondary, the ammeter in
that circuit was also read.
The brush was then moved
forward to a new position, and the above readings repeated.
This was continued until we had gone over a complete period of two alternations, then the |''*niean- readings of the

mean-

Calculated

from curves
i''mean-

SECONDARY CLOSED TIIKOUGH ONE LAMP.
[See Fig. 6.]

Brush
Reading.

primary and secondary e. m. f.'s and primary current were
made. To do this required a period of time covering

Primary
E.

28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20

M.

Current.

F.
31.4
I5^3
45^2
67.6
7i^7

.225
.125
.048
.179
•215
.235

1,300
1,403
1,300

S20
132
835

19
18
17
16
15
14

Secondary

E M.

F.

605
330
917

67^

239

I

1,238
1,420
1,363
i,o;6

•215
.238

170
793

•215
.048

43-8
4^7
3^9
6T.5
71.7
68.4
52.7
9^7
35^6

1,053

.196

52^3

1,021

.190

51-4

•

.185
.000

151

246

.

Observed
i^meanCalculated
from curves

fmean-

Mean

of

ammeter

readings, 1.26

SECONDARY CLOSED THROUGH FIVE LAMPS.
[See Fig- 7.]

FIG.

EIG.5.
any particular phase of the fall of potential through
these lamps were observed.
This gave a measure of the
V mean- ^'^ ^"Y particular value corresponding to a particto

the primary current, when the resistance of
these lamps was known at the temperature to which they
were brought by the current.
curve of resistances corresponding to the range of currents through which we used
these lamps was determined carefully by Mr. Merritt at
the Cornell Magnetic Observatory.
ular phase of

A

Brush
Primary
Readings.
E. M. F.
29
956

6.

usually not more than two and one half hours.
Careful
observations were made which showed that the insertion of
one, two or three lamps in the primary circuit did not perceptibly ihangc the relation of the primary e. m. f, and
current and secondary e. m. f.
The indications of the ammeter gave data for correcting for variations of the speed of
the dynamo that throughout was not great.
The following data should be given with regard to the
transformer that was used by us:

28
27
26
25

Current.

E M.

723
1,194
1,447
1,350
1,103

•

•

20

•

304

.000
.318
.464

1,110
1,383
1,429
I,22S

19
iS
17
16
14-7

495
4S3

.453

293
560

21

F.
40.3
10.4
28.9
54^8
69.1
67.2
57^6
21.5
19.8
48.8

•449
.250
.000
.356

41

24
23
22

Secondary

6.';.7

5'i

567
5S5

.030

70.0
60.3
24.0
23^4

1,050

•390

5I-0

1,036

383

50.6

.500

374

Observed

VmeanCalculated
from curves
i^Tiean-

Mean ammeter

reading, 5 .83.

SECONDARY CLOSED THKOUGH TEN LANPS.
[See Fig. 8.]

Brush
Reading.

Primary
E.

21

In scries with the secondary circuit was placed a gravity
ammeter containing a few small turns, and correct in its
adjustment; it indicated Ihc \ mean- i'l ihe same way that
an clcctro-dynamomctcr would have done. Observing the
various values of the secondary c. m. f. required no special
arranjiemunt,
this was done directly in all cases.
Since
the secondary was always at work on a circuit possessing
almost no inductance no determinations of the curve of

—

secondary current made for it would be found to be so
nearly In unison with the secondary e. m. f. nnd possess all

same 'i"hc v meanvalue was always known from the indications of the
ammeter. As a load for the transformer ten i6-candle
power 50 volt lamps were provided that could be turned on
and off as desired, and they were at an average distance
from the transformer not more than five feet.

the characteristic variations of the
yf

its

FIG.

7.

No. of turns
No. of turns

8.
.

M.

F.

1.237

,378

795

17

1,300

.821

Ifi

924
63
69S

.700
.340
.1S8

587
.Sio
S44

9

1,133
1,370
I,.343
1,073
323

s

590

7

1,117

•479
.000
53S

1,040

fi3i

49^3

1,020

634

49 3

10

Observed

can be obtained.

VmeanCalculated
from curves
1

E

'9
iS

Fig. 4 is furnished with a scale to which it was drawn so
that from it any details as to dimensions of the transformer

The iron disks of the magnetic circuit of the transformer
were made one-half millimeter in thickness, and its surface
merely oxydized so that no special insulating material was
provided between the laminations.
The total volume of
laminated iron used in the transformer was 2,050 cu. cms.
The mean cioss section of the magnetic circuit was 63.
sq. cms., and the mean length of the magnetic circuit 30.8,
cms.
The following observations with the secondary on open

Secondary

.242
.276
.642

n

.

Current.

826

14
13
12

primary coil.
.675.
in the secondary coil. .. 35.
Resistance of the primary
21.8 ohms.
Resistance of the secondary
04 ohm.
in the

F.
38

20

15

FIG.

M.
1

771

5^2

29.7
53^5
64.0
64.3
51.

15.0
23.7
49.0
63.7
66.0
26.5
26.5
17.0
42.S

mean-

Mean ammeter

reading, ic^g.

In Fig. (J are plotted curves deduced from the foregoing
observations that show clearly the rate at which energy is
given to the transformer, or that the transformer restores
to the circuit at ail points of a complete alternation for the

y

.
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iiiuler which the trunsforrnt-i wan upccurves Ihcinsi-lvcs sliow so cduiirly ihis partic
pt-rfortnancc of the traiisft inner that nothing nceii be said ahmit ihem, except to j^ive the pciceiila^;cs
of the work ^jiveii to llie transformer thai is restored to the
ciicuit by il under the several forej^oInK condllionH: Ojien
circuit, 6,8^; one lamp, 3.ijft; live Inmns, .i}<i^; icn lumpH,

st'vcial

condilloiis

rated.

The

part of

iilar

tlie

The above observations and data arc ample wlierewith
to conipiUe tiie various losses of enerj;y that lake plaec in
the transformer under the several loads and under no load,
anti tlie dcduelion of the forrespondinji elVieieneies. These
values have been eomputed and are ^dvcn in the followint;
table.

Proper eorrcetions have been applied for thr Iwo lamps
primary of tlie transformer.

in series with the

IleatinK

lOM.

1

SrcamJHry K M. F.*
(Prlnmiy i.ojo.)

bS
g^

^3
g«

C

One

liimp

Kivc

T«n

opi-n,. .,5a. J

do

i

.59-3'5?'
50

Imiiiin
tiiriipH

H
>*

4'

o B^.&jt

3S15

column

5;

«,rt

fr.
,3 2

•»

— •'

*.•?

S-9

.«'"

300.9 77 5S

_j88.6

1

--'

0.0

^t 3

i7-S\f>oj.<l

Tlui

-g

W

fZ

y6,

"2;?

'c

iS'^

ft,

Secondary

a

-

2i

a.fi

gfi.t

(15,7

11.4

94-8
87.7

<>3-9

o-y

8a.

607

83

1

I

;i

3

>

J

87

nnt been rorrrrlfd for tho
vrtJiic'H Kivcii In thin
two )mniw in ncrlcH with llir prinuiry fur llir first llircr uuiultlionn
Witli ten Innipx, wtirre
nnti ihv one lain)) tliat wiiH umuI fur tlic luHt.
one liirnp wiis iincci in the priniiiry, tliis corrccliun iiinounlN to im inOnopcn tirciiil luid one lamp
crenHc of tl)o nt'condiiry e, ni. f. of -v^.
Wbi-n thin Lorrcction
it i<i nc>:li|tililc and ^^ uiercatic for avc lanipH.
is uppilttd llir drop of * 5 volt* ol)lnincd In what wn» oliicrvcd by diliiive

.

rect nicnsurcmrni

nn

tlie

secondary

In Kiv;. to these values have been plotted to scale there
indicated, and the respective curves that they determine
have been drawn so that one can plainly see the exact performance of the transformer under all loads.
It is interesting to note that this transformer ini^ht be

3.17

periments, in which h)'steresis and l-omaiiit rtnu-tit liis«ws
proilucing a common hiss were ih-lermiiie*!, were pcrfortnnl
by cycles of inugneti/ation produced by rotation In which
the degree of magncti/alion <J|4| not vary in ainoiinl but
ilirection, and cannot be said to throw light on the correctness of Mr. Swinburne's asMimption.
Some, commenting
on this paper, have used Mr. Moitlcy'l rciultK as evidence
that these assumptions arc wrong.
Ity
knowledge tliL'n of the miignctie proprrtlrs of the
iron with vvhicli a given ttansformcr Is in Im: budi, and the
melhods made use of by Mr. Swiidnniie, itn citicieney it
somelhin^ tliat can be correctly predetermined.
The inipoiinmc of m;ikirg a translornicr produce lite
same e. m. I. at tin- terminals of the secondary under (ill
loads, asserts itself whi-n it is used for incandescent ll((htIn the transformer under consideration, from the raing.
tios of the primary and secondary ttnns. the e. rn. f, that
they produced, and the variations of mnvcneti/atioit that
bail
to lake plate through the primary in order that the
same sliould produce nn e. m. f. c()nat and opposite to that
of the primary impressed e. m. f., the magneli/ation t>ti»duced through the sccoinlary and the magncli/ation *e! up
about tlu- primary in its own air >pacc, are determined. In
the present transformer this "leakage" of magnetism
amount eil to about i.'j;/. When the tiansfniiner wt^rks on
full li'ad .\.^ limes as much current parses ihrcugh the primary and the "leakage" of the primary in lis own space
is 4.5 limes as nuich as on open
circuit and becomes 5..!^.
This value, together with the small drop due to the actual
resistance of the transformer coils, accounts for the fall of
3.5 volts that was observed by turning on all of the (en
lamps.
Attention tniglit be called to a similar "leakage" in magnetism that lakes place in the secondary circuit. It is plainly
brought out in Fig. H, by the lag of the secondary c. m. f.
This magnetic "leakage" producing a self-induction is proportional to the secondary current.
The rale of change of
this t|uantity tlien
is
proporlicnal to the c. m. f. that it
.'I

Eloctrlcal EnKlnoerlng In Amorlca.'
l'.\ki

nV

The

taut cijfhlecn

I

AliUKMIKOOkK.
monthi or two vear< In AntfH<^, have
(.,

U.

been mtich more chara
progrc** with alreitdy
than by a nMmhT of
•M-cnis to
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tion

fif
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ituyitjtiu^

I'll

cniton* than

elcilxrr.ltll);

on

anil

Ihc evolU'

..

The leaduig
well known to

machine* and apiMifaiiu arc all
you, and have been
fully iit%rt\\»et\ and
uf

lyjic^

illu4lratcd that to enter

m

.

r

-

..

,

,^^

would only It

to iravct
'-«c
to devtJie my%clf this caction, and internal wotk. .uil 'J.l appiicitioii u[ t. .•,,,1.,
to tramway and other induttrial pur|K7vr^
1 inully
I
pro*
p«>sc to tnake a few remarks on the tone, [>"'<'
.1
jirn*
of American cicclricnl engineers, and ih'.
-

•

My

inlcrcfttcd

with them

in

advancing the ap;*

trleity.

My

America was nol quite of Ihe ordinary charAuktraiia. and
consequently had to traverse the whole breadth of ihe ctnX'
tinent l>eforc reaching the t>ctter known towns 00 the
I'.aslern coast.
was thus able to make a gcr»eral. if "rapid, survey of what is going on in the far West and in towns
remote from the manufacturing and cnginecrirg f enlen,
as well as in .New Vork and some of the larger cities.
to

visit

acter, as

I

came through on my way from

I

OVKkMKAIt WORK.
Throughout the continent, from shore i"
thing that forces itself on the observer is
arc lighting.
Hardly any what we call nr
'

lage outside the

..»in

fi
vil-

region appears to be wtthout its aic
lamps.
Arc lamps when used for public lighting, arc tun*
ally fixed on poles from 3o feet to 40 feet high, according
oil
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same cause.
was thought of much

to the

interest to see what amount of
It
hysteresis should be indicated by carrying the transformer
same
cycle
of magneti/aiion that it went
the
slowly through
at the rateof 13S cycles per second when at work on the cir-

seconda-y open. Accordingly by Kwing's
for the purpose by l/>r. Sumpner, Mr. MerWe reritt determined the inner curve shown in Fig. 10.
gret greatly not to have had time for a careful redetermination of this inner curve, and carry the magnetization to
the same maximum that was done in the transformer when
on the circuit. The agreement between the cards would
have been more marked even than in Fig. 10.
The assumption made by Mr. Swinburne in his remarkable and valuable paper on the "Design of Transformers" (Proceedings of the British Association. 1SS9)
would therefore be fully substantiated. Mr. Mordey's exwith

its

method modified

300.

JOO.

TiJO.

Watts

in

500.

000.

Stx-ondary

FIG.

0.

its

were present the dotted curve would have a compontnt at
This would produce a
a quarter of a jicrlod in advance.
From the position of the
negative lag in the dotted cur\ e.
actual primary current it is plainly seen that but a very
small component of the above nature is possible, and that
the energy that is wasted by eddy currents must therefore
be small. The radical departure of tlie primary exciting
current from the approximate sinuous variation of the primary impressed e. m. f. is plainly brought out to be due to
hysteresis.
From the preceding consideration it is also evident that almost the entire advance of the exciting current
and therefore the corresponding dissipation of energy is due

cuit

IW.

,^"^1

rated capacity and the heating of the
coils would still be less than that of iron, although the heat
produced by the iron grows less as the load comes on.
Likewise, that its elTicicncy would not yet have reached its
maximum, and tiuit it would have a value of y2'.. In Fig.
10 the outer ctnve represents the relations between the
magnetizing current in the primary and the degree of magThe values
netization for all points of a complete cycle.
locating the curve expressing this relation were readily deduced from the observations made when the transformer
was working on open circuit. In Fig. 5 the dotted curve
represents the curve of primary current that would be found
should FoucauU currents be known to be absent, and the
relation of ampere-turns and magnetization be the same
going up as coming down. Then if Foucault currents

loaded to twice

too
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This e. m. f. is therefore a quarter of a period
behind the secondary current and results in producing a
small lag in primary and secondary currents and secondary
e. m. f.
produces.

Finally there is a curious behavior of this transformer
This is the considerable
that remains to be accounted for.
decrease in the losi by hysteresis as the tr.ansformer is loaded down, that is not to be accounted for byriseof temperature or the falling ofT of the magnetization due to the increased "leakage" about the prim.ary in it own air space.
The following reason suggested itself to the writer, why
this shoulii take place:

Mechanical shock has been shown to greatly reduce loss
by hysteresis when iron is passed through-cycles of magSince the currents are at all times opposite
netization.
each other in the two coils of a transformer, strong repulsion occurs when these currents ate at a maximum, ana no
So il folforce is exerted when they pass through zero.
lows that they continually keep thrusting each other apart
when at work, and add io the disturbance of the laminated iron that already exists on account of its changing
magnetization.
This ir.crcasing of the mechanical vibration of the iron may ihercfoie account for the above-mentioned phenomenon.
On oiien circuit the maximum magnetization of the iron
per sq. cm. was 3,650 C. G. S.
Loss by hysteresis per cycle per cu. cm. neglecting Foucault currents .046 watts at 13S alternations per second
Coercive force per centimeter of the iron 2.7O C. G. S.
In conclusion, the writer would say that the Jala here
given show for themselves so clearly the advisability of

providing some practical means for breaking the primary
circuit of the transformer when not in use, that the strong
advice of Mr. Swinburne in concluding his paper need not
be repealed.

The Sawyer-Man company has just increased its boiler
capacity to 1,500 horse power, having added three boilers
.\ hydraulic elevator carries the
of 250 horse power each.
coal to the top 01 the building, where 2.000 tons of coal
The new arrangement involves an outlay
can be stoted.
Through the increased facilities the
of over $19,000.
company will shortly be able to catch up with its orders.

!!.

to the caprice of the parlies interested in their ereclion;
they are slung from the corners of intersecting streets,

or
in

which case they usually hang low down: or the toirer ly*icm is adopted. When posts arc oscd. they are of roogh
pine, never painted, often out of ihe straight. ar>d warped
If the lamps are fixed, iron spikes are usually
or bent.
driven at intervals on each side of the pole, starting aboot
S feet from the ground, and forming a son of Ladder by
I>uring roy whole joamey from
which to reach the lamp.
San Francisco to New York. I can hardly recolleet seeing
one ship-shape, neat, and smart-looking poit. wbe^ber for
carrying arc lamps or for any other electrical purpose.
Kverything h.is a temporary' and expedient look aboot it
Creosotii^ does
which is very otTcnsivc to F.nglish eyes.
not seem to be practiced, and the only protccttoo applied
10 the polc5 which I saw ao>-where. cooststed of boards
fixed round the base and reaching about six feet high: bat
I think,
only applied to large poles
The lamps themcarr)-ing circuits or telephone wires.
always
entirely
without
ornamentation. aikI are
are
selves

this protection was.

If the globes are
usually vcr>- roughly fixed on ihc poles
not clear glass ihey are usually only lightly frosted. »o that
all
its
nakedness.
When
the light glares in one's eyes in
the lamps are hung over the center of intersecting strcrls.
four wires are brought down from the comer of netghbor*
ing houses, the lamp hangs fri>m thr center, and i* lowered
'cs from which
and raised by a pulley and c> '
c^ioon abovt io
the lamp hangs, the cord an*!
nd Icofc. as we
accordance with the chapter
I he only relief to
should think, both slipshod anj .;a:.Jy.
These towthis stale of things is afforded by the towers.
ers arc usually erected at the intersection of slieels. with
Tber
ihe four legs at the four angles of the paremcnl.
Taperiog
are constructed of excee\lingiy light ir.^nwnrk
.:e.
gracefully upward to a great heigh:
«,
neat and not uninteresting looking
'or
and ccrtainlv form verr dctinile Ian:arc lamps hung round the t(>p of one oi ihoe :o»c.'i >r.«d a
area
bouses
nol
over
great
where
the
are
a
suttictcnt light
-..-- -r-i,h:r*W""" T-.c -.,-.- .-.- ^•-' •• .-.1
high.
'

:

.

can be em
towns anii
iKcAd before
1SS9.
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^he object is to make dirkoess generally visible, if I may
so express it, than to provide bright illumination in wellBy using the tower method one's eyes are
defined places.
not dazzled by the brightness of the light, which is so much
In my own case, I
the case with lamps at a low level.
used sometimes at night to get quite an irritated feeling
when walking aboat, if at all tired, from the incessant
glaring in one's eyes of naked arc lamps, and the impossiI mentioned
this effect
bility of finding resf anywhere.
to two or three Americans, but they did not'seem to notice
it.

Important, however, as the public lighting is, in the large
towns it occupies a comparatively inconspicuous place in
comparison with the number of lights used for illuminating
stores, saloons, hotels, restaurants and all sorts of public
buildings.
Arc lamps are so lavish'y used in these places,
both inside and out. that the principal streets are often
There were, as far as I could asliterally a blaze of light.
certain, about 2,000 arc lamps in nightly use at San Francisco, 3,000 in Chicago, and I understand that 3.500 were
shut down in New York while I was there, owing to the
accidents which had taken place, and of which so many
accounts have been published.
The majority of the arc
lamps used outside are fixed by means of light iron rods
projecting from the buildings, though some, of course, are
hung. The circuits feeding lamps, hung either inside or
outside of a building, either run direct from the nearest
poles on each side of it, thus making an angle over and
across the pavement which is very unsightly, or a sort of
barrel-shaped glass insulator is used.
This insulator has a
hole through the center and a groove round the mid lie of
The wire coming in one direction is passed
the outside.
through the center of the insulator, turned back on itself,
and made off; the wire in the other direction is passed
round the outside, and also made off on itself; the two
ends of the loop are thea carried to the lamp, through
which the circuit is completed. Nearly all the wire I saw
Where
was insulated with "underwriters' insulation."
lamps are used internally, this is often carried through
wooden window-frames and such other like places without
any further protection or care.
Once inside, the wire is
carried along ceilings and walls quite exposed, but separated about three inches by small wooden cleats. Sometimes
instead of cleats small white porcelain insulators are used.
As far as I could learn, it is the invariable custom for all
companies to run, fix up, and entirely look after the larajjs
they operate.
The customer simply pays a rent for the use
of the lighted lamp of so much a week, month, or year, as
the case may be, and has no further trouble of any sort.
The rates differ according to the time the lamps are to be
To see that the lamps burn properly
in use each night.
linemen promenade the streets all night, and are supposed
to see every lamp on their circuits at certain intervals.
The circuits themselves are almost invariably carried on
poles erected along the edge of the curbstones.
fair estimate of the average height of these posts is, I think,
about 30 feet; of course some are much more, and many
less.
Long wooden cross-arms are fixed near the top of
the poles, carrying from two to six. and even eight, insulators on each arm.
These arms are not so strorg as
we should make them for the purpose. Owing to the
length of the arms, and to their not being very securely
fixed to the poles, the weight of the circuits often pulls
them out of the horizontal.
To see a warped and bent
pole, set crookedly in the ground, and with the arms at
various angles with each other, and the wires on it all
hanging in different curves, seems about as dismal and
woe-begone piece of engineering as can well be imagined.
I must make some exception, however in the case of the

A

Thomson- Houston company

in

New

York, who

at

anyrate

had got

light iron stays attached to the poles and arms,
at an angle so as to give more support
to the arms, and
keep them in their p'aces. The insulators are supported

on the arms by wooden pegs, which have a screw-thread
cut on the part that projects.
On this one of the ordinary
green glass insulators is screwed.
Green glass insulators
areused for every purp^se in America, whether for electric
light, telegraphs, or

telephones.

They

are

very cheap,

and answer the purpose well.
Still
the effect of green
glass insulators on arms painted a dull red, fixed on bare
poles from which the bark has just been stripped, is not
;i.-sthetic.
The majority of the poles for circuits have no
steps provided for ascending them.
C)n the frequent occasions when it is necessary to go up to the top to make alterations or add new circuits, the linemen use climbing-irons.
The tearing of the wood by the spikes of these climbingirons gives the poles a jagged and frayed-out appearance
to bottom.
One could fancy
habitation of some immense squirrel.

from top

The Americans

they lead to the

nearly always use solid wire for running
their circuits, covered, as I have already mentioned, with
underwriters' insulation.
Little trouble is taken to keep
the varjous circuits on one pole in regulation with each
other, as long as they do not touch.
Indeed, the whole
construction of the poles and arms is so llimsy that no great
could
strain
be put on the wires.. The poles themselves
arc fixed at short intervals, often not more than 30 yards
apart, and seldom above 60.
The circuits are rather hung
up on the pole than run. in the sense an KngUsh lineman
attaches to the word.
Separate suspenders I never saw
used, except for telephone cables.
Kor alternating incandescent circuits for 1,000 volts several separate cables of
smill size are also used, ins cad of running a large one with
suspenders, as has been the custom here.
What I have just said about short spans for electric light
work also applies to telephone and telegraphic work; the
spans used in this work are generally also short.
In the
latter case, since the wires are light, they are run pretty
taut without putting much strain on the arms, so that there
is not much sag.
Wires run in this way nre of course not
so liable to sway about as long spans arc in high winds,
and make intermittent contact to get overlapped. I''urthcr,
the wires, being run along the streets, arc protected from
high winds in a great measure, and arc not particularly exposed to them, as our over-house work is.
'I'his method of
L-reciion. therefore, rough as it is, and notwithstanding the

December

enornious number of wires which are often suspended from
one pole, gives an immunity from contacts and accidents
that an English engineer at first catn hardly understand and
appreciate.
For leading-in wires into houses, or for putting on extra
wires on a pole in fact, for general purposes of the sort
block
a
of wood is used, the lower end of which is cut off
at an acute angle, the upper being cut away and turned
down, and a screw-thread cut on it to carry an insulator.
When the face of the angle is fixed against the side of a
house or a pole, and a spike.or screw put through it, the
insulator projects somewhat, and forms a support for making off the wire.
The whole thing is of the cheapest description, but, nevertheless, seems to answer, its purpose.
Wires are led from the outside with much less care than is
generally used in England; and this applies also to telephone and telegraph work. It often puzzled me how they
worked at all after they had been put up a few months.
But the fact ttiat the climate is much drier, and fine rain
not so frequent as here, has no doubt a great deal to do
with it.
In the case of arc light circuits entering and coming out of houses, and woi ked in series as they always are
differit is, of course, a material point that although the
ence of potential between the circuit and the earth may be
3.0f)0 volis, yet the difference between the outgoing and Incoming wire is only some 50 volts; so that the tendency of
the current to break across the leads is really small. Again,
the chance of the current going to earth on dry ceilings and
wdlls is, when one comes to look into it, not great.
Thus,
notwithstanding the rough characier of most American
work, and the poor in-ulation of the wires, in this class of
work there is a greater freedom from faults and a higher
margin of safety than one would at first imagine. The
only place where the margin of safety is really low is where
the wires enter buildings.
I have now, I think, gone over
all the main pnints in arc lighting construction work.
Construction work for alternating currents is generally carried
out on much the same linrs as for arc lighting; the only
difference is that in the latter case converters are stuck
against the outside of buildings instead of arc lamps, which
of course, are parallel instead of in series.
rough hole
is knocked through the brickwork just under the place where
the converter is fixed, for the secondary leads, which are
slipped through a couple of rubber tubes and carried inside.
But little attempt is usually made to execute this
part of the work in what we should call a neat or workman-

—

—

—

—

manner.

now make a

7-esumB of this branch of the subject.
There are in America now, I believe, more than a quarter
of a million arc lamps in constant use.
In the large towns
these arc lamps are fed by machines equal to keeping going 50 or 60 lamps each.
Oalvide a central station, supposing it to be for 1,000 lights, we shall find tall and un
tidy looking poles 30 or 40 feet high.
At the top these
poles will have four or five cross-arms, each carrying six or
eight insulators.
These poles will be continued along the
neighboring streets at intervals of 30 to 60 yards, according to circumstances.
Every here and there a circuit will
leave the rest for the side of a neighboring house, supply
one or more lamps, being run in the latter case along the
face of the houses, and then return again at the next pole.
Or a circuit may jump across the street, supply a lamp or
two, and then return again to the nearest pole on the side
it first started from.
Here and there one or two circuits
will leave the main line of poles altogether, and turn up a
side street In this case the poles in the side streets are generally smaller.
It is
surprising the length some of the
arc circuits extend in th's way
not uufrequently over a
dozen miles. As all the machines in a station are usually
of the same size, and are run at the same speed, when the
circuit is long the number of lamps fed off a nominal 60-

Let us

Westinghouse company is considering the
substituting a low tensioh 'cU't^nt abovd

It is said the

advisability of

ground by means of

main high tension wire^
Wherever a iap
wire is inserted a converter would then be used which would
reduce the voltage of the current above ground to fifty
convertei:s, the

being confined entirely to the subways.

-

volts.

There has been no cessation of wire cutting since the
Van Brunt was handed down last week.
The Department of Public Works does not wish to have it
opinion of Judge
said again that

make

shows

it

partiality

a clean job of destraction;

and

it is

The

experts of the Board

endeavoring to

and condemning the'

of Electrical Control are pPinting out

unsafe wires, byt the"etectfic HTummating cb"mpanies"are"on
the alert and the fight

not

is

watch

Tihe closest

ovprj.

maihtairied by the electric iUuminatingj companies

Board of

cannot be too careful

Electrical Controjl

is

and the
in^its

condemnation or there may. be a litigation whjch will cause
the city an expense that a little wisdoni now could obviate."
About thirteen miles of electric light wire and eighty-one
cut down Wednesday.
Broadway, Bleeker.
and the B 3 wery are nearly devastated. andHirlemls,

poles were
street

catching

it also.
While the wires are being cut the ElecPower company and the Excelsior Power company
which furnish povver down town on the east and west sides
have been obliged to cut off their current, and a serious

tric

halt in manufacturing

the result,

is

Daniel Montague, one of the workmen engaged in taking

down

wires,

Chambers
prove

from a pole

fell

The

fatal.

at the

and sustained

street

corner of Broadway and

which

injuries

probably

will

accident was the result of the breaking

of a cross-arm.

A

like

1889

28,

The

E. S. Greeley

the death of

&

Co.

is

He

department of the concern.
the

company

under a sad

M. W. Goodyea'-, manager
for fourteen years

had charge of the

bereaVement in

had been

and

the electrical

of

connected with

for th2 last three years

has come to

department which

electrical

be so prominent a branch under his able direction.
In the United States Court of the

New

Southern

the E. P. Gleason Manufacturing
ers of electroliers

District of

Monday

York, an Important suit was begun

against

company, manufactm-

and E. P. Gleason, president, and

C.

J.

Granger, treasurer, on the ground of the infringement of a
patent granted Luther Steiringer,

the

modern and

and wiring

June

This patent

sulating joint in fixtures.

methods

practical

on an

6, 18S2,

in-

claimed covers

it is

used for constructing

fixtures for incandescent lamps.

The Sacied College
been considering

for

the Propaganda

of

some time

in

Rome

has

and

reli-

the ecclesiastical

gious aspect of the electric light for churches and since the
safety of

its

use

questioned, the archbishop has issued a

is

request that no electric lights be used

The

in churches.

;

—

machine may perhaps have

church of the Holy Innocents has been the

The

company of Brooklyn has presented
Aldermen asking for the latter's
consent to construct an electric surface railroad on Third
avenue from Twenty-fourth street to the city line.
Steam

description of this, a not very

continued after January

interesting part of electrical
engineering in America; but I was anxious to convey as
clearly as I could on what a remarkably simple and crude basis almost the whole fabric of American electrical engineering in this particular at present rests. For I think I am not
overstating facts in saying that at least nine-tenths of all the
electrical work in America
putting aside isolated plants
is carried out, as far as the construction work is concerned,
in the manner I have described. In all this portion of the
work I saw next to nothing which showed particular ingenuity, skill or brilliancy of idea.
Simple and crude means
were everywhere used to effect in a rough and crude manner the end desired.
In the means employed there is little
to excite either admiration or interest.
The interest lies in
the fact that in such a simple and elementary manner so

—

motors are operated at present, but their use must be

The reports of the autopsy on the body of Patrick Sulliwho was found dead on last Saturday in an excavation

under the works of the Manhattan Electric Light company,
records that he came to his death from the electric current
and not from heart failure as at first reported.
Recorder Smyth denied yesterday the motion of District

Attorney Fellows that the electric
Friend, Mrs.
leased

upon

Howard, and
their

own recognizance on

York, December

21.

21,

— Since Boston's

Pan-American

dele-

waged
if

a

that the entire city

little

been

reasonableness on the part of

week

more than

down

it

in

at least.

The

in the

whom

was referred

the question of legislation concerning the con-

of overhead wires.

As

a part of their work of

when

such heavy clouds that one's

Broadway was uncertain.
lamps has

considerable number.

the object of which was to test

tween a telephone wire and an arc

maintained

The few

the fog

came

roll-

security even on

gas lamps

in the street

although the superintendent

given orders for the

at the central station of the

operation of a

a

fire in

The

means

circuit of

the liability of
light circuit

and also

the telephone box,

fusible cut-out as a

cause.

to test the

it

Is

device, as

of

closed

fire.

The

was

wire in the

the

The box was

safety fuse tests sat-

aldermanic committee of the value of
is

produce

dynamo was

telephone coils and the melting of the wire.

isfied the

to

value of a

said that the only result

the burning off of the silk insulation

neither charred nor set on

a cross be-

of preventing a fire from such a

a 46-llght arc

through a telephone, and

investi-

some experiments
Boston Electric Light company,

when

the authorities had

could be

fire

companies has been centered

be so

never wanted electric light

did Wednestlay night

hardly counted for anything,
of the gas

city

the war-

should

darkness,

in nearly total

e.\ercised, a partial illumination

for this

ing

is

and non-

that

companies

big

committee of the board of aldermen to

gation, this committee recently witnessed

most unfortunate

T,

electric light

circumstances of combined disagreeable weather
It is

guilty.
11.

Boston, Mass.

trol

fare against the electric lighting

be re-

the plea of

gates are having a week of pleasure under the most adverse
illuminated streets.

boys,

and the resulting public clamor against overhead wires the

Notes.

— The

Mrs.

swindlers,

W.

interest of the electrical

New

sugar

the two Ilalstead

Boston, Mass., December

New York

dis-

i.

van,

much has been done.

CORRESPONDENCE.

be dispensed with

City Railroad

a petition to the Board of

to

will

one to use

hereafter.

be reduced to 45 to allow for the resi^tance of the leads. As you are aware,
some of these arc machines are now used on power circuits
in the daytime, which forms a very welcome source of extra
revenue.
I trust I have not wearied you by a
too minute
llght

This

the electiic light in this city.

onlj'

this safety

evidenced by the character of the four orders

'

December

WESTERN ELKCTKICIAN.

2R, 1889.

which th<7 nhiiosl immciliatcly nftcrwiird reported to the
These four orders were in substunec:
boiinl of ;iUicrtm'n.
(i) That the board of lire eommisHoners, after Kebruary i,
i8yo, remove

support

all

of

clnctrit:

pacity at

McKinncy,

cump.iny
Texas.

operates

tifleen

central

Ntiitior)

Klectric

planl» In

ContructH have been awarded for aioehincry for an elecplant nl Kngte Van, Tex., by a newly organized

which enter

wires

WcMlnghomic

The

Tex.

now

VW

tric light

and which are not provided witli safety fuses at
the points of entrance, the expense of such removal to be
borne by llie city fire deparlnient; (2) That the lire combuildint^s

That

men
'

dead overhead wires

all

the

williin the

wires unprovided witli safety

all electric

contiitiqn

tlie

or any of

it

the

at

the

connfclions enter

its

buildings suitable safety fuses shall be insertct!.

The

Citizens' Association

lition. as

on

seems to

it

of a

guards

commission

recent

its

The snow which
and evening

ollicial for

and for the appointrecommend safe-

use of electricity.

in the

depth of

to a

Saturday afternoon

inches gave an oppor-

live or six

Knd electric
snow sweepers and for a skeptical public to see that the
electric cars were much more easily able to -cope with the
new West

the

of

although

obstruction than the ordinary horse cars,

these

were drawn throughout the city by four horses to each car.
The working of the nev; sweepers was highly satisfactory,
being caused by

very Nttle interruption

week

intended to give

End company.
The West l'"nd

it

a

calls for

A

trial

The

common

4

car

per

company has declared
on preferred and

cent,

stock payable January

a total payment of |4?6.ooo

regular quarterly

payable Jsnuary

15, iSi)o.

San Francisco,
San Francisco,

Cal.,

Dec.

17.

5

dividends.

in

company

31,

a

This

iSi)o.

1.

$3 per share

dividend of

declared by the Bell Telephone

December

the property of

is

Kquipment company, and
on the tracks of the West
iv

Street Railway

semi-annual dividend of
per cent, on

West Knd

Allston car house of the

at the

company from Lowell. Mass.
the Sherman Klectric Storage
is

to the

equipped with niolorsand storage batteries,

car,

arrived this

it

snow

the

trallic.

A new

has been

to stockholders of

O.

II.

M.

Cal.

— A new

company with

a capital stock of $10,000 has been incorporated to build a
telegraph line from Mott, Siskiyan county, Cal., to the

Oregon line, to be called the Eastern I'nion Telegraph
company.
Sacramento is having a tight with the local gas and elecThe
tric light company over the moving of city lights.
municipal corporation threatens to put in a plant of
if

the local

by the

company

refuses to

city authorities.

light schedule, for

The

move

city

a mast of three

its

own

week the <|Uestion of ordering electric
under ground was referred to a special commi*tee of Ine from each of the three city
boards, to devise
ways anil means of accomplishing the task.
In Clincinnati last

The llyde Park I'*!ectric company has commenced work
>rexel boulevard, at the intersecon a 5<i. light si.iiion on
tion of the Michigan Southern track*, Chicago.
Spcrryap
pnntus will be used. >verhead wires will be used in Ilyilc
Lark, but the circuits will g<i underground when they reach
1

(

Oakwood

boulevard.

The Thomson- Houston company has begun the erection
.S. L.
of its new plant at Sixth and Jones streets. Omaha.
\Viley. who is the general manager of the company, sa)s
that the new plant will be in running order by l'"ebruary
15.

It will

supply 100 arc lights forthe city ard in addition
by the incandejcent system.

will furnish light for residencts

The Consolidated Electric company of Denver, ('ol., has
Westinghouse Electric company
for alter n-iting current apparatus for the Denver central station plant
This plant was established in the early part of
1SS7 with 6,500 incandescent lamps.
S'ncc then the business has grown in that city vc y considerably, and the demand for electric lights and power has become enormous,
'["he result has been that the plant had to be increased from
time to time.
The last order amounts to apparatus for a
capacity of 3.oto incandescent i''-candle power lamps, giv-

just contracted with the

ing the company a total
i6-candle power lights

capacity of

incandescent

i6,8tJO

The conclusion of the underground wire committee of
the Minneapolis city council, to recommend that the e"eciric companies be given until June i to put their wires underground, was discussed at a recent meeting.
From the
opinions expressed it is more than likely that the council
will not adopt the recommendation.
On the contrary, as a
more practical and far better idea, the committee thinks
the city should not tie its hands by extending the ordinance
for any detiniie time, but rather should take no position
When spring comes, if the comwhatever on thequestio .
panies show a ilisposition to comply with the law they will
not be molested, but if they do not. the city w.ll then be in
a position to use force.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

lights.

Electric Light

the votes

basement,

pays §51 a month, moon-

company

-\n electric railway from Saratoga,
Falls is projected.

for a (150

light alternatirg plant.

majority of

int(i

commission in Cleveland, at a recent meetadopted a motion requiring that all wires hereafter run
buildings in that city shall enter through the roof or
electrical

masts as required

the

Col. S. 11. Taylor has closed a contract with the Santa

Rosa Thomson-Houston

The

The

light wires

in this city last

fell

tunity for a practical test

regular

The St. I'au). Minn., city council has adopted a motion
providing that no wires should be strung hereafter, except
under the direction of the city engineer.

p::-

and

to consiiler

giving satisfaction.

The Helding Motor \ Manufacturing company of ('hlcago has installed a dynamo In the milt nf the Whitewater
Taper company at Whitewater, Wis.

ing,

the inspection, etc., of overhead wires

h

An electric light plant will be initialled at Eureka
Springs. Ark., by a St, Louis (ian company.
An incandescent system will be intro(hiccd.

bus sent in another asking for immediate action

former petition for the a[>puintment of an

its

ment

gettinR anxious

be

board of aldermen sh<)uld pigeon-hole

lest the

Ktnlted anil

The

electric cars

Omaha were
cast

the

at

late

to

Rock City

Om iha

and South

N. Y.,

on the road between
on the i/lh inst.

started

election in

Alameda were in favor of the electric light bonds.
At present the following incorporated companies have

It is understood that Peru. III., is to have an electric
road, and that the Short constant current system will be
used.

applications before the Hoard of Super\-isors for franchises;
The Klectric Light & Power company, Klectiic Improve-

A;

ment company, and San Francisco Underground company.
The Redding Electric Light tS: Tower company has
started in actively upon the construction work of. its new
plant.
is

now

lighted with incandescent lights which

W.

are giving perfect satisfaction.

Weston,
light

W

\"a.,

company and

(J.

C.

In the

LIGHT.

Montgomery'. Ala., paper says that the Hall company
an electric light plant in the city.

will introduce

has granted a franchise to an electric
is now well under way.
The
on Christmas.

the plant

The Denver, Col., Tramway company last week secured
an injunction restraining the city authorities from interfering with

THE ELECTRIC
A

An extension of the Seattle, Wash.. Electric Railway
Power company's lines along the shore of Lake L'nion is
under consideration.

lights will be turned

Santa Cruz

its

electric light plants at Erie, I'a.,

will

soon

larged, both companies tinding the capacity of
overtaxed.

the Guernsey building in

the station

plant for the Fostoria, O., electric light company has been completed, and everything is in readiness for
starting up.

The

plant

is

be lighted by electricity Christmas.
nearly completed, and will be started up

will

now

on that day.

The

Sperry Electric company of

20-Iight plant to the

Kensington,

Chicago

Economic Gas &

Electric

has

sold

a

company

of

III.

introduction of electric lights in the Soldiers' home
at Grand Rapids, Mich., was celebrated by the veterans
in appropriate style.

The

Louis

last

week the plant of the Guernsey and Scuddcr Electric company was entirely destroyed.
The company furnished
power for motors in a number of press rooms and bind-

representative of the Westinghouse Electric comhas secured a contract for alternating current apparatus for a central station plant of 500-Iights, ca-

The

pany

in Te.xas,

dispatch from New Orleans says that the proposition
of the Electric Traction A; Manufacturing company to
equip the Crescent City railway with electric motors has
been accepted. The cars on this road arc now hauled by
mules.

A

Electric motors are attracting attention at St. Joseph,
Mo., where they are being introt1ui?ed in large numbers.
Many manufacturing establishments are now operated solely by electricity, and a new power company is c- ntempiatof.

—-^

.

The ncce«Mry

Uaw

franchlncn

The ordinance grant)'.'
i'arrying lornpany (he
lo occupy certain addltM.:

\^<u

/*

\

.i-l

.-fti

^

be iHloptni

blcctric<(y i» (o

«.»

a

motive power.

The South C'ovington A: Cincinnati Strr.
pany ban presented an ordinant-c to ihc

rnItc

>

AlfairH for an electric Ntrcet raitroatl to
,
.,.,.,.
/rt^
the line of the prcKnl tlrecl railroad. rro«%tiig (be Nu^prn
sion Itridge.
The Hpecil it to be limited lo Icn mitc« an
hour, and'lhc fare' In to rcmaiti the luimc A* at prc^tent.
1

'

A Toledo paper nayK .VI r. Sharpc, rcprc^cnling the
Snragut ivicclric company, wai In the city, amf au.ompanicd by Superintendent Gilmartin and the city tivil engineer, went over several of the principal street** traversed by
the Consolidated company with rcfrrrncc to the piiiiinif up
When ihcy begin ibe
of wires for the u%c of electricity.
work ihcy will know just what mu%l lie dune and ihcy will
push things to eomplclionat the earliest day pO)i%ib)c. The
hor<ics will no doubt be ready for the spring market.

A

caveat

for

imprrivcment

in

iKcan wave mo(or« has

by S. .\. Lcltingtvcll of C'jronodo Mrjch, Cal.
object of the invention is (o convert ihc fortes of ibc
waves of the ocean into a niMivc power for ilriving ma-

I>cen tiled

The

chinery on shore for electric lighting, etc.
ThU 1* accomplished by means of a lloit pliccd in the open »ca.
lo
the Mont are tubes extending to the depth of thirty or forxjr
feet below sea level, open at the bottom and closed at the
top in such a manner as to retain a prrs-urc of air.
At
admit air in the
the lop of each tube is a valve opciiing
'
'
tb
tube and closing against an outw.ir
'
also a valve opening into a prcs*ur''
(ch
air may pass out. corresponding tr>
-.rIly ihis arrangement w.i
dinary pump.
*he
loreservoir with a pres'^ure suitable for drivi;
,
.. .crlcated on the lloat and connected with the ^i,.
The clectnaiy is tran»ing the power into electricity.
milted by electric cable, and used as a drWing pnwrr. or
otherwise, as may be desired.
ret».
cently made on the bay. wiih the m
The machine, however, is intended
-a a
mile from shore.
Any amount of po-Acr can Lc had. according to the si/c of the pUnt used.
The principle of
the motor, the inventor claims, is practical and ecoootnical.

m

'

'

i

-

I

The

following from the Italtimore Smi will be of interest
engaged in the stationary electric motor business:
"Creditors and stockholders of the Baxter Electric Manufacturing \ Motor compiny of Lfaitimore. hare completed
negotiations for the organization of a new corporalioa and
for continuing operations upcn a strong basts.
These oegotiations have been in progress for months, and those interested in securing the results have had plenty of work. A
year ago the old company executed a deed of trust, aod
the concern has been continued undtr the receivers or bf
other arrangements in which the receivers were the advisAn auction sale cf the entire property and assets at
ers.
receivers' sale had been announced to take place 00 December .^o by L Frank Morrison and Luther Si. Reynolds,
with .Vifrci J. Cirr attorney.
The purchase by creditors and stockholders has stopped the receivers* sale, and
the new company will be incorporated ne.\t week.
Priiicipals in securing the establishment of the new enterprise
state that the corporation will be in the baodsof men whose
names as directors will be a guarantee of strength.
A
capital stock of #200,000, of which about $150,000 will be
including material on band, will
direct working capital,
give a good start, and as the business denunds it more
money will be forthcoming.
Creditors will get stock for
the amount of their claims, and the property passes into
the pos-Kssion of the new company free of incumbraocc.
These Baxter works :irc e.xtcnsive in their proporttons. aod
with the capital to develop the business they will becooK
among the most important in the country. That capital is
now understood to be forthcoming. .Messrs. Deford. Bartlett. Utiles. Might and other Baltimore business
men arc
said to be interested in the reorganixaiton."
to those

A

recent di^pitch from Fort ^ni ir,. .V-»-. >%y:> in^t tin;
case of the B:tl Telephone company against the .Vrkansas
Telephone company was dismissed.
The plaintiff is to

pay

Rochester. N. V.. Street Railare aware that new cars
are sorely needed on some of the lines, but we hesitate to
purchase additional cars because we expect to change the
entire system.
Therefore, we do not wish to go to needless expense.
If the people of Rochester will
not throw
obstacles in our way, we will expend between $[.ooo,co<j
and $2,000,000 in improvements on the road.
intend

"We

We

costs.

Examiner F. M. Otl, appointed to take testimony in fbc
matter of Drawbaugh's claims of pr'
: invenlioa
'

of the telephone, to be used in the against the Bell Telephone company
The
at Harrisburg. Ta., lasl week.

-.^.-.c

vernmeot
hearing
p;ccceds %Ufmly.

The Bell Telephone company is represented by <i«oTgc
Roberts of I>oston. and Charles llovioo of Pbiladclpfaia^
and the government by M W. Jacobs of Harnsbarg, aad
C. F. Whitman of Washington.
.

The

Ik>ard of Improvements of St. Louis gave a bcariojr
to trtorge F. Durant for a consideralton. in detail, of the Bell Telephone company's pending conduit ordinance, which was referred to the board by the couodl
committee on public improvements for the purpose of beMr. DuVant stated to the committee ibal
ing perfected.
the Bell company's new building, at the scutheas: confer
of Tenth and Olive streets, will be built with special reference to the use of a cunduit system in the central part of
He did not know yet what kind of coodoit the
the city.
last

One of the directors of the
way company, said recently:

'

*-

THE TELEPHONE.
St.

be en-

The power

Holden, Mo.,

_

fcuburbnn townii
townii.
secured

construction of an electric road.

lire in

eries.

The

The I'ucblo, Col,, Rapid Tr»n<ti< compafr(janl/cd with u capital ttfxk of i|3)«j,mv"
operate
tpcrate a Hyutcm
._.. of ctcdrii: railway*
in u,
,

meclinf; of (he council,

permits be

overhead wire except on

of

erection

wherever

thfit

of alder-

fuses

no

That

points of entrance to I)uildinK's: (4)

granted for

limits; (3)

city

the board

commissioners report to

(ire

Mich,, hnn on IncandcHccnt plant.
A 1.000Thomson-IlouHton altcrnatini;^ dynamo hnx been in-

Itay City,

light

missioners beauthori/ed to eni|)Ioy one or more persons to

remove

company.

electric light

chun^c the »y*lcni cither loclcciricily or eable whtn our
pluni arc conHummaicdWc cijica lo have one oi ihr
ftncMt Ktrccl railway kyttemn In (he country,
KapUl lr«nMt
Ik our aim."

In

week
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company would adopt, but was inclined to give favorable
consideration to the cast-iron conduit laid in concrete. The

Mr

board and

Durant made some unimportant changes in
it in any

the text of the proposed measure, but dia not alter
of its general features.

THE TELEGRAPH.
T. AY. Lowery, a grain dealer of Lincoln, Neb., secured
a judgment last week against the Western Union Telegraph
company for $206 damages on account of the failure of the
company to deliver a message which be sent July 28, SS8,
to Norton & Worlhington, Chicsgo commission merchants,
advising them to sell corn, but which failed to reach them
As a consequence of that failuntil after business hours.
ure to deliver the mt ssage the corn was not sold and he
for which he
lost his profits, which amounted to the sum
obtained judgment.
i

R. H. Norris, representing the Automatic Switch comMr. NorrJs
of Baltimore, was in Chicago last week.

pany

introducing the Whittingham motor switch.

A

bill in equity was filed at Boston, December 18, in the
United States Circuit court by the American Insulator com-

pany for injunction to restrain the Electrical Glass corporation from making double petticoat insulators, alleged to be
infringements of patents held by the plaintiff.
Charles E. Carpenter of Minneapolis, has invented an
which he claims does away with the
annoyances attending that tool at the present day. One
advantage is that it can be made much shorter without the
Another advantheat being felt by those who handle it.
age is that it never cools off unless the connection is
broken
It is intended for ui:e in large tinsmith shops.
electric soldering rod,

every prospect of Fiench electrical firms being
It is unwell represented at the Edinburgh Exhibition.
derstood that the French government will undertake the
transport of French goods to and from Edinburgh, and

hundred and twenty electrical exhibits may be expected from France and Belgium, some of
scale,
the
terms granted to the exhibitors
on
a
large
them
by the Exhibition authorities being exactly similar to those
accorded to English exhibitors through the London Chamber of Commerce.
John. A-. liinsey, Milwaukee's electric railway builder,
proposes to adopt an improvement on the present system of
A wrought iron
hanging electric wires over the streets.
arch will span the street between every pair of poles to
keep them from curving or breaking, and to prevent the
The cross wires will be supported by
wire from sagging.
two properly insulated wires suspended from the arch.
Guard wires will be hung from the arches parallel with
and above the traction wires, so that if a telegraph or telephone wire happens to break it will not fall on the heavily
charged wire.
universal electrical exhibition,
.\t the second annual
is to be held under the auspices of the St. Louis Exposition association, in St. Louis, Mo., in i8go, it has been
determined to award a number of gold, silver and bronze
medals, and diplomas, to the exhibitors of electrical appliThe choice of a committee on awards, which will
ance?.
be composed of five of the leading electrical workers of the
times, together with the articles upon which it is thought
best awards should be made, and the conditions under
which cimpetition should be solicited, will be left entirely
to the electrical fraternity.

which

Business Mention.
The Electrical Supply company of Chicago is now prepared 10 supply Stellar incandescent lamps which it is
claimed combine brilliancy, strong filament, and long life
without blackening while in use.
Bunnell & Co. have removed to 76 Cortlandt street.
Their new and commodious quarters afford
every facility for caring for their constantly increasing
business, and 76 Cortlandt street is now getting to be an
J.

1

i

\'ork.

construction of the pole line is
of the line
first-c'ass in every respect and the insulation
very high.
The sta ion work is thorough and in accordance with the rules of the Board of Fire Underwriters. Toe
two machines are able to carry their full load of 50 lights
on ten miles of circuit without heating or reduction of the
In conclusion, I find that the concandle power of lamps.
tract has been lived up to by the Schuyler Electric company
fit and
in every particular, and consider the plant in a
proper condition to be received by the proper persons."

catalogue recently issued by the Abendroth
Manufacturing company, 28 Cliff street. New York,
consists of nearly fifty pages of well-written text, generousand treats at
ly illustrated by finely drawn engravings,
length of the construction and advantages of the new Root
This is
water tube safety boiler made by the company.
supplemented by twenty-three pages of tabulated data of
interest and value to engineers and steam users generally.

As

a frontispiece is

shown a

finely

executed

lithographic

view of the extensive works of the Abendroth & Root Manufacturing company, located at Greenpoint, Brooklyn, N.
\ The special department devoted exclusively to the
manufacture of the Root water tube boiler, comprises the
pattern shop, foundry with daily capacity of ten tons,
boiler shop, machine shop, erecting shop and testing room.
These with the plate iron shop, sheet iron shop, blacksmith
shop, store house, shipping department, brass shop and
general offices are all shown in the view mentioned.
.

Electrical Patents.

The Lowe-Greeding

Electric

company

of Neosho,

Mo.,

has recently purchased the entire plant and the good-will of
the Spraguc- Warden Electric company of Carthage. Mo.
In future the Warden company's plant will be worked in
connection with the Neosho factory.
The Lowe-Greeding

company

reports a

17, 1889.

Chauncey D. Baker and
Lewie G. Bronson, Chicago, III.
Railway Signal. Irvin ^V. Ley and Richard
417,2:8.
O'Toole, Mechanjcstown, Md.
Electrical Apparatus.

Electrically Pn-'pelled Vehicle.
417,259.
Brooklyn, N. Y.'

Telephone

Exchange

William Main,
Joseph

417,271.
J.
O'Connell, Chicago, III.
By this system subscribers having metallic circuits
may speak directly to the listening operator over their
individual telephone line.
Any subscriber, whether
his circuit is metallic or single, may call up the listening operator directly and be connected with any other
The busy test for multiple syssubscriber desired.
tems is the same for all the lines. The eight features
of this patent are covered by thirteen claims, of which
the second, eighth and thirteenth are given:
"J, A metallic circuit telephone line grounded at the
subjciiber's station through a branch including the
subscriber's telephone, branch wires, one from each
side of said circuit at the central office through different difl'erential portions of a converter, and the operator's telephone included in a third portion of said converter, whereby the subscriber may speak to the opera-

An

operator's receiving telephone included in
the secondary coil of the induction coil
and a transmiiter and battery in a local circuit, including the primary coil of said induction coil in combination with a shunt around said induction coil, and a
switching device for opening said shunt when the
transmitter is brought into use.
"13. The combination, with the flexible conducting
cord, of a pulley weight suspended thereon, and a
tube in which said weight is suspended from the cord,
and a slot in the tube through which the cord passes,
the cord being raised and lowered in this slot."

circuit with

417,290.

Galvanic Battery.

improvements

special articles of

on

interest

those
to

generally

electricians

in

use.

and me-

chanics generally arc described.

Circuit.

John

C.

Wilson,

Boston,

"The

buildings will be lighted throughout by electricity,
is believed that the show room will be the most complete of its kind in the country.
In addition, the improved
warehouse accommodation will not only enable a far larger
stock of electrical supplies to be kept on hand than hitherto, but will enable goods to be got off immediately
on receipt of order."

and

.it

The business of the Wcstinghouse IClcctric company is
awuming very large proportions. Ouring the latter part of
1886, when the company was organized, apparatus for
generating electricity to operate a total capacity of 2,400
incandescent lights was disposed of: in 1887, iitj.yso
lights; in 1888, 106,200, and during the first eleven months

Electrical Conductor.
417,402.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Upton H. H.

Balsley,

lilectric Stenographic Pen. Augustus S.Cooper,
Santa Barbara, Cal.

417,407.

Manufa':ture of Porous Pots for Electric BatterErhard L. Mayer and Henry Liepmann, London, County of Middlesex, England.
This is a division of No. 417,392.
The last claim reads;
"4. An improved pot, plate, or partition for electric
batteries, substantially as hereinbefore set forth, which
consists in porous inorganic mineral matter having carbon deposited in the pores and on the surface thereof."

417.436.
ies-

Train Signal.

417,438.

Daniel

New

York,

Wolff,

Blan-

McElroy,

S.

N. Y.
Galvanic Dry Element.

417458.

Carl

II.

kenese, Prussia, Germany.
Electric Fan.

417.474.

Philip Diehl, Elizabeth, N. J.

Automatic Regulator for Dynamos. Charles D.
417,487.
Jenney, Indianapolis, Ind.
The leading feature of the invention consists in the
arrangement of continually revolving wheels in such
relation to properly connected electro-magnets that
when said magnets are energized said wheels will be
operated as armatures, and thus drawn into engagement with a suitably constructed clutch by which other
mechanism is operated, and a greater or less proportion of the resistance in a properly connected rheostat
thus cut into or out of the circuit.

Combined Support and Safety Device for Overhead Conductors.
Robert A. Morgan, Jr., Boston,
Mass.
Claims one and two read:
"i. The combination, with an overhead conductor
forming part of a ground circuit and made of independent sections, of a safety device or cut-out interposed between adjacent sections, whereby the current
is cut off from the ground through a broken section.
"2. The combination, with an overhead conductor
forming part of a ground circuit, of a combined support and safety device consisting of two arms or sections provided with contact surfaces, the said arms being movable one with relation to the other, whereby
the said contact surfaces may be disconnected when
the overhead conductor is broken."

Watchman's Electric Time Detector.
Henry
417,501.
L. Norton, Ukiah and Frederick W. Cook, 'San Francisco, Cal.

Multiple Telephone.
Abner M. Rosebrugh and
R. Rosebrugh, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

Thomas

Arc Limp.

417,516.

Jabez F. .Shawhan, Dayton, Ohio.

Electric Semaphore Setting
erick Stilzel, Louisville, Ky.

417.525.

Apparatus.

Fred-

Semaphore Setting Apparatus. Frederand Charles Weindel, Louisville, Ky.

Electric

417.526.

ick Stitzel

System of Electrical r>istribution
417,654.
Charles J. Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.
Telephone Instrument.
417,660.
Baltimore, Md.

Currents.

of

William

Claim three:
"In a magneto telephone, a tympan

Electric

Circuit.

John

C.

Wilson, Boston,

When

over the two parallel wires telephonic signals
are sent, it is claimed they do not cross from wire to
wire, being obstructed by the condenser, whereas, on
the other hand, the telephonic impulses pass through
the condenser as over an independent metallic loop.
The disturbing effects from any neighboring wire are
neutralized in the condenser.

Method of Operating Electric Railways.
Elias
E. Ries, Baltimore, Md.
The last claim reads:
"16. The combination, with a dynamo electiic generator mounted upon a traveling vehicle and having
circuit closing mechanism in its field magnet circuit, of
a weighted pivoted lever automatically controlling said
field magnet circuit and arranged to be operated by
gravity."
Treatment of I'orous Lots for Electric Batteries,
h.rhard L.
Mayer and ilenry Liepmann, London,
County of Middlesex. England.
Patented in England, July 20, 1887.
The inventor

417,392.

says:

"Asa convenient way

of treating a plate we first
prepare a solution of silicate of soda containing as little
free alkali as possible, or, in other words, having as

Method

417,668.
tric

metallic circuits or loops are arranged adjacent
a conductor and telephone instruto each other and
ment are connected in multiple arc between the two
circuits, a switch being preferably provided in the connecting wire.

417. 33S.

The Woodhousc & Rawson United Limited of London,
has moved into new offices at 88 Queen \'icloria street with
warehouse at 30 Cannon street.
The company writes;

We

or

Barney,

C.

diaphragm

coaled with collodion."
Electric

Mass.

417.305-

We

Elmer A. Sperry, Chicago,

III.

417,304.

1889

large a proportion of silicic acid present as is possible.
Into this we plunge a plate and allow it to soak for a
period of say. six to twelve hours, such period varying with the thickness and density of the plate.
then remove the plate from the solution, wipe it, and
immerse it in a 10 per cent, solution of sulphuric acid
and leave it to soak therein for a period of say. six to
twelve hours.
then remove the plate, wash it in
clean water, and dry it at about the temperature of
boiling water for the purpose of abstracting the water
of combination from and rendering pulverulent or crystalline the gelatinous silicic acid in the pores and interstices of the plate.
If after so treating by this process
the plate has not been raised to the required resistance,
the process must be carried out a second time, using
more dilute solutions."

417. 511.

tor.

"S.

28,

417,497.

Apparatus.

Mass.

good business.

C. B. James of tjS Lake street, is now mailing a nicely
arranged and profusely illustrated catalogue and net price
list of fine tools for accurate measurement.
It contains
descriptions of many articles which are tjuite new and
are marked

Issued Dec.
417, 217.

Two

electrical center.

Many

"The

points were made:

is

that something like one

New

In the report to the city council of the electrician who
tested the Schuyler plant at Alexandria, Va., the following

& Root

The Electric Age of New York has been enlarged, and
the paper presents a handsome appearance.

There

of the present year, 223,600.
The business of the present
year will be more than double that of last year and will
amount to more than all of the previous years, combined.
The foreign trade of the company especially is building up
rapidly, and from present indications the business of next
year promises to be enormous.

The new

Miscellaneous Notes.

is

December

Current.

of Regulating the Tension of the ElecCarl Dihimann, Berlin, Germany.

The claim reads:
"The hereinbefore

described method of regulating
the electric current at points of consumption, which consists in causing the current to be
regulated to pass through a constantly driven armature
of a dynamo electric machine, the strength of the
magnetic field of which is dependent upon the strength
of the main current to be regulated, whereby any
the tension of

change in the electromotive force of the current
causes a corresponding change in the strength of the
magnetic field of the dynamo electric machine and a
change in the tension of the current generated by the
armature thereof, which, added to the tension of the
current to be regulated, restores the latter to its normelectromotive force."

al

417,685.

Ceiling Plate for

Electric

Lights.

Harry

IT',

Sawyer, Ridley Park, Pa.

Conduit for Electrical Conductors.
hani. Philadelphia. Pa.

417.GS8.

James Tat-

Lightning Arrester. Paul Winsor and Alexander
Wurts, Pittsburg, Pa.

417,61)4.

417,69:.

Lightning Arrester. Paul Winsor, Pittsburg, Pa.

Secondary Battery. Joseph W. .Swan, I^auris'on,
Bromley, County of Kent, I'^ngland.
Original No. 312,599 of I''ebruary 17, 18S5,

11,047.

The

claim reads:
perforated or cellular plate for secondary batter-'
ies, having the perforations or cells extending through
the plate and the active mateiial or material to become
active packed in the said perforations or cells only."

"A

.

December
Eugene

F;.

28,
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W.

Puili.H's, Pri'siclcnt.

II.

.Sawvkii. .«•< t

iOi-ihuiiin.

iinil

AMEUICAIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE,

R.

I,

I'ritJ-iit Kliili.liicl

MiiiMilu.'liin.r«or

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
.Miignc't

Win,, (nil...
Win', l-.m.i

Win-,

l')in'a^»-.l

Uiil.lH.r

VVli.',

.\iinuii.-iuti.i-

iiiiil

In.-nlul.-M.vnt

TuU'jtli.jnii

nil

HAZAZER
STANLEY,
£lectrical House Furnisliiiigs,
DUST-PROOF BELLS,
<&,

33-34 F^ranlcfort

Cuvorwl

i>.

NEW YORK.

Standard Electrical Test Instruments,

FARADAY CABLES.
New York

St.,

iiixl

ConiH.

Ammeters and Voltmeters

Office. 18 Corllandt Street,
ACKiinin.\n< ak<»>i-

of all kinds.

AYRTON & PERRY NEW SPRING.

<:.

('AUI'KMTIKB, IIABTIIA.N\
KiiiiKNK F.

I'liii.i.ri-.i,

.I.SMKN C(H)i'iiH, SLt'\

l'r,-.^iiloiit.

iiii

I

CAI.f. A^lt

Eugene P. Phillips Electrical Works,
//
'^

924 Chestnut
onirp, !eoi HI. Jiimi^H Mr.

'

I'lictory. ni.4;iil>rlol l.urk*!.

'

s

— MANrFArrrilKKM

Unntroal
Panaria
iVlUnUcdl) UdlldUdi
OF

CO.,

PmbIuiI liktrt

DaliiD'Hielcri, Briili;r< lod KhtoiUti bj ill lh«

I

A.

'rriiisur.--.

-

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,

KXAJIIMK.

THE "CLARK"
Insulation

Philadelphia.

St.,

-W^IRE.

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

und Aniiiiuclutor Wiiu, liubln-r
Coverevl Wire, Leail KncaBid Wire, Telephone

Mapnel Wire,

(Ulito

anil

Incandeerunt Cords.

FARADAY CABLES.

EDisorar
1-2

i^^a^imeps

TO 36 CANDLE POWER.

2

1-2

TO 40 VOLTS.

Theee Lamps can

nil

kinds of Devorutlons and Dleplaye.

•

"A

:

mt

....

Ol and

HARRISON. N

LEONARD

Hiiya

"^"'eastern

MK!VD

EDISON LAMP CO..

tii:

:

W osfd
FOR CATAIiOGrE OF LOW VOLT LAMPS.
on Uyniimo Circuits for

18tl6,

;

FOR BATTERY OR DYNAMO.
In serlcsi

Mftrcb
tli"- Ilontnn Flri> rinlcrwrltf-ni' I'nion, <r
Tliuruujciily Kolluble untl l>eHlruble Wlro In Kver/ iCcapect."
prf
p*rr.l.
it
»n1
md
The rubber used In InBuldtlnir mir wirt-n nnd cnt>lcii la •pffclally chom1c»lIjr
ffMt
w'ktiwr
to be waterproo/, find tvitl not detfri'irtttt^ '/xitl'.i^ or cr<trk, and will rrmaln rtntlhlr In rx'.r- >,- ...
*'. 1 ihm
and not fiffecicd l<y heat. The Innulntlon In i>roiert(;d fnim mrchantca) Injury hj one o.nx/f.
whole slicked with Clark'H Piitent C'liiipounil. wlilcli U water, oil, acid and. loa vcrjr irr
f »ll
Our insul'iKon will prove durable trtien nit olher» /'tU. Wi- arw prrparrd lo fiirr.
v)«
gaugea and dlaniLiLT of lu«ululloD for Telegrapti, Teleph'.-ne and Elcctrl*: Ligtit* fr.rti

In a letter from the iNftrKcTOU of

29,

J.

HEKBT

CLARK.

A.

•

electric CABLE COMPANY,
U.3

IIunipMhiro Street, BoHton, Ma8H.
HERBERT H. EC8TI9.

General Manwrr.

K --i-r^cUa

IZARD COMPANY,

<fe

COHSULTINQ AND OOHTRACTIHC ELECTRICAL EMGINEERS,
For any or

A

all

Systems of Electric Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Liffht Plants, Arc Light Plants, Electric Light
Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Li^htinrr Plants.

full line of

Branch

flffloe**:

Commercial Supplies

carried at

all

times for Plants described above.

Plans and Specilicalions for

The Lumltpr

l<x4*hanKe-

FRICTION

5

r.,

Slinn<»t«pnl|H.-:illtin.

;

IVoitbwentt rn SluMial

Llf*-

Kinds ol Elcclrical Construction Worti.

CLUTCH PULLEYS

Oral.

K^a^^\

Ki'MPSE^VIXOFX^wIXKrO..

llHoi*.

Win.

Send

for

New

^ \n

Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS
R.

OSTRANDER &
Ann

Factory, n^i and u'i l>cKa;b .\vc
CaTaLocik. out August U;.

.

St.

lircolclyo.

CO.,

New
N.

York.

V

WIRES AND CABLES,

Electric Light, Telephone,

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,

and

Pneumatic,

21. 23 and 2 5

INSUJ^ATED
^L:^N/^

Electric.

W.

for IHhO Catalosne.

Mllwaok*^.

M WHISTLES,

SPEAKING TUBES

ViSC'tIke grip of clutches ODtionaUy grcdual or sudden.
Large friction sutft ess pievoit undue wear.
Disengaaement of clutches is positive.
Pulley shaft autorraticaiiy oiled.
They havs a good record running through five years.
Experts are invited to examine peculiarities.

vend

ILL.

ln*mrniirp HInrk. !; mil'. T-Nitni

AMD CIT-OFF COfPLIXUS.

THE

all

Van Buren Sts.-RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO.
Sherman and
Rooihb and

and Telegraph,

OKONITE WATERPROOF TAPE.

MANSON PROTECTING TAPE.

AWARDED A GOLD MEDAL AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.
TRADE MARK.
3 Park Row, NEW YORK.
OKOIMITE COMPANY,

BRANCHES:

1

Ch'cagn.

Boston.

Philadelphia.

Omaha.

Minneapolis.

Cincinnati

Louisville.

St.

Louis.

Kansas

City,

and

San Francisco.

XwIAMTJ-KACTURERS OK

+

+

Automatic Electric Motors
In all Sizes

from One-half H.

P.

Upward.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regtilatioti. Superior Workmanship, Ease
Management, Seniarkable Siniplicity, Etc, Etc

of

D7NAIVIO ElaECTRIC ^ IVI ACHINSS
'&

For Electroplating, ElectrotypiDg, Copper Refining, Etc.
new
RniNrU nBPTPCQ'
DRhn\ja
KiiiiyjLO.

YORK, SS Clturch

St.,-

BOSTOM. 111 ArcH
city, aianc

kamsas

PHIUDEIPHH. BCe C<mmtrrtSt.;
St.:
oruams, loe Conmdtit it.
Buiidirs.

mw

CHICABO, 42 Ij Sc!U St

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., WINDSOR, CONN.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Established in 1861.

BKGGOT,

E.

Stil well's

December

Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.
Removes
Entirely

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

IN

all

Impurities.

SCALE

in Steam
Catalogue on application.

prevents

Boilers.

STILWELL&BIERGEMF6.C0.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD SLICTHIC

GEORG^E CUTTER,
CONSULTING ELECTRICIAN,

FIXTURES.
ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,

28, iS

80 Adams Street,

Etc., Etc.,

CHIGACrO.

-

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,

Madison Street and Fifth Avenae,

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH STOHB-

2134 Michigan Avenue,

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC

Orford Rosette Pendant

","??

THE LUNKENHEIMER BRASS MFG.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

-

CO.,

Send

for Circulars.

CO.,

D. P. PERRY, Kice-President and General Manager,

MANUFAOTUKBRS OF THE

SPERRT IMPROVED STSTEM
-OF-

HIGH OR

LOW

Write for June, 1889, Gataloene of (8) Olobs Valves, Fop Sitety Valves
liubricatorSi Oil and Crrease Cups, Engine Builders' Brass Ctoods,
and Glass Oil Cops for Dynamos.

TENSION.
I

1.
2.
3.

The new Sperry apparatus free from repairs for twelve monthB.
That the new Sperry improved Dynamos can be coupled in series with perfect safety.
That any number of lamps from one to capacity of dynamo can be cut in or out of

2 Pearl

Street,

Room

BOSTOHr, MASS.

6,

Imroveil

circuit,

Patentei

singly or in groups, with perfect safety, and without eparkiDg at the brushes.
4.
To absorb power In esact proportion to number of lights burning.

Railway

Material

LOWEST PRICES.
PONDENCE SOLICITED.

BEST MATERIAL.
1.

The new Automatic Sperry Dynamos and Lamps surpass in

any other

efficiency those of

make.
2.

3.

That
That

there is greater economy in operating the new Sperry System than any other.
our automatic regulation hag no equal; no rheostat, no wall boxes, no solenoid or

THOMAS ASEBDRNEE,

dash-pot.
4.

That

We

if

you will

invite

visit

Street

for

Roai-lieils.

CORRES-

Kansas

Western Agent,

Citj,

Mo.

onr factory we can show you the best arc lighting apparatus in existence.

correspondence with electrical engineers. Intending buyers, and interested
people everywhere.

m mm mm:

co„

%

iss,

m

m

ciinton

st,,

EUREKA CONSTRUCTION.

Chicago, iil

Rolled any weight desired. Patent allowed. Sample
Chair and Section of Rail Sent, Express Prepaid, to
Prospective Parchasers.

AUTOMATIC

CXJX-OFF ENGINE

VXV^

Office and Factory

2134

to

fflaimfactiirers o[

2140 DeKalb

St.,

-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS

STANDARD

^Iff

RELIABILITY,

SI. LOUIS, MO,

M CARBON

OUR

Lone

Life,

Uniform

='BL4CKD14M01iD"

ECONOMY,

SPECIALTIES.
Size,

AND

POINTS

SUPERIOR dUALlTY,

OCTSHHE

Guaranteed Second

THEM

ALL.

\VRITE
J. F.

to

None.

FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES

PORTER,

Pres.

&

DOUBLE
COMPOUND

SIMPLICITY,

DURABILITY.
THE MOST PERFECT

GOVERNING
EVER

TANDEM
COMPOUND

,

OBTAINED.

For Electrical Lighting, Electrical Railways and purposes where perfect goveniing is required, it has no equal.

BALL ENGINE

Genl. Manager.

CO.,
E.

ERIE, PA.

RUEBEL,

Superintendent.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,
LOCUST
919

STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

BRANCH:

NASHVILLE, TENN.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS.
For any syatem of Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Street Railway Plants, Electric Power

A

Plants, Electric Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Train Lighting Plants, Pole Line Construction.
full line of supplies
carr ied at aU times for plants described above. Plans and specifications for al l kind s o f Elect rical Constru ction
.

THE STANDARD CARBlN
COMPmrCLEVELANDrOHIO,
AXaxxiif
of
A.ot-uLX-ex-s

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.

December

28,
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
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witd

<,r iaiii--

j{t*-.ii

fliain- I'l.

Mii»Lt<.iton,
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«-ATAI.04iII'K

Our

A%n
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STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO.,

•

DAYTON, OHIO.

HiLYDENS,
BOOTH
&
WATERBUBY,

,

CONN.

FACTORIES:

IHANi;i''A4'TriCKKN

UK

BARE AND INSUImATZSD V^IRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Masnet Wire, Flexible 811k, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

a

PATENT K,
For

Electric

Light,

K," LINE WIRE

Electric Railways,

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON
J. L.

BARCLAY,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

Selling Agent,

L.

ILL.

SCOVILL. New York Agent,
26 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

ia>JUJ;l.-g!ll«l!BagfM

?..VtuND:OHIO. <?«<.

SEX™^'

BELDING MOTOR & MFG. COMPANY,
CFFICE 144 Adams

FACTORY 128-130

Street,

The Rookem,

So. Clinton

CHICAGO, ILL, U.S.A.

Street,

M.VSUKACTtniERS OF THE

BEIDING ELECTRIC MOTORS

P

Perfect Automatic Regulation,

Highest EfBciency Guaranteed.
THE STRONGEST ARMATURE MADE.

PERFECTLY BALANCED,

All Parts Interchang^eable
Correspondence Solicited.
Telephones and
plies of

Sup-

Agents Wanted

to Cominutator.
in all the Principal Cities.

BATTERIES OF THE WORLD

THE STANDARD OPEN CIRCUIT

Every 0-3scription.

ElgiB Telephone aod

ELGIN,

Electrical

-

£ven

ABSOLOTELY NO HEATING,

Electrical

ILL..

[''upply

Co.

U.S. A.

PARIS

\wMmMm

HIGHEST AWARD!
THE ONLY

GQLDMEDAL

m

N5V.i6,l880.

mk

ELECTRIC BATTERIES

EXPOSITION

(&>:^
MfeH.27-'88.
AR<:AHPi>lCANpE.scSVtU<;rf\ic
tlGKtlNG. ckECTRO-PLATING^.ANJ)
fOR EXpgRIMENrALUSE: AU50 M0T0f^5.

1889

API-'

tiOXDA.

THF.

LECLANCHE BATTERY COMPANY,

AXO.
149 West 18th

Street

NEW YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

THE
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28,
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BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO
NEW YORK,

33 Mercer Street,

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD RUBBER BATTERY CELLS,

Of every description, including the celebrated
Kiel's Patents for Primary and Storage Batteries.

manufactured under

The

cheapest and best Cells in the market. Also
reduced
prices.
Standard quality Sheet, Rod,
Patent)
for
electrical
purposes,
at
(Kiel's
Tubing
Sheet
Receivers
and
Battery
Syringes,
constantly on hand.
Handles,
Telephone
Knobs,
Switch
Key
Hooks,
Insulator
Tubincr,

Rod and

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, lU.

DETROIT
Electrical

Works

P

MANUFACTURERS.
In our Annunciators our aim has been that
nothing should be wanting in style, workmanship or material to

put on

make them

f^e

B^ST ever

the market.

Dealers
the best

who wish

to identify themselves with

goods and the safest policy, should

handle the products of the

DETROIT ELEC-

TRICAL WORKS,

which have the highest indorsement of both dealers and consumers throughout the country.
Write us for illustrated Annunciator Chart.
RESPECTFULLY,

standard Hotel Xeedlc Annnnciator,
Wllh

0US

T

CALL

Md

FIHE

ALARM ATTACHMCHTS.

Detroit Electrical Works,

>
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GATE CITY ELECTRIC— COMPANY

JOHN W. MASON, Manager.
MI'KOIAli A43KNTH

Ilav«-

a ri'M, NTO<'li

ol

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES!
And
TN'ADC

MAr^l\.

will inakv

I^OW PHcvh and IMtOniT

KANSAS CITY, MO.
NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.

522 DELAWARE STREET.

tVIIlKH ANIt CAIIIiKH.

It.

KUWAUOa.

A.

HfNtlKN.

& CO.,

EDWARDS

NliipmtiilH.

-

-

A. H.

ZENNER, Mana«er.

CONTRACTORS AND JOBBERS.

ManufacturJnir

GENERAL ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLIES.
1521 FARNAM ST., OMAHA. NEB.

O

'»
U'lnr*. 0'l<^bratcd
Pumpelly HUiruKC liiMfrhm, Slamlarrl L'mliT/^rDUnil (Jnljli:
Waring Cables fttid Condultt, PaiHtc SwltohcH, SUxIdarel (/Ul-OuU, ThomifiD Houjitoo
Motors and Uyrmmos, Sawyer-Man Lamps anil .Srnr:laltl««, ComMnallDn Kliturta

Patent Electric Bells.
Automatic Burglar Alarms.

Door Opomrs.
Electric Annunciators.

Gas Lighting Apparatus, etc.
Office

and Factory, 4th Avo. and 144tti8t.,

NEW

liBU'ts. Electric

YORK.

KtHrAUMtlHKIi 1872.

We

&

Electroliers, Ulcnsoa
Uilley Mfg. Co.'b Supplica, Wing's L)Uc Kana sod ExLighting ami Muppllcs, Electric House Purolshings, Bell Uugen,
8undile«, Oomplfte Steam Plants,

and

Thermostats

DRANl'lI, b til l>KT BT.

ELECTRIC HEAT REGULATOR

reHpectfiilly cull uttentlon to oiir

Patent Electric Door Opener.
simple, strong, Compact, and Poeltive
operatiun.
will BCand bard ueaEe. Heavy pressure
ajipll^d to the door doea not Interfere with its
perfect workingIt has been thoroughly teated and Is giving
It la

in

ft

Ilgj 1
^•i
iiSjirf^

Tfl

vinced.

Batit^faction.

If

KetlmateB and prlcB promotly

f

Saves Doctor's

Saves Coal,

not eoid In your town

writ'?

iirnlBhed

The GODLD PACKING GOMPANT^
so CambrldKc Street,

£AST CAMBRIDGE. - MASS.,
-MANUFACTURE THE-

Bills,

Saves Labor;

Automatic, simple and Duratile; insures uniform temperatarc
throughout the bouse; no beater complete without it; cui be
applied to any kind of heating apparatus. Try one, uid b« con-

. for llIaHtral^ rlrnil.r uid prtriM.

CONSOLIDATED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING
f/^7T^^^^^^
0. F.

ANNETT.

CO.,

ni!«X.:APOI.IM. Ml^St.

Prest.

8. F.

FENTON. VlCft-Preit.

ftod

CHA8. 8IDTET SHtTB.

Trew.

S*^

Uotcl and Iluuau AaDUDclators.

Gould Steam and Water Packing
The Original Ring Packing, Pat. June

1,

1880.

Soperior to any Packing in the market for Steam, Water
or Ammonia. Seif-L<ibrlcating, docs not corrode the rod,
never grows hard If directions are followed. Sent on thirty
None genolne without
daye' trial. Satlaf acfory or no pay.
this trade mark and date of patent atamped on wrapper.

Beivare of Infringements and Imitations,

Electric Gas Lighting.

Fire and Burglar Alarmi.

Electric Llghllng.

Electric Go.

Electrical

Apparatus and Supplies,

Telegraph InBtrumenta.

Wire and Hatterlea.

ALBION CHIPMAN, Treasurer.

DAF

The United

Electro-^Iedlcal Ap[>arati)a.

SALT LAKE

CITY.

UTAH.

-

All Bimllar Packinga are Imltatione andcalcolated to deceivt-

Style "C" Hotel Annunciator,
^WITH RETURN CALL.

ELECTRIC LIGHT

CO.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
STREET OR TRUNK LINES.
ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

Central Stations for Power Distribution.

STATIONARY MOTORS.

roE PRICKS,

Fli.\NKLIX

STORAGE BATTERIES.

S.

CARTER.

rrc., !>ke

CHARLES

om

II.

TH%DINti

115 BROADWAY,

NEW

YORK.

JERSEY CITY,

N.

J.

E.

WARD WILKCiS

.^9

PARTRICK & CARTER,
Peskrs

in

jg31©otiricctl STxp>p>li©s,
Sole Proprietors of the PATENT

Factory:

^

WIIKISS.

Man'if.tctureis acd

Executive Offices:

o.i-

Established

1SC7.

114

NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS.
S. !>ie4?ond St.. Philadelphia.

WESTERN ELECTRieiAM.

XVllI

"C.

&

V

ELECTRIC

t)edefflber 28, iS

MOTOR COMPANY,

402 ^ 404 GREENWICH STREET,
ALL STANDARD

NEW YORK.
OYGr 6,000

SIZES

How

in

Uise

OF—

ELECTRIC MOTORS

UNITED STATES,
Running Sewing Machines, Elevators,

1-8 H. P.
Chicago

Office, Pli(enix

Cincinnati Office.

TO 40

Printing Presses, Ventilating Fans, Blowers, Coffee Mills, Polishing and Grinding

H. P.

Tools, Etc.
New England

Building.

99 West

Office,

Pliiladclphia Office,

Fourtli Street.

32

Oliver Street, Boston.

301 Arch

JOHN STEPHENSON

Street.

CO.,

i_irvmr:Eiz),

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

BERG-KtiLITlT

<Sc

CO.,

ELEGTIUG LI6HT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OP INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIAICES FOR THE EDISOI ELECTRIC LIQHT,
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

]

B,

&

ivTTT^r
-W-t-W x7'r\-DTr

j

CO.,

3CU11JV

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

|

Street,

55

pjfth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.

'

December
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iR,

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO
UV

K%-4>ry l>cMcri|><i»ii ni l(»(4<iiii

I*r<uii|i< Slii|iiii<'iilN

I'l-irt-M.

^ON//v

iiiiil

(flliiccnt Kxcriilioii

310 North Third
F0REE(4a)BAIN,
84 MARKET

SYlNTOYIiLL
Cylinder Oils.

Dynamo and
iiuu.'hliiery.

Electrical Expert;

Freu from k""» oriu:l(lH.
reflllcrinK can l«s uwrd

By

DyniimoB

nnil

»

MMtnrM (nr Spocliil W.irk
('"nl Miiiliif Umilrivin

S]]!.. Iiilfy.

ELECTRIC LICHT REPAIRING.

Forest City Electric 'yWorl^s,
Manuiactur.rs

01

CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

tin;

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

CHICAGO.

ENGINEERING GO.

MACHINERY.
built to (-JrdiT.

WcHt.

TAUSSIG, Agent,

Special and Experimental
I-lirj;4'

for all fiwl riiijiiriiii)^
Ado|>U'<J hy Uiu Urgint

IvHiH-<-/,illy lulupt'-'l

ronllriiiully.

Electric PlniiUi of

8.

DESIGNERJND MANUFACTURER.

Or<l<-rH,4>ur N|M-<-iiill !<«.

Street,

Hei:on(l Ut iioiio.

CHICAGO,

ST.,

i>r

707
427

POND

and

709

'Tiie

Market

St., St.

Louis.

Rookery," Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas City.

319 Ramge

Omaha.

Building,

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
Erected Ready for Service.

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES

MPKCIAL1TIE8 :-Tljf ArmlDK<on

Quick

IVIal<e

trolled

,t Him. Rnelne, St««l Bollera, Irnaon UdIc IMt H'uillard RockloKand Sbellleld Uratva, Lowulieater, Hyatt KIIut, Dlalcel'un)[i, KortlDiclQjACIi^r.t ic

and Break Unconby the Handle.

8BND VOH LATiSHT C AT A 1.0<>i

with

Electric LlRlit

CompaQles.

W.

B.

CLEVELAND,

183

Proprietor,

PROF.

SENECA STREET. CLEVELAND,

Chicago

a

Electric Current Counter

54 AND 56 FRANKLIN

Gold Medal Awarded at Melbourne Exhibition. 1888-89.
rtllttble nncl simplifled Electric

Qum-iintsed correct

Built

for

Office,

ARON'S

H.

The most

KM.

THE PERKINS
ELECTRIC LAMP
COMPANY,

Currcflpondcnce

SotlcUed

II

Direct

f'>r

ST.

LOCKWOOD AMMETER

Meter ever invented

smnll and large currents.

Two-Wire.

Three-Wire.

Five-Wire

to

»»

Nine-Wire, and all Alternating Systems

POLARITY INDICATOR

For Arc and iDcandesce nt

from \~> up to .nuy number of nmperes. Evi r>
counter measures eorrectly the amount of current con
simicil from a fraction of an ampere up to its full
in sizes

Oii'cuits.

Lock wood Instnunent

Co.,

capacity.
Atlopteil

Edison

liy

Company.

Lighting Works.

ively used in

Kurope;in

Berlin. Germany;
Germany; Municipal Electric
Germany, and olliei-s. E.xclu.s-

Siemens & Halske.
Berlin.

Berlin.

Paris. Vienna. Const aniinople anil oilier

A

cities.

OPINIONS OF AMERICAN ELECTRIC LICHT COMPANIES.
Lynn. Miisn —"Counters work very satisfactorily."
have four Aron Counters in use since some
Edison Ilium. Co., BnwMi/n. N. T.—
months, durin; whieli time no troulile has been experienced in regard to care of
obtained."
have
been
readings
salisfaelory
and
same,
ifiiher Klcctn'f Light Co., Miini-?u:ilcr.Conn.—''\Vo find thatthe Aron Counters reaisler
as accurately as is necessary for the purpo-es to which such meters woulil he ap

Thomson-EiHiston

plied;

we

(-'n.,

We

hiive perfectly satisfied oui-sclvcs of their adaiitabilily."

is

completed.

ELECTRIC LAW,
Edited by

The

Kiisn

II.

Wntri'LE.

Piicc. hanti.somcly printed

and bound, flO.OO.

Municipal Lighting.

Electric Railway.

In paper, #1.00, .'.•alhcr. fJ.iO

DuMr(N.II.) Klfi-tric Liqht (7".— "We have testeii \\k Aron Counter ami have no reaAVe beg to incU>sc oriler for a few counters of ~Tt to
.son to doubt its reliability.

San

NEW BOOK

Will be issued as soon as the Revisionary work

Whipple's National Electrical Directory.

103 amperes.
Francisco EUcti-ic Light Co.— "The Aron Counter is the best in-trument we have
have thoroughly tested a Counter of alternating current, and are sjtlseen.

Price,

*bMX)

We

work correctly."
UnquesIn tue by European Central Stations mcisnriag over 60 million watts.
tioned superiority. Indispensable for Central station work. Amount of ctirriMit consinneil
principle
as
constructetl
on
the
sjime
dials
being
at
glance,
the
a
maybe ascertained
the gits meter dials.
isfied it will

FOK PRICES AND PABTICOLABS, APDBESS

W.

HACKENTHAL
Sole Manufaotnror and Importer,

21

BEEKMAN

STREET,

•

-

NEW

YORK.

Whipple's Electrical Reports.
TabUshed MoQlhly.

f3 00 per year.

Address

The FRED

H.

WHIPPLE CO.,

I3etx*oit, AXlcli.
Or any Elaotrlcal Journal

New York

or leading Boolt Store

Office,

1

8 Cortlandt

Street.
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THE BEST or ALL
THE MMLTER

K.

FREEMHN

SYSTEM
TRANSFORMBR
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALTERNATING CURRENT

DYNAMO— CAPACITY, 500 16-CANDLE-POWER LAKFS.

We Guarantee 12 IG-C P. Limps for each Mechanical M. P. applied to Dynamo. We Guarantee our Transformers ami Dynamos for two years, and sell our Apparatus upon its Satisfactory Performance.

Our Apparatus

is of

the Highest EfTiciencyp Mechanically and Electrically.

WE GUARANTEE ITS OPERATION, AND

COrmESFOHEEITCE

SOIvIClTE^D.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
GEO.

B.

P

EAU QLaAIRE, wis.
SHAW, - General Manag^er.

EASTERN ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION CO., Gen'l Eastern
33 COLD STREET, NEW YORK.
BAKER, BALCH & CO.. General Agents,

Agents.

THOMAS WOLFE, Southwestern
UNION DEPOT HOTEL,

SEATTLE, WASH.

KANSAS CITY, MO.

Agent,

December

28,
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A PRACTICAL A ND CflMME BCIAL SUCCESS,
Tlie Tlionsflii-Ho iiiitfln Elec tric R'y

ECONOMICAL,

DURIBLE,

NEW TYPE THOMSON-HOUSTON

Sysk,

RELMBLE.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY TRUCK.

RESULT OF ONE YEAR'S WORK
RAILWAY CONTRACTS OF THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC RAILWAY

CO,:

Naumkeag Street Ry,, Salem, Mass.
Alliance Street Railway Co., Alliance, O.
Newburyport & Amesbury Horse Ry.
Atlanta & Edgewood Street RaiJLwaij Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Attleboro, Xo. Attlehoro & Wrenthani Street Railway Co.,
port, Mass.

Newport Street Ry. Co., Newport, It. I,
Newton Street Ry, Co., Newton, Mass.
Nay- Aug Cross Town Uy. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Omaha & C. B. Ry. attd Bridge Co., Omaha, Nef>.
Omaha Motor Ry. Co., Omaha, Neb.

Attleboro, Mass.

Americux Street Railway Co., Aniericus, Ga.
Auburn Electric Railway Co., Auburn, JV. Y.
JRanf/or Street Railway Co., Bangor, Me.
Belt lAne Railway Co., Lynn, Mass.
Brooklyn Street Railway Co., Cleveland, Ohio,
Central Passenger Railway, Louisville, Ky.
Central Railway Co., Peoria, HI.

Ottawa Electric St. Ry. Co., Otfaira, III.
Ottumiva Street Ry. Co., Ottiimwa, Iowa.
Plymouth tC Kingston Ry. Co., Plymouth, Mass.
Quincy St. Ry. Co., Quincy, Mass.
Redbank it Seabright Ry., Redbank, N. J.

Citizens' Electric Street Railtvay, Decatur, III.
Colerain Avenue Railway Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Danville Street Car Co., Danville, Va.
Derby Horse Railroad Co., Ansonta, Conn,

Dea Moines Electric Ry.

Co.,

Richmond St. Ry. Co., Richmond, Ind.
Rochester Electric Ry. Co., Rochester, N.
Revere Street Ry. Co., Revere, Mass.

Des Moines, Iowa.

Eckington .£r Soldiers Home Ry. Co., Washington, D. C.
East Harrisburg Passenger Railway, Harrisburg, Pa.
Fulton Co, Street Ry. Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Hillside Coal Co., Scranton, Pa.
Hoosac Valley Street Ry., North Adams, Mass.
Joliet Street Ry. Co., Joliet, HI.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Myrtle Street Line) Lynn,
Mass.
Lynn *£• Boston Railroad Co., (Nahant Line) Lynn, Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Crescent Beach Line) Lynn,
Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Highland Line) Lynn, Mass.
McGavock & Mt. Vernon Horse Ry-, Nashville, Tenn.
Metropolitan Street Ry. Co., Katisas City, Mo.

:x:
Brooklyn Street Railway Co.
Des Moines Electric Railway Co.
Eckington & Soldiers' Home Railway Co.
Julien Electric Traction Co.
Seattle Electric

Railway

& Power Co.

isi

Ross Park Street R;/.
Riverside

Co.,

Y.

Spokane

and Suburban Ry-

Falls, W. T.
Co. Wichita, Kan.

Scranton Passenger Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Scranton Suburban St. Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Seattle Electric Ry. & Power Co., Seattle, W. T.
Southington A- Plantsville Ry. Co., Southington, Conn.
Third Ward St Ry. Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
Topeka Rapid Transit Co., Topeka, Kan.
Toledo Electric Ry. Co., Toledo, Ohio.
University Park Ry. and I'lectric Co. Denver, Col.
Vine St. Ry., Kan.ias City, Mo.
WatervUet Turnpike & R. R. Co., Albany, N. YWheeling Ry. Co., Wheeling, W. Va.
West End St. Ry. Co., Boston. Mass.

^ICDIMT^:
Lynn & Boston Street Railway Co.
Omaha & Council Bluffs Railway & Bridge

Co.

Revere S:reet Rail^^ay Co.
"Wheeling Railway Co.
West End Street Railway Co.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

Co., Ne>i'lmry-

148 Michigan Ave.,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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RANDOLPH STREET,

28,

1889

CO.

C-H-I-C-^^-O-O.
FACTORIES: ANSONIA, CONN.

ALL KINDS OF ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES.
HARD DRAWN COPPER WIRE.

GALVANIZED IRON STRANDS.
For Supporting Trolley Wires

SUSPENSION WIRE BOLTS.

Made

in

STELLAR

any Single Length, without

joints either twisted or soldered.

INCANDESCENT

HABIRSHAW

LAMPS.

RUBBER WIRE.

To

The Best Rubber Covered Wire on

Fit

Any Socket.

the Market.

ALL KINDS OF GLASS INSULATORS.
Interior Electrical Conduits.

Shield Brand Moisture-Proof Line Wire.

Acknowledged to be the Best Weather-proof
and ONLY Moisture-proof Line Wire made.

RAIL

The only System through which Wires may be
run with ease and in absolute

CONNECTORS.

Our new

Illustrated

Catalojue, No.

560,

Safety from Fire.

of Electric

Light

and Pjwer Supplies,

is

the

most complete book

of

its

kind

ever

issued.

!
December

28,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1889

A REVOLUTION
Send

for Full Particulars Regarding the

New

BRUSH ALTERNATING CURRENT
LONG DISTANCE LIGHTING SYSTEM.
Coampa-niGs

Ca,3:i.n.ot

-<^£ford. to B-a.37-

or "CTse -A-n.3r Otli.ex.

The Brush 'toreless" Alternating Current Dynamo.
Brush Arc and Incandescence Electric Lighting Apparatus, Brush Electric Motors
and Power Generators, Brush Carbons, Storage Batteries, Etc., Etc.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CHICAGO OFFICE:

225

DEARBORN

ALEX. KEMPT. Special

ST.
Agt.

PACIFIC COAST agents;

CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Eastern Office:

i^

Calilma

Electric

Liilit

8AN FRANCISCO.

36 Onion Square, N. Y.

.\,

Co,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

December

28,

1889

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC
w

Deport
Manufacturers

SLATTERY

of

CL^rzie. XzicaLletaaa.

the

SYSIEM

INDUCTION

M

out

OF

System of Electric Lighting la
Existence.

IHCAHDESCEHT LIGHTING,

^AND

The Most Carefully Workedand Complete Alternatint

THE

Armatures

WOOD SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

Lamps

OF

ARC LIGHTING.

and

Converter!

1S~16 Candle Fewer

to the Mechanical

HorM

Power Quaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK OFFICE:
I

15

BROADWAY,
Boreel BIdg.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS.

FORT WAYNE,

IND.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,
907 Filbert Street,
G. A. 'W^ILBUR, Manag-er.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.
OFFICE, 217 Sansome St.

SAN FRANCISCO

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.
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